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Largest class in College history

Williams welcomes 509 membersof 1985 Class
The Williams Class of 1985 set

College records for size and finan-

cial aid, with five hundred nine stu-

dents and over one million dollars

in aid.

College Admissions officials

anticipated a class of approxi-

mately 500, but exceptionally large

matriculation prevented them
from accepting anyone from the

waiting list. Such a measure has

not been taken since 1956.

Financial aid for Williams fresh-

men reached a record $1,054,000

for aid received from the College,

through work, and from other sour-

ces. Assistant Admissions Direc-

tor Pat Riley attributed the aid

increase to the large class size,

greater financial need, and infla-

tion. The Williams Parent Loan
Program, instituted last April in

response to soaring tuition, will

play a significant role in the Willi-

ams aid picture, making the "mil-

lion dollar class" a commonplace
occurrence.

Admissions Director Phil Smith

called the incoming freshman
class "more diverse geographi-

cally" than last year's group. The
four main "feeder" states (New
York, Massachusetts, Connecti-

cut, and New Jersey) showed a

decline in applicants and were
primarily responsible for a 13%

overall decline in applications as

compared to last year. Some of the

decline was recovered by an

increase in overseas applications.

The overseas contingent replaced

California as the fifth largest appli-

cant group.
Applications from blacks

declined, a statistic that was
reflected in the overall 13% drop.

Many students attribute the

reduced black applicant pool to the

aftershock of last November's

cross burning incident outside

Perry House. Hispanic applica-

tions increased though, bringing

the American minority student

group to 12% of the total incoming

class. Foreign students reprsent

5% of the class of '85.

Academically, the Class of '85

maintained a high standard for

Williams. The average SAT score

for the Incoming freshmen
increased despite the national

trend of dropping scores. As in past

years, the Class of '85 performed
better on the mathematical SAT
section than on the verbal section.

The record number of incoming
freshmen has presented some
problems in the area of housing.

The second floor of the Thompson
Infirmary will become a freshman
entry with two Junior Advisors

assigned to it. This is the first time
the College has established a fresh-

man entry in the infirmary.

In the "private school versus

public school" competition, public

school students just edged out the

private school students. Over fifty-

one percent of the total class grad-

uated from public institutions. As
usual, Williams freshmen out-

number the women by 278 to 231.

Four hundred fifty-three appli-

cations were received in the Early

Decision program. Women ED
applicants outnumbered their

male counterparts by 242 to 211.

This runs counter to the trend for

overall applications where men
outnumber the women by 2,340 to

1,872. The College accepted 23.5%

each from the men's and women's
applicant pools.

In recent years, 85% of the stu-

dents in an entering class have

graduated from Williams within

four years well over 90% of all

matriculated students ultimately

received a Williams degree.

The Lasell Gym clocktower; one of the many sights that will remind you of

Williams for years to come.

An unlikely college in an unlikely place
The Hoosic River valley of the

Northern Berkshlres, "the middle

of nowhere", even today seems an

unlikely place for a town, let alone

a "prestigious institution of higher

learning' '. It was far more unlikely

In the 1700s, when access to the val-

ley was limited to an arduous trek

over the Mohawk Trail.

The area was first surveyed in

1739 by Ephraim Williams, Sr. and,

under the protection of Fort Mas-

sachusetts (located where the

Price Chopper on Route 2 now

stands), a settlement began to

grow as early as 1752. As far as the

College is concerned, Ephraim
Sr .'s real claim to fame was father-

ing Ephraim Jr. and getting him
appointed commander of the

string of Western Massachusetts

forts including Fort Massachu-

setts. Although Ephraim Jr. was
apparently well-regarded militar-

ily, he goes down in history for his

defeats. In 1746, Fort Massachu-

setts was captured and burne<J

while supposedly under his com-
mand. On September 8, 1755, hav-

ing led his men into an ambush at

Lake George, N.Y., he ended up

getting himself killed for his

troubles.

Shortly before, Williams had
written a will providing funds for a

"free school" to be set up in West
Hoosic on condition that the name
of the town be changed to Wllliam-

stown. In 1765, the town was offi-

cially Incorporated as "Williams

Town".

The General Court of Massachu-
setts incorporated "The Trustees

of the Donation of Ephraim Willi-

ams, Esq. for Maintaining a Free
School in Williamstown" on March
8, 1785 to use the $9175 that had
accumulated in the estate. Yet
even this massive sum wasn't suf-

ficient for the task and a lottery

was required before construction

of West College could begin in 1790.

The opening of the school was
delayed until October 20, 1791 by a
failure to discover water on the

land around the building. (In fact,

the school had to rely on two
springs at the lower end of Spring
Street; hence its name.) Despite

local opposition, Ephraim Willi-

ams's free school became Willi-

ams College in June 22, 1793.

The first Commencement was
held on September 2, 1795. Of the

four men receiving degrees, two

Continued on Page 6
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Transportation

Escape from Williams
Thoreau was referring to Willi-

ams when he said, "It would be no
small advantage if every college

were thus located at the base of a

mountain." It Is also no small
advantage for airports, train sta-

tions and bus depots. Infact,itisno

advantage at all, which is why find-

ing transportation into and out of

Williamstown can be one of the

major tests of resourcefulness dur-

ing your four years here.

Foot: Given that the College

encompasses the heart of William-

stown, walking is actually not a

bad option for your daily transpor-

tation needs . Three shopping areas
are within walking distance of the

campus: Spring St., Cole Ave.

(near the railroad tracks), and the

Colonial Shopping Center (about 15

minutes east on Route 2).

Hitching: Hitching is technically

illegal along state highways in

Massachusetts, but no one, includ-

ing the local police, can recall the

last time anyone was picked up for

the offense.

The ride board outside the snack
bar in Baxter offers a somewhat
more organized means of hitching.

Post a notice there with your
name, destination and phone
number and keep your fingers

crossed.

Train: Occasionally on an even-

ing when the wind is right, you

by David Lott

Invariably during your first

week at Williams, fellow freshmen
and quick-witted JAs will greet you
warmly with, "Hi Melvin," "Hey
Gladys," or "Happenin' Gustav! "

when in reality you are none of

these people. This creeping mal-

ady of misidentification is know as

the Freshman Identity Crisis.

Most freshmen deal with mis-

taken identity in the same way.
They say, "Sorry, I'm Bill, not

Gustav. It's okay, I do that too.

What is your name again?" Then
they walk off, best of friends, talk-

ing enthusiastically about their

Intended majors or something
equally lifeless. This is fine if you
want to be a stereotype, but for

those who seek to break the mold,
here are some alternatives.

Employ the antagonistic tech-

nique. When someone accosts you
with "Good morning, Vladislav,"

might hear a freight train rumble
away to the north. So much for the

rebirth of the railroad in

Williamstown.

If you are a fan of rail travel,

however, and can make your way
to Pittsfield or Albany then rail

connections are possible. Two
Amtrak trains a day leave from
Pittsfield, one at 10:22 a.m. going

to Boston, and one at 8: 55 p.m.

going to Chicago, and stopping in,

among other places, Rochester,

Buffalo and Cleveland. Also, eight

trains daily from Albany (or more
precisely Rensselaer, although it

is the Albany station) to Grand
Central Station in New York.

For more information, call

Amtrak: 800-523-5720.

Bus: Lest you are despairing

that public transportation has
totally ignored the Purple Valley,

you will be happy to learn that reg-

ularly scheduled buses penetrate

this outpost of academia.

New Englander buses run five

buses to Boston daily. The first

leaves Williamstown at 6:15 a.m.
and the last at 5: 15 p.m. The one-

way fare is $11.15. Two buses to

New York City via Pittsfield run
daily. The one-way fare is $25.62.

The oft-dubbed "slow boat to

China" bus to Port Authority in

New York chugs through just

about every small town along the

way.

"Hey there, er a .

give him a friendly, but sharp,

finger-jab to the ribs and reply,

"Can't complain there,WolfgangI
"

Walk off with a maniacal grin plas-

tered on your face. The more
crazed, the better.

You can also let it ride to the

point where you ask what his

major is. Following his response of

"Pre-med" or "Pre-law," you
caustically counter with, "Oh yea?
Well I'm pre-hlstorical."

Yet another approach is to

simply ignore the person speaking
to you. Do this by singing loudly or

speaking to yourself in another lan-

guage. Division III majors can
invent their own language if need
be. This evasive action will deflate

the most persistent name-caller.
You can have a set of cards printed

with the phrase, "I am a deaf-

mute. Please stop calling me by
someone else's name."
The Freshman Identity Crisis is

A good pair ol boots will take you as far In this weather as the fanciest Mercedes.

More information on schedules,
fares and routes is available at the
Williams Inn (458-9371) at the
intersection of North and Main
Streets. The bus stop is right out-
side the Inn.

Plane: Most Williams students
fly from Albany, the nearest air-

port that is served by major air-

lines. Figure on at least an hour
and a half if you are traveling by
car. At peak periods (e.g., the end
of a semester) a bus is often char-
tered, but if it is inconvenient, you
will have to catch whatever ride

Vladimir"
also a reciprocal phenomenon.
There are times when you see
someone you recognize and they
call you by name, but you are
unable to think of theirs. In this

case mumbling is your best
escape. Virtually any name will
sound correct when filtered
through a cough or a snort. Volume
and timing are critical.

If your unknown person is amid a
crowd of freshmen, it is always
safe to show a big smile, look at no
one in particular, and shout "Hi!

"

The frosh in the group, thinking
that they should know you and
wishing to be as popular as you
seem, will smile and shout "Hi!"
back. No kidding. It really works.
The point to be made here is to

avoid convention. If someone gets
your name wrong toss etiquette out
the window. Being creatively blunt
can make you someone they will

never forget.

you can. Some students have been

known to pay $50 plus for a taxi.

Car: If you own a car, congratu-

lations. You have access to the

most effective means of getting

around, and if you are willing to

loan it out, you have also assured

yourself a certain degree of popu-

larity among your cohorts.

First semester freshmen are not

allowed cars, so if you have one,

you must either hide it from the

authorities or put it in storage.

Thereafter, you may pay registra-

tion fees of $55 a year and park in

assigned lots— in the case of fresh-

men, behind the tennis courts,

which can make for an annoying
hike. Never so annoying, however,

as being stranded in Williamstown
when you are eager for a change of

scenery.

PHOTO
SPECIALS
SAVE $^00
off the regular price

of developing your

roll of color print film
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Save 'em, Play 'em, Trade 'em

The Dean Team
DEANS

John C. Chandler
Position: President

Height: 6'1" Weight: 170

Bats: Both Throws: Right

President Chandler oversees

both the financial and acadennic

aspects of the College. Although

his job takes him around the

country for fundraising. he is an

unusually visible college presi-

dent, and regularly attends home
athletic events.

Chandler plans to continue his

w/alk-in hours, during which stu-

dents may speak with him about

their concerns without appoint-

ment.

DEANS Cris T. Roosenraad
Position: Associate Dean and

Dean of Freshmen
Height: 5'10" Weight: 143

Bats: Right Throws: Right

With O'Connor back in the

lineup. Roosenraad returns to his

associate dean positions. The off-

season departure of Lauren Stev-

ens means Roosenraad assumes

new responsibilities as the Dean
of Freshmen, making him one of

the team's key performers.

Roosenraad is the team's radi-

cal rowdy. He went to school with

Tom Hayden and vi/as one of the

early members of what became
the SDS. Of late, however, he has

developed more refined tastes,

expressing a particular weakness

for Dom Perignon.

DEANS

Nancy J. Mclntire

Position: Associate Dean
Height: 5'5" Weight: 135

Bats: Right Throws: Right

Mclntire is the team coordina-

tor of trades. Responsible for stu-

dent transfers and exchanges as

welf as study abroad, she is the

team's expert in dealing with

player agents

She has a special interest in the

problems of women at Williams,

an interest shared with Assistant

Dean Mary Kenyatta.

DEANS

Daniel D. O'Connor
Position: Dean of the College

Height: 6' Weight: 170

Bats: Right Throws: Right

Fresh off a year of sabbatical

leave. O'Connor resumes his

duties as manager of the Dean's

team. O'Connoris responsiblefor

the day-to-day operation of the

College.

In his third season with the

Deans, O'Connor is best known

for his vicious attacks on the

teams ma|or rival, grade
inflation.

DEANS
John F. Relchert

Position: Acting Dean of tfie

Faculty

Height: 6'2" Weight: 180

Bats: Right Throws: Right

The teams star rookie, Rei-

chert will have a busy year ahead

as he continues his teaching

duties in the English department

while also assuming the job of

managing faculty and curncular

affairs.

Succeeding Francis Oakley,

who IS on sabbatical leave, Rei-

chert will be in charge of faculty

recruitment, promotions, leaves

and research support.

DEANS

J. Hodge Markgraf

Position: Provost

Height: 5'8" Weight: 145

Bats: Both Throws: Right

In charge of managing the

team's finances. Markgraf begins

his second season as col lege pro-

vost He will be in responsible for

the College's $30 million budget

and long-range economic
planning

This freshman issue of the Williams Record is published as a supplement to the weekly issuesof the paper which are distributed in the dming halls on Tuesday nights

while school is in session The Record wishes to thank the Dean's Office for their financial support of this freshman issue
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ARTS AND CULTURE BLOSSOM AT WILLIAMS Ephese:

The first thought that invariably

enters the mind of the neophyte
Williams student (i.e., freshman)
as his gaze takes him down the bus-

tling metropolis of Spring Street is

"This is it?" At first glance, Willi-

ams, to put it mildly, does not

appear to be a hub of cultural activ-

ities. You will be pleased to learn

that appearances can be
deceiving.

Williams may be located in the

boonies, but the College recognizes

its obligation to foster cultural

enrichment among the members
of its community. Over the years,

the arts at Williams have matured
and developed to the point where
our little community is an
acknowledged cultural center in

the Berkshires.

Just down the road by Garfield

House is the world renowned Clark
Art Institute, housing works by
such artists as Homer, Degas,
Monet, and Renoir.

Throughout the year, the Clark
sponsors major exhibitions of

artists' work from around the

world. In addition, the museum
offers a great number of lectures,

concerts, and classic films, almost
always free to students.

Not to be outdone. Williams
maintains its own art museum in

Lawrence Hall, next to the Berk-

shire Quad. Despite the inconven-

iences of the new addition to the

building, one can still enjoy a wide
variety of exhibits ranging from
the art of ancient Greece to the

latest work from local artists. Sev-

eral student art exhibits are also on
display at different times of the

year.

The Williams theater offers stu-

dents the opportunity to both enjoy

serious theatre and ham it up. The
Williams theatre department
sponsors three or four major pro-

ductions on the main stage of the

Adams Memorial Theater (AMT)
each year. Past productions have

included works by Shaw, Wilde,

and Shakespeare.

The College also offers students

the chance to stage and direct their

own productions in the studio

theater of the AMT. Of more imme-
diate importance to freshmen is

the annual Freshman Revue which
gives all you freshmen out there a

chance to show your stuff.

Williams also has a Dance
Society which sponsors one of the

finest concert series at the College.

Each year nationally renowned
dance troupes spend several days
in residence at Williams. The
members give master classes,

lecture-demonstrations, open
rehearsals, and full performances
open to the public. These residen-

cies give the dance enthusiast a

chance to study an individual com-
pany's theories, techniques, and
repertoire. For the newcomer,
they are a perfect introduction to

the dance.
Music is perhaps one of the most

popular activities on campus, with

the College offering a wide variety

of musical events. The Berkshire
Symphony (based on campus),
made up of both students and pro-

fessionals, performs four concerts
a year, often with well-known
guest soloists. Music in the Round
is a chamber ensemble which per-
forms several concerts each
semester in the Bernhard Music
Building. The Williams Choral

The Williams Choral Society provides stirring vocal music and tuxedos.

Society performs major concerts

at Christmas and in the spring, as

well as special concerts during the

two parents' weekends. A smaller
chamber choir also presents a

number of special concerts.
Baroque music, with emphasis on

the harpsichord, can be heard in

nine or ten Griffen Hall Concerts
during the year. On the other end of

the musicality spectrum, many
musically literate students swear
by the Williams Marching Band
and its distinctive brand of

entertainment.

The Williams Jazz Ensemble keeps the joint "jumpin."

There are also a number of stu-

dent musical organizations and
concerts. The Ephlats and Willi-

ams Octet offer student run con-

certs of popular and folk music.

Studio, the music department's
student recital series, allows stu-

dents the chance to perform both

vocal and instrumental music.

Generally speaking, the studios

are no amateur hour: you'll find

your classmates are a pretty tal-

ented bunch.

Outside performers are also

brought to Williams under the aus-

pices of the Thompson Concert Ser-

ies. Past guests have included the

Juilliard String Quartet and other

top performers.

More popular tastes will be
indulged at a number of popular
folk, rock, and jazz concerts which
are held every year. Last year's

performers included Hall and
Oates, Steve Forbert, Willie Nile,

Dizzy Gillespie, and Max Roach.
The Williams Coffie House spon-

sors smaller concerts nearly every
weekend in the Rathskeller.

Movies are a popular diversion

at Williams. The Williams Film
Society shows popular second run
films every Friday night in Bronf-
man Auditorium. Reel Vintage
sponsors a classic film festival on
Saturday nights, offering films by
such greats as Fellini, Hitchcock,

and Bergman. Images, down on
Spring Street, offers three differ-

ent movies a week, both classic

and popular.

A guide to Wms. slang
Upon arriving at Williams,

many freshmen discover that their

JAs speak a foreign tongue. This

mixture of English and college

lingo has evolved into a minor art

here at Williams. To help you
through these first few days in a

foreign college, we present the fol-

lowing slang compendium.
One word of caution: these terms

have limited use in some parts of

the campus. It is wise to hear what
upperclassmen are saying before

plunging headlong into a

conversation.

Ace—to get an A grade.

Band—a group of students who
become crazed musicians when
their liquor supply is full.

Bar—always preceded by a letter

grade: a B— is a "B bar."

Burgers—short for Froshburgers,

what you are.

Chow— food: also to eat, as in

"Let's chow."

Deadly Medly—one of the vegetar-

ian atrocities from the friendly

folks at Food Service.

Demo—to destroy without mercy,
usually private property.

Drink—also known "Log it," "get

plotzed, " "get ripped," etc.

Grind—someone who studies for

fun: also verb form.

Grinder— the sandwich that outsid-

ers would call a warm submarine
or a hot hero.

Gut—an easy course, as in "I got

an A bar in that gut."

Key—important, necessary, best,

or anything else the speaker
means.

Later—said at the close of a

conversation.

Later, much—said at the close of a

dull conversation.

Libes— the library, where one
grinds.

Munch Out—what one does after a

midnight run to the Grand Union or

Price Chopner grocery stores ("Pig

out" to the less cultured.)

O.C— "out of control"; preceded

by the first letter of an adjective,

as in POC (prep out of control) or

GOC (grind out of control).

Pro House—Prospect House, on

the Berkshire Quad.

The Quad— to an upperclass male,

the Freshman Quad: to an upper-

class female, the Freshman Quad
or Berkshire Quad, but only to

those who live there.

i
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History-

Continued from Page i

became lawyers and two doctors ,.

The early trustees of the college
'

were heavily Influenced by Yale
and were strict Congregational-
ists. To them, WUliamstown's iso-

lation was Ideal for defending

young minds from Unltarianism,

which from Its base at Harvard
was having a profound effect on

American higher education.

The trustees called for the fol-

lowing curriculum for their new
college: "In the first year,—the
English, Latin, Greek, and French

JOSEPH E. DEWEY

9:00 - 5:00

Mon.-Sat. "C.

<A\M9 nn^ WILLIAMSWILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.
01267

458-5717

<^

• Northern Berkshires' Most

Complete Sporting Goods Store

• Full Service for all

Raquet Sports, Skiing

and Skating

CUSTOM
T-SHIRT PRINTING ;^.-ii5^

GOFF'S SPORTS.INC.
15 SPRING STREET

WILLIAMSTOWN, MA. 01267
TELEPHONE 413458-3605

YOU CAN HAVE A BAD HORSE,
BUT YOU'VE GOTTA HAVE
A GOOD PAIR OF BOOTS.

Since the days of the wild

west, people have relied on
FRYE boots as old friends

That's because all Frye boots
are carefully bench-crafted
of the finest leathers.

We've been making them
that way for more than 100
years now Our styles may
change, but our quality and
craftsmanship remain the
same

The best

languages. In the second,—the sev-

eral languages in part. Arithmetic,

Geography, Algebra, Geometry,
Mensurations, Conic Sections,

Rhetoric and Logic. In the third,—

Trigonometry, Navigation, Sur-

veying, Natural Philosophy,
Astronomy and Chemistry. In the

fourth year, — Metaphysics,
Ethics, History, National Law,
Civil Polity, and Theology."

The College was perpetually in

need of funds. The by-and-large

well educated faculty was dis-

gusted by the country bumpkins
Williams tended to attract. In 1821,

after failing to obtain permission
from the state to move, Williams'

second president, Zephaniah Swift

Moore, with half the students and
faculty marched over the Mohawk
Trail to found Amherst College and
spawn one of the nation's oldest

collegiate sports rivalries.

Moore's successor at Williams,
Edward Door Griffin, succeeded in

developing an infusion of funds and
an expansion of the enrollment.

Although the College did not
achieve financial security until the

twentieth century, it was able to

fall back on state aid and fortunate

if occasional donations to the con-
servative religious institution.

Although Williams has always
attracted talented educators (wit-

ness President Mark Hopkins), it

wasn't until the presidency of

James Phinney Baxter (1937-61)

that the College's academic repu-

tation really began to grow. Since
World War II, admissions have
become progressively more
selective.

As elsewhere, the 1960s were a
traumatic period for Williams.

They witnessed the largest build-

ing program in the College's his-

tory. The abolition of fraternities

was a bitter issue on campus and
among alumni. The result was the

development of the residential

house system.

The most revolutionary change
was reserved for the 1970s. In 1971,

the College admitted its first fresh-

man class containing women. The
repercussions are still being felt,

although a student-faculty com-
mittee concluded that the transi-

tion had been made surprisingly

smoothly.

Save 40-57% at

The Williams News and Supply Room
on New York Times and Boston Globe subscriptions

Check out our line ol . .

.

• School Supplies (large selection oi notebooks)

• Laundry Products

• Cookies. Candy, etc.

• Magazines

• Cigarettes

• IMIscellaneous items

We ertend a warm welcome to the incoming Freshmen and to the

returning upperclassmen ol WILLIAMS COLLEGE.
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New teams

look strong
Continued from Page 8

Crotty anchoring the backfield,

and fleet Micah Taylor back to

head the receiving corps. The
defense is depleted, but returning

linemen Steve Doherty, Joe Ross,

Jack Kowalik, and Captain Jeff

Kiesel in the secondary will give

opposing QBs fits before the season
is over.

During the winter months,
hockey and basketball attract good
crowds, especially during Winter
Study. In the past two years the

hockey team has been most com-
petitive, reaching the Eastern Col-

lege Athletic Conference playoffs

last season behind the superb work
of freshman netminder Dan Finn
and co-goalkeeper Tom Golding.

Finn returns from a successful

stint at the National Sports Festi-

val in Syracuse, N.Y., ready to bat-

tle for Williams.

Basketball in Lasell Gymna-
sium can also become intense, as

proven two years ago when now-
senior guard Al Lewis led an upset

of Division I power Dartmouth to

the delight of a screaming partisan

crowd. Miracles do happen in the

magic room on Spring Street.

Other sports at Williams should

get more spectators than their

usual low turnouts. Our swimming
teams are traditionally the best in

New England, often capturing Ail-

American status for some
members at the Division III

nationals.

Women's basketball, both tennis

squads, both squash teams, and
men's lacrosse are also tradition-

ally successful squads that get less

support than they deserve, despite

their impressive records.

No, the Ephs do not appear on
Wide World of Sports, nor do we fill

a 100,000 seat stadium, but specta-

tor sports are definitely alive and
well at Williams.

P.E. credit
Continued from Page 8

will take a newcomer who is wil-

ling to learn fundamentals and
take a pounding.

For frustrated jocks, there are
two routes. The first is club sports.

Now don't misunderstand. There
are a lot of athletes playing club

sports who have the ability to be
varsity athletes. But club sports

like rugby, softball, and women's
hockey allow enjoyment of the

sport without as serious a commit-
ment as one would have as a var-

sity athlete.

Intramurals are not the gentle-

man's game that the title might
suggest. The fierce competition in

I

Welcome Williams

Freshmen!

Come Visit Tlie

A Traditional

Clothing Establishment

lor Ladies and Gentlemen

Since 1891 on the Williams Campus

Spring Street 458-5010

PAPPA
CHARLIE'S

DELI

Visit Us
Tonight!

Cin(jy, Ginny, Theresa and Charlie

We feature ....

• Grinders

• Bagels

• Fresh Fruit Juices

• Herb Teas

And New Student Pizzas

We Casli Student Checks
IM is more than enough to satisfy

the four-year high school sports

veteran.

Category three is the hacker. A
hacker can be categorized as

anyone who plays or exercises

purely for the sheer perversity of

it. One who likes it not for the sake
of intense competition, but simply
to stay in shape.

Intramurals are dynamite for

the hacker, especially if he likes to

show off in front of other hackers.

Williams, Sage, and E.F.L, (East,
Fayerweather, Lehman) have
always been tough entries in the

intramural race.

The swim test all freshmen take
this week is the college's first shot

at eliminating all those unfit to

pass P.E. They figure the real los-

ers will drown before they buy
their first semester's worth of

books. The survivors must suffer

with eight quarters of Phys. Ed.
Skiing, dance, yoga, karate, bas-

ketball, tennis, and even badmin-
ton are available plus many more.
Those in any combination of 8 will

get one through. Things like golf

cart driving, parking coaches
cars, and sportswriting won't.

Take it from one who's tried.

Welcome Williams Freshmen

Williamstown

National

Bank
Williamstown, Massachusetts

Serving Williamstown and the area

Since 1883

TWO CONVENIENT LOCATIONS:
57 Spring Street - Mon -Fri - 9 am-3pm
455 Main St Office - Drive-up Window
Mon. -Fri - 9 am-6 pm - Sat 9 am-1 pm

Complete Banking & Trust Services

WE KNOW HOW TO HELP
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
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A look at Eph sports:
Georgia has its Bulldogs. Penn

State holds claim to the NIttany
Lions. A Notre Dame student

becomes one of the Fighting Irish.

But the student who comes to Willi-

ams must spend four years (and
sometimes a lifetime) explaining
to shocked friends and relatives

that he Is not a Lion, Tiger, Bear, or
even a Fighting Iguana. He is an
Ephman.
Yes, an Ephman. Not F-Man or

Ef-Man, but Ephman (pronounced
EEF-MAN), or possibly an Eph-
woman if you are of the approp-

riate gender. As a member of the

Williams Class of '85, you also have
unknowingly become an Ephman
but do not run for a blood test yet

The name Ephman comes from
our beloved founder, Ephraim Wil

liams. (Get it? His drinking bud
dies called him "Eph" for short)

As a British colonel. Williams

could not get to first base. Legend
has it that he led his men Into an
Indian ambush, died young (and
wealthy), and left us this spot for

an institution of higher learning. In

memory of his bravery, daring,

courage (and wealth), we hereto-

fore refer to ourselves as
Ephmen—at least on the field of

battle.

And somehow it seems that Willi-

ams types are always on the pro-

verbial field of battle. Just getting

the acceptance letter with the Phil

Smith personally-embossed smi-

ley face (thought yours was the

only one, right?), one instantly

becomes athletic.

It seems that the inclination to

exercise hits immediately upon
entering our Purple Valley. But
here in paradise one must satiate

the soul as well as the body. We do
this through spirit, through root-

ing, and primarily through beating
arch-rival Amherst as many times
as possible during our four-year

tenure.

Despite the relatively low-key
attitude attributed to sports at Wil-

liams, a good number of the people
on campus are aware of the foot-

ball team's season record. This is a
small campus. Ever>'body knowsa
varsity athlete or two, and there-

fore It is likely that within a stu-

dent's freshman year he will find

himself cheering for a roommate
or a friend.

Despite the relative abundance
of school pride, there are only

three sports at Williams that draw
a good number of spectators.

Of course, the biggest attraction

occurs during eight weeks in the

fall—football. In this countr>- the

media has made football the

preeminent sport, and it remains
top-dog at Williams. The team
plays in the Little Three Confer-

ence against rivals Wesleyan and
Amherst on the last two weeks of

the season. The competition is

Intense, and we usually come out

on top. Since Coach Bob Odell took
charge ten seasons ago, the Ephs
have won or tied for the conference
title every season.

The Williams icemen look to return to the playoffs this year.

The Ephs face four opponents at

home this season, with Middleb-
ury. Tufts, Bowdoin, and Amherst
coming to Weston Field to meet
Williams, which boasted a 5-2-1

record last season. While games at

Weston attract crowds of about
1(XX), participation is a must. The
stands come to life as the game

l)egins. making the contest a mere
co-star. The stands are a social

happening. It is possible to spend a

spectacular day at the game with-

out ever learning the score.

John Lawler returns to guide the

grid offense with veterans Jay
Wheatley, Tom Casey, and Sean

Continued on Page 7

Everyone's an athlete
by Steven H. Epstein

Becoming an athlete at Williams
is like swimming with a strong cur-
rent. It's natural, and it'seasv. The

flare* acHon Heal running, and mud.

only limiting factor is one's own
determination. Williams doesn't

doleout athletic scholarships. Eve-

rybody, in some sense, is a walk-

on. And in another sense,

everylxKJy is an athlete. The physi-

cal education requirement makes
this a universal truth.

It's easiest to categorize all Wil-

liams students into one of four

athletic groupings: the real ath-

lete, the frustrated jock, the enthu-

siastic hacker, and the person

looking to fulfill a P.E. require-

ment and escape with his life.

For the real athlete— that is

someone who wants to play com-

petitive sports on a varsity level-

there are plenty of opportunities

here. Some squads like men's bas-

ketball and baseball are limited to

better players due to roster size.

Other squads like swimming and

varsity tennis are so competitive

that the hacker need not apply. For

these teams, one had to e.xcell in

high school.

But there Is a whole other cate-

gory of sports which takes little or

no prior exp)erlence. but the

Intense desire to sweat, for the

cause. Teams like varsity crew

and track are willing to carr>-

novice members who are willing to

work hard. Even the football squad

Continued on Page 7



Udall began by drawing
attention to the mood of skepti-
cism prevalent in the country
brought on by a decade of low
economic growth as well as
such spectacular failures of
high technology as Agent
Orange and Three Mile Island.

be worried about the Soviets," a
bigger problem is nuclear
proliferation.

"I worry about nuclear wea-
pons getting into the hands of
unstable rulers like Idi Amin,
the AyatoUah Khomeini, or
Khaddafi ... I worry about

Many seniors wore white armbands at the Convocation (at>ove) to protest
the recent South African military incursion In Angola. Below, Representa-
Uvt Morris Udall tosses barbs at Reagan Administration olflclals in his
convocation address to the Class ot '82. (Farley)

we may nave to go slower, not
doing all that science can do."
He noted incidents of this

already, citing the abandon-
ment of the SST project. He pre-

dicted the same for nuclear
power, stating that "expansion
of nuclear power will be difficult

until Americans are convinced
of its safety."

The congressman also critic-

ized President Reagan's eco-
nomic policies, claiming that

his tax and spending cuts would
benefit large corporations,
especially those bent on
mergers, rather than the aver-
age citizen. He attacked use of

funds for "merger capital"

rather than spending for
research and development. The
Reagan Administration is

"changing the slogan 'power to

the people' to 'power to the (fol-

lowing) people,' followed by a
short list of names," said Udall.

Udall defined "the t)est lead-

ers" as "combining the best of

the liberal and conservative
impulses. We can't go back to

Continued on Page 8

Above: several sludenls get checked at Baxter by the new computerized
I.D. system. The computer will eliminate stolen meals, and will therefore
allow Food Service to offer board options. (Tantimedh)

Food Service installs

computer I.D. system
by Jon Tigar

The Williams College Food
Service has taken a plunge into

the computer age this fall with
the introduction of a computer-
ized identification system. The
new system aims to reduce the

number of students who eat
meals for which they have not
paid or who bring guests in free.

The system cost about $40,000
to install and will pay for itself

in two years or less Director of

Food Service Ross Keller
estimated.
"The producers of these sys-

tems estimate that the introduc-
tion of this system will save 2

Panel looks to new energy sources
by Jeffrey H. Brainard

Explaining the need for more
development of new "soft"
energy alternatives such as
solar, hydroelectric, and syn-
thetic energy, seven local and
national authorities convened
last Friday night for the 1981

Convocation entitled, "Energy:
Pathways and Dilemmas: The
80's and beyond."
The panel was moderated by

Professor Thomas C. Jorling,

Director of the Center for Envir-
onmental Studies, and included

Students resent dining plan
by Sara Ferris

The Committee on Student
Residential Life's recommen-
dation to immediately elimi-

nate Row House dining was
accepted by President John
Chandler and instituted over the

summer. Affected students
returned to complain of long

Inj
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or from a fear of burdening overworked professors. Guest meals

are rarely utilized for their intended purposeof student/faculty interac-
tion, and faculty retreat within the shelter of fellow professors.

In another, more crippling trend, there is a loss of trust between
students and faculty. Two major final exams were stolen last year, the
most in recent memory, and ever larger numbers of students are
brought before the Honor and Discipline Committee for cheating. The
Honor Code is ignored by faculty, who disregard it, and by students who
abuse it.

The physical and psychological changes buffeting this campus
exemplify Williams' development as a more centralized institution.

The economics of the times have forced the College to deal with
problems usually associated with larger, less personal universities. As a
result, Williams' greatest asset, its personal touch, is looking more and
more like an endangered species. From the elimination of Row House
dining to cooler student faculty relations, the changes are increasingly
disturbing.

We do not mean to be unrealistic. There are those who would argue
that small classes, personal trust, and a sense of community are things
of the past; inappropriate to the real world. Yet the real world is what we
make it. as Class Speaker Mike Sardo '81 reminded us in June. We can
preserve a sense of community at Williams only if we are willing to
reconsider our direction. We must seek out each other and learn from
one another. We must trust one another more, yet before we can be
trusted we must be trustworthy. And, while we recognize the necessity
of the financial efficiencies the recent physical changes represent, we
urge that in the eagerness to cut costs, the Trustees and administration
don't lose sight of the spirit of Williams, the reason we came to this
college.

Letters

Quote of the Week
"It's never easy to control the College population when

the best method ire have is the rhythm method."
College President John Chandler

at last week's convocation ceremonies
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Party Closed Early

To the Editor of the WUIiams Record

I regret the confusion in signals which
led to the abrupt termination of the live

music at the Greylock Quad party last

Thursday. I was not aware that a live

band had been hired to play from 9:00

p.m. to 1: 00 a.m. on a week-day evening.

I would not have approved it in advance
because it seems impossible to control

the decibel level of such groups and, on
summer evenings, it is difficult to seal

off the building. It seems to me unfair to

ask neighbors within a fairly wide radius

of the party to forego sleep until one
o'clock—particularly unfair on a week-
day night. And so I ended the music at

II: 30 p.m.
I would like to make it clear that the

House officers who planned the party

acted in good faith throughout and filed

the required party plan well in advance.

The confusion was not theirs but mine; in

the rush of events which always attends

the opening of the academic year, I

failed to notice their plan. I understand
and regret their frustration and the frus-

tration of those who arrived late to the

party, expecting to hear a live group.

Well conducted parties are essential to

the life of the College. All-College parties

of the type planned for last Thursday are

good for student morale. But we live in a
small town and need to be sensitive to the

rights of others who share the place with
us. I'm confident that we can work out

some sensible compromises and I will be
meeting with House Presidents next
week to draw up plans for the present
year.

Daniel O'Connor
Dean of the College

Carrels for Two?
To the editors,

Ah, senior year has finally arrived
with all its trappings. Convocation robes
and a file at OCC. A personal carrel. But

.

. . what? The library now politely
Informs us via an inconspicuous white
announcement that "Due to great
demand for carrels, students will be
expected to do double up. Official Regis-
tration is still necessary."

Double up! The thrill is gone. How I

looked forward to finding a freshman
diligently working on an Econ 101 prob-

lem set in my carrel, his eyes filled with

fear and awe as I ejected him to work on
my Seminar Paper.
Sharing carrels bring all sorts of prob-

lems the library staff may never have
considered. A whole new kind of eti-

quette will have to be developed. Who
gets the carrel? If you're sharing with a

junior or—heavens—a sophomore, you
could simply use seniority. However if

your carrelmate is a senior—goodness-

Continued on Page 6
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now is that the original Reagan people
are mutinous. Here he's appointed a
woman to the Supreme Court who isn't

98-100 percent pure on the abortion ques-

tion. And he's done all these liberal

things like cutting taxes. The one thing

that kind of keeps these people from mut-
iny is that at least there's one guy in the

administration who's kicking the heck
out of little old ladles in tennis shoes who
want to save the environment and get

mean on oil drilling.

"Watt keeps the original

Reagan people from

mutiny.''

In one sense, he's taking the heat for

the president, doing what the president
wants done. On the other hand, the presi-

dent is paying a very heavy price right

now through all of Watt's actions.

The conservation movement has
always been bipartisan. You look back
on all the names in conservation and a

good chunk of them are Republicans.
These people are leaving the party in

droves. There are a lot of people who are
appalled that their Republican party is

going off to the man who is just plain

anti-conservation on all the major
issues.

The people around the president are
mean and tough, and they look out for the

president's welfare. If the day came
when Ed Meese decided that Watt was
damaging the president pretty badly, I

think he might be pulled rather quiclcly.

But I don't see any signs of that now. I see

signs that the White House secretly

approves of what he's doing. It's enjoy-

ing his assaults on environmentalists.

Q: How much influence does Ed Meese
have in tlie White House?
Udall: Next to the president, he's proba-

bly the most Influential person in

Washington. He has the president's ear.

The president relies on him, trusts him,

and he's very powerful.

Q: Wliat's the future of offshore oil drll-

Ungs in the U.S.?

Udall: There's never been any argu-

ment from people like myself or (former

Interior Secretary) Cecil Andrus, that

we had to do some drilling. We need oil.

What we've got to do is do it in an orderly

way. Our Alaska Lands Bill opened up
national petroleum reserves that had

been sitting there for 50 years, and pro-

vided for not governmental, but private

drilling. This and other programs were

coming along under Andrus and the Car-

ter administration, but I don't think they

get credit for them.

Q: There's going to have to be strong

Democratic leadersliip to thwart the

Reagan administration's efforts con-

cerning the environment. Do you feel

House Speaker "Hp O'Neill is able to pro-

vide that necessary leadership?

Udall: Tip O'Neill is a top-notch per-

son. I don't think he's been treated too

fairly by the press. Tip is an Idealist, and
he's very effective and he knows how far

he can go.

You can go to the well if you're presi-

dent once, maybe twice, in a term and
really get some things done. Reagan did

a masterful job by saying, I'm your pres-

ident, Mr. Southern Democrat, this Is the

most important vote of my term. We've
got to have tax changes, we've got to get

this economy straightened out, and by
the way, here's some cuff links. He got 40

Democrats to switch sides. Now, you go
back next week and say, here I am again,

and by the way, I have another vote, and
this is the most important of my career,

and would you kindly help me. It won't

work. He doesn't control these people. It

is a false impression that somehow the

House of Representatives has held some
sort of meeting and voted that Ronald
Reagan is now commander-in-chief of

the House. These so-called Boll Weevils
(Southern Democrats) have constituen-

cies in labor, women's groups, teachers

and important minority groups that are

going to be heard from. So nolxxly's sold

their souls to Ronald Reagan forever.

Q: Do you think the Republicans will

be able to continue as a solid voting

block?

Udall: No. The president's going to

find 20-30 moderate Republicans around,
including John Anderson and Silvio

Conte (R-Mass. ) , who have been good on
the environment. They had the most
intense pressure put on them to stand
firm on this very important (budget-

tax) issue. It's very difficult for some of

these moderates to be seen in their con-

stituencies as knee-jerk supporters for

any wild turkey that Ronald Reagan
wants to send to the House. They're look-

ing for opportunities to show they're still

progressive and moderate.

Q: There is now focus on cutting from
the defense budeet. How much do you
think will be cut, from what programs

Morris K. Udall, 59, has represented the Tucson district of Arizona in Con-
gress since 1%1. As chairman of the House Committee on Interior and Insular
Affairs and a leading Democrat on the Post Office and Civil Service Committee,
Udall has been instrumental In the development of several pieces of major
legislation over the past two decades. His commitments to civil service reform,
federal protection of the Alaskan wilderness, and the development of national
strip mining regulaUons have earned Udall the respect of Democrats and Repub-
licans alike. Political analyst Mike Barrone says Udall "is probably the most
productive and hardworking legislator on Capitol Hill."

Following receipt of his law degree from the University of Arizona, Udall
served In the Air Force for the duration of World War II. He then played a season
of professional baskett>all with the Denver NuggeU in 1948-49 before establishing
an active law practice.

for technicians who can make a helicop-

ter work. Or a new non-commissioned
officers club to help retain some of these

people. I would tilt toward the inexpen-

sive, small things that add on to the mil-

itary budget, rather than a B-1 bomber,
which is a turkey. We voted it out several

times several years ago, and now they're

trying to resurrect it.

Q: What's your feeling on the MX mis-

sile proposals?

Udall: We can't find one plan everyone
agrees with, but we've got to come up
with some kind of basic mode. If we're

going to have intercontinental missiles,

and I guess we have to have them, they

ought to be willing to modernize them
from time to time. We've got to find a
way to deploy them. The race track table

is out. The senators from Nevada and
Utah, the biggest hawks in town, have
said, not here, put it somewhere else.

Of all the Rube Goldberg schemes, I

think the one that probably has the best
chance is the small submarine deploy-
ment. You'd get a lot less flak doing that

than trying to put nnissile fields In some-
body's backyard.

"Nobody's sold their

soul to Reagan forever.

"

Q: What's the outlook of the proposed
nuclear waste storage bill going through
your committee?
Udall: We should get something done

on it this year. Al)out a year ago, in my
office, I had the Sierra Club and the

nuclear industry. They both agreed, for

totally different rationale, that we
needed a nuclear waste bill.

If you shut down every nuclear plant In

America this afternoon, and, tomorrow,

dumped all the nuclear warheads in the

Pacific Ocean, you'd still have 35 years
of waste sitting on your doorstep, and not

a damn thing can be done about It.

What I'd like to do with nuclear is start

a process, and a timetable, and have the

president identify five sites, for exam-
ple, by a certain time. States would be
Involved In the decision to a degree with

low-level waste stuff. With high-level,

it's so dangerous, and we know so little

about It, it's really got to be done by the

federal government.

I hope we can put it in a retrievable

type storage. There's granite in Michi-

gan and Wisconsin that hasn't moved for

two million years and has no water pene-

trating very deep. There's salt mines in

New Mexico and Kansas.

Q: What's your feeling about the nomi-

nation of Sandra O'Connor (a fellow

.Arizonan ) to the Supreme Court, and of

the Court in general?

Udall: I'm worried atwut the Supreme
Court. It's increasingly conservative

and there isn't a damn thing I can do

about it.

Sandra O'Connor is a great woman. I

testified In her behalf. For Reagan, this

is a political masterstroke. Of all the

Interest groups, probably women and the

feminist movement were more suspi-

cious and more anti-Reagan than any

other group in America. With one blow,

he's defused that. Reagan said he would

appoint a woman and he did.
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ARTS • ARTS • ARTS • A
Nabokov Film

On Tuesday, September 15,

"Vladimir Nabokov," a 30-

minute interview with the
author, will be shown in the Stet-

son Media classroom. The
showings, which are being held

In conjunction with English 367,

will be at 4 and 7:30 P.M.

Young .4rtlst Concert

The first Young Artist Con-

Concerts
Frl.. Sept. 18 NRBQ, Stage

West, W. Hartford

J.B. Hutto, Rahar's,
Northampton

Edgar Winter & Rick Der-

ringer Band, J. B. Scott's,

Albany
Gary U.S. Bonds, West
Hall Auditorium. RPI

Sat., Sept. 19—The Night-

hawks. J. B. Scott's, Al-

bany
Southside Johnny & Joe

Perry Project, Field

House, Plattsburg State

College

NRBQ, Joyous Lake,
Woodstock, N'V

•All-Star Jazz Festival"

with Chick Corea, Pat Me-

theny, John Abercrom-
bie. Karl Berger. Dave
Holland, Dewey Redman,
etc.

Creative Music Studios,

near Woodstock

Sun., Sept. '20—Sweet Honey
in the Rock, John M.

Greene Hall. Smith Col-

lege

Mon.. Sept. 21—Widespread
Jazz Orchestra vs. Val-

ley Big Band, Academy of

Music, Northampton

Fri.. Sept. 25—Peter Tosh.

Civic Ctr., Springfield Blue

Oyster Cult & Foghat.

Glenns Falls Civic Ctr.

cert of the season will be held on
Friday, Septemt>er 18 at 8: 30 in

the Brooks-Rogers Recital Hall.

Veda Zuponcic, pianist, will

present Beethoven's Sonata in A
flat Major, Schumann's Krei-

sleriana, Rachmaninoff's Pre-
lude in E flat minor, two Etudes
by Scriabin, and Liszt's Venezia
e Napoli. Admission is free.

Griffin Hall Concert

The Griffin Hall Concert Ser-

ies kicks off its 1981 season this

Friday, September 19 at the

Clark Art Institute Auditorium.

Judith Reichert, soprano, Janet

Geroulo, flute and Victor Hill,

harpsichord will present a pro-

gram which will include three

Handel arias for soprano with

flute, songs by Purcell, Deb-
ussy, Faure, and Wolf, and flute

works of Mozart and Pulenc.

The concert, which begins at

8:30, is free and open to the

public.

The Williams College Dance
Society, in conjunction with the

art department, area studies

program and the religion

department, is sponsoring the

residency of Indrani and Suka-

nya, two classical Indian
Dancers. On Sunday, Sept. 20 at

8: 30 In the Brooks-Rogers Reci-

tal Hall, the pair will present a

lecture-demonstration on
"Feminine Images in the Myth,
Art and Dance of India." The
following evening at 8:30, the

two will perform classical dan-

ces of India. Both programs are
free.

Indrani and Sukanya have
delighted audiences all over the

world with their program of

four styles of Indian classical

dance which the New York
Times has called "One of the

most brilliant and joyful presen-
tations of Indian dance."

Indrani, the foremost disciple

of Bharata Natyam Guru, has
been dancing since the age of

five and has performed on all

five continents. She has taught
Indian dance at Juilliard, Har-
vard, SU.NY at Purchase,
Brooklyn College, Jacob's Pil-

low Dance Festival and .New

York University.

Sukanya carries on her fam-
ily tradition of dancing. She was
trained by her mother at a very
early age and later accepted a

scholarship to study with Mar-
tha Graham in New York before

returning to Indian dancing.

Indrani and Sukanya have

performed at the Jacob's Pillow

Dance Festival, the New York
Dance Festival and at the Lin-

coln Center for the Performing
Arts where they shared a con-

cert with the internationally

known Indian musician, Ravi
Shankar. Thev have been

SPECIAL SALE
DOORS 1st LP $3.99

Talking Heads
"More Songs About Buildings" 3.99

Pete Townshend "Empty Glass" 3.99

J. Geils Band "Best of . . Two" 3.99

"The Magnificent 7" Reggae dub collection

with I Roy, Big Youth, etc. 2.99

The Who "Quadrophenia" sound track 3.99

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY RECORDS

131 Water Street - 458-5229 Open 10-6

chosen to participate in the

National Endowment for the

Arts Dance Touring Program
and have just been awarded a

grant by the National Endow-
ment for support of their work in

the coming year.

mic vitality were shrouded in a

cloud of Imprecision, while
melodic contours were often

distastefully exaggerated.
Above all, Schubert should have
the clarity and directness of

Mozart, an inconsistent element
Continued on Pages
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Congratulations Benjamin Goldberg.
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Sandwiches (Over-

stuffed and V2

sandwjclies available)

Haagen Dazs ice

cream and milk

shal(es

Tiger's Milk Bars

Cigarettes

10- 10

DELI

CaW the

Spirit Shop
458-3704

for

Miller, Lite & Lowenbrau

V2 & Va Kegs

Miller & Lite — $38.00 & $23.50

Lowenbrau — $47.80 & $25.50

Special This Month

Miller 12 Packs $4.89

affected by wide-scale cor-

ruption. There are serious

internal squabbles over the

order of succession. Outside

of the royal family, tribal

factions are restrained by
payoffs from the kingdom's
immense oil revenues. The
large number of foreigners

and minorities in Saudi
society, as well as the emerg-
ing class of technocrats edu-
cated abroad, contribute to

the instability of the govern-
ment. It thus seems pure
folly for the U.S. totransfera
large quantity of its highest
quality weapons to the feudal
kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
Reagan has staled that the

U.S. is obligated to fulfill

Saudi Arabia's request for

these arms because the Sau-
dis have a moderate oil pric-

ing strategy. The sale Is both
a reward and a symbol of pol-

itical support, it should be
pointed out. however, that
Saudi .Arabia carefuUv

bia F-15 fighter planes in

1978. The Saudis capitalized
on the panics which occurred
when the Shah fell and Iran
stopped exporting oil to the
West, and when Soviet troops
marched into Afghanistan.
This type of behavior is

expected and understanda-
ble in a business-type rela-

tionship. Saudi Arabia's
"moderation," like its avar-
ice, occurs when such policy
is in Saudi self-interest.

Reagan can create a pro-
Western alliance in the Mid-
dle East without this arms
sale. The primary task in for-

mulating a comprehensive
policy is to convince Saudi
Arabia, as well as Jordan, to

join the Camp David peace
process. To date, Saudi Ara-
bia has aligned with the radi-

cal Arab states (Syria,
Libya, Iraq, etc.) and
rejected the jjeace treaty
signed in Washington two
years ago. It is also in the

Music in the Round
Continued from Page 5

in this totally earthbound
performance.
Things looked up with

Honegger's Sonatine for two
violins. This early work by the
fine Swiss contemporary sym-
phonist presages his mature
skill with counterpoint and stri-

dent harmony, but also reflects

his unwilling early association
with Satie and his disciples.

Here, the level of ensemble
playing was better, with effec-
tive shadings of expression and
plenty of singing line. Still.

Honegger is not very pleasing to

a first-time listener, as is the
general case with modern

duke
Fuqua School
of Business

A representative of the Fuqua School of Business
will be on campus Thursday, October 1, to discuss the
Duke MBA Program. Interested students may obtain
further information by contacting the Office of Career
Counseling.

music.

Schumann's Quintet in E flat

for piano and strings made a

stupendous finale. This work,

popular among musicians, has

everything going for it: consist-

ent melodic spark, creative dis-

tribution of notes to the separate

voices, rhythmic pizzazz, and
the use of strict sonata form as a

catalyst, not as a restraint. The
players responded approp-
riately to all the musical
demands of the piece, and the

result was the kind of high-

charged entertainment that can
make a weekend.
Four concerts remain In the

series, scattered throughout the

season. Since these and other
music department programs
are free to students, they are a
good value. And who knows?
You just might hear a new piece
you really like. This listener did
on Thursday night.

uuuoi mat ine oil iieids are
critical to the U.S. economy,
but their security will not
necessarily be assured by
the delivery of more
American-made AWACS.
Their security, in fact, might
be endangered.
Reagan's proposal to sell

the Saudis AWACS, F-15
offensive equipment, mis-
siles and ground radar sta-

tions represents one of the
largest arms deals in his-

tory. Saudi Arabia is already
receiving sixty F-15 planes
and there are presently four
AWACS in the region. How
many more weapons must
the U.S. prostitute before
another Persian Gulf fiasco
leads to yet another round of

arms sales? At the risk of

sounding trite, I urge you to

express your views on this

important matter to your
Congressman and to both of

your Senators before the vote
is taken.

Miriam Saptro '82

Letters
Continued from Page 2

what to do? Perhaps we could

settle in an I-got-my-key-
before-you-did basis. Unfortu-

nately, this method is not fair to

the poor latecomer. Maybe an
I-got-to-it-before-you-did me-
thod might work. But the poor
sports-minded scholar, freshly

showered and fed after a long

practice, would be consistently

aced out. Maybe we could

decide on a GPA basis, you
know, mine's-lower-than-yours-

so-I-need-it-more.

What about my treasured per-

sonal belongings? My mate
might use a Kleenex or—ugh—
drink from my plastic Williams

water cup! And does he want the

right or left hand side of the

locker?

Fortunately, those seniors

doing honors work are immune.
Maytte I should do a thesis after

all . . Karin Kietel '82

The Record w.ll run classilieds at 25c per line Deadlines are 4 00 p m
Wednesdays and Sundays Total amount due mufi accompany this
form Mail or bring m person to Classifieds. The William* Record. Baxter
Hall Williamslown. Mass 01267

I 1

I NAME

I

PHONE

ADDRESS
, TOTAL ENCLOSED
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Udall says "grow slow"
hv Phllln Riicfik ff. G..c^.. «. 17 i.i .. .... .by Philip Busch & Susan Kandel
Representative Morris K.

Udall urged a policy of caution
concerning scientific and tech-
nological growth in his keynote
address at the 1981 Fall Convo-
cation last Saturday.
Speaking to a capacity crowd

In Chapln Hall, the Arizona Con-
gressman focused on the Convo-
cation theme of energy in a
speech entitled "Energy,
Environment and Economics
for the '80's."

Udall began by drawing
attention to the mood of skepti-
cism prevalent in the country
brought on by a decade of low
economic growth as well as
such spectacular failures of
high technology as Agent
Orange and Three Mile Island.

He cited the Three Mile Island
disaster as an example of our
faulty attitude toward technol-
ogy. He contrasted the plant's
safeguards against plane
crashes and earthquakes with
control room personnel who
were insufficiently trained, cal-
ling it a case of looking "too
much at the big picture and not
enough at the little things."

Udall applied the same rea-
soning to nuclear weaponry,
admitting that while "we should
be worried about the Soviets," a
bigger problem is nuclear
proliferation.

"I worry about nuclear wea-
pons getting into the hands of

unstable rulers like Idi Amin,
the Ayatollah Khomeini, or
Khaddafi ... I worry about

Many seniors wore white armbands at ttie Convocation (above) to protest
Itw recent South African military incursion in Angoia. Below, Representa-
iivt Morris Udall tosses barbs at Reagan Administration otiicials in his
convocation address to the Class o f 82. (Farley)

another Hitler arising In the
next twenty years," he said.

Udall sharply criticized
Secretary of Interior James
Watt, saying that putting him In

charge of America's natural
resources was "like giving the

key of the chicken coop to Har-
lan Sanders." Udall urged cau-
tious development, claiming
that "we can have rational and
sensible development but also

preserve our environment . . .

We may have to go slower, not

doing all that science can do."
He noted incidents of this

already, citing the abandon-
ment of the SST project. He pre-

dicted the same for nuclear
power, stating that "expansion
of nuclear power will be difficult

until Americans are convinced
of its safety."

The congressman also critic-

ized President Reagan's eco-
nomic policies, claiming that

his tax and spending cuts would
benefit large corporations,
especially those bent on
mergers, rather than the aver-

age citizen. He attacked use of

funds for "merger capital"

rather than spending for
research and development. The
Reagan Administration is

"changing the slogan 'power to

the people' to 'power to the (fol-

lowing) people,' followed by a
short list of names," said Udall.

Udall defined "the best lead-

ers" as "combining the best of

the liberal and conservative
impulses. We can't go back to

Continued on Page 8

Above: several students gel checked at Baxter by the new computerized
I.D. system. The computer will eliminate stolen meals, and will therefore
allow Food Service to offer board options. (Tantimedh)

Food Service installs

computer I.D. system
by Jon Tigar

The Williams College Food
Service has taken a plunge into

the computer age this fall with
the introduction of a computer-
ized identification system. The
new system aims to reduce the
number of students who eat
meals for which they have not
paid or who bring guests in free.

The system cost about $40,000

to install and will pay for itself

in two years or less Director of

Food Service Ross Keller
estimated.

"The producers of these sys-

tems estimate that the introduc-
tion of this system will save 2

Panel looks to new energy sources
by Jeffrey H. Brainard

Explaining the need for more
development of new "soft"
energy alternatives such as
solar, hydroelectric, and syn-

thetic energy, seven local and
national authorities convened
last Friday night for the 1981

Convocation entitled, "Energy:
Pathways and Dilemmas: The
80's and beyond."
The panel was moderated by

Professor Thomas C. Jorling,

Director of the Center for Envir-
onmental Studies, and included

Students resent dining plan
by Sara Ferris

The Committee on Student
Residential Life's recommen-
dation to immediately elimi-

nate Row House dining was
accepted by President John
Chandler and instituted over the

summer. Affected students
returned to complain of long

Inside the Record
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dining hall lines and less Row
House unity as a result of this

decision.

"I haven't seen any problems,
but we are serving twice as

many people," remarked an I.D.

checker at the Greylock dining

hall, where most Row House
residents are now eating. "Stu-

dent flow varies, so sometimes
It gets crowded," A Greylock

student was more critical: "The
lines are horrid and the noise

level is unbelievable. You can't

even hear yourself speak."

A common complaint among
Row House sophomores is a

lack of opportunity to meet
other house residents, expe-

cially those in other buildings.

"I don't feel a part of the

house," commented one stu-

dent, "This dining system
doesn't promote house unity."

Although the Gifford report

urged Row Houses to eat

together at specific times,

Perry President Tim Caffrey

Continued on Page 8

David Freeman, commissioner
of the Tennessee Valley Author-
ity; Walter E. Massey, director
of the Argonne National Labor-
atory; Amory B. Lovins, physi-

cist and advisor to Friends of

the Earth; Robert O. Anderson,
chairman of the board of

Atlantlc-Rlchfleld; Professor
William R. Moomaw, Williams
Chemistry Department; and
Congressman Morris K. Udall
of Arizona.

Jorling t)egan by emphasizing
that energy use and projected
energy consumption are actu-

ally falling. "Even without life-

style change, energy demand in

the year 2000 will be signifi-

cantly lower than today," he
said, adding that U.S. oil con-
sumption is down G't from last

year, and current projections

for energy demand in the year
2000 are half of what they were
in 1972.

"There is more reason for

optimism about energy sources
now than could possibly have
been foreseen two or three

years ago," Anderson said. He
mentioned some of the new dis-

coveries of major oil reserves
around the world.

But Lovins stressed that
finding more sources of energy
is not necessarily the solution.

"That's like shopping for the

cheapest brandy to run your
car. There's no demand for

energy per se—only for the ser-

vices it gives us. So we ought to

start at the usage end—what
tasks do we want energy for?—
and then use the most cost-

effective technology In those

tasks." He claimed that 98% of

the expansion of theGNP In 1979
was fueled by savings from con-
servation and more efficient use
of energy. "We have to stop liv-

ing in sieves and stop driving
petroplgs." Among many con-
servation measures, he urged
the weather-stripping of houses,
higher-mileage cars (a 100
mlles-per-gallon Rabbit could
be built today, and more effi-

cient Industrial machinery.
He listed "soft" energy

technologies—solar, blomass,
wind, hydro-electric—and syn-
thetic fuels as the next cheapest
forms of energy, after
conservation.

"We're concentrating on the
most Inefficient choices first-
coal, oil, gas, nuclear. The mar-
ketplace has not been allowed to

choose the cheaper methods
because the government bottles

Continued on Page 8

percent of gross income per
year." Keller said that 300-400

schools now use similar sys-
tems and that "interest is on the
rise."

In addition, said Keller, "We
can now offer board options,"
by eliminating the problem of
purloined meals. "The old sys-
tem could not be enforced and so
we could not offer options," he
explained.

The system works In the fol-

lowing way. Each student is

given an ID card with a personal
number on the back and the
computer symbol for the
number. An additional copy Is

filed with both Food Service and
the Business Office.

When a student enters the din-

ing hall, his card is fed into a
"reader," which checks the
computer's memory to see how
many meals the student has left

on his plan. The reader then
"passes" or "falls" thestudent.
If the computer is unable to read
or locate a student's number,
the reader shows "error."

'

The computer, which is pro-
grammed from the Food Ser-
vice office in Baxter Hall, keeps
tabs on how many meals each
student has eaten, and where
and when he has eaten.

Some students have com-
plained that the system Is

impersonal. Keller responds, "I
think the system is different

only in that a student can no
longer 'flash' the card; he must
present the card. This is not
because the school is trying to

get mean, or get tough; the

Continued on Page 10

Computer I.D. Poll

The computerized ID system introduced In the dining halls this
fall has received a mixed reaction from the student body, according
to a poll conducted by the Record last weekend. The questions and
answers are printed below.

The most often repeated complaint was the paucity of board
options under the new system. John Eagan '84 "was hoping that
they could use the system to make a wider variety of meal plans."
As for impersonality, some find just the opposite. Brooks Clark

'82 told the Record. "It's kind of fun talking to the ladies when the
machine doesn't work ' fylost students, however, expressed indif-
ference Tim Curran '83 had a typical comment: "It doesn't matter to
me whether it's impersonal or not I just want to get in and eat

"

1) Are you in favor of the new system?
2) If you were convinced that the system cut costs to the

student, would you be in favor of the system? (asked
only to negative respondents of no. 1)

3) Have you experienced longer waiting lines in the dining
halls as a result of the new system?

4) Do you find the new system to be impersonal?

yes
74
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Changing Attitudes
Summers are always a period of change for Williams, but this past

summer has seen changes which affect not only the outward appear-
ance, but also the inner character of our ivied tower. These changes,
when seen as part of a more serious deterioration in physical plant,

faculty student relations, and the general community attitude, should
force us to examine whether Williams still maintains the quality of life

and education on which it has based its national reputation.

When students returned this fall, they were greeted by a new dining

computer, longer lines in the remaining dining halls, and new parking
regulations. Even more discouraging was the record-high enrollment.

Every year the freshman class gets larger and larger; now 12 freshmen
must be squeezed into the infirmary. Classes are correspondingly

larger as enrollment rises while the number of classes remains constant

or even declines. Students and professors find it harder to really get to

know one another, much less enjoy the dialogue James Garfield

envisioned.

Attitudes are changing too. Over the past year, faculty 'student

interaction has declined alarmingly. Students are afraid to become
friendly with professors either for fear of being labeled an "apple pol-

isher" or from a fear of burdening overworked professors. Guest meals
are rarely utilized for their intended purpose of student/faculty interac-

tion, and faculty retreat within the shelter of fellow professors.

In another, more crippling trend, there is a loss of trust between
students and faculty. Two major final exams were stolen last year, the

most in recent memory, and ever larger numbers of students are
brought before the Honor and Discipline Committee for cheating. The
Honor Code is ignored by faculty, who disregard it, and by students who
abuse it.

The physical and psychological changes buffeting this campus
exemplify Williams' development as a more centralized institution.

The economics of the times have forced the College to deal with
problems usually associated with larger, less personal universities. As a
result, Williams' greatest asset, its personal touch, is looking more and
more like an endangered species. From the elimination of Row House
dining to cooler student faculty relations, the changes are increasingly

disturbing.

We do not mean to be unrealistic. There are those who would argue
that small classes, personal trust, and a sense of community are things

of the past; inappropriate to the real world. Yet the real world is what we
make it, as Class Speaker Mike Sardo '81 reminded us in June. We can
preserve a sense of community at Williams only if we are willing to

reconsider our direction. We must seek out each other and learn from
one another. We must trust one another more, yet before we can be
trusted we must be trustworthy. And, while we recognize the necessity

of the financial efficiencies the recent physical changes represent, we
urge that in the eagerness to cut costs, the Trustees and administration
don't lose sight of the spirit of Williams, the reason we came to this

college.

TANGENTS by Grodzins

Quote of the Week
"It's never easy to control the College population tvhen

the best method ive have is the rhythm method."

College President John Chandler
at last week's convocation ceremonies
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Letters
Party Closed Early

To the Editor of the Williams Record

I regret the confusion in signals which

led to the abrupt termination of the live

music at the Greylock Quad party last

Thursday. I was not aware that a live

band had been hired to play from 9: 00

p.m. to 1: 00 a.m. on a week-day evening.

I would not have approved it in advance
because it seems impossible to control

the decibel level of such groups and, on

summer evenings, it is difficult to seal

off the building. It seems to me unfair to

ask neighbors within a fairly wide radius

of the party to forego sleep until one

o'clock—particularly unfair on a week-

day night. And so I ended the music at

11:30 p.m.
I would like to make it clear that the

House officers who planned the party

acted in good faith throughout and filed

the required party plan well in advance.

The confusion was not theirs but mine; in

the rush of events which always attends

the opening of the academic year, I

failed to notice their plan. I understand

and regret their frustration and the frus-

tration of those who arrived late to the

party, expecting to hear a live group.

Well conducted parties are essential to

the life of the College. All-College parties

of the type planned for last Thursday are

good for student morale. But we live in a

small town and need to be sensitive to the

rights of others who share the place with

us. I'm confident that we can work out

some sensible compromises and I will be

meeting with House Presidents next

week to draw up plans for the present

year.
Daniel O'Connor

Dean of tlie College

Carrels for Two?
To the editors,

Ah, senior year has finally arrived

with all its trappings. Convocation robes

and a file at OCC. A personal carrel. But

.

. . what? The library now politely

informs us via an inconspicuous white
announcement that "Due to great
demand for carrels, students will be
expected to do double up. Official Regis-
tration is still necessary."

Double up! The thrill is gone. How I

looked forward to finding a freshman
diligently working on an Econ 101 prob-

lem set in my carrel, his eyes filled with

fear and awe as I ejected him to work on
my Seminar Paper.

Sharing carrels bring all sorts of prob-

lems the library staff may never have
considered. A whole new kind of eti-

quette will have to be developed. Who
gets the carrel? If you're sharing with a

junior or—heavens—a sophomore, you
could simply use seniority. However if

your carrelmate is a senior—goodness

—

Continued on Page 6

Udall predicts low Wattage for environmental causes
Edited by Eric Schmitt

Bvjorv Convmntiiin Salurilay. (he HUCOHli
ediliirs, ami iithvr nwmhi'rx iif ihv mvilia,

met with (imiiri-sHman Miirris K. lilati Id

dhcunii pcrtinvnl poliliial. rniironmrnlal

an<l f'nfri{\'n'lntt'ti to/tirH.

In the past tew weeks you have been at

odds with Interior Secretary James
Watt. Do you feel Secretary Watt is a

liability to the Reagan administration?

Udall: Well, yes and no. In one sense,

he's playing a very Important role. The
great burning question Is, is he doing this

on his own? Is he a loose cannon? Are all

these ideas his ideas? Is it kind of painful

to the president to have him doing it? Or,

as I'm inclined to believe, does the presi-

dent appreciate what he's doing, and

like to have him out in front, taking all

the heat, but doing things they both agree

on.

The president can't have it both ways.

Watt's great value to the president right

now is that the original Reagan people

are mutinous. Here he's appointed a

woman to the Supreme Court who isn't

98-100 percent pure on the abortion ques-

tion. And he's done all these liberal

things like cutting taxes. The one thing

that kind of keeps these people from mut-

iny is that at least there's one guy in the

administration who's kicking the heck

out of little old ladies in tennis shoes who
want to save the environment and get

mean on oil drilling.

"Watt keeps the original

Reagan people from

mutiny. "

In one sense, he's taking the heat for

the president, doing what the president

wants done. On the other hand, the presi-

dent is paying a very heavy price right

now through all of Watt's actions.

The conservation movement has

always been bipartisan. You look back

on all the names in conservation and a

good chunk of them are Republicans.

These people are leaving the party In

droves. There are a lot of people who are

appalled that their Republican party is

going off to the man who is just plain

anti-conservation on all the major
issues.

The people around the president are

mean and tough, and they look out for the

president's welfare. If the day came
when Ed Meese decided that Watt was
damaging the president pretty badly, I

think he might be pulled rather quickly.

But I don't see any signs of that now. I see

signs that the White House secretly

approves of what he's doing. It's enjoy-

ing his assaults on environmentalists.

Q: How much influence does Ed Meese

have in the White House?
Udall: Next to the president, he's proba-

bly the most influential person in

Washington. He has the president's ear.

The president relies on him, trusts him,

and he's very powerful.

Q: What's the future of offshore oil dril-

lings in the U.S.?

Udall: There's never been any argu-

ment from people like myself or (former

Interior Secretary) Cecil Andrus, that

we had to do some drilling. We need oil.

What we've got to do is do it in an orderly

way. Our Alaska Lands Bill opened up

national petroleum reserves that had

been sitting there for 50 years, and pro-

vided for not governmental, but private

drilling. This and other programs were

coming along under Andrus and the Car-

ter administration, but I don't think they

get credit for them.

Q: There's going to have to be strong

Democratic leadership to thwart the

Reagan administration's efforts con-

cerning the environment. Do you feel

House Speaker Tip O'Neill is able to pro-

vide that necessary leadership?

Udall: Tip O'Neill is a top-notch per-

son. I don't think he's been treated too

fairly by the press. Tip is an idealist, and

he's very effective and he knows how far

he can go.

You can go to the well if you're presi-

dent once, maybe twice, in a term and

really get some things done. Reagan did

a masterful job by saying, I'm your pres-

ident, Mr. Southern Democrat, this Is the

most important vote of my term. We've
got to have tax changes, we've got to get

this economy straightened out, and by

the way, here's some cuff links. He got 40

Democrats to switch sides. Now, you go

back next week and say, here I am again,

and by the way, I have another vote, and

this is the most important of my career,

and would you kindly help me. It won't

work. He doesn't control these people. It

is a false impression that somehow the

House of Representatives has held some
sort of meeting and voted that Ronald

Reagan is now commander-in-chief of

the House. These so-called Boll Weevils

(Southern Democrats) have constituen-

cies in labor, women's groups, teachers

and important minority groups that are

going to be heard from. So nobody's sold

their souls to Ronald Reagan forever.

Q: Do you tliink the Republicans will

be able to continue as a solid voting

block?
Udall: No. The president's going to

find 20-30 moderate Republicans around,

including John Anderson and Silvio

Conte (R-Mass.), who have been good on

the environment. They had the most

intense pressure put on them to stand

firm on this very important i budget-

tax ) issue. It's very difficult for some of

these moderates to be seen in their con-

stituencies as knee-jerk supporters for

any wild turkey that Ronald Reagan
wants to send to the House. They're look-

ing for opportunities to show they're still

progressive and moderate.

Q: There is now focus on cutting from

the defense budget. How much do you
think will be cut, from what programs

Morris K. Udall, 59, has represented the Tucson district of Arizona In Con-

gress since 1%1. As chairman of the House Committee on Interior and Insular

Affairs and a leading Democrat on the Post Office and Civil Service Committee,
Udall has been Instrumental in the development of several pieces of major
legislation over the past two decades. His commitments to civil service reform,

federal protection of the Alaskan wilderness, and the development of national

strip mining regulations have earned Udall the respect of Democrats and Repub-
licans alike. Political analyst Mike Barrone says Udall "is probably the most
productive and hardworking legislator on Capitol Hill."

Following receipt of his law degree from the University of Arizona, Udall

served In the Air Force for the duration of World War II. He then played a season

of professional basketball with the Denver Nuggets In 1948-49 before establishing

an active law practice.

and what types of effect might It have?

Udall: There's a bitter fight going on

that hasn't been resolved. Defense

Secretary Caspar Weinl)erger is deter-

mined to spend a lot more than (Office of

Management and Budget Director)

David Stockman would like to. The whole

administration is in very bad trouble

unless lower budget cuts are made now,

this fall, before we go. Otherwise, there

is going to be a $75 billion to $95 billion

deficit in the budget. This would drive

interest rates up, and it could be an eco-

nomic disaster. Stockman recognizes

that you can't go back for a second cut on

civilian programs.
So what we're going to have to do is

really get cost effective. You say to the

generals, here's $50 billion for the fiscal

year, and they'll come back with a fancy,

new sophisticated scheme of some sort:

a brand new tank that costs $1 million - $3

million, when what you need is more pay

for technicians who can make a helicop-

ter work. Or a new non-commissioned

officers club to help retain some of these

people. I would tilt toward the inexpen-

sive, small things that add on to the mil-

itary budget, rather than a B-1 bomber,

which is a turkey. We voted it out several

times several years ago, and now they're

trying to resurrect it.

Q: What's your feeling on the MX mis-

sile proposals?

Udall: We can't find one plan everyone

agrees with, but we've got to come up

with some kind of basic mode. If we're

going to have intercontinental missiles,

and I guess we have to have them, they

ought to be willing to modernize them
from time to time. We've got to find a

way to deploy them. The race track table

is out. The senators from Nevada and
Utah, the biggest hawks In town, have

said, not here, put it somewhere else.

Of all the Rube Goldberg schemes, 1

think the one that probably has the best

chance is the small submarine deploy-

ment. You'd get a lot less flak doing that

than trying to put missile fields in some-

body's backyard.

"Nobody's sold their

soul to Reagan forever.

Q: What's the outlook of the proposed

nuclear waste storage bill going through

your committee?
Udall: We should get something done

on It this year. About a year ago. In my
office, I had the Sierra Club and the

nuclear industry. They both agreed, for

totally different rationale, that we
needed a nuclear waste bill.

If you shut down every nuclear plant In

America this afternoon, and, tomorrow,

dumped all the nuclear warheads in the

Pacific Ocean, you'd still have 35 years

of waste sitting on your doorstep, and not

a damn thing can be done about It.

What I'd like to do with nuclear is start

a process, and a timetable, and have the

president identify five sites, for exam-

ple, by a certain time. States would be

involved in the decision to a degree with

low-level waste stuff. With high-level,

it's so dangerous, and we know so little

about it, it's really got to be done by the

federal government.

1 hope we can put it in a retrievable

type storage. There's granite in Michi-

gan and Wisconsin that hasn't moved for

two million years and has no water pene-

trating very deep. There's salt mines in

New Mexico and Kansas.

Q: What's your feeling about the nomi-

nation of Sandra O'Connor (a fellow

.Arizonan) to the Supreme Court, and of

the Court In general?

Udall: I'm worried about the Supreme

Court. It's Increasingly conservative

and there isn't a damn thing I can do

about it.

Sandra O'Connor is a great woman. I

testified in her behalf. For Reagan, this

is a political masterstroke. Of all the

Interest groups, probably women and the

feminist movement were more suspi-

cious and more anti-Reagan than any

other group in America. With one blow,

he's defused that. Reagan said he would

appoint a woman and he did.
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HBO tapes Sherlock Holmes
by Steve Willard

The Muhammads of Holly-
wood once again journeyed to

the Mountains of the Purple Val-
ley as Home Box Office taped a
two-hour, live production of

"Sherlock Holmes" In the
Adams Memorial Theatre Sep-
tember 4. An edited version of

the five act play, which was
written in 1899 with the assist-

ance of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle,
will be shown nationwide by
H.B.O. in November.
Set In London in 1891, the play

revolves around love letters

that first become a weapon for

revenge, and later, when seized

by villains, for blackmail. Sher-

lock Holmes is hired to recover
the letters, and, at the end of his

trail, he encounters his
archenemy, Professor Morlar-
ty.

The play features an all-star

cast headlined by Frank Lan-

gella in the title role. Langella,

who debuted on the Williams
stage In 1962, turned in a mag-
nificent performance as the

inimitable sleuth, although his

dashing good looks and unflap-

pable charm may have been
more than Conan Doyle envisi-

oned for his character. Veteran
actors Stephen Collins, of "The
Star Trek Movie" fame, and
Susan Clark, who won an Emmy
as Best Actress for her perfor-

mance as Babe Didrikson Zaha-
rias in "Babe," took some of the

limelight from Langella
through strong supporting per-

formances. All in all, however,
"Sherlock" was clearly Langel-
la's show, and it was his skill as

an actor which made the perfor-

mance the success it was.

H.B.O. 's taping equipment
remained remarkably incons-

picuous throughout the perfor-

mance; a thoughtful effort by

H.B.O. which permitted a truly

"live" atmosphere in the thea-

tre. The rapt attention and
obvious enjoyment of the

audience during the play was
not lost on H.B.O.; llvecameras
routinely scanned the audience.

The performance of "Sher-
lock Holmes" capped the 26th

year of the nationally renowned
Wllllamstown Theatre Festival.

Under the direction of Nikos
Psacharopoulos, who deserves
the lion's share of the credit for

the success of the Theatre, such
popular actors as Christopher
Reeve, Blythe Danner, and
Frank Langella performed for

sold-out audiences throughout
the summer.

Sukanya (above) and Indrani will

bring Iheir acclaimed classical

Indian dance program to Brooks-
Rogers Recital Hall Sunday even-
ing.

Indian dancers to perform
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Nabokov Film

On Tuesday, September 15,

"Vladimir Nabokov," a 30-

minute interview with the
author, will be shown in the Stet-

son Media classroom. The
showings, which are being held

in conjunction with English 367,

will be at 4 and 7:30 P.M.

Young Artist Concert

The first Young Artist Con-

Concerts
Fri., Sept. 18 NRBQ, Stage

West, W. Hartford

J.B. Hutto, Rahar's.
Northampton

Edgar Winter & Rick Der-

ringer Band, J. B. Scott's,

Albany
Gary U.S. Bonds, West
Hall Auditorium. RPI

Sat.. Sept. 19—The Night-

hawks. J. B. Scott's, Al-

bany
Southside Johnny & Joe

Perry Project, Field
House. Plattsburg State

College

NRBQ. Joyous Lake,
Woodstock. NY
AU-Star Jazz Festival"

with Chick Corea. Pat Me-

theny. John Abercrom-
bie. Karl Berger. Dave
Holland, Dewey Redman,
etc.

Creative Music Studios,

near Woodstock

Sun., Sept. 20—Sweet Honey

in the Rock. John M.
Greene Hall. Smith Col-

lege

Mon.. Sept. 21—Widespread
Jazz Orchestra vs. Val-

ley Big Band. Academy of

Music. Northampton

Fri.. Sept. 25—Peter Tosh.

Civic Ctr.. Springfield Blue

Oyster Cult & Foghat.

Glenns Falls Civic Ctr.

cert of the season will be held on
Friday, September 18 at 8: 30 in

the Brooks-Rogers Recital Hall.

Veda Zuponcic, pianist, will

present Beethoven 's Sonata in \
flat -Major, Schumann's Krei-

sleriana, Rachmaninoff's Pre-

lude in E flat minor, two Etudes
by Scriabin, and Liszt's Venezia
e Napoli. Admission is free.

Griffin Hall Concert

The Griffin Hall Concert Ser-

ies kicks off its 1981 season this

Friday, September 19 at the

Clark Art Institute Auditorium.

Judith Reichert, soprano, Janet

Geroulo, flute and Victor Hill,

harpsichord will present a pro-

gram which will include three

Handel arias for soprano with

flute, songs by Purcell, Deb-
ussy, Faure, and Wolf, and flute

works of Mozart and Pulenc.

The concert, which Isegins at

8:30, is free and open to the

public.

The Williams College Dance
Society, in conjunction with the

art department, area studies

program and the religion

department, is sponsoring the

residency of Indrani and Suka-
nya, two classical Indian
Dancers. On Sunday, Sept. 20 at

8: 30 in the Brooks-Rogers Reci-

tal Hall, the pair will present a

lecture-demonstration on
"Feminine Images in the Myth,
Art and Dance of India." The
following evening at 8: 30, the

two will perform classical dan-

ces of India. Both programs are

free.

Indrani and Sukanya have
delighted audiences all over the

world with their program of

four styles of Indian classical

dance which the New York
Times has called "One of the

most brilliant and joyful presen-

tations of Indian dance."

Indrani, the foremost disciple

of Bharata Natyam Guru, has
been dancing since the age of

five and has performed on all

five continents. She has taught

Indian dance at Juilliard, Har-
vard, SUNY at Purchase,
Brooklyn College, Jacob's Pil-

low Dance Festival and New
York University.

Sukanya carries on her fam-
ily tradition of dancing. She was
trained by her mother at a very
early age and later accepted a

scholarship to study with Mar-
tha Graham in New York before

returning to Indian dancing.

Indrani and Sukanya have
performed at the Jacob's Pillow

Dance Festival, the New York
Dance Festival and at the Lin-

coln Center for the Performing
Arts where they shared a con-

cert with the internationally

known Indian musician, Ravi
Shankar. They have been

SPECIAL SALE
DOORS 1st LP $3.99

Talking Heads
"More Songs About Buildings" 3.99

Pete Townshend "Empty Glass" 3.99

J. Cells Band "Best of . . Two" 3.99

"The Magnificent 7" Reggae dub collection

with I Roy, Big Youth, etc. 2.99

The Who "Quadrophenia" sound track 3.99

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY RECORDS

131 Water Street - 458-5229 Open 10-6

chosen to participate in the

National Endowment for the

Arts Dance Touring Program
and have just been awarded a

grant by the National Endow-
ment for support of their work in

the coming year.

Music in the

Round opens
by Greg Capaldini

Last Thur.sday night marked
the opening concert of Music in

the Round, a chamber series

directed by Julius Hegyi, music
faculty member and director of

the Berkshire Symphony. The
series is designed to present
both the classical and modern
repwrtoire in a basically infor-

mal atmosphere (colorful garb
instead of concert black, casual

stage presence, etc.). The con-

certs are considered quite

worthwhile, despite the gener-
ally mixed success of the music,
which was the case this time.

The Schubert's group Trio «2

in B flat for strings was; why
this straightforward piece gave
the players so much trouble Is a

mystery. Intonation and rhyth-

mic vitality were shrouded in a

cloud of imprecision, while
melodic contours were often

distastefully exaggerated.
Above all, Schubert should have
the clarity and directness of

Mozart, an inconsistent element
Continued on Page 6

Congratulations Benjamin Goldberg.
You won free all required texts we handle at

the only store that offers this boon,
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Welcome Back
Come and see us for

all your travel needs.

September 15, 1981

'EL STORE
105 Spring Street

WILLIAMSTOWN, .MASS.012fi7*{4!3)l.->8-5786

Salads

Sandwiches (Over-

stuffed and '/2

sandwiches available)

Haagen Oazs ice

cream and milk

shakes

Tiger's Milk Bars

Cigarettes

10- 10

PAPPA

CHARLIE'S

DELI

Call the

Spirit Shop
458-3704

for

Miller, Lite & Lowenbrau

V2 & 'A Kegs

Miller & Lite — $38.00 & S23.50

Lowenbrau — S47.80 & $25.50

Special This Month

Miller 12 Packs $4.89

Viewpoint

Forty-six senators have
already agreed to co-sponsor

a resolution against Presi-

dent Reagan's proposal to

sell five AVVACS and F-13

equipment to Saudi Arabia.

A majority in both the House
and the Senate must be mus-
tered if this $8.5 billion sale of

highly sophisticated wea-
pons is to be blocked.

The proposed sale, con-

trary to the administration's

contentions, will not serve

the United States' interest in

maintaining stability in the

Persian Gulf. Saudi Arabia is

ruled by a monarchy
affected by wide-scale cor-

ruption. There are serious

internal squabbles over the

order of succession. Outside

of the royal family, tribal

factions are restrained by
pay-offs from the kingdom's
immense oil revenues. The
large number of foreigners

and minorities in Saudi
society, as well as the emerg-
ing class of technocrats edu-
cated abroad, contribute to

the instability of the govern-
ment. It thus seems pure
folly for the U.S. totransfera
large quantity of its highest
quality weapons to the feudal
kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
Reagan has stated that the

U.S. is obligated to fulfill

Saudi Arabia's request for

these arms because the Sau-

dis have a moderate oil pric-

ing strategy. The sale is both
a reward and a symbol of pol-

itical support, it should be
pointed out, however, that
Saudi Arabia carefullv

separates its economic from

its political goals. It appears

that U.S. policy-makers
would be wise to do the same
in this particular relation-

ship. U.S. foreign policy

actually has much less effect

on Saudi Arabia's oil pricing

policy than oil companies
would like American consu-

mers to believe. Saudi-
Arabia knows that higher oil

prices stimulate conserva-

tion, the development of

alternative energy sources,

and the search for non-OPEC
oil. Because of its vast
reserves, it is in Saudi Ara-
bia's self-interest to keep oil

prices relatively low. The
price of oil has nevertheless
risen from $12 to $32 a barrel
since the U.S. sold Saudi Ara-
bia F-15 fighter planes in

1978. The Saudis capitalized
on the panics which occurred
when the Shah fell and Iran
stopped exporting oil to the
West, and when Soviet troops
marched into Afghanistan.
This type of behavior is

expected and understanda-
ble in a business-type rela-

tionship. Saudi Arabia's
"moderation," like Its avar-
ice, occurs when such policy
is in Saudi self-interest.

Reagan can create a pro-
Western alliance in the Mid-
dle East without this arms
sale. The primary task in for-

mulating a comprehensive
policy is to convince Saudi
Arabia, as well as Jordan, to

join the Camp David peace
process. To date, Saudi Ara-
bia has aligned with the radi-

cal Arab states (Syria,
Libya, Iraq, etc.) and
rejected the peace treaty
signed in Washington two
years ago. It is also in the

Music in the Round
Continued from Page 5

in this totally earthbound
performance.
Things looked up with

Honegger's Sonatine for two
violins. This early work by the
fine Swiss contemporary sym-
phonist presages his mature
skill with counterpoint and stri-

dent harmony, but also reflects

his unwilling early association
with Satie and his disciples.

Here, the level of ensemble
playing was better, with effec-

tive shadings of expression and
plenty of singing line. Still.

Honegger is not very pleasing to

a first-time listener, as is the
general case with modern

duliE
Fuqua School
of Business

A representative of the Fuqua School of Business
will be on campus Thursday, October 1, to discuss the
Duke MBA Program. Interested students may obtain
further information by contacting the Office of Career
Counseling.

music.

Schumann's Quintet in E flat

for piano and strings made a

stupendous finale. This work,

popular among musicians, has
everything going for it: consist-

ent melodic spark, creative dis-

tribution of notes to the separate
voices, rhythmic pizzazz, and
the use of strict sonata form as a

catalyst, not as a restraint. The
players responded approp-
riately to all the musical
demands of the piece, and the

result was the kind of high-

charged entertainment that can
make a weekend.
Four concerts remain in the

series, scattered throughout the
season. Since these and other
music department programs
are free to students, they are a
good value. And who knows?
You just might hear a new piece
you really like. This listener did
on Thursday night.

U.S. interest to persuade
Saudi Arabia to stop declar-

ing jihads (holy wars)
against Israel. And would it

be too much to ask that the
Saudis stop subsidizing the
Palestine Liberation Organi-
zation to the tune of $10 mil-
lion a year?
Saudi Arabia has yet to

help stabilize politics in the
Middle East. Instead, the
royal government has
recently allowed Russian
overflights and the shipment
of Soviet supplies through
Saudi Arabia to Iraq. It Is too
hypothetical to assume that
the Saudis can and will util-

ize these weapons against
the Soviets. Before pushing
this sale through Congress,
the Reagan administration
should re-evaluate the viabil-
ity of Saudi Arabia as a politi-

cal, and therefore as a
military, ally. There Is little

doubt that the oil fields are
critical to the U.S. economy,
but their security will not
necessarily be assured by
the delivery of more
American-made AWACS.
Their security, in fact, might
be endangered.
Reagan's proposal to sell

the Saudis AWACS, F-15
offensive equipment, mis-
siles and ground radar sta-

tions represents one of the
largest arms deals In his-

tory. Saudi Arabia Is already
receiving sixty F-15 planes
and there are presently four
AWACS In the region. How
many more weapons must
the U.S. prostitute before
another Persian Gulf fiasco
leads to yet another round of

arms sales? At the risk of
sounding trite, I urge you to

express your views on this

important matter to your
Congressman and to both of

your Senators before the vote
is taken.

Miriam Sapiro '82

WILLIAMS RECORD

Letters-
Continued from Page 2

what to do? Perhaps we could
settle in an I-got-my-key-
before-you-dld basis. Unfortu-

nately, this method Is not fair to

the poor latecomer. Maybe an
I-got-to-lt-before-you-did me-
thod might work. But the poor
sports-minded scholar, freshly

showered and fed after a long

practice, would be consistently

aced out. Maybe we could

decide on a GPA basis, you
know, mlne's-lower-than-yours-

so-I-need-it-more.

What about my treasured per-

sonal belongings? My mate
might use a Kleenex or—ugh—
drink from my plastic Williams

water cup! And does he want the

right or left hand side of the

locker?

Fortunately, those seniors

doing honors work are Immune.
Maybe I should do a thesis after

all .. . Karin Kletel '82

The Record w.li run classifieds at 25C per line Deadlines are 4 (X) p m
Wednesdays and Sundays Total amount due must accompany this
form Mail or bring in person to Classifieds. The Wllliains Record, Baxter
Hall Wilhamstovvn Mass 01267

I NAME.

I

I

,^ PHONE

ADDRESS
, TOTAL ENCLOSED

1 AD
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Udall talks at Convocation.
September 15. 1981

Continued from Page 1

the past, but we must go ahead
with care." He concluded on an
upbeat note, saying that "I may
sound gloomy, but I'm optimis-
tic about what this generation
can do."

President John Chandler
opened the proceedings by wel-

coming 550 new students and
faculty to Williams, including
.509 members of the Class of

1985, the largest freshman class

in the College's 189-year
history.

"We have about 30 more stu-

dents than planned . . . it's never
easy to control the college popu-
lation when the best method we
have is the rhythm method," he

said.

In a more serious vein,

Chandler defended the liberal

arts ideal, criticizing the "dis-

turbing utilitarian mood" per-

vading education. He said that

education "cheats young people
if it merely provides a perisha-

ble skill rather than educating
for life."

Chandler conferred honorary
degrees on Walter E. Massey,
director of Argonne National
Labs, Amory B. Lovins, physi-

cist and advisor to Friends of

the Earth, S. David Freeman,
TV'A commissioner, Robert O.

Anderson, chairman of the
board of ARCO, as well as
Udall.

Convocation panel.
WILLIAMS RECORD Page 9

With blasting of the rock foundation
completed, construction Is well

under way on the new wing of Law-
rence Hall. Unlike past College
construction, work at Lawrence has
been a minor Inconvenience to stu-

dents living in nearby Fayerweather
and Prospect Houses.

No House dining causes grumbles.
Continued from Page 1

'82 said, "I don't think eating at

the same time is any answer to

the problem. We're planning an
expanded, more versatile social

calendar to maintain house
unity."

Both Row House members
and Greylock residents were
optimistic that lines would
improve as students adjusted
their eating schedules to avoid
peak times. However, most
thought that the Gifford Com-
mittee plan to lengthen dining
hours in the main dining halls

should have been accepted. The
report suggested Baxter should
be open weekdays until 1:30 at

lunchtime, with Mission Park
and Greylock open to 1:15.

Dinner hours at all three were
increased to 7: 15 on weekdays.
College Council President

CLASSIFIEDS
Congratulations Frosh back-
gammon tourney winners:
First place Allison Plitt Mor-
gan west, second place Ted
Hopshberger Morgan east.

Third place Heidi Halleck/
Katie Miller.

Ham Radio messages to

anywhere in U.S., Canada,
Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil,
Chile, Columbia. Costa Rica,

Cuba. Dominican Republic,
Ecuador. El Salvador. Ghana,
Guatemala, Guyana. Haiti.

Hondurus, Israel, Jamaica.
Jordan. Liberia. Mexico, Nicu-
ragua. Panama, Paraguay,
Peru, The Gambia, Trinidad,
and Tobago, Uruguay, and
Venezuela. Inquire at Gold-
man's Jewelers, Spring St.

UPS Mailing, 8:30-11:00. The
Mole Hole.

HELP WANTED. Work in your
own home. Send work history,

name, address, and phone
number to: Mike. P.O. Box 68,
Water Vliet. Michigan 49098,

the

older generation

hasalotofstufiy

ideas...

cigarette

smoking is one!

Freddy Nathan '83 said, "We
want them to follow through on
increased dining times. There
was supposed to be some kind of

trade-off," Members of the Col-

lege Council met with Chandler
yesterday to discuss later meal
hours.

Chandler explained that the

proposed hours were not insti-

tuted because there was "so
much going on over the
summer— the new I.D. system,
installing kitchenettes ... we
felt that was enough to absorb."
He thinks that "as soon as traf-

fic has sorted itself out, there

will be no problems."

Fabey Beverage Co., Inc.

and

The Miller Brewing Co.

Introduce Your
Miller Campus Representatives

Jon Dayton x 6269

Tom Casey x 6278

CALL THEM FOR DISCOUNTS
ON MILLER, LITE and LOWENBRAU

Continued from Page 1

up the available solutions

through continual testing and
review. People are interested in

solving energy problems—why
not let them take the
initiative'.'"

However, Freeman cauti-

oned that, as commissioner of

the TVA,. he had had little suc-

cess with convincing people of

the benefits of conservation.

"They're not energy special-

ists. And we can't refine homes
as fast as Lovins suggests.

"The question is whether we
believe the current array of

technology and people's expec-

tations can be sustained. I think

it can't. We need more efficient

use of resources, development
of renewable energy sources,

and public education that we
can't produceour way out of the

energy crisis."

Massey spoke about the
need for government funding of

research and development in a

number of developing energy
technologies. "There is too

much risk for the private sector

to be interested. The govern-
ment must fund and conduct the

research." He added that politi-

cal pressures around election

time can interfere with long-

range, sustained research and
development alluding to the
Reagan budget cuts.

Massey also discussed the

results oriented pressure on
R and D. "One cannot expect
specific results by specific
dates. Investors expect a return
within five years, but the time
between the start of research
and the commercialization of a

new energy source averages 30
years.

"Research and development
allows diversity and flexibility

of choice," he concluded. "We
should avoid entrapment in a
particular energy technology

Moomaw also discussed the

need for research and develop-

ment and conservation incen-

tives, decrying the "energy
pork barrel" which many Rand
projects have turned out to be.

He also discussed the social and
political pressures of domestic
oil deregulation. Over the next
10 years, $106 billion in royalties

will accrue to the treasuries of
four states: Alaska, Texas,
Louisiana, and California.

Udall raised the question of

the future of nuclear power. He
cited public opposition and dec-
lining construction of new reac-
tors in the U.S.

Lovins responded by stress-

ing the environmental risks and
economic inefficiency of
nuclear power. "We must rec-

ognize the market collapse of

nuclear power," he said, "and
not commit ourselves to need-
less heroics for the benefit of our
allies who are still developing
nuclear power."

Freeman conceded nuclear
power's disadvantages but
stressed that safer nuclear tech-
nologies were ignored during
the development of nuclear
power in the '50s and '60s. He
believes that we must accept
the relative inefficiency and
risk of current reactors until a
better, safer generation of reac-

tors is designed.

BURGER
KING Coming Soon

DELIVERY SERVICE
to the dorms

7-11 nitely
WATCH FOR ANNOUNCEMENT

» part time help wanted
evenings for delivery service

m^

Inglenook or

California Cellars

Burgundy, Rose, Chablis

4 liter bottles

6.99

Budwelser

or Miller

12 oz. cans

8.99/case

Labatt's Beer

or Ale

11.49/case

Schmidt's or

Utica Club

16 oz. returnable bottles

* 49/case plus deposit

WEST PACKAGE STORE
ROUTE 2 BETWEEN N.A. and WILLIAMSTOWN

663-6081

The Record Store
"Discount Recordings"

BARGAIN RECORD DEPARTMENT
CUT OUT AND OVERSTOCK LP's

From 1.99
ROCK
POP
JAZZ

•"back to campus"^

specials

from radio shack

LCD CALCULATOR
SCIENTIC

CAT. LIST 21 .95

SALE 17.95

PRO 20 Headphone
CAT. LIST 31.95

SALE 24.95

CHRONOMATIC DIGITALi

CLOCK RADIO
CAT. LIST 41.95

SALE 29.95

LAB 420 TURNTABLE
CAT. LIST 219.95

SALE 149.95

1

AUTHORIZED
RADIO SHACK DEALER

Featuring

SPEAKER WIRE
RECEIVERS
SPEAKERS

TURNTABLES
COMPUTERS

TAPE RECORDERS
TELEPHONES

FUSES
PATCH CORDS
BATTERIES
RADIOS

CALCULATORS
HEADPHONES
EARPHONES
EXT. CORDS

AC POWER CORDS
TV, FM, CB ANTENNAS

CAR STEREO
TV HOOKUP

GUITAR CORDS
AND MORE

RECORD DEFT.
~\

Featuring .

Jazz, Rocit, Pop, Foll< .

I Classical, Reggae, Soul '

I

Comedy, Soundtracks |

I

Broadway Ethnic i

AT DISCOUNT PRICES.

I 1

I

PRE-RECORDED .

I

CASSETTES .

I

A large selection .

. INCLUDING CLASSICAL

I 1

The Record Store '

I STOCKS I

I
RECORDINGS FOR

|

I

THE WILLIAMS i

MUSIC COURSESL _l

REPLACEMENT

DIAMOND NEEDLES

OVER 100 DIFFERENT

MODELS IN STOCK

BLANK CASSETTE - 8 TRK.

REEL TO REEL TAPE
TDK, Maxwell, Realistic.Memorey

I

L

TDK CASSETTE SALE
3PAK D-C90

8.99

n

Record & Tape Care
Products
Discwasher

Sound Guard

Watts

Realistic

Ephs Alley

Off Spring Street

458-5418

Mon. - Sat.

10 -5:30

MASTER CARD
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Rooma like this one have been crated for freshmen In the Thompson
Infirmary. (Milloy)

Neti^ dining system
Continued from Page 1

school is trying to become pre-

cise. Everyone knows that the

system we had last year was
Ineffective."

This year's system also has

had frequent problems, mostly
mistakes on the part of the com-
puter. Although Food Service

has no way of checking the fail-

ure rate, Keller admits, "We've
all made mistakes. It's a func-

tion of adjusting the reader or

an inaccurate card. If the card

just isn't going to read accu-

rately, then we will exchange
the card at no cost to the

student."

Keller sa id he does not believe

the new system will increase

waiting time in the dining hall

line. "Lines are not longer; time

for the individual is longer.

Food lines hold people up after

they've passed the reader

anyway."
All in all, Keller pronounced,

"I think the students have

accepted it marvelously. I think

they know that the old system

did not function accurately. As
costs climb, it becomes of

increasing concern to students

to have it function accurately."

ALMOST FOREVKR.n.ASSir. CHIC MAS SYMnOI.IZKI)

1 IMi ,_. ..i-P^ousr of l^alsl)

JL
-\\ II II ^1 II ir

AND THE LEGEND COMIMIES

PURVEYORS (IE FINE CLOTIIINC; FOK MEN AND WOMEN

.Sprinfi .Si. WllliniiiMown Mai». 01267 (4 1 :<) l.^ll'SIIIII

"There's more to being photographed than
twisting back and forth and looking toward the

future!"

Allow yourself up to V2 hour in our dedicated studio and
we'll take 12 poses, with a change of clothing if you
wish, and present the 8 best previews to choose from.

20% off framing of our

Senior Portraits

with this ad.

STOP BY TODA Y OR CALL FOR AN APPOINTMENT

inc.

Everything in Photography

1WATERSTREET WILLIAMSTOWN. MASS 01 267 4134583113

New faculty welcomed
Thirty-one new teachers

came to Williams this year.

There are eleven assistant pro-

fessors, two instructors, two
lecturers and 17 visitors. The
Record plans to Interview a few
of the newcomers each week.
Henry A. Bent, one of the

nation's foremost chemical edu-

cators, will teach thermody-
namics in the chemistry
department this semester as the

College's first Bernhard Visit-

ing Professor. Bent has taught

physical chemistry at North
Carolina State University since

1969. His undergraduate work
was done at the University of

Missouri and Oberlln College,

where he received an A.B. in

1949. He earned his Ph.D. in

physical chemistry from the

University of California at Ber-

keley In 1952.

The Bernhard Visiting Pro-

fessorships were established

last year by a $1 million gift

from Arnold Bernhard '25, to

bring men and women of distin-

guished achievement in the

sciences and humanities to the

campus.
Chairman of the chemistry

department, James Skinner,

says, "We feel very fortunate to

have Professor Bent at Willi-

ams because he Is both an excel-

lent chemist and an outstanding
and innovative teacher.

• • •

Novelist Richard Ford,
author of The Ultimate Good
Luck, for which he received
both a Guggenheim and a
National Endowment for the
Arts Fellowship, will lecture in

the English department for the
first semester.

Published in 1981, The Ulti-

mate Good Luck deals with
love, and grew out of his 14-year
marriage. Other works of his

include A Piece of My Heart,

published in 1976, and short sto-

ries and articles in Esquire,

Harper's, and Inside Sports.

Originally from Mississippi,

Ford received his B.A. from
Michigan State College and his

M.F.A. from the University of

California at Irvine. Subse-

quently, he was awarded a Ford
Foundation Grant at Michigan
University, which enabled him
to complete his first novel. He
taught at Williams in 1978

before moving to Princeton.
• • •

Timothy Cook of the political

science department, a Califor-

nia native, graduated from
Pomona College in 1976 and
received his M.A. from the Uni-

versity of Wisconsin at Madison
in 1977. He specializes in the

area of Congress and the presid-

ency and is currently working
on a Ph.D. in political socializa-

tion, "how children learn about
politics from children's litera-

ture." Cook likes "the interdis-

ciplinary aspect of a small
college and the give-and-take
between faculty and students."
Cook attended a small college

and "always had the ideal of

returning to that sort of spot."

• • •

Diana Sedney joins the chem-
istry department from Louisi-

ana State University at Baton
Route, where she spent a year

as instructor of Freshman
Chemistry. She will teach inor-

ganic chemistry at Williams.

Sedney grew up in Maryland,

where she received her B.A.

from Towson State College.

After completing her Ph.D. at

Northeastern, she taught at the

University of Berne in Switzer-

land, but is delighted to be back
in New England now, being

especially eager to polish her

-CUSTOM T-SHIRT PRINTING-

• We have a variety of

Williams logos.

• A great selection of preprinted

Williams T-shirts and

sweatshirts.

• We also print by the letter,

so you can choose your own

message-

Come In & Browse!

^^((^ ^p^H^, inc.

MON.-SAT. 9-5:30

MASTER CARD VISA

Spring Street 458-36os Williamstown

squash, "unheard of in the

South."
• • •

Anita Sokolsky, new member
of the English department, has
loved reading since her early
years in Bronx, New York. She
developed her interest further

by earning her B.A. in English
from Oberlln College in Ohio
and her Ph.D. from Cornell. She
taught introductory English
courses at Cornell before enter-

ing the department at Williams
to teach modern poetry and
modern British fiction.

She has been Interested in

modern poetry since her intro-

duction to Yeats and Wallace
Stevens In college, but later

developed Interests in contem-
porary criticism and the Victo-

rian novel, writing her thesis on
George Eliot and Dickens.

• • •

Timothy Fries of the econom-
ics department got his B.A. in

economics at Ohio State and his

M.A. at the University of

Rochester. Taught German by
his parents, Fries was able to

teach economics at the Univer-
sity of Bonn in West Germany.
At Williams he is teaching
environmental economics, and
firms and capital markets. He
supports international trade
and expressed the need for

Americans to communicate
with other countries. Fries feels

that man's personal responsi-

bility to society should be dis-

cussed in all academic areas.
• • •

Saul Kassin, assistant profes-

sor of psychology, grew up in

Brooklyn, New York and went
to Far Rockaway High School.

He was graduated from Brook-
lyn College C.U.N.Y. in 1974 and
continued his education at the

University of Connecticut,
where he earned his M.A. in 1976

and his Ph.D. in personality

psychology In 1978. He taught at

Connecticut as a graduate stu-

dent, followed by one year at the

University of Kansas and two
years at Purdue before coming
to Williams. Kassin considers

himself a Northeasterner and
said Williams' New England
location and good reputation

drew him here.

Kassin is investigating how
juries make decisions and is

specifically concerned with how
personality differences affect

verdicts and which kinds of evi-

dence are considered most
important by juries. Another

subject of his research is the

method by which a child forms

impressions.
• • •

Michael Fortunate, assistant

professor of economics, was
graduated from Columbia Uni-

versity In 1976 after growing up
in New York City and going to

high school on Long Island. He
has been a teaching fellow at

Harvard while doing doctoral

work there.

A keen rugby player, Fortu-

nato once played nationally for

the U.S. against West Germany
and is presently helping with the

Williams Rugby Club.

h.
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Williams alumnae

Tuttle garners bronze in

world championship crew

September 15. 1981

Sue Tuttle '78, a five-time
member of the U.S. National
Rowing Team, placed third in

the four-oared rowing event at
the recently completed 1981
World Championships. Tuttle
had been a member of the 1980
Olympic Rowing Team, but was
unable to compete because of
the American boycott. Tuttle's

bronze medal performance in

the competition held August 26-

30 in Munich, West Germany
had to feel good, as it came
against Olumpic class com-
petition.

After qualifying in the open-
ing heats, Tuttle's boat finished

behind the Russian and East
German crews to clinch a
medal. Tuttle's performance
came as no surprise to one who
followed her career as an Eph-
woman. She rowed four years in

the varsity boat at Williams and
was co-captain of the squad in

both her junior and senior

years, and co-captain of the U.S.
National squad in '77.

Tuttle is the third Williams
oarswoman to row on a U.S.
National Team. Dixie Rhodes
'76was on the U.S. sculling team

in 1975. Nancy Storrs '73 Joined
Tuttle on the U.S. National
sweep oar team from 1975-80. In
addition, Meredith McGill '83

was the coxswain on the U.S.
Junior National Team in 1979.

Also, recently graduated
Carolyn Matthews '81, was one
of 32 oarswomen selected to try
out for the U.S. National Team
for 1981.

Coach George Marcus credits
the uniquely high success of Wil-

liams oarswomen to two fac-

tors: "First, if a rower has
potential and is intent upon
achieving international-caliber

status, it can be done In a brief

two year training period.
Second, success at any activity

is more likely if the people are
bright and eager. Williams'
admissions standards assure an
abundance of the first quality
and the women's crew provides
support for the second."

Oarswoman Sue TuHle alter receiv-

ing bronze medal In Munich this

summer.

Cynical look at the big guys
by Steve Epstein

NEWS ITEM: T<-nnis hrai John
McEnroe irins ihe championship

of the AH-Enjilnnd Tennis Cliih at

If inihledon to become the
number one player in the world.

But he wins amid controvers\over

McEnroe's on-and-off court
behavi<>r.

It was Itind of a quiet summer
for the sports addict. The base-
ball strike made a dull game
even duller, and golf tourna-
ments joined junk sports like

women's powerliftlng and pro-

mm^lM
storey Reed and Dianne Koenitzer battle (or ball in field hockey preseason
'•*'''• (Doherty)

Stickwomen prepare for '81
by Juliet Flynt

The field hockey team arrived
for pre-season practice eager to

improve on last year's 4-6

record and to build on the skills

developed then under Coach
Chris Larson. Ten girls had
represented Williams the pre-
vious weekend at Merestead
hockey camp in Maine. Led by
senior Carol Vanderzwaag, it

won three of six games.
Although Coach Larson has

been away playing and starring
for the U.S. National Team, the
Williams girls, led by Co-
captains Beth Connolly and
Hendy Meyer, began triple ses-

sions under the eye of new
Assistant Coach Juliet Flynt.
The effort put into running hills,

moose laps, and stick-work paid
off as Williams won during a
scrimmage day at Smith last

Saturday, beating Vassar, Wel-

lesley, and Trinity, and tying
Smith. These scrimmages also
provided a good opportunity to

scout and shuffle players.

Returning varsity players
Beth Connolly, Mary Pynchon,
Hendy Meyer, Sue Harrington,
Bea Fuller, Wendy Brown,
Holly Perry, Laurie Soper, Sto-
rey Reed, Dorothy Briggs, Alli-

son Earle, and Carol Vander-
zwaag await Coach Larson's re-

turn. Twenty-six freshmen and a
squad of J.V. players are also
competing for a spot on the var-
sity. The season opens Sept. 23
at home against Skidmore.
A note to loyal spectators and

frustrated whistle-haters: new
rules will allow more continu-
ous play. Changes in face-offs,
penalty corners, obstruction,
sticks, and push-ins will open up
play and reduce the number of
penalty whistles.

celebrity croquet tournaments
as the standard week-end T.V.
bill of fare. It was a time for the

sports fan, the junkie who
thrives on the hitting of George
Brett, and the incessant bab-

bling of Howard Cosell, to

EPHUSIONS

ponder where sports is going . .

.

and just what it means any
more.

\7-;» .S ITEM: Three professional

football players with the Denier
Broncos admit their addiction to

danfserous drufis. The \.F.E. says

it will conduct an investigatiott.

but no names are released and no
one is eier prosecuted. V. ) . Times
uncovers Oiler QB Ken Stabler's

ties with a known organized crime
fifiure. Innuendo flies like
Stabler's spirals.

The summer became a time
to examine one's ideals. To
watch old films of the greats like

Mays, and Mantle and Jack
Kramer. It was a time of hero
worship, of idealism or base-
ball cards collected and faded.
No baseball this summer. No
afternoons at Fenway Park or
Wrigley Field eating popcorn
and watching men who earn six
figures playing a little boy's
game. But still, time for
contemplation.

\ElfS ITEM: .\ew England Patri-
ots star tifiht end Russ Francis
retires from pro football, citing
the danger of the game as his rea-

son. Francis is afraid that con-
tinued play will risk crippling
injury, as had happened to team-
mate Daryl Stingley. Violence in

pro football again hits the front
pages.

Football is becoming a life or
death struggle. Drugs are on the
increase. Baseball players
don't want to play the gamedes-
pite an average salary of over
$100,000 a year (including five
months paid vacation). Even
tennis, the last bastion of sports-
manship, is being corrupted by
the most talented crybaby in its

history. Maybe it's just the

Women runners herd growing
by Patricia Hellman

If you've been wondering
what the horde of girls running
through town each day at 4: 15
Is, don't be alarmed. It 's just the
women's cross-country running
team out for its daily workout.
Despite its somewhat gruesome
reputation, the sport has
attracted record numbers of
participants this year. All the
girls seem to be in great shape,
so the team can count on a good
deal of depth in the coming
season.

With luck, a blend of experience

and enthusiasm will help the

team to perform better than
ever before. They have a tough
record to beat, since they are
defending last year's Little

Three title and were the second
best division III team in New
England.

Back again are last year's Co-
captains Liz Martineau and Sue
Marchant. Sophomore running
star Kerry Malone has also
returned, along with Maria
Antonaccio, Margaret Lynch,
Tricia Hellman, and virtually

the entire 1980 team.

The team welcomes back

senior Steph Carperos, who took
a year's "leave of absence" for
Injury. They also welcome the
many new runners who have
joined the ranks, and hope for a
fun, injury-free season.

At this point, Coach Bud
Fisher's main worry seems to

be in holding the team back
from running too fast, so they
don't burn themselves out, and
can work up slowly to peak con-
dition. They're ready to start
racing, which they will do next
Saturday in a triple meet
against Albany State and Hart-
wick College.

media looking for some excite-

ment. Or maybe it's another
sign of a society in trouble.

There were no answers to these

plaguing questions this
summer. Just sun and sand and
avoidance of any problems like

a negative G.P.A., a less-than-

perfect physique, and the trou-
ble with pro sports. Summer is a
time for idealism. Maturing is

making me cynical.

\7-;i(.S //7-;\/. Three Boston Col-

lege basketball players are
brought up on charges of point
sharing to help gamblers two sea-

sons ago. The scandal rocks \ew
England anil unciners the lip of
the iceberg in collegiate gambling
rings.

Oh, news item after news
item. It's nice to be back in the

sheltered Purple Valley. Now
don't misunderstand. I still love

to watch Earl Campbell glide

effortlessly past enemy defend-
ers, and to see Borg play the

brat for supremacy of the tennis

world—but it's all somehow
been tainted this summer.
Thank goodness I made it back
with my sanity to the one place
athletes still strive to achieve
purely for achievement's sake.

Welcome back fall athletes at

Williams, I wish you luck. Win,
but don't get too good. Big time
sports just ain't what it used to

be.

iT Booters face
new season

by Dave Woudworth
Despite the losses of Trl-

captain Stu Taylor and goal-
keeper Alex Kousseoglou to
graduation, Coach Mike Russo
is "very optimistic" about the
upcoming season
The 1981 varsity soccer squad

seeks to rebound from last year's
disappointing campaign, ,3-8-1.

Though he himself is quick to
point out that all coaches are
optimistic during preseason,
Russo does indeed have good
reason to be positive.

For openers, the defense that
gave up an average of two goals
a game should be bolstered by
the return to form of goalkeeper
Vince Brandstein '84, who
played well at the start of last
year but was forced to the side-
lines by a back injury. However,
Brandstein will be pressed for
the job by two top schoolboy
prospects. Ken Rhodes '85 and
Ted Murphy '85.

The aosence of Co-captain
Reg Jones '82, out with mononu-
cleosis, will hurt the fullback
corps, but the loss will be min-
imized by the play of Co-captain
Brian Daniell '82 and David
Barry '82, who replaces Jones at
sweeper. Wingbacks Aytac
Apaydin, Kris Strohbeing, and
Willie Stern, all juniors, round
out the Ephs' back line.

The midfield, a bright point of
last season, will remain solid as
sparkplug Rob Kusel '83 returns
at center half. He will be joined
by juniors Jeff Sutton, Eric
Smith, and Mark Koenig, and by
senior Jim Leonard.
Freshman DougMcKenney, a

speedster with breakaway
potential, will add scoring
punch at forward. Russo is also
pleased with the "tough" wing
play of Dave Nasser '83. Other
returnees up front are Jim Peck
'82, Tad Chase '82, and Eric
Stein '84.

Williams will face a rugged
schedule this year, with an
early test coming in their

opener against highly regarded
North Adams State on Sep-

tember 21. Should the Ephs do
well there, the future holds

promise.

Man's soccer players ara fixad in concantratlon during grueling condition-

ing on tha hill. (Doherty)
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Thieves raid Morgan

Desks replaced dining labies in the Perry House dining room, one of tlie changes that have disturbed How
House residents.

(pariey)

Changes mar Row Houses
Removal of cooking and din-

ing facilities from Row Houses
over the summer has changed
occupant's attitudes toward
their houses as well as the

houses' interiors.

Kitchens and dining rooms in

Tyler, Wood, Perry, and Brooks
Houses have t>een replaced by
kitchenettes, study and class-

room areas, and new living
rooms. Classes now meet regu-
larly in Perry and Wood Houses.
The changes are not necessar-

ily final, according to Wendy
Hopkins, director of student
housing. "Refinements will be
made after getting feedback
from Row House residents on
their living habits," she com-
mented. "The College is trying

to make the modifications while

disturbing the lifestyles of

house residents as little as
possible".

"The Row Houses are unique
in having such large common
areas," noted Hopkins. "The
idea was to maximize their use,

but at the same time not destroy
the architectural integrity of

the spaces. All we did was put in

lights, tables, and some chairs.

We could revert."

The housing department is

considering adding bedrooms to

Brooks, but no decision has been
reached as yet. "We felt it

important to involve the Brooks
House residents in the planning
and decision-making pro-
cesses," explained Hopkins.
Conversion of the fireplace area
in Brooks to a common living

room is also under considera-
tion.

Reaction among longtime stu-
dent residents of the houses gen-
erally has been bitterly critical,
however.
Kate Heilmann '83, a resident

of Wood House, complained of a
lack of house unity as well as
physical amenities. "Our coke
machine and washer-dryer
were vandalized over the
summer, and our T.V. doesn't
work either. None has been
replaced. We were supposed to

get a coffee machine, too, to

bring people around in the even-
ings. We don't have it. We don't
see anyone from Garfield or
Agard anymore now that we
don't have meals. The houses
are dispersing . . . it's really sad.
We've lost all our house unity
and spirit."

Lisa Louis '82, a resident of

Brooks House, expressed sim-
ilar sentiments. "The majority

of people here really feel

strongly that our house unity

has been taken away. It's an
effort to get people together for

meals, since we have to go to

one of the big dining halls. We
don't get together as often.

"We haven't used our kit-

chenettes a whole lot so far,"

she commented. "They're
nothing like having our own din-

ing room. They make a little dif-

ference toward feeling better
about the changes, but not
nearly enough."

by Philip Busch
Thefts of stereo equipment

worth well over $1000 from an
unlocked storage room over the

summer, and from students'

rooms this fall, have raised

serious questions about year-
round security and the College's

liability for summer storage.

The most serious losses
occurred in Morgan Hall, where
several students returning this

September found valuable ste-

reos missing from summer stor-

age. Although the students had
thought that the room would be
locked all summer, it was left

open for long periods to allow
electrical work to be done.
Norman Tremblay, custodian

at Morgan, said that the room
"was open all summer to do
rewiring . . . anyone could have
got in there." Morgan was occu-
pied over the summer by
apprentices for the William-
stown Theater Festival.

Students suffering losses
expressed disappointment
rather than outright anger at
the lack of security. "We were
led to believe that the room
would be kept locked," said

Tom Graham '84.

Dave Weaver '82, whose loss

amounted to $600 worth of

equipment, blamed storage
arrangements. "It's not really
Security's fault, it's the fault of

the storage system. Anyone will

open anything for anybody. I'm
from Nebraska, so I have to

store my stuff over the summer.
I demand a safe place."

Security Director Ransom
Jenks said that the thefts were
under investigation, but
declined further comment in the

absence of all the facts.

"We're trying now to gather
the facts in the case,

'

' said Dean
of the College Daniel O'Connor,
who is supervising the investi-

gation. "We have most of

them."
Administrators concerned

with the case met on Monday
morning to discuss develop-

ments, according to O'Connor.
Also on the agenda will be other

summer damage to storerooms,
including water damage in Wil-

liams Hall and break-ins in Mor-
gan and Armstrong.
Additional thefts occurred

during the first weeks of school.

Charlie Pardee '82 lost three

stereo components from his

room at Mary Hubble House
during the night of September
12. The thieves apparently
entered through an unlocked
door, and exited through the
window within 30 yards of a
party going full-blast at Par-
sons House, according to
Pardoe.
O'Connor also reported the

recent theft of two stereos from
Continued on Page 8

Panel attacks ''Reaganomics j>

by Katya Hokanson

Calling the Reagan Adminis-
tration "an insult to our intelli-

gence" and "a reign of

unselfconscious greed," Boston
University political science pro-

fessor Frances Fox Piven
addressed an overflow crowd in

Bronfman Auditorium last

Monday night.

Piven, co-author of the
award-winning book Regulating
the Poor, began her address by
saying that the Republicans ran
an "extraordinary campaign"
on bread-and-butter issues. In

her speech, "The Reagan Pro-

gram: Reconstruction or
Ruin?" she outlined the Repub-
licans' promises to turn the

economy around and stop the

decline in income and the rise in

inflation and unemployment.
Reagan won the presidency.

Party controls tighten

Piven said, because of those
promises, the most important
campaign issue being unem-
ployment.

Instead of keeping these
promises, Piven said, Reagan
"introduced a reign of pure,

unselfconscious greed, frankly

designed to increase Big Busi-

ness' profits at the expense of

poor people, workers, women,
and minorities.

Implicit in the array of Rea-
gan economic programs, she

said, is the revival of 19th cen-

tury economic theory which
holds that there are two differ-

ent kinds of people: the affluent,

and the rest.

"Each group has its own
incentive system," Piven said.

"The affluent require bribes;

lower taxes, less regulation,

and fewer costs added for

workers' health and safety. The
others must be kept poor, for

poor people work and are pious

under threat of starvation."
by Jon Tigar

The premature closing of the

Greylock Daiquiri Party by
Dean of the College Daniel
O'Connor September 10 has led

to a new College policy prohibit-

ing live music at campus par-

ties held on weekday nights.

"My feeling," said O'Connor,
"is that live music on weekday
nights cannot i>e contained."
The party, which had been sche-

duled to run until 1:00 a.m., was
shut down at 11:30 p.m. O'Con-
nor explained that the closing

was prompted by complaints
from neighbors.

O'Connor said he does not

object to weekday parties in

general or weekend parties with
live music.

"I'm In favor of parties," he

commented. "I think that

they're a necessary part of col-

lege life. If a house wants to

have live music on a weekend
night, we can call all the neigh-

bors, tell them what's going on
and that the music will be over

at such and such a time,"

O'Connor said. "The thing that

drives people bananas is the

feeling that the thing Isn't going
to end."

Hopkins House President
Brendan Sachtjen '82 said the

new policy "is not going to be a

problem , . . We're glad to

accommodate them."

O'Connor also told house pres-

idents that he would like to see

more all-college parties on a

given night; for example, three

parties where we now have only

one. "I don't think one can han-

dle the crowd," he explained.

Sachtjen dismissed the idea

as "ridiculous. Each house
could lose a fortune."

Jonathan Light '83, the presi-

dent of Fitch-Currier House,
said, "That's just not the way
things work around here. It's

very hard to throw an all-

campus party and make money
. . . Freshmen are the main peo-

ple who go to all-college parties

and attendance declines by
class."

The Deans Office has also

reminded house presidents of a

Massachusetts state law pro-

hibiting the unlicensed sale of

alcohol. Houses may charge
admission to a party at which
alcohol is served, but may not

charge for alcohol.

Professor James MacQregor Burns
at the Reagan panel. (Farley)

According to Piven, the main
points of Reagan's economic
program are tax cuts for very
rich people and Big Business, a
weakening of the Corrupt Prac-
tices Act which has spurred a
"merger mania," slashed pollu-

tion controls, and "a green light

to nukes."

On the labor front, she con-

tinued, Reagan has exempted
firms from affirmative action,

caused "the worst intimidation

of labor organizations since Cal-

vin Coolidge fired 1100 of the

1400 members of the Boston
Police," and supported the utter

ruination of social programs
such as Medicaid, welfare,

unemployment insurance, edu-

cational funds, and school lunch

funds.

These cuts, said Piven, are all

at the expense of the poor,

workers, women and minori-

ties. Profits for large corpora-

tions will Increase at the

expense of health, safety, and
even the air, water and lands

that belong to all of us, she said.

Piven assured her audience

that Reagan will fail, precisely

because the attacks made were
so broad. "Big Business cannot
run the country without popular

support," said Piven.

Social programs were won by
the working people of the U.S.,

she said. "What they won,

though not perfect, was better

than what we had previously. A
society is bet ter when it protects

its working people against

hunger and hazards."

"Reagan's program assures

that protest will arise," con-

cluded Piven.
' 'We need a begin-

ning from the bottom, people

taking to the streets. We should

face these insults with great

anger, but with great hope."
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Doing Your Own Thing
As do all incoming freshman classes, the Class of 1985 has injected a

boost of individual enthusiasm to the homogenous College community.
New classes, new friends and new activities tempt Williams' newest

members and provide the opportunities for such enthusiasm to thrive.

Bringing with it the collective talents of students drawn from across
geographical, socioeconomic and cultural lines, a freshman class is

nonetheless subject to established social and academic norms that pres-

sure individuals to conform to a more rigid set of peer standards. Study-
ing for studying's sake received raised eyebrows, while drinking for

drinking's sake often invites a hearty pat on the back.
Obviously, freshmen are not the only ones fighting to establish and

maintain individuality. They do, however, provide the most obvious
example of the struggle between social conformance and individuality.

Students here should not haye to wait until their junior or senior

year, to attempt to do their own personal "thing," whether it be some
guy taking up knitting or a woman living off-campus for the first time.

Every spring, the admissions office proudly announces its latest

top-rate batch of well-rounded students for the following academic year.

As a class, they hold tremendous potential; as individuals, they have
four years to prove a well-rounded school comprised of individuals will

accomplish more than the college of well-rounded, but indistinguishable

students.

For the Class of 1985, the challenge to uphold individuality has
begun. Delaying a few years may blur what separates each member
right now.

TANGENTS by Grodzins

Winter Study Charge
This past week, the Winter Study Review Committee held its first meeting.

President Chandler has asked this eommittee to determine the education value and
thus the existence of Winter Study at Williams. The text of Dr. Chandler's charge to

the Committee appears below:

.As you prepare to undertake the very important task of reviewing the Winter
Study Program, I wish to delineate the work of the review committee.

We have agreed that the Committee will be autonomous but that it will keep the
Committee on Educational Policy and the Winter Study Committee fully informed
and will consult regularly with those committees.

The report of the Review Committee will be due by the April, 1982 faculty

meeting, along with any recommendations that call for faculty action.

The Committee is urged to consult broadly with facult>\ students, and alumni
who ha\e experienced the Winter Study Program so that opinions and attitudes

towards the program may be determined. More fundamentalh-. the Committee is

charged with determiningtheeducational value of Winter Study. In assessing Winter

Study's educational value, the Committee is urged to consider the broader question

of the effect of this curricular feature on the cohesiveness of the College and on the

overall quality of the experience of students on thecampusas well as the perceptions

of the College from without.

I would ask you, after considering these questions, to make any recommenda-
tions you deem appropriate regarding modifications in the present program or

alternatives to it. The Committee should assume that if Winter Study is abolished, it

must be compensated for in some way. That is, I would not regard a 4-0-4 calendar

and curriculum as an acceptable alternative to present arrangements.

Quote of the Week:
"These Black Russians are good, (pause) Is there any

alcohol in these?
"

—Freshman at the Dodd Black & White Party
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Offensive

To the editor.

At first glance, the theme of the Sep-

tember 17 Spencer-Brooks affair seemed
harmless. However, I found the "red-

neck" theme quite offensive.

The term "redneck" refers to the
white, uneducated farm laborer of the

southern United States (source: Ran-
dom House Collegiate, 19681. They gen-
erally look unfavorably upon anything
they do not understand or are unaccus-
tomed to. History has shown that this

outlook breeds prejudice.

The impetus for this letter does not
concern itself with whether any racial or
ethnic discrimination was implied.
Instead, it concerns itself with the ignor-

ance and narrow-mindedness of the

organizers. Apparently, they did not

realize that such a theme might be offen-

sive to some members of the Williams

College community.
Equally as offensive was the slogan

"Preppies will be lynched (hung or shot)

at midnight." which could have been
interpreted to include not only the alliga-

tor shirt and Docksider preppie, but a

variety of other minorities as well.

As a final note, I would like to suggest

prudence on the part of the organizers

and consideration towards other
members of the College community
when organizing future College
functions.

Herve Jean-Baptiste '83

Dodd. All we have to do is plug two or
three squirrels in each area and string

them up on stakes that B & G would be
happy to provide. The other squirrels,

upon seeing that their buddy no longer
lets his yellow teeth grind all day and is,

in fact, beginning to smell, will clear out.

This will work. I'm quite frankly agh-
ast at some people who see nothing
wrong with this squirrel invasion. Just
ask the girl who came over the crest of

the hill by Fernald House with thirty

pounds of books. She stepped on a
pile of acorns and nearly slid to her
death in the street. I'm talking law-
suits, friends. The Administration
should get moving. And talk about sav-
ing energ>''. Food costs could be defrayed
easily; squirrel stew. Squirrel quilts and
doormats are coming into style too.

Let's go. This is our chance to make a

difference. Thank you.

Jeff Morrison '82

Changes

Squirrels

To the editor.

It has come to my attention, and other

upper classmen as well, that the Willi-

ams campus is no longer plagued by four

legged pets, strays, and the canine atroc-

ities of past years. I. for one. can sleep

soundly at night knowing that such a hei-

nous problem has been so efficiently

solved.

Alas, this idyllic valley is being rocked

by a new, and perhaps an even more dan-

gerous problem: squirrels. Yes. well,

scoff if you must, but this is a subtle

threat to our school and. as no one else

has been bold enough to point it out, I'll

assume the responsibility.

These furr> rodents have become
quite visible and prolific. One can see

them everywhere, gathering nuts and
carrying branches and twigs. They have
even gotten cocky enough to ignore stu-

dents as they walk to class. The friendly

disguise is unbearable. Squirrels in their

natural habitat are supposed to be para-

noid, uppity and on the run. The ones
around here think they're special or

something, and I think we ought to nail

'em in the fall when it's easy.

We don't even have to get them all. The
bes\ plan is to find five or si.\ areas of

dense squirrel population and get out the

gun used to remove skunks from under

To the editor,

A new freshman class is here, and will

never know Row-House dining. "The
lines never used to be this long," I find

myself explaining to a newcomer, "but
last year we had five more dining halls

than now. They were small and personal,

but the College felt they cost too much, so

The new computerized ID system, of

course, has advantages over the old

"eyes and a smile" one. Everyone used
to pay for breakfasts, for example, but
only a select few would eat them.
And so another W'illiams tradition

fades into memory, the College loses

some more of its character, the victims
of a change to salutory that no one can
justifiably question it.

Meanwhile, as they did last year, the
leaves are turning. I mean to enjoy the

colors while I can: soon the whole lands-

cape will be brown. Dean Grodzins '83

Fire threat
To the editor.

Fire, can it happen here? Yes. It did,

last week at Prospect House. A 150 watt
lamp attached to a bedpost fell on the
mattress and, an hour or so later, ignited
it. The good news is the fire safety sys-
tem works. At 3:30 a.m. the electrical
sensor detected the smoke, rang the
house alarm and signaled Security.
Within minutes the building emptied;
the Security Officer arrived on the scene,
reached for the nearest extinguisher and
quickly smothered the fire. The Incident
was over.

Now. just suppose that someone had
"played " with the wiring so that no sig-

nal could be sent. How long would it have
been l)efore the smoke was detected?
Would everyone have been able to get out
in time? Or. the fire extinguisher. Sup-
pose somebody had emptied it as a
prank (this happened a dozen

Continued on Page 7
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Professor Brown reflects on teaching in Thailand
by MacAlister Brown

What is it like to teach at a foreign
university, particularly Asia? I have
done it in both Nepal and Thailand and
continue to relish the experience. Not
that it is easy or v.omfortable in every
respect, but the contrast with Williams
College and American students is

healthy and refreshing. Living in a dif-

ferent political climate is also
stimulating.

My arrival in Bangkok, to take up a
Fulbrlght Visiting Lectureship at Chula-
longkorn University in June 1980 fell in

the midst of the monsoon. Although this

signals dally temperatures ranging
between 75 and 100 degrees, it does not
mean incessant torrential rain. In fact, I

never got around to buying an umbrella
because the relentless daily showers
usually were of short duration and pre-
dictably late in the afternoon. To be sure,
one had to wade occasionally through
flooded streets with all the effusions
coughed up by ineffective gutters, and
prior to the showers I came to appreciate
the truth of the song which observes that
only "mad dogs and Englishmen go out
in the noonday sun." A related insight

can be found in the ancient Thai temples
and houses which so beautifully incorpo-
rated cross-ventilation into their archi-
tecture. My family prided itself at

home— and counted its monthly
savings— in not resorting to air-

conditioning in our sixth floor
apartment.

"Students in Asia are

accustomed to accepting

the word from on higli

witliout overt ctiallenge"

More difficult than climate to adjust to

was the roaring terror of Bangkok traf-

fic. A city of seven million inhabitants,

Bangkok is plagued by the impulse of its

middle class to rely upwn personal auto-
mobiles. To accommodate this western
affliction the once numerous canals of

"the Venice of the East" have been
filled-in and hard-topped, with the shade
trees giving way in the bargain. With the

aspiring lower middle class resorting to

endless varieties of Japanese motorcy-

cles, and with no noise or emission stand-

ards, few stop lights, and too few bridges

and overpasses, the traffic congestion

barely imaginable. To walk beside it is

give up any hope of audible conver;

tlon. To cross a busy street requi:

uncommon skills in relative motion anal-

ysis and leaves you inhaling enough car

bon monoxide to shorten your life by

davs, if not weeks. Rather than join this

maelstrom of aggressive, frustrated
drivers, I elected to get to work by bus.

Reaching the university each day by
Jam-packed buses was not exactly up to

local professorial dignity, but it was
much easier on my nerves, if not the legs

and shoulders. It was also the best buy in

town at 50 a ride, or 2.5e when aircondi-

tioned. and a privileged lane allowed

buses to skirt the traffic jams. I was able
to observe a wide spectrum of Bangkok
residents while prudently avoiding vic-

timization by the city's growing popula-
tion of thieves.

Personal comfort and security should
not merit so much attention in describing
foreign teaching experience, but these

questions loom large in the early adjust-

ment period. One also worries about
office space, library facilities, contact
with professional colleagues, secretarial

help, teaching schedule, numbers and
quality of students, and academic
calendar. Most of these items proved to

be quite satisfactory at Chulalongkorn.
My political science colleagues were
most friendly, and almost all had
enjoyed graduate study in the United
States.

The students were intelligent and
could understand English reasonably
well but were quite shy about speaking in

front of others. In a culture that is

extremely status-oriented one can lose

face by revealing a command of English
that is inferior toexpectations. Far more
prudent and secure, most students
believe is to remain silent and let the

professor do the talking. Furthermore,
the Thai language, being tonal, bears no
resemblance whatsoever to English, and
years of study are required to move from
mastery of one to the other. Fortunately

my lack of a regional accent made it

somewhat easier for the Thai students to

understand me. Lectures were delivered
with a microphone to rise above the traf-

fic noise outside our naturally ventilated
lecture halls. Such devices reinforced, I

fear, the traditional authority accorded
the professor in Asian universities. Stu-

dents in Asia are accustomed to accept-
ing the word from on high without overt

challenge, and the status-conscious Thai
culture makes this practice even more
ingrained. Picture the difficulty of an
American professor attempting to stim-

ulate student discussion of alternative

foreign policies, even for the United
States, much less for Thailand. As a

further complication, dress all the

women students in white blouses and
dark blue skirts and the men in a close

approximation. What awe one has to feel

for the occasional woman brave enough
express herself by appearing in blue

jeans.

Graduate students were expected to be

somewhat more independent, and they

did demonstrate this in their dress and
openness to radical ideas. In a political

system that has been led by coalitions of

military officers for several decades
such intellectual independence may

in El Salvador were Soviet proxies

Secretary Haig's line had struck a

responsive chord in the veteran states-

man of the 1960's.

I suppose that my views could have
been regarded with .some suspicion in the

foreign ministry, since 1 managed to

obtain two visas to visit neighboring

communist Laos, Vietnam's junior

partner. Actually the first visa was
obtained with the help of an American
working in Laos for the Friend's Service

Committee, who intervened with our

mutual friend, the press officer in the

require courage. When one's lifetime

progressional status can be set by which
foreign academic degree one obtains
( i.e. , Harvard counts more than S.I.U . i

,

and the scarce foreign fellowships are
dispensed by public servants (university

administrators ) , radical politics may be
a dangerous game to play. Yet it was the

pressure generated largely by students
that overthrew a military dictatorship in

1973 and it was students who paid the

price two years later in a brutal, deadly
confrontation with the army at Thomas-
sat University. When the 'Thai military

leaders contest with one another, in peri-

odic coups d'etat, they act with restraint

and blood is rarely spilled. This is not

necessarily so when radicals are
involved.

Since my major teaching focus was on
U.S. foreign policy, the question repeat-

edly posed by faculty and students alike

was whether the United States would
come to the aid of Thailand against the

Vietnamese. I could point to our formal
commitment under the Manila Treaty of

1954 and the subsequent Rusk-Thanat
agreement, but I could not realistically

hold out the promise of American soldi-

ers coming back to the Asian continent,

nor did it seem likely that this would be
requested. The Vietnamese did enter a

few miles into Thailand for half a day's

fire fight in June 1980, but this hardly

portends an outright invasion, and the

Thai army was quite proud of its riposte.

Thailand redoubled its efforts to prevent

the Vietnamese-established regime in

Cambodia from sitting at the U.N.. while

permitting Democratic Kampuchea for-

ces to recuperate along the Thai border.

Under the circumstances both the Uni-

ted States and China are now reasonably

popular again in Thailand, and Vietnam
and the Soviet Union are viewed with

dark suspicion and anxiety.

The American presidential election,

therefore, was of great interest to the

Thai intellectuals, and I tried to interpret

the prospects through newspaper and
panel discussions. The election of Rea-
gan seemed reassuring to most of my
Thai friends since he was thought to be
more alert to Soviet machinations and
dedicated to greater defense spending.
The deputy prime minister. Dr. Thanat
Khoman. returned from a visit to

Washington after the election positively

beaming about the new uplift he detected
in America. Just before I left Bangkok in

January Dr. Thanat and I disagreed at a

panel discussion on whether the leftists

Lao foreign ministry. A few insistent

phone calls managed the rest. After vis-

iting Vientiane twice, however, my
reports on life in Laos were hardly such
as to make me appear a fellow traveler,
even though somnolent, unkempt, small
town Vientiane held a certain appeal for

me after living in roaring, aggressive
Bangkok.
One of the world's poorest countries,

Laos remains almost stagnant. The lure
of a better economic opportunity a broad,
through flight across the Mekong River
to transit refugee camps in Thailand is

also draining Laos of its dwindling pool

of semi-educated people, as well as its

embattled hill triljes. Thailand can
further complicate the problem for Laos
by imposing blockades on its land-locked

neighbor, but this only pushes Laos
further into dependence on Vietnam and
the communist block. Nonetheless, the
Cuban militan,- attache to Hanoi gravely
assured me at the bar in Vientiane's one
international hotel, all agree on the
necessity of peace.
Laos is a topic in itself, however, and

was only one of our family's many trav-
els while in Bangkok. Weekend trips with
the Slam Society exposed us to more
Buddha relics than the casual tourist

"The election of Reagan
seemed reassuring to

most of my Thai friends."

would care to see. but with expert Thai
guides we acquired a real delight in their

variety and artistic qualities. We also

came to appreciate the other Thailand of

provincial towns, farmers, hill tribes,

railroads and river traffic, so different

from the swollen westernized metropolis

of Bangkok. And then to go to Kath-

mandu for Christmas and on to Sherpa
villages by foot was to span even more of

the extraordinary spectrum of life in

Asia. Little wonder that we are anxious

to return to learn more and at the same
time strengthen our appreciation of the

many exceptional privileges of Ameri-
can culture and academic life.

• • •
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Electric Warrior dynamic
WILLIAMS RECORD

by Slephanio Brown
A fock group wllh an out-of-

theoidinar,\- sound, T. Rex
combines the zany hricism of

the B-52s with a pulsing, aggres-
sive disco beat and the funky
melodies of Rod Stewart. Popu-
lar in the early 70s, T. Rex is

now making a comeback with
songs from its "Electric War-
rior" album.
Gentle music and mystical

words are what originally
turned many people onto T.

Rex. The "Ride a White Swan"
album which came out in 1970

soared to the top of the charts
and won the group its first

acclaim. "Ride a White Swan"
was followed by even greater

hits— "Hot Love," "Telegram
Sam," and "Jeepster." Its

latest smashes, including "The
Motivator" and "Get it On,"
have repopularized the group.

No extensive analysis is

needed to discover the key to T.

Rex's immediate appeal. The
attraction lies in its uncompli-
cated, driving rhythm and
easily-identifiable lyrics. T.

Rex does not depend upon

screeching guitar solos and syn-

thesizers to dress up its songs.

Instead, it relies soleU on the

ensemble of rhythm guitar,

drums, a simple bass line, bon-

gos and occasional hand claps.

The vocals keep within a mid-

range that everyone can sing

along with without having to

touch his chin to his clavicle.

Another joy to be found in T.

Rex is the lyrics—at times

tender, and at times coarse, but

almost always understandable.

This verse from "The Motiva-

tor" typifies the group's simple
language: "1 love the way you
walk' don't you know you're the

coal motivator ... I love the

clothes you wear they're so

mean they're so free they're so

handsome. Love the clothes you
wear. 1 love it," and thechorus:

"Just like a car you're pleasing

to behold I'll call you Jaguar if I

may be so bold . . .Girll'm justa

Jeepster for your love. Girl I'm
just a vampire for your love.

I'm gonna suck you."
The "Electric Warrior"

album also displays a skillful

diversitN' of songs. "Rip Off"

features loud, grating vocals

which complement the cyni-

cism of the lyrics: "The Presi-

dent's weird, he's got a

burgund\ beard, li saripoff.."

The "Lean Women's Blues"

represents a welcome alterna-

tive with its ballad-like verses

and acoustic guitar. But

whether it's a rock tune, a bal-

lad, or the blues, T. Rex dis-

plays a flair for dynamic
simplicity and alluring lyri-

cism. The result is unique.

FEATURES

Dance Society steps into new season
A mother daughter team, a

Williamstown nativeand a mas-
ter of Afro-American dance are
iust a few of the experts that the

Williams dance department will

bring to campus this year.

This past weekend, the
department hosted the resid-

ency of Indrani and Sukanya,
two classical Indian dancers
who demonstrated that there is

a good deal more to dance than
to shoes. Later in the fall. Dr.

Alice Helpern will begin a series

of master classes, with a lecture

on the technique of Martha Gra-
ham, one of the great pioneers
in modern dance. In conjunction
with this class, the department

will present the film, "A
Dancer's World."

If the name Renzi makes you
think only of long lines and text-

books, then think again. This

winter study, Marta Renzi, a

native of Williamstown, will

step in to take the place of dance
director Joy Ann Dewey, who
will be on leave the second half

of the year. Renzi, an estab-

lished choreographer with her
own company, will instruct stu-

dents in the dance classes and
will also direct a student con-

cert choreographed by her.

Following Marta Renzi's
residency, Rudolph Von Laban
will teach his theories of effort,

Desk Lamps
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The Versatility Cut by

Women today want versatility. They're career women,
mothers, hostesses, wives, homemakers and students, all

rolled into one. This is why a versatile cut is so Important, No
longer does a woman have to be locked into one look. The
shoulder length allows for both romantic long looks and
many updo alternatives A perm base can give the styles
extra body

Pictured here are |ust a few versions of this look for today's
versatile woman.

Call for an

appointment or

just walk in on
Spring Street

Williamstown 458-9167

OR Pittsfield 447-9576, 443-9819; Bennington, Vt. (802) 442-9823

shape, design and movement
for dancers and actors alike.

During the second half of the
semester, Chuck Davis and
members of his company will

teach Afro-American dance.
Davis is an expert in the field,

having spent much time in

Africa studying the life and cul-

ture of his people.

The dance department,
remains undaunted in its efforts

to bring an ever changing and
interesting look at dance to the

college. With five student
teachers, 21 classes a week and
the several residencies, perfor-

mances and guest choreo-
graphers, there is something
offered for everyone.

Scandinavian

music
A program of all Scandina-

vian vocal music, sponsored by
the Weston Language Center,^.-
will be performed on Mondayjr
Sept. 28 at 8: 00 P.M. in the Wes-
ton Language Center. The con-

cert, featuring mezzo soprano
Hanne B. Booth and accompa-
nist Betty Pierce, is free and
open to the public The program
will include "Haugtussa" by
Edvard Grieg and the first

American performance of

"Leider" by Vagn Holmboe and
"Divekes Sange" by Peter
Heise. The song cycles will be
sung in the original languages,

with translations available, and
the composers and the works
will be discussed briefly during
the recital.

^ Fashion begins with . .

.

Joyce

WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.

CONCERNED WITH FASHION,

FIT AND QUALITY

Tempers flare in bookstore feud
by Rob Brooks

For many years tension
lurked on Spring Street,
present but unseen behind
bookstore walls. Then, last

spring, it exploded into view;
with a flurry of hot words the

textbook situation at Williams
College changed dramatically.
Spurred on by financial prob-

lems and a lack of faculty

orders, local bookseller Joseph
Dewey abruptly challenged—
and discarded—an informal
agreement which had existed

between him and business rival

Ralph Renzi. The Battle of the

Bookstores had begun.
A new, more openly competi-

tive textbook business appears
to be on the horizon for Willi-

ams. However, whether this

Students swell local voting list
To many of us fall conjures

images of colored trees, schools
reopening, and football players
inflicting pain on one another.
However, in many communi-
ties, fall is also the season for
tuning up the political machines
for local, off-year elections.

While most Williams students
can participate in hometown
politics only by means of an
absentee ballot, for a sizable

number of Ephpersons distance
from home presents no such
problem. Why? Because they
are registered to vote here.

Seventy-three Williams stu-
dents are Williamstown voters.
Another 63 who no longer live on
campus (most having gradu-
ated) still remain on the Willi-
amstown voter list.

Many of the student voters
registered here In 1980, so that
they might work (and vote for)
presidential candidate Edward
Kennedy in the New England
stronghold where Kennedy

stood the best chances of scor-
ing primary wins. Indeed, the
affiliations of the locally-
registered Williams students
still show a weighty majority of

registered Democrats or Inde-
pendents. (See box.)

Of course, not ail the students
who register in Williamstown do
so with purely political aims.
Brad Adams '82 gave mixed

reasons for having registered as
a Williamstown Republican.

"I wanted to vote on Election
Day, rather than go through the
trouble of getting an absentee
ballot," 'Adams remarked. He
cited his lack of a real "home
town" after his family had
moved between three cities in as

many years.

Carl Berg '82 gave somewhat
different—and certainly less

political—reasons for register-
ing here. "My parents live in

Singapore," Berg explained,
"so I don't have any home town
in the States to get an absentee
ballot from."
Despite the surprisingly large

number of students registered

to vote locally, only a few seem
to.-take any Interest in William-

stown politics.

Senior Howard Shapiro, how-
ever, is one notable exception.

Shapiro, who worked closely

with the Kennedy camp in 1980,

has served as a member of the

Williamstown Democratic
Town Committee since May,
1980.

"It's unfortunate that more
students don't involve them-

selves in local politics," Shapiro

said, "because in such a small

town they can have a considera-

ble impact on events that great-

ly affect the College."

Though elected for a four-

year term to the Democratic
Town Committee, Shapiro—like
all of the students interviewed—
remarked that his status as a
Williamstown voter did not

reflect an intention to settle in

the area immediately after

graduation.

"I asked Kurt Tauljer for a

Job," Shapiro said jokingly,

"but he said I'd have to wait at

least a few years first."

will ultimately be beneficial or

detrimental to the College com-
munity is open to speculation.

The most extreme views on the

subject come, not surprisingly,

from Dewey and Renzi
themselves.

Initially, the bookstore
owners had shared an under-

standing that if a professor

chose to inform only one dealer

of his course textbook needs, the

other would not attempt to sell

books for that class. Dewey,
however, claims there was
insufficient business in town to

support two stores and that both

his and Renzi's establishments

were on shaky economic
ground. As a result, Dewey has
begun selling texts officially

ordered from Renzi. In other
words, textbook-order "poach-
ing" has arrived.

The effect of this arrival may
not be fully appreciated until

one realizes that, once poaching
has made its appearance, it

must become the only game in

town. Renzi, who ordered 100

percent of the books for what he

thought would be "his" courses

WiUiams Students on Williamstown Voting List

Rep. Dem. Ind.

Currently
on

Campus

No Longer
on

Campus

19

26

46

32

Total

Total

73

63

136

Carl Berg '82, one of several who
chose to register as a Williamstown
voter. (Doherty)

JOSEPH E. DEVEY

9:00 - 5:00

Mon.-Sat. .

WILLIAMSTOWN, IHASS.

01267

458-5717
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Fuqua School
of Business

A representative of the Fuqua School of Business
will be on campus Thursday, October 1, to discuss the

Duke MBA Program. Interested students may obtain

further information by contacting the Office of Career

Counseling.

this semester, has suddenly
found himself vastly over-
stocked. He will have no choice,

he acknowledges, but to adopt a
policy similar to Dewey's in the

future.

The problems with open com-
petition in the book market cen-

ters on the issue of ordering.

Ideally, both dealers would
order something over half of the

books needed for any one
course, hoping to sell all of them
by attracting the majority of

customers into their stores.

Renzi, though, maintains that

this has not in fact happened in

the past when both stores supp-

lied for the same course,
"Dewey has never ordered half

of the books in a shared course,

never."

According to Renzi, Dewey
has not been able to sell enough
and has consistently underor-
dered his share of the Iwoks to

avoid return shipping charges
on unbought texts. Renzi claims
this has forced him to reorder
books when Dewey's reticence

caused a shortage, and eventu-

Continued on Page 7
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New band promises great music
by Kip Cinnamon

The secret is out. A seething

cauldron of steaming new
music is brewing on Williams
College. Working with two gui-

tars, bass, sax, drums, key
board and some voracious
vocals, band members James
Pfclffer, Adam Merims, Andy
Schlosser, John Craham, Mark
Adams, Bruce Leddy, and
dynamic Julie Brooks are creat-

ing music that promises to do
more than simply fill the pres-

ent gap in College dance bands.

Due to roar onto the part>' cir-

cuit around Homecoming, guit-

arist Pfeiffer describes the

band's present playing as

"extremely formative" and
adds with characteristic shy
confidence that "We're pretty

tight, though." If a recent prac-

tice session is any indication,

James is understating the

group s progress.

Band members bring
together the volatile elements of

high-cnerg>- and inexperience.
The results are a roaring fresh-

ness; the music is highly dance-
able, often funky. James
Pfeiffer, a loosely kept secret on
the lead guitar during his three

years here, is finally plugged in,

out of the closet, and tearing off

crisp licks in his quiet way,
promising the band a humble
new star.

Adam Merims and Andy
Schlosser are the two members
with some previous stage time.

Both played with The Doctors,

Andy also smilingly mentioned
a recent tour with Tallting

Head.s. Their experience and
musical maturity draw a neces-
sary balance with the new musi-
cians, helping to direct the fresh

arrangements. Adam bangs a

EXHIBITION
AND SALE o.

FINE ART REPRODUCTIONS

NEW THIS YEAR:
• CLASSIC PHOTOGRAPHS •

ADAMS. CUNNINGHAM.
and more.
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PRICES
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Seven. Woodlanr' '-'dian and
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British Museum and
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Curtis, Rockwell, and others.

OVER 700
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solid rhythm guitar, and Andy's

punchy bass keeps the teinpo

thrusting.

James' lead is regularly

given to .John (Jraham, who
blows a ripping alto sax. The
depth and versatility his wailing

horn add to the group assures

that the freshness will not sour

after a few performances.
Bruce Leddy dances on his

electric piano and promises "a

synthesizer is on the way",
adding even more texture to

their full sound. Mark Adams,
who was tardy to the session

because he attended a "fantas-

tic" Simon and Garfunkel reun-

ion in Central Park, lends his

sure drumming to the band. He
threatens a syncopated funki-

ness on the new wave numbers,
and if he lets this loose, his beat

will keep moving your head and
your feet.

Julie Brooks is a knockout
behind her microphone. She
growls and screams like a blond

Benetar only to lilt her soprano
sound into strong, clear highs.

This is her first rock experience
from the band side of the stage.

Their name, song list, and
schedule are yet a secret—they
are a shy band still. But let it be

known: A new band will soon be

electrifying Williams parties

with its own arrangements of

rock, pop, new wave, and reg-

gae songs. So stand by for good

tunes.

Letters

Veda Zuponcic takes a bow lollowing her "thoughtful and polished perlor-

mance" at last Friday's Young Artist concert.

Pianist starts series
by Greg Capaldini

Last Friday night's piano rec-

ital by Veda Zuponcic, the first

in the 'i'oung Artist Series, was
not for everybody. Ms. Zupon-
cic, music department chair-

person at Glassboro (NJ) State

College, is drawn to both large

programs and pieces of high

intellectual caliber. Though her
program was best suited to

experienced concertgoers, her
thoughtful, authoritative, and
polished performances were
something anyone could enjoy.
The uninitiated listener was

bound to be thrown by Schu-
mann's Kreisleriana. As is typi-

EARN BIG $ BUCKS $ & FREE TRAVEL
BE A CAMPUS REP

FOR NEW ENGLAND'S
LARGEST TRAVEL AGENCY

For more information contact:
Linda Szeliga _
Garber Student Tours f'iG^^t\>ef
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Brookline, MA 02146
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or call 617-787-0600 Ext. 300. Outside MA 1-800-225-4570
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cal with Romantic works, the

basis is extra-musical, here
based on writings by E.T.A.
Hoffman. Schumann's episodic

discourse employ musical devi-

ces primarily in response to the

literary flow.

The most compelling work of

the evening was Beethoven's

Sonata #31 in A flat, both in

terms of the striking transcen-

dental elements typical of late

Beethoven and of the artist's

solid understanding of them.
Improvisational elements are

scattered through the music,

like frequent changes of tempo,
and recitative-like measures in

which the note values actually

fail to add up correctly.

Zuponcic's astute execution
of these moments was nicely
matched by her rendition of the

final fugue, which really
sounded like the interplay of

symphonic voices, rather than
the piled-up sonorities that so

many pianists dish out.

The program ended with the
comparatively facile Venezia e
Napoli by Lizst. Here the play-

ing was at its most fluent, with
giddy Italianisms shining
through in the true spirit of a
traveler's fond recollections.

Prokofiev's graceful Prelude in

C was the encore.

CLASSIFIEDS
Addresses of people away from
school for the semester; Rachel
Varley, Instilut d'Europeens,77
Rue Doguerre, 75104. Pans
(148). FRANCE Susan O'Brien,
AFOW Plerrakou 26 Zografou.
Athens. Greece. Rich Stern,
Institute for European Studies,
Preying 4. Palais Kinsky. A1010.
Vienna 1. Austria Richie Mass
and Liz Cole: 94 Greencroft
Gardens, London NW6 3PH.
England Roger Piatt, Institute

of European Studies, 56 Russel
Sqjare-1 Bloomsfaury, London
WC1, England

Ham Radio messages to
anywhere in U.S. Canada,
Argentina. Bolivia, Brazil,

Chile. Colombia. Costa Rica.

Cuba, Dominican Republic,
Ecuador, El Salvador. Ghana.
Guatemala. Guyana. Haiti,

Honduras. Israel, Jamaica,
Jordan, Liberia, Mexico. Nica-
ragua, Panama. Paraguay.
Peru. The Gambia. Trinidad,
and Tobago, Uruguay, and
Venezuela Inquire at Gold-
mans Jewelers. Spring St

Note These messages are sent
free of charge

UPS Mailing. 8 30-11:00 The
Mole Hole

HELP WANTED Work in your
own home Send work history,

name address, and phone
number to Mike. P O Box 68.
Water Vliet. Michigan 49098

Threat
times last year and, again this

year, two nights after the mat-

tress fire). Would there have

been time enough to find

another one?

OK. You see my point. Do not

tamper with the fire safety

equipment. It could cost you
your life—or a lifetime of guilt

for the death of someone else.

I'm accustomed to thinking

that Williams students, wha-
tever other differences they

have, all believe In toleration

and freedom of speech. But I

understand that the bulletin

board in Baxter which displays

the materials of the Williams

Committee to Oppose the Draft

was trashed last week, not for

the first time. Bulletin boards

permit the expression of opin-

ions. Am I wrong to think that

Williams students are tolerant?

On second thought, maybe it's

a case of misplaced tolerance.

Thomas Hobbes, anticipating

the criticism that his view of the

human condition was too pes-

simistic, says to his critics,

'when you lock your doors and
>v.your chests, you criticize man-

r kind as much by your deeds as I

do by my words.' Williams stu-

dents, by failing to lock their

doors, show a naive tolerance of

theft. Most of our (increasing)

problem with thefts Is the result

of doors left unlocked. My guess
is that the thieves are profes-

sionals who find students easy
pickings.

Intolerant of opinion, tolerant

of thievery. It doesn't make
much sense, does it?

Dean Daniel O'Connor

Party

To the editor,

I find it rather sad that stu-

dents at a college of Williams's

caliber feel it is acceptable to

transcend all socially consider-

ate rules of behavior when
under the influence of excessive

alcohol consumption. This past

weekend was host to both the

Black and White and the White
and Black parties, and some
person or persons Inspired by an
overlarge Intake of alcohol felt

it would be enjoyable to go into

another's room and render it

unfit for human habitation.

I am a resident of Mills House,

which hosted the White and
Black party this weekend. This

party seemed an enjoyable and
considerably less expensive

alternative to the longer estab-

lished affair being held at Dodd.

Students were enjoying them-

selves, sporting their imagina-

tive combinations of black and

white (or should I say white and

black?) But some person felt

that sufficient enjoyment could

not be extracted from the party

itself, and thus undertook a

search for more exciting
pastimes.

Discovering an unlocked
room in Mills devoid of its occu-

pant, this person discovered the

"fun" for which it searched. An
unopened bottle of quality

sherry stood on the windowsill.

It was but a moment's work for

this fun-loving soul to open the

bottle. And yet, an enjoyable

swig of sherry was not that for

which this student searched.

Far more appealing was the

idea of simply pouring the con-

tents of the bottle onto the bed.

And thus when the hapless resi-

dent returned to her room, she

was greeted by a bed and bed-

clothes thoroughly soaked with

fine sherry. The soul of wit who
had been responsible for this

view did not deign to be present

at its unveiling. Perhaps had he

or she been present, the realiza-

tion might have come to him or

her that th4 person to whom the

b^d, sherry and room belonged

had nothing to sleep on and
nowhere to sleep. It might also

have been apparent that the

mattress now reeked in a most
definite way of sherry, a fluid

which is a pleasure to drink but

not to sleep on. I can only hope

that the jolly soul who enter-

tained him or herself in this

fashion had a very bad han-

gover and a decently guilty con-

science. But somehow I fear

neither of these will be enough

to prompt an apology.

Caroline Kettlewell '84

Hallmark Cards for all Occasions
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Diaries
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ally, has Increased the size of

the original orders. Renzi
t)elleves that open competition

will lead to many courses in

which students do not have
enough books.
Conversely, Dewey is confi-

dent that competition will work.

He would like to see all profes-

sors filing copies of their text-

book needs with his store and
Renzl's, as well as with the Pooh
Perplex and the 1914 Library.

Dewey responds to the charges

of underorderlng, asserting "I

get my half and a little extra."

Any iKiok dealer, says Dewey,

has to make regular returns to

almost every publisher any-

way, when copies of non-

textbooks don't sell— "it's a

part of the business." The cost

of sending back a few unbought

textlxwks is not prohibitive, he

claims.

When questioned about the

occasional shortages of lx)oks

for classes, Dewey pointed out

that many factors determine
why book shortages occur.

Course enrollment can increase

unexpectedly, the publisher can
be out of stock, the warehouse
can be slow, and mistakes can
be made by the publisher.

For Instance, Dewey
explains, this semester he

ordered The Diad for History of

Ideas 101 and Classics 101 and

received boxes of Managerial

Psychology.

The official College position is

presently one of non-interfer-

ence. Dewey would like to see

the school direct the faculty to

send copies of its orders to both

stores. Last spring, he submit-

ted this proposal to Provost J.

Hodge Markgraf, and to then

Dean of Faculty, Francis Oak-
ley. The College rejected the

proposal, Markgraf said,

because it does not want to be in

the position of having to force a

faculty member to send an
order somewhere against his

wishes. "The faculty have their

rights too," Markgraf said.

Although the College, as

Markgraf says, "doesn't want

to play the traffic cop on Spring

Street," there are options which

could tie considered.

In the spring of 1980 a short-

lived Book Committee was
formed. Consisting of Renzl,

Dewey, a representative of the

Pooh Perplex, a student and a

faculty member, the committee

met to air concerns on all sides

and work out grievances. A sim-

ilar committee at this time

could be beneficial, and cer-

tainly would not be idle.

NEILYOUNG
ComesATinie

Iniliiilf- AlrfjdyL>if

Lxik L \it R)r My Low

We now buy and
sell used records.

Check our back room full of

used rock, jazz, etc. Amazing
bargains ranging from current

LP's to out-of-print

rarities at the

lowest prices.

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY RECORDS

131 Water Street - 458-5229 Open 10-6

Inglenook or

California Cellars

Burgundy, Rose, Chablis

4 liter bottles

6.99

Budweiser

or Miller

12 oz. cans

8.99/case

Labatt's Beer

or Ale

11.49/case

Schmidt's or

Utica Club

16 oz. returnable bottles

7.49/case plus deposit

WEST PACKAGE STORE
ROUTE 2 BETWEEN N.A. and WILLIAMSTOWN

663-6081
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CC re-examines

Gifford report

by Susan Kandel

F'onytive students debated
housing problems and solutions

at the first College Council

meeting of the year held last

Wednesday at the Log.
In an attempt toclaiify confu-

sion over some of the provisions

of the controversial Gifford

Report. Kathleen Merrigan '82

and John O'Rorke '82. co-

chairmen of the Housing
Committee, spoke on the moti

vation behinci the various pro

posals and on the problems that

still ne(>d to lie dealt uilh.

'I'he Clifford Report, said

Merrigan. stemmed from a

desire to lessen the division

between academic and residen-

tial life, and to improve the

quality of house government.
"The Cifford Committee felt

there was no day to-da.\' self-

government in the houses." said

College Council President Freddy Nathan (second from left) reported on
student aid developments at last Wednesday's Council meeting.

Ml
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Odell leads Eph gridders

toward success in 1981

September 22, 1981

by Steven H. Epstein
All over the country—at Ala-

bama. Stanford, and even at

Harvard—big time football has
once again begun for 1981. Scho-
larships are doled out, players
start double-sessions almost
before school ends for the
summer, and players' and
coaches' future livelihoods all

depend on one factor—winning.
And then there's Williams. No

scholarships for football gods.
No 100,000 seat stadium. No
Bear Bryant to entice the
media. Just Robert Odell,
former Pennsylvania halfback
sensation of the 1940's at the
helm. Odelldoesn'tmake flashy
predictions or appear as guest
analyst at halftime of the ABC
Game of the Week. He doesn't
do much—that is, except win
football games regularly with
his relative "low-key attitude"
about football.

Since 1971 Bob Odell has
coached at Williams, and since
1971 the Ephs have maintained
pre-eminent status atop the
Little-3 Conference as well as
consistently posting one of the
best records in the New Eng-
land Small College Athletic
Conference.

Odell has 45 returning vete-
rans from his 1980 squad which
posted a 5-2-1 record, and won
the LittIe-3 Conference Title
with late season wins o\'er Wes-
leyan and Amherst. His starting
team will likely include 13 of 22
former starters, with both the
place kicker and punter from
last season also back for more.

Lawler to run offense

For the third consecutive sea-
son the quarterbacking will be
done by senior John Lawler
from Wellesley, Mass. Lawler
won his starting position in his

sophomore year against Bow-
doin, and has since started 11 of

12 games played by the Ephs.
His strongest assets are his field

leadership and his ability to

direct a run-oriented offense.
His passing arm is adequate,
but at times inconsistent.

Ready to back up Lawler are
junior Scott Garabedian from
Salem, Mass., and sophomore
B. J, Connolly from Oakdale,
N.Y. Both have shown great
promise n practice. Odell is

expected to go with Lawler
unless his passing arm becomes
a liability.

Two of the three starting run-
ning backs from last year
return to the Ephs' starting

lineup. At left-halfback, 5'9",

155 lb. Tom "Honest, I really do
Play Football" Casey returns.

Casey, a senior, is used primar-
ily as a pass-receiver, although
he did gain good rushing yard-
age also in '80. Senior Jay Whea-
tley from White Plains, N.Y. is

the right-halfback. Wheatley
seems to star every year
against Amherst—scoring the
winning TD the last two years.
Early season heroics against
Middlebury could signal a con-
sistently good season for the kid
with so much potential.

The fullback spot was
Continued on Page 9

Coach Bob Odell eyes sophomore quarterback B.J. Connolly about to run a play during pre-season practice
for the Ephs. (Doherty)

''Holio Bolio, it's football time!''
by John Hennigan

For those new to Williams,
football ritual of pre-season
practice must be shared. Before
the season becomes muddled in

statistics and decorated with
postgame victory parties, we
want to take a step back and
remember those first few days
of September that make the
start of each school year unfor-
gettable for the entire Eph
squad.

Upon a player's arrival in Wil-
liamstown for pre-season prac-
tice, he feels the inevitable task
that lies ahead. Until classes
start, he will sleep no later than
6: 00 a.m., view more films, and

-JOCK SCRAPS
Soccer kicks London

by Dave Woodworth
Eric Stein '83 posted the lone

tally of the day with a picture-
perfect chip shot just beyond the
keeper's reach as the Williams
varsity side edged London Uni-
versity by a 1-0 count in an exhi-
bition match played last
Friday.

The match was characterized
by solid defense on the part of
both squads. The Ephs, led by
David Barry '82 and Co-captain
Brian Daniell '82. stood up well
under the pressure applied by
the visitors. Williams also con-
trolled the midfield. as juniors
Rob Kusel and Eric Smith

turned in good performances.
Stein notched the unassisted
goal at 40: 31 of the first half.

The Ephs outshot their oppo-
nents, 16-13, while Ken Rhodes
'85 and Ted Murphy '85 had six

saves in combining on the shu-
tout. Coach Mike Russo called it

"a very nice win, because
although it's an exhibition
game, it sets Williams soccer
off on the right foot."

Women run for win
Senior Co-captain Liz Marti-

neau and senior Tricia Hellman
tied for first in a time of 19: 41 to

lead the women's cross country
team to a perfect score 15-40 vic-

tory over the State Universitv of

New York at Albany on
Saturday.

The harriers completely
blanked Albany, taking the first

twelve places in the race. The
weather conditions were per-

fect, and both Martineau and
Hellman showed themselves to

be the class of the field. They
were followed by Co-captain
Sue Marchant, and sophomores
Kerry Malone and Margaret
Lynch who all crossed the finish

line together in 20: 14.

Coach Bud Fisher is looking
for another strong performance
this Saturday when the Ephs
host the Williams Invitational

Cross Country Meet, which will

start at 1:00 p.m.

learn more plays than an out-

sider could believe.

However, all is not losti On
the field a player receives all

the moral encouragement he
needs from Coach Renzi Lamb,
chairman of the department of

Hard Knocks and Vernacular
Linguistics at Williams.
Head Coach Bob Odell, now

starting his eleventh year, has
won or tied for the Little Three
Championship every year.
Odell has coined several cliches
which have grown synonymous
with Williams football. One
could say that, after the "fur
has flown" and "Katie has
barred the door," "Hollo
Bolio," the Ephmen are a good
bet for another Little Three
Championship this year.
By far the most inspiring

moment of preseason this year
came from Sean "Buckets"
crotty.

The sophomore fullback
treated the offensive unit to an
inspiring rendition of Irish

songs and folktales after a

severe thunderstorm blew out

the electricity during a film ses-

sion. But Crotty will not disap-

point the fan who appreciates
hard running, and crunching
blocking on the gridiron.

The "Hogs," another name
for the offensive linemen, along
with the "Dogs," the equivalent
alias for the defensive linemen,
have also been hard at work in

their respective hog and dog
pits. Between the big berthas,
seven-man sled, and two-man
sled, the Hogs and Dogs
"dance" with foam and rubber
all practice long. Between whis-

tles, shouts of "Gentlemen!

"

from one coach of boxing broad-
casting fame, and continuous
popping of helmets and pads,
one cannot help but taste the
sweetness of success in the Cole
Field air.

Everything between the first

timed mile of day one to the final
whistle against Amherst
remains in the player's memory
for years, often growing fonder
with the passage of time But
preseason leads to the Middleb-
ury game. "Hollo Bolio, it's

time to play ball."

\ote: John Hennifian, a sopho-

more, is ihe punier for the If itti-

anis football squad.

Women racqueteers

yield to Tufts, 8-1

Junior Lisa Pepe prepares lo rifle a spike in Towne Field House as Ihe volleyball team practices.

(Farley I

by Steve Epstein

"David did beat Goliath,"
said one famous sage of

sporiswriting, "but that
couldn't have been the season
opener." The Eph women's ten-

nis team had to feel the truth of

that maxim, falling to goliath

Tufts. 8-1, on Saturday.

It looked more like the flood

than the David and Goliath
story before the match, with
heavy rains forcing the match
indoors to the Lansing-
Chapman rink tennis courts.

The Ephs were also hurt by the

addition of no-ad scoring to the
rules, to speed up the indoor
play. The racqueteers lost

many a game at deuce, with the

more experienced Tufts pla> ers
gaining the upper hand on many
key sudden-death points.

The only winner of the day
was junior Renee George of Chi-
cago. Illinois. George was vic-

torious in her first varsity
singles match, 6-2, 3-6. 6-3. Her
other five teammates, all also
new to varsity singles competi-
tion, did not fare as well.

Senior Jami Harris, also from
Chicago I and. like George, one
of 4 Dodd House members on the
squad I fought to a match point
in the second set Ijefore eventu-

ally falling in the third, 3-6, 7-6,

6-3. Harris played the number
one slot armed with an over-

sized Prince Woodie and con-
sistent ground strokes which
should stand her in good stead
against less gargantuan
opponents.

Second singles player Lisa
Buckley '83 fell in straight sets,

as did sophomore Marissa Gul-
ion, who played number three.

George was victorious at fourth

singles, and teammate Kate
Downey '82 came as close as
any other Eph to victory, losing

in three sets after gaining two
match points in the third set.

Downey fell 4-6, 6-4, 7-5. Sixth

singles player Jane Cadwell '82

also fell in straight sets.

In the doubles, all three teams
fell in straight sets, but not with-

out a fight. The best fight came
from second duo junior Margot
Stone and sophomore Melissa
George, both again from
Chicago—the Williams tennis

capital of the world. Stone
played doubles with Melissa's

sister Renee the year before—
simply trading in one sister for

another. They played well
before falling 7-5 in a first-set

tie-breaker after fighting to 5

deuce games in the set.
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Blazing controversy

Heat loss may cool fireplaces
by Katya Hokanson

Most fireplaces in freshman
buildings and in residential

houses may be blocked up
before the start of the next aca-

demic year In an effort to

reduce fire hazard and save

energy, according to Dean Cris

Roosenraad.
Roosenraad, citing two fires

of "moderate severity" that

occurred because of fireplaces

last year, said he requested the

Energy Conservation Commit-
tee (ECC) to submit a recom-
mendation on the Issues of fire

hazard and energy loss.

The Committee recom-
mended to Roosenraad that all

fireplaces except for those in

J.A. rooms and In house com-
mon rooms be made "unusa-

ble," Chairman Robert Kozelka
said.

President John Chandler will

consider the proposal and It will

be brought up for consideration

before the Committee on Under-
graduate Life (CUL), said Roo-
senraad.
Neither Peter Welanetz,

director of the Physical Plant,

nor Deans Roosenraad and
O'Connor, nor anyone on the

Energy committee knew how
many fireplaces there are on
the Williams campus. No quan-
titative studies have been made
on the energy that could be

saved by blocking fireplaces.

However, according to Pete
Dldisheim '82, member of the

ECC and chairman of the Stu-

dent Energy Conservation Com
mlttee, "considerable amounts"
of energy would be saved by the

measure.
Lorraine DrlscoU '82, also a

member of the ECC, said
"Many of the fireplaces don't

have flues, and many of the

existing flues don't close prop-

erly. Also, people may forget or

neglect to close them. That's a
big loss of heat."

Student reaction to the recom-
mendation was largely
negative.

"This campus is becoming an
elaborate cost-benefit analy-

sis," said Will Layman '82. "It's

true closing fireplaces would
save money, but closing them
hurts the quality of life and
detracts from the beauty of the

campus. Does everyone have to

be at the same level in identical

little cubicles? And what about
the heaters In Greylock that are
right next to huge windows?
They waste a lot of energy.
There are a million other things

we can do to save money. Fire-

places are rare and special on

college campuses."
"Student reaction will have a

chance to come through the

CUL and the Dean's Office,"

said Roosenraad.

Both Drlscoll and Dldisheim
said that the committee did not

consider alternative measures
to total blockage, such as glass

doors to reduce heat loss and
danger of fire. Welanetz said

that glass doors would cost

about $100 per unit, a price he
considered prohibitive.

"I do think we made an error

In neglecting to talk about

installing flues and glass doors

in each fireplace so they would
continue to be available for use.

Perhaps we're too narrowly

Interested in conserving as

much energy as possible at the

cheapest available cost," Drls-

coU concluded.

i4
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Viva Italiano
TANGENTS by Grodzins

WILLIAMS RECORD Outlook Page 3

Italian, the language of poets and artists, is a dead idiom at Williams

that should be revived by the Administration. Seven students have taken

their own initiative; six ijy taking an introductory Italian course at North

Adams State and one by following an independent course of study here.

Between 1972 and 1976, Anthony Nicastro, Italian professor at North

Adams State, taught an introductory Italian course for Williams art

graduate students and interested undergraduates. Waning interest on

the part of both student parties forced the class 's cancellation, and since

then, only intermittent Winter Study offerings have appeased student

interest.

That six students make the extra effort to drive to North Adams
three times a week is a good indication of the latent interest that exists.

If a regular Italian course were to be offered on campus, at least double

the number of present Italian students could be counted on to fill class-

room seats.

Moreover, every year six to eight Williams students spend part of

their junior year in Italy. Few bother to learn Italian before leaving as

two of the popular programs in Rome and Florence are conducted solely

in English. Greater proficiency in the language would create more
options for students interested in language-intensive programs.

With enthusiasm as high as it is now, Italian should have at least the

same type of independent study/tutorial arrangement that the Critical

Languages presently use.

Nicastro has indicated he would be willing to teach a class at Willi-

ams again. With the rave reviews he has drawn from students attending
his North Adams course, the College would be wasting an excellent
opportunity by turning him down.

Nearly every Williams student took the equivalent of three years of

foreign language in high school. This semester less than 25 percent of the

student body is enrolled in a foreign language class.

Instituting an Italian class would be a first step toward reversing
this alarming trend, and should be one of the Administration's goals for

the fall of 1982.

Food Facts
The College's new dining changes have had a major effect on the

lives of students on the Williams campus. The elimination of Row House
dining, the restriction of guest meals, and the new computer system
have meant longer lines and fewer of the charms that used to character-

ize Williams dining.

The student body understands the financial necessities of saving
money on campus dining. None of us wants to pay more each semester
for food. Nevertheless, we also appreciate the many benefits both 'of the
services we retain and of those we have lost. Thus we are in an ideal
position to assist Food Service and the Administration in the formula-
tion of Williams Dining Policy.

In order to make a constructive contribution to the decision-making
process, however, it is important that the students get a full breakdown
on the costs of the new food service system and the numbers of students
using the different dining halls during peak periods. Only with this
information can we work as a community to solve this pressing com-
munity problem.

Quote of the Week

"\of/iing has any weight ivith Ross Keller"

—John Segal, C.C. Vice-president
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Looking inside the greenhouse
Maybe it is spent mellowing out on the

Berkeley campus, travelling across the

United States, or contending with Span-
ish tanlcs rolling toward the center of

Madrid. However carried out, the junior

year, or a portion of it, completed outside
Williamstown inculcates a different atti-

tude toward the College and a spirited

examination of higher education's
relevancy.

Last year I spent my junior year in

Madrid, Spain. While it was not my most
academically challenging year, the time
off from Williams in a different living

and learning environment was my most
productive educational experience ever.
The benefits reaped from living with a

Spanish family, improving my second
language and traveUing extensively
through Europe and Morocco were evi-

dent by the year's end. However, I didn't
fully realize the most intriguing aspect of

a year away from the Purple Valley until

I returned this September: challenging
the relevancy of what I was doing here at
Williams.

PURPLE PROSE
In many ways the College acts as a

greenhouse. Each incoming freshman
class represents 500 new minds and
bodies the College is charged with culti-
vating for the opportunities the Real
World offers. The novelties of my fresh-
man year precluded any serious ques-
tioning as to why I was at Williams.
Sophomore year, the novelty had worn
off and had been replaced by an accep-
tance of the tradition surrounding the
school. Yet why was this tradition so
important? What did I really want from
the College and its myriad offerings?

My junior year was the chance to step
outside the greenhouse and look down
into the arrangement to see what had
been going on around me for those first
two years.

Actually, Williams is a very nice
greenhouse. From Phil Smith's smiling
faces on the letters of acceptance to
Dean O'Connor and President
Chandler's weekly student walk-in
hours, the College tries and, in many
cases, succeeds in maintaining a per-
sonal bond between the students and the
institution.

Despite these efforts, the size, location
and the homogeneity of the student body
turns the College in on itself. Williams
and the Real World blur together,
becoming one and the same. What actu-
ally occurs outside the greenhouse is left

to experience vicariously when we occa-
sionally buy a New York Times.
There exists the need to step back from

the classes, the committees, the pseudo-
institutions and the ambitions to ask,
"Why are they important?" and "Why

am I here?" We live in the Williams
greenhouse only three or four years. To
confuse this with the greater challenge
awaiting us after Williams defeats the
College's purpose of preparing its

students.

Spending a semester or a full year at a
college in a different part of the country
breaks down the isolationism that can
plague Williams. Devoting oneself to
learning a new language in a foreign
country, and assimilating the new cul-
ture forces a personal revision of values,
and a reexamination of the objectives
Williams presents.

Working as Business Week's corres-
pondent in Madrid raised the questions,

"If I am successful and proficient now at
what I eventually want to do for a living,

why do I need to complete a fourth year
of college?" "Wouldn't I be better off

staying in the business, where I'd been
offered a full-time job, and hone my
skills there?" That is what Williams

ostensibly has been preparing me for In

the first place: a position in the Real

World.
I had made it. I had stepped outside the

greenhouse and was able to look down
through the clear panes and question my
purpose at Williams and what I eventu-

ally could get out of it.

Of course the diploma from Williams

was important, but by challenging its

significance and forcing an introspective

look I raised greater questions ofwhy the

diploma was so important. My year in

Spain spawned a greater feeling of self-

confidence, independence and ability to

put into proper perspective the seem-
ingly all-important college concerns.

After nine months in Spain and three

months as a summer news reporter for

the Portland, Oregon newspaper, return-

ing to Williams was anti-climactic. The
sometimes petty bickering in the College

Council, the often arcane procedures of

the Financial Committee, and the howl
over a lack of adequate meal plans

seemed so irrelevant.

Taking time off from Williams isn't

feasible or desirable for many people.

Yet I left the Williams greenhouse,
looked at other larger, more compli-
cated greenhouses, and returned with a

much t)etter idea of what I wanted from
the College.

Much of the anxiety over academic
pressures is relieved, and one look at an
all-College party exposes an artificial

social environment that bears little

resemblance to any other outside the
College.

As seniors we will mature and be ready
to leave the greenhouse in May. Some of
us know what we want to do; others are
still exploring various options. Which-
ever avenue is taken, the chances for
success and satisfaction improve vastly
if one is able to return that final year with
a certain notion of relevancy attained
through the broader look into the system.

Eric Schmitt

i

Rebels without a cause (almost)
by Alyson Hagy

You can really tell when you have been
around here for a while. You have been
here, in Williamstown, almost too long
when you start applying what you have
learned over the years to the tiniest
things. You have been here quite a while
when you start applying truths to the Vil-
lage Beautiful.

On Truth

I see it ail the time now. Somebody
runs a cost-benefit analysis on their
books-n-beer budget. The College Coun-
cil Finance Committee takes up its

duties very deliberately and with a touch
of zeal (perhaps an echo of the Reagan
era?). The masses still tremble with
some kind of rage because their pets
have been purged and food lines are ever
longer. The local (very local) media sets
its sights on Hopkins Hall to watch and
wait and hope we don't all become the
subjects of a detached oligarchy. A few
of us act like we remember Nixon and the
War.

It might simply be said that some of us

ern America. We grew up sneering at the
war. By gosh, we are smart and no one is

going to make us look silly.

But, let's face it, we do look silly and
we can't help It. It makes only a little

more sense to discuss row house dining
than the sale of AWACs over the rem-
nants of a Baxter meal. Just a little more
sense. We have our little government,
our little suburban social patterns. I

admit, this is our world, no matter how
small it is, and I suppose we have to

make do. I try to accept the inevitable
temporary loss of perspective that has us
demonstrating for dogs and dining while
apartheid and El Salvador are peri-

pheral concerns at t)est. I accept it

because I, too, want to fret and worry
over a situation that I might be able to

rectify. But there is still a problem when
you begin to know the rest of the world a
little better and you recognize the dispar-
ity between our over-anxious microcosm
of a college and that wilderness out
there. When that happens, you know you
are getting old. Those days bent over
books have stooped your spine and your

seems to be the "above all." (Did you see
the little airplanes buzzing the football
stadium on Saturday?? I rest my case.

)

We are sitting on a heap of money-
millions and millions—and we, as a col-

lege, have to do something with it. There
is a future to insure.

Look at It this way: Williams will sur-
Vive the 1980s barring nuclear disinte-

"We have less power
than the students who
came before us.

"

gratlon and the fierce bite of acid rain.
Its future will be the product of "careful
planning." There will be a faculty, a stu-

dent body, a few classrooms. B&G will
still be around to move desks and tables.
F'ood Service will still be feeding some-
one. This is the very bottom line. Some-
body has planned the future. Even we
have been planned. With the survival of
good or Williams in mind, monies have
been pragmatically parcelled out to
insure the continuation of those tradi-
tions. The Trustees, et al, have assured

terribly. I realize as much as anyone how
spoiled one can be at Williams, but I also
believe that we, the current student
body, are suffering to some degree
because we are in the middle. Because
we are here at a time of change, we have
less power than those students who came
before us (hello, alumnll i or those little

Ephs of the future. The new plans are
being made for the future according to

the experience of the past. Those of us
that are here, still stooped over our
books, have just enough time to feel left

out and stomped on sometimes. And we
always said we would try to be too smart
for that.

A bugle

So what do we do? Kick and scream? If

seems to be coming down to that as we all

sense the bounds of rationality. The stu-

dents have been left out. We aren't child-
ren (we say I, but if you forget us again
we might just yell until our faces are red.
Do we, instead, remain serious and con-
struct our own alternatives to living and
learning? Submit them to a council or a
committee? Walt to be rebuffed? Do we

just take ourselves too seriously. After

all, one is apt to develop some sort of

neurosis after a few months buried in the

Berkshires. It might also be said that we
have nothing else to do. We learn politi-

cal and economic theory, we master
research techniques, we come in contact

with lots of classroom "truths" deli-

vered to us in an academic vacuum, and
we feel compelled to use them. So some
of us, an Older Guard on campus, start

throwing up barricades l)ecause civiliza-

tion, as we know it in Williamstown,

seems to be coming to an end. We think

we know what happens to youth caught

with its pants down ... it gets a pat on the

head, it gets its room cleaned, it gets a

draft card.

Consequences

Like I said, I think the current preoccu-

pation with student-administration
"struggle" is, in some sense, our way of

remembering Vietnam, tricky Dick, and
the anger of our older brothers and sis-

ters. It is a back door way of growing up.

We will feel like fools if we are ever

caught with our pants down. We are sup-

posed to be too smart for that. And, by
gosh, we know all of this stuff; we under-

stand the Romans, the Nazis, and mod-

mind starts looking outward. You might
feel like you are wasting your time
around here. You might start to want
out.

Okay, so what if I confess right here

and now. I am a senior. I have read a lot

of books and I usually watch the news at

night. I have spent quite a bit of time

trying to figure this college out. I have

tried to figure out how it works. I guess I

have tried to find the truth. But while

"A few of us act like

we remember Nixon and
the War.

"

battling my own neurosis In a fog, I think

maybe I have rediscovered the one sim-

ple, essential fact, the kernel of Williams

College. The truth around here still is:

money talks.

10 >9 ^ <9

Big deal, right. Your father has proba-

bly been saying that to you for years.

Well, I finally must admit that it Is totally

true. Here In the Berkshires, It's been the

bucks that made the difference. Willi-

ams College is a business. Our adminis-

tration is a working firm that wants to

keep Its t>ooks and its nose clean. This

support for their set of priorities.

I only say all of this to point out that

there is a "plan" of sorts that pulls the

strings around here. Change does not

happen on its own. But I hardly dare to

explore the implications of my own
observation. I hate to ask what happened
to educational priorities. That question

has been asked too many times. And
besides, I am old and touched with cyni-

cism. Perhaps I am even beginning to

believe that the powers that be can have
their cake and eat it too. After all, they

have t)een doing that for quite a while.

You know—patting us on the head while

they make off with our puppies and our

pocket money (rememlier the SAT tax

for a moment!.
To us, down here on the lawns, there

really might finally appear to be some
Incongruities. Our classes are getting

larger and larger. Junior faculty are

overworked—almost too tired to see us.

There is a housing shortage on campus.
Row House dining Is rolling over In its

grave. Whatever happened to the small

and intimate, we query? Yet we see two
new buildings in the works and by gosh,

there will be a new wing for alumni and
such at the Faculty Club.

Oh, It Is not that we are suffering so

remain rational and continue looking for

the truth, continue searching for the path
to peace and power just like the books
say? Or do we care at all? Do we finally

float off saying ' 'to hell with It all" and go
searching for a job and another power
structure to analyze.

Of course, I have few answers. I have
rarely been one to scream and kick teeth,

but then, I have not really Ijeen patron-

ized since I was eleven. Yet I have begun
to learn one thing, a lesson realized by
"real" organizers in the past. Students

need to get their facts and be up front

with their gripes. No matter what. No
matter how flat the faces are In front of

you. There Is little to be gained by shuf-

fling around any "truth" you might care

to defend . If we are honest and organized

and care about what bit of community we
do have, we might still t)e able to craft

"student opinion" and effect some well-

planned changes.

This Is not so much a call to action as It

is a reminder. We do not act to touch up
our resumes. We act because we believe

in something. If we t)elieve in a Williams

tradition and a set of social and educa-

tional priorities, we should talk and
move. I, for one, still refuse to t)elleve I

cannot veil louder than a dollar bill.
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by Charlie Pardee

Guitarist David Bromberg
and opening act Artie Traum
will play before a Chapin Hall

crowd Saturday, October 3 at

8:00 p.m.

Having previously dispersed

his band and suspended a pro-

lific career. Bromberg now
studies full-time at a fiddle-

making school in Chicago. How-
ever, he still tours occasionall.v'.

and this Saturday night, Willi-

ams will be treated to an even-

ing of footstomping. singing,

picking and fiddling ranging
from ballads to bluegrass to

blues.

Bromberg built his career

around his lightening-fast gui-

tar work. He had performed as a

sideman on nearly 100 albums
before forming The David
Bromberg Band and cutting

eight albums of his own. His

roots are eclectic; they lie in

blues, country, jazz and folk

music and combine to create a

sound that defies classification.

Concert goers this Saturday
night can expect a lot of fast gui-

tar picking and a special

Palace, Albany
Jonathan Edwards, Para-

dise, Boston

^t., Oct. 3 Penuaalons, Rn-

har's, Northampton •

Maynard Ferguson. Gent^t

tool Auditorium. Greeil'

ih, NY
El.o. fco»tw garden
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Grappelll. Bert

la nee Center, Bosi
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JB Scott's

Maynard Ferguson, Berl

I^erformance Ctr., Boston

emphasis on fiddling as Brom-
berg and his sidemen, including

Artie Traum. sway, swoop and
saw through sometimes rau-

cous, sometimes hilarious ren-

ditions of Bromberg tunes.

Fans love Bromberg's infor-

mal, intimate shows; they love

the performer's chatty asides

and jokes, and they love to par-

ticipate. At the University of

Delaware. Bromberg had a

huge auditorium screaming. "1

like to sleep late in the morning
I don't like to wear no shoes I

make lo\'e to the women while

I'm livin' Get drunk on a bottle

of booze." Bromberg concerts
often go beyond two hours,

simply because crowds won't
let him leave.

Tickets for the Dave Brom-
berg concert are available now
in Baxter Hall daily from 11:,30

a.m. to 1:30 p.m. and at the local

record stores. Admission is

$3.50 for students and $2.50 for

freshmen buying tickets in

blocks of ten.

by Ric JohnKun

The Clark Art Institute has

mounted an exhibit. "In the Stu-

dio: the Making of Art in Nine-

teenth Century FYance," which

will be on display through

October 2f>.

As the title indicates, this

show focuses on the artist in his

studio as depicted in nineteenth

century lithographs, etchings,

engravings and oil paintings.

Since the exhibit spans a cen-

tuiy noted for its dynamic art

movements, the works included

var.N' dramatically in style and

artistic intent.

The themes of the painters

differ greatly also. Guerin's

neo-classical lithograph of "The

Diligent Artist" treats the

theme of the heroic form of an

artist fending off a personifica

tlon of sleep. In this study of the

artist at work, the surroundings

are of minimal importance.

Here the subject is the painter

himself; the studio is incidental.

However, in other works in the

show, such as Renoir's oil paint-

ing of Monet at work in his

garden, much is revealed about

the interrelationship between
the artist and his work place.

For Monet, as for all of the

Impressionists, the outdoors
had become the focal point of his

artistic endeavors and the

garden had become his studio.

The style of Renoir's painting

speaks of this typically Impres-
sionist's concern for light,

shadow and color, and also high-

lights the ephemeral nature of

the painter himself and the nat-

ural world that he depicts on
canvas.

Among the 39 works in the

exhibit, some are Informal and

familiar, such as Berthe Mori-

sot's drypoint of herself giving

her daughter a drawing lesson.

Here the home doubles as the

studio. Other works depict more
formal studios, such as Bougu-

ereau's atelier in the Julian

Academy in Paris. In an
engraving by Winslow Homer,
the Louvre in Paris is the study

of many aspiring artists, who
came there to study and copy
their own techniques and under-

standing of their art.

'I'his one-room exhibit is an

interesting one. Although short

enough to allow a concentrated
viewing, it is chock full of infor-

mation about the artists and
their styles and their views of

their own works.

Student prints

by Peter Hodgson

The Mission Park Gallery
honors our community with the

first Student Art show of this

year. Exhibited is an exciting
assortment of prints, from
black and white portraits to

multi-coloured abstracts, pro-

duced by a diverse blend of

young talent. A small but enthu-
siastic group of viewers
gathered at the MPG last Fri-

day evening for the exhibit's

opening.

All but one of the artists are
presently enrolled in Studio Art
411: Advanced Printmaking.
They are seniors Rory Dunne,
Betsy Horan and Jon Scott, and
juniors Irve Dell and Rick
Gagliano. The exception is

Laurie Palmer '81, who now
performs the duties of studio
assistant in the Williams Art
Department.
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BSU film series

This evening (Tuesday i at

7: 30 p.m. in Bronfman audit-

orium, the Williams Black
Student Union presents the

second film in a five part ser-

ies, called Dark Symphony.
Tuesday's film, entitled
Nothing But A Man, is a real-

istic portrait of blacks living

in the South during the 1960s.

There will be a discussion
after the film moderated by
Vivian Buckhov.

Williams Trio to Perform

The first of three Williams
Trio concerts will be held on
Friday, October '2 at 8: ,30 p.m.
in Brooks-Rogers Recital
Hall. The trio, which is com-
posed of Julius Hegyi, violin;

Douglas Moore, cello and
Paula Ennis-Dwyer, piano,
will perform Kakadu Varia-
tions by Beethoven, as well
as works by Shostakovich
and Dvorak. Admission is

free and open to the public.

"Slithering" — To Express Original Personalized Hair Fashion

The fashion conscious woman is

today being presented with a sensible
variety of fashions. The Clip Shop is

now featuring "SLITHERING"— A
SENSIBLE SHORTER LOOK TO
COI^PLIIVIENT THESE GROWN-UP
CLOTHES.

As a Sebastian Artistic Center the
stylists at the Clip Shop have become
familiar with this style by means of
video-tapes. These programs are pro-
vided by Sebastian International, a
leading educator in hair design of
today

Slithering starts out with a round
look Then it is modified with the slith-

ering technique to create spaces and a
somewhat stringy effect. This cut can
be done on medium texture hair The
"SLITHERED" cut is easy to care for—
|ust wash and towel dry—massage the
scalp—and the style is ready to go

"SLITHERING'-SOFT AND EXCITING TO CELEBRATE THE DRESSED-UP LOOK!

The CLIP SHOP has three convenient locations:

\Nalk in or call for a free consultation or for an appointment.

WILLIAMSTOWN. MA. PITTSFIELD, MA.
458-9167 447-9576

"Frosh Revue"

The 1981 Freshman Revue,
"And Now We Are Two, "will
be performed on the Jesup
stage Thursday, Friday and
Saturday, October 8th
through 10th. Shows begin at
8:00 p.m. with an additional
Sunday 2:00 p.m. matinee.
Tickets will be available at
the Adams Memorial Thea-
tre box office between noon
and 5: 00 p.m. from Monday,
October 5 through Friday,
October 9. No tickets will be
available at the performan-
ces. Freshmen whose par-
ents have pre-ordered must
pick up their tickets
beforehand.

Series by Scott and Dell are
indicative of the contrasts inapproach and technique
amongst the artists. Scott's ser
les, entitled "Walking Fence"
which he says parodies Chris'
to's "Running Fence" stretched
across the California country-
side, depicts walls of green rec-
tangles moving across a grate
of black and white squares The
resultant fabric of forms insinu-
ates the appearance of motion
an effect also present In an
untitled series by Dell. Dell In
contrast to Scott's large sha^s
and multiple colorations, uses
progressive shades of black and
white in four separate frames
depicting minute checkerboard
patterns.

Horan's and Gagliano's
works exhibit a difference of
form as well as of conceptual
intent. Horan displays a knack
for detail in three pieces
entitled: "Vision," "Coke Adds
Life," and "Six-Pack." Her col-

lage of images representing
modern consumer products
might either be a celebration or
a denigration of mass-
consumption society. Gagliano
tackles the metaphysics of real-
ity in a print entitled: "Com-
pass and Slide." Manipulating
multi-textural colorations and
repeated forms, he calls to ques-
tion the viewer's search for
defined perspective and the-
matic synthesis.

Dunne's work alone manif-
ests contrasting approaches to

printmaking. His abstract self-

portrait elaborates on the Yin
and Yang symbol of duality with
a flow of yellow substance pro-
ceeding from the forehead and a
skate-lace framing the head.
His series of four quasi-
impressionist landscapes
depicts black footsteps disap-

pearing across a beach during
the different seasons. While
Dunne dwells on the passage of

time in this series, he addresses
the pleasure of the moment by
equating Art and Sex in a print

portraying three women and a

paint brush.

Three works by Palmer
exhibit a refined sensitivity for

the printing medium, as well as

an inclination to challenge the

social and self-consciousness of

her audience—an approach
characteristic of much of her

work while majoring in Studio

Art at Williams.

The prints in this exhibit

represent a potent mix of tal-

ents, and Professor Craig Den-

nis should witness the unfolding

of a breadth of artistry in his

Advanced Printmaking class.

BENNINGTON.
(802) 442-9823

VT.
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Keynesian Naysayers
by Gary Sellnger

Old ways die hard. When
Ronald Reagan ran for the presid-
ency promising tax cuts along the
lines of the Kemp-Roth bill then
being proposed in Congress, the

intelligentsia fell all over itself

attempting to paint Reagan as
ignorant of even the rudiments of

economics. Even Vice-President
George Bush, then fighting for

the GOP presidential nomination,
called Kemp-Roth "voodoo eco-
nomics." Bush, you see, majored
in economics at Yale University,

where students are taught The
Gospel According to Lord
Keynes. In fact, if any Catholic
believed in the infallibility of the

Pope as strongly as the average
economics professor believes in

the sanctity of The General The-
ory (Keynes's magnum opus),
that person would be seen as a
living violation of the separation
of Church and State.

The above should not be dis-

Reagan Slashes American Dream
by Beth Grossman

Money Is power. This state-
ment is meant to be neither lauda-
tory nor condemning, but factual.

In our society, money will provide
one with not only the basic neces-
sities of existence and the finer

things in life, but also with that
which Is vital in the United States:
political power.
To clarify this point for the

doubtful, allow me to illustrate by
example: clearly, he who donates
thousands of dollars to a suc-
cessful political campaign is

more likely to have his pet cause
championed by the victorious
candidate than he who "simply"
voted for said candidate. Politics

is a matter of fiscal maneuvering.
However, it would be an underes-
timation of our Founding Fathers'

brilliance to assert that they did
not recognize this fact, and an
overestimation of their altruism to

claim that they attempted to erad-
icate the purchasing of political

power. Instead, they sought to

overcome the inequality inherent
in such a system by 'guarantee-
ing' equality of opportunity; any
individual, no matter what his

birth, could become rich, could
even become President if he or

she worked hard. Thus, the Amer-
ican Dream was born.
The fact that only approxi-

mately ten percent of the Ameri-
can people ever realize the
American dream is indeed a dis-

heartening one. Because only ten
percent of the children of the
non-rich become wealthy,

one could surmise that a factor
other than hard work is operating.
Birth, not work, is assuming the
prominent position. But, as if this
is not enough, Ronald Reagan
and his henchmen, through this

Administration's domestic poli-

cies, are ringing the death knell
for the already-ailing American
Dream.

Nothing is more essential to the

concept of the American Dream
than the possibility of upward
social mobility. Nothing is more
vital to social mobility than edu-
cation. Thus, the effects of Rea-
gan's extensive cuts to education
will be devastating.

In an indirect way, Reagan's
cutting of the federal budget by
'returning the responsibility' to
the states can only hurt public
education. Because public edu-
cation is heavily financed by the
state, an increase in the state's

fiscal burden without an increase
in Its budget will, by necessity,
result in cuts in the funding of

education. Cuts to the budget of a

school result in a drop in the qual-

ity of an education.
These indirect cuts are com-

pounded by direct reductions in

the federal budget for education.
Although the education budget
sustained massive damage in the

Reagan-Stockman budget-
slashing session, the end is not in

sight. President Reagan just

announced yet another seven
hundred million dollar reduction
in federal aid to public schools.
And he predicts even more cuts.

These cuts will not harm the

people in private schools, the

children of the well-to-do, the

children of today's elite. By virtue

ot their birth, they have been guar-

anteed a fine high school educa-
tion (either from a prep school or

a public school located in an
affluent neighborhood), aiding in

admission to excellent colleges

or universities. Once graduated
from these schools, they are vir-

tually guaranteed an entry into

the world ot power. The children

of the non-rich, many of whom
are educated In deteriorating

public schools, have no such
guarantee. Often, they do not

even have a chance.
The cutbacks to education can

only Increase the disparity in the

quality of education for the rich

and the poor. Because the barri-

ers erected by a weak education
are perhaps the most difficult to

overcome, it Is becoming increas-

ingly difficult for the children of

the non-rich to climb into the

world of the rich, to achieve the

American Dream.
Let us assume, though, for the

sake of argument, that our poor
or middle-class child, despite his

less-than-exemplary education is

indeed admitted to a good, pri-

Continued on Page 4

missed as mere fustian. In order
to understand the current over-
whelming hostility on the part of
the mass media (i.e. The New
York Times, The Washington
Post, Time, Newsweek, CBS,and
ABC) to the president's economic
policies— popularly dubbed
•Reaganomics" — one must
understand the extent to which
the teachings and writing of J. M.
Keynes have become established
doctrine, not to be tampered with
under any circumstance.
Why, for example, did both

Time and Newsweek run cover
stories on Reaganomics—in the
same week? The tone of each
magazine was pretty much the
same; respected professors of
economics (e.g. J. K. Galbraith.
Lester Thurow) expressed doubt
that the president's economic
program would revive the
nation's economy. Great weight
was given to the opinions of the
high and mighty that Reaganom-
ics is a foolish, if not dangerous,
basis for public policy.

Time, in particular, went to
great pains to show that Ronald
Reagan himself is not absolutely
certain that his programs will

bring prosperity back to the U.S.
economy. The magazine's cover
photo showed Reagan in a most
uncharacteristic pose—arms
crossed, lips pursed, brow
furrowed—as if to say that the
smiling, jocular Ronald Reagan
we once knew is no more. Faced
with the awesome responsibility
of restoring soundness to the
American economy, standing up
to the Soviet Union, preserving
peace in the Mideast, and reduc-
ing the size and scope of govern-
ment, Ronald Reagan is no longer
a happy man. To quote an oft-

used phrase, "Reality has set in."

Or so the mass media would have
us think.

It is important to realize that
people have dismissed Ronald
Reagan with a wave of the hand
for many years. When he first ran
for the statehouse in California,

then-Governor Pat Brown (Gov-
ernor Jerry's father) was forever

cracking wise about Reagan's
lack of previous political expe-
rience. Reagan beat Brown by a

million votes.

In 1968, there was tremendous
"grass-roots" support for Reagan
as the GOP presidential nominee.
Only behlnd-the-scene maneuv-
ers by Strom Thurmond saved the
nomination for Richard Nixon. In

1976, Reagan ran again for Presi-

dent, and lost a heartbreaker to

incumbent Gerald Ford.

In 1980, Reagan tried once
more; considered too conserva-
tive for years, he swept to the
nomination with comparative
ease. Belittled during the general
election campaign for his stead-
fastly conservative principles.

"The teachings

and writings of

J.M. Keynes have
become estab-

lished doctrine..."

caricatured in "Doonesbury" as a
man with little between the ears,

he trounced an incumbent whose
sole chance of victory lay in con-
vincing the populace that Ronald
Reagan's accession to the Presid-
ency would precipitate poverty,
race riots, and a nuclear holo-
caust, among other things.

Realizing that his best oppor-
tunity to obtain passage of his

legislative programs lay In getting
an early start with Congress, he
worked tirelessly to convince the
uncertain and faithless of the via-

bility and soundness of his poli-

cies. The New York Times was
inherently incapableof imagining
a world in which supply-side eco-
nomics was national policy
(crippled as it was by established
thinking). The Washington Post

Continued on Page 3

Exposing the Right-Wing Buzzwords
by Malt Ryan

Deregulation, states' rights,

less government and an unres-
tricted free-market are, all terms
known to elicit Pavlovian reac-
tions among conservatives sim-
ilar to those of a drug addict in a
pharmacy. Although the Reagan
philosophy is laden with these
right-wing buzzwords, a few
qualifications need to be made to

accurately reflect the Administra-
tion's application of them.
The Administration advocates

deregulation, for instance, so
long as political allies aren't

adversely affected. Conse-
quently, Reagan acted quickly to

decontrol oil prices, but halted

further moves towards deregula-

tion of the trucking industry. This

anomaly in the free-market philo-

sophy espoused by Reagan Is

almost entirely explained by the

support Reagan received from

the Teamsters in the '80 election.

Aside from the distinction of hav-

ing one of the more corrupt union
leaderships In the U.S., the

Teamsters also benefit from cur-

rent trucking regulations. Thus,

when Reese Taylor was recently

named to head the ICC, it was not

surprising to hear him discourage

any further action regarding

deregulation of the trucking

Industry.

Ironically, some of the deregu-

lation plans of the Administration
will work to the detriment of the

free-market principles Reagan so
steadfastly defends. The repeal of

regulations requiring manufac-
turers to print the ingredients of

various products, for Instance, is

helpful to firms. But it hardly pro-

motes the free-market notion of

consumers making decisions
based on a knowledgeable
assessment of what they are buy-
ing. The myriad of mergers is

another example of less govern-
ment intervention benefitting

businesses, while actually reduc-
ing an Important characteristic of

the free-market: namely,
competition.

Reagan's promotion of

Increased states' rights suggests
greater autonomy for states In

governing their resources—but
only so long as they Intend to

develop them. The hypocrisy of

the Reagan Administration's
position on this Issue was made
obvious when James Watt
recently attempted to open var-

ious spots off the California coast

for oil exploration, causing an

uproar In the state. State Demo-
cratic and Republican leaders

assailed Watt's plan. They claimed

it posed a threat to the state's

fishing industry and coastline for

the sake of what the U.S. Geologi-

cal Survey says is only enough oil

to supply the U.S. for 12 days.
Watt responded to protest by say-
ing the leases were in the
'national interest.' States' rights

apparently don't include environ-
mental protection unless, ot
course, greater state control over
environmental laws will allow for

more development. Reagan's
conception of states' rights has
states competing among them-
selves for industry by seeing who
can have the most lenient pollu-

tion laws. With this in mind. Watt
recently attempted to close down
various branches of the Office of

Surface Mining which enforce
federal strip-mining laws. So out-

rageous was this plan, that

members of Watt's own Interior

Department filed suit against him
because of it. Fortunately, Con-
gress "brought Watt to heel on
the matter," as Jerry Brown so
appropriately commented. Watt's
action is symptomatic of the cut-
backs In the enforcement
budgets of both the EPA and Inte-

rior Department.
In trying to circumvent environ-

mental laws by neglectmg their

enforcement. Watt and his coun-
terpart at the EPA, Ann Gorsuch,
are engaging in what could be
called 'bureaucratic legislation.'

Although Reagan is fond of criti-

cizing the Supreme Court for 'leg-

islating' by ruling on certain

issues, his Administration is

guilty of a much more serious sin

when it legislates through the
bureaucracy. Reagan seems to

feel that even if environmental
laws can't be repealed in Con-
gress, a similar result can be
attained through non-enforce-
ment.

While the government may
appear smaller to businesses
benefitting from less regulation

and enforcement, one look at the
defense budget shows what a

misnomer Reagan's version of

'less government' really is. The
Reagan cry for less government
apparently only applies to social

programs. The Pentagon has
emerged as an almost sacro-
sanct, quasi-autonomous
government institution, immune
from budget restrictions. Reagan
cites the Hussian threat in

defending the massive defense
budget. This obsession with the

Russians is the focal point of the
Administration's foreign policy

and probably Reagan's dreams
too. (Reports emanating from the

State Department seem marred
by wild hallucinations. One can
almost envision a glassy-eyed
Alexander Haig staring at the
walls of the Foggy Bottom,
screaming about "communists
everywhere . .
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It's All For Fun

rnn

by Brett McDonnell

Its enough to make you laugh

The nuclear arms game has a

few oddities The two big players

seem determined to overlook

these quirks so that the competi-

tion can be improved At the risk

ot being called a spoilsport I

would like to point out a few of

these idiosyncracies

First of all nobody really knows
where all those missiles and war-

heads will go when the whistle

blows and the two sides fire All

test flights have been in a north-

south direction Even these tests

need constant adjustment In real

life we would fire east-west and
through the polar magnetic field

Of course recognizing this fact

would spoil the fun of boasting

about pinpoint accuracy against

targets half the world away We
have to give those nice generals

in the Pentagon something to be
proud of

Whv Our GI's Can't Whup the Russkies

Written t'^ Ed Anger Repnnted
from World News Weekly as an

example ot tine political hyper-

bole

There s a joke about our Army
going around that's got me
madder than a doctor who's lost

his golf clubs

A guy goes to an Army recruiter

to find out about enlisting The
recruiter goes into a 20-minute

song and dance abut what great

job training and travel the Army
gives

"You can learn about electron-

ics, computers and auto repair

and have great travel opportuni-

ties in France and other great pla-

ces." savs the recruiter

"Gee mister.' says the guy. "I

just want to kill people

The point IS. our Army has

turned into a junior college with

field trips to Europe instead of a

crack team of top-conditioned

soldiers readv to defend America

'We need war-

riors protecting

America—not
auto and TV
repairmen."

If the sneaky Russkies attacked
tomorrow, the only thing our
soldiers would know how to do
would be repair the air condition-
ing in the Commie tanks
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The problem is that the bird-

brained generals turned every-

thing over to those hot-shot

Madison Avenue ad men who
have made Army training as
tough as a two-week date with

Farrah Fawcett on the French
Riviera

They think the key to defense is

billions of bucks worth of hard-
ware and a few crewcut. fuzzy-

brained goofs to push the
buttons

Well. It's true that we need up-
to-date weapons I'd be the last to

send out our boys to fight a tank
with a slingshot

But an army is really made up of
soldiers with pride We need
tough training—so tough that
when Our soldiers finish boot
camp, they know they can lick a
room full of Russkies

Right now. I'd rather trust our
defense to the Pittsburgh Steel-
ers Football coaches know how
to whip men into shape and instill

pride

American licked the Nazis and
Japs in World War 2 because our
soldiers outgutted those gooses-
tepping bully boys— not because
we had better weapons
Now were loaded down with

wimpy, gadget-crazed generals
instead of leaders who can instill

toughness and spint into our
soldiers

We nsed warriors protecting
America not auto and TV repair-
men

Let s get nd of these country-
dub generals and get real leaders
to whip our soldiers into shape

AVER
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In the second place there is the

talk about winnable and con-

tamable nuclear wars These
wonderfully pleasant concepts

are based on the idea that nuclear

confrontation is a gentlemanly

pastime After both sides have
destroyed Europe and mayt)e a

few of each other s expendable

Every game should

have a certain

childlike quality

to it— the f^X recalls

hide and go seek.

industrial centers— Detroit and
Cleveland come to mind—each
side will call It a day The problem
here is that we all know those
Russians are no gentlemen they
don t even believe in God

And then there is the MX mis-
sile system That is the one where
we build all these missile silos

and connect them by an under-
ground railroad, then move our
missiles from silo to silo so the
commies don't know where they
are The MX shows that every
game should have a certain child-

like quality to it The MX recalls

shell games and hide anri ^„
seek Unfortunately, the Russianscould spoil the fun here by Shoo,mg all the silos (that is'if tht
"^'ssiles are really accurate
enough), thusproving once aqan
that the Russians have no under
standing of the rules governing
friendly competition

Finally, we have overkill Far be
It tor me to suggest that the
capacity to destroy the worldmany times over is enough todefend ourselves No. my ques-
lon IS. what do we do with the
left-over bombs' Clearly ,h,s
sport rieeds a bigger field In this
light, killer satellites and space
shuttles make sense We need to
expand our horizons Boy. what agame this could be!

Of course, some provincials
might point to side effects of this
grand game Look at the eco-
nomic costs of nuclear prolifera-
tion Look at how all that
money might be spent on educa-
tion, public health and the
like Look at how the garri-
son state curtails civil lib-

erties Look at how mankind is
racing towards obliteration

Hm
it's enough to make you cry.

Letters-
This letter was received in May.
1981 too late for publication in

the last issue of Parallax.

Willy. Willy Willyi Such an
abrasive response to letters by a
couple of liberals with a grudge to
bear' Tsk. tsk. tsk! And from a
man of your intellect! And your
calit)er! Your "bloody" conserva-
tive demeanor!

I certainly hope you're not the
best tool for voicing liberal senti-

ment anywhere Tools are to be
jsed toward a productive end.
Amusement devices are for fun
Your "ultra-right-wing " drivel is

certainly non-productive. There-
fore, you are an amusement
device, not a tool We take tools
senously. Willy—God forbid if we
were to take you seriously. You
are only kidding, aren't you?
Sure. I knew you were.

In any event, any anti-Reagan,
anti-conservative opinion must
be distortion, gross exaggera-
tion purposefully misleading
and libelous—otherwise there
would be no liberals: Right. Willy?

Willy, you need not pnnt your
ridiculous Stands on tax cuts, mil-
itary strength, pollution, social
programs or the Constitution
because we know your stands

Your stands are morally inherent
among all "proper" human
beings. Willy, you reek of some
kind of conservative disease. The
disease isn't in what you say. it's

in the fact that you really believe
what you think. Your mind is

infected with some form of politi-

cal syphilis and it is evident every
time you put pen to paper. So
don't t)Other writing about your
stands. I can smell them Libel?

Here's lit>el (mixed with a little

slander) for you: Your motfier

vraars Army boots. Willy Maybe
not vet. but soon

Please. Willy, stay in London.

Its come to the point where you
no longer humor me—you scare

"Any anti-Reagan,

anti-conservative

opinion must be dis-

tortion, gross exag-

geration, purpose-

fully misleading and

libelous...
"
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me Your ideals kill. Willy, and its

become part of the Amencan

Fiber—good guy kills bad buy.

Commie kills Capitalist. Red kills

White Black kills White White

kills Black, husband kills wife,

lover kills husband. Cowboy kills

Indian Indian kills Cowboy, and

on November 22. 1963 you killed

a lot of things

That's right. Willy you, you

Mled. You kill You will kill You

grew up that way Bang bang—

you're dead

Excuse me for wandering from

ttie subiect Willy, but you bore

me Incidentally. I do exist Not at

Williams but at the University of

Colorado—and )ust to gn* y<>"

something to think about while

you re away m London You are a

schmuck Willy' There rt is m writ-

ing Oh boy. Willy' That s real

slander could be Hbei too' Come

on now a Civil suit would be •

great waste of time Perhaps

someday I will learn

Duaot Sin***
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Life in the Marketplace
by Will Foster

The pages of Parallax have
been graced by arguments for

Government intervention in the

Marketplace rooted in a deep
concern over the injustices of our
society Countering these have
been articles based in a concern
for freedom and efficiency. What
has been missing is any signifi-

cant discussion of what it means
to be in the marketplace and to be
concerned about the welfare of

others.

Such an absence is undoubt-
edly a tragedy. Very few of us will

ever escape the marketplace, and
for many, most of our human rela-

tionships will take place within its

boundaries. While we are des-
tined for the market place, most
of us are insecure about how we
can fit in

"How many
Americans find their

jobs intrinsically

worthwhile? I

suspect very few.

"

I would contend that the grea-

test interest in medicine at Willi-

ams can be explained by the fact

that it seems on the surface to be
the only career in which a con-
cern for others can be interwoven
with financial security, societal

respect, and intellectual chal-

lenge. Yet society needs manag-
ers from Williams, not doctors-
managers who are concerned with

the needs and able to bring forth

the gifts of others, managers who
can reconcile the needs of inves-

tors with those of the society and
ecosystem of which they are a
part

For a very large portion of

America, the workplace borders
on hell How many Americans
find their jobs intrinsically worth-
while? Except for the small tech-

nocratic class in our society, I

suspect very few
Most of us work for the money

we are paid or for the community
that IS so much a part of the work-
place Yet we still wonder how
valuable these are The things we
buy often seem worthless Our
workplaces often turn oppressive

as we try to find meaning by dom-
inating or submitting to others

Even as I talk to Williams gradu-
ates. I sense that very few are

content with their jobs. Marx was
right, the bourgeoisie is no less

alienated than the proletariat

Since I read my Marx through
John Calvin. I don't exactly agree
with Marx's solution to the prob-

lem. Infact I don't have a solution

To the radical, who is me. 1

Naysayers—
Continued from Page 1

sent its finest scribes out in

search of families (particularly

black ones) that would be irre-

vocably crushed by Reagan's
planned budget cuts. Informed

Opinion everywhere put its heads
together, and asked. "Can it

work? ". adding in an aside. "We
hope not

"

What is going on? The Reagan
administration wishes to return

some element of strength to the

US. economy. It wants to stop

the seemingly endless cycle of

inflation and unemployment, and
make the American dollar once
again competitive on foreign

markets Most of all. it wishes to

offer incentives and tax breaks to

businesses in order to create new
jobs Who could argue with these

noble goals? You'd be surprised

Some enterprising individuals

at Williams College decided to

The Army of the Poor
by Bruce Kelly

I am frequently surprised that

in the area of military services,

most liberals favor allowing the

whip of external necessity, ie. the

need to find a source of income,
to determine who will serve in our
nation's armed forces As a result,

the lower ranks of the services are

primarily composed of people
from working-class back-
grounds Actually. I'm not sur-

prised. These people support a

"volunteer" military out of fear

that a new draft will encourage
the exercise of American might

by our captains of war. And that is

a serious concern.
But another serious concern is

whether it is just to alk>w only the

poor to serve in the military This
approach to the draft question

startles people. The argument
isn't simply that it is every citi-

zens duty to serve, but rather

Continued on Page 4
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remind myself of the stories of

people I have worked with who
have been forced to rely on the

State If their stories are any indi-

cation an increase in the powers
of the Slate will not really change
anything

To the escapist, who is me, I

remind myself of my older broth-

ers and sisters of the sixties who
are now stuck in the middle of a

corporate bureaucracy To the

conservative, who is me, I ask

whether if things continue the

way they are going, will not

society and I continue to wander
in quiescent despair^
Certainly we must rethink one

way we live in the structure of the
marketplace We need to rethink

what we can do within those
structures and what we can do to

reform those structures If we are

not going to destroy ourselves,

we are going to have to come
together.

hold a recruiting drive for a

"Solidarity Day" march in

Washington The marchers
would protest the Reagan Admin-
istration's decision to build the

neutron artillery shell (anti-

nuclear forces prefer the misno-
mer "bomb"). US aid to the

Salvadoran junta, and especially

the newly-passed budget cuts

These individuals felt that a

panel discussion on "Reaganom-
ics" would afford them the oppor-
tunity to canvass the audience for

potential supporters Under the

rubric "Reaganomics Recon-
struction or Ruin'' there was to

be a discussion of the relative

merits and flaws of the presi-

dent's economic recovery pro-

gram Such a forum would
naturally include on the panel

specific individuals on record as

favoring the supply-side
approach to economics as well

as those opposed to the budget
cuts recently passed in Congress
However, in a William* Record
news story last week there was
no mention whatsoever ot

anyone on the panel who had
other than negative comments
atx>ut "Reaganomics" The guest
speaker, a Boston University pro-

fessor, apparently gave the stock

talk about how Ronald Reagan is

sacrificing the poor to the rich.

how he sets class against class

how he foments racism, poverty

etc . etc.

The title of the discussion also

merits some mention: had the

overall tone been one of support
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Discussion is the Ufeblood

of an intellectual community.

Parallax is an open forum

for political opinion with the

expressed purpose of

encouraging discussion. All

members of the Williams

Community are encouraged

to write articles or letters in

response to articles apearing

in Parallax.

for the administrations policy,

the title might have been Reaga-
nomics: Ruin or Reconstruc-
tion''" But the sponsors of this

pseudo-event wished to make it

clear to all that this was the place

to be if you wanted to jump all

over the president and his hench-
men I think this was hardly an
impartial manner of presenting a

discussion on such vital issues

But It is not atypical, given the

"The guest speaker...

gave the stock talk

about how Ronald
Reagan is sacrificing

the poor to the rich."

resistance to supply-side eco-

nomics not only in the groves of

academia. but in the mass media
I think I may understand some

ot the hostility to Kemp-Roth eco-

nomics among professors of eco-

nomics, particularly at Williams

College It can safety be said that

the majority of the economics
department at Williams has been
trained, shall we say in the

Keynesian tradition (if not the

Marxist tradition) If the supply-

siders turn out to be right, and tax

rate reductions really do spark

the economy nearly fifty years of

intellectual dominance by J M
Keynes will be at an end A great

deal of what the average econom-
ics professor has learned and
taught will have tieen rendered
largely moot The discussion of

income redistribution through
confiscatory taxation will be of lit-

tle use if. as Milton Friedman sug-

gests the marginal tax rate is

reduced to a maximum of 25%
The achievement of full employ-
ment through public expenditure
will be little more than history if

supply-side economics (actually

not much more than offering the

correct incentives for produc-
tion) lowers the unemployment
rate to. say. four or five percent

It should be a very interesting

three years to come Ronald Rea-

gan has to fight more than a tenu-

ous Democratic majority in the

House of Representatives He
must also do battle with Estab-

lished Opinion in the media and
universities Old ways diehard
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The Spy Setbacks
by Rory Costello

Recently, three absorbing
cases with profound implications
for American intelligence have
surfaced They demonstrate that

the talent CIA and FBI personnel
ostensibly have is only too often
channeled into unsavory areas.
The acts of subverted agents,

when indeed they are discovered,
raise a number of doubts about
these agencies This is most
unfortunate: many Americans
already have little confidence in

the covert activities of the CIA.
and their misgivings are fueled
every time a disturbing new reve-

lation is brought forth

Christopher "the Falcon"
Boyce was recently recaptured
by Federal agents after 19 months
on the loose from prison in Cali-

fornia He had been arrested in

early 1977 for peddling CIA spy
satellite secrets to the Soviet

Union Boyce was enthralled by
the glamour of spy exploits and
felt he could move with impunity
through the world of espionage
As a communications clerk with

TRW. Boyce took advantage of

his top security clearance, bring-

ing classified information to the

tune of $76,000 to the Soviet

embassy in Mexico City Eventu-
ally, cockiness led to his discov-

ery. |ust as it brought his escape
to an end Sadly. Boyce was
deceived by his self-image, that

of an indestructible superagent
Broad legal issues have been

raised by the activities of Edwin P
Wilson, an ex-CIA agent who is

charged with shipping 20 tons of

plastic explosives to Libya under
the guise of oil drilling fluid, in

order to circumvent customs
laws Federal investigators also

state that Wilson contracted with
Libyan military leader Qaddafi
to train groups of terrorists on
Libyan soil Wilson's military and

intelligence expertise, gained
while working as a covert opera-
tive, was what Col Qaddafi
needed
The Justice Department is now

reviewing such laws as the

seldom-invoked Logan Act of

1799. which prohibits American
citizens from 'taking actions con-
trary to the foreign policy inter-

ests of the United States " The
Espionage Act of 1917 bars the

transfer of classified information

by government employees, but

training terrorists does not
necessarily entail use of classi-

fied information: also. Wilson had
already left the CIA This is the

real issue before the government-
control of former intelligence and
military officials. It is shocking to

note that Federal investigators

estimate that hundreds of these
former employees are making
their talents and knowledge of

technology available for hire

abroad.

In a final sinister note, the FBI
now believes that a double agent
of 20 years' standing was really

loyal to the Russians all along,

feeding the Americans "disinfor-

mation" His code name was
Fedora, but he was recently iden-

tified (although without FBI con-
firmation) as a Soviet employee at

the U.N named Victor Lessiovski
Some of his claims, which held
fascination for Bureau director J

Edgar Hoover, included confir-

mation of so-caJled defected
KGB agents who could easily

have been more disinformation
operatives, as well as the report

that a copy of the infamous Pen-
tagon papers had made their way
to Russian officials. As a result.

Richard Nixon formed the notor-
ious plumbers unit on national

security grounds Lessiovski has
now retired back home, which
makes the FBI worry all the more

man-about his damaging and
cious reports.

The CIA and FBI are organiza-

tions whose actions are largely

screened from any inquiry,

whether It be that of the American
people or foreign entities The
security net that appears so impe-

netrable, however, is weakened
by the misapplied abilities of

trusted agents. The reverses that

American intelligence has suf-

fered lately may be a signal of

more ominous problems in the

future

American Dream-

Army of the Poor
Continued from Page 3

whether the armed forces, which
we have through our political sys-
tem deemed necessary for Ameri-
can and international defense,
should be filled with the poor and
unskilled, while the wealthier
members evade service by virtue

of their economic situation

Now. I can hear your retort. "A

draft interferes with an individu-

al's natural liberty." you say. Well,

doesn't a law against robbery
interfere with the individual's nat-

ural right to possess what one can
hold? "But wait. " I hear you pro-
test, "in the case of robbery,
someone else is hurl." And a poor
person isn't hurt if he or she must
shoulder our global defense
burden while you study and drink
beer? And what about the free-

dom of the poor person, com-
pelled by financial necessity to

enlist? Red-faced, you stomp
from the room.

But the point is made. When
our society judges that there is a

social need to muster forces for

global security, should a full

wallet be an exemption ticket?

Of course, there are possible

rationales for an army of the poor
One idea is that the armed forces

provide skills training, making
people more productive, thus

benefitting society and the indi-

vidual Well, it our country is

going to run a |Ob-training pro-

gram, then lets do it out front!

There's no need for a hidden
agenda m a democracy The
armed forces have a purpose, and
It isn't to tram air-conditioner

repairmen!

Two more valid arguments
against the draft are that it hurts

the nation economically by draw-
ing young people into areas

where they are less productive

and that draftees are unlikely to

remain in the services For the

first point. It )ust may be that the

values of discipline and determi-

nation, dedication and dependa-
bility, which our armed forces are

supposed to instill in young peo-
ple, may make them more pro-
ductive As for the second point,
at the wretchedly low pay levels
for current "volunteers," were
not faring too well on the re-

enlistment front anyway.

These considerations and the
question of individual liberty do
raise possibly significant olijec-

tions to the draft, but let's not
ignore reality— it is often the prod
of economic need that drives the
hard-working poor into the ser-
vice. At the least. I propose that
this country adopt a draft which
offers the draftee a variety of ser-
vice options, but allows the
shirker to avoid assignment by
signing a paper stating:

"I refuse to participate in these
public service jobs and. there-

fore, will allow a poor volunteer'

to take the place I have so glor-

iously rejected
"

Continued from Page 1

vate college How, then, will Rea-
gans proposed cuts to, or

perhaps elimination of, govern-
ment-guaranteed student loans

affect him? It may very well mean
that he is unable to attend this

college because his parents can-
not afford it. Because of the eco-
nomic status of the individuals

parents, and because of Reagans
cuts to student loans, he may be
denied the education his hard
work earned him. Is this equality
of opportunity?

Yet. those in favor of eliminat-

ing the loans assert that the pro-
gram is abused, that because of

the low interest rate, loans are

secured for investments other
than education To prevent
abuse. Reagan has proposed to

implement a needs test, a maxi-
mum income level As a result,

many students whose income is

over-assessed will be denied the

funds they vitally need. The flaw
in Reagans argument is clear: he
is forgetting that for many the
loan is crucial to the financing of

their education The poor are
paying for the abuse of the sys-
tem by the rich. Cutting of the
Guaranteed Student Loans
simply serves to augment the
already growing disparity
between rich and poor If the poor
are not properly educated, this

disparity can only increase. If it

increases enough, the situation
will be impossible to rectify

Equality of opportunity, that
which makes America demo-
cratic, will be lost.

It IS clear, then, that the best
way to reduce this disparity is to
create an environment in which
every child will have a decent way
of life, a fair chance, and perhaps
even truly equal opportunities It

was with these concepts in mind
(and, of course, the pressing
needs of the Depression) that
programs such as Food Stamps.
Social Security. A.F.D.C. and
welfare were conceived Admit-
tedly, welfare payments in no way
guarantee that a child will work
hard and succeed." but combined
with other factors (i e . three
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meals a day and a decent educa
tion), they will guarantee that the
child has at least a remote chance
of success

By eliminating or severely cut-
ting back these programs, Rea-
gan is eliminating or severely
cutting back this chance. If the
children of the non-rich are virtu-

ally denied this chance, where
then lies equality of opportunity?
Without this equality, where then
lies our democracy?

Proponents of Reagan's policy
argue that although money is

taken from the poor (by reducing
social programs) and given to the
rich (by using the money saved to
cut their taxes), in the long run,
the poor will prosper, because the
money will trickle down' to
them Like Vernon Jordan, I

wonder how the poor, will sur-
vive, let alone get ahead, while the
money is trickling'

Reagan's program is plagued
by an interesting paradox.
Implicit in his belief that the fund-
ing of social programs is not the
role of government is the idea that

these vital charities should be
funded through the private sec-
tor. However, Reagan's tax incen-
tives discourage such contribu-
tions After all, investments in

Money Market Certificates yield a
much higher interest rate than do
donations to the Salvation Army.
Thus Vernon Jordan's question is

left unanswered: how will the
poor survive until the money
'trickles down', if indeed it does?

Reagan leaves one other point

ambiguous: just how are the
poor, particularly the minorities,

supposed to obtain their rightful
political power in the American
system? Clearly this generation
does not have the means to pur-
chase their power, and the next
generations are being denied
access to the necessary means.

With the repudiation of equal
opportunity, with the death of the
American Dream, I foresee the
birth of a new, albeit traditional,

American Aristocracy. The New
Aristocracy will take from the
poor, (their food, their homes,
their education) to profit them-
selves through the clever use of
tax cuts (though Reagan argues
that tax cuts are excrutiatingly
necessary to revitalizing the
American economy . . .).

Worst of all, the goal of the New
Aristocracy is the same as that of
all previous aristocracies: to
maintain power at the expense of
the poor. If the non-rich are
denied access to wealth and to
economic advancement, then the
grip of the Aristocrats, the
"nobly-born", remains unchal-
lenged. Their political control,

purchased at the cost of demo-
cracy, will be complete.

By denying the underprivileged
that which is rightfully theirs

—

equality of opportunity—Reagan
and his henchmen serve as mid-
wives to the birth of an un-
challenged, all-American
Aristocracy.

JOSEPH E. DEVEY
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TONIGHT
LET IT BE LOWENBRAU!

Lowenbrau night at the Log.

Dark and light special.

Discounts and prizes.

WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 30
2nd Nature will perform

an evening of jazz and much more.

Don't forget Monday night

Football on the Big Screen.

Williamstown at Night:
photos by Steve Farley and Sue Doherty
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Students attack non-faculty advisors

College Council members campaign to stop the Reagan Administration's

(Doherty)cuts In student aid.

by Sara Ferris

A proposal that requires

Freshman Faculty Advisers to

be teaching (acuity members
has encountered strong opposi-

tion, especially from the non-

teaching staff, who currently

comprise about 20 percent of

Freshman Advisers.

This recommendation came
from a joint Committee on Edu-

cational Policy-Committee on

Undergraduate Life (CEP-
CUL) student-faculty group
charged with examining the

role of Freshman Advisers.

Although the recommendation
was a product of the two com-
mittess, "Neither committee
would endorse the recommen-
dation," again . . . Their action

was not viewed as final"

Council chews on dining problems
Dining system complaints

dominated the discussion at last

Wednesday's College Council

meeting as members developed

a list of student grievances to

present to Director of Food Ser-

vice Ross Keller.

The long lines in Greylock din-

ing hall prompted Council Pres-

ident Freddy Nathan '83 to

suggest that Sunday brunch be

served at 11 am at some dining

halls. Nathan said that he had

spoken to Keller about stagger-

ing the brunch hours at the var-

ious dining halls on campus, but

"nothing came of it."

According to Nathan, Keller

explained that if brunch opened
one half-hour earlier, dinner on

Sunday would have to be moved
up one half-hour to 4: 30 p.m.

because the kitchen staff works
an 8-hour shift.

The Council formed a com-
mittee to discuss the complaints
and to meet with both Keller and
the Trustees. "However,"
Council Vice-President John
Segal '82 remarked, "I don't

think he (Keller) will really

care. Nothing has any weight

with Ross Keller."

Nathan noted Keller's initial

reluctance to release concrete

figures on the savings made by

the elimination of Row House
dining. Last spring, Keller esti-

mated that between $60,000 and

$100,000 would be saved. In late

April, these projected cuts were
broken down further and
included in the final Gifford

Report. Keller calculated that

an eventual loss of three

employees would produce sav-

ings of $42,000 while reductions

in the commissary staff would
yield $4,000. Reduced waste and
increased efficiency would
reduce costs by $40,000. Savings

on equipment and supplies,

were computed at $20,000,

according to the Gifford Report

.

Todd Krieg '83 questioned if

any savings were realized this

year after the costs of new Food
Service equipment were added.

He pointed to new dining hall

rugs, the LD. system, new

Is "Poaching " Ethical?

cnzi's
COLLEGE BOOK STORE iNC
WIL L I AMSTOWN, MASS 012ft'

f^^^7^ 0UtAe^ ^o^
Amhcx 5

Famous Brand Fashion Outlet

55 Spring St.

Williamstown, Ma.

OPENING
THIS WEEK

Fine clothing and active

sportswear for ladies

and gentlemen.

Mon. - Sat.

10 am - 5:30 pm

orange juice machines, and ner

barbecues for each house.

In other areas, Council Treas-

urer Steve Spears '83 reported

that the Finance Committee is

now considering fund applica-

tions from 41 organizations and
expects six or seven more
requests.

The Council's discussion ot

the Gifford Report was post-

poned until this Wednesday
because the Committee on

Undergraduate Life (CUD
requested "more time for tex-

tual analysis," said Nathan.

The Council also organized a

postcard-writing campaign to

protest proposed cuts in Fed-

eral student financial-aid pro-

grams, particularly the
Guaranteed Student Loan pro-

gram and Pell Grants.

"Williams is just one college

out of many doing this," Nathan
remarked. Council representa-

tives stationed in Baxter last

Thursday and Friday collected

over 400 postcards from
students.

according to Dean Cris
Roosenraad.
Roosenraad remarked, "My

sense of (the argument) is that

by taking this action the College

is making a philosophical state-

ment to freshmen about the

Inseparability of teaching,

research, counseling and day-

to-day administration, which

are all done by faculty. A con-

fusing signal may be given if the

adviser is not a teacher."

Freshmen advisors who are

not teachers dispute the

assumption that teaching
faculty make better advisers.

"Deans, librarians, admis-

sions officers, and other admin-
istrators all have contributions

to make," said Documents
Librarian Nancy Hanssen,
"Anyone who really wants to

put the time and energy into

advising freshmen can do it

well."

Registrar George Howard
added, "If I can't help them, I

certainly can steer them to

someone who can."

Roosenraad said that he
would not implement such a

proposal without "a mandate

from thefaculty." He supported

non-faculty claims that some
staff members are "excellent

advisers." Stuart Crampton,
professor of physics and former

chairman of the CEP, said he
expected that enough faculty

could be recruited to advise all

the freshmen. "It should be pos-

sible to get enough faculty to

serve because it's a part of our
job . . . Faculty members who
have been here longer have a
greater obligation to serve.

They know the College better

and have a little less pressure on
their time."

Roosenraad disagreed, say-

ing "if we used only teaching

faculty, there would not have
been enough." Yet with non-

teaching advisers, "we had a
record number of volunteers . .

.

more than we could efficiently

use."

Crampton, said however, that

he felt "The students have a
right to expect people on the

faculty to serve as Freshman
Advisers ... I don't favor man-
datory advising, but It's a nor-

mal expectation of someone
whose job is to teach."

Chefs stew in kitchens-
Continued from Page i

es also continued over the

summer. "When a general cus-

todian retires, we take someone
out of the room-change pool and
move them into a custodial posi-

tion," commented Director of

the Physical Plant Peter Wela-
netz. "In that way, we've
already lost seven out of nine-

teen original matrons, without

actually firing anyone. It will be
done on an attrition basis until

everyone is gone," he added.

However, Marge Bleau, who
has been employed as a matron
for 11 years, is unhappy with the

phase-out. "I like my work,"
she remarked. "It isn't any-

thing big, but I'm at an age now

when I don't want to be a jani-

tor. I can't shovel snow."
Bleau said that it is the older

women, most of whom became
matrons becuase they wanted
only part-time work, who are
having the greatest difficulty

accepting changes that will

include a 40-hour week and
more strenuous work.

"When you're young, you can
do it," she noted. "We were just

hoping we could be put some-
where without having to do hard
labor. I could never handle Wil-

liams or Sage Halls now."
"The bosses are great, and so

are the kids," said Bleau of her

job. "I guess they just prefer It

without us."

Solidarity or snnorgasbord?
by Howard Shapiro

Saturday, September 19, was
Solidarity Day in Washington.
From around the country trade

unionists and representatives of

interest groups, such as the

National Organization of

Women and the NAACP flocked

to the national mall to protest

President Reagan's domestic
policies. Measured by partici-

pation, the rally was a total suc-

cess; the several hundred
thousand who showed far
exceeded even the most optim-
istic predictions. However, in

other respects, the rally was
disappointing.

The opening march down Con-
stitution Avenue highlighted

most of the major problems.
Every person had an assigned

group, and every group its

proper place in line. Until ever-

ything was exactly as ordered,

nothing could happen. As a

result, while officials in plat-

forms herded marchers into

their preordained places, the

crowd stood in the street for

over an hour. In the absence of

spontaneity, enthusiasm soon
gave way to boredom; sponta-

neity was never present.

The structure of the gather-

ing's political expression also

prevented any meaningful com-
munication between the various

groups. Instead of marching
together as a mass of disaf-

fected citizens and voicing com-

mon concerns stemming from
shared interests, the artificial

barriers erected for purposes of

control not only stripped the

protesters of any autonomy, but

also prevented them from even
perceiving the common thread

running through their demands.
Only the relatively few stu-

dents present, unorganized and
leaderless, were free to drift

from one section of the march to

another, to hear various view-

points, and to exchange Ideas.

As an Isolated statement of

protest, the rally can be deemed
a success. As the beginning to a
popular movement for social

justice and economic demo-
cracy, however, It was Inauspi-

cious.

The Record will run classifieds at 25« per line. Deadlines are 4:00 p.m.

Fridays. Total amount due must accompany this form. Mail or bring in

person to Classifieds. The Wiiiiams Record, Baxter Hall, Williamstown.

Mass. 01267
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I
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Season opener

Ephmen explode

past Panthers

Sophomore fullback Sean Crotty rumbles through the trenches during Williams' 24-7 victory over MIddlebury .

(Farley)

Golfers drive over opponents
by Jim Clark

Freshman Randy Rogers was
medalist with a 77 as the varsity

golf team rolled over Middle-

bury for their third victory of the

season. Friday's match at

Taconic Golf Club topped off a

busy week for the Ephmen that

included victories over R.P.I,

and North Adams State, the

Yale Invitational and qualifying

for the New Englands.
The scores were unusually

high for Williams as Rogers was
the only man below 80. Captain
Greg Jacobson posted an 80 for

his first round above 79 this fall.

Junior Charlie Johnson joined

Jacobson with 80, and sopho-

more Eric Boyden fired 81.

Mike Hennigan, another of the

many freshmen starting this

fall, shot 84. The Williams total

of 402 bested MIddlebury by 23

strokes.

"We're saving our good stuff

for the New Englands this

week," remarked Head Coach
Rudy Goff. "Everybody is hit-

ting the ball real well, and we
could really do a good job."

by Steve Epstein

Paced by two touchdowns by

Micah "Instant Offense" Tay-

lor and stunning defense in key

situations, the Eph football

squad defeated the MIddlebury

Panthers, 24-7, in their season

opener Saturday at Weston

Field.

The key to the game was
strong play by linebackers

Chris Woodworth and Mike
Hawkins, as well as by an inex-

perienced defensive secondary.

The pass rush did the rest, sack-

ing MIddlebury quarterback
Jim Loveys six times. Middle-

bury led in virtually every

category, but could score but

once on the day. Their first pos-

session typified the futility that

would be their trademark all

day long. On their second play

from scrimmage, the Panthers

fumbled setting up a 1-10 for the

Ephs oh the MIddlebury 30.

On the second play from
scrimmage, senior quarterback

Men hooters trip twice
by David Woodworth

Co-captain Brian Daniell '82

knocked in a corner kick by Rob
Kusel '83 to account for Willi-

ams' only goal in a 3-1 loss to

MIddlebury on Saturday. The
defeat was a tough one for the

Ephs, as they had lost to North
Adams State College earlier in

Spikers smash foes
Rallying from behind, the

women's volleyball squad
defeated North Adams State to

wrap up a perfect day for the

Ephs, who had earlier beaten
Boston State at a tri-meet at

North Adams Sunday.
The final match pitted Willi-

ams and North Adams who had
both won their first matches.
The hometown team jumped to

a 7-0 lead in the first game and
coasted to victory.

The turnaround came in the

second game as juniors Lisa

Pepe and Kathteen Gilmore
contributed blazing spokes to

power the offense. Coordinated
teamwork keyed a 15-8 win to

set up a showdown game.
A boisterous crowd helped the

Goalie Finn

Mohawks use their homecourt
advantage to put additional

pressure on the Ephs.
Undaunted, senior Terry
Dancewicz served Williams to

an Insurmountable 10-1 lead.

The Mohawks battled back to

within 12-8, but to no avail.

The win was the Ephs second

of the day to move their record

up to 2-2.

In the opening match of the

tri-meet, Williams rolled over

Boston State which couldn't

handle the Eph offense. Gil-

more and Pepe combined for 15

ace spikes in the three games.
Coach Sue Hudson-Hamblin
was able to play many subs

which should help the team in

the future.

the week, and had sought to

rebound in their home opener.

The opening minutes of the

match found the Williams
defense a bit hesitant and the

offense spotty at best. Unfortu-

nately, this trend was to con-

tinue for most of the game.
Middlebury's first goal came at

11: 18 on a perfect play set up by

an indirect kick. The kick was
taken from the left side of the

field and was crossed to the

right , where Panther back F. W.
Nugent took the ball in full

stride and rammed it home with

a blistering shot. Williams Goal-

keeper Kenny Rhodes '85 did not

have a chance. The fact that the

score remained 1-0 at halftlme

is a tribute to Rhodes, who was
brilliant in the nets all day.

The second half began much
as the first, with the Ephs being

beaten to the ball consistently.

The offense lacked a short pass-

ing game, relying primarily on

long balls to Dave Nasser '83

and Doug McKenney '85. MId-

dlebury got its second score at

54:47, as W. Jamie Hutchins

beat the fullback, forced
Rhodes to come out, then

knocked the ball toward the

Sophomore star scintillates
by Ted Leon

What the National Sports Fes-

tival, held in Syracuse this past

summer, amounts to is a show-
case featuring some of the most
talented and publicized ama-
teur athletes in the country. The
athletes there are top notch,

often world class.

Perhaps it will come as a plea-

sant surprise to hear that, yes,

even Williams was repres-

ented: Dan Finn '84 was chosen

to participate in the hockey
competition of the festival.

Finn, a goalie and the M.V.P. of

last year's successful Williams

Hockey team, was among the 80

players, picked and divided into

(our teams— Midwest, New
England, Great Lakes, and

Central—that played each other

in round-robin competition.

Initially passed up by the New
England team, he was picked up

by the Central squad for whom

he played admirably. Basically

a miscellaneous club drawing
athletes from all over the coun-
try, they entered the tourna-
ment as heavy underdogs, then
shocked everyone and left Syra-
cuse with the silver medal.
Handicapped by being able to

practice as a unit for only a few
days, they defeated both the
New Engjand and Midwest
squads before folding to a pow-
erful Great Lakes team. In the
championship game, a rematch
against undefeated Great
Lakes, they fell short, 5-2.

Finn performed well in the
tournament, sharing time with
one other goalie. He played the
entire second and third games,
giving up five goals and seven
goals, respectively. In those two
games, he had a total of 61 saves
against an explosive collection
of talent.

One of only a fevc players
chosen from Division II schools,

he has no regrets about having

come to tiny Williams, nor does

he still believe he is limited by a

lack of "exposure." Nonethe-

less, this is the same Dan Finn
who signed a letter of Intent to

R.P.I, before opting at the last

moment in favor of Williams.

Ironically, it was the betrayed

R.P.I, coach who, as coach of

the Central team in the festival,

picked Finn up and gave him his

shot.

Essentially considered one of

the outstanding college goalies

in the country simply by being

chosen to participate in the fes-

tival, he seems to have oppor-

tunities ahead in hockey,
although he is very relaxed

about his future. When asked
abut the possibility of going pro
or making the 1984 U.S. Hockey
team, he said, "It would be fun,

I guess", but added, "I didn't

come to Williams to play
hockey."

goal. The shot was a weak one,

but was accidentally deflected

into the net by a Williams back.

Daniell's goal came a bit

more than four minutes later, at

58: 57, and momentarily put the

spark back into the Ephs. The
momentum swung to Williams

as they pressured the Panther

goal. The turning point of the

game occurred when the refe-

ree called a controversial drop
ball. Shortly afterwards, at

75: 10, Co-captain Dana Mitiguy

tallied for MIddlebury, giving

the Panthers what proved to be

an insurmountable lead.

MIddlebury outshot the Ephs,

23-18; Rhodes had nine saves for

Williams while his MIddlebury
counterpart, Bart Lombardi,
had seven.

John Lawler (9 for 18, 95 yds, 2

TDs) hit senior tight end Craig
Overlander for a 14 yard gain

which brought the ball to the

Panther 14 yard line. From
there, the Ephs got to the five,

where the drive apparently

stalled on fourth down. But in a
gutsy call that would be typical

on this day, the Ephs chose to go
for the TD on 4th and 1. Fresh-
man halfback Ted Thomas got

the first down and travelled to

the one, but the Ephs lost yard-

age on the next three plays and
the drive stalled again. Ever the

opportunist. Coach Bob Odell

opted to bring in senior kicker
Rich Coomber to put some
points on the board. Coomber's
22 yard field goal put Williams
in the lead, 3-0.

The Ephs lead held for almost
twenty minutes as both offen-

sive attacks had trouble shifting

into high gear. But when
Lawler's pass to Overlander
was intercepted on the Williams
33 yard line, the potent MIddleb-
ury attack was not to be
thwarted. Loveys found All-

America candidate Ted Virtue
alone in the end zone to give the

Panthers a 7-3 lead.

Explosive offense

But the lead was short-lived,

as the Ephs roared back to take

the halftime lead in an exciting

fashion. The Ephs took the MId-
dlebury kick-off and advanced
to about midfield, mostly
thanks to strong running by
soph, fullback Sean "Buckets"
Crotty (10 rushes, 16 yards).

The drive had apparently
stalled at midfield when a per-

sonal foul penalty gave the Ephs
a 1-10 on the MIddlebury 32 just

0: 38 left in the half. From there,

it only took the Ephs one play to

score, as Lawler found Taylor

open over the middle, and the

NESCAC spring champ did the

rest, breaking a tackle and zip-

Continued on Page 7

Soccer falls to Wesleyan
Breakaway scores on two

occasions gave the visiting Wes-
leyan Cardinals the edge over

the Ephs by a 2-0 margin, in the

women's soccer team match
Saturday.

Coach Leslie Orton continues

to juggle the squad in her

attempts to find the best combi-

nations to get the most from the

team. As the season goes on,

stability gathered from having
regular positions should give

the team more strength.

In the team's season opener,

the Ephs made a strong show in

defeating Skidmore, 3-0, last

Wednesday. A number of pre-

season injuries hampered the

team and poor weather made
the game even more of a chal-

lenge for both sides. Returning
upperclassmen were aided by
the play of some impressive
freshmen. Junior Becky Baugh
scored twice for Williams and
Freshman Debbie Wickenden
tallied the third score.

Following Wednesday's
game, Co-captain Amy Wilbur
praised the entire team's over-

all improvement in skills since

last season.

The squad's record now
stands at 1-1 with their next
game against the Panthers of

MIddlebury tomorrow.

1 1 1
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Library

reserves

stacks
by Collin Harris

Reserve room desk workers are

spending more time in the

stacks and students are waiting

longer at the desk as a result of a
new policy prohibiting students

from entering the reserve
stacks. Access had previously

been restricted only during
exam periods.

Under the new reserve room
policy, students must give the

name of any books or records
they want to reserve room
aides, who then get the
requested materials from the

shelves.

According to Lawrence
Wikander, head librarian at

Sawyer, the problem with
allowing students direct access
to the stacks was that "many
students would take books with-

out checking them out, and
when the books were no longer

useful, the student would bring
them back."
At one point, library officials

had considered installing an
electronic detection system.
"That would have made the

library a police state," said

Wikander. "We didn't want
that; it was more a problem of

intellectual deprivation than a
theft problem. If a student has a
booh out, his classmates simply
can't get to It."

Reserve room supervisor
Judy Jones said that there have
been few complaints about the

new reserve policy and thinks

that "because it's working, it

may be permanent." She added
that "a large majority of college

reserve rooms are closed."

A student worker at the

reserve desk, who wished to

remain anonymous, character-
ized the closing as "a pain in the

neck, for both the student and
the worker." Even so, she said,

"It's necessary. If the books are
being stolen, then you have to

close it (the reserve room)."

Peter Mmusi, Botswanan Minister of Finance and Development Plan-
ning, signed a formal agreement yesterday in the President's House that

entrusts Williams to recruit specialists in economic and political affairs

to serve as consultants to the government of Botswana. (Farley)

Special dinners
make Wms. debut

by Jeffrey H. Brainard

"Special dinners" have
replaced guest meals this year
as a concession to the seating

squeeze caused by the elimina-

tion of Row House dining, to

help effect the Gifford Com-
mittee's recommendation that

guest meals be "reconstituted

as the student-faculty occasions
they were originally intended to

be."

Guest meals were formal, sit-

down dinners served to house or

entry members and their guests
at least twice a semester. The
new "special dinners" will be
limited to one per semester for

each entry or house, and the

total number of students being
served may not exceed the

number of actual house
residents.

Space Limitations
Student guests may be invited

only to fill empty slots left by
house residents who decline to

attend. However, there is no
limit for faculty guests, who
may attend at no cost to the
house.

"The number of participants

allowed is dictated by available

Keller refutes criticism
by Philip Busch

Director of Food Service Ross
Keller vigorously defended
recent changes in dining policy
at last Tuesday's meeting of the
College Council Food Service
Committee.
Keller responded to a list of

questions proposed by Council

President Freddy Nathan and
others. He first asserted that the

question of whether the pro-

jected $104,000 annual saving
from the elimination of Row
House dining warranted its

elimination was a question for

the Gifford Committee, rather

than for Food Service. He also

defended $104,000 as a correct

figure for savings.

In response to complaints that

lines at Greylooic have become
"outrageously long," Keller

said that their length "hasn't
reached the levels of a few years
ago. We've been having 6()0 stu-

dents. Greylock has 300 seats, so

that fits our estimated 'tur-

nover' of two diners per seat.

These lines are longer than

usual, but then again they

always are at the beginning of

the year, when student's sche-

dules haven't been worked out

yet. I haven't stood longer than

nine minutes in any line."

Keller admitted a special

problem exists with brunch
lines, especially at Baxter. He
noted the proliferation of

brunch items in recent years,

especially labor-intensive ones

by Peter Nicliolas

"I may get my head handed to me tonight by
some young people here, but to me that's a better

way to start a campaign than giving a speech in

some stuffy hotel room in Worcester," said John
W. Sears, Boston City Councilman announced his

Republical candidacy for the Governorship of

Massachusetts last Thursday night at Dodd
House.

Sears maintained that the corrupt practices of

political "wheeler-dealers and sharks" would be
the theme of his campaign. He referred to "a
certain Williams alumnus from the Class of '52,"

Sears declares for Governor
Boston Mayor Kevin White, as "a person who
does not care abut solving problems—who is

preoccupied with peripheral, superficial mat-
ters. The mechanism for change," said Sears, "is

the Republican Party."

According to the Boston Globe, Sears made his

formal announcement earlier Thursday at

Faneull Hall in Boston, proclaiming "something
is rotten is Massachusetts." He joins Massachu-
setts Lieutenant Governor Thomas P. O'Neill III,

a Democrat, and Independent candidate Francis
P. Rich of Saugus in the gubernatorial race.

Sears said he chose Williams as the site of his

address to demonstrate his concern with the prob-

lems of Berkshire County. He cited the failing

economic and the poor transportation system of

the Berkshlres as symptoms of policies which cut

the area off from the rest of the state.

Profession to be part of the "Reagan revolu-

tion," Sears called for the restoration of federal-

ism and revltallzatlon of the private sector. He

described Dodd House as a symbols of the poten-

tial effectiveness of local government: :
' 'The Col-

lege has adopted this building, has taken a

beautiful large number of students. We can res-

tore accountability and responsibility, and let

local government work better. That's the chal-

lenge I am willing to work with you to undertake."

Amy Ferguson '82, an employee in the Sears

campaign last summer, organized the gathering

at Dodd House^

John Sear* announced his candidacy lor Governor of

MattachuMltt at an election rally in Dodd Houie
Thursday night. (Farley)

such as pancakes and eggs
cooked to order, as one reason.

Nathan suggested an 11:00

a.m. opening for brunch at Bax-
ter, or staggered hours in the

dining halls. Keller claimed
that a mandated eight-hour

shift for workers and the heavy
workload of dining hall person-

nel made this impossible. He did

agree, however, to extend the

hours of continental breakfast

at Baxter from a 9: 00 a.m. clos-

ing to 9: 30 a.m., to relieve some
of the pressure.

Food Quality Questioned

While admitting that the qual-

ity of food has improved since

the first week of school, several

Committee memljers questi-

oned the overall quality of din-

ing this year. "There's no item
every student likes," said

Keller. "They have to tell Food
Service what they want. We wel-

come ideas; we need them all

the time ... we make up sam-
ples of items suggested. We had
one sweet potato pie that was
not worth putting on the menu, I

can tell you that."

Keller agreed to make raisin

bread more often. The reason

commercial raisin bread disap-

peared from the menu last year
was Its rise in price to $1.25 a

loaf, he said. English muffins

will also now be offered at con-

tinental breakfast, said Keller,

although the meal was "not

designed as an attraction, but as

a service."

"The Doghouse will be open
sooner than last year," Keller

promised. "I can't say how
long, but certainly no later than

October 23rd."

"Contrary to Mr. John Segal,

Ross Keller does a great many
things for students," he said

with some heat.

Computer Costs

Keller predicted a $20,000-

40,000 annual savings due to the

Continued on Page 8

space," explained Director of

Food Service Ross Keller.
"There's still a considerable
amount of leeway, because not

everyone in each house is

always interested in attending.
At Bryant House's recent spe-

cial dinner, 78 persons signed
up, but only 68 came, including
faculty guests."

Jay Hellmuth '82 said that the
house asked guests from other
houses as well as several
faculty because Bryant used a
sign-up sheet to determine how
many open slots were available.

Keller explained that the

elimination of Row House din-

ing was the major reason for the

reduction in the number of

dinners offered and the change
in the guest policy. The seating
squeeze will make it harder for

Food Service to schedule spe-

cial dinners, Keller said, hence
the reduction to one scheduled
dinner per semester.

More for More
However, additional special

dinners may be scheduled by
any house, subject to availabil-

ity of space, at a cost per serv-

ing of $2 for a chicken entree, $3

for seafood, and $4 for steak.

"The additional charge cov-

ers the incremental cost to Food
Service beyond the normal
board plan dinner cost,"
explained Assistant Director of

Food Service James Hodgkins.

"It's a real effort for us to offer

special dinners. The varied

menu is costly. We simply can't

afford to have the same arran-

gement as last year."
"The people in my house are

annoyed with the prospect of

paying for a second guest
meal," commented Spencer-
Brooks house president William
Grous '82. "The rates are pretty

exorbitant for a dinner that isn't

much better than the regular

meal plan.

The change in policy also

reflects the administration's

desire to re-direct the emphasis
of guest meal back to its tradi-

tional form.

"The concept of the guest

meal has withered away in

recent years," said Dean Daniel

O'Connor. "It was originally

intended to give students the

o.pportunity to entertain
faculty, but in recent years stu-

dents only invited other stu-

dents. Not that that was bad, but

you can meet your friends for

dinner anytime. The word
'guest' Implies someone you
would not normally invite."

Continued on Page 7
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Reaping the benefits
As the Finance Committee considers the 1981-82 budget, it should

carefully examine the outside funding of student organizations.

Some organizations have raised large sums of money through dues,
and use these funds almost solely for private activities. At the same
time, they expect supplementary College Council funding to meet their

operating costs.

A prime example is this year's request the women's rugby club. It

applied for $1035 in operating expenses, while raising an additional $1000

in dues—80 percent of it is allocated for banquets.

While eliminating banquets would be unfair, it is reasonable to ask

the club to cover a greater portion of its operating expenses with the

money it raises.

Groups that raise money on their own should direct more of these

funds toward their operating costs. They would gain increased auto-

nomy from the whims of College Council.

Students would also gain. These released funds would improve cur-

rent offerings and promote a variety of new acti\'ities. The Finance

Committee is obligated to reap the greatest benefit from all available

funds.

TANGENTS by Grodzins

yooVE HoTTEVERyX
Soy m TVtE CJORUD \
HA'S tRx-ble: getting

)

A GiR\- ScyAETVAE^y

Quit tile Gouging TIEICS-ILIEinriElCS-LIET
Tvvo weeks ago Middlebury students paid the full S4 admission price

to watch their football team battlp the Ephmen at Weston Field. After

the 3-hour drive from Vermont, and braving the threat of rain, those

students deserved better than to be socked with the full admission price.

Football, men's hockey and basketball are the only College sports

that charge admission to their events. Howe\'er, revenues from visiting

students are a small portion of the gate receipts that eventually go into

the overall College general fund. Why then should a few extra bucks
spoil the spirit of home team hospitality?

Presently, the College has reciprocal agreements with only

Amherst, Wesleyan and Bowdoin. The quadrangle arrangement pro-

vides free admittance to athletic contests for visiting students with ID's.

The Athletic Department should expand this agreement to include at

least Middlebury, Trinity and Tufts.

WY\et\ Xhey travel here for footbaU later this fall, Amherst and Bow-
doin students will be covered by the plan. Athletic Director Robert Peck
should ensure that Tufts students have the same pri\-ilege for the game
October 24. If Peck cannot reach a reciprocal agreement with Tufts, he

should at least institute a half-price ticket for the visiting students.

Hockey and basketball seasons are only a few months away. Setting
up reciprocal agreements with other athletic departments should take
no more than a few phone calls. The number for Tufts should be at the top
of Peck's list.

All fired up
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Men invade women's schools

October 6, 1981 WILLIAMS RECORD ENTERTAINMENT

by Ron Issen

Twenty years ago. when "Wil-
liams men were men, " and
women were scarce, weekend
fun centered around either-

in\'iting up (or more likely road-

tripping down to see) women at

neighboring schools. Williams
was a different place then.

Some would say that the winters
were longer, the academics
harder, and the sex rarer. Some
would say that that still holds

true today.

But this isn't a story about life

in the Freshman Quad. Rather,

as Williams enters its second
decade of coeducation, it does
us well to look at those schools

who came to coeducation from
the other side of the road;

namely, Skidmore, Vassar and
Connecticut Colleges.

Vassar, Skidmore and Con-

necticut Colleges were founded

in 1861, 1911 and 1911, respec-

tively, to provide women with

an education equivalent to that

available to men. Yet in the late

'60s and early '70s, these

schools, like many of their male
counterparts, had also decided

that the time had come for coed-

ucation and have since, with

varying success, admitted men
to their once all-female
campuses.

Men in the minority
Despite the efforts of each

school's admissions depart-
ments, men are still in the

minority at all three schools.

The closest ratio exists at Vas-
sar where the number is

approximately 3:2. Connecti-
cut's ratio is 1.7.1, while Skid-
more's is around 3:1.

Although, as one student put
it, the heyday of the ' 'Wesson Oil

Club" at Vassar is long sinc^
past, Vassar men stilt Viave to
put up with what is often a some-
what negative image. The fam-
ous "Oh" that Williams
students are so well familiar
with (Williams and Mary? No?
Williams in Massachusetts? Oh.
That's nice.) is well known to

men at Vassar also, but with a
twist. "You go to Vassar? Oh.
(raised eyebrow) That's nice."

As with their counterparts at

Skidmore and Connecticut, not
all alumnae are entirely
pleased with coeducation, long-

ing for the days when "girls

were taught to be ladies" and
the only men on campus during
the week were professors and

Tuborg Gold

8.59/case and
2.20/six

Principato

Imported from Italy

Medium dry white wine

with a distinct apple taste

4.75/1.5 liter bottle

drunken Dartmouth and Willi-

ams men too hung over to find

their ways home just yet.

At Vassar particularly, men
have to contend with the rem-
nants of a past that makes the

atmosphere at times more of a

women's school that happens to

have men, than of a school that

is completely coeducational.

The lack of urinals in most
washrooms is an appropriate
twist to the extra ones that

women at Williams seem to

have lying around ("What's it

for, Phyllis?" "I don't know.
Maybe it's a planter or some-
thing.").

Vassar traditions

Vassar's colors of pink and

gray, symbolizing the bloom of

women's rights in the gray of

male society, seem rather inap-

propriate with coeducation. In

addition, such Vassar traditions

as the "Daisy Chain" (when
selected female undergradu-
ates dressed in white gowns
march behind the seniors at

convocation) and "serenading"
(when, starting at one house

and going to the others, each in

turn has its praises sung, culmi-

nating in a song contest in front

of the President's house) have
with only varying success been
made coeducational. Although
incorporating men into sere-

nading wasn't too difficult (all

men live in co-ed housing), the

new tradition of having men
dressed in white as ushers in the

Daisy Chain has gone over
rather less well.

And what of the men at these

schools? Vassar men, in partic-

ular, often have to contend with
what many feel is a largely

undeserved reputation of homo-
sexuality. As one student
explained, this reputation is due
mostly to the admittedly large

numbers of gay males who did

initially matriculate when Vas-
sar first went co-ed. Yet, as one
Skidmore co-ed described it,

men on campus are viewed bas-

ically from one of two perspec-

tives. Half are viewed as

"artsy" and thus, somewhat
suspect (from the women's
view ) , or they are considered as

being at school for basically the

same reasons that their fathers

roadtripped there and, thus, are
equally suspect.

Male-female relationships

As far as male-female rela-

tionships go, by and large all

three campuses seem to have
more O.D.A. (open displays of

affection) than is found at

Williams—a fact that should
please both Mills House and

those mysterious "Boys from
Colgate." In the words of -one

male at Connecticut, "1 think

I'm the luckiest guy In the

world."

But the inequality in male-

female ratios leads to complica-

tions. Although Connecticut is

somewhat exempt, both Vassar

and Skidmore are still heavily

"into roadtripping." Men from
Dartmouth, Hamilton, Union,

West Point, Colgate (those mys-
terious "Boys" again! ) and
other schools regularly make
the weekend trek in search of

companionship and depravity.

This leads, quite obviously, to

some tension. Although the men
to whom I spoke seemed to har-

bor only minor resentment at

this influx of migrant males,

women's reactions varied. At
least some seem to prefer the Hi

I'm Six Feet Two, Lift Weights,

Build Cars and Have No Sense
of Humor—type male who
swoops down from the hinter-

lands of Dartmouth or the was-
telands of West Point to the

more artsy-type male
Connecticut's success

By all apparent standards,
Connecticut seems to have been
most successful with coeduca-
tion to date. Connecticut's lack

of membership in the seven sis-

ters, and the surprising suc-

cesses of its male sports teams,
seem to have, in their own ways,
made the transition somewhat
smoother than at Skidmore and
Vassar. Insofar as masculinity,
correctly or not, is often asso-

ciated with achievement in

sports, the success of Connecti-

cut's male teams has helped to

lower some of the raised eye-

brows that, sny, a Vassar soccer
player might receive when he
plays Dartmouth. As of yet,

none of the three schools have a

football team.
Remembering the old days

brings a tear to the eyes of many
Williams alumni. Stories of

roadtripping to Skidmore can
still be heard at the tables of the

Williams Club in New York,

with supposedly a frat man
from Zeta Psi holding the

record of 45 minutes from Willi-

ams to in bed with a girl at Skid-
more (won in the dead of winter
through the ingenuity of taking
the shortcut of driving over the
frozen lake instead of around
it). The large numbers of Willi-

ams - Smith, Mt. Holyoke, Vas-
sar and Skidmore couples is

also a testament to this past.

Yet with football or not, a new
era has been embarked upon;

an era where a Williams man
can be seen playing something
other than merely "indoor
sports" on the fields of Vassar,
Skidmore and Connecticut.

Students trained to give sex advice
by Donna Imbesi

Everyone Icnows that Peer
Health is responsible for fresh-

men entry "sex talks," and
many know that Peer Health
provides counseling for stu-

dents, but few know about the

training and preparation
required to become a Peer
Health counselor.

Prospective Peer Health
counselors undergo a rigorous
training program, two hours
every Sunday night for eight

weeks. Kevin Hirsch '82, the

Peer Health coordinator,
teaches. He is certified in Fam-
ily Planning by Emory Univer-
sity in Atlanta.

The program is divided into

two sections. The first section is

technical training on contracep-
tives, sexually transmitted dis-

eases, and abortion. The second
section is training in emotional,

pregnancy, and abortion coun-

NEW CUTOUT AND SALE LP's

Who ' Meaty. Beaty, Big & Bouncy" $3.99

XTC "Drums & Wires" 4.49

Martha & the Muffins 4.49

Mike Oldfield "Tubular Bells" 4.49

Roxy Music "Flesh & Blood" 3.39

Rolling Stones "It's Only Rock & Roll 5.49

y\ainY more—
Limited quantities on some

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY RECORDS
131 Water Street - 458-5229 Open 10-6

seling. New this year is a
condensed refresher course for
previously trained counselors.
Hirsch has instituted this and
other changes so that counse-
lors are "completely competent
and up-to-date."

Since Peer Health is a student
service for students, the train-

ing program is designed accord-
ingly. Technical training aims
at making counselors factually

competent, so that they not only
know the facts, but are able to

tell students what the facts

mean. This is important,
because for most students,
reproductive health care is new.
Counseling training teaches

standard counseling tech-
niques, and consists largely of

role-playing exercises. These
exercises, utilizing videotape in

order for trainees to see how
they come across in the counsel-
ing situation, simulate counsel-
ing situations so that trainees
may become comfortable and
confident through practice.
Hirsch points out that counse-
lors must project confidence
and concern in order to be
effective.

One area given particular

attention is stress-related coun-

seling. Williams students are
under a lot of pressure, both
internal including academic
pressure to perform and pro-

duce, frustrated by increased

tuition and a shortened exam
schedule, as well as social

pressures—and external-
family problems, financial con-

cerns, and career indecision.

Although students usually have
high tolerance thresholds for

stress, these limits are often

exceeded.

Counselor trainees are
alerted to these stresses, and
taught ways in which they may
help students to deal with them.

An important aspect of coun-

seling training is teaching how
to be a good listener. Counselor

trainees learn to be patient and
ask questions that will help the

student counselee think through

personal situations, feelings,

and concerns. The counselor

acts, as a sounding board, to

prod the student to self-

examination. The counselor
trainee also learns to be a guide

to direct students to other coun-

selling options available.

Rt. 2 Williamstown
458-8686

• Did tonight's dinner in the

cafeteria not quite make it?

• Are you hungry but too

tired to go out?

• Is it Monday night football

and you have the Munchies?

WE DELIVER 7-11 p.m.

Freshman Revue raises curtain on Friday
by Marc de la Bruyere

Somewhere off the coast of

New Brunswick, on an Island

connected to civilization only by

the monthly passage of a Labra-

dor bound tramp freighter, in

the warm Interior of a weather
beaten lighthouse, sitting in a

creaking, pine rocking chair

with a kerosene lamp as the sole

source of light, a Williams alum
of the Class of 1913 sits, unfold-

ing the program of his Fresh-

man Revue and reliving his

youth.

Although the existence of this

hardy gentleman is yet to be

confirmed, there is no doubt to

those who have participated in a

Revue, that few memories hold

a fonder place. While they may
go on to play Hamlet for the

Royal Shakespeare Company,
create the great American Mus-

ical, or revolutionize theatrical

design, Revue-ers never forget

the planks of Jesup where they

first tasted the thrill of Williams

theatre.

The memories probably
would not be what they are if the

show was not a challenge to pro-

duce. In addition to the usual

difficulties such as producing it

in only four weeks, this year's

production. And Now I am Two,
is an ambitious compilation of

scenes by Woody Allen, Thorn-
ton Wilder, other great Ameri-
can playwrights, and by Dean
Grodzins '83 treating the prob-

lem of relations between the

sexes.

In typical Revue fashion, the

production is not a cohesive
story, but a collage of vignettes

treating the problem of rela-

tions between the sexes.

Director Ethan Berman '83,

an alumnus of the 1979 Revue,
Zoo ! said " I was spurred to do it

because I felt that while Willi-

ams does a fine job of educating
us, our social education makes
the Law of the Jungle look like a

Disney flick."

Berman described the princi-

pal difficulties as "putting
together a show from scenes
that were not meant to be put

together, and producing a result

that was honest while at the

same time preserving the sensi-

bilities of parents."

He insisted that the Revue
was not going to be a serious

drama, but would concentrate

on illuminating some of the

absurdities of life by bringing

up funny situations that are not

far from the truth.

What makes the Revue spe-

cial, and will come Into promi-

nence opening night, is that it is

the unveiling of a good part of

the new talent contained within

the Incoming class . Next Thurs-

day sixteen freshmen, just one
month ago complete strangers

to each other, will make the

opening artistic statement of

their class.

But the Revue is much more
than that; Cast member
Kimerer LaMothe '85 summar-
ized what it means to be in the

Revue when she said, "It is

much more of a fun show than

serious drama, and it is the kind

of show that really helped me
get adjusted to the school,

become involved, make
friends; I know that when I look

back it will be great."

The Revue will be performed

on Thursday, Friday and Satur-

day at 8: 00 p.m. in Jesup, and at

2:00 p.m. on Sunday. Tickets

are available for purchase or

pick up at the AMT box office

from noon to five until Friday.

Cast members go through their lines In a rehearsal for this year's Freshman
Revue, which opens Friday at Jesup. (Farley)

Trio opens season

Bromberg pleases audience
by Martha Piatt

Last Saturday night Artie

Traum and David Bromberg
entertained a warm and recep-

tive Williams audience in

Chapin Hall.

Traum opened the evening

with some speedy guitar licks

before proceeding to his first

number, "Homerun Kid," a

song celebrating the achieve-

ments of a young ballplayer who
wins the game in the bottom of

the ninth. Most of Traum's
songs were in a similar vein,
depicting scenes from Ameri-
cana laced with a mythical
quality. The young homerun hit-

ter, for example, is compared to

Babe Ruth and the homerun ball

to a UFO. Traum's voice wea-

kened occasionally and went
sharp at the end of phrases, but

instead of detracting from his

performance, this added a rus-

tic, bluesy quality quite apropos

to the idiom. His dexterity on

acoustic guitar provided more
than enough polish for his act.

After a brief Intermission,

David Bromberg appeared on

stage with his quartet. As was
the case with Traum, no electric

instruments were used
(although there was a tap on

Nancy Bromberg's bass gui-

tar), so there was a noticeable

absence of equipment and mod-
ern technology on stage. This

gave the concert a casual.

homey ambiance and allowed

the wood panelling and carving
around the hall to be brought out

by the lighting.

The personnel in the group
included Jeff Wiser on fiddle

and doubling on mandolin. Gene
Johnson on mandolin, David
Bromberg on acoustic guitar
and mandolin, and Bromberg's
wife Nancy on bass.

From the opening chord to the
closing bars of the second
encore it was apparent that
these were real musicians,
genuine masters of their instru-

ments and their craft. Without
any musical or physical props to

hide behind, the band was on
open display. It was both excit-

ing and relaxing to watch a band
with so much control over their

instruments and so much
energy for the music they
played.

Bromberg's choice of songs
ranged from uptempo numbers
ideal for picking and fiddling

displays, to the sweet, melan-
cholic ballads and blues selec-

tions. Bromberg was naturally

featured in a solo capacity quite
often, and was alone on stage for

his hallmark "Travelln' Man."
He has a very effective style of

bending notes In dramatic situa-

tions, and picking with wild

alacrity at other times. Mandol-
ins were in abundance and all

three soloists played them

together several times, but the

accolades go to Gene Johnson

for his very Intricate, dazzling

solos on that instrument. Wiser

was no less adapt on his fiddle

and treated the audience to very

fast finger and bowing work..

Wearing jeans and long-

sleeved Western-styled shirts,

the three gentlemen dominated
the soloing scene while Nancy
Bromberg backed up solidly on
vocal and very steady bass
playing. The three- and four-

part harmony parts were reson-

ant and right on target
intonation-wise, and gave a feel-

ing of power that amplification
alone could not provide. This
was particularly noticeable on
the final song of the evening, a
solemn discussion of the adage,
"A man should never gamble
more than he can stand to lose"

with Bromberg singing the lead

while the others provided the

backing harmonies.

by Greg Capaldini

It was an unusually light pro-

gram Friday night at B-R Hall

as the Williams Trio played its

first recital of the year. Trio

members Julius Hegyi (violin),

Douglas Moore (cello), and
Paula Ennis-Dwyer (piano),

music faculty members all,

again picked works that are

scarcely overplayed, but this

time avoided the requisite

academic-contemporary selec-

tion to which the typical reac-

tion is a dazed "That was
interesting."

This time, in fact, they made a

rare excursion into the Classi-

cal Era, with Beethoven's
"Kakadu" Variations.Written
at a time when variations were
more of an analytical than
expressionistic venture, the
work uses a popular opera tune
of the time. The Trio made more
of the brooding introduction
than they did ol the sprightly

variations. Ennis-Dwyer could
have seemed more secure in

some of her fast-note passages.
Those who like Slavic folk

music would best appreciate
Dvorak's "Dumky" Trio. Using
a rather free form, the com-
poser quotes many native

tunes, set in comparatively
rough Instrumental textures.

Musicians are generally wary
of Dvorak's tricky string writ-

Welcome to Williams!

Free Plant! with $5.00 purchase

and this ad.
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HARVARD BUSINESS SCHOOL

MBA PROGRAM

An Admissions Representative from
Harvard Graduate School

of Business Administration

will be on campus

October 9

to meet with students interested in

the two-year MBA Program

Contact the

Career Planning and Placement Center
for more details and to sign up for

an information session.

Harvard Bu.sincss .School is committed to

the principal of equal educational opportunity.

ing, and for Hegyi and Moore, it

seemed taxing to keep things

moving. It is easy to treat this

music superficially (typical

gripe about Dvorak conduc-

tors), and in this performance,

a certain sameness of approach

to all the various sections was
the rule. On the other hand, the

audience responded quite

enthusiastically, and there is

always something to be said for

that.

But the evening's most suc-

cessful reading in terms of real-

ization of the composer's
intentions, was that of the Trio

#2 by Shostakovich. The texture

here is rather transparent,

making it is easy to hear what

each individual instrument is

playing. The Williams Trio was
unfazed by such difficulties as

the cello part floating in an
obnoxiously high range, and it

responded perfectly to all the
composer' s Yiumovous devices -

irony without vulgarity.

If you missed the recital

(most of you did), the Trio will

pi-esent part of their program
again Saturday afternoon, this

time with commentary.

CLASSIFIEDS
UPS Mailing,

Mole Hole.

8:30-1:30. The

BABYSITTERS NEEDED. Any
student who is interested in bab-
ysitting for the children of Willi-

ams College employees should
telephone Debbi Wilson, M-F
from 12:30 PM to 4:30 PM at

2376.

SURPLUS JEEPS, cars and

trucks available. Many sell

under $200, Call 312-742-1143.

Ext. 5924, for information on

how to purchase.

HELP WANTED. Work in your

own home. Send work tiistory,

name, address, and phone
number to: Ivlike. P.O. Box 68,

Water Vliet, Ivlichigan 49098.

George: I love you — S & M

Joan: I know you're upset

about the girl in the towel, but

even cousins have to stiower

sometime So what if she's

from Smith? Don't leave me
like this. S. F. I.

WANTED- Qualified folk gui-

tar teacher Contact Julia

Geniesse at #2844: Box 1182.

WANTED: Life models for life

drawmg class. No experience

necessary $5,00/tir Call

Laurie Bolton 8-3912 or SU
2124

Senior thinking of bicycling

cross country summer of 82 is

looking for a partner Inter-

ested? Drop a note in SU 2354.
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illiams ethos endangered by Banevicius

liy Jeffrey Lissaok

Change. It's a vital part of

life in the "real world," and
it's become an increasingly

familiar fact of life to Williams

students during the past year.

Changes ranging from obvious

ones in physical structure, like

the elimination of Row House
dining, to more subtle changes

in attitude, exemplified by the

Deans' banning of waterfights

in the Freshman Quad this

fall, have many students, par-

ticularly upperclassmen, con-

cerned and upset.

That concern is not shared

b>' many underclassmen, who
can't remember what Willi-

ams was like before these

changes; nor is it shared by

many faculty or alumni, who
can recall much wider reach-

ing (and therefore apparently

more significant) changes.
This lack of concern stems

from a failure to recognize

that the sum of decisions made
around here in the past year

represents a threat to the Wil-

liams "atmosphere"— the

small, intimate, informal,

friendly ethos which ideally

both affects and is a result of

everything that goes on here.

One reason why it ma,\' be
hard to consider student com-
plaints about these changes
(moi-e seriously) is the quan-
tity and constancy of com-
plaining on this campus. "I've

got too much work to do!"
"Why does it always seem to

rain just when I've got free

time?" "I've got tofindmyself
a girlfriendl "...
"Bitching" is probably one

of the most reliable parts of

life at Williams, along with

such other "b" words as books
and beer. Still, the steadiness

of student complaints should

not dull one's ear to their

validity.

What kinds of complaints

am I talking about? To men-
tion onl>' a few: the elimina-

tion of Row House dining, with

its as yet undetermined effects

on Row House unity and its

impact on Greylock dining;

the initiation of the computer-
ized ID system; the banning of

animals from campus. All of

the complaints center around
a fear that Williams is losing

the atmosphere which has in

the past made it special.

One could object that Wil-

liams has gone through major
changes before, such as clos-

ing the fraternities, and both

MOON
CHILD
LEATHER

J((J

458-5898

THE
JEWELERS

SUN

\f you Love the

Smell of Leather and jf^

the Gleam of Fine Jewelry

A Wide Selection of

Brass Earrings

Belts and Wallets

Sheepskin Rugs

I 5 Water St., Williamstown, Mass.

Tues.Sun. 1 a.m.- 5 p.m. 458-3270

CONCERNED WITH FASHION.

FIT AND QUALITY

the school and its atmosphere
survived, and in the eyes of

many, improved. In a sense,

that's just the point. Everyone
realizes the potential impact

of a decision of that magni-

tude, and so it isn't imple-

mented until much study and
input by all has taken place.

Each decision, such as the

current proposal to close fire-

places, looks like a wise move
if considered by itself. There's

not much doubt that money
could be saved. But when
added to the rest of the deci-

sions of the very recent past,

its potential costs become
much higher, chipping away
further at Williams' strengths.

Isolated decisions made to

save money may result in a

much larger, unwanted
outcome—the threatening of

the "Mark Hopkins and the

Log" ideal, which a year long

study group, the Committee on
the 80's, considered to be the

defining characteristic of

Williams.

The very existence of that

committee two years ago
attests to Williams' desire to

plan big changes, rather than
simply letting them happen.
But planning once a decade
isn't enough. Everyone at Wil-

liams needs to remember to

step back from the particular

decision they're involved in to

see how it fits into the "big pic-

ture." Change is most produc-

tive when it is determined by
considering all the potential

costs and benefits.

Most people come to Willi-

ams largely because of its aca-

demic reputation; yet that is a

strength which can be found at

several other schools. Choos-
ing Williams is ultimately a
matter of selecting the quali-

ties which make it unique—
that small informal, friendly

atmosphere which forms the

basis for so much of what we
learn here.

Taking that atmosphere for

granted is a risk that none of us
can afford.
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An exhibition of the works of IHenri de Toulouse Lautrec will be on view

through November 1 at the Sterling and Franclne Clark Art Institute.

Seclected from the Institute's extensive holdings of Lautrec's grphic works,

it will include this color lithograph, FEMME AU LIT, PROFIL LAU PETIT
LEVER

• \̂IPirS- AKTS-AKTS-AKTS
B.S.U. Film Series

Tonight (Tuesday) at 7:30

p.m. in the Bronfman Audito-

rium, the Williams Black Stu-

dent Union will present the third

film in its five part series. A
Hero Ain't Nothin' But a Sand-

wich concerns a black family's

struggle to cope with the prob-

lem of childhood drug addiction.

There will be a discussion after-

wards, moderated by Prof.

Carol Marks.

Art Film

On Friday, Oct. 9, the Clark
will show the first of a ten-film

series depicting Romantic and
Classical tendencies in 19th cen-

tury art. Friday's film, The
Romantic Rebellion, will be
shown at 1: 00 p.m. at the Clark
and will be repeated on Sunday

^
DUE TO THE OVERWHELMINO RESPONSE

ANOTHER SECTION OF

"BASIC 35 MM TECHNIQUES"
WILL BEGIN WED., OCT. 7lh, 7-9:30 PM
RMcrvatleiM ain4 a 4*poalt will b* r«^ulr«4

s Mating It llinlt«4.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL
Mon -Sal 9 30-5 30 4 Walei Street WilNamstown

at 3: 00, A 50C donation will be
collected.

Berkshire Symphony
The Berkshire Symphony

opens its 1981 season on Friday,

October 9 at 8: 30 p.m. in Chapin
Hall. The Program will include

Variations on a Theme of Pafa-

nini by Boris Blacher, Andante
& Rondo Ongarese by Wet)er

with Stephen Walt, basoon,

Benevenuto Cellini Overture by
Berlioz, and Symphony No. 8 in

G major by Dvorak. Admission
is $2.50 at the door; free to Willi-

ams I.D. holders.

Williams Trio

On Saturday, Oct. 10, the Wil-

liams Trio will perform a short

concert with comments on the

program. The concert, which
begins at 3:30 p.m. in Brooks
Rogers Recital Hall, is free and
open to the public.

fI|e <JffloIe ^ole

UNIQUE GIFTS
for all

family members

118 Water Street Open 9-6 Seven Days
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Dorms to
get warmer

by Lorraine UriseoU

College dormitories are
becoming cooler in the daytime
as a result of a new effort by
Buildings and Grounds and the

Energy Conservation Commit-
tee (ECC) to heat College dorms
when students are most likely to

be using them.

Two years ago, some energy-

minded students circulated a

questionnaire which asked "If,

for some reason, the College

were forced to restrict heating

to 12 hours each day, during

what hours would you prefer the

heat be turned on?" Respond-
ents clearly favored the follow-

ing three general blocks of

time: 6-10 p.m., 10-2 a.m., and
6-10 a.m. Now Building and
Grounds has installed timers in

each dorm to regulate the week-
day heat (Saturday and Sunday
will be excluded from daytime
heat set-back).

This is the first year the sys-

tem win be used in all dorms. On
weekdays, thermostats will be
set back from 65° to 60° from 10

a.m. to 4 p.m., and the tempera-
tures will not be lowered at

night until 1 a.m. Previously,
the temperature settings were
65° from 6 a.m. to midnight and
60° from midnight to 6 a.m.

Council looks at budget requests
by Laura Seligsohn

Discussion of club budgets
and travel reimbursements
dominated the College Council

meeting September 30 at the

Log.

Treasurer Steve Spears '83

explained the Council's new pol-

icy on student activities' travel

reimbursements. The change,
established by the Finance
Committee, requires clubs
requesting reimbursement for

automobile expenses to be paid
"at the rate of lie per mile,

when a regular funds voucher is

submitted with a Student Activi-

ties Tax (SAT) voucher and

Students get new dinner program
Continued from Page 1

Dating faculty

O'Connor acknowledged that

the old concept of guest meal
allowed students a free oppor-

tunity to date other students.

"The cost of eating dinner out

for a couple is prohibitively

expensive," he said. "But there

was a conflict between student

requests. Students wanted to

improve faculty-student rela-

tions while at the same time

having the option to ask out a

date."

Entertainment options

O'Connor hopes that the task

of improving student-faculty

relations will not center solely

on the special dinners.

"I hope students will feel free

to invite the faculty to dinner

any time. We're encouraging

this. Going through the line

doesn't tie up seats the way the

longer sit-down special dinners

do. We only ask that houses
bringing a large number of

faculty through the line alert the

food service as to which dining

hall they plan to visit."

He pointed to a recent infor-

mal guest meal held by Fitch
House as an example of this low-

key approach.
O'Connor also cited cook-outs

as a cheap and easy way to

entertain faculty, worthy of con-

sideration by the houses.

"Spencer-Brooks had a very
successful cook-out on Sep-

tember 25," said Grous. "We
sent out special invitations to

faculty, and about 40 showed up.

It was great! Everyone felt

more comfortable than if it had

been a guest meal."

House unity?

Keller stated that the change
is also a response to student

requests for greater house
unity. The emphasis of each(luitgtri aii-uuwii a^euiai uiiiinri J uiiiiy . lilt: triiipiiaaia ui traui

Faculty examines
Gifford report

special dinner will be on the

entry or house as a unit.

"I don't see how the adminis-

tration expects to have greater

house unity with fewer guest

meals," responded Grous. "It's

hard enough without Row House
dining to get our house together.'

'

There isn't enough interaction.

For both cook-outs and spe-

cial dinners. Food Service
expects the houses which sign

up in advance to show up. For
special dinners, 90 percent of

the participants scheduled by
the house to show up must actu-

ally do so.

"When only half of the house
shows up, the other house eats in

a regular dining hall," Keller

explained. "That means we're
preparing extra dinners."

This new emphasis on prepar-

ing the exact number of meals
needed is due in part to the

higher cost of this year's new
entree, steak. Also, for this rea-

son, no seconds will be served.

The Gifford Committee's por-

posal for house advisory coun-

cils has met with criticism

from some Residential House
Senior Associates.

Senior Associates are faculty

members who are connected
with each residential house and
who have jurisdiction over
house cultural funds.

The Gifford Report proposed
grouping houses together and
forming advisory councils com-
posed of the presidents and
faculty associates of the houses

In the group. These councils

would control cultural funds

and a percentage of the House
Maintenance Tax. According to

the Gifford Report, the councils

would concentrate on student-

faculty interaction and minor-

ity interests.

Associate Barbara Jan-
Wilson of A-Gar-Wood re-

marked, "I'm not sure that the

advisory council is the best way.
It seems to add one more
governing body (to the house

system). Emphasis needs to be

on strengthening house govern-

ment within each house."

Fitch-Currier's Peter Kra-
mer supported this proposal. It

allows "experimenting without

affecting the existing system,"
he said, "A lot of things could be

done with the right administra-

tive guidance. I'd like to see

what develops from the cluster-

ing concept."

Concerns remain in the area

of the relationship between
house governments and faculty

associates. Offered Barbara
Jan-Wilson, "I don't think house

associates have worked closely

enough with house govern-
ments. Senior House Associates

have little idea as to what their

position is. I think I speak for

quite a few House Associates

when I say that clarification is

needed."
The selective implementation

of the recommendations of the

Gifford Report is the responsi-

bility of the Committee on

Undergraduate Life (CUD.
The CUL will meet with both the

College Council and the Senior

House Associates (who were
never consulted regarding the

Gifford Report) in October.

ABC Saturday

Saturday Oct. 10

Come visit the ABC displays on
Spring Street and near Baxter
Hall. But a "Treasures Unlim-
ited" Coupon Book for only $5.

Thai's half price for coupons
good at 38 local merchants.
Save some money and help a
worthy cause.

Coupon books may also be pur-

chased from ABC Board Members
Phil Smith. Carl Johnson. Bob
Peck, or Barbara-Jan Wilsofi.
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(when possible) receipts for gas
expenses," Spears aid. The lie

covers 8C for gas and ,3C for

"wear on the vehicle," accord-

ing to Spears.

He explained that in past

years, clubs have failed or neg-

lected to submit gas receipts.

Under the new rules, a voucher
will be sufficient to secure reim-

bursement, although the receipt

Is welcomed. To concerns that

groups traveling in gas-guzzling

station wagons will suffer losses

at the ll<t per mile rate. Spears
replied, "This seemed the easi-

est and most uniform way to go
about it. Our hope is that it will

even out, and we are trying to

encourage people to use gas-

economizing cars."

Two groups are excluded
from the travel expense policy.

Lectures and performers,

whose travel expenses are not

always car expenses, rely min-

imally on SAT funds for travel.

Users of College vehicles are

also excluded. The College

charges 22C per mile, so users of

College vehicles will be encour-

aged to find more economical
means of transport.

Discussion turned to SAT
grant recommendations
approved on September 17. The
Gulielmensian received $5700,

the Water Polo Club was allo-

cated $850 and the Williams
Hunger Action Project was
granted $520. These allocations

were equal to the groups'
requests. The Purple Key
Society had its request for $400

trimmed to $325.

The Council will discuss the

Gifford Report next week.

The Record will run classifieds at 25C per line. Deadlines are 4:00 pm.
Fridays. Total amount due must accompany this form. I^^ail or bring in

person to Classifieds, The Williams Record, Baxter Hall. Williamstown,
Mass. 01267.

NAME PHONE

ADDRESS TOTAL ENCLOSED

l_

AD TO
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Faculty

receives

new blood
Thii'tyone new teachers

joined the faculty this year. The
Record continues to interview a

few of the 11 assistant profes-

sors, two instructors, two lec-

turers, and 17 visitors each
week.

Sara Suleri

Sara Suleri, in her first teach-

ing position this fall, will take on

a role she will "definitely have
to get used to," as assistant pro-

fessor of English. She earned
her B.A. at Kinnaird College
and her M.A. at Punjab Univer-
sity, both of which are in

Lahore, Pakistan, as well as
another M.A. at Indiana Univer-
sity. She is presently working
toward her Ph.D. from Indiana

and hopes to complete her dis-

sertation by the end of the year.
Suleri is pleased to find the

English department "very
diverse and open" and is look-

ing forward to teaching Modern
Critical Theory, which embra-
ces her specialty, contempor-
ary criticism, in relation to 20th

century poetry. Suleri finds Wil-

enzi's

Sorry, but we have started

returning some text books because
of the depredations of local poachers.

COLLEGE BOOK STORE iNC
i^ll L I AMS TOWN MASS OI?ft'

Just In!

New Selection of Eaton's

and Crane's Stationery

New Shipment of Williams

Imprinted Stationery

^ jy(cCU[[ancL'i
36 Spring Street - - Williamstown

Telephone 458-4920

DISCOUNT COUPON
Worth 500 ott on any case of beer OR

worth $1.00 off a 1.75 liter bottle

of liquor OR

worth 500 off on any 4 liter

jug of wine.

Oiier ends OCTOBER 21, 1981
TRY US, YOU'LL LIKE US!

WEST PACKAGE STORE
ROUTE 2

BETWEEN N.A. AND WILLIAMSTOWN
663-6081

Hams very different from the

universities in Pakistan, which
are "much more rigorous and
structured, once one enters a

specific discipline."

"I do find Williams quite

small," says Suleri, "but it is

very easy to live in. You enter

an isolated, academic world

that is extremely pretty. I'm

delighted." ,

James E. Hall

.lames E. Hall, visiting pro-

fessor of mathematics, has

taught at the University of Wis-

consin in Madison for the past 20

years. He earned his B.S. from
Northern Illinois University in

1958, his A.M. from Harvard in

1959, and his Ph.D. from the

University of Wisconsin in 1965.

Acquaintances within the

Williams mathematics de-

partment brought Hall to the

Berkshires for his first expe-

rience as a visiting professor.

His major field of research is

differential equations. When
asked if he has noted differen-

ces between classes at Wiscon-

sin and Williams, Hall
remarked, "Students taking

similar courses are about the

same." After enjoying a

WOOLF trip up and around the

Taconic Ridge last weekend.
Hall hopes to join more WOOLF
trips or organize some jaunts of

his own.

William Darrow

William Darrow comes to the

Williams religion department
from Harvard's Center for

Study of World Religion. A Cali-

fornian, he graduated from the

University of California at

Santa Barbara in 1970 and
received both his M.A. (in 1973)

and his Ph.D. (in 1981) from
Harvard. Darrow is "absolutely

delighted" with Williams and
finds its faculty "uniquely com-
mitted" to students. He special-

izes in Iranian studies,

concerning himself with both

prelslamic and Islamic Iran.

For Darrow, religion is "a study

of human beings, human pheno-

mena in totality, approached

through thought, literature,

actions, and rituals."

Married, with small children,

Darrow says his family and

teaching duties take up most of

his time. When asked to com-

pare the quality of education at

Harvard with that of Williams,

Darrow said that at Harvard
one often hears lectures given

by "Mr. Big Name" but other

than that, sees only graduate

students or teaching fellows,

who "often are very good but

are simply pulled too many
ways." Here, Darrow re-

marked, "there is a clearer

commitment to liberal arts."
•

John J. McMahon
John J. McMahon of the

chemistry department gradu-

ated from Southeastern Massa-
chusetts University in 1975,

received his M.S. from the Uni-

versity of Massachusetts in Bos-

ton in 1978, and received his

Ph.D. from Michigan State in

1981. He specializes in surface

Rayman studies, a branch of

physical chemistry that deals

with radiation. He intends to

continue his research here.

McMahon is interested In

German history, particularly

the war tactics of the Third
Reich. He also enjoys back-
packing, and was originally

attracted to Williams by the

beauty of the area while hiking

in New York State.
•

Tom Hodgson

Tom Hodgson '74 has
returned to the Berkshires as a

part-time instructor in philo-

sophy for the fall term of 1981.

Since receiving his M.A. from
Yale In 1976, Hodgson has

taught at Phillips Academy in

Andover, Mass., and will return

there at the conclusion of this

semester. A teacher in the

department of philosophy and
religious studies at Andover,
Hodgson also found time to

coach basketball and baseball.

He enjoys spending time with

his wife and 2-year old son and
also likes basketball, tennis,

hiking, cycling, and backpack-
ing.

Hodgson double-majored in

philosophy and religion at Wil-

liams. Hodgson would like to

spend time reading and study-
ing philosophy here, something
for which he has lately had little

time.
•

James White

James White, a newcomer to

the economics department,
comes to Williams from Califor-

nia via New York City. He spent
his undergraduate years at Ber-
keley and received an M.Phil,
from Columbia in 1979. He is

currently completing his doc-
toral dissertation on urban area
economics. This year he is teach-

ing Economics 101 and Econom-
ics 370, Studies in the Public
Sector, (Econ. 370) a course
about the urban economy.
White cites as his two major rea-

sons for coming to Williams the

excellent reputation of its eco-
nomics department and its loca-

tion in the heart of New
England. As an avid skier and
outdoorsman, he is looking for-

ward to experiencing his first

winter in the Berkshires. He
explained that when he was
growing up in California "win-
ter was something you drove
to." Professor White is excited
about teaching at Williams this

year, but his career goals
extend beyond the world of

academia. He would someday
like to work in Washington, D.C.
in applied economics.

Letters-

Keller defends dining changes.
Continued from Page 1

new computer system, since

unauthorized students and vis-

itors can no longer steal meals.
Since the system cost $40,000, it

will pay for itself in two years or

less, according to Keller.

"I am sensitive to the entire

matter of computers," Keller

noted, "but last year, you have
to admit, we had a no-system
system." The chosen system is

"SPLASH-LONG". ..a two-level cut blended to create a difference

FROM THE CLIP SHOP
Short cuts have been dominating the hair scene

for the past few years, but we are again hearing

serious overtures toward longer cuts from The Clip

Shop.

The time has come to begin designing new and
interesting long hairstyles . , styles that will keep
fullness on top and achieve the desired length. The
Clip Shop would like to introduce one of their latest

long hairstyles — "Splash-Long!"

It is a two-level haircut artistically blended to pro-

duce an effect of volume toward the top, and still

keep the sides very close and tapered.

The exacting techniques involved in executing

their new design was introduced to the stylist of The
Clip Shop on video tape It is part of their continuing

program for progressive, professional salons.

This cut will satisfy those fashion seekers who
have been reluctant to give up length but want to

march to the beat of modern dressing. Take some
well designed advice . jump into the fashion scene

with a "Splash-Long" a truly soft feminine expe-

rience that awaits you at The Clip Shop. Just walk in,

or if you prefer, make an appointment at oneof their

three locations

The CLIP SHOP tias three convenient locations:

Walk in or call for a free consultation or for an appointment.

PITTSFIELD. MA, BENNINGTON, VT.

447-9576 (802) 442-9823

WILLIAMSTOWN, MA
458-9167

much less cumbersome than

other possibilities such as punch
cards, he claimed. "If students

hadn't cheated to some degree,

this system wouldn't be
necessary."

Keller defended a $1 charge
for a forgotten ID as necessary
in order to prevent the system
from being deluged with blue

chits like last year's "thousands
per month. You've got to have
your driver's license when
you're stopped by a cop. Now
you've got to have your meal
ticket at Williams," he said.

Keller explained why the 14-

meal plan costs only $120 less

per year than full board. Food
Service cannot reduce the

number of workers, he said, and
very little is saved on food since

the 400 students on the 14-meal

plan did not eat breakfast as a

rule last year anyway.

Such options as a 10-meal plan

are possibilities, noted Keller.

However, he said of such ideas

as snack bar credit for missed
meals and carryover of credit to

the following week that "the
money has to come from
somewhere—anything you get

you have to pay for. Assuming
that students won't eat all meals
keeps costs down. There has to

be a shutoff point, otherwise
there's a concomitant increase

of Row House dining kept this

year's board costs from rising

much more than they actually

did.

Nathan issued a statement
later in the week describing his

reactions: "Well, we were
pleased to get those three con-

cessions, yet we still feel

strongly that something can be
done to reduce the long lines at

brunch."
The Committee will be meet-

ing in various dining halls in the

future to investigate their food,

and may even make some fact-

finding to trips to other colleges.

——j«™mMfflm«ii^
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For those of us, like so many,
who need a little recognition in

the community and who want to

know what other women's
teams are doing, please
acknowledge our athletic com-
petence and allocate equal

attention to our teams.

Sue Smith '82

Ed. Vole; /•'or l/ic 9/22 i.Miii' mpiili-

mu'il, .ly invhfs itj mvn's sporls

u'l'ri' i>rinl('il, iiul of ^2 iiirhi's ihal

m'rr stihniilU'tl. Arlirlt's nn mrn's

llitlj. rrrir nntl riif(hy were rut com-

pivlvly. l-'oiirtwrt inihi's itf

wonicn'.s .«/>or/.s were printed, out

of 18 inibrs of topy rvceivi'd. This

vqufitvs to 7H pvrvvnt t)f womvti\

sports prititcd. to only 64 pvrvcnt

of iiit'n\. l^'r would apprvciatv and
arv actively encoum^inis lotifior

articles by women's sporls

correspondents.

Book Report

To the editors:

In an advertisement in last

week's Record, Ralph Renzi of

Renzi's College Bookstore
posed the question, "Is 'poach-

ing' ethical?" This question was
in reference to the practice of

Williams Bookstore's Joseph
Dewey. Mr. Dewey has begun
ordering books for courses to

which only Renzi's was given
the official college order.

In reply:

Mr. Renzi, we don't think

ethics enters into the picture.

We don't care if Mr. Dewey is

not being nice to you. All we
understand is that the booksales

system here at Williams stinks.

Please don't misunderstand us,

Mr. Renzi, this is not an attack

on you; It's an indictment of the

system.

We've been unable to buy all

the books we need for Art His-

tory 101. Thus, we go to that

class three times a week totally

unprepared. There are several

hundred other students enrolled

in that course, and we wonder
how many other people are fac-

ing the same problem. It's not

just a shame; it's a tremendous
waste of educational oppor-

tunity.

It should be mandatory that a

college insure its students that

required texts will be made
available. Books are a primary
element in a college education,

and it's beyond belief that a

school of Williams' caliber and
reputation is unable to reasona-

bly guarantee this element.

Mr. Renzi, our gripe is not

with you, or with Mr. Dewey for

that matter. We're sure you

both have been doing all that

you possibly can to supply the

students with the books they

need. We're just unhappy with

the system, and we hope some-

thing will be done to strengthen

its weaknesses.
Respectfully yours,

Scott Pileggi '84

Lee Ordeman '84

P.S. We also hope our art his-

tory professor doesn't read this.

Honor and trust

To the editor,

I would like to respond to a

passage in the editorial section

of the September 15 Record that

was recently brought to my
attention

The editorial was devoted to

the changes that Williams Col-

lege and Williams students are

experiencing at present. The
paragraph that concerns me is

the one dealing with the Honor
Code and its general "disre-

gard" and "abuse."

To set the facts straight

(which I thought it was the

reporter's job to do), there are

two corrections I would like to

make. First, in regard to the two

"stolen" major final exams:
the Econ 101 exam which was
cancelled and rescheduled was
most probably never even stolen.

In hindsight it appears that a

clerical error resulted in a sin-

gle copy of the exam turning up

in the wrong place. At that time

the circumstances were
unknown, however, and a deci-

sion was made to postpone the

exam for the protection of the

students. The second problem
with final exams was definitely

more serious, and is being

looked into to decide whether
self-scheduled and take home
test procedures should be

modified.

Another misrepresented fact

is the "ever larger numbers of

students brought before the

Honor . . . Committee for cheat-

ing." In 1979-80 fifteen people
were brought before the Honor
Committee for alleged Honor
Code violations. In 1980-81 the

number of students accused
dropped to ten. Granted one

Gift finances new tineater
by David Battey

Construction of a small exper-
imental theater next to the

Adams Memorial Theater may
start as early as this spring,

according to Jean-Bernard
Bucky, chairman of the Willi-

ams theater department.
The new theater, which will

seat approximately 100 people,

will replace the present studio

theater located in the basement
of the Adams Theater.

The idea of building the small
theater began last spring after

the theater department
received an anonymous $300,000

donation for that purpose. Since

then further money has been
collected.

"The studio theater will be
used for smallish, modest
productions—most of which are

student-directed," said Bucky.
"Attention will be focused on

the performers because of the

thrust stage, surrounded on
three sides by the audience, and
the lack of space for compli-

cated set designs requiring a

great deal of scenery."

"The most grievous inade-

quacy of the present Studio

"Theater is its insufficient sepa-

ration from the other working
spaces of the AMT," he noted

"Thus, in practice, there can be
no free simultaneity of opera-

tion. Activities in the shops of

the AMT, and on its main stage,

cannot take place without creat-

ing substantial noise in the

studio."

The proposed studio theater

could accommodate production

classes (primarily in acting and

directing), theater rehearsals,

and small-scale theatrical pro-

ductions. The latter category

would include faculty-directed

productions, senior honors pro-

ductions, curricular production
projects, and appropriate theat-

rical lecture/demonstrations.

"The theatrical lighting and
the discreet use of stage proper-
ties would constitute the major
scenic emphasis in the
theater," said Bucky. "Oppor-
tunities for flexible and imagin-
ative stage lighting will be an
important part of the funda-
mental characteristics of the

new space."

The current plans for the new
theater call for access from the

Adams Theater shops to the

back of the studio theater stage.

Ramps to be built for the new
theater will allow access for

handicapped persons to not only

the new theater but also the

AMT, which currently does not

provide ramps for the
handicapped.

SPECIAL ON CARNATIONS!
1 dozen carnations for

$3.99

(Regularly $9.00)

Vmff 4 Country

'Jbwers

EPH'S ALLEY
on Spring St. WUIIamttown

bahind First Agricultural Bank ® 456-5030

cannot discern a trend by look-

ing at only two years of data, but

the claim that ''ever-
Increaslng" numbers of people

are being brought in for viola-

tions of the Honor Cde is

misleading.

The final and most serious

issue I would like to address is

the "crippling trend ... of a loss

of trust between students and
faculty." I would like to believe

that this trend really does not

exist, and if it does I would like

to see it halted and reversed.

Our job as a committee is to

make sure students know and
respect the Honor Code and we

are trying to fulfill that goal. I

personally believe that students

are becoming much more
aware of the Honor Code, and
as a member of the Honor
Committee have seen surpris-

ingly few serious and inten-

tional breaches of the Honor
Code agreement. We as a com-
mittee will do our best to main-
tain the ingegrity of the Code,

and try to restore any lost trust

between members of the Willi-

ams community.

Lee Buttz '82

Chairman, Honor and
Discipline Committee

At the Bend
on Spring Street

COME SEE
Flams Stead skirts,

Book Bags and Totes,

Knitting wools, needle-

point,

cross stitch and gifts.

UPSTAIRS

115 Water street

458-8485

OPEN 9:30-5:30

SUN 12-5:00

Does your room
need help?

UPSTAIRS has

everything you
need-

comforters

comforter covers

sheets

rugs

towels

window shelf

&
very special

accessories

We will mail to all

your family and friends.

Get ready for cold weather!

Turtlenecks by:

Skyr

Duofold

Rofte

Obermeyer-Medico

Woolrich

A great selection of

prints, stripes and

zippered turtlenecks.

^^f-i ^ft^ft^, inc.

MON.-SAT. 9-5:30

MASTERCARD VISA

Spring Street 458 3605 Williamstown
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Booters can't kick back
hy Dave Woodworth

Bowing to Dartmouth by a 2()

score, the Williams varsity

soccer side lost its third straight

match on Saturday afternoon.

Although the Ephs entered

the match definite underdogs,
they dominated play for the first

ten minutes of the game and
seemed to be on their way to an
upset victory. Several missed
scoring opportunities, however,
swung the momentum back in

Dartmouth's favor, and the Big
Green went on to control the rest

of the game.
Williams unveiled a new

offensive system for the match,
adding a forward "to put a little

more punch in the attack,"

according to Coach Mike Russo.

This offense gave Dartmouth
fits at the outset. Doug McKen-
ney '85 and Dave Nasser '83

each had a good shot on goal, but

failed to tally. The turning point

of the game came moments
later, when Rob Kusel '83 was
awarded a penalty kick after a

Dartmouth foul in the penalty

area. Kusel's shot caromed off

the post, and instead of being up
by two or three goals, the Ephs
came away empty.

From this point on, Dart-

mouth was in the driver's scat.

The Green's first goal came at

2fi-A2 of the first half, as Sean
Rai blasted a loose ball past

Goalkeeper Kenny Rhodes '85.

Williams hung tough to keep the

score at 1-0 until Chris Morri-

son, with a fine assist from Rai,

got the second goal at 29:45 of

the second half.

Williams outshot Dartmouth,
18 to 14, thanks largely to the

flurry at the start of the match.
Rhodes had four saves for Willi-

ams while Andy Krahling
recorded six in shutting out the

Ephs for Dartmouth.
Russo acknowledged the fact

that the Ephs were a bit over-

matched against a Division I

opponent, and also noted that

the Ivy League "is as strong as

any in the country" when it

comes to soccer. However, he

also pointed out that Williams

stood a good chance of winning
the game had they been able to

score early.

The next match for Williams
comes today against UMass,
another tough Division I team.
Russo feels that, with the new
offense, the return of Co-captain

Reg Jones '82 to the back line,

and a little luck, the Ephs may
pull an upset.
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Town wages
Hill battle

by Jon Tigar

Sixty acres of land abutting
Stone Hill Road, south of the

Williams campus, have become
the center of dispute between
Walter S. Hoover, Jr., who
wishes to sell the land, and the
recently formed Stone Hill

Preservation Committee,
which hopes to preserve the

land as it now stands.

Hoover, who is selling the

land on behalf of his father, has
petitioned the Williamstown
Planning Commission to open
Stone Hill Road, which was
closed by town vote in 1966.

Although anyone can buy the
land as it now stands, the road
must be reopened and upgraded
before development can pro-

ceed on the property.
Two controversies have

arisen from Hoover's petition:

whether or not the road should
be opened, and who would be
responsible for upgrading the
road if the petition is granted.
Although the Planning Commis-
sion has discussed the proposal
in earlier meetings, it is waiting
for attorneys from both sides to

formally present their case
before malting any decision.

The subject is not on the agenda
for tonight's meeting, and the
next meeting of the Commission
v/iW T\ot be held until November
10.

The Preservation Committee,
which is headed by Claire-Anne
Oakley, has issued a statement
of purpose which defines the

Stone Hill property as an
"extraordinary resource ... an
area whose natural beauty has
served over the years to refresh

the spirits and enhance the qual-

ity of living for any and every
citizen who chose to take advan-
tage of it." The Preservation

Committee feels that opening

the road would expose the land

to "the hazards of develop-

ment" and ruin its beauty.

The Committee lists as one of

its goals "the seeking of alterna-

tive ways of keeping the Stone

Hill area unspoiled for the con-

tinued enjoyment and recrea-

Dodd hit by burglar

Sixty acres of Stone Hill may well soon attract developers. The Stone Hill

Preservation Committee plans to fight the petition to open the area and to
oppose developers all the way. (Milloy)

the people oftion for all

Williamstown
In the long run, this would

involve more than blocking the

current petition, which is not the

first attempt to open the road.

Rumors that the land might be
purchased by the College, which
already owns land on Stone Hill',

were denied by Treasurer Wil-
liam Reed.
David Westall, Town Building

Inspector, said that the possibil-

ity that Williamstown might
buy the land "was mentioned at

the last meeting before the

Committee was formally set

up."

Dagmar Bubriski, who owns
land on Stone Hill, pointed out

another difficulty with road and
land development. "You've got

to have water and sewer and
lights . . . and there's an awful
lot of ecology involved. It's a

very fragile environment up
there." Both Bubriski and the

Buxton School, which also owns
land on the Hill, have made
presentations to the Planning
Commission urging that the

road remains closed.

If Hoover is successful in his

petition, the Commission must

decide who will upgrade the

newly opened road. If Hoover's
property extends to the middle
of the road, then he will be
responsible for renovation. If,

as his lawyers assert, the Town
owns the road and Hoover owns
only the land on either side, then

the Town will be required to

upgrade.

by Sara Ferris & Ben Bahn
Over $1000 in cash and

jewelry was stolen from four

unlocked rooms in Dodd and
Sewall Houses last Monday by a
suspect who Security Chief Ran-
som Jenks says may be linked to

burglaries in Bascom House
last spring.

The suspect entered at least

six student rooms between 12: 30

p.m. and 6:30 p.m. Monday
afternoon. He knocked on the

door of a room before entering;

if a student answered, he would
ask for a match, according to

Lee Ordeman '84. The man is

black and in his mid-twenties.

Ordeman described him as

"about 5'11", 160 lbs., with short

hair and a scruffy beard."
Seniors George Ahl, Tom

Buckley, Debbie Faunce and
Margaret Collins reported
missing possessions, mainly
cash and small items of jewelry.

Other Dodd residents had small
sums of money taken, accord-
ing to Collins. She added that

some students said their rooms
were entered but that nothing
was missing.

Jenks said he believes that

"these same people were here
last spring." He added that two
security officers reported that

they may have seen the same
man about three weeks ago on

campus. He noted, "It's pure
speculation that he was here
earlier this year."
Jenks defended his decision

not to inform students of the

man. "At that point he hadn't
stolen a thing. He was only a
suspicious person." We had no
evidence that he had been
stealing."

Jenks added that he had
spoken to security officials from
the Five College area who
reported similar thefts by a

man matching this description.

The Williamstown Police
Department is investigating the

thefts but so far has released no
information. However, Jenks
said that witnesses had identi-

fied the suspect as a "convicted
felon."

Dean Cris Roosenraad char-

acterized both this and last

spring's thefts as "hit and run
jobs." Jenks added, "I don't

think he's staying here," noting

that Dodd residents sighted him
only between 12 and 6 on
Monday.
Roosenraad and Jenks cauti-

oned students to lock their doors
and windows and to report all

thefts and strangers to Security
immediately. "Nobody in Dodd
was too suspicious," said Jenks.
"Williams College students are
very trusting."

^/l

Tutors wrestle writing
by Brett McDonnell

Amid concerns that Williams

students do not write as well as

they could, the College has

started a writing Workshop in

which students can discuss

ways of improving returned or

in-progress papers with upper-

class tutors.

Workshop hours are from 1

p.m. to 5 p.m. on Sundays and

from 6:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m.

Sunday through Thursday.
There are six student tutors and
five sophomore apprentices.

Dean of the College Daniel

O'Connor summed up the

motives behind the workshop,

saying, "Sure, I'm preaching

about the importance of good

writing. But my message is not

repent, but, revise. All Williams

students can write t>etter than

they do. What they need is prac-

tice, lots of practice . . . and
revision."

According to Suzar^ne
Graver, lecturer in English and
coordinator of the workshop.

"The workshop is not thought of

as a substitute for assistance

from an instructor, but rather

as a supplement." She added
that the workshop is for stu-

dents "who want to improve
their writing, but do not have

severe problems." Those who
have a hard time writing, she

said, should take English 103.

The workshop, according to a

recent announcement, "is

designed not for students who
are acutely deficient in writing

skills but rather for those who
need help with more advanced
problems: thinking critically,

expressing ideas clearly, struc-

turing them logically, writing

coherent paragraphs and
arguments."
"Among the things consi-

dered in the choice of tutors,"

said Graver, "was a wide range

of majors. Another factor was
students who are experienced in

many different kinds of courses.

The first and primary criterion

Continued on Page 6

Freshman parents register for the annual Parents' Weekend Program held this weekend. Relatives of 275
freshmen from 29 states and several foreign countries descended on campus to enjoy special concerts,

lectures and the Fall foliage. (Carpenter)

Winter Study value questioned
The Winter Study Period

Review Committee this week
will begin a series of meetings
with faculty members to dis-

cuss the educational value of

Winter Study and possible mod-
ifications and alternatives to

the program, according to com-
mittee co-chairman Larry
Graver.
The Committee will also dis-

tribute a questionnaire to

upperclass students after Fall

Break as a first step towards
determining student attitudes

and suggestions about Winter
Study.

The Committee hopes to

make its recommendations in a

report to be released sometime
in early April, in time to be

deliberated at the April Faculty

Meeting. The Faculty must vote

on any changes made in the

program.
"We have been asked to do a

complete review of the educa-

tional value of Winter Study,"

said Graver. "That means we
have to consult with all consti-

tuencies of the College com-
munity and to evaluate the

success of Winter Study in its

own right but also in relation-

ship to the whole College

curriculum."

Graver stressed the length

and complexity of the preview
process and the ample oppor-

tunities for student, faculty, and
administration input through-

out the year in small meetings,

open forums, written communi-
cations.

Members 'of the Committee
pointed out that the review was
designed to strengthen Winter
Study rather than eliminate it.

"There is a misconception that

the process will be a struggle to

'save' or 'destrov' Winter

Study, with the students and
faculty forming opposing lines

of battle," said student member
Rich Henderson '83.

"People should devote their

energies to working out an edu-

cationally viable medium
instead." Graver concurred,

saying, "It's not a matterof vot-

ing for or against Winter Study
but a matter of evaluating what
its strengths and weaknesses
are."

The Committee consists of

four students and four faculty

members from the Committees
on Educational Polic\' and the

Winter Study Committee, plus

Dean of the College Daniel

O'Connor. So far the group is

"talking about the format and
mechanism of the review." said

Graver. "We are not talking

about substantive proposals or

modifications."
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A Rising Phoenix
Something new is in the air of College Council meetings these days.

Someone in charge cares. Through the determination of Council presi-

dent Freddy Nathan, the often criticized Council has demonstrated
competence and initiative unknown to previous administrations.

In the past, Council drifted through academic years with little more
than long-winded jawboning or attempts at political power plays. Inef-

fective leadership mired Council activity and drew the disrespect of

most students.

Nathan has shown he means business. Running well-organized
meetings and following specific agendas, Nathan has steered student
government away from its lethargic tendencies and put it on the road
toward effective leadership.

Council's newsletter outlining issues and concerns represented an
innovative, tangible product of this enlightened administration. The
postcard writing campaign, organized to protest proposed cuts in Fed-
eral student financial aid programs, gave students the opportunity to

voice their concerns. Finally, Nathan has laid the groundwork for stu-

dent organizations to cooperate with the Winter Study Review Commit-
tee in the latter's study of the January program.

By no means is Council ready to bow to Nathan's every desire. He
still needs to work on his diplomacy and smooth out the rough edges in his

dealings with fellow Council members and officers. Still, he realizes the
present limitations of the Council and recognizes its tarnished reputa-
tion among students.

Through constructive efforts, Nathan is working hard to improve
that image. He deserves the support of the entire Council and College
community. A stronger Council means greater student representation
all the wav around.

TANGENTS bv Grodzins
WILLIAMS RECORD Page 3

Final Exanns
With the airline traffic controllers' strike and the tightening of

airplane flights and reser\'ations during the winter holidays, it's

increasingly important for students to make their travel plans early.

With this in mind. Dean O'Connor has pushed the faculty and has
released this semester's final exam schedule. Posted on the second floor
of Hopkins, next to the Registrar's Office, the early final exam schedule
may help students take advantage of special discount rates.

Quote of the Week

'} ou have a reputation for being straightforward and honest."

—President John Chandler's fortune
cookie on Chinese night last Thursday.
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Inaccurate

To the editor:

An editorial in your October 6 issue
cited the Women's Rugby Club as an
example of an organization which should
cover a greater percentage of its operat-
ing costs through funds the club raises
itself. Since the editorial was misleading
we would like to correct and clarify the
situation to the College Community.
Presently the Women's Rugby Club
spends $2000 annually, half of which the
club raises itself and half of which the
College Council allocates. The Record
cited that approximately SCy of the
money the team raises is used for "ban-
quets." This actually includes interac-

tion with opposing teams after games
and both fall and spring team dinners.

It is important to stress that the

Women's Rugby Club is not just a club
and not just a sport, but both. Over 50
women are involved, enough for three
full squads. Since rugby remains a club
sport each member is required to pay for

the bulk of their equipment, which is

over $50 plus $24 a year in dues. Council
funding helps to cut these costs so that a
student's membership is based solely on
her desire to play and not whether she
can afford it.

The issue of College Council funding is

an important one, but we feel the
Women's Rugby Club has been misre-
presented by the quoting of inaccurate
figures and a very one-sided discussion
of how the financial aspect of the club
operates. In the future we hope you will

refrain from using one club or sport as a
generalized example in an editorial. It

tends to distort the club's purpose to

those who are unfamiliar with it and ends
up an attack on that group rather than
the intended discussion of a controver-
sial and important issue.

Liz Berry '82 President
Tina Gimas '83 Treasurer

Barb Good '82 Captain
Kirsten Tolman '82 Captain

Women's Rugby Club

Kdilor's VoIP.- The fieuri's in last ueek's edi-

torial tivrv based on the IT <>men's Ru/iby

C.iith pretiniinarx application to the Councit.

ii I <ir<linii l<» the final application, the Club
iKliniali'S a total hiuljlet of $:!.:^')0. It

rctiiienteil $1,205 from (oiiticil. more than

half of thiir total biiilfiet. Aililitionally. the

club lists $MW for "Ranquels" and $200 for

"Entertainment." both to com, from its

$1,000 dues inc<tme.

Outsiders

To the editor:

We'd like to express our concern over
the recent robberies in Dodd House, and
the lack of communication Ijetween

Security and students, as well as among
the members of the student body regard-
ing disturbing incidents on campus.
Although we'd like to believe that our
ivory tower soars above big city prob-
lems such as vandalism, theft, and rape,
we should not allow ourselves to be
unrealistically optimistic.

It is our responsibility as mature and
intelligent college students to take pre-

cautions against crime by locking our
doors and windows and by travelling

across campus after dark with a com-
panion. (J.A.'s especially should encour-
age their freshmen to follow in this

mode.) Yet it Is also the responsibility of

Security and the Administration to

inform the campus of any suspicions or
actual happenings so we are able to exer-
cise extra caution.

Security had been aware of the "out-
sider" that struck Dodd House for at

least two weeks and also had reason to

believe that he was a threat to our per-

sonal security, yet most students were
unaware of the situation. The reluctance
of Security and the Administration to

admit that crime exists on campus indu-

ces the members of the student body to

behave carelessly. Had we been warned,
we would have been able to take the
necessary steps to prevent the loss that

some Dodd House members incurred.

We as victims have learned through
personal experience that Williams is not
a perfectly safe campus. This is not to

imply that Williamstown is a high risk

area but rather, that a certain amount of

caution is expedient. We hope that other
students will realize that carrying a key
isn't too much of a hassle before they
suffer a similar loss.

Pretending that crime doesn't exist on
campus doesn't prevent it from
happening.

Submitted with concern,

Margaret CoUins '82

Deborah Faunce '82

Ann Murray '83

Laura Travaglini '82

Asceticism

To the editor:

Week after week, to my amazement,
students write to the Record out of fear of
being told that they can no longer use
their fireplaces. As a first-year student
who has spent the last few weeks explor-
ing, among many other things, the
notions of asceticism and the search for a
higher life so praised by Socrates, Plato,
and Henry Thoreau, I am shocked by
both the Indulgence and lack of purpose I

find everywhere. Including In myself.
Perhaps the time has come for us to try a
little asceticism and to see whether self-

discipline does or does not improve the
quality of the soul, as well as improving
the world in which we live.

There are plenty of places to start,

with our eating or drinking or clothes-
buying habits, for Instance, but I propose

Continued on Page 8
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OUTLOOK
After Sadat: Diplomacy is more importantthan guns

by Raymond Bal(er

Egypt Is not Iran and Sadat was not the Shah. The
proposition heard In Washington that the former Iran-
ian monarch might have been saved by a show of Amer-
ican military power is at best doubtful. Applied to Cairo
that Interpretation of the lessons of the Teheran debacle
would without question be disastrous. Sadat's vision of
Middle East peace demanded more of the United States
than military muscle. Most essential to his successor
Husny Mubarak will be American political and diplo-
matic support.

The first official reaction to Sadat's assassination by
the Reagan administration is not reassuring.
Secretary Halg's indirect warning Issued to Colonel
Qaddaffy of Libya (and perhaps to the Russians) that
America "would view with great concern" any attempt

by other nations to take advantage of Egypt's current
political uncertainty Is Irrelevant. Qaddaffy is himself
perfectly capable of exaggerating Libya's importance.
The Russians are In no sense a threat In Egypt.

Mubarali's vuinerabilities

Parallels with Iran are not helpful in clarifying the
precise nature of the vulnerabilities Mubarak will

inherit. Egyptians and Israelis have a clear interest in

carrying Camp David forward. By the spring of next
year Egypt will have recovered theSinal and Israel will

have strengthened its peace with the most populous and
Important Arab state. Both Prime Minister Begin and
Mubarak have reaffirmed their commitment to this

achievement. That much is secure.

But Camp David Initially had a broader reach. It was
to provide a general framework for an overall settle-

ment that would bring peace with all of Israel's Arab
neighbors and deal with the central Palestinian ques-
tion in all Its aspects. It is here, with the Palestinian
autonomy Issue, that Camp David has faltered. Israel,

"Egyptians and Israelis have a

clear interest in carrying Camp
David forward."

led by Menachem Begin, has not been able to come
forward with an interpretation of autonomy that is even
close to a minimally acceptable approximation of self-

determination. At the same time the Israeli policy of

Middle-East

Peace:

The legacy of

Anwar Sadat

establishing settlements on the West Bank has gone
forward.

West Bank
The basis for Camp David Is the formula of land for

peace encapsulated in U.N. Resolution 242. It will be ;

necessary to broaden the Camp David framework or
replace It by another that allows the application of that

fundamental principle to the West Bank.
The Impasse on the Palestinian Issue contributed In a

central way to the climate of vulnerability that marked

"The sentiments of the assassins

should not be confused with the

will of the Egyptian people"

Sadat's last year. To see in the Egyptian opposition to

Sadat's policies only the fanatical face of militant Islam
is to succumb to an imaee built more of American dis-

may over Iran that Egyptian realities. A reasoned cri-

tique of the Camp David peace process had developed
across the political spectrum in Egypt. It is not peace
that Is opposed but the meagerness of the Camp David
peace on the Palestinian issue. Articulate Egyptian
public opinion was concluding that Sadat had been led
by confidence in the United States to compromise too
much. It did not require the perspective of the mosques
for Egyptians to understand the settlements as an
Israeli colonization of the West Bank. Moreover, to
informed Egyptian opinion the United States appeared
to be tacitly supporting annexation. Sadat—and Egypt
itself—was being humiliated.

Sadat's Dream
Sadat's dream was larger than Peacock thrones and

empire. He invited America to be full partner in realiz-
ing a dream of security for Israel built on justice for the
Palestinians. Perhaps he was right to compromise so
generously to win Israeli trust and confidence. Sadat
knew the risks. He took those risks on faith that the
Israeli people were as war-weary as his own. He
believed that secure in their peace with Egypt and their
military power, Israelis would one day soon face the
challenges of a peace with justice for the Palestinians
as courageously as they have faced the challenges of
war. He took those risks with the confidence that his
American partner would act with the necessary diplo-
matic imagination and poJitical will to share in the most
courageous dream of our generation.

Raymond Baker, associate professor of poitticat
.•icience. recently spent two years at the .American Lniversity

in Cairo. He is the author of Efcypt's Uncertain Revolution
I nder Sas.ser & Sadat.

Resolution of Mid die-East conflict peace by piece
by Miriam Sapiro

The bullets which killed Anwar el-

Sadat must not also destroy the peace
process between Egypt, Israel, and the

Arab nations. The death of Sadat does

not signify a repudiation by the Egyptian
people of the Camp David agreements.
Neither negotiations with Israel nor

greater reliance upon U.S. support

caused Sadat's untimely death.

President Sadat's vulnerability was
more the result of his domestic politics

than his Isolation in the Arab world.

Sadat's journey to Jerusalem showed
him to be a man of vision in the interna-

tional arena. On the domestic scene,

however, he made several mistakes. His

dictatorial powers allowed him to deal

with internal criticisms and dissension

"Sadat's journey to

Jerusalem showed him to

be a man of vision in the

international arena."

In ways not tolerated by democratic
governments. The arrest of 1500 Coptic

and Moslem Fundamentalist leaders

last month was bound to have repercus-

sions on Sadat's position at home. The
increase of Sadat's vulnerability as a

result of this action should not be attrib-

uted to the behavior of outside actors.

Egyptian national interest

Sadat Journeyed to Jerusalem in pur-

suit of Egyptian self-interest. The leader

correctly perceived that an end to hostili-

ties with Israel would secure greater

U.S. aid and also ease the military's
drain on the economy. By playing the
role of peace-seeker Sadat could regain
the Sinai, become a strong U.S. ally and
also deepen the divide which had
emerged between the United States and
Israel after the October War.

Sadat's redefinition of Egyptian
national interest meant the subordina-

tion of Palestinian interests. As long as

the two Interests were on the same level,

Sadat was manipulated by the PLC's ref-

usal to recognize the reality of Israel. It

was the prospect of another stalemated

Geneva conference that gave him the

final impetus to risk Arab wrath and
travel to Jerusalem. The PLCs rejec-

tion of U.N. Resolution 242 and the Soviet

penchant for encouraging instability in

the region were contrary to his percep-

tion of Egyptian interests.

Role of Israel

Sadat recognized the reality of Israel's

existence and expected to receive wha-
tever it desired in return. It is unfortu-

nate that the highly positive
International reaction to this move built

up Sadat's ego and the Egyptian's expec-
tations to such an extent. Political lead-

ers and the press simultaneously
overlooked the major concessions made
by the Begin government. The fact that

Prime Minister Begin is the only Israeli

leader who could have handed back the

Sinai and still managed to retain politi-

cal legitimacy has been downplayed.
Trading a tangible asset such as land for

the Intangible concept of normal rela-

tions is a rather large risk for a leader to

Incur.

It is not theCamp David accords which
made Sadat vulnerable and cost him his

life. For nationalistic, financial and mil-
itary reasons, Sadat negotiated both a
bilateral and a comprehensive docu-
ment. It was not his intention to abandon
the Palestinian issue. The p)eace treaty
provides for the participation of Jordan-
Ian and Palestinian leaders in determin-

ing the future of the West Bank and Gaza
Strip. Sadat wished to deal with the
uncertain issue separately, so as not to

It is crucial that the successor to Sadat
pursue Egypt's national Interests and
continue the Camp David process. The
sentiments of the assassins, whatever
their identity, should not be confused

with, nor interpreted as, the will of the

Egyptian people. Mubarak can best con-

vince his domestic opposition of where
Egypt's interests lie by persuasive argu-

ments and not by arbitrary Imprison-

"Sadat took those risks on faith that the Israeli

people were as war-weary as his own."

obstruct the establishment of Egyptian-

Israeli ties.

Camp David

It Is wrong to view the Camp David
agreements as the final solution to the

problems of the Middle East. There Is no
magic formula to the resolution of a con-

flict that has raged for more than 30

years. A conference similar to the one
which had been planned for December
1977, involving the US USSR, PLO and
other Arab nations, is simply not feasible

at this point. It is still in the best interests

of both Egypt and Israel to conclude the

negotiations started at Camp David in

1978. The Israeli government announced
last month plans to Implement civil auto-

nomy on the West Bank. A piecemeal
approach to the conflict is the only solu-

tion until the other Arab actors come to

the same realization that Sadat did:

Israel is a living entity.

ment. It is hoped that Prime Minister
Begin will live up to his pledge to return

the rest of the Sinai by April 1982. With
respect to the future role of the United
States in the negotiations, perhaps the

best action is no action.

U.S. role

The United States should let events
stabilize by themselves. President Rea-
gan might be wise to use this saved time
and energy to reconsider his Intent to sell

Saudi Arabia sophisticated weapons.
With patience and f>erseverance on the

part of Egypt and Israel, the Camp
David documents will eventually trans-

form Sadat's vision of peace from the

realm of hypothesis to that of reality.

\liriam Sapiro '82. a pnliliral irience major,

spent her junioryear at the Hebreic I niver.

sity ttj Jerusalem. During the year, she Iro-

velled to Efypl.
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by Eric Schinitt

Ross Keller leans back In his

chair, combs his fingers

through a thicl<, white beard
and ticks off a few of the

improvements he has made as

director of Food Service:

expanded menu offerings, an
elaborate salad bar, home-
grown alfalfa sprouts, the Dog
House and the all-College picnic

in the spring.

Since Keller made his Willi-

ams debut in 1976, his name has

become synonomous with
change—good and bad—in the

world of College dining.

The elimination of Row House
dining, the advent of the compu-
terized ID system and expanded
meal plans brought these

changes to the forefront. During

the past year, the 58-year-old

dining czar's name has been on

more student tongues than the

finest delectables Baxter has to

offer.

As the College-appointed
David Stockman of Food Ser-

vice, Keller has taken a lot of the

heat for the problems and incon-

veniences the financial deci-

sions have imposed. His deep,

husky voice and somewhat
gruff demeanor have led many
people to believe he relishes the

budget-slashing role.

However, behind the face that

reminds one of Burl Ives, lies a

man who is sympathetic to stu-

dent concerns and sensitive to

Keller serves up

dining changes
the problems the new Food Ser-

vice policies are causing.

"Change has been through the

impetus of the College," Keller

says. "Food Service can oper-

ate any number of dining halls

the College wants. We were
operating (the Row Houses)

and we were operating them
successfully with no particular

problems or difficulties. The
decision made was not to oper-

ate them. This impetus was
strictly financial."

Keller feels he has been stuck

unfairly with the Bad Guy
image in regards to the
changes.

"I didn't make the changes;

I'm just trying to make them
work," he says.

Pointing to the innovations

Food Service has implemented
in his six years, Keller glows
with pride:

"Five years ago at Williams,

there was almost no choice in

food. Williams was very late in

making changes that several

colleges had already under-
gone. Every Thursday night, it

was roast beef and baked pota-

toes. You could count on it. Stu-

dents were asking for the

MICHEL'S OF WILLIAMSTOWN
Catering with a special touch for

special occasions.

• Private Parties

• Platters

• Hors d'oeuvres

Contact Mary tor more intormatm.
458-3306 458-5441

NOTICE TO STUDENTS:

After Fall Break the Winter Study
Review Committee will be conducting
a student questionnaire on the topic of

the educational value of Winter Study.

We urge you to take it seriously!

Paid 'or and sponsored by the College Council

Peace Corps and VISTA Volunteers

Film & info - 7:00 p.m., Oct. 27,
Interviews - 9:00 - 4:30, Oct. 27 & 2i

OFFICE OF CAREER COUNSELINC.

change."
Keller's first act of business

was to triple the number of

entree offerings.

"It was obvious that the Col-

lege needed to pay more atten-

tion to the student cafeteria

offerings and expand them,"

Keller says. "At that time we
also started this very elaborate

salad bar. Now, its offerings are

Hotels, Keller managed restau-

rants and directed food and bev-

erage services.

Working in large cities failed

to piquo Keller's palate, and he

moved his culinary and man-
agement skills to St. Lawrence

University in Canton, N.\.,

where for 20 years he directed

that college's food operations.

The outdoors has long been

one of Keller's loves—he owns a

sailboat on Lake George in

upstate New York-so the move
to Williams in 1976 fit well Into

both professional and personal

plans.

"/ didn't make the

changes; I'm just

trying to make
them work."

unequaled in most of the local

restaurants."

Pushing through new ideas in

the food business is

nothing new for Keller.

Raised in Ridge-
wood, N.J., and a

graduate of the

University of

Missouri, Keller jumped
into the restaurant

business right after a state

side stint in the army during
World War II.

First for the Stouffer

restaurants and later

for the Sheraton

Now responsible for a $2 7
million annual budget and 102
full-time employees, Keller
envisions his greatest challenge
as trying to integrate the new
system, with the changes it has
imposed on students, while
maintaining a high dininc
standard.

The satisfaction of such a task
is not easy for Keller to define-
"The attraction (of my job) is

the happy combination of being
up and away from a desk, and at
a desk. I'm not locked into
either. There's a substantial
amount of work at both."
Keller's frustration with the
job reveals the complemen-

tary side to his cost-
consciousness: his deep

commitment to run-

Continued on Page 7
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In other Ivory Towers
Middlebury College The IWid-

dlebury School of Arabic, the
eighth such school of language
at Middlebury College, has been
formally approved by the Board
of Trustees and will open during
the summer of 1982. According
to the report submitted by the
Committee on the Feasibihty of
Arabic Studies, the new school
would help to "define and main-
tain high academic standards"
among the extremely variable
curricula in Arabic currently
offered in the U.S. The School of
Arabic is the first addition to the
Middlebury Language Schools
since the Japanese School was
added in 1970.

Also at Middlebury, the new
phenomenon of "snarfing"—
inhaling one's dessert through
one's nose—has been gaining
currency as a favorite after-
meal diversion. Steve Benton

'82, a snarfer who specializes in

cling peaches, explains that
"snarfing peaches is an art just
as playing the banjo is an art."
Another notable Middlebury
snarfer, senior John Buerger, is

a jello specialist. Asked about
his technique, Buerger replied
that it Is beyond description;

said Buerger emphatically, "a
snarf is a snarf!

"

Amherst College After an
absence of three years, the acti-

vist group, the Amherst Action
Coalition (AAC) has been
revived. The Coalition, which Is

not officially organized as yet, is

comprised of various campus
groups interested in issues
ranging from El Salvador, to
disarmament, to South Africa.
Coalition members this year

have already participated in an

THE RECORD STORE
RADIO SHACK DEALER

When in need of batteries

remember; we stock

ENERCELL SIZES D, C, AA, AAA, 9 VOLT, N
CARBON SIZES D, C, AA, 9 VOLT
NICKEL CADMIUM SIZES D, C, AA, 9 VOLT
13 SIZES WATCH, CALCULATOR, PHOTO
9 SIZES MERCURY BATTERIES
3 SIZES HEARING AID
SMOKE ALARM
LIGHTING AND LANTERN BATTERIES

NICKEL & REGULAR
BATTERY CHARGERS

Ephs Alley

Off Spring St

458-5418
DAILY 10-5:30

VISA

MASTER CARD
AtVIERICAN EXPRESS

Albany rally protesting the lour

of a South African rugby team,

and in the Solidarity Day March
in Washington, D.C. Scott

Busby '82, a member of the

AAC, explained that "the major
point of the organization is to

forge an alliance of the various

progressive and radical student

organizations of the Amherst
campus."

Bates College Mating moose
have become a public nuisance

in the Lewiston-Auburn area as

the large mammals invade

inhabited neighborhoods. Over
one weekend this month, two
cars (in separate accidents)

collided with moose, resulting

in some $1200 combined damage
to the vehicles, and one moose
fatality. In other news from
Bates, one of the college's most
illustrious alumni, Edmund
Muskie, Class of 1936, plans to

allow his alma mater to house

his papers in the near future.

According to the Bates Student,

Bates president T. Hedley Rey-

nolds, who has been negotiating

with Muskie for the past four or

five years, is "optimistic" that

the Muskie papers will be

housed on campus "within four

or five months." A small

museum is projected to contain

the papers, which will be availa-

ble for scholarly research by

students and others.

Muskie, who has served as a

senator and the governor of

Maine, as well as a presidential

candidate, had most of the pap-

ers transferred to Bates after

his appointment to the post of

Secretary of State under Presi-

dent Carter. These papers, cur-

rently stored in the basement of

the Ladd Library, will Join the

rest when final arrangements
for the transfer are made.

i CONCERTS
Tues.,Oct. 13 Robin William-

son, Passlm's, Boston
Wed., Oct. 14 Son Seals, Jon-

athan Swifts; Boston
Alex DeGrassi, Passim's,

Boston
Widespread Depression,
J.B. Scott's, Albany

Thurs., oct. 15 Roy Harris,
South St., Northampton
Chieftains, Bushnell Me-
morial Hall, Hartford

Frl., Oct. 16 John Hall
Band, JB Scott's

Al Jarreau, Berklee Per-
formance Ctr., Boston

Sat., Oct. 17 Garland Jef-

fries, JB Scotts

David Bromberg, Sonny
Terry & Brownie Mo-
Ghee, Page Hall, SUNY
at Albany

Don McClean, Usdan Stu-

dent Ctr., Brandeis
University, Waltham.
Mass.

Joe Val & His N.E. Blue-
grass Boys, Town Hall,

Orange, Mass.
Sun. Oct. 18 DeDannan, Iron

Horse, Northampton
Jimmy Cliff, Fine Arts Ctr.

U.Mass., Amherst
Foreigner & Billy Squire,
Hartford Civic Ctr

Mon. Oct. 19 Dan Fogelberg,
Providence Civic Ctr.

Tues., Oct. 20 English
Beat, Channel, Boston

Oct. 21 Earth, Wind &
Fire, Civic Ctr., Provi-
dence

Bob Dylan, Orpheum, Bos-
ton

hy Ric Johnson

Many past F'reshman Revues
have centered on themes that
arc pertinent to the Williams
experience. This year's Revue
followed in that tradition.

"And Now I Am Two" por-
trays through a series of skits,

the pains and pleasures of male-
female relationships. Accord-
ing to the program, the show
hails "from the mind of Ethan
Berman, via the pen of Dean
Grodzins, and the songs of Greg
Pliska"—with choreography by
Ned Stiker '84.

The Revue opened with a
solemn prologue representing a

passage from Aristophanes'
speech in Plato's symposium—
a heavy beginning. Dramatiz-
ing a tale of the separation of the

hermaphrodites by Zeus, it

operates as a framework for the
show, implying that the rest of

the Revue will explore human
attempts to rediscover that
original union with a member of

Symphony plays varied program
by Greg Capaldini placed in time and in this performance, the play-

At last Friday's Berkshire Symphony
ers were also a bit stingy on inflection.

Concert-the first of the season-conductor .

P."nc'pal bassoonist Stephen Walt was the solo-

Julius Hegyi whipped up an ambitious and varied l^lf ^^^ ^"''*?'''
f 'f''"'"'

,?"8*«-ese by Weber,

program with a Romantic leaning. The results ^'?'.' composer s style is light and somewhat

were mixed, improving as the evening pro- ""l""''"^'' ^^^ ",
^"h'^' '".^'^""iPv,'^"?,^

^ '°*
°i

gressed, but respectable on the whole. "°«*^^- ^'- .^^^ .^^"'^ «« '^^^ ^'^^ facility, and

Blacher's Paganinl Variations, based on that ^'"
'^""f

is uniformly strong in all registers;

ubiquitous theme by the 19th-century violinist,
essentially his technique brings out the unique

attempts to be an enlightened modern approach Z 'T°^
'^^ instrument. There were some per-

to the variations genre. But its jazzy effects and f^P'"".^ '^.'"R"
P^^lems in this rendition, mainly

clever orchestrational devices are not well- ,,„!v, ^ "1"'"^»
^ r^ ... . « .With Berlioz Benvenuto Cellini Overture, the
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Customs & camels—Williams abroad
by Cathy .lames

In the Record two weeks ago.

Eric Schmitt noted that, while

his yeai- abroad "was not my
most academically challenging
year the time off from Willi-

ams in a different living and
learning environment was my
most productive educational
experience ever." And if you
ever read any of the reports

filed by Study Abroad students
(available in the Dean's Office)

.

you will find Schmitt's senti-

ment echoed fervently. The
questions ' 'Was your trip worth-
while?" and "Would you recom-
mend it to others?" are usually
followed by a barrage of yes's

across the page.
Last year students attended

school in such places as India,

Greece, Kenya and Yugoslavia,
as well as in the more fre-

quented countries of England,
France, Germany and Spain.

The uniqueness of an expe-
rience abroad appears to come
from the country as much as
from the specific school.

"There is a feeling of

being a foreigner.

"

"Exposure to a foreign cul-

ture is exciting in itself, a
chance to get the education that

doesn't come out of books (but)

that is very, very real,"
reflected Fred Freundlich, who
spent a semester in London.
"(There is) a feeling of being a
foreigner and being an Ameri-
can; you are viewed in a special
light. Issues outside of personal

ones become more important
because they seem more itnpor-

tant to foreigners. (Vou become
aware of) how large a role the

U.S. plays in the world."
Study abroad students

"In Israel, people
really put a value on
living."

encounter people with com-
pletely different backgrounds
and heritages.

"Over there, there is such a

diversity of students, attitudes

and lifestyles ... so much more
of everything," noted Lee Ali-

son (London School of

Economics).
Miriam Sapiro commented on

encountering a different sense
of time: "In Israel people really

put a value on living; most peo-

ple there have suffered some
kind of loss . . . there is more of a

sense of living day to day."
Katherine Downey found

much the same true of Greece,

explaining, "People there live

more for the day . . . they are

really poor, but they open up
their hearts."

Patricia Chambers found that

students in Germany were
much more politically aware
than in the U.S.: "They knew
more about the American
government than I did."
Chambers also discovered a dif-

ference in the campus atmos-

phere in that there was no notion

of organized social activity.

"People tend to do things in

small groups, independently of

each other."

DISCOUNT COUPON
Worth 500 off on any case of beer OR

wortfi $1.00 off a 1.75 liter bottle

of liquor OR

worth 500 off on any 4 liter

jug of wine.

Offer ends OCTOBER 21, 1981
TRY US, YOU'LL LIKE US!

WEST PACKAGE STORE
ROUTE 2

BETWEEN N.A. AND WILUAMSTOWN
663-6081

But despite the generally

favorable impression the for

eign experience left on most stu

dents, study abroad can also

entail sobering, unhappy, and
even frightening moments. The
people of the country you visit

may not always be as happy to

see you as you are them, either

because you are a foreigner tak-

ing up classroom space, or

simply because you are an
American.
One student (who asked to

remain anonymous) told of

being cursed and yelled at by a

man in a bar when he found out

that she was an American stu-

dent. Communication may also

pose problems—for example, a

Dartmouth student was offering

to fix his host family's bicycle
but as a result of his sign lan-

guage wound up being accused
of wrecking it in the first place.

In an Eastern Bloc country,
chances are you may be res-

tricted as to the places you can
go and the things you can do.

Even the foreign universities

themselves are often intimidat-
ing and impersonal; Tomaz
Remec remarked that "it made
me realize how privileged peo-
ple are to be able to go to a
school like Williams, where
there is so much individual

attention."

"They knew more
about the American
government than I

did.
"

A student may take either a
semester or a year at a foreign
university, applying through a
Williams-approved program at

another school (Sweet Briar,
HamiJton and Ithaca Colleges
have some of the more popular
ones), through a foreign
exchange program like the
International Exchange Ser-

vice, or directly to the univer-

sity itself. Each choice for

studying abroad has its peculiar
problems and peculiar benefits.

For example, a program usual-

ly has a set academic struc-

ture and sometimes supplies

housing; however, these pro-

grams may conduct classes in

English specifically for the

exchange student, thus reduc-
ing his contact with the regular
students at the university.

All curly perms are not the same.

THE CLIP SHOP

will make the difference!

Curls are easy to style and easy to

manage. And they continue to be in

style. Soft, uniform curls that are

luxurious and shiny definitely make
a difference.

The stylist of the Clip Shop believes

in continued education Weekly
they learn from the leaders of the

field via video Thus they are able to

keep up with the latest and best

techniques for perming, styling and
coloring for all types of hair.

And once more the stylist of the

Clip Shop wants you to get the

results you want. Stop in for a free

consultation.

The Clip Shop at 49 Spring St.

or if you prefer, make an appointment by calling 458-9167.

The Clip Shop is also located in Pittsfield and Bennington.

at-..''-' A'

Not all Williams students see scenes like this during their year abroad, but

Miriam Sapiro was able to take this picture In Israel.

In contrast, a student who
applies directly to a university
will find himself treated no dif-

ferently than regular students,
and thus will have more oppor-
tunity to immerse himself in the
cultureof that country. Unfortu-
nately, this student must also
arrange everything—from
housing to transfer of academic
credit—himself. The Dean's
Office and Weston Language
Center have information helpful
in overcoming these problems.

In most cases study abroad
will not be as academically

challenging as Williams. The
student is often expected to

work independently, without

much supervision, so what he

learns may be due to his own
initiative and willingness to

work. The challenge lies in

adapting to a new country and

different way of life, sur-

rounded by strangers. Miriam
Sapiro caught one element that

can make study abroad worth-

while, saying, "The truth is that

going away gives you a chance

to think, and you often develop

different goals."

Writing workshop
Continued from Page 1

was how well the students them-
selves wrote."

The majors of the six tutors

include German, History of

Ideas, Economics, Russian and
English. Prospective tutors

were recommended by faculty

members, after which they

were invited to submit applica-

tions, including writing sam-
ples. About 30 applications were
received.

One of the tutors, Meredith
McGill '83, says, "I think a need
for something like this has been
there for a long time. Everyone
has trouble writing." Another
tutor, Dave Lipscomb '83,

remarked, ' 'I think it's a fantas-

tic idea."

The other tutors are seniors

Cheryl Martin and Louise Pratt

and juniors Jonathan Hay and
Debora Phipps. The sophomore
apprentice tutors are Susan
Oppenheimer, Erin Sahr, Aru-
nas Gudaitis, Deborah Clay-

poole and Dianne Valle.

A freshman who prefers to

remain unnamed said, "It's a

good idea, but I probably won't

ever use it. The thing is, if you
use it, you have to put on the

paper that you used it."

Part of the impetus for the

workshop comes from a Com-
mittee on Educational Policy

(CEP) report on student writing

released last spring.

This report found that "the

faculty seems reasonably well-

assured that few students
admitted to Williams are
acutely deficient in fundamen-
tal writing skills. But a persist-

ent impression remains that

many students fail to display or

achieve a really satisfactory

degree of competency in

writing."

English professor Lawrence
Raab, the primary author of the

CEP report, said, "The creation

of the writing workshop is in

some way a response to the
report Itself. It kept the issue of

student writing visible. I hope it

will continue to be visible."

I

by Paul Sabbah

I was dead tired. Who
wouldn't be after reading three

hundred pages of the Reader's
Digest version of War and

Peace and then realizing that

you're still in chapter 2. I

needed a break from serfdom

and wheat, so I headed down to

the tube. Figured T'd do up a lit-

tle daytime T.V., or, as the net-

works advertise it, "sex in the

afternoon."

I planted myself down in an

easy chair, propped my feet up,

and soaked in the murder,
blackmail, adultery, and any-

thing else they could dream up.

Well, after a few minutes, it

looked like my horizontal hold

was on the fritz . . . wavy lines,

heavy eyelids, and, finally,

lights out. I assumed the fetal

position and drifted off to soap

opera land.

What took place next can only

be described as a nightmare. A
van drives through the gates

and on toward a brick building

.

. . the credits come on . . . wel-

come to General Infirmary . .

.

we'll be right back after a words
from our sponsor, L. L. Bean.

The plot to this program is

beyond belief!

It's a soap opera set at a

small, rural New England col-

lege that is beseiged with inter-

nal conflicts, scandals, and the

threats of a Greek megaloma-

niac. His name is Mikkos Con-

stantine, and he runs the local

pizza parlor. He is, however,
holding the college in a grip of

terror and indigestion because

he is the only pizza maker in the

civilized world who knows the

Life in a
Daytime
Soap
Opera

"ice za" formula. Mikkos even-

tually wants to force all schools

into submitting to his formula,
thereby creating a "brave new
world" in which all college stu-

dents will use those small
numbers claim checks to order
frozen pizza for every meal.

That's where Luke and Laura
come in. They met at an alumni
mixer in Winnetka. Later on,

while both are studying for

exams, Luke rapes Laura in the

reserve room, by the govern-

ment documents office, thereby

winning her everlasting love.

Together they plot to defeat

Panorama
Mikkos with the help of Scorpio,

a spy posing as a college trus-

tee. Scorpio uses vast interests

in South African mining stocks

as a front for his clandestine

activities, which include acquir-

ing the Amherst playbook every
year before Homecoming, and
reporting Honor Code violators.

Meanwhile, back at the Infir-

mary, the college physician. Dr.

Noah Drake, has taken a few
days off to begin recording his

new album of college drinking

songs. He's a big hit with the

nurses down there, simply
because they all want to sing

back-ups on "The Mountains."
Well, back on Spring Street,

Mikkos has offered an ultima-

tum to the college: either sign a

food service contract with

Colonial or suffer severe indi-

gestion every night around

11: 30. The deans respond in des-

peration: "Give us time, give us

time, in all human decency!"
Mikkos sends back his answer:

"You have . . . feefteen

meenltes."

On that note, Luke, Laura
and Scorpio cook up a plan. With
the help of the W.C.O.T. (Willi-

ams Committee to Oppose Ter-

rorism) they plot to blow up the

freezer in Colonial. After dis-

guising as preps, they infiltrate

the Constantine Stronghold,

order a tuna grinder as a diver-

sion, and plant the bomb. Mean-
while, the college administra-

tors have no idea that our

heroes are on the verge of

defeating the menace, so they

begin wholesale firings in the

food service department. The
first to go is the Row House din-

ing system.

Next, special dinners are done

away with. To top it all off, they

agree to give in to Mlkko's final

demand, so they write the Con-

stantine name next to those of

Homer and Shakespeare on the

Stetson facade.

How long can this go on, you

ask? Well, consider the fact that

the trustees have not adopted a

policy of no-negotiations with

terrorists yet. Are they just ask-

ing for trouble? Have they

burned up the "ice za" formula

yet? I, for one, sure hope so.

Williams, Botswana
cement relations
Representative of Williams

College and the African nation

of Botswana, represented by its

Finance Minister, Peter S.

Mmusl, signed an agreement on

Monday, October 5, formalizing

a relationship In which Williams

will commission specialists

from throughout the world to

serve as consultants to Botswa-

na's government ministries.

"Harvard has contacts of this

sort through its Institute of

International Development,"
remarked President John
Chandler earlier, "But I'm not

aware of any other small liberal

arts college that does anything

like this."

Economics Professor Ste-

phen Lewis Jr. will coordinate

the recruitment program, an

' 'open International search with

no restrictions on nationality."

Lewis has served as an

adviser in Botswana for two of

the last three years. Next

summer he will return to Willi-

ams, where the project will

have its permanent headquar-

ters.

The "Special relationship"

between Williams and Bots-

wana developed out of the Cen-
ter for Development Economics
graduate program, which sev-

eral Botswanan civil servants
have attended. In addition, sev-

eral specialists from Great Bri-

tain who served as advisers to

the Botswanan government
have subsequently come here to

teach.

JOSEPH E. DEWEY

9:00 - S:00

Mon.-Sat. ^

WILUAMSTOWN, MASS.

01267

//
o.

458-5717

'^.^

Keller cooks up changes
Continued from Page 4

nlng a quality food operation.

"The only frustration that

occurs Is when a student says

'That was a good dinner; how
come?' It's not surprising, but

It's frustrating," Keller says

with a sigh. "I wish students

here realized more what a good
Food Service we have."

Despite such earnest convic-
tions, Keller recognizes the

flaws Inherent to a college din-

ing system.

"Monotony Is a problem In a

college food service," he says.

"Students are coming three

times a day, seven days a week
for nine months. It gets monoto-
nous; I know that. We work all

the time to relieve that by pre-

paring Interesting menus, and
putting on ethnic dinners like

the Chinese dinner we had
(Thursday)."

When the last table is wiped
off, and the office Is closed for

the day, the pressures of the job

still plague Keller. It is a job

that follows him home.
"I think about It all the time,"

he says. "I wish I didn't but

there are always problems con-

cerning students, menus, staf-

fing and finances."

The effect on Keller's family
life, however. Is not detrimen-
tal. His wife, Carolyn, is tuned

into College problems as secre-

tary In the chaplains' office.

"She does souls, I do bodies,"

Keller says wryly.

Keller plans to retire after his

tenure at Williams Is over, but

his eyes sparkle, and he talks

like a little kid the day before

Christmas when the dream of

all food service operators is

broached: owning your own
restaurant.

Keller's dream would be

modeled after his personal

favorite, Mill on the Floss In

New Ashford.

"Mine would be small, Inti-

mate and on the coast of

Maine," he says, his mind float-

ing off to the sound of waves

crashing against a rocky
shoreline.

Quickly though, Keller snaps

back to the present; "However,

there's the feeling In the busi-

ness: Those of us who work for

others wish we had our own;

those who have their own wish

they worked for someone else.

You see your own problems as

being the worst."

Bermuda
College
Weeks
1982

IVIarch 7th-April 17th

Information on ttiis exciting program

just came in. Stop by for details.

EZ STOSE
105 Spring Street

WILUAMSTOWN. MASS.01267* (413)458-5786

ALMOST FOREVER,

THE?|ou£ie of WuM)
HAS STOOD FOR

FINE CLOTHING FOR MEN AND WOMEN
. . .AND THE LEGEND CONTINUES

Spring St. Willlamstown Mass. 01267 (413) 458-5010

Purple Pub
Bank Street

Monday
Draft Beer Night

Pabst Beer 64 oz.

pitchers $1.50

7 pm - 12 midnight

Tuesday
Prime Time
(reduced prices)

Wednesday
Watch Record for

specials.

NOTE: Lunch served Monday-Saturday 11:30-2:00 p.m.

Best Deli in town!

Thursday
Vodlta Night

Any Vodka drink

$1.00

Friday
Lunch special

Beer and Deli

Sandwich with I.D.
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Djai.a-Menu: Fun phone fad

Letters-
Continued from Page 2

that we start with fireplaces.

The senselessness of burning
wood so that all our nice warm
air is sucked up the chimney,
necessitating more oil-burning

as well, is evident. Burning
wood wastes energy and money
and fouls up our air. A few can-

dles and a warm radiator can be
just as magical.

For those of us without fire-

places, or who have already had
them closed, there are as many
other kinds of self-discipline as
there are indulgences. We could
stop eating meat or salting our
food, or we could go to the Log
and drink water. We should do
something, though.

The classical Greeks lauded
Temperance. Thoreau sang of

simplicity. Wh>' is it that we do
not aim as high as they did and
do, the great ones whom we
study? It might make us happ-
ier. And it can all begin with our
fireplaces, with our decision not

to use them.

Steve Petersen '85

Driven Away
To the editor:

Tonight I was treated to a

spectacular film — "Taxi
Driver." It was an overwhelm-
ing film, to say the least. I was
intrigued by the wonderful soci-

ological interactions depicted in

the film. The delightful mon-
tages of New York City nightlife

tickled me to my toes. It was so
exquisite that I felt compelled to

leave, my senses no longer able
to endure the wonders on the
screen.

The Film Society should con-
sider reviewing policy—
perhaps it would be wise if it

attached warnings onto posters
informing students of possible
stomach upset (due to the vio-

lence). Watching people being
torn apart by bullets at length,
close up, and in very graphic
detail holds absolutely no
appeal for me. If I were inter-

ested in blood and guts, I could
easily go home to N. Y.C. and get
on a subway, where I could
watch the action in truly living

color.

GREYSTONE
GARDENS
Fine Vintage Clothing

Fine antique clothing, Jewelry and accessories
for ladles and gentlemen. .\ full Hue of Victorian
whiles, vlnlaKc silks and cottons, gaberdine Jackets,
pleated pants, vests, animated wool sweaters, silk
scarves and kimonos, laces, velvets, furs, hats,
lingerie as well as antique wicker. Fashions may
change but beautifully made clothes are never out
of date. TELHF^HONF, (413)442-9291

. 436 NORTH .STREET
^'^ PITTSFIEI.D, MAS.SACHlJSKrr.S

Special Costumes for Halloween

by Steve Epstein

Here's to the Administration.

I don't see why everybody's on

Its tail. People on this campus
are so darn selfish. They look at

things like the abolition of Row
House dining and the threats to

ban fireplaces and they get

mad. I try to look at the bright

side.

How about all the added
things this year. Well there's . .

.

well, then also . . . er, uh . . . oh

yes, we've all forgotten the best

move of all, DIAL-a-MENU.
How can anyone say this cam-
pus is depersonalized, when one
can call any time day or night,

and get a personally recorded
message, telling him what the

wonderful bill of fare will be at

Baxter tonight.

Yes, it's true. The Adminis-
tration has countered all the bad

stuff with this one stroke of

genius, and Its spin offs. Here's

how it works. All one has to do is

dial 597-MENU to get the scoop.

The recording is totally true

to life. You'll think you're at

Baxter . . . even while sitting in

the privacy of your room. A
squeaky voice comes over the

line and impatiently asks you
for your I.D. The recording

reads the menu, and also tells

you that the computer fouled up
or you've already used up your
eight meals for the week.

But the administration is

still getting negative feed-back

about all sorts of 'little' Issues

like summer thievery, so more
such wonderful recordings are

in the works.

597-JOHN gives one a two-

minute inspirational message
from President Chandler. First,

There were people who
obviously were enjoying the

film—that's fine with me, I

couldn't care less. I simply
object to not being forewarned.

Lucy Y. Shen '82

Intolerant

To the editor:

I would like to point out a very
disturbing situation in our so-

called mature, tolerant, intel-

lectual environment. The
Coalition Against Militarism
(formerly WCOD) bulletin
board in Baxter Hall has been
vandalized (i.e. torn down)
twice this year, after having
been repeatedly destroyed last

year. The most recent incident

followed an appeal by Dean
O'Connor on behalf of the CAM
and general decency.

What can be done? Well, aside
from spending a great deal on a
glass enclosure for the board
(an expenditure that has been
graciously half-funded by the
Deans' Office), very little. It is

just important that I call atten-

tion to the childish intolerance
of some sector of the Williams
community.

David Yaskulka '84 for

The Coalition

Against Militarism

Blessing

Falstaff

6.99/case

1.80/six

Paul Masson

1.5 liter chablls

4.89

save $1.16

To the editor:

In our liturgy for Yom Kippur
we say Kaddish to keep in mind
the people of the time now gone.
We cannot bring them back, but
as long as we remember them,
the power of their lives will con-
tinue to bring us blessing. The
life of the dead is found in the
memory of the living.

Even in the face of death, the
Jewish tradition has character-
istically sanctified life. Upon
the death of President Anwar el-

Sadat of Egypt, we of the Jewish
Political Action Committee
affirm the urgency of the conti-

nuation of the peace process
begun at Camp David. This pro-
cess was not between individu-
als, but between peoples.

Rich Cohen '83 and
Seth Rogovoy '83 for

The Jewish Political

Action Committee

Locked out
To the editor:

I find it very interesting that

Dean O'Connor calls students a
"soft touch" when it comes to

locking their rooms. I, for one,

am not at all surprised at their

reluctance. After all, if a stu-

dent should lock himself out of

his room more than once, he
must pay $25 fine to the security

officer whose necessary duties

he has disturbed (this, at least

was the reason given for insti-

tuting the fine—to free security

so that they could carry on with
more pressing business). Per-
haps these duties should include
guarding against stereo theft?

David E. Woodworth '83

he repeats over and over again,

"You're one of the few, the

select, the chosen," to make a
student feel important during
those times of pre-exam ten-

sion. Then, he promises to keep
your fireplace Intact and fin-

ishes with the fading cry, "That
reminds me of a joke I just

heard ..."

597-MTRN puts one in touch
with the recorded voice of a
matron, in case a student hasn't

seen one in the last few weeks.
It's a true to life recording. She
begins with, "My boss says I'm
not supposed to vacuum except

Off the Record
between 6-8 AM," and then fol-

lows with, "So Gertie, let's take
offearly and hitPrlceChopper."

597-PREP is a goodie too. One
can call this number and hear a
licensed campus representative
from L.L. Bean. He talks about
three subjects—the joy of Top-
siders, fashion hints in pink and
green, and how to wear an alli-

gator on anything. Finishes
with, "Taa-taa, see you on the
links at two."
597-JOCK gives one a threat-

ening message from the football
team. It's a must for anyone
who hasn't fulfilled the phys. ed.
requirement and wants to feel
inferior. It ends with sophomore
Sean Crotty reading an Irish

limerick, dancing a jig, and
insulting your ancestry.
597-DEAN gives you two min-

utes of inspiration from (get this

innovation) the dean of your
choice. Feeling guilty? Dean
Roosenraad will convince you to

visit his office and admit setting
off that fire extinguisher. Keep-
ing your flue open nightly?
Dean Dan will lecture you on
energy waste. Even Wendy
Hopkins will give a two minute
talk on the advantages of a 3' by
5' room. "At least you've got a
single, and don't have to live

like a savage 12 to a room like

they do in Asia," is one of the
most moving quotations in her
proposed speech tentatively

entitled, "Williams Housing:
Plumbing isn't everything."

Surely these ideas will
add so niuch to the quality of life

at Williams. After all, we'll

never realize we've lost
everything—if little remnants
remain. Thanks Administra-
tion, for working so hard to keep
us happy. But until the new
tapes come out, at least we'll

always have MENU to tell what
to eat, and more Importantly,
where to go.

Welcome to Williams!
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Volleyball

spikes to
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four wins
Winning all four matches, the

women's volleyball team upped
its record to nine wins and six

losses this week.
Kathleen Gilmore '83 led the

victory over Skidmore on Satur-
day, as the opponents proved
futile in trying to stop her pow-
erful spiking. Williams won 15-

4, 13-15, 15-10 in what proved to

be its third win of the week.
The Purple then handily

defeated R.P.I., 15-2, 15-13 in a
match which gave Coach Sue
Hudson-Hamblin an opportun-
ity to let her substitutes gain
some experience.

In their first home matches of

the season, the team swept
Union College and North Adams
State last Thursday night in the
friendly confines of the Lasell

Gymnasium. The Ephs lost the

first game to North Adams, 13-

15, but then rebounded impres-
sively to win the next two, 15-7

and 15-8.

The Union match was even
less challenging for the volley-

bailers, as they swept Union
allowing their opponents only 12

total points for the evening. The
scores were 15-4 and 15-8.

Three seniors and one sopho-
more excelled in the two Thurs-
day matches for the Ephs.
Senior Anne Dancewitz bol-

stered the scoring effort with
her combination of hard and off-

opped spikes; Gibson Rymar '82

kept the team ahead with strong
serves; Kenwin Fuller '82

played superbly at the net; and
sophomore Carol Dorfman also
contributed strongly to the win-
ning effort.

Coach Hudson-Hamblin feels

the team is starting to round
into top form, but has yet to

reach its potential. Williams
travels to Springfield on Thurs-
day to play Div. I U.N.H. and
Springfield College.

Booters take Trinity,

topple Bantams, 2-1

Senior Anne Dancewitz spikes past Union as teammates Carol Dorfman,
Terry Dancewitz, Kenwin Fuller and Gibson Rymer watch attentively.

(Doherty)

by David Woodworth

Freshman standout Doug
McKenney scored one goal and
assisted on the other in leading

the men's varsity team to a 2-1

victory over Trinity last Satur-

day. The win was the first in five

starts for the Ephs, who were
finally able to put together

offense and defense in the same
game.

The offense, which had had
particular problems in getting
on track this season, started
quickly, with McKenney's goal

Eph gridders lack confidence
by Steve Epstein

There's something really
wrong after three weeks with
the Williams football squad, but

it's hard exactly to pinpoint.

It has little to do with the 27-14

loss last Saturday at Trinity.

The Ephs were beaten by a
bigger and better ballclub.

Even with an offense, the Ephs
would have had trouble. A 14-

play, 80-yard Trinity drive in

the first quarter against the usu-

ally rock-solid Eph defense
proved that Trinity was a jug-

gernaut. Few teams would have
beaten them last Saturday. But
still, something's just a little bit

rotten in Billsville.

Since quarterback John
Lawler went down two weeks
ago with a leg injury, the Ephs
have gradually lost more than
their entire offensive punch.
They've lost a share of confi-

dence that comes from the lead-

ership Lawler had instilled over
the last two seasons. His
absence and the team's subse-
quent decline shows through
perfect hindsight the mistake
the Williams squad made in not
naming Lawler offensive cap-
tain for this season.

But Lawler is down and tem-
porarily out, and Bowdoin
awaits this week-end. Yes, Bow-

-JOCK SCRAPS
Field Hocliey

Junior Bea Fuller gunned in

the winning goal with under five

minutes left to give Williams a
1-8 victory over previously
undefeated Trinity in field

hockey this Saturday. The win
moved the Ephs record up to 4-1-

1.

The game was a hotly con-
tested battle between two
strong defensive teams. Senior
Laura Soper played superbly in

goal for the Purple, making ten

saves.

The difference in the game
was Fuller's tally, which came
off an assist from Co-captain
Beth Connolly. The defense con-

tinued to hold Trinity scoreless

to end their undefeated season.
Middlebury handed Williams

its first loss of the year earlier in

the week by a 5-2 margin at Mid-
dlebury. Adverse weather and
four missing starters hampered
the Eph squad. Connolly and
Alison Earle '84 garnered the

goals for Williams.

IWen's X-country

Eph runners had a run-in with
some of "the Big Boys" at Dart-

mouth Saturday, and came
away a bit humbler, a bit more
tired than usual, and hopefully a

bit wiser.

The team which had not been
beaten in four years (34 straight

meets) fell to three tough Div-

ision I goes: Dartmouth,

UMass, and UConn. Clearly out-

classed but not intimidated, the
Ephs turned in some good
races: John Nelson '84 was first

for the Ephs in 20th place, and
Lyman Casey '83 was second
taking 29th. Chuck Stewart '82,

Brian Engle '84, and Bennett
Yort '84 rounded out the scoring
for the team.
The team is anxious to get

their next streak started on Sat-

urday at NESCAC Champion-
ships.

In JV action Saturday, Dan
Sullivan '82 led the harriers to a
strong win over Berkshire
Christian and Berkshire Com-
munity College. Also r.unning

strong for the JV were Nick
Osborne '84 and Eric Schmitt
•82.

Allen Rosenberg
(Cirone)

doin, beaten by the Ephs last

season in a game that went
down to the wire and victors

over behemoth Tufts last week.

EPHUSIONS

The Ephs will need 110 percent
this week to score points, beat

Bowdoin, and turn their season
around before it collapses com-
pletely. But do the Ephs care
enough at this stage to turn

things around?
This isn't a charge that any-

body played less than 100'^

against Trinity on Saturday.
Nobody threw a game, or even
let up. At least physically, that

is. Mentally, I for one have some
questions after talking to many
players after the game.
Maybe it was just a release of

post-game frustration, but talk

Saturday and Sunday revolved
around escaping with a 2-6 sea-

son, and how to explain a senior
season that failed. Players were
extremely pessimistic about
making football fun again in

1981.

Defensive players, the rock of

the squad last season, griped
bitterly about the offense.
"We'll have to shut out Bowdoin
to beat them" was a common
response—something these def-

ensive stars just didn't see as a

reality.

The offense seems confused
and frustrated, never sure of its

role without a leader. "This
team needs to see a good
shrink," said one member of the
offense, "All through the second
half we kept saying we'd come
back and generate some
offense, but deep down we all

knew we weren ' t going to. " This

Continued on Page 9

coming at only 1:02 of the
match.^Taking a good chip from
Rob Kusel '83, McKenney beat
his man to the ball and rifled it

past the Trinity goalkeeper,
who probably did not even see
the shot. A short time later, at
14:42, Jim Peck '82 took a per-
fect pass from McKenney and
booted it past the keeper. Trini-
ty's goal came at 30: 48, as some
confusion on the part of the Eph
defense allowed Peter Miller to

put a loose bail into the net. The
defense tightened up on both
sides in the second half, and
there was no further scoring.
Once again Williams outshot

its opponent, this time by a 20-13

margin, and was finally able to
find the net with them. Kenny
Rhodes '85 and Vince Brand-
stein '84 shared the duties in

goal for the Ephs, combining for
six saves.
Coach Mike Russo had

nothing but praise for just about
everyone on the squad, calling it

"a great team effort. We knew
that we had to win, and took it to

them in the opening moments."

Football fails 27-14
Displaying a precise and pow-

erful offense and an equally
impressive defense, the Trinity
Bantams handed Williams its

second loss, 27-14. The game
was ruled throughout by the
Bantams who were playing in

front of a large crowd on their

Parents' Weekend.

Rolling smoothly on their first

possession. Trinity opened the
scoring when star fullback Bill

Holden snuck behind the Eph
defense for a 26-yard touchdown
reception.

Three plays and punt was the

pattern all day for the Williams

offense. The ground game com-
piled only ten yards and the Pur-

ple and Gold completed only one

pass in the first three quarters.

With Holden piling up 153

yards in 35 carries, the Bantam
offense was able to keep ball

control and dictate the pace of

the game. The Eph defense
often held the Bantams in check
until third down, but the
scrappy Bantams had great
success in converting third
down plays to keep their drives
alive.

Williams also made a consid-

erable number of mistakes
which contributed to the lop-

sided score.

Sophomore quarterback B. J.

Connolly, playing the fourth
quarter, put two tallies on the

board for the Ephs to help main-
tain respectability. He hit

sophomore wide receiver Mark
Hummon for the first touch-

down and Micah Taylor on a 70-

yard catch and run for the

second.

Bowdoin will travel to Willi-

amstown this week to take on

the 1-2 Ephs who are playing

home for the first time in three

weeks.

Former Olympic gold medalist

Rowing great coaches oarswomen
by Ted Leon

Allen Rosenberg, perhaps the

finest rowing coach in the Uni-
ted States, spent some long
hours on Lake Onota Saturday
and Sunday working with the
Williams College women's crew
team. A close friend of Eph
Head Coach George Marcus, he
came up to counsel and direct
yet another intensive clinic for

the team, a tradition which
began a few years back.
Although he no longer

actively coaches, Rosenljerg's
past coaching history includes
several world championships
and an Olympic gold in 1964 at

Tokyo. He finds himself visiting

with the specific purpose of

offering some wisdom to Mar-
cus and some inspiration to the
girls. As Co-captain Sue Smith
'82 said: "Allen is just about the

best there is. He is very
insightful."

Yet this is more than a guest
appearance or celebrity lec-

ture, for he brings with him a

whole philosophy of sport and
its role in ones life.

Women sports concept

Speaking with Rosenlserg and
Marcus provides many insights

concerning the interesting issue

of the role of sport for women:
By the nature of our society, the

role of sport for women is bound
to be a tenuous one. Men are

encouraged to play sports, play
a lot, and play intensely, for in

sports there is much to be
learned at)out courage, dedica-

tion, power and the like. But
women are introduced to the

same games with some under-
standing that they are not to

carry their interest too far. As a
result, the "ladies" miss out on
most of the beauty of sport and
must play down their interest

and ability or face the social

consequences.

This effect becomes most pro-

nounced with a physically
demanding sport like crew.
"Many of the girls feel the

taboo as to socially acceptable
or unacceptable sports," said
Rosenberg. Marcus added,
"Many are intimidated by the
intensity and seriousness that
has bccon-.c the reputation of
the crew team."

Serious sport

Indeed, many are scared
away. The sport demands pre-
cise execution and the ability to

adapt to subtle changes in

rhytjim, and this comes only

through disproportionately long

hours of practice. There is both

a fall and spring season and

each girl will put in some 600

hours of practice during the

year to prepare for about one

hour of racing.

One of the girls who was not

scared was Sue Smith. A former

field hockey and basketball

player, she has chosen crew for

its "seriousness and total obli-

gation to seven other people."

She added, "You can sense

exactly what every one of your

teammates is doing."

From the nature of the sport,

and the nature of the training, it

comes as no surprise that the

team is tightly knit, intense, and

extremely dedicated.

Crew goals

And these qualities, accord-

ing to Marcus and Rosenberg
and thousands of others, are

exactly the qualities that sport

aims to develop. "We.are trying

to teach them that they have a

limited amount of time; every

stroke must be perfect, and
every stroke must mesh with

the other seven," said Rosen-

berg, adding, "There's no next

time, and no substitutions once
the race has started."
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Peer health plans

contraceptive clinic
by Jon Tigar

A student-run contraceptive

counseling clinic will open soon

on campus, according to organ-

izer Kevin Hirsch '82. The
clinic, which will be run by Peer
Health Counseling, will also sell

non-prescription contracep-
tives at wholesale prices.

Hirsch predicts that the clinic

will open "around Thanlcsgiv-

ing" in either Room 6 in Mears
House or Weston Language
Center.

"I envision this thing running

from 1 to 5 on Friday after-

noons," Hirsch said. "1 figure

we'll have three or perhaps four

counselors.

"We have two people who are

certified Family Planning
Counselors; they were certified

by Emory University. One of

them is an underclassman, so

there'll be some continuity," he
added.
The clinic hopes to receive a

$250 start-up fund from the Stu-

dent Activities Tax. Initial pri-

ces will be "a few cents higher,"

in order to pay baclc that

money; then prices will drop,

Hirsch said.

Students should realize that

the clinic's "primary function is

counseling. The sale of contra-
ceptives is secondary," said

Hirsch. "The reason that our

primary function is counseling

is that the most popular
methods among this age group
are the prescription methods
such as the diaphragm or the

Pill . . . Non-prescription contra-

ceptives such as condoms or

foam are not the popular forms
of contraception on this cam-
pus, although I think sexually

active persons should use them
as a back-up."

The administration has been
"cautionary," according to

Dean Nancy Mclntire, who said

she tried to make sure the stu-

dents "knew what they were
getting into."

"When the question first

came up, they were not told not

to do it . . . it just seemed to me
that they should know what they
were selling, what the costs are,

what the liabilities are, etc.",

she said.

"The liability lies with the

manufacturer as long as the

Peer Health counselors have told

the students how long the con-

traceptives can be stored, have
read the labels . . . and presuma-
bly it's the user's responsibility

to know the risks."

Mclntire also felt that the

clinic might shock some parents
"who saw the clinic as a way in
which the College was encou-

Continued on Page 6

Last November, the Williams community rallied In prayer at the site of the cross-burning,

anniversary of the event approaches, racial tensions remain.

As the first

November 1

Cross burning: tensions persist
by Susan Kandel

As the first anniversary of

last year's cross burning inci-

dent approaches, feelings of

racial tension persist at
Williams.
"Things aren't hunky dory

around here, that's for sure,"

said Kathy Finnell '84, secre-

tary of the Black Student Union,
"and, personally, I don't think
anything has changed since last

year."

Computers multiply on campus
by Katya Hokanson

Campus computers are see-

ing increased use by students,

faculty and administration fol-

lowing the recent expansion of

computer facilities.

By the time they graduate,

almost half of all Williams stu-

dents will have taken at least

the introductory course in com-
puter science, if the present

enrollment level of 250 is main-
tained, according to Computer
Center Director Lawrence
Wright.

A major in Computer Science

was offered for the first time
last year, said Wright, and this

year seven students plan to

become the first Williams grad-

uates to have earned a B.A. in

Computer Science.

In addition to Food Service

and library computers, Willi-

ams College now owns three

quarters of a million dollars

worth of computer equipment,
housed for the most part in

Bronfman. This compares with
the College's initial purchase in

1966 of a $75,000 IBM 1130 com-
puter, which had a capability

equal to a "quite inexpensive

microcomputer" of today,
according to Wright.
The equipment includes a

central Univac 1100/60 unit

(installed in 1970), 29 academic
terminals, two graphics termi-

nals, seven staff terminals, and
six administrative office termi-

nals. Two word processors and
10 brand new microcomputers
have been installed in the new
Weston computer laboratory.

Three people were employed to

work with the computer in 1966;

the staff now numbers 13.

"About 30 to 40 professors are

fairly routine users of the com-
puters," remarked Wright.
"The (introductory Comp.Sci.)
231 course takes a lot of compu-
ter time. There are also another

seven or eight computer
courses, and about the same
number of non-computer
courses that make a lot of use of

the machines, especially Politi-

cal Science 206 (statistics). The
Economics department, sur-

prisingly, uses the computers a

lot. Williams is unusual in that

respect. Also, some science

courses utilize our equipment.

Computers are becoming a

common tool for more and more
fields."

The computer expansion has
included lowering the costs and
speeding the varied jobs of

administrative offices. Admis-

sions was the first office to

receive a terminal. Alumni,
Development, Business, Finan-
cial Aid and the Registrar have
since had terminals installed.

"Now that they don't have to

ship data over by hand, it solves

some problems. Things were
always being lost in transla-

tion," Wright said. "Our goal is

to centralize all the student

information into a student data
base, so that registration,

names, addresses, housing
information, major, grades—
every piece of information
needed would be in one spot.

There will be one list. Right now
every office has its own particu-

lar list."

Patty Reilly of Financial Aid
concurred. "Financial Aid is

the first office to be on a student

data base. We have a computer
Continued on Page 6

In an Innovative move, trustees and administrators mingle over sherry and

dinner with about fifty studoni tMdtrs during the trustee's weetiend

visit last week.

Last November 1st, two
shrouded figures burned a cross

on the lawn of Perry House in

view of students attending
Homecoming parties at Perry
and Wood Houses. The incident

was followed by a series of

threatening notes and phone
calls to members of the Col-

lege's black community.
"The cross burning and what

came after," said Finnell,

"were an insult not just to

blacks, but to anyone who isn't

Caucasian. They shouldn't be
celebrated or forgotten."

In order to continue the dia-

logue initiated last year follow-

ing the cross burning, the
Committee on Undergraduate
Life is sponsoring a speech by
Reverend Muhammad Kenyat-
ta '81 entitled, "Race, Ethics
and Educaton at Williams."
The speech, to be held Sunday
night in Chapin Hall, will be fol-

lowed by small group discus-

sions among students and
faculty members.
The B.S.U. will also hold a

worship service in Chapin Hall

Sunday, and hopes to invite at

least two speakers.

Dean Cris Roosenraad emph-
sizes that the events planned for

Sunday are not intended to com-
memorate what happened here
a year ago.

"There were positive ener-

gies that followed the crisis

when the campus pulled itself

together. It's those energies we
want to rekindle, using
November 1 as a date to think

about," he said.

Roosenraad acknowledges,
however, that despite the sup-

portive response of the College

last year, racial tension has not

significantly eased.

"I don't think we found the

right mechanism last year to

resolve the crisis. With work
pressures, and the fact that it

was close to the end of the

semester, the issue was pushed
to the background. The tensions

are just lying underneath the

surface," he said.

Assistant Dean Mary
Kenyatta says she has not seen
a dissipation of the tension that

makes it "difficult for whiteand
black students to interact," but

does not view this tension as uni-

que to Williams.

"The problem isn't Wil-

liams it's society. Students
come here and bring the bag-

gage of their upbringing and
culture with them, and it's hard,

even at an ivory tower like Willi-

ams, to forget that," she said.

Black students agree that

racism at Williams is not a prob-
lem conceived at Williams.

"Those feelings of superiority

weren't created here, and they
can't be stopped here. All we
can do is deal with what we are
able," said Finnell.

"We're pleased with the

efforts of the College," she said,

"but thosepeople who only want
to hang around with whites will,

and those who only want to hang
around with blacks will. It's

become more habit."

"We're under extra pres-

sure," Finnell added, "and you
have to have someone to iden-

tify with. In an environment like

Williams, it's impossible to

avoid . . . cliques."

Kenyatta maintains that
some of the responsibility for

the elimination of the racial

polarization on this campus lies

with the administration.

"The College must set a tone

that goes from administration

to faculty to students that

racism is not tolerated here.

There are definitely people

here working for that," she
said.

"The real solution, however,"
said Kenyatta, "would be for

white students on this campus to

deal seriously with their own
racism."
Applications to Williams from

Afro-Americans declined pre-

cipitously last year as a result of

the cross burning. There were
96 black applicants to the Class

of 1985, as opposed to 165 each
for the Classes of 1984 and 1983.

"Obviously the cross burning

Continued on Page 6
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Cross still burns
A year ago this week a cross was burned on the Williams campus.

Classes were cancelled as students and faculty met to discuss race
relations and ways of promoting greater black/white interaction. We
pledged to reach out to each other, to touch, not just co-exist. And yet
now, a year later, we seem to have forgotten those terrifying days which
so briefly brought us closer together.

The fiery cross which burned outside Perry House Homecoming
night was most certainly a malevolent attack by outsiders who sought to

terrorize a portion of the student body. Yet it wasn't the burning cross
which scared us so much; rather it was the realization that Williams
students shared in a less violent manner the racial suspicion and hostil-

ity which the act represented. Black students were segregating them-
selves from their white classmates in Baxter and at private parties.

White students in turn made no effort to understand and destroy the

barriers which a white-dominated society had erected against the con-

tributions of black citizens. We were separate but equal, and we were all

poorer for it.

Now, as we examine ourselves a year later, we find we have made
little progress in addressing the racial problems revealed by the inci-

dent. Black students continue to cluster in two residential houses and to

eat as a group in Baxter. At Homecoming this year, there will be a

private B.S.U. party. White students continue to avoid contact with

Afro-American culture in curricular choices and in informal conversa-
tion. Whites and blacks try to ignore their differences, rather than
benefiting from their mutual diversity.

As November 1st approaches, students will undoubtedly hold the

usual rallies and make the usual statements. What we need, however,
are continuing solutions, not band-aid platitudes. With the memory of

the cross burning clearly in our minds, we should recommit ourselves
to a continued awareness of racial issues at Williams and to an honest
willingness to discuss them openly.

TANGENTS by Grodzins
October 27, 1981 WILLIAMS RECORD OUTLOOK

Faulty justice
The Honor Code at Williams is relatively consistent on paper, but in

practice it takes on a different look.

Two disciplinary cases in the last six months highlight the inconsis-

tencies that can occur. One group of students received a harsh penalty
for a misunderstanding they freely admitted to. Another group stole an
exam, yet they remain unpunished, despite tips that could have led to

their discovery. Results like these confuse the honest mistakes with
blatant cheating. Are we to conclude that honesty is not always the best
policy?

The responsibility for strengthening the Honor and Discipline sys-
tem rests with three segments of the College: students, faculty, and the
Honor and Discipline Committee.

Foremost, the students must be responsible for reading and under-
standing the Honor Code. Every effort should be made to avoid a possi-
ble violation.

Nevertheless, misunderstandings of the Code are inevitable. It is at
this point that the H & D Committee should exercise particular care in
deciding punishment which will affect a student's academic career. The
Committee and the professor involved should determine why students
break the Code.

Often the facts of a case are unclear. Sometimes it is a matter of the
professor's word against the student's, but when the issue involves
whether or not a professor clearly explained his interpretation of the
Honor Code, other students in the class should be consulted to confirm
what was said.

Honesty is the best policy, but the Honor and Discipline system must
act to reinforce this belief. When students admit to an accidental viola-
tion of the Code, and there is no proof of willful intent to break rules or
disguise the infraction, then the Committee and professor should use
moderation when choosing the appropriate punishment. Permanent
grade penalties in these cases are inappropriate and only damage the
student's view of college justice.

As for the guilty walking away scot free, it is up to the non-violators
to protect their own honor by notifying the proper officials. This mutual
cooperation will help avoid a police state mentality both inside and
outside of Hopkins Hall.

We know that the Honor Code is right, but we must all join to make it
work.
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No swing

To the editor:

On behalf of everyone who helped to

plan and stage the swing party at Grey-
lock last Friday night, we would like to

express our regret that so few faculty
members chose to attend. The sizable
crowd of students, parents and alumni
who enjoyed themselves as much or
more than at any party in recent years. If

there is any way in which we can offer a
clearer invitation to professprs when the
Stork Club returns to Greylock next fall,

we would like to know what it might be.

To all the faculty members who decided
not to come, we missed you there and
hope you'll reconsider next year.

Jennifer Weeks '83

Jonathan Light '83

Katie Kelly '83

Oliver Johnson '84

Sue Bessel '83

Peter Worcester '83

Peter Graffagnino '83

Vassar reply

To the editor:

I was amused to read Ron Issen's arti-

cle in the October 6 issue of the Williams

Record. Although Mr. Issen's treatment

of Vassar was enlightening, I would like

to make a few clarifications in light of

my own experience as a member of the

oppressed minority.

My first objection to Mr. Issen's piece

concern his statement that "despite the

efforts of each school's admission
departments, men are still in the minor-

ity." Whereas the number of applicants

for the Class of 1985 registered a moder-

ate gain of 9 percent over the previous

class, male applications rose by the

astronomical rate of 22 percent over the

previous year, despite our lack of a foot-

ball team. We at Vassar regard this sta-

tistic with pride.

Back in 1979, many Vassar students

claimed that their biggest gripe with

Vassar was the inadequate athletic facil-

ities. Athletics are still inadequate at

Vassar, despite construction of a new
multi-million dollar sports facility. How-
ever, if Mr. Issen's standard for success-

ful co-education can be most adequately

measured in terms of the sports teams, I

beg him to digest this: Our male varsity

soccer team has posted a 7-0-1 record In

Division III play this fall.

I am proud of our traditions and our

colors. If you walk into our library, you
will immediately stand face to face with
a large stained glass window. The win-

dow portrays the first woman to receive
a doctoral degree. Our pink and grey
colors originated In the same spirit.

Should we not exult the achievements of

women academics? Our colors symbol-

ize to me a testimony to the advent of
women as co-equals in our society.

My last source of contention arises
from Mr. Issen's assertion that Vassar
women are "still heavily into 'roadtrip-
ping.' " This is a blatant misrepresenta-
tion of the truth. I have shown his article

to many women; they unanimously
rejected Issen's notion. Black women, as
the New York Times correctly asserted,
are outnumljered by over a four-to-one
ratio at Vassar. Many of them do fre-

quent West Point during the week-ends.
For the most part, however, Vassar
women either cling to Vassar men, or to

their books.

Respectfully,

Josh Hinerfeld '83

Vassar College

Sexist

To the editor,

The Freshman Revue displayed a dis-

tressing lack of taste and perception in

the jokes and characters depicted. Men's
and women's roles were portrayed very
stereotypically and frequently insultingly

to both sexes. We believe that the stu-

dents at this school engage in more
meaningful and mutual relationships

than the play suggests. Although it was a

satire, the Freshman Revue reinforced

the type of stereotypes that mutually
respecting men and women see as

demeaning to their relationships. We
regret that the parents and freshmen
who saw the show were given this

Impression of male/female interaction

at this campus.
Sincerely yours,

Elena Bertozzi '83

Jane Fischberg '82

The Williams Feminist Alliance

Up in smoke
To the editor:

I read with Interest the article on the

first page of the September 29, 1981 issue

of the Record entitled "Heat Loss May
Cool Fireplaces."

I think that someone had better

explain to you people up north the differ-

ence between a flue and a damper. A
fireplace without a flue does not work at

all. Closing the damper on a fireplace

without a fire tends to reduce heat loss.

Lighting a fire in a fire place with the

damper closed can lead to problems, as I

discovered after installing a smoke
alarm. My face was red and the faces of

the volunteer firemen may have t)een

purple, but fortunately It was too dark to

see.

Sincerely,

Richard Hooker '35

Dagget, Colby & Hooker
New Haven, Conn.

'

Chandler discusses the issues
The followiiiK is an edited tranicripl of the
press conference /(iven hy President John
Chandler on Thursday. Oct. 22. Chandler
opened the conference with a few general
remarks concerning the October Trustees'

meeting and then proceeded to answer
questions from the RECORD editors Hend-
erson, Spears and ffillard.

RECORD: We've heard much of the neg-
ative reaction to the new dining changes.
What would you say are some of the posi-

tive results of the new dining system, and
CHANDLER: To look at the positive re-

sults, I think one has to look beyond the

dining itself. That particular move was
merely one action recommended by the

report of the Committee on the '80s. I

think one has to ask "what Is the

College gaining in other areas?" We can
look at computers, for example.
We've spent well over a mil-
lion dollars for hardware over the

past two years. We've expanded the
offerings of the Math Department
related to computers. That's a gain that
can't occur unless there is a savings at

some point. The general improvement of

faculty salaries is another gain.

So, the College is definitely gaining
educational strength, but unfortunately,
that gain in strength can only occur with
the diminishing of amenities. If one looks

at the dining situation simply in itself,

one has to conclude that the current
arrangement is not as attractive as it

was before. But if one looks at the total

institution, one would have to say that

the College is becoming educationally
stronger.

RECORD: Because of the projects to

expand the art museum and Adams
Memorial Theater, some of the empha-
sis has been taken from plans to renovate
and expand Lasell gymnasium. What is

the status of renovation plans for the

gym, and will there be an effort to get
money for the project?

CHANDLER: I think the irony of last

year was that the publicity was damag-
ing to the College, particularly in admis-

sions, but 1 thought relationships

between blacks and whites Improved

because of the conversations and discus-

sions provoked by the cross burning. I

thought there was a level of honesty, can-

dor and understanding that was
achieved that hadn't been there before. I

think it would be in the best interest of the

College to sustain that. So I think that

relations did improve, and I hope that

those gains can be sustained.

RECORD: Student enrollment seems to

increase by ten students each year. Is

this any sort of plan or has it just hapha-

zardly occurred?

CHANDLER: As a matter of fact, this

year was a blip. Because of a lower than

usual attrition rate and ten more
transfers and eight more freshmen than

we anticipated, enrollment was higher

than usual. Of course once you get a

bulge in there it has to work its way
through. We may have to cut back on the

number of exchange students, but we are

least likely to cut back on the number of

students in the entering freshmen class.

We want to keep that at about 500. But we
are determined to get our total enrol-

lment back down. This is one of the con-

cerns of the Trustees, and we just

decided to curb back the exchange
program.

RECORD: How is the selection of new
faculty going to progress over the next
few years?

CHANDLER: The College is going to go
rather slowly on that. It's going to be the
middle of the '80s before anybody really

knows what the impact of the enrollment

"One has to conclude that the current
dining arrangement is not as attractive

as it was before.

"

CHANDLER: There's no effort right
now, but the College is simply going to

have to respond to the inadequacies of
the gymnasium. In fact, it's high on my
list of things to begin to explore. It

involves looking at what can be done, and
done well, with Lasell, and it also
involves looking at the field house. I

think there's no question that something
is going to have to be done. I see that in

the not so distant future.

drop is going to be. It's conceivable with
the worst forecast being made that even
highly selective institutions like Willi-

ams will have to make a choice between
retaining quality and retaining size. In
ten years, the decision could be made to

shrink the size of the College. If the
faculty was way beyond the size neces-
sary for a smaller student body, that
decision to shrink would be much harder

to implement. So, I think the College will

go rather slowly on this until about the

mid-1980s.

RECORD: There has been some concern
about who will purchase Stone Hill and
what that land will be used for. If some-
one considered "inappropriate" in the
eyes of the College were to make an offer

for the land, do you think the College
would enter the market and make an
offer for the Stone Hill property?

CHANDLER: The College would cer-
tainly explore the possibility. I would
doubt that the College would actually
step in. I think it would be a questionable
public relations move for the College to

be doing something that might be adver-
sely affecting the tax revenues of the
town.

RECORD: With the first "anniversary"
of the cross burning coming up, what are
your reactions to any changes that have
occurred on campus? Do you think the
racial relations have improved any? And
do you see anything in the future that
might better the situation?

Faculty rejects tenure related motion
by Brett McDonnell

The faculty Wednesday rejected by a
63-34 margin a controversial proposal to

allow junior faculty to see staffing
reports used to determine their futures
at Williams.

At its meeting, the faculty also voted to

change the American Civilization pro-
gram's name to American Studies.

Williams instructors are originally

hired for three years. In the third year of

a professor's contract the respective
department chairman decides whether
or not to recommend to rehire the profes-

sor for another, four years. In the sixth

year, another decision is made as to

whether the professor should be pro-

moted and given tenure.

Recommendations on third and sixth

year faculty and annual progress reports
on junior professors are included in

yearly October staffing reports from
department chairman to the Committee
on Appointments and Promotions
(CAP). According to John Relchert,
Dean of the Faculty, "these recommen-
dations . . . are going to be detailed and
contain careful assessments of a per-

son's teaching, scholarship and general
service to the College."

Junior faculty members currently are
not allowed to see these reports. They do

receive an oral summary of the pertinent
comments from their department chair-
men. Classics professor Charles Fuqua
tried to change that with a motion that
would allow faculty to see sections of the
reports containing personal evaluations
upon request.

Fuqua said the basic idea behind this

motion is simple. "Just as individuals

are entitled to know, and departments
are required to provide, the standards by
which they are judged," he remarked,
"so also should they have access to the
reports in which they are evaluated."
Sherron Knopp, who became an asso-

ciate professor last year, did not feel

Fiiqua's proposal was necessary. "I'm
absolutely in favor of junior people
knowing everything important in the
decision," she remarked, "but 1 also
think It is important to the discussion
process, especially in large depart-
ments, to keep certain information
confidential."

"Other people," Reichert explained,
"feel that some of the information in the
staffing report ought to remain confiden-
tial." Such information includes student
evaluations, comments from outside
experts and comparisons of professors.

"There is a feeling," added Relchert,
"that inevitably the nature of a written

document is altered according to the
audience it is written for and that it

makes sense that the mode of communi-
cation between departments and the
CAP should be different from the mode
of communication between chairmen
and assistant professors."

The faculty unanimously approved a
motion directing that the Steering Com-
mittee and Dean of the F'aculty work on
ways to Improve communication
between department chairmen and
assistant professors. The Steering Com-
mittee is scheduled to report back to the
faculty in March.
One alternative was proposed by Vin-

cent Barnett of the political science
department. Barnett suggested that
department chairmen give written sum-
maries of the report to the junior faculty,
to assure that they are fulfilling their
duties properly. This could be done in

three ways, Barnett said.

"It could be done by a letter of memo-
randum to the individual meml)er," he
commented. Alternately, department
chairmen could "have a conversation
with the junior faculty memijer as they
now do. but then summarize the conver-
sation In a memorandum and give It to
the junior faculty member." Finally, "If
the chairman wanted, and the junior

member agreed, they could give the

report itself to the junior member as
Fuqua's motion made mandatory."

Fuqua rejects Barnett's proposal as
"another layer of bureaucracy. That
amounts to doing no more than we do
already."

An assistant professor, unidentified by
request, voted for Fuqua's motion, "but
only as a strategic move." This profes-

sor "got the feeling that people were pay-

ing lip service to the problem."

The unidentified teacher hopes the

Steering Committee will devise a satis-

factory solution, but remains skeptical.

"The lopsided vote against the Fuqua
motion," he noted, "indicates that there

may not be a mandate for them to go out

and reform the system." The professor

and Knopp both support Barnett's Idea.

The American Studies name change
brings Williams In line with other

schools. The program chairman, Robert
Dalzell, explained that "programs like

ours at other institutions are generally

called American Studies, rather than

American Civilization. American Stu-

dies really more accurately descril)es

what is In the progi-am, what we do now,

in that It Is a broader program."
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Janson: Portrait of an author
by Karin Keitel

When Professor H. W. Janson
began to study art history in the

1930s, it was still "something for

the ladies." "When I was a

graduate student at Harvard,"
he recounts, "a story was circu-

lated about a fine arts major
from the Midwest, who, when he
went home, would pronounce
the phrase "fine arts" in such a

way that the listener thought he
was saying 'finance.'

"

Today, art history is enjoying
enormous popularity. Janson's
tome. History of Art, has sold

three million copies in thirteen

languages since its 1962
publication.

"I became somewhat of a
monk for the three years it took
to write it," says Janson. "I

have no intention of doing it over
again. Once is enough." Janson
finds that the tome's strength
and weaknessisthatitwas writ-

ten entirely by one naan. "It has
my personal bias but it also has
a coherent approach," he says.

If he had to do it over again,
Janson would change his

approach to art history. "I am
now skeptical of stylistic div-

isions," lie says.

Janson was invited to teach at

Williams by the History of Art
Graduate Program. "I had
visited Williamstown," he says,

"and liked it. A fellow
classmate of mine is here.

'

' Jan-
son and Whitney Stoddard, Pro-
fessor Emeritus of Art, were
both graduate students at Har-
vard, receiving doctorates in

1942 and 1941, respectively.

Janson teaches Art 301. a

required course for art history

majors, entitled "Form Follows
Function."

"We look at art from the point

of view of its function," he

explains. "Art has a specific

function. In older art it was usu-

ally religious or political. Mod-
ern art is more complicated."

Janson is also teaching a

graduate course on 19th century
sculpture. He will give a guest

lecture in Art 101 on Donatello,

whom Janson characterizes as

the "greatest sculptor of the

early Renaissance."

Horst Woldemar Janson,
called Peter by friends, was
born in St. Petersburg, Russia

to Swedish-German parents. He
first became interested in art

history in high school.

"I had a history teacher who
would smuggle bits of art his-

tory into his lectures," he

remembers. He first studied art

history at the University of

Hamburg, but left when Hitler

began his rise to power. "Hitler

was a catastrophe in every
field," remarks Janson.

Janson found transition to the

U.S. relatively easy. "I was not

yet established in a field so it

was easy to leave Germany," he
explains. "Harvard also had
graduate fellowships for stu-

dents with previous academic
work in Germany."

Art has always been limited to

a minority of the population,
Janson asserts. "Michelangelo
had a limited number of
patrons. Artists and patrons
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agreed that art wasn't for

everyone."

Today, Janson identifies

three groups in the art world:

critics, museums, and promi-

nent collectors and dealers.

"The artist must persuade the

dealer to feature his works," he

says. "The dealer is the first to

take a chance."

Some art is for everyone,

according to Janson. "Post

cards and advertisements
appeal to a lowest common
denominator," he states. "But
they can generate high art. Jan-

son cites Pop Art which ws
inspired by comic strips. "Art
can have a popular and a sophis-

ticated level," he adds.

Janson sees changes in the art

market. "Prices have risen tre-

mendously because of increas-

ing demand," he states. "It has
become a mark of a civilized

man to own art." Prices rose

first in paintings, then in draw-
ings and finally in prints. "A
Picasso lithograph which may
have cost $50 in 1950, will now
cost $2,500," he remarks. Some
art is overvalued, according to

Janson. He cited Impressionist
art. "When people get bored
with the Impressionists prices
will come down." Likewise,
Janson sees a "sifting out" of

Picasso works.

Janson himself has what he
terms a small collection of art-

work. He tells the story of find-

ing a small brass pot in the
window of a Parisian store. "It

happened to be the original of a
pot depicted in a 15th century
Flemish painting hanging in the
Cloisters in New York," he
recounts. He uses the pot as a
teaching device to demonstrate

Distinguished art hislorian, H. W. Janson, author of the landmark text
HISTORY OF ART, Is a Robert Sterling Clark visiting professor at Williams.

techniques of the Flemish
artists.

His favorite museum building
is the Mellon Gallery in New
Haven. "The art is shown by
daylight," he explains "so that
the works change as the lighting
changes." He criticizes the new
East Wing of the National
Gallery in Washington, D.C. for
its lack of natural lighting. ' 'The
offices are flooded with light,

but the galleries get none," he
says.

A book of tribute to Janson,
entitled Art, Ape of Nature,
was recently published. It con-
tains essays by 45 art historians.

Samuel Edgerton, director of
the Graduate Program in the
History of Art, adds his own
tribute to Janson. "Every
undergraduate art history
major is weaned on Peter's
book." He adds, "Williams stu-

dents are in the presence of a
world class scholar."

Recently, Janson collabo-
rated on a catalog for an exhibit
of 19th century sculpture
entitled "From Romantics to

Rodin." The process of comply-
ing a major exhibit from North
American collections is an
arduous one.

"We first surveyed holdings
and wrote letters of inquiry to
every museum, institution or
individual whom we thought
would have sculpture to loan,"
Janson says. "Then we asked
for loans. Some collectors were
unwilling to take the risk
involved in loaning a piece of
sculpture for the two year
show." Much of the work also
went into the writing and com-
piling of scholarly entries for
the catalog. Janson is currently
collaborating on a history of
19th century art, to be published
in 1982. That Janson is a man
happy in his field is obvious.
"Art is my profession and my
pleasure," he concludes.

In Other Ivory Towers
Amherst College

Professor Dennis Brutus,
South African anti-apartheid
activist and poet, and currently
a visiting professor at Amherst,
faces deportation from this

country following the refusal
last January of the U.S. Immi-
gration and Naturalization Ser-
vice to grant him a visa.

According to the Dennis Brutus
Defense Committee and Con-

gressman Dennis Savage (D,
Mich.), Prof. Brutus may find

himself the target of assassina-
tion attempts by South Africa's

secret police should he return to

his native country.

Brutus had travelled in the
U.S. on a British passport until

May 1980, when the British

government revoked it. Brutus
then applied for a Zimbabwean
passport, which was delayed

l\ce

Peace Corps and VISTA Volunteers

Film & info - 7:00 p.m., Oct. 27,
Interviews - 9:00 - A:'j0, Oct. 27 & 28,
OFFICE OF CARKER COUNSELING.

because of the unsettled nature
of the new regime in Zimbabwe.
This January Brutus's

request for a visa was refused.

Cautioning that there is no
reason to believe that this ref-

usal was prompted by political

bias and that "this may be
merely a bureaucratic mix-
up," Brutus told the Amherst
Student that he "recognize(s)

that there is a climate of

increasing political repression

in this country ..."

Representative Savage, in an
interview with the Amherst Stu-

dent, communicated his fears

for Brutus's life should the poet

be forced to return to South
Africa . Also in an interview with
the Student, South African
Ambassador to the U.S.A.
Donald Sole called Savage's
fears "ridiculous," stating, "we
don't react to silly statements of

that kind."

Brutus will appear before an
immigration judge in Chicago
on November 10, when a deci-

sion will be rendered.

In other news from Amherst,
four alumni are drawing up a
proposal aiming to use
Amherst's investment policies

as a means to put pressure on
companies with interests In

South Africa. The alumni
group—Ken Propp, Glenn Kes-
selhaut, Arne Abrahmson, and
led by Eric Fornell—advocates
a retention of Amherst's influ-

ence in such companies and the
use of proxy votes as a medium
for pressure. The group views
divestiture as a last resort.
According to Fornell, "we want
to deal with the issue (of apar-
theid), not wash our hands of
if."
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Aging Octets still sentimental

The Williams Octet alumni entertained a large crowd last Saturday night In Chapin Hall.

by Steve Epstein

"It's an Octet concerti

"

exclaimed one young teenie

bopper from Mission Park.

"Let's go! " quickly responded
another. A third jumped into

beat without hesitation,
"Gooooh! I love that Leeman
Clancy." And a fourth retorted,

"It's Lyman Casey and he's all

mine. You can have that A.J.

guy."
All four sweet young things

retired to Chapin Hall to see a

concert far different than they

had imagined. The Octet was
there, but it was 24 members of

past Octets who stole the show
from their younger compa-
triots.

The Octet alumni gathered
from all over the U.S. to sing the

old songs for two hours of non-

stop energy and entertainment.

Members ranging from the

original Octet in 1941 to last

year's graduating seniors per-

Art Ensemble creates visual images in African sound
by Stephanie Brown

The Art Ensemble of Chica-

go's performance on October
23rd truly expressed "the arts,"

presenting not only (brilliant)

musical virtuosity, but also a

visual display of African
culture.

An extraordinary collection

of musical gadgetry including

bongos, African tom toms, wind
chimes, conch shells, temple
blocks, cabassas, cow bells,

gongs, chimes, and an array of

cymbals filled Chapin stage to

its capacity. Members of the Art
Ensemble wore traditional Afri-

can dress and painted their

faces, thus adding visual
authenticity to their music

.

After a prayer, the band
began its first act which con-

tinued non-stop until intermis-

sion. A series of sustained notes
played by the trumpeter, the

flutist, and the saxophonists
accompanied by random jin-

gles, crashes, clinks, and booms
from the percussion instru-

ments began the piece. The
group then used its variety of

percussion instruments to stim-

ulate visual images in the mind

of the listener. In sequence,
which sounded like the sound-
track for an auto accident or a
fire, the trumpet and the saxo-
phones produced siren-like
noises and screams, while the
percussionists, using gongs and
whistles, created "frenzied
crescendoes" typifying calami-
ties, fear, and life in a big city.

Later in the number, the
musicians combined their abil-

ity to produce animal noises
with a heavy emphasis on bon-
gos and cowbells to produce a
"jungle" sound. In the following
sequence, one percussionist
breathing heavily into a mega-
phone began a gradual fading
back Into the three-part har-
mony which introduced the
piece.

The second half of the show
allowed the musicians to dem-
onstrate their virtuosity. Unfor-

tunately, the trumpeter put too

much of an emphasis of short,

loud blasts and "rips," and only

rarely displayed his talent for

creating soft, clear tones. On
the other hand, the saxophonists

displayed remarkable agility

and versatility during their

solos. One saxophonist man-
aged to play two saxophones
simultaneously.

A lengthy drum solo highligh-

ted the second piece, a celebra-
tion of rhythm and drums. After
the solo, all five musicians
played only rhythmic instru-

ments, producing a wonderful
series of syncopations. This
piece was, the highlight of the
concert for all neophyte listen-

ers as it appealed to the ' 'baser'

'

instincts.

The Art Ensemble of Chicago
presented a new glorificatio of

untamed sounds. Whether the

group created bucolic music, or

whether it offered an auditory

scenario of city life, it certainly

exposed the audience to a uni-

que interpretation and style of

music which was interesting

and extremely well-conceived.

Concert Listing

A IPTS-AI^TS-AIPTS
H. W. Janson to Speak

H. W. Janson, Robert Sterling

Clark Visiting Professor of Art
and author of the well known
History ol Art, will lecture on
"The Image of theHuman Soul"
on Thursday, Oct. 29 at 8: 00 p.m.
In the Clark Art Institute.

Admission is free.

Art Lecture

Professor J. Kirk T. Varne-
doe. Institute of Fine Arts, New
York University will talk on
"Early Modern Painting in the

Development of 'Photographic
Vision.' "at 5: 00 p.m. on Friday
Oct. 30 at the Clark Art Insti-

tute. An opening reception for

the exhibition "Cubism and
American Photography 1910-

1930" follows.

Music in the Round
The next Music in the Round

concert will be held on Friday,
Oct. 30 at 8: 30 p.m. in Brooks-
Rogers Recital Hall. The pro-

gram will include Hindemith's
Quintet for clarinet in B flat and
E flat for two violins viola and
cello; Beethoven's Serenade,
Opus 8 for violin viola and cello;

and Faure's Quartet Opus 15 for

piano, violin, viola and cello.

Admission is $2.50 general
admission and free to Williams
I.D. holders.

Art Film

The Romantic Versus Classic

Art Film Series at the Clark con-

tinues this Friday, October 30

with a film on "Joseph Mallard

William Turner". Admission to

the movie, which begins at 1: 00

p.m., is free.

Tues., Oct. 27 Foreigner &
Billy Squier, Civic Ctr.,

Glenns Falls

Jorma Kaukonen, Para-
dise, Boston
Herb Ellis Trio, Van Dyck,
Schenectady

Wed., Oct. 28 Siouxie & Ban-
shees, Paradise, Foreig-
ner & Billy Squier, Boston
Garden
Lonnie Brooks Blues Band,
Jonathan Swift's, Albany

Thurs., Oct. 29 King Crim-
son, The Metro, Boston
Jorma Kaukonen, Fine
Arts Ctr. Concert Hall,

U. Mass, Amherst.
Henry Paul Band. JB
Scott's, Albany

Friday, Oct. 30 Capitol Jazz,

La Cocina, Pittsfield

Penetrators, Beacon St.,

North Adams
Sat., Oct. 31 Blotto, JB

Scott's, Albany
Ken Perlman, 8th Step Cof-

feehouse, Albany

Tubes, Orpheum, Boston
Gladys Knight & The Pips,
Berklee Performance Cen-
ter, Boston
Doc Scanlon's Rhythm
Boys, Dewitt-Ciinton Ho-
tel, Albany
Shaboo All-Stars, Hul-
labaloo, Rensselaer

Sun., Nov. 1 Trapexoid, Iron
Horse, Northampton

Tues., Nov. 3 Moody Blues,
Boston Garden

Nov. 4 Nazareth, Civic Ctr.,

Springfield

Jerry Garcia, Palace, Al-

bany

Nov. 5 Devo, Orpheum, Bos-
ton

prepared by
Toonerville Trolley

A TOUCH OF EUROPE • • •
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MICHEL'S OF WILLIAMSTOWN
Catering with a special touch for

special occasions.

• Private Parties

• Platters

• Hors d'oeuvres

Contact Mary for more information.
458-3306 458-5441

College Grads

-Agriculture

-Business

-Engineering

-Fisheries/Forestry

-Home Economics

—Mathematics
-Natural Resources

—Nursing/Healthi

—Science
—Vocational Ed

Your degree experience could qualify you for PEACE CORPS positions in

Africa. Asia, Latin America, ttie Caribbean. So Pacific Learn a new language

Experience a new culture f^ust be US citizen, single/married, no dependents No
UPPER AGE UUn Generous living allowance, paid travel. Health benefits Con-
tact Reps

tvlATH DEGREE Emerging nations need people witfi strong math back-

grounds Interested in international developmenf PEACE CORPS pays travel,

generous living allowance, liealth benefits for positions in Latin America, Asia,

Africa

SCIENCE DEGREE Your degree could qualify you for teaching positions or

work with fisheries in the PEACE CORPS
FORESTRY 'FISHERIES Your science degree could give you a start on a

career in resource management

FORtyl BACKGROUND Put your experience in grain.'dairy, poultry. Ige sm
animals to good use overseas with the PEACE CORPS

Skilled Trades Auto diesel mechanics. Cabinet fvlakers. Carpenters: Electri-

cians. Industrial Arts. Ivlasons Experience-degree in one of these fields would
qualify you foi PEACE CORPS programs in Latin America. Asia, Africa

BUSINESS'ECON GRADS Work with small farmers and business people

seeking to obtain credits Set up cooperatives Implement savings programs Set

up accounting systems for small businesses or co-ops Get your career off to an

unusual start with PEACE CORPS
FOR INFO. & FILM. 7:00p.m, Oct. 27, FOR INTERVIEWS. 9-4:30

p m . Oct 27 & 28, OCC

Get Ready!

Ski season Is just

around the corner!

—Special Cross-Country Sale-

All Karhu cross-country skis Vz price!

All Fischer cross-country skis 40-50% off!

Selected Trak. Alfa, and Karhu boots

$I0-S25

Selected ski clothing

V? price!

i^l!(^ ^ft^ft^. inc.

MON.-SAT. 9-5:30

MASTERCARD VISA

Spring Street 458-3605 Williamstown

Mead offers unique opportunity
by Trisli McHugli

The Mead Internship Pro-

gram helps Williams juniors

and exceptional sophomores
finance summer government
internships.

Mead Interns may receive

Pit her a grant or an interest-free

loan of up to $1000 depending on

financial aid status, and a letter

of introduction, but are respon-

sible for finding their own
summer position, according to

program coordinator Dan Coho-

lan of the Office of Career Coun-
seling (OCC).

In past years, interns have
held jobs in all areas of local,

state, and federal government
in addition to posts with public

interest groups. Most intern-

ships, however, take place in

Washington, D.C.

Doug Jebb '82 spent last

summer on the Global Issues

Staff of the State Department

Computers added.

Bureau of Intelligence and
Research. He described his

experience as "very valuable-
it allowed me to pursue my
Interest in public policy, which
is a direct application of politi-

cal science, which I'm majoring
In."

The program is fairly compet-
itive, with approximately 50
percent of all applicants chosen
as Mead interns. The Mead Is

open to students of any major
with an Interest in government.
The selection committee bases
its decisions most heavily upon
a personal essay describing
why an applicant wishes to

become an intern. The commit-
tee also considers an appli-
cant's academic record and the
recommendations of two pro-
fessors. The application dead-
line for the program is

November 13. Interns are
selected by November 19 and all

applicants are notified by the
24th.

The OCC will assist students
in applying for the program or
finding an internship. Jebb
noted that the OCC has "a
resource pool of experience in

summer internships. We can
come back and help other peo-
ple out."

Continued from Page 1

file for every student this year
for the first time. Until now we
had hand lists and spent the end
of the year just adding up all

these lists of numbers by hand.
This year we didn't even have to

hire anyone to print out the let-

ters for Financial Aid awards—
the computer did it. It doesn't
.vet compute how much aid
should be given to each
student— that's very compli-
cated and anyway, we like to

look at those things individual-

ly."

"I can say with pride that Wil-
liams has a very good comput-
ing capability relative to other
small liberal arts colleges,"

Wright said. "It's a game of

leapfrog. The real problem is

getting enough faculty
members, because competition
is stiff, especially from indus-
try. We're in the process of
retraining faculty members to

teach computer science. We
have to keep up, because stu-

dpnts recognize that they need
to know about computers. Many
freshmen coming in have
already had a year or two of
computer science. In '74-'75, 26
students were enrolled in com-
puter courses. This year 358 are
enrolled. It's quite an

explosion."

Aside from academic con-
cerns, the Computer Center's
largest undertaking at present
is the writing "from scratch" of

a student data base system for

the Registrar, a project that is

taking "three to four man-years
of labor," according to Wright.

"I could find any student's

name listed in at least 50 loca-

tions in this office," said Regis-
trar George Howard. "Student
names are in one part, data on
students in another part, class

lists and grades somewhere
else. To change any piece of

information, we have to go to

each separate list and change It.

Amazingly, we make very few
mistakes. But under the data
base, we'll be able to have ever-

ything together. Changing
information will be a one-step

process. For any student, we'll

be able to call up a schedule, list

of courses taken, grades, and so

on. We have to generate class

lists, produce the information

for the telephone book, and
accommodate changes on regis-

tration day. This will all be

much easier in the future.

"Our stickiest problem Is fig-

uring out what a student has
taken towards his or her major
and what still must be taken.
I'm hoping that perhaps by
spring registration of 1984 we'll
have the date base program
ready. Then anybodywho needs
access to the information will

have a terminal, although most
information will be changeable
only by the Registrar."
Along with expansion of the

administration's computeriza-
tion, enrollments in computer
courses are expected to con-

tinue to rise, according to Law-
rence Wright. "We need more
main-frame hardware, we need
to Increase the number of

microcomputers and make
what we have bigger, and add
more student terminals. We
need more space than the com-
puter center in Bronfman.
"The administration is sup-

portive of increasing computer
expansion," said Wright.
"Within five to ten years we will

want a new computer center,

although we have the choice of

whether to distribute or
centralize."

Contraceptives-

"Naturally curly hair can be controlled" says

THE CUP SHOP

You don't have to give up good
condition for less curl Ttie 80's

offers new techniques and products

when it comes to relaxing or

straigfitening over curly hair And
the stylists of the Clip Shop have
kept up with all the new advance-
ments After examining your hair

they know )ust what would be best

for you. whether you want to have
straight hair or just a wider pattern

and wear one of the soft flowing hair-

styles like our model pictured here

Stop m one of the Clip Shop's
three locations and see what possi-

bilities there are for you

WILLIAMSTOWN
458-9167

MA PITTSFIELD,
447-9576

MA BENNINGTON.
(802) 442-9823

VT.

Continued from Page 1

raging or promoting contracep-
tive use."

Hirsch anticipates "a very
enthusiastic turnout" for the

clinic. "We have done surveys
over the past three years," he
said. For example, Hirsch cited

a written survey taken last

year, answered by about 700

people, to which ninety percent
of the respondents replied that

they agreed in principle with a
student-run clinic and would use
the clinic if the need arose.

'The point is that the need is

obviously out there. I've gotten

calls from people asking when
the clinic was going to open,

even before we knew if It was
going to open," Hirsch
commented.
He sees the clinic as a "power-

ful supplement to some of the

other programs we (Peer
Health Counseling) offer, such
as free pregnancy testing."

"Above all," Hirsch con-

cluded, "this Is another means
of getting someone to take care

of his own health."

Cross-burning anniversary-
Continued from Page 1

had a major impact on the

numbers," said Director of

Admissions Phil Smith, "but we
were saved because we worked
like crazy."
"We've gotten a lot of ques-

tions about it from applicants
this year, but if this anniversary
doesn't get picked up by the
national press," said Smith,
"we're thinking we'll do as well

or better than last year."
Mike Reed, assistant director

of admissions, who is in charge
of minority admissions, says
that during his recruiting and
interviews this year, no one has
mentioned the cross burning.

"Racism doesn't seem to be
associated with Williams In peo-

ple's minds, but at least for this

year. It's too early to tell," he
said.

Field hockey

beats NASC
by Bea Bast

This past Saturday, Women's
Field Hockey shut out North

Adams State College, 4-0, and
thereby finished its season with

a winning record of 7-2-1. Attack

and defense worked very well

together to dominate the half

and score the four goals of the

game. Freshman Emily Sneath

started the scoring with two
goals, the second one pushed
past the goalie after a corner

shot from Beth Connelly '82.

Wendy Brown '82 scored the

third goal for Williams on a cen-

tering pass from Emily Sneath.

Williams' final goal was scored

on a penalty stroke by Alison

Earle '84. Though the second half

remained scoreless, Williams

continued to control the play

and Secure the victory.

The varsity lost by one goal

last Wednesday to Dartmouth's
aggressive Division I team. The
fatal goal was scored within the

last three minutes of the tied 1-1

game. Williams dominated the

first half of the game, taking the

Initial lead after Bea Fuller '83

scored the first goal.

Saturday, Oct. 17, both var-

sity and JV defeated Amherst
by respective scores of 2-0 and
3-0. The varsity's attack passed
the ball well during the game
enabling Brown and Jane Rech
'85 to score the two goals for Wil-

liams. During the JV game left

wing Peggy Southard '84 scored
all three goals. This victory
made girls' field hockey the Lit-

tle Three Champions.
This new honor was celebrated

Immediately with champagne
and cake on the field.

A North Adams defensewoman challenges a Williams onslaught In

last Saturday's action. Williams shut out their North Adams foes, 4-0,

bringing their final season record to 7-2-1.

Gridders bow to Tufts

—

Continued from Page 8

field goal attempt was blocked.

One final attempt came when
a Tufts quick kick gave the Ephs
the ball on the Jumbos' 36 yard

line. A 10-yard Connolly to Tay-

lor hook up brought the ball to

the 26. Six yards and three plays

later, Coomber tried yet

another field goal in hopes of

tying the game. The 47 yarder

went just wide to the right—as

did the Ephs' hopes of victory.

Beat Bowdoin
The previous week, the Ephs

turned around a potentially dis-

astrous season by showcasing a

new offense and crushing Bow-
doin, 15-0. AH the scoring came
in the first half thanks to a new
I-formation option-oriented

offense led by Connolly, Whea-
tley, and Thomas.
The defense, led by junior

lineman Gary Pfaff, had 12

sacks against All-America can-

didate John Theberge, the Bow-
doin quarterback. They shut

down the potentially awesome
Bowdoin offense, just one week
after Bowdoin toppled Tufts.

The scoring came on a safety

by Thomas Alejandro, who
blocked a Bowdoin punt out of

the end zone for the Ephs' first

two points. The Ephs took the

ensuing free kick to the Polar

Bears' 41 yard line. Strong run-

ning by Connolly and Wheatley
(18 carries, 105 yards, 1 TD) set

up a 22 yard touchdown pass

from Connolly to senior tight

end Craig Overlander.
Coomber's kick made it 9-0.

A second quarter Connolly 16

yard pass to Wheatley capped a

50 yard drive to give the Ephs an
insurmountable 15-0 lead. Next
week the Ephs travel to Sche-

nectady, N.y. to take on Union
in hopes of improving their 2-3

seasonal record.

Cross - enrollment criticized
by Julia Geniesse

Mix-ups, a lack of communi-
cation, and a lack of informa-

tion have led to a vaguely
defined and unpublished policy

on cross-enrollment between
Williams and North Adams
State College. Several Williams
students are now enrolled in

Italian or Accounting courses at

NASC.
The exchange program began

in 1972 as an agreement
between the Deans of both col-

leges to allow up to ten students

from each Institution to cross-

enroll free of charge. If the

numbej of students from either

school were to exceed ten, then

tuition would be paid by the

extra students.

Problems have arisen,

according to Dean Daniel
O'Connor, because the tendency

each year is for more than ten

Williams students to want to

enroll at NASC, while only one

or so from North Adams comes
here. "From their point of view,

it looks like freeloading," said

O'Connor. The issue has been

confused further by the fact that

the option of paying tuition had

been lost or forgotten over the

years.

Because the conditions of the

cross-enrollment program have

never been printed in the Bul-

letin, several students were
unaware that cross-enrollment

for a fifth course is not allowed,

except to make up a failure.

Jenny McPhee '84, who had
registered for Introductory Ital-

ian as a fifth course, pass/fail,

said, "I never would have

known I was in violation of the

rule unless I had gone to Dean
O'Connor."
Several possibilities have

been suggested. One is to allow

students who wish to enroll after

the 10-student limit has been
filled to pay tuition. When asked
why that option had not been
proffered, when it was part of

the original plan, O'Connor ans-

wered, "You're right, that's an
inconsistency."

Another possibility that

O'Connor has considered is

relnstitutlng Italian classes at

Williams, which have not been
offered since 1976. According to

Anne Marie Camerota '84, also

enrolled at NASC in Italian, her

professor there would "be more
than willing to have more Willi-

ams students come to his

classes."

O'Connor also agreed to con-
sider permitting Williams stu-

dents to audit courses at NASC,
which is forbidden as the policy
now stands.

NOTICE
Any student interested in tak-

ng Italian 102 thisSpring at Wil-
? _i .ij *-»-» n«-,rtMams should contact

O'Connor immediately.

Dean

NOTICE
Tuesday night's Housing Com-

mittee meeting will address the

possibility of converting West

College into a permanent member
of Spencer-Brooks house. Inter-

ested students should attend the

meeting at 7 p.m. In Spencer

House living room.

CLASSIFIEDS
SURPLUS JEEPS, cars and trucks

available. Many sell under $200.

Call 312-742-1143, Ext. 5924, lor

information on how to purchase.

UPS Mailing, 8:30-1:30. The Mole

Hole.

.^- \U ""-"'

Budweiser
KING OF BEERS.

ATHLETE OF THE WB(

Juniitr vollvyhatUT Knthlovn fw/mnrc is this iircA's

rvfipivitt. Shv pacvii thv varsity sqiia<i li» n svnuitl

pincv finish this uvrk in thv Svn I'.nfitnnit Invita-

tional I ollvyhatl ttnirnamrnt. (iilnntrv's ^rvat Irap-

inft nnti spikinfi ability hvlftt'tl thv h'.phs win fiuir

tournvs niatrhvs. on*/ shv uas nanu'il tti the ill-

I'tturnnnu'nt tvant. Kathtvvn. this Itutl's for >"ii.

tU\ptML\iml

Loan authority contemplated
by Jeffrey H. Brainard

Because sources of govern-

ment financial aid may soon dry

up, the Massachusetts state

legislature is expected to

approve the formation of a

bonding authority which will

provide funds to colleges and
universities to supplement stu-

dent loan programs.

This measure was proposed

by the Association of Indepen-

dent Colleges and Universities

of Massachusetts' (AICUM) ex-

ecutive committee, which is

chaired by College President

John Chandler.

The authority will be called

the Massachusetts Higher Edu-

cation Student Loan Authority.

It will sell bonds, lending the

resulting money to Massachu-
setts colleges, thus partially

offsetting next spring's pro-

jected cuts in the Federal Gua-
ranteed Student Loan (GSL)

program.
"The main purposes of the

authority will be to sell the

bonds and to determine the

credit worthiness of the borrow-

ing institution," explained
Chandler. "The colleges will

then be free to lend the funds as

they see fit, but will be responsi-

ble to the authority for payment
of the loans."

Colleges will be required to

put up a college building or a

fraction of its endowment as col-

lateral. Chandler expects that

Williams will use a combination

of the two.

The loans will probably carry

13 percent interest. Part of the

interest will be used to cover the

administrative costs of the

bonding authority, leaving a

slightly lower return for the

investors.

"It makes more financial

sense to be using the authority's

money at 13 percent interest for

student loans than to dip into the

college's endowment funds,

which currently earn between

16 and 17 percent," Chandler

said.

The plan calls for interest

earned by investors to be tax-

free, thus requiring its approval

by the state legislature.

"There may be a lot of

dependence on this program,"
responded Chandler when
asked how much Williams will

rely on the authority for assist-

ance. "For the '81-'82 school

year about 1200 students bor-

rowed $2.8 million under the

GSL program. The college lent

about $641,000 to financial aid

students. It is we hope that the

authority will help us take up
the slack caused by the

expected cut in the GSL pro-

gram. It depends on how large

the cut is."

AICUM is a lobbying organi-

zation which in the past has

fought against bills allowing

local governments to impose

per student head taxes on col-

leges and classify dormitories

as hotels, permitting a similar

tax. The executive committee,

chaired by Chandler, is respon-

sible for planning and policy.

The Record will run classifieds at 25<t per line. Deadlines are 4:00 p.m.

Fridays. Total amount due must accompany this form. Iwlail or bring in

person to Classifieds, The Williams Record, Baxter Hall, Williamstown.

f\/lass. 01267.

NAME, .PHONE.
-J

-I
ADDRESS. TOTAL ENCLOSED

AD TO
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Soccer team tops Tufts
by Dave Woodworth

Running Its unbeaten string to

four straight victories, the

men's varsity soccer team
knotched a 1-0 win over Tufts on

Saturday, and Improved Its

record to 3-4-1.

The lone goal of the game was
posted by John Campbell '84 at

76:48, as he took a cross from
Jim Leonard '82 and hit a twist-

ing drive that just cleared the

post. The Williams defense

made the score stand up, as

goalkeeper Vince Brandsteln
'84 registered 13 saves in shut-

ting out the Jumbos.
The unbeaten streak began

two weeks ago with the Ephs' 2-1

win over Trinity, and was

extended to three straight as

Williams beat Bates and tied

Bowdoln over Fall Reading
Period. Both games were
played in very windy condi-

tions, and forced the Ephs to

resort to a short passing game
that proved to be quite effective.

The Bates game featured a

rare goal on a corner kick. With
12: 22 gone In the first half, Doug
McKenney '85 hit a cross that

was deflected over the endllne

by a Bates fullback, giving Wil-

liams the corner. Rob Kusel '83

hit the ball on net, and Bates
goalkeeper Tom McQuillan hes-

itated, undecided on whether to

catch the ball or punch it over
the crossbar. McQuillan wound

Offense falters as

Gridders fall, 9-6
by Steve Epstein

The revitalized Williams
offense played a solid first half

for the second consecutive
week, but failed to score on two
key opportunities, and the Ephs
fell to Tufts, 9-6, last Saturday at

Weston Field.

Two missed Rich Coomber
field goals in the second half

spelled defeat. The Ephs had
hoped to fare better against an
uncharacteristically vulnera-
ble Jumbos squad that has
beaten them in their last six

straight meetings.
The football gods seemed to

smile on the Ephs in the first

half, but still they could manage
only two field goals by
Coomber, who looked good all

day despite his two misses.
Halfback Jay Wheatley ran

the first offensive play for a 10-

yard gain to give the Ephs a 1-

goal situation, but an
incomplete pass and a sack left

Williams with a 4-goal on the

Jumbos' 19 yard line. A 36-yard

Coomber field goal was auto-

matic to propell the Ephs into a
3-0 lead—just two minutes into

the game.
On their next possession, the

Ephs had another three. A B.J.

Connolly to Mlcah Taylor pass
completion set up a first down
and goal inside the 10—but for

the second time the Ephs
couldn't get the ball into the end-
zone. Coomber's 22 yarder
made It 6-0.

For the next 20 minutes, both
teams played scoreless football,

with the Ephs defense led by
Steve Doherty, Gary Pfaff, and
Tom Bouchard.

Possibly the best Eph scoring
drive of the season occurred In

the final minutes of the first

half, but the drive would be
emblematic of the frustration
the Ephs would suffer all day
long. They traveled 70 yards on
7 plays thanks largely to a 31

yard run by freshman fullback
Ted Thomas, and a questiona-
ble pass interference call,

which set up a 1-10 on the Trinity
34 yard line. From there the
drive stalled again, and
Comber's 49 yard field goal
attempt had the distance, but
was wide right.

The first play of the second
half was indicative of a swing in

momentum. Williams took the

opening kickoff to their own 5,

and on the first play from scrim-

mage, Connolly was dropped in

the end zone for a safety, to

make the score 6-2.

The ensuing free kick by
Coomber was a masterpiece,

giving Tufts the ball on their

own 10 yard line. From there,

Tufts began a 19 play, 90-yard

drive that resulted in the only

touchdown of the day.

The conversion made It 9-6

Tufts, with 22 minutes still to

play in the game.
A third period drive by the

Ephs began when defensive

back Darrell White intercepted

a pass on the Williams 34 yard
line. Connolly's passing and
running on the option brought
the Ephs to a first down inside

the Tufts 5-yard line. For the

third time of the day, the Ephs
couldn't hit paydlrt from inside

the 5. Things went from bad to

worse when Coomber's 27 yard
Continued on Page 7

up punching the ball into the net,

giving the Ephs a 1-0 lead. What
made the goal even more
remarkable was the fact that it

was hit into the wind. Kusel's

tally was the only one needed by
Williams, as goalkeeper Ken
Rhodes '85 made six saves and
showed a strong kicking game.

The Bowdoln game marked
the first time this year that Wil-

liams has come from behind to

win or salvage a tie. The first

half was scoreless, as the Eph
defense, led by Aytac Apaydln
'83 and Co-captains Reg Jones
'82 and Brian Daniell '82 keyed
on the Polar Bears outstanding

forward Kwami Poku and held

him in check. At 58: 28, however,

some confusion on the part of

the Ephs led to a loose ball

which the ubiquitous Poku
deflected into the net. Williams,

however, would not be denied,

and pressed the attack. Finally,

at 85: 18, Austin Lehr '83 pene-

trated the Bowdoin back line

and made a perfect pass to Dave
Nasser '83, who chipped the ball

into the goal. Although Williams
had the better of the play in

overtime, it could not tally, and
was forced to settle for the 1-all

tie.

Coach Mike Russo said that
the team "is playing with confi-

dence and composure. Without
the first third of the season, we
are 3-0-1; the final third, which
starts today against Babson,
will decide our season."

Ted Chase here outdrlbbles a stocky Tufts opponent. Williams soccer
went on to victory, beating the Jumbos 1-0 in the game last Saturday.

(Govan)

Women's crew cruises
by Martha Piatt

The weekend of fall reading
period once again included that

classic of crew regattas, the

Head of the Charles on the Cha-
rles River in Boston. Boats from
over one hundred colleges and
rowing clubs gathered for the

event. Williams copped honors
for the women's varsity eight,

which came in 16th out of forty

entries, and the youth eight,

which placed fifth.

Senior Janet Harmon said of

the three-mile race, "This Is

what we worked for all fall, and
it was over so fast I'd just love to

do it again."

The novice squad's enthusi-

asm Is of a similar nature as

they anticipate learning more
about the sport they are so new
to. All are first year oarswomen
at the college level, and only

Janeth Keally '85 rowed in high

school.

Sophomore Hope Bigelow
expressed the general feelings

of the team, saying that as peo-

ple lerned to work together and
Improve, they became addicted

to the sport. "Because most peo-

ple had a good time," she said,

"they're psyched to keep going

and learning."

Crew flounders in Charles

Despite this line run by Jay Wheatley, and two field goals by Rich Coomber,
Williams fell to Tufts, 9-6, in last Saturday's football game. The loss brings

the Ephs' record to 2-3. (Farley)

by Lee Farbman
The men's crew closed out a

good fall season with a trip to

the Head of the Charles Regatta
in Boston last week. Williams
entered the Championship
Eight and Championship Four
events, as well as two alumni
boats In the club and mixed
eights.

The Championship eight boat
started out a bit on the shaky
side, but after being passed by
Trinity, quickly settled down.
Unfortunately, the eight never
got to prove Itself. The Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania's crew hit

the Williams crew as the boats
were passing under the Weeks

Field hockey: confusing but fun
by Steve Epstein

Saturday was a perfect day
for football. It wasn't as nice
two hours earlier on Cole Field
when the Eph field hockey
squad took on North Adams.
The day brightened immeasur-
ably, however, when the first

few goals were scored and it

was apparent the women would
coast to victory.

I've gotten a small amount of

grief from Coach Christine Lar-
son and various field hockey
stars who happen to live near
me, so I decided to take to Cole
Field on Saturday, and see just

what the game was all about.

The first thing that seemed
outrageous was the team's
dress, in lieu of the gale that was
blowing in from the mountains
and almost lifted Coach Larson
off the t)ench on a couple of occa-

sions. The short skirts blew in

the wind, and the whole thing

looked like a rather horrible

ordeal, on a frigid windy day.

But despite frozen legs, the

women seemed to be enjoying

themselves thoroughly. Bea
Fuller continually penetrated

the North Adams defense, Beth
Connolly hustled continually
(with the wind chill, stopping
might have killed her) and the
whole team was doing great. I

think.

There wasn't much I under-
stood, except that each team
was trying to score by hitting a

little ball into the other team's
net. But every couple of min-
utes, half the defending team
would get out of the way, while
the other half stood toe-to-toe in

EPHUSIONS

the net trying to stop the oppos-

ing team from scoring. It was
incomprehensible, but it proba-

bly was good strategy in that

huddling together made it both

harder for the opponents to

score, and also helped conserve

body heat.

The key realization is that

field hockey could never be

played by men. First, there's no

contact. Nobody was getting

hurt. No blood, no screaming,

no arguments with the referees.

How sportsmanlike, how gen-

tile, how un-American! Also,

one can't really get one's
aggressions out on a field

hockey ball. Nobody just winds
up and wacks the sucker. It's a

game of finesse, passing, team-
work. And these girls were
doing It fantastically. Yuck!

Another fun realization was
how low key the whole game
was. Christine Larson shouted
instructions from the sidelines

like, "Please pass more," or

"Try to do better," rather than
the regular footballesque cries,

I'm used to hearing from defen-

sive coordinators like "Hit that
$'>;—&$';•"! I!

Despite a serious head cold, I

think I'm the better for check-
ing out field hockey. I'm sure
it's fun for those who play—and
it's probably fun to watch if

someone explains the rules.

One thing though, it seems
like a good idea, if the team is

going to play in a windstorm
that they put out a few bucks for

skipants. Compared to football,

think of all the bucks they save
on padding.

Footbridge. The Penn stroke, in

a rare display of poor sports-

manship used his oar as a blud-

geon, poking a hole in the

Williams boat, and narrowly
missing four-man Dave Steyert.

Williams completed the
remaining mile and a half with

the boat rapidly filling with

water. Williams finished 33rd In

the event; with Navy the even-

tual winner.

The Williams Four overcame
some minor difficulties to row a
good race. Number three seat

Kevin Rochford broke a finger

the night before the race, and
Raf Francis was stroking a twat

for the first time. Freshman
coxswain Molly Tennis handled
the tricky Charles course like a

seasoned pro. Co-captalns John
Lodise and Mark Kindig com-
pleted the boat, which finished

35th.

The previous week, the crew
journeyed to Middletown to take

on the grueling 31/2 mile Head of

the Connecticut race. The Willi-

ams eight, stroked by Senior

Greg Narver, started slowly,

but quickly passed a boat any-

how. Andrew Grimes, Chuck
Willing, and Rick Goldstein

helped to provide the power that

Coxswain Lee Farbman persist-

ently called for. Williams fin-

ished in 15th place, only a

minute behind the eventual
winner, W.P.I. The Williams
pair, George Baumgarten and
Scott Schweighauser, rowed a
powerful race to finish fifth.

Coach John Peinert also rowed
his single in a morning race.

The final event of the season
was a 40-mile team row down
the Hudson River last Saturday.
The fall season ends with the

captains and coach pleased with
the crew's talent, and with the

oarsmen psyched for winter
training. The crew will be bol-

stered in the spring by the
return of several fine oarsmen
who sat out the fall season.
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Former officers implicated

Council abused SAT funds
by Philip Busch

A Record investigation has
revealed tliat last year's Col-

lege Council officers spent over
$550 of Student Activities Tax
money in direct violation of

Council funding guidelines.

In addition, over $90 was
spent for questionable althougti

technically legal purposes. The
total amount spent improperly
was over one quarter of the

Council's anticipated budget of

$2000.

The Council Budget Guide-
lines state that SAT funds may
be used only for entertainment
open to the entire student body.

Any such entertainment must
be advertised campus-wide.
Despite this provision, then

Council President Darrell
McWhorter '81, Treasurer Rus-
sell Piatt '82, Secretary Rachel
Varley '83, and, in one case
Vice-President John McCam-
mond '81 used SAT money for

two costly dinners at Mill on
the Floss. In addition, McWhor-
ter used funds for several pri-

vate parties.

SAT money also was used to

pay for champagne, beer, and
snacks at several Council

meetings.

McWhorter and Piatt both

admitted that the expenses may
have been excessive, but
defended their basic -validity.

Varley and McCammond are in

Europe, and were unavailable

for comment.
McWhorter, Piatt, and Varley

spent $110 at the fall officers'

>

dinner at the Floss on
November 11, 1980. The same
three, plus McCammond, spent

$177.45 at the same restaurant

for the spring officers' dinner on

March 11, 1981.

"At the time, the officers

deemed the dinners a proper

use of SAT funds," commented
Piatt. "The rationale was that

we had discretionary funds, and
that the dinners were
traditional."

McWhorter, reached at his

home in Cincinnati, also
emphasized the traditional

nature of the dinners. "Maybe
they were a little excessive," he
said, "but the Council presid-

ency is a totally thankless job. I

had a lot of support from the

officers; they were a big help. I

thought it was fine to take them
out to dinner. I don't think that's

greatly excessive."

Eugenia Smith, in charge of

student accounts for the Comp-
troller's Office, could find no
records of any restaurant bills

having been paid with SAT
funds in 1979-80, the year before

McWhorter took office, nor any
large cash payments to individ-

uals that could have been used

for dinners.
"They didn't go out that

year," said Smith, "Or 11 they
did, they paid out of their own

Overcome by a Katkaesque change,

walls over Monday's Art 101 exam.

some students were seen climbing the

(Doherty)

pockets."

Allocations for every organi-

zation except the Council must
be approved by the Finance
Committee. SAT money is

almost never allocated for food

and drink, and any payment
vouchers are (or should be)

monitored by the Council Treas-

urer. The Council allocation,

however, is not subject to Fin-

Com approval, and its treasurer

approves his own spending. The
Comptroller's office does not

thoroughly check vouchers. "If

the treasurer has okayed it, it

usually goes through," said

Smith.

A $225.44 check was paid on
January 31, 1981, to Thomas
Black '81, a resident of Lambert
House, also McWhorter's resi-

dence. It covered costs of a

dinner and reception for Dizzy

Gillespie held at Lambert
House before his concert. The
voucher was supported by a

receipt from King's Liquor
Store for $91.44 and from a

supermarket for $82.05. No
receipt was submitted for the

additional $51.95. Although
technically no money should be
disbursed without a supporting
receipt, it commonly is.

The reception was not open to

the student body. Rather,
McWhorter invited "everyone
Involved in bringing Gillespie to

the campus . . . There were
about 80 jjeopie there, including

quite a few faculty." Unfortu-

nately, Gillespie was not among
them. "He got in late,"

explained McWhorter, "and he

was doing sound tests."

When asked why the dinner

was paid for by the College

Council rather than by the Con-

cert Commission, McWhorter
responded, "It was my idea, and

the Concert Commission was on

a tight budget."

The Concert Commission was

not the only organization on a

tight budget last year. In the

Record of February 17,

McWhorter declared "we are

under economic constraints."

Last year's Finance Committee

trimmed $25,000 from campus
organization's budget requests,

and later in the year Pique and

Continued on Page 8

Muhammed Kenyatta '81 Speaks out against racism In Chapin HaM(Farley)

Kenyatta raps racism's roots

by Susan Kandel

Reverend Muhammed Ken-

yatta '81 attributed the cause of

racism at Williams to the com-
petition for limited resources in

an address held last Sunday, on

the first anniversary of last

year's cross burning.

Speaking to a capacity crowd
in Chapin Hall, Kenyatta
focused on the issues of racism
and responsibility in a speech

entitled, "Race, Ethics and
Education at Williams."

The speech was followed by
small group discussions led by
various faculty members and
student leaders.
Kenyatta maintained that the

roots of racism at Williams are
largely institutional, rather

than attitudinal.

"Eighteen years ago, 1150

spots for one of the best educa-

tional bargains in this country

were offered to white American
males here," said Kenyatta,

"But today, there are only 975

spots for those same males."

"Racism is thus not a ques-

tion of attitude, but has to do

with the objective reality of how
scarce goods will be allocated,"

he said.

Kenyatta pointed to the

faculty as being equally guilty

of this competition, specifically

for tenure spots, to tne detri-

ment of minority faculty

recruitment.

"There is a tendency to blame

the administration, but every-

one at Williams knows that

the last word on faculty recruit-

ment isn't made in Hopkins Hall

Insi
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Cure the Winter Study Blues
Winter Study's long-running performance is up for its most critical

review In years. While such an evaluation casts a shadow over future

encore performances, it also represents an opportunity to address dissa-

tisfaction with the format, propose constructive changes, and recharge
enthusiasm for the January term.

Winter Study's current malaise stems from perceptions held by
faculty and students that the program has become a designated play-

time: a reward for first semester's efforts and a promissory note for a

productive second semester. Both faculty and students deserve partial

blame for this attitude. Faculty feel guilty demanding too much of

students during the non-graded period. This often leads to watered down
courses, presented out of fear no one will enroll in a rigorous study or

project. Students sense this reluctance and exploit it, often bragging
about choosing the least demanding and least time-consuming course.

The vicious circle is completed when faculty rightfully wonder why they
should devote valuable time to prepare an additional course when stu-

dents are unwilling to reciprocate the time and work commitment.
The essence behind Winter Study has been muddled. Clearly, the

workload should not mirror the academic pressure cooker of the regular
semester. However, Winter Study should be a time to redirect the
semester's creative energies from pure academics to alternative forms
of education.

Unique academic and experiential opportunities provided by Win-
ter Study courses are just a few of the many advantages the January
term offers. Winter Study is a valuable time for students to pursue
honors theses, off-campus 99's, and to participate in organized study-
travel trips. For the faculty, who are currently required to offer a Winter
Study course every other year, January is a prime opportunity to work
on personal research and publishing.

On campus, theater performances, concerts, lectures and outdoor
sports are all at a premium during the month. For upperclassmen,
Winter Study is a good chance to visit Career Counseling and investigate

Bill on the Floss
Last year was supposedly a time of austerity. Publications were

forcibly merged and campus groups had their budgets slashed. College
Council officers told us that money was tight, that everyone had to make
do with less. Everyone, it seems, except the Council itself.

The Record investigation, which appears on page 1 this week, disco-
\'ered the flagrant misuse of $550 in Student Activities Tax money by
College Council officers to whom the SAT was entrusted. Despite rigid
budget guidelines which require SAT monies to be used for college-
wide activities, the Council officers spent more than $280 for two private
officers-only banquets at the Mill on the Floss last year. Additional
money was used for private parties with visiting performers and for
beer and champagne at the Log. All this in a year of "economic
constraints."

This is not to say that abuses did not occur in previous years under
previous administrations. It is only since last year that the Council
officers have been prevented from taking money directly from the
SAT fund. That such spending was allegedly "traditional," however
does not excuse the misuse of funds which occurred this past year.

These financial excesses revealed this week should spur the Council
to action. Council officers and members of the Finance Committee
should regulate College Council funds just as carefully as they do those
of every other group on campus. Rather than creating a discretionary
fund with unlimited access, the Finance Committee should review Coun-
cil officer spending and create firm categories of funding from which
money can be spent. Money for private parties and food and drink should
be minimized, if not eliminated.

There should also be a periodic review of the College Council budget
in order to catch spending extravagances as they occur. Once a new
group of officers takes over, it is too late to prevent the budget excesses
of the previous administration. The College Council treasurer should
present a monthly report to the Council of all Council expenditures and a
complete report at the end of the calendar year. Only by demanding
greater accountability for Council money will we be able to curtail its
waste.
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summer internships, graduate schools, and post-graduate employment
opportunities.

Perhaps Winter Study's greatest asset is its relaxed social atmos-
phere. Without external academic pressures, students can enjoy and
strengthen friendships. At the same time. Winter Study can be a period
for personal reflection. Students can catch their breath after a harried
semester and have the chance to evaluate the educational value of beine
at Williams.

^

Despite its advantages and positive attributes. Winter Study needs a
renewed commitment from both students and faculty. Grading course
offerings is not the solution. While it would improve the commitment to
Winter Study, grading would serve only to discourage students from
experimenting in unfamiliar academic and experiential realms Aca-
demic pressures of the regular semester would hang over students'
heads and take much of the luster off January's extracurricular
activities.

Replacing Winter Study with extended semesters would force stu-
dents to take first semester final exams after Christmas vacation Jun
lor faculty, under pressure to publish or perish, would be at an even
greater disadvantage without the January research time.

The solution rests in correcting the disparity between present course
requirements. Wide-ranging differences in courses' time and work
demands have drawn many students to the lower end of the commitment
spectrum. Equalizing time commitments among courses may in itself
serve to amend most existing flaws.

Winter Study is a valuable and unique educational opportunity that
should be retained. While the Winter Study Review Committee should
advocate greater student and faculty commitments, the committee
should leave the program's basic structure intact.

Especially for students, the time to pledge renewed faith in the
January term begins now. As with Row House dining, one truly appre-
ciates the finer points of Williams only when they are gone.
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All offended

To the editor:

I wouW like to say that I was quite
offended at the quote in last week's
Record's article on the Cross burning
that read "The cross burning and what
came after were an insult not just to
blacks, but to anyone who isn't Cauca-
sian." Excuse me, Kathy Finnell, but I
beg to differ. The cross burning was an
insult to everyone, regardless of their
race. I am white, and I was profoundly
disgusted and insulted by this expression
of bigotry and prejudice. I do not ignore
the sad fact that there are many whites—
and for that matter many others—who
are prejudiced. But to therefore assume
that all whites are racists is to condemn
the whole because of the actions of the
few. This is prejudice, as bad as any
other form of prejudice. Kathy Finnell's
statement personifies the attitudes that
are hindering our progress towards a
prejudice-free future for ourselves and
our children, an attitude that excludes
whites as the enemy in attempts to abol-
ish prejudice forever.

In the editorial on racial problems at

Williams was a line that read, "Whites
and blacks try to Ignore their differences
. . ."I would contend that the opposite is

true. The differences are announced
loudly and frequently, so that little

opportunity is given to students to realize
their similarities, and to become friends.
Many people—believe it or not—do not
see the world's population in terms of
racial, religious, economic or ethnic div-
isions. I am one of those people. But the
way in which racism is dealt with on the
Williams campus—on an adversary
basis—frustrates my every attempt to
go beyond the barriers. I don't ignore the
fact that someone is black but I really
don't consider this fact in any way to be
of primary importance in terms of that
person. The essential quality of a person
has nothing to do with his color So
what if you are black? I'm white. So
what? Now why don't we stop worrying
about it and start thinking about each
other as people, not colors.

I am not a racist or a bigot. I don' t care
what your skin color is, what your reli-

gion is, what your income level Is. And I

Continued on Page 6
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Winter Study: Promise and Performance
By Rich Henderson

Edilor'n Note: The fot-

lowinn article presents

a comprehensive his-

tory of the Winter
Study Proiiram at ff'ill-

iams. lis concentration
on thi changing ami
various perceptions of
the program is particu-

larly appropriate as

Ifinter Study is, once
again, the current sub-

ject of controversy and
criticism. The prelimi-

nary report of the 1981-

82 Review Committee
is due.

There is confusion

on the Williams cam-
pus regarding the pur-

poses and potentials

of Winter Study.

Some people see it as a time to enjoy the
intellectual, social, and natural plea-
sures of Williamstown at their own pace
rather than one imposed by the pres-
sures of tests and grades. A few use it as
an excuse to spend a month at a ski
resort. Others look forward to it as a
chance to do some intense research or to

explore something not offered in the nor-
mal curriculum. And there are those who
see it as a pain in the neck, a month that
adds problems far out of proportion to

any benefits received.

Without a clear perception of what
Winter Study is intended to be, each of
these viewpoints becomes valid. After 13

WSPs the meaning of the program
seems to \)e up in the air: Winter Study
can become whatever the College com-
munity wants it to be. The time has
indeed come for a recommitment, either
to Winter Study's original principles or
to a new doctrine. If Williams cannot
make such a commitment, some say the
noble experiment ought to be abandoned
altogether.

Original Proposals
The Winter Study period was an inte-

gral part of a major currlcular change
proposed by the Committee on Educa-
tional Policy in the spring of 1966. The
changes, designed to relieve the "regu-
larity, fragmentation, and overload"
present in the two-semester, five-course

curriculum, featured a reduction of the

student's semester load from five

courses to four and the establishment of

the Winter Study period in the month
vacated by newly shortened semesters.
The Winter Study Program was

intended to relieve the "insistent pat-

tern" of twelve straight semesters, by
giving "the student a change of pace and
opening new horizons for him." Accord-
ing to the C.E.P. proposal, the courses
"should encourage students to partici-

pate in an educational experience which,
with its concentration In one area and its

emphasis on individual initiative, should
be significantly different from that of a
four course semester."

Academics Stressed
For the C.E.P. , Winter Study's value

was as a serious educational endeavor.
The expected effects of the program
upon students were seen in academic
terms: "a chance to concentrate on a
single subject or single problem,"
encouragement of independent study,

and an opportunity to expand intellectual

horizons by taking courses in new fields.

Values now frequently associated with
Winter Study—experiential programs
like traveling, internships, and skill-

oriented courses; more free time; better

social life; more opportunity for cultural

activity—were conspicuously absent
from the proposal. "It was assumed that

January would be a less intense period

than the frenzied regular semesters,"
Chandler recalls. However, the empha-
sis was on academics of a relatively con-

ventional sort. "There was a lot of stress

on the experimental character of the pro-

gram," Chandler says of the mid-sixties

debate on the proposal. "Faculty
members could experiment with subject

matter and techniques," but the basic

structure was that ol an intensive aca-
demic mini-course.

The first Winter Study period in 1968

was dominated by these academic mini-
courses; only 10 percent of the catalog
offerings were classified as experiential

or skill courses. But the next year saw a
new trend, when "experiential education
became popular throughout the coun-
try," Chandler says. As the easiest place
in the Williams curriculum to fit in expe-
riential courses, "Winter Study became
the vehicle for this new currlcular
mood," says Chandler. "I suspect that

the regular curriculum was not buffeted
by these currents because Winter Study
was a kind of safety valve."

Changing Mood
This changing mood is reflected in the

course offerings presented in the 1968-77

Winter Study catalogs. Through the
decade, the percentage of academic
courses declined steadily, dropping
below 50 percent by 1976. Experiential,
skill, and independent/thesis courses
became more frequent, while the
number of students taking independent
99's grew quickly in the first five years.
Also changing over the years were atti-

tudes towards Winter Study among
faculty and students. While in 1971, the

faculty voted unanimously to support the
program. Chandler recalls, by the mid-
dle of the decade many faculty members
were expressing dissatisfaction with it.

The Annual Report to the Faculty from
the 1975 Winter Study Committee con-
cluded that the current criticism had
"been voiced, and considered, during the
five years in which the Faculty debated
the Winter Study plan before they finally

adopted it" in 1966. "Many who have
joined the Faculty recently ... do not
really understand what it was designed
to accomplish."

Recommitment
The Committee called for a recommit-

ment to the original principles of Winter
Study by "explaining to newer faculty

members . . . which of the things nor-
mally required by the academic courses
in the two semesters the study in the Jan-
uary term deliberately undertakes not to

do, and demands to the initiative of every
student."

A surprising premise from 1966 rest-

ated by the report was "that if one-third

of the students did superior work during
the Winter Study Period, another third

satisfactory work, and a remaining third

work that was only indifferent, the pro-

gram would be considered a success."
The committee expressed its conviction

that "though a student can flub off easily

in his WSP for one or two years ... we
doubt that any number of them will be
content to do so through all of their four

Winter Studies."

The report also contains a now-
common admission that Winter Study's

greatest value to the students was not

•necessarily gained from academic
courses : "much of the educational value

to them of the January term comes from
using their free time on campus ... in

individual ways which our mere pass-

fail grade in a single course does not

measure."
While affirming Winter Study's value

and appeal for students, the committee
recognized the problems the program
caused for faculty members. The extra

course was difficult to prepare, involv-

ing a lot of extra work and pressure for

faculty, and if students did not take it

seriously it felt to many like a waste of

valuable time and energy. Despite the

demoralization some faculty expe-
rienced during Winter Study, the com-
mittee still saw great opportunities for

faculty in the program: "By asking each
member of the Faculty ... to consult his

own intellectual interests, and not just

the academic needs of his department,
we hoped to bump us all a bit out of our
ruts in the teaching of our semester
courses."

The report reiterated the 1966 hope
that the program would act as "a mecha-
nism for loosening up and vivifying the

entire yearly curriculum." The commit-
tee was convinced that this had indeed
happened, when new subjects or

methods developed In the January
period spilled over into the regular
semesters to form successful, imagina-
tive courses.

Continued Dissatisfaction

Despite this 1975 attempt to reunite the

Faculty behind Winter Study's perfor-

mance, many faculty members con-

tinued to have serious reservations

about the Program. A 1977 re-evaluation

report admitted that "a number of

faculty have criticized the trend"
towards more experiential and skill

courses "and urge a 'tightening up.'
"

Yet the report concluded "that the pres-

ent diversity of WSP offerings is no cause
for alarm and is, in fact, more in keeping
with the original philosophy of Winter
Study than was the earlier overwhelm-
ing emphasis on academic mini-
courses."

A special reviewing committee work-
ing in 1978-79 based its considerations

upon a 1978 faculty survey on Winter
Study that revealed considerable con-

cern among faculty over a deterioration

of standards within the program. One-

of-two plan criticized it as a further with-

drawal of the faculty from the program
and a further devaluation of Winter
Study's stature in the curriculum.

Guidelines

In an effort to encourage students to do
more than just the bare minimum of

work to pass their courses the committee
proposed to institute a "perfunctory
pass" grade for those students who fulfill

the requirements of a course without put-

ting any serious effort into it.

A third proposal adopted by the

Faculty was a set of guidelines regard-

ing the amount and quality of work that

students were expected to do in their

courses and 99's. The guidelines were a

significant step away from the attitudes

still expressed in 1975. No longer were
students supposed to work or not work as
they saw fit; they were now expected to

produce "a minimum effort of 20 hours
per week" in their projects, which were
to be graded not "exclusively on exper-
tise or command of subject matter per
se, but also on the effort and seriousness

of purpose which students have devoted
to their projects."

These recommendations were a far

cry from the "individual initiative" and
freedom to "flub off" and do "indiffer-

ent" work accepted in earlier years as

basic premises of the program. Appar-
ently students' initiative was insuffi-

cient; many did not take their courses

seriously. Guidelines and a new grade

fourth expressed a desire for more con-
sistent standards; one-fourth preferred
more stringent academic standards;
one-fourth wanted to see the entire pro-

gram substituted or abolished; one-fifth

said they would like a reduced teaching
load. One-third of those surveyed felt

that there was a lack of rigor and serious-

ness displayed by students, while one-

fourth felt the same was true of the

faculty.

Modifications

The committee's five proposals,

adopted by the faculty in April 1979, were
directed at alleviating these concerns by

setting up a structure that would ensure

a certain level of standards by which

faculty offerings and student work could

be judged, and by reducing the faculty

time commitment to the Program.

The most controversial proposal was
that "faculty teaching loads be reduced

to offering a project one of every two

WSP's instead of two of every three."

Proponents argued that the move would

respond to the common complaint,

mostly from younger faculty, that the

extra work Winter Study requires did

not allow them enough time to do their

research or to prepare their second

semester courses. Opponents of the one-

were needed to enforce some minimum
work level.

Let's Be Serious
The students were not the only people

at fault in not taking Winter Study
seriously. Some courses required practi-

cally nothing of students. The committee
proposed to have Winter Study courses
reviewed more stringently by appointing
a Coordinator of Winter Studies who
would screen course offerings. Propo-
nents hoped that this broader view would
produce more consistent workloads.
The 1979 modifications seemed to have

failed. The usual student reaction to the
1979 guidelines is an incredulous "What,
20 hours of work? Who are they kid-

ding?", while faculty continue to shake
their heads, mourn the failure of learn-

ing for learning's sake, and give up on
even trying to teach seriously in Janu-
ary. If the present reviewing committee,
called for in the 1979 proposals, is to pro-

duce a viable educational program for

Winter Study, it must overcome these
attitudes; whatever form Winter Study
may assume over the next year or two, it

must have the serious commitment of

both Faculty and students. Otherwise,
we'll have yet another painful review
process a couple of years down the road.
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All-nighters: An exhaustive study
by Ron Issen

Jon (not his real name) sits In

a darkened room. The shades

are drawn. A lone lamp Is on.

pouring light over a small pile of

books. Papers are scattered all

over the floor. Jon's shaking, a

broken and shattered man.

Every five minutes or so, Jon

lifts his head, glances about

himself wildly, and shrieks,

"Bismarck ate avocados!

"

Jon Is not a happy man.

Jon's lonely. Jon's studying

for midterms. And . . . Jon's had

too little sleep.

Muffy (also not Jon's real

name) Is studying In the lounge.

A syllabus rests on her knee,

twenty books are in her lap and

a hl-llter is In her mouth. With a

cigarette in one hand and coffee

in the other, Muffy peers wooz-

ily at the clock. Her green hair

ribbon clashes with her skirt,

her cardigan sweater doesn't

match her bobby socks, and her

ponytail is off center. Her mono-
grams are misspelled and she's

wearing socks with her
Topsiders.

Muffy Is a confused and dis-

traught young woman.
Muffy is also studying for

midterms and . . . she's had too

little sleep.

The stories of students not

getting enough sleep are legion.

One junior related to me how, in

his opinion, food and sleep were
the big "ylns" and "yangs" of

life, and that a deficiency in one
could be made up by simply
adjusting one's intake of the
other accordingly. This logical

conclusion led one follower of

this philosophy to Ingest 16 eggs
for breakfast at one sitting, a
feat almost as impressive as the
98 straight hours he had stayed

up working on his paper prior to

his gastronomic accomplish-

ment.
Others attempt to stay awake

by trying to work In the most
uncomfortable position possi-

ble: writing while standing up,

with one leg resting on a chair

behind them, with alarm clocks

going off every fifteen minutes .

. . well, you get the picture. Not
getting enough sleep Is like the

Deja Vu Lounge: we all know
we've been there before.

It's 4 a.m. WCFM just went
off. Your stereo is broken, your
coffee pot Is empty, your palms
are sweaty and your arms are
shaking. You consider calling

President Chandler, just for

kicks, to find out what he really

thinks about eating garlic In a
pink taffeta dress.

You are confused. You are
beginning to lose it.

Your mind begins to wander
while your bed opens her allur-

ing arms and beckons you to

come join her. Frustrated, In a
mad, crazed animal passion,
you try calling Colonial Pizza.

You are a deeply disturbed
individual.

Desperate, you run out of your
room, and empty your room-
mate's pipe on your head. But
it is of no use. You too are study-
ing for midterms. You too are
lonely. And . . . you too have had
too little sleep.

Welcome to . . . The Twilight
Zone, and the world of the never
turned off lamp.
For some of us, the problem is

not only chronic, it is almost a
way of life. And yet, It wasn't
always this way. Chris O'Neill
came to Williams a mere 14

months ago with a song in his

heart, and a check for Phil

\Nou\d you hire a Liberal Arts graduate?
by Donna Imbesi

A disturbing amount of nega-
tive publicity about the practi-

cal value of a Liberal Arts
education in the job market has
surfaced recently. The majority
of this publicity has focused on
the increasing demand for col-

lege graduates with degrees in

areas such as engineering, com-
puter science, and business, and
the consequent decreasing
demand for graduates with
degrees in arts and letters.

The New York Times pub-
lished a series of articles over
the last year on this subject. A
major source of statistical

information in these articles

used to be the College Place
ment Council, an organization
that conducts surveys and stu-

dies of beginning salary offers

for college graduates. The
Times states that "63 percent of

the job offers reported by 184

placement offices at 161 col-

leges and universities around
the nation had gone to engineer-
ing graduates, even though they
made up only 7 percent of the

graduating class." This has
been coupled with the statement
that the job market for liberal

arts graduates has been rela-

tively flat, and the prediction

that it will continue to be so.

A College Placement Council
report indicates that the most
offers were made to graduates
with degrees in electrical,

mechanical and chemical engi-

neering, computer science, and
business—accounting, business

administration and marketing.

In fact, Williams has been
doing better than ever In recent

years in terms of interviews on

campus, job offers, and starting

salary offers. Both Barbara-
Jan Wilson, the director of the

Office for Career Counseling,

and Fatma Kassamali, the

assistant director, believe that

this has been due to the calit)er

of the Williams education and
the quality of students that

graduate. Wilson strongly
believes that " it is not the major
that is so important, but the type

of student."

Williams presently has 95

companies, banks, and firms

scheduled to interview on cam-
pus this academic year, up from
54 in 1979. Among these are

accounting firms, such as Ernst
& Whinney; companies, such as

IBM, Mobil Oil, and Procter &
Gamble; financial institutions

such as Bankers Trust, Merrill,

Lynch, White, & Weld, and Mor-
gan Guarantee Trust Co., as
well as insurance companies,
government organizations, and
schools. In the past few weeks
alone, nine companies have
been added to the list, including

Westinghouse and Owens-
Corning.

The dramatic Increase in the
number of companies coming to

Williams to interview in the past
few years indicates that interest
in Williams grads is strong.
Kassamali points out that many
of these companies have found
that, in the long run, students
from good liberal arts schools
such as Williams are valuable
employees.
While graduates from busi-

ness and technical schools may
be more productive In the short

run because of their specialized

training, Williams graduates
prove to be superior in the long

run because of organizational,

analytical, writing, and inter-

personal skills. In order to

accommodate strong liberal

arts graduates, companies.

firms and banks are providing

management/business training

programs as part of the first

year or two of employment.

convocation address this fall,

Indicated what he felt were
strengths of a Williams liberal

arts education: "Learning asan
end in itself is the central pur-

President Chandler, in his pose of a liberal arts college.

Smith In his pocket. A small,
scrappy fighter, he came to this
city of big lights, this city of
broad shoulders, this hub, this
Williamstown, a different man.
He was young. He was Impres-
sionable. He was free from
acne. Now, he studies at all

hours of the night. "But I can't!
I have to read Queen Elizabeth
by tomorrow," Chris tells the
scantily clad freshman In his
room.
Chris Is a sick young man.

And . . . he's been getting too
little sleep.

Concerned for Chris's health,
as well as my continued access
to his coffee pot, I went to Prof.
R. G. L. Walte, historian, to get
a perspective on the problem.
"The problem Is chronic. The
problem is historic—for years
undergraduates have been suf-

ferlng." responded the
professor.

What a crazy college life. All

around, the "bleary eyed" look
seems to be In. Studying til' 6

a.m., that's the life, eh baby?
Dr. Talbot, college psychiatrist,

thinks not.

Talbot maintains that with a
chronic lack of sleep people
"can feel desperate, truly quite

desperate. " All of us have cycli-

cal sleep patterns—times of the

day when we are more awake
than at others. Yet academics,
preoccupations, worries about
other affairs, and problems
"with one's social life or lack

thereof" can all contribute to

the making of what is a chronic

sleep problem. Especially
around what Talbot refers to as

"crunch" time, the number of

people seeing him increases. As
the doctor notes, this feeling of

getting Inadequate amounts of

sleep can compound other prob-

lems to the point that Insomnia
becomes only a root ol what Is

now a much larger and more
serious set of problems.

Although not getting enough

sleep can thus be a vicious cir-

cle, we often overestimate the

Continued on Page 8

Perry stages student drama

In Other Ivory Towers
Princeton University

The Princeton University
marching band was banned
from performing Its halftime
show during the Princeton-West
Point football game on October
10, Associated Press reports.

Officials at the U.S. Military
Academy at West Point
objected to the sexual innuen-
does of the Tiger band's half-

time skits, especially after the
furor raised by the band's skit at

the Princeton-University of Del-
aware game on September 26.

That performance, which
included word-plays such as
"organic" for "orgasm,"
reportedly offended some
elderly Princeton alumni and,
according to Princeton band
president Michael Sanford,
brought to bear "the very
strong suggestion—lots of ver-
bal heat—that it would be wise
for us to change our ways."
The scripts for Princeton

band's halftime skits—read
over the stadium public address
system as the band marches
onto the field—are reviewed by
a three-member panel of Prin-
ceton administrators before
they take the air. One member
of the panel, assistant dean of

student affairs Karen Tllbor,

said that in the future she would
be more cautious about approv-
ing such scripts.

The band's absence from the

Army game was the first such
absence from a Princeton game

in 49 years.

Wesleyan University

About 200 people rallied

October 12 against the Ku Klux

Klan in response to demonstra-

tions by that group in Connecti-

cut. The event was marked by a

rather small turnout, according

to the Wesleyan Argus. If pros-

pective students and their par-

ents had not supplemented their

ranks, the demonstrators were
in danger of being outnumbered
by the local press. Eight speak-

ers addressed the crowd on top-

ics ranging from a brief history

of K.K.K. activities in Connecti-

cut to racism and atrocities in

South Africa.

One recurring theme in many
of the speeches, however, was
the connection between the

spirit of the Klan and the activ-

ity of the government under the

Reagan administration. "The
Klan applauds when affirma-
tive action programs are dil-

uted," pointed out one speaker.
Another common idea in the
presentations was the discount-
ing of the Klan as much of a
threat in itself. The true danger,
they said, lies in the spirit the
group represents.

Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute

The students eat, sleep, and
work In the "hockey line."

Living out in the cold 24 hours
a day for over a month, they
devote their lives to the acquisi-

tion of prime seats for hockey

games. Life for these R.P.I, stu-

dents is In the line . . . appar-

ently consists largely of

huddling In their sleeping bags

In an effort to stay warm; no

permanent structures and no

heating and cooking devices are

allowed. A pizza man makes
regular visits to feed the stu-

dents and a "student senator"

constantly checks to make sure

the proper number of people are

in line. While there are rela-

tively few students who stay In

line for as long as a month, In the

last week before tickets are

available the whole student

union building is surrounded by

students and sleeping bags.

After ten years of existence,

the line has finally achieved

national recognition. A CBS
film crew went to R.P.I. In early

October to do a feature on the

line for the show ' 'Morning with

Charles Kuralt". The film crew

interviewed the students in line,

the hockey players and coaches,

and others on campus In their

attempt to document this ulti-

mate manifestation of sports

fanaticism.

The importance of good seat

selection is apparently due to

many poles which block the

views of fans in the Field House

where the home hockey games
take place. The games, unsur-

prisingly, are well attended,

with about 3,900 people usually

turning out for each match.

1

by Lori Miller

students walking through
Perry House this week may be
surprised by the bright lights and

unusual dialogue emanating
from the living room. What
these unsuspecting people will

have encountered is a perfor-

mance of Margaret, Are You
Grieving, a play by Williams

senior Cheryl Martin, which
will be shown in Perry House
the evenings of November 5, 6

and 7.

Margaret, Are You Grieving?

focuses on a young career

woman who returns home for

her father's funeral. The father,

we learn, was a drunk who fre-

quently neglected his family,

and the funeral, consequently,

evokes more in his daughter
than mere grief.

Although Martin denies that

the play is autobiographical "in

the real sense," she admits that

her personal involvement in the

piece runs deep. "The main
character is in some ways
really me," she says. "She

expresses a facet of my person-

ality which many people would

never believe Is there, but which
exists nonetheless."

Margaret, Are You Grieving?

represents Martin's first effort

at playwriting. She accomp-
lished much of the actual writ-

ing of the piece in a workshop

held by theatre professor Jill

Nasslvera last spring. Addi-

tional revisions occurred when
the play went on stage this fall.

"At that point I discovered

that a lot of the dialogue I had

written was Impossible to

speak," Martin says. "In the

first version, I had made the

language extremely direct and
expressive of what the charac-

ters were feeling. Unfortu-

nately, the result was very

melodramatic. As I revised, I

placed less and less stress on the

dialogue, so that the final ver-

sion has Its greatest emphasis

on the characters Implied

rather than stated communica-
tion."

Bringing Martin's characters

to life is a small and surpris-

ingly young cast. With a single

AIPTS-AKTS-AKTS
Slide Lecture

John Brearly, Chief Conser-

vator at the Metropolitan
Museum of Art, will speak on

the treatment of paintings on

Wednesday, November 4 at 1

p.m. at the Clark. Admission is

free and the public is invited.

Ives Films

Two films which profile the

composer Charles Ives will be

shown on Wednesday, Novem-
ber 4 at 4:15 p.m. in Brooks-
Rogers Recital Hall. The two
movies, "A Good Dissonance
Like a Man" and "Are my Ears
on Wrong?" will be shown in

conjunction with Music 114F

and are free and open to the

public.

Goldberg to Read

Gerald Jay Goldberg, Visit-

ing Professor of English and

author of the award winning

"The Lynching of Orin New-
field," will read from his forth-

coming novel, Heart Payments
on Wednesday at 8:00 p.m. in

room 3 Griffin Hall.

Art Film

Jean-Francois Millet and
John Constable will be the sub-

jects of the next film in the ongo-

ing series on Classic and
Romantic art. The film will be

shown Friday at 1: 00 p.m. in the

Clark auditorium, and will be

repeated on Sunday at 3: 00 p.m.

Favorite French Film

"Mr. Hulot's Holiday," the

first in a series of six favorite

French films will be shown this

Friday evening at the Clark Art

Institute Auditorium. Admis-

sion is $1.00.

Young Artist's Series

Robert Mayerovltch, award
winning pianist will give a per-

formance on Friday, November
6 at 8: 30 p.m. In Brooks Rogers

Recital Hall. His program will

Include Czerny's, Variations on

a Theme by Rode, Bartok's

Dance Suite and Sonata, and
Musorgskl's Pictures at an
Exhlbltlon.Admlsslon is free.

Ragtime Concert

The Peabody Ragtime
Ensemble will present a concert

of popular ragtime numbers on

Sat., November 7 at 8:30p.m. In

the Clark Art Institute Audito-

rium. Admission is $3.50 for the

general public, $3.00 for

members and $2.50 for students

and seniors.

exception, all of the actors are

freshmen, and hence new to the

Williams stage. The cast, In

order of appearance. Is Leslie

Williams as Maggie, Dom Ferro

as Maggie's Ixjyfrlend Brian,

Beckle Kravetz, as Maggie's

mother. Amy Chapman Smith

as Maggie's younger sister

Carla, and Sam Bentley as an old

friend of the family.

The staging of a production In

a residential house represents a

breakthrough In the use of

theatrical space, according to

director Diego Arclnlegas '82.

Most other smaller productions

have gone up on the stage of

either the AMT's studio theatre

or Jesup Hall—both of which

leave something to be desired In

terms of atmosphere and physi-

cal space. The Interior of a Row
House, however, with Its

smaller dimensions and wood-

panelled floors and walls

creates an Intimate environ-

ment for both actors and
audiences, as well as providing

a ready-made set for Indoor

scenes. Arclnlegas calls the liv-

ing room in Perry "the greatest

space in the world. It's small.

Intense and Intimate—just the

thing we need for a play such as

this one in which all elements

must fit together."

Arclnlegas is quick to credit

the members of Perry House for

their cooperation In the venture.

In addition to encouraging the

use of their living room as a

mlnl-theatre, house memljers

have offered the production

extra funds, to supplement
those given by Cap 'n Bells and

have also offered their assist-

ance In serving refreshments

after Thursday's opening night

performance.

Curtain" time for the Thurs-

day, Friday, Saturday perfor-

mances Is 9: 00 p.m. Tickets are

available at the door of Perry

House at 8:00 p.m. each night

and a 50<t donation is requested.

Daniel Phillips, violinist, will perlorm with the Marlboro musicians at the

Clark Art Institute this Wednesday, November 4, at 8:30 p.m. The program

will include works by Mozart, Schoenberg and Dvorak. Admission Is $4.50

lor the general public, $4.00 lor Clark members and SI .00 (or students.

Recital spotlights

Faure and Beethoven
by Greg Capaldini

One does not need to be a con-

noisseur of music to appreciate

the works of Gabriel Faure
(1845-1924). Anyone who likes

Hellenic art would recognize a

parallel In Faure's elegant,

refined, and supremely bal-

anced style. Someone with a

sense of history would be inter-

ested In the way Faure's admi-
nistrative moves as head of the

Paris Conservatoire threw

Concert Listing

Tues., Nov. 3 Moody Blues,

Boston Garden
Wed., Nov. 4 Jerry Garcia,

Palace, Albany
Nazareth, Springfield Civ-

ic Center

Thurs., Nov. 5 Devo, Or-

pheum, Boston
Garland Jeffries, Para-
dise, Boston

Karla Devlto, JB Scott's,

Albany

Fri., Nov. 6 Albert Collins,

RPI, Troy

Iron City House Rockers,

Channel, Boston

Sat., Nov. 7 Frank Zappa-
Changed from Cape Cod
Coliseum to Case Ctr. Bos-

ton U.

Nazareth, Orpheum, Bos-

ton

Tubes, Stage W. Hart-
ford, Conn.

Nov. 11 Jerry Garcia, Sym-
phony Hall, Springfield

prepared by
Toonervllle Trolley

Vegetarians sprout roots on campus
by Lynn Vendlnello

Vegetarians are appearing on

the Williams campus with

greater frequency. There are

basically three types of vegetar-

ians: those who omit all types of

animal protein from their diets,

those who avoid red meat but

consume fish and fowl, and

those who eat milk and eggs but

not poultry or fish.

Reasons for becoming vege-

tarian vary. Many students did

it upon arriving at Williams.

One student commented , "I just

thought I'd give it a try
.

" Others

were converted by taste.

"Given the choice between

mushroom and spinach quiche

or meatloaf, I choose the

quiche," said another. Many
simply prefer to eat more natu-

ral, more healthful foods.

Some students stress the

nutritional value of vegetarian

meals as compared to meat
dishes. Mara Bun '84 remarked,

"We waste so much energy

feeding cows to suit the Ameri-

can tradition of the meat and

potatoes dinner. We'd be much
better off learning to consume
other, more efficient protein

sources."

Kevin Rocap '82, of the Willi-

ams Hunger Action Project,

suggested that people read A
Diet For A Small Planet by

Frances Moore Lappe to learn

the inefficiency of using meat as

a primary protein source.

The vegetarians on campus
have some complaints about the

variety and taste of the vegetar-

ian dishes served. "I don't know
why they have to make it taste

so bad," noted Andree Corroon

'84. Rocap realizes that cooking

for large numbers of students is

difficult, yet he comments,
"Vegetarian meals need more

seasoning; without seasoning

nothing Is going to taste good."

Besides taste, many vegetar-

ians complained of the limited

variety of low-fat protein sour-

ces. Some complained of finding

too many fillers and not enough
natural foods. Susan Bragdon
'83 questioned the serving of

good fish and vegetable dishes

on a particular evening, follow-

ing the next night by a selection

of Salisbury steak and stewed

lentils that forced her to dine on

peanut butter and Ice cream.
Williams' dietetic nutrition-

ist, Virginia Skorupskl, selects

the vegetarian dishes. Occa-

sionally she experiments with

new recipes, later questioning

the servers about students'

responses.

"I don't know If a dish like kid-

ney bean and rice pie Is going to

go over," said Skorupskl, "so I

ask the servers. But It's mainly

the non-vegetarians who com-
plain. I may find a dish that is

nutritionally great, but flops

because there are more non-

vegetarians eating the dish than

there are vegetarians.

"If we served a choice of only

two dishes, omitting the vege-

tarian option, it would be easier

for the cooks and the budget but

we'd have a lot of unhappy stu-

dents to deal with," she added.

Skorupskl's office, located In

Baxter, welcomes students'

comments and suggestions.

Vegetarians may find the food

here bland and boring. Yet over-

all, most said they thought the

vegetarian food options are bet-

ter at Williams than at other

schools. Also, many vegetar-

ians choose the option of living

off-campus, which gives them
absolute freedom over their

diets.

France to the forefront of mod-
ern music.
The songs from this master's

huge catalogue would strike

connoisseurs of poetry as
incredibly astute settings, as

many manage to endow the text

with greater meaning.

This year's second Music In

the Round recital Friday night

at B-R Hall afforded such a lis-

tening opportunity, offering

Faure's Piano Quartet #1 in its

first half. This early opus (only

his second chamber work)
exhibits all the hallmarks-
melody, fluidity, slimness of

texture—for which its creator is

famous. The MITR players

seemed to understand the

potentially evasive style, but

technical considerations pre-

cluded a total success. Rhyth-

mic impetus was lacking until

the finale, and the string timbre

could have been better blended

at times.

Selections of a less genteel

nature made up the second part

of the program. Hindimith's

Clarinet Quintet dates from
what could Ije called that com-
poser's "vulgar" period, in

which elements of jazz, parody,

and Dadaism were not uncom-
mon devices. There are some
truly interesting moments In

this score, particular In the fast

central movement. In which the

clarinetist is required to switch

from a normal-range B-flat

instrument to the squally,

higher-pitched E-flat one. Here
MITR's ensemble work was
tight as a drum, resulting in the

best performance of the

evening.

The recital ended with Beet-

hoven's Serenade in D for

string trio. This piece always

surprises those who imagine
Beethoven a humorless, grim
fellow (as portrayed In the bust

of him in the Music Center
lobby). There is plenty of

whimsy in its seven brief move-
ments, and the playful feeling of

the whole piece remained intact

in this performance, despite

rather broody Interpretations of

the slow movements.
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All offended
Continued from Page 2

am tired of being told that it

must mal<e a difference to mo.
As long as thai idea persists, so
will the problem. We must get
together as friends, we must
stop barricading ourselves
behind our defenses, because it

is only together that we shall

overcome.
Caroline Kettlewell '84

Insulting

To the editor:

We, as well as many others,

were greatly offended by the

comments of Kathy Finnell in

the October 27 Record article,

"Cross Burning: Tensions Per-
sist." Quoting Finnell, "The
cross burning and what came
after . . . were an insult not just

to blacks, but to anyone who
Isn't Caucasian." This unfortu-

nate statement displays the

type of reverse racism which
has been partly responsible for

the very tensions that Ms. Fin-

nell decries. If she is indeed con-

cerned that "(nothing) has
changed since last year," per-
haps she might do her part by
reconsidering her harmful
we/they attitude.

The comments of Finnell

were distressing for two
reasons. First, by unsubtly in-

sinuating that only "non-
Ca;icasians" were insulted by
last November's occurrences,
Finnell shows a great deal of

insensitivity to the struggles of

many minority groups who
have been persecuted through-
out history. The burning cross is

not only a symbol of hatred
towards non-Caucasians. It has
also been used by groups like

the KKK as a terror-tactic

against Jews, Catholics, and
other "Caucasian" minorities.

Secondly, Finnell chooses to

forget that the outcry against

the cross-burning came from
many others as well as

members of the BSU. Out of the

1600 people who attended the

anti-cross burning rally and the

anti-racism forum, Finnell may
have noticed more than a few
Caucasians present, who were
obviously concerned and upset

as well. By ignoring these peo-

ple in her comments, Finnell is

being both unfair and
inaccurate.

In conclusion, we feel that

Finnell's comments in last

TIEICS-ILIETTICICS-ILIET

LIQUOR SPECIALS

Kahlua

Save $2 a bottle

on 750 ml. size

RIstoro Suave

$3.49/1.5 liter bottle

Molson Golden Ale

sn.gg/case

week's Record were an insult,

not just to "Caucasian" minori-
ties, not just to the many Cauca-
sians on campus who were
indeed distressed and by the

cross burning and its after-

math, but to everyone, regard-
less of race, who condemns
hatred and persecution.

Sincerely,

Scott Corngold '84

Beth Grossman '84

Try us
To the editor:

In the Record article on the

new Writing Worlcshop, a stu-

dent was quoted as saying; "It's

a good idea, but I probably
won't ever use it. The thing is, if

you use it, you have to put on the

paper that you used it." This
student's concern seems also to

be shared by others. Use of the

Writing Worl(sliop, some stu-

dents think, can have an
adverse effect on their grades,
if only because to seek help may
look like an admission of incom-
petence. I hope I can help to cor-

rect this unfortunate miscon-
ception .

The faculty is fully aware that
the purpose of the Writing worlt-

shop is to give students help
with composition not subject
matter, expression not ideas.

Since most faculty feel that a
great many students need to

improve their writing, and that

greater efforts need to be made
in this direction, use of the work-
shop is far more likely to be
viewed positively than nega-
tively. If you are still concerned
that going to the workshop
might lower your grade, ask
your instructors to tell you how
it will affect their response to

your papers.

Let me mention, too, that we
have simplified the procedure
for acknowledging use of the
workshop. For work you have
discussed with a tutor and will

be submitting to class, we will

give you the following note to

attach to your paper: "I have
used the Writing Worksliop as a
resource for this paper and saw
(name of tutor)

.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Graver
Dept. of Englisli

& Coordinator of Student
Writing Tutorials

Stereotype
To the editor:

Last week's editorial com-
ment entitled "Cross Still

Burns" voiced certain stereo-

typical misconceptions that
continue to exist with regards to

the black student body on this

campus.
It is very easy to place the

burden of racial segregation on
a mere six percent of the stu-

dent body with the statement
"Black students continue to

cluster in two residential houses
. .

." Indeed, it implies that all

black students on this campus
are involved in building racial

barriers through self-exile, and
failing to extend to, or interact

with the rest of the student body.

Of course, the remaining 94 per-

cent of the student body is

involved in breaking down the

barriers of racial isolation.

It is undoubtedly true that a

significant number of black stu-

dents request to be housed
together. It is also true that the

location just happens to be the

Berkshire Quad. However, how
do you explain the numlier of

black students who find them-
selves in the Berkshire Quad,
despite all efforts to be housed
elsewhere?
The observation that "Black

students continue to eat
together as a group in Baxter"
creates the illusion that the

black student body racially

segregate themselves from the

rest of the student body. I sup-

pose that when the football play-

ers, or the theatre majors, or

the runners, or the poll sci

majors etc. . . . are racially

segregating themselves when
they eat as a group? It has
become obvious that the idea of

the 'Black Table' as a form of

racial segregation needs to be
changed. Could a new explana-
tion involve social and not racial

segregation: That those who
live with each other might want
to eat with each other, or that

those who share a common
background or activity might
feel more at ease with each
other? Furthermore, it is hard
to believe that all one-hundred
and some odd blacks eat at the

same table, at the same time, in

any one of the college dining

halls.

In closing, it should be pointed
out that these two misconcep-
tions were addressed, and
explained by the black student
body in the discussions that fol-

lowed the cross burning.
Obviously, very few of the stu-

dent body were listening ... as

usual, right?

Herve Jean-Baptiste '84

Refunds
To the editors:

Regarding the recent criti-

cism concerning the Film Socie-

ty's failure to advertise the

"disturbing nature" of the film

Taxi Driver, it has never been
our policy to provide any more
information about a film than
its rating by the Motion Picture
Association of America. It is

impossible to predict what an
individual's reaction to a film

will be: what some find "dis-

turbing" others may find

thought-provoking. While it

may be true that a film's rating
does not say much about the
nature of the film, we do not con-
sider it feasible or reasonable to

preview every film and specify
scenes or aspects of the subject
matter we consider might he
offensive to viewers.
Every viewer runs the risk of

disappointment in a filrji, and
the Film Society does not gua-
rantee that all its films will

satisfv the tastes of all viewers.

Johnny's Rent-a-Lemon
$10 a day
10C a mile

Will deliver and pick up the

cars in the Williamstown area.

JOSEPH E. DEVEY

9:00 - 5:00

Mon.-Sat. .

-' - k \t Cl n WlLLIAKiaWILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.

01267

458-5717

In future, if anyone feels the

need to leave a film because he

or she finds it disturbing, the

Film Society will be glad to

refund his or her money.
Barb Gulino '82

Pete Struzzi '82

Coordinators, Williams

Film Society

reassuring notions of our own
self-worth. Only then can we
begin to rebuild a world view
which reflects the multiplicity

and lack of absolutism per-
ceived by those who wish to face
their fellow human beings not as
members of rival clans but as
members of the same Imperfect
community and the same
flawed species.

Jeffrey Perry '82
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Bob Gaudino lives on in those who loved him

Fixed ideas Women object

To the editor:

Commemorations of the first

anniversary of the cross burn-

ing to further dialogue concern-

ing racism and racial tension

are, I am afraid, doomed to a

very limited success unless we
all take time to consider some
essential facts about Williams
life.

First, to be at Williams Col-

lege is to have certain preten-

sions. By matriculating here,

one is impUclty subscribing to

the self-created Williams myth,
according to which a Williams
education makes one a member
of the intellectual elite (have
you ever noticed how lAipossi-

ble it is to discuss Williams with-

out the word "elite" cropping
up? ) The beliefs and behaviors
of a Williams man orwoman are
presumably justified by the four

years of Intense soul-searching
and socratic dialectic which is

the essence of a Williams educa-
tion. Much of our behavior is

subconsciously determined by
the fact that someday President
Chandler will be handing each
of us a desiccated animal skin

which affirms, in effect, that the

bearer can do no intellectual

wrong.
Secondly, at this college most

people seem inclined to identify

themselves with one or more of

the stereotyped sub-cultures
which make up the Williams
community. Diversity at Willi-

ams must be working, because
while in years past our older

siblings apparently had a single

monolithic model of the Willi-

ams Man to live up to today one
is free to adopt the outer trap-

pings of any of a number of sub-

group characters: corporate,

preppie, pre-med, social acti-

vist, artiste Sensitive intellec-

tual, athlete, and so on.

Despite our conscious opposi-

tion to racism and segregation,

it always seems to turn out that

a de facto apartheid system pre-

vails not only with regard to

various ethnic groups whose
existence is acknowledged by
the world at large, but also with

regard to almost any sub-group
on campus except one's own.
What must be done? Demon-

strations of anger and concern
such as those of November 1st

have value, certainly, but I

can't help but worry that the

strange alchemy which seems
to act on everything on this cam-
pus will convert the sincere

desire to improve matters into

more of the complacency and
self-satisfaction which is the

root of the problem.
I wish to suggest that what is

most urgently needed is an
alteration of our ideas about
what a Williams education
should be. Instead of affirming
our previously conceived sys-

tems of value and thought, our
education should challenge,
even insult, these systems.
Instead of knitting our brows
and reaching for our highligh-

ters, we need to be shocked into

seeing the degree to which we
sleepwalk complacently
through our four years here.

Our professors should do all in

their power to help us destroy

To the editor:

In the article on the alumni
Octet concert in the October
27th issue, Steve Epstein man-
aged to insult nearly half the
student population and at the
same time reveal just how well
he knows the females on cam-
pus. What's even better, he
accomplished this In just five

words, "teenle hopper from
Mission Park." What a guy.
Grow up, Steve. There are no

teenle hoppers at Williams Col-

lege, only intelligent women
who resent being called "sweet
young things," because this

implies that we are sex objects
without brains. Without offend-

ing Lyman Casey, I would point

out that his looks are not why we
attend Octet concerts; we attend
for the same reasons that men
do—in expectation of good
music and good (sic) jokes.

Sincerely,

Marcia Voorhls '84

. . . and object
To the editor:

I have tried to ignore Steve
Epstein this year and his super-
fluous, conceited, insipid
"sports articles, "but I cannot
let it go anymore. Up to now I

have ignored his trivialization

of women's sports, his delegat-
ing women's articles to the bot-
tom of the page and to Jock
Scraps. I have Ignored the lack
of equal coverage, legitimized

by the famous excuse "no arti-

cles were submitted." I had
even hoped that after Sue
Smith's letter of the October 6

issue, he might have reformed;
but he is getting worse.

His most recent articles,

"Field Hockey: Confusing But
Fun" and "Aging Octets Still

Sentimental" are outrageous. I

am not interested in Epstein's

stock characterizations of

"coeds". Frankly, I am too

tired and pressed for time to sift

through his "narrative style."

Epstein refuses to treat women
as capable and intelligent.

Instead he writes about his

preoccupation with the team's
legs, skirts, and appearances.
Epstein made a charming

observation that field hockey is

not like football. Football is not

the norm for all things; nor is

field hockey the epitome of fem-

inine sports as he implied by
characterizing it as "a game of

finesse, passing, and team-
work." What team sport isn't a

game of finesse, passing, and
teamwork? Does skill and agil-

ity pertain only to female
sports? And what about the

men's field hockey teams in

Europe?
Women athletes are as

serious and as dedicated to their

sports as men, and deserve to be
treated as such. If Epstein feels

unable to treat the women's
sports articles fairly, he should
not hesitate to contact the team
captains. It would be a refresh-

ing change to read, enjoy, and
understand the sports section of

the Record.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Jex '83

Continued on Page 8

by Michael Govan

When most Williams students think of

great college professors, they think of

someone like Mark Hopkins or Charles

Keller. People who knew them are never
able to forget the impact that these pro-

fessors made in their lives. One such pro-

fessor was Bob Gaudino, who taught
Political Theory at Williams from 1955 to

1974.

Gaudino died on Thanksgiving Day,
1974, but his spirit lives on through col-

New York City, October 3 and 4. Attend-
ing the conference were six alumni from
the Advisory Committee, 13 faculty, four
students, and one trustee.

In his opening remarks at the confer-
ence, Herzog stated that the first pur-

pose of the meeting was "to renew and
enhance our understanding of Mr. Gau-
dino's insights, aims, and methods." In

doing so the Committee began to "deter-

mine how Mr. Gaudino's insights might
be given expression at Williams today."
Herzog noted, however, that the "new

WeVe never had anyone like him
and / don't think we ever will."

lege officials and alumni who are incor-

porating Gaudino's ideas in many
proposed programs on and off campus.
Some may begin as early as this spring.

The alumni effort to perpetuate Gaudi-
no's influence began with a drive to raise

money for the Gaudino Memorial Fund.
The drive was surprisingly successful

and the Fund now contains over $60,000,

consisting of both alumni donations and
the gift of his estate. Although the Gau-
dino Fund has existed since 1975, few stu-

dents are aware of it. Dean Daniel
O'Connor stressed the "need to publicize

the Fund." To this date only a small por-

tion of the interest accumulated on the

money has been used.

I welve alumni, all former students of

Gaudino, formed an Advisory Commit-
tee to oversee and initiate the use of the

Fund. Their "collective feeling about
Bob" inspired their interest. Richard
Herzog '60, a Washington lawyer and a
member of the Committee, wrote a
memorandum last spring on possible

uses of the $60,000. "The memo was so
Impressive that we felt we had to make a
strong response," said O'Connor.
The response was a "Gaudino Fund

Retreat" held at the Williams Club In

ideas needn't cost money." "We are
eager to put it to good use, but the Advi-
sory Committee also sees its role as
encouraging activities that do not
require its Funds," said Herzog. Most
topics and activities discussed were
curriculum-related

.

One way in which the Fund has been
used so far was for a "Williams Urban
Studies Program in New York City" in

1976. During the first semester of the

year-long program participants studied

the social structure of life in the city.

During the second semester each stu-

dent spent the second semester living in

a selected neighborhood of the city, par-

ticipating "actively in the life,

society, and organizations of the

community."
The students took two

additional seminars while in

the city and each selected

some aspect of the community
for discussion in a paper. Students were
encouraged to live within an existing
household in the neighborhood.
Gaudino's ideas inspired this type of

structured experiential education. "This
Is the kind of thing we would like to see
more of," said O'Connor.

Programs recalling Gaudino's philos-

ophies and ideas are likely to take two
forms as discussed at the conference.
The first would be experiential education
programs such as the New York City pro-

gram and programs for study abroad.
These programs would be highly struc-

tured, with preparatory study and post-

experience discussion. Charles Baer,
former member of the Political Science
department and director of the New
York City program, said that the pro-

grams must have a "pre-imposed frame-
work merging educational structure
with the experience. " Baer also said that

the experience "must be one which
'knocks your socks off,' " emphasizing
the direct confrontation so important to

Gaudino.

Gaudino's influence will also be felt on
campus through lectures, panel discus-

sions, and seminars. O'Connor

said that these programs could

be started as early as this

spring.

Such programs, said
O'Connor, should include
interdisciplinary panel •
discussions which would '%fc
contrast the "personal -^^
claims of individual depart -^^
ments" in the spirit of ^^
Gaudino. Gaudino was \
greatly concerned with the

different levels on which
education takes place, espe-

cially the distinction between the liberal

arts and the sciences.

Through confrontation, the panel dis-

cussions are expected to reveal to stu-

dents the different ways in which various
departments appraoch education. Also
included might be discussions or semin-
ars given by alumni from different fields

relating their education at Williams with
their personal experience in the outside

world.

IVIany of the Gaudino programs, espe-
cially interdisciplinary panel discus-
sions, will be aimed toward the
sophomore year. "These programs will

help sophomores to think more critically

about the pieces they are putting
together," said O'Connor.
The details of specific uses of the Fund

will be worked out in a follow-up confer-

ence in New York on Novem-
ber 7. The way the College

will respond to separate
requests for use of the

Fund will be "put on pa-

per," according to Dean
O'Connor. Members of

the committee will also
^ecide upon several

examples of

uses of

he Fund.

Bob Gaudino

Friends remember Gaudino's magic

Richard Herzog '60 is a former student of Gau-
dino and a member of tlie Advisory Committee.

The memo he wrote last spring on possible uses

of the Gaudino Fund prompted the current dis-

cussions.

by Michael Govan

I he current Interest on the part of

both alumni and faculty in perpe-

tuating Bob Gaudino's ideas is an
example of the great impact Gau-
dino had on Individuals in the Willi-

ams community.
"I was a student of his for 12

years," said Associate Provost
David Booth, one of Gaudino's col-

leagues and closest friends. "He was
unique," said Booth, "We've never
had anyone like him and I don't think

we ever will." Gaudino made his

impact on a very personal level.

Gaudino was described as a mas-
ter of the Socratic Method. "His
greatness was in the power to pro-

voke," said English Professor Larry
Graver. ' 'His genius was to sense the

'heart' of a debate."

Gaudino confronted his students

directly. "He was not a mass popu-

lar teacher because he wanted to

encourage a genuine opening up of

yourself," said Political Science

Chairman Kurt Tauber. "Gaudino
remembered what you said last

time," recalled alumnus Bill Ben-
nett '66.

In the classroom Gaudino was a
teacher with "extraordinary skill

and extraordinary energy," said

David Booth. He forced conclusions

from his students. "Gaudino created

a situation in which you felt obliged

for self-reflection," explained Math
Professor Neil Grabois, "He made
me feel uncomfortable ... He was
teasing you to examine yourself."

Gaudino felt that it is through this

unsettling experience— through
direct confrontation and tests of per-

sonal opinion in discussion—that
each opinion can be clarified and
refined. "The discussion," wrote
Gaudino, "necessarily forces con-

tradictions, distinctions, and a mod-
erate amount of abuse."

He believed in "a sense of startling

juxtaposition of illumination by con-

trast, bringing seemingly unrelated
learning into contact," said Richard
Herzog '60, a former student of Gau-

"What would Mao- Tse-

Tung think if lie saw a

Williams-Amherst

game?"

dino. Gaudino would pose questions

such as: "What would Mao-Tse-
Tung think if he saw a Williams-

Amherst game?"
He advocated close reading of the

classics, urging students to under-

stand not only the content of Aristo-

tle's work, but also the outlook and
feeling with which he wrote it.

Gaudino believed that study of the

liberal arts—philosophy, literature,

history, and art—provides a "cultu-

rally induced wholeness."

But Gaudino also advocated the

addition of experiential education,

with unsettling confrontations.
Although liberal arts is "universal

in its intention," he saw a danger
that this education alone might culti-

vate "contempt for other cultures

and for other classes of people."

This experience would threaten a

student's basic lifestyle.

The last of many of Gaudino's

"direct experience" experiments in

education was a program which he
developed and called "Williams-at-
Home." In his memo on possible
uses of the Gaudino Fund, Herzog
explained the program:

As the program was run In the
1971-72 academic year, students
took courses at the College from Sep-
tember to December, and lived with
families in different parts of Amer-
ica from January to June.

The required course was in pub-
lic authority and was oriented
around schools, hospitals, churches,
and police. Students visited and did
papers in those institutions in and
around Williamstown. Course mate-
rials included documentary films.

In the spring semester, each stu-

dent lived in a home in Appalacha, in

Iowa, Detroit" or three southern
states. They were poor families,

some were farmers and some were
unionized auto workers. Many were
on some kind of public assistance.

"Generally, the students worked
with the people with whom they
were living," the memo continued.
"In between each home stay, the
students met for about a week of

conversation and reflection. During
these intervals, they were to pro-

duce a paper on their experiences."
The Williams-at-Home program

had inherent problems and was not

100 percent successful. The pro-

gram, however, completely
changed the lives of some student
participants. "Our purpose," Gau-
dino wrote "is not just to have expe-
rience. It is to use it. It is to reflect

upon it, to let it enhance or inhibit

our sense of self."
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CC funding questioned

—

Continued from Page 1

Backtalk magazines were forci-

bly merged for financial
reasons.

Nevertheless, on March 13,

McWhorter spent $50.22 on
Popov, Kahlua, Johnny Walker
Red, Bailey's, and Barcardi at

king's. Piatt was unsure of the
purpose, although he approved
the transaction. "1 had a good
working relationship with Dar-
rell," he noted, "the officers

trusted each other."

McWhorter explained that the
liquor was served at a reception
for Sonia Sanchez, a black poet

from Haverford College.
McWhorter, who had arranged
Sanchez's visit, invited
members of groups that had
helped pay for the visit. "It was
a discretionary thing on my
part," he said. ".

. . The guests
were mostly BSU and Feminist
Alliance people, who had a spe-

cific interest in her (work)."
About $90 was spent for

refreshments at Council meet-
ings. The meetings are open to

any student, but non-member
attendance is usually small.
A payment of $25.15 went to

the Log for pitchers of beer and
snacks on several dates in Janu-
ary. "In January, people wer-
en't inclined to come to

meetings," noted McWhorter,
"My idea was to intice people to

come down for the meetings, to

have them view them more as a

break than as a chore.

"It comes down to a differ-

ence in style," McWhorter
added. "It's how to get people
interested. It worked —
attendance was high. I don't

know if it was me, or us always
{—ing something up, or the
beer."

A $65.65 payment went to the
Spirit Shop for champagne and

beer served at the final Council
meeting. "The last meeting is

always an occasion for cham-
pagne and beer," McWhorter
asserted, "and It was flowing."
Eugenia Smith had no records

of any Council money spent at

any liquor store in 1979-80.

McWhorter admitted "techni-
cal violations" of the budget
guidelines. "I took the responsi-

bility last year . . . yes, perhaps
the expenses are excessive, but
they're basically valid . . . I'm
not willing to let you point the

finger at the Council or at bad
bookkeeping, you can point it at

me. 1 did everything openly . and
it's documented."

Plait also emphasized that all

spending records are public.
"We were more open than past
administrations," he com-
mented.

However, there are discre-
pancies in the record Voucher
numbers for several of the tran-
sactions are duplicated.
Voucher number 52.3, $177.45 to

Mill on the Floss, paid on March
23, is not entered in the official

Council spending records.
Instead, number 523 is
listed as a $30 payment from the
Lehman Service Council of
April 2. In addition, numbers 530
and 531, to King's and the Spirit
Shop, are listed in Council
records as payments for Purple
Key and Williams Coffeehouse
expenses.

Copies of both sets of
vouchers exist only in the Comp-
troller's office, where the dupli-
cate numbers were not noticed.
The result was that current
Council Treasurer, Steve
Spears '83, did not know about
over $300 in expenses charged to
the Council. He did not learn of
the expenses until he noticed
them on tally sheets received

from p:ugenia Smith in October
of this year, six months after he
took office in April. As a result.

Spears was not well informed of

the Council budget situation last

year.

Piatt described the discre-

pancies as mistakes due to his

neglecting to record the
voucher numbers and expenses
in his logbook. "I would imagine
I filled out the vouchers imme-
diately before or Immediately
after spring break," he said.

"I'm to blame for the whole pro-

cess, which I admit was done
perfunctorily."

"Mistakes did happen, but not

with willful intent," said Piatt.

"We were, if not noble, at least

well-intentioned . . . I feel a little

embarrassed as the bad record-

keeping, since I pride myself on
being well-organized." Piatt is

currently business manager of

the Student Activities Board.
According to Smith, the Coun-

cil spent $3,756 (2200 under the

former administration) last

year, compared with about
$1,300 in 1979-80 and $2,232 in

1978-79. This year's Council is

planning to spend about $2,000.

Piatt said that last year was
the first time that the Council
allocation had even been an
item in the budget. "Council
expenses were previously just
deducted from the buffer fund,"
he noted.

"The Council should have a
stricter budget," said Piatt.
"The way it's stated now is an
invitation to trouble. I think the
dinners area good idea, but they
should be put down in the
budget, as should all expenses."
Current Council President

Freddy Nathan said that ques-
tionable spending is not a fea-
ture of his administration. "The
records are open for anyone to
look at," he said.

"In the end, you just have to
trust the treasurer," said
Spears.

Frosh elect Council,

Committee reps.

ciui's

GUNS DON'T DIE-PEOPLE DO is

such an important book that we are
selling it for $3, what it cost us.

COLLEGE BOOK STORE iNC
iVILLI AMSTOWN, MASS 0126'

MICHEL'S OF WILLIAMSTOWN
Catering with a special touch for
special occasions.

• Private Parties

• Platters

• Mors d'oeuvres

Contact Mary for more information.
458-3306 458-5441

Tired of

writing home?

Why write when you can
send the Williams Record?
For only $10.00 we'll send
your folks every issue from
now 'till the end of the

school year.

For more info., contact any
Record editor

Come on. When was the
last time you did something

nice for your folks?

Tlie Clip Sliop. Ttie fiair salon of the 80's for He & Slie

Your hairstyle should match your
individual looks and personality The
stylists of the Clip Shop know the
importance of giving their clients
something they can handle by them-
selves Virhen they leave the salon And
also something that suits their individ-
ual bone structure In essence, that's
wrhafs evident in the styles worn by the
models pictured here

Stop in for a free consultation and
see what possibilities could be m store
for you

The Clip Shop has three convenient
locations

WILLIAI^STOWN,
458-9167

MA. PITTSFIELD. MA.
447-9576

BENN+MGTON,
(802) 442-9823

VT.

by Laura Seligsohn

The Class of '8.") elected Us
first contingent of representa-

tives to major Colelge commit-
tees on October 28, 29 and 30.

Seventy-five percent of the
freshmen voted Thursday and
Friday, resulting In—except in

the case of the Honor and Disci-
pline Committee—run-offs on
Friday, In which 55-60 percent of
the freshmen voted, according
to Freshman Council President
Lee Berlnstein.

The freshmen elected the fol-

lowing five at-large representa-
tives to the College Council:
Jennifer Gilbert, Kelly Havlg,
John Irwin, Pam Maloney, and
Jan Van Eck. In addition to the
five at-large representatives,
Vidisha Dehejia will remain a
voting member of the College
Council, according to Council
President Freddie Nathan '83.

Dehejia has been the (lalson
between the freshman and Col-
lege Councils since the begin-
ning of the semester.

In order to ensure a continuity
of policy and frequent student
Input, the Freshman Council
decided that freshman repre-
sentatives to the College Coun-
cil are automatically members
of the Freshman Council too.

Freshmen voters elected
John Hull and Laura Volpe to
the Honor and Discipline Com-
mittee, Michael Govan as
representative to the Cbmmit-
tee on Educational Policy, and
Omar Wohabe to the Committee
on Undergraduate Life.

Newly elected freshmen gen-
erally were enthusiastic about
holding office. Council Repre-
sentative Pam Maloney
declared, "I am greatly looking
forward to this opportunity to
serve on the College Council.
Student Involvement is essen-
tial to a vital school community,
and I would hope this year to
Increase freshman Involvement
and to heighten the interaction
between freshmen and upper-
classmen." '

Election procedure was more
formal this year than last. The
Freshmen Council's Election
Committee required petitions
bearing at least 50 freshman
signatures. The Freshman
Council also held a Candidates'
Night at the Log, giving the
Class of '85 a chance to meet the
candidates.

All in all, commented Fresh-
man Council President Lee Ber-
Instein, "The Election
Committee put In a lot of hours
and did a great job."

Race issues confronted
The Williams Black Student

Union addressed the problems
faced by Blacks in America last
Sunday at a service entitled,
"The Issue of Institutionalized
Racism." The program, held In
Thompson Memorial Chapel,
was "provocative," according
to Craig Venable '84, and
Included performances by
members of Essence and
remarks by Eay Headen '82,

Venable, and Kathy Seward '80.

"The service offered yet
another opportunity for the Col-
lege community to be exposed
to the perspective of the black
student body," said Venable.
While the student comments

focused on .bilateral commit-
ment in approaching the prob-
lem of racial polarity at
Williams, Seward's address
offered specific suggestions to
the black students on campus.
Among these was the task of
explaining to their white class-
mates the problems they face in
trying to realize their goals and
obligations as members of
society and as members of a
minority within society.

"We are an anomaly, a minor-
ity, and no matter how hard we
may try to disappear into the
mainstream, we cannot," said
Seward. "Our goal should never
be to disappear into the main-
stream, be It white or black, but

to stand out and to use and influ-
ence that mainstream . . . Black
people in the United States
share a heritage, a history and a
culture that are unique and
separate from the experience of
the majority. That is reality."

A year after the incidents that
compelled Williams students to

question their society, "the
crowds have thinned out consid-
erably," said Venable. One stu-

dent estimated attendance at
about 75 persons.

Lack of sleep

—

Continued from Page 4

amount of sleep we need. Talbot

refers to the number of eight

hours as a "mythological fig-

ure; many of us can do with less

sleep, while some may actually

require more. We may trap our-

selves Into the position that,

because we haven't had exactly

eight hours of sleep, we ought to

be tired. And so, we do feel that

way, regardless of whether we
actually needed those extra

hours of sleep or not."

As I watched yet another poor
wretch descend into the bowels
of academia, the reserve room,
I contemplated our bitter fates.

It's not pretty and it's not nice,

but (yawn) someone's got to do
it.
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Q\0^ Complain, complain . .

.

by Jonathan Meer
When I applied for admis-

sion to Williams College In

the fall of 1978, I thought I

had some pretty good rea-

sons for doing so. The aca-

demic reputation of Williams
Is second to none; students

and faculty grow emotion-

ally and Intellectually in an
atmosphere that is condu-
cive to improving oneself in

countless directions. For a
kid from Brooklyn, Williams
was (and still Is) breathtak-

ingly beautiful; the Purple
Valley and the Ivy-covered
campus within was a greater

determining factor for my
applying to Williams than for

any of the other fine institu-

tions I had visited. Finally,

but not least Importantly, the

people at Williams are the

greatest.

No, you may be wondering,
I am not spouting adminis-
tration propaganda. Nor am
I a nostalgic alumnus
(although I hope to be some-
day). What I am is a content

Ephperson. Complacent?
No; content. Indifferent?
No; content. One might say
there's not a heck of a big dif-

ference among these words,
but I disagree.

Can't one be concerned
about the future, and at the

same time be content with

the present? Can't we all be
informed about Issues at Wil-

liams, while at the same time
be supportlvely appreciative

of our representatives at Wil-
liams.

Lastly, can't we all under-
stand that Williams, just like

a tree in a storm, must bend
with the wind, or break?
Change, including financial
cutbacks, have become a
reality in the richest nations
of the world, the United
States not withstanding. Why
should Williams be any dif-

ferent?

I believe that change, (for

better or for worse), when
carefully considered and
unmistakably needed,
should be implemented grad-
ually, but without bureau-
cratic delay. I believe that

our Administration, with
ample input from the College
Council and committees. Is

trying to do just that. Those
at Williams that would like to

see our Purple College stand-

ing tall and stiff, without
bending In the wind of

change, are being unrealistic

and stubborn. This Is more
dangerous than all of the

changes I've seen.

We can lessen the severity

of change if we recognize its

Inevitability; I don't think we
should surrender to change,
but I do think that if it is

necessary, we must imple-
ment it.

To conclude, I'd like to

return to the reasons I had
for applying to Williams; if

one of these attributes is in

danger because of any
changes In the next 1000
years (barring nuclear war).

I
Meal hours discussed

by Joe Beach
Discussion at last week's

combined College Council/
Committee on Undergraduate
Life (CUL) meeting was chiefly

concerned with the embattled
College Food Service. This

time, however, discussion cen-

tered not on complaints but on

changes suggested to alleviate

meal-time congestion.

One change is already In

effect: dinner opening at Grey-

lock has been pushed back from
5: 30 to 5: 00. In order to deal with
overcrowding at brunch, the

Council proposed rolling the

start of brunch back to 11:00,

alleviating not only Greylock's

crowding, but drawing early

brunchers from other dining

halls as well.

CUL Chairman Cris Roosen-
raad had no disagreement with

that suggestions, but noted that

by extending weeknight dinner

hours, some employees would

be working beyond limits pres-

cril)ed by state law.

"The CUL has put forth the

idea that Baxter and Greylock

be open after 7 p.m.," said Roo-
senraad, "but that option has
got some labor and legal costs."

Roosenraad further stated

that the CUL is considering

proposing a third meal plan for

all students. "We're giving con-

sideration to offering either a
10-meal or 7-meal plan to all stu-

dents, not just those in co-ops or

off-campus. We're interested in

student reactions." Roosenraad
also noted that the CUL this

week study the possibility of

opening a Dog House in

Greylock.

The CUL also informed the

Council of its meetings consid-

ering possible changes in the

roles of junior and faculty advi-

sors, with Roosenraad com-
menting that "as a committee,
we cannot agree with last year's

report that freshman advisors

could only be members of the

teaching faculty."

This week, the Council will

meet with the Calendar and
Scheduling Committee to dis-

cuss alternatives to the current

spring exam schedule of three

exams per day over five days.

The Record will run classifieds at 25C per line. Deadlines are 4:00 p.m.

Fridays. Total amount due must accompany this form. Mail or bring in

person to Classifieds, The Williams Record, Baxter Hall, Willlamstown,

Mass. 01267.
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I

I AD TO READ AS FOLLOWS:
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Debaters argue abortion legality

The Williams balloon man, a regular attraction at all Epli liome football

games, will make his final appearance of the season Homecoming Week-
end. (Govan)

TONIGHT
Genesee Cream Ale Night

Discounts, T-shirts, Grand Prize

Wednesday
Seth Rogovoy and friends will perform.

THURSDAY
Euphoria will sing — 9:30

mmt(^(&

by Collin Harris

A proposal to ban abortion

throughout the United States

was discussed at the Adelphlc
Speaking Union debate In

Brooks-Rogers Recital Hall last

Wednesday night.

The debate formed the first

half of a two-part forum on abor-

tion; thesecond half was a panel

discussion. The panelists and
debaters fielded questions from
the audience after their

speeches.

The Adelphlc Union debaters

were Jim Johnson '84 and Beth

Grossman '84.

Johnson spoke In support of a

nationwide ban on abortion. He
contended that "the human
fetus is protected from abortion

by murder laws. There is no mil-

lisecond in which the fetus Is

anything but human. The fetal

stage is but one stage of life mat-

uration. There should be no indi-

vidual choice on the matter of

abortion; a collective decision

must be made and that decision

must be that the practice of

abortion be made illegal."

Beth Grossman spoke against

banning abortion. Grossman
maintained that abortion
"should not be legislated." She
asserted that "according to the

philosophies on which the con-

stitution is based, murder is ille-

gal only when it undermines the

stability of the state. The
murder of a criminal in cases of

capital punishment or of a sold-

ier in times of war is not illegal.

In these instances," said Gross-

man, "murder is not only legal

but venerated."

Grossman felt that "by not

letting a woman make the

choice of getting a legal abor-

tion in the United States, you

make safe abortions available

only to the rich who can go

abroad." She concluded that

"the poor woman is forced to

face the repulsion of the bloody

coathanger."
Father Augustine Graap,

assistant Chaplain of the Col-

lege, was the first of two pane-

lists to speak. Graap noted that

a distinction must be made
between morality and civil law.
' 'God's law is higher than man's
law," he began. "The church
says, "Thou shalt not Kill." This

law is intended for the common
good of society. If abortion is to

remain legal, it will multiply,

endangering society, killing It

from within."

Debbie Gregg '82, a member
of the Feminist Alliance, fol-

lowed Graap. She affirmed that

a woman should be allowed to

abort her pregnancy. "Because
the fetus isn't viable outside the

womb, it is not a life, but only a

potential life. To give it rights

would be to abridge the life of

the parents. The fetus isn't as

important as the lives and plans

of its parents. As private citi-

zens, the question of whether to

abort should be a decision left to

the individual. We're in a demo-
cracy, not a totalitarian state,"

she said.

This was the first in a planned
series of Adelphic-sponsored
debates.

Faculty size enlarged
by Sara Ferris

The size of the faculty is up by
about 3V^ full-time positions this

year, according to Dean of the

Faculty John Reichert. "We've
got more (faculty) than we
think we ought to have," he
said.

Reichert explained that the

faculty size fluctuates around
150 full-time faculty slots, with

"a significantly greater
number of people filling these

positions."

He attributed some of the

increase totewer faculty leaves
this semester. "The number of

leaves is down by about three

Model EL-506
Full-featured scientific calculator with 3-
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The men's varsity cross-country squad crushed archrivals Amherst and Wesleyan Saturday (Doherty)

Gridders trample Union, 30-6
by Ted Herwig

Soundly trouncing Union Col-

lege, 30-6, the football squad
played what head coach Bob
Odell called its best game.

"This was definitely our best
game of the season,

'

' Odell said

.

"We played well on both sides of

the ball. Offensively, we were
able to move the ball consist-

ently. And, our running defense
was excellent—we held Union to

only 26 yards in 38 tries. This
was also the first game we've
been able to score on the
ground. We were beginning to

have a complex about our
inability to run the ball over the
goal line, but we did that twice

against Union."

Williams sophomore line-

backer Dan Wilen opened up the

scoring for the day when he
intercepted a Dan Stewart pass
and ran it back 60 yards for a
touchdown on the ninth play of

the game, after 2: 37 minutes of

play. Senior placekicker Rich
Coomber added the extra point.

Union responded several pos-

sessions later with an attempt to

even the score up with a three

play drive. Stewart's 41-yard
pass to John Johnson was good
for a touchdown, but the extra-

point attempt failed. Williams
led 7-6.

B. J. Connolly '84 engineered

the Eph's first scoring drive of

the day as he advanced the Eph-

men 45 yards in nine plays. He
put the points on the board him-

self with a two-yard quarter-

back keeper. This was
Williams's first touchdown on

the ground of the season.

The Ephs put together
another drive on their fifth pos-

session of the second half.

Micah Taylor '82, the Ephs'

leading receiver, made a 25-

yard gain on a surprise-play

reverse to help advance Willi-

ams to the Union four. Left with

four yards to the goal on fourth

and goal, Odell sent Coomber in

to attempt a field goal. The 21-

yard try was good.
The Ephs scored again on

their very next possession after

WUFO smokes foes,

going to regionals
'

Qualifying for the regionals

for the first time in its history,

WUFO came through when it

counted and placed fourth in the

sectional tournament at
Amherst this weekend. The
hosting team, ZooMass, placed
first, followed by the Tourists

and the Dukes, both club teams
from Connecticut. WUFO and
the three teams will return to

Amherst next weekend to face
the four top teams from the
other two Northeastern sections

in the regional tournament. One
team from there will go on to the
nationals in Austin, Texas.

WUFO was inspired and con-

fident after the Purple Valley
Ultimate Classic last weekend.
The Ephs defeated four out of

five teams, including the Rude
Boys from Boston. The Rude
Boys are strong contenders for

the national title and feature

two former WUFO presidents.

WUFO began Saturday morn-
ing by walking past Whoo-Pie in

a relaxed but spirited game.
The intensity mounted In the

next game against the Tourists,

the second seed. WUFO surged
ahead by four early in the first

half, but this was countered by
an extremely consistent Tourist

offense, which capitalized on

WUFO mistakes. They took the

lead at halftime and kept it for

the rest of the game.

WUFO then faced UConn. in a

match that would determine
which team would go to the

regionals. Williams played with
vigor and precision, but slipped

to give them the lead at the half.

WUFO psych rose to unprece-

dented heights for the second
half. With exceptional play by
virtually everyone, WUFO
glided to a monumental seven
point victory. With this tri-

umph. WUFO made it to the

regional tournament for the

first time in its history.

Wrap up season

Eph Gary Pfaff '83 forced and re-

covered a fumble by Dutchmen
quarterback Dan Stewart on

Union's 25-yardline. Connolly

hit Taylor in the end zone with

an eight-yard pass four plays

later. Williams led, 24-6.

Junior Scott Garabedian
relieved Connolly at the Eph
helm and he too orchestrated a

scoring drive. An interception

set up an Eph drive that a Union

face-masking penalty acceler-

ated. Garabedian tried a new
variant by running left, found
enough of a hole, and scored

5: 55 remained in the game; the

kick failed.

Williams led in all the statis-

tics except for passing. Jay
Wheatley '82 led in rushing with

74 yards in 20 carries. Connolly

had 33 yards from 16 tries. The
leading Dutchman, John John-

son, had 22 yards from 7 carries.

The entire Union offense mus-
tered 26 yards on the ground in

38 carries.

Connolly threw 14 passes and
completed 5 for 48 yards. He had
one touchdown pass and no
interceptions. The Dutchmen
quarterbacks completed seven
of 18 for 89 yards but gave up
three interceptions.

Williams fumbled four times
and lost three. Union seven
times, losing four. The Ephs had
four penalties for 25 yards;

Union was docked 52 yards for

seven infractions.

"We were very apprehensive
about Union but our guys rose to

the occasion and denied them
what they'd done well all sea-

son," Odell said. "It was a good
game, we needed the win, and it

gives us a springboard for the

Little Three."

Regain "Bear"

Harriers capture

twelfth Little Three
by Lyman Casey

"For the first time in recent

history, the possibility exists

that . . . the men's (cross-

country) team might win the

Little Three championship . .

."

—Last week's Amherst Student

"Don't ever underestimate

the power of an angry Bear"
was the lesson the Lord Jeffs

were taught last Saturday, as

the Eph harriers decimated
Amherst 's dream of winning the

conference title for the first

time in 25 years, 27-41 (Wes-
leyan finished third with 65

points).

The Eph squad was merciless
as it sought to avenge the theft

of its good-luck mascot, the

Bear, who was kidnapped last

winter by an Amherst indoor
trackster frustrated by
repeated Amherst losses.

The race went off at a fairly

relaxed pace for the first mile,

and by mile two Williams had
clearly taken charge of things,

putting most of its team right

behind Amherst's second man.
By the fourth mile, John Nelson
'84 and The Lord Jeffs' Jeff Poor

had opened up a sizable lead
over the rest of the field. Dan
Riley '83 was running strong
behind them, and Lyman Casey
'83, Chris O'Neill '84, Brian
Angle '84, and senior co-captain
Chuck Stewart all followed
within thirty seconds, well
ahead of Amherst's third man.
The finish had Williams tak-

ing second, fourth, sixth, sev-
enth, and eighth. The Ephs also
managed to put their sixth, sev-
enth, and eighth men in front of
Amherst's fourth man.
Amid the post race excite-

ment, the team barely noticed
when Amherst began to cheer,
"Gimme a B, Gimme an E,
Gimme an A, Gimme an R;
What've we got? We've got the
Bear! " The team then broke its

huddle to reveal The One And
Only Bear. His return was met
with the cheers of 30-plus crazed
harriers, some of whom (the
freshmen) had heard the legend
of the Bear, but never actually
seen him.

The JV team also proved
themselves equal to the task of
squashing Amherst Saturday.

Wom.en runners in

two places at once
by Patricia Hellman

There was a lot of activity in

the science quad last Saturday,
as a series of four cross-country

races started from and finished

in this area in rapid
succession.

The day began with the

annual alumni race, followed

by the women's, men's, and J. V.

Little Three meets. Ordinarily,

the Williams women would have
been highly favored in this race,

but this time, due to a conflict in

schedule, the top 5 were unable

to compete. Coach Bud Fisher

tried to change the meet to

another weekend, but was
unsuccessful, as the Wesleyan
coach would not agree to the

change. Therefore, the team
was forced to race its second

squad against Amherst's and
Wesleyan's first teams.

Despite the odds, the Willi-

ams girls put up a valiant

effort, placing four in the top

ten. Unfortunately, Amherst
runners took first and second,

with Betsy McKay and Bonnie

Spikers second in Northeast
Competing in its second

major tournament in two
weeks, the volleyball team once
again sailed into the champion-
ships but was denied first place

in a dramatic, seesaw match.

The pressure reached a peak
in the third game of the final

championship match between
Williams and Smith College

when the score became knotted

at eleven. The winner of the

Northeast Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference tourna-

ment, which included the eight

best teams in the 22 member
league, would be determined by

the last four points.

The entire match was per-

fectly even as Williams won the

first game 1,511 after it had been

tied at ten. The Dancewicz sis-

ters made the difference as

Anne '82 served and Terry '82

attacked the net. Smith got rol-

ling in the second game and kept

Williams on the defensive all

game. Smith won, 15-8.

The teams traded points in the

deciding game up to eleven.

Smith, which had been seeded

number one, came through and
took four straight points to end
the battle.

For Williams there were no

stars. The team jelled and
played with precise teamwork.
The team ended their season

with a record of 18 and 12 and
second place in both the Nor-

theast Volleyball Tournament
and the Northeast Intercolle-

giate Athletic Conference tour-

nament this weekend.
The Ephwomen glided to the

championship relatively
smoothly. They romped over

Wheaton 15-4, 15-2 with junior

Kathleen Gilmore serving ten

straight points. Wellesley was
the second victim, falling also in

two games. The setter-hitter

combination of Carol Dorfman
'84 and Lisa Pepe '83 clicked for

numerous put-aways. Senior

Kenwyn Fuller added clever

serving to complete the offense.

Earlier in the week, Williams

took on two of the Big Three and
showed that a smaller school

could hold its own. The Ephwo-
men topped both Yale and Har-

vard in two games apiece. Yale
fell first, losing 15-6. 15-8 before

a spirited and partial Williams

crowd in Lasell Gym. The Har-

vard Crimson threatened in the

first game, but Williams pulled

it out, 15-12. Putting everything

together in the final game, the

Ephwomen rolled, 15-8.

McLeod running in in 20: 59 and
21: 12, respectively. Williams'
first finisher was Susan Baer '85

who was seventh, followed by
Liz Moore '85, Tracy King '84,

and Betsey Kepes '82. Amherst
won the meet with 38 points,

beating Wesleyan with 39, and
Williams with 47.

In previous years, it would not

even have been possible for Wil-

liams to field two separate

teams. The fact that they were
able to give Amherst and Wes-

leyan a run for their money
attests to the depth and dedica-

tion of this year's team.

Meanwhile, in Keene, N.H.,

the 1981 New England Cham-
pionships were held, attended

by some 32 teams, and 200 or

more racers. The field com-

prised many of the top U.S.

runners, including most of the

Eastern division I, II, and III

schools. The Williams women
who ran in the meet regretted

missing the Little Three, but

felt, as did coach Fisher, that

the larger, more competitive

race was irreplaceable in a

training schedule building up to

a peak for division III NCAA
Easterns, which take place in

two weeks. Williams took

second in the Division III New
England schools and eleventh

overall.

The race was won by UMass
runner Patricia Moores, who
beat out Westfield's Cindy

Sturm. Sturm had a bit of trou-

ble, taking a spill and sliding

down one of the many 45 ° slopes

on the course. Williams placed

all five runners in the top half of

the field, with the following fin-

ishes: Trlcia Hellman 34th, Sue

Marchant 47th, Liz Martineau

54th, Kerry Malone 80th, and
Chinyere Uwah 99th.

It is predicted that there will

be a similar schedule conflict

between Little Three and New
England's next year. Hopefully,

the conflict can be resolved. The
Little Three will begin to lose its

meaning if the top five runners

are never able to compete in the

event.
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CC spending expose
causes dissension

Co-op living at Susan Hopicins House means cooiiing and cieaning lor oneseii. (Mllloy)

Supply, demand for co-ops rise
by Jeffrey Brainard

Many upperclassmen opt to

live In one of the eight College-

owned co-op houses for a year to

get a taste of living on their own
in a residential house. They are
responsible for their own cook-

ing and maintenance work in

preparation for the big leap to

"living In the real world" after

graduation.

"Seniors see it as a stepping
stone towards being responsible
for planning and budgeting on
their own," said Assistant Dean
Mary Kenyatta. 'Many of them
are tired of the dorm scene and
see co-ops as a living situation

that is not so uniform. They
have a better chance to express
their individuality."

There are currently eight co-

ops scattered around the
perimeter of the campus: See-

ley, Goodrich, Lambert,
Dewey, Rice, Milham, Susan
Hopkins, and Doughty, with a
total capacity of 79 beds. Co-op
residents cook their own meals,
sharing food costs and cooking
duties, but pay the standard
room fee to the College. They
are also responsible for clean-

ing and minor maintenance
work.
"The whole point of providing

kitchens is to give students

some experience with cooking, '

'

Director of Student Housing
Wendy Hopkins explained.
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The co-ops are converted
homes which have in the past

been used to house faculty.

Many of the rooms are larger

and better furnished than the

average dorm room, and fea-

ture fireplaces and carved
woodwork.
But Kenyatta concluded, "the

main attraction for most stu-

dents is probably the ambiance
of the co-ops—being able to do
your own thing, living in a less

central area of the campus."
"Greylock did not really fit

my style of living, "said Cynthia
Roat '82 of Dewey House. "With
a co-op you get to live with a
small group of friends. The
option to cook your own meals is

a nice extra."

Roat said the removed loca-

tion of the co-ops is "good and
bad. Sometimes I feel Isolated,

but on the other hand now that I

have to make a conscious effort

to see my friends who live on
campus, I actually see more of

them than I did last year."

Demand for co-op space is

high: last spring 150 persons
applied for the then-available 70

beds. The selection process
involves using a computer to

randomly assign ranking within

the applicant pool. The applica-

tion allows the group to express
a preference for up to three co-

ops.

Seniors receive preference in

the selection process because of

the preparational emphasis of

co-op living. Juniors may be
included with a group of seniors,

but no one is allowed to live in a

co-op for more than one year.

Rice House, converted into a

co-op over the summer, has pro-

vided nine more t)eds to meet
the demand.
"The house stood vacant last

year," said Hopkins. "Faculty
weren't interested in living

there. In the interest of mainte-
nance it's better to have it occu-

pied, so the Committee on
Undergraduate Life decided to

make it into a co-op."

However, the College had
already rented out part of Rice
to Timothy E. Cook, a new
assistant professor of political

science this year. He will be liv-

ing in an apartment connected

to Rice which has a separate

entrance.

"My main concern was that I

wasn't informed by student

housing before they imple-

mented the decision on Rice,"

said Cook, "but so far every-

thing seems to be working out

all right, and I don't foresee any
problem."

The use of Rice for student

Continued on Page 7

by Sara Ferris

Campus reaction' to alleged

violations of College Council

funding guidelines reported in

last week's Record has promp-
ted the Council to examine dis-

cretionary funding at its

meeting tomorrow night,
according to Council President

Freddy Nathan.

Nathan said he would reserve

further comment until the

meeting.

Dean of the College Daniel

O'Connor said that the adminis-

tration plans to leave the matter

in the hands of students. "We
regard it as a policy matter for

the Council. It's an open dis-

agreement about how discre-

tionary money should be used."

O'Connor noted that "this sort

of thing has happened com-
monly in the past ... I believe

the officers' dinner is an old tra-

dition. The new thing seems to

be that people took account of

it."

He asserted that no Col-

lege rules were violated. "It

was a case of bad judgment . . .

My understanding is that (the

Record's) intent was not to label

it a violation of school rules. If I

thought there was dishonesty, of

course (I would take action),

but I don't see that anything dis-

honest or wrong was done."

Council Treasurer Steve
Spears '83 said that the Council

is responsible for any changes
in its budget procedures. Cur-

rently the Council receives
about $2,000 in Student Activi-

ties Tax (SAT) funds. The SAT
is set at $66 per student per year
and produces a total of almost
$130,000, which is allocated to

student organizations by the

Finance Committee. Council
money, however, is not subject

to Finance Committee ap-

proval.

Spears explained that for all

organizations, with the excep-

tion of the Council, a member of

the organization must submit a

voucher in triplicate to the

Treasurer with supporting
receipts for all expenses drawn
on the group's allocation.

Jonathan Light '83 said he
"felt the article was basically

an editorial on the front page. I

think the story was legitimate,

but the article seemed
sensationalistic."

Marcia Voorhis '84 remarked
that she "was shocked that stu-

dent officers were spending
money that belonged to students

to have an expensive dinner just

for themselves."

"It did sound a little bit exor-

bitant," Ann Judge '84 com-
mented, "I think there ought to

be a little more input into the

spending process."

"I thought it was startling

because you don't think that

sort of thing goes on at an intel-

lectual place like Williams,"

remarked Kathy Bell '85. "I

wish they were found out

earlier."

Laura Travaglini '82 dis-

agreed. "I think it's very
Williams-like to invest money
like that in such discriminate

activities," she said.

"It's not surprising," con-

cluded Mark Rutkowski '84. "It

happens everywhere, but that's

not to say it's right."

Lambert House is a co-op on tlie corner of Walden and Hoxsey Sts. Co-ops
lilce this are becoming more popuiar. (Milloy)

Council discusses calendar, Record
by Susan Kandel

Debate over the proposed
1982-83 calendar, which fea-

tures an intensified exam sche-

dule, dominated last Wednes-
day 's College Council meeting.

Next year's calendar, which
the faculty will vote on
November 18, follows the new
pattern of the current year,

which has been adopted to move
Commencement forward one
week. This spring, the com-
bined time for reading period

and final exams will be reduced
from 10 to 9'/2 days, with fifteen

exam periods scheduled In five

days, as opposed to this fall's

twelve in six days.

The otherwise routine meet-

ing concluded with a charge by
Dean Mary Kenyatta that an
article in last week's Record

"threatened the livelihood" of

one of the previous year's Coun-

cil officers.

"The article in the Record
was a spurious piece of trash,"

Kenyatta shouted, directing her

comments at College Council

Treasurer Stephen Spears '83,

who is also managing editor of

the Record.
"People last year did not mis-

use funds . . . you have threa-

tened the livelihood of last

year's President, who works in a

bank with Williams alumni who
will read this, (last week's arti-

cle) all to make yourself look

good," she said.

Spears denied the accusation

and also denied writing the

article.

Kenyatta said after the meet-

ing that "I wanted to say some-

thing because I felt Steve

Spears was making snide
remarks about past officers . .

.

referring to the article, making
jokes about it. I wanted to give

the College Council the other

side of the issue."

In discussion of the new
calendar. Professor Paul Clark,

head of the Calendar and Sche-

duling Committee, said his com-
mittee wrestled with some way
to restore the six day exam
schedule for next year, but

came up against too many
obstacles.

"We seriously questioned

whether we could return to the

pattern of twelve time periods

in six days, but the consensus

was that every one of the other

possibilities had more disad-

Continued on Page 8
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Divided Houses
A house divided cannot stand. This is the lesson some 320 Row House

residents are learning this year after the elimination of Row House
dining. Clearly, the financial advantages of the changes were carefully
studied. However, the human costs in terms of residential house unity
were not. The College should assume more than a passive role to help
Row House presidents redress the situation.

Residential house unity is a nebulous concept with an elusive defini-

tion. Feeling at home in one's house and knowing most fellow members
are two ways to put a concrete foundation under the intangible struc-

ture. The daily social activity of dining probably brings house members
closer together than any other single factor. Unlike their centralized
counterparts, the separate Row House units are spread over a large
physical area. While some may argue the Row Houses became too

dependent on dining's unifying aspect , it was the focal point that brought
three or four houses together as one. This year, without the lunch or

dinner tables. Row House residents often do not see each other, and are
left to wonder, who lives in that "other" house?

For all its extensive deliberations, the Gifford Committee did not

fully understand how fragile Row House unity could be without dining.

Exacerbating the problem was the College's poorly executed transition

from dining to no dining. The final Gifford Report was released after

students had left for the summer. Over the summer, Row House kit-

chens were dismantled and their contents auctioned off. When students
returned this fall, kitchenettes, promised by the report, were not yet

completely installed. As a result of the uncoordinated effort, the College
now has had to buy new, more expensive coffee pots, cookware and
utensils to replace the auctioned items.

The College placed seminar classes in Perry and Wood House with-

out consulting residents' opinions. This fall, in an apparent effort to

mollify student protests, the College offered to buy the Row Houses new
living room furniture. The new chairs and sofas, which are not due until

March, will hardly cushion the impact of the dining loss.

In the most critical transition time, the College has proven insensi-
tive to student concerns. The present dissatisfaction may well lead to a
weakening of the Row House appeal, thus placing greater housing
demands on such units as Greylock and Dodd.

Despite the loss, Row House residents need to cast off their mourn-
ing shrouds and devote that negative energy to renewed enthusiasm and
effort to improve in-house unity. Weekly parties and snacks, however,
cannot fill the dining void; the monies for daily social activities are
unavailable. Nor can Row House presidents tell house members when
and where to eat. Finding a seat, much less a group of housemates, has
become a challenge at Greylock, the most convenient dining hall for
most Row Houses.

The College can—and needs to—help, in several ways:
• remove the classrooms from Wood and Perry.
• direct Food Services to give added consideration to special in-

house meals and desserts.
• direct the Committee on Undergraduate Life, the student Hous-

ing Committee and the Director of Student Housing to monitor
Row House unity problems.

• examine the present house transfer policy that allows students
almost at will to move from house to house.

• allocate a portion of the Dean's discretionary fund for small,
frequent student-faculty coffee/desserts in the Row Houses.

• speed up the furniture deliveries.
An effective residential house system is an integral part of the social

and personal maturation process the Williams experience offers. The
Row House change has weakened this system and the College needs to
respond to its consequences.

By eliminating Row House dining, the College took a large step in
the name of cutting costs. Yet the followup to this change has proven so
uncoordinated and ineffectual that the human costs soon will outweigh
any dollar savings.

TANGENTS by Grodzins

Thi' ankle on CoHvfi,' Cinincil officer s/jcnfiiri/f in last week's RECORD neither
slated nor implied thai disciplinary action should he taken l)v the Dean's Office.
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TIEKS-ILETTEKS-II IFT
Yellow journalism

To the editor:

Philip Busch's article in the November
3 issue, headlined "Council Abused SAT
Funds," was a prime example of irres-

ponsible journalism. By reporting half-
truths and by engaging in sensational-
ist reporting, the Record stepped
beyond the pale of responsible news cov-
erage. The article was not objectively
written.

To say that "SAT money is almost
never allocated for food and drink" Is

only half true, as members of the Record
staff should know. As a percentage of

total expenditures paid for by SAT
money, the amount used for food and
drink is probably very low indeed; how-
ever, it is not rare, as shown by an expen-
diture of $21 on June 7, 1981 at the

Slippery Banana by College Council
Treasurer Steve Spears (who appears in

these pages as Managing Editor—this

seems a violation of the principle that

reporters should be disassociated from
those they report on.)

As a further example, there was the
Record staff dinner at one of the area's
finer local restaurants in May, 1981. The
tab was $274 and was paid for out of

Record advertising revenues. Advertis-
ing revenues are used for the same pur-
pose as College Council grants to the
Record, namely publishing the news-
paper. Thus, $274 taken out of advertis-
ing, revenues meant $274 had to be taken
out of College Council-provided funds to
publish the Record.

In reporting half-truths in a sensation-
alistic light, the Record put forward its

editorial views as news. The result has
been a great deal of damage to the lives
of those editorialized against, last year's
College Council officers. I believe that
the Record owes a sincere apology to the
1980-81 officers of the College Council for
unethical and irresponsible journalism.

Sincerely,

Geoff Mamlet '83

Kd note: The $21 allocation dated June 7

u<as voucher 1*722. Spears paid this bill to the
Slippery Banana. The $20.97 hill had been
past due .since January IH. It was char/ted ()v

the Concert Commission.

Sentence missing

To the editor:

I was pleased to see The Record
reporting on the possible misuse of funds'
by the College Council last year. Bravo
Record! But the obvious missing sent-

ence is this one: "Of course many other
campus organizations are just as guilty
of this passive, 'traditional' misuse of
money." Yeah, like the Record itself.

Last spring, at a College Council meet-
ing. The Record begged for more funds
so It could properly serve the student
body. A week later the Record staff

enjoyea a meal at the British Maid. They

excused it as "traditional" (sounds
familiar, huh?)
Tradition ain't no excuse. College

Council funds should be used to fund
efforts that benefit the whole College
community.

Keep up the good work fellas.

Will Layman '82

Ed. note: ON May 7, 1981. the RECORD
spent $263.6.'} on dinner for 26 members of
the RECORD staff at the River House. No
S.4T money was u.sed for the dinner. Sub-
scription funds were used. More than 60

percent of all RECORD funds come from
outside Sfturces.

Misparaphrased
To the editor:

I am writing to clarify the next to last

paragraph in the article. "Former Offic-

ers Implicated: Council Abused SAT
Funds" which appeared in the last issue

of the Record.

While he was writing the article your

reporter asked me, "Does this year's

Council spend its funds in a questionable

way too?" I replied simply, "No."
This was paraphrased in the Record to

read: "Current Council President

Freddy Nathan said that questionable

spending is not a feature of his

administration."

This, however, could be taken to imply

that my statement was passing judg-

ment on the past officers, which it did not

do. Although this will sound minor to

most, I feel the distinction deserves to be

drawn.
Sincerely,

Freddy Nathan '83

Report biased

To the editor:

While we applaud the investigative ef-

fort which went into your recent article,

"Council Abused SAT Funds," we feel

that the language of the report showed an
unfortunate bias against Russell Piatt,

former College Council Treasurer.
The article implies that the money

saved from budget cuts was used for the
Council's discretionary expenses. Ra-
ther, the Council funds were set aside for
use by the officers before funds to any or-

ganization were allocated.
We feel that it was Ill-advised to make

a joke of Piatt's cuts in SAT allocations,
whatever "hype" value this may have
added to the Record report. Based on
estimates presented by Piatt the SAT
would have encountered serious fi-

nancial difficulties. Anyone who dealt
with Russell Piatt last year, at a time
when he was forced to make unpopular
cuts In the SAT allocations, knows of
his dedication and sense of responsi-
bility.

Finally we believe that, contrary to

Philip Busch's insinuation, Piatt will

continue to serve honestly and respon-

Contlnued on Page 6
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Commencement: for them or us?
by Alyson Hagy

It is late fall in Williamstown. It is

quiet and we aren't likely to hear any
disturbing sounds as we pass from quad
to quad. We aren't likely to hear the echo
of hammers pounding on the pieces of the
graduation day grandstand. We proba-
bly won't notice the early morning wails
of the Williams College Pipe Band pre-

paring for a parade. Realistically, it is

November and the noises of those last

rites of spring are buried in the back of

our minds. Those dangerous days are so
far off.

But the air Is not as dead as we might
like to think. Commencement '82 is alive

From Down Under

It is true that the senior class is repres-

ented on the President's committee by

two or three of its members. In fact, the

junior class is also represented by a sin-

gle student who will sit on the committee
for two years in an effort to establish

some sort of continuity. Undergraduates
are, Indeed, involved in the selection of a

commencement speaker. But, the

representation is merely symbolic.

The students who represent the senior

class are self selected (i.e., they apply
for the committee through the Presi-

dent's office and are not chosen by the

class) . Often, there is very little competi-

"The College has silently chosen speakers

for commencement and baccalaureate"

and well, friends and seniors. The Col-

lege has not only double-checked the

names to be formally printed on our
diplomas, but it has silently chosen
speakers for Commencement and Bac-
calaureate. The fate of the final day has
been sealed.

A Matter of Tradition

The fact that a Commencement
speaker has already been chosen sur-

prises no one in Hopkins Hall or in the
offices of Stetson. The "closed" process
by which candidates for honorary
degrees (including the speakers) are
selected is a time honored one Involving

the President and a few faculty
members. Students will most likely be at
least a little shocked. After all, gradua-
tion is months and months away. We've
hardly thought about it. Also, the oppor-
tunity for student participation in the
selection of speakers and recipients of
honorary degrees has hardly been
thought about. The student role Is neither
time honored nor substantial.

It happens something like this: The
President of the College organizes a
committee to present a list of possible

degree recipients to the Trustee Com-
mittee on Honorary Degrees. The com-
mittee of recommendation includes the

president, a faculty member from every
academic division, and students who
apply for positions.

The committee meets once in early
October to discuss a list to be offered to

the Trustees for approval. In mid-
October, when the full Board of Trustees
is meeting, the recommending commit-
tee presents its list. Once approved, the

president begins to contact the nominees
for degrees and for speaker to see if they
are available in May. Throughout the

process, the working list of suggestions

Is known only by the Trustees and com-
mittee members. The Identity of the

actual Commencement speaker (once he

or she accepts), though probably known
to the president by early November or

so, does not become public knowledge
until very late in the spring.

The 'hush-hush' method used to deter-

mine who will have the last word at Com-
mencement is steeped in "traition."

That is the description offered by the

Administration which also holds that

Commencement is a ceremony "for" the

College. Seniors are to march up and
back and all around in their black robes

for the spirit of Williams and Ephhood.

Dandy. That Is a useful tradition of some
sort. What seems objectionable is the

efficient application of tradition which
has become habitual and inflexible.

Students are just barely involved in

a process of which the end result is a

speaker whose words will finally punctu-

ate their careers at Williams. There is

room for change and a need for change.

Students can easily organize themselves

to suggest speakers that really might

speak to their feelings as a class of

graduates.

tion for the spots. Once on the commit-
tee, students do not have the specific

responsibility to their class that faculty
members might seem to have to their

colleagues or that the Trustees and the
president have to the alumni. The stu-

dents do not poll the senior class for sug-

gestions. They aren'teven expected todo
so (by the committee or their peers ) , and
according to members of the Adminis-
tration, that sort of "democracy" just

really isn't necessary.

This is not to say that student repre-

sentatives are guilty of gross neglect.

This is to note that as things stand now,
they have few responsibilities and there-

fore, few expectations. The Faculty,
Administration, and Alumni Office
ponder the possibilities of each upcom-
ing commencement over the summer.
Students are given a few moments dur-

ing a single meeting in October to pres-

ent the token student opinion on these
matters. Because Commencement is not
a serious consideration among book-
laden Ephs until April or so, the repre-

sentatives may find themselves standing
up at a large mahogany table with very
little to say, a crumpled hand-written list

of last minute names in their hands.

The current state of affairs, based on
voluntary representation, seems less

than satisfactory. Many of those
involved seem to perceive students as
merely going through the motions of

representation on a committee domi-
nated by Trustee and administration
opinion. By the time we are seniors at

Williams, our opinions are worthy of

more serious consideration. We can take
some responsibility upon ourselves, and
we ought to. The senior class should elect

its officers at the end of junior year and
those officers ought to represent the gra-

duating class in these matters. We
shouldn't raise the historical howl that is

heard by the College community every
May when the identity of the commence-
ment speaker is revealed. We shouldn't

sulk or gripe in the spring (or even in

November) when it is too late. If we wish
to be properly represented we should see

that the current process is revised.

On the Other Side

All of this idealistic shouting for action

is, of course, contingent upon the Admin-
istration's attitude. Hopkins Hall will

have to "let us" establish a mechanism
that will insure that student opinion is

fully presented to the Trustees. As it is,

the President's Office is content with the

input of two or three or four interested

students, students who have no concrete

responsibility to their classmates. Com-
mencement, according to the powers
that be, is indeed, "for" the College and
not "for" the students. A student vote

would "be too involved," "take too

long," "might be embarrassing." There
really isn't any need for it; there are

students involved . . . somehow,
somewhere.

Ihe Administration also comforta-
bly relays to us that a traditional secret

process is practiced by most comparable
institutions all over the country. Har-

vard is most usually invoked as the out-

standing example of a university which
uses its commencement to institutional

advantage. They keep their speaker a

secret while the world waits expectantly.

They choose him or her covertly, and he
who spills the beans does so at his own
risk.

Well, bravo. Williams College is not

Harvard. But it might more easily be
considered in the same league with

Mount Holyoke, Wesleyan, or even
(heaven forbid) Amherst. And down
there, in the far off parts of the Five Col-

lege Area and beyond, the student voice

does manage to echo.

At Mount Holyoke, the senior class
organizes, through an election process, a
list of speaker recommendations to pres-
ent to the President of the College. Elec-

tions are held early in the fall and
(surprise! ) tend to take place without a
hitch. Student officers present the presi-

dent with their suggestions in order of

preference, and although the president
has the right to veto any suggestions con-
sidered "inappropriate," she has never
done so. Because the preliminary list is

public, there are fewer secrets kept at

Holyoke. The process is completed in the

middle of the first semester as the presi-

dent mails invitations to the chosen ones
and (surprise again! ) there has thus far

been no rioting or use of the national

guard to quell radical student sentiment.

Our friends at Wesleyan are more
mired in the old tradition. Still, they have
managed to allow for useful student
input when attempting to choose a
speaker. A committee composed of
faculty, administrators, and student
officers meets in the fall to discuss viable
options for a speaker and recipients ol

honorary degrees. The student officers

poll their class for preferences and are

"We should see that

the current process is

revised.

"

expected to involve themselves in com-
mittee discussion. Though Commence-
ment is considered an "institutional

event" at Wesleyan, faculty and stu-

dents are actively involved In the selec-

tion process. Like Williams, Wesleyan
degree recipients are often suggested by
the Trustees and the Alumni Office, and
the final confirmed choices are adminis-
trative secrets until May.

Our foes and radical comrades at

Amherst have truly gone all out to flex

the tiny student muscle. Student officers

organize an annual election to choose a

Class Day speaker to be honored during

a ceremony separate from Commence-
ment. Class Day is a time when students

have their own way and their own
speaker. And dear old Amherst is also

the scandalous example offered to

appease students at Williams and other

placed who might want a bigger piece of

the pie. A few years ago, a senior class

invited a fellow to speak at Class Day and
then proceeded to unlnvite him causing
quite a blush in the Five College Area.
The students (you might have known it)

embarrassed the college.

Remodeling

Students and the Administration
should consider remodeling the Com-
mencement process. The junior class

could easily get its act together late in

the spring and submit a responsible list

of suggestions to a committee In the fall.

A student election would not fail or

embarrass the College. Students would
not demand a podium for Abby Hoffman
or the Weathermen year after year. Pub-
lic knowledge of a list of possible speak-

ers would not destroy expectation, and
even a tear in the shroud of administra-

tive mystery would not be tragic.

Commencement is for the students as
they are a part of the College. We are not
irresponsible radicals. But we may have
a hidden personality. If each class Is

asked to consider the force and meaning
of Commencement by voting for speak-
ers that have a realistic chance of

appearing and telling a few truths, then
those last days in May might actually
embody more of the real spirit of the Col-

lege. There might l)e more real energy.
Recognition of the present is within a
commitment to tradition.
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Southside Johnny to perform
by Charlie Purdoe

Southsidp Johnny and the

Asbury Jukes make thplr way to

WlUlamstown this Thursday
night for Williams' 1981 Home-
coming Concert. The show beg-
ins at 8:00 p.m. in the Towne
Field House with a four-piece

opener, Mr. Lucky, paving the

way for Southside's rock and
roll band.

Southside Johnny Lyon, 32,

grew up wearing a leather
jacket and slicked back hair in

the rock and roll ferment of

Asbury Park, New Jersey. His
musical roots are eclectic,

stretching back to his parents'
record collection at home in

Neptune, New Jersey. The col-

lection included such diverse
artists as Billie Holliday, Wyno-
nie Harris and Joe Turner.
Southside's music has also been
influenced by rhythm and
blues, and by the Asbury Park
reaction against the British

Invasion of the early '60s.

Throughout most of his

career, Southside has been
associated with Bruce Spring-
steen. Like Springsteen, his

music can be powerful and loud

,

or slow and sensitive. He des-

cribes himself, "I just don't
think in terms of what image

might sell more records. Those
things don't come together In

my mind and I've never had
anyone, like a manager, do that

for me."
The band has had six LP's

since they began playing In 1974.

Of their best known album,
Hearts of Stone, Southside says,

"Hearts of Stone was what we
were aiming for all along. We
wanted to transform our
rhythm and blues roots into a
more modern format. I still

think that's what I do best."

The length and intensity of

Southside's live performances
bring to mind Springsteen. His

shows tend to emphasize the

"spectacular", with light shows
and flashy brass section.

Tickets for Southside Johnny
and the Asbury Jukes are avail-

able daily at Baxter Hall, the

Record Store and Toonerville

Trolley In WlUlamstown, Lily's

in North Adams, and New Wave
Music in Pittsfield. Prices are
$9 for the general public and $6
for Williams students.

Director of Security Ransom
Jenks stated Sunday that there
is absolutely no smoking, eating
and drinking permitted in the

Field House. Violators of the

rule will be ejected.

J^
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Letters-
Continued from Page 2

slbly as Business Manager of
the Student Activities Board.
We suggest that discretion be
exercised in passing moral
judgments on Issues which are
not clear-cut.

Sincerely,

Richard Belfanti '82

Francesco Coppola '82

Print in gray

To the editor:

Last year, the College Council
reduced or axed monies for

some student programs and
publications previously funded
by the Student Activities Tax.
Relatively untouched by the
cutbacks. The Record emerged
with the largest grant—$12,880.
Approximately half of this

money was not necessary for

the publication of The Record.

The student body certainly

appreciates The Record's
efforts to make their product
look good, but the use of heavy
white paper as opposed to the
more mundane newsprint of

papers such as The New York

Times more than doubles the
cost of printing The Record.
According to an estimate from
the North Adams Transcript,
the same eight page issue pub-
lished for approximately $800
by The Record's current printer
can be put out for about $400.

The only difference in printing

at The Transcript would be that

The Record would have to use a
lower grade paper and lay out
their own pages.

The justification given by one
Record editor for the added
expense is that the heavier
paper absorbs the ink and
doesn't soil readers' hands. We
think that for a $7000 savings
(approximately one half of the
proposed Record budget for this

year), people could live with
dirty thumbs. ($7000 could buy
20,000 bars of soap—enough to

not just clean our fingers but
engulf the entire campus in a
mammoth soap bubble.

)

The Finance Committee's
budget for this year proposes
$13,700 for publication of The
Record. According to The
Record's application, this

money is to be used strictly for

printing costs. We believe that

the Finance Committee and the

Council should reconsider this

L

JOSEPH E. DEVEY

9:00 - 5:00

Mon.-Sat. ^

"' ^ X K M O n WILLIAM:WILIIAMSTOWN, MASS.
01267

458-5717

^^
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115 WATER ST.
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UNDER
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Fall FuahUm Clearance
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warm eiothlmg)

Wool BtaxerB $59.00
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JaekeU 1/5 eft

55 Spring St.

Williamgtown, Ma.,
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funding at tomorrow night's

College Council meeting, with-

out the aid of Steve Spears-
Managing Editor of The Record
and also Treasurer of College

Council.

The Record budget should be

cut in half. This would allow sev-

eral worthwhile college groups

to put these freed funds to better

use.

Signed,

Lorraine Driscoll '82

Sonia L. Nazario '82

Editor's note: While l.nmh

Printing Co. doesn't have the faci-

lities to print on newsprint, they

provide us various other (tptions

including the ability to make
chatiges iti the paper as late as

Tuesday morning.

Misconceptions

To the editor;

We would like to correct some
misconceptions likely to result

from Stuart Smith's article,

"Jewish Activists Organize
Groups," that appeared in last

week's Record.

The Jewish Association is not
primarily "religious in orienta-

tion," though that is certainly
one of our concerns. Our role is

to cater to the social and cultu-

ral, as well as the religious

needs of the Jewish community
here on campus by offering pro-
grams and maintaining facili-

ties that meet these needs. In
the past we have provided pro-
grams that pertain to the same
issues that concern both the
Israel Alliance and the Jewish
Political Action Committee.
These groups are an integral

part of the Jewish Association.
We are fortunate to have sev-
eral committed students who
have chosen to enhance our
offerings on Israel and social-

/political issues and, hence,
provide valuable educational
and cultural opportunities for

the college as a whole.

One final note: the Jewish
Association does not have
"membership" perse; all of our
functions are open to the entire

College community and we
encourage participation and
suggestions from everyone.

Jill Diamond '83

Rick Wentz '82

LIQUOR SPECIALS

Kahlua

Save $1 a bottle

on 750 ml. size

RIstoro Soave

$3.49/1.5 liter bottle

Labatt's

$12/case and

$3.05/six

Eppie defended
To the editor;

Why does it seem like there

are people at Williams with

grudges against given individu-

als? Perhaps because there are
individuals that consciously
offend others with one fell

swoop of their pens. Perhaps,
but I don't think such a person
really exists here. In the case of

Steve E pstein , don ' t we owe it to

ourselves (and to Eppie) to look

further into his nature and his

purpose, before we make sim-
ilar mincemeat out of him? I

think we do.

Steve Epstein loves Williams;
he loves the people, he loves the

sports program, and he wants
nothing better than for this to

show in his writings in The
Record and his broadcasts on
WCFM. If Eppie gets carried
away and winks at a girl, or noti-

ces a flimsy skirt, or playfully

refers to a female sophomore as
a "Teeny-Bopper from Mission
Park", does this qualify him as
a vicious sexist? Perhaps an
overzealous, yet well-inten-
tioned guy who needs occasion-
ally to curb his cerebral
rambllngs, but definitely not
deserving of the abuse that

comes his way. If he is unable to

curb the infrequent gaffs that

we are all susceptible to, (espe-

cially when we are being
watched closely by some who
are just waiting for us to slip up;

just looking for the opportunity
to attack) then with a gentle, but
firm hand, we should put him
back on the right track.

To relegate this jovial, well-

intentioned guy to the ranks of

"the Bane at Williams"; this is

too much. There is no one who
can say that Epstein is not a
credit to Williams; likewise,

can't we excuse (not forget, but
forgive) his occasional mis-
takes in light of all the good that

he has done? Isn't there a say-
ing that goes "Let he who is free

from sin cast the first stone"?
Those that throw stones at

Epstein should first look at

themselves and what they've
done for Williams; then to Steve
Epstein and what he means to

Williams. If they still feel like

throwing stones, let them throw
them at me, because I'm for

Epstein.

Jonathan Meer '83

Nobody thanks him

To the editor:

It has come to my attention,
especially by last week's
Record, that perhaps somebody
should come to Steve Epstein's
rescue—besides Steve. A more
important point is that maybe
we could better spend our time
avoiding petty bickering.

No one thanks Steve for his
good weeks, of which there have
been quite a few. No one says,
"Hey, Steve, thanks for writing
three good articles in the
Record again this week" or
"Good sports telecast" or "Nice
radio show." Not that Steve
needs to hear it, because he
doesn't sit home and mope when
praise is withheld. He does what
he does because he loves it. It

just seems to me that when he
slips up or oversteps his bounds
people come down on him with
intensity, but when all is well,
not a sound is heard. This is not
much gratitude for someone
who does as much for Williams
as he does.

Granted, an outsider should
not come down on the football
team as hard as he did. They
were struggling and they knew
it; they also knew they could
solve the problems Internally.
Granted, the term "teenie
boppers from Mission Park" is

regrettable, but he was trying to
set the scene at an Octet concert
and the Octet does have a defi-
nite "groupie" following. But
shall we dissect everything he
writes? "Sweet young thing" Is

a cliche (and God knows Ep
could avoid using cliches) , but it

was meant as a term of endear-
ment and was not meant to have
"Women are mindless" over-

Continued on Page 8

Twelfth Night coming—
Continued from Page 4

the mystery and ambiguity of
the play, rather than mere
period picturesqueness.

In this comedy of excess and
narcissistic self-love, the fes-

tive resolution is balanced by
some bitterness. It is a wild
party that turns sour, revealing
a world in which control, order
and "sanity" exact their cost.

Viola's insistence "I'm not what
I am" encompasses far more

than her masculine disguise,

and we are caught by Fabian's
exclamation, "If this were
played upon a stage now, I could
condemn it as an improbable
fiction."

Twelfth Night will be per-

formed on Nov. 12, 13, 14 and 19,

20, 21 at 8 p.m. Tickets are avail-

able now at the box office of the
A.M.T. 12-5 p.m. daily. Prices
are $1.50 for general admission,
50«t with Williams I.D. For more
information, call 458-3023.
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AREA
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Blacks and Jews

face differences
by Katya Hokanson

Black and Jewish members of

the Williams community met
Wednesday in an effort to effect

a Black-Jewish discussion on
campus, a move called "long
overdue" by co-organizer Rich
Cohen '82.

After talks by Professors
Dennis Dickerson and Nathan
Katz, and by David Bowen '83

and Cohen, the meeting turned

to an often emotional open dis-

cussion among the approxi-

mately 55 participants.

"This is really encouraging,"
said Cohen after the meeting.
"It took a long time to resolve

our differences, but there is real

potential for ongoing communi-
cation and working together."

"It was constructive,
'

' agreed
WBSU member and co-
coordinator Bowen. "The way I

see it now, we will be able to

come together over issues we
both have a stake in."

Dickerson began the meeting
by discussing the history of

Black-Jewish relations in

America.
"The relationship between

Afro-Americans and American
Jews has been close, although it

began in the abstract," he said.

"Jews were among the few
whites who were genuinely
interested in the plight of the

Afro-Americans." Dickerson
cited Jewish support of the

NAACP.
However, noted Dickerson, in

the 1960s the Black Movement
sought new directions and
focused more on the militant

black nationalist movements
such as the Black Panthers. "In

the late '60s, things started to

fall apart," he said. ' 'The blacks
said to the whites, 'It's time to

run our own movement.' " Dif-

ferences in opinion about such
things as Affirmative Action
and incidents like the dismissal
of Andrew Young "have made
bad matters worse" between
blacks and Jews, according to

Dickerson.

"The splintering process is

the point where we are right

now," Dickerson remarked.
"We don' t have the luxury of sit-

ting back and taking the long

view. We're in the midst of a

battle."

Nathan Katz then gave his

views, saying, "In the eyes of

most blacks, Jews are simply
whites. It's a simple observa-
tion. But my perception is that

I'm not white—I'm Jewish . . .

Racists see all of us as niggers
. '

'

Katz also noted the similarity

In the voting patterns of blacks

and Jews, showing a commonai-
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Ity of political interests in spite

of economic differences.

Katz noted that Jews are
between the powerful and the
powerless in American society.

"They have reached middle
class without security . . . Jews
are marginal to the real power
in the U.S." Katz said that

assimilation to White society
was not the answer for either
blacks or Jews. "It's not our pie

being sliced, but the white,
male, Protestant pie."

Talk then centered on each
group's perception of the other.

"I wondered why we were hav-
ing this meeting," said one
black student who requested
that she remain anonymous.
"Jews can fade into the
background—they're white."

"Whiteness is a new expe-

rience for Jews," retorted

Cohen. "Jews didn't used to be
considered of the same race as

whites."

Discussion continued for two
hours, with the tentative final

consensus being that lines of

communication should be set up
between the two groups. But
many participants stressed that

this meant neither that Jews
and Blacks had the same goals

nor that the two groups face the

same problems in America.

"Blacks are in bad shape,

Jews are not in bad shape.

There is no growing Jewish
underclass, but there is a grow-
ing black underclass," stated

Dickerson.

Nuclear plant opens to students
by Lynn Vendinello

Sixteen students from the
Energy Conservation Commit-
tee and the Environmental Stu-

dies 203 class toured the Yankee
Rowe nuclear power plant last

Wednesday. The plant is located
in Rowe, Massachusetts, about
17 miles east of Williamstown.
Yankee Rowe was built in

1960, making it the oldest
nuclear reactor in New Eng-
land. The plant produces an
average of 170,000 kilowatts of
electricity each year, which it

sells to the New England Power
Company. Massachusetts
Electric, the College's electric-

ity supplier, buys from New
England Power, so Williams
ends up receiving about 11 per-
cent of its electricity from
nuclear power.
Rowe annually produces 45-50

tons of high-level wastes and
over 500 55-gallon drums of low-
level wastes mixed with
cement. Because President
Carter closed nuclear waste
reprocessing plants during his

administration, these wastes
now sit at Rowe.

Bill McGee, Rowe's public
relations coordinator, said the
plant has enough storage room
to last until 1997. However, Bill

Billings, head of Rowe's chem-
istry department, foresees a
possible decommission of Rowe
within the next 5-10 years if

reprocessing plants aren't
reopened.

Some new jobs at Rowe were

Co-op options grow —
Continued from Page 1

housing will be on a trial basis

for this academic year. The Wil-

liamstown Board of Appeals,
the town zoning authority, has
the right to revoke its tempor-
ary approval next June.
"The neighbors were con-

cerned about parking and
noise," explained Hopkins, "but
the people who choose to live in

co-ops are generally quiet, so

we don't expect any problem."
When asked whether more co-

ops will be added to meet the

growing demand, Kenyatta rep-

lied, "you have to ask how many
more co-ops can we have out-

side the residential house sys-

tem and still take the house
system seriously. Also, there

aren't too many faculty houses
left that could tje converted into

student housing. The question
will be decided by the CUL
later."

Building & Grounds will be
doing major maintenance work
on the existing co-ops next
summer in response to what
Hopkins called "a com-
mon complaint from co-op resi-

dents that B & G is more willing

to do short-term repair work
than needed long-term cosmetic
work."

Johnny's Rent-a-Lemon
$10 a day
IOC a mile

Will deliver and pick up the

cars in the Williamstown area.

Will rent to those 18 and older.

802-823-7272

EPH'S ALLEY
on Spring St. Wllliainitown

behind Flrtl Agricultural Bank H

Watch for our

HOMECOMING
SPECIAL!

Vmff Ji Country

Ibivers

458-5030

created by the scare at Three
Mile Island, since current regu-
lations require at least one mon-
itor per eight-hour shift to be
certified in nuclear engineer-
ing.

Yankee Rowe provides 130

jobs and over $330,000 in taxes to

the town of Rowe. Many
employees are concerned about
job prospects if the plant should
be forced to close.

Twenty-one years of opera-
tion have created some rust

problems at the plant. The
Nuclear Regulatory Commis-
sion foresees a potential crack-
ing in the 8-inch metal shields

around the reactor vessel.

"Lacking cement wails around
the core, Rowe couldn't survive
a Three Mile Island type acci-

dent," said Billings.

The tour was subject to strict

security precautions. Before
the tour began, guards divided
the students into four groups,
snapped their pictures, checked

them with metal and explosive

detectors, and frisked each one.

When asked his reaction to

anti-nuclear protests, McGee
replied, "It's a free country;

they have as much right to voice

their opinion as anyone else."

McGee added that he believes 44

percent of the public is moder-
ately for nuclear power, 45 per-

cent are moderately against it,

and the rest are asking 'what's

nuclear power?'
"

Bill Lyon, a shift technical

adviser, disagreed. "It seems to

me that the elite educated class,

like you kids, are the ones doing

all the complaining. The gen-

eral public just wants to switch

on the light and get power no
matter where it's coming
from."
Another trip to Rowe is tenta-

tively scheduled for this spring.

Until then the Energy Conser-

vation Committee is consider-

ing trips to other energy source
sites.

MICHEL'S OF WILLIAMSTOWN
Catering with a special touch for

special occasions.
• Private Parties

• Platters

• Mors d'oeuvres

Contact Mary for more information.

458-5441
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tones. It was not a chauvinistic
jab.

And why docs there have to be
such chauvinistic-feminist ban-
ter all the time? So often indi-

viduals are lurking to pounce on
every spoken—or written—
word. This is such a constant
waste of time and energy. I hate
to say it, but the Feminist
Alliance is standing as much in

the way of the feminist cause as
any group on campus. Maybe
arguing could be rechanneled
into other areas.

Jeff H. Morrison '82

Racist

To the editor:

In response to a previous
issue of the Record, I would like

to say that I am not a reverse
racist. In the article "Cross
Burning: Tensions Persist," I

was used as an instrument of

public attraction. Not only was I

not informed that I was being
interviewed by the Record, but
to add insult to injury, my
responses were taken out of con-
text. My printed responses were
manipulated in such a way as to

exemplify the racist slant the

reporter was searching for. As
Secretary of the Williams Black
Student Union, one of my
responsibilities is to act as its

spokesperson. Consequently,
the portrayed opinions were
projected onto the organization
as well.

The pressures that are placed
on black students in this institu-

tion are many—all centering
around one obvious difference:

the color of our skin. This
obvious difference has led to

n\any Williams students (both
past and present) assuming
that all black students Intention-

ally dine, live, and socialize

together. While some black stu-

dents choose to live, socialize,

and dine together it is no differ-

ent than when athletes choose to

do so. Moreover, the only differ-

ence between blacks in the

Berkshire Quad and whites in

Mission Park and Greylock is

that blacks are more noticeable
and therefore, their actions are
(unnecessarily) emphasized.
Why? Because of the "obvious
difference."

In regards to the letters in the
last issue of the Record, I would
like those students who were
insulted and offended to know
that I share their feelings but for

different reasons. I would also
like to inform them that if they
are genuinely interested in an
accurate account of my state-

ments they should feel free to

contact me.
In conclusion, I feel it is neces-

sary to emphasize that this let-

ter is a reflection ofmy personal
stance and is not a statement of

the WBSU.
Kathy Dawn Finnell '84

Editor's nolo: The wrilor of the

nrtiele identified herself to Fin-

nell as a inI.LI IMS RECORD
reporter and asked to speak to the

sptikesperson of the If BSl . Fin-

nell then identified herself as the

If RSI 's spokesperson.

Corrections

In last week's Record article

"West to Join Spencer, Wood-
bridge", Sherry Blum '83 mis-
takenly was attributed
quotations belonging to Mara
Dale '83, a resident of West
College.

In the same article. Perry
House president Tim Caffrey '82

mistakenly was attributed quo-
tations credited to George
Baumgarten '82, Wood House
representative to the Housing
Committee.

Gays discuss indentity problems
by Benjamin S. Bahn

Confronting and overcoming
the Identity crisis gay people
face in defining their own sexu-

ality highlighted the Gay Peo-
ple's Union panel discussion

last Wednesday in Weston Lan-
guage Center.

The causes for this identity

crisis vary. "Our standard
social morality sees homosexu-
ality as wrong, somehow per-

verse; a deviant existence,"

said Mary Beth Thompson '82,

GPU chairperson. "Personal
crises develop because it's hard
to deal positively with what
society only acknowledges
negatively."

One panelist noted, "There is

a lack of role models here and in

society. We need role models to

help people find identity."

Another added, "What happens

when you realize that you're not

going to become like your
parents?"
This lack of direction and role

models stems in large part from
an invisibility of the gay com-
munity, according to Debbie
Gregg '82.

"Gay people are so invisible,

"

she said. "Though most authori-

ties would assert that 10 percent
of every population will be gay,

for two years I didn't know
anybody here who was gay."
Many gays see the public

acknowledgement of their

homosexuality as burdensome.
Said one person, "I spent three

years here as something to be
looked at ... It got to be so public
that I began to lose my
identity."

She said she felt strongly that

people saw here only as a homo-

Exam schedule piques C.C. —
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Beat Amherst!
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vantages than Just going ahead
with what we are starting in the
spring," Clark said.

Extending the Monday-
through-Friday exam period
later, he explained, would
tighten the squeeze on time for

faculty completion of seniors'

grades, and beginning it earlier
would conflict with the weekend
of the Eastern Colleges Athletic

Conference post-season
competitions.

Responding to College Coun-
cil President Freddy Nathan's
query as to why a majority of

the student body should be
penalized for the benefit of those
few who might participate in the

competitions, Robert Peck of

the Physical Education depart-
ment, also on the Calendar and
Scheduling Committee, said
that "athletes already take a lot

from their professors. We don't
want grief to come to those who
didn't want it to happen in the
first place."

The fact that the grounds used
by the Dean's Office to autho-
rize makeup exams for students
with congested schedules will

be more stringent under the new
calendar caused some concern
among Council members.
Under the five dayexam sche-

dule, the total number of stu-

dents needing makeups is likely

to fall, said Clark, but the

The Purple Pub
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pitchers $1.50
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Tuesday
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Wednesday, Nov. 11
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Thursday
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$1.00

Friday

Lunch special

Beer and Deli

Sandwich with I.D.

$2.00

NOTE: Lunch served Monday-Saturday 11:30-2:00 p.m.
Best Deli in town!

number of students with two
exams on one day, which is not

grounds for "hardship" exemp-
tion, will rise. Furthermore, the
new calendar system will not

excuse students from taking an
exam one afternoon and two the
following day, as did this fall's

plan.

College Council Vice Presi-

dent John Segal '82 sharply cri-

ticized the new exam schedule,
claiming the majority of stu-

dents oppose it.

"If you go through with this,

you will see ramifications in stu-

dent/faculty relations, because
the faculty will have voted for

something the students are
overwhelmingly against."

"This is a bad time politically

to do things against the wishes
of the students," Segal added.
"There isn't a paranoia,
exactly, but this is just one more
thing."

In other business, the Finance
Committee's recommendations
for this year's College Council
budget, up $13,000 in allocations

from 1980-81, were discussed
briefly, but will be dealt with at

length next week.
Spears attributed the Com-

mittee's good financial situa-

tion to the College's funding of

the Lecture Committee and to

the numerous SAT-funded
groups who kept their requests
minimal.

sexual and not at all as an
individual.

" 1 like to have people relate to

me as a person, rather than as a

representative of something,"

added Gregg.
Panelists agreed that homo-

sexuality at Williams meets
with subtle oppression.

One person noted that social

isolation and "subtle oppression

. . . also known as tolerance," as

typical reactions here. "There
aren't too many harassing notes

or phone calls in the middle of

the night," remarked one
panelist.

One panelist mentioned that

"life at Williams has never been
uncomfortable . . . Williams has
been far easier than many other

places." Said another panelist,

"You can talk about sexuality

with a lot more freedom here."
Thompson concluded with the

hope that such informal meet-
ings would "give people one of

the few opportunities they may
ever get to talk to someone
about what it's like to be gay."
She hoped that if "people
treated it as a more discussable
issue, it would seem more
approachable."

Beat Amherst —
Continued from Page 5

are. The mentality seems a bit

warped.
The frat system also contrib-

uted in part to the inability of the

Amherst College community to

fully integrate women ten years
ago. The resistance to coed frats

four years ago was pheno-
menal, and I can see that the

day of frat elimination, which
seems inevitably soon, will be
met with even more resistance.

The point to all this is that it

seems a bit ironic that Amherst
College was formed by a dissat-

isfied minority of Williams stu-

dents and faculty, and that

dissatisfied minority has
evolved into a stubborn and
somewhat archaic majority.

Today, that majority is resist-

ing the changes necessary to

fully incorporate women and
"non-fraternal" students. Most
certainly we can learn from
what is happening at Amherst.
And we can put into perspective
the sporting weekend that is

before us.
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Despite heart attack

Chaffee rules senior circuit
by Ted Leon

On April 29th , 1981, 80-year-

old Williamstown resident

and former Williams coach
Clarence Chaffee had a heart

attack. After a successful

operation and the installa-

tion of a pacemaker, he
remembers "getting some
screwy looks from the doc-

tors" when he told them,
"I'm going to play in the

Nationals in August," refer-

ring to the super senior div-

ision of the United States

Tennis Association National
Championship.
When August rolled

around, Chaffee not only

kept his word, but went out

and won the Grand Slam
of super senior tennis-
winning the National Hard-
court Indoor Championship
held in San Francisco, the

National Hardcourt Outdoor
Championship at the Los
Angeles Tennis Club, the

National Soft Court Grass
Championship at Agawam
Hunt in Providence, R.I.,

and the National Soft Court
Clay Championship at the

Boarshead Sports Club in

Charlottesville, Va. Adding
doubles championships in

three of those four tourna-

ments, it gave him seven
titles out of eight possible for

the season.

Winning these champion-
ships is nothing new for Chaf-

fee. Since 1971 he has
collected 41 such titles. Still.

coming off of heart surgery
and winning the Grand Slam
somehow seems to make '81

a bit more dramatic.
Arriving at Williams Col-

lege in 1937, Chaffee began
his 33 year career as varsity

coach of the squash, tennis,

and soccer teams.

Throughout those years,
Chaffee developed a reputa-
tion as one of the finest

coaches ever associated with
the College. And while Chaf-
fee has amassed an impres-
sive array of coaching titles

and championships, his true
success has been in inspiring

generation after generation
of Williams athletes with his

love for sport, and enthusi-

asm for life. His feelings then
were as they are now:
"You've got to learn to win,

you've got to learn to lose."

With athletics, "This is

education."

Recently, he has received

considerable recognition. He
was inducted into the Hall of

Fame at Brown University,

where he graduated Class of

'24. He also appeared this

summer in Sports Illustrat-

ed's 'Faces in the Crowd' for

which he will be presented

with a commemorative
bowl.

Tennis led him to the Bitsy

Grant Tennis Center in

Atlanta last week, where he

won the 80-year-old division.

Chaffee commented, "I'll

have to struggle next year,"
in light of the fact that there

is a whole crop of 79-year-

olds who are about to gradu-
ate into the super senior

(80+) division. Adds Chaf-
fee, "But it'll be fun. They're
delightful people. They don't

cheat . .
."

'21 Defectors

look tough

—

Continued from Page 10

this season (12.8 per game), in

comparison to the Eph defense,
which has given up only 73 (10.5

per game).
Williams hopes to use its

punishing ground game in the

I-formation led by Freshman
Ted Thomas and Sophomore
quarterback B. J. Connolly to

penetrate the Amherst defen-

sive line. The running game
should then allow Connolly to

pass with less pressure, and
utilize the blinding speed of

senior split end Micah Taylor
and the sure hands of sopho-
more Marc Hummon.
On defense, the Ephs feel

their front line is one of the best

in New England. Nose guard
Jack Kowalik, tackles Joe Ross
and Steve Doherty and ends
Gary Pfaff and Tom Bouchard
are all home-grown New Eng-
land products that have pun-
ished enemy ball carriers all

season long.

The Ephs feel that if they can
stop the Amherst ground game,
they can force Amherst's Cur-

ran into mistakes when he goes
to the air.

Despite Amherst's advantage
going into the game, the great

equalizer is emotion and pride.

Therefore, look for a close

game. Prediction: Williams 17,

Amherst 14. See ya at Weston.

Women ruggers toast, men
slip in snow up North
A champagne toast to Cap-

tains Barb "Bubs" Good and
KirstenToiman marked the end
of another successful season
this Saturday up in Poughkeep-
sie, N.Y. The Women's Rugby
Club now boasts an undefeated
record for the past two seasons.

All who witnessed it agree that

Saturday's display of awesome
rugby technique was a fitting

end to the 1981 campaign.
In the first of two games, Wil-

liams battled Vassar College to

a frustrating 0-0 tie. Line Cap-
tain Good and freshman prod-
igy Ginger Greene inspired the

team to work as a cohesive
rugby machine, but the Vassar
team would not yield.

Against Manhattanville, the

Williams ruggers had their day
in the sun (snow). It was a true
exhibition of offensive and
aggressive rugby. Tries were
made by Martha Paper '82,

Dory Dewar '85, Susie Akin '84,

and Jane Parker (2) '83. Adding
two expertly kicked conver-
sions Katie Scott '82 completed
the 24-0 final score.

After the field competition the

three teams engaged in the tra-

ditional rowdy exchange of

songs. Once again the Williams
ruggers demonstrated their

vocal prowess, amusing and
amazing their fellow ruggers.

At the party, the Vassar women
shared these words with us, and
until you hear from us next
spring . . .

"Line out, bind on, ruck over

and maul,
Get it out to the winger, hang

on to the ball.

And when it's all over we
drink with our chums,
'Cause we are the ruggers

that play for Williams."
•

Upon arrival at the Univer-

sity of Vermont, the Williams

ruggers were much surprised to

find the pitch covered with

snow, and a blizzard in pro-

gress.

In the "A" game, the Willi-

ams ruggers put the first points

on the board as Dave Lips-

comb '83 slashed in for a try

following an excellent play by
the purple line. After this initial

effort, both teams became
fairly immobile in the mud and
snow and little ground was
gained by either team. The Wil-

liams scrum generally prevailed

against the Vermonters, but

precise passing and ballhan-

dling were impossible for both

teams. Vermont eventually pre-

vailed on a pair of field-goals.

In the "B" side game, play

was marked by much the same
characteristics, with clean play

being generally impossible. As
usual, however, the WRFC
played with admirable inten-

sity, dominating for much of the

game. The deciding score came
when Larry Hebb '83 kicked the

ball into the endzone and John
Olvany '82 outraced the defend-
ers for the try. Williams
emerged victorious.
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One point game

Cardinals nip Ephmen
in Little Three thriller

Freshman Ted Thomas dives lor two of his 139 yards against Wesleyan.

Booters drop seesaw battle
by Dave Woodworth

Despite displaying the hustle

which has characterized the

soccer team recently, the boot-

ers fell to Wesleyan in overtime
4-3, last Saturday.
The Cardinals opened the

scoring at 23: 11 of the first half
as Seth Sholes, fouled in the
penalty area, drilled the ensu-
ing penalty kick past Eph Goal-
keeper Vince Brandstein '84,

who had replaced injured star-
ter Ken Rhodes '85 only
moments before. The count

Ephs take

Little Three
Capturing the Little Three

title, the women's varsity tennis

team has wrapped another
successful season under second
year coach Sean Sloane by post-

ing a 5-5 record. The Ephwomen
extended their unbroken string

of victories over rivals Wes-
leyan and Amherst with wins of
6-3 and 5-4 late in the season.
Sloane described the season

as "successful" even though
Williams suffered five losses.

The squad came out on top in

every one of its close matches,
beating Amherst, Springfield
and Middlebury, 5-4, as the
young, inexperienced players
developed poise on the courts.

The Ephs, led by Captain Jami
Harris '82, struggled to mature
after early losses to strong
teams from Tufts and Skidmore
and consistent loss of outdoor
practice time on clay due to

steady seasonal rains.

Highlights of the season
Included tenacious team victo-

ries over traditional rivals and
strong play by a variety of indi-

viduals. Junior Renee George
remained undefeated at the
number four position during the
regular season. Harris, playing
at number one, was tough
throughout the season, posting a
3-7 record against the best sin-

gles players in New England.
Every close contest produced a
player or players who won
clutch matches.
When asked to comment spe-

cifically on his team, which will

lose three starters to gradua-
tion, and its performance as a

team, Sloane would only grin:

"It was a good season, and we
definitely have the best looking

tennis team in New England.
You can quote me on that."

stayed at 1-0, Wesleyan, for the
remainder of the first half and
well into the second.

Finally, at 77: 17, Jeff Sutton
scored the equalizer for the
Ephs with a fine solo effort.

Then, at 83:08, Tad Chase '82

scored to put Williams ahead,
2-1.

At this point, it appeared that
Chase's goal might be decisive,
as Williams was dominating the
game in terms of ball control
and field position. However,
Wesleyan came right back to

knot the score at 2-2 as Sholes,
assisted by Darrin Harris, got
his second goal of the day just a
minute and a half later.

The game went into overtime
with the score still at 2-2, but it

did not stay that way for very
long, as Doug McKenney '85,

assisted by Jim Peck '82, tallied

with only 1:49 gone in the first

overtime to give the Ephs a 3-2

lead.

Wesleyan refused to die, how-
ever, and evened the score 21

seconds later on a goal by Rob
Ginsberg, again assisted by
Harris. Finally, Sholes finished
off a brilliant performance with
yet another goal at 3: 28 of the
first overtime, giving Wesleyan
what proved to be an insur-
mountable 4-3 advantage.
The second overtime was

scoreless, although Chase was
robbed of a goal on a shot that
was on net and beyond the reach
of Cardinal goalkeeper Andy
Newall; the ball made it to the
line but not over, as it was
cleared away by a Wesleyan
defender.

The loss was a heartbreaker

for the Ephs, as an offense that

had produced but eight goals in

10 previous games had gotten
three within fifteen minutes,
without a win to show for it.

Once again Williams outshot its

opponent by a wide margin, get-

ting 29 shots on goal to only 16

for Wesleyan. Newall had 12

saves to preserve the win for the

Cardinals, while Brandstein
and Rhodes also combined for

12 for the Ephs.
The final match of the season

will be played next Saturday as
a powerful Amherst side
invades Cole Field. Coach Mike
Russo noted at the start of the
season that Amherst had had a

good year of recruiting, and
expected them to be tough. In

fact, Amherst was the number
one seed in the ECAC Division
III New England tournament,
but fell to Bowdoin, 2-1, on
Saturday.

"They'll be looking for blood,

but we should be able to give
them a good game," Russo said.

by Steve Epstein

Three fumbles inside their

own 30 yard line and a missed
two-point conversion with 3:59

left in the game spelled the Ephs
first Little Three defeat in three

years, as Wesleyan triumphed,
21-20, in the cold and wind of

Middletown, Conn.

The Ephs outplayed Wesleyan
throughout the game, but gave
the Cardinals three gift-

wrapped touchdowns on turnov-
ers deep in their own end. Still,

the Ephs showed an explosive
offensive attack for the second
consecutive week which put
them into position to win the
game despite their chronic
fumblitis.

With under seven minutes to

go, the Ephs trailed, 21-14, and
things began to look bleak. The
offense stalled and was forced
to punt. But captain Jeff Kiesel
jarred the ball loose from Wes-
leyan's Gene Cote and junior
Tim Clark recovered to allow
Williams to get into the Lazarus
act. They rose from the dead
with the help of freshman full-

back sensation Ted Thomas
(139 yards, 33 carries) who
moved the Ephs inside the Car-
dinal 10 yard line with his strong
running. From there, senior Jay
Wheatley went in for the touch-
down which brought the Ephs to

within one.

Next, confusion ensued. The
team called time out to decide
whether to go for the one-point
conversion kick that would tie

the game, or the two-point run
or pass that would give the Ephs
the lead. Kicker Rich Coomber
trotted onto the field, but Coach
Robert Odell elected to replace
Coomber with his offensive unit,

and go for the win.

The two-point try was an
option run around left end to

Thomas, who was met by a host
of Wesleyan defenders who
stopped the play cold. "If I had
todo it again," said a frustrated
Coach Odell, "I'd go for two. In

the Little Three, you've got to go

for all or nothing." The team
seemed to agree with Odell, not
second guessing their coach as
many Williams fans did.

The Ephs got on the score-
board first when sophomore
quarterback B. J. Connolly led
the offense toward paydirt on a
10-play, 57-yard drive led by the
punishing rushing of Thomas.
Connolly went in for the score
from three yards out, and the
extra-point made it 7-0,
Williams.

In their first possession of the
second quarter, the Ephs
handed Wesleyan a perfect
scoring opportunity. With a first

down on the Wesleyan 29, Tom
Casey lost possession of the ball
and the Cardinals took over.
Two plays later, Wesleyan
came back on an 11-yard TD
pass from freshman quarter-
back John Forte to tight end
Scott Muirhead. The kick was
blocked to make the score 7-6.

On the ensuing kick-off, the
Ephs took the ball to their own
19, where disaster struck again.
On the first offensive play,
Wheatley lost control of the ball,

and Wesleyan was again in busi-
ness after recovering the fum-
ble. Forte went in to give
Wesleyan a 13-7 halftime lead.
The defense got the only

points for Williams in the third
quarter. The first Wesleyan pos-
session of the half went no
where, thanks to the stellar
defense of linebackers Mike
Hawkins and Dan Wilen and
linemen Jack Kowalik and
Steve Doherty. The ensuing
Wesleyan punt was blocked by
the Ephs' Mike Hawkins, and
Tomas Alejandro picked up the
ball and scampered for six.

A mishandled pitch on Willi-

ams own ten set up Wesleyan's
final score, and a Pat Costello
run for a two-point conversion

made the score 21-14, to set up the
final dramatic moments.
The Ephs return home this

week to play arch rival Amherst
for Homecoming.

Homecoming classic

Gridders brace for Lord Jeffs

Head Football Coach Bob Odell
could walk away Irom the Amherst
game with no claim to the Little

Three title for the first time in his
eleven-year Williams career.

(Farley)

by Steve Epstein
The hundredth anniversary of

Williams football will reach its

zenith this weekend at Weston
Field as one of the country's old-

est football rivalries continues.
Amherst comes to town as it

does in every odd year, but this

year things could be odder than
most.

Due to last week's 21-20 loss at

Wesleyan and an earlier 6-3

Amherst victory at home
against the Cardinals, the Jeffs
are in the position to win their
first Little Three tital since
1968—three years before the
emergence of Robert Odell.
Since Odell's arrival in the

Purple Valley, the Ephs have
had at least a share of the
coveted Little Three every sea-
son. Amherst hasn't beaten Wil-
liams since 1976, but this year
there is real reason to worry.

First, Amherst beat Trinity
last weekend, 14-3. Now
granted, in this league past vic-

tories mean little. But Trinity
walloped the Ephs, 27-14, ear-
lier in the season. Secondly,
Amherst has a better record
than the Ephs, coming into

"The Game" with a 4-3 tally,

opposed to the 3-4 record main-
tained by the Ephs.

Admittedly, it's been a very
disappointing season for the

Ephs. Twelve points separate
them from being 6-1. They have
played superb football at times,
but costly inconsistency and
turnovers . . . and injuries have
hurt them in key moments.
Lawler, Finneran, Robison,
Hawkins . . . they all went down
at times. The brain becomes
permeated with 'what its'. But
Bob Odell, part-coach, part-

legend, doesn't accept 'what
its'. He coaches each game in

reality, but takes it hard when
his ballclub loses.

All that seems left for the 1981
Ephmen is a shot at a .500

record, a win for the seniors, a
tie for the Little Three ... and
their pride. This club definitely
has pride. They showed it

against Bowdoin and Union.
They're hoping it has a date for

Homecoming.
Amherst Coach Jim Osten-

darp has a well conditioned and
healthy ballclub coming into

"The Game". It's most likely

the most competitive Amherst
team the Ephs have faced in

recent years. They revolve
around junior quarterback
Brian Curran, who is the
brother of Eph defensive back

Tim Curran. Curran is only a 42
percent passer, but he is an
excellent team leader who
makes things happen in key
situations.

Curran's potentially potent
offensive attack is multi-
faceted. His big running backs
are senior Dave Grenier and
juniors Mike Vendetii (one of
three borthers on the squad)
and Jeff Hughes. Hughes is a
quick halfback who has scored a
good number of the Jeffs' touch-
downs this season.
The receiving corps is also

dangerous. Soph Dave Silliman
is among the leading receivers
in New England, and junior
Dana King is also a deep threat.

Halfback Bob Mlnicius, a fresh-
man, can also be called upon as
a receiver.

On Defense, linemen Dave
Doctor, Jeff Jordan and Eric
Taylor have all played well.

Linebackers Mark Evarts, Kit
Middleton and Tim Naiman are
the regulars, and junior Bob
Emery anchors the defensive
secondary. While the Jeffs
defense has played well of late,

they hve been less consistent
than the offense. The Amherst
defense has given up 89 points

Continued on Page 9
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House members protest
Spencer-Brooks members

believe that they were ignored
In the recent Committee on
Undergraduate Life (CUL)
decision to affiliate West Col-
lege with Spencer and Wood-
bridge Houses, according to a

petition sent to President John
Chandler.

In a letter sent to Chandler,
the Deans' Office and the Hous-
ing Committee, 36 Spencer-
Brooks residents complained
that they were misled as to the
purpose of the open Housing
Committee meeting which led

to the realignment.

"The flyer we received on the
meeting concerning the possi-

ble inclusion of West as a com-
plete part of the Spencer-Brooks
system mentioned absolutely
nothing about removing Brooks
House from the system." the
letter stated.

Jean Hoff '83 explained,
"They ended up doing some-
thing very different from what
they said they were going to do.
We don't think we were really

consulted at all."

She said that house members
propose grouping West with
Spencer and Brooks, leaving
Perry, Bascom, Woodbridge
and Chadbourne together.
"There would only be a 4-bed
difference, and the living areas
would be more comparable,"
she said.

Perry and Spencer have sim-
ilar common rooms while "Bas-
com has two living rooms and
two fireplaces and Brooks has
two living rooms and one fire-

place, plus the basement area,"
said Hoff.

Spencer-Brooks members
assert that such affiliation deci-
sions should be "discussed and
voted on in the house itself, not
merely decided on in a meeting
which was operating under the
pretense of making a minor new
inclusion, rather than a major
extraction!"

A Woodbridge resident who
asked to remain anonymous,
remarked, "It doesn't seem like

quite a just trade."

Ex-agent blasts CIA

John Stockwell, former CIA agent
and author ol IN SEARCH OF ENE-
MIES, attacked the role of the
Agency In American society.

(Farley)

Affirmative action meets goals
by Julia Geniesse

Recruitment of women and
minority faculty has gone well
this year, according to Judith
Allen, Assistant to the President
for Affirmative Action and
Government Relations. Of a
total of 22 offers for teaching
positions extended, 19 were
accepted, adding nine women
and two members of minority
groups to the Williams faculty.

The College's divisional goals
for new appointments ofwomen
were exceeded this year,
according to Allen's Affirma-
tive Action Report. Williams
sought to appoint women to 45-

50 percent of new Division I

positions and ended up with 86

percent.

The goal of 25 percent for Div-
ision II was also exceeded, as 29

percent of new appointments
went to women, while the goal of

15 percent for Division III was
far surpassed, with a total of 40

percent of new appointments in

the division going to women.
College-wide goals for

appointments from minority
groups, on the other hand, are
for two or three appointments
each year, according to Allen.

"These are definitely not quo-
tas," she stressed. This year,
two regular and two visiting

minority appointments were
made.

However, according to
Allen's report, four minority
faculty members (three men
and one woman), and one other
woman faculty member
resigned last year. The average
number of minority appoint-

ments per annum has been
three.

Asked why minority faculty

leave, Dennis Dickerson, Chair-
man of Afro-American Studies,

replied, "My impression is that

black faculty leave because
they've been offered a better

opportunity elsewhere, al-

though the sociological factor
probably often factors in."

"We really need more people
just to be with,"said Dean Mary
Kenyatta. "It can be a stifling

kind of situation . . . because of

the number of black faculty,

they end up being overworked.
There are only a few of us to go
around—it's easy to get burned
out."

Allen explains that the Affir-

mative Action Program was
established in 1972. Its objec-

tives are outlined in an Affirma-
tive Action and Equal
Opportunity statement: to

"increase the proportion of

women and members of minor-
ity groups in the Faculty to a

level more consistent with the

pool of qualified women and
minorities in the fields taught at

Williams."
Allen contacted 504 resource

people and prospective candi-
dates this year. The large
number of candidates recruited
were a result of her work and
the network of contacts that her
work engendered. Explains
Allen, "I was able to determine
that 38 prospective and 14 actual
candidates were identified as a
direct result of my recruiting

effort."

"We need enough black
faculty here so that there's a

large enough community to

interact," said Kenyatta. "It's

just a matter of getting the word
out. The College is not well

known in the black commun-
ity."

The goal for recruitment of

Continued on PageS

by Jeffrey H. Brainard

"The American Public is cur-
rently unloading its freedoms as
fast as it legally can" and "cur-
rent court rulings and laws in

favor of the CIA represent a 180-

degree turnabout from the
Ideals of our founding fathers,"
claimed former Central Intelli-

gence Agency case officer John
Stockwell last Wednesday in

Driscoll Lounge.
Stockwell wrote the best-

selling book In Search of Ene-
mies after resigning from the
agency.
Speaking on the role of the

CIA in a free society, Stockwell
described his career in the
agency and concluded that the
CIA has far overstepped its 1947
charter, has discredited the
U.S. in the eyes of the world and
is dangerously close to securing
passage of a new law that would
drastically curtail freedom of
speech.

The law, called the Names of
Agents Act, would make it a fel-

ony for journalists or private
citizens to reveal publicly any
agent's name.
"This law is a flagrant denial

of the Constitution," Stockwell
claimed. "Nowhere is there an
amendment which says the
CIA's rights take precedence
over freedom of speech."
Stockwell said that the CIA's

desire for secrecy is intended to
keep the American public, not
its enemies, from discovering
its activities, such as the MK
Ultra program, in which the
CIA experimented with LSD on
unwitting American subjects.

He also pointed to the CIA's
involvement in Vietnam, claim-
ing that 98 percent of agency
reports were fabricated in order
to maintain the image of a weak
North Vietnamese army and
Kissinger's claim that Vietnam-
ization was working. Stockwell
mentioned the CIA's "hot-
secret" operations in China and
Cuba, where saboteurs blew up

Council discusses
CC budget funds

Soulhtide Johnny and the Aibury Juke* blew away a capacity crowd In the

Towne Field House laal Thursday night. (Farley)

The College Council approved
a proposal to subject their

budget to closer Council
scrutiny at last Wednes-
day's meeting. The Coun-
cil also accepted a com-
promise plan from Dean of the
College Daniel O'Connor on the
spring 1982 final exam schedule
and tentatively passed a
number of 1981-82 budget items.
Council President Freddy

Nathan '83 defined discretion-

ary funds as the Council's $2,000
Student Activities Tax budget
"that can be spent by Council
officers without formal appro-
val of the entire Council."

He supported this spending
freedom by pointing to emer-
gencies and time constraints

that require the officers to act

quickly. "It's impractical to

convene the Council every time
we have Xeroxing to do," he
said.

Nathan said the funds should
be spent on "those things which
the officers deem to be in the
best interest of the student

body . '

' To avoid misuse of these
funds, he proposed that "any-
thing that could be considered
dubious . . . should be brought up
for a full Council vote. It's the
responsibility of the officers to

bring up instances of questiona-
ble spending."

Nathan remarked, "I think a
monthly report is unnecessary.
Council books will continue to be
open."
A letter signed by Council

Vice-president John Segal '82

and Secretary Gibson Rymar
'82 supporting the discretionary

fund was distributed to all stu-

dents last week. Council
members objected to the use of

Council funds to express what
they saw as a personal opinion.

Matt Shapiro '83 commented,
"I'm not sure we want to fund a
personal statement by any
member who wants to make
one."

Segal responded, "We felt the
officers should make some sort

of statement . . . Since we're in

Continued on Page 9

buildings and killed civilians
weekly; and its cooperation
with South Africa in the Angolan
War.
Stockwell said that operations

like these have occurred in
Third World countries around
the world, and that the CIA is

directly responsible for 500,000
deaths. Of these, he estimated
that from one to six were KGB
officers, 250,000 were Commu-
nist Party cadres and the rest
were "non-political."

He described CIA overseas
operating procedure in
response to an audience
member's objection that the
law is necessary in order to pro-
tect the lives of undercover
agents.

"Every embassy has a direc-
tory available to the public with
two lists of embassy person-
nel—regular foreign service
service and CIA," Stockwell
remarked. "Agents advertise
openly to the community that

they are CIA because they want
people with information to have
no difficulty contacting them."
He said that even the identi-

ties of deep cover agents are dis-

covered within about six
months, but that the agents are
in much less danger than for-

eign service officers, such as
ambassadors, who make better
targets for publicity-seeking
terrorists.

Stockwell added that the CIA
considers agents outdated and
unreliable:

"In my mid-career course in

1972 I was told that spy-running
is antiquated, that it produces
only four percent of all the CIA's
information. The rest comes
from spy satellites, photo-
graphs and electronic listening

posts. The CIA will not rely on
an agent's report without con-
firmation from other sources.
So you have to ask, is the price of

agents worth it?

"The CIA's function is not to

seek peaceful solutions to any-
thing," Stockwell concluded.
"It is trained to take action. In
response to those who say
'every nation has its intelli-

gence service, we must have
one too, ' I say we would not have
sunk to this level if we had
eschewed this kind of conduct in

the first place. The KGB is the
biggest liability to Soviet for-

eign policy, and we've copied it

exactly."

Inside the Record

Spy vs. spy:

CIA recruiting

Waterpolo 2nd in

New England

Baha'i faith examined p. 5

Photo essay-

Homecoming

p. 8
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The Winter Study Program is seriously threatened by faculty ready
to ignore overwhelming student approval of the program. The power to

change or eliminate Winter Study lies almost entirely in Faculty hands.

Although students, Admissions, Athletics, and members of the Adminis-

tration all strongly support the program, these interests can only lobby

professors for support in the April Faculty meeting showdown.
President Chandler's mandate to the Winter Study Review Commit-

tee created the widespread impression that the program could not be

eliminated. Yet such alternatives as a Great Books program or

extended regular semesters would be acceptable. The lengthened

semester proposal, in which fall exams would be held after Christmas,

enjoys strong faculty support. Chandler's mandate excludes only an
"empty" January, with no courses offered—and faculty advocates of

this proposal are now banding together to change the mandate.
Students who value the program must act now to create and sell a

plan for a revised Winter Study that will win the support of a majority of

the Faculty. Winter Study can be saved—but only at the expense of some
meaningful changes. Even faculty advocates of the program desire

modifications; any successful package must have the support not only

of these members but of current opponents.

College Council should spearhead and coordinate the battle to save
Winter Study. Long-disparaged because of its lack of direct power, the

Council is perfectly suited for an effort which requires imagination,
energy, and strong vocal chords instead of political muscle. Council
should propose to the Review Committee modifications and alternatives
that carefully consider the principles of Winter Study. It should also
coordinate a concerted effort by Winter Study's many allies to apply
positive pressure in favor of the month-long term.

Individually, students have an equally important role— to lobby
their professors, seriously discussing the issues to find some sort of
middle ground. Faculty deluged by students adamant in their support
for Winter Study may feel pressured or convinced to support the pro-
gram's continuation.

Lack of discretion
College Council has issued public policy statements in the past and

undoubtedly will forge new plans in the future. A letter signed last week
by Council Vice-president John Segal and Secretary Gibson Rymar
supporting a Council discretionary fund was distributed to students'
mailboxes. Although funded with Council monies, the letter reflected
neither a Council edict nor a charge from its officers. Rather, it mir-
rored the personal sentiments of two officers.

That Segal claims the letter was "an official officers' statement"
Ignores the fact that Council President Freddv Nathan refused to sign
the letter and Treasurer Steve Spears was never asked to sign the
statement.

Council should keep students informed on important campus issues
Fundmg and authorizing the personal statements of individual officers
however, is not the purpose of Council funds, whether they are discre-
tionary or not.

'There's a big goodie there

Quote of the Week

Dean Daniel O'Connor pointing out the new
calendar and scheduling change at last
Wednesday's College Council meeting.
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irCKS-ILIETTEIPS
Assumptions

To the editor.

We are disturbed by the Philosophy 221
questionnaire received in our mailboxes
on Friday, November 6. There is an
underlying assumption that everyone
reading the survey has had sexual expe-
rience. This assumption implicitly
approves of pre-marital sex and adds to
its acceptance as a social norm. To take
a private issue and mal<e it a public
standard encourages people to accept
that standard as correct, without ques-
tioning their personal values. We ask
that in the future, more discretion be
exercised in composing questionnaires.

Becky Bangs '82

Bea Avant '82

tinues to go blindly along, refusing to
seriously examine himself and his sex-
ism. I thinlt Steve owes it to women, and
also to himself and other men, to do a
little soul searching. Sexism is forcing
roles and expectations on people accord-
ing to sex rather than individual person-
ality and potential, and this oppresses
men as well as women. Give it some real
thought, Steve, and you will do more for
Williams and yourself than any Record
article or sportscast could.

John Day '83

Advisors

Blind Sexism
To the editor,

I am writing in response to the letters
of Jeff Morrison and Jonathan Meer con-
cerning the criticisms of Steve Epstein's
articles. I agree that Steve loves Willi-
ams and that he really tries hard to share
his enthusiasm in his Record articles and
radio work. However, this does not
excuse the sexist comments to which he
IS prone, and which he seems to make no
effort to avoid. Despite repeated
"gaffes," Steve has made no attempt to
understand the feminist point of view
and seems to take pleasure in provoking
feminists in conversation and even on his
radio show. The first song of his show
after the letters from Liz Jex and Marcia
Voorhis were printed in the Record, and
specifically in response to these letters
was "Hit Me With Your Best Shot."
While his remarks about "sweet young

things" and "teenie-boppers" were
meant as jokes, Steve must realize that
these "terms of endearment" are no joke
for women who have been oppressed and
continue to be oppressed by such roles in
our society. I do not criticize Steve somuch for making these sexist jokes and
remarks per se-sexlsm works in very
subtle and frequently unconscious ways
in all of us and it is often hard to realize
when it is affecting our behavior. What Ido criticize is that despite people point-
ing out the blatant sexism in his articles
and broadcasts for 2 /, years, Steve con-

Correction
In last iir.../. s Record, Kmhy hinnflln

IrlliT was iniDrrrrlly labrlril "Harisl."
rbf lillv. ii/iir/i lens In haw rrnil "Vol
Harisi". linn scl im/jr(i;<iT/y al the priii-

Ivr's. Record smff. who pnuifrvml nil ropy
nflcr lyin'sfllinii. faitfil lo luilirr ihr mis-
Inkv. Thr Record ilvvply ri-frvis ihv mis-

iinilvrslnnilinfis miisvil h\ imr frrnr.

To the editor,

I was disturbed to read an article in the
Sept. 29 issue of the Record entitled "Stu-

dents Attack Non-faculty Advisors."

Although my faculty advisor (Peggy
Sloane, then head of OCC) was a non-

teacher in the formal sense, she contrib-

uted to some of the most valuable

learning experiences of my Williams

career. The wonderful talks and dinners

we had at her house taught me more than

has many a lecture. Peggy spent more
time with her seven advisees than did

most faculty advisors, and not only dur-

ing our freshman year, but also in the

years to come. I know very few faculty

members as well.

So this is a plea ( not too late, I hope) on

behalf of non-teaching faculty members.

Better to have an enthusiastic advisor

who wants to help than a "recruited"

professor who becomes a freshman advi-

sor only because he feels it's expected of

him.
Susan Hobbs '81

Suva, Fiji

Reaffiliation

As co-chairpersons of the Housing

Committee we would like to clarify our

committee's recent decision to affiliate

West College with Spencer House and
Brooks house with Perry-Bascom.
Many people presently consider West

College "overflow housing" and, indeed,

the present system of housing people In

West from both Spencer and Perry rein-

forces this idea of "getting stuck" there.

Despite the fact that some of the rooms In

West are large and spacious, it Is often
viewed as one of the most undesirable
places to live. In an attempt to remove
the stigma which this type of attitude
created, the Housing Committee held an
open meeting to consider the status of
West College.

At the open meeting we came to the
conclusion (based upon the opinions of
past and present residents of West) that
there was little interaction between the
people of West and the other houses in Its
cluster, or among the residents of the
house Itself. In an attempt to improve

Continued on Page 6

Actions must go deeper
by Ann Ingerson

The annual OXFAM fast Is an occasion
to remember the plight of those less for-

tunate than the affluent United States,
particularly appropriate for the week
before we give thanks for our own plenty.
But we should be aware that the prob-
lems of world hunger cannot be solved
with annual or even monthly charitable
donations to meet emergency food
needs.

Philosophy of OXFAM
OXFAM's program includes a large

dose of self-help efforts to reduce long
term dependence on charity from
wealthy nations. This philosophy sounds
similar to President Reagan's
approach: that Lesser Developed Coun-
tries (LDCs) should not depend upon
continued donations from their wealth-
ier northern neighbors.
But there is an important difference.

President Reagan's doctrine follows the
"blaming the victim" line; while a good
portion of the blame may rest with us,

even without our knowledge. Today's
wealthy nations were yesterday's colon-
ial powers; and much of the tragic food
scarcity in former colonies is the conse-
quence of patterns of land ownership,
cash-crop export agriculture, class sys-

tems, and rural urban divisions which
developed largely in response to colonial
relations. For most countries, direct

colonial control has been replaced with
the private influence of large corpora-
tions; but the consequences for local food
production are the same. When peasant
economies meet head-on with modern
capital-intensive politically powerful
countries via "free trade," the distribu-

tion of the mutual benefits which the the-

ory of comparative advantage tells us
should accrue are far from equitable.

Theory In practice
An example in our own backyard is the

meeting of the "city economy" (with a
norm of very high salaries and living

standards) with the "country economy"
based on farm and forest production and
other local industry. In "free competi-
tion" for land and other resources, the

higher purchasing power will win out,

regardless of whether production of

milk, meat, eggs, and vegetables meets
more "basic needs" than production of

second homes and country estates. As in

"Roots of world hunger
go far deeper than

occcasional drought or
local wars.

"

a developing country, resources go to the
most profitable use. With unequal
Income distribution, the most profitable

use is not necessarily the most socially

useful one.

Thinking about world hunger on fast

day, it Is important to keep in mind that

the roots of world hunger go far deeper
than occasional drought or local wars.
And maybe our actions should go deeper
than pity and charitable donations for

the unfortunate.
«

Ann Ingerson, a part-time lecturer at

the Center for Environmental Studies at

Williams College, Is an agricultural
economist.

fionations
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Why fast?
by Kevin Rocap

Thursday November 19, 1981 the Willi-

ams Hunger Action Project (WRAP) is

sponsoring the annual Oxford-American
Famine Relief Fund (OXFAM) "Fast
for a World Harvest." Members of the

college community who fast are taking

part in a nationwide consciousness-
raising event. For each student, on any
Williams board plan, who abstains from
eating in campus dining halls, Food Ser-

vices will send $3.10 in board proceeds to

OXFAM for use in self-help programs in

Nicaragua, combining consciousness-

raising with a form of direct action.

These are the salient, unintrusive facts

about the upcoming fast.

The event, however, should raise more
Intrusive questions. Even among WHAP
members in the past few years there has

seldom been a consensus opinion about

which facet of the fast deserves more
emphasis. Is it more important to raise

money by any available means (since

money may translate into immediate
progress In a positive direction)? Or is it

the act of fasting, of becoming con-

sciously (physically) aware of hunger,

that ought to be stressed? Asked simply:

why fast?

Purpose of fast

The fast is traditionally appraised as
"an effort to show our solidarity with the

hungry people of the world." Though it is

accurate, this statement is reductive by
Its omission of any specific reference to

actual Food/Hunter Issues. In order to

bring these issues into sharper focus, to

make them more Immediate, it is helpful

to observe Food/Hunger issues that

affect us directly.

On the Williams campus, Food-

/Hunger issues generally consist of

"Napkin Board" criticism of Food Ser-

vice recipes. Few, if any, of us know how
much food is consumed annually on cam-
pus or how much is wasted, let alone how
much money is spent to feed a thriving

intellectual community of just over 2(XX)

members. How Why then should we
understand the scope of hunger on an

International, or even a national, level?

The answer is that we do not in general

attempt to bridge that gap In our under-

standing. We are meant to accrue the

benefits of being provided with a "fin-

ished product." That is, we are meant to

be "free" to study (e.g. Political Science

and Economics) without being bothered

by details about where the food we con-

sume is raised, what market it is sold on,

who initiated the purchase, how it was
prepared and what becomes of food
waste. It Is, perhaps, enough to have to

stand in lines waiting for plates of food

which we finally lay our hands on only

after they have been fully prepared for

us, filled with generous portions of the

"finished product."

The food itself often becomes a peri-

pheral element in an activity which is for

the most part social and recreational.

The "controversy" of Row House dining,

for example, is based upon the feared

loss of social coheslveness in the Row
Houses. Eating is also a favorite form of

procrastination since "everyone has to

eat." Everyone does have to eat; eve-

ryone does not eat. The fast is an oppor-

tunity to remind ourselves of more
compelling Food/Hunger issues.

I would but . . .

Typical responses to the fast are: "I

would but I am involved in athletics ... I

tried last year and around dinner time I

just couldn't think anymore . . . No, I

think I have a test that day, but I can give

you more than three dollars anyway." It

is clear that hunger just doesn't fit into

most of our schedules. All of these argu-

ments may certainly be legitimate, but

how many of us take time to glean an
education from the assumptions and

'\)cc;6^tt^

flow of money, power, services or

resources much more significant than

the $3.10 sent by Food Services one day a

year. It is good to consider just how deep

these issues run.

No security

To talk about food and hunger is to talk

about soil, water, fertilizer, pesticides,

small farmers, agribusiness, multina-

tional corporations, supermarkets, food

stamps, cooperatives, sugar-coated
breakfast cereals, roast beef, calorie in-

take, protein deficiencies and a host of

other things that come quickly (?) to

mind. Hunger can no longer be seen as

the distant plight of children and adults

with blank stares and bloated stomachs
whom we see in magazines and on televi-

"If we can't think clearly after one day, can we
imagine the difficulties in organizing Third World
populations to pull themselves up by their boot-

straps?"

implications of these responses? We have

the luxury of choosing to eat or not to eat.

If we can't think clearly after one day,

can we Imagine the difficulties in organ-

izing Third World populations to "pull

themselves up by their boot-straps,"

particularly when the only "boot-

straps" they may have known have dis-

appeared with withdrawing colonial

powers. It Is good and useful to donate

additional money, but three, five or one

hundred dollars Is not an answer.

Consciousness-raising at Williams is

particularly necessary since many grad-

uates will end up in positions where the

decisions they make will represent a

sion waiting for helicopters laden with

crates of food. The initial response to

admittedly abhorrent media Imagery is

just this, "feed them." Such a notion is

naive and insufficient.

Steak and potatoes

As consumers our purchasing habits

support the use of large amounts of time,

energy and money in packaging, adver-

tising and sales of items with little or no
positive nutritional value and often of

items with negative nutritional value.

We also support companies who use
exploitative marketing techniques in

Third World countries. Yet it is clear that

we are as much the victim of harmful

marketing techniques as we are the sup-

porters of these techniques. Examining
the mutual effects of advertising and
consumption can explain and expose cer-

tain hunger causes.

Steak and potatoes

The American Ideal of "steak and
potatoes" is an example of pervasive

societal values. A study In the late 19608

revealed that tjeef eating In America Is

clearly associated with status. In fact,

beef ranked behind only cars and TV as

the most desired item. Frances Moore
Lappe in her book Diet for a Small Planet

points out that even rich European coun-

tries are struck by America's "Great

Steak Religion." The danger of placing

so much Importance upon a meat-

centered diet is that the production of

meat for a relatively elite group of peo-

ple presently entails feeding cattle enor-

mous quantities of protein-rich grain

that could be distributed more equitably.

Fasting encourages reevaluation of per-

sonal lifestyle and food consumption

patterns.

More than vaguely approximating

what it might feel like to be hungry, fast-

ing reminds us of the easy accessibility

of food. Fasting remains for us

merely a question of willpower. What
would we do if resources for break-

ing the fast were unavailable to us? The
goals of the fast would be met if we could
understand the causes of hunger then

envision a world free from hunger. The
actualization of this vision is a call for

direct personal action.

Kevin Rocap "82, is coordinator of the

Williams Hunger Action Project.
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Concert Listing

Thurs,, Nov. 19 Johnny
Coppland, .IB Scott's,

Hall & Gates. Orpheum,
Boston
Bruce Cockburn, Para-

dise, Boston

Nov. 19-22 Bill Staines, Pas-

sim's, Boston

Fri.. Nov. 20 Earth. Wind

and Fire, Hartford Civic

Center

Sat.. Nov. 21 Joan Jett &
the Blackhearts, JB
Scott's, Albany

Iron City Houserockers,

Hullabaloo, Rensselaer

Count Basie & Tony Ben-

nett, Berklee Performance

Cir., Boston

Sun., Nov. 22 Albert King,

Hullabaloo, Rensselaer

Bush Tetras, Rahar's,

Northampton
Grace Jones, Orpheum,

Boston

Nov. 24 thru 28 Teddy Wil-

son. Van Dyck, Schenec-

tady

Nov. 25 Black Sabbath &
Alvin Lee Band with Mick

Taylor, Civic Ctr., Glenns

Fails

prepared by
Toonerville Trolley

Twelfth Night wows audience
.^^l^Hv ..hn.it mistaken iden- on the whole quite go

by Caroline KeUlewell

If you want to sit back and

enjoy two and a half hours of

sheer entertainment, make
sure you get to the Adams Mem
orial Theatre to see the Willi-

amstheatre's fall production of

Shakespeare's Twelfth Night.

The performance is refresh-

ingly unconventional and

delightfully funny.

Twelfth Night, which
revolves around a complicated

love tangle between Viola

(Sheila Walsh i, the Duke Orsino

( Mitchell Anderson ) . and Olivia

(Karin Miller), is a fast-paced

Sam & Dave: soul music has snazz
by Stephanie Brown

Of all the soul singers per-

forming in the '60s, few had such

an electrifying effect upon their

listeners as Sam & Dave.

Though their peak was brief—

1965-1969—the hits "Soul Man"
and "Hold On I'm Comin'

"

included on their Best of Sam &
Dave album represent the land-

marks of Sixties pop music.

For any Rhythm & Blues fan.

The Best of Sam & Dave is a

record that must be included in

any comprehensive collection.

It contains fourteen hits—each

one special, pulsating, and

dynamic. Time magazine glow-

ingly described Sam & Dave as

having "galvanic energy and

commanding musicianship . .

."

The key to the duo's success lies

in this energy and a wonderful

compatability between the two

singers and a big brass section.

Their voices, Sam's higher

and more cutting, Dave's husk-

ier and darker-toned, blend

robustly in mournful harmon-

ized wails or fervent Gospel-

styled shouts. In the background

the band punches out blues riffs

over a pile-driving beat.

The brass and saxophone

players highlight each song

with sustained notes, crescen-

does, and harmonized accents,

and the guitars play in unison

with the melody.

The simplicity of the back-up

instruments only adds to the

energy, allowing the driving

beat to stand alone and not com-

pete with the vocalists. In "You
Got Me Hummin'," for

instance, an organ accents only

the off-beats, while the drums
keep a steady rhythm and a

tambourine also highlights each

beat.

The Gospel-like shouts that

Sam & Dave scream to one

another makes some songs

seem like revival meetings.

"Sing it Sam'. " they yell, or "I

hear you, Dave; Good God, I

hear you! " The listener can't

help but get fired up, jump up

and start clapping in time to the

music. Even on a record, Sam &
Dave still seem to command
their listeners with their evan-

gelist style of singing.

The Best of Sam & Dave

includes the hits "Hold On I'm

Comin' ", "Soul Man," "Soothe

Me," and "You Don't Know
Like I Know." However, every

tune on the album is sheer

dynamite and deserves to be

played religiously morning,

noon, and night by anyone pos-

sessing the album.

comedy about mistaken

titv and confusion. That the Wil-

liams production goes to

unusual lengths to play up this

comedy is obvious from the

very first scene. Viola and her

companion (played by Richard

Dodds) appear on top of the

large box that makes up the

scenery, wearing parachuting

outfits. What follows is an hys-

terical romp, with characters

wearing costumes of old movie

stars, energetically springing

about the stage and using the

entrances and exits to the box

and the trapdoors in the stage to

the fullest degree.

Sheila Walsh's performance

as Viola, the girl who disguises

herself as a boy in order to

become servant to the Duke

Orsino and win his heart, is

excellent. Her frustrations and

despair as she is forced to woo

Olivia for Orsino, and her

annoyance at Olivia's vanity

are real and convincing. Mit-

chell Anderson as Orsino,

dressed as that classic screen

lover Rudolph Valentino, sighs

for Olivia and droops across his

couch in the manner of any

lovesick adolescent. Karin

Miller as the haughty Olivia Is
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Dance Lecture

Remy Charlip, internation-

ally known dancer, choreo-

grapher and author, will show

his nationally-distributed video

program, "Remy Charlip
Dancers," made for WGBH-
Boston and lecture on the pro-

cess of making a T.V. show on

Tuesday, November 18 at 8 p.m.

in the Stetson media Classroom.
Admission is free.

Art Lecture

Gregory Edwards will lecture

on "The Black Artist in the

White World" on Wednesday,
Nov. 18 at 8 p.m. in Room 3 Grif-

fin Hall.

Chamber Choir to Perform

The Chamber Choir of the Wil-

liams Choral Society will give a

free public recital in the audito-

rium of the Clark Art Institute

on Wednesday, November 18 at

8:30 p.m.

Under the direction of Ken-

neth Roberts, Jr., the 32-voice

group will sing works of J. S.

Bach, Edward Elgar, Gyorgy
Ligeti and Wilhelm Stenham-
mar. The major work to be pres-

ented is Bach's Jesu Meine
Freude.a work for five voices

based on a traditional Lutheran

chorale and text and sung in

German.

Scripture Viewing

A viewing of eight sculptures

by H. Lee Hirsche, assisted by

Georgia Click, will be held on

Thursday, Nov. 19 in the Miller

Sculpture Court between Bern-

hard Music Center and Chapin

Hall, from 4:00 to 6:00 p.m.

Refreshments will be served

and the Williams Brass Ensem-
ble will play.

Janson to Lecture

Horst W. Janson, Visiting

Clark Professor will speak on

"Form Follows Function—Or
Does It?" Functional Design

Theory and the History of Art on

Thursday, Nov. 19 at 8: 00 p.m.

in the Clark Auditorium. Admis-

sion is free.

Springstreeters Concert

The Springstreeters, a nine-

man singing group, will per-

form in concert on Saturday,

November 21 at 8 p.m. in

Brooks-Rogers Recital Hall.

Special guests are "The Nota-

bles" of Smith College. The pro-

gram win Include barbershop

harmony, Fifties songs, spiritu-

als, show tunes and general a

vnpiH'Ua melodies. Admission is

free.

quite good,
although she has a tendency to

stand in such a way that her
arms look as though they are
glued to her body.

In a nice bit of humorous
theater, we meet Olivia dressed
in basic black from head to

foot—in mourning for her dead
brother—so that she wanders
about the stage like a shapeless
black blob. When she finally

removes her black garb, she Is

revealed wearing a belly
dancer's outfit, complete with
glittering jewel in the navel. We
are Inclined to ask ourselves at

this point if we are really in a
Shakespearean play.

The answer is a definite yes,

and the clowning characters of

Sir Toby Belch (Charlie Sin-

ger), Sir Andrew Aguecheek
(Gordon Compton) and Feste
the clown (Victoria Price)—
looking respectively like Oliver

Hardy, Stan Laurel, and
Humphrey Bogart—rush the

play forward with hilarity.

These characters, springing

like Jack-in-the-boxes across

the set, make the most use of the

many entrances and exits on the

stage. Singer and Price—once
more brightening the Williams
stage—are ceaselessly funny,

with Sir Toby's raucous gaiety

and Feste's clever wit. And yet

when the moment comes for

Feste to reveal a depth of pain-

ful human emotion, Price does

so convincingly. Gordon Comp-
ton's first step onto the Williams

stage is a success, as he droops

and skitters about the stage.

Perdita Finn as the confidante

to Olivia, was vampishly
Continued on Page 9

An informal meeting
regarding the Williamsthea-

tre production of The Three

Cuckolds will be held on Wed-

nesday, Nov. 18 at 4:00 p.m.

in the Adams Memorial
Theatre auditorium.

The production, which
rehearses in January for a

February 11 opening, will be

done in the style of comme-

dia dell 'arte, an extremely

physical, broad, Improvised

comedy. The director, Jill

Nasslvera, is looking for

jugglers, musicians and

acrobats as well as actors

and actresses for the produc-

tion which will be played in

traditional masks and cos-

tumes. The meeting on Nov.

18 will address all questions

concerning the production

style, the audition process

and the rehearsal period.

For his lifestyle

FROM

fM€ CLIP 1H©P
The 1980's man is lool<ing for neat shorter cuts

|ust right for his active lifestyle The stylists of

The Clip Shop have a variety of fashionable looks

to offer They know the importance, too, in treat-

ing each client as a different individual taking

into consideration the hair, the bone structure,

features and lifestyle of a person. Then, from
their library of styles and techniques, via video,

they select what would be most suitable

The Clip Shop would also like to remind every-

one that gift certificates are available for all servi-

ces, and are great as gifts for his lifestyle

There are three convenient locations:

WILLIAMSTOWN,
458-9167

MA, PITTSFIELD, MA.
447-9576

BENNINGTON, VT.

(802) 442-9823

TONIGHT
Beat the Clock Night

Pitchers start at $2, but

prices increase every half hour!

WEDNESDAY
Jim Bayliss will perform

guitar and vocals, rock and folk.

\

Baha'is seek

spiritual truth
by Cathy •lames

Would you have believed in

Moses, Mohammed, Jesus or

Buddha if they had lived in the

recent—not distant—past? This

question is a compelling one to

the followers of Baha'u'llah, a

recent (by Scriptural stand-

ards) prophet who appeared in

Persia in the 19th Century and
claimed to be the next mes-
senger from God. His writings

and teachings form the basis of

the Baha'i Faith, a religion, that

has recently come to the Willi-

ams campus, but is practiced in

nearly every country of the

world.

The Baha'iClubis a new cam-
pus group, headed ijy two
Baha'is,Peter Farwell and Gor-

don Coates '8'2. In Fireside dis-

cussions (as some Baha'i public

meetings are called), the Club

introduces people to the tenets

of the Baha'i faith anddiscusses
these and related issues.

"We are trying to make the

campus aware," says Farwell,

"of the right and duty of each
individual to investigate truth

for himself."

Coates, who became a Baha'i

last summer, explained some of

his reasons for embracing the
Baha'i faith: "Baha'u'llah
claimed to be a messenger of

God for this age in man's devel-

opment ... the teachings made
a lot of sense to me."
Janeth Keally '85, who though

not a Baha'i has attended some
of the Club's meetings, said the

Faith interested her because "it

encourages you to investigate

whether 'here is a God or not."

Baha'is believe that the rituals

of many religions are emphas-
ized more than the original

essence of the Prophet-
Founder's teachings. There is

no clergy; rather, Baha'is
organize by electing represen-

tatives from their communities
to serve on nine-member
assemblies on the local stage,

and national world levels. The
elected body for the world is the

Universal House of Justice,

located In Haifa, Israel. The
decision-making process of

these nine people is considered

to be divinely guided, and is

"invested with the authority to

legislate on all matters not

covered in the Baha'i Writings."

The principal tenets of the

Baha'i Faith, as revealed by

Baha'u'llah, are the beliefs in

one God, the essential unity of all

divinely revealed religions in

the equality of all races, the

equality of men and women, and
universal peace, upheld by a

world government. Baha'is
believe that science and reli-

gion should thrive in harmony:
"science without religion leads

to materialism and destruction;

religion without science breeds

fanaticism and superstition."

Heaven and hell exist in the

Baha'iFaith only as symbols for

perfection and inperfection,

Heaven being harmony with

God's will and fellow mankind
and Hell being the want of such

harmony. Baha'is believe in life

after death as a transferral

from one state to the next, each
successive state bringing one
closer to God. Bahais believe

that one important difference

between their faith and other

religions is that the Baha'i Faith

sets forth a structure for the

entire world.

Farwell explained further:

"The Baha'iFaitht)elieves every-

thing you do should exemplify

what you believe, that religion

is a way to live, not a separate

activity.

The Baha' i Message in the Prophet's Words
Baha'u'llah wrote on a great many suhjeil.i ilttrinn his 75-year life.

The following excerptsfrom His writings on topics ofcurrent interest

are taken from Baha'u'llah and the ,\i'u' Era by J. E. Esslemont:

On racial p rejudice: "In the sight of God there is no difference

between the various races . . . The lovers of mankind, these are

the superior men, of whatever nation, creed or color they may
be."
On nationalism: "It is not his to boast who loveth his country,

but it is his who loveth the world."

On economic inequality: "It is important to limit riches, as it

is also of importance to limit poverty; either extreme is not

good."
On women: "Force is losing its dominance, and mental alert-

ness, intuition, and the spiritual qualities of love and service, in

which woman is strong, are gaining ascendency.

On religion: Religion is the greatest instrument for the order

of the world. The essence of faith is fewness of words and abun-

dance of deeds."

The Baha'i House ol Worship in Wilmette, III., stands as a symlMl ot the unity o< all religions, one of the tenets ol
the Baha'i Faith.

In Other Ivory Towers
College of the Holy Cross

Former Charge d'Affaires at

the U.S. Embassy in Tehran, L.

Bruce Laingen, addressed a

crowd at Holy Cross on the eve

of the second anniversary of the

hostage crisis, November 3.

Laingen, who was held as a hos-

tage after the taking of that

Embassy by Iranian militants

in 1979, stressed the importance
of Iran in the Middle East, and
called the Embassy seizure an
example of the Iranian "scape-

goat syndrome"—the tendency
of Iranians to look outward
toward external foes rather

than inward toward Iran's own
Internal problems. Yet Laingen
also emphasized what the Uni-

ted States could learn from the

Iranian crisis. "We must recog-

nize how much Influence we can
achieve," he asserted, "and
also, that In the long run, a coun-

try will make its own decision no

matter how we would like to see

things develop."

Wesleyan University

Two Merlden, Conn, men
claiming to be members of the

Ku Klux Klan were encountered

on the evening of October 29 on

the Wesleyan campus, just one

week after the posting of racist

signs had raised ^virulent con-

troversy at that university.

According to the Wesleyan

Argus, tne two men were met in

a residential house, where they

told one student that they did not

like the anti-gun pin he wore on
his jacket. The two men—one of

whom announced his member-
ship in the KKK and remarked,
"Join the Klan and protect the

land"—became embroiled in a

loud discussion with several

other students, until a security

officer arrived and ushered the

men out.

Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute

Alcohol abuse is growing in

severity at RPI according to a

report in the school's paper, the

Polytechnic. The Interfrater-

nity Council, the Dean of Stu-

dents' office and RPI Medical
director Dr. Joseph Pahl have

joined forces to tackle it.

According to Pahl, students

with serious alcohol-related

illnesses—such as alcohol
detoxification with convulsions,

and severe blood loss due to

vomiting—check into the infir-

mary and hospital every week-

end. The majority of these

cases Involve freshmen, and
women account for an increas-

ing number of the cases.

The reform program RPI is

Instituting consists of a "cam-

pus awareness program,"
(including publicity, presenta-

tions, and a list of guidelines for

parties) , and a new by-law to be
voted on by the Interfrat council

which would threaten a frat

with social probation if It serves

so much alcohol that it

endangers life or property.

Hamilton College

Prohibition ended at Hamil-

ton this October, when the Stu-

dent Assembly passed a

resolution to allow the consump-

tion of alcoholic beverages any-

where at the college—in dorms,

dining halls and on campus
grounds—a continued ban on

liquor at athletic contests being

the only exception. Previously,

the Guide to Policies and Proce-

dures ol Hamilton College for-

bade alcoholic beverages
anywhere except in the Hub
(the college pub) and in student

rooms. Greg Doyle, Student

Assembly president, explained

that the resolution reflected a

realistic view that drinking

occurs on campus anyway, and

that the ban in the case of sport-

ing events was a result of the

Assembly's concern that non-

college people could be adver-

sely effected by alcohol-induced

behavior at emotional contests.

The Record will run classifieds at 25C per line. Deadlines are 4:00 p.m.
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Luttwak defends Reagan policy
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by Philip Bustli

Consultant to the Reagan
administration Edward Lut-

twalt described and defended
the Administration's foreign

and military policy last Monday
in Brooks-Rogers Hall.

A largecrowd heard Luttwak,
a research professor at George-
town University, predict a tense

world situation in the 1980s in a

speech entitled ''Rumors of

War: the Emerging Foreign
Policy of the Reagan Adminis-
tration."

Luttwak, who is a consultant

to both the Defense Department
and National Security Council,

described the current military

buildup as an attempt to redress
imbalances caused by U.S.

defense cuts in the 1970s and the
expense of our effort to become
"the world's largest Southeast
Asian power," while the U.S.S.R.

steadily increased its military

power.

The Carter administration
understated American military

weakness during the 1980 elec-

tion campaign, according to

Luttwak, who was "literally

speechless" when he finally

learned the truth from outgoing
Defense Secretary Harold
Brown. The result was a pro-

jected military buildup much
greater than anticipated. A $50

billion increase between 1980

and 1982 is "not chickenfeed,"
admitted Luttwak, "but looking

at the forces arrayed against us,

it's not much at all."

"Caspar Weinberger de-
serves credit," said Luttwak,
for rejecting the "$40 billion

monstrosity" of the land-based
MX missile system, opting
instead for a cheaper, faster

deployment plan. Luttwak also
praised the decision to produce
100 B-1 bombers, saying "the
Stealth bomber is eight or more
years way, and the years of mil-

itary poverty are now."
On the issue of the draft, Lut-

twak described three ways to

build and maintain a good
army: paying huge salaries,

iron discipline, or conscription.

He defended the latter as the

logical choice militarily, but
noted objections. "This idea

doesn't meet with enthusiastic

response, since President Rea-
gan and his advisers really

believe in freedom of choice.

They have profound ideological

Take a bottle

of wine home

for

Tlianksgiving.

1979 Beaujolais

Villages

$6.49/bottle

resistance to conscription."

Luttwak emphasized repeat-

edly that while the spending
program will reduce American
military inferiority in the long

run, the short-term situation is

precarious: "The Soviets will

be subjected to great tempta-

tion ... to exploit their tempor-

ary military advantage for

permanent gain. Our problem is

to navigate the next ten years

while preventing Soviet adven-
tures . . . Afghanistan is one
example of a great continental

empire expanding Its frontiers

toward coming bad times."

Luttwak pointed to China's

sparsely populated northwest

as a likely site for a Soviet

"blitzkrieg" that would
"change the shape of China
from an orange to a banana."

The U.S. could not stand by and
see this happen," said Luttwak.

"Once we resolve to be a great

power, everything we do
depends on the world balance of

power . . . this would upset it . .

.

we need not interfere in the

border dispute between
Rwanda and Burundi, but in

most other conflicts we must
interfere."

Luttwak said that the rele-

vance of American military

power to crises varies widely.

"In Poland the relevance is

about zero ... if the Soviets

invade, it will be because they

believe the regime is in danger,

regardless of us."

By contrast, noted Luttwak,

"the relevance in the Persian

Gulf is about complete . . . the

U.S. would not allow Gulf oil

production to be disrupted . . .

Reagan must be ready to put

troops around the oil fields, and
any other forces necessary . . .

It's no use protecting our allies

against other threats if not

against a cutoff of oil."

Luttwak predicted progress

on arms control. ' 'The Russians

would rather deal with a tough,

businesslike guy like Reagan
than a fundamentally unrelia-

ble softie. They hated Carter."

However, Luttwak expects

continuing difficulties with

Europe. He described northern

European politicians as "tech-

nocrats . . . without global

vision." They are in "paraly-

sis," since they have no com-
mon ground with their younger
generation, which is idealistic,

no longer willing to accept

material prosperity as some-

thing worth fighting for, he

noted.

Homecoming 1981: a panoply of emotion

Joseph Lehman of the State Department listens as Stephen Daggett ol the

Coalition for a New Foreign and Military Policy criticizes the Reagan

administration defense spending increases at last Wednesday's nuclear

arms debate. (Farley)

Panel advocates nuclear disarmament
by Peter Nicholas

"All panelists agree that

something must happen to stop

the tide of nuclear weapons
increase," remarked Peter
Kramer, physics professor and
moderator of last Wednesday
night's panel debate on the

nuclear arms buildup. "What
they disagree on is how to

achieve this reduction in

weapons."

The debate, sponsored by the
student group "If the Bomb
Drops, What Else Matters?"
was held in conjunction with the

Union For Concerned Scient-

ists' nationwide National Con-

Workshop attracts writers
by Sara Ferris

After five weeks of operation,

the Writing Workshop has met
with enthusiasm and support

from both students and faculty,

according to Suzanne Graver,
lecturer in English and Coordi-

nator of the Workshop.

The Workshop averages
about 15 students per week, with
Sunday afternoon being the

most popular time slot. "Places
like Smith and Wesleyan get

roughly 200 students per semes-
ter, which is about 16 per week.
We're averaging that now," she
said. "Our sense is that it will

increase as time goes on." Last
week 21 students used the

Workshop.

The Workshop has not been in

operation long enough for

faculty to notice any effect on
student wrotlng, according to

some professors. "I've seen one
paper, and that's really too little

to go on," said English Profes-

sor Arthur Carr.

Graver emphasized that the

program is "designed not to

deal with acute difficulties . . .

we really are trying to address
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the writing problems many stu-

dents have."

Graver added that the Work-
shop can aid all students. "It's

not just for English majors and
it's not just for freshmen. We
don't check the subject mat-
ter." Tutors reported seeing

history, classics and political

science papers as well as Eng-
lish essays.

Graver touched briefly on
reasons students may be reluc-

tant to use the Workshop. "I

think at a place like Williams
students find it difficult to

acknowledge that they need
help ... I would hope that the

Workshop could be seen as a

part of the everyday life of the

College."

At a tutors' meeting last Fri-

day, student tutors discussed

common writing difficulties.

Most problems, according to the

tutors, seem to fall into two
categories: grammar and
organization. Tutors are
trained to identify such prob-

lems and have a wide range of

style manuals and texts for

reference.

Graver noted that this mate-
rial represents "a collaborative

effort—faculty have contrib-

uted handouts they use in class

and we have departmental writ-

ing guides."

Tutors seemed pleased with
the response to the program.
"We have gotten nothing but

good feedback," remarked
Dave Lipscomb '83.

Tutor Susan Oppenheimer '84

observed that some students
visit tutors for help during hours
that the Workshop is not open. "I
had someone knock on my door
at midnight one night," she
said. "It's really hard to say 'I

just can't help you.'
"

vocation on Nuclear War.
Stephen Daggett, the first

panelist and the director of

Budget Priorities for the Coali-

tion for a New Foreign and Mil-

itary Policy, warned that the

Reagan administration's
defense spending hike and doc-

trine for the use of nuclear arms
is enhancing the likelihood of

war.

"The administration is for-

getting the lessons we learned
from the Cuban missile crisis;

namely, that political conflicts

get a momentum of their own
and can snowball out of control.

Reagan's detailed plans for

using nuclear weapons at differ-

ent levels of escalation— to

deter the Soviets from actions in

the Third World and the Persian
Gulf, for example—have the

danger of escalating to the high-

est levels of destruction," said

Daggett.

The Kennedy administration

changed its military doctrine

after the Cuban missile crisis

from one which envisaged
nuclear war as "winable" to a

policy where nuclear weapons
are seen as a deterrent threat,

to be used at only the highest

levels of escalation, said Dag-
gett. This doctrine, he asserted,

reduced tensions between the

Soviet Union and the United

States and paved the way to

detente.

"I know I might be the heavy
here," commented Joseph Leh-
man, a representative of the

U.S. State Department. "I am in

the position of having to support
the Reagan administration's

defense spending increases . . .

For the U.S. to allow the Soviets

to gain predominance in

Europe, for instance, where
Soviet conventional forces out-

deploy NATO two or three to

one, is inviting aggression. The
only way to coerce the Soviets to

the negotiating table to talk

about arms reduction is to coun-
ter their threat with a coordi-

nated nuclear weapons strategy
that will show them the U.S. Is

not intimidated.

"The logic of nuclear wea-
pons is a strange one,

'

' admitted
Lehman. "The United States'

possession of them has been one
of the most important factors in

the preservation of peace and
the protection of the territorial

integrity of Europe since World
War II. Given this, we must
approach disarmament in a
cold-blooded fashion: we must
show the Soviets we are eager
for disarmament, but must do
everything we can to defend our
interests if they are not like-

minded."

Spencer-Brooks-
Continued from Page 2

this situation the Housing Com-
mittee recommended changing
the physical plant of West to

create a commons room. While
this change in the physical plant

would help improve the image
of West, we felt that it alone

would not be enough to remove
the stigma of "overflow" hous-

ing. Consequently, the Commit-
tee decided that West should, in

the future, be affiliated exclu-

sively with Spencer.

We felt that it would be best for

the housing community as well

as the individual houses and
their governments if social

units were of approximately
equal size.

House presidents would share
similar perspectives on difficul-

ties regarding governance,
unity and the allocation of SAT
funds and would, in turn, find

the Housing Committee a more
effective forum for the resolu-

tion of common concerns. With
the Inclusion of West College,

the Spencer unit would well

exceed 100 people while Perry
would have approximately 60

members. Rather than settle

for this discrepancy, we

decided, by unanimous deci-

sion, to affiliate Brooks with
Perry. Both houses would then

have a number of affiliates

fairly consistent with the other

houses on campus. The housing
categories would now be:

Spencer-Woodbridge; West and
Perry - Bascom - Chadbourne -

Brooks.

We apologize not for our deci-

sion regarding Brooks House,

but for the process by which we
carried it out. While we gave the

College community advance
notice of our discussion regard-

ing West College, we failed to

advertise the ensuing discus-

sion regarding Brooks House.
While we are not ready to recon-

sider the future of West College,

we have requested that the CUL
allow us to continue our discus-

sion on Brooks House. This

Thursday, at 7 p.m. in Spencer
Living Room, the Housing Com-
mittee will hold an open meet-
ing concerning the affiliation of

Brooks House with Perry-
Bascom. We welcome thts

opportunity to meet with you.

John O'Rorke '82

Kathleen Merrigan '82

f
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A plea for student power EPHRAIM bv Banevicius

by Brett McDonnell

Students of Williains, unite!

We face a great ehallenge.

Upperclassmen complain about

a decline in living quality; tlie

loss of Row House dining, tli(>

ban on dogs on campus, etc. We
seem powerless in ttie face of

changes which affect our lives

greatly.

What to do?

Seize power.

Students at Williams have lit-

tle institutional power. Of
course, there arc a few student

positions on the Committee on
Education Policy (CEP) and
the Committee on Undergradu-
ate Life (CUD, and there is

always the College Council.

However, the College Council

has little real power over admi-
nistrative and faculty decisions

as far as I can see. Further, stu-

dents have little say about the

most important part of College

government—the College ad-

ministrative budget. The ad-

ministration is free to listen to

student opinions—or ignore
them.

I recently experienced a per-

sonal example of this feeling of

importance. I was supposed to

write an article for The Record
on a faculty discussion on eva-

luating student performance.
The organizers were afraid my
presence would inhibit discus-

sion and did not let me in.

Now, the professors involved

had perfectly good reasons for

their action. They are not ogres.

However, their secrecy does
reveal a certain contempt for

students. Dialogue between
teachers and students on stu-

dent performance and teaching
methods would have been inter-

esting and informative for both
sides— if they were considered
to be on equal ground. Clearly,

the professors involved do not

view students as partners in the

educational process. The bit

about Mark Hopkins on a log is

just so much dead wood.

This general attitude is not

peculiar to Williams. It is proba-

bly less extreme here than at

most colleges. The American
teacher-student relationship is

essentially and absolutely
unequal. Administrators every-

where are basically oblivious to

the demands of all but their

superiors. So much for

democracy.
We cannot rely on the benevo-

lence of individual teachers and
administrators, good as they

might be. We need institutional

power. Student seats on impor-
tant committees must be
enlarged. The College Council

must obtain real power, .^ll

major measures affecting stu-

dents must be reviewed b>' stu-

dents who have the power to

change or defeat those mea-
.sur(>s. It is a travesls' of justice

and the democratic ideal for

decisions like Row House dining

to be made without students

having a real, institutional

voice in the matter.

How do we bring this about?

We do have weapons availa-

ble. These include talking to

those in power, increased activ-

ity on the part of student lead-

ers, petitioning, demonstrating

and even, as a last resort, strik-

ing. It has been done. Of course,

events are unlikely to come to

such an extreme impasse.

The choice is between action

or inaction, power or helpless-

ness, continued ineffectual

grumbling or effective
intervention.

We have nothing to lose but

our chains.

IN lJHJLSe.-(2RL' nN THt

RALLY Fob equal RI&Mrs?J
HAVE A M^-jS/VE mfi.cii

1 flt^V RAU-V To Pf..N0Urir£

r^f.v|SM Af-^AlNST '.vJOMen

Should the CIA propose to WilHams?
by Greg Heires

Sam Schuchat
Geoff Mamlet

Last year the Central Intelli-

gence Agency came to Williams
to recruit undergraduates with-

out eliciting any significant stu-

dent or faculty outcry. On
Wednesday, November 18, a

CIA recruiter will be at the

Office of Career Counseling.

The CIA is an institution

which violates the principles

and values that this college

seeks to inculcate in its stu-

dents. Allowing the CIA to

recruit here amounts to an
implicit acceptance of its poli-

cies and histories, and is not in

the best interest of Williams
students.

As dictated by its original

charter, the National Security

Act of 1947, the CIA was estab-

lished solely to gather intelli-

gence data through foreign

surveillance. It was not long,

however, before the CIA went
beyond the scope of its charter.

The Agency played an impor-
tant role in ensuring European
acceptance of the Marshall
Plan, by defending the political

opposition to the Plan. Methods
used included infiltrating labor
unions and political parties of

Western European countries.

Considerations of space pre-

vent us from listing the full

extent of CIA covert operations
abroad; in 1961, for instance,

the CIA made repeated
attempts to assassinate Patrice

Lumumba, President of the

Republic of the Congo. Perhaps
the most well known instance of

sustained subversive activity

on the part of the CIA was its

effort to "destabilize" and ulti-

mately overthrow the demo-
cratically elected government
of Salvador AUende in Chile in

1973. The CIA's campaign
against AUende from 1970 to

1973 included worsting against

communists in the labor unions,

manipulating the Chilean news
media, and maintaining close

ties with the military.

The CIA's charter also pro-

hibits domestic surveillance.

Yet, in 1975, the Rockefeller

Commission (of which Ronald
Reagan was a member) con-

cluded that domestic spying and
spying on U.S. citizens abroad
constitute a clear violation of

the CIA's charter. The Rocke-
feller Commission discovered
that "over a 20-year period the

CIA had opened more than
200,000 pieces of mail, and pho-

tographed more than 2.7 million

envelopes in the U.S." In addi-

tion, the CIA "compiled files on

7,200 American citizens" and
"wiretapped or physically sur-

veilled American newsmen
between 1959 and 1972 to learn

their sources of classified

information."

Many Williams students
would probably argue that one
could work for the CIA and not

be involved in dirty tricks by
sticking to some "inoffensive"

job. However, as John Stock-

well, former CIA station chief In

Angola, has pointed out in his

book, In Search of Enemies, the

Agency is not entirely honest

about what it does, or what its

employees do;

My CIA recruiters lied to

me about the clandestine ser-

vices as they swore me in.

They Insisted the CIA func-

tioned to gather intelligence.

It did not kill, use drugs, or

damage people's lives, they

assured me. These lies were
perpetuated, in the following

year of training courses.

Stockwell goes on to point out

that there is actually a "revolv-

ing door" for staff people
between the overt and covert

wings of the CIA, so that the Wil-

liams graduate who was hired

for economic analysis could find

him or herself faced with the

choice of supporting a coup
d'etat in a sovereign nation or

resigning.

We think that the College

should not permit an organiza-

tion that lies to its employees,
disrupts the democratic elec-

tions of sovereign nations,

attempts to assassinate heads
of state, and violates the Consti-

tutional rights of U.S citizens to

interview here.

Students should hear both sides

Budweiser.
KING OF BEERS.

ATHLETE OF THE WEBC

This week's recipient is senior Brian

Daniell. As co-caplain of the soccer team.

Brian has led the Wiiliams defense all year.

If'ith a lonp reach and quick reflexes, he

has thwarted opposinfc attackers repeat-

edly, keeping the Ephmen in the game.

Brian, this Bud's for you!

by Steve Willard

On November 18, a CIA
recruiter will come to Williams
to speak with students about
careers in the CIA. Several stu-

dents and faculty at Williams
are currently working to organ-
ize a movement to deny the CIA
the opportunity to recruit here. I

feel that the success of this

movement would be a disser-

vice both to the Williams com-
munity and to opponents of the

CIA.

The students and faculty

opposed to CIA recruitment
argue that allowing the CIA to

recruit on campus is an implicit

endorsement of the policies of

the agency. Such a relationship

exists, however, only in the

minds of the members of this

protest movement. In the OCC
interviewing process, the Col-

lege merely offers students the

opportunity to meet and talk

with prospective employers
locally so that the academic life

of Williams seniors is disrupted

as little as possible. Williams
makes no more endorsement of

the CIA than it does the actions

of Morgan Guarantee or other

firms who recruit here. The Col-

lege simply offers a service to

1^
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Ephs fall to Jeffs, 21-17
November 17, 1981

by Stevf Epstein

In a gamp emblematic of its

season as a whole, the football

team lost despite winning in

almost every statistical cate-

gory. The Ephmen fell, 21-17, to

the Lord Jeffs of Amherst, who
won their first Little Three title

since 1968.

The game, which dropped the
Ephs to 3-5 for the season,
started dramatically as senior
quarterback John Lawler
returned from an injury to cata-
pult the Ephs to a 17-14 halftime
lead. But a Jeff Hughes 3-yard
touchdown scamper in the third

quarter gave Amherst the
contest.

Ted Thomas, the freshman
fullback, again was the bright
spot for the Ephs. For the
second consecutive week Tho-
mas ran for over 100 yards (130
yds, 26 carries, 1 TD) punishing
the Jeffs defense and gaining
much of his yardage in key
situations.

The Ephs fell behind 7-0 just 3

minutes into the game when Jan
Ostendarp (the Amherst
coach's son) befuddled the Eph
special teams and jaunted 92

yards down the visitors side line

with a punt return for a score.

An amazing 42-yard pass
from Lawler to senior speedster
Micah Taylor set up the Ephs
first score of the day. The play
kept alive a 15-play 82 -yard
drive that culminated in a Tho-

mas plunge from one yard out.

The score made it 7-7.

The Jeffs gave Williams its

second scoring opportunity,
catching the fumblitis that had
plaqued Williams the week
before. On their first play from
scrimmage, the Jeffs coughed
up the football and senior line-

man Steve Doherty recovered.
The fumble gave the Ephs a
first down on the Jeffs' 28 yard
line. It took just two plays for

the gridders to score from
there. A 22-yard pass from
Lawler to senior tight end Craig
Overlander brought Williams
inside the ten yard line, and then
senior Jay Wheatley went in for

six. Wheatley finished the day
with 75 yards on 12 carries.

A seven-play 69-yard drive for

the Jeffs followed to tie the
score. The major damage was
done by quarterback Brian Cur-
ran, who threw 23 yards to end
Dave Siiliman for the tying
score. Before the half ended, a
34 yard field goal by senior Rich
Coomber made it 17-14.

The second half was a defen-
sive struggle, with the Ephs
entire defensive line, lineback-
ing corps, and secondary play-
ing well against a potent
Amherst offense. But 8:04
remained when the Jeffs finally

hit paydirt. An 82-yard drive
took 14 plays and culminated in

a Jeff Hughes TD. This tally

gave the Jeffs their four point
margin of victory.

Amherst edges kickers
by Dave Woodworth

Controlling the entire game,
Amherst nipped the Ephmen, 1-

0, in varsity soccer on Saturday.
The Jeff's snagged the winner
on a perfect shot by John Steele
with only seven seconds left in

the first half. The score was the
only blemish in an outstanding
game played by frosh goalie
Ted Murphy.

Steele's goal was the culmina-
tion of an Amherst attack that
started with the opening kickoff
and did not end until the final
whistle. The Lord Jeffs domi-
nated the first half in terms of
ball control and field position,

but could not seem to put the
ball in the net.

Several scoring opportunities
were stymied by goalkeeper
Murphy, who played brilliantly
in his first start of the season,
and at least two shots deflected
off the crossbar. It appeared
that, with Murphy's play and a
little luck, the Ephs could get
out of the half without being
scored upon.

However, with about 20
seconds left, Steele took a kick
from Amherst keeper Fred Jor-
dan, dribbled up the alley on the
left sideline, crossed inside and
turned loose a shot from about
20 yards out. Murphy did not
have a chance to save it, as the
ball was placed perfectly, hook-
ing just inside the far post.

Williams' play intensified in

the second half, but Amherst's
high-powered front line kept the
pressure on the Eph defenders.
Brian Daniell '82, Reg Jones '82,

David Barry '82, Aytac Apaydin
'83, and Willy Stern '83 pre-

vented the Lord Jeffs from scor-

ing again, but the Ephs' own
attack was unable to mount a
serious threat on the Amhers-t
goal.

Jordan's real test came with

about 10 minutes left in the

match as he was forced to come
out on Tad Chase '82. Chase got

off a shot, but Jordan somehow
managed to get a piece of it and
deflected it wide of the net.

Amherst fired 21 shots at the
besieged Murphy, who made
saves on 13 of them. By con-
trast, Williams was only able to

muster 12 shots on goal, and Jor-
dan saved 8 in recording the
shutout for the Jeffs.

Coach Mike Russo expressed
disappointment with the team's
performance against Amherst.
The loss, as he put it, "was just

one of those things. We lost on a
great shot, but he should never
have gotten it off. I guess that
was the story of our season."
Russo also noted, "We had the
better of the play in the mid-
field, but lacked explosiveness
in the penalty box, which is

where games are won and lost.

We played well, but just not well
enough to win. Amherst is a

good side, but they really did not
outplay us, except on the
scoreboard."

Williams finished the year
with an overall record of 3-7-2.

Commenting on the team's poor
showing this season, Russo
said , "We made a lot of progress
during the season, after an 0-4

start. Our guys played up to

their potential, and kept a good
attitude. With a few breaks, our
season would have been very
different."

Senior defensive tackle Joe Ross corrals Amherst quarterback Brian Curran In the Lord Jeffs' 21-17 victory.

(Farley)

Three Ephwomen run to nationals
by Patricia Hellman

Facing Amherst and thirteen

other teams, the women's cross-
country team competed at the
women's Division III NCAA
New Englands, held at Franklin
Park, in Boston this week. The
team had been gearing up all

year for the race, because in

order to qualify for the nation-

als, it was necessary to be
among the top 12 finishers.

Competition was intense for

the 12 spots. Williams' senior
Liz Martineau raced out in

second place for the first V/2

miles, but started falling back
in the pack until, with a half
mile to go, coach Bud Fisher,

yelled "you're in 12th place!

"

This galvanized Martineau into

action, and she sped past two of
the girls ahead of her, finishing

in 10th place, and gaining her-
self a spot on the New England
division team.

Seniors Tricia Hellman and
Sue Marchant ran strong and
steady races, ending up in sixth

and ninth, respectively, also
winning themselves a trip out to

Wisconsin for the NCAA nation-
als. These three were all within
six seconds of each other, and 20
seconds from 13th place.

Also putting in excellent per-
formances for Williams were
Kerry Malone '84, Chinyere
Uwah '85, and Susan Bragdon
'83 who finished 23rd, 24th, and
26th respectively. This put all

the Williams runners in the top
one-third of the field.

Williams ended up second in

the team competition, narrow-
ing the margin between them-

selves and Middlebury over that
of previous meets this year.
Team scores were Middlebury
46, Williams 72, Southeastern
Mass. 87, Bowdoin 121, and
Bates 144. Seven other schools
competed, including Amherst
and Wesleyan, who failed to

host full teams.

Two weeks ago, Amherst won
the women's Little Three cross-

country meet. Not content with
mere victory, they felt it neces-
sary to steal Williams' team
mascot, the Little Bear. Leav-
ing Williamstown with their

precious cargo, they yelled a
gleeful "bear left" from the
window of their van.

Stealing the Little Bear didn't
seem to work to Amherst's
advantage. Wherever the Bear
is, we know it's on our side.

Harriers fly to season's final wire
by Lyman Casey

The last two weeks of the
cross country season are
always tough, with the New
England Championships and
the Division III qualifying meet
facing the Ephmen at Franklin
Park.

The Division III qualifying
meet last weekend was a day
marked by good races by many
of the harriers. Sophomore John
Nelson was frustrated in his
attempt to qualify for nationals
as a sophomore (a trick turned
by very few) but finished 33rd in

a strong 25:06. Junior Lyman
Casey came up with perhaps his

best effort yet for Williams fin-

ishing two seconds in back of
Nelson in 36th place. Brian Angle
'84 also had a major personal
breakthrough, running 25: 20.

Keeping the pack tight were
Dan Riley '83 at 25: 33 and Chris
O'Neill '84 at 25: 56. The team
effort was good for seventh
place.

On November 7, the Ephmen
fell victim to a crowded start at

New Englands when a runner in

front of them tripped, causing a
pile-up which included Chuck
Stewart '82, Angle, and Riley. In

addition, the team was without
the services of soph star Nelson,
who was resting up in anticipa-

tion of a dogfight for nationals

qualifying. Nevertheless, the
Ephs came through with some
solid performances in placing
17th in the field of 28 Division I,

II and III teams. Casey was in

first for the team in 25: 30. Fol-

lowing him by twenty seconds
were O'Neill and Stewart, who
came up with a great race in

spite of the starting-line
mishap.

The results of the 1981 cam-
paign bode well for the 1982

squad, which returns all of the

varsity except Captains Stewart

and Gordon Coates, and which
will have Bo Parker '84 return-

ing from a year's absence. The
team also expects the team
mascot, "Bear", to be along for

the full season.

Reds to play in Purple Valley

Ephman Eric Stein '84 harasses an
pursuit.

Amherst kicker as Rob Kusel '83 gives

(Doherty)

Tuning up for its 1981-1982

campaign, the men's varsity
basketball team will take on a
touring Yugoslavian squad in

Lasell Gymnasium this Friday.
Yugoslavia, which won the 1980
Olympic Gold medal in basket-
ball, has a strong claim to hav-
ing the best amateur players in

the world.

The Ephmen will scrimmage
one of three Yugoslavian teams
currently touring the U.S. The
top team, which won the gold
medal, will be playing teams
from the Atlantic Coast Confer-
ence. The second team, which
has four Olympians, will play
Easter Eight squads. The last

team, which is the third best
from the country, will face a
variety of schools including four
Division I teams, a Division II

team and Williams.

Head Coach Bob Peck is

enthusiastic about the scrim-
mage. Although he knows very
little about the Yugoslavian
squad. Peck feels they will pro-
vide a good challenge for the

Ephmen. Led by senior co-

captains Jeff Fasulo and Al
Lewis, the Purple and Gold will

take on what will probably be a
very physical Yugoslav team.
Yugoslavians, like most other

European teams, lend toward
being very big and stressing a
physical style of play. Williams,
lacking big horses under the
boards, will be well tested. The
scrimmage will be played under
American rather than Interna-
tional rules.

The squad that will play here,
called Cibinic, is from Zagreb,
Yugoslavia. They play Marist
College -before Williams and
Assumption after. The rest of its

tour consists of Monmouth Col-
lege, UMass, and Fordham.
National touring teams are

not uncommon at this time of
year when many schools are
seeking scrimmages. Peck also
looked into scrimmaging the
Irish national team and a Cana-
dian team.
The scrimmage will beat 7: 30

p.m. this Friday night in Lasell
gym. Admission is free.
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Campus alarmed by
attacks on women

All Pahlavi, younger brother of the current Shah Reza Pahlavi, is living in the family house off the Taconic GoK
Course. Chain-link fences and guard dogs were added since the Pahlavl's bought the house two years ago.
Four security men who chased a RECORD photographer away from the property can be seen at the front door
of the house.

Shah's brother attends Mt. Greylock
by Brett McDonnell

Ali Pahlavi, following in his

elder brother Reza's footsteps,

recently took up residence in the

Pahlavi house near the Taconic
golf course. The son of the late

Shah of Iran began attending

Williamstown's Mt. Greylock
High School as a sophomore last

Tuesday.
Pahlavi has declined to talk to

reporters, so his reasons for

coming to the Berkshires are

not known. His sister, Farah-

naz, recently graduated from
the Ethel Walker School in

Simsbury, Connecticut, has
expressed an interest in audit-

ing courses at Bennington Col-

lege in Bennington, Vermont.
When a Record photographer

went to the fence of the Pahlavi
home last week to take some
pictures, four bellicose men
stormed out of the front door
and warned him to move back
onto the golf course.

Joan Manners, secretary to

the superintendent at Mt. Grey-

lock, says the school provides no

extra security. "(Ali Pahlavi)

does have a security person who

Faculty question WSP
by Philip Busch

As the Winter Study Review
Committee explores the educa-

tional value of Winter Study,

faculty, student, and adminis-

tration views of the program
vary nearly as much as pro-

posed solutions to its perceived

problems.

The committee, under the co-

chairmanship of Professors

Larry Graver and Fred Greene,
is currently assessing faculty

opinion through a number of

meetings with groups of faculty,

and tabulating student opinion

from recently distributed ques-

tionnaires. The committee will

issue its report sometime this

spring, according to committee
members.

The faculty appears divided

on the question of Winter

Study's value. Associate Pro-

fessor of Political Science Ray-

mond Baker expressed one

common view, saying, "I don't

think it's a good use of research

. . it requires a load on faculty

disproportionate to the effort

students put into it."

"Students get a great deal out

of it, especially the chance to

talk to each other," continued

Baker, "but to teach a WSP 'is

not my job as a professional.'
"

"I'd prefer Amherst's
(optional) 4-0-4, which would

offer students something if they

wanted it. I'm disturbed by

President Chandler's 'no 4-0-4'

mandate," Baker said. ".
. . I'm

delighted with the prospect of a

change, the more complete the

better."

Prof. Michael Katz, chairman
of the Russian and German
department, said he is "not very

enthusiastic about Winter Study

as presently organized. My
major criticism is the disparity

of commitment required of

faculty and students to Winter

Study as an intellectual expe-

rience ... the faculty have to

take it seriously . . . students are

almost encouraged to be less

than totally committed."
Katz pointed out the special

problems involved in motivat-

ing students in language sus-

taining programs. He also

commented that "I'm moved by
the argument for more research

time," noting recent cuts in

American funding of research

in the humanities and the acute

pressures on younger faculty to

publish.

Katz pointed to the annual

January trip to Russia, how-

ever, as a "great boon" to the

Russian program and to stu-

dents who could not travel there

otherwise.

"AH in all," concluded Katz,

"I would move toward eliminat-

ing it rather than tightening it,

but I'm not sure as yet about

possible alternatives."

Longer semesters

Meredith Hoppin of the Clas-

sics department saw value in

Winter Study, but noted prob-

lems with faculty morale and

student motivation. She sug-

gested new emphasis on educa-

tional aspects of the period.

However, she said that "grad-

ing is not the answer." Hoppin

Continued on Page 8

brings him to school, sits in a

car in the parking lot, and takes

him home. The school itself is

taking no precautions."

Reza Pahlavi had personal

security guards while at Willi-

ams. Ransom Jenks, director of

security for Williams, discussed

the elder Pahlavi's year here,

saying, "We were able to handle

things," and that "fortunately,

nothing happened."
Williamstown Police Chief

Joseph Zoito avoided all such
questions, saying, "We don't

discuss security with anybody."

Reza Pahlavi, who spent the

1979-80 school year at Williams,

is now on a "personal withdra-

wal." Since leaving, he has

declared himself Shah of Iran.

Reached early this morning,

Williamstown police told

RECORD reporters that the

alleged suspect had been "thor-

oughly questioned" and was no

longer considered a prime sus-

pect In the Incident. According
to an officer involved In the

case, "at this time, we don't feel

that there is a relationship

between the suspect and the

attack." Police are continuing

their Investigation.

by Sara Ferris

A female student was
attacked early Sunday morning
by an unidentified man in the

second reported assault against
women in the past month. The
Deans' Office informed stu-

dents last week that discipli-

nary action had been taken
against a male student who
raped a woman about four

weeks ago.

At 3: 05 a.m. Sunday, a student
returning from a party at Mis-
sion Park was accosted by a
college-age white male. She
described her assailant as
"about six feet tall, thin build,

dark brown hair, wearing a
plain blue sweatshirt with
hood," according to a notice

from the Deans' Office.

The man wrestled her to the

ground and put his hand over
her mouth. She bit his hand and
kicked him in the groin, driving
him off and suffering minor
injuries herself, according to

Dean of the College Daniel
O'Connor. She then returned to

her room to report the attack to

Security and the Williamstown
Police Department.

Faculty morale is waning, according to the report of the Committee on

the Eighties. Low attendance at faculty meetings like the one above

seem to support this conclusion, (see story p. 6)

Late Monday morning Wil-

liamstown police questioned a

20-year-old Williamstown man
in connection with the assault.

Dean Cris Roosenraad said

that when asked to review a

police lineup, the female stu-

dent involved was "quite posi-

tive" of the man's identity.

Williamstown Police Chief

Joseph Zoito said no charges
have been filed pending further

investigation.

Director of Security Ransom
Jenks said several students

called his office Sunday to

report seeing a man at a Cur-

rier House party Saturday night

who fit the description released

in a bulletin Sunday afternoon.

From there it was a matter of

"cooperation between Williams

Security and the Williamstown
police," Jenks said.

The other attack that
occurred three and a half weeks
ago involved an actual rape and
was reported to the Deans'
Office by the two students con-

cerned, according to Dean
Nancy Mclntire, who discussed

the case at a Feminist Alliance

meeting last Tuesday,

The student body was not

informed of the first incident

earlier because "in the judg-

ment of the Deans, it did not

pose a threat to other students,"

said Mclntire. "When the situa-

tion suggests danger to other

people, the Deans ' Office has an
agreement to let students
know."

"After considering the state-

ments of the parties and the

details of the event, we decided

to take disciplinary action,"

Mclntire said. Neither O'Con-

nor nor Mclntire would reveal

the exact action, admitting only

that the student was still on

campus.
To members of the Feminist

Alliance who suggested that the

seriousness of rape warranted

expulsion or suspension, Mcln-

tire replied, "You're assuming

that the action the Deans' Office

took condoned the rape. After

looking at the incident, ... we
acted. Disciplinary action may
range. It might be a warning.

The Dean also has the power to

put the student on probation.

It's a judgment call."

She added, "It might also

depend on what the victim

wanted." O'Connor noted, "The

Continued on Page 8
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End the harassment
Two reported physical assaults on women in the past three weeks

have shocked the campus and tarnished our Ivory Towers.
The spectrum of verbal and physical intimidation of women ranges

from sexual innuendo to physical violence. While all are intolerable

forms of harassment, it takes the violent crime of rape or assault and

battery to jolt people out of their complacency and into action.

That women must endure this abuse to the point where it threatens

their personal safety is deplorable, especially in an atmosphere dedi-

cated toward developing leadership. Women at Williams need not and

should not tolerate even the subtlest degree of sexual intimidation. The
Deans' Office stands ready to discipline offenders while maintaining the

victim's confidentiality.

Caution and common sense play an essential role in guaranteeing a

woman student's safety on a late night stroll. Men should offer to walk
their female friends home; women who live near each other should

make an effort to accompany each other home.

Heightened awareness of potentially dangerous situations should go

hand in hand with a beefed-up crew of security monitors and campus
escorts. More lights in the darker areas of campus would serve to

discourage would-be assailants.

The College has realized the need for greater awareness and protec-

tion. As it did last year, the Deans' Office will sponsor a self-defense

course for women this January.

Only through the explicit support of women can the gnawing fear of

intimidation be eliminated.

TIE IC§ • ILIEir TIEIPS- IL lET

TANGENTS by Grodzins

Unresponsive
To the editor:

The Ad-Hoc Committee Opposing the

C.I. A. would like to clarify and e.xplain

what happened in our protest last week.
Members of our group were of two gen-
eral persuasions. Some wanted to pro-

test and educate the campus about C.I. A.
activities and others wanted to ban the
C.I. A. from recruiting on campus.
The night before the C.I.A. visited the

campus, O.C.C, to their credit, spon-
sored a forum to discuss the protest. Vir-

tuaJI.\- no one indicated they approved of

C.I. A. activities. However, some spoke
for the C.I.A.'s visit, citing its right to

freedom of speech. Others spoke against
the visit. Some cited the heinous activi-

ties of the C.I. A. (including domestic
activities) as a reason for not allowing
the group to come. Others felt that, while
the C.I. A. has the freedom to speak in

Williamstown, offering them space at

O.C.C. implies an institutional accep-

tance of the agency. The Ad-Hoc Com-
mittee agreed at the forum to protest

C.I. A. activities without interfering
with their recruitment process and to

offer only constructive questions to the

recruiter.

The members of the Ad-Hoc Commit-
tee held fast to our agreements, but the

C.I. A. and O.C.C. did not. Like other
groups that recruit at the O.C.C, the

C.I. A. is bound to the office policy that

recruiters must answer student queries.

At the information session, Mr. David
Overton, the recruiter, did not satisfac-

torily answer many of our questions,

including such basic recruitment ques-
tions as those concerning the percentage
of minorities working for the C.I.A. and
whether the agency asks applicants
about their sexual preferences. After the
meeting, Mr. Overton ceased pretending
to answer our questions at all, and his

responses to us included: "This is not a
useful question," and "The C.I. A. is not

here to answer your questions."

Despite an assurance from O.C.C. te
one of our members that no private
appointments would be permitted within
the building, Mr. Overton disappeared
upstairs after the information session to
hold private meetings. Our group left the
O.C.C. building and forty of us marched
silently through the Faculty Club, Baxter
and Hopkins Hall. A few of us returned to
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QUOTE OF THE WEEK:
"l?^'p don't discuss security with anybody."

—Williamstown Police Chief Joseph Zoito
when asked about town security for Ali Pahlavi,

son of the late Shah of Iran and new town resident.

O.C.C. to try to speak with Mr. Overton
after his appointments, hoping he would
be more receptive. "I just can't speak
with you people," he said.

The O.C.C. policy, as explained by
Director Barbara-Jan Wilson at the

O.C.C. advisory committee meeting,
stipulates that they will not host recruit-

ers who refuse to answer student ques-
tions. Like any other organization
interviewing at O.C.C, Mr. Overton
should not have rudely dismissed polite

questions about recruitment and his

organization. We suggest that the Willi-

ams College community consider Mr.
Overton's responses to our group, and
invite him back only on the condition that

he conform to O.C.C. Policy.

Lorraine Driscoll '82 for

The Ad-Hoc Committee to

Oppose the C.I. A.

cent, the probability of maintaining WSP
in its present form increases
dramatically.

David A. Booth

Disunity

SlnriJI Call

To the editor:

The clarion is a shrill-sounding
trumpet with a narrow tube. Its sounds
are evidently considered to be warlike in

their effect. In both shape and sound it

serves as an accurate headline for your
recent editorial concerning WSP evalua-
tion. Although the editorial does exhort
the Student Council to attempt some pos-
itive actions, its predominantly strident

and paranoid tone may well tend to

encourage the development of a situa-

tion in which faculty are, or appear to be,

pitted against students over the WSP
question. This will not benefit students,
and will certainly serve to be undermine
the cause of all those who would preserve
WSP in its present form.

In your rush to catalog the various lev-

ers the politically-aroused student body
can and ought to pull, you overlook what
I regard to be the single most important
set of student attitudes and behavior
affecting faculty opinion on WSP. If stu-

dents truly want to preserve WSP they
can most effectively pursue that goal by
individually demonstrating through
their attitude and behavior during Janu-
ary 1982 that WSP projects are Indeed a
valuable educational experience. What
is required is not student encomiums,
whether delivered individually or
through overwhelmingly positive questi-

onnaire results. Rather students must
have genuinely positive attitudes toward
WSP projects, be willing to engage fully

in the Intellectual challenges presented,

and be willing to produce well-formed
intellectual products of high quality. As
the proportion of the student body meet-
ing these criteria approaches 100 per-

To the editor:

In an attempt to strengthen Row
Houses, the Student Housing Committee
has proposed that West College be given
a common room, an interior paint job
and an affiliation with Spencer to. help
West residents feel more like a part of a
Row House. The committee further pro-'

poses that either Brooks or Woodbridge
be given to Perry to balance the number
of beds in each house. Why is there so

much concern with numbers? I feel there

are other more important factors to con-

sider when trying to unify a house than a

mere balance of numbers.
If West were given to Spencer, Spencer

House would have 99 beds while Perry
House would have 59. The Housing Com-
mittee warns that a sixty person house

might contradict the House's basic pur-

pose of reflecting "the diversity of back-

grounds, interests and personalities of

students within the College as a whole..."

as stated in the Student Handbook.
Sixty is not such a small number. It

would be hard to find sixty like-minded

students on this campus. Perry would

not be inherently more homogeneous than

other randomly assigned houses. The
creation of a smaller and geographically

close Row House would supply yet

another living option for students.

Finally, the quality of housing is an all-

important factor in enticing students of

all types to join and be active in Row
Houses.

West College, a building where over
half of Spencer members would have to

live, is quite simply nowhere near as
highly valued as Brooks or Woodbridge
and such a trade is extremely inequita-

ble. Both Brooks and Woodbridge are
essential components of Spencer
because of the contrasting room options
they offer. Some students prefer the
homey environment of Woodbridge
while others favor the contemporary
atmosphere of Brooks. Ironically,
balancing house size to encourage diver-
sity could effectively promote disunity.

There is no clear-cut way of eliminat-
ing West as disunlfled overflow housing
without affecting the cozy fireplace and
wood-paneled Row House atmosphere.
Instead let's simply add West College to

Spencer House and redirect our atten-

tion to the more pressing problem of Row
House disunity. _, . . ,.Todd Morgan '84
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One of the few>*)eing a Jew at Williams
by Joel Hellman

I

t was at the Williams
Club, that posh bastion

of Eph society comfor- y
tably nestled on Mat)/
hattan's dignified j

East Side, that I had my first conversa-
tion with a Protestant, ever. We were
strolling down Madison Ave. after a
reserved gathering of Williams prospec-
tlves, when upon sighting a delicatessen
my Protestant exclaimed, "I don't know
much about your Jewish food." Aston-
ished, I proceeded to name some Jewish
delicacies until one struck his curiosity.
"What's a bagel?" he queried.
This may not be shocking to you, but to

a kid whose first words out of the womb
were, "Pass the bagels and cream
cheese," this was a traumatic (question.

At first I thought my Protestant was
from another country. I was right, he
was from Connecticut. '

wA different world
Jest you may, but to me, Connecticut

was another country, Williamstown was
another world. Anywhere that didn't
have a synagogue on every corner atjd

chicken soup on tap in every home was
not the Promised Land. On my first ttip

»;

to Williamstown, I discovered that m
only were there more churches on cam
pus than muggers in Brooklyn (my
hometown), but even the buildings that
weren't churches were constructed to

look like churches, i.e. the gym. There
was a synagogue ... in North Adams.
The question obviously stands, "Why

did this nice Jewish boy venture into

gentile-land instead of going to Brandeis,
where each freshman entry has a resi-

dent Jewish mother in place of a J.A.?
Well, in addition to adoring Williams Col-

lege and all its educational advantages, I

felt the need to live in the real world,
where people weren't named Harvey,
Ishmael, Mordechai and Izzy, but simply
Bill, Bob, Ted, Skip and Skooter. I had to

face the grim reality that not everyone
knows what gefilte fish is and few people
were bar mitzvahed.

I didn't come to Williams to lose my
Jewish identity, in fact my "Jewishness'
has intensified here. At Williams, I disco-

vered that what' I took for granted at

home in my Brooklyn shtetl could get big

laughs up here. Before any party, I

would call up my grandmother for some
new comic material; she kept the gen-

tiles rolling in the aisles. I've found that

Jewish stories and poor urban ghetto sto-

ries knock'em dead at Williams. I

wonder why?

Grandmother stories

I love telling these stories because they

are situations peculiar to my heritage

that happen to be very funny. As a Jew,
I'm different than the mainstream Willi-

ams student (a stereotype easily comes
to mind ) . My stories often make me real-

ize how different I actually am.
Why do I feel different? Well I'm one of

the few people on campus who doesn't

not just trying to be another in a long line

of funny Jews. As I tell each story or

experience one of these "amusing" inci-

dents, I feel more alienated from the

mainstream of Williams society. A Jew
at Williams encounters a wall of perva-

sive "Christian tradition" which can be

very threatening, not so much reli-

giously as socially.

"/ don't believe the Williams

Community is diverse or pluralistic

enough to allow Jews to feel comfor-

able here."

know the words to all the Christmas car-

ols. I'm still waiting patiently for the

messiah to come. And I get very nervous

when I walk into a church (as a child, 1

always thought the minister would inter-

rupt the service to quiz me on some
tricky New Testament question).

I remember feeling extremely differ-

ent when a student In my English 101

class said, "That's what this world

needs, some more Godfearing
Christians!"

Alienation

At this point you must be wondering

why I'm telling you all these stories. I'm

I don't believe that the Williams com-
munity is diverse or pluralistic enough to

allow Jews to feel comfortable here. One
of the most significant problems at Willi-

ams is that there Is a typical Williams

student, who can easily be character-

ized. Anyone who cannot fit into that

mold is thrust onto the periphery of Willi-

ams society. Holding on to my Jewish

identity, I will never fit in this mold. I

have two choices: I can assimilate or 1

can alienate myself.

Jiwl Hi'llninii III is n nnliir Hni<il<l\nilr

l)y Nell Oraboi.s

ExcepI for weddinfy and
funerals, I havp not
found myself in a .synagogue
since I was a young
boy— 13, to be exact. I

don't regard myself as a religious per-

son, or even a believer for that matter,
but I certainly think of myself as Jewish,
Although my religious concerns

ranged between negligible and nonexist-

ent, I had grown up appreciating Jewish
cultural traditions and moral concerns. I

must admit to having been somewhat
surprised to find that there was a "neigh-

borhood" for me at Williams. And wha-
tever may have been true of this College

and like Institutions in the past, I have
never been treated in a special way
because I am a Jew, while I have been
respected as a Jew. Of course, and I'm
sorry to have to use those words, I have
occasionally heard unthinking remarks
about Jews which have butt me.

From time to time, however, it has
been asserted that something was pecul-

iar at Williams because the percentage
of Jewish students Is less than at some
comparable schools. Implicit in these

concerns is the claim that there would be
a greater number of Jewish students if It

weren't for certain College policies,

which remain unspoken or for which no
evidence is adduced.^. do not rnj

accept such claims. '^^^ --^^^

College policies

Shortly after arriving at Williams, I

was struck by the relative absence of stu-

dents here from urban high schools. I

asked the Admissions Office if I might
join a member of the staff on an admis-
sions trip and they enthusiastically

accepted my offer. Mr. Wick, now Direc-
tor of Financial Aid but then on the

Admissions staff, and I visited several
high schools, primarily in Manhattan
and Brooklyn. Our reception in the City

was not particularly warm. Indeed, at

my old school the college adviser
couldn't have cared less about Williams,
although he was Interested in telling us
about his great graduates of the past.

Reception
Our reception in most of the other

schools we visited was very positive

from the advisers yet tepid from the stu-

dents. Most questions raised at our meet-
ings concerned whether or not certain
super-specialized courses were offered
at Williams. Since even my relatives

think I'm a little odd for being here—but
they think I'm peculiar, in any case,
because of my choice of profession—
perhaps Williams was thought by these
big city students in the mid-sixties to be
inhospitable to them, which my very
presence was intended to dispel.

Need for good PR
Despite these College efforts, how-

ever, those faculty and students who feel

that Williams is misperceived by some
people ought actively to convey a sense
of what Williams truly is. Theexcellence
of the students and the faculty, the

absence of fraternities and the record of

the College in meeting its obligation to

educate women as well as men are the

true measures of Williams.

It's certainly comfortable to be in the

company of those who resemble us and
it's important not to feel isolated from
our cultural traditions. Recent trends
worldwide toward increasing numbers
of anti-Semitic acts reinforce the impor-
tance of that sense of ease and stability in

numbers. I share those feelings as I'm
sure Jewish and black students do. Edu-
cation also requires coming to grips with
other ideas, traditions and groups. It's

hard to do that if you're feeling alone. I

haven't felt alone here.

\v\\ i'lmhtna t,s n pri,/«'.ss(»r n/ rnnlhc'riinf.

\fs n( It ill jrini.s.

"A Jew at Williams encounters a wall

of pervasive 'Christian tradition' which

can be very threatening, not so much
religiously as socially.

"

by Richard Cohen

When a number of stu-

dents called for more
Jewish programs and
courses a few years ago, a

common criticism was
that "Williams is not a Jewish school."

Likewise, black students face considera-

ble hostility when they choose to eat or

party among themselves.

Jewish activities

Within an atmosphere mi-xed with sup-

port and hostility, the Jewish community
at Williams has come to life. The Jewish
Association has sponsored an impres-
sive variety of cultural, religious and
political activities in the Jews' own Kus-
kin Center and around campus. The
Bronfman Fund has provided for a

number of lectures on Jewish topics and
is working toward the establishment of a

chair in Judaic Studies. The Chaplain's
office has also taken a leadership role in

strengthening pluralism at Williams.
Williams seems to present "non-

traditional" students with only two
extreme alternatives. The centripetal

option draws students toward the center
and many students choose to jump with
both feet into the mainstream, drowning
much of their identity. The centrifugal

option, on the other hand, repels students
into marginal countercultures, outside

the mainstream, often "off campus."

"Jew" vs. "Jewish"
Some will argue that the split in the

Jewish community is not between the

centripetal and centrifugal directions. A
professor recently suggested a separate

dichotomy—the "Jew" versus the "Jew-

ish person," whose Jewishness is only

one of many distinguishing characteris-

tics, and certainly not the most impor-

tant one.

But Jews express their Jewishness in

many conscious and unconscious ways.
Centripetal Jews, for example, are more
likely to become a student council or

WCFM officer than a rugby player. One
is a Jew whether or not one consciously

feels very Jewish at any particular

moment. What is it about pseudo-

pluralistic, unipolar societies that

makes an individual feel that he must
give up being a Jew in order to identify

with any cause or lifestyle?

As I see it, the main problem with Jew-
ish identity at Williams is that centripe-

tal and centrifugal Jews alike must
often give up their rich ethnicity in order
to be accepted into mainstream or radi-

cal culture. Other "non-traditional" stu-

dents have the same difficulty being
accepted while maintaining their full

identity.

For Williams to be a truly vibrant, plu-

ralistic community, parallel traditions

must be allowed to organically take root.

In this way, students can more naturally

orient themselves among multiple
norms.

Hifhnnl C.tthrtt 'H'J sftent hi\ M'/Wioriirrrc
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Sppncpi- Brooks House ipsi-

dents objected to the Housing
Committee's proposal to

change Brooks' affiliation from
Spencer to Perry at a Thursday
meeting in Spencer House.

Several residents said that

gaining two floors in West was
not worth losing Brooks to

Perry.

The plan calls for West Col-

lege to be associated exclu-

sively with Spencer. Currently,

West houses "spillover" resi-

dents from both Spencer-
Brooks and Perry.

"Perry has two of the best

houses on campus— Chad-
bourne and Bascom," said one

S-B resident. "It's inequitable

for us to have to give up our

number two house while Perry
would only give up West, its

least desirable housing."

Others claimed that many
seniors found Brooks more
desirable than either Spencer or

Woodbridge.

"If we lose Brooks and seniors

don't get housing in Spencer,

they'll probably move off cam-
pus rather than live in West,"

said another resident. "That

will damage our house unity."

Kathleen Merrigan '82, co-

chairman of the Housing Com-
mittee, explained that if

Spencer gained all of West and
also kept Brooks, the house

would have 102 residents while

Perry would have only 59.

Spencer-Brooks assails housing plan

"We thought that Dodd wasn't
working too well with 108 resi-

dents, so we're trying to make
the numbers more equivalent
around the campus," said
Merrigan.

After the meeting, she elabo-

rated; "After deliberation, the

Housing Committee members
overwhelmingly agreed that a

house size of 80 was optimum.

Tom Casey, president of Dodd,

had said that there were some
problems with 108 people; he

didn't say it wasn't working."

"Letting Spencer have 100

members is a smaller problem

than giving Brooks to Perry to

equalize numbers," objected a

SB resident.

"A 15-person difference
among housing units in Grey-
lock is not unheard of," said

another. "Why is exact equival-

ence so crucial?"

Merrigan said that the pur-

pose of the residential housing
system is to promote educa-
tional experiences through
diversity within the houses.

"The smaller the house gets,

the easier it is for one clique to

concentrate within the house,"

she said.

Dean Mary Kenyatta pointed
out that Perry would receive
less house maintenance tax

Johnny's Rent-a-Lemon
$10 a day

10C a mile

Will deliver and pick up the

cars in the Wiiliamstown area.

Will rent to those 18 and older.

802-823-7272

THE NORTHEASTERN MBA

Here's a way
to earn an MBA
that really makes

sense.

When you study for your Master of Business Administra-
tion degree in the MBA Management Intern Program at

Northeastern University you have six months of paid
on-the-job experience interposed between two periods of

accelerated classroom study of six and nine months.

The value of this work experience goes beyond the apparent
benefits of a balanced exposure to theory and practice. The
rewards can be meaningful and numerous in terms of total

educational perspective, self image, and future career
goals. Most management intern students' income for the

six-month period can be a substantial contribution to the

cost of earning the Northeastern MBA degree.

Northeastern University is located in Boston, a city with a
wealth of cultural resources and entertainment and recrea-

tional facilities.

Classes begin In June and January.

Forcomplete Information on the Northeastern Manage-
ment Intern MBA Program as well as other full-time and
part-time MBA programs, call (617) 437-2719 or use the
coupon t)elow.

Graduate School of Business Administration

Northeastern University

360 Huntington Avenue. Boston, MA 02115

Name-

Address-

1

City/state

-

Sctiool- - Class ot-

H INortheastern Uniwrsity
IN BOSTON

with only S9 members. Merri-

gan noted that "it's easier to

organize social activities if eve-

ryone is working with the same
kind of budget."

One SB resident said that the

proposed new housing groups

will not have equivalent com-

mon spaces.

"Bascom and Brooks each

have two large living spaces,

but West and Woodbridge have

virtually no common space."

Merrigan said that a plan

exists to make three bedrooms

in West into a common living

space.

.She also said that the decision

to associate Brooks rather than

Woodbridge with Perry was

made because of a desire to pro-

vide at least one small-sized

housing option in either group,

and Woodbridge and Chad-
bourne were thought to be

equivalent.

Several S-B residents also

complained about social disad-

vantages which the new set-up

may pose.

"I don't see many faces from
West and Woodbridge as it is,"

said one. "I see a few from
Brooks; it's an important con-
nection having Brooks right

next dooi'. If we lose Brooks
people from West and Wood-
bridge won't congregate at
Spencer."

"The same problem we have
in Spencer-Brooks of not seeing
enough of Brooks people will be
repeated for Perry," said
another, "except that it will be
worse, because Brooks is
farther from Perry than from
Spencer."

The Housing Committee will
soon resubmit a proposal
regarding Brooks to the Com-
mittee on Undergraduate Life.
Spencer-Brooks residents may
voice further opinions, but the
Housing Committee will make
the final recommendation.
"Our decision will reflect

what is best for housing units as
a whole," said Merrigan.

AMHERST COLLEGE
An Immigration and Natural-

ization Service judge in Chicago
has denied a visiting profesrof

at Amherst permission to

remain in the U.S.

Professor Dennis Brutus, an
exiled black South African poet-

activist, may have to leave the

country before the year's end.

The INS court granted a 20 to 30

day continuance to the profes-

sor after which the court will

reconvene and Brutus must
either leave the country, or
apply for political asylum.

Brutus has led a controversial

existence' here in the United
States as well as in South Africa.

The U.S. Government has
charged that Brutus, after ten

years in this country, is here
illegally because his Tempor-
ary Worker's visa has expired

and a renewal request has been
denied.

Since his request was denied,
many people have quickly come
to Brutus's defense. A U.S. Con-
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gressman said that because of

Brutus's activism in the South
African civil rights movement,
he might find his life threatened
by agents of the South African
secret police if deported.

Affidavits and petitions from
Amherst College and North-
western University have been
compiled, but were not allowed
to be used as evidence at the
trial. Brutus is also supported
by the Western Mass. Dennis
Brutus Defense Committee.

Brutus said his initial reac-
tion "was incredulity that the
United States government
should spend so much money
and energy trying to throw
someone out of the country. I

am amazed ... I am not a
criminal."

BATES COLLEGE
A forum co-sponsored by the

New World Coalition and the

Women's Awareness group on
November 3 called Bates's
Sadie Hawkins Dance tradition
"sexist." One anthropology pro-

fessor analogized the festival

to a "little black Sambo day."
History professor Elizabeth
Tobin urged students not to

attend this year's Sadie Haw-
kins Dance, in which women
call men up to ask them for

dates, because the ritual is

"really sexist at the core."

Anthropology professor Lor-
ing Danforth described Sadie
Hawkins as a "rite of reversal"
in which women are given the
power to initiate the dating pro-

cess, a power usually reserved
for men. As a result, Danforth

continued, the men tend to get
obscene, informal and drunk
when women call them up, and
though the women phone-
callers may try to become obs-

cene as well the men usually
"win."

Tobin looked at the dance as a
way of assuring that women
never ask men out, by confining
such an experiment to one occa-
sion during the year, and
asserted that the heavy drink-

ing on the part of the men "indi-

cates their fear of the female's
initiative."

"We have to recognize that no
matter how you dress up
Sadie," Tobin concluded, "it Is

still a sexist occasion ..."

LAFAYETTE COLLEGE
A symposium on women In

society sponsored by Delta

Upsilon Fraternity was held at

Lafayette College November
13th. The program, entitled

"How Enlightened are the

Eighties?: Time to Put Things

in Focus," was a response by
the D.U. to a charge by the

Appeals Committee of the Stu-

dent Conduct Committee.

After Delta Upsilon held a
"Back to the Womb" party on
February 20, the College's Stu-

dent Conduct Committee
imposed a $1,000 fine on the

group. D.U. appealed the deci-

sion, and the punishment was
changed to a requirement that

the fraternity publish a letter of

apology in the school newspaper
and sponsor a symposium over
three years on relationships of

men and women in society.

ATTENTION:
Sophomores, Juniors, Seniors and Recent Alumni

The College Council will be sponsoring an exhibit during
January of past Winter Study projects.

If you have a project that was particularly meaningful to
you which you would be willing toshare with other students
and faculty, then we encourage you to drop a note to S.U.
Box 1856 with your name and phone number. This should
be done before Friday, December 11.

We are specifically interested in projects which exemplify
the educational value of Winter Study and its importance to
the curriculum.

Paid (or by the College Council
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Costello turns country
by Duffy Graham

Everyone's favorite

frustrated lover, El-

vis Costello, has re-

leased an album of

country covers, Al-
most Blue. With the help of
Nashville producer Billy Sher-
riU, he recorded twelve songs,
written by the likes of Hank Wil-
liams, George J'ones, and Char-
lie Rich. Country music is not a
new toy for Costello—"Stranger
in theHouse" and "Radio Swee-
theart" (both on the previous
Taking Liberties) stand as evi-

dence of his knack for the coun-
try style. Costello is a fan of the
art, and calls George Jones "the
greatest singer alive today."

Costello's own lyrics have
always been spitefully bitters-

weet, full of word plays and
double-entendres, and usually
sung with a drunken emotional-
ity. He chose songs for this

album which are highly condu-
cive to his style. It might seem
that Costello himself wrote lines

such as "You changed your
name from Brown to Jones and
mine from Brown to Blue,"
"Success has made a failure of

our home," or "Once upon a
time you let me feel you deep
inside," which he sings on the
album.
Some critics have already

reprimanded Costello for "step-
ping out of line." Stick to rock,
they urge. In reply, Costello
need only let the quality of this

album's music speak for itself.

Costello is an effective
crooner—one can picture the

tears running down his cheeks
on "I'm Your Toy," and
the Attractions once again
display talent and
versatility. Standout
cuts on Almost Blue
include "Tonight
the Bottle Let

Me Down"
(by Merle
Haggard),

"Brown to Blue," and "Honey
Hush," which sounds like a

country-western "Roll Over
Beethoven."
This album, and Costello's

incorporation of a taste of coun-

try music on his last tour, indi-

cate that Costello's dabbling in

the country sound is likely more
than a tangential episode in his

musical career. Almost Blue is

boozy and bluesy, and not only

a key to his past influences, but

a glimpse at his future work as

well.

nxmM

Williams Trio to appear on radio
The Williams Trio, with Paula

Ennis-Dwyer (piano), Julius

Hegyi (violin) and Douglas
Moore (cello) will be featured

on the "Live Artists Series" on
the radio show Morning Pro
Musica hosted by Robert
Lurtsema.

Lurtsema's program origi-

nates in Boston and can be
heard daily from 7 a.m. to noon
on WAMC (.88 FM)

The three musicians, all

members of the Williams music

department, will play trios by
Shostakovich and Piston on
Tuesday, Dec. 15 at 11 a.m. In

addition, Lurtsema will feature

their recorded performance of

"A Mad Empress Remem-
bers," by Charles Wakefield
Cadman, on his November 27

program.

The trio, which performs a

number of concerts on campus
every semester, is relatively

well-known in the classical

music world.

Moore and Ennis-Dwyer have
also completed a record album
which was released this

summer.

Happy
Thanksgiving

Model EL-506
Full-featured scientific calculator with 3-

key Independent memory system.
• 10-digit liquid crystal display. •3-l<ey indepen-

dent memory. •One-touch percent and square

root keys. •Automatic Power-Off (A.P.O.) pro-

longs battery life. • Performs hyperbolic, polar

coordinates, time conversions. 'Constant (K)

and reciprocal. '3 levels of parentheses/4 pen-

ding operations. • Includes wallet case and bat-

teries.
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Concert Listing

Wed., Nov. 25 Black Sab-
bath & Alvln Lee Band with
Mick Taylor, Civic Ctr.,

Glens Falls

Fri., Nov. 27 Blotto, JB
Scott's, Albany Penetra-
tors, British Maid

Nov. 27-29 David Mallett,

Passum's, Boston

Sat., Nov. 28 Penetrators,

British Maid
Bill Staines, 8th Step Cof-

feehouse, Albany

Dec. 4 Ornette Coleman,
Berklee Permance Center,
Boston

Dec. 5 Renaissance & David
Sanclous, Page Hall,
SUNY at Albany.

Dec. 6 Greg Lake, Orpheum,
Boston

Dec. 14 AC/DC, Boston Gar-
den

Prepared by
ToonervUle Trolley

Exhibit focuses on
Cubist photography

by Ric Johnson

The current exhibition at the
Clark, "Cubism and American
Photography, 1910-1930, docu-
ments the progress of photo-
graphy towards a more
modernist style during the first

decades of this century.
Mounted by John Puitz and
Catherine Scallen, recent grad-
uates of the Williams Graduate
Program in Art History, the

show will run until December 6.

Around 1910, American photo-

graphers became dissatisfied

with the character of nineteenth
century photographic art. Aes-
thetic manipulation of settings

and blurred, soft-focus atmos-
pheric effects seemed old-

fashioned to such American
photographers as Paul Ander-
son, Alfred Stiglitz and Clar-
ence White.

These artists turned to
Cubism for inspiration in creat-
ing a new manner of expressing
what they saw as the real artis-

tic polenlial of photography.
Cubism attracted these

artists because of its use of
reduced images of forms and its

emphasis on texture and surfa-
ces. "The Gas Tank" of 1911 by
Paul Anderson demonstrates
this step towards Cubist struc-
ture, with its emphasis on the
lines of the trees, paved surfa-

ces and street lamps, and the
structure of the gas tank itself.

However, it still relates to nine-

teenth century photography in

its use of soft-focus for atmos-
pheric effect.

From 1913-1920, American
photographers experimented
more and more with Cubism and
moved increasingly towards
that style which one associates
with 20th century modernism.
Alfred Stiglitz, with his
"Gallery 291," was influential

in getting artists to see Cubism
as a reduction to formal, con-

structed essentials with an
abstract, expressive potential.

Paul Strand's 1915 photo-
graph, "Bowl and Pear" uses
tonal shifts, sharp focus and the
inherent geometry of the
depicted objects to create an
expressively spare still life. His
print of "The Court," done in

1924 was a similar emphasis on
the geometric.

In the 1920s, the Clarence
White School stressed the for-

mal rules of Cubist composition
and design, thereby canonizing
these formerly revolutionary
views. Areas of new photogra-
phic exploration in these years
included Cubist portraiture.

Man Ray's "Barbette" is an
interesting use of mirrors to

show different angles of a wom-
an's face simultaneously. In one
print, we see the blurred shape
of the back of the woman's head
and her face in two mirrors

—

one fuzzy and the other clear.
Although abstraction did not
prove to be a major avenue of

exploration, Francis Bru-
guiere's "Light Abstraction,"
done in 1927, is a complex study
of light and shadows which con-
centrates on their formation of
repeated curvilinear forms.
The several works from 1930

prove that by this time, Ameri-
can photographers had arrived
at the modernist style. Their
works now reflected an
approach to their subjects
which paralleled that seen in

modern painting and sculpture.

"Cubism and American Pho-
tography" covers fairly thor-

oughly the development of

photography during this period.

While two rooms of black and
white photographs hung at

exactly the same height makes
for a less than visually exciting
show, the point of the exhibit is

well-conceived and the works
displayed are worth seeing.

^iKt^

EPH'S ALLEY
on Spring Si. WUIiamitown
behind First Agricultural Bank
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The Magic of Christmas is Almost Here!

Secret Santa Is everywhere at Town & Country
Flowers—Come See All Our Beautiful Orna-
ments, Wreaths, Boxwood Trees, Fresh Flow-
ers, and Christmas Designs of All Kinds.

and
It Isn't too early to begin sending FTD to all

those on your Christmas list.

Beginning December 1st our store hours will

be Monday-Saturday 9:00-5:30; Thursdays till

9:00 p.m.—beginning December 14 till

December 22 our hours are 9:00-9:00; Christ-

mas Eve till 5:30.
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Faculty morale wavers
November 24, 1981

A representative from tlie CIA
arrived on campus last Wednesday,
sparking a two-day controversy.

Thie Administration defended its

decision as providing a forum for

students, and it denied that the visit

implicitly condoned CIA activities.

Protesters garbed in trenchcoats

greeted the CIA representative on
Wednesday morning outside the

Office of Career Counseling
(above). Dean Daniel O'Connor
spoke briefly vi/ith the assembled
group (left).

During the question session the

CIA representative fended off some
questions and flatly refused to

answer others. The questions were
followed by private interviews, des-

pite charges from some students

that the Administration pledged not

to allow the CIA to interview in cam-
pus facilities. The protesters
responded by marching through
the Faculty Club and Baxter Hall.

Hancock Tire
& Machine
Snow Tires

WHITEWALL POLYESTER
|

600-12 $33.9S^H
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CEP discusses proposal
for "critical area" studies

PURPLE VALLEY by SUTTON

by Craig V'pnable

A proposal to add to Williams'
cuniculum a •Division I\"'

encompassing nonWostein,
"critical area" studies wascon-
sidered at a joint Committee on
Educational Policy Jewish Pol-
itical Action Committee meet-
ing Wednesday.
Dean Francis Oakley submit-

ted the proposal, which was
called "the most important
topic (the CEP) will consider

this year" by Dan Sullivan '82.

JPAC and other minority
organizations met to discuss the
proposal as a first step towards
organizing campus-wide sup-
port for the measure, which was
designed to encourage students

to take courses that focus upon
"critical areas" like women's
and Jewish studies, foreign lan-

guages, and non-Western
cultures.

The discussion quickly
became a debate. While all

present believed that there is a

need to increase student knowl-
edge and understanding of other

civilizations, there was dis-

agreement over the merits of

the Oakley Proposal and on
whether enrollment in "critical

area" courses should be
required.

The CEP's discussion on the

proposal, according to member
Rich Henderson '8,3, centered on
a possible conflict with the the-

ory behind the divisional
structure.

"While the divisional system

is based upon education in dif-

ferent ways of thinking, differ-

ent approaches to learning, the

Oakley Proposal introduces a
division based mostly on sub-

ject matter," he explained.

Other proposals were dis-

cussed, among these were the
inclusion of "critical area"
courses among the courses
required of majors in each
department, and an obligation

that the present Divisions I and
II requirements be fulfilled with

"critical" courses.

Some participants questioned
whether the College should
require students to enroll in

courses concerning non-
Western cultures.

"When students arrive here,

we are essentially still high
school seniors. We rely on the

College to guide and direct us
into the proper channels," re-

sponded Byron Walker '82.

Despite disagreements, most
present agreed upon the merit

of some change. Mark Raffman
'82 concluded the discussion by
urging those present to inform
others of the importance of sup-

porting any proposal that raises

awareness in topics that go
beyond the concerns of the

Western world.

Raffman added, "If there are
people who are interested, at

some later date when decisions

are being made in the CEP
about this issue, it is important
to get them together in the pinch
to push this thing through."

Women assaulted
Continued from Page 1

victim agreed with the disposi-

tion of the case."

Mclntire said the victim was
unwilling to instigate legal

action against the male student.

O'Connor and Mclntire would
not reveal further details about
this incident as to maintain con-

fidentality. "It is the policy of

the Deans' Office not to release

the name of the victim," said

Mclntire.

O'Connor said the Deans'
Office gets about three rumors
of rape a year and that this was
the only one "that turned out to

be true."

However, "we do get about

one or two cases a year of physi-
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cal assault on women," he said.

His office is "equally concerned
about various kinds of harass-
ment . . . the whole range of

things you could call sexist

behavior," he remarked.

"Women have to know that

they don't have to put up with

it," O'Connor emphasized. "We
can't do anything until it's

reported ... In all cases, pri-

vacy is guaranteed."

He admitted that often stu-

dents may be reluctant to

approach the Deans' Office with

complaints. "I guess we have an
image problem" he said. "I

believe, however, that we are
the ones best placed to deal sen-

sitively with these issues."

The Deans' Office and the

Feminist Alliance both released

letters to all students last week
condemning sexual harassment
and urging women to report

such acts. According to O'Con-
nor, the Deans' Office and the

Alliance are "planning a panel
in January on the broad range of

harassment." Self-defense
courses for women are also

planned for Janaury, he said.
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Winter Study challenged
Continued from Page 1

concluded, "If there is no solu-

tion, I don't see 15-week semes-
ters as bad . . . the pace would be
a bit more relaxed than (the

present) 12-week semesters."
Although History Professor

Robert Dalzell has had "marve-
lous experiences" with his

WSP's in Deerfield, Mass., he
has "grave doubts" based on his

colleagues' experiences.

"The feeling is that there is

sufficient doubt about (Winter
Study's) educational appropri-
ateness that it is appropriate
now to consider alternatives,"

he said.

Dalzell and Charles Karelisof
the philosophy department
have proposed a "General Stu-

dies" program to be taught in

small discussion sections to all

freshmen and juniors. Sopho-

mores and seniors could remain
on campus if they wished, but

would be free from academic
requirements.

Widespread Support
Many professors support Win-

ter Study. Chairman of the

Music Department Douglas
Moore explained the value of

the period to the performing
arts. "Students can rehearse
and perform as ensembles free

of other pressures . . . this is true

of all the performing arts, not

just music." Moore did recom-
mend tightening the program
academically.

Chemistry Professor J.

Hodge Markgraf was enthusias-
tic about the value of Winter
Study to students doing
research work in the sciences.

"All students involved in exper-
iments have derived enormous
benefit," he said. "It's an intro-

duction to research as it's prac-
ticed in grad schools. Nothing

approaches this level of
intensity."

"Winter Study can be
improved, sure," said Mark-
graf, "but let's save what's good
about it."

Sports, Interns

Athletic Director Robert
Peck also supported Winter
Study. "I'm very favorable," he
said. ".

. .There's less pressure.

We see a much more relaxed,

fresher student. I don't know
anyone in the department who
doesn't think it's good."
Peck mentioned the high level

of student participation in

recreational, P.E., and intram-
ural activities as well as inter-

scholastic sports as benefits of

the period. "I hope we maintain
Winter Study as it is now," con-

cluded Peck.

"I'm a very strong advocate
of Winter Study," observed

Barbara-Jan Wilson, Director of

the Office of Career Counseling.

"Students can try career choi-

ces through internships that

many couldn't have at any other

time." If Winter Study were
abandoned, said Wilson, "the

College would have to come up
with other ways for students to

have these experiences. This

would be a real challenge

forus." Director of Admissions
Phil Smith cited Winter Study's

appeal to students. "Students

perceive it as a very attractive

feature of the curriculum ... I

have some worries about what
would happen if we didn't have
it," he commented.

Unique Feature
President John Chandler de-

fined Winter Study's value as

"the distinctive feature
of the Williams curricu-
lum . . . It's a definite

plus for an institution to have
something unique or defining."

"There are cases where
faculty have done a lot of work
setting up a course which no one
takes, or if they do, no one works
in," Chandler admitted. "If the
College wants the WSP pre-
served, that problem will really

have to be solved somehow."
"There definitely has been a

decline in what one would call

academic courses," he noted.

"Perhaps we have gone too far

in the direction of the
experiential."

"I think there can be a
medium," Chandler concluded.

"If Winter Study is to be educa-
tionally viable, there has to be a

recommitment along the line-

faculty as well as students."
Student opinion appears

solidly behind Winter Study.

"Students are very favorable to

Winter Study," said Review
Committee member Jane Lopes
'82, "but there are a number
who could see changes . . . there

is interest in more challenging

courses, and more input into

what's offered." College Coun-

cil President Freddy Nathan '83

commented that "the students I

have talked with recognize the

educational value of Winter

Study, and its importance to the

College's liberal arts curricu-

lum. This is not to say that it . .

.

is not without some problems."

"In the case of Winter Study,

to throw the baby out with the

bath water would be a tragic

mistake," said Nathan.

/
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Harriers take All-American
honors in Wisconsin meet

by Patricia Hellman

In conditions better suited to

cross-count ry slciing than run-

ning, Co-captains Sue Mar-
chant and Liz Martineau
became the first Ephs to gain
All-American status in cross
country at the NCAA Division
III nationals in Kenosha, Wis-
consin Saturday.

The course was encrusted in

a layer of snow and ice; the

temperature well below freez-

ing. The Williams women
were prepared for the cold and
snow, having bought three
pairsof "raspberry ice" tights

for the occasion, and racing
for the first time with spikes,

which they had to tape to their

feet, to make sure they didn't

come off in the middle of the

race.

Marchant set the pace for

the Williams team, going out
strong and holding her posi-

tion for the entire 3.1 mile
course. Undaunted by the icy,

muddy slopes, she smoked to

the finish in 14th place, in a
time of 19: ,54.

Behind Marchant was Mar-
tineau, who ran a smart race,
holding back somewhat until

most of the major obstacles

were overcome, and then pick-

ing up her pace to mo\e from
28th to 18th position.

Both girls won themselves
All-American status in the

first women's NCAA nationals
in history. Asked how they felt

about their performances,
Marchant said, "We were able
to run relaxed and strong."

Martineau felt that the expe-
rience which they gained at

the Division I New England's
and the Division III New Eng-
land Regionals helped them to

maintain this relaxed attitude.

The third representative of

the Williams team seemed to

suffer from being in the right

place at the wrong time. Feel-

ing a bit off-color, despite her

purple tights, Tricia Hellman
slipped and slid her way to a

disappointing 36th spot. All

three felt the experience a
worthwhile addition to their

education.

Williams was unable to

enter a full team, due to NES-
CAC rulings, but the strength
of this year's team is evi-

denced by the fact that a team
they had beaten consistently

all year. Southeastern Mass.,
took fourth in the NCAA
standings.

B-Ball beats Yugoslavs, 95-91
With four returning starters

and a number of promising
players, the men's basketball

team is optimistic about the

1981-1982 season. Having fin-

ished last year on a successful

streak, winning three of its last

four games including an up.set

victory over Amherst in the

Lord .Jeff's home gym in the last

game, the squad is looking to

pick up where it left off.

In its first preseason tune-up,

Williams faced a touring Yugos-

lavian team in a scrimmage on

Saturday. The Yugoslavians
were considerably older and
bigger than the Ephmen, but

speed and aggressiveness were

on the Williams side and led toa

95-91 victory for the Purple.

Senior co-captain .leff Fasulo
and sophomore guard Art Pido-

riano led the .scorcMs with 22

points apiece. Co-captain Al

Lewis chipped in Iti in addition

to his usual exciting ballhan-

dling and rebounding.

The Yugoslavians, who
brought a friendly and good-
natured attitude to the game,
played well in the first half.

After halftime, they played
their substitutes and lost their

lead. A last minute comeback
with the starters in the game fell

short. (Juard and team leader
Srecko .Jaric had 14 points while
«' 9", 2,'{2 lbs. Zeiko Mareija and

Senior Joe Daignault lolls a shot in Ihe Ephs scrimmage with the veteran
Yugoslavian touring team. (Farley)

J

Swimmers compete
in lonq-distance meet
Facing West Coast rivals,

Pomona Pitzer College of Cali-

fornia, the men's and women's
swim teams opened their sea-
son Friday night in a dual meet.
The expected capacity crowd
was diverted by the touring
Yugoslavian basketball team.

Adding to the Eph swimmers'
disappointment was that the
Pomona swimmers were also
absent—this time due to the 86
percent sunshine in their home
state.

The Eph swimmers, anxious
to compete, were undeterred by
the lack of spectators and oppo-
nents and elected to run the
meet over the phone.

Some new challenges arose
with the unusual format. Some
egos were threatened by having
the men and women swim right

after one another, particularly

with the strength of the Ephwo-
men. Senior Jerry Trieman was
stranded without assistance in

counting to twenty (laps), but
finally got help when it counted.
Wheaton College exchange
Marcia Gutschte discovered the
advantages of a shaved head
when her bathing cap fell off in

her third lap.

Not a bit confused was fresh-
man Kim Eckridge who man-
aged to tie the school record in

the 100 yard breaststroke after
only three weeks of training.

Similar performances were
turned in by new Ephswimmers
John Peloso in the 100 yard back
and Celia Ciepiela in the 100
yard fly.

The first half of the meet
ended with senior Jay "Too
Tall" Thoman stroking his way
masterfully through the breast-

stroke and Liz Jex streaking for

the ringing telephone. It was
Pomona Pitzer calling with

their results.

Veteran swimmer Jeff Mills
'84 turned in a top performance
in the 100 yard free as did fresh-

man Jonna Kurucz and Rachel

Stauffer. After the men's and
women's 200 yard free relays,

the eight-swimmer-mixed-
medley-chugging relay put a

crowning touch on the evening's
competition.

A second call to Pomona and a

rapid compilation of scores con-

firmed that the Eph swimmers
were victorious. The final

scores: 44-27.5 for the women
and 62-19 for the men.

A more conventional meet
will take place December 2 at

Muir Pool when the men face
UConn at 4 p.m. and the women
take on Middlebury at 7 p.m.
The meet will go on regardless
of sleet, snow, term papers or
downed phone lines.

Zivko Ljubojevic had ten
apiece. Under Head Coach
Faruk Koienovic, the team
played a methodical style which
featured brilliant shooting.

The remaining two starters
for the Ephmen, Scott Olesen '83

and Steve O'Day '83, each had
seven points. Also playing well
for Williams were senior for-

ward Joe Daignault with seven
points and sophomore ,John
McNicholas with five.

Head Coach Bob Peck was
able to play a lot of players to
get an idea of what to expect this
year. Peck, who is also the
Athletic Director, is coaching
the varsity for the first time due
to Coach Curt Tong's sabbatical
this year. The only other chance
for Peck to see the team in game
conditions before the season
starts will be this Sunday
against Wesleyan University.
The season starts with two

tough games against Hamilton
and Tufts. The Hamilton game
is at Lasell Gymnasium next
Tuesday at 8:00 p.m.

Chaffee
wins again
Williamstown's Clarence

Chaffee has added another win
to his string of tennis tourna-
ment victories. This one estab-
lishes him as the national
champion in the USTA senior
divisions.

Competing against 11 of the
nation's top-ranked senior ama-
teur players, Chaffee came out
on top in the first World-Series
of Super Senior Tennis held at
the Bitsy Grant Tennis Center in

Atlanta, Ga. at the end of

October. This win was the
crowning touch for Chaffee, and
followed hard on the heels of his

clinching the "super senior"

grand slam last summer-
championships on all four court

surfaces in the 80-and-above

age group.

His recent

particularly

Chaffee, who returned to com-
petitive tennis during the

summer with a pacemaker
implanted in his heart, follow-

ing a heart attack last April.

Chaffee expects to get even
stronger as he gets back into

shape after his heart attack.

"I'm not back to where I was,"

he says, "but I should get there

by next summer.

wins have been
encouraging for

It's the next best thing to swimming there
by Steve Epstein

A few weeks ago, it was my
pleasure to incur the wrath of

Food Services, my matron, and
sophomore footballer Sean
Crotty in an article lampooning
the new DIAL-A-MENU feature
on campus. But, what the heck,
I said. It's been a good month for

annoying people. But take heart
Ross Keller, your DIAL-A-
MENU must be a success. For
imitation is the sincerest form
of flattery, and the swim team
has now instituted DIAL-A-
SWIM-MEET.

Stuck without plane fare to

California, and not willing to

swim there (Steve lerardi says
the Gulf Stream is no sweat, but

"that Panama Canal is a drag to

butterfly through") the team
came up with the most innova-
tive way possible to face rivals

Cal Poly Pitzer—over the
phone.

A line was .set up between Wil-

liams and Pitzer ( Pitzer?? ) and
the two squads swam their

hearts out . . . and then dialed

direct to find out if they'd won or
lost the race. Williams won both
meets handily, proving their

amazing combined abilities in

the pool and on the phone. We
beat them 44-27.5 for the women
and 62-19 for the men. Showing
equal dexterity on the phone,
the combined swim teams
flailed the unwitting Californi-
ans, talking about everything
from the weather in William-
stown (spash!) to the supply
side views of Gary Selinger

EPHUSIONS
(ouch! ) and piled up another
score, defeating Pitzer 243 mes-
sage units to 94.

The meet worked beautifully,

and the Ephs were thrilled to

win. But think of all the poten-
tial problems that might occur
with such a system.

First, world records might
not be as likely with such a sys-

tem. What if, while trying to call

Pitzer, the Ephs encountered a

wrong number or the line was
busy. Poor Cathy Hartley or

Ben Aronson might be In the

pool an extra six or seven min-
utes before they finally got

through. This could cause a

team to be slower than normal,
as well as more shrivelled.

Another key problem is just

how to place the call. Who would
pay? Would Pitzer accept a col-

lect call from a team that was
beating their trunks off? Or
should the call be placed person
to person ... or should it be team
to team? And what about rates?
If this continues, will meets be
moved until after 11:00 p.m.,
when the rates go down?

Even the slogans of the phone
company might change, like

"Long Distance, the next best
thing to swimming there," or
"Take the freestyle for a dollar-
five, take your sweet time when
you dive, relax the first three
relays will always cost you
less."

The last threat is to the safety
of the swimmers. An over-
exhuberant Coach Ellington
might go to congratulate a wet
swimmer while on the phone

and inadvertently shorten his

career. This would be seriously

detrimental for our winningest

teams on campus.

However, there are advan-

tages. The swim teams have
already won the New England
titles uncontested. Now they

can go to the national, and even

the Olympics—without even
leaving their own back yard.

They can swim six or seven

matches a week, all at home but

away simultaneously. What a
cost savings in both time and
money.

Bravo to the swim team for an
innovative as well as humorous
pre-season stint. But let's hope
all this stuff stops here and now.

Rumors abound that the rugby
team, not to be outdone, are
going to mail themselves to

Mardi Gras this spring. Some-
how, I'm just not sure that plan
will hold water. I called the
swim team to find out what they
thought about the idea, but the
line was busy. They were
practicing.
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Eight profs

get nod
Eight out of eleven faculty

members being considered for

tenure this year received
recommendations from the

Committee on Appointments
and Promotions (CAP) last

Tuesday.
The Record obtained personal

confirmations of positive CAP
recommendations from Ralph
Bradburd of the economics
department, Dennis Dickerson
of the history department,
Meredith Hoppin of the classics

department, Robert Kava-
naugh and Paul Solomon of the

psychology department,
Richard Krouse of the political

science department and Law-
rence Raab of the English
department. Gene Bell-Villada

of the Spanish department also

received a CAP recommenda-
tion, the Record learned.

Gillian Feeley-Harnik of the

anthropology department,
Sarah Roche-Gerstein of the

German department and David
Tharp of the history department
were not recommended by the

CAP.
The Spanish and Classics

departments will now be com-
pletely tenured if the Trustees

approve Bell-Villada and
Hoppin.
Administration officials

refused to comment on the CAP
recommendations. Dean of the
Faculty John Reichert said that

no announcement will be made
until the Trustees make final

tenure decisions in January.
President John Chandler and
CAP chairman Peter Berek
declined to comment on the

recommendations also.

The Trustees "rely heavily on
the CAP recommendations,"
according to Reichert. He said

he did not know if the Trustees
had ever rejected a CAP
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Campus Report Card
Bookstores—D—. Latp assignments, incomplete work; should be disci-

plined for fighting in class.

Buildings and Grounds Dept.—C. Lunch hour extends into class time;

excessive and inefficient effort on group projects.

TANGENTS by Grodzins

Calendar and Scheduling Committee—D+
week of classes.

Crams too much for the last

College Council— B+. Enthusiastic but tends to daydream.

Deans' Office- B. Good work under pressure, but should volunteer more
information in class.

Feminist Alliance- B+. Highly motivated but dominates class

discussions.

Food Service-B— Generally satisfactory. Often submits previous work
for next day's credit.

Football C+. Good effort but chokes on final exams.

Gargoyle Society—Incomplete. No graded work turned in.

Junior Advisors—Perfunctory Pass. Class clowns.

Marching Band—A. Extra credit for Amherst sign.

Octet-A— . Cute.

President's Office—A—. Always quick with a joke.

Record—Fifth Course. No credit given for work done.

Security—B. Lost school supplies from Morgan over the summer, but
has recovered since then.

WCFM—B. The "gentleman's C" after grade inflation.

Winter Study Review Committee—Incomplete. Thesis deadline
extended.
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Gargoyle undergoes revitalization

December 8, 1981
WILLIAMS RECORD

l>,> Kon Isson

The Gargoylo Society, an
organization founded in 1X95

"foi- the betteiment of the col-

lege," is perhaps one of the least

understood groups at Williams.
Long a member of the Willianis
community, the Gargoyle has in

recent years become an
enigma. In i+io past few years.

neither the student bod>- nor the

members themselves, seemed
to have a clear idea of the Gar-
go>le's purposes. This year.

however, the Gargoyle has
undergone a reorganization and
revitalization that heralds for

the SocietN- a more prominent
part in campus life.

Once a vibrant and \isible

part of Williams, the public

selection of juniors for member-
ship in the Gargoyle was "a hap-

pening," according to .Mike

Di\'ely '61. president of the Gar-

go.\'le alumni association. "Tap
Da.\'" occurred ever>- spring

and invohed all members of the

junior class. Students sat on the

Gargo,\lc fence, located in the

science quad, where selected

members were then "tapped"
and, at the conclusion, new
members and old then met in

the middle of the quad and
marched in column array back
into Jesup Hall where the office

of the Gargo.Nie is located. The
tapping ceremon>', marked
with solemnity and honor, was a

public affirmation of the exist-

ence of a Gargoyle.
The Gargoyle Society, named

after the two Gargoyles located
on Morgan Hall, is a senior

EPHRAIM

society whose members, in the-

ory comprise the outstanding

student leaders in the current

graduating class. .-Xs such, the

GargoNle represents a unique

foi'um in which campus leaders,

representing a variet,\- of back-

grounds, ma.N' discuss issues

that the\- feel are of importance

to the college in the long run.

This is not to sa.v that the Gar-

goyle consists siinply of Record

editors. Student Council presi-

dents, football captains and the

like. Rather, as Hodge Mark-

graf. vice president of the Gar-

goyle alumni association, and

Provost of the College, stated,

members ha\'e not simply

"earned a place by represent-

ing an important extracurricu-

lar group." The criterion is

based upon having a inember-

ship made up of "wise heads."

The Gargo.vle is not, and has

never attempted to be, a legisla-

Ii\-e body. Its avowed intention,

as stated in The History of the

Gargoyle, is to "lead college

opinion, having neither the

power, nor purporting to have
the power to make laws for the

students of this campus." And,
in its long history, the Gargoyle
has been extremely successful

at doing exactly that.

In the early years, the Gar-

goyle initiallN' directed its atten-

tions toward overcoming the

internecine rivalries found on

campus between various frater-

nities and between fraternity

and nonaffiliated students. Gar-
goN'le proposals were crucial in

leading to the establishment

by Banevicius

and adoption of the Honor Sys-

tem at Williams, and in elimi-

nating the widespread fraud

found in class elections through

the adoption, in 1904, of a Gar-

goyle proposal for a ,No-Deals

Agreement regulating college

elections.

In the late 'ftOs the Gargoyle

initiated the practice of offering

trophies and prizes for x'arious

sports. The adoption of Fresh-

man Week in WM was a regular

part of the College calendar was

the result of a Gargoyle prop-

osal first made in 1927. The idea

of having .Junior Advisors origi-

nated in Gargoyle meetings in

the spring of 192-1, with the prac-

tice being adopted in 192(i,

The Athletic Council, the first

student government, and the

concert committee also came
about through the efforts of the

Gargo>le. The 19.'?4 Gargoyle

study recommending a plan for

the reorganization of the Non-

Athletic Council led to the crea-

tion of the Student Activities

Council, while the 1922 sugges-

tion, first made b\- Gargoyle
Maxwell concerning the status

of "hat clubs" on campus led to

their organization in 192,') into

what is their present day suc-

cessor. The Purple Key.
As a self-perpetuating organi-

zation, the Gargoyle represents

an independent voice of student

concern. Due to its independent
and nonpartisan nature, it can
make observations from a pers-

pective that gives it merit not-

withstanding the existence of

such other organizations as a

president's ad hoc committee,
or the presence of students on
various faculty committees.
The Gargoyle's success,
according to Dively, rests upon
the respect that students and
administrators alike place
upon it.

Seldom do the proposals of the
Gargoyle meet with immediate
and positive action. It is often
many years from the first Gar-
goyle proposal to the actual
adoption of such a suggestion by
the College at large. But as a
continuing and ongoing society,
its members are able to take the
view of the "long run" that, for
example, the student serving on
the finance committee for one
year or one semester may be
unable to do.

Continued on Page 5
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Happy

Holidays!

Bring home a gift

to tlie people

who've sacrificed

to l(eep you here

all year long.

Take part in our Annual Christmas Drawing.
Each multiple of $10 gives you an entry to one
of our three prize books on display at Renzi's.

cnzis
COLLtGE BOOK STORE |^cwilliamstown mass 0I?(,'

student Recital

This week, the music depart-
ment is sponsoring two student
studio recitals. On Wednesday,
December 9 at 1:00 p.m. in the
Brooks-Rogers Recital Hall,
Michael Costantino '85, bari-

tone, will perform works by
Giordani and Schumann, Elisa-

beth Bischoff '8,3 will perform
works by Marcello and Gluck,
accompanied by Elizabeth
Ellrodt '83on piano, and Marcus
Silvi '83 will play works by Skri-

abin on the piano.

Then, on Thursday, Dec. 10 at

4:15 p.m. in Brooks Rogers,
Margit Rudy '83 and Lisa Louis
'82, flutists, will perform a duet
by Telemann; two woodwind
quartets will perform works by
Persichettiand Ibert; the Brass
Ensemble will play selections

by Amram, Turpin and Hinde-
mith; a jazz group will play var-

ious selections and Christine

Mleynek '83 soprano, accom-
panied by Greg Capaldini '83

will perform works by Per-
golesi. Wolf, Carey and Bridges.
Admission to both performan-
ces is free.

Soph

ATTENTION:
omores, Juniors, Seniors and Recent Alumni

will be sponsoring an exhibit during
The CoHege Council

January of past Winter Study p'rojects.'

If you have a project that was particularly meaningful to

Ro. 1«^« ^'th
""^ encourage you to drop a note to S UBox 1856 with your name and phone number This shouldbe done before Friday, December 11.

We are specifically interested in projects which exemolifv

\Te rur-rum'
^^-^ °^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^ -^ ^^^-p-arlo

Paid for by the College Council

Flute Recital

On Wednesday, December 9
at 8:00 p.m. in the Brooks-
Rogers Recital Hall, Hilde Hoo-
genboom '81, accompanied by
Edwin Lawrence, piano will

play works by Bach, Piston,
Ibert, Varese and Pelenc,
Admission is free.

Christmas Concert

At 9:00 p.m. on Wednesday,
the Williams Early Music
Ensemble will perform Christ-

mas music, past and present, at

the Weston Language Center.

The concert is free and open to

the public.

Opening Reception

On Thursday, December 10 at

5:00 p,m. in the Dodd House
Gallery, there will be an open-

ing reception for the exhibition

"Portraits and other Photo-

graphs," by graduate art his-

tory student Wanda A. Bubriski.

The exhibition will run through

Friday, Dec. 18.

African Music

Talking Drums: Music and

Dance of West Africa will be

presented by the faculty and

students of Wesleyan Universi-

ty's World Music Program on

Saturday, Dec. 12 at 8: 00p.m. in

Jesup Hall. The program, which

is sponsored by the S.A,B, and

the Luce Committee, is free.

SECRET SANTAS!

Looking for a gift idea?

Give a Secret Santa

snacl( bar gift certificate.

A useful gift that is sure

to be appreciated.

Absolute

ranteed.

secrecy gua-

Available from the snack

bar cashier.

ONLY $2.00

I

Bates College

Disorderly conduct by Bates
students at the Bate.s-Bowdoin
football game on November ti

has led to the arraignment of a
Bates senior on assault charges
in Brunswick, Me., District
Court, according to the Bates
Student. Bates deans are inves-
tigating the incidents as well.

The game was played at

Bowdoin.
About 30 Bates students were

asked by Bowdoin Security to

extinguish a barbecue at a pre-

game tailgate party. "They told

us to t-- off," said Bowdoin
Security Officer Tami Bodge.
Security called in Brunswick
police. "Three units responded
to the call. Students were asked
to return to their cars and a
Brunswick Fire Department
hook and ladder hosed down the
hibachi," said the Student.
The police remained at the

picnic for half an hour, "confis-

cating open cans or bottles of

alcoholic beverages and dump-
ing their contents on the
ground."

Just before the game, 59

Bates students rushed the gate

Page 5

without paying the one-dollar
admission charge. The first stu-

dent allegedly "belted" a Bow-
doin officer in the chest. He was
arrested, but released in time
for the second half,

'The gale was crashed with-

out provocation," commented
Dean of the College James W.
Carignan. "It was a bush kind of

activity that was without
class." At a meeting of gate-

crashers called by Carignan,
over 60 students agreed to send
a letter of apology to Bowdoin,
and paid $54 in admission
charges.

Mount Holyoke College

The Board of Trustees of
Mount Holyoke College, on the
South Hadley campus for its fall

meeting November 6-8, was
greeted by college-wide demon-

Gargoyle to live again

strations in favor of divestiture

by faculty and students, which
included wearing t-shirts and
buttons, hanging banners, and
(on November 7) staging a four-

hour sit-in demonstration.

The Board passed a resolution

on November 6 which urged a

reconsideration of the Board's
investments in corporations
doing business in South Africa.

The sit-in, which involved

some 70 students and faculty

and was coordinated by four
student organizations, was
staged in the building where the

trustees met for lunch, greeting

them as they filed in with the

reading of a press statement
denouncing as "hypocritical
that Mount Holyoke should
profit in any way from corpo-

rate support of this apartheid
regime."

The demonstration also
included songs, readings, slide

Continued from Page 4

This sense of history helps

reduce the chances of Gargoyle
members being concerned with

"headline grabbing" or worry-
ing about "their share of the

pie." As Hodge Markgraf
stated, "if you have loyalty and
love for this place, you don't

need bragging rights; good
things will just happen,"
From the mid-sixties to the

present, with the exception of a

slight revival in the mid-
seventies, the Gargoyle suf-
fered from apathy and a lack of

direction on the part of its

members. There was a lack of

continuity in the organization

that led to, according to Dively,

"a lot of reinventing of the

wheel": there was a lack of

understanding of the role of the

Gargoyle by the members
themselves. Although instru-

mental in the elimination of fra-

ternities here at Williams, the

Gargoyle almost went with

them, viewed by some as an elit-

ist or "snob" organization.

By 1980, disorganization had
reached a peak. Only two or

three members would show up
for meetings, and those meet-
ings, when attended, were
marked, according to Sarah
Wilson, Gargoyle '81, by person-

ality conflicts and confusion

over the society's purposes.

With no presidency or secre-

tary, the society suffered from
organizational confusion as
well. No minutes were kept, and
there was little, if any knowl-

edge among the members of the

history of the Gargoyle.

Karon Walker, member '81,

charged that the society should

be disbanded on the grounds
that since the members repres-

ented a completely diverse

range of campus interests, they

had little in common. (Such an

argument, Wilson agreed, indi-

cates in itself a lack of informa-

tion as to the original conception
and purposes of the Gargoyle.)

Finally, a memo by Tom
Black to the other Gargoyles
calling for a meeting to select

members for Gargoyle '82

resulted in one other member
showing up, with the result that

no selections were made and the

society disbanded by default.

Primarily through the efforts

of Gargoyle Bill Allen '34, inter-

ested students, and various

members of the administration,

the Gargoyle was revitalized

and new members were
selected from the current class

of seniors at Williams. Steve

Willard, Gargoyle '82, charac-

terizes this year as a "rebuild-

ing year."

In a quiet way, the current

Gargoyle is involved in a

number of issues, including the

establishment of a student book-

store, the coordination of ideas

on Winter Study, and the issue of

student-faculty ratios here at

Williams. In addition, the Gar-

goyle Alumni association con-

tinues to offer an annual
scholarship of $2,000, awarded

last year to Darrell McWhorter.
In elaborating the roles that a

revitalized Gargoyle could
play, Dively emphasized the

importance of the function of

the Gargoyle as a sounding
board for the president and
administrators, and how it

might, as in the past, hold regu-

lar meetings with the president

,

instead of merely reacting to

issues as they occur. Equally
important, Dively feels that the
Gargoyle can be effective in

raising issues for students, as
by its structure itself, it repres-

ents a pulling together of all of
the significant elements of the
Williams community.
Dively felt that more meet-

ings with Gargoyle Alumni at

Williams, and possibly, an ear-
lier selection of Gargoyles in the
spring of the year would help
alleviate the Society's problem
while maintaining year to year
continuity. Most important,
Willard feels, is getting people
used to a Gargoyle, as well as
getting members committed
working with it, realizing that

the Gargoyle is "not elitist, just

fellow students."

Fair
Lady

Don't miss it!

Sunday, January 10th 4:00 and 7:30
Brought to you by SAGE D

^lie ^oU ^ole

UNIQUE GIFTS
for all family members

"SECRET SANTA GIFTS GALORE!"
Gifts can be sent home for Christmas.

118 Wafer Street Open 9-6 Seven Days

//U/'

shows, and statements from
both white and black South Afri-

cans, including a black South

African Holyoke undergraduate
who displayed her pass book,

which designated in which
areas of her country blacks are

permitted.

Though the trustees com-
mended the students' sensitiv-

ity and responsibility in taking a

stand on divestiture, the resolu-

tion to reconsider investment

policy was passed before the

demonstration. Despite the

resolution, the Board did not

commit itself to a speedy deci-

sion on divestiture.

The Mount Holyoke Choragos
reports that trustee chairman
Gerhard Lowenberg, asked
whether the Board will reach a

decision on divestiture at its

November meeting, replied

that the Board has been discuss-

ing this issue for eight years and

thai it was not clear when il

would be decided once and for

all.

Wesleyan University

The Student Events Commit
lee (SPX') rescinded an invita-

tion to speak at Wesleyan it had
{'xtended to fjenerai William
Westmoreland, the Com-
mander of American forces in

Vietnam during the 1960s,

remembered for remarking,
"Life is cheap in Southeast
Asia."

The engagement, .scheduled

for November 18, would have
brought Westmoreland a $2,000

fee—a fact that most angered
the students opposed to West-

moreland's visit. Jessica
Rosner, who circulated a peti-

tion against Westmoreland,
allowed that Westmoreland has
the right to speak at Wesleyan,
but did not want her student tax

money going to pay him. "But
it's not a free speech issue,"

Rosner told the Wesleyan
Argus, "it's a paid-speech
issue."

Keith Pye of the SEC was dis-

appointed with the opposition to

Continued on Page 7
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INFLATION-FIGHTER SPECIAL
ON KODACOLOR DEVELOPING AND PRINTING!

12 Exposure Develop & Print @ $2.49

20 Exposure Develop & Print @ $3.69

24 Exposure Develop & Print @ $3.99

36 Exposure Develop & Print @ $5.99

SNAP UP THE SAVINGS!

OFFER EXPIRES DECEMBER 31

Harts' Pharmacists^ Inc.

SPRING STREET
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Trivia

prepares to

warp out
by Jon Tigar

(irab some beers, sil b\ the

phone, and tune to W'CFM,
because tonight marks ihe.iOth

semi-annual Tiivia Contest.

Following the dictate of tradi-

tion, the contest will run from
midnight to 8 a.m. Questions

will fall into one of eight catego-

ries: Music, Movies. Advertis-

ing, Television, Comics, Sports,

Williamsiana, and Mi.scellan\.

In addition to standard ques-

tions, for which contestants

have the length of an oldie-but-

goodie to answer, teams will

face one-hour bonus questions

and four-hour super bonus ques-

tions. ••Action" questions

require players to reenact a

scene from one of the eight

categories.

Last year's winning team,

Phasers On Stun, will be coordi-

nating this year's contest. Two
of the groups organizers. Char-

lie Singer '82 (known as Captain

Slope to WCh'M listeners I and
Sheila Walsh '8;i. are both

excited about the possibilities.

| think it's the funnest thing

in th(^ whole world. What makes
it .so fun is that xou can't believe

that Nou remember a particular

scene from .some stupid televi-

sion show or movie." said

Walsh.

Organizing eight hours of tri-

\ia is a huge responsibilits

.

"It's kind of a pain, " said

Walsh. "You never realize how
difficult it is to put this thing

together. We've been thinking

of questions all summer."
Although formal rules will be

announced at the beginning of

the contest, the game is simple.

In Walsh's words, "Get a phone.

Call in. Give a name. Get the

answer."
She also expressed the hope

that Trivia will not be domi-

nated by a few large teams gar-

nering all the points. When the

points are spread out, the small

teams "want to pla.\- longer,"

she said.

Towards that end, "I think we
have a much easier contest this

year," said Singer, precisel>'

"so that the contest doesn't get

dominated by big teams or spe-
Continued on page 7

Record names editors for 1982
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.luniors Rich Henderson and

Sieve Spears will be co-editors

of the Kocord for calendar yeai'

1982, according to current co

editors Eric Schmitt and Steve

Willard. The two, supported b.\

new managing editor Bob

Buckner, will assume the edi-

torship duties starting in

,January.

In addition, eight persons

were elevated to department

editor positions. Sophomores

Sara Ferris and Katya Hokan-

son will run the news depart-

ment, Jon Tigar '84 the Outlook

page, and Philip Busch '84 the

features department. PaulSab-

bah '83 will become Oped edi-

tor, Dan Keating '84 sports

editor, Mike Govan '85 layout

editor, and Ron Issen '84 arts

entertainment editor.

Henderson, news editor this

semester, returns to the co-

editorship he held this spring. A
talented news writer and editor,

Henderson started on the

Record as a reporter, and

moved up to assistant news edi-

tor and news editor before his

first co-editorship.

Spears, one of two managing
editors this semester, will util-

ize his excellent administrative

and editing abilities in his new
capacity. Spears also began his

Record career in the news

department. He moved from

assistant news editor to enter-

tainment and news editor

before assuming his managing
editorship.

Buckner becomes managing

editor after a productive two-

Near stint as layout editor,

where he honed his editing skills

to a "cutting" edge.

Busch, Ferris, Hokanson.and
Tigar comprised a strong news

editing corps this semester as

assistant news editors. Sabbah
takes charge of the new Op-ed

section. He has served as sports

co-editor and copy editor in past

semesters.

Keating moves up from
assistant sports editor. He has
had exptM-ience with layout and
will help Govan with the paper's
format. Issen was a features
writer in this past semester his
first on the Record.

Henderson and Spears will
head a nine-person editorial
board that forms the newspap-
er s policies.

Current managing editor
Steve Epstein has decided not to
return to the staff because of
other campus commitments

New RECORD editors Henderson and Spears survey their domain a<t
former editors Willard and Schmitt look on ^

(Fa"ey)

Students initiate Italian study
by Kira Obolensky

Italian will be taught at Willi-

ams as a student-initiated

course next semester in

response to strong student inter-

est in Italian. Currently, eight

students are commuting to

North Adams State College to

study Italian.

The College Bulletin des-

cribes a "student-initiated
course" as "one proposed and
organized by students ... the
students carry a heavy burden
of the leadership in proposing
requirements, selecting mate-
rial to be covered, and conduct-
ing discussion, as well as in

conceiving the basic outline of

the course." Professor Nicholas

SANTA'S
HELPER!

UPSTAIRS
115 WATER ST.

458-8485

GREAT
CHOICES

$5.00 &
UNDER

Fersen of the Russian depart-
ment will evaluate and grade
students.

Priscilla Cohen '82 initiated
Italian 102 when she became
aware of the increasingly prom-
inent interest in Italian among
Williams students. Two years
ago, when Italian was last

offered as a Winter Study pro-

ject, 184 students expressed
interest, and 53 selected it as

first choice.

Carol Ockman of the art

department is teaching an Ital-

ian WSP again this year "to

show that there is a continuing

interest in Italian here at Willi-

ams," she said. This year 50stu-

dents opted for Italian as a first

choice.

Italian 102 will be open to

those students who participated

in an Italian study program,

have taken beginning Italian in

Winter Study or have enrolled in

Italian 101 at North Adams. The

class is limited to 12.

Dean of the FAculty John Rei-

chert said that this student-

initiated course is "exceptional

^ Continued on page 7
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Treasurer
resigns, budget
finally passes

by Katya Hokanson

In an unexpected move. Col-

lege Council Treasurer Steve

Spears '83 resigned from his

Council post at the end of last

Wednesday's meeting. Spears,

who was to have served through

the month of April until the next

Council elections, said that he

had been offered the post of co-

editor-in-chief of the Williams

Record and would not have
enough time to properly fulfill

both his Council and Record
duties.

Beth O'Leary '82 was named
the new treasurer after notifica-

tion of the Finance Committee.

"She's very thorough," said

Spears of O'Leary. "She'll be

sure to look at the big picture as

well as the small picture."

"I'm looking forward to it,"

said O'Leary. "Over Winter
Study, we're looking forward to

reforming the processes of the

FinCom." O'Leary said she was
also interested in providing

more information about clubs

when the Council decided on
budgeting in the future.

Vur the most part of the meet-
ing, however, dLscussion of the
Williams Record budget once
again prevailed. Record editors
had been required by a vote at

the previous week's Council
meeting to present written esti-

mates of area printers' costs to

print the newspaper. Director of

Public Information Ray Boyer,
requested to examine the var-

ious options, said at the meeting
that he felt that Lamb's Print-

ing in North Adams, the
Record's present printer,
remained the best choice.

"An important point," said

Boyer, "is that at Lamb's the

Record is the dominant project

when it's up for printing. At the

North Adams Transcript, the

Record will be second priority.

That's the same as with tlie

(Bennington) Pennysaver."
Boyer cited the pre-weekend

deadlines of the Transcript and
the Pennysaver as the main rea-

sons they are not good choices

for printing the Record.

"It's important to have week-

end sports coverage," noted

Boyer, "and it's good to have
news from the day before. It's

important to have flexibility if

something happens the night

before." The deadline at

Lamb's Is Monday.
After questioning about other

methods of cost-cutting from
Joel Hellman '84 and Sonia

Trivia megatonnage warp-
Continued from page 6

ciallsts." He added that this

year's trivia will be more mod-
ern than before, focusing on the

late '60s and early '70s.

Teams can range in size from
a few people with one telephone

to 30 or 50 people with a dozen

telephones. A few years ago, a

one-man team competed under
the name of Joe Mellchor Wants
An Extension.

Neither Walsh nor Singer

wants to predict the winning
team. "There don't seem to be
any big teams at all," noted Sin-

ger. "This one looks really

tight." But, as usual, he said,

"We'll know first hour who the

big ones are."

Asked for any hints he might
have for tonight's contestants,

Singer replied, "They need a
tape-recorder for the second
super bonus question, which is

fantastic."

Nazario 'K2, the Council pas.sed

the remainder of the Record's

budget, $H,440 with the conting-

ent that $150 be cut per issue if

additional staff can be coordi-

nated to do some costly work
which is currently done by the

printer.

The Council also voted to have
,3000 buttons saying "Support

Winter Study" printed up at a

cost of $405. The buttons will be

put into students' S.U. boxes.

The Council also plans to put a

letter into mailboxes on the first

day of Winter Study.

The letter will read in part,
".

. . we hope that your attitude

and behavior toward your Win-

ter Study course . . will reflect

your recognition of the impor-
tance of Winter Study and its

educational value to a liberal

arts curriculum."
According to Council Presi-

dent Freddy Nathan '83, the let-

Continued on page 8

Italian—
Continued from page 6

and a one-time arrangement.
There are no plans to offer it in

the future."

Fersen explained that he is

"teaching this course in addi-

tion to my regular full-course

load. In order for a series of Ital-

ian courses to be offered, there

must be an arrangement for

faculty."

Both Fersen and Ockman
believe that the possibility of

further courses depends on stu-

dent interest. Ockman noted
that "language courses, in gen-
eral, tend to be small and not

thriving. It's hard to introduce
yet another sequence of courses
when the other language
courses are not highly
enrolled."

She thinks, however, that Ital-

ian is an important language
that Williams should offer since
it is connected with many
aspects of Classical civilization.

In Other Ivory Towers
Continued Irom Page 5

Westmoreland, calling it

"narrow-mindedness" and
"oppression." Pye also held

that Westmoreland's talk would

have provided a counterpoint to

a November 9 speech by the

executive director of the Viet-

nam Veterans of America.

Middlebury College

The faculty, student, and
community leaders spoke out

against the arms race and
warned of the increasing
danger of nuclear conflict on
November 11 in Middlebury's
Convocation on the Threat of

Nuclear War. The Convocation
was sponsored by several cam-
pus groups as well as the Union
of Concerned Scientists, a

national organization.

Topics for lectures ranged
from the economic trade-offs

Implicit in the continuing
nuclear build-up, to the legacy

of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, to

the expected effects if a one-

megaton bomb was dropped on
the U.S. Air Force Base in

Plattsburg, N.V. (the latter

would cause 90 percent fatali-

ties at Midlebury).

Olin Robison, president of

Middlebury, stressed the imme-
diacy of the moral question of

nuclear war, confiding, "My
one greatest fear is that the

essential ingredient to arms
control is slipping from our

grasp."
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Foreign policy in disarray
by I'otcr Nicholas

"ThiMV is no coherent toroign

polu'v direction in llir F^oagan
administralion," argued Nicho-
'as Spilioles '77, a former staff

member on President Carter's

National Security Council, in a

Spee('h'riiursda.\in Criffin Hall.

"The President and the While
House staff are uninterested in

foreign affairs, and are content

to focus on domestic policy." he
said.

Spiliotes considered the ten-

sion between Secretar>- of

State Alexander Haig and the

White House, as well as the

President's "institutional
downgrading" of his own
National Security Council, as

responsible for the disarray in

the foreign polic.\' decision-

making process.

"Haig has been neutralized

by the domestic policy advisers

in the White House. They were
appalled b\' his behavior on live

television the 6ay the President
was shot— a military man
announcing he was in charge of

a diplomatic situation—and so

they decided to take him down a

peg," said Spiliotes. "George
Bush was put in charge of Crisis

Management, and Haig went
back to the State Department to

sulk."

Nevertheless, the White
House is reluctant to fire Secre-
tary Haig, as the European
allies believe he is the only one
in the administration who
"understands them." More-
over, Haig's vigorous, anti-

Soviet internationalist ideology
is shared by the President, Spili-

otes noted.

The National Security Council
staff under Adviser Richard
Allen has also had its role in for-

eign policy-making diminished.

said Spiliotes. "The powers that

be in the White House aren't

pleased with the National
Security Adviser. Allen does not

have direct access to the Presi-

dent. He is forced to send his

memoranda to Reagan through

Ed Mee.se, and he suffered the

ultimate indignity when his

daily early morning briefings

with the President were
cancelled."

Spiliotes said he feels the dim-
inished influence of the National

Security Adviser and the Secre-

tary of State, and the uncoordi-

nated way the administration

makes foreign policv have had

destabilizing effects.

"Haig and Secretary of

Defense Weinberger are not

consulting in private." Spiliotes

said. "Instead, they are battling

it out in the Washington Post,

and no one knows who is speak-

ing with authority in the

administration.

"The result of this institu-

tional disarray has been policy

outcomes like the decision to go
ahead with the B-1 bomber—
which involves spending a lot of

money with little defense value
for the dollar—and the MX mis-

sile basing plan, which would
put our best missile in hardened
silos, which are still vulnerable

to Soviet attack," Spiliotes

commented.

"Because of their obvious
vulnerability, Europe and the

Soviet Union cannot help but

feel the U.S. is thinking of using

the MX in a first strike . . . The
Reagan administration must
get its act together in foreign

policy."

The disarray in the adminis-
tration Is growing increasingly

serious, according to Spiliotes:

"In the event of a real crisis, the
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g()vernm(>nt might fall apart

because of its inabilits to

respond in a coordinated, coher-

ent way ... If the President is to

coordinate foreign p()lic>'

decisionmaking at the White

House, he must upgrade t he role

of the national Security Council,

and replace Richard Allen with

someone competent, whom the

President will l)e able to work
with at the political level,"

Nicholas Spiliotes '77, former
National Security Council staffer,

addressed a group of Williams stu-

dents last Thursday on the Reagan
Administration foreign policy. He
warned of an "Institutional disar-

ray." (Farley)

Tenures
decided

Continued from Page 1

under fire from some students
and faculty members.
"The statistics are horrible,"

said Elena Bertozzi '83. "There
are only five tenured women
now. Considering how many
tenured positions are given and
the quality of the professors in

questions, I found the decisions
extremely unfair."

Dickerson is the first black to

be recommended for tenure
here. "I think it's wonderful."
commented Dean Mary
Kenyatta. "He's the first black
to go through the whole tenure
process here ... I'm not sure
this will directly affect our abil-

ity to attract black faculty, but a
tenured person will be able to

provide a model for other black
faculty already here."

Tenure decisions are usually

made in the sixth year of an
assistant professor's residence
here. The CAP considers stu-

dent evaluations, departmental
surveys and scholarly works in

deciding on recommendations.

Student expelled, reinstated
Continued from Page 1

abl>' a transient, somebody
passing through ... it's not what
a student would do." He
remarked that this sort of inci-

dent has happened "two or

three times before. The last

time must have been in the fall

of 1979."

Director of Security Ransom
Jenks said, "It's not a common-
place event, but I think we can
expect to see recurrences of it.

Flashers frequent areas where
there are young women."
Neither he nor O'Connor con-

sider flashing particularly dan-
gerous for the victim. "It's not

in the nature of a flasher to do
more than display himself,"
commented Jenks.

"It's certainly frightening,"

added O'Connor. "Flashing is

about as low as you can get, but
they're not typically after any-
thing else."

O'Connor also said the sus-

pect in the assault case of two
weeks ago was released
because "he had an alibi and the

identification was not 100 per-

cent positive . . . the victim did
pick him out of the police line-

up, but wasn't quite sure. She
felt uncomfortable pressing
charges because she wasn't
dead sure."

However, O'Connor added.
"We have a strong suspicion
that this is the guy, but we can't

prove it."

Jenks reported that use of

Security's escort service had
not increased appreciably since
the student body was informed
of the assault. He said the ser-

vice averages two or three calls

a night, but that nine students
had used it the evening after the
flashing incidents were public-

ized by the Dean's Office.

"It could be that our .young
ladies are not taking too
seriously what's going on out
there," Jenks commented. "Or
they could also be doubling up,

walking together with other
people."

O'Connor added that Security
had doubled the number of stu-

dent monitors on duty at night

from two to four immediately
after the assault but had cut
back again.

Jenks also advised women to

report any incidents of harass-

ment immediately. "I urge
them to call us about strangers,

phone calls that are unusual,
automobiles that are suspicious

. . . It's important to provide as

JOSEPH E. DEVEY

9:00 - 5:00

Mon.-Sat. ^

H » » H* O rw WILLIAM:WIlllAMSTOWN, MASS.
01267

458-5717

'^.

much description as po.ssible."

The College Council spon-

sored a walking tour of the cam-
pus Sunday night to pinpoint

areas in need of more lighting.

Peter Welanetz, director of the

physical plant, said that "in

general, for a small college in a

relatively quiet town, the Col-

lege has done a reasonably good

job of providing illumination . .

.

we certainly would look (at the

results of the tour), but I don't

foresee a major relighting of the

campus."
Welanetz suggested that "stu-

dents should stay to well-

illuminated paths as opposed to

taking the most convenient

one." He added that "the best

lighting system ... is not going

to be very effective without peo-

ple^around. Lighting has got to

be one of a lot of things."

He concluded, "I get the feel-

ing that people believe the

answer to a maiden's prayer is a
lot of illumination."

Fischberg said a panel dis-

cussion on sexual harassment is

scheduled for January 16 in

Brooks-Rogers Recital Hall.

She remarked that the Feminist
Alliance is now taking names of

people interested in participat-

ing on the panel.

She expects the discussion
will increase student awareness
of the extent of sexual harass-
ment. "People don't see this

campus as a part of the greater
society which in general
harasses women. A lot of people
here see themselves as brothers
and sisters and don't realize

that (harassment) happens
here."

O'Connor said that incidents

of sexual harassment .will be
discussed at the faculty meeting
Wednesday. He said he hopes to

"alert the faculty to the range of

problems and urge them to take

part in this panel discussion."

cc
Continued from page 7

ter will be a reminder that

"students are being watched

and judged" during Winter

Study.

Backtalk magazine's $1700

budget was passed, while Nexus
received $2500, and Parallax

$2645. Men's Rugby got $2945,

Women's Rugby received $1105,

and WUFO got $1025.50.

The Council also heard a short

talk by Elena Bertozzi '83 about

sexual harassment on campus;
in response, the Council decided

to hold a nighttime walking tour

of the campus in order to pin-

point the very dark areas of

campus.
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Big siblings:

joy of giving
by Ron Issen

Dvar If iltianislDiin Hifc Unilhi'r-

/Sislrr. \nu and ynur litilf hnt-

thvr sisliT art' itivitt'tt tit a

Christmas party. Satiirilay.

Dvcfinbvr r>. from 2 to t p.m. . . .

So read the note in my box.

Innocuous enough, I thought to

myself, and I proceeded to call

my little brother and make
arrangements.
The party was held in the

Greylock dining hall, with Big
Brothers and Sisters arriving

with tot in tow, and gift in arm
for Santa to distribute later.

After a pre-bash munch-out

where cookies and punch were
enjoyed, Jami Harris, coordina-

tor of the program and infam-

ous for being the only girl in the

College who plays ping pong
with a double-fisted backhand,
organized a game of Musical

Big Brother and Sister (a game
somewhat akin to musical
chairs, only, guess who got to be
the furniture?).

Undaunted, I bravely took my
place as "chair," as tots circled

and music played. Now I know
how Custer felt at Little Big

Horn. Actually, it was very sim-

ilar to musical chairs, the only

difference being that in this ver-

sion, the chairs got to root for

various contestants.

"Sit over here'.'," screams a
mahogony desk chair. "No, no,

quick! This wayl," yells the
cherrywood rocker. Finally,
one chair (Amy Elsbree '84)

was left, with two bitter contest-

ants. The Girl With The Ribbon
In Her Hair, and The Kid With
The Big Leather Boots fighting

it out for possession of the cher-

ished lap. A look of absolute ter-

ror appears over Amy's face as
the music stops and The Kid
With The Big Leather Boots and
The Girl With the Ribbon In Her
Hair dive headfirst to victory.

Final score: Big Boots— 1,

Amy—nothing.

Bobbing for apples was then
followed by a guest appearance
by Santa: Dave "The Big Guy"
Weaver. Some of the older little

brothers seemed a little wary of

this guy in red, and it appeared
at times that Santa was more
interested in having some of the

sisters sit on his lap than they

were. Nonetheless, reluctant

elves and all had a chance to tell

Santa a "secret," with an espe-

cially loud "Ho, Ho, Ho" heard
from Santa when Jami took her
turn upon the jolly man's lap.

A game of "stomp the bal-

loon" was preceded, of course,

by blowing up the balloons. And
Ephs, I don't care what your
verbal SAT's were, sore lungs

were the order of the day.

Continued on Page 10

Women vent anger over harassment

Sub-frosh flood campus

f

More prospective students

visited the campus Admissions
Office during the month of

October than during any other

month in the College's history,

said Philip Smith, Director of

Admissions.

A total of 802 prospectlves

were interviewed, the first time
more than 800 prospective
applicants visited the office in a

single month.
Not only was the pace in

October faster than ever before,

but the pace of interviews over-

all is running ahead of last year.

Smith said 2,721 interviews

were conducted from May
through October, compared
with 2,567 during the same
period last year.

Smith noted that evidence of

especially strong interest by
secondary students in higher

education this year is not

limited to Williams.

"This is also a phenomenon

that other colleges are noting,"

he commented. "It may be that

students are putting things

together earlier this year. Also,

it may be that there is increased

interest in the stronger and
more challenging academic
places."

It is too early to predict what
the interview pace will mean in

terms of applications, accord-

ing to Smith.

by ,lulia Geniesse
Sexual harassment was the

subject of an animated discus-

sion at last week's Women's
Coffee Hour, in the wake of

recent incidents of harassment
on campus.

Last week's forum opened
with talk about flashing. Partic-

ipants offered various reasons
why flashing is considered a
serious form of sexual
harassment.
The discussion continued with

Linda Bundtzen's question,
"What is the frequency of so-

called friendly rape—when the

rape involves two people who
know each other?" Many stu-

dents admitted to a lingering

sense of obligation to a date who
has paid for dinner and a movie,

and talked about the fact that

this feeling of debt sometimes
leads to things that the woman
doesn't want.

Some said that the "pinch" or
"manhandling" is more com-
mon that "date rape." Many
stressed that although they

would like to speak up when
they are being manhandled, it is

often hard to know what to do
because what so often happens
is that "the girl ends up looking

the fool."

"In the Log, you can't scream
or make a scene, because you
are the one who ends up taking

the repercussions," said
Kirsten Tolman '82.

Lola Bogyo added, "There's a

sort of tacit consent in this com-
munity . . . because you don't

want to seem 'oversensitive' or,

God forbid, a 'feminist.' I think

that what we can do to get over
this is to all stand up to it, and in

that way our community will

change and evolve."

Most agreed that while the

tendency is often to "let these
things go. we owe it to each
other to stand up to it."

At the Bend
on Spring Street

Lots of great

Stocking Stuffers!

Lopi, Alpaca and Charity Hill

knitting yarns.

Open Thursday Nights

and Sunday Afternoons

through Christmas.

#<*«*«*««*4»'XS^«**»*'*«*«^'' Cl.ll" \M) S\\ I

5

Monday
Draft Beer Night

Pabst Beer 64 oz.

pitchers $1.50

7 pm - 12 midnight

The Purple Pub
Bank Street

Thursday I

Vodlta Night

Any Vodl(a drinic

$1.00
I

•9

>
i.

9

Tuesday
Prime Time
(reduced prices)

Wednesday, Dec. 9

Moosehead Night

Assorted Moosehead
advertising to be given

away, 9-12

NOTE: Lunch served Monday-Saturday 11:30-2:00 p.m.

Best Deli in town!

Friday

Lunch special

Beer and Deli

Sandwich with I.D.

$2.00

i

s

I
I
i

One student brought up the

issue of faculty-student harass-

ment. Dean Nancy Mclntire

explained that in such cases

"the Dean's Office has a course

of action," and that "the issue is

investigated by the Dean of the

College. "We are receptive,"

she said.

Another student disagreed

that the Dean's Office was
receptive. "The feeling I got

when I went to talk to the Dean
about my room being invaded at

4:00 a.m. (by a male student)

was that it was somehow my
fault for not having locked the

door." She added. "It was my
first reaction too, to blame
myself."

Bundtzen warned against

excusing someone for manhan-
dling on the basis of intoxica-

tion. "People who are drunk
have to be held accountable for

their impositions on others."

She warned, "Don't make all

the men out to be 'Gentle Bens'

who aren't aware of what
they're doing."

Bogyo suggested that another

problem arises from the fresh-

man class perceiving the cam-
pus' negative image of the

Feminist Alliance. She
explained that this might "dis-

courage freshman women from
asserting themselves, at least

until they feel they have an idea

how their behavior in objecting

against harassment will be per-

ceived by their peers."

The Coffee Hour, sponsored

by "Committee W," (Williams

women from the faculty and
staff), meets once a month. It

provides informal conversation

as well as discussions of pre-

viously selected topics. All Wil-

liams women are invited.

Congratulations

Paul Solomon and Bob Kavanaugh

Best of Luck!

Ellen, Laura, Tricia,

Tom and Sharon

Hancock Tire
& Machine
Snow Tires

COMPUTER 8FHN BALANCE 'a-TB on most wt)«ols

OPEN: Monday thru Friday 10 am 6 pm,
Saturday 9 am • 1 2 pm

LOCATED ON ROUTE 43, HANCOCK, MASS., 4 MLES
SOUTH OF ROUTE 7 AND 43 MTERSECT10N

413.4^8.5533
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Students tour campus heating plant
l).v Trish MoHugh

Campus oncrgy s\stoms wore
the subjoc't of campus lours last

month in an effort b.\- the Stu-

dent Kneig>- Conservation Com-
mittee to encourage conserva-
tion and provide information.

Jim Holden, plant manager of

Buildings and Crounds, led

tours to the two main sites of the

campus energx- system: Bern-
hard Music Center, which has
solar heating facilities, and the

central heating plants next to

the paddle tennis court.

During the summer, the

Bernhard solar collectors meet
demand for hot water within the

music center. Throughout the

winter, they boost steam from
the main plant.

The system consists of seven
collectors, measuring a total of

l.n sq. feet, with double-pane
glass over a black undercoat.

The undercoat ma.ximizes
absorbency and minimizes the

effect of cold temperatures.

Each square foot of panel has a

capacity to heal one and a half

gallons of water, stored in a

tank in the basement.

Since the solar heating facil-

ity is small in scope and not

effective in the winter, it is not a

tremendous money saver for

the College. Itsoriginal installa-

tion cost $l!i.(100and withenergy
at six cents per kilowatt-hour,

the payback period is about ,30

years.

F'ollowing Bernhard was a

visit to the central heating

plant, the source of all campus
heat. The facilitv consists of

Come celebrate the end of the

semester with champagne at the Log!

The Log will be open through

December 18.

Happy Holidays to all from The Log.

SKI PACKAGES
WE OFFER QUALITY PACKAGES FOR INORDIC

AND ALPINE SKIERS AT ALL LE\'ELS

XC:
• XCWAXLESS

Irak Nowax Ski ...

Trak Tour Leather Boot

Irak Pinso 7SMM Bindings

Irak Bamboo Poles

Mounting i 4.00

Total S15100

PACKAGE PRICE *124'^

$95 00

» 35,00

J 900

S 800

XC TAXABLE
Rossigno! Carit)0u Skis

Trak Tiakker Bool

TrakPmsoSO 12 Binding

Exet Nova Poles

Mounting

S95 00

165,00

J 1100

J 1295

i 4,00

ALPINE:
• BEGINNER ALPINE

Rossigno! Challenger Ski , $160 00

Nordica Pulsar Boot $ 95 00

Tyiolia 160 Binding $ 84,95

Baneaafters Pole ( 11,95

Mounting $ 8,00

Total $359 90

PACKAGE PRICE •289""

INTERMEDIATE ALPINE

Tola! $187 95

|'\(:k\(;i-. i'uici; *155""

Rossignol S3 Ski

Nordica Cosmos Boot

Salomon 62t Binding

Scott Classic Pole ,

,

Mounting

$225 00

$145 00

$ 99 95

$ 29 95

$ 800

Tola! $507 90

I'VCkVt.l-: I'KICI '410lOO

OR PIT TOGETHER

YOUR OWN PACKAGE

AT A SAVINGS OF

15%-20%
CHRISTMAS LA VA« AYS

ACCEPTED
MASTER CHARGE-VISA

MON.-SAT. 9-5:30

MASTERCARD VISA

Spring Street jse 3605 Williamstown

three oil-fueled boilers, the new-
est installed in 1970. Either of

two boilers is sufficient to warm
the entire campus, except in

times of extreine cold. Th(> third

boiler is too small and has
become obsolete. It will proba-

bly be replaced by a coal boiler

if the College decides to return

to coal heat.

The enormous increases in

the price of oil over the past five

years have made coal a more
attractive option in recent

times. Although the cost of coal

favors conversion, there is still

a big question in some people's

minds regarding the long-term

availability of low sulfur coal.

Holden elaborated, "The big-

gest drawback to conversion is

whether we will be able to have

a long supply of low sulfur coal.

If not, there is a need to desul-

furize the flue gas, and some of

the desulfurization processes

are very expensive."

If it becomes necessary to

invest in a process of this type,

the economic gains made by the

use of coal would be greatly

reduced.

Editors Willard, Spears, Schmilt, and Henderson pose in the depths of the

College heating system during a special energy tour conducted early

Monday morning. (Farley)

ACSR reviews College investments
will also investigate

Artistic?

Creative?

Why not try your luck at

doing pasle-iip lor the

Record?

The Record needs people

interested in doing paste-

up on Mondays and Tues-

days during the academic

year.

For more info., contact:

Mike Govan '85

The Advisory Committee on
Shareholder Responsibility
(ACSR) plans to evaluate the

South African operations of

twelve companies in which the

College owns stock.

The committee will use the
companies' adherence to the

Sullivan principles as the main
criterion for judging their per-

formances. Formulated by a
South African minister, these

principles include such guaran-
tees as freedom of association,

equal pay and benefits, the right

of non-whites to form unions and
total desegregation of all

facilities.

The College currently holds
stock in seven companies that

have refused to sign the Sullivan

principles. They are Air
Express International Corpora-
tion, American Home Products
Corporation, Beckman Instru-

ments, Dresser Industries, Dun
and Bradstreet International

LTD., Martin Marietta Corpo-
ration and Stauffer Chemical
Corporation.

Five companies that have
signed the principles received

low scores on studies designed
to rate companies' dedication to

the Sullivan precepts. The com-

LONDON SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS
Why not take the opportunity to study in London?

A wide range of subjects and courses is available in Central London for

students of the social sciences.

Junior year Postgraduate Diplomas

One-year fyiaster's degrees Research

Subjects include Accounting and Finance, Actuarial Science, Anthro-

pology, Business Studies, Econometrics, Economics, Economic History,

Geography, Government, Industrial Relations, International History,

International Relations, Law, Management Science, Operational Re-

search, Philosophy, Politics, Population Studies, Social Administration,

Social Work, Sociology, Social Psychology and Statistical and Mathema-

tical Sciences.

Application blanks from:

Admissions Directorate, L.S.E., Houghton Street

London WC2A 2AE, England

Please state whether junior year or postgraduate.

SOME GREAT NEW
CUTOUT ALBUIVIS:

Dance Craze (live ska) $2.99

"more " Specials 2.99

Sex Pistols "Great R & R Swindle

"

CCR Royal Albert Hail Concert 3.49

Beatles "Greatest" (import) 3.99

Animals "House of tlie Rising Sun" 4.49

Kinl<s "Low Budget

"

3.49

Jotin Coltrane "Jupiter Variation" 3.49

Miles Davis (double prestige) 5.99

and too many more to list!

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY RECORDS
131 Water Street - 458-5229 Open 10-6

mittee

these companies.
Committee members debated

the procedure they would use to

judge these companies. Assist-

ant Psychology professor Lola
Boygo advocated a set policy for

deciding which companies
should be divested. "It's an effi-

cient and pragmatic way of get-

ting maximal efficiency from a
committee such as this."

Other members suggested a
more cautious, case-by-case
approach. "That would elimi-

nate the need to make judg-

ments," said ACSR chairman
Don Dubendorf. "The reaction

of the Trustees to the work of

this committee is a reflection of

the careful and particular
approach we take to particular

problems."

Christmas party-

Continued from Page 9

Finally, The Big Event was
ready—the pie eating contest.

As the ten and unders began
their gastronomic feat, the

announcement was made that

Big Brothers and Sisters were
also expected to compete in the

vaunted event. Nonplussed, and
already trapped by the "honest

injun" pact I had made with my
little brother to participate if he
did. I accepted my bitter fate,

and, throwing caution to the

wind, laughed in the face of

danger and fearlessly took my
place at that illustrious table.

To my left, Marlene Standish,

heartbreaker, calmly placed her

hands behind her back, and with

a casual glance, eyed with confi-

dence the piece in front of her.

To my right, The Guy With The
Curly Hair Who I've Never Seen
Before growled in morbid antic-

ipation. What? What's this?

Banana Cream Pie?? They're

making me eat Banana Cream
Pie?? I HATE BANANA
CREAM PIE. I lost. I got third

place in a field of seven competi-

tors, got banana cream pie all

over my shirt, and I lost. I felt

sick enough that I didn't want to

eat again until convocation, and
I lost. But as I walked home with

my little brother, wet shirt in

hand, I knew that I really hadn't

lost anything at all, after all.

To the residents of Williams

"A"— We the undersigned

thank you for having the mag-
nanimity to spare our lives. We
must extend special thanks to

Philip Walsh for not decimating

us with his karate, Phil, you have

shown, through your actions,

great fortitude and maturity.

You're one of those who makes
Williams great Keep those

hands in your pockets Big Guy
We're forever grateful!

Love.

Lehman Hall

c

Swimmers
drown
opponents

by Dave Woodworth

Katie Eckrich '85 won three

events to pace the women's
swim team to an overwhelming
98-4.3 win over Middlebury last

week. Eckrich met the NCAA
Division III qualifying time in

the 50 breast, the 100 I.M., and
the 100 breast, and set new col-

lege records in the 50 breast

(31.4) and the 100 breast

(1:09.2).

LETTERS
Continued from Page 2

they would like more input on

what to offer. During the 1982

Winter Study, we the students

should engage in the challenges

presented, but if we find our-

selves in courses that fall short

of our expectations, we should

offer them constructive feed-

back on how they could be done
better. Thereby we may
improve the success of this

year's courses, as well as those

of the future.
In my opinion, the Winter

Study period plays an invalua-

ble role at this institution. It's a

time to think, a time to be crea-

tive, and a time to learn in an
alternative fashion. We all get

to know each other (faculty and
students alike) in a way that

does not, and cannot occur dur-

ing the regular semesters. The
abolishment of Winter Study
might present the faculty with

valuable research time, but it

would be a tragic loss to the col-

lege community as a whole.
Let's work on improving it

instead. This will require a

change of attitudes not only on
the part of the students, but

from faculty members as well.

Both sides must be ready and
willing to hear the arguments,
then respond thoughtfully.

Pete Didisheim, '82

I'lckrich, along with juniors

Liz .lex, Katie Hudner, and Ann
Tuttie, also helped gain a quali-

fying time for the 2(K) medley
relay squad, which touched at

1:58.0. One other qualifying
time was met by Cecilia Cie-

piela '84 in the 200 I.M.

In all, Williams won 12 of 15

events in drowning the Panth-
ers. Coach Carl Samuelson said

that he was "extremely
pleased" with the victory, and
added, "We have more talent

and overall depth on this team
than on last year's team. We
should do even better than last

season." Considering the fact

that last year's record was a

mere 7-1 (?), that is saying a lot.

The men's swim team won 11

of 13 events in crushing the Uni-

versity of Connecticut, 81.30. in

their first meet of the season

last Wednesday. An outstanding

performance was turned in by

diver .Jamie Stockton '83. who
qualified for the NCAA Division

III finals with scores of 240.05

and 163.10 for 11 dives. Mike
Regan '82 also qualified for the

finals in the 50 free, with a time

of 21.9. .Jeff Mook '83 aided the

Ephs' cause with wins in the 200

(1:48.0) and 500 (4:59.2)

freestyle.

Samuelson said that he was
"ecstatic" over his team's

showing and was "very optimis-

tic" about the rest of the season.

Wrestlers start off strong

Save energy
To the editor:

Energy conservation means
more than saving Williams Col-

lege a lot of money. It is also one

of the greatest considerations

we can give Qur fellow human
beings. Savirig energy doesn't

need to imply discomfort or

inconvenience. It means a

strong awareness of using

energy carefully, which could

result in significant cutbacks in

energy consumption. These cut-

backs could lead to less depend-

ence on foreign supplies of oil

and other fuels, reducing inter-

national tensions; less use of

nuclear fission or coal-fired

plants which cause severe
environmental damage; and
cheaper prices for energy . Idea-

listically, these benefits could

mean better and safer interna-

tional relations; a cleaner
environment; less financial

burdens for everyone, particu-

larly the poor; and more availa-

ble resources for future
generations.

There are easy ways for us to

save energy here at school. If

we have storm windows, we
should be sure they are down all

winter. Also, we should line our

windows with the school's

Three compete in national

field hockey tournament

cxcvtlcnt ftim/H'ti-

wa\ tit end a f^anil

by Ted Leon
"It irosaf;rfat limvait(t a pcrfrcl

uppttrtiinity to piny with and

nfcninst snm(

tiini . . . A iiivi

season."

Beth Connolly '82, Dorothy
Briggs '84 and Williams Field

Hockey Coach Chris Larson,

just returned from Orlando, FL,
where they played on the Nor-

theast squads in the United

States Field Hockey Associa-

tion National Tournament held

November 26-29.

Briggs and Connolly were
named to the New England AU-

Star team after competing in a

Northeast College Tournament.
This all-star team went on and
played several club teams in the

Northeast Regional Tourna-
ment.
The three were then chosen to

go to the Northeast Trials which
were held at Brown University,

November 21 and 22.

Their performance at the

trials yielded excellent results.

Briggs was placed on the third

team, Connolly on the second.

Larson, a member of the U.S.

National Team, made first

team. All three made the final

cut and thus traveled to Orlando

to represent the Northeast in the

Nationals.

Connolly and Briggs were two
of only four college players on

the Northeast team. The
remaining 31 players were club

members such as Chris Larson
and Leslie Milne '79.

After playing five games in

three days, the Northeast first

and second teams finished fifth

and fourth, respectively, in the

tournament.

Meanwhile, the third squad,

which Briggs competed for,

ended up sixth in the second
flight, rounding out a Thanks-
giving break that proved to

highly successful and certainly

worthwhile for all three.

weather stripping putty. If our

room becomes too warm, and
we have a radiator control, we
can turn the radiator off or open
the door rather than opening the

window. We should really avoid

electric heaters (a concerted

effort of the above steps or a call

to B&G should make them unne-

cessary) . We can turn lights and
stereos off when we no longer

need them—especially when we
leave the room. We could also

share refrigerators more and
cut down on our use of blow dry-

ers. If we are careful in taking

these and other energy conser-

vation measures, we could save
a great deal of money and
energy for ourselves, for the

school, and for our society. It is

certainly worth the effort.

Lorraine Driscoll '82

Williams College Energy Intern

Fingerpointing

To the editor,

I am very distressed when I

read in the Record about an
alleged "college-age white
male" accosting a female on
this campus. Before I vent my
rage on the Record, though, I

would like to point out that I

think it is disgraceful for the

Administration to have a sec-

tion in the Student Handbook
about academic honesty and not

an explicit one concerning "sex-

ual harassment." But this is not

what this letter is about. It is

about the use of an identifying

term, namely "college-age
white male." I personally hate

having fingers pointed in my
direction, and "college-age"

sounds too much like college

student. Was she accosted by a

college student, of this college

or any other, or was she

accosted by a male between 18

and 22 years of age? I don't

think that the Record should

open itself to the business of fin-

gerpointing unless there's more
to it, and if there is, the Record
should report it. Fingerpointing

only makes a tense situation

worse.
Orrin Murray '84

Winning two out of three

matches, the Ephmen did well

but failed to capture the four-

way meet held at Williams Sat-

urday. Plymouth State rolled

over all three opponents to win

the meet and boost its record to

5-1.

Williams beat the University

of Hartford, '29-18, and the Uni-

versity of Maine Presque Isle,

38-12. Plymouth State beat those

two schools and also topped the

Ephmen, 31-14, to take the meet.

Head Coach Joe Dailey consi-

dered the team's 2-1 beginning

the "best start we've been off to

in a while." He is very pleased

with the progress thus far and
feels that Williams may be the

best it has been in four or five

years.

Williams was led by sopho-

more Ken Taylor who wrestled

at the 142 lbs. level and won all

three matches with two pins.

Also showing well for the Eph-
men was junior co-captain John
Donovan, who was 2-0 on the

CLASSIFIEDS
PARCEL SERVICE 8:30-1:30.

The Mole Hole.

BEWARE: Only 26 days led

before RWM returns to Williams!

Rex—How's life in Woodbrldge
Cattle?

SECRET SANTA IDEAS!

Candy Cane Pens

Santa Pens

Miniature Hallmarit Candles

Cube Puzzle Key Chains

Christmas Pins

Decorative Ornaments

36 Spring Street - • Williamstown

Telephone 458-4920

day.

Sophomore Lee Ordeman,
who is wrestling for the first

time, was 2-1 with wins over

Hartford University and Uni-

versity of Maine Presque Isle.

Also registering pins for Willi-

ams were freshman Matt Cilau-

ninger, .sophomore Bob Nutting

and freshman Scott Pond.

The team will lose its heavy-

weight. Bob Nutting, over Win-

ter Study. A1.S0, .sophomore

Chris Woodworth, who won his

first match Saturday, injured

his shoulder, but it is probably

not serious.

On the positive side, the team
plans to gain its 118 lbs.

wrestler, .senior Mike Rosen-

felder, after the Christmas
break. The team forfeited all its

matches at that weight this Sat-

urday. Rosenfelder is too heavy

but will probably be down to 118

lbs. by January.

When the team returns from
vacation, it must face the tough

Albany and Union squads.

THE HEBREW UNIVERSITY
OF JERUSALEM

1982/83 PROGRAMS FOR AMERICAN STUDENTS

CONE YEAR PROGRAM—for

college sophomores and

juniors.

C REGULAR STUDIES—for

college transfer students

toward B.A. and BSc. degrees.

PLEASE CHECK DESIRED PROGRAM

GRADUATE
STUDIES- H/laster s,

Doctoral and Visiting

Graduate programs.

SUMMER COURSES -
given in Englisti. 1

For Application and Information, write:

Office of Academic Affairs

American Friends of ttie Hebrew University

1 1 40 Avenue of ttie Americas. New York. NY 10036 (21 2) 840-5820

Name

. Address .

.City/State/Zip

^i-t*-

Budweiser
KING OF BEERS.

ATMiTE OF THE WffiC

Junior Stcif O'Dny rompvil ihroiifch ihr Hcr/i-

shirc Haslivthall (lassir ivilh ill points nixl _''>

n'luntitils in tivit ^utnrs to Ivatl tltr l\pltrtii'n to
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Lewis MVP

Ephs take Berkshire Classic
by John Clayton

Winning tlieir second straight

Berlcshire Classic, the men's
basitetball team upped its

record to 2-1 this weekend. Beat-

ing Keene State Saturday night,

80-75, and Albany State, 65-57,

on Sunday afternoon, the Eph-
men won the tournament,
placed two players on the all-

tourney team and had the MVP.
Earlier in the week, the Ephs
lost to Hamilton, 80-62.

"Tough man-to-man defense
in the second half won it for us,"

said Coach Bob Peck of Sun-

day's Albany State game.
"Steve O'Day had a great game
Saturday night, but his defense
was even better Sunday."
The highlight of the game

came just before halftime, as

the Ephs were down 30-16 with

2: ,'10 remaining. In a team
effort, they scored l.'i straight

points to end the half down only

one. The scoring burst was
capped by an Art Pidoriano
steal with five seconds left and
subsequent lay-up at the buzzer.

Pidoriano and O'Day were the

scoring leaders with 17 and 12

points. Captains Al Lewis and
Jeff "Fuzzy" Fasulo had 10

points apiece. For the losers,

center John Dieckelman had 18

and munchkin guard Dan Crout-
ier (listed at 5'7" but closer to

5'4") had 17.

Al Lewis was named tourna-
ment MVP, and Pidoriano was
also named to the all-tourney
team.

"The key to the Keene State

Ephwomen bouncing

Co-caplain Al Lewis, who was named
for a lay-up.

MVP of the Berkshire Classic, skies

(Farley)

Squash tops nine teams
Beating all nine of its oppo-

nents, Williams ran away with
the ten team, three day round
robin tournament held at Willi-

ams this weekend. Williams,
the only team in the tournament
to play every other team, went
undefeated to be the uncon-
tested winner.

Navy and Cornell did not face
each other and beat every team
except Williams to post 4-1 and
6-1 records respectively. Hamil-
ton was the next best team with
a 6-2 mark for the tournament,
which ran from Friday after-

noon until Sunday evening.
The most impressive player

in the tournament was Ford-
ham's AU-American Bill Ram-
say, who played at number one
and was undefeated all week-
-end. His only serious challenge
came from Williams' Greg Zaff

,

whom he beat, 17-15, in the fifth

game. That was Zaff 's only loss.

Other than that match, Ramsay
didn't allow any opponent to
score double figures against
him in any game.
Williams senior captain Ken-

non Miller was 7-0 playing at
number three to remain unde-
feated this season. Also
unbeaten for the Ephmen was
number four player, sophomore
Bill Nau who was 8-0 and is also
undefeated this season.
An interesting feature of the

weekend was that Williams
played two matches simultane-
ously on Saturday afternoon.
Head Coach Sean Sloane split

the varsity in half and filled in
with junior varsity players.
Altogether, Williams used 25
players during the weekend
which pleased Sloane very
much.
Sloane said that this was the

Ephmen's best performance
ever in this round robin. The
other participants were Bab-
son, Bowdoin, Colby, Columbia,
and Vassar.

The team dropped its opening
match of the season losing 6-,3 to

Tufts. Despite three wins from
the top four singles, the Ephmen
could not pull off needed victo-

ries from the other five

matches.
Zaff, playing at number one,

won the day's most exciting

match-up, which pitted him

against a formidable Saki
Kahn. Kahn (who is the nephew
of squash legend Sharif Kahn)
fell to Zaff 3-2, 15-14 in the fifth

game. Zaff called the game "the
greatest victory of my life."

Miller managed to outlast
Mike Kingsley, 3-2, 15-10, in the
fifth. Miller, playing at number
three, was joined in the win
column by Nau, who, despite the
fact that he began playing
squash seriously only as a fresh-

man, blanked Peter Lenard of

Tufts, 3-0.

The match was decided in the
number five and number six sin-

gles matches as Jeff Sultar '84,

and Tad Chase '82 both lost 3-2.

Sultar was narrowly defeated
by Scott Packard in the fifth

game, 15-11, while Chase, who
had the best personal record in

dual matches last year, lost to

Bill Allen in the fifth, 15-7.

by Dave Woodworth

Coach Sue Hudson-Hamblin
faces a rebuilding season in

1981-82 as the women's basket-
ball team lost three of last

year's stars to graduation. Lau-
rene von Klan (11.5 ppg), Cathy
Gernert (10 ppg), and Joy How-
ard (5 ppg), last year's tri-

captains, are gone, and the gaps
must be filled by incoming
freshmen. Hudson-Hamblin
notes that at least seven players
will be vying for the starting
spots.

Leading the Lady Ephs will be
senior Co-captain Terry Dance-
witz, who led the team last sea-

son with a 14.5 ppg average.
Dancewitz, a three-year starter
at power forward, has a good
shot at becoming the first

woman in Williams history to

score 1,000 points.

Another starting position will

be filled by sister Anne Dance-
witz '82, who is also a three-year
starter at center and is the other
co-captain. Anne led the team in

rebounding and assists last

year, to go along with her aver-

age of 10 ppg.
Another veteran is Cathy

Evans '83, a good baseline

player who is the team's defen-

sive specialist. Evans had an 8

ppg average in 1980-81. Other

returnees are center Kathleen
Gilmore '83 and forward Tracy
Burrows '84.

Hudson-Hamblin calls the
6'1" Gilmore "a defensive pres-

ence under the boards," getting
key rebounds and blocked shots.

Burrows "has a lot of poten-
tial," according to Hudson-
Hamblin, who adds that "we're
waiting for her to put it

together."

Two freshmen who will see a
lot of action are point guard
Lynne Jaycobs and forward
Kay Lackey. Jaycobs has great
quickness and anticipation, and
winds up on the end of a lot of

fast breaks. Lackey possesses a
good outside shot, combined
with an inside game that fea-

tures strong moves to the hoop.

Williams will face a tough 20-

game schedule starting in Janu-
ary, with quality teams
including Dartmouth and Clark
on the horizon. In preparation,
the Lady Ephs have scrim-
maged Union and Canton, and
have looked good in winning
both.

But Hudson-Hamblin notes

that her young, inexperienced
team "will have to mesh
quickly" in order to match last

year's 17-4 record and NIAC
championship.

game," said Coach Peck, "was
that we controlled the tempo
despite the fact that they were
quicker. Our star of the game
was Steve O'Day, who had the

best game of his Williams
career."

The junior center had 22

points on an assortment of lay-

ups and short jump shots. Peck
also complimented Captains
Lewis and Faculo ("consist-
ent") and sophomore guard Ed
Schmidt ("did the job when we
needed him").
Keene State (1-4) was never

able to play good defense
against the Ephs' shuffle
offense. Their press was erratic
and they were never able to take
advantage of their superior
quickness.

Williams led through most of
the game, but Keene State kept
close enough to tie the game at

69 with 4: 30 remaining. But Wil-
liams bounced right back,
finally going up by four with a
minute remaining. Keene State
was forced to foul to get the ball,

and, as usual, it didn't work.
A strong Hamilton press was

the key to the Ephs' loss Tues-
day night. "They controlled the
tempo of the game," said Peck,
"and forced us into errors."
Hamilton coach Tom Murphy

agreed. "Our press hurt them"
he said. "We got the lead early
and they had a play catch-up."
Hamilton jumped off to an

early lead, relying on spurts of
12-3 (at the 15 minute mark) and
12-2 (with 4 minutes left) to

propel them to a 41-24 halftime
lead. The shooting of juniors
Bob Kiely and Ron Evans was
crucial, as was the Hamilton
press, which kept the Williams
guards off balance all night.

In the second half Williams
came out with a livelier, more
exciting tempo but Hamilton
responded in kind. The awe-
some play of Hamilton's Cha-
rles Robison on the boards
dwarfed the good shooting of the

Ephs' Fasulo and Pidoriano (12

and 14 points respectively) . The
Ephs stayed even throughout
the second half, but the big lead

was too much to overcome.

Pucksters split in opening week
by John Leavitt

Falling to the fast-skating
Salem State squad, 8-2, Friday,
the men's hockey team dropped
its record to 1-1.

Salem State's fleet-footed for-

wards proved too much for Wil-
liams to handle as they
unloaded 48 shots at goalie Dan
Finn.

Offensively, Williams fired 35
shots at the Salem net. Charlie
Thompson caromed a goal in off
the Salem goalie at 15: 24 of the
second period. Brian Rutledge
and Jon Dayton assisted on the
goal. The only other Williams
goal came at the 18:00 mark of
the second period with Bob
Brownell connecting on a pass
from David Calabro.

The team opened its season
Wednesday with a 5-1 win over
AIC. The game featured a
strong Williams' showing offen-
sively as well as some fine goal-
tending from Finn.

Doug Jeb put Williams on the
scoreboard at 9:49 of the first
period on a pass from Brownell
from behind the net. AIC had
some good opportunities during
the opening period but Finn held
them at bay.

At 17: 31 of the first period Wil-

liams scored again when Co-
captain Tom Resor sent
Calabro in alone on the AIC
goalie. Calabro waited for the
goalie to go down and then fired
a shot into the upper corner.
Williams looked listless in the

second period as AIC closed the
gap to 2-1 at 6: 49.

The third period belonged to

the Williams power play unit.

The Ephs scored all three of

their third period goals while on
power plays. Ed Finn opened
the scoring at 1: 25 of the period
when he let go a tremendous
slap shot from the left point

while AIC had two men in the

penalty box. Resor and Calabro

picked up the assists on the goal.

Rutledge scored at 14:03 on a

pass from Brownell.
The final Williams goal came

just ten seconds later when
Greg Jacobson scored during a
scramble in front of the net with
assists going to Vallee and
Flood.

^ IK.,
Salem Stale goalie deflects shot wide as Ephmen scramble in front of the net during Salem's 8-2 win.

(IVIilloy)

^
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Discipline Committee Acts:

Suspended Student Stays
by Jeffrey H. Brainard

Professor Charles Dew,
chairman of the Discipline
Committee, released the follow-

ing statement concerning the
Committee's decision in a
second sexual harassment
case:

"In two separate meetings
lasting a total of ten hours the
Discipline Committee heard a
number of charges brought by
several students alleging viola-

tions of College rules and regu-
lations. The accused student

Discipline witness spealts

See page 5

was found guilty of sexual

harassment and placed on Dis-

ciplinary Probation for the

remainder of his college
career."

Dean of the College Daniel
O'Connor declined to comment
on the circumstances of the

case, saying that all Discipline

Committee proceedings are
confidential.

"That people on the Commit-
tee spoke about the previous
sexual harassment case was
very regrettable," O'Connor
said. "There was a great misun-
derstanding about what the

defendant had done and how the
Committee had acted."

When it was pointed out that

rumors were circulating around
the campus because of the lack
of information, O'Connor rep-

lied, "In this case, those rumors
will just have to remain."
But a witness in the case

alleged that the Deans were
first planning to expel the
defendant, but decided, as is

their right, to refer the case to

the Discipline Committee.
The Committee met the week

before Christmas break. The
charge at the hearing allegedly

was "sexual assault. "The Com-
mittee found the defendant
guilty and suspended him for

one year, reported two
witnesses.
The defendant appealed the

decision at a hearing on Wed-
nesday, January 6. Twelve of

the Committee's 16 members
were present. The charge was
again sexual assault, and
allegedly the committee upheld
its guilty verdict. However, the

punishment was changed from
suspension to permanent
probation.

One witness claimed that she
and other witnesses had been
harassed by friends of the

defendant. Another witness said

she had not been harassed.

The terms of the probation

reportedly are that the defend-
ant may take no action in the

future which he deems aggres-

sive and that he must tell his

friends to stop harassing the

witnesses.

Dew said that he could not

comment on the specific terms
of the probation because "it

would be a violation of Commit-
tee procedures on confidential-

ity." He added, however, that

"setting probation is a complex
procedure. The Discipline Com-
mittee sets probation with the

interests of the student and the
college community in mind."
According to a witness, the

hearing was conducted like a
trial.

Dew responded that, "As a
fundamental right of due pro-
cess all accused students are
entitled to hear the charges
against them and ask the wit-

nesses questions," Dew how-
ever continued that, "There are
never any lawyers or counsel
present, either for the prosecu-
tion or the defense at Commit-
tee hearings."

Recent expansion of the Slippery Banana on Spring Street increased floor space by almost 1000
square feet and allowed the introduction of a variety of specialty foods and a new full production
kitchen which turns out everything from salad to chicken parmesan. (Farley)

Early admissions show potential
by Laura Seligsohn

Acceptance letters went out to 158 of the 437
Early Decision (ED) applicants last month,
according to Director of Admissions Phil Smith.
Two hundred fifty-four applications were
deferred until the regular admissions process
while 25 were rejected outright.

The total number of ED applicants was down 5

per cent from last year's 453. Smith expects the
early acceptances to comprise about 30 per cent
of the Class of 1986.

Six blacks applied for early admission, up from
zero a year ago. Early decision acceptances
included two Asian-Americans, two blacks, two
Hispanics and one native American.
Although fewer foreign students applied ED,

overall applications were "better in terms of geo-
graphical distribution that last year . . . there was
a wide geographical spread," according to

Assistant Director of Admissions Michael Reed.

Smith noted that the statistics show fewer stu-

dents applied ED and more were accepted than in

the past , indicating what he considers "a stronger

group ... I think we've got a terrific base."

Assistant Director of Admissions Karen Fisher
added, "I was just awed at how powerful this

year's group was—an infinite variety of very tal-

ented individuals."

According to Smith, the Admissions Office dis-
couraged ED applications "even more aggres-
sively than last year," when ED applications
dropped 15 per cent from the previous year.

Smith explained that Admissions officers look
for candidates "who are in the top range of their
classes in terms of performance and program,
exert a strong presence within school and com-
munity, and score well on the SATs—a sort of
three-legged stool."

Continued on Page 6

Nicaragua

Colloquium marks revolution
by Peter Nicholas

"What is the future of Nicaragua? Whether it is

Communist, Socialist, or Marxist-Leninist, I want to

tell you all we want to make a paradise, and our
country has been denied a paradise," exclaimed
Carlos Chamorro, Charge d'Affalre of the embassy
of Nicaragua, in his keynote speech last Friday for

the four-day colloquium, "Nicaragua-
Understanding a Revolution."

The colloquium, held in honor of Marcel Pallais,

Williams Class of '77, who was involved with the
Sandinista movement until his assassination in

Managua on October 4, 1979, included films, lec-

tures, and panel discussions.

The Somoza dynasty "used and abused the whole
country," according to Chamorro, "but the revolu-
tion is in the hearts of all Nicaraguans. To succeed
we must enhance the communication between the
sexes in Nicaragua, and between the people of Nica-
ragua and the people of other countries in the world
. . Communication is the most important thing."
Chamorro charged the American press with sen-

sationalizing the events in Nicaragua, reporting, for
example, that "four businessmen were put in jail by
the Sandinistas, and not reporting that fifty Commu-
nists also went to jail."

The Reagan administration's charges that the
Sandinista movement is atheist and totalitarian is

also false, according to Chamorro: "The revolution
has produced a strange marriage—Marxists and
Christians—and they get along very well ... It is a
democratic process that is not drifting towards total-

itarianism like Secretary of State Haig claims. We
do have problems—there is unemployment—but
now the poor people feel they have rights and dig-

nity, and that they can aspire to anything now."
Continued on Page 6

Faculty questions

discipline process

(Farley)

by Jeffrey H. Brainard

The faculty voted in their

December 9 meeting to form an
ad hoc committee to review the

decision-making process, rules,

and procedures of the Discipline

Committee, partly in response
to faculty and student concern
over issues arising from recent
sexual harassment cases.

Assistant Professor David
Colby of the Political Science
Department, who will chair the

committee, discussed some of

the issues brought up at the

meeting, which were summar-
ized in President Chandler's
charge to the committee.
The review committee will

look at the role of the Dean's
Office in disciplinary matters.

Currently, Dean of the College

Daniel O'Connor may take dis-

ciplinary action on his own or

refer cases to the Disciplinary

Committee.
"The Deans have many

roles—counsellors, prosecu-
tors, grand jury, everything

except appeal," Colby said.

"There is concern whether
these roles are in conflict. Stu-

dents may be discouraged from
coming in for help if they view
the Dean as an adversary."

"It is difficult to combine
these different roles," conceded
O'Connor, "but I'm not sure

there's a better solution."

The review committee will

also examine the Discipline

Continued on Page 9
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Editorials
Rumor Control

Soci-ecy is creating a crisis of misconceptions that is polarizing the
College community. The failure of the Honor and Discipline' Committee
to release adequate information about their cases and proceedings
causes destructive rumor-mongering.
Absolute secrecy is an ideal that would protect the piivacv of the

people involv. i. Our close-knit campus uorl<s against this ideal, genei'
ating a flood >.., unofficial .sources: room mates, team mates, bystanders
with open ears. The resulting rumors present conflicting accounts of the
same incident

.
Students demand specific disciplinary measures against

acts that did not even occur. As a recent example, a single incident of
harassment was described as everything from rape to a casual hello on
Spring Street. The cacaphony of accu.sations and demands that followed
served only to stifle discussion, foment hostility, and generate unwar-
ranted suspicion. This is not consciousness raising; it is prejudice
raising.

The vow to secrecy taken by the Administration and the Honor Com-
mittee leads to a vacuum of information. The tales that fill this vacuum
are more damaging to the offender, victims, and authorities than the
truth. Battle lines replace communication lines as accusers and defend-
ers withdraw to entrenched positions. The "facts" they hurl at each
other and at involved parties are sadly based only on hearsay.
The Honor Committee's vapid official statements are worse than

useless; they explain little and only fuel imaginations. Specific charges
against the accused should be defined. Revealing evidence that clarifies
the issue, without leading to identification of people involved, dispels
rumor and insures campus-wide confidence in the Committee's
decisions.

Record 1982
The month of January will be a time of experimentation at the Record.

New approaches, new layout and new paper are some of the elements
that will change. We look forward to your comments and criticisms of
the changes, and we hope you will suggest additional improvements for
us to try.

Our new Op-Ed page will be a forum for opinion pieces on campus,
local, national and international issues. Whether you are inspired to
weekly writing or a single article, we encourage vou to submit unsoli-
cited material for the page. Satire, plain humor, and serious commen-
tary are aJ] welcome.
Display pages will be a new feature. News and Sports have tradition-

ally held the front and back pages respectively, and with this issue
Outlook, Features, and Arts will have inside "display pages" with little
or no advertisements, a bold logo at the top, and a layout that highlights
he featured articles. This will make it easier to findthe departirients of
the paper, and make the articles more readable
Our Outlook section will expand in scope to direct its attention to more

national and international topics. Outlook will continue to provide an
in-depth presentation of one issue each week, concentrating in a way no
other Record department can.

In the News department, we plan to give a perspective on Williams
issues that goes beyond the Purple Valley. Many news stories will beaccompanied by a "side bar" article explaining how other colleges deal
with the same issue. The Williams community will be able to draw on the
experience of others.

Letters to the editor will continue to be due by 2 p.m. each Sunday The
letters should be kept under 250 words in length. If you cannot 'ade-
quately cover what you have to say in that space, consider writing it is a
piece for our Op-Ed page.

TANGENTS by Grodzins

Quotation of the Week
"/ hope I'll be able to buy my Twinkles and Fritos
now at thai health food place."

—Student on Slippery Banana's
recent expansion
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To the editor:

I am greatly disturbed by the school's
recent decision not to offer Mark Elling-
ton a full time teaching position. Mark
has performed admirably in his roles as
Head Diving Coach, Assistant Swim
Team Coach, J.V. Soccer Coach, J.V.
Lacrosse Coach, and instructor in
numerous phys-ed clas.ses. As a former
co-captain of the Williams swim team, I

have seen that Mark has unsurpassed
expertise, an excellent rapport with stu-
dents, and a unique and infectious enthu-
siasm which makes him invaluable on
the Williams campus. And, Mark,
through his work with the Williamstown
Boys' Club, is a respected member of the
Williamstown community.
The fact that Mark was originally

hired in a temporary position is irrele-

vant to the question at hand. The quan-
tity and quality of work that Mark
performs clearly justifies a full time
teaching position. Although hiring part
tiiae coaches to replace Mark would
(according to the athletic department)
result in a saving in department salaries,

this saving would not compensate for los-

ing a man of Mark's caliber.

Mark has indicated his willingness to
accept a position if offered. I urge the
Committee on the 80's and the adminis-
tration to reconsider Mark's situation
before passing final judgement.

D. Gordon Cliff '81

Rights allowed full freedom of the press
and together with the philosophies of our
Founding Fathers created a superb
nation. Is the Williams Record fulfilling
i ts proper responsibility to its readership
by displaying such an obvious editorial
bias in its reporting of local events?

Thomas F. Hodgman '50

Gargoyle

Editorial Bias

To the editor:

I have received your bill for the 1981-82
subscription for $12.00 and advise you
that I would like to cancel same.

I am appalled at your editorial policy
whereby substantial political bias is
reflected. It is recalled that about six
weeks ago you published an article
reporting a Roundtable held at the Col-
lege concerning Reagan's economic poli-

cies. In fact, you printed a picture of one
of the more notable participants at that
Roundtable; however, in the text of the
article you reported the views of only one
individual who, as I recall, was a Politi-

cal Science Professor at Boston College.
Her views were decidedly ultra liberal if

not downright militant when she con-
cluded that "the poor should get to the
streets." While I believe these views can
legitimately be reported, so should other
views that were undoubtedly expressed
during the Roundtable discussion. While
I cite only one article, I have found that

the whole tenor of the published material
is so biased as to not represent a credible
report of what actually Is happening in

Williamstown.

Let's keep In mind that the BUI of

To the editor:

Ron Issen's December 8 characteriza-
tion of my reasons for moving the aboli-
tion of Gargoyle in 1980 (not 1981) was
inaccurate.

I and other members supporting the
motion (all graduates with the Class of

1980) were distinctly aware of the histori-

cal concept and purposes of Gargoyle.
The group studied them in the fall of 1979.

We felt, however, that Gargoyle's tradi-

tional criteria for admission opposed its

function. The group purported to select

"leading campus figures": generally
those identified with one or more extra-
curricular organizations, whether as
heads thereof or highly involved there-

with . As such, members felt it difficult to

establish any influence or identity as a
group. The College associated them
primarily with their individual activi-

ties, while Gargoyle's collective mem-
bership remained unpublished to avoid
charges of elitism.

Without an identity, Gargoyle could
not voice an independent concern. Other
organizations were much more effective
at voicing opinions on the limited
number of issues arising at Williams.

It proved virtually impossible to

create influence where there was none
without reasserting Gargoyle's inherent
elitism. Members' loyalties were first to
the activities which made them "cam-
pus leaders." Obviously, their time went
first to them too.

We submitted, in 1980, the suggestion
that Gargoyle either slightly alter its

selection criteria to recognize outstand-
ing but perhaps less visible students who
could devote more time and effort to the
group, or disband. We foresaw fewer
personality and scheduling conflicts and
a diminished elitism which, as Steve WU-
lard observed, would further better rela-
tions campus-wide. Instead, Gargoyle
voted to remain true to historical compo-
sition but consequentially, Influentially
sterile. The next year Gargoyle pas-
sively disbanded.

Without specific power or a well-
defined purpose popularly known by the
College at large. Gargoyle probably can-
not contribute significantly to Williams
life unless membership begins after
freshman year, is based on different
criteria, or the group consciously limits
itself to a single Issue year-in and year-

Continued on Page 11
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Quashing the Sandinista Revolution

For l/ic I'cry /ir.i/ liiiw ori'r,

tfhi'n //lev lititt a ri-toluliiin

in Vicfiro^iifi.

V'/if'rc 1)10.1 no ifKi'r/crciicc

from AmiTica.

Ilnninn rii^hts in Anwritin!

Early in this century. General Augusto
Cesar Sandino objected to free elections

in Nicaragua which would be supervised

by the United States. "To hell with it," he

said, "I'm going out into the bush and
fight the damn U.S. Marines." Such is a

comment of which heroes are made.
Now late in this century, those who carry
his name, the Sandinistas, are governing
Nicaragua, and are the subject of scrut-

iny by countries and the media from
around the world.

The United States, of course, is partic-

ularly concerned about the Nicaraguan
situation, because for years this country
has had political and economic interests

in this underdeveloped Central Ameri-
can country. Without President Somoza
in power, many feel these interests are

threatened. Our present administration

is obviously worried not only about Nica-

ragua but all of Central America. Offi-

cials are stating as facts that the Soviet

Union and the Cubans are responsible for

the instability of the region. Former
President Somoza says (perhaps natu-

rally), "Nicaragua is a Communist
state." The Reagan administration cer-

tainly subscribes to that theory, and our
Secretary of State has not ruled out the

possibility that the United States will use
military force in the area.

All of this talk is rather frightening-
frightening because it shows our present
government is not afraid to impose its

own "values" on another people, fright-

ening because our government thinks it

knows what is good for another country.

and perhaps most frightening because
our society apparently does not object to

such talk.

Certainly there is precedent for Amer-
ican intervention in other countries:

Vietnam, the Bay of Pigs Invasion, and
the Dominican Republic in 1965, just to

name a few. In some of these cases our
military efforts failed, in some they suc-

ceeded. But on another level, all such
efforts are failures. Americans have got-

ten the idea into their heads that we know
what is best for everyone (and that is

The Cool Out
invariably our own social/economic sys-

tem). Our government and our society

refuse to admit that others do not see us
as we see ourselves. "Living in a free

country," "God is on our side," ".
. . by

the people, for the people" are all

phrases which we historically link with
our own country. So, since they ousted a

pro-American President, and have found
it expedient to cite America as an
aggressor and enemy of the Revolution,

the Sandinistas must in our eyes phrase
different ideals differently. Yet the

above phrases are precisely the phrases
being uttered by Sandinistas throughout
Nicaragua.
America seems to give no moral con-

siderations to the right or wrong of inter-

vening in other countries—we have done
it consistently throughout history, par-

ticularly in our part of the globe. Why do
we act this way? Certainly some sort of

political/economic analysis is valid. Our
economy benefits from resources and
trade available in these countries. In

addition, by flexing our muscles against

these smaller countries, administrations

have been able to propitiate those fac-

tions In our society who favor such
aggression. Such an analysis provides

insights, yet does not tell us about
ourselves.

I return to what I find most frightening

about the pronouncements of the Reagan
Administration—our society permits
them to go on. The reasons are at least

two-fold. The first problem is that Amer-
icans ignore their past

,
particularly past

wrongs. How many people in this coun-
try can discuss knowledgeably the incar-

ceration of Japanese-Americans during
World War II? How many know what
happened in the Dominican Republic in

1965? How is it that many large and bois-

terous groups are only ten years later

proclaiming Vietnam to be a noble and
just war? This ignorance of our history is

reflected in our popular culture: only for

a brief period did best-selling music In

this country contain large quantities of

quality political and social commentary
(in West Germany and England popular
music is far more political), our T.V.

programs are even less educational than
our music, and our films are just as bad.

But our ahistorical consciousness is

only part of the problem. Another signifi-

cant factor in our refusal to criticize our
actions around the world is that there
now exists a tremendous gap between
our rhetoric and the reality of what we
are doing. I have no qualms with most of

the proclaimed ideals of this country.

Unfortunately they have become more
abused than a car in a demolition derby.

We now justify every action we take,

domestically or internationally, with the

terms "justice," or "freedom," or

"democracy," so that only keen
observers can emerge from the foggy

Continued on Page 8

Steve Willard

Cutting the costs of free love

I
t was cold and
very windy Monday morning
as a line of about 20 people

stood outside the Thompson
Infirmary. Each looked

somewhat embarrassed at being seen
there, but they were all there for the

same reason; Peer Health was finally

opening their much heralded contracep-
tive clinic.

The clinic, which Peer Health has been
trying to start for over a year now, is

mandated to dispense low-cost contra-

ceptives to college students after

appropriate counseling from Peer
Health officials. No one would have
known that the clinic was finally in busi-

ness except for the billboard on Route 2

proclaiming "Want to get more enjoy-

ment out of sex? Sheath those seething

anxieties at the Williams Contraceptive
Boutique." This was the only publicity

announcing the new service other than a

tasteful neon sign in the Infirmary win-
dow which was plugged in only after

dark.

While waiting for the doors to open, I

spoke with some of the rather nervous
patrons. Joe and Jane (not their real

names) were quite excited by the new
service. "We're thrilled that they're

finally opening," said Joe, clutching

Jane tightly. "We've been going out for

more than a year now. I've always
wanted to consummate our friendship,

but Jane wouldn't do it until we could get

proper protection. It was O.K. last

March when we thought the clinic would
open up in only a few weeks. By Sep-

tember we were really desperate. I don't

know how we made it through finals

week."
"It's really been difficult," agreed

Jane. ' 'I have this naturally wanton look,

but I've had to keep it to myself until they
open the clinic. Now I'll be free," she
whispered breathlessly. Joe did not hear
this last remark, however, because a

light had gone on in an upstairs window
of the Infirmary and the crowd let out a

resounding cheer.
Shortly after 8 a.m., the humble band

was rewarded for its patience as the

doors of the Infirmary swung open to a

recorded trumpet fanfare. The crowd
surged forward under a huge "Grand
Opening" banner and scurried down the

hall to the newly constructed Williams
Contraceptive Boutique. The view was
breathtaking. There, in one large room,
was everything a college-age couple

The View From Here
could hope for. On the far right was a set

of glass display cases with condoms in

every color of the rainbow. In the center

of the room was a gigantic compact case

with little neon pills that blinked on and
off the disco beat of "Let's get Physical"

which was playing over loudspeakers in

the corner of the room.
There at the boutique, salespeople

from Econ. 101 class showed customers a

number of different styles of contracep-

tives and discussed the various advan-

tages of each. After making a selection,

the customer then moved down to a very

harried cashier who would ring it up.

Following the free gift wrapping, the

customer would then move out of the

main showroom and into a small back
room in order to receive counseling.

After standing in line for about five min-

utes, each student would step up to a

waist high table where a student counse-

lor would ask what the customer planned
to do with his newly purchased freedom.
Following the response, the counselor

would either bid the customer "Go forth,

but don't multiply," or would remand the

unfortunate student to another round of

training films in the newly built "Fool-

Around" theater. From speaking with

other students, I learned that professions

of undying love are popular with the

counselors and that casual sex is

frowned upon. As I walked by the tables,

one student was unflinchingly insisting

to his counselor that the condoms would
be used solely as party gifts. The counse-

lor, although greatly amused, signaled

to waiting football players who dragged
the student back in the direction of the

theater.

Several days later I ran into one of the

Continued on Page 8

Harassment

should be

punished

In light of the recent cases of

sexual/rape which have
been brought before the
Honor/Discipline Commit-

tee, I would like to make the following
point|S.

Such cases are admittedly difficult.

First of all, while the Student Handbook
states that all students "must be free of .

. . sexual harassment," it does not say
what constitutes sexual harassment.
Second, since most rapes/harassments
occur between people who know each
other, there will inevitably be a question
of "consent."

At Williams, it is primarily up to the

Honor/Discipline Committee to define

"consent" and apply that definition to

the cases it considers. Yet the actions it

has taken against two students this year
suggest that while the Committee
acknowledges that these men did some-
thing wrong, it did not consider the inci-

dents serious enough to warrant
suspension.

VIEWPOINT
This situation creates a number of

problems. First, students are given the

message that sexual harassment/rkpe is

not taken seriously, and punishment is

likely to be minimal. Second, the women
involved in the cases, in addition to the

emotional trauma caused by the actual

incidents, had to go through the humiliat-

ing experience of defending themselves
before the committee. They have been
subjected to further harassment (e.g.

phone calls). And now they must live

with seeing their assailants walking
around campus with little more than a
slap on the wrist.

The effect of this is to discourage other

vi'omen who have been harassed or
assaulted from reporting these inci-

dents, knowing what they must endure in

pursuing such cases, to no avail. And this

perpetuates the problem in private while
keeping it from the public, so that people
think that these incidents simply don't
occur.

Rumors have rapidly spread across
campus. It seems that everyone has
heard different stories but very few
know all the facts. Students then make
judgments based on incomplete and/or
incorrect information.

Faith in the Honor/Discipline Commit-
tee is low in the eyes of many students
and faculty. At the very least, the Com-
mittee owes the community an explana-
tion of its actions, stating the guidelines
which they use to make their decisions
(e.g. why they do not consider a student
who has harassed/assaulted more than
one other student as being a threat to the
community, or how they think that by
telling an offender that he is not allowed
on campus after 11 P.M. will keep him
from harassing others).

It seems, however, that there may be a
concerted effort to "hush up" the details

of this last case. While discretion should
be an important consideration, the
secrecy surrounding this case has under-
mined student confidence in the Admin-
istration, the Deans, and the
Honor Discipline Committee.

I think it might be helpful if some
standards were established to help both
men and women determine what is

acceptable behavior and what is not—
and how unacceptable behaviors will be
dealt with. While this may restrict the

discretionary powers of the Committee,
it will also reduce the possibility of mis-
use of those powers.
Perhaps the function of the Committee

itself should be reconsidered. Rape is on
a totally different level than are infrac-

tions of the Honor Code or other regula-

tions. Because it involves deeply rooted
prejudices, misconceptions and stereo-

types, some other form of disciplinary

structure needs to be instituted

James Crist
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Asians at

Williams:

assimilation

vs. ethnicity

by Fatiinah Rony

Editar'n \(tt<'— Asion-Amrrivons hnvv hvvn
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failles, anil Iraililions. a problem which is

exaiprbnii'il by ihr pri-si'nirof sofew Asians

on campus. If iih ihal in minil. h'alimah

Rony '84. a cn-founilor of ihc Isinn l.inh.

wnilc ihe folloicinn arliclc. II c wrlconic
your response.

Let me add another racial slur

to your vocabulary—the "ba-
nana". A "banana" is an
Asian-American who has so

integrated himself into Western culture

that he has lost pride in his Asian herit-

age, becoming, like a banana, "yellow"
on the outside and "white" within.

When I first came to Williams, one of

the first things that struck me was the
low number of Asians on campus. As
someone racially different from the
majority of my fellow students, I started

thinking more deeply about what it

means to be Asian, not only here at Willi-

ams but in a predominantly white
society. I wanted to find out from other
Asians how they felt about being Asian at

Williams, and how strongly they identi-

fied with their cultural background. I

hoped as well to understand why there
were so few Asians at Williams.

There has been much dialogue on this

campus between blacks and whites since
the horror of the cross-burning last year.
Yet the small number of Asians seems to

preclude a similar dialogue between

Moini agrees. "Being in this affluent

environment," he comments, "makes
one more willing to go back and help
Pakistan. I feel more than I ever did in

high school that what I am learning is not

just for me but for my people."

A constant cultural conflict

But some Asian-Americans have no
home to which they can return—only a

constant conflict between cultures. Since

one is forever bound by the color of his

skin, Asians can never fully integrate

themselves as long as skin color remains
a barrier. The concommitant need to

forget and inability to be rid of one's skin

color becomes a struggle for many; this

tension results in a "schizophrenia" for

many Asian-Americans between the

American and Asian sides of their lives.

The difference between life at home and
life at Williams reflects this paradox.

Junior Marilyn Ling's family brought
her up amidst strong Chinese tradition.
She also attended Stuyvesant High in

New York, along with a large number of

other Asian students. "Williams is basi-

cally an artifically academic world in

terms of the predominantly white com-
position of the community here," she
says. "I really like it here, but I act dif-

ferently than I do at home ... I

remember going to a large Chinese ban-
quet once in New York. It was really fes-

tive and fun, and I remember sitting

back in my chair and thinking how proud
I was of my Chinese heritage. To me,
that banquet was more like the real
world, more true to what's happening."

Emily Young '84 is another Chinese-
American who, like most Asian-
Americans at Williams, was brought up
in an almost exclusively white commun-

Ling. "This doesn't really bother me, but

it seems as if some of the Asians here are
very different from the ones I knew in

high school. I don't know if it's because
there are so few and so they can't get into

Asian awareness at this college, but it

doesn't seem as if they care much about
being Asian."

Racism precludes assimilation

Whether or not they concern them-
selves with their heritage, Asians cannot
escape their color. Racism often stands
in the way of absolute assimilation. Cer-
tainly cases of overt racism against
Asians here are very rare, but many
Asians spoke of "hidden" or "disguised"
forms of racism.

"I think one finds racial prejudice here
as well as everywhere," commented
Young. "For example, I am offended
sometimes when I meet someone and the
first words that come out of his mouth
are, 'Where are you from?' Granted,
that question can be asked in many dif-

ferent ways, but when the question asks

Some admissions siatislics reinforce
the obvious: in the 1980-81 school year
there were 47 Asians enrolled at Willi-

ams, '2.4 per cent of the student body. In
Ihe class of 198.'5, of the 17 Asian males
and 30 Asian females who were
accepted, only four men and seven
women matriculated at Williams.

Interpretations of the statistics vary
According to Tim Napier, Assistant
Director of Admissions, the major prob-
lem Is that "Williams is not on the West
Coast where most Asian-Americans
live." That may be part of the problem
.yet as other equally prestigious East
Coast schools Asians constitute a much
larger proportion of the student body
Napier concedes that, although "the
number of Asian applicants has
increased and will continue to increase
at some point, we will have to make
Williams more appealing to- Asian-
Americans."

One important step the Administration
can take is to increase the number of
Asian- Itudies courses offered. As Mah-
mood put it, "Consciously or uncons-
ciously, this school is not attracting
Asian-Americans. The main problem is
that many Asian-Americans might want
to go to a school where there is more
opportunity to find out about the Asian
side of them than they had in high
school."

The Williams curriculum fails to pro-
vide enough substantial opportunities
for this kind of study. For example, in the
History department, Japanese specialist
Peter Frost must teach the histories of
China, Japan, and Vietnam. Frost feels
"it's like having one teacher responsible
for teaching the histories of America,
Canada and Russia."

At least the history department has
some program; Williams offers neither
formal Asian language courses nor an
Asian Studies major. Frost notes that
"we can no longer afford to ignore Chi-

nese or Japanese. How can we ignore the

Chinese language when it is spoken by
one-quarter of the world's population?"

"The presence of a significant Asian population would
add to the diversity we should all expect from college life."

"... it seems as if the Asians here are very different

.

it doesn't seem they care much about being Asian."

Asians and other students at Williams.
This lack of exchange is compounded by
the fact that there are as many different

types of Asians here as different Asian
countries. There is no one unified Asia
but many vastly different Asian cul-

tures, complicating the issue of describ-

ing the differences between being Asian
and being Asian at Williams.

Some, such as Sabur Moini '85 and
Amina Mahmood '84, see Williams as an
American interval in their lives before
they return to their native lands. "Willi-

ams," says Mahmood, "gives me an
opportunity to step out of my traditional

perspective of Pakistan and look at my
home In a different light . . . The wealth at

Williams and in America in general has
made me see how really poor Pakistan Is

... I want to go back and do something
for my country."

ity. She, too, feels the conflict between
East and West. "I can't go back to China
because I'm so American," she says.
"But at the same time you're American,
you're not. Unfortunately we live in a
world that often categorizes. I am very
proud to be Chinese, yet in the end you
can only be yourself, neither truly Chi-

nese nor truly Western."

Little cultural interest

All of the Asians to whom I talked for

this article were very much aware of

their heritage, yet many of them noted
that some Asian-Americans here seem
less interested In their cultural legacy
than they might.

"I knew when I applied that there wer-

en't going to be a lot of Asians at Willi-

ams, but I didn't expect so few," noted

what you are racially, when it is asked
with that kind of insensltivity, then I get
upset."

Emily also finds racism in those mis-
taking her for another Asian-American
student: an indication, perhaps, that her
race has become her most identifiable

characteristic.

The cross-burning last year was the
most blatant form of racism at Williams
in recent memory. Ling did not feel that
the cross-burning had any bearing upon
her as an Asian-American, but was
mainly an expression of prejudice
towards blacks. I disagree; because I

am Asian and a person of color, the
hatred of that act affected me person-
ally. Thuy Tran '84, a South Vietnamese
alien resident, summed up the general
attitude of the other Asians I inter-
viewed. "I found the cross-burning
shocking," she said. "I was pretty upset,
but I think most people were. Because I

am a member of a minority, I felt that
the racism of that act was also directed
towards me personally."

Asians lack coliesive group
Part of the problem is the lack of

organized, HSU type support for the Col-
lege's Asian community, which may be
one reason why so few Asian-Americans
choose to attend Williams and why some
who do drop out. The lack of support is

made worse by the small number of
Asians at Williams.

Frost sees that the only way to bring

about more Asian Studies at Williams is

to shame the College by comparison to

Amherst and Wesleyan, both of which

offer Chinese and Japanese, and Asian

Studies majors. "Williams is behind the

times," declares Frost. "We're losing

out on some extraordinary Asian-

American and white students who are

interested in Asian courses and either

decide not to come to Williams or leave

Williams for other colleges."

Conclusion

This trend will continue as long as

the Williams curriculum remains so

tremendously deficient In Asian studies.

In the long run, the College will not only

lose more prospective Asian and Asian-

American students, but all students

interested in an adequate Asian studies

education. The bias in Williams' curricu-

lum just continues to send the message
that the institution is biased as a whole.

Sabur Molnl notes that some latent

racism arises because "a lot of the peo-

ple at Williams are not used to dealing

with minorities." The presence of a sig-

nificant Asian population would add to

the diversity we should all expect from
college life. On a broader note, the fail-

ure to educate students about such a pol-

itically, economically, and culturally

important part of the world Indicates a
flaw In a truly liberal arts education. If

we do not act soon, the loss will not be
that of the Asian community alone; it

will be everyone's.

I
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Alumnus saves Stone Hill
Herbert A. Allen, Williams

Class of '62, recently purchased
the 270 acre Hoover farm, which
runs from Green River Road
(Route 43) towards Cold Spring
Road (Route 7), spanning Stone
Hill. He Intends to "maintain
the property in its entirety"

according to Bill Brosnahan of

Harsch Realty, which handled
the sale.

This property became a

source of controversy last fall

when Walter Hoover Jr., son of

the land's owner, petitioned the

Williamstown Planning Com-
mission to open Stone Hill Road,
which runs through the
property.

Closed by town vote in 1966,

the road would have to be reo-

pened and upgraded if subdivi-

sion and development were to

occur on the property.

Alien is interested in "main-
taining the property in its

entirety," according to Bill

Brosnahan of Harsch Realty,

"Allen expressed gratitude
that his effort to maintain the

integrity of the farm as a whole
has been successful," Brosna-
han remarked.

Allen plans to donate fifteen

acres of the land, formerly
owned by Harley Proctor of

Proctor and Gamble, to a non-

profit educational institution.

"We have been approached
by Allen," remarked William
Reed, Vice President and
Treasurer of the College, "but
we will probably not consider
taking the land. We're not sure

that it fits any of our needs."

Allen is president of the Allen

Company, an investment bank-
ing firm in New York City.

Panel to probe harassment
by Sara Ferris

"All in the Family: What Is Harassment at Williams?" will

be the topic of a panel discussion tomorrow at 1 p.m. in Chapin
Hall.

Dean Nancy Mclntire emphasized that the panel, though
organized in response to campus incidents of sexual harass-

ment, will "not discuss recent disciplinary actions."

"It's really Important to talk about social attitudes,"

remarked Mclntire. "We've made an effort to broaden discus-

sion ... to include some of the complexities of interpersonal

relationships which have become apparent in Ihe context of

discussion of harassment."
President John Chandler will introduce the panel. Assistant

philosophy professor Rosemarie Tong will begin by posing a

definition of sexual harassment. Dean of the College Daniel

O'Connor will then examine "responses to harassment—both

individually and Institutionally," according to Mclntire.

Tom Costley '82 and Donna Wharton '83 plan to discuss

issues of social interaction at Williams from a personal stand-

point. Tracy Dick '82 and Assistant English Professor David
Langston will then move to a more philosophical look at relation-

ships and responsibilities, said Mclntire.

Mclntire expects the panel itself to last about an hour. Inter-

ested people will then divide into about 20 small discussion
groups led by students and faculty members. Participants will

reconvene in Brooks-Rogers Recital Hall to "summarize some
of the main points that come out of the discussion groups,"
according to Mclntire.

The panel is sponsored by the College Council, the Commit-
tee on Undergraduate Life, the Faculty Steering Committee, the

Feminist Alliance, Men Against Sexism, Peer Health Counse-
lors, and Phi Beta Kappa.

Singleman party wins
Freshmen triumph in trivial affair

by Peter Nicholas

"We wanted to preserve the

chaos that the trivia contest tra-

ditionally is supposed to have,"
commented Charlie Singer '82

who, as part of last year's win-

ning team, Phasers on Stun,

helped organize December's
Trivia contest.

Trivia was won this year by
The Singleman Party, a team
organized by Steve Epstein '83.

It consisted of about thirty

freshman, five seniors, and five

members of Grape Nehi, an
alumni group that comes back
each semester and joins with

various teams. "The kids were
great; they really knew their

stuff, but the alumni really

made the difference," admits
Epstein.

"Local 12 really proved them-
selves a strong group," con-

tends Singer. "They finished

only five points out of first

place, and they played without

any alumni help."

Hostage 53 and the Sappy
English Bedwettlng Types
rounded out the top teams, who
battled to "a really close fin-

ish," according to Singer.

Nevertheless, The Singleman
Party is the first predominantly
freshmen team to win Trivia

since 1968.

Some not-so-trlvlal questions.

however, remain to be ans-

wered: What keeps this contest

going from year to year ? Why
do alumni travel for miles to

play Trivia? Why will students

stay awake all night right

before final exams to find

answers to trivia?

Singer offers an explanation:

"There's a biological response
that happens to people when
they remember something
that's on the tip of their gongue.
It's an excitement that gets trig-

gered that's almost a sensual

experience."
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Witness reveals discipline process
by Laura Seligsohn and

Sara Ferris

One of the witnesses in the

recent sexual assault case
agreed to discuss her view of the

discipline process with a

Record reporter.

She explained that she
brought information about a

sexual harassment incident to

the Dean's Office and agreed to

testify before the Discipline

Committee on December 16.

The witness objected to some
of the committee's procedures.
"I was not allowed to question
him (the defendant) myself. He
can ask me questions but I can'

t

ask him . . . He's the one who's
asking, which means he's free

to insinuate anything he likes."

She added that if she had been
able to ask questions, she
believes she could have intro-

duced pertinent evidence that

was not considered at the

hearing.

She criticized the lack of set

guidelines for the operation of

the committee. "I know there

are no formalized procedures
(in the Discipline Committee),
Charles Dew of the Commit-
tee having told me the reason

they don't have formalized
procedures or written guide-

lines—nothing down on paper
about how to operate the

committee— is because they are

afraid of treating cases alike

and they want to deal with each

one as an individual case," she

complained.
Discipline Committee

members have on several occa-

sions confirmed and supported

this policy of flexibility.

The witness related that she

and the other victims were told

by a dean that they would only

"testify once."

"In the original case when
they had made a decision for

expulsion, it had not been car-

ried through by the Honor and
Discipline Committee. They felt

that this time it should go
straight to the committee, so the

decision could be made, there

would be no appeal, and that

would be it," she alleged.

She said the defendant was
granted an appeal on grounds
that he had inadequate time to

prepare his defense. She added
that she was willing to testify

again, but was unable to attend
the second hearing.

This witness also claimed that

friends of the defendant had
threatened the women who
appeared before the committee.
"We (the witnesses) are being
harassed, we've had physical
threats. Dew expressed concern
and he was upset about it a little

bit and generally he said
'There's nothing we can do
about it, we're sorry we have to

do this, we can see that you get
psychological counseling,' "she
asserted.

The woman also said she had
learned that Dean of the College
Daniel O'Connor had spoken to

members of the Dean's Office
about releasing information on
the case.

"He (O'Connor) heard via the

President's Office that, even
though they (the Deans) were
individually concerned about

the Issue, it was their job to do
what they could not to create

ripples—to have the situation

die down now that a decision

had been reached. In other

words, to hush it up," she

reported.

"Well," she continued, "it's

becoming an issue without the

deans because there are some
individuals, like myself, who
will speak out."

All the witnesses were asked
to keep details of the delibera-

tive process in the hearing con-

fidential though, according to

the woman, the witnesses swore
no oath of secrecy.
She is not happy with the com-

mittee's decision to overturn its

original suspension and put the

defendant on probation.

"If we (the witnesses) stay

on campus, we are forced

to deal with this person. He was
told that he was to absolutely try

to avoid the witnesses whenever
possible, but you know Baxter
Hall—you run into everybody in

the school in Baxter—so there's

no way you're going to totally

avoid anyone," she explained.

She implied that race entered
into the committee's delibera-

tions. "The defendant told the

deans that he was going to take
it to court—his father being a
lawyer—on grounds of racial

prejudice. He is black and we
(all of the witnesses) are white
and the members of the Disci-

pline Committee are not black."
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Security fences Mission lot

W rt

Acts of vandalism against student cars have prompted llie installation of a seven-foot fence around
the Mission Park parking lot.

A scvcnlool chiiin link fence

will l)e(>i'eeled around the Mis

sion I'aik parking; lot in .lanu

ai'\' in hup(^s of rodueinK
\an(lalism, Direc'lor of Security

Ransom .lonks announced lasl

\ve(<k.

.I(>nks explained that the lot,

located behind the tennis
courts, is perennially unpopular
among students. "They're
rather adamant about not park-
ing there," he remarked.

Jenks noted, "there was not

any more vandalism in this year

than in past years— it's an ongo-

ing thing . . . the lot is in a rela-

tively secluded area, a

desirable place for thieves to

operate in." He listed thefitsof

radios and gasoline as exam-
ples of complaints.

The fence will completely sur-

round the lot, with a gate at the

exit which may be locked over
vacations. "It will be available

for secure storage on breaks,"
emphasized .Jenks.

The cost of the fence, esti-

mated at over ,'880(K), will come
entirely from student parking
fees and fines. "It was my sug-

gestion," said Jenks, "to use
those monies— to put them
directly back into security."

Jenks hopes the added secur-

ity will help make the lot more
attractive to student drivers.

The lot could hold 300 to 400 cars,

estimated Jenks, but is cur-

rently used by roughly 100. "I

have visions of the lot being a

place where every student
would want to park," he
commented.

Early acceptances.
Continued from Page 1

In regard to the low number of

minority candidates, Smith
remarked, "It's very hard to get

minority applicants to apply
ED." Last year's absence of

black ED applicants was attrib-

uted to the cross burning that

CLASSIFIEDS
PARCEL SERVICE 8:30-1:30.

The Mole Hole.

fi/laggie. don't you miss reading

about the investment policies in

British nationalised industries''

Don't scalp tickets to heaven,
Or you'll be judged unclean;
Hell may be an orchestra seat
But God's in the mezzanine.

—M. Cook 1968

Hey. sex kitten!

It's cold here in the windy city'

Care to warm me up over Christ-

mas break? I love you! Your P.H

occurred in N'ovcMiibor, shorth'

before Kl) applications were
due.

Admissions officcis noted few
residual effects of the cross-

burning. "I ha\en'l encoun-
tered an>- questions fiom the

kids I've talked lo here, though
on the road some asked," said

Reed.
Fisher recalled, "I think I had

one question all year."

From September through
November, six admissions
officers visited more than ,'^00

secondary schools in at least 30

states. By directing attention to

urban areas like Boston, Cle\e-

land, Detroit, Cincinnati, Hous-
ton, Los Angeles, New York,
San Francisco and Washington,
D.C.. the staff was able to reach
more minoritv candidates.

Johnny's Rent-a-Lemon
$10 a day

10C a mile

Will deliver and pick up the

cars in the Williamstown area.

Will rent to those 18 and older.

802-823-7272

TONIGHT
JUNIOR NIGHT AT THE LOG

discounts for all card-carrying

members of the Class of '83.

FRIDAY
HAPPY HOUR

featuring hot spiced wine
and happy hour prices

Next Open Mike Night

Wednesday, January 20
GET YOUR ACTS TOGETHER!

Council plots Winter Study strategy
ThcCollegcCouncil voted to appropriateSLTOO

for a new public address sound system to be
shared by the Log and the Williams Coffeehouse
and di.scussed Winter Study at a sparsely
attended meeting last Wednesday.
Council President Freddy Nathan '8,3

reviewed Council plans to increase support for

Winter Study among faculty members. "We're
really in the stretch run," he explained, "We
want this Winter Study to be really successful."

Nathan announced the distribution of "Sup-
port Winter Study" buttons to all students and
urged Council representatives to "make sure
you remind everyone to wear them." '

He pointed to the Winter Study display in Saw-
yer lobby and noted that he was refused use of

the Stetson faculty lounge for an additional dis-

play of past Winter Study papers. The Council is

also sponsoring an Open House with the Trus-

tees on January 21 at 3:00 p.m. at the Log.

Nathan outlined what other student organiza-

tions are doing. "WCFM and the Record are
planning things. . .the Gargoyle Society is draft-

ing a sort of legal brief expressing what we see
as the goals of the program. JA's have volun-

teered to explain the issue as best they can to the

freshmen."
The Council also reviewed a request for funds

to purchase a joint sound system for the Log and
the Coffeehouse.

Log Manager Tom Johnson explained that

both current systems are inadequate and des-
cribed their deficiencies. "The Log sound sys-

tem has been kind of a running joke for years,"
he remarked. "The speakers, which the hockey
rink discarded, are not made for music."
Jon Scott '82, manager of the Coffeehouse,

noted, "We now have old equipment that suf-

ficed in the past. A new system would be a reaso-
nable solution to both our sets of problems."
Nathan supported the appropriation, noting,

"The sustaining fund is large , . . this might be
the year we could absorb (the cost)." Council
Treasurer Beth O'Leary set the sustaining fund
at over $9100, not includinga $5000 carryover for

next year.

The proposal included an amplifier and con-
trol panel, two speaker columns, 3 microphones
and stands, and cables. The sixteen Council
members present approved the appropriation,
but could not technically pass it until the arrival

of another member halfway through the meet-
ing established a quorum.
The original $1200 appropriation was

amended to $1,500 in case of cost overruns, with
Johnson and Scott agreeing to return all unspent
funds.

Speakers support Nicaragua
Continued from Page 1

Similarly, Gwen Sullivan,

Williams Class of '79, who has
worked in Nicaragua since her

graduation, argued in Satur-

day's panel discussion that the

revolutionary process in Nica-

ragua "in no way resembles
what we've been hearing in the

press. It is a popular, active,

dynamic process where eve-

ryone is involved on a day-to-

day basis."

Jane Cary Peck, a resident of

Williamstown and an Assistant

Professor of Religion and

Society at Andover Newton
Theological School in Newton,
Mass., described in her lecture

on Saturday the role of the

Christians in the insurrection

as "total."

"The Sandinistas and the

Christians overlap ... the

Church in Nicaragua is a church
of the poor, and it sees the Sandi-

nistas as undertaking the revo-

lution for the poor. The people
will make tiie government
accountable to the poor. The
Sandinista movement is a

dynamic instance of progres-

sive democracy and of reli-

Sick of being scalped

by Renzi and Dewey?

Buy and sell your used

books through the

POOH PERPLEX
located in the basement of Jesup

Open for book drop-offs

9 - 12 daily

gion," she asserted.

All panelists in Saturday's

discussion, "American Policy

Towards Nicaragua," agreed

the Reagan administration was
working to undermine the San-

dinista movement.
Furthermore, if the United

States' economic blockade is

successful, the Nicaraguans do
not have a "Cuban alternative.

'

'

Because of the Soviet Union's
involvement in Cuba, Vietnam,
and Afghanistan, the U,S,S,R.
may not be able to afford to give

Nicaragua the kind of aid it

needs.

Carlos Rico Ferrat, co-

director of United States' Stu-

dies Institute of the Center for

Economics Teaching and
Research, a Mexican
government-supported re-

search center, maintained that

the relations between the U.S.

government and Nicaragua
have always been strained
because of a history of U.S.

intervention dating back to the

early 1800s.

Nevertheless, Ferrat sees the

Nicaraguans as having a

"warm, engaging response to

the American people, and a

desire to be friends . . . The Rea-
gan administration Is weighing
public opinion in order to deter-

mine policy in the region.

Student bookie tells all

Features/Arts January 12, 1982

Mr. X Is not

likely to

put his bus-

iness ex-
perience on

his Williams resume,
because he earned $115 last

semester from a business
that is illegal in every state

but Nevada. Mr. X is a
bookie.

Mr. X printed point
spreads and took bets on
National Football League
games. Each Tuesday dur-

ing the season he took
spreads from the Boston
Globe, typed and xeroxed
them, and distributed them
to his customers before Sun-
day's games.
Bettors picked the winners

of any 4 of the 14 games
played, and turned their

cards in to Mr. X with a $1 to

a $5 bet. If all 4 of a gamuier's
picks were right, he earned
10 times his bet. Five picks
earned 15:1 odds.

Picking four football
winners doesn't sound very
difficult. It is. "The spreads
are designed to make the

games equal, and there are
so many variables,"
explained Mr. X. A bettor
must "cover the spread"
instead of merely picking the
winner. For example, if Dal-
las is favored by six points
over Philadelphia, Dallas
must win by at least six for a
bet on the Cowboys to win,

"I used to play the cards
back home," Mr. X said. "I
wanted to here, but I couldn't
find any. I did some thinking
. .

. Instead of paying a dollar
a week to someone, why
couldn't I be the guy every-
body gives a buck to? "He
decided to try it.

"The business started
slowly, but by the third week
word had gotten around and I

had a steady clientele," Mr.
X continued. "I usually took
in between 17 and 25 dollars a
week, about 20 cards. There
was a lot of interest." Mr. X
did not expand too far. "I was
frightened of letting the oper-
ating get too big," he said.

Despite his steady profits,

Mr. X always ran the risk of

losing a lot of money. He only

had to pay out four $10
payoffs on earnings of
between $150 and $160, but on
one occasion almost lost it

all. "One week I almost lost

.$90," he said. "I'd made that
much by then, but I'd also
spent most of It. The Seattle
Seahawks saved my skin. I

was alone in the TV room,
while the Pittsburgh bettors
were probably already
counting their winnings, I

heard Seattle covered the

spread late in the game, and
I was overjoyed to say the
least," Mr. X had a brief

moment of panic later,

before a long Pittsburgh
touchdown run was nullified

by a penalty. Seattle won the

game. "That was my big

week for losses, though,"
Mr. X noted. "I paid out $30.

'

'

Most customers bet $1

each week, but a few placed
some $5 bets. "The $5 bets

are good for that week's
profit, but the bettors tend to

shy away for a while after

losing that much," Mr. X
commented.

Continued on Page 9

Pianist plays jazz history
by Will Laymen

Dick Wellstood can play.

Armed with some flopping hair, an
untucked shirt, a Steinway in front of

him and nearly a century of rich jazz
tradition upon which to draw. Well-

stood flew through two hours of solo jazz piano
Sunday night in Brooks-Rogers Recital Hall.

Wellstood, who works and records regularly in

New York, was the first performer of a number to

be featured in this month's series of jazz events.
The informal program began with Maple Leal

Rag and proceeded from there, showcasing Well-

stood's strong and enjoyable stride piano tech-

nique In varied and original interpretations of
tunes by such names as James P. Johnson, Fats
Waller, Duke Ellington and Cole Porter. As

evinced in his choice of material, Wellstood is a
strongly orchestral player whose roots in ragtime
and stride form the basis of his eclectic style. The
evening almost took on the character of a lesson

in jazz history as Wellstood combined and shifted

between various jazz idioms within single

compositions.

Despite being a jazz pianist whose playing is

centered around a strong left hand stride rhythm,
the concert also featured music from Art Tatum,
Earl Hlnes, Count Basie and even the more mod-
ern George Shearing, traces of which would
appear in the concert from time to time and then
vanish just as suddenly. Wellstood's strength was
in molding these contrasts and tempo shifts into

lovely miniatures, both coherent and engaging.

Continued on Page 9

Baroque harpsichord to come to the Clark
According to Victor

Hill, January ISth's

Griffin Hall concert
features "one of the

really great musical
monuments of the Baroque
era," Bach's Goldberg Varia-
tions, which will be performed

by Hill on the harpsichord
beginning at 8 P.M. at the Clark
Art Museum.
The Variations, which were

first commissioned in 1742 by
Count Hermann Carl von Key-
serlingk, were composed by
Bach specifically for the
Count's harpsichordist, Johan
Gottlieb Goldberg, from whom
the piece derives its name.
"The Count asked Bach to

compose some pieces of a 'soft

and somewhat lively character'
which Gottlieb could play on
nights when the Count suffered
from insomnia," states Hill.

"Instead of producing a simple
set of entertainment pieces
however. Bach undertook a
"monumental program of vari-

ations on a sarabande that had
first appeared in 1725.

The Variations consist of ten
sets of three variations, each
preceded and followed by an
aria on which the variations are
then based. Because the work
represents a "large formal
structure that was designed to

be apprehended In one setting,"

Hill will perform the 90 minute
piece without intermission.

The harpsichord, the instru-

ment for which the piece was
composed, was the principal

keyboard instrument of the
Baroque period, occupying a
prominent position in European
music from 1500 up to almost
1800. A favorite of such famous
composers as Bach, Handel and
Scarlatti, the harpsichord has
also enjoyed a resurgence of

popularity in the 20th century.
Resembling the piano in struc-

ture, it is distinguished from its

more modern successor by its

strings, which instead of being
struck by hammers, are
plucked by quills, and are then
amplified in a resonant case.

Hill's own interest in Baroque
music goes far back, stating

"I've always been a nut about
Bach." Beginning his musical
career as an organist, Hill later

switched over to the harpsi-
chord, studying under such
noted musicians as Gustav
Leonhardt and Alice Ehlers.

When not in the classroom,
where Hill is a full time profes-

sor with the mathematics
department. Hill spends a good
deal of his time performing,
having spent his last sabbatical
leave in 1976 on a concert tour of

Europe. In addition, for his next

Continued on Page 10

The Cars

Shake It Up is boring
by Duffy Graham

Shake It Up, the newest album by The Cars, recently
crept into the Top 10. The album offers nothing in the
way of a new sound from this band, thus evoking the oft-
heard criticism that all of their songs sound the same.
To such comments. Cars' leader Ric Ocasek replies:

"People who say it all sounds the same aren't listening closely
enough."

Some may argue in turn that one should not have to listen
closely to rock music, but such a debate misses the point: Shake It
Up and the other two most recent albums are sorely lacking in that
quality which made their debut album so appealing—urgency.
Immediacy and desire are essential elements to all good rock
music. Shake It Up is basically boring.

How does one explain the popularity of The Cars, whose first
three albums were all million-sellers? Ocasek said in a recent
interview that he felt the group ".

. . offers an alternative. Maybe
these kids can only take so much of Journey and Styx and they need
something like us for balance." But more likely. The Cars are
popular for exactly the same reason as those "supergroups"; their
lyrics do not challenge the listener with a heavy message. Even
Ocasek admits, "I don't have a real serious statement to make in
the lyrics. People shouldn't get too hung up looking for hidden
meanings." This is the best aspect of Ocasek's attitude toward his
music—he doesn't take it too seriously.

There are few bright moments to salvage this album. Ocasek
writes repeatedly about girls and love, which is acceptable if not
preferable in rock music, but his girls are nowhere near as interest-
ing as those in the songs of contemporaries Mick Jagger or Tom
Petty. Here is a sample, from "Victim of Love": "She can take you
anywhere she wants to/she can show you things that make you
weak/she can make you think you're the only one/she can steal
your heart with just one wink." Oh.

Despite the shortcomings of the album, the title track, "Shake
It Up," will surely make the dance tapes at preppie parties
everywhere.

WATCH FOR IT!
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SIDESHOW by SUTTON Willard:

JOSEPH E. DEVEV

9:00 - 5:00

Mon.-Sat.

WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS
0)247
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458-5717
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Graham: Sandinista!

OUR ANNUAL
30% TO60% OFF
CLEARANCE SALE

Levi's

Levis

DENIM STRAIGHT LEG

AND DOOT lEANS

SALE13^S.,i,.,.
CORDUROY STRAIGHT LEG

AND BOOT JEANS

SALEl3"Re«„30

ALL LEVI SHIRTS

50% OFF
SPECIAL BUY! CORDUROY^TRAIGHT LEG IRREGULARS

Levi's

ALL WOMEN'S CLOTHES

SALEnO'

ALL 50 r.O OFF

BlousM, thirft, |ack«ts, ponts. Lavi's, J.G. Hooka, N«ll Flowors, Maclntoth,
Bramor.

40% OFF WATERPROOF sale price

LEATHER BOOTS 15^7 AJ97
Ben. Price SS9. 95 lo»79. 1(5 WV to ^" #

WOMEN'S LADY LEVI'S CORDUROY AND DENIM SHIRTS

ALL DLOUSES, SHIRTS, JACKHS AND BENDOVER PANTS

50%ALL OFF

ALL SPEEDO BATHING SUITS
... Women and Children 60 r«O OFF

»% OFF NEK'S AM NOMEI'S TENNIS SHORTS,

SHIRTS AMI SRIIITS ....T*© 19*^
•a.MMiis.M«eiM.«> SALE m to A
m OFfDWIHOCKEySKAKS sale price

WITHm BLADES ^9^0 OT50
Bob ''<• »«5 'o $175 00 ^m ^t " ^J #

MANY OTHER UNADVIRTItID iALI ITIMS
NO RHUtNS OR IXCHANOII-ALL SALIS FINAL

CASH • MASTERCARD • VISA ONLY

WILLIAMS CO-OP
« SPRING STREET. WILLIAMSTOWN

Continued from Page 3

quagmire of rhetoric and see
wiiere they are. We all use such
terms flippantly. Many in our
own country, and also around
the world, do not see our society

in the glowing terms we would
use to describe it. We accept
without hesitancy the notion
that these terms explain a

situation.

We can relate all of this to the
present case of Nicaragua.
Very few of us, myself included,

can give the history of Nicara-
gua and American involvement

there. I can say that it is not so

simple as the administration

would have us believe. We must
make an effort to understand
the people there, not from our
perspective, but from theirs,

and be willing to admit that

what we want for them, or for

any country, may not be what
they want.

I) cU thr ju'iiplv ftiufihl thr Ivndvr.

intl lip hi' flew . . .

U illi III) 11 ashiiii!li)ii hiillvl uhal

I'lsf niiilti lif lit}?

— Clash

BEER SPECIALS!
Michelob 12 pak 12 oz. NR

Weideman 12 oz. NR

Molsons 12 oz. NR

Tuborg 12 oz. NR

Labatts 12 oz. NR

5.49 each

5.gg/case

11.9g/case

7.99/case

11.49/case

Schmidts Carling Rhelngold

16 oz. Returnable bottles 7.4g/case

plus 2.50 deposit

PARTY WINE SPECIAL!
Bella Vino California Chablis, Burgundy,

Rose 3 liter jug 3.99/each

Bring this ad in for 50$ off

any case of beer. Good ttirougli January

WEST PACKAGE STORE
ROUTE 2

BETWEEN N.A. AND WILLIAMSTOWN
663-6081

Contraceptives—
Continued from Page 3

foundcrsof the new service talk-

ing to a friend I had seen in the

boutique early Monday. It

seems that Peer Health keeps a

record of which students use the

new service, and the counselor

was going to write home to my
friend's parents to tell them of

his recent purchases. After my
friend made the necessary pay-

ment to ensure silence, I asked

the counselor how he managed
to keep contraceptives priced so

low. "We could have given them
away free," he responded, "but
we take a Biblical view. People
should pay for their sins.

Through our effort, however,
students now pay only a nomi-
nal fee." College Chaplain Ste-

phen Schmitt later refused to

comment on the statement.

In the first few dys of opera-

tion the new boutique is clearly

a thriving success. Students are
coming from all over the state to

stock up on sexual supplies for

next semester. At this point

there are no plans for a fran-

chising operation, but Peer
Health co-ordinators won't rule

out that possibility. Privately

they confirm that members of

the College Development Office

think it could be a great new
money-raiser for the College.

Best of luck, guys.

WINTER STUDY
BEER SPECIAL

Wurzburger

$3.15/6-pk

reg. $4.69

WINE SPECIAL

Italian Soave

Italian Soave

1.5 liter bottle

$2.49

The Clip Shop. The hair salon of the 80's for He & She

Your hairstyle should match your
individual looks and personality The
stylists of the Clip Shop know the
importance of giving their clients

something they can handle by them-
selves when they leave the salon And
also something that suits their individ-

ual bone structure. In essence, that's

what's evident in the styles worn by the
models pictured here

Stop in for a free consultation and
see what possibilities could be in store
for you

The Clip Shop has three convenient
locations

WILLIAMSTOWN, MA.
458-9167

PITTSFIELD, MA
447-9576

BENNIMGTON,
(802) 442-9823

VT

Faculty questions-
Continued from Page 1

Committee's- process, possibly

instituting procedural rules for

the Committee to follow. It may
recommend having a 'statute of

limitations' on how long an
accuser can wait before making
a charge; improving the protec-

tion of the rights of the accused;

or making the Committee's pro-

ceedings public.

"Currently, deliberations are

private except for a brief sum-
mary of actions taken, without

mentioning names," P.oosen-

raad said. "It may be that open-

ing the meetings would provide

a deterrent to potential offend-

ers. This would be at the cost of

eliminating the privacy of the

accuser and the accused."

Since some students and
faculty have charged that Disci-

pline Committee members had
conflicts of interest in voting on
the October sexual harassment
case, the review committee
may propose having the Disci-

pline Committee consist of a

jury selected on a case by case
basis. Currently self-disqualifi-

cation because of conflict of

interest is voluntary.

"It may be a good thing not to

have close friends of the

accused sitting on the Commit-
tee," Roosenraadsaid, "but ina

community this small it may be

Impossible to find Committee
members who do not know the

accused in some way."

Another issue is whether the

College's disciplinary code
should be more specific in defin-

ing infractions, penalties and
the conditions of probation.

"The code is currently quite

loose," said O'Connor. "Stu

dents are expected to show
'good conduct'—what specifi-

cally does that mean?"
"We need a clearer definition

of what sexual harassment is,"

said Colby. "Then wc can ask

what the penalties should be. Is

probation enough?
Another concern is the Col-

lege's legal responsibilities and
liabilities in disciplinary proce-

dures and penalties.

"Wc will examine what liabil-

ities the College has to report

felonies to the authorities,"

Colby said, "and whether the

College can be sued if the com-
mittee is considered to have
acted negligently. Also, can the

College be sued by an expelled

student who feels he or she was
treated unfairly by the
Committee?"
"We don't know all the ques-

tions," Colby concluded.
"We're open to suggestions
from the college community for

spr'ific concerns to be added to

th( agenda I've already
described."

The review committee was
selected by President Chandler
in conjunction with the Steering

Committee, and will consist of

Professors Colby, Dew, Dennis
Dickerson, Meredith Hoppin,
Gary Jacobsohn and Rosemarie
Tong; Dean Roosenraad; and
seniors Lee Buttz, Jane Fisch-

berg. Walls Johnson, and John
Segal.

Just arrived!

Cross-country Gortex

& Cordura Gaiters

Cross-country Gortex

& Cordura Mittens

Plus a variety of cross-

country wax and
accessories

—

• Cross-country rentals

• Snowslioe rentals

• Alpine demos

f<^((^
^fictU, inc.

Mon. - Sat. 9-5:30

Thurs. 9 - 9

MASTER CARD VISA

Spring Street 458 3605 Wllliamstown

Mr. X beats

the spread—
Continued from Page 7

Customers ranged from novi-

ces playing a card out of curios-

ity to compulsive gamblers.
"There was one guy playing two
or threecardsa week," saidMr.
X. "Once he had to dig way
down for enough change to be

able to pay. He was a bit hard-

core."

Mr. X quit with one week left

in the season. "I was scared,"

he said. "I was already over my
goal of $100, and teams were
becoming predictable. People

were picking three out of four. I

took the money and ran, for

which I took a lot of flak from
people who wanted to keep play-

ing ... I used most of my win-

nings for personal enjoyment-
beer and a fall break trip."

"I wouldn't recommend this

business to others," said Mr. X.

"There's a real risk of getting

burned." He admitted a fear of

being caught. "I get the feeling

that this school would be strict

about things like this," he said.

"It's a victimless crime," Mr.

X added. "In fact, I don't see it

as a crime. I'm dealing with

adults who know what they're

doing, not 15-year-old kids."

Mr. X has told his father of his

business. "He plays at home, so

it's all right," he commented,
"but Mother wouldn't be
pleased."

And Mr. X's pick for the Super
Bowl? "It'll be Dallas, no ques-

tion about It."

Jazz concert
Continued from Page 7

Wellstood's clever transfor-

mations accounted for a bulk of

the evening's magic. Under
Wellstood's guidance, •lingle

Bells became a bluesy, jumping
number that grabbed hold of

the notes and knew when to

laugh at itself. .lohn Coltrane's

Giant .Steps, a seminal work in

modern Jazz, traveled back to

the turn of the century, emerg-
ing as an angular and provoca-

tive rag.

Wellstood's jazz lesson
seemed well appreciated. The
audience was delighted when it

recognized such well known
songs as The Pink Panther,

hints of which were in Viper's

Drag, and by Vince Guaraldi's

Peanuts, traces of which were
present in Miss Otis Regrets.

Everyone thoroughly enjoyed
Wellstood's humorous dialogue

and sense of timing as well.

Yet while the pianist's fre-

quent references to Honey-
suckle Rose, constant use of

cliched upper register runs,

patterns of sudden double-

timings, and standard cocktail

reharmonizations of familiar

melodies seemed to bring the

audience closer to the action on

stage, they alsoseemed toget in

the way of Wellstood's longer,

more considered improvisa-
tions which Wellstood would
often begin and was obviously

capable of completing. In addi-

tion, the tunes ( largely medlies

)

were often more embellish-

ments than improvisations.
However, Wellstood's historical

approach in his concert sug-

gests that this may have been a

deliberate intention of his in

order to insure that the
audience listened closely to the

concert.

Dr. Irving J. Tanzman, F.A.A.O.

Dr. Thomas R. Maselli

OPTOMETRISTS
Specializing in contact

lenses and students'

visual problems.

85 MAIN STREET
NORTH ADAMS, MA. 01247

662-2020
663-5845

Train With Us...

And Talcea Great Career
HomeWith You.

CHASE IS now hiring foreign national candidates who are interested in

furthering their career in their home country as entry-level officers.

We're seeking individuals with an exposure to business and finance to
take advantage of this unique opportunity to join our global finan-

cial network. You'll apply quantitative and qualitative skills toward
developing innovative solutions to challenging international financial

problems and will play a key role in financial operations

Openings now exist for foreign nationals of the following countries
who are interested In applying their professional expertise in their home
country:

Barbados
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Ephmen on five hoop streak
by John Clayton

Two exciting, last-mlnulp victories increased

the basketball team's winning streak to five

games and set up a big showdown tonight with

Dartmouth. Saturday night the Ephs edged out

Babson 66-65, while last Tuesday they came from

behind to beat Union 65-64.

The Babson game was won in the final seconds

as captain Al Lewis stole the ball with ten seconds

left and then hit one of two foul shots with four

seconds left to break a 65-65 tie.

Babson made a valiant effort In the last four

seconds, drawing a foul and sending their high

scorer, Jack Saniuk, to the line. He missed the

front end of a one-and-one and time ran out as the

Ephmen grabbed the rebound.

Williams had controlled for most of the game,
leading by as much as twelve in the second quar-

ter. But Babson came back, sparked by good

defense and clutch foul shooting, to tie the game
with 2:50 left at 63 apiece.

Excellent defense prevailed for the remainder

of the game, with the only points coming on a

Babson basket off a delay and two big Art Pidori-

ano free throws with 20 seconds left that tied the

game to set up Lewis' steal.

Coach Robert Peck was pleased with the win,

although a little upset that it had to be so close.

"Al (Lewis) had some very big plays," Peck said,

"and Scott Oleson^and Steve O'Day played well

while they were in. The problem was that those

two only played about 20 minutes each because of

foul trouble."

The Union victory, another road game, was
even more satisfying because the Ephs came
from behind to get the win. "The key to that

game," said Coach Peck, "was that we kept our

composure even though we were down by eight

with six minutes left."

This game was won with only seven seconds

left, as Oleson, fouled on a lay-up, hit one of two

free throws to make the score 64-6,'5 Union. The

Ephs then forced a Jump ball, and, under the new

college rules providing for alternate possessions,

received the ball under the basket.

Williams set up an out-of-bounds play, and, said

Peck, "It worked perfectly. Fuzzy (captain Jeff

Fasulo) got just the shot we wanted him to." The

cool senior canned a 15-foot jump shot to put Willi-

ams ahead, 65-64, with two seconds left.

The end of the game was marred by some dub-

ious work in Union's favor on the part of the offi-

cial timekeeper. He had been caught earlier in the

game, when Union was ahead, running seconds

off the clock during a time-out. The referees did

nothing about it.

After a time-out. Union had the ball at halfcourt

with two seconds left, needing a basket. Union

twice threw the ball in bounds and Williams bat-

ted it out of bounds both times. Only one second

elapsed during those two plays, so Union had

another chance. They got the ball in for a jump-

shot, but the ball rolled off the rim.

Williams had controlled early in that game too,

running their offense well enough to get leads of

8-1 and 28-20. The Ephs' sloppy play, however, led

to a 16-2 Union spurt in the last five minutes of the

half to put the half time score at 36-30.

Union expanded a bit on that lead in the second

half and then started a delay game. Williams, led

by O'Day, Oleson, Lewis and a tenacious 1-3-1

zone defense, came back to set up Fasulo's big

play.

After five road victories, Williams returns

home for two tough games this week. "Dart-

mouth (Tuesday) and Springfield (Saturday) will

be tough," said Peck, "but if we can work on our

consistency—playing well without losing our

composure—we can beat them."

Puckers runner-up in tournament
by Rich Leavitt

Sparked by the performance

of all-tournament selections Ed
Finn '83 and Bob Brownell '83,

the Eph hockey team captured

the runnerup spot in Its twelfth

annual Invitational Hockey
Tournament in which Platts-

burgh State, Holy Cross, and

North Adams State partici-

pated.

A physical, hard skating

Plattsburgh team got the better

of Williams in the finals by a 7-4

score. The Cardinals of Platts-

burgh went to the finals of the

Div. II NCAA playoffs in 1981

and have long been a Div. II

powerhouse.

The Ephs started the game
strongly by jumping out to a

quick 3-0 lead in the first period.

Finn opened the scoring with

assists going to IVlark Wysocki
'83 and Rich Jackson '85. Senior

Jon Dayton upped the count to

2-0 on a seeing-eye backhander

from the point. The Production

Line of seniors Doub Jebb and

David Calabro along with Brow-

nell teamed up for the next goal

as Jebb scored with Calabro and
Brownell garnering the assists.

After the first period the

game went downhill for the

Ephs as the Cardinals con-

nected for seven straight goals

before Brian Rutledge '85

scored from senior Greg jacob-

son for the 7-4 final.

The Eph skaters fared better

in the opening round of the tour-

nament as they upended their

crosstown rivals, the Mohawks
of North Adams in a thrilling 7-6

game. Calabro opened the scor-

ing on a power play set up by

junior Sam Flood and Brownell.

Jackson closed out the period

with an unassisted tally. Finn

registered his first goal of the

game from Mark Winters '85

and Wysocki. Freshman Jeff

Potter rattled home the next one

followed by a Jacobson goal

from Tom Resor '82 and
Calabro.

In a closely fought third

period goals by Brownell and
Finn saved the game for Willi-

ams. The Mohawks refused to

die and fought back from a 7-4

deficit to make the third period

a heart stopping one for the

many fans in attendance.

Plattsburgh advanced to the

finals by virtue of a 7-2 victory

over the Crusaders from Holy
Cross. The Crusaders downed
the Mohawks in the consolation

game 8-5.

MIT outruns Williams
In their home season opener, the

Williams Winter Track team was
dealt a disappointing loss at the hands
of the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology. The final score was 52-79,

a strong showing by Williams against

the Division III New England Indoor

and Outdoor Champions.
Coach Dick Farley attributed the

loss to Williams' lack of depth, espe-

cially in the middle distance running

events. He said Williams "has one
solid citizen in each event," but could

not match M.I.T.'s well-rounded,

strong returning squad. Farley called

M.I.T. "the best in New England"

that he had ever seen.

An outstanding performance for

Williams was delivered by Micah

Taylor, who won both the long Jump
and the 60-meter dash. The meet was

ended on a happy note for the Willi-

ams fans when their team won both

the mile and two-mile relays.

Williams' next meet Is Saturday,

January 16 at home.

Swimmers leave Hamilton

drowning in their wake
by Jim Roche

Despite fatigue caused by a

rigorous two week training

period, the men's and women's

swim teams had little trouble

defeating an outmatched
Hamilton squad last Saturday

afternoon at Mulr Pool.

The men improved their sea-

son record to a perfect 3-0 mark
with their 65-48 triumph. Jump-

ing out to a large lead after the

first four races, the Ephs were

able to maintain a comfortable

margin for the rest of the after-

noon. Exceptional performan-

ces were turned in by Senior

co-captain Michael Regan, with

a trim : 48.4 in the 100 freestyle,

and by Rob Sommer '84, who
recorded a time of 2:03. in the

200 individual medley.

Coach Carl Samuelson was
concerned about both the men's

and women's squads, who had

just completed a difficult week
of double practices here, in

addition to a week of workouts

at the International Swimming
Hall of Fame in Fort Lauder-

dale, Florida.

"I think that the team was
tired and broken today after

going through two weeks of long

double practice sessions. I was
very pleased by the strong

showing, and felt that we
worked exceptionally well as a

team today."

If the women swimmers were
tired, their crushing 94-,30 vic-

tory over Hamilton certainly

didn't reflect it. In improving
their season record to 3-0, they

continued to shatter school

records and add to the list of

NCAA qualifiers. Jonna Kurucz
'85 swam the 1000 freestyle

11: 07.43, setting a new Williams

women's record. Not to be out-

done, Kim Eckrich '85 broke the

record in the 200 breast with a

time of 2:30.10.

The team also met four NCAA
Division III qualifying times.

Junior Liz Jex qualified in both

the 100 individual medley and
the 100 freestyle. Cecilia Cie-

piela '84 achieved the qualifying

time in the 200 butterfly, as did

the 400 medley relay team of

Eckrich, Kathy Hudner '83,

Catherine Hartley '82, and Ann
Tuttle '83.

Although the men's and
women's teams have compiled
three impressive wins. Coach
Samuelson believes that the

teams haven't yet reached the

tough portion of the schedule.

He noted that, "The first real

test of our depth and ability will

come this weekend when the

men swim against an excellent

Southern Connecticut squad,
(Sat., Jan. 16, 1 p.m.), and the

women take on Smith at their

home pool."

Ephs skated down by Holy Cross

Freshman Cam Burns goes belly-up to get over the bar In

Williams' season-opening loss to MIT in winter track.

by Rich Leavitt

Plagued by inconsistency, the

puck team saw its record fall to

four and four after losing 5-2 to a

beatable Holy Cross squad. The
Finn brothers continued to be a

bright spot for Coach McCor-
mlck's skaters as Ed '83 netted

a pair of goals while brother

Dan '84 kicked aside 30 Cru-

sader shots.

Coming out onto the ice for the

opening period, Williams looked

as if it were ready to blow Holy
Cross out of their own rink.

Aggressive play enabled the

Ephs todominate the better half

of the first period. Unfortu-

nately, all they had to show for it

was one goal which Finn scored

just 53 seconds into the game on

a power play with Dave Calabro
'82 setting him up.

The momentum swung to the

Crusaders as their small, but

quick forwards began to pene-

trate the Williams' defense.

Finn scored again in the second

period, but the Ephs trailed

three to two early in the third

period.

The Ephmen mi^ed several

good scoring opportunities and
then squandered any chance of

winning when they were hit with

a couple of costly penalties.

Holy Cross connected on one of

its power plays to make the

score four to two and then added
a final insurance goal as John

Fish got the hat trick for the

Crusaders.

Led by the line of junior Bob

Brownell and seniors Doub Jebb

and Dave Calabro, the Ephs out-

muscled and out-finessed a

chippy Hamilty squad, 4-2, last

Wednesday. After the team

played a rather lackluster first

period, McCormick fired up his

troops in the locker room

between periods and they came

out flying. Williams played well

for the remainder of the game

and a rout was saved only by the

acrobatics of the Hamilton

goalie.

Scoring in the first period

were Greg Jacobson '82 and

Brownell. Jacobson's goal

game on a power play with Finn

and Calabro picking up assists.

Llnemate Jebb set up Brow-

nelUs goal.

Hard working junior winger

Mark Wysocki picked up the

Ephs' third goal in an assist

from Mike "Gretzsky" Uretsky

'85 in the second frame. Jebb

closed out the scoring in the

third period as the whole line got

into the act with Calabro and

Brownell assisting.

In pre-Chrlstmas action Willi-

ams dropped a five to three

decisions to a solid Norwich

team but managed to upend the

Lord Jeffs of Amherst by a con-

vincing eight to one score. Finn

picked up a pair of goals in that

contest.
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Panel reviews harassment
800 examine sexual attitudes, expectations

by Jeffrey H. Brainard

Three professors and three
students examined sexual
harassment and social expecta-
tions at Williams from different

perspectives before 800 faculty

and students In Chapin Hall last

Wednesday.
Final panelist Tracy Dick '82

ended discussion on a bitter

note. She compared Williams to

a family which is reluctant to

punish its children.

"If you have a chance to

administer a subjective repri-

mand, you will," she said ang-

rily. "We don't seem to want
objective rules. But unlike a

family we don't love each other.

There's no responsibility."

"Judging seems to us some
kind of abuse," accused Dick.

"But damn it, you have done
nothing and that is an offense."

Dick's emotional speech
Dean of the College Daniel O'Connor outlines the official channels
available for student grievances at last Wednesday's panel.

Interim procedure

Chandler circumvents committee

capped an afternoon intended

to, in the words of Moderator'
Richard Krouse of the political

science department, enhance
community understanding of

sexual harassment.
"Until recently most faculty

were unaware of the pervasive-

ness of sexual harassment," he
said, "and while most students
were aware of it, they have
failed to realize that it's a
serious problem."

Harassment continuum

Assistant professor of philo-

sophy Rosemarle Tong then
described a continuum in the

severity of harassment ranging
from unwanted remarks to

touching to rape.

"Confusion arises because
men and women have different

views of harassment," she said.

"Women tend to consider all

unwanted behavior directed

towards them as sexual; men
seldom consider remarks or

looks as aggressive."

Since harassment occurs
without the victim's consent, it

President John Chandler authorized Dean of

the College Daniel O'Connor to judge all cases of

sexual harassment without further appeal to the
Disciplilne Committee in a response to "concerns
. . . raised on the subject" that was released to the

College Community yesterday.
Chandler will automatically review all cases of

suspension or expulsion. He noted that the Dean
may only investigate harassment incidents
"which occur after the publication of this letter."

All other violations will still fall under the stand-
ard disciplinary procedures, which allow appeal
to the Discipline Committee. The faculty will vote
on February 10 whether to keep the interim
arrangement or return to the old procedures.

"I support the President's statement," said
Discipline Committee Chairman Charles Dew.
"The Dean has always had authority to deal
directly with cases."
Dew doesn't think lack of peer review will

result in any miscarriage of justice. "It's possi-

ble," he speculated, "but I have complete faith in

the Dean's judgment and the President's
judgment."

Lee Buttz '82 of the Discipline Committee
remarked that the decision was "appropriate in

view of the circumstances (of the past weeks)."
He added, however, "Chances are it'll never be

used. It's rare that the Deans get a case that they
can't handle . . . most decisions now do come from
the Deans."
Chandler also asked the Dean to "provide a

definition of behavior which constitutes sexual

harassment in the context of campus social life,"

to be presented to the faculty in February.
The president also expressed support for Dew

and Buttz, whose appointments to the Discipli-

nary Review Committee stirred charges of con-
flict of interest.

"I have full confidence in the integrity and good
judgment of the present members of the Disci-

pline Committee," said Chandler. "It is impera-
tive that the Review Committee have a thorough
understanding of the complexity of (disciplinary)
proceedings."
Chandler also asked O'Connor to review the

College's counseling resources in the area of sex-
ual offenses. He requested Deans Cris Roosen-
raad and Nancy Mclntire to look at ways in which
freshmen and incoming transfer students may be
introduced to the College's standards of behavior.
Chandler suggested that Junior Advisers be

trained to educate freshmen about harassment
and that Freshman Days program provide time
for discussion of sexual harassment.
Chandler emphasized that he was responding to

the situation on campus, not to the specific

demands of Williams Against Sexual Harassment.
He said his first response to WASH'S decision to

notify most of the news media in the Northeast of

their rally without informing the College adminis-
tration was anger. "I regard it as irresponsible
behavior—not constructive," he said. "It's too
bad, because their statement was responsible."

WASH members were generally pleased with
the President's response. "I'm impressed,", said

Stephanie Voss '82. "I think it's a wonderful
start."

She sees the next step for WASH as "giving the
review committee as much input as possible."

Voss added, "I hope neither Chandler nor the

Dean's Office considers this over."

is an unwanted intrusion on that

person's body and mind, said

Tong.
"When one intrudes on anoth-

er's domain, one comes very
close to treading on the person's
very identity," she noted. "Sex-
ual harassment is one way to

manifest such disrespect."

Erotic society

She blamed the cause of sex-

ual harassment partly on what
she called "the eroticization of

society" and stressed that sex
appeal should not be confused
with beauty.

"Beautiful women will
always be considered attrac-

tive, but they become sex
objects when they are treated
with disrespect in specific rela-

tionships," she emphasized.
Tong also blamed old-

fashioned sex roles which glor-

ify men who will not take "no"
for an answer and women who
submit.

She explained ways to

respond to harassment, includ-

Continued on Page 8

Trustees to convene Thursday;

agenda covers tenure, budget
by Susan Kandel

This winter's three-day
meeting of the members of the
Board of Trustees promises to

be "a relatively mild one,"
according to Vice President
William Reed.

"There seems to be no hot

issue for this particular meet-
ing," said Reed, although con-

sideration of next year's
budget, as well as tenure
recommendations made last

fall by the Committee on
Appointments and Promo-
tions, is expected to provoke
discussion.

Tenure decisions

The Trustees will vote to

approve or reject those recom-
mendations made by the
C.A.P. concerning eleven
members of the Williams
faculty. All decisions on mat-
ters pertaining to financial

planning and campus life will

be made this spring.

Nineteen of the twenty-two

members of the Board
expected to convene this week
in Willlamstown will partici-

pate in a series of events
initiated by an Open House
sponsored by College Council
Thursday afternoon at the
Log.

Winter Study
College Council President

Freddy Nathan '83 anticipates

the main items on the agenda
to be discussion of the future

status of Winter Study and the

sexual harassment situation.

"Nothing big will probably
come out of this," said
Nathan, "but we want to give

them our side . . . and to

explain the strengths of Win-
ter Study."

Final decisions on Winter
Study are expected in a faculty

vote this spring.

Elizabeth Jex '83 of the

Feminist Allfance is expected
to speak on the recent furor

over sexual harassment on the

Williams campus.

££ Mystic offers different resources

.students rally against the administration's response
ment issues (see story page 6).

to sexual harass-

by Julia Geniesse

The coastal setting of the Wil-

liams College-Mystic Seaport

Program in American Mari-
time Studies is a departure from
Williamstown's purple hills.

Yet both settings are equally a

part of Williams.

Eighteen colleges

Each semester, twenty-one
students selected from eighteen
Northeastern colleges, includ-

ing Williams, live together in

Mystic Seaport-owned coopera-
tive housing. Students take
advantage of the resources and
staff of The Mystic Seaport
Museum, and classes are held in

the Museum's library.

Cary Gaunt, '83, who was
enrolled in the Program last

semester, remarked, "You're
doing a lot; but maybe because
there's less pressure around

you, and because you're having
such a good time, you don't
notice how hard you're
working."

Caribbean cruise

In the middle of the semester,

students spend twelve days on
the research vessel "West-
ward". Gaunt recalled her trip

last semester; "Ours was the

first actual voyage—we went up
to Nova Scotia and back. We
researched the feeding patterns

of whales by doing plankton

tows and other measurements
at George's Bank, off the Mas-
sachusetts coast." During the

fall semester, the ship travels in

the North Atlantic. During the

spring semester, the ship sails

in the Southern Caribbean area
as far as the Bahamas.
Susan Kim, a student at Wel-

lesley College who was also at
Continued on Page 6
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Attention at any cost
The so-called Williams Against Sexual Harassment group offered

many positive suggestions to the Administration for dealing with disci-
pline cases. On a sensitive issue like sexual harassment however, the
presentation can be as important as the content of what is said. In their
mad scramble for attention at all costs, the WASH group spoiled what
could have been a constructive effort.

The WASH statement title "Williams Students Protest Rape"
implies that WASH represents a large portion of the student body.
Judging by the number of Thursday protestors though, WASH can only
claim about 100 active supporters; less than six per cent of the student
body.

WASH members made no effort to inform the Deans, the President,
or the Williams News Office of their statement to the New England
press. As a result. College officials were bombarded with callers asking
about "the rape problem" on campus. The officials were understanda-
bly upset. WASH set a combative tone for discussion bv dropping a /,„( ,„.

cmpli on the Administration. WASH established an atmosphere of
suspicion.

(T SEEM^ To
Be Mot?ELT+y\NA

n>frs I's t-h'e:

The press statement concluded with an exhortation to people to
"begin a constructive dialogue with the Administration" bv attending
their Thursday protest. WASH conveniently ignored the fact that the
constructive dialogue began at Wednesday's panel discussion. A respon-
sible statement would have made some mention of the Administration's
efforts.

The WASH statement read in part. "In mid-December, the Disci-
pline Committee convened to hear a second rape ( easel ..." although
school officials specifically deny that rape was a charge. WASH must
thus bear some responsibility for the misleading newspaper headlines
that followed, like "Students charge college ignored rape."

The appalling bias of the WASH statement to the press indicates that
the group's genuine goal was merely to cause alarm. Pandering to
"shock-value" has no positive result. It is unlikely that the heavy TV
coverage put pressure on the Administration because news cameras
would not return to display the school's efforts to solve the perceived
problem. Television viewers from Albany to Boston only saw the hostil-
ity displayed outside Hopkins Hall. Thus, only damage was done.

When Dean O'Connor asked WASH members, "Why did you find itnecessary to call all the media in the Northeast?" they declined tocomment^Perhaps they were ashamed to admit the sensationalist andunderhanded nature of their actions.

QUOTATION OF THE WEEK
"Wi'-rr not rorrrinir miliams s,,rrific„lly. hu, whvn vo„Ve
donifr „ sinry on sr.uwl Iwrn.ssnuni . this is llw ,,l„co In go.-

~'^ Boston TV reporter visiting Williams
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Letters
Rony wrong

To the editor:

Last week, the Record's Outlook page
ran an article entitled "A.sian.s at Willi-

ams: Assimilation vs. Ethnicity" under
the byline, Fatimah Rony. As Asian-
.Amcricans at Williams ourselves, we
feel that the article has created confu-
sion about the views of Williams' Asian
community.
For last week's article, Ms. Rony

interviewed less than ten people, and of
these, onl.\- five were cited in the article.
We feel that the narrowness of Ms.
Rony's research does not allow for the
authority to pronounce what "the Col-
IcRc's Asian community feels." At the
.same time, we do not claim this author-
ity either. We inerely wish to make clear
the following points.

We do not feel that the racial prejudice
against Asians is as serious as Ms. Rony
implies. Further, we feel that it is

imperative not to mistake ignorance or
simple curiosity for malicious preju-
dice. The question "Where are you
from?" is more likely to have been
prompted, not by racism, but by the nat-
ural interest of one human individual in

another.

We do not feel, as the article implied,
that assimilation into American society
necessarily requires rejecting our Asian
heritage. American society is made up of
a multiplicity of races. It is possible for
an Asian to join this heterogenous
society without denying his or her skin
color or heritage. The term Asian-
American is a statement of the duality of
our heritage, both Asian and American.
Learning to accept this duality is an act
of individual maturity.
We therefore have ambivalent feelings

towards the founding of racially-
exclusive Asian "support groups"
because we feel they can impede this

process of maturation. Too often, such
groups turn into inward-looking cliques
that hinder their individual members'
attempts to come to grips with the Amer-
ica in which—like It or not—they must
live. We would, however, support a
group directed towards bringing Asian
culture to Williams.

We applaud Ms. Rony's acuteobserva-
tion that Williams does not offer suffi-

cient courses In Asian studies and
languages. Yet we see this as a curricu-
lar problem, and not as an indication of
the College's "latent racism."
Further, we don't think this curricular

deficiency Is the most important reason
for the low Asian matriculation rate at
Williams. If people whose families have
lived in the U.S. for generations still

greet the words "Williams College" with
"Oh, you mean Williams and Mary'^', it

Is understandable that families who are
more recent arrivals, as many Asian-

American families are, tend to favor the
more well-known schools
Finally, we think it only fair to

acknowledge that we understand, from
Ms. Rony. that her article was heavily
edited, its tone hyped up, and its argu-
ment re-arranged to emphasize racism
rather than the lack of an adequate Asian
curriculum and the low Asian matricula-
tion rate, as she originally intended. If
so, we are deeply troubled that the
Record should ta ke such liberties with an
author's ideas, especially in a sensitive
situation where accuracy should be
paramount.

Lucy V. Shen '82

Eleanor L. Coe '82

Nicole Lee '82

Harry P. Koo '82

Jong H. Yang '84

V-Nee Yeh '81

Rony responds
To the editor:

I would like to write in response to

reactions that I have received from other

Asian-Americans at Williams about my
Outlook article. I want to stress the fact

that the positions that were represented
in the article did not in any way encom-
pass a shared consensus on what it's like

to be Asian at Williams. The Outlook sec-

tion is meant to be an editorial, and thus

biased, and my Outlook was no
exception.

The main point of my article was that

the number of Asian-Americans and stu-

dents interested in Asian Studies will

decline as long as the Williams curricu-
lum remains Western-biased. In the long
run, however, all students lose if the
standards of Williams' Asian studies are
not raised, Ijecause we can no longer
ignore the need for an adequate under-
standing of such an important part of the
world. The recent decision to hire a Chi-
nese historian is a very encouraging. If

long overdue, step in the right direction.

Fatimah Rony

Embarassment
To the editor:

Steve Wlllard's distasteful and ridicu-
lous article, "Cutting the costs of free
love," struck me as neither 'funny' nor
as a fair representation of the Ideals
belonging to most members of the Willi-
ams community. If Mr. WUlard is not
embarrassed to have written the article,

and if the Record is not embarrassed for
printing it, then I am embarrassed
enough for all of us. I would not desire to
have anyone who knows that I am a Willi-

ams student read the last Issue of the
Record, my college newspaper, because
it obviously does not uphold the same
high standards typical of other organiza-
tions on this campus.

Tom Graves '82
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Williams

wallows in

superficiality

^^ hen 1 attended the panelW T» T on harassment, I learned

M#m/ more about the nature of

wl ^ communication than I did

about sexual harassment

on this campus. After three and a half

years at Williams, I realize that my rela-

tionships with my fellow students are

split between the very superficial and

the very deep. There is, I admit, nothing

unusual about this. What is unusual,

however, is that after all these years at

Williams, I feel as if most of my relation-

ships with people are very superficial.

The conversations were limited to the

workload, jobs after college, movies,

parties and other social activities.

VIEWPOINT
When I look back on my conversations

on the phone, at the dinner table, on the

steps of Chapln or in the confines of my
room, I realize that few of them had
much intellectual content. In her speech,

Tracy Dick expressed her disillusion-

ment with students' abilities to relate

their readings to real life. It amazes me
how much knowledge we accumulate,

how many facts we learn, and how sel-

dom a student will share these with oth-

ers. Is it because, just as work must be

left behind in the office, intellectualizing

must be left behind in the classroom?

Freshman year, I lived in Lehman, the

smallest dorm. Sophomore and junior

years, I chose to live in a row house in

order to try and maintain the feeling of

closeness of freshman year. The close

contact with the same people in the din-

ing room made it possible to develop

some long lasting relationships. But
overall, even in a small rowhouse, I

found a lack of communication. We
rarely discussed Important issues. Sel-

dom did someone digress on the impor-

tance of being earnest.

So this year I live off campus with

three other people. I am happy to say
that we are not only very close and opeh
with each other, but we also share our

views on a very wide range of topics due
to the fact that we all have very different

academic Interests.

I do not suggest that students should all

move off campus in order to create bet-

ter communication lines. But we are in

college to learn, to shai^e ideas, to

improve our perceptions of life. So few
courses require that students must read
each other's papers. This would be a

good first step in establishing better

communication lines among students. In

an environment where the real world is

examined through academic glasses and

all our needs have been taken care of by
our room and board payments, we
should practically saturate our minds
with knowledge. We should not be afraid

to show our knowledge to our peers. And
we should not resent a person's attempt

at showing his or her knowledge.

We worry about grades and careers.

We do not like to write that optional

paper or go to a lecture because those are

a waste of time. We do not like to show

our knowledge because we are afraid of

our peers' judgment, and knowledge is

no fun to talk about anyway. Parties,

beer, basketball games, grades, nerds,

those are fun to talk about. But how are

they going to improve our perceptions of

the world outside? How are they going to

teach us to care about each other as

human beings? It seems obvious that

they are not going to achieve that

purpose.

Annabelle Cone

Keep the committees standing
by Rich Henderson

w inter Study Review and
Sexual Harassment—the
two most visible issues of
the school year—are both

entwined in a behind-the-scenes battle
that may have deeper consequences
than either 'front-page' struggle. The
power to make decisions on such impor-
tant issues is being slowly drained from
the standing student-faculty committees
in favor of ad-hoc groups, the President
and the Deans. The result is an increas-
ingly authoritarian decision-making sys-

tem.

President Chandler yesterday fired a
potentially devastating salvo in this bat-

tle when he temporarily took away the
right of the student-faculty Honor and
Discipline committee to hear appeals of

sexual harassment cases. The President
authorized Dean O'Connor alone to judge
future cases; the Discipline committee
will only hear a case if O'Connor wishes
it to. The Committee's role as final arbi-

ter over a crucial issue has thus been
given to the Dean.

Placing this considerble burden on one
man has several unfortunate consequen-
ces. It greatly diminishes the chances of

a successful appeal. O'Connor would be
subject to great pressure to not reverse
his decisions, despite the appearance of

new evidence, for the Dean must con-

sider politics and the College's image
more carefully than the relatively

shielded and anonymous Honor and Dis-

cipline Committee.
This is only the latest example of a

disturbing trend toward narrowing the

scope of the once-powerful standing
committees. Vital issues clearly within

the jurisdiction of a standing committee
are Increasingly being discussed and
acted upon by ad-hoc committees
formed around that single issue. Last
year's Gifford Committee on Residential

Life deliberated on matters that should
have been handled by the Committee on
Undergraduate Life; this year's Winter

Study Review Committee is discussing

issues within the sphere of the Commit-
tee on Educational Policy.

These ad-hoc committees are formed
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to give more careful consideration to

important matters than could the over-

burdened standing committees. Perhaps
this is true, but ad-hoc committees are

more subject to control from the Admin-
istration than standing ones.

The current W.S. Review Committee
is a case in point. President Chandler
appointed its members amid charges of

"loading" the committee with pro-

Winter Study faculty meml)ers. His

mandate to the group was severely cri-

ticized for effectively eliminating con-

sideration of the "empty January"
alternative favored by many faculty

members . If the CEP had been in charge
of the Winter Study review, this crucial

issue would have been considered by
members elected by students and
faculty, and would have been unencum-
bered by a restrictive mandate.
The current Honor and Discipline

situation is more grave. H & D's power to

decide certain disciplinary cases is tenj-

porarily at the mercy of the Dean.
Another ad-hoc committee is now begin-

ning to review H & D's decision-making
process, amidst speculation that the

Committee will in the future consist of a

jury selected on a case-by-case basis.

This jury system would be a dangerous
extension of the ad-hoc principle. A jury

might eliminate the conflict of interest

charges that plague the current Disci-

pline Committee. But it would lack the

knowledge of precedent so important in

the current committee's deliberations

and the commitment to secrecy vital for

the protection of parties involved in a

case.

The faculty should vote on February 10

to end President Chandler's interim sus-

pension of the Honor Committee's power
to hear sexual harassment cases. H & D
must be allowed to exercise its usual

powers until the Colby Committee
makes its recommendations. Those
recommendations ought to address spe-

cific problems of procedure or rules

within the workings of the Discipline

Committee, but not strip its powers in

favor of the Dean's Office or a jury sys-

tem. Honor and Discipline needs repair,

not replacement.

Keep Bronfman wealthy

Drinking for the endowment
by Ronald Issen

Not since the days of proba-
tion, when the word "dry"
was the last thing one as-

sociated with Canada, has
that country, or more spe-

cifically, its liquors, seem
to have been so much on the minds of
Williams students as today.

It's almost as if we feel we must per-
sonally replace the lost revenues
incurred by old Edgar B. when he graced
our campus with Bronfman Science Cen-
ter. With this in mind, a moment if you
please, to reexamine this crazy college
life, or rather, its liquors that we love
and hold so near.

Canada isn't just a heartbeat away,
it's also a headache away as we imbue
our bodies with "prohibition poison,"
much to the shame of our parents and
dismay of our roommates who must deal
with our "marks of distinction" long
after we remember where we last lef

them . . .

As we stumble past King's Liquors, we
are exhorted to drink Molson, the beer
with the "taste as big as Canada." The
only question I implor of Madison Ave-
nue is this: is it really all ten provinces
and two territories that Molson hopes to

recreate, or merely some forgotten slice

of the Yukon? And of course, with Wil-

liams, the numtiers "seven and seven" have
taken on new meanings, referring not
only to what my culmlnatlve grade point
total (notGPA. we're talking total points
earned here Williams Bros.) will be at

the end of four years here, but also of

Seagram's Seven and Sevens, which is,

after all, half the reason for the first pair
of sevens anyways.
And yet, drinking is nothing unless one

also has the creativity with which to des-
cribe it. "Booting" is terribly passe. "I
worshipped the ode to the porcelain god

"Finding your way home
after one of these escapades

can be like trying to find

that mythical hidden case

of C.C. ..."

last night, paying Father Williams my
dearest respects as I did the 'Bronfman
Boot' in my most recent trip on the 'Sea-
gram Slide'," shows, how should I say
it?, a much more "Williamsesque"
manner of approach to the, ah, problem.
We must not only be sick, but live to tell

it. Woe be the freshman male, who at the

conclusion of his first year, doesn't have
at least one sad tale of shame concerning
that "special senior girl" discovered and
lost all in the course of one memorable,
but blissfully clouded alocholic haze.

Finding your way home after one of

these escapades can be like trying to find

that mythical hidden case of C.C—you
just keep looking because damn!, you
know it's got to be out there somewhere!

Yet, fellow children of bliss, all Is not

joy here in toyland. Quite frankly, I'm, a

trifled worried about certain members
of the current crop of Embryonic Ephs.

An offer by me to a young lady to join

some friends for a drink at the Log was
not answered by, "I have too much
homework." Nor by, "I'm doing some-
thing else" or, "I don't like your face,"

but by, "I'll come, but I don't drink."

Embarrassed, I apologized for offend-

ing any of my friend's religious beliefs of

which I had been unaware, to which my
fellow conversationist responded, "No,

you don't understand. I won't drink

because I'm only eighteen and I don't

want to break the law ... I want to get

into law school, you know ..."

Quite honestly, I think there's a bit of

room here to he concerned.

Some would say that the old days are

long past, days of rot gut and rum, Bevo
Demo and t)eer. Yet I challenge to all

who may say so, that "Come Fill Your
Glasses Up" was not composed in vain.

When my grandfather was young, Mol-

son Beer had a picture of a horse on the

cans, to which my grandfather would

snort, "only beer that had a picture of the

manufacturer on the label! " Can such a

past be allowed to wither so ungracefully

away?
To quote a certain professor of eco-

nomics in this school, "There are too

many other things in life, like falling in

love and drinking beer" to be merely a

mass of pre-med, pre-tSw, pre-buslness

and pre-wealth students here in this out-

post of civilization in the Berkshires.

Immerse and Imbibe, let's all do the

"Seagram Slide!"
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Cars: once coveted, now commonplace

by Philip BusL-li

January at Wil-

liams—the sight of

skiers schussing
down a powdery
slope, but also the

sight of those students digging

their cars out of that suddenly

not-so-wonderful white stuff.

The cheerful sounds of a party,

but also the lugubrious tones of

a dying engine.

Williams undergraduates
possess 475 registered automo-

biles. This is about one for every

four students, enough so that if

the student body decided once

again to remove to Amherst,

there would be a seat for eve-

ryone in a student car for the

drive down Route 2.

Despite this record number of

cars, however, the automobile

does not appear as essential to

student life as in the "bad old

days" before coeducation.

Today's student is more likely

to drive his (or her) car to

Grand Union for bagels than to

Smith for a weekend.
Prewar pedestrians

The traditional "roadtrip"

was a product of the post-war
automobile boom. Students
brought cars to campus as early
as the 1920s, but they were still a
rare luxury when Ralph Renzi
'43 was a student. "Those who
had cars were kings," he said.

Students on scholarships, about
25 percent of the student body
according to Renzi, were denied
cars, as were freshmen and
sophomores.
Williamstown had regular

train service, but the lack of

cars still hampered social life.

"A few students went to the
women's schools," said Renzi,
"but it wasn't customary. Most
just didn't go . . . women didn't

really figure in the social pic-

ture unless you had a car. It was
not a happy situation from that

point of view."
Wartime gas rationing ended

any student driving. After the
war, returning veterans began
bringing cars back to campus,
but in 1948 they were "still very
much a luxury," according to

Professor John Hyde, who
arrived as a freshman that
year.

Rise of tlie roadtrip

Hyde left Williams in 1950 to

join the Navy, not to return for

several years. By the mid-1950s
"cars were much more com-
mon," he said. "The VW Beetle

had a tremendous impact," he
added, "it was cheap and easy
to keep up."

"In the 1950s the car began to

be perceived as a necessity,"

Hyde remembers. "The road-

trip was a phenomenon of the

1950s and 1960s." Besides many
more cars, there were far fewer
trains to Williamstown. The
only way to escape an all-male
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Pipeband hopes to snare drummers
by Jenny Bicks

What would you do with 500

dollars? Would you: A) buy a

used '73 Chevy family wagon
with rotting doors? B) go to

Bermuda? C) Invest in plastic

phone parts? or D ) buy a set of

bagpipes? If you answered D,

you might be one of the eight

members of the Williams Col-

lege Pipe Band, or at least a
possible recruit.

Jackson Galloway, '82, Pipe
Major of the band, considers

his 500 dollars a "good invest-

ment" towards a life-long

enjoyment of piping. The band
has been growing in strength

ever since its formation in

1974. It now consists of five

men and three women pipers.

Though piping is seen as a tra-

ditionally male activity, Gal-

loway feels that gender does
not affect piping ability. Many
of these musicians did not pipe

before arriving at Williams.

"Piping itself is physically

taxing," Galloway asserts.

Each piper practices at least

one hour a day with more
hours put in for practicing as a

group. If you ever wandered
down by the football field this

fall, you undoubtedl>' heard

the wailing pipers.

Sick of paying megabucks

to hire a band for your party?

The pipers usually play free of

charge at many college func-

tions. Their next endeavor is a

celebration of (Poet Robert)

i
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Audience hushed by mime

Fountain ^^upside-down''
Williams Art Professor Lee Hirsche was commissioned
by the College to design several fountains like the one
above. The "upside-down" fountains are topped with fun-

nels that collect rain water and send it cascading down
the piece. The series of fountains is located in the pavilion
between Chapin Hall and the Bernhard Music Center.

Continued fioni Pa^'c Ml

His portrayal ol a father

bab>-sittinfi for his diaper wot-

ting infant cJicited sympathetic'

noises from parents, while his

performance of an apple eater

who develops a fondness for

worms after accidentally eating

one had children shrieking with

gleeful horror.

While many audience partici-

pation devices create uncom-

fortable and self-conscious

feelings, Mr. Arterberry man-
aged successfully to enlist the

aid of his viewers. First he took

suggestions from the audience

for skits— usually modifying

them in humorous ways—and
then he actually involved the

audience in the fantasy. By the

evening's end several elderly

gentlemen had smoked an
imaginary joint, and a Williams

Arts in

the area
The Berkshire Museum *39

South Street, Pittsfield. Exhibi-

tion: Childe Hassam as Print-

maker. Lithographs and
etchings of American impres-

sionist, Childe Hassam, focus-

ing on the rural and urban

imagery of Long Island, New
York and New England. Janu-

ary 8 through February 10, call

413-443-7171 for details."

Also at the Berkshire
Museum 'Camera Work: a

selection of photographic work
by such well known artists as

Steiglitz, Steichen, and Alvin

Langdon Coburn, among oth-

ers. January 8 - February 10.

Events in the area? Let The
Record Arts Depl. know. S.U.

Box 1237, Williams College.

Wednesday Night at 7: 30

RECORD Recruiting Meeting
in the Baxter Lounge. Join The RECORD!

The Record
WANTS YOU!

JOIN THE
EXCITEMENT OF
A NEWSPAPER

The Record is looking for

talented students to be
writers and reporters for

news, sports, features,

and entertainment and
creative

• Photographers
• Artists

• Layout artists

• Paste-up people

GET INVOLVED
GET PUBLISHED

student had been pulled overfor

reckless driving.

Mr. Arterberry's final skit,

•the flight of Icarus", showed

that mime need not be res-

tricted to comedy. With back-

ground nari'ation and sound,

Mr. Arterberry became young

Icarus, whose joy in flight led to
his demise. The audience too
was carried aloft, to then come
whirling down with anguished
Icarus. After experiencing so
much—from the comic to the
dramatic— the audience left

much richer than it came.

Italian innovation
Commedia comes to Williams
A group of circus acrobats

have taken over the Adams
Memorial Theatre, or so it

would appear after sitting in on

a recent rehearsal of The Three
Cuckolds, Williamstheatre's
winter production scheduled to

open on February 11. The
rehearsal in question takes

place in the Studio Theatre

where twenty students, (eight

women and twelve men), are

learning how to throw, punch,

trip and flip each other across

the room, walk ten steps without

moving an inch, climb stair-

cases, ladders, and mountains
they create out of thin air, do
somersaults without spilling a

drop from a glass they hold in

their hand, and in general learn

the techniques and traditions of

Commedia dell'arte, a theatri-

cal medium over four hundred
years old.

Commedia originated in Italy

in the sixteenth century, and
within two hundred years had
spread to most of Europe and
sparked the theatrical evolution

of the post-Renaissance era.

Productions consisted of
improvisations based on stock
characters (the impotent hus-

band, clever wife, dashing
lover, tricky servant) and situa-

tions. Particular productions
would be adapted to include ele-

ments of the latest town gossip,

and had a tradition of being
extremely vulgar, bawdy, and
funny. According to Jill Nassiv-

era, director of the Williams-

theatre production, the scenario

they will present, although
based on a script and without

allusions to dirt near the snack-

bar or Mission Park grape-

vines, will also be true to the

tradition, being bawdy, vulgar

and funny in its - own right.

Some of the final show will be

based on improvisations cur-

rently being worked.on during

rehearsal process. "In fact,"

Nassivera commented, "there

is so much improvisation going

on now that I don't know what Is

going to happen in this one."

Dr. Irving J. Tanzman, F.A.A.O,

Dr. Thomas R. Maselli

OPTOMETRISTS
Specializing in contact
lenses and students'

visual problems.

85 MAIN STREET
NORTH ADAMS, MA. 01247

662-2020
663-5845

Upcoming . . . College cars
CANDIDA

This Tuesday, January 19,

George Bernard Shaw returns

to Williams College when stu-

dents win present a staged read-

Ing of Shaw's Candida
Revisited, to be followed by a
student and faculty panel on the

Issues raised in the play.

Written by' Joan Simpson
Burns and directed by Marc de
la Bruyere, the play Is meant to

be a sequel to Shaw's original

pliy, which concludes with the

heroine choosing to remain with

her husband. Burns, in her

sequel, writes about actual pub-

lic events of 1913's England,
including such well known fig-

ures as Mrs. Emmeline Pank-
hurst, a well-known suffragette,

and even Shaw himself in her

play which highlights some of

the humorous and ironic

aspects of early feminism.
The performance, scheduled

to take place in DriscoU Lounge
at 7:30, win be followed by a
panel discussion in which the

audience is Invited to take part.

AMERICAN BUFFALO
In addition, Cap and Bells

presents its first production of

the new year tliis Thursday, Fri-

day, and Saturday evenings In

Jesup Hall Auditorium with the

presentation of David Mamet's
American Buffalo. The fourth of

Mamet's major plays, Ameri-
can Buffalo won the 1976 Obie

Award and 1977 Drama Critics

Circle Award for best play.

Shawn D. Lovley '82 is the

play's artistic director, and the

cast includes Seth Rogovoy '82,

John StlUwell '82, and Marc
Wolf '84. The plot concerns

three small time crooks in a

]unkshop plotting to rip off a val-

uable coin collection. In their

wheeling and dealing, they

explore the many facets of the

contemporary American scene.

Tliey are junkstore philo-

sophers moralizing about
money, business and friendship

while brutalizing each other

through their eloquent
inarticulateness.

Curtain time is 8 PM. Tickets

are 50 cents with Williams I.D.

and $1.00 for the general public,

and will be available one half

hour before curtain at Jesup
Hall.

BARTOK'S SONATA

Performing Bartok's Sonata

for Two Pianos and Percussion

and Brahms' Piano Trio in C
Major, members of the music
faculty at the University of Mas-
sachusetts/Amherst will pres-

ent a special concert on Friday,
January 22, at 8: 30 p.m. in the

Brooks-Rogers Recital Hall

Marion Gaffney and Nigel
Coxe will be the pianists in the

Bartok work, with Peter Tanner
and Thomas Myron on percus-

sion. Julian Olevsky Is in the

front rank of the world's violin

virtuosi. He has performed
widely In his native Europe, in

South America and in the Uni-

ted States.

Leopold Teraspulsky started

his musical career as a cellist

with a New York debut followed

by solo appearances throughout

the world. A student of Alexan-

ian and Pablo Casals, he has

played in recital and with

orchestra in Paris, London,
Berlin, Zurich, New York, Chi-

cago ' He was principal cellist

of the Pittsburgh Symphony
under Fritz Reiner and has
recorded for Columbia, Coronet
and Pro Musica labels.

Estela Olevsky, a native

Argentinian, made her concert

debut In Buenos Aires at the age

of eight. She completed her

piano studies at the National

Conservatory where she also

studied composition with the

distinguished composer Alberto
Ginastera.

Marion Gaffney, piano, holds

degrees from the Juilllard

School of Music. She is a special-

ist in chamber music, having

appeared In New York's Carne-

gie Recital Hall and Lincoln

Center's Alice Tully Hall

Nigel Coxe, piano, was edu-

cated at Clifton College and the

Royal Academy of Music, In

London.

Peter Tanner Is head of the

percussion program, director of

Percussion Ensemble and U.

Mass. Marimbas. A graduate of

Eastman, Tanner has com-
posed works for all media, but

his compositions for the

marimba are particularly well-

known.
Thomas Myron is a senior

music major in theory/compo-

sition, formerly a music major
at Boston Conservatory of

Music.

The concert, sponsored by the

Department of Music at Willi-

ams, Is free and open to the pub-

lic. For further information call

413-597-2127.

JOSEPH E. DEWEY

9:00 - 5:00

Mon.-Sal. .

WILLIAMSTOWN. MASS.

01267

ô.
458-5717

^<^

During the Semi-Annual Clearance at

Salvatore's

Special Group of

Capezio
Leotards and Tights are now

V2 PRICE

CONCERNED WITH FASHION
FIT AND OUAIITV

Continued from Page Bl

cars led to relaxation of rules

aglnst sophomore cars about

1955. Prohibition of freshman
driving, though, was enforced

strictly, recalls Professor Eme-
ritus Robert C. L. Scott, Dean of

the College in the 1950s.

"There was a strong feeling

that freshmen should not

drive," he said, "that it was a

good thing for them to stay here

for their first year ... it was
pretty strict ... I remember one

freshman going before the Dis-

cipline Committee because he

drove a car in which everyone

else was asleep."

"The number of accidents then

seemed very high," said Spear.

Renzi, Public Information
Director of the College in the

1950s, agreed: "I remember
walking down on some beautiful

spring days and hearing about

people I knew getting l<illed or

maimed . . . some were turned

into vegetables. I'm so glad

there's the Log now, despite

some friction on Spring Street."

The 1970s brought women,
new dorms, inflation, and yet

more cars to Williams.
"There's been a slow increase

in the number of cars over the

last decade," said Dean Cris

Roosenraad, "in the number

Exceptions had to be cleared

with the Dean's Office. "It

seems our phone was ringing all

weekend from people who were
stranded ... it was a very pain-

ful business," said Scott. Fresh-

men are still denied cars their

first semester.

"Students had to register

their cars with the Dean's
Office," Scott said. "We had no

security force until the late

'50s." Registration cost $5 or $10

then, he recalled.

"We didn't have all these

parking lots then," noted Scott,

"only the fraternities had them
. .People don't realize how

primitive Williams was then,"

he joked, "we didn't have cars,

sex, or even telephones."

Affluence and Accidents

Tom Spear '62 of the History

Department also remembers
the roadtripping era. "Cars
were much more important

then than now," he said. "Every
Friday and Saturday there was
a mad rush to get out of here. It

seems like everybody had a car

. . . you're talking to one of the

few who didn't have one."

Often Intoxicated driving

over poor roads led to accidents.

per student as well as total

numbers due to increase in the

size of the College."

Registrations have remained
about the same for the last three

years, according to Security

Director Ransom Jenks. Roo-
senraad commented, "We antic-

ipate that the need for cars will

remain at least at the present

level."

Inflation hits registration

Ten years ago the registration

fee was about $30 per year. It is

now $55. "About five or six

years ago we studied what the

lots were actually costing us for

plowing, maintenance, and a

proportion of the initial con-

struction costs,
'

' explained Roo-

senraad. "We came up with a

figure of about $50. We decided

that the actual costs should be

passed on, so as not to ask 1400

other students to cover the costs

of those with cars."

The fee was raised $5 three

years ago. "We came up with a

figure substantially higher than

$55 because of inflation," said

Roosenraad, "but we decided

some subsidy was in order.

"We don't want to encourage

cars," he continued, "but we

don't want to actively discour-

age them either ... we realize

that many students need them.
"Costs this winter are going to

be extraordinarily high," said

Roosenraad ."It would be possi-

ble to justify an increase in the

fee, but I don't know if one would
be appropriate."

This year marked a return to

a system of assigned parking

lots after a short experiment
with open parking. "That sys-

tem just didn't work," said

Jenks. No more parking tickets

have been issued this year than
last, he added.

Parking policy gets

mixeu reviews

Some students disagreed with

the new system. "I have at least

$100 worth of tickets," said

Laura Vanderaa '83. "Who does

it hurt if my car is in the wrong
lot for an hour?" Todd Solomon
'84 agreed: "When I see a non-

student spot empty in the mid-

dle of the day, then something's

wrong with the policy."
Solomon would prefer last

year's policy.

"It's a pretty good system,"
said Robert McLean '84. Phil

Carroll '84 agreed, saying
"They've done the best they can
with the loss, although they're

too strict about giving out

tickets."

Most students cited trips to

Grand Union, local ski slopes,

the Pittsfield bus station, or

even Spring Street as the most
frequent uses of their cars. "I

use it for beer and food runs,"

said McLean, "and for skiing. A
car isn't essential here unless

you're a ski bum."
"It's really nice to get away

for Winter Study weekends,"
said Carroll. "Despite the cost,

it's worth it." Some other stu-

dents mentioned longer trips to

other colleges or cities as well

as local trips or vacation travel

home, but the traditional "road-

trip" is no longer the central

feature of Williams social life,

although it still exists.

Today's students seem to feel

that having a car, while plea-

sant and useful, is not essential.

"Having one isn't essential,"

said Solomon, "but access to

one is." With this, at least, the

students of the 1950s or 1960s

would probably agree.

The Purple Pub
Bank Street

Monday
Draft Beer Night

Pabst Beer 64 oz.

pitchers $1.50

7 pm - 12 midnight

Tuesday
Prime Time
(reduced prices)

Wednesday, Jan. 20

Schlitz Taste Test Night

Good chance for a free

beer or Schlitz give-away!

Thursday

Vodl(a Night

Any Vodl(a drinl(

$1.00

Friday

Lunch speciai

Beer and Deii

Sandwich with i.D.

$2.00

NOTE: Lunch served Monday-Saturday 11:30-2:00 p.m.

Best Deli in town!
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Burns' history

released

Concert Schedule

The first volume of James Mac-
Gregor Burns' three-part history

of the United States will be pub-
lished this month.

Professor of Government
James MacGregor Burns has

completed the first volume of a

major three volume history of

the United States called The
American Experience.

He will concentrate on "the

development of liberty in the

turbulent exchange between
events and ideas," in the first

volume of the trilogy. The Vine-

yard of Liberty, to be published

January 25 by Alfred A. Knopf.

Future volumes

The second volume. The
Workshop of Liberty, expected

in 1985, will deal with the period

from the Civil War until 1932.

The third will be published three

yers later, and will span the

New Deal through the present.

MacGregor Burns combines
the study of political science

with the broad narrative of his-

tory in his three volume work,
according to publisher Knopf,
thus endowing American his-

tory with a new perspective.

Recipient of the Pulitzer

Prize and the National Book
Award, MacGregor Burns has

published biographies of Frank-
lin Delano Roosevelt and John
F. Kennedy. TROLLEY RECORDS

YOU
CAN

ANYIHING

u

Anyone who has ever wanted to work
for an insurance company, and anyone who
hasn't, should consider The Travelers. Because
we offer careers both in insurance and in a vari-

ety of other fields which help us service our

wide range of financial products.

Under The Travelers umbrella, you'll find

careers in engineering, data processing, finance,

marketing. And as an insurance industry leader,

we offer rewarding careers in actuarial science,

underwriting and sales.

So if you're wondering who works for

an insurance company, over 30,000 people
from differing backgrounds are at work for

The Travelers right now. They've chosen us
because we have the resources, variety, benefits,

rewards and growth that make up the ingredients
for a bright future.

'

Travelers representatives will be visiting

your campus soon. For details, see your Placement
Director or write to: Rubin I. Fisher, Assistant

Director, The Travelers, Dept. CA, One Tower
Square, Hartford, CT 06115

An Kqual Opportunity Kniployer M/F

Tracksters triumph in tri-meet
by Steven J. Serenska

In their second meet of the
indoor season, the Williams
Track team easily ran over
Hamilton and Union in last

Saturday's three-way competi-
tion. Williams, with the help of

many fine performances,
scored an impressive 101 points

against Hamilton's 42 and
Union's 26.

In the running events, Willi-

ams was aided by the outstand-

ing efforts of Jeff Poggi '82 and
Brian Angle '84 who both scored

double victories in their events.

Poggi continued his domination
of the 60 meter hurdles with a

winning time of 7.9 seconds. He
later chalked up another win in

the 600 meter dash.

Angle tied his personal best

time of 4: 28.7 to win the mile and
added to that a victory in the

1000 meter run.

Runners fleet

Other important finishes

were scored by Bennett Yort '84

who won the half-mile with a

time of 2: 02.6. John Nelson '84

who easily outdistanced the

pack in the two miles, and sprin-

ter Tomas Alejandro '83, who
triumphed in a closely con-

tested 60 meter dash.

Williams showed remarkable
strength in sweeping the triple

jump and the 440-yard dash.
In the field events, the Eph-

men picked up valuable points

by placing 1-2-3 in the high jump

and 2-3-4 in both the long jump
and shot put. "Clueless" Bernie

Krause '84 released a come-
from-behind toss early in the

meet to win the 35 lb. weight

throw, crushing a strong Union
squad.

Woman wins

In the women's events, Willi-

ams' lone entrant, Liz Marti-

neau '82, easily won both the

mile and the half mile. In the

mile, her nearest competitor
finished 24 seconds behind.

Next Friday evening, Willi-

ams plays host to Springfield,

Westfield, and Albany State in

Towne Field House. The field

events begin at 6:00 p.m. and
the running events follow at

7:30.

Grapplers pinned by WPI, RPI
by Ted Leon

WPI, a Division III wrestling powerhouse, used
its large 26 member squad to shut out RPI and
subdue the undermanned Ephmen, at a tri-meet
Saturday in Troy, New York. The varsity wres-
tling team was defeated 38-10 by Worcester Poly-
technic Institute and 24-17 by Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute.

In the WPI-Williams contest, co-captain John
Donovan, a second place finisher in New England
last season, won his match in the 126 pound weight
class to improve his record to 6-0-1. Other Eph-
men putting in excellent performances were
sophomore Chris Woodworth, who improved his

record to 6-0 in the 177 pound division, and Jeff

May, a 150 lb. frosh standout (7-0)

Despite a second round of victories for Wood-
worth and May, and a win in the 142 pound div-

Pam Briggs '84, last year's leading scorer, bears down on Yale's
goalie during a scrimmage on Wednesday which Yale won 10-2.

Co-captain Martha Livingston '82 tallied both goals for the out-

matched Ephwomen. Williams lost again Saturday to Middlehury
by an 8-0 margin.

The Ephwomen square off against Skidniore at home this Saturday
in pursuit of their first victory of the .sea.son.

Downhillers capture

slopes^ X-C prospers

THE TRAVELERS

Facing a field which included

many U.S. Ski Team members,
the Williams men's and
women's ski teams finished

with very impressive results in

the St. Lawrence Carnival held

this weekend. The women took

fourth overall and the men gar-

nered sixth in the carnival

which featured only cross coun-

try events.

The women were led by junior

Ellen Chandler who finished

eighth. The men were placed by

senior co-captain Don Hangen
who placed seventh.

Since the St. Lawrence Carni-

val had only cross country

events, the Williams alpine

teams competed in the Ralph

Townsend Memorial Tri-State

Giant Slalom competition held

at Brodie Mountain. Williams

was the class of the field, with

the men taking first, second and
third, and the women finishing

first, second and fourth. The
event included the top amateur
and collegiate skiers in New
England.

The highlight of the competi-

tion was sophomore Chris

Eagon's performance which
was described by captain Steve

Graham as "probably the race

of his life."

Graham took second and jun-

ior Tuck Collins third for the

men.
Kate Knopp '85 topped the

women's field with teammates
Tricia Hellman '82 and Marcie

Rubinger '85 placing second and

third.

ision by Ken Taylor '84
( 5-2 ) , the Ephs fell short in

the RPI contest as well, lowering their record to

3-4.

The losses, or at least the point differences, are

largely due to forfeits the squad takes upon itself

as a result of having three of the ten weight

classes unfilled. Head Coach Joe Dailey has had
to shuffle and spread the twelve team members
as effectively as possible, and often his wrestlers

have had to compete in heavier weight classes.

Nevertheless, interest has surged since last

year when, partially because of injuries, the team
had only a handful of active wrestlers by the end
of the season. The 1982 squad has again worked
hard to successfully overcome a lack of depth,

and the future looks brighter still for Coach Dai-

ley as he builds from a base of talented and young
wrestlers.

Men's B-ball

loses two

games, Ephs

still bounce
Continued from Page B8

grabbing rebounds and power-

ing in layups.

Green comeback

In the second half, however,

the Green came back, playing

tenacious defense and shooting

with accuracy. With the lead

down to five. Peck called a time-

out, but it had little effect.

It became a one-point game
with less than three minutes

left, with both teams stalling

and looking for the good shot.

Down by one with ten seconds

left, Dartmouth lost the ball.

But one of their players picked it

out of a scramble and hit a foul

line jumper. Williams, trying to

go from base line to basket in

four seconds, could not do

anything.

Coach reconsiders

The starters played the whole
game with very little, and their

game with very little rest, and
their fatigue at the end of the

game may have been a factor in

the loss. "If I was to do it

again," said Peck, "I might do

some more substituting. But

that's hindsight."

"It's all Division III from here

on," Peck said with a smile Sat-

urday night. "It's good expe-

rience to play these tougher

teams, because when we don't

see this kind of quickness in Div-

ison III, so we'll be better pre-

pared for the easier teams."
About Trinity, tomorrow's

opponent. Peck said, "They're a

good Division III team, but we
are too. We can beat them."

Freshman Peter Orphanos surges ahead on his way to winning the
200 butterfly event in the men's victory over Southern Connecticut
last Saturday.

Ephmen swamp depleted

Southern Conn, squad
by Jim Roche

Anticipating their first diffi-

cult challenge of the year as

they entered their home meet
against Southern Connecticut
last Saturday, the men's swim
team coasted to an impressive
70-43 victory.

As had been the case in the

first three meets, Williams
compiled a large lead from the

outset, and S. Conn, never
really threatened to take the

lead. Leading the way with
individual victories were Jeff

Mook '83 (1:44.4) in the 200

freestyle, Peter Orphanos '85

(2:02.0) in the 200 butterfly,

and Michael Regan '82, whose
:21.8 in the 50 free nearly
broke the pool record.

Williams Coach Carl
Samuelson was surprised at

his team's wide margin of vic-

tory. "I don't feel that South-

ern Connecticut swam as well

as we expected them to, or as

well as they are capable of

swimming. On the other hand,

we performed exceptionally

well today in all the races, and
were fired up to swim against
some good competition."
The S. Conn, coaches did

point out that they were miss-
ing the services of three of

their strong swimmers, and
that this had weakened their

squad. Two had suffered
shoulder injuries, and the
other had injured his hip in an
auto accident.

The women swimmers were
also scheduled to swim in the

meet, but the Southern Con-
necticut women voted not to

compete after nearly half of

their team had been placed on
academic or disciplinary pro-

bation. The Williams women
will resume action next Satur-

day at Smith at 3:00 p.m.,

where Coach Samuelson is

expecting a tough meet. They
will attempt to improve their

record to 4-0.

The men will travel to

Amherst to take on the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts at 11: 00

a.m.

Budweiser
KING OF BEERS.

ATHLETE OF THE WSC
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Stickmen hang on for two victories
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by Rich Leavitt

Paced by a strong offensive effort
throughout the first half of the game, in
which the Ephs built up a commanding SO
lead, Coach McCormick's skaters were
able to outlast a scary comeback attempt
by New England Saturday and hold on for a
6-5 victory. Williams threatened to skate the
Pilgrims right out of the rink in the first period
and, in the beginning of the second period. New
England, however, refused to die and took
advantage of the Ephs' sloppy play. McCor-
mick's squad has yet to play a solid 60 min-
utes of hockey.

Dave Calabro '82 began the scoring
parade for the pucksters halfway through
the first period when he rattled home a goal
after Bob Brownell '83 had hit the post. The
Ephs connected again less than three min-
utes later when ever-hustling Skip Vallee
'82 forced a New England defensive error
on which senior Greg Jacobson capitalized
for a 2-0 lead.

Within the next minute the Ephs tallied
their third goal on a beautiful pass from
John Whelan '82, who returned to action
after a three game absence, to freshman
Brian Rutledge who fired the puck home.
The first period belonged entirely to Willi-

Cagers drop pair of

hard-fought contests

ams and was marked by great hustle, espe-
cially by the rejuvenated Digger line.

The second period started out as the first
had ended—with the Ephs in control. High-
scoring Ed Finn '8,1 chalked up his eleventh
goal of the year with junior Charlie Thomp-
son and Jeff Potter '8,5 garnering assists.

Wild goal

Five minutes later freshman Pete Dem-
browski and Rutledge combined for a spec-
tacular goal. Rutledge flew down the left

wing and, while being held by a defense-
man, centered the puck to Dembrowski who
literally held off a defenseman with one
hand as he poked the puck past an aston-
ished Pilgrim goalie.

After that the Ephs let down and New
England picked up three quick goals. Brow-
nell scored what proved to be the winner
with just two minutes left in the period as
Williams went into the locker room with a
6-3 lead.

The third period saw the Ephs nearly
blow the game as the Pilgrims scored twice,
with the second goal coming when they
pulled their goalie for an extra man at the
end of the game. Goalie Dan Finn '84 held on
for the win.

Led by fine performances from the Finn

brothers, the Ephs downed the Middlebury
Panthers 2-1 In their best game of the year
to date. Ed Finn .scored in overtime to
clinch the victory as Williams won at Mid-
dlebury for the first time in seven years.
Brother Dan was near perfect in the nets as
he turned away an amazing 46 Panther
shots.

Middlebury opened up the scoring in the
first period, but Brownell tied the game up
for the Ephs with just 40 seconds left in that
period. The two teams battled their way
through two scoreless periods before Finn's
overtime goal.

Ephwomen
upend

Middlebury

Seeking playoffs

At this point in the season the Ephs are 5-4
in Div. II play and are battling for one of the
four playoff spots in the western division
Top point getters for the pucksters as of this
writing are juniors Ed Finn and Bob Brow-
nell with 16 points a piece followed closely
by senior David Calabro with 14.

Coach McCormick's line shuffling
appears to have been a success as the Ephs
have captured their last two games for their
first back to back wins of the season The
team travels to West Point tomorrow and
then out to Chicago this weekend for the
Lake Forest Tournament.

by John Clayton

Two losses in one week.
But they weren't just

numbers in the loss column. The
Eph hoopsters faced superior
ballclubs and almost beat both
of them. Saturday night they
lost to Springfield 76-67 while
Tuesday they lost to Dartmouth
58-57.

Springfield is in the top 20
teams in Division II in the coun-
try (Williams is Division III in
basketball) but the Ephs stayed
with them for three quarters.
Their biggest problem was

junior guard Buddy Clarke, who
scored an amazing 37 points for
Springfield. Clarke was virtu-
ally a one-man team, scoring on
jumpers, lay-ups, and fast
breaks.

Williams, with a balanced
scoring attack led by Jeff Fasu-
lo's 18 points, could not keep up
with the Springfield offense.
Fasulo, Art Pidoriano (15
points and six assists), and Al
Lewis (14 points) had good
games for the Ephmen.
"They were just a better team

than us," said Coach Robert
Peck. "They were the best team
we've played this year. They

were quick, they could jump,
they could shoot, and they had a
good offense."

"We stayed with them well,"
Peck continued, "but then they
threw a 3-2 zone at us that we
hadn't practiced against, and
we got a bit impatient, throwing
up shots when we shouldn't
have."

Springfield jumped out to
early leads of 11-6 and 21-14
before a seven-zip Williams run
with about four minutes left in
the half gave them a 29-27 lead.
The halftime score was 33-31
Springfield.

Clarke came out firing in the
second half, scoring 13 of
Springfield's 15 points in the
first ten minutes of the half.
Lewis, Fasulo, and center

Steve O'Day '83. brought the
Ephs back within two, but
Clarke led Springfield ahead to
victory in the last seven
minutes.

Both teams used predomi-
nantly zone defenses, as both
have explosive offenses agai'fist

the man-to-man. Williams was
forced to press late in the game
to get back some points, but the
quicker Springfield guards

fWin".^;!?]"^'?
Al Lewis uses his extraordinary quickness to lea^e

foss Sat^rdly
^^'^"^^' '" "'^ ''"*«''« ^»""S the Ephs' disappointing

IM Basketball

were able to break it.

The Dartmouth game on
Tuesday was a frustrating loss.

Williams had come off five
straight road victories and was
hoping to please the home fans.
The Ephs started out well,

leading by about five for most of

the first half, and expanding it

to eleven early in the second
half. Everyone was playing
well, with Lewis, Pidoriano, and
Fasulo hitting with machine-
gun accuracy from outside and
O'Day and Scott Olesen '83

Continued on Page B7

(Through January 11)

Monday-Wednesday League
Team
Tyler

Spencer-Brooks
Hopkins
Garfield

Morgan/Thompson
Dennett
Mills

East/Fayerweather/
Lehman
Dodd
Armstrong

Tuesday-Thursday League
Team ^
Ferry

3
Sage

3
Gladden

2
Faculty n

Williams
2

Fitch

Bryant
Carter
Prospect

Pratt

W
5

3

3

2

2

2

1

1

1

L

1

1

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

1

1

L

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

by Daniel T. Keating
College sports are losing even

the pretext of being designed for
the student-athlete at many big-
time schools.

Federal Judge Miles Lord
recently declared that Univer-
sity of Minnestota basketball
player Mark Hall is eligible to
play for the Gophers even
though he has not been admitted
to a degree-granting program
by the University. The NCAA
r^uires that all athletes be on a
program leading to a degree.
Hall has been at Minnesota for
three years but is not eligible to
major in any field.

The basis of the decision and
the real death blow to college
sports is Judge Miles' distinc-
tion between college students
and college athletes. Hall
claimed that he was recruited
as an athlete and came to col-
lege only as a means of becom-

Student-athlete myth torn asunder
Keatlne; inp a nri-ifocoir.r>oi i,„„i._ii-_,i 1 ., .

by Dave Woodworth
Senior co-captain Terry

Dancewitz poured in 18 points
and grabbed ten rebounds in
leading the women's varsity
hoop squad to a 66-52 win over
Middlebury on Saturday night.
Frosh forward Kay Lackey
added 14 points and eight
rebounds, while another fresh-
man, point guard Lynne Jay-
cobs, chipped in twelve points
and a team-high seven steals.
Williams won the game with a

tough man-to-man defense
which forced turnovers and led
to numerous fast-break oppor-
tunities. The Ephwomen capi-
talized on enough of them to
build up a 38-20 halftime lead,
which proved to be insurmount-
able.

Coach Sue Hudson-Hamblln
was pleased with the overall
effort of her team, and made
special note of the freshmen's
contributions. "The freshmen
came through for us; that was a
key factor in the game. We had
practiced hard and it paid off.
Also, we learned a lot from our
mistakes against Clark and
Dartmouth."
The games to which she

referred were lopsided losses to
Dartmouth and Clark Univer-
sity earlier in the week. On
Thursday, Clark blew the Eph-
women out of the building, win-
ning 78-37. Last year's
top-ranked Division III team in
the east used a full-court, man-
to-man press and excellent
shooting to overpower Wil-
liams.

The home opener against
Dartmouth was only somewhat
less of a disaster, as poor shoot-
ing by Williams (15% from the
floor) allowed Dartmouth to run
up a 34-12 lead at the half. The
Big Green's 6'4" center, Gail
Koziara, scored 19 first half
points, mostly on tip-ins, and
dominated the defensive boards
to give Dartmouth a lead it

never relir^quished. Terry
Pancewitz had 18 points and
Cathy Evans '83 had ten in the
losing effort, while Koziara fin-

ished with 23 for Dartmouth.
Coach Hudson-Hamblin

admitted that "we were in a bit

over our heads in the first two
games, but I think that theexpe-
rience gained will prove to be
valuable, as it did against
Middlebury."

ing a professional basketball
player. As such, he feels
unfairly set upon when asked to
meet academic requirements.
The judge's agreement with

this claim is considered by most
to be foolish disregard for the
rules. In fact, it is an honest
appraisal of the current deplor-
able situation in college sports.
The NCAA itself recently

declared, when questioned
about how students were sup-
posed to attend football bowl
games which came during
exams, that bowl games are
played, not for the students, but
for the communities in which
they take place.

The NCAA is also being threa-
tened by the powerhouse
schools who no longer want to
share lucrative TV revenues
with less prestigious instituions.
This issue could ruin the NCAA

they're talking bigbecause
bucks,

These events and others make
it very obvious what has hap-
pened to college athletics. We
are now dealing with a group of
professional teams who recruit
semi-professional athletes.
These teams are associated
with colleges and universities
as a matter of mutual conven-
ience for both: the team has an
automatic battery of fans and
the school has Its name splashed
all over the country.

Unfortunately, the two organ-
izations are not. perfectly sym-
biotic. Good athletes are not
always good students and good
students are very rarely good
athletes. So both groups get the
people they need.

It's about time that we
stopped ignoring the facts.
Sure, some schools like Penn
State with Football Coach Joe

Paterno are known to hold high
standards for their student-
athletes. The problem is that
these are the exception and a
diminishing breed.

If colleges want to have
sports, they should draw the
teams from the pool of people
brought into the school as stu-
dents. This can be done, as Ivy
League schools and schools like
Williams demonstrate.

If professional teams want
minor leagues to season their
athletes, the demand and sup-
port obviously exist to maintain
them.

So, why hamper a young per-
son seeking an athletic career
with all that academic stuff?
Let's call our athletes, athletes
and our students, students and
stop perpetuating a hypocritical
system which tries to put them
in the same boat, because both
groups are suffering for it.
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Sexual Harassment:

Differing Views

From confusion comes insight

Outlook January 19, 1982

I've been walking around in a

bit of a 'confused stupor this past
week. It has, however, been a
very productive week with

understanding. With the help of

some friends and their very basic

advice, I started sifting through

the opinions of others in order to

not-so subtle forms of racism,

sexism and harassment to con-

tinue. It was also that passivity

which allowed the administration

by Paul Sabbah

regard to what I've learned about
myself, my friends, and the Col-

lege community in general.

Moral number one: from confu-

sion comes insight.

The discussion generated by
the "Harassment at Williams"
panel served at first, to free my
dormant awareness and curb the

confusion that had been fostered

by rumors. Hopefully, the admin-
istration now sees the perv^asive

effect of such rumors. The panel

itself was immeasurably helpful

in this respect. As I sat there tak-

ing in the messages of the various

speakers, 1 realized, as I did last

year during the aftermath of the

cross-burning, that I had not

come to terms with my views on

find my own. The next step took a

bit longer, but I eventually came
to the conclusion that through

understanding comes dissatis-

faction. I am dissatisfied by the

way a small group of students

took it upon themselves to inform

the media on their own without

consulting the administration,

resulting in terrible publicity for

the College which serves abso-

lutely no purpose. I am dissatis-

fied that we've become so

complacent on this campus that

sometimes it seems that only

something on the six o'clock news
will shake us up and make us take

heed. Had the issue been handled

on campus by one of those ever-

present ad hoc committees.

"My dissatisfaction . . . stems from the fact that

people really don't communicate here."

the issue. Communication
seemed to be the main message
of the panel, and I realized again
that communication would help

us all better understand the issue

and therefore deal with it. So I

tried communicating.
I found that from insight comes

would any significant impact
upon awareness have taken
place? Perhaps not, but only time
will tell whether the ends justify

the means.
My dissatisfaction stems from

the passivity that grips this cam-
pus and which allows subtle and

to take row house dining away
from us, and which may allow the

administration to take Winter

Study away from us.

My dissatisfaction also stems
from the fact that people really

don't communicate here. Sure,

we talk, but so much is superfi-

cial and insignificant, and so lit-

tle contributes to growth and
maturity. That is what close

friends are for—helping you
grow. We shouldn't need a major
incident on campus to appreciate

the role of those we talk to

everyday.
One can only hope that from

dissatisfaction comes change.

This past week has helped me to

realize that real communication
is the only way to destroy the pre-

conceptions that, to some extent,

we all have. That kind of change
is constructive, and is the kind

that will contribute to the

"healthy environment" that the

College advocates. Though our

culture may tell us that change
will only bring on confusion, I

would counter that from confu-

sion comes insight, understand-

ing, perhaps dissatisfaction, but

constructive change as well!

The harassment problem is overblown

I see in the Register this week
that there is a training session for

counselors to sexually harassed
women on Monday and a counsel-

ams is the Channel 10 Action

News. However, from my expe-

riences here, none of this is true. I

can understand the concern over

on the ground, our hands at our

sides, and blank expressions on

our faces?

As to the pro-women activism

by Steve Farley

ing session for the sexually

harassed on Tuesday.
I see on the Channel 10 news

that there are student demon-
strations against administrative

lethargy in responding to an
atmosphere of sexual harass-

ment at Williams College.

I hear Rosemarle Tong talking

about the sexually harassing

nature of looking, touching, and
other forms of human contact.

I hear Tracy Dick state that we
all have no concern for anyone
else, take no responsibility for

anyone or anything, and have
destroyed four years of her life.

So, obviously, Williams College

seems to be a battleground where
rape is an everyday occurrence

and all the women are continu-

ously exploited as the adminis-

tration turns its collective back
and covers its collective ears. In

all this chaos, 4he Williams Femi-
nist Alliance is the only prganiza-

tion the battered Williams
women can turn to for help.

This is the way it appears to

disinterested people in Albany
whose only connection to Willi-

the recent isolated cases of sex-

ual assault, but if anything at Wil-

liams has ever been blown so far

out of proportion that the original

form is no longer apparent, this is

it.

Williams has one of the least

exploitative atmospheres of any-

where in the country. The prob-

lem here seems to be not one of

of the Williams Feminist
Alliance, most of the women
around campus that I've talked

with feel that the W.F.A. is not

representing their own view-

points, but is rather advancing a

set of viewpoints whicli the

W.F.A. believes should be the

viewpoints of all the women on
campus. Those women do not

sense any of the thick atmos-

" ... if anything at Williams has ever been

blown so far out of proportion that the original

form is no longer apparent, this is it."

too much contact between the

sexes, but one of not enough. This

student body has immense
respect for one another and there

is already a certain coolness and
aloofness in many interpersonal

relationships. .So shall wc satisfy

Ms. Dick and follow Ms. Tong's

guidelines for avoiding sexual

harassment, and become a

totally frigid campus of robotic

self-orbital automatons walking

around the campus with our eyes

phere of sexual harassment that

the W.F.A. Is saving them from.

Some of them even feel that a

major reason for the overempha-
sis on the harassment problem is

an attempt by the W.F.A. to get

publicity for itself.

So. let's put this whole scene

back Into perspective. We should

remain concerned about sexual

assault, but let's not cut off our

noses to eliminate one unsightly

blemish.

Shifting the power: women must say no
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by Jon Tigar

My uncle, a year and a half older than

me, suggested that we go bar-hopping in

his native Greenwich and, not knowing

tlie territory, I agreed. The first two

nights saw a disgusting amount of alco-

hol consumed, but I wasn't having a very

good time. Singles scenes. Sedentary

drinking. Boredom.
The third night we crossed the New

Vork state line and stopped in a club/

disco filled with locals, students and
finally, some good, loud music. In

between sets of blister-raising garage-

band rock, I started dancing with a

woman from Stamford who worked as a

I am too much of a pessimist to believe
that the Women's Movement, faltering
as I write in its attempt to pass the ERA,
has nearly eradicated the Inequality
between the sexes or the issue of social
Interaction. Gone, however, are the days
when anyone, man oi woman, can allow
harassment to occur without not only
some self-examination, but self-
recrimination as well. Each of us has an
obligation to examine how we respond to

pressure from our peers to behave in

ways that perpetuate sexual harass-
ment. For men, the pressure is very
strong to conquer at any cost, adding
notches to one's belt like a gunfighter.
Friends most commonly ask only "how
far did you get with her" as though one's
ability to convince women to sleep with
him were the absolute indicator of male
prowess. Women are told to submit. "Do
what he asks," they are reminded, "or
he won't go out with you again."

With Privilege Comes Paradox

We at Williams are in a special posi-

tion. We are isolated from the pressures

of home; we have escaped the formative

years of prep or high school and we have
yet to confront the confusing Real World.
We can make our own rules, for a few
years, and we can behave as we wish.

intent upon our educations and our social

lives that we think it unworthy of our
time to ponder the political problems of

our campus, much less of the rest of the
world. Perpetuation of past wrongs
seems the easiest way out simply

We might take the view, held by many
of our peers, that the Administration
won't do anything constructive to solve

the problem, because It can't or doesn't

want to, and talk amongst ourselves, cri-

ticize each other and try to establish an

"This is not the senior prom and we are not newborn
babes."

"Sexual harassment serves as a not-so-gentle reminder

to womankind that men are in control not only of the

collective libido, but of society as well."

secretary during the week and hung out

in clubs on the weekend. We danced. We
talked. When I asked her for a kiss, she

let out a surprised laugh. "Why are you
laughing?", I asked. "Because you're so

... so kind," she replied. "Most men
don't even ask."

I think I would have forgotten that story

by now, though it occurred recently, if it

hadn't been for the events of the past

week. The oddest part of that incident

wasn't her laugh, but her interpretation

of what had happened. She thought my
question was an act of chivalry—a tem-

porary relinquishing of my power as a

male in deference to her slight drunken-

ness, I suppose, or a formality—rather

than a check on the parameters of what

she thought was acceptable behavior.

Where exactly those parameters lie

and who has the power of decision is the

controversy of the day, at least on this

campus. In an ongoing relationship, the

power of decision should change hands

frequently and the parameters should

keep expanding as time goes by. As Sar-

tre pointed out, the power to make deci-

sions which affect our lives is the only

real power we have, and to enter into a

relationship of any kind is to willingly

forego at least part of that power.

Sexual harassment involves the usur-

pation of all or most of the decision-

making by one of the parties. In an

isolated physical or verbal encounter,

there is no time for power relationships

to evolve. They are static incidents in

which the question of who has control

must be resolved quickly. Every form of

sexual harassment—and Professor

Rosemarle Tong clearly established at

the Sexual Harassment Panel that

harassment includes many forms of

behavior often thought harmless—from

the most casual remark to rape Itself

represents the consummation of author-

ity over the unwilling victim.

In many ways, sexual harassment

serves as a not-so-gentle reminder to

womankind that men are in control not

only of the collective libido, but of society

as well. Since men have made Life's

Important Decisions for quite some time

now (try forever) , it should come as little

surprise that women are often treated

like valuable resources to be depleted at

will. Men have a hard enough time fight-

ing with each other to worry about dis-

agreement from women.

Self-indulgence is one of the privileges of

an ivory-tower liberal arts education.

Along with privilege comes paradox.
Men and women take the same classes,

live in the same dormitories, read the

same books. Yet Professor Lola Bogyo
reported a universal feeling in her sexual
harassment discussion group thai men
initiated all romantic and sexual encoun-

ters. In an environment of supposedly
equal intellects many of us enter into

unequal relationships. We could expect
the change if women put pressure on
men by making advances of their own,
but they don't. Prof. Bogyo also noted
that women expect men to make the first

move. Under that kind of burden, it

seems inevitable that men will continue
to say and do things which women find

unacceptable.

Changing the ways we deal with each
other will not be easy. As with every
issue on campus, sexual harassment
may be neglected and, with the passage

of time, forgotten. Complacency is the

norm here because many of us are so

because it requires the least effort.

Sometimes we close our eyes and hope
the problem will go away; other times

we become bored with an issue, tired of

discussing it, worn out from too much
intellectualizing, so we move on.

Perhaps that will be the solution many
people pursue. Like the more trivial

issues of whether dogs should be allowed

on campus and the Glfford Committee
report, and even the serious matter of

the cross-burning last year, we can allow

this to pass. I hope sexual harassment
will be discussed until discussion turns

into change, and I hope that process will

continue not only into next month, or

next year, but long after all of us have

left school to pursue other goals. But I

doubt that will happen without constant

struggle. One year ago we cancelled

classes and struggled over the problem
of racism here and elsewhere, only to

find that it has become a dead issue to

those who are not its victims.

Everyone's telling jokes about it now,
even without thinking. The other night,

someone made an obscene comment
about the way the food had been
arranged on my plate. "Stop sexually

harassing me," I said. Everyone
laughed but the woman on my right.

"I'm already bored with sexual harass-

ment," she told me. "I'm sorry," I

responded. "I guess trivializing the

problem was a stupid thing to do and a
quick way to make everyone forget."

"Yup," she said. "You got it."

Another solution is to hope and pray
that the Administration will eliminate
sexual harassment alone, without any
pressure from the student body. The
Dean's Office, after all, recommended
suspension for the violation of one
defendant's probation, before that deci-

sion was overturned by the Discipline

Committee. We might passively allow
the President and the Deans to enforce

the Student Handbook's prohibition of

sexual harassment as they see fit. It is

often the expectation of any community
that its governing body will resolve all

legal problems on its own and ensure the
comipunity's safety.

SIDESHOW by SUTTON

unwritten code of behavior. Professor
David Langton noted that the lack of

clear behavioral guidelines makes it dif-

ficult to know when we are behaving
wrongly. Our collective consciousness
having been raised, we have thrown off

the mantle of sexual repression to find an
uncomfortable freedom which forces us

to make unfamiliar decisions. Where to

now?
Certainly not to specific rules of con-

duct, self- or other-imposed. This is not

the senior prom and we are not newborn
babes. If someone must remind us of how
to behave, even our peers, then we are
lost. It is not until each decides alone that

harassment is wrong that we can effect

any change.

Women must learn to say no

We must begin to take power upon our-

selves not only with regard to sexual
harassment, but on every campus issue.

The Administration and the Trustees do
not exist to service our every whim, but

persistent and strong pressure will inev-

itably bring about change. Williams

Against Sexual Harassment has made a
name for itself by using media publicity

as a way to bring about that kind of pres-

sure. They have spoken loudly at every
turn of events. It is their hope, and mine
as well, that that pressure will continue.

I agree with all of the demands that

WASH has made on President Chandler
(a copy of those demands is posted on the
Feminist Alliance board in Baxter Hall)

.

To those demands I would add that sug-

gested minimum penalties be made
mandatory for every level of sexual

harassment. By the time this column
appears in print, a training session for

counselors on sexual harassment will

already have taken place. I suggest that

everyone try to learn what they can
about how to help the victims of

harassment.
As a male, the change I want most, and

the most difficult to effect, is for women
to say "no" whenever they feel they are
being forced to do anything against their

will. If women would alert men when-
ever table talk becomes too erotic, when-
ever touching is unwanted, then the

imposing task of raising our own aware-

ness would be much easier. Tracy Dick
spoke eloquently on the danger of passiv-

ity last Wednesday; for anyone to allow

someone else to do something he or she

opposes is to encourage that conduct to

continue. I don't know what it feels like to

be a woman under the constant pressure

to give in; I can admit to knowing what it

is like to mistakenly apply that pressure.

I got an idea of what harassment is the

other night.

I picked up the phone and a woman
using a nasal voice asked if I knew whom
I was talking to. I didn't. Then she asked
me if I was ticklish. As If coolness under
fire would rid me of my caller, I ans-

wered that it depended on who was doing

the tickling. Pause. She asked if I knew
how to do an adagio dance. I didn't. She
told me to look it up in the dictionary. She
asked me where I was going that night. I

put the phone down and walked away.
For a while we may see mass confu-

sion here on campus; that would be a

healthy sign that everyone Is trying to

come to grips with his or her own sexual-

ity. Hopefully we will avoid a climate In

which men and women become afraid of

each other. In upcoming Outlook pages I

hope to see more light shed on the topic of

sexual harassment. [H

Burden of tradition
Not many members of the Williams comrtiunlty can possibly

oppose the WASH demands for a clearer definition of sexual

harassment, a proper and equitable review process for cases of

sexual harassment, and adequate counseling and educational ser-

by Charlie Pardoe

vices for everyone involved. No one at Williams is in favor of rape

or any other kind of sexual abuse.

Why, then, has WASH met with everything from jokes to quiet

opposition to open hostility? It is accused of blowing the problem

out of proportion, of responsibility for the media's portrayal of

Williams as plagued by rapists, and of waging a vendetta against

men. Perhaps. But at the root of the opposition, I think, is the basic

fear that defining sexual harassment means redefining all stand-

ards for male and female behavior. This heavy burden seems to fall

on our shoulders just when many of us are first tiecoming comforta-

ble with our sexuality and with our perceptions of ourselves as

Individuals. Just as many of us do not have the strength to defend

ourselves against sexual harassment, even more lack the strength

to reevaluate our perceptions of ourselves within traditional roles. I

perceive myself as a protector, provider and decision-maker, and I

will resist anything that appears to threaten that role. Like many, I

am intellectually allied with WASH but emotionally wary of what

they want from me.

We are all, perhaps, the awkward heirs of the sexual revolu-

tion. Our intolerance of sexual harassment is the first step in deal-

ing with that legacy. Compassion and the strength to overcome our

fear of change is the next.

Don't abandon the issue

until it's been resolved
I suppose I was wrong to assume that an "institute of higher

learning" would hold students of higher intelligence and sensitiv-

ity. Passivity and the inability to make contact with others seem to

be that which predominates instead.

by Beth Byron

It is time for us to leave behind the recent incident of alleged

rape. We do not know what actually happened, and to dwell on this

particular occurrence is to destroy the greater issue which it has

brought forth. Day to day harassment is symptomatic of the pre-

vailing attitude that men are allowed to say and do what they please

to women and that women will encourage this. Men on campus have

been heard to say that sexual harassment does not exist here, that it

is not important, and that the issue would be best resolved by letting

it die out. These people are wrong. A woman should not have to

suffer a continual barrage of messages which invalidate her as a

female and as a person, and this is what sexual harassment does.

(Two days after the panel on sexual harassment, a male stu-

dent went up to a female acquaintance and asked her if she felt

sexually harassed. When she responded that she did. he began to

pinch her and ask her if she were serious. She certainly was serious,

and so should we all be.) Not all of us are directly endangered by

rape or undue pressure to surrender to sexual acts, but all of us are

participants in the game of clever remarks, slight grabs and pats

and pinches, and general acceptance of the female-as-object

image. This is an ingrained part of our lives, and while it is not

peculiar to this College, it still needs to be addressed at this College.

We are a small community; we should be an intimate, helpful

group. If we cannot work out our problems in such a small, ideal

body, how can we ever suppose to work out world problems? We

sign petition after petition about far-away affairs, yet we refuse to

realize that we have to improve our own community, here, and now.

Treat the matter of sex and sexual harassment seriously. Jok-

ing in good fun with good friends when the intention Is understood is

wonderful; however, senseless, non-productive, ridiculing articles

such as Steve Willard's "Cutting the Cost of Free Love" and off-

hand, thoughtless remarks to acquaintances and strangers is des-

tructive and threatening. (I do not want females to be afraid of

every male, and I would be horrified if journalism at Williams

stopped the flow of satirical or critical pieces which offer help.)

Yet, the insensitivity to the issue does result in cpntlnued remarks

and actions, as if everything were okay, and as if we may go about

unchanged because we really are not sure what else to do.

I suggest that we learn to assert ourselves. Learn to say that

you do not want to be pressured, intimidated, and humiliated. Do
not let friends' unthinking comments go unchallenged. Spend some
time talking with others about this subject , and see how it affects all

your lives. Make signs, write articles, read articles, express opin-

ions, assert yourself, and do not abandon the issue without a bigger

attempt to work it out.

If you do not understand why so many people are so upset about

this, perhaps you need to learn more about it rather than assume it

is not important. The social relations on this campusare important

enough to warrant your thought. The fear we all hold must be

looked at and moved through. The tension and defensiveness and

apathy has to be examined and resolved. You cannot say inter-

personal relationships do not affect you; they do. Do not forsake

your own social consciousness.
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Students protest College's actions
About 100 students gathered in front of Hop-

kins Hali iast Tliursday to protest the Coiiege's
handling of sexual harassment cases.

Williams Against Sexual Harassment
(WASH), an ad hoc committee of about 30 stu-

dents and faculty, presented President John
Chandler with a letter outlining five demands
for administrative action and reasons for those
demands.

The rally attracted reporters and cameramen
from newspapers and radio stations as far away
as Boston. On Tuesday WASH notified about 50

New England media of the planned rally,

according to Geoff Mamlet '83.

The letter of demands, read by Eban Good-
stein '82, pointed to problems the group per-

ceives in regard to sexual assault and
harassment. First, the Discipline Committee
has no written rules and guidelines, has estab-
lished no consistent policy concerning penalties
and keeps its workings "obscure and myste-
rious,' ' according to WASH. They also cited gen-
eral campus attitudes toward harassment.

These concerns, according to the letter, led

WASH to demand the following: that the College
"clearly define rape, sexual assault and sexual
harassment, and establish penalties which
reflect the seriousness of these offenses."
—that a temporary procedure be instituted to

deal with cases of sexual harassment during the
Discipline Committee review, and that the Dis-
cipline Committee be made accountable to the
student body for its actions,

—that current Discipline Committee members
Professor Charles Dew and Lee Buttz '82 be
removed from the Discipline Review Commit-
tee because "we insist that it is unlikely that
these members will be able to fulfill their con-
tradictory roles in simultaneously belonging to

both committees."
—that the College "provide adequate counseling
regarding sexual offense and appropriate social
behavior."

—that President Chandler respond to the
demands in writing and that he, Dean of the
College Daniel O'Connor, Dean of the Faculty
John Reichert and Wayne Wilkins, chairman of
the trustee Committee on Campus Life, meet
with representatives of WASH to discuss
Chandler's response and to "begin a construc-
tive dialogue regarding further action."

Most proposals met with cheers from the
crowd. Nada Vellmirovic '83 concluded the rally

with a call for administrative action. "Educa-
tion on purely an individual basis is not enough. '

'

she exhorted. "We need some procedure."
Dean O'Connor then invited interested parties

to assemble in Brooks-Rogers Hall to discuss the
demands amid shouts of "Words are not
enough" from demonstrators.
O'Connor said he and the President would

study the demands and report back to WASH. He
noted that he had no disagreement with most of
them. However, he saw no reason to remove
current members of the Discipline Committee
from the Review committee. "I do not share
your assumption," he remarked, "that we dis-
trust the present members of the discipline
committee."

O'Connor also pointed to what he considered
misperceptions among students about discipli-
nary procedures. "Rape and assault are not
charges a college can bring; they are criminal
offenses," he explained,
O'Connor asked WASH members to assist the

administration by offering constructive solu-
tions to questions they raised . "We need to know
what's wrong with our (counseling
procedures) ," he remarked, pointing to the Col-
lege's staff of two psychologists, eight nurses,
four deans and chaplains. "If there's an impera-
tive need, of course the College will respond."
O'Connor challenged WASH members in the

audience. "This is a problem at Williams Col-
lege. Why have you found it necessary to call all
of the media in the Northeast?" A WASH repre-
sentative dodged the question, saying, "We do
not wish to respond at this time."
O'Connor said later that he had received at

least 15 inquiries from bewildered parents
"We've been able to reassure them that we're
actmg responsibly, but this is very bad publicity
for the College."

"I would like to know what their purpose
was," he continued. "We are very sympathetic
to many of their concerns ... I like to think we
would respond to students without five cameras
in our faces."

As of Saturday WASH had no collective
response to O'Connor's question. Mamlet, how-
ever, gave his view of the publicity. "I think that
the problems that we saw in the College's han-
dling of sexual assault are problems faced by
other institutions. These events would therefore
be of great interest and educational value to
others."

Mystic students gain

maritime experience-

ne^ivs

Continued from Page 1

Mystic this past fall, explained,
"We basically ran the ship."
Because a twenty-four hour
watch must be maintained, stu-

dents alternate between watch-
ing, sleeping, studying, and
cooking in four-hour shifts.

Recalled Gaunt, "It takes about

visiting lecturers. In addition to

classes, students choose a marl-
time skill to develop from
among several, including celes-

tial navigation, boatbuilding,
and small-boat handling.

Said Sue Marchant, '82, about
her Mystic experience two
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802-823-7272

three days to get used to the new
schedule."

On Campus
The Mystic Program "is an

integral part of the Williams
curriculum", in the words of

Benjamin Labaree, Director of

the Program as well as adjunct
Professor of History. He noted
that the Program is "designed
to provide ... a background
through courses that focus on
man's relationship to the sea in

its many aspects—historical,
literary, artistic, political, eco-
nomic, and scientific."

Students take courses in

American Maritime History,

American Maritime Literature,
a seminar in Marine Policy, and
either Oceanography or Marine
Ecology. The courses are
taught by Dr. Labaree and Dr.

Wendy Wiltse, the Program's
Marine Scientist, as well as by

years ago, "The work-load is

definitely comparable to that of
Williams, but it's more like liv-

ing in a community than living
on a college campus. Having to
do your own shopping, for
instance, gives you a sense of
neighborhood."

Accomplishment
Labaree reviewed his expe-

rience over the years as Direc-
tor of the Program, "I find the
students able and willing. I

think they are both surprised
and delighted by the amount
they can accomplish; not with-
out effort, but without pain. It's

most enjoyable to teach under
those circumstances."
Marchant asserted, "Even if

you don't get anything out of the
academics (which is highly
unlikely since everything is

new), you learn a lot about just

plain liiiiiK."

Foreign students adjust well
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by Brett McDonnell
Foreign students at Williams generally adjust

well to college, though they sometimes have some
initial language problems, according to Dorothy
Hanson, the foreign student advisor.
"Speaking is usually not their problem. Where

trouble comes, when it comes, is in paper writ-
ing," she said.

Tutoring available

Hanson has arranged private tutoring for stu-
dents having difficulties. She remarked, "So far
the problem has not been insurmountable for any
of these students. A number of people have
become interested in the problem ... we could set
up something a bit more organized."
Tim Napier, the admissions officer responsible

for foreign students, noted that last year Williams
admitted 31 foreign students. Including eight per-
manent residents and three dual citizens. In the
last two years, about five percent of the freshman
class has consisted of foreign students.

High scores required
If English is not the native language of an appli-

cant to Williams, he or she must take the Test of
English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL). Willi-
ams requires a 600 out of a possible 800 on the
TOEFL, the highest score, according to Napier
required by any school. The TOEFL tests listen-
ing and writing comprehension.

Cultural bias

"The reason we require the TOEFL Instead of
the verbal SAT is because the verbal SAT is cultu-
rally biased," says Napier.
The problem for admissions comes with stu-

dents who do not have to take the TOEFL, such as
those from China, as well as permanent residents
who have been in the U.S. for a while. Some of
those in the latter category might speak English
at school, but a foreign language at home and do

well in school while doing poorly on the SAT. In
cases like this, explained Napier, "We really go
on personal interviews, their essay and the
number of years they've studied English."
Napier asserted that many foreign students

have excellent English skills. "The vast majority
of foreign students come in here with skills far in

excess of average American high school gradu-
ates," he added.
Several freshmen contacted agreed with Han-

son and Napier. Aristotelis Papadopoulos from
Greece remarked: "I did have trouble speaking
and writing in the beginning," but now says he
has Improved.

Foreign students a novelty

Surprisingly, Victoria Chester from England
also had language problems. "My language
seemed more archaic sometimes," she remarks.
Chester thinks that as a foreign student she

"had it easier in some ways. People are inter-

ested in you—you're a novelty." On the other
hand, she says she gets tired of always having to

be "on the guard."
Papadopoulos thinks the TOEFL has some

limited worth. "A multiple choice test always has
some limitations," he says. "It's not an absolute
criterion, but it says something."

More support questioned

The three disagreed somewhat on the need for
greater support services for foreign students.
Papadopoulos says, "It would be nice if we had
some more support. Not that we didn't have any,
but the more the better."
Chester and Ursula Sauer, an American citizen

from Germany, both say they personally needed
no more help. Chester says, "It's really, really
nice to have Dorothy Hanson there—she's a fan-
tastic person ... I don't want to,get too involved in
the Williams foreign student organization
because I came here to be with Americans."

1

Snow removal costs pile up
Icy hazards mar Williams winters
by Laura Sellgsohn

Caught in "a typical New
England winter," the College is

coping as well as it can with the

winter perils of snow and ice,

according to general foreman
of Buildings and Grounds Ralph
lacuessa.

Six groundsmen are responsi-

ble for plowing most of the roads
and paths on campus, but, said

lacuessa, "we can't handle it

all, so some of it is contracted to

plowing and construction busi-

nesses in town."
After a snowstorm, he esti-

mated, "it usually takes eight

hours to plow all of the streets

and driveways once."

Shovels and sand
Custodians are responsible

for shoveling the steps, porches
and walkways in the immediate
vicinity of the campus build-

ings to which they are assigned.

Plowing and shoveling are fol-

lowed by sanding to counter the

slickness of the ice that forms
under the snow. "To date we've
used 93 tons of sand," lacuessa
reported early last week. "For
environmental purposes, we
don't use salt," he added. How-
ever, a small amount of salt is

mixed into the sand to keep it

from freezing.

Few injuries

Despite precautions, students

slip and tumble on icy patches
daily. Injuries, however, have
been mild and minimal. Accord-
ing to Mary Gangemi, director

of the Thompson Infirmary
clinic, "Young kids are pretty

sure-footed. I haven't seen one
student we've had to suture
because of falling on the ice."

Infirmary secretary Nancy
Samuelson reported that the
Infirmary has thus far seen
"only bruises—no breaks or
sprains."

Business Manager Shane
Riorden explained the extent of

the College's responsibility for

winter injuries. "Every year we
experience adverse condi-
tions," he said. "Some people

slip and fall, ( but ) we have very
few lawsuits against us for

anything."

Riorden continued, "The only

basis for anybody claiming the

of her ankles after slipping.

"My slipping on the ice was
(attributable to) a combination
of the lack of sand and my not

wearing boots," she recalled.

After her experience, she was
somewhat dismayed that, after

Winter Break this year, "this

place was like a skating rink."

She is concerned that "every-

one's safety is being put on

A College snowplow springs into action after one of the many storms
that have deposited a total of nearly 40" of snow on campus this winter.

College responsible is if it failed

to do something ... if there were
a hidden hazard." Since the

presence of the ice is no secret

and the College makes efforts to

minimize risk, students must
wear boots and move cautiously

to avoid accidents, he said.

Safety on the line

Even with caution, people slip

and fall. In the winter of her

freshman year, Laura Trava-

glini '82 broke both bones in one

the line."

However, David Howe '85, a

victimof one of the innumerable
not-so-serious ice falls this win-

ter, remarked, "There's not a

heck of a lot anyone can do
about it. I guess it is one of the

inevitabilities of winter at Willi-

ams College."

Survey shows blacks unhappy
hy Susan Kandel

Three quarters of Williams' white student population would
choose Williams again if given the opportunity, while less than
half of the black students polled would do so, according to a

survey taken last October for a political science course.
Thirty-six black students, 64 white students and 31 faculty

members were interviewed as part of an omnibus survey taken
in connection with Political Science 211, "Public Opinion and
Political Behavior," taught last fall by Professor Philip

Hastings.

"No one was particularly surprised by the results," said

Hastings of the disparities exposed among the experiences of

those black and white students interviewed. "The results just

documented what everybody thought they knew anyway."
Though a significant percentage of both white and black

students reported feelings of alienation at Williams, the impres-

sion of isolation appears stronger among black students, with

only 25 percent claiming they are able to speak candidly with

fellow students , as opposed to a figure of 63 per cent among white

students questioned.

White and black students were generally unsure as to

whether or not they would encourage a child of theirs to attend

Williams, though 22 per cent of the black students polled

responded with a definite no, in contrast to just 90 percent of the

white students. Of those white students who would not encourage
a child of theirs to come to Williams, 70 percent attributed this

decision to the disadvantages of a small college over a large

university, while 70 percent of the black students emphasized
the poor social environment.

Neither white nor black students were particularly enthusi-

astic about the social life at Williams, with only one-fourth of
black students and one-third of white students calling it "good."
However, only four per cent of the white students labelled the
social life "poor," compared to44percent of the black students.

Hastings said the fact that white and black students drew
strikingly different conclusions about life at Williams does not
reveal anything particular about students or the College.

'

' You'll see the same results at Amherst or any similar type
of small institution ... if you repeated the survey three different

times, you'd get essentially the same results."

The survey also contrasted the views of Williams students,
faculty and non-faculty employees concerning strategic arms
build-up and nuclear proliferation.

"We postulated that the faculty would be more liberal than
the non-faculty employees, and that the students would fall

somewhere in between, and the results bore this out," said
Hastings.

Seventy-three per cent of the non-faculty employees, 34 per
cent of the students and only 30 percent of the faculty identified

themselves as conservative politically. Half of the non-faculty
employees favored arms build-up, as did 28 percent of the stu-

dents and 13 percent of the faculty.

Council wavers on WASH,
supports lighting increase

by Laura Sellgsohn

At last Wednesday's meeting, members of the College Council
discussed the controversy over the College's handling of sexual
harassment and the demands articulated by Williams Against Sex-
ual Harassment (WASH) at its January 14 rally.

Liz Jex '83 argued in favor of the demands and answered repre-
sentatives' questions about wording and implications. The Council
finally elected, however, not to support the demands, but to support
consideration by President Chandler of WASH'S concerns.

Concern over lighting

Freddy Nathan '83 distributed copies of a letter to the admin-
istration concerning campus lighting. In view of the recent inci-

dents of sexual harassment, the letter asks that additional lighting

be installed in inadequately lighted regions around the campus.
The letter is addressed to President Chandler, the deans and Peter
P. Welanetz, Director of the Physical Plant.

In addition, the Council heard an appeal from Ken Talley '82 for

a grant to finance a production that he and Ted Colburn '82 are
organizing. The production, which will be the first totally student-

run production in Adams Memorial Theater, seeks to "merge a gap
between dance and theater that has existed at this school,"

explained Talley. It will combine dance and lighting to yield dra-

matic theatrical effects. The Council voted unanimously to approp-
riate $500 to help fund the production.

Freshmen dissatisfied

Finally, representative Jan Van Eck '85 reported that a

number of freshmen to whom he had spoken had expressed dissa-

tisfaction with the accommodations for socializing here. As many
freshmen don't have living rooms in their dorms, they have few
meeting places that are comfortable. Van Eck explained that this

I means students go to the library, contributing to the distracting

'noise there. It was suggested that part of the basement of Baxter
[might be refurbished to accommodate freshmen.

Professors Fred Greene and Larry Graver, Chairmen of the

Winter Study Review Committee, will attend tomorrow's open Col-

lege Council meeting at the Log at 7: 00 p.m. Council President

Nathan remarked, "They've been very good about soliciting stu-

' dent opinion and this is an extension of their commitment to gaining

1 Student Input."

The Financial Analyst Program

at

MORGAN STANLEY & CO.
Incorporated

You are invited to attend

a Pre-Recruiting Information Session at

The Log

Thursday, January 21, 1982

7:00 RM,

Williams College alumni from the Morgan Stanley Investment Banking Division

will conduct an informal session to discuss the two-year financial

analyst program at Morgan Stanley.

Traditional refreshments will be served
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Michael Bell Bruce Kleffer Peter Berek

Humanities Endowment names fellows
Three professors received fellowships from the

National Endowment for the Humanities for the

1982-83 school year. Michael Bell of the English
Department and the American Studies Program
was awarded a Fellowship for Independent Study
and Research. English department Chairman
Peter Berek and Assistant German professor
Bruce Kleffer received Fellowships for College
Teachers.

Bell will research American realism for a book
on post-Civil War American fiction from William

Dean Howells to the present. He said his studies

n^xt yearVill focus on . . . "American naturalism
and late 19th century American fiction. Bell

received his BA from Yale and his MA" and Ph .D.

from Harvard. He taught at Princeton for seven
years before coming to Williams in 197.5.

Berek intends to study ' 'Realism and Control in

Elizabethan Drama: 1586-1597." He will concen-
trate on the works of John Lyly and Christopher

Marlowe, and the early plays of William Shakes-
peare. He plans to travel to London and Stratford

upon Avon in England; Stratford, Ontario; and
the Folger Shakespeare Library in Wash., D.C.

Berek also received a National Endowment
Younger Humanist Fellowship in 1971, and spent
that year in London researching 17th century
English poetic style. He graduated from Amherst
in 1961 and earned his M.A. and Ph.D. from Har-
vard. He came to Williams in 1967, and served as
Dean of the College from 1975 to 1978.

Kieffer specialized in German language and
18th and 19th century German literature and
thought. He will spend next year in Tuebingen,
West Germany, where he will examine the work
of German writers of the pre-Romantic era from
1770 to 1785.

He received his B.A. from Columbia College in

1973 and his Ph.D. in 1979.
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In fact, we'll even pay you $530 a month while you attend. That's in addition to
paying for your full tuition.

It's all part of the Armed Forces Health Professions Scholarship Program.
How does it work?

If you're selected for a Physician Scholarship—from the Army, Navy, or
Air Force—you're commissioned as an officer in the Reserve.

While you're in school, you'll have a chance to serve 45 days a year on
active duty, gaining valuable medical experience. After graduation, you will
serve three or more years, the length depending on the requirements of the
Service selected and years of scholarship assistance received.

As an Armed Forces physician you'll receive officer's pay and benefits.
^fbu'll also see a diversity of patients and have opportunities to use
sophisticated medical technology

But most important, while you're in medical school we'll help pay the bills.

For more Information, send in the coupon. There's no obligation whatsoever.

Yes, I am interested in receiving more information about an Armed Forces Health
Professions Scholarship. I understand there Is no obligation. (OM)

For more Information mall this coupon to:

Armed Forces Scholarships, RO. Box C 1776, Huntington Station, NY 11746

Check up to three: ArmyD

Name _^_

NavyD Mr Fore* D

(please pfint)

-Zip- -Phone(

Enrolled af-

To graduate In*—
(Month. V>ar)
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Harassment panel
Continued from Page 1

ing criminal law, civil suits, dis-

crimination law, the Dean's
office, which she called "a
quasi-legal system," counsel-

ling and con.sciousness-raising.

"Theoretically it isthedutyof
every rape victim to press

charges," she said, "but since

trials are often very unpleasant,

the other remedies are
available."

Grievance procedures

Dean of the College Daniel
O'Connor spoke on the role of

the Dean's Office and the Disci-

pline Committee. He outlined

the college's disciplinary and
grievance procedures.

Since the College is not autho-

rized to deal with crimes, they
must be referred to the authori-

ties, he said.

"But if the victim is not wil-

ling to take it to the authori-

ties," he added, "the incident

can be dealt with through the
disciplinary process in so far as
it is a violation of College laws.

'

'

Discipline Committee
O'Connor said the Discipli-

nary Committee is broadly
representative of the commun-
ity and that it has rendered
"just verdicts and appropriate
penalties" in the recent cases of
sexual harassment.
He added that the Discipline

Review Committee will discuss
the issues outlined in last week's
Record article and that the
Committee will be receptive to

suggestions on how to improve
the disciplinary process.

Students might try respond-
ing to harassment on their own,
O'Connor suggested, instead of

going to the Dean right away
with a complaint.

"It's worth considering doing
a little talking," he said. "Was
the behavior meant to harass
and humiliate—why not find out
first? We live in a society in

which there is too little attempt
to work out grievances directly.

College life gives us a unique
opportunity to try this."

Donna Wharton '83 said she
believes the lack of intimacy at

Williams contributes to sexual
harassment.

"Intimacy is the missing ele-

ment at the organizational and
interpersonal level," she com-
mented. "Sexual harassment

doesn't get adequate discus-

sion. People only discuss facts,

not their opinions. If we could
voice our opinions, hopefully we
could end sexual harassment at

Williams."

Thomas Costley '82 called for

a "middle ground between over-
emotionalization and over-
intellectualization in dealing
with sexual harassment."
"Men are often guilty of sex-

ual harassment due to
ingrained behaviour," he said.

"We can either ignore the prob-
lem, like a friend of mine has, or
try to educate ourselves. Good
intentions do not resolve sexual
harassment by themselves.
"We shouldn't necessarily

condemn ourselves," Costley
noted. "We must examine sex-
ual harassment with calm confi-
dence. The greatest danger is

exaggerating the problem."

Social context

David Langston, professor of
English, said sexual harass-
ment at Williams must be
understood in a broader social

context "marked by white male
domination and privilege."

"Sexual harassment reinfor-

ces men's power and implies
that men have a license to domi-
neer and humilate women," he
explained.

Langston said Williams needs
a code of manners, "not to dic-

tate behaviour but to mold and
balance relationships." In the
past, parietal rules, now abol-

ished, served this purpose,
Langston remarked.

"Cultural narcissism" is one
way to explain sexual harass-
ment, he observed.

"Those with a compulsion to

stare at others get a sense of

identity from a shared antago-
nistic gaze, "he said. "They
have a deeply felt need for

acknowledgement that they
exist."

"We must redefine men's
roles," Langston concluded,
"and examine our own complic-
ity 'in promoting the social hie-

rarchy that condones sexual

harassment."

Dean Nancy Mclntire broke
up the audience into smaller dis-

cussion groups which met in

Hopkins and Bronfman to dis-

cuss the panelists' comments.

TONIGH^
OPEN MIKE NIGHT

Anyone may take the stage. See or Call
the manager for a time slot, x2006

WEDNESDAY BUD NIGHT AT THE LOG
Come sample the "King of Beers" at discount

prices — tee shirts and other prizes also.

THURSDAY
The Williams Coffee House presents

MICHAEL COONEY
8:00 $1 at the door

FRIDAY
Happy Hour 4-6

Hot spiced wine, Happy Hour prices and
entertainment by

KOOL AID and F — "good old blues

"

Don't forget the Log will be open
at 3:00 for Superbowl Sunday
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Hail of plans floods

Winter Study review
by Sara Groaa

Freiihtnan and Senior semin-
ars will replace standard Win-
ter Study course woric under
tentative proposals from the
Winter Study Review Commit-
tee. A calendar without Winter
Study is also included in the pre-

liminary report that will be
released in February. Antici-

pating the report, many faculty

members have Issued their oWn
Winter Study options.

~ Twenty hours a week
the Review Committee's

freshman seminars would
groiip four or five sections of

twenty students each, concen-
trating on a single topic. Sug-
gested topics include "The Idea
of the Hero," "Racism and
Third World Politics," and
"Technology and Value." Team
teaching is encouraged, and two
or three short papers would be
assigned in lieu of a single

extended research project. To
strengthen the academic com-
ponent of the seminar, fresh-

men would spend six hours per
week attending class and an
additional fourteen hours of

weekly preparation.

The senior seminars of the
Review Committee's plan
wbuld be encouraged but not

required, and would follow
along the lines of existing senior

major seminars. Sophomores
and Juniors would continue to

follow the current Winter Study

course program.

Grade added
A grade of "Honors" would be

added to the existing range of

pass, perfunctory pass, and fail-

ure. Committee members sug-

gested that the "Honors" grade

be used rarely, to recognize

unusual distinction.

Review Committee cp-

chairman Larry Graver
explained that, the seminar
proposal defines Winter Study

so that "faculty and students

coming into the program will

know what it's supposed tot)e."

"Gang of 21"

Chemistry professor William
Moomaw charged that nothing

came of a similar 1979 attempt
to strengthen Winter Study aca-

demics, an effort he labeled,

"the tinkering of three years

ago.". Moomaw is part of an
informal faculty committee
paralleling the work of the Win-

ter Study Review Committee.
The faculty group, convened by
Religion professor Mark Tay-.

lor, has been popularly dubbed
"the Gang of 21." rtofessor
Fred Greene, co-chairman of

the official committee, des-

cribed the ^'Gahg" as a "spinoff

committee."
"Gang" members have

offered three proposals to date:

a faculty research month, an

Continued, on Page -6

Critically acclaimed young trumpeter Wynton Marsalis struts Mb
stuff at ttie Jazz Messengers concert last Saturday. Drummer Art

Blakey Is In.tlie background. Review on page 7. (Farley)

Trustees eye

bank policy^

gym facilities
The Trustees authorized the

College to consider building new
sports facilities and reinstated

Williams' 1978 policies towards
banks that lend money to South
Africa in their January meet-
ing, President Chandler
announced Sunday-
Responding to dissatisfaction

with the current College policy

prohibiting the use of banks
which lend to the South African
government, the Trustees voted
to return to an earlier policy

that assesses the purposes of a
bank's loan.

No new loans

Williams will now refuse to

use banks that extend new loans

to the South African govern-
ment unless the loans provide a
significant improvement in con-

ditions for the nonwhite major-
ity, Chandler explained.

"As an example, in 1980 Cit-

icorp made a loan for the

express purpose of providing
housing, schools, and hospitals

for blacks," said Chandler.
"Some people are bothered by a
blanket policy that would put
Citicorp on our blacklist for

making this loan."

Support for the "blanket pro-

hibition" policy was expressed
by one member of the Advisory
Committee on Shareholder

Continued on Page 5

in attacks feminist threat

by Julia Genlesse

Michael Levin, a conservative thinker from

the City College ofNew York, last Tuesday pres-

ented his view that biological differences

between thei sexes are responsible for sex roles.

Levin contended that differences in the condi-

tioning of males and females play little or no

part in forming or perpetua!ting those roles. In

addition, he argued that fenlinism is anti-

democratic because it calls for "equality"

rather than liberty."

Femlniato a threat

"Feminism is the greatest internal ideologi-

cal threat of our age," »aid Levin. "Sameness

land eqi^ali^ are synonymous the feminist

demand for equal pay for equal work is another

example of deprivation of liberty."

Levin explained that while he is all for "equal

opportunity," he i believes that feminists ask

instead for "equality." Levin said he thinks that

equal opportunity for women exists now.

Levin argued that unequal pay for women in

the jobmarket Is the natural result ofwomen not

being as "aggressive" as men. "Women in the

highest ranks of business hang back before pro-

motion. This la Indicative of the less aggressive

nature of females, Silnce they are in a situation

which is one of the most conducive to

aggression."

RepriBaHotlve efficiency

Levin asserted that efficiency Is another bio-

logical difference applying directly to perfor-

mance in the Job market. "The sexes differ in

motivation and nwUve." said Levin. Since

"females can only reproduce themselves a few

times, whereas males can reproduce them-

selves thousands of times," in Levin's opinion

this makes men rhore efficient performers on

the Job.
'

Speaking of early biological evolution, Levin

contended that "we are what pur past shaped us

to be." Differences betweea the sexes such as

differences in math aptitude should not be

explained away as a result of conditioning.

Levin arguM.

illegitimate studies

Wortien's studies, asserted Levin, are

"dopc'y." In his view, they are not a legitimate

academic pursuit not only l>ecause "there has

been not one great work produced (of feminist

literature)," but also because Women's studies

courses attempt to "indoctrinate" students.

"The educator's job is not to grind axes, but to

teach the student about the world he or she is

about to enter," Levin emphasized.

Will send evidence

Levin responded to questions from the

audience after his debate with Assistant Philo-

sophy Prof. Rosemarie Tong on "The Future of

Women's Studies" and after his talk on "Femi-

nism versus Democracy".

During these periods he revealed that while he

is for coeducation, he is against affirmative

action. To several questions after l>oth talks he

responded, "If you don't believe me, send me a

stamped, self-addressed envelope, and I will

send you all the evidence you want."
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Security catches thief
Suspect linked to past burglaries

After a fifteen mile car chase
Thursday afternoon, Williams
security officers assisted in the

arrest of a man found trespass-

ing in a room in Currier Hall,

according to Director of Secur-

ity Ransom Jenks.

Frank Jackson of Springfield

was charged on Friday with two

counts of possession of stolen

goods, two counts of larceny

from a building and one count of

trespassing, in Northern Berk-

shire District Court, after a

necklace and a ring taken from
Currier were found in his pgs-

session. Two men with Jackson

were released because of lack of

evidence.

Past thefts

Jenks said he is "reasonably

certain" that these men are

linked to the burglaries in Dodd
this fall and ones in Bascom
House and Morgan Hall last

spring.

He explained that the descrip-

tions of the men involved in each

case were almost identical and
that they used the same
methods—entering a room and
asking the occupant for a

match. If the room was vacant,

Jenks suggested, the men took

small items such as jewelry,

cameras and petty cash.

Jenks said Williams security

first learned that Jackson and
two companions were on cam-
pus after a phone call from Jon-

athan Light '83. Light reported

to security that dormmate Nola

Bertrkm '83 of Currier had dis-

covered a man in her room.
Although he said he wanted to

visit a friend in neighlrarlng

Fitch House, the man headed
behind the WlUlamstown Sav-
ings Bank where he joined two
men waiting in a parked white
Cadillac convertible. Light
said.

Jenks added that shortly after

that Security Office received a
call from Judy Lewis '85 report-

ing a similar person in her room
in Williams Hall.

Security chase
Alarm technician Roger

Bouchet then noticed the Cadil-

lac in the Garfield House park-

ing lot. While Bouchet contacted
the Security Office, the car left

the lot and drove north on South

Street , Jenks said. Jenks and
Officer Bill Busl, in the Security

station wagon, sighted them
near the Williams Inn and
chased them south on route 7 at

speeds ranging from 65 to 70

miles per hour, according to

Jeiiks.

Jenks contacted the Security

Office to tell them to alert the

Lanesborough Police and the

Massachusetts State Police.

The Lanesborough Police

pulled th6 Cadillac over in

Lanesborough and the Massa-
chusetts State Police searched

the occupants and investigated

the case.

Continued on Page 5
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TANGENTS by Grodzins

The Williams Record

Have a merry Christmas
Let us assume the worst.

Not only do they eliminate Winter Study, but they tell us we have to

take exams after Christmas break—sort of a "stocking-stuffer."

What sounds like a nightmare to most students—Januaryexams—is

a very real possibility if Winter Study is voted out. Most students hearing

this plan talk seriously about transferring. On the other hand, many
faculty members love the idea.The facultyare the ones who vote.

We can complain that our vacation would be miseiable, that we
would have difficulty getting motivated for exams after a long break.

But these days the faculty is more likely to consider educational purpose
than student opinions.

So we argue that January exams will produce very negative effects

upon the educational experience of the fall semester and preparedness
for the spring term.

The competitive nature of Williams would inevitably cause many
students to use vacation as a study period, raising the grade curve for

everyone. Students would soon be forced to Christmas studying just to

keep abreast of the class.

A three-week study period will allow other students to put off their

reading until the end of the semester, thus hampering class discussion

and encouraging the "cram" method of learning.

For the spring term, January exams translate into an unprepared
and poorly motivated faculty and student body. A one-week post-exam
break would be harrowing for professors who must grade exams, com-
pute final grades, and prepare for second semester courses. Tired stu-

dents would have little energy or enthusiasm for their new classes.

A longer break would be less stressful but impossible because of

calendar limits and the excessive cost of shuttling to and from home.
With January exams, there can be no doubt that we all stand to lose.

. TMe-RE ABE NO ^o/^^EU
,CHAf^CiW?s IN THIS CWV\k: STR«P.

QUOTATION OF THE WEEK
"The heavy workload and the administration's recent decla-

ration of war on grade inflation are the two most common
topics of conversation on the Williams campus."

—Excerpt from the soon-to-be released

NE;W YORK TIMES GUIDE TO HIGHER EDUCATION

Letters
Commended

To the editor:

I wish to take this opportunity to com-
mend Jonathan Light for his alertness

and immediate response to the plight of a
member of his house.

Had he not reacted the way he did and
with such dispatch I am syre that the

Security department would not have
been able to bring about the apprehen-
sion and arrest of a person who (I have
reason to believe) has plagued this

community.
It is my hope that this kind of imme-

diate response to an emergency situation

will be commonplace among Williams
students and therefore make this a much
safer and secure community.

Ransom H. Jenks, Jr.

Director of Security

Community
To the editor:

As a woman of yellow color, I would
like to respond to the letter that was writ-

ten in reaction to Miss Rony's article on
Asian Americans at Williams.

I only wish to stress the Importance of
maintaining an ethnic community's
perspective when dealing with such
issues as cultural identity. A community
perspective requires support groups or
solidarity among Asian Americans.
Only within oifr community will we

find our history, our language, our litera-

ture, our art; if we reject our commun-
ity, we deny ourselves all of this, and we
negate our own cultural identity. Is the

only alternative then, to assimilate? To
me, a woman of yellow color, who main-
tains the community perspective, assim-
ilationls undesirable. It is an idea that is

racist because it requires conforming to

the norm—eventual integration of the

dominant white culture, and this, to say
the least, is a big compromise in our
identity as Asian Americans. But why
should maturity be measured by the

degree to which t}ie individual has
assimilated into American culture? The
Japanese Americans once leaned heav-
ily toward assimilation and look what
happened—they allowed themselves to

be carted off to concentration camps.
They destroyed anything that was too

"Japanesey," burning books and art,

even refusing to speak their own lan-

guage. They were shamed into silence,

only because they condemned them-
selves for being what they are—yellow.
And the Japanese Americans still con-

tinue to feel the psychological impact of

this experience even today. That Is

something the assimilationist view does
not take into account.

The assimilationist attitude is: Keep
pushing on and«sslmllate, because "like

it or not", you are herein America, and ij

yo <-an 'l rfi> il . then /{«•( ' 'n' hell oul .'The fact

Is if people of color make waves, we are
going to get shot down and told to go back
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where we came from, as if we had less

right to be here than anyone else.

Because of our skin color, we are seen as
second class citizens.

The pressure to assimilate Is real and
intense. I was conscious of it from the
time I was five. In kindergarten one day,
I was made to stand on one side of the

classroom all by myself as a form of

punishment, because when the teacher
asked us whether we had all eaten a
healthy breakfast that morning, ever-
yone shouted, "Bacon and eggs, toast

and cereal," while I alone said, "Mlso
soup and rice and skemon." Even now at

Williams, I am faced in my education
with a deficiency of courses that are rele-

vant to my ethnic backgroifiid. There Is

not enough offered in Asian studies and
nothing dealing with Asian Americans.
Though respondents to Miss Rony's arti-

cle believe it is only a currlcular prob-

lem, they do admit there Is a need in this

area. To me, these experiences and con-
ditions are a broader reflection of white
cultural hegemony. Hiring one more Chi-

nese scholar at Williams, though an
encouraging sign, is still far from enough
In terms of what remains to be done.

Anny Hiramine '82

WS explores

To the editor:

The mere mention of the phrase "Win-
ter Study" sparks debate on campus and
further elaboration often leads to heated
discussions and ruffled tempers.
Recently, I was asked by a Winter Study
skeptic how my parents reacted to the

misuse of college funds on a frivolous

Winter Study course, specifically the

Environmental Studies trip to Nan-
tucket. Let me defend myself.

First, 1 do not consider travel and non-

traditional learning as frivolous and of

no educational value. Thanks to the tire-

less efforts of Nan Jenks-Jay our group
explored all aspects of Nantucket life.

We met with a whole spectrum of Nan-
tucketers, from dilettante Inventors to

shellfish biologists to daredevil fisher-

men. We traveled to all parts of the

island and learned its natural history,

geology, and the effects of coastal pro-

cesses on the land. Each of us pursued
his own Independent research using the

three town libraries, several museums,
and the knowledge of local experts.

My antagonist, who Is a professor at

Williams, told me I could go to Nantucket

any time, and as the parent and benefac-

tor of five college graduates he saw no

use for what he considered an expensive

vacation. In fact, my parents encour-

aged me to choose a uhique Winter
Study, outside of the range of my normal
academic interests. My father teaches

English at St. Lawrence University, and
contributes hundreds of hours of time to

his own "Interterms."

1 was very disappointed at the reaction

of my professor and his failure to under-

stand my opinion about the educational

value of Winter Study. The success of

Winter Study at Williams depends on the

efforts of students and faculty. Instead of

condemning Winter Study, let's work
together to continue to Improve the qual-

ity of our January semester. If we all

donate extra quantities of enthusiasm,

motivation, and initiative Winter Study

can continue to benefit the present col-

lege community and future generations

of Williams College students.

Sincerely,

Betsy Kepes '88

Cheap jokes

To the editors:

The Record's editorial of January 12,

1982 states that "satire, plain humor, and
serious commentary are all welcome"
on the new Op-Ed page. I wonder, then,

why Steve WlUard's "Cutting the Costs

of Free Love." was printed on this page,
for cheap Jokes about contraception and
its availability at Williams are neither

satire, humor, nor serious commentary.
While it is possible to write satirical or

humorous pieces about serious Issues,

Mr. Wlllard's offensive attempt only

mocks the contraceptive clinic and its

goals.

Susan Edelman '81

Rebuke
In last week's editorial, "Attention at

Any Cost," the Record took the easier,
less responsible course by falling to con-
sider WASH'S point of view before rebuk-
ing the group. Had the editors tried to
Imagine having been closely Involved
with the sexual harassment issue for two
months, as have most of the members of
WASH, they might have seen things
quite differently.

Continued on Page 9
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Duffy Graham

"Pills are reductive''
Cookittf frenh food for her huhand'it jum a

drag

So ahe huyn on iiulant cake,

and she burnt a frozen »leak

And noet runninft for the shelter

of her molher't Utile helper
Pilln make me ill.

Winter Study affords the possibility for
T.V. consumption, and I have seen
enough pills on shows and in ads lately

that I am ready to puke. They have pills

for backaches, headaches, toothaches,
any-klnd-of-ache; we have pills for los-

ing weight, and for gaining weight in cer-
tain places; you have pills to pick you up,
to bring you down, to plant your feet back
firmly on the ground (as the Moody
Blues would sayy, and of course there
are vitamins, which alone are enough to

mak^ me sick, even though they are sup-
posed to be good for me. Pills exist for
things which my sense of good taste pre-
cludes writing about. We have stores
whose whole business depends on selling
pills We have giant companies that pro-
duce 6nly pills. America: Land of the
Free, Home of the Brave, . . . Haven of
the Pill.

Whenever something goes wrong,
Americanis take a pill. Why? They are
ugly little things. Sure, they come in dif-

ferent colors and shapes, but American
manufacturers always do a wonderful
Job of packaging. You can only do so
much with a pill, and no matter what you
do, It is still about the size of a doodle bug.
But a few other things "bug" me about
pills.

Show me an average American who
knows what pills have in them. You have
to have a Ph.D. in chemistry to know
what they contain, and what they do to
you. Those of us who trust ads or labels

need to be more hesitant, and those of us

who do not always trust labels take the

ugly little things anyway. Of course,
most of us probably never read the label
at all.

So, what do you do when you want a
solution to a problem, besides take a pill?

Keep the problem from occurring. The
best way to avoid taking a pill Is to elimi-
nate that which necessitates Its con-
sumption. Vitamins are totally
superfluous and unnecessary. A good
diet will provide you with all you need.
Another way to avoid taking pills by
eradicating the causes is to not be stupid.

Strain your back and you get back prob-
lems. Hence the lesson: do not strain
your back.

The Cool duT
Now, granted, sometimes the creation

of the problem Is unavoidable. But a pill

is still not necessarily the solution. Pills

offer only ephemeral relief, not a per-
manent cure. With a headache, transi-

tory relief may be all that is needed. But
the secretary or college student on spe^d
Is only compounding the problems, not
challenging the underlying causes. We
have accepted the notion that pills, from
the Innocent ones In magazine ads, to the
prescription ones at the drug store, to the
secretive ones you cannot buy legally In

public, are legitimate cures for all sorts
of ailments.

A pill is an absurd yet significant sym-
bol for our technocratic society. Instead
of fifty stars, maybe we should have fifty

pills on the flag. (That would of course
require changing a few words here and
there—"The Plll-Spangled Banner,"
"Pills and Stripes Forever," and so

forth.)

For one thing, pills are reductive. "In
this one small pill is the answer to all

your troubles." A goal of our society Is to

make things simple, and that usually
means small. Small computers are bet-

ter than big ones. Magazines claim to

provide you with all the Information you
need on what is going on in the world
around you. (I only wish our smaller-is-

better creed applied to our car Industry
as well, yet the philosophy endures In a
convoluted form: "In this car is every-
thing you could want in luxury.")

Pills are also made for consumption.
The pill is thus one of the perfect pro-
ducts in our consumer society, because
you literally consume it. You do not use
them to decorate the house.

Science through the pill eliminates the
possibility of other non-technological
solutions to problems. Religion, vision,

spiritualism—whatever you choose to

call It—Is, I suspect, an important part of

physical health. We call societies "back-
wards" if they see some sort of spiritual-

ism as vital in health. Maybe the
medicine man Knows a few things none of

us do, but we laugh at the notion t>ecause
it 1^ not scientifically proven.

I recently saw a magazine ad which
embodied all the aspects of a pill In our
society which lam talking about. The pill

was being held up by a hand as if on a
pedestal. In a glorified light. The pill was
not only an answer to the proposed prob-
lem, but would also enhance the life of

the taker. No alternatives to taking a
pill—this pill-were offered to the
reader. Good advertising? Yes, maybe,
In terms of selling the product. But the
understatements and subtleties of the ad
merit greater consideration than any
casual American reader—or plU-taker—
would ever give.

And to help her on hpr way,

gel her through her busy day
Doctor please, some more of these

Outside the door, she took four more
—Rolling Stones

Sara Abend

Moderation masks emotional discontent
The speeches by Tpm Costley and

Tracy Dick told us about more than Just

sexual harassment. Costley recom-
mended, on the one hand, that we be ' 'not

too Intellectual," "not too emotional,"

effecting communication and comprom-
ise through keeping cool heads, and eyes
turned toward love and brotherhood.

Tracy, on the other hand, seemed to

repudiate by her very presence these

ideals as they were stated. There is hate

here, she said—undeniably, for she feels

it— and one cannot resolve such a hate

by de;nying its existence. In my opinion,

both Tom and Tracy were right. Com-
promise Is necessary, brotherhood desir-

able. Additionally, though, emotions of

all sorts must l>e expressed in order for

resolution and compromise to be
attained.

I reached this conclusion through

somewhat shocking circumstances. Sit-

ting In the TV room of one of the dormito-

ries on campus, I was enjoying the sunny

tranquility while quietly reading a book.

In the next room, I heard four men enter

and begin playing pool. Though I tried

unsuccessfully to continue reading, their

remarks soon Impinged upon my con-

sciousness; their content was enough to

make me put down my book and listen.

Unobserved, as they thought, they talked

freely about a road trip they were to

take, interspersing with their remarks
many sexual Jokes, some harmless, oth-

ers not so harmless. It was not so much
the discussion which was shocking to me,

as their polite, public stance I knew so

well. Knowing full well what is right and

expected to say, evidently they would

never dream of voicing their real opin-

ions. Rather, they will find friends who
agree with them and huddle over their

Jokes in private.

Does this not say something about the

liberal attitudes we all profess? It Is easy

to have an Intellectual command of what

is right and proper to say; another thing

to feel it. Tom Costley's words were so

simple to agree with and be Inspired by;

acting them out would be far more diffi-

cult. Mouthing words one does not feel Is

not only easy, however; It Is downright

dangerous. For In doing so one denies the

far different passions and hatreds which

may be seething below the surface. Even
illiberal opinions may be publicly dis-

avowed. When Michael Levin came to

Liberal Ideal
speak, many listeners were shocked and

amused that such an Intellectual dino-

saur still existed. Though probably few

of us here are so extreme, might there

not be many who feel similarly? Hearing

these opinions expressed outright would

be far preferable to turning our heads

and shutting our ears. Empty Ideals

encourage complacency, and make the

real intolerance which may exist under-

neath, Impossible to fight. Subtle Intoler-

ance is. In this sense, more dangerous

than outright prejudice.

Furthermore, the liberal Ideal of hap-

piness and love denies emotional dissat-

isfaction. This denial Is fostered by the

attitude of the administration here

toward psychological counseling—one is

allowed to have problems only on Tues-

days and Wednesdays, or by appoint-

ment; preferably not at all— and by the

students themselves, whose often facile

optimism denies the existence ol their

own problems and those of their friends.

The liberal Ideal also suppresses intel-

lectual disagreement and encourages

the hypocrisy I have mentioned above.

In light of these problems, should we not

reassess our Ideals?

Certainly I do not recommend either

mass depression and hostility or an
atmosphere of Intellectual barbarism.

Both compromise and enlightenment

are goals (or which we should strive.

Neither, however, can be achieved by
denying all dissatisfaction and Illiberal

attitudes. We must face our problems to

solve them, and voice our opinions either

to t^ dissuaded of them, or to convince

others of their truth. Perhaps then our
optimism would t)e meaningful, and our

enlightenment genuine.

Moderation and compromise are dif-

ferent: where moderation Ignores, com-
promise can solve a problem. We must
re-evaluate the liberal Ideal in light of

this difference. Moderation leaves

strong feelings and differences of opin-

ion to fester underneath the surface and,

eventually, explode. Compromise can
release tension by voicing disparate

opinions In a reasoned manner and then

arbitrating between them. Further-

more, without dissent, without extremes
of emotion and opinion, the liberal ideal

loses its meaning: openmlndedness and
tolerance must be felt as well as known.

Smoke gets

in my eyes
Some evenings the paranoiac in me

rises to the surface. It lets loose all the
suspicions and speculations th^t I have
regarding the real motivation and mean-
ing behind events here—be they frivo-

lous or ominous.
What is really at issue here at Williams

College this January 1982? It is whether
or not we will continue to have the pheno-
menon of Winter Study. In more lucid
moments that thought comes through
clearly.

Viewpoint
Yet this month has gone by without the

spotlight really being focused on this

issue. Winter Study has faded Into the
background, giving up the stage to

the problem of sexual harassment.
Noi only did lust seem rampant on

campus—the authorities were spineless,
powerless to discipline the perpetrators!
Decent people of both sexes were the vic-
tims, right? It has to be true; it even
reached the wire services.

I'll bet you thought all that was impor-
tant. A crisis of our times in the truest
sense. The constant harassment was
wearing us thin. Unable to concentrate
on anything else, theCollegeleapt unhes-
itatingly Into the breach-intellectually,
emotionally, and with a notable degree
of creativity. Panel discussions, work-
shops, special counseling services; we
got the works.

In the beginning I saw this month as a
test case. If you had always wanted to

write anovel or get started on that Nobel
prize research , do It this month.Prove
the value of Winter Study by making
some kind ot Intellectual quantum Jump.
Make some sort of extraordinary cere-

bral effort because there -Is a growing
feeling among the faculty that we would
be l)etter served by having more of the
total immersion that makes up the regu-
lar semesters. The strung out mode
brought on by an onerous workload is

seen as the most productive. Ergo, Win-
ter Study should be scuttled, to our mut-
ual benefit.

I do not think that it is some kind of

academic sin that Winter Study has
\tecome a chance to come up for air, in

addition to whatever else it may be. I can
reacquaint myself with the world's bound-

less variety, some of which I have forgot-

ten as the focus slowly narrows from
September to December.

Now I can step back from the whole

nasty mess and see the diversion that has

been spawned. I can even admire the

timing and the choice of Issues and tech-

niques which guaranteed enough agita-

tion and rhetoric needed to make us

forget alx)ut Winter Study as an issue.

Under the din of voices raised In right-

eous anger against sexual affrontery I

thought I heard another sound. It was a

faint, urgent, desperate cry, the

whimper of a wounded animal. Perhaps
It was the dying gasp of the Winter Study

we knew?
Peggy Stevenson

SIDESHOW by SUTTON
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Organizing the Berkshire poor
by James Foley

The Western Massachusetts
Labor Action has probably
talked to you on the street, in

the dining halls, at campus
events. After hearing their story, if you
said you were interested and volun-
teered your name and phone number,
they likely called you, as many as two,
six, or a dozen times. They start off by
telling horror stories about the suffering
of the pwor, and the unrecognized
worker, and their immediate assertive-

ness and ambiguity leave many puzzled.
Who are these guys anyway?
WMLA was formed In the early 1970's

in Adams, Massachusetts in order to

organize the poor, those worJters who
have been labeled "unskilled," those in

communities which only offer low-
paying, unsafe, temporary jobs.thoseon
fixed Incomes, those with no rights or
protection under existing labor legisla-

tion or the protection of unionization.
These are the people the WMLA calls the
"unrecognized worker,"' estimated by
the National Labor Federation (the par-
ent organization of the WMLA and sev-
eral other local organizing efforts) to be
"over fifty per cent of the U.S. work
force."

To serve these workers, theWMLA has
organized several programs to keep
Berkshire residents alive during the cold
winter months. They cut and distribute
firewood in the Pittsfield and Adams
area, distribute donated clothing and
food, and help members, most of whom
don't have phones, fight Illegal heat shut-

offs by Massachusetts Electric.

Heating is the biggest concern for

Berkshire residents during the winter
months. The WMLA estimates that as
many as eighty per cent of heat cut-offs
are either mistaken or blatantly illegal.

While other organizations such as Com-
munity Action often help mediate and
resolve billing disputes, WMLA often
finds it necessary to act as a policing

body, enforcing payment agreements
and protecting the rights of the sick and
elderly. Their efforts are complicated by
Massachusetts Electrlc's understaffed
and often inaccessible complaint office

in Boston. <

Little faith in the government

Although they badly need and grate-

fully accept donations, WMLA functions

without aid from either the government
or large, privately run charities. Recog-
nizing the insolvency of most of its mem-
bership, they ask an optional sixty-two

cents per month from everyone, and
larger donations from those that can
afford to give them. Most can't.

The donation they want most is time,

time spent in the community organizing.

Ironically, a large amount of their effort

Is expended trying to get volunteers to

help, and only a few nights or days per
week are spent actually giving help.

Even the heating battles and clothing

and food distribution are not ends in

themselves— providing short-term
assistance builds a dangerous depend-
ence which can become damaging as
soon as the benefits run dry. In the words
of one organizer, "This Is only a band-
aid; we need to arrange for permanent
change in their living conditions."

Despite the handicaps inherent in self-

reliance, they persist in their efforts to

bind the poorest workers together into a
united front. It is Important, they say, for

workers to reach political self-

sufficiency. The poor can no longer
afford to depend on the kindness-at-

whlm of the government. Even in times
of fiscal generosity, money allocated for

social welfare often falls to trickle down
to the people who need it most.
Organizing such an alienated and dem-

oralized group brings a unique set of

problems. Because they feel powerless,
many local residents turn to alcoholism
which, coupled with unhealthy working
and living conditions, makes them physi-

cally incapable of full-time participa-

tion. As it is now, many of the full-time

organizers are in poor health.

In addition, Americans are more
mobile now than they used to be, which

greatest amount of time to give, provide

the surest solution to the problem of

understaffing, hence the persistent

phone calls.

But students and WMLA organizers

"Due to the failures of th6 government and past

organizing efforts (including the efforts of the WMLA
six years ago), poor workers are apt to place little

faith in outside assistance."

hurts the sense of community vital to any

long-term organizational effort. Due to

the failures of the government and past

organizing efforts (including the efforts

of the WMLA six years ago), poor

workers are apt to place little faith in

outside assistance. The WMLA hopes to

instill more trust, once it grows: for now,

and perhaps for good, they need help

from more able-bodied and better-

spirited organizers.

Student involvement

College students, who often have the
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sometimes have conflicting interests.

Though WMLA gives a full education In

the plight of the poor and unemployed,
teaches members how to repair cars,

and teaches how to organize, they point

out that they are "not into consciousness-

raising, we're Into doing something."

Since a college student has chosen to

live in an atmosphere where his main
task is Intellectual growth and experi-

mentation, as opposed to full-time

community participation, he is accus-

tomed to "consciousness-raising" as a

way of dealing with political and social

issues. In the case of the lower class'

plight, most of us here can only try to

sympathize from positions of personal

good fortune, without any personal rea-

son for wanting to work for change.

Instead of becoming actively Involved,

student volunteers canvass in the sur-

rounding area, help distribute wood, or

make posters or phone calls, then begin

to feel as though they don't know why
they are helping. Many leave WMLA
feeling somewhat confused. It isdifficult

to be working in the interests of people

who have lived their entire ll\yes without

equal rights, an adequate amount of

money, or equal opportunity, when we
have never been in such a position- and
have little understanding of what their

interests are. As a WMLA organizer

commented, "Someone who's In it for

altruism or satisfaction—they're not

gonna last. We're doing this because it

needs* to be done." Conveying that

urgency to an affluent student tiody such

as ours is difficult.

Finally, the biggest problem faced by
organizers of all kinds, but especially

am'ong students, is "radical burn-oiit,"

the feeling that change is impossible.

With little support from co-workers, one
often lacks faith that he has enough
power to effect change.

In spite of those problems, the WMLA
presses on. If they are successful, the
unrecognized worker will be recognized,
as a powerful political force able not only
to make his voice heard, but to ensure
that his interests are served.
Good luck, folks. It's not going to be

easy.

TANGENTS by Grod;ans

EPHRAIM by Banevicius
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WASH
by Jeffrey H. Brainard

Williams Against Sexual
Harassment (WASH) last week
answered Administration offi-

cials' charges of irresponsibil-

ity regarding the press release
it sent to alMut 50 media groups
on Tuesday, January 12,

announcing an anti-harassment
rally.

"We felt the Williams com-
munity should know about the

problem of sexual harass-

.
meni," said Jeff Menzer '82.

"The rally. was a newsworthy
event. The Administration
should not and does not have a

monopoly on the flow of infor-

mation to the media."

Constructive coverage

"WASH feels it did something
constructive, although many
don't like the way the press

release was handled," he con-

cluded. "But we thought It was
the only way we could get

changes."
"I don't think they gave much

thought to the statement's

potential Impact," said Dlrec-

^or of Public Information Ray
Boyer.

He said the local newspapers
"represented the issue very

fairly," but explained that the

AP and UPI wire services ran

the story of sexual harassment
at Williams In a very condensed
version which, he suggested,

did not adequately reflect the

facts.

"Imagine trying to take this

issue, which engendered five

hours of panel discussion here

irresponsibility
on campus, and boiling it down
to a 15-second radio news spot or
a three paragraph news story,"

Boyer said.

Distortion fault of press

Debbie Gregg %2 said the

press did not distort the story at

Williams any more than other

stories.

"You can choose either to

never Inform the press on any-

thing or, when you do, to realize

that It's the press, and not the

people Involved In the story,

that distort the truth," she said.

Boyer said he thought the

press release could have dis-

cussed sexual harassment as a

wide-ranging problem in

society and at Williams In par-

ticular and that It could have
emphasized the attempt to find

solutions on campus, such as the

panel discussion. WASH'S press

release announced only Its rally

on Thursday, January 14, and
made no mention of the panel.

"Where WASH could have
taken credit for consciousness-

raising, we wound up with a
dirty little 'cover-up' story
which was of no value to

anyone," Boyer said.

Menzer claims the media sen-

sationalized the issue and that

WASH members emphasized
WASH'S goals and the larger
issues of sexual harassment in

society to the reporters.

"11 was the Administration's

Job to publicize the panel," he
said. "We didn't want to hurt or

co-opt the panel by associating

it with WASH In the press

release."

Goals reevaluated

WASH also reviewed Its goals
In light of Chandler's response
to harassment questions.
Menzer said WASH plans to

"work with the Colby review
committee, to help the Dean's
Office to letter define sexual
harassment and to make sug-

gestions to help change the cli-

mate on campus which fosters

sexual harassment."
Menzer added that WASH will

soon send a letter to students
asking them to encourage the

faculty to approve the interim
discipline arrangement at their

February 10 meeting, which
would allow O'Connor to handle
all sexual harassment cases
until the Colby committee
releases Its recommendations
for changing the disciplinary

process at the end of the spring
semester.

Open Lines

Gregg and Susan Smith '82

have formed a group called

"Open Lines," which, accord-
ing to Gregg, will offer emo-
tional support and counseling
for Individuals who want to dis-

cuss personal problems or "hot
Issues" on campus, such as sex-

ual harassment or campus
alcoholism.

Although Gregg Is a member
of WASH and the Feminist
Alliance, she stressed that Open
Lines Is not associated with
either group.

"We felt that as a counseling
group, Open Lines should not be
politically oriented," she said.

WSP proposals
Continued from Page 1

"extended course" spanning 16

weeks, and two 14-week semes-
ters with no Winter Study.

Faculty research month
Taylor outlined the faculty

month as a time for research

and writing to develop "effec-

tive teachers." Taylor's plan is

based upon his belief that "the

most important resource a col-

lege has is its faculty." He did

not specify what students
should do during the month.
Moomaw's alternative Is to

offer an "extended course" that

would Include the Winter Study
period as part of the regular

semester's work. The student

could choose between an
extended course and a regular

During the Semi-IVnnual Clearance at

Salvatore's

Special Group of

Capezio
Leotards and Tights are now

V2 PRICE

|l«US>ONH,il*ll i

CONCERNED WITH FASHION.
FIT AND OUAUTY

Monday
Draft Beer Night

Pabst Beer 64 oz.

pitcliers $1.50

7 pm - 12 midnight

Tuesday
Prime Time
(reduced prices)

Wednesday, Feb. 3

Michelob Light Night

Assorted Micheiob Advertising

to be given away, 9-12

The Purple Pub
Bank Street
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Winter Study course.

Both the "Gang" and the

Review Committee are consid-

ering 14 'week semesters with

January final exams. Both
calendar proposals are similar.

"One great speaker"
Professors Robert Dalzell

and Charles Karells joined to

present a "general studies"

curriculum for January. Stu-

dents In their freshman and Jun-

ior years would be required to

take a seminar on a single topic

drawing from all three div-

isions. Saniple topics Include

"The Seas" and "The 12th Cen-

tury." Students would remain In

the same seminar group for their

freshman and junior years, "to

get some sense of the difference

that specialized study makes,"
according to the written prop-

osal. Sophomores and seniors

would be exempt from any aca-

demic requirement in January.

Karells added that College

money might be pooled tfa bring

In "one great speaker" for the

seminars.

Co-chairman Greene empha-
sized that the proposals
are ''merely drafts" of a final

plan. The- Review Committee
will evaluate all proposals from
the College community, and
subsequently present two com-
plete programs for a faculty

vote. If neither program wins a
60 per cent majority of the vot-

ing faculty, Winter Study would
retain Its present form.

WILUAMSTOWN, MASS.
01267

9> 458-5717

%
Thursday

Vodita Night

Any Vodica drini(

$1.00

Friday

Lunch speciai

Beer and Deii

Sandwich with i.D.

$2.00

NOTE: Lunch served Monday-Saturday 11:30-2:00 p.m.

Best Deli in town!

WINTER CLOTHING

CLEARANCE!

20 - 50 % OFF
all winter clothing.

96 Water St.

Open Sundays, Tool GOffnCE
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Kaos killer stalks campus
by Jenny Bicks

Joe Williams. 3' 10". Brown hair.

Brown eyes. Normal height. Normal
weight. But there is something in his

eyes, a black, evil gleam. And in his

coat pocket he carries a small blue plastic gun.

Joe has not slept In his room for three weeks. Joe

is a professional K.A.O.S. player.

The aim of this "game" (Killing As Organized

Sport) is sickenlngly clear: "To be the last

remaining assassin in the field of enlisted killers

-simply, to kill and not be killed." They couldn't

fool me by calling It a ' 'sport.
'

' I knew it for what it

really was; an obsession which had turned Joe

Williams - smart, alert, good-natured -into a sick,

roaming psychopath. With this in mind 1 set out to

find the elusive Mr. Williams.

Undercover killer

Joe's friends don't know him anymore. When
questioned, his roommate stated, "Joe Williams?

Nope, doesn't ring a bell." His bed was made.
Dust was gathering. That was O.K., I had other

leads. Administration was little help. Yes, there

was a Joe Williams registered, but he had yet to

arrive at his Winter Study class.

I searched undaunted, studying every nook and
cranny the campus had to offer. Library carrels,

locker rooms, milk machines, all proved fruit-

less. I had given up for the day when a strange

.sensation came over me. Walking outside Baxter,

I knew 1 was being watched.Turning quickly, I

caught a glimpse of a small periscope sticking out

of a nearby snowbank. I ran toward it, but It was
too late. 1 had been shot.

"I'm sorry," Joe apologized to me later. "You
just can't ever be sure, you know?" I nodded in

understanding. Joe had made me conduct the

Interview In a closet so I doubted he could see me
nodding, but I did it anyway. You have to humor
these types.

Rules for murder

Briefly, Joe explained the rules of the game.
You are given the Bio sheet of another player with
information on physical looks as well as hang-

outs. You stalk, you kill. There must be no more
than two witnesses to the killing. Once killed, your
victim hands over his victim's sheet and you must
now stalk this player. This continues until only

two people remain. Simple, yet deadly.

Joe was in a tense mood; the night before he had
shot the wrong guy In the bathroom of the Log. "It

was a basic mistake," he explained."A lot of peo-

ple look the same from the back.
'

' He still chooses

this location for the best kills. "It's the best place

to catch guys with their guard down."
Girls, he concedes, are hardertoklll. Lastweek

he had to seduce his victim's roommate to get to

the top of her bunk bed. He waited there until 3: 42

Continued on Page 8

REVIEWS
Messengers send a

garbled note
Waves of both confusion and

triumph hit me on Saturday

night as I watched Art Blakey
and the Jazz Messengers spew

by Will Layman

out ninety minutes of undenia-

bly driving rhythms on the

stage of Chapln Hall.

Largely, the music was a tri-

umph, or 9t least should have
been had It been amplified cor-

rectly. Blakey, the leader and
drummer, has been taking

young musicians under his wing
for a quarter century and mold-
ing them Into units that crackle

with fire. This group, a sextet,

was as tight and explosive as
any Blakey has led. Art's drum-
ming looked effortless. He
hardly took a solo, but was
clearly at the center of each per-

formance, setting its mood and
guiding the soloists.

The evening's catalyst though

was Blakey's young, remarka-
ble trumpet player, Wyntbn
Marsalls. Only twenty years

old, Marsalls joined the Mes-
sengers a year ago, has since

become the musical director,

having Just released his first

album on Columbia. The trum-
peter took the first solo of the

night, and the audience was his.

His solos used leaps and slides

not expected from the trumpet,
sounding like Eric Dolphy in

their appropriate angularity.

Marsalls' feature, a ballad,

was the high point of the show.

Wynton's sound and style nego-

tiated a near perfect comprom-
ise between the sounds of

Clifford Brown arid of Miles
Davis that have dominated jazz

trumpet playing for years but

have rarely been molded
together. On the ballad, Marsa-

lls held back at the right

moments, playing like a much
more experienced musician,

and allowed his tone to speak as

loudly as his choice of notes. We
were very lucky to see Wynton
Marsalls. His promise for the

future is unlimited.

So much for the triumph. My
frtistratlon is more compli-

cated. Essentially, I couldn't

hear the music. The tight

ensemble passages that are the

trademark of the Messenger

were muddled and lost, the solos

by both the sax players were

only partially audible, and the

rhythm section sounding pop-

ping but rarely streamlined.

Nearly all use of Individual

dynamics were wiped out—if

the horns played softly we just

couldn ' t hear them . I 'm not sure

who or what Is guilty—the hall,

the sound system . . . but It was a
terrible shame. It sounded as If

things were turned up too loud,

and with a music as complex
and emotive (emotive means
happy and sad) as jazz, what
needs to be maximized is sub-

tlety and NOT VOLUME.
Under the difficult conditions

of sound quality, it Is partially

understandable that the
audience reacted more to the

bravura and drum rolls of jazz

than to Its central pulse of inter-

play and ambivalent emotions.

But jazz, Blakey's jazz,

deserves a better hearing. Until

that time, jazz, a music that nat-

urally combines the musical
seriousness and dedication
associated with "Classical"
music and the emotional imme-
diacy and power of popular

sounds, seems doomed to carry,

unfairly, the small audiences of

classical music and a lack of

serious attention on its

shoulders. With young'players

like Wynton Marsalls on the

horizon, the time to start listen-

ing is now.

Seth IhiKovoy teaches John Stlilwell about cheating and betrayal In Cap and Bells' production of "Amerl

caiBHffalo.'
(Farley)

American Buffalo:

Worth the nickel
Secondhand Rose relocated at

Jesup Hall? Americana com-
mercialized? Early arrlvers to

' the Cap and Bells' production of

by Rosanne Harlo

David Mamet's American Buf-

falo could only speculate as to

what was In store. Sarah Horo-
witz's set design, a colorful

assemblage of discarded junk
on the shelves of a used-articles

shop, could not fall to pique the

interest of the audience.

American Buffalo unfolds on

several levels. Three male char-

acters, on the bottom rung of the

social ladder, plan a heist of a

supposedly valuable coin collec-

tion, the tip-off coming from a

man who had paid $90 for a

Buffalo-head nickel. A simple

premise such as this by Itself

could have become tedious In Its

reliance on character develop-

ment. Yet because it wrestles

with some universal questions,

the premise instead makes for

sustaining drama. Friendship

and loyalty are pitted against

the greed of cut-throat business,

and one wonders which will

eventually take priority. In the

last moments of the second act.

In a rather brilliant and subtle

reworking of the new Testa-

ment scene in which Christ

heals the Roman soldier after

Peter rashly slices his ear, we
realize that betrayal Is over-

come by forgiveness, and loy-

alty triumphs.

John Stlilwell was convincing

In the role of Don Dubrow, prop-

rietor of the resale shop.

Seth Rogovoy as Teach, Don's

friend and colleague, put In a
remarkable performance. His

character propelled the play as

he systematically undermined
loyalties for business' sake.

The role of Bob, Don's
pathetic gopher, was well-

handled by Marc Wolf.
Throughout the play Bob cries

out for mothering as a nervous

kid who alms to please.

Artistic director Shawn Lov-

ley orchestrated an often grip-

ping and generally satisfying

production, bringing to life a
slice of America, a slice of

human nature.

Continued on Page 8

Recycling

program
barrels on

by Derede Arthur

Large barrels In a comer of

every dorm are evidence that

recycling at Williams is alive

and well—in fact more so this

year than ever before.

Nan Jenks-Jay of the Center
for "£nvifo1imental Studies'

believes the recycling program
has the efficiency and breadth

of organization this year that it

lacked before. The program's
goal is to develop a consistent

recycling service on campus,
generate enthusiasm among
students for the effort, and keep
it going from year to year. The
effort has met with notable but

varying degrees of success, said

Jenks-Jay.

Collection sites set up

The student Recycling Com-
mittee was allocated $1200 this

year: $600 from the College

Council and $600 from the Pro-

vost's Office. The group bought

three barrels for each dorm
(one for each color of bottle

glass), costly weather-proof
rubber containers to take mate-

rials to collection points on
campus, and printed signs for

each site. The program also

employs two work-study stu-

dents who spend a few hours

each week with a truck and
driver from Buildings and
Grounds taking the materials to

the central recycling bins.

Two organizations from
North Adams, the Northern
Berkshire Retarded Citizens

and the Northern Berkshire
Counseling Center, (NBCC)
periodically take the glass,

aluminum and newspapers col-

lected to recycling centers In

Connecticut and New York. Wil-

liams receives no payment for

the materials, Jenks-Jay
explained, but it is nearly
impossible to eliminate middle-

men such as theNBCC becauseof
prohibitive transportation costs

and the time, expense, and
Injury risk of cleaning glass and
aluminum.

Energy savings

Why the concern with recy-

Continued on Page 8
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CwMiid* Revifited:

A worthwhile trip?
Last Tuesday, the Readers'

Theatre of Cap and Bells pre-

miered Joan Simpson Bums'
(pi»aw« Revlalted In a staged

by Merritt Mayher and
Carolya Scott

reading directed by Marc de La
Bruyere. The play attempts to

realize the characters of George
Bernard Shaw's Candida in

1913, a period fifteen years
later. Feminist issues raised by
Candida's reevaluatlon of the

wife/mother role assigned to

her by Shaw, were discussed by
a panel following the reading.

The question of what happens
Irfter the curtain falls poses an
interesting premise. The curios-

ity produced by this theatrical

seed, coupled with the strong

performances of the actress

generated Hie strength of Can-
dida Revisited. However, this

strength was; quietly gnawed
upon by weaknesses inboth the

:;readlng and the play.

l^ These difficulties inherent in

•the staged reading of any play
were not completely overcome
in the preaentatton of Gaodlda
Bevlaited. Coordination
lietween narrator and charac-
tens was not always smooth and
the performers frequently
tSpcike too quickly as if in an
eltert to maintain the audien-

pe't attention due to the lack of

[Action. In directing, a dear
,^ough distinction lietween a

reading and a full production
was not made. The readers
neither consistently read to the

audience nor interacted solely

amongst themselves, oblivious

to the watchers.

The play Itself, though car-

rled well by the flow of dialogue,

suffered from lack of action.

Many of the opportunities for

focused conflict, such as the

actual meeting of Candida and
Marchbanks after 15 years or

the definition of a specific inci-

dent upon which Candida's dis-

satisfaction could be centered,

never materialized, leaving the

dialogue to tend toward cliches

and platitudes.

The ensuing discussion
attempted to evaluate and Can-
dida Revisited as a feminist or

anti-feminist play, the question

of Candida's development as
progressive or regressive, and
the extent to which society influ-

enced and restricted Candida's
goals. /

An elegant b^ance:
Bartok & Brahms
Last Friday's concert In

Brooks-Rogers was essentially

an out-of-town opening for a ser-

ies of performances soon to be

by Jeffrey Perry

held by theUniversity of Massa-
chusetts music faculty In Bos-
ton's Jordan Hall. The program
consisted of two solid works,
Bartok's Sonata for Two Pianos

TONIGHT

Let It Be Lowenbrau
discounts, prizes and giveaways

WEDNESDAY
Back by popular demand

JIM BAYLISS/guitar and vocals

THURSDAY
Happy Hour At The Log

(Note cKange from Friday)

The Log will be open Friday and Saturday night
(no happy hour Friday) - closed Sunday night

oaffiiicM

and Percussion and Brahms'
Trio in C. Op. 87, for piano and
strings. Both Bartok and
Brahms were composers whose
music requires performers to

find a delicate balance between
classical precision and clarity

on one hand, and sensitivity to

nuance and color on the other.

Friday's performance did jus-

tice to txtth pieces, failing to

maintain this balance only in a

few minor instances.

Prof. Peter Tanner and his

student, Thomas Myron, made
short work of the percussion

parts to the Bartok work, and
two other U. Mass. professors,

Nigel Coxe and Marlon Gaffney

,

succeeded In communicating
the dual role of the piano in Bar-
tok's music—as an 88-keyed

orchestra somewhat in the tra-

dition of Liszt, and as a

sort of ultimate percussion
Instrument.

Brahms' piano trios hold

much the same place in his out-

put as string quartets do in Bee-
thoven's; they are summation
state-of-the-art master-works
intended for a small audience of

connoisseurs. Unlike the late

Beethoven quartets, however,
the Brahms trios are extro-

verted enough to appeal to eve-

ryone, while retaining all sorts

of surprises for the trained lis-

tener as well. The U. Mass. per-

formers succeeded In great
measure at managing to bring
out many subtleties which make,
the work live and breathe.

1982-83 Financial Aid Forms must be
picked up by Friday, Feb, 5,

applicants who missed last week's meet-
ing must attend a required meeting on
Wednesday. Feb 3. at 7 p.m. in 11 Hop-
kins. ALL FORMS ARE DUE MONDAY.
MARCH 1.

K.A.O.S. killer—
Continued from Page 7

a.m. when he made a successful kill. It seems that Joe has an
idiosyncratic habit of taking down the exact time of his killings.

Later, he checks them out with his blorhythms. "Every little lead

helps," he concedes.

Out of eighty starting players only about ten remain , Joe is one of

them, "Now with the amateurs put away we can really start play-

ing," he explains. "Going after beginners Is like taking candy from
a baby."

,

Cautiously I broached the subject: did he think this game Is safe
psychologically? "Admittedly, I'm paranoid." he answered.
"There are little things. I don't sleep at night. I check under the
beds. I booby trap the doors with tin cans. I carry three guns at all

times In case one breaks. Yeah, I guess It affects me a little."

It seems this "game" has addictive qualities. Asked If we would
play again Joe cryptically answered, "I don't want to play again,
but I will."

On January 23, 1982, at 10: 43 am, Joe Williams was savagely
gunned down in the shower. His murderer, clad In ski mask and
trench coat, is still loose.

Recycling program

—

Letters

Continued from Page 7

cling? Allen Doyle '83, a
member of the Recycling Com-
mittee, cited the energy saved
by recycling as the primary rea-

son. Aluminum, he noted, "is

one of the most energy-
intensive industries." It takes
nearly ten times as much
energy to make a new can as to

recycle one.

A recent Wllliamstown ordi-

nance prohibiting the dumping
of newspapers Into the nearly
full town landfill will force the
College to dispose of papers in

another way, said Jenks-Jay.
Recycling is the logical alterna-

tive, said Doyle.
Another Committee member,

Susan Williams '82, feels the
recycling program is effective
"tor the first time since I've

been here." She noted, how-
ever, that student response to

recycling varies greatly. Some
recycling bins are consistently

Dr. Irving J. Tanzman, F.A.A.O.
Dr. Thomas R. Maselli

OPTOMETRISTS
Specializing in contact

lenses and students'

visual problems.

85 MAIN STREET
NORTH ADAMS, MA. 01247

662-2020
663-5845

full, while others are empty
week after week or filled with
garbage, she said.

Students questioned gener-
ally felt that while most of the
College knows about the recy-
cling program, many students
do not bother to contribute to the
collecting bins.

"Students use wastebask-
ets," said Leigh Repko '84. "It's

the way we were brought up. I

don't think most students are
willing to put forth the extra
effort." Repko, a resident of

Mission park, has seen garbage
and even an armchair dumped
in the recycling bins.

Several students also felt that

recycling could be promoted
more than it has l)een. In most
houses, announcements were
made at the ijeglnning of the

year, but little has been said

since, they said.

"I was really Impressed with

the response we got," Jenks-

Jay commented. She l)elleves

use of the recycling bins wUl
become habitual if they stay In

convenient locations and the

program continues to be well-

organized.

Beyond the College, the future

of recycling in Massachusetts

looks bright. The Massachu-

setts bottle bill, which provides

for a five-cent deposit on all

beer and soda bottles and cans,

was passed recently over Gov-

ernor King's veto. It will go into

effect In January 1983. Doyle,

noting the success of bottle bills

In Vermont, Maine, and Connec-

ticut, anticipates "tremendous

savings on municipal dump
sites," including a 10-20 per cent

decrease in the volume of glass

deposited In landfill sites.

The Versatility Cut by
Women today want versatility. They're career women, mothers

hostesses, wives, homemakers and students, all rolled into one This
IS why a versatile cut is so important. No longer does a Woman have
to be locked into one look. The shoulder length allows for both
romantic long looks and many updo alternatives. A perm base can
give the styles extra body.

Pictured here are just a few versions of this look for today's versa-
tile woman. '

CUP mop

Call for an
appointment or

just walk In on
Spring Street

Wllliamstown 458-9167

OR Pittsftold 447-9576, 443-9819; Bennington, Vt. (802) 442-98^3

Continued from Page 2

They might have realized that it was
not the members of WASH who created
"an atmosphere of suspicion. " Rather,
these students were responding to an
atmosphere set for them by an adminis-
tration guilty of inconsistent responses
to a serious issue, maintaining an
unreasonable level of secrecy, and mak-
ing contradictory statements to con-
cerned students, parents and media.

If the editors believed with good rea-

son, as do many members of WASH, that

they had been reppatedly lied to by the

deans, they might not have hesitated to

compile their facts from reliable sources

which happen to contradict the Dean s

Office. Indeed, I hope journalistic integ-

rity would have forced them to do so.

Seen from WASH'S perspective, call-

ing the media does not seem a rash act.

Attendance by WASH at an endless ser-

ies of individual and group meetings with
deans seemingly intent upon Ignoring
the significant moral and procedural
issues raised by the two incidents bred
frustration. It became obvious that more
pressure than a few hundred individuals

could exert was needed to generate an
adequate response to these Issues,

Although the Record believes that

WASH should give the Administration
more credit for creating the January
13th forum, an investigation of how that

forum came into being might have
helped explain why WASH members
might not agree. The deans did not

create the panel by themselves. In fact,

many of the same Individuals who form
WASH were responsible for lobbying for

and organizing the forum the Record
lauds so. They know that it was theirown
hard work, not only the Ijenevolence of

the Dean's Office, which initiated discus-

sion of the issue on a college-wide level.

Had the editors of the Record chosen

to look lieyond their limited perspec-

tives, they might have understood that

the goal of WASH'S action was not

"merely to cause alarm," but rather to

press action on Important procedural

issues upon a sometimes intransigent

Administration,

Christopher D. Lamh, 'K2

Imposed upon

To the editor:

The past few weeks, I admit, I have
passively listened to the main voices on
campus talking about sexual harass-

ment. I say passively because I could not

be active without being sure of the facts.

The problem is, I did not know the facts,

nor do I pretend to know them now. That
is not why I am writing.

I feel I must speak up because I am
tired. I am tired of having things said for

me. I am tired of t)eing imposed upon by
the wishes of a small minority, I am con-

cerned about the problems of rape and
sexual harassment,* But my concern
should not be confused with the crusade
that it has come to be on this campus.
This image has been promoted by a

small minority who are resorting to sen-

sationalism and the psuedo-terrorist tac-

tics of making "demands." Sensation-

alism and these "demands" are

causing you to lose the support of those

you seek to represent, those you seem to

need most; the majority of students

here.

"The majority of men and women at

Wiiliams are, I believe, concerned about
the issue. However, by allowing Willi-

ams to become a sideshow attraction,

you have only served to alienate your
potential supporters.

The statement quoted in last week's
Record proves my point: ",

, , but when
you're doing a story on sexual harass-

ment , this.is the place to go, " How isan we
allow Williams to become a freakshow
for the sake of a cause??
Just as the rights of the victims have

been infringed upon, so too, have the
rigtits of the other students involved, and
so too, have the rights of the Williams

students. You have infringed upon my
rights, I have had television cameras fol-

low me as I walk from Spring Street to

Baxter Hall, You have forced me to play

bystander and participant to your cru-

sade. You have forced unnecessary con-

cern from my family and friends who
have read stories unproportional to the

problem.

Although I am concerned about sexual

harassment, I now feel compelled to

explain my concern. Sexual harassment
is a potentially serious problem. But the

overdone nature of the publicity sur-

rounding harassment at Williams has

confused the issue, Williams is still rela-

tively safe— if conscious precautions are

taken, such as locking doors, and walk-

ing in groups. These are not unreasona-

ble'things; they set a pattern that we will

all have to follow once we leave these

Ivory Towers, Harassment is not special

to Williams—it has become part of our

society due to changing social values.

Hopefully, as society adjusts to the

newly-formed attitudes and roles,

harassment will be eliminated. But to

expect it to disappear because this is Wil-

liams, or because there was a publicized

incident here, is an unreasonable expec-

tation. The elimination of sexual harass-

ment is a goal to be worked toward:

changing society's attitudes takes time.

Susan Rosenzweig '8S

Farley faulty

I'd like to take Issue with Steve Far-

ley's Outlook in the January 19 issue of

the Record. I'll go through some of my
objections point by point.

Farley mentions that counseling, dem-
onstrations and Tracy Dick's comments
about responsibility "obviously" makes
the college seem a "battleground where
rape is an everyday occurrence." I don't

see that this is an "obvious" conclusion

at all or that anyone has suggested it is.

As for Tong supposedly talking about the

harassing nature of "looking, touching,

and other forms of human contact, " Far-

ley neglects the qualifier "unwanted."
Tills small inclusion changes "contact"

from human to inhumane.
The statement (though, I assume,

facetious) "The Williams Feminist

Alliance is the only organization the bat-

tered Williams women can turn to for

help, " makes some implicit assumptions
I'd like to counter. First, the counseling

is for "harassment," not battery specifi-

cally. Second, battery has occurred at

Williams and on other campuses. Third,

the Williams Feminist Alliance is not the

counseling organization in question.

Similarly, to skip ahead, Farley's com-
ments at the end of the article suggest

the same bias: of course the WFA, like

any other organization or club on cam-
pus, does not claim to represent the

views of the whole school or its women.
Would Farley make the same defensive

remarks about other organizations? I

find it curious that he confuses the WFA
with WASH and with the new counseling

service; perhaps this confusion is due to

feeling threatened, orsimply to a neglect

of the facts.

Last, I'd like to point out what is per-

haps the underlying semantic and logi-

cal confusion of Farley's whole article:

he equates "respect" with "coolness,"

"aloofness," and "frigid," "robotic,"

"self-orbital," "blank" expressioned
people; furthermore, he implies that the

general consensus is that the "problem"
is due to too much contact between the

sexes, which he counters with the sug-

gestion that it is due to too little. I person-

ally can't see that "respect" implies

"frigidity" (an unfortunate choice of

word in this context ) , not that any one

has implied that sexual harassment is a

matter of too much warmth and Inti-

macy between the sexes.

Whether I agree with Steve Farley or

not, I wish he would at least have had the

fairness and yes, respect, not to misre-

present the role of the WFA, the counsel-

ing service, or Professor Tong's
comments. Judging from his language
and tone, 1 guess Farley thought that

would simply have been too "cool" and
"frigid" an approach.

Riikka Melartin '82

Track squad pulls out meet
by Steven J. Serenska

In an exciting conclusion to

Friday night's meet, the Willi-

ams Winter Track team took
seven firsts In the last eleven
events to edge out Springfield,

Westfleld, and Albany State In a
closely matched four-way
contest.

In the meet's last event, the

two mile relay, the Williams
t^am was boosted by an excep-
tionally strong performance by
senior co-captaln Charlie Von
Arentschlldt, who eliminated

the distance between him and
the leaders of the race and put

Williams out In front by a con-

siderable margin. The Ephmen
went on to win the race and the

meet with a final score of Willi-

ams 64, Springfield 61, West-

field 26, and Albany 23.

High-Jumps soon

The Williams high-jumpers
scored another impressive
sweep of their event to put Willi-

ams In position to take the lead

halfway through the meet. Seth

Toney '85 wdh the event with a

leap of 6'0", with Paul Toland
'85 following In second, and
Cameron Burns '85 tied for

third.

Co-captaln Jeff Poggl '82 won
the 60 meter hurdles and then

returned to take an important

third In the 600 dash, enabling

Ihe Ephs to tie Springfield for

the lead. Von Arentschlldt fol-

lowed Poggl's performance
with a victory in the 440 yd. dash

with a time of 50.8, bringing Wil-

liams closer to the thrilling

finish.

Williams and Springfield

exchanged the lead several

times during the final minutes

of the contest, but several out-

standing efforts allowed Willi-

ams to ultimately triumph.

Riinners break away

Micah Taylor '8'2 blazed to a

first place finish in the 60 meter
dash with a time of 6.3 seconds.

In the next event, the half nlile,

Bennett Yort '84 broke free

from a tight pack and held on to

win a close race with a time of

2: 04.5.

In the 2 mile run, John Nelson
'84 easily defeated the field for

the second week in a row to give

Williams the lead going into the

final two events. Nelson's time

of 9:40.4 was over ten seconds

better than his nearest competi-

tor's performance.

The team, whose record now
stands at five wins and one loss,

does not compete this weekend,

but plays host thefoUowlng week-

end to Fltchburg, Worcester,

and Assumption.

BEER SPECIALS!
Michelob 12 pak 12 oz. NR
Weideman 12 oz. NR
Molsons 12 oz. NR
Tuborg 12 oz. NR
Labatts 12 oz. NR

Schmidts Carling

$ 5.49 each
5.99/case

11.99/case

7.99/case
1 1 .49/case

Rheingold
• 16 oz. Returnable bottles 7.49/ca8e

plus 2.50 deposit

y2 PRICE IMPORTED BEER SPECIAL
John Corage English Beer

6 pack - 3.50 - Case - 13.99

WEST PACKAGE STORE
ROUTE 2

BETWEEN N.A. AND WILLIAMSTOWN
663-6081

Leave your name for our 2nd semester

package deal and be in on our drawing. You

may get all your books free!

Reiui's
COLLEGE BOOK STORE. INC
WIL LIAMSTOWN. MASS 01267

WHILE THEY LAST!!

SKI SALE!

M(i S/tfU, iHe.
IMon, - Sal. 9-5:30

Thurs. 9 • 9
MASTER CARD VISA

Spring Street 458 36os Wllliamstown
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Raquetmen beat Yale,

West Point, Rochester
with their coach In Japan

and their sixth rank player
out sick, the men's squash
team came through with a
great week, winning three
matches including a tremend-
ous win over Yale. The three
victories moved the team's
record to 12-1 and sets them as
one of the top teams In the
country.

The Ephmen rolled over
Rochester Saturday by an 81
tally. The match was a sur-

prise because the team
thought that Rochester was
not coming' as most athletics

Saturday were cancelled due
to the weather. The team had
practice and was leaving the
court as Rochester arrived,
but the players managed to

muster enough strength to

drop the visitors.

Depth sinks Yale

The highlight of the week,
and maybe of the season, was
the win over Yale, the third

ranked team in the country
last year. Yale won three out
of the top four matches, but
depth was in the Ephmen's
favor. Winscame from seniors

Phil Adams, Sam Natarajan

and Kennon Miller, and sopho-
mores Bill Nau/ and Jamie
King, giving Williams a 5-4

margin. King's match was the

deciding factor as his 3-1 win
broke a 4-4 deadlock in

matches.

The win was especially
satisfying because senior Tad
Chase was out sick. His
absence all week hurt the
team because he is a very con-
sistent winner at the number
six position.

The first win of the week,was
over Army last Tuesday. Willi-

ams topped the Cadets 6-3 with
the top six Ephmen all taking
their matches. The strong win
in what was expected to t>e a
tough match got the week off

to a good start for the Ephs.

Coach in Japan

Coach Sean Sloane is away
in Japan giving squash clinics

so the team has been entirely

self-governed all week. Cap-
tain Kennon Miller has run the
practices and kept everything
under control.

The team faces a tough
match Wednesday against
Dartmouth on the Big Green's
home courts.

Hockey nipped in Chicago
by Rich Leavitt

A come-from-behind, overtime win by Augs-
burg over the Ephmen in the championshipgame
of the Lake Forest Tournament ended the wee-
kend on a disappointing note for the Williams
hockey team. Williams was the defending cham-
pion of the tourney.

With just under thirty seconds to play, Augs-
burg beat goalie Dan Finn '84 to tie the game at
three and send it into overtime. Augsburg scored
late in the first overtime period to clinch the game
and to take the title from the defending champs.
As has been their style for much of the year, the

Ephs built up a lead only to see it fade. Dan Finn
was nothing short of fantastic In the goal and held
Augsburg who possesses an 18-1 record to only
four goals. Freshman Mark Winters opened the
scoring as he fired home a slapshot to give the
Ephs a 1-0 lead. Scoring leader Ed Finn '83 added
to the lead by netting his twelfth goal of the
season. -

Augsburg fought back from the early deficit

and the game was tied at two midway through the
third period. Things looked good for Williams
when the ever present Doug Jebb '82 scored with
just seven minutes remaining, but the Ephs'
hopes were dashed when AugSburg scored with
less than half a minute left to play.

Scoring just 44 seconds into overtime, senior

standout Dave Calabro boosted the Ephs to a
three to two triumph over the Bowdoln Polar
Bears in the opening round of the tournament.
Calabro, who has been playing exceptional
hockey for the last few games, broke in on the
Bowdoln goalie after a great lead pass from
senior linemate Doub Jebb and fired the puck
upstairs for the winning goal.
Vallee got Williams on the scoreboard early in

the first period as he scored following a face-off In
the Bowdoln end. The Polar Bears, however,
swarmed all over the Ephs in their own zone and
only fine goaltendlng by Finn kept them from
scoring during a hard skating, physical first

period of play. Senior Greg Jacobson netted a
goal in the second period to provide Williams with
a 2-0 lead.

Bowdoln scored early in the third period on a
picture perfect passing play to shorten the Ephs'
lead to one goal. Williams appeared to have
wrapped up the game with just over two minutes
to play in the third period when junior Bob Brow-
nell lit up the red light. The referee, however,
called the goal back ruling that the puck had
already been blown dead.

With only 47 seconds remaining, Bowdoln
scored after a scramble in front of Dan Finn. The
score was knotted at two to send the game into
overtime paving the way for Calabro's heroics.

Hoopsters hold on to take two

f!?"!*"*?^
Kennon MUlerwinds upduring three victory week lor

•quMhteam,

by John Clayton

The basketball team pulled
out two wins last week to raise
their record to 7-3. The Ephmen
beat Connecticut College 67-57

on Sunday afternoon and Trin-
ity 60-56 Wednesday night. Both
games wer^ decided in the final

minutes.

Although Williams led for

most of the second half at Con-
necticut, the home team cut the
lead to two with less than three
minutes left. However, effec-

tive stalling and rebounding—
especially a Scott Olesen tip of a
missed Art Pldoriano foul
shot—kept the Ephmen in

control.

Point guard Al Lewis led all

scorers with 19 points. Jeff
Fasulo, Steve O'Day and Pldori-
ano had 12 each.

The first half contained a lot

of streaky play. Williams
jumped out quickly, leading 7-0

and 22-11. But Connecticut came
back, scoring ten straight and
eventually taking a 27-26 lead.

The Ephmen then went on a 14

point run, scoring the last eight

points of the first half and the

first six of the second half.

Fasulo and O'Day had six points

apiece in that streak.

Connecticut chipped away at

the 40-27 lead during the rest of

the second half, coming within

two at 49-47 and 55-53 before Wil-

liams pulled away.
Williams led for much of the

Trinity game but had to come
from behind in the last four min-
utes to get the win.

Down 52-50 with four minutes
left, the Ephmen got layups
from center O'Day and forward
John McNicholas (on a feed

from Lewis). Trinity tied it up,

but MpNicholas drew an offen-

sive foul and O'Day put up a shot

that crept in over the rim to give

Williams a 56-54 lead with 1:42

left.

Trinity missed their next

shot, and the Ephs stalled with

the ball long enough so that

Trinity was forced to foul to try

SPORT SHORTS
< Wrestlers vanquished

The varsity wrestling team tra-
veled to Norwich, VT Saturday and
dominated a quad-meet, winning the
majority of individual head to head
matches and drawing this comment
from Coach Joe Dailey, "That was the
best they've wrestled this year, they
wrestled real well. I was very
pleased."

, Despite their success, the team lost
to each of the three other teams
because of forfeits suffered in three of
the ten weight classes. Norwich and
MIT each took their 18 forfeit points
and edged out the Williams seven
man squad 25-24 and 24-17, respec-
tively. Keene St. also used forfeit
points to slip by the Ephmen 17-15.

There were several standout per-
formers for the young Williams team.
In the 128 pound division, John Dono-
van '83 went three for three to up his
season record to 9-0-1, while sopho-
more Chris Woodworth stretched his
unbeaten streak to 9-0 with a pin and
two other tough wins in the 177 lb.

class. Also remaining undefeated was
JMf May "85, who won this third

match with a five-point throw in the
final seconds to extend his streak into
double digiU (10-0).

Two other wrestlers made large
cantributions. John Leahy '84 got a

pin en route to a 2-1 afternoon. Lee
Ordeman won his first two matches in

the 167 pound division but Injured his
shoulder and was unable to wrestle
against MIT.

After the meet, it was decided that
another five hour drive in the blizzard
would be unfeasible, so the team
stayed overnight in Norwich, a place
one team member called "probably
one of the most boring places in the
world." They returned Sunday.
The team faces MIT again Satur-

day, this time in a one-on-one meet in
Lasell Gymnasium.

Squash rolls

Led by junior captain Barb RIefler,
the women's squash team romped
over "Hamilton," Thursday, winning
every match for a 7-0 score. The win
evened the team's record at 2-2.

With only two seniors in the top
seven. Head Coach Renzi Lamb con-
siders this a rebuilding year. He com-
mented that the team is Improving
every match, but that Ivy League
schools are still superior because of
more experienced players.
The team will take on one of the Ivy

League's toughest teams this after-
noon when Yale comes to town.
Number seven player Mary Pyn-

chon has left for the second semester
and will be replaced by junior Liz

Cole.

Skiers quick

In the first full carnival (alpine and
cross cotjntry) of the year, both the

men's and women's ski teams fin-

ished fifth In -30degree conditions this

weekend at the University of New
Hampshire. The carnival Included

the top ten Division I teams In the

East with a total of 240 cross country

and alpine racers.

Women's captain Trlcia Hellman
'84 took sixth place in the giant slalom

for the best Williams finish.

Injuries hurt the team as numbe?
two alpine racer for the men, sopho-

more Crawford Lyons '84, tore a liga-

ment in his knee during practice last

week. The extent of the Injury Is not

known. He may return to action In a

few weeks.

Women's captain Brenda Mailman
'82 suffered from hypothermia during

the competition. She will be fine for

next week, but her performance Sat-

urday was hurt.

Dartmouth College won the men's
Carnival, breaking the University of

Vermont's 24 carnival winning
streak. Middlebury took the women's
overall title.

to get the ball back. A few foul
shots later, the Ephs had the 60-

56 victory.

"Going to the man-to-man
defense was a big factor In the
comeback," Coach Peck said.
"It took them out of their
offense." Williams went to the
man-to-man about halfway
through the second half.

"We also had better help from
the l)ench," Peck continued.

"Ed Schmidt and Johnny Mac
(McNicholas) played well." We
went into the freeze well—when
we wanted to hold the ball and
not shoot at the end."

Lewis had an outstanding

shooting night, going six for

seven in the game, six for six in

the first half. O'Day was the

rebounding and scoring leader

with 16 points and eight bounds.
He scored mostiof his points on
lay-ups and jumpers Inside the

key.

The Ephmen play at Middleb-
ury tonight and go to Maine for

Bowdoln and Bates this
weekend.

Ephwomen win
last-second

thriller
by Dave Woodworth

Tracy Burrows '84 hit k layup on a feed from
Terry Dancewltz '82 with less than a minute to

play to break a 46-all tie and Cathy- Evans '83 hit

the front end of a one-and-one with thirteen

seconds left to give Williams a 49-46 win over
Hamilton on Thursday.
Co-captaln Dancewltz had a game-high 22

points and pulled down 10 rebounds in leading the

Ephwomen to their second straight victory.

Evans and Kay Lackey '85 contributed eight

points apiece, while Lackey added nine relwunds.
Kim Swank scored 18 and played a strong floor

game for the losers.

Defense hangs Hamilton

Coach Sue Hudson-Hamblin gave the credit to

Williams' tough man-to-man defense. "It put
pressure on the ball, and kept Hamilton from set-

ting up for good shots. We started out In a zone,
but were quickly forced out of it by their outside
shooting. On offense, Hamilton's man defense
gave us a lot of options, and we hit the shots given
to us (45 per cent from the floor)."

Again, Hudson-Hamblin stressed the play of the
freshmen as an element essential to the win.
"They learned to handle the pressure, and it

showed in the closing moments. The team never
lost confidence and kept Its cool."

The win evened Williams' record at 2-2 on the
year.
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House transfers may be curbed
Room shuffling threatens house unity
House transfer procedures would be considera-

bly tightened In an attempt to Improve house
unity under proposals from a Housing Committee
subcommittee on transfers to be presented to the
full commfttee tonight.

The Dean's Office would decide all house
changes on the basis of student grievances.
Transfers would also designate a housing cate-
gory preference, not the house-by-house ranking
that is used now. This Is designed to Insure that
students transfer because they have reason to
leave their current house, not because they prefer
to move into a specific house.

Transfers sap houses

"The present transfer system," states the
report, "has been designed to accommodate all

students who wish to change rooms with or with-
out a change in affiliation. This encourages stu-

dents to seek their own interests . . . rather than
diverting energy into the Residential House sys-

tem." Transfers also lead to class imbalances
and create divisions among house groups, con-
tinued the report.

The subcommittee suggests a request form
which requires reasons for any house change.
This form would be submitted to the Dean's
Office, which would evaluate the case in consulta-
tion with the House president in order to find an
internal solution, namely a room change within
the house.

Internal unity

If no internal solution is agreed upon, the Dean
would consult with the student and then decide
whether a change of affiliation is warranted. If

the Dean does not find merit in the request, the

student should again seek a compromise solution

through the house president, the report suggests.

"It is stressed that the Dean should consider a
case meritorious if it is clearly demonstrated that

a student's current situation Is impairing their

ability to function as a member of the College
community," the report emphasized.
"Any such move should reflect a genuine inabil-

ity to live In one's current environment. It should
not reflect a desire to be with friends or to

improve one's physical surroundings," it

continued.

Perry House President Tim Caffrey '82

explained the reasons for this suggested change
in policy at a Housing Committee meeting last

week. "If we are to remain committed to the resi-

dential house system, then the transfer should
have no place at this college. It should be an
extreme exception, not the rule that It Is." (See

page S).

In each of the past two years, more than 200

students used the current transfer policy, which
was instituted six years ago.

Under that procedure, transfers list their fif-

teen housing preferences in order and are
assigned available rooms after each house has set

aside 25 per cent of empty rooms for freshman
inclusion.

Dodd, Fitch-Currier and all of the Greylock
houses drew the most transfer requests last year.

Prospect and the Mission Park houses provided
the most transfer students, according to then

Dean of Housing Kathy McNally.

This transfer pattern gave Dodd House 68

senior members this year, while leaving 15

seniors in all of Mission Park.
Housing Committee co-chairman Kathleen

Merrlgan emphasized that this report Is only a

first step in the review of the transfer system. "The

Housing Committee will discuss the report at its

meeting tonight and may have an open meeting in

the future to examine transfer alternatives.

Despite the tentative nature of the report, stu-

Continued on Page 5

Construction continue* on the t4.9 mlMlon addition to 'he WUUams

Art Museum In Lawrence HaU despite hazards caused by wtater

weather. A January thaw accompanied hy heavy '••»» P'»"P**»

makeshift protection against mudslides. The concrete «o«"*""«" «

almost complete, and an 80-foot crane began InsUUIng »terf B«'de«

last week. Some parts of the buUdIng may be ready foroccupancy by

fall

Williams

attracts

wealthy
by Peter Nicholas

Nearly two-thirds of Willi-

ams' freshman class estimated
their parental Income to be
more than $40,000 a year,

according to a Cooperative
Institutional Research Poll con-

ducted jointly by the American
Council on Education and the

University of California at Los
Angeles.

The survey, administered dur-

ing registration, questioned
freshmen about dozens of

issues. Including their personal

objectives, political orientation

and family background.
One-fifth of the class of 1985

placed their family Income at

$100,000 or more. These esti-

mates show an increase com-
pared to 1979 freshmen, half of

whom thought their parents
earned $40,000 or more, while 10

per cent believed their parents
fell into the $100,000 range.

Income disparity

The disparity between the

Incomes of the parents of the

freshman class and the other

families in the United States is

substantial. Only three per cent

of all American families earn

$50,000 a year or more, while

half of the parents of the class of

'85 fall into this Income bracket.

Despite this affluence, 31 per

cent of the class receives some
Continued on Page 6

James Hodgklns
(Farley)

Keller resigns
by Sara Ferris

Director of food services Ross Keller will leave Williams at

the end of May to become Innkeeper at the Asticou Inn In Nor-

theast Harbor, Maine. James Hodgklns, current assistant direc-

tor, will replace Keller.

Keller attributed his decision to leave to "just an interest in

living in Maine.We've been interested in moving to Maine for

some years—when this opportunity came along, we took It."

The 75-room Asticou Inn is located near Acadia National

Park on Mount Desert Island off the coast of Maine.

No major changes
Hodgklns said he plans no major changes in the food service

operations. "Things at this point are going well, and I'd like to

keep it that way," remarked Hodgklns. "It's really going to be a
smooth, uneventful transition."

He predicted that "problems will depend on what the eco-

nomic pressures are." Hodgklns will be responsible for a budget

of over $3 million and more than 100 full- ''me employees.

Keller presided over considerable food service change dur-

ing his six years here. In response to a charge from President

John Chandler to streamline dining facilities, Keller orches-

trated the closing of Row House dining facilities last year.

Vegetarian victory

He listed as his most important accomplishments "the

broadening of the menu and the introduction of vegetarian

items." Keller also Instituted a system of unit managers for the

dining halls.

Chandler praised Keller's performance. "He has responded

with exceptional Imagination to the diverse palates and prefer-

ences of students in a period when Americans have become
keenly interested in food."

Food service experience

Keller is a 1948 graduate of the University of Missouri where

he majored in business administration. After stints with the

Stouffer Corporation and the Sheraton Hotel, he joined the food

service staff of St. Lawrence University where he remained

until coming here In 1976. Keller's wife Carolyn is secretary to

the Chaplains' Office.

Hodgklns has been the assistant food service director since

1970. He graduated from the University of New Hampshire in

1965, majoring in hotel and restaurant administration. Before

coming to Williams he worked for Saga Administrative Corpora-

tion, a large college food service.

Chandler announced the formation of a search committee of

students and staff members to evaluate candidates to replace

Hodgklns as assistant director.

INSIDE THE RECORD
• Oudook examines

campus

politics P 4

• SALT negotiator

warns of NATO
disaster p. 5

• WiUiams'

culinary

delights p. 7

• Hockey triumphs

in fifth

straight p. 12
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TANGENTS by Grodzins
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Freedom from Choice?
The student Housing Committee has recently addressed the prob-

lem of diminishing house unity. A dramatic increase in house transfers
over the last few years has brought this topic to the forefront of housing
issues.

A high rate of house transfers is only a symptom, not a cause, of

house disunity. By focusing discussion on methods to block transfer
requests, the Housing Committee presumes that adding red tape to the
transfer process will make students happier with their housing lot.

Certainly this is an easy way to discourage transfers, but such a solution

ignores the source of transfer requests.

At the roots of the house transfer issue are the very goals of the
Residential House System. Students are encouraged to form bonds
within the house. The Housing Committee proposal, on the other hand,
would discourage people from transferring to join friends in other
houses.

Administrative efforts to keep students within a house and yet keep
them from becoming cliquish are self-defeating. Students must be
allowed to decide for themselves what degree of unity they seek within a
house. Unity must be facilitated, not forced.

If students are presented with avenues for social occasions, they
will choose to stay with a house. An attempt to obstruct house transfers
will only be seen as another lost freedom—the distress call of ' 'encroach-
ment on student privileges" that is so frequently heard. The Housing
Committee must address the causes of the problem, not merely patch
over the results.

A Thankless Job
Six years ago, Ross Keller came to the College Food Service with a

difficult task—improve the quality and variety of meals, and also cut
costs. Despite the inherent contradiction in the task, Mr. Keller per-
formed his job well, leaving Williams students with a food service that
we frequently take for granted.

Before Keller arrived, students had virtually no choice of what to
eat. Diners had to enjoy the one entree or go hungry. Keller added a
second entree, vegetarian selections, and "theme" dinners, while
expanding the menu to avoid repeat meals.

The Committee on the 80s order to close Row House dining was not a
popular move, and Keller fielded a lot of complaints about it. By working
with the student Food Service Committee, though, he made great pro-
gress in easing the transition to the streamlined dining system.

At every college it is fashionable to make jokes about the cafeteria
food, and Williams is no exception. It is no small feat to cook three meals
a day, seven days a week for nearly 2000 people. Ross Keller has done
fine work in a rather thankless job, and his leadership will be missed.

QUOTATION OF THE WEEK

'W/iy don't I hey servo you GOOD food here?'

—a Little Brother in Baxter
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Letter
Review revisited

To the editor:

I was grateful to the Record for print-

ing a review of the recent staged reading
of my play. Candida Revisited. Unfortu-

nately, your reviewer missed the point.

The play was poking gentle fun at cliches

and platitudes and George Bernard
Shaw, marriage, feminism, etc.

Far more important was the signifi-

cance of the evening for Williams thea-

tre. Cap and Bells was inaugurating
staged readings followed by panel dis-

cussions as a means of helping play-

wrights form their work before fully

mounted productions were attempted as
a way of benefiting the audience intel-

lectually. All of those concerned with the

play deserved, and received that even-

ing, the thanks of the audience.
Your reviewer had little to say about

the panel, which was perhaps the most
important part of the evening. The pane-
lists provided the discriminating review
that the reading needed. Delightfully,

interpretations varied so widely that

they produced, in effect, new texts which
depended for their construction on the

personalities and educational back-
grounds of the panelists. This of course
was al true of the review you
published.

1 should mention one other Important
aspect of that evening. It produced an
interesting dilemma for the Feminist

Alliance, for they had to decide whether
to support the production of a work with
which they did not entirely agree.

Clearly, they made the right decision. An
enormously fruitful discussion ensued on
the night of the reading when Elizabeth
Jex from the Feminist Alliance stated

quite rightly that some of their premises
were being attacked. She might also

rightly have noted that anti-femlnlsts

were being attacked even more strongly.

All of these aspects added to the occa-

sion's value and I am hoping that by
bringing them to the attention of the stu-

dents at Williams further evenings of

this sort, equally controversial, will

occ"''- Mrs. James M. Burns

Letters policy
The Williams Record welcomes letters

in response to Issues raised in the news-

paper. To meet space limitations, we
request that all letters be kept under^SO

words, and that they be typed 57 charac-

ters wide. The deadline for letters Is 2: 00

P.M. Sundays.

The viewpoint column on the Op-ed

page is a space reserved for commen-
tary on new issues previously addressed

in other Record articles or letters. We
would like to avoid using the Viewpoint

space as a column for rebuttal of Record
articles. Viewpoints should also be typed

57 characters wide, not exceeding 400

words in length. The Viewpoint deadline

is 12: 00 noon each Sunday. While we will

try to print all letters we receive, we can-

not guarantee publication of every View-

point submitted.

EPHRAIM by Banevicius

1

Qp'ed February 9, 1982

Eds. Note: Tliis eulogy is delivered one
weel( after tlie third anniversary of Sid

Vicious' death.

by Duffy Graham
Friends, fellow Williams students,

Americans, world citizens: I come to

bury Sid Vicious, not to praise him.

The good that men do lives after them,

the bad we bury with their bones. But
since there was little good atx)ut Sid, and
since we could hardly classify him as a

real "man," we have only the bad to

remember him by, and by that bad I—
we—must judge him accordingly.

The establishment, and the established

press had no respect for him. They had

no respect for him, so why should I, con-

sidering all the respect we have for such

respectable institutions as the establish-

ment and the established press, who

Duffy Graham

In Memory of Sid Vicious
have a vested interest in the established

social order.

Onstage as a bass player for the Sex
Pistols, or off-stage as a human-player in

any of his various habitats, Sid was the

same— pasty-skinned and anemic,
scrawny and scowling, loutish and lub-

berly. And, Sid was confused.

Sid confused tieing resourceful with

being ridiculous. Onstage, if he wanted
to bleed, he would lean over a conve-

niently pogolng girl in front of the stage
so that her head would bash and smash
his nose; then he would let the blood flow

freely over himself. Offstage, he could be
equally ridiculous. One time he came

SIDESHOW by SUTTON

home to find a favorite pair of blue Jeans

ripped and shredded, so he meticulously

patched them up with dozens of safety

pins he found lying about the place.

Sid confused being honest with being

self-deprecating. When accused of being

The Cool Out
a terrible bass player, he replied, "I

think I'm the worst bass player in the

world."

Sid confused l)eing self-expressive

through personal appearance with being

unfit for presentation as a human in the

modern world. This was true from his

spiked hair to his 90 pound torso, from
the chain and padlock he wore around his

neck to the black leather straps he wore
on his wrists, from the button he glee-

fully sported which read, "I'm a Mess,"
to the telling track marks on his arms.
Yes, they had no respect for Sid, and

we know how respectable they are. They
do not spit in your face (like Sid); they

say, "I'm sorry, we just don't have a job

for you at the moment . . . come back
some other time." They do not boast

their trackmarks; they drink at socially

acceptable occasions. They do not mend
their pants with safety pins; they take

them to the tailor.

Some mistaken observers mistook
Sid's personality. One said, "Sid is some-
how alluring." Another said he was
sweet. Said another, "Under that tough
exterior was a real nice guy."
No nice guy is convicted for assault. No

sweet guy says of a fellow band member,
with a sly grin on his face, "I'd sell his

soul for anything." No alluring guy
greets his audience at the Longhorn Ball-

room, in Dallas, Texas, "Ya cowboy
faggots."

Yet, believe It or not, Sid had fans.

Sid's fans saw Sid as smart, insightful,

perceptive; saw critics as scurrilous,

scandalous, slanderous. Sid's fans felt

Sid had feelings, too, and that he was
making constructive comments about

Paul Sabbah

The Cold War
by Paul Sabbah

Well, It's winter cold season, and I must

have been the first to find out. I've had

two sinus stuffers already, and those

cold remedies you hear about on T.V.

aren't helping matters much.
The first time through, I caught my

annual, never-falls, gets-ln-the-way-of-

fun-Wlnter-Study-three-week-head-cold

PANORAMA
extravaganza (that's pronounced as one

word, by the way). I felt It coming on

during the drive up January 3rd, so

immediately upon arrival, I tried

remedy number one: drown a cold, feed

a fever. I made an honest effort at totally

flooding my body with various forms of

alcoholic beverages, but found that the

only result was perhaps the worst feeling

in the world: the simultaneous head cold

and hangover. For those of you who have

yet to experience this mode of living

death, you don't know true cotton-mouth.

You don't know what intestinal fortitude

really means. You've never torn the bass

control off your stereo. You've never

experienced pain from the base of your

skull down to your split ends.

Clearly, a new remedy was needed.

The T.V. told me to ask my local pharma-

cist, and T.V. knows best, so I trekked

down to Spring Street in search of relief.

The trip lasted four minutes, nineteen

sneezes, five coughs and one very grace-

ful plunge caused by an Ice-nlne forma-

tion near Sawyer.

Upon arrival, I assured the pharma-

cist that money was no object: I needed

relief and I was willing to pay the price.

What I got In return was quite a bit of

medicine but little relief. First, there

were decongestant tablets to be taken

every four hours, not exceeding twelve in

twenty four hours; cough syrup to be

taken every three to four hours, not

exceeding seven ounces In eight hours;

specially designed, new Improved,

laboratory tested, award winning,

softer-than-ever tissues, designed to, of

all things, wipe my nose; a bottle of new,

easier to swallow, 5000 mgs. Vitamin C
tablets, which were the size, taste, and

texture of golf balls; and finally, last but

not least, good ol', tried and true, moth-

er's Uttle helper, aspirin. I paid for every-

thing, asked for a shopping bag, and

trudged home in anticipation of genuine

relief. The next thing I remember is wak-

ing up In the Infirmary. Apparently, I'd

choked on a Vitamin C tablet, and my
roomies, after finding that shaking me
upside down was useless, decided to take

me to the Thompson.

After a brief recovery period, I

returned home and started going to

classes. Soon, however, my roommates
had barred me from the lecture halls

because my various, cold-induced, Ijod-

ily eruptions had made hearing the lec-

ture Impossible. Those rooms are truly

acoustically designed.

I sit now in my tiny room, wondering

how far off spring Is, occasionally cough-

ing, getting ahead in my reading while

occasionally sneezing on a page or two,

and keeping the tissues close at hand. I

guess all I can do now is wait, hope, and
breathe through my mouth.

the world which swirled about him.

But is it possible for a member of a

generation that came out of school with

no future, no jobs, and no chance to buy
decent clothes because he has no money
to be insightful? Is it possible that one
known for violent outbursts and drug
addiction could make constructive criti-

cisms of his society?

Sid wanted every person and every
nation to know, whether they wished him
well or 111, that he would pay any price,

bear any burden, meet any hardship,

support any friend, oppose any foe to

assure the destruction and failure of lib-

erty as we know it.

Sid knew all this would not be accomp-
lished after his group's single, "Anarchy
In the U.K." became number 1. He knew
It would not be completed even perhaps
in his lifetime on this planet. But he
wanted to begin.

Through the songs of his band and his

own life, Sid was saying, "In your hands,

fellow humans, more than mine, will rest

the final success or failure of our course.

"The next time the trumpet sounds, do
not be a fool, a tool be not. 'Give the

wrong time, stop a traffic line, your
future dreaming is a shopping scheme.'

Ask not what your country can do for

you, ask not what you can do for your

country. Ask what you can do for

yourself."

Sid did what he could for himself. As a

personal anthem, he adopted the Inno-

cent song, "My Way." Yet when he fin-

ished recording It, Innocent the song no
longer was. His version—a total bastar-

dization of the original, complete with

sniffles, raw guitar lines, and sexually

abusive language—Is a good example of

Sid at his best.

Yes, Sid did it his way. In the way he
lived and the way he died. And Sid was a
family man. He lovingly asked his

mother—good ol' mom—for enough
drugs to kill himself, and she lovingly

compiled and provided him with a lethal

dose ol heroin.

He lived In confusion, and died In it.

Now, we will never know ifhe stabbed his

girlfriend to death or not, but then again,

considering his usual condition, Sid prob-

ably did not know himself.

The IN thing
by Ronald Issen

Well, Williams is IN for the upcoming
year, as are over 200 other schools, per-

sons, places, foods, beauty techniques,

clothes, forms of entertainment,
manners and a potpourri of everything

else listed in the most recent edition of

Women's Wear Daily as being IN orOUT
for the new year.

Perusing through the lists was enough
to send chills up any wtould-be passe prep

spine. OUT, is "The Alligator," overly

layered dressing (careful you Exeter

Exiles), raccoon coats, all "preppy pro-

ducts," boat shoes (except on boats),

and of course, "anything mono-
grammed." In addition. If in, contact

lenses are OUT; so are status jeans

(goodbye Long Island, hello Nan-
tucket), while if "The Alligator " is

OUT, his skin Is IN, being the apropos

haute couture for any top drawer fashion

setter and reptile skin purse user.

Yet for true blue bloods, there is hope

on the horizon. Classic Tiffany wedding

bands, horse racing, bare feet, beer,

vodka, swearing, and George and Bar-

bara Bush (as any good Andover man
well should be) have all been ruled as IN

items for the following year.

And despite whatever shades of gloom
may have come over our gilded institu-

tion in the past month or so, Women's
Wear Daily proudly states that mar-
riage, falling In love, love affairs,

friends, and yes, feminine curves are all

still IN for the following year. For you
freshmen males still searching for Rom-
ance In The Snack Bar In The Third

Booth On The Left, this is it—you have
l)een granted a year's reprieve to still

make good.

As for food, TOFU gets a raspberry,

yet Lima Beans (lima beans, not green

Ijeans for heaven's sake! but, ugh, lima,

beans), the stuff you used to pay Fat

Eddie a quarter to eat for you at the

lunch table at PS 109, yes, those Peru-

vian Pieces of Poison are IN.

In addition to Williams, finally, Yale,

Dartmouth, Princeton, Brown, and Stan-

ford are all IN if you are also, while Har-

vard, Cornell (some things never

change—what's that smell . . . ?) and

"Big Midwestern Schools" are all passe.

Not surprisingly, Amherst didn't even

make the list.

To put It mildly, the dictates of fashion

have definitely changed from my fonder

days at Ashburton Elementary on Lone

Oak Drive (across from the old lady who
gave me cookies every day on the way
home) . The COOL KIDS all gotHo-Ho'sln

their lunches, which, of course, had a

certain prescribed method of Ingesting.

THE NERDS would just eat It all at once

but FOR THOSE WHO KNEW, you would

eat It by first carefully peeling the choco-

late covering off, bit by bit, unraveling

the cake, and eating the creamy filling

first, saving the devil's cake for last.

COOL KIDS got chocolate pudding

Snack Packs In their Scooby Doo lunch

boxes. NERDS got fruit pudding Snack

Pack cups In theirs (meaning they

wanted to be cool, but their Moms cared

about their nutrition). And the list went

on. The point Is, unlike Women's Wear
Dally, this list went on for all six years of

elementary school. And once established

as a NERD, you were finished, no matter

how many Ho-Ho's you tried to eat from

then on. Women's Wear Dally makes no

such final judgment; there Is, after all,

always next year for all you Sperry afi-

clanados So no complaints from the rest

of you "Whining and Complaining"

have been ruled OUT.
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Muddling through the Williams political scene
by Jon Tigar

Politics we bar,

They are not our bent;

On tiie wliole we are
Not intelligent

As we face the coming of a new
semester, bruised and bat-

tered from the Initial shock
of the return to academla, it

would be wise for us to examine our cur-

rent political situation here In the Purple
Valley (that hotbed of radical activism)

.

Every now and then, one can spot a Polit-

ical Animal on campus, although not
very often. The level of political ire

seems to fluctuate between a soft

whisper and a loud whisper, due, I sup-
pose, to a combination of isolation from
reality and the privilege of not needing to

care. So, in order to best equip the politi-

cal novice, and to refresh the memories
of everyone on the fourth floor of Sawyer,
who recently learned to his delight that
fraternities had been abolished, I pres-
ent a compendium of campus issues,

past and present, by no means complete.

Winter Study

The big one just recently. If you don't
remember it at all, try asking yourself
why you still have a hangover. Oh, yeah,
now you remember.
By last year, rumor had It, no one was

taking Winter Study seriously. Instead of
writing sophomore theses, or some such
thing, your average Ephperson drank,
talked till all hours of the night, skied
every day, or frequently left campus.
This year we became very serious: we
wore big yellow buttons with "Support
Winter Study" printed In flashy purple
letters. Some folks took that to mean that
they should bust their butts, and did, obs-
curing those of the hard-core, old-time
persuasion who think of Winter Study as
a well-deserved break.
The Trustees, who gauged public opin-

ion by holding a well-received reception
at the Log, seemed all In favor of keeping
Winter Study, but some faculty have dif-
ferent ideas. Which concept of the future
Winter Study prevails at any given time
is anyone's guess until we institute a wall
poster system similar to the one in
China. Something like a napkin board,
only thirty times bigger . . .

Now that Winter Study is over, the
adoption of a 'wait and see' policy would
only obliterate what little control the stu-
dent body has in the outcome of the
debate. The recommendation here is to
yell and scream loudly in the direction of
every administrator and committee that
claims to have any say in January's fate.

The CIA, here and elsewhere

The Central Intelligence Agency
received as much love and admiration
upon the occasion of their visit as Barry
Manllow gets airplay at WCFM. Their
recruiting effort coincided handily with
the visit of John Stockwell, the ex-
Agency agent, who echoed in his speech
the sentiments of the demonstrators at
OCC.
Rumor has it that the Agency now con-

ducts interviews disguised as an invest-
ment banking firm.

yell about dogs. We never managed to

save the furry little suckers, so they are
only a political issue Insofar as they
represent another loss for the student

body. If the administration ever tries to

convince you that you have control, just

ask about the dogs.

Racism

I thought I'd sneak a real issue in here
when nobody was looking. Why everyone
is so reticent to discuss racism has
always puzzled me, and I think our col-

lective inability to focus on the issue of

racism and resolve or correct it is the

biggest flaw in the campus political

make-up. The decision of over a decade
ago to admit, and often actively recruit

minorities into formerly all-white uni-

versities and colleges marked a depar-

Sexual Harassment

Oh, Christ, not this again. The problem
with the sexual harassment was not the
way WASH handled It or didn't, or the
way in which the Issue was presented to

the outside world by the local media,
even if those were the noisiest argu-
ments. The problem was inundation: all

the yelling and screaming came so fast

that no one was willing to digest it all.

Now everyone is sick of sexual harass-
ment as an issue but not as an occur-
rence, which is what the activists didn't

want. Where to now? Who knows?

The World

This one gets lumped together because
that's the view most people seem to take:

WE have no problems in WlUlamstown,

ture from the well-defined, oppressive
behavior models of the past. Minorities
had more freedom, but a greater burden
as well—that of living up to the demands
of a dominant culture. The Yankees who
had championed equality were less than
able to Ignore how threatened they felt

by the destruction of the old order.

Pressure to conform to the old white
way, already strong elsewhere, was
higher here. The Black Student Union
was formed as a haven for blacks, an
escape from the day-to-day pressure of

Williams life. In 1969, the BSU took over
Hopkins Hall. Having won recognition,
the BSU has never managed to win com-
plete acceptance or understanding. The
cross-burning last year proved that the
dividing line between blacks and whites
is still present and very strong.

The current debate in the BSU over
white membership/white participation
at BSU functions is not a campus-wide
issue by any means. What is of general
concern Is how quickly the issue of

racism disappeared after the intensity of

last year's discussions. It is always to the

whereas THE WORLD has problems.
Ergo, THEY have the problem. Refresh-
ingly, every once in a great while the real
world creeps in through the back door,
often under the guise of Williams' more

ignored or c) being so behind on the cur-
rent hot topic—try a week—that you
have become a Iwre.

On the agenda
Coming up on the roster for debate is

the proposal in the Housing Committee
to restructure the transfer process In
order to make it more difficult to
transfer without a strong reason, and
thereby promote house unity. This prop-
osal will no doubt raise a fuss in less pop-
ular houses and meet with approval In
popular houses trying to preserve the old
guard. Since the majority of students
live on campus, the transfer debate
should last until something better comes
along, which might take some time.

All in all, we Williams types aren't a
political lot at all, favoring what Imme-
diately concerns us over what concerns
the whole world. Many here speak as
though that makes us rather unusual,
but I'm not sure it does. A friend of my
father's who attended Harvard in the 60s
recalled only two demonstrations there
of any import.

The first demonstration concerned the
trees lining a particular street, which the
administration planned to chop down.
The second protested a proposal to
change the language of the diplomas
from Latin to English. One of the students
gave a brilliant speech In Latin, lost to all
but a few In the cheering mob below.
Granted, this fellow's stint at Harvard

preceded the Vietnam war, but the politi-
cal climate was not very different from
our own: conservative, peacetime, a
renewed fear of communism.
Why Is the student body so lackadaisi-

cal? The answer lies somewhere In the
political and economic makeup of the
class. Tuition, room and board now
exceed ten thousand dollars per year,
which automatically determines to a
certain extent who can attend Williams.

While a large number of students hold
jobs, only one-third are on financial aid,

an indication that students' families are
more likely than most to hold economic
power.

Not only do Eph family members hold
economic power, but a large percentage
of College students view pecuniary gain
as the prime goal of employment after
graduation. It is therefore unlikely in a
tightening economy and a conservative
political trend that a Williams student is

going to argue for changes In a system
which favors those Interests.

The worldwide political outlook which

"The CIA received as much love and admiration

as Barry Manilow gets airplay at WCFM."

"The level of political ire seems to fluctuate

between a soft whisper and a loud whisper."

Dogs
Freshmen probably find it amusing

that a large number of studious youth
abandoned their academic labors to con-
gregate on Baxter Lawn, make signs and

advantage of a dominant majority, in

this case white students, to maintain the
status quo, unless change would be to

mutual advantage. Social integration
beyond the current level would be benefi-
cial to everyone.

' 'activist' ' groups. In an age when James
Earl Carter, a man with a soft-spot for

interesting nuclear military technology
and a member of a segregated congrega-

tion, is called a liberal, It seems fitting

that any group advocating change be
labeled leftist.

The political Issues of the past year
include draft registration, nuclear disar-

mament, and United States participa-

tion in the military, economic, and
political affairs of El Salvador. All have
been championed and berated by the

same core of politically committed acti-

vists, all of whom have now banded
together Into the group which publishes

the Progressive Newsletter.

On the whole, the political situation is

unhealthy. If you take a stand on a world
Issue, you face the possibility of a) hav-
ing no group support at all or b) having
group support and being labeled a radi-

cal, which may or may not be to your
liking. If you take a stand on a campus
issue, you face the possibility of a) find-

ing yourself the subject of a caustic letter

in Parallax or the Record, b) being

favors the maximization of personal eco-
nomic Interests also relates to the dlspro-
portlonately large emphasis on
seemingly obscure campus issues—the
campus Issues with the most longevity,
such as row house dining, all concern
personal comfort and its maintenance
rather than questions of equity or social
reorder. Maintaining the status quo
turns out to be as advantageous In most
campus Instances as It Is in the real
world.

The campus activist, or even the dilet-

tante with a marginal Interest in political

trends, need go somewhere else than the
average student for his Information. It

seems clear that the long run can bring
only less involvement and more atten-
tion to the less Important things. As for
the chances of a complete compendium,
that will have to wait until we've stopped
paying attention to the outside world
altogether and the Dean's Office has
regained full control of the campus. That
would make the job much easier.
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Housing system should reflect diversity
by Tim Caffrey

In September of 1980, President Chandler
initiated a formal examination of what he per-
ceived to be problems with the Residential
House System at Williams. The problems that
he spoke of then continue to concern this cam-
pus. We lament the declining quality of student-
faculty relations, the growing division and
Isolation of student groups, the apparent rift
between social and academic pursuits.

In many ways, these problems are sympto-
matic of the declining role of a sense ofcommun-

VIEWPOINT
ity in our educational experiences. Yet the
widespread concern for this decline Is indicative
of the genuine commitment to the great poten-
tial of the residential college. As the Glfford
Committee correctly observed: "The primary
function of a residential college is to create and
sustain a residential ethos congenial to the for-
mal educational goals of the College. '

' The exact
nature bf this ethos is difficult to define. It is,

however, closely related to the College's com-
mitment to a spirit of learning that places as
much emphasis on what can be gained outside
the classroom as within.

Simply bringing together a group of Individu-
als committed to the Williams ideal does not
assure the creation of the ethos so vital to the
attainment of this Ideal. The problems enumer-
ated above indicate that the potential of our
community is not being realized. We must
exploit our diversity and common commitment,
through the Residential House System, In order
to profit most fully from what this community
holds.

Lewis Perry, son of Ephralm, spoke of this
wonderful diversity in addressing the members
of his beloved Tavern Club. He said: "We are a
group probably of over-contented individuals
whose charm is in the differences which consti-
tute our intimacies. Our closest friends are
those with whose opinions we do not agree,
whose prejudices we do not share, whose con-
versations we cannot understand."
At Williams we strive to understand those

whose opinions, ideas, and backgrrounds make
little sense to us. We do this because it Is only
through this process that we come to question
and understand ourselves and our world. All too
often, however, we are content simply to toler-
ate those with whom we would not agree. A
vibrant education, that to which we at Williams
are dedicated, cdmes not through tolerance but

through interaction: interaction fostering con-
crete friendships as well as concrete
antagonisms.
The value of such Interaction comes from our

diversity. But this value is lost when we struc-
ture a residential house system that allows us to
seek out those with whom we are comfortable
rather than those who make us nervous.

The fact that the formal educational goals of
this College are closely tied to a system of resi-

dential housing is not incidental. The Residen-
tial House System can provide the structure for
living an education. While our caution encour-
ages only a tepid participation in our commun-
ity, the residential house can provide a structure
within which the social and Intellectual pursuits
of students and faculty can be explored and nur-
tured. This can only be done, however, through a
conscious rededicatlon to the residential ethos
whose weaknesses we lament.
To strengthen this ethos we must concentrate

our diversity in a situation where education and
living are entwined; thus producing a forum, not
to be educated in, but In which to educate
ourselves.

The strengthening of this forum requires a
formal recommitment to the vitality of the resi-

dential house as the focus of a Williams educa-
tion. As such, we must re-examine the policies
that determine the fabric of our system. We
must revitalize freshman orientation in order
to instill In those who would enter this commun-
ity a sense of ourcommitment to the Residential
House System. We must examine our inclusion
process to ensure that It Is working to maintain
the balanced diversity so essential to a dynamic
house system. We must re-examine a transfer
system that places the whim of the individual
above the need for continuity and variation In
the residential house.

First and foremost, however, we must recom-
mit ourselves to the great potential of a residen-
tial house ethos and the Ideal Immortalized by
James Garfield. Only then can the enrichment
that comes through participating In our com-
munity be fully realized; and only then will our
community reflect the strength of the indlvldu
als who participate in It. In this light, the argu-
ment that It is the right of the Individual to live In
an environment tailored to his needs Is denied
and our commitment to the ideal College is

affirmed.

Eds. Note: Tim Caffrey, President of Perry
House, Is head of the Housing Committee's
Transfer subcommittee.

Wamke warns of

danger of militarism
by Jeffrey H. Bralnard

The United States could severely damage the NATO alliance if

It deploys medium-range nuclear weapons In Europe, claimedTPaul
Wamke, former U.S. SALT II negotiator, in a lecture here January

The U.S. decided in 1979 to station 572 cruise missiles and about
100 Pershing II ballistic missiles In several NATO countries as a
counterforce to 270 Soviet SS-20's targeted at European cities.

Wamke warned that this plan will cause "an absolutely absurd
confrontation" between the U.S. and its NATO allies.

"The affected countries agreed to the deployment on the condi-
tion that the U.S. explore arms control solutions making it unneces-
sary for the weapons to be deployed, " Wamke stated. "Now they're
having second thoughts."

Radioactive desert

Wamke explained that the Europeans f^ar a nuclear war fought
between the superpowers on European soli.

"They believe both the U.S. and the Soviet Union would rather
have Europe than their homelands turned into a radioactive
desert," he proposed.
As many as 400,000 European citizens have staged massive dem-

onstrations in opposition to deployment of the U.S. weapons. It

would now be almost politically impossible for any European
government to allow the weapons on its own territory, Wamke
observed.

Already, each superpower has 10,000 warheads aimed at the
other, so adding a few hundred extra "doesn't make much military
sense," he claimed.

He added that European governments fear the U.S. might rely too
heavily on a nuclear defense of Europe In the future. The Soviets
could invade with conventional forces, leaving U.S. officials the
choice of "giving up" Europe or starting World War III by launch-
ing a nuclear attack.

"Europe would be better defended by Improving our conven-
tional forces there," he Insisted.

East-West trade vital

"Arms negotiation Is a continuing necessity that does not dis-
appear because of our day-to-day differences," Warnke said.

Continued on Page 6

House transfers
Continued from Page 1

dent response has been strong.
Before seeing the recommenda-
tion, the College Council voted
last Wednesday to support the
current house transfer policy, in

response to rumors that the

transfer policy was going to be
tightened.

Caffrey remarked, "I thought
that was a very irresponsible

move." The subcommittee's
recommendation was not com-
pleted until yesterday.

Dr. Irving J. Tanzman, F.A.A.O.
Dr. Thomas R. Maselli

OPTOMETRISTS
Specializing in contact lenses and

students' visual problems.

85 MAIN STREET
NORTH ADAMS, MA. 01247

662-2020 — 663-5845

JOSEPH E. DEWEY

9:

Mon.

:00.5:00 ^,\\X^ ^^^ ^ Q ji^

WILLIAMSTOWN. MASS.
01267

^:
^^

^'

,5KS))»N "^^,
458-5717

VOK VALENTINE'S DAY
I want you to

love me,
neeti me
worship me,
adore me.

slay me a dragon
with your hare hands.

Inside: But I'll settle

for a box of chocolates.

96 Water St.

Open Sundays, Tool GOffAGE

MARKETING AND SALES
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

WESTPOINT PEPPERELL

A major Fortune 500 Corporation

will hold interviews for full time positions (for class

of 1982) and summer internships (for class of 1983)
on:

Monday, February 22 from 9:00 to 5:00

To make an appointment and learn more about West
Point Pepperell, contact the Office of Career
Counseling.

CLASSIFIEDS
Gradle- Get Ready,
It's Almost Time.

You will receive Further

Instructions Tomorrow.
One Mistake— I'll torch

them. Scorpio

O. wondrous, wondrous
bird! You fly so good.

"

—Fandrick Dunn 1969

"The Sun. the Thumb."

-F.D. 1971

DONNY MYKRANTZ!—
Happy Valentine's Day.

Hope You'll be mine. I'll

always be yours. Love-

It's Friday, and the storm
clouds are gathering over
Will iamstown— Ergo?

SWGSBiM seeks oral robbers
for religious experience.

Lost—Collie/St. Brnd. GId/white
Red Bandana Call 6232

PARCEL SERVICE 8:30-1:30. The
fVlole Hole Phone 458-8157. 10-2

Monday-Friday

Happy
Valentine's

Day
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Panel blasts nuclear weapons
Calling President Reagan's approach to the

Soviet Union "a horrible problem," Professor
.lames Mac(;rogor Burns outlined the United

Slates' difficulties in achieving a peaceful for

v'nin policy Sunday night in Brooks-Rogers as a

part of a four-man symposium called "Nuclear
War: A Community Issue."

Moderated by Chemistry Professor William
Moomaw, the panel speakers Included Presi-

dent of the College John Chandler and Juniors

Geoff Nunes and Rob Parenteau.

Physics Major Geoff Nunes explained the

effects in Wllllamstown of both a massive Soviet

retaliatory attack on the U.S. and of a so-called

limited nuclear war.
In event of a massive attack on a typical win-

ter day, said Nunes, one-third of the population

of Wllllamstown would survive the original fal-

lout from a hit on Schenectady's research reac-

tor 35 miles away.
However, for those lucky enough to be In shel-

ters at the time of the fallout, said Nunes, the

amount of radiation outside such shelters would
not fall to a survlvable level for at least a year.

Nunes estimated that almost no one would
finally survive such an attack.

A "limited" war, said Nunes, would be "the

end of life as we know It," with survivors living

In a world resembling the Stone Age.

Political Economy Major Rob Parenteau

claimed that the economic effects of arms

spending are a threat to national security as he

defined It. exacerbating unemployment and

inflation to dangerously undermine the

economy.
Parenteau argued that arms spending Is

inherently Inflationary, since Its products never

reach the marketplace. "When was the last time

you ever saw a neutron bomb on sale?" asked

Parenteau.

He also cited the 70 percent cost overruns of

1979 military spending, which cost taxpayers $86

billion. Profits from military contracts, con-

cluded Parenteau, mean "megabucks for mega-

corporations," noting that the director of

Rockwell International, a major arms pro-

ducer, is on the Williams Board of Trustees.

James MacGregor Burns pointed to "a revi-

val of a pattern of foreign policy-making" that

led to "anti-Bolshevlk hysteria" In the 1920's

and to "a most fanatical period" after World
War II.

In conclusion. Burns warned against placing
one's faith In a particular candidate or election,

saying that a long struggle would be required to

achieve any kind of lasting peaceful foreign
policy.

Freshmen surveyed
ConlHUied (rom Page 1

form of financial aid, according

to Admissions Office statistics.

Over 2.5 per cent of the fresh-

men identified themselves as

Catholics, making this the larg-

est single religious group on

campus. Various Protestant

denominations comprise over

,)() percent of the class, while

about 5 percent are Jewish.

Nearly 90 percent are white.

Academic attractions

Ninety per cent said they

came here for the "good aca-

demic record" of the College.

One-fifth also cited "special

educational programs" as a

very important reason for

choosing Williams. Another
fifth noted both the financial

assistance offered by the col-

lege and the advice of an alum-
nus as other important factors.

Politically, virtually two-
thirds of the freshmen describe

themselves as middle-of-the-

road or conservative, yet there

is a consensus for more govern-

TRAOITIONAL
INTERNATIONAL DINNER

Saturday, February 13th

INVITATIONS AVAILABLE IF INTERESTED
CALL X 6031 or X 6160

• You'll be MORE POPULAR

• You'll be MORE FAMOUS

—if you send yotjr Ideas, interests, propositions,

fantasies and trivialities to the

RECORD PERSONALS SECTION!

Five lines of 45 characters eacti cost a mere 25c |a pittance).

Deadline: Sunday 2 p,ni.

Annual Ski Sale

has started —
20% off

All Skis

All Poles

All Warm-ups & Bibs

All Turtlenecks

All Gloves & Mittens

All Hockey Equipment

All Boots

All Parkas

All Sweaters

All Woolrich parkas

and vests

All figure skates

All ski bags, gaiters

10% off Bindings

30-50% off selected clothing

and equipment

Stop In While the Selection

is Best!

g»((:s ^fici-u, inc.
MON.-SAT. 9-5:30

MASTERCARD VISA

Spring Street 4i8 360i Williamstown

STUDY ABROAD AT THE
ITHACA COLLEGE
LONDON CENTER

SEMESTER OR YEAR PROGRAM
ITHACA COLLEGE CREDIT

BRITISH FACULTY
COURSES — British and European studies are

offered in literature, history, art history, drama,

music, sociology, education, psychology,

communications, and politics Special program
oHared in Drama. Internships available to

qualified students In International Business, the

Social Services, and Communications.
Visits to the theatre, museums, galleries.

schools, social and political institutions are

an mtegral part of the curriculum.

For further Information write:

International Programs - SP
Ithaca College

Ithaca. New York 14850

ment intervention in the econ-

omy: 60 percent of the

respondents felt that govern-
ment was not protecting the

consumer, while more than 80

percent felt both that govei'n-

ment was not controlling pollu-

tion adequately, and that It

should work to discourage
energy use.

Conventional careers
Generally, respondents were

undecided about their careers,

although more students cited as
their probable occupations busi-

ness executive, lawyer, or phy-

sician. This may reflect the fact

that a greater percentage of the

class of '85's fathers are
employed in these three fields

than they are in any other pro-

fessions: 37 percent are busi-

nessmen, 12 percent are
doctors or dentists, and 11 per-

cent are lawyers.

Mothers of the incoming
freshmen are, according to the

survey, predominately full time
homemakers and, to a lesser

extent, businesswomen.
The survey also recorded

some differing opinions
between male and female
respondents. Half of the males
considered tfeing well-off finan-

cially to be a "very important"
objective, compared to 37 per-

cent of the females.

Wamke
Continued from Page 5

The U.S. could respond more
realistically to the Polish crisis,

asserted Wamke, if it better
understood both the Soviet
Union's Interest In maintaining
a "sphere of influence" in East-

ern Europe and the Western
Europeans' Interest in continu-

ing lucrative trade with the

Soviets.

"It would be unwise to try to

force the Western Europeans to

'toe the line' on sanctions

against the Soviets," he said.

"East-West trade is much more
important to the Europeans
than to the U.. West Germany
hopes for reunification with

East Germany and does not

want to risk losing current visit-

ing and repatriation rights with

East Germany by alienating the

Soviets."

The Soviets' domination of

Eastern Europe is "a regretta-

ble fact of life ... a tragedy,"
Wamke added, but the U.S.

"should not continue to be
heroes at somebody else's

expense."

THE CLIP SHOP

Hair Salon of the 80's

Pittsfield

447-9576

Williamstown
458-9167

Bennington, Vt.

(802) 442-9823

Call for an appointment, or just walk in
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Expensive as the best

Good as the best?

Editor's nitle:

ffilh the upcoming proceft 'of freihman inclution, many are

facing difficult choices with what we feel is often imperfect

knowledge. In order to alleviate this, we are running a review of

iipperclaas dining halts for the aid of the conrerneil freshman.

by ,1. Jeffry Louis III

It
is common knowledge that an inordinate amount of

New England's finest restaurants lie, inconspicu-

ously nested, in Northern Berkshire County. Never-
theless. I became more than slightly suspicious

when I was asked to review five restaurants which I had
never heard of. I was informed that each was an affiliate of

the Williams Food Service.

Mission Park

Being the first of the six restaurants that I attended,
Mission Park was, by far, the worst. The trouble began when
I phoned the Williams Food Service (597-2121) to make
reservations for a young lady and myself.

They hung up on me twice.

I must admit that I was rather offended as, although my
name is not known throughout the world of cuisine, it had
never brought about such neglect. Persistently, I decided to

attend the restaurant that evening without a reservation.

There we were, 8:00 p.m. sharp, our noses flush against

the indoor glass, staring into a dark, closed, yes, closed

Mission Park Restaurant. The place had closed for the

evening over an hour earlier.

I spent the following two days calming my nerves and
convincing my female friend to accompany me again to

Mission Park for a 6: 00 p.m. dinner. We waited in a line which

ran down a long concrete stairway. It ended at a maitre d'

dressed in a white smock.
"Table for two," I informed her.

She sensed my confusion and asked if I had forgotten my
I.D. I began to inform her that I had suffered no lapse of

memory and that I was a local celebrity, but I was
interrupted by her rude laughter.

"Sign a chit," she requested.

Mistaking this for a vulgar teenage expression, I was
thoroughly disgusted. However, after some discussion, I

signed a bill (before dinner) and my date and I escorted

Continued on Page 8

(Farley)

The graying of the Purple Valley

by Peter Muz

Students often take a
year off after high
school to make sure
that college will be

the right step for them, but in

Douglas Hoffer's case, this pro-

cess took ten years. He and the

approximately twenty other
older students bring a new pers-

pective to prevailing campus
attitudes.

"This is easy and fun. Read-
ing and writing are enjoyable,"

says Hoffer, whose many job

experiences since he quit high

school in 1968 include deedwrl-
ter, shipping clerk, concert
promoter, and Maitre d'. He
has also been married and
divorced and ran for selectman
in Stockbrldge, Ma., in 1979.

Sheila Glover was a waitress

for 13 years before she l)ecame a
candidate for an economics
degree at Williams. Her ambi-
tion now is "to get a career, go
into business, and to leave the

hard life of waitressing
behind."

She started out as a special

student taking one or two
courses to test her academic
competence. Today she is tak-

ing a full course load and getting

"mostly A's." Glover says,

"(Williams) has surpassed my
expectations, and I have more
respect for the school now than
ever before."

She is impressed by the

administration and the faculty,

who she says "have a terrific

sense of humor. '

' Glover consid-

ers the students "gentle people,

who are considerate, hold doors

open, and say excuse me."
Older students' reasons for

coming to Williams included its

location, facilities, intellectual

intimacy, the faculty, academic
intensity, and active alumni
support of the school. However,
their main reason for returning

to school Is to learn, and for the

most part, they consider grades
and Improved job prospects

only as byproducts of
knowledge.

Stephen Holber, a 31-year-old

sophomore, who has worked as

an Independent diamond broker

and TV promoter, shares this

view: "A Williams diploma is

almost an introduction in cer-

tain circles, but It does not help
you once you're in the door, you
must then prove yourself. It Is

how much you learn which
determines the quality of your
education, and grades are
important only to the extent that

if they are Ijelow par you are not

allowed to stay."

Another reason Holber
decided on Williams was the

"Williams Mystique. Part of the

mystique Is that everyone here
has lots of money, I found that

not to be entirely true, but when
a girl last year deposited $19,000

into a Wllllamstown bank In the

adjacent teller window, I real-

ized that this also is not entirely

false."

Allen Doyle, who took three

years off l)etween his freshman
and sophomore years l)efore

transferring to Williams also

feels that grades and career

consciousness should be secon-

dary to learning. Doyle does not

believe most Williams students

share his attitude.

Hoffer echoes this view. "The
students (the few I've l)een in

contact with) are much less

interested in learning, and
much more interested In

careers and making money.
This is, I suppose, not surprising

considering the times and their

backgrounds, but remains dis-

appointing and sad."

Hoffer, who lives off campus,
feels that " living In a dorm must
be hell," and that "there is

much less sex, drug-taking, etc.,

than when I was 18-20. this may
than when I was 18-20. This may
be the nature of conscientious

students, or a reflection of

changing times, but frankly I

have no real knowledge of what
Is going on, so I shouldn't spe-

culate," he added.
Several older students felt

that the present day student

activists are no match for those

of the 1960s. Holber said, "In
those days, when we wanted to

raise hell, we raised hell. I find

that the present day activists

are doing too much negotiating

and not acting enough."
The older students also tend to

avoid the main social stream at

Williams. Doyle describes it as

a "strained social life, a little

misdirected to Intense parties,

and not very creative."
Holber's reason for not partici-

pating In dorm parties Is much
simpler: "I have no desire to get

beer poured over me."
All the older students Inter-

viewed feel that the outside

world is a lot tougher than

school. "Out there deadlines

stick, and the boss doesn't care

Continued on Page 8

College

receives

top

grades

by Brooke Hand
Williams has received rave reviews in

The New Vork Times Selective Guide To
Colleges, a new college guide written by
Edward B. Fiske, Education Editor of

The New York Times.
The guide is a combination of statisti-

cal information and subjective in-depth

essays on college life. A unique feature is

its one to five-star rating system of

schools in three areas: academics,
social life, and quality of life. Not unex-
pectedly, Williams received the coveted
five stars for academics, along with

three for social life and four for quahty of

life Harvard and Yale also received four

stars, while Amherst only earned three

stars for quality of life.) The quality of

education places it "among the finest

undergraduate liberal arts institutions

in the nation," according to the Guide.

Williams' academic reputation stems
"from a tradition of excellent teaching

and a rigorous curriculum in which
active student participation in the class-

room is expected." Strongly emphasized
are Williams' heavy workload and stu-

dent access to the faculty.

The Guide lists Williams' strong

departments as chemistry, economics,

English and history, with art history and
political science running as close

seconds. Anthropology, sociology and
foreign languages (with the exception of

Russian) are gently criticized. Des-

cribed in glowing terms are availability

of cultural events, campus housing and
jock achievements. Old Man Winter and

a lack of social privacy are revealed as

the only drawbacks to a school which can
boast a student body possessing "an over-

preponderance of high school all-stars."

4000 questionnaires

The Times based its information on

questionnaires distributed to the admin-

istration and a cross section of students,

supplemented with secondary research

In the form of student newspaper arti-

cles, telephone calls and visits to the

campus. A staff of twenty writers (col-

lege students and recent graduates)

compiled the 4000 questionnaires. The
write-up was then edited by Tiie New
York Times.

According to senior Steve Willard, one

of the students who filled out a question-

naire on Williams last year, the star rat-

ing system is based on quantitative

answers to questions on workload and
social life. Willard could not recall spe-

cifics but rememl)ers stressing that

access to professors makes Williams
stand out. He also praised its resources:

"We're easily the best of the small
schools In terms of resources. I.e. faculty

and library. At Amherst they have to

share facilities with U-Mass. The great

thing, I think, about this college is that it

has all the advantages of a large univer-

sity with a much more pleasant atmos-
phere to work in."

On the subject of the infamous work-
load Willard commented, "Students at

Williams handle pressure together, whe-
reas at a place like Harvard or Yale it's

cutthroat competition. People pull them-
selves up by pushing someone else

down."

Shallow rating system

Many here at Williams criticized the

ratings for quality of life and particu-

Continued on Page 8
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Music in the Round flat Williams cuisine
by Becky MacDougell

Last Friday's Music in the Round concert began with a duo
for violin and viola by ViUa-Lobos, performed by Julius Hegyl
and Susan St. Amour, respectively of the Williams College
faculty. The intricate dialogues beiween the two instrumenl.s
and the sprightly themes of this piece made it an ear-catching
program opener.
The Tansman Serenade for violin, viola and cello that followed

was also performed with precision and with a good feeling of
ensemble, making It perhaps the best piece on the program.

In terms of ensemble and pure musical expression, the
Brahms piano quintet that made up the second half of the pro-
gram was another matter.
The performance was without glaring errors, althugh occa-

sionally passages in the upper strings left something to be
desired in the way of intonation. But faulty communication
between pianist and strings was evident in a certain imbalance
and lack of sensitivity that pervaded the first two movements in

particular. Relatively unimportant passages played too loudly
in the strings drowned out significant sections of the piano part.

This was particularly noticeable in the Andante; Brahms can
be gentle as well as stornjy, and passages that should have been
softly phrased had edges on them instead. Only
in the last two movements did the group begin to unify.

They took obvious joy in presenting the well-known theme of the
third movement, and during the last movement the piano took a
much more suitably dominant role. So in spite of stylistic errors
made in the beginning, at the end, one was left with the feeling of
having witnessed a competent performance.

BEER SPECIALS!
Michelob 12 pak 12 oz. NR
Weideman 12 oz. NR
Molsons 12 oz. NR
Tuborg 12 oz. NR
Labatts 12 oz. NR

Schmidts Carling

$ 5.49 each
5.99/case

11.99/case

7.99/case

11.49/case

Rheingold

16 oz. Retumable bottles 7.49/case

plus 2.50 deposit

V2 PRICE IMPORTED BEER SPECIAL
John Corage English Beer

6 pack - 3.50 - Case - 13.99

WEST PACKAGE STORE
ROUTE 2

BETWEEN N.A. AND WILLIAMSTOWN
663-6081

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY RECORDS
Washington's Birthday

SALE
10% off everything!

25% off 8-track tapes

and used LP's

February 12, 13, & 15
131 Water St.

458-5229

ContiriLied from Page 7

lurscKcs to the .smallosi (ubic

for ten we could find. After sit-

t i ng for one hour, we were never
approached, nordid lever seea
waiter or waitress except todis-

manlle the ostentatiously
placed salad bar. There were no
tablecloths, no silverware, and
from what I could see, all the

placemats were an orange-

peach color with the top two
corners cut off.

Greylock

I'm afraid that I was treated

in quite the same manner at

(ircN'lock Restaurant. It was cer-

tainly not the worst of the six,

just the most boring. It is a dark
brick, twelve sided split dining

room. The atmosphere is

sterile—if you can ignore the

food, which for me was easy
(since I couldn't figure out how
to get any).

However, this article would
never have been written if it

were not for Greylock, because
it was there that I met Law-
rence. I was sitting alone at a

small wooden table for eight

when a heavy-set, unshaven,
poorly dressed young man sat

down beside me—Lawrence.
Though Lawrence was pheno-
menally disgusting, and his

voice muffled by rye bread, he
explained to me how the food

system wocked.

Dodd

Located in what used to be the
Williams Inn, Dodd has all the

possibility of being a fine res-

taurant with a very special

atmosphere. Unfortunately, it

falls short of this description,
but still would be considered by
many to be the finest of the six.

I was thrilled when I entered

the dining room and found the

riKiilrc d' (I'oukI \ery well be

the same one in all six places)

dressed in white but reading the

January issue of Bon Appetit.

We plunged deeper and
deeper into the kitchen until

finally we found the food. I

chose the "puff pie" over the

"dismantled chicken" and
found it to be right out of the

magazine—Car and Driver. I

was told, however, that the food

is usually quite good and the

salad bar is always "the best."

The decor was somewhere
between a simple cozy country

home and what my date
observed as a Florida bathroom
style. An original combination

had indeed been achieved.

Dodd is mflst likely the best

people-watching restaurant I

have reviewed and I highly

recommend it. The only danger

in Dodd is the sign that reads,

"Dump glasses in the sink" . . .

be sure to read the small print.

Driscoll

After returning to Mission

Park and Greylock in order to

try their food, I found that the

Williams Food Service offers a

fairly consistent menu and qual-

ity in all of its affiliates. It is the

quantity, set-up, and atmos-

phere that provides for a com-
parably better meal. In this

light, Driscoll takes first place.

The kitchen set-up is one of

the best and makes up for the

inadequate tray disposal. The
food is a little better than usual,

although the salad bar is lack-

ing the abundance that Mission

Park and Dodd display.

The dining room itself is fan-

tastic. It Is made up of two con-
necting circular dining areas
that rotate in use (presently out

of order, however).

MOON CHILD

LEATHER
and

THE JEWELERS SUN

Gifts for Your

Valentine C^
(10% discount with mention of this ad

through February 13)

458-3270

458-5898

115 Water SI.

Willlamstown, MA
Tues, Sun 10-5

Thurs a> Ffl 10-9

Survey
lauds

Williams

—

Continued from Page 7

larly for social life. Phil Smith,

Director of Admissions,
remarked, "This is a strongly

functioning, self-contained

campus. The community here is

a supportive one and stronger

than the star rating".

Nearly all students inter-

viewed dismissed the comment
"Smith College is just a six-

pack away, and Mount Holyoke
is just a little bit further (sic)",

The only really controversial

statement, "Nearly 40 percent
are bonafide preppies—the rest

just look that way" elicited rich

chuckles from many but was
denounced by others. Dean
O'Connor decried the "cliche"

as "ridiculousfionsense," while
Phil Smith asserted that he
would "fight that statement".

Problems and Errors
Dean O'Connor admitted that

"a major unresolved problem is

integration of academic and
social life—we can and should
do better" . He intends to ask the
Gargoyle Society to make this

an issue for next year.

Minor points in the essay are
in outright error or are at least -«,

debatable. SAT figures given as
625v, 650m are "close but ifot

accurate," according to ^hil
Smith, who declined to give
exact figures, only stating that
in actuality they are higher.

O'Connor disagreed with the
ten per cent figure in each class
of students with academically
deficient records, a holdover
from a ten-year study funded by
the Ford Foundation in the six-

ties, but Smith backed it up as
accurate, citing such criteria

for acceptance as independent
motivation, use of time, work
experience, and socioeconomic
diversity.

Older

students-
Continued from Page 7

If your mother died, and eve-
ryone drinks a lot more booze,"
says Holber. Most also feel that
their non-academic experience
makes them better able to

appreciate Williams, and when
asked whether they were glad to

be here, a unanimous yes was
the answer.

<<»5^

EPH'S ALLEY *

on SprUifl St. WlUiamttown

behind FIrat Agricuhurai Bank

458-5030

Show Someone How Special They Are

on Valentine's Day

By remembering them with

Long-Stemmed Roses

from

Town & Country
or

Choose from Beautiful Spring Flowers
or a green plant.

Early orders are much appreciated
Open Sunday. Feb 14 9-5 30

SPKWIS
10% «/rscoun/

Spirft S/i^^W^ """^

e/efai/f aval fa. /CA «^ ^of^ s^o^s
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Chaplain Stephen Schmitt converses with a student (h'nrlry)

Students unaware of campus counselors
by Brett McDonnell

Williams has marry services

available for sexual harass-

ment counseling, although most
of them are not for that purpose

alone. But many of the counse-

lors said they think students are

unaware of the options
available.

"I feel we have plenty of

resources," said Dean of the

"^College Daniel O'Connor. "Peo-

ple don't seem to be sufficiently

ayare of them."

Counselors available

\Vith two recent additions to

the staff, Williams now has four
psychologists available for
counseling.

"We don't have any sexual
harassment counseling as
such," noted Dr. Eugene Talbot
of the Infirmary.
However, the psychologists

are available for any problems
a student might have, including
sexual harassment, he said.

"Over the years, long before
it was a public issue, we have
seen people who felt they were
harassed," Talbot continued.
"But very rarely have we seen
somebody who comes here only
for that. It's part of a broader
issue."

"I haven't had a specific case
where someone came to me and
alleged she was sexually
harassed," remarked Chaplain
Stephen Schmidt, "but in talk-

ing about interpersonal rela-

tionships we t)order on that."

Valentine's Day

ROSE and ROSES

stop at King's and

purchase a bottle of

rose' and receive a

coupon for 50$ off on a $5
purchase of roses at

Town and Country
Flowers.

Schmidt said the first step in

counseling is to help the person
clarify her feelings.

"If agreeable, we get both
parties in and act as mediator,"
he said. "If there continues to be
a problem, we side with the
woman."
The Peer Health Counselors

are students trained in counsel-

ing. Coordinator Jamie Crist '83

explained that the group pres-

ents "common sense advice."

"Things have quieted down
now," she remarked, "but when
the issue of sexual harassment
was in the forefront a lot of peo-

ple did come to us to ask what
was going on."

Open Lines is a student group
recently formed in response to a
perceived need for more sexual
harassment counseling. Unlike
other services, it is specifically

Intended for counseling of sex-
ual harassment and assault

victims.
Hotline to form

Sue Smith, '82, one of Open
Lines' founders, said the group
is also having a training session

with the Battered Women's
Task Force of Pittsfield to form
a hotline at Williams.

Students can also seek coun-

seling from the nurses, who are
on call at the Infirmary around-
the-clock.

Head Clinic Nurse Mary Gan-
gemi said no student has ever
complained to her about an inci-

dent of sexual harassment,
although students do talk about
relationship problems, she
added.

Doctors counsel

Director of health James Cor-
kins said the doctors also

counsel.

"I think all of our encounters
involve counseling," he
explained, although he admit-
ted he was unaware of students

coming to doctors because of

sexual harassment alone.

The deans are also willing to

counsel. O'Connor said, adding
that the female deans, Nancy
Mclntire and Mary Kenyatta,
are especially helpful with sex-
ual harassment problems.
On February 15, O'Connor

will send an all-campus mailing
to students dealing in part with
the available counseling
services.

"We need to do something
about getting the word out bet-

ter," he said. "I'm thinking
about which form to use."

Congratulations, Juiie iley '84 wtio won

our drawing for free text booi(s. ifave a

good semester.

cnas
COLLEGE BOOK STORE INC
WILLIAMSTOWN MASS 0126?

Vacation Ideas

for Spring Break
Plan for SUN & FUN

in the

• Caribbean

• Florida

• Bermuda
Charter programs are also available.

Call or Stop in the Travel Store.

m STOUE
105 Spring Street

WILLIAMSTOWN. M.\SS.01267*{41.'5)4.>8-5786

Council approves

harassment definition

by Laura Seligsohn

A suggested Student Handbook statement on sexual harass-
ment and Freddy Nathan's announcement that he will not seek a
second term occupied the College Council last week.

Dean of the College Daniel O'Connor attended Thursday's
meeting to garner student reaction to a revised statement concern-
ing harassment.

The statement, approved unanimously by the Council stressed,
"All members and guests of this community must be free from
disturbance or harassment, including sexual harassment."

O'Connor then provided a specific definition for sexual harass-
ment. "The term includes repeated or coercive sexual advances
toward another person contrary to his or her wishes. It also
includes behavior directed at another person's sexuality with the
Intent of intimidating, humiliating or embarrassing the other
person."

Harassment recourse

The item advises courses of action for victims of different
degrees of sexual harassment. The recourses begin with a dialogue
between the victim and the offender, continue through reference to
the Deans and appeal to the Discipline Committee and conclude
with notification of the police.

The statement has already been approved by the faculty Steering
Committee, the Committee on Undergraduate Life, the Colby Com-
mittee, the Discipline Committee and the College lawyer.

The faculty vlil vote on the statement tomorrow. If it is

approved, copies of the Handbook insertion will be distributed to
the student tiody.

Nathan retires

Nathan explained his intention not to run again: "I'm saying it

early to encourage others to run." Nominations will be accepted by
Elections Committee chairman John Segal through February 10.

Nathan outlined what he perceives as the Council's two main
aims through April 7. First the Council will work to drum up sup-
port, for the institution of self-scheduled exams, for which Nathan
said he senses overwhelming student support. Nathan noted that
thesystem has met with success at other colleges and offers solu-
tions to problems such as overlapping exams.

The second Issue involved student input into the faculty hiring
process. Nathan explained, "Some departments are already out-
standing in this respect, but others could benefit from involving
students more."

MICHEL'S OF WILLIAMSTOWN
Catering with a special touch for

special occasions.
• Private Parties

• Platters

• Hors d'oeuvres

Contact Mary for more information.

458-5441

1

TONIGHT
SENIOR NIGHT AT THE LOG

Discounts for all card carrying

members of the Class of '82

WEDNESDAY
Marc Hummon & Friends

will perform at the Log
(co-sponsored by Williams Coffeehouse)

FRIDAY
HAPPY HOUR 4 - 6 p.m.
featuring hot spiced wine
and Happy Hour prices
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by Robert McLean

While students at Williams
often complain about academic
and social pressures, faculty
members face a much more
serious pressure— proving
themselves worthy of receiving
tenure and Its accompanying
job security.

Through their first seven
years of employment at Willi-

ams, members of the faculty
hold the title of Assistant Pro-
fessor. They know their future
at Williams depends upon deci-

sions made by the Committee on
Appointments and Promotions,
and. according to Prof. Peter
Berek, one of the three faculty
members of the CAP, "They
definitely feel the accompany-
ing pressure."

When first hired, a faculty
member is given a three-year
contract as Assistant Professor,

and at the beginning of the third

year the CAP decides whether
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Faculty face tenure crunch
to give him another four-year
contract as an Assistant Profes-
sor. In November of his sixth

year the CAP decides whether
to promote him to Associate
Professor.

November tenure decisions

are not final until approval by
the Trustees in January, but

ordinarily the Trustees approve
the CAP'S recommendations.
The promotion to Associate with
tenure means that unusual cir-

cumstances would be necessary
for him to lose his Job.

"Every year an Assistant

Professor Is here," said Dean of

the Faculty John Reichert, "his

department submits a report to

the CAP containing progress
reports on his teaching,
research, and other contribu-

tions to committees, the depart-

ment, or the College as a

whole.

•Student opinion and th

Judgment of senior people In the

department are taken very
seriously," Reichert said.

"However, the CAP does not

require the department to

solicit student opinion In one
specific way. Practices used

Include a CES or departmental
questionnaire, student inter-

views, or consultations with a

student advisory committee as

in the Biology Department."
The CAP consists of three tull

Professors, one from each div-

ision, as well as three ex-offlclo

members: the President, the

Provost, and the Dean of the
Faculty.
"This committee of six,"

according to Reichert, "studies

the reports with great care and
at great length and more often

than not comes to a consensus in

the decision. Occasionally, how-

ever, there are divisions of opin-

ion and In that case what occurs

is. In effect, a vote. " There Is an
elaborate appeals procedure

for CAP decisions, but Reichert

commented that actual apf)eals

are rare.

Recommendation by depart-

ment leads to "a pronounced
uneasiness on the part of non-

tenured faculty members
regarding the tenure process,"
claimed Richard Krouse of the

Political Science Department.
"Last May the Steering Com-
mittee documented the high
degree of diversity across
departments In finding that

some keep their non-tenured
faculty well-Informed concern-
ing departmental evaluations
and others do not do as effective

a Job."

"There is a definite need for

more uniform procedures,"

continued Krouse, who received
a CAP recommendation for
tenure this past November and
who Is chairman of the Steering
Committee, which is a faculty-
elected committee consisting of
three tenured and three non-
tenured faculty members
responsible for dealing with
general faculty concerns.

"The Steering Committee,
consequently, Is undertaking a
study of possible means by
which non-tenured faculty can
be insured of the fullest possible
access to department evalua-
tions, and, " Krouse concluded,
"the Committee will report
back to the faculty In March."

Affirmative Action, Reichert
said, has no consideration
In the CAP tenure decisions.
Rather, "Affirmative Action
comes Into play primarily in
great efforts In hiring to locate
women and minority candi-
dates."

Your typical
insurance
salesman,

right?

}Nrong.
TTie fast-talking, hard-selling,

pain in the neck that we think of
when we think of insurance is not
alive and well at Unionmutual.

Our Employee Benefit Sales

Representative is light-years removed
from the old stereotype.

A Unionmutual sales rep is

young, and is just as likely to be a

she as a he, earns $30,000 plus in 3

to 5 years, works in one of our more
than 30 Group Sales Offices across

the country, sells group employee
benefits (not individual life insurance

door to door), sells to brokers and
companies rather than the general

public, is a college graduate with a

BA or BS degree, is able to work
independently with little or no
direction, works well under pressure,

has a high level of communications
skills, both verbal and written, is

ambitious, assertive, organized, a

decisive thinker with problem-solving

abilities.

Sound familiar? If you see you
in this new breed of Employee
Benefit Sales Representative, make
contact with your Placement Office.

We'll be at your college
on February 25.

Consult your Placement Office
for time and place.

^ Unionmutual
Putting your future

in a whole new light.

Unionmutual
is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
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Tracksters nudged, now 7-2
by Steven J. Serenska

The Williams College track team lost a close

decision to Fitchburg State last Saturday, while

both teams crushed the severely outmanned
squads of Worcester State and Assumption. "We
went Into the meet missing several key person-

nel," coach Farley commented. He then added

that "those who did compete, performed very

well."

In the field events, Williams jumped to an early

lead with several strong performances. Including

two 1-2.3 finishes in the shot put and the high

jump. In the shot put, John Kowalik '83 released a

personal best throw of 45' 61/2", followed by Bernie

Krause '84 and Steven Serenska '82.

In the high jump, Seth Toney '84 also bettered

his previous record by soaring to a height of 6' 4".

His winning jump was followed by Paul Toland's

six foot effort and Cam Burns' leap of 5' 10".

Taylor triumphs

Also aiding the Williams cause was Mlcah Tay-

lor '82 who claimed a double victory In the long

jump and 60 meter dash. His time of 6..'? seconds In

the 60 was followed by second place finisher

Tomas Alejandro '8,3, who recently returned to

the squad after an Injury.

Other bright spots in Saturday's action

included a first place by Brian Angle '84 in the

1000-yard run Co-captainCharlleVonArentschildt

'82. running the half mile for the first time, won
that event with a time of 2:01.1.

The Ephmen rounded out the day by rapturing

a first in the mile relay.

The Williams winter track team's record now

stands at 7 wins and 2 losses. This week the Icani

prepares itself for next Saturday'.s meet with

Amherst, Wesleyan, and Trinity in Town(> Field

House. The field events begin at 1: 00 and the run-

ning events at 2: ,30.

Women's hockey drops Little Two title

Exhibiting the fierce concentration and dedicated effort for which
the crew is known, junior Captain Scott Schwetghauser performs on
the erg machine in Baxter Lounge during the annual Ergathon
staged by the men's and women's crew to raise money. The crews
rowed continuously from noon Friday to eight Saturday evening.

(Kf'atinf(}

by Suzanne Dingwall

A spirited comeback in the

second period could not prevent

Williams from surrendering the

"Little Two" title to Wesleyan
this weekend. The women's
hockey team fell 9-0 In what was
often a roughly-contested
match.

With ten minutes remaining

in the first period, Wesleyan
picked up momentum and
blasted by the Ephs to score.

Not even a masterful effort by
freshman goalie Katie Myers
could stop Wesleyan from scor-

ing three more times before the

end of the period.

Consistently intercepting
passes, Wesleyan was able to

control the game into the second

period.

Ephwomen threaten

Spurred on by the thought of

imminent defeat, an energized

Williams team pulled out all

stops and launched an aggres-

sive offensive effort. An
improved passing and shooting

game enabled Williams to keep
the puck at Wesleyan's end for

the remainder of the period. Yet

the fervent attempts of Pam
Briggs '84 and captain Martha

Livingston could not produce

goals for the Ephwomen.
With Amherst not fielding a

team, the win allows Wesleyan

to claim the heralded Little Two
title. The loss drops the Ephwo-

men's record to 0-3.

3Il]e ^ole ^ole

Make Valentine's Day Special!

All silver, gold and amber jewelry

10% off through Valentine's Day.

Open 9-6 Seven Days

:ij5v<T5 ;
; ^f^<T>\ !'Ctf^<Ti \fCtf^tTi'-:I'Cff^^'-./'tftWTS*: ;^f^(Ti'\

SciREYSTONE GARDENsli

Organizing Positions available with

MASSPIRG, New England's largest

consumer and environmental public

interest organization. Entry level;

$8200/year, including health INFOR-
MATIONAL SESSION: Feb. 10. 4:00.

INTERVIEWS on campus: Feb 1 1 . For

more information, contact Career Ser-

vices.

Monday
Draft Beer Night

Pabst Beer 64 oz.

pitchers $1.50

7 pm - 12 midnight

Tuesday
Prime Time
(reduced prices)

Wednesday

Watch Record

for specials.

The Purple Pub
Bank Street

Thursday

Vodl(a Night

Any Vodlta drinl(

$1.00

Friday

Lunch special

Beer and Deli

Sandwich with I.D.

$2.00

NOTE: Lunch served Monday-Saturday 11:30-2:00 p.m.

Best Deli in town!

Greystone Gardens, an emporium for fine (

^.•X antique and vintage clothing invites you to :::;'^

jjg our winter sale. Redurtionsof20-50''f on wool (JL^

\ Q sweaters, skirts, pants, shirts, jackets and ffV
,«i^..'- other winterwear. ^ e'll bect'lebrating V alen- '.''^

im^ tine season all February by Including a beau- o\
vB liful silk rose with every purcbaso of SlO.OOor S**
^*~ more. Also come and see our array of Victo- :-;'*-^

/ b riaii whiles, vintage silks and antique jewelry ^'\

:<|g at: 436 Nortli Street. Pittsfield S*/

i5 413-442-9291 12-7 Mon.-Sal. )^-i

.•JB Thiirs. "til 9 SE
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Wrestlers thrash two,

vanquished by MIT

Sports February 9, 1982

by Ted Leon
Winning all but one of the

weight classes, the varsity
wrestling team defeated Trinity
36-12 this weekend. This follows
a loss to MIT and a shellaclting

of Northeastern last weeltend.
It was no contest for the Ephs

at Trinity. Each member of the
Williams squad turned in a fine

performance, and this consis-

tency throughout the various
weight divisions proved to be
the decisive factor for the Ephs.

Undefeated frosh

In the 142 lb. class. Ken Taylor
'84 won with a pin at the four
minute marl<.

John Leahy '84 destroyed his

opponent in the 150 lb. division
by a 16-1 margin. Undefeated
frosh Jeff May faced and
defeated Trinity's best wrestler
in the 158 lb. class, extending his

streak to 13-0.

Also contributing to the vic-

tory were LeeOrdeman '84, who
pinned his opponent in a 162 lb.

division, and Chris Woodworth,
a winner in the 177 lb. division.

The previous weekend
included a 45-0 annihilation of

Northeastern, as well as a 39-9

defeat at the hands of MIT.
The victory against Nor-

theastern was highlighted by
the performances of Scott Pond
'85, May, Leahy, and Wood-
worth, each of whom won their

match with a pin.

MIT potent
The going got rough for the

Ephs when they faced MIT. One
team member summed it up
nicely when he said afterwards,
"We weren't as psyched as they
were". This was epitomized in

John Donovan's '83 6-5 upset
loss, his first loss in what has been
otherwise an excellent season.
Also losing for the first time this

year was Woodworth, who was
caught in an early pin. One
bright spot was the wrestling of

May, who won with a pin.

The wrestlers will host the
Little Three Championship at
Lasell this Saturday, in what
will be their last dual meet.
Amherst is one of the better
teams in New England and will

prove to be a formidable oppo-
nent. They boast two returning
All-Americans in the middle
weight classes. Wesleyan will
also provide a challenge.
Division III New England

Championships will be held the
following weekend at MIT.

Win fifth straight

Icemen seek playoffs
by Rich Leavitt

Sparked by senior Dave Cala-
bro's two goal effort, the
pucksters disposed of Trinity
7-3 to up their undefeated
streak to five games. The red
hot stlckmen have beaten Bos-
ton State, 12-5, Bowdoln, 7-5,

UConn, 5-3, and tied Colby, 2-2,

in addition to their recent win
over Trinity.

Trinity showed that it came
to play Saturday night as the
Bantams beat Dan Finn '84 for

the first goal of the game with
less than two minutes gone in

the opening period.

Quick reply

Junior sensation Bob "BB"
Brownell quickly rectified the
situation only 20 seconds later

as he stole the puck from the
Trinity defense and scored.
The Ephs fired 18 shots at the
Bantam netminder in the first

period but only Brownell's
shot eluded him.
Head Coach McCormick's

squad put its game in high
gear in the second period and
connected for five goals In that
period. Goal scorers In that
period were senior Doug Jebb,
co-captain Skip Vallee '82, top
scorer Ed Finn '83, and Cala-

bro with a pair.

Frosh standout

Particularly impressive
during this stretch was the

play of freshman Brian
Rutledge whose puckhandling
prowess enables him to set up
both Calabro goals.

Mark Winters '85 closed out

the scoring for the Ephs mid-
way through the third period

on a blast from the point. Trin-

ity's Lou Shipley scored his

team's last goal to make the

final score 7-3.

Boston State romp
Against Boston State, the

Eph scoring machine erupted
for nine goals in the first

period and then coasted the

rest of the way for a 12-5 vic-

tory. Brownell and junior
defenseman Sam Flood each
collected a hat trick. Junior
goalie Steve Flaim also saw
his first action of the year in

the nets as he played the final

two periods of the game.
A major factor In the Ephs

continued success has been
the improved play of the def-
ensive corps. The often
maligned defensemen have
started playing with more con-
fidence and they have also pro-
vlded offensive punch,

Tracy Burrows '84 shoots over Wesleyan foe in the
Ephwomen's victory over the Lady Cardinals.

(Farley)

Women topple

Wesleyan
by Dave Woodworth

Williams put four players in double figures to

outclass Little Three rival Wesleyan, 60-50,^ in

women's basketball on Saturday. Senior co-

captain Anne Dancewitz led all scorers with 15

points and 12 rebounds, while teammates Tracy
Burrows '84, Kathleen Gilmore '83, and Lynne
Jaycobs '85 added 12, 11, and 10, respectively.

Tight defense by Williams and cold shooting on
the part of Wesleyan allowed the Ephwomen to

score 12 straight points en route to a 34-22 halftlme
lead. Williams came out of the locker room with
the hot hand, and increased the lead to 56-32 with
about ten minutes left in the game.

Cardinal comeback
At this point, Wesleyan appeared to have one

foot on the bus, but the Lady Cardinals came
storming back to outscore Williams 17 to two over
the next seven minutes. With the lead cut to nine
at 58-49, and 2: 40 left. Burrows got a big basket to
put Wesleyan on ice. Although Williams did not
score again, Wesleyan also went cold, and was
unable to get any closer.

Thursday saw the Lady Ephs triumph over
Vassar by a 59-52 count. Good man-to-man
defense and strong rebounding were the keys to a
second-half comeback by Williams.
The Ephwomen were led by Kay Lackey '85

with 18 points, Anne Dancewitz with 13, and Jay-
cobs with 12.

Williams split its games over Winter Break,
defeating AIC, 44-39, on Saturday, and falling to

Harvard, 59-45, on Sunday. In the AIC game, co-
captain Terry Dancewitz '82 had 13 points while
Jaycobs had eight points and eight steals for the
Ephs.

The win was a costly one, however, as Dance-
witz, the team's leading scorer. Injured her ankle
and will be sidelined for an indefinite period. Her
absence was particularly felt during the Harvard
contest, as the lack of an outside shooting game
for Williams, along with good ball movement by
the Crimson offense, brought about the Ephs'
downfall.

Cagers take Little Three foe
by John Clayton

The basketball team took a
first step toward winning the
Little Three championship with
an 80-65 victory over Wesleyan
Saturday night. Last Tuesday,
the Ephmen (9-6) defeated
Brandeis 84-74, after losing
three In a row the week before to

Mlddlebury, Bowdoln and
Bates.

"It was a balanced team
effort," said Coach Bob Peck of

the Wesleyan game. "The whole
team played well, and we con-
trolled the game for most of the
way."
The Williams guards tore the

Cardinals apart, as sophomore

Art Pidoriano had 24 points and
seven assists and senior co-

captain Al Lewis had 18 points

on five for seven shooting.

Ephs spurt
A 15-zlp run in the middle of

the first half turned an 18-16

Cardinal lead into a comforta-
ble 31-18 Williams margin.

In the beginning of the second
half, Wesleyan (4-6) came back,
cutting the lead to 39-37, as the
Ephmen did not score for the
first six minutes of the half. But
Williams, led by Pidoriano and
junior center Steve O'Day,
regained control and pushed the
lead back up to about ten.

"We played tight defense,"

said Peck, "and didn't allow
them to get inside. They had to
operate from the perimeter.
Also, we shot well from the foul
line tonight for a change (78%)

,

and sank the foul shots when we
needed them at the end."
O'Day had 15 points on seven

for 11 shooting. Co-captaln Jeff
Fasulo had 14 points, and Scott
Olesen '83 added seven points in I

addition to a game-high 12
rebounds.

The JV team (4-6) also
defeated Wesleyan, 84-75.
Freshman forward Tim Rives
had 22 points, while point guard
Pete Griffith had 7 steals.

Aquaephs remain unbeaten
Div. I Colgate poses challenge Sat.

Ace acorer Dave Calabro backhands the puck home for the first of

hia two second period goals against the Trinity Bantams. (Farley)

by Jim Roche
With victories over Spring-

field and Bowdoln during the
past two weeks, the men's and
women's swim teams continued
their dominance in regular sea-
son competition. The men's
squad is now preparing for its

Saturday afternoon showdown
with Colgate, which the team is

calling its biggest meet of the
year.

Last Saturday, the swimmers
maintained their undefeated
records, with both the men and
women defeating Springfield at
the opponents' home pool. The
men's meet featured a strong
overall performance against a
noticeably weaker Springfield

squad.

The women's 80-60 victory

was especially significant,

since Springfield was expected
to be the toughest regular sea-

son competition of the year
according to co-captain Bar-
bara Good. "This was our big-
gest meet of the year without a
doubt, and we were really
pleased with our victory."

N.E. Qualifier

The strong effort was high-
lighted by senior Catherine Har-
tley, whose times in two close
victories In the 200 yard I.M.
and the 50 yard butterfly quali-
fied her for the nationals. Kim
Eckrich '85 also helped the Eph-
women with first place finishes
in the 100 medley and the 50 and
100 yard butterfly events.

Colgate showdown
For the entire first half of the

season, the men's squad has
been looking to the Colgate meet
as their biggest challenge. Wil-

liams has never defeated Col-
gate, a Division I rival, but
coach Carl Samuelson thinks
that this team has a strong
chance.

"Colgate has an excellent
team, and this year is no excep-
tion. I feel that if we swim up to
our potential and get fired up, it

should be one hell of a meet."

New attitude

Senior co-captain Michael
Regan expressed the same sen-
timents, saying that "In the
past, we've assumed that we
would lose to Colgate. This time,
if we swim well and have a
strong line up for all the races,
we might pull it out."
The men's meet will begin at

1:00 p.m. at Muir pool this Sat-
urday, and the women will take
on Mount Holyoke afterwards at
3; 00 p.m.



WSP
report

released

The Winter Study Review Committee
released an interim report today outlin-

ing their two proposals. Proposal A
would revise the Winter Study program
to Include Freshman seminars, sopho-
more and junior electlves and senior pro-
jects. Proposal B offers an alternative
two-semester calendar in case the
faculty decides to abolish Winter Study
completely.

Formal discussion of the proposals
win begin at February 24 faculty meet-

ing. That evening, the first of several all-

college meetings will be held in Jesup
Hall at 8 p.m. , according to Review Com-
mittee Chairman Lawrence Graver.
"These discussions will continue

through March and the faculty will
debate our recommendations and others
at the meeting of April 7 and then vote on
all proposals on April 28," said Graver.

Informal student discussion begins
this Thursday at an Adelphlc Speaking
Union debate scheduled for 7:30 p.m. In

Jesup Hall.

See Winter Study

special supplement

pages 5 through 10

• Winter Study

proposals p. 10
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Dean of the CoUege Daniel O'Connor announces the reinstatement of the Discipline Committee appeals
procedure for sexual harassment cases at last Wednesday's faculty meeting. Under the addition to the
Student Handbook harassment passage, O'Connor relinquished the final authority to decide such cases
that President John Chandler granted him on January 18. (Farley)

Council funding guidelines may tighten
by Jeffrey H. Brainard

The College Council may
approve stricter guidelines for

the allocation of funds to cam-
pus organizations, Including a
new application form requiring

groups to Itemize their spending
not funded by the Council,

according to Council Treasurer
Beth O'Leary '82.

The proposal, which the Coun-
cil will consider on Thursday,
was drawn up by O'Leary,
former Council Treasurers
Steve Spears '83 and Russell

Piatt '82, and Council members
Jan van Eck '85 and Matt Sha-

piro '83.

Last year's grant request

application required a group to

list its expenses and funding;

the Council was asked to fund

the difference. In the new appli-

cation the group would Itemize

its "non-Councll-funded
expenses" and explain how It

would fund them.
The new application would

also ask the group to state Its

role on campus and the number
of members It has.

O'Leary admitted the appli-

cation could work for or against

a group.

Dues for dinners
' 'The Council might be willing

to fund an item which the group
had not asked us to fund, such as

equipment," she said. "But If

we saw something like dues or
advertising revenue being used
for snacks or dinners, we might
ask whethersome of that money
might be used to alleviate the
Council's share of funding."
O'Leary claimed FinCom

would not try to tell a group how
to spend Its Council funds, but
rather would try to Insure an
equitable share of funding for
each group.

"FlnCom's goal Is to allocate
our limited resources to allow

College Council Treasurer Beth
O'Leary outlines suggested
changes In Council funding regu-

lations. (Berg)

groups to express themselves
and to shape life at Williams,"
she said. "In evaluating grant
requests, FinCom inevitably

has to compare groups'
programs.'

Open funding
"Some clubs have a terrible

struggle to raise funds and oth-

ers may not be striving enough
to raise their own funds," she
continued. "The new applica-

tion win get all of the groups'
expenses out on the table, so

FinCom won't have to hear
about questionable expendi-
tures second-hand. Then we can
judge requests more easily and
openly."

O'Leary said she did not
expect groups to consider the
new application an Intrusion on
their affairs.

"We think that If we're open
with them, they'll be open with
us," she said. "Everyone can
gain."

In addition to the new applica-

tion, the proposal Includes spe-
cific guidelines to help FinCom
decide how much to allocate,

O'Leary added. In looking at a
group's activities, FinCom will

consider the activity's "unique
and creative quality," and its

specificity. "It helps a lot more
If you say 'we'd like X amount

Continued on Page 4

Housing Considers

Transfer Quotas
Last Tuesday the Housing

Committee decided to table the

subcommittee transfer prop-
osal requiring specific grievan-
ces with a house to be
demonstrated before a reaffUla-

tion is approved.

They did vote 13 to 6 with one
abstention In favor of a tighter

transfer policy and formed a
new subcommittee to Investi-

gate a quota system for
transfers. Several committee
members were absent for the

vote.

Co-chairman of the commit-
tee Kathleen Merrlgan '82 sug-
gested that a quota system
would require "that houses
should have a certain percen-
tage of seniors, juniors, etc."

Fitch-Currier President Jon-
athan Light '83 said the subcom-
mittee was working on a plan
and hoped to present it to the

Housing Committee tonight.

"We haven't gotten far
enough Into It to have a specific

proposal," he said on Sunday.
"We're still weighing different

sorts of things."

The Housing Committee con-
sists of all house presidents,
five housing category represen-
tatives and five freshmen
representatives.

Merrlgan emphasized that all

committee discussions on the
transfer policy are preliminary.
She added that any change In

the system would be made with
"some sort of commitment to

those people already affiliated

with houses. (Changes) are
going to be slow, but they're
going to start."

Council holds veto
A question arose as 'to whom

the Housing Committee is

responsible for Its proposals.
The College Council constitu-

tion reads, ".
. . the standing

committees are under the direct
jurisdiction of the Council which
has the right of veto over any of

their actions." The Housing
Committee is listed as a stand-
ing committee.
Merrlgan maintained that the

committee Is responsible to the
Committee on Undergraduate
Life (CUL). "As far as I've
known, we've always made our
proposals to the CUL . . . they
often send Issues down to us,"
she commented.
Council President Freddy

Nathan '83 said he doesn't
expect the Council to use its veto
power. "I hope that It doesn't
come to that," he remarked,
"but I expect the Housing Com-
mittee will moderate their prop-
osal enough from what they're

Continued on Page 4

Student debaters clash

over U.S. foreign policy
by Susan Kandel

"Central America is not the place to exhibit Ronald Reagan's
arrogant machismo In an arbitrary test case," protested Jane
Weber '84 during last Thursday's debate on "The Proper Role for

U.S. Foreign and Military Policy In Central America."

Central America Policy
Four debaters, representing either the Williams Republican

Club or the Williams Coalition Against Militarism, disputed the
legitimacy of U.S. involvement in Central America for over two
hours, with each side finally calling for a "fresh look" at the foreign
policy stance propagated by the Reagan administration.

Dave Moro '82 of the Republican Club defended the U.S. posi-

tion in Central America, urging the government to strengthen the

"forces of moderation" In power and to strive to find a peaceful
solution to current conflicts.

Reagan encourages progress
"The Reagan policy is fully consistent with the goals of encou-

raging moderation and long term progress," Moro explained, "and
our support of Duarte in El Salvador exemplifies this."

Franz Schneiderman '85, of the Coalition Against Militarism
strongly disagreed with Moro's assessment of the validity of U.S.
assistance to the Salvadoran civilian-military junta led by Jose
Napoleon Duarte.

Continiipd on Page 4
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More Freedom from Choice
One frequently hears the charge of apathy levelled at students and

our student government. The small number of candidates for College

Council offices is an unfortunate example. It falls upon the Council to

stimulate participation in student government: il should make every

effort to allow interested students to run for offices. Yet the current

prerequisite for College Council Treasurer seriously limits competition

for that vital post.

The student constitution demands that all Treasurer candidates

have experience as Finance Committee members. Of this year's dozen

or so eligible candidates, only one chose to run, while non-members
clamor for the chance. The FinCom requirement excludes a large

number of talented and creative students, preventing us from making
the best use of our student resources.

The problems inherent in a FinCom prerequisite are compounded
by the fact that FinCom members are appointed. Thus, the Elections

Committee effectively decides who may run for Treasurer in the follow-

ing year. This decision should be left to the student body as a whole.

The FinCom requirement for the Treasurer's office should be struck
from the constitution as soon as an amendment referendum can be
organized. Until that is done, the Council should use the available loop-

holes in the constitution to insure that the students have a choice in the

upcoming elections.

No 'Honors' for Effort
The WSRC has proposed an additional "Honors Grade" to the cur-

rent Pass, PP, and Fail grading system. We recognize the burdens
already on the Registrar's Office. We might respectfully suggest in the
interests of record keeping efficiency that these grades somehow be
abbreviated. Perhaps the convenient letters A,B,C, and E would work?
PureJ.v a random choice, of course.

If the Honors Grade is to be given out to only the few highest achiev-
ers, as the committee suggests, it will provide little incentive to the ,

majority of students—including those who presently make little com-
mitment to the program.

It will be an incentive for those competitive few who always strive
for the highest grades—an incentive to abandon experimentation in
favor of "safe" courses. This is inimical to some vital principles of
Winter Study—motivation from within Instead of from the transcript,
and encouragement of risky experimentation.

/^yOU SHOoL'DtXPERlM-EI^

SIDESHOW by SUTTON

Letter
To the editor:

In response to student and faculty con-
cerns, President John Chandler estab-

lished the Student Disciplinary
Procedures Review Committee. He
charged the Committee to examine the
following:

1. What are the College's legal respon-
sibilities and liabilities with respect to

disciplinary procedures and penalties?

2. What should be the role of the Deans
in disciplinary matters? Should the Col-

lege's disciplinary procedures be modi-
fled so as to separate disciplinary duties

from counseling responsibilities?

3. What procedural rules should the

Discipline Committee follow?

4. Should the College's disciplinary

code be more specific In defining Infrac-

tions, penalties, and conditions of

probation?

The Committee will hold an open meet-
ing on February 22nd, from 4:00 to 6:00

p.m. in Currier Ballroom for all

members of the Williams Community to

express their considerations and sugges-
tions about the disciplinary procedures.
We Invite and encourage those with con-

cerns, as well as those who simply want
to listen, to attend this meeting.

David Colby
Assistant Professor

EPHRAIM by Banevicius
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Looking beneath the i\

Editor's note: Eric Schmitt was a

member of the Winter Study trip to

China.

by Eric Schmitt

Undulating through roclty,

windswept terrain, the Great

Wall of China stands today as

an impressive reminder of

the monument's original purpose: to

defend against alien invaders while

keeping the Chinese restricted within

their territorial boundaries.

Most of the Wall now lies In ruin but the

struggle to stem the tide of Western influ-

ence into China wages on. Unsuccessful

in its attempt to completely throw off the

cloak of ancient tradition, modern
China, created through revolutionary

upheaval, wrestles with a paradoxical

system.

In Peking, the splendrous Forbidden

City, palace of China's ancient rulers,

contrasts the solemn memorial shrine to

China's modern emperor, Chairman
Mao. On the outskirts of Canton or

Shanghai, a peasant stops his water buf-

falo and plowing to stare out at the hazy

cloud of smoke from the city's burgeon-

ing industries. The piercing shrill of a

steam locomotive's whistle breaks the

silence.

In many ways China is living in a past

the present government tries so hard to

deny. History, the classical Confucian

teacher, has taken a curious Orwelllan

twist: The structures of the past three

mlUenla still stand but the study of the

cultures that built them Is all but disre-

garded in favor of post-1949 "liberated"

China.

At a teacher's college in Shanghai, an

administrator told us that some pre-

uttiM'ly Impersonal.

Visitor's privilege

In an ostensibly classless society, the

foreigner stands out as the VIP. Lines at

airports and rail stations are circum-
vented. We stayed in special hotels, ate
in private restaurant rooms and shopped
in exclusive Friendship Stores with cur-

rency distributed only to foreigners.

One experience In particular revealed
the glaring hypocrisy in China's egalit-

arian structure. The same young man in

Guilln and I talked politics on the way
back to my hotel one night. I asked him if

he'd like to Join me there for a beer. He
said that as a Chinese he was not allowed
to enter the foreigners' hotel. I thought of

the famous sign that used to hang outside
a Shanghai park during the Western
countries' "occupation": Vo /Jo^.*. Vo
i'.h'uwsv.

In its eagerness to attract favorable

foreign reviews and capital investment,

the Communist regime explains these

special privileges as mere conveniences
to ensure the comfort and privacy of its

visitors.

What the Communist system means
for the average Chinese, however, is not

always clear. The people we saw in the

cities and In a rural commune were ade-

quately dressed, and from all appearan-
ces seemed healthy, well-fed and
reasonably happy. Our guides claimed
famine had been wiped out since Libera-

tion. The standard of living In the cities

and countryside reflected varying
degrees of spartan modesty. Yet the

number and availability of consumer
goods was surprising.

While Shanghai's five-floor First

Department Store may not be Macy's,
holiday-sized crowds pushed and shoved

*^ln many ways China is living in a past

present government tries so hard to deny''.

the

Liberation history Is taught but that the

emphasis Is clearly on Chinese history

and "political education" since 1949. A
young man 1 met In Guilln, a scenic city

in southern China, provided graphic tes-

timony to this purge of history: He had
never heard of Confucius. This was the

same young man who knew enough to

discuss current U.S.-Chlna foreign

policy.

China's Inner conflict between ancient

and modern values Is exacerbated by the

Intrusion of Western influences. No
entity embodies the spirit of modernity

In China as well as the foreign traveler.

Once reviled as rapacious capitalists.

Westerners are now greeted with open

arms and promises of lasting friendship.

For the traveler, the sheer numbers of

people in the cities Is staggering. A seem-

ingly endless torrent of bell-rlnglng bicy-

clists, seven or eight across, stream

through congested city streets. Packed

buses surge through the crowds, blaring

horns and leaving no doubt as to who
rules the road. Pedestrians have no

right-of-way.

The chaos abates momentarily at the

sight of a Westerner on the sidewalk.

Curious stares conduct a species evalua-

tion: shoes, face and, finally, body. The

feeling of physical, cultural and linguis-

tic Isolation Is profound. There Is no hos-

tility in their eyes but the examination Is

to look and maybe buy everything from
bicycles to clothing to musical
instruments.

Clearly, socio-political tradeoffs bal-

ance any Improvement In material well-

being the average Chinese has gained
since 1949. Conformity is the rule of

thumb in dress, action and thought. Men
and women wear the ubiquitous green,

gray or blue shirts and trousers that are

characteristic of the Mao suit. Except
for some of the young people in Canton or

Shanghai, the people make little or no
attempt to enhance their physical

appearances with jewelry or cosmetics.

Colorful, romantic Imperial China left

only a limited, fading legacy. In the cit-

ies, trees and flower bushes stripped

bare by winter fall to conceal the drab,

gray architecture. Bright colors are

prominent only in the ancient temples

and palaces, and In the clothing of the

Chinese children.

Pervasive Communist Ideology

More stark than the physical setting of

China is the extent to which the perva-

sive Ideology of the Chinese Communist
Party has coopted the nation's soul. The
Western notion of political liberties and
economic freedoms does not exist in

China. Whether the Communist system

works In practice Is debatable; whether

the population believes In the Ideology is

even more uncertain. The Party Itself,

however, is respected out of fear and
viewed with contempt by some Chinese.

Only four percent of China's 950 mil-

lion people belong to the Communist
Party. When I asked our guide in Canton

if she was a member of the Party, she

looked shocked and retorted, "Do I look

like a Party member?" Since I'd never
met a real Party member before, I had
no way of knowing whether she did or

not, but the concern in her voice was
genuine.

Our Shanghai guide's response to the

same question was equally revealing. An
extraordinary man gifted with an ency-

clopedic mind for details and stories, he

said somewhat sarcastically, "I've been
a guide for 20 years serving the people. I

guess I'll just have to serve another 20 to

show my true dedication."

Certainly to the foreigner, and proba-

bly to most Chinese, the Party is a face-

less monolith. Outside looking in, foreign

experts are forced to speculate on much
of China's arcane internal politics. A spo-

kesman at the U.S. Embassy in Peking
said Western Intelligence sources know
less about the upper echelons of the Chi-

nese government than of any other

government in the world.

For a visitor, sifting through the pro-

paganda is not the chore it once was.

Still, the capricious winds of political

favor leave China floating in a continual

sea of uncertainty. The flaming wall pos-

ters of the late 1960s and 1970s exulting

Mao, Stalin, Marx and Engels have vir-

tually disappeared. Benign billboards

exhorting the working class of the world
have replaced them.
With hesitancy, China looks to the

West for some of the solutions to its mod-
ern problems. To gain American friend-

ship the Chinese are determined to

depict the most positive scenario of their

country.

Our insistence on having pointed ques-

tions answered fully perplexed our

guides. During briefings, potentially

embarrassing political or sociological

questions somehow lost their meaning in

translation and one could never be sure if

the guide or site host was answering your
question completely and accurately.

Much of what our tour guides showed
us could be considered a form of propa-

ganda. We toured two kindergartens, but

never met any older students. In Peking,

the director of a portion of that city's

extensive underground bomb shelter

network assured us that all of Peking's

nine million people could be moved into

the tunnels 45 feet underground within

five or six minutes. That the bomb shel-

ter was equipped with a tourist gift shop
and no real defense against nuclear

attack or fallout belled the importance

he gave his system.
Peking's underground city epitomizes

China's obsession with showing the

industrialized world that it, too, has the

capacity to perform great feats of Indus-

try. More accurately, however, the pro-

ject exposes the lack of long-range

growth planning and the widening tech-

nological gap between China and Its

highly-industrialized rivals.

Hotel and apartment construction was
booming in all the cities we visited, yet

there was no evidence of urban planning.

Half-completed structures, void of any
artistic or imaginative style, looked as

tired as their nearby Soviet-designed

counterparts.

Modernization has cameo role

Modernization, with its Western trap-

pings, only recently has earned anything
grander than a cameo role In China's
development plan. Water buffaloes and
plows are still the primary means of cul-

tivating the land. Women still work huge
looms in Shanghai's rug factories. Yet the

Chinese desire some of the benefits of an
industrialized society. The government
is eager to obtain more foreign exchange
and has sought to boost tourism
markedly since official Chinese-
American relations resumed ten years
ago.

The paradox lies in that the tourist

Industry Is growing faster than the Chi-

nese are learning how to manage it. The
government appears resolute in keeping
tourists herded into groups where they

cannot disseminate their alien Western
influence among the people, thus a policy

which will become unworkable as the

number of tourists to China steadily

increases.

Despite Chinese criticism of Western
decadence, capitalist tendencies are

creeping into factory production ethics.

Plants and individual workers are
rewarded for surpassing their state-

assigned quotas. Factories engage in

"social emulation" with each other.

"Competition" is still too bourgeois-

sounding a word to swallow whole.

Paradox shrouds even cases of

genuine Chinese-American friendship.

In Guilln, we had the excellent fortune to

meet two high-level Red Army generals

who were traveling on the same pleasure

boat that we were. The two men, who had
participated in the Long March with

Mao, were affable and sincere. Their

personal affinity toward Americans

stemmed from the fact that the U.S. had

helped defeat the Japanese in China dur-

ing World War II.

That China fought against the United

States in Korea and supported the North

Vietnamese 15 years later seemed either

forgotten or was unimportant. As with so

many other examples, history had at

least temporarily wiped out past differ-

ences and had fostered yet another

paradox.

Maintaining a strict Ideological iden-

tity while modernizing a nation-state has

become China's premier challenge. In a

civilization historically fraught with con-

tradiction, modernity has served to

increase the magnitude and scope of the

paradox. Today, China gingerly strad-

dles the horse of Western development,

wishing the pleasures of the ride but

unwilling to risk a possible fall.
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'Socratic gadfly'
^

Considered

Baker tapped as Gaudino Scholar inclusion
by Michael Govan

Political Science Professor

Raymond Baker, appointed

the first Gaudino Scholar last

week, Is expected to be a "criti-

cal voice" for the College,

working "In the mode of a

Socratic gadfly," according to

Dean of the College Daniel

O'Connor.
Baker's Job as Scholar Is to

perpetuate the Innovative Ideas

of the late Professor Bob Gau-
dino, which Involve helping to

transform current campus
Issues Into genuine learning

occasions and integrating
extra-curricular and currlcular

activities.

Baker will serve a two-year

term; his first proposal will be

an experiential education,

course in Cairo.

Gaudino taught Political The-

ory at Williams from 1955 to

1974. His ideas of experiential

education made a great impact

on his students and the Williams

community.

Probing style

Gaudino was described as a

"master of the Socratic
method." He was known for his

probing, "intrusive" question-

ing not only of his students but of

his colleagues, their spouses,

and other members of the Willi-

ams community.
He was a pioneer in the field of

experiential education. His
methods forced people to look at

themselves through confronta-

(Govani

tlon with things completely for-

eign. These experiences were
usually unsettling, and his stu-

dents have praised their value.

After Gaudino's death In 1974

several alumni helped to raise

money for a Gaudino memorial
money for a Gaudino Memorial
Fund. The fund is now adminis-

tered by 12 alumni, all students

of Gaudino, and is chaired by
Jeffrey Thaler '74.

Last fall, a group of alumni,

faculty and students met in New
York City to discuss Gaudino's
philosophies and how the fund
might best be used to renew
Gaudino's influence on campus.
The proposal to name a Gaudino
scholar came out of that

meeting.

"We seem to think all

history ends with

America, but it's not like

that."

—Raymond Baker

The decision, made by seven

faculty members on the Gau-

dino Committee, was approved

by the alumni In charge of the

Gaudino Memorial Fund.

'Useful irritant'

"Baker was the obvious cho-

ice for the position,
'

' said O'Con-

nor. "He's a bit of a radical. He
will be a 'useful Irritant,' a

Socratic gadfly. He Is argumen-

tative and critical In a genial

kind of way."
O'Connor stressed the impor-

tance of having a critical voice

on campus to support and pro-

mote innovative ideas In the

spirit of Gaudino.

Both Baker and O'Connor

emphasized the Independent

nature of the Gaudino Scholar.

"The Scholar will not be seen as

an arm of the administration,"

Baker said.

Baker's experiential course
in Cairo will be a combination of

classroom study and field

research, with a heavy empha-
sis on work In Egypt. Students

will study "the character and

interplay of structures of public

authority on the local, regional,

and national levels" In that

country. The Cairo course Is a

highly modified version of a 1973

experiential course offered by

the Political Science depart-

ment.
For completion of Baker's

course, students will write a

major paper based on the expe-

riences and encounters of the

field research segment of the

course. This reflection on expe-

rience Is the driving philosophy

behind experiential education.

Language limitations

Another of Baker's projects

will be the encouragement of

study In foreign languages and
cultures, especially non-
Western ones. Baker said he

sees language study as a para-

digm for what Gaudino was
doing. In the process of learning

a language a student Is taken

out of his familiar environment

and made to realize his limita-

tions, according to Baker.

"You become broader
through language study and
experiential education," he
added.

"We seem to think all history

ends with America," Baker
observed, "but It's not like

that."

Next October, Baker will

work with the alumni to organ-

ize a Gaudino weekend. The
weekend will feature seminars
and panel discussions given by
faculty and alumni.

Students dispute Central America policy
Continued from Page 1

"I don't think there's any way that the government of Ei Salva-

dor and its brutal military is a forceof moderation," Schneiderman
contended, "and it is a myth that our aid is going to a beleaguered
government. They've killed 30,000 people in the past two years."

Cuban war machine
Danny Blatt '85 of the Republican Club focused upon the threat

of communist intervention which is "overwhelming" Central
America and has created a "Cuban war machine," arguing that the
Soviet presence has necessitated U.S. involvement.

Schneiderman refuted the notion that revolution in Central
America is an idea imported from the U.S.S.R., and cautioned the
Reagan administration to "set aside the fictions of Haig."

"Most Central American revolutions have been authentic and
home-grown, not Soviet inspired," he claimed.

People die

Weber criticized the U.S. policy-making establishment for

espousing its own interests, rather than those of Central American

nations.
• • People are dying and we remain a military regime forcing our

views on others, even legitimate governments in power," Weber

alleged.

Moro replied that Weber was making a fundamental error by

assuming that governments in power were necessarily legitimate.

He maintained that military involvement is always warranted if a

nation is being forcibly allied to our enemies, if human rights are

being violated on a genocldal scale or in order to ensure freedom

and political self-determination.

Counting Bodies

Weber charged that it is the U.S. government forces them-

selves that are encroaching on the freedom and human rights of

Central Americans.
"U.S. military intervention is cruel and unjust in any of these

countries ... we can't agree on body count numbers, but isn't the

fact that we're counting bodies say that something is wrong?" she

questioned.

Weber advised circumspection In believing what is being said

in the press concerning the U.S. role in Central America. "The

White House decides what is fit for us to read," she said, "and if

Thomas Enders (Assistant Secretary of State for Inter-American

Affairs), who supervised the bombings in Cambodia, is the ulti-

mate authority on censorship of human rights documents, I have to

question every thing I read."

Force of terror

Blatt answered that the left has been as much a force of terror

as has been the right in Central America, and that the only solution

ies in supporting the more moderate and peaceful alternative.

Moro concluded by criticizing the leftist rhetoric of the Coali-

tion Against Militarism, proposing that the "left and liberal forces

on this campus stop taking it for granted that all popular support

always lies with armed revolt from the left."

"When are people on college campuses going to get out of the

past and give up those 60's cliches?" Moro questioned.

Dr. Irving J. Tanzman, F.A.A.O.

Dr. Thomas R. Maselli

OPTOMETRISTS
Specializing in contact lenses and

students' visual problems.

85 MAIN STREET
NORTH ADAMS, MA. 01247

662-2020 — 663-5845

Continued from Page 1

now suggesting, so that It can be
something that all students can
support."

Dean Crls Roosenraad, chair-

man of the CUL, said that any
Council veto would have little

effect on the CUL' s discussion of

transfer proposals.

"The CUL has ultimate
responsibility for housing
issues," he noted. "However, I

certainly would want to hear
from both parties (Housing
Committee and College Coun-
cil) in the event of conflict."

Freshmen misinformed
Last week Merrlgan sent a

memo to committee members
outlining problems with the cur-

rent freshman inclusion system
and proposing a solution.

"Continue to allow students to

group as friends," suggested
Merrlgan."Assign each frlend-

snlp group a random number
and randomly place students in

the various houses."
Merrlgan listed the problems

she has with the current proce-
dures, in which freshman rank
their housing category prefer-

ences from one to five.

"Freshmen . . . make deci-

sions on hearsay of friends,

JA's, etc. Often such decisions

are based on misinformation,"

she observed.

She added that houses tend to

compete with each other to gain
popularity with freshmen and
that freshmen must Judge dif-

ferent houses when they order

their preferences.

"A student probably wouldn't

approach his first choice with
the same attitude as his fifth

choice house," she explained.

Tightening

purse strings

—

Continued from Page 1

for speakers A, B, and C on
these dates,' " she explained,

"than If you say 'we'd like some
money for some speakers.'

"

O'Leary added that a group
can ask for funds for unsche-

duled events, but cautioned that

FlnCom would not actually dis-

pense the funds until the group

presents It with a specific

proposal.

The proposal encourages pol-

itical and religious groups to

express their "Ideas, beliefs

and perspectives," O'Leary
said.

Governmental influence

"We want people to think

about Influencing the govern-

ment," she explained. "No
direct campaign contributions

are allowed, of course, but post-

card drives would be OK pro-

vided that every student can
express his or her viewpoint and
Is made aware of the
opportunity."

On the controversial subject

of the funding of meals, O'Leary
said the proposal rules out fund-

ing for food or drink "rather

strongly, except where FlnCom
deems It Integral to the func-

tioning of the organization."

"This Is admittedly vague
and win be defined In different

ways," she predicted.

The proposal allows funding

of travel when it Is essential,

such as for athletic clubs, or

when the group "will bring

some skill or knowledge back to

the campus," O'Leary said.

FlnCom will take Into account
the numl)er of people going and
the distance travelled, >he
added.

/

L
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Winter Study history 1966-1982
"The first Winter Study period was

like heaven on earth," recalled Biology

Professor William Grant In 1979. Today,

Grant finds himself a member of a com-

mittee assigned to make a serious

review of a many feel has failed to live up

to its expectation and potential. What
happened In the Interim affords us some
sense of how student and faculty percep-

tions of the January term have reached

their present state.

Time of Relief

The Winter Study period was an Inte-

gral part of a sweeping currlcular

change proposed by the Committee on
Educational Policy in the spring of 1966.

The changes, designed to relieve the

"regularity, fragmentation, and over-

load" present In the two-semester, five-

course curriculum, featured a reduction

of the student's semester load from five

courses to four and the introduction of

Winter Study as a "change of pace" in

the month vacated by newly-shortened

semesters.

For the C.E.P., the period's value was
as a serious educational endeavor. The
expected effects of Winter Study on stu-

dents were seen In academic terms: "a

chance to concentrate on a single sub-

ject," encouragement of Independent

study, and an opportunity to expand

Intellectual horizons by taking courses In

new fields.

Values now frequently associated with

Winter Study—experiential programs
like traveling, Internships, and sklll-

orlented courses; more free time; better

social life; more opportunity for cultural

activity—were conspicuously absent

from the proposal.

In January 1968, students looked for-

ward to the first Winter Study with

enthusiasm. The overwhelming feeling

was one of tremendous relief that per-

vaded not only January, but the entire

year. Students felt that the calendar

shift improved the year-long atmos-

phere for study.

While one student answering a poll

that spring said "There was an attitude

that this was a play month, most stu-

dents defended the academic advan-

tages of the new system—chances to

travel, experience, and research.

This first Winter Study was dominated

by intensive academic mini-courses, but

the next year saw the beginning of a

trend toward experiential education that

Continued on Pago 8

ast fall—through meet-
ings, questionnaires and Interviews—we
consulted with faculty, students, admi-
nistrative officers and other members of

the college community about the educa-
tional value of the Winter Study Pro-

gram. From the start, we found that

although students considered the Janu-
ary term to be one of the most valuable
features of the College curriculum, the

faculty was sharply divided in it.<; evalua-

tion of the program. Although nearly all

faculty members agree that the original

aims and goals of Winter Study are
worthy and appropriate to a liberal arts

education, many expressed persistent

and often intense criticism of how In

recent years the program has been
working.

Some faculty believe that the college

has never been able to produce a suc-

cessful realization of the original concep-

tion of Winter Study, and within this

group a number doubt if any satisfactory

implementation can be found. Others
believe that the implementation was
originally vigorous but began to weaken
in the late 1970's; and within this group
some believe that the weaknesses can be
corrected, but others do not. A substan-

tial number of the faculty are satisfied

with the present program, though they

wish for particular improvements.
Finally, some believe that though educa-
tionally valid and (at least in principle)

capable of realization, the program as It

now exists is less desirable than other

ways of organizing the curriculum or the

calendar. For Instance, some members
of the faculty prefer two fourteen-week
semesters, while still others favor two
twelve-and-a-half week terms with a six

week period for faculty research In

-between.

In our meetings and interviews, we
further discovered that the specific

detailed criticisms of the present pro-

gram are numerous and often not easy to

reconcile with one another. What some
people praise, others condemn; what
some call innovation, others dismiss as
frivolity, and so on. But no matter how
much disagreement exists, certain

Continued on Page 10

Cyclists explore Southwest in 1350 mile trek
by Katya Hokanson

Not everyone bicycles 1350 miles dur-

ing Winter Study, but sophomores Paul
Blerman, Annette Hayes, and Andrew
Stone did. They were accompanied on
their Trans-America bicycling trip by

two of Paul's friends, Marty Artes and
Doug Mettee of Baltimore.

Beginning In Los Angeles on the 27th of

December and ending at El Paso, Texas
on the 24th of January, the five cycled

1350 miles, though they had originally

planned to make It all the way to Jack-

sonville, Florida, a distance they had
estimated at 2600 miles. Actually, It was
a thousand miles more than that, which
brought about a change of plans early In

the trip.

50 miles a day
Intending at first to go "very fast—the

average mileage per day was meant to

be 90," according to Annette, the group

soon made the decision to stop and talk to

people on the way and to really see the

land rather than to whiz by scenery in an

effort to keep up the pace.

The cyclists were also slowed down by

very heavy bikes (100 lbs. fully loaded)

and the complications of camping, cook-

ing and mountain ranges. Mileage per

day was dropped to about 50.

"We weren't ready to do lOO-mUe days

with that weight," Paul noted. "It would

have meant six hours of sleep, no stops,

and constant checking of watches."

Oatmeal for breakfast

Annette described a typical day: "Get

up at 6:30 a.m. with the sun, pack the

stuff, get the tents down, put the gear on

the bikes, then have breakfast-
oatmeal, usually. We'd try to do about 30

miles before lunch and finish the remain-

ing 20 afterward. We'd try to camp an

hour before sunset. We'd camp fast—we
had three tents—and put the tarp on the

ground."
Since they traveled mostly over

desert, according to Andrew, "The

temperature drops at night. We'd make
dinner and eat outside or In the tents.

Those who didn't cook had to wash the

dishes outside In the cold. In cold water.

Then we'd have hot cocoa or drink, and

go to bed about 8: 30 or 9: 00 p.m."

L.A. to Ei Paso
Starting out In Los Angeles, the five

cycled through Oceanslde, Brawling,

Yuma, Gila Bend and AJo, California,

continuing through Tucson, Benson and

Douglas, Arizona, and going through

Lordsburg, Las Cruces, and Almogordo,
New Mexico, finally reaching El Paso,

Texas.

Dressed In black wool tights and wear-

ing bell helmets and toe clips, and riding

bicycles in a land of recreational vehi-

cles, the group attracted attention from
the start. Although temperatures were
mostly In the 60's and 70's, the bikers

didn't heat up because they moved fast.

Annette noted that their style of travel-

ing "brings you that much closer. People
feel sorry for you or think you're ridicu-

lous. People come up and ask
questions."

Local press called

Reactions to the travelers ranged from

Sophomore* Andrew Stone, Paul Blerman, Annette Haye* and two Irlenda stop to rest

after a hard day of pedaling. (Bierman)

a very warm welcome at a Hall for Vete-

rans of Foreign Wars in AJo, California,

where beer was paid for, dinner pro-

vided, and even the local press called In,

to having a motel door slammed in their

faces in Benson, Arizona. The group
stopped in motels every week or so to

clean up.

Paul emphasized the exposure to a dif-

ferent people and lifestyle. Stopping in

the desert one night to camp, the group
encountered groups of RV's set up in a
circle like the wagon circles of the

pioneers.

Rabbits and RV's
Often, however, the group would ride

for days seeing little but hawks, coyotes,

roadrunners and Jackrabblts. And while

RV's may have been common, ail three

were impressed by the general empti-

ness and beauty of the desert. One even-

ing the g^roup wandered out to an Indian

burial mound amid cacti and horse

tracks, far removed from everything.

White crosses decorated with plastic

flowers shone In the light of a full moon.
People were extraordinarily friendly,

the cyclists thought, but "there was a
dichotomy—people were warm and
friendly, more than in the East, but could

put tire marks in a desert ecosystem,"
Andrew observed.

East is cold

They also noticed that people tended to

know their neighbors and were generally

cohesive communities, especially com-
pared to what Andrew called "the cold-

ness of the East."

Easterners could hardly be called

respectful to their environment either,

Annette observed.

"We Just go skiing and have different

Ways of tearing up our environment."
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VIEWPOINT

The Value of Winter Study
by Freddy Nathan

At stake in the Issue over Win-
ter Study is not just the future of

the Program itself, but a test, as
well, of the nature of Williams'
commitment to a liberal arts
curriculum.

Certainly in Williams' curric-
ulum there is room for a variety
of forms of education. And Win-
ter Study offers a creative
structure for the type of learn-

ing which can extend beyond the
library, the laboratory, and the

classroom. The Winter Study
display in the lobby of Sawyer
conveys this message well:

"Winter Study is a chance to

learn new things in old ways and
to learn old things in new
ways."
Winter Study, though, like

other portions of the curricu-

lum, has some weaknesses and,
consequently, the Program has
some critics. The complaint of

the loudest critics, who call for

its abolition, is that "the Winter
Study Program is not academi-
cally or intellectually rigorous

enough."
Whether or not this is true, I

believe that Januar\' can be

made more challenging and
intellectually engaging without

abolishing Winter Study and
without sacrificing the many
successful features of the cur-

rent program.

Let me list a few of these here:

1) An opportunity to work
intensively on research for a

thesis or an independent study.

2) An opportunity to work on

challenging independent pro-

jects such as 99s and intern-

ships. (It seems to me from
what I have heard at Faculty
meetings about the late Bob
Gaudino that the experiential

nature of 99s and Internships

best reflects the spirit of his

teaching).

3) An opportunity to experi-

ment and concentrate in a new
area of learning in the absence
of grade pressure.

These opportunities, it is gener-
ally agreed, foster a better atti-

tude among students toward
their education.

The "not enough rigor" argu-
ment is questionable in another
respect because it overlooks the
basic educational goal of the

Program as articulated in the

Committee on Education Poli-

cy's Report of May 2, 196t),

which initiated the Winter Study

Program. At that time the Com-
mittee declared, "The Winter

Study Program is intended to

give the student a change of

pace and open new horizons for

him." The CEP further stated

that, "The programs suggested

by the various departments
should encourage students to

participate in an educational

experience which, with its con-

centration in one area and its

emphasis on individual initia-

tive should be significantly dif-

ferent from that of a four course
semester."

The CEP realized that "con-

centration in one area" as
opposed to the four course load
during the semesters could pro-

vide both academic rigor in that

one area while simultaneously
providing students a change
from the pace of the semesters.
Moreover, they recognized that

"rigor" and "a change of pace"
are not mutually exclusive as
those who oppose the Program
seem to think.

Perhaps, too, they recognized

that the relatively relaxed

environment of the Program

would provide Important cultu-

ral, athletic and social benefits

in addition to academic advan-

tages. How many times amidst

the sweat and the grind of the

semesters have we had to break

a promise to ourselves or to our

friends that we will attend a lec-

ture, a concert, an athletic

event, or an exhibit at the Clark

Art Institute?

A wide range of informal

student-faculty activities also

seems to peak during January.

One of the most attractive fea-

tures of Winter Study is that

there is more time for students

and faculty to make real the

promise of "Mark Hopkins and
the Log."

Furthermore, professors
themselves also derive aca-

demic benefits from Winter
Study, although it is a heavy
consumer of their time. It is a
chance for them to teach and to

learn from innovative courses,
while the off-year in which they
do not teach can he used as pre-

cious time for research. Some

WINTER STUDY ELSEWHERE

professors have even used their
Winter courses as test runs for
courses they planned to teach
during the regular semesters

Clearly there are many posl-
five features of Winter Study jam hopeful that the Winter
Study Review Committee can
offer a recommendation to the
Faculty in April which will mod-
ify the structure of the Program
in such a way as to build on the
foundation of these many inher-
ent strengths.

We as students must
remember, though, that the
Review Committee has to
respond to a variety of consti-
tuencies and that the student
body is only one constituency,
but a very Important one. For-
tunately, the Winter Study
Review Committee, in contrast
to some committees in recent
memory, has been very respon-
sive to the concerns of students
and they give every indication
that they will continue to consult
students.

The time has come to pledge a
recommitment to Winter Study
and a recommitment, as well, to
the liberal arts education.

What do you do with January?
by Stephen Spears

Williams College set a prece-

dent in 1966 when It initiated the
Winter Study Program. Many
New England coUeges have bor-
rowed from our experience to

develop a variety of January
programs. As we reexamine our
Winter Study, we can look to col-

leges in the area as working
examples of how to Implement
different January curricula, the
following Is a selected summary
of four schools offering different

January plans: Middlebury,
Mt. Holyoke, Smith, and

Amherst. All four winter terms
were recently revised or are
currently under review.

Middlebury
The Winter Term of Middle-

bury College closely resembles
Williams' Winter Study. "Our
program began In 1968 and was
modeled after yours,''
explained Mlddlebury's Dean
Erica Wonnacott. "A couple of

years ago we went through the
same thing you're going
through now."
Two years ago, Middlebury

professors mounted an effort to

The Williams College Student Committee for
Unrecognized Workers sends out an urgent call for
aid In Its winter drive for dried food, blankets, and
warm clottiing to help low-income workers In need.
Boxes to collect donations are in Spencer, Arm-
strong, Williams, Sage, Berkshire Quad, Tyler and
Mills. Volunteers are needed to aid In distribution
through Western Mass. Labor Action.

For more Information or If interested In helping,
please contact Jim Foley X6112 or Chris Mulleri
X6342.

SUMMER at BRANDEIS
AN EDUCATIONAL ADVENTURE
JUNE 1- JULY 2 • JULY 6 . AUGUST 6

• Undergraduate and Graduate Couriei
• Humanitieg, Social Sciencei, Natural Science$,

Computer Sciencet and Fine Arti
• Theater Art$ Program
• Premedical Science$ Program
• ISear Ea$tern and Judaic Studie$
• Archaeological Field Research in Israel

Smdl cUuei taught by Brandeia Faculty

Suburban campua cloae to the excitement

of Boaton/Cambridge

Information, catalog and application

BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY SUMMER SCHOOL
WALTHAM. MA 02254

617-647-2796

Summer Tour Guides

Admissions Office is now hiring

3 tour guides for the summer.

Information and Applications in Mather House
Deadline March 2

end their Winter Term, but the
attempt was unsuccessful. A
student campaign to reinforce
and demonstrate their aca-
demic commitment to Winter
Term fended off abolishment.
Despite the students' success,

Mlddlebury's Education Coun-

cil Is "again rattling the sub-

ject" of a 4-0-4 calendar,

according to Wonnacott.

The Middlebury Winter Term
places a heavy emphasis on

academically rigorous courses.

The Curriculum Committee can
replace honors-pass-fall grad-

ing with an A through E system
for a given course, but only If the

professor requests It.

The number of petitions for the

A-E scale Is rising, but Wonna-
cott believes that students

accept the trend with few
complaints.

"I'm really surprised that

there wasn't some huge out-

cry," she said. "Our students,

like yours, are competitive, and
I guess good grades are like a
pat on the back—everyone likes

to get credit for work."
Professors at Middlebury are

required to teach one out of

every three Winter Terms, and
Wonnacott Ijelleves that course
quality is declining. "I have
found a lessening of faculty
energy going Into It," she
lamented. The effect of this

reduced Involvement Is to limit

offerings to students. Fewer
students are able to choose the
courses they would like to take,
and this In turn damages stu-

dent enthusiasm.
The Dean acknowledged that

some students "blow off Winter
Term", but she expressed little

concern over them. "If students
don't take advantage of the
courses. It's their loss," she
concluded.

Mt. Holyoke
The Mt. Holyoke College Win-

ter Term, established eleven
years ago. Is decidedly less
structured than Mlddlebury's
or Williams' programs. Stu-
dents must participate In two
Winter Terms, one of which

Proposals at a glance
Proposal
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T.A/s adjust to Indian culture
An eagle feather on the flag-

pole instead of the American
flag and high school students
who were already mothers and
fathers were only two of the

things that Una O'Malley '83

and Lorl Lewis '84 didn't expect
when they went to teach at Lac
Courte Oreille Indian Reserva-
tion in Hayward, Wisconsin this

January.
Una was a teaching assistant

in the art department for grades
eight to 12 in the 94-student

school of the Ojibwe Indian

translated to "whenever; when
you get there." The students

were always late to classes and
did not like being asked to hurry
up, according to Una.

"It was as if they were doing
you a favor because their bodies

were present in the classroom,
'

'

she noted. Many children, she
said, only came to school
because the building was
heated; whereas their homes
were not. Free food was also

provided at the heavily-funded

school, another attraction to

^^he had had knives pulled on him
and had been driven off a road by
the relatives of ehildren he had
helped/^

Tribe, a branch of the Chippewa
Indians, while Lorl taught
geometry, algebra and reme-
dial math to students in grades
nine to 12.

Unemployment, alcoholism
Following up on a small notice

in the Register last semester
advertising the opportunity to

teach on a Wisconsin Indian res-

ervation, the two spent from the
4th through the 22nd of January
learning Just how complex the
situation of the American
Indian is.

"It was rewarding, but it was
more frustrating than anything
else," said Lorl of the month at

the Lac Courte Oreille school,

known as LCO.
The reservation itself, with

1800 to 2000 people, is the
second-largest in Wisconsin,
located in what is described by
the two as "a very depressed
area." Unemployment and
alcoholism are two of the larg-

est problems for the inhabi-

tants.

Students always late

Lorl and Una had different

experiences; for Lori the month
had a more positive outcome
than for Una.

"It was frustrating, but I

could relate to the students,"
Lorl observed. As a result of an
uncooperative teacher under
whose supervision she worked,
Una said she "felt like a babysit-
ter. There were a lot of disci-

pline problems."
Among the discipline prob-

lems was that of ' 'Indian time,
'

'

which the two women said

some children.

The pair characterized the

school as having very pleasant

and adequate facilities, includ-

ing a very up-to-date computer
system which could be used for

remedial work and for learning

the native language of the tribe,

Ojibwe. Much federal funding is

available, said the two; pres-

ently students are awaiting a

grant for their own radio

station.

SAT's not given

Vocational training is pushed
at LCO, agreed the two, largely

because so few students go on to

higher education. Last year for

the first time, the ACT was
administered at the school. The

SAT has never been given. Last
year none of the students who
graduated from the six-year-old

school went on to higher
education.

The paradox for the Indian,

Lori and Una agreed, is that to

remain on the reservation
means acceptance, but also ret-

ention of unsatisfactory sta-

tus quo, while to leave to seek a
better life is to risk rejection.

$400 Indian relief

Indian relief comes to about
$400 per month for each adult,

and motivation is not strong to

work, they said. Indians who
stay on the reservation are
offered jobs because they are
Indians. However, many jobs
are summer construction jobs,

which mean no winter employ-
ment. The outside world is often
hostile; prejudice abounds.

A young Ojibwe dances at a powwow on Lac Courte Oreille Indian

Reservation. /0\J<i/(.>v)

im CUP SM©p
AND YOU

"A TEAM THAT WORKS WELL TOGETHER"

We appreciate your choice in coming to us from time to

time for your hair care needs. Whenever you have a question

or problem with your hair, please feel free to stop In or give us

a call and let us assist you in any way we can.

THANK YOU FROM ALL OF US

AT THE CLIP SHOP.

Change • always in the works at The Clip Shop.

Maintain your status quo or take advantage of new
suggestions!

Few role models exist for the

young people, the two agreed,

and those who break away for-

feit the ties to their people,

knowing their choice Is to stay

away forever or to come back
knowing that when they return

they will be labeled "apples,"

red on the outside, white within.

One such "apple" with whom
Lorl and Una had close contact

was the drug and alcohol coun-

selor for the school, a native

Ojibwe. He had received so

many threats that he was at>out

to quit, they said.

Knives pulled

"The kids liked him," Una
said. "They almost all came to

him, either with their own prob-
lems or because of family prob-

lems. Since he helped relocate

kids whose families were abu-
sive toward them, Una said, he
had had knives pulled on him
and had iDeen driven off a road
by the relatives of children he
had helped.

"The Indian has l)een stepped
on for so long that the kids have
no sights—the world Is far out of

reach," Lori said. "John (the

drug counselor) said they'd
watch T.V. and see stuff they
knew they couldn't have."

Stares in laundromat
Both Lori and Una noticed the

hostility of whites towards Indi-

ans: the looks in the laundro-

mat, the fact that Indians would
be last to be waited on in a store.

"The students," Lori said,

"seemed stripped of dignity.

They had no belief in them-
selves. They didn't think they
had any potential."

Una and Lori described the

difficulty in gaining the stu-

dents' trust at the beginning,

and the initial cool atmosphere.
Eventually they were accepted
and gained some trust on the

part of the kids, but when the

time came for the two women to

leave, "they tuned us out," In

the words of Lorl.

"The attitude," Una said,

"was 'we gave you friendship,

how can you leave?'
"

Added to the young Indians'

problems Is a high pregnancy
rate. Some students had child-

ren of their own, said the two.

In spite of frustrations, both

Una and Lori felt the time they

spent was well worthwhile. They
were Invited back to teach

again, although neither knows
whether she will accept the

offer.

W S HISTORY

Sixteen

years of

4-1-4

Continued from Page 5

continued through the next
decade. The percentage of aca-

demic courses steadily declined

while experiential, skill, and
independent courses became
more frequent.

Also changing over the years

were attitudes towards Winter
Study among faculty and stu-

dents. In 1971 the Faculty voted

unanimously to support the pro-

gram, but by the middle of the

decade many faculty members
were expressing dissatisfaction

with It.

A 1971 student poll revealed

that the projects were consi-

dered at least as challenging as

semester courses, and that they

Imparted just as much knowl-

edge while remaining highly

Interesting and worthwhile. A
majority also felt that the Win-

ter Study experience contrib-

uted more to their personal

development than the regular

semesters.

Yet students expressed con-

tinued concern about the period

academic value In later years.

Many felt that both students and
faculty made the program
"somewhat of an academic Joke

because of the low standards
they set."

A number of reviews through-

out the seventies attempted to

recommit the College to the

original principles of Winter
Study, explaining Its purposes
to newer faculty, establishing

guidelines for the amount of

work expected In courses, and
establishing a "perfunctory
pass' grade.

Yet faculty still express con-

siderable concern over a deteri-

oration of standards within the

program, and many would like

to see It abolished. The Winter
Study Review Committee's
newly released proposals
attempt to reestablish the com-
mitment and enthusiasm that

the first Winter Studies enjoyed,

while holding to the basic princi-

ples of the original 1966 propos-

als. The most crucial period In

Winter Study's history may be

the next few weeks.
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FACULTY RESEARCH

Typing for tenure
by Alyson Hagy

They say the hard part is finding enough time to do research.

They say the professional horror Is the truth of the "publish or

perish" syndrome. When Williams faculty members offer radical

options to a January Winter Study or organize themselves to sup-

port major changes In the College calendar, it is likely that they are

moving to protect their professional research time.

The precariousness of a tenure track position and the impor-

tance of scholarly recognition within their professional field are all

too obvious to junior and senior faculty meml)ers. But during the

Great Winter Study Struggle, it has become clear to many profes-

sors that the student body probably does not fully appreciate the

dilemma they face year after year. They do not think students quite

understand how they are perceived as scholars beyond the twunds

of Williams College.

Superman syndrome
The faculty is pressed by the small college atmosphere of Willi-

ams to give their time to teaching. The skill and availability of the

faculty is, after all, one of Williams' biggest drawing cards. Stu-

dents "demand" (in some sense) their professors' time and energy

day after day l)ecause "that is what they are here for."

But as college and university level jobs become more scarce,

the pressure for Williams professors to teach well and to accomp-

lish impressive research increases. While some professors find the

local "publish or perish" situation far less strenuous than the pres-

sures endured by their colleagues at other colleges and universi-

ties, such "contentment" seems to be developing into the exception

Instead of the rule.

As a whole, the faculty maintains that Williams College is a

teaching college, and they are adamant in saying that they are not

out to "short-change" the students. Nevertheless, a student-

teacher tug of war may well be in the making. Both professors and

undergraduates would like to have the four weeks In January for

more personal endeavors. The morale of both sides seems to rest

heavily on the fate of Winter Study.

Any member of most departments in Division I or II is

"expected" (the unwritten tenure rule, so to speak) to publish two

or three of these articles before they can begin to look forward to

promotion. Serious work on a book is even more tedious and

Involves years of continuous work.

Science professors, on the other hand, may have to publish less,

but reaching conclusive results in order to complete one or two

articles before the date of tenure decisions usually takes several

years. While these professors often have the laboratory aid of thesis

and independent study students during January, they generally

still do not expect to accomplish much personal research because

there just is not enough time.

Truth is sticky

One of the sticky truths of the Winter Study dilemma revolves

directly around this question: how much research could the faculty

really complete in four weeks (if the students were nowhere in

sight ) while they continued to serve on committees and prepare for

the second semester? It is clear from recent discussions that even

the professors themselves cannot agree on this point.

The newest calendar change, adding a week to the summer by

shortening reading and examination periods, is more specifically

to the faculty's liking. Winter Study research expectations are

minimal at best. Some professors describe the period as useful for a

small amount of editing and revision. Others note, with enthusi-

asm, that student researchers tend to make more progress in their

work in January than their advisers do, as they (the professors)

admittedly save the bulk of their work for the summer.

There is no doubt that the faculty is serious about its review of

Winter Study. Ideally, It might be guessed that they would like more

time to research and a more serious academic commitment from

students, so that those professors actively teaching in January

(while many of their colleagues work on personal projects) would

feel that their teaching efforts were not in vain.

It may be difficult, however, to achieve both goals, and it is

Imperative that students begin to understand the faculty's serious

and complex motives for advocating major changes in current

January program.

The faculty, as a conglomerate of professionals, feels that the

future of both their career endeavors—teaching and research

achievement-is on the line. They will undoubtedly vote for a new

program with both of those interests in mind. Right now, it is

difficult to guess which priority will be uppermost when the votes

are counted.

Students in visiting instructor Julie Schneider's Life Drawing class met lor over (our hours every

weekday during January. (Schneider)

Winter Study elsewhere
Continued from page 6

must be spent on the Mt.

Holyoke campus. Courses are

graded pass-fail, and Winter
Term, but an additional 2(X) to

300 stay to work or just relax.

Freshmen make up the bulk of

the on-campus Winter Term
students. Some faculty
members worry about how
these freshmen use their

January.
"Most of the students have

never had an entire month of

only one class, " observed Allen.

"If we fall short anywhere, it is

in warning them how to use

their time in Winter Term."
Allen suggested holding classes

four days a week instead of the

usual two days, to "keep them
on a schedule." She added that

free time leads to a lot of travel

by students which "undermines
the residential community of

the program."
Two years ago professors'

contribution to the Program
was increased to one Winter
Term for every six regular

semesters. The intent of the new
rule was to increase course

offerings. Allen felt that there

was "much grousing" from
some faculty when the rule was
passed, this contention seems to

be supported by the fact that

most Mt. Holyoke professors

have deferred their Winter
Term requirement until next

year. "We'll have more courses

than we know what to do with,"

exclaimed Allen.

Smith
Smith College's Interterm Is

totally optional for both stu-

dents and faculty. This year's

curriculum Included 85 courses

and workshops—some lasting

only a couple of hours, but most
meeting approximately ten

hours a week. Generally, the

courses offered are of a non-

academic nature, "although we
did have some courses that

could be called academic,"
according to Interterm Coordi-

nator Anne Scheer,

"We've 'been trying for some
more 'meaty' courses," said

Scheer, and in that effort she

claimed to have limited success

this year.

"The main problem is that

since there is no credit and no

requirement, there is no incen-

tive for students to follow

through," she noted with dis-

may. The low student commit-
ment dampened faculty interest

to the point where only five

faculty members taught in last

year's Winter Term. Student

teachers filled the bulk of the

curriculum. Scheer believes

that "It's time that the faculty

consider better-spent preparing

for the second semester."

Results from student questi-

onnaires indicate that a major-

ity of Smith students would like

a more structured Interterm.

"A fairly small percentage of

the College uses Interterm
well," Scheer charged. "Many
consider it a period where stu-

dents goof off, and many do.

Nevertheless, the option should

be there for students who value

the time."

Amherst
Amherst College just com-

pleted the first year of a reor-

ganized Interterm, and it was
"quite a success" according to

Irwin Nussbaum, Assistant

Dean of Students.

This year marked the intro-

duction of Interterm curricular

committees to search for and
approve Interterm courses. A
student committee and a

president-appointed committee
worked together to supervise

the curriculum.

"Virtually any class was
accepted," said Nussbaum.
Nevertheless, he believes the

committees are a beneficial

step, "better than leaving it to

see what comes up."

Fifty-eight courses were
offered for the Amherst pro-

gram. Topics included financial

accounting, nuclear defense,

and "Modern Philosophy in the

Comic Book. "The most popular

subject was Jitterbugging. which

drew 150 people from the entire

five-college area.

The Amherst Interterm is a

sort of "phase-in" program in

which course offerings expand
with each passing week of the

term, the college's food service

statistics show between 350 and
5.50 students in attendance dur-

ing the first week, rising to 700

students by the end of the third

week.

The Interterm is primarily a

program supervised by stu-

dents, for students. Most faculty

members prepare for the

upcoming semester or finish

research for publication,
according to Nussbaum.

When the idea of a student or

faculty Interterm requirement

was raised, Nussbaum balked.

"The time off is important for

students and faculty to get a

breather." he suggested.
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themes have been sounded often enough
for the committee to agree that faculty
perceive significant problems with the
present program that need to be
addressed: the questionable intellectual
rigor of some coures; the difficulties of
getting some students to do serious
work; certain inequities of workload for
faculty and students; the belief of many
in the community that WSP doesn't
count very much (in evaluating the per-
formance of students or faculty); the
grading system; the time allowed each
Fall for the preparation of the course
offerings; and the absence of turnaround
time between the end of the winter term
and the beginning of the spring
semester.

Whatever the specific criticisms (and
the considerable contention that arises
when any one of them is discussed),
there is a widespread belief that faculty
and student commitment to the Winter
Study Program as an educational expe-
rience has declined in recent years.
Although students are almost unanim-
ous in their enthusiastic support for the
opportunities provided by the January
term, they too have criticized certain
aspects of the present program. They
agree that there are problems of com-
mitment and workload (among faculty
as well as studenJs). They seem to want
more sustained intellectual challenge
and more equivalence between courses:
they complain of being bounced too often
through a series of first-second-third-
fourth choices; and they wish to have
more input into the kinds of courses
offered each winter.

Given the intensity of faculty criticism
about the implementation of the present
program, we decided that one of our sev-
eral tasks should be to rethink the origi-

nal aims of the January term and to
make a fresh effort to work out a more
successful implementation. To that end,
we asked a sub-committee to consider a
revision of the structure of the present
program. But since a significant number
of faculty have expressed support for the
abolition of Winter Study and the return
to a two-semester calendar, we asked a
second sub-committee to study alterna-
tives to the January term which the
faculty might regard as preferable.

the grading system, in the calendar, and
in the administration of the program: a
grading scale of Honors, Pass, Perfunc-
tory Pass and Fail; a full week recess
between the end of the January term and
the beginning of the spring semester; a
strengthening of the Coordinator's role;

a rule exempting new faculty from
teaching in the program in their first

year at the College (except in special cir-

cumstances): a requirement that the

Winter Study Program catalogue be
ready one week before the April registra-

tion period of the year before the courses
are offered; a stipulation that every
course description include a detailed

statement of the pattern of class meet-
ings, costs, expected workloads and pre-

cise criteria for evaluation of student
performance; and a more systematic
evaluation of faculty performance in the
program.

1. Freshman Seminars. Freshmen
are required to elect a seminar devoted
to the study of influential ideas and sys-
tems, great works of art, or major histor-

ical events, in which the subject matter
is approached from several points of
view by faculty from different depart-
ments. Five or six seminars are offered;
each is taught in several sections with
enrollment limits of twenty per section.
Particular emphasis is placed on ensur-
ing common experiences for many
freshmen and for the faculty from dif-

ferent departments teaching in the pro-
gram (reading the same texts,
discussing the same concepts and pheno-
mena; having lectures and other meet-
ings in common). The topics of the
seminars are determined by a faculty
and student group of the WSP Committee
in the spring of the year before the
courses are given. Topics of the follow-
ing kind might be given (they are listed
here for purposes of illustration):
Human Thought and Artificial Inteili-

gence (taught perhaps by faculty from
Mathematics, Philosophy, Psychology
and Economics

) ; The Idea of the Modern
in the Arts (Art, English, Music, Ger-
man, Russian, Theatre); Community
and Authority (Political Science, Philo-
sophy, History, English, Economics,
American Studies); Science, Technol-
ogy and Values (Philosophy, Chemistry,

'^
. , . Very large eourses tend to become

tempting for students seeking an easy 'way
out, and we want to eliminate the
temptation/"

After having extensively reviewed a var-
iety of proposals for a modified WSP, we
have concluded that Proposal A des-
cribed below retains many of the best
features of the present program and
makes it stronger. The second drafting
group reviewed all feasible versions of
alternative calendars and we recom-
mend as preferable the one described in
Proposal B.

PROPOSAL A
Proposal A—To Revise the Winter

Study Program. This proposal is
designed to provide clearer definitions of
the educational goals of the January
term, and—without sacrificing oppor-
tunities for innovation— to give the Win-
ter Study Program greater coherence
and more intellectual rigor. To achieve
these purposes, we recommend that the
program have a three-part structure
based on the specific kinds of educa-
tional activities we wish students to

pursue: required Freshman Seminars;
Sophomore and Junior Electives
emphasizing individual Initiative and a
variety of approaches to learning; and
Senior Projects encouraging (but not

requiring) advanced work in the major
or program of concentration. In addi-

tion, we are recommending changes in

Economics; Religion, Physics, History
of Science, Sociology, Biology, History)

;

The Concept ol Race (History, Sociol-

ogy, Political Science, English, Econom-
ics); The Idea of the Hero (Classics,

English, Romanic Languages, German,
Russian, Theatre); New England and
the Sea (Geology, Biology, History,

Environmental Studies, English, and a
visitor from the American Maritime Stu-

dies program).
2. Sophomore and Junior Electives.

In this part of the program we wish to

preserve many of the successful features

of recent January offerings. At its best—
whether in courses, independent study,

or Internships—the Winter Study Pro-

gram encourages experimentation with
new approaches to learning and with the

non-traditional components of liberal

studies, and it also permits faculty and
students to explore the traditional cur-

riculum with a greater degree of inten-

sity and concentration. The diversity of

offerings, the range of options, and the

flexibility of scheduling continue to be
among the most frequently praised
aspects of the program. Students value
the opportunity to Investigate new cul-

tures, languages and perspectives, and
to experiment in art, music, writing,

theatre, field work, scientific investiga-

tion and social service. They also wel-

come the chance to concentrate (or a

month on one subject with which they are
just becoming acquainted or which they
already know well. Our recommenda-
tion, then, is to preserve the variety of

offerings and the freedom of choice that

so many students and faculty single out

as among the most distinctive and
admirable features of the January term.

3. Senior Projects. We believe that

many seniors will wish to use this final

Winter Study opportunity for intensive

work in their major (about fifty percent

do so at present); at the same time, we
recognize that some will feel that senior

year offers the last chance to try some-
thing new and different. Accordingly, we
encourage but do not require seniors to

of an additional one-fifth released time.

b. Except in unusual circumstances,

new members of the faculty should not

be expected to teach in the program In

their first January at the College,

c. The catalogue of offerings for the

program should be ready at least one
week before the registration period in

the preceding April. Upperclassmen will

register for their projects at the same
time as they register for their courses for

the next year. We see many advantages
to this proposal. The present calendar
(with only a few weeks at the opening of

the fall term for planning WSP courses
and finding adjuncts) is too short If we
wish to have increased cooperation and

"Wiiat some people praise, others
condemn: what some eall innovation,
others dismiss as frivolity .

t^

elect a Winter Study project in their
major or program of concentration.
Within the limits imposed by numbers
we also encourage departments to offer
several alternatives from among the fol-

lowing list, though we recognize that
smaller departments will be hard
pressed to participate in both Freshman
Seminars and Senior Projects.

a. Independent Work: Thesis, 99 Pro-
ject, Internship.

b. Departmental or Program
Seminar. For example, a faculty
member may wish to explore new and
interesting work in the field with a group
of senior majors.

c. Departmental or Program
Research Seminar. A faculty member
may wish to engage a group of majors or
concentrators in his or her own current
research projects.

d. Interdepartmental Seminars.
Faculty members in different depart-
ments and divisions would conduct joint

seminars that would, like the courses for

freshmen, have some common meetings
and lectures.

4. GRADING. Work in Winter Study
courses should be normally evaluated on
the following scale: Honors, Pass, Per-
functory Pass, Fail. We realize that in

some projects it may make no sense to

add the "honors" designation; forexam-
ple, in the case of foreign trips. In such
cases, an instructor could use the three
current grades. The addition of an
honors grade is designed primarily to

encourage and recognize truly outstand-

ing work in WSP projects.

5. The Calendar. Because we are
attempting to add more intellectual

rigor and also because we wish to

encourage more varied forms of student

writing and with it more careful evalua-
tion by faculty members, we believe it is

necessary to have more time between
Winter Study and the beginning of the

spring semester. We recommend having
at least six days between the end of the

January term and the beginning of the

spring term. The necessary time should
be gained by shortening the spring
recess by three teaching days. For
instance (using the 1983-84 academic
calendar as a model), the January 1984

term might begin on Monday the 2nd and
end on Thursday the 26th (allowing 25

calendar days as at present) . The spring
term could begin on Thursday, February
2nd; the spring recess might run from
Saturday, March 10th through Tuesday,
March 20th, classes resuming on Wed-
nesday the 21st. Classes would end on
Tuesday, May 8th and Commencement
would take place on May 27th.

Administration of the Program. Given
the changes we have proposed above, it

is clear that we will need earlier plan-
ning for the Winter Study Program and
more released time for the Coordinator
to perform his or her functions. We there-
fore recommend the following adminis-
trative changes:

a. The position of the Coordinator
should be strengthened by the provisions

coordination among projects. Students
will also be required to plan ahead and to

think of the next year as an educational
unit of two semesters and a Winter
Study. We would eliminate one round of

registration with its attendant strain on
administrative resources. Freshmen
would register in July for their complete
freshman year program.
We also recommend that every course

description in the Winter Study Program
catalog include a detailed statement of
the pattern of class meetings, costs,

expected workload and precise criteria

for evaluation.

d. We recommend that the Coordina-
tor discuss with the Committee on
Appointments and Promotions and with
the chairmen of departments and pro-

grams better ways to evaluate the con-
tributions of faculty members to the
Winter Study Program.

e. The average expected enrollment
in WSP should be approximately eight-

een students for each project. Generally,

there are about 110 Instructors (80

faculty and 30 adjuncts) available for

1900 students. Some of the projects we
envision, particularly In the senior year,

will need to have an enrollment of 6-10.

Other projects may wish to have more
than 18 but we believe a cap should be set

for all projects at 30-35. The primary rea-

son for this is our wish to encourage more
written work (in courses where that

makes sense) but we also believe that

^^ ... at least six days
between WSP and the
spring term, the
necessary time
gained by shortening
spring vacation by
three days.'*

very large courses tend to become
tempting for students seeking an easy
way out, and we want to eliminate the
temptation.

PROPOSAL B
Proposal B—An Alternative Calendar

to the Present 4-1-4. This proposal Is

designed to provide an alternative
calendar to the present 4-1-4 should the
faculty decide to abolish the Winter
Study Program. After weighing the
advantages and disadvantages of differ-

ent possibilities, the Committee recom-
mends a two-semester calendar In which
the fall term begins at the end of August
and concludes around the 9th of
December. Reading period and exami-
nations would follow and the Christmas
recess would begin around the 19th or
20th. The second semester would begin In
the third week of January and end
around May 8th, with a reading and
examination period followed by Com-
mencement around the 27th of May.
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James Burns:

Ec lectic

interests occupy

talented prof

James MacGregor Bums

by Christian Howlett

What do P'ranklln Delano
Roosevelt, John F. Ken-
nedy, golden retrievers,

writing books, and skiing

have in common?
They are all some of the many Interests of

James MacGregor Burns, resident histo-

rian and Woodrow Wilson Professor of

Government at Williams.

Burns has been in the public spotlight

recently because of his involvement with
the FDR centennial in January. He acted
as a consultant for the three-hour ABC
documentary about FDR, which aired
Jan. 29. "I was tremendously Impressed
with the commitment they made on the
FDR thing," Burns said, referring to its

expensive prime-time slot.

Burns said he urged ABC not to over-

glorify Roosevelt and to show his negative
aspects as well, including forcing the det-

ention of thousands of Japanese Ameri-
cans during World War II. Burns himself

appeared on the show several times, com-
menting on Roosevelt's life and political

philosophies. These segments were filmed
in the livingroom of Burns's Bee Hill Road
home.
James MacGregor Burns is recognized

as an expert on Roosevelt Ijecause of two
biographies he has written about the
former president. One of these, entitled

Roosevelt—The Soldier of Freedom, won
him the 1970 Pulitzer Prize.

Political failure

Although he never actually met Roose-
velt, Burns grew up during his presidency

.

In 1936, when Burns was a sophomore at
Williams, Roosevelt was seeking his first

re-election. "I was determined to swing
the election," Burns recalls. Full of enthu-
siasm, he borrowed a truck, set up sound
equipment, plastered the sides with signs,
and "sallied forth to battle." Unfortu-
nately it rained, drowning out the ampli-
fier and causing the painted signs to run."
"I still claim I swung Massachusetts to
Roosevelt," Burns maintains.
But Burns was undaunted by this inaus-

picious beginning. In 1958 he ran for Con-
gress as the Democratic nominee for the
1st Congressional District of Massachu-
setts. Campaigning with him was John F.
Kennedy, who was seeking reelection to
the Senate. Kennedy won his bid, but
Burns did not.

Asked whether he now regrets not hav-
ing led a political life. Burns unhesltantly
answers "no." "I would have loved the
experience," he says, but adds that he
would probably not have served more than
one term anyway. "I learned more from
the campaign Itself," says Burns, "get-
ting into the grassroots of the district."

These days, however. Burns spends
most of his time writing about politics. His
newest book, The Vineyard of Liberty, is

being published later this month. It is the

first of a three-part series. The American
Experiment, which Burns describes as a

historical narrative of this country, with

political analysis. In the past, most of his

books have been biographies or works of

political science.

Now you see him, now you don't

Burns Is also a noted lecturer who has

appeared everywhere from the presiden-

tial panels and JFK library in Boston, to

college campuses and local Red Cross
meetings. In all he gives an estimated 20 to

30 lectures a year. Burns gave two lec-

tures at Williams this week alone, one on
the Reagan administration and Russian

policy as part of a nuclear symposium,
and another entitled "Liberty in America
and the Case of John Adams A--" as part of

the faculty lecture series. In addition, he

appeared on the Dick Cavett talk show
Friday night.

All these activities leave Burns little

time for teaching, although he still consid-

ers this his major occupation. He conducts

a senior seminar on leadership for about

15 students yearly and occasionally

teaches an introductory American
Government course. "I think my biggest

satisfaction at Williams has been recog-

nizing potential in students and develop-

ing that potential," hesald. "My definition

of teaching them is helping them develop

their own abilities so that they teach me."
"I have a theory," he adds. "My main

field of interest Is the study of leadership.

I'm especially Interested in the role of

teacher as leader and leader as teacher.

The great leaders produce qualities in a

follower so that the follower ultimately

becomes the leader."

Burns seems to have done this well. In

his most recent seminar, six of the four-

teen papers submitted received some
form of A grade. In addition, one of

Burns's former students, Michael R.

Beschloss '77, published a book last year
entitled Kennedy and Roosevelt: The
Uneasy Alliance, for which Burns wrote
the foreword.

In what little spare time he has, Burns
keeps himself busy. He plays and "talks
politics" with his two golden retrievers,

does "lots of gardening and snow-
shoveling," helps his wife with their two
horses, and skis. Burns added that ne
"invented 'skreadlng'—reading on chair
lifts,

'

' and had an article about it appear in

The New Yorlt Times.
Although James MacGregor Burns is

always busy pursuing some new activity,
he describes his life in Willlamstown very
simply. "The key to my life Is relating
teaching, writing, and activism. My life

seems compartmentalized. (I) lead three
lives, but (my) lives are connected
through Williams College and Williams is

the center of my life." And happily for all

concerned, he is quite content to stay here
for the rest of his life.

In other

Ivory Towers

Amherst College

Amherst last month disbanded the

most controversial of its 13 fraternities.

Delta Upsilon Delta ( DUD) . Dean of Stu-

dents James J. Bishop cited "a pattern of

antisocial and anti-intellectual behavior

that was antithetical to the purposes of

this college" to the Boston Globe as the

reason for the action. The Glove featured

the controversy In its Sunday edition of

February 7.

DUD had been placed on probation

many times before for such infractions

as loud parties and "sexually sugges-

tive" snow sculptures. Amherst imposed
probation most recently last fall after a

Halloween scavenger hunt that led to a

police raid on the house. The police, after

finding such items as a skeleton, signs

from local businesses, and a motorcycle,

arrested four students for larceny and

property damage. The list of items to be

scavenged included Dean Bishop's pet

spaniel, Barney, and a local bus.

Some faculty reacted furiously to the

scavenger hunt. "Obviously, I'm mad as

hell about it," wrote music professor

Bruce G. Mclnnes to Dean Bishop, refer-

ring to the theft of flags from the college

music center. "A simple little slap on the

hand or some sort of half-baked proba-

tion simply does not work." Mclnnes
asked, "Is it our job to protect thieves?

And what is the next step in the criminal

hierarchy? Throw them out into the real

world where they can practice their

infamy to their heart's content?"

"This is going to sound a little stodgy,"

said college spokesman Carl Vigeland to

the Globe, "but (DUD's) kind of behav-

ior Just is not representative of 99 per-

cent of the Amherst College community.
It couldn't be tolerated."

One fraternity member commented
"a fraternity prank is a prank except at

Amherst College, where it is an 'affront

to the academic community.'
"

All 62 DUD members face disciplinary

hearings for their role in the scavenger
hunt, but the four larceny cases were
suspended pending good behavior. DUD
members can stay in their building until

the end of the year, but proposals are
being sought for its future use.

In other Amherst news. President

Julian Gibbs and his wife waded through

the icy waters of Boston Hartwr after

their World Airways DC-10 skidded off a

Logan Airport runway and broke in two
on Jan. 23. Two people are missing and
presumed drowned from the plane, but

Gibbs was unhurt. Mrs. Glbbs sustained

a slight knee injury. "We were very
lucky," said Gibbs to the Amherst Stu-

dent. "Not only were we seated in the

best part of the plane, but we chose the

right exit."

"I thought a plane was crashing

through the windows," said Chris Bohja-
lian '82 after a beer keg exploded in his

dorm room on Jan. 27, shattering win-

dows and destroying a home-buUt cooler,

according to the Student. Apparently air

from a pressurized canister leaked Into

the keg, eventually ripping open its top.

"I do not want to downplay the severity

of this incident," said Bohjallan, who
suffered minor abrasions. His room suf-

fered $400 damage, with costs to be
shared by him and his three suitemates.

Bates College

Tragedy struck Bates Winter Carnival
as Oscar, Frye House's entry in the snow
sculpture contest, toppled to the ground
before a throng of aghast sculptors.

"Screams pierced the frigid afternoon

air and many ran to view the carnage,"
said the Bates Student.

The snow replica of an Academy Award
statuette apparently succumbed to

"overzealous carving of the ankles."

"I had about as much affection for

Oscar as I've had for any hunk of snow,"
1 said Laura O'Meara '84. "It was quite a

disaster."
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Lowe comes off

sly but amusing

Racy theatre

riles audience

by Duffy Graham
"Mack the Knife" was such a big hit for Bobby Darin that he

could never successfully follow it up. It was a song in the pop
tradition, unlike his earlier hit "Splish Splash," which wasstraight
rock n' roll.

Nick Lowe's allusion to Bobby Darin through the title of his new
album, Nick the Knife, is suggestive and highly appropriate for his

music. Lowe is, in many ways, the paragon of a New Wave per-
former. He bases his music on the ideas of many of the great
performers of the 1950's, and updates them. The foundation of

Lowe's music is rhythm (he is a proficient bass player himself),

just as rhythm was the key to 1950's rock and roll. Lowe makes the

point overtly through a rhythm section instrumental in "Let Me
Kiss Ya," one of the best songs on the new album.

None of the songs on this album are as potent as previous Lowe
hits like "Cruel to be Kind" and "And So It Goes," but several are
quite catchy. Nick the Knife will not be a commercial smash, most
likely because Lowe does not lower himself to the use of hooks as do
almost all the current commercial superstars. But Lowe is con-
sciously playing a role in today's music business: resurrecting and
streamlining the sound of the 1950's.

Rhythm is one of the essential elements; the pop mentality is

another. Lowe is a self-professed pop singer, blatantly evident in

the title of a previous album, Pure Pop for Now People. Simon Frith
says, "The power of pop singers is the power to make ordinary
language intense and vital; the words bring a touch of fantasy into

our mundane use of them. The language that hems us in suddenly
seems open—if we can't speak in poetry, we can speak in pop
songs." Whether in the simple phrases of some song titles such as
"My Heart Hurts," or "Let Me Kiss Ya," or lyrics such as "You
ain't no Mona Lisa/And I no speaka Italiano/But you sure do look a
picture/With your head on my pillow," Lowe is an admirable pop
song writer. The play between his word selection and his music
which imitates the sounds of our daily lives make his songs a
success

. Nick the Knife is simple to listen to but worth a lot of effort
to understand.

L
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by Rie Johnson

Wllliamstheatre's Three
Cuckolds, currently on stage at

the Adams Memorial Theatre,
is an energetic, athletic produc-
tion which provides both bawdy
entertainment and bawdy
jokes.

While the scenario of the play

involving cooing lovers and
cuckolded husbands was an
accurate synthesis of rommeilia

styles, the continued movement
of the play seeped at times into

predictability which might have
been enlivened by an additional

dance movement or variation in

the pace of the show. The hot,

racy atmosphere often seemed
more hectic than artistic, and,

while bouncing and jumping
around can be amusing, contin-

uous repetitions renders it tire-

some unless it is alleviated by
more subtle forms of expres-
sion.

The bawdy jokes became tire-

some. Although sex makes an
interesting focus for a play, Wil-

llamstheatre appears almost to

be riveted unnecessarily by the

"knee and thigh" approach to

sexuality—using it to support
the whole weight of the play.

Yet the play was not entirely

without its highlights. In his role

of Arlecchino, Richard Dodds
presented an interesting mix-
ture of shrewdness and gullibil-

ity, while Tartaglia (Gordon
Compton ) was also a strong role

struggling vainly to deliver his

messages to the merry adulter-

ers whose antics the play is an
account of. It is a shame that the
heaviness of the directing and
the extreme predictability
dragged down what was a gen-
erally dynamic and enthusias-

tic cast of actors. The play's

faithfulness of commedia tech-

nique, to the point of the Vene-
tian setting and the Italian

accents, came off only partially

successful.

Despite the problems, the
play is pleasant and diverting.

The actor's enthusiasm, excel-
lent tech work and superior
lighting help mitigate the short-

comings and serve to provide a
traditional, if not completely
creative rendition of romnu-dia
ilvll 'arte.

I

Concert Listings
prepared by

Toonervllle Trolley Records

Wed., Feb. 17 Marlon Brown, Shee-

han's, Northampton, Mass. (every

Wed.)

Thurs, Feb. 18 Martha Reeves,

Jonathan Swift's, Boston, Mass.

Dakota Dave Hull & Sean Black-

burn, Lively Lucy's, Skldmore Col-

lege, Saratoga Springs, NY.

Feb. 18 thru 20 Tom WInslow, Moth-
er's Wine Emporium, RPI, Troy,

NY
Frl., Feb. 19 Ulstafarlans,JB Scott's,
' Albany. NY
Earl Klugh, Berklee Performance
Ctr., Boston

Sean Blackburn & Dakota Dave
Hull, 8th Step Coffeehouse, Albany
Persuasions, Hangar One, Hadley,
Mass.

Rod Stewart, Civic Ctr., Hartford,

Conn.
Huxtable, Christian & Hood, Cafe
Lena, Saratoga Springs, NY (Sat.

also)

Johnson Mtn. Boys, American Le-

gion Hall, Hanover Mass.

Sat., Feb. 20 Joan Armatradlng,
Palladium, NY
Ellen Mcllwalne & Rory Block, JB
Scott's, Albany, NY
Hudson River Moonlight Band, 8th
Step Coffeehouse, Albany, NY
J. Cells Band, Madison Square
Garden. NY

Sun., Feb. 21 Don McLean & Terri
GIbbs, Civic Ctr., Springfield, Ma.
Joan Armatradlng, Orpheum, Bos-
ton, Mass.
Roy Ayers, Stanley Turrentlne,
Lenny White, etc.. Berklee Per-
formance Ctr.. Boston

Feb. 22. 23 & 25 J. Cells Band,
Boston Garden (Sold Out)

Feb. 23 Dregs, JB Scott's, Albany,
NY

Feb. 28 Joan Baez, Symphony Hall,
Boston, Mass.

Mar. 3 Prince, Orpheum. Boston

Mar. i Black Sabbath, Boston Gar-
den

Clark concert on key
by Becky MacDougall

The only regret I have about the Music from Marlboro concert
presented last Thursday evening at the Clark Art Institute Audito-
rium is that there were not more people there to enjoy It. Unfortu-
nately, the weather seemed to have deterred many students from
undertaking the short but cold walk out to the Institute; those who
braved the elements were rewarded with an almost flawless per-
formance of chamber music that included works by Schumann
Debussy, and Bartok.

The program opened with Debussy's piano duo "En blanc et
noir," performed by Thomas Lorango and Bruno Canlno. It is hard
to imagine that this piece could be played with any more sensitivity
than these two pianists demonstrated. From soft running passages
to single bold melodic lines played so perfectly in unison that they
gave the illusion of having been played by one piano instead of by
two, Lorango and Canlno showed incredible musical chemistry.
Together, they played with nuances of tempo and dynamics so
subtle that it often was impossible to distinguish the two parts.

Next on the program was Schumann's "Andante and Varia-
tions in B-flat Major" for a most unusual combination of instru-
ments: two pianos, two cellos, and French horn. Lorango and
Canino again played the piano parts; the cello parts were played by
Kari-Lise Ravnan and Jonathan Spitz with David JoUey on the
horn. Comparatively speaking, this was the weakest piece on the
program. The horn was often not audible at times when it should
have been; and although the cello parts were usually beautifully
blended, occasionally the lower register of Ravnan's cello sounded
raspy. But for the most part, any weakness in the performance was
due to the piece Itself; I found the theme of Schumann's Andante
uninteresting.

But the Bartok "Sonata for Two Pianos and Percussion" that
made up the second half of the program more than compensated for
any reservations I might have had about what preceded it. Tempos
alternated from ponderous to frenetic; the entire composition was
full of fiery rhythms and bold melodies. Pianists Lorango and
Canino continued to demonstrate their rare sensitivity and techni-

cal expertise with Bartok's extremely demanding piano parts,
while John Grimes and Neil Grover expertly showed the capabili-

ties of percussive Instruments ranging from the xylophone to the
snare drum. Altogether, it was an electrifying musical experience.

\M) SWI

The Purple Pub
Bank Street

Monday
Draft Beer Night

Pabst Beer 64 oz.

pitchers $1.50

7 pm - 12 midnight

Tuesday
Prime Time
(reduced prices)

Wednesday

Watch Record
for specials.

Thursday

Vodka Night

Any Vodl(a 6r\nk

$1.00

Friday

Lunch special

Beer and Deii

Sandwich with I.D.

$2.00

I

NOTE: Lunch served Monday-Saturday 11:30-2:00 p.m
Best Deli in town!
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Basketballers vanquished by Jeffs

The Valley of theGiants: WIlliamsJuniorSteveO'Day towers abovethe
field in tallying against the Lord Jeffs. (Cnvnn)

by .John Clayton

Poor shooting and too many fouls were key
factiirs in the baskeTball team's 72-61 loss to

Amherst Saturday night. The Ephmen were also

plagued with poor shooting when they lost to Wor-

cester Tech on Wednesday, 59-53.

The Ephs as a team shot 41''^ from the field

Saturday night, and an atrocious 39''4 from the

free throw line. They also committed 29 fouls.

"The game was won at the foul line," said

Coach Robert Peck. "We had more baskets than

they did (27-23), but we put them on the line too

much and missed some key one-and-one's when
we were trying to come back."

Art Pldorlano led Williams with 17 points on 50'/,

shooting. Center Jim Pettit had 32 for Amherst.

Ephs out

Four of the five Eph starters fouled out of the

game, Scott Olesen leaving with ten minutes left.

"We're just not good enough to play for that long

with Scooter out of the lineup," Peck said.

Williams was doing well In the first half, getting

leads of 4-0, 15-11 and 23-16. But the Lord Jeffs

ignited for a 16-2 run with nine minutes left in the

half to pull ahead 32-25 and then 34-27 at the break.

Amherst extended their lead to eleven points

early in the second half and kept it there until

Williams edged within six at 56-50 with eight min-

utes left.

"We missed three one-and-one's in this

period,'

points."

Peck said. "That would have been six

Jeffs stall

With five minutes left Amherst started a suc-

cessful delay game, and eventually collected the

eleven point margin of victory.

"They were a good team," Peck said. "That's

one reason we got in foul trouble—we had trouble

covering them."
During the Worcester game, the Eph's shooting

looked pitiful, but it wasn't as bad as the Amherst
game. Williams shot 40% from the field and 47%
from the line in this one.

Missiles misfired

Poor shooting here could have been attributed

to the "live" rims (very bouncy) and poor back-

ground behind the basket at WPI, but Saturday's

game proved that the team could do little tjetter at

home.
Al Lewis led all scorers on Wednesday with 19

points. Center Steve O'Day had twelve, and Pldo-

rlano had eleven. But four Engineers were in dou-

ble figures (although they didn't shoot that well

either-42% and 50%).

A disappointing week. But the Ephmen get

another shot at the Lord Jeffs at Amherst on the

27th. Meanwhile, they face RPI tomorrow and
Tufts on Saturday, both at home.
The JV team scored the last 22 points of the first

half to lead them to victory over Amherst in the

warm-up game.

Hucksters split two^ blanked once
by Rich Leavitt

Playing nearly flawless h
ockey, Middlebury skated to a
convincing 5-0 decision over
the Ephs. Panther goalie
McNamara backboned his

team's effort by kicking out all

29 shots. The game was char-

acterized by Middlebury's
persistent and tenacious
checking which kept the nor-

mally high scoring Eph skat-

ers off the scoretward. It

marked the first time the puck
team had been shut out in two
years. Earlier in the week
Mccormick's squad easily
downed the Dutchmen from
Union in an exceptionally well

played game.
Coach Crawford's skaters

came to avenge the loss which
the Ephs handed them earlier

in the year at Middlebury. The
Panthers took advantage of a
power play situation in the

first period go gain a 1-0 lead.

In the second period, they con-

nected for two more goals as
they took advantage of the
Ephs' sloppy passing. Mid-
dlebury added two more goals
in the final period and goalie
McNamara held the potent
Eph offense at bay to collect

the shutout.

Playing perhaps the best

game of the year, the Williams

stlckmen downed a solid

Union squad.
Senior Jon Dayton started

the scoring for Williams in the

first period on a slapshot from
the right point. Greg Jacobson
'82 let go a bomb from the slot

about eight minutes later for a
2-0 lead. Crafty Bob Brownell
'83 set up the first of Calabro's
three goals on a pretty drop
pass which Calabro fired
home to wind up the Eph scor-
ing for the period. Union
scored on a shot which some-
how snuck between sopho-
more Dan Finn's legs.

John Whelan '82, Doug Jebb

'82, Jeff Potter '85, and Skip

Vallee '82 did a remarkable
job killing penalties in the

second period to keep Union
off the scoreboard during their

many power play opportun-

ities.

Despite twenty penalties,

the last two periods of the

game provided a tremendous
Eph performance. Scoring for

Williams in the second period

were Brownell and Calabro,

keeping the Ephs on top, 5-2.

Calabro's third goal opened up
the final period with less than

a minute gone on the clock.

Co-captain Tom Resor '82

following with the Ephs' sev-

enth goal halfway through the

period, and Brownell scored

the eighth soon after. The last

eight minutes were scoreless

for the Ephs, as both teams
adjusted to the many power
play situations. Union scored

in the last two minutes, mak-
ing the final score 8-3.

Fourth in nation

Squashmen roll on

Skiing success

by Gordon Celender

During the past three weeks
the men's varsity squash team
withstood perhaps its most diffi-

cult test of the season, winning
four of six matches against

highly ranked opponents and
thus securing the number four

spot in the nation.

Williams chalked up impres-

sive 7-2 victories over Stony-

brook, Penn, and Cornell, as

well as a deceptively close 6-3

win over Trinity, while only los-

ing to Harvard 8-1 and Dart-

mouth 5-4. The team's record

now stands at an impressive 16-

3, with only three matches left to

be played.

This past Wednesday, the

team travelled to Middletown,

CT to face a powerful and young
Trinity squad, with t)oth teams
vying for the number four

national ranking. The Ephmen
knew they were in for a struggle

from the start, and after the

completion of the odd matches
they trailed 3-2, with wins com-
ing from stalwarts Greg Zaff

(#1) and Kennon Miller (#5).

Turnaround win
The match began to slip

further away whenTom Harrity

(#2) and Jamie King (#6) took

the court and soon found them-
selves trailing 2-0 and 2-1

respectively. Fortunately, they

were Iwth able to turn things

around, winning in dramatic
five game matches. Another
strong victory by Sam Natara-

jan (#8) sealed the match for

Williams, and a close five-game
marathon win for Bill Nau
brought the final tally to 6-3.

Two weekends ago, the team
took to the road to play both Cor-

nell and Penn, and the trip was
worth the while. Williams won
both matches by a score of 7-2.

On the previous weekend, the

team defeated Stonybrook at

home by the same 7-2 margin.

Continued from Page 14

biy good race, finishing in 17th

place. He was followed by
Blaine McKay '82 in 32nd. These
3 skiers led Williams to an
impressive fifth place in the

nordic team standings.

In the women's nordic events,

junior Ellen Chandler skied to a

14th place, followed by captain

Brenda Mailman '82 in 18th and
Sue Marchant '82 in 23rd, plac-

ings which brought them to

sixth spot in the team standings.

In the overall team results,

Williams placed fourth in the

men's, their strongest perfor-

mance in several years, while

the women's team took fifth

spot, behind UNH and the "big

three"; Middlebury, UVM, and
Dartmouth.

Strong second

The week before, at UVM's
carnival in Stowe, Vt. specta-

tors got a glimpse of the Willi-

ams potential, as the men's

alpine team took second place in

both the slalom and giant sla-

lom events, behind only the for-

midable UVM squad. In both

events, all three of the Williams

point-scorers were among the

top 15 competitors, Including

Magoun, seventh. Pier, tenth,

and Chris Eagon '84, 13th in the

slalom, and Graham, eleventh
in the GS.

In the women's alpine events,

Williams took two fourths in the

team standings. Some excite-

ment was generated when cap-

tain Tricia Hellman came down
and won the first run of the sla-

lom race. She was edged out by
Middlebury's Leslie Baker in

the second run, ending up in

second place in the final results.

Excellent results were again
produced by nordic skiers Han-
gen and Chandler, who both
took tenth in the individual
races. Captain Brenda Mall-
man '82 followed Chandler in

15th position.

William was fifth in the four-

event team results at UVM, In

both the men's and the women's
standings.

Carnival upcoming
Team-members are excited

about the prospects at the Willi-

ams carnival coming up on Feb.

19th and 20th. As coach Leslie

Orton says, "All we need is to

have a carnival where every
Williams racer skies to their

potential."

cnzis

Make a last minute check of your texts.

We are going to start returning immedi-

ately to reduce huge overages.

COLLEGE BOOK STORE INC
WILLIAMSrOWN MASS 01J6'

WINTER CARNIVAL

BEER SPECIALS

R.W.B...$1BV6pk.

Matt's . .Sg^Vcase

WurtzbBrger-$3'V6 pk.

$3»»

Peppermint Schnapps
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Track takes Little Three
by Steven J. Serenska

Personal bests proved to be
the rule of the day as the Willi-

ams Winter Track Team
soundly defeated Amherst,
Wesleyan and Trinity in last

Saturday's meet. The Ephmen
were In control of the competi-
tion from the outset, tallying
an impressive score of 911/2

points, against Amherst's 32,

Wesleyan's 27, and Trinity's

22>/2.

The Williams high jumpers
continued their domination of

that event by taking first and
second and tying for third.

Seth Toney '84 won with a leap
of 6'0", followed by Paul
Toland '85 who climbed to
5'10", and Cam Burns '85 who
cleared the same height, but
attempted a greater number
of times.

Jumpers high
Greg Lao '84 soared to a

height of 13'3" to win the pole
vault. In the long jump, Micah
Taylor '82 sailed 21'5i/2" for

the win, and was closely fol-

lowed by teammates Charlie
Von Arentschildt '82 who
jumped 20'lli/4" to take third

place and Marc Hummon, '84,

who jumped W5% '

' to take the
fourth.

In the other field events,

John Kowalik '83 won the shot
put with a toss of 45'3y4".

Freshman Kevin Jenkins won
the triple jump with a distance
of 39'234"

Angle streaks
Brian Angle '84 led off the

day's running events by win-
ning the mile with an impres-
sive clocking of 4:20.1. The
Ephs went on to pull off a ser-

ies of near sweeps in the 60
meter hurdles, the 60 meter
dash, the 440 yd. dash and the
600 meter run. Senior co-
captain Jeff Poggi broke the
tape in the 60 hurdles in 7.8

seconds followed by Seth

Toney in third, and Kendall
James '84 in fourth times of 8.2

and 8.5 seconds respectively.

Charlie Von Arentschildt,
Ted Leon '84, and Dan Creem
'82 achieved similar results in

the 440 yd. dash. Von Arent-
schildt came In first with a
time of 50.6 seconds, followed
by Leon's third place effort ol

52.0, and Creem's fourth place
time of 52.6.

Tomas Alejandro '83,

George Parks '85, and Marc
Hummon '84 also finished 1-3-4

in the 60 meter dash. Alejan-

dro's winning time was 6.4

seconds, followed closely by
Parks and Hummon who both
finished with a clocking of 6.8

seconds.

Completing Williams' domi-
nation of the running events
were Jeff Poggi, Kevin Jen-

kins, and Mark Rice '84 who
together earned eight points

for Williams in the 600 meter
run. Poggi crossed the finish

line first with a time of 1: 16.0,

closely followed by Jenkins
who ran a 1: 18.4, and Rice who
ran a 1:19.2.

Swimmers take first dive

Junior Tomas Alejandro breaks the tape for the Ephmen In the 60
meter dash this weekend. (Farley)

Cagers top Lady Jeffs Downhillers
by Ted Leon

Playing before a large crowd in Lasell Gymnasium Saturday
the women s varsity basketball team came one step closer to its
seventh consecutive Little Three championship, by defeating

Using a tight 1-3-1 zone defense and a patient offense which was
able to successfully work the ball Inside, the Ephwomen controlled
the momentum and maintained a moderate lead throughout thegame. Leading 22-16 at halftime, they increased the spread toeleven points midway through the second half.

Jeffs threaten
The lead dwindled as Amherst came out of their zone andpressured the Ephwomen fullcourt, cutting the margin to five

wn L^f„ "J
"['^'; ^°^^''^'' ^""^ ^^^"^ 'he final buzzer sounded

Williams had raised its record to 8-4.
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'^ ^"*^ ^""^ Dancewicz '82 played especially
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^ho led the team with

wl^hir ;

«"'' Lynne Jaycobs, who had a number of steals to gowith her six points and fine defense.

Seesaw win

MonH.^tV''^'*"';'^7!."
'" ^' ""^"y S^*"^^ f""- the team this week.

^ 57 wfn ..Vtn'^.
''^"'^'' "^'^'^ ^"'^ ^''''^ before pulling out a

58-57 win against Union, and Wednesday they blew by Mt. Holyoke

In the Union game, it was Kathleen Gllmore's offensive
rebound and subsequent basket which broke the 56-56 deadlock and
provided the necessary margin for victory. The Ephwomen had a
"
uT .t"^ ?

performances in that game. Jaycobs led the team
with thirteen points. Lackey added eleven, and Evans and Anne
Dancewicz both contributed ten. It was Evans who, according to
Coach Hudson-Hamblin, "completely ran the team offensively and
defensively.

Against Holyoke the Ephwomen relied on their tough 1-3-1
defense to roll to an easy win. The squad showed offensive punch as
well, with five women finishing the game in double figures. Jaycobs
led with fourteen points, followed by Lackey and Anne Dancewicz
with twelve, Gilmore with eleven, and Tracy Burrows '84 with ten.

The women's varsity basketball team faces Trinity tomorrow
at 4:00 in Lasell Gymnasium.

cop high

finishes
The past two weekends have

seen some excellent performan-
ces by Williams skiers onthe Div-
ision I carnival circuit. Racing
against NCAA and AIAW
national champions from UVM
and Mlddlebury, respectively,
Williams put a number of com-
petitors in the places in both
nordic and alpine events.

LastweekendattheDartmouth
carnival, freshman John Pier
took third place in the slalom
race, a scant .2 seconds from
victory. He was followed by
Martin Magoun, '85, in 13th, and
captain Steve Graham '82 In

16th.

In the women's slalom, senior
captain Tricia Hellman skied to

fifth place in a race won by
Olympic competitor Leslie
Smith from Mlddlebury Col-
lege. Team mate Marcy Rubln-
ger '85 and sister Judith
Hellman '84 were the remaining
point-scorers, finishing 19th and
20th, respectively

Fifth In nordic
In the nordic events, captain

Don Hangen continued his

string of strong performances,
skiing to tenth place on the hilly

Dartmouth course. Sophomore
Tim Goss also had a remarka

Continued on Page 13

by Jlrn Roche
"We swam extremely well

again today, but they are a very
strong team and were just too

much for us to handle." This is

how varsity swimming coach
Carl Samuelson assessed the
men's first loss of the year to

Division I rival Colgate, 74-59,

last Saturday afternoon. On a
brighter note, the women main-
tained their undefeated record
with a compelling victory over
Mount Holyoke.
Although the Williams men

entered the meet as a decided
underdog, the team felt that a
strong team performance could
beat the Colgate powerhouse.
The Ephs jumped out to a quick
lead, however, after the fourth
event they fell behind by four
points, and were unable to over-
come the deficit for the rest of
the afternoon.

Records shattered
This meet will probably be

remembered as the day when
the Williams pool record book
was rewritten. The quality of
the competition was indicated
an amazing seven pool records.
However, six of the seven
belonged to Colgate swimmers.
John Shepardson of Colgate was
the only swimmer to achieve
two records with times of : 47.67
in the 100 yard freestyle, and
1:45.70 in the 200 free.

The other new marks were set
in the 100 breast, the 100 fly, the
50 free, and the 200 back.
The only pool record achieved

by Williams was in the 800 free
relay. The team of Rob Sommer
'84, Jeff Mills "84, Jeff Mook '83,

and Mike Regan '82 swam the
race in 7: 13.52, chopping a full

seven seconds off the previous
mark.

Good and bad days

Co-captain Regan turned in a
brilliant performance, but only
had the one record to show for it.

In both the 50 free and the 100
free, Regan broke the pool
record, only to have his times
eclipsed by Colgate swimmers.

Other noteworthy efforts

were turned in by freshman
Peter Orphanos with a crowd-
pleasing close victory in the 200
butterfly, and by diver Jim
Stockton '83, who captured 1st

and 2nd respectively in the two
diving events.

Coach Samuelson offered
these comments on the loss. 'I

felt that we could have had a few

better performances. You have
to expect swimmers to have
some good days and some bad
ones, but under the circumstan-
ces, I thought we did well
against a very strong team."

Women undefeated
The women followed the

men's meet with a runaway win
over Mt. Holyoke, 81-34, pushing
their season record to seven
wins and no losses.

The meet was used primarily
to qualify as many swimmers as
possible for the New Englands
and national championships.
Among the women added on to
the long list of qualifiers were
freshman Anne Melvin and
Marcia Gutsche in the 1650
freestyle event.

Coach Samuelson was
pleased with the team's effort,
and is optimistic about the
team's chances at the New Eng-
lands competition.
The men and the women will

conclude their regular season
next Saturday at home with a
meet against Wesleyan before
preparing for the New Englands
post-season competition.

Displaying great effort, Rob
Sommer '84 glides through Mulr
Pool during the swim team's first

loss of the year. (Farley)

Spikers drill Amherst
Displaying solid defense and a powerful hitting attack, the

Williams men's volleyball squad rolled over arch-rival Amherst
College 3-0 last weekend, raising their league record to 3-0.

One week earlier, the team took both Bridgeport University
and Sacred Heart University without the loss of a game to claim
an early first place lead in division IIB of the New England
Collegiate Volleyball League.

Sunday's match with Amherst was characterized by a
superb defensive effort by the Ephmen, with the blockers clos-
ing off Amherst's hitting. "They couldn't hit through us, and that
was the key," said co-captain Paul Sabbah. "By forcing them to
hit over us, we could set up our offense and control play."

Power spiking

Standout hitting was registered by co-captain Vince Brand-
stein, Steve Brewster, and Bob Alcasabas, who, along with
sophomores Rick Goldstein, Marc Hummon, and Lee Link,
anchored the defense. The usual solid setting was turned in by
Brandstein and senior Dave Levison. The final game scores
were 15-7, 16-14, 15-9, with Williams leading virtually constantly.

Two weeks earlier, the Ephmen traveled to Bridgeport, CT
to play in the New England Jamboree, and, by posting aii 8-2
tournament record, captured first place over rivals Amherst
and Wesleyan as well as other New England collegiate squads

Next up for the team is a match with Westfleld St., which will
be played tonight in Lasell Gymnasium at 8:00 p.m. Sunday
Williams hosts Bridgeport and Sacred Heart to finish off the
week's action.
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Council strikes two

from election ballot
by Laura Seligsohn

Two treasurer candidates were barred from the College Council
election ballot on constitutional grounds by a 17-5 Council vote last
Thursday, leaving John Small '83 as the only contestant in the race.
Small meets the Council constitution's requirement: "Candi-

dates for the position of Treasurer must be or have been members
of the Finance Committee." Challengers Gary Brown '83 and Ned
Stiker '84 have no Finance Committee experience.
Last year, Steve Spears '83 slipped through a .semantic loophole

in the Constitution to run successfully for treasurer. He pointed out
at the time that the constitution states "when these qualifications
cannot be met, nominations will be open to the entire student
body." He interpreted this to mean that more than one Finance
Committee member must run before nominations are closed.

Sticky precedent
This exception set a sticky precedent for the Council, which

wanted neither to violate its constitution nor contradict itself at the
expense of Brown and Stiker.

Robin Powell '82, who served on the constitutional review com-
mittee that inserted the Finance Committee requirement three
years ago, explained, "At the time we made the decision, we felt it

was a good one, because the experience one gets on the Finance
Committee makes one a more efficient treasurer."
Powell admitted that the review committee did not consider the

possibility of a one-candidate race.

Brown reminded the Council that Finance Committee positions
are filled by appointments by the Council elections committee. He
said he sought a seat on the Finance Committee last year, but was
unsuccessful.

Unfair and undemocratic
He labelled the restriction of candidates to Finance Committee

members unfair and undemocratic. "In a sense," he argued, "the
position of Council treasurer is being artifically restricted."

Former Treasurer Russell Piatt '82 supported Finance Commit-
tee experience for treasurer candidates, as did current Treasurer
Beth O'Leary '82. "After a year on the Finance Committee, you

Continued on Page 5

Snow sculptures

Vandals crack Humpty Dumpty
Vandalism may have plagued

this weekend's Winter Carnival
snow sculpture competition, but
A-Gar-Wood's rendition of
Humpty Dumpty managed to

emerge victorious despite slight

damage.
A group of three young men in

a blue van was sighted on both
Friday and Saturday nights in

connection with the reported
destructon of at least five sculp-

tures, according to a Security

spokesman.
The spokesman speculated

that the vandals were Williams
students or friends of students.

"Last year there was vandal-
ism, but not quite like this," he
recalled.

Hocl(ey sticks

Rich Henderson '83 reported
seeing three men he didn't

recognize as students attack

Mills' entry Tweedledum and
Tweedledee.

"It was bound to happen,"
remarked Dodd House Presi-

dent John Carlson '83 of the des-

truction of Dodd's Griffin and
Mock Turtle sculptures.

Missy Booth '84, the organizer
of the sculpture competition,
remarked that it was unfortu-

nate vandalism occurred.

"We postponed the judging
for three hours on Saturday,"
she pointed out, "In order to

accommodate those houses who
needed to rebuild."

Chessboards and caterpillars

Coming in second to Wood's
Humty Dumpty was Dennett's
version of a chessboard, com-
plete with pieces, followed by a
tie for third place between

Mills' Tweedledum and Twee-
dledee and Lehman's depiction
of a caterpillar on a mushroom.
The selection committee based
Ihcii' decision on care, original-

ity, detail, finishing and size.

"I wanted to give them all

first place," Booth added.

Mills members repair Tweedledee and Tweedledum after the sculp-

tures received a brutal beating at the hands of roaming vandals early
Saturday morning. The pair garnered a third place award in Satur-

day's snow sculpture contest. (Hrrfi)

Admissions letter sparks

official, student concern
by Jon Tigar

Director of Admissions Phil Smith recently came under fire for
an alumni newsletter which included several paragraphs on sexual
harassment. The letter was mailed on February 3 to between six
and se\-en hundred alumni admissions contacts.
The letter, authored by Smith, describes recent events on cam-

pus and their effect on the number of applications for admission. In
the letter. Smith criticized the ad-hoc group Williams Against Sex-
ual Harassment's (WASH) media solicitation, but said that "as

a

community, Williams is doing a responsible job of working with
students and faculty to define individual and group responsibili-
ties." So far. he noted, "there is no indication that the spate of
publicitN' has hurt the application total this year."

Both Dean of the College Daniel O'Connor and WASH voiced
concern over Smith's description of the kind and extent of the
problem of sexual harassment on campus. "Let me be clear,"
Smith wrote, "that there have been no rapes on campus and no
assaults. Either rape or assault is a criminal offense and must by
law be handled by the civil authorities."

In fact, one assault has been reported and is as yet unsolved. "I
gather that one of my facts is wrong," Smith said.

Aggressive bird-dogging
Smith also quoted in his letter history professor John Hyde, now

on sabbatical leave, as saying that "what probably would have
been termed aggressive bird-dogging in the TiO's is now sexual
harassment."
Smith said he "was trying to put it (the issue of sexual harass-

ment) into an understandable context for alumni of a different

generation, although maybe not of this generation."
Smith indicated that "it certainly was not my intention to prolong

the issue of sexual harassment."
O'Connor said the letter "has the effect of trivializing the whole

series of events and gives an impression he himself does not mean
to convey," and "has undercut (the Administration's) efforts."

O'Connor also remarked that the Administration will ask Smith
to send a follow-up letter, including "the motion that the faculty
passed, perhaps my open letter, with a cover letter from him
explaining that he didn't mean to convey that impression."
WASH responded to the letter with a written statement which is

included on this week's Record Op-Fd page.
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TANGENTS by Grodzins

The Williams Record

No Endorsement

'(V\oSroF THE TIME X EMTO/
e^'.iNG 'Si A COMIC STRlP.

The Record will not make its usual endorsement for College Council
officers this week, for the nature of the candidates' campaigns has
made it difficult to judge on any basis other than personalities.

Freddy Nathan has shown that creative initiative and specific pro-
grams can utilize the Council's manpower, monev, and spokesmanship
power effectively. Yet the current presidential candidates give no hint
that they have anything in particular to implement or express in the
coming year.

When they mention issues at all, the candidates say they "see a need
for" this or "encourage" that, but do not suggest they haveconstructive
means for implementing their views. Worse, they establish their most
important role as being spokesman for student opinion, on a campus
where student opinion is rarel\' formed or focused. The President must
"create" issues by drawing attention to them; he must channel the
usually dormant student opinions and energies into effective rallies or
post-card campaigns. The job has few specific functions but many
opportunities for implementing specific ideas.

The vice-presidential candidates have some tangible proposals. Jay
Ward hopes to establish a useful Financial Aid Committee; Steve
Epstein shows he has a fine grasp of the V.P.'s potential in his .sugges-
tions for election publicity and guidelines. We wish their presidential
counterparts would run in the same spirit.
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Letters
"Honors"

To the editor:

Your February 16 editorial, "No
Honors' for Effort," makes two claims:
1) that to add "Honors" to the present
grade options for WSP would be equival-
ent to instituting the .system in force dur-
ing the regular .semesters (i.e. letter
grades), and 2i that adding "Honors"
would only serve to turn the "competi-
tive few" from "experimentation" to
" 'safe' courses." Both of these claims
strike me as dubious. As for the first, so
long as WSP grades use descriptive
terms rather than letters, they cannot be
included in the grade point average. As
for the second, it is based on a misunder-
standing of the reason for adding
Honors" to the WSP grading options.
The point is not to provide an incentive
for harder work, but to provide a way of
recognizing distinguished achievement.
Even now, such achievement occurs dur-
ing WSP, and it is frustrating to have no
way of recognizing it. More to the point,
it is hard to reconcile claims that WSP
courses are academically "real" or
•

'respectable" with a set of grade options
that peaks at "Pass." Finally, your edi-
torial is based on some distressing
assumptions about why Williams stu-
dents might pursue distinction. One
wishes, at least, that the "competitive
tew" who have managed to become
Record editors could distinguish
between the pursuit of excellence and
mere status-grubbing.

Prof. Michael Bell

Joy of research

To the editor:

I'd like to add to Alyson Hagy's very
good article on Winter Study and faculty
scholarship. I agree that our role as scho-
lars isn't widely understood at Williams,
and it should be.

A main reason that many of us are
deeply interested in scholarship and
research is simply that it's exciting and
important and satisfying to contribute to
the better understanding of a confusing
world

.
Scholarship is lun. It 's fun to try to

think your way through Important and
difficult problems and find solutions no
one ever thought of before. It's the same
excitement we get from teaching well—
the excitement of helping others (and
ourselves) better to understand urgent
human questions. It's why we're
academics.
What prompts this note is that it would

be Inaccurate and unfortunate If the pas-
sion for scholarship within the Williams
faculty were to be seen only as a fearful
response to the horrors of PUBLISH OR
PERISH—to the pressures of a cruel out-
side world, pressures we'd like to see
vanish but have to live with like famine

and disease. A few of us may feel that
way: a few of us may find teaching a
fearful horror. But most at Williams
don't.

Unlike the faculties at pure "teaching
colleges"—the community colleges and
undistinguished liberal arts colleges and
universities—Williams' faculty does the
same kind of research for the same kinds
of reasons and with the same rewards as
our colleagues at Yale and Stanford and
Harvard: It's "publish or perish" for the
same reason It's "teach well or
perish"—because not to be involved In
and excited about your work is pretty
deadly. That threat Is Internal and so Is

the pleasure; the tjenefits are very
public.

Gordon Winston
Economics Department

H & D reports

To the editor:

The Honor Committee heard 5 cases

this academic year, from Incidents

occurring during the first semester. The
case summaries are listed below, as

required by the charter of the Honor
Committee.
Case 1) Two students were found guilty

of cooperating on a graded computer pro-

gram without citing the assistance of

each other. The disposition was a letter

of warning for both students to remain in

the Dean's file until graduation, and dis-

allowing the affected work to be
accepted for grading.

Case 2) A student was found guilty of not

fully footnoting a paper. Penalty was a

letter of warning to be placed on file with

the dean until graduation, and the paper
was deemed not acceptable as part of the

final grade.

Case 3) A student was convicted of exten-

sive plagiarism and was given a directed

grade of E in the course and a letter of

warning.

Case 4) In an unusual case, a student was
convicted of plagiarism. Because of

extenuating circumstances, the student
was given a letter of warning and
allowed to rewrite the paper.

Case 5) A student was found guilty of

plagiarizing a paper. The penalty was a
letter of warning and disallowing the
paper to be evaluated In determining the
final grade.

The Honor Committee Is required to
submit a summary of the cases It hears

Continued on Page 4

CORRECTION
Last week's chart on Winter Study

Proposals incorrectlyUisted the faculty
teaching commitment under the Review
Committee's Proposal A . Faculty
would teach one of every two periods
under the plan, as they do now
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Rediscovering the Purple Valley
I returned to Williams College from

Germany a couple of weeks ago. I was
back In the Purple Valley, the land of the
Log, Argyle sweaters and L. L. Bean
boots, and I had the wise words of Larry
Fuchser to comfort me. Forgive me If I

misquote from the sage, two years after
his departure. "Sex is not nice at Willi
ams College. Many things are not nice.

Including pimples and obesity." I fig-

ured I'd buy some Clearasil and cut down
to two desserts per meal.
Monday morning, I awoke early and

prepared to dress my best. First, I care-
fully applied a good, solid, and reassur-
ingly long lasting coat of sarcasm; to that

a resistant layer of cynicism, then old

jeans and a button-down. Thus armored,
I felt ready. I thought. The first two days
I survived quite well, buoyed on a steady
wave of superficiality. Maybe once or
twice I let somebody through to see what
I was feeling, but I figured It wouldn't be
hard to plug the gaps.
Things, after all, were quite similar to

know what was wrong with me, maybe I

was just listening better. I started hav-
ing great talks and discussions with peo-
ple, some of whom I didn't know, when I

should've been studying. A radical Idea
occurred to me. Maybe I should let the
studying slide for a short while, and do
some understanding Instead.

I've had better discussions with people

Purple Valley
this past week than I have in a long time.
Today, I met a girl at breakfast whom I'd

never talked to before. We discussed
writing, and I said it was something I'd

always wanted to do. I don't know why
the girl didn't just let it drop. Instead of

treating It as a triviality, she actually
asked to see some of what I'd written. I

also discussed our social situation, this

sad fingerprint of the Williams expe-
rience, with many people. I found out

"How many people graduate as emotional
virgins?"

the condition In which I had left them last
spring. I'd read the Record In Germany,
and therefore knew that we had lost our
dogs and our Row Houses, but that we still

had our fireplaces. I had also heard
about "sexual harassment." So, of

course I had to get the scoop on that, and
of course most people had their own opin-
ions and knowledge of what had occurred
and participants Involved. I decided to

be my Williams me, and made a few
jokes about sexual harassment. After
all, I thought, there are serious Issues
here at school, but we have never let that
fact get In the way of our own amuse-
ment. Surely we can trivialize anything,
if only we apply ourselves.
Something about those best laid plans

of mice and cynical students ... I didn't

that there are a few lonely people out

there.

Talking with Williams students two
weeks ago in London, I rashly promised
that a social revolution would occur on
campus this spring. I don't know if it will

happen, but I do think I'm beginning to

understand the problem. People on this

campus are lonely sometimes, but either

they don't know how to remedy the prob-

lem, or they don't work hard enough to

solve It. I'd be afraid to see statistics on
how many adult Williams students grad-

uate as virgins. Perhaps this is sexually

telling, but less physical and much more
important, how many people graduate
as emotional virgins? What a shame to

have wasted four years of opportunity
when we have the time and proximity to

learn not Just about authors and atoms,
but also about ourselves.

Coming back from Germany, I see a
rather barren emotional environment,
where people often don't show what they
feel, criticize, are in turn afraid of criti-

cism, and rarely gamble. We can often
be a callous lot (count me in I, especially

to those with the pimples and the obesity.

If the college of 2,000 is too small, one of

the reasons is that we ourselves make it

that way, by categorizing people, by
spreading rumors, and by yielding to

cynicism. Perhaps we should be more
careful of the way we treat ourselves as a
college community.

Coming back from Germany, in my
first week In the Purple Valley, I hear
first hand of a racist telephone threat. I

am no longer shocked, yet I am sad-

dened. We make it harder for ourselves.

Yet again, I see a lot of positive values
here. We had a full house of people who
care for the symposium on nucleaf war.
I've met or become reacquainted with a
large number of bright, talented, and
sensitive individuals this week. They're
all over campus. Sometimes I can
believe that we're waiting for something
to help us out of our lethargy, to aid us in

that first shaky step from the slimy mass
of mediocrity within which we are

mired.

Coming back from Germany, I see
apathy and concern for self, but also a
reaching, a hoping, an attempt to com-
municate and to understand. Larry
Fuchser saw and pinpointed many of the

problems here at Williams in his Record
article of two years ago. However, he
might have underestimated the potential

we have here. I mean, we're all supposed
to be intelligent, right? So let's get out of

this disgusting mediocrity. It's amazing
we put up with it. Maybe we could polish

a few impurities of the Ivory tower our-
selves. Or maybe we should just continue

on our present course, avoiding the gam-
bles, watching our GPA's and perfecting

our games.
—Peter Detwiler

Winter Study:The Alumni Option
The following Is my own perspective

on the issue we've all heard and talked so
much about recently:

The Problem: Complaints about the

current Institution vary, but the funda-
mental problem most often cited is that

the amount of work Invested by a profes-

sor In developing a Winter Study course
is not sufficiently matched by the
amount or Intensity of work Invested by
the students. Either a Winter Study
course requires too much of a professor
or not enough of a student, or both.

Obviously, no one claims that this Is

the case in each and every Winter Study
course, but this form of dissatisfaction

with the -current system Is sufficiently

widespread for many people to actually
consider such radical baby-wlth-the-
bathwater "solutions" as eliminating
Winter Study entirely.

Another complaint about Winter Study
Is that, because of the time commitment
required of a faculty member, there Is

little or no time for a professor to do
research or to write, let alone pre-

pare for the second semester. This desire
of the faculty for research time should
not be viewed as selfish, for the entire

Williams community benefits when Its

members have the opportunity for scho-

larly exploration. This form of explora-
tion, something required of students, can
hardly be denied to faculty.

The problem. In short, is a poorutlliza-

tion of some professors' January ener-

gies. What Is needed Is a means by which
the burden of obligatory Winter Study
participation could be lessened or
removed, while simultaneously retain-

ing all the positive aspects of Winter
Study—the diverse and stimulating cur-

riculum, the Internships and travel

opportunities, and the blessedly relaxed
atmosphere; then the problems asso-

ciated with Winter Study would
disappear.

The Solution:

As often happens with problem solv-

ing, the "elegant" solution only becomes
apparent after one has transcended the

limits of the situation in which the prob-

lem lies in order to get a better

perspective.

I would like to regress for a moment to

the first official College function I

attended. At the freshmen orientation

lecture to the incoming class of 1984 1 was
reminded that the word "college" meant
"community of learning," a very attrac-

tive concept. With this in mind, I'd like to

look at the Williams "college". Who con-

stitutes it? Who participates in it? Who
contributes to it? Who benefits from it?

Obviously there are the students, as

well as the faculty, staff, and adminis-

tration. Is that all? The answer is No. In

addition to these components of the Willi-

ams community, there are literally thou-

sands of people all over the country who
continually send millions of dollars to

Williams. I refer of course to the loyal

alumni. These are the folks who spent
their glorious youth in the beloved Purple

Valley, then went out and conquered the

"real world." Experienced, Intelligent,

and capable of belting out "The Moun-
tains" at a moment's notice, the alumni
have the potential to resurrect the ailing

Winter Study Program.
Of the several thousand alumni who

are currently retired or retiring; just

think how many would jump at the

opportunity to relive the days of their

youth, to return to the snow-mantled Pur-

ple Valley, to mingle with an intellectu-

ally stimulating student body, and, most
Importantly, to be able to share, over a
two or four week period, something
really tangible: not just money, but their

accumulated knowledge and experi-

ences.

The proposal. In brief. Is to Institute a

program of paired two-week seminar

courses, with each two-week segment to

be taught by a returning alumnus. I feel

that the selection of these alumni from
the available volunteers, as well as their

training (exactly how to transform a
life's career Into a stimulating two-week
seminar), would be best handled by an
alumni-composed committee. The
members of this committee could arrive

either this summer or next January in

order to be trained In their task. One
advantage of having an alumni commit-
tee in charge of the selection from
amongst those wanting to participate is

that the onus of rejection (in cases of

course duplication, too many courses, or

just interminablllty) is on a committee,
not on the college (the implications for

alumni giving are obvious).

Housing of these returnees could be
handled In much the same manner as
visiting lecturers are dealt with. Even
should this prove difficult, the value of

this program is well worth the effort and
whatever expense. Winter Study Is such
an immensely attractive aspect of the

Williams' curriculum that the cost of

saving it Is much less than the "cost" of

losing it. Actually, considering the typi-

cal financial status of retired alumni,
they would not even have to be paid for

their efforts.

With such an Increase In the teaching
pool during January, the burden of an
alternate-year teaching obligation could
be lifted from the faculty. Depending on
the numbers of alumni faculty, standard
faculty teaching coyld either become
encouraged-but-optional or a once-ln-

every-four-year obligation.

I hope you give this matter your atten-

tion . . . before the Winter Study Review
Committee takes any action in ignorance

of the "alumni option."

-Robert Kent '84

Don't

trivialize

harassment
Last week, Williams Against Sexual

Harassment (WASH) obtained a copy of
"Alumni Newsletter «5 (Feb. ,3, 1982),"

a

memo to alumni issued by Admissions
Director Phil Smith. The memo demon-
strates Smith's skewed sense of priori-
ties concerning the Issue of sexual
harassment at Williams College. The
tone and content of the letter imply that
Smith thinks that some students and
faculty have overblown the issue. What
Is most troubling Is that, after the Col-
lege administration has responded to the
problem with concrete, positive steps.
Smith trivializes it and shows that his
unending concern Is with admissions
statistics.

While the Williams community has
clearly taken sexual harassment
seriously, the College Admissions Direc-
tor has not. He quotes Professor John
Hyde as saying, "What probably would
have been termed aggressive bird-
dogging in the '50's Is now sexual harass-
ment." This comment is somewhat at
odds with Dean Daniel O'Connor's
recent "Open Letter to Williams Stu-
dents." In that letter. O'Connor states,

"Every member of the community Is

urged to take this problem seriously . . .

Persistent prejudicial behavior will not
be accepted on this campus."
Smith also writes, "Let me be clear

that there have been no rapes on campus
and no assaults." This Is a lie. Anyone
believing otherwise may contact the

Viewpoint
Deans for clarification on this point. In
an article on the second sexual assault
case this year the Williams Record (Jan.
12, 1982) said, when the defendant
appealed the Discipline Committee's
original verdict, "The charge was again
sexual assault, and allegedly the com-
mittee upheld its guilty verdict."
Part of Phil Smith's job Is to select

future Williams students. He directly
affects the general nature of the student
body. He seems to be satisfied with the
current character of Williams students
as a group. "We are convinced that the
issues at Williams are broad societal
Issues . . . there Is no problem of safety or
attitude on the campus." Again, Dean
O'Connor's letter contradicts Smith's
assertions: "I am particularly anxious
to find ways of ridding this campus of the
prejudicial behavior which often follows
the use of stereotypes."

As Williams is, indeed, part of a larger
society, it suffers from broader societal

ills, as Mr. Smith acknowledges. How-
ever, both the Deans' Office and WASH
feel that Williams College Is only start-

ing to be concerned about sexual harass-
ment, whereas other institutions have
already recognized and begun to deal
with It. WASH felt that. In calling the
media , we were putting the issue at Willi-

ams Into a broader societal framework.
We question Phil Smith's implication
that WASH acted Irresponsibly in con-
tacting the press. We also find proble-
matic his statement that some students
and faculty are seeking a return to "the
more exciting days of the late '60's."

Smith trivializes both our concerns and
the efficacy of our actions. Our most
recent steps have been recommending
and submitting proposals for both th?
student handbook, and the Colby Com-
mittee's work In revising disciplinary

procedures.

The grievously myopic attitude
reflected in Smith's memo shows the
need for a continued dialogue among
memtiers of the College community. We
must not fall prey to the dangers of let-

ting this issue become a fad. The prob-
lem has existed for a long time, and will

continue to exist as long as we Ignore or
trivialize It.

Williams Against Sexual Harassment

Renelde Espinoza '82

Jane FIschberg '82

Greg Heires '83
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Searching for the definition of the ideal student
by Jon Tlgar, Peter Muz and

Katya Hokanson

Narcissus would have loved It

here: every time something
happens on campus, a cry
goes up for self-reflection.

We will always search, of course,
because we are seeking perfection, not
functional excellence. We want to find
the ideal student, and seem to have little

idea of what he or she does or is, only the
certainty that he or she is out there.

Students are only one side of the coin.

How do faculty define the ideal student?
Expecting to find a broad variety of

answers, all of which put together would
lead to a concrete definition, we
approached a few professors. We found
that thoughts on the subject are as vague
and as diverse for most pedagogues as it

is for their students.

General definitions of the ideal student
ranged from the simple to the obscure.
Philosophy professor Laszlo Versenyi
adopted the general outline of a student
"Interested in and able to pursue the type
of Inquiry undertaken in the course,"
while departmental colleague Tom Cook
hoped for students who would "go home
and wonder what freedom means."
Adjectives which frequently cropped up:
"enthusiastic," "interested," "insight-
ful, creative and intellectually venture-
some."

Picking tiiem early

As Director of Admissions, Phil
Smith's job is to search for the best possi-
ble students. How does he define the
ideal prospective student?
"For starters," he said, "a person

who's taken advantage of his or her sur-
roundings ... I view very negatively
someone with a pronounced manana phi-

losophy—all the tickets are there and he
just hasn't used them. I find that
disappointing."

Smith views extra-curricular activi-

ties, used by many institutions as a guide
to leadership and social ability, with var-
ying degrees of emphasis. "Students
who are elected 'captain' are more valu-

able than students' elections. With
student-body president or vice-
president, a student can give one speech,
wow 'em in the aisles, and it's all over.

Peer elections seem to have the most
validity."

Smith said he looks not for just one
kind of ideal student, but "a whole series

of ideal students, each ofwhom has some

common ground in terms of his approach
to his studies or his ability level."

The Greek ideal

Once they're here, a large percentage
of Williams students participate in

intramural and intermural athletics,

harkening back to the ancient Greek
ideal that every student should aim for a

sound mind and a sound body.

Raymond Chang of the chemistry
department felt that athletic develop-
ment was "just as important" as mental
development, in sharp contrast to Verse-
nyi, who insisted that "we do not forget

that the College is first and foremost an
academic institution. The cultivation of

the mind is its primary goal," he con-

tinued. "Everything else is secondary."

Religion professor Mark Taylor thinks

the sound mind sound body Ideal still

has importance, but is "distinguishable,

if not separable, from a formal institu-

tional commitment" to athletic develop-

ment. Taylor feels that the "veneration

of athletics" is more present here than at

other institutions. While he says "that's

not necessarily a bad thing," he argues
that "Williams must constantly remind
Itself that there is a constant struggle

between the desire to retain a prep
school atmosphere and the desire to be a

university."

Grade orientation

In an era of declining job opportunities

and increasingly uncertain economic

conditions, one would predict a greater

emphasis on grades as a means of future

security. Does the desire for grades

differ from intellectual commitment?
How important is intellectual commit-

ment in determining the ideal student?

In contrast to the students who take

easy courses which almost promise high

grades, philosophy professor Rosemarle
Tong lauds students who are "willing to

take risks—venture into unfamiliar
courses." Taylor echoed Tong: "Many
students are afraid to take Intellectual

subjects seriously. The future crowds
students too much."

How can that pressure be alleviated?

"I don't know," Taylor responded.
"That's a cultural phenomenon at this

point in history."

Political participation

How able the ideal student Is to con-
front campus and national politics was
another point of contention. Versenyi
said political participation is "OK, pro-

vided it does not interfere with anything
important," i.e. anything academic.
Meredith Hoppin of the Classics depart-

ment feels that "a lot of students are not
ready to get involved yet."

Taylor disagreed. "I think we all have
political responsibilities," he contended.

"I think it's a complicated question as to

what constitutes political responsibility.

I don't draw a sharp line between
thought and action; I think thought is a
form of action." Taylor said he is sur-

prised by how unruffled or undismayed
students are about the direction the

country is in."

Everyone has a different view of the

ideal student. How does the Williams stu-

dent measure up against his academic
counterparts? Can other schools look to

Williams as an ideal?

Chang finds Williams students impres-

sive, and "quite sophisticated because of

their backgrounds and environment."

Hoppin expressed the general view:

"Students here vary a lot. Some fit into

the ideal student mold quite well."

Taylor went one step further. "There
are many good students, but far too few.

It's not that there couldn't be. It's that

they're scared. They're natively intelli-

gent, but afraid to venture."

Letters- EPHRAIM
Continued from Page 2

to the Record each semester so that the
community can be aware of the commit-
tee's actions. The summaries are neces-
sarily dry to protect the rights of the
Individuals involved.

The voting members of the Honor
Committee include two students from
each class—Lee Buttz (Chairman) and
Liz Berry '82, Dan Flaherty and Martha
Piatt '83, Susan Martin and Paul Wolfe
'84, and John Hull and Laura Volpe '85.

Stephanie Adler '84 took the place of Paul
Wolfe first semester, as Paul was not in

school for that time.

The non-voting faculty members of the
Honor Committee are Steve Fix, Eng-
lish, Joan Edwards, Biology, David
Tharp, History and Harold Warren,
Chemistry.

Students are elected to the Honor and
Discipline Committee each Spring dur-
ing College Council elections, and any
Interested student is allowed to run. The
chairman is elected from within the
committee.

Lee Buttz '82

Chairman

Anonymity?
To the editor:

Having read Paul Sabbah's article in

Hie Williams Record, January 12, 1982,

1

want to float an idea as a possible com-

munication stimulus and to express my
reaction to the "Harassment at Willi-

ams" coverage in the College paper.
If "people really don't communicate

here" is enough of a cause for concern,
might the following idea provide incen-
tive to open channels of thought to the
public domain: What if the Record pro-

vided a prestige Incentive to the five seg-
ments of the College (students, faculty,

administration, "house" and trustees,
and parents) to contribute anonymously-
written "Letters to the College" to be
printed in each issue of the paper?
With a little PR expertise, the notions

of prestige and anonymity need not be
regarded antithetically.

As a parent, and before our
son's graduation, I would have liked to

express my views on a number of issues

anonymously, without feeling that ano-
nymity was a copout. Reducing the
"risk" factor in communication might
ease the flow in these tight times.

On the subject of sexual harassment, I

hope College emphasis will be placed on
finding appropriate vehicles for com-
munication through which 1) an explora-
tion will yield an understanding of the
behavioral roots for the temptation to

"diminish" another person— (The
Obsession, Kim Chernln, Chapter 13
"Boy and Girl") 2) men and women can
come to terms with honest differences of
opinion as to what constitutes harass-
ment at one moment might amazingly be

by Baneviclus
'GODI ANOTHER WALK-IN ^
STUDENT To fyET R\D OF.'

'

'HI^PRES. CHANDLER'.

W NAME'S fPHRAlK

HOMER 5AVS:"TlM0>^

Tbtl^ OF &lFTSTMEKe

tie IN ZEU5' MTe
oNe OF &00V, out

ILL."

WHICH ARE
THE Soft and
CONVIVIAL MODES^

ASKS Pi-ATO:

IT

seen In the context of good humor In the
very next moment 3) the young women
on campus will focus their attention on
how they can strengthen their resistance
to vulnerability to harassment—a tough
assignment, granted, but, in the long run
doesn't It make more sense to fortify one-

self than try to control the behavior of

another?
Continuing good wishes with your

work . . . and play!

Slncerly,

Sue Jordan
Scarsdale, New York

Faculty to decide fate of WSP
by Jeffrey H. Brainard

To pace the faculty's review
of Winter Study plans this

spring, the Winter Study
Review Committee will propose
a schedule for considering WSP
proposals at tomorrow's faculty
meeting.

The schedule Itself and voting
procedures for approving Win-
ter Study Changes will first

have to be approved by the
faculty, who will then discuss
the Review Committee's preli-

minary report and alternative
proposals.

Two all-College open meet-
ings to discuss the future of Win-
ter Study are also scheduled,
one tomorrow at 8 p.m. In Jesup
and the other on March 10.

WSP abolition

Several alternative proposals
call for the abolition of Winter
Study and suggest various
lengths and starting dates for

the regular semester. The
Review Committee's Proposal
B tor no WSP slates December
exams and a mid-January start

for second semester.
The proposed schedule calls

for a faculty meeting on March 8

to discuss these different
calendar options. The deadline
for submitting alternative
calendar proposals to the
Review Committee would be
March 10.

Under the proposed schedule,
in its March 17 meeting the

faculty would vote whether to

substitute another calendar for

Proposal B's calendar in the

Review Committee's final

report, scheduled for release on
April 7.

The Review Committee's
Proposal A, which would retain
Winter Study, includes a plan to

have a full week between the
end of Winter Study and the
start of the second semester,
instead of the current three

days.

Sliorten spring break?
According to Professor Law-

rence Graver, chairman of the

Review Committee, the faculty

would consider at its March 17

meeting where those three days
might be taken from the present
calendar. The Review Commit-
tee proposal would shorten
spring vacation; another option

would move Commencement
Into June.

"I think opinion is divided on The proposed voting proce-

CLASSIFIEDS
PARCEL SERVICE 8:30-1 :30.The

Mole Hole. Phone 458-81 57, 10-2,

Monday-Friday.

Williams Beware! Ttie Lone West

Virginian is riding into Billsville to

destroy midterm madness and

cure a little loneliness!

Williams Women: like to BEE (or

interested in learning how)? Find

out about the new Women's Ulti-

mate Frisbee Team by coming to

the meeting Thurs. night at 7:00

p.m. in the Makepeace Room. If

questions, call Karin 8-8060.

Tore
Who are you?

Chuck

"On March 8. my grandfather

visited. I cast a rude glance at him,

and he cast a spear at me ... he

won."

—Fandrick Dunn 1968

"Morals, cherished values of out-

dated sentiments . . Who can

deny that sinners are God's

acne?"

-Mills Cook 1966

this," Graver said. "Some stu-

dents feel strongly about spring
vacation. Those who do should
express their views to the

faculty as early as possible."

According to the proposed
schedule, the faculty would dis-

cuss all proposals for changes In

Winter Study itself at its April 14

meeting. The deadline for sub-

mission of amendments to the

Review Committee's proposals
or of alternative proposals for

major change would be April 19.

Faculty tiiink

The faculty will have a chance
to examine and think about all

the proposals before the April 28

meeting when the faculty will

vote on which, If any, to accept.

"We'd like the deadline for

proposals to be the 19th because
we don't want a proposal for a

major change to be made and
voted on In the same meeting,"
Graver explained. "The faculty

must have time to consider the

proposed changes."

dure on April 28 would have an
initial written ballot on which
faculty would vote for or against
each separate proposal. If two
or more proposals received a 60

percent majority on the Initial

ballot, the faculty would In suc-

cessive votes eliminate the least

favored alternatives.

If none of the proposals for

major change received a 60 per-

cent majority, the faculty could
still approve a "minimal
reform package" with a 50 per-

cent vote at its May 12 meeting.

The Review Committee would
propose before the March 17

meeting what the minimal
changes should be, Graver said.

The package would probably
include much of Proposal A: an
extra week at the end of Winter
Study, an "honors" grade for

exceptional work, and the pub-
lishing of the Winter Study
course catalog in March of the

year before. But it would not

include special freshman
seminars, the major educa-
tional component of Proposal A.

Two disqualified
Continued from Page 1

have become familiar with a lot of technicalities you wouldn't know
otherwise," O'Leary insisted. Both O'Leary and Piatt served on the

Unanco Committee before becoming treasurer.

Spears viewed his candidacy last year as an alternative in an
otherwise one-man race. He asserted, "The greater responsibility

is to the student body to provide them with a choice. "Spears added,
"I think you can do just as well without (Finance Committee
experience)."

Powell responded, "I don't think you can 'legally' make an excep-

tion to the rule."

After the Council voted to exclude Brown and Stiker from the

ballot, they charged the elections committee to propose amend-
ments to the constitution before conflict arises for a third time.

Milton Friedman fees

In other business, the Council heard an appeal from Dave Moro
'82. president of the RepublicanClub, for an allocation to helpcover
the fee of Milton Friedman, whom the Republican Club plans to

invito to speak here.

Moro explained that the Republican Club gathered financial

commitments from alumni on the conditions that College sources

fund at least one-quarter of Friedman's $10,000 fee.

The Council approved the request on the condition that the

R(^publican Club collect $1500 from other College sources.

'fhc Council unanimously urged the faculty to vote in favor of the

I'roposai A revision of Winter Study.

Finally, the Council voted unanimously to adopt the new Finance
Committee guidelines drafted under the leadership of Treasurer
O'Lcuiv.

Whereas,

the Winter Study Review Committee has

made extraordinary efforts to solicit the

advice and concerns of both students and

faculty.

Whereas,

the Winter Study Review Committee has

made a recommendation. Proposal A, which

significantly restructures Winter Study,

while retaining many of the successful

features of the present program.

Be it resolved

that the College Council hereby urges the

Faculty to vote in favor of Proposal A at their

meeting in April.

Passed 23-0 at the February 18 meeting

of the College Council.

PAID FOR BY THE COLLEGE COUNCIL
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Latin American policy

tests East-West conflict
by Stuart Smith

The United Slates must
"respond to a security threat
that is in classic East-West
terms" in its relations with
Latin America, according to

David Palmer, who spoke here
last Monday.
Palmer, Chairman of the

Latin American Program at the

Foreign Service Institute in

Washington, used El Salvador
as an example, arguing that "a
plausible case can be made for

pursuing the current (U.S.) pol-

icy there."

El Salvador is polarized
between the two extremes of left

and right and the U.S. is trying
to "keep the middle afloat,"

Palmer emphasized.

America drags feet
He included the U.S. response

to Latin American economic
problems as another major pol-

icy challenge.

Palmer accused the Ameri-

t',in private sector of dragging
its feet in reply to Latin Ameri-
ca's rapid economic growth. As
the fastest growing part of the

world, Latin America faces the

problem of a "further distor-

tion" of ecohomic disparity, he
claimed.

He listed important political

trends in the region as a general
shift "back to democracy and
more responsive citizen-state

relationships," and increasing
Cuban activity in the area.
The Carter Administration

worked hard to foster demo-
cratic tendencies in Latin
America, Palmer said. While
Carter's policy was originally

based on a North-South axis and
emphasized economic issues

rather than security challenges,

it was forced to change when
Cuba "became more active in

taking advantage of targets of

opportunity in Central Amer-
ica," he noted.

JOSEPH E. DEVEY
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Minority applications up 50%

Director of Admissions Phil

Smith studies one of the 4410 appli-

cations for the Class of 1986. Let-

ters of acceptance will go out in

.\pril, after Smith and his staff

have carefully reviewed every
application. (MitUiyi

by Brett McDonnell

Over 150 blacks applied to Williams this year, compared to 92

last year, according to Michael Reed, assistant director of

admissions.

Total applications for the class of '86 are also up, numbering
4410, a jump of 200 over last year, but average for recent years,

said Director of Admissions Phil Smith.

The West Coast supplied the greatest Increase In applicants

over last year. California applications in particular were up by

20 percent.

The ratio of male to female applicants remained about the

same, at around 55-45 percent.

Williams admitted 158 of the 430 who applied Early Decision,

compared to 144 out of 450 last year.

Smith explained how the College goes about getting minorities

to apply to Williams. First, promising students must be identi-

fied. Next, the College tries to get them to apply to the school. In

order to encourage applications, Williams recruits at academi-

cally advanced urban high schools like Banneker In Washington,

D.C., and Renaissance in Detroit.

Next the College seeks to have black applicants visit the cam-

pus and tries to persuade those accepted toattend. Attendance is

the toughest step. Smith claimed.

"I'm very pleased with the way things are going, but we're

only halfway there," Smith remarked.
To try to Influence the applicants, Williams sponsors a week-

end every year for minority candidates in conjunction with the

Black Student Union.

"This is an opportunity for them to look at Williams," Reed
says. This year 110 were invited.

Housing battles over transfer quotas
by Susan Kandel

Quotas limiting house
transfers to 125 per year domi-
nated last Tuesday's heated
Housing Committee meeting.
Submitted by Fltch-Currier

President Jonathan Light '83

and four other members of the

Housing Committee, the quota
proposal calls for a minimum of

35 percent and a maximum of 45

percent of each house to be

reserved for incoming sopho-

mores. No more than 35 percent

of a house may consist of

seniors, and no more than 35

MICHEL'S OF WILLIAMSTOWN
Catering with a special touch for

special occasions.
• Private Parties

• Platters

• Hors d'oeuvres

Contact Mary for more information.

458-5441

y^R^ Williamstown
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President Vice-President

COLLEGE COUNCIL CANDIDATES

Stuart Robinson
In the past, previous candidates have

used this opportunity and space to es-

pouse their views about the issues that they

leel are important for the College Coun-
cil to consider in the upcoming year.
They then conclude with promises as to

how they can rectify some of the trouble

spots, which they had just mentioned. As
a candidate for College Council Presi-

dent, I too have views and opinions about
various "issues" dealing with Williams.
Below I will offer mj' opinion about Win-
ter Study and Housing. However, I

believe the responsibility of the Presi-

dent is to mediate and assure that all

views of the student body are treated

equally and fairly. He is a fighter for the

voices of the students on issues that

affect them all. He may not agree with
the majority, but he has dedicated him-
self to voicing the views of his peers.
Thus he makes the student body the
focus of his attention.

Throughout the year we have been
informed that Winter Study is in jeo-

pardy. Members of the faculty were los-

ing interest and students were beginning
to see the need for alterations in the pres-
ent WSP format. The Winter Study
Review Committee has worked dili-

gently to offer a number of options for
altering the present structure, which will

hopefully satiate the dissatisfaction of
both students and faculty. Of the options
that have been made public, it seems
that Proposal A is the best. Without a
doubt, there are merits to the Winter
Study program. It gives both the faculty
member and the student an opportunity
to pursue personal interests in a relaxed
environment. However, the only way
that Winter Study can be a successful
program is for both faculty and students
to make a concentrated effort to partici-

pate. Neither the student or the faculty
member can be selfish. This allows us to

interact and develop interests that nor-
mally go by during a semester.
As a Junior Advisor, one of the main

questions among freshmen has been the
talk about more stringent procedures for
transferring. To make it more difficult to

transfer from house to house will not
necessarily guarantee house unity. For
if a person does not like his or her situa-
tion, their contribution to the house will

be minimal or nonexistent. House unity
is not something that can be fostered
through stringent rules.

In the small space that I have been
allotted I touched on two of the "issues"
of this election year. Other issues of
equal interest are Apartheid, Sexual
Harassment, Racism, and Athletics.
However, in this space I can not suffi-
ciently do justice to the subjects. I have
offered a small sampling of my views. If

I am elected, my task will not be to
implement or work solely for my desires.
My duty will be to serve the student body,
to find out how the student body can be
represented on issues that affect us, I

have fully thought about my ability and
time it will take to do a responsible job as
President. I am not a showman; instead,
I am an individual ready to dedicate
myself to whatever has to be done to
assure that the student body gets the
.espect it deserves In this community.

Dan Flaherty
The degree to which student opinion

has been considered and has influenced

decisions at Williams over the past three
years has varied with both the year and
the issue in question. Concerns were
rightfully voiced in the '80-'81 academic
year after a series of decisions were
made by the Administration affecting

life at Williams. This brought forth the

question if indeed student input and opin-
ion were being considered in the
decision-making process of this
institution.

The legitimacy of the process with
which decisions were made must be
scrutinized by the student body, who will

be most profoundly affected by those
decisions. The College Council must play
a major role in assuring student repres-
entation in issues concerning the Willi-

ams community. The College Council is

the organization on this campus with the
potential for the broadest representa-
tional capacity of student opinion.

Having been on the Council for five

semesters, I see this year's Council as
having been relatively successful in

mobilizing student opinion on issues such
as the scheduling of final exam periods,
responses to problems raised by the
changes in dining on campus, and the
future of Winter Study. I do, however,
hope to increase the seriousness with
which members of the Council view their
positions as category or house represen-
tatives. I see a need for increased inter-

action and student representation in

Trustee decisions. The Trustees are a
highly empowered group which is fur-

thest removed from our community.
Another major issue I hope to face with
the Council is the question of student par-
ticipation in faculty living and tenure
decisions.

I believe that it is necessary to be com-
mitted to an organization before one can
be committed to an office in that organi-

zation. I hope my participation in the Col-

lege Council during the past three years
has shown this necessary commitment. I

have become familiar with many of the
political pitfalls and intricacies of the
College Council and its activities. I

believe this familiarity with the Council
will be a great asset in my desire to be an
effective leader of this representational

organization of the students of Williams
College.

np^

Jay Ward
I hope this election will revolve around

issues. Issues such as financial aid. What
can students do to deal with the proposed
$2.2 billion in reductions that will take
place next fall? Issues such as the pro-
posed housing transfer policy. Issues
even as mundane as Div. Ill credit for
statistics courses.

Ideally, issues have resolutions. Reso-
lutions cannot be achieved without
plans. During my term, I would establish
a student-run Financial Aid committee
whose purpose would be to work with the
Administration to explore ways to assist
the 31'V of the student body who are on
Financial Aid. The committee would
investigate auxiliary means of student
support, such as that practiced by Notre
Dame, where the alumni association is

planning to help students find summer
jobs. I would alsoattempttoexamine the
nature of student opinion on the proposed
housing transfer policy. Is this just a uni-
lateral initiative by the Housing Com-
mittee? Or is there a genuine student
sanction of this policy?

Further, I would encourage more stu-

dent activity on the Winter Study prop-
osal. The unanimous College Council
resolution supporting Proposal A is, as
we all know, not enough. Students must
take the matter into their own hands and
canvass the faculty and administration
to insure the passage of the proposal.

Rather than take up the rest of this

space with my own thoughts on how my
past extra-curricular experiences will

help me be an effective Vice-President, I

shall simply list them and let you decide:

1) Freshman Council 2) Temporary
Frosh Council Rep. to College Council 3)

Co-Freshman Co-ordinator, WBSU 4)

Minority Rep to College Council 5) Col-
lege Council Elections Committee 6) Col-

lege Council Rep. to the C.E.P. 7)

Finance Committee Review Group.
The relationship between the Vice-

President and the student body is a bond
of trust . . . and I trust that you will vote
for the most qualified candidate on
Thursday and Friday.

Editor's note:

College Council elections will take place Thursday and Friday in Baxter Hall
during lunch and dinner hours.

Primary contests for spots on the C.U.L., C.E.P., H. and D., Housing Category
and At-Large Council representatives will also appear on the baJlot.

The RECORD prints statements from Council presidential and vice-presidential
candidates as a service to the student body. The candidates (or treasurer and secre-
tary are running unopposed.

./^::^^.''vrr.^^,4^

Steven Epstein
Williams is changing.
Since the Gifford Committee Report

was released last spring, a multitude of
changes has altered life on this campus.
The headlines of this newspaper have
informed us of the elimination of Row
House dining, and, more recently, the
potential restriction of the house
transfer policy and potential abolition of
Winter Study.

Officers elected to Council this year
will have an obligation to maximize stu-
dent input into how these changes will
take place. As Council Vice President,
there are many ways in which I could
work hard to directly influence student
participation in the decision-making pro-
cess. The vice presidential duties, as
defined by the Constitution, are to

"Chair the Elections Committee," and
"Assume the duties of the President,
when the President is absent." But, for
me, the job will entail much more than
this.

My Constitutional role Includes:
1. Overseeing student/faculty com-

mittee assignments.
2. Coordinating fair elections.

Committee Assignments. Committees
comprised of faculty and students have
had considerable input in the discussion

of issues like the abolition of Row House
dining and the fate of Winter Study. The
Chairman of the Elections Committee
must be sure that people placed on such
committees are responsible and respon-
sive to the needs of their peers.

I would strongly encourage participa-

tion on these committees from a wide
cross-section of students so that all con-
cerns will be heard. Especially on the
Finance Committee, we must have stu-

dents who both understand the financial

constraints posed by the 1980s, but also
strive to continue the diversity of pro-
grams funded by the Council budget.

Elections. Too often in the past, elec-

tions here have been characterized by
low candidate participation and allegia-

tions of improprieties.

The first problem should be attacked
through greater publicity to increase
student awareness of the duties of Coun-
cil officers and members. More students
would run for Council if they knew what
the job entailed.

The second problem should be alle-

viated by establishing and distributing a
set of guidelines describing what types of

"vote acquiring' techniques are accepta-
ble, and prescribing set penalties for

those that are not.

Communication. The other key
aspects of my role, not outlined in the

Constitution, deal in my most familiar

skill, communication. I will, as a visible

member of Council, be available to listen

to all student concerns. The Vice Presi-

dent can and should work closely with

the President in formulating policy. The
only way to effectively do this Is to hear
the interests of the students.

As change occurs at Williams, the

roles of those involved In policy changes
must be altered also. It Is necessary now,
more than ever, for Council officers to be
• rue to their constituency. As Vice Presi-

dent, I will be true to you.

The King of Entertainment
by Greg Pliska

Paul WhIteman.The
name means little

on campus today,

yet 46 years ago
Whiteman and his orchestra

played to a sell-out crowd In

Chapin Hall. Now the man once
hailed as "The King of Jazz' Is

quietly memorialized in three

rooms in Stetson Hall basement
known as the Whiteman
Collection.

Under the auspices of Curator
Irwin Shainman of the music
department and Associate Cur-

ator Carl Johnson, the collection

houses almost 4,000 orchestra-

tions, including scores and
parts, and over 2,500 recordings

from five major record com-

panies. Periodicals, photo-

graphs, scrapbooks, varied

memorabilia and a comprehen-
sive compilation of newspaper
clippings make the collection

"a valuable music library . . .ot

popular music in America from
1890 to 1950," according to

Johnson.

Johnson is quick to point out

that Whiteman, whose career

spanned the years from 1920 to

1950, in fact surpassed his

epithet, "The King of Jazz";

more apt is the tag, "The King
of Entertainment Music."
"Whiteman and his band were
the most versatile orchestra of

their time," says Johnson.
"They could play concert pie-

ces, classical and popular
music . . . they enjoyed broad

audience appeal."

Dancing and depression

Born In 1890 to the man who
created the United States' first

high school concert orchestra,

Whiteman was trained as a viol-

inist starting at the age of six.

By 1911 he had joined the San
Francisco Symphony. There, in

A la mode:
"oo la la!"

by Margen Kelsey

French Fashion
styles from 1850 to

1900 form a beauti-

ful exhibit entitled

"A la Mode" currently showing

at the Clark Art Museum.
Organized by graduate student

Maura Feeney, the exhibit Is

one of a series of shows that

reflect themes In the Clark col-

lection. Here, Clark's preferen-

ces for nineteenth century
French art as well as
fashionably-dressed women are

evident In twenty-five colorful

drawings, prints, and paintings

gathered from the collection. In

addition, two antique dresses

lent by the Albany Institute of

History and Art and the Park
McCuUough House of North

Bennington stand In the center

of the room.
By focusing the exhibit on

women's fashion, Feeney has

unified a wide variety of works

that would not normally be seen

together. Even familiar works

are made fascinating In a new
context by providing insight

into popular styles, as in

Renoir's well-known painting,

Madame Claude Monet Read-
ing, 1872, where the Oriental

influence on French fashion is

made apparent by the rich pat-

terned embroidered areas of

her dress.

The change In fashions from
1850 to 1900 Is emphasized by the

chronological organization of

the pieces. These trends are

Continued on Page 11

Associate Curator Carl Johnson of the Whiteman Collection reviews one of jazz great Paul Whiteman's
albums.

1914, Whiteman heard ragtime

musicians for the first time,

writing of it later that "In spite

of its uncouth quality, it was
obviously trying to say some-
thing truly American." Four
years later he had organized a

dance orchestra for a roller

skating rink on the "Barbary
Coast"; two years after that the

Whiteman Band was hired for

the Palais Royal, New York's

most fashionable dance and
dinner club.

In 1924 Whiteman organized

"An Experiment In Modern
Music" at Aeolian Hall In New
York. An ambitious undertak-

ing, the concert featured a var-

iety of jazz styles and
arrangements, climaxed by a

new piece by a man named
George Gershwin entitled

"Rhapsody in Blue." According
to Johnson, it was this concert

that "made both Gershwin and
Whiteman's reputations."
Later that year Whiteman
began a seven-month transcon-

tinental tour.

With the advent of the Depres-

sion, much of Whiteman's
wealth vanished. Plagued by
despondency, Whiteman
resorted to whiskey in what are

described as the most difficult

months of his life. Fortunately,

he and his band were soon asked

to perform in "King of Jazz' one

of the first musicals filmed In

sound and color. The $640,000

fee pulled Whiteman out of the

hole, and he went on to earn
money across the country
throughout the Depression. He
would remain solidly wealthy

until his death.

Why Williams?

In 19,35, President Tyler Den-
nett of Williams College
received a letter from White-

man suggesting the opening of a

music museum on campus,
primarily stocked from his cop-

ious collection of materials.

Whiteman even offered to per-

form at Carnegie Hall to raise

money for a new wing to the art

museum. The Trustees
responded favorably, and the

Whiteman Collection was born.

What prompted Whiteman to

choose Williams Is unclear. "It

was a fluke," says Johnson.

"Whiteman didn't know what to

do with all this stuff he had
accumulated . . . His lawyer had
visited Willlamstown and was
charmed by the change from
the big city life he was used to."

In addition, a member of White-

man's public relations staff had
worked from Dr. Dennett before

he came to Williams. Whatever
the reasons, in 1936 the first

shipment, consisting of 581 pho-

nograph records, arrived In

Willlamstown.

During the 30's, music under-

went a change from the dance
music of the "Jazz Age" to the

livelier and more acrobatic

dance music known as "swing."
Whiteman never made this

transition, but instead catered

to an older, wealthier audience

that was both unable to perform
these wilder dances and unwil-

ling to give up their style of

music.
"Lady out of Jazz"

After World War II, the White-

man Collection began to grow.

In 1948 a shipment of 41 packing

cases weighing six tons arrived

in WlUiamstown, and the next

year cataloguing began under

the direction of Prof. Roy Lam-
son, the first curator of the
collection.

In 1950 Whiteman's career In

music started to phase out.

After a lukewarm reception

from his first television
audience, he gracefully retired,

returning only sporadically for

memorial concerts. On"
December 29, 1967, Paul White-

man died at the age of 77.

Today, the Williams College

Whiteman Collection functions

as a resource center a music
library, and a haven for

all jazz enthusiasts. The col-

lection is a memorial to an era
and to the man who wrote in his

memoirs: "I decided that the

time had come to make a Lady
out of Jazz."

Noted actor Vincent Price will deliv,er a dramatic lecture entitled

"The Villains Still Pursue Me" during his visit on March 1 and 2.

Physics prof stargazes

by Susan Sohler

Pulsar? What Is

that? Unless you
have taken an as-

tronomy course,
you might not know. Neverthe-
less, while wandering across

campus, you may have noticed

a Mercedes with a license plate

that reads just that—"PUL-
SAR". And who, you ask. Is the

man behind the wheel of a car

with such an elusive message?
None other than Jay Pasachoff

.

Now an Associate Professor
of Astronomy, Pasachoff has
been at Williams for ten years.

Prior to his arrival he studied at

Harvard University and Cal
Tech, but his Interest In the

stars stems from a much earlier

time. At a recent reunion of his

sixth grade class, his class-

mates said that even then his

Interests were obviously beyond
the atmosphere of the earth.

Pasachoff believes, though,

that all of us are born with an
Intrinsic fascination with the

heavens. He simply allowed this

Interest to grow into a career,

while everyone else "dropped
out." Specifically, Pasachoff
enjoys studying the sun and
interstellar space using radio-

telescopes and computers.

Expeditions eclipsed

Much of Pasachoffs time Is

spent updating the texttwoks he
has written (Contemporary
Astronomy and University
Astronomy, both of which are

used at Williams ) . Astronomy is

such a dynamic field that con-

tinual revision is necessary, for

new techniques, new heavenly
bodies, and new theories are
always emerging. Moreover, he
has been Involved In a number
of expeditions and study trips.

In January of 1980, a group of

his colleagues and he, sup-

ported by the National Science

Foundation and the National

Geographic Society, departed
for India to prepare for the

observation of an eclipse that

was to occur a month later, a

chore which Included the care-

ful set-up of two tons of equip-

ment. He is still Interpreting

and cataloguing this data with

the help of computers. The next

eclipse will be t)est observed In

Indonesia In June of 1983, and
depending on the availability of

government funding, Pasachoff

plans to attend.

Pasachoff was fortunate
enough to be able to travel

recently to Mauna Kea on the
island of Hawaii. It is one of the
best new observing sites, on
account of its altitude, 13,600

feet, and the quality of the
atmospheric conditions. This
allowed him to participate in

high-caliber solar and stellar

observing and to be reunited
with many of his colleagues In

his field.

Squashes rivals

In spite of Pasachoff 's Intense
Involvement In astronomy
Itself, so evident In everything
he does (for example, one wall

Continued on Page 10
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of his office Is llnod from floor to

celling with astrononi.\- and
physics books, while another is

literally covered with issue

after issue of the Astrophysical
Journal), he has developed a
number of other interests.

Photography is more than a
hobby, for some of his pictures

have been published. Pasachoff
has developed a curiosity about
painting and .sculpture from
exposure to the art of the other
parts of the world he has visited.
Squash too is an important part
of Pasachoff 's life, as he is a for-
midable member of the faculty
team.

Pasachoff enjoys being a part

Astronomy Professor Jay Pasachoff takes a break from stargazing.

of the Williams community for

many reasons. The personal
interaction between the faculty
and the students Is particularly

appealing, most apparently
when Williams is compared to

any large observatory, he sa.ys.

Pasachoff enjoys the spirit,

enthusiasm, and genuine inter-

est evident among students
here. He feels the Winter S'tudy
Program can be quite valuable
and should be continued if the
present "decline in the aca-
deinic nature of the courses" is

arrested.

Adequate facilities, bright
students', and funds are impor-
tant if he is to compete with his

colleagues from other colleges
in earning worthwhile, interest-

ing research project grants. In
turn, his teaching helps stu-

dents learn in the classroom and
his projects help his student
assistants to be accepted into

graduate programs in astron-
omy and computer science.

Concert Listings
prepared by

Toonervllle Trolley Records

Wed., Feb. 24, Buddy Rich Big Band,

JB Scott's, Albany, NY
Ronnie Spector, Paradise, Boston

Ellen Mcllwalne, Jonathan
Swift's, Boston

Hall & Dates, Coliseum, New
Haven, Conn.

Thurs.. Feb. 25 Rod Stewart, Civic

Ctr., Hartford, Conn.

Mink DeVllle, Paradise, Boston

Pousette-Dart Band,
Jonathan Swift's, Boston

Roomful of Blues, Too Mattoon,

Springfield, Mass.

J. Cells Band, Boston Garden
(Sold out)

James Blood Ulmer, Savoy, New
York, NY
Prlscllla Herdman, Lively Lucy's,

Skldmore, Saratoga Springs, NY
Feb. 25 & 26 New Moon Swing Band,
Tin Shop, Saratoga Springs, NY

Feb. 25 thru 27 Bill Steele, Mother's
Wine Emporium, RPI, Troy, NY

Frl., Feb. 26 Good Rats, JB Scott's,

Albany, NY
Bobby Womack, Hotel Bradford,
Boston

Sal.. Feb. 27 Joan Armatradlng,
U. Mass., Amherst, Mass.
Arthur Blythe. McNeil Room, RPI,
Troy, NY
Swallowtail, 8th Step Coffeehouse,
Albany, NY

Sun., Feb.28 Joan Baez, Symphony
Hall, Boston

Rosalie Sorrels, Iron Horse, North-
ampton, Mass.

Arthur Tracy, Roy Smeck. Sand-
man Sims, Shorty Craig, Valley
Big Band, Academy of Music,
Northampton, Mass.

Sports II

The death of pinball
by Bruce Kelly

An era has ended at Williams,
but the passing has been noted
by few. Only among that obs-
cure subculture which haunts
the Baxter Hall game room has
the removal of the last pinball
machine, replaced with an elec-

tronic marvel named "Wizard
of Wor", evoked reaction.

Pinball arrived at Williams in

1943. As noted in a contempor-
ary account, that game, "Kick
the Nip", consisted of "knock-
ing over ten targets while the

evil Emperor glared at the
player." Well, we've learned a
thing or two about ethnic stereo-

types since then, but pinball has
remained a bastion of sexism.

Through the 50's and 60's as
the popularity of pinball
expanded so did the prodigious
proportions of the women who
adorned the machines. In 1972

one of the first Williams women
students protested the instal-

lment of the Infamous "Big
Ball" machine, and a 1980

Record article by Mike Rosen-
felder accurately described the

rampant sexism of the "Pinball

Wizard" game.

The changing times were
surely reflected in the introduc-

tion of the "Six Million Dollar
Man" machine to Baxter which
pictured no woman at all. But
the dropping of sexist motifs did
not sound the deathknell for

pinball at Williams and
throughout the United States;

rather, it was the development
of video games which sealed
their fate. In today's sophisti-

cated world zapping spacemen
in games which require incredi-

ble reactions and quick finger
work appeals much more than
flipping a metal ball and pound-
ing against the gameboard. Pin-
ball can't compete with the
computer graphics.

And so, the pinball machines
are gone from Williams. As late
as 1976 there were ten on cam-
pus, but now with the retire-

ment of "Muhammad All" the
old pinballers are left with their
tales and legends. They are eas-
ily recognized, muttering about
"tilts" and "flipper errors",
while referring to the three
ships in "Asteroids" as "three
balls" . They can be seen in Bax-
ter Hall banging the sides of the
video games, as though physi-

cal body English could influ-

ence the cold mechanistic
circuits which create the
gameboard.

The end of an era! Let this be
a mourner's tribute from one
who has been there from the

glory days of "Blevo's Bow and
Arrow" machine through to the

final flurry of the gaudy and
noisy "Muhammad All". It will

never be the same again.

The Purple Pub
Bank Street

Monday
Draft Beer Night

Pabst Beer 64 oz.

pitchers $1.50

7 pm - 12 midnight

Tuesday
Prime Time
(reduced prices)

Wednesday

Watch Record
for specials.

Thursday

Vodlta Night

Any Vodlta drinl<

$1.00

Friday

Lunch special

Beer and Deli

Sandwich with I.D.

$2.00

I

NOTE: Lunch served Monday-Saturday 11:30-2:00 p.m.

Best Deli in town!
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Ephs swim away with meet
with the women wrapping up the first undefeated season in their

history, the Williams College swim teams finished their regular

season Saturday with uncontested victories over the Wesleyan
swimmers. The women upped their record to 7-0 with the 99-31 win,

and the men won 83-21 to make their final record 8-1.

The next order of business for both teams is the New Englands
with the women competing next week at the University of Massa-
chusetts (Boston) and the men the following week at the University

of Rhode Island. Both the Williams men and women are defending

champions and are among the best going In this year. Head Coach
Carl Samuelson expects a tough challenge, especially in the men's
which he predicted would be "a barn-burner."

Leading the women Saturday was freshman Jonna Kurucz whose
5:22.51 In the 500 free qualified her for the nationals. Other stan-

douts included Catherine Hartley who registered 2: 22.52 in the 200

individual medley and 2: 19.35 in the 200 butterfly, and Ciela Cie-

piela who swam a 1:06.75 in the 100 backstroke.

The Williams men were paced by juniors Robert Bowman who
stroked a 17: 13.95 1650 free, and Jeff Mook who swam a 4: 24.47 400

individual medley and classmate Jeff Mills registered a 22.28 50

free.

The freshmen medley relay team broke the old record of 3:48.1

which was set In 1975 by swimming a 3: 45.67. The team of John

Peloso, Rob Klrkpatrick, Peter Orphanos, and Chris Harned

makes Coach Samuelson very optimistic about the future.

sport shorts
Winter Track fifth In NE
Led by a one-two finish in the

55 meter dash, the Williams
winter track team garnered
fifth place in the Division III

New England championships
held Saturday at M.I.T. Setting

a New England Div. Ill record
with his 6.48 in the 55 meter
dash, Micah Taylor took first

place and was followed by team-
mate Tomas Alejandro '83 who
registered at 6.57 clocking. Ale-

jandro had held the meet record
since last year. Both runners
will advance to the Div. I cham-
pionships next weekend.
Also going to the all New Eng-

lands will be senior Charlie Von
Arentschildt who placed third in

,
the 400 meter with a 50.0 time.

The only other Ephmen who
qualified for the Div. I New Eng-
lands were the mile relay team
of Von Arentschildt, Ted Leon
'84, Jeff Poggl '82, and Alejan-
dro. The team took five seconds
off their best time in running a
3:22 to cop second place.

Other impressive feats for

Williams included a personal
best throw for sophomore Ber-
nie Krause in the shot put, a
fourth place long jump of 21' 9"

by Taylor, and a fifth place fin-

ish by the distance medley relay

team.
The teams highest hopes lie

with dash specialists Taylor and
Alejandro, both of which have
an outside shot at placing. Ale-

jandro finished third in the NE's
last year.

Wrestlers at NE's
With a third place and two

sixth place winners, the wres-
tling team took eleventh place

out of 17 teams in the Div. Ill

New Englands held last wee-
kend. Injuries to three top

wrestlers handicapped the

Ephmen.
The most distressing injury

was that of sophomore Chris

Woodworth who had been
seeded first in the 177 lbs. cla^s

but hurt his ankle in practice the

week of the tournament.
Jeff May '85 was the team's

high finisher with his third place

in the 158 lbs. division.

Captain John Donovan '83,

who was second last year at 118

lbs., placed sixth this year after

moving up to 126 lbs.

Sophomore Ken Taylor also

placed sixth, wrestling at the

142 lbs. class.

The other injuries which hurt

the team were to Lee Ordeman
'84 and John Leahy '84. Orde-
man was hurt at the tournament
while wrestling Coast Guard.
Leahy was hurt in practice dur-

ing the week.

Hockey slides

Stunned silence swept the

crowd at Chapman Rink Satur-

day night as Little Three foe

Wesleyan downed the Ephmen
pucksters 3-2 In overtime.
McCormick's squad dominated
every facet of the game but just

could not put the puck in the net.

The pesky Division III Cardi-

nals managed only 14 shots on

Steve Flalm '83 while the purple

and gold fired 52 shots at the

Wesleyan goalie who was the

obvious difference in the game.
In other action this week

Hamilton upset the stickmen 5-3

in what is proving to be a crucial

game for the fading Ephs. The
loss dropped Williams to an 11-7-

1 record in Division II play.

Squash
crushes

Amherst
Facing their arch-rival

and defending their 12-1

home record, the men's
squash team showed no
mercy to Amherst Saturday,

defeating the Lord Jeffs 8-1.

The win moves Williams'

record up to 15-3. The Eph-
men, ranked fourth in the

country, have one more
meet, against MIT and Wes-
leyan, before heading into

the nationals.

The team is particularly

enthused about the nationals

this year because they are

being held on the Williams

campus. On March 5-7, the

1982 National Intercollegiate

Squash Tournament will be
held at Lasell Gymnasium.
Approximately thirty teams
from North American col-

leges and universities will be
presnt.

Each school is represented
by its top six players who are
divided into three tourna-
ments. There is a consolation
round for first-round losers

in each tournament. The
overall winner is determined
by scoring one point for each
victory a school has (half

point for consolation round
victories).

In wrapping up their regu-

lar season, the Ephmen can
win their eighth straight Lit-

tle Three squash title by
defeating Wesleyan Satur-

day on the Cardinals' home
court.

French art—
Continued from Page 9

paralleled by a concurrent
change in artistic style, so one
sees not only the development of

French fashion but the develop-

ment of French art from the

Realist tradition to the Symbo-
list movemant at the end of the

century.

The change during these fifty

years was great and can be
measured by a comparison
between Alfred Steven's The
Blue Dress (1860's) and Dudley
Hardy's Sarah Bernhart (1889).

The Blue Dress shows a pen-
sive young woman sitting in her
boudoir. Her blue velvet dress,

supported by a hoop under-
neath, is so massive that It

almost overwhelms her. Stev-

ens' tightly-rendered brush-
strokes have captured the rich

hues of the dress and the play of

light and shadow over the
voluminous folds.

In contrast, Dudley Hardy's
painting of Sarah Bernhart
depicts the renowned actress In

a more spontaneous style indic-

ative of the later decade. The
artist's loose brushstrokes
emphasized the total woman
rather than concentrate merely
on her dress. Sitting sideways,
the pose emphasizes the sub-

ject's feminine slenderness.
Her body is not hidden by cloth

but sensuously draped in a gray,
filmy material.

By using art as a source to

document fashion trends, one is

reminded of the importance of

fashion as a reflection of a wom-
an's social class. It was impor-
tant that women looked their

best, and the result was two
styles which overemphasized
the female figure.

The first, developed in the

1-

1

1
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Tricia Hellman '82 (above),
captain of the Williams'
women's alpine team, shows
fine form on her way to a fourth
place finish in Friday's giant
slalom. Chris Eagon '84 (left)

wraps his way around another
gate en route to a tenth place
iinish in Saturday's slalom.

Men's hoops 2-0 •••

by John Clayton

They could do very little right last week against
Amherst, but the basketball team could do little

wrong against Tufts on Saturday.
Shooting problems had led to a two-game losing

streak, but the Ephmen (11-8) bounced out of it

with two wins last week—an exciting 71-60 victory
over Tufts and a 67-50 win over R.P.I.

Topple #7

Tufts (15-6) came in the number one team in
New England in Division III, but they played, to
put it mildly, atrociously. The Jumbos played like
elephants—big, but clumsy and inaccurate.
The Ephmen, meanwhile, were doing every-

thing right. They ran their offense, they pressed,
they stopped the Jumbos inside, they stopped the
Jumbos outside, they rebounded, they ran the fast
break. The only thing they didn't do was shoot foul
shots (60';?—better, but still bad).

Williams jumped out to an early lead and never
looked back, by the middle of the first half they
were up by ten and could afford to use a spread-
out, slowed-down offense that ate up the clock and
gave them easy baskets.

The second half was more of the same. A Willi-

ams press kept Tufts off guard, and although
Cooper ended up with 23 points, the Jumbos
offense never really got started.

Meanwhile, the Eph's delay-oriented offense
kept working, yielding 24 points for Art Pidori-
ano, 15 for Al Lewis (nine for ten from the foul

line), and 13 for Steve O'Day.
Williams missed some foul shots in the final

minutes, and Tufts cut the lead to four at 64-60

with one minute left. But fouls caught up with the
Jumbos, as three players fouled out and the Eph-
men finally hit some free throws.

Shooting was the key to the R.P.I, victory; the

Ephmen shot 58%, a big contrast from earlier

games.
"Scooter (forward Scott Olesen 16 points) had a

good offensive night, and all three guards played
very well." Pidoriano had 15 points, Lewis had
twelve, and Ed Schmidt had five points and five

assists off the bench.

The Ephmen jumped out to and early lead.

Skiers show heavy mettle

Winter Carnival ski races at BrodleMt. were a groat suc-
cess for the Williams men's and women's ski teams.
Motivated by races at the home hill and by the return of

previously injured alpine skier Crawford Lyons, Wil-
liams established itself for the first time as a legitimate threat to

the traditional skiing powers: Vermont, Middlebury, and
Dartmouth.
Several fine results were posted by Williams skiers. Among

those, perhaps the most impressive was a fifth In the men's slalom
by Crawford Lyons '84, who until two days before had not skied for
over a month due to a torn ligament. Lyons, a former US ski team
member, put on a knee brace for the Williams Carnival and placed
belter than anyone else on the team.

World Cup skiers

Tricia Hellman '82, competing against many of her old friends
from the US World Cup team, posted a fourth and a fifth in the giant
slalom and slalom. She was backed up by Kate Knopp '85 who
placed 14th in the giant slalom.

Ellen Chandler '83 placed fourth in the women's cross country
race for her best result of the year. She was backed by Brenda
Mailman '82 in 12th, Sarah Bates '85 in 13th and Sue Marchant
'82, 14th. Donald Hangen '82 posted his strongest result of the year
with a sixth in the 15 kilometer cross country race.

Strong second
The men's alpine team again placed second in the slalom and

giant slalom. Only former champions of the University of Vermont
were able to outski Williams. The other eight teams were left far
behind.

In addition to Lyons' fifth in the slalom, Williams skiers Martin
Magoun '85 (another former US ski team member), Chris Eagon
'84 and Steve Grahem '82 finished up in sixth, 13th and 14th
respectively.

The giant slalom was even more impressive with freshman John
Pier in fourth, Graham in fifth and Magoun in 13th.

For the first time, the Williams team will send the maximum
number of alpine skiers (five) to the Division I national champion-
ships held this year at Lake Placid, NY March 3rd-6th.

National ranking
Along with cross country skier Hangen, the Ephs, currently

fourth in the East, are hoping to capture a national ranking among
the top eight; and among the top five in alpine, Williams best
placing in recent years was a tenth overall in 1979.

The women who were sixth in the US a couple of years ago, were
fifth this weekend and hope to crack the top ten nationally.
Contenders for the championships will again be Vermont, Colo-

rado and Utah, with the addition of Middlebury in the women's
championship.

women win two too

Ace scorer Jeff Faaulo '82 outreaches Jumbo
opponent in the Ephs victory.

peaking at 25-14, but R.P.I, came back, with
O'Day and Olesen in early foul trouble, to make
the halftime score 32-30.

In the second half Williams got back on track
and steadily expanded their lead. By the five min-
ute mark, there was little doubt as to the outcome.
The Ephmen have two more very tough games

coming up: Clark tonight at home and Amherst
away on Saturday. Clark and Amherst were tied
for second (behind Tufts) in the latest New Eng-
land poll.

The JV team beat Albany State Saturday to
raise their record to 6-8.

by Ted Leon

In an exciting week for Willi-
ams basketball, the women's
varsity squad edged Tufts 67-63
in overtime Saturday and
defeated Trinity 54-50 on Wed-
nesday. The two wins raised
their record to ten wins and four
losses and extended an
unbeaten streak to six games.

In the Tufts game, Williams
got out to a 20-9 early lead, but
saw it quickly fade. The Jum-
bos, using an effective press and
fastbreak, outscored the Eph-
women 24-6 over the next few
minutes and led 35-26 at
halftime.

Williams opened the second
half with a press of its own and
cut the Jumbos lead to one
point. With three minutes
remaining, the score was tied at
53-53.

Following a Tufts basket, Kay
Lackey '85 (21 points, 11
rebounds) hit a baseline jump-
shot with a minute-and-a-half
remaining, to tie the game
again. Tufts xesponded with
another basket, giving them-
selves a 57-55 advantage with
one minute and eleven seconds
left in the contest.

The Jumbos lost their lead
when they fouled Lackey, who
sunk both ends of a one and one
tie the game at 57-57. Cathy
Evans '83 (11 points) then hit a
jumpshot which gave the Eph-
women a two point edge. Tufts
rallied once more and scored as
the final seconds ticked off the
clock, forcing an overtime.

Despite having lost Lackey
and 'Tracy Burrows '85 (11

rebounds) on fouls during regu-

lation play, the Ephs controlled

the overtime period. Anne
Dancewitz '82 put in two key

baskets which sealed the

victory.

Vicente Brandstein winds up
(or the men's volleyball squad
In Saturday's contest against

V. Bridgeport. Extending their

unbeaten streak to six straight

matches, the team defeated

both Sacred Heart University

and U. Bridgeport to solidify

their hold on first place In Div-

ision IIB of the New England
Collegiate Volleyball League.

iFnrlvy)



Financial

Aid

Special

Section

Ronald Reagan's 1983 fiscal
year budget proposal calls
for a 40 percent slash In fed-
eral financial aid funds.

Applicants for (Juaranteed Student
Loans will be tested for need, Wesleyan
University recently dropped its aid-biind
admissions policy in the face of financial
aid uncertainties.

Although Williams students turned in
financial aid applications yesterday,
they may face months of uncertainty as
congressmen wrangle over financial aid
programs.

The thirty percent of the student body
on financial aid are not the only ones wor-
ried. Middle-income students who pre-
viously took out GSL's wonder if they are
still eligible. If not, where can they turn
for assistanc(<'.'

Applicants for the Class of 19«ti read
about Wesleyan and question whether
Williams will meet all their financial
needs.

This week, the Record devotes a spe-
cial section to financial aid. What are the
proposed federal cuts? How will they

affect Williams? And, more impor-
tantly, what are students and the College
doing to alleviate the effects of these
shortfalls?

The Kccurd lists the latest federal
plans and talks to campus officials about
what can be done. President John
Chandler tells how he helped start the
.Massachusetts Student Loan Authority.
Russell Carpenter of the Development
Office outlines what alumni are doing.
Williams students relate their lobbying
adventures in Washington, D,C. All this
in the special supplement on page 5.
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BSU closed party

policy draws fire
Robinson wins C.C. race

Williams Black Student Union
members reaffirmed on Febru-
ary 13 their policy to vote upon
each function as it comes up to

determine whether it will be
open or closed, according to a
statement issued Sunday.
"Each function of the WBSU

is voted upon by the member-
ship to determine whether
guests will be allowed. This pol-

icy was reaffirmed as of Febru-
ary 13, 1982 by the WBSU
membership," the statement
read.
The vote came up following

dissatisfaction expressed by
several freshmen WBSU
members when several of their

white non-member friends were
asked to leave a Mears House
party.

Charging that the policy of not
allowing non-members to
Mears House functions is racist
in practice, the freshmen, who
wish to remain anonymous,
claimed that black non-member
guests frequently attend WBSU
closed parties without being
asked to leave.

WBSU coordinators stressed
that the organization also spon-
sors all-College parties.

College policy, outlined in a
formal statement by Dean of the
College Daniel O'Connor, notes

that "Any student organization
is permitted to hold functions
and meetings restricted to its

own membership. Students who
are not members of the BSU
generally understand that they
may attend functions at mears
only as invited guests. On the
other hand, social functions of

any student organization which
are open to guests may not
exclude a non-member on the
basis of race, color, sex, religion

or national origin."

Students complain
Last week, according to

O'Connor, several students
came to see him to complain
about the turning away of the

three white non-members from
the Mears House party. He in

turn called in the eight coordi-

nators of the WBSU, who he said

denied that anyone was turned

away from a party.

David Bowen admitted later

that he had in fact asked three

white non-members to leave the

party. When asked whether
other non-members were pres-

ent whom he did not request to

leave, Bowen replied that he did

not recognize anyone else there

as a non-member.
Continued on Page 4

by Jeffrey H. Brainard

Stuart Robinson '83 defeated
Dan Flaherty '83 by a 501-430

vote to become the next College
Council President in elections

held last Thursday and Friday.

Robinson's Vice President
will be Jay Ward '84, who over-

whelmed Steve Epstein '83 603-

352.

Patricia Chaplin '83 and John
Small '83 ran unopposed for

Secretary and Treasurer,
respectively.

In the only contested race for

a housing category representa-
tive, Melissa George '84 edged
Aaron Shapiro '83 to become the
Dodd-Tyler representative.
Berkshire Quad representative
Geoff Mamlet '83, Greylock
representative Kim McCarthy
'83, Mission Park representa-
tive D. Robinson Snow '83 and
Row House representative
David Altshuler '84 all ran
unopposed.

Paul Sabbah '83, Jan van Eck
'85, Donna Wharton '83 and
sophomores Julia Geniesse,
Steve Johansen and Tom Paper
were elected to At-Large Col-

lege Council seats.

In most of the remaining
races, no candidates earned a

majority of the votes. Run-off
elections, to be held March 4 and

Stuart Robinson '83 was elected
College Council president last

Thursday. (Farley)

vote-

two Class of '85 positions.

Run-offs will also be held for

one representative from each
class for the Committee on
Undergraduate Life (CUL.)
Martha Piatt and Jonathan
Light will seek the '83 spot; Amy
Elsbree and John McNlcholas
will run to be '84 representa-
tives; and John Denaro and Lee
Berinstein will compete for the
'85 spot.

Five candidates will be
offered in a run-off for three
Class of '83 representatives to

the new Honorary Degrees
Committee: Elizabeth Cole,
Lisa Eilers, Prasannan Partha-
sarathi, Willy Stern and Mit-
chell Anderson.
Kathy Galica '83 and Eliza-

beth Jex '83 will run for Division
I representative to the Commit-
tee on Educational Policy
(CEP.) Chinyere Okoronkwo
'83 and Matt Shapiro '83 will

compete to be the Division II

representative.

In other races decided by last

week's election. Faith Menken
'83 was elected the Division III

representative to the CEP;
Herve Jean-Baptiste won the
race for At-Large Representa-
tive to the CEP; and Geoff
Mamlet ran unopposed for At-
Large Representative to the
CUL.

Demonitralort gathered oultid* the Office of Career Counseling on Ttiursday to denounce the U.S. Air Force's
campus interviews and its discrimination against homosexuals In hiring practices.

Although Air Force recruiters had cancelled their appearance, Jetl Menzer '82 delivered a short speech before
the 50 protesters.

He accused the College of promoting discrimination by allowing the Air Force to interview In College facilities,

and he criticized Increased defense spending and U.S. Involvement in El Salvador as well.

The day before the protest, President John Chandler reaffirmed the College's policy toward interviewing on
campus at a faculty meeting.

"The policies have been in place lor many years," said Chandler, although he admitted that he found the

Department of Defense's statement against homosexuals "offensive.

"

5, will match the top
getters from each race.

Discipline run-offs

Run-offs for the Honor and
Discipline Committee will be
held for all three classes. Mere-
dith McGill, Jim Brault, Matt
Lynch and Mitchell Anderson
will vie for the two Class of '83

spots on the Committee. Herve
Jean-Baptiste, Cesar Alvarez
and Robert McClean will run for

the two Class of '84 seats. Salim
Currimjee, Kim Phillips and
Laura Volpe will battle for the

Not enough blacks

Faculty hiring blasted
by Susan Kandel

"Black students are coming out of institutions like Williams
College with no appreciation of themselves, and a value orienta-
tion that forces them to reject themselves," alleged Dr. James
Turner, chairman of the African Studies Department of Cornell
University last Friday.

Dr. Turner addressed the problem of "Recruiting and Main-
taining Black Faculty for Traditional White Colleges," assert-
ing that the maintenance of black faculty and staff is critical to
the quality of the educational experience of black college youth.

Turner cited the results of a tri-state study conducted by the
Urban League, which revealed that despite a movement in the
seventies towards increasing the number of black faculty,
recently the trend has reversed.

"Ninety-five percent of all the professors in America are
white, and only one percent of all full professors in the country
are black," Turner claimed, adding that in 1977, three-quarters
of those white male professors considered were granted tenure,
compared to only half of their black counterparts.

"Despite affirmative action, minority education profession-
als have not made significant gains," he said.

Perceptible exodus
The relative absence of black faculty at institutions like

Williams has become of particular relevance today, maintained
Turner, because of the perceptible exodus of black students

Continued on Page 4
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TANGENTS by Grodzins

The Williams Record

Not Yet Begun to Fight
Wake up, students.

We're letting Winter Study's future slip into the often unfriendly

hands of faculty, who may scrap the whole thing. The Winter Study
Review Committee's Proposal A is not an executive fiat ready for

rubber stamping. The proposal encountered a lot of opposition and little

encouragement at last Wednesday's Faculty Meeting, indicating that a

hard struggle is ahead to gain 60 percent support by April.

The proposal is not perfect, nor set in stone. Students ought to voice

their opinions on the Honors grade or a l'/2 week spring break. But they

should also realize that the concessions made to faculty in the plan

represent Winter Study's best chance for survival. The program will not

endure in its present form. For this reason alone we should support the

proposal vigorously and loudly.

We support it for another reason: it will result in a stronger Winter

Study for all of us. Through more careful screening and evaluations,

faculty will be more serious about their courses. The exciting Freshman
seminars will help eliminate students' poor attitudes formed in fifth-

choice courses. The flexibility of the present program will be main-
tained in upperclass years. Smaller modifications make the entire

package a better educational opportunity for the community.
Students' relative silence on the proposal should probably be inter-

preted as a resounding endorsement on a campus where students never
speak up except in protest. But the Faculty is likely to read silence as

proof that we do not care about Winter Study.

We must convince our professors to adopt Proposal A. Students, talk

to the professors you know well. College Council, keep the lobbying
effort going. The battle is not about to be won.

EPHRAIM by Banevicius

Boy, THE FRESHMEN
ARE STARTING To PuT

ON A LOT OF WEI&HT.'j
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Letter
To the Editor:

OK, I know the Gramniys were last

week, but, ... I'd like to .hank Steve
Epstein. Throughout this campaign,
Steve demonstrated a sense of fair play,

decorum, and comprehensive knowl-
edge of campus issues; qualities which
I'm sorry that the entire student body did

not get a chance to fully appreciate. A
gentleman and a competitor, even in

defeat, it was an honor to run against
him.

I'd like to thank the Record for their

impartiality throughout the election.

The influence of this journal's endorse-
ment on the College Council elections is

immense, so, in view of the general
excellence of all the candidates, I'm
happy that the Record chose to remain
neutral.

Finally, I'd like to thank the Student
Body for their expression of confidence
in my ability to execute the duties of the
vice-president of College Council. I think
I can speak for Stuart Robinson, John
Small, Patricia Chaplin, and the rest of
the students elected last week, when I

say that we shall try our best to live up to
your expectations and be deserving of
your confidence.

J. Eric Ward

Hd.'s nolv: Tlw Record Editorial Board
dviidvii nut to vndorsv C..C. Presidential
cnmlidatrs this year ttecause neither van-

(lidnte presented a clear statement of the

issues. The Record reserves the riffht to

endorse ijualified candidates for any stu-

dent i(ov<'rninetit office.

QUOTATION OF THE WEEK

"// there's a smile on my face.

It's only there trying to fool

the public ..."

—William "Smokey" Robinson
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Open Mears
to everyone

by Claudia Ranldne '85

Tracy Dick said at the sexual harass-
ment panel that she came here expecting
some things and demanding others. A
small percentage of the student body
expect and demand a traditional Black
Student Union. Such a body would work
toward preservation of the black culture
and foster communication between the
races. Within this small percentage
there is an even smaller number of stu-

dents who not only expect the WBSU to

exist in its traditional sense, but also to

act as a sanctuary. These people of late

have demanded that it remain as such.
The term sanctuary, as they define it,

means a place where they can be Individ-

uals among people as opposed to a black
person among a white community.
Though each of us would like to think he
makes no distinctions among the people
with whom he interacts, there are many
blacks on campus who are repeatedly
put on the defensive, made uncomforta-
ble or subjected to ignorant, subcons-
ciously racist remarks. For this reason
many feel they need a sanctuary where
they can avoid the pressures of the non-
black world.

Simply by being black, all blacks
become part of what is known as the

Black Experience. Our heritage includes

the slave trade of the 17th and 18th cen-

turies, the race riots of the 60s and every
overtly or covertly racist remark made
or act performed here at Williams. A
number of blacks feel they must have a
place where they can interact solely with

people who share that heritage, people
with whom they need not explain them-
selves but merely be.

There was a time in the history of Willi-

ams when separation was advantageous
to the blacks within a society which over-

tly sanctioned racism. However, at pres-

ent any efforts by the BSU to foster

communication between the races can
only be profitable to one of the BSU's
ultimate purposes, as stated in its

constitution—to concern Itself with the

curriculum and general atmosphere of

Williams College and to make it more
conducive to black students and the

black community.
During the discussion groups held dur-

ing the commemoration of last year's

cross burning, those people who were
most vocal In condemning the lack of

communication between the races on

campus have been most adamant about

remaining separate. Though I share the

same culture with these people I do not

share their personal experience and I am
in no position to judge, condemn, or jus-

tify. However, I think It is in my realm to

question what seems to be a blatant con-

flict between what they say should be
done and what they are actually doing.

At present most racism stems from
Ignorance, and the only way to overcome
it is through active communication, in

conjunction with lectures or movies
sponsored by the BSU. At present it is

easy to find lectures, classes, or movies

dealing with black Issues, while it is diffi-

cult for a non-black to actively partici-

pate in events formulated and discussed

within Mears House. The only way to

open communication is to give those few

interested non-blacks (and I mean few)

the chance to become involved in such

events.

Though opening meetings and social

events within Mears House would
infringe upon the rights of those persons

who believe they are in need of a sanctu-

ary, this more personal Interaction with

non-blacks would hopefully begin to dis-

sipate the need for racial shelters.

Finally, I don't believe it is within the

authority of the BSU or its individual

members to judge, on the basis of his

race, the sincerity and the capability of

any student who wishes to attend its

functions, become aware of its causes

and perhaps aid in the fight for those

causes.

Whites and blacks need to talk
by Joi Stinson '85

On Saturday the 13th of February, the Williams Black Stu-
dent Union voted to decide whether the social functions at
Mears house should be open to the Williams campus, and if

opened, to what degree. This subject has been a source of strife
In the BSU in years past, but never before has the vocal con-
tingent favoring the opening of Mears house been of sufficient
strength that the leaders of the BSU felt a vote was needed to

settle the disagreement.

Black students at Williams come from diverse backgrounds;
some have gone to mostly white prep schools, others to schools
with a sizeable percentage of minorities. Among this conglo-

meration are those who are used to functioning in a predomi-
nantly white environment apart from their school lives; their

adjustment to Williams is comparable to that of any freshman.
For others the Williams society is unsettling. The BSU is for

them a haven, a sanctuary—a remnant of that to which they

are accustomed and a place free from the pervasive "white-

ness" of this campus. For a small percentage of this last cate-

fory , the presence of a non-Afro-American in Mears House is at

times disturbing. In deference to this group and to others of the

black community who wish to keep Mears House closed for

historical reasons or emotional ties, the general body of the

BSU voted to adopt an understanding that Mears House is a
place set apart for black congregation.

In the past, I have observed that Williams students either

criticize or don't believe articles in the Record written about

the BSU or the black community at Williams. I have been told

that this is due to the BSU's failure to present a good image to

the campus. This observation may be true and is worth exa-

mining . Not only BSU members but all of us may need a little

Introspection. Those who are concerned or upset about what
they perceive as the policy of the BSU, or what they perceive as

the reasons behind policy decisions, should also take the time

for some honest self-evaluation.

I hope each of us will check to see if there's a beam In his own
eyes before removing the sawdust he sees in the eyes of others.

Those who are genuinely concerned about white-black rela-

tions on campus (who are not of Afro-American descent) and
are dismayed, disgusted, or confused about the closed nature

of the BSU do have a means of changing things. First, try to

gain an appreciation of "blackness." Afro-American Studies is

one of the departments at Williams. These classes, say some of

their students, provide an atmosphere similar to that of a
gathering of theBSU . They are an excellent opportunity for one

to become familiar with black culture and black opinions of the

past, through the readings, and of the present, through one's

classmates. Most Importantly, they are a means of

communication.

The leaders of the BSU feel that the organization is attempt-

ing to communicate with the campus through films, events and
lectures. The attendance by non-blacks has not been Impres-

sive. It Is therefore difficult to convince the coordinators that

there are concerned people on campus.

So I ask you, please, to show you care. Talk to blacks on

campus on an Intellectual level (the BSU is not necessarily the

voice for all blacks on campus). Any form of communication,
whether on a personal or a group level, will be a step towards

helping to solve this problem. Although the present paths for

communication in the form of courses, films and lectures may
seem inadequate or unsatisfactory, I hope that once the apathy

on campus has been slightly dispelled, the BSU will respond by

initiating other forums for interaction.

"Those who are concerned about the policy

of the BSU should take the time for some

self-evaluation."

The BSU's purpose as delineated In its constitution Is to serve

the black community at Williams by providing an ethnocentric

orientation and a group consciousness for Its members. The
BSU Is also to concern itself with the general atmosphere of the

College. Part of the BSU's responsibility Is to the non-Afro-

Amerlcan population, particularly to those who have a desire

to be actively involved in some way. But can one honestly say
that the BSU has the Impact on the campus and the black

community that It once had?

While I encourage the campus to show It cares, I also encour-
age the leaders of the BSU, Its members, and those In the

administration to do some brainstorming with the intention of

reaching the campus on a new level that will spark Interest (not

Just curiosity) and provide encouragement for those who
already care.

Racist events should be publicized
by Paul Sabbah

Saturday February 6th ... A crowd of

about 200 civil rights activists chanting

"Fired up—We won't take it anymore,"
began a 160 mile march from Carrollton,

Alabama to the state Capitol to protest

convictions of two black women for vote

fraud and to push for extension of the

1965 Voting Rights Act. Referring to the

convictions of the two women, who were
found guilty of forging the signatures of

39 elderly and often illiterate blacks onto

absentee ballots, march leader Rev.

Joseph Lowery emphasized that "what's

happening in Pickens County (Alabama

)

Is symptomatic of what's happening In

the nation when we think of not extending

the Voting Rights Act."

Tuesday February 16 . . . 2000 people

gather in front of the University of Cin-

cinnati administrative building to pro-

test the lenient sentencing of a campus
fraternity which held what black stu-

dents termed a racist party. Fraternity

Sigma Alpha Epsilon (SAE) had earlier

sponsored its second annual Martin

Luther King Trash Party. In advertising

the party, SAE published a list of items to

be brought to the party, including a

pimp, a Ku Klux Klan outfit, a copy of

Ebony magazine, food stamps, and
"your father, if you know who he is."

University officials had sentenced SAE
to a suspension while enlisting it to per-

form acts of community service.

"It must be questioned if it is in the

best interest of the black community to

support and attend the university,"

black student leader Chris Mack told the

gathering.

Friday February 26th . . . About 250

blacks broke up a demonstration in Jack-

sonville, Florida, by Ku Klux Klan impe-

rial wizard Bill Wilkinson and a dozen

followers, snatching off their hoods and

chasing them Into a courthouse. Chief

Circuit Judge Cliff Shepard finally

extends "protective custody" to Wilkin-

son and his followers.

In the isolated Berkshire hills, we often

lose touch with the events that go on

around us. If we don't see the T.V. news
because we are at dinner, or If we forget

to pick up a paper for a day, or a week, we
tend to forget that there Is much more
going on than Joe Templeton's four min-

uteABC News show on WCFM would lead

us to believe. For instance, we can look

back on the month of February and see

that it has been replete with Incidents of

racial tension the civil rights activism,

not to mention the Atlanta murder trial.

I choose to argue that It Is the responsi-

bility of campus groups to (1), prevent

rumors by Informing the campus of sen-

sitive Issues that have campus-wide con-

cern, and (2), educate the campus based

upon their Ideas. More specifically, I

maintain that in order to educate whites

so that racism can eventually die, one of

the functions of the BSU should be to pub-

licize events like those mentioned.

If sheltered students from upper class

suburbia are naive enough to think that

racism died in the 60's, they need to be
shown otherwise. If activists give up
hope because they feel that the civil

rights movement Is dying, they need to

be shown otherwise.

"If sheltered students from upper-class suburbia are

naive enough to think racism died in the 60 s, they need

to be shown otherwise."

For example, earlier in the month,
Boston-area students organized a large

antl-KKK demonstration in Cambridge.
And these are just, to coin a rather Inap-

propriate phrase, the highlights. You
can be sure that there have been more.
Yet when Williams students consider

racial Issues, they tend to overlook the

vast amount of activity going on across

the nation, and instead focus upon the

myriad of rumors and incomplete infor-

mation that accompanied the recent

meetings of the WBSU. Can you blame
people for falling into this "trap?" Yes, If

you argue that it Is the duty of all stu-

dents to be aware of activity not Just cen-

tered around this community, and the

duty of students to realize, from very
recent experience, not to form Judge-

ments based upon rumors. There Is, how-
ever, an alternative argument.

In essence, the point to be made is that

at sheltered. Isolated, Williams College,

wp tend to lose touch with reality, and it

Is up to organizations like the BSU, or the

Committee Against Militarism, or

WASH, to shake us from our compla-
cency, and tell us that everything isn't all

right. We may have lost the fervor of the

60 s, but I like to think that underneath
grade pressures, career choices and
beer, a social conscience sleeps, needing
only to l>e wakened.

Certainly it's easy to criticize, and
though Itmay appear to some that this is

just another example of how the BSU
gets bad press on these pages, we should
realize that my criticism is constructive

in its intent. Progressive change starts

with awareness: help us to achieve that

awareness and you will be serving the

campus as well as yourselves.
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BSU draws fire

A clearance sale at the House of Walsh prompted rumors that the store was going out of business. Two
Wllllamstown entrepreneurs stepped In at the last minute to buy the shop and continue the Wllllamstown
tradition.

House of Walsh survives
by Sara R. Gross

Two entrepreneurs revived the failing House of
Walsh last week, refuting rumors of bankruptcy
fostered by the store's recent half-price sale of ail

Its merchandise.

Jim Hunter and Norman Spaulding purchased
Kerry Walsh's share of the store last Tuesday and
will assume management this week.

Hunter attributed the store's business woes to

its high prices and its adherence to "basic tradi-

tional high quality" clothing.

Hunter said he Intends to expand the women's
department and add a selection of moderately
priced, high quality merchandise. "High quality
does not necessarily mean high price," Hunter
insisted, adding, however, that the House of

Walsh will never become a discount emporium.

Black faculty needed

Answer to Brooks Brothers

Hunter expects the store to "change enough to

attract business" while maintaining its conserva-
tiveness. The House of Walsh is, according to

Hunter, "a small town's answer to Brooks Broth-
ers, a place to buy a really nice sports coat, or a

good suit."

The House of Walsh has operated in William-
stown for 55 years. Hunter, who has lived here for

30 of those years, recalled that both students and
townspeople patronized the store regularly in the
past.

A "core" of townspeople has always supported
the shop, explained Hunter, but "Williams stu-

dents no longer buy all of their stuff here."
He added that the store receives orders from a

substantial number of alumni across the country
who purchase everything from purple cow shirts
to items which could be found locally.

Continued from Page 1

from traditionally black col-

leges to traditionally white
ones. According to Turner, only
one quarter of all black college
youth attends the nation's black
colleges, and that percentage is

diminishing yearly.

The combination of an influx
of black students and a dearth of
black teachers and mentors is a
dangerous one, in that black stu-

dents will necessarily be denied
an education which embraces
the contributions of black cul-
ture, he contended.

BEER SPECIALS
R.W.B. ...7.75/case

1.79/6-pk

Wurtzberger-

imported

German beer still

3.15/6-pk.

(Reg 4.75/6-pk)

Old Milwaukee....

379/1 2-pk

"Institutions like these are
dedicated to looking at human
knowledge through the prism of

understanding of people of
European ancestry," Turner
declared, "and I think it is a
serious distortion of knowledge
when one group decides what is

or isn't worthwhile."
Turner alluded to the "one-

sidedness" of the curriculum of
Williams and other similar
institutions, and attributed this

characteristic to the lack of a
multi-racial faculty.

Why not Langston Hughes?

"We study Edgar Allan Poe,
but why not Langston Hughes?
Is there anyone here prepared
to teach a course on the philoso-
phical contribution of Dr. Mar-
tin Luther King?" questioned
Turner. "Will the curriculum
continue to perpetuate the
mythical ideas that have been
prominent in American
education?"

While affirming the need

for greater numbers of black
faculty and staff on the nation's
college campuses. Turner
maintained that the situation
was somewhat paradoxical, in

that "the overwhelming
number of black faculty and
staff in white institutions report
that they are unhappy."

"There are strong feelings
of isolation because there is no
black community, so it is diffi-

cult to hold them," he added.
Turner predicted that a

solution could only result from a
rapid increase in the numbers of
black students and faculty, and
greater opportunities for black
faculty members to participate
in decision-making.

Turner concluded his lec-
ture by charging the BSU with
ensuring that more black
faculty be recruited and hired.

"This is rightfully an Issue
that is close to you, and it Is a
yardstick by which to measure
how humane and hospitable
your institution is to blacks," he
said.

fcfc. .- L_—J.i

BEER SPECIAL
High End

Heineken Beer 15.99/case

Low End
Wiedemann Beer 12 oz. NR 5.99/case

"The Breakfast of Champions"

WEST PACKAGE STORE
ROUTE 2

BETWEEN N.A. AND WILLIAMSTOWN
663-6081

Continued liom Page 1

One freshman agreed that at

that particular party, no non-

member blacks had been pres-

ent, but said that non-member

blacks frequently do attend

WBSU parties in spite of non-

member rules.

Another bone of contention for

some freshmen was the way the

vote reaffirming the policy of

keeping Mears closed to non-

members was enacted.

"We were supposed to vde
the week after (post-Winter Stu-

dy ) vacation,
'

' alleged one fresh-

man who wished to remain

unnamed. "But they waited for

Alumni Weekend (Feb. 13-14)

and then underhandedly
announced that nothing in the

(WBSU) constitution said that

alumni couldn't vote. But we
voted not to allow alumni to

vote."

He claimed that the voting

was a hurried hand vote and

that voters were affected by the

fact that there were alumni
present who wanted to retain

the policy. Furthermore, he

said, the fact that everyone
could see how each person voted

affected the vote.

The freshman called the non-

member policy a "hypocrisy,"
saying that black non-members
frequently attend closed par-

ties, and "nothing is said

because they are black, but the

parties are still off-limits to

whites."

"Because of moral convic-
tions," he said, "I don't support
a group that has what I call a
racist policy. However, I do
think the WBSU serves its pur-

pose as a black political group."
College policy underscores

the recognition of the need for

an all-black organization at Wil-
liams. According to a written
statement by Dean O'Connor,

the faculty voted in 1968 to

"endorse the efforts already
being made by the Admissions
Office to 'increase the number
of academically qualified black
students and students of other
racial minorities.'

"

In 1%9 part of Mears House
was set aside for a student cen-
ter for blacks. ' 'The College rec-

ognizes that there would be
many reasons for black stu-

dents to feel Isolated at Willi-

ams," runs the statement.
"The rooms in Mears were set

aside as a place for black stu-

dents to meet and to carry on
social, cultural and educational
programs of special Interest to

them. In addition, black stu-

dents were encouraged to
organize and present for the
whole College community pro-
grams, speakers, films, con-
certs which would expose
everyone to the black cultural
heritage."

The Provost thus pays $12,(X)0

a year to the WBSU, over 97 per-
cent of which goes to help spon-
sor campus-wide lectures,
publications, and other events!
No dues are required, according
to O'Connor. The Provost also
funds the Christian Fellowship,
the Jewish Association, and the
Newman Association.

O'Connor likened the WBSU
closed-member functions to the
Jewish Association's occasional
closed-member brunches, but
warned, "Once a function is

opened to non-members, the

guests can't be color-coded."
O'Connor also noted that,

officially, anyone attending the

College Is allowed to enter
a campus building. Mears,
which falls Into this category,
should be open to all students
under this rule.

The WBSU declined to com-
ment Sunday, issuing only its

single statement.

CLASSIFIEDS
PARCEL SERVICE. 118 WaterSt.,
10 am - 2 pm, Monday-Friday.
Phone 458-8157.

THEATER TRIP TO THE U.S.S.R.
April 9 to 19tti, Moscow and
Leningrad. Five performances:
opera, ballet, circus. Plus daily

sigtitseeing and more. $999,
includes all. Karl Rodman, 12
Orchard Heights, New Paltz, NY
12561. Tel. (914) 255-1955,

OnlyHAPPY BIRTHDAY, MOM!
you could have had me!

Every Monday morning from 7;30

A.M.— Fandrick Dunn pours forth

knowledge on the Jay Ward
Show. WCFM-92
"He raced about, brandishing a

sabre and taking swipes at every-

thing near him. It absolutely

ruined the Bar-Mitzvah."

Eric Pomerance
March, 1983

MICHEL'S OF WILLIAMSTOWN
Catering with a special touch for

special occasions.

• Private Parties

• Platters

• Mors d'oeuvres

Contact Mary for more Information.

458-5441

McClelland's Stationery and Office Products

Hallmark Cards

Crane and Eaton Stationery

School Supplies

Art Supplies

36 Spring Street - - Williamstown

Telephone 458-4920

^^^ F 33079800 J

Guaranteed Student

Loans imperiled
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Federal

college aid

plummets

by Paul Van Bloem and
Brett McDonnell

Massive cuts in federal stu-

dent aid highlight the Reagan
Administration's fiscal year
1983 budget recommendations.
Williams Director of Finan-

cial Aid Phil Wick explained,

"Secretary of Education Ter-

rell Bell has said that higher

education was not a federal

responsibility . . .We're seeing a

180-degree turnaround from the

federal commitment to educa-

tion of past years."

Wick outlined the projected

cuts in federal programs, which

constitute 13 percent of Willi-

iams' total aid to its 550 financial

aid students:

• Pell Grants—This program,
designed for low-income stu-

dents, would be cut 40 percent

under Reagan. He would reduce

the current maximum award of

$1800 a year to $1400 and lower

the eligibility ceiling. About 250

Williams students received Pell

Grants this year.
• SEGG and NDSL— The Sup-

plemental Educational Oppor-

tunity Grant and the National

Direct Student Loan programs
would be completely dis-

mantled under Reagan.
Wick pointed out that "Willi-

ams has continued to use the

NDSL and SEOG programs to

aid particularly hard-pressed

students." This year, about 100

students collected $100,000 in

SEOG grants.

NDSL loans carry a three per-

cent interest rate and a ten-year

payback period. Currently 80

students hold NDSL's.

Williams has a five to six per-

cent default rate on NDSL's,

according to Wick, as compared
to a national rate of 18 percent.

"We've really sharpened up our

collection process," he noted.

• Work Study—Funds for

campus jobs would drop by 30

percent, eliminating 250,000 stu-

dent positions nationwide. Fed-

eral work study funds account

for 40 percent of the $450,000 Wil-

liams spends on student

employment.
Eighty-five to 90'? of financial

aid students hold campus
jobs. "The College will use

funds from its general budget to

make up for federal work-study

cuts," assured Wick.

"The College is really com-

mitted to a student employment

program," Wick said. "Jobs

have to be done. If students

aren't hired we have to bring in

higher-paid workers from the

outside."

STATE & OTHER OUTSIDE GSL

FINANCIAL AID INCOME

by Paul Van Bloem

No one in the Financial Aid

office Is pleased with the

recently proposed Federal
budget cuts in educational

grant programs, but this dis-

may pales beside the concern

felt for the Guaranteed Stu-

dent Loan (GSL) program.
This year, two-thirds of the

Williams student body
obtained loans under the GSL
program. These loans amount
to a staggering 20'^ of all the

College's tuition income,
according to Financial Aid

Director Phil Wick.

More than half of the 1300

students who obtained GSL
loans for this school year

receive no Williams aid of any

kind. While financial aid stu-

dents are expected to obtain

such loans, until recently it

was possible for any student to

borrow up to $2500.

New regulations require

that families with incomes
over $30,000 must pass a needs

test to obtain a loan. Along

with several other restric-

tions, this means that essen-

tially only financial aid

students will be eligible for

these loans.

Even more restrictions are

in the works to further limit

the program. These include

barring GSL loans to graduate

students, increasing the inter-

est rate to market levels two

years after graduation, and

requiring 'demonstrated
financial need'. It is these pro-

posed restrictions that worry
the Financial Aid office, said

Phil Wick of Financial Aid.

It is generally recognized

that the lack of an income limit

has led the abuses of the pro-

gram. "Reports of the abuses
have been greatly exagger-

ated," claimed Wick, "but the

system has encouraged those

abuses that occur."

The loans made under the

program carry no interest

until after graduation, when
the rate is 9' J (Ti for older

loans).

For the 1982-83 school year,

financial aid students are each
expected to borrow $1750

before receiving any grant aid

from the College. While Wick
does not foresee serious prob-

lems developing immediately,

he points out that the new
forms will take longer to fill

out, and longer to process,

thus making the process a

more difficult one.

Comptroller Robert Ge-
wecke predicted that middle-

income students who do not

qualify for financial aid will

still obtain GSL's, since Willi-

ams is a high-cost college.

On the horizon, he sees the

new Massachusetts Loan Pro-

gram as a possible route for

those seeking loans who are

not able to meet the require-

ments of the GSL program.

Aid-blind admission—will itlast?
by Peter Nicholas

C
college admis-
sions officers reaf-

firmed the Wil-

liams policy of aid-

blind admissions despite

Reagan administration cut-

backs in federal student aid.

Wesleyan University an-

nounced that it would abandon
its aid-blind policy for the

Incoming class of 1986, open-

ing the way for other New Eng-

land schools to follow suit.

Aid-blind admissions, in

which applicants are selected

regardless of their financial

standing, is the traditional

Williams policy. College offi-

cials have made no promises

beyond the 1982-83 year, leav-

ing the Wesleyan approach as

a distinct possibility for com-

ing years.

Under Wesleyan's new pol-

icy, an Initial list of applicants

for the class of 1986 will be

drawn up, with acceptances

based solely on merit. If the

financial needs of this group

prove "untolerably" high—
that is, requiring more than 10

percent of the university's

Education and General
Expenditures budget-
students requiring financial

aid at the bottom of the list will

be rejected and replaced by

students on the waiting list

who can afford the full tuition.

Not over the barrel

Williams Director of Admis-

sions Phil Smith cited the Col-

lege's prudent management,

the generosity of alumni and

the comparatively low
dependence on federal funds

as reasons for continuing the

aid blind admissions.

"Wesleyan was much more

heavily committed to federal

funds than we are, and Har-

"I hope that Williams students

could see beyond themselves.. What
kind of image would Williams have

for future students?

It may no longer be perceived as a

viable alternative for the large

middle class."

Director of Financial Aid,

Phil Wick

vard has a much higher per-

centage of financial aid

students than we do. We are

not over the barrel with fed-

eral money," he explained.

Eight percent of Wesleyan's
operating budget goes into

scholarships now, and this fig-

ure is expected to rise to 15

percent if current admissions
policy is maintained. Willi-

ams, on the other hand, puts

only three percent of its oper-

ating budget into aid.

J. Hodge Markgraf, College

Provost, assured that the gen-

eral operations budget, pro-

jected at $24,909,000 for

1982-83, can absorb the addi-

tional $190,000 in federal aid

Williams will lose.

"It will place another strain

on our budget which will force

us to delay or reduce our sup-

port of other programs that

have competing claims on our

resources," he warned,
adding that "after paying our

faculty and staff, financial aid

is the most Important aspect of

our budgetary considera-

tions."

Increase tuition 25%?
Smith added, "If you have a

situation where you have to

increase tuition 25 percent a

year rather than 15 percent to

remain aid blind, you are

essentially asking the families

that can afford to pay to sub-

sidize those who cannot. How
far can you go with this?"

The "Williams in the Eight-

ies" report supports an aid-

blind admissions procedure,

stating, "We twlieve Williams

should continue to admit stu-

dents on the basis of their

promise and their ability to

benefit from and contribute to

the life of the College Spe-

cial efforts will be needed to

keep students from low- and
middle-inco"hie families in the

applicant pool."

Encouraging low-income
students to apply to Williams

may become difficult in future

years, according to Smith.

"If students hear that Wes-

leyan, and possibly Brown, is

going off aid-blind, combined
with the federal cuts and the

tuition increases, a mind-set is

created where students are

scared off from applying to

any expensive school, includ-

ing Williams," he predicted.

Smith suggested that Willi-

ams will have to assure low-

income students that the

College can meet their finan-

cial needs.
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Soc. Sec. aid frozen
Under legislation passed last year, students curren i> receiving

Social Security checks because of the death or disablement of a
parent are in for a surprise this summer. Instead of a check, they
will receive a notice explaining that the Social Security Student
Program Is being phased out.

Specifically, student checks have been frozen at their August 1981

level. Students will receive no cost-of-living increases, will receive
no checks for May through August and will have their monthly
amounts reduced by 25 percent every summer until they graduate.

For example, someone who received $200 every month In 1981

received $2400 for the year. This year he will receive nothing for the

months May-August, and will get $150 starting next September.
This translates to $1200 for the 1982-83 school year.

Since students not enrolled full time by May 1982 will not receive

checks at all, the entire program will be phased out by 1986.

Early enrollment
The rather complicated system of cuts produced several odd

results. A number of high school seniors have enrolled in college a

semester early in order to qualify for benefits during their normal
college career.

Students who took last semester off, and so received no check last

August, will lose their benefits: the Social Security Administration

decided that anyone who did not receive a check last August is not

entitled to one next year.

While the number of students at Williams receiving Social Secur-

ity checks is not high (approximately 100, half of whom are on
Financial Aid), the amount they stand to lose is sizeable: about

$50,000 next year.

Installment tuition in '82
Tuition installment payments

will help to ease the cash flow

Impact of tuition on parents

next year, according to College

Comptroller Robert Gewecke.
"We've become very con-

cerned with family financial

planning options," explained

Financial Aid Director Phil

Wick. "The Guaranteed Student
Loan program offers the most
flexibility. If that rug Is pulled,

where do families of non-
financial aid students go?"

Tuition Is now paid in two
lump sums, one due August 15,

the other January 15. "Some
parents find it difficult to come
up with that much money on
those two days," Gewecke

noted.

Under the new plan, parents

would pay 10 equal monthly
installments based on their

share of tuition costs. The first

installment would be due June
15.

Private companies have
offered installment plans In

past years, but with interest

charges. Williams will charge
no interest.

Gewecke explained, "We
decided it was a good time to set

It up ourselves." About 70 par-

ents used the private install-

ment plans this year.

A pamphlet explaining the in-

stallment program will be sent

to ail parents in the spring.

Financial Aid

Section

contributors:

Steve Farley

Sara Ferris

Brooke Hand

Brett McDonnell

Peter Nicholas

Mike Sutton

Paul J. Van Bloem

"1 College up for $5 million loan

The Williams Record ne^rs

The newly created Massachu-

setts College Student Loan

authority will lend Williams as

much as five million dollars for

student loans, according to

President John Chandler.

The Authority will issue tax

exempt bonds whose revenues

will be used for loans by Massa-

chusetts colleges and universi-

ties. Participating colleges will

put up collateral, usually build-

ings or bank credit from endow-

ments, to secure the bonds.

Chandler, as president of the

Association of Independent Col-

Icges and Universities
(AICUM), played a large role In

the passage of the bill.

"The leaders in the legisla-

ture were very coojieratlve, and
so was the governor, because it

doesn't cost the taxpayers any-

thing at all," Chandler
remarked. "The expenses of the

Authority are paid for by the

bond revenues . . . There's a cer-

tain amount of overhead that's

taken out of the revenue they
raise."

Williams has not yet deter-

mined how much it will borrow
from the Authority, although
Chandler predicted, "It could
be as much as five million dol-

lars in time."

"It's a question of deciding
how much we would want to go
into the market for-whether we
would try to raise enough
money for next year's loan
needs or whether we would want
to make a bigger issue and get
money to suffice for needs for a
number of years," Chandler
noted.

College Treasurer William

Dr. Irving J. Tanzman, F.A.A.O.
Dr. Thomas R. Maselli

OPTOMETRISTS
Specializing in contact lenses and

students' visual problems.

85 MAIN STREET
NORTH ADAMS, MA. 01247

662-2020 — 663-5845

Peace Corps and VISTA Volunteers

Film/ info - March 8, 4:00 p.m.
Interviews - March 9, 9-5:00,
Office of Career Counseling.

Reed said the College Is waltlne
for Instructions from thp
Authority. "We can't do anv
thing until the commission sets
guidelines," he explained
Both Chandler and Reed

affirmed that Authority money
would go Into the new Parent
Loan Program (PLP), which
lends up to $7500 per year at 12
percent Interest with a two year
repayment period for each year
of borrowing.
"The advantage In uslne

money from the Authority
would be that there Is a financial
sacrifice in using endowment
money. If we could get, let's
say, 15 or 16 percent on Invest-
ing the endowment In various
markets, and we're loaning the
money to parents at 12 percent
we're sacrificing 3 or 4 points,"'
Chandler argued.

In this first year of the PLP,
160 parents bor'-owed about
$400,000, according to Comp-
troller Robert Gewecke, who
expects even more next year.
"We may have to institute an

Income cut-off next year at the
$100,000 (parental Income)
level," Gewecke forecast.
Reed predicted however, that

If Loan Authority money was
put Into the PLP, "perhaps It

would mean lower Interest rates
and no Income celling."

The College met with few
problems during the first year
of the PLP, said Gewecke. The
Knight Insurance Agency of
Boston computes Interest and
bills parents In the program for
a "very, very small fee, about
$12 per loan," commented
Gewecke.
"Every month they send mea

list of delinquent payments, '

' he
continued. "Only one or two
people have gotten into the
three months late group."

The College would not act

until a payment Is four months
overdue. "We already have an
office set up for loan collec-

tions," Gewecke noted.

Another potential problem

may occur when tuition receipts

fall short by the amount of par-

ent loans, $400,000 this year.

"Up to now that is not a cash

flow problem " assured
Gewecke.

St!iloH
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EPH'S ALLEY
on Spring St. Wllllamstown
briiind First Agricultural Bank

458-5030

®

CARNATIONS Vz PRICE

500 each rather than $1 .00

or

$4.95 a dozen

Williams financial aid in the '80*8: an uncertain future
College Pretidenl John Chandler
iiiillinetl /lis view of the Federal

hudifel cuts and forecast Ifilliama'

financial aid future in an inter-

view last week with RECORD edi-

tort Sara Ferris and Steve Farley.

Q. How do you see Williams
coming out In the Federal
budget cuts?

A: We're assuming that for

next year there'll be about a 35

percent cut In various Federal
programs . . . Williams, by
virtue of not having been as suc-

cessful as most other colleges In

getting Federal money In the

first place. Is not going to suffer

as much . There' s a kind of Inter-

esting Irony In all that. A few
years ago, we were very disap-

pointed we weren't doing better,

but now It means we're not hurt

as badly.

Q: Do you see other financial

aid programs such as the Mas-
sachusetts Loan Authority that

could be set up? There seems to

be a trend away from the Fed-

eral government to more col-

lege-based programs.

A: I have an Idea that In the

country at large, banks. Insu-

rance companies, and other

sources of private capital may
well become Interested in col-

leges. As a matter of fact, some
banks and insurance companies
have already expressed interest

in lending money to colleges for

loan funds. But there's a worry
In that because, after all, having
to pay off loans can be an over-

whelming burden to students

and their families.

In the state of Massachusetts,
the strategy will be to try to

Increase the direct scholarship

grants from the state. Massa-
chusetts has a very poor record
in that respect. Let me give you
a practical illustration. Willi-

ams gets something like $70,000

a year from the state of Massa-
chusetts In various scholarship

funds. If the College were
located a few miles west In the

state of New York, we'd be get-

ting between a million and a

million and a half dollars,

because the state of New York
has a much more generous pro-

gram of scholarships.

Q: Do you expect Williams to

be able to maintain an aid blind

admissions policy?

A. Well, for the Immediate
future, we will be able to, but I

certainly wouldn't want to

make any assurance that In the

long term we can. I don't think

there's any college In the coun-

try that can be absolutely sure
of that.

"A few years ago, we
were disappointed we
weren't doing

better . .
."

There are more and more col-

leges and universities that are

using scholarship funds to

attract academically highly

qualified students regardless of

their need. I hope very much
that Williams and its chief com-
petitors will never get Into that.

If that should happen, that

would complicate the financial

aid picture, and I think also

Increase the prospect that high

quality colleges would be
attracting a much higher pro-

portion of wealthy students than
is the case now. That would be a
regressive move in the country
at large. That's what's disturb-

ing about all these develop-

ments—they could add up to a

Class of '57 boosts scholarships
Scholarship endowment will benefit from the

entire gift of this year's 25th reunion class as a

result of the Development Office's Increasing

emphasis on scholarship fundralsing, according

to Russell Carpenter, Associate Director of

Development.
The class of 1957 will fund "multiple" two-year

scholarships for students entering their junior

year. The grants will cover all Williams direct aid

plus half of the loan obligation.

A committee of eight '57 alumni will select

recipients of '57 Scholars gifts on the basis of

"accumulated B average, but also demonstrated
contribution to the larger Williams community,"
according to a class fact sheet.

"Needless to say, the timing for this particular

class gift could not be more appropriate," com-
mented Director of Financial Aid Phil Wick.

"They're doing this with our encouragement,"
noted President John Chandler, "and I hope other

classes will come along and do the same thing

with their class gifts. We are putting more and
more emphasis on raising funds for scholarship

endowment."

"We spend It"

Carpenter outlined how Williams raises funds

for direct aid grants to students. Restricted gifts

come from alumni who designate them for finan-

cial aid purposes. "The year we get it, we spend

it," said Carpenter.

Restricted endowment funds are invested by

the College, with the interest going for financial

aid grants.

Restricted alumni gifts amounted to $76,000 this

year, said Carpenter, while aid endowments
came to $1.3 million. These funds are augmented
with unrestricted gifts and endowment Income

from the general operating budget to attain the

current Williams grant outlay of $1,351,000.

Alumni come through

Although Williams receives some grants from

foundations. Carpenter is not optimistic about the

prospects of private funds increasing to meet fed-

eral cutbacks but expects the alumni to come
through.

"Financial aid is a favorite purpose for the

alumni to give to. They feel very keenly the

Importance of trying to provide the kind of educa-

tion they had to current students," he explained.

"It's very hard to predict what will develop

from the federal cuts," he concluded. "Williams

provides, and fortunately we've been able to so

far. I have no question that we will this time."

im CLIiP 1M©P

At the Clip Shop we're excited about the coming trends for

spring!

Hair will be making a splash starting right now and continuing

until fall.

Those who want to be a little bit dramatic, a little bit differ-

ent will find what they're looking for at the Clip Shop.

retreat from a national commit-
ment to the education of poor
people, of minorities, and of

other groups who, up until

World War II, were generally

neglected. Public policy didn't

support their aspirations for a

college education.

I think the wonderful thing

about American higher educa-

tion is that it is the most accessi-

ble, the most open system In the

world. A higher proportion of

the population here Is educated

at the university level than In

any other country in the world,

and I think any retreat from
that goal would represent a

moral defeat.

". . . but now we're

not hurt as badly."

Q: Could you estimate the

number of years before we may
have to go off aid-blind admis-
sions?

A: Well, I think I can see our
way clear for two or three more
years. I really can't see it

beyond that, because there are

too many imponderables. There
are some ponderables too, such

as the drop in the college-going

population and what's going to

happen In the competition for

those students. There are some
predictions that there may be a

fairly massive exodus from the

private to the public sector. I

don't think that's really going to

take place, although there may
be a lot of shifting over from the

lower quality private institu-

tions to public institutions. If the

college-going public becomes
much more cost conscious than

it is now, and we have to become
much more restrained in the

level of tuition and fees, then

that may have something to say

about how long we can continue

with an aid-blind policy. There
are simply too many unknowns
for anybody to make a predic-

tion for certain.

Q: Have you decided on a fig-

ure for the raise In tuition for

next year?

A: No. We're still debating.

I'm pretty sure it's not going to

be In percentage terms as high

as some of those that have come
out In the 15% range. I hope we'll

know In a few days.

JOSEPH E. DEWEY

9:00 - 5:00

Mon.-Sat. ^

WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.

01267

>.

^^:li
o

458-5717

'^.
4^

LONDON SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS
Why not take the opportunity to study in London?

A wide range of subjects and courses is available in Central London for

students of the social sciences.

Junior year .Postgraduate Diplomas
One-year Master's degrees Research

Subjects include Accounting and Finance, Actuarial Science, Anthro-
pology, Business Studies, Econometrics, Economics, Economic History,

Geography, Government, Industrial Relations, International History,

International Relations, Law, Management Science, Operational Re-
search, Philosophy, Politics, Population Studies, Social Administration,
Social Work, Sociology, Social Psychology and Statistical and Mathema-
tical Sciences.

Application blanks from:
Admissions Directorate, L.S.E., Houghton Street

London WC2A 2AE, England
Please state whether junior year or postgraduate.

SUMMER
IN EUROPE

It's not too early to start

planning for your summer
vacation.

Stop in or call us for

information concerning:
• CHEAPEST EUROPEAN AIRFARES
• EURAIL/BRITRAIL PASSES
• AUTO RENTALS
• PASSPORT PHOTOS AND
APPLICATIONS

• ACCOMMODATIONS

'EL STORE
105 Spring Street

WILLIAMSTOWN. MAvSS.012fi7» (413)458.1786
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Thousands march on Capitol
by Peter NlchoUit

"Reagan says cut back, wc
say fight back! 'Stop the

blade, fight for aid: Legislate

to educatel 1

"

The parallel to the wave of

student activism and political

consciousness that marked
the 19H0's is irresistible:

hundreds of students chanting

In unison on the steps of the

Capitol, demonstrators cir-

cling the White House while

police paddy wagons and
patrolmen stand by. The
issues at stake, however, have
changed.
Five thousand students

from around the country,
Including a W'esleyan conting-

ent of 750, descended on
Washington yesterday to urge
influential legislators to

oppose Reagan's proposed
financial aid cuts. College
Council President Freddy
Nathan '83, Mark White '8i

and Record reporter Peter

iN'icholas '84 represented
Williams.

Sponsored by COPUS, the
nation-wide Coalition of Inde-

pendent Colleges and Univer-
sity Students, the e\eni
allowed students to protest the
massive cuts and to target the
congressmen who are
believed to support the Rea-
gan program.

Dallas Martin, Director of

the National Association of

Student Financial .Aid Admin-
istrators, warned students
that some members of Con-
gress "are against the notion

that there should be equal edu-
cational opportunity for all . . .

who actually believe that the

quality of education at these
schools would be better if

financial aid were not pro-

vided to needy students."

Martin added that these leg-

islators may be pressured into

reversing their positions if

the\ believe students are pre-

pared to vote against them.
"There are many congress-

men who won their seats in the
'80 election by a smaller mar-
gin than the number of stu-

dents who didn't vote," he
asserted.

Massachusetts Senators
Edward Kennedy and Paul
Tsongas joined Speaker of the

House Tip O'Neill and Con-

gressman Silvio Conte in

opposing the cutbacks. O'Neill

cautioned, however, that "the
President has the horses in

Congress right now to sustain

a veto, even if we do oppose
him on these cuts."

.A Kennedy aide urged out-

of-state students at Massachu-
setts schools to pressure their

home district representatives.

Tsongas noted that the

.•\dministration "does not view
education as a right, but a

privilege . . . but if Reagan
thinks education is expensive,

try ignorancel
"

25 year policy reversed

Features/Arts March 2, 1982

by Peter Nicholas

The Reagan administration
initiative to drastically reduce
government aid to college and
graduate students undermines
a federal commitment to higher
education that has endured for

the past quarter-century. The
magnitude of these cuts signals

the President's intentions quite

clearly: $'2.2 billion in federal

funds will be lost to colleges

next year.

Economic elite

Federal money is a vital com-
ponent of the financial aid pack-
age colleges offer to needy
students, and the vacuum
created by the proposed budget
cuts is not so easily filled. Wes-
leyan's recent reversal of its

"aid blind" admissions policy is

illustrative of the predicament
most independent colleges and
universities will now face:

heavily dependent on federal
funds and with a comparatively
large portion of its student body

INTRODUCING THE T-SHIRT
VOU DRINKWITH A STRAW.

New for the first time. LeShake^ brand yogurt is

right here on campus.

Li'Sluiki' is the delicious, real yogurt you drink

\\ ilh a straw.

It's ail natural, with real truit. There are no
preservatives. And it"s available at

\our campus snack bar in our most
popular flavors.

What's more, not only

can \ou "Take a LeShake
break."'" you can wear
one. Because the

LeSluike T-Shirt

Sweepstakes is on.

Just fill in the entry

blank below, put it

in the sweepstakes

box at your snack

bar no later than

March 16, 1982,

and you just might win
one of 15 "Take a LeShake break""'

T-shirts. The drawing will be

held on March 17, 1982, and
winners will be notified, (No pur-

chase is required. Void where

prohibited or restricted by law.

)

LeShake. it's a nutritious

snack, a great-tasting meal, and

one heck of a T-shirt.

Take a LeSfiake break'
T-Shirt Sweepstakes

-Zip_

Telephone.

'^m I

Now you can find LeShake yogurt, and enter the LeShake T-Shirt
Sweepstakes, at Williams College Snack Bar.
See rules on the entry box for details.
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on financial aid, Wesleyan will

now have to consi.ior an appli-

cant's ability to pay the $10,000 *

tuition fee as a criterion for

admission.

The implications of this are

starkly clear: Qualified low-and

middle-income candidates
needing financial assistance

may well be rejected in favor of

otherwise unqualified upper
class students who can afford to

pay. Access to a Wesleyan edu-

cation will no longer be equally
available to all.

Wesleyan's quandary is by no
means the exception. Other pri-

vate colleges and universities,

similarly squeezed by the fed-

eral cuts, are currently review-
ing their admissions standards,
and additional reversals of "aid
blind" policies can be expected.
At Williams, the state of

affairs is less odious. The con-
sensus among various adminis-
trators of the college is that the

school is in good enough finan-

cial shape to remain ' 'aid blind"
at least for next year, and no
review of this policy has as yet
been planned,

"Prudent management,"
cited by the administrators,
may be one reason for the

school's good fortunes.
For the majority of the stu-

dents here who are not recelv-

Viewpoint
ing any financial aid, these
issues may appear to have little

pertinency. But we all have a
stake in ensuring that students
from low- and middle-income
families have an equal oppor-
tunity to attend Independent
colleges.

The alternative is a private
school system that serves as an
aristocracy of wealth and privi-

lege rather than merit.

"Social safety net"
Reagan's budget for 1983 pro-

poses additional cuts which will

be reviewed by Congress in the
next few months. Congressman
Silvio Conte has told Assistant
to President Chandler Judith
Allen that as the ranking
member on the Appropriations
Committee, people are pressing
him to oppose the cuts but are
not applying the same pressure
to his colleagues. Writing your
congressman to express con-
cern with the magnitude of the
financial aid cuts is a vital first

step in ensuring that the govern-
ment retains its traditional
commitment to higher educa-
tion. Reagan must not he per-
mitted to exclude from his
acclaimed "social safety net"
the "truly needy" pursuing an
independent school education
that, by "aid blind" admissions
standards, they have earned.
We all have a stake in this.

COLLEGE GRADS
-Agriculture -ButlneM
-Engineering

-Fliherlet/Foreitry

-Home Economics
-Mathemallct
•Natural Retourcei
-Nursing/Health

-Science -Vocational Ed.

Your degree/experience could
qualify you for Peace Corps posi-
tions in Africa. Asia. Latin Amer-
ica, the Caribbean, So Pacific

Learn a new language Expe-
rience a new culture Must be US
citizen, single/married, no
dependents NO UPPER AGE
LIMIT Generous living allo-

wance, paid travel, health benef-
its Contact reps for info/tilm. 4 00
pm. March 8. for interviews. 9-5 00
March 9 at Office of Career Coun-
seling

In

Other
Ivory

Towers

A Lafayette woman student Is

protesting the readmlsslon
on a limited basis of a man
convicted of harassing her.

In the fall of 1979 at least four women
"received envelopes containing bags of a
substance thought to be semen," said
The Lafayette. They were also sent let-

ters that were "obscene, but in a loving
way," said Leah Figur '82, the complain-
ant. Flgur and others began to get
harassing late-night phone calls last

spring.

Flgur succeeded in tracing the calls

this fall with the help of the Easton, Pa.,

Police, A man was arrested and con-
victed of two counts of harassment by
communication. He was fined $500, but
was not subject to Lafayette disciplinary
action.

Flgur complained to Dean of Students

Herman C. Kasslah of the man's con-

tinued presence on campus. Kasslah
Investigated the case and suspended the

man until psychiatrists recommended
his return.

This semester, however, Kasslah told

Flgur that the man would be allowed on
campus between 8 a.m. and 4 p.m. two
days a week to attend classes. He is liv-

ing at home. Pressure on President
David Ellis by the man's parents had
much to do with the decision to "balance
punishment with development" by read-

mitting him, Figur said, based on her

conversation with Ellis.

Lafayette officials would not comment
on specific details of the case and the

man's reinstatement Is not apparently
lieing reconsidered.

Flgur feels that the harasser's pres-

ence is "continual harassment," said

The Lafayette. "I'm scared of going to

my mailbox for fear I'll bump into him.

It's not right for me to have to live this

way."

Bowdoin College

Bowdoin students' abuse of their tele-

phone system to the tune of $36,000 has
led to a New England Telephone investi-

gation and action by the administration,

according to the Bowdoin Orient.

A combination of an antiquated phone
system, additional outside lines and stu-

dent Ingenuity forcedNew England Tele-

phone to bill Bowdoin for students'

untraceable long distance calls. The col-

lege paid such early bills as one of $6.08 in

January of 1981, but has returned recent

monthly bills of about $9,000 unpaid.

NET is considering expensive new
equipment to combat the problem, but is

concentrating on catching students

responsible. "We want the Bowdoin
administration to inform its students

that we are rightful (sic) by the state of

Maine to take whatever measures are

required," said company spokesman
John MacKathron. "This may necessar-

ily mean heavy fines or imprisonment."

NET requested all students' home phone
numbers from Bowdoin, but the college

refused.

"When a local business requests that

we force a student to fulfill a debt with

them," said Dean of Students WUhelm,
"we must reply that the responsibility

rests solely with the student." Wilhelm
sent a notice to students advising them
"to reconsider their irresponsible

behavior."

All Over
Early signs of spring appeared on

many campuses—announcements of

hefty increases in tuition for next year.

The cost of a year at Bates will go up

about 17'>f to $10,500, Lafayette's fees

rose n% as well, to $9,580. Mlddlebury

was also consistent, raising its costs 16'-^

to $10,500, The price of a year at Haver-

ford spiraled 12%, to $10,590,

Whafs in the belfry?
Several times each day the Williams routine of friendly chatter, study-

ing and dining is interrupted by the tolling of the bells in Thompson
Memorial Chapel. As the tunes sing out through the Purple Valley it is

rare that an individual considers their origin. Many students and visi-

tors to Williams are surprised to learn that the College actually hires employees

whose jobs are to ring the bells. Surely, they ask, in this sophisticated day are not

such tasks best performed by computerized, electronic marvels? While their

question may have relevance to our cities, here in a village without a single traffic

light what could be more natural than hand-rung bells? Indeed.

But, who is It that rings the bells? What person does the college deem qualified

for this role? Pondering this question, my fertile imagination conjured up an

image of the Hunchback of Notre Dame. Aha, a duel

Alas, my careful observation of the salad bar in Baxter Hall over several

dinners revealed no such grotesque figure. This surveillance was not without its

risks. Some women interpreted it as overaggressive bird-dogging. Even worse,

my questioning of an individual whose physiognomy, although no match for

Hugo's monster, was rather strange-looking, netted me no information, but rather

nearly a fat lip as the young man seemed to resent the line of my questioning.

Consulting official circles I got nowhere, with President Chandler saying, "Do

not ask by whom the bell is tolled.
'

' Faced with this administrative stone-walUng, I

embarked on a dangerous course. One night as the bells pounded out "Stairway to

Heaven" Icrept up to the back ofThompson Chapel. Prying open the rear entrance

I advanced cautiously through the bowels of the building. Becoming confused in

the darkness I pushed onward along the narrow winding corridor. At last I came to

a door. As the music swelled to a crescendo, I tried the knob. It was locked.

The mission was not a total failure; during my subsequent talk with Dean
O'Connor I was told that Ted Thompson '85,

Kate Stalfort '82 and Patty Teng '82 are responsible for the ringing

of the bells. Thompson, who resembles the famous Notre Dame
ding-dong in no way, later conversed with me over the phone.

Although initially disappointed that I had not uncovered some

big secret, I was fascinated by Ted's description of the job.

The bells are rung three times each weekday, at

noon, four o'clock in the afternoon, and in the even-

ing after dinner, as well as on special occasions.

They are tolled by means of a pulley system acti-

vated by wooden levers. The pulleys cause the

clapper within each bell to strike against the station-

ary bell, producing the familiar ringing sound. Ted
explained to me that as part of the job it was some-

times necessary to climb up in the Chapel to repair

the bells. Altogether, it sounded like an interesting

way to make a buck, especially considering the

"fringe benefits," as the Chapel tower offers one of

juTToAJ the best places for observing the campus.

Berkshire goes New Wave
by Stephanie Connor

If
on Friday you said to your-

self, "They're playing weird

music at the symphony con-

cert—I don't want to hear

that!" then you missed a very entertain-

ing evening. The Berkshire Symphony
program of works, all of which were

composed within the last century, was
lively and well suited to the talents of the

orchestra.

The concert began with Cesar
Franck's Symphony in d minor, com-

posed between 1886 and 1888. Although it

was not composed along strictly classi-

cal lines, Franck employed a "cyclical"

technique, in which themes from the first

and second movements reappear in the

third movement.
The violins began the performance

with some rich bowing and careful obser-

vation of dynamic contrasts among the

different themes. The tremolo passages

were appropriately unsettling, although

the attack of the descending scale pas-

sages was rather overly enthusiastic.

The cellos played especially well in the

opening theme of the third movement,
and the lower strings led the crescendos

with authority throughout the piece.

Although the Franck Symphony was a

more challenging piece for the strings,

the other instruments had their solo pas-

sages. The first movement was graced
by a lovely French horn solo, and the

brass quartet sections of the third move-
ment were also smoothly played.

It was risky to leave the more recent

compositions, which both date from 1964,

to the second half of the program, but it

was encouraging to note that the

audience increased after the
intermission.

The Reverie and Rondo by Ulysses S.

Kay was replete with the lyric and chro-

matic elements which the composer had
discussed In his lecture on Wednesday
evening. Kay considers the three most
important qualities of his works to be
their lyricism, linearity of melody, and

UlyMat S. Kay (foreground), compoier ol one of the three piece* pertormed by the Berkthire

Symphony laat Friday, recelvM racognltlon from the audience. (Farley)

strong rhythmic definition. The opening

measures of the Reverie fit Kay's des-

cription of "building a web of sound," by

using a "thick harmonic palette," a mus-

ical technique which he compared to the

use of 'impasto' in oil painting. Out of this

harmonic cloud came a lyrical, minor
theme played in unison by the violins.

The Rondo, in contrast, had a definitely

'catchy' rhythm. Unusual instruments,

such as the triangle and gong, were used

to highlight the rhythm in each section.

The ranges of double bass and violin

were exploited; texture was constantly

changing from rich to streamlined and

back again. The Reverie and Rondo was
short but clearly enjoyed by the audience

and the performers.

Homage to the Queen ol Tonga, by
Dominick Argento, was both difficult

and long to leave as the final work. Rough
edges appeared in the low notes of the

brass and in the pizzicato timing of the

strings. The woodwind solos, however,

were very impressive. The flute solo In

the second section was lightly and deli-

cately played, though the accompanying
strings threatened to mask It at times.

The sonorous oboe and virtuosic bassoon

passages which followed were an equal

treat. The woodwind trio had a field day
with the trills in the final section. Their

irrepressible "chatter" was a very

amusing contrast to the brass fan-fare of

"Rule Brittanic."

The Berkshire Symphony proved their

ability to adapt to a non-traditional pro-

gram, and demonstrated that listening

to "serious" modern music is not neces-

sarily an unpleasant task. It was a great

opportunity to listen to the works of two
living composers, with one of the most
respected black composers in America,
Ulysses S, Kay, present at the perfor-

mance. Most of the audience came with

no preconceptions of how the pieces— not

taken from the traditional stock of con-

cert works—should sound. The concert

was therefore a success in its own right.
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2 on 2 match-ups big on campus
keTb'ill ^.P^nff wi'*"!'^^''

l-he men's tournament will be speedsters into tne finketball teams were being concluded at halftime of this .pnin«. iHp i„mnina ...n..
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While both hockey and bas
ketball teams were being
blasted out of the playoff picture
this weekend, some Williams
athletes did have success. Per-
haps it was because they were
playing other Williams athletes.
The Ephmen and women

were brought together by beer,
which often stimulates competi-
tion, but seldom of the athletic

nature.

$100 prize

Specifically, it was the annual
Miller Beer Twoon-Two Bas-
ketball tournament. Players in
the Co-ed and Men's (the
Women's was cancelled due to

lack of entrants) divisions
squared off Saturday morning
to vie for the $100 in scholarship
money awarded to the winners.
For those not lucky enough to go
all the way, T-shirts were pres-
ented to all participants.

In a see-saw battle, Tony
Toran '85 and Lori Lewis '84

vanquished Jane Parker '83 and
Sidney Bridges '83 to capture
the 17 team co-ed tournament.
Toran and Lewis built up an
early lead, but, following the
example usually set by the \ar-
sity Ephmen, they surrendered
it late in the contest.

Only a strong finale by the
two, including the final six
points, earned them the 20-16
win (take note, varsity! ).

The men's tournament will be
concluded at halftime of this

week's Wesleyan basketball
game in Lasell (iymnasium.

Size vs. speed

The championship features a
classic match-up: tall leapers
who intimidate defensively and
score inside versus short, quick
scorers who bomb and run.
The leapers and favorites are

Keith Hopps '83 and Seth Toney
'84 who allowed no opponent to
score more than eight points
against them in driving to the
finals. Their semi-final game
was a 20-8 romp over Kevin Col-

lins and Vince Durnan '83. Dur-
nan won the tournament a year
ago on another team. The game
fit the usual pattern for Hopps
and Toney, who controlled
throughout.

The underdog, but certainly-

not-out-of-contention team is

Eddie Rosa '83 and Ray Headen
'82. They defeated the size and
speed combination of Bill (size)
Street '84 and Steve (speed) Zlo-
towski '84. Rosa and Headen,
led by Rosa's undefatigable
shooting opened an early lead.

Street and Zlo (for conven-
ience), who had earlier
defeated finalists from last
year, mounted a stunted come-
back which was blunted by the
Rosa-Headen speed. The 20-12
victory sends the dimunative

speedsters into tne finals

against the jumping giants.

Zebras unshaken

The play was kept on the up-
and-up throughout the day by
referees John Lawler, Martha
Paper, Don Mykrantz and Dar-
roll White (all seniors). With a
thiee foul per game limit on
each team, and forfeit the
penalty for violating the limit,

officiating was often a decisive
factor. But the stalwart men
(and woman) in stripes— they
didn't actually wear stripes—
were unruffled by any
disruption.

With $100 on the line for the

championship (purely scholar-

ship money), the competition
should be fierce when the two
teams come head-to-head.

Tournament director senior
Tom Casey will present the
awards at, where else, the Log,
on Thursday, March 11.

Truly profound

All in all, the tournament is a
great example of student partic-

ipation in athletic events. But
there is one question that we are
inevitably left pondering:

Would it be Lite humor or
Busche league if the Budweiser
Athlete of the Week went for the
Custo as the Blue Ribbon
winner of the Miller Beer two-
on-two championship?

^H'l^T""*,!!'"""
*,«"-'»-«*° """"'«»» ""-y »ee this apetlzing tight In

future years If Reagan's proposed 40% financial aid cuts are passed (see
P"- ^"*'-

(Farley)

TONIGHT — SOPHOMORE NIGHT
Discounts for all card carrying
members of the Class of '84

WEDNESDAY - Open Mike Night
Anyone may take the stage

See or call the nnanager for a time slot, x2006
Don't forget Friday Happy Hour 4-6 featuring

hot spiced wine and Happy Hour prices

Q^^

Spikers take Little Three
Playing superb defense and

showing mettle under pressure,
the Williams volleyball team
came out of last weekend with
three victories, a Little Three
title, and the New England Div-
ision IIB Championship. Satur-
day, the Ephmen blew out
Wesleyan, 3-0, and Sunday at
Amherst, Williams defeated the
Jeffs and Wesleyan by identical
3-2 scores.

Saturday's match in Lasell
Gymnasium saw the Ephmen
totally dominate the Cardinals
from the first serve, playing
inspired and hustling volleyball
throughout. Spikers Vince
Brandstein, Steve Brewster and
Bob Alcasabas controlled play
at net, and totally closed off the

Wesleyan attack.

Sunday, Williams travelled to
Amherst in search of a Little
Three title and the chance to

extend its unbeaten streak to

nine. A fired up Amherst squad
was what they encountered
instead. The Jeffs jumped off to

a one game lead after Williams
had taken an early 5-0 edge.

Game two turned out to be the
most pressured and hard fought
of the Eph's season. The lead
see-sawed early on until the
Jeffs moved out to a 13-9 edge.
Williams stayed tough, how-
ever, and the serve changed
hands until the Ephs staved off

three game points and held on
for a 19-17 win. Momentum

shifted constantly throughout
the next two games, each team
winning one, until Williams took
an early lead in game five and
sewed up the match at 15-11.

Immediately following that
two-and-one-half hour match,
Williams took the court against
Wesleyan. Fatigue was a key
factor as Williams took game
one, but faltered in games two
and four after taking early
leads. Game five saw a tired

Eph squad hold on for a 15-8 win
and a 3-2 match victory.

Saturday, the Ephs take their
9-0 record to M.I.T. for the New
England Collegiate Open, fac-

ing off against Division I and II

squads from all over the East.

HARVARD
this summer

Tradition and the future meet at the Harvard Sum-mer School, the nation's oUest summer session, featur-mg open enrollment in a diverse offering of day and
evening hberal arts courses and pre-prtrfessional pro-

!I!T' i??Ji!™^
ojniculum includes courees appropri-

ate for fuWlmg college degree requirtrments as well as
progiantt designed for career development and profes-
sionaj advancement. Tlie international student body lias

'°*".S ™ ^™«™'ys outstanding libraries, muse-
ums, athletic facibties. and calendar of cultural activities

I"* J* •"* Ti^y "en's available outside the Univer-
aty m Harvard Square. Cambridge, and nearby BostonHousing IS available in Harvard's historic reskfen^
UBERAL ARTS

M \a^!!^Ti'^A '^ ^"''"'"* '^°""« *" "<"* 'han
30 liberal arts fields offered at convenient hours. Inlen-
ave toreigi language and writing programs are availableAmong the many areas repr«ented are Anthropology
Computer Scieiic«, Fine Aits, Mathematics, Pwchol-
ogy. Musk, and Visual and Environmental Studies
PRE-PROFESSIONAL AND EDUCATION

Harv«d Summer School offers all basic couiws
necrasary for pre-medical preparation. Of interest to
pre-taw students are classes in government and econom-
Ks. Buaness courses include computer programminii
fmanaal accounting, statistics, and a business writiii
workshop Non-credit review courses for the GMAT
L5AT, and MCAT are offered. Graduate level courses in
Education arid in management theory and appUcation
meet the rieeds of professionals seeking to improve man-
agement skills or work toward advanced dences
SPECIAL FRCXJRAMS

Programs in expository and creative writing, dra-
ma, dance, and English as a Foreign Unguage. Instruc-
tion m U foreign languages, including the Ukrainian
Summer Institute.

ACADEMIC CALENDAR
JUNE 21 - AUGUST 13, 1982
For further information, return the coupon below
or contact:

HARVARD SUMMER SCHOOL
LVpartmenl
20 Gardtn St., Cambridge, MA 02138
(617) 195-2921 infomulion
(617M9S^94 line open 24 hour, . day (or calalogu. lequnis

Plew »nd Harvard Summer School calalogue and
application for:

n Arts & Scifi\cfs and FJucalion
C English as a Foreign language
D Secondary School Sludenl Program

Dance Center

Name

Address

.

Cily -Slate _ -Z>P-

^HARVARD SUMMER SCHOOL
Dtpartmant 1T

Peace Corps and VISTA Volunteers

Film/info - March 8, 4:00 p.m.
Interviews - March 9, 9-5:00,
Office of Career Counseling.

Run for fun—and help someone
There are two good things

about the Williams Road-
runners' 24-hour charity relay.

The first Is the relay itself.

Held in the Towne Field House,
it is a sort of a mixture Ijetween

a carnival, a campout, a track

meet, and a marathon. Relay
teams consist of from one to any
number of people. Each team is

given a baton, which is passed
from runner to runner, and may
loop the traclc as many as 2,500

times, in record-breal<ing
attempts.

But not ail teams are going for

records. Some are there for the

sheer fun of doing something
novel, being with friends, or

partaking of the various forms
of entertainment provided for

the event. In the past, these

have included singing groups
like the Octet, musical groups
such as the Jazz Ensemble, and
a variety of movies and
cartoons.

Ten to ten

The mechanics of the relay

may seem confusing, but they

are actually quite simple. At ten

o'clock Saturday morning, the

gun goes off, and the first

runner on each team begins.

Every team member usually

runs a mile before passing the

baton to the next runner, who
also runs a mile and passes the

baton, and so on. This continues

until the following morning at

ten o'clock.

Teams going for "official"

times (according to the maga-
zine Runners' World) must
have 10 members. Most teams
are more amorphous, consist-

ing of either a large group of

runners, or a few core
members, who are supple-

mented by people who don't

wish to stay the entire 24 hours,

but come and run several miles,

and then depart.

This type of approach is

called "guest-miling". Guest
milers may also float around
unattached, running a mile here

and a mile there for various

teams, helping out when
numbers on one team or another

get slim.

Guest-miling is an attractive

aspect of the relay, as it allows

non-habitual runners and those

who aren't able to make the 24

hour time commitment to take

part. Thus, people can just drop

in, run a few miles, and leave.

feeling that they have partici-

pated in something that is vital

to the Wiiliamstown communi-
ty.

This brings us to the second
"good thing" about the 24-hour

relay. It is the one time during
the nine months of our life here

at Williams that the entire col-

lege takes an active role in sup-

porting local charity agencies.

Not only does this improve rela-

tions between college and com-
munity, but it allows us to put

into practice some of the ideals

we are learning about as a

result of our liberal arts educa-

tion. It is our chance to improve
the lot and living conditions of a

large number of less-privileged

persons.

Supporters of the relay are

asked to pledge some amount of

money per mile for their favor-

ite team, or else just to contrib-

ute what they can to the relay's

"pot".

Relays In the past have been
able to raise substantial
amounts of money, which have
greatly aided in the continued

existence of local charities.

Included in the list of charities

are: The Mt. Greylock ABC (A

Better Chance) Inc., The Help
Line, The Hospice of Northern
Berkshire, The Wiiliamstown
Boys' Club, Recording for the

Blind, The Wiiliamstown Day
Care Center, and a newcomer,

The Western Mass. Labor
Action.

YOU can help

Many of these names may be

familiar to Williams students.

Who, at one timeor another, has

not said that they would help one

of them out if they had the time

or money? But it is not always

an easy thing to help charities,

as it 's hard to determine exactly

what should be done, and how
one should go about doing it.

The 24-hour relay removes
this obstacle by making it plain

how such contributions can be

made. Furthermore, donations

are made simpler in that pledge

collectors contact students in

person in their dorms, rather

than accosting them in Baxter

and other dining halls, when
they are hassled, hungry or oth-

erwise preoccupied.

The two good things about the

24-hour relay provide two good
ways to contribute. First, you
can join a team or run guest

miles, and enjoy the fun of the

relay itself. Second, you can
pledge to support the team of

your choice, and thus play a role

in community improvement.
And there is a third alternative.

You can do both!

Read Gorky Park. Last year's bestseller,

now in paperback. Pre-Law Handbooks

and many Grad. Exam Guides available.

cnzi's
COLLEGE BOOK STORE (NC
WILLIAMSrOWN MASS OlM'

.VVS»**.''!*«>V^*V**»-VV'<-V*VVVVVVVVV'*VVV*'*-'*

The Purple Pub
Bank Street

Monday
Draft Beer Night

Pabst Beer 64 oz.

pitchers $1.50

7 pm - 12 midnight

Tuesday
Prime Time
(reduced prices)

Wednesday, March 3

Miller & Miller Lite Draft Night

Assorted Miller advertising

to be given away 9-12.

Thursday

Vodlta Night

Any Vodka drink

$1.00

Friday

Lunch special

Beer and Deli

Sandwich with I.D.

$2.00

I

k

NOTE: Lunch served Monday-Saturday 11:30-2:00 p.m.

Best Deli in town!

t

i

I

CONCERT USTING
prepared by Toonervllle Trolley Records

Tues., Mar. 2 King Crimson, Hulla-

baloo, Rensselaer, NY
Renaissance, Paradise, Boston,

Mass.
Mar. 2 thru 13 Dave McKenna, Van
Dyke, Schenectady, NY

Wed., Mar. 3 Prince, Orpheum,
Boston
Henny Youngman, Page Hall,

SUNYA, Albany, NY
Kennv Rankin, JB Scott's,

Albany, NY
Yehudl Menuhin, John M. Greene

Hall, Smith College

Thurs., Mar. 4 Jonathan Edwards,

Paradise, Boston

Ken Hensley & Clem Clemson,

JB Scott's, Albany, NY
NRBQ, Civic Ctr., Hartford, CT
Black Sabbath, Boston Garden

Mar. 4 thru 7 Allen Ginsberg,

Passlm's, Boston

Mar. 4 thru 6 Fear of Strangers,

Bogart's, Albany, NY

Frl., Mar. 5 Leo Kottke, Paradise,

Boston

Leo Kretzner, 8th Step Coffee

house, Albany, NY
Albany Symphony, Troy Music

Hall, Troy, NY
NRBQ & John Sebastian, Hotel

Bradford, Boston

Orchestral Manoeuvres in the

Dark, Savoy, New York, NY

Sat.. Mar. 6 Visitor. JB Scott's,

Albany, NY
CJary U.S. Bonds, Hotel Brad-
ford. Boston
Mamas & Papas, Orpheum,
Boston

Maynard Ferguson, Berklee Per-

formance Ctr., Boston

Albany Symphony, Palace,
Albany, NY
Reggae party with New Empire
& Sir Walford. EBA Center for

Dance & Movement. Albany, NY
Smithsonian Repertory Jazz En-

semble with Pug Horton & Bob
Wilbur, Cohoes Music Hall,

Cohoes, NY
Sun., Mar. 7 Lee Castle & the

Jimmy Dorsey Orchestra, Music
Hall, Troy, NY

Mar. 13 Spyrogyra & Gato Barbieri,

Opera House, Boston

Mar. 13 Arlo Guthrie & Shenan-

doah, JB Scott's, Albany, NY
Mar. 14 Arlo Guthrie & Shenan-

doah, Berklee Performance Ctr.,

Boston

Mar. 14 Dave Brul)eck Quartet &
Gerry Mulligan Big Band,
Symphony Hall, Boston

Mar. 15 Dick Hyman Classic Jazz

Band & New Black Eagle Jazz

Band, Berklee Performance Ctr.,

Boston

Mar. 16 & 18 Cars, Boston Garden

-Theway"go
SEE more,
ENJOY more,
SAVE fuel and
SAVE money

-

TRAVEL in

FULL COMFORT

FIVE DAILY
Thru-Service Trips

TO AND FROM

BOSTON over the

SCENIC
I

MOHAWK
TRAIL

- WILLIAIMSTOWN DEPARTURE TIMES -

6:15am 8:15am 12:15pm 2:15pm 5:15pm
Only 3-Hours 25-IVIinutes to Downtown Boston

Also Westward to Troy & Albany

1:45pm Daily Departure from Wiiliamstown

Stop In Or Phone For Schedules & Tickets To All Points

THE WILLIAMS INN
MAIN STREET - WILLIAMSTOWN

PHONE 458-9371

IT'S A PLEASURE
TO SERVE YOU

PACKAGE
SERVICE, TOO

Enqlander
COACH LINES. Inc

<^!^^f^f<fff*^^ft^*A^^^'%^,^:'f^-^,-**f^if»fff»*fa IP \NI)S\\l;i«>*>VW>'!(**««*M*»****S*»***>******>*>*!******S'******«
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Ephwomen capture NE title
Swimming as If they

were the only team
in the pool, the Wll-

liams women's
swim team ploughed through

the New England champion-

ships this weekend and easily

walked away with the title. Win-

ning thirteen events outright

and adding many high finishes

in every race, Williams left its

nearest competitor. Tufts, well

over 150 points behind them.

Freshman Kim Eckrich
started things off for the Ephwo-
men Friday night with a relay

victory and two individual wins.

After winning the 200 medley
relay with juniors Katie Hudner
and Anne Tuttle, and sopho-

more Ciela Ciepiela, Eckrich

won the 50 breast stroke, fol-

lowed by teammate co-captain

Barb Good in second. Eckrich
finished up by taking the 200 IIVI

with Good in seventh.

Other Williams winners Fri-

day included freshman Jonna
Kurucz in the 500 free, junior Liz

Jex in the 100 butterfly and the

relay team of Hudner, Kurucz,

freshman Sue Knapp, and
senior Catherine Hartley in the

800 free relay.

Saturday night brought more
victories for the Purple and
Gold with Jex taking the 50 free

and 200 free, Eckrich winning
the 100 breast stroke, and the

relay team of Hudner, Eckrich,
Hartley and freshman Rachel
Stauffer stroking to win the 400

individual medley. Stauffer,

Knapp, Tuttle and Jex also took

second in the 200 free relay.

Team showdown
With the Ephwomen already

137 points ahead going into the

final night of competition, the

team continued to pour it on.

The most exciting event of the

night was a showdown between
Jex and Eckrich in the 100 IM
which Jex won over Eckrich by
only a few tenths of a second.

Both swimmers had other victo-

ries with Jex completing her

mastery of the freestyle events

by winning the 100 free and Eck-
rich rolling up the final breast

stroke event with a first in the

200 breast stroke.

Puck ousted from playoffs
by Rich Leavitt

An aggressive, opportunistic, and always hustling North

Adams State put an end to the Eph stickmen's season by beating

them 5-3 in the opening round of the playoffs before a full house in

North Adams Saturday night. The Mohawks were ranked fourth

in the West while the Ephs were handed the number five slot by

the selection committee.
North Adams took full advantage of their home ice advantage

as they checked and harassed the Eph skaters all night long on

the small ice surface. Goalie Marhoffer proved to be the vital

factor for the Mohawks as he turned aside 49 Williams shots, 19

of them coming in the last period.

Comedy on ice

Though the Ephs lost, the game was filled with both the excit-

ing and the unusual. With just over a minute gone in the game, a

Mohawk forward led a charge against two Williams defense-

man. Then Charlie Chaplin got hold of the script as first one

defenseman tripped and fell only to have the other one topple

over him. With both defensemen lying on the ice the North

Adams forward walked in alone against Dan Finn '84 and fired

home the rebound after Finn made the initial save.

The relentless forechecklng of the Mohawks rendered the

Ephs' breakout all but useless. When Williams did clear its own
zone, the North Adams defensemen were there to continually hit

the Eph forwards.

The Mohawks entered the second period with a 2-0 lead and
proceeded to keep the pressure on Williams.TheEphs adapted

however and began to work around the pesky North Adams
forwards. Try as they did, Williams could not score. Their best

chance came when senior Doug Jebb was awarded a penalty

shot after having been hooked from behind with an empty net

staring him in the face. Unfortunately Jebb was denied by Mar-
hoffer and the score at the end of two periods was 3-0.

Showing both poise and class, the Ephmen came roaring onto

the ice at the start of the final period and refused to roll over and
play dead. Within six minutes, Williams collected two goals to

close the gap to one.

Leading scorer Ed Finn '83 banged home a rebound with

assists going to Jebb '82 and Skip Vallee '82, both ofwhom played
Inspired hockey the entire game. Exactly two minutes later

freshman Jeff Potter scored after a scramble in front of the net.

Mark Wysocki '83 and Brian Rutledge '85 picked up the assists.

The tide, however, was quickly reversed as the Mohawks
picked up two more goals within a minute after Potter's goal.

Senior Greg Jacobson scored from Bob Brownell '83 and Mike
Uretsky '85 to make the score 5-3, but that was as close as the

Ephs would come.
North Adams did their best to let Williams get back into the

game as they picked up four penalties in the last ten minutes of

the game. Marhoffer held the vaunted Eph power play at bay,

however.
Thus, for the second year in a row the Ephs lost in the opening

round of the playoffs. It was an exciting season though and
McCormick's squad proved it can play hockey with the best of

tiiem.

Help Needed
Williams is hosting over thirty colleges this weekend for the

National Intercollegiate Squash Championships. Coach Sean
Sloane is asking anyone who has played or watched squash to

assist by being a scorer.

Over 125 scorers are needed to compliment the many faculty

and students already helping.

Orientation sessions for those willing to help are being held at

5:00 pm this Tuesday and Wednesday on the squash courts.

Kurucz contributed a second

in the 1650 free and Hudner
added seconds in both the 50

back stroke and 50 butterfly to

her thirds registered the pre-

vious night in the 200 butterfly

and 400 IM.

The final victory for the

women was the 400 free relay

which Jex, Hartley, Hudner and
Stauffer won easily.

Headed for nationals

Three more Williams
swimmers qualified for the

nationals over the weekend to

bring the team total up to ten.

Good and freshman Peg Tho-
man made it in the 50 breast

stroke and Knapp reached the

needed time in the 200 free.

Other team members who will

be going to the nationals in two
weeks are Jex, Hudner, Cie-

piela, Hartley, Eckrich, Kurucz
and diver Dina Esposlto, a jun-

ior. The nationals are at the

same place as the New Eng-
lands, so the team will be
returning there with high hopes
on the weekend of March 11-13.

The men's team swims this

upcoming weekend at URI.
Having lost to only Div. I Col-

gate all season, the team is a
favorite, but can expect a
greater challenge than the
women faced.

Intercollegiates here

Squash wraps up record year

Clinching a record eighth straight Little Three championship

and establishing a new standard for most wins in a season with

17, the men's squash team crushed both Wesleyan and M.I.T. by

9-0 scores on Saturday.

Included in the 17-3 final record were wins over Yale, Penn,

and Navy; the first time in Williams squash history that all three

teams were defeated in the same season. Based on their dual

match results, Williams will be ranked fourth in the U.S. in

intercollegiate squash behind Princeton, Harvard and Yale.

Captain Kennon Miller '82 routed his opponents from Wes-

leyan and M.I.T. to set a new individual record for matches won

in a season (19). He will probably be seeded number two in his

division of the intercollegiates behind Charlie Duffy of Harvard,

the only player to beat him during the season.

Sophomore Greg Zaff also won two matches Saturday at the

number one position to strengthen his bid for a seed in the "A"

division of the Intercollegiates and almost guarantee post-

season recognition as an Ail-American.

Intercollegiates here

Zaff and Miller will lead the Ephmen squad of six players in

the National Intercollegiate Championships, to be held here at

Williams, March 5-7. The Intercollegiates actually consists of

three separate tournaments, as the number one and two players

all compete in the "A" tournament, the three and four players in

the "B" tournament, and the five and six players in the "C"
tournament.
Harvard, Princeton, Yale, Penn, and Williams are the only

U.S. colleges ever to win the Intercollegiates with the Williams

sole victory coming in 1958.

Led by Zaff, and Tom Harrity '84 in the "A" , Jeff Sultar '84 and

Bill Nau '84 in the "B" , and Miller and Jamie King '84 in the "C"

,

Williams is hoping to ride the home court advantage to an upset

over favorites Harvard, Princeton, Western Ontario and
Toronto.

Hoopsters flirt with glory
by John Clayton

Well, they were able to play

world-beaters for a week, at

least.

After beating two number one
teams—Tufts and Clark—in a

row, the men's basketball team
lost to Amherst Saturday 74-68.

There wasn't much to say

about the Amherst game. The
Lord Jeffs were a better ball-

club that night. Williams was
able to contain center Jim Pettit

(who had 32 points in their last

meeting), but Amherst had five

men in double figures.

Quicl( lead

The Ephmen started the

game very well, getting their

biggest lead at 24-14 with 9: 20

left in the half. But over the next

five minutes the Lord Jeffs

scored 14 straight points to lead

28-24.

From then on Amherst never

let go of the lead. It was 35-32 at

the half, and the Jeffs hit three

straight jumpers to start the

second half, expanding the lead

to 41-32.

Comebacli overturned

Art Pidoriano '84 and Scott

Olesen '83 led a Williams surge

with five minutes left that put

the Ephmen on top 62-61. But
Amherst answered with six

straight points, and the lead was
back to five, where it stayed the

rest of the game.
Olesen led the Ephmen with

19 points, Al Lewis '82 had 16,

Steve O'Day '84 had 14 and Pido-

riano had 12.

Top the tops

After Williams beat Tufts last

Saturday, The new Division III

New England poll had Clark in

first place, so Williams knocked
off Clark as well.

But they didn't just knock 'em
off, they blew them out, 98-80.

That's right, they almost broke

100 on the best team in their div-

ision in New England.

The game was closer than the

score indicated, as Clark was

leading with as little as eleven
minutes remaining.

But the Ephmen, with the

whole team contributing,

brought the lead (which they
had most of the game) back up
to ten points with 5; 13 left, 71-61.

Score climbs

Then, Clark started fouling to

get back into the game. Usually
this strategy is ineffective, and
substitutes come in to get some
playing time in the last two
minutes.

But that never happened.

Clark never stopped fouling,

and Williams never took its

starters out. Williams kept hit-

ting foul shots until it became
clear that they had a chance to

break 100. As it was, they just

missed.

The Ephmen could do little

wrong. Five men reached dou-
ble figures: Pidoriano (21),

Schmidt (17), Captains Lewis
and Jeff Fasulo (16 apiece), and
O'Day (15). Olesen just missed
with nine.

Sophomore center Sieve O'Day reaches for the rim amidst Amherit loes

with captain Al Lewis («12) and Scott Olesen looking on. (Farley)
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Williams College observatory where tomorrow's alignment o1 the planets will be eagerly scrutinized. The
planets will be closer together (when seen from sun) than they've been in over 150 years. (Farley)

Students play musical houses
March is the month for housing—freshmen go

through inclusion, and upperclassmen apply for
house transfers. Now that the housing season is

open, the Record presents subjective sketches of
the College on-campus residential houses.
The following descriptions explain the positive

and negative aspects of each housing option. Din-
ing, recreation, and adjacent facilities are an
intrinsic part of life in a given house. Thus, the
descriptions go beyond the size of one's room to

discuss amenities and the social atmosphere of
diff<»rei\t Housing.

Fitch-Currier

For many years, Fitch-Currier has suffered
from a bad reputation: weird, antisocial, iso-

lated. Fitch-Currier is also hampered in the hous-
ing selection process by its association with
Prospect House.
Over the past few years, that reputation has

started to change, largely due to the efforts of

former house president Kathleen Merrigan.
While Fitch-Currier still remains separate from
the campus In many respects, separation is now
by choice. Residents have started to recognize a
good thing, and want to keep it that way—off-

beat. As a whole, the house is more unified than
any other on campus. The social life is strong and
cohesive, and the people are open and friendly.

The isolation has its drawbacks. One needs to

make more of an effort to stay in touch with the
social life on the rest of the campus, since one's
neighbors aren't likely to care. House activities
rarely draw members of other houses, and friend-
ships, normally central within any house, are
especially so in Fitch-Currier. All of which is fine,

as long as you really like it there.

The proximity to Prospect House presents
another trade-off. Although one would think that
the presence of about ninety people so close by
would lead to social interaction, the two houses
avoid each other liice the plague. Fitch takes most
of the blame for the relationship, rejecting oppor-
tunities to become more united.

A final benefit is the dining facilities. DriscoU is

warm, small, and as cozy as a dining hall is likely

to get. The cooks and the rest of the staff are
friendly (sometimes) and good at what they do
(always).

Prospect

Prospect House has worked hard to deserve its

reputation as the worst place to live on campus,
although it does have hidden benefits. The rooms
are uniformly large and most have built-in desks
and enormous walk-in closets. These advantages
are more than outweighed by the ugly tile floors

and the tissue paper walls that turn each room
into a giant stereo speaker. Residents are usually

Continued on Page 8

BSU clarifies position
BSU coordinator Dave

Bowen '83 told the Record last

Sunday that while last week's
Record article on the BSU
referred to a single party, BSU
coordinators were speaking of

two separate incidents when
talking with Dean O'Connor
and Record editor Katya
Hokanson.
A March 2 Record article

reported O'Connor's assertion

that the BSU coordinators

"denied that anyone was
turned away from a party"
and that "Bowen admitted
later thaf he had in fact asked
three white non-members to

leave the party."

This week Bowen said that

the coordinators told O'Con-
nor that no one was turned

away at a February 13 Valen-
tine's party. When speaking to

the Record reporter, he
asserted, he had been refer-

ring not to the February 13

party but to a January 16 inci-

dent where members were
twice informed of the BSU's
no-guest policy. The BSU also
clarified that the non-
members were not asked to

leave; rather, their member
escorts were again reminded
of BSU guidelines.

Hokanson, who wrote last

week's article, said that she
asked Bowen to explain why
O'Connor and the Record were
told conflicting stories about
the party; at that point, she
said, Bowen did not explain
that two different parties were

in question. Instead he asked
Hokanson to refer the question

to the Coordinators for an offi-

cial response.

Four members of the BSU,
including Secretary Elijah
Alexander '84, were allowed to

read the completed Record
article before publication. The
four made no mention of the

party incidents, and only
asked for a clarification of

BSU funding.

When asked Sunday why no
complaint was made upon
reading the article, Alexander
said that he and the other

members "did not see" the

sentences referring to the

O'Connor meeting or Bowen's
admission.

Student workers fail to

earn aid quota
by Brett McDonnell

Only 22.5 percent of all finan-

cial aid student workers earned
the amount demanded in their

aid packages last year, most
earning about two-thirds of the
average expected by the Col-
lege, according to Financial Aid
Office statistics

.

"I think Williams students
have a lot of priorities,"
observed Phil Wick, Director of

Financial Aid. "Studying and
extracurricular activities often
prevent students from working
as much as they could."

Apparently, most workers
disagree. At a recent meeting
with freshmen financial aid stu-

dents, Wick asked how many
had trouble getting sufficient

hours at their jobs. Seventy per-
cent reportedly raised their

hands.

Unsure freshmen
Most departments have hour

guidelines for student em-
ployees ranging from six to

twelve hours per week. Wick
suggested that freshmen,
unsure of what they can handle,
take a low number of hours at

first.

However, according to fig-

ures provided by Jean Richer,
28 percent of last year's fresh-

men financial aid students met
their financial aid expectations,
a figure higher than any other
class that year.

Freshmen financial aid
workers are expected to earn
$650, sophomores $800, juniors

$850 and seniors $900. Next year
these figures will increase by
$50.

Students pay shortfalls

Financial aid students usu-

ally put their earnings toward
living expenses and some of the

tuition costs. Job expectations

are subtracted from the College

grant total and students or their

families must make up any
shortfalls in earnings.

A student's class year does
not affects his wage rate,

although freshmen, who fre-

quently have little experience,

often fall at the low end of the

scale, which ranges from $3.50
to $3.80 an hour.

Dave Yaskulka '84 said he
works roughly 6 and one-half
hours per week, the usual total

at Baxter, but still does not
make what the Financial Aid
Office expects.

Dan Carter '82, the top head-
waiter at Baxter, noted that
some students have trouble get-

ting hours because of conflicts

with classes and extracurricu-
lar activities. "We still have
trouble finding people who are
willing to come and work imme-
diately," he said.

Amity Smith '82, Driscoll's

headwaiter, maintains her
workers have no problems get-

ting enough hours. Greylock's
headwaiter. Art Leo '82

concurs.

However, Vianda Vlves '83,

Mission Park's headwaiter,
says scheduling problems hurt
many of her workers, with
classes and sports causing the
most trouble. Vlves has to use
about 20 non-financial aid stu-

dents to fill shifts.

Phase out students
In the past, many non-

financial aid students had jobs,

but Richer has tried to phase
this out.

Juniors and seniors not on aid
who had jobs before 1980 have
stayed on, but most freshmen
and sophomore workers are on
financial aid. There are roughly
400 non-financial aid workers
left out of the total 930 workers.

"It seems to us," stated Wick,
that students who are moti-
vated and willing to do almost
anything seem to be able to

manage."

"I think the jobs are there if

you want to look for them,"
agreed Elizabeth Flynn '83, who
works at Baxter and for
Security.

"I'd like to think there isn't

too much of a problem," Richer
remarked. "But with the Art
Museum renovation and the

elimination of Row House din-

ing we lost some jobs this year,
which didn't help us."

Student library employee Leigh Repko '84 labors in pursuit of what some
consider the financial aid office's unrealistic earnings expectations.

(Milloy)
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A Forgotten Birthday
In 1860, a Williams alumnus named Nathan Jackson gave $2,000 to

the College for an annual celebration of "the Founder's birthday," a
celebration to honor Colonel Ephraim Williams.

The celebrations in the late 19th century were elaborate dinners for

the entire student body. The College grew, and the program was reduced
to a few concerts each year, By 1915 the fund could only cover one
celebration every four years. After that, the tradition faded into

oblivion.

It is unfortunate that today we have no official commemoration of

our founder. Such an event would remind us of Williams history and the

philosophy of education that we practice. A Record editorial from 1927

observed; "Is it not fitting that one of these days should be devoted to the

formal recognition of the magnanimous spirit of the one who established

this college?"
Undeniably, times have changed, and student attitudes are not what

they were. It is fashionable to deride liberal arts, tradition, and cere -

mony. The unfortunate result is a loss of spirit for all members of the
College community. An annual celebration to honor Ephraim Williams
would be an excellent opportunity to remind ourselves of the successes
of our College and the pride of a tradition that dates back nearly two
centuries.

The celebration could take many forms. It could be a day to empha-
size liberal arts, with speakers discussing a variety of thought-
provoking topics. The College could hold ceremonies in memory of

Ephraim Williams himself. Perhaps a suspension of classes could be
declared to allow students to explore the Berkshires—a la Mountain
Day, another long lost tradition. This would be especially appropriate,
for Williams left home on his eighteenth birthday to seek adventure at

sea.

A day to remember Colonel Williams is a Williams tradition that
should be restored. The mere passage of years should not be allowed to

diminish the observance of our founder and his legacy which we share
today.

EPHRAIM by Banevicius

The Williams Record
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Sexual harassment: overblown, misconstrued

March 9, 1982 The Williams Record ne^rs

Editor's note: The following appears on
this page as a partial response to the

Issue of January 19.

by Dave Moro '82

Williams College loves a good
campus scandal, and It In-

sists on having one every
year. Perhaps there's a feel-

ing among certain people that their lives

are sorely lacking in momentous events

or conflicts; maybe they're just frus-

trated and have an axe to grind. Wha-
tever the reason, the pattern Is by now
familiar. First, a fairly Innocuous or

insignificant event is designated this

year's "Incident" by oneof our notorious

"progressive" groups—the Feminist
Alliance, the BSU or the homosexuals.
Next come the rumors, the letters of out-

rage to the Record, and the sensational-

ism by the campus media, all to the

refrain of haughty, Pharisaical pro-

nouncements by the more vocal opinion

leaders of the group in question. These
folks are not above attacking the person
of those who disagree with their assess-

ment of the situation (witness the reac-

tion to Phil Smith's letter) and benefit

greatly from the resulting atmosphere of

enforced consensus. To this we must add
a good dose of administration-baiting, a

pastime gleefully indulged in by our

The pattern is familiar: a

fairly innocuous or insignifi-

cant event is designated this

year's "incident" by the

Feminist Alliance, the BSU

or the homosexuals.

more unscrupulous scandal-mongers,

and a willingness to slander the good

name of Williams College whenever it

suits their ends. Finally there comes
appeasement: campus-wide rap ses-

sions, memos from the beleaguered

souls at Hopkins Hall, or new clauses in

the Student Handbook, all accompanied
by the unexpressed hope that people will

grow up by next year.

In view of the recent events on cam-
pus, it would be an understatement to

say that hope remains unfulfilled.

Never, to my knowledge, has the Purple

Valley been beset by such foolishness,

extremism and lack of imagination as

was unleashed in the wake of the sexual

harassment scandal. Step back for a

moment and take a look at some
excerpts from this year's comedy of

errors. Say what you will, it was not Wil-

liams' finest hour.

Comedy of errors

At the Chapln Hall meeting, Tracy

Dick— an avowed homosexual—lectured
the student body on what was wrong with

their sexual attitudes. Her charge that

we had "ruined" her college years must
have raised some eyebrows, but by far

the most telling part of her tirade was
her use of the family analogy. Her liken-

ing of students to "children" was condes-

cending, to say the least; equally

contemptible was the suggestion that the

transgressions for which they should be

punished by the Williams "family" area

cut-and-dry matter. But lest you think

that this didactic, self-assured air is par-

ticular to Tracy's kind, take a look at

Charlie Pardoe's piece (Outlook, Jan.

19) in which he calls upon us to redefine

all standards of male and female behav-
ior." "We must redefine men's roles,"

concurs Prof. Langston. One can only
commend our progressively minded
social engineers for not shying away
from the big tasks. But before they
undertake to correct several million

years of human evolution, they would do
well to ask themselves the following

question: is it really the much-maligned
traditional roles for men that ai e respon-
sible for the present malaise on campus?
Or is it the new "liberated" role, pushed
by the feminists, and featuring such
questionable virtues as effeminacy and
the ability to cry?

In answering this question, it would
be highly instructive to examine the

image projected in Jon Tigar's Outlook
of January 19, 1982. The man presented
in that piece is a feminist's dream: he
asks for his kisses, he's 'vulnerable' and
'sensitive,' and—you won't believe this—

he's capable of being harassed himself.

Tigar gives an example of just such a

'harrowing' experience:

"I picked up the phone and a woman
using a nasal voice asked if I knew whom
I was talking to. I didn't. Then she asked
me if I was ticklish . . . She asked if I knew
how to do an adagio dance. I didn't. She
told me to look it up in the dictionary. She
asked me where 1 was going that night. I

put the phone down and walked away."

All I can say is, if Langston & Co. have
to do any redefining at all, let's hope they
come up with something a little more
exciting than this. Where's the Williams
man of yesteryear? I mean the one who
would have taken that gal out for display-

ing a little spunk and a sense of humor?
Next time anyone gets a call from this

harassin' hussy, put her on hold and find

out who she is. I want to pin a medal on
her.

Harassment and the emperor's
new clothes

Typical of the reactions to the harass-

ment scandal was Beth Byron's Outlook
article. While granting that rape and vio-

lent forms of harassment are not the

issue here, she nevertheless insists that

harassment is a serious problem at Willi-

ams. It consists, she says, of "clever

remarks, slight grabs and pats and
pinches." But since when do such acts

"invalidate (a girl) as a female and as a

person?" If the opinions of girls I've

talked to are at all representative, then

quite the opposite is true. Miss Byron
comes prepared, however, to handle any
such sacrilegious doubts as to her notion

of harassment. "If you do not understand
why so many people are so upset about

this, perhaps you need to learn more
about it rather than to assume it is not

Important." Well, perhaps. But her own

brought on by underhanded, dishonest
and coercive tactics on the part of
WASH, Williams Against Sexual
Harassment.

This ad hoc group of students began its

activities in a rather quixotic fashion.

With all the fervour of Orwell's Youth
Anti-Sex League, they demonstrated in

front of Hopkins Hall, protesting what
they saw as a complacent and over-
lenient approach to harassment by the

administration. These charges were
unfounded; not a single case of rape
has been proven, and the mcuh-touted
"assault" cases, (which according to

some people, were simply a matter of a
fellow getting overpassionate and pushy
with his date) had been handled by the
Honor & Discipline Committee. But even
had the rape charges been true that in

itself would not have proven that harass-
ment is a widespread, everyday pheno-

ments of Tong's definition—"teasing",

"Jokes" "looks", "remarks",
"gestures"—but "stereotyping" as well.

The conventional wisdom is that stereo-

types are "bad", so I suspect few people

got too upset when O'Connor unleashed

his latest crusade against them. But
"stereotype" is just a negative term for

what is, in essence, a very good and
necessary thing; a notion, or a mental
model that allows us to understand and
predict phenomena we come across in

day-to-day living. No one should doubt

for a moment that the feminists at

WASH, Prof. Tong, and Dean O'Connor
himself all have their own set of models
or stereotypes. In fact, the specific con-

tent of these stereotypes is becoming
increasingly clear as time goes on. Now,
whether their stereotypes fare any bet-

ter than the traditional ones in terms of

understanding and prediction is a matter
of debate; I would submit they don't, by a

It's "The Emperor's New Clothes" all over again: if you do
not see that something exists, convince yourself that it

does.

menon at Williams College. WASH was
determined to be taken seriously, how-
ever, and decided to play hardball. They
contacted the media, presenting them
with a factually incorrect statement of

the incidents on campus. Fully aware
that Gresham's Law applies to the
media, they publicly sullied the name
of Williams College; the only way for the
administration to get rid of the bad press
was to give in to WASH'S demands, thus
implicitly validating the group's origi-

nal, trumped-up charges. At first, WASH
declined to comment on the reasons for
their drastic actions. The best defense
they've been able to come up with since
then is that they were "putting the issue

in a broader societal framework." Dou-
bletalk aside, I challenge anyone to tell

me what that means.
One cannot fault the administration

for giving in, under the circumstances.
Their first responsibility is to the College.

What is reprehensible, however, is that

they let de facto libel and extortion on the

part of WASH go unpunished even after

the media hoopla had subsided. Instead

of striking down the coercive precedent

set by WASH, they began to indulge in

something dangerously close to coercion

themselves. If you can't lick 'em, join 'em.

Mind control

This last point was driven home to me
rather forcefully the other day, when I

happened to find Dean O'Connor's letter

together with a letter from the ACLU in

my mailbox. The ACLU letter had the

following message printed on the enve-

lope: THE NEW RIGHT DOESN'T

. . . "Stereotype" is just a negative term for what is, in

essence, a very good and necessary thing . . .

approach (which she shares with WASH
and many feminists), is repeating ad
nauseam that harassment exists and
declining to provide concrete, meaning-
ful evidence of It. It's The Emperor's
New Clothes all over again: if you do not

see that something exists, convince
yourself that it does, l)ecause everybody
else says it exists.

All this inconsequential drivel has its

amusing aspects, of course, and were the

sexual harassment hubbub limited to it,

there would be no real cause for concern.

But there have t)een far more serious

consequences, consequences largely

LIKE WHAT YOU'RE DOING IN YOUR
BEDROOM, ANDTHEY'RE GOINGTO
DO SOMETHING ABOUT IT. It turned

out, however, that the New Right's anti-

abortion efforts were no match for Dean
O'Connor's anti-harassment efforts: he
didn't like what was going on in my mind
(and yours ) and he was going to do some-
thing about It. "Persistent prejudicial

behavior," he emphasized, "will not be
accepted on this campus. Those who
practice it will be considered guilty of

sexual harassment." O'Connor thus

lumps under the category of "harass-

ment" not only the more specious ele-

long shot. But whatever your position on
the matter, it is unconscionable to take it

from the realm of free deliberation and
place it into the realm of coercion.

The good Dean O'Connor understands
all this, of course, and he has personally

assured me that disciplinary measures
will not be automatically taken to

enforce the ban on "prejudicial behav-
ior" or the more fantastic clauses In

Tong's definition of sexual harassment,
but would Instead encourage the parties

involved to talk. I have always respected
Dean O'Connor as a person and ae an
administrator, and have never doubted

his sense of Justice. But this is not the

point. As matters stand now, we are

being asked to trust his discretion in mat-
te;rs that clearly should not be discretion-

ary. Unwarranted discretionary powers
can be very easily misused; witness the

coordinated effort to prevent Phil Smith
from rectifying some of the more des-

tructive effects of WASH'S disinforma-

tion activities. Both the Dean and the

President of the college should publicly

discard Prof. Tong's lU-concelved defini-

tion of sexual harassment as a basis for

disciplinary action (along with O'Con-

nor's disappointing amendments) . They
should restrict themselves to a definition

that has a solid legal basis. It would
include rape, assault, battery, and per-

sistent use of the phone or mail system
for the purpose of conveying annoying or
obscene messages. There is no justifica-

tion for further intruding on students'

lives.

Levin was right

A few weeks ago, Professor Levin
from NYU told a hostile audience in

Brooks-Rogers that feminism is inher-

ently threatening to liberty and the

democratic process. At the time, most
people considered that a pretty far-

fetched thesis. Yet just about everything
that has transpired on this campus since

then, with regard to sexual harassment,
has served to prove his point. Perhaps
those who disagreed with him ought to do
a little soul-searching. I, for one, would
welcome an effort by the feminists on
this campus to demonstrate—through
their actions—that what Mr. Levin said

is not always and everywhere true.

It will be said and rightly so, that my
contribution so far to this whole Issue has
been primarily negative; that It is not

enough simply to criticize others' reac-

tions, however deserving of criticism

they may be. I do feel that not all is well

with male-female relationships on this

campus, but the problem has nothing to

do with "sexual harassment" or
"sexism."

Remember Gifford?

CUL examines housing system
Faculty will sit on the Housing Committee if the

Committee on Undergraduate Life (CUL)
approves its housing subcommittee's alternate

proposal to the Gifford report, both of which will

be considered by the CUL this month.
The CUL subcommittee would redefine the

Housing Committee's membership, eliminating

all but one freshman representative and adding
"assorted Senior (faculty) associates." House
presidents, the Director of Housing and a Dean's
Office representative would continue to serve on
the committee.

Assistant Dean Mary Kenyatta of the CUL sub-

committee said later that the exclusion of four

freshman representatives "was probably an
oversight on our part. We had no plan to get rid of

any student representatives."

The role of the Housing Committee would
"establish, publicize and enforce room-draw
procedures, and rules for inclusion and transfer"

under the subcommittee's strict definition.

"That's been the traditional role of the Housing
Committee," affirmed Kenyatta.

Beyond room draw
"We believe the Housing Committee role

should go much behond room draw," asserted

Housing Committee co-chairman Kathleen

Merrlgan '82. "We've looked at house president

role definitions and policy problems. There are a

lot more issues we can touch upon."

The Gifford Report does not specify a role for

the Housing Committee, but instead transfers

many of its responsibilities to new "Advisory

Councils" for each housing cluster; Mission

Park-Tyler, Berkshire-Dodd, Greylock, and Row
Houses.
The CUL subcommittee retained Glfford's sug-

gestion to have sophomores choose a faculty asso-

ciate when they join a house. In each house,

faculty associates would sit with students on a

committee responsible for student-faculty inter-

action and resolving ' 'minority complaints within

the house (e.g. noise)."

In loco parentis?

Faculty members objected to this peacekeep-
ing function of faculty memt)ers. "Are we getting

Into in loco fmrvntis on the part of the faculty?"

asked biology professor Hank Art.

Rosemarie Tong of the philosophy department
concurred, ' 'The faculty person would find him or

herself in an awkward position."

CUL members also debated the term "minority

complaints."

The Gifford Report defined minorities as small,

fragmented groups within houses who "do not

always share the majority's values about per-

sonal privacy, peace and quiet, entertainment,

etc.," emphasizing the fluid, shifting nature of

these groups.

Tong predicted that students would associate

minority with a certain group of people. Kevin

Hirsch '82 questioned, "Who's a minority? It

seems the term can be easily mangled."
The subcommittee report did not discuss how

funds would be allocated to minority interests.

"That's very much up in the air," noted

Kenyatta. "The sut)Committee couldn't come to

any agreement on that. We'll have to hash it out in

the CUL meetings."
The subcommittee would also create a house

governance subcommittee to the Housing Com-
mittee to define the role of House presidents and
other officers.

The CUL will continue discussion of the residen-

tial system as it takes on the Gifford Report itself

this afternoon.

Faculty approves major changes
by Susan Kandel and
Katya Hokanson

Two new freshman-level stu-

dio art courses will replace two
sophomore-level courses under
revisions of the studio art cur-
riculum approved by the faculty

two weeks ago.

Art 111 and 112 will replace

Art 211 and 212 as requirements

for the studio art major, accord-

ing to art professor Edward
Epping, and a junior seminar

course, the equivalent of Art

History 301, has been added to

the major requirements.

Other plans include adding
Art 110, a drawing course for

College gets

George grant
The College has received a

$100,000 grant to establish a

Henry George Fund for the

study of progress and social Jus-

tice from the Robert Schalken-

bach Foundation in New York.

To be administered through

the economics department, the

grant will become part of the

permanent endowment of the

College, and Income from the

fund will be used to acquire

books and support faculty

research on social justice.

The fund will also be used to

establish the Henry George Lec-

ture on Social Justice, to be

given every other year by a dis-

tinguished social theorist.

"The research of some
members of the economics

department, and the close ties

of the department with the Cen-

ter for Development Economics

at Williams mesh nicely with

the concerns of the Schalkenb-

ach Foundation," commented
Gordon Winston, chairman of

the economics department.

Henry George was a late 19th

century American economist

whose writings focused on the

problem of the persistence of

poverty in nations of growing

wealth and on the proper role of

taxation In combining economic

growth with social Justice.

non-majors, and raising the

number of sophomore level

drawing courses from two to

three. During spring semester,

one oil-painting course will

replace one of the two waterco-
lor courses currently in the

curriculum.

Drawing emphasized

The new plans call for giving

more importance to drawing,

according to Epping, who called

the changes "quite a revision in

current standing."

Art 110, explained Epping,

will be a basic drawing course,

intended for those who may
simply want to take a studio

course. Art 111 and 112, which

must be taken as one full-year

course and which will be

required for majors, will divide

art into the pre-1950s and post

1950s. The latter will discuss

more modern art media such as

performance, film, and video,

Epping remarked.

Senior Studio Art Major Joel

Bernard said the new freshman-
level courses would allow

"greater access for freshman"

to studio classes.

The junior seminar will be

required of all art studio

majors, said Epping, and will

treat ideas relevant to contem-

porary art, combining the his-

torical and critical aspects of

art with actual studio work.

Hard arteries

Numerous changes in Div-

ision II departments were also

approved by the faculty. Involv-

ing the addition of 19 new
courses and the revision of six

courses.

The self-paced Keller Plan,

under which Psychology 101 is

taught each spring, will be mod-
ified. The new format will

increase the amount of class

time over that previously used

in the spring semester, and
increase the amount of self-

paced instruction used each

fall.

The original Keller plan,

according to Lawrence Graver
of the CEP, "died of hardening
of the arteries."

The faculty also voted to con-

tinue the Critical Languages
three year test program,
through which students may
study Arabic, Chinese, Hebrew,
Japanese and Swahili.

To date, 39 students have
enrolled in the self-study pro-

gram, entrance to which
requires faculty approval.
Tutors are hired for two to three

hours per week of drill work in

the language, but it is the stu-

dent's responsibility to work on
grammar Individually.

CLASSIFIEDS

PARCEL SERVICE. 1 1 8 Water St.

,

10 am - 2 pm, Monday-Friday.
Phone 458-8157.

THEATER TRIP TO THE USSR.
April 9 to 19th, Moscow and
Leningrad. Five perfornnances:

opera, ballet, circus. Plus daily

sightseeing and more. $999,
includes all Karl Rodman, 12

Orchard Heights, New Paltz, NY
12561. Tel. (914) 255-1955.

Congratulations Phil, (chunks)—
You're a man

WANTED: I Am Koala to write to

gemini m Yugo Must be blond,

cute, loveable App;S. Sohler

Greelmgs, TK! Love, Jean

"Will thou not believe me
simply because I lie?"

— Fardricke Dunn 1966

"A caterpillar a moth .

a half eaten pair of slacks
"

-Mills Look 1968

Anyone Interested In advertising

for the RECORD please contact

S.U. 1829.

Story
Year's Most Powerful
ofLoue St Courage

"JOni. . . may be the most moutng human Interest drama
God has ever permitted mere man to produce.

"

— Baltimore Mews-American
"Jon I portrays herself. . . a sterling performance.

"

— Minneapolis Star

STARRING JONI EARECKSON AS HERSELF
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Spring
Classics

Sa44

Mahogany
and
Red

Bass"

Sunjuns Too

$29.00
Bass" takes

summer comfort

one step further with

Sunjuns Too Dependable

comfort on suede wrapped

cushioned innersoles. Classic

styles in leather and fabric uppers

Sunjuns Too...for the summer in you.

Have a Great Spring Break!

CONCERNED WITH fASHION
FIT AND OUALITV
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GOING TO
FIND THE SUN?

Don't forget to take

along your

DR. SCHOLLS
EXERCISE SANDALS

AT
Harts ' Pharmacists, Inc.

$17.99 a pair

Enjoy Your Spring Break !

Peace Corps and VISTA Volunteers

FiliTi/info - March 8, 4:00 p.m.
Interviews - March 9, 9-5:00,
Office of Career Counseling.

STUDENT CREDIT

Ever wish that while traveling,
vacationing, or maybe just for
emergencies, you could have a
national credit card?

Well, now - YOU CAN - obtain a

Master Card or Visa while still
in school, no co-signer required.

We have established a division
to exclusively handle the credit
needs of college students . . .

freshmen, sophomores, juniors,
and seniors. . .so you can enjoy
the conveniences of credit NOW,
and have your credit established
for your professional life after
graduation.

On a 3x5 card, print your name
and complete address. (Enclose
$2.00 for postage and handling.)
Send to:

Creative Credit International
Collegiate Credit Division
Suite 303 —Penn Lincoln Bldg.
789 Penn Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15221

Close votes mark committee races
With winninR margins in sps'-

cial racps as small as two of

thipo votes, the remaining seats

on student committees were
filled in last week's runoff
races.

Matt Lynch and Meredith
McGllI were elected Class of '83

representatives to the Honor
and Discipline Committee after

Lynch squeaked by Jim Brault
72-70.

Cesar Alvarez and Herve

.lean-Baptiste filled the Honor

and Discipline openings for the

sophomore class, while Kim
Phillips came out just three

voles ahead of Salim Currlmjee
to join Laura Volpe in repres-

enting the Class of '85.

In other run-off decisions,

John Denaro edged Lee Ber-

stein 110-105 to become the

freshman representative to the

Committee on Undergraduate
Life. Martha Piatt '83 and John
McNichols '84 were also elected

to the committee.
Elizabeth Jex '83 came out

only four votes ahead of Kathy
Gaiica '83 to be the Division I

representative to the Commit-
tee on Educational Policy, while

Chinyere Okoronkwo '83 will

represent Division II majors.

The first election for the new
Honorary Degrees Committee,
which will decide on Convoca-

tion and graduation speakers,

was very close and resulted In a

tie between Class of '83 contend-

ers Elizabeth Coleman and Pra-

sannan ParthasarathI, who
each had 76 votes. John Segal
'82, vice president of the College

Council, said that he will sit

down next week with President

John Chandler, Coleman and
ParthasarathI to determine the

final outcome. Lisa Ellers and
Mitchell Anderson, '83, were
also elected to the Degrees
Committee.

Few take interdisciplinary route
by Brooke Hand

For students who don't feel that normal major
programs meet their needs, the College reserves
ten places in each class for so-called "contract
majors."

"The contract major has made a big differ-

ence in keeping me here," remarked Ellen
Vander Schaaf '83. "I was getting upset about my
future prospects."

One of the seven contract majors presently at

Williams, Vander Schaaf said she was dissatisfied

with her biology and psychology double major,
and concluded that her Interest in memory and
learning could best be explored with a contract
major in neural science.

How to apply
The application procedure Is not overly diffi-

cult. "The Committee on Educational Policy
(CEP) is willing to approve the plan if you have
put a lot of thought into It," she observed.

In order to be considered for the program,
which was established about six years ago, the

student must first get endorsement from two
faculty members. The professors, who must be
from different departments, must be willing to

talce a crucial role In the contract major's "Imple-
mentation, criticism, and ultimate validation,"
according to the student handbook.
Next the student must submit to his advisers a

written statement describing the area of study, a

list of the minimum of nine courses to be Included
in the major, and a list of the courses the student
needs to complete remaining divisional
requirements.

Upon approval of the advisers, a dean submits
the proposal to the Committee on Educational
Policy, which votes on each case separately. To
earn a degree with honors, eleven courses and one

Winter Study are required. The honors thesis

ordinarily consists of two semesters' work along
with a Winter Study.

Interdisciplinary unity

The appeal of the program for Margaret
Guerra '82 is that it "has a certain interdiscipli-

nary unity that's different from working In a
department." Guerra, a contract major in

Renaissance studies, said that submitting her
proposal seemed "terribly difficult," but was
worth It.

Since her main adviser went on leave, Guerra
had to find new advisers to support her
undertakings.

"The unity and responsibility for continuity fell

on me," said Guerra. "I had to let (the major) not

just become a bunch of classes."

Guerra does not plan to write a thesis, but
recently finished an independent project on
Renaissance sculptor Donatello and architect

Alberti.

Contract majors must take a combination of

courses regularly offered, along with some inde-

pendent studies, including a senior major course.

The student must have a particular theme In

mind, explained O'Connor, and must demon-
strate that the particular focus cannot be
explored following the normal route.

A progress report must be submitted in April of

the junior and senior years, listing grades,

changes, and including the advisers' signatures.

An expensive undertaking
O'Connor described the contract major pro-

gram as a sort of "tutorial system." The program
is expensive in terms of time and money, he
stressed. He also emphasized that the student

risks not having a conventional major to fall back
upon should something go wrong.

Independent students praise flexibility
by Annabelle Cone

A few weeks ago, I told my
roommate, "I wish I could read

whatever I wanted this semes-

ter." As a second semester

senior, I wanted a chance to

study books that I had always
wanted to read, but were not on

any syllabus.

As a result, I am one of 95 stu-

dents this semester who are

doing independent studies as

alternatives to regular courses.

After filling out a petition des-

cribing the project, we must
seek an adviser with whom we
will work closely. Independent
projects must be approved by
the Committee on Educational
Policy and by the department
which will give credit for it. The
topic and the timetable are
determined by both the student

JOSEPH E. DEWEY

9:00 - 5:00

Mon.-Sat .

WILIIAMSTOWN, MASS.

01247

'^
o.

458-5717

'^.^

Cornell Law School

Undergraduate Prelaw Program
June 7 to July 20, 1982

A demanding six-week program
for college students who want
to learn what law school is like.

For further information write to

Jane G. Death, Cornell Law School
634 Myron Taylor Hall, Ithaca, NY 14853

and the adviser, and the adviser

is responsible for the final

grading.

The projects range from crea-

tlve work to laboratory
research to Interdepartmental
pursuits.

Mary McGIll '82 is doing
honors work on American
avant-garde art of the 1920s and
1930s. As an art history major
with a strong concentration in

English, she finds that studying

a period in which the two disci-

plines were so closely linked

"bridges the gap between art

and literature."

Unofficial field trips

Flexibility is seen as anotlier

advantage of independent
study. McGill plans to look at

original paintings in New York
and Boston. "By arranging my
own unofficial field trips, I can
supplement the reading that I

do," she said.

For those students who need
to work hours at a time in a
museum, a lab, a piano room, or
in the case of Duffy Graham '83,

the WCFM studios, freedom to

work whenever they please is an
important factor.

Graham's project, "The Soci-

ology of Modern Culture: Polit-

ics in Popular Music," involves

the reading of sociology books
and hours of listening to music.
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by Kip Cinnamon

On the evenings of

March 5th and 6th,

Wllllamstown had
the opportunity to

view the first entirely student

organized AMT mainstage pro-

duction Feral Precocity, cho-

reographed and produced by
Ken Talley '82. Kip Cinnamon
was on hand following the
opening performance to speak
with Ken about his production.

RECORD: What do you intend

to suggest with the title Feral

Precocity?

TALLEY: Feral refers to wild

and animal-like, and precocity

to precociousness. The dances
both represent and actually are

wild and uninhibited young peo-

ple doing their thing, trying to

anyway, at least from one per-

son's viewpoint.

RECORD: This was an entirely

student initiated and organized

project. How did you put it

together?

TALLEY: Getting the money

Arts

Beats
Seamus Heaney, described as "Ire-

land's greatest poet since Yeats," by
poet Robert Lowell, will perform a read-

ing of his work next Monday.
Critic Harold Bloom referred to Hea-

ney as "keyed and pitched unlike any
significant poet now at work In the lan-

guage, anywhere." Heaney has recently

completed a new volume of poems
entitled "Field Work." The lecture is

free and open to the public.

"The Collection"

This Friday, Saturday, and Sunday,
Cap and Bells present "The Collection,"

a one act play by the renowned British

dramatist harold Pinter.

The story Involves three men and a
woman searching for the truth about an
alleged affair between one of the men
and another man's wife. In the process. It

makes an Important statement about the

thin lines between truth and falsehood,

reality and Illusion.

African Dance

Chuck Davis and members of his

dance company will begin a six week
residency at Williams College starting

on April 5, focusing on the general

theme, "Sherehe: An African Expe-

rience." Davis has a distinguished

record as a well known teacher of Afri-

can, Afro-Carlbl)ean, modern and Jazz

dancing. Beginners and dancers alike

are encouraged to participate and may
call Judith Madden at Weston for addi-

tional information (Mon-Frl., 9-12 at 597-

2391).

Composers to Lecture

The Tremont String Quartet perfor-

mance scheduled for march 16 at 8: 30 In

Brooks Rogers will have an additional

attraction: the presence of two of the

compoers, James Willey and Raoul Ples-

kow. Both composers will be available to

speak about composing and their compo-
sitions in particular at a 4: 15 workshop to

be held the afternoon of the performance
in Bernhard Music Center.

together was just a lot of foot-

work. Campus organizations

and houses—most of the houses
anyway—were pretty respon-

sive.

The Williams Department of

Theater and Cap and Bells bent

over backwards for us. This has
been the first show performed
on the mainstage without direct

faculty control.

Ted Colburn, our stage man-
ager provided the big push to go
for the mainstage which I

doubted we could get.

FROM THE
DIRECTOR'S CHAIR I

RECORD: How was the music
chosen?

TALLEY: Generally the music
Is secondary. It was chosen to fit

the dance. However, with the

two numbers written by John
Russell '82 and Dan Morris '84,

1

worked closely with the com-
posers. We talked about how we
could coordinate our Ideas and
make it work.

RECORD: What are the crea-

tive roots from which your dan-
ces grow?

TALLEY: These are things I

have In me, right here, In my
heart.

RECORD: What things?

TALLEY: For instance, the

theme of how men and women
affect each other ran through
the trios. "Vintages", the first

trio, emphasized the stud, while

the third trio "More Melancholy

than Sad" suggested the

unsure. Indecisive man. One
took both women; the other

couldn't make up his mind. In

contrast the three women in the

second trio "Blue not Brown"
portray the warmth and solidar-

ity of solely female companion-
ship. Another piece "Each and

AH" put men In very vulnerable

positions, a kind of role rever-

sal, showing men can be tender

and bruised.

RECORD: So Ivoe and relation-

ships are a central focus. Where
does this come from?

TALLEY: Hey, I look around

me and see love Isn't all it's cut

out to be. It puts people In awk-

ward situations. A lot of the dan-

ces focus on Williams College.

When you talk about love rela-

tionships here, people often

appear superficially united, but

really they're torn by the ambi-

guities of Insufficient communi-
cation. I tried to show this.

RECORD: As a senior, is this an

undergraduate culmination?

TALLEY: Yes, but I didn't get

any credit for It. It was a lot of

hard work. I could get credit if

there was a dance major at Wil-

liams, which I'm sorry there

isn't.

RECORD: What are your
future plans?

TALLEY: Either law school or

dancing. Dance law may be a

growth field, you never know.

Playing dead with Rock
by Duffy Graham

Van Morrison said recently that he no longer wants to be
associated in any way with rock & roll. With his new al-

bum. Beautiful Vision, he need not worry about any
such associations.

Morrison, with the reputation of a mystic, was always tempera-
mental and unpredictable. He always projected a distance from his

listeners, but now, as a result of his attitudes and his personal life,

he has removed himself too much from his audience. He says rock
is dead; rock is a business. Making records is, to him, a Job and
nothing more.

All of his traditional concerns—being an Irishman who lives

away from the turmoil of his homeland, a yearning to rediscover a
peaceful homeland, and finding a way to be free in the world—are
present on Beautiful Vision, as two of the song titles, 'Celtic Ray"
and "Beautiful Vision," suggest. But the vocal deliveries are

empty, and the emerging impression Is that Morrison Is perfunctor-

ily going through the motions. He is an expert musical arranger,
but the sounds here are only nice, If not, more accurately, dull, this

album misses because he places his themes in the wrong musical
context. Rock Is their proper forum.

"I'm not concerned," Morrison told an interviewer, "with what
people think about what I'm doing. I just do what 1 do. Take It or

leave it."

Leave it.

CORRECTION: We regret that Bruce Kelly's name was inad-
vertently omitted from his piece "What's in the Belfry?" which
appeared in last week's Record.

Batman to Oscar Wilde

Great Price stirs students
by Richard Dodds Jr.

In his two-day whirlwind
tour last week, actor Vin-
cent Price lectured to, per-
formed for, and chatted

with hundreds of students, faculty, and
townspeople. Many attended his dra-
matic lectures; probably halt as many
more who would have liked to attend
simply could not because of insufficient
space.

"The Villains Still Pursue Me", a

dramatic lecture, opened the series of

appearances on Monday, March 1 at

the Adams Memorial Theatre. An
aggregation of poems and soliloquies,

humorous memoirs and personal
glimpses of villainous greats, the two
hour presentation rarely wavered in its

malntainance of high audience inter-

est. Mr. Price would make an
academic point about acting as a vil-

lain, then enhance It with a story or two.

The titillating tidbits always evoked a

special satisfying laughter from
audiences that can be described only as

warm and relaxed, and gave a clue as

to why Mr. Price has such wide appeal.

It is difficult. Indeed, to name any
other actor today who can boast of the

same recognition and respect from dif-

ferent generations as Vincent Price. In

a career that has spanned half a cen-

tury Mr. Price has had the unusual

chance to work with the greats of both

today and yesteryear, yet his name

ellicits roughly the same response in

me as it used to In my parents in their

teen years. Monday's lecture pointed
out the wide span of ages drawn by Mr.
price's allure: one section of the

audience buzzed reminisclently at the

mention of his 1958 sci-fi classic The
Fly, while a totally separate group
cheered and clapped wildly for Price's

portrayal of K'gghead fame in the late

Batman TV .scries.

One possible explanation for Vincent
Price's long reign in the usually whim-
sical throne of fame is his obvious Intel-

ligence. Studying at Yale and in London
gave him the foundation he would then

use to form himself Into an actor of the

'old' school, the school to which Clark
Gable and Cary Grant belong. He is one
of the few remaining thespians who
exemplifies the witty, articulate and
refined actor one used to find in films of

past decades.

One other explanation for Mr. Price's

notoriety Is simply his acting: his

actual conduct on stage, bellevablUty,

and rapport with the audience. In a last

minute change of plans, Mr. Price con-

sented to replace his Tuesday after-

noon lecture on the making of horror

films with a performance of the first

act of his one-man show "Delights and
Diversions". As Oscar Wilde, Mr.
Price was a tremendous hit and In his

own element. He captured Wilde's wit,

charm, and self-realization of bril-

liance to a tee. Intermingling Wilde's

honesty with his healthy ego and gentle
wit. Price captured the essence of the

writer's genius and struck a chord of

melancholy in us all that so few men
like Wilde exist today.

The most heartening comfort after

the performance was the knowledge
that we were in the company of just

such a man at the moment. Of the many
statements Mr. Price made about vil-

lains, (kids are crazy about them; they

must keep you guessing; they come in

many different styles, etc.) one theme
was prevalent. The gothic tales of the

past, as opposed to today's gory horror
films, had a flavor all their own that

made them special. Instead of smut
there was wit; rather than mumbling
psychopaths, the villains were interest-

ing characters with an "eloquent dis-

dain"; and the intriguing mixture of

fear of suggestion with laughter had not
been replaced by sheer violent terror.

Vincent Price is not the museum
piece so many of his contemporaries
have become, but a living legend in the

true meaning of the phrase. He can still

pack the houses because people want to

reassure themselves that men of his

caliber still exist—that their memories
haven't been overly Imaginative In

recounting fading eras. And judging
from Mr. Price's two day visit to Willi-

ams, he satisfied many questioning
minds. One Is reminded of a statement
of his about the old-time villains:

"They last forever."

Ready for

take-off?
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Tues., Mar. 9 Roger MrGuInn, Jona
than Swift's, Bostoti, Mass.

Wed., Mar. 10 • Human Swltchlward,
JB Scott's. Altrany
Betty Carter, Fine Arts Ctr. Con-
cert Hall, U.Mass., Amherst. MA

Thurs., Mar. U - Nick Brlgnola. Lark
Tavery, Albany
John Coster, La Coclna, Pittsfleld,

Mass. (every Thurs.)
Blotto, Tin Shop, Saratoga Springs,
NY
Pastiche; Someone & the Some-
bodies, Channel, Boston

FrI., Mar. 12 - Son Seals Blues Band,
JB Scott's, Albany, NY
Jimmy Dorsey & Tommy Dorsey
Orchestras, Park Plaza Hotel Ball-

room, Boston

Sat., Mar. 13 -Arlo Guthrie fiShenen-
doah, JB Scott's, Albany

Concert Listings
prepared by ToonervUle Trolley Records

Spyrogyra & Gato Barbterl, Opera
House, Boston
Clancy Brothers, Roberts Ctr.,

Boston College, Newton, Mass.
Roberta Flack, Bushnell Auditor-
ium, Hartford, Conn.
John Cage, David Tudor, etc..

Symphony Space, New York, NY
Sun., Mar. 14 - New Moon Swing
Band, Pauly's, Albany, NY
Dave Brubeck Quartet & Gerry
Mulligan Big Band, Symphony
Hall, Boston
Arlo Guthrie & Shenendoah, Berk-
lee Performance Ctr., Boston

Mar. 16 - Cars, Boston Garden
U-2, U.Mass. at Boston, Boston

Mar. 17 - Nick Lowe, JB Scott's

Mar. 18 - Cars, Boston Garden
Mar. 19 - Ella Fitzgerald. Symphony

Hall, Boston

cnzi's

Cash for textbooks from Wallace's
College Book Company.

March 8-12 & 15-19 (9-4 only)

May 12-14 & 17-21 (9-4 only)
COLLEGE BOOK STORE iNt
WIL LI AMSTOWN MASS 0126'

Peace Corps and VISTA Volunteers

Film/info - March 8, 4:00 p.m.,
Interviews - March 9, 9-5:00,
Office of Career Counseling.

-The vvau

SEE more,
ENJOY more,
SAVE fuel and
SAVE money- I

TRAVEL in

FULL COMFORT

TO AND FROM

FIVE DAILY
Thru-Service Trips

BOSTON
- WILLIAMSTOWN DEPARTURE TIMES -

6:15am 8:15am 12:15pm 2:15pm 5:15pm
Only 3-Hours 25-Minutes to Downtown Boston

over the
SCENIC
MOHAWK
TRAIL

Also Westward to Troy & Albany
1:45pm Daily Departure from Williamstown

Stop In Or Phone For Schedules & Tickets To All Points

THE WILLIAMS INN
MAIN STREET - WILLIAMSTOWN

PHONE 458-9371

IT'S A PLEASURE
TO SERVE YOU

PACKAGE
SERVICE, TOO

Enqlander
COACH IINES. Inc

«]«
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considerate about turning
music down after midnight (or

after a few good bangs on the

wall), but voices and typewri-

ters carry very well. Some
relief Is provided by the antisep-

tic study room. One little

known attraction is the large

number of transfers and
exchanges from other schools

who end up in Prospect. Upper-

classmen who stick Prospect

out often end up with first crack

at a good part of the annual

Smith-Wellesley-Mt. Holyoke
contingent.

Resident apathy has des-

troyed what little house unity

traditional social scene and
prefer to make the most of Pros-
pect, but most people end up
hating the place.

Dodd

Dodd manages to retain much
New England charm with its

wallpapered, carpeted rooms
and hallways, beautiful living

room, and cozy dining room.
The outlying houses offer

many of the best rooms, but the

main house provides a strong

social base centered on the din-

ing and the foosbail table. House
meetings and the Thursday
night parties are well-
attended— residents really
know each other.

Housing:
vatlons that promise to improve
common areas, including a pos-
sible game room in the defunct
dining room and a Perry-type
study library in the basement.
Loss of dining hurt Tyler, and

the house isn't making as much
of an effort to make up for the
loss as some other houses.
Though Tyler is distant from
everything, it hasn't developed
close house unity. Tyler's isola-

tion means residents are often
gone for the entire day.

Nevertheless, the rooms are
pleasant and Tyler throws some

Despite this tpaciou* room, Proapect ha* the rtpulatlon of being the worst house on campus
ever existed. Pro House
members generally fall into

clearly defined social groups
within the house, and these
groups pursue their social inter-

ests privately or at other
Houses' parties. Despite the cli-

quish atmosphere, most resi-

dents are friendly. House social
activities range from pitiful to
abysmal, and members pay
dues in order to attend the big
three parties (Homecoming,
Winter Carnival, Spring Week-
end. For example, Prospect
sponsored a bowling trip last

Friday. Nine people went,
including the House faculty
associate, his wife and his
sister.

A strong plus for Pro House is

its proximity to Driscoll, the
best dining hall on campus. If

you hate salad bar-scoping,
Driscoll is the place to eat.

Prospect House is conducive
to people who don't enjoy the

Dodd has a reputation as the
"Beautiful People" house—and
a senior class that sometimes
lives up to the title. Next year's
house population should be
more heterogenous; rumor has
it that even a few Fitch-Currier
liberals are transferring in.

The physical plant can be a
mixed blessing: most sopho-
mores live in doubles or tiny
Annex rooms. But even the new-
comers get private bathrooms,
often with tubs, and a glimpse at
the excellent rooms waiting for
them in coming years.

Tyler

Tyler House has a reputation
as a "safety" for unlucky Dodd
applicants—a reputation that is

not entirely undeserved. New
Tyler residents may be plea-

santly surprised, however;
Tyler offers individual baths
and even a few fireplaces. The
house is slated for major reno-

great parties. Tips for new
residents—bring plenty of pos-
ters to cover the cinder-block
Annex walls and hope for a fire-

place senior year.

Greylock

The four houses of the Grey-
lock quad offer consistently

good housing in a traditional
college quadrangle atmos-
phere.

Bryant, Hopkins, Carter and
Gladden houses are modern in

their simple design, but the red
brick construction and rolling

landscape avoid the sterility

that so often appears In modern
architecture. Large windows
provide a panoramic view of the
Berkshlres and serve to
brighten the rooms. In early fall

and late spring the large win-
dow ledges become private sun
decks, giving the quad the
appearance of a mass-
production tanning factory.

Continued on next page
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The Purple Pub
Bank Street

Monday
Draft Beer Night

Pabst Beer 64 oz.

pitchers $1.50

7 pm - 12 midnight

Tuesday
Prime Time
(reduced prices)

Wednesday, March 10
Banzai

Vodka Night

Thursday

Vodl<a Night

Any Vodl(a drinic

$1.00

Friday

Lunch special

Beer and Deli

Sandwich with I.D.

$2.00

Open 1 p.m. Sundays

NOTE: Lunch served Monday-Saturday 11:30-2:00 p.m
Best Deli in town!
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Freshmen inclusion
Privacy is a distinct advan-

tage to Greylock rooms. In sin-

gles or suites of two and four,

everyone gets his or her own
room—no double occupancy.
The soundproofing Is relatively

good, so that many students

choose to study In their rooms
rather than migrate to some far

corner of the campus.
Regarding house unity, this

varies greatly from house to

house. The privacy that is so

appreciated at times can be an

obstruction to a cohesive resi-

dence. The fact that so few peo-

ple share a bathroom or a

stairway makes chance
acquaintances infrequent. It is

not difficult to meet one's house-

mates, but a little extra effort

may be necessary.

Greylock dining hall is bright

and spacious, but there is no

doubt that it Is a cafeteria—not

a dining room. Students used to

seat themselves in specific sec-

tions for each house, but the loss

of Row House dining sent a

horde of Row House "foreign-

ers" to descend upon Greylock.

Although there was considera-

ble worry about Greylock over-

population, the Influx of new
people seems to have promoted
a degree of intra-Greylock min-

gling that was unknown in years

past.

Greylock guarantees a good,

private room, pleasant
grounds, and an adequate din-

ing hall. Anything beyond that

depends upon the student's

initiative.

Mission Park

Mission Park is not highly

sought-after housing, but sopho-

more year in "the Park" can be
worthwhile If you like your
class. A good part of it will be
there with you, as few of the

some 250 residents of Pratt,

Armstrong, Mills, or Dennett
are juniors or seniors.

Mission is the closest you can
come at Williams to an urban
lifestyle—It's big, lively, and a

bit impersonal. There is an
active social life ranging from
house snacks to the hotly con-

tested Mission Park Olympics
to the famous (or Infamous)
"Armstrong Wreck Room" par-

ties, but suites can also be too

self-contained.

Ambiance, or the lack of It,

drives many away after a year.

Mission Is a concrete gem deco-

rated in a classic Early Lino-

leum style reminiscent of a

large hospital. The sparsely fur-

nished entries are conveniently

color-coded in bright shades of

red, yellow, blue, green, or

orange.

The rooms are nice, if you like

walls—each of the oddly-shaped

rooms has at least six of them. All

rooms are singles, which is for-

tunate considering their small

size. They arecarpeted, well-lit,

and relatively quiet.

The dining hall is within the

building, a definite convenience

on a cold or wet day. Mission is

well furnished with lounges, one

of them with a big-screen TV.

Suites consist of five to seven

adjoining rooms, one of which is

often used as a living room in

the absence of a housing shor-

tage.

Despite the random selection

of house members, Mission

houses tend to have consistent

characters. Pratt is typically

the rowdiest house and Dennett

the quietest. But house unity

varies due to the artificial

nature of the houses.

In short, the Park isn't as bad

as you may think. It's a good

choice for sophomore year. And

who knows? You may even

decide to stay.

Spencer-Brooks

Spencer-Brooks has been
transformed for the worse. This
year it lost its dining; next year

sislcntly nice underclas.s
room.s.

Of the three, Agard is pre-

dominantly sophomore hous-

ing. Most rooms are singles,

although it does have a few

large one-room doubles. Its rep-

utation for iieing far away from
campus is undeserved— it is far

by the road, but natives always

take the "back way," which is

sense ot house unity.

l\'rryBascom President i'irn

Caffrey 'H2 has adopted the phi-

losophy, "The House is What
You Make of It."

Already blessed with some of

the most spacious and attrac-

tive rooms and common areas
on campus, Perry-Bascom this

year has expanded its house

it will be saddled with all of West
College. Granted, West has

some big rooms, a great loca-

tion, and promises of renova-

tion—but some say nothing can

make up for the linoleum floors

and the narrow-hallway
arrangement.
The rooms in Brooks and

especially Spencer are very

good. Making ail of West part of

this one social unit may help

house unity, especially if worth-

while common rooms are
created there. Good house lead-

ership is counteracting the din-

ing loss by being receptive to

doing just about anything. The
residents are diverse but sur-

prisingly unified—most show up
for house meetings.

Spencer has a beautiful small

library and great spaces for fre-

quently great parties. The last

may be the house's greatest

asset; many groups and fresh-

man entries throw parties

there, and residents crash them
to meet a lot of new people.

A-Gar-Wood

Among the Row Houses, A-

Gar-Wood stands apart.
Besides having some ot the

highest dues on campus ($17

non-drinkers), the trio hascon-

Beautilul Dodd houses beautllul people.

much faster. A quiet house,

Agard often hosts other houses'

parties.

Wood houses upperclassmen
almost exclusively. The three-

room doubles are always
snatched by the house's seniors,

and some of the singles are

larger than freshmen living

rooms. Wood also has a new
(unfinished) living room a la

Dodd.
Across the street Ijetween

these two houses is the social

hub of the three, the old Tudor
mansion, Garfield. Garfield has
a nice mix of all upper classes.

The sunniest of the three, Gar-
field has "great bathrooms"—
lots of space and hot water. Its

drawback is the hypersensitive
fire alarm system, which has
been known to go off for slam-
ming a door too hard.

Socially, each house is a
separate unit. Agard and Wood
generally have nothing to do
with one another, while Garfield
plans and executes the big

weekend parties.

Perry-Bascom

With the abolition of in-house

dining this year, the Row
Houses have been forced to find

other ways in which to instill a

activities beyond the traditional

realm of cocktail parties and
special weekend house parties.

Perry-Bascom, which next
year will consist of Perry, Bas-
com, Chadbourne and Wood-
bridge houses, has organized
weekly snacks and special
brunches and dinners for its

members and guests, although
only a few house members
attend them. This semester the

house is sponsoring a series of

informal faculty-student dis-

cussions in Perry.
Caffrey says he believes that

in the past few years too much
emphasis has been placed on a
house's physical qualities. To a
great extent Perry-Bascom's
activities this year reflect an
attempt to draw upon the tal-

ents of house members rather
than to rely upon the myth that a
beautiful house will naturally

foster a beautiful social
environment.

The shift has not been an
entirely successful one. Clearly,

the dining change has broken
one very important common
bond that linked the house's four
living units. As a result many
house members still do not

know each other.

TONITE
FRESHMAN & J.A. NIGHT AT THE LOG

discounts to all Freshmen
and Junior Advisors

WEDNESDAY
Williams Coffeehouse presents

THE BROOKFIELD GRAIN COMPANY
folk & traditional music

THURSDAY
IVIiller 2-on-2 BB
wrap up party

(Don't forget, Friday is

Happy Hour 4-6 p.m.!)

MICHEL'S OF WILLIAMSTOWN
Catering with a special touch for

special occasions.

• Private Parties

• Platters

• Hors d'oeuvres

Contact Mary for more information.

458-5441

Dr. Irving J. Tanzman, F.A.A.O.

Dr. Thomas R. Maselli

OPTOMETRISTS
Specializing in contact lenses and

students' visual problems.

85 MAIN STREET
NORTH ADAMS, MA. 01247

662-2020 — 663-5845

SIANFQRD
summer
session

Introductory and advanced

courses, workshops and

seminars in the arts, earth

sciences, education,

engineering, the humanities,

social sciences, sciences,

and mathematics.

June 21 through August 14

All students in good standing

are invited to attend.
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COULD YOUR CAMPUS GROUP USE A QUICK $500-$1 OOO'?

IF YOU'VE GOT THE TIME...WE'VE GOT THE PLAN!

i

Miller Brewing Company and our local distributor are
conducting an exciting six week contest on your campus.
Your organization could qualify for one of the three
$1,000.00 or three $500.00 cash awards. Winners will

be determined at the conclusion of the contest. So
remember make your next pick up a Miller High Life,

Lite or Lowenbrau. Quality pays off in many ways!! Con-
tact your local Miller Campus Rep for more details.

INFORMATIONAL KICK-OFF PARTY
Wednesday, March 10 at 7 p.m.

at Dodd House
PICK-UP'S will be on Mondays:

March 15, April 5, 12, 19, 26, May 3.

Contact Campus Representatives for more information.

Tom Casey x6278 Jon Dayton x6269
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Women's basketball

takes NIAC third
by Ted Leon

An elated group of women stormed into Baxter Hall Sunday
night, rambunctiously celebrating a 80-56 blow-out victory over
Skidmore College in the consolation round of the Northeast
Intercollegiate Athletic Conference (NIAC) women's basketball
championships.
Coach Sue Hudson-Hamblin summed up the game: "We got

ahead and never looked back ... it was a good final game.
Everybody played."
In fact it was a slaughter from the start. The Ephwomen took

their commanding 38-19 halftime lead and rolled to an easy
victory, putting five players in double figures.

Lynne Jaycobs '85 led the team with 16 points, followed by Tracy
Burroughs '84 and a healthy Terry Dancewicz '82 with 13 apiece.

Anne Dancewicz '82 and Kay Lackey '85 both chipped in with
eleven.

In Saturday's first-round game, Williams lost to Smith College
52-67, despite excellent offensive performances from Jaycobs
(16 points) and Terry Dancewicz (20 points).

Thus, with the win over Skidmore, the women's basketball

team finished third in the NIAC tournament, and wrapped up a

highly successful season.

The 1982 team took yet another Little Three Championship,
despite losing senior co-captain and all-time high scorer Terry
Dancewicz tor a number of weeks.

Losing stars

Terry and her sister Anne will be sorely missed next year.
Anne maintained a steady double-digit scoring average for each
of her four years, while Terry broke several school records, only
to fall short of the 1000 point mark due to a disabling injuiy.

Terry came back strong and was named to NIAC's All-

Tournament team.
All is not lost,however, for a strong freshman class returns.

Heading that list is Jaycobs, who scored 32 points over the week-
end, led the team with ten steals, and put in a pair of fine

defensive efforts.

Div. I tourney

V-ball places sixth in NE
Thanks to impressive wins

over MIT and Maine, the men's
volleyball team was placed
sixth out of twenty-two teams at

the New England Collegiate

Volleyball Open last weekend.
Williams was the highest plac-

ing Division II squad in the tour-

nament, losing to Yale In the

quarterfinals, but posting a 6-2

tournament record over four

Division I opponents.

This year's squad was the

first in Williams history to

reach the quarterfinal round of

this tournament which is peren-

nially dominated by Division I

schools.

Play began early Saturday at

MIT as Williams split games
with Boston College who went
on to play in the semifinals.

Round two found the Ephs split-

ting two with New Hampshire,
taking the first 15-7 and drop-

ping the second 9-15.

The squad caught fire in

rounds three and four however,

dominating Maine and MIT by

controlling the net and playing

excellent defense.

The quarterfinals saw the

Ephs taking on a tough
Yale squad. Williams fell be-

hind early in game one as

Yale ran out to a 7-4 lead, but the

Ephs came back to tie the game
at eleven. From there, the Yale

attack turned on and the game
ended 15-11. Game two saw Yale
jump out fast again, but the Wil-

liams offense could post no

comeback this time, and the

Ephs dropped the game and the

match.
Tonight Williams travels to

Westfield State for its final

match of the season. The
squad's undefeated 9-0 record

will be on the line.

After the regular season will

be the Division II New England
Championships, in which the

Ephs will probably be seeded
number one. Williams will be

seeking revenge over arch-rival

Providence College for two
losses last year.

Hoopsters

downed in

finale

—

Continued from Page 12

Wesleyan roared out in

the second half to obliterate a
36-33 Eph lead and go ahead by
as much as 13.

Season sum-up
The Ephmen finished the sea-

son at 12-10, tied with Wesleyan
at 1-3 in the Little Tliree

(Amherst was 4-0). But
included in those twelve wins

were some outstanding games
against some of the top teams in

New England.
Especially exciting were the

back-to-back victories over

Tufts and Clark, who came into

Lasell as number one teams and
went out humbled losers.

Another highlight of the sea-

son was the five wins in a row
during which MVP Al Lewis led

the Ephmen to victory in the

Berkshire Classic at North
Adams.
Next year also looks good for

the Ephmen. "We've got a good
nucleus," said Peck. "For the

first time in a while, we've got a

center." Indeed, one of the

brightest spots of this season is

the maturation of O'Day into an
excellent ballplayer.

Lost will be captains Lewis
and Fasulo and seniors Whit
Magruder and Joe Daigneault
(who all started Saturday).
Their loss will hurt, but there

are people waiting in the wings.

Freshman Peter Griffith and
Tim Rives are two of the best

players to come up from this

year's JV team (5-11). Coach
Erv Chambliss says Griffith is

the quickest guard he's seen this

season and forward Rives led

the team in scoring.

COLLEGE GRADS
-Agriculture -Business
-Engineering

-Fisheries/Forestry

-Home Economics
-Mathematics
-Natural Resources
-Nursing/Health

-Science -Vocational Ed.

'v'our degree/experience could
qualify you for Peace Corps posi-
tions in Africa, Asia, Latin Amer-
ica, the Caribbean, So. Pacific.

Learn a new language. Expe-
rience a new culture. Must be US
citizen, single/married, no
dependents. NO UPPER AGE
LlfvliT. Generous living allo-

wance, paid travel, fiealtti benef-
its. Contact reps for info/film, 4:00
pm, Ivlarch 8, for interviews, 9-5:00
IVIarch 9 at Office of Career Coun-
seling.

%mp

At the Clip Shop we're excited about the coming trends for

spring!

Hair will be making a splash starting right now and continuing

until fall.

Those who want to be a little bit dramatic, a little bit differ-

ent will find what they're looking for at the Clip Shop.

MGH INSTITUTE OF
HEALTH PROFESSIONS

The academic unit of
Massachuietts General Hmpital

olfiTs graduate level programs in nursing, social work and

spcecii-janguagc pathology especially designed for college

graduates.

The Social Work in Health Care Program leads to a graduate

certificate after one year of study and prepares students for

LSWA licensure and specialized practice in a variety of health

settings.

MCi)\ Institute of Healtii Professions

Bartlett 4lnA

M.issaci)usftts Cleneral hlospital

Bmi.m. MA (12114 (617)726-3140

BEER SPECIAL
High End

Heineken Beer 15.99/case

Low End
Wiedemann Beer 12 oz. NR 5.99/case

"Do you get the needles for your Wiedies?'

WEST PACKAGE STORE
ROUTE 2

BETWEEN N.A. AND WILLIAMSTOWN
663-6081

This Summer,
Cornell

What better place to be than far above Cayuga's

waters as you improve your writing skills, work
with computers, participate In a pre-iaw pro-

gram, or take a course In conceptual drawing?

Nowhere else can you learn in the company of

so diverse a group of faculty and students in

such a uniquely attractive setting of hills, lakes.

gorges and waterfalls.

At Cornell, you can fulfill requirements, ac-

celerate your degree program, or simply take

advantage of the opportunity to study those in-

triguing subjects that you have always put off.

Request an Announcement

and see for yourself all the

reasons why Cornell Is the

place you should be this

summer Tuition is S 145 per

semester credit or less.

(fulfil
Cornell University Summer
Session. B13 Ives Hall.

Ithaca. New York 14853
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Harvard wins nationals here at WC
Ephmen finish in sixth

by Gordon Calender

This past weekend, the best

collegiate squash players in the

country were all right here in

Williamstown to compete in the

1982 National Intercollegiate

Squash Championships. When
the smoke finally cleared on
Sunday afternoon, there were
three big winners: Harvard
University, which captured the

six-man team trophy; Yale's
Victor Wagner, who won the

"A" division; and the many
spectators who filled the galler-

ies to witness some of the finest

squash to grace the Williams
courts in years.

With one point per win in each
of the three main draws and 14

point per win in the consolation
draws. Harvard amassed a
total of 22 points to win team
tournament honors over Prin-

ceton, finishing second with 20

points. The University of

Toronto was third with 19

points, followed closely by Yale
(181/2 ).

Williams finished in a very
respectable sixth place with
twelve points, just 1/2 Point
behind Western Ontario. Willi-

ams was the highest scoring
small college, topping rivals

Tufts, Trinity, Dartmouth, and
UPenn.

All six Ephmen competing
were successful in their first-

round matches. Sophomores

Ephs nipped

in last-second

thriller, 78-76
by John Clayton

Their last-minute comeback
attempt falling short, the bas-
ketball team lost the last game
of the season to Wesleyan, 78-76.

After being down as much as
13 with 11 minutes left in the
game, the Ephmen came back,
led by Steve O'Day '83 and Art
Pidoriano '84. In the next seven
minutes, O'Day had 11 points,

and Pidoriano had eight, until a
short jumper by O'Day tied it at

73 with 3:40 left.

After two more points by each
side, Williams played a delay
game, holding for the last shot.

Steve O'Day was intentionally

fouled with 20 seconds left, and
made one of the two foul shots.

Last chance

But the Cardinals came right

back, and Bill Stephan hit a
jumper with six seconds left to

give Wesleyan a 77-76 lead. The
Ephmen got a break, though,
when Al Lewis was fouled on the
inbounds pass. However, he
missed the one-and-one.

Wesleyan gave Williams one
more chance, as Stephan also
missed a foul shot, and the Eph-
men had the ball under their
own basket with two seconds
left. However, they threw the
bail away, and the ballgame
ended.

"We made a terrific come-
back," said Coach Bob Peck,
"but it wasn't enough."

Ephmen rolling

The game had started out well

for Williams, as they were able
to score at will against the Wes-
leyan zone defense. O'Day (24

points) was able to score from
low and high post, and Captain
Jeff Fasulo '82 scored all of his

ten points in that half.

Continued on Page 11

Tom Harrity, Jeff Sultar, and
Jamie King, numbers two,
three and six respectively,
played tough against three
highly-ranked players in the

second-round but could not
secure victories.

Seeded sixth in the "A" di-

vision, Ail-American Williams
sophomore Greg Zaff displayed
his explosive brand of squash to

crush his first three opponents
without losing a game. In the

quarter finals, he ran into

number one seed David Boyam
of Harvard.
A huge crowd assembled to

see the showdown and cheer
Zaff on, but Zaff was unable to

pull off the upset, bowing to

Boyam in three close games.
Zaff 's play was so strong that he
was named to the Ail-
Tournament team on Sunday.

Williams number four player,

sophomore sensation Bill Nau,
was unseeded in the "B" Div-
ision, but fought his way to the

quarterfinals by defeating
number eight seed Scott Shu-
man of Yale and other fine play-

ers. He was downed in four

games by Paul Dunning of

Toronto, number three seed and
subsequent finalist in the "B"
division. Dunning was later

presented the tournament's
Sportsmanship Trophy.
Seeded fifth in the "C" div-

ision, senior co-captain Kennon

Williams number one player Greg Zaff '84 lines up a shot during the intercollegiate squash championships held
al Williams this weekend.

Miller became the third Eph-
man to reach the quarterfinals,

where he was stopped by
number three seed Jon Moore of

Princeton. Miller, who set a Wil-

liams record with his 19-1

record in match competition
this year, will be sorely missed
by the Purple and Gold next
year.

In the finals on Sunday, the

"A" division was all upsets.

Sophomore Seth Toney wheels on North Adams Slate opponent in driving

for the hoop In the Ephs victory in two-on-two competition during half-time

of the Wesleyan game Saturday night. (Farley)

Skiers downed in Div. I

Travelling to the site of the

1980 Winter Olympics, the
men's skiing team competed in

the NCAA Skiing Champion-
ships last weekend. The Eph-
men matched ability with 200

skiers from 22 of the nation's

other top Division I ski teams,
and were soundly reminded as
to just how tough big time com-
petition can be. Overall, Willi

ams placed twelfth, a

satisfactory finish, moving up
from last year's fourteenth.

the Eph skiers and head
Coach Bud Fisher expected to

place among the top ten. Unfor-
tunately, Williams was beset
with falls in the challenging
downhill events which demand-
ed all-out, no-caution racing.

The women travel to Stowe,
Vt. this weekend for their

national championships.

(Farley)

forced Khan into mistakes in

key situations.

In the "B" division, top seed
Tom Sheperd of Princeton with-

stood stomach cramps in the

middle of the second game to

defeat third-seed Paul Dunning
of Toronto in just three games.
Sheperd lost one game in his

five tournament matches and
was especially tough in the
final, where he wore down the
speedy and very talented
Dunning.
Number one seed Charlie

Duffy of Harvard outsmarted
seventh seed Julian Benello of

Yale to win the "C" tourney In

three games.

Everything had gone as
expected up to that point with
the top four seeds in the semi-
finals. But fourth seeded Victor
Wagnei- of Vale downed Boyam
in a fifth-game tie-breaker, and
third-seeded Saki Khan of Tufts
topped second seed Allen Grant
of Toronto.

The finals saw Wagner over-

come Khan in a thrilling five-

game match. Khan electrified

the crowd with blazing rails and
superb dropshots, displaying
some of the finest racquet skills

of the tournament. Nonetheless,
Wagner's cool head, lightening-

quick speed, and anticipation

enabled him to get to many of

Khan's shots. He eventually

Swimmers sweep NE
by Jim Roche

Capping off a nearly flawless season, the Williams men's swim
team easily captured their fourth consecutive crown at the New
England championship held last weekend at the University of

Rhode Island.

The Ephmen garnered an impressive 494 points by notching at

least a fifth place finish in fifteen of eighteen events , and left second
place Tufts in their wake with only 371 points.

Williams sweep
The victory completed a Williams sweep of the event, as the

women won their third consecutive NE title the week before.
The team was led by senior co-captain Mike Regan, whose two

individual wins and two relay victories made him a co-winner of the
Robert Muir award, presented to the senior scoring the most points
in Association championships. The award is named after former
Williams swim coach, the great Robert Muir.

Reagan leads
Regan took first in the 50 freestyle Friday night and the 100 free

on Saturday night. Along with junior teammates Jeff Mook, Ben
Aronson, and Richard Bowman, Regan also won the 800 free relay.
His final victory was in the 400 free relay with sophomores Jeff
Mills and Rob Sommer and junior Frank Fritz.

Williams' next leading scorer was Sommer, who, along with his
relay win, finished first in the 200 individual medley, second in the
200 back stroke, and third in the 100 back.
Another triple scorer was Aronson, who won the 200 butterfly,

followed Sommer with a third place finish in the 200 I.M., and was
fourth in the 1650 free. Junior diver Jim Stockton continued to

perform well after a lengthy mid-season layoff, taking second in the
one meter diving and seventh in the three meter.
The one other first for the Ephmen was in the 400 medley relay.

Freshmen played a big role in the win with Peter Orphanos and
John Peloso teaming up with Dave Rowley '83 and sophomore
Mills. Freshman Robert Kirkpatrick also helped the cause with a
fourth place finish in the 400 I.M.

Headed to nationals
With New Englands now over, both the men and the women are

looking ahead to NCAA Division III national competition. This
weekend the women's squad will return to the University of Massa-
chusetts in Boston, where the ten swimmers who qualified for the
nationals will compete. The following weekend, the men's swim
team will travel to Virginia for their national meet.
Head Coach Carl Samuelson and his teams will be trying to

collect their first Division III national title ever, and judging from
the strong regular season performances and the sweep of the New
England championships, the teams should be strong contenders.
Last year, the Williams men finished third at the big meet.
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TUITION
The graph depicts tuition increases

over the past lour years for Harvard, /
Middiebury, and Williams. Yale, /
Princeton and Wesieyan lie /
between the two extremes. /
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Treasurer William Reed over-

sees the college's finances.

(Berg)

Tuition jumps to $ 1 0,73

1

Federal cuts add

$140 per student

says Chandler
by Jeffrey H. Bralnard

Tuition and fees for the 1982-83 school year will

rise to $10,731, an Increase of 10.4 percent over
this year's $9,716, President John Chandler
announced Friday.

Tuition will increase by $ 850, room and tele-

phone by $60 and board by $105, said Chandler in

his letter to students and their parents.

He mentioned the need to keep faculty salaries

abreast of inflation as a major factor in the

increase.

Treasurer William Reed said the College tries

to raise faculty salaries at a rate one or two per-

cent above the inflation rate of the previous year,

which for 1981-82 was nearly nine percent.

Quality faculty

"The central element in the excellence of Willi-

ams is the quality of the faculty," explained
Chandler.

"Other colleges compete with Williams for

faculty," noted Reed. "So the College must give

faculty an incentive to stay."

While inflation is behind the faculty salary

increases, food and heating prices have remained
relatively stable, according to Chandler. The
board cost hike is seven percent, less than the rate

of inflation, and heating costs are leveling off

because of the current glut on world oil markets.

Reductions in federal financial aid grant and
loan programs proposed by the Reagan Adminis-
tration are another factor behind the tuition

increase.

The College will lose an estimated $267,000 in

federal aid, a 35 percent decrease. Chandler

Three hundred

escape houses
by Brett McDonnell

About 320 students applied for

house transfers this year,
almost 100 more than last year,
according to Housing Commit-
tee Co-Chairman John O'Rorke,
'82.

All the requests have been
processed and the Student

Housing Office released the

final results today on how many
requests were granted.

Twenty-five students were
lost in limbo after last week's
Housing Committee meeting
left them with no House
affiliation.

Fifty-two roems will open up
after new Junior Advisers are

selected, and the 25 will be
placed on rooms "to their best

advantage, going through the

(transfer process)," said
O'Rorke.

O'Rorke said he was not par-

ticularly concerned about the

high number of transfer
requests. Asked about the con-

troversy concerning the rela-

tionship between transfers and
house unity, he replied, "That's
something that's still up for

debate, depending on what
happens when people get to a
house."

Continued on Page 5

explained. "The loss added about $140 to per stu-

dent tuition," Chandler said. "Without the cut-

backs, the increase would have been about nine

percent, about the same as the inflation rate."

Chandler said Williams is relatively less hurt
by the cutbacks than comparable schools, some
of which received three times as much federal aid
as Williams.

Enrollment drop
The College will reduce enrollment next year

because over-crowding in residential houses has
increased in recent years. Chandler said.

The enrollment reduction will cause a pro-
jected loss of $175,000 in tuition fees, according to

Chandler.

Last year the freshman class was unusually
large, as was the number of transfers and retur-
nees. This year the Admissions Office will cut
back on the number of freshmen, transfers and
exchanges accepted.

Chandler pointed to the College's fund-raising

efforts, its endowment and savings from the elim-

ination of Row House dining as reasons why the

College has been able to keep tuition increases

down to 10 percent while similar institutions have
increased tuition from 12 to 16 percent.

Good fund year

Williams had its best fund-raising year in 1980-

81, raising over $11 million in gifts. Williams'

endowment now stands at $120 million, making it

one of the best-endowed small colleges in the

nation.

Chandler attributed the growth of the endow-
ment to its "high quality management." High
interest rates allowed the College to make some
profitable investments this year, Reed explained.

Tuition accounts for about 60 percent of the Col-

lege's total operating expenses. The remaining 40

percent comes from gifts and the endowment.
Many other comparable institutions depend on

tuition to fund up to 90 percent of their expenses.

Women win Nationals
Undefeated, untied, New England and National Champions for Div. III.

The 1981-1982 Women's swim team pictured above with coaches Marc
Ellington (I) and Carl Samuelson (r) won Williams' first national title since

1958 and first ever for Ephwomen. For details, see page ten.

Students decry

WSP honors

by Brooke Hand
In an attempt to save Winter

Study from the executioner's
axe, about 160 students
gathered to discuss proposed
revisions set forth by the Winter
Study Review Committee.

Liveliest debate centered on
the plan to add an honors grade
to tile present pass-perfunctory
pass-fail system.
Review committee member

Karen Black '83 claimed that
the honors grade would give
deserved recognition to those
who worked exceptionally hard
during Winter Study.
Several students objected

that honors would intensify a
highly competitive atmosphere.
As one student put it, "I think
the bulk of the people here,
given an opportunity to see
themselves ranked against
their classmates, are going to
do it, just because they do it all
year 'round."

The freshman interdiscipli-
nary seminars outlined in the
committee's Proposal A also
drew fire. The committee main-
tained that freshmen would be
more enthusiastic about Winter
Study if more of them were

Continued on Page 5
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TANGENTS by Grodzins

The Williams Record

Free Market Speaker
The free market isn't fair. Some people end up with more money

than others. The price of a year at Williams is greater than the price of
three years at UCLA Law School. And Milton Friedman charges $10,000
to speak.

Uncle Miltie knows about the vagaries of the free market; he also
knows what price the market will bear for his services. Critics of the
proposal to have Friedman speak at Williams are correct in thinking
that ten thousand dollars is a large sum. That much money could buy
more books, help to upgrade dining, or pay half the salary of a new,
untenured professor.

Fine. Unfortunately, the College does not face a set of options.
Interested alumni have decided to spent $7500 on Milton Fried-
man, money which otherwise might not have gone to the College at all.
The College and groups within it must pay only the remaining $2,500

Friedman's supporters and opponents should jump at the opportun-
ity to interact with such a well-known critic of social science, at what is,
in essence, a lowered price. A personal exchange of views between
Friedman and the College community would:

• force Friedman to answer questions which he can avoid in print
and on TV,

• put Friedman's arguments in the context of an academic
environment;

• and possibly allow the community to exploit his presence by, for
example, broadcasting his speech on WCFM or printing an interview in
the Record.

Friedman's friends and foes alike will probably never get a similar
opportunity. If the alumni want to give, we should be happy to receive.

Corrections
In the March 2 issue of the Record it was mistakenly reported that the Jewish
Association holds closed brunches. Dean O'Connor explained last week that his
statement to the Record was incorrect and that all Jewish Association functions
are open.

The Record last week incorrectly attributed a comment that the Psychology 101
Keller Plan died of hardening of the arteries to Professor Lawrence Graver.
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To the editor:

(Yawn! ) Many thanks to A. J. Moor
and his associates for their guidance and
assistance during the pre-dawn viewing
this morning of the 'Grand Planetary
Alignment'. A. J. was a knowledgeable
guide of the solar system as some thirty
or forty persons crowded onto the obser-
vation decks of Thompson labs in order
to peek at Jupiter, Saturn, and Mars
through the telescopes. I believe A. J.

supplied the 'traditional beverages'
which helped to take the edge off the
chilly air and gave a celebratory atmos-
phere to the event. Many of us had waited
for many years to witness the celestrial

happening, and found the early-morning
viewing a memorable moment to share
with others.

Thanks again. I hope we (or our des-
cendants) can do it again next time!

Universally yours,
Calvin J. Anderson '83

here and you too can get "first crack."
And who says Williams students don't
plan ahead?
Sarcasm aside, these are hurtful state-

ments. They demean female exchanges
and transfers and deny them their "right
to be treated with equal respect and con-
cern (again, from Prof. Tong's definition

of sexual harassment)."
The Record reporter who wrote those

statements and the Record editors who
published them are guilty of sexual
harassment. Somehow that seems to me
to be fitting for an organ which accused
WASH of "pandering."

Geoff Mamlet '83

Courage

RECORD harasses
To the editor:

"One little known attraction is the
large number of transfers and
exchanges from other schools who end
up in Prospect. Upperclassmen who
stick Prospect out often end up with first

crack at a good part of the annual Smith-
Wellesley—Mt. Holyoke contingent (The
Record, 3/9/82)." Those who seek exam-
ples of sexual harassment at Williams
need look no further. The statements
above fit into Category 1 of Professor
Tong's definition of sexual harassment:
"unwanted sexist remark or behavior."
That these remarks are unwanted is

obvious to anyone who talks to an
exchange or transfer student. That they
are sexist is clear from the following;

a) They refer only to females. The
What's What for the class of '85 lists ten
female and two male exchanges and
transfers who live in Prospect House;
yet the article only refers to the females
(Smith, Wellesley, and Mt. Holyoke are
all-female colleges).

b) They portray the women as objects.

The concept of having "first crack" has
no place in a discussion of healthy
male/female relationships. It is a con-

cept more aptly used in a discussion of

the House of Walsh's Distress Sale ... or
in an Invitation to try out the "latest mer-
chandise" in a brothel. Before Williams
became co-ed, carloads of women were
"imported" for the weekends. Happily
for desperate Record reporters, coedu-
cation brought with it certain technologi-

cal improvements: instead of enjoying
"Smithies" for just a weekend, now Wil-

liams students could enjoy them for the
whole year. So, The Record tells aspiring
freshmen, "join Prospect House and
maybe you too will get lucky. Line up

To the editor:

We applaud the courage shown by the

Record in publishing Dave Moro's arti-

cle on sexual harassment. We would also

like to point out that his view is shared by
a significant number of people on this

campus.
David E. Woodworth Scott Garabedian
Samuel E. Flood Marl( Wysocld
Suranand Vejjajiva John C. Downey
Marissa Gulino Sheldon B. Ross
John M. Kaczynsl(i Bob Brownell
James G. Hellmuth, Jr. Kerry Traylor

Narrow-minded
To the editor:

Dave Moro's article "Sexual Harass-
ment: Overblown, Misconstrued" con-
tains several valid points, but at the
same time demonstrates narrow-
mindedness, intolerance, and a lack of

understanding of other people's
perspectives.

Moro is correct in criticizing the sex-
ual harassment controversy. To have
considered sexual harassment a major
problem at Williams, to have held dem-
onstrations on it, and to have called In the
press to cover the "problem" all reveal
what he has astutely referred to as a
"love |of] a good scandal." Some
people at this school indeed do enjoy
imagining problems where none exist.

However, Moro is equally extreme in

the opposite direction in saying that
"clever remarks, slight grabs and pats
and pinches" do not "Invalidate ... a
person." Clearly, when a person is

treated as just a sexual object part of

that person's "humanness" is denied
and inadequate respect is shown toward
him/her.

Likewise, stereotypes deny people's

"humanness." A stereotype Implies that

every person In a category (e.g. and eth-

nic group) has certain characteristics,

usually negative ones; this denies the

uniqueness of their personalities and
leads to judging people by preconceived
and close-minded conceptions rather

Continued on Page 3
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French House: Cest bon?

Op-ed
SIDESHOW by SUTTON

"Undergraduate life is organized around
. . . residential units which provide a

focus for intellectual and social

exchange among their members." —
Williams College Handbook

The necessity of integrating

academic and social lite has
been a persistent challenge

to those Involved in shaping
Williams College policy. Now, there is a
specific proposal before the CUL for a
residence which would enhance the

learning of a foreign language through
daily house life.

Fluency in a language can only be
achieved by constant, day-to-day con-
versation. According to Langue et Lan-
gage, a text used in French 101-102 at

Williams, the student "must necessarily

remain submerged in the oral language
in order to acquire fluency in both speak-

ing and reading." Therefore, in the

French house residents would only speak
French. A one-year residence limit

would insure that everyone interested

might have a chance to live there. Places
would be allocated by the French
Department solely on the basis on lan-

guage proficiency with an effort to

include a wide range of abilities (no pref-

erence given to French majors).

The department's teaching assistant

(whose salary and room is already pro-

vided by the College) would live in the

house to provide one source of native

French. Thus, the French department
would play an active role in matters of

language.

As in any residential unit the house
would be self-governing; social activi-

ties and house business would be man-
aged by house members. The house
would sponsor events such as French
films, lectures, meals, and receptions all

open to the entire community.
A common objection to the house is

that it would resemble a fraternity or
that it would isolate Itself from the rest ol

the student body. The house would not

have the self-selecting process that per-

petuated anti-intellectuallsm and social

elitism in all-male fraternities because
new members would not be chosen by
those already living in the house.

The one-year residence limit prevents

the calcification of values and

Letters

attitudes— it would be a completely new
set of students every year. Applicants

would not be choosing to live with a group
of people they already knew; rather, to

join the house requires that they leave be-

hind groups of friends. Students would

enter the house to learn something, not to

join a particular clique or student type.

Regarding isolation, the house could

not become ingrown. Its members asso-

ciating only with each other, since a

small group of French speakers would
not necessarily have other characteris-

tics in common that would separate
them from the community. The list of 40

names collected of those Interested in

living in a French house shows a wide
range of majors and classes.

Another fear is that the creation of a

language house would set an open-ended

precedent for special interest housing.

The house was proposed to fulfill an aca-

demic need. According to French
department philosophy, language can-

not be taught past the intermediate level

in a classroom—upper level courses deal

only in literature. Therefore, the house
would fill this gap. A person Interested in

theatre, for example, can spend many
hours in out-of-class dramatic produc-

tions intimately Involved with other stu-

dents in all elements of acting and
technical production.

To attain fluency in a language one
must live with it. It is not essential in

understanding economics to live with it

constantly. Having a common language
does not imply an especial social bond. A
Jewish house, for example, would
emphasize existing social distinctions

based on religion and cultural back-
ground. Such social distinctions would
not hold for the group of francophones on
this campus.
The French house takes nothing from

the College because French speakers,

spread out as they are, rarely use the

language in public and thus are very lit-

tle in evidence as francophones. Nor
does the group of French speakers con-
stitute a large segment of any significant

group within the student population. The
net result of a French house is to increase
the visibility of spoken French, aug-

menting the College's diversity, while
removing no particular group from the

system.

Amidst a widespread vague dissatis-
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faction with the residential housing sys-

tem, the CUL can take a stand.

Intellectual growth, if it is to be part of

residential life, is not served by rear-

ranging Row House groups or establish-

ing transfer quotas. The French house is

one alternative that would provide a

meaningful year of dorm living. It is an
option specific to a group, not a panacea
for all those under the housing system.

Yet, this group of people is as varied as

any that might be drawn upon to fill a
dorm. Above all, the nature of the house
answers ideals that underlie a liberal

arts education and institution; diversity,

intellectual exchange, and common
experience.

Scott Cooper
Murray Hennessy

Matt Sharpiro

Continued from Page 2

than as individuals. A stereotype is

never a "very good and necessary
thing."

Another dangerous assertion Moro
makes is that "Williams College . . .

insists on having [a scandal] every
year," implying that the cross burning
Incident of last year, like this year's sex-

ual harassment controversy, was an
innocuous or insignificant event."

Yet another problem with the article is

Moro's implication that Tracy Dick has

no business talking about sexual atti-

tudes because she herself is a homosex-
ual. Referring to her as "an avowed
homosexual" implies that her sexual

practices are morally wrong and that

she therefore is stepping out ol her place

to "lecture the student body on what [is]

wrong with their sexual attitudes."

Indeed, Moro could argue that Dick can-

not talk about heterosexual relationships

with the understanding of one who has

participated in them. But her homosexu-
ality in no way invalidates her human
and legal right to comment on the

situation.

Even worse, Moro's criticism of the

redefining of gender roles that has taken

place in the past two decades reveals a

definite lack of understanding. This

redefining has been a means of social

progress, allowing more freedom of

opportunity to both men and women.
Advocating sensitivity in men does not

mean advocating effeminacy or

weakness.
Finally, Moro ends his article by say-

ing that, based on the behavior of the

Feminist Alliance at Williams, he must
conclude that "feminism is inherently

threatening to liberty and the demo-

cratic process." This is indeed a terrible

accusation to make! Here Moro is show-
ing just how bad stereotypes really are.

Simply because he feels that the femi-
nists at Williams have stepped beyond
their proper bounds, he cannot apply his

feelings to all feminists and say that fem-
inism is everywhere evil.

Stephen Magnus '85

Bigoted

To the editor:

I commend David Moro for his "Out-
look" column on sexual harassment. His
marvelous piece of satire has made
many of us realize that there are bigoted

people in the Williams community who
actually oppose feminism, homosexual-
ity, and equality. Keep up the good work,
David! The world needs more people like

you.

Eric Bagan '84

Reincarnation
To the editor:

May Dave Moro be reincarnated as a

woman in the society he envisions for us

all today.

Lorraine Driscoll '82

Will Layman '82

felt by myself and the majority of my
friends? Does he really think that the

only reason sexual harassment has been

discussed in faculty meetings, special

committees, college-wide panels, the

Record, dining halls, etc., is that

the entire college community is so mind-

less as to talk about whatever the

Feminist Alliance or W.A.S.H. is con'

cerned about? And that one Dave
Moro is among the superior few to

really understand the situation? How
can anyone say that the problems
with male-female relationships on cam-
pus have nothing to do with sexual
harassment or sexism? Moro's opinions

show such lack of awareness of what
happens at Williams that I fear it is a
waste of my time to attempt to dissuade

him from his beliefs. But since I have
been personally subjected to sexual

harassment at Williams, I cannot
remain in silence when someone denies

that such harassment exists and is a

problem. Or doesn't my perception of

the problem count, since I am a woman
(a "girl" in his mind)?

Julie Isaacs

Squeamish

Mindless

To the editor:

Does Dave Moro honestly believe that

the Feminist Alliance chose to make sex-

ual harassment this year's "scandal,"

that they are responsible lor the attemp-

ted rape outside the library, the confus-

ing reversals of disciplinary actions for

two men fouml guilty of sexual harass-

ment, and for the resulting anger/fear

To the editor:

The Record perhaps inadvertently and

rather poetically underlined a certain

irony about Williams life In its March 9

issue by printing two articles which

seemed unrelated but which actually

address the same Issues.

First, the full-page spread given to

David Moro, which I wish I could have

taken as a satire on the Darrowmlnded
attitudes which white, heterosexual

males such as myself find ourselves fal-

ling into all too often here at Williams.

Moro implied that the significance of

such incidents as the 1980 cross burning

and more recent cases of sexual assault

and harassment Is being "overblown and
misconstrued" by a small band of

extremists (i.e. women, non-whites,

gays—and by inference all others who do
not assume the neo-Klwanian attitude

expressed by Moro). Moro repeatedly

referred to female students as "girls",

although considering himself a "man";
he used the word "homosexual' ' in such a
way that suggested that he really wanted
to say "faggot"; finally, he described
efforts by the deans and faculty to deal
with sexual harrassment and racial ten-

sion on campus in a way reminiscent of

Barry Goldwater's tirades against our
mollycoddling of the commies in Russia,

China, Southeast Asia, and right here at

home, under our own beds.

The tunnel vision, hatred, and bile of

the world according to Moro was left far

behind in the all too brief Interview with

Ken Talley , creator of Feral Precocity, a
dance performance attended by a large

number of Williams people last week-

end. Talley and Ted Colburn created in

the show a statement which with a few
gestures and songs expressed a vision of

what interpersonal relationships at Wil-

liams and on the planet Earth are and
can be; the dances in Precocity illus-

trated how some patterns of male-

female Interaction (particularly those

which sometimes seem the norm at Wil-

liams) are self-limiting because by caus-

ing us to treat others as objects, they turn

us Into objects.

Were you there, David Moro? If so, you
no doubt were squeamish about what
must have seemed to you the meaning-
less antics of some of your least favorite

Continued on Page 4
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Reflections on a change of class

Papers vs. pistons, or who's really smarter?
by David Robertson

As the end of my four years
here at Williams has ap-
proached, I have come to

realize that I have undergone
a transformation, one which I share with
a number (although certainly not the
majority) of my classmates: a change of

socioeconomic class. In my case, I

arrived here in September of 1978 as a
member of a lower-middle-class family
in a primarily woricing- and lower-
middle-class community. When I leave
in May, I will have that valuable certifi-

cate which will permit me to enter the
upper-middle-class. The role of a Willi-

ams education in this transformation
should not be taken lightly; it has been
pivotal. If I had attended a state college
or university, instead of a highly-rated
institution

,
my chances for this degree of

socioeconomic mobility would have been
considerably lower.

Perhaps the most important thing that

I have perceived while attending Willi-

ams is that what we learn in these class-

rooms constitutes only one form of

knowledge. In this college and others like

it, being able to summarize a philo-

sopher's theory in a ten-page paper is

defined as "knowledge"; in other sec-

tors of our society, knowing how to repair
an automobile engine or run a piece of

machinery is "knowledge." The reason
that our abstract knowledge is "better"
than the knowledge of vocational pur-
suits is related to historical circumstan-
ces: the ruling class defines which form
of knowledge will receive the greater
social prestige and economic reward.
Although economic rewards for the

possessors of the different knowledge-
systems have become similar for some
occupations, social prestige has not.

(For example, heavy-equipment opera-
tors may make more money than some
college professors, but the former still

feel a sense of humility in the presence of

the latter.) To say, then, that working-
class people are "dumber" than those of

Williams' caliber (which I have heard a

few students here say on several occa-
sions

) is based upon a culturally-instilled

bias. From the perspective of a working-
class person, we arc "stupid" if we can-
not fix our cars and appliances.

Returning home for vacations, I have
had to re-orient myself to an environ-
ment from which 1 have felt increasing
social distance. Yet 1 have been able to

maintain considerable empathy with my
friends who have had less fortune within

our status-defining educational system
than I have. In addition, traveling

between the two disparate milieus, I

have noted several differences in both
behavior and attitudes.

The differences in behavior seem triv-

ial vis-a-vis the difference in attitude.

Nonetheless, they are interesting. For
example, the way men sit: Most upper-
and middle-class men sit with one leg

crossing the other at the knee, but sitting

in this manner in a working-class bar
(where men sit with the ankle of one leg

resting on the knee of the other) imme-
diately draws stares and occasional
snide remarks concerning one's mascu-
linity. Furthermore, the use of obscene
words in speech is markedly different.

Many Williams students use expletives

jokingly (often mimicking their
working-class peers) or only when
angry. Those of the working class, on the

other hand, often pepper their dally con-

versations with profanities, although not

as frequently as members of the higher
classes like to believe.

The differences in attitudes are more
serious and important than the disparity

in actions. First, members of the lower
classes feel greatly alienated from the

power centers of society, even at the

local level. Moreover, they often have
not learned the channels of communica-
tion through which to express grievan-
ces, feel that their opinions do not make
much difference, and feel hesitant about
transmitting their ideas. For Instance, a

21-year-old friend with whom I worked in

a warehouse a few summers ago wanted
to write a letter to the local newspaper,
but he did not have enough confidence in

his spelling and grammar to do so.

Second, 1 have noted a feeling among
some friends that life has reached a dead
end. Some express it through anxiety

about the future, while others speak in

despairing and cynical tones. This obser-

vation has not been made simply in the

past year or so; 1 remember verbaliza-

tions of anxiety and confusion coming
from friends a few months after our high

school graduation, when they gradually
began to realize that further paths to pro-

gress were clamped shut. To hear such
an attitude is a chilling experience for a

person like myself who, because of cer-

tain hereditary and/or environmental
reasons, has mastered the educational
system.

we begin creating new elite liberal-arts

college/ in every town and city. What I

wish to propose is that changes can be

implemented at the elementary and
secondary level. From my own expe-

rience at a public high school and from
various other sources, it is apparent that

many students are not challenged to

work up to their ability. These are the

students whom the educational institu-

tions prematurely label as having "low

or moderate intelligence", and who are

either discouraged by guidance counse-

lors or barred by school boards from tak-

ing "tough" or honors courses. Thus, the

educational system engenders self-

images of inadequacy in one segment of

students and achievement in another
( i.e. ,

people like those who go on to Wllli-

Instead of casting off people to live in a state of dependency

and apathy, we can assure that they develop the skills to

communicate their problems and seek changes.

A suggestion for change
Is there any possibility of changing

this situation of alienation and defeat-
ism? I believe that the potential for

change exists through a change In this

country's educational philosophy.
In a study published in 1980, Raymond

Wolfinger and Steven Rosenstone exam-
ined many cultural and socioeconomic
variables among people who voted in the

1972 and 1974 elections. They found that
the level of education was the most
important factor in voter participation-
more important than the other major
variables of income and occupation.
Although voter participation may not be
perfectly correlated to overall participa-
tion in community affairs, increased
education provides people with an
improved capacity to understand and
process information, to think abstractly,

and to learn the appropriate channels
through which they may express their

interests and communicate them
effectively.

1 do not want to suggest, however, that
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ams). If this former group, from their

start in the first grade, were challenged,
made to feel that they were individuals,

and not labelled ' 'dumb" at an early age,
then perhaps we would be rid of the syn-
drome which has trapped so many lower,
working, and lower-middle class people
in a perpetual state of alienation and
defeatism.

Such an improvement in education
may also bring social change. With
greater education, the working classes
could well become skeptical of the one-
sided media and seek and demand infor-

mation from alternative sources. They
may also come to realize that they are
citizens of the larger world as well as
Americans. The range of possible attl-

tudinal changes is large. Moreover,
since the lower classes do not have the
degree of vested interest in the status
quo which the higher classes possess,
they will have addltlcmal Impetus to push
for change.

I believe that the possibility of educa-
tional change exists. It will not require
an enormous Increase in expenditures,
but only an alteration of our current edu-
cational philosophy. What is most
needed is the will of the people of the
powerful classes—people like ourselves
In ten to twenty years—to encourage
these changes. We are the ones who will

serve on school boards, have Influence in

our communities, and shape the future.

Instead of casting off people to live In a
state of dependency and apathy, we can
assure that they develop the skills to

communicate their problems and seek
changes. A potential hazard of this prop-
osal is that the ruling class may lose a
portion of its powers of social control,

although undoubtedly It will move to

minimize this loss if the social changes
become too threatening. Nevertheless,
the Improvement In community partici-

pation and human dignity may make this

small sacrifice worthwhile.

The author wishes lo thank Professor

Robert Friodrichs for his continents and sug-

gested changes, many of which have been

incorporated in this essay.

Continued from Page 3

people. The futility of the Moro attitude

towards life, which takes one's own priv-

ileged position as the center of the uni-

verse and dismisses or seeks to repress

all that contradicts it, is now more than

ever clear to me and to many of those

fortunate enough to witness Feral

Precocity. Jeffrey Perry

Smugness

To the editor:

It Is with pounding heart and quivering

pen that I dare question the supreme
being—Dave Moro. His abhorrence of

the "Pharisaical pronouncements" by

"notorious homosexuals" and other

"extremists" Is matched only by my dis-

gust at the egotistic smugness and cal-

lousness of his recent "Outlook" article.

Perhaps Dave Moro—an avowed conser-

vative, and heterosexual—should do a

little "soul searching" himself; maybe
he will discover a spark of humanity
somewhere within his breast and recog-

nize that even his views are not Infallible.

Whether one agrees or disagrees with

opinions and actions of "extremist"

groups such as the BSU, Feminist

Alliance, and (Jerry Falwell close your

eyes) homosexuals, all (except the Dave
Moros) must admit these groups are moti-

vated by the desire to create a better

(subjectively better, I grant) environ-

ment at Williams, otherwise, they would
not devote the considerable time and
effort necessary to cause change. That
Moro does not agree with these others, of

course, no doubt, means they are wrong,

but I'm certain that such a literate indi-

vidual could find a more sensitive and
effective vocabulary with which to cor-

rect the erring masses. To conclude, I

regret that my own writing style might
have degenerated to that of Moro's, but I

regret it, and that's the difference
between us.

Sincerely,

Rick Wentz '82

Fascist
To the editor:

It was utterly irresponsible of you to

have allocated so much space to Mr.

Moro's bigoted and childish whining
about the Issue of sexual harassment on

campus. The idea of a free press does not

mean that a newspaper must print

homosexual-baiting, so one wonders why

the Record stooped so low. Would the
Record be so quick to publish racist or

antisemitic drivel? I think not; but why
the compulsion to provide a forum for

hysterical homophobia?
Moro's article is not worthy of rebut-

tal. Such malicious raving is well outside

the scope of reasoned discussion of

important issues. What most disturbs

me is an editorial policy which falls to

distinguish between the notion of a free

press and providing a platform for fas-

cism. I will say this though: Moro, as

president of the Young Republicans,

reveals that party for what It truly is

Such unreasoned writing also makes
one wonder what sort of students we are

admitting to this College, and what we
are teaching them.

Nathan Katz
Assistant Prolessor
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Emigre charts Soviet collapse
by Amy Connolly

"1 predict that one hundred
years from now, the historians

will write that there was once an
experiment called Commu-
nism, and it failed," asserted

Pavel Palei, a Russian emigre
and former Gulag prisoner who
spoke here Tuesday.
Communism's demise will

partly result, Palei speculated,

from the realization that the

Russian economy is negatively

affected by Communism. The
major problem in the market
sector of the economy is lack of

private property and ownership
rights, he said.

Palei used the example of a

tractor, which in the Soviet

Union would be thrown out after

two years, he claimed, whereas
In the U.S. a tractor would out-

live its owner because he would
care enough to look after his

own property.

The difficulty in the USSR,
said Palei, Is that nothing

belongs to anyone, although

Communist propaganda
assures the people that every-

thing belongs to everyone.

Police and propoganda
Communism will fail, said the

emigre, because the people of

the Soviet Union will begin to

suspect infringements on their

inherent rights to freedom. The
only possible way to facilitate

this realization is from the out-

side, Palei claimed, since Soviet

society is permeated by police

enforcement and propaganda,
which quell even the slightest

flareups.

"If America put to work one-
half the policemen working in

the U.S.S.R., there would not be
a single crime In the U.S.,"
declared the emigre.

He claimed it is both benefi-

cial and relatively easy for the

U.S.S.R. to expand its leader-

ship because its people are kept

in fear. Palei alleged that this

situation is a formidable threat

to world peace, saying, "appe-
tite comes while you are

eating."

Children in Russia are
brought up to believe that capi-

talism is evil, and furthermore,

that forces are always getting

ready to attack the Soviet

Union, Palei explained.

Terminate U.S. aid

Palei then focused on the con-

temporary arms race. He advo-

cated a termination of all U.S.

aid to the Soviet Union. He pro-

posed this, he said, not because
he was hostile towards the peo-

ple of the Soviet Union, but

because he was convinced that

aid can be converted into money
which he said can then be con-

verted into military arms.
The emigre asserted that any

arms race will ultimately end in

tragedy, and that the current

military arms buildup allows

the people in power to remain in

power.

Because of the past history of

failed negotiations and lack of

communication between the

U.S. and the U.S.S.R., Palei

feels that the most beneficial

course of action Is to cease all

aid.

He used the Soviet Invasion of

Afghanistan as an example of

lack of communication, claim-

ing, "Imagine how funny it was
for me to see Russia invade

Afghanistan and see Jimmy
Carter shake his head and say,

'boy oh boy, what a mean bunch
of guys' . . . Imagine the Ameri-

can President not knowing what
was going on in Russia."

Negotiating monlieys

He further asserted that "if

two monkeys were negotiating

today instead of Reagan and
Brezhnev, the arms race would
have been licked a long time

ago."
Given the circumstances in

the world today, as well as the

nature of Soviet-American rela-

tions Palei sees no other alter-

native than a complete break
with the Soviet Union, which he

hopes will lead to both demilit-

arization and a refutation of

Communism, with the end
result of peace benefitting all

people in the world.
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Winter Study debate.
Continued from Page 1

allowed into their first-choice

courses.

Common experience
Black stressed that freshmen

would share a common expe-

rience and that "Winter Study is

a time for Intellectual discus-

sion." Seminars would be

taught by interested faculty and
limited to 30 students to facili-

tate discussion, asserted com-
mittee members.
Dean Grodzlns '83 noted that

the seminars would bar fresh-

men from Independent and
travel options during Winter

Study. He urged that these

options should be maintained as

one of the advantages of a small

liberal arts school.

Committee Co-chairman
Fred Greene responded, "If sal-

mon can swim their way
uprlver, freshmen will find a

way out of (the seminars)."

One student criticized the

attention showered on freshmen
and questioned whether the

apathy felt by both students and
faculty is built Into the Winter

Study system.

Greene observed that confu-

sion surrounds student and
faculty perceptions of Winter

Study. "That's one of the

charms of Winter Study. One of

the reasons why Winter Study

has so many problems Is

because of its peculiar nature. It

doesn't fit snugly Into the organ-

ized framework," he said.

No fun and games
Although students reminisced

about positive past Winter

Study experiences. Committee

House transfers.

Co-chairman Lawrence Graver
repeatedly reminded them,
"There is an overwhelming
feeling on the part of faculty

that Winter Study is not work-

ing. You're in a situation where
there are irreconcilable differ-

ences."

Graver cited the national

trend away from Winter Study,

claiming only ten percent of the

colleges in the nation have some
sort of Winter Study. The com-

mittee stressed that an honors

grade would be a small conces-

sion to make In order to save the

program.
Greene urged students to get

in touch with members of the

faculty to express their views:

"If you want to express your

opinions, now's the time to do it

without becoming a wild-eyed

pressure group but to have

discussions."

WiLLIAMSTOWN
National
Bank

COMPLETE BANKING AND
TRUSTSERVICES
\Ne Know How To Help

FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

Dr. Irving J. Tanzman, F.A.A.O.

Dr. Thomas R. Maselli

OPTOMETRISTS
Specializing in contact lenses and

students' visual problems.

85 MAIN STREET
NORTH ADAMS, MA. 01247

662-2020 — 663-5845

Continued from Page 1

Dean Mary Kenyatta, on the

other hand, did express some
concern about the pattern of

large numbers of transfers.

"Freshmen no longer base

their decisions on a house they

want to live In for three years,"

she said. "Many transfers

weakens the group of potential

leaders within a house."

Dodd was the most popular

house, with 113 students vying

for 25 available places.

"This pointed up to me that

people are not trying to transfer

out of a bad situation," said

Kenyatta. Instead, they try to

move to a more pleasant place,

she suggested. According to

Kenyatta, this year's Is the

highest number of transfer

requests ever. Last year there

were 230 transfers. In 1980 there

were 190, and In 1976, only 70.

Cornell Law School

Undergraduate Prelaw Program

June 7 to July 20, 1982

A demanding six-week program
for college students who want
to learn what law school is lil<e.

For further information write to

Jane G. Death, Cornell Law School

634 Myron Taylor Hall, Ithaca, NY 14853

^HARVARD
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mer School, the nation's oldest summer session, featur-
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evening liberal arts courses and pre-professional pro-

grams. The varied curriculum includes courses appropri-
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workshop. Non-credit review courses for the GMAT.
LSAT. and MCAT are offered. Graduate level courses in

Education and in management theory and application

meet the needs of professionals seeking to improve man-
agement skills or work toward advanced degrees.

SPECIAL PROGRAMS
Programs in expository and creative writing, dra-

ma, dance, and English as a Foreign Language. Instruc-

tion in 11 foreign languages, including the Ukrainian

Summer Institute.
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AN OPEN LETTER TO
PARENTS AND ALUMNI

As you may know, student financial aid programs have been severely

slashed by the Federal Government for the current year. In addition to

these cuts, the Administration is proposing further cuts and reductions

through rescissions for fiscal year 1982 and even more massive cuts for

fiscal year 1983.

Cuts which have already been made include the following:

—Social Security Educational Benefits—ELIMINATED

—Pell Grants (BEOG)—250,000 students dropped from the program

—Guaranteed Student Loans—up to one million students dropped

from the program

—National Direct Student Loans— 1 43,000 students dropped from the

program

—Supplemental Education Opportunity Grants (SEOG)—75,000 stu-

dents dropped from the program

—State Student incentive Grants (SSIG)—30,000 students dropped
from the program

—TRIO Programs—60,000 students dropped from the program

Most of us would agree that some cuts in federal financial aid funding

may be necessary, and higher education should not be exempt from

sacrifices that may be required to achieve national goals of economic
stability and growth. However, the severity and direction of these further

cuts will have a significant impact on both low and middle income stu-

dents. Such cuts could curtail their opportunities to get a college educa-

tion and would make it difficult for some colleges to survive— particularly

those institutions which do not have the endowment or the pool of appli-

cants with which Williams is blessed.

Students, faculty members and administrators on this campus and

other campuses are uniting to oppose further cuts in student financial aid

programs. This week Williams students sent nearly 600 postcards to

Washington, D.C. protesting the proposed cuts. Please write your Sena-

tors and your Congressmen today and urge them to support higher

education.

Senator Honorable

U.S. Senate U.S. House of Reps

Washington, D.C. 20510 Washington, D.C. 20515

PAID FOR BY THE COLLEGE COUNCIL
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World influence from Route 2
by Derede Arthur

From BillsvlUe to

Bangladesh, Wil-
liams' Center for

Development Econ-
omics molds the future of the

world's economy. The Center
operates a year-long masters'
degree program in develop-
ment economics and Is rated an
almost unqualified success.

Each of the 20-25 Fellows who
annually participate in the pro-

gram is a professional econo-
mist with between two and ten

year's experience working for

the government of a Third
World nation, explained Profes-

sor Paul Clark, Chairman of the

Center. This year, the 23 Fel-

lows of the class of '82 represent
15 foreign countries, including

ones as distant as Tanzania,
Zambia, and Sri Lanka.
Williams' CDE, Clark

believes, has obtained a high

reputation throughout the
developing world, and as a

result, the admissions process

is "quite competitive." Govern-
ment agencies in Third World
nations nominate one or two
highly qualified economists,
each of whom is then personally

Interviewed In his or her home
country during January by
either a Williams professor or a

colleague from Harvard's
Mason Program, with which
Williams has a cooperative

Interviewing arrangement.

Broaden perspectives

All CDE instructors are
members of the economics or

CDE students share a laugh at a lunch-time class. I\UIU:

political science departments
and teach undergraduate
courses. Most have spent time

in such Third World nations as

Iran, India, Botswana, Colom-
bia, Kenya, and Thailand.

Clark, along with Political

Science professor Vincent Bar-
nett, was one of the "founding
fathers" of the Center. Both
cited several factors as influen-

tial in the decision to establish

the Center in 1960. Of primary
importance was the belief that

industrialized nations should

aid Third World nations in train-

ing people skilled in the prob-
lems of developing economies.
Equally important was the
desire of certain economics pro-

fessors to improve their depart-
ment by attracting additional
faculty and by creating greater
opportunities for overseas
teaching and research.

Exam-oriented
During its first few years, the

Center and its students were
financed almost entirely by

In Other Ivory Towers
Wesleyan University

A shaving cream pie struck Dean of

the College Edgar Beckham in the

face last month. The assailant was
one of a group of students protesting

the end of aid-blind admissions, reported the

Wesleyan Argus.

The alleged attacker, a senior, "became out-

raged with Beckham's answers to students'

questions, went to her home, and prepared a

shaving cream pie," said witnesses. She
returned to the meeting and flung the pie in

Beckham's face.

A security officer grabbed the student as an
outraged Beckham shouted, "Call the police, I

want that girl arrested! She assaulted me!

"

Middletown (CT) police took the woman away
In handcuffs. Beckham reduced assault charges

to breach of the peace, but is "taking the fullest

court action possible" as well as taking College

disciplinary action.

One police officer reportedly said, "We went
through this all through the war— I hope this

isn't the sixties again."

Hamilton College

A sniper fired a BB or pellet gun from a win-

dow of Dunham dormitory at maintenance men
last month, injuring physical plant employee
Thomas E. Boehlert, said the Hamilton

Spectator.

The pellet shattered the back window of a

tractor being used to clear snow. Flying glass

struck Boehlert in the eye, causing minor
injuries.

Hamilton security searched the dorm but

found no trace of the mysterious gunman. The
College is continuing the investigation with the

help of the New York State Police. Several sus-

pects have reportedly been identified. If caught
and convicted, the sniper could face up to three

years in prison.

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

The Student Union Bookstore at RPI recently

removed Hustler and Penthouse magazines
from its shelves, but will continue to sell Play-

boy, said the Polytechnic.

Two reasons prompted the removal-
complaints from several women students and
low sales. "The magazine rack was crowded
with people just reading Hustler andPenthouse,
but not buying them" said bookstore manager
Mike McDermott.

In response to the complaints, the bookstore

surveyed female faculty, staff, and administra-

tors on their feelings. They found Playboy least

objectionable.

So the store will continue to sell Playboy, its

largest-selling magazine. Scientific American
and Omni are the second and third best-sellers.

grants from the Ford Founda-
tion totalling over $1 million.

Now, however, students are
supported by their govern-
ments, banks, or international

organizations such as the World
Bank or the United Nations,

noted Clark.

Over the years, Clark and
Barnett believe, the Center has

maintained a high degree of sta-

bility and consistency of pur-

pose. Clark feels that "the

Center provides something that

The Collection

attracts one group of people
especially interested in devel-

opment and makes us known
around the world so that we can
have more opportunities for

working abroad than we would
if we didn't have the Center . . .

It certainly has been a success
in the way of the training we've
provided for Fellows and in

being one kind of enrichment at
Williams."

Most of the CDE fellows inter-

viewed felt that the program
was a good one, which, although
"very intensive" and "exam-
oriented," would be "very help-

ful for developing countries."

One of the most praised aspects
was the diversity of the Fellows
which, said Leila Sutedja of

Indonesia, enabled each to

"learn from the experience—
the successes and failures—of
others in similar conditions."

Shelia Patawaran from the Phi-

lippines praised the diversity

through which "we're able to

interact with other people from
developing countries . . . you
realize people are different and
yet the same."

Isolationist atmosphere

Barnett cited the limited
degree of interaction between
the Fellows and the undergrad-
uates as the only source of "dis-

appointment" in an otherwise
"extraordinarily successful
program." Clark admits that,

despite occasional socials with

Continued on Page 9

A good bag
by Scott Corngold

With the high reputation that dramatist Harold Pinter
currently holds, reviewing a Pinter play is like review-
ing a Shakespeare play—one doesn't dare criticize the

play itself. This leaves only the production to ridi-

cule, but that is nearly impossible to do with the fine Cap and Bells
version of The Collection, performed in Jesup last weekend.

It took a lot of courage for Shawn Lovley '82 to direct such a
play, for Pinter's works are among the most complex and difficult

to interpret in contemporary theatre. "I distrust words," Pinter
says, and his distrust is seen throughout his work. The true goings-
on of his plays take place behind the often purposely banal dialogue.
The difficult job of the director is to show the audience what is

actually happening in the play. Unless the director himself truly
understands the ambiguous subtext, and can communicate that
understanding through his actors, the ambiguity of the work can
cause the producMOn to go a hundred different hazy directions at
once, or simply to seem completely meaningless. Yet Lovley, show-
ing firm control and understanding, steered the play in a clear
direction, enabling the audience to follow along easily. With an
audience largely unfamiliar with Pinter's work, a director's work
is twice as difficult. Lovley really came through here, deftly using
his skillful actors to show the alternating, and sometimes simul-
taneous, humor and brutality of Pinter's world.
The Collection actually is one of Pinter's more conventional

works. A one-act play, it was originally written for television in

Continued on Page 9

The Williams Madrigal
arranged by H. B. Wood '10

1. Around her neck she wore a
purple ribbon.

Refrain: She wore it in the sprinf(-

lime anil in the month of May.

And if you ask her why she wore

that ribbon.

She wore it for her If illiams man
who's far. far oiiny.

And She wore it for her If illiams

man who's far. far auay.

2

.

Around her knee she wore a

purple garter,

She wore it in the springtime

and in the month of May.
(refrain)

3. Around the block she
pushed a baby carriage.

Behind the door, her father kept

a shotgun.

On the wall she keeps a mar-
riage license.

In the desk the sheriff keeps a

warrant

And in her heart she has a secret

passion;

She has it for an Amherst man
who's not so far away.

Before you head South

for vacation —
Come see our new s

collection of

Men's and Women's
swimsults by

Head & Speedo

^^((^ ^P^i-t^, inc.
Men. - Sal. 9-5:30

Thurs. 9 - 9

MASTER CARD VISA

Spring Street jss 360i Williamstown
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NATIONAL CHAMPS!
Ephwomen drown all opposition

by Jim Roche

In a year that has been
plagued with sports disap-

pointments, Williams finally

has a big winner. Last wee-
kend at the University of Mas-
sachusetts in Boston, the

women's swim team captured
first place at the NCAA Div-

ision III Championships. Their
convincing victory, which fol-

lowed an undefeated season
and included the New England
crown, was the first National

championship for a Williams
swim team ever.

The team compiled 402

points and, as has been their

custom, left the closest com-
petitor far behind. Kenyon
College, which had five more
qualifiers than Williams, fin-

ished second with 303 points.

Constant winners
The ten members of the

women's squad, who qualified

for the nationals during the

season, won all five relays at

the meet, as well as nine indi-

vidual events. This gave Willi-

ams a first place finish in 14

out of 24 events. In addition, all

ten scored in their events,

which indicates an overall fin-

ish of twelfth place or better in

each race.

Two of the Williams
swimmers, Kim Eckrich '85

and Liz Jex '83, overwhelmed
the rest of the field with

incredible individual perfor-

mances. Eckrich led the way
with five individual victories

coming in the 50, 100, and 200

yard breast stroke events, and
also in the 100 and 200 individ-

ual medley. She was also a

member of two of the winning
relay teams.

Jex, not to be outdone, cap-

tured four individual wins in

the 100 butterfly and in the 50,

100, and 200 yard freestyle

races, and contributed to first

place finishes as a member of

three relay teams.

Samueison exuberant
The win was especially

satisfying for Coach Carl
Samueison, who has had a
number of strong teams in the

past, but had neyer captured
the elusive national title. The
ecstatic coach couldn't say
enough about the team.

"I don'tthink that there was
any way we could have done
better. The drops in times

from our last meet were
impressive, and the whole
team was just outstanding. We
got better as the meet went on,

and at the end we just blew the

competition away."
Perhaps the greatest com-

pliment paid to this team for

their successful season and
subsequent national cham-
pionship came from Samuel-
son himself. When asked to

describe his feelings about this

year's team, he replied,

"There is no question that this

is the best team I've ever
had."

Men's turn

This weekend, the men's
team will attempt to bring

home their first national title

ever. The NCAA Division III

tournament is being held this

year at Washington and Lee
University in Lexington, Vir-

ginia. The men's squad, led by
senior Mike Regan, won the

New England crown with
ease, but will face a stern test

from Kenyon at the nationals,

according to Coach Samuel-
son. The team flies down today
for the meet which begins
Thursday and continues until

Saturday afternoon.

IM fever - CATCH IT!

24 hr pain for gain
by Patricia Hellman

Seventeen teams took part in this year's Road-
runner's 24-hour Charity Relay. Held in the
Towne Field House on Saturday and Sunday, it

was, as usual, an overwhelming spectacle. Peo-
ple in multi-colored sleeping bags lying asleep on
the floor despite pounding music, young and old
running together around the track with bright
metallic batons, and tables laden with food and
refreshment for tired runners were just some of

the sights to be seen that night.

The 24-hour charity relay is one of few occur-
rences where fun and party can double as work.
Money raised by competing teams is taken and
distributed to charity agencies in the Willlam-
stown community. People generally pledge a sum
of money per mile to their favorite team.

This year, the grand total of miles run by all

participants in the relay was 3454 miles, a dis-

tance which would have placed the runners, if

they had started here and run straight west
rather than around a track, somewhere off the

coast of California.

The Southshore Striders logged the greatest
number of miles, with 254, and were followed by
the New England Pioneers with 247, and the Willi-
ams Roadrunners with 246. Among competing

Brian Angle '84 of the Williams Roadrunners leads the herd

of runners in the opening lap of the 1982 24-hour Charity

Relay. (Farley)

Williams dorms, Fayerweather-East put in a

strong effort, finishing with 227 miles to their

credit.

Solicitors of pledges now start the crucial stage
of the process, as it is only through the actual

collection of pledges that money is raised.

Intramural skiing was held at
Brodle Mountain with each
house represented by three ski-

ers. The winner was based on
the best average time for the
three.

Tyler victories

Wendy Brown '82 and Kris

Strohbehn '83 gave Tyler the

edge with their fourth and first

place finishes, repectively.

Tyler House also snatched the
basketball crown with a victory

over Sage in the championship
game. As with hockey, the bas-
ketball champion was deter-

mined by pitting the Mon/Wed
winner vs. the Tues/Thurs
champ.

Falls sports

Football, cross country, golf

and tennis were the fall sports,

with golf and tennis to be fin-

ished in the spring.

In football, the Coop squad
emerged as victors, beating
Mills in the championship
game.
Dennett triumphed in the

cross country which also had
exciting competition, despite

less participation.

Along with the conclusion of

golf and tennis, this spring will

feature swimming, track and
Softball.

by Ted Leon

Well, the Williams pseudo-
athlete is living up to his/her

reputation. 1 remember reading

the Insider's Guide to the Col-

leges back in 11th grade, and
being amused and attracted to

their insinuation that everyone
at Williams is a jock.

Naturally it wasn't altogether

true. There are some people
who struggle through the
dreaded P.E. requirement,
vowing to return someday and
put a bomb in Lasell Gymna-
sium. But really, Williams is

built at least partially around its

athletic programs, and that

doesn't just mean varsity and
JV teams. To quote intramural
coordinator William McCor-
mick, "About 50% of the campus
gets involved with the IM pro-

grams at one time or another."

The IM program is designed
such that houses compete
against one another in all the
various sports. At the end of the
year, an overall champion as
well as a freshman champion is

determined on the basis of total

points.

Frosh lead

Last year the overall champ
was Gladden, followed by Dodd,
Hopkins, and Tyler. The frosh

winners came from Sage.
This year, the freshman trio

of East, Fayerweather and Leh-
man lead all houses with 49

points, while Tyler and A-Gar-
Wood are close behind withW^
and 44 1/3 points respectively.

Hockey, skiing and basketball

were the main IM sports during
the winter months, with squash,
ping-pong and volleyball pick-

ing up a little later and continu-

ing into spring.

Puck showdown
Hockey was run with a Mon-

day/Wednesday league and a
Tuesday/Thursday league.
Hopkins/Carter, an amalgama-
tion team from the Mon/Wed
league, took the title by over-

coming Pratt, the Tues/Thurs
winner.

Eph skiers finish in flurry
Posting one of their best finishes of the year and sending four

skiers to the nationals, the women's ski team concluded its season
in strong fashion.

The final carnival was the Eastern Championships at Middleb-
ury College. The Ephmen finished fifth, only two points out of fourth

place. Led by slalom skiers Tricia Hellman '82, Kate Knopp '85 and
Marcy Rublnger '85, and cross country people Ellen Chandler '83,

Brenda Mailmen '82 and Sara Bates '85, Williams held third place
entering the second day of competition.

Mailmen, Chandler, Hellman and Knopp went to the AIAW
Nationals held last week in Stowe, Vermont and skied against

competition including a 1976 Olympic Gold Medalist.

INTRAMURAL HOUSE |
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Faculty vote to abolish Winter Study
In a hastily called press conference early this morn-

ing, President John Chandler, Dean Dan O'Connor and
a dejected College Council President Freddy Nathan
announced that the College has abolished mandatory
Winter Study, moving to an optional program of winter
course Instead.

The new program has been tentatively entitled

"Fred" and will replace Winter Study as we now know
It. Professor Raymond Baker, the author of "Fred",
explained how It will work. "It'll be a somewhat compli-

cated system, but quite fair. Once In every three years,

a prof, win have to teach "Fred". In one of the other

years he may do research. In the third year he must do
construction work over at the Art Museum extension.

We'll save megabucks on professional contracting that

way."

Students will have many potential options during
"Fred", which is not required, but strongly encour-

aged. Said President Chandler, "No one will have to

take Fred, but anyone that doesn't will have to write a

paper over winter break and do some menial house-

work at my place for credit when we get back." It is

expected that this part of Fred will be eased up a bit

when the Chandlers' maid returns to WlUlamstown
after a lengthy labor-related dispute.

College Council President Nathan was upset, but still

optimistic in defeat. "Itwasn'twhatwefoughtfor.butI
like the name," stated Nathan, always the politician.

"But we're not going to quit here. Students will try their

darndest to bring back the old set up. In fact, I'm order-

ing 'Eliminate Fred! ' buttons this afternoon."

Faculty reaction to the idea was mixed. "I especially

like the year off for travel" commented Peter Berek,

who is taking a sabbatical next year, and under the new
provisions of Fred may get to go away until 1987 If he

wants to. "I'm very upset about the construction work
Idea," commented History Prof. Peter Frost, who owns
the construction firm working on the art museum addi-

tion which will now be fired. "It's all a question of Yin
and Yang," said Frost, "and I'm getting the Yang
here."

Student reaction was quite mixed after Fred was
announced. A release was placed in all student mail-

boxes explaining the plan that read as follows:

"Beginning in 1984, Fred will take the place of Winter

Study. Students in the classes of '84 and '85 will be

required to take optional courses in their major, if their

major is in Division I. All Division II majors must take
courses beginning with "C". All Division III majors
must take phys. ed.

Members of the classes of '86 will be exempt from
Fred throughout their college careers. Members of the

class of '87 will be forced to take a course that does not
Interest them, taught by a female Classics professor

named Hilda. People with the nickname Chip may
write a thesis or independent project Instead."

Registration for Fred will be the Third Monday after

the First Friday in September, and the deadline for

course choices must be placed in Dean Grodzins' mail-

box by noon of the following Sunday. Late entries will

not be accepted.
All 99's must be submitted in Latin to Professor

Fuqua before the student Is accepted to Williams.

("That'll keep them on campus," later remarked
Fuqua with a sneer.)

One freshman commented, "Fred sounds nice to me.
I can't wait to see Chuckles Karelis lifting those

boulders every three years." A sophomore was a bit

more philosophical, and stated, "Hunger, poverty,

famine, disease. Fred can't solve them. But at least it'll

give us something to bitch about for another few
years."

Dean offers resignation
Already stunned by last

year's departure of E>ean of

Freshmen Lauren Stevens, who
now runs an innocuous little

local newspaper, the College

again sustained ar heavy admi-
nistrative loss last week when
Dean of the College Daniel
O'Connor announced that he
would leave his job with the Col-

lege to sing lead vocals for Eng-
lish pop/heavy metal/punk
group 999. Current lead vocalist

Nick Cash will assume the

Dean's post in Hopkins Hall.

O'Connor will assume both jobs

until next fall.

Both men are enthusiastic

about the career trade. O'Con-
nor, busy learning the words to

such faves as "Homicide,"
"High Energy Plan," and
"Drooling on Quaaludes to the

Sounds of Cliche Guitar Riffs,"

managed to squeeze in time for

an interview. O'Connor said he
decided upon the change "sit-

ting at my desk, fondling a bow-
ling ball. I suddenly realized

why shaved heads are so cool."

O'Connor then remembers "ris-

ing from my desk, going into the

next room and telling the Presi-

dent to piss off. Great fun,

really."

O'Connor recently cut his hair

in preparation for his new job.

Dean Dan thowt off the haircut he
got for hit new job. (Would have
been Farley, but he was busy at the

time)

and he now arrives at work in

black cotton pants, engineers'

boots, a silver lame t-shlrt, and
a button which reads "Aca-
demic beat."

Cash is just as excited. "What
this place needs is some f—ing
excitement. I'm the guy to bring

it in. First, this whole lot needs a
haircut. All these wankers who
just sit in the library are bloody

done for. They can open their

eyes to the world and get about a
bit more," he said in his stilted

Cockney accent, "or we start

playing Cristopher Cross in the

library. I don't know about

these blokes, but that would
drive me bloody crazy."

Cash also plans to eliminate

all house parietals concerning
noise levels and all College rules

which deal with questions of

respect, academic perfor-

mance, and other areas of "suit-

able behavior." "I got better

things to do than enforce stupid

rules," Cash said.

Friedman replaced by T.V. star
"10,000 dollars is just too much to fork over to

a plddly economics specialist," President John
Chandler announced this week. The administra-

tion has decided not to hire the world-renowned
economist Milton Friedman to speak to the

College.

Instead, Chandler announced that the College

has persuaded Milton the Toaster (of Kellogg's

Pop Tarts fame) to speak for a much more reas-

onable sum of $1.37 (including electrical costs)

.

Cries of outrage were heard from the student

body about the enormous sum Friedman would

receive for a single speech. The College Council

was responsible for quelling student furor over

the plan.

"Not only did we refuse to add the necessary

$1,000 to pay Friedman," said College Council

member John Segal, "but we proposed a popu-

lar compromise." "Wedid something, we really

did something!
'

' several Council members were
overheard saying.

Apparently Segal came up with the idea of

having Milton the Toaster speak while he was

having continental breakfast in Baxter Hall. "I

was eating my Captain Crunch and reading a

note on the nutritional value of a good breakfast

supplied by the Food Service," explained Segal,

"When I got a craving for a Strawljerry Kel-

logg's Pop Tart."

"I luckily had one with me, but I couldn't fight

my way to the toasters," continued Segal,

"Wouldn't it be great if Milton were here, I

exclaimed."
Milton the Toaster is well known for his super-

ior toasting abilities, but achieved his real fame
through his many national T.V. and radio spots

and lectures on breakfast nutrition In the early

and mid 70's. He was singly responsible for the

great popularity of the Kellogg's Tarts.

Food Service overwhelmingly supported

Segal's idea of having Milton speak. "We've
long been trying to persuade the College to bring

Joe Salada, professor of Tea-bag Philosophy at

Peking University, on campus," said Director

Ross Keller, "Having Miltoncome is beyond our

greatest expectations."

"He could inspire a whole new series of nutri-

tion notes in dining halls," said Keller. The
Record learned that The Toaster has already

ghost-written several.

The speech will touch on several important

Issues. Appliances close to The Toaster have

informed us of the topic: Toaster Tech, The Eco-

nomic and Energy Saving Feasibility of Compu-
terized I.D. Card Toasting Systems.

Freddy Nathan's Gullstream jet sits outside Its hangar at North Adams'
Harriman Airport. (No, not Farley)

Nathan lobbies Reagan
by Bye Birdie

College Council President Freddy Nathan '83 volunteered last

week to visit Barbados In an attempt to lobby colleague Ronald
Reagan about proposed cuts in student financial aid.

Council funds will be used to pay for Nathan's lodgings at the

Waldorf Astoria In Barbados, to hire a limousine with a chauffeur,

and to jet Nathan to the Caribbean Island aboard College Council

One.

"I think it's a fine, selfless gesture on Freddy's part," com-
mented fellow Council member Russell Piatt '82. "Council officers

should be involved in student concerns and should be willing to give
their time to represent their constituents. Freddy is making a real

sacrifice to go down there to talk to Ronnie."

Nathan modestly declined to say how much the trip would cost.

"I'm sure that an enterprising Record reporter will dig up the

vouchers a year from now," Nathan said. "At that time I'll be in

Europe and will talk about it over the phone."

Asked how he planned to approach Reagan, Nathan said hewas
lined up to give swimming lessons to Actress Claudette Colbert,

with whom Reagan and his wife are staying.

"Once I've taught her the Jellyfish float, Ronnie and I can
probably drift into casual conversationr' Nathan remarked. Spear-
heading the opposition of use of Council funds for Nathan's tripwas
Matt Shapiro '83.

"There has been no precedent for this kind of lobbying In the
past," Shapiro objected. "It's fine if Freddy just wants to take a
vacation, but I think if he wants to lobby, we have to draft some new
rules."

Dan Flaherty '83 was quick to note that he had no idea what was
going on.

"Undercutting the pecuniary consolidations of scholastic

achievers is a nonsensical approach to the furtherance of world-
wide parity," said Flaherty. "I think closing the window of vulnera-
bility on this account would be comparable to placing all your eggs
In one basket. Furthermore, leaders ought to abstain from recon-
dite utterances."
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Endorse everything efhailure

The Record has decided to change its mind. We have been given the
reputation for being rather self-important in our endorsements and
pronouncements. We feel this reputation is undeserved, but we still

withheld endorsements in the College Council races to try to rid our-

selves of this label. We were wrong. We've decided to endorse candi-

dates after all. Andthat'snot all. We're going to endorse for other things

too.

We'd like to endorse Stuart Robinson and Jay Ward for College
Council President and V.P. Heck, they'll do as good a job as anyone.
Besides, they won and we have to work with them, so what the heck.

We'd like to endorse Henry Fonda for Best Actor and Kate Hepburn
for Best Actress. The Record Staff went to see "On Golden Pond"
together (we packed into Buckner's Subaru) and we all cried.

We'd like to endorse John Chandler for President of the College.

We'd like to endorse the San Francisco 49ers for Pro FootballTeam
of the year.

We'd like to endorse both sides in the Falkland Island dispute.

We'd like to endorse America as a nation.

We'd like to endorse "Chariots of Fire" for Best Picture. Spears
liked it better than "On Golden Pond".

We'd like to endorse ourselves for a Pulitzer Prize (for effort)

That's all.
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Dean scrubs sheepdip
Dean of the College Daniel O'Connor last weelc announced the

abrupt cancellation of the planned six-week Interdisciplinary collo-

quium "Sheepdip: A Falkland Islands Experience." Instead, Willi-

ams will sponsor an alternative symposium entitled "Aggression:

An Argentine Affair."

The visit of the Falkland's Royal Governor has t)een cancelled, as

has l)een the Falklands Film Festival. The sheep-shearing perfor-

mance on Baxter Lawn will not take place, and the ethnic meal of

fish-and-chips and warm t)eer will not be served.

A committee has tieen formed to plan Argentine cultural activi-

ties. They will include a visit by an Argentine general, massive
street demonstrations, a military parade, an execution or two, and
Argentine cuisine in the dining halls.

"We feel that the new program, by providing an interdisciplinary

view of a Third World culture, will help students expand their

horizons and conquer new intellectual territory," said O'Connor.

"I'm very excited about it."

Dean Roosenraad commented, "The reason for the change of

plan was the threatened occupation of Wllllamstown by 4,000

Argentine Marines, which we frankly didn't think would be benefi-

cial to the academic community."
Dean mary Kenyatta called the substitution "a great victory for

oppressed Third-World students over vicious Imperialism and neo-

colonialism."

Student coordinator of the Falkland symposium James Carring-

ton '82 could not ije reached for comment, as he has apparently

disappeared from the campus. "I'm sorry, Senor, but we have no

record of such a student,"said Security DirectorRansom Jenks .

" I

cannot help you."
In a related move, the Trustees announced that tuition Increases

will be tied to the Argentine inflation rate. In consequence, next

year's tuition bill will rise 140 percent.

INTANGIBLES by SUTTON

student* playing Iha lalMl Intramural rage, "Kitty Tott." The game
Involves throwing a kitten onto a roof, where several players then attempt

to catch it. The llrst to catch the animal three times becomes the thrower.

Half points are awarded lor a handful of fur. "It's a great game," enthused

Tom Casey of Dodd House. "You can have fun and get a suntan at the same
lime." (Your Mother)

LETTERS

Whereas,

Nobody really wants to be here In freezing, Icy,

frigid, wet, stormy January weather anyway.

Whereas,

Nobody can understand any of the proposals put

forth by the Winter Study Review Committee and

it's possible they're all on drugs.

Whereas,

We have no real power anyway and the adminis-

tration will inevitably do what they please over our

firm objections

Be it resolved,

that the College Council hereby urges the

Faculty to Ignore Winter Study until it goes away.

PAID FOR BY THE COLLEGE COUNCIL

Tears

Dear Record:
You don't remember me, but I

rememljer you. It's not so long ago, you
broke my heart in two. Tears on my pil-

low, pain In my heart, caused by you.

Sincerely,

Lyman CaseyWlUiams Octet

Which Bell?

Sirs:

Yes, I know we're all English profes-

sors In the Department, but let's get this

straight once and for all. I'm the one who
wears the Timljerlands that are three

sizes too big for my feet. And I'm a hell of

a lot better looking than Ilona, anyway.
Sincerely,

Michael (no, not Bob) Bell,

Williams English Dept.

Dribble

Dear Record:

You printed a full page of Dave Moro's
closed minded dribble and only a few
Inches of mine. I demand equal time.

Sincerely,

Nathan Klutz

HARVARD
this summer

Learn to appreciate your Williams education by attending the Har-
vard Summer School, the nation's oldest summer session (most mar-
ginal Harvard types need all 12 months to [)ass), featuring open
enrollment In a diverse offering of day and evening liberal arts

courses, bloodlines permitting. The varied curriculum Is taught by
none of our prestigious faculty members, who are all on Martha's
Vineyard sunning themselves with the Kennedys in return for past

favors. No, you get the finest In graduate students as teachers, who
most likely know even less than you do about the subject being taught.

The international student body has access to the University's out-

standing libraries, museums, and athletic facilities—but you don't.

They're all closed for the summer. Even our dorms are closed for

repairs, but a tent pitched in ]ust the right part of Harvard yard is Just

a step away from paradise.

UBERAL ARTS
Liberal what? Harvard Is a university. We keep our prestige by

recruiting for our med school, law school, and business schools. Do you
think we have time to waste on undergraduates? They're all over at the

Lampoon biting the hand that feeds them or in Harvard square eating

up leftist propaganda. We'll Ignore you the same way. Great under-
graduate courses In departments such as Anthropology, Computer
Sciences, Fine Arts, Mathematics, Psychology, Music, and Visual and
Environmental Sciences are all available. However, they are all

advanced courses with prerequisites impossible for liberal arts stu-

dents to have attained. We don't care. We're Harvard. We don't have
to.

PRE-PROFESSIONAL AND EDUCA'HON
Harvard Summer School offers basic courses necessary for pre-

medlcal preparation. But let's face it, If you need summer school
you're not going to get Into Harvard Med anyway. We use the eight
week course to taunt you about this. Our profs are schooled in the art of
using sarcasm and insults to make the student realize he'll never make
the grade and become a Harvard man.

SPECIAL PROGRAMS
Programs in expository and creative yachting, drama, dance and

Preppy as a Foreign Language. Instructions in 11 foreign languages,
including those spoken by most Harvard undergrads. Also, make fun
of students attending the Ukranian Summer Institute.

A

III

T
<-'• ;''1S Mi

ACADEMIC CALENDAR
JUNE 21 - AUGUST 13, 1982

For further information, contact:

HARVARD SUMMER SCHOOL
Department of Inferior Liberal Arts Students

P.O. Box 1, Cambridge, MA 02138

HARVARD. WE DON'T CARE. WE
DON'T HAVE TO.
I 1

Please wnd Harvard Summer School catalogue and

appbcation for:

~. Arts & Sciences and Education
~ English as a Foreign Language
~ Secondary School Student Program

ZL Dance Center

Name
,

Address .

City _State . -Zip-

e»^HARVARD SUMMER SCHOOL
Department 3N

im CH©p sii©p

i m iii i i n iil rrtT

Ha\r Salon of the 80's

Pittsfield Williamstown Bennington, Vt.

Call for an appointment, or just walk in
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Officials Strip Women
In a shocking move last Satur-

day, the NCAA officially

announced that 1981-1982 Div-

ision III National Women's
Swimming and Diving Cham-
pion Williams College has been
stripped of its title following an
extensive investigation which
revealed a lucrative alumni
slush fund.

The investigative committee
refused to release its evidence
before the Grand Jury
Indictment.

The Ephwomen, who had
gone undefeated enroute to cap-

turing the New England and
National titles, have now techni-

cally forfeited all their matches
to drop their record to 0-9. All

members of the team have also

been declared Ineligible by the

NCAA for further competition.

Head Coach Carl Samuelson
was unrattled by the announce-
ment. As he boarded his per-

sonal Lear jet Sunday, he said,

"That's OK. We can buy a new
team next year."

Notre Dame basketball coach
Digger Phelps, who tipped the

NCAA off to begin the Williams
Investigation, recently revealed

to the Times that the current

price for a top college basket-

ball player is $10,000 a year.

Rumor has it that Division III

women's swimmers can be
obtained for the more reasona-

ble sum of $15-20. That bargain
rate may explain why alumni
are more willing to purchase

swimmers than to buy a new
pool.

In an attempt to defend the

school's reputation from the

badgering of national press.

Head of Admissions Phil Smith
sent a letter to alumni and par-

ents. He put the Incident Into

perspective, saying, "What
probably would have been
termed aggressive recruiting is

now termed athletic harass-

ment."

The outcast swimmers are

confused about what to do next.

Senior Co-captain Barb Good
complained, "My paychecks

from Coach Sam will take care

of me for a while, but then I

might have to sell the Porsche."

Kenyon College of Ohio was
named champion in Williams'

place, leading Head Coach Al L.

Wet to comment, "This is the

greatest day of my life. I've

proven that I can have a win-

ning team while only spending
half as much as Williams."

In a show of unity, the men's
swim team cut off all their hair.

Said one woman swimmer of the

demonstration, "They shave
their heads so often, who
cares?"

Wrestlers help out
by the Mad Hungarian

College officials revealed
plans yesterday to stage profes-

sional wrestling matches in the

Towne Field House as one way
to offset projected cut-backs in

federal financial aid.

"I think it's a wonderful

Idea," grinned President John

"Mad Dog" Chandler as he app-

lied a flying double-knee head-

lock to a hapless Dean of the

College Daniel "Bite and Kick"
O'Connor. "It will be a great

way to increase cash flow and
utilization of college facilities at

the same time. I'll bet the Com-
mittee on the Eighties never

thought of this one."

The administration hopes to

establish WlUlamstown as the

capital of this fast-growing
sport. Most of the business will

come from town residents,

Chandler noted; demand
curves prepared by the econom-
ics department show that Berk-
shire natives rank wrestling

second only to midget clown
women shows and log-sitting.

However, In order to attract

students, the College plans to

put several faculty members
into the line-up, basing tenure
decisions on win-loss records as
Incentive. Faculty will be able
to take out the frustrations of

"classroom politics" on their

rivals in interdepartmental

"tag team" matches; the Ger-

man, physics, and political

science departments are listed

as early favorites, although the

history of Ideas and art history

departments were reported to

be busily practicing the double-

backflip-necklock.

A special feature will be
faculty - student - administra-

tion free-for-all night. Even the

rugby team fears the awesome
trickery which the "Mean
Dean" team reportedly is capa-
ble of displaying.

Professional wrestling is a
long-standing but little-known

tradition at Williams, dating
back to Ephralm himself.
Known as the "Greylock
Gouger," he was never good
enough to go on the interna-

tional circuit, but did achieve
major acclaim from his victory
over Lord "Turncoat Sissy"
Jeff. By means of a twisting

double-elbow groin thrust, Eph
proved that Lord Jeff had
nothing much to damage there
anyway.

In fact, former President
James Garfield's famous
remark about Williams was a
misquote: he actually said, "the
ideal college is Mark Hopkins at

one end of a log, jumping off and
landing a spread-eagle chest-

hammer on the wild Hungarian
at the other end."

The indicted women's twimmlng team, identlliet hidden to protect the

Innocent. (Fariey's dog, Freckle*)

NEWSBRIEF
A wave of emotion swept over the Williams campus as word was

received of the canonization of Professor Whitney Stoddard '35 by
the Vatican. Created a saint by Pope John Paul II in a Saint Peter's

Square ceremony, Stoddard is the first Williams graduate to

become a saint since the elevation of George Stelnbrenner '52 last

year.

PAPA CHUCK'S DELI ANNOUNCES

OUR NEWEST IN

WILLIAMS COLLEGE

SPECIAL SANDWICHES
THE STEVE EPSTEIN-Kosher Salami and a pickle.

THE WILLIAMS RECORD-2 oz. of meat and lots of filler.

THE RENZI'S and DEWEY'S- A $3.50 sandwich for $6.75

The A. J. MOOR-Pure ham, nothing else.

THE CYRUS M. DODO HOUSE-A beautiful sandwich

with little substance.

THE DAVE MORO-Turkey on Republican White Bread.

Leans to the right.

THE RUGBY CLUB-Beer between two pieces of bread,

rolled into a cigarette.

BEER SPECIALS!
Front End:

Hungarian Beer You Can't Pronounce $67.00/case

Ostrich Nipple Beer From Kenya 54.87/case

Rear End:
Donkey Slime 5.99/case

Weideman 2.99/case

PARTY WINE SPECIAL!
Thunderbird (twist off) .49/bottle

"The Breakfast of Cfiampions"

BLEST PACKAGE STORE
ROUTE 2

Between N.A. and Williamstown

The Williams Record,
in conjunction with Art 1 01, Philosophy 213

Political Science 425 and the

Kennedy For President committee proudly

present:

The James McGregor Burns Coloring

Contest

INSTRUCTIONS AND
CONTEST RULES

1

.

Color in the picture of Prof. Burns
as neatly and carefully as possible

using imagination, creativity and
manual dexterity.

2. In the spirit of Prof. Burns, begin
coloring from the far left side of the
page. Attack the far right if at all pos-
sible.

3. Do it right the first time, there will

be no new deal.

4. Submit your entry to the Williams

Record, c/o Ron Issen, Record Arts

Editor and author of "360 things to

do with crayons in the privacy of

your own home."

5. First prize will be a copy of Burns'

new book, "The American Experi-

ment, Part I". Second prize will be
two copies.
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Freshmen pick

Row Houses
by Brett McDonnell

Nearly 90 percent of the fresh-

men received their first or

second housing choices this

year, a rate about on par with

previous years, according to

Assistant Dean Mary Kenyatta.

Overall, 15 percent of next

year's freshman class will be in

the Berkshire Quad, 16 percent

In Dodd-Tyler, 28 percent in

Greylock, 27 percent in Mission
Park, and 15 percent in the Row
Houses.

Berkshire in the basement

Under 5 percent of the fresh-

men listed the Berkshire Quad
as their first choice, while 62

percent put it last. Still, Dean
Mary Kenyatta stated that "the

majority of people who are

there now want to be there."

The most noticeable trend

was a 64 percent increase in

first choice requests to Row
Houses, from last year's 84 to

138 this year. That is the second

highest number of first choice

requests for any house
affiliation.

Greylock remained the most
requested affiliation, with over

39 percent of the freshmen list-

ing it as their first choice. Dodd-
Tyler was third, followed
closely by Mission Park.

Dodd-Tyler was the first cho-

ice of 76 freshmen, exactly the

same as last year. This year,

though, all 76 made it in because
many of this year's residents

were seniors and spaces for

sophomores were intentionally

left open during the upperclass

transfer process. The number of

people listing Mission Park first

was down from 126 last year to

71 this year.

Five people did not turn in

their Inclusion forms and will
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An open letter

to the Faculty

• "Student opinion seems to be unified in favor of Winter Study. " Daniel
O'Connor

• "Look at the strong support for Winter Study coming from our best
students." Peter Frost

• "Reversion to an orthodox calendar would diminish the reality and
perception of what we want Williams to be." Vincent Barnett

At yesterdays' faculty meeting, your colleagues raised some very
important points in support of Winter Study. Unfortunately, not all of
you believe in the value of Winter Study. To those of you who are
unmoved by the efforts of your students and fellow faculty members, we
address the following observations.

On the whole, Williams selects fine students who appreciate the
educational opportunities offered by this school. Winter Study is one of
the most prominent of those opportunities.

Students who work seriously, the majority of students, have earned
the privilege of our January term. To end Winter Study as a punishment
for a few undisciplined students would be vindictive.

Our introspective examination of Winter Study tends to magnify the
program's shortcomings. To broaden our view, look at the January
programs of other nearby colleges. Students at schools like Amherst and
Smith are struggling to increase January course offerings and streng-
then their program to a level that we achieved long ago.

Williams should be proud of what it has done in Winter Study. It

would be folly to eliminate our January program because it failed to
reach perfection. The constructive solution is to revise the curriculum,
seeking the best possible results for faculty and students.

Liberal arts education is much more than a varied classroom expe-
rience. Liberal arts as practiced at Williams includes alternative class-
work, travel, work experience, and extracurricular activities. The goal
is to provide a wide-ranging exposure to learning that will serve as a
springboard to a lifetime of education.

Regular semester courses do not have a monopoly of worthwhile
education. Thus it is unfair to measure Winter Study against hours spent
in regular semester classes. Both programs play a unique role in our
education.

When you consider your colleagues' comments, student concern,
other colleges' programs, and our liberal arts philosophy, it would be
difficut for you to conclude that we must eliminate Winter Study. We
hope you will bear these factors in mind when you make your decision in
the coming days.

LETTERS
War party

To the editor:

I was so shocked after reading Dodd's
"Raid the Falklands Party" flyer, that I

thought there must be some mistake.
Whether or not violence will occur in the

Falklands, human life is potentially

endangered. I'm surprised and disap-

pointed that some students at Williams
are so divorced from the reality of war
that it becomes a party theme. I would
have expected more maturity and
respect for life from students who pride
themselves on their depth of thought in

so many other areas.

Sincerely,

Gretchen Ziegenhals

$2,000 too much?
To the editor;

I agree with Maryam Elahi '83

(Record, 3/9), that $10,000 to Milton
Friedman is too much for a talk, and
agree that the amount is too close to a
professor's salary. Still, it is interesting

to look at the economics of the matter.
Prof. Friedman is in that rarefied class
of academics who have agents, and the
agent takes about 507,. 50% of the
remaining $5000 goes for Federal income
tax, and another lO'/i or so for state tax,
leaving him with about $2000.

We would do better getting our Nobel
Prize speakers on their way up, before
they have agents or are in high tax
brackets.

Jay M. Pasachoff
Assoc. Prof, of Astron.

The Williams Record
EDITORS

Kith Henderson, Steve .Spears

NEWS
Sara Ferris

Katya Hokanson
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Preseason Shoe Sale

Selected Shoes

20% - 50% off
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Second in nation

Ephmen gain best finish ever

The men's swim team finished a strong second
in the NCAA Div. Ill National Championships for

Swimming and Diving completed over Spring
Break at Washington and Lee University In Lex-
ington, Va. Kenyon College of Ohio won the meet
for the third straight year, totaling 299 points to

Williams' 197 and St. Lawrence University's 147.

The second place gives the Ephmen their high-
est finish ever in the national meet, and comes
just one week after the Williams women
swimmers captured the national title.

Williams pulled away from St. Lawrence on the
final night of the three day meet. Captain Mike
Regan '82 took a third place in the 100 yard frees-

tyle with a time of 46.16. Rob Sommer '84 then
swam a 1: 58.06 200 yard backstroke to capture
fifth place. The 200 yard butterfly event saw two
Williams swimmers finish in the top ten, with Ben
Aronson third and freshman Peter Orphanos '85

sixth. The Williams 400 yard relay squad of

Sommer, Regan, Jeff Mills '84 and Jeff Mook '83

put together a time of 3:08.5 to finish second
behind Kenyon College.

Regan and Sommer were standouts throughout
the meet for Williams. Regan finished third in his

other sprint specialty, the 50 yard freestyle,

while Sommer picked up a third place in the 100

yard back and a fourth in the 200 yard individual

medley. The two were also members of the cham-
pion 400 yard medley relay team, which included

junior Dave Rowley swimming breast stroke and
Aronson swimming butterfly. The foursome set a

pool record with their time of 3: 30.43 on Thursday
evening.

Doug Jones of Clairmont-Mudd distinguished
himself by setting two NCAA Div. Ill records
while winning both backstrokes events. His times
were 1: 52.0 and 52.09 in the 200 and 100 yard races

respectively.

Joseph Gentile of Western Patterson also won
two individual events. He set a pool record of 20.88

in the 50 free and an NCAA record in the 100 yard
free with a time of 45.57.

The Williams Ephmen are the New England
swim champs for the fourth straight year. Their
regular season record was 8-1.

BEER SPECIALS

Bud Lite in

Stock

stout for Spring

Guiness - $3.39/4 pk.

JOSEPH E. DEVEY

9:00 - 5:00

Mon.-Sat _-

WILIIAMSTOWN, MASS.

01267

%
*-%
*^

) 7> 458-5717

FOK SOPHOMORES OR JUNIORS

An American Studies
Semester In Boston

Interdisciplinary courses in American Culture (architec-

ture, the decorative arts, history, literature, material

culture, and painting), and Urban Affairs (social history,

political science, and sociology) . . . Practical experience
through an internship in a civic or cultural institution . .

.

Apply nowfor The New England Pro-am
next semester: 226 Bay State Rd.

Boston University, Boston, MA 02215
Phone: 617-353-2948

^
FRIDAY

Happy Hour 4-6 pm
w/Happy Hour prices

im CUP %U©P AND YOU
A TEAM THAT WORKS WELL TOGETHER!

We just want you to know that your continued patronage and
kind words are appreciated. We feel you, tlie students of Williams
College, are one of the reasons for our big success. That is why we
have always had a discount for students. From now til May 15th we
would like to offer an additional $2.00. It's a way for us to say thank
you to all of you who have visited us before, and a great opportunity
for those whom we never met. This offer is good only if you bring
this advertisement with you.

As always, we are eager to please and accommodate you with
our excellence.

Snow and ice closed down most spring sports this weelcend. When
spring starts, so will spring sports. Stay tuned to this station for news of
their commencement. (Berg)

Cornell Law School

Undergraduate Prelaw Program

June 7 to July 20, 1982

A demanding six-week program
for college students who want
to learn what law school is like.

For further information write to

Jane G. Death, Cornell Law School
634 Myron Taylor Hall, Ithaca, NY 14853
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Student thwarts
abduction attempt

by Jeffrey H. Brainard

An unidentified man unsuc-
cessfully attempted to force a
Williams woman Into his car
last Saturday night at about 7: 45
p.m., according to Dean of the
College Daniel O'Connor.
Later that evening, between

8:15 and 8:45 p.m., an ISyear-
old woman disappeared from a
store In Florida, Massachu-
setts. Since Florida is about 30
minutes from Williamstown by
car, O'Connor and the police
suspect that she could have
been abducted by the same
man.
O'Connor reported that the

campus Incident occurred when
a man allegedly stopped his car
on the road behind Lehman
Hall, called the Williams stu-

dent over to ask for directions,
and then stepped out and
attempted to force her Into the
car. She screamed and bit him,
managing to free herself and
run away.
There were no eyewitnesses

and the man drove away before
the victim could get his license
plate number. However, the
woman described the man as
white, about 30 years of age,
5'4", light brown hair, and bar-
rel chested with a pot belly. His
car was a Ford LTD, light green
with a dark top and a light blue
interior. O'Connor asks anyone
who saw this Individual to con-

tact Security.

"We're assuming this was an
Isolated Incident, but it shows
that we're not immune to the
problems of the larger society,"

O'Connor said. "It also shows
that students can defend
themselves."

There were no witnesses to

the alleged abduction In Flor-
ida, which Is a few miles east of
North Adams. The woman,
Lynn M. Burdick, was alone in

the store. She is described as
5'4", 115 pounds, with long, dark
brown hair. She was wearing a
plaid gray-pink shirt, blue
jeans, and a wlndbreaker. The
store's cash box was also miss-
ing. The Massachusetts State
Police are investigating the
case but have no leads so far.

A man fitting the description
of the attacker was also seen on
Friday night in Sawyer
Library, O'Connor said. The
man reportedly entered a
women's bathroom. A woman
asked him who he was and he
replied that he worked for the
company that operates the
library's vending machines. He
then left, and no further Incident
was reported.

O'Connor reminded students
to report suspicious individuals
to Security. He also pointed out
that students can get escort ser-
vice by calling Security at 2336.

Librarian shelves career
by Sarah R. Gross

Lawrence Wikander, Williams College Librarian, Is retiring
this year after 14 years of service.
After graduating from Williams in 1937, Wikander attended

Columbia University and the University of Pennsylvania
Wikander returned to Williams in 1968 after working at the
Forbes Library in Northampton, Massachusetts and Temple
University In Philadelphia.
Called back to help plan and oversee the construction of Saw-

yer Library, he remained as College Librarian. His revisions
include expanding the College's reference facilities, introducing
computers as a resource, and helping found the Wllllamslana
Library in Stetson.

Phyllis Cutler, Assistant Librarian and Science Librarian at
Brandels University, will assume Wikander's position in July.

Cutler, who received a B.A. from Harvard in 1962, earned an
M.S.L.S. from Simmons College in 1966 and worked at libraries
In Norwood and Newton, Massachusetts, before going to Bran-
dels.

Wikander thinks the library will face a few major challenges
In the next few years. A major project includes the creation of a
"joint llbVary system" which would incorporate other college
libraries in a common ownership of reference materials. Stu-
dents can expect to find more microfilm and microfiche and
expanded computer applications in the library.

Once he retires, Wikander plans to follow his philosophy of
"not being at a certain place at a certain time."
He is pursuing his interest in Calvin Coolidge by working on a

project to organize and publish a manuscript on the man. He is a
Trustee of the Calvin Coolidge Memorial Foundation and the
author of Calvin Coolidge: A Chronological Summary.
The Trustees also appointed Wlnthrop Wassenar, now Asso-

ciate Director of the Physical Plant, to succeed Peter Welanetz
as Director of the Physical Plant on January 1 of next year.
They also approved tteginning the alumni addition to the

faculty club, but expressed some uncertainty over the new
theater, leaving its construction up to President Chandler's
discretion.

I
Students charged to the H82 season opening of Chapin beach

Student seeks
closed recruiter policy

by Laura Seligsohn

Employers that do not follow College policies on individual rights
would be barred from Office of Career Counseling (OCC) facilities
under a proposal now before the Committee on Undergraduate Life

Jeff Menzer '82 appeared before the Committee last week to ask
"that the OCC adopt a policy which denies use of it^ facilities to
organizations which do not adhere to the College's policy on individ-
ual rights."

CUL chairman Crls Roosenraad said this "very narrow prop-
osal" would affect only organizations that have written policies
that directly violate College rights. This would, he illustrated,
affect the armed services, which prohibit homosexuals from enlist-
ing, but would not cover organizations which may practice secon-
dary discrimination through operations in South Africa. He added
that only OCC services, such as scheduling interviews, publicizing
the organization and providing a room for the recruiter, would be
withheld.
The Student Handbook recognizes "men and women of diverse

races, religions, national ethnic backgrounds, and sexual orienta-
tions and guarantees the "rights of all to express themselves in
words and actions, so long as they can do so without infringing upon
the rights of others or violating standards of good conduct."
Menzer commented after the meeting, "The College has made a

commitment to these values, and should maintain them."
President John Chandler spoke in support of the current OCC

open recruitment policy at a faculty meeting in February in
response to a student demonstration against Air Force interviews.
Menzer maintained that Chandler fails to distinguish between

freedom of thought and freedom of action. Chandler exceeds the
reasonable limits of the term 'open campus,' argues Menzer, when
he allows the accommodation of groups which engage in discrimi-
natory actions.

Transfer

policy

deadlocked
As two plans to change the

house transfer system lie dead-
locked in the Housing Commit-
tee, the Committee on
Undergraduate Life (CUL)
underlined its Intention to
review the current open
transfer policy before the end of
the academic year, according to
CUL chairman Crls Roosen-
raad.

Housing Committee chair-
man Kathleen Merrlgan '82

reported that College Council
guidelines prevent the commit-
tee from presenting an official

recommendation to the CUL.
She claimed that two-thirds of

committee members support a
tightened transfer system. John
Kowalik '83, Pratt House Presi-
dent, pointed out, however, that
the support is divided between
two proposals, one creating
class quotas for houses and one
requiring a Dean's approval for
affiliation changes.
One-third of the committee

supports the status quo, said
Merrlgan. Kowalik explained
that these members, usually
Mission Park orGreylock presi-
dents, believe house affiliation
should be "a matter of
preference."

College Council rules require
Housing Committee decisions to
be made by consensus of all

members or by a majority of ten
voting members— the five
Housing Category representa-
tives and five members elected
by the rest of the committee.
Merrlgan said the Committee

will submit an unofficial report
to the CUL In two weeks, in "the
spirit of a Supreme Court opin-
ion,

'

' with both the majority and
minority viewpoint.
Kowalik said he expects the

CUL will "definitely take into
consideration what the students
think" about the transfer
policy.

Admission competition stiffens
Twenty-one percent of the

class of '86 hopefuls received
acceptance letters last week, as
compared to 23.5 percent the
year before. The Admissions
Office reviewed 4,426 applica-
tions this year.

The twenty one percent
acceptance rate puts Williams
In an elite group of schools. Only
six to ten schools admit less
than 25 percent of their appli-

cants, according to Admissions
officials.

The number of minority
acceptances increased as did
the number of students admit-
ted from urban areas. Rural
boarding schools, traditionally

important sources of Williams
students, accounted for fewer
applicants than usual.

Acceptances of blacks
jumped from 71 to 85 students,
almost a 20 percent Increase.
Blacks constitute over nine per-

cent of those accepted. The
number of Asian-Americans
admitted remained virtually
unchanged at 117. The College
accepted 71 Hlspanics this year
as opposed to 58 last year.
Women comprise 44 percent of
those accepted.

Admissions officials see a
trend toward greater numbers
of urban students.

"New York City is one of the
urban areas where academic
schools have remained strong,"
remarked Tim Napier, Assist-
ant Director of Admissions. The
two high schools with the high-
est number of students accepted
were New York schools Regis
and Stuyvesant, with acceptan-
ces of 16 and 12 respectively.
The states with the highest
representation in acceptances
are, in descending order: New
York, Massachusetts, Califor-
nia, New Jersey, and Connecti-
cut.

INSIDE THE • The South

______ African

RECORD pUght

The Admissions Office mailed
657 acceptances last Wednes-
day. Early Decision applicants
and students who deferred raise
the acceptance total to 926 for

next year's class.

Admissions Director Phil
Smith is aiming for an incoming
class of 497 students. Last year
43 percent of the accepted stu-

dents matriculated, a surpris-

ing Increase from the 40 percent
matriculation rate of the pre-

vious twelve years. If the
matriculation rate drops back
to 40 percent, next year's fresh-

man class will number 474

students.

Many of this year's candi-
dates display unusual talents,

especially in the sciences.

"People have just done amaz-
ing things in terms of science
research," said Napier. Several
admissions officers also noted
the "incredible numbers of

French horn players.

* Dangers of

nuclear

p.3 rhetoric _ -p. 4

Williams • Women's crew

invades UN _ p.7 triumphs 10
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TANGENTS by Grodzins

The Williams Record

Don't Sell Us Short
"Williams CoUoj(V (has established) codes of conduct . . . to foster . . .

learning to honor tastes and beliefs that may differ from one's own."

Student Handbook

We pride ourselves in being open-minded—hearing all sides of an
Issue before reaching a decision. Yet a proposal before the Committee
on Undergraduate Life would prohibit the Career Counseling office from
seeking, providing for, or publicizing any organization that violates
the school's stated guidelines for student conduct.

Restricting any freedom of information on campus is clearly
opposed to the stated goals of the institution. The guidelines for student
conduct are intended to protect the widest possible range of personal
behavior "without infringing on the rights of others." A regulation
ostensibly set to protect the rights of a few students would infringe on the
rights of others who wish to learn about outside organizations.

The decision of whether one should hear a representative is a per-
sonal choice. If an organization is intrinsically bad and unworthy of
Williams students, then surely we should be capable of making that
judgment on our own. Prohibiting these groups from campus robs us of
the chance to listen, agree or disagree.

Although the proposal does not prohibit representatives from the
entire campus, it presents obstacles which unfairly handicap our access
to mformation.

The students have earned the right to make knowledgeable deci-
sions for themselves.

^r^MY SOKJG ooiTH CciHICH H
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McClelland's Stationery and Office Products

Hallmark Cards

Crane and Eaton Stationery

School Supplies

Art Supplies

36 Spring Street - - Williamstown

Telephone 458-4920

PANORAMA
When the bombs start falling

'',::;c-',TPirTrR'?

Saturday, April 24 8:00 p.m.

featuring Bowdoin's "Miscellanea"

$1 at the door

MICHEL'S OF WILLIAMSTOWN
Catering with a special touch for

special occasions.

• Private Parties

• Platters

• Hors d'oeuvres

Contact Mary for more information.

458-5441

by Paul Sabbah

"F'asts and prayers for peace, bicycle mara-
thons, a 'Run for your Life' race, teach-ins and a

dance for disarmament will be held in the next

week as part of a nationwide campaign to alert

Americans to the dangers of nuclear war." So
writes The New York Times of the week of nuclear

education that the nation will engage in this week.
Sponsored by Ground Zero, a non-partisan educa-
tional project, the project may prove to be one of

the largest political protest drives in recent

memory. The hope is that people around the

nation will increase their awareness as to the

dangers of nuclear war, and relay that message
to the Administration. Here's just a sample of

events planned for the days ahead:

—A 'Run for your Life' race in Winston-Salem,

N.C., from the center of town to the airport, pass-

ing signs along the way which will depict concen -

trie circles of destruction from a nuclear

explosion. As a Ground Zero spokesman said,

"not even the swiftest of foot would get very far

when the bombs start falling."

—Classes at Luther College in Iowa are to be
suspended on Thursday and replaced by semin-
ars and lectures on nuclear issues.

—Students and faculty at Stanford will meet for

a "Dance for Disarmament," and residents of

Santa Clara, California will be given a tour of the
nuclear weapons plant there.

The essence of this week is an emphasis on
education and not direct political action, and that
is how it should be. Here on campus, we too should
take note of the events that are taking place
around the country, and in Williamstown. But we
should view them in the educational sense for
which they are being offered. Rather than choose
to ignore or boycott the proceedings of the week
on the grounds that you support a hard-line, pro-

defense build-up stance, or are just opposed to

any form of pacifism, you should, in the spirit of

open-mindedness and a desire to learn, listen In.

Certainly, the details surrounding the possible

incidence of nuclear war are in question: the

results, on the other hand, are far less debatable.

The destruction possible from even a "limited"

encounter, if there is such a thing, would be dev-

astating in scope.

On the other hand, it is also important to recog-

nize that the nuclear freeze proposal pushed by
various members of Congress and under discus-

sion here Thursday night at the disarmanent
panel has not been endorsed by the leader of the

Ground Zero movement, or various other mil-

itary and arms control specialists.

The reasoning behind the stand of these people
is clear: U.S. chances for averting a nuclear war
depend just as much on improving and stabilizing

relations with the Soviet Union as they do on arms
control or disarmament. We cannot assume that

just because we reduce the numbers of our
nuclear arsenals we won't use what is remaining.

. . . the days ahead may
see one of the largest

political protest drives in

recent memory . . .

Throughout the week, therefore, our growing
awareness of nuclear issues should be supple-
mented by a growing awareness that U.S. -Soviet
relations are not such that we can initiate arms
talks or peace talks that will bring viable results.

The message to President Reagan should there-
fore be two-fold: We will not tolerate the destruc-
tion of life and property that a nuclear exchange
will surely bring, and we must improve our rela-
tions and prospects for peace through negotia-
tion, and not rhetoric.

Your Williams College CHAIRS
will conform ivith any trend

Order from

WILLIAMS CO-OP, 25 Spring St., Williamstown, Mass.

Williams Rocker - S125.00

1*' *?* •

Williams Arm Chair with Cherry Arms - $150.00

Whether your home, office, or studio follows the so-called conventional or modem trend, these beautiful chairs will lend

themselves in perfect harmony. For these chairs, which come in black, with gold trim, have a proper place in the conventional or

modern setting.

You have always admired these chairs for their beauty in design and comfort . . . and now . . . you may own one with

that added ' Personal Touch" . . . The College Seal has been attractively screened, in gold, to the front of these chairs.

<!huir» .-hi|>|><'<l K.O.It. WillianisloH ii

h'rritilil niii> Ix' l'rc|>aiil

Williams Co-op

CLASSIFIEDS

PARCEL SERVICE. 118 Water
St., 10 am - 2 pm, Monday-
Friday. Ptione 458-8157.

RESUME POINTS! Seniors with

jobs seek to sell various resume
points. Dean's List, committee
work, etc. All points must go!

S.U. 2448 or 2497.

Correction from last week's
issue: 1973 Chevy Wagon for

sale. $450 negotiable. Call AJ
X2622.

WINE SPECIAL

BeaujolJs

Villages

750 ml. $5.99

BEER SPECIAL

Wurtzburger

$3.15/6-pk

From the

Director's Chair
K(/'.« note: (trior to its performaniv. for

The Record, last Saturday fii>/il. Malt
Shapiro inlvrvivwvd Bonnio !\aili'll.

dirvcior of Quintet in Twenty-Four."

Record: Let's talk about beginnings.
When you first read the play what
did you think to yourself?
Bonnie Nadell: I thought it would be
very difficult to do theatrically. It Is a
very intellectual play and the
audience would have to work very
hard at listening to it. You have to

give the audience clues in a play like

this which switches between numer-
ous types and characters. You let

them know that something is happen-
ing through visual means because
there is only So much they can listen

to.

R: Is It possible to communicate to an
audience the complexity of form that

one realizes In reading the play?

B.N.: No, no it's not.

R: How much of the play do you want
to be evident? Is It essential that all

24-odd characters and the three style

sub-divisions come across?

B.N.: The play Is designed to make
the audience uncomfortable. It is not

something they-11 go to and simply be
entertained and say, "Hey, that was
fun." It is something to make people

think and question. There is some-
thing called the "fourth wall" which
reaches from the edge of the stage to

the audience. What we're trying to do
is break down the "fourth wall",

assaulting the audience and saying

"Think about yourself and what
you're doing here."

R.: The play is very self-conscious

about role-playing. Often the reality

of the situation is obscured to the point

where the audience does not know
what to believe. They might perceive
the play as a series of elaborate

exercises.

B.N.: That's an element of the play.

The play Is self-consciously theatri-

Continued on Page 7
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Fever .

-

Williams is looking forward to the spring Hay Fever season,

featuring Wiliiamstheatre's production of Noel Coward's social

comedy. Hay Fever will be performed at tfie AMT during Parents' and
Spring Carnival Weekends.

In

Other
Ivory

Towers
Haverford College

AHaverford student

was suspended this

month after attack-

ing a fellow student

with a knife at a party, accord-

ing to the Haverford-Bryn
Mawr News.
The student, whose name was

not released, was attending a

cast party for the play No Exit

on April 3. Several non-cast

members entered the party and
served themselves drinks. The
student grabbed one of the

Intruding students from behind.

A "scuffle" ensued, and the

intruder was Injured. "The
assault was made "in earnest

with a deadly weapon," and
resulted in "superficial damage
to the neck," said Dean David
Potter.

"The cause was probably

drunkenness," said Honor
Council head Matt Bernstein,

who heard the case. "The
attacker has a history of violent

tendencies and may need pro-

fessional help."

Security Director Denzel Tur-

ton commented, "The student

carries (the knife) at most
times." He described It as "a
dagger In a sheath that he car-

ries on his belt."

The victim decided not to

press criminal charges. Dean
Potter suspended the assailant.

He will be considered for possi-

ble readmission in September.
"I believe that we came very
close to a major tragedy," said

Potter.

Continued on Page 6

Williams takes United Nations by storm
by Laura Sellgsohn

After a false start, a blown en-

gine, and a four-car fender

bender in the middle of the

blizzard, the last contingent

of the twelve-member Williams delega-

tion to the National Model United

Nations Convention arrived at Manhat-

tan's plush Grand Hyatt Hotel near

supper time on April 7, about a day late.

With nearly 130 colleges representing

some 143 nations and the PLO and

SWAPO, Williams' Somali and Demo-
cratic Kampuchean delegations were
hardly missed. The seven Williams stu-

dents who had been in New York the day
before to attend committee meetings
were able to fill in the newcomers, there-

by readying the plunge into four days of

debate, caucusing, resolution-drawing,

and merry-making.

Grand Jihad planned

The United Nations simulation was
authentically structured. Delegates

were divided into committees including

the UN Social, Humanitarian, and Cultu-

ral Committee which grappled with

human rights violations in Namibia,
South Africa, and Democratic Kampu-
chea; the Commission on Human Settle-

ments, which discussed "new and
renewable energy sources" in Less Deve-

loped Countries, and the Islamic League
whose enthusiastic members got some-
what carried away in planning a grand
jihati to retake Jerusalem.

Committees were headed by chairmen
and secretaries who maintained order

(most of the time) and assured consis-

tency with general UN policies and the

policies of the different committees.

Debate, voting and caucusing were con-

ducted according to parliamentary
procedure, the formality of which
resulted in substantial chunks of time

spent bickering (diplomatically, of

course) over single-word objections to

committee resolutions. Some delegates

were better researched than others, a

condition which proved embarrassing

for those whose formulations of their

country's policies were blown away by

members of other delegations . Overall

though, most delegates came reason-

ably well-prepared, and the conference

ran smoothly and swiftly.

Hungover harmony
Parties and bar-hopping often lasted to

the wee hours, rendering even the chair-

man of 9:(X) a.m. committee sessions

alternately authoritarian and punchy.

Most of the delegates shared this condi-

tion, though, so the effects of after-

committee activity generated the sort of

unity that often lasted to the wee hours,

unity that often follows from shared

misfortune.

The conference culminated on Satur-

day, April 10th, with committee and ple-

nary sessions at the United Nations

Building. Delegates sat in the seats of

their real-life counterparts to consider

resolutions submitted by the committees

for adoption by the conference as a

whole.

Most of our delegation did not remain
for the Delegates Ball that night. We
arrived back in Williamstown around
two In the morning, which felt strange

after the intensity of struggling with

international crises and the bluntness of

the city. It was very quiet.
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Association of American Publishers

Study Guides now available . .

.

20C each/5 for $1.00
. i Gt BOOK STOR t iNC
1 I AMSTOWN MASS ni;*'

SPRING BEER SPECIALS
Molsons Golden Ale

TuborgGold 12 oz. NR

Schlltz 12 oz. cans

still $11.gg/case

$7.gg/case

$8.7g/case

Carlings, Reingold, Schmitt's and Utica Club
16 oz. returnables $7.49/case plus $1.50 deposit

WEST PACKAGE STORE
ROUTE 2

BETWEEN N.A. AND WILLIAMSTOWN
663-6081

uiMfVirui^
OPEN EVERY DAY
FR0M11:UAM
SUN. FROM 4 PM

1 home style Mexican cooking

I
all legal beverages

/4 nightly entertainment

MOISDA y AND TUESDA Y

-^^i^=^c
25' DRAFT BEER

LUNCHEON
SPECIALS

850 State Road. 664-4757

I
Thf Berkthirrt Mott I nique Famity ReilauranI

^ouseai^M^isii
Authentic

Black lacquer

with gold trim,

natural wood arms
with the

Williams College Seal.

Rocker reg. $175

Now $igg
Chair ^155
Order NOW for delivery by Graduation

[20% deposit with all orders]

House of Walsh Student Account
VISA-MC—AMERICAN EXPRESS

44 Spring St. Williamstown, Ma. 458-5010

lller jBrcjuinfl €o.
SEEKING CANDIDATES FOR

€atiifU5 ^cfnmihim
~

|l05ifi(II|5

ACADEMIC YEAR I98Z-I783

BOTH MEN ^ND WOMEN ENCOURAGED

TO APPLY TO SU. 2203

QUESTIONS- J DAYTON, T CASEY

"Quintet'^ buried and confusing
by Seott Corngold

Eric Scheye's play Quintet in 24, presented by
Cap and Bells last weekend, Is not very fair to its

audience. Besides being hostile to us for attending
the show, saying that "going to the theatre for you
has become an obscenity," it also left many of us
thoroughly confused without even knowing why.
The production was not poorly mounted, and I

would not call the play badly written, for a novice.
Therefore, I assume that the ambiguity that runs
from beginning to end was intended, although the
point of it. If there is one. Is too deeply buried in

the mire.

Let's start off with what we know about the
play. The program notes tell us that it "takes
place in a psychiatric halfway house. The resi-

dents are performing exercises in order to learn
how to function when they are released." There
are enough references to the performing of "exer-
cises" in the play to have us assume that the
program is telling the truth. There are five cast
members listed in the program, and, sure
enough, five actors are on-stage. Now we know
why there is a "quintet" in the title. But what
about the "24?"—is that supposed to be the
number of "exercises" performed? It's hard to
say, since we are often unsure about what an
"exercise" is and what it is not. So we lose count.
I am told by someone involved with the produc-
tion that within the play there are bits of twenty-
four other plays—works of Beckett, Chekhov,
Genet, and so on. While one might recognize a few
Shakespeare lines here and there, and elsewhere
some Beckett-like word play, it is unfair to expect
the audience to catch this intent on its own.
The audience is often unsure during the play

about when exactly the patients are performing
their "therapeutic" exercises—is it whenever
they are onstage? Even when they are talking
about the exercises? Or is it just sometimes
onstage? At points, the uncertainty is clearly
intended by Sciieye. There is one point, for exam-
ple, when a patient asks, "Were we playing the
game right?" Another replies, "I didn't know we
were playing." We don't know either.

Scheye has placed an impossible burden on his
actors. Oftentimes the only clue the audience is

supposed to have as to whether or not a given
scene is an "exercise" is the untrained playacting
of the patients. However, by the very nature of a
college production, the actors often simply can-
not convey that perspective. In non-professional

theatre, it is not easy for the audience to be able to

tell whether a false accent or exaggerated ges-
ture is intended, or whether it is merely due to the
inexperience of the actor. This difficulty is mag-
nified by the play, which constantly switches too
quickly and unclearly from playacting to

"reality."

Actually, one can find little fault with the actors
in this production. Each of the five actors plays
several "roles" in the course of the exercises, and
all were performed as well as could be expected.
Sally Nicholson, Shawn Lovley, and John Denaro
are especially to be congratulated for handling an
enormously difficult, explicitly sexual "exer-
cise" so well. Diego Arciniegas and Margie Duf-
field were also very fine.

Bonnie Nadell did a generally accomplished job
of directing. Her staging of a long sadomasochis-
tic sexual exercise was especially effective.

Still, I couldn't help thinking that there were sev-
eral points where she might have tjeen able to
make the play's proceedings a little less vague.
Too often, the ambiguity went past the point of
being intriguing, becoming simply frustrating.
The play also had its moments of going beyond

frustrating to being plain annoying. There is a lot
of jumbled talk in it about the theatre's inaccu-
rate mirroring of life, visualized by four large
crackled aluminum mirrors on the set. Early in
the play, one character says, ' 'I never think of the
theatre as being real," and we can almost hear
the author unsubtly winking at us. It gets worse
later on when one of the patients (the task is
assigned to poor Margie Duffield) looks out at the
audience, and, accusing us of being voyeurs, yells
"Why are you paying to watch, when you can do
so much better without paying and trying . . . It's
pornography! " The author may think he's being
clever and self-revealing, but if that statement is
sincere, then it seems to invalidate his play. The
whole bit comes off as being pretentious.
Even with the frustration and pretension, tho

play is not without its signs of genuine talent in 2
beginning playwright. The premise is ambitious
and intriguing, and the dialogue is pieced
together well. Several of the role-playing exer-
cises are nicely handled. Scheye's biggest prob-
lem is his excessive admiration of ambiguity for
its own sake. In Quintet in 24, one of his character
says, "A good question must have no answer."
Maybe, but is that necessarily true of a good
play?

Other Ivory Towers
Continued from Page 5

Lafayette College

A four-by-eight foot postcard
was on display at Lafayette last

month to protest the Federal
Reserve System. The card,
addressed to Dan Rather, Bill

Meyers, and (Executive Pro-
ducer) Don Hewitt of CBS News
by the "Committee to Inform
CBS 60 Minutes," was meant to

inform "60 Minutes" of prob-

lems the committee thinks are

inherent in the structure of the

Fed, said The Lafayette.

The committee was formed in

October by Robert Kilbanks '74,

and now has about 20 student

members. They feel the Federal
Reserve is primarily responsi-

ble for high interest rates and is

too independent of Congress and
the President.

Television is the best way to

inform people of the issue, Kil-

banks feels, with 60 Minutes in

particular being very effective

at prompting action.

North Adams State

Tuition increases hit all Mas-
sachusetts state colleges last

month. Tuitions will rise 17 per-
cent, lifting North Adams' bill

$120-to $845 for the year,
according to The Beacon.

PAPPA CHARLIE'S DELI
185 Spring Street

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEIVIENT

A & W Rootbeer is now available

on draft. Made fresh on the premises. Also

available in takeout containers.

Qt. — 850
1/2 gallon — $1.75
gallon — $2.95
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Continued fronn Page 5

cal. There are times when the actors slip Into
"real" roles and then draw back and say, "See,
we were only playing". Which is what all the off-
stage conversations are about.

R.: How irritating or provocative is the theme of

Bonnie Nadell '82, director of the "very despairing"

QUINTET IN TWENTY-FOUR. "It goes beyond all the

rules of plot, character, and dramatic development."
(Farley)

role-playing? Will the audience be taken by it, or
will they squirm or even smirk?

B.N. I don't think they'll squirm ... a lot of it is

very funny and designed to amuse. But the end
will definitely strike home. The play works cycli-

cally. You go through three parts and come back
to the same point. The audience will be aware of

this at the end but not somewhere in the middle.
They will not be able to see the direction of the
play.

R.: Is there no room for tragedy?

B.N.: Oh, the play is very despairing, but you
don't understand the characters well enough to

have genuine sympathy when each actor has five

parts. Some are so brief you barely notice them. I

think some people will be tempted to say this is a
lot of words strung together.

R.: How important was it to delineate the 24-odd

characters? Are the actual voices more impor-
tant in themselves than a voice attached to a
character?

B.N.: I want people to walk away asking what
level of reality they were on. "Was I on stage or
was I watching? '

' Genet is known for saying to the

audience, "Look, you're here, what are you doing
here? why are you watching us? " This is a frontal

assault on the audience. What the actors are
doing is working on four levels: the characters
they are playing, the inmates and two other lev-

els. The other part of the play is power and how
these characters manage to use power through
their bodies and voices. There are no good or evil

characters, but there are those who are strong or

weak. These people are acting in a vacuum world.

It is a world in which you can feel for a split second
and then it goes. It is something that anyone can
understand.

JL

riKi€ COP mm> and you
A TEAM THAT WORKS WELL TOGETHER!

We just want you to know that your continued patronage and
kind words are appreciated. We feel you, the students of Williams

College, are one of the reasons for our big success. That is why we
have always had a discount for students. From now til May 15th we
would like to offer an additional $2.00. It's a way for us to say thank

you to all of you who have visited us before, and a great opportunity

for those whom we never met. This offer is good only if you bring

this advertisement with you.

As always, we are eager to please and accommodate you with

our excellence.

*<««*«*«*«><«*s'><i*^«#*KV<«>-V' CI.II' \M) S\\ |-. V<;»«*<'>«>»«(SVV'WW*VV«>-T*»>VV-^^

The Purple Pub
Bank Street

Monday
Draft Beer Night

Pabst Beer 64 oz.

pitchers $1.50

7 pm - 12 midnight

Tuesday
Prime Time
(reduced prices)

Wednesday, April 21

Bud Light Night

Prizes

9 - close

Thursday

Vodka Night

Any Vodka drink

$1.00

Friday

Lunch special

Beer and Deli

Sandwich with I.D.

$2.00

I

i

I

I

i

NOTE: Lunch served Monday-Saturday 11:30-2:00 p.m. |

Best Deli in town! S

Dr. Irving J. Tanzman, F.A.A.O.

Dr. Thomas R. Maselli

OPTOMETRISTS
Specializing in contact lenses and

students' visual problems.

85 MAIN STREET
NORTH ADAMS, MA. 01247

662-2020 — 663-5845

COUNSELORS
Top Boy's Camp, Berkshire Mts., Mass., seeks men over

20 years who relate to youngsters. Openings in

Archery, Arts & Crafts, Baseball, Basketball, Karate,

Lacrosse, Tennis, Swimming (W.S.I.), Sailing,

Windsurfing, Waterskiing, Pianist. Also typist for office.

Good salary, plus room, board and laundry.

WRITE: Camp Lenox
270-14R Grand Central Parkway
Floral Park, New York 11005

L

TONITE
FINAL SENIOR NITE OF

THE YEAR!
discounts to all card carrying

members of the Class of 1982

WEDNESDAY
Geoff Bartley

blues, folk guitarist will perform
(sponsored by Williams Coffeehouse)

NO HAPPY HOUR THIS FRIDAY.

'LKi

wilder; J7*-^*'
j^yi:

In the rugged mountains of Wyoming and Washington,
NOLS is teaching the essential skills of backcountry living.

On the Alaskan arctic tundra
and the grasslands of Kenya,
East Africa, NOLS students
are learning the challenges
of enjoying and preserving
the wild lands of the earth.

For seventeen years THE
NATIONAL OUTDOOR
LEADERSHIP SCHOOL has
trained wilderness leaders
for most of the major out-

door programs in this

country. Today, this unique
non-profit educational center
offers over 30 different

backcountry courses which
range in length from 2

weeks to 3 "2 months.

If you want to LEARN
WILDERNESS this summer
send for your free copy of

the 1982 NOLS catalogue
of courses.

COLLEGE CREDIT
AVAILABLE

Write: NOLS
P.O. Box AA Dept. T82
LANDER, WYO 82520

or call (307) 332-6973

Bar(3)iL©"
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YOU'VE STILL GOT TIME TO. .

.

nCKVPCASH!I

e^PAK'nCKW
COULD YOUR CAMPUS GROUP USE A QUICK $500-$1,000?

YOU'VE GOT THE TIME...WE'VE GOT THE PLAN!

Miller Brewing Company and our local distributor are

conducting an exciting six week contest on your campus.

Your organization could qualify for one of thie three

$1,000.00 or three $500.00 cash awards. Winners will

be determined at the conclusion of the contest. So

remember make your next pick up a Miller High Life,

Lite or Lowenbrau. Quality pays off in many ways!! Con-

tact your local Miller Campus Rep for more details.

MID-POINT STANDINGS
Six Top Groups

Dennett House

Fitch-Currier

The Recycling Club

Men's Rugby

Women's Rugby

Dodd House

1981 Miller Brewing Company. Milwaukee, Wl
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Netmen ace another
Continuing as the wlnnlng-

est team on campus despite

their first loss, the men's var-

sity tennis team beat Tufts 5-4

on Saturday. Earlier in the

weelc, the netmen fell for the

first time all season in a 5-4

battle with Colgate. The
teams' record now stands at

5-1.

The split week was not

overly discouraging for the

Ephmen, as Tufts and Colgate
were expected to be their most
challenging opponents all

year. The loss to the Ephmen
was Tufts' first of the year.
Williams' singles victory

came from Greg Zaff '84,

Marc Sopher '83, Donnie Myk-
rantz '82 and Kelton Burband
'83 at the number one, two, five

and six positions, respective-

ly.

Following losses In the first

and second doubles matches,
the Ephmen clinched the vic-

tory when Mykrantz and Jeff
Harmen '82 came from behind
6-7, 6-1, 6-1 to win. The triumph
was especially pleasing for
Williams as it avenged a tough
loss for the Ephmen last year.
The Colgate match on

Thursday was equally close,

but tipped in the Red Raiders'
favor. Playing at number two,
senior Chuck Warshaver had a
match point for Williams, but
was nipped by his Colgate foe.

Mykrantz won at number
five and Craig Hammond '85

took the number six match.
The Purple and Gold wound

up the day by taking the

number two and three doubles

matches, but fell short by a 5-4

match tally.

Men sink in Little Three

Lax thumps
Playing under first-year coach Karen Weaver, the women's

lacrosse team split its first two games last week. The Ephwomen
jumped all over Smith by a 10-3 score Saturday after being dropped
9-6 by Division I Springfield Thursday.
Many players contributed to the scoring barrage against Smith,

led by Alison Earle '84 with three tallies. Eileen Conley '82 chipped
In two goals and senior co-captains Nancy Geismar and Beth Con-

nolly each added one. The other three scorers were Martha Mealy
'82, Jenny O'Brien '83 and Alison Fuller '85 with one apiece.

Coach Weaver commented on the team's offense. "We exhibited

a very balanced attack. Everybody contributed to the win which
shows the tremendous depth that we have," she said.

The Ephwomen's season opener at Springfield was played under
the lights on astro-turf. Williams couldn't overcome the unusual
conditions, the bigger school and opening-game jitters. O'Brien
was the only player to manage two goals for the Purple and Gold.

Weaver was not discouraged, saying: "Even in the losing effort

to Springfield, we played very well."

Beth Flynn '83 did the netminding for the Ephwomen in both

games. She rejected ten shots against Springfield and 13 versus
Smith.

In a season of frustrations, the

men's varsity crew lost both the

heavyweight and lightweight

races of the Little Three compe-
tition on Saturday.

The races were moved from
Williams' home Lake Onota to

Amherst because Onota is still

frozen.

The Lightweights, stroked by
senior George Baumgarten, lost

their second photo-finish race in

two weeks. Wesleyan sprinted

past the Ephmen in the last 500

meters of the 2000 meter race, to

win by .8 seconds. Amherst
placed a distant third.

The loss was particularly

frustrating because of its sim-

ilarity to last week's loss to WPI
in Worcester in which a last-

second sprint gave WPI a 1.6

second margin of victory.

The heavyweight boat, des-

pite much improvement, fell to

botji Little Three foes. Handi-
capped by great inexperience,

the Ephmen are below their

usual level of excellence.

Amherst surprised everyone,

including their coach, by sprint-

ing past Wesleyan at the finish

to garner the prestigious Sarat-

oga Oar trophy. It was the Lord
Jeffs' first Little Three Heavy-
weight title since 1975. Williams
had won it three of the last four

years.

The surly weather forced the

Ephmen off the water for the

week preceding the WPI race
and still has them off their home
lake. The team has been making
a 50 minute ride each way to

practice on the Hudson River in

Stillwater, NY.

Freshmen unstoppable

The freshmen overcame all

this adversity to triumph in the

Little Three races. The fresh-

men "A" boat topped the Cardi-

nals by ten seconds and the Jeffs

by 18. The "R" race was consid-

erably closer, with Williams
winning by a slim one-second
margin over Wesleyan.

WORK IN YOUR FIELD,

LEARN HEBREW & TOUR ISRAEL

Programs for Six Months and One Year

(Internships, Community Worl( And More)

For Further Information Contact:

SHERUT LA'AM
American Zionist Youth Foundation

515 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022

Telephone (212) 751-6070

THESE COURSES DESERVE
MORE THAN A SECOND THOUGHT

AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES
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Women's crew
tops competition

Sports April 20, 1982

by Martha Piatt

After walking away with the

Little Three, the women's var-
sity crew powered past Smith
and Rutgers Saturday to wrap
up a perfect day.
Because neither Wesleyan

nor Amherst had JV crews, the

Eph's JV rowed in the varsity

race. Williams varsity, co-
captained by seniors Sue Smith
and Klppy Little, won handily
with about six lengths of open
water over Williams JV which
beat Wesleyan varsity by ten
seconds and Amherst varsity by
23 seconds.

The Ephwomen have won the
women's Little Three varsity
trophy all eight years of its

existence.

The novice boat, composed
entirely of first-year rowers,
also romped over their Little

Three challengers.

The varsity continued its win-
ning ways in the afternoon with
another first place finish over
both Smith and Rutgers. The
Ephwomen moved out strongly

over the last 500 meters to take
Smith by one second and
Rutgers by six. The wins were
particularly impressive due to

the size of Rutgers' program
and the traditional strength of

Smith's crew.

The novices were next on the

slate, and beat Smith by twelve
seconds, though they fell to

Rutgers by 19 seconds.

The last race of the day ended
In defeat for the Williams JV as
they lost to Smith by 31/2 lengths

and to Rutgers by 30 seconds
over choppy water and through
strong winds.

Eph co-captain Joe Merrill '82 went all the way In defeat In Wllliamt' home opener against Union College.

(Farley)

Jumbos stomp Ephs
The Ephmen were exciting, but they weren't victorious. It

took seven goals in the final period and three overtimes for the
Tufts Jumbos to down the Ephmen 10-9, in men's varsity
lacrosse on Saturday.
Williams blew to an early lead over the visiting Jumbos l)ehlnd

senior Dirk Rlttenhouse's two first-period goals . Tufts answered
once, but scores by senior Tad Chase '82 and freshman Dick
Wilde in the second stanza gave the Ephmen a commanding 4-1

lead.

Not sitting on their advantage, the Purple and Gold added
three more goals in the third period, as Chase notched his second
and Jay Wheatley '82 and Tim Curran '83 chipped in scores.

Insurmountable lead?
By the end of three quarters, Williams seemed to have the

game sewn up with a 7-3 lead. But the Jumbos stormed back.
Even two more Williams goals in the fourth period didn't Induce
Tufts to give up. Jay Wheatley netted his second tally of the day
and junior John Graham finished out the Ephs scoring from his
position on defense.

Seven goals, coming from a multitude of Tufts scorers,
effected the dramatic comeback.
Though stunned by the reversal, the Ephs did not surrender.

Two four-minute overtimes passed without a score.
Minding the net for Williams was freshman Dave Flynn who

turned away 28 shots. But Flynn's stinginess was matched by his
counterpart, and the game went into a third OT.

Sudden death
Tufts ended It less than a minute into that overtime to drop

Williams' record to 0-2. All defeats look the same In the win-loss
column, but not all are the same on the field, as the valiant effort
in defeat that the Ephmen put forth Saturday demonstrates.
Earlier in-the week, a bigger and better Yale squad thumped

Williams 11-6. Tom Costley '82 was the only Ephmen to score two
goals.

Baseball team thaws out
by John Clayton

The baseball team won one,

but lost two in a weekend of

high-scoring games. On Satur-

day, they split a doubleheader
at Tufts, winning 6-4 and losing

7-6, and on Sunday they lost a
slugfest to Trinity, 11-8.

Trinity jumped out with seven
runs in the first inning on Sun-
day, virtually winning the game
before the lineups were
announced. Williams pitcher
John DeLorenzo '84 was having
his problems in the cold and
wind in Williamstown, giving up
two home-run blasts.

But DeLorenzo settled down
to allow only one run through
the seventh Inning. Meanwhile,
Williams was chipping away at

the lead. They got three in the

third, one in the fourth, then
knocked out Trinity starter

Mike Crisione with two in the

fifth. However, Trinity came
back with three runs in an error-

plagued eighth inning. A Willi-

ams bottom-of-the-ninth rally

was stopped by a spectacular

shoestring catch by Trinity cen-

terfielder Todd Dayres.

The opener at Tufts was the

highlight of the weekend. Sopho-
more John Hennigan got the 6-4

victory, giving up nine hits and
striking out seven. Freshman
designated hitter Mike Coakley
was the offensive star of the

game, and the year for that mat-
ter, going two for two with two
walks in the first game, two for

four in the second game and two
for two Sunday.

Williams won the game in the

last inning, the seventh, when
senior John Lawler knocked in

the tying and winning runs.

Catcher B. J. Connolly '84 bat-

ted in an insurance run.

In a turnaround, the nightcap

saw Williams lose the lead in the

last inning. Freshman pitcher

Mike DeWindt got the loss, as he

went into the sixth inning with a

6-4 lead and loaded the bases

with two outs. Freshman David
Moss came in to replace him,

and walked in one run to make it

6-5. An error by Brian Rutledge

let in the tying run, and the win-
ning run scored on a single to

left. The game was imme-
diately called due to rain, and
Tufts got the win.

"We're playing well," said

Williams Coach Jim Briggs.

"You can quote me on this:

we're going to win some games.
That's a good team out there.

We're hitting well, we've got
good defense up the middle, and
we came back well on Sunday.
"We need some help at third

base—we had too many errors

there so far—but we could do

very well this season."

In the first game of snow-

delayed season. Union defeated

Williams 5-3 with two runs in the

eighth inning off Eph senior co-

captain and starting pitcher Joe

Merrill. Freshman Mike Coak-

ley was the offensive star for the

Ephmen, going three for five

with two singles and a double.

Williams is now 1-3, and with

most of the snowed-out games

made up, they can return^to a

regular schedule. Their next

game is Tuesday at Little Three

foe Wesleyan.

Sports

Shorts
National tryout

Three women's crew mem-
bers were invited to try out for

the U.S. National Team during
Spring Break last month by
coach BuzzCongram. Congram
asked seniors Sue Smith and
Janet Harmon and sophomore
Hope Bigelow to perform sev-
eral different tests while the
team was training in Washing-
ton, D.C. The coach will be keep-
ing watch on the athletes'

progress this spring.

Track triumph
The men's track team easily

handled Trinity College Satur-
day, winning most of the field

events and all the running
events except the 880 yd. run.

The final score was 96-57.

Co-captain Charlie Von
Arentschildt '82 and Tomas Ale-
jandro '83 handled the sprints

while Brian Angle '84, Bennett
York '84 and co-captain Jeff

Poggi '82 took the longer distan-

ces and the hurdles.

JOSEPH E. DEWEY

9:00 - 5:00 ,

Mon.-Sat , "^

WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.

01267

458-5717

'^.
^<<^

Budweiser.
KING OF BEERS,

ATHLETE OF THE WEK

This week's recipient is senior Leslie Weckstein who
coxed the women's varsity crew to both a Little Three
championship and victories over Smith and Rutgers
Saturday. Weckstein settled the crew down after a poor
start to snatch the win in the second race. Leslie, this

k'.^ Bud's for you.' Aj

This Summer,
Cornell

What better place to be than far above Cayuga's

waters as you improve your writing skills, work

with computers, participate in a pre-law pro-

gram, or take a course in conceptual drawing?

Nowhere else can you learn in the company of

so diverse a group of faculty and students in

such a uniquely attractive setting of hills, lakes,

gorges and waterfalls.

At Cornell, you can fulfill requirements, ac-

celerate your degree program, or simply take

advantage of the opportunity to study those in-

triguing subjects that you have always put off.

Request an Amouncemenl

and see for yourself all the

reasons why Cornell is the

place you should be this

summer. Tuition is $145 per

semester credit or less,

uinnrcn

tluAJytmLiiml

Cornell University Summer
Session, 813 Ives Hall,

Ithaca, New York 14853
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Power balanced
in discipline shift

by Katya Hokanson

Major changes In the proce-

dure of the Discipline Commit-
tee, including allowing students
to challenge the impartiality of

committee members, may go
into effect next year as a

response to criticism of proce-

dures used in judging this year's

sexual harassment cases.

Under changes formulated by
the Committee to Review Disci-

plinary Procedures, headed by
political science professor
David Colby, certain rights are
now to be accorded to the

accused and the accuser.
According to Colby Commit-

tee's recommendations, the
accuser and the accused are to

receive a written statement of

the charges, a copy of the rules

and procedures of the Discipline

Committee, and notice of the

time and place of the meeting
before the disciplinary hearing.

Written rules

The Colby Committee also

recommended that the Disci-

pline Committee develop "writ-

ten rules and procedures that

are consistent with the Laws of

the College, the Student Hand-
book, and the appropriate pub-

lic laws and court cases. Any
student or faculty member may
obtain a copy of these from the

Dean of the College." No such
rules exist now.
Both parties may summon

witnesses and present evidence
^nd question all witnesses and
challenge all evidence. Each
may also choose an adviser
from the student body, faculty

or staff, who may sit in on meet-
ings and give advice, but may
not address the Committee.
Either the accuser or the

accused may challenge
members of the Committee "for

cause," which includes "close

friendship, conflict of interest,

or a history of animosity. Mere
acquaintance is not sufficient

cause." The Chairman rules on
challenge.

Prior to the formal presenta-

tion of the case and in the

absence of the accused and the

accuser, the Chairman will

state the charge and the names
of the two involved and request

that any Committee member
who is partial in a given case to

disqualify himself.

A reconsideration of the Com-
mittee's decision may be
requested by the accused "on
the basis of substantial new evi-

dence.' ' The Dean of the College
may also request reconsidera-
tion.

A majority of the Committee
members must agree to recon-

sider the case. The Dean and the

accused would be allowed one
reconsideration each.

Legal proceedings
The Colby Committee also

determined what should be done
in case of legal proceedings
against a student. Should a stu-

dent be charged by the public

authorities, and should the
Dean of the College consider

discipline proceedings appro-

priate, the College begins the pro-

ceedings. The accused student
may request the Dean to sus-

pend such proceedings until the

conclusion of the court case.

If the Dean decides that the

student is a threat to others, he
may suspend the student with-

out prejudice to his record until

the end of the court case. The
student may appeal his suspen-
sion to the President of the

College.

Besides the brief statement
issued by the Chair of the Disci-

pline Committee, the Review
Committee recommended that

the Dean be allowed to issue a
more extensive statement
about the case if it is warranted.
The accused, the accuser and
witnesses may not be named in

such a statement.

Committee reorders
Additionally, the Review

Committee amended and reor-

dered parts of the Student Hand-
book under the heading
"Student Conduct." That par-

ticular section will now be
divided into "Individual
Rights" and "General Rules of

Conduct" sections.

Colby characterized the
changes in the "Student Con-
duct" section as a "reordering"
of the old sections in order to

emphasize and clarify the Col-

lege's position.

Several members of the
Review Committee expressed
satisfaction with the results of

their work.
"It doesn't look dramatic,"

Continued on Page 6

A celebration of the new moon brought Irlsbeee, keg* and camput musician* to the Berkehire Quad la*t Friday
afternoon, di*pelllng faculty notion* that the student body parlies only during Winter Study.

Transfers' fate dictated soon
by Brett McDonnell and Laura Sellgsohn

House transfer policies dominated debate at

both the College Council and Committee on
Undergraduate Life (CUL) meetings last week
as Housing Committee co-chairman Kathleen
Merrigan revealed her year-end report on Hous-
ing Committee actions.

Her report called for "a reaffirmation of the

residential house system in the spirit in which it

was first created." The current housing system,
she noted, "was originally conceived as a place of

intellectual and cultural exchange whose educa-
tional value would complement, If not rival, the
classroom experience."

"Should we reaffirm that vision," Merrigan
asked the Council, "Or should we accept what is

basically a dormitory—a place to sleep?"
Two-thirds of the Housing Committee now

favors a tighter transfer policy, claimed Merri-
gan, but they are divided between two proposals.

One would have all transfers considered individu-

ally by the appropriate Dean and granted only for

valid grievances. The other option would Institute

a quota system whereby each house would con-

tain between 35 and 45 percent sophomores, no

more than 35 percent juniors and seniors and no

more than 10 percent transfers.

Merrigan outlined two arguments against the

current liberal transfer system. "The transfer

system has allowed the clustering of friendship

groups within the house . . . houses are known
among students as being dominated by certain

types of people," her report pointed out. Class

imbalances also detract from diversity, Merri-

gan added.
Her second argument centers on a perceived

lack of student commitment to houses. "If a house

fails to meet a student's expectations," said

Merrigan, "rather than working to change things

to meet his or her satisfaction, the student simply
moves out."

Supporters of the status quo counter that res-

tricting transfers would infringe on student free-

dom and force some students to spend three years
in physically inferior houses. They also point to

the need to accommodate changing patterns of

friendship.

College Council Vice President Jay Ward '84,

noted that last year's Gifford Report on under-

graduate llfe "came out strongly in support of the

present (transfer) system."
Merrigan responded, "We may be striving for a

dream that isn't realistic. Maybe we're at the tall

end of a hope."
She added that the Housing Committee expects

to present a recommendation containing both

majority and minority views within a week, and
CUL chairman Crls Roosenraad anticipates his

committee will vote on a specific proposal within

Its next three meetings.
College Council representative Paul Sabbah

'83 suggested that Council members "go back to

the constituency and come back next week with a
campus consensus." Until more student Input is

digested, he concluded, "We can't decide for the

whole College community, and neither can the

Housing Committee, and neither can the CUL."
Merrigan assured the Council that she and the

rest of the Housing Committee realize that "It

would be unfair to suddenly and drastically

change the system" and therefore promise that

any new policy will be Implemented over the

course of three or four years.

Merrigan also discussed changing the organi-

zation of the Housing Committee. Currently the

group Is composed of five College Council Hous-

ing Category representatives, all house presi-

dents and freshman, co-op and off-campus

Continued on Page 4

Final showdown: Winter Study lives or dies
Tomorrow's faculty meeting to decide the future of

Winter Study appears to be a close decision. Faculty

and students close to the Issue are cautiously predicting

that the Winter Study Review Committee's plan A will

receive the 60 percent voting majority necessary for

faculty approval.

"My guess is we are going either to get a vote In the

mlddle-50s (percent) or we will just get over the 60

percent line," said Larry Graver, co-chairman of the

Winter Study Review Committee.

Freddy Nathan, coordinator of the College Council

lobbying effort, was slightly more hopeful about tomor-

row's vote.

"The momentum is in our favor," he asserted. "A lot

of people realize that plan B won't pass—that it will be
the status quo or plan A—so they might as well vote for

A." Graver concurred with Nathan's assessment, say-

ing that it is "very, very unlikely that plan B will pass.
'

'

College President John Chandler believes that the

success of the plan A vote might hinge on faculty attend-

ance at the Wednesday meeting.
"If I were to do anything now, it would be to get out the

vote, whether for or against," said Chandler.
Nathan was not so neutral on the topic of voting.

"Frankly, I hope the people who aren't in support of

plan A just stay in their offices," he quipped.
If the faculty cannot muster a 60 percent majority for

any of the proposals, both Chandler and Graver still

anticipate some changes for Winter Study.

"I would expect some efforts to Improve coordina-

tion," said Chandler. Measures that he believes would
strengthen Winter Study include giving greater control

to the Winter Study Committee and a better organiza-

tion of concerts, lectures, and other events to work
them into the Winter Study program.
Graver stated that the Review Committee would

present a series of "single suggestions" if no plan Is

approved. The suggestions, incorporated in plan A of

the Review Committee report, Include reforms of grad-

ing, administration, and calendar as well as a proposal
for 16 week "continued courses".

INSIDE THE • 0"»1»»''= ,"*»**
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Power balanced
in discipline shift

by Katya Hokanson

Major changes in the proce-
dure of the Discipline Commit-
tee, including allowing students

to challenge the impartiality of

committee members, may go
into effect next year as a
response to criticism of proce-

dures used in Judging this year's

sexual harassment cases.

Under changes formulated by
the Committee to Review Disci-

plinary Procedures, headed by
political science professor
David Colby, certain rights are
now to be accorded to the

accused and the accuser.

According to Colby Commit-
tee's recommendations, the
accuser and the accused are to

receive a written statement of

the charges, a copy of the rules

and procedures of the Discipline

Committee, and notice of the

time and place of the meeting
before the disciplinary hearing.

Written rules

The Colby Committee also

recommended that the Disci-

pline Committee develop "writ-

ten rules and procedures that

are consistent with the Laws of

the College, the Student Hand-
book, and the appropriate pub-

lic laws and court cases. Any
student or faculty member may
obtain a copy of these from the

Dean of the College." No such
rules exist now.
Both parties may summon

witnesses and present evidence
^nd question all witnesses and
challenge all evidence. Each
may also choose an adviser

from the student body, faculty

or staff, who may sit in on meet-
ings and give advice, but may
not address the Committee.
Either the accuser or the

accused may challenge
members of the Committee "for

cause," which includes "close

friendship, conflict of Interest,

or a history of animosity. Mere
acquaintance is not sufficient

cause." The Chairman rules on

challenge.

Prior to the formal presenta-

tion of the case and in the

absence of the accused and the

accuser, the Chairman will

state the charge and the names
of the two involved and request

that any Committee member
who is partial in a given case to

disqualify himself.

A reconsideration of the Com-
mittee's decision may be
requested by the accused "on
the basis of substantial new evi-

dence.' ' The Dean of the College
may also request reconsidera-
tion.

A majority of the Committee
members must agree to recon-

sider the case. The Dean and the

accused would be allowed one
reconsideration each.

Legal proceedings

The Colby Committee also

determined what should be done
in case of legal proceedings
against a student. Should a stu-

dent be charged by the public

authorities, and should the
Dean of the College consider

discipline proceedings appro-

priate, the College t)egins the pro-

ceedings. The accused student
may request the Dean to sus-

pend such proceedings until the

conclusion of the court case.

If the Dean decides that the

student is a threat to others, he
may suspend the student with-

out prejudice to his record until

the end of the court case. The
student may appeal his suspen-

sion to the President of the

College.

Besides the brief statement
issued by the Chair of the Disci-

pline Committee, the Review
Committee recommended that

the Dean be allowed to issue a
more extensive statement
about the case if it is warranted.
The accused, the accuser and
witnesses may not be named in

such a statement.

Committee reorders

Additionally, the Review
Committee amended and reor-

dered parts of the Student Hand-
book under the heading
"Student Conduct." That par-

ticular section will now be

divided into "Individual
Rights" and "General Rules of

Conduct" sections.

Colby characterized the

changes in the "Student Con-

duct" section as a "reordering"

of the old sections in order to

emphasize and clarify the Col-

lege's position.

Several members of the

Review Committee expressed
satisfaction with the results of

their work.

"It doesn't look dramatic,"
Continued on Page 6

A celebration of the new moon brought frisbee*, kegs and campus musicians to the Berkshire Quad last Friday
afternoon, dispelling faculty notions that the student body parlies only during Winter Study.

Transfers' fate dictated soon
by Brett McDonnell and Laura Seligsohn

House transfer policies dominated debate at

both the College Council and Committee on
Undergraduate Life (CUL) meetings last week
as Housing Committee co-chairman Kathleen
Merrigan revealed her year-end report on Hous-
ing Committee actions.

Her report called for "a reaffirmation of the
residential house system in the spirit in which it

was first created." The current housing system,
she noted, "was originally conceived as a place of

intellectual and cultural exchange whose educa-
tional value would complement, if not rival, the
classroom experience."

"Should we reaffirm that vision," Merrigan
asked the Council, "Or should we accept what is

basically a dormitory—a place to sleep?"
Two-thirds of the Housing Committee now

favors a tighter transfer policy, claimed Merri-

gan, but they are divided between two proposals.

One would have all transfers considered individu-

ally by the appropriate Dean and granted only for

valid grievances. The other option would institute

a quota system whereby each house would con-

tain between 35 and 45 percent sophomores, no

more than 35 percent juniors and seniors and no

more than 10 percent transfers.

Merrigan outlined two arguments against the

current liberal transfer system. "The transfer

system has allowed the clustering of friendship

groups within the house . . . houses are known
among students as being dominated by certain

types of people," her report pointed out. Class

imbalances also detract from diversity, Merri-

gan added.

Her second argument centers on a perceived

lack of student commitment to houses. "If a house

fails to meet a student's expectations," said

Merrigan, "rather than working to change things

to meet his or her satisfaction, the student simply
moves out."

Supporters of the status quo counter that res-

tricting transfers would infringe on student free-

dom and force some students to spend three years
in physically inferior houses. They also point to

the need to accommodate changing patterns of

friendship.

College Council Vice President Jay Ward '84,

noted that last year's Gifford Report on under-

graduate life ' 'came out strongly in support of the

present (transfer) system."
Merrigan responded, "We may be striving for a

dream that isn't realistic. Maybe we're at the tall

end of a hope."
She added that the Housing Committee expects

to present a recommendation containing both

majority and minority views within a week, and
CUL chairman Cris Roosenraad anticipates his

committee will vote on a specific proposal within

its next three meetings.
College Council representative Paul Sabbah

'83 suggested that Council members "go back to

the constituency and come back next week with a

campus consensus." Until more student input is

digested, he concluded, "We can't decide for the

whole College community, and neither can the

Housing Committee, and neither can the CUL."
Merrigan assured the Council that she and the

rest of the Housing Committee realize that "it

would be unfair to suddenly and drastically

change the system" and therefore promise that

any new policy will be Implemented over the

course of three or four years.

Merrigan also discussed changing the organi-

zation of the Housing Committee. Currently the

group is composed of five College Council Hous-

ing Category representatives, all house presi-

dents and freshman, co-op and off-campus

Continued on Page 4

Final showdown: Winter Study lives or dies
Tomorrow's faculty meeting to decide the future of

Winter Study appears to be a close decision. Faculty

and students close to the issue are cautiously predicting

that the Winter Study Review Committee's plan A will

receive the 60 percent voting majority necessary for

faculty approval.

"My guess is we are going either to get a vote in the

middle-50s (percent) or we will just get over the 60

percent line," said Larry Graver, co-chairman of the

Winter Study Review Committee.

Freddy Nathan, coordinator of the College Council

lobbying effort, was slightly more hopeful about tomor-

row's vote.

"The momentum is in our favor,
'

' he asserted. "A lot

of people realize that plan B won't pass—that it will be
the status quo or plan A—so they might as well vote for

A." Graver concurred with Nathan's assessment, say-

ing that it is "very, very unlikely that plan B will pass."

College President John Chandler believes that the

success of the plan A vote might hinge on faculty attend-

ance at the Wednesday meeting.

"If I were to do anything now, it would be to get out the

vote, whether for or against," said Chandler.
Nathan was not so neutral on the topic of voting.

"Frankly, I hope the people who aren't in support of

plan A just stay in their offices," he quipped.

If the faculty cannot muster a 60 percent majority for

any of the proposals, both Chandler and Graver still

anticipate some changes for Winter Study.

"I would expect some efforts to improve coordina-

tion," said Chandler. Measures that he believes would
strengthen Winter Study include giving greater control

to the Winter Study Committee and a better organiza-

tion of concerts, lectures, and other events to work
them into the Winter Study program.
Graver stated that the Review Committee would

present a series of "single suggestions" if no plan is

approved. The suggestions, incorporated in plan A of

the Review Committee report, include reforms of grad-

ing, administration, and calendar as well as a proposal

for 16 week "continued courses".
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TANGENTS by Grodzins

The Williams Record

A-O.K.
The Freshman Council voted overwhelming support for Proposal A's

freshman seminars last night, giving the faculty one more good reason
to pass the Review Committee's plan for a reinvlgorated Winter Study:
freshmen like the idea. There is a lot to like about the proposal from the
view of both freshman and faculty member.
Freshmen will get to take courses most students consider very worth-

while. The most frequent complaint we've heard about the seminars is
from upperclassmen: "why can't I take one next year?"
The interdisciplinary approach exposes freshmen to several profes-

sors and departments—perhaps interesting them in new fields and lead-
ing them to a choice of a major.
In return, freshmen give up for one year the dubious "freedom" of

being placed in low choices, to be lost in a lecture hall or unwanted
course. Strong, well-liked courses in the formative first year will pro-
mote a stronger commitment to later Winter Study courses: students
who have had a good WSP experience usually have searched for chal-
lenging courses in following years. Thus every student and faculty
member will benefit from a more serious attitude about the program.
Faculty will benefit in other ways. The syllabus for each seminar can

remain fairly constant over time, eliminating much of the burden of
preparing a new course each year.
Additionally, the seminars offer a great opportunity to work with

other faculty members in a common challenge and learning process—

a

fine way for professors to pull Winter Study out of its apparent rut.

Random Error
Freshman inclusion is a successful way to give students some

choice in housing, and to satisfy the majority of each class. Statistics

prove its success.

This year over 90 percent of the freshmen received their first or

second choices. Over 91 percent of last year's group received their first

two choices. Over 86 percent of the class of '83 were similarly successful.

In the face of these figures, it would be folly to make inclusion a
process of random assignment. Yet this is the proposal that Kathleen
Merrigan, '82 presented to the Housing Committee and the Committee
on Undergraduate Life.

The stated reason for a move to random assignment is to reduce the

stigma of living in unpopular houses. This dubious view misses the root

of a stigma problem.
Most students choose their housing because of its physical features.

Dodd has private bathrooms. Greylock has large windows. Row Houses
have comfortable living rooms. These are inescapable facts. Random-
ness will not make students any more satisfied with inferior buildings.

The current freshman inclusion satisfies a vast majority of students.

It should not be thrown out, especially not to address problems that are
rooted in buildings and grounds.

EPHRAIM by Banevlcius

LETTERS
Irresponsible

To the editor:

The Record's editorial advice that we
should have complete Information
before making a decision is a good one;
perhaps even good enough for the
Record to follow. It was extremely irres-

ponsible of the editorial board to make
an editorial stand before they had con-
sulted all the parties involved in the
proposal that the OCC adopt a policy

which denies its facilities to organiza-
tions which do not adhere to the College's
policy on individual rights. The issue is a
complex one and had the editorial board
acted responsibly they would have been
aware of the legal distinction between
freedom of thought and freedom of

action; that perhaps the right to be free
from discrimination is more compelling
than the-right to gain information which
is readily available throughout our cul-

ture; and finally, one does more at an
interview than "hear" a representative.

The Department of Defense has consist-

ently said that it is unable to discuss poli-

cy issues. Information is necessary

before an Intelligent decision can be
made, but neither the Record, nor the

Department of Defense, are willing or
able to supply that information.

Jeffrey A. Menzer '82

Misses point

To the editor:

The Record editorial, in its anonymous
wisdom, once again misses the point.

The proposal, which would prohibit

organizations that discriminate in hiring

on the basis of race, religion, sex, or sex-

ual preference from using Williams Col-

lege facilities, has nothing to do with
judging whether or not these organiza-

tions are "intrinsically bad and
unworthy of Williams students." The
issue is whether Williams College is sin-

cere in its commitment to the value of

freedom from discrimination that it

professes.

Since the Record is clearly not inter-

ested in protecting the "rights of a few
students" at the expense of "freedom of

information," I would recommend that

they Invite the American Nazi Party and
the KKK here to interview. After all,

Jews and blacks—as well as gays—make
up only a small minority on this campus.

Sincerely,

Eban Goodsteln '88

Grassroots
To the editor:

A revival of old New England politics

was pleasing last Thursday at the town
meeting that eased my fears of apparent
American political apathy. Iam relieved
to see the grassroots spirit alive as peo-
ple are finally beginning to realize the

ominous consequences of the Reagan
Administration's policy of nuclear arms
buildup.

It is about time we questioned Papa
Ronnie and David Moro and their father-

knows-best rhetoric.

Todd Alden '85

Appalled
To the editor:

We were appalled and very disap-
pointed to find the Israel Alliance Board
torn down on Wednesday April 21. Eve-
ryone has a right to an opinion, and the
vast resources within this college permit
all to express them. The Israel Alliance
welcomes any viewpoints, however con-
trary they may be to what we believe in,

because it is only through dialogue that
problems can be resolved. However,
when any person or group believes they
have a right to deny others their freedom
of expression, we cannot sit back in

silence. Although we recognize the pro-

gress the college community has made
in awareness and dialogue, it is clear
that we have a long way to go.

Sincerely,

Miriam Sapiro '82

Orna Samuelly '84

Susan Rosenzweig '85

of the Israel Alliance

CORRECTION

The boxed article about the Junior Adviser Selection Committee
in our April 15 issue was incorrectly attributed to Julia Geniesse.

It is the editorial policy of the Record to give bylines to reporters
who have done the majority of research on an article, though their

original written work was altered.
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Brutus faces uncertain future in struggle for justice
by Greg Heires

Dennis Brutus, the interna-

tionally-renowned poet,
scholar, and human rights

advocate is currently
awaiting a State Department decision

concerning his residency in this country.

If deported, Brutus faces Imprisonment
and maltreatment at the hands of the

South African government. Last
November a Chicago judge ruled that he
was "deportable," but Brutus has since

then applied for political asylum in the

United States.

Technicality
The Christian Science Monitor reports

that "Brutus was twrn in Rhodesia, now
Zimbabwe, although he was raised in

South Africa. When Zimbabwe gained
independence from Britain last year, all

British passports were withdrawn and
Rhodesian citizens, of whom Brutus was
one, were told to reapply for new pass-
ports from Zimbabwe. He was caught
working in the U.S. without a valid pass-
port before he got his new passport. Thus
he was unable to renew his U.S. visa and
work permit on time."

The Chicago-based Dennis Brutus
Defense Committee (DBDC) has coordi-

nated a nationwide campaign to lobby
the U.S. government to grant Brutus asy-
lum and to cover the lawyer fees.

According to DBDC co-convenor Jan
Crew, "If Brutus, loses the right to asy-

lum, his life will be placed in serious

danger. If deported to Zimbabwe,
Professor Brutus will be in danger from
the South African Secret Police who are

operating in that country. If deported to

South Africa, he will be immediately

jailed under the terms of an exit-permit

he was required to sign upon being exiled
by the South African apartheid
government."

Crew also said, "Professor Brutus'

possible deportation does not only con-
cern him as an Individual; but concerns
all of us as opponents of apartheid and
racism. The Reagan-Crocker policy of

coddling up to the minority apartheid
regime of South Africa, is the 'silent'

motivation behind Dennis Brutus' possi-

ble deportation.

"

Brutus left South Africa in 1966 after

being Imprisoned there for eighteen

months because of his opposition to apar-

theid policies. Before being sent to

Robben Island, a prison off the tip of

South Africa, Brutus was shot while

attempting to escape from the South

African police. He had eluded police who
were guarding him by sprinting into a

crowd of people. But, he made the "mis-

take" of running down a side street

where he passed a magistrate's court-

house and was shot by a secret service

agent who had emerged from the

building.

"He was so close that it felt as if some-

one had punched me," said Brutus, who
continued to run after being shot. "I was
losing so much blood that I collapsed on

the pavement. I did not even know that

the bullet had left two holes in my body as

it entered and exited. I covered my shirt

with a handkerchief, but then found a

pool of blood under me—I had a hole in

my back," he said.

Brutus had fallen in front of the Anglo-

American Corporation building in down-

town Johannesberg, where someone who
had seen him from a window called for

an ambulance. "People came with a

stretcher," said Brutus. "They saw me,

and they walked away." The ambulance

which arrived was one used exclusively

by whites. The attendants, who would

have lost their jobs had they assisted

Brutus, left him—bleeding and nearly

unconscious— on the pavement to wait

for the arrival of a "black ambulance."

Possible NATO base

Brutus noted that there has been spec-

ulation in the South African press for

over two years that Robben Island may
become a NATO base in the next few

years. He maintained that the creation of

a NATO base on the Island would be con-

sistent with current U.S. policy toward

South Africa. He said, "This Is what

the South African government though! I would die. So, they let me out . .

Chester Crocker, Al Haig and Caspar
Weinberger are alxiut: the integration of

this monstrous regime of a minority race

into the alliance of 'free states.'
"

When he left Robben Island, Brutus

was placed under house arrest before

receiving his permanent exit-permit. He
said, "When I was let out of prison I was
so sick that the South African govern-

ment thought I would die. So, they let me
out of the country."

After leaving South Africa, Brutus

lived in Britain until 1971. A resident of

the United States for eleven years, he is

a tenured professor of English at

Northwestern University, where he has

lobbied against the school's extensive

holdings in South Africa. Currently, he is

at Amherst College as a visiting profes-

sor and poet-in-resldence. His poetry has

been published in several books and
numerous magazines.
While in the U.S., Brutus has carried

on his personal struggle against South

Africa and has urged American universi-

ties to divest from South Africa. He has

traveled extensively in the country, cal-

ling attention to racist apartheid policies

which have secured minority rule, "No
other country in the world excludes peo-

ple on the basis of race from the political

process," said Brutus, "The minority

has excluded the majority by constitu-

tion and law. Franchise is denied to

eighty-three percent of the population.

Seventeen percent of the population

makes laws for themselves against the

majority,

"The minority power cannot continue

their dominance without political, diplo-

matic, technical, and military aid from

outside sources," he said. "All that aid is

being used to help the minority stay in

power."
According to Brutus, the U.S. is the

"crucial factor" which perpetuates the

apartheid government of South Africa.

"The United States is the fulcrum

around which the struggle turns," he
said. "The alarming growth of intimacy
between the Reagan Administration and
the racist regime in South Africa" has

been "unparalleled in U.S. history," said

Brutus. Specifically, he criticized the

Administration because it has
supported:

—U.S. training of the South African

coast guard in this country;

—relaxation of the controls imple-

mented during the Carter years on the

sale of sophisticated computers to the

South African police and military;

—meetings between South African and
U.S. military officials in the Pentagon;

and
—sending U.S. nuclear experts to

South Africa.

He also called attention to the fact that

high-level U.S. cabinet members have
met with the South African foreign min-

ister, intelligence director, and military

chief.

A racist, brutal minority

Brutus warned, "This country may
find itself committed to a racist, brutal

minority which is going to lose . . . The
South African government has made it

clear that it will never give up power and
share power with blacks," said Brutus.

"Conflict is inevitable. I am sure that the

eighty-three percent will seize power.

The imponderable is the role of the Uni-

ted States. The struggle can be pro-

longed by the U.S., but if the U.S. were to

disengage, the regime would collapse

much sooner," he said.

Brutus noted that there is increasing

concern about South Africa across the

nation on university campuses. Although
universities are imposing more string-

ent guidelines concerning investment in

corporations and banks that are tied to

South Africa, he said, "There are more
loopholes than before in those policies,"

He said the South African government is

extremely concerned about university

divestiture and noted that the issue
receives extensive coverage in South
African newspapers, Brutus urged Willi-

ams College students to consider that

"Williams College is profiting from
human suffering and that "you are
benefiting from oppression." He advised
student activists, "Ills not right to be too

Impatient. You have to create the atmos-
phere, but you also have to be sure that

the time is ripe. Although consciousness
and divestiture should be Intertwined,

the issue you concentrate on should be
determined by local conditions,"

Money and Morality

Brutus said students who are critical

of their college's support for South
Africa ' 'should hammer through the con-

tradiction that someone (i.e., a trustee)

is neutral while at the same time he sits

on the board of a corporation which

Invests in South Africa," According to

Brutus, "When people discuss the South
African situation and whether to divest

or invest, they treat it in terms of money,
investments and returns. They even talk

about it in terms of politics. The reality of

apartheid is not in the textbooks. The
reality is people's lives—living under
oppression." He added, "The trustees

can justify their investment because it's

good for Williams. I don't know where
they draw the line of morality. The cor-

porations are not interested in bringing
about meaningful change in South
Africa. Meaningful change does not lead
to profit."

tJniverslty policies which judge
whether corporate activities in and bank
loans to South Africa are "socially use-

ful" obscure the issue, Brutus main-
tained. As an example, he cited
Citicorp's recent $250 million loan to

South Africa to build houses and a hospi-

tal. South Africa did not need the $250
million, Brutus felt, but Instead wanted
to demonstrate its strength in Interna-

tional credit markets. Additionally, the

unnecessary loan allowed theSouth Afri-

can military establishment to spend
more money on weapons.
"There is absolutely no evidence for

corporate help in South Africa," said

Brutus. "The plight of the blacks has

become worse during the last thirty

years in which corporations have been
investing in South Africa," he said. "It is

the money, know-how, and technology

that comes from this country that keeps

apartheid afloat. When you take money
out of South Africa, you reduce the suf-

fering, pain and sorrow the black people

must endure to get their freedom. You
shorten the length of the struggle."

Brutus criticized the Sullivan Princi-

ples, which establish guidelines for

worker conditions for signatory compan-
ies, because they "don't address the fact

that blacks cannot vote." He said, "The
people of South Africa want to be free.

They don't just want wages to go up from
fifteen cents an hour to seventeen cents

an hour. The Sullivan Principles simply

confuse the issue. They are no more than

a fig leaf l)ehind which the corporations

hide their obscenity." The Sullivan Prin-

ciples will he meaningless as long as the

corporations "can pay blacks starvation

wages because they are politically pow-
erless," he added.

Aside from maintaining stock in com-
panies which Invest In South Africa, Bru-

tus said American universities are also

establishing ties with South Africa

through educational exchange pro-

grams. Brutus said, "Many American
professors are being invited to South

Africa as visiting professors and many
South Africans are coming here as visit-

ing scholars and fellows. There are

American professors who have been to

South Africa and are now going around
defending South Africa." While in the

U.S., Brutus said he has often attempted

to "expose those links."

How successful Brutus is in this and
other goals, such as divestment of uni-

versity holdings In South Africa, in the

fight against apartheid may depend on

the outcome of his current struggle to

remain in the United States.

'
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Meeting passes arms resolution
by Brooke Hand

A resolution advocating a U.S.-Soviet freeze on

nuclear weapons was overwhelmingly approved

last Thursday at a meeting sponsored by the Wil-

liams Disarmament Forum.
The proposal, which has been sweeping the

nation as concern grows over the arms race, con-

sisted of two parts. First, it calls for an immediate

halt to the arms race: "specifically, we call upon

each country to adopt an immediate mutual

freeze on all further testing, production and

deployment of nuclear warheads, missiles and

delivery systems."

The second section calls upon the administra-

tion and the Congress to transfer the funds saved

to civilian use.

About 150 students and a scattering of towns-

people attended the meeting.

Under College rules, 100 students are needed

for a quorum in town meetings. Presided over by

professor of economics Gerald Epstein, the meet-

ing opened with five-minute presentations by

Eban Goodstein '82, president of the Disarma-

ment Forum, and David Moro '82, president of the

Williams Republican Club, speaking for and
against the resolution, respectively.

Goodstein emphasized that the US and USSR
have the capability to destroy each other several

times over. Simply limiting the arms race would
not remove the desire to achieve first strike capa-

bility or the danger that one side might push the

button at the slightest provocation, he claimed.

Technical objections are not insurmountable, he

stated, adding that there is definite Soviet inter-

est in the proposal.

Moro advocated strengthening of conventional

NATO forces and of overall arms control rather

than a freeze. He claimed that the resolution

ignored the USSR's advantage in Eastern Europe
since the end of World War II. The Russians are

capable of crossing the Rhine into Western
Europe within 48 hours and presenting the US
president with a fait accompli, Moro claimed.

Thinit—tanlis

Professor Robert Stiglicz of the political

science department spoke in favor of the freeze.

"I would urge all of us ... to move beyond

emotionalism and simplistic arguments and to

construct a viable, rational, sophisticated and

broadly-based national political movement that

win move the issue of nuclear weapons out of the

Pentagon and into the think-tanks."

He also urged for the use of politics as an instru-

ment to effect change.

"I urge that we politicize the issue to the hilt to

make it central to the 1984 presidential contest,

because the nuclear disarmament issue can do to

Ronald Reagan in 1984 what Vietnam did to Lyn-

don Johnson in 1968."

Ten people voted against the resolution; sev-

eral expressed anger that so few people got the

chance to propose amendments or to argue the

con side of the issue, and claimed that the Disar-

mament Forum seemed to be intent on pushing

for a quick vote on the proposal.

Housing Committee proposes changes

—

Continued from Page 1

representatives, for a total of 26 people.

Under College Council guidelines, however,
only 10 of these members can vote. Decisions may
be made by consensus of all members or by a

majority of the voting members. "The Housing
Committee has refused to follow the official vot-

ing procedures . . .for at least the past two years,"
preferring to make decisions only by consensus,

explained Merrigan.

Her report suggested that all committee
members be allowed to vote and that the CUL
assume jurisdiction over the committee. The Col-

lege Council currently oversees and holds veto

power over the Housing Committee.

Housing Committee chairmen would be given

ex-officio seats on the CUL under Merrigan's
proposals.

In a final note, Merrigan offered her own view
of the freshman inclusion process, which she links

to any transfer reduction program. "Assuming a
healthy residential house system, in which physi-

cal considerations are of lesser importance than

at present, what sense is there in having fresh-

men prioritize housing categories? I would argue
that the system would best be served if all fresh-

men, in groups of up to four friends, applied to a
random inclusion process," she argues.

Although these are her own conclusions, she

reiterated, she believes "this issue merits consid-

eration as soon as possible."

MICHEL'S OF WILLIAMSTOWN
Catering with a special touch for

special occasions.

• Private Parties

• Platters

• Hors d'oeuvres

Contact Mary for more information.

458-5441
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News Briefs

Roosenraad
blasts frats
"The ban against fraternities

is one of the key rules of the Col-

lege," asserted a visibly

shocked and angered Dean Cris

Roosenraad at last week's Com-
mittee on Undergraduate Life

meeting.

Roosenraad's reaction was
sparked by reports of secret fra-

ternity activities on campus by
student members of the CUL.
The students said rumors of

such organizations are very

common, and they know stu-

dents who had been asked to

join. The frats are financially

supported by alumni, they con-

tinued, and students believe

that the administration knows
about these groups and does

nothing about them.

Roosenraad said he knew
nothing about secret fraterni-

ties, adding "I think it is the

responsibility of everyone in the

community to see that the rule

Is enforced."

CC holds on
OCC policy
The College Council reviewed

a plan to restrict Office of

Career Counseling (OCC) facili-

ties to groups with policies that

violate the College's student

rights guarantees.

Russell Piatt '82 warned that

at a Trustees' meeting with the

Campus Life Committee the

weekend of April 17, the idea of

restricting the OCC facilities

met with "stiff resistance."

Piatt stated "the issue is

whether we can allow an organi-

zation which violates the rights

guaranteed by the Student

Handbook to use College facili-

ties."

Piatt explained President

Chandler's policy, "Any group

Is allowed to recruit on
campus—they're encouraged.

Their (the Administration's)

feeling is that the rights the Col-

lege should ensure are those of

free speech."

Representative Paul Sabbah
'83 commented, "I can see let-

ting them defend their policies

on campus (but) there's a valid

point that we shouldn't let them

come and actively recruit on

campus," which involves giving

them space, time, and publicity

in the Lephlet. The Council

agreed to decide its stand at

next week's meeting, at which

time it will have the input of

President Chandler's address to

the CUL

.

Finally, the Council, begin-

ning the meeting with $3,320.86

in the treasury, made two
appropriations. It allotted

$275.00 for travel and umpires

for the Baseball Club, whose 17

members are shouldering a lot

of expenses on their own. Next,

the Council appropriated $1000

for security and three bands for

next weekend's all-college out-

door party to be held for the 3rd

consecutive year at Poker
Flats. Noting that a great"

number of people will come, at

least for a short time. Represen-

tative Dave Altshuler '84 called

the appropriation "one of the

cheapest per person invest-

ments of the year."

Williams

garners

fellowships
Senior standouts have begun

to rack up fellowship points as

the graduation season gets

underway.

Julie Nessen, Jeffrey Perry,

Lawrence Shelnfeld and Ken-

neth Talley received Hubbard
Hutchinson Fellowships, which

provide assistance for two
years of creative work in the

arts.

Nessen is currently writing a

script and lyrics for a musical

based on William Saroyan's

novel "The Human Comedy."
Her theater senior honors pro-

ject involved directing and stag-

ing Jean Anouilh's "Antigone."

She intends to enter the gradu-

ate program in directing at New
York University.

Perry plans to work toward a

master's degree in music com-
position. For his senior thesis.

Perry will write a piece for solo-

ists, a small chorus and a small

orchestra based on a one-act

play, "Calvary," written by the

great Irish poet William Butler

Yeats.

Shelnfeld, an English major,

will combine interests in fiction

writing and photography by
attending a graduate school

with a filmmaking curriculum.
His senior thesis is a study of

madness in the works of twen-
tieth century writers.

Talley, a philosophy major,
will audition to study with var-

ious dance groups. At Williams,

he has taught beginning dance,

and has choreographed six pie-

ces over the last three years. He
has spent his summers dancing
with the Cleveland Modern

Dance Association and the Foot-

path Dance Company of
Cleveland.

In addition, John W. Thoman,
Jr. received an award given to

an outstanding senior chemis-
try student or chemical engi-

neering student by the Con-

necticut Valley Section of

the American Chemical
Society.

Parents

overrun

campus
Along with clear skies and

sunshine, parents, some from

as far away as California,

appeared in Williamstown last

weekend for the College's

annual Parents' Day Program.
Descending upon the Willi-

ams Inn, the 1896 House, the

River House and Papa Char-

lie's, all of whom reported

"packed" crowds, the group of

parents, following a welcome
from Rhea Jackson, chairman
of the Parents' Council, and
President Chandler, were
invited to participate in a multi-

tude of events.

If they weren't interested in

an exhibition in Hopkins Forest

of the maple sugaring opera-

tion, an Open House at Chapin
Library for the viewing of rare

books, a tour of the Clark Art
Institute, or the varsity base-

ball, tennis or lacrosse
matches, there were concerts
performed on campus by the

Berkshire Symphony, Victor

Hill on harpsichord, the Willi-

ams Jazz Ensemble, the Spring-

streeters, the Brass Ensemble
and the Williams Octet.

Steve Epstein '83, Kathleen
Merrigan '82, and Doug Nelson
'82 finished in a three-way-tie in

the Adelphic Speaking Union
contest last Saturday morning.

The topic
is tropic.
Desert neutrals.
Qo west ... in living

color with city sandals

naturally wild ...

tempting tones of

sun, sky, sand and

mountain brush. Soft

rubbed leathers with

wide open spaces.

Subtly detailed to spur

on summer.
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Dr. Irving J. Tanzman, F.A.A.O.

Dr. Thomas R. Maselli

OPTOMETRISTS
Specializing in contact lenses and

students' visual problems.

85 MAIN STREET
NORTH ADAMS, MA. 01247

662-2020 — 663-5845

SPRING BEER SPECIALS
Molsons Golden Ale

Tuborg Gold 12 oz. NR

Schlitz 12 oz. cans

still $11.gg/case

$7.gg/case

$8.7g/case

Carlings, Reingold, Schmitt's and Utica Club

16 oz. returnables $7.49/case plus $1.50 deposit

WEST PACKAGE STORE
ROUTE 2

BETWEEN N.A. AND WILLIAMSTOWN
663-6081

You will find the

Perfect Mother's Day Gift

May 9th

Lace Pillows

Fragrant Soaps & Sachets

Frosted Glass Vases

& much more
your

UPSTAIRS
Linen Boutique

115 Water St.

458-8485

10-5 Mon-Sat / 12-5 Sun

We will gift

wrap and mail.

" LEARN ALASKA
This summer the nation's foremost wilderness training

center, THE NATIONAL OUTDOOR LEADERSHIP
SCHOOL, will offer a unique backcountry educational

program—The Summer Semester in Alaska.

Learn and practice an extensive curriculum of wilderness

skills while exploring the remarkable backcountry of

America's last frontier. This

intensive 75-day course

includes:

• One month kayaking
among the remote
islands and glaciers of

Prince William Sound.

• A full scale four-week gla-

cier expedition which in-

cludes thorough instruction in

snow and ice climbing
route finding and glaciology'

• A two-week backpack,
ing expedition, studying

the ecology and biology

of the arctic tundra.

This rigorous wilderness experi

ence is open to men and

women 18 years and older.

SUMMER SEMESTER IN ALASKA
14 units of college credit (optional)

June I — August 14 June 8 — August 21

June IS — August 28

For more information write: NOLS
P.O. Box AA, Dept. U-82

Lander, Wyoming 82520

or call (307)332-6973

•MOILS-
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Smoking to pay for schools
Financial aid funds may increase if a Massa-

chusetts four-cent cigarette tax is approved by
the State legislature in the next few months.
President John Chandler, chairman of the

Association of Independent Colleges and Univer-
sities in Massachusetts (AICUM), said the "tax
revenue will be used to enlarge considerably the

state scholarship fund."
The Massachusetts Scholarship Program cur-

rently awards $300 per year to students enrolled

in state institutions and $900 to private institution

scholars. The program distributes $16.3 million

dollars a year, but must turn away 72,000 out of

100,000 applicants even though 98 percent of them
demonstrate clear need.

A recent study by the Massachusetts Board of

Higher Education and the Massachusetts Higher
Education Assistance Corporation calls for an
Increase of ten million dollars a year to reach a

minimum of $65 million in scholarships by 1986-

87. The report also suggests that the state base

the amount of the grant on a percentage of a stu-

dent's demonstrated need up to a maximum dol-

lar award in order to recognize the widely

varying tuition costs of institutions.

For instance, a student at a state college need-

ing $1,600 would receive a state grant of $320, or20
percent of his need. A student at a private univer-

sity with $8,000 in need would be awarded a maxi-
mum of $1,500. Remaining need would be met by
federal funds, individual institutions, and student

self-help in the form of a loan or job.

This plan, notes the report, has "real and
apparent equity. It builds Into state policy ele-

ments of both access and choice, while imposing
larger dollar burdens on those who desire high-

cost programs and or institutions."

The report also recommends a state-funded

work-study and Job development program "to

allow students to earn a greater part of their

expenses while gaining work experience." A ten

million dollar state allocation would be matched
by funds from educational institutions and other
organizations, predicted the report.

Noting the decline in the college-age popula-
tion, projected at almost 30 percent by 1990, the

report encourages more support for older, part-

time, and independent students, especially those
preparing for high-demand jobs.

Chandler said that the cigarette tax earnings
will provide enough income to meet these goals.

He testified before the legislature's Joint Taxa-
tion Committee last week and reported that "the
leadership in the Senate and House is very much
behind this ... the big political unknown is the
attitude of the governor."
Chandler attributed this support to "the

increasing realization that higher education is

very important to Massachusetts."
He added, however, that the state so far has "a

very poor record" in aid to colleges and universi-

ties. The report revealed that the Commonwealth
provides only $2.86 per student in scholarship aid,

compared to the national average of $4.18. New
York appropriates $15.17 per student; Vermont,
$10.16; New Jersey, $5.97; and Rhode Island,

$4.81. Massachusetts students also bear a much
larger loan burden in financing their educations.
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This Summer,
Cornell

What better place to be than far above Cayuga's

waters as you improve your writing skills, work

with computers, participate in a pre-law pro-

gram, or take a course in conceptual drawing?

Nowhere else can you learn in the company of

so diverse a group of faculty and students In

such a uniquely attractive setting of hills, lakes,

gorges and waterfalls.

At Cornell, you can fulfill requirements, ac-

celerate your degree program, or simply take

advantage of the opportunity to study those in-

triguing subjects that you have always put off.

Request an Announcement

and see for yourself all the

reasons why Cornell is the

place you should be this

summer. Tuition is $145 per

semester credit or less

Reggae rocks

in Chapin
tomorrow
Toots and the Maytals will

bring their fast-paced brand of

reggae music to Williams
tomorrow night at 8: 00 p.m. in

Chapin Hall.

For nearly two decades Toots

Hibbert and his Maytals have

been at the forefront of the

Jamaican reggae scene and are

now established as the most
enduring of Jamaica's vocal

trios.

Toots' career spans every

development in Jamaican
music, from ska through rock

steady to contemporary reggae.

In the mid-seventies his Ameri-

can and European tours were
instrumental in popularizing

reggae music internationally.

The widespread sales of Toots'

Funlty Kingston and In the Darl(

albums attest to his popularity.

Toots' hits include "Funky
Kingston," "Pressure Drop,"
"Monkey Man," and "Get Up,

Stand Up." His most recent

album, Knocic Out, is heavily

"rockers" influenced with
songs like "Careless Ethiopi-

ans" and the lyrical "Beautiful

Woman." Toots and the May-
tals are a vital, danceable band,

and Security may have their

hands full keeping the concert-

goers out of the aisles.

Tickets are available in Bax-
ter Hall and other College din-

ing halls during lunch and
dinner. Admission for the con-

cert is $5.00 for students and
$7.00 for the general public.

unmrcn
Cornell University Summer
Session. Bi3 Ives Hail.

Ithaca. New York 14853

Man-on-the-Quad
This week's question:

Should upperclass house affiliation

transfer be made more difficult?

"Definitely not. If they want

our respect they have to let us

do what we want."

Scott Brittlngham '84

"Yes, it should be. Incoming
sophomores are uncertain

whether they'll have rooms,

even If they get In a house.

They should have priority."

Elaine Caikausicas '85

"Placing restrictions seems
unfair, but I recognize the

problem we have with so many
transfers....We should have a

stricter policy, but I'm glad I

could move when I wanted to."

Jim Corsiglla '83

"No. You should be able to live

with your friends. House unity

comes from being happy."

Brad Case '85

"Regulations should be tight-

ened to an extreme. People
should suffer If they don't

choose the right places."

Scott Donohue '84

"No, I don't think so. .. my year

would have been miserable If I

hadn't been able to move."

Susan Hoy '82

Colby Committee

Toots" Hibbert

Continued from Page 1

said Jane Flschberg '82, "but
some changes indicate the

acknowledgement that the old

system had problems."
Lee Buttz '82, also a member

of the Discipline Committee,
commented that although at

first he did not know how the

present system could be
changed, he found that rules of

proceedings would be a great

help.

"I didn't realize how unclear

the procedure was to people not

familiar with it," Buttz
admitted.

CLASSIFIEDS

PARCEL SERVICE. 118 Water

St., 10 am - 2 pm, Monday-
Friday Phone 458-8157.
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Faculty Club: the secret revealed
by Jenny Bicl(s

I
happened upon it

purely by chance.
My '73 Chevy had
been going for miles

with her needle wavering on
Empty. I knew it couldn't last

much longer. Suddenly I saw it

looming ahead on Route 2. the

familiar look of an all-American
gas station; white pillars and
sterile red brick. My prayers
had been answered. I pulled in

but saw no gas tanks. I honked.
Something strange was going
on. Instead of an attendant com-
ing to greet me an old man with

a bow tie ambled out of the front

doors. "Fill 'er up?" I asked
meekly. "The Williams Faculty
House doesn't make It a prac-

tice to sell gas" he answered.
This Is where my troubles

began.

Belly dancers and gambling
So, this was the Faculty

House. I had heard it mentioned
under students' breaths. The
place to which faculty disap-

peared for hours, days, on end.

The place where students were
not allowed. My interest was
piqued. I had to find out what
went on behind those ready-to-

flt bricks. I thought quickly.

May I use their bathroom? I

asked. He reluctantly agreed. I

was on my way.
Inside, the club upheld its

accepted image. Things seemed
deceivingly quiet and sedate. I

sidled up to my friend in the bow
tie who would only admit to me
that the club was used for

"entertainment." A little fishy,

I thought. Entertainment?
Belly Dancers? Gambling?
Tupperware parties? People
appeared reluctant to answer
my queries. I dug deeper.

Swallowing goldfish

Only "faculty and town
members" are allowed in the

club, which operates on the aca-

demic calendar.

What does one have to do

to become a "town" mem-
ber? I thought. Visions of

secret fraternities danced in my

head. Swallowing goldfish.

Streaking. Disassembling cars

and reassembling them in

bathrooms. Was it possible?

I scanned the walls. Notices

admitted that they served lunch

five days a week to faculty. So,

Baxter wasn't good enough, eh?

Inside this innocent New
England gas station lurks

the horrifying solution to

the mystery of the Faculty

House. A bowling alley is

just one of the hidden

attractions available to

lucky Faculty Club
members.

I saw the plot thickening.

Some faculty meetings take

place here too. I looked for hid-

den panels in the walls that

would lead to a secret meeting

room but my search was
fruitless.

Supposedly they also have
two guest rooms available for

"visiting lecturers." I never
saw them, so I can't be sure. I

mean, for all we know these
"rooms" could be a gigantic wet
bar.

Everyone standing near me
seemed to be talking in low
tones about "The Extension." So,

I had found the plot. But what
kind of code name was this?

"The Extension," someone
offered, is "an Alumni Center to

be added on to the main house.

Construction will begin next
month and be finished by Sep-
tember '83." "Sure," I thought.

Good excuse.

Bowling thrills profs

People were beginning to notice

me. I felt a compulsion to run.

Posing as a lamp can be a little

conspicuous. I turned to leave,

bothered that I had not found the

key to this "organization." Sud-
denly I saw it. Through a small
door I spied a group of excited

faculty members all jumping up
and down. And . . . could it be . .

.

Yes! A bowling alley! So, the

Faculty House is all a front for

what they call the "Faculty
Bowling League." A front for

secret, illicit betting on the roll

of a ball. These are professors

who are shaping our lives!

A hand grabbed me and
shoved me out the door. They
had discovered me. Bowling
balls and pins assailed me as I

ran down the front path. A thesis

whizzed by my ear. I reached
the Chevy just in time. And I

didn't even get to ask them why
we don't have a t)owling alley In

the bottom of Baxter.

In Other Ivory Towers
RPI

Nude swimming could be in the offing

at RPI If Junior Andy Morrow has his

way. He has been surveying student

opinion on his proposal to make
"swimsuits optional" one day a week at the RPI
pool, according to the Polytechnic.

Students are not particularly aroused by the

proposal. Only 12 of 55 respondents said they

would use the pool more under such a policy.

Twenty-nine were indifferent and 14 opposed. "I

found no strong opposition," said Morrow.
"There seems to be enough people Interested in

attending such a thing."

Morrow Is cautious. "Unlike other activities on

campus, you have to trust more than one person

In the situation, which gives it a special quality,"

he said. Participants would learn to stop looking

at bodies as objects rather than people, he feels.

Morrow noted the success of similar policies at

Harvard and University of Texas pools.

A public meeting was scheduled earlier this

month to garner reactions and signatures. Direc-

tor of Athletics Bob Ducatte already had a reac-

tion. He called Morrow's proposal "very, very

unusual."

Wesleyan
A Wesleyan student was arrested this month

after allegedly assaulting several Wesleyan
security officers and a police officer. The student

was one of a group of people throwing rocks at

lights at 1: 30 a.m. on a Sunday morning. A chase

ensued, and the student was caught by security

guards. During the following struggle the student

cut his head on some iron bars, "leaving a pool of

blood", according to the Wesleyan Argus. The

officers called Middletown (Ct.) Police, who
finally arrested the student after several security

guards, a policeman, and the student were

injured.

The student was charged with criminal

mischief and three counts of assault. He was
released after posting a $1000 bond provided by

the Wesleyan Student Bail Bond Fund.

North Adams State

"Last drops of blood given today in CC pub,"

read the headline in the Beacon. The event was
last month's blood drive in the North Adams pub.

Student volunteers helped out. "Working at the

beds is the best job, and also walking people after

they have given blood is a fun job," said Al

Capone (no joke), a member of Kappa Delta Phi

fraternity.

Holy Cross

A Holy Cross student charged last week that a

Christian service organization put him through a

"painful and possibly hazardous" initiation rite

last fall, said The Crusader.

Anthony Zlebart '83 was inducted into the Order

of the Alhambra, an organization designed to help

mentally retarded children, at a New Hampshire
hotel.

"We began in the morning with some marching
around the hotel and adjacent restaurant, stop-

ping occasionally to give the Alhambra greet-

ing," said Zlebart. "Embarrassing as (this) was,

it was nothing compared to what came after."

The inductees then marched around a room
equipped with several large wrestling mats, stop-

ping at times to hear the history of the Alhambra.
"After marching around a few times in my

stocking feet, 1 felt a small electric shock," con-

tinued Zlebart. These shocks continued for over

an hour, and got increasingly more painful. Even-
tually I was jumping to try to avoid the mats
because the pain was so intense." At one point the

inductees had to crawl on the electrified mats.

Zlebart considered quitting, but continued

because"! was so mad I was determined to ftn-

Contlnued on Page 9

^^Hay Fever"

Nothing to sneeze at
by Scott Corngold

Not a single martini

is mixed during

the course of the

WilUamstheatre
production of Hay Fever, yet

the performance still satisfies

our expectations of a Noel
Coward play. The play
launches us into the familiar

but always welcome territory

of Coward comedy-of-
manners—quickly the sophis-

ticated bantering, tasteful

lusting, and polite insulting

("You're getting far too blase

and exclusive, Simon")— all

presented in impeccable Brit-

ish upper-class style.

Hay Fever takes place in the

1920's at the country estate of

the "Bohemian" Bliss family.

Father David is a writer, and

Mother is a "retired" actress

still "onstage" every moment
of the day. They have two
young adult children-
songwriter son Simon, and
"ingenue" daughter Sorel.

The play begins with each
family member miffed to

learn that the others have each
invited a "guest" for the week-
end. The initial discomfort

among the guests continues

throughout the play as the

Bliss family performs a con-

fusing word/playacting game
among themselves with
alarming enthusiasm and
seriousness. The guests' mis-

ery increases as they soon find

themselves transferred into

the objects of the Bliss' inces-

sant game playing. Finally,

they are reduced to sneaking
through the house in order to

avoid having to face any of the

family members.
Director Jean-Bernard

Bucky says Hay Fever is "at
its core, the exploration of a

complex social facade through
which, every now and again,
we catch a glimpse of the

abyss." Actually, one could say

the same about almost any
comedy, from Animal House
to The Philadelphia Story. In

asserting that there is more to

this play than meets the eye,

Bucky seems to be overstating

the case a bit. There is an
obvious nastlness in the Bliss

family's playing with the

guests. Indeed, playwright
Edward Albee says he
modeled much of the devastat-

ing game-playing in Who's

Afraid of Virginia Woolf? after

Hay Fever. Yet, still the tone

Continued on Page 10
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Come one ! Come all ! See your profs have a ball
SIDESHOW

by Dan Keating

"// yoii can'l tio anythinn. loach.

Ij you can't teach, sinf[."

— If'oody Allen (amenited)

In
an attempt to dis-

pell the common no-

tion that they can't

do anything but

teach, the Williams faculty let

their creative juices flow into

previously unchartered waters
Saturday night in the first

annual Faculty Club Talent

Show.
Entitled "From Gong Show to

Carnegie Hall," the show lived

up more to the first half of the

title than the second.

As the Master of Ceremony,
art professor Ed Epping
directed the cavalcade of stars.

His ambling manner and dry
wit made the audience appreci-

ative each time an act came on
stage and he exited.

The evening began with the

"Board of Governors", the mus-
tachioed waiters for the affair,

singing "Another Opening,
Another Show." The "gover-

nors" included Lee Dalzell,

Fatma Kassamali, Donald
Beaver, and Barton
Slatko. The show
could have very

gracefully ended
right there, but

mathematics pro
fessor Kim
Bruce took the stage

Bumbling juggler

Bruce, who finished second

only to alumnus Lou Safford in

most attempted performances
for the night, made a rare

attempt at applied mathemat-
ics. Bruce demonstrated the

variability of parabolic path-

ways over three dimensions
(four including time) by scat-

tering the three balls he was
juggling all over the stage. He
was immediately and ceremon-
iously gonged, the first and last

of the show to be so treated.

Dean Danny O'Connor
reminded us of an old solution to

the sexual harassment problem
with a Gilbert and Sullivan tune

advocating punishment of the

strictest nature.

Following that, there were
few dry eyes as Danny, in a fal-

setto vibrato, crooned out two
classic Irish ballads.

Bells cracked

Time leapt forward, but man-
kind showed no similar advance
as rock 'n roll took the stage.

"Buddy and the Bells," com-
posed of Bob Bell, "Buddy"
Karelis and Michael Bell belted

out a series of melodies of dub-
ious quality. Michael Bell may
well have lost his voice at the

same time as his hair. The
group concluded with a foot-

stomping, hand-clapping rendi-

tion of "Who wrote the Book of

Love?"
Epping summed up "Buddy

and the Bells" quite accurately

by saying that what they did

"certainly took guts." There

was one stray cry of "encore,"

but it was quickly quelled.

Octet Alumni added their part

as Safford and David Simonds

turned the show back to a more
classical vein. Their version of

"Brush Up Your Shakespeare"

was erudite, impressive and

atonal. The lyrics escaped the

pair periodically, but returned

without great loss.

Encore performer

The show took an upbeat turn

with the last act before inter-

mission. Frequent Log per-

former ,Iim Bayliss, saying ho

would keep in the spirit of the

show by singing three songs ho

didn't know, struck a popular

note with Willie Nelson's "On

the Road Again."

Bayliss's third song was self-

composed. He gave an indica-

tion of what Jim Croce may
have sounded like if he had

played harmonica and lacked

talent. His touching manner

brought lumps to the throats of

all present. Including himself.

Bayliss was called back for

the first and only encore of the

evening and performed a synco-

pated rendering of "Take Me
Home Country Roads." The

song showed why John Denver

is such a popular character

around campus. /^ "

Serious news

Epping returned from inter-

mission and solemnly informed

the crowd that the "Williams in

Falkland" program had been

cancelled. He then heralded the

next group, consisting of Judy

Reichert singing with Michael

Bell accompanying on piano,

with the judgment that it had

"not been long enough" since

Bell had left the stage.

Reichert and Bell tastefully

performed some Cole Porter

favorites and added some poig-

nant campus commentary. To
Porter's "Let's Fall in Love,"

they added that maybe "even

Deans do it." And about Winter

Study, they asserted that if you

only "half do it" you'll end up
with perfunctory pass. They
concluded with a classical

remaking of some fifties-nifties.

New twist

Kim Bruce then courageously

re-emerged onstage, this time
with mathematics professor
Jeff Parker and biology man
Barton Slatko. Fortunately,
they were accompanied by
Parker's wife Nancy, who
added a new angle to the group
by being able to sing. They were
given a special Introduction as
the "Oral Majority" by mathe-
matics professor Bob Kozelka,
who also added College com-
mercials before and betwixt
their ditties.

Kozelka's first product was
Purple Cow Biscuits which
"give people the courage to join

committees
and do work
that doesn't

need to be done."

Commercial
break

Kozelka also

advertised
Roosenraad's Canine

Clinic for dogs who
have to hide in their

rooms all day. For those bored
bow-wows, he provides Rubik's
Bone. And for professors, there

was Larry's (Graver, chairman
of the Winter Study Review
Committee) Winter Study pro-

jects. Called "Head Stop," tiie

program is listed as "rehabili-

tation for the overeducated."
Kozelka's last comic commer-
cial was for Relchert's House of

Reconciliation, which had Dean
of Faculty John Reichert pro-

viding a haven for untenured

faculty to avoid vengeful

department heads.

Sandwiched around the ads,

the "Oral Majority" made a

strong bid for Bruce's second

gong of the night. Their efforts

included a political satirewhose
refrain went something like

"I'm sticking with Kemp-Roth
'till we all trickle down," a

tenured version of the Beatles'

"When I'm 64," and a new
theme song for Winter Study

which advocated that we "ditch

our books to play." At the com-
pletion of the quintet's histrio-

nics, Epping noted that

there may be four

extra empty seats

at the next faculty

meeting.

With WU
Hams Trio

member
Paula Ennis-

playing accompanl

ment, Terry Dwyer

Continued on Page 9

SPRING ALBUM SALE:

Graham Parker "Heat Treatment"
Graham Parker "Howlin Wind" (••••• - Rolling Stone)

Santana (3rd LP)

Talking Heads "Fear of Music"
Ramones (1st)

Ramones "Rocket to Russia"

David Bowie (import) "Greatest Hits" (excellent)

$3.99

$3.99

$3.99

$3.99

$3.99

$3.99

$4.99

— and many more titles In smaller quantities —

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY RECORDS
131 Water Street 458-5229

See your work in print

Sportswriters needed

for Softball, men's and

women's lacrosse

contact D.T. Keating SU 1256

by SUTTON
Gombrich details art development

Ivory Towers
Continued from Page 7

Ish. I kept hoping that when I

walked over the next mat I

would not be shocked again."

"Commander of the Holy
Cross caravan" Nick Argento
'83 substantiated the story and
condemned the Initiation. The
Rev. E. K. Cheney S. J., asso-

ciate supreme chaplain of the

International Alhambra, com-
mented that "the students may
have misperceived the point of

the initiation. As I rer^iember,
they got there late and I don't

think they really understood

what was going on.

"The students who find so

much fault with the organiza-

tion's policies really aren't

wanted anyway," continued

Cheney. "We keep the organiza-

tion small on purpose so that

only people who really care take

part.

"It doesn't make any sense to

think that anything foul could be
going on here," Cheney con-

cluded. "I mean, the Pope is a
member and (President of Holy
Cross.) Friar Brooks knows all

about it."

Sir Ernest Hans-Joseph Gombrich,
prominent art historian and author of

Art and niusion, concluded his visit

here with a seminar last Wednesday
entitled "The Role of Psychology and Relativism

in the Humanities." In his talk Gombrich pres-

ented art history as a cyclical concept. Specifi-

cally, Gombrich discussed two ideas:

promitlvism in art and the evolution of art.

Together, the two subjects were used to support

his thesis that the history of art has been one of

general development from lesser to greater

realism.

Gombrich discounted the "relativist" theory ol

art history as irrelevant, asserting that there are

no true standards by which one can speak of art as

being "more" or "less" close to nature. Gom-
brich centered on answering the question "how
much can we consider art to be a reflection of

mankind's evolution?" Did primitive man pro-

duce "less realistic art"? Or, is art simply a

reflection of an artist's intentions? Could a Giotto

have painted a Raphael, or are artistic styles

unavoidably bound to the age in which they first

appear?
In answering these questions, Gombrich

asserted that art is built on technical foundations,

and that until those foundations are first laid, the

depiction of certain Images will have no rele-

vance for the artist. That is, Gombrich differen-

tiates between intelligence and technical skill.

Giotto didn't paint like a High Renaissance pain-

ter not because he was less intelligent than a

Raphael but rather because he lacked the techni-

cal foundations that Raphael was able later to

draw upon.

One might ask, why there is ever a pull

away from technical foundations in art and a

swing back to the less realistic, as demonstrated

by such movements as primitivism? Here the

role of psychology, Gombrich's main field of

interest in art history, comes into play.

There is a natural tendency, Gombrich
claimed, for man to want to depict the world plc-

tographically. It is a psychological desire to

depart the three dimensional, more realistic

world for the less concrete world of two dimen-
sions instead.

Sir Ernest Hans-Joseph Gombrich presented a

humorous and educational lecture on evolution

in art to wrap up his stay at Williams.

Faculty proves it has talent
Continued from Page 8

sang a popular piece from
Music Man. The singing ended
abruptly, but not as abruptly as

the piano, as Ennis-Dwyer
stranded Dwyer in a musical

mixup.

Safford then gave his second

performance of the night with a

musical tribute to Boston and
Anchorage. His magical lyrics

prompted everyone's senti-

ments to drift to Alaska where
the "air is perfumed with the

smell of blubber frying."

Logical magician

Buddy Karelis, scheduled

next on stage, tried to back out

In a moment of uncertainty

(which may well have been a

moment of wisdom). The
moment passed, and Karelis

mounted the stage to perform

his rope tricks. Displaying not

only legerdemain, but legerde-

pied (sleight of foot) , Buddy left

the audience baffled and
stunned.

The penultimate act was a

faculty spouse mlx-and-match
with lookalike women singing of

confused husbands. Safford

accompanied on piano, of

course.

The evening was brought to

conclusion with Slatko and com-

pany leading a sing-a-long for

the entire group. The lyrics

were distributed and everyone

chimed in with verses of "By the

Light of the Silvery Moon,"

"Let Me Call You Sweetheart,"

"Wait 'till the Sun Shines, Nel-

lie," and "In the Good Old Sum-

mertime." Such harmony
hasn't been heard since the last

faculty meeting on Winter
Study. No one had the presence
of mind to reach for the gong,

but no one would send them to

Carnegie Hall, either.

Throughout the evening, the

faculty enjoyed some of the

more cerebral pleasures.

assuming that killing brain cells

is pleasurable.

Overall, among the tremend-

ously talented faculty, the math
department seemed to reign

supreme. The decision remains
to be made of whether they are
the most talented, the most
courageous, or the most sus-

ceptible to delusions. Probably
all of the above.

SUMMER CHARTER FLIGHTS

TO EUROPE
Here's a sample of

roundtrip airfares:

London from $399.00

Paris from $449.00

Vienna from $499.00

Zurich from $440.00

Amsterdam from $435.00

Rome from $498.00

Spain from $399.00

CALL FOR DETAILS
AND INFORMATION

J^

'EL STOIiE
105 Spring Street

WII.M.AMSrOWN, M.\S.S.012fi7»(ll3)1.")8-r>786

Arts & Science Majors!

All dressed up,

with nowhere to go?
It's not too late to think

about Northeastern's MS in

Professional Accounting Program.

This Program is a 15-month course of study designed

for graduates of Arts and Sciences and other non-
accounting majors. It's a full-time grad-

uate program divided into five

quarters, preparing you for the CPA
Examination and a career in public .^^.

accounting. The third quarter is an ^
internship where you are employed T i.

by a leading public accounting firm (^

such as Arthur Andersen, Alexander

Grant, Coopers & Lybrand, Peat

Marwick, or Price Waterhouse. In ad-
,

dition to student loans and tuition

scholarships, significant financial

aid is provided by internship

earnings, which averaged S4,500 i

for the three month internship

last year.

You still have time to apply
for the class beginning in June.

No prior accounting course is

required. Send for brochure, or

call (617) 437-3244.

Please send more information about the MS
in Accounting Program.

Graduate School of Professional Accounting
Northeastern University

360 Huntington Avenue
Boston, MA 02115

Name

Address

City Slate Zip

CoIlej;e -Class.

INorthcastern University
IN BOSTON

Northeiilern I'nivf rsiry i-. an rgudl opportunity attifmalive jttion

rducAiKinal in»iiiution and rtnployrr
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Concert Listings

WEEK OF APRIL 26

prtparMi by

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY RECORDS

Apr. 27& 28 Enc Anderson, The Idler, Cam-
bridge. Mass

Wed.. Apr. 2B Graham Parker. The Metro.

Boston

Wed., Apr 26 Graham Parker, The Metro.

Boslon
Tom Paxton & Berntce Reagon, Fine Arts

Ctr
,
Concert Hall, U Mass. Amherst

Thurs ,Apr 29 Asia, Orpheum, Boston
Tom paxton, Robin & Linda Williams, Page
Hall, SUNY. Albany. NY
Choir Invisible, The Rat, Boslon
Jesse Winchester, The Idler. Cambridge,
Mass
Carl Perkins. Jonathan Switt's. Boston
Commander Cody. Channel, Boston
David Grover, Upstairs al La Cocina. Pitts-

field, Mass

Fri.. Apr 30 Romeo Votd, Rusty Nail. Sun-
derland, Mass.

Roche Sisters, McNeill Room. RPI. Troy,

NY
Drongos. JB Scott's, Albany, NY

Clarence Clemons & Red Bank Rockers.
Channel, Boston

Sal . May 1 Human League, Orpheum. Bos-

ton

Mimi Fanna, Passim's, Boston

J Geils Band, Civic Ctr . Hartford,

Conn
Pousette-Dart Band, Rusty Nail, Sunder-

land, Mass
Country Gentlemen & Johnson Mtn Boys,

Paine Hall, Harvard, Cambridge, MA
Mo|o Niah, JB Scott's, Albany, NY
Rick Springfield, Civic Ctr .

Providence, Rl

Sun
,
May 2 Fteshtones, The Spit, Boslon

Mimi Farma & Jim Post, Iron Horse,

Northampton, Mass
Rick Sprmglield, John B Hynes Veterans'

Auditorium, Prudential Ctr , Boston, Mass

Sammy Hagar & Aldo Nova, Palace, Al-

bany, NY
Kingston Trio, Holiday Inn, Somer-

ville. Mass
Chick Corea, Roy Haynes, Joe Henderson

& Miroslav Vitous, Berklee Performance

Ctr . Boston

May 3 Journey, Boston Garden. Boslon

May 4 Squeeze, John M Greene Hall, Smith

College, Northampton, Mass

Eyes enjoy "Hay Fever^'
Continued trom Page 7

of the play In general, and this

production in particular, is

really too light for this to be as
serious a pointed social com-
mentary as Buclty suggests.

This leaves the production to

be enjoyed primarily as a very
witty, "madcap" comedy.
And we did. The production

values are excellent, Hugh
Landwehr's impressive set

presents the neo-classic Bliss

living room In all its gaudy-
trendy glory, complete with

large marble columns, orien-

tal fans and lamps, and cro-

quet equipment. The costumes,

designed by Bruce Goodrich,
are wonderfully evocative of

the twenties style. Professor
Bucky directs with fine comic
flair, building the first two
acts to bright climaxes at the

curtain. If the end of the play

peters out, Bucky makes up
for it with a very creative

curtain-call staging which
nicely sums up the elegant

sex-frolocklng In Coward's
comedy.

Crowd enjoys finale

by Greg Capaldini and Stephanie O'Connor

The Berkshire Symphony concluded its season last weekend,
performing at Chapln Hall Friday night and at the Koussevitzky
Arts Center in Plttsfield on Sunday. Beethoven'sSymphony#7, was
the featured work, and it proved to be a treat.

Beethoven's music manages to be Inspiring without being pom-
pous. In the audience many heads were nodding and feet tapping to

the beat of the bright finale, with its hoe-down swing and booming
drum beats. Although through the course of the work, the players
often had to put up with such difficulties as high notes and long
passages with tricky rhythm, they performed admirably.
Douglas Moore, Chairman of the Music Department, was the

featured soloist in the Lalo Cello Concerto. Unfortunately, the

music proved rather ineffective. The solo part is quite long-winded
In the first movement, and the whole piece generally lacks sub-

stance. Moore's playing was warm-toned and fluent, but the lack of

a good tune until the third movement made his efforts seem wasted.
Conductor Julius Hegyi apparently intended to boost the group's

sound by adding extra strings. This both helped and hindered.
Certain climaxes through the evening sounded full and warm, but

other places suffered from the kind of imprecision that greater
numbers only aggravate. A case in point was the suite from the

ballet Estancia by Alberto Ginastera, the Argentine Copland in the

1940' s. In the quick movements the sound became muddy and
unforcused, while in the slow one, the entrance of the violins

sounded like something off a "101 Strings" album.

Jean-Bernard Bucky, director of ttie "witty, madcap" Wllliamsthea-

tre production of HAY FEVER.

In fine ensemble work, the

cast does full justice to the

humorous lines and comic
situations of the play. The
actors do occasionally have

troubles maintaining their

British accents. However, we
willingly excuse this slight

flaw. Victoria Price '84, as

Judith, gives a broad and con-

fident performance of an irre-

pressible actress who has

neither the willingness nor

desire to stop performing.

John O'Brien '84, though a bit

111-at-ease, has the right

"look" for "husband" David.

Sheila Walsh '83 and Michael

Winther '84 work nicely

together as brother and sister,

constantly quarreling, but

always ready to play, while

Rebecca Kravetz '82 does very

well with an amusing varia-

tion on the British domestic.

Nicholar Fluehr '84, Perdita

Finn '84, and Hill Snellings '84

complete the scene as

three properly bewildered

and victimized guests. Yet
Meg Schoefleld '84, as a woe-

fully gawky and nervous
young flapper, steals the

show. Her pathetic attempts to

get through the weekend
gracefully are hilarious. It is a
delightfully conceived and
executed performance.

Hay Fever will be per-

formed again this Thursday,
Friday, and Saturday, and is a
line, light comedy for Spring

Weekend. The British gentry

may never really have been
like this, but when parody is

presented so amusingly, we
grin too much to argue.

T„tWoRi^
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Budweiser.
KING OF BEERS«

Olympics at Williams

An afternoon of Olympic type competitions will take place on Sunday.
May 9. from 2-5 p.m. at the Freshman Quad. An entry fee of $25.00 per

ten-person team is required, with all college houses and entries eligible

to participate.

Proceeds to Muscular Dystrophy
An appreciation party sponsored by Budweiser will take place Imme-
diately following the sportstacular, during which time prizes and tro-

phies will be awarded to the top three scoring teams.

All are welcome
Spectators are welcome. Proper identification is required for beer pur-

chases. All proceeds will benefit the patient service and research efforts

sponsored by the Western Mass Chapter of the Muscular Dystrophy

Association, MDA presently operates a clinic at Berkshire Medical Cen-

ter in Pittsfield The clinic offers professional medical and diagnostic

treatment at no cost to children and adults with muscular dystrophy and

related neuromuscular disorders.

For further Information, please contact:

Mike Coakley (413-597-6404), Williams College or

Anne Peterson (413-732-7464) MDA.

Sk^

iUVu^hjf^fui

JOSEPH E. DEVEY

9:00 - 5:00

Men. -Sat. ,

WILIIAMSTOWN, MASS.

01267

^ ^^o
458-5717

^^

WORK IN YOUR FIELD.

LEARN HEBREW & TOUR ISRAEL
Programs for Six Months and One Year
(Internships, Community Work And More)

For Further Information Contact:

SHERUT LAAM
American Zionist Youth Foundation

515 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022

Telephone (212) 751-6070

Golfers drive in cold
by Jim Clark

Snow flurries and .'!5degree weather greeted the opening of the

1982 Williams Golf season. With the Taconic Golf club barely
open, the linksters hosted Holy Cross and Harvard in a Thursday
afternoon trl-match. After braving the elements, the Crusaders
from Worcester bested the Ephmen by two strokes. Both teams
beat Harvard soundly.

The weather seemed to bother everybody except Greg
Jacobsen, who was low man for the match with 73. The senior
captain from Williams was six strokes better than Rick Shea, the

number two player from Holy Cross. Jacobsen and Shea were
the only two under 80.

Combining with Shea's 79 were Don Angell's and Jim
O'Keefe's 81s, Kevin Lynch at 82, and Tom Napoutan with an 83

to give the Crusaders the victory.

A rash of 83s dominated the low five for the Ephmen. Mike
Hennigan, Bruce Goff and Phil Seefried were all caught at that

uncharacteristic score. Randy Rogers rounded out thefivesome
with an 86.

"It's tough to lose a match at home," commented Williams
Coach Rudy Goff. After a successful Spring Break tour through
Georgia and the Carollnas the linksters had not been able to play

until the day of the match. "The course had just opened for

practice on Monday," Goff stated.

I'm not disappointed with our performance, but very
Impressed with Holy Cross," he went on. "Those scores were
good, and very low given the conditions of the course and the

weather."
The 1-1 Ephmen next face Colgate away, and then Journey to

the New England's on Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday.

Ruggers thrash Springfield foe
by Dave Weaver

Kevin Drewyer '82 led the Wil-
liams Rugby Football Club to a
resounding 28-0 thrashing of

Springfield College RFC. Drew-
yer, playing his best game of the
year, led an exceptionally
smooth and balanced Williams
line, slashing through the rival

side with ease time and time
again.

The purple scrum played
their usual top-form game as

well, indeed accounting for

most of the scoring done in the

afternoon.

Chip Connaly '83 opened the

action with a try, and the Jeff

Hllger '82 kick made it 6-0. Fol-

lowing a wondrous inside
reverse, Dave Park '83 pounded
another home to make it 12-0 at

the half.

The scrum made their pres-

ence felt In the second half, scor-

ing three times. Brian Gradle
'83 ripped across the line to open
things up, and the rout was on.

Dan Maynard '83 fell on the ball

for a try after he blocked a kick,

and the last score came about as

a result of the fine coordination

between the scrum and the line,

as Joe Carey '83 scored after a
long Drewyer run.

The B and C sides warmed ud

for next weekend's Little Three
match with an intrasquad
scrimmage, which the B side

won in a close match, 58-46.

Eph 9 weather tough week
Continued from Page 12

Ephmen. The only thing they couldn't steal was
first. The main damage was done on a double

steal with men on first and third. The runner at

first took off for second, and as soon as the throw

went down, the runner at third raced home. Both

were safe.

Williams had their best offensive production in

the fourth, when they scored three runs. White

and Coakley singled, Phil Lusardi '85 doubled,

and B.J. Connolly drove Lusardi in on an error on
the third baseman.

Hennigan tired in the ninth, and started walk-

ing batters. Freshman Mike DeWlndt replaced

him, but he too had control problems, and Steve

Watson, another freshman, finished the game for

Williams.

White got in the offensive groove, going four for

five, with two RBI's. White had led the team In

batting in their pre-season Florida trip, but took a

while to warm up and play a great offensive

game.

Williams launched a rally in the bottom of the

ninth, when the game was all but lost, scoring two

NOTICE: Bud Athletes-of-the-Week:

If you ordered a jaci^et with "Ter"

or "Nut Case" on it, and you want your
jacl(et, please get in toucli with me.
Thank you.

Katie x6434 or S.U. 1847

McClelland's Stationery and Office Products

Hallmarl< Cards

Crane and Eaton Stationery

School Supplies

Art Supplies

Don't forget Mother's Day, May 9.

Spring Street - - Williamstown

Telephone 458-4920

runs to make the final score look a bit more rea-

sonable, If not respectable. Third baseman Brian

Rutledge got a triple to left-center, and Dave
Nasser walked. Co-captain Tom Howd and White

both got singles, knocking them in.

In earlier action, Wesleyan got four runs in the

fourth inning off tired pitcher Joe Merrill to beat

Williams Tuesday 6-2. Williams also committed

five errors in the game, but the big inning was
what hurt them.

Williams' offensive production was not up to the

levels it had been over the weekend (when they

scored six, six, and eight runs), as their runs

came on solo home runs by Phil Lusardi and cen-

terfielder Mark White (who went two for three on

the day).

Freshman David Moss pitched the middle three

innings for Williams, giving up two runs. Mike
DeWindt finished up. With make-ups of snowed-

out games meaning that Williams had to play five

games in six days, co-captain Merrill had to start,

pitching well for three innings, but tiring In the

fourth.

The Ephmen faced Amherst this afternoon.

BONNE BELL
10-0-6 SALE

Regular 10-0-6 or

10-0-6 Light

Pint for $3.95

regularly $6.50

GALLON FOR $24.95

HARTS PHARMACISTS INC.

SPRING STREET

enzi s

COLLEGE BOOK STORE, INC.

WILLIAMSTOWN. MASS 01267

Go Fly a Kite !

$2.49

More string for 59C/spool. j The Purple Pub
Bank Street

I

I
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Monday
Draft Beer Night

Pabst Beer 64 oz.

pitchers $1.50

7 pm - 12 midnight

Tuesday
Prime Time
(reduced prices)

Wednesday, April 28

New Light Wine
Prizes
9 - close

Thursday
Vodka Night
Any Vodlta drinit

$1.00

Friday

Lunch special

Beer and Deli

Sandwich with I.D.

$2.25

Sunday
Open at 1:00

Pitchers of Bloody
Marys for $5.00

NOTE: Lunch served Monday-Saturday 11:30-2:00 p.m.

Best Deli in town!
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Netmen whip BC, fall to Jeffs
by Gordon Celender

Coming off a big victory over
Tufts last weel<, the men's var-
sity tennis team was eager to
face Boston College and archri-
val Amherst in competition this
week. The team had to be con-
tent with a split, winning
Impressively (7-2) over the
Eagles but suffering a disap-
pointing (5-4) loss to the Lord
Jeffs.

The Williams tennis courts
were once again the site of an
exciting showdown for the Little

Three Championship on Satur-
day. Although they were forced
to compete without the services
of junior IVIarc Sopher who is

undefeated so far this season,
Williams was still favored to
come out on top in defense of
their crown.

Following the completion of
the singles matches, the Eph-
men found themselves trailing
4-2, with wins by sophomores
Greg Zaff (#1) and Brook
Larmer (#3). Confronted with
the unenviable task of sweeping
the doubles, the Williams net-
men fell Just short of a come-
back victory, capturing only the
first and second matches and
thus losing the overall match by
a score of 5-4. Zaff teamed up
with senior Captain Chuck War-
shaver to win at number one
doubles, while Larmer was
joined by freshman Craig Ham-
mond in the win at number two
doubles.

The team met the Eagles of
Boston College on Wed. Due to a
slight muscle pull in an earlier
match against Colgate, War-

Women's lax even
after split week
Keeping their record even, the women's lacrosse team split

two games this week. The team fell to Tufts Saturday after
downing Union earlier in the week.

In their most physical contest this season, the Williams
women's lacrosse team bowed to Tufts 11-8. Williams sopho-
more Alison Earle led the Eph offense with three goals. Junior
Bea Fuller netted a pair of goals, and Eileen Conley '82, Alison
Fuller '85 and Beth Connollv '82 each scored once.
Versus Union, Williams maintained a lead throughout the

game despite the blustery cold winds of Cole Field. A well-
balanced attack and solid defense gave the Ephs a 7-3 lead at the
half, which they held to win 11-6.

Co-captain Beth Connolly led the team with four goals. Alison
Fuller and Eileen Connolly contributed two goals each to the
Williams effort. Alison Earle, senior co-captain Nancy Geismar
and junior Jenny O'Brien scored one apiece.
With their record at 2-2, the women face Trinity tomorrow at

home.

Track romps at NESCAC

shaver was unable to partici-
pate. His absence afforded the
Ephmen an opportunity to dis-

play some of their Impressive
depth, as the team took four of
the singles matches and swept
the doubles to win by a 7-2 tally.

Victorious Williams players
included Zaff, Larmer, Crack
Graham ('82) and Don Myk-
rantz ('82) at numbers 1,3,4, & 5
as well as Hammond (w/Lar-
mer), Tim Rives ('85) (w/Zaff),
and Jeff Harmet ('82) (w/Myk-
rantz) in doubles.

Williams' record now stands
at 6-2 with just three matches
left. Today, the team goes
against Trinity here, and this
weekend they will head to New
Haven to compete in the New
England Championships.

ixmi^^Tm^m

Tennis team number one player Greg Zaif '84 lunges for difficult return In
the Ephs' narrow loss to the Lord Jeff8.(Farley)

In a performance which made
stoic coach Dick Farley "very
pleased," the Williams track
team emerged as possibly the
best team in this weekend's
New England Small College
Athletic Conference (NESCAC)
track meet.
Since team scores are not

compiled, no school wins the
NESCAC title, but with six first
place finishes and a number of
other good performances, Willi-
ams was among the best
schools. The other team at the
top was Colby.

Lindsay Rockwood '85 led the
Ephwomen with a third place in
the long jump and fourth in the
high jump. The women also col-
lected a number of other fourth
and fifth place finishes.

Seniors Jeff Poggi and Char-

Walking hurts Ephwomen
The Williams College softball

team is 1-1 after one week of
play, but Coach Erv Chambliss
is confident that better days are
in the future.

Williams rode freshman
Karen Montzka's no-hitter to an
18-1 victory over Amherst last
Sunday, but fell victim to walks
at Union a week ago today, 24-

13.

The Ephwomen walked in 10
runs in a row in the fifth inning
of the Union game, and Chamb-
liss was upset— not at his
pitchers but at the other team.
"I barely consider them a soft-

ball team," said Chambliss. "In
Softball, you have to swing at

some balls—nobody can get
three strikes over on a batter.

They just refused to play."

Union started swinging the bat

again when they had scored 10
runs, with an 18-13 lead.

Williams had better luck on
Sunday with Montzka's no-
hitter. She had six strikeouts,
and Amherst's only run came on
an error.

Offensive stars in the game
for Williams were Liz Jex '83,

who went five-for-five, Terry
Dancewicz '82, who was three
for four with a home run, and
Laura Napolitano '85, who went
two for four.

Chambliss is very confident
about the rest of the season.
"We'll win the rest of our
games," he said. "We should
have gone undefeated. The
Union game was a fluke—I still

don't consider them a tough
opponent."

Laxmen win first over Bantams

lie Von Arenschildt each won
an event and finished highly in

another to pace the men. Von
Arenschildt won the 400 meter
run with sophomore Ted Leon in

second. Von Arenschildt then
went on to take third in the 200
meter dash.

Poggi won the 400 meter hur-
dles and almost completed a
sweep of the hurdles by getting
second In the 110 high hurdles.
Junior Dan Riley put in a tre-

mendous effort to win the 10,000
meter run. The wins then con-
tinued to pile up for Williams as
the 400 meter and mile relay
teams posted victories.

Completing the day for the
Purple were John Campbell '84

who won the pole vault and
freshman Paul Toland who
placed second in the high jump.

Decisively ending a three
game losing streak, the men's
lacrosse team downed Trinity
11-6 Saturday. The win came
after the Ephmen 's worst loss of
the year, a 28-2 drubbing at the
hands of Dartmouth.

Williams combined an espe-
cially strong attack with its
very aggressive defense to
establish a 4-3 lead by halftime
at the Trinity game. The Eph-
men saw a fine performance by
its man-down defense, allowing
only one goal In nine such
situations.

After securing its second half
lead with four more goals in the
third quarter, Williams gained

an additional three scores in the
fourth quarter to complete their
final tally of 11-6.

Freshman goalie David
Flynn had a spectacular day in

the nets with 19 saves. Attack-
men Keith Haynes '84, Ken
Miller '82, and Mark Payton led
the offense, with Midfielders
Dirk Rittenhouse, Tom Costley,
and Jay Wheatley adding their
own goals to advance the Purple
attack.

The Ephmen received a sound
28-2 thrashing from Dartmouth
Wednesday. The visiting Big
Green moved quickly in front,

leading 15-1 at the half and
never allowed the Purple to

steal their momentum.

The Big Green established an
early three goal lead before sur-
rendering one tally to Williams
senior captain Ken Miller. Dart-
mouth came back to score two
more in the first quarter and
added ten in the second to forge
a 15-1 halftime advantage.

The Williams squad seemed
determined to stop the Big
Green offensive in the third
quarter, giving up only three
goals and gaining one of their
own as senior attackman Tad
Chase scored on a breakaway
shot. The Ephmen's defensive
mistakes and ineffective
offense, however, resulted In
ten more Dartmouth goals to set
the final tally at 28-2.

Ephmen hit hard, get pounded
by John Clayton

The baseball team (2-6) won one and lost three
last week, but with their hitting potential, they
won't be out of too many games. They split with
Bowdoin Saturday, losing 5-1 then winning 7-5,

lost to Colby 17-6 on Friday, and lost to Wesleyan
6-2 on Tuesday.

Williams jumped out to an early lead in the
second game, scoring all seven runs in the first
three innings. Then they almost threw it away, as
Bowdoin scored three runs in the top of the
seventh.

Mark White '84 was the offensive star of the
second game, going four for four with two RBI's.
John DeLorenzo '82 got the win for Williams,
going six and a third innings to even his record at
1-1. Freshman Dave Moss finished up the seventh
to get the save.

The Ephmen started out well when leadoff hit-
ter Dave Nasser '83 singled and took second on an
error. Co-captain Tom Howd '82 bunted and was
thrown out, but when Bowdoin tried for a double
play they overthrew third and Nasser scored. Bob
Brownell '83 singled, and freshman Mike Coakley
doubled, sending Brownell home on yet another
fielding error.

The Ephmen added to that 2-1 lead (Bowdoin
had scored in the first on a triple and a ground ball
out) in the second with three more runs, this time
with only one error to help them out. Singles by
Dave Calabro '82, Brian Rutledge '85 and Nasser,
a double by White, who then stole third, and a
ground ball by Coakley did the work.

Williams scored another run in the third when
senior John Lawler singled, stole second, took
third on the overthrow at second, and scored on a
bunt by Calabro.

Bowdoin scored another run in the fifth on
another triple, this time by Dave Powers. They
threatened with three in the seventh on a walk,
three singles and two errors.

Bowdoin committed an atrocious five errors in

the second game, but an even worse nine in the
first game. Yes, nine errors. Their ineptitude in

the field was saved only by a lack of clutch hitting

by the Ephmen.

Williams only scored one run for pitcher Joe
Merrill (1-1), despite four hits, six walks, and
those nine errors.

Meanwhile Bowdoin got one in the third, one in
the fifth, and three in the seventh. Burton SpioUa
scored the first two runs, after tripling and dou-
bling. John Reidy had a home run in the seventh,
along with four other singles.

They got enough hitting to win the Colby game,
but had trouble stopping the other team.

"We hit well," said Williams Coach Jim Brlggs,
"but they did too. They just beat us. Today we
gave up too many steals and too many walks, but
we hadn't done that before. Soon we'll put it all
together defensively and win some games."

John Hennigan took the loss for Williams, giv-
ing up six runs on eight hits in six and one-third
innings. Hennigan walked one and struck out four
in his relief of starter Joe Markland. Markland
had gone one and two-thirds Innings, giving up the
first two runs.

Colby scored the winning runs in the seventh
when they stole second, third and home on the

Continued on Page 11
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Proposal A passes 100-50
Honors grade dropped from plan

Winter Study gained new
life yesterday in a

packed Griffin Three.

The faculty approved

the Review Committee's Proposal
A to go Into effect in 1983-84, but

voted the controversial "honors"
grade out of the final version.

The two-to-one margin of pas-

sage, described as "very decisive"
by President John Chandler,
spurred hopes that faculty and stu-

dents would implement the pro-

gram with enthusiasm. The
percentage was larger than most
had predicted—excepting former
College Council President Freddy
Nathan '83, who was holding a sign
reading "68%" long before the vote
was taken. Nathan estimated each
faculty member's position on the

issue and made a tally early in the
meeting. Chandler's calculator
showed the actual figure to be 66
percent.

The debate on the floor gave few
clues to the final outcome, how-
ever. The honors grade fell early
after the unexpected voice-vote
approval of an amendment to elim-
inate the extra mark. "So much
student performance is indiffer-

ent, it never occurred to me that

(the "honors" grade) would be
defeated," remarked history pro-
fessor Russel Bostert later.

Classics professor John Stam-
baugh, who offered the amend-
ment, explained, "I expected
someone else to do it, but when the
time (for amendments) grew
closer, it seemed that nothing was
presented."

He argued that the "honors"
grade "would do more harm than
good ... I'd rather not give year-
round approval to the competitive
drive of the regular semester."
Although three proposals were

on the ballot. Proposal A and the
two-semester calendar Proposal B
dominated discussion. Review
Committee co-chairman Larry

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP:

COMMITTEE CO-CHAIRMEN
GREENE AND GRAVER AFTER
THE VOTE, FRED GREENE
HASN'T BEEN SO HAPPY "SINCE
1847, OR WHENEVER WE VOTED
IN WINTER STUDY."

JOHN STAMBAUGH OF HIS
HONOR GRADE AMENDMENT: "I

EXPECTED SOMEONE ELSE TO
DO IT."

FACULTY SECRETARY FRED
STOCKING COUNTS WINTER
STUDY BALLOTS WITH THE AID
OF HOPKINS HALL STAFF.

Graver described Proposal A and
its centerpiece. Freshman Semin-
ars, as an attempt to "revitalize

Winter Study." He outlined the

seminars as voluntarily conceived
and taught by groups of four or five

faculty. The wide scope of the

seminars will allow for flexibility

and the incorporation of relevant
Issues within and outside of the

community.
In response to questions from

faculty members. Dean Daniel

O'Connor explained that all fresh-

men will be required to participate

In a seminar, with no exceptions.

Incoming freshmen will register In

June so that seminar sizes may be

adjusted to meet demand, thereby

guaranteeing that everyone will

receive a first or second choice, he

continued. In the summer of 1983,

six groups of six to eight faculty

members will meet to plot semin-

ars "for two years running," elab-

orated O'Connor to allay faculty

fears of being "dragooned" Into
teaching a seminar.
Graver praised the seminar con-

cept. "Few students will ever have
had this kind of shared experience.
It should set the tone for Winter
Study ... To the faculty, it's an
Invitation to imaginative adven-
ture."

Many faculty looked back to
1967, when Winter Study was added
to the curriculum, cutting into the
previous fourteen week semesters.
As biology professor William
Grant observed, "We're not here to
vote for A, B or C, but whether to
retain Winter Study or not. That's
the bottom line."

Grant said he backed Winter
Study at its inception but was
swayed by "the fact that Winter
Study has shown steady deteriora-

tion for the past seven years."
"Proposal A will not work— It's not

enough by one half," he predicted,

urging the faculty to "cut off the

life support system and let Winter

Study go with grace to the peace

that it so well demands."

Music professor Irwin Shainman
disagreed emphatically with
Grant. "The reason for Winter

Study Is that we didn't like the two-

semester system," he insisted.

"We can't go back to the past, to

the good old days, because they

weren't as good as we think."

After the meeting. Chandler said

he "was pleased" with the plan.

"The real test will be whether the

seminars can be made attractive

and whether the staffing can be
arranged."

Grant, too, was pleased with the

outcome, having expected no prop-

osal to gain a majority vote, but

maintained that "the likelihood is

that Winter Study will slowly die.

Considering the strength of the

vote, It's up to all the faculty and all

the students to make it work."

Student reaction was undeniably

jubilant. "Naturally, we're
elated," responded Nathan.
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CUL refutes

student pleas
The house transfer system will tighten In the

next few years despite student opposition, the
Committee on Undergraduate Life (CUL) indi-

cated at its meeting last Tuesday.
Although no formal vote was taken, CUL chair-

man Cris Roosenraad summed up committee
sentiment,

' 'I thlnli the quota system is appealing
to all of us."

"Nil support"
The CUL came down on the side of the tradi-

tional house philosophy. "The housing system is

the creation of the faculty and Trustees of the
College. It gives integral support to the educa-
tional goals of the College . . . ( it ) should represent
the diversity that is there in the entire student
body," explained Roosenraad.
Former College Council president Freddy

Nathan '83, speaking for the Gargoyle Society,
pointed out that, among the student body, "there
is virtually nil support for any transfer restric-

tions,
'

' and asked the CUL, ' 'Why are you so eager
to Ignore the will of the students?"
Roosenraad responded that the CUL was

created "specifically to oversee the residential
house system —not to seek the democratic
majority vote on what is appropriate." He added,
"Student opinion is not the government of this

College."

Assistant theater professor Jill Nasslvera
observed, "Our mandate is from the College. We
were told what kind of housing system this Col-

lege should have."

"Restrictions appropriate"
College Council representative to the CUL Rus-

sell Piatt '82 argued, "Taking this issue to the
whole student body is ridiculous. I think the res-

trictions are very appropriate."
Nathan asserted that "students are the best

judges of their own preferences and needs."
Cheryl Martin '82, also speaking for the Gar-

goyles, attacked the "enforced diversity" reason-
ing of the CUL. "If we admit diverse classes, the

houses will be diverse anyway ... I don't think you
can be completely isolated on this campus."
The CUL will vote at a future meeting on

whether to "mandate both the Dean's Office and
next year's CUL that this committee expects cer-

tain general kinds of changes will occur (within

the housing system) in the next three years," said

Roosenraad.

Tighten up
This mandate will include a recommendation to

"tighten the transfer up, but to do it In a way so as

to be equitable to current students."

Athletes decry ban
Post-season sports illegal

Housing Committee co-chairman Kathleen Merrigan
'82 ponders the fate of the residential housing system at

last week's CUL meeting. (Farley)

In addition, the CUL will vote on cosmetic
changes recommended by the Glfford Report or

the CUL Housing Subcommittee, such as year-
long terms for house presidents beginning in

December 1982 and placing the current Student
Housing Committee under CUL control.

Increased cultural funds possible

The year-long term raised some questions
among CUL members. "I worry about the

number and quality of the candidates,"
remarked Roosenraad. Housing Committee co-

chairman Kathleen Merrigan '82 added that "a
lot of people were actually drafted this year " for

house offices.

The faculty associate role may be expanded to

include an associate selected by each incoming
sophomore contingent, so that each house will

have three associates. Each house will also have
a four-person committee that meets with faculty

associates to plan cultural events. The CUL may
also look into the possibility of increasing the

house cultural funds, currently set at $250 per
house.
"An increase in cultural funds will qiake distri-

bution a more important task and the house will

be able to do more worthwhile activities,"

explained Piatt.

Piatt also recommended student social com-
mittees for each house, with the "main purpose to

relieve the president of the burden of cleaning up
after parties at three in the morning."
The CUL also briefly discussed the "minority"

groups who feel alienated from the house govern-
ment. Martin pointed out that many groups "are
just plain not interested in what the majority

wants." Merrigan said that disaffected minori-
ties "can put pressure on the house government to

create a balanced social calendar."

by Laura Seligsohn

Although Williams teams
qualify for national competition

rarely—on average only once
every five years—even these

few teams are often forced to

give up their chance for compe-
tition because of a New England
Small College Athletic Confer-

ence (NESCAC) restriction.

The restriction, which prohib-

its teams from competing after

the season is over, is the result

of NESCAC's academic policy

designed to protect the integrity

of a small college. Such schools

as Amherst, Middlebury and
Wesleyan also belong to the 11-

college conference.

Reasons for NESCAC's post-

season play rule, noted Soccer
Coach Seth Johnson '79 at last

week's College Council meet-
ing, are contentions that classes

would be missed, pressure
would be put on players and
coaches, and compromise of

admissions policies would occur

if the rule did not exist.

Infrequent application

Johnson contended that none
of the reasons apply, especially

since teams qualify so infre-

quently for nationals. The disso-

lution of the restriction, he felt,

would precipitate no radical

changes in athletics at
Williams.

He noted that he played on an
undefeated soccer team his

senior year at Williams, but the

team had to decline its invita-

tion to national competition.

"The rule against post-season
play stymies the effort of the

athlete," Johnson lamented.

The complaint about lost

class time rests on shaky foun-

dations, Johnson said, since lit-

tle time is actually missed on

account of athletic commit-
ments. He said the extent to

which classes are missed is

"blown up."

Lisa Pepe '83, who has played
on the volleyball team for the

past three years, pointed out

that athletes join teams with full

knowledge of the pressure
Involved. Furthermore, Pepe
argued, students at Williams
are mature and individual

enough not to be pushed into

playing post-season games if

they prefer not to.

Special sliiils

Finally, Johnson said. Admis-
sions offers special considera-

tion to all applicants with

special skills, "athletes as

much as artists." Having
worked with admissions
regarding soccer players, John-

son said he knows that aca-

demic qualifications are far and
away primary.

He cited the Ivy League
schools, which "have no qualms
about letting any team compete
in national tournaments If It's

good enough."

Johnson's challenge to the

post-season policy was sup-

ported by most Council
members. Representative Paul
Sabbah '83 wondered "why the

rule has been in effect for eleven

years. I don't really see a good
reason."

Council President Stuart

Robinson '83 affirmed that since

"Williams was one of the big

pushers when NESCAC was
formed, Williams has got to be

one of the trendsetters."

The Council decided to send a

letter to President John
Chandler asking him to investi-

gate the possibilities of post-

season play.

Brackets expand
catalog offerings

by Jeffrey H. Brainard

Students planning out their

majors at registration time

often contend with bracketed

courses, which are supposed to

help students plan ahead but

often lead to confusion.

According to several profes-

sors, courses are bracketed

because the instructor is going

on sabbatical that year,

because the department wants

to increase the number of

courses it offers, oft)ecause stu-

dent demand for the course is

small.

"Getting a decent replace-

ment for a professor on sabbati-

cal Is almost impossible," said

Professor James MacFadyen,
chairman of the geology depart-

ment. His department has only

five professors, and when one

goes on sabbatical none of the

others has a sufficient back-

ground to enable him to teach
the absentee's courses.

"In small departments it's

usually not possible to replace

the exact specialty of a profes-

sor on sabbatical," added Reli-

gion Professor Mark Taylor.

"We could try to hire a replace-

ment for the year, but that

would be expensive and
difficult."

Courses of the future

Instead, some departments.

Including religion, geology and
political science, hold meetings

with current and prospective

majors before registration to

give them an Idea of future

course offerings.

Continued on Page 5
Spring Weekend tesllvitles drew over 300 to Poker Flats on Saturday In search of beer, bands and
Service hot dogs.
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Mary Kenyatta:

On Housing

And The Role of Dean

The liiographical information in

Efihpvrsonnvl is dccoptivoiy

short: Bachelor of Arts, Tent-

l>le I niversity. But Assistant

Dvon \}nr\ Kenyalta's Icarninfi t'xpvrivnct's

extend far heyonti a decree in radio telet'i-

sion film. She has worked at If I H) -I'M.

a

public radio station, as the director of a

weekly public affairs program. She has

orfianized extensicely: workin/i on a coter

ref^istration project in \Jississippi from
I9t}t}-t}8: helping to form a cooperative retail

outlet for impoverished home craftsmen,

IQhH-M: anti-l ietnam If ar work, centered

in Philadelphia: and four-and-a-half years

with the Presbyterian Church. coordinalinfi

the If omen in Leadership profiram. during

which lime she founded the Third If orld

Record: It seems like the biggest hous-

ing issue this year was transfers, which

the Gilford Committee saw as no prob-

lem. Why the new interest?

Kenyatta: The discussion came up as

part of a discussion of the house gover-

nance system. People who move into a

house with the notion of being there for

only one year (will be less) willing to

work and struggle to make the house

succeed.

Moving from one house to another is

really a new trend. It can be changed
through education, we think: Junior

Advisors talking about the House Sys-

tem, telling freshman to make sure their

first or second choice is where they want
to stay—and not advocating the short-

term approach.

RECORD: Do you feel that you are the token black dean?

KENYATTA: Of course . . .

Jf omen's Coordinal ing Commit tee.

Kenyatta says of that orgattization, "it's the

ihinji I'm most proud of," and it still exists

today.

If ithin the past two years, sexual and
racial di.scriminalion and student housiiifi.

issues with which Kenyatta is deeply
invoiced, have come to the forefront of cam-
pus discussion. For all the attention she has

received in that lime, rarely has she been
allowed to speak her mind unencumbered
by an ongoinfi battle. Last week Record
Editor Kich Henderson spoke with
Kenyatta in her office.

Record: Could you define in your terms
the residential ethos of the College?

Kenyatta: Williams College does not
have a simple dormitory arrangement;
instead the living arrangement is

designed to be an integral part of a stu-

dent's education. I'm not sure how real
that is now, but when the Residential
House System was set up, it was— the
houses were the centers for cultural
activities. Today, a much greater
number of lectures, concerts and other
activities take place all over campus, so
the house system will have to find differ-

ent ways of spending its cultural funds
and new ways to draw people to the
houses. Houses will also need to find new
ways of interacting.

Record: The CUL was charged to begin
implementation of the Gifford Report
this year. In what areas have you made
progress?

Kenyatta: We have made a lot of pro-
gress . . . some things, like sophomore
advising, have already been imple-
mented. The CUL does wish to reaffirm
the Residential House System as origi-

nally defined. I expect that it will issue a

mandate to this office and the Housing
office to take steps to move towards
more balance of classes in each house.

Record: There is a lot of talk about how
physical plant should not be considered

in a housing decision. But isn't that atti-

tude blind to the very real differences in

housing quality here?

Kenyatta: I think that sometimes we
forget that there are rooms in the Row
Houses the size of a closet. I partially

agree with Tim Caffrey that there are

some things that should override the

physical situation: whether people in the

house try to be compatible and consider-

ate of individual rights to privacy,

whether the government is open to the

wishes of small, so-called minority

groups in the house.

Gorgeous Prospect House

Record: But wouldn't Williams be better

off without Prospect House?

Kenyatta: I've heard people say that it

would be better without Prospect or Mis-

One thing that concerns me is that

every September the telephone book is

outdated before the end of the first week.
That caused a lot of problems last fall.

We'd like students to move into their

assigned room and at least to give their

house a chance. We would freeze it for a
month, and if they still wanted to move
then they could.

Record: Do you think the first-come-

first-served policy on empty rooms is

fair? For instance, it seems like a lot of

sophomores who showed up at Housing
Office on the right day are living in

senior rooms in Dodd, when seniors are
stuck in the Annex.

Kenyatta: Next year we want to contact
the House President to tell him that

someone is moving out of the house and a

room is opening up. He can tell house
members about it.

Record: Can a student get a new house
affiliation not through the transfer pro-

cess but simply by pestering Dean
Kenyatta?

Kenyatta: Well, Dean Kenyatta made a

mistake and was misled once this past

year. What I thought was a simple room
swap ended up an affiliation swap. That
will not happen again. But I do get people

stopping me in the snack bar asking

about such things.

Record: Now I'd like to talk about you as

a Dean.

Kenyatta: Uh-oh, here come the tough

questions. (Laughs)

The token black dean

Record: Do you feel that you are the

token black dean? The circumstances of

your hiring definitely point to it.

Kenyatta: Of course. I think that I would
be blind looking around Hopkins Hall if I

didn't. I think that in this situation I have
no problem with that, because the other

deans value me as an individual. Yes,

I'm a token, but I'm also important here.

I'm in a position to stay in contact with

'There are those whites who have not dealt with blacks

except in the person of the gardener or maid."

sion Park. I had a student tell me he
would come back as an alum, blow up the

Park, and put up new housing. I told him
that would be great as long as he notified

Hopkins Hall first.

We also have to remember that on
some campuses a Mission Park or Pros-
pect would be gorgeous. We have really

gotten spoiled, because we have such a

very good housing stock.

Record: How closely do you monitor stu-

dents who simply move into an empty
room somewhere?

Kenyatta: We're really trying to put a

stop to that. Unfortunately, the only way
we find out is through the custodians.

members of the black community so that

when there are problems and concerns, I

can be an advocate for them.

Also, for white students it is important

that a black be in a position of some-
some—authority. There are those whites

who have not dealt with blacks except in

the person of the gardener or maid. It is

important for them to see blacks who are

faculty, administrators, and are compe-
tent. When they leave this institution,

students should have learned how to deal

with diverse kinds of people in diverse

positions.

Record: Do you fit in well with the other

Deans? Your training and background

(Farley)

are so different; you haven't been at Wil-

liams as long . . .

Kenyatta: My training and background
are very different— I have a degree in

communications. I have had a wide
range of experiences, and a very strong
counselling background. I bring a fresh
perspective. A lot of things at Williams
are done because they've always been
done that way ... I can ask why.
The Deans work very well as a team,

"I had a student tell me
he would come back as

an alum, blow up the
Park, and put up new
housing. I told him that
would be great as long as

he notified Hopkins Hall

first."

and I think it's because we all have a lot

of respect for each other—and trust. We
talk openly and freely.

Record: Do you think it healthy if stu-

dents see a Dean as "the one in chargeof
blacks and women?"

Kenyatta: I think a lot of times white

males are hesitant about dealing with

black women. Once a male comes in and
realizes that I will be honest and up-front

if he is honest and up-front, we will main-
tain a strong relationship. I don't bring a

lot of biases into the situation. It's a mat-
ter of getting them to walk in the front

door. I also think it's Important to note

that some black students do not want to

deal with me.

No improvement since

cross-burning

Record: Have any concrete changes
occurred on campus to help the black
situation since the cross-burning crisis?

Kenyatta: I don't think so. The cross-

burning took place in spite of the admin-
istration's commitment to black
students and the College's support sys-

tems for black students. Now it's just a

matter of implementing that commit-
ment and support.

Record: Do some people react to you as

Mrs. Muhammad Kenyatta rather than
as Mary Kenyatta?

Kenyatta: Nope. That is one great thing

about being at Williams. Elsewhere my
husband was very much a public figure.

Though I had my own career and iden-

tity I was introduced as "this is Muham-
mad's wife."

Record: Where do you go from here?

Kenyatta: My husband and I came with

the idea of staying until our kids gradu-
ated from high school. 1 have every
intention of staying here for five or six

years.

Bracketed courses French house draws fire
Continued from Page 1

But those offerings, as listed

in the Bulletin, are often confus-

ing and misleading. Eighteen
courses which were bracketed
In last year's Bulletin and which
the Bulletin specifically said

would be offered In 1982-83 were
in fact bracketed again.
Twenty-four more courses will

be bracketed in 1982-83 for the

second year in a row.

Dean of the College Daniel
O'Connor said that some of

these errors were due to person-
nel changes—for example, sab-

baticals which were announced
after the Bulletin went to press,

or tenure and resignation deci-

sions. Other errors were simply
inadvertent, he admitted. But
courses are not supposed to be
bracketed two years in a row,

O'Connor added, and courses
bracketed for three consecutive
years are usually deleted.

Frustrated majors
Another potential problem for

students arises when courses
which are required for the

major twcome bracketed. This

occurred in next year's religion

and geology department offer-

ings because the Instructors will

be on sabbatical, and in the

music department because
many of the students who would
have taken the course will go

abroad next year.

"We only have between six

and 10 majors a year, and about

half of them are going abroad
next year," stated music pro-

fessor Irwin Shainman. "By
bracketing the required course
we can divert more manpower
to another course. The majors
will be able to take the required

course the following year."

The anthropology depart-

ment had the largest number of

bracketed courses; 44 percent

of the total they offered . The pol-

itical science department was
close behind with 41 percent.

The chemistry and classics

departments were at the low

end of the scale with nine and
seven percent, respectively.

No anthropology major
Professor Robert Friedrichs,

chairman of the anthropology
department, said the depart-
ment had planned to increase
the number of courses it

offered, in anticipation that the

Committee on Educational Pol-

icy would approve a proposal to

make anthropology a major.
When the proposal failed, Fried-

richs said, the two anthropology
professors decided that it

would be useless to offer upper-
level courses with no junior and
senior majors to take them.

Professor Gary Jacobsohn,
acting chairman of the political

science department, said there
was nothing mysterious or

Machiavellian about the depart-

ment's bracketing procedure.

"Our courses are routinely

bracketed," he said. "There are
only so many electlves we can
offer."

Jacobsohn admitted that the

political science department
brackets more of its courses
than most departments, but ad-

ded that fewer professors were
free to teach the upper-level pol-

itical science electlves because
of the department's emphasis
on small class size in its

required courses.

' 'We've tried to keepdown the

size of our core courses—101,
102, 203, and 206," he said. "It's

a sacrifice to expend manpower
on the sections, but we do it

because we think it's impor-
tant."

The political science depart-

ment tries to help students plan
their major by Issuing a two-
year guide to the electlves,

Jacobsohn added.

by Sara Ferris

The French House once
again claimed the spotlight at

last Monday's CUL meeting,

this time in connection with

the housing system in general.

While the CUL had no com-
plaints about the academic
value of the French house
proposal, they questioned
whether it would be consistent

with the residential house
philosophy.

Looking back to the forma-

tion of the current housing sys-

tem, chairman Cris Roosen-

raad predicted, "I can't

imagine a proposal for a

French House acceptable in

those days, and I don't think

it's fair to say that the housing

system is in such sad shape
that we'll try anything."

Clientele housing

Kevin Hirsch '82 suggested

adapting the co-op system to

provide for academic inter-

ests such as the French House.

"Co-op housing is special

interest housing in some
regard," he argued, "We
should try to contain (the

French House) within clien-

tele housing rather than
expand clientele housing."

In a fleshed-out recommen-

TEACHING

POSITIONS

Leading private schools seek liberal arts grads

for September posiiions. Beginners with leach-

ing interest are needed in Humanities. Math,
Science. Languages and Arts. Great demand
for individuals with athletic, camp or student

teaching background. Openings in day schools

and boarding schools in all areas of the United

States. For more information, call us.

Robert IM. Sandoe & Associates
Faculty Placement

800-225-7986 6 1 7-262-5380

MICHEL'S OF WILLIAMSTOWN
Catering with a special toucli for

special occasions.

• Private Parties • Platters • Hors d'oeuvres

Deadline for arranging for graduation parties

is May 10th.

Contact Mary for more information.

458-5441
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The Purple Pub
Bank Street

Monday
Draft Beer Night

Pabst Beer 64 oz.

pitchers $1.50

7 pm - 12 midnight

Tuesday
Prime Time
(reduced prices)

Wednesday

Watch RECORD
for specials.

Thursday
Vodka Night
Any Vodka drink

$1.00

Friday

Luncli special

Beer and Deli

Sandwich with I.D.

$2.25

Sunday

Open at 1:00

Pitchers of Bloody
Marys for $5.00

NOTE: Lunch served Monday-Saturday 11:30-2:00 p.m.

Best Deli in town!

datlon on Tuesday, Hirsch and
Russell Piatt '82 proposed that

co-ops first be assigned to

those with "demonstrated
need" to get out of the housing

system and remaining spaces

be allotted randomly, as all

coop spaces are done now.

This, they argued, would allow

for special academic inter-

ests, such as language houses,

and would also provide flexi-

bility in cases of little interest

In such houses. The CUL did

not seriously discuss this plan.

Slippery slope

Other members brought up
the "slippery slope" problem
of what constitutes a legiti-

mate special interest. Tim
Cook of the political science

department, speaking in sup-

port of a French House,

argued that "language houses

could be the only ones exempt
from special Interest rejec-

tion."

The CUL also touched on the

Office of Career Counseling
(OCC) Interview policy. The
Committee tentatively consi-

dered two alternatives to the

outright ban on discrimina-

tory organizations. One, put

forth by assistant philosophy

professor Rosemarle Tong,
would require OCC to publish a
"list of all known discrimina-

tory organizations, both
explicit and implicit." In addi-

tion, an all-College panel in

which representatives discuss

and defend their policies

would take place.

A second option would
require recruiters to discuss

their policies with students.

OCC advises them to do so cur-

rently, but it is not mandatory.
The CUL will decide

whether to take the recruit-

ment issue before the faculty

after President John Chandler
addresses the committee
today.

Ur
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News Briefs

Fix finds

fellowship

Stephen Fix, Assistant Profes-
sor of English, received a
research fellowship from the
American Council of Learned
Societies.

Fix will use his one-year fel-

lowship during 1982-8,3 to work
on a project called "TheCJenius
of Extremes: Samuel Johnson
on Shakespeare and Milton," a
study of Johnson's controver-

sial criticism of these writers'

moral and literary influence.

This work continues interests he
developed in graduate school at

Cornell where he concentrated
on Restoration and 18th century
English literature and on liter-

ary criticism and theory.

CES picks

Mellons
Eleven Williams students

have been awarded summer
grants from the Andrew Mellon

Foundation. Each will receive

$1,000 "to support their summer
research activities in the area of

natural resources or environ-

mental issues," according to

Nan Jenks-Jay of the Center for

Environmental Studies, which
decides on the winners.

"This year the choice was
extremely difficult to make, as
so many fine proposals were
submitted for consideration,"

Jenks-Jay commented. "It was
certainly competitive."

Scott Highleyman '82 will

receive training in small-scale,
intensive agriculture in order to

participate in an agricultural

program sponsored by the
Peace Corps. Susan Bragdon '83

will study the social behavior of

chickadees, and Allen Doyle '83

intends to conduct \aboratory
and field analysis of toxins'

effects on the environment.
Brant Seibert '83 will investi-

gate the political aspects of

water use in Colorado, and Paul
Bierman '84 plans to establish a
stream and meteorological
monitoring station in Hopkins
Forest.

Annette Hayes '84 will study
the spatial and architectural

^— Study—

N

in Italy

this Summer
BARBIERI CENTER/ROME CAMPUS

Sponsored By

TRINITY COLLEGE
Hartford, CT 06106

History

Italian

Education

Urban Studies

JUNE n-JULY 21

Wrilr jlio (or delails on Fdll tni

Spring Programs

aesthetics of farms in Berkshire

County. Enith Martin '84 will

take pari in the Crossroads pro-

gram in Sierra Leone in western

Africa, and Jose Perez '84

intends to study deforestation in

Ecuador.
Steven Zlotowski "84 plans to

investigate the impact of atmos-

pheric deposition or. water qual-

ity of the Marsh Creek
Reservoir in Pennsylvania.
Elise Brown '85 will measure
the accumulation of radioactive

isotopes in freshwater on Long
Island, and Scott Smedley '85

will make an inventory of Cape
Cod butterflies.

Raab wins

Mass. grant
Lawrence Raab, assistant

professor of English, has been
awarded a $5,000 Fellowship

from the Artists Foundation,

Inc. The program, funded by the

Massachusetts Council on the

Arts and Humanities, provides
unrestricted grants to Massa-
chusetts residents in recogni-

tion of outstanding creative

work, and in support of continu-

ing work.

Raab was one of four poets
selected from 565 applicants to

be awarded a poetry fellowship.

His work was judged by a panel
of five poets who made their

selections "solely on the basis of

artistic excellence." In all, 48

fellowships of $5,000 each were
awarded in 12 categories: poe-

try, fiction, playwriting, film,

video, music composition, cho-

reography, painting, printma-
king drawing, photography,
sculpture and crafts.

Frosh

warnings soar

Nearly 19 percent of the fresh-

man class received freshman
warnings this semester, com-
pared to 14 percent of last year's

second-semester freshmen, 11

percent of Class of '83 and 12

percent of Class of '82 second-
semester freshmen. The fresh-

men received 106 warnings this

semester.

Following recent trends, by

far the highest number of warn-

ings were generated by Division

III classes, which have the low-

est enrollments of the three div

isions. The mathematics com-

puter science department
led the pack, issuing 43 of the

division's 73 total. The chemis-

try department was a distant

second, issuing 14 warnings.

Most Division II departments
issued no warnings. The psy-

chology department gave out 12

of the 20, the philosophy depart-

ment issued five and the politi-

cal science department mailed
out three.

The 13 Division I warnings
were more scattered, with no
more than three issued for any
department. The German and
Spanish departments gave no
warnings at all.

CC challenges

CUL mandate
The College Council and the

Committee on Undergraduate
Life (CUL) locked horns over
the jurisdiction of the Housing
Committee at Thursday's Coun-
cil meeting.

A proposal contained in co-

Chairman of the Housing Com-
mittee Kathleen Merrigan's
report to the CUL would place

the committee under CUL con-

trol, whereas it currently
answers to the Council.

CUL Chairman Cris Roosen-
raad asserted that the CUL was
established with the "mandate"
to manage the housing issue. To
protests from Council members
he retorted, "The College Coun-

cil doesn't have a mandate to

create that policy; the CUL
does."

Council objection rested on

the contention that since hous-

ing affects everyone, the body
most representative of campus
opinion—the College Council-
should have a large say in the

formulation of housing policy.

The Council then passed
unanimously a compromise
motion introduced by Geoff

Mamlet '83, calling for the

Council to recommend to the

CUL that at least five voting

members of the committee be

Council members. Each hous-

ing category would thus be

represented in the committee.

Many thanks to all those who gave their blood in

the Bloodmobile on April 26th to make up for

the blood pumped into me during my heart

operation.
-Doris de Keyserling

)iiiiimiBi|) H'j'ii.

Man-on-the-Quad
Should the Williams pool allow
occasional nude swimming?

mru

"Only when tunnelling in is

permissible. They ought to

allow both."

Dan Blakey '82

"I've done it before . . . Sure,

they should."

Melissa Pelham '82

"It's healthy. You could bring

Bennington people down
here and just watch Instead

of going to the Tubs."

Jim Leonard '82

"Yeah, it would be great, a

hell of a lot of fun. They
could open It up after parties

at 11:00 or 12:00."

Ben Spang '84

"Sure ! A Roman orgy is the

next natural step."

Ben Bahn '84

Buy a case of beer at these special

low prices and get one free !

Molsons Golden Ale

Tuborg Gold 12 oz. NR

Schlltz 12 oz. cans

23.98/case

15.g8/case

17.58/case

Carlings, Rheingold, Schmidt's and Utica Club
16 oz. returnables $14.98/case plus $3.00 deposit

WEST PACKAGE STORE
ROUTE 2

BETWEEN N.A. AND WILLIAMSTOWN
663-6081
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Knaves revelling in creative ^^past-times"

by Jenny Bicks

It's
a beautiful Satur-

day and it's Spring
Weeltend. You've had a

few beers. You're feel-

ing pretty good. You amble by
the science quad. As you come
over the crest of the hill you are
greeted by various and sundry
people with large plumed hats
and very large swords. The
swords look very real. You offer

them your watch and five dol-

lars. But all they want you to do
Is play "Clench a Wench" with
them.
What is this? The Twilight

Zone? No, it's just the Medieval
Club holding theirMay Day rev-

els. The fair, held on the after-

noon of the 1st, came equipped
with everything from a may-
pole, archery contests, and
jugglers to the crowning of the

"Spring Queen" and the "Jack
of the Green." This fair was put

on by the Medieval Club and the

Society for Creative Anachro-
nisms. To learn more about the

club and the SCA I was put in

touch with one Ragnar Njaal-

Ison, also known as "Ragnar the

Unwashed," or as Todd Eilner
'84 to the truly ignorant.

Ragnar, in fact, is not
unwashed. "It's a vicious lie,"

he commented, "I make it a

point to take a bath once a
month." I spoke with Ragnar
over the phone, so I cannot
verify this fact.

Warfare for credit

The Medieval Club, he
explained, has about thirty

members on campus. They are
dedicated to studying the Mid-
dle Ages and bringing the

Medieval world to the Williams
campus. Saturday's fair was
the first real event for the newly
formed club.

The SCA is comprised of ten
thousand people throughout

North America and Western
Europe. About seventeen Willi-

ams students are members.
This elite group is also dedi-

cated to teaching people about
the Medieval world and recreat-

ing this world as It should have
been ("with flush toilets," Rag-
nar explained.)

In this society, people take on
a second, medieval, persona
(hence, "Ragnar the Un-
washed"). The society has also
renamed all of the "known
world" into new regions. Did
you know that Willlamstown is

in the East Kingdom, Northern
Principality in the Shire of

Hills? Boston has become
"Carollngia." They have not
renamed Hoboken, New Jersey
as of yet. The Society and the
Medieval Club have been work-
ing on campus in subtle ways.

Williams people t^en^n stride
Ed's note: As charter member oj

the IP'atk-ff^atcher's Society of

America, Mr. Dodds has the

solemn responsibility of monitor-

ing and categorizing thousands oj

slogs, traipses, plods, and trudges.

The RECORD was fortunate

enough to receive a copy of Mr.

Dodd's annual spring report to his

society's members. Here is the

report in its entirety.

by Richard Dodds

Fellow Walk-Wat-
chers: Imagine my
joy, when last week
the bulky layers of

winter clothing were sup-
planted by shorts and Copper-
tone. With limbs being freer to

move and more highly visible,

walk-watching was at a pre-

mium, and I made the most of it.

Grabbing a notepad, pencil,

binoculars and a thesaurus, I

spent the better part of two days
observing the peculiarities of

one of man's most basic activi-

ties. Williams is an especially

rich sighting this spring. A vir-

tual panoply of biped propul-

sions revealed itself to me in full

force as I flitted about the Willl-

ams campus, temporarily
roosting in those places most
likely to provide me with the

most interesting subjects.

Seductive
In the Freshman Quad, for

Instance, I had several sight-

ings of the Sophomore Swagger.
This common pre-courtship
walk is found mostly in males of

the Mission Park species.

Shoulders are thrown back,

pace slowed, and total concen-

tration directed on a point one
foot above the horizon. As
admittedly seductive as this is.

success rate Is low. The females
of the species have their own
more successful walk, "The50's

Fold." A clutching of books to

the sweater, with folded arms,

an acceleration of pace, and a

stare of complete Indifference

characterize "the Fold". The
difficulty level of Frist)ee throws

and catches increases notice-

ably in the presence of a 50's

Folder, underlining its attrac-

tive powers over Freshman
males. Experts have proposed

that "the Fold" is actually an
evolutionary descendent of

"The BP Sweep," but a lot

warmer and more inviting.

One of the most fascinating

walks if "The Sleer." I first

spotted this one in the Row
Houses, but now find it mostly

outside dining halls. Following

a meal, those who have 10 to 20

minutes until departure time

for their next class adopt a

slower than slow slog, flapping

about aimlessly til' they see a

possible distraction (usually

another person). The arms hang
loosely and are used only for

knocking on doors and flagging

down prospective prey.

In a fine example of adaptive

evolution, certain species have
developed a defensive avoi-

dance t)ehavior called "the

Scoot." Imagine litUe propellers

attached to the lower back and
neck, hurtling the torso along at

a steady clip, while the legs

stride to keep up, and you can
picture "the Scoot." Although

usually effective in combating

a 'Sleer' attack, "The Scoot"

occasionally has to be followed

by a slow half- or full turn-

around which keep "the
Scooter" facing "The Sleerer"

as they pass without loss of for-

ward momentum. The reasons

for this are still under dispute,

but some officials expect that a

primitive form of manners lies

behind the action.

Pickied

Skipping over to the gymna-
sium, I caught a flock of athletes

doing "The Jersey Bounce." So
named for its Garden State orig-

ins, it is a refinement of "The
Tough Townie Trudge." It con-

sists of hands thrust deep into

pockets, with a slight bounce
added to a bow-legged saunter.

Later in the evening, at the

other end of Spring Street, The
Bounce degenerates into what
hockey players easily recognize

as "the Pratt Fall" one of those
rare walks employing all four

limbs.

Another rare walk Is "the
Woops Waltz" indigenous to all

dining halls. Two tray-carrying
subjects face off, then attempt
to bypass each other using a ser-

ies of side-stepping false starts.

Although usually collision-less

in outcome, several lucky walk-
watchers report having
observed Waltzes that have
ended in discord.

If you know anyone else who
would like a chance to become a
member of the Walk-Watchers
Society of America and own
their very own bronzed sneaker,
have them contact me at SU
1136. Who knows? Perhaps one
of them will be the fourth walk-
watcher in history to actually
see the Pickled Prof Prome-
nade . . .

For instance, for all you non-

jocks, next year you may take
for P.E. credit "fighting prac-

tice," which involves, among
other things, donning forty

pounds of chain mail and wield-

ing a six-foot sword. The physi-

cal benefits? "Well, you do
sweat a lot," Ragnar asserted.

A tournament took place during

the revels, with hefty whacks
from solid tree limbs leading to

at least one injury.

Ciench a wench
Another of the main attrac-

tions at Saturday's fair was a

game entitled "Clench a
Wench." The main objective of

this pastime seemed to be to

kiss a member of the opposite

sex before someone else could
kiss you. I asked Mr. Unwashed
whether he felt the title was not

slightly sexist. "Of course not,"

he responded, "it's just that

'knave' didn't rhyme with
'clench'."

Another highlight of the day
was a "lewd, crude and rude
food contest." Some of the bet-

ter entries were said to be veget-

able platters and "molded steak

Tartare with nothing left to the

imagination." This seemed to

be Ragnar's personal favorite.

As Ragnar and I said our
Medieval goodbyes he asked
that I mention that both the

Medieval Club and the SCA
have undeserved rowdy reputa-

tions. I promised Ragnar that I

would pass this on. I can see

Ragnar's point. I mean, how
rowdy can you get with forty

pounds of armor on?

From the

director's

chair
This Saturday Williams senior

Stephanie loss debuts as a play-

wright and director with the presen-

tation of her one-act ".All the

Lnripe" in Jesup .Auditorium. In
this week's "From the Director's

Chair", I oss discusses the treat-

ment of terrorist violence in her
first play, tvith Kip Cinnamon, for
the Record.

Record: You go to

Nietzsche for your
title and the quote

which prefaces the

script. He says "All that is

unripe wants to live." How does
this tie in with your story about
Martha, an imprisoned terror-

ist?

SV: The play is about a woman
who wants to live and whose
impatience and frustration with
the world as it is makes her
hungry for more life.

Record: In her pursuit of a t)et-

ter life she destroys others. She
is a murderer, right?

SV: Yea, she is. In a way, it's a

political play. I want people to

understand her. Because of the
bombing, the audience will

judge her as do other characters
in the play. My aim is that peo-

ple judge her, but also see that

she is like themselves.

Record: For those of us that are
not murderers, how is Martha
like ourselves?

SV: That's why the play is set

after the bombing. The word
violence doesn't only apply to

murders, but also to how we
treat each other. All the charac-

ters in the play— the guard who
has sex with her, the reporter

Continued on Page 8
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In Other Ivory Towers .

Union College

The Union Student Forum (College

Council) last month fired Paul Gross-

man, editor-in-chief of the Concordi-
ensis. He was fired for printing a con-

fidential report of the Conduct Committee {Honor
and Discipline) to the Dean of Students.

The report, printed verbatim in the March 4

Concordiensis, analyzed a fight on campus on
January 30 that led to numerous arrests by Sche-

nectady (N.Y.) Police. It held an official of the

Black and Latin Alliance of Students (BLAS)
responsible for conditions at a party that led to

violence. The fight erupted after several non-

union party guests urinated on a passing Psi

Upsilon fraternity brother.

The report also criticized BLAS, but exoner-

ated four students for self-defense and five

arrested students for being "in the wrong place at

the wrong time." Psi U was also cleared of

wrongdoing.
The Forum acted in its capacity as publisher of

the pajjer to remove Grossman by an 8 to 4 vote,

with 2 abstensions, for violating the confidential-

ity of Conduct Committee witnesses. The paper

printed all names, although witnesses had been

promised anonymity.

Students supporting Grossman's removal safd

the language of the report was "too frank" for

publication, and that students would be less wil-

ling to testify to the Conduct Committee. "As a

newsman I might have printed that report, but as

a student, I wouldn't have," said one Forum
member.
Grossman explained that his motivation was to

make the facts "crystal clear." The suppression

of the report would violate his editorial responsi-

bility to supply the facts of the case, he said.

Grossman may appeal his decision, but he will not

reveal how he obtained the report.

Associate editor Rachel Mandel, Grossman's
logical successor, resigned her post in protest,

saying that the Forum's "censorship" made her

position as editor of an independent newspaper
impossible. No other members of the editorial

board felt qualified to assume the editorship, so

Concordiensis is leaderless, although It continues

to print.

Fear:

The Record

From the director's chair
Continued from Page 7

who pesters her, the attorney,

her mother—they all want
something from Martha and
aren't hesitant to destroy her to

get It.

Record; Your heroine Martha is

said to have killed 56 people and
maimed another 112. Isn't that a

lot of death and destruction?

SV: There Is a paradox here.

As we have become more terri-

fied of violence so we become
Immune to others' suffering.

CLASSIFIEDS

PARCEL SERVICE. 118 Water
St., 10 am - 2 pm, Monday-
Friday. Phone 458-8157.

FREE PUBLICATIONS on
chemical, nuclear war.
Research, posters, brochures.
Conservative view. Quantifiers
available. 413 East Capitol,
Washington 20003.

REMEMBER King Solomon I

HEY, ROLAND—How's the phi-
losophy paper going?

NEED A hardship excuse to
transfer? Call x6805 or x6829 for

loud stereos and obnoxious room
mates to make your life misera-
ble. Guaranteed results. Ozzy
Osbourne and Kraftwerk a spe-
cialty.

SPACIOUS SUMMER SUBLET:
Lg.. furnished 3 bdrm. on Har-
vard Business School campus.
Charles Rv. vu., 3 levels, patio,

dishwasher, 1% baths, minutes
to subway. $739/month, incl.

Avail. May 1 or negotiable. Call:

(617) 498-5441, (617) 498-5725,
or (617) 498-5426.

Death counts are tossed around
by the media and tossed off by
the public. I try to show that

there are people behind these
deaths. We usually think of the
victims but the terrorists are
human too and have reasons
however little they may under-
stand them.
Record: Like the public, Is Mar-
tha simply Immune to the suf-

fering she has caused?

SV: Yes, but It does bother her.

Not only the bodies, but the des-
truction. She wants to be a
builder, but when there's so
much s— in the way, she has to

destroy first. The bombing Is a
result of the frustration she
feels towards what exists.

Record: How have you
achieved this sense of terror-

ists' frustration?

SV: I wrote it sort of about a
friend of mine. This friend and I

talked a lot about violence as a

tactic—whether It Is possible or
effective or ultimately benefi-

cial. This friend, like Martha,
had a little girl. I wondered If

someone like that could set off a
bomb. Then I thought of people
who do kill other people. I

wonder if murder Is so much
worse than other things we do
dally.

Record: Such as?

SV: There's a couple lines In the
play. The prison guard says,

"How could you hurt people that

you don't even know?" Martha
replies, "How could I hurt the

ones that I know?" Yet people
hurt the ones they know all the

time.

Instead of talking about the
murder, you could talk about
the frustrations that lead to

murder. Inability to get In

touch, playing roles like Mama,
being poor, hungry, chronically
unemployed.

Record: The play is simply
staged; could It be said that
there Is a minimum of
spectacle?

SV: From my viewpoint as a
director, it's a very stageable
script. I think the script offers

some very engaging Images.
The cage which contains Mar-
tha throughout the play
becomes a character In Itself.

There's a lot of action. It's far
from a soap opera.

Fear: Abrasive wit
by Duffy Graham

Fear's The Record Is paradoxical. This album Is unllstenable—

the music Is abrasive, abusive, and Irritating, and one can rarely
understand thewords. When the lyrics are decipherable, however,
Fear emerges as a witty insightful group.
Fear Is one of many currently active Los Angeles punk bands.

Most of these groups make the Sex Pistols seem tight and melodic
In comparison. These bands complain of boredom and of life In the
city, and abuse every symbol and Institution In sight.

The first song on this album, "Let's Have a War", Is reminiscent
of the Dead Kennedys' "Holiday In Cambodia" in Its pointed, wry
humor. Lead singer Lee Ving shouts "There's so many of us/ Let's

have a war so you can go and die/ We need the space/ Jack up the

Dow Jones/ Sell the rights to the network." Other songs worth
noting on the album Include "New York's Alright If You Like Saxo-
phones" and "I Love LIvIn' In the City", which feature the same
sort of skewed humor set against angry and distorted sounds from
the band. But on the whole, the music Is limited, and Ironically

(because Fear gripes about boredom) tends to become boring very
quickly.

Beyond the music. The Record is interesting as a subcultural
artifact. It raises a number of questions which cities like Los
Angeles and moreover our entire country should ask. The four

members of Fear are not psychologically deranged. They are
clever commentators about the world around them, whether we
agree with their position or not. What Is It about our society which
could bring this group Into existence, and lead these people and
their culturally significant fans to speak and act as they do?
Lee Ving sings, "Let's have a war/ The enemy Is within/ It's

already started in the city
.

" Obviously on the surface, our cities are
not engaged in internal war, but what is the nature of the underlying
rumblings and grumblings which cause a tension so strong that
kids find themselves violently beating each other over the head on a
dance floor every night? Fear does not have any answers, but the
cultural implications of the questions they raise are indeed fearful.

Caught In the act—unlike Florida's

and John Donovan '83 discovered
Daytona, Oodd's version doesn't allow motor transport, as Jeff Desmond '82

upon their disqualification. (Farley)
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At the Clip Shop we're excited about the coming trends for

spring!

Hair will be making a splash starting right now and continuing

until fall.

Those who want to be a little bit dramatic, a little bit differ-

ent will find what they're looking for at the Clip Shop.

Jlouae of pialsii
Authentic

Black lacquer

with gold trim,

natural wood arms
with the

Williams College Seal.

Rocker reg. $175

Now $igg
Chair ^155
Order NOW for delivery by Gradualion

120% deposii with all orders]

House of Walsh Student Account
VISA—MC—AMERICAN EXPRESS

44 Spring SI. Williamstown, Ma. 458-5010
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Traditional Reggae

Toots builds ^^magical rapport*'
by Paul Peppis

Last Wednesday
night marked an un-

usual event for Wil-

liams College. Toots
and the Maytals, one of the

original Jamaican Reggae
groups, performed In Chapln
Hall.

The current growth In the pop-

ularity of Reggae, led by groups
like Bob Marley and the Wall-

ers, made the time right for a

Reggae concert. Williams was
very lucky In getting the May-
tals, one of the greatest Reggae
bands In history. "Toots" Hlb-

bert, the leader of the Maytals,
was one of the first people to

Identify Reggae as a music
style.

In Hlbbert's words: "Reggae
means comin' from the people ...

Like a every day thing. Like

from the ghetto. From major-

ity. Everyday thing that people

use like food, we just put music
to It and make a dance out of It.

Reggae mean regular people

who are suffering, and don't

have what they want."

Reggae is the music of poor

Jamaica. It Is music which
binds and strengthens people

because of Its tremendous
power and emotion.

Black leather

The Maytals came on Wed-
nesday night stage resembling

a sixties' Rhythm and Blues

group, complete with musicians
trained in soul and rock, female
back-up vocalists, and a lead

singer dressed In all black

leather. This R&B look Is one of

the Maytals' identifying char-

acteristics. They began playing

in the early sixties when Reggae
was a mixture of traditional

African and Jamaican rhythms
combined with American R&B.
The Maytals started out with

American R&B, and Toots still

maintains the Image.

The Maytals opened up with

their most famous hit, "Pres-

"Toots" Hlhbert belts out Reggae to

last Wednesday.

sure Drop," recently recorded

by the Clash. Unfortunately this

number was a bit disappoint-

ing—Toots lacking enthusiasm.

He seemed both tired and bored.

Half way through the song,

though, he stepped back from
the microphone and energeti-

cally danced for a few minutes.

At this point the show appeared
to gather speed. With each
number following, Toots' enthu-

siasm increased. By the time

the Maytals belted out ' 'Monkey
Man" most of the audience had

Concert Listings

pr«par«d by

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY RECORDS

Wed.. May 5 Papa John Creach, Jonathan

Swift's, Boston

Thurs. , May 6 McCoy Tyner, Tin Shop, Sar-

atoga, NY
Billy Cobham, Paradise, Boston

FrI.. May 7 Sammy Hagar. Orpheum, Bos-

ton

Doc Scanlon. etc. . Troy Music Hall, Troy,

NY
China Doll, Bucksteep Manor, Washing-

ton, Mass.

Sat., May 8 Jonathan Edwards, JB Scott's,

Albany

China Doll. Bucksteep Manor. Wash-

ington, Mass.

Wynton Marsalls with Eric Gale, Berk-

lee Performance Ctr., Boston

Sun., May 9 George Adams, Iron Horse,

Northampton. Mass.

May 10 Ozzy Ozbourne, Civic Ctr., Glenns

Fails, NY

May 12 Ramsey Lewis, Agora Ballroom,

Hartford, Conn.

May 14 Frank Sinatra, Civic Ctr., Provi-

dence, RI.

May 16 Ray Charles. Berklee Performance

Ctr., Boston

May 20 The Jam, Orpheum, Boston

May 29 Charlie Daniels Band. Cape Cod

Coliseum. So. Yarmouth, Mass.

June 19 Joan Jett: Kinks; Foreigner; Huey
Lewis; Loverboy, JFK Stadium, Phila-

delphia, PA

June 10 Eric Clapton, SPAC, Saratoga, NY

June 20 Marshall Tucker, SPAC

June 23 Asia, SPAC

June 27 Joan Baez, SPAC

July 3 & 4 Kool Jazz Festival, SPAC

1 receptive audience In Chapln Hall

(Farley)

become completely Involved

with what was happening on

stage. Across Chapln Hall

most people were dancing. The
joy and excitement Toots
inspired was incredible, creat-

ing an almost magical rapport

with the crowd.

Toots took the crowd "higher
and higher," finishing the show
with a twenty-minute encore,

with the audience singing and
dancing along. It was a great
finish for a great show.

Stetson houses rarities
by Chris Howlett

If
you're getting tired of lying In the sun and playing Frls-

bee all day, here's an Idea: visit Chapln Library, Williams

College's rare book collection.

Tucked away on the second floor of Stetson Hall, the li-

brary boasts many rare first-editions and manuscripts

which are displayed in periodic exhibitions.

Currently, the library Is featuring the works of James Joyce, In

conjunction with Prof. Don Glfford's lecture last Sunday and the

centennial of Joyce's birth this year. Taken entirely from the

library's own collection, the exhibition contains ' 'a few very choice

and rare pieces," said head librarian Robert Volz.

Parts of a previous exhibit, entitled "Spreading the Amazing

News: European Americana before 1543," will continue to be

shown as well. It contains works published in Europe relating to the

newly discovered Americas, including the first printed Spanish

map of the New World and a map of Mexico City in 1521, prior to

Cortes' conquest.

Chapln Library started in 1915 as the retirement project of Alfred

Clark Chapln, class of 1869. He donated his collection to the college

in 1922 and since then the library has steadily Increased in size,

largely through the gifts of alumni and friends. Often donated books

are sold and the money used to purchase works the library needs

more.

Extremely unusual

According to Volz, Chapln Library is an "extremely unusual"

collection for a small college or even a university. Other college

rare book collections are "a lot of bulk but not much quality," he

said. Chapln's collection of 16th, 17th, and 18th century works is

especially fine.

Unfortunately, the library does not get the kind of student use

that the librarians would like. Volz feels that this Is because many
students are unaware of the range of the library's collection in

relation to classes, paper topics, or special interests. "In more
instances than you'd suspect there's something relevant here" and

often unavailable in the regular college library, he added.

"We try to dispel the notion that it is a museum or a storehouse of

old books. My particular wish is that everyone would feel comforta-

ble wandering in and looking to see what's on exhibit. That would

help us to make it a part of the educational process of the college."

In mid-May, two new exhibitions will be set up and shown through

August. One, a selection of American botanical works, will be pres-

ented In conjunction with Alan Bornbusch's senior honors thesis on

the history of botany. The other will display books bought In support

of American Studies in memory of Luther Mansfield with funds

given by alumni and friends.

You will find the

Perfect Mother's Day Gift

May Cth

Lace Pillows

Fragrant Soaps & Sachets

Frosted Glass Vases

& much more
your

UPSTAIRS
Linen Boutique

115 Water St.

458-8485

10-5 Mon-Sat / 12-5 Sun

We will gift

wrap and mail.

Just a Reminder . . .

Leave your typewriter with us this summer.

We will clean and store it and have it ready to go

this fall.

We would like to thank you

for your year-long patronage.

36 Spring Street - - Williamstown

Telephone 458-4920
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Grads go for green
by Donna Imbesi

Whatever your ultimate career dreams may be, the

chances are strong that >our immediate future may be
on Wall Street , if Office of Career Counseling profiles of

recent graduating classes are to be believed.

The most prominent change in the last few years is a

decrease in the43ercent of the class attending graduate
school directly after Williams from 35', in 1977 to 21.2'V

in 1981. This change represents a postponement of grad-
uate study, however, rather than a decline in the per-

cent who eventually attend. The estimate that 70'; of a

given class will hold or be pursuing at least one
advanced degree within five years of graduation, and
up to 90'V within ten years, remains steady, according
to OCC.
What are the would-be grad students doing? Working,

for the most part. The percent of the class opting for

employment immediately after graduation has
Increased dramatically from 23.7'V in 1977 to 51.5';^ In

1981. Of those people choosing employment, almost half

are in the fields of business and finance, and one-third

are in the education field.

Put these statistics together and an interesting pic-

ture begins to form. More and more Williams graduates
are postponing graduate study for high-paying jobs in

business and finance.

OCC coordinator Barbara-Jan Wilson points to sev-

eral explanations for this trend. The first is financial.

After four years and $40,000 spent at Williams, and
often $5,000 in loan debts, graduates find it difficult to

justify or afford graduate school immediately. An
increasing number are deciding to use a first job as a
time to think, earn, and test their skills in the

marketplace. „. ^ ,

Big bucks

Given these motives, jobs in business and finance are
particularly attractive. For the class of 1981, salaries
ranged from $7,000 plus room and board in education to

$25,000 in business and finance. The average salary for

1981 graduates going into business is $18,344. In addi-
tion, many of the entry level business positions for

which Williams graduates are hired Involve training
programs which provide skills and valuable expe-
rience, and some firms will even pay for graduate
school. "People look at other options and get discour-
aged," explains Wilson.
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Another explanation for the trend away from imme-
diate graduate study towards employment is Impa-
tience to get started on a career, or at least get some
practical experience, according to many seniors. The
current status of the economy and the tight job market
impart a sense of urgency to get going.

Social stagnation?

Regardless of the reasons, the trend towards busi-
ness and finance Is real, and the consequences are sub-
stantial. The attractiveness to graduates from top
schools of high salaries, training, and prestige In these
fields is hurting other career fields, particularly com-

Ifliil.^
munlcations, arts and social welfare. A publishing com-
pany In New York City, for example, that offers a

starting salary of $12,000 or a social welfare agency in

Washington, D.C. that offers $8,000 to $10,000 doesn't
stand a chance, especially given the high costs of living

in these cities.

Sidney Welntraub, visiting professor of economics at

Williams, has expressed his concern that financial

necessity. Impatience to embark on a career, conserva-

tism and fear of taking risks could cause the generation

of talented young people graduating from college now
to stagnate at a time when society needs new Ideas and

creative problem-solving.

SUMMER STORAGE!
TREET Cleaners will clean

and store your clothes for

the price of DRY CLEANING.

Clean Now, Pay Later,

Compare Prices and SAVE!

CLEANERS
ANDLAUNPERERS

DRIVE IN CONVENIENCE

700 STATE ROAD
North Adams, MA

Tel. 663-3411

For Free Pick Up

BONUS: Present your student I.D. at

the store and get a 10% discount

JOSEPH E. DEWEY

9.00 - 5:00

Mon.-Sal. .

WILIIAMSTOWN, MASS.
01247

'^o
458-5717

*<.

i

Dr. Irving J. Tanzman, F.A.A.O.

Dr. Thomas R. Maselli

OPTOMETRISTS
Specializing in contact lenses and

students' visual problems.

85 MAIN STREET
NORTH ADAMS, MA. 01247

662-2020 — 663-5845

TONTT^^
LET IT BE LOWENBRAU

discounts, T-shirts & prizes

WEDNESDAY
SETH ROGOVOY '82

in his final grand Williams

performance
Don't forget Happy Hour
on the veranda every

Friday featuring the

"Spring Cooler" and the

Pizza/Pitcher special

every Monday night.

Sports Shorts
Viewpoint:

NESCAC coddles athletes

Crew sweeps

Trinity race

In their final race before the

Dad Vail Championships, the

women's creW racked up
another triple victory this past

weekend, beating Marlst,
Ithaca, and Trinity at Lake
Waramaug In Connecticut.

The novices got things rolling

with an Impressive win over
Marist by a length, with Ithaca

three lengths behind and Trinity

off the mark by 35 seconds.

Next off the line were the var-

sity eights, with Williams over-

coming a mediocre start to beat

Trinity by 6.5 seconds, Marlst

by 38 seconds and Ithaca by 30

seconds.

This win was particularly

Impressive, given the fact that

Trinity poses the stlffest compe-
tition, traditionally, at the Dad
Vail championship regatta in

Philadelphia, with the excep-

tion of Western Ontario, from
Canada.
The final race of the day

belonged to the Junior varsity,

which beat Trinity by four

seconds and Ithaca by 28.

Marlst did not have an entry.

Golfers win
tri-match

The golf team capped off a
busy week with victories over

Union and A.I.C. in a Thursday
afternoon home match.
For the tri-match, the Ephs

sent out two squads: one to take
on Union, the other to challenge

A.I-.C. Both squads were victor-

ious, the A Team defeating

Union with a five-score 405, and
the B Team conquering A.I.C.

with 415.

Greg Jacobsen, senior cap-

tain of the Ephmen, tied with

Mike Hennlgan and Charlie

Thompson for low honors at 78.

"With the second team only

ten strokes behind the first,"

commented varsity coach Rudy
Goff, "this match shows how
many good players are on the

team. A lot of the guys who
haven't been starting definitely

have the potential."

Laxwomen
trimmed

In a game which decided the

Little Three title, the women's
varsity lacrosse team lost a

tough overtime decision to the

Cardinals of Wesleyan Univer-

sity on Saturday by the score of

8-7. The loss leaves Williams at

4-3 on the season.

Wesleyan dominated the first

half of play and took a 6-4 lead

into halftlme. The second half

saw Williams toughen up on

defense and come alive on

offense as the Ephwomen
scored four times in the second

half to send the game into

overtime.

Scorers for Williams Included

senior Beth Connolly with two
goals and two assists, senior

Eileen Conley with two goals

and one assist, senior Nancy
Gelsmar with one goal and
freshman Alison Fuller with
two goals.

Laxmen
trounced

The enthusiastic Wesleyan
Cardinals thrashed the men's
lacrosse team, breaking the

Ephmen's two-game winning
streak with a 12-6 defeat. The
final outcome was never in

doubt as the Cardinals steadily

added to their early two goal

edge.

Wlliams fans hoped for the

impressive fourth quarter
comeback seen in last year's

game, but they were disap-

pointed; the Ephmen never
found the energy to challenge

the Cardinal juggernaut. A ser-

ies of defensive mistakes com-
bined with sluggish play caused
Williams' downfall.

Outstanding performers for

the Ephmen were attackman
Tom Davles '84 and goalie

David Flynn '85. Davles' hat

trick highlighted an otherwise

feeble Williams attack. F:vnn
turned away ten shots on goal, a
strong show in the face of sev-

eral one-on-one situations.

Other scorers for Williams

were midfielders Keith Haynes
'84 and Tim Curran '83 and
attackman Ree.se Hughes.
Senior captain Ken Miller and
senior Jay Wheatley each con-

tributed an assist.

The defeat sets the Williams

record at 2-4. This week the

Ephmen go on the road to face

Mlddlebury tomorrow and Lit-

tle Three rival Amherst on
Saturday.

by Ted Leon

Williams belongs to an athletic conference

which calls Itself NESCAC, short for the New
England Small College Athletic Conference. By
and large the conference is overwhelmingly a

good one, although there is an issue which con-

cerns me.

The problem with NESCAC is that in a few key

areas it does not really reflect the type of competi-

tiveness which Is the nature of the classroom and

the athletic field.

The problem is highlighted in the NESCAC pol-

icy on post-season competition—individuals can

go but teams cannot. Whereas most people are in

complete agreement with NESCAC's "values"—
no recruitment, no out-of-season practice, no

purely athletic scholarships—this particular pol-.

icy makes no sense.

Much of the post-season crackdown started in

1961 when the Williams basketball team travelled

to Evansvllle, Indiana and played In the small

college quarterfinals of the NCAA tournament. It

was that tournament which gave the first crip-

pling blow to post-season athletics as the Faculty

rallied against its recurrence, claiming excessive

interference with classes.

NESCAC has tried to reduce sports elitism;

programs designed solely for the pro-level com-
petitor. They have gone too far.

Take, for example, the NESCAC track meet.
For some absurd reason, team points are not offi-

cially totalled. No team wins, no team loses, eve-

rybody is happy.

The reality of the situation is this: each team
separately adds up the points and everybody
knows who beat who.
This anti-elitist attitude is also an element of

their stance on post-season play. However, the

NESCAC approach inadvertently takes the form
of a boycott of the big NCAA competitions.

Isn't this the most elitist attitude of all?

Besides, what better way to dissuade other

schools from polarizing athletics and academics
than to go to these NCAA championships when-
ever possible and beat them, despite the handi-

caps and restrictions?

Everyone is disparaging major college athlet-

ics today because of enhanced professionalism.

What NESCAC is trying to do is to fight that, and
with increasing bad press for NCAA blg-tlme

athletics, the small college approach looks better

and better. But detaching or defaulting from the

reality of NCAA athletics with our "above it all"

attitude is ego gratification more than an honest

reflection of lost class time.

Spikers serve for N.E/s 2nd
Completing the most success-

ful season in its history, the

men's volleyball team placed

second overall at the New Eng-
land Division 11 playoffs held at

WPI last week. The playoffs cul-

minated a long season in which
Williams captured the New
England Jamboree, the Little

Three Title, the Division IIB

title and placed fifth at the New
England Divisions I and II

Open.
The semi-final round proved

to be one of Williams' toughest

matches of the year. Facing a

strong Rhode Island team, the

Ephs jumped out to a one game
lead 16-14, but could not close

URI out in game two, falling 14-

16 in a heartbreaker.

Game three found Williams

falling behind early, and play-

ing catch-up continually, but

finally falling short 15-12.

The format of the tournament

Budw^eiser
KING OF BEEHS.

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

»*'_

•a

This week's rvcipivnl is sophiiniore Mark II /lilc

who homered in the holtom of the last inning

nfiainsl tf esleyan lo send l/ic name inlii c.vlro

inninjis. He is leading the leant in hilling and
RBI's. Mark, ihis Bud's for you.

ikiRAlMctui

gil]e ^ole ^ole

For the widest selection of unique
Mother's Day gifts, try The l\/lole Hole.

We will wrap and ship your selections

at no extra charge.

118 Water Street 10-5:30 Daily

was double elimination, so the

Ephs were not through for the

day. Williams was scheduled to

go against the winner of the con-

solation round, so they took the

court against their arch-rival

Providence College.

The Ephs came out strong in

game one, taking an early lead

and never relinquishing it. They
captured the game 15-11, and

looked for a two game sweep.

Providence fought back well

in game two after again falling

behind. Williams had three

match points at 14-11, but could

not convert that final point.

Providence came back with five

straight to take the game 14-16,

setting up an incredible third

game.
Neither team could establish

a lead of more than one or two

points throughout game three,

and the two teams appraoched
fifteen in a 13-13 deadlock. The

Ephs then fell behind 13-14, but

played out match point, and
reeled off three more for the

game and the match 16-14.

That win took so much out of

the Ephs mentally and physi-

cally, though, that they had lit-

tle left to contend with URI.
Williams fell 15-6, 15-12, to finish

as runner-up, but the loss was
made up for by the win over

Providence.

One week earlier, co-captain

Vicente Brandstein was
selected first team All New
England by a panel of coaches
at the New England All-Stars

tournament. He and Steve
Brewster represented the Ephs
in a tournament of the finest

players in New England. In

doing so, Brandstein was the

first player ever selected All

New England from Williams,
and the only Division II player
selected on the first team.

Program
for Entry into the

Educating
Professions
A new Interdisciplinary program

to prepare educators for careers in

Business and Banks • Television and Radio Stations

Museums and Environmental Centers

Newspapers and Magazines • Community Centers

Government Agencies • Schools and Colleges

Program includes

• a rotating internship in New York area public and private social,

cultural, and school agencies with an associated internship

seminar

• a core curriculum in the philosophy and history ol education,

psychology, and educational policy

• specialized studies selected Irom courses at Teachers College

and the other professional and graduate faculties of Columbia
University

Most students undertake a three-year, 90-credit course, leading to

the Doctor o( Education degree, although a one-year postdoctoral

option IS also available Well-qualilied college graduates and

experienced teachers wishing new and broader opportunities may
apply Some scholarships and paid internships are available

For more information, write or call the Coordinator. Program for Entry

into the Educating Professions Box 3938C. Teachers College,

Columbia University, New York NY 10027 ^;!^2) 678-3745, 678-3938

TEACHERS
C0LLEGE

U V
t. Oll'MHIA liNMXlRSIT^
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Track outruns Little 3
by Steven J. Serenska

On Thursday afternoon,
Coach Richard Farley gave the

Williams spring track team his

annual "It's going to be very
close, even though I spoke to the

other coaches and they think

we're going to win" speech.
Fortunately for the Ephmen,
the Amherst and Wesleyan
coaches were accurate in their

predictions as Williams ran
away with the Little Three
Track title, tallying a score of

1011/2, against Amherst's 57 and
Wesleyan 's 34 1/2 •

Williams was led by several
outstanding individual perfor-

mances, including senior co-

captain Jeff Poggi's dual hurdle
victories in the 120 yd. highs and
the 440 yd. intermediates where
he ran times of 16.6 and 56.6

respectively. Finishing with
Poggi in the 120 hurdles was Ken
James '84 who came in second
with a time of 17.3.

In the 440 intermediates, Dan
Creem '82 placed second in the

time of 59 seconds.

Flying Ephs
Tomas Alejandro '83 also

chalked up a double vlctorv in

the 100 and 220 yd. sprints". In
the 100 he finished with a time of

10.4 seconds, with Micah Taylor
'82 following closely behind in

second with a time of 10.5

seconds. Alejandro took the 220
In 22.2 seconds and was trailed

by senior co-captain Charlie
Von Arentschildt who finished
in 22.3. Van Arentschildt led

Williams to an impressive near
sweep of the 440 yd. dash finish-

ing in 50.6 seconds. He was fol-

lowed by John Campbell '84,

Ted Leon '84, and Steve Belle-

rose '82.

Williams won both the 440 yd.
relay in 43.4 and the mile relay
in 3: 29.8.

Taylor stars

Williams received an "unex-
pected edge" from the field

events, largely due to the jump-

ing prowess of Micah Taylor. In
the triple jump, an event in

which he had never before com-
peted, Taylor leapt to an
Impressive distance of 44' 5".

Taylor also placed a second in

the long jump with a distance of
21' 11/4".

In the pole vault, the Ephmen
lofted to a 1-2 finish. John Camp-
bell cleared the bar at 12' with
fewer misses than teammate
Greg Lao '84 to take the victory.
Williams also placed 1-2 in the

javelin with the strength of Jeff
Congdon '84 and Steve Graham
'82 who threw 179' 7" and 167'

10" respectively.

In the hammer throw, senior
Chris McDermott released a
personal best toss of 147' 4"

which was good for a second
place. He was followed by Ber-
nie Krause '84 who finished
fourth with a heave of 134' IO1/2 ".

John Kowalik '83 placed third in

the shot with a toss of 44' 7" and
was followed closely by Krause
who threw 44' 2".

Paul Toland '85 cleared the
bar at 6' 5" to win the high jump.

Ephwomen impressive
The women's track team rose

to the occasion last Saturday,
competing very well in all of the
events in which they had
entrants. The Ephwomen were
paced by junior Sue Ressel who
won the half mile In 2: 27. She
was followed in that race by
Marie Antonaccia '82 who took
fourth in 2: 34.

The Ephs' impressive jumper
Lindsay Rockwood '85 won the
high jump, clearing a height of
4'11". She also placed third in

the long jump with a leap of 14'

111/2"- This versatile athlete
also raced to a second place fin-

ish in the 100m hurdles with a
time of 19.8.

In the two mile, it was Willi-

ams 1-2 with Sue Bragdon '83

crossing the line in 11: 54.2 fol-

lowed by Lynne Vendinello '84

who finished 12:08.1. Bragdon
also took a second in the mile
with a time of 5:32.8.

Ephwomen nipped
in Softball thriller
In a seesaw battle, the women's softball team lost a tough 10-9

decision to Mt. Holyoke College Saturday.
Williams took a 2-0 first inning lead only to have Mt. Holyoke

come right back in the top of the second to tie the game at 2-2. In the
bottom of the same inning, the Ephwomen scored a pair again to go
up 4-2.

In the third inning, the teams each scored three times. Mt.
Holyoke came in with one run in the top of the fifth and the Ephwo-
men countered with two in the bottom half of the inning. Going into
the top of the sixth inning, Williams had a commanding 9-6 lead.
True to form, the losing team came back to tie the score at 9-9

before the end of the sixth inning, bringing the game into the final
stanza. Freshman pitcher Karen Montzka was unable to hold Mt.
Holyoke scoreless in the top of the final frame and the Ephwomen
produced no runs in their final at bat, so Williams went home with a
disappointing loss which dropped their record to 2-6 on the season.
Williams plays tomorrow afternoon against R.P.I, at home.

Gripped with fear, wing Dave Lipscomb '83 fiees Wesleyan maulers in Saturdays thrashing at the hands of the*
cardinals. The WRFC lost four of five games to Little Three foes over the weekend. (Farley)

Eph-9 blasts for best week
by John Clayton

Offense was again the key
word as the baseball team went
2-1 in Little Three action last
week. The Ephmen split a dou-
bleheader with two extra-inning
games against Wesleyan Satur-
day, losing 6-5 and winning 9-6.

They also beat Amherst Thurs-
day 7-4.

Two towering home runs gave
them the victory in the second
game of their doubleheader
against Wesleyan (12-2) on
Saturday.

Williams went into the bottom
of the seventh inning in

the nightcap trailing 5-3. Amid
cheers of "We haven't lost it

yet", senior Dave Calabro
walked, and Mark White '84 hit

a moon-shot deep onto the left-

field concrete.

"It was one of the farthest
balls I've seen hit here," said
Coach Jim Briggs.

Lawler blast
That tied the game at 5-5, and

freshman Dave Moss, who had
replaced Joe Merrill in the
sixth, held Wesleyan in the top
of the eighth. The first batter in

the bottom of the eighth, senior
John Lawler, blasted another
homer to left. Two homeruns—
one exciting victory.

Williams had also scored two
runs to tie up the first game in

the bottom of the seventh, send-
ing it into extra innings. John
DeLorenzo had pitched all

seven Innings, giving up six
runs, and he continued fine
pitching into the tenth.

But a tired DeLorenzo gave
up a couple hits and a walk in the
tenth, and Gene Cote's ground-
rule double scored the winning
runs.

White is now hitting .490 for

the Ephmen, and leading the
team in RBI's.

Thump Jeffs

The Ephmen erupted for five

runs in the eighth inning to get
the Amherst victory. Trailing 3-

2 to an excellent Amherst team
(6-4), Williams finally got to

Amherst starter John Pettergill

(3-2). When they hit him, they
hit him hard.

John Hennigan '84 went all

nine innings to get his second
win against one loss. He gave up
seven hits, four runs (three of

them earned), and walked six.

After a strikeout, two fresh-

men, Mike Coakley and Phil
Lusardi, started off the eighth
with clutch doubles. Lusardi's
ground-rule shot scored Coak-
ley to tie the game.
But the Ephmen did not stop

there. Seniors Bob Brownell and
John Lawler singled. Although
Brownell got caught in a run-
down between third and home
after a ground ball, Stu Berger
'84 singled to right, making it

5-3, and shortstop Dave Nasser
'83 got a double and two RBI's
when rightfielder Jeff Hughs
missed making a diving catch.

A tired Hennigan gave up one
run in the top of the ninth, but
was able to hold on for the com-
plete game victory.

Netmen judged in

superior court

Hope Bigelow, a sophomore standout on
the varsity boat for Women's Crew, is being
considered by Coach Buzz Congram for the

U.S. Nationai Team. The winter training-
weights, circuits, cardiovascuiar training,

ergometers—appears to be paying off for

Bigelow as she has steadily improved, mov-
ing up quickly to her present position as one
of only three sophs on the varsity boat.

Like many prospective oarswomen, Bigelow
was intimidated as a frosh by the crew work-
outs under women's coach George Marcus,
especially since she had never rowed in high

school.

She now reflects, after less than a year with

the sport, "I've found it satisfying and chal-

lenging. As far a the national team goes, I'll

Just wait and see and do as well as possible

In the varsity boat." iMnimi

Facing the best schools in the
region, the tennis team escaped
from the New England tourna-
ment this weekend in the top
half of the field.

The Ephmen began the tour-

ney at a disadvantage because
their captain Chuck Warshaver
'82 was out with a leg injury.

The tournament was divided
into three draws, with each
school's one and two, three and
four, five and six players com-
peting in the A, B and C div-

isions. First round losers in

each draw moved into the con-
solation round.

Williams' number one, Greg
Zaff '84, lost a tough match to a
player from Middlebury whom
he had beaten earlier in the sea-
son. Zaff lost 6-4 in the third set.

He then won his first consolation
match against Trinity, but lost

to Brown and was eliminated.
Number two player Marc

Sopher '83 lost to Brown's
number one player and then to

Amherst.
Brook Larmer won his first

match In the B division with a
6-1, 6-1 triumph over Wesleyan.
He was eliminated 6-4, 7-5 by a
Harvard player who was an
eventual finalist in that
division.

Senior Steve Graham was

ousted from the B draw after

losses to Trinity and Amherst.
Senior Don Mykrantz reached
the semi-finals of the consola-
tion round but was beaten there
by a Boston University player.
Kelton Burbank '83 defeated

Tufts in the first round. In the
second round, he ran into an
eventual finalist from Harvard
and was beaten 6-4, 6-0.

In doubles play, Williams' first

team of Larmer and Craig
Hammond '85 lost a close match
to Middlebury, 7-5, 7-4. After
beating Providence in the first

round of the consolations, the
Ephmen were topped by Boston
U. 6-1, 6-4.

The second doubles team of
Zaff and Tim Rives '85 had
match point against the number
one seed, but fell to the Harvard
club 4-6, 7-6, 6-3.

The number three doubles
team of Mykrantz and Sopher
reached the consolation final,

but lost to Boston U. 6-3, 6-4.

Harvard won the competition
which included approximately
twenty teams.

Earlier in the week, Williams
downed Trinity 5-4 to up their
record to 7-2. The racquetmen
face Albany tomorrow and
wrap up their season Saturday
at Wesleyan.
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Speakers selected

Biologist to address grads
Dr. Lewis Thomas, head of

the Memorial Sloan-Kettering
Cancer Center in New Yorli
City, will speak at the 193rd
Commencement exercises on
May 30 at 10 a.m. Bishop John
Coburn ol the Episcopal Dio-
cese of Massachusetts will
deliver the Baccalaureate ser-

mon at 5 p.m. on May 29.

Thomas will receive an honor-
ary Doctor of Science degree
and Bishop Coburn a Doctor of
Divinity degree during the Com-
mencement ceremonies.
Thomas has made significant

contributions in the fields of

medical teaching and research.
He has worked, often simultane-
ously, as physician, biologist,

educator and research adminis-
trator. He is best known to the

public as the author ofThe Lives
of a Cell: Notes of a Biology
Watcher, a series of essays
ranging from an examination of

the biology of one-celled orga-

nisms to a discussion of the

organization of human society.

Tlie Lives of a Cell won the

National Book award in the Arts
and Letters category in 1975 and
has been widely acclaimed both
for its humanistic scope and the

quality of its prose.

Infectious diseases
After graduating from Prin-

ceton University, Thomas
earned his medical degree from
Harvard Medical School in 1937.

In a career spanning more than
five decades, his interests have
spanned research on infectious

diseases and problems ofimmu-
nology and pediatrics to the

position of Dean of the Yale
Medical School.

He served 14 years as a con-

sultant to the Surgeon General,

Dr. Lawlt ThomM, head of tho

Memorial Sloan-Keltering Cancer
Center, will deliver the commence-
ment speech this Memorial Day
Weekend.

Dr. Thomai It also an accomp-
lished author whose best seller,

THE LIVES OF A CELL, Is a winner
ol the National Book Award for arts

and letters.

U.S. Army, 14 years as a
member of the Board of Health
of New York City, and as a
member of President Carter's

Commission for a National
Agenda for the '80's.

In addition to his present

duties as Chancellor of the

Sloan—Kettering Center, Tho-

mas is Professor of Pathology
and Medicine at Cornell Medi-

cal School, Attending Physician
at Memorial Hospital, and Ad-
junct Professor at Rockefeller

University Hospital.

Planetary Biology

He also serves on the Commit-
tee on Planetary Biology and
Chemical Evolution, the
National Advisory Council on
Aging, the editorial boards of

nine journals, and the board of

trustees of many foundations

and medical institutions.

Bishop Coburn has combined
his duties as spiritual leader to

members of the Episcopal
Church with active participa-

tion in determining changes
occurring within the Church. He
has been a frequent deputy to

the General Convention of the

Protestant Episcopal Church,

which meets every three years,

and served as President of the

House of Deputies at the Con-

vention in successive three-

year terms from 1967-70.

A 1936 graduate of Princeton

University, the Bishop taught
English and biology in Istanbul,

Turkey, before attending Union
Theological Seminary. He was
ordained in 1943. During the

Second World War, Coburn
served as a chaplain at the
Naval Air Station in Hutchin-

son, Kan., and aboard the USS
Sheridan in the Pacific theatre.

Lacrosse coach
From 1946-53 Coburn was the

Rector of Grace Church in

Amherst, Mass., and Chaplain
of Amherst College, where he
also coached the lacrosse team.
Following four years as Dean of

Trinity Cathedral in Newark,
N. J. , he was Dean of the Episco-
pal Theological School in Cam-
bridge, Mass., from 1957-69.

His concern with the needs of

the economically and educa-
tionally disadvantages led him
to spend a sabbatical year in

1968-69 teaching English to

ninth graders in Harlem, under
the auspices of the Street Aca-
demics run by the Urban
League in New York City. After

six years as Rector of St.

James' Church in New York
City, he was named Bishop of

the Diocese of Massachusetts in

1976.

Coburn has written many
books on religion and theology,

Including Prayer and Personal

Religion; Minister: Man in the

Middle; Christ's Life: Our Life;

and, most recently. Feeding

Fire. He is a member of the

board of directors of the Corn-

ing Glass Works, and on the

boards of Princeton University

and the Wooster School in Dan-

bury, Conn.

The official groundbreaking for the studio theatre addition to the Adams Memorial Theatre took place last

Thursday afternoon. Construction work will continue through August of 1983. Attending the groundbreaking
were: William Greener, AMT Technical Director; Jill Nassivera, AMT Assistant Director; Jean-Bernard Bucky,
Theatre Department Chairman; William Reed, College Treasurer; Terry Rankins and Mark Hammer, represent-
ing the theatre's architects, The Cambridge Seven; Peter Weianetz, Director of the Physical Plant; and Howiand
Swift, a major fund raiser for the project. (Farley)

CUL frowns on OCC ban
by Jeffrey H. Brainard

The proposal to ban organiza-

tions which openly discriminate
from recruiting at the Office of

Career Counseling was voted

down by the Committee on
Undergraduate Life (CUL) last

Tuesday.

The ban did propose, how-
ever, that organizations which
discriminate must bring speak-

ers to campus to defend the

organization's policies. The
proposal was approved by Pres-

ident John Chandler and will go
into effect immediately. Dean
Cris Roosenraad said the

faculty has the right to review
the decision.

"Any time a restriction is put

on the College community as to

who they may hear and talk to,

that is out of keeping with a lib-

eral arts college," Chandler
declared. He attended the CUL
meeting to explain what he said

was the view of the Trustees, the

Parents' Council, and himself.

CUL representative Kevin
Hirsch '82 asked Chandler if

permitting the Defense Depart-

ment to recruit in College facili-

ties meant that the College was
in fact' condoning and aiding

discrirhination.

"I believe we live in a fallen

world, we're implicated in all

kinds of things," Chandler
responded. "I look it in educa-

tional terms ... if you tell them
they can't come, you've ended
the dialogue from within. But If

you tell them that their policy is

indefensible, with persistent

challenge officials will take

notice and their policies might

change."
Chandler added that the OCC

provides a service to students

and thus it should be kept as

open as possible.

Philosophy Professor Rose-

Marie Tong described the OCC as

"the place where the values of

the real world and those of the

Ivory Tower meet." The "real

world's" law does not yet pro-

tect homosexuals against dis-

crimination, whereas College

regulations do, she said.

French House passes
The CUL last week approved a French House proposal to set

aside a co-op for juniors and seniors who desire to speak French

In an intensive, dormitory setting. Proponents stressed the

French House's educational value and said that it would not be

for the benefit of those interested solely In co-op living.

Applicants will be sciteened by the French department and
may only live in the house for one year. Sophomores will not be

allowed in because the CUL felt they should experience living in

the regular residential house system first. Theatre Professor

Jill Nassivera objected, pointing out that the house could better

prepare sophomores for a junior year abroad.

The French House will begin operation in 1983-84.

"I'm not sure that banning a
particular group In society will

effect change," she continued.
"If we say the recruiters should
no longer come here, we won't
have to face the issue
anymore."
The College has to try to turn

the values of society at large
towards our higher standards so
that there is less tension across
the boundary, she said.

CUL representative Russell
Piatt '82 suggested that the Col-

lege could invite the military to

send speakers to explain its poli-

cies without allowing them to

recruit.

Dean Mary Kenyatta pro-

posed the change in policy

which would require discrimi-

natory organizations to bring

speakers to defend their

policies.

"It might be too big a demand
on organizations to make them
be prepared to take all comers
for answering questions,"
Chandler objected.

"I don't see it as closing the

campus," Kenyatta responded.

"It would be up to the Defense
Department to decide how
much they want to reach Wil-

liams students."

"I'm cynical that the require-

ment would effect change," she

added, "but it seems to satisfy

the need for discussion."

Committee members questi-

oned whether and how string-

ently the rule would be
enforced. Director of OCC
Barbara-Jan Wilson said it

would be her job to run the

questlon-and-answer sessions

with the recruiter, adding that

the responsibility "is not one
that I relish."
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Trapped in Time
When the residential house system was first conceived in 1965,

students and faculty worried about the socio-cultural life of the College.
Who would sponsor the concerts, lectures, drama, and other events that
enrich our campus? The college calendar was lamentably deficient in

these activities. The solution called for an infusion of money coupled
with direction from the house government to foster a growth in extra-
curricular events.

Sixteen years later, the Gifford Committee observed that our
weekly calendar was burgeoning with extracurricular events. But unex-
pectedly, it was not because of a stronger residential system, for houses
were no longer the main sponsors of these activities. The committee
concluded that "... the initiative which crowds the College Register has
passed to other organizations and apparently fruitfully so."

This year the Housing Committee has studied the residential hous-
ing system to discover why it was established in the first place. Some
committee members say that their proposed changes will restore the
residential system to what it was meant to be—a social and educational
unit.

Before they act upon decade-old preconceptions, they should note
the observations of the Gifford Committee and the loud objections of
students. These indicate that the residential house controversy runs
deeper than the various proposals to repair the house "ethos." It runs to
the "ethos" itself.

The Housing Committee is sincere in its zeal to revive the residen-
tial ideals of 1965. But it must not be blind to the significant changes that
our college has witnessed in a decade and a half—for example, the
addition of Mission, Greylock, and Dodd to our housing stock. Perhaps a
new "ethos" should be established, supporting the strengths of the
housing system in its present state.

The Housing Committee wants to implement the residential housing
plan as it was conceived sixteen years ago. The question is, does the
student body want to?
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LETTERS
Rebuttal

To the editor,

Elsewhere in this issue of the Record
there appears a full page advertisement
criticizing a research project that I have
conducted for a number of years. The ad
saddens me for several reasons. The
major criticism is that the research has
no direct applicability to the human con-
dition. This is quite true. The research
was never designed to have any direct
application to human sexual problems.
Rather, it was hoped that our studies
would add to the ever increasing knowl-
edge of genetic and physiological differ-

ences that underlie many important
behavioral differences. We must keep in

mind the distinction between basic
research and applied research and the
fact that applications come most easily
when built on a solid structure of basic
knowledge.

It was no accident that mice were
chosen as experimental subjects. This
species offers a degree of genetic control

that was unavailable in any other when
the research program began. Such con-

trol is certainly not available, and never
will be, in humans. Nor could such exper-
iments be accomplished using methods
of "tissue culture and computer
simulation."

A certain Michael Edison Labhard,
M.D. of EUicott City, Maryland, is

quoted in the advertisement. I presume
that this Dr. Labhard is one of the 200

"experts" mentioned. Unfortunately, I

do not find Dr. Labhard listed in THE
DICTIONARY OF SCIENTIFIC BIO-
GRAPHY, or in AMERICAN MEN AND
WOMEN OF SCIENCE, or in any of the
other standard biographical volumes
available to me. This is perhaps not sur-

prising since this particular physician
seems to be entirely ignorant of the peer
review system used by governmental
agencies charged with the furtherance of
American science. Peer review means
that my grant applications, progress
reports, and publications have been
examined and judged by several diferent

interdisciplinary scientific committees
through the years. I am quite proud that

these several committees have found my
research worthy of support both in times
when scientific funds were relatively

plentiful and in times when they were
relatively scarce.

There are many other criticisms that I

could level at the ad including the fact

that my grant applications have Indeed
included some possible applications of

the research to human health problems,

which fact the "Friends of Animals"
chose to ignore. But just let me point out

the value of this advertisement as a
study in propaganda. Note the use of the

emotionally loaded word "chemicals"

as a substitute for "hormones" and the
rather curious reference to mouse pups
as "children."

I have not had an opportunity to exam-
ine the Congressional Bill that they urge
you to support. But it is my belief that
any legislation that places quotas on the
amount of funds allocated for different

types of research will certainly damage
medical science.

Thomas E. McGiU
Department of Psychology

Requirement—yes

To the editor:

We were pleased to see the Record set-

ting the agenda by discussing the possi-

bility of a foreign language requirement
in an editorial. But we were rather less

pleased at the conclusions and even less

at the logic behind them.
Contrary to the editorial, a language

requirement would not overload stu-

dents' constructed schedules. It Is

beyond us how the writers concluded

that "... six or eight language courses

(are) needed to make language study

worthwhile." Colleges with a language

requirement generally demand no more
than the equivalent of three or four col-

lege semesters, some or all of which may
be met by previous courses at high

school. For Williams students, then, the

additional workload would be far less

dramatic than the editors seem to

believe.

Although we find the suggestion

appealing that Williams should streng-

then its language programs first, it Is

impractical for the College to commit
scarce resources without a promise of

enrollments. A language requirement Is

not, of course, merely a way to assure

such enrollments. It fulfills key educa-

tional objectives by guaranteeing at

least a modicum of proficiency at read-

ing, writing, speaking and thinking in

ways different from those we've grown
up with and become accustomed to.

We agree with the editorial that the

goal of "strengthening the language
background of Williams students" Is

essential. Whether one sees languages as
expanding one's horizons beyond nar-

row, ethnocentric modes of understand-

ing or as providing an Invaluable skill fpr

later life, they are crucial for a complete
education. However, we differ front the

editorial by concluding that a language

requirement is the best way for the col-

lege to recognize their importance.
'Hmothy Cook

Assistant Prof, of Political Science

David Colby
Assistant Prof, of Political Science

Timothy Fries

Assistant Prof, of Economics
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ACSR ineffectual
by Maria Pramaggiore

My purpose in writing this article is to

inform the Williams College Community
of my resignation from the Advisory
Committee on Shareholder Responsibil-

ity (ACSR) and of my reasons for doing
so.

I was asked to join the committee last

spring, to fill the position vacated by
Anita Brooks, who had resigned. At the

time, I did not question the assumptions
of the College or the ACSR with respect

to investment in and loans to South
Africa, so I did not pursue the reasoning
behind Anita's resignation. I felt honored
to have been chosen to serve on the com-
mittee, and I looked forward to learning

about complex and controversial issues

which are important to me as an individ-

ual and to the College community.
Over the course of my tenure on the

committee, however, it became evident

that the ACSR is not empowered to make
decisions regarding the College's Invest-

ment policy. The basic assumptions held

by the Trustees and the ACSR are two-

fold: 1) Investment by U.S. corporations

operating in South Africa can serve to

Increase the welfare of the oppressed
black majority (through better stand-

ards of living, rights to unionize, etc.);

and 2) Loans made directly to the

government of South Africa may also

benefit the black population (a Citibank
loan to build a hospital for blacks, for

example). It is within this framework
that Williams College makes Its Invest-

ment decisions. And it is within this

framework that the ACSR must operate.
Dennis Brutus, the South African poet

who is seeking political asylum in the

U.S., most effectively refuted these

arguments. To the South African govern-

ment, he states, every dollar of invest-

ment is a vote of confidence for their

system.

Earlier this spring, Lola Bogyo
resigned from the ACSR. Her resigna-

tion, coupled with the uneasiness I expe-

rienced at a joint ACSR-Trustee Finance
Committee meeting led me to re-

evaluate my perception of my role on the

ACSR, and the ACSR's role at the col-

lege. I no longer accept the assumptions
listed above; I have been convinced of

the arguments which contradict them. I

no longer believe that the ACSR can
make decisions in the interests of

"shareholder responsibility"— I feel the

committee is constrained in its decision-

making by the obvious bias of the

Trustees.

My resignation in no way reflects on
the members of the ACSR. I am indebted

to the persons on the committee; I have
learned a great deal through my expe-

rience with them. I understand they are
good-lntentioned people convinced of the

appropriateness of their approach. But I

can no longer believe in such an
approach.
The system of apartheid, or institu-

tionalized racism, is abhorrent to us all.

In order to combat apartheid, it is neces-

sary to take action; to divest. By assum-
ing that U.S. corporations in South
Africa are bettering the plight of blacks

there, we are ignoring the fact that we
are supporting apartheid. The impact
colleges and universities in the U.S. can
have on South Africa is enormous; we
simply need to become educated about
the situation there and let our feelings be
known.

Purple prose

Houses: A framework for friends
by Jeffrey H. Brainard

The chieftains of the Housing Commit-
tee are angry and probably confused.

They think everyone Is being mean to

them. They want to cut down on

transfers, which they say suck the life-

blood out of the residential house system,

which in turn, they say. Is an integral

part of the Residential Ethos. Why
should the student oppose the upholding

our glorious Ethos?
Perhaps it is because few students

understand what this ethos Is. But as

I understand it, transfers have little

to do with the success of residential

houses and in turn, the success of the

houses has little to do with the Williams

ethos.

The Gifford Report describes our

"ethos" as an atmosphere "congenial to

the academic goals of the College, mak-
ing the 'solitary life of the scholar' more
companionable." The Housing Commit-
tee's report more ambitiously states the

housing system as "a place of intellec-

tual and cultural exchange whose educa-
tional value would complement, if not

rival, the classroom experience."

If this is our "ethos," an outside

observer would have to consider us as

pretty stiff. We are not monks; we need
leisure time. Heathen that I am I occa-

sionally like to drink beer.

So it must be admitted that the residen-

tial house Is first and foremost a social

unit. Intellectual exchange will occur to

the extent that people want to share their

interests and achievements with others.

And that sharing goes on between
friends.

The Gifford report correctly recog-

nized the Importance of small groups of

friends as the basic social units at Willi-

ams.The Housing Committee report rec-

ognizes this but goes on to say that

"although these questions haunt us and
should be addressed in future campus
discussions, the Housing Committee is

nevertheless calling for a reaffirmation

of the residential house system in the

spirit In which it was first created."

But the question of friends will Indeed

haunt us if we focus only narrowly on the

house and consider it an end in itself. The
house is only one context in which inter-

action can occur. But the Housing Com-
mittee believes that it should be the main
context.

What context I intereact in Is my own
choice, not the Housing Committee's. My
interest in activities outside the house is

not an indictment of the houses' failure

but a statement of my own Individuality.

I see no innate worth in a totally self-

contained, closely-knit house, and actu-

ally find the Concept nauseating.

The -success of the house depends on

the extent to which friends or groups of

friends get along and enjoy doing things

together—and if there Is such a thing as a

residential ethos, it resides in this inter-

action. Houses which are mostly unified

but have a small group of non-

participants cannot be forced to cohere

by limiting transfers out. Instead, why
not jettison the flotsam and get some new
blood into the house?

And even though a house might be

close, there is the inevitable desire of

some to transfer to a "better" house. The
Housing Committee wants to downplay
the physical differences and try to make
each house so socially strong that no one

would ever think of transferring. But

those differences in physical plant do

exist and they are important to people.

When the residential house system

began in 1965 the quality of the housing

was about the same. But with the con-

struction in the '70s of Mission and Pros-

pect, houses which many consider

undesirable, the requests for transfers

inevitably went up. The increase in

transfers accompanied a decrease in

requirements to transfer, and this trend

probably indicated more a natural

desire to live in different kinds of dorms
than a dissatisfaction with house
government.
But house government is not sacro-

sanct and does not require the same peo-

ple to run it every year. A successful

house government does require that peo-

ple be happy where and with whom they

are living; only then will they get

involved.

The Housing Committee would be well-

advised to cease its futile search for an

all-encompassing, long-range panacea

such as limiting transfers and instead

concentrate on working with existing

house governments to suggest new social

and cultural activities.

And if the Housing Committee econ-
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tinues in its erring ways (and that is

unlikely, because its chieftains are gra-

duating), you, the faceless multitude,

are not powerless. The Housing Commit-
tee is composed of house presidents and
college council housing category repre-

sentatives. Talk to them and urge them
not to let the freedom of the many be

stifled by the misconceptions of the few.
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College accepts 45 more
by Laura SeliKsohn

Fewer applicants than expected plan to join the Class of 1986,

forcing the Admissions Office to turn to a substantial number of

waiting-list students, according to Director of Admissions Phil

Smith.

After 926 of approximately 4430 applications were accepted,

450 to 460 students decided to attend, according to Smith. Aiming
for a class of 497, Admissions has already contacted forty-five

students from the waiting list.

Because of the high acceptance rate of the nearly 24% of the

students it admitted to the Class of 1985, the College took no one
from the waiting list last year. Smith said, "I'm always dis-

tressed when we're not able to take anybody from the waiting

list." He noted that failure to tap the waiting list at all "pre-

sumes infallibility" on the part of Admissions.

Asked if the suddenly higher reference to the waiting list

marks some miscalculation on the part of Admissions, Smith
conceded, "I probably would have added a few (to the original

group of acceptees)." He insisted, however, that the relatively

large number to be taken from the waiting list Is not a bad sign,

noting, "In the normal process of things, we expect 25 to 30 kids

more (from the waiting list)."

Smith observed that approximately two-thirds of those stu-

dents admitted to Williams who opt to go elsewhere settle at six

schools in particular: Brown, Dartmouth, Harvard, Princeton,

Stanford, and Yale. There was "a higher incidence of overlap
with Brown this year than with Dartmouth," although It Is his-

torically the other way around, noted Smith.

Open meeting debates demise of houses
by Susan Kandel

"There are a lot of self-

centered people on this cam-
pus," alleged Katie Kelly '83,

president of A-Gar-Wood, dur-
ing last Friday's final Housing
Committee meeting, "and this

is hurting the residential house
system."
Converging on the controver-

sial house transfer policy, 25

students debated the general
Issues relating to the residential

house system at Williams.

"We feel there has been a

demise in the residential house
system," asserted Kathleen
Merrigan '82, co-chair of the

Housing Committee.
"As a whole, we're happy, as

compared to the dormitory sys-

tem, but disappointed as com-
pared to the Williams College
ideal," she added, "... and our
transfer system has helped to

work against this ideal."

Merrigan attributed the lack

of diversity within houses, the

class imbalances and the ste-
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reotyplng of houses at least par-

tially to the slackness of the

present transfer system, pro-

dieting that the number of stu-

dents requesting house
transfers will continue to rise

until the present system Is

remedied.
"In 1968, there were 10

transfers, in 1974 there were 70,

last year there were 230, and

this year, 322," she said.

"We believe they'll probably

increase next year," Merrigan

added.

Kelly maintained that the

abundance of house transfers is

a symptom, rather than a

cause, of the breakdown of the

house system.

"The value of the residential

house is going down if people

are transferring to have a better

room," she said. "Home is

becoming just a place to sleep."

In an attempt to ameliorate

the situation, two subcommittee
reports, suggesting alterna-

tives to the present transfer sys-

tem, were drafted by the

Housing Committee this year,

both of which have been submit-
ted to the CUL for considera-

tion.

The subcommittee headed by
Perry president Tim Caffrey '82

opted for a return to the original

transfer system wherein a stu-

dent with a legitimate need may
transfer at any time during the

year, at the discretion of the

deans.

According to Caffrey, this will

eliminate the March "transfer-

time" hysteria, at which time
transferring is regarded as the

norm, rather than as the

exception.

Under the leadership of Fitch-

Currier president Jonathan
Light '83 and Betsy Horan '82, a
second subcommittee report

called for a quota system, where-

by each house must be com-
posed of 35 to 45 percent

sophomores and may include no
more than 35 percent juniors

and 35 percent seniors.

The strict imposition of quo-

tas, claim the members of the

subcommittee, will preclude
much inter-house transferring,

and will make an all-senior or
all-sophomore house an
Impossibility.

Among those dissenting from
the majority motion to tighten

the transfer policy was Pratt
president John Kowalik '83, who
cautioned against the creation
of a rigid system that is unres-
ponsive to student wishes.
"The system must be flexible

enough to accommodate chang-
ing friendships and changing
personal needs," he explained.
"Students can decide for them-
selves where they want to live."

The dissenting group released
a report on Sunday supporting
the open transfer system. They
noted the "significant" physical

differences among houses and
the demoralizing effect of

unsuccessful transfers as
important reasons to maintain
transfers.

The report criticized the Caf-

frey proposal for increasing

"bureaucratic Involvement"
which would "Impose an unfair

burden on the administration
and on house officers."

The quota system "may not

work in practice," predicted the

report, and "there Is no guaran-
tee that percentages will result

In unity."

Kevin Hlrsch "82 closed the
meeting by chastising the

Record for Its failure to accu-

rately cover the Issues brought
up by the Housing Committee
this year.

"There Is only one body on

this campus that regularly

reports what's happening with

the Housing Committee," he
exclaimed, "and you're not

doing a constructive job of It."

IN MEMORY OF JEFF DUNN, CLASS OF 1980

There will be a brief tree planting dedication in

memory of Jeff Dunn on Saturday, May 29, at 10 a.m.

on Weston Field along Meacham Street. All students,

faculty, and friends are invited to attend. For further

information call Nancy Ceismar, 458-4944.

JACQUES COHEN*
Sure footing in classic footwear.

You'll find fun and fashion In the original

canvas espadrllle complete with a
rope covered wedge; naturally, in a

choice of "au courant" fashion

colors.

From Jacques Cohen®of
course!

If 11 is not labeled

Jacques Cohen®
It Is not the

orginial

Pamela?

Only $23.95

Navy, Cream, Iris

CONCERNED WITH FASHION
FIT AND QUALITY

«*«««*<«««««>««W#«*VW Ci.ll' \\r) S\\K ^^^^^t^fS^SW^i^SVW^JS^SfVW^^SSaS*^^

The Purple Pub
Bank Street

Monday
Draft Beer Night

Pabst Beer 64 oz.

pitchers $1.50

7 pm - 12 midnight

Tuesday
Prime Time
(reduced prices)

\Nednesday

Watch RECORD
for specials.

Thursday
Vodka Night
Any Vodka drink

$1.00

Friday

Lunch special

Beer and Deli

Sandwich with I.D.

$2.25

Sunday
Open at 1:00

Pitchers of Bloody
Marys for $5.00

c

NOTE: Lunch served Monday-Saturday 11:30-2:00 p.m
Best Deli in town!

CLIP KSn SAVE i»>«>»,»»iK»»»»!»l
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Welanetz to leave campus he built NewS Brief

S

Peter P. Welanetz, director of the phy.sical
plant at Williams College since 1951, will retire
from that position at the end of December. His
successor will be Winthrop M. Wassenar, who has
been assistant director since 1964.

Welanetz has been responsible for the College's
buildings and grounds during the period of grea-
test growth at Williams. When he arrived in 1950
there were 730,000 square feet of space in the Col-
lege buildings. Now there are nearly two million.
Welanetz personally supervised construction of

33 of the College's 96 buildings and the renovation
or restoration of the rest.

"What many people don't realize," he said, "Is
that this campus, with its traditional appearance,
has been virtually rebuilt since 1950."
The result of his more than 30 years at the helm

of the Buildings and Grounds Department Is a
campus that enjoys a national reputation as one
of the best-maintained in the country.
Welanetz recalls that in 1950, many of the Col-

lege's buildings were suffering from neglect or
depreciation from age.
"The Trustees authorized a program to restore

the campus," he says. "We've gone through a
couple of 10-year plans."
His first project was restoration of West Col-

lege, the oldest building at Williams, and one that
had been gutted by fire. Only the exterior walls of
the original College building were still standing.
"The walls weren't strong enough to support

much weight," says Welanetz, "so we worked
with the architects to devise a structure within
the walls to carry the load."
Other significant examples of renovation

Include Fayerweather Hall and East College as
well as the Freshman Quadrangle and Morgan
Hall. In addition, all of the former fraternity
houses were converted to either student housing,
classroom buildings or administrative space.

It is impossible to overlook the scope of the new
construction projects done at Williams while
Welanetz has been on the job. There Is a tempta-
tion to think that the Sawyer Library, completed
in 1975, was the largest. But Welanetz points out
that a couple of others were just as large.
"The Greylock Quadrngle (1965) involved con-

struction of five buildings at the same time," he

said. "The Bronfman Science Center (1967) and
the Mission Park Housing Complex (1971) were
also major projects."

Welanetz can tick off major building projects
like most people can list cars they used to own.
Baxter Hall, the student center (1953); the Lans-
ing Chapman Hockey Rink (1968) and the Herbert
Towne Field House (1968); the Bernhard Music
Center (1979); and the old Stetson Library, con-
verted and expanded to faculty office space
(1975) ; were all done during the Welanetz years.

winthrop
plant, will

Welanetz.

Wataenar, assistant director of the physical
take over the post vacated by director Peter
Wassenar has been at Williams since 1964.

Peter Welanelz's career as director of the physical plant

lor Williams spans thirty-two years. He supervised the
construction of over one-third of all Williams buildings.

His work at Williams has earned Welanetz a
significant national reputation. In 1976 he was
elected National President of the Association of
Physical Plant Administrators. He Is frequently
called upon as a consultant by other institutions,

particularly on matters relating to the organiza-
tion of a buildings and grounds operation. He is

the author of a chapter of the book Campus Plan-
ning and Construction, published in 1977.

"One of the most interesting features of the
Williams College campus is that you can trace its

long, tradition-rich history by the variety of

architectural styles that were in vogue over the
various decades. Very few buildings In its physi-

cal plant bear an exact resemblance to one
another," Welanetz remarked.

A great source of pride—and frustration—to
Welanetz has been the fight to preserve the Amer-
ican elm. Despite a struggle waged ever since his
arrival at Williams, Dutch elm disease has cut
deeply into the number of elms on campus. The
work to preserve the elm is continuing, but Wela-
netz has also initiated an ambitious program of
planting other varieties of trees.

Winthrop Wassenar has been Welanetz's chief
lieutenant since arriving at Williams in 1964. A
1959 engineering graduate of Worcester Polytech-
nic Institute, where he earned his M.S. in civil

engineering in 1960. Wassenar, like Welanetz, is a
Registered Professional Engineer. He is also a
meml)er of the American Arbitration Association
and is frequently called upon to arbitrate dis-

putes that arise during construction projects.
As Assistant Director of the Physical Plant at

Williams, Wassenar has supervised many of the
major construction projects, including the Saw-
yer Library, Mission Park housing, and the Bronf-

man Science Center. Wassenar is also working

with architects on a feasibility study for new
athletic facilities at the College.

Construction
commences

Site preparation has begun on
the campus' two most recent
construction projects, the stu-

dio theatre and the Alumni Cen-
ter. The theatre will be added to

the Adams Memorial Theatre
and the alumni facility Is to be
an addition to the Faculty
House. Joseph Francese Con-
struction, Inc. of Pittsfield will

carry on work at the sites

simultaneously.

"It makes a great deal of
sense to build both buildings at
the same time," said Peter P.
Welanetz, director of the physi-
cal plant. "Since the two con-
struction sites lie within a few
hundred yards of each other,
money can be saved by having
the same contractor do twth.
Also, building both at the same
time will keep disruption to a
minimum."

The box-shaped studio theatre
will have 100 seats and will be
built on the west side of the
Adams Memorial Theatre,
while the Alumni Center will

contain banquet facilities, a
reception area, and an
expanded kitchen. Both addi-
tions were designed by Cam-
bridge Seven Associates. The
theatre project is budgeted for

$900,000, and the Alumni Center
is expected to cost $1.25 million.

SAB officers

Overriding the Elections
Committee candidate Ned
Stiker '84, the College Council
voted last Wednesday to name
Jon Tigar '84 Student Activities
Board (SAB) Business Man-
ager for the 1982-83 year after a
heated debate among Council
members and representatives
from this year's SAB.
The Council approved all

other Elections Committee can-
didates, including Bill Wright
'84 as SAB chairman, Maryam
Elahi '83 as international stu-

dent representative to the Coun-
cil and Dave Roland '84 and
Parker Johnson '83 as minority
representatives.

Next year's Finance Commit-
tee consists of Matt Shapiro '83,

Paul Sabbah '83, Ben Bahn '84,

Rob Snow '83, Hamilton Humes
'85, Ned Stiker '84 and Dave
Stevens '83.

Jay Ward '84, Jan Van Eck
'85, Derede Arthur '84 and Rob
Snow sit on the Elections Com-

mittee that nominated ail

candidates.

Asked later for comments on
this year's appointments. Coun-
cil president Stuart Robinson
'83 noted, "There were a lot of
difficulties and debate. I think
next fall we will review the
process."

New Gargoyles

named
The Gargoyle Society has

named 16 students, 14 juniors

and two sophomores, to take
over the reins of campus leader-

ship next semester. The Gar-
goyle, which has existed off and
on since 1895, is intended to

"work for the betterment of Wil-

liams College," according to a
statement issued by the group.
"The Gargoyle Society identi-

fies current issues of impor-
tance to the community while
perpetuating a forum for dis-

cussion of long-range con-
cerns," reads the statement.
The new Gargoyles are jun-

iors Mary Beard, David Bowen,
Drew Burns, Maryam Elahl,

Richard Henderson, Elizabeth
Jex, John Kowalik, Kathryn
Miller, Freddy Nathan, Diane
Owen, Stuart Robinson, Paul
Sabbah, John Small, Donna
Wharton, and sophomores
Elijah Alexander and Jim
Foley.

Conservation

payoff
Perry-Bascom added over

$380 to its coffers by winning
this year's Energy Conserva-
tion Contest sponsored by the

Energy Conservation Commit-
tee. Perry-Bascom's energy use
was a third lower this year than
its average use over the years
1977-79, the base average the

Committee used to determine
comparative energy savings.

West College came In second
and received $123, while
Spencer-Brooks was third.

Energy Committee chairman
Bob Kozelka admitted that re-

moval of the Row Houses kit-

chens was not computed in the

savings total, but added "(The
Row Houses) have suffered

enough."
As a whole. College housing

units used 10 percent less

energy this year than in the

past. A total of 161,665 fewer
kilowatt hours were used this

year, and houses received $8000

overall in return for conservation.

Just a Reminder . . .

Leave your typewriter with us this summer.

We will clean and store it and have it ready to go

this fall.

We would like to thank you
for your year-long patronage.

36 Spring Street - - Williamstown

Telephone 458-4920

\
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A CALL FOR AMNESTY
A tax-funded research project (Grant #ROlGM07495) entitled

THE GENETICS AND PHYSIOLOGYOFBEHAVIORAL DIFFEREN-
CES" has been funded for over twenty years by the National Institute of

General Medical Sciences. The recipient of these grants is Thomas E.
McGill, PhD of Williams College, Williamstown, Massachusetts.

Dr. McGill strives to create an animal model of human female sexual
response by manipulating the hormone levels of mice. His "purpose" is to

further our understanding of how genetic, environmental, and physio-

logical variables act and interact to produce differences in behavior.

The research began in 1 959. The original goal was to examine inbred

strains of mice for differences in sexual behavior. This was done by
injecting female mice with hormones that induced a state in which she is

receptive to a male and then placing her with a male. The resultant

behavior was scored by counting the number of times certain things were
done to her by the male, including the number of times the male bites the

female, the number of head mounts, etc.

In general some characteristics of this behavior were found to show
differences between inbred strains, others not. These differences were
then focused upon and manipulated by breeding the animals with animals
from other strains and examining the children for characteristics. Addi-

tionally, a variety of other factors were examined, e.g., the age of the

animals when they had their first sexual experience. In addition, the

animals were injected with a variety of chemicals.

Friends of Animals has enlisted 200 experts to review federally-

funded research using 2uiimals. The reviews are based on photocopies of

the grant applications and reports, obtained under the Freedom of Infor-

mation act. The above project of Dr. McGill's was one of those screened.

Michael Edison Labhard, MD of Ellicott City, MD, made this assess-

ment:

"Absolutely no results applicable to problems in human health

have come from the twenty years of this research. In fact, no relation-

ship to the human situation hats been established, nor has any effort

been made to demonstrate any degree of relevance to any species other

than rodents. About $400,000 has been spent for two decades to watch
mice procreate. And no practical results of any kind have come from this

expenditure. During the same period the elegant studies of Masters and
Johnson have made enormous strides in our understanding of human
sexual functioning by studying humans.

This project clearly had no merit when it was originally proposed
and twenty years later it has managed to do no more than reconfirm that

complete lack of potential year after year."

The Federal Congress has before it a measure entitled "The Research
Modernization Act" (HR 556). It would force an upgrading of research by
requiring that 30% to 50% of funds allocated for medical research be used
for non-animals methods of inquiry, testing and education. Methods such

as tissue culture and computer simulation have direct applicability to

human problems in contrast to reliance upon animal research which is

generally wasteful and often dangerous when applied to humans.

STUDENTS:
In light of the foregoing, please consider:

( 1 ) What are the proper goals of an education in

an institution of "higher learning"?

(2) Will you make your voice heard to end such

shameful and wasteful experiments at your univer-

sity?

For further information, write:

FRIENDS OF ANIMALS, INC.

1 1 West 60th Street

New York, NY 10023

Attn: Alice Herrington, President

The Williams RecordFeatures/Arts
Grodzins—portrait of a transcendental artist

Ed'a note:

This week marks ihe appear-
ance of Dean drodzins' first pub-
lished ciilli'ction of his strip,

entitled, mi>st appropriately. Tan-
gents. Since winning the !^ational

College Cartoon Contest in 1980,

Dean has had to endure a bit of
friendly teasing from his artistic

colleagues on the Record.
Mike Sutton '82 and Paul Banevi-

cius '82. It seems that the year that

Dean won the contest, another
unknown college cartoonist, a fel-

low by the name of Berke
Breathed came in third. Today,
Breathed's "Bloom County" is a

nationally syndicated strip. Tan-
gents, then, is an answer to at least

some of this criticism. Ronald
Issen and Rosanne Ilario last week
met with Grodzins and discussed

his upcoming book and strip in

general, for the Record.

by Ron Issen

& Rosanne Ilario

Record: Why don't

you talk about the

new character
you're trying to de-

velop in the strip?

Grodzins: Well, it has been a
desire of mine for the last while
now to develop a female charac-
ter and I'm slowly moving
towards that. I think you'll see
that the last couple of cartoons
are a marvelous setup for that

character for next year.

Record: Is this the mysterious
girlfriend that's lieen running
through the whole strip?

Grodzins: I haven't worked out

all the relations. I hope to have
an answer for that by
September.

Record: If you're a character In

the strip, the protagonist, and
presumably your freshman
roommate is the other fellow, is

this girl someone on campus?

Grodzins: Now wait a minute.
There is a myth here about how
closely the strip parallels real-

ity. Now, it is true that the fellow

with the glasses has some bear-

ing on myself but he does things

that I don't do . . .

Record: Such as?

Grodzins: (Hesitates) I suppose
he's somewhat less inhibited a
dreamer than 1 am.

Record: Is he less Inhibited in

what he does?

Grodzins: That's kind of hard to

say, because quite often my
frustrations—what I am, what I

can and cannot do—show up in

that character. But Just to carry
this through, I never had a
freshman roommate. The other

character developed logically

as an extension of the first and
has been gaining momentum as
an independent character. The
dog and the cat appeared in the

house I was living In last year,

Woodbridge, and I became
Intrigued at the possibilities.

Lately the cat has been getting

somewhat more attention
because it's my idea that human
beings are basically klutzes

whereas cats are marvelously
successful at what they do.

Record: (Getting back to the

point of the interrogation . . .)

How much of the real Dean are
we getting when we read about
asking the girl to the movie two
weeks ago?

Grodzins: I won't deny that sim-
ilar situations have happened to

me. As for when they happened..

Record: Well, there are a lot of
rumors going around campus.
Grodzins: I'll have to leave that
up to speculation.

Record: So the rumor that the

depressive period, when you
talked about not having a girl-

friend on campus having to do
with winter carnival, or the

more Joyous period now occur-

ring around spring weekend
have nothing to do with fact?

Gridzons: Un, aah, hmm . . . (He
hedges.) No, not really, not a
bit. It's more my subjective out-

look on the world. I think one has
to blame the weather.

Record: Describe your relation-

ship with Sutton and Banevi-

cius.

Grodzins: We get along pretty

well, though we'll occasionally

short-sheet each other.

Record: Sutton has called you a

Dean Grodzins, campus cartoonist, goes off on another TANGENT. (Cerda)

minimalist. Would you care to

elaborate?

Grodzins: Well, I've never par-

ticularly given myself any lab-

els like that. I think what he
means by that is that I try to

avoid excess details. I draw my
characters without much of a
background. Usually one line is

used to suggest a lot. The reason
for this Is that I've never taken
an art class, or anything like

that. My style developed from
doodling and stuff like that,

although I do sometimes like to

fool around with charcoal. My
style developed from fooling

around. Because I don't con-

sider myself an artist, you
might say I like to draw as little

as possible. The greatest chal-

lenge I have when I draw is try-

ing . to make all my panels

resemble one another.

Record: Do you see a social or

moral purpose to your strip, or

is it more nearly art for art's

sake?

Grodzins: I always hesitate to

call it art, but I suppose if I had
to attach a message to it, I'd

quote Walt Kelly of Pogo fame,
"We have met the enemy and he
is us." There's a lot to laugh at

close to home. Kelly also said,

"We must make democracy
safe for the world." I can think

of no better way of doing that

than through humor.

Record: What made you decide

to publish your book iDy yourself

rather than going to a national

publishing house?

Grodzins: Well, I never really

considered going to a national

publishing house. When I first

got the idea for this. It was sug-

gested by several friends, inde-

pendently, though. So, I decided

I would get out a book. Going to

a national publisher and such
takes a lot of time. I also didn't

think that at this time many
would have a strong financial

Incentive to publish this type of

book, as usually they publish

books from guys who have
much more of a national
audience. So, I went and pub-

lished the book on my own. I

think that a successful private

book will be a plus in my favor if

I should ever want to try for

national syndication. In part, I

wanted to get a book out before

the end of the year so that my
friends who are seniors would
be able to get a copy.

Record: None of your charac-
ters seem to have names. Is

there a reason for that?

Grodzins: When I first created
the characters around 1970,

they all had names, the only
problem was that I didn't like

the names that I had given
them. Actually, I've dropped
most of the characters I had at

that time, except the fellow who
is the central character in the

strip. But I didn't even like his

name so I dropped that also.

Unfortunately, I haven't been
able to come up with any good
ones since either. When people

ask me about them, they refer to

them as "The guy with the

glasses," "his roommate,"
"the dog," or "the cat". And
when I talk about them they

generally seem to know what
I'm talking atjout. -

y'immli/'^:-^nii.:

Erudite Englishman always active

A

Qlobetroltlng historian Qeollrcy Barraclough Is stopping at

WHIIaim long enough lo leach two couraes this semester.

(Millov)

Derede Arthur

Ithough Williams has an excellent faculty,

every semester it gets a transfusion of "new
blood." This year, one of the donors speaks

four languages and has written nearly

twenty books. He also has won international recogni-

tion in two specialized fields—German medieval his-

tory and international history—and sports one of the

most delicious Oxford accents on campus. This profes-

sor is of course, the well-known British historian Geof-

frey Barraclough.

A Bernhard Visiting Professor, Barraclough has

taught two history courses at Williams this semester,

one in each of his special fields. Noting that Williams is

"extremely pleasant," Barraclough says he has

enjoyed his semester here. "I like the people I teach,"

he comments. "What astounds me, really, is the enthu-

siasm. I got a very good Impression in that respect."

Barraclough, who retired from Oxford in 1974 but has

been teaching at Brandeis for seven years, was invited

"out of the blue" by the College to teach two courses,

"The Making of Europe, 300-1300" and "The World

Since 1929", which had not l)een taught for several

years.

Barraclough cites a number of reasons for accepting

Williams's invitation. "Williams has a good reputation,

fairly widespread," he notes, adding that he has found

student work to be of a "pretty good standard—which Is

as it should be in a place like Williams."

Also interested in international and Third World eco-

nomics, Barraclough was attracted to the College

because of the "very good reputation" of the Center for

Development Economics. Although Barraclough origi-

nally intended to spend much of his free time at the

Center, large delays in his scholarly work precluded

such Involvement.

This same work, which he had hoped to have com-
pleted l)efore the semester began, also prevented him

from Ijecoming very involved in the college. "I haven't

participated nearly as much as I had intended or

wanted to. I'm sorry about that; I would have liked to be

more into things."

History has been Barraclough's lifelong love.

"Almost from the moment I could read, I found myself
reading historical novels," he states. "There was never

any question in my mind that I would continue to be

Interested In history." He originally intended to enter

the foreign service but "slipped Into teaching," a deci-

sion he rarely regrets—"about the twelfth week of each

semester!

"

A 1929 graduate of Oriel College at Oxford University,

Barraclough did his postgraduate work in Munich and
Rome in the field of medieval history. He returned to

England in 1934 to teach at both Oxford and Cambridge
before joining the Royal Air Force at the outbreak of

World War II.

Barraclough first came to America In 1966 and held
successive posts at UCLA, University of California at

San Diego, and Brandeis University l)efore returning to

England in 1970 following an invitation from Oxford.
Upon his retirement from Oxford in 1974, he returned to

Brandeis, preferring Boston, "a very civilized city,"

and changing seasons to Southern California's constant
climate and lack of an "Intellectually stimulating"
environment.
What of the future? Always In demand, and never in

one place for long, Barraclough has commitments in

Switzerland this summer, and has agreed to teach polit-

ical science at the University of Munich beginning Jan-
uary 1983. In between, there is scholarly research to

attend to and students to be taught. The pressures of his

profession leave him little time for rest and relaxation

beyond occasional chess games and hikes Into the

wood, but Barraclough says he does not mind this: "My
hobby is my work."
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by John Segal and Jim Pettit

Ed. note: The authors of this week's Outlook are
two graduating seniors. They are both weird, anti-
social, but friendly residents of the Berkshire Quad.
Segal has been involved tvith many campus organiza-
tions and committees. Pettit has not. Segal has a Job
next year. Pettit does not. As these two have spent
four years (more or less) at (filliams, ive thought they
might have something interesting, intelligent, or
intellectual lo .say. We were wrong. Enjoy.

"Liberal institutions straightaway cease from being
liberal the moment they are soundly established."

-Fredrich Nietzsche, TwUight of the Idols.

"Stereotypes are. in essence, a very good and neces-
sary thing."

—David Moro
"Legalize harassment. Hear, hear."

—Library grafitti

"There is no particular major at Williams that is

designed as preparation for the business profession."
—The Williams College Bulletin

"What?"

—James Pfeiffer (and others).

Using these five quotes as a starting
point, you are to compose an essay
which attempts to define the Williams
Experience. You may wish to focus on

the issues raised in these quotes, but do not feel
restricted by them. Traverse, if you will, such
diverse and rewarding avenues as: La Coste
shirts, ECK, nicknames (e.g., Steve "Spearsle"
Spears, Steve "Eppie" Epstein), vegetarian noo-
dle surprise, the 'libes', and the emotional elite.
By all means, go for it. It's the balls. Avoid
cliches.

My approach is this: to relate a basically fac-

tual event from each of the four years, and to

allow that incident to serve as a partial metaphor
for the "Williams Experience" (or, at least, my
"Williams Experience"). It is an idea with more
faults than merits, but, then again, remember our
topic.

Just to make it slightly more pretentious and
self-indulgent, I'll also set each year to approp-
riate music.
Freshman Year: (music, "Like a Hurricane",

Nell Young) . For the time being, let's establish a

shattered jar of peanut butter as the key to this

year. The story liegins, as they so often do, with

grain alcohol. Some conversation and dancing

followed. Soon, however, we were bulleting home
In unusually high spirits. Explosives seemed the

next logical step, but the best we could manage
were some accurately delivered fireworks and a

relatively successful bonfire. The remainder of

the night. It seems. Involved quite a bit of noise.

much running, and almost as much falling down.
I awoke the next morning to the unfamiliar

sound of a jar of Sklppy 's Peanut Butter crashing
through my second floor window (a nice shot,
that). It lay on the floor, oozing slightly, amid a
wild array of broken glass. I thought about it for a
minute, and went back to sleep.

•

The Record: For the past four years, Williams
College's only student newspaper has been
plagued by two problems: sensationalism, and an
insistence on publishing personal opinions as
"news". The first of these, sensationalism,
simply comes from the fact that not much
happens around here In a week. Williams is very
slow to produce newsworthy events. The Record
acknowledged this several years ago, when it cut
back from two to one issue a week.
The tendency The Record has todlstort "news"

with the personal opinions of the editors and staff
writers stems from a long tradition. Editorials
and headlines have taken shots at ex-boyfriends,
personal enemies, political adversaries, and
anybody the editors don't like. But this is not the
main problem; it Is only fact.

The main problem Is that The Record will con-
tinue to print this kind of "journalism", because
present editors select future editors. In fact, the
editor selection process ensures that the paper
will never improve. Future editors must practice
the same sensationalism and personal bias In

their reporting, otherwise they will never move
up in the organization.

The obvious solution here is to have the Record
staff elect their editors for the upcoming year.
The details could be worked out so that only those
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who have written a minimum number of articles
(say four or so) could vote. The current problems
would not be perpetuated, and the paper would be
more responsible to the students, whose S.A.T.
money supports The Record in the first place. Of
course, no editor-in-chief would ever agree to this
plan once he or she has been selected.

Taking a break from John's psuedo-analytical-
quasi-political arguments, I'd like to consider:
Sophomore Year: (music, "Quadrophenia",

The Who ) . This year is easy. The metaphor is very
appropriate, and, in fact, true. It involves a
broken hand, as well as the U.S.-U.S.S.R. Olym-
pic Hockey game, "Starsky and Hutch", the
news, a case of cheap beer, and my family. Not
necessarily in that order.

The beer was something of a constant. You can
probably imagine the hockey game and "Starsky
and Hutch". It's not really necessary to differen-
tiate between them. The news contained quite a
few stories about the economy. You know, rising
prices, increasing unemployment, blah, blah;
that sort of thing.

The mixture of these elements, in addition to
my own awareness of my family's financial trou-
bles, and, specifically, my sister's doubtful abil-
ity to afford a decent college education . . . well,
the combination of all these things produced a
considerable explosion of beer cans (all in good
fun ) , and an even greater barrage of bitter words.
But was anybody listening? Yes, probably, but I

didn't think so at the time. I still felt the need to
express myself. So in a splendid display of angry
defiance—I punched a metal locker. And broke
my hand.

College Council: The problem College Council
now has is one of personnel. The Council is lacking
both the leadership and make-up to be the signifi-

cant body we want it to be. This is because many
of the most energetic and dedicated students are
devoting their time to other political or quasi-

political bodies or organizations on campus:
C.U.L.. H. & D., W.A.S.H., and publications (non-

literary).

The solution will come when Council leaders

(not necessarily officers) undertake to represent

student opinion, deal with the administration,

etc., in the name of the College Council, not in the

name of themselves. For example, College Coun-
cil did not rally support behind Proposal A, the

former Council President did. Similarly, College
Council is not spearheading an antl-NESCAC
movement; the current President is, entirely on
his own.

Alternative Paper Topic #1:

"As flies to wanton boys, are we to the gods: they
kill us for their sport."

—Shakespeare, King Lear, Act IV, scene 1

"Sport?" Compose a set of rules and regula-
tions. Try to avoid spurious arguments (and
cliches)

.
Consider such things as penalties, bonus

points. Most Valuable Players, Rookie-of-the-
Year, game time, time outs, substitutes, off-
sides, three-point-plays, mid-season strikes, and
the role of the locker room and shower.
Be brief. I haven't got all day to read these

papers.

Junior Year: (music, "Back-to-School Days",
Graham Parker, or "Imagine", John Lennon).

This story is, unfortunately, not true. But it

might be more interesting that way. Oh, it hap-
pened; it's true In that sense. It just isn't true as a
symbol. So, an arbitrary choice: reading James
Joyce. (Finally, an academic concern).
But that's only part of the picture. Maybe this

will fill in the blanks: Some friends and I drove to
New Orleans during Spring Break. We had a
great time. (You know, we got psyched, it was
totally key, etc. ) We slept on the floor of the living
room In a house owned by some Tulane students
whom we didn't know.
Asleep on the floor one night (or early morning)

we were awakened by the returning owners.
Rollo, their cat, had been killed—the victim of a

"In our new enlightened state we
drink wine with dinner in long-

stemmed glasses. It is the

American Way of Life!"

—Food Service Table Card,

DriscoU

hit and run driver. One of the kids was inconsola-
ble. Another tried to explain to him that man was
inhuman to his fellow man, so no one could be
expected to care about a cat. Another passed out

on a glass table. A burial service was held.

Two days later, Rollo sauntered into the living

room. The buried corpse was exhumed and found
to bear no resemblance to the beloved Rollo.

Maybe Joyce was a better choice . . .

Art: What this campus needs is more Art. What
we need is to bring the artists we do have out of the

remote studios at the far reaches of the campus,
and spread them around so everyone can see

them and their work daily. Between classes, we
should be able to stop and comment on the pro-

gress, monumentallty, or soaring verticality of

some art form.
Similarly, literary magazines should come out

weekly (different editors each time), an art
gallery should be added to Baxter Hall, and two-
and three-dimensional design should be required
for all students (instead of a "great works"
course). We could also stipulate that all Art His-
tory courses start at 1880 or later, but that's just
my personal preference.

Gargoyle: Most people don't know what Gar-
goyle is. Those who do say: Oh, yeah, it's that

elitist thing. Well, they're right.

Despite vehement objections by current
members. Gargoyle will never amount to any
more than a group of secretly selected students
who pretend they are doing something important
(all except Jill Klein). All talk, no do. It's just
resume point city. (It's even on my resume).
Why, then, have we been hearing about Gar-

goyle recently (i.e., reading in The Record what
Gargoyle members have to say about various
issues ) ? Well , guess. Uh-huh: At least one Record
editor is a member of Gargoyle.
Everyone has opinions. No one's opinion should

be made any more important by tagging a "Gar-
goyle Spokesman" at the end of it. It doesn't mean
anything special.

"Jim—Your response to the topic Is a strange
one. Rather than developing a consistent, objec-
tive argument, you have rambled on about a ser-
ies of, to be perfectly frank, marginally
interesting and completely irrelevant events.

You avoid real issues. Don't you have anything
meaningful to say? C+/C-."

Well, I do have a few more anecdotes, just to fill

the page. These are true, I guess, and they might
even be meaningful to someone, somewhere,
maybe.
When I came to Williams, I was stereo-less. I

did have a small portable radio, though, and was
even able to pick up WCFM on It. My lack, how-
ever, was something of a social sin.

"That's your stereo! Christ."

During freshman year, r worked for Food
Service—One day, early in the year, I was asked
to be a waiter at a guest meal. The pay was pretty
good. The experience was not. One of my tables
contained an obnoxious and grousing rug-head
who felt compelled to comment upon my every
action—in a less than complimentary fashion. His
companions were amused and joined in the fun.

Ha, ha.

•

At the beginning of sophomore year, there was
a scramble for student jobs. I wound up working
several hours a week for four different depart-
ments. As I related this to a friend, the person
standing by us (a non-financial aid student) told

me: "It's because of people like you that I can't

get a job around here."

In a Political Philosophy course, we read an
article which argued that higher education was
meant for the wealthy. Among the financially less

fortunate, the "exceptional" few would rise to the

top naturally, but should be given no assistance. I

remember being pretty pissed off about the arti-

cle and was expecting an Interesting class.

I got one. The majority of the class seemed not

at all disturbed by the article. Those of us who
were had a difficult time arguing our case. One
student claimed that she knew "lots" of poor peo-

ple who could go to college if they wanted to work
hard enough.

Four friends and I planned a trip to a bar in

Washington, Ma., to see Rick Danko and Paul
Butterfield. We borrowed a car and were just

under way when we were pulled over by a Willi-

amstown Police officer. He asked forsome identi-

fication. I gave him my driver's license. He asked
for the registration. I gave it to him and explained
that I had borrowed the car.

He shined a light into the car, revealing a gener-
ally long-haired, scruffy bunch. And some beer.

He asked our ages. One of us wa^ underage. He
asked me to get out of the car. He went back to his

car and spent a few minutes on the radio. He came
back and asked to see everyone's Identification.

One of my friends handed him a Williams I.D.

"You're a Williams student?"

"Yes."
"Ha, you should've shown me your Williams

I.D., and we wouldn't have had this problem. I

thought you g^ys stole the car. Sorry about that.

Oh, don't worry about the beer, just keep it

down."

Committees: In the Rules and Regulations of

the College it must read somewhere: "Give me
an issue, I'll form a committee." There are com-
mittees for everything around here, Ad-Hoc and
standing. There are even two Committee Com-
mittees; the Steering Committee and the Elec-

tions Committee, both of which spend most of

their time putting people on committees.
What does this mean? Nothing, really, only that

there are more resume points available for all of

us. It also means that too many of us (especially

the artists) are spending too much time stuck in

committees. And there's only so much we can do
to establish a meaningful Interface to serve as a
spring board for further discussion.

I went to ' 'Breaking Away' ' . I liked it, but I felt

depressed afterwards. ("How could you get
depressed by Breaking Away?") Well, confused
loyalties . . . "you better decide which side you're
on" ... all that stuff. But, I guess I got no sense of

humor . . .

Alternative Paper Topic #2:

"Nothing belongs on a poker table but cards, chips,

and whiskey."

—Stanley Kowalskl, A Streetcar Named Desire.

Is the issue as simple as Stanley would like us to

believe? How closely do Tennessee Williams'
views on the subject matter concur with Stan-
ley's? Is Stanley perhaps (hopelessly???) (tragi-

cally??) (rightly??) bound by certain cultural,

ethnic, and psycho-sexual restraints? And ulti-

mately, is there a clear center of moral order?
N.B. Feel free to go beyond these limitations.

"I just am incapable of prejudice; I believe this."

—Ronald Reagan, April 16, 1968

The Republican Club: The main dispute here Is

not one of politics, but of decency. Do we consider

people of different races, sexes, and income lev-

els as equals? I would think so. The current

Republican Club does not. (Let's generalize a bit

here.

)

The Republican Club threatened to produce a

weekly "conservative" newspaper this spring,

along the lines of the Dartmouth Review. Just

what we need. It also almost pulled off, with the .

.

. ahem, "assistance" of certain alumni, a $10,(X)0

lecture by Milton Friedman. More of what we
need. The main argument for Friedman given

(and let's not kid ourselves, this was the main
argument) was to show the world that Williams

College can attract "good, prominent" speakers.

Instead of speakers who talk about all those

"bad" things, like the problems of sexism and

racism.
Everyone has a right to express his or her opin-

ions and political views. But the Republican Club

makes me want to vomit.

This section might be labelled "An Aside", If

that means anything in this article. Skip it if you
want to. On the other hand, it might be the best

part.

In the city where I live, there Is a large popula-

tion of people of Irish descent. I'm one of them.
There are also quite a few Irish bars. St. Patrick's

Day is, of course, something of a "good time".

Someone of Irish descent is chosen "Mayor for

the Day". Which is kind of silly, considering the

mayor is usually Irish anyway. Additionally,

song and drink play a major role in the

celebration.

Two years ago, I contracted a severe case of

home-sickness right around St. Patrick's Day.
The Log couldn't quite take the place of John
Barleycorn or Marty Brennan's. Or home ... I sat

in my room and listened to a couple of Clancy
Brother albums. Then I bought a bottle of Irish

Whiskey and some beer. I found a couple of

friends. They weren't Irish and, funny thing, it

didn't matter.
We got drunk. I taught them a few songs. We

sang horribly. But if never sounded better.

"There were drums and guns, and drums and
guns, Haroo, Haroo ..."

WCFM: "My name is . . . the name of my show
is . . . and stay where you are. Stereo 92 and it's

7: 32. Weather for the Berkshires ... 15 degrees
calculus. Winds . . . cool and cloudy . . . chance of

pretic-percitapa-ah, you know, rain is . . . winds
from the southwest."

Problem: Too much New Wave. Agggggh!

!

Every time you flip the radio on, it's Gang of Four
or XTC. What every happened to classic rock?
The succinct guitar work of Jimmy Hendrlx, the

emotional synthesizers of Yes and E.L.P., the

boogie of Southern Boogie?! ?

Solution: Shut down the FM studio, and go back
to WMS, the AM station. Keep A.J., Mr. 6rad,
Bear on the Air, Eppy, and J. Eric all here to run
it. Make sure they play a lot of classic rock. And,
for the love of God, no more of that New Wave
stuff.

Alternative Paper Topic #3:

"If dreams came true, oh. wouldn't that be nice

But this ain't no dream we're living through tonight

Girl, you want it, you take it, you pay the price.
"

—Bruce Springsteen, Prove it all Night, 1978.

"Is a dream a lie if it don 't come true

or is it something worse?"

—Bruce Springsteen, The River, 1980.

Is this a logical progression? Trace dream
imagery in the works Springsteen, paying close

attention to Freudian theories. Is Springsteen
"the balls"?

What's the point of all this? Anyway . . . what
does It all mean?
Before I came here, my friends at home warned

me: "watch out around those rich kids, don't take
any of their shit. " They assured me that I was just

as good as anyone else, that I could handle it.

Well, I guess I've handled It. At times, not so
painlessly. But, time and experience made things
easier. It could be said, I suppose, that I've been
"co-opted by the system". Maybe. But, if given
my preference, I'd like to say that I've learned
something.
Among all the crates and suitcases that arrived

here four years ago, there was a good deal of

prejudice crammed in there among the bed-
sheets, posters, no exceptions. I came here with
just about as many "stereotypes" about the
wealthy as you can Imagine. And I can still be as
intolerant as all hell, much too often.

I think, though, that my experiences here, good
and bad (oh, yeah, surprise, there were plenty of

good ones), have opened my eyes to the fact that
no group of people can claim a significantly

greater percentage of virtue or love or morality
or whatever you'd like to call it . My only addition
to this somewhat less than profound conclusion is

that I would have expected intelligence to be
more closely related to these things. But even that

isn't that true.

Senior Year: (music: "Lost in the Super-
market". The Clash). As yet, there Is no readily
available metaphor for this, the ultimate WUU-
ams year. II an appropriate experience should
occur, we will certainly be in contact with you.
Thank you for your interest . . .
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Seniors create unparalleled jazz
by Matt Shapiro

Last Thursday night dar-

kened slowly, slipping by on

warm gentle breezes and muted
glows. The wood-paneled, crys-

tal skylight elegance of Currier

Ballroom was broken up by

rows of hastily arranged metal

folding chairs, the kind you find

in trade union halls. The staid,

sober uniformity of a recital

hall had been jarred apart. The
audience, in the casual dress of

T-shirts and jeans, conversed

loudly, their anxious words
joined by the sounds of highway
and sidewalk that seeped in the

room through ceiling-high

French windows thrown wide.

This was neither the crowd nor

the setting for a Williams Col-

lege Music Department recital

featuring, say, the cool preci-

sion of a solo piano perfor-

mance. But then, seniors Jeb
Gist and John Russell had works
to perform that were well apart

from the Western tonal music
tradition.

As Williams College music
majors, Gist and Russell were
treading in the artistic under-

world of jazz, bent on up-holding

that synthesis of African and
Europyean styles which places

Its members in the roles of

ensemble player, composer,
and constant improviser.

Despite its status as the only
purely American musical form,
jazz has few who respect it and
even fewer who receive the
instruction and support to

create it. At Williams, consider-

ing the size of our musical facili-

ties and the extent of the

department, this dilemma
seems particularly ridiculous.

The work done by Gist and Rus-
sell as jazz musicians is viewed
at best as a pleasant novelty.

The proposal that jazz would be
the medium for a senior recital

was met with benign accep-

tance by the vast majority of the

Music Department. But during
the performance, timid
applause gave way to exuberant
bursts of excitement as the

audience warmed to the wide
open risk-taking styles of musi-
cianship and composition.

Only a few years ago. Gist, a
pianist, and Russell, trumpet
and flugel horn, were hard at

work as yeoman classical per-

formers. Both had trained In

classical music since childhood

and continued on this vein in

their early days at Williams. In

the past few years they have
moved away from the usual aca-

demic fare both musiclally and
physically. Russell spent last

year In England composing and
studying. Gist spent a hectic but
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enlightening year at Wesleyan
University exposing himself to

jazz performers and the Univer-
sity's superb ethnomusicology
department. Although senior
year meant returning to the less

than invigorating atmosphere
of the Purple Valley, the pros-
pect of a senior recital to demon-
trate their abilities as per-
formers and composers was
definitely appealing.

Throughout the Thursday
night recital, the surge of pent-
up energy, like the sudden free-

dom of a caged animal, swept
out from these performers and
their music. The emotional and
technical authenticity of their

works touched all those in the

audience, jazz zealot and cur-
ious friend alike.

In the big band works
Gist's "Mo-Fo" and Russell's

"London fog," the idea of

improvised music as a vital

means of expression and as an
expressive voice that can
reflect upon Itself came through
time and time again.

Finally, this performance,
although a testament to the mat-
uring musical choices and crea-

tivity of Jeb Gist and John Rus-
sell, is at the same time a
reminder of how much further
we, as listeners and Williams as
an academic Institution have to

go In accepting and encourag-
ing American improvised
music—jazz. This was the first

such advance in a long time and
according to Jeb Gist It may be
quite a while before jazz
appears In a senior recital set-

ting again.
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Letters-
Continued from Page 2

"Gag rule"

To the editor:

Taking a break from numer-
ous papers, we recently
received an educational expe-
rience of a very different kind at

the most recent CUL meeting.
This "open meeting" was to dis-

cuss a proposal before the com-
mittee that, if adopted, would
deny the use of OCC's recruit-

ment facilities for organizations
with written policies of discrim-
ination that go against the Col-

lege's guaranteed statement of

personal rights in the Student
Handbook. This would apply
most obviously to the Depart-
ment of Defense's policy of dis-

crimination against gays.
We soon learned the commit-

tee's definition of "open meet-
ing." Following President
Chandler's entrance, the chair

informed the audience that the

President was at the meeting to

answer the committee's ques-

tions, not the spectators'. This

"gag rule" Included even the

author of the proposal who had
been allowed to speak at the two
previous CUL meetings.
The committee members' dis-

cussion of the proposal was
polite and well-informed. The
President's responses were
equally polite, but, unfortu-

nately, were also muddled, con-

fused, and contradictory. As
soon as the President left the

meeting, the chair recognized
the proposal's author-
seemingly in contradiction to

the stated gag-rule policy.

After four year.s at Williams
College we cannot pretend to

understand what goes on in Hop-
kins Hall much of the time.
What we have learned to recog-
nize is when something. Indeed,
Is going on there. A reasonable
proposal was presented to the
CUL. The President expressed
his opposition without reference
to that same process of reason
and mobilized the Administra-
tion's forces to get that message
across.

Message received: the rights

of gay people are given low
priority by the Administration.
Despite the facade of commit-
tee input, the President has
made the decision to kill this

P'-^P"^^'
Scott HIghleyman
Eban Goldstein

Crusade
To the editor:

I have recently received a let-

ter from David A. Moro '82 solic-

iting my financial support for

his endeavor to launch a news-
paper. The Williams Republi-
can. The purpose of the
proposed weekly will be. Inter

alia: to oppose "liberal and lef-

tist views" on campus; to recall

Williams to "Its finest traditions

. . . (and) historical roots"; to

improve "dismal social life" at

Williams"; to "seriously con-
sider bringing fraternities
back"; to promote "supply side

economics"; and to restore "a
sense of humor and proportion"
to campus social and Intellec-

tual discourse.

Continued on Page 11
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Crusade

—

Continued from Page 10

In the letter, Mr. Moro por-
trays himself and his fellow
campus Republicans as a some-
what beleaguered minority
struggling to uphold tradition
against a motley group of
"gays," "blacks," "feminists,"
and "self-righteous leftists."

Apparently, he believes that he
will find a more sympathetic
ear and more tangible support
from rock-ribbed conservative
alumni of my generation than
from among his fellow students.
What concerns me most about

this letter is not Mr. Moro's
Republican viewpoint. The troub-

lesome aspect of the letter Is

that he appears to be positioning
himself to foster and promote a
confrontation between certain
of Williams' wealthy and most
conservative alumni and the
college's finest traditions of plu-
ralistic intellectual excellence.
Many private colleges, most

notably Princeton, have suf-

fered in the past from this kind
of fratricidal conflict. The les-

son of these "no win" battles Is

that the College becomes
diverted from Its primary
objective—namely, to promote
the highest standards of intel-

lectual achievement.
I remind Mr. Moro that Presi-

dent Baxter, whom Mr. Moro
admires because he was an
enthusiastic participant at
torchlight football rallies and
who was a quintessential estab-
lishment figure, hired an
allegedly leftist professor of pol-

itical science from the Univer-
sity of Chicago because Baxter
thought that Fred Schuman
would contribute to the Intellec-
tual vitality of an undergradu-
ate education. Schuman,
needless to say, served with
great distinction for many
years and was repeatedly voted
by the conservative undergrad-
uates of my generation as one of
the most outstanding members
of the faculty. These same
undergraduates who admired
Schuman in the classroom often
referred to him as "Red Fred."

President Baxter's decision
to hire a controversial professor
was In the best Williams tradi-

tion of academic freedom and
excellence. If Mr. Moro's objec-
tive Is simply to obtain a better
airing for Republican views on
campus, he has my support. I

caution him, however, that the
college he and I love will suffer
If the college's conservative
alumni are enlisted in what can
easily become a crusade
against the college's best tradi-

tions of Intellectual diversity
and excellence.

Robert A. Diamond '55

Academics first

To the editor:

Ted Leon's claim that NES-
CAC's rule against post-season
competition "makes no sense"
Is, I think, demonstrably false.
The reasoning behind the pol-

icy Is not, despite Leon's claims,
antl-elltlst. Rather, this policy,
as most NESCAC Policies, Is a
result of the Conference's con-
cern with placing academics
before athletics. If sports teams
engage In post-season play, the
Individuals on those teams will

no doubt have to make some
sacrifices of classroom and
study time in order to play.
Great, if that's what they really
want to do. What happens,
though, when some members of

a team want to make that sacri-

fice and others (let us assume a
minority) do not? The majority,
then, exerts explicit or implicit

pressure on the minority to con-
form to its decision. A coercive
situation has arisen . . .

It may be objected that ath-

letes would know in advance
that this type of conflict could
occur. If they wished to avoid
the issue they would not have to

join the team to begin with. But,
do we really want to force our
potential athletes to make this

decision? It seems to me to be
contrary to the purpose of

athletics at Williams. If that
purpose is, as I believe, to pro-
vide as many students as possi-

ble the opportunity to
participate In inter-coUeglate
competition as a complement to

their studies, the NESCAC Pol-

icy Is a good one and should
remain.

Christopher D. Lamb '82

Swastikae

To the editor:

Isn't it about time to remove
the swastikae from the east and
west walls of the Karl Weston
Language Center?! How many
folks have noticed them?

Rick Wright '83
'/j

Calvin J. Anderson '83

CLASSIFIEDS
PARCEL SERVICE. 118 Water
St., 10 am - 2 pm, Monday-
Friday. Phone 458-8157.

FREE PUBLICATIONS on
chemical, nuclear war.
Research, posters, brochures.
Conservative view. Quantities
available. 413 East Capitol,
Washington 20003.

LINGERING in Williamstown
through June 13? Babysitters are
needed for alumni offspring at
Reunion Weekend, June 10-13
Call "Ellle" at 2151 with your
name.

"YES, ITS STILL FOR SALE" AJ's
Red Bomb Chei/y Wagon 73.
Great for trips nearby—but it also
just made Fla. and back. Due to
limited demand, best offer over
$300 will be considered. Call
X2622.

SPACE:
We have your bunny. Find more

info behind coke machine.

Love,

the B.L.O.

WANTED: One philosophy paper,
preferably about Plato. Call
Roland.

STEVE AND Spamity Smith-
Currie—the total couple of the
decade. One sure lesson with
every cabbage crepe.
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Deadline for arranging for graduation parties
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458-5441

ENVIRONMENTAL
REPORTING !^

PROGRAM ''

.^<€

w

Scientific and technological advancements are tiaving a
profound impact on society and tiave created an urgent
need for knowledgeable, skilled science, medical, and

I

environmental affairs communicators to inform ttie pub-
lic about these developments and their consequences.

The Science and Environmental Reporting Program,
given under the auspices of New York University's
Department of Journalism and Mass Communication,
has as its goal the training of communicators for the
news media, industry, government, and public interest

groups. Degree candidates take 48 points in three reg-
ular semesters and part of a summer and. upon suc-
cessful completion of the program, are awarded an
l\/!.A. in Journalism and a Certificate in Science and
Environmentaf Reporting. Course work includes a year-
long Science Survey course team-taught by several
scientists and a journalist: Basic and Advanced News
Writing: science and medical reporting: Press Ethics
Science, the Press, and the Public: The History of
Science: and an internship. There are also frequent field

trips to scientific and medical facilities and special
seminars conducted by experts in several areas. For
applicalion material, write to: William E Burrows

I

Director. SCIENCE AND ENVIRONI\/tENTAL REPORTING
PROGRA!\/l. f^eyer Hall of Physics. New York University
New York. NY 10003: telephone (212) 598-7761 7762

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
a private university m the public service
'"'" "tion/equal opportunily institution.

FREE
SUMMER STORAGE!

TREET Cleaners will clean

and store your clothes for

the price of DRY CLEANING.

Clean Now, Pay Later,

Compare Prices and SAVE!

CLEANERS
ANDLAUNDERERS

DRIVE IN CONVENIENCE

700 STATE ROAD
North Adams, MA

Tel. 663-3411

For Free Pick Up

BONUS: Present your student I. D. at

the store and get a 10% discount I
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6-'R\KmXUP
WINNERS

'WETIfXEDVPeASa
$1,000 WINNERS

First Place

Men's Rugby Club

Second Place

Dodd House

Third Place

Women's Rugby Club

$500 WINNERS

Fourth Place

Fitch-Currier

Fifth Place

Pratt House

Sixth Place

The Swim Team
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All the Unripe is stale
by Eric Johnson

Martha, the protagonist in

Stephanie Voss' play, All The
Unripe, is caged throughout the

play. The work, is also confined.

From the minimalist set design

by Laurie Palmer, to the very
premeditated speeches deli-

vered by Alice Comiskey as

Martha, the entire play is caged
and limited by its dependence

on cliche and stock characteri-

zation.

The work's effect seems to

depend on the tension produced

by the differences between Mar-
tha's sanguinary act and her

personal appeal. Her guard,
Richard (known as Dick), asks

her how she could kill people

with a bomb when she didn't

even know them. Her reply is,

"Why not?" She takes the world

personally—and is angry about

it. Unfortunately, she neither

seems appealing nor coherent

enough to provide the tension

the play needs as a focus. With
jargon and frenzy as her main
expressive aids, Martha is not

absorbing. She is irritating.

Alice Comiskey caged by cliche and stock characterization In Stephanie

Vost' ALL THE UNRIPE.

Other irritations are provided

by the play's conventionally

avant-garde approach. For one,

the audience is cast as a charac-

ter. As the antagonistic jury,

supposedly alienated by Mar-
tha terrorist act, the audience

in theory should be Involved in

the exposition of Martha's story.

But, as Martha has said in one of

her few lucid moments, she

hasn't brought terror into the

world. Sadly, she hasn't
brought even a ghost of it

onstage. She brings no terror

and no interest. For the conven-

tion of the audience-character

to work, it must either feel

involved or must be deliber-

ately alienated, not lost to

boredom.
Another less-than-fresh

approach is to give an inani-

mate object a persona. This has

been done by Beckett In End-
game, for example, to better

effect. In Voss's play, the cage
that defines Martha's world in

the play is such a character so

well. No other character's influ-

ence is so strong throughout the

work. However, the combined
inarticulateness of Martha's
prattle and the cage's silence

strikes the play dumb.
The nexus of stage design,

acting, and writing has come
upon hard times In this creation.

It is so limited that it offers

nothing in the way of spectacle,

insight, or meaningful expe-

rience. The saddest thing at)out

this production is that Martha
and all her cares don't matter in

the way they are conceived and
presented. One hopes that in

Stephanie Voss's next effort,

her confinement isn't so sterile.

In Other Ivory Towers
Bates, Bowdoin, and Colby

L.L. Bean, Inc., has donated $250,000 each in

scholarship funds to Bates, Bowdoin, and Colby

colleges in its home state of Maine, according to

the Bowdoin Orient.

President of L.L. Bean Leon A. Gorman com-
mented, "We are most appreciative of the intrin-

sic human value in a quality liberal arts

education and of the outstanding educational

opportunities in liberal arts provided by these

Maine colleges." Preference in use of the funds

will be to aid Maine residents. Gorman did not

even attempt to estimate the amount spent annu-

ally by students of the three colleges on L.L. Bean
goods.

Bergen Community College

A bomb made from a candle and a stick of

dynamite exploded last Friday In a locker at Ber-

gen Community College's College Center building
In Paramus, N.J. Shards of metal flew 25 feet

from four shattered lockers, according to the New
York Times' account, but there were no injuries.

Only 15 minutes before the 8: 33 A.M. blast, the

hall was filled with students going toexams on the

last day of the spring term.

"It's just a miracle no one was there," Police

Chief Joseph Delaney commented. "If there

w^re, there's no question they would have been
killed or maimed." About 2,000 people were evac-

uated from the building for two hours following

the explosion.

The locker was registered to a 20-year-old Sad-

dle Brook, N.J. woman. She had reportedly

vacated it on Thursday, however, so there are few
leads in the case.

im cuiP SM©p

At the Clip Shop we're excited about the coming trends for

spring!

Hair will be mailing a splash starting right now and continuing

until fall.

Those who want to be a little bit dramatic, a little bit differ-

ent will find what they're looking for at the Clip Shop.

Yes, we will have a buy-back
of books starting May 15.

. enzi s

COLLEGE BOOK STORE, INC
WILLIAMSTOWN MASS01P67

Dr. Irving J. Tanzman, F.A.A.O.

Dr. Thomas R. Maselli

OPTOMETRISTS
Specializing in contact lenses and

students' visual problems.

85 MAIN STREET
NORTH ADAMS, MA. 01247

662-2020 — 663-5845

Bring this

in for 500

off any kind

of beer

through

May 30.

End of year

Special

Korbel

Extra Dry or Brut

Champagne
Reg. $8.49

Now $6.99/bottle

WEST PACKAGE STORE
ROUTE 2

BETWEEN N.A. AND WILLIAMSTOWN
663-6081

TONIT?^
SCHLITZ NIGHT AT THE LOG

Help US send a kid to camp—discounts,

hats, T-shirts and a grand prize

WEDNESDAY
Sam Bentley '85 & Rob Vogt '85

acoustic folk/rock

FRIDAY
FINAL HAPPY HOUR OF THE YEAR

ON THE VERANDA
Celebrate all week with champagne !

The Log will be open
through exam period.
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Netmen wrap up

with two victories
by Gordon Celender

Finishing tlieir season with an impressive 9-2 record, the men's

tennis team posted wins over Albany and Wesleyan last week. The
team's only losses were close 5-4 decisions to Colgate and Amherst,

with both defeats coming when the Ephmen were not at full

strength.

Although the Little Three Championship had been decided two
weeks previously, the pride of both teams was still at stake when
Williams took on Wesleyan Saturday. With Captain Chuck War-
shaver returning to the singles lineup for only the second time since

being injured in the Colgate match, Williams won easily, capturing

five of six singles matches (all in straight sets) and sweeping the

doubles.

In singles, premiere racqueteer Greg Zaff '84 pushed his personal

record to 10-1, the best on the team, with a victory at the number one
position. Seniors Warshaver, Steve Graham, and Don Mykrantz
were all victorious, winning at numbers two, five and six, respec-

tively. Sophomore Brook Larmer added Williams' fifth singles

point with a win at the number four spot.

Doubles victories went to the dynamic duos of Warshaver and
Zaff, Larmer and Craig Hammond '85, and Mykrantz and Tim
Rives '85.

The Ephmen picked up their eighth win of the season last Wed-
nesday, defeating Albany by a score of 7-2. Courts one and two
featured the two finest matches of the day, as Zaff survived six

match points to defeat his opponent 10-8 in a third set tiebreaker,
while Marc Sopher '83 rallied from a 5-3 deficit in the third set to win
at the number two position.

Also victorious in singles were Larmer and Kelt 'the Celt" Bur-
bank '83 at numbers four and six. Burbank blanked his opponent
6-0, 6-0.

Although they were unable to hold onto the Little Three trophy

this year, the varsity tennis team enjoyed a very successful season
in which every singles player compiled a personal winning record.

Baseball fluctuates - drop 3 win 1
by John Clayton

The baseball team (5-10) went
1-3 last week, dropping a double-

header at Amherst on Saturday,
5-2 and 4-1, beating Middlebury
12-1 on Wednesday and losing

(gulp) 20-4 to AIC Monday.
Freshman Mike Coakley had

a tremendous home run with
Mark White on first in the fourth
inning of the first Amherst
game to score both Williams
runs. John DeLorenzo pitched
the game, giving up five runs on
nine hits. The Ephmen had good
defense behind DeLorenzo (1-

4), with two double plays (four

on the day ) , but Amherst scored
two in the fourth, one in the fifth,

and two in the sixth to get the
win.

Senior co-captain Joe Merrill

(0-5) went the distance in the
second game, getting the loss.

"Joe pitched well," said
Coach Jim Briggs, "but he was
hurt by too many baserunners . '

'

Amherst got the leadoff hitter

on base every inning, and
scored their four runs on eight

singles.

Williams finishes their Little

Three season at 2-4. Amherst is

3-1, Wesleyan is 2-2; they face
each other in a doubleheader
next week.

Laxmen downed in OT
After coming from behind to

force an overtime, the men's
lacrosse team fell to Amherst
11-10 Saturday. Earlier in the
week, the laxmen received an
11-1 thumping from Middle-
bury. Williams' record is now
3-6.

In a game in which Amherst
held the ball most of the time
to control the tempo, the Ephs
found themselves behind 6-3 at

halftlme. The Jeffs lead
looked safe as they used their

meticulous passing game to

protect the ball and keep the

game in the Williams end.

Eph comeback

Williams came back in the

second half with seven goals.

Sophomore midfielder Keith

Haynes put the Purple and
Gold ahead 10-9 in the fourth

quarter, but Amherst scored

with four minutes left in the

game to deadlock the score at

ten.

The overtime was brief, as

Amherst took the face-off,

moved the ball In their usual

patient style and tallied the

winner I'/j minutes into the
period.

Davies shines

Sophomore Tom Davies
upped his season total to a

team-leading fifteen goals by
netting four against the Lord
Jeffs. Also scoring for Willi-

ams were senior captain Ken-
non Miller with two gaols, and
junior Tim Curran, senior Jay
Wheatly, and senior Dirk Rlt-

enhouse with one apiece.

Ritenhouse played a fine

game overall, particularly on
face-offs where he had great
success.

Freshman Dave Flynn
played another strong game in

the net, making many spectac-
ular saves.

The 11-1 loss to Middlebury
is best described by the score
itself. Davies was the only
Ephman to manage a tally

against the powerful Pan-
thers.

The team's last chance to up
their 3-6 record comes tomor-
row when they finish their sea-

son at home against Spring-
field.

WIUiaiiM A-sid* cnim-half LouIm Hurd '85 tries to outflank her Amhertt opponentt during the 4-4 tie Saturday.
The Ephwomen B-side defeated the Lady Jeffs, 4-0. (Farley)

Track fourth

in NE DIv. Ill
by Steve Serenska

Two school records were
broken last Saturday as the

track team rolled to an impres-

sive fourth place finish in the

Division III New England Track
Championship.

The 400 meter relay team,
staffed by Mlcah Taylor '82, Ted
Leon '84, Charlie Von Arent-

schildt '82, and Tomas Alejan-

dro '83, blazed to a first place
finish in 42.4 seconds while
establishing the new Williams
mark. In the 400 meter dash.

Von Arentschildt took a second
place and also set an individual

school record with a time of 48.7

seconds.

In the running events, Alejan-

dro placed second in the 2()0 m
with Von Arentschildt taking

third. The Williams relay team
also placed third in the 1600

meters.

Williams was also well

represented in the decathlon by

John Campbell '84. In the two

day event, Campbell placed a

third.

Every ball bounced their way
as the Ephmen beat Middlebury
last Wednesday. John Hennlgan
(3-1) went all nine innings for

Williams to pick up the victory.

He gave up four hits, four walks
and struck out seven. Middleb-
ury's only run came in the
second inning on a couple of
singles.

Breaks for Ephmen

Meanwhile Williams batters

got every possible lucky break,
with bobbles and bloop singles

accounting for many of their

runs. Senior Dave Calabro was
the offensive star for the Eph-
men, going four-for-four with
two runs scored and an RBI.
Coakley also had a good day,

going two-for-four with three
RBI's. Senior co-captaih Tom
Howd was also two-for-four with
three runs scored.

Middlebury's hard-luck day
was exemplified by an appeal
play in the eighth inning. Hop-
ing to get Coakley out for leav-

ing third too early on a sacrifice

fly, pitcher Mike Maxwell threw
a casual toss to third—which
went over the third baseman's
head. Eph baserunner Phil
Lusardi went from first to

second on the play.

Women in championship

Williams scored two runs in

the third, but in the fifth Inning
they opened the deluge, scoring
two, one, four, and three runs in

the next four innings. In the
fifth, two walks, a double steal,

and a Brownell single scored the
two runs.

In the sixth, Calabro singled,

stole second, took third on a wild
pitch, and scored on Brian
Rutledge's '85 sacrifice fly. In
the seventh, a bloop double,
bloop single, infield single, two
conventional singles, a steal

and a sacrifice fly produced
four runs.

AIC fiasco

But the Middleburygame was
only making up for the bad luck
the Ephmen encountered
against AIC last Monday. The 16
run margin was not indicative
of the relative talent, as some
players claimed they could
have had a reasonable score, if

not a win, on a better day.
It was a game best

forgotten—the less written the
better.

Mark White '84 now leads the
Ephmen in batting at .500 (24 for
48). Mike Coakley '85 Is the
team leader in RBI's, with
White second. Hennigan's 3-1

record is the best on the team.

Oarsmen flail at Vail
Reaching the climax and con-

clusion of their season, the

men's and women's crew raced
this weekend in the Dad Vail

Regatta, the largest collegiate

regatta in the world. Although
the men were eliminated early,

the women made a strong bid

for the championship, but fell

short in the final race.

The women clearly domi-
nated their first heat on Friday,

whipping past UNH and a host

of others by five lengths. They
also cruised to victory in the

semi-finals on Saturday morn-
ing with a two-length lead over
Navy, their closest competition.

Judging from the results of

the other heats. Western Onta-
rio was to be their stiffest com-
petition. The finals were billed

as a showdown between Willi-

ams and Western Ontario, a
school of 18,000 students.

Women's championship
The championship provided a

great letdown for the Ephwo-
men who had been building for

that goal all season under Coach
George Marcus. Chance
stepped in to stop Williams as
sophomore Hope Blgelow (fea-

tured in Record May 4) had a
recent hernia flare up and cause
her to row in pain. The injury

cost the boat its usual rhythm
and took Williams out of the

race. Western Ontario cruised
to the championship.
The men's heavyweight and

lightweight varsity boats did
not fare as well as the women.
The heavyweights, stroked by
Junior Peter Detwller, rowed
the first half of the 2000 meter
race at an unusually high rating

(number of strokes per min-
ute). The high rating put the

boat in third place at the half-

way point, but it also exhausted
the crew, allowing the other
crews to pass them by the finish.

The lightweights were also
eliminated in their first heat as
their relative lack of experience
showed through.

Gold medalists
The big winners for Williams

were the women's JV who gar-

nered a gold medal by triumph-

ing in the Women's Junior
Varsity Eight division. The
Ephwomen beat second place

Navy by 11/2 lengths. The gold

medal winners were juniors

Trish McHugh (coxswain),
Martha Piatt, Sara Newman,
Carol West and Cary Gaunt,

sophomores Allison Tucher
(stroke), Leslie Pratch and
Nica Faulkner, and freshman
Ann Fetter.

The women's novice and
men's freshmen heavyweights
reached the semi-finals, but

were eliminated there. The
men's lightweight freshmen
were eliminated in their first

heat.

Pelnert departing
Men's varsity coach John Pel-

nert Is leaving that position

after serving for five years. In
his five years as varsity coach,
his crews won three Little Three
heavyweight titles (which
they'd never won before). He
has also led the crew to impres-
sive performances In the Dad
Vail, including last year when
the heavyweights went into the
finals of the Vail and later went
to the Henley Regatta in Eng-
land. His successor has not yet
been named.

Post-season races
Consisting mainly of seniors,

the women's eight will mostly
be lost to graduation. The
seniors are captains Kippy Lid-
die (stroke) and Sue Smith,
Janet Harmon, Kaja Kool,
Sherry Johnson and Leslie
Wecksteln (coxswain). Com-
pleting the boat are sophomores
Blgelow, Mara Bun, and Julie
Woodward.
A combination boat consist-

ing of people from the varsity,
JV and novice boats will com-
pete in the women's nationals in
June at Lake Waramaug in Con-
necticut. Bun, Harmon, Kool
and Johnson will enter the trials
for the prestigious Henley
Regatta in England this
summer.
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Two valedictorians Wide range of pursuits

497 EARN DEGREES
The undergraduate career

closed for the 497 members of the

Williams class of 1982 as they

received their Bachelor of Arts

degrees this Sunday morning.
Today's commencement cerem-

ony, Williams' 193rd, featured sev-

eral guest, faculty, and student

speakers including two valedic-

tory addresses.

The commencement address by
Dr. Lewis Thomas was entitled,

"Things Unflattened by Science."

Beginnings of wisdom
Gerald Carney, elected class

speaker, delivered an often amus-
ing address entitled "Everything
and Nothing." Carney explained to

the Record what he was trying to

impart to his listeners.

"The most important thing you
should learn at Williams College is

that there's a hell of a lot more of

what you don't know than what you
do know," he observed. "You
should try to avoid the self-

importance of thinking that, just

because we are Bachelors of Arts,

this means that we are wide-

ranged, incredibly intelligent peo-

ple. The beginning of wisdom is . .

.

to figure out what the question is,

what you don't know." Carney con-

cluded, "It's not just learning

facts."

Mark Raffman and Richard
Hirsch tied for valedictorian, so

they both delivered speeches to the

assembly.
Raffman entitled his speech,

"Long Hours, Short Years." This

message of the speech, according

to Raffman, was that "our lives

exist in a series of moments which
are separate and distinct from
each other and also exist in the

sense of one long, continuous entity

encompassing birth, growth,
maturity, and then decline and
death." He summarized, "It (the

speech) deals with the philosophy

Dr. Lewis Thomas

of, 'How can I make the most ofmy
life?' thinking about both ways in

which time passes."

Bottle of tequila

The speech was a product of Raf-
fman's night in a Michigan motel
room, where he celebrated his

birthday alone with his thoughts
and a small bottle of tequila.

Co-valedictorian Hirsch entitled

his speech "Dungeons, Librarians,

and Windowshades," and dedi-

cated it to the people who made his

Williams experience enjoyable—

The Williams Record

EDITORS
Rich Henderson, Steve Spears

NEWS
Sara Ferris

Kalya Hokanson

FEATURES
Phil Busch

LAYOUT
Michael Govan

MANAGING EDITOR
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Gone, but not forgotten
Fred Rudolph
Frederick Rudolph, Mark Hop-

kins Professor of History and one

of the country's leading authorities

on the history and philosophy of

higher education in America, will

retire this June.
During his professional career,

covering more than 30 years on the

faculty, Rudolph has written

extensively about the development
of the college and university sys-

tem in the United States, as well as

on those factors which shape the

direction of higher education. He
has served frequently on national

panels and commissions dealing

with various aspects of higher

education.

A 1942 graduate of Williams,

Rudolph recently described him-

self as "A very unofficial keeper of

the College's historical conscious-

ness," a very modest appraisal of

his painstakii\g research of the Col-

lege's archives. In addition to

teaching a course on the history of

Williams, Rudolph has written a

book about the Williams years
under the presidency of Mark Hop-
kins, from 1836 to 1872, when, says

Rudolph, "many of the directions

of the 20th-century college were
being set." This book, "Mark Hop-
kins and the Log," was a study

originally undertaken by Rudolph
as his doctoral dissertation at

Yale.

Rudolph says that a major pro-

ject after he officially retires from

teaching will be to continue work

on the history of Williams. "I

intend to write about Williams

from 1872 until 1961, the end of

Phinney Baxter's presidency,"

says Rudolph. "This is a period in

which Williams was definable as a

small New England men's college.

Fr*d Rudolph

with an active fraternity system
and homogeneous student body."
"The period since 1961," he adds,
"has seen the abolition of fraterni-

ties, the introduction of co-
education, and the development of

Williams into a 'national' institu-

tion which is larger, considerably
more diverse, and more intellectu-

ally oriented."

After graduating from Williams
in 1942, Rudolph served in theArmy
until 1946, discharged with the

Congratulations to the

Class of 1982
. enzi s

COLLEGE BOOK STORE, INC
WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS 01267

Best Wishes

to the

Class of 1982

WEST PACKAGE STORE
ROUTE 2

BETWEEN N.A. AND WILLIAMSTOWN
663-6081

rank of Captain. He returned to

Williams as an instructor for a

year before going to Yale where he

earned his master's degree in 1949

and his Ph.D. in 1953. In 1949 he
married Dorothy Dannenbaum.
They have two children, Marta
Rudolph MacDonald, and Lisa

Rudolph Cushman.
He returned to Williams per-

manently in 1951, was promoted to

professor in 1961 and was named
Mark Hopkins Professor of History

In 1964. Rudolph served as the

Chairman of the American Civili-

zation program from 1971-1980,

and since 1978 has been College

Marshal.

Ralph Townsend
Coach Ralph Townsend, director

of the Outing Club and former Ski

team coach, brings his 32 year Wil-

liams career to a close when he

retires this June.

Townsend made himself a fix-

ture of winter athletics at the Col-

lege. Townsend was ski team
coach from 1950 through 1972,

heading teams that were consist-

ently among the best In the East
and top twelve in the nation. In 1975

Townsend was named to the

National Ski Hall ofFame In recog-

nition of his contributions to the

sport, both as competitor and as a

coach.

The Eastern Intercollegiate Ski

Association recently awarded its

highest honor, the Service Award,
to Coach Townsend. Townsend is

the first person ever given the Ser-

vice Award, which is presented
only when a deserving candidate
arises, rather than annually.

Skiing is an integral part of

Townsend's life. He was a four-

event skiing star as a student at

University of New Hampshire.
Between his undergraduate years,

Townsend served with the U.S.

Army's famed 10th Mountain Div-

ision during World War II.

Townsend's major triumphs as a

competitor include National Nor-

dic Ski champion and Eastern

Alpine champion in 1947 and a

second National Nordic title in

1949. He also competed for the Uni-

ted States ski team in the 1948

Olympics at St. Moritz.

John Peinert
Usually one measures the mark

someone has made at an institution

by seeing how long that person was

there. That's because it usually

takes a long time to make an

Important contribution to a

program.
But John Peinert, departing

men's varsity crew coach, has left

an indelible mark on the Williams

College crew program in his brief

but busy five year stint as coach.

Before Reinert's arrival, the Eph-

men had never won the Little

Three men's heavyweight title, but

under his leadership Williams took

three of five championships.

Overall Peinert was 8-3 in Little

Three competition over his five

years as varsity coach and one

year as fresh mentor. His teams

won over 70% of their races against

the toughest small college compe-

tition in the Northeast. He coached

the Lightweight boat to a silver

medal In the Dad Vail, and last

year's heavyweights to the quar-

terfinals of the Lady's Plate at the

Henley Regatta In England.

Pelnert's accomplishment was

turning the Williams crew around

Best of Luck

Graduates

Thank you for

Your Patronage

HARTS PHARMACISTS. INC.

SPRING STREET

from being a bunch of nobodies

that the College didn't know or

care about to being a bunch of

nobodies that the College didn't

know or care about but who
expected to win.

Winning means a lot to Peinert,

and he doesn't think little things

Continued on Page 11

Custodian Joe King, a fixture at Baxter

Hall since he first came to the College

in August, 1978, has left Williams. He

currently has no future plans and says

he will "play it by ear from here. " We
will sorely miss his presence In Baxter,

and we wish him the best of luck In his

new endeavor.

CHAMPAGNE
CORDINIU

from Spain $4.99

VEUVE PAUL

$4.75

SANTE

!

^i»v

EPH'S ALLEY
on Spring St. Williamstown

behind First Agricultural Bank ®

Congratulations to everyone

and many, many thank yous

for all of your kind support.

We will miss you. Good luck.

Sincerely,

Everyone at Town & Country

Flowers

458-5030

From: im cup shop

To : The students and Faculty

of Williams College

The Clip Shop and You

A Team Working Well Together!
Congratulations to the Graduating

Class of '82, from all of us at the Clip Shop.

We wish you much success and happiness in

the future. And we'd like to take this oppor-

tunity to thank all the students and faculty

of Williams for your continued patronage of

the Clip Shop. We look forward to seeing

many of you again next year.

Thanks again from

[

Pitts field

447-9576

The Fox at The Clip Shop
Williamstown Bennington, Vt.

458-9167 (802) 442-9823
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by Eric Schmitt
and Steve Willard

SEPTEMBER
School opened in early Sep-

tember with students returning to

find elements of the dreaded Gif-

ford Report already implemented.
Row House dining had been elimi-

nated over the summer, along with

the Thursday night guest meals.
The College also used the summer
to install a new computerized I.D.

system which promised to pay for

itsel* in two to ten years, depending
on who you talked to.

Congressman Morris Udall
focused on "Energy, Environ-
ment, and Economics for the

1980's" in the keynote address of

the 1981 convocation. Udall was
one of seven local and national

authorities on energy who received

honorary degrees from Williams
as a part of the ceremonies.
Controversy flared as a Grey-

lock party was shut down by
Intrepid agents of the College

Security staff led by the College's

own Dean Daniel O'Connor. O'Con-
nor subsequently apologized and
negotiated a cash settlement with
the houses sponsoring the party.

Another blow to returning stu-

dents was the discovery of the theft

of more than $1000 in stereo equip-

ment from a storage area in the

were held in Munich. Tuttle was
the third Williams oarswoman to

row on a U.S. national team.

As students returned to classes,

work on the new art complex con-

tinued, although projected cost

overruns threatened the comple-

tion of the full renovation. In cost-

cutting moves, more than 2,000

square feet were cut from the origi-

nal plan and a $700,000 renovation

of the existing structure of Law-
rence Hall was shelved.

OCTOBER
Williams gained the status of a

minor world power when it signed

a formal agreement with the

nation of Botswana to provide

assistance in recruiting specialists

in economic and political affairs.

Professor Steve Lewis was named
to lead the College's half of the new
program.
The Winter Study Review Com-

mittee began formal meetings
with faculty members to discuss
the educational value of Winter
Study. The meetings, which lasted

through January, were character-
ized by general support for the

principles of Winter Study but real

concerns for the current imple-
mentation of the Winter Study
system.

Stone Hill made the news as sixty

acres of land on the hill were put up

President Chandler and Peter Mmusi, Botswanan Minister of Finance and Devel-
opment Planning, sign cooperative agreement.

basement of Morgan Hall.
Although students had stored
belongings in the storage room
under the assumption that it would
remain locked, Norman Tremb-
lay, a Morgan custodian, said that

the room "was open all summer to

do rewiring . . . anyone could have
got in there." A rash of stereo

thefts from dorms ail over campus
occurred during the summer
months.

Oarswoman Sue Tuttle '78 took a

bronze medal in the 1981 World
Rowing Championships which

for sale. A Stone Hill Preservation
Committee was quickly formed to

oppose the sale and the land was
declared "an extraordinary
resource, an area whose natural
beauty has served over the years to

refresh the spirits and enhance the

quality of living for any and every
citizen who chose to take advan-
tage of it." A Williams alumnus
later bought the property and
promised not to develop it.

NOVEMBER
November's hot topic on campus

was the use of student funds for

The Year
organization banquets. The issue

was initially raised in a Record
investigation of College Council

spending which revealed that

more than one quarter of the Coun-
cil's $2,000 budget was spent in vio-

lation of Council funding
guidelines. Highlights of the spend-

Leather-clad rocker Southside Johnny
wails his words to a receptive crowd In

the Field House . . .

ing included two dinners attended
solely by the four Council officers

at Mill on the Floss, with an aver-
age tab of $40 per person per meal.
Council officers explained the ban-
quets as "traditional." Similarly,

the Record was discovered to have
treated 26 staff members to its own
year end fling at the River House
for a more modest $10 per person.
The College Council quickly cut
$260 from the Record budget. The
Council then declared its own
budget to be "discretionary."
The Housing Committee sought,

with CUL approval, to merge West
with Spencer and Woodbridge
houses in what proved to be an
unpopular move with students
affected by the change. At an open
Housing Committee meeting, stu-

dents protested the change and the
action was eventually withdrawn.
West was subsequently merged
with Spencer and Hrooks.
The football team suffered

through the 1981 season as it lost to
an Amherst team that won its first

Little Three championships since
1968. The Ephs finished 3-5 for the
season.

Two assaults on female students
occurred in rapid succession,
sparking one of the year's major
issues—sexual harassment.
Several students protested on-

campus recruiting sessions of the
CIA. Protesters charged that by
allowing the visit, the College was
implicitly condoning CIA
activities.

Southside Johnny and the
Asbury Jukes kicked off Home-
coming Weekend with an electrify-

ing concert in Towne Field House.
Williamstheatre's production of

Twelfth Night drew rave reviews.

DECEMBER
On December 6, Dean O'Connor

announced that he had expelled the

male student involved in the first of

the sexual assault incidents
revealed in November. After a four

and a half hour meeting however,
the College Discipline Committee
overturned the decision and a new
penalty was determined. This rev-

ersal was unpopular with some stu-

dents who asked for stricter action

In such cases.

Eight out of eleven professors

eligible for tenure received the

coveted nod. The tenure decisions

resulted in the complete tenuring

of the Spanish and classics depart-

ments, but ruined hopes of making
anthropology a full department
next year.

JANUARY
For the second time in two

months, the Honor and Discipline

Committee overturned the Dean's

expulsion of a student involved in a

sexual harassment case. Accord-

ing to two witnesses of the proceed-

ings, the committee met the week

before Christmas break, found the

defendant guilty and suspended

him for one year. The defendant

appealed though, and the punish-

I /AVW''7WlM.
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The Reagan Administration's call for

student aid cuts brought student con-

cern out In the open.

ment was adjusted to permanent

probation.

Concern over the issue of sexual

harassment led to a campus-wide

meeting In Chapin Hall. Three pro-

fessors and three students pres-

in Review
ented statements on sexual
harassment before some 800 stu-

dents and faculty. President John
Chandler authorized Dean O'Con-

nor to judge all cases of sexual

harassment, and suspended the

right to appeal to the Discipline

Committee. The authorization con-

tinued pending a faculty study of

the Honor and Discipline Commit-
tee and its procedures.

FEBRUARY
The Winter Study Committee

released its long-awaited interim

report which outlined two propos-

als that would revise the January
term. Proposal A provided for

freshman seminars, sophomore
and ] unior electives and senior pro-

ject. Proposal B offered an alter-

native two-semester calendar In

the event the faculty decided to

abolish Winter Study completely.

Heavy snowfall blessed Winter
Carnival for the first time in recent

memory. Despite some near-

crippling vandalism, A-Gar-
Wood's rendition of Humpty-Dump-
ty took first place among several

strong entries in the snow sculpture

contest.

Director of Admissions Phil

Smith found himself embroiled in

the sexual harassment issue when
an alumni newsletter, sent out to

several hundred alumni admissions

contacts, significantly downplayed
the campus controversy. Smith
explained that he was only trying to

put the issue into "an understanda-
ble context for alumni of a different

generation ..."

The Record withheld its usual

endorsements for College Council

officers, criticizing the candidates
for a lack of specific campaign
proposals.

Ross Keller, after six years as

Food Services director, announced
he was leaving Williams in May to

manage an inn on the coast of

Maine.

Keller, who oversaw the closing

of Row House dining facilities and
brought several innovations to

Food Services at Williams, was
succeeded by Assistant Director

Jim Hodgkins.

MARCH
President Chandler announced

. . . and Toots and the Maylals reggae-

fied Spring Weekend In Chapin Hall.

that tuition and fees for the 1982-83

academic year would rise to

$10,731. Adding to this grim news

for students and their parents was

the announcement that the College

would suffer a 35 percent cut in fed-

eral aid as a result of reductions in

student loans and grant programs

proposed by the Reagan Adminis-

tration.

Stuart "Smokey" Robinson and

Jay Ward were elected College

Council president and vice-

president, respectively. Patricia

Chaplin and John Small ran unop-

posed for the offices of secretary

and treasurer, respectively.

Williams prep survived a serious

scare. The House of Walsh, a WllU-

amstown clothier for over half a

century, was purchased by two

entrepreneurs when it appeared

the store was on the verge of bank-

ruptcy.

A record 320 students applied for

house transfers, fanning the

flames of debate that the residen-

tial housing system was inade-

quate. Housing Committee
meetings would "focus on whether
an individual's right to switch

houses was greater than residen-

tial house unity.

No one moved from Vincent Pri-

ce's lectures as the famous actor

captivated the College community
for two days with dramatic
addresses injected with impromp-
tu performances.

In March the College sponsored

one sports championship and feted

another. The best men's collegiate

squash players in the U.S. and Can-

ada met in Lasell Gym. Harvard
captured top team honors with the

Ephmen finishing sixth. The
women's swim team crowned an
undefeated season with the NCAA
Division III championship. The
title, the first won by a women's
team, was the first national cham-
pionship for a Williams team since

1958.

APRIL
Winter Study lives on! Students

heaved a collective sigh of relief

and joy when the faculty decisively

voted in favor of Proposal A. The

Wllliamstheatre presented a

delightful production of Noel
Coward's comedy Hay Fever. Reg-

gae rocked the venerable walls of

Chapin Hall when Toots and the

Maytals brought the forefront of

Jamaican reggae to the Berkshires.

Splashing to its best finish in a

national meet, the men's swim
team placed second at the NCAA
Division III national champion-

ships.

MAY
Construction crews flooded Wil-

liamstown after official ground-

breaking ceremonies for additions

to the Faculty Club and the Adams
Memorial Theatre. Construction

also continued on the College's

third ongoing project— the College

Art Museum's addition.

Peter Welanetz, the "Robert
Moses of Williams," announced he

would retire as director of the phy-

sical plant in December. Welanetz,

who has been director since 1951,

has personally supervised the con-

struction of more than one-third of

all Williams buildings.

After much controversy, the

Dean Daniel O'Connor holds sway at a spring faculty meeting to discuss Winter

Study.

The Purple Valley suffered, with the rest ol the country, through an unusually long

and chilling winter.

beefed-up academic format of

freshman seminars, sophomore
and junior electives and senior pro-

jects, would go into effect for the

1983-84 school year. Outgoing Col-

lege Council president Freddy
Nathan, Winter Study's most effec-

tive lobbyist, celebrated with

champagne after the vote.

The shroud of the sexual harass-

ment issue still hung over the cam-
pus. A woman student thwarted

the attempts of an unidentified

man to force her into his car. The
incident was linked to the disap-

pearance that same evening of a

Florida, Massachusetts woman.

CUL approved a French House
proposal to set aside a co-op house

for juniors and seniors who desire

to speak French in an intensive,

dormitory setting. The French
department will screen all appli-

cants, who will be allowed to live in

the house only one year.

Dr. Lewis Thomas, director of

the Memorial Sloan-Kettering
Cancer Center in New York City,

addressed the 193rd graduating

class. Thomas's The Lives ol a Cell

won a National Book Award in

1975. Bishop John Coburn of the

Episcopal Diocese of Massachu-

setts delivered the Baccalaureate.

J
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Purple Key honors athletes
EPHRAIM by Banevicius

Purple Key Trophy
Men Kennon S Miller 82

Women Anne M Dancewicz 82

Teresa M Dancewicz '82

Francet E. Bowher, Jr. Swlminlng Prize

Robert B Kirkpatrick 85

Brooks Football Medal
Stephen J Doherty '82

Bullock Wrestling Trophy

Christopher S Woodworth "84

Canby Award
Patricia Hellman 82

Fox Soccer Trophy
Brian R Oaniell 82

Golf Trophy
Gregory K Jacobson '82

Dr. I. S. Orlbben '24 Award
Gregory K Jacobson '82

Hoyt Memorial Award
Donald H Hangen '82

J Jeffrey Poggi '82

Class ol 1925 Award
Patricia Hellman "82

Class ol 1981 Women's Basketball Award
Anne M Dancewicz '82

Teresa M. Dancewicz '82

Johnston Baseball Trophy
Mark J While '84

Lacrossa Award
t^en: Kennon S. Miller '82

Women. Elizabeth T Connolly '82

Mulr Swimming Trophy
Men Michael F Regan '82

Women, Elizabeth A. Jex '83

Katherine P Eckrich '85

Olmsted Cross Country Award
Charles V. Stewart '82

Plansky Track Award
Charles Von Arentschildt '82

Leonard S. Prince Memorial Swimming Prize

Katherine P. Eckrich '85

Rakov Football Award
Michael T Hawkins '83

Richardson Swimming Trophy
Jeffrey K, Mook '83

Rockwood Tennis Cup
Winner: Charles M, Warshaver '82

Finalist: Marc D, Sopher '83

Salmon Football Award
Edward J. Thomas '85

Scribner Tennis Trophy

Charles M. Warshaver '82

Edward Shaw Memorial Squash Award
Kennon S. Miller '82

Squash Racquets Prize

Winner: Gregory H. Zaif '84

Finalist: Kennon S. Miller '82

Team ol 1981-82 Women's Voiieybaii Award

Kathleen Gilmore '83

Kenwyn A. Fuller '82

Women's Squash Award
Cassandra L. Fisher '84

Williams Alumnae Skiing Award
Patricia Hellman '82

Brenda L. Mailman '62

Lady Women's Tennis Award
Jami F. Harris '82

Tower Basketball Award
Jeffrey N. Fasulo '82

Townsand Skiing Award
Steven C. Graham '82

Donald H. Hangen '82

Young-Jay Hockey Trophy
Adam N. Pollock '82

Andrew D. C. Oliver Intramural Sports Award

Garfield House

HERfc- fT 5'. &eADUATIoW

DA~f ! M"< MoMEMT oF 6i.oRY

AFTER Fow'^ ^°^^ ^^'^"^

cF HARD work!
.
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AlMD REAP^ To CONFRONT

THe PR0B(-eM5 OF A

TROU&LEP world! f^'
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floME'^T OF ^
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SIDESHOW by SUTTON

GOOD LUCK GRADUATES!

'EL STOjRB
105 Spring Street

WILLI AM.'^TOWN. MAS.S.01267*(413)ir>8-5786

Our Best Wishes

to the

Class of 1982

36 Spring Strret - - Williamstown
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WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.
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Foundations honor Ephs
Watson mineral resource development

there.

Senior Eban Goodsteln was
awarded a Thomas J. Watson Fel-

lowship for study abroad this

spring

Chosen from 180 nominations

submitted by 40 colleges, Good-

steln win receive $10,000 for a year

of work as a volunteer for geologi-

cal surveys in Botswana, Zambia
and Zimbabwe in order to study

Truman

graduate study.

The Truman Scholarship Pro-

gram was established by Congress

in 1975, and is awarded to students

nominated by their colleges or uni-

versities, on the basis of academic
performance and potential for

leadership in government service.

Sophomore Alison Tucher has
become the first Williams College

student ever to receive a Harry S.

Truman Scholarship. Tucher, an
economics major, will receive

$5,000 annually toward her college

expenses for her Junior and senior

years and for up to two years of

Poetry
Seniors Susan Edwards and

Rilkka Melartln were chosen co-

winners of the Academy of Ameri-

can Poets Contest at Williams this

month.

English majors Edwards and
Melartln both completed honors
theses in original poetry this year.
The Annual contest recognizes

the best poem or group of poems
submitted by an undergraduate.

Judged this year by Philip Levine,
author of- several volumes of poe-

try Including "Seven Years from
Somewhere," "Ashes," and "The
Names of the Lost."

The competitions, held at over
115 colleges, are judged locally by
poets of national prominence—
often those who have been resident

or visiting poets at the schools.

Your Williams College CHAIRS
will conjOTyn with dny trend whuams co-op, 25 springlT.wiiiiomstown.Mass.

Williams Rocker - $125.00 Williams Arm Chair with Cherry Arms - $150.00

Whether your home, office, or studio follows the so-called conventional or modem trend, these beautiful chairs will lend

themselves in perfect harmony. For these chairs, which come in block, with gold trim, have a proper place in the conventional or

modern setting.

You have always admired these chairs for their beauty in design and comfort . . . and now . . . you may own one with

that added "Personal Touch" . . . The College Seal has been attractively screened, in gold, to the front of these chairs.

Chairs !<hi|>pi-<l K.O.Il. ^ illiamslowii

Krciphl may b«' l'r»'|>ai<l

WilHams Co-op
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Best Wishes

to the

Class of 1982

CONCERNED WITH FASHION.
FIT AND QUALITY
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the contemporar). And choose the riiij; and ( ustom options that

most ehxjuenth express \ou.

No» is \oijr time to get what \ou deserve. Ami ri'mrinhcr—
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Eighty-nine gain prizes^ scho larships
GRADUATE FELLOWSHIPS

Horace F. Clark Prize Fellowship

Priscilla Alden Cohen 82
James Wesley Peck '82

Francis S. Hulchlns Fellowship

Thomas George Graves '82

Hubbard Hutchinson Memorial Fellowship

Julie Edith Nessen 82
Jeffrey Perry 82

Lawrence Howard Sheinteld 82
Kenneth Bernard Talley '82

Charles Lansing Fellowship

Louise Harrison Pratt '82

Dr. Herchel Smith Fellowship

Sally Ann Kornblutfi '82

Cheryl Mane Martin 82
Ell Jay Mlawer '82

GENERAL AWARDS
William Bradford Turner Citizenship Prize

Cheryl Mane Martin 82

Academy of American Poets Prize

Susan Pamela Edwards '82

Riikka-Ltisa Melartin '82

John Sabin Adrlance Prize In Chemistry
John Wurlitzer Thoman, Jr 82

BENEDICT PRIZES

In Biology
First Pnze: Donald Hale Hangen '82

Second Prize: Nicole Lee 82

In French
Richard Alan Hirsch '82

Anne Houston Hodges '82

Marlene Celeste Standish '82

in German
Stephen Francis Currie '82

Hiroko Imamura 82

In Greek
First Prize Margaret Curzon Welch '83

Second Prize John Marshall Harvey '85

In History
First Prize Mark Steven Raffman 82

Second Prize Stephen Francis Currie 82

In Latin
First Prize. Richard Adam Leavitt 82

Second Prize Terence Christopher Gallagher '84

In Mathematics
Davide Piero Cervone 84
David Peter Chelmow 84
John Vincent Leahy IV '84

Leita Tiffany Worth 84

Galus 0. Bolin '89 Essay Prize
Scott David Highleyman '82

Kenneth L. Brown Award In American Studies
Duffy Jason Graham 83

Sterling A. Brown Award
Walls Dianna Johnson "82

David Taggart Clark Prize in Latin

Philip Delafield Carroll '84

Comparative Literature Essay Prize

Charles Martin Singer "82

Conant-Harrington Prize in Biology
Margaret Crane '82

Doris de Keyserilngk Prize In Russian
David Alessandro Moro '82

Kolleen Joanne Rask '82

Garrett Wright DeVries Memorial Prize In Spanish
Cynthia Ellen Roat '82

Dwight Botanical Prize

Alan Henry Bornbusch '82

Gilbert W. Gabriel Memorial Award In Theatre
Julie Edith Nessen '82

ARTHUR B. GRAVES ESSAY PRIZE

Art

Tracy Allison Dick '82

Economics
Stephen Hopkins Willard '82

History

Warren Thomas Costley '82

Philosophy
Michael Duane Koessel 82

Political Science
Miriam Elizabeth Sapiro 82

Religion

Maria Anita Antonaccio 82
Lisa Davidson Campolo '82

William Abbott Foster '82

Graves Prize for Delivery ol Essay
Bruce Richard Kelly 82

Maria Therese Pramaggiore 82

Frederick C. Hagedorn, Jr. Prize

Kevin Sanfred Hirsch "82

Henry H. Hamilton '25 Premedlcal Award
Brenda Lee Mailman 82

Thomas G. Hardie Ml 78 Memorial Award
In Environmental Studies
Deborah Ann Gregg 82

C. David Harris. Jr. Prize In Political Science
Bruce Keatley Rutherford 84

Gary Ian Selinger 84

Willard E. HoyI, Jr. '23 Memorial Award
Donald Hale Hangen 82
John Jeffrey Poggi '82

Arthur 0. Kaulmann Prize In English
Tracy Allison Dick '82

Lathers Prize and Medal
Jeffrey Bruce Lisack '82

Leverelt Mears Prize In Chemistry
Carl Lansing Berg '82

Michael David Miller '82

John W. Miller Prize In Philosophy
Michael Duane Koesset '82

Elizabeth T. Connolly (right), newly elected president ol the Class of 1982, will
head alumni activities. Serving as vice-president is Anne H. Hodges (2nd from
left). Katherine M. Scott (left) is secretary, and Carl L. Berg (2nd from right) it
treasurer. The officers appointed a team of six seniors, headed by Margaret
Stone, as Class Agents. Associate agents are Julie Hackett, Jeff Harleston, Shawn
Lovely, Holly Perry and Russell Piatt.

Rice Prizes In Classical Languages

In Greek
Louise Harrison Pratt '82

In Latin

Theodor Thomas Herwig '82

Royal Society of Aral Silver Medal
Catherine Corbin Vare '82

Bruce Sanderson Award (or Excellence

In Architecture

Blake Leay Auchincloss '82

Ruth Sanford Fellowship In Theatre

Rebecca Faye Kravetz '82

Sentinels Of The Republic Prize

Julia Bexler Isaacs '82

Edward Gould Shumway Prize In English

Cheryl Marie Martin '62

Lawrence Howard Shejnfeld '82

Herbert R. Silverman Award In American History

Sandra Leigh Olson '82

Howard P. Stabler Prize In Physics

Behzad Mirhashem '82

William Bradford Turner Prize In American History

Shawn Donald Lovely '82

Van Vechten Prize For Extemporaneous Speaking
Steven How/ard Epstein 83
Kathleen Ann Merrigan '82

Douglas Stott Nelson '82

Benjamin B. Walnwrlght Award In English

Alyson Carol Hagy '82

David A. Wells Prize For Political Economy
Douglas George Cogan '82

Susan Leslie Williams 82

Karl E. Weston Prize For Distinction in Art

Tracy Allison Dick '82

should stop the Williams crew. And
there are "little" things which the

crew has to put up with: being a

club instead of a varsity sport and

competing against varsity teams

at other schools; driving an hour

each way to and from practice

while their lake is frozen through

mid-April; sharing limited facili-

ties across the men's, women's and

freshmen programs; and raising

much of their own money.
But Williams, oarsmen never

focused on these circumstances

because Peinert always moved
ahead with such unquestioned

determination that the crew just

followed behind and learned to look

for advantages instead adversity.

Original oarsmen

Peinert knew the athlete's point

of view at Williams because he was

on the first crew at the sport's

inception here in 1968. The crew

then was terrible because, as Pei-

nert put it, they expected to be ter-

rible. Things have changed since

then with silver medal boats in 1976

and 1979 and trips to the finals of

the Vail virtually every year.

Peinert plans to attend some Wil-

liams races next year and his influ-

ence will still be strongly felt by all

those who rowed under him. His

motivations, aspirations, and

determination will be a part of Wil-

liams crew for a long time.

l[|e ^o\t ^ole

Congratulations to

All 1982
Graduates

118 Water Street 10-5:30 Daily

^ou0^ af
OFFERS THE AUTHENTIC

NICHOLS & STONE
HARDWOOD CHAIRS

with rolled back, genuine cherry arms,
pegged construction, black lacquer finish,

gold trim, and Williams College seal.

Made for Williams graduates by

Nichols & Stone since the 1800's.

Rocker $1^9

Chair $155

House of Walsh Student Account
VISA—MC—AMERICAN EXPRESS

44 Spring St. Williamstown, Ma. 458-5010
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Wet and wild year for Ephs at play

by Dan Keating

When I think bacli on the whole
thing, this year stands out as an
awfuliy wet one in Williams sports.

Though certainly not all the wet-
ness was awful.

From the water dripping off the

bathing caps of our national cham-
pion women's swimming team to

the water rolling off the shaved
heads of the second in the nation
men'j swimmers.

NO KEATING

From the fluid in John Lawler's
knee which he battled all season to

overcome to the frost on Dan.
Finn's pads after the last game at

North Adams.

world—just because you don't get

many chances to take on the best.

She didn't win, but everyone came
away from the women's squash
nationals admiring the gutsy,
never-say-die kid from Williams.

From the soggy gloves you get
during a night of great fraying to

the ever-present sweat the
wrestlers squeeze out to make
weight.

From the ice lovingly dispensed
by Gary (Guerin) and Ron (Stant)

in the training room to the show
ungraciously dumped on us by
Mother (Nature).

We had a fumble-flngered foot-

ball team, two soccer teams that

had trouble scoring, an under-
manned but never outmanned
wrestling squad and a sophomore-
packed squash team which raised
Williams to a high peak in national

Senior John Lawler, always a battler, struggles for llie extra yard that the Ephs
needed this season.

From the tears of the women's
crew after their dream of being
champions crumpled in their final

race to the beer that flowed from
the ruggers cups and won them
$2000.

From our almost snowed-out

Spring to the rain-soaked Satur-

days we had this fall.

From the blood pouring from
Barb Riefler's eye which couldn't

make her quit in her squash match

against the best woman in the

rankings (with great hope for the

future).

We had a hot and cold men's hoop
team, a men's cross country team
that won all its races but lost its

bear, two volleyball teams which
rolled all over New England and a

mile relay team which similarly

dominated New England but

couldn't showcase their stuff any-

where else because of a NESCAC
ban.

We had a tennis team which
started off like a ball of fire, a
women's cross country which sent

two women to the nationals, and
the best looking women's tennis

team in the area, according to its

coach!

We had medieval-style battles in

the science quad and fewer dog
fights.

And last of all, but certainly not
least, we had the athletes who
never got mentioned in flashy

"We have Dr. Ellison who has fixed more
joints than Bob Marley."

We had Terry and Anne, the
Dancewicz twins: the best pair for
Williams sports since the invention
of the sneaker.

We had Crawford Lyons coming
back from a knee Injury and lead-

ing the Eph skiers in their own Car-
nival on only his second day back
on skis.

We had Micah Taylor catching
and running (Fall), jumping and
running (Winter), and triple jump-
ing and running (Spring).

We have Dr. Ellison who has
fixed more joints than Bob Marley.

We had senior Steve Doherty,
who got so psyched at the begin-
ning of football games that his eyes
bulged out so much he looked "like
a squashed-on toad."

Running coach Peter Farwell
ran in the Boston Marathon, Coach
Sue Hudson-Hamblin had her first

baby—Seth, and Carmen Palla-
dlno made his debut as a fight

announcer.

We have Joe Saniga and Art St.

Pierre in their outpost in the base-
ment of the gym keeping everyone
equipped and happy.

We had the Mission Olympics,
the Superteams, Miller 2-on-2,

Intramural everything (Garfield

captured the final house cham-
pionship), broomball, Sunday
Night Basketball and an all-college

tug-of-war.

We had a basketball game
against a group of traveling Yugos-
lavians and a swim meet by tele-

phone against a California
college; not to mention the
national squash intercollegiate
championships right here in
Lasell.

headlines, lead paragraphs or ev-

en dangling participles. But they
were there, being the foundation
that the Williams student-athlete

system is built on. The people like

Barry Craig, Joe Daignault, Missy
Hunger, Rick Versace, Carol Sut-

ton, Marc Rubin, Greg Narver and
Kenwyn Fuller. This list is only a
fraction of the real number of ath-

letes who stuck it out and gave
their all without the benefit of glory
and stardom.

Although we seldom, if ever,
hear about these athletes, we all

appreciate them. But since it

"The Dancewicz
twins: the best pair

for Williams sports

since the invention

of the sneaker."

wasn't our appreciation that they

were playing for anyway, they've

already received what they sought

most—the satisfaction and joy of

just playing.

This collection isn't nearly a

comprehensive review of this

year's sports; it's some of the out-

croppings, peaks and plateaus on

the mountain ascended by Willi-

ams athletes this year. Anyone
who doesn't know the success and
fun of Williams sports probably

also doesn't believe in purple cows.
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By now you must have heard that we have sold
our textbook rights to Dewey's, located behind
Pappa Charlie's Deli. Thank you for your support
during the years.

We will continue to carry everything we have in

the past except the textbooks. In addition we are
going to considerably expand our offerings of
publishers overstock, or remainders, as they are
called. In effect these are brand new books
reduced to 1/2 to 1/3 of their original price.

Have a good year. RRR
P.8. For Incoming lr»ihmen, w* are located

i'> :-. between

COLLEGE BOOK STORE INC. Penny's and The Log.
WILLIAMSTOWN. MASS, 01267
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Let me tell you
Well. You're in for it.

The madness of the next few days is comfortable and
familiar to us. It's thrilling but sometimes frightening to
you freshmen. You'll be dressed up, shuttled around,
dragged to parties and lectures, and advised about all

aspects of Williams life. You'll be told and shown how to

act, what to avoid, and where to go by always friendly,
occasionally misguided people who are eager to help you
out. Stay loose, don't believe everything, don't rush into
anything. But avoid doing nothing. Plunge into college life

with joy and curiosity and spirit . . . it's a happy, wonderful
experience. Treat the next year as an experiment.

Try new lifestyles, new subjects, new sports. Be an
Individual—don't be afraid to appear silly; Instead, be
eager to appear unique. Don't worry about grades, either.
You may not get the grades you got in high school, but
none of us do. It's OK. If you work hard, you'll do well. And
if you study what Interests you instead of what you think is
' 'good" for you, you will work hard because you are enjoy-
ing it.

But don't try to go it alone. Your JAs and entrymates
can become your closest friends, and their aid and com-
panionship is essential. Your professors and the adminis-
trators are always friendly and willing to help, too.

Finally rely on the gems of Information contained In

this booklet. We're trying to give you a handle on
Williamstown—where to go for sheets and suntans, where
to go for a 3 a.m. snack or a Parents' Weekend feast, and
where to go to get out of this place.
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Little things we've discovered over

three years here. We thought every-

body knew about them, but a disturb-

ing number of friends have graduated
without having done, or seen, most of

them. So we'll give you a head start

on what to look for;

• Ice Cream Cones at the Tash

Store. The two Tash sisters, each

about four feet tall, have been running

the place for sixty years, and haven't

changed a single thing for the last

fifty-nine. Wonderful old posters, old

cabinets, old flooring, and old people.

It can take twenty minutes for Fanny
to scoop out your Ice cream, but you'll

get a fascinating conversation In the

meantime and the huge cone Is well

worth the wait and the thirty-five

cents. On Water Street.

The pattoral Itndtcap* ol Slona Hill.

• A walk along Deer Ridge. You'll

be trespassing, but during the foliage

season nothing Is more beautiful than

a stroll along this grassy lane In the

woods. And you may see a whlte-

talled buck bounding through a field

on the Mount Hope Farm.

• Collegi- llljinks. Sure, you're not

supposed to go steam tunnelling, or

break Into the pool for 3 a.m. sklnny-

dlpplng, or enjoy throwing buckets of

water on Sage F, or test your strength

at cow-tlpplng, but you only live once.

Just be careful and make sure you're

reasonably sober.

• The Green fvlountaln Racetrack.

No, It used to be horses like a normal

track but now It's dogs, which necessi-

tated a few Interesting changes In

physical plant. You won't believe

you're watching dogs run, but It's a

great time. In Pownal past the soon-

to-be familiar adult book store.

• Picnicking on Stone Hill. Walk up

the hill behind the Clark and you'll

vaguely think you're In Scotland or

something. The view of the Village

Beautiful Is so nice It's a cliche. Eat

some bread and cheese and wine and

fruit, another cliche. Then go to the

back left corner of the field to pick up

the old High road to the south. It

wanders around forests, fields, and

hilltops. Watch out for the cows, how-

ever; one of them Is a bull who likes to

chase people.

• TheCenter for Development Eco-

nomics. Williams' most beautiful

residential house belongs to a fun

bunch of foreign economics grad stu-

dents who love visitors and Informa-

tion about the College. Drop In some

day to marvel at the panelling, furni-

ture and huge rooms. You may wind

up In a fascinating conversation with

a Somallan.

• Climbing a Mountain. An easy

one at least, like Pine Cobble. Or drive

If you must, up Greylock. But do It.

What'd ya come up here for anyway?

• The Clark Art Museum. For
(iod's sake, get over there. It's wond-
erful, especially on beautiful morn-

ings, and you'd be surprised how four

years can pass. Go frequently and buy

their classy notecards, which will

Impress your mother.

• Phillips General Store. A real

store, not for the tourists. If you can't

find It anywhere, they've got one

squirreled away somewhere. Penny
candy, creaky wooden floors, and
crusty New England service.

• The WlUlamstown Public Library.

A big white house with lots of books

Sawyer won't have— like travel

guides, cookt>ook8, and trashy noveU.

The reading room Id like your grand-

mother's living room and for some
reason features twenty-six Issues of

Oklahoma Today Magazine.

Th* Ta«h ilota Iwanly yaari ago. Oo In today and m« Uia Idanlloal ican*.
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Getting Out Again:

You can go In ilyle . .

.

Thoreau was referring to Williams when he said, "It would be no small
Idvantage If every college were thus located at the base of a mountain." It would
be an even greater advantage If a train station, bus depot, or airport were located
here. As It Is, finding transportation Into and out of WlUiamstown can be as
challenging as getting an A from Kurt Tauber.

Buses provide the most reliable means of escape. Five buses leave the Willi-

ams Inn dally for Boston, the first at 6: 15 a.m. and the last at 5: 15 p.m. The ride
lakes about 3>^ hours. The infamous New York-vla-Plttsfield-and-every-small-
town along-the-way bus sets off at 7:35 every morning and arrives at the Port
Authority terminal 5'^ hours later. An extra run at 11: 55 a.m. is added on the
weekends. More Information about schedules, fares, and routes Is available at the
Williams Inn <458-9371). The bus stop is right outside the Inn.

Ugly orange buses
The county bus system (those ugly orange buses with big B's on the sides)

provides hourly service to North Adams. Buses leave the Williams Inn starting at
6:30a.m. (8:30 on weekends) and can Ije boarded In front of the gym on Spring
Street. Why would anyone want to go to North Adams, you may ask? Well, It only
costs 70«, and North Adams was once named one of the 10 most beautiful small
cities In America. It has a very high teenage pregnancy rate, and the only arcade
In the area Is located there. Besides, you can catch a bus to Plttsfleld at 7 after
every hour.

PIttsfleld Is much like North Adams, except bigger and uglier. Plttsfleld also
, has a train station (actually a large plexiglass telephone booth) with connections
to Boston at 11:20 a.m. and Chicago at 8:15 p.m. The Chicago train stops in

Worcester, Cleveland, and Buffalo, among other places.

A Travel Guide
Albany also offers railroad access, most notably 7 trains each weekday to

Grand Central Station In New York. For more train Information, call Amirak:
800-523-5720. Albany also has the airport of preference for Williams students. The
Travel Store on Spring Street can help with rail and air tickets and Information.

No cars allowed
The easiest way to travel Is by car. If you own one, you're In luck. Well, almost.

As a first semester freshman, you're not supposed to be driving one, so you can
either put It In storage or hide it from the authorities. Thereafter, you must pay a
$55 registration fee each year to Security and park In an assigned lot— In the case
of freshmen, behind the tennis courts.

If you're daring, the best way toconceal an Illegal/unregistered car Is to talk a
faculty or staff member Into giving or selling you their parking sticker, which will

let you park anywhere you please. The second best method Is to park the car
off-campus (easier than you may think—church parking lots are empty six days a
week.)

Cars not registered, or parked Illegally, face fairly substantial fines If found
by a Security officer, who seem to spend most of their time patrolling the parking
'°'*- Cur conncctlona

If you don't have a car, you can often find one that's going your way with a
little effort. Informal contacts are often the most fruitful. Ask JA's, friends of
JA's, and any other upperclassmen you know about people with room to spare In
their cars. Remember that guy from your high school who told you to look him up
sometime when you got here? Don't forget fellow freshmen— their cars can come
out of storage on breaks.

The ride board In Baxter fills up with "rides wanted" around vacations. Post a
notice (the more creative the better) and keep your fingers crossed. WCFM
broadcasts a ride board with both offers and needs, as does WJJW, the North
Adams State College station. WJJW's board usually has rides to the Boston area
offered every weekend, and they play better music than CFM.

With a little planning, you should be able to get to Just about any place you
want during your four years here. But after paying $10,000* to get here, who wants
to leave?

I or on lh« ugly but.
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Dean O'Connor

Dean Daniel O'Connor Is the

Administration's point man for cam-
pus crises. As Dean of the College,

he Is responsible (or the day-to-day

operation of the College and supervt-

ilon of student life. Students usually

call him "Dean Dan," but not to his

face, please. O'Connor's pet crusade
It to combat grade Inflation, which Is

lomething like what happens to our
tuition each year, only not so drasti-

cally. O'Connor had little time for per-

sonal crusading last year as he
walked the difficult line between stu-

dent concerns and Administration

policy. O'Connor is a philosophy pro-

fessor, but fortunately he doesn't talk

like one,

Dtin O'Connor In Iha days whan ha

loughl billoonlno gradat.

Tha Praildant will look mora serious when

you shake hands wllh him this week.

President Chandler

President Chandler Is a highly vis-

ible college president. One can usu-

ally see him commuting to and from

the office, watching football and bas-

ketball games, and at graduation.

The President's Job Is to lead faculty

meetings, explain what's going on

when the Trustees visit the College,

and pump alums for money. Presi-

dent Chandler holds degrees from

Wake Forest and Duke—you would

never guess his Southern background

by looking at him, but Mrs.
Chandler's accent gives it away.

Chandler was a member of the Col-

lege classics department from 1955 to

1968. He left the College for five years,

but before long his heart pined for the

Purple Valley. The offer to become
College president might have made
his choice a little easier.

Dean Oakley presides over the unruly

bunch below.

Dean Oakley
Dean of the Faculty Oakley over-

sees tenure decisions and faculty hir-

ing, and represents faculty opinion to

the administration. He also teaches

Medieval History, and you can find

his name on the checkout card of

many an obscure, heavy tome in the

Library. The man himself is not obs-

cure, however; while his Dean's

Office duties bring him lltie contact

with students, you can easily distin-

guish him from other professors by

his wonderful Oxford accent.

Dean Roosenraad
Roosenraad Is the radical in the

Dean's Office. He hung around with

Tom Hayden at Wisconsin and was
one of the early members of what
became the SDS. Mucii later he

gained notoriety for expelling dogs

from the Williams Campus. Nowa-
days he deals with much less serious

Issues as Dean of Freshmen.
Though he frowns on waterfights

and boys-wlll-be-boys vandalism,

Roosenraad Is very friendly and

understanding. Better yet, he gives

extensions easily.

A friendly lace: Dean ol Frosh Roosenraad

Some ol the happy folks who'll be leaching you thia year.
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The Recorded History of Williams College
. In the early 1750s, British

[Army Colonel Ephralm Willi-

ams Jr. bequeathed several

! thousand dollars to establish a
iree school in West Hoosuck,
Massachusets. The result was

' today's elite and expensive Wil-

liams College In WllUamstown.
How did we get from there to

here?

Col. Ephralm Williams held a
series of commands In colonial

Massachusetts, although in his

day they spelled it "MaWachu-
feiif"—King George had a
speech Impediment, but no one
dared embarrass him, so they
changed the language. The
colonel held a series of com-
mands because he managed to

lose forts as often as he was
assigned to them. Williams met
his end In an Indian ambush
near Lake George, New York In

1755.

Williams' will provided
money to establish a boys' free

school In West Hoosuck, but
only on the condition that they
change the town's name to WllU-
amstown. With a name like

West Hoosuck, one would
Imagine that the folks would
Jump at the chance. The town
dragged its heels though, finally

agreeing to the change In 1765

(and Mr. Bronfman settled for a
mere science building?)

A series of legal disputes

stood between the dream of a

school and its realization. It

took over two decades to decide
whether WllUamstown was In

New York or Massachusetts.
The struggle was resolved when
some crafty WllUamstown law-

yers put up a sign ten miles to

the west that read, "Welcome to

New York—Hugh Carey,
Governor."
By the lime the trustees were

ready to build the school In 1785,

they learned that Williams'

accumulated estate of $9157

would not cover the cost. They
held a lottery to raise the

remaining funds. Construction

on West College finally began In

1790. The College's first building

still stands on Its original site,

and some West College resi-

dents maintain that nothing has

Amharil was loundad by Wllliami' Mcond PrMldanI, who dtcldtd Ihal a

coll«B« could not turvlva In Iha Barkahlra wlldt. Evary yaarwo prova on Iha

pdylng (laid* that wa'ro doing quito wall, (hank you.

been changed in two hundred
years.

Another Judicial stumbling
block was thrown by Harvard
College. Harvard Insisted that it

was the only college the state

needed. WllUa ns won In court,

but Harvard cl ngs to the Idea to

this day. Litigation completed,
the Williams free school offi-

cially became Williams College

In June of 1793.

The College held Its first com-
mencement exercises In Sep-

tember of 1795 with a

graduating class of four. Two
became doctors and two
became lawyers, setting the

tone for nearly two centuries of

Williams graduates.

The trustees of the la to 18th

century called for a curriculum
that Included three foreign lan-

guages, mensurations, conic

sections, navigation, civil pol-

ity, surveying, and arithmetic.

They threw In Ihu arithmetic for

students seeking an easy way
out of Division III.

The College had a trouble-

some start, with most of Its

problems stemming from the

Isolation of WllUamstown.
Faculty were disappointed by
the "country bumpkins" that

were attractec'ito Williams. The
College was colitlaually In need
of money. To resolve Its prob-

lems, the trusli'es tried to move
the college to a more convenient
location, but the request to

move was denied by the Massa-
chusetts government (King
George was dead by then, so the

"a" came back into the
alphabet).

Frustrated by the state's deci-

sion, Williams' second presi-

dent, Zephanlah Swift Moore,
scurried to the Connecticut

River Valley In 1821, taking a

number of faint-hearted stu-

dents and faculty with him.

They founded Amherst College,

named after a British Lord
whose most notable achieve-

ment was to wipe out an entire

Indian tribe by giving them
smallpox-Infested blankets.

The WIlUams-Amherst rivalry

has endured as one of the

nation's oldest college rivalries,

although respectable Williams
students deny any association

with the Lord Jeffs.

The list of Williams alums
does not contain many com-
monly recognized names. One
of our better-known graduates
Is President James A. Garfield,

who was assassinated minutes

before boarding a train headed
for a Williams reunion. Another
well-known alum Is George
Stelnbrenner, owner of the New
York Yankees. Sonie people

have been heard to suggest that

Stelnbrenner should be shot and
that Garfield buy the Yankees.
Benchmarks In recent Willi-

ams history are the banning of

fraternities and the switch to

coeducation. In the early 19BOs

many faculty and students

decided that there was too much
drinking and carousing at Willi-

ams, so they tossed out the fru-

ternltles, A few years laler,

when the campus was deemed
safe for women, couducallun
was Introduced. Then the new
women students formed the

Women's liugby Team, and we
were back where we started.

Station uaad to ba Iha library. Whila Iha ralaranca room wat nica, tludanlt

who aaa Iha old itacka braaiha a tigh ol rallal and Ihank Iha Truilaat lor

Sawyar Library.
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Where to eat in the town
BERNARDY'S—Adventure across

Irom the wire plant. We walked In,

^ noticed that steak goes for $1.90. Saw
• Uiat two ot the three customers were

about to have a ftst fight. The bar-

' lender was huge and not particularly

friendly. We left.

BETTE'S—Closes at three p.m.,

when most Ephs are waking up. Stu-

dents are never seen In here, but the

pancakes are good, the atmosphere Is

nice, and patrons get a great view of

,
Spring Street.

BURGER KING—Not only Is Joe

King down there now, but It's open

until three a.m. on Fridays and Satur-

days. Grab yourself a paper Burger

King crown and try the circular slide

In the restaurant's playground.

Within walking distance on Route

Two, near the all-night Grand Union.

COLONIAL PIZZA—Cool people call

It Constantlne's. Real cool people

don't talk about It at all. Awful pizza,

but amazing things happen around

2:30 In the morning. Juke box has

Greek folk songs and, for Christmas,

singing dogs.

LIBRARY VENDING MACHlNES-
The weekday social center of the cam-
pus. Convenient to the main
bathrooms, and open until 1 a.m. Ter-

rible coffee, terrible sandwiches,

overpriced candy.

THE LOG—Get there early for super-

ior Alpha Pizza pie 'za—before they

run out of things like crust. Beer and
all the accessories.

PAPA CHARLIE'S DELI-Expen-
slve, but the only good sandwiches on

Spring Street. Huge variety, Haagen-
Dazs, and newspapers while you wait.

PURPLE PUB—Upper classmen like

to think of this as their turf, but frosh

can often get In. See If there Is a guy
sitting next to the door, checking IDs.

Good lunches.

SNACK BAR—Baxter burgers with a

twist—they're good. The grilled

honeybun with Ice cream Is a campus
classic. So Is everything else. The big

(50=*^

Adidas Shoes

All Athletic

Uquipment

Custom Printed

T-Shirts

Everything for

Men & Women

Racket Sales

Hi Service

Class Rings

(ids

Levis

Williamstown, MA
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library social crowd gets there at

11: 00 every night.

Out of Town
BOSTON FISH MARKET—Near to

NapoUtano's In North Adams. Family

restaurant atmosphere. Good, really

cheap fish. They give you plastic

forks and knives, so bring your own.

COZY CORNERS—Legendary. Good
spaghetti, cheap pizza, good cheap

drinks. Go with a crowd. Five minutes

drive north on Route 7.

DUNKIN' DONUTS—On Route 2 In

North Adams. Great as entry snacks.

Call ahead for big orders.

GOLD COIN—At last, a Chinese car-

ryout! The place can't be beat for

good Inexpensive food, and lots of It.

On Route 2 across from Zayre's.

LA COCINA—Those who know Mexi-

can food say it's lousy. Those who
don't say, "who cares'.'" The only rea-

sonably priced place decent enough

for a date. Bring IDs to buy sangrla.

LUAU HALE-This Is someplace sikj-

clul. On Route 7 south of PIttsfleld, but

well worth the trip, especially with a

crowd. Amazing drinks with unbrel-

las In them. Get trashed and marvel

at the Polynesian wall murals. And
order the PuPu Platter.

NAPOLITANO'S-Best local pizza.

Now has sit-down dining too. Go
behind K-Mart In North Adams and

look around for It.

Check from home
BRITISH MAID—English country

house atmosphere w/EngUsh country

cuisine. The most reasonably priced

nice restaurant In town. Live band at

the upstairs bar.

LE COUNTRY RESTAURANT-
Varled menu of good but overpriced

food. Service Is slow. Behind Grey-

lock quad on Route 7.

RIVER HOUSE—The place that eve-

ryone goes to. Pleasant atmosphere,

good daiquiris. Specializes In meat

and shellfish dishes. A civilized late-

night alternative to the Pub and the

Log. Call ahead for reservations.

WILLIAMS INN-Well suited for

grandparents—you'll see plenty of

them during leuf season. Overpriced

drinks, decent food,

Save 40-57% at

The Williams News and Supply Room
on New York Timos and Boston Globe subscriptions

Check out our line of . .

.

• School Suppllei llarge selection ol nolebookt)

• Laundry Produclt

• Cookies, Candy, etc.

• Magazines
• Cigaretles

• Miscellaneous Items

• Lamps
• Bulletin Boards

We extend a warm welcome to the incoming Freshmen and to the

returning upperclassmen of WILLIAMS COLLEGE.
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The Eph Shopping Guide
Furniture—Most freshmen arrive In their spacious suites and are pleasantly

surprised to find couches, rugs, and tables already In place. Unfortunately, they

probably belong to someone else, and If you have not been hit already, you

probably will return to the entry one day to find your suite stripped to the bare

walls. Refurnishing can be painful.

Most people get furniture by haggling with upperclassmen over some

decrepit sofas, chairs, and tables. As a general rule, offer half of the asking price

and settle for a little more.

A decent couch should go for about $30. Chair prices vary depending on the

amount of padding—the less bare wood, the higher the price. If you can get out to

Plltsfleld, you can try the Salvation Army. One need not worry about being gypped

ihere.

For freshmen whose parents are bankrolling the decoration, there Is Hopkins

lurnlture on Spring Street. This Is the new stuff, not what you see thrown out of

Ireshman quad windows. Hopkins also sells lamps, kitchen appliances, and other

household accessories.

Hardware and Lumber—For do-it-yourself freshmen, there Is Taconic Lumber
and Hardware and Phillips' General Store, bothon Water Street. A wide variety of

lools, paints, etc. are there within walking distance of the campus.
A popular shelving idea Is using brick and Ixiard shelves. Red bricks and pine

boards (stain them If you are ambitious) make attractive and very sturdy storage

units, especially good for stereo equipment.

Banks-Weighing the advantages of the checking accounts offered by the three

local banks could occupy most of your Freshman Days, what with check charges,

minimum balances, and NOW accounts to consider. Wllllamstown Savings' NOW
account has no check charge and requires a $10 minimum deposit If you want
Interest. Customers of the First Agricultural Bank and the Wllllamstown National

Bank often complain of the high minimum balance needed to get free checking.

The First Aggie does have the longest bank hours In town, however, while the

National offers big books of matches. The Savings Bank has matches and lollip-

ops. The First Aggie gives away free key chains for opening an account, so you

might want to open one there and move It elsewhere after a respeciauic ilme has

passed.

Kecords and Tapes-The Record Store In "Eph's Alley", around the corner from

the First Aggie Bank, Is the place to go for speaker wire. Jacks, and other stereo

setup accessories. The Record Store also has albums, tapes, and a disorganized

cut-out bin.

ToonervlUe Trolley Records, on Water Street next to the River House restau-

rant, has an outstanding selection of new and used albums (great bargains In the

used section) . Cut-outs are well-organized. Hal, the owner, is a walking encyclope-

dia of album Information.

Food—One can accommodate any palate In Wllllamstown, all within walking
distance of the campus. Check out the cheese selection at the Slippery Banana on

12

Spring Street. They have lots of foreign-looking crackers for your foreign-looking

cheeses, and plenty of fresh fruit and vegetables. They still carry a lot of "health

food", but It would be unfair to call It Just a health food store.

For cheap eats and 4: 00 a.m. hunger spasms, the Grand Union on Route 2 Is

open 24 hours a day except Sundays. Whether you need food or not, you have to try

the Tash store on Water Street (see Wllllamstown Treasures, p 2).

Llqiior— "I thought they'd never get to It," you were saying to yourself. The
Massachusetts drinking prohibition for anyone under twenty Isa problem, but not

Insurmountable.

King's Liquor on Spring Street and the Spirit Shop on Cole Avenue are the

most common local purveyors of spirits. King's stocks a wide variety of beers and

hard liquor. The Spirit Shop Is good for kegs and party orders. Your JAs can buy

for you (what else do you think they're there for?), or you can head north to the

Vermont border where they sell to eighteen year olds.

The best place of all, however. Is West Package Store on Rte. 2 towards North

Adams. The lowest beer prices, (try their Carllngs IBouncers) and friendly

people.

Clotheu-Spring Street prices are high, no matter where you go. But there Is no lax

on clothes In Massachusetts (apparently crew-neck sweaters are deemed a "basic

necessity" In prep New England), so you even out some. For great bargains on

crazy clothes, hit the Women's Exchange on Cole Ave. (for men too).

Miscellaneous- If you can get a car, you'll have access to the Zayre and K-Marl

discount department stores In North Adams. They have everything. It may not be

name brand, but It will usually do In a pinch.

l^amt of iialBli
WELCOMES YOU TO WILLIAMS

With a V2 price sale

on

Waverly Sweaters

for Men and Women
and

Sero Oxford Cloth Shirts

for Women
Sale Is for Williams Students Only

from now through September 15th

Bring this ad in with you to receive 'h ott

44 Spring SI. Willliiimlown, Ma. 4SR-S0I0
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The RIGHT extracurriculars
Now that you're finally here at Wil-

liams, you're probably wondering
msi how to go about achieving popu-
krlty, standing, and undying fame
here. Well, you can't change your
looks or your Brooklyn accent, but
you can choose the organizations you
loin:

Extra-curricular Activitlea

The Record—What can we say?

Investment Club—Changes presi-

dents every 2 weeks so everyone gets

8 chance.

I Republican Club—You might want to

I
wall until the next presidential elec-

I tlon before joining.

I
WCFM—Shows you can talk good.

I

Eilraeurrlcular Activities to Avoid
: Ozzy Osbourne Adoration Society
Anything known by an acronym

Commltlees to Join

Committee on Undergraduate Life

(CUL)—You get a good dinner every
I lime the trustees are in town.

Honor and Discipline Committee-
Uphold high standards, stand tor

The College and vicinity

honesty, and get back at the kid who
blasted his stereo your freshman
year.

Any committee appointed by the

President—Hey, if lie thinks you're

innocuous . .

.

Committees Not To Join

Bondage and Discipline Committee
Prospect House Social Committee

Jobs to Hold
Teaching/Research Assistant—
Someone thinks you're intelligent.

Computer anything — You're
obviously In tune with technological

advances.
Supervisor—Sounds responsible and
draws the highest pay level.

Reserve Room, Library—All your
friends can stop by and visit.

Jobs to Avoid
Intercampus Mall Deliverer—What
kind of idiot wants to walk around out-

side In the winter?

Dlshroom—words can't descrilie It.

Documents Office, Library—Nobody
knows what (or where) It Is.

Introduction to Ephspeak
The Ji)lli>wing imragraplt illuilrales a typical vonveriution iiii campui. It may he

complelvly iininlvllinihle loyinialjirsl, bulgelyourfrieniltaiid J.A.'i lo help you. Once
you have mattered both the wordi and inflections, you will be ready to venture into

IPilliamt society and maybe even talk to an upperclatsman.

"Yo, Wreck Room tonight."

"Nah, Old Mill, froshburgers and bad tunes."

"No, c'mon, Party, Excellent!"

"Gotta tool at the Libes."

"You geek. With the guts you take?"

"What? Comp Scl's a bitch. I want to pull an Abar from the Penguin. I aced the

midterm."
"Oh, hoser! You can afford to get trashed at the Park.
Power tool! Later for you, much."
"Walt . . . I'm dying. Meat grenades at Baxter tonight. Haven't eaten since the
Doghouse. Let's hit Constantino's and pig out."

"How 'bout Za at the Log? We'll catch the Zone on the Big screen."
"Up for foos? Foos is key."
"Totally."

"Ok, I'm there!"

Outside Heels
In response to your many requests, we have expanded our current
offerings to Include these stylish new designs. Working with our
basic heels, we've combined careful quality crafting and the finest

natural materials to develop footwear that, while compatible with
contemporary fashions, continues to provide the comfort and
support traditionally associated with the clog design.

KRONE
Sd^ House Ltd.

$40.00

CONCeRNED WITH FASHION.
FIT ANO QUALITY

IS

iu 1



COMPLETE LINES OF
FALL FASHION AVAILABLE

Complete Tennis Racquet Service

Demos Available

Custom T-Sliirt Printing

^^P ^ff^ft^, inc.
MON.-SAT. 9-5:30

MASTERCARD VISA

Spring Street 4i8 3ao!> Williamstown

THE

)iOOKST072^

JOSEPH E. DEVEY

(gf 9:00 - 5:00

f/^S.. Mon.-Sat.

l^^l WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.

458-5717

Get a FREE
Kodak color
enlarqement

Buy two,
get another FREE!

JJarh
/ linrniaciiliy ^nc.

Spring Street

16

McClelland's Welcomes

The Class of '86

To Williams

\Ne Carry the Following Items and More

Complete School Supplies

Smith-Corona, Adier, and Olympla Typewriters

Sharp Calculatots

Bulletin Boards

Lamps

Posters

Hallmark Cards

Crane and Eaton Stationery

Wastebaskets

Art Supplies

OPEN MONDAY, SEPT. 6 » 9-5:30

<^A/{aClL£,LLanci ±
36 Spring Street - - Williamstown

Telephone 458-4920
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tcover how Williams Is REALLY run . .

.

S "Golly, Chrli-rl think I'd look SILLY with « beard!"

Join THE RECORD
The Record needs reporters,

|)hotographers, cartoonists,

feviewers, columnists, and
ayout worlcgrs. Anybody can do

Sign up at our introductory

ineeting—Tiiursday night at

^:00 in Baxter Lounge.

I
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Japanese and American flags on Chapin Hall marked this year's
Convocation theme.

(Farley)

Family, trade, education

Japan's culture defined

"If you are not worried about

Japan, you ought to be,"

declared liistory professor

Peter Frost in opening Friday's

panel discussion of Japanese-

American relations. Five distin-

guished panelists spol(e to the

large Chapin Hall crowd, detail-

ing the causes and consequen-

ces of the Japanese "economic
miracle" and emphasizing
what economic lessons the U.S.

could learn from the Japanese
example.
"The Japanese are not doing

It with mirrors," said panelist

William G. Ouchl '65. "Instead,

we must change our fundamen-
tal insitutions before we despair

and give up."
The panelists included Aklo

Morita, Chairman of the SONY
Corporation, Cornell Professor
of Linguistics Eleanor Harz
Jorden, former U.S. Ambassa-
dor to Japan Robert S. Inger-

soll, Ouchi, Professor of
Management at UCLA and
author of the well-linown study
of Japanese management The-
ory Z, as well as Frost. Profes-
sor of Political Science Fred
Greene moderated.

Boom and Disaster
Frost spolce on the dynamic

nature of the Japanese econ-
omy, noting a 55-fold increase in
GNP since 1946 and a recent
unemployment rate of only 2
percent.

Morita stated that Japan's

massive economic growth
resulted in part from the ability

of Japanese industries to diver-

sify mariiets and products in the

face of crisis. "Time and time
again, Japanese industry has
managed to avert economic dis-

aster by finding new sources of

business," he asserted.

These adaptations provide

continuity within each com-
pany. As a result, there have
been fewer layoffs in Japan and
corporate loyalty is very high.

"All employees from top to bot-

tom share the same fate,"

explained Morita. "This is why
all employees do their best to

develop new business" —
technological improvements,
expanded markets.

Professor Ouchl expanded
Morita's observations on indi-

vidual corporate success to the

entire Japanese economy. He
explained prosperity depended

directly on a close dialogue

between business and govern-

ment. Unlike the United States'

anti-trust policy, "the Japanese

government confers legitimacy

on discussions between
corporations."

Un-American AcHvlties

"Americans see this coopera-

tion as illegal, unfair, unethical,

and un-American," Ouchl

Continued on Page 5

Guns and money

Japan-U.S. ties explored
In an urgent and forceful

attack on the policy of trade pro-

tectionism, former U.S. Ambas-
sador to Japan Robert Ingersoli

extolled the virtues of free trade
and comparative advantage in

his address to Saturday's Con-
vocation audience. Japanese
Ambassador to the U.S. Yoshio
Okawara spent most of his

address on the subject of

defense, suggesting that
Japan's role in its own defense
is larger than most Americans
think, and that that role will con-

tinue to grow.
Ingersoli warned that estab-

lishing a policy of "pernicious
reciprocity" with Japan would
only hurt the American econ-
omy. He explained that
although the U.S. has a trade
deficit with Japan, this deficit Is

lower than our trade surplus
with Europe. Such a policy

therefore would only encourage
Europe to use a similar policy

against the United States.

Universal free trade, on the

other hand, would stimulate
economic growth and increase

productivity through use of the

economic principle of compara-
tive advantage. Ingersoli
denounced reciprocity as the

"antithesis of comparative
advantage" and argued that

such a policy would tarnish the

image of the U.S. as "a bastion

of free trade."
Although Ingersoli believes

that "nothing would improve
our relationship with Japan
more than the speedy revitall-

zatlon of the U.S. economy," he
also blamed Japanese for some
of our trade difficulties. "Japa-
nese leaders must change their

seige mentality," he said, and
open their markets to more
American products.

No nukes
As a means of coming to

agreement on trade issues,

Ingersoli suggested that leaders

from the two countries must
form an agency to mediate dis-

putes and form agreements
"before (these issues) reach the

front pages."

Okawara also stressed the

importance of the economic
relations between the United
States and Japan, particularly

since both countries are suffer-

ing from the world-wide eco-

nomic recession.

Okawara, however, used most
of his time to refute the conten-

tion by many Americans that

Japan spends too little on its

defense budget. The U.S.

government recently has been
putting pressure on Japan to

increase military spending so

that America would not have to

bear so much of the burden for

Japan's protection. Okawara
reminded his listeners that

Japan has increased its efforts

in this direction and that

Japan's defense system is now
the eighth strongest in the

world.

Wary of too great a build-up,

Okawara cautioned that tlie

Japanese are "committed to

maintain an army solely for

defense." He also asserted
Japan's continued refusal to

allow the production or storage

of nuclear weapons.

High deficit

One roadblock towards an
Increased Japanese defense

Continued on Page 5

Ambassador Yoshio Okawara defended Japan's military stance at

Saturday's Convocation ceremony. (Scheibe)

And then there was one . . .

Dewey owns sole sales rights
Ending a feud which had

extended from Spring Street to

the pages of the Record, the two
Williamstown bookstores have
reached an agreement with the

Administration which transfers

all right to sell textbooks to a

new partnership between
Jftseph Dewey, owner of the Wil-

liams Bookstore, and former

Renzl's employee George
Coussoule.

The agreement stipulates

that this new partnership shall

pay Ralph Renzl monthly for

ten years to compensate him for

the loss of textbook sales.

Neither Dewey nor Renzl was
willing to disclose the exact

terms of payment. Because he

will now handle all textbook

orders, Coussoule's salary will

increase. This will allow him to

purchase a 50 percent share of

The Williams Bookstore, mak-
ing him a partner in the pay-

ment to Renzl. Coussoule could

not be reached for comment.
College pressure led to the

agreement. "There were uncer-

tainties and underbuying last

year," said College Treasurer
William Reed. Other problems
included disputes over whether
one store had the exclusive right

to sell the twoks for a particular

class. "It became uneconomi-
cal for Iwth stores ... the Gar-
goyle Society (an advisory
committee composed of cam-
pus leaders) were instrumen-
tal. They brought the situation

to our attention and tried to

resolve it," said Reed.

College store an option

Matt Simon '82 and Freddy
Nathan '83 were leaders of the

Gargoyle effort. Simon in par-

ticular served as an envoy
between the stores and the Col-

lege. "We exerted some influ-

ence," said Nathan. "We
submitted a formal proposal."

This proposal, submitted to

Reed in February, was similar

to the final arrangement
worked out in June.

Part of the pressure included

the threat that the College

would establish its own book-

store. "We encouraged the

Continued on Page 3
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The high-way

to world peace
by Dan Keating

Have you ever read something and
suddenly had a blast of future-sight come
into view? A headline of fifteen years

from now appear In your head? I had
such a moment while reading a recent

issue of Time magazine. Two articles

came together for me in a moment of

vision.

You see, marijuana is now the fourth

leading cash crop in this country, and
production is increasing. The $8.5 billion

harvest is now so big that "many
Government experts fear that domestic
marijuana production has gone too far to

be undercut at this late date." That
means jobs, money, and stability for our

economy. But the problem I imme-
diately deduced Is that we will soon be

overproducing, making even more pot

than our dedicated "heads" can
consume.
President Jerry Brown will be in big

trouble then. I figured we would soon

have federal subsidies and loans to grow-

ers, not unlike we now do with tobacco

growers (anybody under 30 will tell you
that marijuana is a lot better for you than

cigarettes). Meandering through the

rest of the magazine, I stumbled upon the

answer.

The "Living" section has an article

about Soviet teenagers scooping up
Wranglers, Walkmen, pop records, punk
hairdos, pizza and posters. It seems that

they want more than our wheat. With a

little clever maneuvering by Foreign
Trade Secretary Dr. Hunter S. Thomp-
son, we can dump our excess marijuana
on the Russians.

Government satellites Indicate that

the Russians are well behind us in mari-
juana production, although a Pravda
editorial recently claimed that pot was
invented by the Party. With American
growers pressuring President Brown
about low prices due to overproduction,
we can surely negotiate a multi-year,

minimum-level, set-price, whatever-
whatever deal. Our trade imbalance will

be solved.

All sources agree that Japan has too

dry a climate to steal our market with
government-supported companies
dumping cheap produce. Our big com-
petitors will probably be Colombia and
Mexico. But not to worry. Shrewd fore-

planner that he is, President Reagan is

already leaning on Colombia to spray Its

crop with paraquat, a pwwerful weed
killer. Our domestic pot production took
off when Nixon convinced Mexico to

spray its weed fields.

Why Reagan Is having their crops
sprayed while leaving ours unmolested
is a tough question. At least it's a consist-

ent policy from the man who blocked the
Siberian pipe-line while selling grain to

the Soviets in record amounts.
With our trade balance evened and huge

tax revenues rolling in, pot might get our
economy high again. Marijuana might
be the solution that Keynes never
thought of. I can see ex-President Car-
ter, in his jean overalls, strolling through
his peanut-converted-to-pot farm, talk-

ing about the success of his brother's
latest venture, Billy Boy's Body-
Whipping Weed.

Get out of the sandbox
by Katya Hokanson

I have decided to risk my neck. Quite a

bit of complaining goes on around here

by people who have not Investigated the

possibilities of what is available to do,

see, and learn. Specifically I have
noticed that what people complain about

most is that this school is too small, In a

real hick town, and dlzzyingly far from
any decent big city. We are nowhere near
the Real World, they say. We are just in a

big sandbox, it is not real, it is all aca-

demic whatchamacallit. They play this

tune over and over, sometimes varying

the lyrics. It's not the real world, it's not

the real world, it's not the real world.

Frankly, lam sick of hearing it . A lot of

the complainers have not made the least

effort. They cannot bother to open their

eyes and see a part of the real world right

here. There is culture here, there is a

degree of political activity, there are
Interesting and worthwhile things to do,

there are communities and the hum-
drum of daily life. It is not perfect here, it

is not ideal; the real world asp)ects of

Williams won't ever come up and knock
on your door.

To start with, a lot of those people who
deplore the smallness of the town have
never even been to the Clark Art Insti-

tute. I picked up a book I just bought for a

course and I recognized on its cover a

work hanging at the Clark. Major exhibi-

tions in Boston often include works bor-

rowed from the Clark. The Clark is more
famous than Williams College. But I

know seniors who have not been there.

How many times have you heard some-
one say, "Oh, yeah, the Clark, I'll have to

get there some time"?
Then there's the Alice-in-Wonderland

image of the Berkshires—lots of nice

green lawns, neat houses, cute mini-

downtowns like Spring Street—a place to

retire In, right? The real world
encroaches, though—you might have
noticed the Williamstown Nuclear
Freeze Office. A talk with any Lehman
Service Council spokesman will tell you
that there are hospitals, nursing homes,
a boys' reformatory , kids who want to be
matched up with a "Big Brother" or
"Big Sister" because they don't get
enough attention at home.

Politics here are harder to judge. A
good friend of mine complained a lot

about political life here last year. She
was a doer though—she organized things

and then was upset that no one came to

participate. She could not believe that

only five people cared enough about El
Salvador to come to an event she put
together. But she tried, and when it came
time for" her job interview, she knew
about real world politics.

Issues of racism and sexism are proba-
bly so real here that they are too close for
comfort. Violence against women can
occur even here, we discovered last

year. A lot of people had to face the fact

that they or their closest friends could be
in danger of being attacked right on cam-
pus. Quite a few people spoke of the need
to redefine sexual harassment. Few peo-
ple had ever spoken of sexual harass-
ment at Williams before then. Racism
also came too close with the cross-

burning two years ago.

One need not feel isolated and power-
less here. There are too many opportuni-

ties which enable individuals to make a
difference. Though miles from what
some people call "real civilization," this

is the real world.

Freshmen, a goose, and A. J. Moor
by Steve Epstein

I miss A.J. Moor.
I know I'll take some heat for that

statement, but it's true. It's one of a few
observations I've made upon arriving
back from the summer that surprises
me. Let's look at some others that might
surprise you too . . .

1.) I don't mind having only one
bookstore.

When I received the letter that, quite
subtly. Informed us that there was to be
only one bookstore on campus this year
for texts, I was ready to scream bloody
murder. Words that came to mind were
"restraint of trade," "monopoly," and
"robbery without a gun." But things are
apparently going to turn out all right.

Lines at Dewey's are long, but lines at

Renzi's (where students used to buy
most, but not all of their books) were just

as long. My books were all in this year,
for the first time ever, and purchasing
them wasn't all that tough. Dewey will

take plastic money or bill books home,
which makes things easy. Prices have

gone up, but what hasn't in the past few
years?

2.) The Class of '86 is with it.

In just over one week the freshmen are
proving themselves as social animals.
Their Las Vegas night was one of the most
successful freshman days parties seen in

recent years. People were actually

meeting each other and dancing. Three

or four freshmen were heard to exclaim

that they were enjoying themselves. Just

as quickly, freshmen have learned the

lingo and the tricks of the trade. Their

JA's should be commended. Already

they have been seen steam tunneling,

Continued on Page 7

Quotation of the Week
'"The 284 men and 214 women in the class of 1986 come from
forty-three states and eighteen possessions and countries. The
last group includes England, Kuwait, Pakistan, . . . and Los
Angeles."
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A new tMtbook agreement meant longer lines but only one stop for eager book buyers.

Bookstore conflict settled —
(Farley)
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Continued from Page 1

change," commented Dean of

the College Daniel O'Connor,
"since we had unsatisfactory

service . . . we said, 'Work some-
thing out.' One sold its rights to

the other, and we greeted this

development with enthusi-
asm."
"The administration was

tired of shortages," said Renzl.
"Any student should be able to

get his books on time. The Col-

lege said 'solve the problem or
we'll start our own bookstore.'

Soul-searching

There were about three weeks
of negotiation," continued
Renzl. "We had our accountants
look at the books." "There was
a bit of soul-searching this

summer," agreed Dewey. "At
first Ralph didn't want to sell . .

.

then I almost did . . . then at the

last minute he agreed to."

"Joe finally made me an offer

I couldn't refuse," said Renzi.

"I am very happy, and I assume
he is too. This should go far

toward solving the problem."
Renzl emphasized that he will
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If you think the Williams campus settles down

for a summertime slumber when we pack our

trunks to go home, think again. From June to

August, the purple hills hum with activity, host-

ing tourists, summer conferences and Hollywood

stars.

In addition, a hundred or so Williams students

stay here each summer to work, do research and

convince friends that they are not dying of bore-

dom. In fact, many would claim that there is more

to do here in the summer than during the school

year. And there's more time for it.

Sharing the campus with everyone from grave-

stone fanatics to Blythe Danner leads to some

interesting encounters, however. Students watch-

ing TV in Mission Park were rudely told to leave

by the head of a businessman's conference. When

they pointed out the little stickers that say the

building is open only to "all Williams College stu-

dents, etc.," the Conference Office's reply was

that one "loses student privileges over the

summer."
Being a non-student does not deter most from

doing what students usually do—partying, read-

ing (trashy novels from the public library) and

sleeping. The steam tunnels are easy to enter

during the summer, and rumor has it that one

enterprising student painted a picture on a wall

down there. But they can do all that during the

school year. What makes Wllliamstown during

the summer so special?

Well, the Wllliamstown Theater Festival is lar-

gely responsible for keeping the town on the map.
One of the most esteemed summer theaters in the

country, it attracts such talents as Blythe

Danner, Dick Cavett, Tom Atkins and Michael

Ontkean (still trying to live down "The
Rookies").

Equity actors work with interns and apprenti-

ces to produce plays, cabarets and special event.

Monday night rehearsals are open—free to anyone
who shows up; regular tickets run seven dollars.

Tennessee Williams dropped by for the season
premiere of "A Celebration," a mishmash of scenes

from all of his plays. The honors for arousing the

most popular interest, however, go to Tom Sel-

leck of "Magnum P.I." fame, who stopped by for

a few days of vacation. Theater regulars are vis-

ible around campus and on Spring Street. Edward

Herrman once autographed a roll of toilet paper

for a Williams student.

Looking beyond Wllliamstown, almost all of

Berkshire County comes alive culturally. The
Tanglewood Music Festival in Lenox features the

Boston Symphony Orchestra while the Jacob's

Pillow Dance Festival, founded by Ted Shawn,
brings top-notch dance groups to the area. The
Berkshire Theater Festival in Stockbridge com-

petes with Williamstown for tourist dollars. The
Mount in Lenox, the renovated home of novelist

Edith Wharton, is the headquarters of Shakes-

peare and Company, noted for its outdoor settings

for the Bard's works.

Saratoga Springs, with its schedule of both clas-

sical and popular concerts, attracts some Willi-

ams people. Those tired of classical music can go

to the Lebanon Valley Speedway for stock, modi-

fied and funny car action.

Closer to home, Adams celebrates Susan B.

Anthony Days in August and has a polka festival

almost every other weekend. North Adams
doesn't do much.

Such a mecca of opportunities would surely

attract more than a handful of students who
couldn't find a job at home, right? That's what the

college figured when it started offering Its facili-

ties to summer conference groups.

Over twenty groups used the campus this year.
Doctors and doctors-to-be shared the biology

building, including the usual pre-med program
for 15 college-bound students and a Nephrology
Seminar attended by 75 kidney specialists from
all over the country.

High school students also studied "Hurhan
Thought and Artificial Intelligence" under the
auspices of the Telluride Association in its first

year here.

In contrast, the American Studies for Execu-
tives program completed its 27th year here. It

features crash liberal arts courses taught by Wil-

liams professors for businessmen in finance,

communications, high technology, and other
fields.

The high standards of Williams prepdom are
upheld by the tennis campers who occupy the

freshman quad. The Conference Office draws the

line at cheerleadlng camps, it is reported.

Panel explains Japanese connection
Continued from Page 1

remarked, "but in the develop-

ment of a major new industry

the public must bear the risk so

that the infant industry gets off

the ground."
The U.S. had valuable dia-

logue t)etween business and
government up through the

1950's, according to Ouchi, but it

was then defined and rejected

as a harmful "military-
industrial complex." He pre-

dicted a redevelopment of such

a central network in the 1980's.

Although Frost agreed with

Ouchi and Morita that "we have
a lot to learn" from the Japa-

nese economic boom, he warned
that growth has produced many
negative side-effects. He
pointed to "urban sprawl" and a

national budget that includes a

higher percentage of deficit

spending than that of the U.S."

Moreover, Morita noted that

Dan Maynard '83 summons his most persuasive smile to try to avoid a

parking ticket. (Farley)

Japan defense described
Continued from Page 1

budget is the Japanese'national
budget deficit. Okawara indi-

cated that balancing the
national budget and lowering
inflation are high on Japan's list

of priorities.

Saturday's Convocation saw
honorary degrees awarded to

Ingersoll and Okawara, as well

as to Friday night's panelists:

WUliam Ouchi, professor at the

UCLA graduate school of man-
agement and author of Theory

JOSEPH E. DEVEY

9:00 - 5:00

Mon.-Sat. 4\
^V\\MS BOo

WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.

01267

^ %
Ô

458-5717

'^.
<^

WEST PACKAGE STORE
We offer:

1) Very Competitive Prices

2) Unlimited Cold Beer

3) IVIany In-Store Specials

4) Area's Largest Wine Selection

5) Lots of Chuckles

BRING THIS COUPON IN FOR 500

OFF ANY CASE OF BEER.

GOOO THROUGH SEPT. 30.

Route 2

Between N.A. and Williamstown

8 am-10 pm M-W 8 am-11 pm Th-Sat

663-6081

the "Japanese economy is in a

serious situation." Poor domes-
tic consumption, the worldwide
recession, and "Japan's own
blundering export restraints"

have all hurt Japanese indus-

try, according to Morita.

All the panelists expressed

concern over strained Japan—
U.S. relations regarding such

matters as protectionism. Mor-
ita defended his country against

U.S. charges of illegal trade

barriers by stating that "Amer-
ican business presence in Japan
is greater than the Japanese
presence in America." Ambas-
sador Ingersoll disagreed, cit-

ing retaliatory measures that

several Asian countries have
aimed at Japan's "closed"
markets.

Exam Hell

Jorden spoke on Japanese
social issues, emphasizing that

"although Japan often shows
startling change, it is only on the

surface— the foundation of

society remains stable." She

noted in particular that family

structure is still strong despite

increasing urbanization and
decline of the extended family.

Jorden severely criticized the

Japanese educational system,

however, noting that students'

efforts are completely devoted

to passing extremely competi-

tive university admissions
exams. Preparation for "Exam
Hell" begins early. Jorden told

of a Japanese friend who "said

only haif-joklngly, 'If you do not

make a prestige kindergarten

you are doomed.'
"

Jorden commented that the

fierce competition to get into

college "stifles the imagina-

tion" of young children. After

college, according to Jorden, it

becomes the responsibility of

the corporations to educate

their employees and redevelop

their creativity.

Z; Eleanor Jorden, linguistics

professor at Cornell University;

and Akio Morita, chairman and
chief executive officer of the

Sony Corporation.

Dean Daniel O'Connor
announced the new members of

the Phi Beta Kappa honor
society from the class of 1983.

The Williams chapter uses
grade point averages to elect

the top ten percent of each
senior class at the beginning of

the school year.

BURGER
KING

NOW OPEN FOR BREAKFAST:
Mon.-Fri. 6:30 AM—10:30 AM
Sat. 6:30 AM—11.00 AM
Sun. 7.00 AM—12 NOON

NOW OPEN TILL 12 MIDNIGHT
FrI. & Sat. Drive thru open till 3 AM

WE DELIVER UNTIL 11 PM EVERY NIGHTl

Call by 10:30 PM 458-8686

Would you like

to spend the

FALL/SPRING
SEMESTER
IN JERUSALEM?

The Jacob Hlatt Institute In Israel
OFFERS YOU
• fall term focus on Israel: its politics, history, social develop-

ment, art and architecture

• spring term focus on Jerusalem: its unique ethnic, religious,

artistic and political diversity

• study trips throughout Israel in the fall, including an extended
stay ona kibbutz and in a development town

• courses conducted in English

• a strong program in Hebrew

• a small learning community, with students from all over the

United States

• a superb location, in the center of Jerusalem, within walking
distance of the Old City

• Brandeis credit • financial aid available

APPLICATION DEADLINES: MARCH 15 (fall)

NOVEMBER 1 (spring)

For further information, see your Study Abroad advisor or write;

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS, SACHAR CENTER

-^^^f- Brandeis University

TaBH|r Wahham, Massachusetts 02254 (617) 647-2422^ BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY
It IS the policy of Brandeis Untversiiv nol to divcnminate against any applicant on thp basis of race.

color, religton. sex, age, nittonal origin, or the presence of any handicap.
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12 Years Ago

College cancels semester

to protest Vietnam War

^ ^illiu

"The sky was red over Greylock,

merging in perverse symbolism
with the purple mountains."

by Christian K. Hewlett

Most of you probably think If iiHams Collof;r is a fairly

sedate place, and assume it always has been. If hat \nu don V

know is that a mere 12 years ago the faculty actually voted to

abolish classes for the remainder of a semester so that stu-

dents could become full-time political activists. The reason

for all this uproar—the I'ietnam If'ar.

It is the fall of 1969 and the United States has been
fighting in Vietnam for five years. As peace efforts

continually fall, national frustration and outrage rise

beyond control. Even Williams Is not immune to this

national feeling.

It all starts innocently enough. Two National Viet-

nam Moratorium Days are set for October 15 and
November 15, featuring chapel services, silent proces-

sions, petition drives, and even folk concerts. Some
students, worrying about appearing too militant, prove
their constructive nature by cleaning up vacant lots and
renovating an old North Adams church.

Cancel Homecoming?
Despite these activities, the biggest conflict

In the fall of '69 occurs over whether to cancel
the November Homecoming parties for a Mora-
torium Day. In spite of alumni protest, students

succeed in cancelling the festivities, but even
the Vietnam War can't stand in the way of the

traditional Williams-Amherst football game. After

November 15, campus protest reverts to dissatisfied

murmurings and occasional armbands. Winter
Carnival passes; things seem quiet.

Until May 2, 1970, that is.

Friday, May 1, several Williams students attend a
national protest meeting at Yale. One of the speakers
there urges a national student strike protesting every-
thing from civil rights violations to Vietnam to ROTC.
Filled with revolutionary fervor, several freshmen
return to campus determined to bring about a strike at

Williams. They manage to drum up enough support for

a planning meeting the next day.
Luckily for Williams, two newspapers cover these

tumultuous times. The Williams Advocate, in its first

year as a purveyor of laid-back journalism, describes
that first meeting: "Some people thought the strike

would need direction. Some thought It already had too
much. Everyone agreed they needed a meeting, even if

It was only to say they didn't need meetings."

Kent State

Soon the freshman quad is covered with banners pro-
claiming "Strike Now" and "Even Williams." Faculty
and students meet in the Greylock quad the next after-
noon. The Advocate reports: "The sky was red over
Greylock, merging in perverse symbolism with the pur-
ple mountains. Nostrils flaring, a thin, wispy student
cried, 'Stop all activities In the Greylock quad! . . . Burn
your frisbees for peace! '

"

But the levity ceases as someone announces the
deaths of four students at Kent State University in Ohio,
protestors fired upon by national guardsmen during an
anti-war rally.

The stunned crowd breaks into small groups to digest
this news. It is announced that there will be an all-

campus meeting in Chapin at 10: 45 the next night to

discuss the strike.

Meanwhile, various groups get busy publishing their

particular statement. A letter urges seniors to resist the
draft and refuse induction. The Young Republicans
announce that while the strike may be all right for

certain individuals, the main purpose of the college is

academics and this should be recognized by the strike's

organizers. The College Council also tries to get into the

act, but nearly half of the members abstain from a
motion to support the strike.

Students strike

Finally, a standing-room only crowd of 1300 squeezes
Into Chapin Hall. The first hour is complete confusion as
more people try to worm their way in. Many students

are also confused because no one on stage is recogniza-

ble. College Council president Greg Van Schaack opens
the meeting but is soon replaced by Jim Lobe. Few
people know Lobe; there are rumors he spent the pre-
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vious year In Moscow or that he Is an "outside
agitator."

Eventually a semblance of order returns. Van Scaack
reads President Sawyer's statement, which supports
the students, opposes the war, and doesn't mention the
strike. Students then learn that the faculty have voted
to suspend classes for two days. Students had hoped for
more. They are told the faculty will review the situation
In two days.

After more bickering about semantics and issues,
students vote 1054 to 141 to strike. Students linger to find
out how long the strike will last, but debate passes on to
other issues. The Advocate describes the waning
moments of the meeting: "1:10 AM—Stagnocracy,
mutters one frustrated onlooker. An ambiguous strike
led by an unknown group for an unclear reason, says
another. 1:15 AM—A number of disgruntled radical
freshmen leave through conveniently placed windows.
1: 18AM—The Record reporters turn their attention to a
nearby dog."
Those who lasted until 1: 45 AM discovered they had

approved three "demands." In addition to a call for

Immediate U.S. withdrawal from Vietnam, the
audience demanded an end to government racism and
repression of dissidents. As the Advocate noted, "The
college was now on strike against the war, political

repression, and racism."

Faculty end classes
By now It is Tjjesday, May 5.

A few diehards return to Chapin the next morning to
organize the strike. They plan road trips to Bennington,
Skldmore, and the Five-College area to help those stu-
dents with their own strikes.

Wednesday afternoon the faculty has its own mara-
thon meeting to decide the fate of the remainder of the
year, Including finals.

English professor Fred Stocking is a vehement sup-
porter of the strike, reports The Advocate. "We just
can't go on with the usual routine," he says. "This Is

more important. The students I've talked to are
troubled. These aren't bomb-throwing kids. They're
standing around puzzled, kind of humble . . . History has
given us the strike. I think we've got to take the
chance." The faculty finally vote to cancel classes for
the remainder of the year. Students have the option of
completing their work now or waiting until the begin-
ning of next year. Seniors may choose a grade of
"Pass" in their courses.
The decision, which Is read to students gathered in

Chapin, is met by a confused silence until translated
into understandable terms by one professor. Some stu-

dents are still unclear, and, as the Record reports, "the
next half hour (is) spent in Insignificant questions and
petty complaints about the proposal."
At this point, history professor Robert G. L. Walte

makes history by jumping up and exclaiming; "We
applaud our common effort to end this bloody war. Let's
be through with this chickenshlt and get on with it."

And the strike begins.

Williams goes from academic institution to center for
political action. Seeley House is christened "Strike Cen-
ter" and committees upon committee upon subcommit-
tee forms to handle various projects. Groups of
students write congressmen and political leaders while
others canvas the area or write alumni. Strike organiz-
ers fan out to other campuses to keep lines of communi-
cation oi)en.

The college looks like a campaign headquarters two
days before an election; typewriters, telephones,
mimeograph machines and messengers are busy 24
hours a day. Spring Weekend is largely ignored, except
by the incoming, confused dates. Even the annual trivia

contest Is cancelled.

Suddenly, the whole thing runs out of gas. The strike's

most ardent supporters head for Washington to take
part In anti-war rallies and marches, leaving the strike
in the hands of the less committed. At the same time the
pause for Peace Movement, a favorite campus cause,
folds overnight.

Led by political science professor George Marcus,
the National Pause for Peace Coalition pushes for a
national, hour-long work stoppage at some appointed
time, lack of union support, not to mention lack of funds,
dash that dream in a matter of days.
DlssIUusIonment and fatigue set In on campus. The

students are working long, hard hours with little or no
results. Not surprisingly, those hours dwindle to almost
nothing.

Many frustrated students turn to partying. When the
Washington delegation returns, most of the students
are too deep in apathy to rouse themselves again. Many
leave for home and, quietly, the school year ends.
A few of the most dedicated students remain on cam-

pus through the summer to continue the spring's activi-
ties. They publish a few progress reports, but become
disillusioned as most students fall to keep In touch.

Fall rolls around and the strike Is now a thing of the
past, discussed In retrospect. Williams feels like home
again as everyone's mind Is once more turned towards
academics, particularly last spring's Incomplete work.
The war did not end, little was changed. The Issues

are old and there Is too much work to do and not enough
time left over for politics. Williams Is back to normal.

I
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A goose and A. J.
Continued from Page 2

ordering beer at the Log, and
eating brunch at Dodd.
Freshmen could be seen every-

where at the Daiquiri party last

Saturday night, participating in

all of the traditional entertain-

ment. Yes, they were dancing,

drinking and having a blast. A
casualty list will be released by
the Freshman Council some
time this week. Wow! We need
more geese. Napoleon Is the

greatest pet act on campus
since Ben, the puppy In 1980 who
found the cutting room floor

when he hobbled behind
Anthony Hopkins and Bo Derek
during the filming of ' 'A Change
of Seasons" in the freshman
quad and left a reminder of his

previous night's repast of Alpo.

The Deans have often attemp-

ted to outlaw dogs and cats on
campus, but a goose has never

been an issue. It gives us char-

acter, it gives us style, and
maybe it will give us eggs . .

.

4.) The football team just

might be really good.

In the spring BobOdell looked
glum. He had lost 22 senior star-

ters to graduation, and two
prospective freshman linemen
had been lost to the Ivy League.
In short, things looked bleak.

Now, four months later, the

squad has beaten the Dart-

mouth J.V. and there is cause
for some optimism. Both quar-

terbacks, Scott Garaljedlan and
B.J. Connolly, are proving to be
experienced leaders.

Sophomore running back Ted
Thomas is back, and he looks

ready to pick up where he did
last season. Halfback Sean
Crotty is another factor. He's in

the greatest shape of his Willi-

ams career. Receiver Mark
Hummon Is a sure bet to please,

and tight end Paul Coleman's
hands have been excellent.

Andy Robison and Bernle
Krause anchor the offensive

line and Gary Stosz has
switched from offense to

defense as well as from tame to

threatening as a football player.

Timmy Curran anchors a
secondary that may hold all the
marbles for the Ephs this

season.

But win or lose. It will be a
great season. We'll all get drunk
at the games, Andy Craln will

lead our undefeated and alco-

holically induced Moocow Band
into battle, and Dick Farley will

lose his voice. In short, all is

well at Weston Field. Which
brings me back to . . .

5.) I miss A. J. Moor
I'm not sure why. Take my

word for it.

Welcome to Williams Sale

40% off QUILTS & Comforters
30% off Selected Towels

— also —
Ex-Long & Reg SHEETS
Comforter Cases
Window Shelf

Rugs &
/^ Much More

at

your

Upstairs
GIFTS 8 LINENS

115 Water Street

Wllliatnstown, Mass.

OPEN 7 DAYS 458-8485

WELCOME AND
WELCOME BACK!

The Log will be open
every night this week
except Sunday.

STUDENTS, FACULTY &
GUESTS MOST WELCOME
Please remember to

bring your College ID'S

1 m^t(m

TOM RALYS
SILVERSMITH

fHE
irz s?'? 2:j)\
'jLa''>gi..i^.s_i\j

For A Fine Selection Of Handcrafted

Gold, Silver & Brass Jewelcry

I I 5 Water St.. Williamstown, Mass.

458-3270

Fahey Beverage Co., Inc.

and
The Miller Brewing Co.

Introduce Your
Miller Campus Representatives

Steve Epstein x6279

Sue Ressel x6693

CALL THEM FOR
MILLER, LITE and LOWENBRAU

CNR£

ACTIVEWEAR

ercujb

way out /

front... '

gel inioiKfi'un and
Stay in the ieaa

witti Career Glut)

activeMsar <i*>e

tH(s handsome
combination
ol lieece imed
logging panis

and iippe- Iront

jacket wiiti hoc^p

it s jusi one of

many retaled

separates
select your
coordinated set

today"

PANTS SHOO
TOP $21.00

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY RECORDS

nn-n-iOL.oGV

DIANA ROSS
andtheSUPflEIUES

If you're looking for music, try us. All regular catalog albums and tapes are discounted,

and major new releases are on sale. We specialize in cutout LPs (overstock or out-of-

print), with thousands of bargains like

Bruce Springsteen "The Wild, The Innocent" $4.99

The Clash (1st LP; import) 4.99

Bonnie Raitt "Homeplate" 3.99
Tom Petty & The Heartbreakers (1st 2 LPs) 3.99
Alan Parsons Project "Tales of Mystery" 3.99

Garcia (out-of-print 2nd album) 3.99

Jerry Lee Lewis (definitive 4 LP box set) 7.99

We stock plenty of reggae, with deals like Peter Tosh "Equal Rights" and Culture

'International Herb" for $3.99. A complete new wave section, including rare Joy
Division stuff. The best assortment of jazz and blues cutouts north of Boston, An
excellent line of import classical LPs at $3.49. Blanktapes; accessories; guitar strings;

etc. We also buy and sell used records.

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY RECORDS

131 Water St. open 10:00-6:00 458-5229
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The Record Store
itDISCOUNT RECORDINGS"

Authorized RADIO SHACK Dealer

Speaker Wire

FM Antennas

Fuses

Stereo Systems

Tape Recorders

Headphones

AM/FM Clock Radios

Telephones

Strobe Lites

Record Player Needles

Microphones

Guitar Strings

DISCWASHER
Record Cleaning

Systems

Power Strips

Telephone Answering

service

Flash Lites

Blank Tape

Carrying Cases

Multitester

Patch Cords

TRS80 Computers

Car Stereo

T-V Hookup

Guitar Cords

Tool Kits

AC/DC Adapters

FM Amplifiers

FM Boosters

FM Converters

Smoke Alarm

Timer

Dimmer Switches

Battery Chargers

Weather Radios

Telephone Hookup

Microphone Cable

r

K-TEL

LPs&
Cassettes

BATTERIES
Alkaline, Nickel, Carbon

Watch, Calculator

Camera

"Hard to find Sizes"

20 Weekly

ALBUM SPECIALS
Best Sellers

by Top Artists

BLANK TAPE
Cassette

Reel to Reel

8-Trk

TDK

BARGAIN
Record Dept.

Cut-out &

Overstock LPs

from

$1?3

CLASSICAL
Cassette Tapes

from

$5J99

4

AUTHORIZED SONY DEALER
AM/FM Cassette Box CFS400 - Special $134?^

Eph's Alley

Off Spring Street

458-5418

We Stock Recordings

For All The Williams

Music Courses

AMERICAN EXPRESS
MASTER CARD

VISA

Monday - Saturday — 10 - 5:30
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News Briefs
Trustee

named
Jean Bernhard Buttner of

Piedmont, Calif., has been
named to a five-year term on
the College Board of Trustees.

Buttner is vice president of

the Buttner Companies, which
consist of ComPath, one of the
largest distributors of private
terminal equipment in the Uni-
ted States, and Coastcom, a
manufacturer of microwave
digital equipment. She Is also on
the Board of Directors of Arnold
Bernhard and Co., Inc., publish-
ers of the Value Line Invest-
ment Survey.

A graduate of Vassar College,

Buttner's Interest in Williams
spans several generations. She
Is the daughter of Arnold Bern-
hard, a 1925 graduate of Willi-

ams, and the mother of Ned
Buttner, a junior at Williams.

Buttner received training as a

Montessorl Teacher at the Col-

lege of Notre Dame, and was
formerly a director of the Ber-

keley, Calif., Montessorl
School, and on the board of the

Emma WlUard School In Troy,

N.Y. She is currently on the

Board of Trustees of College

Preparatory School in Oaldand,
Calif., and was a member of the

Piedmont Board of Education
from 1976-80, serving as its

President during the last year of

her term.

Buttner attended the
Harvard-Radcllffe Program of

Business Administration, and is

on the Executive Committee of

the Harvard Business School
Alumni Board of Directors of

Northern California. She is

former president of the Bay
Area Vassar Club, and has done
admissions interviewing for

Vassar, Harvard College and
Harvard Business School.

Stewart

promoted
Henry M. Stewart, who was

Data Base Administrator at the

College's Computer and Data
Processing Center, has been
promoted to Associate Director

of Data Systems.

In his new position, Stewart
will assume supervision of the

work of other programmers in

addition to continuing with his

own programming responsibili-

ties. He will also be in charge of

f
Football preview-

Continued from Page 10

"green" defensive front.

Seniors Tim Curran and
Tomas Alejandro return in the
defensive backfield. Alejan-
dro's championship sprinting

speed gives him an added
advantage.

Rebound season
This is the first year that the

Ephmen have not been defend-

ing Little Three Champions
since 1971, Odell's first year.

Also, Williams had the dis-

tinction last year of being the
only team to beat Middlebury,
the undisputed New England
small college champion. The
Panthers will be looking for

hearty vengeance on Sept. 25
when Williams opens its season
at Middlebury.

CLASSIFIEDS

OWN YOUR OWN JEAN-
SPORTSWEAR, Infant-Preteenor
Ladies Apparel Store. Offering all

nationally known brands such as
Jordache, Chic, Lee, Levi, Van-
derbilt, Calvin Klein, Wrangler
over 200 other brands. $7,900 to

$16,500 includes beginning
inventory, airfare for one to

dance studio. All Interested in

joining please attend.

CHILDCARE: Team of 2 women
wanted 3 weekday mornings,
except Tuesdays, from 9-12. For
twin boys 19 months old. Call

Joan Wyer 458-5474.

PART TIfvIE EMPLOYEE wanted
Fashion Center, training, fixtures,-^, to put up posters on campus now
grand opening~promotions. Call /and during 1982-83. 2-10 hours-
Mr. Kostecky (501) 327-8031. /month, $4.50/hr. Send name,

FIRST MEETING of the Williams
address, phone no., class yr., etc.

College Dance Society will take '° '^'- ''enton, 152 Temple St.,

place Wed., Sept. 15 at 7 pm in the '*^°''' New Haven, CT 06510.

THE
LEMON
TREE

Tn
Route 7

1.6 mile* south of

the Williams

campus
458-8520

Mon.-Sal.

10-5

Gifts

Accessories

Apparel

internal training and education,

and Involved in recommenda-
tions concerning the acquisition

of new hardward and software

for the Computer Center's Uni-

vac 1100/60 system.

Stewart received a bachelor's

degree from the State Univer-

sity of New York at Plattsburgh

in 1969 and an M.S. degree from
the University of Southwestern

Louisiana in 1971. He has also

taken a series of short courses

at the Sperry Unlvac Education

Center focusing on data base

concepts, design and program-
ming.

Before coming to Williams in

1978, Stewart taught mathemat-
ics and computer science at the

Woodstock School In India, the

City College of Chicago and the

University of Maryland's Euro-

pean Division.

Stewart is a lecturer in com-
puter science in the continuing

education program at North
Adams State College, and also

does Independent consulting for

local firms. As Chairman of the

Data Base Administrative Com-
mittee of Sperry Univac's
national users group, Stewart

has been responsible for organ-

izing and evaluating data base
seminars.

New staffers join Admissions
Williams has an-

nounced three personnel
changes effective imme-
diately in the College's
admissions office. Thomas
H. Parker, a 1969 Williams
graduate, was promoted to

associate director, Maureen
E. Walsh was named an
assistant director, and Bev-
erly D. Stevens was
appointed office manager.

After graduating from Wil-

liams, Parker taught for

three years at Detroit Coun-
try Day School. He got his

master of arts in teaching
degree from Harvard in 1973

and then became an adminis-
trator and teacher at Marsh-
field (Mass.) High School.

After seven years there,

Parker came to Williams in

1980 as an assistant director
of admissions. He is married
to Jeanie Parker and lives in

\yilliamstown with their
three children, Emille, aged
seven, and twins Katie and

Beth, aged three.

Walsh is a 1979 graduate of

Wesleyan University where
she was an admissions intern

during her senior year. She
taught English for a year at

Phillips Andover Academy
before spending two years as

both an admissions officer

and English teacher at

Groton School. She is cur-

rently a Master of Arts in

Liberal Studies degree can-

didate at Dartmouth College.

Stevens, as office man-
ager, will be responsible for

coordinating the material
which pours into the admis-
sions office from nearly 5000

applicants each year and the

information which flows
from admissions to the other

sections of the College. A 1964

graduate of Wheaton Col-

lege, Stevens lives in Willi-

amstown with her husband
Lauren R. Stevens and three
children Rebecca, 15; Jef-

frey, 13; and Jennifer, 4.

Your choice of 85 calendars

with more coming in.

. enzi s

COLLEGE BOOK STORE, INC
WILLIAMSTOWN. MASS 01267

WELCOME BACK

Labatt's

Krakus

IMPORTED BEER

$11.g9/case

$2.99/6-pk

DOMESTIC BEER

from $6.95—$11.OO/case

WINE
1975 German Auslese

$5.49/750 ml.

Special Offer from Kodak Labs!

Buy two,
get another FREE!

KODAK Color Enlargements make great
gifts and dazzling decorations! Display

your favorite pictures—add a dramatic
touch to any room— in big, bigger or big-

gest sizes; from 5" x 7" to 16" x 24". With
the holidays coming soon, now's the per-

fect time to save on these thoughtful

presents for friends and relatives and get
quality In the bargain,

Order your KODAK Color Enlargements
from 126-, 135-. 127-, 620-, 110-, or disc film

formats. Cropping is available from many
color slides or negatives.

Hurry, offer ends October 27, 1982.

' Eastman Kodak Company. 1<?82

JJarb
I narmaclits, ^nc.

Spring Street

The Purple Pub
Bank Street

3

Monday
Draft Beer Night

Pabst Beer 64 oz.

pitchers $1.50

7 pm - 12 midnight

Tuesday
Prime Time
(reduced prices)

Wednesday

Watch RECORD
for specials.

Thursday
Vodka Night
Any Vodka drink
$1.00

Friday

Lunch special

Beer and Deli

Sandwich with I.D.

$2.25

Sunday

Open at 1:00

Pitchers ot Bloody
Marys for $5.00

NOTE: Lunch served Monday-Saturday 11:30-2:00 p.m.

Best Deli in town!
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Williams oarswomen win national medals this summer
Unlike other Williams sports which

measure success by the Little Three or
small college standards, the women's
crew continues to place oarswomen on
the top level of American crew.
Hope Blgelow, a member of the

women's crew, won a gold medal this

summer at the National Sports Festival
In the four-with-coxswain rowing event.
Another member of last spring's varsity
crew, Janet Harmon, was In the same
race, giving Williams two of the 16 com-
petitors in that event.

Held this year in Indianapolis, the
National Sports Festival is staged in non-
Olympic years by the U.S. Olympic Com-
mittee for American athletes. The
festival this year included 33 team sports
and individual events with 2,600 athletes,

most of whom are in training for the 1984

Olympics.
Bigelow's rise to the level of an

Olympic-hopeful oarswoman has come
with less than a year's experience. As a
sophomore last year, she began rowing
in the fall under the direction ofwoman's
coach George Marcus. By the spring sea-

son, she had earned a position in the var-

sity boat and attracted the attention of

national team coaches.
A resident of Houston, Blgelow was

rowing for the South. Harmon, who lives

in Wayland, Mass., rowed for the North.

Both were in the 1982 Williams women's
crew which went to the finals of the Dad
Vail Regatta in Philadelphia, the largest

collegiate regatta in the world. Harmon
was then Invited to the Olympic Develop-
ment Camp which led to her appearance
at the National Sports Festival.

Olympic hopeful

Harmon rowed for four years at Willi-

ams and graduated with a degree in psy-

chology in May. With her experience in

the development camp and the festival,

Harmon is also a likely prospect for the

1984 Olympic Games in Los Angeles.

Two other rowers won a silver medal
at the Women's National Crew Cham-
pionships held in June on Lake Wara-
maug in New Preston, Conn.
The Lightweight Pair of Gary Gaunt

'83 and Nicole Faulkner '84, practiced

together in a pair for only two weeks

preceding their silver medal perfor-

mance. Earlier in the year Faulkner and

Gaunt were members of the Junior Var-

sity eight that won a gold medal at the

Dad Vail Regatta.

Winning attitude

Their coach, Dinnie Sloman, says the

lightweight pair began training for the

Nationals feeling that all they wanted
was to row for a couple more weeks. By
the time those two weeks had elapsed,

Sloman says that "not only had their

rowing prowess Improved, but they had
acquired winning attitudes. They
entered the Nationals thinking that they

could win." Sloman graduated from Wil-

liams in 1980 after stroking the men's
eight which went to the Henley Regatta
in England.
Faulkner and Gaunt finished third in

the final, behind a pair from the Potomac
River Development Camp of Washing-
ton, D.C. and the current Lightweight
National Champions from Canada. The
Canadian crew was not eligible for a U.S.

medal, so the Williamstown Boat Club
pair took home the silver medal.

Three other boats of Williams women
competed at the Nationals. Class of 1982
graduates, Kaja Kool, and Harmon
rowed in the Elite Pair, which Head
Coach George Marcus says is the tough-
est event because it is the proving ground
for potential National Team members.
As one of only two entrants without at
least one current member of the
National Team, the pair got past the first
heat but was eliminated in their second
race.

The selection of Harmon and Blgelow
for national team attention continues a
pattern of Williams women emerging as
national-class oarswomen. Nancy
Storrs, a 1975 graduate, and Susan Tut-
tle, a 1977 graduate, are both current
members of the National Team.

A handful of other Williams women
have been invited to the Development
and Olympic Selection Camps over the
years, including Dixie Rhodes, '76, who
was on the National Sculling (rowing
with two oars apiece instead of one)
Team in 1975.

(Farley)

Sophomore Ted Thomas hopes to pick up where he left off against Amherst last year

Inexperienced squad

Ephmen topple Dartmouth
Despite the loss of 19 starters

from last year's squad, the foot-
ball team has shown promise in
its pre-season work.

The Ephmen crushed the
Dartmouth J.V. 27-14 on Satur-
day in Hanover, N.H. Passing
was the key to the Williams
offense, as quarterbacks Scott
Garabedlan '83 and B.J. Con-
nolly '84 completed 12 of 14
passes for 136 yards and all four
Williams touchdowns.

Both quarterbacks went six-

for-seven, with Garabedlan
throwing for three TD's, and
Connolly throwing 92 yards,

including a 47 yard touchdown
pass to Paul Coleman '85.

Less than ten seniors will he

starting this year, as compared
to 17 last year. The inexperience

shows especially on the offen-

sive line and the defensive front

seven.

Odell optimistic

Head Coach Bob Odell, how-

ever, is optimistic about the

team. "We're farther ahead
than where I anticipated we'd
be," he said after the Dart-
mouth game.

"This was our first eleven-on-
eleven except for about five
minutes on Thursday," Odell
said, "and I have to be pleased
with what we did."

Williams jumped out to an
early lead in the Dartmouth
game, scoring 14 points in the
first quarter. Garabedlan threw
passes to tight end John
McCarthy '84 and a 16 yard pass
to fullback Sean Crotty '84.

Dartmouth came back with
one touchdown in the second
quarter, but the Ephmen coun-
tered with Connolly's bomb to

Coleman at the close of the half.

A Garabedlan toss to running
back Jeff Congdon '84 finished
out the Williams scoring in the
third quarter. The Green added
a final touchdown in the fourth
quarter.

All the scores except the Cole-

man bomb were off short drives

coming after turnovers. Dart-
mouth fumbled four times.

Q.B. battle

Garabedlan and Connolly are
fighting It out for the quarter-
back spot, with Ted Thomas '85

the only sure starter in the

backfield. Thomas had 270
yards last year vs. Amherst and
Wesleyan.

Senior co-captain Andy Robi-
son and Bernie Krause '84 are
the starting tackles. The other
line positions will be filled by
players with little varsity
experience.

The defense also lacks expe-
rience, especially with the
recent loss of senior linebacker
Mike Hawkins for academic
reasons.

The defensive line will be
anchored by seniors John
Kowalik (a rtj-captaln) and
Gary Pfaff. Both have been
starting since their sophomore
year. Their experience will be
badly needed amidst the

Continued on Page 9

Cross Country opens
promising '82 season

by Lyman Casey

The 1982 season promises to

be a banner year for the Men's
Cross-Country team. Last
year's top five runners return.

Added to that is junior co-

captain Bo Parker, who was
away last year and is a good bet
to go to the Nationals this year if

he stays healthy.

Also back are juniors John
Nelson, last year's number one
harrier, Brian Angle, who is

coming off a fine track season,
and senior co-captaln Lyman
Casey.

Vying for spots on the varsity
are seniors Dan Riley and Stev^
Caguiat and junior Bennett Yort
as well as a promising group of
freshmen which includes high
school standout Ian Brzezinski.
Further bolstering the Ephs

lineup is the beloved mascot
BEAR, whom the team will try
to protect this season.

Coach Peter Farwell encour-
ages everyone interested to

come watch the opening home
meet against Middlebury on
Saturday, Sept. 18 at 1: 00 in the

Science Quad.

Booters seek improved
scoring with veteran squad

With 16 returning lettermen and his strongest recruiting year,
Head Soccer Coach Mike Russo can afford to be optimistic.

The defense has been the strong point since Russo's arrival in

1979 and will probably continue to be this season. Senior Aytac
Apaydan holds down the back four from his center back position.
Returning seniors Kris Strohben and Willie Stern hold down the
wing back positions.

Junior John Campbell will be moving from midfield to the
sweeper back position to direct the defense. The goalkeeplng posi-
tion is being hotly contested between two sophomore standouts,
Ken Rhodes and Ted Murphy.

Many players are competing for the three midfield positions.
Seniors Rob Kusel, Mark Koenig, and Eric Smith return, as do
sophomores Mike Sullivan and Dan Aramlnl. Also, Marty White, a
key performer from the 1980 Williams squad is back after one year
away.

The problem last year was scoring, but there Is reason to
expect better this year. The^oal scoring will come from sophomore
Doug McKenney and seniors Jeff Sutton and Dave Nassar. Fresh-
man Jeff McEvoy, an AH-American from Duxbury (Mass.) High
School, will be counted on to bolster the productivity of the forward
line.

Other freshmen who Russo will watch closely are Paul Willi-
amson, a 6'3", 190 lbs. striker and Mark Schroeder, a midfielder.

Scrimmage victories

The steadfast defense and improved scoring have already sur-
faced in the scrimmages Williams has played thus far. The Eph-
men played Albany State twice last week, beating them 4-0 and 1-0.
Murphy and Rhodes split both games and sophomore John Pier
scored in both contests.

The team opens Its regular season a week from today at home
against R.P.L at 4:00 p.m. on Cole Field.

R.P.I, is a new addition to this year's schedule as are Clark
University and Siena.
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Dewey left holding the bag
Coussoule - Dewey
split leaves store

without key cog
Last summer's settlement of the Renzl-Dewey

textbook feud received a blow with the recent
departure of George Coussoule from Joseph
Dewey's Williams Bookstore. A personal dispute
between Coussoule and Dewey was cited as the
reason.

Coussoule, who formerly handled all textbook
orders for Renzi's Bookstore, was to have been a
partner In Dewey's store, with Dewey and Cous-
soule compensating Renzl for his textbook rights.

"I have no comment on advice from my lawyer,"
said Coussoule of his departure. Dewey had no
comment either.

The Administration emphasized that Cous-
soule's departure would not adversely affect the

settlement. "The partnership dissolved before It

got off the ground," said College Treasurer Wil-

liam Reed. "I don't see it as a problem . . . Joe
Dewey operated half the textbook business him-
self before—now he'll just have to hire some more
help." Reed added that the financial arrange-
ments will not change.

New committee!

Some faculty, however, expressed concern
based on Coussoule' s reputed expertise In the

textbook business.

"I was sick and tired of being drawn Into this

controversy against my will," said Chairman of

the Political Science Department Kurt Tauber. "I

was doubly exhilarated by the settlement and the

news that George would join Joe Dewey . . . but
now I don't know."
"I'm simply anxious that we provide the best

service at the best price," said history professor

Charles Dew. "I've always dealt with George,

and I wonder how things will go without him."

Dew has been asked by Dean of the College

Daniel O'Connor to be a member of an ad-hoc

faculty-student committee being formed to moni-

tor the bookstore situation.

Monopoly abuse?

"This (committee) Is something we've done

before," said O'Connor. "It lapsed last year, and

we're getting it going again now." The commit-
tee's purpose is to monitor the situation through

monthly meetings and provide suggestions for

improved service, according to O'Connor. He
mentioned pre-reglstratlon as one area of con-

cern to him. Students taking pre-reglstration

seriously would do more good than any other

measure," he said, noting that fluctuations in

class size at short notice often lead to book prob-

lems. "The price of freedom Is some chaos in book

orders," said O'Connor.

College Council Vice-President Jay Ward '84

said that the Council will solicit student applica-

tions for the committee shortly. ' 'There Is a poten-

tial for abuse In this monopoly situation," said

Ward. "It's the job of the College Council to over-

see it."

Both administration and faculty generally felt

that the book-buying rush went smoothly this

semester. "I haven't heard of any problems from
students," said Tauber. Reed agreed. "I think It

went pretty well this year," he said.

Jack the Ripper revisited in lecture
by David Kleit and Lucy Lytle

The mention of "Jack the
Ripper" traditionally brings to

mind the image of a man lurk-

ing in the shadows with an
upheld bloodstained knife. Pro-
fessor Judith Walkowitz, author
of Prostitution and Victorian
Society: Women, Class, and tlie

State, asserted in her Thursday
night lecture, "Jack the Ripper
and the Myth of Male Violence,

'

'

that the sensationallzatlon of his

crimes promoted the male domi-
nation of women in 19th century
England.

Walkowitz maintained that
the most enduring legacy of the
Ripper myth Is the promotion of
"female passivity in the face of
male violence." Jack the

Ripper, as police dubbed the

mysterious murderer, made,
headlines in 1887 for the brutal

slayings and dismemberments
of five prostitutes in the White-
chapel area of London's notor-

ious East End. Walkowitz noted
that newspaper articles about
the subject were "sensational-

ist and melodramatic, with a tl-

tilatlng sex script." He soon
became a media hero, and the

grisly details of the case
attracted widespread attention.

Male Violence
"There were five prevalent

theories as to the identity of

Jack. He was either a mad doc-
tor, a religious fanatic, an erotic

scientific sociologist, an upper
class pervert, or a woman,"
said Walkowitz.

During the time of the slay-
ings women were restricted to
their homes and church. The
murders quickly became "a
focus for social anxieties and
fantasies" as the popular press
intensified women's terror by
featuring a sketch of "a woman
frightened to death by a Jack
the Ripper Impersonator" on
the cover of the Police Illus-

trated News.

In general, women offered lit-

tle collective resistance to male
intimidation, even when private
reenactments of the Ripper
case were played out in their
own homes. Walkowitz des-
cribed Incidents In which dis-

gruntled husbands threatened
their wives, saying "I'll White-

Continued on Page 7

Prolettor of Phllo*ophy Buddy Karelis was a prim* mover In the eltort to

toughen Phi Beta Kappa's admission standards.

(Lane)

Tougher Standards

Phi Beta Kappa votes

to halve membership
by Jim Peak

Following action by last

year's Williams Phi Beta Kappa
members, the College's chapter

of the honor society tightened Its

membership requirements
beginning with the Class of 1984.

Last May the College's chap-

ter voted to stiffen the eligibility

requirement for juniors from
the top ten percent of the class to

the top five percent, as mea-
sured by cumulative class rank.

The election at the end of the

senior year will be limited to the

top 12.5 percent of the class, cut

back from the 25 percent elected

in previous years.

Changes a "local initiative"

Chapter president and philo-

sophy professor Charles Karelis

emphasized that the action was
a "local initiative" on the part

of last year's members.

"The members wanted to

bring criteria for election at

Williams more nearly in line

with criteria at comparable
schools," Karelis said. Last

year's chapter officers
researched the percentage of

students admitted at Amherst,
Wesleyan, Harvard, Yale, and
similar colleges and universi-

ties. Although the percentage of

students eligible differed from
school to school, the percen-

tages cluster around Williams'

new standards.

Karelis explained that
members of the College chapter

were "concerned lest this honor

be misinterpreted by people

who did not know the difference

between the standards of Willi-

ams and those of other schools
. '

'

Most of last year's members
supported the changes.

Reaction among the junior

class was not so positive. "I

think that half is too drastic a
cut," protested Mark Belem-
jian. "Taking the top 25 percent

takes away some of the honor,

but I don't think It's fair to come
in with certain expectations and
have them cut away from under
you." Belemjian said he would
have preferred something more
gradual.

Karln Miller said she "would
be against It if it made competi-

tion for grades worse."

Grade consciousness

Karelis doubts that the new
standards will have any notice-

able effect on students' grade
consciousness.

"If we had lowered the guide-

lines for entering Phi Beta
Kappa, I do not think it would
have made grade consciousness
less of a problem," he said.

"Conversely our raising of the

standards probably will not

have much effect in the other

direction."
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Good neighbor policy
Last week's annual Black and White party at Dodd House was

closed early because of a complaint from a town resident. The problem
of student noise in an otherwise peaceful town is a recurring issue Some
possible solutions

:

—Construct a large isolation dome over Dodd and its surrounding
houses

—Outfit each partygoer with individual Walkman headphones
—Hold parties only at central locations like the library or the chapel
—Understand each other's needs
The last suggestion is the only reasonable solution. The Black and

White was not an unusually loud party. Students understand that they
are part of the larger community and that most of the area's residents
neither keep student hours nor follow student lifestyles. We must all try
to remain considerate of our neighbors.

At the same time, the local community must understand that stu-
dents need the release provided by dance parties. Parties on the scale of
the Black and White occur infrequently (all too infrequently). Party-
goers usually obey the rules of neighborly goodwill. So please, neigh-
bors, bear with us. Allow students a few hours per month of
entertainment.

Restoring the honor
Williams is a distinguished school, but until recently the guidelines

for our Phi Beta Kappa chapter have undermined the chapter's pres-
tige. One fourth of the graduating class gained the honor, more than
twice the percentage of similar schools. Now these standards are suita-
blv more rigorous.

A Phi Beta Kappa key at most schools is an indication that a student
has done exceedingly well-usually that he or she has finished in the top
ten percent of the class. With new membership guidelines for the Col
lege s chapter, a Williams key will merit the respect that the honor
garners at other colleges.

As with any narrowing of academic honor requirements, there aresome students who feel cheated because their class was the first "vic-
tim of the new guidelines. Students who fall just short of Phi BetaKappa membership, though, can still achieve academic distinction by
graduating run, lau,h. pursuing honors projects, or competing for themany academic prizes that the College offers

th.tTl!°'^
'^^°,^'"^

^l^""^^^
*° ^^' ^^^^ '^^PP^ ^3" take pride in knowing

that they are elected under guidelines that are as rigorous as any com
parable college.

QUOTATION OF THE WEEK

"In case of ernvr^cncy. break f(lass."

note slipped in Peer Healtli contraceptive display

Sights in a ^bamboo hospital'

English lessons

fight despair

in Cambodian

refugee camp

by Melanie Thompson

Every morning at 5: 30 the Thai army
begins its day with loud cadences-
marching songs and the nati^onal
anthem. The international volunteers
start their day with a cold shower and a
ride in a Red Cross van 20 miles up a road
paralleling the Cambodian border.
This past summer I was one of the 70

Americans hired by the International
Rescue Committee to work in Khao I

Dang Holding Center in Thailand. This
refugee camp houses about 40,000 anti-

communist, "free Cambodian" refu-
gees. It is situated about five miles from
the border, within earshot of periodic
conflicts among the Khmer Seri guerril-
las, the Vietnamese occupation troops,
and forces loyal to the Cambodian com-
munist leader, Pol Pot. Many mornings I

imagined I heard thunder, which seemed
unusual because the sun was always
shining. Then someone explained it was
mortar fire and mines exploding.
As the truck enters Khao I Dang, hav-

ing passed through three military check-
points, it stops in front of the plain
barnlike bamboo hospital compound and
Is surrounded by a multitude of Khmer
children trying to earn a small change by
selling local handcrafts.

Rampant disease
Although months of international food

and medical assistance have worked
miracles, volunteers are still confronted
by a heart-breaking regiment of mala-
dies seldom seen in the United States.
Malaria, cholera, dehydration, malnu-
trition, tuberculosis, leprosy, worms and
gangrene infections are common. Other
non-medical difficulties are omnipres-
ent: staff limitations, communications
barriers between refugees and staff
members.
My job was to teach medical English to

those Khmer helpers who acted as
nurses' aides, pharmacists and order-
lies. The refugees had to learn to take
blood pressure, give injections, aid in
operations and diagnose a variety of dis-
eases. I also taught them how to treat dis-
eases, either with the limited supply of
medicine available in camp or with
plants found in the forests of Southeast
Asia.

Saving lives
One of my students writes to me, "I

like very much to learn Medical course
because I think it will have a good knowl-
edge in the future to save several people
who have serious infection like preg-
nancy, delivery, stomach ache, etc . .

."

Mrs. Yoeum Vanna, 30 years old, had
eight in her family but is now a widow
and lives alone. She works in the obstet-
rics ward helping the busy midwives.
Certain sights remained with me. A

woman in her early twenties lies on one
of the beds—a thin straw mat spread
across a plywood board suspended on a
rusty frame. Her face is pale; she is suf-
fering from a combination of Beri-Berl
(serious vitamin B deficiency), internal
bacterial infection and high fever.

Hidden land mine
On another cot a youngman bears pain

with typical Cambodian stoicism. He has
walked on a hidden land mine while try-

ing to cross the Thai border in search of
food, he tells an interpreter, and he wor-
ries about his family who are still in

Cambodia, waiting for him.
My students have shared with me their

hopes, fears, past experiences and their
present lives. Mr. Tang Khl works in the
rehabilitation ward, is about 21 and was
in my interpreter's class. He expresses

"I imagined I heard
thunder . . . someone
explained it was mortar
fire and mines

exploding."

himself simply and honestly: "When I
meet the patient I remind my family was
lost by war fire. Before I live here, I
suffer a lot of difficulty In my life. Why,
because in that time my country make
me homeless. Live in the wild jungle—
when people have diseases, always die,
no medicine. Had more hard work to do
every day

. . . no freedom. In last I
escaped from Cambodia and reached
Thailand to find freedom and humanism.
I wish I can live in peace country In
future time. I don't like to meet the war
once; it is very terrible."
These imprisoned yet kind, respectful,

hopeful refugees are very grateful for
every bit of help we give them and for
whatever assistance we bestow on them.
When someone asks me if it was worth
the effort, and whether the Khmer refu-
gees deserve our attention and support I
simply show them a letter: "Very happy
when I first saw farang (foreigners, usu-
ally Americans) ... but before I finish I
wish the god help the farang, all the
farang who have heloed the Khmer refu-
gees become fine all the time "

Eat Your Toyota
by Peter Frost

As our annual trade deficit with Japan
rises from $16 billion dollars a year to a
projected $25 billion, calls for a protec-

tionist trade policy can be expected to

Increase. Labor Day speakers in our own
beloved Plttsfleld this fall have already
argued that "It's about time the govern-
ment of this country started taking care
of Its own citizens first. I'm tired of hear-

ing how proficient the Japanese worker
is . . , Sometimes I wonder who won the

Second World War." Meanwhile news-
papers have splashed across the country
photographs of an angry unemployed
auto-worker holding aloft a placard
which says simply, "Eat Your Toyota."

Contrary to belief . . .

Like most simple solutions, this gut

level call for protectionism is based on a
good deal of factual misinformation. For
example:

(1) Japanese wages are not low. Cer-

tainly there are a large numlier of explo-

ited workers, particularly women who
are expected to work for only a few years
at low rates before marrying and t)ecom-

Ing mothers. Yet a recent article in one of

Japan's top magazines has claimed that

in real, after tax, take-home pay, Japa-
nese blue collar workers get one-and-a-

half to two times US wages. I wouldn't go
that far, but neither would I look to cheap
wages as the source of our trade deficits

with Japan.

(2) Japanese don't dump exports.

While the 55-fold increase in the Japa-

nese economy since the 1950's has
obviously greatly expanded the volume
of Japanese exports sold in this country,

trade now represents a lower percentage
of GNP than it did before the war. The

cheap and efficient shipping. Her popu-
lation is seventh biggest in the world—
highly intelligent and disciplined, and
still heavily concentrated in the so-called
productive (15-55 year old) age group.
For obvious reasons, then, Japan has
simply caught up to the West in ways
that several other Asian countries seem
to do.

Cost of success
Part of the growth, on the other hand,

has come at enormous social cost. Pollu-

tion controls are now among the tightest

in the world, yet there are still places In

crowded Japan that are not pleasant In

which to live. Old folks, about to rise

from an abnormally low 8 percent of the

population to Western 15 percent plus

levels, will need greatly expanded servi-

ces. Space problems make housing very
tight; national budget deficits are rela-

tively greater than our own. Above all,

Japanese are acutely aware that they

are disliked throughout the world. They
believe that they face a series of domes-
tic and international crises, and hence
they are reluctant to stop pushing simply
because we Americans feel the pain.

Spend for friends

So what should we do? As former
Ambassador IngersoU stated at Convo-
cation, restricting Japanese imports is

hardly the answer. Japan's trade sur-

plus with us, he noted, is no greater than
our own surplus with Europe. Any retali-

atory legislation we pass against
Japan—even the so-called "voluntary"
restrictions we seem fond of

negotiating—can easily be turned back
against us by the Europeans. It is also

true. Ambassador IngersoU pointed out,

that Japan's overall trade balance (i.e.

not just its American account) has not

Japan has simply caught up to the West.

percentage is perhaps twice ours (10 per
cent vs. 5 per cent) , but lower than that of

many European countries. As Boston
Consul-General Iguchl Takeo pointed out

in my class, moreover, formal com-
plaints of price fixing and the like have
rarely resulted in convictions. Last

summer's allegations of industrial spy-

ing suggest that there are some rotten

apples in the Japanese export basket,

but this explanation by itself won't do.

"Expel the barbarian"

(3) Imports are also not unfairly res-

tricted. Until very recently, Japan did

indeed have a host of laws making
imports difficult. The famous Ministry of

International Trade and Industry
(MITI) also explicitly followed a jo-i

("expel the barbarian") strategy. Most
of these restrictions, on the other hand,

have now been eliminated as a result of

Japan's membership in the OECD trad-

ing community. The talk of "invisible

barriers," I maintain, has more to do

with the low quality and poor marketing
efforts of many American manufactur-

ers than with any conscious conspiracy.

(4) Finally, Japanese are hardly grim
workaholics. Admittedly Japanese work
so hard that we Americans often wonder
if they are "creative." Yet it is also true

that businesses annually spend over

thirteen billion dollars on entertainment.

Every American who goes to Japan and
learns a little Japanese winds up having

a great deal of fun.

A Miracle with costs

If these half-true oversimplifications

don't help explain Japan's "economic
miracle," what does? A partial answer, I

tried to suggest at Convocation, is simply

that Japan is now reaching her long

delayed potential. Ideally located in

that temperature zone in which are

found today's (if not tomorrow's) major

industrial areas, Japan can easily move
raw materials and finished goods by

always been healthy. We have to pay a
little bit, he stated, if we want to have
friends in the world.

Fewer far salaries

That hardly means sitting on our
hands. Every single Convocation pane-
list thought that we Americans could

work harder. More Williams students

could go into manufacturing careers

rather than aiming for "megabucks" as

lawyers or bankers. Top management
could deal themselves fewer fat salaries

(Mr. Morita of Sony is quite acid on this

point). American workers could strike

less—provided their real needs were
met. American businesses could be
required to use their Reagan tax breaks
for recapitalization, rather than divert-

ing them (as Convocation Speaker Inger-

soU pointed out) into other, more
profitable investments. We need to plan,

to save and to produce.

Interest rates, again

More specifically, we need to reduce
our budget deficits. In an interesting

article in last summer's Foreign Affairs,

trade specialist C. Fred Bergsten points

out that our Japanese trade problem lies

rooted in an unfavorable exchange rate

with Japan. Unlike the Japanese,
Bergsten says, we Americans try to

solve our huge national budget deficits

both by borrowing on domestic money
markets and by holding interest rates

even higher than this pressure might
make them so as to guard against Infla-

tion. As a result, Bergsten argues, the

dollar has become a valuable currency
to Invest in. This drives its value up to a
250 yen per dollar exchange rate rather

than a 180 yen per dollar rate more truly

competitive lor trade. To put this

another way, our dollar buys so many
yen today that Japanese Imports are
cheap, while American exports to Japan
are costly.

Bergsten suggests a number of admi-

nistrative measures that the Japanese
and American governments might take

to change this rate. After all, he points

out, the Japanese themselves have
equally horrendous deficits, yet Interest

rates stay low. He argues that both

governments can restrict capital flows

between our countries without either

damaging the basic principle of low
tariffs, or engaging in the kinds of public

pressure for restrictions that have made
Americans so unpopular in Japan.

Renouncing war
Reading his article, on the other hand,

got me thinking about a more basic

cause of the American budget deficit.

Early in 1946, General Douglas MacAr-

thur, the Supreme Commander of the

Allied Powers in Japan, ordered an

appalled Japanese government to

accept a largely American written draft

of a new Japanese constitution. Article 9

of this 1947 document claimed that the

"Japanese people forever renounce war

as an Instrument of national policy . . .

land, sea and air forces, as weU as other

war potential, shaU never be main-

tained." Apparently MacArthur wrote

this article to keep the present Japanese

Emperor from being deposed and tried

as a war criminal by the angry AlUed

Powers.
Cold War heats up

As the Cold War heated up, both Amer-
icans and Japanese began to wonder if

disarmament was a good idea. Since

then, there has Ijeen a hot debate on the

question of whether or not Japan has an

Inherent right to a "Self-Defense

Force." Presently a compromise has

been reached whereby military forces

will be maintained, but the military

budget will not exceed one percent of the

total GNP.
As Ambassador Okawara pointed out

at Convocation, even the informal one

percent celling allows Japan to have the

eighth largest military budget in the

world. Similarly, an expanding econ-

omy, he boasted, permits annual mil-

itary increases larger than those for

most NATO countries. For our purposes,

however, the key point is that Japan's

expenditures for military affairs are

kept below one percent of the total Gross

National Product. In percentage terms,

the U.S. figures are live to six times as

great.

Exactly what effect this different level

of military expenditure has on our two

economies is unclear. In his new book

crediting Japan's growth on MITI's

effective policies, for example,
Chalmers Johnson argues that countries

such as South Korea that spend a high

percentage of the GNP on military

affairs do well economically, while coun-

tries with lower military budgets often

do not. In Asia's New Giant, on the other

hand. Editors Ohkawa and Rosovsky

assert that low defense spending adds

two percent per year to Japan's growth

rate. In their view, military spending Is

wasteful.
Lowered tax burdens

Personally, I'm of the Ohkawa-
Rosovsky persuasion. To me, Japan's

low defense budget helps keep govern-

ment expenditures a relatively small

part of theGNP—some say 26 percent vs.

the US 36 percent and Great Britain's 46

percent. This tends to put more money
Into the capitalization of those Industries

competing for export markets. It lowers

the tax burden so that Japanese workers'

take-home pay can In fact buy as much
or more than American workers'. Labor
power Is used more productively,

research and development concentrates

on the civilian sector, and fewer gallons

of Imported fuel are consumed on mil-

itary maneuvers.
If I were running the country, In other

words, I'd look to budget cuts rather than

protectionist tariffs to solve our current

deficit with Japan. To protect our secur-

Vd rather eat a tank...

ity, I'd try to lower the deficit, hoping to

reduce interest rates, to drop the value of

the dollar, and hence to help our export

Industries to grow. To put this another

way, I wouldn't rearm for security rea-

sons If It stopped equally vital industrial

retooling. Nor would I add billions to our

defense budget If this simply added bil-

lions to our Japanese trade deficit. Eat
your Toyota? I'd rather eat a tank . . .

Krfifor's Villi": Peter Froal. a hi.sdirv ;)ri>-
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MICHEL'S OF WILLIAMSTOWN
Catering with a special touch for

soecial occasions.
• Private Parties • Platters • Mors d'oeuvres

Deadline for arranging for graduation parties
is fi/lay lOtti.

Contact Mary for more information.

458-5441

Dr. Irving J. Tanzman, F.A.A.O.

OPTOMETRIST
Specializing in contact lenses and

students' visual problems.

85 MAIN STREET
NORTH ADAMS, MA. 01247

662-2020 — 663-5845

THE WATERWORKS
COIN LAUNDRY
7 AM to 11 PM DAILY
CLEAN, CONVENIENT

135 WATER STREET
across from

The River House

c&2£ctatmauoti/v/iotjni ?

!S^ 'Hj **^ ^d/^-MZ. MnlA. »*<4. Ctufien-

WEST PACKAGE STORE
We offer:

1) Very Competitive Prices
2) Unlimited Cold Beer
3) Many In-Store Specials
4) Area's Largest Wine Selection
5) Lots of Chuckles

BRING THIS COUPON IN FOR 500
OFF ANY CASE OF BEER.
GOOD THROUGH SEPT. 30.

Route 2
Between N.A. and Williamstown

8 am-10 pm M-W
663-6081

8 am-11 pm Th-Sal

Registrar channels course changes
by Derede Arthur

Tuesday, Sept. 14, 3: 50 PM—
Dozens of card-clutching stu-

dents filled the Registrar's

Office In Hopkins Hall, elbowing
their way toward the main coun-

ter where a beleaguered staff

member checked for faculty

signatures. Behind her, boxes

filled with previously received
drop-add cards covered several
office desks, testifying that the

five-member registration staff

win be busy for weeks to come.

George Howard, Registrar of

Williams for the past fifteen

years, later estimated that two
out of three students made some
sort of schedule alteration.
Many of these, he noted,
changed three or more of their
courses, labs, or conferences,
leaving the registration staff
with several thousand drop-add
cards to sort out and process
through the computer.

Most liectic weeks
Margaret Garrison, a five-

year veteran of the Registrar's
Office, observed that the weeks
of course changes and schedule-
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sorting are the "most hectic"

of the semester for the staff.

Registrar Howard agreed,

"You have to be an optimist,

because you always have to

hope that next time It'll be a lit-

tle better than last time."

Despite the weeks of frantic

activity, Howard feels that the

Williams system of scheduling

functions well, providing the

most efficient means of insuring

that the faculty quickly knows

precisely which students are in

their classes. Wesleyan and cer-

tain other colleges, Howard
noted, do not schedule their stu-

dents at all, thus leaving profes-

sors with sometimes unwleldly

class sizes and only a hazy
notion of which students are
rer.Uy taking their courses.

Faculty tardiness

The weeks immediately fol-

lowing final exams are also

busy and difficult ones for How-
ard and his staff. Faculty
members do not always turn in

their grades within the requisite

four days following the end of

exams, and the Registrar's
Office must wait until all grades

are in before they can begin
computer processing. Howard
asserts that his highest priority
is to get grades to the students
as soon as possible.

One of the greatest problems
at the end of the semester, How-
ard noted. Is the delay caused by
professors' granting extensions
to students without approval by
one of the deans. The confusion
and delays created by this situa-
tion, Howard said, could be
avoided if professors accepted
only the deans' extensions. The
Dean's Office Informs the
Registrar which students' work
will be completed late, and with
this knowledge, Howard and his
staff can begin the computer
processing which would other-
wise be delayed.

Continual checking

In addition to these begin-
ning- and end-of-the-year
responsibilities, the Registrar's
Office continually checks
records to see that students are
meeting the necessary require-
ments for graduation. Howard
characterizes the responsibili-

ties of his office as "a job where
in effect you're reporting to 2200
people—students and faculty."

TRY SCUBA
Sunday Oct. 3rd

[t/Uaxonfii/njL

i-ffivr iifiii|rHu^

CALL 458-5647

^ ^cCCdLnd',
WELCOME BACK STUDENTS

Feel free to call or stop
In at THE TRAVEL STORE!
Make your vacation plans now!
We're your full service agency:

• airline and train tickets

• hotel reservations

• tours, charters

• American Express

Traveler's Cheques

'£L STORE
105 Spring Street

WILLIAMSTOWN. MASS.01267*(4!.l)4r>8-5786
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Elvis Costello:

^A more mature

and vulnerable artist'

by Cheri Goulet

Elvis Costello's new album,
Imperial Bedroom, is a definite

must for any discriminating
music collector. If you're
already an Elvis fan, this should
be the top priority on the list of

albums to purchase. If you're
not, this one may change your
mind.

Costello's critical Insights on
society are still as perceptive as
ever. Now, however, they're

tempered with an ironic accep-
tance of his own human foibles.

The picture presented is one of a
more mature and vulnerable
artist.

Costello realizes the necessity

of a return to emotionalism and
recognition of the need for sym-
pathetic relationships. Two of

his songs are followed by the tag

"PS ... I love you" and the

"Human Hands" cut is a blatant

declaration of devotion ("When-
ever I put my foot in my mouth

/and you begin to doubt/that
it's you I'm dreaming about/Do
I have to draw you a dia-
gram/All I ever want is to fall

into your human hands.")
Yet this hasn't totally blunted

his critical observations on
humanity. "Man Out of Time"
openly attacks the hypocrisy of

the upper class and its desire for

power at the cost of human feel-

ing, and "You Little Fool"
seriously undermines the
romantic notion of puppy love.

The presence of the lyrics on
the inner sleeve is a great help
In really recognizing the full

range of Costello's witticisms.

Musically, the album is

Incredibly cohesive. While
there are no "rockers" along
the lines of "Pump It Up" or
"Red Shoes," the majority of

the songs are upbeat. The score
of "The Long Honeymoon,"
with its accordions remiscent

of Paris and love, provides the

perfect diametric backdrop for

lyrics dealing with marital
infidelity.

Costello has also broadened
his Instrumentals by adding
orchestral arrangements in

various spots. Perhaps the best

juxtaposition occurs in "Man
Out of Time," opening and end-

ing with blaring guitar riffs and
the sound of someone scream-
ing, echoing the frustration of

the writer with society and
mimicking the differences
between interior feelings and
exterior facades.

The result is a more per-

sonal glimpse of Elvis Costello.

All in all. Imperial Bedroom
ranks as one of the best albums
of the season.

STUDY ABROAD AT THE
ITHACA COLLEGE
LONDON CENTER

SEMESTER OR YEAR PROGRAM
ITHACA COLLEGE CREDIT

BRITISH FACULTY
COURSES — British and European studies are
ottered in literature, history, art history, drama,
music, sociology, education, psychology,
communications, and politics. Special program
onered In Orima. Iniemahlpt available to

qualified (tudenls In International Buslneaa,
Social Servlcea, Communicallona and Political

Science.

Visits to the theatre, museums, galleries,

schools, social and political institutions are
an integral part of the curriculum.

For further Infon.iallon write:

International Programs - SP
Ithaca College
Ithaca. New York 14850

I R enzi's

HOTEL NEW HAMPSHIRE
has arrived In paperback.

COLLEGE BOOK STORE, INC,

WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS 01267

CLASSIFIEDS

OWN YOUR OWN JEAN-
SPORTSWEAR, Infant-Preteenor
Ladies Apparel Store. Offering all

nationally known brands such as

Jordache, Chic, Lee, Levi, Van-
derbilt, Calvin Klein, Wrangler
over 200 other brands. $7,900 to

$16,500 includes beginning

inventory, airfare for one to

Fashion Center, training, fixtures,

grand opening promotions. Call

Mr. Kostecky (501) 327-8031.

Seeking contract bridge
members. Call Mr. Covi/in. 458-

5919.

JAN.—WSP, for Opera,

Concert and Ballet,

in Budapest, Vienna

and Zuricli, to be

led by Prof. Shainman.

Informal Discussion

For Interested Students

Wed. (SEPT. 22) at 10:00 PM
AT THE LOG

TONITE
SENIOR NITE

discount for all card-

carrying members of

the Class of 1983

WEDNESDAY

Marc Hummon, Kathy Pope &
special guests

THURSDAY
football on the big screen

House For Sale

1.5 miles from campus
fully Insulated

completely heated by wood
Vz acre bordered by stream

Will Sell Mid 40s to Faculty/Staff

Contact Henry Stewart 2261

PENNY'S PLACE
VESTS ARE IN!

10% Off for

College Students

SATURDAY, SEPT. 25

ONLY
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 9:30 - 5:30 Layaways accepted

Thurs. til 8:30
\I\SIK

Bring Student I. D. mastercharge

A Welcome to Williams

A V2 Price Special

100% Scottish Wool Waverley Sweaters

For Men and Women
and

Ms. Sero Oxford Cloth Shirts

For Wonnen

Now Available through October 2

Students, Bring This Ad To:

44 Spring Street - Williamstown, MA - 458-501

The Purple Pub
Bank Street

Thursday

I
I

Monday
Draft Beer Night
Pabst Beer 64 oz.

pitchers $1.50

7 pm - 12 midnight

Tuesday
Prime Time

(reduced prices)

Wednesday

Watch RECORD
for specials.

Vodka Night
Any Vodka drink
$1.00

Friday

Lunch special

Beer and Deli

Sandwich with I.D.

$2.25

Sunday

Open at 1:00

Pitchers of Bloody
Marys for $5.00

i

NOTE: Lunch served Monday-Saturday 11:30-2:00 p m
Best Deli in town!

I
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EXHIBITION
AND SALE of

FINE ART REPRODUCTIONS

W^"'"

DATE

Sept. 2 1 . 22, 1 982

TIME

9 am - 5 pm

PLACE

Baxter Hall

Sponsored by
Williams College Ski Team

NEW THIS YEAR;
• CLASSIC PHOTOGRAPHS <

ADAMS, CUNNINGHAM,
and more.

PRICES
MOST LARGE PRINTS

$3.00 ea or 3 for $8.00

MOST SMALL PRINTS

$2.00 ea or 3 for $5.00

FEATURING: Old Masters,

Impressionists, The Group of

Seven, Woodland Indian and

Oriental Art, O'Keeffe,

British Museum and

Exhibition Posters, Eschers,

Curtis, Rockwell, and others.

OVER 700

DIFFERENT IMAGES

$24,000 disparity

College Council caught short handed
by Laura Seligsohn

Student groups may have to

tighten their financial belts this

year, as College Council Treas-

urer John Small '83 announced
at last week's Council meeting
that funding requests will out-

weigh grants by a whopping
$24,000, approximately one-fifth

of the Council's total outlay.

Small blamed the gap on a

rise In student publications, a 26

percent jump in requests, and a

$66 Student Activities Tax
which Small considers too low.

400 percent up
Although Small explained

that "some requests are up 300

and 400 percent," most of the

increase in total requests was
attributed to new journals: the

Oracle, the Republican, and the

Williams Journal of Medieval
and Renaissance Studies.

Faculty gets "rich uncle"

by Brett McDonnell and Brett Green

Many people dream of having a rich relative leave them a large

inheritance in his will. For the Williams faculty that dream is com-
ing true, and that rich relative is the Class of '58.

The faculty learned Wednesday at its first Meeting that the Class

of '581s planning to donate $1,250,000 for "faculty enhancement" as

Its twenty-fifth reunion gift. The faculty was asked to come up with

some ideas about what to do with the money.
One immediate suggestion was to use the money to pay possible

back taxes. One way the College compensates some faculty

members is by providing low-cost housing. The IRS is now consid-

ering charging back taxes on the money saved by those faculty

members.
The IRS has not decided yet whether to try to collect those taxes.

Commented Williams President John W. Chandler: "We are wor-
ried, but we haven't taken any pre-emptive strike."

Picking up from last year, the
Council also considered the
recommendations of the Elec-

tions Committee for the Winter
Study and Athletic committees.

Slate rejected

Concerned with the lack of

evidence that the Elections
Committee had applied "a con-
sistent criterion for selection,"

as President Stuart "Smokey"
Robinson '83 descriijed it, the

Council opposed the Elections

Committee recommendations
for the Athletics Committee,
nine votes to seven, with three

abstentions.

The rejection of the recom-
mendation means that the Elec-

tions Committee must review
all of the Athletics Committee
candidates. The Elections Com-
mittee must submit new, or bet-

ter justified, recommendations

JOSEPH E. DEWEY

9:00 - 5:00

Mon.-Sat.

^EY - i \« O r. W LL AMSlWILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.

01267

458-5717

^<^

Babysitting Jobs

Any student who is interested in babysitting for the children of

faculty and staff sfiould stop by the Assistant to the President's

office, 3rd floor of Hopkins Hall, as soon as possible.

Jewelry

Weavlngs Pottery Wood Carvings

Dried Herb Wreaths

Paintings by Emily Johnson

35 SPRING STREET OPEN DAILY 1:00-5:30

to the entire Council this week.
In other business, the Council

briefly considered and
approved Student Handbook
revisions proposed in the Colby
Committee report, "Recom-
mendations from the Student
Discipline Procedures Review
Committee." After discussion

of the Council's role in the new
Housing Committee, a subcom-
mittee of the CUL, Robinson
closed the meeting with a plea
for better attendance at CC
meetings.

Council's hands tied

"It is important that
members attend and report

back to their constituents. With-

out a quorum (17 members),
our hands are tied behind our
backs." On a more positive

note, Robinson offered his ideas

for some "new direction" in the

CC. He urged that Council

members take "a more active

approach in the student body."

Noting that "ignorance often

gets us into trouble," Robinson
stressed the importance of the

C.C.'s educational role, sug-

gesting more town meetings
and "a half-hour radio show
dealing with issues on and off

campus thatconcern students."

WELCOME BACK

IMPORTED BEER

Labatt's $11.99/case

Krakus $2.99/6-pk.

DOMESTIC BEER

from $6.95—$11.OO/case

WINE
1975 German Auslese

$5.49/750 ml.

SODA
Pepsi, 7-Up. Schweppes

Ginger Aie & Diet Pepsi

$1.30/2 litre bottie

Established 1902

Adidas Shoes
All Athletic Equipment
Custom Printed T-Shirts

Everything for IVIen & Women
Racket Sales & Service

Class Rings

Gifts

Spring Street
Levis

Wllllamstown, MA

Ripper's legacy-
chapel you." The murders ther-

eby produced a "common
vocabulary of male violence
towards women."
The fear of male violence

symbolized by these murders
"has contributed to modern
women's sense of vulnerabil-

ity" and "constantly intrudes in

urban woman's conscious-
ness," according to Walkowitz.
This fear is exploited in order to

"promote female passivity"
and to invest male domination
with a powerful mystique."

Fear and loathing

In addition, the incident high-

lighted the sordid conditions of

the lower class East End and

soon grew to symbolize social

unrest. Although the lower class

expressed some sympathy for

the victims, there was ' 'fear and

loathing of the victims" by

members of the middle class.

Soon the East End had become a

"sideshow for the West End" as

police and amateur detectives

prowled the streets and vig-

ilante patrols sprang up.

Walkowitz concluded that the

Ripper case exploded into a

"morality tale of stark propor-

tions" in which disobedient

women found that "the wages of

sin were death."

Soccer Shutout
the real test will come Tuesday against RPI." Russo noted the

play of his bench, saying that "We have better depth this year
than we have had in a long time." He also praised his defense,

observing that "we've emphasized defense in our practices, and
it has paid off."

Unscored upon
Williams has not been scored upon in any of its pre-season

games, against Albany St., London, or the alumni.

The soccet team opened its regular season today at 4:00

against RPI at Cole Field.

/^f^^ WiLLIAMSTOWN
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Harriers take two

Ephs ^outkick' Panthers

by Mark Averitt

Junior John Nelson was outklcked by Mlddlebury's Tom Van
der Water for second place at the finish of Saturday's home-
opening meet of the Williams men's cross country season, but
Mlddlebury's one-two finish was offset by Williams' depth as the
Ephmen won 28-29 Saturday.

Junior Brian Angle held off a Panther challenger and then
passed another In the last 200 yards of the 4.77 mile race.

Although he was sixth for Williams and ninth overall, his dra-

matic move provided the victory margin.

Dan Riley '83 took fourth, Bennett Yort '84 was sixth, fresh-
man Ian Brzezlnskl was seventh and senior Lyman Casey fin-

ished eighth.

Surprising finisli

The race was closer than Williams expected. The surprise was
attributed to a very hard week of training which tired the Eph-
men. The team ran eleven miles Friday before the race.

"The practice killed us today, but will help us in the long run,
'

'

commented Steve Cagulot '83.

Co-captain Bo Parker '84, sidelined for the meet due to an arch
Injury, may have best summed up Saturday's race: "Theywere
just better than we expected."

First victory

Earlier in the week, Williams opened its season with an easy
18-44 win over North Adams State on the Mohawks' 5.2 mile
course. Riley finished first for Williams, followed by Nelson and
Angle. Yort and Brzezlnskl also scored for Williams.

The squad's record Is now 2-0. Head Coach Peter Farwell
expects the squad, which finished 1981 with a 9-5 record, to be one
of the best Dlv. Ill teams in the region. Last year's top five
returned and, with the addition of 1980's top runner. Bo Parker,
the team is seeking a big season. Bennett Yort '84 finiehed sixth in Saturday'* win over IMIddlebury.

(Lane)

Volleyball

wears down

Marist
by Sarali Griffiths

In the opening game of the

season, the women's volleyball

team defeated both Marist Col-

lege and Vassar College at Vas-
sar Sunday afternoon.

The first game in the match
against Marist was a 15-8 loss

for the Ephwomen. Coach Sue
Hudson-Hamblin felt that the

loss was due to her players
being nervous and unsettled.

Williams regained control in

the second game and won 15-7.

The deciding game of the match
was a blowout with the Ephs
winning 15-0.

Against Vassar, Williams
kept up their strong level of play
and defeated them two games
straight, 15-8, 15-5. Helping the
team to victory was the serving
power of starting freshman
Maria Villano and the smooth
hitting of seniors Kathleen Gil-

more and Lisa Pepe. Mary
Hlckcox '86 helped carry out
setting responsibilities and
keep the team together. Junior
Carol Dorfman contributed
with both her setting and
hitting.

The team's next game will be
against the University of Con-
necticut and Smith College at
U.Conn. tonight.

Battleground at Middlebury

Football offensive promises action
by Robe/i Tercek

Football fans can look for-

ward to a tough game this week-
end as the Williams gridders
face traditional rival Middle-
bury in their season opener. The
Ephmen's 27-7 spoiler victory
last season tarnished an other-

wise perfect record for the
Panthers, and Williams should
expect a team hungry for
revenge at Middlebury.
The contest is particularly

Interesting because of the sim-
ilarities in football programs;
Head Coach Bob Odell calls It a
"mirror image game. We have
adopted the Wing T formation
entirely now, and that's also
Mlddlebury's formation." With
Iwth offenses running identical

backfleld formations, success
In the contest depends more on
quality execution than strategy.
And as Odell points out, execu-
tion in early games is always
complicated by mistakes,
penalties and fumbles at inop-
portune moments.

Both teams must contend
with a lack of depth as well. Like
Williams, Middlebury saw a
number of starters graduate,
and will call on younger, less

experienced players to man key
posts, especially on offensive

and defensive lines.

Football fans can expect
plenty of action in these areas:

Passing Game
As l)oth teams vie for control

of the air, the passing attack
will become a critical factor.

Williams' quarterback Scott
Garabedlan '83 will look for split

ends Marc Hummon '84 and
Paul Meeks '85 as well as tight-

ends John McCarthy '84 and
Paul Coleman '85 to receive.

An injury to B. J. Connolly '84

solved Odell's quarterback
dilemma. Connolly was jurt in

an intra-squad scrimmage on
Thursday and is questionable
for Saturday.

Middlebury boasts strength In

its defensive secondary with
three of four starters returning.

and their traditionally tight

pass coverage will pose a major
obstacle for the Ephmen. How-
ever, the Panthers are missing
linebacker Bill Genovese, who
was named defensive player of

the year in New England last

season.

Offensive Backfieid
Both teams will look to proven

top performers to lead their

offensive attack. Middlebury
has lost quarterback Jim
Loveys and split end Beau
Coash, but their leading rusher,

co-captain Mark Conroy,
returns to his halfback post, as
does fullback John Weeks. The
other halfback slot will be filled

by one of three experienced
backs. Williams plans to match
them with a triple threat of its

own. Juniors Jeff Congden and
Sean Crotty return to the back-
field with speed and size. Sopho-
more halfback Ted Thomas, a
bright performer last season,
adds his ball-carrying ability to

the offensive effort.

field hockey: women^s cross country:

Constant attack and good passing led to a
4-0 victory over Vassar for the field hockey
team In their first game on Thursday.
Co-captain Bea Fuller '83 scored twice

and Mary Pynchon '83 and Sue Harrington
'84 added single tallies for the Ephwomen.
"We were constantly on the attack so we

didn't have to play much defense," said
Coach Chris Larson Mason, "but when we
had to, we played well on defense, too."
"We still have a lot to work on," said

Mason, "but I'm optimistic about this sea-
son." Williams plays Skidmore tomorrow.

Woridwide competition
Meanwhile, Coach Mason and alumna

Leslie Milne have been chosen for the U.S.
team In the American Cup international
field hockey competition.

The Women's Cross Country team fin-
ished third in their first meet of the season
Saturday at Middlebury. The day's victor
was the host team, scoring 43 points, fol-

lowed by Bates with 50 points. Williams fin-
ished the 2.8 mile course with 57 points and
Albany State placed fourth with 70 points.

Co-Captain Susan Bragdon '83 was the top
Williams finisher, placing sixth with a time
of 18:43. Freshman Mary Keller was one
second behind her In seventh place. Lynn
Vendlnello '84 finished thirteenth—her time
was 18:57. Susan Flynn '85 and Liz Moore
'85 completed the course with times of 19: 11
and 19:24, respectively, putting them In the
Williams 'top five' with 15th and 16th places
at the Middlebury meet.

\

Soccer:

Men shut out opponents

by David Woodwortli

Doug McKenney '85 scored two goals and five other players
chipped in with one each as the varsity soccer squad crushed
their alumni counterparts on Saturday by an 8-0 score. Seniors
Mark Koenig, Jeff Sutton, Austin Lehr, Aytac Apaydln and jun-

ior Eric Stein all got into the scoring column, while goalkeeper
Kenny Rhodes '85 and Ted Murphy '85 combined on the shutout.

The match was no contest from the outset, as Koenig, Sutton,

and Lehr all tallied before the half, with another goal coming off

the foot of an alumni fullback to make it 4-0 at the Intermission.

With the outcome no longer in doubt, the remainder of the game
was devoted to showing off in front of the women's squad.
In a more serious scrimmage last Monday, Williams defeat-

ed London A.F.A. by a count of 3-0. McKenney again had
two goals and Lehr had the other, while Rhodes and Murphy
again blanked their opponents.
Of his team's impressive performances in the preseason,

Russo commented, "I'm a bit skeptical of the lopsided results,

because we may have caught our opponents on off-peak perfor-

mances. I'm obviously quite pleased with our efforts so far, but

Continued on Page 7

Ephwomen grab control

by Ted Joliann

The women's soccer team traveled to Skidmore today, hoping
to equal their impressive performance in a 2-1 win against Vas-
sar on Sunday.
The first few minutes of Sunday's game moved slowly, as each

team tentatively checked out the other. But ten minutes Into the
period, the Williams squad firmly grabbed control; and tho-
roughly outplayed the visiting team for the remainder of the
half.

Co-captain Becky Baugh '83 broke the scoring ice 15 minutes
into the game, taking a fine cross pass from Carrie Bradley '84
and pushing it by the Vassar goalie into the left side of the net
That goal was followed three minutes later by a powerful shot
from Andrea Raphael '86, and the Ephwomen seemed ready to
blow the game open.
The Ephwomen missed some good scoring opportunities in the

game. Baugh said that this will not be the case In the future, as
•it was only the team's second time playing together, and all'we
need is a little more practice."

In the judgment of both players and coaches, Williams let upsome in the second half, and the result was that the women from
Vassar gained some control. But the defense, especially
sweeper Karen Montzka '85, continued to play steadily Thus
Vassar was not able to score until five minutes were left in the
game.
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Deans restrict all-College parties
All-college parties will be restricted to the Greylock

and Mission Park dining areas, according to a letter to
house presidents Issued last week by Dean of Freshmen
Chris Roosenraad. The letter, which cited noise levels,
fire hazards, and damage to the physical plant as
problems with other locations, followed the eariy clos-

ing of the Dodd Black and White Party last Saturday.

Many house presidents were taken aback by the let-

ter, which they received on Wednesday, since they had
had dinner with Deans O'Connor and Kenyatta the pre-
vious evening and the subject of all-college parties was
never raised.

Spencer-Brooks president Gemma Fontanella com-
mented; "The main problem I see is the way they
handled it. I think it would have been better if they'd
mentioned it at the meeting so we could have given our
reaction."

A-Gar-Wood president Richard Cardinale's reaction
was even stronger. "My initial reaction, and it'sstayed
with me. Is one of contempt. We met with the Deans on
Tuesday and no one said a thing. I don't like the
deceptiveness."

Social life reduced

Many presidents predicted that this announcement
will mean a less active all-campus social life, because,
as Fitch-Currier president Christine Young put it, "lim-
iting it to Mission Park and Greylock limits the kinds of

parties you can have . . . Attendance will drop, because

people will get sick of going to the same two places."

Fontanella guessed that the school would see "more
small parties, which in a way might be better."

Most expressed agreement with the reasons for the
letter, especially the need to obey fire regulations

which limit the number of people allowed in one room.
But some had doubts about the ways in which those
rules would be enforced. "Fire regulations, fine," said
Fontanella. "But some parties start out small, and then
grow, so Security shuts them down."

Roosenraad disagrees

Roosenraad feels that much of the alarm is unwar-
ranted. He describes the failure of the Deans to inform
house presidents of the Deans' intent on Tuesday as "a
foul-up in communications." As for the letter, he said,
"We didn't see it as much of a change." He defined
ail-campus parties as those for which there is "no quali-
fication other than 'you are a Williams student.' Essen-
tially, in those cases, the number of potential
partygoers equals the student body."

Roosenraad emphasized that the letter is not meant
to discourage informal gatherings. "We understand
completely that there are going to be spontaneous
events. We are not cracking down on spontaneity."
What concern the Deans are the fire and noise prob-

lems exemplified by last week's Dodd party. Com-
plaints about noise were not limited to that party;
Roosenraad described noise from Dodd as "an ongoing
problem." He wrote his letter partially in response to

that problem.
Excitable boy Warren Zevon excited a sell-out crowd in

Chapin Hall last Thursday. See review, page 11. (Farley)

WILLIAMS

Life
A new section

!

The campus is bristling

with new buildings! Read
all about the three addi-

tions, their design and
financing, and what they

mean for Williams in the

Record's brand-new, spe-

cial pictorial section, Willi-

ams Life, beginning on
page 7.

Faculty

gets cool

million
by Jack Mayher

The Class of 1958 plans to

donate over one million dollars
to the College for faculty devel-
opment. The $1.25 million gift,

entitled "The Class of 1958 Pres-
ident's Fund for Faculty
Enhancement," is the largest
25th reunion gift in the history of
the College.

Although the entire amount
has not been raised, the admin-
istration is confident that the
goal will easily be reached. The
Class of '58 is the "best organ-
ized class" that Associate
Director of Development Russ
Carpenter has worked with.

The fund will be set up as an
endowment, so that it will

benefit the College indefinitely.

The Income will be at the Presi-

dent's disposal "to promote the
professional growth and per-
sonal well-being of the
members of the faculty,"
according to a statement issued
by President John Chandler.
The President can use the

fund to support the faculty's

"professional development and
their work as teachers and scho-
lars," including "the purchase
of scientific equipment essen-

tial to a faculty member's
research . . . travel related to

the development of new courses

or the enrichment of established

courses ... for paid leaves and
assistance with publication of

books and articles," according
to Chandler.

The fund may also attend to

the personal needs of the

faculty, such as cases of catas-

Contmued on Page 13

King's smashed. Log tightened
by Philip Busch

A Williams freshman has
been charged with several
offenses, and the Log closed
Indefinitely to students under 20
in the wake of a break-in late

Tuesday night at King's Liquor
Store on Spring Street.

At 12:20 a.m. on Wednesday
morning, a Spring Street resi-

dent notified Williamstown
Police of an apparent break-in

at King's. Two officers
responded and arrested the stu-

dent outside Lasell Gym-
nasium.

"Really weird"
"Apparently someone kicked

the wfindow in to procure some
beverages," said King's owner
Jerry Smith. "Some display

material was also taken."

Smith estimated the damage to

his window at $1,000, and said
that insurance would cover the

loss.

"It was really weird," said
eyewitness Phil Walsh '85. "1

was outside Colonial (Pizza)
and I saw this kid walking
slowly up Spring Street with one
of those big three-foot plastic

Heineken cans under his coat.

Then a Williamstown police car
pulled up and slammed on its

brakes right in front of Lasell.

These two cops jumped out and
sort of tackled him. He was
lying on his stomach and they
were straddling him and hand-
cuffing him. It looked like he
had some liquor too."

The arrested student was
arraigned Wednesday morning
in North Adams District Court

This smashed window at King's Liquors led to criminal charges and a
crackdown at the Log. (Farley)

and released on $250 cash bail,

according to police.

"I leel badly"
The student pleaded not guilty

to three offenses: breaking and
entering in the nighttime with
intent to commit a felony, lar-

ceny from a building, and will-

ful damage to real property.
The accused student had no
comment about the incident.

The student will be tried tomor-
row in North Adams.

"I feel badly about this,"

commented Smith. "I hate to

see someone get in trouble for

this foolish thing." Since felo-

nies are not civil matters,
charges were automatically
filed by the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts. Smith thus has
no say on whether or not to press

charges.

Log crackdown
Dean Cris Roosenraad had no

comment on any possible Col-

lege disciplinary proceedings
against the student. He emphas-
ized that students are fully lia-

ble for any violations of

Massachusetts law.

"We do all that is necessary
and appropriate to warn people
to pay attention to their behav-
ior on Spring Street," he said.

Roosenraad noted that arrest of

a student is very rare.

As a result of the King's
break-in, explained Log man-
ager Richard Olsen '82, no stu-

dents under 20 years of age are
being admitted to the Log. The
new policy comes from the

Dean's Office, according to

Dean Roosenraad. The College
hopes that by next week it can
return to the policy of allowing
minors into the Log but not

allowing them to purchase
alcohol.

Continued on Page 5
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LETTERS

The Williams Record

Initiative
Two new student publications will shortly make their debut on the

Williams campus. The Record welcomes their appearance.

Given the enormous effort necessary to start a publication, the

dedication of students who founded these projects is to be applauded.

Since the Record confines itself to campus issues, students can look

forward to new journals covering events that reach beyond the College.

Germinal and the Republican, representing opposite political lean-

ings, will provide an exciting interchange of ideas. An increase of politi-

cal awareness and activity will be a boon to the College community.

Most importantly, the competition will raise the standards of all

campus publications, which can only be beneficial for the papers and

their readers.

Refugee state born in blood

Light the way

To the Editor:

It's not that I'm afraid of the dark, but

the path from the Quad to Mission Park
is long, lonely, and very dark at night.

Even though there are already two street

lights on the hill, the addition of one more
would surely be welcomed by anyone
who has ever walked that path alone at

night.

Candace Andrews '85

Mills House

Write your own Letter to the Editor!
Here's how:
To the Editor:

I am upset by the 1st tone of
your article on

Sincerely,

(Your name)

To the Editor:

I am incensed at the Deans' recent pol-
icy to

Sincerely,

(Your name)

The Record letters section is a rare
opportunity to congratulate, criticize,

and discuss campus issues. Let your
voice be heard in the Record.

Give us two good legs to stand on

by Raymond Baker

women, children, and
in the refugee camps in

The men,
infants slain

West Beirut are the first citizens of a

Palestinian state.

Now, after the massacres at Sabra and
Shatila, it Is my belief that they will be

Now, after the massacres of Sabra and
Shatila, it is my belief that the slain will

be recognized as the first citizens of a

Palestinian state by those Israelis who In

such great numbers have dared to speak

the dreadful truth to their government:

the army of Israel let the killers in. These
Israelis will act to guarantee that such

"Begin and Sharon are not Jews »»

recognized as such by the growing
number of shocked and shamed repre-

sentatives of the world Jewish commun-
ity. Rabbi Arnold Jacob Wolf of

KAM—Isaiah synagogue In Chicago,
speaking out of the profoundly humane
traditions of Judaism, has already

expressed the anguish and the hope of

these Jews: "I believe with perfect faith

that the bitter Invasion of Lebanon has
created the Palestinian state. I believe

that the world will not permit another

wandering people to be driven forth . .

.

with no place to go except home."
Now, after the massacres of Sabra aid

Shatila, It Is my belief that the slain will

be recognized as the first citizens of a
Palestinian state by Americans who wit-

nessed In terrible sadness the slaughter

of people whom the US government was
solemnly pledged to "safeguard." In the

written agreement to evacuate the PLO
from West Beirut the United States gua-

ranteed the safety of noncombatants left

behind "on the basis of assurances

received from the government of

Israel ..."

The revulsion In America at the kil-

lings Is heightened by this special

responsibility. Why was more not done

when Israel violated the Hablb accord

and occupied West Beirut? Could the US
government do no more than just whine

that It had been "misled" by Israel when
the Innocents were made vulnerable.

Only by a very large act can we redeem
our honor: the American people must
work now to safeguard the Palestinian

people in a Palestinian state.

evil is never again done In Israel's name.
Yasir Arafat must now move deci-

sively to deny victory to those who would
destroy the Idea of Palestinian national-

ism and murder the children who are Its

future. One way would be for the PLO to

form a government In exile with a consti-

tution, superseding the Palestinian

national charter, that alms unambigu-
ously at creating a Palestinian Arab
state on the West Bank and Gaza side by
side and In mutual recognition with the

Jewish state of Israel. Arafat In thewake
of the terrible killings has already
reached out to forge the new human links

that will be necessary. "Begin and
Sharon are not Jews," he said. "The
crimes they commit do not conform to

Jewish morality or tradition. The real

Jews are those who refuse to be asso-

ciated with the attempt to annihilate the
Palestinian people ... To all of them, to

all of the Israeli or Jewish pacifists and
democrats, I address the esteem and
gratitude of the Palestinian people who
win never forget their solidarity at the

time of trial."

That reach can now be extended . In the
world Jewish community, in the United
States, and in Israel there are now
friends of the Palestinians eager for such
words, eager to join in the difficult politi-

cal and diplomatic task of building a
Palestinian state that is secure and at

peace with Israel.

Such a state is no longer just a dream
for It has Its first citizens.

Haymond Baker i< an A$$ocittle Profe$tor

of Political Science ol ff'illianu.

by Dan Keating

There she is: the perfect Rhodes Scho-

lar candidate. She's a brilliant student, a

top-notch athlete, and a classy person.

The shame is that she's not at Williams.

When she took her tour here, she loved

the Bronfman Science Center, adored

the Sawyer Library, but got claustropho-

bia In Lasell Gymnasium and fled. Oh,

well, another good student athlete lost.

Not all of these student athletes are

lost. Trlcla Hellman, who graduated last

Spring, was a member of the U.S. Olym-

pic Ski team, an award-winning psychol-

ogy researcher, a cross country runner

who qualified and ran In the Division III

Nationals, a Sigma Phi member and a

magna cum laude graduate with honors.

She was the kind of student athlete whose

contributions make Williams a place of

excellence.

But how many applicants with her

qualifications want to come to Williams?

When a serious athlete sees our varsity

basketball court, he shudders. Weight-

lifting Is crucial now to compete In high-

level athletics, yet our weight room is on

the fifth floor of the squash building and
Inadequately stocked. If the women's

of our champion-calibre student athletes

here. But Williams must battle for these

student athletes with Trinity, Wesleyan,
Amherst, Tufts and many others who
offer fine educations and competitive

sports. How well equipped Is Williams to

attract these applicants away from our

small college neighbors?

For years everyone at Williams has

known that our athletic facilities need

serious updating. But the excuse was

that the money had always been priorit-

ized towards Immediate educational

use.

The athletic programs at Williams are

not based on near-professional athletes

whose Interests detract from the school's

educational functional. The athletes

here are student-athletes at the highest

level as both students and athletes.

There Is no question that there Is a suita-

ble pool of student-athletes out there cap-

able of filUng our rosters and the dean's

list.

This Is not a plea for Williams to com-

mit itself to bringing more athletes into

the school. Williams' sports teams are

doing well and will continue to do so. This

plea Is to make ourselves attractive to

*'.
. . there is a suitable pool of student

athletes out there capable of filling our

rosters and the Dean's List.''

and men's crew happen to be lifting at

the same time, there aren't enough bars
to go around. Our Cole Field House has
eight showers for the varsity and JV foot-

ball teams, as well as the men's soccer
program. The list goes on, and Is not as
Important as the lack of commitment on
the part of the school to change It.

Only 50 percent of the students
accepted to Williams come here. The stu-

dents we lose are at the Ivy schools and
other small colleges offering programs
very similar to ours.

Much of the small college appeal is the
opportunity to participate In school
activities while maintaining a construc-
tive academic atmosphere. It is that

chance to compete without having to

give up everything else that brings many

the athletes who will most help us off the

athletic field.

Those top-grade student-athletes are

among the cream of the college appli-

cant crop, and are wanted everywhere.

Williams, with Its sub-par facilities,

loses too many of these top candidates.

By upgrading our athletic facilities,

we can win back some of the liest

student-athletes. And In doing so. we will

be getting excellent scholars as well. By
neglecting a vital element of what makes
small colleges appealing—the opportun-

ity to compete In serious athletics while

getting a great education—Williams has

built an enormous head on top of legs that

were last exercised sometime around
1872. It's about time we gave Williams a

good pair of legs to stand on.

The Williams Record
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Econ

center

assists

pioneering

women
by Alleen Lachs and

Elena Bertozzl

When Maria Lourdes

Roberto entered

the 6th grade in Manila,

the Philippines, she had
already made up her mind to

learn economics. That was In

1965, seven years l)efore Presi-

dent Ferdinand E. Marcos
declared martial law over a
country threatening revolu-

tion. This event heightened
Maria's political awareness as
it coincided with her active

pursuit of study in the field of

political economics; a career
which led, four years later, to

a career in the Ministry of

Finance of the Philippine
government.
The years preceding the

action taken by her govern-
ment in 1972 Maria describes
as difficult—high Inflation,

high cost of living, and a distri-

bution of wealth dividing the

population Into three catego-

ries: poor (60 percent), middle
class (30 percent), and
wealthy (10 percent). In her

country, she explains, US
influence was very strong:

"We had become so wester-

nized that everyone wanted to

from Sri Lanka, Harvlnder

Kaur from Malaysia and
Gayathri Ramachandran
from India.

According to both Maria and
Chandra the academic pro-

gram at the center stresses
analysis and applied econom-
ics, emphasizing the forma-
tion of policy for developing
ecomonles. In both Manila and
Colombo, Sri Lanka, emphasis
was placed on theory. For
Maria, this Is an Important
distinction because, as she
explains, the Ministry of

Finance of the Philippines

expects to shift its emphasis to

handle a greater number of

policy decisions for financing

government development pro-

jects. As the Assistant Plan-

ning Officer of the Ministry's

Division of Foreign and
Domestic Loans, Maria should

for equal work. In fact, in the

Research Department of the

Central Bank where Chandra
Perera Is employed, sbc of the

fourteen employees are
women. Women and men are
educated for free in the coun-
try's public schools.

All three women Inter-

viewed claim that job oppor-
tunities in the private sector

for women in positions of

responsibility are slim and
salaries low. The higher paid
private sector economic circle
of Malaysia remains male
dominated, says Harvlnder
Kaur. Harvlnder states that
women in her field are given
equal opportunities for
employment only In the public
sector. Harvlnder has worked
for six and a half years in the
Economic Planning Unit, a
government agency which

"We had become so westernized that

everyone wanted to be American."

be able to utilize the Center's

training.

When asked, "Is It excep-
tional for a woman to hold a
position of responsibility in the

Philippines?," Maria cited

only one other woman In

another division of the govern-

ment whose position was
higher than her own. But she

refers to herself as the product

of a particular generation

where the trend Is for women
to find jobs In the public sec-

tor. Maria understands this

trend to be a response both to

an Increased cost of living and
rapid development In her
country. This demands that

jobs of increasing skill be

filled by whomever is quali-

fied. For women who are less

well educated (usually from

Economic planner

expected to do all

Maria is still

domestic labor...

be American."

But Maria Lourdes Roberto
was an exception. She never
wanted to work in America. It

took the Philippine govern-

ment two years to convince

lier to participate in the Willi-

ams College Center for Devel-

opment' Economics one year

program. "The l)osses had to

sell this idea to me for me to

come . . .", she said of the Dep-

uty and Assistant Ministers of

Finance, "... And yes, I was
convinced about it." Three

weeks into the program (after

three months of orientation in

Boulder, Colorado) , Maria
admits, "I've adjusted myself

quite well."

There are three other

women graduate students at

the center: Chandra Perera

rural areas outside Manila),

new government projects

offer an alternative to house-

keeping In the homes of Mani-

la's wealthy.

Even though there are more
women entering the work
force In her country, their

acceptance remains ambigu-
ous. Inequality Is "basically

an attitude of the men," she

says. After six years Maria
feels that she has earned the

respect of her male co-

workers; however, she and the

rest of her sex are still

expected to do all domestic

labor.

In Sri Lanka, equal oppor-

tunity is not the written law,

but women can find jobs in the

public sector with equal pay

oversees and allocates funds
for development projects and
construction of low cost hous-

ing throughout Malaysia.
The Malaysian government

Is regulating the process of

development very carefully,

according to Harvlnder. They
are attempting to ensure that

development takes place in a
way which maintains Malay-
sian traditions and that their

country Is not overwhelmed by
westernization. Malaysia
maintains very strict trade
restrictions, thereby ensuring
that the American influence
on their country Is not too
great.

The process of development
In Malaysia must also take

into account the heterogeneity

of the population. There are

many distinct cultural
groups: Malays, Chinese,
Indians and others. One of

Harvlnder's agency's tasks Is

to guarantee that "All the

races must be looked after. We
must develop all races
equally."

Thousands of miles from
home, all three women spoke

of their countries with pride;

they are anxious to return to

utilize what they have learned

In the U.S. Chandra was
obliged to leave her home in

Panadura (a rural town
approximately the size of Wll-

Uamstown 75 miles outside of

Colombo) In order to complete

an undergraduate degree In

Public Finance and Taxation.

This meant leaving the house

she shares with her two broth-

ers and their wives, her sister,

and her sister's husband.

Even this was a break from
tradition—& to go to America

Continued on Page 5

Guests when the bomb falls

by Greg Smith

With classwork and tests on

your mind, you are probably not

likely to worry too much at>out

nuclear holocausts. Fortu-

nately, someone hits done the

homework for you—the people

at the Wllllamstown Nuclear
Freeze Office. Freeze Office

staffers have drawn up the fol-

lowing scenario of Wllllam-

stown In a nuclear attack

evacuation.

Wllllamstown Is considered a

"safe" area In the Civil

Defense's master plan to move
ixxlles around. In the event of a

nuclear crisis, 85,000 to 90,000

evacuees, mainly from Green-

wich and New London, Conn.,

from Dalton and Pittsfield,

Mass., and possibly from Troy,

N.Y., will come to Wllllam-

stown. (Troy, Pittsfield and
Greenwich, In particular, would
be prime targets, because of

G.E. plants located there.) The
evacuees would come on Route
7 from southern Massachusetts
and Connecticut, Routes 2 and
43 from New York, and Route 2

from central Massachusetts. If

tever food, clothing, blankets,

and other necessaries he could.

Local residents would supply
the rest.

How long the evacuees would
stay, whether local super-
markets, medical facilities, and
police departments could han-

dle the Influx, and what the psy-

chological toll would be on both
the evacuees and the townsfold
remain unsolved.

Freeze Office

This is the picture drawn by
the Wllllamstown Nuclear
Freeze Office, a local group con-
cerned with the effects of

nuclear war.
The genesis of the Nuclear

Freeze Office came with the

Groundswell movement In Jan-
uary 19811 a time of awakening
for Freeze advocates and envir-

onmentalists alike.

In the spring of this year,

Judy Fitzgerald, a nurse now
working for the Freeze move-
ment, taught a course which she
described as a workshop to train

people to become activists,

counter the anti-Freeze forces'

arguments, and learn about

the Soviet Union were suddenly

to launch a preemptive strike,

the evacuees would have at

most thirty minutes warning-
insufficient time to evacuate.

The plan would only work In an
escalating crisis.

Life in the chapel

On arriving, the evacuees

would stay in local homes, hos-

pitals, schools, and other shel-

ters. At Williams, they would be

lodged In the field house, the

chapel, classrooms, and other

places. Each home would house

ten evacuees for each person

then living there. Each evacuee

would be expected to bring wha-

varlous aspects of the arms
race. A cross section of society,

from executives, to ministers,

to housewives, took the course.

From Groundswell and from

that course came the core of

people that opened the Wllllam-

stown Nuclear Freeze Office In

May 1982.

The primary purpose of the

Freeze Office Is education-

education about the arms race

and the consequences of nuclear

war.
Toward this end, the Nuclear

Freeze Office will sponsor a ser-

ies of events intended to educate

Continued on Page 5

Winter Study down on the farm, third world style
by Kenneth Cooper

Many students use Winter

Study for something more
"down to earth" than the usual

academic grind, but this year

they can take the phrase more
literally than usual—by spend-

ing a month farming on a

Jungle-covered Third World
island.

The Environmental Studies

Department will offer a trip to

the South Asian country of Sri

Lanka this January to study

organic farming on the village

level.

The trip win be led by Sam
and Elizabeth Smith, who run

the Caretaker Farm on Han-
cock Road in Williamstown. On
September 19, tHe Smiths

hosted an information program
about the Sri Lanka trip at Care-

taker Farm. Among those pres-

ent were four visitors from Sri

Lanka. At the opening of the

gram Sam Smith stated that the

trip offers students "the oppor-

tunity to see agriculture not

from the window of a bus, but

from the end of a hoe."

Mats and mosqultos

The emphasis of the trip will

be on studying organic, or labor-

intensive farming In Sri Lanka.

However, this should not dis-

courage students with little

Interest In agriculture. As Sam
Smith put It, experiencing farm-

ing will "open up another pers-

pective" for people interested in

learning alMut a foreign cul-

ture. Smith also stated that "the

best way to see the political and
spiritual values of a nation is In

the way people tend to their

land."

Students who choose to go on

the Sri Lanka trip will leave

together, accompanied by the

Smiths, at the beginning of Win-

ter Study. The group will spend

the first two days together at a

central headquarters. On the

third day they will spread out

among 24 Sri Lankan districts

and try to work with village

farmers. Each student will

work solely In the village that he

chooses. The students will

regroup at the end of January to

discuss what they have learned

and to return to the United

States.

Those on the trip will expe-

rience all aspects of Sri Lankan
life. This includes sleeping on

mats nailed to the ground with

mosqultos flying overhead.

"There will be no danger to

health," says professor of

chemistry Bill Moomaw, "but It

will be far from the connforts of

Williams housing."

Spiritual agriculture

The trip will enable students

to experience, first hand, a

movement In Sri Lanka known
as Sarvodaya. The Sarvodaya
movement was a focal point of

the program at Caretaker
Farm. One of the Sri Lankan
visitors, the Sarvodaya move-

ment's Director of Develop-

ment Education Harsha
Navaratne, characterized Sar-

vodaya as an "agricultural

movement that tries to look at

the development of land
through spiritual and cultural

terms."

Navaratne added that the

movement, which began follow-

ing Sri Lanka's independence

from Great Britain, "has built

up harmony between people

and has understood not to use

things such as language or reli-

gion as barriers." The move-
ment tries to achieve Its alms by
emphasizing sharing and a

sense of community In the Sri

Lanlian farming villages.
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Foundation fights defoliation

Getting to

the root of

the problem

by Brooke Hand

With the slash of an orange x,

hundreds of elm trees with the

Insidious DED (Dutch Elm Dis-

ease! have been uprooted in

numerous Eastern towns, and
WiUiamstown is no exception.

Bark beetles (disease transmit-

ters) beware: as of January
1982, the newly formed Elm
Tree Foundation has joined the

town in launching a large

scale attack on the disease
In an attempt to revive the dis-

tinguished elm population
which once lined the main
streets.

Over the summer, Town
Forester, Arborist and Superin-
tendent of Insect Pest Control
Robert McCarthy worked in

conjunction with the trustees of
the Foundation to remove about
60 dying trees and inject 80
others.

The three year save-the-elms
plan was developed three years
ago by Dr. Gerald Lanier, Pro-
fessor of Forest Entomology at

the State University of College
of Environmental Science and
Forestry in Syracuse, N.Y. The
$88,000 needed to pay for Dr.
Lanier's consultation fees, as
well as materials, is being pro-

vided by the Foundation above
and beyond the yearly- town
budgeting for control of the

disease.

The first step in the three part
program consists of removing
dead trees. Next, hopelessly dis-

eased trees are injected with
cacodylic acid, which acts as a

trap for the native and Euro-
pean elm bark beetles living

inside the trees. According to

Mr. McCarthy, as many as ten

million beetles within a large

elm could be killed by the bark
drying process. Multiply that

estimate by 100 and one can get

an idea of the destructive mag-
nitude of the beetle population.
Such a treatment prevents the
beetles from multiplying at an
alarming rate two to three
years after the death of a dis-

eased tree, which has contrib-
uted to the spread of the disease
in the past.

Sticky traps also kill the bee-
tles, luring the beetles away
from the elms with their own
aggregation pheromone.
Finally, infected and healthy
trees are injected at the base
with a fungicide. Past results
have included 70% recovery of
trees Infected for one year and a
50% rate of success for those
Infected for two years.
The College has generously

offered over three hundred
trees from Hopkins Forest to

replace dead ones. Forty new
trees of ten different varieties,
including sycamores, ashes,
sugar maples, as well as new
elms, have been planted in the
core area of the town (the cam-
pus ) since last spring. One of the
oldest trees on campus, a 150
year old elm, was removed
from the southeast corner of

West College two weeks ago.
Elms have been known to sur-

vive for over 200 years, although
the average life span of a com-
pletely healthy tree is 140-160

years. A hybrid ash will be
planted in place of the 100 ft. tall

elm in front of the President's
house and is expected to grow to

a maximum of 80 ft. Other
replacements for elms include
two Buismans which have been
planted near Lasell Gym, two
sugar maples in front of Hop-
kins Hall, a row of sycamores
which will line the row houses,
and several trees to be planted
by the College on Latham and
Meacham Streets.

McCarthy recalls the changes
the dying of the elms has
brought to WiUiamstown over

the last generation. In the early
forties 10,000 elms graced the
streets of the town, with five

rows along Main Street. The
elms were a dominant feature of

the landscape in the early 1900's

before a storm around 1913,

which brought many of them
down.
"The town of WiUiamstown

has reverted back to what it was
when they started to plant trees

(after the storm); we are start-

ing once again to revitalize the

vegetation after seventy
years," commented Mr.
McCarthy on the cyclic nature
of the elm population.

WllUamstown's battle against

DED is viewed as a likely suc-

cess but Is not without complica-

tions, according to Winthrop
Wassenar, a trustee of the foun-

dation and Assistant Director of

Buildings and Grounds for the

College. Owners of elms on pri-

vate property have been negli-

gent concerning state laws on
removing dead trees, thus con-

tributing to the spread of the

beetle population. Surrounding
towns have done little in the way
of implementing similar pro-

grams, making permanent
elimination of the disease over a

widespread area difficult.

But, as Wassenar remarked,
"Practically everyone in town
has lost a favorite tree some-
where along the way," and the

foundation's efforts to awaken
the community's knowledge
and concern about a long stand-

ing problem have succeeded in

raising the needed money in six

months. And disease or no dis-

ease, nature sees to It that all

great trees must eventually

come to an end.

As Dr. MacKenzie of the tree

lab at the University of Massa-
chusetts so succinctly summed
it up (quoted by Mr. McCar-
thy): "The first one-hundred
years they grow vigorously, the

next one-hundred they just sit

around, and the last three

hundred years they fall apart."

fH
AND YOU

A TEAM THAT WORKS WELL TOGETHER!
We appreciate your choice in coming to us from time to time for your hair care needs. It Is Important

to us to give to our clients the excellence our Salon stands for. At this time we would like to give you this

savings voucher for full time students or preschool children. It Is a way for us to say thank you. If you are
unable to use this savings voucher please give it to someone you know who would be able to use it. Or if

your family could make use of more savings vouchers, please let us know.

ALLOW TWO DOLLARS OFF
a wash, cut, and blow dry

For students or preschool
cliildren only

College students please bring ID

TH€ CLtP SHOP
Hair Salon of the 80 s

GOOD TILL OCTOBER 30 1982

80? 442 9823 413 443 9816 456 8

4l3 44i9b/b

The regular price for a wash, cut and blow dry is $14 00 For students we have always had a $2 00
discount, with this savings voucher the price for a student will thus be only $10 DO for this time For
children under 10 the regular price for a wash, cut and blow dry is $10.00, with this savings voucher it will
be $8.00.

^

NOTICE: Offer good only with this advertitemeni as a coupon. Cut out and save THIS ad. It will not be run
again. Good till October 30, 1982.

Man-on-the-Quad

What's the coolest place

on campus?

' 'The coolest place is

the cupola on top of

West."
Malaina Bowker '83

"Down on the athle-

tic fields with all the

mountains . . . It's

the best athletic set-

ting in the world."

Steve Phalen '84

"Right here (the

library). It's socia-

ble, but at the same
time functional for

studying."

Heidi Knight '86

"Doughty House.
There's no heat."

Anna Simas '83

"The kitchen in

Woodbridge House.
I have a particular

affection for it. The
uncoolest place is

the Van Alstyne
lounge at 3 in the

morning."
Dean Grodzins '83

"My room, of

course."

Eddie Rosa '83
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Faculty face added tax
by E. A. Stanton

Colleges like Williams with substantial faculty housing programs
could be forced to pay hundreds of thousands of dollars In retroac-
tive withholding taxes If the Internal Revenue Service wins a law-
suit filed against Amherst, Smith, Wellesley and Wesleyan.

The IRS contends that college housing rents there are below "fair
market value," meaning that employees pay less rent than a non-
college family would be willing to pay for the same living unit.

According to this view, employees have been illegally receiving the

difference as tax-free Income in the form of subsidized housing.
They must therefore pay the back taxes which should have been
withheld from their paychecks.

"The colleges are protesting that the IRS is charging big city

rents for suburban and rural areas," said William S. Reed, Vice
President for Administration and Treasurer, "In evaluating the
fair market value, they are using what the unit would go for in

Boston as their yardstick."

"It is virtually impossible to determine the fair market value

when a college is so dominant in a town that it sets the rents," Reed
added. "We are hopeful that It won't be an issue at Williams. Our
policy is to charge rents that are breakeven, so we don't subsidize

them. I think our records are in good shape." The college has,

however, been withholding additional money from paychecks for

the past couple of years as a precaution.

No decision has yet been reached as to whether the College, or the

Individual faculty members, would be liable for payment of any
back taxes in the case of a decision against Williams, according to

Reed.

The IRS suit threatens colleges with strained finances and cur-

tailed faculty housing. None of them wants to see faculty forced to

move far off campus. The defendants are currently relying upon
two proposals pending in Congress which would counteract the IRS
plan.

The first bill states that for years preceding 1982, the difference

between rent paid by an employee of an educational institution and

the fair market value would not be subject to withholding if the

college had a "reasonable basis" for not treating it as income for

faculty members. As of December 31, 1981, the rent difference

would not be considered Income if the housing is on or near campus,

the college charges rent which at least covers operating costs, and

non-renting employees do not receive a living expense allowance in

lieu of lodging.

The second bill proposes that a 1978 moratorium barring the IRS
from additional taxing of employees' fringe benefits would specifi-

cally include the faculty housing differential. The moratorium
expires December 31, 1983.

Bombed guests

—

Continued from Page 3

people alx>ut the consequences
of nuclear war on Saturday,

October 2. These events will

include an informational fair

and a potluck supper.

Evacuees arrive

To share in the festivities and
dramatize the Federal Govern-

ment's crisis relocation plans,

thirty "evacuees" will arrive

from Connecticut on Saturday

morning. Their first engage-

ment after arriving will be a

meeting with Nortii Adams
mayor, Richard C. Lamb, at

1: 00. At 3: 00, the group will be in

WiUiamstown for welcoming
speeches at Town Hall by

Selectwoman Anita Barker and

by sundry candidates for public

office.

Meanwhile, the Freeze Office

will sponsor on Baxter lawn a

fair of Informational exhibits.

The exhibits will Include a dem-
onstration of the effects of the

85,000 person Influx that would

seek refuge in WiUiamstown in

the event of a nuclear war, a

Jobs for Peace display, and a

model cruise missile.

The day's events will end with

a supper at the First Congrega-
tional Church. Featured guests

will be Dr. Allan Krass, the

night's main speaker, and film-

maker Robert Leppzer. Dr.

Krass is Professor of Physics

and Science Policy at Hamp-
shire College in Amherst. An
expert on military and commer-
cial aspects of nuclear power
and on nuclear weapons stra-

tegy, he has studied crisis relo-

cation plans. Mr. Leppzer will

show film clips of the June 12th

pro-Freeze rally in New York
City; he plans to use the footage

in "Choose Life," a documen-
tary he will make on the Freeze

movement.
Sunday's events will include

an ecumenical service in

Thompson Chapel and the

annual Fall Foliage Parade in

North Adams. In the parade, the

Freeze Office will have a float, a

full-size mock-up of a cruise

missile mounted on a car.

'^^-^ ///////

Wesleyan

A housing crunch plaguing Wesleyan has left 71

students in temporary housing, including living

rooms and one room triples. The "cot people," as

the Wesleyan Argus dubbed them, are mostly

sophomores who were wait-listed last spring.

Although the College offered one-room doubles to

all wait-listed students over the summer, most
"expected something better to turn up" when
they arrived on campus. The "cot people" antici-

pate finding permanent homes eventually, but

some worry about academic consequences: ' 'The

time I would have used to settle into courses, I'm

now going to spend playing moving woman ... the

Administration Is playing Russian Roulette with

our academic careers," complained Amy White
'85. Carl Llndenann '84 was more disturbed—
"I'm pissed enough to see a lawyer about it."

Amherst
Amherst's student center is also homeless after

its current location was converted into a fine arts

center. According to the Student, the Pratt Geol-

ogy building is a prime candidate for a student
center. Amherst president Julian Glbbs admitted
Pratt was under consideration but added, "The
Geology Department knows . . . that we would not
change the use of Pratt without consulting them
first." Gibbs explained that any building not
plainly suited to its current use is being evaluated
for future renovation, but ail this is "very prelimi-
nary."

Bryn Mawr
"Thousands of dollars worth of chemicals"

went down the drain at Bryn Mawr after a cable

was accidentally severed by the contractor build-

ing a new gym there. Although college officials

blamed carelessness on the part of electricians,

they admitted that the College-drawn map of the

site the workers were using omitted the 4160-volt

cable. Biology professor Betty Twarog bemoaned
the losses, many of which were "Irreplaceable"

student research projects. The incident was
"very dismaying to morale," she added.

King's
Continued from Page 1

20 years in prison
The accused student faces a

variety of penalties from the
three charges against him. Will-

ful damage to real property is a
misdemeanor punishable by up
to two months In prison or a $50
fine. Larceny from a building is

a felony or misdemeanor puni-
shable by up to five years or
$500, and breaking and entering
is a felony punishable by up to 20
years in prison. These penalties
are subject to wide latitude.

Econ

Center
Continued from Page 3

is truly rare. Chandra is not
married; this gave her unus-

ual freedom to travel.

Maria and Harvinder are

both married and have left

their husbands behind. They
both speak English perfectly:

their medium of instruction

was always English.

Though she has no language

problem, Harvinder finds her

classwork time consuming,

and like the others has not ven-

tured far Into the social net-

work of the campus communi-
ty. In reference to the

"Williams Weekly Calend-

ar's" endless Ust of activities

and events, Harvinder added,

"I wish we had more time . .

.

so we could enjoy these

things."

JOSEPH E. DEWEY

9:00-5:00 .\
Mon.-Sal. "^ '^̂

v\^^^ ^Oo
WILLIAMSTOWN. MASS.

01267

458-5717

del Greco
cAMEKXCATl

^-^

FciOAy&SATiji2i:i4y
€Cr€CEI31&2

DREAMS
pi(::^no- vocols-j^-za

.1:30i(M
Thurs.-^Sat.

DrinksandaLateN^Mzim

8S08nrERa NnoHAiMMStMA. 664 47S7
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Bonds boost aid funds
h.v Ned Ladd

The well has not run dry on financial aid, according to Financial

Aid Director Phillip Wick. Despite federal cutbacks and recent

negative publicity, Williams can offer aid to those who need it.

President Chandler noted that "because Williams never became as

dependent on federal aid as other institutions, we're in as good a

position as we were two years ago to help people."

Williams is largely self-sufficient in terms of Financial Aid
Scholarships. Wick estimated that 80 percent of the $2.85 million in

grant money awarded this year will come from within the College.

The remaining 20 percent will be absorbed by state and federal

programs which, although cut back, are still functioning.

However, under the present Administration in Washington, these

programs are hardly safe. In reaction to more threatened cuts,

President Chandler, as President of the Association of Independent
Colleges and Universities of Massachusetts, proposed that the state

float tax-free bonds to replace lost federal aid. His proposal was
met with approval and introduced as a bill into the Massachusetts
legislature under Senator D'Amico, Chairman of the Senate Educa-
tion Committee.
Many legislators initially opposed this bill because they felt It

would be costly to the taxpayers. Chandler, through his lobbying
efforts, explained that the Loan Authority would be wholly self-suf-

ficient, and, as a result, cost the taxpayers nothing.

With the bill's eventual passage, the Massachusetts Student Loan
Authority was born. Its primary purpose Is to float state tax-free

bonds and use the capital for loans to college students. This money
would be available to qualified students at about 11% interest and on
conditions that could provide for a long-term payback, according to

Treasurer William Reed.

Bonds due for January

The first sale of bonds will take place in October. Williams is

holding off until the second round sometime in January, because as

Chandler put it, "We decided to wait and see how it goes." This

means that the money will not be available until possibly second

semester, but more likely not until next fall.

This money coupled with existing funds will put Williams in an

excellent position to offer aid in the future, according to the Ad-

ministration. For this reason, Director of Admissions Phillip Smith
believes that Williams can maintain its commitment to an "aid-

blind" admissions policy, although he admitted there have been
demographic shifts in the composition of entering classes in recent

years.

Negative publicity cited

However, he cited negative publicity rather than lack of funds

as the chief cause of these shifts. Students from families with In-

comes less than $10,000 have almost totally disappeared from the

admissions pool, according to Smith. He called this unfortunate be-

cause, "We could offer full aid to them if they applied."

Continued on Page 13

We have a good selection of

dictionaries and reference books.
enzif

COLLEGE BOOK STORE, INC.

WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS 01267

CLASSIFIEDS

OWN YOUR OWN JEAN-
SPORTSWEAR, Infant-Preteenor

Ladies Apparel Store. Offering all

nationally known brands such as

Jordache, Chic. Lee, Levi, Van-
derbilt, Calvin Klein. Wrangler

over 200 other brands. $7,900 to

$16,500 includes beginning
inventory, airfare for one to

Fashion Center, training, fixtures,

grand opening promotions. Call

Mr. Kostecky (501) 327-8031.

rStanford MBAn
REPRESENTATIVE

COMING TO CAMPUS
MONDAY, OCTOBER 11

A representative of the Stanford Graduate School of
Business will be on campus to discuss with interested

students the exceptional educational opportunity of the

Stanford MBA Program.

Appointments may be made through
The Office of Career Counseling

The Stanford MBA Program is a two-year general

management course of studies designed for men and
women who wish to develop management skills to meet
the broad responsibilities required in both the private

and public sectors today and in the future.

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
STANFORD UNIVERSITY
Stanford, California 94305

This Bank St. house will serve as headquarters for the Femnist Alliance and other groups beginning Oct. 1.

(Close)

Women's Center to open Friday
by E. A. Stanton

The first women's center for

the Williams community will

open with a reception Friday, in

its newly refurbished perman-
ent residence. Hardy House at

23 Bank St. The spacious three-

story building will also serve as

headquarters for the Feminist
Alliance, Gay People's Union,

Peer Health Counseling, and the

Anti-Apartheid Coalition.

The center, initiated by the

Feminist Alliance, was
designed to foster community-
oriented groups which would
discuss or be sensitive to

women's issues. "We really

wanted to find an accessible

space that would be open to all

women," said Dean Mary

Kenyatta, "I think it has a lot of

potential."

The renovation of Hardy
House has solved space prob-

lems for the Feminist Alliance

and other groups, but it has also

extended the forum for
women's issues to Include all

interested persons, according to

Alliance Members. Ideally, the

center will provide resources

and support for women regard-

less of their political tendency

or the degree of their commit-
ment to political activity.

The house living room will be

open to any student organiza-

tions who sign up in advance,

and upper floor office space

may be shared among groups

who are understanding and sup-

MICHEL'S OF WILLIAMSTOWN
Catering with a special touch for

soecial occasions.
• Private Parties • Platters • Hors d'oeuvres

Deadline for arranging for graduation parties

is May 10tti.

Contact Mary for more information.

458-5441

portive of the women's center.

"I hope women and men will

use this for many purposes and
that it will be an open territory,

not a privilege for one specific

organization," said Dean
Nancy Mclntyre.
The Feminist Alliance has

looked forward to the center's
opening since last fall. A
second-story room In Mears
House has served as the Allian-

ce's resource center for the past

three years, but there was not

enough room for its whole col-

lection. Much material
remained dispersed among sev-

eral buildings. The expanded
library will provide resources

for Women's Studies research

and for anyone with an Interest

in women's issues.

Because the small Mears
room could not hold all active

members at once, the Alliance

had to reserve different meet-
ing places each week. Now the

group has its first adequate per-

manent headquarters.

WOOLRICH FOR FALL

Quality and Service

for iVIen and Women
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Bright future painted for Museum
by Michael Govan

With the completion of the new ad-

dition to Lawrence Hall and re-

furbishing of the existing build-

ing, WlUiamstown will become
one of the most Important cen-

ters for art history scholarship and exposure to

fine arts In the nation.

the College Museum along with Chapln Library

is part of a much broader resource center. The
world-famous Clark museum, a stone's throw

from the Williams campus, houses an outstand-

ing permanent collection featuring one of the fin-

est collections of 19th century French painting in

the country. The Clark library is one of the ten

best art libraries in North America. Next door to

the Clark is the Regional Conservation Lab, doing

restoration on art work for museums around the

country. Both the Clark and College museums
make extensive use of the lab.

. . . the most
exciting space in

Williamstown.

"The aggregation of these resources," said

Director of the College museum Tom Krens,

"can't be matched by very many places In this

country: only Harvard, Yale and Princeton."

Ironically, the existence of all these exceptional

facilities in the same place is due almost entirely

to chance. Robert Sterling Clark decided to put

his museum in this sleepy New England village,

not to complement Williams College so much as to

protect his collection from nuclear fallout. The
Conservation lab is independent of both the Clark

and College Museums.
Most of these facilities are not new, and the

Lawrence Hall addition itself is only a small part

of this network, but, according to Krens, the addi-

tion "will act as a catalyst" to make efficient and

widespread use of the resources. Further plans

include creating a computerized directory or

"database" of art objects and materials in the

area. This would provide resources easily

accessed not only from within the community but

by other colleges and museums around the nation

and the world.

Most importantly, the addition to the museum
will provide a great amount of exhibition space, a

total of thirteen galleries. Several will be used for

student exhibitions; one will be designated

entirely for student work. Regular faculty exhibi-

tions will allow students to see faculty work.

Other in-house shows will be related to specific

art courses.

Dickenslan spaces
One of the most interesting uses of the space

will be for short-term shows relating to courses

outside the art department. Several smaller gal-

leries will be Identified for this purpose. "The
museum will act as a response mechanism to the

curriculum," said Krens.

Krens envisions, for example, a course in the

19th century Dickens novel wanting an exhibition

of English landscapes between 1850 and 1%5. Pie-

ces could be collected from the permanent collec-

tion, the Clark collection, or even outside sources.

Krens said that classes could even be held in the

gallery. Krens noted that "astonishing resources

here in Williamstown" are not used by the com-

munity and College.

The new galleries will allow space for the crea-

tion of larger shows by students and faculty which

would start at Williams and then travel to other

museums. Some would t>e as great in scope as the

recent Robert Morris exhibit, which began at the

Clark and is now travelling.

Some shows would be rented from other galler-

ies and shown at the college. Because of insuffi-

cient climate control and security, the College
museum has never before been able to borrow
from other collections.

Library Prisoners
Lawrence Hall is acknowledged to be the finest

example of 19th century architecture at Williams.
Built in 1846, It was used as the College library.

The original design was apparently based on a
novel French design for prisons: a "panbptlgon."
The design facilitates efficient observation of pri-

soners from a viewing post in the center; the pri-

son cells radiate outward. This was considered a

huge psychological deterrent against
misbehavior.

In Lawrence Hall, the head librarian's desk
was placed in the center. Columns blocked the

librarian's view of the stacks, but from his desk
he could easily spot any student removing a book.

(Similar renovations are now being considered
for Sawyer Library.

)

The wings were added to the building in 1899.

The building was converted into a museum when
another addition was added in 1926 (Stetson

became the College library). The building under-
went further renovations in 1928 and 1938.

Athletes and art

In the '70s the need for both an addition to the

museum and improved athletic facilities became
apparent. Architect Charles Moore was chosen to

design the buildings. Moore's original design was
a very innovative and ambitious plan to revitalize

the entire area between Spring Street, the Berk-
shire Quad, and the Lansing .Chapman rink.

"The early designs," said art professor E. J.

Johnson, "were really quite marvellous." Since
then the building has had a "muddled history."

Unfortunately, the bid for the project came in at

$6 million, well over the combined art/athletic

budget. The College decided that only the Law-
rence addition would X>e built immediately since

the funds for that project were more readily

available.

Moore, one of the nation's more well-known
architects, also designed the Dartmouth College

museum. His designs for the Dartmouth museum
were exhibited In a recent show of museum archi-

tecture at the Whitney Museum in New York.

Lost golf baU
The Lawrence Hall addition will probably

never achieve that fame. The bid on Moore's orig-

inal plans for the addition came in 75 percent over
budget. The neo-classical design of the addition

originally included such features as large screen
walls, one incorporating the design of a renais-

sance Palladian window; an outdoor sculpture in

the form of a giant golf ball; and an elaborate roof

system with many skylights. But none of these

features will exist in the completed building.

Square footage took precedence over architec-

tural detail. Art department chairman Milo
Beach explained that "looks, not function, were
trimmed." Besides the galleries and general ren-

ovations to the existing structure, the addition

will provide the art department with three more
classrooms, a new lecture hall, a large slide

room, and all-new offices.

The fun is gone

According to Johnson, the building may be one
about which the architect Moore has "equivocal

feelings." Much of Moore's architecture is based
on an element of "fun."

"The fun is gone," said Johnson, noting espe-

cially the "light-heartedness" of the detail of the

Paladian window screen which was cut out of the

plan. Johnson expressed hope that some of these

details, both functional and aesthetic, might be
added at a later date.

One major architectural aspect of the building

which was untouched by cuts is the spectacular

atrium, which will form the entrance and stair-

case between the addition and the original struc-

ture. Professor Beach described it as a

"magnetic space." Johnson called it "the most
exciting space in Williamstown."

All of the building going on around campus this

year is impressive, but someone has to pay for

It. Fortunately, the College's outstanding suc-

cess with fund-raising, particularly among

alumni, and its efficient planning have

consistently allowed the College to raise most or all of the

costs before construction even begins.

During the '81-'82 school year, Williams had the most
successful fund-raising campaign of any comparable co-

ed college in the nation, according to a study by an in-

dependent research group.
However, much of the money for the current projects—

the additions to Lawrence Hall, the Faculty House and
Adams Memorial Theatre—was raised during the Capital

Campaign for the Seventies, a special fund-raising drive

run by the Development Office from 1974 to 1980.

Director of Development John Pritchard estimated that

alumni contributed 70 percent of the $51.1 million raised

during the drive; the other 30 percent came from founda-

tions and corporations. One-third of the money raised in

the campaign has been devoted to current construction

costs; the rest has been put into endowment, scholar-

ships and professorships. Chandler said.

The price tag for the additions will be $4.5 million for

Lawrence, $1.6 million for the Faculty House, and $993,000

for the AMT, according to Chandler.

Space or features

The original cost estimate for construction of the

Lawrence project was $2.5 million. Chandler said. It went
up to $2.7 million when the contractors realized how com-
plex the design was, according to Treasurer William Reed.
Thus the original design was cut to make the building af-

fordable.

"It came down to a question of cutting square footage or

cutting square footage or cutting some of the original ar-

chitectural features," Chandler explained, "so the art de-

partment opted for the space."

Alumni covered most of Lawrence's cost overruns. One
of the features which was scheduled to be cut was a roof

skylight intended to permit natural lighting in a gallery;

several alumni thought the skylight valuable enough to

supply the $75,000 needed for Its addition to the build-

ing, Chandler said.

Tom Krem, director of the Wllliami College Museum of Art,

wHI oversee eKhlbtttons in the new galleries.

The College faces no overrun costs for theAMT and Fac-

ulty House additions. Reed said, because the builder, who
is building both, is under contract to bring them in for a set

cost. Since both additions are fairly straight-forward de-

signs with overruns unlikely. Reed explained, the contract

is not unusual.

The College decided to allow the builder, Joseph Fran-

cese Co. of Pittsfield, to build the two additions at the

same time liecause it was cheaper. Chandler said.

Earmarked gifts

A portion of the cost of each building will be put into

an endowment to provide funds for their continued mainte-

nance. The maintenance endowment cost was $1.3 million

for Lawrence, $175,000 for the AMT, and $360,000 for the

Faculty House.

"We require an endowment for the upkeep of all our

buildings," said Chandler. "We're one of the few col-

leges that does. Most others build new buildings and then

hope and pray they can afford it."

Funds given by donors can be earmarked for specific

uses, like the Lawrence skylight, but are often given with

no strings attached.
Continued on Page 10
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Theatre addition

allows experiments
The theatre being built next to

Adams Memorial Theatre will

allow a greater variety and
quality of experimental and
student-directed productions
than ever before, according to

Theatre Department Chairman
Jean-Bernard Bucky.
"We needed space for

smaller-scale productions that

would give students the oppor-

tunity to concentrate on doing a
lot of shows with good facilities

and ease of physical produc-

tion," he said.

The addition is scheduled to

be completed next summer and
dedicated next fall, Bucky said.

It will have one floor, containing

the theatre itself, dressing
rooms, restrooms, a lobby, a

ticket booth and an entrance
separate from the main AMT
entrance.

The theatre will seat about 100

persons. The stage is a three-

quarter shape which will extend
out into the audience. The thea-

tre also features a "substantial

lighting system," Bucky said,

and a relatively high roof. The
acoustics are expected to be
good, he added.

Carved out

The addition will be function-

ally and acoustically separate
from the AMT, Bucky stressed,

so that rehearsals and perfor-

mances can go on simultane-
ously in both facilities.
Previously, the theatre depart-

ment used a downstairs room of

the AMT for experimental pro-

ductions, an arrangement

which prevented the room from
l)eing used while the main stage

was in use, according to Bucky.

The downstairs theatre was
"carved out of other spaces,"

Bucky added, and was not origi-

nally designed as a theatre per

se, so It lacked a good lighting

system, had no entrance or

lobby for the audience, and had
too low a ceiling.

The National Theatre Festi-

val, which uses the AMT during

the summer, may use the addi-

tion, but the idea hasn't really

l>een discussed yet, Bucky said.

The Festival will not be able to

use the addition next sununer,
since it will not be completed by
then, he added.

Big black box
The addition, which cost

$818,000 for construction and
$175,000 for its maintenance
endowment, was funded chiefly

by a gift from Sanford McCor-
mlck, father of Carolyn McCor-
mick, a 1981 Williams graduate
and theatre major.
But McCormlck's original

grant would have only funded
"a big black box," Bucky noted,
"which would not have solved
the original problems." The
College thus decided the addi-

tional features should be added.
"Nothing in the building is

extravagant or simply decor,"
he claimed. "It will be rela-

tively austere . . . but the final

design Is splendid. I'm
satisfied."

BMC spurs music interest

More music majors^ talent

by Katya Holcanson

Extra-curricular music inter-

est has soared since the Bernh-
ard Music Center, which houses
the music department, was
completed in 1979, according to

Douglas Moore, professor of

music.

More musicians have t>een

attracted to Williams since the

completion of Bernhard, says
Moore, noting that there are
eight music majors in the class

of 1984, which was the first class

to be able to use Bernhard 's

Lett, a worker

examlnets win-
dow In the Law-
rence Hall

addition which

looks south

over Spring St.

andtheTaconIc

Ridge. Above,

the unfinished

atrium, which

will be "the

most exciting

space In

Wllllamtlown."

Right, a worker

welding a beam.

facilities beginning right from
the freshman year. In the past

there were generally about half

as many music majors per
class, Moore said.

A numt>er of singing groups
have been either founded or

revived since Bernhard "s many
rehearsal rooms became avail-

able, Moore noted, Including

such groups as the Springstreet-

ers and Ephoria.

Currier basement

Until Bernhard was built, the

music department was housed
mainly in the basement of Cur-
rier Hall, he said, with the Cur-

rier Ballroom serving as the

Music 101 room. The seminar
room was in the Chapel base-

ment in what is now known as
the Kuskin Room, and profes-

sors and students had to "load
all our books and records onto

shopping carts and go across
Route 2" to get to the seminar
room, Moore said.

The basement of Chapln
housed one office and two to five

practice rooms before the
advent of Bernhard, and prac-

tice rooms also had to be used
for music listening rooms.
Bernhard now contains 25 prac-
tice rooms, as well as Brooks-
Rogers Recital Hall, a choral
rehearsal hall, and an instru-

mental rehearsal hall.

Concerts now performed in

Brooks-Rogers used to be per-

formed in the Chapel, said

Moore, and the paucity of reci-

Ul halls In the past meant that a
performance often prevented
another group from rehearsing.
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Alumni gifts

Above, an electrical contractor studies Lawrence's wiring plans. Below, tlie

sun pokes tlirough the frame of tlie Faculty House's new counterpart.

One of tlie workers was asked what he thought of Williams students.

"I think they're nice, polite," he said, and then motioned towards another

worker. "This guy can't keep his eyes off the girls."

Continued from Page 9

"The College likes It when the

gift is unrestricted," admitted

Pritchard. "That way it can

apply the gift as it sees fit. Often

an individual is not concerned

with the gift's use. That's an
ideal situation, and it happens.

"But if a class or Individual

can specify that the gift will be
used for, say a classroom that

will immortalize their name,"
he continued, "that gives them
an incentive to give the gift and
for others in the class to help.

* There's a lot of appeal, it's a ral-

lying point, when you can home
in and be specific."

Chandler noted that the Col-

lege advises potential donors as
to what Williams' chief needs
are.

Foundations and corpora-
tions also contribute towards
the College's building and oper-
ating costs. The Kresge Foun-
dation in Detroit, which helped
fund the Lawrence addition, is

dedicated solely to funding the
construction of buildings,
including colleges and hospi-
tals. Other foundations exist
which promote sciences and the
arts. But the Kresge money
didn't come as a flat-out grant.

Over the top

"They help with the

is to develop ties to potential

employees. Some corporations

have a special Interest in

science buildings. Reed noted.

Financial planning begins
when construction plans ate
first being made, usually three
to four years before the building

Is completed, according to

Reed. The College Provost, J.

Hodge Markgraf, is a key figure
in making projections on costs
and endowment and gift
income. Chandler said.

The Trustee Budget Commit-
tee has final say over the pro-

ject's financing and the Trustee
Buildings and Grounds Com-
mittee approves the project's

practicality and its setting on
campus. An officer in the Devel-
opment Office is then appointed
to oversee the fund-raising
campaign.

Old boy network
The Development Office's

effort is aided by a group of
alumni called the Development
Council, headed by Thorn Pen-
dleton "31. Reed described Its

members as Informal advisers
on the College's business, fund-
raising and public relations

affairs. They aid in fund-raising
by arranging meetings for
Chandler and other college offi-

cials with potential donors,
Reed said. ^

final

phase of fund-raising at the end
of a campaign," Reed
explained. "They say, 'if you've
raised X amount, we'll take you
over the top.'

"

The Development Office
writes grant proposals to foun-

dations based on its extensive
library, which lists various
kinds of special-interest founda-
tions, Pritchard said. Chandler
explained that which foundation

the College approaches for

money ' 'depends a lot on who ( in

the College) knows whom in

Vhat organization ...it's a com-

plex process."

Corporations contributed to

the building fund as well. Prit-

chard said one of their motives

Alumni get off Log, find faculty home
The $1.6 million addition to

the Faculty House will provide

alumni with the permanent
meeting place they've never
really had.

The addition includes a dining

room with a capacity of 200, a
large kitchen, and a lounge and
bar on the lower level.

The Log on Spring Street is

officially the alumni center, but

the College decided long ago
that it was neither large enough
nor fully suited to serve alumni
full-time, according to College
President John Chandler.

In the '70s the College planned
to convert the Cluett House, an
estate It owns on Ide Road, Into

an alumni house. The plan was
abandoned due to the expense of
the renovation needed, Cluett's
distance from the campus, and
parking problems.

Alumni ties

The class of 1930 donated part
of its 50th reunion fund drive to

construct the addition to the
Faculty House. Director of

Development John Pritchard
stressed that the addition will

maintain and strengthen
alumni Interest in Williams, but

it is intended to benefit faculty

as well.
' 'The alumni are here on cam-

pus in largest numbers during
the summer when there isn't

heavy use of the Faculty Club by
the faculty," Chandler
explained. The faculty gener-
ally said they were not opposed
to the addition.

"There was a little apprehen-
sion at first," Chandler said,

"but they've come to see that

most of the time the addition
will be used for them. Most of

them are delighted." ^

Building

for the

arts

Continued from Page 7

built by the same contractor as

the AMT addition, so it should

also be ready by next summer.
Williams alumni have been

the backbone of the construc-

tion fund-raising effort. About
two-thirds of the cost of the

three additions was provided by
alumni gifts; another third

came from foundations and cor-

porations.

Chandler was largely respon-
sible for getting the new build-

ing projects rolling. After being
advised on the most pressing
educational needs by the
departments and by the Com-
mittee on Priorities and Resour-
ces, a Joint faculty-student
committee, he makes a recom-
mendation to the Trustees, who
hold the final say.

The Trustee Buildings and
Grounds Committee reviews
the project's practicality and
campus setting and the Trustee
Budget Committee approves
the project's financing.

The Trustees appoint a build-

ing committee to work on the

plans with the architect. Law-
rence's building committee con-
sisted of art professors Whitney
Stoddard, E.J. Johnson, Ed
Epping, and Thomas Krens,
director of the Williams College
Museum of Art. A member of

the Development Office is

appointed to oversee the
project's fund-raising cam-
paign.

Future construction plans are

still being discussed. High on

the priority list is a new gym
facility and more space for com-
puters. Bronfman Science Cen-

ter is already bursting at the

seams. Chandler noted, but with

the completion of theAMT addi-

tion, the Jesup Hall auditorium,

already underused, may fall

Into complete disuse. It may be

used to house more computers,
but such plans are very Indefi-

nite right now. Chandler said.

A $40,000 design study Is

underway to draft a plan for a
new gym, which probably will

contain a basketball court with

large seating capacity and an
Olympic-sized pool. But plan-

ning for the project's financing
depends on a definite plan being
offered to the Trustees.

Overall, Williams' physical
plant is very roomy. There are
currently 850 square feet per
student, according to Assistant
Director of Physical Plant Wln-
throp Wassenar; he estimates
the national average Is 375
square feet per student. The fig-

ure at Williams was 1,008 before
co-education Increased the size

of the student body.
Chandler sees the additions as

virtually completing the Col-
lege's physical plant.

' 'The new additions are neces-
sary but I'll be relieved when
the building need is met so that
the money can be more directed
to people—faculty salaries and
scholarships," he said. "There
are always those who question
new building," he concluded.
"But I'm proud that the College
can respond to these needs at a
time when most colleges cannot
afford to build."

Hill coaxes keys

Warren charges Chapin crowd
by Ted Benson

Well, it finally happened. Wil-

liams College got a first-rate

rock act, as Warren Zevon gave
a performance that was without

equal In recent memory last

Thursday.
The Concert Commission, and

especially Hernando Garzon
'84, Is to be congratulated for

bringing us such a versatile,

vibrant artist.

From the opening chords of

"Johnny Strikes up the Band"
to the second encore "I'll Sleep

When I'm Dead," Zevon held

the sell-out crowd in sway. Both

old and new tunes, hard rock or

laid-back ballad, were well-

received.

Superior support
Zevon's back-up group was

exceptional as well, even with-

out Waddy Wachtel, Zevon's
usual lead guitarist. Known as
one of the best musicians on the

West Coast, Wachtel is cur-

rently working in L.A. and
decided not to tour.

The tour began in New Jersey
last Sunday and ends October 10

in Philadelphia. Afterwards,
Zevon plans to go to Montana to

work with Tom McGuane on
another album to follow his

latest, "The Envoy."

Zevon started as a classical

musician, and at age 14 he met
Igor Stravinsky. Zevon con-

tinues to write classical, and

recently finished a few chamber
pieces.

Structural damage
In Chapin, though, Zevon

wasn't playing chamber music,
and with speakers putting out
150 decibels plus at 50 feet, one
spectator remarked that if the
volume was any higher, it would
have caused structural
damage.
At 24, Zevon worked in Spain

for a time, and then went to

Africa, where, as he told Jim
Corsiglia '83 of WCFM, he had
several "interesting adven-
tures'l from which "Roland the
Headlfess Thompson Gunner"
emerged.

Backed by Springsteen
After returning to L.A., he

wrote for the Everly Brothers
and commercials. With help
from Bruce Springsteen and
others, his career began to take
off. In fact, the one Springsteen
song that Zevon performed,
"Cadillac Ranch," brought the
audience alive, as did one Zevon
co-wrote with Springsteen, the
always popular "Jeannie Needs
a Shooter."

However, as Zevon became
more successful, he began to

drink. Soon he was known on the

West Coast as a talented, dan-
gerous alcoholic. He was calm
only when he was drinking, and
sober, he had no control over
himself.

As a result, his personal life

became a shambles, his wife

left, and his bad reputation lin-

gered even after the success of

the album "Excitable Boy."

Temperance triumphs
In 1980, shortly after the

release of his live album,
"Stand in the Fire," Zevon quit

alcohol. He says now, "If what-
ever you do is self-destructive,

then it is destructive to your
work."
But Zevon still believes in

rock and roll. As he told WCFM,
"The purpose of rock ... is to be

cathartic. I hope that it's appre-

Continued on Page 12

by Ted Benson

Last Sunday night, Victor Hill

returned once more to Thomp-
son Memorial Chapel for

another Griffin Hall concert.

The concert of organ music
consisted of works by William
Mathias, Cesar Franck, Men-
delssohn, Vaughan Williams
and that old standby, J.S. Bach.

As expected, our multi-
talented math professor Mr.
Hill delighted the aural senses
with his controlled but expres-

sive interpretations. Never one

New Who
flops 'hard'

by Brett Green

It's Hard may be guitarist-

songwriter Pete Townshend's
commentary on how one con-

sistently comes up with good
songs. And good songs certainly

seem to be a problem for Towns-
hend lately. He has followed up
a fair solo album with a poor

Who album.

The album doesn' t even sound
like the Who. It sounds more like

a lousy Pete Townshend solo

album. The only song on the

album that is even reminiscent
of the Who's past glory is

"Athena," a good, butnotgreat,
rocker. And although "I've

Known No War" displays some
fine synthesizer work, the rest

of the album is of no merit
whatsoever.

There are several reasons for

the album being such a disap-

to merely play a piece. Hill

showed his ability to thoroughly
Involve an audience in the

smooth, powerful tones of Men-
delssohn or the crisp, refreshing

chorale-preludes of Bach.
This is the 15th year that Hill

has performed in the Griffin

Hall series, and he has per-

formed elsewhere as well,

including concert tours through

Europe and North America.
The next Griffin Hall concert is

scheduled for Friday, Octol)er

22, and features three Bach vio-

lin and harpsichord concertos.

polntment. First of all, John
Bundrlck, the keyboardist used
by the Who for almost a decade,

has been replaced by the far less

talented Tim Gorman.
The group itself is not in

prime form. John Entwistle,

one of rock's premiere bassists,

is no longer playing his amazing
bass lines. Instead, he has taken
a back seat, restricting himself

to simple rhythm parts. Towns-
hend's guitar work is nothing to

boast of, either.

However, Roger Daltrey
shines, still one of the greatest

vocalists ever. And there's

some bad news for those Ken-
ney Jones critics; his drum-
ming is the best instrument
work on the album.

If, as Daltrey recently
remarked, the end of the Who Is

near. It's too bad they had to

leave on such a sour note.

Springsteen strums

bleak ^Nebraska'

Concert Listings
prepared by TOONERVILLE TROLLEY RECORDS

Tues., Sept. 28 Rot)ert Gordon, Channel, Boston, Mass.: Rory Gallagher.
Paradise, Boston: Asleep at the Wheel, Jonathan Swift's, Boston

Wed., Sept. 29 Rick Derringer, Hullabaloo, Rensselaer, NY
Thur., Sept. 30 Johnny Winter, Paradise Boston

Itzhak Perlman, Proctor's Theater, Schenectady, NY
Frl., Oct. 1 John Dandurand. British Maid, WlUlamstown, Mass.:

The Flirtations, Beacon Street, N. Adams, Mass.
Judas Priest, Centrum, Worcester, Mass.
Roomful of Blues, Sandy's Jazz Revival. Beverly, Mass.

Sat.. Oct. 2 John Dandurand, British Maid, WlUlamstown: Flirtations, Beacon
Street, N. Adams, Mass.: Asleep at the Wheel, Woody's, Washington, Mass.
JethroTull, Centrum, Worcester, Mass.

Sun., Oct. 3 The Clash, RPI, Troy, NY
Oct. 8 Judas Priest & Iron Maiden, Glens Falls Civic Ctr., Glens Falls, NY
Oct. 9 Arlo Guthrie & Shenandoah, Orpheum, Boston
Oct. 11 Chuck Manglone. Berklee Perforrriancc Ctr.. Boston
Oct. 11 Heart & Johnny Cougar, Centrum, Worcester
Oct. 15 GoGos, Boston Garden
Oct. 17 Joe Jackson, Orpheum, Boston
Oct. 22 Van Halen, Centrum, Worcester, Mass.
Oct. 27 Joe Jackson, Palace, Albany, NY

by Brett McDonnell

Nebraska. A strange title for

an album by the man who is

New Jersey's only reason for

existence. Still, these states do
have something in common-
bleakness.

The title is not the only odd
thing about Bruce Springsteen's

new album. It is completely

acoustic. Folk and country
music strongly influence the

sound. This Is a dramatic break
from the dominant sound of

Nebraska's three predeces-

sors—the powerful rock and roll

of Born to Run, Darkness on the

Edge of Town, and The River.

The sparseness of the music
throws the words into higher

relief than ever. They stand up
under the attention. This album
has it all: love, death, hard
times, fathers and sons, the

struggle against authority, and
the search for a "reason to

believe,"

Marginal characters

Nebraska is a much more
deeply political album than any-

thing by such political activists

as Jackson Browne or Crosby,

Stills and Nash. Springsteen

deals with marginal characters

at the edge of society who live

out politics as an everyday
struggle of life and death; char-

acters like Johnny 99, a broke,

laid-off auto worker who is

forced to take up a life of crime.

Then there is Joe Roberts, a
highway patrolman whose
brother is on the other side of

that often thin line which
divides hunter from hunted.

Springsteen has always Iden-

tified with the working class and
the have-nots, and songs like

"Mansion on the Hill" and
"Used Cars" on this album con-

tinue that pattern, but the era of

Reaganomlcs has made the

atmosphere of hardship more
harsh and Immediate than ever.

Killing spree
Pent-up rage and frustration

permeate the album. In

Nebraska, the narrator and
his girlfriend go on a killing spree
and murder ten innocent peo-

ple. In "Johnny 99" it says
"Johnny's wavin' his gun
around and threatenln' to blow
his top."

A growing concern of Spring-

steen's has been the "void that

stares back." In two songs
Springsteen sings "Deliver me
from nowhere" (remember "I

don't want to fade away"?).
Death and the void creep into

many of the songs. Still, as
always Springsteen resolutely

believes in the possibility of

hope, happiness and love: "At
the end of every hard-earned
day people find some reason to

believe."

Springsteen irrelevant

Springsteen has never been
an innovator, and he is Irrele-

vant to the most exciting move-
ments in rock and roll today.

Still, we are lucky to have a per-

former who can be so popular
and still write music as intelli-

gent, searching and hard-
hitting as this. I miss the E
Street Band and look forward to

their return on the next Spring-
steen album (supposedly due
out soon), but in the meantime
Nebraska is more than ade-
quate. Anyone who thinks rock
and roll Is, or should be, more
than loud party music should
listen to this album.
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Trio crafts classical pleasures
by Mark Averltt

Classical music is not exactly

the talk of the campus, and you
don't hear it blaring out of dorm
windows throughout the day.

But if you seek It out and let it

entertain you, as a movie or

novel would, you are in for an
emotionally moving and sensu-

ally pleasing experience. The
more you hear it, the more
appreciation for it you will

develop. And maybe you'll skip

the next Warren Zevon concert

in order to hear masters like

Julius Hegyi, Douglas Moore
and Paula Ennis-Dwyer per-

form their inspiring craft.

This fine circle of musicians

delighted a Brooks-Rogers
crowd of about 100 with compo-
sitions by Arthur Foote, Franz
Joseph Haydn, and Anton
Arensky in last Friday's Willi-

ams Trio Recital.

Hegyi cut a striking figure in

his grey suit, his white hair
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115 Water Street
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Peace Corps

Oct. 7 & 8 - Interviews at Otflce of

Career Counseling, 9:00 - 12 Noon
Oct. 6 - film at 7:00. Call for

location - 594-2311.

bouncing as he elicited high

vibrato notes one moment and
plucked his violin with gusto the

next. His instrument seemed
particularly lively and domi-

nant during the Haydn piece.

Moore, the chairman of the

music department here, filled

the hall with low, powerful cello

sounds which lent an element of

pathos to Foote's Opus #5.

Moore wrote his thesis at Indi-

ana University on Foote and has

since unearthed and performed
several previously undisco-

vered Foote compositions.

Like Moore, Ennis-Dwyer is a

graduate of Indiana University,

although she has been at Willi-

ams for only three years to the

cellist's twelve. Her falsetto

piano solos, in which she alter-

nated two notes for several

beats, were a memorable
aspect of the Arensky piece and
bordered on the comical. Ennis-

Dwyer, unlike Moore and
Hegyi, is a visibly impassioned
performer whose face and fin-

gers reflect the mood of her

music.

••
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New papers left and right:

Germinal
by Chris Howlett

More than 50 people gathered
last Monday evening In the Cur-
rier Ballroom to organize a new
liberal campus newspaper,
Germinal, scheduled to appear
the second week of October.

Junior Joel Hellman, describ-

ing himself as a member of the

"loose editorial board,"
explained that the paper's name
was chosen for its various

meanings. In English it pertains

to germination; in French it is

the title of a classic 19th century

novel by Emlle Zola dealing

with the plight of French
workers; "plus it has a cute

nickname," Hellman added,
"The Germ."
The paper will be structured

like a news magazine with arti-

cles, features, editorials and
columns. Departments will cover

campus and local news as well

as national and international

news and the arts.

Alumni funding
"We want to take issues that

we think are important that

have not been dealt with any-
where else," Hellman said. He
stressed that Germinal is

not looking to compete with
existing papers, but to supple-

ment them, although the paper
will have a definite "progres-
sive leaning."

It was also announced at Mon-
day's meeting that Germi-

nal has organized an alumni
advisory board to provide finan-

cial and editorial support and
possibly contribute articles.

The board includes Williams
political science professor
James MacGregor Burns '39;

John W. Anderson '50, editorial

writer for The Washington
Post; Muhammed Kenyatta '81,

a student at Harvard Law
School; and Lester C. Thurow
'60, professor of economics and
management at MIT.

Frantic effort

Germinal is the out-
growth of plans for three separ-
ate papers and combines
concepts from all of them. Hell-

man had been hoping to see
another campus newspaper
while Herve Jean-Baptiste had
been planning a paper oriented
toward the Third World. Sev-
eral other students had been
working on a more radical,

Marxist-oriented publication to

counter conservative campus
papers.

At the beginning of this year,
however, all three ideas merged
in a frantic effort Involving
almost-daily meetings. As a
result, Germinal will have a
wide range of coverage. "The
paper has a lot of flexibility,"

one editor said, "We're just
going to sit around and rap
about what's going to be in the
paper."

GRADUATE STUDY IN PUBLIC POLICY

Thi- LB| School of Public Affairs at The University of
Texas at Austin emphasizes public policy analysis, inter-

disciplinary research, and summer internships in govern-
ment agencies in its graduate programs:

— Master's Degree in Public Affairs

— loint Degrees Program with the UT Law School
— loint Degrees Program with the UT College of En-

ginjeering

— loint Degrees Program with theUT Graduate School
of Business

Financial aid and fellowships are available based on merit
or need.

Mii I WIIHA REriiE^LNTATIVEAT:

Office of Career Counseling
Williams College

October 4, 1982

10:00 am - 3:00 pm

The Republican
by Brett McDonnell

Despite the controversy over
its initial issue last spring. The
Williams Republican will begin
its first full year of publishing

this fall. The debut issue should

hit the campus on October 4.

"We are trying to provide a

balance on campus from a polit-

ical viewpoint," says new editor

Steve Nielsen '85. "We want to

preserve both tradition and
humor on the campus scene."

Enraged students

The Republican has broken
formal ties with the Republican
Club, now called the Garfield

Republican Club, though some
people may be involved in both

organizations.

Last year's first and only

issue, released at the end of the

school year, focused on the issue

of feminism and enraged many
students and faculty members,
including some conservatives.

Nielsen feels people overrea-

acted.

"I thought the reaction gener-
ally was almost a reflex action
to some of the things that they
read," commented Nielsen,
who was layout editor for that

issue. He says people made
"blanket statements" about the
whole paper based on certain
articles that appeared in it.

Pipeline focus
Nielsen sees "marginal

changes" from that first issue

resulting from the fact that he is

now editor. "The way I put
together the paper obviously is

going to differ from the way the

previous editors did it,"

explained Nielsen.

"We are not going to harp on

women's and feminist issues at

all, but neither are we going to

stay away from them," stated

Nielsen. The first issue will

focus on the European pipeline

controversy.

Joining Nielsen on the editor-

ial staff is Dick Wilde '85, cam-
pus issues editor, and Will

Gillespie '85, who will handle
national and international
issues. At an organizational

meeting for persons Interested

in working on the Republican,

twenty-five people showed up.

Left-wing paper
In commenting on the split

from the Republican Club,
Nielsen said, "We thought it'd

be a good idea to have the paper
and the club as separate func-

tions" so that each can concen-
trate on its own activities. "The
ties are still there between the
two groups," maintained
Nielsen, "but they're informal,
not organizational."

When asked about the possi-

bility of a left-wing paper form-
ing on campus, Nielsen said,

"All the more power to them.
Starting a paper is quite an
undertaking."

On the question of money,
Nielsen noted that "right now
we have received funding prim-
arily from alumni." TheRepub-
lican also received some money
from the Institute for Educa-
tional Affairs and has applied

for College Council funds.
"We're on a tight budget,"
stated Nielsen. "The College

Council money would be a big
help."

Golf squad hosting

NE championships
by Ward Katsanis

This afternoon, the golf team
is competing in the second and
final day of the New England
Intercollegiate Golf Association
Championship in Pittsfield,

Mass.
In a match last Friday at Mld-

dlebury, the Williams squad
shot very well, resulting in a
fine 382-403 stroke victory. Low

fllE
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TOAA RALYS
SILVERSMITH

Hook Earings Available in 14 kt. gold

or sterling silver with a variety of stones.

I 1 3 Water St.. Williamstown, Mass.

458-3270

man for the day was Mike Hen-
nigan '85 who shot a two over
par 73. Seniors Bruce Goff and
Charlie Thompson also had
strong performances with
rounds of 75 and 77, respec-
tively. Coach Rudy Golf com-
mented that everyone hit the
ball well and that "it should get
us ready for the New Eng-
lands."

Hole-ln-one

One unexpected thing did
occur, however, as John Hennl-
gan '84 had a hole-ln-one on the
par three 145 yard 14th hole.

Using a seven iron, he acquired
his first ace ever. John's score
for the day was 78.

The previous weekend, the

team competed in the Yale Invi-

tational along with 31 other

schools. Williams placed
twelfth, which was "the best we
have done in a major tourney,"

said Coach Goff.

The team was especially

pleased considering thenumber
of larger Division I schools that

were Involved. Individually,

Mike Hennigan was ninth over-

all out of a total of 160
competitors.

Williams expected about 45
colleges from all overNew Eng-
land at this week's tournament.
The defending champion from
last spring is Central Connecti-

cut State.

II' \M) SWK

The Purple Pub

Monday
Draft Beer Night
Pabsl Beer 64 oz.

pitchers $1.50

7 pm - 12 midnight

Tuesday
Prime Time

(reduced prices)

Bank Street

3

Thursday
Vodka Night
Any Vodka drink

$1.00

Friday

Lunch special

Beer and Deli

Sandwich with I.D.

$2.25

Sunday

Open at 1:00

Pitchers of Bloody
Marys for $5.00

NOTE: Lunch served Monday-Saturday 11:30-2:00 p.m.
Best Deli in town!
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Young tennis squad

takes two straight
by Adam Juviler

The women's tennis team evened its record at 2-2 last week by

winning its last two games. The most recent victory was a nine

matches to none shellacking of Wesleyan on Saturday.

Williams, which has never lost to its Little Three rival, lost only

three sets on its way to the shutout.

The team registered its first win on Wednesday as they edged

Skidmore five to four in what Coach Curt Tong termed "a tough

match."

On Sunday, Septemljer 19th, the women lost to Tufts six and
one-half to two and one-half. Although the loss was the squad's

second in as many matches, an optimistic Coach Tong said, "We
did better against them (Tufts) than we ever have." Tufts, along

with Dartmouth and Trinity, are the most difficult teams on the

women's schedule.

Controversial loss

The team lost its opener five to four to Vassar on Friday, Sep-

tember 17th in rather controversial fashion. Because of the Jewish

holiday, Vassar was able to field a team of only eight, whereas the

rules call for a twelve player team, six singles and three doubles.

As a result of the missing players, lour of the Vassar singles

competitors who had already played matches illegally paired up to

play the remaining two doubles matches. If these two matches had

been forfeited, Williams would have won five to four and now have a

3-1 record. "We got ripped off," said Betsy Shulman '86.

Impressive record
The even record of the women's squad is actually very impres-

sive in light of the fac^t that the team has relatively little varsity
experience and four freshmen. Two of these freshmen, Liz Peay
and Shulman, play second and third singles respectively and have a
combined record of six and two. Other freshmen include Sue Brown
(first doubles) and Gerry Hugo (third doubles).

Freshman Rumi KurosakI winds up lor spike In Ephwomen's Sunday victories. (Plonsker)

Hard hitting V-ball wins two
by Denise Ross

The women's volleyball team
beat both UMass-Boston and
North Adams State on Sunday.
The wins were a comeback for

Williams, as they had lost to

UConn and Smith on Tuesday.

Williams won the first game
in Sunday's match against
UMass 15-13. Coach Sue
Hudson-Hamblin attributed the

win to the strong service of Kath-

leen Gilmore '83 and the out-

standing attack of Lisa Pepe '83.

Williams lost the next game to

an excited UMass team 15-12.

However, the Ephwomen came
back in the deciding game of the

match to destroy UMass with a
15-4 victory.

Comebacli over North Adams
In the first game against

North Adams, Williams
appeared tired and, according

to Hudson-Hamblin, they
played poorly. As a result, the

Ephs lost this game to a slightly

more energetic team by the

score of 15-13.

The Ephwomen domi-
nated the second game as they

jumped to an early 6-0 lead, and
went on to win 15-7.

The lead in the deciding game
of the match bounced back and
forth, but Williams stayed
strong to win 16-14.

Mt. Williams greenliouses

ONE DOZEN ROSES

1090 STATE ROAD

(On the North Adams -

Williamstown line)

Cash 'n Carry
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Women win in team style

Sports September 28, 1982

by Liz Streitz

A strong team performance
was the key to the Women's
Crosscountry team's success in

the annual Wliiiams Invita-

tional Meet held this past week-

end. Williams had seven of Its

runners place in the top 38.

Williams placed third out of

eleven teams in the overall

standings, edging out a tough

Middlebury team which had
defeated the Williams girls in

last weekend's meet at Middleb-

ury. Coach Bud Fisher said the

girls had felt tired during the

Middlebury race but they were
rested and felt much stronger

this week.

Dartmouth's Chris Simmons
won the race, finishing in 19: 40.

With four of its runners placing

in the top six, Dartmouth fin-,

ished well ahead of second place

University of Vermont.

Williams had strong individ-

ual performances by captain

Susan Bragdon '83 who finished

eleventh with a time of 20:25.

Margaret Lynch '84 and Sue
Flynn '85 also finished strong.

At this weekend's Amherst
Invitational the team is plan-

ning on again using the "team
running" strategy, as opposed
to one superstar, that proved its

effectiveness this weekend.

Soccer wins off frosh foot
by Dave Woodworth

In his first game at Williams,

Jeff McEvoy '86 scored the lone

goal of the match with less than

four minutes to play to give the

men's varsity soccer team a 1-0

win at Middlebury on Saturday.

McEvoy took a ball from Jeff

Sutton '83, moved to his left,

and, closely marked by two
defenders, rifled a shot past

Panther goalkeeper Bart Lom-
bard! and into the upper corner

of the net.

The Ephs played a disciplined

defensive game in an attempt to

slow down the fast-paced
Panther attack. With no score at

the half, itwas apparent that the

Williams side had succeeded in

imposing its game plan upon its

opponents.

Panther thrown out

Midway through the second

half, the Ephs got a big break
when Middlebury striker Pipi

Carotl received his second yel-

low card of the match and was
ejected from the game.
Although this inspired the

Panthers and gave them the

momentum for a few minutes,

the Ephs, with a one man advan-

tage, gradually reasserted con-

trol and finally got the game off

McEvoy's foot.

Middlebury outshot Williams

by a 17-10 margin, but keeper

Ted Murphy '85 saved 11 of them
in preserving the shutout. Lom-
bardi made 8 saves for the

Panthers.

Loss to R.P.I.

The victory evened the boot-

ers' record at 1-1, as they had
lost their season opener to RPI
last Tuesday by a 1-0 count.

Of his team's win. Coach Mike
Russo said, "We're all very,

very pleased. We worked hard
in the preseason, and were
extremely disappointed by the

loss to RPI. This victory is

exhilarating."

The squad's next match is at

home tomorrow against a bitter

rival, North Adams State Col-

lege. The game will be played at

4: 00 on Cole Field.

Ted Thomas '85 is surrounded by the Panther defense which keyed on him In Williams' opening 24-23 loss.

(Farley)

Mistakes cost Ephmen opener,

Panthers come back for 24-23 win
by Rob Tercek & Dan Finneran

Penalties and turnovers
helped Middlebury College
upset the Ephmen's nine-point

lead and come back to deal a

heartbreaking 24-23 defeat to

the visiting Williams gridders.

Williams fans saw several fine

individual performances in the

hard-fought contest, but, as

head coach Bob Odell noted,

"The mistakes cost us an awful
lot."

Certainly the highlight of the

lingiThe eternal question lingers on:

when will Williams build a gym?
by John Clayton

Our gym was built before bas-

ketball was invented. As any
tour guide worth his weight in

put-downs of Amherst will tell

you, that gives our basketball

team a great home-court
advantage.
How could we replace a build-

ing so steeped in tradition?

But replacing is just what it

needs, and what it will eventu-

ally get, according to Athletic

Director Bob Peck. "We're in a
very positive phase of plans for

a new facility," Pecksaid. "The
Athletic Department is ready to

respond to any go-ahead signals

we get.

Trustee approval
"We're proceeding with an

investigation of a site for the
new facility, including a gym,
pool, and ancillary facilities."

Ancillary facilities include a
weight room, dance studio,

health care facility, crew tank,

ski room and equipment room.
"Trustee approval is needed

first, and then the fund-raising,

and then we can start building

the new gym," Peck continued.

"I'd hesitate to give any definite

time-span, although I will say
that after we get the money, the

actual building should take

about two years."

Dance In passageways
The new facility Is certainly

needed. The current facility

aggravates everyone—swim-
mers are forced to hold special

meets, basketball players have
come from high schools with

bigger gyms, weightlifters
can't get time on the weights,

dancers are stuck in rooms
designed and used for basket-

ball or passageways. The crew
tanks, ski room, and equipment
room are now located in areas

designed for storage. The lack

of time and space frustrates

casual and intramural athletes.

"Ready to go"
A new athletic facility has

been on the priority list for as

long as Peck has been here, he

says. "We were originally going

to be part of the addition to the

art building—an addition to the

gym. But we were dropped from
the proposal."

"We had some obstacles to

overcome, but I think the

faculty are now with us, and
both the President and the Com-
mittee on the Eighties have said

publicly that it's a priority."

"As soon as we get the go-

ahead and the money," Peck
said, "We're ready to go."

game was an outstanding rush-

ing attack led by halfback Sean
Crotty '84. He rushed for 120

yards on 20 carries, spurring the

offense on to a total gain of 382

yards, with 275 yards on the

ground and 107 in the air.

Crotty's ballcarrying ability

allowed the Ephmen to relieve

the heavy pressure on fullback

Ted Thomas, who was held to 78
yards on 20 carries by a Panther
defense keying on him.

Middlebury scored first on a

14-yard halfback option pass
from Mark Conroy to Kelvin

Chase and the extra-point kick

by junior Bob Crews. Crotty

then led the Ephmen on a 70

yard scoring drive of their own
pounding out yard after yard.

With 3:09 on the clock, Crotty

blasted eight yards into the end
zone. Freshman Dave
O'Keeffe's kick added the extra

point to match first quarter

scores.

Ephmen take the lead

O'Keefe put a 31-yard field

goal through the uprights to

give Williams a 10-7 second

quarter lead. A Panther fumble
on the kickoff set up the second
purple-and-gold scoring drive,

with Crotty carrying the ball 4

yards for his second touchdown.
A failed kick left the Ephs with a
16-7 lead.

A pass interference call and a

37-yard touchdown toss thrown
by Panther quarterback Kevin

Harley to Martin Beatty gave

Middlebury their second score.

A successful kick by Crews
closed the first half scoring at

16-14.

Crotty garnered his third

score of the day on a two yard
dive play in the third quarter.

O'Keeffe's kick put Williams
well ahead, 23-14.

Turnovers costly

The fourth quarter brought
the downfall of the Eph lead.

Middlebury shut down the Willi-

ams offense and capitalized on

its errors. Williams' third fum-
ble set up Middlebury's 26-yard

scoring pass from Harlen to

Chase in a fourth and 20 situa-

tion and Crews' successful PAT
kick.

Then another Williams fum-

ble, on the kick off return,

sparked the Panther momen-
tum for another drive. A defen-

sive rally by the Ephmen held

the Panthers for four downs
near the goal line, but Crews'
18-yard field goal gave Middleb-

ury a one-point lead with 4:45

left.

A quick passing attack, led by
quarterback Scott Garabedian
'83 (14 for 23 for 107 yards) and
split end Mark Hummon,
brought the Ephmen from their

20 yard line to the Panther 25,

but an interception by Middleb-
ury's Bruce Gervetz halted the
drive with eleven seconds left in

the final period.

Injured harriers dealt double blow
by Lyman Casey

Lack of early season speed-

work, a string of injuries to key
runners, and talented Univer-

sity of Vermont and Albany

State squads combined to hand

the Eph harriers a pair of losses

Saturday in Burlington,
Vermont.

The Ephmen, missing star

juniors Bennett Yort and Bo
Parker due to foot injuries,

were clearly outmanned
against powerful Vermont, but

ran a close race against Albany
State.

The Vermont course was flat

and fast much of the way, but

the Ephmen seemed unable to

relax at the beginning, and Ver-
mont soon took command.

Eph finishers

First man in for the Ephmen
was John Nelson '84 in fourth

place. Following closely was
Dan Riley '83 in sixth place.

Rounding out the top seven were
Brian Angl^ '84 in eleventh, Ian

Brzezinski '86 in twelfth, Lyman

Casey '83 in 15th, Art Hutchin-

son '85 in 23rd and Dave Durfee
'83 in 24th.

In JV action Friday, Williams
downed Albany State and South-

ern Vermont handily at home.
Taking second and third were
Bill Gust '86 and Chris Stearns
•86.

The varsity, which has been
concentrating on endurance
work in the early going, now
faces two full weeks of hard
training before its next meet, at

home against Dartmouth.

Raquetmen third

in Great Dane Classic
by Gordon Celender

The men's tennis team placed
third in Albany State's annual
"Great Dane Classic" this week-
end with a total of 15 points.

New Coach Steve Heath was
extremely pleased with the fin-

ish, the best by a Williams team
in recent history.

The tournament featured
some excellent performances
by each of the seven Williams
players Involved. Seniors Mark
Sopher and Gordon Celender
teamed up to win the "C" dou-
bles division over tournament

winner East Stroudsburg State

to give Williams the one point

needed to overtake Concordia
(i4y2)-

Sophomores Tim Rives and
Craig Hammond registered
three victories in the "A" dou-
bles division. Tom Paper '84 col-

lected two points for the
Ephmen at numl)er six singles.

In other competition this fall,

Williams placed third in the
R.P.I. Invitational.

The team plays their only
dual match of the fall against
Dartmouth at home on Friday
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Roosenraad clarifies party line

Locations

Professor Ray Baker made sure everyone could hear him at last week's
panel on crisis in Lebanon. (Farley)

restriction

lifted

Responding to what he called

"a misldentification," Dean
Cris Roosenraad has clarified

an earlier memo which placed
restrictions on all-college par-

ties. According to a new memo
issued last week, "the state-

ment of [the) earlier memo
regarding the use of Mission
Park and Greylock Dining Halls

is not in effect. Houses may con-

tinue to plan parties of a variety

of kinds to occur in the resi-

dence buildings themselves."

Profs argue Middle East politics
by Lucy Lytle

The fireworks were almost as explosive in

Chapin Hall Wednesday night as in the streets of

Beirut as four Williams professors engaged in

fierce debate on the crisis in Lebanon.
The discussion attracted such a large crowd that

it had to be moved from Brooks-Rogers to Chapin,
filling the latter almost to capacity.

Raymond Baker, an associate professor of pol-

itical science, listed seven "essential precondi-

tions for peace" in the Middle East. They include

Israeli withdrawal from territory gained in 1967,

Israeli withdrawal from the West Bank and Gaza,
and "a secure Israel within secure boundaries."
Baker also called for self-determination for

the Palestinian inhabitants of the territories, a
negotiated special arrangement for Arab East
Jerusalem, a territorial compromise on the

Golan Heights, and, most importantly, mutual
Palestinian-Israeli recognition and a peace gua-

ranteed by the "great powers" and the United

Nations. He also stressed the "very important
and very crucial role that moderate Arab
regimes will play if a peace progress is to go
forward."
Baker examined the effects of Camp David

peace negotiations on Egypt. He asserted that

this peace "opened Egypt to the charge of com-
plicity with the Israeli policy aimed at destroying

Palestinian nationalism . . . The Begin govern-

ment was willing to throw the entire Middle East

into turmoil and . . . use its awesome military

power to change the very political geography of

the Middle East in order to annex that territory."

Unspeakable Carnage
Baker argued that "no compromise could alter

that Israeli determination to settle, to colonize,
what they now call Judea and Sumaria."
He went on to discuss the threat to Egypt posed

by the Israeli invasion of Lebanon. "(Egyptian
President] Mubarak has scrupulously honored
the peace with Israel," Baker said, "but the inva-

sion of Lebanon and the unspeakable carnage it

entailed is a direct assault on his position. To
speak plainly, neither Mubarak or the treaty can
last for much longer in association with the Israel

of Begin and Sharon. The peace initiative of Pres-

ident Regan is nothing less than a lifeline to the

Mubarak regime. Sharon and Begin tried to cut it

in Lebanon."

Baker concluded, "I would urge Mubarak to go,

as Sadat did, directly to the American people and

the American Congress and to explain that no

Egyptian will be able to keep the peace with an

Israel waging war against the Palestinian

people."

PLO monopoly
Gary Jacobsohn, an associate professor of pol-

itical science, objected to this assertion. "If you

just discovered Yasir Arafat this summer," he

Continued on Page 8

CC debates transfer policy
The Committee on Under-

graduate Life's report of last

May on house transfers was the

major topic of a spirited College

Council meeting last Tuesday
night. President Stuart Robin-
son presided over a sometimes
chaotic meeting which dis-

cussed courses of action in

response to the CUL report.

Among its suggestions, the

CUL report recommends that

housing matters fall under the

jurisdiction of a new Housing
Subcommittee of the CUL. This

move would weaken or destroy

Council's own Housing
Committee.

Council representative Jan
van Eck said many represen-

tatives were "unhappily sur-

prised" by the report. The
consensus of the Council was

that the report, specifically sec-

tions dealing with house
transfers, was unacceptable,

but members could not agree on
a response. At one point, debate
became so heated that a

number of members were ready
to walk out.

Highly visible protest

Row House representative

Dave Altshuler advocated unifi-

cation of the student body in

highly visible protest of the

transfer policy. Robinson, how-
ever, believed that a less acti-

vist role would be more
effective in the long run. Council

Vice-President Jay Ward sug-

gested later that "part of Coun-
cil's energies should be devoted

to the implementation of this

mandate in the event we can't

get it overturned."

Many members agreed that

the new policy toward transfers

was too stringent. In addition,

they objected to the fact that the

Dean alone can grant transfers.

There was talk during the meet-

ing of establishing a committee
to deal with transfers.

After much heated debate,

the issue was tabled until repre-

sentatives could speak with

their constituents.

Also discussed during the

meeting were two letters from
Robinson to College President

Chandler. The letters spoke of

the need for new indoor athletic

facilities and changes in policy

regarding post-season athletic

competition. These letters were
approved unanimously and sent

to Chandler.

Roosenraad Issued the second

memo after meeting with the

Housing Committee, on which
all house presidents serve.

House officers expressed a

great deal of concern over the

first memo. Roosenraad felt

that "initial reactions were
grossly overblown because
there was no common under-

standing about the meaning of

the words 'all-college party.'
"

Hot parties

Restrictions remain firm,

however, on two issues, said

Roosenraad: "fire safety, on

which there is no compromise,
and noise, about which we all

have to be sensitive." Roosen-
raad reiterated in his second

memo that Security will con-

tinue to close parties when
neighbors complain about
noise.

House presidents agreed at

the meeting to try to control

noise, and to cooperate with

security officers when they

must shut a party down. Roo-

senraad said he understands

that sometimes parties become
loud in spite of efforts to contain

the volume. "You can't blame
the students for those situa-

tions. Parties get hot, and when
they get hot, people open

windows."

Roosenraad's only complaint
about the current flexible policy

is that he thinks "it puts my
Security officers in a bad situa-

tion because they get a lot of flak

from students when they close

them down."

Current policy will be
reviewed again at a later date,

said Roosenraad.

Matron service ceases

by Carol Davenport

If you are waiting for a

matron to come tidy up your
messy room, you are waiting
in vain. These part-time custo-

dians, who used to do light

cleaning such as dusting and
vacuuming, are no longer
around.

In the academic year 1979-

80, the Committee on the 80's

published a report which
encouraged, among other
things, that the College spend
less on the amenities of life. In

response to this suggestion.

Buildings and Grounds pro-

posed that room-cleaning ser-

vices be discontinued. Further
justification for this action

was the fact that Williams was
"the last bastion of student
room-cleaning," according to

Wendy Hopkins, Director of

Student Housing.

Rather than fire the
matrons, the College decided

to phase them out of the staff.

When each part-time custo-

dian left her job, the position

would not be refilled. The cus-

todian, in turn, would be

offered the choice of taking a

full-time custodial job, taking

another campus job for which
she was qualified or leaving

College employment alto-

gether. The College projected

that this attrition of matrons
would take place over a seven-

year period.

Dodd not exempt

In the past, the custodians

cleaned each student's room
once a week. However, as the

number of matrons declined,

the remaining ones formed
"room-cleaning teams" that

went from dorm to dorm,
reaching each room at a

period of every eleven days or

two weeks. However, this

year, only three of the original

nineteen custodians are left

and, as a result, room-

cleaning services are fully

discontinued.

A common fallacy held by
many students is that Dodd
residents still receive this ser-

vice. This misunderstanding
derives from the fact that

Dodd has many individual

bathrooms which full-time

custodians clean regularly.

Thus, although Dodd
residents see custodians in

their rooms frequently, they
nevertheless receive the same
services as all other students.

Student reactions to the

attrition of room-cleaning cus-

todians vary. Some students

see room-cleaning as an unne-

cessary luxury. Jeff Mook '83

said: "Not having them saves

money and it is just as easy to

clean your room yourself if

there is an accessible vacuum
cleaner. Besides, they used to

come at inopportune times."

Other students felt differ-

ently. Alison Ashley '85 says:

"I hate it! It made the school

unique. Not many people here

have the time to clean their

rooms. It made me feel good to

walk into my room after a

hard day of classes and lab

and find it tidy." However, the

administration has not been
overwhelmed with com-
plaints. Hopkins says: "Stu-

dent reactions were stronger

last year when their rooms
weren't cleaned on the elev-

enth day than they are now
when their rooms aren't

cleaned at all."

The era of the dirty room,
however, does not necessarily

have to follow the discontinu-

ance of room-cleaning.
Vacuum cleaners and other

cleaning materials are availa-

ble in each house for those who
need them. Hopkins also
encourages any student sug-

gestions: "We're here to help.

Although we no longer have
the bodies to do the cleaning,

we will do everything we can.

"
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Transfers, Round II

The Committee on Undergraduate Life (CUL) is proceeding with a

project to limit interhouse transfers, a move that students have over-

whelmingly condemned.
Last semester the Housing Committee tackled the house transfer

issue, often locking horns with the College Council. Members of the

Housing Committee pushed to limit opportunities for transfer, while the

Council quickly voted to leave the transfer policy unchanged. The Hous-

ing Committee subsequently sent its recommendations to the CUL,
completely bypassing the Council.

If the Council had looked at its own constitution, and applied its pro-

visions, it could have forced the Housing Committee into an anti-limita-

tion stance. The Housing Committee was a standing committee of the

Coiiege Council, not the CUL. The College Council was to appoint the
committee's chairmen. Five of the ten voting members of the commit-
tee H'ere CoJJeg-e Council members.

All of these powers are explicitly written in the Council constitution.
Had the Council asserted its authority last year, members of the Hous-
ing Committee might not have so easily ignored the Council, and the
CUL's crusade to limit house transfers may have faced opposition
instead of support from the Housing Committee. Instead, in typical
fashion the Council's members did not even show up for most meetings.

But the question of Council influence over transfer policy is now a
rnoot point following action by the CUL. Last May, immediately before
final exams, the CUL set up its own Housing Committee. The CUL
version no longer gives the Council the power to appoint chairmen.
Where the Council once constituted half of the voting members, the CUL
dilutes the Council's five votes with thirty other voting members.

The new housing committee guidelines call for Council input only
"where this is appropriate." The new housing committee is charged,
however, with implementing all policies mandated by the CUL. The
CUL has thus set up its own enforcement arm to replace the potentially
less cooperative College Council version.

What is left for students to do? Council members and other con-
cerned students can go to the CUL meeting next Tuesday at 4: 15 in
Greylock. Student leadership has fumbled once, but time has fortu-
nately not run out. If students are opposed to changing the house
transfer policy, as house votes indicate, then there should be no way for
the CUL to railroad transfer reform.

Guest Meals
Guest meals. Remember them? They went out the window (along

with matrons and dogs I a year ago. The "special dinners" that replaced
them are a sorry substitute:

• we can only invite faculty, not other students
• we get only one per semester
• the meals aren't all that special
Food Services told us they would use the $100,000 saved from the

elimination of Row House dining to give us better dinners. In fact, they
claimed the dining consolidation would make it easier to provide for
such special events. Now they say there isn't enough room to sit eve-
ryone down for a guest meal. This is a lame excuse; Baxter or Greylock
could easily accommodate a 5: 30 and 7: 00 double shift.

The much-mourned Residential House ethos can only benefit from
more social opportunities. Allowing students to invite other students will
not relegate student-faculty relations to hurried phone calls hours
before papers are due. Most faculty have little time for socializing as it

is, but more dinners would encourage students to invite a faculty
member to at least one.

Rather than offer us vague promises for "improved special
dinners," Food Services and the Committee on Undergraduate Life
should bring back the old guest meals.

To the editor:

I was pleaseci and relieved to read that

the members of the College Council
regard it as their "job" to "oversee" the

potentially nefarious activities at Joe
Dewe.v's book store. Presumably this

means that all the CC members will

volunteer to work in the store ( in a super-
visory capacity, of course) during next
semester's textbook rush. Gee thanks,
guys! It's great to see that you all know
where your Econ classes end and Spring
Street begins!

Jeff Trout '81

Transfer statement

To the editor:

We, as representatives of the student

body, take issue with Committee on
Undergraduate Life's recent conclusion

that the way to improve housing at Willi-

ams College is to limit the number of

inter-house transfers.

The CUL's conclusion, as outlined in

its May 11, 1982 report, is misdirected.

Restricting house transfers does not

present a viable means to significantly

improve diversity, unity, or esprit de

corps within our houses.

Simultaneously, we recognize the need

for a clear and equitable transfer pro-

cess. Mechanical refinements of the pro-

cess, however, in no way bolster the

argument for a more severely limited

transfer policy.

The new restrictions can only create

feelings of intrapment and alienation

among dissatisfied students. We con-

clude by affirming the Gifford Commit-
tee's report that Williams College ' 'could

and should maintain the present liberal

transfer policy and the flexibility of stu-

dent choice which it allows" (emphasis
added).

David T. Altshuler, CC-Row House
Jan van Eck, CC-at large
John P. McNicholas, C.U.L.

Steve Johansen, CC-at large
Greg Holm, CC-Garwood
Jay Ward, CC Vice President
Richard Cardinale, President A-Gar-
Wood
Gemma Fontanella, President Spencer-
Brooks
Robin Rodie, President Mark Hopkins
David Heinlein, President Prospect
Richard Stern, President Carter
Debora Phlpps, President Armstrong
William McGill, President Bryant
John Hennigan, President Gladden

Tom Graham, President Perry-Bascom
Kim McCarthy, CC-Greylock Rep.
Steve Zlotowski, President Dennett
Bill Sawyers, CC-Armstrong Rep.

Latest bad thing

To the editors:

I would like to call for the formation of

the W.C.A.L.B.T., the Williams Coalition
Against the Latest Bad Thing. I believe
such an organization is long called for

and would greatly advantage us all.

First, it would offer great savings in

time. Passe organizations would no
longer need to go through the soulsearch-
ing and soulwrenching task of disband-
ing as interest wanes. Second, upon
joining, we would always be assured that

we are ready at the barricades. In a
word, we would be relevant. Finally, the

College Council would be saved the time
and expense of creating, combining,
assembling and disassembling journals,

newspapers, magazines; we would have
one always contemporary, always cur-

rent, always morally Indignant voice for

the campus. There is, however, as it

always seems there must be, one prob-

lem (a fly in the ointment, if you will).

Since the Latest Bad Thing cannot be

predicted, the W.C.A.L.B.T. must be

eclectic and tolerant. Now It may seem
difficult to combine these qualities and

the necessary outrage that such a Coali-

tion demands, but the efficiencies listed

above would compel, indeed, command,
us to set aside this trifling limitation. As

exemplars of the Liberal Arts, we can do

no less.

George E. Marcus

Compliment?

To the editor:

In your last issue you expressed con-

cern about the lack of letters submitted

to your publication. I would like to help

alleviate your problem by airing some

complaints I have been harboring for

some time.

You continually slander me in your

articles; you invent gross lies about my
parents, siblings and (most impor-

tantly) my Immediate family members.

You do not care about virtuous or honest

writing—nay. your paper spouts weekly

hemorrhages of trivial fluff and sensa-

tionalist sensationalism.

On the other hand, yours is a finely

crafted publication and I am proud to

pick up a copy every Tuesday night. The

articles are purely factual and enlighten-

ing. May the Williams Record continue

to thrive. Erie Pomerance '84

Quotation of the Week
In the '60, the word was love. In the 70"s, the
word was peace. In the '80s, the word is money.

—Paine-Webber advertisement
in seniors' "Career Insights"

magazine.
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From Keynes to Reagan—and back again?

V«u may haw luiliti'il Ihni a cvrtain

whili'-hain-il laily van /ri't/iic/il/v Iw .wc/i

ri'0(/iii^ I'HH \h:H YORK /7V/K.S „„ iho
porch of h'vrnalil llousi: You may not haw
known thai .v/ic is I'roft-ssor Joan Hobinium.
ivorld-Jamous vvonomU- ihoorisl, n-rvnlly
cnmv ovfr/rom Hnnlanil to ivach rconomivs
at Williams first svmi-stt'r.

Hohinson, author of nuntfrous hooks and
articles on economics, tauffht the subject at

Cambridge University for tO years, front

1931 to 1971. Her most recent volume,
WHAT ARE THI-: QllESriO\S. teas pub-
lished in 1980. Educated at Cirlon Colle/^e

•they're all very polite to eachsharply-

other.

Is it too polite? Are people boring?

Well, that's how they like to play it.

How is it you decided to come here?

Well, I was asked, that was all.

'And you thought it would be a nice

change?

I thought I'd better see if I could still

carry on, because I've been retired for

some time. And I knew if I once gave up
altogether I should just become an old

I have always taken the view that women
are human beings like anybody else.

of Cambridife University, Robinson ivas a

friend and contemporary of John Maynard
Keynes, who she said had the f^reatest influ-

ence on her life.

In 1931. Robinson, Richard Kahn. Austin

Robinson (Robinson's husband). James
Meade, and others, alonf^ with Keynes,

formed what they called a "circus" to discuss

Keynes' TREAT!SEON MOISEY. They con-

tinued the circus up to and beyond comple-
tion of keynes' GENERA L THEOR Y, which
completely revolutionized economic
thought. Keynes dedicated the work in part

to Robinson.

Watching and helping Keynes' ideas

unfold teas very exciting. Robinson said. She
has ever since been at the fore-front of eco-

nomic thought.

Professor Robinson spoke ivith RECORD
reporter David Desmond and with Outlook
editor Katya Hokanson.

Record: In Contributions toModern Eco-
nomics you say you began to study eco-
nomics because you were interested in

poverty. Do you feel you've made much
progress?

Robinson: We were getting it, after the

Keyneslan Revolution, there was a big

increase in insight—there wasn't much
political effect but there was great

increased insight. But that's all been
thrown away now in this reaction—
supply-side economics and all that stuff.

So I feel very distressed.

Do you think we've gone backwards?

Yes, we've had a terrible reaction.

You talked about mumpsimus, the stub-

born persistence in an error after it's

been exposed.

That was old-fashioned mumpsimus,
which was obstinance in refusing to see

the point. But it's worse now, Ijecause

people who have seen the point have now
slip[)ed back and have allowed a new
kind of nonsense.

How do you think it happened—was it

that they rejected Keynes?

Well, It was a political thing, I think.

Kaiecki, the Polish economist, was a

parallel of Keynes. He had a theory of a

political trade cycle—you've got full

employment, the position of the workers
becomes strong and they get a larger

share . . . and then the employers
revolt—they'd rather have workers who
are under their thumb, depending on
them ... so Kaiecki predicted there'd be
a political trade cycle—he wrote during
the war and he stayed in England during

the war because he got caught . . . And so

he was at an institute in Oxford and he

wrote this article—he wrote a number of

things about the war economy—an arti-

cle predicting the political trade cycle . .

.

politicians didn't pay attention to him,

but they fulfilled his predictions.

And supply-side economics?

I can't see that it makes any sense at

all— it's just botched up, an excuse.

Is there any potential for going back?

It would be a fair chance without Mrs.
Thatcher's Government.

How does It strike you being here in Willi-

amstown? Do you like It?

Well, it's very peaceful here. People
don't bring out their differences so

cabbage, so I thought I'd see if I could

still manage to do something.

How do you like your students so far?

Some of them are very bright. Some of

What economists do you admire now?

Well, there are a few people still keeping
the flag flying. Galbraith is good.

Is he the only one?

Well, I don't know the professional

Americans.

In England?

We have a group in Cambridge called the

Policy Group, which I think is doing very
interesting work.

You do see some hope in this era of

Thatcher and Reagan, then?

I think they've done a lot of harm, a lot of

irreparable harm. But what's the most
Important thing is to get mastery over

the atomic arms—economics has
become a secondary question really. The
main question is survival.

What hope do you have that we can stop

the arms race?

It doesn't look very good at the moment,
does it? But I think there's a big popular

outcry in this country against atomic
arms. Perhaps the public feeling will

them are quite convinced about this

fashionable nonsense and don't want to

change.

Can you convert them against supply-

side economics?

I would like them to explain to me what It

means. I don't understand it. Do you
understand what it means? It's just

words.

Do you think of yourself as a radical

economist?

I think of myself as a sensible person.

I've heard you're very interested in

China.

Yes, I'm not very happy with the anti-

Mao movement in China. They're begin-

ning to relapse into the old

system—they're going to lose a great

deal of what Mao brought them. Mao
wanted to make a more egalitarian sys-

tem, reduce the difference between the

town and the country and this move will

go back to something more like the old

China-the wealthy class in the cities.

But a great deal of what Mao did for them
won't be lost. Their greatest trouble Is

enormous numbers—they can't raise the

standard of living much, they can only

just manage to keep it going.

overwhelm the government.

Can much be argued from an economic

point of view—how producing war
materials—?

But you still remain as one of the few
women in your field.

I always take individuals as individuals.

Some are women and some are men.

I think that's the way women think, but I

don't know if that's the way men always
think.

I think England Is better than America
from that point of view. You see there

have been these two wars in both of

which women played quite a big part-
America Is much more backward on the

whole. They're improving, though. I felt

that a woman who's working in some
Intellectual field and also has a family,

has children, has one up on everybody.

Were there many other women working
in the field at that time?

One or two.

What do you think young people should

concern themselves with?

I think this atom bomb question is the

most Important question.

What about apartheid? Have you studied

that much?

I haven't any special study on it. It's a

very awkward problem.

Some people argue that divestment of

stocks is effective, others say it is

ineffective.

I think it's a matter of your own feeling.

You don't want to feel involved with it,

you want to cut yourself off from It.

Here, we've divested the College of only

one stock. Do you think we could put up a

very forceful argument that divestment

really will hurt the South African

economy?

No, I really don't think It makes very
much difference. I think it's a matter ot

personal feeling-you don't want to feel

you're gaining from such a horrible

thing.

But they argue that if you invest there

that conditions will actually be better for

people.

Oh, no, that's a contorted argument.

Do you go to Convocation here?

Yes, I did.

Professor Frost mentioned the temper-

ate zone belt around the world, where all

the countries are industrialized. Do you

think that's one of the reasons for how
well Japan is doing? Do you think they're

good economists?

They're very extraordinary people, the

Japanese.

Do you think it's the character of the peo-

ple that makes them that way?

Yes, they've had an extraordinary his-

tory and they're now on the upswing.

Do you think they can keep it up?

They'll keep it up for some time.

They've been talking a lot recently about

depression coming, the worst times

since the 1930's. Do you think there will

be another depression?

I think this atom bomb question is the most

important question.

Of course It is harmful economically,

very harmful, but that's a secondary

matter. The primary matter is the survi-

val of the human race.

What did it feel like to be one of the lew

women in your field?

I never bothered about the woman ques-

tion. I have always taken the view that

women are human beings like anybody
else.

You don't think it made a difference?

1 don't think I've suffered personally.

Having got in with Keynes I didn't have

to combat any prejudice.

Well we are in a depression now and this

wrong policy of Mrs. Thatcher and Rea-
gan is making it worse. There would in

any case have been a slowdown after the

long postwar boom, but they're making
it much worse by their policy. They're
creating a lot of unemployment that's

unnecessary, making a recovery
difficult.

They keep talking about a recovery, but

it doesn't seem to be coming.

They keep talking about a recovery to

cover up the fact that their policy has
failed completely.
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Tash's triumph transcends time
by \'ernon Squiresi

The hardwood floor protests with a slight creak-
ing as you first step in. The heavy door, too, seems
somewhat tired when it fails to easily shut and
stay closed. The iron latches have clearly seen
better days. Naked bulbs, some with tiny glass

covers, cast a timid light on the interior. The peel-
ing golden letters on the front door read simply
"John Tash."
Tash's grocery store on Water Street in Willi-

amstown is a throwback to older times. Except
for the likes of Ritz Crackers, M&Ms, instant cof-

fee, and packaged breaf , a customer might be in a
scene from the 1940s. From the large fan on an
oaken shelf to the perpetual ticking of an antique
clock, the ambience at Tash's is distinctly vener-

able. Although the original owner, whose name is

**l haven't changed the

store since it's

beginning."

emblazoned on the door, is now deceased, his

legacy survives in today's owners, his daughters,

Anna and Fannie Tash.

Honest John
John Tash built the grocery store on its present

site in 1922. Before founding the family business
he delivered food to Williams College. Known by
the college community as "honest John Tash,"
his horse-and-buggy food service drew much
praise. For 18 years he conducted the service,

eventually supplanting the horse with the horse-

power of an early Chevy truck. In 1922, however, he
decided to create a grocery store on the property
adjacent to his house. Tash's was born.
Today, after sixty years, the store continues to

serve the Williamstown area. Anna and Fannie
Tash apply the same business principles and

ethics that their father taught them, allowing the

store to cling to an era of simpler life.

On entering the small (by today's standards)

market, one is initially struck by the seeming lack

of life. Suddenly, from behind the sturdy, glass-

cased counters, appear two small faces, filled

with a mixture of curiosity and friendliness,

expressions bordering on faint surprise. On the

lesser side of five feet tall, the sisters seem to be
dolls personified, but only in a benevolent sense.

In character with the store, they belong to a
previous era , when people had time for small talk

and personal attention; their greeting of "hello"

lingers in the air for several moments. The elder

of the two, Fannie Tash is unquestionably the

queen of her castle. She is proud of her store and
its heritage. She moves about in a slow and delib-

erative manner, knowing every inch of the

building.

Time-worn treasures

The store itself is mostly wooden. Dreshors
Fresh Bread, circa 1940, is advertised on a time-

worn poster. A miniature cardboard model of

Fort Ticonderoga hawks "America's finest pen-

cils,
'

' although the instruments are nowhere to be
seen. A red, circular metal Coca-Cola sign sug-

gests "the real thing." Fannie explains that this

sign was the very first in the store. The walls are
adorned with photos of the Tash's alongside
tapestries of philosophic sayings. The two display
cases in front are the home of fresh fruit and
vegetables, and green plants.

Museum pieces
"What am I most proud of?" reflects Fannie. "I

haven't changed the store since its beginning."
Except for several electric appliances, which
were installed in the World War II era, she speaks
the truth. The cash register would be more at

home in a museum, although it functions as well
as ever. A scale, which currently serves as a

Continued on Page 5

RUSH:
Signals

Recent studio album
continues their trend

vtt. «^

Only the (lowers mark the passage ot time at Tash's General Store.

(Farley)

by T. Arthur Perry

With their past work gathered
up neatly and put in perspective
on a successful live album. Rush
now moves ahead with Signals.

This latest effort from the Cana-
dian rock trio furthers their

accessibility to the listening

public, but only at some cost to

their artistic integrity.

It does, however, reaffirm

their commitment to those of us

who like our music without the

sex and violence of so-called

"heavy metal", yet avoids the

"loving and leaving" motif of

today's pop bands.

Through 11 albums, Rush has
managed to uphold the stand-

ards of Art Rock: emphasis on
instrumental talent, musical
complexity for its own sake and
lyrics dealing with higher
ideals.

Neil Peart has emerged as >

one of the few rock drummers
with an identifiable style, Alex
Lifeson has successfully shaken
the Jimmy Paige comparisons
and Geddy Lee plays the bass as
an instrument in its own right,

while progressing on synthetiz-

ers and vocals as well.

Peart contributes the band's

lyrics, which range from

pseudo-intellectual to fantasy to

moralistic preaching. Lee and
Lifeson write the music. Their

albums regularly go platinum,
in spite of bizarre time signa-

tures, and an absence of obscen-

ity.

The songs of Signals are shor-

ter, there is less soloing, the

vocals are In a more conven-

tional register (i.e. no more
screaming), and the beat has

been Police-ified, but the skill

and imagination are still there.

Pearl's fascination with tech-

nology and the pace of modern
life is expressed in the launch-

ing of the space shuttle (
' 'Count-

down"), the fear inherent in a

militarized world ("The Wea-
pon"), the interplay of emo-

tional obligations and political

consciousness ("New World
Man'

' ) , the pressure to conform
and meet expectations ("Subdi-
visions" ) , and in a tribute to the
mystique of life ("Chemistry").

Toronto DPW
In this light, the thanks given

for the front cover (to the

Toronto DPW) , and for the liner

and rear cover (to the Montreal
Expos), seem an intentional

contrast; a warning to avoid

taking rock music too seriously.

After all, the proper place for

Rush's music has always been
the concert hall, and how can
you take anything seriously in

that atmosphere? See you at the

Brendan Bryne Arena.

2 LITRE SODA

99$/bottle

CALIFORNIA

WINE SALE

30% off selected

brands

JOSEPH E. DEWEY , K U Q r, WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.

9:00-5:00 ,<\^^^^^ ^^ JT^
°'"^

Mon.-Sa.^ ^^ fy>^^ <V>^ 458-5717

Babysitting Jobs

Any student who is interested in babysitting for the children of

faculty and staff should stop by the Assistant to the President's
office, 3rd floor of Hopkins Hall, as soon as possible.

NEW CUTOUT LP SPECIALS:
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THE RECORD STORE
"BATTERY HEADQUARTERS"

WESTOCK
Alkaline-Nickel Cadmium-Carbon
Sizes D, C. AA, AAA, 9 volt, N ...

SMOKE ALARM
HEARING AID

NICKEL CADMIUM
BATTERY
CHARGERS

Hard to find sizes for

cameras-calculators-watches

AC power cords & AC, DC adapters

for radios-calculators-tape players

EPHS
ALLEY

RADIO SHACK
DEALER

458-5418

daily 10-5:30

rnffilA

del Greeo

OCT.8$9

|"27210"
»P"ODuCT COD(

Introducing

fW KLEBWN DRAI'ID lUSIC IS EVEK BETTER,
MORE EXCITING TO EVERY EAR Ifl YOUR FAfllLY,

AND WITH THIS EXCITEmfT CfftS ALL THE STRBJGTH
AND ABSORBENCY YOU"/E COf'E TO EXPECT WITH
KLEBWN BRAND IIUSIC, . .EXCITING AnERICA'S EARS

FOR OVER 10 YEARS!

Wed.-*- Sat.
DrinksandaLateN^htMami

SSOaXTERa NOiOHADAMStMA. 664 4287

OCC loses productive director
by Jack Mayher

Barbara-Jan Wilson, director of the Office of

Career Counseling since 1979, left Williams this

week to start a new job as the Director of Career

Development at Wesleyan University.

Fatma Kassamall will be acting director until a

replacement is found. Kassamall has been at Wil-

liams since 1978.

The main reason for Wilson's departure was to

join her husband, Tim Napier, formerly assistant

director of admissions at Williams, in Connecti-

cut. Napier is now working at the University of

Connecticut.

Making the OCC more visible on campus was
one of her most important accomplishments as

director, Wilson said. Because of programs
designed exclusively for a particular class, such

as Freshman Snacks, which introduce freshmen
entries to the OCC resources, and Senior Starter

sessions, which get seniors started on the job-

hunting trail, more students know about the OCC
than before, she claimed.

One of the best

"Williams' OCC Is one of the best In the coun-

Departlng OCC Director Barbara-Jan Wilson spent

one of her last days on the job at a usual post: hard at

work behind her desk. (Plonsker)

try," Wilson said, a sentiment echoed by many
recruiters who have visited Williams, Including

Goldman Sachs, an Investment banking firm.

Goldman Sachs received 2,000 applications, inter-

viewed 500 and gave job offers to 11, two of them
Williams students. The firm's recruiters said that

of all the undergraduates interviewed, by far the

strongest candidates were from Williams.

Wilson pointed out that although the average
Williams student has already gone through a very

tough selection process and is very well-prepared

academically, "having a strong OCC is a definite

asset."

Wilson also tried to strengthen the OCC's ties

with alumni. She actively recruited alumni to

give informational talks on their careers, includ-

ing unusual ones, as well as to counsel students on
possible careers and job openings.

Alumni network
To a lesser extent, alumni have Introduced stu-

dents to their professions through the Extern
Shadow Program, helped graduates look tor Jobs,

and have even hired students for summer jobs.

"They make it much easier to show students

what it's really like 'out there,' " said Wilson of

the alumni network. ' 'I couldn't think of doingmy
job without them."

Some may feel that the College's strong com-
mitment to the OCC's preprofesslonal counseling

may endanger the purity of Its commitment to

liberal arts education, Wilson speculated. But she

feels quite the opposite.

Mixed emotions
"If the OCC is strong it saves people who are

busy studying the need to worry about the

future," she explained. "We'd like the office to

have a certain 'we're there when you need us'

posture."

Wilson has mixed emotions on leaving but she

did stress that any Williams student or alumni is

welcome to consult her at Wesleyan.

Wilson's replacement is being sought by a
student-faculty search committee, which is

accepting applications until October 15. Her
replacement should start no later than January 1.

'•'j^
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EARN CASH AS
OUR SALES REP FOR
CAMPING GEAR
We're a leading direct mail firm
specializing in brand name camp-
ing and backpacking gear. Our
prices are discounted, resulting in

excellent sales potential. We need
sales representatives who will earn
commissions by selling from our
catalog. You fiave no inventory
to worry about - just develop and
process orders. For information and
application, call Bucktiead Out-
fitters, toll free, at 1-800-241-2672.

_

Would you like

to spend the

FALL/SPRING
SEMESTER
IN JERUSALEM?

The lacob Hiatt Institute In Israel
OFFERS YOU
• fall term focus on Israel: its politics, history, social develop-
ment, art and architecture

• spring term focus on Jerusalem: its unique ethnic, religious,

artistic and political diversity

• study trips throughout Israel in the fall, including an extended
stay on a kibbutz and in a development town

• courses conducted in English

• a strong program in Hebrew
• a small learning community, with students from all over the
United States

• a superb location, in the center of Jerusalem, within walking
distance of the Old City

• Brandeis credit • financial aid available

APPLICATION DEADLINES: MARCH 15 (fall)

NOVEMBER 1 (spring)

For further information, see your Study Abroad advisor or write:

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS, SACHAR CENTER
Brandeis University

Wa^tham, Massachusetts 02254 (617) 647-2422

BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY
ll IS the polic> ot Brjndpis tniversity not lo diicriminiie afiainsi dn> applicant on ihp battsof race
folor, religion, ipn. age, national origin, or the pretence o( any handicap

Nuclear relocation plans derided
by Jim Peak

Organizers derided the
government's civil defense plan
to bring 85,000 to 90,000 eva-
cuees to Wllllamstown as "a
pure fantasy which makes no
sense whatsoever" at last

Saturday's Crisis Relocation
Awareness Fair.

Sponsored by the Williams
Disarmament Forum and the

Wllllamstown Nuclear Wea-
pons Education Center, the fair

was part of a daylong program
which included lectures, discus-

sions, and films in an effort to

educate the public concerning
the civil defense plans for

Wllllamstown.
The fair on Baxter Lawn fea-

tured pamphlets, posters, and
exhibits, each illustrating a dif-

ferent facet of the civil defense
plans, as well as the entire

nuclear freeze campaign. The
most prominent exhibit was an
18-foot model of an American
cruise missile.

Katie Edmonds, who staffed

one of the booths, felt that the
fair was important "to let peo-
ple know what is really happen-
ing. Just talking about defense
spending does not give people
an accurate picture of the horri-

ble consequences of nuclear
war."

Hospitality

At 3:30 pm fairgoers at the

town hall welcomed a conting-

ent of citizens from Greenwich
and New London, Connecticut,

symbolic of the evapuees the

government says will go to Wll-

llamstown during a nuclear

attack. The government
expects each Williamstown
home to hold ten evacuees for

every current occupant. In
addition, Williamstown would
somehow have to provide suffi-

cient food, water, and medical
supplies to ten times the normal
population. According to biol-

ogy professor Barton Slatko, the
North Adams Regional Hospital
only expects to be able to "han-
dle several dozen people during
an emergency."
According to a survey con-

ducted by the Nuclear Weapons
Education Center on Spring
Street, only 28 percent of the
local population was aware of

the government programs.
Fully 78 percent of the respond-
ents did not feel they could

accommodate a ten-fold
increase of occupants in their

homes. Finally, 87 percent felt

that the crisis relocation plan

was unacceptable and inade-

quate.

No escape
One of the Greenwich repre-

sentatives, Rhoda Jenkins,
explained that the fair was an
attempt to "do something vis-

ible, photographic. The evacua-
tion idea sounded so completely

crazy that we had to do some-

thing." Cynthia Rubin, from
New London, said that she lives

"so close to the submarine base
(in Groton) that I can hear taps
being played. It is unbelievable
to think that I could get out. The
traffic, for one thing, would be
simply unimaginable."
Later that evening, Allan

Krass, Professor of Physics and
Science Policy at Hampshire
College, spoke on the American
civil defense policy as a prime

Ingredient of President Rea-
gan's defense strategy, he
claimed that "nuclear war Is

being made Into just another
Instrument of foreign policy."

Krass felt that the public's

continued interest in nuclear
weapons and civil defense as a

means of security verged on
"social madness." "Nuclear
weapons and personal security

are simply incompatible
terms," he added.

Fire safety limits
The Williamstown Building Inspector, during the course of his
inspection of several buildings which house students, took a closer
look at the areas classified as "places of assembly," Based on the
square footages of each area and the number of approved means of
egress he arrived at a maximum capacity. The results are listed
below.

AGARD
First Floor 112
Basement 119

BASCOM
First Floor 172

BROOKS
First Floor 69
Basement 144

CURRIER BALLROOM 250
DODD

First Floor 548
(first floor capacity includes

dining room at 120 maximum)

DRISGOLL
Lovifer Level 225
Upper Level 45

FITCH
Basement 50

GARFIELD
First Floor 107
Basement 50

GREYLOCK
Basement 140

1st Floor 400
2nd Floor 600

MISSION PARK
Dining Room 390
Lounge 150

MORGAN HALL
Each other floor 30
Entire Basement 25

PERRY
First Floor 278
Basement 76

Rathskeller 100

PROSPECT
Basement 100

SPENCER
First Floor 180
Basement 84

TYLER
First Floor 168
Basement 80

WOOD
First Floor

Basement

^MM HARVARD BUSINESS SCHOOL Ss^

MBA PROGRAM

An Admissions Representative from
Harvard Graduate School

of Business Adininistration

will be on campus

October 14

to meet with students interested in

the two-year MBA Program

Contact the

Career Planning and Placement Center

for more details and to sign up for

an information session.

Harvard Business Schoiil is committed to

the principle n( equal edueational opportunity.

Established 1902

Spring Street

Levis

Adidas Shoes
All Athletic Equipment

Custom Printed T-Shirts

Everything for Men & Women
Racket Sales & Service

Class Rings

Gifts

Wllllamstown, MA

WEST PACKAGE STORE
BEER SPECIALS:

Labatt's Beer or Ale 11.49/case

Budweiser 12 oz. cans 9.99/case

Krakus (Poland) 10.99/case

Ringnes (Norway) 13.99/case

Tuborg 12 oz. NR 8.69/case

Lucky Lager 12 oz. cans 6,39/case

Plus more. All available ice cold.

West Variety Store
tame location — Great Halloween Maski, etc

Route 2

Between N.A. and Williamstown
8 am-10 pm M-W 663-6081 8 am-11 pm Th-Sat

I'^vce

St»«^ 'Lis ^"""^ JT^t^ ^Z

Peace Corps

Oct. 7 & 8 - Interviews at Office of

Career Counseling, 9:00 - 12 Noon

Oct. 6 - film at 7:00. Call for

location - 594-2311.
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Lebanon politics fought over
Continued from Page '

said, "your image might be one of babies being
kissed and statesmen being hugged. And although
the covenant of the PLO to this day still calls for
the liquidation of Israel, it has become fashiona-
ble to refer to 'the moderation' of Arafat whose
goals, it is claimed, extend no further than the
realization of Palestinian nationalism on the West
Bank."

Jacobsohn then commented on the relationship
between Israeli expansionism and the PLO. He
said, "If indeed it was the intention of the Israeli

government to strike a decisive blow against
Palestinian nationalism by destroying the PLO,
then its judgment . . . must be seriously questi-
oned. Moreover, an objective political assess-
ment of the situation might suggest that by
bringing the PLO to its knees the Prime Minis-
ter's government risks the loss of its trump card
in pursuing its annexationist ambitions on the
West Bank . . . Begin can pursue his settlement
policy because the PLO monopoly over Palesti-

nian nationalism allows him correctly to main-
tain that there are no Palestinians with whom to

bargain."

Jacobsohn continued, "No government of

Israel could negotiate with the PLO and survive
but it is also the case that none could survive the
rejectionof a sincere offer of accommodation and
coexistence."

Profound hypocrisy
Nathan Katz, an assistant professor of reli-

gion, was also sympathetic to the Israeli position.
He blamed "the profound hypocrisy of the world"
and the resulting isolation for backing Israel into
a corner "from which it at times unwisely lashes
out."

He suggested that "to understand the sometimes
aggressive and militant policies of . . . the govern-
ment of Israel and to assign responsibilities for
those policies . . . one direction in which we have to

look is that of the world community at large. And
my claim is very simple: that the isolation of

Israel-diplomatic ally, commercially,
spiritually— is one of the direct contributing fac-

tors, perhaps the most significant one, to Israel's

.

. . militaristic policies."

He pointed to the fact that the U.N. has passed a

large number of resolutions of censure against
member states since the late 1940's, seventy per-

cent of which have been directed against Israel,

according to Katz.

Eye for an eye
The moderate viewpoint was represented by

Robert Stiglicz, an assistant professor of political

science, who spoke about the complexity of the
situation in Lebanon and the psychological condi-
tions necessary for a political solution to the
conflict.

Opting to take a neutral stand on the issue, Pro-
fessor Stiglicz argued that "both the Israelis and
the Palestinians have been victims of an inability

to appreciate the full humanity and human needs
of one another. Both together have created a 'zero

-sum' psychic and territorial game in which a

gain for one is construed as a loss for the other."

He warned against "the pernicious syndrome
and rationalization of 'an eye for an eye and a
tooth for a tooth' " while urging the "recognition
of the fact that complexity should not lead to an
unwillingness to act."

"In my mind," Stiglicz said, "The sound judg-
ment at this point is to exploit every opportunity
to nurture a new psychological environment,
which means actively avoiding the old-style polit-

ical solutions, the old 'zero-sum- thinking, and the
old mentality."

Points of agreement
Despite the great variety of opinions expressed,

the men agreed on four basic points, according to

Professor Baker. These "elements of consensus"
were the call for new government in Israel, the
agreement that "a wholesale incorporation of the
West Bank and Gaza would be disastrous for
Israel," recognizing the importance of discussion
concerning Palestinian nationalism rights, and
the need for at least a partial endorsement of
President Reagan's peace initiative.

Pi

^ TERM PAPER
SERVICE

FIFTEEN THOUSAND PLUS SEUCTION CATALOGUE
Trident Marketing introduces the definitive answer to your term paper and assignment
problems. Whether the paper that you require is 5 pages or 75 pages long, arts or sciences,
undergraduate or graduate level, Trident Marketing can fulfill your requirements.
Considering the number of term papers we carry on file, our price structure, our delivery
system, and our custom term paper service, we are the biggest and the best. Some of our more
impressive features are:

• Absolutely the lowest prices of any term paper service in the United States
• Toll Free (800) number service to take term paper orders— 7 Day De//very
• Over 15,000 term papers on file and we deliver custom made term papers on 14 day

notice — Toll Free service to take these orders also.
• Complete and absolute confldentlallty — We ship in plain brown envelopes.
• Never ever any duplication — we never send the same paper twice to the same

university or college. This factor unconditionally warranted.
• All term papers typed and ready for submission.
• Catalogue purchase price refunded in full against first order.
• Our catalogue is cross indexed by faculties (Arts, Sciences, Commerce.

Engineering. Computer Science, Business, etc.) and by undergraduate and
graduate classifications — completely indexed for easy & fast use

• TridenI Marketing unconditionally guarantees an "A" ( * or - ) on any term paper
provided by us or money In lull refunded.

Our unique directory is priced at only $5.00 plus $1.00 shipping and handling Send us yourname and complete mailing address for immediate delivery.

TRIDENTMARKETING - THAT EXTRA EDGE TO WIN IN THE 80s
Trident Marketing

Hundsons Bay Center

2BloorSt E

Suite 2612

Toronto, Ontario,

Canada. M4W1A6

Soviet views examined
by David Kieit

"The Soviet Union is at a

major turning point as impor-
tant as the period following
Stalin's death or the transition

from Leninism to Stalinism,"
said Professor Seweryn Blaler
Tuesday night in Brooks-
Rogers.

Bialier, an author of several
books on the Soviet Union, dis-

cussed Soviet-American rela-

tions in the context of
American policy, Soviet f)er-

ceptions of that policy, and
Soviet Internal politics. Bialer
is a Professor of Political

Science and Director of the
Research Institute on Interna-
tional Change at Columbia
University.

Aging, ailing Politburo
Bialer noted that the USSR

will soon experience major
political changes, as Leonid
Brezhnev and his aging, ailing
Politburo give way to a new
generation of leaders by 1990.

At present, however, the
expected transition is causing
postponement of major deci-
sions, he commented, saying
"nobody knows who really
makes decisions."

Past transition periods in

Soviet politics have been times
of consolidation of past gains
rather than of new foreign
adventures, said Bialer. He
noted that Soviet economic
stagnation will encourage
attention to domestic affairs.

In contrast to perceived pas-
sive trends in Soviet policy,

Bialer said that the political

and economic collapse of the
USSR is a clear goal of the
Reagan Administration. This
goal worries the Soviets

greatly, said Bialer. Soviet

leaders now "see current Rea-
gan policy as creating a major
danger for the Soviet Union,"
he said.

Soviets' won't collapse
Bialer called Administra-

tion dreams of Soviet political

collapse "a (Richard) Pipe's
dream," referring to Rea-
gan's chief advisor on Soviet
affairs. "The Soviet Union is

not Poland," said Bialer.

Bialer saw no prospect of an
economic collapse either. He
cited a massive shift of eco-

nomic resources to energy in

the 1970's as an example of the
regime's economic flexibility.

The shift prevented a CIA pre-
diction that the USSR would
become a net oil importer by
1985 from coming true, said
Bialer.

Reagan's arms policy is a
particular source of worry to

the Soviets, said Bialer. They
see him as "trying to build up
military forces before negotia-
tions," he said, in contrast to

past American policies of

simultaneous rearming and
negotiation. Reagan is striv-

ing for first strike capability in

Soviet eyes, added Bialer.

An attempt to establish
nuclear superiority would be
futile, said Bialer. "I'm abso-
lutely for the freeze," he said,
noting that while no experts
seem to agree on how to define
nuclear parity. In his view
"parity simply means that
each side can destroy the
other."

"Many Involved in arms
negotiations are afraid that
time is running out," said
Bialer.

Check out our large plastic Williams

drinking cups . . . $1.50
i enzi's

COLLEGE BOuK STORE. INC.
WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS 01267

DRAFT BEER
Cheapest Price In Area
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Ephs swat yellowjackets in home opener, 17-12
by Robert Tercek

The varsity gridders combined their running and
passing attaclts to effectively defeat the visiting

Rochester Yellowjacl<ets Saturday, 17-12.

Unlike last year's slow-moving contest at Rochester,
in which 19 punts were exchanged, Saturday's game
featured several sustained offensive drives. However,
neither team managed to convert the yardage into

points consistently. Williams Head Coach Bob Odell
commented, "When you gain a lot of ground and don't

get on the board, it's frustrating."

Junior Jeff Congdon opened up the Eph attack with a
40-yard breakaway carry around the right end on the

second play of the game. The 5-11, 165 lbs. halfback, who
ended the day with 81 yards on eleven attempts took the

ball from the Williams 26-yard line to the Rochester 34.

A series of six small gains by fullback Ted Thomas '85

and halfback Sean Crotty '84 brought the Ephmen close

enough for freshman David O'Keefe to kick a 35-yard
field goal with 11: 20 left in the first quarter.

Drooping punt
A failed series by the Yellowjackets and a drooping

nine-yard punt put the ball back into Williams' hands on
the Rochester 36-yard line, where Eph quarterback B.

J. Connolly '84 led a five play push for a touchdown.
Sophomore Paul Coleman snared Connolly's 27 yard

pass in the endzone. O'Keefe's PAT kick added the point

to give Williams a 10-0 lead.

"Our receivers looked pretty good," noted Odell.

"Coleman is a damn good utility man to have around."

In addition to gaining 54 yards on four receptions in the

game, Coleman used his 210 lbs. to block effectively.

Late in the third period, the Williams defense gave up
40 yards on two consecutive pass Interference calls,

setting up a one-yard scoring rush by Rochester full-

back Mike McCabe. McCabe's two-point conversion

attempt failed, leaving the score 10-6 at the half.

Rochester opened up the second half with a 64-yard

advance to the Williams six-yard line. But Phil Jasonis'

29 yard field goal attempt was wide to the right and the

score remained unchanged throughout the quarter.

Big-play offense

After both teams traded punts In the fourth quarter,

sophomore Ted Thomas gained 59 yards on a pass from
QB Scott Garabedian, who alternated quarters with

Connolly. The throw was almost intercepted, but Tho-

mas cut back, grabbed the ball, and dodged two
Rochester defenders and a referee. He carried the ball

to the Rochester 26 yard line before being tackled.

Despite their excellent field position from Thomas'
long gain, the Ephmen failed to reach the endzone. A
Rochester fumble, however, on the following series,

was recovered by defensive end Gary Pfaff '83 on the

Rochester 32-yard line. A five play series led the way to

halfback Congdon's 10 yard slant off the right end for a
Williams touchdown. O'Keefe added the extra point to

post a score of 17-6 with 2:35 on the clock. Rochester
bounced back with a 10-play 68-yard drive, gained
mostly by the passing duo of QB Jeff Wlttlg and split end
Greg Parinello. Wittig connected on a 12 yard throw to

Phil Dettore for Rochester's second touchdown. The
two-point conversion pass attempt was Incomplete and
the final score remained 17-12.

Unfortunately, while the Ephmen gained 337 yards on
the day offensively, they gave up 340 on defense.

Though the defense did not have a great day, Odell cited

linemen Reggie Hollinger '85 and Pfaff for outstanding

play.

In a game that Williams should have dominated eas-
ily with their strong start, costly turnovers, penalties
and pass coverage errors relinquished precious yard-
age to fuel the Rochester attack.

Senior Rob Kusel leaves Mohawks up in the air in overtime victory over North Adams Wednesday.
(Plonsker)

Kickers split week
by Ted Johann

The women's soccer team split their two games
In a tough week of competition, moving their

record to 2-2-1.

On Saturday, the Ephwomen travelled to

Mount Holyoke, and lost a close 2-1 contest. The
team hustled and had a few fine moments, but, as
Coach Ed Grees said, "We were simply
outplayed."

Mount Holyoke went ahead ten minutes into the
game, but co-captain Becky Baugh '83 evened the
game in the same half as she deftly placed a
penalty kick in the lower left corner of the net.
As the second half opened. Mount Holyoke

again gained control with their fine playmaking,
and scored early. The rest of the game consisted
of some good play and near misses by both teams,
but the contest clearly belonged to the home
Mount Holyoke team.

Win over Middlebury
Earlier in the week, the Ephwomen hosted Mid-

dlebury, and came away with an impressive 2-0

victory. Williams thoroughly dominated the first

half with a crisp, sharp short passing game,
which was unaffected by the strong wind on Cole
Field.

The game started with a bang as two minutes
Into the opening period freshman standout
Andrea Raphael dribbled by two visiting defend-
ers and gave Williams a 1-0 lead.

Halfway through the second half Williams
extended its lead.

Baugh made a beautiful cross from her right
wing position which the Middlebury goalkeeper
came out and deflected. Beth Ebel '86 alertly put
the free ball into the open net and iced the game
tor the Ephwomen.
Goalie Laura Napolitano '85 recorded her first

shutout of the season.

Ephwomen place at

Amherst Invitational

by Liz Streitz

The women's cross-country team placed
second in the Amherst Invitational Saturday,
finishing behind Holy Cross but beating
Amherst and Wesleyan.
Once again, team effort was the key to their

success. The team employed the "pack stra-

tegy" which had proven its effectiveness in

last weekend's Williams Invitational meet.
The strategy involves taking the first mile out

strong and relatively fast while staying
together in a group, maintaining a consistent

strong pace during the second mile and using
all your remaining energy and effort for the

last mile.
Overtake Wesleyan

At the mile and a half mark, Wesleyan's top

four runners were ahead of Williams' top six.

But all six Williams runners pulled ahead of

three of the top four Wesleyan runners, leading

Williams to the strong second place finish.

In addition to Amherst and Wesleyan, the

Ephwomen beat Fitchburg, Trinity, Westfleld

and Eastern Connecticut in the 95-runner

meet.
Individual finishers

Williams had seven of its runners place in

the top 24. Margaret Lynch '84 was the first

Williams woman to cross the finish line. With a

time of 18: 34, Lynch finished in eleventh place.

Sue Flynn '85 took 13th place with a time of

18:47.

Close behind were Liz Moore '85, 15th with a

time of 18: 53, and Chinyere Uwah '85 placing

16th with a time of 18: 53. Kerry Malone '84 and
Lynn Vendinello '84 finished in 18th and 19th

places respectively.

Soccer kicks booty
by Dave Woodworth

Jeff Sutton '83 scored at 29: 25 of the first half and the defense
made the goal stand as the men's soccer team pulled out a 1-0 win
over Dartmouth at Hanover on Saturday.

Sutton's goal, his first of the season, came off an assist by Jeff
McEvoy '86 and was the culmination of a very well-played half. In
the second period, the Williams offense became a bit complacent
and a charged-up Green side took control of the game. The Eph
defense, however, led by goalkeeper Ted Murphy '85, prevented
Dartmouth from getting the equalizer. Dartmouth outshot Willi-

ams by a 2-to-l margin, getting 26 chances to only 13 for the Ephs.
Murphy made 10 saves in preserving the shutout.

Coach Mike Russo was delighted with the victory, saying, "Any-
time you beat Dartmouth (a Division I school) in anything you have
to be pleased, and to shut them out at home is really something.

They're a very good team, despite their 0-3 record, and their frus-

tration showed in the second half. I was a bit worried about our lack

of offense, but our defense was superb."

Beat North Adams
The win over the Big Green was the second of the week for the

Ephs, who had previously defeated North Adams State, 2-1, in an
overtime thriller on Wednesday. The match was a very physical
one, and featured many missed scoring opportunities by both sides.

Overtime goal
The Mohawks capitalized first, as Ray Remmilard booted a

throw-in past a diving Murphy with 18:22 left in the match. Willi-
ams, however, scored with 7: 23 left to even the count at 1-1. Marty
White '83 was given credit for the goal, although it was actually
punched in accidentally by N.A. goalie Jim Hachey.

Jeff McEvoy got the tiebreaker with 30 seconds left in the first

overtime to give the Ephmen their victory. Again, Williams was
outshot, 25-22, but Murphy made 18 saves to get the win.
The two victories ran Williams's record to 3-1, with their next

match at home on Saturday against Trinity.

Championship week

Golfers ace tourney
by Ward Katsanis

The co-captains came alive to

lead the Williams golf team to
victory over opponents Colgate,
UMass., North Adams, and
R.P.I, last Thursday at Taconic
Golf Club, according to head
coach Rudy Goff.

The Williams squad finished

the day with a combined total of

388, 24 strokes better than their

nearest competitors, Colgate.

Senior captains Bruce Goff and
Phil Seefried both checked in

with scores of 73, despite a
shaky finish by Goff (three

bogies in the last three holes)

and a slow start by Seefried

(four over first two holes).

When asked about Thursday's

performance, Goff '83 could

only say, "the captains are
back!!"

Hosted Championship
Last Monday and Tuesday,

the team hosted the New Eng-
land Championships at the
Pittsfield Country Club and at
Cranwell in Lenox. UConn took
first place with a two day total of
601 while WiUiams had 631 to fin-

ish eighth out of 44 schools.
Charlie Thompson '83, who has
played well all season long, had
a 154 (80-74) and Mike Hennigan
'85 holed out with a 157 (79-78).
Tomorrow, the team will be

playing Its last match of the fall

at home against Springfield and
Babson.
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Reckless drinking on the rise

The more things change, the more they stay the same . .

.

Council for open houses
by Laura Seligsohn

The College Council firmly
moved to regain control of the
housing process at last week's
meeting. The meeting began as
representatives shared feed-

back from their house-mates
regarding the future of the hous-
ing transfer policy. Their
reports revealed that though
there were a few dissenters in
each house, majorities in every
house that considered the issue
resoundingly favored the main-
tenance of the current transfer

policy. Besides the reports of

houses "overwhelmingly In

favor of a liberal transfer pol-

icy" were fears that "a frat

mentality," as Bill Foraker '85

put it, might result from a tight-

ened transfer policy.

Convinced that campus con-

sensus lay in favor of a loose

transfer policy, the Council pro-

ceeded to pass, in a rare roll-call

vote, Resolution R-1 (see box).

The resolution was sponsored

by representatives Bill Sawyers

Students opt

for transfers
A Record poll shows that stu-

dents favor an open upperclass

house transfer policy.

The poll, a random survey of

132 students from all classes

and housing units, found that

42% of students want the current

system to remain. Of the 30%
who feel it should change, 74%
want an even freer system, with

only ten students desiring a
more restrictive policy.

The poll also showed that 55%
of students do not consider

themselves well-informed
about the transfer issue.

Specific gripe

The transfer Issue is cur-

rently being considered by the
Housing Committee and the Col-
lege Council in the wake of last

'85, David Atshuler '84, Jan van
Eck '85, Steve Johansen '84, and
Greg Holm '83.

The resolution consists of a
three-part recommendation to

the Committee on Undergradu-
ate Life. It calls for return of the
Subcommittee on Student Hous-
ing to the exclusive authority of

the College Council, retention of

the current house transfer pol-

icy, and reconsideration by the

CUL of Its May 11 report in

which the current transfer pol-

icy was rejected.

Mamlet dissents

The only vote registered in

opposition to the resolution

came from representative
Geoff Mamlet '83. After the

meeting, Mamlet explained
that the amendment recom-
mending return of the subcom-
mittee on student housing to the

exclusive jurisdiction of the

Council was misguided, since

the Council's Constitution

Continued on Page 7

by E.A. Stanton & Jack Mayher

The claim that there is a

"drinking problem" at Willi-

ams generates a great deal of

skepticism among students.

Many protest that it Is not fair to

generalize about a few Isolated

Incidents of alcohol-related

damage or personal Injury.

However, administrators and
medical staff at the Infirmary
are concerned about what they

term a change in student drink-

ing patterns.

"It's a new ballgame," said

Dean O'Connor. Although he

realizes that students have

always gotten drunk, O'Connor

sees a growing trend that he

finds troubling. He, Infirmary

staff and at least one house pres-

ident Interviewed are con-

cerned that students go to

parties with the specific Intent

of getting as drunk as they can

as fast as they can.

"The problems we've seen
have been occurring as early as
9 or 10 p.m.," noted Director of

Health Doctor James D. Cor-

kins. In the past year, nurses
and doctors have treated
serious alcohol-related cases
and have received an unusually
high number of inquiries about
how to deal with alcohol-related

situations.

Lethal alcohol levels

Students have reported that

peers use alcohol or marijuana
before classes to relax. Some
experience black-outs after
drinking. Pregnant women
have blamed their own alcohol
use as the Indirect cause of their

unwanted pregnancies. The
Infirmary staff is aware of auto-

mobile accidents involving Wil-

liams students and alcohol (at

least one this year and several

last year). In the past six

months, two students were hos-

pitalized In intensive care for

alcohol intoxication. One had
lethal levels of alcohol in this

blood, and the other was very
close to having lethal levels.

Question Percentage (total number)
Yes No No opinion

1) Do you (eel that you are well-

informed about the Issue of

house transfers?

2) Do you think the current

system requires revision?

3) Should the house transfer

system be more open or more
closed? (asked only to

respondents answering

yes on question 2).

45% (60) 55% (72)

30% (39) 42% (56) 28% (37)

Open
74% (29)

Closed
26% (10)

year's report of the Committee
on Undergraduate Life recom-

mending a change in the

transfer process to preserve

house unity.

Some students commented on

the issue. "I think that ifwe nar-

row the house transfer system

we'll have a group of houses

filled with people who hate

being there," said Don Free-

man '84. "If we open it up, then

people will be able to gather

with people they enjoy."

"If you're not happy where
you're living, you're not going to

want to contribute to the

house," commented Bill Vale-

ric '85. "That will not promote
house unity."

Marissa Gulino '84 had a dif-

ferent view. "I only think some-
one should be able to transfer if

he has a specific gripe, a legiti-

mate reason for wanting to

change. But I don't think there

should be an entirely closed

system."

These observations and inci-

dents have led O'Connor to

worry that perhaps people are
drinking for different reasons
now—"not just to have fun but

to blot out reality."

One house president dis-

agreed. "I don't think there's a

drinking problem here. There's
more drinking at other schools,

and there's a different mental-
ity there." Added another presi-

dent, "I'm not saying it doesn't

exist; I just haven't been
exposed to it."

O'Connor suggested that the

only way to deal with the prob-

lem is at the peer level. His goal
is to "set up conditions so stu-

dents can help each other."

Hesitant friends

"I think the students perceive
problems," said Corkins. Stu-

dents who suspect that a friend

may have drunk too much or

has a drinking problem are
often, though not always, hesit-

ant to bring it to his or her atten-

tion. "How do you know when
your roommate is just drunk
and will be okay in the morning
and when you should bring him
or her to the infirmary?" asked
Nurse Gangemi.

Even some junior advisers
feel lU-equlpped to decide when
a student is just drunk, and
when he or she has a problem.
"I was really frustrated that at

orientation we didn't have
anyone talk about how to recog-

nize a drinking problem. It's not

as if you can expect people
around him to recognize his

problem and talk to him," said

one JA. A freshman agreed: "If

I see a friend who's drinking too

much, I don't want to say any-
thing unless I can tell If it's

really a problem."

Corkins noted that students do
not use the peer health counsel-

ing services here for alcohol-

related problems. Health
counselors do not receive train-

ing specifically geared toward
these problems. There is, how-
ever, an Al-Anon support group
which meets weekly, and a
small library of information at

the Infirmary.

Breathalyzers at parties

To educate the student body
and encourage responsible alco-

hol use, the Infirmary will be
launching an Alcohol Aware-
ness Program in the near

Continued on Page 7

. . . But the drinking problem may lie getting worse, say doctors.

Bombing death avenged
by Lucy Lytle

On the morning of September
21, 1976, a bomb exploded in the

car of Orlando Letelier, the

former Foreign Minister of the

Allende government of Chile

and Chile's Ambassador to the

United States, killing him and
his research assistant, Ronnie
Moffltt. The process of aveng-

ing their murders was the sub-

ject of Wednesday afternoon's

lecture by Michael Tlgar,
author of Law and the Rise of

Capitalism, in Driscoll Lounge.
"Ever since the overthrow of

the Allende government in a
CIA-sponsored coup in 1973,"

began Tlgar, "Orlando and oth-

ers had t>een the leaders of a

Chilean government in exile. He
was, perhaps, the most effec-

tive of the Chilean politicians in

exile . . . (because) he was able
to bridge the gap between ... the

(leftist) broad-based coalition

in support of Salvador Ailende's
presidency, and an even
broader-based coalition in favor

of the return of democratic
government to Chile in the wake
of the coup."

Tlgar first became involved

in the Letelier case when Leteli-

er's widow, Isabelle, and Mof-
fltt's widower, Michael,
approached him to see what
could be done to avenge their

murders.

Murder for hire

"The first thing we had to do
was to make sure that the hunt

for the killers of Orlando didn't

turn into a witch hunt of Chilean

leftists in exile in the United

States," explained Tlgar. "We
also wanted to Insure that the

case was vigorously pursued by
the Department of Justice in an
attempt to bring criminal prose-

cutions against those who
Continued on Page 5
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The Williams Record Op-ed
BillsviUe by L. Rockwood

The Williams Record

Teeth for the Council
College Council members resoundingly passed a resolution last

week dealing with student housing. The resolution called in part for the

return of the Student Housing Committee from the Committee on Under-

graduate Life to the Council's jurisdiction. While increased student

control in questions of student housing is an admirable goal, one must

consider the effect of moving the Housing Committee back to the

Council.

As an advisory committee to the Council, the Housing Committee

had virtually no impact on the people who make housing decisions. By

the time the Housing Committee opinions were wrestled over in commit-

tee, filtered through the Council, and added to other recommendations

handed to the CUL, the Housing Committee's impact was severely

diluted. The new Student Housing Subcommittee of the CUL may lack

Council control, but it does have a direct channel to an influential

decision-making body—the CUL.
The Administration rationale for placing the Housing Committee

under the CUL's wing is that, under Council jurisdiction, the Housing

Committee had no power. This assumption is probably correct, but

rather than abandon faith in the Council, the Administration should

have made an effort to give the Council the opportunity to take an active

role.

One way to give the Council some teeth would be to merge the

guidelines for the old and the new housing committees. The Committee
could return to the ten voting members rule outlined in the Council

constitution. Such a move would help restore order to the committee,

which seemed to dissolve In chaos in last year's discussions.

Five of the ten voting members of the Housing Committee could be

selected by the Council, elected from the Council's own ranks. Pre-

viously these five were Council housing category reps—students who
have traditionally maintained a poor attendance record at Council and

Housing Committee meetings. The Council should choose its members
who are most interested in housing issues, ensuring an effective voice in

decisions.

Finally, the task of appointing the Housing Committee's non-voting

co-chairmen could be divided, the Council and the CUL each appointing

one chairman.
The College Council has not Jived up to its potential in the past, but

this is no excuse for robbing the Council of an opportunity to make a

meaningful contribution to student life. Restoring Council influence to

the CUL Housing subcommittee would give the Council a chance to

disprove charges that it is ineffective. Restoring Council influence would

also give the Administration an opportunity to disprove charges that it is

unresponsive to students. Everyone wins.

Ad flunks out
The campus community's reaction to the term-paper advertise-

ment in last week's Record reveals much about the strength of Williams'
Honor Code. While the ad did unfortunately give students a new oppor-
tunity to cheat. It also gave us an opportunity to reaffirm our commit-
ment to the Code.

Student response was encouraging: universal rejection and con-

demnation. A term paper service Is so unethical and ridiculous that it

cannot be taken seriously, only laughed at. The Record Advertising

Manager had enough faith In the Honor Code and students' self-reliance

to assume no undergraduate would actually use the service. Happily, he
seems correct; most students laughed and commented that no service
could get an "A" out of a Williams professor.

The faculty were more upset, perhaps because they have less faith

In the Honor Code. They should give students more credit. We know we
can write a better paper than some guys in Toronto. And we have a lot of

moral sense, as well as common sense.

Besides, we hear you professors can spot one of these things in three
minutes . . .

LETTERS
Record stoops

To the editor:

I was outraged by the term paper ser-

vice advertisement in the Record. In

printing this ad, the Record gave tacit

approval to plagiarism, fraud, and aca-

demic dishonesty. The ad was an assault

on our Honor Code and a violation of the

principles upon which the College

operates.

Why has the Record stooped so low

that it will profit from thosewho promote
deceit?

John Butter '83

Eds. Note. The Record does not neces-

sarily endorse or approve of products

that are advertised on our pages.

Truly appalled

Dear Editor:

I know it's a little hard to take criti-

cism from me for lack of judgment, con-

sidering some of the things I've written

and said on this campus in the past, but

I'm afraid I cannot keep silent. I was
truly appalled by your decision last week
to print an advertisement for a company
which produces fraudulent term papers.

Surely no one on this campus needs a

lecture on the Honor Code. We all know
it's there, and for the most part we keep

it fairly well. But when the Honor Code is

broken, or there is even a threat of such a

violation, this campus can be thrown into

turmoil. As a former member of your
staff who has been involved in investiga-

tions of two alleged cheating incidents in

the past two years, I have seen this

turmoil.

I sat, as a reporter, in Political Science

chairman Kurt Tauber's office two
springs ago, as he conferred with stu-

dents and Deans, frantically trying to get

the facts about an alleged stolen test. I

saw the hysteria on the faces of two stu-

dents who had taken a self-scheduled

exam, which they might have had to take

again if the facts of the case had indi-

cated widespread cheating. Cheating is

not funny. It's more than an inconven-

ience. It hurts us all. An ad which encour-

ages cheating by proving a vehicle for it

only adds fuel to potentially volatile fire.

We as students need to produce term

papers our professors will have faith in.

We have few enough opportunities to

show them the knowledge we have

gained from their classes. Most courses

have only one hour exam, one paper, and

one final exam. If we lose the ability to

prove our knowledge through term pap-

ers, the entire emphasis of a course

might be placed on one final exam. Is this

what we want? Term papers have

always been an excellent way for stu-

dents to learn on their own while proving

a mastery of the subject matter being

discussed. It will only take one pur-

chased paper to throw all of our work into

question. Let's not pervert the system.

I'm the first guy to make a joke. But

the ad for the fake term papers just

wasn't funny.

Steve Epstein '83

Cheaters

To the editors:

I recognize that by accepting an adver-

tisement a newspaper neither implicitly

nor explicitly endorses its content. But

still I wish to urge that the Record recon-

sider its willingness to carry the kind of

ad that appeared on page 8of the October

5th issue. The Trident Marketing Term
Paper Service there solicits the patron-

age of students, and with an apt sense of

its own intellectually pornographic pur-

poses, it promises to ship "the definitive

Continued on Page 6
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The least

beautiful

people: us
by Greg Clapp

The instant life, the snapshot, the

beautiful moment. There they are, two
beautiful people cruising along the Cali-

fornia coast in^ Mercedes 450, hair blow-

ing in the breeze, all smiles of beautiful

teeth. Pictured right in front of the bottle

of cognac.

Page after page, minute after minute
we are confronted by those beautiful

visions. Perfume here, jeans there. No
one is terribly unfamiliar with advertis-

ing. An educated Williams person can
critically examine the Freudian mes-
sage. We can read the subliminal mes-
sage which the captured instant

"means." But it means more at

Williams—much, much more.

People at Williams try to lead the

Instant life. Watch them in public, partic-

ularly at parties where they are aware of

being watched. Every moment they are

striving to meet the instant
requirement— the smile or the calculat-

edly cool look, beautiful, self-assured,

and non-committal, never to be caught

being less. Every moment they want to

be able to be caught by the photographer,

or the mere onlooker. In the beautiful

Instant.

The instant life is a sad joke. The drive

from San Luis Opispo to San Francisco

takes about six hours, even in a 450 with a

Blaupunkt tape deck, long enough for

readily apparent to the avci age Kph. Yet
we have the audacity to identify and cri-

ticize "beautiful people" when far and
away most of us are seeking exactly this

status.

This Is not an argument for greasy
hair, dirty clothing and sullen looks—
merely another fashion of sorts, accepta -

ble as a fashion but nothing to pour your
soul out over. Rather, I would like—vain
hope that it is-to see just a little less

posing. Face it, if we aren't accepted for

what we can be, at our best or at our
worst, we will never be able to maintain
the facade. We know this, but continue

. . . cruising along the California coast in a

Mercedes 450, hair blowing in the breeze . .

even the most beautiful of people to

become bored. The wind blowing your
hair gives you a headache. Smiling all

the time would be a strain. The Observer
magazine, a London Sunday magazine,
had on their cover a model—beautiful,

thin, with the popular natural look hair.

The back cover showed the poor girl

from behind—cardboard pieces and tape
holding her hair "in place," string hold-

ing together the expensive blouse cre-

dited in fine print to a chic store.

The futility, the absurdity of it all is

trying. Irrational? Of course, this Is the
standard for behavior (see: alligator

shirts, course choices).

Nonetheless, with the recognition of

such behavior should come a degree of

respect for our neighbors. People are, in

many ways, just like us—they are sur-

prisingly undemanding of others. It is we
ourselves who require the facade for

identity, hoping to be the perfect person
in one way or another. Lives are more
than a mere accumulation of posed
instances.

CpNTROVERSY OVER ISRAEL
Blinded accusation Anti-semitism unveiled

by Kim Bruce math department
During the late 1960's and early 1970's I found myself (and

thousands of others) being attacked as unpatriotic for pro-

testing the U.S. role in South Vietnam. I was told that crimes
equivalent to or worse than those committed by the U.S. and
South Vietnamese governments were being committed by
other governments in other parts of the world. I was asked

why I wasn't protesting Russian or other violations instead.

Wednesday night at a forum on the Middle East I heard the

same type of argument voiced by Professor Katz; the reason

there was so much protest over Israel's actions was because
of anti-semitism. Why was there no equivalent outcry over
genocide in Khomenl's Iran, the Russian invasion of Afghan-

istan, the racial policies of South Africa, and the slaughter of

Syrians within Syria?

The answers to these accusations today are very similar to

the answers given ten or fifteen years ago to similar charges.

One obvious reason is that people in the U.S. (and at least the

western world) are near-unanimous in their condemnations

of the behavior of the governments of Iran, Russia, South

Africa, and Syria in the instances cited. There simply is no

argument to be found and thus little need for a debate.

But I believe the main reason that South Vietnam was

chosen years ago and Israel (as well as El Salvador) chosen

today is because of the U.S. involvement. When the U.S. is

involved it is possible to pressure the U.S. government to take

steps either to exert its influence or to withdraw its support

from the offending parties.

In Israel the U.S. government is very deeply Involved. One-

fourth of all U.S. foreign aid flows to Israel, $2.4 billion this

year and $2.7 billion next year (and this ignores the tremend-

ous amounts given by private citizens and Jewish organiza-

tions in the U.S.). American-made cluster bombs (used by

Israel in spite of written agreements to the contrary) killed

and maimed civilians; U.S.-made jets helped destroy Beirut.

There is no question in my mind that without those billions

in U.S. aid, Israel would have been unable to mount and

sustain the invasion of Lebanon. Israel would be unable to

sustain Its occupation of Lebanon and the West Bank without

... it will become as easy to be "anti-

semitic" as it was to be "unpatriotic" a

decade ago.

plunging Into national bankruptcy. Thus the blood shed by

Israel and the Christian militias which they have armed and

supported is blood on our hands as well.

If the U.S. were supporting Iran, Russia, South Africa, or

Syria in anywhere near the massive way we are supporting

Israel, I would protest that as well. (We should note here that

such protests against South Africa regularly occur here,

these protests being aimed directly at U.S. government and

corporate involvement in South Africa.)

Perhaps it should also be pointed out that the U.S. govern-

ment's reactions to the events in Iran and the Russian inva-

sion of Afghanistan were much more significant than the

ineffectual hand-wringing response of the U.S. government to

the massacre of civilians, repeated violations of U.S. law, and

the continual violations of cease-fires and other agreements

by Israel.

So Mr. Katz, don't Imply that we are guilty of antl-semltism

for feeling sympathy with the basic human rights of the

Palestinians. We all know that anti-semitism, like racism, is

alive and well in the world today. Yet remember that the

Continued on Page 6

by Nathan Katz religion department

By its excessive oversimplification, Mr. Bruce's letter per-

verts the points I had made regarding the conflation of criti-

cisms of Israel with antisemitism.

I did not say that criticisms of the government of Israel

were necessarily antisemitic. Far from it: I believe my own
comments calling for the fall of the Likud government,

assessing Israel's responsibility for the massacres of Palesti-

nians by Christian Phalangists, and calling for Palestinian

self-determination and statehood, were not antisemitic, so

Mr. Bruce's point is ill-founded.

What I was indicating is that the conflation of similar criti-

cisms with antisemitic rhetorical devices is deeply disturb-

ing to me.
If one hasn't studied antisemitism, one is unlikely to recog-

nize it, except in its most overt and fanatical manifestations.

Mr. Bruce's professions of innocence, made so matter-of-

The attribution of so-called "Jewish"

physical characteristics ... to Mr. Begin

. . . recalls classical Nazi devices.

factly, remind me of the man who, upon first hearing about

sexism fifteen years ago, simply concluded that since he

didn't actively oppress women, he must be Innocent of partic-

ipation in the sexist structuring of our society. Such a facile

denial is indeed telling.

Like racist and sexist discourses, antisemitic rhetoric Is

often a subtle matter. For example, the continual Identifica-

tion of Jews with Biblical Images is a common tactic of the

antisemite, resembling the "pedestal effect" triviUzation of

women, or of depicting blacks as happy-go-lucky, carefree

children.

The attribution of so-called "Jewish" physical

characteristics—the hooked nose, the beady eyes, the avari-

cious grin, etc.—to Mr. Begin in many contemporary editor-

ial cartoons recalls classical Nazi devices. (See Mosse's

Towards the Final Solution: A History of European Racism
for an extended analysis of the origins and nature of this

discourse. ) To anyone sensitive to the history and persistence

of antisemitism, these elements are evident today.

The problem is that most of us have never bothered to

undertake such a study, even though antisemitic Incidents

have increased by over three hundred percent in the country

since the election of Ronald Reagan. Yes, even here in the

Berkshlres, too.

I also argued that the degree of response, especially when
coupled with these rhetorical devices, leads me to suspect the

motives, conscious or otherwise, of many of those most criti-

cal of Israel. When I hear talk aittouX any 'spirit' or 'nature' of

Israel, the essentialism which underlies all forms of racism
becomes clear.

Such rationalistic explanatons as Mr. Bruce's—that we
should be so harshly critical of Israel because of American
involvements there—do not stand up to intellectual scrutiny.

I should say this is precisely a rationalization in the classical

sense of a defense mechanism against confronting the thana-

totlcally Irrational fact of antisemitism.

The theatrical and overly-emotional nature of much of last

week's panel was Indeed disturbing, but this should Indicate

that much more Is going on than a purely rational discussion.

And that is what's most deeply troubling to anyone sensitive

to the pervasive, irrational forces at play within our

community.

Coming to blows:

even at Williams
by Jeffrey H. Bralnard

If there's one thing that pisses me off,

it's watching someone trying to pick a

fight or Intimidate someone. One
wouldn't think Williams students could

have bully or wolf-pack mentalities, but

to my utter amazement, I witnessed Just

such bizarre behavior at a party the

other night in Sage Hall.

A fantastic circus side-show unfolded

before my eyes as three Williams guys
burst into a party, griping that someone
had thrown beer on them from an
upstairs window while they were walk-

ing outside. So they demanded an apol-

ogy from the two guys they held

responsible.

As someone who has participated in

beer fights and even poured entire

glasses of beer over my head in the heat

of the moment, I don't regard it as a par-

ticularly horrible experience. But I can
see how someone, especially a total

stranger minding his own business,

might object to the stickiness and odor
(especially PBR—yechi ). These fellows

didn't look too wet, but they still wanted
the apology. But first there was some
clarifying debate.

The lead-up to a fight is unbelievable

because of the obvious dichotomy
between the veiled threats and the sup-

posed meaning of the actual, "reasona-
ble" conversation. The participants

discussed such arcane theories as the

But what the plaintiffs

were actually doing was
probing for fear, trying to

exploit their three-to-two

advantage . . .

extent to which beer droplets are delete-

rious, the public (and thus sanctified)

status of side-walks, and the moral free-

dom possessed within an entry.

But what the plaintiffs were actually

doing was probing for fear, trying to

exploit their three-to-two advantage,

and pushing to see if the other side would
back down.

Whether an apology ever came out, I

honestly don't remember. But the plain-

tiffs wanted a kneeling, begging apology.

It wasn't coming, and they knew it. So

they continued to press for one. In order

to start a fight.

The defendants told the plaintiffs to

leave. "You're too cocky" and "Don't

make me mad" were the enlightening

and scintillating responses. Pushing and
shoving ensued; one of the defendants

was rammed into a door frame and
"poked," such a gentlemanly substitute

for a good solid punch, I've always
thought. Somehow, the plaintiffs left,

muttering, without real punches having

been thrown.

This narrative Is intended to provoke

thought, not moralize. There are those

here at Williams who view brute force

and physical intimidation as legitimate

behavior.

The desire to pound on person or prop-

erty is counterproductive. We're here to

learn to be reasonable, to see other

points of view, to master our own poten-

tial. A hot temper destroys any personal

growth obtained from academic work.

There are outlets in which these pas-

sions can be sublimated—I'm sure the

football and rugby teams can always use

more bloodthirsty gladiators.

But the best balm for conflict is to have

a sense of humor. One of the defendants

tried to introduce some levity into the

situation, but machismo was to prevail.

A sense of proportion could help such

people laugh rather than get tough.
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The faux pas

of freshman life
by Jenny Bicks

You can tell them a mile away, the

Froshburgers. They're the ones
wearing the Williams sweatshirts

and shiny shoes. They are the ones

that actually read next weelc's

menu with anticipation. They are the ones that

arrive at class ten minutes early, bring five pens,

two pencils, Kleenex, and a pencil sharpener.
They are the ones eating tofu. I know them well.

In fact, a long, long time ago I too was a fresh-

man. Yes, unbelievable but true, I too once
thought that 'Eph" was pronounced 'Ef" and
tried to find the Wreck Room in the bowels of the

gym. I too shook hands with President Chandler
and Phil Smith. Phil Smith asked the girl ahead of

me abut her apple farm's crops; he inquired abut

the litter of show dogs being raised by the guy
behind me. Phil Smith did not remember me.
From that moment on I knew it would be an uphill

climb. And now, being liberal and naturally gen-

erous I have decided to unlock the secrets to

attempting Freshman Life and surviving.

Common conversation

As a freshman even the simplest tasks become
vexing. Take, for instance, the Common Conver-

sation. This is usually instigated in any of the

following ways: 1) "Hi, I'm Jane from Newark,
what entry are you in?" 2) "Hi, I'm Jane from
Newark, what courses are you taking?" 3) "Hi,

I'm Jane from Newark. OhI You live in New York
City? Do you know a guy named John with brown
hair?" Now, these are all well and good if you are

passing in the Quad, but it will never work for In

Depth Conversation. By the way, never pull these

lines on an Upperclassman. He will not appre-

ciate it.

New innovative techniques? Try these, they're

sure to get a few bites: 1) "Hi, I'm Jane from
Newark and I'm sexually frustrated." This one
could be quite useful if screamed from the dance

floor of an all-college part>-. 2) "Hi, I'm,lane from
Newark and 1 absolutely hate it here." This will

be sure to attract the many Williams fanatics

roaming campus (they are the ones wearing Wil-

liams sweatshirts who aren't freshmen, as well as

any alumni or tourguldes within earshot. 3) "Hi,

I'm Jane from Newark. My daddy owns a billion

dollar corporation and takes me in his Lear Jet

wherever I want to go." You'll be amazed at the

number of close friends you can get In minutes.

Subtle suggestions

The key to being a hit freshman year Is to be as

cool as possible. This means always being as sub-

tle as possible. When it snows for the first time, be

nonchalant. Do Not run outside in your pajamas

and sing, "Jingle Bells" at the top of your lungs.

Never ask why the North side of Baxter is cooler

than the South side. It just is. When we lose a

football game, don't cry. You'll soon see that no

one who was at the game watched the game, and

even if they did they won't remember the score in

half an hour anyway.

One of the best tasks for trying out your new

subtle tactics is the Williams Institution of Check-

ing The Mailbox. Never check your box more than

three times a day. This makes you look Desper-

ate. Avoid walking into the mailroom with

another person—it will only lead to comparison of

yield.

Empty boxes

Whatever you do, never look as though you

didn't get any mail at all. If you have to, carry an

old letter in your back pocket just in case. Or try

one of these other suggestions: 1) Make a deal

with your roommate for a small fee to send you
letters everyday. Every month or so have her put

a big foreign stamp on it. 2) Order every free

catalogue you possibly can. 3) Start a chain letter.

4) Write to the Government and tell them that,

although you're only 17, you'd like to register for

the draft.

As you can see, with a little intuition Freshman
Life need not be the hazardously uncool time It

has become for many. I can't guarantee it, but if

you keep in mind my subtle hints you may even

find yourself having fun. Who knows? Maybe
someday you'll even get some Real Mail.

Reverend redefines role

i4

by David Desmond

> ^M y^p inisters can be
I j^^/l perceived as

I Wf I inquisitors or
i^ T JiL oppressors or

merely stu-

pid," asserted Carol Pepper a-

bout her position as acting
chaplain.

She is enthusiastically trying
to break the traditional stereo-
type of a chaplain by bringing
her own approach to the office.

"In terms of my role, there is

confusion about what a chaplain
is. Some people associate reli-

gious belief with primitivity,
Intellectual emptiness, or rigid
assumptions about morality.

"I'd like to be able to serve in
whatever capacity I can and to
do whatever I can. The goal of
the chaplain's office is to be
completely open to whatever
need presents Itself. The goal is

vague; people make it

specific."

Pepper jokes about what her
office actually involves: "I am
like the lilies of the field. I

neither toil nor spin."

She is not smug or dictatorial

about her faith. Raised a
Catholic, she turned protestant

because she wanted to serve

Carol Pepper

God as a minister.

"What faith I have is riddled

with lots of unanswered ques-
tions. How can one explain suf-

fering in the world? For
example, violent death or
hunger . . . How can the

oppressed reconcile the bad
things in the world with the

notion that God exists or cares

about them?"
Pepper is no wide-eyed Pol-

lyana, however. "I see myself

as a person of faith, but there is

so much suffering in the world.

Faith must lead me to be

responsive to that or it has no

value. The religious questions I

ask require me to articulate a

relationship with God that is

made concrete in the service of

others.

"My faith is informed by a

bias that I can't seem to escape.

The bias is that I believe that

God exists and that God is good
(whatever that might mean);
and I believe that life is good,

and I hope that death may be

good as well."

Pepper wants to interact with

people from different religious

backgrounds or none at all. She
will teach a Winter Study course

on personal religious revela-

tions. Her office hours are on

Mondays and Wednesdays.

Man-on-the-Quad
What's the best

part of Williams

football?

Thr half-linu- slioiv. I'm opposed

to violvnvi'.

—Baf Francis '83

The hand, of course. There's some-
ihinn else ffoiiiK on on Saturdays?

—Francis Cardillo
Band Director

Hanginn from the hack of the

bleachers. I've only done it once,

but it really made my day.

—Greg Narver '82

The passing game, hut NOT the

referee ivho kicked me off the

field.

—Lucy,Amlierst '87

The best part is tailgates.

— Curt Jensen '84

Bili Bradford '84

Matt Waller '85

The overwhelming excitement of

it all.

—Molly Erickson '83

/ don't knou'. I don't go to them.
—Nora Monroe '82

Russian-in-the-Round

Concert Listings
CONCERT SCHEDULE - week of October 11

prcparad by TOONERVILLE TROLLEY RECORDS
MON .OCT 11 - Dregs, Channel Boston - Chuck Mangione BerkieePerfoi nance Ctf Boston -

Heart & John Cougar, Centrum Worcester, Mass — Garthwaite, Sorrels & Hawkins, Iron Horse

Northampton, Mass

TUES . OCT 12 - Jesse Wincester Iron Horse, Northampton

FRI , OCT 15 - GoGos Boston Garden - The Sharks, British Maid Williamslown

SAT . OCT, 16 - Jell Lorber Fusion & Larry Coryell, Berklee Perlorlance Ctr
,
Boston - Molly Scott

(workshop 1000 - 4). First Methodist Church, Pittslield, MA
SUN . OCT 17 - Joe Jackson Orpheum Boston — Harry James Orchestra Jonathan s, Salem, MA
MON , OCT 18-Ferron Iron Horse, Northampton, Mass

FRI , OCT 22 - Van Halen. Centrum. Worcester. Mass

SUN , OCT 24 - Odetta Iron Horse, Northampton

WED , OCT 27 • Joe Jackson Palace Albany NY

FRI OCT 29 - Gladys Knight & the Pips Opera House Boston

SUN . NOV 7 - Crosby Stills & Nash Centrum Worcester Mass

MON . NOV 22 - George Thotogood Palace Albany

by Greg Capaldini

While Hollywood
was churning out

weepy epics on
the sufferings of

Romantic Era
composers, the real trials of

artistic freedom were begin-

ning in the Soviet Union.

In the thick of it was Dimitry
Shostakovich. In both 1936 and
1948 he was earmarked by the

authorities as someone who had
better clean up his act—that is,

write prettier tunes—or get an
extended tour of the unspoiled

Siberian wilderness.

Present-day musicologists
disagree as to whether Shosta-

kovich came out of it all a

broken artist. Some, like Harold
Schonberg, insist that creative

integrity went down the drain,

and that we're left with a

watered-down legacy. Others,

like Boris Schwarz in Groves,
claim that the composer really
was truly sorry, as he stated in

official apologies; that he
cheerfully adopted standards of

"realism" and "optimism" to

serve his fellow countrymen;
that he really preferred writing
lightweight music anyway.
Either someone's wrong, or

the truth is In between. In either
case, the public is confused. The
fact is that Shostakovich's
music stands well on its own,
independent of political
innuendo. And he's certainly a

more consistently polished
compoer than his contemporary
Prokofiev.

Music in the Round treated us

to a rare performance of a late

Shostakovich work at their reci-

tal Friday at Brooks-Rogers
Hall. The Suite, Opus 127, also

titled Seven Romances, sets

seven verses by Alexander Biok

to soprano, violin, cello, and

piano. The music is simple but

eloquent, and designed so that

the singer performs each seg-

ment with a different permuta

tlon of the available ac-

companying forces.

MITR's playing was clean

and appropriately understated.

Soprano Elisabeth Palmedo
deserves admiration for her

musicality, presence, and abil-

ity to sustain long sequences of

high notes, but her voice
sounded thin and unvaried, and
better suited to early music.
Musical Director Julius

Hegyl and Douglas Moore
started the program with Hof-

fmann's Duo for violin and
cello. The piece sounded more
like a quartet with parts miss-
ing. And certainly, the perfor-

mance was not these two at

their best. But Mozart's Diverti-

mento, with Susan St. Amour on
viola, closed the program quite

effectively.
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Tigar U
Continued froin Page 1

turned out to be responsible."

After consulting with Attor-

ney General Levy and then with
Attorney General Bell, Tigar
was convinced that little would
be accomplished through these
channels. His Impression was
strengthened when Bell
responded to Isabelle Letelier's

plea that something be done to

avenge her husband's murder
with the remark, "Well, little

lady, people get killed every day
and I can't be more concerned
about one than another."

After the trial, it was revealed
that the assassins were
"members of Cuban exile
groups who had been organized
and financed and armed by the
CIA during a period when the
United States was actively
attempting to overthrow Fidel

Castro. When deprived of their

federal funding, they went Into

'murder-for-hire' business."

Michael Vernon Townley, the

son of an American business-

man in Chile and an agent of the

Chilean secret police, recruited

members of the Cuban national-

ist movement and paid them for

the murder of Letelier; Ronnie
Moffitt was an "accidental vic-

tim," according to Tigar.

Plastic explosives

Townley demonstrated "how
to make sophisticated bomb
detonation devices that they

(the Cuban nationalists) could

use for terrorist activities in the

United States and elsewhere,"

charged Tigar. Furthermore,
"the facilities of Lan Chile, the

official airline of Chile, were
used to transport plastic explo-

sives into the U.S. for the pur-

pose of furnishing them to

Cuban nationalist organiza-

tions."

Tigar was determined to

"fasten legal responsibility not

just on the Cubans who could be

caught, but upon Manuel Con-

trarez (head of the Chilean
secret police), Pinochet, and the

Republic of Chile itself."

Tigar drafted complaints
against the Cuban nationalists,

Michael Townley, Manuel Con-

trarez, and the Republic of

Chile.

'%w^
2 LITRE SODA

99<:/bottle

CALIFORNIA

WINE SALE

30% off selected

brands

Although the Chilean govern-

ment fired off two diplomatic

notes to the United States Dis-

trict Court in Washington, D.C.,

protesting that It was not sub-

ject to suit In the U.S. and deny-
ing Chilean Involvement in the

killings, presiding Judge Joyce
Green maintained that she held

jurisdiction.

The Republic of Chile was not

represented in the trial in

wiiich, explained Tigar, "we
proved to the court's satisfac-

tion that the junta (with General
Pinochet's approval) murdered
Orlando Letelier and Ronnie
Moffitt."

Three million dollars

Although three million dollars

in compensatory damages were
levied against the Republic of

Chile and the individual defend-

ants, and two million dollars of

punitive damages were levied

against the individual defend-

ants, the Chilean government
has yet to pay anything.

Because of this, efforts are
currently being made in the

United States and abroad to

Babysitting Jobs

Any student who is interested in babysitting for the children of

faculty and staff should stop by the Assistant to the President's

office. 3rd floor of Hopkins Hall, as soon as possible.

The Mountain Goat is Open
Spct'ializinii in tlutduur riolhin|( an«l Kquipin«>nl

Polar fleece jackets. The !\orlh Face, down
parkas, gorlex rain gear, sleeping bags, day

packs, Jansporl. wool socks, topographical maps,

bunting pullovers, ski sweaters, gaitors. Climb

Hiffh. boot laces, hut slippers, swissarmy knives,

corduroy shirts, Pendleton, hiking boots, canvas

pants, interior frame packs, wool shirts, webbing

belts, stretch knickers, t'atnf(tniia. nylon shells,

chamois shirts, cooking gear, polypropylene

underwear, Boston Trailers, camp stoves, lour-

ing skis, tents, sleeping pads, mountain parkas,

«fi(/ (itorc . . .

€
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seize Chilean assets which are

not regarded as immune.

Outpouring of emotion

Tigar reflected, "our efforts

have not gone unnoticed in

Chile. Despite the repression,

the details of our lawsuits, the

activities in which we have been

engaged, have been front page
news in Chilean newspapers . .

.

It has kept alive a sense of a

potential return to democracy
in Chile."

He also spoke of the outpour-

ing of emotion which greeted

Isabelle Letelier during a

recent visit to Chile. While

attending the theater she was
spotted and politely rose to

receive the applause of the

crowd. "At first there was the

applause, then the stamping of

feet, until the whole theater

seemed like the floor was going

to give way. The announcer
pleaded for order and finally,

when the sound died away,
there was a voice from the bal-

cony that said 'Companero
Orlando Letelier . . . presente.'

And so he lives," concluded
Tigar.

Union

Energy conservation can be

carried too far, as Union stu-

dents have learned. Over the

summer, all lights in the library

were connected to ten-minute

timers and carrels were outfit-

ted with bulbs that "give off

about as much light as a can-

die," reported the Union
Concordiensis.

Librarians joined students in

protesting the "dark age." One
staff member noted, "A library

is not a library without lights, as

a swimming pool is not a swim-
ming pool without water."

The only energy savings

comes when students can't find

the light switches in the dark,

librarians claim. Even this sav-

ings is offset by students who
turn on all the lights in

retaliation.

So far, all complaints have
fallen on deaf ears. "We will all

go blind if things are not fixed,"

predicted one student.

Wesleyan

Dean of Students Edward
Shanahan is leaving Wesleyan
to become Dean of the College at

Dartmouth. Dartmouth wanted
"somebody to address the resi-

dential life on campus, includ-

ing but not limited to fraternity

life. Dartmouth has a real need

in this area," he explained.

MICHEL'S OF WILLIAMSTOWN
Catering with a special toucii for

soecial occasions.
• Private Parties • Platters • Hors tj'oeuvres

Deadline for arranging for graduation parties

is May 10th.

Contact Mary for more information.

458-5441

^t^^ WiLLIAMSTOWN
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If you haven't seen the MBA hand-
book, learn How to Succeed in

Business without a Harvard MBA.

COLLEGE BOfK STORE INC
WILLIAMSTOW,N MASS01P67

(
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THE

LAWYER'S
ASSISTANT
The Lawyers Assistant

Program at Adelphi University is the largest

and oldest ABA-approved program of its

kind in New York State, with more than 4.000

graduates. "

Salaries at all levels have increased with the

extraordinary growth of this profession, and top

lawyer's assistants earn as much as 532.000.

Come To an Information Session and Learn:

. . .Why SS'i of our graduates who seel< paralegal

employment have found it

. . . Why hundreds of lawyers and other employers

send us their requests for our graduates

. . . Why Adelphi graduates have been hired by more

than 650 law firms, corporations and govern-

mental agencies throughout the greater New York

metropolitan area.

Blinded—
ContiiHied Ironi Piige 3

word patriotism lost much of its

meaning when those working
for peace in southeast Asia wore
labeled "unpatriotic."

Don't let the label 'ami-

Semitic" be debased in the same
way or it will become as easy to

be "anti-semitic" as it was to be
"unpatriotic" a decade ago. I

would be as distressed if being

opposed to the actions of the

Israel government was consi-

dered anti-semitic as I would if

being Jewish were to guarantee
support for the Israeli govern-

ment . Let us for once and for all

slop trsing to intimidate those

who disagree politically by
labelling them anti-semitic.

Surely we are capable of better.

Courses offered in: GARDEh CITY. L.I..

HCJINTINGTOrn, L.I.. and MANHATTAfH.
For a catalog and an invitation to the next

information session, mail this coupon today

or telephone right now: (516)663-1004
The Lawyers Assiitanl Program
Adelphi University

Garden City, L.I NY. 11530

In I oopef ation with T he 'National Ceniei tor Patalegal Tratninij ADCL^NI

^Business Phone .

Approved for VA and NYS Higher Education Loans

.

Lost or found?
For sale?

Birthday greeting?

Cryptic message?

Put it in the

RECORD
Classifieds

Send your classified

ad to The Williams

Record, Baxter Hall.

Or
drop it off at the

Record office by
5:00 p.m. Sunday.

In fact, we'll even pay you more than $550 a month while you attend. That's

in addition to paying for your full tuition and required books and fees.

It's all part of the Armed Forces Health Professions Scholarship Program.
How does It work?

f you re selected for a Physician Scholarship-from the Army. Navy, or

Air Force-youre commissioned as an officer in the Reserve.
While you're in school, you'll serve 45 days a year on active duty, gaining

valuable medical expenence After graduation, you will serve three or more
years, the length depending on the requirements of the Service selected and
years of scholarship assistance received.

As an Armed Forces physician you'll receive officer s pay and benefits,

and enjoy the advantages of working regular hours. You'll also see a diversity

of patients and have opportunities to use sophisticated medical technology.

But most important, while you're in medical school we'll help pay the bills.

For more information, send in the coupon. There's no obligation whatsoever

nleresled in receiving more information about an Armed Forces Health

Protessions Scholarship I understand there is no obligation (OS)

For more intormation mail this coupon to

Armed Forces Scholarships PO Box C1776 Huntington Station NY 11746
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LETTERS
(A)nlinufd tiom Page 2

answer to your term paper and
assignment problems" In a

"plain brown envelope." This

company "unconditionally gua-

rantees an 'A' ( or -) on any
term paper" it provides.

This brazen invitation to pla-

giarism is offensive to all

faculty and students who are
proud of the Williams Student

Honor Code. I am surprised that

a newspaper which on other

occasions has vigorously editor-

ialized in favor of the Honor
Code would accept an ad which
openly solicits students to vio-

late it. We'd all be better off if

you would tell the professional

cheaters at Trident Marketing

Company that they will find no

market for their product here,

and if you would decline to print

such ads in the future.

Stephen Fix
Assistant Professor of Englisli

Be Vocal

To the editor:

I attended a recent Williams
Disarmament Forum meeting,
and to my dismay there were
only eight jjeople present. To my
mind, nuclear arms and the

threat of nuclear war are the

most important issues of our
age. For that reason it is appal-

ling that only a handful of people
would show up for this meeting.
Regardless of the side you

take on the need for a nuclear
deterrent, a supposedly enlight-

ened campus such as this should
be more vocal in showing the

need for nuclear arms and keep-

ing them safe. Those who find

the nuclear arms race a menace
should be more vocal and act

coherently to gain a wider base
of support.

The main point is this—
nuclear weapons are too impor-
tant for people to be apathetic.

The "let someone else deal with

it, it doesn't affect me" attitude

will not work here. In essence
your life is far too precious to

put its fate in someone else's

hands. If you feel we need

nuclear weapons, then prove It.

If you think they are a threat to

humanity, then get on the ball.

Daniel Peris '86

Provocative

To the editor:

Last Wednesday's panel,
"The Crisis in Lebanon," was
the most provocative and edu-
cational evening I have ever
had at Williams. The faculty

here is our most valuable
resource, and I believe we
should have more informal
gatherings like this on topics of

mutual faculty-student interest.

It is in situations like this—
people not clutching pens and
staring at notebooks— that a
much freer exchange of ideas Is

possible.

Eric Russell '84

Correction

We wish to rectify three misun-
dertandings in our article of

Sept. 28. Regarding Maria
Lourdes Roberto of the Philip-

pines: Maria Roberto studied in

the field of business economics
rather than political economics.
Also, Maria's response to our
question, "Is It exceptional for a
woman to hold a position of

responsibility in the Philip-

pines?" should be that there is

only one woman whose position

is higher than hers in her div-

ision, not In the Philippine

government. Regarding Har-
Vlnder Kaur of Malaysia: Har-

Vlnder Kaur works for the

Social Planning section of the

Economic Planning Unit which
is responsible for overseeing

and allocating funds for devel-

opment projects. Please accept

our apologies for these
misunderstandli.gs.

Aileen Lachs
Elena Bertozzi

DRAFT BEER
Cheapest Price in Area

Bud

Pabst

Miller

Black Label

Lanesboro Package Store

Rt. 7 - Lanesboro

Telephone: 443-6530

FREE DELIVERY 7 to 9

10% discount on Liquor and Wines (except specials)

with College I. D.

College Council-

Continued from Page 1

already provides for such a

committee. Mamlet explained

further that he was "disgusted

when the College Council Presi-

dent stifled all discussion" on

the issue in a seeming effort to

move things along at the cost of

thorough consideration.
Mamlet concluded, "The whole

thing was a travesty."

A little more cooperation

Sponsor Sawyers reminded

the Council that the resolution

did not have to challenge the

CUL's authority. He argued

that the point is "to try to work
together with the CUL using

whatever resolutlon(s) we
adopt as a working basis." He
suggested that it might be in the

interests of both the CUL and

the Council to invite Cris Roo-

senraad, Chairman of the CUL,

to some Council meetings. "A
little more cooperation on the

parts of both parties is in

order."

Finally, the Council formed

an ad hoc committee headed by

Sawyers and Derede Arthur '83,

to formulate specific housing

proposals. The subcommittee

met on Saturday and will pres-

ent Its recommendations at this

evening's College Council

meeting.

Reckless drinking-

Continued from Page 1

future. "We hope to prevent

someone who does not necessar-

ily have a drinking problem

from having an accident," said

Gangemi. In addition to dissem-

inating information, the pro-

gram will supply breath

analyzers which can be present

at parties at the discretion of

house presidents. Interested

students would be able to deter-

mine the levels of alcohol pres-

ent in their blood.

The RECORD
will not be

published next

Tuesday. Enjoy

Fall break!

Council Resolution R-1
WHEREAS, the quality of

undergraduate life at Willi-

ams College Is largely

dependent upon the Residen-

tial House System and,

WHEREAS, The Gifford

Committee reported that

Williams College "could and
should maintain the present

liberal transfer policy and

the flexibility of student cho-

ice which It allows," and

WHEREAS, It should be pos-

sible for students to take

advantage of the different

housing environments on

and off campus, and

WHEREAS, necessary
refinements and Improve-

ments in the House' System

and the Inter-house transfer

procedure do not dictate the

necessity of reducing the

number of Interhouse
transfers per year, and

WHEREAS, the vast major-

ity of students desire the con-

tinuation of a liberal transfer

policy, and

WHEREAS, the College

Council agreed that the sub-

committee on student hous-

ing should return to the

exclusive jurisdiction of the

College Council,

THEREFORE BE IT RE-

SOLVED, that the College

Council urge the Committee

on Undergraduate Life to

reconsider its May 11, 1982

report on the Residential

House System, return the

Subcommittee on Student

Housing to the authority of

the College Council, and that

the CUL mandate to the Sub-

Committee on Student Hous-

ing that any revision in

housing policies include the

retention of the current lib-

eral transfer policy.

WEST PACKAGE STORE
BEER SPECIALS:

Labatt's Beer or Ale 1 1 .49/case

Budweiser 12 oz. cans 9.99/case

Krakus (Poland) 10.99/case

RIngnes (Norway) 13.99/case

Tuborg 12 oz. NR 8.69/case

Lucky Lager 12 oz. cans 6.39/case

Plus more. All available ice cold.

West Variety Store
tame location — Great Halloween Masks, etc

Route 2

Between N.A. and Williamstown

8 am-10 pmiW-W 663-6081 8 am-11 pm Th-Sat

>..,

CARDS - PUZZLES - SEALS

^ McCLELLAND'S
^ STATIONIRY A OFFICI SUPPLIES

It Spring St.. WllllaiTiitown «5»-4tI0

The Purple Pub
Bank Street

Thursday
Vodka Night
Any Vodka drink

$1.00

3

Monday
Draft Beer Night

Pabst Beer 64 oz.

pitchers $1.50

7 pm - 12 midnight
^

Friday l^

Lunch special 7

Beer and Deli
^

Sandwich with I.D. ^
$2.25 =

Sunday .;

Open at 1:00 >*

Pitchers of Bloody >*

Marys for $5.00 >
$

NOTE: Lunch served Monday-Saturday 11:30-200 p.m. ,.

Best Deli in town! >i

Tuesday
Prime Time
(reduced prices)

Wednesday/

Watch RECORD
for specials.

the onginal

Spring St. Williamstown, Mass. 01267 (413) 458-5010

MNbVIRflNb

FRl.£.5flT.

OCT 156 16

Marc
'""'^'^

del Greco

.1:30ifM
Wed.-*- Sat.

DrinksandalaieN^Meim

SSOSnrERa NORmADAMS^MA. 664 47S7
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We've moved next to the

Clip Shop! Come see our
expanded line of Gifts and
Wools.

Free Knitting lessons with

the purchase of wool!

SPORTS SHORTS

TONITE
Faculty and Staff Nite

Discounts for all card-carrying members
of the faculty and staff

COME ON DOWN AND
MEET YOUR PROF.!

The Log will be open for Night Time
Playoff Games on the Big Screen

The Log will be closed
Monday, October 18th

mxiKm

Volleyball

by Denlse Ross

The volleyball team boosted
Its record to 8-5 as the women
defeated Union, but lost to

North Adams on Thursday.
Due to a unified team effort,

Williams defeated Union in the

first two games of their match
15-6 and 16-14. Lisa Pepe '83 led

the team with her powerful and
accurate serves as she contrib-

uted four straight points.

Maria ViUano '86 and Sara
Griffiths '84 followed the same
pattern as they each got numer-
ous points off their serves.

Intense & Competitive
Even though Williams was

playing well, they were not able
to knock down North Adams as
the leads bounced back and
forth. The Mohawks pulled out
of a 12-12 tie to win 15-13.

The second game was equally
as intense and competitive, but
North Adams won again 15-13.

The Ephmen were led by the
strong combination of Lisa
Jayne '86 with her spiking and
Carol Dorfman '84 in the back
row. Pepe and Kathleen Gil-

more '83 also complemented
each other with superb hits.

Coacli pleased

Overall, Coach Sue Hudson-
Hamblin was pleased with the

work of the team, and especially

with the freshmen who have
worked their way Into starting

positions and kept the team
competitive.

Williams will try to keep their

intensity strong as they take on
UNH and Springfield on Wed-
nesday at UNH.

Water polo

by Ken Irvine

The water polo team crushed
Amherst in front of a full house
at Muir pool Friday night. The
Ephmen, who are now 7-1,

defeated the Lord Jeffs in both A
and B games.
Williams took a commanding

lead in the first quarter of the A
game, overpowering Amherst
with their tight defense. They
let up a bit in the second quar-
ter, allowing Amherst to score a
few goals, but throughout the
game Williams was in control.

Colt 45

Will "Colt 45" Andrew led the
Eph scoring with seven goals

and co-captain Mark Weeks had
five goals, while Jeff Mills,

Greg Masters and John Gould
added singles, making the final

score 15-10.

In the B game, the Ephs dis-

played their depth as they also

led their opponents from start to

finish and ended up winning 10-

8.

Chance for Championship
The Ephmen, who last week

beat Division I UMass, have an
excellent team this year and
have a good shot at winning the
New England Division III title

for the first time.

Williams hosts URI and Trin-
ity on October 23rd.

Soccei

JOSEPH E. DEWEY

9:00 - 5:00

Mon.-Sat.

"^^^
1 \ M C rt ^ WILL1AMS1WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.

01267

458-5717

4>

' C ».B.fe.f-J '

%H''.-

i' >

by Ted Johann

The women's soccer team (3-

3-1) beat Trinity 2-0 on Satur-
day, and Just missed against
Dartmouth last Tuesday, losing
1-0

Jean Loew '84 made both
scores in the victory with alert
play. Twenty minutes into the
fh-st half, Loew took a ball which
had been deflected by the visit-
ing goalie, and pounded it home.
Halfway through the second
half she iced the game by kick-
ing a loose ball into the goal.

Slippery conditions
Goalkeeper Laura Napolitano

'85 had an outstanding game,
recording her second shutout
despite the difficult, slippery
conditions. Sweeper Karen
Montzka '85 continued to play
consistently superb defense.
The game was one of the best of
the season for the team, as they
pieced together two strong
halves of play.

Find out why the Morgan banker
marches to a different drummer

Come to an informational meeting afout a career in banking.
Talk with some young hankers from Morgan Guaranty Tmst
Company of New York. We'll give you straight information
about what working for an international bank is really like.

No matter what your major is, we think you ought to think
aK)ut Morgan.

Thursday, October 21 at 4 PM
Meats House, Office of Career Counseling

The Morgan Bank
The Morii.m Ilink i> ,in clhi,iI (ippi)rtunir\ cmployiT.

CLASSIFIEDS

OWN YOUR OWN JEAN
SPORTSWEAR, Infant-Preteenor

Ladies Apparel Store. Offering all

nationally known brands such as
Jordache, Chic, Lee, Levi, Van
derbilt, Calvin Klein, Wrangler
over 200 other brands. $7,900 to

$16,500 includes beginning
inventory, airfare for one to

Fashion Center, training, fixtures,

grand opening promotions. Call

Mr. Kostecky (501) 327-8031.

"And you run and you run to catch
up with the sun, but it's shrinking
and racing around to come up
behind you again. The sun is the
same in the relative way, but
you're older and shorter of breath
and one day closer to death."
Happy Birthday, Rich and Leslie)

Alcohol is evil. Ask your liver —
WCTU

"The Sun, the Thumb"
—Fandrick Dunn 1967

Long live the lab!

—Barry's aide-de-camp

REWARD! I lost my Hamilton
watch: silver with alligator band.
Please contact Rich Henderson
SU 1736.

Mark Z.

I don't know who is leaving
offending notes on your door. I

would investigate the matter if

you were a real student, but I

won't lift a finger for an ex.

—Nancy

[October 12, 1982

Women zip

to head

of pack
by Liz Streltz

With five of its runners plac-

ing in the top ten positions, the
Women's cross-country team
was the clear victor in a four-

team meet held at Trinity last

weekend.

Defeating Smith, Trinity and
a strong Union team that last

year traveled to the Division III

Nationals, Williams again
relied on its depth.

Individual finishers

Close behind victor Elizabeth
Amrien of Trinity was Williams
co-captaln Susan Bragdon '83,

who placed third with a time of

18: 02 to lead the Williams pack.
Margaret Lynch took fifth place
with a time of 18: 21 and Susan
Flynn finished in sixth at 18: 26.

Also placing in the top ten

were Liz Moore '85 in eighth
with a time of 18: 45 and Chin-

yere Uwah in tenth with a time
of 19:06. Lynn Vendinello '84

and co-captain Kerry Malone
'84 took thirteenth and fifteenth

places, respectively, which
further increased the gap in the

final standings between Willi-

ams and second-place Union.

Achieved their goals

Coach Bud Fisher said "Our
goal this weekend was to both
win the meet and to run fast

first-mile times. We accomp-
lished both these goals and were
able to maintain the strong pace
we had established in the first

mile during the second and third

miles." Overall, the cool, windy
conditions at Trinity led to fast

times on the three-mile course.

NESCAC Tournament

The Williams runners are
looking forward to the New Eng-
land Small College Athletic Con-
ference twelve-team competi-

tion this next weekend.
Although there will be no offi-

cial team scoring, Williams is

looking to defeat both Middle-
bury and Bates.

While the Williams team
defeated Middlebury at the Wil-
liams Invitational two weeks
ago, they were edged by both
Middlebury and Bates in the
first meet of the season
at Middlebury.

The Williams Record Sports

Green tramples runners
by Lyman Casey

Strong performances by the
top five runners were not
enough for Williams on Satur-
day, as Dartmouth and UConn
beat the Ephmen in men's
cross-country action.

The extremely deep Dart-
mouth squad put three men in

front of John Nelson '84, who
turned in a personal best of

25:34 on the Williams course,
taking 5th place. Brian Angle '84

also turned in a personal record
of 26:02 in taking 12th place
overall and 2nd for Williams.

The overall winner was Dart-
mouth's Jim Sapienza, whose
time of 24:32 was the second-
fastest ever on the Williams
course.

Ian Brzezinskl '86 and Dan
Riley '83 ran solid races, grab-
bing 15th and 16th respectively,

and Bennett Yort '84 rounded

out the scoring, taking 24th

place in an impressive return
from an injury layoff.

The meet with Dartmouth and
UConn, who are both ranked
among the top teams (Division 1

thru III) in New England,
represents an effort on the part
of the team to upgrade its sche-
dule which should help the team
when the highly competitive
late season meets arrive.

In other Saturday action, the

Men ' s B squad dropped its away
meet against strong Trinity and
Union Varsity teams. Running
top man for the Ephs was Tom
Pingree '86 in 10th place. Also

placing well for Williams was
Allen Doyle '83, who took 11th

place.

Williams travels to the New
England Small College Athletic

Conference Individual Tourna-

ment Saturday at Tufts.

HEINEKEN 12 oz. N.R.

PIELS & FALSTAFF

SEAGRAMS 7 (1 liter)

$149Vcase

$6«Vcase

"Your Party Starts Here"

Largest Keg Retailer— All KindsTHE

SPIRIT

SHOP
280 Cole Avenue

Free Delivery on Campus

—Biggest Discounts-

See/' — Liquor — Wine

8-3704

Going Home For The
Holidays?

Make Your Travel Plans NOW
at The Travel Store!

ANTIFREEZE
I inilx'rland lxK)ts art- madi' ot wati-rprtxit

Icathrrs and Hlli'd on lx)th sidt-s and thi' inncrsok-

with JaviTs ot insulation that'll kcvp vour tirt warm
to t<.'m[XTatiircs wfll U'lou ato.

So, thanks to nnilxTlantl lxx)ts, all vour winter

activitifs don't haw to Ix- indfH)r ones.

TimbeHand^
Vliblili' in J -jrHti

Ski Pullovr "f^Si-
Perfect for Alpine or X-C skiing, or as a stylish,

comfortable pullover for everyday wear. Poly-

ester/cotton poplin fabric breathes yet resists

wind and moisture. Extendable Knit collar. Large
Velcroclosed front pocket over Velcro-closed
handwarmer. 100% nylon knit at waist, collar

and cuffs to keep cold out and body heat in. Six
exciting two-tone combinations—

For exceptional College Grads
(and those who are soon to be)

• NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
• BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
• AVIATION • LAW
• MEDICINE • INTELLIGENCE
• CIVIL ENGINEERING
• SHIPBOARD OPERATIONS

Sign up for an interview in the Career
Placement Office prior to 27

October or call the Naval

Management Programs Office at

(518) 472-4462.
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Booters revive to tie

Sports October 12, 1982

by Dave Woodworth

In a match noteworthy for its

comebacks, Trinity made the

last one and managed to fashion
a 3-3 tie with the men's soccer
team on Saturday.
Williams had the better of the

play for much of the opening
period, getting several golden
scoring opportunities but frus-

trated by Bantam goal-keeper
Ed Simmons.

In an Instant, however, the

flow of the game changed, as
Trinity striker Jerry Wein-
berger took advantage of a mis-
play by a Williams defender to

uncork a slow roller from about
20 yards out. As Eph goalkeeper
Ted Murphy '85 bent down to

scoop up the ball, another
defender, trying to clear It,

. . . the Ephmen
mounted an
unbelievable

offensive . . .

three goals in six

minutes.

accidentally tapped It past him
and into the net with 19: 29 left in

the half.

The score remained at 1-0 at

the intermission, but the goal
had given Trinity life, and at

56: 17, after a hand ball in the
penalty area. Bantam Barney
Carnig booted home the ensuing
penalty kick to give Trinity a
seemingly insurmountable 2-0

lead.

Not over yet
The Ephmen, however, were

far from dead, and after a few
moments of panicky play, they
regained control of themselves
and the match. Then, with the
momentum completely shifted

to the home side, the Ephmen
mounted an unbelievable offen-

sive that resulted in three goals
within the space of about six

minutes. The first came off the
foot of Eric Stein '84 at 69: 34;

the second was scored by Doug

Field Hockey:

McKenney '85 at 72: 15, and the
third by Jeff Sutton '83 at 75: 48.

All three goals were scored in

the same manner, with the Wil-

liams front line beating the

Trinity defense and forcing
Simmons out of the goal, then
knocking the ball past the belea-

guered keeper and Into the net.

The Ephmen almost had a
fourth goal, but Simmons
covered the ball Inches In front

of the goal line and a millise-

cond ahead of a Williams
striker.

Still not over

This save turned the tide once
again, and another mistake by
the Williams defense gave Trin-

ity the equalizer at 83: 24. This
time it was Murphy who was
forced out of the net, as he ran to

get a ball passed back to him by
an Eph fullback. The ball was
intercepted by Trinity's Peter
Miller, who took a shot that

deflected off Murphy and
trickled Into the net.

The overtime periods saw
Williams regain the upper hand,
but the Ephmen were unable to

score. One final opportunity
came with about 20 seconds left

in the second overtime, as a shot

by Marty White '83 was not held
by Simmons. However, the
follow-up shot somehow man-
aged to hit the keeper square in

the chest, and Williams had to

settle for the draw.

Defense adjusts
Coach Mike Russo said of the

game: "This was the best Trin-

ity team we've faced in several
years, and they played well. I'm
rather pleased at the way in

which we were able to come
back from adversity.

"Our defense had some prob-
lems adjusting to their style of

play, which featured a quick-
strike, long-ball, over-the-top

offense. We had faced more
patient teams in the past sev-

eral games, and it threw us off.

Our defense has played well up
until this point, however, and I

think they'll put on a strong
show against Clark on
Monday."
The tie placed Williams'

record at 3-1-1.

Eph win in overtime
by Andrew Garfield

Bea and Allison Fuller and
Jane Rech scored consecutively
on overtime penalty strokes to

clinch the field hockey team's
two to one victory over Trinity
Saturday.

The game ended with the
score tied at 1-1 and remained
deadlocked after two seven-
and-a-half minute overtime
periods.

The decision then went to

penalty strokes. Each coach
selected five players to hit

penalty strokes at the opposing
goaltender. After goalie Jean
Hakmiller '86 had easily saved
the first Trinity shot, Bea Fuller
'83 scored, giving the Ephwo-
men an advantage.
Trinity evened it up with a

shot off the post which Hak-
miller could not reach. Allison

Fuller then put Williams ahead
to stay with a stroke which went
through the Trinity goalie's

legs.

On the next Trinity scoring

attempt, Hakmiller made a

spectacular hand save. Then
Rech wristed the ball into the

upper left corner, extending the

penalty stroke lead to three to

one. Hakmiller stopped the

fourth Trinity shot, eliminating
the visitors from the contest.

Fuller hurt

Williams started the scoring
in the first half. On a corner
stroke, Gary Cento '86 set up Sue
Harrington '84, who slapped it

into the net.

Bea Fuller was hit with a stick

in the second half and temporar-
ily forced out of action. Trinity's

Laura Gill took advantage of

Fuller's absence to score the
tying goal 16 minutes into the
half.

Bea Fuller returned shortly

afterwards and from then until

the end of regulation time, Willi-

ams applied constant pressure.

The best scoring opportunity
occurred when the Trinity goal-

tender fell on the ball. However,
Bea Fuller missed the ensuing
penalty stroke.

"Hed Middlebury
In a tough defensive battle on

Wednesday, Williams played

Middlebury to a scoreless tie.

the Ephwomen's record now
stands at 3-1-3.

Goal line stands were the rule of the day at Saturday's game against Trinity. Trinity's were succesful; Williams'
were not. (Scheibe)

Bad breaks lead to gridder loss
by Mike Gillis & John Clayton

Trinity built up a 13-0 lead in

the first half and then coasted to

a 21-13 victory over the football

team Saturday.

Bad breaks characterized the

Williams offense, as twice they
moved inside the two-yard line

but failed to score.

Sophomore fullback Ted Tho-

mas was a bright spot for the

offense, gaining 112 yards on 20

carries. But juniors Sean Crotty

and Jeff Congdon were held to

nine and twelve yards,
respectively.

Quarterback B. J. Connolly
'84, who replaced Scott Garabe-

dlan '83 late in the first quarter,

went 13 for 25 with two touch-

downs and two interceptions.

Garabedian was three for five

with one interception.

Turnovers hurt

Unfortunately, those inter-

ceptions were costly. The play

after the Garaljedian intercep-

tion. Trinity quarterback Joe

Shield threw a 50-yard pass to

Mile Ella for the first

touchdown.

Trinity added another score
on an 80-yard drive late in the

second quarter. Ned Ide
plunged one yard for the touch-

down. They missed the extra
point.

Bad breaks continued for the

Ephmen in the second half,

when they attempted to punt

from their own goal line. The
snap to punter John DeLorenzo
'84 sailed over DeLorenzo's head
and over the end line for a

safety, making the score 15-0.

Goal line chances
Thomas ran 34 yards on a

draw play to set up Williams'

first goal-line chance, but a
penalty negated Thomas' touch-

down plunge, and Connolly was
intercepted on the next play.

The Ephmen had another
chance early in the fourth quar-

ter, but failed on a fourth and
goal on the two yard line.

Williams, outplaying Trinity

in the fourth quarter, finally

scored on a nine yard pass from
Connolly to tight end Paul Cole-

man '85 after a 42 yard drive.

The attempt for a two-point con-

version failed.

No time left

Trinity, however, came right

back to squelch Williams' come-
back hopes as Elia sprinted

around right end for 70 yards,

although the extra-point kick

was again no good. Elia's run
marred an otherwise excellent

defensive half for Williams.

Williams scored its last touch-

down with no time remaining on
the clock, as Connolly threw a
five-yard pass to Marc Hum-
mon '84, and Dave O'Keefe '86

added the extra point.

The Williams offense failed to

mesh in the first half, as they

had only 67 total yards com-
pared to 212 for Trinity.

The rushing game had trouble

all day, as 51 rushes netted only

100 yards. They had 266 yards
total offense on the day, com-
pared to the Bantams 329.

Punter DeLorenzo was a

bright spot, with a 43.6 yard
average on seven punts.

The gridders take their 1-2

record to Bowdoln on Saturday.

Rugby stomps on Rheinbeck
by Bert Salisbury

In a day of high scoring and
superb play both sides of the

rugby club were victorious over

Rheinbeck: Aside 56-12 and B-

slde 28-0.

The A-side game was domi-
nated by effective scrum run-

ning and a line that played to its

scoring potential. Dan Maynard
'83 and Hugh Huizenga '84 put

over 6 trys t)etween them while
Jim Bell '84, Bill Donovan '83,

Jim Steggall '83 and Vlnce Dur-
nan '83 also had their turn at

putting the bail down for a

score.

Eric Russell '84 added much
to the WRFC point spread. Mike
Chambon '83 ran both around
and over the Rheinbeck defense
having a great birthday in the

scrum. It was a fine day of

rugby as the whole team played
well together in a satisfying

victory.

B-side shutout
B-side fared as well in a 28-9

shutout. Bill Best '83 had his

share of points with a try, a con-

version and a field goal. Colin

Moseley '83 was a key element
in the fine line play as he put

over one try and assisted sev-
eral others. Chris Foley '85 and
Dave Skinner '86 also touched
down a try each, while Jeff May
'85 added a field goal.

The Intensity of play in the
scrum was overwhelming as
Rich Weber '83 and Pete Sauln-
ier '83 both had great games.
The day was summed up with a
long solo run by John May '84

that brought forth chants and
cheers from the mass of
spectators.

This weekend the WRFC
looks forward to the Berkshire
Tournament In Plttsfleld.
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Kenyatta clarifies

Harvard Law boycott

Muhammed Kenyatta '81 said Harvard Law School needs an open-arms policy with regard to
black professors. (Scheibe)

Candidate blasts Kennedy
by Ned Ladd

Conventional conservatism marked
U.S. Senate hopeful Raymond Shamle's
address to a sparse gathering of Willi,

ams students and faculty on Wednesday,
October 13. The Garfield Republican
Club, in conjunction with the Massachu-
setts College Republican Union, brought
Shamie to Williams in a continuation of

its protest of the liberal policies of Sena-
tor Edward Kennedy.

Shamie, president of his own corpora-
tion and an innovator in the medical
industry, spoke of the merits of the pri-

vate enterprise system. He called for

lower federal spending and tax cuts to

spur business. He explained that tax cuts
may actually bring in more money for
the government In the long run by creat-

ing growth.

Spending cuts would come from many
areas of the budget. "As much as $10
billion" can be taken out of the defense
budget without any loss in military capa-
bility, according to Shamie. He went on
to say, "It costs the Army $3.00 to buy a
9« part . . . We can cut out that waste."

Welfare waste
Welfare, as well, could be restructured

to save money. "Of every dollar spent on
welfare, only 25<t reaches the poor,"
Shamie stated. He feels that direct cash
assistance, rather than Food Stamps or

other bureaucratic programs, will pro-

vide the most effective aid.

Tax cuts, according to Shamie, will

bring American business out of the pres-

ent recession. When questioned why the

Reagan tax cuts have not done this, he
replied, "We didn't have a tax cut last

October. With the payroll tax Increase,

the average American family paid $150

more in taxes than the year before. The
first real tax cut occurred in July. We're
only two months into Reagan's policies."

He also pointed to the rise in the stock
market following the cuts as evidence

Continued on Page 4

by Brett McDonnell

"Affirmative action is not an exercise
in charity, but an effort to correct a
wrong that has been committed, a wrong
that continues," said Muhammed
Kenyatta '81 in a speech in Brooks-
Rogers Wednesday, October 13.

Kenyatta, a civil rights activist in the

60's, second year student at Harvard
Law, and husband of Dean Many
Kenyatta, has recently been in the mid-
dle of a national storm over the hiring
practices of Harvara Law School. The
Harvard Black Law Students Associa-
tion, headed by Kenyatta persuaded 500

students (out of 1600) to sign a petition

asking the Law School to reinstate a
course on constitutional law and minor-
ity issues.

"This was seen by the students as a

strategem to persuade the school to hire

at least another black professor," said
Kenyatta. Currently, only two of the
sixty-five law school faculty members
are black, and only one of those is

tenured.

Class boycotted
The school did reinstitute the course,

but it is to be taught by a visiting profes-

sor, Julius Chambers. Chambers, in

turn, asked Jack Greenberg, the execu-
tive director of the NAACP Legal

Defense Fund, to help teach the course.

Because no new blacks had been hired,

Kenyatta and his organization decided to

boycott the course. Since Greenberg is

white, people misunderstood the stu-

dents' motives, said Kenyatta, and a
furor developed which was widely
reported by the national press. "We
found," remarked Kenyatta, "that here
at the law school, the citadel of liberal-

ism, allegations of reverse racism had
taken hold."

This led Kenyatta to the subject of

blacks and white liberalism. "At this

point," he commented, "we (blacks)

find ourselves in a very dangerous posi-

tion. There is a danger of being isolated

by and within the liberal establish-

ment." He pointed to major differences

between blacks and white liberals.

Williams not perfect

One such difference is busing. ' 'Survey

after survey," explained Kenyatta,
"indicates that most black parents are
not enthusiastic about school busing

simply as a way to achieve racial

balance."

Another example is the comments
Kenyatta received about allowing him-
self to be interviewed by the Williams

Republican: "The assumption seemed to

Continued on Page 8

College Council submits

'just' transfer policy

A New York DAILY NEWS cartoonist penned this impression

of Williams without "maids" to accompany a story on the

phase-out of matron service at the College.

Nation chuckles over matron loss
Some "well-heeled" Williams

students are "ever so grossed
out about having to clean their

own dormitory rooms," accord-
ing to a report in the New York
Daily News. In the weeks foi-

lowing the Record's publication
of a story on the end of College
matron service, newspapers
and radio stations across the
country spread the word about
the "maid service" at Williams
College.

The Dally News ran a story on
Octoljer 13 which included the

above imaginative cartoon and
the title, "Swept Away: College

Maid Service Bites the Dust."

While the Dally News used uni-

quely sarcastic phrasing, it was
not alone in devoting space to

the College's loss of "maids."

The story was picked up by
both the Associated Press and
United Press International wire
services and distributed coast
to coast. Among many other

papers,the story ran in TheNew
York Times and The Wall Street

Journal. Across the country it

was picked up by the Fresno,
California Bee.

In New England, the story ran
on page one of the Worcester
Telegram & Gazette. The
Gazette used the Associated
Press version which contained
some information new to the

Williams administration:
"Wendy Hopkins, director of

student housing, said the Col-

lege apparently was the last

one, private or public, with
maids, but Southern Methodist
University in Dallas said it had
maid service and has no plans to

discontinue it."

The AP version, however, did
imply that Williams' "maid ser-

vice" included bed-making by
beginning the story "students at

exclusive Williams College
must make their own beds and
clean their own rooms because
cost-cutting has prompted
school officials to dump maid
service."

On the airwaves the maid
story was broadcast by Boston
radio stations WBZ and WEEI
and Worcester's WAAF.

The College Council voted
overwhelmingly Thursday to

submit its housing transfer plan
to the CUL at the next CUL
meeting.
The "Prioritized Lottery Sys-

tem Proposal," sponsored by
Perry House Representative
Paul Pomilla '84, includes a
point system for housing
transfer candidates and a lot-

tery for house choice. The plan
will give juniors four points and
sophomores one point, with
from zero to eight further points

given inversely according to

preference as stated on fresh-

man inclusion applications.

A sophomore living in his first

choice housing category, for

example, will only have one
point, while a junior living in his

fifth choice will have 12 points.

The lottery will involve stu-

dents, in order of points, choos-

ing a house from among those

with rooms available for
transfers, as determined by the

Housing Office.

Justice emphasized
The plan identifies justice,

rather than diversity or free-

dom, as the first priority for a
transfer system. It is designed
to correct the perceived ineo-

uity of a present system that

does not discriminate between
students trying to leave their

first or their fifth choice hous-

ing, or between sophomores and
juniors.

To counter objections that the

plan will squeeze out freshmen
or will fall to redress class

imbalances in housing units, it

includes authorization for class
quotas within houses. Hardship

cases may also be considered
outside the system.

Finally, Council hopes the
new plan will encourage fresh-
men to make housing choices on
the basis of their real preferen-
ces rather than applying their
first choice merely to the cate-
gory they think they can get
into.

"Given the disparity of qual-
ity in physical plant on cam-
pus," said Joe Beach '84, "it's

impossible to make everybody
happy. There are going to be
drawbacks to every proposal."

But Beach saw the Pomilla
proposal as "a basis for further

action on the house transfer

dilemma. It is important for us
to submit something to the

CUL; we're acting in the inter-

ests of students," he said. Coun-
cil President Stuart Robinson
'83 emphasized that the CUL is

not bound by any College Coun-
cil mandate on transfer policy.

Racism seminar

In other business, Robinson
suggested a greater educational
role for the Council. In particu-

lar, he proposed a campus-wide
seminar to be sponsored by the

Council in January, probably
January 13-15, on the topic of

racism. "We're always ready
with a statement on behalf of the

student body when something
(like the crossburning)
happens—why can't we take a
more educational role before?"
asked Robinson.

While agreeing with the gen-
eral idea of a seminar, several

members felt that more student

input should be sought on its

topic.
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Extension overdue
The current closing times of Sawyer Library malce inefficient use of

its resources. Only a handful of students use the library during daylight

hours. Instead, most study well beyond midnight—but Sawyer closes at

eleven. Students must leave their theses and term papers behind at the

carrels with their research materials; everyone is forced into the noisy

and crowded basement or to loud dormitories.

The upstairs contains nearly all of Sawyer's books and comfortable
work areas. Shutting them down before many students even start study-
ing causes incalculable loss to academic pursuit.

The College went through tremendous pains to design a library that

would suit the students' study habits. It was built to be a study center, not
merely a book repository. To close this center just when students most
use it is inimical to its purpose.

We urge that Sawyer Library's hours be extended until 12: 00 or 1: 00

a.m. in the upstairs levels and returned to a 2:00 a.m. closing down-
stairs. Relatively minor staffing problems could be overcome: if neces-

sary, students could oversee the late night hours. Even now, Sawyer is

run by only students during many hours of the week. The library should
suit the needs of the students rather than the library staff.

We are privileged to have the unique resource of Sawyer Library; it

is a shame that it goes to considerable waste.
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LETTERS
Egregious error

To the editor:

I vehemently protest your publishing
an advertisement for a term paper ser-

vice. I consider it so serious a breach of

academic integrity in our college com-
munity that, were it in my power to do so,

I would withdraw ail College funding for

the Record for the remainder of the aca-

demic year. You take College Council

monies, allocated from the mandatory
Student Activities Tax of $66 per student,

and use them to support a newspaper
that is often an embarrassment, but now
has become an outrage. Do not blame the

ad manager. You are collectively

responsible for an egregious error, and I

,

for one, can think of no way for you to

redeem yourselves.

Kathleen V. McNally
Asst. Prof, of Econ.

Standards

To the editor:

I wanted to share my concerns with
you over the advertisement for term
papers I found on page 8 of the October 5,

1982, Williams Record. During my
four years as business manager of the
Record, the editors and I were also faced

with the considerable temptation of

extra advertising revenues from these

so-called "research" services. While I

suppose the individuals placing this ad
deserve some consideration for their

candor, I was further distressed by the

blatantness of their sales pitch—"we
ship in plain brown envelopes."

Williams' most enduring legacy is its

total dedication to the maintenance of

the highest academic standards. The
recent toughening of standards for Phi

Beta Kappa is but one example.
Finally, the possibility of disciplinary

action being brought against students

purchasing these "canned" term papers

is obvious. I hope the editors and staff

will reconsider fheir decision to add to

the temptation by offering space in the

Record to these companies.
Harry Kangis '72

Anti-semitism?

To the editor;

Regarding the "anti-semitism" which
Professor Katz perceives in current car-

toons exaggerating the facial features of

Prime Minister Begin:

Not only are such ' 'classical Nazi devi-

ces" not limited to the portrayal of such
Jews as have attracted a caricaturist's

reprobation, they are far less likely to be
directed against Jews than Arabs. For
the past eight years, cartoon representa-

tions of Arab sheiks, greedy for OPEC
gains, have been editorial-page staples,

displaying exactly those hooked noses,

beady eyes, and avaricious grins cited

by Mr. Katz—and with a viciousness
which makes caricatures of Begin
appear mild. I recognized these ethnic
stereotypes, but I did not protest them.
Did Mr. Katz?

There are Semites who are not Jews,
and more uses than one to be made of old

cartoons from Der Stuermer.

Clara Park

Sensationalism

To the editor:

Your front page headline "Reckless
drinking on the rise" is sensationalistic

and misleading; not one fact offered in

the article indicates an increase in alco-

hol abuse. Such claims as suggested by
the headline and Dean O'Connor's asser-

tion that "perhaps people are drinking

for different reasons now—'not just to

have fun but to blot our reality' " are
simply unsubstantiated by the informa-
tion provided in the article. Although
concerns voiced by reporters Stanton
and Mayher warrant attention, they do
not indicate an increase of reckless

drinking, but instead indicate a trend

where alcohol related problems are
becoming more apparent; in other

words, there may be an increase in the

awareness of alcohol abuoe. "Reckless
drinking on the rise" did, however, point

out that a greater effort must be made to

educate students about what constitutes

alcohol abuse and what to do if it is

indeed a problem. To this end the article

raises an important issue, but it is unfor-
tunate that the Record had to raise this

issue by irresponsibly reporting that
alcohol abuse is escalating at Williams.

Eric Rosenbaum, '86

Impact

To the editor:

Maybe the Center for Environmental
Studies should do a study on the overall
environmental impact and general wis-
dom of digging a 100-foot long trench
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Tangents

through the grass, soil, and tree roots of

Stetson Hall's side lawn for the purposes

of a gravel walkway.
The members of Seeley House

Inconsistent
To the editor:

The Committee on Undergraduate

Life's recommendation to limit the

house transfer policy is based on ques-

tionable assumptions and contains sev-

eral obvious inconsistencies.

First of all, is a sense of house com-

munity really necessary? Obviously it is

needed at a large city school, but Willi-

ams is already such a small community.

Need we further limit ourselves by

separating into even smaller, stricter

units? It is very enlightening that the

vast majority of those who favor a

change in policy either already live in a

superior physical plant or have just been

unlucky with the current housing sys-

tem. This is because community isn't

even the Issue; why should it be when we
have a unified community already?

Admittedly, I do not have much hope of

affecting the final outcome of this mat-

ter, since it seems that Big Brother has

already decided what is best for us. All

right, what if interhouse transfers are

severely limited? One inherent inconsis-

tency immediately presents Itself: How
can you ask a freshman to spend his next

three years in a house he has been shoved

into by an essentially random, untrust-

worthy placement system? It's like ask-

ing him to pledge to a fraternity without

knowing either the brothers or the build-

ing. You can't expect a student to be

Continued on Page 4
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"I get by with a little help from my friends"

by Charlie Mitchell

"/ vrivd (lecnuje / had no shovii

TiU I mcl a man who had no jvet."

an Irish Proverb

"Lvl's do sr»m(> livinK,

A/lvr wv'tl die"

Mick Jagger

Life is nice. One rarely hears this

claim being made, especially in such a
pseudo-intellectual environment as the

college campus, where the emphasis

are not run down by a drunk driver, shot

to death on a subway by a crazed stock

broker, blown up by some terrorist group

claiming to seek a better world, or poi-

soned by Lavorls laced with acid, you

win the privilege of going to sleep and,

perhaps, waking up to face it all again.

Look at it this way: have you received a

written guarantee from anyone that you

win be around tomorrow, or next week,

or next year? My instincts tell me no. But

wait . . .

A common theme in Enlightenment

"Granted, it may well be said that life sucks .

seems to be on finding something wrong
with anything, whatever the cost. I could

complain until I was a deep shade of

violet In the face, and such would be

expected, accepted, and categorically

overlooked by most. But virtues are

never extolled; no one writes of the good
that exists, for Indeed, it might as well

"lay Interred with their bones."

Granted, It may well be said that life

sucks, but that Is a very objective state-

ment. Looking around you, taking a

serious look around you, the desire to

continue must wane. If you are lucky

enough to wake up in the morning, the

maze has only begun. Assuming that you

literature was that of carpe diem, or,

seize the day. This means, quite simply,

to live for the day, an all the more
appropriate maxim for the present.

Which brings me to my point. I am cer-

tainly culpable for waiting so long to

introduce it, but I was hoping that it

would make Itself evident: live while you

can, do what you can while you have the

chance to do it. Too many people consist-

ently and continually delay immediate

gratification for the sake of some illu-

sionary, though hotly pursued long term

goal. Take those little (and big) chances

while you can, do now what you may
never have the opportunity to do again.

Approach each day, each opportunity, as

Voice from a non-ivory tower

October 15, 1982

Editor
Williams Record
Williams College

WUliamstown, Massachusetts

Dear Editor:

I am a convict In Ohio's prison sys-

tem and presently "doing time" at the

Chllllcothe Correctional Institution In

Chllllcothe, Ohio.

I am a Black male who got caught up

In the fast, sometimes exciting, some-

times violent "Life of the Streets."

Over the years, things had gotten to the

point where I was only Interested In

doing: what I wanted to do, when I

wanted to do It, and at whomever's

expense It happened to occur. My
thought centered around the pleasures

of the present—not being that con-

cerned with whether or not I Infringed

upon the rights of others nor did I con-

sider the long term consequences of my
actions!

by giving the offender a long sentence.

Neither the public, nor the courts are

concerning themselves with whether

we get "help"—just get us away from

decent people. Now, I'm not saying that

the criminal element of this society

should not be locked up, but I do feel

that we deserve a chance to make the

necessary changes If we are locked up.

You can't keep an offender from

going back to the "Con Games," the

"Pimp Game," the "Drug Scene," or

the "Burglary Game" unless he first

realizes that he needs to make a

change, then he must want to change

and then he must do something to make
the change. A lot of offenders can't see

any reason for changing—that's why
they keep coming back to prison.

Over the past few years, my family

and friends seem to have taken the

stand: "Out of sight, out of mind." I've

tried to keep up correspondence with

them but they seem to have gotten so

"Over the past few years,

my family and friends

seem to have taken the

stand: 'Out of sight, out of

mind.'
"

Locking a man up, putting him In an

overcrowded, violent and de-

humanizing environment with little or

no treatment/rehabilitation and then

expect him to come out with a healthy

outlook towards society just isn't real-

istic. The only changes that occur In a

man are those he initiates himself and

follows through on. Ohio's prisons are

not geared toward reforming the

prisoner—rather, they act as a ware-

house to confine him for as long as pos-

sible and upon release, they "hope"

that he has learned his lesson!

One of the problems that the offender

faces Is that the public wants him off

the streets and the courts usually

reflect the basic attitudes of the public

caught up In their own little world that

they just can't find the time to write or

visit.

If possible, I would like for you to

print this letter in your paper and if

there is anyone that would like to cor-

respond with me (offering advice,

friendship, or just a few words of

encouragement), I would appreciate It

very much.
Sincerely,

Rudy

Mr. Rudy Walker #166951

Chllllcothe Correctional Institution

Chllllcothe, Ohio 45601

Ed'n. note: The KhX.OKI) received this

unaoliciled. handurilten teller anil is

priming il unchanged.

though It may be your last. But don't

think of this as morbid, for It Is at most

realistic. We have always been exhorted

to make the best of things, and we should

certainly continue. But let's start right

here and now. Life is nice. We may have

frighteningly little control over how long

It will be, but we can and must do our best

to make it worthwhile, both for ourselves

and for everyone else. For, hasn't our

education always stressed quality over

quantity?

The last time you were In a bad mood,
what was It that brought you out of it?

Getting drunk and passing out In your
hallway? Locking yourself in your room
In the soothing company of PASCAL or

FORTRAN? Breaking bottles in the

stairways? Or rather was it somebody,
either a casual conversation that

snapped you out of the doldrums, or a

long talk which, as it were, brought you

to your senses? People are wonderful.

There are people around here who make
life so much more bearable, so much
more livable, so much more fun, just by

being around. They don't do anything In

particular, but they talk, and listen, and

are generally just there. Yet people

never make it to the list of resources.

That is reserved for libraries, museums,
"facilities," and the like. Unfortunately,

wherever we go, be it small college cam-
pus or large city, there is abhorrently lit-

tle emphasis on interaction, cooperation,

socialization, or just plain hanging out.

Women's Forum

"... people never make it

to the list of resources.

That is reserved for

libraries . . . and the

like."

Such are considered indulgent luxuries.

Picking up a book is great, but it does no

good for anyone but yourself. It is selfish,

but it is the way we are told to go.

What does it all come to? My naive

opinion. I see too many people walking

around here, heads bowed straight to the

ground, grunting reluctant greetings to

anyone they might pass, and generally

trying to ignore the presence of other

human beings. This annoys me. Worse

yet, it isn't nice. Want a cliche? For bet-

ter or worse, we are all In this together.

Let's make it for better. Smile today,

talk to somebody today. Those around

you now need you more than you will

ever need yourself. Take a little time out

from what you are doing, stand back,

and see if this Is not so.

"All YOV touch and all YOV see isall your

life will ever be."

Roger Waters,

Dark Side of the Moon

Radical poet fights for change

by Cindy Stone

Audrey Lorde's poetry reading was
not light or witty or nice or pretty. It was
basically serious, its message political,

its content gruesome. But It was also

inspiring, for she writes not simply to

dwell on problems but also to change

them.

". . . they are disturbing

and unnerving for those

of us who are male, or

white, or who like to

gloss over the differences

and relate to others on a

purely abstract, individual

level."

Audrey Lorde, as a Black lesbian femi-

nist poet, is not exactly what one would

call entertaining. The title of one of her

esays is, precisely, "Poetry Is not a lux-

ury." Rather, she sees poetry as "the

skeleton architecture of our lives." Poe-

try, by making our feelings accessible to

language and thought and thereby com-
municable to others. Is a necessary pre-

lude to action.

Audrey Lorde's writings are a political

critique. In them she is radically aware
both of her allegiances and of her sepa-

rateness. They are an attack on those

who have traditionally oppressed her as

a woman, as a Black woman, as a les-

bian. As such, I think they are disturbing

and unnerving for those of us who are
male, or white, or who like to gloss over

the differences and relate to others on a

purely abstract, individual level. But the

purpose of her critique Is not simply to

attack, but also, I think, to foster com-
munication, to highlight and stay true to

differences In order to make It possible to

bridge them.
Although Audrey Lorde's hope seems

to be to transcend differences, she does

not thereby seek to ignore or obscure

them. On the contrary, she uses her writ-

ing and her poetry as a means of attack,

not only on white male-dominated patri-

archy but also on those who pretend to

speak for her without fully recognizing

how she is different.

In "An Open Letter to Mary Daly,"

radical feminist and author of Gyn/Ecol-

ogy, Audrey Lorde accused her of draw-

ing only on the heritage of Western

European women in her attempt to build

a creative source of mythic power for all

women, of "Dealing with non-European

women . . . only as victims and preyers-

upon each other." She continued, "This

dismissal stands as a real block to com-

munication between us . . . Assimilation

within a solely Western-European his-

tory is not acceptable."

I do not think that Audrey Lorde's poe-

try speaks exclusively to women, or

Black women, or lesbians, but it is writ-

ten especially for them in some ways.

Significantly, the last poem she read

"Need: A Choral of Black Women's
Voices"—focused specifically on Black

women. It Is an especially violent poem,

describing In gory detail actual murders

of Black women, going on to accuse the

entire city and Its Inhabitants of needing

their blood.

". . . it is through poetry

that we can tap that

deepest darkest source of

power . .
."

According to Audrey Lorde, it Is

through poetry that we can tap that deep-

est darkest source of power within our-

selves: "Beautiful and tough as

chestnuts stanchions against our night-

mare or weakness." There were
moments during the poetry reading In

which her voice took on a deep, vibrat-

ing, signing quality, as If at these

moments the poem quivered as It

touched that dark chestnut core within

herself, that core which holds her own
Black ancient history and tradition.
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Kennedy supporter Steve Epstein '83 could still enjoy a smile with Republi-

can Ray Shamie at the Senate candidate's Wednesday address.

Faculty probes alcohol issue
by Lucy Lytle

Dean of the College Daniel O'Connor noted at last Wednesday's
faculty meeting that alcohol use at Williams "is less severe than at

comparable colleges." The meeting also touched on the annual
budget and the need for more space for the computer center.

In discussing the College's new alcohol awareness program,
O'Connor stressed that it is "not a response to a new overwhelming
crisis" but that the College wants "to find responsible and approp-
riate ways to use alcohol."

College Treasurer William Reed relayed the findings of the
"space study" aimed at uncovering ways of "using existing build-

ing space more intensely." The study recognized the need for addi-

tional space for the computer center, more seminar rooms, and
more lab space for organic chemistry and psychology courses.
The study recommended that the computer center be centrally

located in Jesup Hall and that the offices there move to the Weston
Language Center. The language laboratory will move from Weston
to Stetson and utilize the space currently occupied by the art

department. Weston will lose three classrooms in the process but
the Bronfman Science Center is expected to handle the overflow.

Longer registration period

O'Connor recommended that the course registration period be
extended from four to eight days to "encourage students to take
preregistration seriously." Currently, less than half of Williams'
students remain in their pre-registered courses, according to

O'Connor.

O'Connor also announced that the ad-hoc student-faculty com-
mittee organized to monitor the Williams Bookstore situation "is

satisfied that the textbook area of the store will be operated on a

break-even basis" with owner Joseph Dewey hoping to "make a

profit on the trade area of his operation."

Reed also noted that endowments are down 5.9'^ from last year
although Williams still has the thirteenth largest endowment per
student in the country.

JOSEPH E. DEWEY

9:00-5:00 ., \
Mon.-Sat. "^ >

-. \ Ml O n ^ WILUAMSIWILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.
01267

458-5717
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DRAFT BEER
Halloween Special

Dragone Lambrusco/Bianco
6 1.5 liter bottles $19.75/case

Bud

Pabst

Miller

Black Label

Vi Kegs

$ 37.50

30.50

37.50

26.90

Vt Kegs

$ 21.50

17.20

21.50

Lanesboro Package Store
Rt. 7 - Lanesboro

Telephone: 443-6530

FREE DELIVERY 7 to 9

10% discount on Liquor and Wines (except specials)

with College I. D.

Candidate—
Continued from Page !

that tax cuts spur Investment.

In addition to tax cuts,

Shamie called for a balanced
budget to bring the economy out
of recession. If elected Shamie
promised to vote for the Consti-

tutional amendment requiring a
balanced budget. "If we bal-

ance the budget, inflation
stops," he said, explaining that

recovery could be brought
about by facilitating growth in

the private sector.

Kennedy a hypocrite
Shamie called present Sena-

tor Edward Kennedy a "hypo-
crite" for promising the
working people of Massachu-
setts tax cuts, less government
regulation, and more jobs and
then deserting them in Con-
gress. Shamie's campaign liter-

ature stated "Ted Kennedy is

faking it in Massachusetts," a
pun on the popular state slogan,
and much of his speech was
marked by bitter anti-Kennedy
rhetoric.

In terms of foreign affairs,

Shamie backed President Rea-
gan's policies. He stated that

"totalitarian countries start all

wars," and offered as a foreign
policy the use of "the economic
weapon" against these states.

By only trading in cash and con-
sumer products, Shamie
believes the U.S. can severely
weaken totalitarian countries.

He was particularly critical of

the effort by Western European
nations to help build the Soviet
gas pipeline. He said that such a
pipeline would "relieve cash
flow problems" in the Soviet
Union.

"Israel must be supported at

all costs," Shamie stated,
because it is America's only
real ally in the Middle East. In

addition, he believes that Israel

is the most stable Mid-East
nation, and that peace there is

contingent on Israeli-PLO talks.

Letters-

Continued from Page 2

excited about living in a particu-

lar Row House if he is forced to

apply to all Row Houses as a
unit. If he is not guaranteed to

end up where he applies, he at
least has the right to know spe-

cifically where he's applying
(or the right to move later).

Finally, any way one looks at

it, limiting the amount of house
transfers is simply taking away
a liberty. People can best gua-
rantee their own happiness by
acting in their own interests,

and will do so if allowed. The
C.U.L. does not have the right to

eliminate that freedom. We are
not children, incapable of mak-
ing the proper decisions for our-
selves, and we should not be
treated as such.

The C.U.L. does have one
point that I can not argue: there
is a definite imbalance of

classes among the houses, since
upperclassmen are more likely

to get into the better buildings.
However, given a system in

which some buildings are
clearly physically superior to

others, there must be a fair,

non-random method of deciding
who is able to live where. Class
imbalance is a small price to

pay for such a process.
In closing, if the C.U.L. is so

confident that a limited transfer
policy is what is best for us, then
they should welcome a student
vote on the matter. I will not
argue the results.

Sincerely

Jeff Speck '85

The past lives on: Williamsiana
by Vernon Squires

If your father or your profes-

sor went to Williams, you may
be able to read his senior honors

thesis there. If they didn't go,

then look for the pair of silk

stockings from 1799 or the base-

ball from 1900.

II stuff like this intrigues you,

or you simply have an interest

in the history of Berkshire

County and Williams College,

then the Williamsiana collec-

tion may provide a bonanza of

knowledge. Located in Stetson

Hall, these official college

archives are a veritable gold

mine of fact, legend, and trivia.

Alumni artifacts

The collection Is divided into

several classifications, ranging

from administration to student
life to alumni. This last cate-

gory Is a substantial one, with

books, letters, and artifacts

recalling such names as Ebe-
nezer Fitch, James Garfield,

Washington Gladden, and Mark
Hopkins. In addition to these

prestigious graduates, other

less illustrious alumni are rec-

ognized in associations, biogra-

phies, and various writings.

Faculty, too, have their place on

the shelves and in the vaults of

the archives, attesting to the

comprehensiveness of the

collection.

Besides the pictures in the

literary works, there are photos

In several display cases in the

library that houses Williamsi-

ana. The evolutions of Main
Street and College architecture

are depicted in these cases,

which also contain notecards of

anecdotes concerning Williams.

On the lighter side are photos

Moments from the past:
Class of 1905 leads the alumni parade down Spring Street at their fifth

reunion. "Those boys in the Yama Yama rigging certainly did looi( goodi

"

Concert Listings

Mass

Prapired by TOONERVILLE TROLLEY RECORDS
WED.. OCT, 27—Joe Jackson cancelled at Palace. Albany

Temptations, Berklee Perlormance Ctr
.
Boston. Mass,

THURS . OCT 28 — Marshall Crenshaw. Rusty Nail. Sunderland,

Robin Lane, Paradise. Boston

FRI.. OCT. 29—Gladys Knight & The Pips. Opera House. Boston

Utopia. Agora Ballroom. W Hartford. Conn
SRC (ex-Penetrators). British Maid, Williamstown. White Noise. Bi)0U Theater. Sara-

toga. NY .
Baskin & Murphy. La Cocina Alter Nine. N Adams. Mass ,

Blotto. Albany. NY

OCT 29 thru OCT 31—Odetta. Passim s. Boston

SAT OCT 30— Psychedelic Furs. Orpheum. Boston. Guy Van Duser & Bitly Novick. Zone.

Springlield. Mass , S HO .
British Maid. Williamstown. Baskin & Murphy, La Cocina Alter

Nine. N Adams. Mass .
Spyrogyra. Levin Ballroom. Brandeis U ,

Waltham, Mass

SUN OCT 31 —Cleo Lame & Johnny Oankworth, Berklee Perlorinance Ctr Boston Red Norvo

—Tal Farlow Trio, Morgan St Holiday Inn, Hartford, Conn

MON , OCT 1 -Southside Johnny, Gary US Bonds, The Dads. Proctors Theater, Schenectady,

NY
NOV 2—Men at Work, Agora Ballroom, W Hartford, Conn

NOV 2— Beatlemania, North Adams State College

NOV 5— Barry Manilow, Civic CIr ,
Providence, R I

NOV 6 -Barry Manilow, Centrum, Worcester, Mass SOLD OUT
NOV 7—Crosby, Stills & Nash. Centrum. Worcester. Mass

NOV 10— Kenny Loggins. Orpheum, Boston

NOV 1 1—Dbvo, Orpheum, Boston

NOV 11— Aerosmith Centrum, Worcester, Mass

NOV 12— Peter Gabriel, Orpheum, Boston

NOV 13 -Judy Collins, Symphony Hall, Boston

NOV 15—REO Speedwagon, Boston Garden ^^_^___

reflecting the College's pastoral

setting; imagine a cow grazing

on the lawn in front of Griffin

Hall!

Supplementing the multi-

shelved library are two vaults,

one containing manuscripts and
the other objects. Among the

more unusual pieces in the

vaults are the original Indian

deed to Ephraim Williams, Jr.,

nails from the original West Col-

lege building, old final exams,
course catalogs from 1795-1820,

the baseball from the
Dartmouth-Williams game in

1900, a Civil War map sent from
James Garfield to Mark Hop-
kins, and a certain pair of silk

stockings from one T.H. Wood.

Resourceful librarian

The Williamsiana collection

is more than a bundle of trivia,

however. In the past, a history

course has been taught using

the archives. The collection is

also patronized by students for

other reasons, according to

Karen Drickamer, the archive

librarian.

"I have several students a
day come in. Some are here for

thesis work, others are inter-

ested in history, and a few are
simply curious," she explained.

Because the library is non-

lending, students must do all

research on the premises.

"My goal is to be able to

immediately know the best

resources for students' ques-

tions," she acknowledged.

Such a goal is no small matter

because of the size of the collec-

tion. Williamsiana is more than

the history of Williams College;

it is a history of the liberal arts

education in New England, and

the history of the rural life in

New England. Whatever the

query involving the College, the

county, or the country, William-

siana can probably provide the

answer. You might even say it is

a "trivial" matter.

Dixieland band:
Stotnpers jazz up Chapin
Back in the 1950's, dixieland jazz swept East Coast colleges into a

swirling orgy of Charlestons and saxophone solos. Williams' contri-

bution to dixieland, the Spring Street Stompers, rose to the top of

the college band scene. Now, 30 years after their undergraduate

career ended, the Stompers are back together, and plan to blow

Chapin Hall down this Saturday night at 9:30.

The Stompers came together in 1952 and played through 1956,

according to Associate Director of Admissions Russell Carpenter
'54.

"I can't think of a parallel to describe the Stompers," Carpenter

commented. "Their concerts would fill Chapin. People just

couldn't stay still."

Won Arthur Godfrey
The Stompers were in demand at parties and clubs all over the

east coast. They won the Arthur Godfrey Talent Scout Show in 1955

with an enthusiastic rendition of "That's A-Plenty," one of few

songs from their original repertoire that they still play today.

The Stompers parted ways in 1956, but reunited in 1964 at an

alumni reunion. Fifteen years passed before they met again at a

twenty-fifth reunion in 1981. Seeing no reason why they shouldn't,

the Stompers decided to meet once a year thereafter. They

recorded a public concert at Faneuil Hall in winter 1982 and chose

the Parents' Weekend date so they could appear before current

Williams students.

Better than ever

Informal leader Bob Ritter '57 says the band is better now than

they were in the '50s. Banjoist Bill Fischer '56 explained, "The

tightly phrased precision of our younger days has given way to a

swingier continuity, a mellower movement. What seems to be intui-

tively preserved though, is that pleasingly perverse effect ... of

hearing a somewhat prurient tone quality issuing from a group of

relatively clean-cut looking musicians."

The Stompers are clean-cut for a reason. Only pianist Don Coates

'57 continued as a professional musician after college. Ritter, the

cornetist, went into insurance. Drummer Ken Redmond '54 is a

Boston architect, while Fischer is an English professor at the Buf-

falo campus of the State University of New York. Bassist Tom
Yankus teaches and coaches at Choate, and in his earlier years

played baseball in the Yankee farm system.

Walt Lehman is the only regular non-Williams member. He
taught at Pine Cobble School and cornered the clarinet perfor-

mance in Berkshire County.

One Stomper, Texan trombonist Jim Hayne '56, was unable to

make it to Williamstown, so Phil Wilson of Boston will stand in.

Wilson first played with the Stompers in 1956 at the age of 14.

Jazz preservation

All proceeds from the evening will go into the Spring Street

Stomper Endowment for the Preservation of Jazz at Williams.

Carpenter noted, "I don't know how the money will be spent. They

don't have much yet." Saturday's concert is free with a Williams

I.D., and $2 without one.

A group from the Williams Jazz Ensemble will play during inter-

mission and stay on stage to do a few numbers with the Stompers.

"It'll be fascinating to see what happens," Carpenter predicted.

"There's a common denominator in that kind of music."

The art of elegant babble
Aiiluinn in II itiinmslonn pniviiivs many ffooil

excuses not to study, so it's <iri/y natural that people

fiiul themselves hehind in llxeirelassworli at this time

nj year. \ot haein^ prepared jor class does not rrii'o^i

you have to sit comatose in the hack rou- prayin/c that

the instructor icon't call on yini. On the contrary, you

can turn your ijinorance to your adiantaiie hy Jollou-

inf( these simple sufi^festions:

I . String large words together in such a way that

no one understands what you're saying.

Examples: 1 think we can all see the general

implications of this crucial turning point in the

development of (look at your syllabus and see

who you were supposed to read)'s world outlook,

which naturally underlies his (or her) specific

views regarding this.

I would rather understand the overall process

of the reasoning behind this conclusion than raise

quarrels with the more obtuse aspects of it, which
should not be separated from the aggregate if we
are to fully appreciate the author's point of view.

Z. Pass the ball to someone else.

I wasn't quite clear on (name of someone who
said something I 's interpretation. Could you
amplify it for me?

3. Pass the ball back to the instructor.

I think an historical perspective would help me
reconcile my difficulties with this issue, Dr.

(name of instructor, also found on syllabus).

Continued on Page 6
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Wellesley College

Tea parties have some Wellesley students up in arms. The mem-
bership policies of Tau Zeta Epsilon and Zeta Alpha are more like

those of sororities than the literary societies they claim to be,
accused a group protesting the teas at which members for the two
societies are selected.

The demonstrators complained that the societies sponsor very
few literary activities and don't open their events to the public.

Society representatives responded that all events were open and
most are "publicized by invitation and word-of-mouth."
More disturbing is the perceived discrimination in membership

policy. "I feel the discrimination is implicit. They tend to vote for

the people who are most like them, i.e., fairly well off," argued
Norine Leemans '83. "They perpetuate a stereotype of the well-

groomed Wellesley debutante with her Harvard beau."
"That's completely wrong," countered Donna Farrell '83 of Zeta

Alpha. "There is a lot of ethnic and geographic diversity. We actu-

ally have very few WASPS."
On what do the societies base membership? ' 'Of course it helps if

there's a grandmother or a mother from ZA," explained ZA presi-

dent Barbara Dallas, "but each club member is looking for some-
thing different."

Continued on Page 8

Could you recommend some outside readings in

this area?
What do other experts in the field say about this

development?

4. Bluff.

I agree with (name of someone who did the

reading). I don't think I can add anything to

his/her fine explanation at the moment.
I don't think a question like that can be ans-

wered. I'd prefer to continue on to something
more concrete.

5. Digress,

Do you think this has any relevance to modern
conditions?

How does this relate to (name of another person
you were supposed to read at some point ) 's stance
on the subject?

6. Admit you haven't done the reading. (To be
used only when absolutely necessary).
I'm sorry, but I haven't done the reading for

today. I've been in the infirmary with ennui (beri-

beri, mono, typhoid fever, potato famine, warts,

mumps, etc.).

I'm not prepared today because I found out last

night that (my grandmother died, my grand-

mother's pet moose Leroy died, I won the Massa-
chusetts State lottery).

7. Combine two or more of the above.

As (name of person in class) implied, we have

to understand the essential dichotomy between
the radical manifestation of this theory on one

hand, and its parallel yet opposing reaction on the

other. Don't you agree?

A few general hints:

Always talk like you know what you're saying.

Speak slowly so people will get bored and pay no
attention to what you say. Use lots of hand ges-

tures (pretend you're an English major). Above
all, get in the habit of saying nothing in as many
words as possible early in the year. Most Instruc-

tors and students will tolerate just about anything

If it is said confidently and authoritatively, and
Indeed they'll come to expect it of you. So when
you really have nothing to say, you can go ahead
and say it, secure in the knowledge that no one is

listening closely.

SHOP NORTH ADAMS

ANNIE
SAT-SUN
12 NOON

THE HERITAGE
NORTH ADAMS INN

THEATER

An Officer and a Gentleman
2 pm - SAT & SUN
7 pm, 9 pm DAILY
All 7 pm shows $2.00

You are invited to

The Heritage-North Adams Inn
to celebrate the most hallowed eve

on Saturday, October 30th from 4-7 p.m.

The Haunting Heritage Happy Hour
featuring Tricks and Treats and Devilisious Eats

Then see the Heritage Horror Show
in our Cinema from 7-9 p.m.

The Heritage Inn Annual Halloween Party

Swing to the sounds of HOT PEPPER
contests, prizes, fortune telling,

food and spirits. 8;30-2 a.m.

$1.00 at the door, proceeds to go to UNICEF.
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RESTAURANT
303 Ashland St.

Special

9:00 P.M.—Till closing

Large Plain Pizza with

Pitcher of Beer

$6.50

Take Out Pizzas

Dial 664-9433

Button

Signs

Screen Printing

for

CLUBS - TEAIVIS

ORGANIZATIONS
FUND RAISERS

Bumper Sticl(ers

glassware

107 Main St. Dowlin Square
North Adams, MA 664-9569

For all your Eyeglass
needs—

(1) New prescriptions filled

(2) Lenses duplicated

(3) Prescription sunglasses

(4) Plain sunglasses

(5) Frames repaired

Visit

The Spectacle Shop
115 Main Street

North Adams, Mass. 01247

• Hardcover & paperback books
• Monarch notes
• Greeting cards & posters
• Special orders

107 Main Street - Dowlin Square

North Adams, Mass. 01247

(413) 663-7540

Clip this ad and receive a
10% Discount (offer expires Nov. 30)
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CUL counters Council resolution
Public relations problems

arising from College Council
Resolution R-1 occupied the
Committee on Undergraduate
Life (CUL) two weeks ago. In
response to the widespread
campus perception that the
CUL will institute a tighter

transfer policy, Committee
chairman Crls Roosenraad
noted that neither the CUL
report nor the Gifford Report

mention "limited interhouse
transfers."

The CUL report does call for

the establishment of class bal-

ances within houses. "What we
have yet to make is a decision
(on how to achieve this),"

asserted Roosenraad. "We've
got a lot more work to do . . . We
are not trying to move ahead
without consultation or further

input."

Panel says capitalism out
by David Kleit

"The American economy and
world capitalistic economy are
in crisis," agreed three econo-

mists on October 18, in a panel
discussion called ' 'The Political

Economy of Economic De-
cline." The panel included

Michael Piore of MIT, Frances
Fox Piven of the City University

of New York, and David Gordon
of the New York School for

Social Research.
Piore opened with a general

review of the points of agree-

ment among the panelists. He
said the group views political

and economic institutions as

structures which eventually

outgrow themselves, causing a

crisis out of which a new struc-

ture is formed. The crisis period

of transition is thus viewed as

producing a new long term
structure.

Piven concentrated her
remarks on the current crisis

and what groups will enter the

conflict over the composition of

a new structure. She advanced
the view that the current corpo-

rate and conservative Republi-

can program is based on the

Idea of solving the problem of

declining profits by lowering
the living standards of workers.

In Piven's view, while the cor-

porate plan has been the first on
the scene, other groups will soon
join the conflict. She cited a
new, clearer link between
issues as a cause of unity among
opposition groups. She noted the

Reagan administration policy

of social spending cuts com-
bined with increased military

spending is a particularly unify-

ing force for the political

opposition.

$6.50 minimum wage
In his remarks, Gordon set

out to promote an alternative to

the mainstream viewpoint. He
outlined a program including

emphasis on needs—responsive
development, the elimination of

economic waste, and an
improvement of the interna-

tional situation through what he

termed democratic trade
agreements. In particular, he
called for full employment and
the entry of workers into the
corporate decision-making pro-

cess. Gordon repeatedly
asserted that his program is

based on traditional American
and progressive democratic
values.

In response to a question, Gor-
don stated that the minimum
wage should be raised to "about
$6.50." He advocated a perman-
ent price control authority to

control inflation, but noted that
steps would have to be taken to

limit the negative side effects

usually associated with price
controls.

Piore, in detailing some of his

own views, put forth the concept
that technological advances
have caused production to out-

grow national markets. Stating

"We have reached a crisis,"

Piore added that while a new
structure is being formed, its

shape is still unclear.

The Committee also con-

cluded that their creation of a

Housing Subcommittee under
CUL jurisdiction was a "non-

issue." Roosenraad pointed out

that the Dean's Office had origi-

nally organized a Student Hous-

ing Committee, which the

College Council entered into

their constitution four years

ago.

Housing Committee co-

chairman John Carlson '83

reported that the Housing Com-
mittee thought the voting proce-

dure change, which gives every
committee member a vote, was
the most Important part of the

realignment. The switch to CUL
jurisdiction was of little conse-

quence, Carlson held, "We have
no authority either way"—
under the Council or under the

CUL. He characterized the

Council's response to the

change, as "Oh my God, we've
got an issue. Let's do something
with it."

The CUL invited faculty asso-

ciates to the meeting to discuss

establishing a house associate

for each class and the role of a

house associate in general. The
associates unanimously agreed
that more associates are not

necessary. "There's a tough

enough visibility problem,"
noted Steven Fix, Hopkins
house faculty associate. "It will

also institutionalize (class div-

isions within the house)." Art

professor Ed Epping added,

"We'll be back here a year from
now saying, 'We have two duds
and one active associate."

MURPHT
OCT. 29/30

2J%^ Wed.-^
30iCM
-Sat.

DrinksandaLateN^Menu
f/O /^ >r 8S08csffiRa

v«»«»«*v#«*w ci.ii- \M) s\\ I-: •-^*<»«««««*«««s^;«*w*«»s*vv«w!»^^^

The Purple Pub
Bank Street

y
3

Monday
Draft Beer Night

Pabst Beer 64 oz.

pitchers $1.50

7 pm - 12 midnight

Tuesday
Prime Time
(reduced prices)

Wednesday/

Watch RECORD
for specials.

Thursday
Vodka Night
Any Vodka drink
$1.00

Friday

Lunch special

Beer and Deli

Sandwich with I.D.

$2.25

Sunday

Open at 1:00

Pitchers of Bloody
Marys for $5.00

I

I

NOTE: Lunch served Monday-Saturday 11:30-2:00 p.m. f
Best Deli in town! >t

i

Just received . . . Publishers overstock

(Ideal for Christmas gifts)

1/3 to 1/2 off...downstairs at Renzi's
. enzi s

COLLEGE BOOK STORE. INC^

WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS 01267

/ ^
YOUR CHANCE TO COME TO LONDON
Junior-year programs. Postgraduate diplomas, One-yoor Mastar's

dagreei and Research opportunities fn the social ulences ore offered

at the London School of Economics and Political Science.

fhe wide ronge ol i.ub|ects includes

Accounting 8, Finance Actuaiial Science Anthinpoluyy Business Studies.

Economics EconomelftCi., Econoinit Hisldiy Euiopean Sludieb Geography.

Government, Industrial Relations Internolional Hisloty, Inlernalional

Reloltonb Law Management Science Operational Research Philosophy.

Planning Studies, Populotion Studies, Politics Sea Use Policy. ScKiol

Administrotion, Social Work Sociology Socio) Psychology, Statishtat ond

Malhernaticol Sciences Systems Analysis

Appliigtiuii blo'ikv trun.

Admluloni ••e'**'*'- L.t-i-, Hou«hton Slr»«t, London WC3, (n«land

PlasM ttat* twhathsr junior yMir or pottgrsdiMla

LSE London School of Economics aixl Political Science

UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

M.B.A.

Students of All Majors and Fields Invited

Come to our meetings to hear about our M.B.A. and

Ph.D. Programs and to ask any questions about the

curriculum, admission, financial aid, and career op-

portunities available in the following fields of manage-

ment:

Finance Health Administration

Economics Public and NonProfit

Marketing Human Resources

Accounting Management Science

General Management Policy

Tuesday, November 2, 1982
Contact Career Counseling for sign-ups
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WEST PACKAGE STORE
Thanks for help with

the kids' college fund.

During November 10% of

all profits earmarked (for

Bob's canoe repair and
purchase fund).

All business gratefully accepted.
Route 2

Between N.A. and Williamstown
8 am-10 pm M-W 663-6081 8 am-11 pm Th-Sal

EASTER SUNDAY GLASSWARE BY Libbey

JUICt MILK HIGHBALL PILSNER PARfAIT THINE WINE CHAMPAGNE FOOTED COCKTAIL

ESTABLISHED 1888

li i^^
student and Home Furniture

61 Spring Street Tel.458-9001 Williamstown

^* <

Jlouge of l^alsil)

es;tablisil)eb 1891

Put a Purple Cow
In your life

Specially designed embroidered
purple cow belts for men
and women

. . . quality and service

Spring Street

WilUamatnuin. ^aHBaclfUBettB IH2B7

413-45B-5D10

SACK IX !

!

At The Mountain Goat

y:^W Mountain Goat
130 Water Street, Williamstown, Mass. 01267

October 26, 1982

Boycott

clarified-
Continued from Page 1

be that there are only certain

forums that black people can
legitimately take," said
Keuyatta. He rejected this

view.

Kenyatta noted that Williams
is not blemish-free on the ques-

tion of minority hiring. "Here,

like at the law school, there has

not been institutional resolve

for affirmative action in faculty

hiring." He did, however,
praise Williams for its admis-
sions policy and said it was far

ahead of Harvard Law School.

Intense education

On the law school front,

Kenyatta said the boycott is still

planned (the three-week course
is supposed to begin in Janu-
ary). It is likely that a group of

students will file a complaint
against the law school charging
race and sex discrimination.

The students are in the process
of developing an alternative,

semester-long course.

A poll of law school students
found that 71 percent disagreed
with the boycott, but 91 percent
support the notion that the

school should be taking extraor-
dinary steps to hire blacks.

"This is classic," snapped
Kenyatta. "We agree with your
goals, we disagree with your
tactics."

"One of the things that this

business at the law school has
done," Kenyatta concluded, "is

that it's put the students
Involved through a more intense
education than anything the
school could have done. What I

hope for is that this tempest in a
tea pot will help to train the peo-
ple in law school and lead to

lives of political activism."

Other Ivory Towers

—

Protesters also assert that dues of $85 per semester for Zeta
Alpha and $65 for new TZE members are prohibitively high for

most people. "The one thing they cannot argue is that they dress as
high society, act like high society, and are in fact members of a
higher social class, "charged one protester. "Their dues and image
keep it that way."

Wellesley also has a toxic chemical dump on campus, reported

the News. The spot is the site of an old paint factory on the shores of

Lake Waban. In the past years, area residents have noted that

one-third of an acre is marked by patches of vivid blue, green, and
yellow soil and that no plants grow there. Outside studies indicate
high levels of lead and chromium in the area. The college claims
that there has been no evidence of a problem in fifty years.

University of Michigan

Arson is becoming the most popular crime on college campuses,
according to the Campus Press Service.

A suspect in a University of Michigan case told officials he seta
fire because he was "mad at the economy, mad at the university
and mad at (university president Harold) Shapiro." The fire des-
troyed a $3 million dollar economics building last Christmas eve.
Arson expert Dr. Herman Weisman suggested other motives.

"Two students living together in a dorm might get mad at one
another, and one sets fire to the other's closet. Or as student flunk-
ing out might set fire to the department or Instructor's office he
feels is responsible."

Pranks are another major cause of fires. At Michigan State, a
student started a $50,0(X) blaze by shoving a few firecrackers under
a friend's door.

Most of the nation's 430 major campus fires go unsolved, Weis-
man added. Overall, in 1980, campus arson damage totaled $2.5
billion.

Castleton State

Vermont prison inmates have more living area in their cells than
Castleton State College students have in their rooms, the Spartan
reported.

Many students at the Vermont college housed in triples complain
they have no room for desks. When informed of student's com-
plaints, Dean of Students Joe Mark responded, "The quality of life

is not a function of square footage."

CLASSIFIEDS
Congrats Steve on UMass Med.

—BFD
NBC Sports congratulates E.D.P.
for cleaning hiis room. What a

performance!

JOE—Since when is an archbi-
stiop allowed to do this? Wait '1111

his eminence finds out!

—the Heretic

Marian—has he given you "the
stone" yet? If not, you still have
time! Come back to us, the sheep
miss you—the outback just won't
be the same. We keep a case of

Fosters by your pillow each night,

and we've got the padre praying
for your return.

Love and Xeroxes,
Philo. Dept., U of Wallamoolloo

WEST END DELI w»f Golf finishes

undefeatedRte. 2 West Main St., North Adams

664-9121 664-9121

FRESH FRIED CHICKEN
QUALITY SUBS & GRINDERS

Open Daily 11 AM - 8 PM

500 OFF ANY GRINDER
with this coupon

I^J^Oootf Jhtu Hoitmbtt% 1982

MICHEL'S OF WILLIAMSTOWN
Catering with a special toucti for

soecial occasions.
• Private Parties • Platters • Mors d'oeuvres

Deadline for arranging for graduation parties
is l\/lay lOtli.

Contact Mary for more information.

458-5441

The golf team won their final
match of the year on October 12
to retain their undefeated stand-
ing and finish the season at 7-0.

In the final match, held at Wll-
liams' home course, the
Taconic Golf Club, the Ephmen
beat Babson and Springfield.
Totals for the teams were Willi-

ams 396, Babson 426, and
Springfield 481.

Sophomore Mike Hennigan
was the low man for Williams
with a score of 74. He was fol-

lowed by senior co-captalns
Bruce Goff and Phil Seefrled
with scores of 77 and 78,
respectively.

Seefried had a hole-in-one on
the fifth hole, of length 185
yards, using a six-iron, this was
the second hole-in-one for Willi-
ams this year, and the 15th on
the Taconic course for the year.

SWPuHow _
Perfect for Alpine or X-C skiing, or as a stylish,
comfortable pullover for everyday wear Poly-
ester/cotton popl'n fabric breathes yet resists
wind and moisture. Extendable knit collar. Large
Velcro-closed front pocket over Velcro-closed
handwarmer. 100% nylon knit at waist collar
and cuffs to keep cold out and body heat in. Six
exciting two tone combinations—
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Netwomen victorious
The women's tennis team

completed their season this
weekend with a successful
showing at the Division III New
England Championships held at
Amherst Saturday and Sunday.
Renee George '83 sailed

through her first three matches
to qualify for the semi-finals,
where she lost in a tie-breaker
7-6, 6-3 to Tufts' Mary Johnson.

Liz Peay '86 was eliminated
from the play in the second
round when she faced number
one seed Claire Slaughter of

Trinity, who went on to clinch
the championship title.

In doubles action, Margo
Stone '83 and Susan Brown '86

advanced the farthest for Willi-

ams. In their first match they
forced the number two seed
team from Trinity out of the
running. They then trounced a
Middlebury team to qualify for

the quarter-finals where they
lost to Wellesley.

Coach Curt Tong commented
that he was quite pleased with
Williams' overall performance
and that he saw a lot of improve-
ment over last year. The team
finished at 6-4.

Rugby remains

undefeated
by Anne Melvin

The women's rugby team
defeated Tufts on Saturday to

raise their record to 3-0.

The confident Jumbos were
no match for Williams' strong

scrum. Although Tufts fielded

an excellent line, the Eph line

and scrum concentrated on pre-

venting the breakaway runs
that had allowed Tufts to beat
Williams two weeks ago at

Dartmouth.
Williams dominated the first

half of the game playing frus-

tratlngly close to the Tufts try

line, although never quite get-

ting the ball in. Close to half-

time, a tired but determined
scrum took advantage of a
penalty kick. Scrum half Louise

Hurd '85 rushed the Jumbos
with Williams supporting her
close behind. The Ephwomen
pushed her over the try line for

the first and only points of the

game.

The Ephwomen nearly scored

Sports Shorts

COKE (2 Litre)

DIET COKE

|2 Litre)

$1.30

Tricl(s & Treats

to sfioppers

on Halloween

a second time when the scrum
pushed Captain Jane Parker
'83 into the try zone, but the try

was not awarded due to
technicalities.

After the game, the dishear-
tened and defeated Tufts aban-
doned the women ruggers who
were expecting the traditional

post-game festivities. Appar-
ently the lures of the homecom-
ing football game, and Ruth, the
live pachyderm in the stadium,
were too strong to resist.

Next Saturday the Ephwo-
men challenge Mt. Holyoke at
11: 00a.m. on Cole Field. Specta-
tors are welcome to watch the
game and participate in the
post-game hospitality.

Field Hockey routs

North Adams
by Andrew Garfield

In probably their last game of

the season, the field hockey
team trounced North Adams 3-

0. The team will find out Mon-
day if they will be entering any
tournaments.

Co-captain Mary Pynchon '83

called it "one of our best games
of the season. We controlled the

game from the time we got

there." Diane Lewis '85, in her

first varsity game, opened the

scoring in the first half.

Mace Foehl '85 and Allison

Fuller '85 slapped into the net

together a centering pass from
Pynchon for the second goal.

Pynchon closed out the scoring

in the second half. She cited

"good passing and stlckwork"

as the reasons behind the deci-

sive victory.

The team's final record
stands at 4-3-4. Many of the ties

could have been victories.

Pynchon said that the
Improvement of the team was

evident over the course of the

season. She said Coach Chris

Larson Mason was responsible

for this. "At the beginning of the

year our stickwork was really

bad . Now it is close to the best in

Division III. Chris has really

helped us."

Women run well
Women's cross-country

coach Bud Fisher was very
pleased with the team's fourth-

place finish at the Fitchburg
Invitational on Saturday, as the

Ephwomen finished ahead of ail

other Division III teams at the

meet.

Sue Flynn '85 was the top Wil-

liams runner, finishing seventh
with a time of 19:03. Mary
Keller '86 was 17th with 19: 51,

Chlnyere Uwah '85 was 27th at

20: 17, Teresa Casey '86 was 33rd

at 20:34, and Katherine Boozer
'85 finished 44th with a time of

21:23.

Flynn was also the top Eph
runner at the NESCAC Individ-

uals finishing ninth with a time
of 19:01.

The Ephwomen's big Little

Three meet against both
Amherst and Wesleyan will be
this Saturday at Amherst.

Harriers place second
by Mark Averitt

The cross-country team fin-

ished second in Saturday's
match against M.I.T., Tufts,

and UMass-Boston.
Williams was led by John Nel-

son, finishing third with a time
of 25:56, Dan Riley, fourth at

26:06, and Brian Angle, eighth

at 26: 41.

Other Eph finishers were co-

captaln Lyman Casey '83 and
Bennett Yort '84, who came
tied for eleventh at 27:01.

The runners take on the Little

Three at Amherst on Saturday.

Dr. Irving J. Tanzman, F.A.A.O.

OPTOMETRIST
Specializing in contact lenses and

students' visual problems.

85 MAIN STREET
NORTH ADAMS, MA. 01247

662-2020 — 663-5845

— TURTLENECKS —
By-

Maser

Woolrich

m a s e

Skyr

Duofold cfuofold inc.

Complete Ski Services

Available

MON -SAT 9-5:30

MASTERCARD VISA

Spring Street 458-3605 Williamstown

Babysitting Jobs

Any student who is interested In babysitting for the Children of

faculty and staff should stop by the Assistant to the President's

office, 3rd floor of Hopkins Hall, as soon as possible.

There's no trick

to this treat!

Halloween parties are fun, and Hallmark paper

partyware makes them easy.too! Our "Ghooly

Ghost" design is frightfully festive and makes
dean-up a snap!

& 1982 Hallmark Card^ Inc

McCLELLAND'S
STATIONERY & OFFICE SUPPLIES ='

„

36 Spring St., Williamstown 458-4920 -fj'ailww«.\|^

ON THE TOWN

Lana B. works a

little magic. The new
dynamite little bubble

dress. Sexy, Sophisticated.

A way to approach

the P.M. hours.

Penny's Place

M-F 9:30-5:30

Thurs till 8:30

Layaway accepted

STUDIOUSLY ANNOUNCES:
The Williams College Miller Lite

GEEK OF THE WEEK
Awarded weekly to the Williams student who
forsakes all else* in search of the scholarly ideal

ROB BOWMAN '83 is this week s

recipient. Rob is working on a Polit-

ical Science Honors Thesis entitled

"Morality in Foreign Policy Deci-

sions." His advisor is Professor Stig-

licz For dedication to his studies,

Lite Beer honors Rob Bowman.

'Except a frosty cold Lite alter the Sawyer
Library closes

GREAT TASTE . . .

LESS FILLING
Everything you always wanted
in a Beer . . . and Less
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Eph gridders upset Jumbo homecoming, 13-11
by Robert A. Tercek

With three seconds left on the clock, Tufts' Mark
Haraslmowicz's 35-yard field goal attempt was wide
left, and the football team was able to hold onto a 13-11

upset victory over the Jumbos.
The ecstatic Ephmen led the whole game, holding

Tufts scoreless until the second half. "There's an
intangible in the game that you can't measure," said
Head Coach Bob Odell of the unexpected win, "that's

the enthusiasm of the upset, the thrill of the win."
Williams' first score came on a 95-yard drive, using

the combined attack of sophomore fullback Ted Tho-
mas' rushing and junior quarterback B. J. Connolly's
passing.

Throw on first down
"When we make up our mind to throw the ball, we'll

throw It on first down," said Odell of the potent attack.

"We threw on first down eight times in the first half."

The Eph's second touchdown came on a Connolly
sweep with 1: 36 left in the third quarter. But a failed

extra-point attempt haunted the Ephmen in the final

quarter.

"Our ability to move the ball shocked them some-
what," said Odell, noting Tufts' traditionally stubborn
defense. "Just shifting in our backfleld caused their

defense to move, and our strong slot formation put them
off balance."

Missed field goals

The game wasn't over for the Jumbos, however. With
1:30 left, quarterback David Piermarini hit halfback

Lenny Barber in the endzone. A two-point conversion

pass made it 13-11, and the Jumbos rallied before their

giant homecoming crowd of 10,500. But their field goal

attempt failed. It was the third such failure in the game
for Tufts.

The Williams defensive secondary, which was tested

by 44 Tufts passes, gave up 26 completions. Defenders
Tim Curran '83 and Steve Monroe '83 each intercepted a

pass and fleet-footed Tomas Alejandro '83 twice pre-

vented breakaway touchdown runs by running down

Tufts receiver Bob Galvin from behind. "Thedefensive
secondary did a good job under a lot of pressure," said
Odell.

The defensive line often flushed Piermarini from the
pocket. Defensive end Gary Pfaff '83 and tackles John
Kowalik '83, Gary Stocz '83, and Reggie Hollinger '85

were in the thick of the pass rush, each involved in two
backfield tackles.

Thomas leading rusher
Ted Thomas led the rushing with 100 yards on 22

carries. "Ted is very steady," Odell observed. "Again,
he was the main man in the running attack and picked
up critical yardage when we needed it." Halfbacks Con-
gdon and Crotty gained 56 and 44 yards, and Connolly
rushed for 23 yards to give the Ephmen a total of 223
yards on the ground.
Connolly and his aerial circus were the key to a huge

momentum change for the Ephmen. Connolly con-
nected on 13 of his 24 throws, gaining 34 yards in the
air. His primary receiver is Marc Hummon '84, whose
six catches resulted in 76 yards.

Lady hooters lose in OT
The women's soccer team, involved in some close low-scoring

games, lost 1-0 to Tufts on Saturday and 2-1 to Keene State on
Tuesday.
The team played well on Saturday, and held Tufts scoreless in

both halves. Tufts scored in overtime, and the Ephwomen were not
able to even it up, resulting in the disappointing 1-0 defeat.
Keene State is a very strong team, and with a home-field advan-

tage they proved to be too much for the Ephwomen. Senior Becky
Baugh scored early in the first half for Williams, but they were
unable to hold on and Keene State scored two in a row for the
victory.

Entliusiastic team
Coach Ed Grees said that Williams was hurt by a small travelling

team and therefore did not have the depth to facilitate many substi-
tutions. He praised the team for strong defensive play and
undaunted enthusiasm, both in the Keene State game and through-
out the season.

Perhaps more important than the losses was the Ephwomen's 1-0

victory over Amherst last Saturday.
Williams lost to Smith last Tuesday—again a 1-0 loss despite

an excellent team performance.

Last game today
The team's record is now 4-6-1. Coach Grees hoped to end the

season on a happy note and somewhat even up that record as the
Ephwomen played today at Westfield State.

Volleyball takes third in tourney
by Denise Ross

While Williams didn't place

first or second in the Northeast
Invitational Volleyball Tourna-
ment this past weekend at Willi-

ams, they did manage to come
up with an overall record of 4-2,

good for third place.

Spilters take two

Williams started out on Satur-

day with two easy wins against

W.P.I. 15-10 and 15-9 in their

first match against Wellesley
proved to be more difficult as
Williams fell 15-8 and 15-9. Willi-

ams came back in their final

match of the day against Bryn
Mawr to easily take the first two
games 15-8 and 15-9.

Defeat Union

Sunday proved to be a bit

more competitive for Williams
as they faced Union in their first

match. The Ephs took the first

game 15-8, but lost the next
game 15-4. But they bounced
back to take the final game and
the match 15-6.

Diviaion III women's twimming
coach ol Mw yaar Cart 8amu«l«on.

Coach of the Year
Swimming coach Carl Samuelson, has been named Division III

Coach of the Year by the National Collegiate Women's Swimming
Coaches Association.

The award caps a year for Samuelson in which his women's swim
team won the NCAA Division III national championship and his
men's team was runnerup to national Division III champion
Kenyon. "I just absolutely could not be happier," says Samuelson.
"It's a wonderful honor for me personally and it's one I share with
every one of our swimmers."

The 1982-82 season was the first in which the NCAA sponsored
national championships for women. The competition, was domi-
nated by Williams women who won 14 of the 24 events. Their total of
402 points gave a comfortable margin over runnerup Kenyon with
303. In late February, the women also won their third straight New
England championship.

Junior Jean Loew beats a Tulls defender to the ball on Saturday. The team, however, lost In overtime, 1-0.

Soccer takes two
by Dave Woodworth

Freshman Jeff McEvoy scored one goal and assisted on the
*

other as the men's varsity soccer squad defeated Tufts by a 2-0

score on Saturday.

Good defense on the part of the Jumbos and a sluggish Eph
offense kept the match scoreless at the half. However, at 59: 50,

Marty White '83 broke the ice when he took a cross from McEvoy
on the left side of the goal and knocked it past diving Jumbo
goalkeeper Alex Glickman.
With the score 1-0 in their favor, the Williams midfielders

began to assert themselves and took complete control of the

match. The continual pressure resulted in the second goal, as

McEvoy eased home a centering pass by John Campbell '84. The
play was made by a fine individual effort on Campbell's part, as

he ran down a ball that the Tufts defenders apparently thought

was going over the end line.

The Jumbos made several strong bids to tighten the match in

the closing minutes, but Kenny Rhodes '85 turned in an impres-

sive performance in goal as he recorded his first shutout of the

season. Rhodes ndtched 15 saves on the way to the win, while

Glickman made 9 in a losing effort. The Ephs outshot the Jumbos
by a 21-19 margin.

New alignment

The victory was the third in the last four games for Williams.

The strong play of the Ephs during the past fortnight can be
attributed in large part to their new set, which shows four backs,

four midfielders, and two forwards, rather than the traditional

4-3-3 which had been used previously.

Another factor is the superior conditioning and depth of the

Williams side: they have been a second-half team throughout

the season. This was particularly evident on Saturday.

Two more wins

The other wins came over Bates and Clark. In the 4-0 defeat of

Bates last Tuesday, Dave Nasser '83 scored two goals while

Doug McKenney '85 and Eric Stein '84 added one each. Goal-

keeper Ted Murphy '85 was tested only six times in racking up
his third shutout of the year.

The victory over Clark on October 11 was a thriller, as the

Ephs rallied from a 1-0 deficit at the half to win 21. Rob Kusel '83

got one tally while Jeff Sutton '83 got the game winner with three
minutes left . the loss came at the feet of Bowdoin, 2-0, on October
16.

The wins raised Williams' seasonal record to 6-21 as they go
into a tough match against ranked Babson today at home.

Battle for second
The women displayed their

true colors in the next match
against U.V.M.; a match that

would decide the second place

standing in the tournament.
While Williams lost both games
to U.V.M. 15-11 and 15-11, the

scores didn't display just how
well Williams played against an
equally as intense and competi-
tive team.

Gilmore and Pepe displayed
the reasons why they were
chosen to the All-Star Team as
each supplied the team with
excellent spikes and played
superbly on the net.
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Unemployment
kills, says prof

by Jim Peak

The Williams College faculty has a new celeb-

rity In economics professor Morton O. Shapiro,

who has received national publicity for a recent
study correlating high unemployment rates with

a rise in male suicides. His research shows that

"a one percentage point increase in the annual
unemployment rate leads to 320 additional sui-

cides for men per year."

In the past two weeks, Shapiro's findings have
been featured in dozens of newspapers around the

country (Including the front page of the Wall
Street Journal) and on the evening news broad-
casts of the three major television networks.
Although the press has tended to concentrate on

the most sensational aspect of the study, namely
the increase in suicides, Shapiro and co-author
Dennis A. Ahlburg, an assistant professor and
member of the Center for Industrial Relations at

the University of Minnesota, discovered a variety

of other negative social effects of high unemploy-
ment rates. These included "increases in homi-
cides, admissions to mental institutions,

alcoholism, and cardiovascular disease." Sha-

piro further noted that "while suicide is certainly

the most extreme reaction to job loss, it is only

one of many indicators of the unmeasured psy-

chological devastation experienced by many who
are either unemployed or face the threat of unem-
ployment. Each additional suicide precipitated

by job loss represents a fraction of the peoplewho
are adversely affected by unemployment."

Publicity snowballs
The authors also theorize that when men who

grew up during the post-World War II economic
boom lose their jobs, their trauma is increased
because they had expected to continue their

fathers' economic progress.

Shapiro first showed his findings to Sidney

Weinbraub, editor of the journal Post-Keynesian

Economics, last spring when Weintraub was a

visiting professor of economics at Wiiliams.Wein-
traub felt that the results were important, and
offered to print the study in his journal to make it
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^No clean hands'

PLO doctor lays blame

Economict prolettor Morion Shapiro'* research corre-

lates unemployment with suicide, alcoholism, and car-

diovascuiar disease. (Scheibe)

available to a wider audience.

Williams' News Director Ray Boyer heard

about the study and began publicizing it. The

story was first picked up by the Berkshire Eagle,

and was carried on UPI's national news wire a

week later. The story "just began to snowball

after UPI carried it," said Shapiro.

Shapiro Is pleased, although surprised, at all

the attention he has received. "I never expected

this kind of reaction, but I feel very strongly that

ignoring the social costs ofunemployment is a big

mistake, and I am glad that this report has
received some publicity."

Shapiro will discuss his theory on Channel 10

News Wednesday night at 6: 00.

by Ned Ladd

Tempers flared as pro-

Palestinian and pro-Israeli fac-

tions squared off during and
after Dr. Chris Giannou's lec-

ture "What I saw in Lebanon"
last Thursday night. The lecture

served to heighten the emotion
of the issue and the fervor of the

audience, causing one political

science professor to protest the

anti-Semitic atmosphere he
perceives at Williams.

Glannou, a Canadian sur-

geon, spoke of his experiences
as doctor in residence at Naba-
tiya Hospital in southern
Lebanon. Anticipating the emo-
tional reaction of his audience,

he prefaced his talk by saying
that "nobody's hands are
clean."

He began by outlining the

events leading up to Israel's

June 6 invasion of southern
Lebanon. He emphasized that

Lebanon before the invasion
was really a group of "states
within a state," and that the

PLO was fully one of these

states.

Giannou said that to the Leba-
nese, "the Palestinian cause
was a sacred one, and Israel

was the enemy." The PLO pos-

sessed not only an army, but a

government with a parliament
and ministries of health, wel-

fare, and education, according
to Giannou. "Technically, I am
a member of the PLO because I

worked in Red Crescent (the

PLO equivalent of the Red
Cross) hospitals in Nabatiya
and Sidon," he said.

However, Giannou said that

when Israeli tanks moved into

southern Lebanon, the Leba-
nese greeted their "liberators"

in the streets. He explained this

apparent contradiction by
equating the Lebanese with the

French in 1940. He said that

greeting an occupying army is a

common survival instinct and
that "once you have survived a
terrible war, you must continue

to survive." He offered evi-

dence to prove his contention

that the Lebanese were pro-

Palestinian by saying that he
watched Lebanese villagers in

Nabatiya celebrate when an
Israeli jet was shot down.

Refugee camp destroyed
Giannou then spoke of his per-

sonal experience with the Leba-
nese and Israelis. While In

Nabatiya, the government hos-

pital in which he worked was
bombed "five or six times." He
spoke of the destruction of a
nearby refugee camp by "clus-

ter bombs and phosphorus
bombs" which left "blackened
craters, tons of masonry,
twisted iron bars, and cadav-
ers." According to Giannou,
"The true number of casualties

will never be known" since

bodies are deeply buried under
rubble.

The Israelis claimed to have
dropped leaflets telling civili-

ans to flee, and to have used
loudspeakers warning civilians

of the danger, but Giannou said,

"Bombs fell with the leaflets,

and we never heard the
Continued on Page 8

Botswana honors Lewis
Stephen R. Lewis Jr., Profes-

sor of Economics at Williams
and an adviser to top govern-

mental officials In the southern
African nation of Botswana, has
been named a recipient of that

nation's Presidential Order of

Meritorious Service.

Lewis Is the first American,
and only the fifth non-citizen to

be given the honor since Bots-

wana became independentfrom
Great Britain in 1966. A spokes-

man for Quett Maslre, Presi-

dent of Botswana, says the

Prblasaor Stephen Lewis ha*
become Mie lirsl American In hle-

tory to win Botswana's Presidential

Order of Meritorious Service.

award was given to Lewis for

"outstanding contributions to

the development of Botswana."
A specialist in the economic

problems facing developing
nations, Lewis has spent three

of the last five years in Bots-

wana serving as economic con-

sultant in the Ministry of

Finance and Development
Planning. He was also a

member of the Presidential

Commission on Economic
Opportunity in Botswana. The
Commission, which completed
its work last May, explored

ways the mining-based develop-

ment of Botswana can produce

growth in opportunities for its

citizens.

The announcement that

Lewis was to be honored came
during Botswana's Independ-

ence Day ceremonies on Sep-

tember 30. The award will be

presented during the same
ceremonies next September 30.

Botswana has attracted inter-

national attention for its politi-

cal stability In a turbulent

region. The semi-arid, land-

locked nation is surrounded by

South Africa, Zimbabwe, Zam-
bia and Angola. The govern-

ment, a democracy, is led by

President Maslre, who was
awarded an honorary degree by

Williams in 1980 when he was

Continued on Page 10

Street Stompin' Fun
The Spring Street Stompers kept the Freshman Parents jumping in

Chapin Hall last weekend. Members of the band are, from left to right,

Walt Lehman, Bob Ritter '57, Phil Wilson, Ken Redmond '54, (hidden

behind drums), Bill Fischer '56, Tom Yankus, and Don Coates '57.

(Farley)
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Special Thursdays
.Sunday we were pleasantly surprised by candles and orange

tablecloths—Halloween Night. The Tuesday before we were surprised

with candles and blue and white tablecloths-German Night. While we
enjoy surprises, we also recognize the significant unused potential of

Food Services' Theme Nights. Now they are a mere diversion. With

planning they could become a revitalized form of guest meals.

Guest Meals were a wonderful excuse to dress up, spend an evening
with a date or faculty member, and eat an unhurried meal. They not only

improved neglected student-faculty relations, but were a big boost to

male-female relations on the campus.
The elements that made guest meals work: regularity and a special

environment. Students knew that Thursday was unique. They would
plan for it, asking faculty and friends to join them. Tablecloths, candles

and waiters made it a genteel break from the everyday grind.

We propose a rejuvenation of guest meals based upon the Theme
Dinners. Have them every Thursday so students can plan ahead. And
compromise on the waiters; put food on the tables beforehand for sit-

down family-style dinners. The same people who now serve on the line

can set things up instead. Students can go back themselves for seconds,
so we won't need waiters., But whole houses can sit to eat at the same
time, guest-meal style.

By adapting Theme Dinners, it would take no special effort to make
Thursdays very special.
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LETTERS
Term ad bad . . .

To the editor:

Since it wasn't an April 1st edition, I

was surprised and disgusted to read the

term paper ad in your recent Williams
Record. Last I knew, such a service was
Immoral, dishonest, and in violation of

the honor system. If the extra edge to win
in the '80's is cheating, the '90's promise
to have some pafhelic leaders. Even for

the desperate pragmatist who wants to

get ahead at any cost, don't you thinlt an
"A+/A/A— " paper would be recognized
as fraudulent by a Williams professor
who knew the student?

Concerned but mostly disgusted.

Bob Lux '68

. . . no, worse
To the editor:

I had the opportunity last evening to

catch up on some of my reading, includ-

ing the Williams Record issue of
Octoijer 5th. I found the issue generally
informative, especially to hear about the
departure of Barbara-Jan Wilson. Upon
returning to the next page, Page 8, my
eye was caught by an ad in the lower
left-hand corner, which at first I took as a
spoof.

In checking this morning, I was sad-
dened to find that it was not a spoof, but
Indeed a "bonafide" paid for commer-
cial advertisement. I have had an associ-

ation with Williams College since the
early 60's, which more recently culmi-
nated in the graduation of our daughter
in the class of 1981. Over these years, I

have felt there is one thing that the col-

lege exceeded In, if nothing else—the

development and practice of a realistic

and workable honor system.

It disturbs me, as a former parent and
friend of the College to realize that there

are apparently those in the college who
would put monetary gain ahead of any
honor code or respect for their fellow stu-

dents. I cannot understand how anyone
of your presumed accomplishments,
intelligence or responsibility could in

any way even consider running such an
ad, let alone printing it.

I hope you understand while there are
many times that I have not agreed with
the Record's editorial position (and
that can be said for many papers) , I have
nonetheless felt enlightened by having
the opportunity to learn of other view-
points. I certainly do not believe in cen-
sorship In any form. Including even
guidelines that would supposedly direct

the policies of a college publication. I

must say, however, your lack of respon-
sibility in this matter makes me cer-
tainly wonder how this sort of happening
can be prevented in the future.

Maybe for starters, you should both
consider terminating your relationship
to the RECORD, for the record!

Spencer M. Hurtt, Jr.

P-ed?
To the editor:

This letter "is intended to provoke
thought hot moralize." Is there anyone
at Williams who views one of the words in

Jeffrey H. Brainard's opening sentence
in his article in the October 12 Record as
"legitimate" writing? I hope he can
"master" his own "potential" to express

himself "through personal growth
obtained from academic work" before
he graduates.

Ruth Piatt

(Quotes from Mr. Brainard's article.)

No monopoly
To the editor:

Professor McNaWy's strident letter to

the editor advocating a severe punitive
defunding of the Record implicitly raises
crucial questions about the character of

Williams. She is outraged, it seems, at

the Record's publishing an advertise-
ment offering the services of a paper-
writing firm. Undoubtedly Professor
McNally believes that if students avail
themselves of such a "service," they
would be actively undermining the very
purpose of a liberal arts college.

That purpose, I would think, rests fun-
damentally upon teaching students to

think critically about the world. If this is

true. Professor McNally must believe
that she and her colleagues are profound
failures, because she obviously fears
that Williams students are incapable of

evaluating the dubious philosophy of the
Trident Company. If it is so clearly true
that by purchasing compositions stu-

dents destroy their own educations, why
does Professor McNally expect that any
conscientious student would employ the
terrible Trident Co. to subvert his own
pursuit of knowledge? Is the worthy pro-

fessor suggesting that Williams students
do not genuinely desire to be educated?

In the Honor Code Williams calls itself

"an institution fundamentally con-
cerned with the free exchange of ideas."

EDITORS , Rich HenHrrwn
Sieve .Spears

MANAGING KDITOR .. Uoh Buckner
NEWS Philip Uu«ih

Jon I'iKur

OITLOOK kal>a llokansun

OP-ED Dan Keating

FEATURES Sara I'crris

[SPORTS John Clavton

PHOTOGRAPHY Sieve Karlrv

ADVERTISING Richie VIa»s

Kalie Miller

SUBSCRIPTIONS Uen Bahn
BUSINESS MANAGER Su»an O'Brien
Entered art tterond claM puslal mailer No\.

27, 1944 al ihe poiil office in Nnrlh Ailamf.

MA., and reentered al Williamiilown. MA..

March .1, 1973 under ihe Acl of March .{.

1879. Second cUhh poHlage paid al U'illiam-

»town. MA. 01267.

Tangents i

In terms of this statement Professor
McNally's fervent desire to shut down
the school paper represents a curious
sort of "concern."
The Trident ad promulgates a specific

set of ideas about education at Williams.
These Ideas, though perhaps inaccurate,
certainly deserve a "free exchange."
The advertisement suggests that educa-
tion is nothing Intrinsically sacred;
rather, It is an economic means to an
economic end. In short, an Investment.

The Trident people apparently believe

that no one would Invest the huge sum of

$40,000 unless he expected some finan-

cial return on his Investment. A "good

job with high salary," perhaps. It Is tell-

ing that this Trident Co. feels It worth the

monetary risk to purchase an ad offering

Williams students to betray their educa-

tions in order to "get ahead In the '80's."

Clearly, the Trident Co. has little faith in

Williams' commitment to the pursuit of

knowledge for Its own sake.

Suppose, somehow, that Trident Is cor-

rect in its wager. Williams only masque-
rades as a place where people value

education for its intrinsic worth, goes the

reasoning; Williams actually serves as

an Investment house dealing In "human
capital." Hence certain professors' out-

rage would be quite understandable.

When Williams students "get ahead In

the '80's," Williams wants the credit.

The Williams Company would strongly

resist any competition for this credit

from the likes of the Trident Company.
So strongly. In fact, that some personnel
of the Williams Investment Co., under
the guise of industry standards or "aca-
demic integrity," would call for the cen-

Contlnued on Page 4

by Grodzins

Class

of 70
responds

to protest
The recent RECORD article commemo-

rating the Cambodia Strike al Williams in

May 1970 brought back recollections.

Among other things it reminded me thai in

releasing my Seniors that year I asked each

one of them to allow some time for reflec-

tionand then write me a letter describing as

best they could their thoughts and emotions

related to those events. All of them
responded. From May through August their

letters came. I hereby offer afew excerpts in

an attempt to present as many diverse reac-

tions as possible. There was more, of course,

much much more—but space limitations

are draconian. So here are a few fragments

of voices from the past . . .

Nicholas Fersen

(Eds. note: Nicholas Fersen is a Russian

professor.)

As a draft counsellor during my
last three years at Williams, I have
experienced extreme exasperation over
the draft. Its inequities, the involvement
in S.E. Asia and the racial problems In

the U.S. Most of those whom I counseled

have discovered that it Is difficult for

Individuals lacking power to contribute

much towards constructive change . . .

The Strike appears to be an encouraging
development. At last the Nation is seeing

a body of student opinion too wide and
serious to be dismissed as coming Just

from a few radicals . . . Most analyses of

the present situation on college cam-
puses have overlooked the part played
by the elimination of occupational defer-

ments'. Suddenly, many students who
planned careers In teaching. Govern-
ment, the Foreign Service, the Peace
Corps, etc., had the rug pulled out from
under them. They were left with the

specter of the Vietnam war staring them
in the face ... I would venture to say that

a great number of the recent demonstra-
tions at such traditionally conservative
schools as the U. of Maryllind, Kent State

U., U. of Ohio, U. of Virginia, etc., were
the result of events coming so close

together. Many of my moderate friends

were radicalized overnight—most of

them had counted on occupational defer-

For Williams College to

terminate its classes . . .

seemed like an outrageous

joke—at first . . .

ments for the next few years . . . Now
they have taken control of the "move-
ments" previously controlled by more
radical and Irrational students . . .

• • •

Without a doubt the first Strike

meeting in Chapln Hall was one of

the emotional experiences of my four

years at Williams. My rationality, as

well as that of other students and faculty

members, may have been slightly dis-

torted, but in retrospect it seems not to

have hurt the national Strike effort ... I

voted not as I was thinking, but as I was

feeling—and I was excited ... The strike

issue was particularly exciting, as it pro-

moted the establishment of a national

student body, one which would by

numbers alone force the very same poli-

ticians for whom it worked to respond to

some of their most concerned constitu-

ents ... We had our own group of super-

bureaucrats here ... All of a sudden

there was a new criteria for campus sta-

tus, or worth, or whatever. It was essen-

tial that everyone appear at all times to

be as busy, as overwhelmed and over-

worked as possible ... I had two room-

mates who worked on draft resistance . .

.

One spent two whole days trying to com-

pose a hundred-word resistance letter on

a yellow pad of paper—finally a "super-

ior" composed the letter himself in fif-

teen minutes and thus ended the drama

of literary creation. The other roommate

spent those same two days writing RES-

ISTTHE DRAFT in red on 3,000 pieces of

mimeographed information—his reason

being that "It gave it some color." ... I

was sensitive to their emotional appre-

hensions primarily because they both

enjoyed trying to make me feel more

guilty than they might have (sic.) ... In

terms of an evaluation, I feel that the

national Strike and subsequent events

were valuable and educational from both

a personal and a national perspective . .

.

My greatest fear Is now of what might

happen if the system does not respond

more directly or legitimately to students

who consent to work within that system

In order to effect some significant

change.
• • •

1 felt, as I do now, that the real

significance of a Strike here would

be to create a new consciousness among
Williams students that would carry

beyond this Strike and beyond the Issue

of Cambodia, informing the future

behavior of the College and the people in

it. This consciousness existed from Sun-

day night until Wednesday night ... at

which time It died. And to me, the revo-

lution and the real importance of the

Strike died that night also . . . Williams Is

too safe ... by Wednesday the old Willi-

ams returned. Orders were given to

move out of the aisles and not to smoke-
perfectly legitimate decisions, but deci-

sions which showed that the students

were now passive once again, waiting for,

expecting and willing to be led. And led

they were. Who better than Mr. Bevls—

one of the youngest and most popular

faculty members—to sugarcoat the

faculty decision and to set the students

up to acquiesce, to relinquish their

power? And who can forget Mr. Walte's

Immortal "chicken-shit"? If there had

been any doubts in the students' minds,

they were relieved. For what Mr. Walte

said was, "See? The faculty is right with

you, we identify with your cause. We are

ready to stop being academicians and

take action." But action was no longer

possible for students. The faculty was
now running the show . , . The movement
could have Included faculty as well as

students, but the real chance for change,

the real significance of the Strike and
why I felt it was worth fighting for,

depended upon the students seizing and
holding on to power. Because without it,

the students lost responsibility and lost

the existential element of the action ... I

realized how Isolated my feelings and
beliefs are in this country. I see the war
go on and the country continue to slide

deeper and deeper into insanity, pervert-

ing and Inverting every human value in

the name of some object and personal

power game. I may leave this country

only because I do not want to engage in

violent revolution. And I am afraid that

It was cool to smoke grass,

considered by some to be a

political act . . .

violent revolution will soon be forced on
those who think like I do, who wear their
hair long and who dare to question the
Insane life that America has created and
calls the best In the world.

An an environment marked by Incred-

ible, Increasing violence, by destruction
and self-destruction, and by duplicity

and hypocrisy on the part of social and
government leaders, the Williams Col-

lege community who In many respects,

as potential soldiers or as repressed
Intellectuals, are the victims of these

social forces has, by striking, finally

said: "There Is some shit I will not eat."

This statement Is the most significant

occurrence during the Strike and proba-

bly the only occurrence that has any real

effect on every striker's future. This

statement reclaimed a certain amount of

dignity for every individual involved

even if It did not produce any power for

the individual ... So whether I am receiv-

ing gratitude from students at (other col-

leges) for assisting In the organization of

a student Strike there or being asked:

"Where do you want your body sent?" by

a construction worker on Wall Street, I

know I am really living . . .

(This person also Includes a copy of e.e.

cummlngs' poem "I sing of Olaf glad and

big" q.v.)

Whfhat did I learn in May? A frus-

tration so Immense, so overwhelming

obligations. I thought the National

Guard would allow me to avoid the con-

flicts of conscience that would result if I

was forced to fight In Vietnam. The
Strike, however, changed these beliefs,

especially during the memorial service .

. .for the Kent State students. I suddenly

saw that the National Guard might put

me In a position that would threaten my
beliefs ... I have now applied for a Con-
scientious Objector classification. The
problem with this action Is that I have a

selective conscientious objection . . .

Because I refuse to go outside the sys-

tem, I will still join the National Guard If

my CO. application Is refused . . .

A* • •

strike at Williams. This was a
very curious Idea. . . For Williams

College to terminate its classes, to

engage In political activities, seemed
like an outrageous Joke—at first ... I had
been here four years and I had usually

felt quite alone in my political and social

views . . . "What are you, an idealist, one
of those damn liberals?" I had gone to a

Quaker school and had been weaned on
pacifism and a doctrine of social concern
... I campaigned for McCarthy and
peace candidates, I marched and I

argued . . . Approaching graduation I

noticed ... It was now uncool to support

the war; the draft loomed in the distance

for us all. It was cool to smoke grass,

considered by some to be a political act,

and most of my freshmen acquaintances
now had longlsh hair, a symbol which If

only in your parents' minds serves as a

sign of rebellion . . . The Wednesday
night meeting brought on a complete
change in my faith. The students proved
themselves totally Insecure to act with-

out faculty consent, and most were wil-

ling to compromise to any degree to

"keep this thing going." In doing so they

also kept their bodies nestled comforta-
bly in the seats of power which they had
created . . . The corralling and adamant
holding of power by certain people made
others who were walking the streets Jeal-

ous and resentful. Bustling around See-

ley House with duties of national

Importance became the modus operandi
for the pseudo-bureaucrats who
squabbled among themselves for the

privilege of leaning back in the soft

chairs behind the desks ... the faculty

resolution was not adequate in my eyes,

but it was so sugar-coated and polished

by those who read and defended it that

the students were seduced. They
accepted it, applauding it wildly, even

ferociously. I wanted to explain to my
fellow-students that "you are men who
can stand up without your fathers and

you should." No, they would not listen . .

.

In clamorous, gestapo-llke gestures they

overran me . . . All my friends who had
previously been in agreement seemed
deathly silent, many of them had liter-

... the insane life that America has created and calls

the best in the world.

at times that it is hard to get up and go

fight again. A generation, weighted,

firm, unthinking—Middle America. The
Government, Its people, Its places are

too large and most difficult to move. And
what do we do when we come back,

where Is our hope? Not In Mr. Nixon's

hands. Our Country Is deteriorating—the

stockmarket, war, poverty, violence,

and there seems to be no end. And where
are our leaders? Maybe among us. Those

who have the strength to continue, dally.

WllUamstown, I've learned, is a verita-

ble sanctuary, not the real world. It's

bitter out there, but I've learned that

someone must act, must try, must con-

tinue to survive, or we will not continue

as people, a nation or a world. If I must, I

will hope for the sake of hope. Hopefully

the faith I have in myself and those

around me, especially at Williams, can

find the strength and vitality to keep

working on our worlds around us.

M. he greatest change In my person-

ality has been my belief on my military

obligations . . . Before the Strike I felt

that the National Guard was the most

realistic means of fulfilling my military

ally disappeared under stress ... All my
activities were antl-climactlc In light of

Wednesday night's festivities. The cam-

pus had not been radicalized or even poli-

ticized ... I Joined my fellow students in

the continuation of my [academic]

work—I had a thesis to finish ... I was

wrong to think that things could be

changed by leaving the classroom ... It

Is hard for me to close my eyes and ears

to the world, but It seems that if I am to

find the few things in life that I want, then

I must chisel my own world out of this

morass and build my defenses against

the evil outside.

[And FINALLY]
... At this point I would like to announce

that I have decided to stop typing this

because: 1) I don't like to type because It

always reminds me of filling out applica-

tion forms ... 2) Because I don't type

very well. 3) Because this Is almost a

letter and I don't think letters should be

typed. 4) I have stayed up all night to

watch the sun come up with a girl whom I

met while walking down the middle of

Route 2 at two in the morning and whom I

would like to talk to before she leaves for

home in Pittsburgh . .

.
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Continued Irom Page 2

soring of the competition's

advertising. A call for the com-
plete shutdown of the news-

paper bearing that advertise-

ment, however, would seem a

bit harsh, even by investment
company standards . . .

Instead of closing down the

newspaper, instead of censor-

ing the Trident Co., perhaps we
would do better by critically

examining the cynical ideas the

Trident Co. has about education

at Williams. What if they are

correct?

—Michael McShane '85

Admiration
To the editor:

In light of the recent barrage
of criticism of virtually every
aspect of the Williams Record, I

feel compelled to come to its

defense and give credit where It

is warranted:
In the past issue, all of the

pages were correctly num-
bered.

With great admiration,

Mark Dursztman '83

Cocktail talk

To the editor:

I strongly tal<e offense to

Charlie Mitchell's contention
that the college campus is a

pseudo-intellectual environ-
ment, the Inference clearly

being that Williams is that col-

lege campus. The difference

between an Intellectual and a

pseudo-intellectual is that one
has mental concerns that are

actively pursued and the other

mentions academic topics only

for their name value. It is grav-

ity and emotion versus clever

cocktail conversation. This is

perhaps the most serious com-
plaint that can be leveled at an
academic institution. It is better

to be considered less-adept than
to be thought as frivolous. By
implying that Williams exists

only as grist for tea parties, Mr.
Mitchell impugns the serious-

ness of intent of every student,

professor, and administrator
here.

It is painful to know that when
this charge was made it was
under this appelatlon. The
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phrase "pseudo-intellectual"

has become a quite fashionable

smear within the past few

years. After all, it carries just

the right tone before you ask for

the sherry to be passed or after

you mention Michelangelo.

Stephen A. Shapiro '86

Psychobabble

To the editor:

Having read the article, that

is to say, imbibed, ingested, and

ingurgitated the quintessential

and universal asservations, jac-

titations, Implied in "The Art of

Elegant Babble" we feel we can
all see the general implications

implicitly Implied in this crucial

(yet trivial), profound (yet

trite) literary manifestation of

the author's mental pabulum,
that is to say, mental pabulum,
as it were (which is not to say
that we do not appreciate the

essential dichotomy and yet

unity of that which has been,

and is, and always will be, as it

were, both dichotomized, and
unified, in its manifestations,

notably, of unity, and dichot-

omy, neither one t)eing more,
nor less, nor equally what is,

was, will be, etc.). Regardless.
Sincerely, utterly, with
all due respect and con-

tempt and stuff like that

there, yours,

Lydia Maniatis '86

Mia Vander Els '86

(a unified dichotomy
of the manifestations

of two souls doomed
summarily to the pur-

suit of whatever)
P.S. As it were.

Broader view

To the editor:

By coincidence I was reading

the Interview with Professor

Joan Robinson in your October

5th OUTLOOK section when a

news interview with Dr. George
Stigler of the University of Chi-

cago appeared on the television

evening news. The interview

was in connection with Dr.

Stigler having tjeen awarded

the Nobel Prize for Economics.

My reaction, I'm distressed to

report, is that I'm saddened to

think that Williams students are

being exposed to Mrs. Robinson
rather than Dr. Stigler. Her
brand of economics, divorced

from reality, obviously created
the need for the policies of Mrs.
Thatcher and Mr. Reagan
which she bemoans. I hope
you're getting a broader view of

things than I think you are; but,

if Mrs. Robinson is representa-

tive of faculty quality In the

area of economics, I'm upset.

Thomas S. Blair '43

Truth

To the editor:

This past Tuesday night Tyler
House held its first "Tyler
Talk"—the inauguration of

what we hope will be a year long
series of Informal discussions
involving students, faculty and
the often elusive ideal of learn-

ing outside of the classroom.
Professor Mort Shapiro, aided
by the clear insights of Joan
Robinson, enlightened us all on
the trade-off between Inflation

and unemployment in economic
planning, and the history of that

choice in the United States. He
went on to examine the Reagan
administration's radical stra-

tegy in this regard, and make
suggestions as to alternatives

and less harmful programs.
Most gratifying however, was

the response of the forty-odd

students who attended; asking
hard questions In response to

Prof. Shapiro's challenging
remarks, these students proved
that they had the wits to initiate

very relevant discussion—
outside of the world of class-

rooms and assigned readings.

I want to take the opportunity

to a) publicize forthcoming
"Tyler talks" which will be a
poetry reading (Larry Raab—
November 18 at 7: 15) and a dis-

cussion of the Malvlnas/Falk-

lands controversy with Carlos
Egan, a first year Political

Science professor who Is an
Argentine (unscheduled) andb)
draw attention to this kind of

thing, which Is greatly lacking
in the Williams community.

JOSEPH E. DEWEY
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Though this Tuesday night we
only had two members of the
faculty attending, it is o>;r hope
that faculty, not just students,
will come to present their view-
points. As the year progresses
we hope to delve Into topics
ranging from student activism
to the conflict for women
between producing children and
pursuing a high-power career—
and the tough choice that
entails. Suggestions for other
topics are welcome. We encour-
age other houses to start up
their own discussion groups and
pursue what may be the truest
education.

Nice Howson '83

Viva musica

To the editor:

As a senior music major, I

take my hat off to students who
take music courses without any
previous experience. Music 101
is no gut and for some people,
studying music is frustrating
and time-consuming. Classical
music is a slow friend.

People here have plenty of

opportunities to hear live per-
formances: Berkshire Sym-
phony, Music in the Round,
Choral Society, plus Depart-
ment-sponsored recitals and
lectures. You wouldn't take
chemistry and skip the labs,

would you? Attending a live per-
formance Is the real culmina-
tion of studying music-
recordings suffice only as
preparation. All Music Depart-
ment functions are free to I.D.

cardholders, so the price is

right.

One more thing: The Record
could do a tietter ]ob of announc-
ing cultural events. The last

issue made little or no mention
of the three Department-
sponsored events for Parents'
Weekend (and it did receive
press releases).

Greg Capaldini '83

Eds. note: Considering space
limitations in the newspaper,
the Record generally relies on
the Williams Weekly Calendar
to publicize events in advance.

CLASSIFIEDS

A man beneath his hat is worth his

head.

—Bloodpipe Wilson

For sale to highest bidder-
upholstered green armchair, fair

condition. Can be viewed at 05
Carter. x6662.

Wine Is fine but whisl<ey's quicker,
Suicide is slow with liquor . . .

—Ozzy Osbourne on the evils of

alcohol (brought to you by the
WCTU)

Steve and Spamlly, I bet you
thought we forgot all about you.
Well, guess what? We did! (Only
kidding, I think)

Clash fans— If anyone out there
knows what to make of the
muffled words at the beginning of
Working tor the Clampdown.
might you share your wisdom?
Dave or f*/like x6801

Still missing: my watch. (I tried the
bottom of the pool.) Contact Rich
Henderson. SU 1736.

To whoever found the watch on
Poker Flats: please identify your-
self, I lost your phone *».

Snaz-
How's life as a Southern belle?

-WOW
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Band marches to other drummer

liy Derede Arthur

Last Saturday it happened again.
More than 60 normally mild-mannered
Williams students donned strange
outfits and bizarre hats, paraded

down Spring Street, and, before a crowd of

hundreds, engaged in antics ranging from bawdy
cheers to outrageous formations.

The group which sanctions and practices these
activities—variously described by observers as
"crazy," "tremendous," "obscene" and
"appropriately preposterous"—is, of course,
none other than the Williams College "sometimes
Marching" Band.

Inspired lunacy
Participating in its nineteenth year of ' 'inspired

lunacy" and creative chaos under the direction of

Francis Cardlllo of the Music Department and
student leaders Andy Grain '84 and Steve Spears
'83, the Band performs during half-time at all

home and two away football games. Each half-

time performance focuses on a different theme;
at Saturday's game against Union, for example,
each formatlon-and-song combination depicted a
different academic department.
During half-time Saturday, the band paid "trib-

ute" to the Math Department, which, the crowd
was Informed, sends out more freshman warn-
ings than any other department. The formation-
an "F"—was entitled the "Quickest Way to

Andy Grain '84 leads the Marching Band in spirited support of the football

team. (Farley)

Experienced brace for winter
by Jenny Bicks

Someone has told her that it is going to

snow a ton this winter. She Is petri-

fied. They have told her this on the

basis of such scientific processes as

the study of the bushlness of the tails of Wllliam-

stown squirrels. All she knows about WlUlam-
stown squirrels is that they resemble small dogs.

She is a native New 'Vorker and never knew real

snow until her Freshman year In the Berkshires.

On the first day of frost she thought someone
had spray painted the grass. She is short, and has
learned to walk only on the shovelled paths.

Where other people sunk into the snow up to their

knees, she went up to her waist. And now, they
say, the snow is coming again. She is not pleased.

Homecoming tradition

The winter does bring out many Williams tradi-

tions. Foremost In everyone's mind, of course, is

Homecoming. Last year, she noted, even though
they lacked a Homecoming Queen and lost for the

first time in God knows how long, Williams still

celebrated. She is convinced that Williams would
party over anything, given the chance. The only

real difference Ijetween the Homecoming parties

and a Rec room party Is that at Homecoming
everyone Is wearing the one piece of dress-up
clothing they own (usually borrowed from Mom
or Dad), and everyone makes a more concerted
effort to get drunk.

Williams Heat Paradox
Another tradition that Invariably comes with

the snow is the Williams Heat Paradox. Simply
stated, there is always too much heat when you
don't want it, and never enough when you are
freezing. Don't try to understand it, it is no one's
fault, it just Is. At this time you will find everyone
in the library, not because they want to study, but
because it is the only warm place on campus.
One Williams tradition she will not see this year

is her friendly matron. According to the New
York Times, her matron made her bed. The New
York Times didn't interview her. She t>elieves her
matrons were the exceptions. Her matrons got
vicarious pleasure In coming at 7: 30 in the morn-
ing and vacyuming under her t)ed. She had known
them to boycott certain rooms for fear of ants,

cooties and inhabitants. She is thinking of hiring

herself out as a matron for a little extra cash this

year.

Winter also brings the famed Williams Cold.

TVpifled by stuffiness, coughing, aches, pains,

and an inability to distinguish any kind of dining
hall food from another, this malady most often

hits right twfore your most Important exam, and
sticks with you until the first buds of Spring.

Obsessive Knitting

Most Importantly, winter brings Winter Study,

that very special time when the Williams student

leaves his/her room approximately three times a
week to learn such skills as fixing the carburetor,

and blowing up glass. She would like to see a
Winter Study course initiated that would set out to

study the peculiar Williams phenomenon of snow
In April. Continued on Page 8

North Adams State College" formation and was
accompanied by the Williams Math Department
Anthem: "Shaft." The band went on to "honor"
other departments by playing such selections as
"Music to Watch the Acropolis Crumble By" (for

the classics department), "Give My Regards to

Wall Street," (for the economics department),
and "The Mountains" (for geology).

The Band's unique presentation of organized
chaos ("We all tune up to the base drum, "asserts
Grain) is usually well-received by students,
alumni, and even the press. The Hartford Cour-
ant, notes Grain, "spends as much column space

Kill! Kill! Hate! Hate!

Murder! Murder! Mutilate!

—Band Cheer
describing the Band as . . . describing the game."

Students have difficulty describing the group
("Long pause trailing off into silence," offered

Dean Grodzins '83).

Seduce them . . .

Several individuals noted that although they
enjoyed the band, they were mildly offended by

Continued on Page 7
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Plot merely adequate

Orchestra starts season
by A. G. SImas

The Berkshire Symphony opened its 1982-83 season last

Friday night with a generally good but uneven per-
formance of three diverse and exciting works by com-
posers Peter Mennin, Felix Mendelssohn and Nlkolay
Rimsky-Korsakov.

A perfect beginning for the evening, Mennin's "Moby Dick" had
all the power, fury and wonder of its namesake. The orchestra,

under the direction of Julius Hegyi, skillfully pulled the audience

into the intensity of this energetic orchestral composition. Because
the piece was written only thirty years ago, many in the audience

were pleasantly surprised by its vigor.

Sloppy "Reformation"
Unfortunately, this enthusiasm could not be sustained through

Mendelssohn's Symphony No. 5. The delivery of "The Reforma-

tion" was weak and disappointing. The orchestra sounded ragged

and sloppy, and Hegyi appeared to have a hard time keeping things

running smoothly. In all, this was the low point of the concert.

However, any dissatisfaction with the evening was quickly dis-

pelled by the wonderful rendition of Rimsky-Korsakov's "Scheher-

azade". At once majestic and mystical, his composition Is the

musical embodiment of the charms of the legendary Scheherazade

herself. Highlighted in this piece were the impressive talents of

Janet Rowe, concert mistress and solo violinist, whose interpreta-

tion of the Scheherazade motif running throughout the work was

lyrical and inspiring. But Hegyi and the entire orchestra deserve

much credit for the overall fine quality and captivating perfor-

mance. It was with this fine finale that the symphony concluded a

satisfying concert.

by Ric Johnson

The 1982-83 Freshman Revue
was a pleasant, If fairly stand-

ard, musical experience. Given
on the Friday and Saturday
evenings of Parents' Weekend,
and again on that Sunday after-

noon, it presented typical revue
fare.

The book, by Howard March
and Cliff Leaf, tells of applica-

tion to. Initiation in, and comple-
tion of both a revue and a

freshman year. Narration of a

sort is provided by a senior,

whose title indicates her ele-

vated status both as director of

the revue within the revue, and
as older college student. The
musical accompaniment was
written and directed by Dave
Sprouse and Cliff Leaf.

Mildly laudatory

The best adjectives to des-

cribe this production are mildly

laudatory. Pleasant, amusing,

sincere are all possibilities.

This offering made no great

mistakes . None of the necessary
ingredients for success was
missing. The players were
engaging, the music melodious,

the plot adequate. There were

problems with character devel-

opment, the set was somewhat
uninspiring, and the choreo-
graphy was annoying and dis-

tracting. However, the overall

effect was still fairly good. The
real problem is that, with one

major exception, the combined
effect was flat.

This exception deserves men-
tion and Investigation. In Act 1,

as the various players are
bemoaning their fates should

they be rejected by the college

/revue of their choice, one of

them, Timberly, injects a note

of sanity into their panic. She

says that if she is not accepted,

it is not the end of the world. She

will move on and investigate

other possibilities—such as

working in a European cafe.

Brassy style

The resulting musical
number, done in a brassy,

cabaret style, effectively
breaks out of the humdrum rou-

tine of the majority of the show.
Genuinely entertaining and
fast-paced, it is unexpected at

this point. Prior to this, one is

treated only to the anxieties and
Continued on Page 6
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A conehead, a pirate, and a gypsy were among the merry "Musical Big Brothers/Big Sister" players at Sunday's

Halloween Party. When the music stops, the little kids dive for the big kids' laps. ('^^'''^y'
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Concert Listings

prapand by TOONERVILLE TROLLEY RECORDS

TUES, NOV. 2 Beallemania. N Adams Slate College. N. Adams. Mass.

Men at Work. Agora Ballroom. W. Harttord. Conn.

WED.. NOV. 3 Pure Prairie League. Woody's. Washington. Mass.

John Valiby. Hulabaloo. Rensselaer, NY
Livingston Taylor. Paradise. Boston

THUR . NOV 4 White Noise, Beacon Street. N. Adams. Mass.

Peter Tork, Passim's

David Grisman Quartet. Berklee Performance Ctr.. Boston

Sunny. Brewery, Pittsfield, Mass.

FRI., NOV 5 Barry Manilow. Civic Ctr., Providence. R.I

Persuasions. Hangar one, Hadley. Mess.
Jefferson Starship & .38 Special. Centrum. Worcester. Mass.

NOV 5 & 6 White l«>lse. British Maid. Wiiliamstown, Mass.

Dads. Beacon St., North Adams, Mass.

SAT.. NOV 6 Barry Manilow. Centrum SOLD OUT
Tom Paxton, Spencertown Academy. Spencertown, NY
Fat, Rusty l^il, Sunderland, Mass.

SUN.. NOV 7 Crosby, Stills & Nash, Ontrum. Worcester, Mass.

NOV 10 Kenny Loggins. Orpheum, Boston
" 11 Devo. Orpheum, Boston
" 1

1

Aerosmlth & Pat Travers, Centrum SOLD OUT
" 12 Peter Gabriel, Orpheum. Boston
" 12 Pat Metheny. John M. Greene Hall. Northampton, Mass.

" 13 Judy Collins. Symphony Hall, Boston
" 13 Adam Ant. Agora Ballroom. W. Hlartford

" 14 Pat Travers. Hullabaloo, Rensselaer, NY
" 14 Cheap Trick, Orpheum, Boston
" 15 REO Speedwagon l> Survivor. Centrum, Worcester
" 16 Aerosmlth & Pat Travers, Centrum, Worcester
" 19 English Beat, Opera House, Boston
" 19 REO Speedwagon & Survivor, Civic Ctr.. Providence, R.I.

" 21 Beach Boys. Gary US Bonds. Boston Garden
" 22 George Thorogood. Palace. Albany
" 27 Missing Parsons, Palace
" 30 Motels, Palace

The CBS Sports department, In Its quest for something to till up

time on Sunday afternoons, has run up against a wall of Little Three

presidents united In defense of educational Ideals.

When CBS offered to send Pat Summerall and John Madden

(along with $30,000) to Maine three weeks ago If the Amherst-

Bowdoln game could be moved to Sunday, Bowdoln refused on

practical grounds.

"The events of Saturday are part of the (Parents' Weekend)

program," explained Bowdoln President A. LeRoy Greason to the

Orient. "It Just didn't make sense to move the game."
Greason also worried about how the school would appear on

television. "There are all sorts of possibilities over which we have

no control."

Vetoed by the Polar Bears, CBS offered Wesleyan the same deal.

But Bowdoln got there first. Greason had spoken with Bates, Mld-

dlebury and Wesleyan, figuring that CBS would be Interested In

their football games. They decided that televising the games would
violate the New England Small College Athletic Conference (NES-

CAC) emphasis on academics.

Boston Globe columnist Leigh MontvUle congratulated the Little

Three presidents for realizing that no one wanted to see them play

on TV anyway.
Amherst and Tufts, however, were willing to accommodate CBS.

While supporting NESCAC's goals, Amherst athletic director

Peter Gooding told the Wesleyan Argus that NESCAC schools "are
so Isolated in our beliefs in running our athletic programs in har-

mony with our educational goals that sometimes we tend to over-

react to outside Influences."

"It would have been a good testof our high-mindedness, though,"
Gooding added, "If $120,000 had been offered instead."

He called the $30,000 a "token amount. The networks clearly
sense what telecasts of (this) kind are worth."
Tufts sports information director Peter Carren noted resignedly,

"It'sa Wesleyan home game. . .we wentalong with their decision."

CBS is interested in these games because the professional play-

ers' strike leaves them little choice. Under agreements with other

networks, CBS may broadcast only Division III games on Sundays.
"Our analyst told us that the most profitable way to fill (the time
left open by the players' strike) is with football; any kind of foot-

ball," explained Mark Carlson of CBS Sports.

So instead of Amherst-Bowdoin or Tufts-Wesleyan, viewers were
treated to Baldwin-Wallace at Wlttenburg and Wlsconsin-Oshkosh
at Wisconsin-Stout.
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Revue

Continued from Page 5

self-centered worries of the

players about selection for the

revue/college. Here (and only

here) the traditional approach

to revue themes is discarded in

favor of something more quirky

and vigorous. The number was
also helped by the noteworthy

singing of Libby Miles, whose
vocal skill and animated deliv-

ery were the highpolnt of the

show.
The rest of the production ret-

rod the paths of other revues

and thereby gained little dis-

tinction. Issues such as those of

sexual mores and the natures of

certain types of friendship were
treated superficially. The final

denouement was unconvincing.

In sum, one could object to very

little in the revue. However,
except for the European cafe

numl>er, it proved remarkably
conventional. Had the produc-

tion explored the same themes,

but in a more creative manner,
everyone Involved would have
benefitted.

CONCERNED WITH FASHION.
FIT AND QUALITY

November 2, 1982 The Williams Record features

Man on the Quad
What campus issue do you

care least about?

drummer

Spanikopita. That's on the

menu every week.

—Brendan Kieman '83

Continued from Page 5

some of the cheers (a not untypi-

cal one runs "Seduce them,

seduce them, lay them all over

the field").

another chapce to twang my
nose in public." With a tone of

reverence and pride which
matched Mazzone's, Farley
explained that last year he
received the "Most Unusual

Repulse them, repulse them!
Make them relinquish the ball!

The latest offerings in the

L L Bean catalogue.

—Greg Taylor '85

All the signs that say

"Women dominate men:

Discussion at Hardy
House." Those bother me.

They're illogical ques-

tions.

—Floyd Short '85

The term paper (ad in the

Record) is the most ridic-

ulous thing ever. I don't

see why people are upset

about that.

—Jeanette Hazelton '85

It's a toss-up between
Steve Epstein and the Gay
People's Union.

—Kerry Traylor '84

/ usually ignore all of

ihem.

-Una O'Malley '83

Peggy Southard '84 com-
mented that although "It's

great that they can be so crazy
and enthusiastic," she pre-
ferred a bandwhich would ' 'pro-

mote spirit ... but not in such a
derogatory manner."
What, precisely, la the (ir)

rationale behind the Band's
antics, and what do the
members think of the Band?
"Our irreverence exemplifies
our concern for the moral and
social fabric of the Williams
community," responded Ned
Ladd '86. Peter PoHack '85

explained, "We're everything
Williams is not," while David
Jaeger '86 characterized the

group as "inane, profane,
insane—that about sums it up."

The enthusiasm of the band
members runs high. Stephen

Page '86, an alto sax player,

commented that "It's the most
fun I've ever had playing in a
marching band, because it's so

chaotic and you can really do
anything you want. The whole
idea is to have fun but still put on

a good show."

Sado-masochlam
Marc "Chlno" Mazzone '84,

trombone player and three-year

veteran of the marching band,

insisted that "We're really In

the running for being one of the

prime musicial organizations

on campus." Why has he joined

the band every fall? "Beer,"

Mazzone replied without hesita-

tion. In tones ofdeep affectation

he added, "I think it gives us a

chance to express ourselves

musically and to really use this

gift God has given us . . . sado-

masochism's a part of it too."

Steve Farley '85, who plays

the nose, was equally enthusias-

tic. Like many of his fellow band

members, Farley played in his

high school marching band

("the Star Spangled Banner

solo in a couple of games") but

finds the Williams Band much
superior: "I don't get much of

Instrument" Award—a piece of

American cheese engraved in

ball point pen: "It doesn't smell
very nice, but I still have it."

Co-leader Grain estimated the

number of "real" instrumental-
ists to be forty or fifty—a much

greater percentage of players

than in previous years. The
remainder, he explained, are

"bodies" who contribute to the

general havoc of the field

formations.

Despite the general success of

the band's performances, there

are those who would dispute the

assertion that the Band is the

center of attraction during the

half-time shows. Ten members
of "The Juggler's Vein," a fifty

to sixty member student Jug-

gling group, perform with the

band during the half-time

shows. Co-leader Tim Sedlock
'84 modestly noted that the band
was "fortunate . . . [to] have
The Juggler's Vein to carry

them while they're on the field."
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Or. Glannou recalled hit experiences as a physician practicing in the midst

of the war in Lebanon. (Farley)

PLO doctor
Continued from Page 1

loudspeakers."

On June 13, Glannou was
detained by Israeli authorities.

According to Glannou, he was
singled out of a line of people by
' 'a man with a black mask on his

head" and was taken to a con-

vent school wh!ch had been con-

verted into a prison. During this

time, he experienced, "the
greatest fear I have ever felt."

He stated that his hands were
tied behind his back and he was
forced to sit In 100-degree sun-

shine for three days.

However, the Israelis treated

him more leniently because he
was a Canadian citizen. Palesti-

nians and Lebanese who were
detained with him were beaten
by Israeli soldiers and refused
water "until they admitted they
were members of A.l-Fatah" (a

PLO group), he said.

Some Israelis

condemned torture

He also stated that many
Israeli soldiers tried to alleviate

the suffering of the prisoners.

According to Glannou, many
arguments and even a few
fights broke out over their treat-

ment. However, he said that

beatings took place in front of

officers and "if the beatings were
not condoned, at least they were
tolerated."

Glannon concluded by saying,
"The country (Lebanon) needs
help. There is a very real possi-

biilty of a new outbreak of civil

war." He reiterated that

"nobody's hands are clean,"

and explained that the place-

ment of blame is irrelevant. He
stated that the only chance for

peace lay In direct communica-
tion between the PLO and
Israel, and he characterized

this chance as "slim."

Stiglicz charges anti-Semitism

In the subsequent question

and answer session. Professor

Robert Stiglicz attacked Gian-

nou's stand and asserted that

the PLO was not the legitimate

representative of the Palesti-

nian people. Glannou responded
that the majority of the Palesti-

nians he came in contact with

called the PLO their represen-

tative body. Another member of

the audience, Samla Nakhoun,
then said, "I am a Palestinian

from West Beirut and Yassir
Arafat is our leader.

'

' After this,

a bitter exchange of accusations
between members of the
audience ensued, and Stiglicz

stormed out of Brooks-Rogers
Hall saying, "Can't you see how
deep the anti-Semitism Is in this

place?"
Stiglicz followed up his com-

ments the following day in a
posted exposition. In it, he
called Dr. Glannou a "dema-
gogue" and "poet" who used
"mass psychology" and "a
mountain of anecdotes" to mes-
merize his audience.
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Panelists discuss gay lifestyles

by Christian K. Hewlett

Members of the Williams

community packed Weston
Lounge last Tuesday to discuss

the roles gays play in a straight

society and on a straight cam-
pus. The talk, entitled, "Life

Styles: Straight Assumptions

/Gay Realities," featured a

panel of three students and one

faculty member, speaking from

their experiences. The informal

discussion was sponsored by the

Williams Gay Peoples' Union.

One major concern of the

panelists was that homosexuals

are a largely invisible minority.

Since there is no skin color or

identifying feature by which to

recognize them, many homo-
sexuals may feel more isolated

from each other than they actu-

ally are.

This invisibility is aggravated

by "attitudes which permeate
our society that assume that

everyone is heterosexual, wants
to be, is going to be," one
speaker said. There is simply
nothing analogous to "schlock

gay culture." Especially on TV,
"everything that is related to

you is heterosexual roles."

"No gays at WiUiams"
Simularly, another panelist

related how a faculty member
blithely told her In conversation

that there simply weren't any
homosexuals at Williams. The
panelist added, "You are living

in a society that keeps telling

you you don't exist. ... I want it

to be very clear, physically and
concretely, that there are lesbi-

ans at Williams, that there are
gay men at Williams."

"This speaker went on to say
that she had been reticent about
speaking at the discussion
because she felt her sexuality
was no one's business. "It's not
the first thing I want someone to

know about me." However, she
remembered that in high school
and college other lesbians had
been invisible to her. "I'm
speaking because I would like to

have heard me speak then."

Other concerns discussed by
panelists were problems they
had personally faced in every-

day life; problems straight peo-

ple may never have thought of,

such as the tensions arising

when well-meaning straight

CALIFORNIA
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friends tried to fix them up.

"There is pressure to conform

and conceal what you feel. It's

everywhere, all the time."

One recurrent problem with

gay people is how to tell others

about their homosexuality.
Even in everyday conversa-

tions about relationships and
love, problems exist. A homo-
sexual has the choice of keeping

quiet, deceiving people or mak-
ing a public declaration of his or

her sexuality. This last is often

the most difficult because of

uncertain reactions.

"Gay people don't want to

hide or repress, and they
shouldn't have to. But it's a hard
thing for straight people to deal
with," one speaker said.

still characterize society's view
of homosexuals. In many posi-

tions of authority, particularly

political ones, to be known as a
homosexual still means ruin.

Hence the need for this sort of

discussion. As one panelist
stated, "the gay community (at

Williams) is so subverted . . . it's

not obvious at all. There has to

be some sort of vocallsm that I

didn't find here."

For the most part, said one
speaker, homosexuals don't
want to accept the fact that a
whole straight society exists out
there that won't accept or sup-
port them, that they must rely
upon themselves. "A big prob-
lem among gays," one speaker
concluded, "is that they don't

There is pressure to conform and
conceal what you ieel."

Public affection disallowed

In their most simple relation-

ships gay people often find

themselves restricted in ways
straight people are not. A dou-

ble standard exists abut public

affection between homosexu-
als; society may say they have
the right to love, but not in pub-

lic. As one speaker said, "It's

O.K. If you're homosexual, but
don't remind us of It." This atti-

tude can be very damaging to

someone trying to come to

terms with his or her homosexu-
ality, the panelists said.

"Heterosexual relationships

have the advantage that society

enthusiastically encourages
them, but If you have homosex-
ual tendencies you have to go
against everything society
endorses," another speaker
stressed. This point is driven
home dally because so much of

literature and culture centers

around straight love. "There's
very little we study here that

has to do with gays. There
should be some sort of alternate

voice."

Stereotypes stlU prevail

The panelists noted that the

feminist movement hd done
much to counteract the lack of

female role models, but ignor-

ance and prevalent stereotypes

affirm themselves. It's the
responsibility of every person
within themselves to go out and
say: 'This Is who I am." "

Author's note: Most of the pane-
lists at Tuesday's discussion
wished to remain anonymous.
This was not out of shame or fear
but because many believe that
their parents receive the
Record, and they have not yet
resolved their homosexuality
with their families.

Winter

—

Continued from Page 5

The Williams trait of Obses-
sive Knitting begins to take
effect at this time. It is not unus-
ual to hear a table of ten men
and women animatedly talking
over dinner not about Reaga-
nomics or Lebanon, but about
binding off, gauging, and drop-
ping the dreaded stitch.

And so, it is going to snow, and
there is nothing she can do about
it. She intends to stay in her 6-

slded room until she is forced to

venture outside. She is sure that
when she does go outside that
the drifts will be seven feet high
and the ice two Inches thick.

And none of the squirrels will

have bushy tails.
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PHOTO CONTEST
The Record announces a contest for photos in

the category of News and Sports. Photos must
be taken in Williamstown. They must be black
and white and printed eight by ten. Photos will

be accepted until December 3, 1982 and
winners will be printed in the following issue.

We encourage photographers to submit
pictures before the deadline; some will be
printed in weeks preceding it. First prize:

newly published Master Guide to Photography.

There is a student darkroom in Mears House. If

you have any questions please contact Steve

Farley or Michael Govan.

Joel disc holds few surprises
by Mark Avvritt

Billy Joel and his music are somehow
Inseparable. Conversation about
Joel's art always seems to brealt
down to an analysis of the man him-

self and what he has decided to publicly stand for.
Some people like the tough-talking, egotistical,
adolescent shadow that Joel throws on the popu-
lar music scene, and others don't.
Joel is extraordinary in that he has become,

whether by choice or not, a performer whose self-
consclousness infuses his music so completely
that It forces the listener to become as obsessed
with Joel's "image" as he is himself. Billy Joel
has never been able to climb outside of himself in
his music and evoke a picture or a feeling which is
not dominated by his distinctive personality.

Joel's latest album, The Nylon Curtain is
another example of start-to-finish Billy Joel, with
a slight twist. If you are generally sympathetic to
Joel, the record will delight you. If not, you should
probably stay away from it.

Temporary defeat
Rolling Stone's October 28 issue fetured an arti-

cle on a reformed, adult Billy Joel who, after a
painful divorce and a life-threatening motorcycle
accident, had picked himself up off the ground
and decided, "Everyone has to deal w'th tempor-
ary defeat." Indeed, The Nylon Curtain is an
attempt to change Joel's image. This time his
photo is not even on the cover design; a shot of
Joel holding a cup of coffee and reading about his

favorite baseball team losing a game graces the
flip-side of the record jacket.

Has Joel mellowed, and if so, will The Nylon
Curtain appeal to the audience which condemned
him for being a maudlin, narcissistic teen-age
idol? Yes, the theme of his new album is sur-

render to fate, but Joel's intentions of "growing
up" are so evident in his lyrics and carefully

manipulated melange of early. Piano Man senti-

mentality with his later, uncompromising Glass
Houses rock-and-roll realism that a courageous
change-of-pace becomes another self-indulgent

attempt to appeal to all audiences.

Rock and digression

Billy Joel is unquestionably a good musician,
and this Is reflected in a couple of songs (Alien-

town, "A Room of Our Own") with such a com-
pelling rock beat that they would be appropriate
for any occasion from a dancing party to a roman-
tic evening. "Goodnight Saigon" and "Scandina-
vian Skies" are blues digressions about war.
Neither song has the lasting impact of "The
Stranger" although the former is a much more
sophisticated treatment of Vietnam than "Still In
Saigon" by the Charlie Daniels Band. "Laura,"
"Pressure," "She's Right on Time," "Sur-
prises," and "Where's the Orchestra" would fit In

on any Joel album.
None of the tunes on The Nylon Curtain could be

classified as "fillers." The album is Joel in his
element: and, in the words of "Surprises," "It
shouldn't surprise you at all."

Bollinger blasts government aid
by David Kleit

While evoking an image of an
America where citizens helped
each other and did not rely upon
government "handouts," a top

Reagan official explained and
defended his Administration's
recent budget cuts in a lecture

entitled "New Federalism and
Urban Policy" October 25. Ste-

phen J. Bollinger, Assistant

Secretary of the Department of

Housing and Urban Develop-
ment, said that government
social programs have "encour-

aged the deterioration of the

work ethic" over the past 40

years.

Bollinger, who is Assistant

Secretary for Community Plan-

ning and Development, strongly

attacked the policies of past

administrations and noted that

the number of federal programs
has Increased more than ten-

fold in twenty years. "We have
attempted to solve our prob-

lems through federal interven-

tion," Bollinger said, adding

that not all of these programs
have been successful.

Bollinger asserted that

although the government has

been trying to buy its way out of

problems for 40 years, the coun-

try is no better off than when

many of the relief programs
started. He suggested a coali-

tion of church, private sector
and government efforts to

replace the major social pro-
grams. "The only real solution

is not in the federal budget," he
said.

According to Bollinger, Rea-
gan's tax cut was based on the
assumption that states would
raise their taxes in response to a
decrease in federal funding.

This would ideally place more
money and control in the hands
of state and local government.

Private sector aid

Bollinger used his lecture to

promote the Reagan Adminis-
tration's proposal to experi-

ment with turning over projects

to the private sector. He touted
the advantages of enterprise
zones, in which the government
would remove itself from desig-
nated areas and then provide
incentives for business to take
over what had been the govern-
ment role. The incentives would
take the form of tax and regula-
tory relief.

The enterprise zone proposal
will come before Congress
either late this year or early
next year, Bollinger explained.
The initial proposal includes

adding 25 cities per year to the

program for the next three

years.

In addition to the enterprise

zone proposal, all current fed-

eral programs are being criti-

cally evaluated, Bollinger said.
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Non-issue

:

Activists square off over draft
by Brett McDonnell

"The Garfield Republican Club thinks of the

draft as the second biggest non-issue since sexual
harassment," says Danny Blatt '85, chairman of

the GRC.
Not everyone on campus agrees with this

assessment. "It's naive to say the draft is a non-
issue," responds Dave Yaskulka '84, a leader of

the Williams Coalition Against Militarism
(WCAM) and an organizer of the new Berkshire
Draft Counseling Center. "It has already begun
with registration. There's a definite likelihood
that there will be a draft."

Nice students

The draft has once again become an issue on
some college campuses across the country. Still,

It is not exactly the burning question of the day
here at Williams, say students involved with the

Issue. Yaskulka, who has been to three freshman
entries and two upperclass houses talking about
the new Center, commented upon the reaction he

has received.

"I get mostly congeniality," Yaskulka reflects.

"Niceness—that typifies the political attitude of

most Williams students."

No need

The Chaplain's Office and WCAM co-sponsored
the Center at the beginning of this year in hopes of

better informing the campus about the draft.

Although turnout for the Center has not been
exceedingly high, Yaskulka expects that the

numbers will grow when WCAM starts their Out-

reach program, which will involve, among other

things, talks at local high schools and information
cards in student mailboxes.

Will Gillespie '85, author of a pro-draft article in

the Williams Republican, agrees on students'

attitudes. "I don't think the draft is that big an

issue on campus this year," he states.

There is little organized support of the draft. "I

don't think we see it as quite as serious an issue

since there Is no draft right now," explains

Gillespie.

Blatt agrees, saying "Draft registration is just

a necessary first step in case there's a strong need

for the draft. I don't think there will be a need for a

long time."

Spreading the word
Gillespie questions the need for the Draft Cen-

ter. "I kind of wonder what they're doing since
there isn't any draft." Still, he says "its existence
doesn't bother me at all."

Blatt is not so restrained. "The Center is

absurd," he maintains. "There's no prospect of a
draft. They're making a mountain out of a
molehill."

Yaskulka defends the Center. "We're just try-

ing to tell people that they ought to be thinking

about things." He pointed out that the Selective

Service supports such centers as a way to distrib-

ute information.

Yaskulka says that despite student non-interest

he will keep on spreading the word. "I'm always
hopeful," he states. "I'm spending my time going
around and talking to people. What else can you
do?"

MICHEL'S OF WILLIAMSTOWN
Catering with a special touch for

soecial occasions.
• Private Parties • Platters • Hors d'oeuvres

Deadline for arranging for graduation parties

is May 10tt).

Contact Mary for more information.

458-5441

• Run lavish all-college parties!

• Organize cabarets at Driscoll and The Log!
• Put together the Poker Flats Spring Weekend, the year's biggest party!

• Advance the arts at Williams!

• AND ALL WITH OTHER PEOPLE'S MONEY!
That's right, the Student Activities Board
still needs a chairperson for the

SOCIAL-CULTURAL BOARD
Anyone who is interested should submit a list of

qualifications AS SOON AS POSSIBLE to SAB
Chairman Bill Wright, atSU 1523 or telephone 597-61 00.

THE SAB NEEDS YOU!

Botswana

—

Continued Irom Page 1

Vice President.

In 1981, largely through the

efforts of Lewis, formal lies

were established between Willi-

ams and Botswana in which the
College recruits specialists
from throughout the world to

serve as consultants to govern-
ment ministries. Government
officials from Botswana
gathered at Williams in Sep-

tember, 1981 for a ceremony
that sealed the relationship.

Lewis is coordinator of the

program.

High growtli

In the past, the economy of

Botswana has been closely tied

to that of South Africa. A large

part of Lewis' work has been to

help Botswana lessen that

dependence. The nation enjoys
substantial deposits of copper,

nickel, coal and diamonds, all

discovered since its Independ-
ence from Great Britain. The
result has been annual eco-

nomic growth of ten percent or
more.

News Briefs:

College Council

by Jacic Mayher

At the College Council meet-

ing last Tuesday night discus-

sion focused on several student

proposals that dealt with
changes in the curriculum.

One proposal suggested the

implementation of a pass-fail

option at Williams. The Council

reacted positively to the idea,

but concluded that it needed
input from house members
before taking a stand. Council

tabled another proposal until

the next meeting in order to

gather more information. The
Council will meet twice next

week on Tuesday and Thursday
in order to get through both the

budget and their housing
proposal.

Apartheid
by Lucy Lytle

Civil rights activist Arthur
Serota was the featured speaker
at the Anti-Apartheid Coali-

tion's Informational Fair on
Saturday.

During a brief interview
beforehand, Serota, a defense
attorney specializing in civil

rights who lived and worked in

Nigeria and Zimbabwe for a
year, stressed the role played
by United States corporations
providing oil and computer
technology to South Africa in

maintaining the current apar-
theid situation. He charged that
General Motors has a plan to

"convert their South African
plants into military machines
and their workers into military
police" in the event of a major
black uprising there.

According to Coalition
members, the purpose of the
fair was "to give Williams stu-

dents and parents the opportun-
ity to educate themselves"
about the apartheid conditions
in South Africa, but, as Roger
Doughty dryly observed, many
people "show an amazing
capacity to turn a blind eye to

anything but the Purple
Calendar."

Watson Fellows

Williams has nominated four

seniors for the Watson Fellow-
ship, which provides a year of

independent study and travel

abroad. The nominees were
chosen by a faculty selection

committee on the basis of their

proposed project, capacity for

leadership, and potential for

creative achievement and
excellence within a chosen field.

The Williams nominees will

comjjete with candidates from
50 other institutions; 70 recip-

ients will be chosen.

Susan Bragdon intends to

pursue a long-standing interest

in predator-prey relationships

by observing canids in the wild
in Africa, Canada, and Ger-
many. Bryan Cannon hopes to

travel to India to study religious

shrines and temples and the cul-

ture surrounding their use.
Mara Dale would like to Investi-

gate the role of women In Mex-
ico as evidenced In the Mexican
oral tradition of village com-
munities. Cecilia Danks' pro-
ject would take her to Latin
America to explore her Interest
in tropical ecology and the prob-
lems of agriculture and rain for-

est preservation.

Burns predicts

Elections on "war and peace"
by Ned Ladd

Professor James McGregor
Burns spoke to a packed Dodd
House living room last night on
the political importance of
today's election. He stated that
"there will be profoundly
important choices on the Mas-
sachusetts ballot."

Springboard to '84

He was referring in particular
to the U.S. Senate campaign.
Although he conceded that
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incumbent Senator Edward
Kennedy has little to worry
about from the Republican can-
didate Raymond Shamie, he
emphasized that Kennedy must
measure up to "expectations."
He said that Kennedy must use
"1982 as a springboard to 1984."

If Kennedy falls below the per-
centage expected of him, Burns
stated that there could be prob-
lems with Kennedy's expected
presidential campaign in 1984.

Burns, an ardent Kennedy
supporter, said, "1984 may be
one of the decisive elections of
the twentieth century. '

' He went
on to say that "Kennedy's 1982
campaign is closely linked to
1984."

War and peace
According to Burns, "The

stakes of 1984 may be the stakes
of war and peace," because
there will be a "dramatic con-
trast" between the platforms of
the Republican and Democratic
parties. He believes that the
Democratic party will shift to
the left and absorb many leftist
special Interest groups such as
anti-nuclear and environmental
factions. This "convergence
between peace and liberal labor
forces" will. Burns believes,
strengthen and rejuvenate the
Democratic party.
The result will be "wide-open

politics" and "party conflict" in
the 1984 elections. "I'm very
much against centrist politics,"
says Burns. "1984 will present
us with two meaningful
choices."

Head of the Charles

Crew goes to Regatta
by Lee Farbman

and MoUy Tennis

The Williams crew travelled

to Cambridge on October 24 to

participate In the 18th annual

Head of the Charles Regatta.

The Women's Crew entered

four boats; the men had only

two, t)ecause of Increased

competition for the 40 spots in

each event.

The men's varsity eight

clocked a 16:09.6 over the

three mile upstream course to

finish 15th out of 40. This finish

guarantees the men a spot In

next year's race.

Women hold off Boston

In the Women's Champion-

ship Eight event, the varsity

eight was able to hold off the

Boston Rowing Club eight

(consisting of most of the

women's national team) for

several minutes.

However, as Boston Rowing
Club passed Williams, Smith

moved left and blocked the

Williams course. As a result,

Boston charged on, and Willi-

ams lost 15-20 seconds by hav-

ing to take a longer route

coming around a turn.

Harriers take Little Three

The women's varsity four
had a strong race from start to

finish; they passed the boat
directly In front of them in the

first half mile and rowed past
Wellesley with two miles to go.

The novice men finished

23rd in the 27-boat Youth Eight
event.

The first novice women
raced a very solid race—they
finished eleventh out of thir-

teen with a time of 19: 35 over
three miles. The rating was
low, but the only boat that

passed the eight was Smith.

Bump into sliore

The second novice Iwat had
some minor difficulties—they

ran Into the starboard shore.

The accident, and It was an

accident, was a failure in the

boat's P.A. system.

The boat was approaching

the wide starboard turn when
the "cox-box" quit, the coxs-

wain tried to steer the crew
with her voice but was misun-

derstood. The boat sailed into

the bank and coxswain Robin

Flag jumped out to push the

boat back Into the race. The
novices finished last, but they

finished.

by Lyman Casey

It had to happen. Bo Parker
could not go through an entire

season as co-captain of the

men's cross-country team with-

out running a single meet. The
team had to bounce back from
the injuries It had had heaped
upon It early this season, side-

lining Parker (foot Injury), co-

captain Lyman Casey '83

(muscle pull) , and Bennett Yort
'84 (foot Injury). Most of all, the

team had to win Its 13th consec-

utive Little Three Champion-
ship.

Wesleyan put a much
improved squad on the line Sat-

urday at Amherst, and figured

to be In the thick of things at this

year's Championships. Early In

the race, however, the Eph har-

riers took the initiative. Juniors

John Nelson and Brian Angle,

Senior Dan Riley, and freshman

Ian Brzezinskl broke to the front

of the pack and never looked

back.

Individual finishers

Soundly beating lU confer-

ence rivals, the team took five of

the top seven places, and put

seven men ahead of Wesleyan's

fourth runner and ahead of

Amherst's third man. Nelson,

Riley, and Angle ran brilliant

races for Williams, finishing

second, third and fourth,
respectively, packed In behind

the Individual champion, Wes-
leyan's Seb Junger.

Yort looked strong In grab-
bing sixth place, and helped jun-

ior Parker return to racing In

amazing form, pacing him to

seventh place in a very quick

25:05 time. Brzezinskl and
Lyman Casey rounded out the

top seven, taking the 10th and
12th spots.

Keep the title

No one at the meet was willing

to venture a guess as to how long

the Ephmen will be able to keep
their string of titles going, but It

seems likely that It may con-

tinue for quite some time if

future squads show the resil-

ience and determination to

overcome adversity that this

team did In compiling a 6-5

record for the season.

The varsity went to Boston

today for the IC4A's, and the

squad competes In New Eng-
lands on Saturday.

Netwomen place third in tourney

Undefeated Ruggers

beat Western Mass.
by Bert Salisbury

Looking like ^ a brand new
team, the rugby club travelled
to Springfield last Saturday to

face Western Mass. and
returned from the day with an
A-slde win 16-0 and a close B-
slde loss 10-12.

Long game

Though the A-slde had a tough
time handling the Western
Mass. "football" style of play in

the beginnings of the match, the
team rallied to win the shutout.

The game started late and was
prolonged by the numerous
calls for "two minutes sir" (for

an Injury) by the Western Mass.
players.

Russell converts

Dave Lipscomb '83 had an
outstanding game at wing as he

scored one try and set up the

other by Dixon Pike '83. Eric
Russell '84 was able to convert
one try and added 6 points In

field goals to account for the
rest of the WRFC points. Mike
Brownrlgg '83 had a fine game
before he had to leave with an
Injury.

f
'\ B-side loss

The B-slders played a good
match but lost in a close game
by two points. Larry Hebb '83,

starting the game at fullback,

put over the first try on a nice

pop kick that he caught to touch

down. John May '84 put over the

other WRFC try and Bill Best
'83 was able to convert it with a

nice kick. Chris Foley '85, Mark
Evans '85 and John Dagnello '85

all showed good efforts.

As the club won three games
on their way to becoming Berk-

shire Tournament Champions
two weekends ago over Fall

Break, they are still undefeated

with a record of 7-0-1. This Sat-

urday R.P.I, comes to (]ole

Field for an 11: 00 match; and
the traditional WRFC Fall Pro-
gram comes out this weekend
for Homecoming.

by H. Denise Ross

The women's volleyball team
finished their season with a win-

ning record of 17-12, as they

placed third In the Northeast

Intercollegiate Athletic Confer-

ence Volleyball Tournament
held on Saturday at Connecticut

College.

Williams, seeded fifth out of

eight teams, opened up well

against fourth seeded Wellesley

College, beating them 15-7

and 15-12. This win was emotion-

ally motivating for Williams,

because Wellesley was one of

the teams who beat them In the

tournament held last weekend
at Williams.

Ephwomen in finals

, Next came second-seeded

Smith College, which Williams

also defeated over a period of

WUFO sails to good year
by Ward Katsanis

This past weekend the Willi-

ams Ultimate Frlsbee Organi-
zation ended Its season,
competing In the Intersectlon-

als at UMass. Despite a some-
what discouraging finish, the
fall schedule as a whole was suc-

cessful and exciting.

During the Intersectlonais,

WllUams sallied forth display-

ing bright day-glo face paints

and high psych. Unfortunately
they lost their three matches
against Tufts, Dartmouth and
tournament host UMass.
The weekend prior to Inter-

sectionals, Williams partici-

pated In the Northeast
Sectionals at the University of

Connecticut. In spite of losses to

both UConn. and a club team

called "The Mob", W.U.F.O.

still ranked in the top eight out

of the sixteen teams in their

section.

Season high points

W.U.F.O. member Tom Gail-

lard '84 said that the high points

of the season were the Purple

Valley Classic on October 9-10

and the Ultimate Affair on

October 2 at UMass. W.U.F.O.

played excellently in both

events, taking first out of eight

teams In the Classic and compil-

ing a 5-1 record in their flight at

the Ultimate Affair—their only

loss coming at the hands of the

numljer one seed for the entire

tourney.

Even though the fall schedule

has concluded, W.U.F.O. con-

tinues practice In preparation

for their spring season.
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three games. Williams won the

first game 16-14, Smith won the

second 15-3, and Williams came
back to win the final game 15-6.

This win put the Ephs Into the

finals against Mt. Holyoke for

first place. Unfortunately, Wil-

liams could not defeat Mt.

Holyoke as they lost 15-7 and 15-

12; Mt. Holyoke won the

tournament.

Lose consolation

Since M.I.T. lost to Mt.
Holyoke earlier In the tourna-

ment, they faced the Ephs In the

consolation bracket for second
and third place. Williams lost

the match to M.I.T. 15-4 and 15-

4, thus finishing third.

There were no superstars for

the Williams team because they

displayed a strong and consist-

ent sense of unity throughout

the tournament, said Coach Sue
Hudson-Hamblln. She was very
pleased with the team's perfor-

mance, and felt that everyone
contributed something. She con-

sidered this tournament to be
the peak of Williams' ability,

Ijecause they were able to upset

top-seeded teams. Hudson-
Hamblln said that all the games
were extremely Intense and
Williams played their hearts

out.

While Williams will lose two of

their best players to graduation

—Lisa Pepe and Kathleen
Gllmore- Coach Hudson-
Hamblln is very optimistic

about next year's team because
she will still have a strong

nucleus.

BEAT WESLEYAN
Best Beer Buy

Carling & Schmidts
16 oz. Ret.

7.99 & 1.50 Deposit

Super Wine Selection

"It takes more than

a license to sell

fine wine!"

Franzia Champagne
35.00 case of 12

Reserve Early

500 OFF
any case of beer

with this ad

Proper ID required

WEST PACKAGE STORE
Route 2

Between N.A. and Williamstown

8 am-IO pm M-W 663-6081 8 am-1 1 pm Th-Sat
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Soccer splits

Junicr Sean Crotty follows tophomora Mai Glaunlnger around the right end In the gridders' dltapolnling lois

to Union. (Plonsker)

First loss to Union since *69

Turnovers lead to gridder loss
by Robert Tercek

Two touchdowns and 140

yards In the air In the first five

minutes gave Union a com-
manding lead they wielded to

hammer the Williams gridders
to a 34-0 defeat. The victory was
Union's first over the Ephmen
In 13 years.

Six of Williams' eight second-
half drives were stalled by tur-

novers. The Ephmen gave up
lour fumbles and five Intercep-

' tlons, giving up possession three
times inside Union's ten yard
line.

"We're not making any
excuses," said Head Coach Bob
Odell. "Union played a very
good football game and
deserved to win. They came out
and scored 14 points In two ser-

ies, while we'd only run four
plays."

Thomas injured
Sophomore Ted Thomas,

leading rusher for the Ephmen,
did not play against Union due
to a separated shoulder. Tho-
mas, who averages nearly five
yards per carry with 494 yards
In five games, was Injured in
Friday's practice.

"Ted's not being available to

play kind of shook us up," said
Odell. "All our offense Is built
around him, and without him we
fell flat on our face. We lost a
wheel off our wagon," Odell con-

tinued. "Both offensively and
defensively, individual break-

downs cost us a lot. We held
them pretty well until the big

play was made. Unfortunately,
this year everybody seems to be
making the big play on us."

Union jumps out
Union started off the game

with a bang. On the opening play
after the klckoff, they did not
start with a huddle. QB Dan Ste-

wart completed a 24-yard scor-
ing pass to John Johnson in that
first series. A 49-yard pass and a
19-yarder set up the Dutch-
men's second touchdown with
9: 50 on the clock.

"We were snakebit," said
Odell. "Everything we tried to

do went sour on us. B. J. Con-
nolly had one of his less than ster-

ling performances." Junior
Connolly, who completed only
three of eleven passing
attempts and had two inter-

cepted, was replaced at the half
by senior Scott Garabedian.

No momentum cliange
Linebacker Dan Wllen inter-

cepted a Union pass In the end-
zone midway through the half,
preventing Union from going up
21-0 and briefly changing the
momentum. However, a fumble
on firstdown set up a Union field
goal to put the game even
further out of reach.

Dutchman Len Huttner
picked off a desperation pass by
Connolly at the Union 36-yard
line and carried the ball back 64
yards for the third touchdown to

make in 24-0, just seven seconds
before the half.

Force the ball

"We were trying to force the
ball," said Odell of the turnov-
ers. "The turnovers and fum-
bles cost us a lot, but in spite of
them we played a lot of good
football."

Williams gained 311 offensive
yards, giving up 349 to Union.
The field position advantage
and turnovers were the factors
that allowed Union to convert
their yardage into points.

"It's very difficult to main-
tain an emotional peak," said
Odell, referring to the previous
weekend's upset victory over
Tufts.

"But we'll be emotionally
high as we enter the Little

Three. It's our second season.
The rest is all over, but we can
still win the Little Three compe-
tition." The 3-3 Ephmen will

host traditional rival Wesleyan
for Homecoming at 1:30 this

Saturday.

by Dave Woodworth

The men's soccer team
strengthened their bid for a

post-season tourney berth with

a 1-0 win at Springfield on

Saturday.

Freshman Mark Schroeder
tallied the lone goal of the match
at 49: 59 of the game off a corner
kick by John Campbell '84.

Williams' defense, led by
captain stopper Aytac Apaydln
'83, sweeper Mike Sullivan '84,

and fullback Kris Strohbehn '83,

which has allowed only 10 goals

In 11 games thus far this season,
made it stand.

Springfield outshot Williams
by a 21-16 margin, but as Coach
Mike Russo noted, "Their shot

selection was not that good, and
few were threatening." Those
that were on target were turned
away by goalkeeper Ted
Murphy '85, who made 13 saves
for his fourth shutout of the sea-

son. His Springfield counter-
part, John Bennett, had 8 saves.

Loss to Babson
Earlier in the week, the Ephs

dropped a tough 2-1 decision to

Babson, one of the top-ranked
teams in the northeast. In that
match, Babson got the early
lead when Jay Nusblatt
knocked home a pass from
Rudy Von Berg on a perfectly
executed play about 26 minutes
into the first half.

Williams came right back to

tie four minutes later, as Jeff

Sutton '83 was able to head a 40-

yard indirect kick by Rob Kuzel
'83 past Babson goalie Bob Muz-
caro, who was out of position.

Babson, however, regained
the lead within two minutes as
John Ingalls booted in a rebound
off a corner kick for a 2-1 Babson
advantage. The Ephs pressured
the opponents' goal throughout
the second half, but the Babson
defense was up to the challenge.

Chance for tourney
The split gives Williams a 7-3-

1 record on the year, and Coach
Russo was optimistic about his

team's chances for an ECAC
tourney bid, which went out yes-
terday. "We're right up there
with Amherst, Colby, and
Salem State. I'm sure that our
win on Saturday legitimized our
claim. A lot depends on who gets
the NCAA bids, but I think our
schedule is tougher than the
competition's.

"We set three goals for our-
selves this year: to get the most
wins by a Williams soccer team
(the current record is 8) ; to win
an ECAC tourney berth; and to

win the Little Three. Those are
pretty high standards, but we're
within reach. We have defi-

nitely turned this program
around."

The Ephs are guaranteed no
worse than a .500 season as they
go into today's match at Siena,
with Little Three action against
Wesleyan and Amherst in the
next two weeks.

Women ruggers romp
by Mary Flanagan

In a smashing victory this

Saturday, the women's rugby
team cracked Mt. Holyoke's
tough defense to win 14-0. The
Mt. Holyoke team, scrambled
and scorched by their A-side
victory loss, went on to defeat
the Williams B-side 6-0.

Dory Dewar, sophomore
super-rugger, led the A-side vic-

tory by scoring two tries. The
third try was scored by Robin
Rutlshauser '86, while team
captain Cindy "Boot" Lytton
kicked in the conversion goal for

the total 14 points.

Human sacrifice

This week's human sacrifice

was Suni Edelstein, who proved
her rugged dedication by tear-

ing ligaments in her ankle and
pulling a hamstring.

The B-side game was less

excruciating although no less
exciting. Egged on by specta-
tors, Williams women tena-
ciously held their ground. In the
last ten seconds, however, one
determined Holyoke rugger
separated from the pack and
battered her way to the try zone,
scoring the winning try. "They
may have beaten us this year,"
grumbled one B-side lineswo-
man, "but we'll fry them next
season."

Little Three Champn

Women race past rivals
The women's cross-country team ran all over traditional rivals

Wesleyan and Amherst in the annual Little Three meet at Amherst
Saturday.

c.„
^^P^"5'"^, "'^ """s' "ve places gave the Ephwomen a perfect

score of 15 points, with second-place Wesleyan far behind with 58
points and Amherst in third with 65 points.

Top finishers

•ho ^l?" .'^°"^^P'3'" Sue Bragdon and sophomore Sue Flynn
shared first place with a time of 18: 14 on the 5000 meter (3.1 mile)
Amherst course. Chlnyere Uwah '85 and Liz Moore '85 also tied,
capturing third place with a time of 18: 56.

Coach Bud Fisher said that freshman Mary Keller "zinged
Amherst s Bonnie McLeod in the last 50 yards" to beat her by one
second for fifth place, securing the shutout.

Team running
Fisher said that the key to the victory was that the Ephwomen

ran together as a team, as the two ties indicated.
The Ephwomen end their season at the NCAA Division III

qualifying meet on November 13.

The women'! rugtoy Iheir way to a 14-0 victory over Mt Hdyoka on Saturday.

(Farley)
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This unidentified fellow has a blast (of sand) at the new theater addition,
which should be ready in September. (Farley)

Languages lose Weston
The language departments

may be the losers In a massive
game of musical offices to be
played next year, say some
faculty.

The moves will begin in Janu-
ary and continue through next
summer. The computer center
will be moved from Bronfman
Science Center and the base-
ment of Weston Language Cen-
ter to a renovated Jesup Hall,

giving Bronfman added lab and
classroom space. Jesup offices,

including the Alumni and News
offices, will relocate to Weston.
The Language Center will move
to the Roper Center on the lower
floors of Stetson Hall.

Although the College could have
constructed an entirely new
computer center, College
Treasurer William Reed said

the architect in charge of the

switch "has estimated that we
will save $750,000 - $1,000,000 in

construction costs alone (by
renovating); and that doesn't

include savings in heating,
cleaning, and other new build-

ing costs."

"Computers can expand

The Board of Trustees
approved the Administration's

moving plans. The Board
wanted "to make better use of

space, rather than adding new
space," said Reed.

"First on the priority list was
the computer center," said

Reed. "They had to have 17.000

square feet of space." Jesup's

"convenient location" in the

Science Quad made it a prime

choice for a center that is "a

resource, like a library," said

Reed.

Mathematics professor G. L.

Spencer felt the move would
benefit the computer center.

Having the computers together
will make it "easier for stu-

dents, especially if they need
assistance, since there will be
other people there to help." The
center will also have room to

expand.

Profs unhappy
Some language professors

were less pleased about the

decision, noting that space in

Stetson is limited and that many
classrooms designated for lan-

guage use, such as several in

Griffin Hall, are inappropriate

for their use.

"They are giving us the low-

est quality," said Professor of

French George Pistorius. "The

classrooms in the basement of

Griffin are huge, ugly and in dis-

proportion to our needs. We
need many classrooms for 10-15

students each.

"I don't think that the situa-

tion is reversible at this stage,"

added Pistorius. "On the other

hand, I don't accept that I

should be happy about it or that

the new center would be better .

. . We will survive, but we will

not have one elegant building,

and that's it."

German professor Edson
Chick concurred. "I'm not sure

what the effect will be, but sym-
bolically, losing our oen build-

ing looks bad," he said. "This

was an administrative, not a

curricular, decision that's flaw-

less in terms of use of space, but

Continued on Page 11

Man nabbed after assault
Students fight off

area resident

by Lucy Lytle and Ned Ladd

Two female students are shaken but unharmed
and Williamstown police have taken a local man
into custody following an attack made early

Thursday morning near Cole Field.

The sjispect, described as a "white male, 6'4",

early twenties, prominent nose, dark hair, wear-
ing blue jeans and a green turtleneck sweater" in

a notice sent out by the Deans' Office, was questi-

oned by Williams police Thursday afternoon whe-
reupon he confessed to attacking one of the girls.

Williamstown Police Chief Joseph Zoito said that

formal charges cannot be filed nor more informa-
tion released until a complaint against the sus-

pect has been processed, although he did indicate

that the suspect currently is charged with misde-
meanor, not aggravated, assault and battery.

The suspect has ten days to respond to the com-
plaint.

The attack occurred at 12: 35 a.m. Thursday as
the two students were walking near Cole Field.

They realized that a man had begun to follow

them, and tried to run away when they saw that he
had pulled the collar of his turtleneck up over his

nose and mouth, partially concealing his face. He
caught up to one of the girls and locked his arm
around her neck. Hearing her cries, the second
student returned and they began to struggle with

the man. As they fought, two more students
emerged from some nearby trees and yelled at

the man, whoquicklyranoffinthe direction of the

Cole Field House.

No joke

In an interview Thursday afternoon, the stu-

dents recalled that their attacker "was really

drunk—you could smell the liquor through his tur-

tleneck." They also remembered that he said

"THis is something I have to do."

They explained that there was something
almost unreal about the attack. One girl remem-
bered, "The whole time it was happening I just

kept saying to myself that it had to be a joke, he

must have been only kidding around. Things like

that aren't supposed to happen at Williams."
Immediately following the attack, the girls

reported the incident to campus security, which
in turn notified the Williamstown Police Depart-
ment. 'I\vo pieces of evidence that the girls got

hold of during the struggle were turned over to the

authorities and were of major importance in

revealing the identity of the attacker. However,
Chief Zoito has requested that no further informa-
tion on the subject be given out pending the

hearing.

Dean of the College Daniel O'Connor and Dean
of Freshmen Cris Roosenraad praised the quick

action of local police, as did the victims. One of

the students involved said "I was impressed by
the way the Williamstown police handled the

situation. They could have put it on a back burner
but they didn't . . . they really care about the

safety of the students at the College."

Potential for trouble

In the wake of the attack, the Deans' Office is

reemphasizing the availability of the college

escort service and urging students to exercise

caution when walking about the campus at night.

Dean Roosenraad reminded students that "it is

unwise for any of us, male or female, to be out late

at night alone" because "there is always the

potential for trouble, even in Williamstown."
He added that the College security system will

not be beefed up as a result of the attack, but that

two security cruisers will continue to patrol the

campus at night. He also predicted a reduced risk

of such types of attacks as winter sets in and
students spend more time indoors.

Roosenraad praised the two students for imme-
diately reporting the attack and described the

reaction of the Deans' Office as "appropriately
cautious" emphasizing the need to avoid "hyste-

ria and paranoia."
Although the victims requested that their

names not appear in print, they said they hope
that their experience illustrates that such attacks

are "a potential security problem" and that oth-

ers will be more careful in the future as a result.

Feminist Alliance representative Elena Bertozzi
'83 agreed, saying, "the best policy is one of

awareness."

Chambers decries racism
by E. A. Stanton

"America is still a racist

country." said Julius Chambers
last Wednesday. Chambers,
president of the NAACP Legal
Defense Fund, described "Civil

Rights Enforcement Under
Reagan" as an "abandoned
ship" in his Jesup Hall lecture.

Chambers emphasized that

what he called the blatant and
consistent failure of the Justice

Department to enforce civil

rights statutes, a recent con-

troversy over the absence of

minority faculty and students at

Harvard Law School, and div-

ision in the ranks of civil rights

activists exemplified by a

recent lawsuit between the

NAACP Legal Defense Fund
and the NAACP have made
Americans realize "the need for

renewed intensity and renewed
approaches to free all citizens of

racial discrimination."

During the 60's and 70's, dem-
onstrations and protests made it

"popular for political leaders to

advocate civil rights . . . the pro-

gress of the 60's and 70's, how-
ever, affected only 10 percent of

Black Americans," said
Chambers. For example, a 1982

Urban League Report shows an
increase in the earnings gap
between white and black

workers rather than a decrease,

according to Chambers.

Separate' but equal
At the same time that minori-

ties were making little real pro-

gress in the fight against

discrimination, some black
leaders questioned busing and
school integration as the right

solution to discrimination prob-

lems. Chambers noted, "This

division in the ranks of the

blacks gave solace to those who
opposed desegregation and
equal opportunity. Reagan felt

that he had a mandate to turn

the clock back."
The Justice Department has

refused to use the legal tools of

previous administrations . to

fight discrimination in fair

housing, education and employ-
ment litigation, said Chambers.

Continued on Page 4

President of the NAACP Legal Defente Fund Julius Chamber* attackad th«

"racist" policies of the Reagan Administration in his lecture last Wednaa-
day. (Scheibe)

Life PAGES
ll^, Williams Life looks at Shangri-La, a.k.a.

this Williamstown, how it works, and how Williams

issue... fits into the community.
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BillsviUe by L. Rockwood

The Williams Record

Adieu^ Weston
The planned shift of College departments among several buildings

will apparently encourage maximum use of existing space. We regret,
however, that the language departments will lose Weston, their elegant
and distinctive headquarters.

Potential student interest in foreign languages is strong, as proven
by overwhelming interest in taking Italian during Winter Study. Record
numbers of students are planning to study abroad. This interest stands
in the face of perhaps unfair reputations of some language departments
as the weakest departments at Williams. Whatever the final form of the
new language center, placing it in the depths of Stetson can only reduce
the foreign language presence on campus.

The decision is made, but steps whould be taken to alleviate its
negative impact. The College should develop stronger, more diverse
foreign language courses.

First steps would be the addition of new, non-literature courses in
the present departments, and of another language department, perhaps
Chinese or Japanese. Although nearly every college of Williams' caliber
offers one or both of these languages, here they can only be studied
independently as part of the Critical Languages program.

The College has weakened its foreign language departments by
taking Weston away from them. Offering an Asian language will undo
some of the damage by expanding our foreign language horizons beyond
Europe. And making extraordinary and creative effort to provide the
small classrooms, comfortable clubrooms, and advanced listening
rooms essential to a strong language program is the least we owe to
these displaced departments.
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LETTERS
Rare opportunity

To the editor:

I write to assure Tliomas Blair '43 and
anyone else who would be upset if Mrs.
Robinson were representative of the eco-
nomics faculty at Williams. With due
respect to the fine Williams economics
department, I think her visit is a rare
opportunity for undergraduates to learn
from a leader in the field for half a

century.

In the class Mrs. Robinson teaches and
in her mealtime conversations with stu-

dents she shares experiences rich with

the history and controversy of econom-
ics. She addresses topics that economics
traditionally ignores—issues of distribu-

tion and the inevitable inadequacy of

national governments' solutions to glo-

bal problems to name just two.

Mr. Blair, however, seems to object

not to her competence, but rather to her
Ideology. In fact, Mrs. Robinson extols

no "brand of economics, divorced from
reality" so much as she encourages stu-

dents to look beyond the easy answers
and logical inadequacies of graphs and
theories we've been taught. She likes to

point out, "I'm not giving you any
answers, but I hope you'll be able to think
these things out for yourselves now."
Surely questioning our own economics
teaching can only strengthen our
understanding.

Personally, I wish required courses
and the evening news gave "a broader
view of things," and if I thought narrow-

minded rejection was "representative of
(alumni) quality" I would be
disappointed.

Alison M. Tucher '84

P.S. The economics department recently
held an informative panel on Dr.
Stigler's Nobel prize winning work as
well.

tisement was a great idea. Now that the
maid service has been cancelled, I'm too
busy cleaning my room to write papers.

Sincerely,
Robert A. Tercek '85

Facetious

Uplifting

Here's to the men of the soccer team,
who really gave me a lift.

In my haste to get off the pavement in

order to shoot that perfect photo while
travelling west on route 2 last Saturday, I

misjudged the junction of shoulder and
ditch and ended up with two wheels in

each. Equitable, no doubt, but not

preferable.

I had just about decided to accept a

ride to a town to arrange for a tow when
several men arrived on white horses—

I

mean in a station wagon—and lifted

those two wheels, and all associated with
them, out of the ditch.

I sincerely hope no studying soccer
relaxing muscles were strained, and
again offer my thanks to these gallant

Williams gentlemen.
Susan Forbes Hansen

No time

To the editors:

I think the term paper service adver-

To the editors:

We found Robert A. Tercek's facetious

letter (elsewhere in this issue) appal-
ling. It is hard to believe that anyone
could find it funny to joke about the ven-
erable Williams tradition of the maid
service.

Best Regardsl
Robert B. Kirkpatrick '85

David MJB. Shedd '85

Seriousness
To the editor:

I wish to thank you for printing so
many of the reactions to the term paper
advertisement in the October 5 edition of
the Record. They were nearly as enter-
taining as the ad itself. I too saw the
advertisement. Very good, very amus-
ing, I thought. Ha ha.

Then October 12 came and I read that

"I was outraged," and that "I was truly

appalled," in response to the advertise-
ment. I smiled again, my pleasure
increasing. Such letters continued the
following week and I considered writing
a response as I could not see how such a
slight ad could garner such serious
response.

However, it is November now and the
letters continue, all of them coming out
against the printing of the advertisement
as they persist in expressing their pro-
found concern and disappointment. So I

write: as I was amused by the initial ad,
so was I delighted with the reactions it

prompted. But what bothers me is the
furrowed brow-ness of the letters and the
utter, unrelenting seriousness with
which the writers take both the adver-
tisement and themselves. On a college
campus, such pretensions of maturity
and higher enlightenment are pompous,
obnoxious, and tiresome. Such serious-
ness is a deep overreaction to such a
harmless, entertaining ad. "Don't take
yourself too seriously," he said.

Still Terribly Amused,
Chuck Mahoney '86

Unidentified

To the editor:

The alumni-ae of Choate Rosemary
Hall will recognize Tom Yankus, the bas-

sist in the Spring Street Stompers pic-

tured on the first page of last week's
issue, as a respected teacher and coach
at the school.

What they may not know, and your
caption did not indicate, is that he is a

member of the Williams Class of 1956 and
a former president of that class both as

an undergraduate and an alumnus.
Russell F. Carpenter
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Israel vs. PLO: some hands are cleaner than others

by James Better

In seeing Lebanon through the eyes of
Dr. Chris Giannou the Williams audience
was treated to a distortion of Middle East
history. It Is Important to realize that Dr.
Giannou worked for the Palestinian Red
Crescent, an organization headed by
Yassir Arafat's brother.
Beyond being a medical organization

it is also Inherently a political one. The
Red Crescent was responsible for the
wildly inflated casualty figures which
were uncritically accepted during the
early days of the war. Even these figures
put civilian casualties at less than ten
percent of the loss of civilian life which
resulted from the preceding years of
PLO, Syrian and Christian terror. Yet
Dr. Giannou complained that Israel
upset the "balance" that existed
between the PLO, Syrians, and Chris-
tians in Lebanon prior to June 6. This

balanced situation resulted in the deaths

of over 100,000 people. Had Israel not

altered the situation many more civili-

ans would have fallen victim—probably
without provoking mucli notice in the

West. The civilian casualty issue has

become a tool in the campaign to vilify

When the PLO murders

babies in their nursery at

the Misgav Am kibbutz,

the PLO celebrates its

"victory."

Israel rather than a genuine human
rights issue.

Dr. Giannou brushed aside the past

thirty-five years of Middle East history

Anti-semitism reigns on
Williams College campus

by Stuart Weinstein

The comment that Williams is a deeply
anti-Semitic place raises a serious ques-
tion that cannot be dismissed. The issue

ol anti-Semitism is one that is not plea-

sant to discuss, nor is it an easily under-
standable phenomenon to comprehend.
While we would like to think problems of

this sort don't exist at Williams, we
would be only fooling ourselves if we did

not come to terms with the serious frus-

trations that face the Williams Jewish
community and devote some thought on
how to resolve these dilemmas. In writ-

ing on anti-Semitism and Williams, my
goal is simply to educate and inform the

Williams community and it is within this

Ught that I make my observations on the

subject.

The issue of personal bigotry against

Jews has become acutely aware to me
from listening to some of my fellow stu-

dents speak openly on the influence of the

"Jewish media" or "Jewish money" in

the context of discussion of the Lebanese
crisis. This sort of anti-Semitic comment
detracts from the quality of campus dis-

cussion on the Lebanese crisis. They
serve only to show how clear bigotry

against the Jews can exist even In such

an enlightened community as ours. They
constitute the manifestation of bigotry in

act as much as a cross-burning or a

painting ol a swastika does. Anti-

Semitism is a pernicious problem that is

not easily overcome when It exists in the

personal psychology of an individual.

However, when present conditions in

the structure ol an institution such as

Williams College give rise to anti-Semit-

ism they must be addressed by the entire

community. It is not my point to say that

any individuals in the College have

devised a system that is overtly anti-

Semitic, but rather that the present con-

ditions lor Jews at Williams constitute

an anti-Semitic environment. This sys-

temic anti-Semitism is something that

the school must work to eliminate 11 it

wants to consider Itsell a comlortable

environment lor Jewish students.

The lact that a decreasing number ol

Jewish applicants who are admitted to

Williams decide to accept the College's

oiler ol admissions is a problem. Nor-

mally, the College llgures that approxi-

mately hall ol all those who are admitted

to Williams will decide to accept the Col-

lege's oiler of admission. In the appli-

cant pool ol readily Identiliable Jewish

students accepted at Williams, only one

In live decides to attend Williams. That

lour out ol live accepted Jewish students

reject the College's oiler ol admission

would indicate that Jews seem particu-

larly uncomlortable al>out coming to

Williams.

The presently inadequate level ol lund-

Ing that the Jewish Association receives

from the College is indicative ol an anti-

Semitic institutional condition. II the

school is unwilling to provide lor the reli-

gious, social, and cultural needs ol a sig-

nificant minority on campus, it shows

that the College does not particularly

want to commit itself to the idea of an

active presence of that group on campus.
Consequently, when Jews must choose

between basic expenses such as provid-

ing for a professional to conduct our most

solemn religious service or for meeting

the basic religious dietary needs, this

constitutes an environment in which

Jewish students cannot be comfortable.

The College's lack of a serious financial

commitment to the presence of Jewish

students on campus indicates an unwil-

lingness to provide for the basic commu-
nal needs of the Jewish community at

Williams.

The lack of a legitimate and perman-
ent presence of Judaic studies on cam-
pus gives evidence to a systemic
anti-Semitism that makes Jews question

the basic commitment of the College to

the presence of Jewish religious and cul-

tural ideas on campus. In the long his-

tory ol the College, the school has yet to

make a permanent appointment of a

Judaic scholar to its faculty. For Jews,

this is a distressing fact and evidences a

lack of willingness to allow for Jewish

culture and religious thought to be inte-

grated in the Williams education. Furth-

ermore, the present' situation where

Judaic studies are not taught by anyone

professionally trained in any aspect ol

Judaism is inadequate. Judaica is a field

of study that should rightly be repres-

ented on campus In order to provide for a

more holistic and diverse examination of

Western culture as well as an apprecia-

tion lor the contributions that a minority

... a lack of willingness to

allow for Jewish culture

and religious thought to be

integrated in the Williams

education.

culture has made in the labric ol civiliza-

tion. Judaic studies is something the

school should oiler as a part of Its educa-

tional curriculum and its lack, thereof,

does not show the College's commitment
to the idea of an active Jewish presence

on campus.
It is in the interest of all that we work to

eliminate these frustrating conditions

that give rise to an anti-Semitic atmos-

phere. I don't charge that the Adminis-

tration is personally anti-Jewish in any

way; however, I urge the College to

change the conditions that exist which

are definitely anti-Jewish. It is time we
come to the realization of the existence

ol an active Jewish presence at Williams

and it is time for the school to take the

right steps to eliminate present injusti-

ces that exist here.

Sliiorl II i'in.«lein is I'rvuili-nl <>/ l/ie II illi-

ains CiiUege Jvuiah tfnirialiim.

by saying that, In thisconlllct, "nobody's
hands are clean . . . everyone is to

blame." This truth obscures a greater

one: some hands are bloodier than oth-

ers, some people deserve a greater share
ol the blame. When atrocities like the

relugee camp massacres occur, Israelis

turn out in massive displays ol anguish.

When the PLO murders babies in their

nursery at the Misgav Am kibbutz, the

PLO celebrates its "victory." The wild

celebrations lollowing Anwar Sadat's

assassination Is the most recent example
ol this characteristic. These are the peo-

ple Dr. Giannou says represent the

Palestinian people. I think more highly

ol the Palestinians.

It is this kind of leadership that has

resulted In the current misery of the

Palestinians. Dr. Giannou said he

believed in history, yet he casually

Ignores it. In 1947 the U.N. offered the

Palestinians a state. The Arab nations,

on behalf of the Palestinians, rejected

this proposal and promised to kill the

Jews. The PLO was formed in 1964—

a

time when the Arabs controlled the West
Bank, Gaza, the Golan Heights, and East
Jerusalem. The Arab commitment to a

map without Israel resulted In the loss of

these territories.

Now, an agreement exists which calls

on Jordan and the Palestinians to nego-

tiate the final status of the West Bank
and Gaza. Israel has offered to talk with

any Palestinians including members of

the PLO if they dissociate themselves

from that organization. This is a reaso-

nable condition since there is little to talk

about with people who are oflicially com-
mitted to your liquidation. Israel has

been searching for partners for peace for

thirty-four years. Except for Egypt,

none have stepped forward. Despite Beg-

in's intransigence, he could not with-

stand public pressure for a territorial

compromise if the Palestinians made a

sincere offer of peace.

Dr. Giannou further revealed his dis-

regard for historical reality when he

Women's Forum:

compared Israel's bombing of West Bei-

rut to the slaughter of six million Jews
during World War II. In West Beirut 7000
gunmen hijacked the capital of another
country. The Israelis actively encour-

aged the civilian population to evacuate.

In World War II six million Innocent peo-

ple were targeted for death by the Nazis.

Dr. Glannou's obscene analogy was vls-

clously perverse.

Lastly, Dr. Giannou scolled at the
notion that "war is peace." Is it neces-

sary to remind him that the road to the
Egypt-Israel Peace Treaty began with
the Yom Klppur War? The war In

Lebanon has created unprecedented
opportunities lor peace both in Lebanon

. . . Dr. Giannou scoffed at

the notion that "war is

peace.

and in the Arab-Israeli conflict. In

Lebanon there is the possibility that a

strong central government will emerge
and regain Lebanon's sovereignity. For
the first time in twelve years there is a

chance that Lebanon will be rid of for-

eign troops.

Israel has destroyed the PLO's mil-

itary option and significantly weakened
the rejectionist camp. Freed from fear of
PLO terror, moderate Palestinians may
now be able to step forward. Those ol us
who are interested in peace and in the
rights of the Palestinians must recognize

who the true obstacles to a settlement

are. If King Hussein and the Palestinian

leaders do not declare a readiness to

negotiate peace, then the Palestinians

are likely to be incorporated into a

Greater Israel through Begin' s annexa-
tionist policies. As David Pryce-Jones
says InNew Republic, ' 'Then the Palesti-

nian people will have paid in full for the

faults of their leaders."

Sharing papers for free ideas
by Aileen Lachs

The Williams College Honor Code
states very simply: "A student . . .

agrees to respect and acknowledge the

research and Ideas of others In his or her
work ..." Whether or not we can recite

this declaration from memory, it is cer-

tain that we have all signed our appro-
val. What then prevents us, as students,

from sharing the ideas we present on

paper every week to four diflerent

prolessors?

Rosemary Tong, prolessor at Wil-

liams, reads on the average some one-

hundred twenty papers each week, every

year. And, like most prolessors, she

repeats courses from year to year. Con-

sidering the numlwr of professors and

courses taught at Williams, by this time

a wealth of opinion has surely accumu-
lated ... on the desks of our professors.

A student takes a total of twenty-four

courses in the four years she/he is at

Williams—we never repeat. No one has

the time, and most people lack the funds,

to remain at Williams long enough to

take every course offered.

Taking courses is not the issue. Willi-

ams College already provides this

facility—this method Is already institu-

tionalized. I am talking about paper-

sharing— students hearing what
students have to say. We lack such an

institution.

We spend maybe a total of fifteen

hours Inside classrooms each week
(where discussions are rarely the

emphasis); the time outside of class is

our own. We value this, and perhaps are

overly protective of its private nature.

Such self-preservation keeps us,

again closed within four walls. We bury
ourselves In papers breathing only

through thin spaces between the lines.

This time is ours alone.

"Respecting . . . the research and ideas

of others" is not like respecting some-
one's privacy. If published literature is

available to a diverse, general public,

why are so few papers circulated within

a small and familiar community of

students?

With the encouragement and assist-

ance ol members of the Feminist

Alliance, students last year taking

Rosemary Tong's course, Foundations of

Feminist Thought, (a core course for the

Women's Study Program) agreed to

make available thirty of their papers lor

the benefit of other students.

Students . . . agreed to

make available thirty of

their papers for the benefit

of other students.

Nada Vellmlrovic, a senior and
member of the Williams Feminist
Alliance, expressed her appreciation lor

this laclhty . . . "Just realizing that

another student had come to similar con-

clusions, encouraged me to expand upon
my own thoughts. Familiarizing mysell

with opinions ol other students helped

put the direction of my own thoughts into

perspective on the subject. And I real-

ized that there's no need to reinvent the

wheel."
If you are Involved in your own studies,

another students' research and ideas

may provide an excellent source of inspi-

ration. If you feel trapped within a nar-

row major, other students' work may
provide a creative outlet. II you stayed

up writing a paper until four this morn-

ing, you probably feel exhausted. But,

tell me, what did you write about?
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A look at Soviet future
by David Kleit

With Soviet leader Leonid
Brezhnev again reported to be
in failing health, speculation
over the identity of his succes-
sor or successors has
increased in recent weeks.
Jerry Hough, Professor of Pol-

itical Science at Duke Univer-
sity, gave his view of the most
probable outcome in his

November 1 lecture, "Leader-
ship in the Soviet Union: Suc-
cession to Brezhnev."
After prefacing his remarks

by deemphasizing the impor-
tance of the personalities
involved in the transition.

Hough stated that Yuri
Andropov, former head of the

KGB, and Konstantin Cher-

nenko, Brezhnev's protege,

are the two most likely future

Soviet leaders. "There will be
collective leadership for the

first years," he said, adding
that it has always been that

way in the past.

Reform school emerges
Predicting that reforms will

follow the change in leaders.

Hough noted that the current

leadership has been in power
for a long time, and has found
it hard to change policies. He
described both Andropov and
Chernenko as reformers.

Concerning the Soviet mil-

itary. Hough gave particular

attention to the probable eas-
ing of tensions between China
and the USSR, which he views
as an opportunity for cuts in

Soviet military spending and
troop levels. He theorized that

the Soviet military buildup
was a response to border dis-

putes with China.
Hough argued that con-

trary to the conventional view-
point a USSR-China reconcili-

ation is in the best Interests of

the United States because It

could lead to a reduction in

Soviet military spending.

After discussing the sizable

role of the military in the

Soviet economy. Hough consi-

dered that economy's prob-

lems. He thinks the basic

problem is the government's

policy to subsidize the produc-

tion of items considered to be

necessities.

Subsidies mean scarcity

According to Hough, the

subsidies, which lower the

price to the consumer, have

resulted in scarcity, since

supply cannot meet artifi-

cially inflated demand. He
asserted that the current

Soviet approach to the prob-

lem, which has been to

increase production rather

than raise prices, will never

solve the problem while subsi-

dies are in effect.

Arguing that "the situation

is just not going to get any bet-

ter/' Hough suggested the use

of price rises and higher wage
inequality as two possible but

unpopular solutions. Hough
said that although reform of

this kind would cause infla-

tion, unemployment and
inequality, without reform the

Soviet economy would con-

tinue to decline.

Cut defense
Hough said Brezhnev simul-

taneously emphasized spend-

ing on defense, social
programs, the agriculture sec-

tor and industry, adding that

something had to give as a

result, and so far it has been
growth. He feels that, instead,

"the obvious place to make a

cut is the defense realm."
He also predicted that the

Soviets will leave Afghanistan
once Poland has quieted down.

CUL on life's essentials

Meeting deals with food and housing
by Brett McDonnell

The Committee on Undergraduate Life had rel-

atively little to say last week to the College Coun-

cil Ad-Hoc Committee on Student Housing

Transfers concerning the Council's "lottery sys-

tem" proposal, and referred it to the Housing

Committee.
Bill Sawyer '85, chairman of the Ad-Hoc Com-

mittee, explained that the proposal, formulated

in response to the CUL resolution of May 11,

addressed two issues. First, "our priorities are

based on justice and equity," he stated. Second,

the proposal "recognizes the importance of fresh-

man inclusion."

The lottery proposal essentially gives students

who received their fourth or fifth choices in fresh-

man inclusion top priority in the transfer process.

Several CUL members asked for ways to get

Racism rampant

more information to freshmen about inclusion,

one of the Council representatives' prime con-

cerns, but few suggestions were forthcoming.

Dean Cris Roosenraad, chairman of the CUL,
immediately referred the proposal to the Housing
Committee, noting, "It seems to me that it should
be discussed by those who would have to imple-

ment the proposal as house presidents." Roosen-
raad also said that at future meetings the CUL
will discuss broader aspects of transfer policy.

The CUL also discussed Food Service billing

policy. Geoff Mamlet '83 suggested billing stu-

dents on the basis of meals that they actually ate,

rather than the current meal plans. Roosenraad
and Jill Nassivera of the Theatre Department
replied that this would raise costs as Food Service
would not know how much food to prepare for

each meal.

Continued from Page 1

The number of cases filed by the
department in housing has
dropped from the '69-'78 annual
average of 32 cases to the pres-
ent two cases since Reagan took
office.

In education, the government
has "sanctioned or condoned
blatant discrimination" by
reactivating the principle of

separate but equal, said
Chambers. He cited several
cases in which states have
ignored guidelines for higher
education and a prohibition of

state laws outlawing busing
which had been established in

the 70's. Not one case has been
filed concerning school
desegregation.

Racism still with us
Chambers also noted that the

Justice Department has
recently ignored formerly
enforced statutes concerning
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Williamstown: more
than meets the eye

"If we could pick up the Col-

lege and take It away tomor-

row, Williamstown could not

survive economically," says
town Manager Howard Red-

tern. Although the College may
not run the town, it is its bread-

and-butter.

The College, with 700

employees, is the largest

employer in town. Its annual

payroll is $12.5 million.

According to a College News
Office estimate, $7.7 million

more is earned by some 1200

other townspeople who don't

work directly for the College

but make their living because

of it.

Also, the roughly 500 Willi-

ams employees who live in

Williamstown pay some
$650,000 in property taxes to

the town annually. By law, no
property taxes can be levied

on any of the land Williams
uses for educational purposes
(which includes administra-

tion and dormitory build-

ings) , but the College does
pay $120,000 a year in property

taxes on the property it owns
on the eastern side of Spring

Street (which includes all of

the buildings from Route 2

down to the Log, except the

Post Office.)

Ransom Jenks, director of

security at Williams and a

town Selectman, said some
townspeople think the College

ought to be taxed on all its

property. "But for what it

loses in property taxes," he
summarized, "I think the stu-

dents and faculty bring in a

iifeater amount of revenue
and employment."

"Microcosm of society"

The College may be the

town's biggest economic
force, but it is not the only one.

Chemistry professor Bill Moo-
maw points out that in Willi-

amstown there are also three

factories, seven dairy farms,
four other commercial farms,

a large tourist industry and
8000 non-student citizens.

"Most students come from
the suburbs; Williamstown is

not a suburb," Moomaw said.

"It's a fairly complex com-
munity. It has its own
integrity— it's authentic." He
suggests that students should

learn more about the town.

"There's a lot they're missing
in their life education by not

looking at this community . .

.

Williamstown is a microcosm
of the larger society."

Although Williamstown has
more than meets the eye. It

remains an affluent town.

"We're seeing an influx of

well-to-do people buying big

Continued on Page 8
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The Williamstown
municipal building,

located on North
Street across from
the Greylocic quad,
was once a

fraternity house.
Below: Director of

Security, Ransom
Jenl(s, Is on
Williamstown's

Board ol

Selectmen.

by Michael Govan
"There is a long tradition of Williams

faculty being involved in town affairs,"
says Chemistry professor Bill Moomaw. A
number of faculty and administration
members, including Moomaw, bring their
enthusiasm and experience to the William-
stown community.
Some such as Mac Brown (Political

Science), George Goethals (Psychology),
and William Reed (Treasurer) have been
directly Involved in local education issues
as members of school boards and parents
committees. Norman Petersen of the Reli-
gion Department is the current chairman of
the Mount Greylock Regional School Dis-
trict Board, which includes both William-
stown and Lanesboro.
Petersen became involved because, like

many other professors, he has children in

local schools. He said that "most faculty
involvement in the community is on school
committees," as faculty generally are
"sensitive to educational issues." Three of

four recent chairmen of the school board
have been from the Williams faculty.

Petersen attributes this to their expe-
rience; as faculty "we live by the commit-
tee system," he said.

Particular expertise

The Williams Faculty "definitely bring an

expertise and an interest to the town," said

William Reed, College Treasurer. Although
he has been in Williamstown only 15

months, Reed and his wife are currently

co-presidents of the Mount Greylock School

Community Association, a kind of William-

stown PTA. They have two children in

school in the town. "Faculty get involved

because it's their community," said Reed.
Besides education, faculty are also

involved in an advisory capacity in issues of

Eacuity get

involved because it's

their community."

I
ft

,t Is

fortunate that

they are

willing to

contribute."

environment and development. Among
them are Jack MacFayden(Geology), and
Bill Moomaw. Moomaw has been an "infor-

mal advisor" to the town and been Involved

in dozens of Issues since he came here in the

mid-sixties.

In one case, he advised the town when it

was working to comply with Federal Clean
Water laws. Currently he is involved in

plans to clean up Cole Spring Road. ' 'People

with a particular expertise are called upon
by the town," said Moomaw^

Town meeting' government in Williamstown
Power seated

in old

fraternity house
by Jeffrey H. Brainard

Although few Williams students come in con-

tact with it, Williamstown's local government,

headed by the Board of Selectmen, keeps munici-

pal services running smoothly and attracts active

participation from volunteer townspeople.

New England towns have a long tradition of

"town meeting" government, under which the

entire town meets annually to decide democrati-

cally its budget and priorities for the coming
year. The job of administration which is usually

performed by a mayor in other parts of the coun-

try Is done by the Board of Selectmen here In

Williamstown. There are four Selectmen, who are

elected to three-year, non-salaried terms. Ran-
som Jenks, director of security at Williams, is one

of the Selectmen.

As towns in New England have grown, so have

the complexities of administration. Some towns,

including Williamstown, have hired a full-time,

paid town manager to execute the town's day-to-

day administration. Williamstown's town man-
ager since July 1981 has been Howard Redfern,

formerly mayor of Chlcopee, a town in southern

Massachusetts. Redfern was appointed by the

Selectmen, not elected, and reports directly to

them.

"Honorary post"
Other elected officials include the two separate

school boards, one for the elementary schools and
one for the regional high school; and the town
moderator, which Williamstown Advocate editor

Lauren Stevens called "a somewhat honorary
post.

'

' The moderator runs the annual town meet-

ing and appoints the members of the Finance
Committee.
The Finance Committee, which consists of nine

volunteer members, does the nuts-and-bolts stu-

dies on costs and funding and suggests how much
should be budgeted to the various town
departments.

The rest of the posts on the various town com-
mittees and departments are appointed by the

Selectmen, in the case of the Planning and Zoning
Boards, or by the town manager, for the jobs of

police chief, assessor and tax collector, among
others.

Municipal building bar
The town government is housed in the Munici-

pal Building, which is located on North Street,

across the street from the Greylock quad. The
building used to be a Williams fraternity; when
fraternities were abolished in 1964 its owners

refused to allow the building to be sold to the

College, since it would have been used as a dorm.

So it was sold to the town instead.

Redfern noted that alumni still bring their fam-

ilies back to visit the building, even though the

interior of their former stomping grounds has

been greatly changed. But some vestiges of the

old days remain: "We're probably the only

municipal building in Massachusetts with a bar in

the basement," he noted.

And perhaps they need it in contending with

today's major municipal headache in Massachu-

setts, Proposition 2'/^. By approving this mea-

sure, which was part of the national tax-rebellion

of a few years ago, Massachusetts voters limited

property taxes to 214 percent of the assessed

value of the real estate, statewide. Towns over

that limit had to cut back on the rate of taxation at

a fairly drastic rate: at least 15 percent a year

over 3 years. Towns under the limit may Increase

their tax rate up to 2'/4 , but the rate at which they

may do so is also restricted.

Proposition ZVt hurts

Redfern explained that this hurts cities and
towns which were far over or under the limit, or

which have declining property values. It has also

hurt school districts, expecially In urban areas,

whose governments tend to put basic services like

police and firemen ahead of educational
programs.
Williamstown Is doing better than most towns

in the Berkshires, Redfern said, because prop-

erty values are not declining, population is slowly
Increasing and it has "a sizeable amount of free

cash." Also, the town's tax rate was below, but

close to, 2'^ percent before the measure was
passed.

Stevens says the town is adequately meeting its

municipal needs, Including recent repairs on sew-

age and water pipes, and on roads. The town is

also making progress on its landfill problem—
where to put processed sewage waste. Landfills

usually become unusable soft ground; the town
has been experimenting with composting, which
involves mixing wood chips and garbage into the

waste to shrink its volume.

With roughly three-fifths of Williamstown's $5

million annual budget going to the public schools,

.education is a major concern of townspeople.
There are two separate school districts because
Williamstown has its own elementary schools but
shares Mount Greylock Regional High School
with the town of Lanesboro, to the south.

Too many districts

Over-staffing results, Stevens said, but it is a
very political question whether those extra jobs
should be eliminated through a unification of the
school districts. On the other hand, Williamstown

ttPX robably the only

municipal building

in Massachusetts
with a bar

in the basement."

has too few students to have its own high school;

as compared to Greylock, a smaller high school
"would reduce the variety and quality of educa-
tion," Stevens added.
Another of Proposition 214's measures was to

take away fiscal autonomy from local school

boards. Formerly, town governments were
legally bound to accept school budgets as submit-
ted; now budgets can be challenged and changed.
At Mount Greylock this has resulted in some

cuts in materials, maintenance and field trips.

But Redfern malntaii^ that the community "is

very pro-education" and that cuts here have not

been as drastic as elsewhere.
Another problem the school boards face is dec-

lining enrollment. The town is increasing in popu-
lation, but mostly in the elderly age bracket.

Student numbers are falling; Mount Greylock
now has less than 1000 students from both towns.

And according to Stevens, "it's hard to whip up
enthusiasm to plan for declining enrollment."

"Greylock Country Day"
But, he added, the overall quality of education

In town is good. Mount Greylock, which is

referred to by some as "Greylock Country Day,"

he said, sends 72 percent of its graduates on to

college. Including some of the nation's best. On
the other hand, some go to Amherst.
Greylock's quality is a plus for Williams, Stev-

ens noted, since prospective faculty members are

concerned with the quality of education in town.

Greylock has gained some notoriety from the

attendance there of the younger brother of Reza
Pahlavi, son of the late Shah of Iran, currently

Shah-in-exile, and a former Williams student.

Their sister goes to Bennington College; the two

live in an estate off South Street. Stevens said

there was "some commotion" when Reza first

came; some townspeople feared he might be a

target for terrorists. But apparently his siblings

don't draw that kind of attention. "They've kepta

low profile," Stevens said. "You don't hear much
about them."

Town meeting battles

More mundane issues, such as the approval of

the town budget, are discussed at the annual town

meeting, usually held in the spring. The proposed

budget must be approved by a majority of the

town residents in attendance. The town may con-

sider zoning questions at that time too.

Special town meetings may also be called dur-

ing the year to consider specific issues; one was
recently held to determine the development
rights of a plot of land located north of the Colonial

Shopping Mall.

Redfern estimates that the average town meet-

ing draws about 600 residents; there are 4,194

voters out of a population of 8,727 (excluding the

Williams student body.) Special meetings may
draw less than 300. Opponents of specific propos-

als sometimes prevent their passage, as in the

Colonial land case, Redfern noted, by showing up
in sufficient numbers at the special meeting.

Asked if Williamstown citizens live up to the

New England ideal of enlightened democratic
participation, Redfern responded "I don't think

enough people study the issues before going to the

town meeting . . . it's easier just to vote the way
someone else you respect does."

On the other hand, Redfern said he has seen

diversity in Williamstown voting, with family

members splitting on certain issues. "Mayt>e it

has something to do with the mixture of town and
college people," he suggested.

Stevens rates the overall government of the

town highly. "The town is managed very well,"

he said. "Redfern is very professional, he knows
his stuff. The town is fortunate in having good
people serve in volunteer posts." ^1

Xhe
College
has

always
kept its

doors
open."

Norman Petersen,

Religion

Asked if "expert advice' ' was always well

taken, Moomaw admitted that his "views
are not always appreciated . . . sometimes
faculty can be troublesome meddlers'.'

Town Manager Howard Redfern said that

the town has had "nothing but good rela-

tions" with Williams faculty. "It is fortu-

nate," he said, "that they are willing to

contribute . . . they're ready and willing."

More contemplative

Moomaw became so involved in town
affairs because he realized "Issues that

affect me more on a day to day basis are

local ones—not what goes on in Washington.
The individual has more of an opportunity

to affect these issues on the local level . . .

there's a satisfaction in being involved in

these decisions," he said.

He explained that there isn't more faculty

involvement because "a lot of faculty are
not activists; they're more contempla-

tive. In an 'academic' community there

is a tendency to focus on national

and international Issues." Petersen attrib-

uted lower faculty involvement to the fact

that "they don't want to play a dispropor-

tionate role" in the community. "Most
faculty don't want to get involved because
they don't want to disturb."

Concerning his relations with townspeo-

ple on various committees, Moomaw said

he did not have any problems: "people
didn't think of me as someone from the Col-

lege." Petersen, however, did note that on

occasion townspeople do exercise some
caution towards faculty involved in town
affairs. "Other board members are more
aware than I am of my affiliation with Willi-

ams," he said. He attributed this to a "tran-

siency" of a faculty position, an almost
"dangerous independence." ^H

ihere's
a lot they're

missing in

their 'life

education' by
not looking

at this

community."
Bill Moomaw,

Chemistry
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Service Council: 'understanding people'
by Christian K. Hewlett

For nearly one out of every ten students, life at Willi-

ams Includes volunteer work with one of the programs
in the Lehman Service Council. Comprised of 200 stu-

dents, the council is the largest campus organization.
Volunteers work with members of the community,
from pre-school children to elderly shut-ins, in a variety
of ways.
The main focus of all Lehman Service Council pro-

grams is developing individual relationships with very
different people, helping them and learning in the pro-

cess. All of the leaders of the council stressed the out-

side perspective working with these people gives them
In contrast to the somewhat closed world of college

where work may seem all-Important.

The council includes ten different service programs.
The amount of time volunteers put in, "really varies

according to your schedule and how much time you
have personally," said Council chairman Debbie
Joselow '84. The council prescribes a minimum of three

hours a week, which most students do in one afternoon
or evening.

Almost half of the students involved in the Lehman
Service Council work in the Big Brother Big Sister pro-

gram, the most popular and well-known of the council's

activities.

Movies, football, skating

Students are matched with elementary or junior high
school kids who have been recommended by their par-

ents or teachers. Often the children have working par-

ents, emotional or discipline problems, or for any other
reason just need someone to talk to and spend time
with.

The program is unstructured in that, after the initial

"Most of us will never

have to suffer the

way these people do."

matching, the students are basically on their own. They
visit their little brothers or sisters as often as possible

and do various things with them, such as going to

movies, football games, ice skating, etc. Students often

bring their kids to dinner at the college. Periodically,

the entire group will meet for parties, such as the Hallo-

ween parly held last week.

Another group in the council works with young people

at the Berkshire Farm for Boys, a residential treat-

ment center for teen-aged boys who have been labelled

juvenile delinquents or are simply in need of

supervision.

At the other end of the spectrum, several students

travel weekly to the nearby Sweetbrook Nursing Home
to visit lonely senior citizens. The students spend after-

noons talking with residents and wheeling them
around; one student is helping several learn to paint. In

addition, the students help organize and run parties for

about 40 residents. "They love the attention," Sweet-
brook activities coordinator Abbie Hatton said. "They
love to see young people, they always say."

Another program which deals with senior citizens has
been nicknamed "adopt-a-grandparent." Students

visit elderly shut-ins and help them with everyday
things such as shopping and yard work. Students often

develop a very close, one-to-one rapport with the senior
citizens they visit.

Other activities Lehman Service Council volunteers

participate in include hydrotherapy at the North

Adams YMCA in which students work in the swimming
pool with children who have birth defects; the William-

stown Youth Center, formerly the Boys' Club, where

students act as coaches, supervisors and buddies; and

the Williamstown Day Care Center at the Congrega-

tional Church.

A better chance
Students who are especially career-oriented often

work as volunteers In the emergency room at the North
Adams Regional Hospital, at the Berkshire Farm For
Boys or at the ABC (A Better Chance) house on Hoxsey
Street. ABC is a national organization which takes
promising inner-city children and gives them a chance
in better environments and schools. A number of kids

attending Mount Greylock Regional High School live at

the ABC house and Williams students work there as
tutors.

One program within the council which requires an
extensive training program is the Help Line, a 24-hour

crisis counseling hotline. Students who have completed
the several week training program find themselves
dealing with everything from intended suicides to drug
abuse, aging, loneliness, etc.

Joselow expressed her experience in volunteer work
this way: "Most of us in our lives will never have to

suffer the way these people do. It sounds kind of corny to

say, but I really believe most of the world's evils come
from people not understanding each other. If you
develop that understanding now, maybe you'll take it

with you when you leave this place and infuse it into

everything you do." ^

College, town: a 'beautiful' relationship
Continued from Page 5

So, is this rural college king-

dom really paradise? Well, per-

haps not literally, but as small
college atmospheres go, it's

pretty close. One might point to

incidents of vandalism or occa-

sional complaints about noise,

but beyond that even the

resourceful reporter is hard-

pressed to dig up friction, scan-

dal and the like. Town-College
relations seem rarely, if ever,

under duress. Town Manager,
Howard Redfern, said plainly,

"I can't think of any real

problems."
"Of course, there are certain

people who are against every-

thing," said Billy Paradise,

owner of the Williams News-
room on Spring Street, "but I

don't think you could find a liet-

ter college town."

No snobbery
Paradise grew up in William-

stown. He went to high school

here in town. "I grew up with

the students," he said. "I

molded my life after them. I

dress like they do, or like they

used to. I really enjoy it. It's

never been a snobbish place.

"I went away for awhile, but I

came back. I brought my kids

here. It's a good place." Para-
dise was offered the chance to

attend Williams, but he opted

not to go to college.

No one denies that Williams
overwhelms the town. The Col-

lege is Williamstown's liveli-

hood. But very few of the

common "town/gown" tensions

are present here. Williams peo-

ple and townspeople offer sev-

eral reasons for this.

Howard Redfern explained,

"if we do have problems, the

College handles it very profes-

sionally. We work together.

There is not a single issue we
haven't resolved."

"Company town"

Norman Petersen, professor

of religion and chairman of the

Mount Greylock Regional

School Board, pointed to "a

mutual sensitivity between

town and College to the danger

of Williamstown being a 'com-

pany town.' " Arguments in

town, he said, "don't take place

over Town-College lines.

"While the College does have
a vested interest in 'the Village

Beautiful' in order to attract

new faculty to Williamstown,"
Petersen said, "the College has
never, to my knowledge, tried to

control what the town does.

"The College has always kept
its doors open," he added, refer-

ring to the Faculty Club,
athletic facilities, Hopkins
Forest, and the golf course.
Townspeople also benefit from
the College's many entertain-

ment, sporting and cultural

events, noted Lauren Stevens,

editor of the Williamstown
Advocate and formerly a dean
at Williams.

Many cited the physical inte-

gration of the College and the

town as a reason for good rela-

tions. "It's hard to tell where the

College's campus stops and the
town begins," Stevens said.

"The College and town mingle.
There could be battle lines

drawn otherwise."

Noise control

Another reason for the good
relations is the understanding
the college and town have
attained on discipline and noise

control problems.
"We've never had an unreaso-

nable complaint," said Dean of

the College Daniel O'Connor.
The town government has never
formally complained to him
about noise. According to Redf-

ern, it hasn't had to; the prob-

lem always seems to be
resolved within the College by
Security, he said.

"There's a definite under-

standing between the College

and town administrations,"

Redfern explained. Town Police

will respond if Security asks it

to, but usually Security doesn't

have to go back a second time."

Most of the credit for the Col-

lege's cooperation goes to the

students, Redfern stated. "10 or

15 Security personnel can't

police 2000 students," he
observed. "They're generally

very responsible."

Knowing the law
The town also notifies the Col-

lege whenever a student is

arrested. Stevens noted that

The tamiliar sign at the IntarMcUon of Route 2 and Spring Street, boaaling

Williamstown's maior attractions: "Post Office, Free Parking.
"

Incidents like the Kings liquor

store break-in are very rare.

Redfern, asked whether it's

true that Williamstown police

selectively enforce the law,

favoring Williams students,

responded "I wouldn't say that;

we just try to be reasonable. The
town doesn't try to harass Willi-

ams students. But wedon't have
a choice in responding to

complaints."

Redfern speculated that

many Williams students are
unfamiliar with Massachusetts
law because they are from out-

of-state, and need to t)e aware of

the penalties for certain
offenses. For example, there

are mandatory jail sentences

for the first offense of driving

while intoxicated and for pos-

session of a handgun without a

permit.

"Well-heeled college kids"

According to Redfern there is

a higher level of college partici-

pation in town affairs In Willi-

amstown than in other college

towns. "I don't know how many
townspeople know of student

involvement in the community .

. . they might say they're not

involved at all," he said.

Stevens doesn't think towns-

people resent students for not

being more involved in the town
affairs. He says townspeople

are proud of Williamstown and
are eager to meet students and
get them involved In the com-
munity. But he admitted there's

also some resentment of "well-

heeled college kids." h

'More
than meets
the eye'

—

Continued from Page 6

properties," said William-
stown Advocate editor Lauren
Stevens. Taxes and property
values here are low compared
to big city areas, and com-
bined with good municipal ser-

vice and the College, there's a

lot offered to prospective buy-

ers, he said.

Other tracts of property

have maintained their size

through being sold to private

schools, such as the Highcroft

and Pine Cobble Schools. Stev-

ens said that schools are a type

of "clean industry" well-

suited to Williamstown
because they do not change its

"essential nature."

Farm preservation

The town is trying to main-
tain its physical appearance
and traditional vistas by pre-

venting large developers from
buying up farmland. The
Stone Hill property was saved
from such a fate last year
when it was sold to a Williams
alumnus who has agreed to

keep it as is.

And the Langor property,

the land sprawling on either

sides of and in between Routes
7 and 43 down by Steele's

Corner, which Stevens des-

cribed as "the gateway to Wll-

liamstown," has been
established permanently as
farmland under the Massa-
chusetts Farm Preservation
Act. The state pays a farmer the

difference between his land's

value as farmland and what it

would sell to a developer. The
land's deed is then established

as for farming only; the land
can be sold, but at reduced,

farmland-rates, and only to

another farmer.

Jenks called the measure,
which marks the first time this

law has been applied in Berk-
shire County, "one of the big-

gest town successes of the last

three or four years." ^

Features/arts
Ephs vs. Jeffs: a wild rivalry

An Williams gradu-
ates leave the Pur-
ple Valley with two
things: a diploma
and an undying hat-

red of Amherst. It was loathe at

first sight because of the pecul-

iar nature of Amherst's begin-

nings, and the rivalry has taken
on epic characteristics that dis-

tinguish it from other lesser

animosities.

Williams first met the Defec-
tors of 1821 on the playing field

in 1859 in the first intercolle-

giate baseball game ever
played. After 4 hours and 26

innings, Amherst walked away
with a 73-32 victory amid allega-

tions that the Amherst pitcher

was a blacksmith who had been
hired for the game.

The Ephmen tried football in

1884 and topped Amherst 15 to 2.

The next year they whipped
Amherst 57-0. Ever since, foot-

ball has been the prime point of

contention between the two
schools.

License for damage
Not content to leave the

rivalry on the football field, Wil-

liams and Amherst students

soon took the annual match-up

as a license to inflict as much
damage as possible on one

another.

Williams men focused on

Sabrina, the "Lady of Bronze."
The governor of Massachusetts
donated this statue of a river
goddess to Amherst in 1857, and
Amherst men were imme-
diately attracted to her.

"She sits, half-turning on a
bronze pedestal, one limb
tucked under the other, resting
on one arm, the other extending
amiably, her face beautiful . .

,"

raved official Sabrina bio-
grapher Max Shoop. In short,
she was one of the few women
who wouldn't run from Amherst
men.

Tossed Into a well
She received many coats of

paint from Williams students,
and occasionally made her way
to the Purple Valley. After the
Amherst Class of 1883 tossed her
into a well to celebrate a victory
over Williams in baseball, she
was condemned by the presi-

dent of Amherst. Saved by val-

iant Amherst students, she
spent the next few decades in

seclusion. Her most notable pub-
lic appearance occurred in the
summer of 1888, which she spent
in the Connecticut River.

In the 1920's or so she returned
to her rightful position on the

Amherst campus. So powerful
was her allure that the Amherst
teams were called the Sabrinas

(at least by Williams).

Are and Be electrifies

Concert Listings
prcpartd by TOONERVILLE TROLLEY RECORDS

WED. NOV. 10 - Kenny Loggtns. Orpheum. Boston. Mass.

THUH. NOV. 1 1 - Devo, Orpheum. Boston — Aerosmitti & Pat Travers, Centrum. Worcester —
Thompson Twins, Paradise, Boston — John Cosier & the Medicine Band. Separate Entrance.

So. Deerfield. Mass. — REO Speedwagon & Survivor, Civic Center. Hartford. Conn.
— Stompers. Rusty Nail. Sunderland. Mass.

FBI.. NOV 12 - Peter Gabriel. Orpheum, Boston

SAT.. NOV. 13 - Judy Collins, Symphony Hall. Boston — Jerry Garcia. Bushnell Auditorium,

Hartford, Conn. — Pat Metheny Group. Orpheum, Boston — Fat, Woody's. Washington, MA.
Adam Ant, Agora Ballroom, W. Hartford, Conn. — Blushing Brides, Rusty Nail. Sunderland,

Mass.

SUN., NOV. 14 - Larry Coryell. Iron Horse. Northampton. Mass — Pat Travers. Hullabaloo.

Rensselaer. N,Y, — Cheap Trick, Orpheum, Boston — Gary Burton; Oregon, at Sanders
Theater, Harvard U,, Cambridge, — Stompers & Rockets. Channel, Boston.

MON., NOV. 15 - REO Speedwagon & Survivor. Centrum. Worcester. Mass.

NOV. 16 - Missing Persons. Agora Ballroom. W. Hartford — Aerosmith & Pat Travers. Centrum
— English Beat. Campus Ctr, Auditorium, U. Mass. Amherst, Mass.

NOV. 17 - Billy Joel, Centrum
NOV. 18 - Miles Davis, Woolsey Hall. Yale, New Haven. Conn.
NOV. 19 - English Beat. Opera House, Boston
NOV. 20 - Linda Ronstadt & The Bus Boys, Centrum
NOV. 21 Beach Boys & Gary US Bonds, Centrum
NOV. 21 - Linda Ronstadt & Bus Boys, Civic Ctr.. Hartford

NOV. 22 - Beach Boys, Civic Ctr., Hartford
NOV. 22 • George Thorogood, Palace, Albany
NOV. 23 - George Thorogood. Bradford Ballroom. Boston
NOV. 24 - Qeorqe Thorogood. Bushnell Auditorium. Hartford

DEC. 8 & 9 - Joe Jackson. Orpheum. Boston
DEC. 10 - Charlie Daniels, Centrum
DEC. 10 - stray Cats, SUNY Albany
DEC. 15- Rush, Centrum

Great Riot of 1946

Pre-game pranks came to an
abrupt end after the Great Riot
of 1946. On the night before the

game at Amherst, 25 carloads of

Ephmen set off to desecrate
Pratt Field. They were met by
about 200 Amherst students who
pelted the cars with rocks, pipes
and potatoes at stoplights and
barricades. If the car ran
through a red light, Amherst
police officers would stop the

car, wait until Amherst stu-

dents arrived and then order the
Lord Jeffs to smash its win-
dows. As a final touch, the

Amherst men flooded the main
street, producing a thin sheet of

ice that overturned at least one
Williams car.

Despite the hazards, two
intrepid groups made it to Pratt
Field. The next morning
revealed a large W painted on
the press box and purple and
gold throughout the stadium.

In the aftermath of the riot,

Williams and Amherst officials

decided to act. They Ignored the

precedent set by Union and
Rensselaer Polytechnic Insti-

tute, in which each school sent

the other a list of buildings that

could do with a little paint,

choosing instead to ban all raids

connected with athletic
contests.

The truce lasted for nine
years, until 1955, when a small
group of Eph commandoes kid-

napped two Amherst men to

speak at a pep rally before the
game. The group originally

intended to kidnap only one stu-

dent, but it was so easy to do that

they went back for another. An
embarrassed Williams dean
was obliged to write a letter of

apology to the two.

Since then, things have
quieted down between the two
schools. Sabrina was retired

about a decade ago, and the

Amherst teams l)ecame Lord
Jeffs. Pranks still occur occa-

sionally, but the bloodlust has
gone out of them. Or perhaps it's

just that no one hears about the

exploits of Williams vigilantes

(except the Amherst mainte-

nance men).

by Nura Dualeh and
Jim Stockton

"Iff ARK hi'rv in the hard timfs

and we will HEhrn- when they're

none.
"

Where were you 8 pm Satur-

day night? The electrifying

ARE & BE Ensemble was at

Brooks-Rogers Recital Hall

mesmerizing a startled
audience. Sponsored by the

Williams Black Student
Union, four women and six

men performed what was
truly a "dramatic synthesis of

poetry, live music, drama and
dance."
They opened with a blast of

motion, both visual and audi-

ble, twth dance and music. The
powerful tempo of the jazzy,

Afi'ican rhythm and the

expressive dance piqued the

audience and culminated in

their first numt)er "Whatcha
Gonna do with the Funk? '

' The
challenge of this performance
established the tone for the

evening.

Controversy and Insight

Covering a range of topics,

each new song highlighted the

controversies of today and
brought human insight to

these problems. They per-

formed a tribute to Assata
Shakur, the Amerikan female
Black Freedom Fighter
forced to go underground by
the FBI, protested misuse of

the environment and peoples
by the industrial and nuclear
society, and resoundingly
called for all oppressed people
to struggle for their freedom.
Excerpts from a Frederick
Douglass speech and original

poems delivered in life-

pulsing rhythms, ARE & BE
roused the crowd to a gyrating
outpouring of emotion quite

foreign to Brooks-Rogers.

Following the precedent of

punk rock, the band distrib-

utes and promotes its own
recordings in order to main-
tain full creative control; in

their own words, they are
"self-propelled."

Their message was potent

and universal, apparent in their

performance but not achieved
on their album. This may be a
sacrifice to their radio
audience, but, as anyone at

Brooks-Rogers will attest, "If

there is no struggle, there can
be no progress."

Octet times four
by Jay Brodie

The eighth annual Octet Alumni reunion concert Satur-

day night produced some of the best music that group
has sung in recent memory. From the opening "Come
Fill Your Glasses Up" right through "The Mountains,"

32 members of various Octets from 1941 to 1982 entertained a

packed half-house in Chapin with old standbys, newly arranged
material and Williams classics.

The problems involved in doing small-group music with a large

group surfaced in "Louisiana Hayride." The acoustics of Chapin
muffled diction, producing something like the grand roar-atorios so

beloved of the Williams Choral Society.

Octet alumni were showcased in "East of the Sun," and "Peg O'

My Heart." The current Octet then performed "Mountain Dew"
with hillbilly accents that would make Loretta Lynn faint, followed

by "Chattanooga Shoe Shine Boy" and an offbeat version of "Take
Me Out to the Ballgame."

The 1980 Octet did an exceptional group of songs, most notably a

terrific "Ride the Chariot" with Ben Cart and Chuck Hirsch steal-

ing the spiritual with their solos.

After a short intermission, the pre-1975 Octet stars treated the

audience to a Williams version of "By the Light of the Moon. " They
then embarked on some Gershwin and Porter songs.

Warren Flunke, the alumni leader whose piano playing under-

scored much of the evening, introduced an Irving Berlin song, new
in 1939, that was first publicly conducted at Chapin by Berlin him-

self. That song was "God Bless America." They followed this up

with a medley of sentimental Berlin show tunes.

CLASSIFIEDS
Sales Reps Wanted. Need extra

cash? Self-motivated? Want to set

your own hours? Be your own
boss. Become a sales representa-

tive for ARK Student Bedding, Inc.

Income potential is up to you.

Must have own phone. For further

information write:

ARK Student Bedding, Inc.

P.O. Box 534
Wenham, t\/lass. 01984

Part-time Help Wanted—TRAVEL
dynamic new entrant in the local

market seel<s a college student

with a proven capacity to handle

light office duties: flexible four to

eight hours per week during the

school year. Travel experience

helpful but not required. Reply in

confidence to: S.U. Box 1081, Wil-

liams College.

"It was great"

O.C. OQLEVEY, 1982

Last weekend did you get drunk,

pass out. vomit all over your rug

and wake up with a headache? We
didn't.

—the Williams College

Temperance Union

3 alums ('78) looking to rent off-

campus housing w/cooking facils

lor one week, after finals. Offering

$150. Call Mike Krikorian collect

after five p.m. at (203) 749-8417.

664-4561

lUHWOVlfcS
^UStMS^

THE HERITAGE
NORTH ADAMS INN

THEATER

HALLOWEEN III

7 p.m.. 9 p.m. Daily
Rated R

McClelland's Stationery and Office Products

Hallmark Cards

Crane and Eaton Stationery

School Supplies

Art Supplies

^j'^ JiAcCtdiand'i.
36 Spring Street - - Williamstown

Telephone 458-4920

Dr. Irving J. Tanzman, F.A.A.O.

OPTOMETRIST
Specializing in contact lenses and

Students' visual problems.

85 MAIN STREET
NORTH ADAMS, MA. 01247

662-2020 — 663-5845

BEAT AMHERST
Best Beer Buy

Carling & Schmidts
16 oz. Ret.

7.99 & 1.50 Deposit

4 liter Cribari Wine
(bag-in-a-box)

$6»/each

VIn Rom, Rhine, Chabllt, Burgundy

Lowenbrau
Light & Dark

$11.49/case

50C OFF
any case of beer

with this ad

Proper ID required

WEST PACKAGE STORE
Route 2

Between N.A. and Williamstown

8 am-10 pm M-W 663-6081 8 am-11 pm Th-Sat
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MICHEL'S OF WILLIAMSTOWN
Catering with a special touch for

SDBcial occasions.
• Private Parties • Platters • Hors d'oeuvres

Deadline for arranging for graduation parties

is f\/lay 10th.

Contact Mary for more information.

458-5441

SPECIAL SALE ALBUMS
Talking Heads "Remain in Liglit" $3.99

Tall(ing Heads "Fear of IVIusic" 3.99

Janis Joplin "Cheap ThriHs

"

3.99

James Taylor ' Flag

'

3.99

Santana "Abraxas" 3.99

XTC "Go 2" 3.99

Grateful Dead "Terrapin Station" 2.99

Stray Cats "Gonna Bali" (imports) 4.99

Betty Carter "Social Call" 2.99

-TOO MANY TO LIST—
TOONERVILLE TROLLEY RECORDS
1 3 1 Water St. open 1 0:00-6:00 458-5229

Awarded weekly to

the Williams student

who forsakes all

else* in search of

the scholarly ideal

DEREDE ARTHUR '83 is this

week's recipient. Derede wins the

award solely because she was
working in the library during the

thrilling Williams-Wesleyan
homecoming football game this

past weekend. Said Derede.

"Wesley-who''" For her dedica-

tion to her studies, Lite honors
Derede Arthur,

'Except a frosty cold Lite after the Sawyer
Library closes

GREAT TASTE . . .

LESS FILLING
Everything you always wanted

in a Beer . . . and Less

MARC HUlVIIVION '84

will perform

Wednesday Night

at 9:30

m^t(»(&

Ska beaten in experiment
by Brett McDonnell

England seems to produce a
new musical trend every six or
seven weeks. A few years ago,
ska was the In thing. Probably
the best album to come out of

this revival of Jamaican, pre-

reggae music was "I Just Can't
Stop It" by the English Beat.
The Beat have recently

released their third album,
"Special Beat Service." This
disc, though, wanders far from
the ska sound. Can you imagine
a reggae song with banjo? How
about the combination of ska
and accordion? Viola?
Mandolin?

One brilliant moment
They're all here on "Special

Beat Service." This album has
one brilliant moment—"Save It

For Later." Tugging melody, a
jangly guitar, corny violins, a
sneaky viola line and an inter-

mittent punching sax combine
to make this a moving and
memorable number.
There are many pleasant

moments on "Special Beat Ser-

vice." Pleasant, indeed, des-

cribes the whole album, which
is why Williams students ought
to like it so much. "I Confess"
has some good vocal work.
"Ackee 1 2 3" is fun, but the lyr-

ics! "Someone just smiled for

no special reason/It looks like

the smile's come back into sea-

son/it's so easy"??! ! Give me a

break.

Passable political statement
These guys used to write intel-

ligent songs—they were even
political. "Sugar and Stress"
has to pass for the grand politi-

cal statement on this album—
"This world is upside down, the

rights and wrong don't get much
wronger/Mistakes found in the

past turn into rules protecting
power." That's OK as far as it

goes, but The Clash it ain't.

I appreciate The Beat's deci-

sion to experiment , but I think It

may have backfired on them.
Not only are the lyrics weak, but
much of the music is laid-back
and not particularly danceable.
For a party band, that spells

disaster.

Good, slicit, catchy pop
Don't get me wrong. I like this

album. Even the most cynical
among us can be caught by
good, slick, catchy pop, which is

what "Special Beat Service"
boils down to. Still, I advise the
ska neophyte to start with "I
Just Can't Stop It. " Even better,

if you want the best of late-stage

ska, get the "Ghost Town" EP
by The Specials—a haunting

and compelling title song.

The Beat are still a good band,

and they're excellent in concert,

but they haven't lived up to their

original promise. By all odds,

they are now ready to make it

big on FM radio and the Willi-

ams College campus.

Players lack balance
by Greg Capaldini

The Chester String Quartet

appeared last Tuesday at

Brooks-Rogers Recital Hall,

marking the first concert in the

Young Artists Series. The
Quartet is part of the resident

faculty at the University of Indi-

ana at South Bend, and its

members are quite young.

The major offering on the pro-

gram was an ambitious choice,

Ravel's Quartet in F (1903).

This work is a test of musician-
ship for even the best of ensem-
bles. Though Ravel uses
Classical Era form and tex-

tures, his music sounds some-
what free, pretending to make
itself up as it proceeds. As in

Mozart, intense but graceful
stylization is the controlling

device.

^A Just received another bin of posters
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Last-second pass brings Homecoming victory
by Steven H. Epstein

Providing what Coach Bob Odell des-

cribed as "a pure miracle, "the Williams
football team rose from the dead Satur-

day to defeat the Wesleyan Cardinals 27-

24.

A four-play drive in the final 23 seconds
of the game culminated in a B.J. Con-
nolly to Marc Hummon 33-yard touch-

down pass to snatch victory from the

beaks of the stunned Cardinals. Said

Odell, "I've never won a game like that

In 35 years of coaching. To say I was
thrilled would be an understatement."
The victory, before a large Homecom-

ing crowd, sets up a showdown next week
at Amherst for the Little Three title.

The Ephs seemed destined to lose,

after leading by two touchdowns
throughout much of the game. A second
half rally saw Wesleyan go to the air-

waves, as junior quarterback Dan Ross
led the Cards to 17 unanswered second
half points to place the Cardinals in the

lead on the strength of a field goal which
followed an interception with just under
4:00 to go.

Do the impossible

Trailing for the first time in the contest

24-21, the Ephs had just 23 seconds left to

do the Impossible. After an incomplete
pass from his own 18 yard line, quarter-

back B. J. Connolly (7-12-201, 2 TDs) rec-

overed his own fumble and was speared
by a Wesleyan defender. The ensuing
penalty gave the Ephs a first down on
their own 33. They had 67 yards to go and
only 0: 12 in which to do it.

Showing far more confidence than the

throngs who were filing out of Weston
Field, Connolly led the team toward pay-
dirt on two plays, picking up his Christ-

mas present a bit early. With good
protection from his line the poised junior

LordJeffs

next week
by Jolin Clayton and

Chris Harned

Coming into the homestretch
of the fall season, the football,

soccer, and rugby teams have
chances to win Little Three
Titles, while the cross-country
teams travel to Boston for the
New England Division III

Championships.

The gridders, coming off their

emotional last-second victory
over Wesleyan, are in search of

their eleventh Little Three
Championship in the last twelve
years.

But getting that champion-
ship won't be easy. The Lord
Jeffs are 6-1 this year, their only
loss a 16-14 defeat by
MIddlebury.
The Lord Jeffs are led by

quarterback Brian Curran and
fullback Mark Vendettl. Cur-
ran's status is questionable—he
received a hyperextended
elbow last weekend in their 14-0

victory over Trinity.

The Ephs will look to fullback
Ted Thomas to establish a
ground game and complement
that with Connolly's aerial
show. "I look for a great game,"
said Coach Bob Odell. "We'll
make the fur fly."

The soccer team will "be in a
grudge match as Amherst
defeated them for the ECAC
title. They are finally resting

after a busy weekend of games.
Men's cross-country coach

Peter Farwell said he is looking

for "the best meet of the season.

We should have all seven of our
top runners healthy."

The women's team also hopes
to put the icing on the Little

Three championship cake with

a good showing at the
Championships.

QB found "all-everythlng" Marc Hum-
mon (5 receptions, 150 yards, 2 I'Ds, threw

one pass, and played some defense as

well) for a 34-yard completion. Hummon
split the seams between five Cardinal

defenders and gave the Ephs a final shot

from the Wesleyan 33 with just four ticks

left on the clock.

The miracle play

The final play was nothing short of

incredible. Connolly faded to pass and

was rushed heavily by a Wesleyan line-

man. Inches from a game-ending sack,

Connolly, off-balance, evaded his oppo-

nent with help from lineman Bernle

Krause, who either picked Connolly up to

his feet or set an NBA-style pick which

allowed Connolly to get free and throw.

An instant later, Hummon was open at

the 7-yard line. He tucked the ball home
and won the race into the end zone by

inches, leaving a stunned Cardinal con-

tingent wondering if the most powerful

force of all might be a Williams alum.

Hummon commented after the game
that it was his biggest thrill as an athlete.

"It was a great way to end it," he said

after being removed from the pile of

humanity (players and fans) who
covered him after the victory. Asked if

he was confident that the Ephs could pull

it out he said, "I really thought we had a
shot, even with so little time left. 1 said

the Lord's Prayer as we broke the huddle
and then I just tried to get open."

For his spectacular play, Hummon
received the "Golden Helmet Award"
from the New England Sportswriters
Association at a Boston luncheon today.

Chandler's reaction

Coach Renzi Lamb called the victory,

"The kind of moment in spwrts that

Cardinal defenders grab hold of Junior Sean Crotiy. Wesleyan, fiowever, could not hold on lo
the game, as the Ephs stormed back, 27-24.

comes along every 10 or 15 years.
'

' Presi-

dent John Chandler was as ecstatic as

any Ephs football fan after the game
ended. "It was very pleasing not only to

see the players win the game," said

Chandler, "but to see the outpouring of

affection from both students and alumni
after the game ended."
The Ephs got on the board twice early

in the first period, manhandling Wes-
leyan offensively and defensively. The
Ephs scored on their second and third

possessions of the game, thanks largely
to the rushing skills of Ted Thomas (115

yards, 18 carries, all in the first half) and
the offensive line, who created holes big

enough for even this reporter to run
through.

The first score came on an out pass
from Connolly to Hummon, which the

Junior John Campbell eludes three Wesleyan players in Ephmen's 1-0 victory Saturday. Sandwiched around
this game were ECAC overtime thrillers. (Plonsker)

Soccer wins two, not Amherst
by Dave Woodworth and

Dan Keating

Flirting with glory but finish-

ing with grief, the men's soccer
team completed a flurry of
games Sunday with a 2-1

sudden-death overtime loss to

Amherst in the championship
game of the East Coast Athletic

Conference (ECAC) tourna-
ment. The game was the third in

three days for the Ephmen. Wil-
liams dispatched Southeastern
Massachusetts University 2-1

in Friday's opening round of the
ECAC tourney and overcame
Wesleyan 1-0 Saturday in the
first leg of the Little Three.

Williams (10-4-1) will get

another chance at Amherst (10-

1-1 this Saturday when the

Ephmen complete their regular

season at Amherst in a game
that will decide the Little Three
title. The two-game two-
championship series provides

Williams with an opportunity to

avenge Sunday's loss.

The Lord Jeffs went ahead 1-0

only 2: 56 into the game when
constant offensive pressure
resulted in a goal by Rob Ost-

burg. Amherst continued to con-
trol the game through the first

ten minutes, but failed to regis-

ter any further score.

Sophomore goalie Ken
Rhodes was commended by
Coach Mike Russo for keeping
the Ephmen in the contest.
Rhodes' performance came on
the heels of a bout with pneumo-
nia which kept him out of all

action for a week and a half.

Ephs tie it up
Williams evened the score

late in the second half with a
goal from Doug McKenney '85.

the goal came off a free kick by
Rob Kusel '83 which McKenney
headed into the near-post
corner. The score came at 7:41.

Williams controlled the tempo
through most of the second half,

but stingy defense prevailed.

leaving the score 1-1 at the end
of regulation time.

Amherst gained the momen-
tum early in the overtime
period and ended the game in

less than four minutes. The win-
ning goal came on a ball that
Williams failed to clear from
the penalty area despite oppor-
tunities to do so. John Steele
scored the goal unassisted.
Russo felt that both teams
played particularly well and
that either team could have

The Wesleyan match was bit-

ter and hard-fought throughout,
with several Wesleyan men
receiving yellow cards for dan-
gerous play or misconduct, and
a number of players on both
sides being Injured as a result of

ovcraggressive play.

The only goal of the match
came at 76:20 when Dan Ara-
mini '84 drilled a direct kick

Continued on 'Page 11

(Farley)

day's hero broke for a 44-yard gain and
his first TD of the day. On their next pos-

session it took five plays for the Ephs to

march 63 yards, all on the ground. Sean
Grotty scored on a 17-yard run to make it

14-0 at halftime.

The first miracle pass
After a Wesleyan score made it 14-7,

Connolly completed the first of two mira-
cle TD passes on the day. In the grasp of

a Wesleyan lineman, Connolly found
tight end Mark Pine for a 60-yard comple-
tion which brought the margin back to

two touchdowns. The Ephs' lead seemed
insurmountable with just over 22 min-
utes to play.

Wesleyan, however, opened up its

passing attack and gained back an
advantage over the Ephs with less than a
minute to go, setting up the final heroics.

RPI rugby

eaten alive
by Bert Salisbury

On a gusty and cold Cole Field

the rugby club faced R.P.I, last

Saturday and was victorious in

both matches; A-side 16-7 and
B-side 15-0.

In the first match, the A-side

scrum dominated and provided
a lot of ball for the line to run
with. Joe Carey '84 put the first

try over from a maul set up by
Jim Steggall '83 and Bill Dono-
van '83. Eric Russell '84 then

shone through and scored two
more.
Captain Dave Park '83 had a

great game at fullback both
kicking and running with the

line. Dixon Pike '83 punished the

R.P.I, defense all game and set

up the second Joe Carey try with
a long run. During the second
Joe Carey try with a long run.

During the second half, Willi-

ams was put more on the defen-
sive, which allowed-fl.P.I. to

score 7 points.

B-side wins too

B-side fared as well with a 15-0

shutout. With the Williams
defense never letting up, the
line proceeded to score. Larry
Hebb '83 put down the first try

from a nice Jim Bell '84 pop
kick. Bill Best '83 ws then able to

connect for a field goal and
three more points.

John Dagnello '85 had an
intense game and never gave
the R.P.I, scrum-half a chance.
Mark Evans '85 showed his run-

ning ability in a great game and
a try of his aim. The scrum also

had a great day. John May '84

scored a try on a 20 meter romp
disregarding the clinging R.P.I,

ruggers, and Rich Wetxr '83

also played well with runs that

were unprecedented.
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Transfer inclusion must wait

Frosh get first pick
Freshman inclusion will take

priority over inter-house
transfers following unanimous
Committee on Undergraduate
Life approval of its transfer pol-

icy last Tuesday.
"Freshmen should have

number one priority in anything
if we are aiming to have them In

(one house) for three years,"
asserted Heidi Coggeshall '&4,

Student Housing Committee Co-
Chairman.
Under the new policy, inter-

house transfer applicants will

be pulled from their current
houses, leaving those rooms
open for freshman Inclusion.

After all freshmen are Included,
inter-house transfers will be
reincluded In the remaining
rooms. Dean Cris Roosenraad
said he hopes to have the new
plan in effect for this spring's
inclusion.

Assistant Dean Mary
Kenyatta noted that the new
system is not a major departure
from last year's inclusion pro-

cess. For the 1982 inclusion,

transfers were included before
freshmen but a number of

rooms were reserved for fresh-

men before any inclusion
began.

Roosenraad allayed the con-

cern of some CUL members
that certain houses would face
"a crush of freshmen," as CUL

/ member Jonathan Light '83 des-

cribed it. Since 35 percent of

each house's presidents must
come from the freshman class,

these minimum limits would
prevent an "enormous swarm"
to a specific house, Roosenraad
explained.

"In reality I suspect that

there's not going to be much ofa
difference," said Roosenraad
regarding the new inclusion

plan," because people usually
don't transfer out of popular
houses—there won't be that

many spaces."
Both Kenyatta and Roosen-

raad emphasized that the 35

percent house minimum for

freshman inclusion is only "a
target figure" that will not be
rigidly adhered to. "The quotas
varied depending on the house,"
observed Kenyatta. "Strlctquo-
tas cannot be set."

Just prior to the CUL vote,

several committee members
asked if the CUL was acting

hastily, to which Professor
Henry Art replied, "I don't

think we're rushing. We've been
at (the transfer issue) for a year
and a half."

Roosenraad reported that

attendance and revenue at the

Log are down from last year's

totals. For the first two months
of the academic year, attend-
ance is off by 19 percent, from
16,0(K) last year to only 13,000

this year. Log revenues per cus-
tomer are down nine percent,

from $1.20 per person per night

to $1.09. Roosenraad said that

the Log Committee regarded
the revenue figure an indication

that people do not attend the Log
with the intent to become
intoxicated.

The Log Committee also

unanimously opposed installing

a breath alcohol analyzer in the

Log. The committee was
pleased that students do not

drink heavily at the campus
pub, but they feared that the

analyzer "might be taken as a
challenge," explained Roosen-
raad.

In other action last Tuesday,
the CUL unanimously passed a
Student Housing Committee
report which defined the

responsibilities of house offic-

ers. Under the new guidelines,

the house vice-president will

serve as house social chairman.
Housing Committee Co-
Chairman John Carlson '83

explained that each house will

still be free to determine the

structure of its social commit-
tee. He described the rest of the

guidelines as "largely a
clarification."

An electrical (Ire struck the recently opened MOUN-
TAIN GOAT outdoor equipment store on Water
Street early Sunday morning. The blaze began in

the upstairs apartment and resulted in water dam-
age to the store. (Farley)

Hollywood glitter hits Dodd
There won't be a hot tub, and

there won't l)e Bo Derek. But
three years after A Change of

Seasons came to town, Williams

will again be a movie set.

Public television station

WGBH in Boston and the British

Broadcasting Corporation will

film several scenes in and
around Dodd House next week-
end for their adaptation of

Philip Roth's novel The Ghost
Writer.

Willifims will become a
women's college in 1949, with
Dodd as a dorm and Goodrich
House as the college post office.

The film crew will shoot scenes
in the Dodd dining hall and in a
double room now occupied by
Phil Walsh '85 and Michael
Greely '85. There will also be a
scene outside Goodrich.

General Foreman of Build-

ings and Grounds Ralph
lacuessa described the impact
of the filming as "low-key." "It

will have very little effect,"

agreed Ellen Berek of the News
Office, who is handling arrange-
ments. The only College adjust-

ments will be the clearing of a
parking lot next to Goodrich for

one day, and a temporary hook-

up of filming equipment into

the College power supply.

Greely and Walsh gave per-

mission for their room to be
used. They will stay in friends'

rooms while all their belongings
are removed and replaced with
period furnishings. The room
will be restored to its 1982 condi-

tion after filming is completed.
Twelve female students will

appear in the movie as "non-

Faculty split over space shuffle
Editor's note: Last week the

Record discussed changes in

the physical plant which will

substantially affect the Lan-

guage and Art Departments,

the News Office, theAlumni and
Development Offices, and
computer-related personnel.

This week the Record
further examined faculty and
staff reactions to those changes.

by Katya Hokanson

Administrative decisions
approved by the Trustees in

Octol>er will cause some parts

of the campus to be arranged
quite differently as of next year,

and many students have disco-

vered that things some took for

granted, such as the use of Wes-
ton as a language center, were
never guaranteed.
Among the upcoming

changes, the relocation of the

departments of French, Span-
ish, German and Russian to the

former Roper Center in the
lower portion of Stetson has
caused the most unhappiness.
General language faculty

feeling, in the words of Susan
Dunn, chairman of the French
department, is that "the new
space will not meet all of our
needs; however we have no cho-
ice but to make the best of a
situation with which we are not
particularly happy."
Less classroom space will be

reserved for language teaching
after the change, according to

College Treasurer William
Reed, who is orchestrating the
move. Present intent for the

space in Roper, according to

Dorothea Hanson, Weston Lan-
guage Center coordinator, is to

remodel it into a language lab; a

large all-purpose space for

"relaxing, clubbing, meet-
ings—maybe even afternoon

tea; " an office for herself and
one for Secretary Judith Mad-
den; and two classrooms, one of

which is to be seminar-sized.

Fancy equipment
The existing kitchen is to have

a stove added to it, which will

make it "about comparable" to

the one in Weston, according to

Hanson. None of these plans is

final, Hanson stressed, since the

architect remodeling Roper,
Jesup and Weston, John Jordan
of Jaffrey, New Hampshire, is

still In the process of holding

meetings with the language
faculty to finalize plans.

"There are almost 20 faculty

members," said Hanson, "so
it's hard to get a consensus."
Since the language laboratory

Continued on Page 10

speaking artists." They were
selected by Chairman of the
Theatre Department Jean-
Bernard Bucky and by Berek on
the strength of hair styles

appropriate for the film.

Libby Home '86 works at the
News Office, which led to her
selection by Berek. "This is a
first for me," she said, "and it's

also some extra money." Home
will be paid $150 for one morning
and one afternoon of filming.

Roth himself suggested Willi-

amstown as a possible set, said
Berek. He is familiar with the
Berkshires, and the main char-
acter of the novel lives in Stock-
bridge.

"Dodd immediately came to

mind," said Berek. "I took (the

WGBH people) around to see if

we had a small, cozy, fairly old-

Continued on Page 10

Most in four years

Frosh warnings rise
Freshmen received the

highest number of academic
warnings in four years,
according to figures released

by the Registrar.

A total of 127 of 498 freshmen
were warned, or 25.5 percent
of the Class of '86. This is a
higher percentage of students

warned than any class now on
campus received as freshmen.
The Class of '85, with nine
more students, received 13

fewer warnings than this

year's freshmen. The junior

class had the best perfor-

mance, with only 22.3 percent
of its students warned.
Most students (102) only

received one warning, but 21

received two and four fresh-

men were warned of poor per-

formance in three of their

classes.

Of these 156 warnings, a
whopping 105 came from Div-

ision III departments, as
opposed to 36 in Division II and
only 15 in Division I. Mathe-
matics was again the leader
with 49 out of 289 freshman
registrants receiving warn-
ings. But Chemistry, with 22

out of 91 warned, had the high-

est percentage of any
department.

The largest of eight depart-

ments issuing no warnings
was German with 38 regis-

trants. The largest depart-

ment, English with 358
freshmen enrolled, warned six

students.
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We're tired of writing editorials about this. No one except the

CUL and Housing Committee wants to change our current house

transfer policy. So why are they changing it? Let's hold a plebi-

scite.

Quotation of the Week
A breath analyzer at the Log "might be

taken as a challenge."

—Dean Cris Roosenraad
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LETTERS
Not institutional

To the editor .

In response to Stuart Weinstein's arti-

cle entitled "Antl-Semltism reigns on
Williams College campus":
While I agree that there are many

problems confronting Jews at Williams,
I strongly oppose the assertion that these
problems are made manifest by certain
structural conditions which result in a
"systematic" anti-Semitism on our cam-
pus, the shortage of funding for the Jew-
ish Association and the lack of an official

Jewish Studies program do not reflect,

as Mr. Welnstein claims, a questionable
administrative commitment to Jewish
life at Williams, but rather a limited
supply of financial resources which must
be allocated among the many groups
that compete for college funds. As a fel-

low Jew, I too feel that there should be an
active Jewish presence at Williams facil-

itated by a strong Jewish Association
and a Jewish Studies program, but the
college's present inability to provide for

such improvements should not be mis-
construed as indicative of an institu-

tional anti-Semitism.

However, the facts remain that a sig-

nificantly higher percentage of prospec-
tive Jewish students reject Williams
than do their Gentile peers, and that Jew-
ish students often feel uncomfortable in

the Williams environment. Most Jewish
students come from homes and com-
munities that maintain a high level of

Jewish cultural identity. The over-
whelmingly Gentile environment at Wil-
liams generates an atmosphere which in

many ways is very different from that In

which we grew up. Hopefully the admin-
istration will be able to provide for a

more viable Jewish community In the
near future, but a continued responsibil-

ity rests with all of us to foster an
increased awareness and undertanding
of the particular situation faced by Jews
at Williams.

Elizabeth Cole '83

Eds. Note: Welnstein did not select the
title for his article; the Record bears
responsibility for headlines.

Insiduous

To the editor;

No, anti-Semitism does not reign on
the Williams College campus. It is much
too insiduous for that. Nevertheless,
some of us see it here.

Swastikas on signs and walls—that's
anti-Semitism. Admissions policies
which seek to limit rather than encour-
age Jews—that's anti-Semitism. Non-
Jewish students asking Jewish students
if they personally feel guilty about Beg-
in's actions (that puts a quick end to any
rational discussion, folks)—and that's

anti-Semitism. Individuals admitting
they are concerned about racism and
misogyny but never really thought
seriously about anti-Semitism—yes,
that's anti-Semitism. Jewish students

not wanting to admit they are Jewish and
not joining in Jewish activities for fear of

what non-Jewish friends will say—that's

anti-Semitism, too.

Jews may look happily assimilated,

but our culture and self-identity is dying
because we are afraid to be caught in

stereotypes and a history of oppression
and murder. Admittedly, Jewishness is

Ignored here: the issue appears uninter-

esting. However, if one is uninterested in

a people's being actively oppressed, one

Is both inhumane and foolish. The matter
is too large to be addressed fully here,

but there will be more discussion tocome
on Judaism, Jewishness, and anti-

Semitism.
If any of the above-made points were

not obvious to you, that means you prob-
ably have more to learn about the mat-
ter. If you do not think there is any
problem of anti-Semitism here, then you
are ignorant and should become aware
of the following. Some Jewish students
are beginning to activate themselves:
meeting (over forty students) with Phil
Smith to discuss admissions policy on
Jews; attending a Feminist Alliance
meeting on "Self-Rejection; Anti-
Semitism and Jewish Feminism; " show-
ing support for each other in our search
for our own Identities as individuals with
a Jewishness.

I, a Jewish Feminist (truly not a nice
thing to admit around here), am ready
for a comfortable and conducive atmos-
phere in which to explore my total indi-

viduality. Indeed, the struggle
continues.

Beth Byron '85

ful aspects of Western civilization. As
such it should be used very carefully.

Instead, Mr. Welnstein exploits the
impact of the term and exploits the
moral capital built up by Jews over the
centuries of the Diaspora to justify pres-
ent Israeli expansionism when he men-
tions it in connection with the debate
over Lebanon. He employs a technique
used by Professor Nathan Katz in tne

recent Lebanon panel discussion:
merely utter the work "anti-Semitism"
and opponents of the Begin foreign policy

will Immediately halt their arguments
and fall all over each other exclaiming
support for the rights of the Jewish peo-

ple. Any serious debate about Israeli

imperialism can thereby be turned into a

discussion of anti-Semitism, thus skirt-

ing the issue at hand.

That tactic has worked in the past but
it did not work for Professor Katz and it

certainly does not work for Mr. Weln-
stein. One can only hope that this signals

the approach of a day when Israel will be
viewed by the same standards as are all

other nations.

John C. Springer '84

Surprised Appalled

To the editor:

I was not so much angered as sur-
prised to read Stuart Weinstein's editor-

ial ("Anti-Semitism reigns on Williams
College campus") in the Nov. 9 issue.

The article was concerned entirely with
the issue of anti-Semitism, yet at no point
does Mr. Welnstein give a clear picture
of what he means by "anti-Semitism."
"Anti-Semitism" is a loaded term; it

evokes images of one of the most shame-

To the editor:

I was appalled and dismayed to read in

the article "Activists Square Off Over
Draft" that "The Garfield Republican
Club thinks of the draft as the second
biggest non-issue since sexual harass-
ment." I am amazed by the insensitivity

and blindness of Danny Blatt '85, chair-
man of the GRC in considering the
harassment of over one-half of the popu-
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Oppression begins
at home
Seeking change in

College investment
policy ''radical
and subversive*'

Thii week the Williams Anti-Apartheid

Coalition i$ conducting a door-lo-door peti-

tion drive to garner lupport for divestment.

by Laura Hoptman

For the past three years I have
been a member of the Wil-

liams Anti-Apartheid Coali-

tion. The situation in South

Africa presents to me perhaps the only

clear cut, ecumenical, bi-partisan issue

that one can read about in the pages of

The New York Times. The minority

regime in South Africa, its present poli-

cies and past history of infringement of

basic human rights smacks at its best of

the ideologies present in pre-civll rights

America ; at its worst, it is reminiscent of

Nazi Germany. To oppose the College's

financial involvement in this country

seems to me to be quite an arguable
position.

The Anti-Apartheid Coalition itself is

an organization with more of £in empha-
sis on moral as opposed to political

Issues, an organization well-grounded in

fact in addition to opinion. Moreover, the

Anti-Apartheid Coalition follows a policy

of working with the administration,

meeting regularly with the President

and the Trustees of Williams to discuss

the feasibility of a program of divesti-

ture of the College's holdings in corpora-

tions that do business in South Africa.

Education of the College community and
rational discussion of the Issues have, in

my experience, been the main activities

of WAAC.
After three years of working with

WAAC, I have come to the realization

that this selfsame organization is

thought radical and subversive by many
of my peers, the administration of the

College and the Trustees.

At every demonstration, at every

impassioned meeting with the President

and the Trustees I have found myself

repeating one phrase over and over; I do

not hate WUIlams College. I do not hate

Williams, I hate the system of Apartheid.

It Is wrong. It is morally abhorrent. This

Antolne Watteau drawing

Louvre, Parl« ^
position is universally accepted and
inarguable, except to a certain few. I

also hate the fact that this institution, the

institution that has educated me about
politics, economics and morals, has the

power to voice its strong disapproval of

the situation in South Africa but has
never used it. This Is purely my opinion

one which did not dissuade me from com-
ing to Williams as a freshman, but one
that prompted me to Join W.A.A.C. It has
been the goal of the Anti-Apartheid Coa-
lition since its inception to persuade the

students, faculty, administration and
Trustees to use that voice. It is not a sub-

versive organization; on the contrary, it

is an organization that means to promote
the College as a moral institution

through the act of divestiture of the Col-

lege's holdings in South Africa.

I have seen the look of distaste and
disapproval, of outright anger or fear In

the faces of those students accosted by a

petition or pamphlet-waving anti-

apartheid member. I have also seen the

carefully prepared Information sheets

piled high in trashbins, and movies with

attendance rates in single digits, and I

have wondered if this community is

simply afraid. The plea of "I don't have
enough information to judge' ' is valid but

only to an extent. When abundant sour-

ces of Information are time and time

again ignored, it only makes it apparent

that activist involvement here at Willi-

ams is somehow socially suspicious, aca-

. . . activist involvement here
at Williams is somehow
socially suspicious, academ-
ically unwise.

demlcally unwise. Education about
issues outside the academic course offer-

ings is viewed as an unnecessary intru-

sion, especially if the issue is

controversial, unpleasant and seem-
ingly unrelated to our lives here at Willi-

arms. The issue of Apartheid is

particularly unpleasant, as it touches the
lives of every member of this College

community not only through the pages of

the national newspapers and through
history classes, but through our stock

portfolio. Whether or not divestment Is

an effective means of protest remains to

many a debatable point, but the fact that

the College owns stocks in corporations
that do business in South Africa is not

debatable.

This piece is not a plea for understand-
ing, nor is it an apology or justification

for activism at Williams College. Rather
it is a call to expand our ideas outside as

well as inside the classroom. All of us at

Williams have come here for the same
reasons. We have come here to have
intellectual discourse, not to argue. We
have come here to expand our minds

through exposure to different issues and
opinions, not to remain closed to those

viewpoints that differ from our own.
Above all, we have come here to learn,

not to run away from learning. Apar-
theid, in particular. Is an Issue about
which there Is a lot to learn. The Antl-

Apartheld Coalition, If we wish to use It,

Is an Important resource for this

Information.

Finally, WAAC members are also

members of and investors in this intel-

lectual community. We do not seek to

destabilize, but nor do we seek to remain

passive acceptors of our education, or

the institution that stands behind our

education. Rather, our goal is to contrib-

ute our knowledge and opinions in an
effort to continually improve the system
which we criticize.

For all the time that I have spent try-

ing to change the College's policy of

investment In South Africa, I have never

for one moment felt like an enemy of

Williams. To have felt so would have
been absurd. I would have been fighting

myself.

After six years, victories remain bittersweet
by Mark White

When the Williams Antl-Apar-

theld Coalition points out

that Williams College owns
$20 million worth of stock in

firms profiting from Apartheid, $2 mil-

lion of which is invested in IBM, a firm

which directly contributes to the repres-

sive police action against non-whites in

Soutli Africa, we are accused of con-

demning the College for participating in

racist ideology and murder.

We are ignored when we point out the

impotence of the Trustees' arguments

that the Sullivan Principles are an

important step toward black equality in

South Africa. No one listens to us when
we bring to light the fact that less than

one percent of the black working force is

affected by the Sullivan Principles.

Although the Trustees adhere to the

Sullivan Principles as a criterion for

judging firms which do business in South

Africa, the College still owns $1.2 million

worth of stock in firms which have yet to

sign the Principles, and another 11 com-

panies the College Invests in do not follow

the guidelines set forth by Reverend Sul-

livan. When we suggest that there may
be some contradictions within the Col-

lege Investment policies, we are labeled

as knee-jerk, anti-capitalist reaction-

aries.

Finally, when we 'ask' the College to

divest of ail stocks in firms doing busi-

ness in South Africa, we are accused of

practicing "cheap-grace"; that is, we
want to "feel good" morally at the

expense of ail those students who will

supposedly be forced to pay another $500

in tuition. To counter such an accusation

we have brought to the College's atten-

tion studies which conclude that portfo-

lios can benefit from such divestment.

Still, the College community ignores us.

Only once since WAAC's Inception six

years ago has the community listened . In

a remarkable show of commitment and
perseverance in 1980, WAAC, through

candlelight vigils, protests and a hunger

strike, mobilized a quarter of the student

population for a short time to support its

position that the College should divest its

stock in newmont Mining because of

Newmont's unfair labor practices, stop

making short-term deposits In banks

extending loans to South Africa, and
send a student to an IBM shareholder's

meeting asking that firm to stop its busi-

ness with South Africa.

Nine months after Its initial promise to

divest of Newmont stock the College fol-

lowed through on its promise, and WAAC
claimed victory as It should have, for

without its commitment nothing would

have been accomplished.

Yet, as one WAAC member termed it

two years ago, the victory was "bitters-

weet," since the College did not sell the

stock in Newmont Mining because of

to human degradation under apartheid,

but rather because of that company's
"intransigence and disregard for the

rights of its shareholder." Further, the

activism of the student population was
short-lived; of the 500 who signed the

petition, only a handful continued to

question the College's role in South

Africa, and WAAC was once again left

alone to shoulder that burden. As a

result, not only are our policies regard-

ing banks unchanged, today we are

further away from divestment than ever
before.

Why did the Williams Community
decide to continue its criticism of the Col-

lege's investment policies? After six

years of leafletting and letter writing,

questioning and demanding, anti-

apartheid fairs and movies, South Afri-

can poets and political activists, why
does WAAC only have one "bittersweet

victory" under its belt?

I was recently criticized for being a

memtter of WAAC on the grounds that

the organization Is largely ineffectual,

thus implying that the answers to the

above questions can be found within the

ranks of WAAC. The reason for the

group's ineffectiveness, though, does not

lie within WAAC, but rather within the

Williams College community itself.

College Investments continue to help

uphold Apartheid not because of the

Incompetence or Insincerity of WAAC's
membership, but because those who
question the authority of Williams Col-

lege are perceived by others as being

Inappreclative of the education Williams

has bestowed upon them. It Is not "nice"

to question authority, and Williams stu-

dents are by definition "nice."

In addition, members ofWAAC are cri-

ticizes for making the College the

enemy, the foe that must be defeated.

Nobody wants to make the College the

enemy, and in the end WAAC has the

majority of the College community as an
obstacle In its path to divestment.

It is unfortunate that WAAC is critic-

ized for being "anti-Williams," "reac-

tionary," and the like, for such criticism

fails to realize the essential characteris-

tics of WAAC's "rebellion": the determi-

nation of WAAC members to question the

authority of the College's investment

policies is because our studies, not usu-

ally our role models, have taught us that

the only way to hold on to our beliefs and
ethics Is not to merely understand and
accept them, but more Importantly to

reinforce them through everyday prac-

tice. To do less would be to admit the

inadequacy of our Williams education.
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Judaic Studies only partial solution Let's hear it

for Apathy

Features/arts
by Maryam Elahi

I would like to contest Mr. Welnsteln's

article "Antl-Semltlsm Reigns on Willi-

ams College Campus" In the November 9

Issue of the Record. There are many
points of his piece with which I disagree,

however I am sure these points were
seen by others and rebutted elsewhere.

Therefore, I would like to focus on the
educational aspect of the problem and
suggest the establishment of a Middle
Eastern area studies major (covering

Judaic Studies) as a solution to the lack
of knowledge of the culture, politics and
history of this crucial area.

diverse areas that It presents (as the

combination Is a mere escape of the addi-

tion of other necessary courses).

Presently three well-qualified scho-

lars, Professors Berk, Darrow and Katz,

are teaching courses concerning Judaic

history and religion. However, with the

exception of a few courses in political

science and religion (and one art

course), there are no other substantial

courses relating to the Middle East. I

was appalled and dismayed not to find a

single Middle-Eastern history course

(with the exception of History 223, "His-

tory of the Jewish People in the Modern

After all, is that region not

rightfully titled "the cradle of

civilization"?!

Clearly, in any community. It is the

role of the minority to adapt to a system
placed for and by the majority. The Col-

lege could not possibly serve only Kosher
food to satisfy Jews and Muslims. How-
ever, I must admit that there is a general
lack of knowledge (better put as ignor-

ance) about other cultures (and reli-

gions) especially of the African
continent and the Middle East. I judge
this to be due not to hostility and preju-

dice, but rather to the self-centeredness

prevailing in this country as is further

illustrated by the lack of interest in for-

eign languages and cultures.

Primarily, consider the fact that

initiating Judaic Studies as a major
might be taken as discriminatory by
other minorities who would equally like

to concentrate on Muslim, Buddhist, or
Baha'i studies. In addition. Judaic cul-

ture and tradition cannot be studied out-

side of its historical and political context.

Therefore, I strongly believe that by pro-
viding Judaic Studies under the
umbrella of Mid-Eastern Area Studies

would not only succeed in providing
further study to students presently inter-

ested in Judaism, but would also attract

students fascinated by the enigma of the

Middle East and furnish them with
necessary background knowledge of the
area. This would primarily entail separ-

ating the present "Africa and the Middle
East" area study justly into the two

Era") among the 67 history courses

offered. After all, is that region notrlght-

fully termed "the cradle of

civilization"?!

There should definitely be additional

courses exploring the history, art and
culture, religions, politics and economic
growths and problems of the region. As
many seem to reckon, the Middle East
does not begin and end with Egypt and
Israel, and it Is about time that more
attention was focused on the region as a

whole, its obvious resources and the his-

torical and geo-political reasons for the

permanence of violence. I suspect that

the administration and faculty might not

perceive the real need for such an
optional major and this is the reason that

student initiative is Imperative to dem-
onstrate to the faculty the student inter-

est and the need to expand this specific

area study.

One should emphasize that this will not

only serve to fulfill the interests of stu-

dents presently at Williams and hopefully

destroy any feelings of alienation and
prejudice, but will also create an essen-

tial awareness of an area in our world
that is crucial to our mere existence as it

is rather dangerously explosive.

In addition, this will draw many stu-

dents with diverse backgrounds who
have an interest in the area, and there-

fore should Increase the number of quali-

fied foreign and Jewish applicants who
perceive the option of furthering their

education of Middle-Eastern cultures as

a positive factor at Williams.

According to the statistics from the

Admissions Office, last year 52 foreign

students were accepted, of whom 25

enrolled. Only 18 of these were non-U.S.

citizens and only two out of these 18 were

from the Middle East (out of 497

freshmen)!

It Is obvious that this is not due to any
sort of prejudice, but rather to lack of

recruitment devices overseas. If Willi-

ams is concerned with the intellectual

and background diversity of its student

body, it is Imperative to promote recruit-

ment measures In countries other than

the United States, and again, the pres-

ence of the Mid-East major would serve

as an element for encouraging foreign-

ers to apply.

In conclusion, I am not in any way try-

ing to extenuate the problem, but I think

the crux of this difficulty Is the mere
existence of any elements of anti-

Semitism and not conditions such as lack

of funding to the Jewish Association or

the lack of Judaic Studies at Williams. In

fact, I think if these two elements were
solved as Mr. Weinstein suggested, it

might Isolate Jewish students as they

would find a commodious community to

take shelter and ignore any possible anti-

Semitism.

... it is about time that

more attention was

focused on the region as a

whole.

This problem has to be dealt with
openly and holistlcally. It should be
approached in a manner Inhostile to all

and intellectually attractive to the

majority of students. I strongly urge the

initiation of a separate Middle Eastern
Area Studies with Judaic Studies as a
subgroup to provide and encourage the

awareness of the culture, history, polit-

ics and religion of that particular area of

the world. This will be equally favorable
to non-Jewish students and I believe will

succeed in uprooting any surface anti-

Semitism that presently exists.

LETTERS
Continued from Page 2

lation as not only a "non-issue," but the
biggest "non-issue." The incidents of

harassment on this campus serve to

highlight the fact that even our sheltered

environment is subject to the pervasive
problems of society.

How can the Republicans, as repres-
ented by Mr. Blatt, overlook the prob-
lems and hardships of women in this

country and still profess to be a viable
political party answering its constituen-

cy's needs? It is no wonder that women
disapprove of Reagan more than men do.

I sincerely hope that this trend continues
to show the displeasure women feel in

being treated by the party in power as
second-class citizens with nonexistent
problems.

Sharon Cohen '83

Be cautious

To the editor:

I write not to attack Stuart Welnsteln's

op-ed piece entitled "Antl-Semltlsm

reigns on Williams Collegecampus," but

to give my own personal opinion as a

Jewish student who has closely observed

relations between Jews and non-Jews on
this campus over the past four years.

As president of the Jewish Association

,

Stuart surely has access to the opinions
of many morecampus Jews than myself,
and possibly he has been made aware of

cases of subtle anti-Semitism that go on
regularly here. However, to say anti-

Semitism "reigns" (as the Record head-
line does, and possibly Stuart does not) is

a volatile charge which should not be
made lightly.

In four years as a somewhat visible

member of the Williams College com-
munity, I have never felt myself sub-

jected to any type of anti-Semitism
whatsoever.

Even in the wake of anti-Israeli senti-

ment following the massacres in Beirut,

I feel the Williams students who have
risen in objection have carefully and
intelligently differentiated between
their antl-Israell and any possible anti-

Semitic attitudes.

Stuart is right in asserting that Jewish
students don't come to Williams in great
numbers. However, I would argue that

this is not Williams's fault, nor Its obliga-

tion to correct so long as the Jewish popu-
lation of Williams does not fall below
national population standards. The Jew-
ish population of the U.S. is estimated at

three percent. Williams, even by conser-
vative estimates, does better than this.

Jewish students who feel that this does
not permit them enough Interaction with
Jews can certainly find other compara-

ble academic institutions in which Jews
make up 30 percent or more of the stu-

dent body.

Jewish students at Williams have cer-

tainly not found themselves disadvan-
taged through lack of esteem from their

classmates. Last year's College Council
president was Jewish, as is the General
Manager of WCFM. Both of these posi-

tions are elected by large numbers of the

student body, presumably most of whom
are not Jewish. It would be hard to

Imagine that a truly anti-Semitic cam-
pus atmosphere would allow for such
successes by Jewish students.

It Is true that Jews are a small minor-
ity at Williams. However, Williams is

largely reflective of the country that we
as Jewish Americans will live in during
the rest of our lives. We. must push to

continue our individuality and to gain
respect from the non-Jews with which we
co-exist.

I ask all my fellow Jews on this campus
to be aware of subtle anti-Semitic practi-

ces if they occur and to alert the powers
that be. Both the Dean's Office and Food
Services have been extremely respon-
sive to me when even the slightest objec-
tions to potentially antl-Semltlc policies

have been raised. The administration
does care, and we owe It to them not to

accuse them unfairly. A claim of anti-

Semitism is a serious one. Let's not use It

unless we've got a heck of a strong case.

Steve Epstein '83

by Mark Dursztman

Those who take particular satisfaction

in diagnosing the infirmities of our ailing

culture have lately had a field day with

America's youth, and In particular,

today's college student. "This is," they

readily offer, "the age of student

apathy." While I agree with this obser-

vation, I object to the spirit In which it is

commonly viewed. We have bemoaned
student apathy long enough. It is time

that we recognized that student apathy Is

a virtue, and can be good clean fun.

The benefits of apathy are manifold. I

like to think that apathy has the potential

to unite all mankind, and perhaps cer-

tain parts of New Jersey as well. From
Islam to Christianity, from Brooks
Brothers to Brooklyn, one day we may
all learn to shrug our shoulders meekly
in the face of even the most topical ques-

tions. In addition, there are many Incid-

ental rewards for the faithfully

apathetic. If silence is golden, then a

carefully cultivated indifference should

be worth at least a new BMW. Finally,

you often hear people say, "It's too easy
and convenient to be apathetic." This Is

quite true; in fact, convenience is one of

the most attractive things about apathy.
Let us, however, examine the other side

of the issue. How inconvenient it is to be
involved in an activist group! Meetings
are often long and boring and always
seem to be scheduled at the worst possi-

ble times. Intra-group conflicts are a
daily frustration. Whining and nagging
alone have been known to delay certain

social reforms for years.

Like many virtues, In today's society,

apathy has fallen on hard times. What is

to blame for this? Confronted with rising

inflation, interest rates and unemploy
ment, a volatile Middle East and escalat-

ing hostilities toward the Soviet Union,

many have actually begun to voice their

dissent, in some cases, erasing a lifetime

of studied indifference. Admittedly, this

Is a rather disturbing turn of events, but
pouting about this accomplishes very lit-

tle. Instead, I direct your attentions and
efforts toward remedying the situation.

Apathy Is ultimately based in the indi-

vidual; therefore, its revival must begin
on a personal level. I realize that many
have difficulty recapturing the Insou-

ciance of the past, so I offer the following

exercise to start you on your way. Prac-
tice the rejoinders to the following topi-

cal questions. Soon, you'll be handling

even the most dangerous queries like a

pro:

1) Q: "How about that Mideast
situation?"

A: "Hey, bummer, huh?"

2) Q: "Can you believe thiseconomy of

ours?"
A: "Yeah. Get psyched."

3) Q: "What do you think about
abortion?"

A: "Hey, go for it."

(NOTE: You have Inadvertently
stated an opinion on abortion here. Try to

avoid this by choosing your words more
judiciously.)

If apathy is to become a seminal force
In our society again, personal commit-
ments of time and energy are essential.
Thus, I plan to market a set of provoca-
tive, pro-apathetic bumper stickers.
Possibilities Include:

1) "America; So What?"
2) "Support Tax Reform—Unless of

Course You Don't Feel Like It"

3) "Guns Don't Kill ... Do They?"
In addition to this, I have been trying to
organize a group dedicated to the
advancement of apathy. However, cur-
iously enough, to this point, interest has
been lagging. (That is a start, I guess.)

In choosing to be apathetic, you rid
yourself of all moral dilemmas. Only
then can you cease to care about politics,

economics, world hunger, your grades . .

.

well, maybe not your grades. We all

must draw the line somewhere, 1

suppose.

Trash fuels profits
by Nancy Gleason &

Geoffrey Baker
Someday your room may be heated by

empty MIchelob bottles and Dorlto bags
If Williams follows the technological
lead of its neighbor 20 miles to the South.
Two weeks ago, members of the Stu-

dent Energy Conservation Committee
toured an "alternative energies" facility

in Pittsfield that converts refuse Into

steam energy. According to Vlcon
Resource Recovery spokeswoman Beth
Voll, Vlcon burns city garbage to alle-

viate a Pittsfield landfill shortage prob-
lem and to generate steam for a local

paper company.
Ms. Voll explained that the impetus for

the construction of Vlcon began in 1974
when Pittsfield officials realized that
community trash would soon outstrip the
city landfill. After exploring several
proposals, the city decided to float a $6.2

million revenue bond to provide capital

for an unproven and venture-risky pro-

ject, the project was to burn, at 1700° F,

240 tons of residential and business gar-

bage a day, extending the life of the land-

fill from two to twenty years.

In addition, the project was to sell

steam to Crane Paper Company, a

steady customer that manufactures U.S.

treasury paper. Exhaust emlsions from
the project would pass through an elec-

trostatic scrubber smokestack, emerg-

ing into the environment well within

government air pollution guidelines.

After two years of operation, the plant

has been an enormous success. Operat-

ing revenues come from two sources,

namely. Crane Paper Company steam
fees and garbage tipping fees, and
amount to $200,000 annually. Crane Com-
pany is also benefitting by saving

roughly $300,000 In heating oil costs

through Vlcon "garbage" steam.
Everybody seems to benefit from this

project; town residents save on their

garbage fees, town officials are relieved

from the odious task of finding a new
landfill site. Crane Paper saves money
on its oil bill, Vlcon provides jobs for the

community, and this country reduces
energy consumption, handing over
fewer bucks to the petroshleks.

Within the next 10 years, total energy
systems may be developed and imple-

mented on a sufficiently wide basis to

become an important part of the U.S.

energy system. Total energy systems,

like Vlcon, hold significant promise for

an increase in total system efficiency by

being located near the ultimate consu-

mer, which lowers distribution costs and
attendant energy losses.

How about at Williams? Can the Col-

lege convert the heating plant into a

cogeneratlon system, passing this sav-

ings onto the students by reducing their

board and room fees? Energy for

thought.

"It's certainly possible at any time,"

commented Physical Plant Director

Peter Welanetz. "The question is

whether It's feasible from an economic
standpoint."

Choral Society Conductor Kenneth Roberts. (Lane)

A Night at the Opera
On Saturday night, according to the

advertisements, some famous people

will be exalted, murdered, married,

attacked, amused and oppressed, all at

the hands (or voices) of the 100-member
Williams Choral Society.

"Opera Night" features excerpts from
19th century works by von Weber, Verdi,

Puccini and Wagner. Conductor Kenneth
Roberts explained that "these texts deal

with the condition of man." The chorus of

homeless Scottish refugees in Verdi's

Macbeth, for example, may apply to all

people out of favor in their homeland
even though Verdi wrote It with the Ital-

ian political situation In mind.
The Choral Society, composed mainly

of students with a sprinkling of towns-

people, rehearsed at least two nights a
Continued on Page 11

Don't miss

Misanthrope
by Scott Corngold

Only the most stodgy traditionalist

would fall to be pleased with the Willl-

amstheatre production of Moliere's The
Misanthrope. Director Jean-Bernard
Bucky rightly believes that overly rever-

ential "museum-piece" renditions of

classic plays have a tendency to be as

lifeless as the playwright.

While remaining faithful to Richard

Wilbur's fine translation of the 17th cen-

tury French comedy, Bucky and com-

pany create a lively and thoroughly

modern theatrical piece which has some
pointed comments to make about con-

temporary society.

Moliere's masterpiece

Considered by many to be Moliere's

masterpiece. The Misanthrope is a study

of the malcontent Alceste, a man dis-

gusted by the philandering, hypocrisy

and game-playing he sees around him

and fed-up with humanity in general.

"Mankind has grown so base," he says,

"I mean to break with the whole human
race."

Yet, Alceste refuses to recognize in

himself those faults for which he so read-

ily condemns others, and his humorless

sincerity is not a very attractive alterna-

tive to the unctuousness of everyone else.

Bucky sees this play as treating more

than simply the artifice and excess

among the aristocracy In the age of Louis

XIV. The production is removed from

the 17th century, and we are thankfully

spared theatrical French accents.

Modern connotations

The terrific set design, by Williams

alumna Polly Wood-Holland '75, moves

the setting of the play ahead a few cen-

turies, evoking exactly those modern

connotations that Bucky tries to convey.

Looking very much like a trendy New
York City loft, the white and red set also

visualizes the running themes of love and

love-making. There is a lipstick lamp

and donut-like couch, both with obvious

Freudian connotations. The background

is filled with an assortment of white geo-

metrical shapes, and a large Warho-

lesque painting of huge, parted red lips

seems suspended In air.

The costumes, designed by Bruce

Goodrich, complement the set perfectly,

Continued on Page 8

Visiting set designer Polly Wood-Holland.

Alumna has designs
by Ronald Issen

The scenery of both The Mlsantlirope

and Under Milk Wood comprise a wel-

come change for a woman who makes
her living designing such things as

mechanical wolves. Polly Wood-Holland
'75, a scenic artist with Eoin Sprott Stu-

dios In New York, was invited by theater

professor Bernard Bucky to design the

two sets over the summer.

For the past three years, Wood-
Holland has constructed special props

for a number of movies and stage shows,
but she Is no newcomer to the art of stage

design. After graduating from Williams,

she went to work for noted Broadway set

designer Tony Walton. She was involved

with the sets for 1600 Pennsylvania

Avenue, I Love My Wife and Annie dur-

ing this time.

At present she designs and manufac-
tures mechanical devices and dummies
used on most movies. The movie Wolten
features her most extensive work,
including one beast that snarled,

drooled, moved its eyes and bit with 500

pounds of pressure.

Using real wolves was out of the ques-

tion, according to Wood-Holland.
"Wolves never perform a 'trick' more
than twice before they tire of it— they're

simply too smart," she explained.

Other work of Wood-Holland's Include

Dudley Moore's train set In the movie
Arthur and all of the contraptions In

Woody Allen's latest movie, A Mid-

summer Night's Sex Comedy. Her first

major piece of work was In The Wlz,

where she designed the Tin Man's suit

and a lifelike stand-in dummy for

Richard Pryor.

While at Williams, Wood-Holland
majored in art history because the

theater major did not exist at the time.

"It was for the best that I majored In art

history, which prepared me far better

than an acting type of major could have
for the work that I'm currently Involved

in," she says.

Her return to WlUlamstown gives her a

chance "to do some set designing with-

out the pressures of New York, or the

poor pay that most set designers get."

Milk Wood done

magnificently
by Marc Mazzone

Dylan Thomas called Under Milk
Wood a "play for voices," and such an
assessment does justice to the rich,

earthy texture of his language. It is a

deep, lyrical language, meshed under

the picturesque tableau of a day in the

life of a small Welsh coastal town. I say
life because, even in the recurring allu-

sions to death, Thomas seems always
full of the joy of living. Life oozes from
the play, thick, palpable, sometimes
melancholy, but always refreshing.

It Is just this vibrant, full-bodied sound
that the malnstage production Is so suc-

cessful In bringing out, not only of the

words but also of the wordless noise of

life Itself. The play opens to the hushed
whisper of the sea breeze and the distant

waves breaking on the shore. Soon the

townfolk awake to the sonorous voice of

the townhall bell, balanced by the light

tinkling of the bell that summons the

children to school

Sound of tobacco juice

The Reverend Ell Jenkins, gazing

down from Llaregub Hill at his beloved

town heaves a deep, contented sigh of

thanks to the Lord. The sound of sailors

spitting tobacco juice, of Organ Morgan
practicing Bach In the chapel, of a
breath, a kiss, surrounds the audience

with a real, tangible air. Like Captain

Cat, "the retired, blind sea captain," we
can experience Milk Wood through our
ears.

Sixty-three characters

Yet at the same time, the production is

a tremendous visual spectacle as well.

With a cast of twelve, on stage continu-

ally, portraying a total of sixty-three

characters, the difficulties In coordinat-

ing movement are evident. Director Jill

Nassivera circumvents these difficulties

with stunning felicity. While in one or two
places too much movement tends to obs-

cure dialogue, the blocking Is, all in all,

elegant. Wherever the attention of the

audience Is directed for the moment,
there Is always something else going on;

and this background motion, which can
so easily detract from the main action,

serves rather to complement It.

This visual spectacle comes to a head
In the scene where Lord Cut-Glass,

played by Gordon Compton '85, contem-

Continued on Page 7
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The Misanthrope
Continued from Page 5

continuing the red and white

motif, with bits of black and
beige as well. Only Alceste Is

dressed In monochrome black,

emphasizing his alienation
from the rest of the characters.

Punked-out guests
The design and direction work

together well throughout the

play, and come together best in a

terrifically staged party scene
which looks very much like a

Draft sparks debate
Expert direction

This one scene is only a slight

flaw in an otherwise superb pro-

duction. The play's conclusion

is made especially provocative

with an expert directorial

touch. Alceste delivers a

preachy world-renouncing
speech ("Meanwhile, betrayed

and wronged in everyting, I'll

flee this bitter world where vice

Is king . .

.

" ) center stage to the

The cast makes the most

out of the .... hypocrites,

leeches and sops.

Greenwich Village get-
together, complete with jazzy

music, punked-out guests, white

wine and throw pillows.

As the scene progresses, we
sense how much the empty,
aristocratic prattle of the

French 17th century sounds like

contemporary cocktall-party

chit-chat. Here especially,

Bucky cleverly shows that

Mollere's comedy and social

commentary fits just as approp-

riately in the 1980's.

Bucky's cleverness runs out

In only one scene, a poorly con-

ceived bit of broad, physical

comedy concerning a valet, a

missing message, a lisp, a

rubber chicken, and so forth. It

Is hard to understand why there

is such a lack of good directorial

judgement here. Perhaps
Bucky Is alluding to the French
people's misguided love for the

comedy of Jerry Lewis. Wha-
tever the reason, this slapstick

scene falls flat on its lyisage.

audience. As he turns to make
his dramatic exit he trips and
falls, death-like, as the lights

suddenly go out. This intrlgu-

ingly amblglous and abrupt fin-

ish may suggest the nihilism

inherent in Alceste's misan-
thropic philosophy.

Peter Massey is quite good in

the title role, nicely balancing
the righteous disdain and the
sanctimoniousness of his char-
acter. The rest of the cast make
the most out of the play's assort-

ment of hypocrites, leeches and
fops, so that Alceste's negative
view of mankind seems in many
ways well-justified.

Leading the pack Is Sheila
Walsh, absolutely convincing as
Alceste's insincere, promiscu-
ous lover Cellmene. From the
moment she appears onstage,
we kow that his attempts "to
cleanse her spirit in my love's

pure flame"win fail completely.
Shallow suitors

David DeNicoIo, Dean Grod-
zins, and Mitchell Anderson are
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a terrific trio of decadent, shal-

low suitors. It is hard to decide

which of the three is the most
insufferable.

Perdlta Finn, playing Celi-

mene's catty, sex-starved,

barb-tossing friend, performs
the part very well—though she
must be looking forward to

being given a chance to try

some other types of roles.

This is a great group of unlike-

able types, distasteful enough
for any century. Present to

redeem mankind a little are
Nicholas Fluehr and Mary
Schwarzer, fine in their roles as
the play's two virtuous
characters.

Marvelous translation

Finally, mention must be
made of the marvelous Richard
Wilbur translation which adds
so much to the production. Wil-

bur captures the essence of Mol-
lere's poetic drama through
endlessly clever and vigorously

contemporary rhyming cou-
plets. When we hear such gems
as Alceste (Dean Grodzlns)

speaking of his unrequited love:

"She hates me thoroughly, and
I'm so vexed/I mean to hang
myself on Tuesday next," we
realize how much would be lost

in a prose translation.

In this production of The Mis-

anthrope, text, acting, direc-

tion, and design work together

to create a memorable theatri-

cal experience, up to the stand-

ards of the very best
Willlamstheatre presentations.

It is being presented again this

Thrusday and Saturday, and
should not be missed.

by Ned Ladd

Reverend Barry Lynn, presi-

dent of Draft Action, accused
the current Administration of

"selective prosecution" and
said draft enforcement has
become a farce, during a panel
discussion on the draft Friday
night. Professor David Booth
presided over a discussion
between Lynn and Richard
Hertzog '60, a Washington
lawyer.

Lynn, whose organization
counsels draft reslsters, called

draft registration "a bogus con-

tribution in any real sense to the

national security' ' of the United
States. He stated that the Selec-

tive Service system in its pres-

ent form is inefficient and that it

should be abandoned for a more
effective system. He continued
to lambast the Selective Service
by saying that it establishes "a
military mindset which permits
war as a solution to world
problems."
Hertzog countered Lynn's

allegations by stating that the

military can be used In many
ways, some of which don't
Involve war. He spoke of the use
of military force as a "deter-
rent" and as an instrument in

foreign policy. In our society,

"violence Is necessary," said
Hertzog, referring to the basic
protective service which, for

example, police provide.

Draft lists are inaccurate
Hertzog explored the Issue of

draft registration from a philo-

sophical viewpoint while Lynn
concentrated on the practical
and political aspects. Lynn
stated that rather than six to

eight weeks proponents claim,
draft registration would save
"at most, two weeks" In the
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event of a national emergency.
He pointed to a Selective Ser-

vice report to the President as
evidence of his claims. He said
that the present system could
only deliver 65 percent of draft
age males because lists are
inaccurate and because many
people have moved without noti-

fying the Selective Service. He
maintained that lists this inac-

curate would lead to "success-
ful class-action lawsuits" by
draftees because they had not
been randomly chosen.

Enforcement a farce

Enforcement of draft regis-

tration has become a farce,

according to Lynn. He called the

thirteen or fourteen trials that

have taken or are taking place
"political show trials" and the

defendants "victims of vindic-

tive selective prosecution." He
stated that defendants have
been singled out because they
chose to exercise their First

Amendment rights by vocally

protesting draft registration. In

addition, he said that "the
government has circumvented
the law" by denying govern-
ment aid to those who don't
register.

Lynn advocated another
Selective Service plan, under
which registration would not
begin until war had been
declared. Although this would
require that the Selective Ser-

vice be more prepared for the
event of a war, peacetime
budgetary costs would be lower.
In addition, "accelerated post-

mobillzatlon registration"
would be just as effective even
though there would be a slight

delay, because "volunteers
would fill training camps to

capacity In the first few weeks
of any mobilization."

Lynn closed by saying that an
Individual could refuse to regis-

ter on several grounds. Reli-

gious and moral objections are
fully valid, according to Lynn,
but those who have no such
beliefs may also object on the
ground that "draft registration

Is bad public policy."

Hertzog, in his remarks, shied
away from the public policy
issues and refuted Lynn's argu-
ment on philosophical grounds,
stating that a government is

built upon the "primacy of loy-

alty." He said that a Williams
student should consider the
repercussions of any decision he
makes regarding registration.

Hertzog explained that draft
registration was not an endorse-
ment of war because "three
(Congressional) democratic
decisions must precede any
combat for a draftee." Faith In

a democratic system, he con-
tended, requires that a citizen
register.
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I wanted her more than anything,

except possibly lobsters."

O. C. Oglevey
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Build postal prowess
by Martin HUdebrand

A recent article in the Record had four suggestions on how to

get more mall. Nonetheless, there may be some of you who are
looking for more ways to get more mall. Here are some
suggestions.

1. Use mail-order picture developing. Have you never taken a
picture before? This is a perfect opportunity to start. There are
some very photogenic areas on campus. If you get some good
pictures, you might get prints to send to other people. Who
knows? You might get some Real Mail In response.

2. Overdraw your checking account. That will give you just

the kind of mall you need, especially If you get It Monday
morning.

3. Write an original letter to your Congressman. If he cares
about his constituents, he will respond. This method of getting

mail Is also a valuable part of the democratic process.

4. Subscribe to the Wall Street Journal or the Christian

Science Monitor. This way assures you of mail virtually every
weekday and also keeps you from being too badly out of the

news.
5. Write letters to everyone In your high school yearbook. A

few might find time to respond.

6. Sponsor a contest. Announce to your friends that you will

randomly pick a letter and award the writer $10. That money
may get you a lot of mall.

7. Become a member of many college organizations. Even If

you do little for them, you will get more junk mall.

8. Write to yourself. Keep the letters to form a diary, If you
wish.

9. Write to your favorite high school teachers. They will be
glad to hear from you, and they generally respond. English

teachers write especially good letters.

10. Tell the FBI you haven't paid your Income tax, didn't register

for the draft, smuggle Illegal aliens, etc.

Flutist featured

Quartet sleek yet soulless
by Becky MacDougall

The Saturday evening concert
at the Clark Art Institute by flu-

tist Doriot Anthony Dwyer and
the Portland String Quartetwas
a mixture of disappointments
and pleasant surprises.

The unusual program, which
Included pieces in a time-span
from Bach to Walter Piston, is

to be commended for Its origi-

nality. However, It also made
clear the strengths and weak-
nesses of the performers, both
separately and as a group.

Two little quintets

The program opened with two
little quintets for flute and
strings by Boccherlni. Although
there is nothing musically out-

standing about these pieces,

they were pleasant and easy to

listen to. Flute and strings

blended well here, although as

the flute part often doubled that

of the first violin, It did not allow

Dwyer the Independence to

demonstrate the full range of

her talent.

One would expect that this

Under Milk Wood
Continued from Page 5

plates his 66 clocks. Each
member of the cast takes on the

persona of a clock, some In con-

junction, others alone, and as
the aging eccentric examines
them one by one with an admix-
ture of Inquisltlveness and
wonderment, they tick and rink
and bong and cuckoo In a glor-

ious panorama of sight and
sound that urges the audience to

burst into spontaneous
applause.

Earthy, woody

Bruce Goodrich's costumes,
rich tans and greens and reds,

heighten the visual effect; and
the set, designed by Polly Wood-
Holland '75, Is a masterwork of

thick wooden risers and plat-

forms, which seems to capture
the very essence of Thomas'
thick, throaty diction. Asked to

define the character of his po-

etry, we would probably say,

"Earthy, woody." The set

works well to embody this

character.

The cast is certainly magnifi-
cent. They bring to the produc-
tion & youthful exuberaifce and
vitality without which the

play could never function. Par-
tlcularly memorable is

Cameron Smith '86, who nar-

rates the play as the First Voice
and Captain Cat. His baritone
voice seems eminently suitable

for Thomas' poetry. At times
deep and nasal, at others full

and husky, and at still others
warbling and lyrical, It is so

expressionful, with so many dif-

ferent textures and qualities

that we might be persuaded to

believe that Thomas wrote the

play for him.

Altogether seductive

Martha Hughes '86 is alto-

gether seductive as the dead
Rosie Probert, out of all of Cap-

tain Cat's women, the only one
he ever loved. The scene In

which she visits the old seacap-

tain In a dream Is done with

great sensitivity and Insight.

Victoria Price '84 Is dell-

clously Icy as Mrs. Pugh, and
Elisabeth Bischoff '83 gives a

touching portrayal of the volup-

tuous Polly Garter, holding the

audience spellbound as she

sings of her own lost love, "little

Willy Wee who Is dead, dead,

dead."

Burns with life

The rest of the cast, Clark
Balm, Ethan Berman, Gordon
Compton, Ana Deboo, Meredith
McGllI, Daniel Morris, Peggy
O'TooIe, and Marc Wolf, Is

slrnply delightful. Under Milk
Wood burns with the life

through which It was written.
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opportunity would come next, In

the unaccompanied Bach flute

sonata. But Instead, her perfor-

mance made clear the differ-

ence between a basically
orchestral flutist and one who
has been a soloist all her life.

In the slow movements, Dwy-
er's tone was clear and beauti-

ful. But In taster passages her
tone faltered. While Dwyer has
a flawless technique, and the
notes themselves were all there,

her tone became very airy,

resulting In a sloppy sound In

the very rapid and demanding
passages of the Bach.

Nice surprise

But the next piece. Piston's

"Quintet for String Quartet and
Flute," was best suited for the

ensemble as a whole, and alto-

gether the nicest surprise of the

evening. A sleek twentieth-

century piece that at times
sounded variously influenced

by Ives and by jazz elements,

the group gave It an approp-
riately polished performance.

If the Piston was the nicest

surprise of the evening, the

Schubert quartet that closed the

program was the biggest disap-

pointment. A string quartet that

will program "Death and the

Maiden" Is as daring as an
orchestra that will play Bee-
thoven's Fifth; both are war-
horses of the literature.

Indulged cliches

Unfortunately, the Portland
String Quartet Indulged in

almost every cliche in the book.
While their technique was per-

fect, and they have an undenia-
bly beautiful sound, their
performance was almost too

calculated.

The glossiness that suited the

Piston sounded all wrong here.

Every nuance, all the changes In

dynamics, were exactly right;

and yet even the loudest parts
weren't exciting, but just loud.

The performance lacked
some vital excitement. Is this

Romantic music? It was both
one of the most elegant and one
of the most boring performan-
ces I've ever heard.

Concert Listings
prapirMl by TOONERVILLE TROUEV RECORDS

TUES.. NOV. 16- Grege Allman. flat Street. Brattleboro. Vt. —Jesse Colin Young. Paradise.
Boston — Missing Persona, Agora Ballroom. Hartford, Conn. — English Beat. Campus Ctr.
Auditorium. U. Mass. Amherst. Mass. — Ramones, Channel, Boston — Aerosmith & Pat
Travers, Centrum, Worcester, Mass.

WED., NOV. 17 - Billy Joel, Centrum. Worcester
THURS.. NOV. 18 - Missing Persons. Flat Street, Bratilel>oro. Vt.— Miles Davis. Woolsey Hall.

Yale. New Haven, Conn. — Bick Danko. Paul Butterfield & Friends. Jonathan Swifts, Boston
FRI., NOV. 19- English Beat. Opera House, Boston — HEO Speedvtagon & Survivor. CivicCtr..

Providence. R.I. —Gil Scott-Heron, Heath Brothers. Berklee Performance Ctr.. Boston
SAT.. NOV. 20 - Gil Scott-Heron. Rusty Nail. Sunderland. Mass. — Linda Ronstadt & The Bus

Boys, Centrum, Worcester. Mass. — Steve Forbert & NIcolette Larson, Berklee Performance
Ctr, Boston

SUN., NOV. 21 - Beach Boys & Gary US Bonds, Centrum, Worcester — Marshall Crenshav»,
Paradise, Boston — Linda Ronstadt & The Bus Boys. Civic Ctr.. Hlirtford. Conn. — Clauds
(with Clyde Crinsr), Student Union Ballroom. U. Mass.

MON.. NOV, 22 - Beach Boys. Civic Ctr.. Hartford, Conn. — George Thorogood & the
Destroyers, Palace. Albany. NY

NOV. 23 - George Thorogood. Bradford Ballroom. Boston
NOV. 24 - George Thorogood. Bushnell Auditorium. Hartford

NOV. 28 - Billy Squisr & Nazareth. Civic Ctr.. Providence. Rl

NOV. 26 & 27 - Liza Minelll. Boston Garden
NOV. 29 - Dan Fogelberg. Centrum, Worcester
DEC. 3 - Dave Brubeck, Symphony Hall. Boston
DEC. 8 - Rush. Boston Garden
DEC. 7 - Fat Benetar, Centrum
DEC. 8 & 9 - Joe Jackson. Orpheum. Boston
DEC. 9 - Motels, Palace, Albany
DEC. 10- Charlie Daniels. Centrum

The Spirit Shop Announces

MILLER TRIVIA

DISCOUNT DAYS

Give us the answer to a Miller Beer Trivia

Question and get great discounts

Miller High Life Bottles $r case''

Lowenbrau Bottles $1 1
^^ case*

* with answer to question below

In the Lite Beer Commercial in which Ben Davidson is arm

wrestling, a man comes up to him and asks him the time. What
time Is it, according to Ben?

For a hint, call Miller Reps Steve Epstein x 6279

or Sue Ressel x 6693.

Also on special. Plels Bottles. $6" a case

The Spirit Shop
Cole Avenue - Williamstown
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UMBROIA
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Anyone who has ever wanted to work
for an insurance company, and anyone who
hasn't, should consider The Travelers. Because
we offer careers both in insurance and in a vari-
ety of other fields which help us service our
wide range of financial products.

Under The Travelers umbrella, you'll find
careers in engineering, data processing, finance,
marketing. And as an insurance industry leader,
we offer rewarding careers in actuarial science,'
underwriting and sales.

So if you're wondering who works for
an insurance company, over 30,000 people
firom differing backgrounds are at work for
The Travelers right now. They've chosen us
because we have the resources, variety, benefits,
rewards and growth that make up the ingredients
for a bright future.

Travelers representatives will be visiting

your campus soon. For details, see your Placement
Director or write to: Rubin I. Fisher, Assistant
Director, The Travelers, Dept. 31, One Tower
Square, Hartford, CT 06115

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Solidarity head
fears future

by Jim Peak

Solidarity still exists despite being driven
underground in Poland, said Martina Sza-
lanska in Drlscoll Thursday afternoon.

Szaianska, a former head of Student Solidar-

ity at the University of Warsaw, credited the

1980 workers' uprising with initiating a new
attitude In Poland. She observed that until

Solidarity had formed, the Polish people pos-

sessed "the spirit of slaves." Occasionally, the

workers would briefly revolt against high food

prices and the like, but their actions were ran-

dom and half-hearted, and easily crushed by
the authorities. Intellectuals also continually

grumbled over the unfairness of the system,
but they too were unable to effect change, said

Szaianska.

Solidarity changed all that, noted Szaianska,
pointing to the union of the workers with the

Intellectuals as the major difference.

The combination worked so well that within

weeks the Polish government was forced to

make concessions to the union resulting in

what Szaianska termed "a completely new
atmosphere ... a feeling of freedom and truth

in the air."

Szaianska said that this permissive stage

was Incapable of lasting since "a totalitarian

system cannot tolerate a free and independent

faction in the system." The result was the

imposition of martial law in Poland last

December. Solidarity leader Lech Walesa was
Imprisoned along with thousands of other dis-

sidents, and the organization went under-

ground. Szaianska admitted the present

difficulties for Solidarity; "It is as If the entire

Democratic Party had to go underground in

' the U.S.," yet the Poles are still resisting, and
i have set up a resistance movement similar in

many ways to the one which opposed the Nazis

In World War II, she said.

No political doctrine

Covert printing presses are currently in use,

said Szaianska, printing hundreds of leaflets

monthly, more to assure Poles of Solidarity's

continued existence than to spread any politi-

cal doctrine. She told a story about a Solidarity

worker handing out sheets of paper In a War-
saw square; "A soldier, seeing that something

Poland panel splits

Solidarity activist Martina Szaianska discussed the

future of Poland In both a lecture and a panel dis-

cussion Thursday. (Farley)

was being handed out, quickly set off to investi-

gate (merely being in possession of a leaflet is

subject to a three-year prison term) , but upon
picking up one of the sheets, he was amazed to

see that it was blank. Finally he asked an old

lady why nothing was printed on the leaflets.

She answered, "They don't have to print any-

thing on it. We know what should be there.
"

Szalanska's own situation is precarious. She
came to the U.S. during the period when Solid-

arity was obtaining concessions from the

government, and visas, which had long been
almost non-existent for most people, were sud-

denly widely available. But while she was still

in America, martial law was imposed back
home. As a known Solidarity leader, she fears

being thrown in jail if she goes back. Instead

she works for Solidarity's American office In

New York City, hoping for a chance to return

safely to Poland.

Szaianska said that the situation in her
homeland is getting worse. ' 'Fear Is becoming
all encompassing. People are afraid to go on
strike for fear of losing their jobs . . . and our

eastern neighbors are always in the back-

ground," she said. The apparent release of

Walesa is good news to Szaianska but she fears

that he will never regain his former power, and
will only become "the most watched man in

the world."

MICHEL'S OF WILLIAMSTOWN
Catering with a special toucli for

soecial occasions.
• Private Parties • Platters • Hors d'oeuvres

Deadline for arranging for graduation parties

is l\Aay 10tti.

Contact Mary for more information.

458-5441

stark disagreement dominated
the panel discussion "Poland:

What Can and Should We Do? '

' The
panelists sharply differed over the

roles of the United States, the

Catholic Church and Solidarity in

Poland.

The Thursday evening panel

included Martina Szaianska, a

former local chairperson of Stu-

dent Solidarity; William Wagner
of the history department; Politi-

cal Scientists MacAllster Brown
and Robert Stiglicz; and Danny
Blatt "85 of the Garfield Republi-

can Club. Each panelist delivered

opening remarks, and a question

period followed.

Economic sanctions were at the

center of the dispute over the role

of the United States. Szaianska, a
native of Poland who came to the

United States about a year ago,

made a plea for economic sanc-

tions against the entire Communist
bloc and not just Poland. She
asserted that Poles are in favor of

the sanctions, adding "We may
suffer, but we will survive if we
know that sanctions will hurt the

government."
Wagner took a different view of

possible United States action, say-

ing "Short of war with the USSR, I

do not think that anything will sig-

nificantly affect the situation."

Blatt took the position that while

technological sanctions would be
an appropriate measure, agricul-

tural sanctions would hurt the peo-

ple of the U.S. and Poland more
than the Polish government. Sti-

glicz argued that the United States

has no role in the situation, saying
that on the stage of Poland,
"America is not a legitimate

actor."

While all of the panelists
appeared to sympathize with Solid-

arity, its role for the future was
seen from a number of very differ-

ent viewpoints. "Solidarity is

doing more harm than good,"

asserted Stiglicz. On the other

hand, Szaianska characterized

Solidarity as a democratic move-

ment in need of U.S. help.

Wagner advanced the view that

even if Solidarity should win its

battle, internal divisions would
destroy its effectiveness. He noted

the traditional split between the

workers, the intelligentsia and the

peasants.

Stiglicz outlined his view that the

Catholic Church and the Commu-
nist Party will work together to

restore the social order in Poland.

He asserted that the rise of Solidar-

ity and the increased political

importance of the Church have
been attempts to fill a social

vacuum caused by what he per-

ceived as the illegitimacy of the

Polish government. Stiglicz fore-

saw a "marriage of convenience

between the Church and the

Party." However, he added that

this view Is more a hope than a pre-

diction.

Szaianska differed with Stiglicz

over the role of the Church, saying
that the only possible political role

for the Church is as a mediator.
Wagner also objected to Stiglicz's

view, in part because he saw a
danger that the Church would lose

its legitimacy by working with the

government.
Blatt supported United States

action to aid the Polish people and
repeatedly asserted that "Ameri-
can capitalism has kept the Soviet

regime in power." He drew a
parallel between the situation in

Poland and the American Revolu-
tion, citing the Polish government
as illegitimate.

Brown commented, "The United
States should define its Interests

and it Is clear that Poland is not a
vital interest." He added that the

United States should have attaina-

ble goals and must accept the fact

that Poland is dominated by the

USSR.

* THE WHO *
SPECIAL GUEST - THE CLASH

OCT. -DEC. -1982

Area
Shows

IN CONCERT

DULY JOEL
Area
Shows

TONITE
MILLER NITE AT THE LOG

WEDNESDAY
Marc Blacl( will perform

FRIDAY
RETURN OF HAPPY HOUR

4-6 pm
featuring hot Shaker

mulled cider

SPRINGSTEEN
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Black women progress

by Lucy Lytle

"For all intents and pur-
poses, even the most outstand-
ing black women are Invisible

not only to the average student
but to the average teacher of

history," charged Dr. Bettye
Collier-Thomas in her lecture
"Black Women and Their Role
in American History" Tues-
da,\' night in Driscoll Lounge.

Collier-Thomas, a represen-

tative of the National Archives
for Black Women's History
and the Mary McLeod

American

history books

have

consistently

dismissed

women
Bethune Memorial Museum in

Washington, D.C., explained

that "Until very recently, the

subject of women in American
history received little or no
notice. American history
books, famous for their exclu-

sion of blacks, Indians, Jews,
and other ethnics that have
contributed significantly to

the growth and success of

America, have consistently

dismissed women as partici-

pants in the making of

history."

"Black women have made
outstanding contributions
through group efforts and
through individual achieve-
ments. The list is long and dis-

tinguished. They have
excelled in every area of

human endeavor . . . [yet]
there are so many of them that
have achieved at a national
and international level that we
don't even know of," said
Collier-Thomas.

Collier-Thomas spoke of the
hardships endured by female

slaves, noting that despite the

oppression and uncertainty of

their lives, these women main-
tained a strong sense of reli-

gion and the importance of

family life. She went on to

trace the development of the

role of black women from the

antebellum period through the

twentieth century.

"Antebellum free blacks,

like whites, had very definite

ideas about the place and role

of women in society," main-
tained Collier-Thomas, adding
that "Free black women were
more likely to be employed
than white women. They
worked throughout the North
and South at menial, servile

occupations . . . as cooks, laun-

dresses, housekeepers, and
peddlers."

Women thought inferior

and weali

Despite their entrance into

the workforce, "it was thought

that women were inferior and
weak, unable to make deci-

sions, and most useful in fun-

draising activities . . . [thus]

by the 1890's they represented

the backbone of community
charity," explained Collier-

Thomas.

She discussed the rising

sense of sorority which accom-
panied the advent of the black
women's club movement at

the turn of the century.
"Through the club movement,
black women were mobilized
to protest racial segregation
and discrimination and the
brutalization of black people,"
said Collier-Thomas.

At the same time, black
women were pursuing oppor-
tunities for higher education in

ever-increasing numbers.
Despite protests from blacks

and whites alike, "black women
continued to attend colleges.

And by the 1890's, black
women were taking degrees
from some of the most highly
respected colleges in the Uni-
ted States-Oberlin, Wellesley,
Vassar, Cornell, and (the Uni-
versity of Michigan) ," declared
Collier-Thomas.

Split over shuffle ;f

Continued troin Page 1

will be the largest item, its size

will determine what can be done

with the remaining space in the

former Roper Center, Hanson
said. The size of lab needed

remains a major point of discus-

sion, she noted.

Hanson feels that the exist-

ence of classrooms in the new
language area will be necessary

to get a flow of "academic traf-

fic," without which she said

there cannot be any sense of a

real "language center." The
College also plans to use an art

classroom in Stetson for lan-

guage teaching, and a basement
room in Griffin. The Griffin

room and one of the newly remo-
deled classrooms would be fit-

ted out for slide projectors and
stereo and cassette players to

aid in language teaching. "The-
re'll be some fancy audio-visual

equipment," Reed said.

"It's been fun"

Members of the art depart-

ment, who have been using

Roper for an academic year and
a half until their move to the

new art building either in Janu-
ary or in May, felt positive

about their location, in spite of a

sign on the entrance door read-

ing: "Welcome—You've Found
the Art Department."
Art Department Secretary

Sybil-Ann Sherman said that

the workability of the obscure
location "is up to the people who
move in. " She said that the loca-

tion in Stetson was an advan-
tage, and that many professors
who never went to the art

department when it was in Law-
rence have stopped by since it

moved to Stetson.

"It's been fun," Sherman said.

Adjustment to the location
was tempered by the fact that

art department members knew
their situation was not perman-
ent, Sherman remarked. Also,
the slideroom is a major point of

attraction for both students and
faculty that the language lab
can never be. Many language
courses are literature courses
and never involve the labora-
tory. Noted Hanson, "Some
members of the administration
think the lab is the heart of lan-

guages, that a beautiful lab will

make a beautiful language cen-

ter, but actually I think of a lab

as a necessary evil, and not the

center of the language area."

Coaches to Rice

Said Dunn, "It is an unfortu-

nate moment for this change,

because interest in foreign lan-

guages is at last increasing at

Williams. Enrollments In all

classes are good, especially in

some of the beginning language
courses. There is great interest

in Italian: 175 people signed up
for Italian during Winter Study,

and there is room for only 20.

There will be a French House on
campus next year, and more
and more students are spending
their junior year in Europe.

Under these circumstances,
language and humanities in

general should be receiving

more and not less support."

Other participants in the

space shuffle are much happier

with their lot. Alumni, Develop-

ment and News Office workers
felt that the Weston location

would solve space problems,
although two Alumni workers
said they would miss Jesup
Hall.

College Treasurer William
Reed said that offices of the

football coaches would move
from Jesup to Rice House, pres-

ently a co-op. The 1914 Library
will probably remain where it

is, he said, while the student

publications will move to the

ground floor of Hardy House.

Computer Center Director
Lawrence Wright's only com-
plaint about the computers'
move from Bronfman to Jesup
is that it will not occur for at

least another year and a half—
the length of time it will take to

renovate Jesup.

Computers in your living room?
"It should have happened last

year," he said. Wright added
that the stairs and lobby in

Jesup will be first to go, since

they take up "a third of the
building." The auditorium will

also be used in some way or per-

haps wholly taken out. Space
will be made for the 13 fuUtime
computer center employees, for

work space for students, and for

new terminals.

There will be a great debate

enzis

COLLEGE BOOK STORE, INC
WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS 01267

Try the RITES OF SPRING,
student's guide to Spring

break in Florida.

Jlouge of Wnlil)
esitablt£(beb 1891

nothing beats the cold weather like Woolrlch

WoSmlm.

Thinsulate Jacl(ets & Parlcas
as warm as down without
the bulk

Polar Fleece Jackets—
as warm as wool even
when wet.

Available In men's
and women's sizes

. . quality and service

Spring Street

Williamstown, Massachusetts 01267
413-458-5010

as to what equipment will be
bought, although clearly
another computer will have to

be added in order to increase the
number of terminals, Wright
said. Eventually, he noted, the
administrative and academic
computers and the microcom-
puters now in Weston will be
housed In Jesup.

Wright said that computers
will not require any other large
spaces in the future besides
Jesup, since further expansion
will mean distribution.
Beginners need help, he said,
which requires assistants and a
computer center, but eventu-
ally extra rooms can be set up
around campus as satellite cen-
ters. The ultimate goal, Wright
said, is to have jacks for compu-
ters in every living room.
Cap and Bells Technical

Director Julie Schmutz '84 said
that the loss of the Jesup Hall
auditorium "may not have that
much of an effect" on Cap and
Bells' productions, although she
said that the group "won't have
that space to rely on." She also
mentioned that some of the
group's equipment is designed
for Jesup. As guidelines for the
new studio theatre have not
been laid out yet, Schmutz said,
"Hopefully, although it's not
official, we'll get to use it for
some of our shows."

Hollywood—
Continued from Page 1

fashioned room." Dodd fit the
bill, and had the additional

advantage of being well-suited

for exterior shots with minimal
moving of equipment.
The College will not be paid

for the use of its buildings. "We
try to cooperate with educa-

tional television," said Berek.

Williams will receive a credit

line for its help.

Paulette Smit, in the role of
"Amy , '

' will appear In the Willi-

ams scenes. Claire Bloom, Sam
Wanamaker, and Mark Linn

Baker will also be featured in

the screenplay by Roth and
British director Tristram
Powell.

The movie will be shown in

Britain in May of 1983, and on

PBS in this country In October.

MOLSON
GOLDEN ALE

$3.75/6-pk

$14.75/case

AUGSBURGER
"ranked at the top

of the list of all

beers brewed in

America today"

$3.75/6-pl<

Hummon praised
by John Clayton

with Robert Tercek

Junior split end Marc Hum-
mon got more recognition for

his play against Wesleyan last

week than Just "Bud Athlete of

the Week".
Stories were written about

Hummon In the New York
Times and Boston Globe; the

Eastern College Athletic Con-

ference selected his game-
winning catch as the ECAC play

of the Week, and the New Eng-
land Presswriters Association

gave him their "Golden Helmet
Award."
TheTimes story, appearing In

last Thursday's "Scouting" sec-

tion and titled "The Biggest

Man On Campus at 5-8" spoke of

"Mark Humman, a political

science major, piano player,

and split end from Maryland."

"Unlikely looking hero"
The Globe fared better with

Hummon's name, although they

had trouble with halfback Sean
Crotty. The Globe story
appeared in Ernie Roberts'

column last Wednesday, lead-

ing off: "The most dramatic
football finish of 1982 occurred

last Saturday and involved its

most unlikely looking football

hero."

Rot)erts says that Hummon
"resembles more a piano
player-songwriter (which he is)

than an elusive, opportunistic

split end (which he also is)."

Real heavy stuff

The Times also accented
Hummon's music. "He's gifted

in music," the Times quotes

Head Coach Bob Odell as say-

ing. "He plays real heavy stuff

on the piano."

All these accolades, of course,

are for Hummon's role in the

gridders' spectacular come-
back over Wesleyan last Satur-

day. With the ball on the 33 yard
line and only 11 seconds left, QB
B. J. Connolly, '84, completed
two passes to Hummon for a

total of 67 yards, with Hummon
diving into the endzone for the

winning score with no time left.

"Shaun fainted"

The Globe's Roberts asked
Hummon how he felt about the

play: " 'Kind of scary for a

moment,' he (Hummon) admit-

ted. 'I couldn't get off the

ground because my whole team
piled on me and then the crowd
rushed out of the stands on top of

them. In fact, halfback Shaun
(sic) Crotty was right next to

me under the pile and he
fainted.'

"

FUMBLE—and Amherst recovers. This typified the day for the Williams

Amherst Saturday.

gridders In their 52-26 defeat by

(Farley)

Harriers finish sixth Field

Night at the Opera-
Continued from Page 5

week since September. In addi-

tion to learning the music, the

singers must also learn the lan-

guage of the piece. The operas

will be sung in Italian, French
and German. Roberts noted,

"We try to do things in the origi-

nal language. (Translating Into

English) is like replacing good
oils with watercolors."

No more "boola-boola"
The Choral Society began

about 15 years ago when
Roberts merged the College
Glee Club and the Chapel Choir.
Weekly chapel services had

been discontinued and small-

er groups took over the

"boola-boola stuff of the Glee
Club. Roberts tries to schedule a
variety of experiences for the

choir, keeping a list of what is

done each year. The society

presents one major concert a

semester, a Christmas program
and a Parents' Weekend
presentation.

As conductor, Roberts must
also work with soloists and an
orchestra if necessary. For
Opera Night, a 72-member
orchestra from the Albany and
Berkshire Symphonies, soprano

Mary Beth Pell and baritone

Terrence Dwyer will share the

stage. In addition, Dance
Society members will perform
during two of the numliers.

Since many musicians and
soloists must travel substantial

distances, one of Roberts' main
concerns is that they arrive

safely for rehearsals and con-

certs. "I fear snow more than

anything else," he explained.

"Power failures would be
another major problem."

Avoiding catastrophe

He added that the Society has

been lucky in avoiding such

catastrophe-like situations.

Last year a snowstorm
occurred the night before a

major concert, but "people got

here anyway. It was a little

scary," Rol)erts recalled.

Roberts estimates that 14(X)

students have sung with the

Society since it began. The

group has brought many
"Gibraltars of music" to Willi-

amstown, including Handel's
Messiah, Mendelssohn's Elijah,

and two of Bach's Passions.

"Williams is very lucky to have
a choral society," says Roberts
enthusiastically. "The whole
point of the musical act Is to

bring it alive. Art is needed in

everyday life."

To Roberts the Choral
Society means more than a con-

cert or a tour. "It's the sparkle

in the eyes—the look of under-
standing. The singers' enjoy-

ment is the best payoff."

by Mark Averitt

The men's cross-country team, although they were completely
healthy for the first time all year, could do not t)etter than sixth in the

Division III New Englands in Boston Saturday.

Bright spots for the Ephmen were John Nelson 26th at 25: 53 and
Bo Parker (who has been bothered by leg injuries all season) recov-

ering to take 28th at 25: 54.

The race was also the Qualifier for the NCAA's, but no Williams

runner qualified for further competition.

Coach Peter Farwell had expected that his team might surpass
its previous high finish of fifth in this meet, but pointed to the

weather as a factor:

"It was a rainy day; a bad day to run," Farwell said. "Some guys
run well In the mud, but for some reason our guys don't. The
competition was awfully tough—it had to be when Nelson runs so

well and comes in 26th."

Brandels, as expected, won the meet, with Colby in second and
Bates in third.

"You've got to remember," said Farwell, "we just missed com-
ing in fourth. MIT and Southeastern Mass. just edged us out by a

few points. There was a tight pack in the 25 through 40 spots, and if

(Dan) Riley or Ian (Brzezinskl) could have outkicked a couple of

people ..."

Williams' major accomplishment of the season was their suc-

cessful defense of the Little Three Championship. This is the thir-

teenth consecutive year that Williams has outrun Wesleyan and
Amherst to win it.

With five of their top six runners coming back next year (Riley is

the exception) Farwell expects an even stronger club in the future.

hockey

standouts

honored
Junior Dorothy Briggs,

sophomore Emily Sneath, and
freshman Carrie Cento have
been selected to be on the Nor-
theastern Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference (NIAC)
All-Star field hockey team.

The three Williams players
competed in an open tryout
from the twenty colleges that
are members of NIAC; eleven
players were selected.

This is Briggs' third year on
the NIAC team. Although nor-

mally a defensive player, she is

playing attack for the All-Stars.

Sneath was also an All-Star last

year.

JOSEPH E. DEWEY
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New York City has opera 174 nights per year

Berlin, West or East, has opera 251 nights per year

as does Vienna, Hamburg, and Munich

Chicago has 43 nights, San Francisco 66 nights

Tangiewood had 2 nights in 1982

Williamstown has one, November 20th at 8:30 p.m.

when Verdi, Wagner, Puccini, von Weber come to

Chapin IHaii with the Wiiiiams Choral Society,

soloists and orchestra

SAVE THE DATE

FREE WITH
WILLIAMS I.D.

TICKETS NOW AVAILABLE:

MUSIC DEPARTMENT
or HART'S DRUGS

Term Papers. Theses

and Dissertations

Renee Bixinell
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Adams, Massachusetts 01220
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After 6:00pm
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BudAveiser
KING OF BEERS.

ATHLETE OF THE WEHC

I hh week's recipient i» senior Susan Braffdon,

who led the women's cross-country team to o

second-place finish in the Division III !\eic Enft-

land meet Saturday. Bragdon, the team cap-

tain, finished 13th in afield of 125. Susan, this

,A Bud's for you.
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Turnovers, 52-26

Junior John McCarthy leaps to catch pass from OB B.J. Connolly. McCarthy scored two touchdowns, but there

were tew other bright spots in the gridders' 52-26 loss to Amherst. (Farley)

Women second in New England
by Liz Streitz

Amidst pouring rain, cold, wind, and deep pud-
dles, the women's cross-country team emerged
as second place finishers in the Division Three
New England meet held at Franklin Parle in Bos-
ton this past weekend.
Losing only to Southeastern Massachusetts,

Williams defeated the remaining 24 teams in

attendance including third-place Bates and
fourth-place Mlddlebury. Both these teams had
defeated Williams in the first meet of the season
held at Mlddlebury.

Individual finishers

The Williams runners finished strong amidst a
field of 125 competitors. Co-captain Susan Brag-
don '83 was the first Williams finisher, placing
13th with a time of 18:55. Bragdon was just 42
seconds behind first-place finisher Eloise Evans
of Salve Regina.
Sue Flynn '85 followed closely behind, taking

.14th place with a time of 19:07. Mary Keller '86

time of 19: 48 took 29th place—an impressive fin-

ish in light of injuries that plagued her the first

half of the season.

Liz Moore '85 placed 23rd with a time of 20: 00.
Chinyere Uwah '85 and Lynn Vendinello '84 fin-

ished 41st and 44th with times of 20: 16 and 20: 22,

respectively. Williams' seventh runner, Teresa
Casey '86, finished in 79th place with a time of

21: 22.

Positive feelings

Although none of the Williams women will be
advancing to the Division Three Nationals (the

stringent qualifying rules allow only the top eight
finishers to attend), both Coach Bud Fisher and
Co-captain Bragdon expressed positive feelings

about the team's performance.
Bragdon felt that all of the Williams runners

had run strong races, especially in view of the
weather. The runners were able to combat the
elements somewhat by wearing purple tights to

keep warm during the three mile race.
Fisher felt the second-place victory was espe-

cially satisfying considering the fact that sick-

ness and injury had plagued many of the runners
throughout the season.

Strong potential

While two of Williams' stronger runners, co-
captain Kerry Malone '84 and Margaret Lynch
'84, were not able to run in the meet this weekend
because of injuries, they will be back next season.
With eight of the top nine runners returning next
year, Fisher feels the team has the potential for
another strong season.

by Chris Harned

The football team lost to two
traditional rivals Saturday:
Amherst and turnovers.

Williams fumbled on the first

play of the game, and the Lord

Jeffs scored five plays later to

take a quick 7-0 edge. Two addi-

tional first period turnovers led

to Amherst scores, and the Ephs
were down 24-0 at the end of the

period.

"Everything that could go
against us, did," lamented
Head Coach Bob Odell. "We
were snake-bit."

The second quarter showed
much of the same. Amherst
drove 63 yards to take a 31-0

edge early in the period. Willi-

ams then gave Amherst the ball

twice inside the Williams 20 and
saw those turnovers become
quick Amherst scores.

Can't get started

In the first half the Ephs were
unable to establish any type of

offensive movement. "Perhaps
the thing that hurt us the most
was not taking the wind to start

the game," explained Odell,

"We were unable to set up;

going into the wind and on soggy
turf." Eph kick-off returners

Sean Crotty and Jeff Congdon
could only watch as wind car-

ried Amherst kicks into the

endzone.

Trailing 45-0, Williams came
out throwing after the half. Jun-
ior Quarterback B. J. Connolly
engineered a quick 80-yard
drive to open the half and regis-

ter the first Eph points. Con-
nolly hit split end Marc
Hummon with a 31 yard pass
and then fired to halfback Sean
Crotty for 49 yards and the
score.

Connolly, who completed 17 of

34 passes on the day for 356
yards and 4 touchdowns, opened
the fourth period with an 80-yard

pass to Hummon and then con-

nected with tight end Paul Cole-
man on a 5-yard scoring strike.

Solid second half

Williams registered two more
final period scores on Connolly
passes of 16 and 10 yards to split

end John McCarthy. McCarthy,
plagued by injuries for much of

the season, caught 4 passes on
the day for 41 yards.

"We played a solid second
half," said Odell. "During half-

time, I told them to go out and
play ball; to make the score
respectable. They sure didn't
quit," reflected Odell.

Connolly had one of his big-

gest passing games of the year,
but it wasn't enough. The tur-

nover had once again taken its

toll.

Marc Hummon led the Willi-
ams pass-catching contingent
with 8 grabs for 231 yards, his
high for the year.

For the second year in a row,
the Little Three title will reside
in Amherst, but, with virtually
the entire offensive unit return-
ing, the Ephs will stand to alter

that trend next year.

Season like a yo-yo
"The season was like a yo-yo,

the highs and lows seemed to

come on top of each other," re-

flected Odell. "We've showed
the signs of an excellent offen-

sive team; Ted (Thomas) and
Sean (Crotty), and the ends
(Hummon, Pine, McCarthy,
Coleman) were impressive—
we were at times outstanding,

but had a tendency to self-

destruct. As I've said many
times, the opponents didn't stop

us, we stopped ourselves."

The Ephs finished at 4-4. "It

was a funny season, we rose to

new heights, but . .
." said Odell,

"sometimes, you've just got to

tip your hat and look toward
next season."

Amherst nips hooters again
by Dave Woodworth

The men's varsity soccer team closed
out its season with a 2-1 loss to Amherst
on Saturday.

The loss was the second of the week to

the Lord Jeffs, who had beaten Williams
In the ECAC finals last Sunday, and left

the Little Three title In Amherst for the
fourth consecutive year.

The match was played under misera-
ble conditions, as an all-night rain had
left the Amherst field a virtual mudslide.
Footing was treacherous for both sides,

and an especially sinister puddle near
midfleld brought rolling balls to a dead
stop on several occasions, to the amuse-
ment of players and fans alike.

The first goal of the match came at

8: 39, as Stephens of Amherst put a ball

off the crossbar and Into the net. The
Jeffs went up 2-0 at the 18: 13 mark as
Steele booted home a ball that was loose

in front of the goal.

Mark Koenig '83 brought the Ephs
close when he hit a rocket just beneath
the crossbar at 30: 31. The playwas made
possible by Jeff McEvoy '86 and John
Campbell '84, who set Koenig up for his

shot with two well-executed passes.

Second-half chances
The Ephs pressured the Jeff goal hard

at the end of the half, as Dave Nasser '83

hit the post with one shot and Jeff Sutton
'83 Just missed on a direct kick. The pres-

sure continued at the outset of the second
half, but Williams was able to put few of

its shots on the net due to the abysmal
footing, and thus could not get the
equalizer.

Amherst survived the attack, and even
managed to mount a few counter-
offensives. However, these were faced
with the even tougher task of scoring on
the Williams defense, led by goalkeeper
Ken Rhodes '85 and sweeper Mike Sulli-

van '84. This, combined with the mud,
kept the score at 2-1 until the final.

Second in Little Three
The loss left the Ephs seasonal record

at 10-5-1, a considerable turnaround
from the 3-8-1 and 3-8-3 marks of the
preceding two seasons. With a 1-1 record
in Little Three competition, Williams fin-

ished second to Amherst, which had pre-
viously tied with Wesleyan.

The team will lose nine players to gra-
duation. Captain Aytac Apaydln and
Kris Strohbehn were starting backs:
Rob Kusel, Marty White, Mark Koenig
and Eric Smith were midfielders; and
leading scorer Jeff Sutton, Dave Nasser
and the injured Willy Stern were
forwards.

"We're losing a lot of people, but we'll

have a good nucleus next year," Coach
Mike Russo said. "Our goalkeeplng,

especially, should be excellent." Rhodes
and Ted Murphy, who had five shutouts

this year, are both sophomores.

Rugby finishes undefeated
by Bert Salisbury

The rugby club travelled to Amherst
Saturday and on a cold and rainy day of
rugby ended up with a 3-3 A-side tie, a
9-6 B-side loss and a 19-3 C-side win.
Though the short, wide pitch was

merely rain sodden when the first
match started, during the game it

turned into a field of mud, which tended
to make play more even between the
two sides. The A-side scrum was able to
outplay and win the ball from their
opposing scrum, but the conditions
created difficulties for the line.

Vlnce Durnan '83 was instrumental
in the llne-outs, doing a great job of
outjumplng his much taller opponent.

The first score of the game came
from an Eric Russell '84 penalty kick,
which put the Williams side ahead. But
then in the waning moments of the
game the Amherst side scored on a
drop kick, and the final whistle blew to
signify the tie.

B side Just misses
B-side encountered the same trou-

bles on the short, muddy field and
although Bill Best '83 was able to con-
vert 2 penalty kicks, the side lost 9-6
Duffy Graham '83 and Mike Hellmann
'83 did very well on the line, both break-
ing runs and stopping their opponents.
Larry Hebb '83 was kept busy at full-

back but did a good job handling the
many Amherst kicks.

The scrum showed Intense play near

the goal line but could not score a try.

Jeff Calkins '85 did a good job in the

scrum before leaving the game with an

injury.

C-slde came out for revenge, and
their intensity proved fruitful. Playing

with a foreign freshman recruit, the

Williams ruggers ran over their

Amherst opponents. John Skavlem '84

put over a try set up from a run by Mark
Evans '85. Jeff Sher '86 also had a try,

displaying his winger abilities on a
long run through the stunned Amherst
defense. Ken Deveaux '85 and Dean
Morris '84 added much power to the line

both on offense and defense.
The sidelines were crowded with Wil-

liams spectators to cheer on the side
while the Amherst support was
obviously lacking.

Amherst wimps out

After the game, though the Amherst
ruggers were hard to track down, they
once again showed their inbred hospi-

tality by offering no party. As usual, the
day at Amherst did nothing to alleviate

the traditional "rivalry".

The WRFC Fall season is now over,
and it has proved to be one of the best
seasons in the history of the club. Most
notable a^ong this season's accomp-
lishments was the winning of the Berk-
shire Tournament. The WRFC finished

the season with an undefeated record
8-0-2.
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Frosh constitution causes uproar
by Jeffrey H. Brainard

A proposal to formally define
In a constitution the rules for
electing Freshman Council
officers as well as their duties
and responsibilities has raised
controversy within the Fresh-
man Council and procedural
opposition within the College
Council.

The Freshman Council con-
sists of representatives from
each freshman entry and plans

Freshman Council President Mam-
men Mammen claims that only
Council members have sufficient
i(nowicdge about their peers to
elect Frosh leaders. (Scheibe)

social events for freshmen
throughout the year. Denys
Slater '86, a council member
and author of the proposal, said
he felt the lack of formal guide-
lines for its officers—president,
treasurer and secretary—has
created "too flippant an atmos-
phere" within the council.

"A constitution would be
something they could come
back to every year, "he said. "It
would set some reference for
the officers. Admittedly, there's
a certain amount of bull in the
proposal, but I wouldn't have
written it If I didn't think it

would be useful."

Dean of Freshmen Crls Roo-
senraad and College Council
president Stuart Robinson both
said that in the past freshmen
officers have been adequately
appraised of their duties with-
out the help of a constitution.

The proposal would also open
up council elections to the entire
freshman class. Traditionally
the council has elected tempor-
ary officers from its own ranks
at its first meeting In Sep-
tember. They serve until
November, when permanent
officers, also council members,
are elected by the council for the
rest of the year. This supposedly
gives council members time to

meet their peers and deter-
mine who is best qualified

Year-long project

ventures to Egypt
by Sara R. Gross

WlUiams-ln-Cairo, a new
study abroad program, hurls
students from the relative

peace of the Purple Valley into

the excitement of a noisy,

crowded, dirty Third World
capital.

Raymond Baker, who has
spent five out of the past 15
years In Cairo, and goes to

Egypt regularly. Is acting
director of the program. He
outlined the advantages of

going to "an overgrown Third
World city" like Cairo for a
year at the program's Intro-

ductory meeting.
Baker's initial comment

was that he can't think of any
place In the world that Is more
different from Willlamstown
than Cairo. "Coming from
Williams," believes Baker,
"one is looking for contrast."
Baker cautioned interested
students that "If you're going
to do this, you have to go with
the willingness to adjust in all

ways."
Baker described Cairo as a

"welcome society." Yet the

student who goes to Egypt will

feel the sharp cultural differ-

ences of an older society.

"You'll know that you're In a
different culture," added
Baker. He emphasized to the
students that "by definition,

you are clearly a foreigner."
There are not many foreigners
In Cairo, and Baker sees this

as part of the Cairo

experience
Baker noted that the Cairo

program is unique because it

will be based at the American
University, a resource not
found In other Third World
countries. "This allows the
experience to take place while
not interrupting studies," he
pointed out. The program
offers university courses and
an Independent but supervised
project to be done by students
remaining in Cairo for the
recommended full year.

Commitment to

Gaudino learning

At the center of the program
is a commitment to Gaudino
experiential learning. Baker
explained that "students par-
ticipate in regular AUC
classes and extra-curricular

activities with Egyptian stu-

dents, and they have the
opportunity to live In dormito-
ries with Middle Eastern and
other foreign students."

Baker stresses that "pro-
gram participants must there-
fore have a strong interest In

an interculturai learning
experience." He advocates
that the student be prepared to

deal with "the Egyptian as the
expert" of his culture and his

environment.
The Williams students inter-

ested In the program all

implied that they expected to

learn about themselves and
their background. Elizabeth

Continued on Page 5

to be the permanent president.

Speech proposed
"I think it's absurd that the

freshman class doesn't elect its

officers . . . I've talked to a lot of

people who didn't even realize
this," Slater said. "The presi-

dent doesn't have legislative

power, but he does affect the
social life of the freshmen for

the whole year."
But according to Mammen

Mammen, the president elected
by the council last September,
he is not a class president, only
the elected president of a cam-
pus organization, which
happens to be the Freshman
Council.

Also, Mammen feels "it is too
early in their Williams careers
for the whole class to be able to

make a judgment on who should
be the president ... the people
who have been going to the
meetings are in the best position
to know which candidate
expresses his views and is most
cooperative."

Slater doesn't agree, saying
"I don't think by sitting in a meet-
ing you know more about some-
one than if that candidate made
a five-minute speech to the
whole freshman class," which
is one of the proposals in Slat-

er's constitution.

Continued on Page 5

College Council

Goodrich Co-op turned from co-ed to aii mail last week when
Post Office during the filming of "The Ghostwriter."

it became a

(Farley)

Money slashed from budgets
Caught between a Student Activities Tax that

has not changed in three years, a flood of new
organizations, and inflation, the College Council
was unable to meet all the student organizations'
budget requests. The gap between requests and
available funds was approximately $25,000. After
providing for a sustaining fund of $6045 and a
College Council allowance of $2500, total recom-
mendations totalled $125,192.

Most Finance Committee recommendations
were approved with little or no discussion (for
exact allocations, see accompanying table). The
Council voted to send the following recommenda-
tions back to the Finance Committee; these will
be decided next week. Council reconvened
on Thursday to consider the remaining al-

locations, but less than a dozen people attended
the meeting, thus precluding any voting.

In publications, Editors-in-Chief Steve Spears
and Rich Henderson asked for an increase in the
Record's funding to cover a $770 printing debt
from last year. They asked for an additional $210
to bring the 1982-83 allocation equal to the 1981-82

Record budget. They cited the historical inade-
quacy of the Record's allocations.

Speaking as BlockW coordinator. Council Pres-
ident Stuart Robinson '83 argued that "BlockW is

more than just records and pictures" and that
Finance "didn't give the thing a fair chance."
Both recommendations were returned to the
Finance Committee.
At the activist and awareness organizations,

only the Williams Anti-Apartheid Coalition's
recommendation was returned. Geoff Mamlet
'83, speaking as WAAC's Treasurer, said the
group needed more money In order to purchase a
videotape of poet Dennis Brutus's presentation
last year.

Following an appeal from Jon Tigar '84, Stu-
dent Activities Board Business Manager, the
Council turned back the Finance recommenda-
tion for the SAB Coffeehouse. Tigar hoped for an
Increase in the Coffeehouse allocation. The
recommendations for the Mission Art Gallery
and Recycling were also returned.

Organization Tally
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LETTERS
Double Standard

To the editor:

I join John Springer, in his ietter to the

editor in the Nov. 16 issue, in hoping for

the "day when Israel will be viewed by
the same standards as are all other

nations." Indeed, there is a double stand-

ard by which Israel is Judged.
A curious and pernicious exercise in

selective consciousness ensures that

Israel will be singled out and condemned
by the world community. With a lack of

sense of history, balance, and equity,

Israel is subjected to almost constant

criticism in the world press and among
world governments. It is time that we
consider why it is that the world applied

one standard to Israel and another stand-

ard to all other nations. Tragically, since

the moral conscience of the world is

silent, Israel will remain a pariah as long

as it is denied the rights and privileges of

all nations, particularly the most essen-

tial right, the right to survive.

The hypocrisy and inconsistency of the

world is evident by its embrace of the

Palestinian Liberation Organization and
its leader Yasir Arafat, and its refusal to

acknowledge and condemn the brutal

acts of other nations. First, the world
must acknowledge the PLO's destruc-

tive, terrorist character. Unrestrained
PLO activities ignited the Jordanian
Civil War In 1970. PLO disruption within

southern Lebanon was a primary cause
of the Lebanese Civil War. The PLO has
committed numerous terrorist acts

against civilians, including: the 1970

bombing of a Swissair jet, resulting in 47

dead; the 1972 massacre of Lod Airport
In which 26 died; the murder of 11 Israeli

Olympians in Munich in 1973; the

murder of 24 children gunned down at

Ma'alot, Israel in 1974: the massacre of

36 persons in a bus attack near Tel Aviv
in March, 1978; the murder of 2 children

and 2 adults in Nahariya In April, 1979.

Second, the world must confront the ter-

ror and brutality of other nations. Where
was the public outrage and world con-

demnation for those responsible for the

100,000 civilians killed in Lebanon's Civil

War, for the 30,000-50,000 civilians killed

or maimed by Syrian troops since 1976

Including the deaths of 10,000 in Hama in

march, 1982? Why did the world remain
silent when 3,000 Kurds were killed in

Sanandaj and 600 in Baneh, Iran in 1980?

Why doesn't the world protest and con-

demn those responsible for the killing of

civilians in El Salvador and the persecu-
tion and murder of members of the

Baha'i Faith in Iran?

When the world Is willing to confront
the reality of PLO terrorism and its

unbending commitment to the destruc-

tion of Israel, and when the world ceases
to be deaf and blind to the atrocities of

other nations, then perhaps that will sig-

nify progress toward the equal and fair

judgment of all nations of the world.
Lee Berinsteln '85

Integrated Jews

To the editor:

As a Jew I was Irritated by the unne-

cessarily provocative tone and language
of Stuart Weinstein's recent article.

However, I do agree with his point that

this College needs more Jewish studies

courses. In respect to this I would like to

respond to Maryam Elahl's article of

November 16.

Continued on Page 7
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Tangents

More $ $ $ $ $
The last time the Student Activities Tax was increased, Williams'

tuition was $6,900 a year. In the three years since, tuition has risen to

$10,731, inflation has stayed in double-digit figures, and many worth-
while campus organizations have sprung up to compete for scarce SAT
funds. While the Administration soclced us with huge tuition hikes, it

"bravely" held the line on the SAT.

Our SAT bears a tremendous burden. With few diversions in William-

stown, and few sources of off-campus funding, the money collected by
the SAT becomes all-important to Williams extra-curricular life. The
College Council should not have to make drastic budget cuts in scores of

sports, clubs, and service organizations. Without sufficient funding for

our activities, we have nowhere to turn.

The trustees and Administration should approve an increase in the
SAT of at least $10 for next year. If students are going to have to pay
more for Williams, a few of those extra dollars should go directly to

student activities.
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Dance stretches ahead
by Kimerer LaMothe

Dance at Williams Is In

motion. To complement regular

dance classes In ballet, modern,

jazz, tap and dancerslze, the

Dance Society will sponsor stu-

dent performances, schedule

master classes, offer a Winter

Study dance course and begin a

search for a new dance director.

After twelve years as origina-

tor and director of the college

dance program, Joy Dewey
resigned at the end of last year.

She nurtured the program from
6 to 25 classes per week and
from 60 to 300 participants a

quarter. Dewey was also instru-

mental in starting the dance
concert series, encouraging

master classes and supporting

large, student-choreographed
works.

The society is looking for a

permanent replacement for

her. Meanwhile, Judi Drodz is

the Acting Director for the

remainder of the year.

Performers travel

The Performing Dance
Troupe opened the dance year

at the Sweet Brook Nursing

Home last month. Led by Mari-

anne O'Connor '83, the eleven

students involved choreo-

graphed and performed origi-

nal numbers. They are planning

other trips to nursing homes,

elementary schools, prisons

and hospitals.

Dance Society members also

joined with the Choral Society

last week to accompany sec-

tions of the opera "William

Tell." Future performances
will include a Winter Study pro-

ject coordinated and choreo-

graphed by O'Connor and the

annual Spring Dance concert.

Continued on Page 5

Buzz Miller ol the American Dance Machine leads a master class in Jazz dancing. The Dance Society plans to

bring several prolessional dancers to campus for student workshops this year. (Farley)
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Amherst College

Amherst's Homecoming vic-

tory over Williams so surprised

Lord Jeff alumni that they got

roaring drunk and destroyed

their alma mater, according to

a Student editorial titled

"Alumni: Grow Up or Stay

Home," which was featured in

the style section of the Washing-

ton Post last week.

"Recalling the worst of their

college days, many alumni

were back to romp in what they

seemed to think was their pri-

vate playground," the Student

claimed. "Drinking irresponsi-

bly, all too many did damage to

college dorms and fraternities

with puerile delight."

The Student also reported

incidents of sexual harassment;

In particular, an all-female

singing group scheduled to per-

form at an alumni function was

heckled off the stage by alumni

singing "lewd" songs.

"It was wild," said Student

editorial board chief Brad
Campbell. "I woke up Sunday

and had to leave my dorm
through a broken glass door."

He speculated that the alumni

were not used to women and

that many resented coeduca-

tion, which took place in 1976.

Understandably, the Amherst
administration was not too

happy to hear complaints about

the alumni who recently

donated $24.3 million in a five-

year fund drive. President

Julian Gibbs accepted no phone
calls, although a man answered
his phone and responded,
"Write what you want ... Go
ahead and write just what the

students say," according to the

Post.

Middlebury College

A group of Jamaician apple-
pickers found their schoolbus
parked on the lawn of a Middleb-
ury fraternity, reports the
Campus.
The Jamaician migrant

workers, employed by a nearby
apple orchard, drove into Mid-
dlebury for their night off. When
they returned to their bus, it was
missing.

An orchard foreman finally

found it on the lawn of Chi Psi

fraternity. Suspecting the resi-

dents were Involved, foreman
Rodney Brlnkman went Inside

hoping to find the keys to the

vehicle.

One resident recalled, "The
apple-picker foremen were giv-

ing kids a hard time and making
idle threats as to what was going

to happen If the keys didn't show
up."

Brlnkman never found the

keys, so he had to hotwire the

bus to get the workers home.

4 X-

Haverford College

What does a college council

charged with assembling two-

thirds of an apathetic student

body do to insure a good turn-

out? "We're going to do a few

things this year, like get the peo-

ple to come In sweats and sneak-

ers . . . and have a

paper-airplane throwing con-

test to kick off (the assembly),"
explained Haverford's council

president Roy Wasserman.
Although no one entered the air-

plane contest, 544 people
showed up to produce a quorum.

*
I
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Uniformity considered in house elections
by Jack Mayher

The Committee on Undergraduate Life dis-

cussed further means of tightening their new
transfer policy at last Tuesday's meeting.
CUL proposals Included limiting transfer

groups to single students or pairs, and grant-

ing only one transfer per student per career.

Not allowing transfers to list their own house
as a possible choice was also proposed, in

order to eliminate a perceived "safety valve."

The proposals are designed to further dis-

courage transfers solely for improved physi-

cal surroundings. They will be discussed at

greater length at the next meeting.

In other business, the CUL discussed a Hous-
ing Committee report on house officers that

proposed standardizing election procedures
and terms of office. Proposals Include: one-

semester terms for presidents, spring semes-
ter elections to be held before the first day of

fall reading period, presidential elections for

the fall term before spring reading period, and
elections of other house officers the first week
of the fall semester.

"Under this system, there is one officer In

charge right away In the fall, but juniors who
are away can still run and vote for the other

officers," read the Housing Committee
proposal.

The Housing Committee also proposed lib-

eral rules on voting. Outgoing seniors can vote

because of their knowledge of the house and its

members. Incoming sophomores and
transfers will also have a say In who will lead

them the next year. The CUL will vote on the

report next week.

Adventure
Continued from Page 1

Dear '85 pointed out that

"sometime In life, I will go to

France or England, but Cairo
Is not a place that you just hop
off to on a holiday vacation."

Like the other students. Dear
sees Cairo as a challenge:

"Everything Is so accessible

to Americans. It's so easy for

me now that everything has
been fed to me." She hopes to

learn about the American cul-

ture and "you can't help but

learn about yourself as an
American In another situa-

tion."

Culture shock
Peter Anthony '85, after vis-

iting Cairo this past summer,
with his family, explained that

through the program the stu-

dent win be Integrated Into

Egyptian culture. He des-

cribed the culture shock for an
American as enormous: the

experience is "kind of like

going to Mars."

Steve Farley '85 said he Is

going to Cairo because he finds

something special In being
confronted by a completely
different situation. He views
the Gaudino program as
"throwing yourself Into a dif-

ferent environment to see how
It relates to your own." While
In Cairo, Farley wants to be In

the midst of the city, and to

feel as an Egyptian feels. He

stresses that "I won't be in the
library, I'll be working close

with the people."

For Baker, the program has
several alms. The Gaudino
experiential dimension makes
the program's Independent
project Important. Partici-

pants will have the opportun-

ity to get out of the university

and do a supervised research

project. Baker said that stu-

dents can "work In a village or

with the urban poor, and go
where foreigners don't usually

get to go. " Baker' s second aim
is broader; the program pro-

vides students with the oppor-

tunity to go to a non-Western
environment.

Baker said that the program
is for students who really want
the experience of dealing with
and being in another culture.

It Is not just for those inter-

ested in Egyptian studies.

Thank the people

who kept you here

all year long by

bringing home a

bottle of wine.

Happy
Holiday!

Dance
stretches

—
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Last week also featured the

first master class of the year

when Buzz Miller of the "Ameri-

can Dance Machine" led two
jazz and tap classes. Master
classes are taught by visiting

professional dancers and are

open to all students.

Resident ballet

Charles Moulton will intro-

duce his style of modern dance
and creative games in Febru-
ary. During Winter Study the

Berkshire Ballet will tenta-

tively be in residence for four or

five days to teach a choreo-

graphed piece for the Spring

Dance Concert.

A special Winter Study course

in African dance, music, history

and anthropology will be taught

by Sandy Burton and Jalal Sher-

riff. The two will also offer

dance classes open to everyone
in African dance technique.

JOSEPH E. DEWEY

9:00 - 5:00

Mon.-Sat.
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lerm Papers, rheses

and Dissertations

Renee Brunell

8 Grandview Terriice

Adams. Massachusetts 01220
743-0379

After 6:00pm

GEEK
OF

THE
WEEK

Awarded weekly to

the Williams student

who forsakes all

else* in search of

the scholarly ideal

BERNIE KRAUSE '84 is tfiis week s

recipient. Bernie was last seen in the

jibes on Saturday night under a stack

of paper. He claimed to be preparing a

treatise for PoliSci 101. When asked to

say something humorous, Bernie
retorted. "There's nothing funny about
being in the library at 10:30 on Satur-

day night," For his dedication to his

studies. Lite honors Bernie Krause.

'Except a frosty cold Lite alter the Sawyer

Library closes

GREAT TASTE . . .

LESS FILLING
Everything you always wanted

in a Beer . . . and Less

Frosh constitution

—
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The Committee on Under-

graduate Life decided that to

make these proposals binding

on future freshman classes, the

entire student body, not just the

College or Freshman Councils,

would have to approve them in a

referendum, which would prob-

ably not occur until next Febru-

ary's general College Council

elections. But Slater wanted the

election rules changes for this

month's Freshmen Council pre-

sidential election.

Annoyed, insulted

Some members of the Fresh-

man Council were "annoyed"
that Slater took his proposal to

the College Council before

showing It to them, Mammen
said, and thought that the

Freshman Council as a whole
should have been able to make
suggestions before the proposal

was submitted.

"They were insulted that

their names weren't on It,"

Slater responded. He said Mam- it.

men had cancelled meetings

where he would have presented

his proposal. Mammen denied

this, claiming that Slater's

proposal was submitted to the

College College before the

November 11 Freshman Coun-

cil meeting, the first opportun-

ity it would have had after

Homecoming to discuss the

proposal.

Because the proposed consti-

tution will not affect this year's

Freshman Council Presidential

elections, and because of the

uproar he has precipitated.

Slater has withdrawn the prop-

osal, although he may offer It

again later.

He denied that the decision to

withdraw the proposal Implied

that he had only submitted it In

the first place as a means to get-

ting elected himself. He said he

does not want to be president,

and that his interest In the pro-

posal "was for the principle of

Books mechanized

—
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Brandels In charge of the

science library. At Brandels she

was Involved in the same type of

automation program (conver-

sion to machine-readable
records) during the past five

years.

The new librarian heralds

automation with one significant

qualification; "I never want the

library to become so automated

that person-to-person contact is

lost."

Thelt detection?

She also worries about losing

books. Although Cutler says

there are no plans for an elec-

tronic theft detection system In

Sawyer, she thinks the idea Is

"worth considering." She has

no up-to-date lx)ok loss figures,

but Ijelleves the loss does not

have to be statistically high to

be considered a problem.
Besides the monetary loss,

books and periodicals aren't

easy to replace. Their absence

from the shelves affects iJOth

faculty and student research.

The scattered science librar-

ies are a major source of losses.

Cutler describes the current

libraries as "uncontrolled read-

ing rooms with no reference ser-

vice."

(413) 664-4561

Every Sunday

Spectacular Champagne Brunch

11 - 2:30

$7.95 - All you can eat

Dr. Irving J. Tanzman, F.A.A.O.

OPTOMETRIST
Specializing in contact lenses an(j

students' visual problems.

85 MAIN STREET
NORTH ADAMS, MA. 01247

662-2020 — 663-5845

Happy Thanksgiving

Thanks^ving
Cards
Share gratitude with

far-away friends and
relatives with

thoughtful HaUmaik
cards on Thursday.

November 25

Set the

spirit!

Set the Thanksgiving

spirit with Hallmark
Thanksgiving party

accessories -

decorations, napkins,

stickers, pins and more
60c and up

36 Spring Street - - Willianistuwn

Telephone 458-4920
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TOUCHE ROSS & CO.

Presents

"CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

IN

PUBLIC ACCOUNTING"

&

Monday, November 29, 1982

The Log
7:00 p.m.

Touche Ross & Co. is an international public accounting firm

with offices in most cities throughout the United States and the

Free World. Our general practice includes services in accounting

and auditing, management consulting, and taxation.

On Monday, November 29, 1982, we will be hosting an evening

presentation on campus at The Log beginning at 7:00 p.m. This

presentation will offer an introduction to both Touche Ross & Co.

and the New York University Master of Science in Accounting

Program. All liberal arts students who are interested in a career in

business and in the possibility of joining Touche Ross & Co. in

conjunction with the New York University Master of Science in

Accounting Program are cordially invited to attend.

Alan Kramer, Director of Recruiting for the New York Office of

Touche Ross & Co., will be conducting the presentation, and will

be joined by Lanna Langlois, '82.

We look forward to meeting you on November 29th.

Touche Ross & Co.

An equal opportunity employer, M/F
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She states that "In any com-
munity, it is the role of the
minority to adapt to a system
placed for and by the majority."
This is false. It is not the duty or
"role" of the minority to adapt
to the "system" to any extent

greater than that necessary to

insure the continuation of that

system. Rather, it is the proper
function of this system of ours to

protect the minorities' freedom
of individuality. I suggest that

Ms. Elahi's worry that the issue

of Jewish studies be handled "in

a manner Inhostlle to all" at the

very least reflects a grave mis-

understanding of our American
system.

At the campus level, it Is not
at all special privileges for

a minority that I advocate. If

sufficient interest is shown for

any particular field of study
then the administration should

consider the addition of courses

in that field. Offending another

minority is thus not an Issue

because all have the right of

petition.

If Ms. Elahi finds the prospect

of expanded Jewish studies an
act of hostility then I question her

intellectual openmindedness
and absence of cultural self-

centeredness. If she's not inter-

ested in Jewish studies then she

doesn't have to enroll in them.
I'm not arguing for or against

Jewish studies as a separate

department or sub-department.

But surely, expanding Jewish
studies, in whatever form, is not

hostile or offensive to any
liberal-minded person. At the

same time other needs, equally

valid, must be met. One Interest

. is not exclusive of another; we
agree on that.

I find particularly offensive

her statement that a Jewish stu-

dies major "might isolate Jew-
ish students as they would find a
commodious community to take

shelter and Ignore any possible

anti-Semitism." She condemns
a commodious (comfortable,

serviceable) Jewish commun-
ity? Really? If anti-Semitism is

around, and it is, then the best

thing for Jews is the tangible

support of our fellow Jews.
Surely we Jews at Williams
(and for the most part America
at large) are not an overly intro-

verted community. To the con-

trary, we are a very well

integrated community, better

assimilated than many. Some-

times our assimilation is too
successful (in more ways than
one) for the llldng of a few. A
damned-if-you-do, damned-if-
you-don't mentality is common
in the minds of Jews and non-
Jews alike. Jews are often

forced to choose in many subtle
ways between their Jewish her-

itage and American assimila-

tion. It is a choice that, for the
most part, we should not have to

make; for the modern Jew they
can coexist, generally without
conflict.

America's melting pot should
not produce a bland homoge-
neity; contrarily, diversity is

our common strength. I support
all minorities' (and we are all

minorities) explorations into

their cultures and history. Ms.
Elahi would say she concurs.

But Ms. Elahi speaks from a
misunderstanding of the signifi-

cance of plurality and I suspect
from a cultural bias that she
condemns In others.

Let's get our priorities
straight.

David Levy '85

P.S. Please, let's not make
this the campus Issue of 1982-83!

Appalled
To the editor:

I would like to comment on

Maryam Elahi's article "Jud-

aic Studies only partial solu-

tion" in the November 16th

issue of the Record.

I do not believe that a Middle
Eastern area studies concen-

tration is the proper place for

Judaic studies. While Judaism
was born in the Middle East and
developed much of its laws and
traditions In that area, and has

now experienced a return to the

land, there has been an
Immense wealth of Jewish cul-

ture that was a product of the

Diaspora. To place all Judaic

Studies under the umbrella of

the Middle East would neces-

sarily disavow the significance

of European and Asian Jewry,

as well as the later contribu-

tions to Judaism from the West.

When Judaism is a culture as

well as a religion (an opinion

that most modern Jews hold),

then providing a Judaic Studies

major can be no more discrimi-

natory than—Forgive me— an
Afro-American Studies major.

And yes, in this perspective,

Judaic studies "cannot be stu-

died outside of its historical . .

.

context," but surely, one does

not need the JustUication of

Arab-Israeli conflict to study

Judaism, as Ms. Elahi implies!

I am appalled that the Reli-

gion Department has not seen

fit to offer Jewish studies taught

by someone trained in the field.

With all due respect. Prof.

Petersen is a New-Testament
scholar (he teaches The Jewish
Bible/Old Testament; and
Moses, Jesus, and Muham-
mad—two courses cross-

Our latest count is 1 35 calendars-
there ought to be one to catch

your fancy 1
enzis

COLLEGE BOOK STORE, INC.

WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS 01267

Established 1901

Spend your spring semester

in the wilderness.
Attend the National Outdoor Leadership

School. You'll learn the most comprehensive

range of wilderness skills while you earn college

credit.

Your classroom will be Wyoming's rugged

Wind River Mountain Range and the red-

washed canyons of Utah. You'll spend 3V4

months in the wilderness learning caving,

leadttship, tsivigation, rock climbing, cross-

oountty skiing, minimum impact camping and

tnore.

Add a challenging dimension to your

college education. Sei^ in dw coupon for

details. But hurrvi space is limited.

Semester courses start on January 31,

February 18, and March 8, 1983.

ChaUenge me.
Ntmc

Address

Oty Saw Zip

2°^The National Outdoor
Leadership School

P.aBoxAADept. Ell.«3
Under, Wyoming 82520
307/332-A973 ^^ \

referenced for students
Interested in Jewish studies)

and Prof. Katz Is an Eastern

Religions scholar (he has been

asked to "fill in" with some
"Jewish" courses—Contem-
porary Jewish Thought; and
Anti-Semitism, Misogyny, and
Racism—also both cross-

referenced for Jewish Studies).

But why are there no single

courses about the Jewish reli-

gion that require a semester's

time of study? Most other major

and not-so-major religions are

taught this way. And may I here

clarify that Prof. Berk, whom
Ms. Elahi mentioned twice in

her article, is not a Williams

professor; in fact, he will not

even be on the Williams Campus
until next fall, and then only for

a semester, teaching a course

that, I feel, should have been
instituted as a part of the His-

tory Department curriculum

years ago.

Several times I have heard

the sentiment "Why offer Jew-

ish courses if the Jews don't

take them?" This query angers

me. Should Russian Cultural

History be offered only if stu-

dents of Russian descent are

willing to enroll In the course?

Or the Female Body of Imagina-

tion (Eng. 377) be open only to

female students? What kind of

education would we then be

offering? I propose that a
serious, in-depth Judaic Studies

program is deserving of Willi-

ams—and anv other educational

Institution with which we like to

compare ourselves— in and of

ittelf. Ignorance breeds misun-

derstanding or dislike of the

unknown, and that perpetuates

bigotry. Without a serious Jud-

aic Studies program, there can

be no real solution to Anti-

Semitism as It is felt by the Jew-

ish population at Williams.

I would like to conclude that,

although I disagree that Judaic

Studies should be included

within a Middle Eastern area

studies major, I do agree with

Ms. Elahi that "more attention

(should be) focused on the

region as a whole" and that a

Middle Eastern major has
potential for success here. But
please don't push Judaism In

with it.

Susan Rosenzwelg '8S

The Heritage North Adams Inn Theater
""""g miiiigWW12

J
Forgive me, Father,

for Ihave sinned.

MONSIGNOR
starring Christopher Reeves

\B\^ ei4UTiMntMth

7 & 9 P.M. Dally

2, 7, 9 Sat. & Sun.

2 p.m. & 9 p.m. Shows-$1.00

7 p.m. Shows-$2.00

GLASSWARE BY Libbey

JUICE MILK HIGH-BALL PILSNER PARFAIT WIN! WIME CH*MPACN£ FOOTED COCKTAIL

ESTABLISHED 1888

U kU
Indian Prints $9.50 student and Home Furniture

61 Spring Street Tel.458-9001 WiUiamstown

THE LOG will be open
tonite and will reopen
ly/londay, December 29.

Haye a Great Thanksgiving!
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Water polo drowns competition
by Ken Irvine

The men's water-polo team has completed its

most successful season ever, culminating In a

second-place finish at the Division II Eastern

championships.

The Ephmen, led by senior trl-captains Bren-

dan Kiernan, Jeff Mook and Mark Weeks, also

won the Division II New England championships

for the first time. Williams entered their first

Eastern Championships seeded fourth out of the

eight teams Invited. At the Easterns, Williams

faced Its stiffest competition of the year, but rose

to the challenge In three tough games.

Early victories

In the first game, Williams prevailed over St.

Francis College of Brooklyn, the host team, by a

score of 12-10. The Ephmen then faced the defend-

ing champions, top-seeded Kenyon. In a close

game, Williams upset rival Kenyon 10-7.

This victory put Williams in the final against

Army. Army Is actually a Division I school, but

they were allowed to compete because of their

poor season in Division I.

Last-second loss

The game was a close one that could have gone
either way—with two minutes left the score was
tied at ten. However, Army quickly scored three

times to defeat the Ephs 13-10.

A key factor In Williams' loss was their numer-
ous personal fouls—they had 15 to the Cadets'

three. Mook and Rob Bowman '83 each had six

goals In the tournament; other top scorers were
Will Andrew '86 with five goals and Jeff Mills '84

and Weeks with four apiece. Mook, Bowman,
Andrew and Kiernan were all selected to the All-

Eastern second team.

New England Champs
In the New Englands, which were held at M.I.T.,

Williams overpowered opponents Trinity, Boston

University, and lona; faltering only In the second

game when they allowed B.U. to come within one

goal, defeating them 11-10. In the final game, how-
ever, Williams played good solid water-polo,

trouncing top-seeded lona 20-13.

Mook was named the Most Valuable Player of

the tournament. Mook, Weeks and Kiernan also

made the All-New England team; Mills and An-
drew made the second team.

Win next year

A tough, tight defense, backed up by goalie

Kiernan, has been a key factor in the Ephs' victo-

ries throughout the season.

The team will be graduating four starters-
Bowman, Kiernan, Mook, and Weeks—and while

they will be missed (at least In the water), the

Ephmen's depth should enable them to put

together another excellent team next year, when
they plan to win the Easterns.

Coach Curt Tong might be giving the basltetball team Spanish lessons In

Laseil Gym In preparation lor the team's trip to Cuba over Winter Study.

Hoopsters go to Cuba

Hobbled skaters ice alums
by Dave Woodworth

The men's varsity hockey
team closed out its preseason

with an overwhelming 15-3

romp over the alumni squad at

Lansing-Chapman rink on
Saturday.

The contest was not quite as

lopsided as the score would Indi-

cate, since the varsity got most
of its goals in bunches near the

end of the periods, when the not-

as-well-conditioned grads were
worn down.

In action earlier this week,
the Ephs split a scrimmage with
Dartmouth, winning the first

half by a 7-5 margin and drop-

ping the second, 6-0. Dartmouth
combined its varsity and JV

teams for the scrimmage. Brian
Rutledge '85 had three goals and
frosh Joe Sciacca added two in

pacing Williams to the first-half

triumph. Goalie Dan Finn '84

made 38 saves in an impressive
performance.
The scrimmage took its toll,

however, as the Eph skaters

ended up looking like a
M»A*S»H* unit. Greg Pachus
'84 and Peter Dombrowski '85

were sidelined by severe char-

leyhorses and sophomore Mike
Uretsky suffered a badly
strained shoulder.

Injuries lead to loss

Coach Bill McCormick felt

that these Injuries contributed

to the second-half loss. "I don't

The Purple Pub
Bank Street

JOB OFFERED
—Nights: 10 p.m. to closing

—Checlcing ID's and some stoclcing

For more information

asl( at The Pub after 11 a.m.

Budweiser
KING OF BEERS.

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

ThU week's recipient is senior Jeff Mook, who
led the water polo team to second place in the
Eastern championships and was the MyPof the
\ew En/ftand championships, which the Eph-
men won. Jeff, this Buit's for you.

like to make excuses," said

McCormick, "but the injuries

certainly didn't help us."

He hoped to have a com-
pletely healthy group for the

season opener against R.I.T. in

the Williams Invitational next

weekend, but these hopes were
dashed when Sciacca dislocated

his shoulder in practice this

week.

The Ephs will still be deep, as
14 lettermen return from last

year's team, led by senior co-

captalns Bob Brownell and Sam
Flood. There will be some new
faces as well, as six freshmen
will see varsity action.

New uniforms
Williams will also have a new

look in terms of uniforms, going
to the "sweatpants" style popu-
larized by the Philadelphia Fly-

ers Instead of the more
traditional knee-length shorts.

Reaction to the new uniforms
on the part of the players was
varied. "I really like them,"
said Jeff Potter '85. "The pads
don't slip around so much, so

there's less chance of getting

Injured." However, other play-

ers voiced disapproval, saying
they looked funny.

McCormick optimistic
McCormick was optimistic

about his team's prospects for

the season. "The first part will

be tough, as non-NESCAC
schools like R.I.T. have a two-
week head start on us in terms
of t)oth practice and games. It

will place a burden on us, but
we're aware of it and hopefully

can work hard enough to over-

come it. Once we get a few
games under our belts, we
should be all right."

by John Clayton

Varsity basketball players
are looking forward to more
than the opening of the season
next week—the team will be tra-

velling to Cuba to play three
games over the New Year.
The trip will be part of a spe-

cial group "99" for the players,

led by Political Science Profes-
sor Carlos Egan.
The team, optimistic coming

off a 12-10 season last year, will

probably be without star center
Steve O'Day for the entire sea-
son, due to a busted ankle.

Burden of leadership

Without O'Day, the burden of
leadership will fall heavily on
fellow captain Scott Oleson.
"With Steve gone," said Coach
Curt Tong, "we'll have to rely a
lot more on Scooter (Oleson).
He will have to score more,
rebound more, and we will rely
on him defensively."

O'Day, however, is not the
only hobbled hoopster. Junior
Art Pidoriano, the team's big-

scoring guard, has had only two
full practices all fall due to knee
problems.
"Artie has had problems all

fall," said Tong, "and we just

have to give him time to get over
the Injury. He should be ready
for Hamilton (the Ephmen's
first game, away on December
first), although he will not be
fully effective."

Cuba trip

The team will leave for Cuba
on December 27, returning Jan-
uary 7 for a game the next day.
They will play three exhibition
games against Cuban teams
while there.

No scrimmages

The team will know little

about game situations until the

Hamilton game because they

Booters break records

M
m,\r>u({^\Lyl Uoul

Despite losing their last two
games to Amherst, the soccer

team had a remarkable record-

breaking season.

With a record of 10-5-1, the

team broke the all-time Willi-

ams record for wins in a season.

Senior Jeff Sutton, the team's
leading scorer with eight goals

and six assists, tied the record
for points in a season with 14.

Goalie Ted Murphy, who
started eleven of the team's six-

teen games before a severe
Charley horse forced him out of

the Amherst contests, just

missed the record for shutouts.

Murphy had five; the record Is

six.

have no scrimmages this year.
TheNew England Small College
Athletic Conference (NESCAC)
only allows 24 games per sea-

son. With 21 regular season
games and three in Cuba, the
Ephs have no room left for

scrimmages.

Tong is returning from a one-

year sabbatical in Japan, tak-

ing over the team coached by
Athletic Director Bob Peck last

year. This year, Peck will be an
assistant coach along with Erv
Chambliss, who will coach the

junior varsity team.

Williams went 12-10 last year,
tying with Wesleyan for second
in the Little Three. However,
their season Included some big
games. Including back-to-back
victories over Clark and Tufts
when those teams were ranked
tops in New England.

The team lost two starters-
captains Al Lewis and Jeff

Fasulo—from that team, as Ole-

son, O'Day and Pidoriano are

the returning starters.

Who'll play where?

With O'Day gone, Tong will

probably switch Oleson to cen-

ter (at 6'4"
, Oleson played some

center his sophomore year).

That leaves two forward spots

to be filled. Leading candidates

for these positions are seniors

Andy Goodwin and John Orms-
bee, juniors John McNlcholas
and Dave Krupskl, and sopho-

more Tim Rives.

With Pidoriano at shooting

guard, junior Ed Schmidt and
sophomore Pete Griffith should

battle for the starting point

guard position. Both are
extremely quick and talented;

Schmidt has more experience
while Griffith has explosive nat-

ural talent.

Two freshmen are playing

varsity this year-forward
Mike Meadowes and guard Tim
Walsh. "We know they're tal-

ented enough to l)e practicing
with us," said Tong. "We don't

know how they'll do in game
situations, and won't until the
season starts."
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Dodd Driscoll Greylock
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Figures indicate average numbers of bacterial colonies discovered in

tests of at least four utensils. State law requires counts of less than 100
colonies per utensil. Where two figures are given, the first Is for the Oct.
9 test, the second for the Oct. 16 test. The two Greylock lines were tested
separately only on Oct. 16.

Four get tenure, three denied

"No hazard"

Dining halls fail

Four out of five campus din-

ing halls failed sanitary tests on
October 9 and 16, according to

WllUamstown Health Depart-
ment reports. Tests for contam-
ination revealed that some
utensils contained 600 times the

maximum number of bacterial

colonies allowed by state law.

Greatest contamination was
found at Driscoll and Greylock
dining halls, while Mission Park
passed and Dodd House had sev-

eral minor infractions, accord-

ing to the October 9 report. Both

the north and south lines of Bax-

ter, tested October 16, failed as

well.

According to Health Depart-

ment Commissioner Michael

Muzyka, samples were taken
from each kitchen and analyzed
In the Health Department's lab.

Results indicate an average
bacterial count from at least

four samples for each utensil.

In response to these reports.

Food Service Director James
Hodgklns stated, "I don't think

people should be alarmed. This
Is In no way a health hazard."
He went on to say that the bacte-

ria were "not harnjful."

Muzyka agreed, saying that

although the results indicated

disease could be transferred

easily, ' 'we haven't had any epi-

demics and the situation Is now
under control."

The primary cause of the con-

tamination, according to Muz-
yka, was that dishwasher
temperatures were not
"exceedingly high." He
explained that a "sanitizing

temperature" of at least 180

degrees fahrenheit is necessary
to insure cleanliness. The Col-

lege Food Service, he noted, had
just changed to a new heating

system and conversion may
have caused temporary
difficulties.

Hodgklns explained that all

problems with sanitary control

have been corrected. He pointed

to a faulty gauge as the cause of

problems at Driscoll, and stated

that at all dining halls, "The
margin of safety is great." He
went on to say, "Inspections are

a help to us" because they help

"maintain safety."

A new inspection has just

recently taken place, according
to Muzyka, and results have not

yet been tabulated.

Last week's tenure decisions

by the Committee on Appoint-

ments and Promotions resulted

in four positive and three nega-

tive recommendations. The
CAP will officially announce its

decisions in January, when the

trustees cast the deciding vote.

The trustees usually approve

CAP recommendations auto-

matically.

Recommended for tenure

were Kim Bruce of the Mathe-

matics department, Edward
Epplng of the Art department,

assistant Sociology professor G.

Robert Jackall and Markes
Johnson of the Geology
department.

Not tenured were assistant

Political Science professor

David Colby, Patrick Stewart of

the Art department and Rober-
ton Williams of the Economics
department. There were no
women among this year's
candidates.

Tenure status was apporti-

oned primarily to faculty in

those departments with fewer
tenured members. The art

department has five tenured
faculty, but only one of these

teaches studio art, as does
Epplng. Stewart teaches art his-

tory. Other newly tenured facul-

ty's departments all had four or

fewer tenured professors;
departments with a greater

number added no new
members.

No comment
Most of the candidates had no

comment. Williams, however,
bluntly said of the decision con-

cerning his own career, "I don't

like it." Williams said the Col-

lege's emphasis on three
criteria—teaching, research
and community activities—was
"wrong," noting that he had
"spent more time on teaching

than research, which is approp-

riate to a place like Williams."

The economist said his research
in housing, welfare, and health

was "not up to their [the Col-

lege's] standards."
Williams also said that the

school places emphasis on all

three criteria—"it's not enough
to be extraordinary in one." As
a result, he felt, "you get some
professors who are not extraor-

dinary anywhere."

New OCC head to broaden options

Men's world

found boring
by Christian K. Hewlett

Radical feminist/theologian Mary Daly
called upon women to break free from what
she called the male-dominated "sado-society"

and to find the courage to ''name theenemy"

—

men—through a sense of collective moral out-

rage at the atrocities which she said have been

committed against women.
Daly, an associate professor at Boston Col-

lege and author of Gyn/Ecology, addressed a

standing-room-only crowd in Thompson
Chapel Thursday night. Although her words

were aimed specifically at women, especially

those familiar with her writings, the crowd

was a fairly even mix of men and women.
Daly, however, refused to answer any ques-

tions from men, as is her custom.

We are living in ' 'a period of extreme danger
for women," Daly warned. "Women are impri-

soned In the 'touchable' caste," and are

touched by rape, battering, gynecology, sex-

ual abuse, seductive romance, religion, and
"all the 'ologles' of patriarchies."

Continued on Page 8

by Lucy Lytle

A two month nation-wide

search for a new director for the

Office of Career Counseling

ended this week when Fatma
Kassamall was appointed to the

position. Kassamall, whose aim
Is "to meet the needs of a wider

range and variety of students"

by promoting non-traditional

programs as well as those which
recruit for business, was
selected by a student-faculty

committee appointed by Presi-

dent of the College John
Chandler.
Judith Allen, Assistant to the

President for Affirmative
Action and Government Rela-

tions, chaired the committee,

which considered over two
hundred applications before

making Its final decision. Allen

described Kassamall as "uni-

quely qualified for the position

in terms of knowing Williams

College and the college com-
munity as well as the Office of

Career Counseling and its oper-

ations." Kassamall was the

assistant director of the OCC
prior to Barbara-Jan Wilson's

departure last October, at

which point she was named act-

ing director until a permanent
director could be found.

Kassamall hopes to use her

new position "to promote the

philosophy of a liberal arts edu-

cation. Students should enjoy a

lit)eral arts college to the fullest

without feeling any anxiety

about their future careers."

Accordingly, career counseling

will concentrate primarily on
juniors and seniors while fresh-

men and sophomores will

receive advice on internships

and summer job opportunities.

In an effort to increase the

number of opportunities availa-

ble to students, Kassamall
Intends to invite to Williams
various representatives of pro-

grams that "are not 'tradi-

tional' careers for Williams
students—such as organic
farming, graphic artistry,

movie editing, and adver-
tising."

OCC ready for anything

The importance of a career
counseling service, particularly

at a liberal arts college like Wil-

liams, was stressed both by
Kassamall and search commit-
tee members. Allen spoke of the

"enormous contribution" of the

OCC, adding that it takes on a

greater significance "as stu-

dents l)ecome more concerned
about their futures in these diffi-

cult economic times and they

feel pressure from their parents

to think about what they will be
doing after college."

Kassamall stressed that the

major function of the OCC "is to

counsel students and prepare
them to pursue endeavors of

interest. The job placement
part is only one of the compo-
nents of the OCC." She cited the

Extern Shadow Program,
"counselors who are well-

equipped to counsel at any
level," a "resource library that

has anything and everything
that we can think of for career
orientation," and strong alumni
support and participation as
particular strengths of the

career counseling program at

Williams.

Continued on Page 9

Editors resign in disgrace

Feminist theologian Mary Daly stunned a packed
Thompson Chapel with her separatist views Thursday
night. (Farley)

Record editors Steve Spears
and Rich Henderson resigned
their positions last Sunday in a

desperate attempt to redeem
the Record's honor over the fall

"term paper ad" scandal. Man-
aging editor Bob Buckner fol-

lowed their example, claiming
that "There is no way we can
redeem ourselves, but perhaps
we can save the newspaper."

Just kidding.

Since this was the annual
transition week anyway, the

three editors were prepared to

announce the promotions of jun-

iors Dan Keating and Jon Tigar

to Co-Editors-in-chief. Junior
Sara Ferris and sophomore
Michael Govan will become
managing editors when the pro-

motions take effect In January.
Keating started at the Record

during his freshman year,
working as a sports writer and
layout assistant. He became
Assistant Sports Editor the fol-

lowing semester. Most recently

Keating served as Op-Ed editor.

Tigar began his freshman
year writing for the Record
news department. In his second
semester he became assistant

news editor. Tigar worked for

one semester as Outlook editor

before assuming the job of co-

news editor at the beginning of

this year.

"Dan has a wide range of tal-

ents and wonderful rapport with

the staff," said Henderson.
"And he's bigger than us,"

added Spears\

"Jon Is a fine journalist with a
good sense for community rela-

tions," said Spears. "But basi-

cally we hope that he'll have the

staff dancing to weird noise and
wearing feather earrings by the

sprine." explained Henderson.
Managing editor Ferris also

began with the Record In her
freshman year, working her

Continued on Page 9
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The Williams Record

A New Look for

Baxter Hall

The inefficient, mostly underutilized but partially over-
crowded maze we know as Baxter Hall has been the subject
of Gargoyle scrutiny this fall. On Thursday the group will

present several recommendations for minor and long-term
renovations that can make Baxter a true student union and
center for freshman activities. The Record endorses these
suggestions; we present some of the best ideas:

• freeing the crowded mailroom spaces by tearing
down the walls on either side of the main doorway. Further
space can be gained now by moving the Outing Club rooms
to Hardy House, or in the future by installing the W.O.C. in

the expanded gym.

• turning the ugly, underused basement into a large
lounge for freshmen. A redecorated Rathskellar/Poolroom
space would be ideal for parties. Right in the middle of
campus and would not disturb anyone. The Baxter piano,
annoying upstairs, could be an asset downstairs; some of
the pool tables could be moved to upperclass dorms.

• the huge Pottery Studio would serve the campus
much better as desperately needed additional food storage
space. Jim Hodgkins reports that Food Service could turn
more storage space into significant savings on bulk orders.

• There is a small room between the North doors and
the lounge. A xerox machine or two should be installed

there.
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LETTERS
Thanks Grow up

To the editor:

I am a prisoner in Ohio's penal system.
Some time ago, I wrote to you aslcing that

my letter be printed in your newspaper
and that if there was anyone who would
like to correspond with me (offering

advice, friendship, or just a few words of

encouragement), I would appreciate it

very much!
This brief letter is just to thank you for

printing my letter and to give a special

thanks to those who took the time to write

to me!
Rudy Walker #166951

Chillocothe Correctional Institution

Chillocothe, Ohio

Apology
To the editor:

In November 16's Record, Sharon
Cohen '83 pointed out that I had referred

to sexual harassment as a non-issue. My
statement was a misstatement. Neither I

nor the Garfield Republican Club nor the

Republican Party believes that sexual
harassment is a non Issue. Rather, all

three believe that real sexual harass-

ment constitutes a threat to both women
and men and should be dealt with accord-
ingly. I agree with Miss Cohen that my
statement seemed insensitive. I apolog-
ize for that statement as I realize that it

does not represent my own views or
those of my club or those of my party.
Further, I have reread the article in

which I was quoted on The Draft Coun-
selling Center, and change my reaction
to the Center to "No Comment."

B. Daniel Blatt

To the editor:

I was interested to read about the Stu-
dent editorial, "Our Note to Alumni:
Grow Up or Stay Home," as carried on
the AP newswire.
As a Williams graduate, I noticed

another interesting episode atThe Game
on November 13.

A contingent of Amherst students was
sitting on the Williams side of the field at

the game. At half-time the Williams
band, as part of its program, moved in

front of those Amherst students, to play.

The band was greeted with a varied

assortment of cans, bottles and other

items.

The Amherst alumni must have been
watching.

Norman S. Wood '50

Eds. !\ote: This is a copy of a letter sent to

the Amherst Student.
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The
• •

missionary

mentality
by Craig Venable '84

Williams college students suffer the
grand illusion that this campus is an
asylum or a safe enclave within a
larger confused and decomposing
society offering temporary shelter
against the pressures of life In a harsh
world hence on this campus the
problems of this deteriorating society
are casually dismissed as
inconsequential or not pertinent to the
task at hand which Ironically Is the
preparation of oneself to enter Into and
subsist within this confused and self-

destructive civilization students here
express sheer apathy toward any
number of Issues that reveal the
perverse and self-destructive nature of

this society racism: the destructive
potential of ethnocentrlsm has been
and is being realized in the deaths of

blacks whites native americans
hlspanics jews arabs Indians In the
americas europe afrlca japan china . .

.

(the lists only increase) militarism:
warfare Is without honor and void of

any purpose beyond continued
economic suppression yet many
continue to claim that "wars of

principle" are justifiable nuclear

holocaust: the u.s. has enough nuclear

tonnage to destroy the world
repeatedly—as If once were not

enough—yet few people seriously

question the programs of leaders who
show enthusiasm over "first-strike

capability" sexism: more than half the
world's population by virtue of being
without penis Is cross-culturally

summarily subjugated and at best we
claim that this is not the case with our
mothers and sisters—they are
obviously happy in their "roles"

maybe many students here are simply
unaware of these problems and
perceive wllUams as an extension of a
well ordered society this type of

Ignorance Is 1 hope not pervasive this

college is neither a product of a well-

organized society nor some freak oasis
In a desert yet how genuinely shocked
we are when "reality Invades
Williams" we rush to repair the

barriers there are no barriers the

problems that Inflict the world are the

very problems from which this

community suffers

cultural Intolerance Is a central

weakness of this Institution and
western culture cultural imperialism is

the unique mark of european
civilization like most Institutions which
disseminate western values Williams

exhibits intolerance of non-tradltlonal

cultural patterns (odd that i should

even use the term "non-traditional"

since tradition as a cultural legal or

philosophical legltimlzer applies to

practices that have the tenure of time
it Is true that most of the world's

oppressed cultures predate the birth

and expansion of european cultures) in

this country for example the native

amerlcan culture is perceived as a

"non-tradltlonal" amerlcan culture

this is absurd the sloux the Iroquois the

ojlbwa the arapaho and other

Indigenous peoples predate any
european people's settlement of the

"new world" yet today to most
"americans" the indigenous citizen is

a non-entity or at best a symbol of

"how the west was won" (briefly a

word about native amerlcan peoples

and south afrlcan apartheid: when 1

learned that the original peoples of this

land were not "granted" citizenship

until 1924 June 5th i was no longer

bewildered by this nation's hesltance
in condemning the republic of south
afrlca for its inhumane treatment of

that land's original peoples but after

all Is it not the privilege—the duty—of

the conquering invader to erase the
culture of the indigenous population
and to exclude them from the best of

their lands and to civilize them in the
ways of the divine father and
whenever possible to use them as one
uses oxen or machinery is it not after

all the will of god:

when you draw near a city to fight

against it offer terms of peace to

it and if its answer to you is peace
and it opens to you then all the

people who are found in it shall do
forced labor for you and shall serve
you —deuteronomy the fifth book

of moses and his god)

the unique reward of the victor—
beyond the pleasure of destruction—is

the right to record and represent the
conquest (and all else past and
present) to the world and posterity the
telling of his/story is the privilege of

the successful Invader by establishing
his version of what occurs he defines
what is and determines what is

properly "real" or really proper any
account of history then is never
subjective but is rather an argument
aimed at substantiating and
legitimizing the values and
Weltanschauung of the author-culture
in this sense standard forms of

communication can become tools of

oppression or weapons aimed at the
continued subjugation of the

"underclasses" those who own a
nation's press and camera exercise
their ability to define good and evil or

determine what Is/ls not the thing to

be at this time millions are poor and
unemployed across the u.s. alone while
the nation's media insists that "real"
americans spend huge sums of money
on health clubs exotic vacations and
expensive attire "real" americans
have good teeth good looks and a
toyota and are happily employed by
corporate big brother If not then they
are at least In the process of acquiring
this proper Identity the vehicles of

communication convey nothing or little

more than cliche misrepresentations of

the woman the poor the handicapped
the elderly the hispanic the black—

a

non-white non-male non-mlddle-
Incomed oppressed many in the u.s.

alone a majority the world over

the cultural Imperialism of western
society then maintains the hegemony
of a narrowly defined standard
vulnerable from all sides those whom
this standard Is unable to Incorporate
are regarded as non-entltles or when
this is not possible the Imperialist
culture misrepresents those it cannot
ignore by portraying them as Inferior

deviants from the image that is

established as the norm she who
stands beyond the imperialist model
may adopt this perversion of herself
and Incorporate this projection of
herself as Inferior into her self-

perception not realizing that the divine
norm of the Imperialist overlord is an
Illusion instead of rejecting the lunacy
of this illusion and its author the

person t>eyond the narrow cultural

standard may reject those qualities

that place him beyond the reach of

such a narrow definition he may seek
definition in what he is not and never
can be white or male or rich or young
or ambulatory such a victim of

cultural imperialism—with the eager
assistance of an intolerant and
xenophobic society—constructs an
image/inary prison unfortunately this

Imaginary prison is real in its

frustration and its prisoner suffers as a
person behind real bars suffers

excluded from what she has accepted
as the true means of self-affirmation

europe has raped the rest of the

world and has made many peoples
prisoners of this false consciousness
the european stormed onto every part
of the globe on a mission from god
purifying the world for the heavenly
father and rewarding himself with the
wealth of other cultures as payment
for his divine service the rest of the
world has paid much to receive one
culture's definition of existence those
who travel beyond european states

discover that the european media
industry has polluted the world with
false Images of how americans or
people in other european cultures live

one is amazed to find people who
purchase coke rather than clothing or
cigarettes Instead of food for their

children but then coke is It or so the ad
goes and If you want to be real like

americans are real and "normal" you
must do the real thing and drink coke
european advertising Is a real weapon
of oppression and murder as long as
nestle continues to advertise in so
called third world nations that real

european mothers no longer breast
feed their newborn as nature Intended
but suck their Infants on expensive
artificial substitute for mother's milk
this ad campaign leads to the murder
of Infants whose mothers are not
informed that in the "real" world—
where most mothers breast feed
infants anyway—the bottles are
carefully sterilized to prevent death
and disease image/inary prisons cause
real deprivation and death these
mothers are led to believe that their

children will not be healthy unless they
reject practices that their cultures
have employed and validated for the

alleged practices of "normal" proper
that is european people although the

cost of feeding one baby In this manner
exceeds the families' yearly income
enough mothers are prisoners of this

false consciousness that nestle Is still

able to profit from their frustration

Williams is not beyond cultural

imperialism there are afro-american
women's Jewish and area studies but
these represent a very limited
commitment to venturing beyond
western standards although knowledge
of other cultures is available and
although other cultures are beginning
to assert themselves globally Williams
and most other Institutions In the west
maintain the Illusion that european
cultures are of supreme pertinence to

students while encouraging students to

take risks and adventure Into a variety
of fields Williams offers only token
opportunities for students to venture
into a variety of cultures this

Institution as a tool of cultural

Imperialism refuses to disturb the

hegemony of an illusory european
"norm" like wise the curriculum does
not concern Itself with Issues of

homosexuality or poverty or aging in a
modern society nor does the
curriculum address the concerns of the

handicapped citizen I'm afraid that a
few ramps and elevators will not

suffice the poor the elderly the
handicapped are non-entities it

appears or at best they exist only
substandardly and therefore they are
non-essential.

Williams then is no safety zone into

which "reality" refuses to Intrude
Williams Is merely an extension of an
intolerant community students here
are not allowed to withdraw briefly

from the pressures of this society
rather we are subjected to an Intensive

crash course on the supremacy of

"traditional" european standards the
curriculum perpetuates cultural

standards that Insist that all important
art is of european origin that all

important writers use european forms
and symbols that all viable economic
structures are encompassed within
european theories and that the correct
political philosophers were european
men students here are showered with
these illusions which for most students
simply strengthen an illusory self-

worth unfortunately for those of us who
stand beyond such a narrow definition

of worth this shower of illusions is a
perpetuation of prejudice that is either

a continual source of frustration or
worse an affirmation of the false

consciousness prison we have
constructed for ourselves we are
oriented to believe that we must
always be Inferior distortions.
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Looking for trouble— the wrong place
by Daniel F. Tritter '54

Recently a classmate of mine, whose
son recently graduated from Williams,
and not incidentally is Jewish, as am I,

passed along a copy of Stuart Wein-
stein's disturbing "J'accuse" on anti-

semitism at Williams. Because I have
been both Jewish and a member of the

Williams community, past and present,

a few seasons longer than Mr. VVeinstein,

I thought my views might offer him and
your readers a measure of perspective.

ITEM: I am reminded of the bland White
House incumbent of my era at Williams,

one D.D. Eisenhower, whose pious hope
was that prejudice would only be cured
in the hearts and minds of . . . you name
'em. I submit to Mr. Weinstein that anti-

semitism has been pandemic for more
years than he and I have been on this

globe, and that no cosmetic appointment
from above of a spiritual advisor will

alter the face of bigotry within individu-

als who are its practitioners.

ITEM: Jews have distinguished them-
selves at Williams and beyond through-

out this century and before, and the

earliest name that comes to mind with-

out research is that of the revered Her-
bert Lehman (Williams '99) who
ornamented American public life both as
Governor of and Senator from New
York. I can immediately think of three

major Williams facilities donated by and
named for Jews. At no time did they or

their friends suggest that their love for

the College was weakened by some
imagined or real antisemitism present
there.

ITEM: The organization which Mr.

Weinstein heads did not exist during my
four years at Williams, though well over
fifty of my classmates were identifiably

Jews. The hated fraternity system,
which did not Include any Jewish houses,
managed to include Jewish students at

nearly all Us units, which does no partic-

ular honor to the system, but rather to

the general Williams community. Per-
haps speaking most pointedly to the

sense of Ijelonging that began at Willi-

ams and has continued over the years is

the fact that among the classes I have
known best (1950-1957) Jews have con-

sistently held class offices in dispropor-

tionate numbers to their population as

Williams graduates, or even non-

graduates, not excluding membership
on the Board of Trustees and, in particu-

lar. Indulging one of the most popular

Alumni Fund Chairmen in Williams his-

tory. Most of the people of whom I speak

did not have the benefit of a Williams

College Jewish Association, a kosher kit-

chen, a resident chaplain or a major in

Judaic Studies, nor did it enter their

minds that such addenda to the educa-

tional foundation of one of America's
great institutions was a sine qua non to

the catalogue do not lessen the impact of

Williams on American education; thoy

merely say that Williams is a particular

kind of quality institution, limited in

resources and goals. I recently spent

three years in one of four New York uni-

versities that offer Judaic Studies. Is it

the duty of Williams to duplicate their

catalogues? And at what cost?

ITEM: I am at a loss to understand the

contention of Mr. Weinstein that Willi-

ams cannot be considered to be commit-
ted to the communal needs of its Jewish

We are informed that any failure to comply
with the Weinstein laundry list of remedies . .

will subject Williams to the dustbin of history.

their existence as Williams students or
as Jews.

ITEM: I have not consulted with Phil

Smith on the admissions issue that Mr.
Weinstein raises. I am happy that he
does not allege any sort of quota system,
since I have been trying to dissipate that

fiction among ignorant friends and non-

friends for years. If a Jewish secondary
student applies to Williams, is admitted,
but chooses to go elsewhere, is this an
indictment of Williams, or a symptom of

his (or her) malaise in not having known
what he (or she) wanted in the first

place? That one out of five figure, incid-

entally, is one that I, frankly, do not

accept, unless Mr, Weinstein has access
to figures that are not normally availa-

ble to the public.

ITEM: The admissions imbroglio raises

another question that is much more ger-

mane to the Weinstein thesis. What kind
of school did he envision when he app-
lied? The catalogue and other literature

are available to anyone who makes
inquiry. Williams has been and remains
a small liberal arts college, not an educa-
tional supermarket with courses availa-

ble to suit every taste in disciplines.

Engineering and business administra-
tion majors are not available. A host of

other subjects are not available, such as
Arabic, physical education administra-
tion and communications. These gaps in

A SECOMO 9R\KlT\Kie OF
'TAN6EMTS, THH BOCK
OF CARYOOKl^ B/ ^HAH
GR0PZ[K1S, \S AVAILABLE
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CF A:oARD-GoiKH\^\(3 CcM\e
Strips, this ?rimtim(^
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CoVFR^ AVJP HEAVIFR PAPER.
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students unless or until it has specifically

budgeted for sundry items that he con-
siders essential. I venture to guess that

not every Jewish student is experiencing
a diaspora within a diaspora by the

absence of a rabbi from the College pay-
roll, from the lack of a Judaic Studies
department, or from the failure to meet
specific dietary needs. The latter, by the
way, is a condition Mr. Weinstein may
find duplicated in about 99'^ of the col-

leges and universities of the world; what
led him to expect Williams to be in the

vanguard in fulfilling this need of a
minority?

ITEM: I discern a refreshing change
from the agenda of Mr. Weinstein from
some previous ideas brought to the Col-

lege. These, at least, do not come in the

form of non-negotiable demands. What
seems to me dismaying is a failure to

appreciate that in an imperfect world,

where even idealism has a prlcetag, Wil-

liams performs a mission that is badly

needed and splendidly fulfilled. To con-

demn the College in rhetoric that sheds
all heat and no light for what It has not

attempted and could not hope to fulfill

may serve Inflammatory journalistic

ends, but it creates an issue that is merit-
less in fact.

The President of Williams, whose theo-

logical background is more complete
than that of his opposite numbers else-

where, must be relieved to learn that Mr.
Weinstein doesn't place the blame
entirely at his doorstep. He is merely
informed that any failure to comply with
the Weinstein laundry list of remedies to

what he perceives as antisemitism will

subject Williams to the dustbin of his-

tory. As Torquemada put it: we don't
demand that you renounce Judaism and
abandon your way of life, merely that
failure to convert to Christianity will

condemn you to the pyre. I wonder if Mr.
Weinstein has, in his philosophy courses
or elsewhere, encountered what the late

George Santayana had to say about
history.

Williams, it may surprise Mr. Wein-
stein to learn, made full disclosure to me
of its merits and defects, and I chose to

attend. I have rejoiced in that choice for
many years. It was not forced upon me,
nor was it, I take it, upon Mr. Weinstein,
whose discomfort appears to me to be of
his own making.

Nazi images in feminism
by Brett McDonnell

The recent speech by the ultra-

feminist Mary Daly should disturb all

lovers of the open society. In her speech,
and in the reaction of many people to her
speech, I see frightening similarities to

Nazism. The analogy is not perfect, cer-

tainly, but it is there.

This is a serious charge. It should not

be made idly. The slur "fascist" is used
much too often today. Comparisons to

the Holocaust are also made too often, as

seen on both sides in the Lebanon con-

troversy. This has the effect of trivializ-

ing one of the two greatest horrors in

history. The reader should thus exercise

great care in judging my thesis and note

the reservations I make.

That said, the similarities remain. The
fanaticism of Daly resembles Hitler. To
one who is not a believer already, she
even seems funny. "Phallocracy,"
"penocracy," and "God the Stud" are
phrases suited for a Monty Python
sketch on feminism, not serious political

analysis. Hitler too seems absurd to the

outsider.

Daly is trying to develop a unifying

spirit among women, a spirit which uni-

tes them in praising womanhood to high

heaven (sorry, forgot about God the

Stud) and condemning men as heinous

villains. Dare I call this spirit a

Volkgeist?

Daly's hatred of men seemed so
extreme, so neurotic, that I must com-
pare it to Nazi hatred of the Jews. At one
point Daly discussed her criteria for

whether men deserved to live. It seemed
clear to me that she thought most men
did not meet those criteria. Saying a
group does not deserve to live does not

yet mean saying they should be killed,

but it is a necessary first step. I hope I

have misinterpreted Ms. Daly, but I fear
that I have not. I should point out that the

dislike of men is at least somewhat bet-

ter grounded in reality than the "Protoc-
ols of Zion," but it would be infinitely

better to attack the system of male domi-
nation, rather than condemning virtu-

ally all men as inhuman.

One element of the Nazi movement
emphasized by Hannah Arendt in The
Origins of Totalitarianism is the con-

centric circles of believers gathered
around Hitler. There was an inner core of

party higher ups, several levels of belief

within the party, and then fellow traveler

groups outside the party which served to

draw in large segments of the society

which would never have accepted the

naked fanaticism of Hitler's views. This

system both broadened the base of sup-

port for the Nazis and isolated the true

believers from the real world.

Doesn't this resemble the modern fem-
inist movement? This is what frightens

me about the reaction to Daly. I have
talked to and heard of many people who
thought that Daly was too extreme, but

the basic thrust of her argument was
sound. Don't these people serve the same
function of softening up a vile doctrine

for mass consumption? Luckily, I doubt
the feminists are anywhere near as well

or closely organized as the Nazis and
their fellow travelers.

I doubt Daly or her ilk will ever seize

power (thank that Stud! ). She Is attack-

ing a larger and more powerful group
than Hitler and economic circumstances
are not nearly as bad in this country as in

Weimar, Germany. Furthermore, Daly
as a speaker does not even begin to

approach the demagogic power of Hitler.

Still, rememt)er that the Nazis seemed
small, silly, and unimportant in 1925.

As I have pointed out, the comparison
between Daly's feminism and Nazism is

not exact, Daly's lack of widespread
organization and a calculated plan for

seizing power being the most significant

difference. Still, both promulgate a doc-
trine of hate which singles out one seg-

ment of humanity as inhuman. In the

past I have supported feminism, but if

feminists do stand up and say "We reject
this woman's hate" then I must recon-
sider my position. Smart feminists have
always known that the present system
hurts men as well as women, and that

women's liberation is really human lib-

eration. 1 hope Mary Daly, with her hate-

mongering and polarization, does not
make us lose sight of that.
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Outing Club director Jim Briggs '60 has big plans for the popular student organization this year.

Most popular club still growing
by Martin Hildebrand

The Williams Outing Club is the biggest student
organization on campus, but few students know
the full range of its activities. Recently, the
Record Interviewed Outing Club director Jim
Briggs '60 and president Blake Martin *84 to get
an Idea of what exactly the club is doing this year.

We want to ask you a few questions about how
the Outing Club has changed from last year to this

year.

Briggs: One real change Is that I've taken over
from Ralph Townsend, who was here since 1950

and has got to be one of the world's greatest,

people, funniest guys, and is a wonderful, wonder-
ful person. We all miss him.
This year, I have planned some new things that

reflect my interests and the interests I think the

students have. In particular, with the Sunday
hikes and simple, Friday afternoon hikes, and
with beginning Physical Education classes is to

Involve students who are not necessarily hikers or
canoeists or campers before they came to

Williams.

What are the winter activities of the Outing
Club?
Briggs: In the winter, particularly during Win-

ter Study, we are extremely active. We run P.E.
courses in downhill and cross-country skiing.

Downhill skiing Is our biggest taker. Last year,
we probably had 400 skiers in downhill skiing. The
thing that's unusual about this program is thatwe
Instruct students who become instructors of the
other students. We also do the downhill and cross-

country skiing in the third quarter.

Continued on Page 7
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save up to 70%
•TURTLENECKS
•SWEATERS
•DRESSES
•SKIRTS

(AND LOTS MORE!)
at the

Windsor Mill
Clothing Outlet

Dutchman excels at task
by Ric Johnson

The production of Dutchman put on by Cap & Bells last Wednes-
day, Friday, and Saturday was a good and uncomfortable expe-
rience. This was a deliberate and successful approach to the play.

Dutchman takes place on a subway train and revolves around the

conversations and posturings about racism and classism occurring
between a conservatively dressed young black man and a myste-
rious and ultimately threatening white woman.

Greylocl( subway
The setting for the work as a whole was clever and effective. The

basement of Greylock, which was converted into a subway station,

was an excellent spot for the production. Appropriately stark and
dreary, the addition of a newsstand, trash, advertisements, graf-

fiti, and a street musician encouraged the belief that one was part of

an 'environment', not merely in a theater.

Margie Duffield's excellent direction gave this performance both
versatility and subtlety. The production opened with a film, by
Nancy Simon, of a New York subway station. In this medium the

two protagonists are first introduced.

She l(ills him
After the film introduction. Clay (the black man) and Lula (the

white woman ) have their encounter. They meet, spar verbally, and
grapple on the train. In the course of their interaction, she indicates

that she knows him before he tells her of himself. He is a type, she
says. His blistering reply is that she knows nothing of him, nothing

of blackness. Finally, after bursts of violence and preaching, she
kills him.

The play talks alx)ut racism and indicates that whites have no
right to presume to understand how black people cope with this fact

in their lives. This was brought out very well by the confrontations
between Clay and his predominately white audience. In this way,
the audience, which was clearly part of the set (as the crowd in a
subway train) , was also Implicated as part of the racist community
which had produced both Clay and Lula. Karin Miller gave a con-
vincing performance as the racist but alluring woman who goads
Justin Johnson, as Clay, into his verbal explosion.

Weak creative base
The only real source of the minor problems lies in Baraka's play

itself. It is clearly a vehicle for his ideas about racism. While this

gives the work a solid intellectual and political base, it weakens It

as a creative effort. Most of the few flaws in this unusually good
production derive from weaknesses Inherent in the play material.
The acting was good, but the parts did not include great range.

However, Karin Miller and Justin Johnson explored their roles well
and gave energetic interpretations of them. What made this pro-
duction particularly good was the direction.

Margie Duffield showed both sensitivity to the material and crea-
tivity in its presentation. The set was Interesting, and the films
were a clever accent to the play. The acting was successfully con-
frontational (with the audience), and the pacing was good. It wasa
well-conceived and interestingly presented show.

121 Union St. No. Adams
Ba«ai
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Great Gift Ideas

100% Cotton Turtlenecks

ONLY $6.99

Ragg Wool Mittens, Gloves,

Sweaters for Ladies and

Gentlemen—Reasonably Priced

We will gladly gift wrap your selection

Most of All—Best Wishes for Holidays

filled with Peace and Happiness
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Do Something Worthwhile

'

This Winter Study I

The first Emergency Medical Technician Course to be given on the

Williams campus will begin January 3rcl and will run to March 1 1th

with most meetings during Winter Study. The instructors are two
E.M.T. paramedics from Northampton. The course syllabus

exceeds state and national training requirements and will be sup-

plemented by numerous doctors' lectures, emergency room obser-

vation, CPR, back boarding in a pool, and autoextrication

techniques.

For details and an application contact Richard Levitan,

Box 1231 before Christmas break

THE RECORD STORE
GIVE THE GIFT OF MUSIC
Video Game ^

Cartridges

Atari

Iniellvision

Coieco

Audio & Video Tape
Maxwell

TDK
Realistic

K-Tel

Albums
and

Cassettes

SONY WALKMAN SPECIALS $74.99

Classical
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Do Something Worthwhile

'

This Winter Study i

The first Emergency Medical Technician Course to be given on the

Williams campus will begin January 3rd and will run to March 11th

with most meetings during Winter Study. The instructors are two
E.M.T. parannedics from Northampton. The course syllabus

exceeds state and national training requirements and will be sup-

plemented by numerous doctors' lectures, emergency room obser-

vation, CPR, back boarding in a pool, and autoextrication

techniques.

For details and an application contact Richard Levltan,

Box 1231 before Christmas break

THE RECORD STORE
GIVE THE GIFT OF MUSIC
Video Game
Cartridges

Atari

Inteiivision

Coleco

Audio & Video Tape
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Do Something Worthwhile

'

This Winter Study

!

The first Emergency Medical Technician Course to be given on the

Williams campus will begin January 3rcl and will run to March 1 1th

with most meetings during Winter Study. The instructors are two
E.M.T. paramedics from Northampton. The course syllabus

exceeds state and national training requirements and will be sup-
plemented by numerous doctors' lectures, emergency room obser-

vation, CPR, back boarding in a pool, and autoextrication

techniques.

For details and an application contact Richard Levitan,

Box 1231 before Christmas break

THE RECORD STORE
GIVE THE GIFT OF MUSIC
Video Game ^

Cartridges

Atari

Inteiivislon

Coleco
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Transfers and inclusions refined Boring men-

December 7, 1982 The Williams Record ne^vs

by Jack Mayher
The Committee on Undergraduate Life placed

several new constraints on students wishing to

transfer to a different house, at their meeting last

Tuesday.

The CUL voted to limit the size of transfer

groups to either singles or pairs. They also

allowed only two transfer chances to every stu-

dent during his Williams career, a compromise
over the previously proposed one chance.

To limit the ' 'safety factor" in the transfer sys-

tem they decided that, on the transfer form, stu-

dents could put their own house only on the bottom

half of the choice list. According to one CUL
member, this would "eliminate transfers exclu-

sively for physical plant," which stem from the

philosophy that "the grass is always greener on

the other side." The CUL had considered disal-

lowing inclusion of a student's original house on

the transfer forni, but realized that a student may
be dissatisfied with his living situation, and still

think that others would be worse.

In action concerning freshman inclusion, the

Committee decided to lift the special status that

Mission Park once had, which allowed inclusion

groups of seven. Groups will now be limited to

four people for any of the five housing groups. The

CUL also voted down a proposal to let larger

groups apply to all the housing units.

The CUL also passed the Housing Committee's

plan for making house elections more uniform.

The new procedures will take effect this spring.

Record gets dough:
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CLEANERS
ANDLAUNDERERS

Williamstown Store
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GRAND OPENING SPECIALS Dec. 8th thru Dec. 1 8th

MEN'S
AND LADIES'

SLACKS
3 PAIR

CLEANED FOR
THE PRICE

OF 2
*

*Williamstown store only

10%
Vy I r Price

ALL DRYCLEANING
ORDERS WITH
STUDENT

ID

FREE
1 SWEATER

CLEANED AND
FINISHED

with each

order

TREET CLEANERS SERVICES INCLUDE...
• QUALITY DRY CLEANING
• SHIRT AND LAUNDRY SERVICE

COMPARE PRICES
AND SAVE

• LEATHER AND SUEDE PROCESSING
• ALTERATIONS & REPAIRS

COMPARE QUALITY
and be SATISFIED

11UUnOl MONDAY thru FRIDAY 8:00 am to 5:00 pm SATURDAY 8:30 am to 1:00 pm
117 Latham Street Bottom of Spring Street, Williamstown l\/IA

• FUR & APPAREL STORAGE
• FREE OFF STREET PARKING

COMPARE SERVICE
and SMILE

inflQINMS

EXHIBITION
AND SALE of

FINE ART REPRODUCTIONS

GREAT CHRISTMAS PRESENTS !

Do all your shopping before Final Exams

DATE: Dec. 8 & 9

TIME: 9-5
PLACE: Baxter Lounge

PRICES
MOST LARGE PRINTS
$3.00 ea or 3 for $8.00
MOST SMALL PRINTS

$2.00 ea or 3 for $5.00

FEATURING: Old Masters,

Impressionists, The Group of

Seven, Woodland Indian and
Oriental Art, O'Keeffe,

British Museum and
Exhibition Posters, Eschers,
Curtis, Rockwell, and others.

OVER

700

DIFFERENT

IMAGES
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:|^In#h(^l\4y^5rrf^ Pucksters fall to North Adams
University of Florida

A fried guinea pig has sent a

University of Florida math
major to jail for 60 days, accord-
ing to the Weelily World News.
George Schiro tossed little

Albert Into a hot frying pan
when Albert refused to play.

Neighbors heard a pig scream-
ing and called the police. Schiro
also made Albert take showers
with him. Albert was sent to a
foster home where he is "happy
and doing just fine."

University of Georgia

A sperm bank that recently

opened near the University had
so many first-day donors that it

had to stop taking applicants for

two weeks. Donors are paid $20

and can donate every two days.

The bank opened near the Uni-

versity because of the demand
for semen among educated

people. "Would you want the

sperm of a college graduate or

someone with an IQ of 60?"

asked bank manager Donald
Zeh.

Cornell University

At 11 p.m. every night,

hundreds of Cornell students

open their windows and scream
for 10 minutes.

Administrators put up with

the noise because students

claim it relieves tension,

although neighbors and stu-

dents often complain about the

nightly ritual. Dorm director

Mike Botticelli suggested that it

is what the students yell, not the

yelling itself, that upsets
people.

A Security official also com-
plained that the screams may
drown out legitimate calls for

help. "Someone could be in the

bushes getting robbed or raped,

and the patrol officer could
think it was that doggone
scream," he commented.
Bowdoin College

Fraternity Beta Theta Pi's

initiation rite resulted in $20,000

worth of damage to their house,
a letter of condemnation from
the Bowdoin faculty and the loss

of their national fraternity char-
ter, according to the Orient.

The fun began at midnight one
Wednesday, when pledges were
informed that they were
accepted into Beta. The pipes in

the house sprinkler system
burst because members had
been swinging on them. To
avoid getting wet, the party
moved to the front porch while

the college plumber was called

in to repair the pipes. The Fire
Department arrived when the

fire alarm was activated by the

sprinklers.

A Security officer and several

firemen were physically
harassed by frat members, and
a Security car received $668

damage in the form of a

mangled door and scratched
windshield. The plumber's
truck was also taken for a ride.

A group of initiates then went
to the Theta Delta Chi house
where they engaged in a fight.

Uninjured Betas proceeded to

the center of the Bowdoin cam-
pus, where they reportedly

"broke windows, smashed col-

lege phone extensions and
created numerous disturban-

ces." By 4 that morning Secur-

ity finished rounding up the

delinquents. Nine treshmen
identified as leaders of the

Initiates were sent off campus

CLASSIFIED
"Utterly Monstrous and Mind-

Roasting" „ „ „ ,—O C Oglevey

for the weekend. Subsequently,

two were suspended and five

were given campus labor
assignments and placed on
social probation.

Beta president Robert Scioiia

downplayed the seriousness of

the initiation and the sanctions.

"(Security) didn't really under-

stand the atmosphere, didn't

handle it professionally," he

claimed.

Springstreeters

by Dave Woodwortli

The men's varsity hockey

team dropped a tough 4-2 deci-

sion to North Adams on Satur-

day, capping off an unsuccess-

ful week of ice action.

The game was a rough,

brawling affair as the
Mohawks, playing on their

home ice, tried to take advan-

tage of the small rink. The tone

was set in the first minute as

Williams and NASC took turns

rubbing each other's noses into

by Anna G. Simas
The Wellesley Widows teamed up with the Springstreeters last

weekend to delight an enthusiastic crowd in the Brooks-Rogers
Recital Hall.

The antics of the Williams men kept the audience smiling, while

the vocal talents of both groups were impressive.

The Widows managed to overcome occasionally weak moments.
Highlighting their work was soloist Joan Marshall, second-alto,

whose gutsy renditions of "Smack Water Jack" and ' 'The Boy from
New York City" were well-received.

Though the greater part of their repertoire was devoted to tradi-

tional light-hearted tunes, the Springstreeters did a fine job with

more serious numbers such as "Somewhere" and the gospel song
"Poor Wayfaring Shanger."
The Springstreeters did not remain serious for long, featuring a

cream pie duel between Blake Martin and Richard Dodds during

"Why Must I be a Teen-ager in Love?"
Wrapping up the evening, the groups combined to perform

Christmas carols, which delighted the audience and set a few of its

members to singing along. On the whole, the evening was a success

for the Widows and the Springstreeters.

This coupon good for $1.00 off any

1 .75 litre bottle of liquor, or 500 off any

4 litre bottleof wine, orSOOoffany case

of beer.

No limit. Good till December 15.

WEST PACKAGE STORE
Route 2

Between N.A. and Williamstown

8 am-10 pm M-W 663-6081 8 am-11 pm Th-Sat
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WATER STREET
WILLIAMSTOWN OPEN 7 DAYS

the boards.

.NASC got their first goal at

4:48 of the first period, with

Barry Hayes drilling home a

rebound on a power play. Hayes

also got the second goal at the

12:08 mark, making it 2-0,

NASC, at the end of the opening

stanza.

Can't capitalize

The Ephs, who appeared a bit

tight in the first period, opened
the second with a strong surge,

and played the Mohawks evenly

for most of the period. Unfortu-

nately, Williams was unable to

capitalize on several good scor-

ing opportunities.

The Mohawks, on the other

hand, were able to take advan-
tage of a power-play situation to

up their lead to .3-0. Paul Cooney
tallied the goal with 5: 30 left in

the frame, and thirty seconds
later, John Pellerin scored to

put NASC up 4-0 at the conclu-

sion of the second period.

Two late goals

The Ephs made a valiant

attempt to get back into the

game in the third period, but it

was simply a case of too little

too late. Jeff Potter '8,5 got Willi-

ams on the board with a goal at

5: 55 of the third, Mark Wysocki
'83 and co-captain Bob Brownell

'83 getting the assists.

Senior co-captain Sam Flood

registered the second Eph goal,

cranking up a slap shot from

just inside the blue line that

found the upper lefthand corner

of the net. The score came on a

Williams power play, Brownell

getting the assist, with 6: 55 left

in the game.
The Ephs had a final chance

as they were a man up with

about four minutes left, but

were unable to get any closer.

Dan Finn '84 had 34 saves in the

loss, while John Pasquale had 29

for the Mohawks.

Lose in tourney

The loss lowered Williams'

record to 1-3, as they were

defeated in both games of the

Williams Invitational Tourna-

ment over Thanksgiving break.

The Ephs fell to RIT in the

opener by a 5-3 margin, and

dropped a 6-5 overtime decision

to NASC in the consolation

game.
The bright spot of the week

was a 6-3 win over American
International College at Spring-

field on Wednesday. Ed Finn '83

scored two goals and Charlie

Thompson '83, Brownell, Pot-

ter, and Brian Rutledge '85

scored one apiece.

JOSEPH E. DEVEY

9:00 - 5:00

Mon.-Sal.

^̂
%

WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.

01247

458-5717

%
MICHEL'S OF WILLIAMSTOWN
Catering with a special touch for

soecial occasions.
• Private Parties • Platters • Hors d'oeuvres

Deadline for arranging for graduation parties

is May 10th.

Contact Mary for more information.

458-5441

Williamstown
National
Bank

WIIIUaiKwa MaifafkaKltt

COMPLETE BANKING AND
TRUST SERVICES
We Know How To Help

FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORAT ION
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Budweiser
KING OF BEFRS.

ATHLEH OF THE WffiC

This wfck's rrcipiont is junior (ircii Zaff.
whose 7-1 record led ihe s(ftiash team to a

perfect record in the It illiams Invitational
this weekend, dreg, this Bud's for you.
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Swimmers win big

Sports December 7, 1982

Both men and women
swimmers started their seasons
with two victories. Saturday,
the men creamed Amherst 75-38

while the women trounced the
Lady Jeffs 86-53. Last Wednes-
day, both teams also beat
UConn—the men 75-38 and the
women 86-63.

The men took 10 of a possible

14 first place finishes over
Amherst, getting off to a roar-

ing start In the medley relay,

where Will Andrew '86, Dave
Johnson '83, BUI Couch '86, and
Rob Sommer '84 splashed to a
quick 3:42.36 In the 400 yard
event.

Sommer broke a two year old

pool record, set by teammate
Couch when he was a junior at

The Hotchkiss School. The
record came in the 200 yard
backstroke where Sommer's
time of 2: 01.26 eclipsed Couch's
2:01.7 standard. Sommer also

picked up a victory In the 200

Individual medley, (2:02.03).

Best start ever
Williams Head Coach Carl

Samuelson said, "The men are
off to their best start ever.
We're well ahead of where we
were last year at this point in the

season". Last year, the Ephs
finished second in the nation to

Division III powerhouse
Kenyon.
Samuelson had praise for the

whole squad. "We've been
training well, and the team
looks stronger than ever. Our
real strong point Is the team's
versatility: we have 3 or 4 guys
In every event who can win . '

'

"I was very happy with swims
by Johnson, (200 breaststroke,
2:16.44); Bob Klrkpatrlck, (200
breast, 2:19.55); and Mark
Weeks In the spring events, (50
free, 22.41; 100 free, 50.30),"

said Samuelson

Women cruise to win
The women were led by

sophomore Kim Eckrlch, senior
co-captain Liz Jex, and fresh-
man Kathy Kirmayer. Eckrich
exceeded National Qualifying
Standards while winning the 100
Individual medley, (1:05.18),

the 100 Fly, (1: 02.28) and the 200
breaststroke, (2:32.55). Jex
picked up victories (in National
Qualifying times) in the 100
breaststroke (1:11.6), 100 free
(54.8) and the 200 Individual
medley, (2:19.3). Kirmayer
gained honors in the 100 and 200
backstroke events (1:03.09 and
2:21.61).

Other winners for the Ephs
were Dlna Esposito, in the
optional diving event, and
Katie Hudner In the 50 free
(25.51). The free relay of Eck-
rlch, Kirmayer, Rachel
Stauffer, and Hudner closed the

meet out on a winning note, cov-

ering the 200 yards in 1: 46.06.

Crush UConn
On Wednesday, the men were

led by Andrew, who won three
events: the 100 freestyle (50:

1

seconds), the 200 free (149:2)

and was a member of the win-

ning free relay along with Mills,

Mark Weeks and co-captaln
Frank Fritz (3:19).

Andrews was not the only
freshman to show well for the

Ephs—Couch registered a first

In the 200 Individual medley
(2:04), in addition to a fine

showing In the 400 medley relay,

where he teamed up with John-
son, Dom Kullk, and Mills to

defeat a powerful U.Conn. quar-
tet (3:42).

Samuelson also lauded the
performance of Jeff Mills, who
was "key in the winning of both
relays and swam an excellent 50

Free," placing second In that

event by only .08 of a second
(22:54).

Sommer, an All-Amerlcan
last year, was a dual winner in

the distance events, splashing
his way to victory In the 1000
freestyle and the 500 free.

Other winners for the Ephs
were Johnson in the 200 breast-
stroke (2: 17) and Aronson in the
200 butterfly (2:03.6).

Important win for women
"Both teams rose to the occa-

sion, but for the women. It was
more then the first meet, it pro-

vided an opportunity to quality
for Nationals," said Samuelson.
The women did qualify for

national bids: Jex In the 100 fly,

100 individual medley, and the

medley relay. Hudner splashed
to National times in the 100 indi-

vidual medley and medley
relay, while Esposito clinched a
berth in the required diving
event.

Eckrlch, a national champion
in five events last year, swam to

wins in the 100 and 200 Breast-
stroke events as well as in the

200 I.M. and the Medley relay.

A pleasant surprise for the

Ephs was the performance of

Fresh Kathy Kirmayer, a back-
stroker, who qualified for

Nationals In all three back-
stroke events; the 50, 100, and
200.

Rob Klrkpatrlck '85 takes o(( on breaststroke leg of the 400 medley relay at Amherst Saturday as John Peloso '85
finishes the backstroke leg. Williams won, 75-38.

(Scheibe)

Hoopsters lose N.A. Tourney
by John Clayton

Williams finished third in the
Berkshire Classic this weekend
at North Adams; losing to tour-

nament winner Southeastern
Massachusetts University, 74-

67, but beating Hellenic College
68-63 In the consolation. The
Ephmen lost to Hamilton 78-61

last Wednesday.

Williams beat out Hellenic Col-

lege for third place in North
Adams State's Berkshire Clas-

sic basketball tournament Sun-
day. The Ephmen lost to

Southeastern Massachusetts
University, the tournament
winner, on Saturday.
"Defensively, we were better

than they were," said Williams
Coach Curt Tong of Sunday's
victory. "We tried to keep them
outside by clogging up the mid-
dle, and for the most part we
succeeded.
"We also tried to cut our turn-

overs in half from the night
before," Tong said, "and we did
a pretty good job at that too."

The night before, turnovers
and foul shots were keys to

S.M.U.'s victory. "They lived at

the line,
'

' said Tong. S.M.U. had
24 free throws to the Ephs' 13.

"The problem wasn't with the
officiating," Tong continued.
"We earned every foul. Their
quickness won the game for

them by causing us to commit so
many fouls. Indeed, they were
much quicker than we
expected."

Guard Art Pidoriano had 18

points against Hellenic and 17

against SMU. Center Scott
Olesen had 15 Sunday and 17

Saturday. Freshman point
guard Tim Walsh, in two excel-

lent efforts off the bench, had 16

and 10 points respectively.

Saturday's game saw S.M.U.
jump out to an early eleven
point lead. Williams came back
to get their only lead of the game
at 24-23. It was short-lived, how-

ever, as S.M.U. went on a seven
point streak to take a 31-24 lead.
From then on, Williams could
get no closer than three,
although S.M.U. could never
bury the Ephmen.
S.M.U. went on to beat North

Adams State for the champion-
ship Sunday 80-77, holding off a
last-minute surge when the
Mohawks cut the lead by 17
points in 4:05.

The team stayed even for

three quarters against Hamil-
ton, but a late rally gave the
Continentals the win.
With 12: 41 left in the game,

Olesen scored to put the Eph-
men ahead 47-45. But that was
the last lead Williams would
see, as the Qontinentals went on
a 33-14 tear in that last 12: 41.

Olesen led all scorers with 20
points. Pidoriano had 18, and
Walsh chipped in 12.

Wiliams' first home game will

be Wednesday night at 6:00
against Norwich.

Ephs squash tourney

Qrtg Z«lf '84 railed his way to 7-1 record In the Williams Invitational Squash Tournament this weekend The"-"—en won the tourney with a 10-0 record.

by Chris Clarey

The Williams varsity squash
team outclassed ten opponents
in a round-robin tournament
held this past weekend at the
Williams squash complex. The
Ephmen finished 10-0 with a
combined match record of 84-6

for a three-day event.

"I felt the team collectively

played really well," said first-

year coach Steve Heath, filling

in for Sean Sloane, who Is away
on sabbatical. "None of the
other teams could match the
strength of our top six," he
added In reference to number
one player Greg Zaff '84,

number two Tom Harrity '84,

number three Jeff Sultar '84,

number four Billy Nau '84,

number five, co-captain Jamie
King and number six Doug
Roble '86. Williams won every
match easily, as no opponent
got more than two wins and six
were shut out.

Zaff played particularly well,
dropping only one game in eight
matches, maintaining the level
of play which earned him the
championship of the A Division
in the Boodles Gin Tournament
held two weeks ago in New
York.

Heath says he "is very optim-
istic about the season, '

' and that
"the team should be very com-
petitive in its matches with the
top squads in the country: i.e.

Harvard, Princeton, Trinity,
Yale and Dartmouth."
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Two arrested in

Spring St. incidents

The Office of Career Counseling
will move from Its spacious
quarters In Mears House (at top)

to this sterile space in Stetson.

But OCC director Kassamali
says, "Since they are willing to

Invest time and money into

remodeling, I don't have many
reservations."

(Plonsker and Scheibe)

Languages to Mears

Space shuffle relaunched
by E. A. Stanton

In response to strong protests by language pro-

fessors and students, the college administration
has changed a previous decision to move the lan-

guage center from Weston to the Roper Center on
Stetson's lower level in favor of a plan to relocate

the languages in Mears House.

The Office of Career Counseling, currently
located in Mears House, will occupy the Roper
Center instead. The Black Students' Union will

retain two rooms In Mears, and the Student Photo
Club will still have its basement darlcroom. In an
unrelated decision, the Laboratory for Prehis-

toric Archaeology, also currently housed in

Mears, will be relocating to another town.

Language professors are very enthusiastic

about the new plan. "We are as happy about this

as we were unhappy about the other (decision),"

said French Professor George Plstorlus. He
noted that Mears will house classrooms, club

rooms, a language lab, and nine faculty offices.

Many faculty members and students felt that

the original plan to move the language depart-

ment to Stetson represented a lack of commit-
ment to improve the image of languages at

Williams. They argued that a separate building

provides a special Identity for the department
and that the Roper Center could not meet their

space needs as well as Weston. ''

Continued on Page 6

by Dan Keating

Two Williams students were
arrested by Wliiiamstown
police last week and a third was
involved in a fight which the

police broke up. The rash of inci-

dents has caused Wliiiamstown
Police Chief Joseph Zolto to

express concern about student

behavior and the Log.

There have now been three
arrests Involving students leav-

ing the Log, including an earlier

incident involving a student who
destroyed the display window of

King's Package Store after

drinking at the Log.

All three arrests involved stu-

dents under the Massachusetts
legal drinking age of 20 who had
been at the Log, the College

pub.

"Strong concern"
"I have strong concern about

the situation which had come up
in the last few weeks," said

Zolto. "We have no trouble with
students drinking in their rooms
or college parties, because they

just go home. It is when they
have been drinking and then
wind up on Spring Street that

trouble occurs."
The first incident last week

happened after midnight Sun-

day night. Paul F. Toland '85

has been charged with wanton
injury to real property and pos-

session of stolen property for

allegedly taking a town-owned
street sign. He was arraigned
Wednesday in Northern Berk-
shire Trial Court and pleaded
not guilty. He will appear in

court again this Wednesday.
In the only incident not con-

cerning the Log, the police

broke up a fight between a Willi-

ams student and a local resident

outside The Purple Pub on Bank
Street Thursday night. No
arrests were made.

The third incident of the week
occurred early Friday morning.
John A. Fetterolf '86 was
charged with wanton Injury of

private property for allegedly

breaking the storm door on a

private home. He was released
on personal recognizance and
will be arraigned Wednesday.

Baxter Log?
Dean of Freshman Cris Roo-

senraad said that these matters
are now legal and thus out of the

College's hands. Both he and
Zoito affirmed that the College

and town police still cooperate
closely to avoid unnecessary
problems. Zoito commented
that in light of this cooperation,

a problem may be arising when
this many matters have to

become legal concerns.

Moving the Log to a more cen-

tral location on campus, specifi-

cally Baxter Hall, is one
suggestion to stop student prob-

lems on Spring Street.

Dean Roosenraad maintained
that the second arrest did not

involve the Log. "A team party
was held in the building that

later becomes the Log," said

Roosenraad. "It was a party
situation that was mishandled,
but it had nothing to do with the

operation of the Log."
Roosenraad also denied that

the Log could be moved to the

basement of Baxter Hall, known
as the Rathskeller. "The new
fire codes allow the current

usage as a pool room and televi-

sion area. The modification

needed to make it usable as a

large student pub (meeting fire

codes) is economically not
feasible."

ID'S tightened

Manager of the Log Rich
Olson '82 reiterated that the

second arrest had nothing to do

Continued on Page 5

Purple Valley cut off from Big Apple
by Sara Gross

The 7: 45 AM express bus run
from Wliiiamstown to New
York City will be offered only on
Friday and Sunday mornings
instead of the previous seven
days a week, according to bus
company officials. Likewise,

the 5: 15 PM bus back up from
New York will only be offered on
those days.

Low ridershlp on the 7: 45 bus
was the reason for the schedul-

ing change, which took effect

January 3, they said.

There will still be one bus to

New York a day, leaving at

11: 55 AM, but it takes six hours

to get there. The express bus

took four.

"On an average day there

were only two to three Wliiiam-

stown people on the early morn-
ing bus," according to Judy
Benolt, desk clerk at the Willi-

ams Inn

.

Ray Oche, a Pittsfleld ticket

agent, commented that there

"has been a slow drop in the bus
service to New York over
time, " but the schedule with two
daily buses had remained the

same for the last 10 to 15 years.

No price change

Vermont Transit, which is

owned by Greyhound Corpora-

tion, operates the runs from Wli-

iiamstown to New York. Its

traffic manager, Bob Steele,

said he believes the price of a

ticket to New York will not be
affected by the scheduling
change. The price is currently

$30.35 one-way and $57.70 round-

trip. He is not aware of any
future schedule changes, he
added, but he referred to the

New York run as a "situation

which requires further
watching."
The buses from Wliiiamstown

to Boston are operated by Eng-

lander Coach Lines. Their sche-

dule remains relatively
untouched. Benolt said that

there are more people going to

Boston, "at least seven a day on

the morning runs." There are

four daily buses to Boston.

Boston bus profitable

It remains profitable to keep
the morning buses to Boston
running because the afternoon
runs make up fo^ the morning
losses, according to William
Gay, executive vice president-

general manager of Englander.
"As long as Greyhound only had
one morning run and was losing

money, it was not profitable to

keep it because its loss was not

absorbed by the other afternoon
runs . . . Englander can absorb
one losing run and Englander's
loss is marginal," he said.

Continued on Page 5

TAKE A GOOD LOOK: you'll be seeing this sight less often, now that r

schedules to New York are in effect.
(Scheibe)
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The Williams Record

We Support Apartheid

By failure to divest of its stock in companies which do business in
South Africa, the College implicitly supports apartheid. That the College
has not divested before now is an atrocity. Editor Emeritus Rich
Henderson's opinion piece in this issue provides a compelling argument
for immediate action.

We agree. Judge for yourself.

• • •

Log Some Responsibility

Incidents like the ones which occurred this week with the William-
stown Police cast a shadow over one of the College's most popular
features: the Log. Although these cases involved only a few, they
threaten to close the Log to many. This would be distressing; we are
fortunate to have a college pub which is more than the corner of some
newfab complex.

But what's good for us is not always good for the town. Some Willi-

amstown residents who feel that students leaving the Log threaten the
tranquility of Spring Street have suggested moving the Log to Baxter
Hall or another central campus location. This proposition would be both
expensive and unappealing to students and the Administration alike.

If something is worth having, it is worth keeping. To keep the Log on
Spring Street requires only that we encourage more self-restraint
among those few students who lack sufficient self-control. It would take
very little to save the Log, but equally little to lose it.

Quotation of the Week

"Well, I started chewing gum three days ago.

And I wore my sock higher on one leg than the

other, for better balance."

—Andrew B. Goodwin, explaining

liis stellar basketball
performance against New England.

Letters Policy
The Record accepts letters on any issue of interest to the Williams

College community. Letters should be typed, double-spaced, in 57-

character lines, and addressed to The Editor, The Williams Record,
Baxter Hall. Although we try to print all letters in their entirety, we
encourage brevity whenever possible.

LETTERS
Sado-society

EDITORS-IN.
CHIEF Daniel T. Keating

Jon S. Tigar

MANAGING EDITORS . . . Sara Ferris

Michael Govan
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Open letter to Trustees: Divest now
by Richard Henderson

For years, the Trustees have been
pressed by students to divest the Col-

lege's holdings In South Africa. For as
many years the Trustees have main-
tained an alternative position which they
feel better addresses the issues of opposi-

tion to apartheid and Williams' responsi-

bilities as an Investor. The debate has not

centered upon the merits of segregation
policy; both students and Trustees unite

in condemnation of the brutal South
African system. Williams College is not a
willing supporter of apartheid; it is try-

ing to oppose It.

Yet Williams College supports and is

supported by the apartheid system. Des-
pite its ideological position, its de facto

stance can do little to ameliorate or
combat.
On paper, the College's efforts to fight

apartheid appear impressive. The Trus-
tees use proxy votes and "communica-
tions with management" to urge
adherence to the Sullivan Principles,

support unionization efforts for blacks,

and "encourage fuller reports by com-
panies on their South African activities.

'

'

Williams set up a committee to help
"judge companies on a case-by-case
basis and decide how most effectively to

encourage them" towards achieving the
desired goals.

The theory behind this policy is sim-
ple: a stockholder can much more effec-

tively guide the policies of a corporation
than someone who has sold his shares.
"It's better to exercise proxies than to

walk away", explained an administra-
tion official. He related the story of a
trustee who was hounded by share-
holders about his company's South Afri-

can operations. The trustee said he
wished the disgruntled stockholders
would simply sell their shares; sup-
posedly this is exactly what Williams
would be doing by divesting.

Xot walking away
But "walking away" is not what div-

estment would be, while "hounding" Is

far from what Williams has done. Willi-

ams has actually done very little to

"urge" or "encourage" through its

investments. According to Provost J.

tent but blind. Companies who sign

escape the surveillance of Williams,
which ostensibly works towards "case-

by-case" judgement and "fuller
reports" of activities. Williams' only

contact with signatories is through a

yearly report issued by Arthur D. Little,

Inc. The report gives broad statistics on
the signatories' combined operations,

using information provided voluntarily

by the companies. Some signatories

decline to answer certain questions,

though we do not know which companies
and what questions. Other corporations

decline to respond at all. The best infor-

mation Williams gets on a particular

company they may own stock in Is that it

Is "making good progress" towards
adherence to the Principles, or merely
"making progress," or "needs to be
more active". This is insufficient infor-

mation for Williams to pass judgment on
its companies' South African
operations

.

Simple business sense dictates that

any investor must know what his com-
pany Is doing. South Africa's Business
Protection Act of 1978 makes the infor-

mation a subsidiary provides to its par-
ent company or its shareholders
unreliable and subject to cessation. The
law makes it illegal for anyone in South
Africa to supply Information to any per-

son outside the country on any aspect of

business without government permis-
sion. Another law empowers the govern-
ment to order any company operating in

South Africa to deliver goods to the state

that are determined to be essential to

national security. Thus a company Willi-

ams owns shares In could be forced to

supply oil, or computers, or jeeps to help
the apartheid regime against black res-

istance, and the College might never
hear about it.

Sullivan limited

Even if the College were to receive
good information on corporate activities

in South Africa, and were able and wil-

ling to make substantial efforts to influ-

ence the policies of companies it owns,
Williams still would not help change
apartheid laws. Indeed, the Trustees
admit they would not. The Statement of

"Voting a shareholder resolution is easy
for us but is totally symbolic . . . and
virtually impotent."

Hodge Markgraf, the College's socially

responsible investment policy centers on
two continuing actions:

• Supporting shareholder's initiatives

proposed by others—the proxy votes.
Williams does not Initiate proxies Itself.

* Writing a letter every year to com-
panies in which we have invested who
have not signed the Sullivan Principles.
Williams requests that they explain their
reasons for not doing so; if a company's
response is Insufficient, we write more
letters.

That's it.

Well, we sold Newmont Mining, but the
College admits it did this not because of

Newmont's actions in South Africa but
Its refusal to correspond with us.

College officials also admit that the
policy is quite limited in its effective-
ness. Williams buys and sells stock in

these companies quite frequently, so it is

very difficult to write over time or vote.
Very often when a shareholder resolu-
tion finally comes to a vote, Williams has
already sold its holdings in that com-
pany. If we do get to vote, sometimes we
do not support a resolution we agree with
in principle because it is poorly formed
or places unnecessary burdens upon the
corporation. Finally, says one official,

"voting a shareholder resolution is easy
for us but is totally symbolic . . . and
virtually impotent."

Insufficient

Basing the active initiatives of Willi-
ams' investment policy upon signing of
the Sullivan Principles Is not only Impo-

Investment Responsibilities takes care
to say that the College's policy aims not
at changing apartheid but at ameliorat-
ing its consequences.

Specifically, this means helping the
approximately 40,000 black employees of
U.S. multinationals achieve economic
advancement and equal treatment in the
workplace. Helping 40,000 of a total of 20
million blacks is worse than insignifi-

cant, especially when corporate policies
can do nothing to change the cruel politi-

cal and social consequences of apar-
theid. A black working for Ford's
subsidiary may make more money than
one working for a South African-owned
company, but this benefit is relatively
unimportant when his family Is forced to
live hundreds of miles away in an Impov-
erished "homeland", his employment Is

limited by law to a two-year term, and he
has no political rights. Urging adherence
to the Sullivan Principles thus makes
hardly a dent in the steel curtain of

apartheid.

Instead the Principles merely serve as
a cover, a fine-sounding, easy alterna-
tive to the hard policy that must be fol-

lowed by institutions like Williams if

they truly wish to fight apartheid.

Pull out

The hard policy which Williams must
follow Is the only powerful action the Col-
lege can take: work to end American
investments in South Africa.

American corporations must leave

South Africa for two reasons. According
to the Investor Responsibility Research
Center (which Williams uses to assess its

investment policy), the withdrawal of

even one firm "would represent a set-

back for the South African government,
which meets world criticism of its poli-

cies by heralding each new economic,
political and even sporting relationship

it develops with the West as a sign of

international acceptance." The Interna-

tional sports ban has pushed South
Africa towards easing apartheid; some-
thing so important as withdrawal or
threat of withdrawal by American com-
panies would certainly force substantial
change.

The second reason the multinationals
must be pressured to leave is that they

cally and with media attention to pull out
of the apartheid-dominated economic
system. Neither way, I suspect, is at all

palatable to the Trustees, but one of
them must be taken. The latter is smar-
ter: economi(^ally, morally, and
politically.

We have already seen how difficult and
ineffective it Is to vote proxies and carry
on the extensive communication needed
for stockholder pressure. Additionally,

owning the stock until the time a corpo-

ration pulls out, which one must do with

this method. Is economically unwise;
undoubtedly the corporation and thus

Williams will be taking a financial loss.

Divestment is morally the best route.

We will no longer support apartheid,

apartheid will no longer support us. Pol-

Helping 40,000 of a total of 20 million

blacks is worse than insignificant . . .

directly support the South African
government in important industries:

automotive, computing, and oil. Ameri-
can technology and access to oil resour-
ces is vital to South Africa 's health and is

used by the government to enforce apar-
theid. Without computers supplied by
American companies, the pass system
which controls the movements of all

blacks (and only blacks) could not be
effective. Worse, In the event of black
unrest, these "key" industries must
cooperate with the Defense Forces,
forming military commando units
among their white workers to follow
government commands under penalty of
Imprisonment.
No matter how well these corporations

treat the few blacks who work for them,
on balance they become supporters of
apartheid. By owning these companies,
Williams becomes a supporter of apar-
theid.

An Institution like Williams, commit-
ted to upholding the basic morals and
ideals of Western culture, can not at the
same time uphold an economic and polit-

ical system that exists to brutalize five-
sixths of a country's population. Instead
Williams must get Its investments out of
that country. This can be done in two
ways. One is to follow the current policy
to a further, effective extent: as a stock-
holder pressure companies to withdraw
from South Africa. The other is to refuse
to invest in companies with South Afri-
can operations, pressing them economl-

itically, in the context of alumni rela-

tions, divestment can be depicted as
concession to the damn kids where con-
stant meddling cannot.

Finally, contrary to normal belief, div-

estment is economically smart. Other
colleges have had good success with
"clean" portfolios; as more institutions

divest, brokers are becoming adept at

managing such investment policies.

More Importantly, Williams is a con-
servative investor. We should not be
gambling in the high-risk, high-yield

South African economic situation. When
black riots erupted in 1960 and 1976, capi-

tal fled from South Africa. The current
political situation is becoming more and
more volatile today: extremists on both
left and right are gaining power, strikes

and disturbances are escalating. A
major flare-up, which observers agree
will come at some time soon, will be fol-

lowed by economic panic. Williams can-
not afford to guess when this will

happen; it is better to get out now, when
South-African affiliated stocks number a
very low 20 out of about 200 companies in

our portfolio, and stay out.

With this we can join the many major
progressive universities, and the
recently-divested, very wealthy Com-
monwealth of Massachusetts, in the pow-
erful political and economic campaign
that truly opposes apartheid. We cannot
continue to say we oppose apartheid but

do nothing except support it. ^

The March Of Dimes
Double Anniversary
1938-1958 20 Years to Conquer Polio

Salk vaccine

Sabin vaccine

1958-1983 25 Years Fighting Birth Defects

Evaluation and treatment centers

PKU testing and treatment

Rubella vaccination

Rh vaccination

Perinatal care

Education for prevention

Genetic counseling

Prenatal diagnosis

Intensive care of sick newborn
Prevention of low birthweight
Prenatal medication and surgery

45 Years Serving America's Chiidren

Support the^ March of DimesXMi^ IIH^ BIRTH DEFECTS FOUNDATIONi^
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Newsbriefs...
Chapin to swing

The Student Activities
Board has announced that

Count Basle will play Chapin
Hall on January 22. Basle, 78,

achieved stardom in the 1930s

with a series of national radio
broadcasts and dance hall

stints, and has remained popu-
lar ever since. Basle will be
accompanied by his 15-piece

band.

SAB Jazz Director Matt Sha-
piro '83 eagerly anticipates

this concert. "Getting Basle is

a real treat for this college. We
sold out Dizzle [Gillespie] in a
number of days. We should
easily do as well with Basle."

these countries. Although the

State Department found that

Brutus has a "well-founded
fear of persecution in South
Africa," it was "not able to

confirm that Mr. Brutus's life

or liberty would be at risk in

Zimbabwe."

Asylum in UK?
It also noted that since Bru-

tus has lived In Britain before,

he has the right of return to the

United Kingdom if he applies

for re-entry permission as a
returning resident. "Brutus
has not asserted a well-

founded fear of persecution in

the UK . . .," the State Depart-
ment said.

Program Director. Dan laco-

vella '85 win become Person-
nel Director. Bill Wright '84

will be WCFM's new Music
Director, and Diane Edwards
'84 will handle the News
Department.
Farbman stressed that

WCFM will continue their

wide range of programming in

the coming year. As for any
changes in programming
Farbman and Ward said they

are considering plans for a

more consistent day-to-day
program schedule.

"When people turn on the

radio now, they don't know
what to expect at any certain
time of day,

'

' said Ward. Plans^ »n >.»•<

dwindling ranks of potential

applicants (from nearby
regions) are already among
the most active in seeking stu-

dents from new areas.

"Williams College in Willi-

amstown, Mass., for example,
started recruiting outside the

Northeast in the 1950s to diver-

sify its student body. Students
from the Pacific Northwest
have a very distinct regional

characteristic, notes Philip F.
Smith, director of admissions.
'They have an outdoor quality
that's different even from
northern New England.'

"

Math money
The London Ttmes' Hicrhor

TO THE WILLIAMS GOLLiiGi GOMhUNITY: ^^
Yesterday's edition of The Record included an article relating-

the arrests of two Williams students for misconduct on Spring Street.

This piece is important not so much for its subject matter as for

the new "policy" it represents: that of publishing the names of indi-

viduals involved in these (and future) incidents.

We feel that this "policy" is unnecessarily damaging and unfair

for the following reasons:

1) It reflects a complete lack of consideration for the indi-

viduals' standing in this exceptionally small college community,

both during the period immediately following the incidents and

during their future Williams careers.

2) Although The Record management traditionally turns over each

semester, the academic year is nevertheless continuous. Policy

precedents established in the fall, therefore, should be main-

tained throughout the year; otherwise, some people are affected

now while others deserving similar "attention" last semester are

omitted.

3) Even if a legitimate case could be presented in- favor of

such a policy change, its already inconsistent implementation

is disturbing. In yesterday's article, for example, four inci-

dents were mentioned but only two names were listed, thus unjustly

focusing attention on only half of the group of students involved.

The Williams community must realize that any negative repercussions

are a result of the accumulation of all four incidents and not any one.

This fact is misconstrued by the decision to implement a new approach

to college journalism during Winter btudy rather than on September 8th.

Above all, our primary disagreement with the policy centers around the

impersonal manner in which those incidents and future incidents will

be handled.

We believe that this situation is intolerable and should be

reversed. Dianne R. Valle '84

John H. Skavlem '84

Arrests

—

Continued trom Page 1

with the Log as such and was
purely the product of a before-

hours private party. "I don't see

this as a rising problem. These
were isolated incidents and
probably won't be repeated,"

said Olson. "They've been talk-

ing about moving the Log to the

Rathskeller since I came to Wil-

liams five years ago, but it's

just not practical," he said.

The Log will be tightening the

requirement that all students

have their college Identification

to get into the Log because of

this week's Incidents, said

Olson. In response to student

complaints that it should not be
necessary, Olson commented:
"They have to have their ID to

get into sporting events and the

'ining halls, so this is no

liferent."

^0 bus

—

Continued from Page 1

Students say they will be
nconvenlenced by the elimina-

ion of the routes. Chinyere Oko-
onkwo '83 was relying on the

:45 bus to get her to her inter-

lews in New York. Now she will

ave to leave a whole day ear-

er to be at her Interviews on
me, and possibly miss school.

Karen Anderson '84 last year
lartered a vacation bus for

udents traveling to New York
ith Emily Young '84. Anderson
lid that "the school should get

)mething going."

Whenever you feel like

okin' a cigarette, instead of
Ikin' up a'match, stril^e up
band- the LarnHaijman
!clal Slop Smokin' Wrist
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Open letter to Trustees: Divest now
by Richard Henderson

For years, the Trustees have been
pressed by students to divest the Col-

lege's holdings In South Africa. For as
many years the Trustees have main-
tained an alternative position which they
feel better addresses the issues of opposi-
tion to apartheid and Williams' responsi-

bilities as an investor. The debate has not
centered upon the merits of segregation
policy; both students and Trustees unite
in condemnation of the brutal South
African system. Williams College is not a
willing supporter of apartheid; it is try-

ing to oppose it.

Yet Williams College supports and is

supported by the apartheid system. Des-
pite its ideological position, its de facto

stance can do little to ameliorate or
combat.
On paper, the College's efforts to fight

apartheid appear impressive. The Trus-
tees use proxy votes and "communica-
tions with management" to urge
adherence to the Sullivan Principles,

support unionization efforts for blacks,
and "encourage fuller reports by com-
panies on their South African activities.

"

Williams set up a committee to help
"judge companies on a case-by-case
basis and decide how most effectively to

encourage them" towards achieving the
desired goals.

The theory behind this policy is sim-
ple: a stockholder can much more effec-

tively guide the policies of a corporation
than someone who has sold his shares.
"It's better to exercise proxies than to

walk away", explained an administra-
tion official. He related the story of a
trustee who was hounded by share-
holders about his company's South Afri-

can operations. The trustee said he
wished the disgruntled stockholders
would simply sell their shares; sup-
posedly this is exactly what Williams
would be doing by divesting.

Not walking away
But "walking away" is not what div-

estment would be, while "hounding" is

far from what Williams has done. Willi-

ams has actually done very little to

"urge" or "encourage" through its

investments. According to Provost J.

tent but blind. Companies who sign

escape the surveillance of Williams,
which ostensibly works towards "case-

by-case" judgement and "fuller
reports" of activities. Williams' only

contact with signatories Is through a

yearly report Issued by Arthur D. Little,

Inc. The report gives broad statistics on
the signatories' combined operations,

using information provided voluntarily

by the companies. Some signatories

decline to answer certain questions,

though we do not know which companies
and what questions. Other corporations

decline to respond at all. The best infor-

mation Williams gets on a particular

company they may own stock in is that it

is "making good progress" towards
adherence to the Principles, or merely
"making progress," or "needs to be
more active". This is insufficient Infor-

mation for Williams to pass judgment on
its companies' South African
operations

.

Simple business sense dictates that

any Investor must know what his com-
pany is doing. South Africa's Business
Protection Act of 1978 makes the infor-

mation a subsidiary provides to Its par-

ent company or its shareholders
unreliable and subject to cessation. The
law makes it illegal for anyone in South
Africa to supply information to any per-

son outside the country on any aspect of

business without government permis-
sion. Another law empowers the govern-
ment to order any company operating in

South Africa to deliver goods to the state

that are determined to be essential to

national security. Thus a company Willi-

ams owns shares in could be forced to

supply oil, or computers, or jeeps to help
the apartheid regime against black res-

istance, and the College might never
hear about it.

Sullivan limited

Even if the College were to receive
good information on corporate activities

in South Africa, and were able and wil-

ling to make substantial efforts to influ-

ence the policies of companies it owns,
Williams still would not help change
apartheid laws. Indeed, the Trustees
admit they would not. The Statement of

"Voting a shareholder resolution is easy
for us but is totally symbolic . . . and
virtually impotent."

Hodge Markgraf, the College's socially

responsible investment policy centers on
two continuing actions;

• Supporting shareholder's initiatives

proposed by others—the proxy votes.
Williams does not initiate proxies itself.

• Writing a letter every year to com-
panies in which we have invested who
have not signed the Sullivan Principles.
Williams requests that they explain their
reasons for not doing so; if a company's
response is insufficient, we write more
letters.

That's it.

Well, we sold Newmont Mining, but the
College admits it did this not because of

Newmont's actions in South Africa but
its refusal to correspond with us.

College officials also admit that the
policy is quite limited in its effective-

ness. Williams buys and sells stock in

these companies quite frequently, so it is

very difficult to write over time or vote.
Very often when a shareholder resolu-
tion finally comes to a vote, Williams has
already sold its holdings in that com-
pany. If we do get to vote, sometimes we
do not support a resolution we agree with
in principle because it is poorly formed
or places unnecessary burdens upon the
corporation. Finally, says one official,

"voting a shareholder resolution is easy
for us but is totally symbolic . . . and
virtually impotent."

Insufficient

Basing the active initiatives of Willi-

ams' investment policy upon signing of

the Sullivan Principles is not only Impo-

Investment Responsibilities takes care
to say that the College's policy aims not
at changing apartheid but at ameliorat-
ing its consequences.
Specifically, this means helping the

approximately 40,000 black employees of

U.S. multinationals achieve economic
advancement and equal treatment in the
workplace. Helping 40,000 of a total of 20
million blacks is worse than Insignifi-

cant, especially when corporate policies
can do nothing to change the cruel politi-

cal and social consequences of apar-
theid. A black working for Ford's
subsidiary may make more money than
one working for a South African-owned
company, but this benefit is relatively
unimportant when his family is forced to

live hundreds of miles away in an impov-
erished "homeland", his employment is

limited by law to a two-year term, and he
has no political rights. Urging adherence
to the Sullivan Principles thus makes
hardly a dent in the steel curtain of

apartheid.

Instead the Principles merely serve as
a cover, a fine-sounding, easy alterna-
tive to the hard policy that must be fol-

lowed by institutions like Williams if

they truly wish to fight apartheid.

Pull out

The hard policy which Williams must
follow is the only powerful action the Col-

lege can take: work to end American
investments In South Africa.

American corporations must leave

South Africa for two reasons. According
to the Investor Responsibility Research
Center (which Williams uses to assess its

investment policy), the withdrawal of

even one firm "would represent a set-

back for the South African government,
which meets world criticism of its poli-

cies by heralding each new economic,
political and even sporting relationship

it develops with the West as a sign of

international acceptance." The interna-

tional sports ban has pushed South
Africa towards easing apartheid; some-
thing so important as withdrawal or
threat of withdrawal by American com-
panies would certainly force substantial

change.

The second reason the multinationals
must be pressured to leave is that they

cally and with media attentiorrto pull out
of the apartheid-dominated economic
system. Neither way, I suspect, is at all

palatable to the Trustees, but one of

them must be taken. The latter is smar-
ter: economl(^ally, morally, and
politically.

We have already seen how difficult and
ineffective it is to vote proxies and carry

on the extensive communication needed
for stockholder pressure. Additionally,

owning the stock until the time a corpo-

ration pulls out, which one must do with

this method, is economically unwise;

undoubtedly the corporation and thus

Williams will be taking a financial loss.

Divestment is morally the best route.

We will no longer support apartheid,

apartheid will no longer support us. Pol-

Helping 40,000 of a total of 20 million

blacks is worse than insignificant . . .

directly support the South African
government in important Industries:

automotive, computing, and oil. Ameri-
can technology and access to oil resour-
ces is vital to South Africa's health and is

used by the government to enforce apar-
theid. Without computers supplied by
American companies, the pass system
which controls the movements of all

blacks (and only blacks) could not be
effective. Worse, in the event of black
unrest, these "key" industries must
cooperate with the Defense Forces,
forming military commando units
among their white workers to follow
government commands under penalty of

imprisonment.
No matter how well these corporations

treat the few blacks who work for them,
on balance they become supporters of

apartheid. By owning these companies,
Williams becomes a supporter of apar-
theid.

An institution like Williams, commit-
ted to upholding the basic morals and
ideals of Western culture, can not at the
same time uphold an economic and polit-

ical system that exists to brutalize five-

sixths of a country's population. Instead
Williams must get its investments out of
that country. This can be done in two
ways. One is to follow the current policy
to a further, effective extent: as a stock-
holder pressure companies to withdraw
from South Africa. The other is to refuse
to invest in companies with South Afri-

can operations, pressing them economi-

itically, in the context of alumni rela-

tions, divestment can be depicted as
concession to the damn kids where con-

stant meddling cannot.

Finally, contrary to normal belief, div-

estment is economically smart. Other
colleges have had good success with
"clean" portfolios; as more institutions

divest, brokers are becoming adept at

managing such investment policies.

More importantly, Williams is a con-
servative investor. We should not be
gambling in the high-risk, high-yield

South African economic situation. When
black riots erupted in 1960 and 1976, capi-

tal fled from South Africa. The current
political situation is becoming more and
more volatile today: extremists on both
left and right are gaining power, strikes

and disturbances are escalating. A
major flare-up, which observers agree
will come at some time soon, will be fol-

lowed by economic panic. Williams can-
not afford to guess when this will

happen; it is better to get out now, when
South-African affiliated stocks number a
very low 20 out of about 200 companies in

our portfolio, and stay out.

With this we can join the many major
progressive universities, and the
recently-divested, very wealthy Com-
monwealth of Massachusetts, in the pow-
erful political and economic campaign
that truly opposes apartheid. We cannot
continue to say we oppose apartheid but

do nothing except support it. B

The March Of Dimes
Double Anniversary
1938-1958 20 Years to Conquer Polio

Salk vaccine

Sabin vaccine

1958-1983 25 Years Fighting Birth Defects

Evaluation and treatment centers

PKU testing and treatment

Rubella vaccination

Rh vaccination

Perinatal care

Education for prevention

Genetic counseling

Prenatal diagnosis

Intensive care of sick newborn
Prevention of low birthweight

Prenatal medication and surgery

45 Years Serving America's Children

Support the^ March of DimesVM^ l^^BIRTH DEFECTS FOUNDATIONi^HH
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Newsbriefs...
Chapin to swing

The Student Activities
Board has announced that

Count Basie will play Chapin
Hall on January 22. Basle, 78,

achieved stardom in the 1930s

with a series of national radio
broadcasts and dance hall

stints, and has remained popu-
lar ever since. Basle will be
accompanied by his 15-piece

band.

SAB Jazz Director Matt Sha-
piro '83 eagerly anticipates

this concert. "Getting Basle is

a real treat for this college. We
sold out Dizzie [Gillespie] in a
number of days. We should
easily do as well with Basie."

Brutus appeals
asylum denial

Dennis Brutus, the Interna-

tionally acclaimed South Afri-

can exile, anti-apartheid
advocate, poet and scholar

who spoke here last spring,

yesterday appealed a State

Department recommendation
to the Immigration and Natu-

ralization Service that he not

be given asylum in the United

States.

Brutus, who was exiled from
South Africa for attempting to

Integrate its Olympic Team,
holds double nationality in

South Africa and Zimbabwe.

In order to be entitled to

refugee status, US law says
that Brutus must establish a

fear of persecution in both

these countries. Although the

State Department found that

Brutus has a "well-founded

fear of persecution in South
Africa," it was "not able to

confirm that Mr. Brutus's life

or liberty would be at risk in

Zimbabwe."

Asylum In UK?
It also noted that since Bru-

tus has lived in Britain before,

he has the right of return to the

United Kingdom if he applies

for re-entry permission as a

returning resident. "Brutus
has not asserted a well-

founded fear of persecution in

the UK . . .," the State Depart-
ment said.

The Dennis Brutus Defense
Committee, however, believes

that his life "will be placed in

danger at the hands of the

South African Secret Police if

he is not granted political asy-

lum in the United States."

Brutus is scheduled to lec-

ture at Williams next Sunday
night, January 16, in Brooks-
Rogers Recital Hall, at 8 PM.

WCFM posts

new staff

Lee Farbman '84 was
elected as WCFM's new Gen-
eral Manager in an all-station

meeting held shortly before
winter break. Farbman repla-

ces senior Glenn Kessler.

Former Personnel Director
Jay Ward '84 was elected as

Program Director. Dan laco-

vella '85 will become Person-

nel Director. Bill Wright '84

will be WCFM's new Music
Director, and Diane Edwards
'84 will handle the News
Department.
Farbman stressed that

WCFM will continue their

wide range of programming in

the coming year. As for any
changes in programming
Farbman and Ward said they

are considering plans for a

more consistent day-to-day

program schedule.

"When people turn on the

radio now, they don't know
what to expect at any certain

time of day," said Ward. Plans
to streamline programming
. . . might reserve specific

times of day for a certain type
or program . . . such as news,
talk, straight rock 'n' roll, etc..

Ward said.

However, he added that any
plans would depend on listener

preferences and availability

of DJ's. H

Williams hits

big time

media
Williams has recently had

its name mentioned in a
number of prestigious
publications:

In an article on the recruit-

ing problems colleges face due
to the declining college-age

population, The WaU Street
Journal noted that "highly
selective colleges that proba-
bly will be affected the least by

dwindling ranks of potential

applicants (from nearby
regions) are already among
the most active in seeking stu-

dents from new areas.

"Williams College in Willl-

amstown, Mass., for example,
started recruiting outside the

Northeast in the 1950s todiver-

sify its student body. Students

from the Pacific Northwest
have a very distinct regional

characteristic, notes Philip F.
Smith, director of admissions.
'They have an outdoor quality

that's different even from
northern New England.'

"

Math money
The London Times' Higher

Education Supplement
reported that Williams is

among a select group of 10
American colleges receiving
$250,000 each from the Alfred
P. Sloan Foundation to
improve those colleges' teach-
ing in applied mathematics,
quantitative reasoning and
technology.

Amherst and Dartmouth
were among a different group
of colleges receiving "smaller
grants."

Time magazine mentioned
Williams in a report on the

problem of copyright infringe-

ment by colleges which pho-

tocopy course materials
regularly and on a massive
scale. But Yale and Williams
came off looking well as Time
reported that both colleges

post copyright warnings on the

sides of campus copying
machines.

Arrests

—

Continued from Page 1

with the Log as such and was
purely the product of a before-

hours privateparty. "Idon'tsee

this as a rising problem. These

were Isolated Incidents and
probably won't be repeated,"

said Olson. "They've been talk-

ing about moving the Log to the

Rathskeller since I came to Wil-

liams five years ago, but it's

just not practical," he said.

The Log will be tightening the

requirement that ail students

have their college identification

to get into the Log because of

this week's incidents, said

Olson. In response to student

complaints that it should not be

necessary, Olson commented:
"They have to have their ID to

get into sporting events and the

dining halls, so this is no

different."

No bus

—

Continued from Page 1

Students say they will be

inconvenienced by the elimina-

tion of the routes. Chinyere Oko-
ronkwo '83 was relying on the

7: 45 bus to get her to her inter-

views in New York. Now she will

have to leave a whole day ear-

lier to be at her interviews on
time, and possibly miss school.

Karen Anderson '84 last year

chartered a vacation bus for

students traveling to New York
with Emily Young '84. Anderson
said that "the school should get

something going."
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Space shuffle

—

Continued from Page 1

"It was the clear desire of the language people

for us to reconsiderourdeclsion," said Markgraf

.

"It was reopened at their request, and we looked

at a couple of other options, including Goodrich

House. But Mears seemed to fill those needs best,

so we were happy to respond in that way. I'm

pleased, and I think the languages are. I salute

Fatma (Kassamall, director of OCC ) , for her wil-

lingness to try the new arrangement."

Mears has less floor space than does Weston,

according to College Provost J. Hodge Markgraf.

But, he said, the languages will actually gain

classroom space when the rooms currently occur-

pied by the computer center In Bronfman are

converted into classrooms. The computer center

is moving to Jesup Hall, and the offices in Jesup

are moving to Weston.

The question of faculty offices has been a

source of tension between language faculty and
the administration during the past several weeks.

Most professors have traditionally preferred to

have their offices in Stetson rather than in Wes-
ton, and this was one of the administration's argu-

ments for the current underutUization of space in

Weston.

Part of the arrangement for Mears Is that at

least one senior and one junior member of each

language department must have offices In Mears

to ensure that the space there Is used as effec-

tively as possible.

OCC needs met

Staff at OCC, the only potential losers in the

move, have a positive outlook.

"We feel that nobody would like to be moved out

of what is as comfortable and convenient as this

Is, but Stetson will meet our needs," said Kassa-

mall. "Since they are willing to Invest time and

money into remodeling, I don't have many
reservations."

Putting the final piece Into the space shuffle

jigsaw, the administration will locate the athletic

coaches' offices In Rice House, currently a co-op.

The coaches are moving from their Jesup offices

to make way for the new computers.

The same architect, John Jordan, will be han-

dling the renovation of Weston, Mears and Stet-

son. The entire space shuffle should be completed

by the beginning of the next school year.

Trade embargo blasted

SALE

V I

Entire Ski

Inventory

Skis, Boots,

Bindings, Parlos

Sweaters, Gloves,

and IVIore.

10-50% off

^^((^ ^/f^ft-i. inc.

MON.-SAT. 9-5:30; THURS. 9-9

MASTER CARD VISA

WilllamstownSpring Street 458-3605

Continued from Page 3

The United States uses the stick

as well as the carrot. One of the

big sticks is the International

Monetary Fund (IMF). For
example, three years ago in

Jamaica, Michael Manley ran
for re-election and the IMF said,

either you move away from
socialism, or we will withhold

all money and your economy
will fall into ruin. And that's

exactly what happened, and he

was unseated In the next
election.

Well, the IMF, even now with

the new administration in

Jamaica, has not been able to

provide what the Jamaicans
need for their own development.

At the same time you have seen

how the International financial

situation is deteriorating, and
this is something that has to be

solved. What's going to be done

about it, I don't think anyone
has the slightest idea.

It's not a question of simply

imposing policies like the IMF.
That's not solving anything

now, and it hasn't ever solved

anything. Since Its Inception,

the IMF has been pursuing the

same policies, and they haven't

solved anything. Quite to the

contrary, the situation is one of

chaos, and the international

monetary system has to be res-

tructured. The question of the

new principle of the interna-

tional credits for development

has to be upheld. There has to be

international assistance for

development, especially for

Third World nations. That has to

be upheld. But how are we going

to get there?

What do you think the future is

of Cuban-American relations?

With so many people out of

work, the American political cli-

mate may change. Is the em-
bargo going to be lifted

anywhere in the foreseeable fu-

ture?

Well, I think sometime in the

future the embargo has to be

lifted. I don't know when. I'm

not going to make predictions; I

wouldn't like to get Into that

game. What I do believe is that

since 1960, as we said In the

beginning, there has been one

and only one policy In the U.S.

towards Cuba, as embodied in

the embargo; isolation of Cuba,

and so forth. But that was 23

years ago. Since that time, Cuba
has undergone dramatic
changes: politically, economi-

cally, socially. Probably 60 per-

cent of Cuba's population has

been born in those 20-odd years.

So it means that Cuba, In 1960,

was completely different from
what It is today. You are dealing

with a completely different indi-

vidual. The U.S. had a policy to

deal with Cuba when they were 6

months old; now they have the

same policy, when Cuba Is

approaching the 24th year of

revolutionary changes. The
U.S. attitude is the same as try-

ing to treat a 24 year old man the

same way you would a 6 month-
old baby. That has to change,

because you cannot keep poli-

cies static in that dogmatic way.

I think we need to understand
this situation and define ways in

which to establish normal rela-

tionships. That's what I see In

the future: finally we will get to

a situation where we restore a

normal relationship between
Cuba and the United States.

They are not going to be what
they are now, they are not going

to be what they were 25 years

ago, or 50 years ago. They will

be different. They will have to

be different.

MARKETING AND SALES
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

WESTPOINT PEPPERELL*

A major Fortune 500 Corporation

will hold interviews for full time positions (for Class of

1983) on:

Monday, February 21 from 9:00 to 5:00

To make an appointment and learn more about Westpoint
Pepperell, contact the Office of Career Counseling.

•Manufacturers of Martex, Lady Pepperell and other national brand

products. Marketing Headquarters—New York.

Wanted:

Customers who are not

afraid of a new idea.

January 17tli niarl(s the

start of the new
bottie bill.

Stop by, iet us answer

your questions so

the new bill wori(s

effectively for

everyone.

Hoopsters downed by Harvard
by Ward Katsanis

The women's basketball squad split their
games last week, losing to Harvard 84-50 Satur-
day but beating Skldmore 48-43 on Thursday.
Harvard opened with a full court press and

played an aggressive man-to-man defense for the
majority of the game. The Crimson secured the
lead early and never relinquished it. Despite a
short period during the first half when Williams
applied a full court press of their own (the score
was 12-10 with 11:00 remaining). Harvard had a
very comfortable lead.

The halftlme score was 34-17, but then Harvard
dominated the first two minutes of the second
half, outscoring the Ephs 11-0. The final score of
the contest was 84-50, with Harvard's Sue Clapp
leading all scorers with 18 points.

Eph scorers
Williams had three players in double figures:

Kay Lackey '85, T.K. Meehan '83 and Tracy Bur-
rows '84 had 15, 14 and 12 points respectively.

Women
squashed
Opening the season in a well-

played but disappointing match
Saturday, the women's squash
team was trounced by Harvard,
7-0.

Coach Renzle Lamb com-
mented, "Overall, I was very
proud of the team. Generally
speaking, the loss was due to a
difference In match experience.
Harvard Is one of the top teams
in the country, whereas several
members of our team had never
even played varsity squash
until today." Lamb cited Cap-
tain Barb Rlefler '83 and Amlna
Mahmood '84 for their excellent

performances.

Pucksters edged—
Continued from Page 8

For a moment, it appeared
that the Ephs had again tied the

game with 59 seconds left, but
the referee ruled that the puck
had not crossed the goal line.

The Crusaders were able to kill

the remaining time, despite the
fact that Williams pulled its

goalie.

The Crusaders outshot Willi-

ams by a 39-24 margin In run-
ning their record to 10-3-2. Dan
Finn had 35 saves for the Ephs,
while Ussegllo had 21 for Holy
Cross. The Ephs' record
dropped to 2-5.

Of the loss. Coach Bill McCor-
mick said, "I think we did a
pretty good job against a very
good team. The loss of Brownell
and Rich Gallun, just when we
seemed to be injury-free, has
forced us to work with a patch-

work lineup. If we can get these

nagging Injuries cleared up, I'm
pretty optimistic about our
future. Although we have a

tough schedule, our play in the

third period was inspiring."

Wipe out Hamilton
Earlier in the week, Williams

rode four third-period goals to

victory as they defeated Hamil-
ton by an 8-4 count. Seven differ-

ent players got into the scoring

column for Williams, including

Brownell (2), Ed Finn,
Rutledge, Wysockl, Flood, and
Charles Thompson '83. The vic-

tory proved to be a costly one,

however, as Brownell will be out

for at least a month.

Williams coach Sue Hudson-Hamblin emphas-
ized that Harvard, a strong Division I school, had
already played seven games compared to only
one for Williams. Hudson-Hamblin felt, though,
that Williams "did well on defense" and that this

game provided "good practice."

Beat Skldmore
Earlier in the week, Williams travelled to Skld-

more where they were victorious 48-32. Three Wil-

liams players again scored in double figures:

Lynne Jaycobs '85 had 12 points, Meehan had 11

and Lackey netted 10. Co-captain Meehan also led

In the rebound department with 13 and in steals

with seven.

Coach Hudson-Hamblin commented that at

Skldmore, Williams took the lead right away and
never lost it. With a record of 1-1 now, the women
hoopsters look forward to their upcoming home
games In the Molly Stark Classic, to be held this

Saturday and Sunday in Lasell gymnasium.

Rob Kusel

All American
by Dave Woodworth

Several members of last

fall's highly successful men's
soccer team have earned indi-

vidual postseason honors.

Senior Rob Kusel was
named to the Division III All-

America team, as well as the

All-New England squad. He is

the first All-American that

Williams soccer has produced
since Greg Hartman in 1978. In

addition, Kusel and goal-
keeper Ted Murphy '85 were
selected to play in the ECAC
Division III AU-Star game.
Williams' Fox Award for

leadership and dedication
went to senior captain Aytac
Apaydln, while Jeff Sutton '83,

the team's leading scorer, was
named Most Valuable Player.
Kris Strohbehn '83 was voted
Most Improved.

Becky Baugh

All

New England
Senior Becky Baugh, a four-

year starter on the Eph soccer
team, has been rewarded for

her prowess as the squad's
outstanding forward by being
named to the second team Div-
ision II-III All-New England
Women's Soccer Team.

Baugh served as a striker

and a trailer for the 4-6-1 Ephs,
and although she did not lead

the team in scoring as she did
her sophomore year, she had
what Coach Ed Grees charac-
terizes as a "fine season,"
Becky "carried the team with
her strength and determina-
tion," according to her coach.
"She's a great athlete and it

will be a shame to lose her to

graduation."

CLASSIFIEDS
REAGANOMICS, the lack of

snow and saltless Saltines are all

direct results of excessive con-

sumption of alcoholic beverages!

Jack Daniels is killing our child-

ren! Stop drinking before your
eyelids fall off!

—Williams College

Temperance Union

When the Snow Flies . . .

':f--x.

ounfaiTi boat
130 Water Street, Williamstown, Mass. 01267

Open Every Day 10-6, Sunday 12-4

save up to 70%
*»»»»aim

•TURTLENECKS
•SWEATERS
•DRESSES
•SKIRTS

(AND LOTS MORE!)
at the

ynndsoT Mill
Clothing Outlet

121UnionSt. No. Adams 664-6318

IRI Check our Bargain Basement-
Books 1/3 - 1/2 off

All Rugs 10% off
. enzi s

COLLEGE BOOK STORE, INC
WILLIAIVISTOWN, MASS 01267

WEST PACKAGE STORE
Beat January 17th

Mass. Bottle Bill Price Increases.

Stock up now with your
favorite beer!

Route 2

Between N.A. and Williamstown
8 am-10 pm M-W 663-6081 8 am-11 pm Th-Sal

PENNY'S PLACE

Sale

30 - 50 % off

Layaways accepted

Hours: MON - SAT, 9:30-5:30

THURS. til 8:30

the

Cottage
CLEARANCE SALE
NOW IN PROGRESS!

• Fine Jewelry
• Clothing

• Mugs
• Glassware
• Christmas Ornaments

WATER STREET
WILLIAMSTOWN OPEN 7 DAYS
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Basketballers invade Cuba
by John Clayton

The men's basketball team had an unusual
Christmas vacation—a two week trip to Cuba.
The team returned Friday night from a cultural

and athletic trip In which they played (and lost)

three games, one of them on national television.

They also visited a factory, national museum,
hospital, and beach.

Everyone on the trip—the team, head Coach
Curt Tong, Assistant Coaches Bob Peck and Erv
Chambliss, and Political Science Professor Car-
los Egan—came back Impressed with the friend-
liness of the Cuban people.

' 'The most Interesting part of the trip was going
out and talking to people," said Junior Art Pidorl-
ano. "We met with students, workers, people In

government, and the head of a friendship organi-
zation, and just asked them questions."

Junior Greg Lockhart and senior captain Scott
Olesen knew some Spanish and thus were able to
talk with many people on the street. ' 'The friendli-

ness of the strangers we met was amazing," said
Lockhart. "There were many young people
around, who were very outgoing and ready to
converse."

Talented Cubans
The Ephmen played three games against very

talented Cuban teams. ' 'We lost all threegames , '

'

said Coach Curt Tong, "but It was no disgrace.
Their shortest player was 6-4, and they went right
up to 6-10.

"And they could play," continued Tong. "Many
people think only Americans can shoot well. Not
true. These players could shoot. We learned what
quality basketball is in these games. If we can
stay with them, and we only lost by five points In
the third game, then the tough teams on our sche-
dule don't look so bad."

Tong was also pleased with the spiritual results
for his team. "Every team needs things like
that—opportunities to live together and get to
know each other. In an alien society, you tend to
group together and pull for each other. So our
players now appreciate each other more. We

grew a lot, both as people and as a team. That will

also show up in our play.

"In terms of basketball, we also defined our
roles much better," Tong said. We have different

players with different talents-unfortunately no
five with all of them. Now we have a better under-

standing of who can do what."

Celebrities

Team members were treated like real celebri-

ties, playing in the national coliseum (with a
12,000 capacity, although it was never filled,

according to Tong), while the second game was
on national television.

They were also celebrities as they walked down
the street, and team members played the role of
ambassadors well, said Tong. "That kind of expo-
sure is good for the college," Tong said.

The Ephmen, In turn, were impressed with the
Cubans. "Many of them really want to be friends
with the U.S.," said Pidoriano, "and this block-
ade Is really hurting them."

All the players were enthusiastic about the trip.

"We had a great time," said junior Ed Schmidt.
"We went to a lot of cultural activities—

a

cabaret, a baseball game, the museum, a couple
days at the beach."

Beat New England
After they got back, the team beat New Eng-

land College 67-61 Saturday night.

Pidoriano had 25 points to lead all scorers, and
senior forward Andy Goodwin had 18 points.

The Ephmen took advantage of sloppy play to

jump out to a 22-15 lead early In the first half, but
the Pilgrims battled back to lead 37-34 at
haiftime.

"We werevery, very tired," said Tong, "Butwe
were emotional and had a lot of desire, and so
were able to hold on."

Williams jumped out to leads as great as nine in

the second half, and although New England nar-
rowed It to two with 4: 17 left, the Ephmen got
clutch baskets from Pidoriano and junior Ed
Schmidt to secure the win.

Leaping into a forest of angry Pilgrims, junior Ed Schmidt contributes to
Williams' 67-61 victory over New England College as Dave Krupski (right)
and Mike Meadows (back) look on. Hoopsters returned from a Bay of
Purple Cows invasion to beat the Pilgrims Saturday. (Plonsker)

First victory in 3 years

Skaters ice Skidmore
The women's ice hockey team chalked up their first victory in

three years by defeating Skidmore Thursday night 2-1 at home.

Williams' Meredith Bibber '85, assisted by Captain Bea Fuller
'83, opened the scoring action with a goal four minutes into the
game. However, Skidmore evened up the score soon after with a
breakaway goal. The score remained tied through the second
period.

Williams finally clinched a win with three minutes left In the
game when Jeanette Hazelton '85, assisted by Beth Ebel '86 and
Meredith McGlll '83, slipped the puck into the net.

Williams coach Bernle Nuener was pleased with his team's
win, but said he hopes to see better passing and skating In the
future.

The Williams pucksters are looking forward next to hosting
the Molly Stark Tournament January 15-16 when they hope to
continue their winning record.

Hucksters edged by Holy Cross

Ephmen make tracks

by Dave Woodworth

Playing without the services
of senior co-captain Bob Brow-
nell, who injured his collar-bone
In last Wednesday's game
against Hamilton, the men's
hockey team lost a tough 4-3

decision to Holy Cross at Chap-
man Rink on Saturday. .

The Ephs came roaring back
from a 3-0 deficit in the second
period to knot the contest at 3-all

with two power-play goals in the
final frame, but ran out of

momentum as the Crusaders
got the game-winner with less

than two minutes remaining.
Holy Cross took an early 1-0

lead on a power-play goal by Pat
Kennedy at 6:29 of the first

period. With Brian Winters '85

out for interference, Kennedy
took a pass from Chris Brown
and wristed a shot past goal-
keeper Dan Finn '84. Finn's ster-

ling performance in several
other penalty-killing situations
kept 'Williams from falling any
further behind, however, and
the score remained 1-0 at the

Junior tri-captaln Bo Parker
turned in an Impressive perfor-

mance Saturday as he led the

Eph trackmen to a 73-63 victory

over defending Division III

champions, M.I.T. Parker won
the 1500 with a strong 3: 59 fin-

ish, broke the school record with

his 2:37 time in the 1000, and
turned In a personal best of 1: 54

In his leg of the Eph's mile

relay.

"Parker's performance was
outstanding," commented
coach Dick Farley. "Not only

did he win his two regular

events, but he came from 35

yards back to win the final relay

which gave us the points we

needed to edge by M.I.T."

Make up deficit

Williams was behind by 20

points after the field events and
was only able to make up the
deficit by winning all of the last

seven running events.

Other first place performan-
ces for Williams Included trl-

captain Tomas Alejandro's 6.5

In the 55-meter dash, Greg Lao's
Jump of 12' in the pole vault, Ted
Leon's 51.5 in the 400-meter run,
Tom Pingree's 2 minutes flat In

the 800-meter run, John Nel-
son's 9: 07 in the 3000-meter run,

and Paul Toland's 6'4" In the

High Jump.
The Williams squad, now 1-0

on the season, looks to Its Janu-
ary 16 trl-meet against Union
and Hamilton for its next vic-

tory. The meet will take place in

the Towne Field House begin-
ning at 1: 00.

end of the first period.

Crusaders Jump ahead
The Crusaders got two more

quick goals in the second period,
as Mike Coan, assisted by
Kennedy and Jerry Deleo,
knocked in a rebound at the 4: 05
mark.
Moments later, Mike Robben

upped the lead to 3-0 with a
short-handed goal. With Holy
Cross playing a man down.
Brown Intercepted an errant
Williams pass and broke free
down the left side. His 35-foot

slap shot hit the near post, but
Robben beat Finn with the
follow-up with 5: 16 gone in the
period.

The Ephs got on the board at
17: 08 of the second stanza, when
Brian Rutledge '85 scored off

assists by mark Wysocki '83 and
Mike Uretsky '85. The goal
came with both teams playing a
man down, as Jeff Potter '85 and
Richard Shea of the Crusaders
were in the box for roughing.

Epiimen tie it up
Williams finally got Its power

play off the shelf in the third

period. With Joe Lunny of the

Crusaders off, Potter and
Wysocki dug the puck out of the

left corner and centered it to Ed
Finn '83, who drilled the shot by
Frank Usseglio at 2:25 of the

period.

Then, with Owen Dugan out
for high-sticking, the Ephmen
tied the game at the 4: 43 mark
as co-captain Sam Flood '83

cranked a shot from the point.

Although his attempt went wide
of the net, Wysocki took the

puck as it came off the boards
and beat the goalkeeper to the

near side.

By now the momentum rested

completely with the home team,
and when Dan Finn made sev-

eral spectacular saves to turn

aside a Holy Cross power play
with about five minutes left, the

Ephs seemed well on their way
to salvaging a tie, if not gaining
a win. However, Lunny dashed
these hopes with a goal at 18: 29

of the period.

Continued on Page 7

Swimmers drown Hamilton
by Chris Harned

The men's and women's swim teams handily
defeated Hamilton, sweeping first-place finishes
in every event except one. The men upped their
record to 3-0 by a score of 87-26, while the women
followed suit with their 99-41 victory.

The win was never in doubt, with first place
finishes spread evenly throughout the team.
Diver Jim Stockton led a balanced attack with his
two wins, in the required and optional diving
events.

Other winners for Williams were: RobBowman
in the 1000 freestyle (10: 15.7), Will Andrew in the
200 free (1:50.9); Jeff Mills in the 100 freestyle
(:49.4); and Mark Weeks in the 50 freestyle
(:22.5). In other events. Bill Couch won the 200
Individual Medley (2:0.9); sophomore All-
American Pete Orphanos in the 200 fly (2:02.5);

John Peloso in the 200 backstroke (2: 12.9.9) John
McClelland in the 500 freestyle (5:17.5); and
breaststroker Dave Johnson ended Williams win-
ning ways, streaking to a 2: 20.2 victory in the 200
breast.

The women's meet was highlighted by dual vic-
tories by Rachel Stauffer in the 100 and 200 free
(57: 0.7 and 2: 04.9) , Kathy Kirmayer in the 100 fly

(1:03.6) and the 100 backstroke (1:09.2), Katie
Hudner In the 50 backstroke (31.0) and the 50
freestyle (28.0), Dlna Esposito in both diving
events, and Kim Eckrlch In the 200 IM (2: 16.5)
and the 50 breaststroke (33.3). Senior Co-Captaln
Liz Jex won the 100 Individual Medley (1:05.0).
The Medley Relay team of Kirmayer, Jex,
Hudner, and Ann Tuttle was also victorious
(1:58.9).

Both teams will travel to Southern Connecticut
this Saturday.
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Reagan, Williams charged
by Katya Hokanson

'This institution is involved in

what is undoubtedly the most
racist society in the world,"
declared exiled black South
African poet Dennis Brutus to a
capacity crowd at Brooks-
Rogers Hall on Sunday.
Money is never invested in

South Africa for charity or

refornn, said Brutus, but always
for profit. Brutus, who was
exiled from South Africa twelve
years ago and now faces deport-
ment from the US, devoted his

Sunday speech to outlining the

Reagan Administration's
"unprecedented expansion" of

relations with the all-white
government of South Africa.

The poet attacked the Reagan
Administration's policy of ' 'con-

structive engagement" In

Investments—a policy the
administration says is to exert
positive Influence on the oppres-
sion of a black majority by a

white minority in South Africa
through pressure by Investors—
as "totally falseand dishonest."
Williams College also officially

endorses this policy.

A black South African resist-

ance leader's parting words to

Brutus as he left Robben Island,

a South African prison where
Brutus broke rocks in return for

having pressured the South
African Olympic Committee to

Include qualified black athletes

on its all-white team, were "get
the corporations off our backs ,

"

the poet reported.

Black South Africans, who
make up 83 percent of the popu-
lation of South Africa, are
excluded by law from taking
part in the political process,
including voting. The all-white

Pretoria government rules the
country. Exclusion and oppres-
sion of blacks is called
apartheid.

Regional policeman
Although "other administra-

tions are not Innocent," Brutus
said, the Reagan Administra-
tion has greatly stepped up US
contact with the Pretoria
government and has provided
aid to its military. Brutus feels

that the US has settled upon
South Africa as a regional

policeman of the southern por-

tion of Africa.

The head of the South African
secret police has met with the

Pentagon, Brutus said, as well

as with Jeane Kirkpatrick, US
Ambassador to the UN. At the

same time as the head of the South
African armed forces was meet-
ing with US officials at the Pen-
tagon, he said, the South
African army went on search
and destroy missions in Ango-
lan villages and refugee camps.
The US also arranged for over

a billion dollars to be loaned to

South Africa by the Interna-

tional Monetary Fund, said Bru-

tus, an amount he feels

corresponds to the rise of the

Pretoria government's military

budget.

Continued on Page 7 SNOW . . AT LAST
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Bottle bill boosts beer prices
by Jim Peak

It used to be that once a
group of friends had polished
off a six-pack, everyone would
use the empty containers to

practice their basketball
skills, eventually filling the

nearest wastebasket with an
assortment of bottles and
cans. But now, because of the

Massachusetts bottle bill

which took effect yesterday, it

pays to save those empty
containers.
Consumers are now re-

quired to pay a deposit on
every non-biodegradable con-
tainer of soda, mineral water
and beer purchased. The dep-
osit will lie five cents for con-
tainers holding 32 ounces or
less, and at least ten cents for

larger containers.

The empty bottles can then
be returned to any dealer, who
will refund the deposit even if

the bottles were purchased at

another store. The bill does not
cover alcoholic beverages
other than tieer.

Passed in referendum
The bottle bill was originally

passed in the Massachusetts
legislature last year after a
long and bitter political fight.

Opponents of the bill then suc-
cessfully petitioned to have

the law placed on last
November's ballot. Although
an earlier version of the legis-

lation had been defeated at the

polls, this time it passed by a
comfortable majority.

Proponents hope that the

new law will greatly decrease
the number of bottles and cans
discarded on the state's parks
and highways. The law also

bans all continers which are
joined by plastic rings or any
other device which cannot be
easily decomposed.
Jerry Smith, owner of

King's Liquor Store on Spring
Street, thinks that the "bottle

bill is a very good idea in prin-

ciple," but admits that he is

not exactly sure what the bill's

eventual effect will be. "We
won't know what the problems
will be for another six

months," he said.

King's, which has a sign in

Its window inviting customers
to ask questions about the leg-

islation, has had quite a few
Inquiries from puzzled consu-

mers. "The state did not

inform people well," said

Smith. He also did not notice

any increase In business from
people buying before the law
took effect.

Bottle-bill labels

Bob West, manager of West
Package Store, is less than
happy about the new law's pro-

visions. Since all cans and bot-

tles must be labeled. West has
been forced to pull products
from his shelves which lack

the proper five-cent stamps
from his distributors.

Continued on Page 7

These conlalnert are almost at valuable a* the contents now that the
bottle bill it in effect. (Schell)

CC founds

panel, finds

$11,000
by Dave Kleit

The College Council passed a
proposal for a town meeting
concerning the residential hous-

ing system, discussed recent

student arrests relating to the

Log and Record coverage of

those arrests, and announced
that $11,000 in Council funds had
been newly discovered, at a
lengthy meeting last Wednes-
day.

The town meeting, proposed
by Council vice-president Jay
Ward '84, will combine a panel

discussion and a referendum on
the housing issue, both of which
will be held in February.
"The CUL has in the past and

is now discounting the consen-

sus of the Student Body to such a
degree as to be alarming,"
Ward said in his proposal.

Panel discussion

The proposed panel, designed
to give voice to student opinion,

will include members of College

Council, Housing Committee
and the Committee on Under-
graduate Life (CUL). The
Record was also invited in the

proposal, but has declined.

"The CUL has boldly and con-
temptuously taken the Housing
Committee from our jurisdic-

tion," said Ward of College

Council's involvement in the

panel. "They have made funda-

mental changes In the house
Continued on Page 8

College questions

African investments
by Ned Ladd

Williams has invested in four companies which have made no
progress toward worker equality in their operations in South
Africa, according to the College's Advisory Committee on Share-
holder Responsibility (ACSR).
At last week's ACSR meeting, College Treasurer William Reed

cited a report by Arthur D. Little, Co., an international consulting
firm, which labeled International Telephone and Telegraph, Ell

Lilly Industries, American International Group and Norton Indus-

tries as "unsatisfactory or not making progress" in their South
African operations.

Provost Hodge Markgraf indicated that letters of Inquiry will be
sent to these companies. When the responses are received, the
committee will decide on further action.

Sullivan Principles explained
The Arthur D. Little Co. rates corporations in South Africa In

terms of wages, promotions and living conditions for blacks as
compared to whites. This system was devised by the Reverend
Leon Sullivan, a black Philadelphia clergyman. The Sullivan Prin-

ciples mandate the following conditions:

1. Nonsegregation of the races In all eating, comfort, locker

rooms, and work facilities.

2. Equal and fair employment practices for all employees.
3. Equal pay for all employees doing equal or comparable work

for the same period of time.

4. Initiation and development of training programs that will pre-

pare Blacks, Colored^ and Asians in substantial numbers for super-

visory, administrative, clerical, and technical jobs.

5. Increasing the number of Blacks, Coloreds and Asians in man-
agement and supervisory positions.

6. Improving the quality of employees' lives outside the work
environment in such areas as housing, transportation, schooling,

recreation and health facilities.

(Scheibe)

Continued on Page 8
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A show of force
Thanks to the College Council, students will finally have both an

opportunity to voice an opinion on the house transfer system and a
chance to affect directly the way that system works. Last week the
Council passed Proposition 2, which provides for extensive discussion at
a Town Meeting and direct action in the form of a referendum. We hope
the campus will make full use of both forums.

A strong showing would go far to remedy a sorry situation; the
Committee on Undergraduate Life has steadfastly tried to establish an
"ethos" at the expense of student needs and concerns, while the campus
has been unable or unwilling to focus Its views in any meaningful way.
As a result, we have come perilously close to a situation in which housing
choices are etched in stone and abstract concepts like house unity are
enforced rather than nurtured.

Tentative planning schedules the town meeting for Wednesday,
February 2, and the voting on the following two days. While this leaves
only a precious two weeks, that is more than enough time for students to
discuss and unite. Unfortunately, neither the discussion nor the referen-
dum are binding. We can only hope that a show of force will establish the
need to heed student opinion.

We stand together-let's move
One issue before the Trustees this weekend is final approval of and

appropriations for the new gymnasium. Patience and grave necessity
have generated agreement between Students, Administration, Faculty
and Trustees. We must have the gym.

The patience is now wearing thin. Now that the decision phase is

over, we must act immediately.
The opportunity is here to take a big step. The consensus should

move the Trustees to strong action.

LETTERS

Irresponsible

To the editor:

The editorial policy of your paper
never ceases to amaze me. On page two
of the January 11 issue, the Record pub-
lished an editorial condemning the
investment policy of the college for its

support of apartheid. The editorial also
urged readers to appraise the Op-ed arti-

cle on page four. Yet couched between
these two pieces, the Record includes an
interview advocating the lifting of the
trade embargo against Cuba.

It is completely irresponsible for the
editors of the Record to express concern
for the rights of 20 million blacks in South
Africa on one page, and then, on the very
next page, support the repressive and
totalitarian regime of Fidel Castro.
Amnesty International and Of Human
Rights have consistently listed Cuba as
the worst violator of human rights in all

of Latin America—worse than El Salva-

EDITORS-IN-
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New washing techniques reduce the bacteria count but Increase the risk oi

dithpan hands. (>-ane)

Trustees coming
by Ned Ladd

The Board of Trustees will

begin a semi-annual series of

meetings with various mem-
bers of the College community
starting this Thursday, January

20. Of prime concern to the

Trustees is next year's tuition

rate, which the Budget and

Financial Planning Committee
will discuss on January 21.

Board secretary and College

treasurer William Reed feels

this will be the most important

issue the Board will discuss dur-

ing their meetings because of its

effect on the College budget.

Other meetings include a

cocktail reception at the Log for

the Trustees and members of

the College Council on Thursday

night. Council President Stuart

Robinson '83 hopes to discuss

the funding of club sports with

the Trustees. He cited the need

for more money, either in the

Athletic Department or Student

Activities budget, to back these

sports in intercollegiate
competition.

Later Thursday night, the

Trustees will meet with the

Committee on Undergraduate

Life to discuss the controversial

house transfer policy.

Proposed gym
Friday's Building and

Grounds Committee meeting

will focus on the proposed gym
as well as review the Lawrence

Hall and Adams Memorial
Theatre renovations, according

to Reed.
The Trustees will discuss

Honorary Degree recipients at

the Degrees Committee meet-

ing on Friday afternoon.

The Finance Committee
meeting on Friday afternoon.

Would you like

to spend the

FALL/SPRING
SEMESTER
IN lERUSALEM?

The lacob Hlatt Institute In Israel
OFFERS YOU
• fall term focus on Israel: its politics, history, social develop-

ment, art and architecture

e spring term focus on Jerusalem: its unique ethnic, religious,

artistic and political diversity

e study trips throughout Israel in the fall, including an extended

stay on a kibbutz and in a development town

e courses conducted in English

e a strong program in Hebrew

• a small learning community, with students from all over the

United States

e a superb location, in the center of Jerusalem, within walking

distance of the Old City

• Brandeis credit • financial aid available

APPLICATION DEADLINES: MARCH 15 (fall)

NOVEMBER 1 (spring)

For furlher information, v.epyour Study Abroad advisor or write:

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS, SACHAR CENTER
Brandeis University

*^™ir Waltham, Massachusetts 02254 (617) 647-2422

^^ BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY
It nlhppolirvol Brjndpts L ntvrrsitv not to disc f iminale dK^'n^' ^iv dpplK ant on thp basts of race,

(otor, rpjigion, set. a((p, national oiigin.or Ifsp pfpspncpof anv fiandicap

will be held as a forum for the

Anti-Apartheid Coalition and

the Advisory Committee on

Shareholder Responsibility to

discuss College policy regard-

ing corporations that do busi-

ness in South Africa. The
Anti-Apartheid Coalition will

call for a restructuring of the

ACSR so that It will be more vis-

ible in the College community,

and will call for complete div-

estment of all stocks in corpora-

tions with South African
operations.

A Saturday morning meeting

will involve a discussion on all

the committees' reports. The
Trustees will give guidance lo

the College administrators at

this meeting, according to

Reed.

Dining lialls safe

Campus dining halls now pose

no health hazard to the Williams

community, claim Food Service

Director Jim Hodgklns and Wll-

llamstown Health Commis-
sioner Michael Muzyka.
A third health report was filed

in November following two
reports which found high levels

of bacteria on campus silver-

ware, cups and plates. Accord-

ing to Muzyka, the third report

found Williams' kitchens "in

general compliance" with the

state sanitary code. He added

that the results showed
"marked Improvement" over

the two previous tests, taken

October 9 and 16.

Hodgklns explained that the

Food Service responded to the

"sign of trouble" by changing

dishwashing procedures. Sil-

verware is now washed three

times over and Food Service

employees periodically check
for unsterilized utensils.

Hodgklns added that the rela-

tionship between Food Service

and the Health Department has

always been good and spoke of

Muzyka as an "educator" who
warns the Food Service when
trouble arises.

"We don't have the equip-

ment to test our facilities,"

Hodgklns stated, "so we have to

depend on Commissioner Muz-
yka to Inform us when trouble

arises."

Muzyka said that periodic

health inspections were "rou-

tine." Another test will be taken
later this month, he said.

Endowment up

by $23 million

by Jack Mayher

A market surge In the last half

of 1982 boosted the college's

endowment to a market value of

$141 million, a $23 million

increase since June 30.

The Jump in the value of the

endowment will have no dra-

matic effect on planned raises

in tuition. As Treasurer William

S. Reed noted, the economic pol-

icy of the college is a fairly con-

servative one.

Since the market is so vola-

tile, the college prefers to save

the profits of good times to

offset possible future slumps.

Only after a period of sustained

growth would the trustees con-

sider a change in policy, said

Reed.
Williams' endowment, the

33rd largest in the country, con-

tributes 40 percent to the cost of

the college's operation. Forty to

eighty percent of the endow-

ment is Invested in common
stock, with the remaining por-

tion devoted to short-term cash

equivalents.

Alumni gifts

According to Reed, the goal

for the endowment is to beat

inflation plus five percent, thus

ensuring that the endowment
would grow by five percent per

year in the long run.

Crime on campus
Violent crime, although rare,

has plagued several Williams

students this fall. On November
26 a senior was attacked by two

men in Prospect House and on

November 4 two freshman
women were assaulted on Cole

Field.

A senior came back to his

room to find two men trying to

steal his stereo system. Accord-

ing to the police report he

attempted to stop them but was
overpowered and cut on the face

and arm as the robbers

escaped, empty-handed.

In his complaint, he descrlljed

the men as definitely not of col-

lege age. One was a white male,

six feet in height with black hair

and long sideburns. The other

was shorter and had brown hair.

The WlUiamstown Police are

now Investigating the incident.

Anyone with Information per-

taining to this crime is encour-

aged to report it to the police.

Assault and battery charged
Wllilamstown Police have

already acted on the Novemtier

4 assault. A local man was
apprehended and charged with

assault and battery the morning
after the attack, and was
arraigned on December 22. The
police declined to release the

suspect's name until his next

court appearance, which is

scheduled for January 19.

Theft was a problem at Willi-

ams last summer. A local juve-

nile stole $300 in cash and a Sony
Walkman, according to Dean of

Freshman Cris Roosenraad.
The thief was apprehended on
August 5.

Roosenraad

lectures frosti on

Log, transfers

by Dave Kleit

"We are going to get the Log
back open soon," assured Deani
of Freshman Cris Roosenraad
at a Freshman Council meeting
last Sunday, adding, "but I do
not know how we are going to do
It." Roosenraad also spoke to

the Council about the housing

system.
Roosenraad expressed optim-

ism about getting the Log reo-

pened to those under 20,

although he noted that new safe-

guards against underage drink-

ing are probable. However, he
went on to say that If there Is

another serious problem involv-

ing the Log, it will probably be
closed for the rest of the year.

"We need some kind of sys-

tem where we all take responsi-

bility for each other," he said.

"We don't want the Log losing

Its license."

Defending all those in author-

ity involved In the situation,

Roosenraad stated, "There
really isn't a heavy except state

law t. . and the desire for beer."

Maximize first choices

Roosenraad went on to

explain the housing system and
transfer policy along with the

proposed modifications being

discussed. He stated that the

"goal is to maximize first

choices."

Referring to College Council

discontent with the Committee
on Undergraduate Life (CUL),

as manifested In a recent town

meeting proposal initiated by

College Council vice-president

Jay Ward '84, Roosenraad com-
mented, "the CUL is not out to

impose some kind of faculty

whim." Roosenraad professed

to not fully understand the Ward
proposal, but added, "I look for-

ward to the chance to talk to Jay
and the other Council
members."

Juggle-a-thon

flies

On Saturday January 15 the

Juggler's Vein sponsored the

first annual Juggie-A-Thon. The
event took place for 16 hours in

Baxter Hail, with 26 students

juggling for ha If-hour stretches.

Tim Sedlock and Tom Paper,
both class of '84, organized the

event.

Each juggler solicited spon-

sors for the slots in which they
juggled. Over $600 was raised;

the money will be donated to the

Wiillamstown Community
Chest and to Underprivileged
Housing in Sri Lanka.

/

The sanctity of Bette's Coffee Shop will soon be shattered by sounds of brrreeeeppp, kowplew and Mr. and
Mrs. Pac Man's wedding march. (Lane)

Betters Coffee Shoppe

Donkey Kong added to menu
by Susan Reifer

Good Morning Jay."
"Good Morning Bobby."
The men exchange regu-

lar helloes as I slump In my
chair trying to pry my eyes open. I

grunt out that I would like some coffee

please while my breakfast partner

tries to ascertain whether or not it Is too

.early in the morning to get a ham-
burger. The waitress assures him that

it is. Indeed, too early for burgers. Her
name is Nellie; she waits patiently

while we roust ourselves out of our pre-

caffeine indecision and order some
eggs.

We are sitting at one of seven tables

in a comfortable narrow hovel on

Spring Street—Bette's Coffee Shop.

Soon—as of February 1st—the sanctity

of Bette's will be shattered by sounds of

breeeeppp, kowplew and Mr. and Ms.

Pac Man's wedding march. Bette's

Coffee Shop is becoming Bette's Video

Arcade.

Bette's Video Arcade
The plans to expand Bette's first

developed when, as one of the owners

explains, he was "trying to think of

something to get you kids in here." The
result will be an addition to Bette's. The
coffee shop half will remain the same;

a door will connect the restaurant with

what used to be Renzl's Book Store stor-

age space—the storefront to the left of

Bette's.

Bette Lauzon opened her place ten

years ago. Ronald Lauzon, Bette's son,

and Rachel Lauzon now own and run

Bette's Coffee Shop. Rachel and Ron
took over last year when Bette pur-

chased Pine Hollow Campground in

Pownal, Vermont. Both Ron and
Rachel are friendly and open to college

students. Both explain that most of

their customers are regulars—and
unfortunately not a lot of them are Wil-

liams students. They hope to attract

more students with their new addition.

Homey Bette's

Bette's Coffee Shop's hours have
been 7 A.M. to 3 P.M. since it first

opened. One gets the feeling in fact that

not much has changed inside homey
Bette's In years.

The menu at Bette's for the past ten

years has been basic—eggs, coffee,

pancakes and toast in the mornings and
hamburger-type fare In the afternoons.

After three o'clock, Bette's will now
also be serving what the Lauzons call

"crazy sandwiches"—Donkey Kong
Burgers and Pac Man Sandwiches, for

example. The Lauzons did not apply for

a liquor license. Rachel explains that

"sometimes it's enough of a hassle over
coffee, much less drinks." The coffee

iOnHoUTPtR-

As this sign from Papa Charlie's explains,

there Is a town ordinance regulating who
may play video games. (Scheibe)

shop will still be run by Rachel and will

open at 7 A.M. as before. The video
arcade—run by Ron—will open at 3 in

the afternoon, and both will remain
open until 11 P.M.

Deleterious side-effects

Bette's Video Arcade will house
twelve machines at first—the town will

allow the Lauzons to run up to 20

games. Rachel explains that they had
to go before the Zoning Board, the

Board of Appeals and the WlUiamstown
Selectmen to receive permission to

open their arcade. Ron explains that, at

first, his proposition "turned the town
over a bit for sure." Citizens who origi-

nally expressed concern alwut possible

deleterious side-effects of Bette's

Video Arcade have been placated by
the regulations. Ron says, "I'm still

surprised I got it." The conditions

under which the Lauzons will be
allowed to operate are restricted.

The arcade will open on a trial basis

and must go up for review every three
months. New town ordinances legislate

that no person under 16 may play the

games without a parent or guardian
present; those between 16 and 18 must
have written permission at all times,

and must be accompanied by a parent
or guardian after 8 P.M.
WlUiamstown Police Chief Zolto

believes the restrictions will enable
him to "stay on top of the situation."

Ron Lauzon says that enforcing the

rule "is going to be a pain in the neck
probably," but that trouble is going to

have to be prevented somehow. "I can'

t

walk everybody home," he says. There
Continued on Page 6

In

Other
Ivory

Towers

R.P.I.

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

reported that "a student senate candi-

date at the University of New Mexico has
learned that baring your soul to your con-

stituents isn't necessarily the best way to

get elected. Kevin Bersell, a 24-year-old

nutrition major hoping to 'grab some-
body's eye,' hung campaign posters

around campus showing him in the nude.

Bersell says the photo, which shows him
from behind and In which he wears only
wrap-around sunglasses, was taken last

summer by his brother. But the student

election commission was unimpressed,
and ordered Bersell to place 'censored'

stickers over his photographed derriere

or risk t)elng booted off the ballot.

Although the poster did attract attention

and publicity, it didn't help. Bersell

came in 19th among the 22 candidates
vying for 12 Senate seats."

Amherst College
Amherst Is violating its non-

discrimination policy by renting college
property to the local all-male Rotary and
Kowanls clubs, claim several faculty
members. In addition, several highly
placed administration members, includ-

ing Affirmative Action Officer Robert
Grose, are members in good standing of

the Rotary Club, reports the Student.
President Julian Gibbs maintains that

although Amherst owns 75 percent of the
stock in the Lord Jeffrey Inn, it is not
considered college property. College
attorney Richard Howland disagrees,
"By any reasonable interpretation of the
word 'own', Amherst owns the Lord
Jeff."

As for the administrators in the
Rotary, Gibbs said they have been active
in the driv^ to admit women. Besides,
"there is nothing illegal about belonging
to an organization that discriminates on
the basis of sex," he added.
English department secretary Made-

line Casey wasn ' t satisfied with the Affir-
mative Action Officer's reason for

belonging to the Rotary: "You either
accept women or you withdraw. One
need not be a wimp."

Mlddlebury
New Vermont legislation prohibits the

serving of alcoholic beverages at open
parties without a liquor license. Students
at Mlddlebury College report that, as a
result, things are a bit quiet around cam-
pus at the moment. Fraternities, dormi-
tories and other campus groups may not
throw parties at which alcoholic bever-
ages are offered until Mlddlebury organ-
izes a college catering service. The
service will, with liquor license in hand,
be hired for all open parties which aspire
to serve alcoholic beverages.

Duran brings

energy to RIO

by Declan McManus
It's a bad time to be reviewing

albums, as I cannot find any
recent releases worthy of

praise. So I'll turn to an album
that might as well be new, con-

sidering its limited airplay.

Rio, by Duran Duran, was
definitely one of the slickest

records released in 1982. The
glossy Nagel print on the cover

conceals nine exquisitely

crafted techno-pop tunes. If that

term puts you off, don't put

aside your paper. This album is

successful where many of its

kind fall, because Instead of just

going through the motions of

making music, the group has

endowed their creation with a

large quantity of energy.

Disposable lyrics

The band has not changed
their characteristic sound very
much for this album. Instead of

repeating the work on Duran
Duran, their debut album, they

have perfected their original

product. The music is

extremely catchy. If their lyrics

are a bit disposable, they at

least combine smoothly with an
often haunting background
sound to produce a mysterious,

sometimes elusive package of

songs.

The haunting sound Is most
evident on "Lonely in Your
Nightmare". A synthesizer
winds like a snake deep within

the mix, carrying the listener

away to a hazy world of light

and music. The recording here

is slick, but not offensively over-

produced. The listener only

feels that he cannot grasp the

song. There seem to be no sharp
edges to hold on to. The song
Instead presents itself as a

smooth surface.

The group gets a little rougher
on the album's two most access-

ible tracks. The title track opens
the album. Although at first

hearing it sounds unimpressive,

the chorus is decidedly catchy,

and calls out to be replayed.

The hit on this album is

"Hungry Like the Wolf," which
has received some airplay, due

mostly to its success as a video.

Again, there is a strong chorus,

but the main body of the song is

more substantial than that of

"Rio." "Hungry Like the Wolf"
is an excellent song, and bears
up to repeated listening.

More haunting
The second side of the album

is a little slower and more
haunting. It opens with the
throbbing bass lines of "New
Religion," which despite its

danceabllity is layered thickly
with keyboards that wrap
around the bass. Drum bursts
come and go sporadically.
Overlapping vocals fill out the
track, and the result is a very
pleasant, llstenabie sound.
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Discourtesy disturbs

Serenade, Schumann

by Greg Capaldini

One element in Fri-

day night's Music
In the Round reci-

tal in Brooks-Rog-
ers Hall was appalling. It

wasn't the performances,
which were worth hearing,

though not perfect. It was the

audience. At least thirty peo-

ple arrived late, and some
entered the hall during move-
ments instead of between
them. One young man dis-

tracted listeners and per-

formers alike by taking

pictures. Isn't it common
knowledge that flash pictures

can distract or momentarily

lius Hegyi
glides through

Kodaly's SERE-
NADE at

last Friday's

Muslc-in-the-

Round Con-
cert.

(Shapiro)

blind a performer?
What follows may not be,

under the circumstances, a

fair appraisal of the playing by

MITR director Julius Hegyl

and the ensemble. Offered in

the more successful first half

of the program were Kodaly's

Serenade for two violins and
viola and Schumann's Piano

Quartet.

Vigorous and soulful

The Kodaly is a colorful and
dramatic blend of nationalis-

tic and contemporary ele-

ments. Despite the high
scoring, the sound is neither

screechy nor top-heavy. This

rendition could have done with

a little more buoyancy and a

little less swooping up to high

notes, but it was generally on

the mark in both vigorous and

soulful passages.

Almost as good was I the

Schumann. The best thing

about the work, besides the

gorgeous theme of the slow

movement, is the clever con-

struction. Individual move-
ments quote each other and
sometimes forecast the theme
of the one to follow. Such devi-

ces were well-highlighted by
the players, who also provided

rich string tone and a careful

balance with the piano. Unfor-

tunately, two movements had
sloppy starts, and the slow

movement was too much so.

Dragged out

Ponderous tempi similarly

dragged out Beethoven's Trio
in E-flat for violin, viola, and
cello to excessive length In the

second half of the program. A
piece with only three mono-
phonic instruments shouldn't

demand more than 25 minutes
of undivided attention, and
this one lasted 38. Despite an
expressive reading by the

artists, this listener was
inclined to agree with a com-
panion's suggestion that Bee-
thoven may not have intended

this early work as a recital

piece. And the music itself did
not seem like one of the com-
poser's more inspired
offerings.

Bette's

goes

video

—

Continued from Page 5

are those—the town kids and a few

adults—who oppose the restrictions.

And Bette's regulars? "Everybody's
wished me luck with it," says Ron.
"They want to play too." Of his own
feelings, Ron says, "If this works, fine.

If it doesn't, well, we'll try somethin'

else." Besides, he explains, "I've

dropped a few quarters in those games
myself." Rachel confesses that she,

too, likes to play on occasion. She does
however have one concern: "I don't

want it to be a dive."

"We're going to do our best," says
Rachel. " I j ust want it to be a nice place

where kids can come down and have a

good time." Then she looks past my
shoulder toward the other end of her

shop; a friend is holding up a baby for

Rachel to see. She waves, shrugs her

shoulders and says, ' 'Hopefully it won't

end up being too different than it was
before."

THE RECORD always

needs Mo-iters.

If you're interested,

please contact Dan

Keating, Jon Tigar, or

any department editor.

OUR ANNUAL
30 to 60% OFF

STOREWIDE CLEARANCE SALE

Levi's DENIMS STRAIGHT LEG (Red Label)

AND BOOT JEANS

SALE $13.65 (Reg. $19.95)

Levi's CORDUROY STRAIGHT LEG

AND BOOT JEANS

SALE $13.65 (Reg. $19.95)

WOlVIEN'S CLOTHES ALL 40% OFF
Blouses, sweathers, shirts, pants,

nightgowns, etc. Levi's, J.G., Hooks,
Flowers, Macintosh, Braemer, Cambridge,
Maidenfornn, Lady Thompson.

DANSKIN ALL 40% OFF
Swimsuits, leotards, tights, skirts

MANY OTHER UNADVERTISED SALE ITEIMS
NO RETURNS OR EXCHANGES — ALL SALES FINAL

CASH • MASTERCARD • VISA ONLY

WILLIAMS CO-OP
21 SPRING STREET, WILLIAMSTOWN

Creative decision-making.
It's the rule, not the exception, at Chubb.

The property/casualty insurance business de-

mands .an ability to make carefully calculated, crea-

tive decisions.

Because it's the element of risk that makes insur-

ance necessary— and exciting. Property and casualty

insurance involves the highest sort of risk, and is the

least predictable form of insurance.

Why? It has been said that people die more or less

"on schedule." But who can predict when — or if

—

a bridge will collapse, an ocean liner will sink, a

trusted employee will embezzle, or a home will be
burglarized?

Creative thinkers make successful property/
casualty insurance professionals. And we should know.
It's been our business for 100 years.

Chubb's National Recruiting Coordinator William
Harwood, Contract Surety underwriter Bruce Wilson
('79) and Personal Lines underwriter Lucy Shen ('82)

will be on hand Tuesday, January 18 at 1:00 pm for

career counseling, and at the Log at 7:00 pm for an
information session. We cordially invite you to stop
by and learn more about Chubb, and our innovative
way of doing business. If you're a creative thinker,
you will be interested to hear what we have to say.

CMUBB
Group of Insurance Companies

51 John F. Kennedy Parkway, Short Hills, NJ 07078

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
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Hot Jazz to Hit Chapin Hall Brutus
tm Continued from P.

by Marc Mazzone

Count Basie is a verit-

able jazz legend.
This pianist has
played in most

major clubs around the world.

But in spite of his fame, his

rigorous tour schedule and his

(ailing health, he always seems
to find time to play small

engagements such as the one

planned for Chapin Hall on Jan-

uary 22.

William Basie was born on
August 21, 1904 in Red Bank,
New Jersey. In his early years
he studied piano with his

mother; later, Fats Waller
became his greatest influence.

As a young man, he played in

Harlem night clubs, but In his

early twenties he joined a black

vaudeville group and went on

tour with them.

Hottest ticket

When the group disbanded in

Kansas City, Basie was left

stranded and without a job. His

luck soon changed, however,

when he was invited to join the

Bennie Moten Orchestra.

After Moten's untimely death

in 1935, Basie assumed leader-

ship of the band. Shortly the-

reafter, he was discovered by
John Hammond, who intro-

duced him to audiences in Chi-

cago and New York. Almost
overnight, the Count Basie
Orchestra became one of the

hottest tickets of the time.

Since then, it has been all wine
and roses. Count Basie has
received and continued to

receive critical acclaim. He has

toured the world over from Lat-

in America to Japan. In 1961 he

played at the inaugural ball of

John F. Kennedy. Today, he
remains much as he was back in

1935: steadfast, yet mobile,

inveterate enough to be an

Concert Listings

TOONnmUE TROLLEY MCOROt
'niur., Jan. 20 Robert Ellis Orrall, Jonathan
Swilt'a, Bwton
Fri., Jan 21 Count Batia, Barklw ParfOr-

itianoa Ctr., Boalon

Jfn. 21 k 22 Faar ol Slrangan, Cliataau,

Albany, NY
Jan. 2t-2a Mck Plakiaa, Cala Lana, Saratoga
^xlnga, NY
Sat. Jan. 22 Ramwy Lawls. Mualc Hall. Troy,

NY
Klngaton Trio t Tom Paaton, Proctors

Tlwalar, Schanactady, NY
Spinners, Barklea Partormance Ctr.

Boston
Judy Collins, Symphony Hall, SpringlMd.
Mass.
Jasn Radpath, Sanders Theater, Harvan)
U.. Cambridge, Maas.

Sun. Jan. 23 OOA, Iron Horse. Northampton.
'Mass.

PsyoiiAdaNc Furs, T1<a Chance, Schenac-
lady, NY

Won.. Jan 24 Betoy Rosa & Cathy Winter. Iron

Horse. Northampton

Jan 25 Missing Parsons, Agora Ballroom, W.
Harttord, Conn.

rm>. 1 Missing Persons, Palace, Albany. NY
Fab 6 Adam Ant Orphaum. Boston

Fab. 10 Bow Wow Wow, Proctors Theater,

Scheneeledy, NY
F^. 10 Maratiall Tucker Band, Centrum,
Worcester, Man.

Fab. 10 Philip QIass, Fine Arts Ctr., U. Mass..

Amherst. Mass.

Fab. II Aerosmlth. Civic Ctr., SpringlMd,

Fab. 13 I Youlig, Centrum, Worcaatar,

Fab. 14 NeH Young, Coliseum, New Haven,

Conn.

CLASSIFIEDS
READ THIS OR DIEI

Enter the First Annual WCTU
Favorite Ways to Destroy Large

Amounts ol Alcohol Very Short

Essay Contest! It's easy! Just send

a very short (under four words)

essay to S.U. 1386 describing in

graphic detail how you would rid

the universe of the vile liquid that

enslaves men, kills children and
horribly mutilates squirrels!

"Drinking it" is not a valid

response! Enter by February 1 to

maybe win some wonderful little

cheap prize!

THE ACADEMIC LIFE is a cover

for a lot of perverted activities."

O.C. Oglevey

anchor in a swiftly changing
world, yet dynamic enough not

to remain tethered to any par-

ticular age.

Timeless tradition

One might wonder at this con-

sistent popularity spanning

nearly half a century. Part of

the answer certainly lies in the

timelessness of Basie's music.

Every time the Basie Orches-

tra plays, it is a fresh expe-

rience; they are as modern as

they are traditional. And Basie

has been able to achieve this

modern feel in his band without

sacrificing his jazz roots. In his

years as a bandleader he has
remained faithful to the blues

form as the primary source for

his music.

Of course none of this would
be possible without the extraor-

dinary Basle sidemen. He has

managed to consistently recruit

top notch musicians, musicians

with verve and fire, among
them names like Freddie

Green, Thad Jones, Clark

Terry, Lester Young, Coleman
Hawkins, and Jay Jay Johnson.

Cliarismatic leader

But the greater part of the

Basie Orchestra's success must

be attributed to the personality

of its charismatic leader.

Basie's easy, often humorous
style behind the piano has

helped to establish a unique

character that in many ways

has been the wellsprlng of the

band's immense popularity for

five decades.

That wellspring has shown lit-

tle sign of drying up. If any-

thing. Count Basle is more
active today than he ever was. It

seems particularly fitting that

the man who in 1935 was one of

foundations of modern jazz

should in this year of 1983 be one

of its foremost proponents.

Continued from Page 1

Furthermore, Brutus said,

the Reagan Administration
overturned two Carter deci-

sions, one which had prevented

the sale of a military computer
to South Africa, and one which

had severely limited sales of

goods to the South African army
and police.

In contrast to Williams, which
still owns $20 million in firms

which do business in South

Africa, Brutus cited a long list of

American colleges which have
completely divested, including

Amherst, Harvard, Brandeis,

Yale, Tufts, Mount Holyoke,

Smith, Rutgers, U. of Mass.,

and Ohio State.

Deportation political

Asked about the Immigration
Department's notice to deport

him, Brutus noted that his attor-

ney was served with a paper

informing her that the reasons

for his deportation notice are

executive order—meaning that

neither she nor Brutus is

allowed to know what the rea-

Bottle Bill
Continued from Page 1

"I have no complaints about

the law, only the haphazard

implementation of It," he said.

Like King, he is unsure

about the law's effects; "It's

just going to be a period of

learning, for the consumer
and for us ... I imagine there'll

be an initial price shock and

the conventional six-pack will

be quite expensive."

Nancy Jenks-Jay, head of

the recycling program on

campus, is also anticipating a

trial period of the bill's effects.

Recycling won't cease

While she feels there proba-

1^
R

R
R

Just received a new shipment of

Remaindered Books
which have been added to our

Bargain Basementenzis

COLLEGE BOOK STORE, INC.

W/ILLIAH/ISTOWN, MASS 01267

WEST PACKAGE STORE
Winter Study

Cash 'n Carry Special

V2 l(egs - Millers - $36.00 plus deposits

V2 kegs - Carlings - $25.00 plus deposits

Proper Identification Required

Route 2

Between N.A. and Williamstown

8 am-IO pm M-W 663-6081 8 am-11 pm Th-Sat

Salvatore's
Semi-Annual Clearance

Sale

NOW IN PROGRESS!
Save 20% — 50%

On Fine Quality Footwear

and Clothing

CONCERNED WITH FASHION,

FIT AND QUALITY

CASH. CHECK. CREDIT CARD ONLY

sons arc. A judge has ruled that

a pretrial hearing to discuss the

evidence for Brutus deportation

notice is in order.

Brutus feels the reasons are

political and that that is why
they have been classified. Pre-

toria, he said, may have influ-

enced Washington officials.

Brutus, whom the Immigration
Department intends to deport to

either South Africa, Zimbabwe
or England, intends to demon-
strate that South African agents

can kill him no matter which of

the three countries he ends up

In.

Following his speech, Brutus
led a candlelight vigil at the

president's house. The partici-

pants in the vigil, perhaps 200

students and faculty, shouted
"Divest now! " until President

John Chandler came out.

Chandler gave a short talk,

thanking the participants for

their concern and reiterating

his conviction that divestment
is a "complex issue," as well as

assuring everyone that the Col-

lege "deplores apartheid."

bly won't be an immediate
effect on campus recycling

this year, "the problem next

year will be that the person

who picks up our recycling

material will not be able to

compete with the big distribu-

tors" who will be recycling

now too.

There will still be things to

be recycled here, of course,

such as food jars from the co-

ops and wine bottles. Jenks-

Jay hopes to keep recycling

alive on campus by "working
out something where we could

collaborate with the commun-
ity," which also has an exten-

sive recycling program.

fHeeupsMOP
Hair Salon of the 80's

WllllamslDwn. MA
458-9167

Bennington, VT

80^442-9823

Pitlsdeld, MA
4134439816

4134479576

CALL for an appointment or just WALK

GIFT CERTIFICATES
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Prof. Blasts Nukes
by Peter Muz and Ned Ladd
The United States has

reached a critical point In the

arms race, claimed biology

professor Barton Slatko at a
Tyler House Talk last Tuesday
night.

Because nuclear weapons
are becoming standard battle-

field equipment "the com-
mand to use these weapons
will be diverted to a lower
level, making it possible for a
conflict comparable to the

Falklands to escalate into an
all-out nuclear war," he said,

pointing to West Germany and
the Middle East as potential

hot spots.

Slatko explained that the

concept of a "limited and
winable nuclear war" has
made the horrors of nuclear
war more palatable to some
diplomats. He feared that this

false confidence could make
nuclear war a terrifying real-

ity in our lifetime.

Psychic numbness
He also spoke of a "psychic

numbness" which prevents
people from honestly facing

the concept of nuclear war.
This detachment, said Slatko,

allows people to overlook the

fact that both the United
States and Soviet Union now
possess more than enough
weapons to blow up the entire

world several times over.

In spite of this, people
clamor for more powerful and
destructive weapons. "The
problem," he continued, "is

with the political system
which is geared to keep the

arms race going."

Technology, too, has
advanced so much that

S. African Investments

Professor Barton Slatko
denounced new nuclear weap-
onry and endorsed a nuclear

freeze at Tyler House last Tues-

day. (Plonsker)

today's weapons are far more
destructive than before.

Slatko cited the development
of first strike and counterforce

weapons such as the MX and
Pershing II missiles as factors

which could bring us closer to

a nuclear holocaust.

"We are still at the point that

if someone fires a first strike,

the counterblow will do
serious damage. But with the

advent of these new weapons,

if the Soviets think we have
first strike capability, their

best defense may be to fire on

us before we fire on them," he

said.

Freeze necessary

In light of these develop-

ments, Slatko sees the grow-

ing nuclear freeze movement
as a necessary declaration of

intent by the U.S. to start end-

ing the weapons race, and
even as a catalyst "toward
fruitful U.S. -Soviet arms
negotiations."

Continued from Page 1

Possible divestiture

If thesefour delinquent corpo-

rations do not respond or show
evidence of progress against

apartheid, the committee could

recommend divestiture. This

has occurred only once in the

history of the committee,
according to Markgraf.

During the 1980-81 school year
Newmont Industries failed to

respond to committee Inquiries

about wage policy in South

Africa. "We became frustrated

with the management," said

Markgraf, "and recommended
divestiture to the Trustees'

Finance Committee." The
Finance Committee accepted

this recommendation and, with

the trustees approval, sold all

stock in Newmont Industries in

.January 1981.

Concerns about nuclear pro-

liferation also arose during the

ACSR meeting. Reed felt that

nuclear weapons and nuclear

energy would be the most com-
mon referendum topic on corpo-

ration proxies. These proxies

are scheduled to come out with
corporation annual reports
sometime this month. They will

allow shareholders to vote on
social Issues that directly relate

to corporation activities.

Nuclear options

Committee Chairman Dick
Lamb '71 explained that the var-

ious stockholder proposals
ranged from complete abandon-
ment of all nuclear technology
to the banning of production of

"offensive nuclear weapons."
The committee agreed that
each proxy should be consi-

dered separately and that no
general decision on nuclear pol-

icy should be made.
Political Science Professor

Vincent Barnett spoke of the
need for communication
between Williams and other col-

leges on these and other proxy
Issues. Committee member
John Agostini '76 was appointed
to gather information regarding
proxy coordination among
small New England colleges.

College Council
Continued from Page 1

transfer system without con-
sulting College Council, despite
assurances that they would do
so."

After an amendment was
added altering the debate for-

mat originally proposed to a
panel discussion, the proposal
passed 20-0 with two absten-
tions. The panel will tentatively

be held February 2 and the ref-

erendum over two days, Febru-
ary 3 and 4.

Though concern was voiced
that an open forum would con-
fuse the issue. Ward expressed
the prevailing sentiment in say-
ing that the Council's views
should be tested by student
opinion.

$11,000 found
The meeting opened with the

surprise announcement that
$11,000 of Council funds had

been discovered in a previously
unknown account. The Business
Office had diverted the money
to the wrong account. The
"new" money raises the Coun-
cil sustaining fund to $16,000.

"It was rough funding groups
this year," said John Small,
Council treasurer. He pointed
out that "people do feel that
they were short-changed, and
now they'll be coming back for

more. '

' The Finance Committee
will meet and distribute the
newly-found money as groups
come forward to ask for it.

The recent closing of the Log
to students under the drinking
age (20) was also discussed at
the meeting. "We have to watch
out for ourselves," said Council
president Stuart Robinson '83,

and emphasized that being
admitted to the Log is a privi-

lege. Underclassmen voiced

strong dissatisfaction with the
situation.

Record criticized

Criticism was directed at the
Record for publishing the
names of students arrested in
the incidents that led up to the
placement of restrictions on the
Log.

Several people present,
including one person whose
name had been published, felt

that the Record should be held
directly accountable to the Col-
lege Council, since it receives
funds from the Council, and said
that the Record editors should
be called before the Council to

explain its policy.

Robinson and Ward opposed
this suggestion, referring to it

as censorship. Robinson, noting
his control of the agenda,
refused to allow a vote on the
matter.

CLEANERS
ANDLAUNDERERS

Williamstown Store

DID YOU MISS OUR
GRAND OPENING SPECIALS?

MEN'S
AND LADIES'

SLACKS
3 PAIR

CLEANED FOR
THE PRICE

OF 2
*

*Williamstown store only

\

VUjI
^

c^

S.l'Rifli? s-r <1'

a w
-N

Now Thru the End of January

10%
^PP Regular
VJW^r^ Price

ALL DRYCLEANING
ORDERS WITH
STUDENT

ID

FREE
1 SWEATER

CLEANED AND
FINISHED

with each

order

TREET CLEANERS SERVICES INCLUDE...
• QUALITY DRY CLEANING
• SHIRT AND LAUNDRY SERVICE

COMPARE PRICES
AND SAVE

HOURS:

• LEATHER AND SUEDE PROCESSING
• ALTERATIONS & REPAIRS

COMPARE QUALITY
and be SATISFIED

MONDAY thru FRIDAY 8:00 am to 5:00 pm SATURDAY 8:30 am to 1:00 pm
1 1 7 Latham Street Bottom of Spring Street, Williamstown MA

• FUR & APPAREL STORAGE
• FREE OFF STREET PARKING

COMPARE SERVICE
and SMILE
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Track races ahead Sportshorts
by Lyman Casey

Victories In the field events

put Williams out In front early,

and several strong performan-

ces In running events stretched

the lead as the Eph traclt team's

77 points bested Union (62

points), Hamilton (24 points)

and Hartwick (10 points) in

Schenectady Saturday.

Paul Toland '85 jumped an
outstanding 6'5" to win the high

Jump, and Tomas Alejandro '83

and Hugh Hulzenga '84 also

came up with victories in the

long jump and triple jump.

Bo Parker '84 and Alejandro,

both established stars in New
England Division HI track and,

along with John Kowalik '83,

tri-captalns of the team, are

usually counted upon to come
through with wins in several

events. Saturday was no excep-

tion to the rule for these two.

Alejandro added a win In the

50 meter dash, and Parker won
both the 1000 and 1500 meter
runs. Ian Brzezinski '86 then ran

away with the 3000 meter run.

Union strong

The victory over a surpris-

ingly strong Union squad was
sealed by the 1500 meter relay

squad of Ted Leon '84, Bill Love
'86, Kevin Jenkins '85 and Ale-

jandro, which came from
behind to win.

The women's track team,

shorthanded this weekend, ran

well against an overpowering
Dartmouth Squad and tough

Union, Hamilton, and Hartwick
entries, but managed just nine

points.

The men and women each

face tough meets at home on

Friday at 6; 00 against Spring-

field, Westfield, and Albany.

The meet will be the Ephs' first

home appearance of the season.

Swimmers undefeated-
Continued from Page 10

(12:00.3). The Medley Relay
team won with a combined time
of 2:00.2.

Looking ahead
Both undefeated Williams

teams are looking forward to

the nationals later this season.

Coach Carl Samuelson hopes
that if the athletes stay healthy,

the Ephs will have a chance at

winning the titles.

Williams has two home meets
on Saturday. The men face

UMass while the women will

battle Smith. Samuelson
expects Smith to be an espe-

cially tough challenge for the

Ephwomen. Depth seems to be

the only problem for the tal-

ented squad. Should the women
defeat Smith it would be a prom-
ising sign for the nationals.

Pucksters lose

The women's hockey team
lost the Molly Stark tournament

this weekend, losing Saturday

night to a strong Colby team 21-

0, and losing the consolation

game to Middlebury 6-3 on

Sunday.
Team members say they

prefer to think about losing Sat-

urday by three—touchdowns.
They were disappointed, as they

thought they played well, but

Colby was too powerful.

Beth Ebel, Pam Brlggs, and

Bea Fuller scored the three

goals Sunday in a game
marked by Improved defense.

Middlebury scored the two insu-

rance goals in the last two

minutes.

Squashmen trounced

The varsity squash team had
a rough week, losing to both
Princeton and Yale and drop-

ping to 10-2 on the season.

Princeton, the nation's top-

ranked team last year, had little

trouble with the Ephs, winning
every match 3-0 en route to an
overwhelming 9-0 victory.

Yale, number three last year

behind Princeton and Harvard,

was a much different story as

three Williams players won and
three others came within strik-

ing distance. The team's top

three, juniors Greg Zaff, Tom
Harrity and Jeff Sultar all went
down to defeat, but number four

man Billy Nau and co-captains

Jamie King and Matt Lynch
came through with solid wins—
Nau, 3-1, King, 3-0 and Lynch,
3-1, to make the match score

close at 6-3.

The team's next match is at

home Friday against Rochester
at 3 pm.

Squash successes

The women's squash team
won two matches this week—7-0

over Middlebury on Saturday

and 4-3 over Dartmouth on

Tuesday.
"Everyone played very

well," said Coach Renzie Lamb.
"Only two matches went to five

games, and those were because
of a lack of concentration on our

part. All of our players were bet-

ter than theirs."

Tuesday's 4-3 win was the

Ephwomen's first ever over

Dartmouth. The win is signifi-

cant as it means that the Willi-

ams team could move up to

compete in Division I.

Number three player Cassie

Fisher '84 clinched the match in

a close 3-2 playoff victory.

Number two Hilary Thomas '85,

number six Liz Cole '83 and
number seven Amina Mahmood
'84 all crushed their opponents
3-0.

Lamb said, "We proved in

this match that we can come up
against the big teams and win."

Skiers warm up

The ski teams had a scrim-
mage with some of their top

rivals last weekend.
Coach Bud Fisher said he was

pleased with the women's
results, as captain Ellen
Chandler '83 finished tenth,

Sara Bates '85 was 13th, and
Karla Miller '85 was 15th.

Fisher was less pleased with
the men's X-C results, but was
confident that they would
improve for the St. Lawrence
Carnival next weekend.
The alpine teams did not

return until Monday.

AFLOWER IS WORTH
ATHODSAND WORDS.

Co/an/a/ SAopp/aa Center ®

JOSEPH E. DEWEY WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.

...._ „ 01267
9:00 - 5:00

- - •
- —

Mon.-Sat. ^^^ /w-^k "M'T*

'"
-. \ Ail Q n ^ *"-!

458-5717

QRADUATE STUDIES IN

BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH

Basic Medical Science Department

Active Researcli Programs

Seelting Qualified Applicants

Tuition and Stipend

Support Available

For Further Information Contact:

Graduate Committee
Department of Pliysioiogy

Albany Medical College

Albany, N.Y. 12208

(518-44S-S651)

GATSBYS

BOOT SALE
• Frye

• Acme
• Dingo

• Timberland

• Zodiac

• Danelie

UP TO 50% OFF
31 Spring St. — Williamstown

• GATSBYS •
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Undefeated

Swimmers kick ahead
Hoopsters net second in tourney

by Andrew Garfield

After braving a snow storm
which dumped over a foot on

New Haven, the men's and
women's swim teams raced to

decisive victories over Southern
Connecticut State College.

Led by Rob Bowman '83 and
Rob Sommer '84, the men
Increased their record to 4-0

with the 70-43 triumph. Bowman
won the 500 freestyle (4:54.1)

and the 1000 freestyle (10: 03.3).

Sommer won the 200 backstroke

(2:02.1) and the 200 Individual

medley (2:02.5). BUI Couch '86

finished second In the 500 free

with an impressive time of

4: 56.8. Ben Aronson '83 was the

runner-up in the 1000 free.

The other winners Included

Dave Johnson '83 in the 200

breast (2:18.5), Peter Orphanos
'85 In the 200 fly (2:01.9) and Will

Andrew '86 In the 200 free

(1: 48.5). Jeff Mills '84 turned In

a solid performance by finish-

ing second in the 50 free (22.5)

and the 100 free (48.9).

The team of Couch, Johnson,
Orphanos and Frank Fritz '83

won the Medley Relay with a

time of 3:46.5. Jim Stockton '83

won the 3 meter dive competi-

tion and came in second In the

one meter dives.

Women win big

The women sunk Southern
Connecticut 107-36, losing only

two events. Freshman Kathy
Klrmayer led the charge, win-

ning the 100 backstroke (1: 04.1)

and qualifying for the nationals

with a 2: 18.7 victory time in the

200 back.

Senior Co-Captains Katie
Hudner and Liz Jex each won
two events while Kim Eckrlch
'85 won three. Hudner won the

100 IM (1:06.3) and the 50 free

(26.3). Jex was triumphant in

the 200 free (2:01.7) and the 500

free (5: 29.8) . Eckrlch prevailed

in the lOObrease (1: 14.1) , the 200

breast (2:39.3) and the 400 IM
(4:58.2).

Dina Esposlto '83 won both the

one meter and 3 meter diving

events. Other winners Included

Rachel Stauffer '85 in the 100

free (57.3), Cecelia Cleplela '84

In the 200 fly (2: 24.2) and Jonna
Kurucz '85 In the 1000 free

Continued on Page 9

Tracy Burrows '84 goes up for a

shot in the Ephwomen's 51-46

victory over IVIIddlebury Satur-

day in the first round of the

IMolly Stark tourney. Williams

lost the championship to Colby
Sunday. (Shapiro)

Icemen skate into second place
by Dave Woodworth

The men's varsity hockey squad placed
second in the Lake Forest Invitational tourney
played in Chicago this weekend. Williams won
Its opening game against host Lake Forest, 4-3,

but lost to Bowdoln in the finals by a 5-2 count.

In the championship game, Bowdoln regis-
tered the first four goals of the contest. Williams
finally got on the board at 2: 55 of the third period
when Brian Rutledge '85 tallied unassisted, cut-
ting the lead to 4-1.

The Polar Bears' John Theberge (with two
goals and an assist on the night), stretched the
margin to 5-1 shortly thereafter, however,
essentially putting the game away. The Ephs'
Rich Jackson '85 rounded out the scoring with a

goal at the buzzer, assisted by Mike Uretsky '85

and Rutledge.

Once again Dan Finn '84 faced a barrage of

shots, 52 In all, and turned aside 47 of them.
Williams, on the other hand, managed only a
comparatively paltry 32 shots.

Hat trick

Williams got Into the finals by virtue of a 4-3

win over Lake Forest on Friday night. Jeff Pot-
ter '85 was the hero of that game, as he notched
Williams' first hat trick of the season. Dan Finn
turned In another brilliant performance, mak-
ing 41 saves. With a midweek loss at Middleb-
ury, Williams' record drops to 3-7 on the year.
The team travels to Salem State tonight, then

to Union on Saturday.

Chiefs scalp Ephs in massacre
by Jolin Clayton

In two tough road games, the
basketball team lost 80-64 to

Springfield Saturday and 72-70

to Dartmouth last Tuesday.

AU-Amerlcan guard Buddy
Clarke scored 26 points and
Gary GrumoU added 24 to pace
the Chiefs. Springfield led
throughout the game; the Ephs
cut the lead to two at 48-46 with
12 minutes left, but could not
keep up with the powerful
Chiefs.

Pidoriano leads
Art Pidoriano '84 once again

led Williams with 20 points. Co-
captaln Scott Olesen netted 12
and junior Dave Krupskl added
11 for the Ephmen.

The Chiefs jumped out to an
early lead, with CzerapowIcz
defenslng Pidoriano well,
although Krupskl scored all of

his 11 points in that half.

The halftime score was 39-31,

Springfield. But Williams ran
off six In a row at the beginning
of the second half to cut the lead

to 39-37.

The game then remained
close until the eight-minute

mark, as Clarke and Grumoll

paced the Chief's to the win.
The game was a physical one,

as Krupskl, Olesen, Pidoriano,

and Springfield's Dan Czerapo-
wIcz fouled out. Williams com-
mitted 25 fouls in the game, 18 in

the second half, as the Eph front

line had trouble containing 6-7

center. Pedro De La Cruz (11

points).

Springfield (7-1) Is second in

the Division II New England
standings.

Near upset
The hoopsters faced more

upper-division competition last

Tuesday, when they just missed
upsetting Division I Dartmouth.

With the score tied at 70 and
1: 33 remaining, Williams called
a time-out to set up a stall for the
last shot. However, with 30
seconds left, the Ephs fumbled
the ball out of bounds.

After another time-out and a
Big Green stall. Matt Stewart
got free for a baseline shot.

Although the shot missed, Pido-
riano was called for a contro-
versial foul on the play, and
Stewart hit the two free throw
with three seconds remaining.

Even so, the Ephmen just

missed sending the game Into

overtime, as senior Andy Good-
win's desperation shot hit the
rum at the buzzer.

McNicholas off bench
Pidoriano led all scorers with

26 points. Junior forward John
McNicholas came off the bench
to score 21 points, as he got hot

from outside.

Dartmouth (5-7) dominated
the first half, with their lead
peaking at 13. However, the
Ephmen came back in the
second half, with Pidoriano and
McNicholas leading the way,
with their lead peaking at 63-59.

The last five minutes were a
back-and-forth defensive bat-

tle, with McNicholas and Olesen
doing an impressive job on the

bigger Dartmouth forwards.

Difficult schedule
In the middle of the difficult

part of their schedule, Williams
travels to Trinity tonight for

their third road game in a row.

Trinity Is ranked In the top ten in

Division III In New England.
The team then returns to face
Connecticut College at home
Saturday night at 8: 00.

by Ward Katsanis

The women's basketball team took second place in the Molly
Stark Classic over the weekend by beating Mlddlebury 51-46 on
Saturday, but falling to Colby in the championship game, 56-31 on
Sunday.
Poor shooting (9 of 38) in the first half put the Ephs behind 24-18 on

Sunday. In the second half, Colby came out running and moved the
ball inside to pull away from Williams. The final score ended 56-31

to give Colby the championship.
T. K. Meehan '83 led Williams with 14 points in leading the squad

to second place in the tourney. Therese Langlols scored 18 points for
Colby.

Williams Coach Sue Hudson-Hamblln cited her team's small
bench and inability to match Colby's pace as the difference In the
game.

Against Mlddlebury in the first round, Williams jumped to a 27-17
halftime lead. The Panthers whittled down the lead throughout the
second half. The game was a see-saw battle through the last ten
minutes until Meehan sank two free throws with 1: 45 remaining to
put Williams ahead for good.
Senior Kathy Evans iced the game with a jumper and two free

throws in the last 40 seconds.
Evans led all scorers with 15 points, and Meehan chipped in with

12. Hudson-Hamblln commented that Williams' press and defense
were very effective. She was also pleased that the team never lost
its cool.

In the consolation game Sunday, Hamilton College soundly
defeated the Panthers by a 67-26 margin.
The Molly Stark tournament is traditionally hosted by Mlddleb-

ury, but this year was moved to Williams.

Earlier In the week Williams faced a powerful Dartmouth squad
and lost 74-28. Tracy Burrows '84 netted 12 points and collected 11
rebounds for Williams.

The team plays Hamilton tomorrow at Hamilton and Union this
Saturday at home at 6: 00.

Grapplers go down

Fall to WPI, Albany State
by Chris Clarey

The wrestling team lost both
Its games this week—30-9 to

highly regarded WPI and 35-7 to

Albany State.

Saturday's match against
WPI, originally scheduled as a
trl-meet with including RPI,
featured close matches and low
scoring.

The lower weights were once
again a handicap to Williams'

cause, as the team was forced to

forfeit at 118 lbs. and lost at 126,

134 and 142 lbs. consecutively.

Narrow the gap
Trl-captaln John Leahy '84,

wrestling for the first time this

year after his recovery from
knee problems, finally
stemmed the tide at 150 lbs. with
a 6-2 win over Nick Trlantafell.

Leahy controlled the match
from the beginning, scoring the
first four points and allowing
Trlantafell points only on
escapes.

Sophomore Jeff May took a
minor decision 7-1 at 158 lbs.

over Paul Wyman, raising his

individual record to 4-1 and nar-
rowing the match gap to ten
points.

However, WPI bounced right
back, sweeping the next three
weight classes and putting the

match far out of Williams'
reach at 30-6.

Positive note

One final positive note for the

Ephmen was heavyweight Gary
Stosz's 9-8 victory over George
Duane In the meet's finfl

match. Stosz used his 240 lbs. to

good advantage, controlling
Duane throughout most of the

match and gaining the decision

on the basis of "riding time."
Despite the loss, Coach Joe

Dailey was "still pleased with
the team's performance" stat-

ing ' 'we expected WPI would be
tough, but their skill coupled

with our nagging injuries was
too much to overcome."

Loss to Albany
Only juniors Dave Blcknell at

177 lbs. and trl-captaln Chris

Woodworth at 190 lbs. emerged
with wins as Albany State

pinned four Williams wrestlers

and decisloned three others In

Wednesday's match.
Albany put the match out of

reach early, sweeping the first

six matches and amassing a 30-0

lead.

Blcknell's 17-8 victory over
Doug Slater showcased Blck-
nell's technical skill and quick
escape ability. Rough, brawling
action was prevalent in Wood-
worth's 5-4 win over John Dehn.

Tri-captain John Leahy '84 hat the upper hand over Nick Triantaleli In
Saturday'* wrestling match against WPI. Ephs lost, 30-9. (Plonsker)
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WAAC begins

hunger strike
Written by Ned Ladd; reported

by Jeff Brainard, Katya Hokan-

ton, Dan Keating and Ned Ladd.

The Williams Anti-Apartheid

Coalition (WAAC) declared a
hunger strike to protest Willi-

ams's investments in South Africa

after meeting with the Trustees'
Finance Committee last week.
Three of its members began
fasting Friday evening.

Trustees on the Committee
expressed anger at the "prear-

ranged hunger strike" and felt

that itwould have "no effect" on
their deliberations concerning
divestment of College funds
from South Africa.

WAAC had agreed to send ten
representatives to the Finance
Committee meeting, but all of
the estimated 150 participants

in a rally held before the meet-
ing crowded into the Hopkins
Hall conference room.
WAAC spokesman Steve

Sowle '83 presented itsdemands
that the College divest in 15
companies which have been
cited by WAAC for non-
compliance with the Sullivan

Principles, withdraw all short-

term deposits from banks which
loan money to South Africa, and
restructure the Advisory Com-
mittee on Shareholder Respon-
sibility (ACSR) to include
student-elected members.

No ch&nse in policy
Finance .Committee Chair-

man Charles Mott said these
demands required further study
and declined to respond. Sowle
then immediately announced
the commencement of the
hunger strike.

The three hunger strikers are
seniors Derede Arthur and Eric
Fernald and Junior Mark White.

They have moved into Hopkins
room 12 where they have
announced plans to remain until

their demands are met.

College President John
Chandler stated that there will

be no immediate change in the

Trustee's investment policy as
a result of the strike. He said he
was personally "distressed" by
the strike and feared for the
health of the strikers.

Chandler also explained that

although the implications of the

hunger strike were serious, the
WAAC petition advocating div-

estment, which was signed by
1200 students, carried more
weight. "The Trustees will take
seriously this outpouring of sen-

timent," he said.

"Pressure tactics"

Chandler expressed dismay
at what he called the "pressure
tactics" used by WAAC in Fri-

day's meeting, saying, "the
Trustees were frustrated,
annoyed, and even angry in the
hot, uncomfortable room
jammed full of people." He
blamed WAAC for making the
meeting "a mockery" and said
that the Trustees had little time
to respond to the issues brought
up by WAAC.
Dean of the College Daniel

O'Connor charged that the
members of WAAC never
intended to hear out the Trus-
tees in the first place.
WAAC spokeman Sowle

admitted that WAAC had been
"considering extreme action
for a while" but cited frustration

with what he termed continued
Trustee inaction as the primary
motivation behind the hunger
strike.

Continued on Page 5

Junior Mark White
(above) addresses
a crowd of 150 Wil-

liams Anti-Apar-
theid Coalition
supporters at a
rally In front ol

Hopkins Hall before
Friday's Finance
Committee meet-
ing. Later, after the
Trustees refused to
respond imme-
diately to WAAC's
demands. White
iolned senior De-
rede Arthur (right)

and Eric Fernald In

a hunger strike to
force the College
to divest.

(Schelbe)

Women^s studies may be offered
by Lucy Lytle

A proposal to offer a concentration In women's
studies was unanimously passed by the Commit-
tee on Educational Policy (CEP) in their meeting
last week. The Committee is also considering a

proposal to make Introductory Italian a year-long

course. If approved by the faculty at their Feb-
ruary 9 meeting, the women's studies program
would go into effect next fall. The program
requires students to take Women's Studies 101

(Introduction to Feminist Thought) and Women's
Studies 401 (a senior seminar) as well as an addi-

tional three Women's Studies electives from at

least two departments.

Calling it "a strong, well-conceived, valuable

program," CEP chairman Lawrence Graver is

optimistic that the proposal will be approved by
the faculty. Women's Studies Advisory Commit-
tee member Rosemarie Tong agreed, admitting
that ' 'the committee anticipates that the proposal

will do very well on the faculty floor."

Tong noted, however, that despite "strong
faculty commitment to teaching women's stu-

dies" and demonstrated student interest, there

are "gaps" in the number of the program's elec-

tive courses in anthropology, biology and
psychology.

Tong expects this situation to Improve because
the anthropology department recently made "a
definite commitment to hire someone to teach a
women's studies course, such as 'Anthropology of

Sex Roles' " while the biology and psychology
departments "are exploring the possibility" of

developing more Women's Studies programs.

TheCEP will consider the Italian proposal next
month as part of a package for the Romanic lan-

guages. Citing "a growing student interest in lan-

guages," increased participation in the Junior
Year Abroad program, and a "big turnout" for

the beginning Italian course offered during Win-
ter Study, Dean of the Faculty Francis Oakley
stated "I don't see any problems in getting the

proposal approved."

If passed by the CEP, the proposal, which pro-

vides for a regular two-semester course with a
sustaining program during Winter Study, will go
before the faculty for approval at a meeting tenta-

tively scheduled for March 16.

Pending approval of the proposal, a former Wil-
liams professor currently teaching at North
Adams State College has been contacted and,
according to Oakley, is "very enthusiastic" alx>ut
the possibility of teaching Italian at Wlllams. His
appointment also depends on approval by the
Board of Trustees.

Trustees discuss

Admissions, Log
by "Hm Johnson and Jack Mayher

A proposal to enlarge the freshman class to about 510 students In

the near future was introduced to the Trustees at their meeting last

Thursday night with the Committee on Undergraduate Life (CUL)

.

The new house transfer policy, effective this spring, and problems
involving the Log were also discussed extensively.

"We recognize that the greater part of this school's talent and
diversity is found in the prospective freshman applicant pool, not in

our transfer and exchange programs," explained Dean of Fresh-
men Cris Roosenraad.
The admission committee has aimed for an Incoming class of 490

students in part years. Raising that numl>er to 510 would give
Williams a student body of 1910.

The inflexibility of campus housing constitutes the main barrier
to the proposal, however. The six current freshman dorms will not
be abi" to accommodate the new Increase, Roosenraad said.

Scattered freshmen
One proposal, termed "scattering" by Roosenraad, would dis-

tribute about 20 students, deemed "exceptionally mature" by the

admissions committee, among upperclass houses. Dean Daniel
O'Connor added that such students would be older members of the

freshman class who had deferred their admission for a year or

more. There are four freshmen currently living in upperclass
dorms.

Continued on Page 7
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The Next Step
As the dining halls beconne filled with chatter of "South

Africa," "Apartheid," and "divestment," it seems that the

hunger strike being staged in Hopkins Hall has had some positive

effects. It has captured student attention.

Like the strike three years ago it is designed to shake up the
College administration by threatening the school's reputation,

and to stir up student support for a cause. It acts as a spark in an
environment as stagnant as created by the trustees. Williams
College is extremely vulnerable to this tactic. This happens year
after year.

The Trustees can be convinced only by discourse on their

level. Informed, intellectual debate might move the Trustees.
There is a danger that they will view the emotional pleas and
petitions as a step towards the typical Williams "Issue of the

Year" movement. The Trustees know they can wait out these

surges and proceed unscathed.

If serious—and this issue deserves serious commitment— the

Williams community is capable of confronting the Trustees and
winning. The College's experts, both students and faculty, on
Africa, economics, investment and other related issues can per-

suade rather than pressure the Trustees. Convincing them that

divestment does not mean financial disaster—their main
concern—may sway them.

WAAC justifies the strike saying that the Trustees ignore
action within the institutional framework. Unfortunately, WAAC
has not presented sufficient evidence that this framework has
been exhausted. Has WAAC followed theACSR's action involving

companies cited for noncompliance with the Sullivan Principles

over the last few years? If these companies refused ACSR over-

tures, then, according to the Trustees' policy, the College should
have divested. But WAAC spokesmen have presented no specific

evidence to prove that the College is not following these guide-
lines. If the Trustees see this ongoing supervision, they will play
by the rules. WAAC must prove negligence by the Trustees for
radical action to be justified.

WAAC is right in its goal and its demand for action. The strike
has moved divestiture up on the Trustees' agenda, but it will not
end their procrastination. For the next round of the battle we must
show that our interest is not fleeting. The Trustees claim that we
are not well informed on the issue, but research on investment
alternatives and specific cases of failure to divest will compel the
Trustees to take our demands seriously.

Quotation of the Week
"However disgusted I am with the Parks

Department and Gordon Davis, I am forced to

admit that Gordon Davis did graduate from the

same college I did, Williams, and I would never

call him a nincompoop because he copied all his

answers off my papers."

—George Steinbrenner '52

EDITOKS-l.\.
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Trustees clarify College position on divestment
In view oj the continitinif campus discussion of

whether \f illiams should refuse to ini'est in

companies that do business in or with South Africa,

the Trustees wish to set forth their position on the

ttarious issues implicit in the question of the College's

responsibilities as an investor. The statement here

will reiterate some of the points made in our

statement of August, 1978. (This statement teas

originally printed in the Record, January, 1980.)

A college is In essence a community of

teachers and students committed to the

pursuit of knowledge and to the nurturing

and development In Its members of those

dispositions and skills conducive to the discovery,

understanding, preservation and transmission of

knowledge. That commitment defines the College's

central mission, which is fundamentally intellectual

and educational in nature rather than political or

economic. Only by strict adherence to that

commitment can the College properly serve not

merely the immediate needs of its own membership
but also the long-term needs of society at large. And
that commitment Is a profoundly moral one. Against

Its exacting demands all other claims on the

College's moral energies and financial resources

must carefully be weighed.

By virtue of their office and as custodians of the

College's endowment the Trustees incur several

obligations. In the first place, they are obligated to

maintain the conditions necessary for Williams to

fulfill its intellectual and educational mission, both

now and in the Indefinite future. In the second place,

they are morally and legally obliged to respect the

Intentions of those who gave the funds that constitute

the College's endowment. Those donors clearly

Intended that their gifts be used to further the

College's educational mission. In light of this

consideration, and in the third place, the Trustees

must respond with great caution to any suggestion

that the College's resources and Influence be

diverted to serve ends not immediately related to

that primary mission. Any such diversion not only

risks calling Into question the College's faithfulness

to the Intentions of the donors to whom it owes Its

existence and continuing vitality, but also carries

with it the threat of dividing and politicizing the

institution and thus Jeopardizing its ability to iulfill

its mission. But a further—and fourth—duty of the

Trustees is to ensure that the College conducts Its

business, including the Investment of its endowed

funds. In a legal and moral fashion. In particular, as

an Investor In American corporations that do some of

their business abroad, the College through its

Trustees has a right to expect companies in which it

owns shares to follow business policies and practices

in their foreign and domestic operations that are

broadly consistent with the moral and social Ideals of

American society.

Meeting all these obligations In a balanced fashion

is not easy. The obligations are often in tension one

with another, and, even when they are not, they are

likely to generate perplexing dilemmas capable of

dividing into rival camps even people who are

unified In their devotion to the College and in

agreement concerning the abhorrence of particular

social and political conditions In the larger society

and world. Moral condescension and the tactics of

political mobilization have little to contribute to the

resolution of such dilemmas. Economic affairs

present a much more tangled spectacle than that of

simple choices between financial gain and respect

for human rights. In making responsible judgments

and decisions one must distinguish moral turpitude

from the complexity, confusion and intrusions of

uncontrollable events that often characterize

economic affairs. Choosing a responsible course of

action requires, therefore, a patient process of

rational deliberation, pursued in an atmosphere of

openness, calm, objectivity and civility.

These generalizations are pertinent when one

considers any of the many issues which particular

individuals and groups wish to address through the

use of institutional endowment policies. While there

has been Interest at Williams and elsewhere in using

shareholder positions to influence decisions on

nuclear power, environmental questions, weapons
manufacture and other Issues, the primary focus of

concern has been American business activity in

South Africa.

Perhaps it would be helpful to set forth some
practical concerns that the Trustees must weigh
when they are urged to adopt a policy of divesting

the stock of companies with South African

operations.

South African operations usually represent a small

fraction—typically less than one percent—of the total

business activity of those American companies that

have a presence there. But the numl)er of American
corporations with some practical involvement in

South Africa is large, representing about half the

stock value of companies traded on the New York

Dlveslment supporters pack the Trustees' Finance Committee meeting last Friday to press Antl-Aparmeu

Coalition demands. (Scheibe)

Stock Exchange. Were shareholding In such
companies to be foreclosed to the College its list of

{>otentlal Investments would be severely constricted.

Indeed, some categories of attractive investment

opportunity would be almost totally eliminated.

Moreover, many companies that do business in South
Africa also extend generous supi>ort to Institutions of

higher education, including Williams. In case of a
deiclson to divest, the College must in consistency

decide whether it can properly continue to accept

contributions from companies whose stock It refuses

to own. Again, It has to determine whether It can
accept contributions from the matching gift

programs of many of those same companies.
Williams receives hundreds of such gifts yearly that

match (sometimes In a 2-for-l or 3-for-l formula) the

contributions of those Williams alumni and parents
who work for those companies. A generalized policy

of divestment. If consistently pursued, would suggest

that the College refuse to accept those matching
contributions, and that decision would almost
certainly disrupt relations with many alumni.

Important as these practical considerations are,

there are more basic Issues that also need to be

addressed.

All agree that apartheid Is clearly inimical to the

moral and social Ideals of American society. All

agree, too, that that fact calls for careful monitoring

There is virtually no

evidence to suggest that

selling a company's stock is

an effective way to

influence that company's

behavior.

by the College insofar as it hold shares in companies
with South African operations. Neither of these

points Is at Issue. What is at issue is the nature of the

action to be taken and the objective for which it Is

taken. For some, both action and objective are clear,

simple, and straighare clear, simple and straight

forward. The action: divestment of stocks in all

companies with operations in South Africa. The
objective: forcing the withdrawal of American
companies from that troubled land in the hope of

promoting Its economic isolation. For others, no less

concerned about the moral Issues involved, the

matter remains a good deal more problematic. They
believe that the question of whether to subject South

Africa to a policy of economic isolation is a

legitimate and important Issue for the American
government to decide but are troubled by the

suggestion that colleges should adopt an official

position on the question. Passing beyond that

fundamental issue, they remain unconvinced that the

objective of forcing the withdrawal of American
companies from South Africa is necessarily a

desirable one for the South African people

themselves. They are even less convinced—even If It

were desirable—that the divestment of stock by

colleges and universities would do much to promote

that end. Instead, they advocate as a more
appropriate and effective measure the use of the

College's position as a stockholder to influence the

American companies in which it holds shares to

conduct their foreign operations in accord with broad
principles of conduct generally accepted by U.S.

companies.

It is with the latter viewpoint, shared by the

overwhelming majority of American colleges and
universities, that the Trustees chose to align
themselves In 1978 and with which they continue to

align themselves today. There is virtually no
evidence to suggest that selling a company s stock Is

an effective way to influence that company's
behavior. On the other hand, there Is growing
evidence that companies are responsive when even a
small percentage of shares are voted against

management. Accordingly, the Trustees continue to

believe that the most effective and resfwnsible way
for the College to influence the t)ehavlor of

companies is through careful use of its proxy powers
as a shareholder, in combination with other forms of

communication with management.
With regard to business operations in South Africa

the principles formulated (and updated) by the

Reverend Leon Sullivan will in most instances

constitute a practical statement of the standards
accepted by American companies in their operations

within the United States, and the Trustees hereby
reaffirm their stated commitment to the effort to

p>&rsuade American companies operating In South

Africa to adopt and abide by those principles. If

conversations, letters, and shareholder resolutions

fall over a reasonable period of time to persuade the

managers of a company that the Sullivan principles

or their equivalent should be adopted and followed,

then there would be good grounds for questioning the

willingness or capacity of the company's
management to run the business in a fashion

deserving of the support of the College. This
judgment could, in an extreme instance, lead to the

decision to sell the stock, recognizing that such a
decision to sell would also terminate any possibility

of Influencing company policies through the

prerogatives of a shareholder.

While the Trustees are responsible for overall

investment policy in both its financial and social

dimensions, they rely on the Advisory Committee on
Shareholder Responsibilities to recommend specific

actions with respect to ethical and social questions

pertaining to the companies in which the College

holds shares. In the past they have in fact adopted
most of the committee's recommendations. Including
a recommendation last year to sell the College's

stock in a particular company. They commend Its

painstaking and thoughtful work and urge members
of the Williams community to convey to the Advisory
Committee those views and concerns that relate to

questions properly falling within its purview.
As the Trustees continue to deal with questions

relating to the College's responsibilities a$ a
shareholder their principal concern will be to

preserve the College's capacity to discharge its

central Intellectual and educational mission not only
now but into the indefinite future. As they come to

grips with the enormous complexities of these issues
and discharge the full range of their obligations they
will continue to need the patience, support and
understanding of the Williams community as a

whole.
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Back to Basie
by Marc Mazzone

It
was more than respect for the Count Basie legend

that brought the Saturday night audience to Its feet

before a single note had been played, more even than
admiration for the determination with which the 79-

year-old pianist appeared onstage in a motorized wheel-chair
from which he worked his way onto the piano bench.

It was something in the humor and warmth he seemed to

exude effortlessly, something in his demeanor that suggested
happiness and a deep affirmation of life. The Count is indeed an
awesome stage presence. His humor, his relaxed style, and the
tremendous enjoyment he derives from what he does tills the
hearts of his audience.

Still swinging
Just what the sold-out crowd in Chapin Hall expected is uncer-

tain, but the Initial standing ovation was earned many times
over in the two hours that the band played. The present person-
nel are some of the finest Basle has had in years. They play
commitment and energy. The ensemble work Is tight and pre-

cise; the entire band can play In the same nonchalant vein as its

leader, yet still swing.

But In addition to the felicity of Its ensemble passages, the

Count Basle Orchestra has always been a terrific band for solo-

ists, and Saturday night was no exception. They opened with the

up-tempo "Wind Machine", In which tenor saxophonist Eric
Schneider blew a dazzling technical display for sixty-four bars.

Basle once admitted that he was "queer for tenor men", and the

enormous list of great tenor players in his band emphasizes the

point. Newcomer Schneider and veteran Eric Dixon both exhi-

bited the proficiency that Basie has always expected of the men
in these seats.

Trombonist Dennis Wilson soloed on his own arrangement
of Jay Jay Johnson's "La-ment". Wilson's Incredible technique
combined with a range that spanned fully five octaves on the

horn to make this one of the highlights of the first set.

In contrast to Wilson's elegant ballad style was the impecca-
ble plunger technique of Bootle Wood's bold trombone. The
plunger solo has always been an Integral part of the Basle band,
and Bootle Wood Is one of the foremost In a school of impressive
trombonists who have perfected that technique. His assertive,

brassy style brought him cheers in a monumental six-chorus

blues solo, prodded by a series of typically humorous and easy
statements from Basle's inimitable piano.

Fast flugelhom
Among the trumpets, it was Bob Summers who brought down

the house. In a furious arrangement ol "There Will Never Be
Another You", Summers raced through an astrounding flugel-

hom solo that was bright, fast, and executed with brilliant preci-
sion. The llrst set closed with Ernie WUklns' "Basle" and a fiery
tenor solo by Schneider.

Continued on Page 9

Hunger Strike-
Continued from Page 1

The meeting featured a
WAAC presentation outlining

its reasons for demanding div-

estment. Andrew Levin '83

stated that "Americans have
supported a race war" In South
Africa by Investing In corpora-

tions which do business In South
Africa.

Costs, benefits

WAAC also addressed the

structure of the ACSR. Sue
Rellly '85 said the system of

appointment of ACSR members
was unacceptable. "If we are to

take the ACSR seriously," she

Concert Listings

TOONEMVILLf TMOUSV MCOROt
TuM., Jsn 26 Mining Ptnoiu. Agon

Ballrooni. W. Haillord. Conn.

Jan 25 a 26Carman McRaa. Jonathan Swilfa.

Beaton. Maaa.

Jan 2S a 26 Sht Na Na. Chateau da Ville.

Framlngham. Maaa.

Thun. Jan. 27 Roaalla Sorrala. Paaalm'a.

Beaton

Fri . Jan 26 Barlln Alrim, Channel, Boston

Mlaaion ol Burma. Chateau. Altwiy. N.Y.

Jan. 28 thru 30 Piano Red, Cala Lena.

Saratoga Springs. NY
tat. Jan 2S ChaKa Khan. Berklee

Perlormance Ctr. Beaton
> YoYo Ma A Frienda. Symphony Hall.

Sprlngtield. Meat
NRBO. Ruaty Nail. Sunderland. Maaa.

' Dave Van Ronk • SpMar John Koernar.

Paine Hall. Hanard U . Cambridge. MA.

(un. Jan 30 Eric Anderson. Iron Horse.

Northampton. Maaa.

Feb 1 Mlsemg Persons. Palace. Albany. NY
Feb 4 Misaing Persons. Flet Street.

Brettieboro. VI

Feb 6 Adam Ant Orpheum. Boeton

^eb. • Adam Ant Palace. Albany

Feb 10 Bo« Wow Wow. Proctors Theater.

Schenededy. NY.
ftb 10 Philip Qleaa. Fine Arts Ctr..

U. Maaa. AmheiM, Maaa.

Fab 10 Marshal Tucker Band t John Hall.

Centrum. Woroaeler, Mesa
Feb. 1 1 Aaroainlth. CivleCtr., Spnngtield. MA
Feb. 13 Nail Young. Centrum. Worcaeter

Fab. 14 Nell Young. Coliaeum. New Haven.

. Cenn
Fab. 16 Phil ColNna. Orpheum. Beaton

' liar !• Hall 4 Oatea. Centrum. Worceetar

concluded, "we must have
elections."

Mott felt WAAC misunder-
stood many of the Issues sur-

rounding divestment. He
claimed that "divestment is

ineffective" in terms of forcing

corporations to pull out of South
Africa. "There is no l>enefit and
there is some cost," Mott
concluded.

WAAC contested this, claim-

ing that the political situation in

South Africa is Increasingly

unstable and thus that invest-

ments there are a financial risk.

It also cited other institutions

which have divested with "neg-
ligible, if any, losses."

Profs Join strikers

On Sunday religion professor
Nathan Katz announced that

"the members of the Williams
College faculty have formed a
support committee to express
solidarity with the hunger strik-

ers and full support of the

demands presented by WAAC to

the College Trustees' Finance
Committee on January 21,

1983." The participating profes-

sors include:

Riymond Baker Meredith Hoppin

Continued on Page 8

Ijtr

Awarded weekly to

tlie Williams student

who forsakes all

else* in search of

the scholarly ideal

ALL OF THIS WEEK'S
GEEKS were out partying, so
geek of the week is awarded
to the empty carrels in the

upstairs of Sawyer Library.

Affer all, even geeks don't

work during Winter Study
when there's snow on the

ground and cool Miller on
tap Miller honors all you
closet geeks who spent those
study hours over a frosty

mug.

'Except a Iroaly cold Lite attar the Sawyer
Library cloae*

GREAT TASTE . .

.

LESS FILLING
Everything you always wanted
in a Beer . . . and Less
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Faculty develops talent

through research funds
by Chris Hewlett

Faculty are being given the chance to

"develop, " as President Chandler
recently announced several new faculty

development programs as part of the

Williams in the Eighties plan and report.

Beginning next year, two annual
awards will relieve faculty members of

all teaching responsibilities "except for

a special seminar focused on the area of

their current research," said Chandler.

These seminars will be open to other

faculty as well as students.

In addition, up to three similar awards
will be given each year to faculty Inter-

ested in developing new courses, partic-

ularly In fields in which they did not do

their graduate work.

According to Dean of Faculty Francis

Oakley, the courses to date have focused

mainly on interdisciplinary areas. "I

think we've given more support to

courses related to Women's Studies than

anything else," he said, although History

of Ideas, Political Economy and Afro-

American Studies have also received

attention.

Business careers

A completely new program will begin
this summer for faculty members con-

templating career changes. President
Chandler has established two $2500 fel-

lowships to help faculty planning to

change to a business-related career
attend summer business school.

These three programs will be funded
by a $1 minion endowment established

specifically for faculty development in

the eighties, and made up partly of

grants from the Mellon and Hewlett
Foundations and alumni gifts.

Chandler expects tV\ese funds to grow.
"It is anticipated that the presently bud-
geted $100,000 (.per vear> wiU t>e

increased as additional resources
become available and specific needs and
opportunities are identified," he said.

"The recent announcement that the

Class of 1958 plans to designate its 25th

reunion gift as an endowment fund for

faculty enhancement indicates further

progress."

These funds will also be used to con-

tinue several existing faculty programs,
including paid semester leaves for

assistant professors.

Oakley is especially proud of these.

Whereas only about three a year were
possible before funding began five years
ago, ten or eleven are given annually
now.

Little 3 conferences
"That's a critical time in people's

career. I think it's a damn good pro-

gram," Oakley said. However, many
younger faculty members don't realize

what an unusual opportunity it is for

them to have a semester off at full pay.

"I don't think. In all honesty, that that's

appreciated," Oakley commented.
Another program which has been very

successful In past years is the annual Lit-

tle Three faculty conference, where pro-

fessors from the three schools meet to

discuss a particular topic and read pap-

ers which they have prepared. These
papers are later reprinted in the Berli-

shire Review.

This year's conference met at

Amherst last week under the title

"Expertise and the Politics of Risk."

The participants were mainly members
of the political science, economics and
psychology departments, although any
interested faculty members could
attend. The topic shifts yearly and will be
more humanities-oriented next year,

Oakley explained.

Since each college usually sends about
25 members, the faculty have an excel-

lent chance to get to know their col-

leagues at the other schools. "It's like

having all our departments tripled,"

Oakley said. ' 'The operations [at the col-

leges] are similar so you start with

something in common."

Computer literacy

In addition, several more technical

programs exist for "faculty
enrichment."
Lawrence Wright, director of the col-

lege computer center, is currently teach-

ing a course in general computer
literacy which Includes faculty and staff

as well as students. This is the course's
first year open to students; it began two
years ago to serve college office staffs

and faculty in other departments.
According to Wright, the very popular

course is a compression of Computer
Science 131, covering terminology, gen-
eral programtnlng and the BASIC lan-

guage. It runs from the beginning of

January until Spring Break.
Faculty take the course for a variety of

reasons. Associate professor of music
Douglas Moore took the course last year
"simply to start the effort to become
computer-literate, and as a way for me
to get to know what can be done with

computers In music."
Moore emphasized the relevance of

such learning to any faculty member's
field. "No matter what department
you're In, there's an office that's running
it" which will undoubtedly be using com-
puter and word processor equipment, he

said.

For this reason, math professor Nell

Grabois is currently preparing a one-

week summer seminar In micro-
computing for faculty who have little or

no previous experience. The course will

be taught by assistant professor William

Lenhart with a grant the college

received from the Sloane Foundation.

Scientists examine history
by Steve Magnus

Winter Study is a time for reflection,

not only for students, but also for aca-

demic departments, as science and

mathematics professors demonstrated

last Thursday in the IBM-sponsored

lecture "Aspects of the History of

Science at Williams College."

Biology professor Lee Drlckamer

kicked off the program with a slide

presentation of buildings where
science or mathematics classes either

used to be or are currently held.

History of science professor Donald

Beaver emphasized that science has

played an Increasingly smaller role in

liberal education. Since 1900, he said,

•there has been a dramatic reduction in

graduation and major requirements in

the sciences and In the size of these

departments' faculties relative toother

departments.
Professors then spoke on the history

of their departments, beginning with

the most modern science, computer
science, and ending with the most
ancient, mathematics.

Computer growth
Mathematics professor Lawrence

Wright said there has been "exponen-
tial growth" in enrollment in computer
science and in the College's overall use
of computers since 1968, the year of Wil-
liams' first computer science course.
The course was then offered non-credit,
since the administration "did not con-
sider programming of enough intellec-

tual content to constitute a full-fledged

course."

Williams first offered psychology
courses in 1891, according to psychol-
ogy professor Richard Rouse. At that
time psychology was part of the philo-
sophy department, and did not separ-
ate until 1945. Williams graduate G.
Stanley Hall, class of 1867, founded

developmental psychology.

Amos Eaton, class of 1799, became a

distinguished geology professor at Wil-

liams, according to geology professor

Markes Johnson. Eaton also published

the first geological fleldbook In the Uni-

ted States and founded RPI, in spite of

having been convicted of forgery and

imprisoned (originally for life) as a

young man.
Drlckamer said Williams did not

teach Darwin's theory of evolution

until 1902, 30 years after its general

acceptance in the scientific commun-
ity. It then took another 20 years before

the biology department offered a full

course on evolution.

Phosphorescent cream
Chemistry professor Diana Sedney

told of Reverend Chester Dewey, Willi-

ams' first chemistry lecturer, as well

as an early geologist. He was known to

perform startling experiments on stu-

dents, she said; not only did he run

electric current through them, but he

smeared phosphorescent cream onto

their faces so they would glow in the

dark.

In the mld-1800's, "physics" was not

yet a word, according to physics profes-

sor William Woofers. Physics was then

taught under the realm of natural philo-

sophy. Early Williams physicists consi-

dered whether some parts of a tree

have stronger wood than others,

whether matter is infinitely divisible

and what the nature of light Is.

Hopkins Observatory is the oldest

astronomical observatory In the coun-

try, said physics professor Karen Kwit-

ter. It is named after Albert Hopkins
(the brother of Mark, an early astron-

omer at Williams, who supervised its

construction.

"Astronomy, both in general and at
Williams, has come a long way," Kwlt-
ter concluded.

Divestment^ tenure motions passed
by David Kleit

The College Council passed a divest-

ment motion initiated by the Williams
Anti-Apartheid Coalition (WAAC) and
proposed a modification in the tenure
process at a meeting held January 19.

The WAAC motion, passed by a vote of

19-2 with two abstentions, called for the
divestment by the college of stock In fif-

teen companies accused of encouraging
apartheid. It asked the College to stop
holding short-term notes in banks mak-
ing loans to South Africa. The motion
also proposed changing the selection

process for the Advisory Committee on
Shareholder Responsibility (ACSR) so
that student members would be selected
by direct student election and faculty

members would be chosen by the
faculty.

A modification of the tenure system
was proposed in response to a series of

motions by sophomore Steve Magnus.

The Council approved a motion calling
for required use of student evaluation
forms by non-tenured faculty, Including
sending the statistical data from these
forms to the Committee on Appoint-
ments and Promotions (CAP).
A publicity effort to increase student

awareness of the tenure process passed
unanimously. A motion to place a faculty
member selected by the College Council
on the CAP was defeated.

The Grosvenor Memorial Cup, pres-
ented annually by College Council to the
member of the junior class who best
exemplifies the traditions of Williams,
was awarded to Tom Paper '84.

Jon Tigar '84, editor-in-chief of the
Record, briefly explained the recent
change in Record policy which led to the
publication of two student's names fol-

lowing their arrests. He said that the new
policy was designed to "treat the people
Involved and our readership as adults."

CROSS COUNTRY
SKI SALE

* SKIS — 20-40% off

1982-83 Models
(Waxless, Waxable, and Metal-edge)

* BOOTS — 20 % off

* POLES and ACCESSORIES—40% off
(Touring, Racing, and Back Country)

'Rentals $6.50/day Open Sundays

,i^
^^-x.

bunfam^
IN W«t«r Stnct, WillUimtowa, Mast. 01267

JOSEPH E. DEVEY

9:00 - 5:00

Mon.-Sat.

WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.
01267

'^^ 458-5717

dl^iWAid

McClelland's Stationery and Office Products

Hallmark Cards

Crane and Eaton Stationery

School Supplies

Art Supplies

4;/ cAAcCCdLnd'i.
36 Spring Sln-el - - Williamstown

Trit'phone 458-4920
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Risking flat feet, over 60 people took part In a marathon dance to raise

Association for Retarded Citizens last Friday.

Dance-A-Thon
A dance marathon to benefit

retarded citizens was held last

weekend at Lasell gym. The
proceeds from the marathon
will go to the Northern Berk-
shire Association for Retarded
Citizens located in North
Adams.
Dance organizer Dan laco-

vella said that the marathoners
raised approximately $1200 for

NOBARC, which has provided

residential, vocational and
counseling assistance to the

retarded since 1977.

66 students participated, 16 of

whom lasted for all 12 hours,

lacovella called the marathon a
success and is considering run-

ning another one next year.

Luce programs

renewed
Williams College has

received a three-year, $120,000
grant from the Henry Luce
Foundation to bring distin-

guishes black scholars and
speakers to campus. The grant
is similar to one awarded by the

Luce Foundation In December
1979.

David Smith, assistant pro-

fessor of English and chairman
of the committee which admin-
isters Luce funds, believes that

"the Luce grant has been enor-

mously succesful; the events it

has sponsored have had a major
Impact on the intellectual and
cultural life of the college.

Teachers this semester
This year, the Luce grant Is

sponsoring two full-time visit-

ing professors. Dalton Miller-

Jones is teaching in the
psychology department all year
and Clyde Crlner '75 will offer

two courses in the music depart-

ment this spring. In addition,

Rowland Wiggins of Hampshire
College is teaching a Winter

Study course on African-
American music for the third

straight year.

Programs made possible by
the Luce Foundation earlier this

year included a symposium on

"Black Women's Agenda for the

Feminist Movement in the

1890's," and visits by feminist

poet Audre Lord, folk-singer

Elizabeth Cotton and the

improvlzational Jazz trio "Air."

Artistic alum

receives $172,000
Author, actor and film maker

John Sayles '72 was recently

awarded $172,000, to be paid in

installments over the next five

years, by the John D. and Cathe-

rine T. MacArthur Foundation.

The MacArthur awards are
given annually to scholars in a

variety of fields. Their purpose
is to free recipients from eco-

nomic constraints so that they

can devote themselves to

research and creative work.
Recipients are free to use the

money as they see fit without

obligation.

Individuals cannot apply for

the grants. Instead, the Founda-
tion relies on anonymous nomi-
nations from its team of talent

scouts.

Sayles first emerged in the

national spotlight in 1978 when
his first film, "Return of the

Secaucus Seven," was widely
considered one of the best
releases of the year.

His newest film, "Llanna,"
recently opened in New York
city to favorable reviews.

Renzi's star

Both films were written and
directed by Sayles and Include

in their casts Sayles. Maggie
Renzi '73and Jeffrey Nelson '70.

Renzl is the daughter of Ralph
Renzi, proprietor of the College
Book Store, who had a walk-on
part in "Llanna."

Historic window

restored

A century-old stained-glass

window in Thompson Memorial
Chapel which was In Danger of

crumbling has been restored by
Cummlngs Studio of North
Adams.
The window, located in the

chapel's west transept, was
dedicated to US President and
alumnus James Garfieldln 1882

and Installed in the former
chapel, now Goodrich Hall, soon

after.

In 1915 the window was moved
to Thompson and crammed into

a space slightly too small for it,

according to North Adams
artist Bill Cummlngs, which
explains its deterioration.

Cummlngs Studio recently

funds for the Northern Berkshire

(Shapiro)

removed the window and res-

tored it in a process which
Involved dismantling, cleaning

and reassembling 4,000 pieces

of glass.

The Garfield window was
created by noted 19th century
stained-glass artist John
LaFarge and is considered
extremely valuable since only

about 400 La Farge windows are
in existence.

Steinbrenner

swings at

'classmate'
George Steinbrenner '52 has

lots of problems on his hands
right now, more than just his

third rehiring of manager Billy

Martin.

The Yankee owner recently

tried to move his operation to

Denver for the first few home
games because of renovations

at Yankee Stadium, but was
blocked by the law courts and
New York Commissioner of

Parks and Recreation Gordon
Davis '63. Davis received an
honorary Doctor of Law degree
from the College at commence-
ment last spring.

As a result, Steinbrenner

accused Davis of acting like "a
nincompoop," and the two
exchanged some alma mater
commentary printed up In the

New York Times.
"However disgusted I am

with the Parks Department and
Gordon Davis, I am forced to

admit that Gordon Davis did

graduate from the same college

I did, Williams, and I would
never call him a nincompoop
because he copied all his

answers off my papers," Stein-

brenner said.

Later the same day David
replied: "I don't know if I would
have copied from Mr. Stein-

brenner, even if we had been at

Williams at the same time. But
he has been great for New York
and great for baseball, and I am
looking forward to having a
great relationship with him
again."

WEST PACKAGE STORE
Winter Study

Cash 'n Carry Special

Vz kegs - Millers - $36.00 plus deposits

Vi kegs - Carlings - $25.00 plus deposits

Proper Identification Required

Route 2

Between N.A. and Williamslown

8 am-10 pm M-W 663-6081 8 am-11 pm Th-Sat

Substitute speaker leads

King tribute discussion
To celebrate Martin Luther King's birthday, students and faculty

gathered in Thompson Memorial Chapel January 17 to hear a trib-

ute and discussion led by history professor Dennis Dlckerson. He
replaced the scheduled speaker, Charles Evers of the Medgar
Evers Foundation, who cancelled his talk because of illness.

Dlckerson emphasized that the Nobel Peace Prize-winning civil

rights activist shot down in 1968 was neither a "saint nor a liber-

tine." Rather, he was "a man of moral vision, a Christian vision

which obligated blacks to love whites and whites to love blacks." A
man of mass action, King drew upon the wellsprlng of the black
community and church.

The discussion focused on educated blacks and their relationship

to civil rights advocacy, the proposed Martin Luther King national
holiday and Judeo-Chrlstlan involvement in civil rights.

Dlckerson noted that in King's time, educated blacks were for the
most part directly affiliated with civil rights advocacy. Talented
blacks have since expanded into many sectors of the economy, but
they have not yet been mobilized to advocate civil rights in an organ-

ized fashion, he said.

The question of a national holiday honoring King is now several
years old. Dlckerson stressed that it would be "an acknowledge-
ment of his accomplishments and would represent the commitment
of the country to racial justice." He termed "specious" the argu-
ment that the country cannot afford to give federal employees one
more Monday off from work for this holiday.

'

'Judeo-Christian involvement in civil rights and the peace move-
ment is an aberration of the 20th century," added Dlckerson. He
regretfully noted that "11AM Sunday remains the most segregated
time of the week" and claimed that the church is "more an obstacle
to progressive change than facilitator of change."
Dlckerson suggested that private beliefs about morality are not

transferred to the collective whole in America. "We regard moral-
ity as a private thing," he explained. "But when it comes to a
collective [problem] such as poverty, we have a difficult time
conceptualizing it as a moral problem."

Trustees.
Continued from Page 1

The CUL had already ruled out other options for creating more
space for the enlarged freshman class, including housing members
in Thompson Infirmary or on a separate floor of West College.

Roosenraad, CUL members and Trustees also discussed issues

raised by recent controversies over the Log. The CUL concluded

that, although "some changes had to be made," the Log is an
esentlal part of the school's social welfare.

No Log pitchers

The CUL announced its support of a proposal that the Log sell

beer only by glasses instead of pitchers and that it alternate wet and
dry nights, so that underage students could still periodically use the

Log as a social gathering place. Final decisions on these proposals

will be made at the Log committee meeting on Thursday.

The CUL also explained the details of the new transfer policy,

which the Trustees did not question.

Under the new program, effective this spring, freshman inclu-

sion applications will have priority over upperclass transfer bids.

This represents a direct reversal of the priorities of past years.

The new policy will give more freshmen their first choice in the

inclusion process and, Roosenraad feels, will bring more "conti-

nuity" to the Housing system by discouraging halfhearted

transfers who are simply seeking a change.
"Our goal is not to discourage transfers, but rather to create a

system of stable, well-run houses in which students will not feel the

desire to transfer, and yet keep enough flexibility so that students

with more serious reasons to transfer can do so," Roosenraad said.

Both Roosenraad and Dean Mary Kenyatta conceded that com-
plaints about noise problems in Prospect House have been substan-

tiated. "We have referred the problem to several architects, but it

seems that there is no cost-efficient solution," bemoaned O'Connor.

CLASSIFIEDS
EVEN YOU can beat Rex ttie Dog-
Boy! Yes, Rex is the only entrant in

the WCTU Favorite Ways To Des-
troy Large Amounts of Alcohol
Essay Contest! Get Your entries to

S.U. 1386 by February 1 to see if

you're the equal of this half-

cretinous mutant!

RATED IG—Incredibly Great!

—O.C. Oglevey

TEMPERANCE! Chastity! Sub-
mission!

GRADUATE STUDIES IN

BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH

Basic Medical Science Department

Active Research Programs

Seeking Qualified Applicants

Tuition and Stipend

Support Available

For Further Information Contact:

Graduate Committee

Department of Physiology

Albany IMedical College

Albany, N.Y. 12208

(518-445S6S1)
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Hunger Strike

—

Continued (rom Page 5

Lola Bogyo

Ralph Bradburd

Michael Brown

Lynda Bundtzen

James M. Burns

Edson Chick

David Colby

Timothy Cook

William Darrow

Nancy Davidson

Craig Dennis

Carlos Egan

Edward Epping

Gerald Epstein

John Eusden

Gillian Feeley-Narnik

Robert Friedrichs

Fr. Augustine Graap

Rabbi Arthur liaselkorn

In an interview this Sunday
Cliandler defended the Trus-

tees' concern over the College's

endowment, terming it "their

overriding responsibility to

serve the educational goals of

the College."

G. Robert Jackall

Fatma Kassamall

Nathan Katz

Louis Lindsay

Robert Peck

Rev. Carol Pepper

Morton Schapiro

Juliet Schor

Barton Slatko

David L. Smith

Anita Sokoisky

Patrick Stewart

Robert Stiglicz

Sara Suleri

Kurt Tauber

The question is whether it is

better to stay and fight apar-
theid or to walk away, feeling

proud, which is just a form of

moral masturbation, an act

which doesn't require any sacri-

fice," Chandler said. "And per-

haps the cost of divestiture is an
unacceptable sacrifice."

Chandler outlined responses

to some of WAAC's demands.
The Trustees have iDeen aware
of the 15 delinquent companies
for only two weeks, he said. The
Arthur D. Little report citing

these companies has just come
out and the administration is

responding to this news by send-

ing letters of inquiry to these

corporations. The ACSR is

responsible for investigating

these companies, according to

Chandler.

Chandler stated that he had
no objections to the restructur-

ing of the ACSR along WAAC's
guidelines. He explained that

this change would have to be

taken up by the College Council

and the faculty.

Chandler cited several rea-

sons for not divesting. He
explained that since over half of

the shares traded on the New
York Stock Exchange have

some connection with South

Africa, a policy of divestment

would seriously curtail any
investment policy. The result-

ing decrease in endowment
income could have negative

economic effects on Wiliams as

an educational institution,

according to Chandler.

And a policy of divestment

were pursued, grants and
alumni matching gifts from div-

ested companies would proba-

bly cease, he added.

Kenyatta speaks
Muhammad Kenyatta, a

noted advocate of divestment,

student leader at Harvard Law
School and teacher of a Winter
Study course here, discussed

the hunger strike before a group

of about 12Ustudents and faculty

in Hopkins 12 Sunday.
Kenyatta said that in light of

the fact that such people as

Chandler and O'Connor "did in

quiet ways what they could" to

end American institutionalized

racism some years ago, he is

shocked that they do not seem to

view the South African issue in

the same way.
Addressing the contention

that black South Africans
benefit from the presence of

"good" American companies in

South Africa, Kenyatta said
that the best black South Afri-

can leaders disavow that con-
tenttion, and that anyone who
believes that is practicing "will-

ful Ignorance."

As part of its effort to inform
the college community about its

continuing strike, WAAC held
an evening of music called
"Waterhouse" on Sunday night
in Hopkins, which was broad-
cast over WCFM.

South African query
WAAC has sent out a press

release to area media, but so far
press response to the hunger
strike has been limited. Repor-
ters came to campus from the
Berkshire Eagle; the North
Adams Transcript; WWLP,
channel 22, in Springfield; and
WFSB, channel 3, in Hartford.
Williams Director of Public

Information Ray Boyer
reported that he received an
inquiry from the Springfield
bureau of the Associated Press,
on behalf of the South African
AP bureau, as to the racial com-
position of the protesters. Boyer
said he declined to answer the
question on the grounds that it

was "distasteful."

Chandler expressed concern
over what he termed a trend
over the last three years to

depict Williams to the press as
an "all-purpose scapegoat" for
political issues such as racism
and sexism.

Your typical
insurance
salesman,

right?

The fast-talking, hard-selling,

pain in the neck that we think of

when we think of insurance is not

alive and well at Unionmutual.

Our Employee Benefit Sales

Representative is light-years removed
from the old stereotype.

A Unionmutual sales rep is

young, and is just as likely to be a

she as a he, earns $30,000 plus in 3
to 5 years, works in one of our more
than 30 Group Sales Offices across

the country, sells group employee
benefits (not individual life insurance

door to door), sells to brokers and
companies rather than the general

public, is a college graduate with a

BA or BS degree, is able to work
independently with little or no
direction, works well under pressure,

has a high level of communications
skills, both verbal and written, is

ambitious, assertive, organized, a

decisive thinker with problem-solving

abilities.

Sound familiar? If you see you
in this new breed of Employee
Benefit Sales Representative, make
contact with your Placement Office.

We'll be at your college
on February 10.

Consult your Placement Office
for time and place.

ft Unionmutual
g, Putting your future

in a whole new light.

Unionmutual
is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

Sportshorts
Pucksters fall

to Union
The hockey team lost to Union

Friday night, 9-0. Earlier, they

lost to Salem State 5-2 last

Tuesday.
Playing without Injured stars

Charley Thompson '83, Bob
Brownell '83, and Ed Finn '83,

the team lost its third game in a

row on Saturday.

There were 12 penalties on
Williams, and seven of Union's

goals came on power plays.

On Tuesday, Mark Wysocki
'83 and Brian Rutledge '85

scored the Williams goals.

The team plays at the Univer-

sity of Connecticut tonight.

Women Hoopsters

drop two games

The women's basketball team
(2-5) lost twice last week, 60-52

to Union on Saturday and 75-37

to Hamilton on Tuesday.
Sophomore Kay Lackey led

the Ephwomen Saturday with 17

points. Tracy Burrows '84

added 15 points while grabbing
14 rebounds, and T. K. Meehan

'83 had 12 points and 15

rebounds.

Union had control through
much of the game, leading 32-23

at the half. Williams got within
six late in the game, but had to

foul in the late minutes to try to

get back, thus allowing Union to

edge up the score.

The team plays at home
against North Adams State

Wednesday at 7: 30.

Icewomen
gain revenge
The women's hockey team (2-

3) beat R.P.I. 5-3 athome Satur-

day, avenging their season-
opening loss.

Junior Pam Briggs scored a
hat trick, while line-mates Bea
Fuller '83 and Meredith Bibber
'85 each scored once.
Defensemen Sue Fritts '83

and Alice Comlskey '84 turned
in outstanding performances,
while goalie Wendy Young had
18 saves.

"We smelled the win in the
second period," said Coach Ber-
nle Neuner, "and that moti-
vated us. The key to the game
was that we played outstanding
position hockey."

Basie
Continued from Page 5

The hero of the second set was
alto saxophonist Chris Woods.
The band played a slow blues
that served as a vehicle for

Woods' solo, a series of wailing
blues notes interspersed with
rhythmic chromatic runs and
arpeggios that brought the
audience to Its feet in thunder-
ous applause for the fifth time
that evening.

Singer Dennis Roland was
featured in three successive
songs, and although his voice
betrayed signs of weariness,
especially in the upper register,

the rich, pulsating quality of his

lower notes and his enormously
appealing stage presence made

him one of the favorites of the

evening.

As Count Basie left the stage,

the audience remained standing
in prolonged and heartfelt

applause, and the Count paused
a moment to quietly thank them
for what he said was one of the

warmest receptions he had ever
received. And indeed, some-
thing amazing happened in

Chapln Hail Saturday night.

"We also got excellent defen-

sive play from the line of Peggy
Cardie '86, Paula Tuffin '85 and
Katie Meyers '85," Neuner said.

The team travels to Skidmore
tomorrow, and then to Mlddleb-
ury on Saturday.

Wrestlers

finish 2-1
The wrestling team went 2-1

in a quad meet on Saturday,

beating Norwich 39-11, beating
Keene State 24-19, but losing to

Massachusetts 'Institute of

Technology 28-18 in the final

meet.
Sophomore Jeff May won all

of his three matches, as did his

fellow trl-captain, senior John
Donovan.
The third trl-captain, junior

Chris Woodworth, was 2-1, as

was Dave Blcknell '84 and Gary
Stosz '83.

The team faces a grudge
match against M.I.T. next Sat-

urday at Cambridge.

Squash wins two
The men's squash team had a

very successful week, winning
matches both Friday and
Saturday.

Friday, they beat Rochester
7-2. Saturday, the Ephmen
nailed MIT 9-0.

The team plays at home Wed-
nesday against Dartmouth.

The Record needs
sportswriters. If

interested, contact

John Clayton,

SU 2699, X6003.

Stock up on our full line of pens—
Especially our new Outliners

in Blue, Green and RedL enzi s

COLLEGE BOOK STORE, INC.

WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS 01267

Professional Resumes

$18 per page
Camera-Ready Laser Typesetting. Return Mail

Service. Send Copy & Ctieck to:

Laser Type, Ltd., 1 2 Wavetiy SI.

Sloneham, MA 021 80 (61 7) 438-5971

Beer Specials:

Genesee Cream Ale

$10.10 per case

plus deposit

Black Label

$7.75 per case

plus deposit

Miller
?2'm'7l IB-Bail

is bacit!

for more info

call Steve x627g

or Sue X6693

IFeb. 18-1 ?
lasell 'Gym

'd (),Ccedteams
% ^m. \ch€larsiiip

applications may be picked up at ttie Gym

Skiers finish fourth
by Chuck Mahoney

Tlie men's downliill team, skiing at Lake Placid, placed fourth on

botii Friday and Saturday in the St. Lawrence Winter Carnival.

Captain Crawford Lyons '84 placed second in Friday's slalom

competition and sixth on Saturday in the giant slalom to lead the

Ephmen.
Other point-scorers on Friday were Chris Eagan '84 and John

Pier '85, placing 14th and 18th respectively. Saturday, Pier raced

down to 16th and Tuck Collins '83 followed immediately In 17th,

closing the gap on third-place Dartmouth.
Coach Ed Grees said, "We finished better than I expected."

X-C disappointing

The cross-country team, however, did not fare so well, finishing

in ninth place out of ten schools.

The Nordic highlight occurred Saturday when freshman Fred

Eaton catapulted the Williams relay team out of tenth into ninth

place overall due to his gargantuan efforts in passing Keene State

during the anchor leg.

On Friday, Spencer Jones '85 finished 34th, while Nordic Captain

Steve Johansen '84 captured 37th and Freshman Morten Moehs
escaped in 42nd.

There were no leaps for joy or exclamations born out of rapturous

ecstasy over the finish. Head Coach Bud Fisher remarked, "I think

we're disappointed by our results, but we've got a super-young

team and are going to do better."

The Nordic race, held at Middlebury t)ecause of a lack of snow at

St. Lawrence, was captured by Vermont, which also won overall.

Next week's carnival is at UNH, where both teams look forward

to continued improvement.

Budweiser
KING OF BEERS.

ATHLETE OF THE WE»
4

C::^

This week's recipient isjunior Pam Briggs, who
scored a hat trick in the women's hockey team's

5-3 win over RPI Saturday. The line of Briggs,

Bea Fuller "83 and Meredith Bibber '85 scored

all the Williams goals in the game. Pam, this

l^Bud's for you! ^
lk\(>ii£\L>ujcH(l

PROSPECT HOUSE
7llirintui.il

DODD HOUSE '-'^ ^ 1 f
Thursday January 27
9p.m. ~ 1a.m.

Tropical Drinks

Open Bar
Dancing

CrSnCl PrJZG • all expense paid trip for two
TO SAN JUAN, PUERTO RICO I

THREE DAYS AND TWO NIGHTS AT A

Tickets on sale NOW! '^ beach resort (plus spending S)

TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS by Bennington Travel

Williams Agent: Jay Brodie

Tropical Plants provided by Mount Williams
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Swimmers still cruising
by Andrew Garfield

The men's and women's swim teams
both Increased their records to 5-0 with

victories this weekend.

The men trounced UMass 98-21, taking

first place In every event. Jim Stockton
'83 and Rob Sommer '84 were dual wlnn-

ters: Stockton In the required and the

optional diving contests and Sommer In

the 200 freestyle (1:47.9) and the 200

backstroke (2:02.6).

Record breakers

Rob Bowman '83, amidst encouraging

cries from the crowd, streaked to an

amazing victory time of 9: 59.2 In the 1000

free. Freshman phenomenon Bill Couch
broke the pool record and the college

record, and qualified for the nationals by

seven seconds In the 400 Individual Med-
ley (4:18.4).

Other Williams winners included

Mark Weeks '83 in the 50 free (22.19), Ben
Aronson '83 In the 200 IM (2:03.7), Peter

Orphanos '85 In the 200 fly (2:01.2), Jeff

Mills '84 In the 100 free (48.79), Will

Against Albany

Andrew '86 in the 500 free (4: 57.9) and
Dave Johnson '83 in the 200 breaststroke.

Women glide past Smith
Led by Co-Captain Liz Jex '83, the

women defeated Smith 84-65. Jex won the

500 free (5: 27.3), the 50 free (25.21), and
the 100 IM (1:01.9). Her times In the 50

free and the 100 IM were good enough to

qualify her for the nationals In those

events.

Kim Eckrlch and Kathy Kirmayer also

qualified for the national competition:

Eckrlch '85 In the 100 breast (1:09.9), the

200 IM (2:15.3) and the 200 breast

(2:30.8); Kirmayer '86 in the 50 back

(28.98). The time of 1:53.75 qualified the

Medley Relay team for the nationals.

Other winners were Co-Captaln Katie

Hudner '83 in the 100 free (55.43) and the

200 free (2:01.6), Kirmayer in the 100

back (1:03.4) and Cecilia Clepiela '84 in

the 1000 free (11:26.1).

Both teams have home matches this

Saturday versus Bowdoln—the women
at 11: 30 and the men at 2: 00.

Freshman sensation Bill Couch broke the College and pool records and qualified for the
Nationals by seven seconds in the 400 Individual Medley Saturday against UMass. (Schell)

Runners sprint to first
Trailing Albany State follow-

ing the field events, the track
team surged ahead In the run-

ning events to win a quad meet
held at Williams Friday night.

Williams finished with 71 points

to Albany's 50. Springfield came

in third with 32 and Westfleld

State placed fourth with 15.

After taking first in only one
of the six field events, Williams
trailed Albany State 23-18 going

Into the running. Sophomore
Paul Toland took the Eph's only

Junior Bo Parker leads the pack, with Brian Angle '84 in third place. In the
track team's victory on Saturday. (Scheibe)

first In the field In the highjump
with a 6'5" Jump.

Pull away
Williams then chalked up

firsts in eight of the ten running
events to pull away to a sure vic-

tory. Juniors Bo Parker and
Brian Angle teamed up for first

and second in the mile, thenTed
Leon '84 won the quarter mile.

Kevin Jenkins '85 won the 600
yard followed by senior speeds-

ter Tomas Alejandro coming off

a slow start to win the 60 yard
sprint.

Parker won his second race of
the night for Williams In the 880

and teammates junior Bennet
Yort and Ian Bczezinski '86

wrapped up the distance events

with victories in the 1000 yard
and two mile.

Albany won the one mile relay

but was mathematically elimi-

nated from catching Williams

with only one event remaining.

Williams went on to win the two
mile relay to end the evening

with 71 points.

The Ephmen will have next

weekend off and compete the

following Saturday at home.

Tong leaving for California
by John Clayton

Basketball coach Curt Tong
will leave Williams next year to

become the athletic director at
Pomona-Pltzer College In
California.

"I was really torn," said
Tong. "I love Williams, I love
the area, and my family loves it

too, but I feel that at this point in

my career it is time to move
on."

Tong, who also coaches
women's tennis at Williams,

will not t>e coaching at Pomona,
at least until after he settles

down in the job of Athletic

Director, where he will be

responsible for the entire range

of athletic programing.

Similar school

"Pomona is a lot like Willi-

ams," said Tong, "and I think

that's one of its attractions for

me. Although there are large

temperature differences, Clare-

mont (outside Los Angeles) is

similar to Wllliamstown, and
the size of the schools is the

same.

Pomona and Pltzer are separ-

ate schools which join together

only for athletics, because
Pltzer has no athletic
department.

Basketball and women's tennis

coach Curt Tong will leave for

Pomona-Pltzer next year.

"It's tough to leave your

home," said Tong, "but maybe
I'm young enough to be able to

move back here before I'm

through."

Tong's history

Tong has been at Williams

since 1973, when he came from
his alma mater, Otterbein Col-

lege. His record In 15 years of

basketball coaching is 229-142.

As women's tennis coach, Tong
is 58-11, with his 1976 team win-

ning the New England
Championship.
Tong has had some expe-

rience as Athletic Director-
two years ago when Williams
AD Bob Peck went on sabbati-

cal, Tong took over the position.

Greatest job

An extensive search will now
begin to find a replacement for

Tong as basketball coach. "I'm
sure there will be plenty of

applicants," stiid Tong,
"because this is the greatest

coaching job In the world."

Basketball splits
The basketball team broke a

three-game losing streak with
an 80-72 win over Connecticut
College Saturday night. Ear-
lier In the week, they fell to

Trinity 85-76.

Coach Curt Tong cited the
contributions of center John
McCarthy '84 and guard Tim
Walsh '86 off the bench as keys
to Saturday's victory.

"John had some rebounds,
some clutch foul shots, and
even scored a few baskets for

us," said Tong, "and Tim
sparked us with his steals and
assists."

Art Pidoriano once again led

the Ephmen with 20 points,

while co-captain Scott Olesen

added 11 and junior forward
Dave Krupskl chipped in 10.

The Camels were led by 6-8

center Peter Dorfman with 23

points.

Stick with plan

"I was pleased with the

game," said Tong, "because
we were able to stick to our

game plan. We didn't fall

behind early—too often we've
done that and had to throw
away the game plan.

"We were also able to bottle

up their big man, Dorfman,"
Tong continued. "He's one of

the best centers in Division III

New England. He's also a fine

rejector, so we tried to pull up

In his face for the jump shot
Instead of taking it straight to

the basket. Artie (Pidoriano)
was especially good at that."

Close game
"It was a close game all the

way," said Tong. "Our biggest
lead was 14, with three min-
utes left, but even that got cut
to five In the last minute."
Connecticut (6-2) had lost

only to Trinity before this

game.

FaU to Trinity

Tuesday at Trinity, the Eph-
men fell way back early in the

game, and were never able to

make up the difference.

Pidoriano was once again

the Ephs' scoring leader, with

21 points. Krupskl had 13,

Olesen had 11, and sophomore
guard Pete Griffith responded

to Increased playing time with

12 points.

Big lead

Trinity jumped ahead In the

first half, gaining a 46-28 half-

time lead. Williams' strong
second half, coupled with Trin-

ity's stars getting In foul trou-

ble, enabled the Ephs to cut
the lead to nine. •

Mlddlebury comes to Lasell

Gym tonight at 8:00. "The
Panthers are very strong,"

said Tong. "They're well-

balanced and rangy. It should
be a good game."

Skiers glide to fourth
by Kate Knopp

The Women's Ski Team, now under NCAA standings In Division I,

began their carnival season this week with an overall fourth-place
finish at St. Lawrence. The alpine team raced at Whiteface Mt. on
the Olympic hill while the nordlc team travelled to Mlddlebury for

better snow.
The alpiners placed second only to UVM In the slalom. Scorers

included Heidi Knight '86.1n fourth place, Kate Knopp '85 In seventh
despite losing a pole in the start of the second run, and Marcy
Rubtnger '85 in 22nd after a fall.

The giant slalom generated tremendous excitement when Knight
won by a large margin. Unfortunately she left her teammates, as
well as everyone else, way behind and the team placed fifth In that
event.

Nordic exceptional
The Nordic team skied exceptionally well In the individual race

on Friday. Captain Ellen Chandler '83 placed fourth followed by
Sarah Bates '85 In 16th and Karla Miller '85 In 20th.

The relay, held on Saturday, sent Bates on the first leg, Miller On
the second and Chandler finishing up by passing St. Lawrence and
putting the team in fourth place. UVM won overall, followed by
Mlddlebury and Dartmouth. The team travels to UNH next week if

snow conditions permit.
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Policies clarified

Hunger strike ends

f,or DIVES

DAY
Day 6—Thursday—marked the end of the hunger strike (Scheibe)

by Dan Keating

Citing an apparent lacli of Trustee wil-

lingness to act before the health of the

hunger strikers would be endangered,

the Williams Anti-Apartheid Coalition

(WAAC) announced in a press confer-

ence Thursday that the hunger strike,

begun six days earlier, would be

terminated.
Three new hunger strikers had joined

the original three on Wednesday, the day

before the strike ended.

The announcement came following the

release of a statement clarifying the Col-

lege's policies by Dean of the College

Daniel O'Connor earlier Thursday
morning.
Claiming that everyone in the college

community was worried about the strik-

ers except the Trustees, WAAC spokes-

man Craig Venable '84 said, "the

Trustees don't seem to give a damn." In

a later statement, hunger striker Mark
White '84 asserted that "we are not deal-

ing with rational human beings."

In a separate press conference later

that afternoon, Williams College Presi-

dent John Chandler said that It is crucial

"to the integrity of the institution that it

did not capitulate to these tactics."

Health of the strikers

When questioned about the alleged
lack of concern for the welfare of the
hunger strikers on the part of the admin-
istration and Trustees, Chandler said
that the College had been deeply con-
cerned about the health of the strikers,
but that they were "also concerned about
the health of the Institution. It would be a
loss if the college acceeded to tactics of
this kind," said Chandler.
Dean O'Connor's Thursday morning

release clarified the College's position on
the demands made by WAAC and the
hunger strikers. Although Chandler
commented that "the fundamental pol-

icy is exactly the same as it was before,
'

'

WAAC spokesmen said the hunger
strike had "already achieved significant
results in terms of . . . the College's policy
statement of this morning."
Concerning the 15 companies from

which the hunger strikers demanded
Immediate divestiture, the College has
agreed to try to accelerate the review
process. The six month deadline.
Initially set in 1978, is still in effect for a

Continued on Page 4

Tourists bring hope
to North Adams

Reprinted courtesy of the Associated Press

Ignored by the Industrial Revolution until a tunnel was hacked
through the mountains to make it a booming railroad town.
North Adams now hopes a $7.9 million project will make it bustle
again—with tourists.

Taking a cue from Boston's successful revival of an old open-
air market in the late 1970s, city officials and a private developer
are sinking public and private money into creating a "Quincy
Market of the Berkshires" in an abandoned railroad yard.
The project, aimed at fighting an unemployment rate between

10 and 15 percent (about double the state average) , is scheduled
to be completed in 1984.

"It's a risk," said Joseph Kellogg, the North Adams commun-
ity development director. "There's no guarantee that the people
will want to see all this, but we have to start someplace."
Kellogg pointed out that the Hoosac Tunnel, which brought the

city's early prosperity, was a risk, too, in Its time.
The four-and-a-half-mile railroad tube was the final victory of

19th-century industrialists over the mountains that blocked their
way to the Erie Canal and markets to the west.
Considered one of the nation's civil engineering landmarks,

the tunnel was supposed to take five years to build when drilling
began in 1851. Before it was finished 22 years later, it had taken
195 lives, bankrupted three companies and cost three times the
original estimate of $5 million.

Within two generations, the textile mills it had spawned
moved away and cars and trucks began to replace trains.

"The big textiles moved south . . . and there's a lot of tourists

who go through here to Tanglewood and elsewhere but don't
stop. This will designate us as a place to stop and visit, eat and
spend money and come back again,

'

' Kellogg said . He estimates
that the park could attract up to 300,000 tourists a year.

The tourist project, which will become one of seven "heritage
parks" In the state, entails turning seven dilapidated freight

buildings into museums. The buildings are on the National Reg-
ister of Historic Places.

Boutiques, bars and restaurants will fill the rest of the build-

ings In the old rallyards, Kellogg said. Lanterns and railroad and
textile memorabilia will dot the park.

"Our claim to fame was that tunnel. The park will depict the

heritage of North Adams as a textile and railroad town," he said.

Aside from the park project, the city has spent about$l million

a year for the past ten years developing an industrial park on its

outskirts; restoring the city's first commercial district; build-

ing a downtown shopping plaza; repairing sidewalks and putting

up "period" street lights and rehabilitating housing.
The money has come from federal and state government

grants or loans to private developers.

Construction on the heritage park is scheduled to begin this

spring and will provide at least 160 jobs directly, according to

Kellogg.

The city, which lost 3,000 jobs from 1965 to 1980 and shrank in

population from 22,000 residents during World War II to 15,000 in

1980, also is looking to attract other employers, according to

Mayor Richard Lamb (Williams '71).^ Continued on Page 4

College Council supports strike
by Jack Mayher

The College Council voted last Wednesday to

support the hunger strike by members of the Wil-
liams An tl-Apartheid Coalition (WAAC). The
vote was nine to five with four abstentions.

The Council also voted (16-0-2) to reaffirm their

support of the WAAC's four demands. Including
all-college elections for representatives to the
Advisory Council for Shareholder Responsibility.
In the past, candidates have nominated them-
selves to College President John Chandler, who
then makes the final selection.

Council members voting against support for the

strike explained that although the members of

their houses supported WAAC's cause, they consi-

dered the hunger strike an inappropriate action.

College Council's town meeting to discuss the

housing system and transfer policy will be held

Wednesday night at 8: 30PM in Jesup Hall, and at

last week's meeting, the Council agreed on three

proposals to be presented at that meeting.

"Justice" in housing
The first proposal would set up an "equitable"

transfer system with priority given on the basis of

class and housing choice received during fresh-

man inclusion.

The second would bring control of the Housing

Committee, which has reported to the Committee
on Undergraduate Life since this fall, back to the

College Council. The final proposal mandates
that class balance Is of secondary importance to

"justice" in the housing system.

WAAC gets funds

The Council also allocated money to various

campus groups, including WAAC, which received
$465 in additional funding for costs incurred last

week. A new group, the Arts Students League, got

$545 for its work in supporting student artists and
raising awareness about the arts.

The Council gave $400 to support a concert of

The Fearless Four, a rap group that will perform
February 12. And the volleyball club received $35
to pay for additional officials at their games.

Scholar views Poland
by Peter Muz

"I want to break the stereo-

type with regard to Polish polit-

ics and make an appeal toward
better and more Innovative US
foreign policy," said UC Berke-
ley scholar and prospective Wil-
llams professor Richard
Splelman In his talk "Poland
After Solidarity" last Monday.
According to Splelman, a ste-

reotypic interpretation of Pol-
ish politics limits American
national policy to a condemna-
tion of Polish society. "All eve-
ryone sees is working class
opposition to what is going on,
but there was a solid basis for
working class support of the
regime which later turned Into

opposition. In fact," he added,
"Solidarity leader Lech Walesa
himself supported the regime
until 1971."

Splelman also claimed that,

contrary to the American ste-

reotype, Polish leader General
Jaruzelski is not a Soviet puppet
but "a genuine reformer."
Splelman cited Jaruzelskl's ref-

usal to commit the Polish army
to a Soviet invasion force as

instrumental in preventing
U.S.S.R.'s invasion of Poland in

1980.

Stern rule beneficial

Speaking from personal expe-
rience, Splelman said that
Poland Is a society without
rules. Office workers se^m to

make up the rules as they go
along. "Whenever you enter an
office in Poland," he said, "the
first response Is an automatic
'no'. You must say 'please' a lot

until you get what you want."
In the context of a corrupt

society, Splelman sees Jaru-
zelskl's stern rule as beneficial

for Poland in the long run. He
claimed that the general is no
Hitler but would turn Poland
into a parliamentary demo-
cracy tomorrow were it not for

the Soviets. Splelman, however,
admitted that Jaruzelski has lit-

tle popular support, and that his

present authority is chiefly

derived from the army.

Continued on Page 7
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Winter Study

More than a slope
Winter Study is one of Williams' many distinctive assets, and this

January was no exception. Countering tiie criticism by some faculty last

spring, students proved that they talce it seriously.

This may be due in part to more substantial paper and reading
requirements by instructors, which is commendable. But students have
also responded to what remains a valuable chance to pursue unusual
and creative academic pursuits.

By allowing students to appreciate the interdisciplinary and
dynamic aspects of a liberal arts education, Winter Study helps students

to approach the regular semester more imaginatively and
energetically.

We hope that faculty feel the same way and will offer another
selection of intriguing courses when we register this spring for next
year's Winter Study.

Op-ed

WAAC wins victory
by Laura Hoptman

When the WAAC hunger strike ended
as it rounded into its sixth day, the reac-

tion was one of relief and surprise among
both Its supporters and detractors.

Relief because six students would
finally break their fast, and because
maybe now, the dirty and "complex"
Issue of divestment would go away. Sur-

prise was expressed because it was felt

that the student hunger strikers were not

committed enough to go all the way, to

fast until the Trustees agreed with

WAAC's four proposals, and because
what became a tremendous movement,
one of more than one hundred WAAC
members, faculty and Williamstown res-

idents, disappeared one morning as if

someone had waved a magic wand and
spirited it away.
The administration, in the name of the

Trustees, sent out the obligatory flag of

victory, with the obligatory paragraph of

castigation for the "unWilliams" activ-

ity of visable dissent—unruly trustee

meetings, hunger strikes, rallies and
whatnot. It is not in the spirit of "team
playing" to call the press on the alma
mater, to sleep in an administration
building, to refuse food in the name of

morality. It is, however, in the spirit of

the college administration and trustees

to ignore student opinion, to publicly rid-

icule dissenters and to call the press in a
quieter, more professional manner.
WAAC's tragic mistake, it seems, cen-

ters not around the tactics it chose to
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express its opinion, or the cause it

chooses to espouse, but rather in its pre-

mise on which all its efforts were based.
This premise is that this institution and
those who are involved in its care and
feeding are moral. That the school and
its Trustees are devoted to more than
self-perpetuation. How naive! The suc-

cess of the hunger strike, the Water-
house, the teach-ins, and the informal
discussions has been one of great educa-
tion for the student body as well as for

WAAC.
As a college, we have learned what

Apartheid means, what divestment
entails, and the extent of the college's

involvement in the most racist regime in

the modern world, save Nazi Germany.
WAAC and its plethora of new members
and supporters have learned to be tough.

We have shed that Williams team spirit

in the pursuit of a less homogeneous edu-

cation, to judge a policy honestly, and to

remain uncowed by those in the com-
munity who are older and more powerful
than we are.

The issue of divestment on campus, as

a result of this week, will not goaway like

a campus fad. The struggle to make this

school a better place to learn in, will not

go away, despite charges of
'

' moral mas-
turbation." WAAC is not ashamed of

believing in morality, or in the pursuit of

a broader education.

As a WAAC member, I would like to

announce our own victory. We won. We
did. Not in the way of full divestment;
that will come in time. Not in the way of

full student and faculty appreciation that

too, will come. We succeeded in the spirit

of this institution. We educated and we
learned.

Tangents

LETTERS
A victory

To the editor:

It has been argued that unless the

Hunger Strikers achieve all their goals

their gesture will have been in vain, and

that their method insures the fact that

the Trustees will not bow to their pres-

sure. Therefore, it is argued, the Hunger
Strike is a futile gesture doomed from

the very outset.

However, whether or not any of the

demands are met—the Hunger Strike is

a tremendous victory. When people take

time to educate themselves on a crucial

issue there is a victory! When people

commit themselves to serious dialogue

on an important issue there is a victory!

When people sacrifice their time, effort

and physical well-being for a just cause

there is a victory!

If all the demands are not met today—
they will be met tomorrow. It is the per-

sonal conviction of people like our
Hunger Strikers that insure ultimate

victory.

Mare Hummon '84

Bruun brings up once again the issue of

alcohol on campus. In spite of the largely

humorous approach chosen by Mr.

Bruun, his concern is evident and
appropriate. He is, however, not as uni-

que in his abstinence as he seems to

think. There are other non-drinkers on

campus, and some of them are hoping to

make the college environment more con-

ducive to the practice of moderation.

The Williams College Temperance
Union agrees that non-drinking students

are as legitimate as their boozing suite-

mates. True Eph-people should not feel

pressured into accepting the grim future

of the Wall Street alcoholic. Next time

you head for the keg or the hip flask, ask
yourself whether or not you really feel

like facing the prospects. Don't let us run
your life, but at least give us a second

thought.

Tom Perry '84

for the WCTU

Ashamed

Litter

To the editor:

A letter from a 1982 Williams gradu-
ate, Scott Highleyman, who is working
on an agricultural cooperative in Africa
arrived at the Center for Environmental
Studies on the same day that your "Bot-
tle Bill" articles appeared in the Record.
As a coincidence, he comments on this

same topic but as it occurs in the coun-
tries of Africa. After comparing eco-

nomic and political differences between
Zimbabwe and Botswana he states,

"Finally, the most obvious difference
between the two countries is the litter.

Zimbabwe has all returnable bottles and
no aluminum cans. Botswana has no re-

turnable anything and everything is in

aluminum cans. So when you take the

train over the border into Botswana, you
are immediately confronted with a field

of cans along both sides of the tracks.

The rest of the country is littered much
the same. So don't let anyone ever tell

you that Bottle Bills aren't effective!
"

Nan Jenks-Jay
Center for Environmental Studies

Abstinence
To the editor:

Last week's Op/Ed piece by Peter

To the editor:

Divestment . . . Apartheid ... the
standard of living in Africa . . . invest-

ment alternatives . . . strategy ... the
hunger strike . . . will it affect conditions
in South Africa? . . . will it change how
American companies act there? etc. . .

.

The campus is rife with discussion and
controversy, but we all continue to miss
the point and the immediacy of our
moral imperative. Williams College, our
institution, holds stock in companies that
do business with the hellish creation
called South Africa. Thus, we implicitly
recognize that state and to some small
extent maintain it. If we are to live up to
the ideals that this institution professes
to stand for, and the basic rights that any
human being can identify with, then we
must shun all contact with the South Afri-
can regime and its crimes. Any other
action, or inaction, is only indicative of

our collective hypocrisy and very mixed-
up priorities. (It is precisely because
America consistently places corporate
and profit priorities ahead of its stated
Ideals that it has so little respect and
success in the world today. Why must
Williams mimic the failure of the nation
when it has the potential to be an enlight-
ened agent of constructive criticism and
change?) On these clear-cut grounds,
we, the student body, must support
WAAC and the hunger strikers. Any
other consideration is only an evasion, a

Continued on Page 3

Quotation of the Week
"We are not dealing with rational human

beings."

—Mark White '84, a hunger
striker, referring to

the trustees

by Grodzins

OCiR STKlkrE AGAINST
the ckt is over. x

believe: 't-'

I

What have we gained? What can we do?
The aftermath of

and the future of

by Andrew Levin

The Williams Anti-Apar-
theid Coalition ended its

hunger strike on Thurs-
day for several reasons.

First, it had become clear at that time
that the trustees would allow the hunger
strikers to fast to the point of doing per-

manent damage to their bodies without

making further concessions to the over-

whelming campus sentiment favoring

divestiture. Second, we had accomp-
lished a great deal in the educational and
organizational realms, and we felt it was
time to move on to other methods of

pressing for full and permanent divesti-

ture. Finally, campus and media atten-

tion was focusing increasingly on our

tactics rather than on the issues

involved. In this article we hope to clear

up any confusion about why the hunger
strike ended when it did and about where
WAAC go from here.

To begin with, let us make it clear that

the hunger strike was NOT ended as a
result of an agreement between WAAC
and the administration on a mutually
satisfactory compromise on the fulfil-

lment of WAAC's demands. We are
pleased that the trustees have agreed to

an open meeting in the spring and that

President Chandler has accepted a res-

tructuring of the ACSR providing for

direct election to the Committee of

faculty and student members by their

constituents, assuming both groups
prefer direct election to Presidential

appointment as a means of selecting
ACSR members. (The College Council,
for its part has already decided in favor
of the democratic route. We hope the
faculty follows suit when it meets later

this month.) Both of these changes are
direct results of the hunger strike, being
as they are clear departures from pre-
vious college policy.

However, with regard to our first two,

more substantive demands, the Col-

lege's position as outlined by Dean
O'Connor in his statement last Thursday
remains totally unacceptable. Rather
than committing itself to divesting itself

of any specific holdings or accepting any
reputable outside agency (such as the

Arthur D. Little Company) as a legiti-

mate source of information with which to

judge corporate employment practices

in South Africa, the College merely
agreed to a six month time limit for

ACSR investigations of corporations
which have been criticized for non-

compliance with the Sullivan Principles.

We fail to see why the College thinks

letters sent in reply to ACSR inquiries by
the PR people of these corporations will

more likely produce an accurate picture

the hunger strike

a movement
of their real employment practices than
the carefully researched reports of the
Arthur D. Little Company, the Invest-

ment Research Resource Center, or
other monitoring agencies.

With regard to the second demand to

stop making deposits in banks which
loan money to South Africa, we are
pleased to have so distinguished an advo-
cate as Prof. Vince Barnett to attempt to

sway the trustees on this issue. But we
have seen no movement since 1981, when
the trustees backed out of their commit-
ment (made in the face of an April 1980

hunger strike by two WAAC members)
to avoid making short term deposits in

these banks.

In response to the contention that it

would be an administrative nightmare to

keep track of all banks extending loans to

South Africa, we have said we would set-

tle for withdrawal by the College from
the well-known handful of banks which
are the major lenders. Perhaps Mr. Bar-
nett can elicit a serious response to this

compromise.

national media coverage, was marked
by a high level of interest in our story by
the South African press and communica-
tions of support from the U.N., student,

community, and national anti-apartheid

and peace groups, and members of the

Mass. legislature and the U.S. Congress.

Here at Williams, the gains of the

hunger strike were both educational and
organizational. An average of 100 stu-

dents attended dally teach-ins led by
members of the faculty all week long;

about 200 students (including delega-

tions from Amherst, Hampshire, Har-
vard, and Wesleyan) heard speakers
from all over the Northeast at our infor-

mational conference on divestment on
Thursday; hundreds of students stopped

by our information tables located in the

dining halls almost every lunch and
dinner to read our fact sheets and to dis-

cuss the issues with WAAC representa-

tives; and of course the whole campus
followed the debate between the trustees

and WAAC, carried on through all-

the spontaneously organized faculty sup-

port committee and the successful

faculty petition drive (which continues)

indicate a greater level of faculty com-
mitment to getting the College's money
out of South Africa than we have seen

before; and WAAC, which last year con-

sisted of two core members, grew during

the hunger strike to become a political

organization with eight working commit-
tees and upwards of 40 committed
members, and with extensive contacts

with campus political and religious

groups and anti-apartheid groups in

communities and colleges throughout
the region. Many underclassfolk gained

hard political experience by taking on
major responsibility during the strike,

and the full group has already met several

times after the end of the strike to begin

mapping a strategy to push for full dives-

titure this spring.

Thus, the end of the hunger strike is

really the beginning of the next chapter.

When media people began calling to ask

what kinds of vitamins the hunger strikers

were taking, we knew it was time to call

the strike.

No, it wasn't an agreement with the

administration which ended the strike,

but, conversely, a realization that we
could expect no more serious dialogue
with College officials before the health of

our friends fell into serious danger. We
ended the hunger strike because it had
yielded tremendous fruit and because
with each passing day it drew more
attention to itself as a tactic, obscuring

. . . the open
meeting . . . will be
a milestone in

student input . . .

the fundamental issues of Williams'
investment in South Africa in particular
and U.S. corporate involvement in South
Africa In general. When media people
began calling us up to ask what kinds of

vitamins the hunger strikers were tak-

ing, we knew it was time to call the
strike.

In the meantime, we had succeeded in

putting divestiture back at the top of this

community's agenda and in giving the

national and international anti-
apartheid movements a boost. This lat-

ter, accomplished largely through

campus mailings, WCFM, and the col-
lege newspapers. All of this belles the
Record's characterization of the hunger
strike as an "emotional plea" which was
not conducive to "informed, intellectual
debate" which is discourse on the trus-
tees' "level."

Not only was the hunger strike a highly
rational and carefully considered politi-

cal act (which isn't to deny that we have
a strong emotional commitment to this
issue), it also led to a level of serious
discussion about the College's relation-
ship to apartheid which wouldn't have
been possible on this campus ifwe hadn 't

forced it into the limelight.

Williams students know more about
the complex range of factors involved in
this issue now than they ever have
before, and we plan to continue learning
and teaching and listening in the hope
that the open meeting with the trustees in
April will be a milestone in informed stu-
dent input in the decision-making pro-
cess of Williams College.

In terms of organization, the hunger
strike has begun one of the major politi-

cal mobilizations seen at Williams in
recent years: about 20 campus and local
political and religious groups endorsed
WAAC's demands, and most of these also
endorsed the hunger strike— this
includes College Council and the BSU;

and it will be an intensified one, of the
ongoing struggle (now in its seventh year
at Williams) to convince our trustees to
divest completely, once and for all, of its
holdings in companies doing business In
South Africa. We do not call for divesti-
ture so Williams can feel good ("moral
masturbation").

Divestiture is an effective political
action which lets South Africa know that
one of America's most prestigious insti-

tutions will no longer participate in the
outside economic support without which
apartheid could not survive, and which
lets Washington know that we, as an ethi-
cal member of the community, cast the
only vote we have against continued U.S.
involvement in South Africa.

Our goal now is to convince those still

in doubt in the College community that
divestiture is the only step we can take
against apartheid, and that it is a step
which will not undermine the main
responsibility of the trustees: insuring
the economic well-being of the college.
Towards this end, we will be very active
this winter and spring doing economic
research, forming an Alumni Anti-
Apartheid Committee, and stepping up
the campus dialogue on this issue. This
Winter Study has been an unusually edu-
cational one for WAAC. May we put our
lessons to good use.

LETTERS
Continued from Page 2

failure to face up to our responsibility

and an inability to understand our dark-
est selves. We should be ashamed.

Nico Howson '83

Mistaken

To the editor:

The letter from Anna Peterson, et al.,

published in the January 11 Record,
repeats the main mistaken assumption
which Mary Daly embraces in her philo-

sophy, and again points out the major
trouble with the radical feminist wvlinn-

»chauunn. The truth is, this is not a male-
oriented society in any way; rather, it is

inherently destructive to the male
psyche. If the feminists are truly suppor-

ters of an environment of liberal thought

,

I would suggest they add Dr. Herb Gold-
berg's Jhe Hazards of Being Male on
their reading list.

The facts are plain. The male death
rate far outnumbers the female, so
much so that by the end of the century
there will be 145 women for every 100
men over the age of 65. The suicide rate is

much higher for men, as is the number of
sudden deaths from stress-related ail-

ments such as heart attacks and
hypertension.

Why is this so? Because the male is

forced to live in a society which puts an
unbearable number of conflicting
demands on him without allowing him to

be in touch with himself. He is expected
to be aggressive, competitive, and ruth-

less at work, but when he comes home,
he is expected to be passive, loving, and

understanding. He cannot be too playful,
because he will be considered irresponsi-
ble; but neither can he be too serious, or
he will be considered cold and with-
drawn. It is hard for him to make truly
close friendships because he has been
conditioned since a child that relation-
ships with other males are to be competi-
tive. And when he does find friends, he
can't spend too much time with them, or
his wife will suspect that he is "fooling
around."

All human beings arc made up of both
a masculine and a feminine side. Society
facilitates and even encourages women
to recognize and express both sides of
their character. But men cannot freely
express either without being subjected to
public shame or private guilt. If a man
shows his feminine side, he may be

accused of being a homosexual by both
females and other males. If he shows his

masculine side at the wrong time or
place, he is accused of being a "chauvi-
nist pig," and may develop an unhealthy
sense of self-hate.

All of this adds up to a society which
gets men into serious psychological and
psychophysiological trouble. If the femi-
nists truly support the cause of human
liberation, as they claim they do, they
must stop demanding that men change
into something they are not, and must
instead help men in our struggle to dis-

cover and be at one with the entirety of

our true selves.

A final question for the W.F.A.: Do you
see men other than in terms of their rela-
tionships to women? Think about it.

Stephen Farley '85
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decision to divest or continue holding

stocl<s in tliat particular company. Since

the inception of this review process in

1978, the College has divested from one
company, Newmont Mining Company,
in 1980,

Barnctt to check loans

Political Science Professor and Advi-

sory Committee on Shareholder Respon-
sibility (ACSRl member Vince Barnett

will meet with the Trustee Finance Com-
mittee to clarify the College's policy on

mal<ing short-term deposits in banks
with loans to South Africa.

The College agreed to stop all deposits

in banks making loans to South Africa in

1980, but has since reversed the policy,

claiming that the interwoven system of

international banking made this policy

an administrative nightmare. Barnett

will consult with the Trustees on this

matter and report back to the college

community this spring.

The College has agreed to the demo-
cratization of the ACSR, leaving the

details to be worked out by the College

Council and the faculty. A move will be
brought up in the regular February 9

faculty meeting to have the two faculty

members to the ACSR elected by the

entire faculty.

The College Council has already voted

to have the two student representatives

elected by the student body. The repre-

sentatives are currently selected by
Chandler.

Matter not settled

The College has also agreed to an open
meeting this spring where Trustees will

present their views and hear campus
sentiment on the divestiture issue.

WAAC spokesmen maintained that the

matter has not been settled. White said

that "the issue will not die until apar-

theid does." Venable said that since

WAAC has the support of the commun-
ity, the mobilization can be resumed and
that "we will use tactics to pressure the

Trustees in the future."

One reason cited by WAAC for the dis-

continuation of the hunger strike is that

attention was being diverted from the

issue of divestiture to the condition of the

hunger strikers. Saying that the decision

to continue the hunger strike was made
on a day-to-day basis, dependent on the

administration's response, WAAC spo-

kesman Sam Schuchat '83 said he was
"shocked it has gone on so long."

White said that the vote to end the

hunger strike was not unanimous, but

that it was for the best.

Three more strikers

The hunger strike began Friday, Janu-

ary 21 when the Trustee Finance Com-
mittee refused to act immediately on

WAAC's demands for partial divest-

ment. Seniors Derede Arthur and Eric

Fernald and junior Mark White began
their hunger strike in Hopkins Hall that

afternoon.

The following Wednesday, three addi-

tional hunger strikers, senior Elizabeth

Gavrilles, junior Sonya Grant and sopho-

more Nura Dualeh joined the original

three. The strike ended the next day.

On Thursday WAAC listed a number of

local groups which had endorsed the

strike, including the Black Students'

Union, College Council, a majority of the

fellows at the Center for Developmental
Economics and the Williamstown Meth-
odist Church.
WAAC also received a telegram from

the United Nations Special Committee to

Stop Apartheid which endorsed their

demands and actions.

"Appalling ignorance"

Chandler said that the strike pointed

out the "appalling ignorance" on cam-
pus concerning the College's investment

policies. In speculating on the future

action of the College, Chandler said that

"divestment is not the objective of the

Trustees."

"It [divestiture] is not an effective or

responsible policy. It is not the responsi-

bility of the college to have its own for-

eign policy," said Chandler.

Chandler went on to say that "the div-

estment game can go on and on. There

are the Russians in Afghanistan,

cigarettes, alcohol, nuclear weapons,

arms producers. The list could be

massive."

:WS BRI
Have a beer, but only In a glass. (Scheibe)

Pitchers banned
The Log is now selling beer only in

glasses Instead of pitchers as a result of a

recent administration decision, which

was formalized at last week's Log Com-
mittee meeting. The decision was based

on the advice of the Committee on Under-

graduate Life (CUD, the Williams Alco-

hol Awareness Program and the

students on the Log Committee, a sub-

committee of the CUL.
But the administration has ruled out

the option of "dry nights" at the Log,

during which no alcohol would be served

so that underaged students could enter.

Dean Cris Roosenraad admitted that stu-

dent opinion does not favor such a policy,

which has been an economic failure

when it was tried in the past.

Roosenraad explained that the deci-

sion to ban pitchers is based on a belief

that serving beer In pitchers leads to "a

certain psychology" that promotes
excessive drinking.

Log open, law c;nforced

The Log is now open to all Williams

students, according to Roosenraad, who
cautioned that the College will uphold the

state drinking law. "The Log is no sane-

enzi s
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tuaiy from the law, nor Is the College,"

he said.

Roosenraad conceded that most stu-

dents use the Log responsibly as a social

gathering place, but added that recent

problems with the Log made it necessary

for the College to use the new policy to

encourage "responsible use of the Log."

Student response to the policy, which

has been in effect for less than two

weel<s. Is good, according to Log man-
ager Rich Olson. He agrees that the new
policy will make students drink more
responsibly. "It's a little more difficult

to come up and get six glasses than a

pitcher," he said.

Fewer students
Many colleges face a slight drop In

applicants for next fall, reported the

Wall Street Journal, although Williams
may be bucking that trend.

The number of high-school students

taking the College Board's aptitude tests

for college entrance Is holding steady.

But, says a College Board spokesman,
"students who fear they won't be able to

get financial help won't bother to apply
for admission to college."

Phil Smith, director of admissions at

Williams, told the Journal that he pre-

dicts that while total applications may be
up, applicants from families with less

than $20,000 In annual Income will proba-
bly be fewer.

The fears about financial aid may be
unjustified In many cases, colleges

Insist. "We'll be able to help everyone
whoneedslt," saidSmlth. "Themoneyls
there."

Deportation delayed
A dispute over classified evidence has

delayed the deportation trial of South

African exile Dennis Brutus.

A U.S. Immigration judge In Chicago
granted Brutus a continuance January
10 after a dispute arose over whether
Brutus and his lawyers could view secret

evidence to be used against him.

Prosecutors maintain that the evi-

dence is "classified" and that its distri-

bution, even to Brutus's lawyers, could

threaten national security.

Meanwhile, Brutus's lawyers
are questioning the constitu-

tionality of using classified evi,-

dence at a deportation trial.

The Dennis Brutus Defense
Committee, operating from
Northwestern University where
Brutus teaches in the English
Department, has declared the

delay "a positive development
at this stage of the hearing."

North Adams

—

Continued from Page 1

But few Industries are Inter-

ested In developing the city to

replace the textiles, Kellogg

said, because Interstate high-

ways bypassed North Adams In

the 1960's when they replaced

railroads as transport corridors.

A fight by the city and the rest

of Northern Berkshire County
for a four-lane highway by-pass

around Plttsfleld to the Massa-
chusetts Turnpike has been
stalled since the 1960's.

Lamb and other city officials

also have been lobbying to keep

the city's largest employer,

Sprague Electric Co., which
opened In the 1930's. Sprague,

which employed up to 4,000 20

years ago, now employs 1,500.

[
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REMINDER
Applications to the Twelve-

College Exchange Program or

the Willlams-in-Mystic Pro-

gram for full year or any part

of next year are due FRIDAY,
FEBRUARY 4. See Dean
Mclntire in the Dean's Office.

WILLIAMS PROFILES

Jean Bernar;

Will, Failure, and C
by Susan Reifer

J
van Bernard Bucky ifoen by

Bernie Buchy. He is the direc-

tor oj Adams Memorial Thea-
tre, and has held that position

since coming to Ifitliams in l')74. He
received a Bachelor oJScience iti mathemat-
ics from Queens College and his master's

degree in Mathematics from /V. Y.V. in I960.

For four years he taught and did research in

mathematics and was enlisted in the Air

Force. In 1966 he received his M.F.A. in

Theatre-Directing from Carnegie Institute

of Technology. Bucky arrived at (filliamsin

1974 from a teaching position in the Theatre

Department at Berkeley.

He has directed opera with professional

opera companies; summer stock in Ohio,

Pennsylvania and tfilliamstown; college

theatre at Berkeley and Ifilliams. The list

goes on, including ei'en one 54-minute

"fantasy-documentary" entitled REPORT.
Bernie Bucky is also a teacher, a smoker, a

coffee-spiller on occasion, and a man ani-

mated and enthusiastic—about students,

\filliams, his work . . .

You went from mathematics to theatre

rather abruptly. Why?
I've been dealing with that for twenty

years and I still don't have a very good
answer. I changed my mind. There are a
number of things. I changed my mind
because, well, one thing was I wasn't a

wonderful mathematician. The other

thing is more complicated and I think
has something to do with the solitary

nature of doing mathematical research.
I was doing pure mathematics. The frus-

tration at the Infrequent productivity—If

you have two good hours a week you are
cooking, that is a lot. So I think, looking

back, that that was a negative; in the

theatre obviously It's a much more greg-

arious and communal enterprise. So I

suppose that is why, aside from my inter-

est in the theatre in general.

You were at Berkeley for a time. Do you
find differences between the kinds of

people at Williams and at Berkeley? Or
differences in other things?

I don't know If the kinds of people are
so different. When you Imbed a theatre

department much bigger than this—but

even by Berkeley's standards very
small— In a big university, it becomes
much less visible. Added to that I was at

Berkeley in the second half of the 60's

and the early 70's when there was so
much extravagant theatre going on In

the streets that it was hard to compete In

the theatre— it was even hard to know
why one did anything in the theatre since

the theatre outside was so much more
compelling.

Here one is much more Independent.

And the relationship to the community is

obviously much more Intimate and
close. And added to that personally the

possibility for working with colleagues In

other disciplines Is much easier here
than at a big university where everybody
guards their turf very closely and has
their prerogatives of jealousy.

Do you find that interaction among disci-

plines is important?
It Is very Important to me personally,

and we make a big effort to try to Imbed
the theatre Into the concerns of the com-
munity and the curriculum of the col-

lege. And there Is so much more we can
do. Let me give you an example of that to

keep this away from all theory: At Ber-

keley there Is an enormous English

department, probably a 90 person
faculty or something on that order. The
relationships between the theatre
department and the English department
are not at all close. At a school like Ber-

keley that situation Is much more typical

than the one here. The relationship is

hostile, mutually threatening and some-
times really downright aggressive.

When my colleagues and I did a produc-

tion of Shakespeare, for example, the

English department would come en

masse and sit in the second, third, fourth

and fifth rows, and it was a typical expe-

rience that they would stay for twenty
minutes, rise as a man and depart. The
Theatre department's relationship with

the English department here is

different—one of mutual nourishment,
mutual respect, and I would claim
enriches both enterprises—particularly
theatre.

Do you find that there is interdiscipli-

nary interaction among the students
here?

I think that they can be persuaded.
Many of them are double majors. Many
of our majors are double majors. If we
couldn't do that our productions wouldn't
exist. We have between seven and ten

majors each year, and a big show uses 75

to 100 people. So obviously there are all

sorts of people who, for better or worse,
are Identified as theatre people. Many of

those people who are recognized as such
do other things. They may be pre-med
students. That does enrich the theatre.

At a big university where all of the pro-

ductions are done in a kind of closed clr-

cle, the theatre becomes very
incestuous.

In a community art has a certain influ-

ence. Do you feel that—by your choice of

what you present each year-that there
is an influence, a planned influence?

That is a source of a great deal of

anguish. The way one chooses plays-
first It's the choice of the play then the
choice of the way in which you produce It.

There are a number of responsibili-

ties; least of the responsibilities I per-

sonally feel Is the responsibility for

creating a kind of cultural embellish-
ment to the community. I mean that's

nice If it happens, but I don't really care
about that. What I care about is trying to

imbed the kinds of things we can do into

the general concerns of the college com-
munity. So that for example, over four

years, over one student generation, it

would be nice if we do as many different

kinds of plays from as many different

kinds of periods as possible. A student
shouldn't get out of here without seeing
one or two plays of Shakespeare that we
do. That's A. B, I think though this hasn't
been a deliberate policy, it works out that

we try to do finalized plays In as provoca-
tive a way as possible as far as provoking
discussions, even if people respond in the
whole spectrum from negative to posi-

tive about the shows.

The other thing that we try to do ... is

to try to have the productions act as a
kind of artifact that people can use In

their other courses. That Is to say, I will

probably direct a Beckett play In the
fall; Larry Graver will be teaching in the

English department, cross-listed In the

Theatre department, a special course on
Samuel Beckett. So that this thing that

will happen on stage can be used as an
artifact. We've done that a lot. And that

works fairly well.

What about Williams students as

actors? How does that work?
I happen to believe that It Is absolutely

essential—this Is not a universal belief

though it may seem so—that it is abso-

lutely essential in order to be an actor, to

be reasonably literate. There are many
schools of thought. There Is the kind of

school-marmish department in which
one does Julius Caesar, puts sheets on
and says all those words as best they

can; you do Julius Caesar for the same
reason every high school does it—

because there are no dirty words. And
everybody goes to the show and feels

unbelievably guilty at being bored to

tears because they know it's a great clas-

sic but it's just tedious and dull.

That's the most typical kind. The other

kind is one in which professionalism—so
called, in quotation marks—is asserted

as the highest goal. Which means that

you really don't have to know anything
about history or literature or you may
not even be able to read very well but you
work on things like technical aspects of

the production. What we try to do Is

create the balance, somewhere, and at

that Williams students are particularly

apt.

If the actors here suffer from one thing

It's their wild artlculateness. Though
that's a nice vice if it's directed. Actors
always have many kinds of defenses . .

.

For Williams students usually it is their

ability to articulate In the most elegant

and extended ways. So very often in

rehearsal, talk, talking a lot, good talk,

intelligent talk is substituted for the

doing, and that's usually what has to be
cut through.

But I must confess that's much nicer

than trying to explain to a group what is

it that is going on, to individuals who
have no historical or aesthetic or literary

intuition—and that Williams students

have.

The other thing—generalizations are
awful of course—but It seems to me that

Williams students, for reasons that are

not even entirely clear, have a sense of

will that Is very strong, and what
happens is almost magical. It happens
usually on opening night. Students trans-

cend themselves. Like nothing you've
ever seen in rehearsal; the things that

caused you despair, problems that will

never be solved, suddenly, through just

sheer tenacious will you see them solving

those problems. 1 see the students really

transcending themselves. And that is

really magical and wonderful. Usually

what you see in dress rehearsal Is what
you've got. But often enough that Is not

true. It makes opening night really

exciting.

You said in an interview in 1974 that you
"see college theatre as a sanctuary for

the entire community where an inter-

change uf resources can take place."

It Is a little on the pompous side, but I

still stand by that. The feeling of this

place, even the building, but also the kind

of spirit of the theatre as Ijeing a sanctu-

ary is true for the following reasons:

One of the things that Williams stu-

dents are allowed to do here and very few
other places is fail. Williams students,

our students, the theatre students are
encouraged to try to reach as far as they

can in terms of extravagance of expres-

sion . . . which means they often fail. But
that we encourage, I suppose, in all of our

courses and in productions, that risk,

that is the risk of failure. That is some-
thing that Is rather a dirty word—In most
other places at Williams.

In that sense I hope this is a sanctuary

.

. . . Finally I think the means of expres-

sion that one is accustomed to in the thea-

tre provide a kind of alternative for

students who are by and large operating

in a structure of rigid obligations, dutiful

obligations, you know, papers that are
due and exams and that kind of struc-

ture.

Here success of the product is not so
much emphasized as the value of the pro-

cess. I personally, for example, don't at

all care, In the shows that I direct, or
rather care less than I ought to, about
The Product. Once we have a dress
rehearsal and have gone through that

whole process, I'm fine. I would just £is

soon quit. But the students would be up In

arms . . . My focus is really on the process
and not in doing a show . . .

There are good reasons for going pub-

lic, mostly because the actors want to do
It, and certainly deserve to. They have
paid their dues. But there is a difference

between mounting a show in which the

eye is on the product—as smooth as
possible—there are ways of directing a

show to do that—or trying to emphasize
that the focus should be upon the process.

That doesn't mitigate the need for per-

formance. But it deemphaslzes the pro-

duct in favor of the way one works
through it. For example ... in the rehear-

sal process I might go through a series of

kind of clumsy steps In which you don't

really know what you are going to get in

favor of directing in such a way that you
maximize the audience's response. And
that we do very often. There is a nice

justice in the world and that Is that the

product is usually also Improved by that

mode of going through It.

The sense of the department's enter-

prises is truly that these things are colla-

borative, that the contribution of the
actor is far more important than the con-
tribution of the director. I really believe

that. So that when one says— I despite It

though it goes on— that "Well this Is Ber-
nie Bucky's play," 1 hate that with a pas-

sion. Because A, It really Intrudes, and
B, Ijecause the contribution of the actor
Is negated. The point is that this Is the

product of lots of .sensibilities, and intelli-

gences and responses. It is not the Direc-

tor's Play.
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Stray Cats

Revive

Rock-a-billy

by Ben Thompson
On the strength of the radio

and video hits "Rock This
Town" and "Stray Cat Strut,"
Built For Speed, the first Ameri-
can release by the Stray Cats, is

currently Number 4 on the Rol-
ling Stone charts. The success of

this album, a combination of

cuts from the group's first two
British albums, Stray Cats and
Gonna Ball, is no surprise to

fans who have followed the
group from its beginning. The
Stray Cats are a one-band rock-
a-billy revival.

Built For Speed is almost a
greatest-hits compilation from
two earlier British-made LP's.
This format seems to be the key
to the album's success. Cut
after cut has become popular,
with a new song garnering air-

play when an older one begins to

fade.

Fleshed-out sound
The group's sound can be

roughly classified as rock-a-

billy. Bass and drums predomi-
nate, with occasional guitar
licks cutting in. Originally, the
band started with just a stand-
up bass, a snare drum, and an
electric guitar as their instru-

ments. But subsequently they
have fleshed out their sound.
"Runaway Boys," "Rock

This Town" and "Stray Cat
Strut" are probably the best

cuts on this album. With their

steady beats, all three are
catchy and very danceable.
"Jeanle, Jeanle, Jeanie" and
"Built For Speed" are equally
solid.

It should be noted that four of

these five strongest cuts, all

from the first British album,
were produced by famous Brit-

ish guitarist-producer Dave
Edmunds. Edmund's seems
well able to convey the stripped-

down rollicking sound of the

Stray Cats.

Remade '50s tunes
The group's attempts at self-

production or collaboration
with Hein Hover on the second
British album tend to sound
more like remade versions of

'50s tunes than distinctive 1980's
originals.

The only fault of Built For
Speed lies in the weakness of
some of the tracks taken from
that second album, Gonna Ball.
Otherwise, the new album Is a
convincing debut by a fine
group, energetic and freshly
underproduced throughout.

JOSEPH E. DEWEY

9:00-5:00 aXXA**"
Mon.-Sal. "^ ^

<^

KMS Boo
WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.

01267
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458-5717

TH€CLIP5HOP
Hair Salon of the 80's

amslown, MA
458-9167

Benninglon, UT

802 442 9823

Piltslielrt, MA
4134439816
413 447 9576

CALL for an appointment or just WALK IN.
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Young violist displays technique
by Becky MacDougall

Listening to the recital given

by violist Paul Neubauer last

Tuesday evening in Brooks-

Rogers Recital Hall, I expe-

rienced an uneasy feeling of

deja vu. I was remembering a

concert I attended a few years

ago where a young violinist

named Eugene Fodor dazzled

an audience with his astonish-

ing technique, said to be the

greatest since that of the nine-

teenth century violinist
Paganini.

But despite Fodor's incredi-

ble technique, the public tired of

him very fast: there was no

depth to his playing.

Sensitive technique
I think that Paul Neubauer is

developing a technique on the

viola that in its quiet way is per-

haps as outstanding as violinist

Fodor's. But unlike Fodor, he
combines that technical facility

with a sensitivity towards
music that leads me to believe

that his success should be much
longer-lived. By the end of his

challenging program Tuesday
night, Neubauer, ablv accom-
panied by Margo Garrett, had
fully captivated his audience.
Unfortunately, the program

got off to a slow start, and the

first half was almost disap-

pointing. Neubauer opened
with a pleasant short Baroque
piece, Martin Marais's "Varia-
tions on 'La Folia,' " following

this with a showy "Concert-
piece" by Enesco. Although

these two pieces are very differ-

ent in mood, both demonstrated

Neubauer's unforced tech-

nique, full, smooth bowing, and
rich sound. But Neubauer him-

self seemed stiff. Although his

playing was relaxed, one had

the feeling that the was holding

himself back.

True disappointment

Therefore the Brahms Sonata

in F minor that closed the first

half of the program was a true

disappointment. All Brahms is

a test of the performer's ability

to express himself, and Neu-
bauer seemed unwilling to let

himself go. Although his sound
was still beautiful and his tech-

nique still close to perfect, his

playingwas uninspired, making
for a rather dull performance.

But after Intermission, Neu-
bauer came back on stage
almost a different person. As he
began Hubay's flashy "Hejre
kati from the Csarda," it

became evident that he was
much more relaxed and com-
municative with his audience.
The same was true of his perfor-

mance of Fritz Kreisler's arran-

gement of "Chanson Sans
Paroles" by Tchaikovsky.
Unlike the first half of the pro-

gram, Neubauer played these

two pieces from memory, and
this may have had something to

do with his more enthusiastic

approach.

Totally involved
But Neubauer again used his

music for the beautiful Men-
delssohn sonata that closed the
program. This was by far his

finest performance of the even-
ing. He seemed by now enough
at ease to allow himself to

become totally involved in the
music. His playing was
emotional—where was this dur-
ing the Brahms?—without
sacrificing anything in the way
of precision.

At the conclusion of the Men-
delssohn, he was given an
enthusiastic reception that
prompted two encores. The
audience left well-satisfied that
it had heard a performance by a
highly promising young violist.
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Tues. Feb- Missing Persons. Albany. NY
Wed., Feb2 Jorma Kaultonen, Paradise. Bos-

ton, Mass.
Townes Van Zandt, Passim's. Boston

Tttur., Feb. 3 Missing Persons, Metro
Asleep at the Wheel. Jonathan Swift's, Bos-
ton

Fri., Feb. 4 Missing Persons. Flat Street, Brat-
tleboro. Vt.

Poco, Rusty Nail. Sunderland. Mass.
New England Jazz Quartet, Iron Horse,
Northampton. Mass.
Lords ol the New Church, Channel. Boston

Concert Listings

Sat. Feb. 5 Pete Seeger, John M. Greene Hall,

Smith College, Northampton, Mass.
King Sunny Ade & the African Beats. Brad-
ford Ballroom. Boston
Fat, Rusty Nail. Sunderland. Mass.

Sun,, Feb, 6 Piere Bensusan, Iron Horse, Nor-
Northampton
Adam Ant, Orpheum, Boston

Feb. 8 Adam Ant, Palace, Albany, NY
Feb. 9 Johnny Cash, Centrum, Worcester,

Mass.
Feb. 9 Joe Perry, Hullabaloo, Rensselaer, NY
Feb. 10 Bow Wow Wow. Proctor's Theater.

Schenectady, NY
Feb. 11 Aerosmith, Civic Ctr., Springfield.

Mass.

SKE SALE
Savings Of

10% to 50%
on our entire inventory

Alpine & Nordic Equipment
Parkas*Sweaters*And Much IMore

Ski and Skate Work

MON.-SAT. 9-5:30

MASTERCARD VISA

Spring Street 458-3605 Williamstown

CLASSIFIEDS
LOST: Pearl Necklace (imitation).
Will the student who found this
necklace in the mail room please
contact Karen at x2746 or SU
1578! Thanks.

GRADUATE STUDIES IN

BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH

Basic Medical Science Department

Active Research Programs

Seeking Qualified Applicants

Tuition and Stipend

Support Available

For Further Information Contact:

Graduate Committee
Department of Physiology

Albany Medical College

Albany, N.Y. 12208
(518-4i|5-5651)

BIG BIG BIG

WINTER SALE m-im /
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ALL PARKAS Down/Synth 20%«FP
ALL PENDLETON WOOL 30%«ff \J^,^M ^''

Men*! and Ladies' r?m W*^»Xm^^
^Xmjl- f

ALLJOHNSON WOOLENS 40% •fp ^^^'
Shirta, JaekcU, Green Himliiig, PuU

ALL SKI AND WIND SHELLS MuiudUdiet- '»V^»WW
ALL CROSS COUNTRY SKIS And Equip.... 20% ..40%•n
ALL HATS AND GLOVES 50%«pf

IMVATERSTREET VILUAMSTOVN «SM««S fy ^^
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Sportshorts Poland

Women's hoop
The women's basketball team

(2-7) lost to American Interna-

tional College 78-59 on Friday.

Coach Sue Hudson-Hamblin,
however, was pleased with the

team's second-half effort. "We
really Jelled together in the

second half," Hudson-Hamblin
said. "We finally matured, and
were working well together out

on the floor."

Tracy Burrows led the team
with 21 points, 18 of them in the

second half. Thalia Meehan
added 17, while Cathy Evans
had 13 points.

Different club

"We were very cold in the

first half, shooting 25 percent,"

said Hudson-Hamblin. "At half-

time it was 35-20. But we were a

different club in the second half.

I'm really encouraged for

future games—we should get on

the winning track."

The Ephwomen also lost to

North Adams State 54-47 on

Wednesday. Kay Lackey '85 led

the club with 13 points.

Williams travels to Vassar on

Wednesday and then Wesleyan
Saturday.

Women's squash
Despite three losses, women's

squash Coach Renzie Lamb was
pleased with his team's perfor-

mances last week.

The team lost 6-1 to Pennsyl-

vania, 6-1 to Princeton, and 4-3

to their alumni over the week-
end. They also beat Tufts 7-0.

"I was pleased with our per-

formance," said Lamb. "Those
Ivy schools are among the best

and our girls really worked
hard."

Number three Hilary Thomas
'85 was the only winner against

Penn, while number four Lisa

Buckley '83 took the only win
over Princeton.

The team, now 4-4, travels to

Vassar on Wednesday.

Wrestling

The grapplers split in a trl-

match on Saturday, losing to

host MIT but beating UMass-
Boston.

Captain John Donovan '83

was the weekend star with two
pins. Other double winners for

Williams were captain Jeff May
'85, (two wins), heavyweight
Gary Stotz '83 (one pin, one for-

feit), and Captain Chris Wood-
worth '84 (one win, one forfeit).

"I was surprised at the

strength of UMass-Boston,"
said Coach Joe Dailey. "Since

they merged with Boston State,

they've got about 10,000 stu-

dents. That match was much
closer than we had hoped.
The 30-21 loss to MIT was Wil-

liams' second in two weeks.
The wrestlers face Trinity at

home at 1: 00 on Saturday.

Continued from Page 1

Spielman also said that the

American press exaggerates
the repression in Poland. "What
to me is most remarkable atraut

Polish society," he said, "Is the

lack of repression and the low
level of violence."

He added that the Poles are
dissatisfied with Soviet-backed
party rule, however, and see
Solidarity more as a revolution-

ary democratic force against
that rule than as a trade union.

Urban influx legitimates

Nationalism motivates the

Poles to vie for independence

through organizations like

Solidarity, Spielman added.
This strong nationalism is a

direct effect of World War II

which, according to Spielman,

homogenized Poland by killing

large numbers of Jews and city

dwellers while leaving the bulk
of the Catholic peasant popula-

tion Intact.

After the war, a large influx of

peasants into the cities took

place. The peasants regarded
this move as a huge status jump
and it resulted in widespread
popular support for the Soviet-

backed regime which took
credit for it, Spielman said.

In recent years, however, this

Plagued pucksters

support has eroded. According
to Spielman, Poland under
Jaruzelski is a very depressing
place and the last few years
have been the hardest ever. But
he predicted that the future will

bring growing stability for

Poland which he hoped that the

present regime will success-
fully achieve.

One

youcan
give

yourself.
Continued from Page 8

they had a two-man advantage
for a full minute. They were
unable to capitalize, and the

Polar Bears stepped up the

pressure. Finally, Chris Simon
got the equalizer, assisted by
Theberge, with just 1: 12 left in

the contest. Deadlocked at 3-3,

the game went into overtime,
and Theberge completed his hat
trick with a goal at 3: 34 of the

extra period.

Another bitter defeat

The loss came on the heels of

another bitter defeat, as the

Ephs fell to Colby, 2-1, on Friday
night. The first Colby goal, at

2: 39 of the first period, came off

the skate of a Williams defense-

man, who skated through the

crease just as Greg Apostol

tried to center the puck from
behind the net.

Mark Wysocki '83 evened

things up with a power-play goal
at 2: 18 of the second period,

assisted by co-captain Sam
Flood '83 and Rutledge. With
Dan Finn '84 holding the Mules
at bay, the score remained
unchanged until 14:02 of the

third period, when Dan Batten
scored from the right wing on a
3-on-l breakaway.

UConn as well

The third loss was to the Uni-

versity of Connecticut on Tues-
day by a 4-3 score. Brian
Rutledge again provided the

only bright spot of the evening
for Williams, as he turned a hat
trick.

The losses ran Williams' skid

to six straight, as the Ephs'
record on the season dropped to

3-12.

Army comes to the Lansing-
Chapman rink Wednesday at

7:30.

%
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Hoop's hot at home

Snorts February 1, 1983

by John Clayton

Folks, this team Is good.
This team won three games In

a row this week. Three games
against tough opponents, three
games that were not flukes.

Folks, this team wiped out
Bowdoin Saturday 74-64, and
Bowdoln only has one other loss

In Division III. This team also
beat Bates on Friday 82-72 and
Middlebury last Tuesday 91-65.

Folks, this team has won four
games In a row.
This team Is 5-1 in the super-

cozy confines of Lasell
Gymnasium.

New heroes
Folks, this team just finds a

way to come up with a new hero
for every game. Saturday, it

was guard Tim Walsh '86 and
forward John McNlcholas '84

off the bench to score 19 and 15

points respectively.

Friday, it was captain Scott
Olesen '83 shooting 8 for 10 and
guard Ed Schmidt '84 shooting 7

for 9.

Tuesday, it was the inimitable
Artie Pldoriano scoring 28
points.

Folks, this group of players
went off to Cuba and came back a
team of players who know who
they are and what they're doing.

Folks, this team Is good.

Streak shooter
Saturday, McNlcholas scored

the first five points of the second
half to break a 26-26 tie and send
the Ephmen on their way.

Walsh sparked the team with
his steals and assists while
McNlcholas kept pouring in the
buckets on jump shots. "John-
nie Mack is a streak shooter,"
said Coach Curt Tong, "and he
was hot."

Defensive predicament
Although the Polar Bears were

able to cut the Williams lead to

three (from a high of ten), at

61-58 at the 3: 46 mark, the Ephs
hit the clutch foul shots at the

end to clinch it.

"Bowdoin Is a good team,"
said Tong, "because they have a

great balance of inside strength

and outside shooting ability.

They put you in a defensive
predicament—you can't col-

lapse, but you can't go out too

far. That's why I was just

tickled with our defense, espe-

cially Olesen, Walsh, and
McNlcholas."

Lesser opponent
Folks, they did the same thing

to a lesser opponent on Friday.
Pldoriano was having a bad
night (that's right, for once
Pldoriano did not lead the team
in scoring), so Schmidt and
Olesen took over.

Olesen collected 17 points on
Friday, while Schmidt's
jumpers were good for 14. Pldo-
riano, even on his off night,
added 15 and Dave Krupski had
12.

Anything they want
Folks, this team knocked off

Skiers slip at UNH carnival
by Chuck Mahoney

It was a disappointing week-
end for the men's ski teams, as
neither Nordic nor Alpine fin-

ished in the top five at the Uni-

versity of New Hampshire
Winter Carnival.

The cross-country team raced
at Middlebury for the second
consecutive week, because of a
lack of snow at UNH.
On Friday, the men finished a

frustrating two points behind
Bates to place them seventh In

the individual competition.
Coach Bud Fisher com-

mented, "We skied better this

week than last, but still not as
well as I think we can. It was
disappointing to finish behind
Bates by two."

Retaliate Saturday
The team retaliated force-

fully in Saturday's relay, how-
ever, leaving Bates in the tracks
to finish sixth.

Vermont took both events
with their lack of American ski-

ers; against such skiing demi-
gods as Norwegians Pal
Sjulstad and Frederick Thav-
low, it required a tour-de-force
by the Williams dynamos to

place well.

Nordic Captain Steve
Johansen '84 skied his best-race
of the year to date, finishing In
29th, while Spencer Jones '85

and Ragnar Horn '86 both
showed Improvement to place
31st and 34th respectively.

Alpine frustration

The Alpine team experienced
frustration in both Friday's
giant slalom and Saturday's sla-

lom competition, with a series

of mishaps and tantalizing

course conditions.

One highlight in Friday's race

was Alpine captain Crawford

Lyons' sixth-place finish, which
secured his place at the Nation-
als in that event.

The team tied for sixth overall

with St. Lawrence, as UVM
found Itself able to win, with
Dartmouth in second.

Saturday unpleasant
Saturday was simply unplea-

sant as team members had
problems skiing out of the

course, missing goals gates,

and DNF (Did Not Finish) Ing.

Next week will provide a
change in scenery for both
teams as they race at Stowe for

the UVM Carnival, the third

stop in preparation for the Willi-

ams Winter Carnival February
18-19.

Junior guard Art Pidoriano drives past a Bates defender Friday night.
Pldoriano scored 61 points as the hoopsters won three games last week.

(Scheibe)

highly rated Middlebury as
well. They could do anything
they wanted to on offense.

Tuesday—Pidoriano jumper?
Two points. Andy Goodwin
drive? Two points. Dave
Krupksi offensive rebound?
Two points.

"We had a slow start this sea-

son," said Assistant Coach Bob
Peck, "but now things are fal-

ling in place, everyone knows
their roles now. We've found the

combinations that work, and
we're going to stick with them."

One broad statement
How good is this team? It's

hard to say. Lasell is an amaz-
ing equalizing factor. And the
Ephmen are 1-5 on the road. But
three of those losses came
before Christmas, before the
Cuba trip that pulled them
together. We can, however,
make this one broad statement:

Folks, this team is good.

Women take fourth
Although the official results have not yet been tabulated.

Coach Bud Fisher estimates a fourth place finish for the
women's ski team this weekend.
The women, skiing at the University of New Hampshire Winter

Carnival, finished behind Vermont, Middlebury, and fairly close
to third-place Dartmouth.
Heidi Knight was once again the star of the weekend, as she

finished second in both the slalom and giant slalom for the down-
hill team. Kate Knopp finished tenth in the slalom.

Nordic third

For the Nordic team, captain Ellen Chandler finished third,

while Sarah Bates '85 came in twelfth. The team took fourth in

the cross-country relay, and places third in the overall Nordic
standings.

Because of a lack of snow, the cross-country races were held at

Middlebury. This caused the delay in discovering the overall

Carnival standings, because those results had to be sent back to

UNH before tabulation.

In a similar situation at St. Lawrence's Carnival last week, the

official results were not available until Wednesday.
The Ephwomen travel to the UVM Carnival next weekend.

Winning
Again
Swim teams 6-0

by Andrew Garfield

Cecilia Ciepiela '84, with
three wins, led the women's
swim team to a 90-56 victory
over Bowdoin on Saturday,
while the men beat the Polar
Bears, 101-31.

Ciepiela won the 200 Individ-
ual Medley (2:20.6), the 200
backstroke (2:22.4) and quali-
fied for the nationals with a time
of 2: 19.8 in the 200 fly. Rachel
Stauffer '85 also qualified for
the nationals in the 100 free
(56.10).

Kim Eckrich '85 and Dina
Esposito '83 had two victories
apiece to pace the rest of the
team. Eckrich won the 100 IM
(1:04.2) and the 200 breast
(2:37.2) while Esposito took
first place in the required and
optional diving events.
Other winners included

Stauffer in the 200 free (2: 02.4)

,

Katie Hudner '83 in the 50 back
(30.18), Peggy Thoman '85 in

the 50 breast (33.84) , Ann Tuttle
'83 in the 50 free (26.27) and the
Medley Relay team of Eckrich,
Tuttle, Hudner and Liz Jex '83

(1:58.7).

Men bomb Bowdoin
With four seniors winning two

events each, the men's swim
team bombed Bowdoin 101-31.

Dave Johnson won the 100
breast (1:03.9) and the 200
breast (2:17.5), Ben Aronson
won the 800 free (8: 08.7) and the
200 fly (1:59.5), Mark Weeks
won the 50 free (22.26) and the
100 free (49.44) and Jim Stock-
ton won both the diving events.

Rob Sommer '84 also had two
victories: the 100 back (56.08)

and the 500 free (4:51.9).

Record-breaking
Sommer, however, had his

pool record in the 200 IM broken
by teammate Bill Couch '86.

Couch, setting his second pool
record in as many meets,
streaked to a national qualify-

ing time of 1: 59.49.

Other winners were John
Peloso '85 in the 200 back
(2: 03.9) , Rob Bowman '83 in the
200 free (1:48.8) and Peter
Orphanos '85 in the 100 fly

(54.66).

Both teams upped their
records to 6-0. They will face
Springfield next Saturday at
home, the men at 2:00 and the
women at 4: 00.

Hockey hurting, loses three
by Dave Woodworth

Looking more like a hospital

ward than a hockey team, the

men's varsity puck squad
dropped all three of theirgames
this past week.
Saturday's setback came at

the hands of the Bowdoin Polar
Bears, 4-3 in overtime, as eight

(count 'em, eight) Eph players
watched from the stands. Willi-

ams opened the scoring with a
goal by Scott Karmozyn '86,

assisted by Brian Rutledge '85

and Erik Mnutzen '86, at 5: 02 of

the first period.

Bowdoin came back to knot
the score at one-all with just 12

seconds gone in the second
period, as John Theberge, who
has proven to be the Ephs'
nemesis in their two meetings
this season, led a rush down the

right wing off the opening face-

off. Brian McGuinness and Jean
Roy assisted on the power-play
goal.

The Ephs, however, got two
goals of their own in the second
stanza to take a 3-1 lead into the

final frame. With McGuinness
out for tripping, Rutledge took

advantage of the power-play to

notch his second point of the

night, scoring at 13: 30 on assists

by Greg Pachus '84 and Dave
Fritz '86. Rich Jackson '85,

assisted by Rutledge, tallied

what proved to be the Ephs'
final goal at 19: 11 of the period.

Williams seemed to have all

of the momentum as McGuin-
ness was again sent off with a

mere 11 seconds played in the

third period. However, The-
berge scored his second goal of

the game—this one shorthand-
ed—at the 1: 12 mark, closing

the margin to 3-2.

The Ephs had a golden oppor-
tunity to widen the spread
around the 9 minute mark, as

Continued on Page 7

Here's lour healthy Williams hockey players: Brad Ball 86 (19) chases the
puck as goalie Dan Finn '84 and captain Sam Flood '83 and Ed Finn '83
(both in back) watch. (Scheibe)
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Faculty distressed

over inquiries

Calls from

Dean's office
by Dan Keating

Claiming possible abridge-
ment of academic freedom and
intimidation by the Deans, a
number of faculty members
have complained about a series

of phone calls, made by the

deans during the hunger strike,

to signers of the petition calling
for divestment by the college.

The situation is currently
being examined by the Faculty
Steering Committee, according
to Committee Chairman Profes-

sor Robert Kozelka. The matter
will probably be brought up at

tomorrow night's faculty
meeting.

According to Dean of the Col-

lege Daniel O'Connor, eleven
calls were made by himself and
Dean Cris Roosenraad on the

Sunday and Monday following

the beginning of the hunger
strike. All of the people called

had signed the petition circu-

lated before the hunger strike

calling for total divestment by
the college.

Degrees of pressure

Faculty descriptions of the
calls ranged from decent and
sensible to angry and threaten-

ing. About half the calls went to

untenured faculty and half to

tenured professors. In general,
it was the untenured professors
who felt a greater degree of

pressure.

Due to the feeling that intimi-

dation has occurred and with
fear that it could continue, most
of the faculty who have
expressed concern over these
incidents wish to remain

anonymous.
One faculty member said he

received an "angry" call and
that "the effect of the call was
intimidating and an abridge-
ment of an individual's aca-
demic freedom." He went on to

say that the Deans "seemed to

be trying to drive faculty away
from supporting the tactics"
being used by the Williams Anti-

Apartheid Coalition.

An untenured professor said
that he received a call whose
"nature was not explicitly

threatening, but implicitly
threatening."

Other faculty were less dis-

turbed. One person who was
called said, "I was not intimi-

dated and was glad for the

opportunity to share some ideas
with the Dean."
Professor Donald Beaver con-

sidered the call "perfectly sens-

ible" and said that he was not

intimidated at all. "I think it is

bothersome that there is an
atmosphere that would make
some people feel Intimidated,"
said Beaver.
Another tenured professor

said he received a call which he
felt was "nothing more than
informative."

Some faculty had mixed feel-

ings over the call. One professor
who was called said he "appre-
ciated the call" and that O'Con-
nor was "decent about it." But
this person also considered the
call unnecessary and an "over-
reaction on the part of the
Deans."

Unclear purpose

Another professor called him-
self "puzzled by the call" which
he received. "The purpose of
the call was not clear to me, and

Continued on Page 4
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Rain?
Only last week the freshman quad was a swamp of rain and mud. (Shapiro)

CC, Housing Committee clash
by David Kieit

Sharp disagreement erupted

over the proper role of the Hous-
ing Committee Wednesday
night at a town meeting spon-
sored by the College Council to

discuss housing system
priorities.

Speakers debating proposed
chapges in the current system
included members of College
Council, Dean of Freshman Cris

Roosenraad and Assistant Dean
Mary Kenyatta.
The bulk of the College Coun-

cil presentation, given by vice-

president Jay Ward '84, and
members Bill Sawyers '84 and
Matthew Dodds '86, was a
rereading of material pre-

viously distributed in all-

campus mailings. It focused on
the Council's concern tor 'jus-

tice' in inter-house transfers,

support for a prioritized lottery

system, and minimizing the
importance of class balance
within a house as a factor in

housing decisions.

Transfer groups limited

Roosenraad, chairman of the

Committee on Undergraduate
Life (CUL), responded to the
Council's accusation that the
CUL has been attempting to

limit transfers, saying, "We
don't think that any action we
have taken restricts the number
of inter-house transfers."
A member of the audience

objected, citing the limiting of

transfer groups to two people as
an action which will directly

result in fewer transfers.

In an interview last week Roo-
senraad explained the reason-

ing behind the limitation.

"If we're dealing with a group
larger than two that wants to

transfer, obviously these people

are satisfied with living

together," he said. "For them,
transferring is not an effort to

get out of an intolerable situa-

tion but is solely to change their

physical plant," which he
rejects as "fool-hardy."

House stability

Roosenraad said he sees the
Continued on Page 9

The Britifh Maid, a bastion of New England charm and blueberry pancakes, will become a country inn under
new ownership. (Schell)

British Maid shaken up
by Jim Peak

The British Maid was sold recently for $375,000 plus a mortgage to
Chester Soling, a New York man who has extensive plans for turn-
ing the 118-year old Willlamstown restaurant into a hotel.

The major change will be the addition of a three-story wing
containing 48 rooms onto the back of the restaurant. The Orchards,
an estate built in 1789 which lies adjacent to the Maid property, will

also become part of the inn, although it will not be connected to the
main complex. The bottom floor of what is now the restaurant will
be transformed into the hotel's lounge.
Food will continue to be served upstairs, where a new kitchen will

be built, and the current menu will remain unchanged, including
the Maid's famous blueberry pancakes.
The original owner, Penelope Corbin, who will remain as man-

ager for two more years, envisions the creation of a real "country
inn, with rustic architecture, and a little atmosphere." There will

be several types of lodging available, including conventional hotel
rooms, a few larger rooms and several suites on the top floor.

Celebrity suites?

Corbin says that she has received a great deal of positive feed-
back from local people who feel that Willlamstown will profit from
a place offering this kind of accommodation.
Although she expects Williams parents and alumni to stay at the

Maid frequently, Corbin says that the most immediate interest has
come from actors working at Williams-theatre during the summer.
"Already Ken Howard and Dick Cavett have asked about the
suites," she said.

The architect for the addition is Fred Klein of Washington. Con-
struction is expected to begin this May, and will be completed
within a year.
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Billsville by L. Rockwood

The Williams Record
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Bad Move
Too rarely do faculty members involve themselves in campus politi-

cal issues; too rarely do students and faculty unite in a common voice.

Therefore, it is vitally important that faculty feel that they can speak

freely on any topic and that their words will not be misinterpreted or

intentionally misused. Recent events give them little cause for

confidence.

Prior to the hunger strike, 45 faculty members signed a petition

calling for divestment—which in no way referred to the hunger strike.

Yet there is some evidence that the Williams Anti-Apartheid Coalition

used that petition as an indication of faculty support for the hunger
strike. That 36, not 45, faculty members signed the subsequent petition

in solidarity with the strikers makes it clear that WAAC misrepresented
the views of those 45 faculty members.

Fearing that some faculty views were being misstated, Deans O'Con-
nor and Roosenraad called some of the signatories to inform them of the

way their signatures had been used. The Deans maintain that they
meant these calls to inform, not intimidate, yet some faculty felt intimi-

dated anyway.

We sympathize with the faculty involved. While we agree with the
Dean that the faculty members should have been informed of the conse-
quences, the Deans committed a great error when they personally
called the faculty, some of them untenured.

Regardless of what exactly was said, certain facts should have,
must have, been clear to the Deans. The Deans' Office exerts a signifi-

cant amount of influence on the lives of both students and faculty. The
first petition represented a position antithetical to that of the admini-
stration. Some of the signatories lacked tenure, and may therefore have
fell unduly pressured by any call from the Deans' Office. Finally, and
most importantly, whenever an administrator questions a political
move on the part of a professor, regardless of the intent, he endangers
the sanctity of faculty opinion and constrains academic freedom.

The Deans had some interest in persuading as many faculty as
possible to withdraw their signatures. Whether they advanced this inter-
est or the interest of information is irrelevant. A free exchange of ideas
is vital to the liberal arts environment in which we live. When one voice
is stifled, we all suffer.
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LETTERS
Disappointed Sacrifices

Quotation of the Week
"/ think it is bothersome that there is an

atmosphere that would make some people feel

intimidated."

—Professor Donald Beaver
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Professors deplore strike

Dean of the College Daniel O'Connor, locus of recent (acuity controveray.

Intimidated
Continued from Page 1

the caller seemed uneasy," he
added.

O'Connor said that he finds it

hard to understand that people
were intimidated, and that he
regrets their feeling that way.
He said that he did not get the

impression while on the phone
that anyone felt intimidated.

"Everyone I talked to said, 'I'm

glad you called'," O'Connor
commented.

Both O'Connor and Roosen-
raad said that the calls were to

inform signers of the divest-

ment petition that their support
was being used to back the

hunger strike as a tactic. "It

was simply to provide informa-
tion," said Roosenraad.

The situation has been
brought to the attention of the

Faculty Steering Committee,
whose duties include looking

into matters of faculty morale.
Kozelka would not specify the

number of complaints or the

action which the committee is

likely to take.

O'Connor described himself

as "incredulous" that the mat-

ter was brought to the Steering

Committee. O'Connor noted

that he is as accountable as

anyone else, so "if people feel a

real grievance, they should use

the grievance procedure."

Some, faculty members were
distressed that many of the calls

were directed at untenured pro-

fessors who feel particular

apprehension when questioned

by a Dean. "It is sadly ironic

that tenure, instituted to protect

academic freedom, has the net

effect of precluding academic
freedom," said one professor.

by Jeff Brainard

A group of 22 faculty
members have signed a petition

deploring asa "coercive tactic"

the hunger strike for divest-

ment from South Africa led by
three student members of the

Williams Antl-Apartheld Coali-

tion this January.

The following is the text of the

faculty statement:

"We the undersigned faculty

wish to indicate our support for

the principle of rational dis-

course asa means of conducting

the business of the College. We,
therefore, deplore the use of

coercive techniques, such as
hunger strikes, as totally incon-

sistent with the morality of pro-

cess to which an academic
community must consistently

remain committed."
The faculty who signed the

petition are:

Dudley Bahlman

David A. Booth

Russell H. Bosterl

Mac Brown

Arthur J. Carr

Paul Clark

Wlllard DIckerson

Charles Fuqua

Nell Grabols

Fred Greene

John M. Hyde

Gary J. Jacobsohn

Charles Karelis

Joseph Lowman
George E. Marcus

Anson C. Piper

George Pislorius

John K. Savacool

Robert C.L. Scott

Irwin Shalnman

Guilford Spencer

Fred H. Stocking

The petition was circulated by
political science professorGary
Jacobsohn. He stressed that it

should not be inferred that the
individual signers hold any par-
ticular view on the question of

divestment from companies
doing business in South Africa,

although he added that the
group as a whole holds "a diver-
sity of views on the subject."

"Elvcryone who signed the

petition abhors the system of

apartheid," he assured.

Inappropriate setting

Jacobsohn added that the

group opposes the tactic of a

hunger strike in the particular

setting of Williams College. But

he said he personally is not

opposed to the principle of a

hunger strike, and he thinks the

rest of the petition's signers

would agree.

"I support the hunger strike

by Anatoly Scharansky, a

Soviet dissident, as a perfectly

appropriate response to his

situation," Jacobsohn ex-

plained. "But there is a massive
difference in the situation at

Williams . . . this is a voluntary,

not a coercive community. If

you don't get what you want,
you always have the option of

removing yourself from this

institution."

The purpose of the petition is

less to criticize the hunger
strike than to uphold the con-
cept of "rational discourse" in

the future, according to

Jacobsohn. He worries that as
a result of faculty support, the
tactic of the hunger strike has
been legitimated and given "the
imprimatur of scholarly
activity."

History of recalcitrance

Roger Doughty '84, a WAAC
member and spokesman during
the hunger strike, responded
that "in and of itself, yes, you
could consider the strike mor-
ally coercive. But given a his-

tory of continual recalcitrance
by the Trustees, you perceive
the necessity of going beyond
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rational discourse.

"Also, they're ignoring the

fact that the strike was stopped
before the strikers' health was
threatened," he continued.
"Along with our demands, our
goal was to publicize the issue.

We got movement on our
demands, and now people are
talking about the issues. So once
we saw that the strike had out-

lived its usefulness, we ended
it."

Doughty added that WAAC
has not yet had a chance to dis-

cuss or respond to the petition as
a group.

Irreparable harm
Jacobsohn said he felt all

avenues of "rational discourse"
with the trustees were not

exhausted before the Finance
Committee meeting with
WAAC, at which the hunger
strike began.
"The students involved seem

to have Inferred from the fact

that the Trustees have not acted
in a way that would incorporate

their ideas on divestment that

they haven't been listening," he

said. "I fundamentally reject

that."

Jacobsohn also rejected the

notion that the hunger strike

was not coercive but rather
symbolic, designed to draw
attention to the issue of
divestment.

"The force of the hunger
strike was in the knowledge that

irreparable harm could have
occurred to the health of the
strikers," he said.

Other faculty agreed

Jacobsohn added that there
were many other faculty
members who agreed with the

petition but who didn't sign, so it

is misleading to compare the

numbers of faculty signatures

on the two petitions supporting
different sides of the controv-

ersy as a measure of overall

faculty opinion, he said. Also,

Jacobsohn did not solicit faculty

signatures, as did WAAC.
There were a number of rea-

sons why these other faculty

didn't sign, according to Jacob-
sohn. Some didn't want to polar-

ize the issue further, and others

feared their signature would be
confused with opposition to div-

estment Itself, he said.

Jacobsohn pointed out that

there was a "significant"
amount of peer pressure among
faculty not to sign his petition,

"which some could view as

sucking up to the administra-

tion." But there was also peer

pressure against signing the

other petition supporting the

hunger strike, he admitted.
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Winter Carnival without snow ? Dean sings

by Blake Martin and Todd Morgan
When's Carnival? What's Carnival?

Where's Carnival? Will we have Carni-
val. These are some of the questions put
forth by the unfaithful as well as the
uniated.

Time used to be . . .

• when people enjoyed the third wee-
kend in February. Lately they sit around
and lament the fact that there is no snow
or use the extra Friday to study.

• when the faculty used to stomp the
students In the championship game of
the annual broomball tournament.
(They forced us to say this.)

• when the winners of the annual trike
race were celebrated national heroes-
even if they were ugly.

• when underclassmen signed up to

keep gates under the pretense of support-
ing their ski team, when all they really
wanted to do was watch their favorite
blonde bomber in a skin tight suite.

• when upperclassmen coolly avoided
these "sophomoric" displays of affec-
tion and instead turned their energies to

upholding their House pride at the
Annual Winter Games.

• when a Williams student was not
afraid to eat bananas for speed . . . and
style—not to mention the semi-fluid
grace of the jello-chugging contest.

• when rugby players came out en
masse to vent their feeble efforts against
Rich Weber in the annual beer-chugging
contest.

Past Winter Carnivals featured both enthusiasm and snow—will Williams light apathy and mud
this year?

• when House unity meant something.
• when Dodd House held their infam-

ous spink tournaments.
• when the freshmen provided plenty

of beer at the trike race and then submit-
ted a well-primed group of freshmen for

the tug-of-war. We will not mention that

this group then proceeded to fall flat on
their faces against a Greylock squad.

• when snow sculptures went on even
without snow.

• when the Saturday night parties

race recycled
This year, after a hiatus of several years, the Williams Winter Carnival Tricycle

Race will run again. A featured event of the Carnival through the 60's and early
70's, the race combines speed, pageantry and a great deal of silliness.
Racing from Chapln Hall steps and around the Freshman Quad, teams will

consist of two pilots in relay with one trike and a pit crew. Though of course prizes
will be given for the fastest trlke-team, the most eagerly sought prizes will again
be those awarded for considerations that transcend brute speed. Accordingly a
panel of judges will also select "most souped-up trike," "best dressed pilot" and
'most outrageous pitcrew."
Veteran sports announcer Mike Nock's call "Gentleman, start your trikes" will

be given at 1: 00 sharp on Friday, February 18th.
Ideal teams should Involve entries, floors, upperclass and off-campus houses

though independents are welcome. Tricycles can be obtained throughout Willlam-
stown, or pried away from reluctant professors with small children.
Entry slips will be mailed out this week and must be completed by Wednesday

February 16th so that heats can be drawn up. Spectators are encouraged to come
out and root on the big day,, and then move down to Cole Field House with the
racers for the start of the Annual Winter Games.

rolled around, anyone could do anything,
anywhere, anyhow . . .

• when the whole Williams campus
took time off from reality just for the
sake of it.

So what happened to Carnival? Per-
haps it started when New England win-
ters turned balmy and mild. This change
in temperature has not only affected the
amount of snow on the ground, but also
nullified the Williams Winter Carnival
spirit.

Are we not men? (women too . . . hope
this one slips by the WFA! ) Just because
some of the last Winter Carnivals were
characterized by a certain absence of the
white stuff does not mean that Williams
cannot throw a great Winter Carnival.

In fact, this year's Carnival promises
to be one of the best ever, even if our
snow dances do not succeed. Brodie
Mountain's new racing slope will host the
downhill events and a whole new pro-
gram of on-campus activities starting
Thursday afternoon will guarantee
plenty of fun.

Get psyched
So even though the first events do not

begin for more than a week, start train-
ing for the citizen's cross country race,
tune up your fastest three-wheeler,
design your House sculpture, get
psyched for the opening ceremony, com-
plete with Renzi Lamb throwing out the
first ski, but most importantly, get out
and enjoy. The semester is barely under-
way, so take a break. We deplore you.

Drinking problems draw attention
by Amy Doherty

The Williams College Health Service is
offering a new Alcohol Awareness Pro-
gram in which students will educate
other students about alcohol through
dorm presentations, radio spots, posters
and other outreach methods. The pro-
gram is partly a response to what
members of both the Administration and
the medical staff at the Infirmary see as
a growing alcohol problem at Williams.
One of the Infirmary nurses estimates

that during the school year 1981-82 the
Infirmary handled seven or eight severe
alcohol overdoses that required hospital-
ization, an alarming increase from the
past. Both last year and this year, stu-
dents have expressed concerns to the
health staff about friends with drinking
problems. Dr. Corkins, the head doctor
at the Infirmary, and two of the Infir-
mary nurses, Mrs. Gangeml and Mrs.
corkins, began developing the Williams
Alcohol Awareness Program (WAAP)
after Dean O'Connor proposed such a
program last summer.

8% will be alcoholics
"We don't delude ourselves that we'll

prevent hard core alcoholics from being
alcoholics," says Dr. Corkins, who esti-

mates that forty students out of each
class are or will become alcoholics.
"And we're not trying to tell students
what they should or shouldn't do . . .

We're hoping to make life a little more
pleasant for students."

Dean O'Connor encourages the pro-

gram's emphasis on education. WAAP,
he maintains, is part of a wider health
mission at the college that includes edu-
cating and helping students in the areas
of nutrition and stress management as
well as alcohol awareness. "This pro-
gram is educational—it has nothing to do
with discipline," he contends, although
he notes that "obviously if people drink
less, a decrease in vandalism will be an
unintended side-effect." He also notes
that the alcohol education program is

coordinated with a larger network of new
policies concerning alcohol, such as the

. . . forty students out

of each class are or will

become alcoholics.

management of the Log and the supervi-
sion of parties.

WAAP will also reassure students who
feel obligated to drink "that it's o.k. not
to drink," says Mrs. Gangeml, and to
help students feel more comfortable put-
ting pressure on others to control their
drinking. One student who has voiced
satisfaction with the program to the
Infirmary staff confided that he had
spent the first few weeks of his life at
Williams taking care of his regularly
drunk roommate.

Students teaching students
Integral to the program is the concept

of students teaching students. "Students
will give us feedback and implement our
Ideas," Dr. Corkins says. He and Dean
O'Connor agree that the interaction of
peers is more effective than having older
professionals "talking down to the stu-
dents." The students taking part in
WAAP will give presentations in dorms
and houses, and teach general aware-
ness rather than serving as trained coun-
selors. Dean O'Connor sees that the
Junior Advisors can play a particularly
important role in alcohol awareness. Dr.
Corkins and the two nurses have already
presented their ideas about the program
to the Junior Advisors and to the House
Presidents, who have responded, Mrs.
Gangemi says, with enthusiasm and
encouragement.

In addition to WAAP, there is an Al-
Anon group on campus, which is inde-
pendent of the Infirmary— it is run by a
student—and which is geared specifi-
cally towards students who must deal
with alcoholics in their families. The
Infirmary is staffed 24 hours a day to
treat alcohol problems that require
immediate medical attention. Students
with drinking problems rarely go to the
Infirmary unless they become acutely ill

from over-drinking, Dr. Corkins
observes, which is primarily why WAAP
is designed as an active outreach ser-
vice. Dr. Corkins emphasizes, further-
more, that he and the nurses are wide
open to the ideas of the participating
students.

Straussy Mozart
by David P. McCabe

As a preface, let's agree that if having
seen the operatic production of Hamlet
(to the score of Carmen) that Harold
Hecuba brought to Gllligan's Island con-
stitutes the whole of one's experience
with opera, then we may rightly deem
such a person's knowledge of opera
extremely limited; my knowledge of
opera is extremely limited.

But I would also hope to find agree-
ment, among at least a few readers, that
an extensive understanding of the subtle-
ties involved in some of the finer arts is

not the sine qua non for enjoying what we
somewhat loosely term "cultural
events."

The experience of the benign and unin-
formed spectator may be, to him, as
enjoyable as that of the most intelligent
and historically-minded critic; the dif-
ference exists insofar as the levels of the
two experiences are at variance. If we
employ the phraseology of Aaron Cope-
land, and term the former "emotive",
the latter "intellectual", then we must
declare the musical program at Brooks-
Rogers Hall last Saturday, with Daniel
O'Connor baritone, Judith Reichert
soprano, and Victor Hill on piano, an
emotive triumph in every respect.

The program, entitled Duets, Solo
Songs, Operetta Scenes, attracted a pre-
dominantly non-student crowd; roughly
nine-tenths of the audience was com-
posed of faculty and their spouses, to my
admittedly untrained musical ear, the
vocal performances by both singers
were captivating. Perhaps Reichert did,
as one of my friends well-trained in the
study of voice mentioned, suffer slightly
on the upper end of the scale due to an
admitted week long bout with laryngitis.
But any such ill effects appear both trif-

ling and inconsequential in an overall
appraisal of the energy and beauty her
voice brought to the part of soprano.
O'Connor, for his part, filled the hall with
the sonorous depth and strength of his
pure baritone voice.

Further, he quickly established a rap-
port with the audience through his often
tongue-in-cheek descriptions of the
songs, all of which were sung in German.
By the end of the performance, O'Con-
nor's raised eyebrows were earning
chuckles from the majority of the
audience; as he and Reichert waltzed
across the stage, they had clearly won
the hearts of the audience.

And of course, there was Victor Hill.

As usual. Hill provided a virtuoso perfor-

mance on piano. Never overpowering
the singers, he nonetheless incorporated
the keyboard sound as an integral part of
the listening experience, and I often
found myself mesmerized by the nimble
quality of his fingerwork.

The performance consisted mainly of
duets by Reichert and O'Connor, from
the works of Mendelssohn, Schumann,
and Mozart. The first half also saw
O'Connor perform four solo songs by
Strauss; in the second half. Reichert
took her turn and rose to the occasion
with six folk songs set to music by
Brahms. During the finale, as the two
performed several short operetta scenes
from the works of Lehar, the audience,
which had previously applauded
strongly—but regularly—was clearly

enthralled, as they broke into applause
after each short song and succeeded in

bringing Reichert, O'Connor, and Hill on
stage for an encore.

The three composed an absolutely
charming group on stage. While I cannot
provide a more analytic and musically
insightful commentary on the perfor-
mance, I can speak for the entire
audience, I am sure: if you were not at
Brooks-Rogers Hall on Saturday, you
missed what was simply a very profes-
sional and, more importantly, delightful
evening of music.
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Middlebury

Two Middlebury town policemen were recently called into the

Rosebud, a local bar frequented by Middlebury students, to main-

tain order. A friendly customer offered the officers a bite to eat—

brownies, to be specific. The officers readily accepted the gift.

The Middlebury Cainpus reports that "the brownies were laced

with some controlled substances, which set the policemen off and

flying. One policeman drove his squad car into the woods, while the

other tried to malie it to the chief of police's house. He never quite

made it to the door. Instead, he was found by the police chief,

calling for help and pounding his fists against the walls of the

house."

RPI

One-third of all freshmen who enter RPI do not graduate from

there. Of the students who do leave Rensselaer, only one-third do so

for academic reasons. The other reasons for the high attrition rate

are the focus of a new investigation.

The Polytechnic reports that "financial hardship is a main con-

tributor to the attrition rate." The administration plans to aim

efforts towards retention at those students who leave voluntarily.

These efforts will include "increased personal attention, more tho-

rough advising, getting more students involved in campus . . .

activities, and increased financial aid."

Bryn Mawr and Haverford

"Security incidents shatter winter calm," reports the Bryn
Mawr and Haverford Colleges News. At Bryn Mawr, in early

Decemljer, "six intoxicated men . . . from another college" stolea

television from a dorm and sexually harassed one of the residents.

Over winter vacation, furthermore, 19 rooms in one dorm were
burglarized—primarily stereo equipment was stolen. Bryn Mawr
Director of Security called the robbery an "in-house job."

At Haverford, an Apple computer was stolen from the computer
center; the loss is estimated at $2,200.

Carson-Newman College

Four students at this small Baptist college in Tennessee set fire to

a stack of girlie magazines and ended up burning down a house.

The four entered a house near the campus expecting to find stolen

stereo equipment. Instead they found a trunk full of Playboy and
Penthouse magazines.

They set fire to the magazines because, their attorneys argued,

the sight of nude women offended them. An unsympathetic judge

ordered them to pay the homeowner $35,000 in damages.
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Party Party is a party party

by Jon TIgar

From its infancy, the youth-oriented British

progressive music scene has suffered charges by

its critics of rehashing the simplicity, innocence

and musical styles of late 50s and early 60s pop.

On no other album do youthfulness and

inocence shine through so well as on the sound-

track album to the film Party Party (A&M), a

collection of proven British and American acts,

many of whom contribute wonderfully original

cover versions of previously recorded songs.

The album's many styles Include ska, rocka-

billy, and pop, but in spite of its wide variety the

album stays coherent, especially through the first

side. Much of this coherence is attributable to

Richard Harrley, the music consultant for the

film and the producer of many of the bands

included.

Visceral

Hartley's slick production style perfectly suits

the bouncy, emotionally light themes of the

album: romance, driving, socializing and gratifi-

cation. Faced with these simple topics, the music
must be and somehow is both glossy and visceral.

The first side is the better of the two. Elvis

Costello fans will welcome his title track addition,

a humorous look at the predicaments of those

whose only concern is that "we're trying to have a

party party party party."

The catchiest tracks on the side, however, are

both remakes. Dave Edmunds' "Run Rudolph
Run", the best Christmas song ever, transforms
Santa and Rudolph into two of the coolest modern
figures this side of James Dean: "Run run

Rudolph, Santa's gotta make it to town/Got to

make him hurry, tell him he can take the freeway
down/Run run Rudolph, reeling like a merry-go-
round." The playful humor of the lyrics fits the

boogie-woogie rockabilly style like a glove.

Vicious

Also noteworthy is Bananarama's version of

"No Feelings", originally a Sex Pistols tune. Lis-

teners familiar with Bananarama's hit single,

"He Was Really Sayin' Something", will recog-

nize their style: airy, bouncy, very danceable.

The style, in fact, is so captivating that some
listeners may fall to see just how vicious the lyrics

are: "I got no emotions for anybody else/You
better understand I'm in love with myself ... I

kick you in the head, you got nothing to say/Get
out of the way 'cause I got to get away." Banana-
rama actually makes these lyrics more than
palatable—they make them fun.

The second side is moodier, but only slightly.

This side also contains the album's only weak
track, a remake of "No Woman, No Cry". There
are too many other good cuts to review each In

detail, but especially nice were Sting (of the

Police) doing versions of "Tutti Frutti" and the

bluesier "Need Your Love So Bad" and Chas and
Dave's raucous version of "Auld Lang Syne".
Even synthesizer fans get a juicy morsel in Midge
Ure's "The Man Who Sold the World".
Many groups have tried to cut albums whose

sole purpose was to have a good time. Most fail,

even pros like Ian Drury, because one artist

simply lacks the conceptual variety to sustain the

good times through an entire disc. Party Party
keeps the party going.

prepared by
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Tues, Feb 8 Poco, Paradise. Boston
Adam Ant. Palace. Albany. NY
Johnny Copeland Blues Band, Iron Horse.
Norttiampton

Wed Feb 9 Joe Perry, Hullabaloo. Rensse-
laer, NY
Fabulous T-Birds, Channel. Boston, Mass
James Blood Ulmer, Jonathan Swifts, Bos-
ton

Dexy's Midnight Runners, Agora Ballroom,
W Harllord, Conn
Jazz-Blues Forum, Common Ground, Brat-
tleboro, Vt

Johnny Cash, Centrum, Worcester, Mass
Spider John Koerner, Iron Horse,
Northampton
Novo Combo, Paradise, Boston

Concert Listings

Thur. Feb 10 Warren Zevon. Paradise. Boston
Philip Glass, Fine Arts Ctr

. U Mass.
Amherst Mass
Bow Wow Wow, Proctors Theater. Sche-
nectady. NY
Marshall Tucker Band & John Hall. Cen-
trum, Worcester. Mass
David Grover, Upstairs at La Cocina. Pitts-
field. Mass
B B, King. Cohen Auditorium. Tufts U .

Medford, Mass
Sally Rogers, Passim's, Boston

Fn
,
Feb 11 Aerosmith, Civic Ctr. Spring-

field. Mass
Nitecaps. Chateau. Albany, NY
Boston Camerata. Bnck Church Meeting
House. Old Deerfield Mass

Feb n & 12Taylot Pie. La Cocma After Nine,

N Adams. Mass

Feb. 11 & 12 John Dandurand. Upstatrs at

Coctna, Pittsfield. Mass
Feb. 11 & 12 Do a. Passim s, Boston

Sat., Feb 12 Johnny Winter, Agora Ballroom.
W. Hartford

Dick & Polo Staber. 8th Step Coffeehouse
Albany. NY
Warren Zevon. The Chance. Poughkeep-
sie. NY

Sun
,
Feb 13 Nell Young. Centrum (sold out)

Bobby Short. The Egg. Empire State Plaza,
Albany

t^enlTcuH.
'^'""?^^ '"" So^ierviMe. MassEllen Mclllwa.ne, Iron Horse, Northampton

Feb 14 BB King, Roomful of Blues & Shaboo
All Stars, Symphony Hall, Springfield,

Mass
Feb 14 Adam Ant. EM, Loews. Worcester
Feb 14 Joanne Brackeen. Iron Horse.
Northampton

Feb 15 David Lmdley. Paradise. Boston
Feb 17 Phil Collins, Fine Arts Ctr . U Mass..
Amherst

Feb 18 Phil Collins. Orpheum. Boston
Feb. 18 Pete Seeger. Symphony Hall. Boston
Feb 10 Charlie Byrd. Herb Ellis & Barney

Kessel. Troy Savings Bank Music Hall

Feb 21 Aerosmith, Civic Ctr., Glenns Falls.

NY
Feb 23 Ramones, Student Union Ballroom.
U Mass

March 1 Eric Clapton, Centrum, Worcester
March 5 Willie Nelson. Centrum
March 15 Hall & Gates. Civic Ctr . Glens Falls

March 17 Diana Ross. Centrum
March 19 Hall & Gates. Centrum
March 20 Weather Report. Centrum

STUDY ABROAD AT THE
ITHACA COLLEGE
LONDON CENTER

SEMESTER OR YEAR PROGRAM
ITHACA COLLEGE CREDIT

BRITISH FACULTY

COURSES — Bntish ana Europaan
stu4iM are otfared in litwatura,

history, art history, drama, music
sociology, education, psychology,

communications, and politics

Special program offered in Drama,

IntamsMpa avalUMe lo quatifled

students in International Bualneea,

Social Senlces, PoHtkal Science

and Communications.
Visits to the theatre, museums,

galleries, schools, social and
political institutions are an
integral part of the curnculum

For lurttiar InlormaUon wrtle:

International Programs -

Ithaca College
Ithaca. New York '4850

SP

CLASSIFIEDS

BABYSITTERS—Any student

who is interested in babysitting

for children of faculty and staff

should call Gail Rondeau on
extension 2376 or stop by the

Assistant to the President's office

on the 3rd floor of Hopkins Hall

between 9:00-12:00 or between
1:00-4:30 PM. l^onday through

Friday, If you babysat first semes-
ter and wish to continue second
semester, you should let Gail

know.

Sales Reps Wanted
Need extra cash? Self-motivated?

Want to set your own hours? Be
your own boss. Become a sales

representative for ARK Student
Bedding. Inc, Income potential is

up to you , Must have own phone.

For further information write:

ARK Student Bedding. Inc,

PC Box 534
Wenham. Massachusetts 01984

My child is hungry I remember
when I was an undernourished
boy of five, stealing apples from
the neighbors tree After a few
months, the neighbor replanted

the tree in his den. where he could
watch football m the shade

—Fandrick Dunn, 1966

For I am not a man, I am death, I

am VERMINI

Blues master DC and his honk-
ing soul harp Will cook your freak-

ing brains out Dig it
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Man on the Quad

What do you think of not

having pitchers at the Log?

/

Kersten Kyrazis '86:

"Oh, I say we should

have them. I think it's

silly to have glasses

'cause we're going to get

beer anyway from
upperclassmen."

Macky Foster '86: Tm
not going to make an ass

of myself and be quoted

in the Record."

Paul Hogan '86: "I think

it's ridiculous. They're
not going to get nearly

the business. Person-
ally, I haven't been there

for a month and a half."

Jona Meer '83: "I think

what it's going to do is

send people to parties

where they can get

drunk faster and easier.

It's gonna pose a lot

bigger threat to the so-

briety of Williams Col-

lege."

Jeff Mills '84: "The

thumper game's gonna

be a lot more boring."

Women in Jazz, Blues, and Folk on WCFM
A series of eleven two-hour programs docu-

menting the role of women In the history of popu-
lar music wlil be broadcast by WCFM every
Thursday night from 7 to 9 p.m. between Febru-
ary 10 and May 5.

FEBRUARY
10 Classic blues—Matt Shapiro

17 Later blues—Patrick Stewart

24 Gospel Music—Jollyn Stinson

MARCH
3 Folk singers—Matt Widman

10 Rhythm and Blues, groups—Adam
Merims and Kristy Graham

17 Rhythm and Blues, individuals—

loel Hellman and John Small

APRIL
7 Jazz pioneers—Carl Johnson

Jazz vocalists II—Hall March
Jazz instrumentalists—Craig Venable

14

21

MAY
5 Composers—David L. Smith

Williams Trio tempts listeners
by Greg Capaidini

Friday night's recital by the

Williams Trio was both well-

attended and well-received.

Tasteful and entertaining per-

formances were the rule on this

occasion, and Trio members
Julius Hegyi (violin), Douglas

Moore (cello), and Paula Ennis-

Dwyer (piano were warmly
applauded after each selection.

No twiddling

Highlighting the evening was
Mendelsohn's Trio in D-minor.

This is one piece in which the

listener doesn't have to sit there

twiddling his thumbs waiting

for the good part to come. Each
of the four movements could

stand on its own.
The Trio played them all with

an elegant, light touch, perfect

for the composer's so-called

"elfin" style. The overall effect

of a very controlled melodic

drive was as fulfilling as any-

thing with thundering sonorities

and wild technical displays.

Beethoven's Trio in B-flat,

Op. 11 was granted an equally

dynamic reading, with con-

trasts of tone and volume level

perfectly placed. Particularly

satisfying was the .Mozartean
simplicity of the slow middle
movement.

.Minor glitches

Here and throughout the
evening, the Trio's overall
sound seemed cleaner and more
relaxed than it usually is. Of
course, the playing still had its

minor glitches—muddy runs,

crunchy down-bows, off-center

intonation—but the new clarity

was entirely welcome.

In the company of such works
as the aforementioned, any
other is likely to suffer by com-
parison, and Rachmaninoff's
Trio Eligiac »1 did. This early

student work ambles from one
ill-developed idea to the next,

and the lack of effective transi-

tions makes it sound too cut-

and-paste.

It's all very pleasant to hear,

mind you, but there's not much
to listen to. Fortunately, profes-

sional musicians are less con-

descending than reviewers, so

the performance was smooth
and idiomatic.

This Special can
save you money on

Reprints & Enlargements...

Searching for a way to let

that special loved one know
you really care?

Put a classified In

the Record!

As a Valentine's Day gift

to our readers, the Record
offers its classified space
to the happy heartfelt

in the Williams community.

Submissions must be
submitted to the Record
by Sunday, February 13, at

2 p.m.

1.99t

25* Reprints
^' Ne«3v Slides til Disc

iJ^5!^,

Expires Feb. 28lh

4 Water Street Williamslown, Massachusetts 01 267

458-3113

HIE

Slips')

FOR A FINE SELELCTION OF
HANDCRAFTED JEWELRY

FOR YOUR
VALENTINE

115 Water St. 458-3270

Jim Millinger, Dean of

SEA SEMESTER of the

Sea Education

Association in Woods
Hole, MA., will visit

the campus on Wed ,

Feb. 9 at 7:30 in Weston
Language Center, and

present a film on SEA
SEMESTER He will

have informational

brochures and will be
happy to answer any

questions you may
have about the

program
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RPI link aids exchanges

New housing proposal?
Roommate conflicts (or a swim team prank) motivated one freshman to move Into the Freshman QuatI tor a

night. (Scheibe)

by Stephen Magnus

Two students from Rensse-

laer Polytechnic Institute in

Troy, New York, are currently

attending Williams on a new
student exchange, part of an

effort to increase ties between

the two institutions.

Williams has always allowed

its students to enroll as visiting

students at virtually any other

college. Including RPI. Now,
however, the two schools have

set up a formal exchange pro-

gram like those Williams has

with the Twelve Colleges, How-
ard, Cal Tech, and Flsk.

Under the new system, each
school will more or less auto-

matically accept any exchange
applicant from the other, as

long as he is in good academic
standing, has good reasons for

wishing to exchange and has the

permission of his college.

Students will fill out simple

Iff- LfOii cm a&out to- QAoduate, ooHAiden^-

PROCTER & GAMBLE
BUSINESS AND TECHNrCAL

CAREER R\THS
Come and talk with us at:

Career Expo'83
Wednesday, Feb. 16, 9:00 a.m. -5:00 p.m. Copley Plaza Hotel, Boston

Career Expo '83 is a three-day career conference to acquaint

college aixl graduate school tninority students with career

opportunities available in todays job market. Seminars for

students will be conducted on Feb. 15. The Job Fair will

be held on Feb. 16. Interviews will be scheduled for Feb. 17.

We will be scheduling interviews for management careers in:

Sales, Advertising, Market Research, Industrial Purchasing

and Traffic, Customer Service Operations and Manufacturing.

Procter & Gamble believes in early responsibility as the best possible way to learn. Training

is on-the-job, personalized, structured to enable you to develop quickly. Salaries are

competitive with other leading consumer products companies, both at starting levels

and later on. Benefit plans, including Profit Sharing, rank among the top in U.S. industry.

For more information call:

Mr. M. E. Watts

The Procter & Gamble
Manufacturing Company
780 Washington Street

Ouincy, MassachuseHs 02169

ei7/47i.9'IOO ^6 3''6 an Equal Opportunity Employer

PROCTER
&GAMBLE

exchange applications instead

of the more elaborate forms for

visiting students. In addition,

students from either school can
now receive full academic
credit for a semester's work at

the other institution.

Five-year double degree

Dean Nancy Mclntire, who Is

in charge of exchanges, said the

program with RPI will be
'

' most
beneficial for Williams students

in the sciences and lor RPI stu-

dents who want more liberal

arts."

In the recent past no Williams

students have enrolled as visit-

ing students at RPI, although a

few have gone to MIT or Cal

Tech. However, as mathemat-
ics professor Neil Grabois, a

member of the committee
which proposed the exchange
said, "the convenience of RPI's
nearby location and the excel-

lence of its program made It the

obvious choice [for an exchange
program.]"

According to Grabois, Willi-

ams hopes to organize visits to

RPI to inform students at)out

RPI's offerings and encourage
exchanges. Faculty exchanges,
a five-year double 'degree pro-

gram (a B.A. from Williams and
an M.S. from RPI) and a joint

colloquium series are also

under consideration as part of

the overall effort to form a
closer relationship between the
two schools.

21st-ceiitury preparation
To fund these programs, Wil-

liams will draw on a $250,000

grant awarded in November by
the Sloan Foundation. The foun-

dation made grants to Williams
and nine other liberal arts col-

leges for expansion of their

offerings In "areas where tech-

nology and the liberal arts Inter-

sect" (e.g., computer art and
music and applied statistics.)

According to Grabois, who
also helped prepare the grant

application, the Sloan Founda-

tion awarded the grants in the

belief that "an understanding of

technology and applied mathe-
matics are Important in educat-

ing students for the 21st

century.

"Liberal arts students should

know how the technologist looks

at the world and the modeling
techniques that can be applied

to interpret the world around
us," he said.
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One of the 340 students who bled

Wednesday.

Blood giving

sets records
Williams students set a new

record last Tuesday and Wed-
nesday by giving 346 pints of

blood to the Red Cross Bloodmo-
bile. A. total of 340 students

turned out, one out of every six

on campus, to contribute to the

biggest haul the Bloodmobile
has gotten in Williamstown.

Red Cross headquarters in

Springfield, Mass., expressed
their "enthusiastic apprecia-

tion for the tremendous student

response to an urgent need."
As an impetus, the Bloodmo-

bile sponsored a "Vampire
Sweepstakes" for those houses
with the largest proportion of its

members donating blood. Mark
Hopkins and Perry-Bascom-
Chadbourne-Woodbridge tied

for first place with 25.7'; of its

members contributing.

Oakley kicks off

lecture series
Dean of the Faculty and his-

tory professor Francis Oakley

traced the history of "the con-

nection between throne and

for a good cause last Tuesday and
(Schelbe)

altar" before a near-capacity

audience in Brooks-Rogers last

Thursday, in a lecture entitled

"Kingship and the Gods." The
talk inaugurated the 1983

Faculty Lecture Series.

The traditional link between
monarchy and the church
began, Oakley said, in fourth-

century Rome when an influen-

tial bishop noted the close

correlation between the birth of

Jesus and the beginning of the

Julian line of emperors.

Believing this to be not

merely coincidence, but divine

providence, the emperors
became elevated to a position

slightly below God and Jesus,

and were considered interpre-

ters of their words.

This idea flourished for cen-

turies, particularly in the

medieval kingdom of Charle-

magne, where the Franks consi-

dered themselves "in direct

succession to their true prede-

cessors, the great kings of

Israel and Judea," Oakley said.

Divine right of kings

The theocentric society
finally reached its peak with the

Stuart monarchs of England,
who espoused the "Divine Right

of Kings." James I, founder of

this line, believed that "mysti-

Early orders are much appreciated

Open Sunday Feb M Ol tt'/v

cal reverence . . . belongs unto

them that sit on the throne of

God," and that therefore he was
accountable only to God. "The
state of monarchy is the

supremest thing on earth," he

maintained.
In conclusion, Oakley noted

that this century has seen the

deposition of almost every king,

emperor and dynasty, from the

Russian Czars to the Shah of

Iran. He theorized that this

decline of kingship is directly

related to the ' 'demise of wides-

pread religious vision" in the

world today.

The 1983 Faculty Lecture

SEries will continue for five

more weeks. The series will fea-

ture faculty members from var-

ious departments speaking on

topics of special interest to

them.
—Chris Hinilfll

Lebanese war

horrors described

in film, lecture

The Palestinian Action Group
screened the film "Report from

Beruit: Summer of '82" and lis-

tened to political science profes-

sor Raymond Baker comment
on his own observations in the

Middle East at a meeting last

week.
The film, produced by the

American-Arab Anti-Discrim-

ination Committee, graphically

depicted civilian casualties in

war-torn Beruit. Several
English-speaking medical per-

sonnel described the results of

the Israeli bombing.
Many children were killed by

anti-personnel bombs that

resembled small toys, they

said. Others were maimed by

phosphorus bombs which
burned through layers of skin.

One doctor stated that 50 per-

cent of the civilians arriving at

hospitals were already dead or

mortally wounded.
Hospitals were also bombed

despite Red Cross efforts to

make their locations known to

the Israelis. Doctors com-

plained of lack of blood, operat-

ing space and ambulance
service.

War can be stopped

Interviewees blamed the Uni-

ted States for the war in

Lebanon and accused Israel of

"trying out" American wea-

pons in a modern-day Guernica.

One American doctor stated

that she felt personally respon-

sible for "a war that can be

stopped," feeling that President

Reagan could have stopped the

war at any time.

Baker spoke on t he state of I he

Middle East in the aftermath of

Lebanon. During Winter Study,

Baker visited Cairo and exam-

ined the effect of the war on

Egypt.
He explained that Egyptians

felt let down by the United

States and considered Lebanon
"a consequence of Camp
David." The United States'

blank check policy toward
Israel has greatly endangered

the peace process, he claimed.

"Camp David has become a

sham."
Baker also investigated the

effectiveness of relief efforts In

Lebanon. He explained that

Oxfam seemed to have the best

organization for deployment of

collected funds, and that $2,700

has been collected on the Willi-

ams campus and distributed

through Oxfam.
— /Ve./ Ladd

Massachusetts aids

college financing

A new era In American finan-

cial aid opened in January as

the Massachusetts College

Student Loan Authority sold

$20,200,000 of tax-exempt bonds
to provide loans to help both in-

state and out-of-state students

attend private colleges and uni-

versities in Massachusetts. No
federal or state tax money is

involved.

This pooled financing, the

first of Its kind, will help more
than 4,000 families meet the

high cost of non-public educa-
tion, which today ranges from
$9,000 to $13,000 per year.

Arthur B. Specter, vice presi-

dent of Goldman, Sachs & Co.,

which headed the underwriting
group that purchased the educa-
tion loan bonds, called the

Authority's program "revolu-

tionary" and the beginning of

"a new way to finance higher

education in America . . . what
makes this program special is

the extraordinarily low before

and after tax cost to parents

during the college years," he

said.

15 years to pay
Qualified borrowers can

finance up to 75 percent of the

cost of education through the

Authority. Loan repayments

begin within the 60 days after a

loan is made and extend over a

15-year period. Loans can be

prepaid without penalty after

five years.

There are about 90 Independ-

ent colleges and universities in

Massachusetts eligible to apply

for participation in the Authori-

ty's education loan program.

mCotta^e

96 Water St.

Williamstown, MA
Open 7 days

Open Thurs. till 9 pm
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Teachers and administrators

can start discussing what pro-

portion of the yearly automatic
cost-of-living salary increase

we would be willing to forego.

(Now is a propitious time to do
this, since for the first time in

years the Inflation rate has
dropped below the rate of

increase.) Other possible mea-
sures, none pleasant: heavier

teaching loads, wider spacing of

leaves, making do with existing

facilities and equipment, fore-

going new buildings and new
programs. Etc.

Students can start discussing
reductions in college support for
student activities— athletic,
social, and cultural—and the
reduction of the activities them-
selves or making up of deficits

by voluntary contributions.
Would savings be significant if

meat were served in the dining
halls only three times a week, or
the number of choices reduced?
Could a 10% "divestiture tax"
be levied on all expenditures for
liquor for college social func-
tions? What would be the effect

of the reduction of scholarship
aid for students whose families
make more than $30,000 a year?
Etc.

Discussion, of course, should

not merely start; it should end
In proposals. Talk Is cheap. It Is

also meaningless, unless we are
willing to put our mouth where
our money is. The trustees know
this.

Clara Park
Department of English

Thanks
To the editor:

During the week of January
24th, a fund raiser was held for

the Williamstown Youth Center

(formerly the Boys' Club) In the

lobby of Baxter Hall. The idea

for the fund raiser was con-

ceived and carried out by stu-

dents who were enrolled in the

winter study course Radical

Economics. In addition to

organizing the fund raiser,

these students volunteered their

time at the Youth Center during

the month of January and

attempted to recruit other stu-

dents for the same purpose.

The Youth Center Is

extremely grateful, not only for

the money raised and the time

volunteered, but also for the

Interest which was shown by

these students In helping kids

who frequent the Youth Center.

We would like to thank the stu-

dents from the Radical Eco-

nomics course, those students

who donated money, and all the

other Williams students who
volunteer their time to help us

run successful programs for

local kids.

WiUiam Madden
Assistant Director
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Housing

FREE GIFT WRAPPING

To the editor:

Once again, the time
approaches for freshmen inclu-

sion into upperclass housing

and for numijers of upperclass-

men changing their housing
affiliation. And once again, var-

ious college committees and

Continued on Page 11

Letters
Continued from Page 10

councils debate the merits of the

current system which randomly
assigns student housing affilia-

tions. Moreover, debate extends

to the broader question of the

quality of undergraduate life

and Its Influence on the collec-

tive collegiate experiences of

over 1900 individuals.

As the Armstrong House
representative to the College

Council, I am disappointed that

this debate has endured this

long. If the current pace of

activity continues, the question

of housing affiliation could

extend Into another academic
year. It is In hopes of quickening

this pace that I write.

Let us remember that the

quality of campus housing here

is, if not the best, then certainly

among the best In this country.

What we are debating is how to

Insure that each Williams stu-

dent has an equal chance to

enjoy that quality. It Is In this

spirit that Paul Pomllla formu-

lated his proposal, and that the

College Council debated It. It

was also In this spirit that an

appointed committee of Council

members presented the
Pomllla Propsoal to the CUL on

November 2, 1982, and to the

Housing Committee on
November 15, 1982. Due to a var-

iety of circumstances since

then, a decision on the Pomllla

Proposal has not been
forthcoming.

It Is now time to decide. The
College Council has had student

Input through house meetings

and now through a referendum.

However, the Issue of the hous-

ing system and transfer lotter-

ies must be divorced from any
other issues on the referendum.

Important though they may be,

they must not block progress on

the Issue of the Pomllla
Proposal.

Rather, the Council memljers
who discussed the proposal with

the CUL and Housing Commit-
tee In November should submit
it to those same groups now for

discussion and decision. The
three groups concerned must
act on this Proposal, approving
whatever alterations are mutu-
ally agreed upon, so that It will

be In effect this year.

At the same time, the Council

must devote as much of Its ener-

gies as feasible to aiding fresh-

men in the Inclusion process.

Settlement of the Inclusion-

transfer debate must, how-
ever, be viewed as a decision

reached In the continuing drive

for excellence In quality of

undergraduate life.

It is not time for confronta-

tion. It Is time for positive

action.

Joe Beach '84

Awards
To the editor:

The Williams College Tem-
perance Union wishes to con-

gratulate Rex the Dog-Boy for

his winning entry in the Favor-

ite Ways to Destroy Large
Amounts of Alcohol Very Short

Essay Contest.

Rex's entry, "Make It Spon-

taneously Combustible,"
Impressed our panel of distin-

guished Judges with its compre-
hensive applicability, its superb

destructive potential and its

witness to the social benefits

of selective breeding.

"Exterminate Yeast", from

O.C. Ogllvey, was shorter than

Rex's but also only affected fer-

mented beverages and there-

fore falls to produce the

worldwide carnage we crave.

A last minute entry from
Steve Farley in the wilds of Cali-

fornia fell short of winning when
it was discovered that he

Intended to destroy something
other than alcohol.

Nevertheless, since all three

entrants braved public ridicule

to do their part for temperance,
we will award them all suitable

prizes sometime soon.

Tom Perry '84

for the WCTU

Provoked
To the editor:

Two articles appearing In

recent Issues of the Record have
provoked my Interest. As a pro-

duct of the "Williams Expe-
rience" myself, I am not

surprised by the attitudes

represented by Brett McDon-
nell (Dec. 7) and Jennifer Swift

(Jan. 11). Nor am I enraged by
the existence of such views

among liberal, intelligent Willi-

ams College students, for the

possibility of a truly critical

educational experience within

the confines of an institution

such as Williams Is limited. As
an elite enclave of higher educa-

tion, Williams Is a finishing

school whose function Is to pre-

pare the economically and Intel-

lectually advantaged of us to

assume our roles In the perpe-

tuation of the present system.

This Is not to suggest that the

opportunity for a critical

.

appraisal of the historical and
Ideological forces of a capitalist

patriarchy does not exist at Wil-

liams. Rather, this Is to

emphasize that the majority of

students, by virtue of the fact

that we occupy a position within

a hierarchical social order, are
limited In the ability to imagine,
much less observe, the oppres-

sive and destructive nature of

that social order.
Both McDonnell and Swift cri-

ticize Mary Daly's analysis of

patriarchy In terms of the lim-

itations of their own Imagina-
tions. McDonnell is obviously
flustered by the concept of "God
the Stud" and Swift is equally

Ill-equipped to cope with the

"outrageousness" (sacrilege?)

of Daly's critique of Christianity.

By adherence to the doctrine

of blind faith explicit in Chris-

tian dogma and Implicit In the

values and educational methods
of our society, each reveals an
Inability to question the values

with which we are all

Inculcated.

McDonnell concludes that

Daly Is not a "smart feminist"

because her discussion of patri-

archy extends beyond the realm

which can be defined using the

tools of patriarchy. Swift is

"embarrassed" by the "loud",

"obnoxious", "man-hating",
"self-centered", "self-Indul-

gent" nature of Daly's critique.

Each applies the categories the

patriarchal system has Instilled

in us, designed to protect itself

against attack, in order to con-

demn Daly's piercing analysis.

By adhering to the classification

society teaches us to accept "on

faith", none of us can get very

far beyond the present hierar-

chical sex-gender organization

of our society.

As Schuchat and Peterson

point out, a well-reasoned criti-

cism of Daly Is appropriate and

necessary. But by refusing to

relinquish the value system

upon which our own patriarchal

order rests, neither McDonnell

nor Swift can adequately cri-

tique a critique of the selfsame

system. We must realize that an

analysis such as Daly's ques-

tions the fundamental assump-

tions that we all take as given.

And we must transcend the

Internalized Ideological Impli-

cations of our social order in

order to approach a radical cri-

tique. This process Is Impossi-

ble without a critical and

self-conscious examination of

our own role In the system, and

our own implicit values, which

are themselves products of the

social arrangements.

Maria Pramaggiore '82

Insignificant

To the editor:

Why do I feel so small and
Insignificant? It's as If . . . the

world Is whirling by so fast that

I've no time to find myself, no

space to fill, no air to breathe.

God, I feel so alone and . . . You
are the only people to whom I

can bear my soul. Take a trip,

stumble down the murky corri-

dors of my ruined psyche. Tell

me what you see. It Is a world of

phantoms and delusions; some-

place, someplace deep Inside of

me ... is a voice moaning for

lit)eration—oh free me from
these iron shackles that bind my
yearning soul to earth. I am
tangled In the quagmires of

doubt. In that quicksand of

modernity and reality that has

destroyed so many other strug-

gling artists? Are these my
hands? Ha! They pluck out

mine eyes! Help me see! Am I

alone, am I alone.

No, I am calm. I listen to Iron

Maiden and George Benson. I

should have been a pair of

ragged claws . . .

Marc Mazzone '84

GEEK

OF

THE

WEEK

life

mi

Awarded weekly to

the Williams student

who forsakes all

else* In search of

the scholarly ideal

This week's Geek is ALEX MUROM-
CEW, a freshman. "A freshman

where?" you ask. No one really

knows, but he was in the libes attack-

ing a chem assignment Sat. night

Said Alex: "I blew off half the classes.

I don't know why I took the course,

I'm about to go out and rage. " Rage?
Uh-huh. For his "dedication " to his

studies, Lite honors Alex.

'Except a trotly cold Lite after the Sawyer
Library dote*

GREAT TASTE . .

.

LESS FILLING
Everything you always wanted
in a Beer . . . and Less

Professor describes

remedies for stress
"Stress is a malady which comes from a successful civilization—

we have it too easy," said Joseph Lowman, visiting professor of

psychology from the University of North Carolina, In a talk about

stress last Thursday night in Driscoll Lounge.

His talk, which was sponsored by the Peer Health Counselors,

outlined some causes of and remedies for stress.

Lowman called stress a natural reaction common to all higher

animals, resulting from "a built-in system triggered by nerves,

glands and hormones." He explained that the "flight or fight reac-

tion," which causes stress, is an evolutionary remnant which we no

longer need because of the cushy life our civilization affords.

"Stress iscaused most commonly by the physical environment,"
added Lowman. He cited climate, pollution, pain and children as

triggers of stress. He also said that overcrowding was a primary
source of stress in some people.

Fear of goals

"An individual will more likely be stressed by an intimate friend

than by a complete stranger," he continued. Family problems such

as divorce and generation gap difficulties can be extremely

devastating.

"Each person can bring stress upon himself as well," Lowman
noted. "Many people fear they cannot reach goals they set for

themselves."

He said that many students fear graduation and the prospects of

finding a Job in the real world. Rigid deadlines and strict schedules

create stress for those still concerned with college life, he noted.

Recognizing stress in others is critical, Lowman said. Symptoms
Include sweating, upset stomach, rashes and sexual dysfunction.

Physical symptoms
"These symptoms are indicative of the body's reaction to stress

and cannot be stopped," said Lowman. "The physical manifesta-

tion of stress is a dangerous sign, because it means that the individ-

ual is under severe stress."

Continued on Page 9

WEST PACKAGE STORE
Hofbrau Beer
S6.99/case

plus deposit

Labatt Beer & Ale

$12.49/case

plus deposit

WINTER CARNIVAL
SPECIAL

Andre Dry Champagne
$33.00/case

reserve early Route 2

Between N.A. and Williamstown

8 am-IO pm M-W 663-6081 8 am-11 pm Th-Sat

Ballantine Beer
16 oz.

plus deposit

$8.49/ca8e

Term Papers, rheses

and Dissenauons

Renee Bmnell

8 Grandview Terrdce

Adams, Massachusetts 01 220
743-0379

After 6:00pm

WINTER SALE
ALL HATS AND GLOVES 50% off

ALL PARKAS Down/Synth 20% OFF

ALL PENDLETON WOOL 30% off
Men's and Ladies'

ALL JOHNSON WOOLENS 40% off
Shirst, Jackets, Green Wool Pants

ALL SKI AND WIND SHELLS 40% aff
Men's and Ladies'

ALL CROSS COUNTRY SKIS and

Equipment 20% to 40% OFF

130 Water Street, Xdlliamstown. Mats. 01267

HOURS: Mon-S«i. 10-6, Thur*. 10-8:30, Sun. 12-4
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Continued from Page 14

the Ice and deposit the rubber
behind the netmlnder?
Blessed with growing up In

the land of "pahk the cah",
hockey has always meant to me
the Bruins. The Beauty. Games
played with the beauty of a

parking space near the Garden.
So my dreams were of the same
grace. I had never even seen the

chance for a dream to come
true. So with three-quarters of

this dream already reality, I

assumed, dreams being what
they are, that the rest would fol-

low. Like most assumptions,
this one simply increased the

Impact of the fall.

It was my first breakaway,
ever. Big and tall, I was chan-
nelled to football and basketball

before It was my decision to

make. Street and occasional
pond hockey merely piqued my
urge, until IM puck rose up in

college to satisfy it. My first

game, my first break to the net.

My first humiliation on ice.

Better luck next time
But my next breakaway was a

triumph. Once again cruising in

with the puck, this time accom-
panied by a teammate and
opposed by a foe, I chose the
perfect moment and, to eve-
ryone's shock, fell on my face.

But not for naught. The defense-

man chuckled at my predica-
ment and failed to notice the
puck, which had listlessly aban-
doned me in my moment of dis-

tress, float to my teammate,
who sizzled It past the dis-

tracted goalie (snickering) for a
score. All is not lost when one
gets to laugh last.

Since that premier evening, I

have learned to accept my posi-

tion as a one man Ice Folly. With
the dismemberment of Junior
Varsity hockey last year, IM
became the showcase of the I-

could-be-varslty players and a
deathtrap for clunkers like

myself. Most of my friends and
foes have played organized
hockey either in college or high
school. The difference between
them and me was plain from the
start.

Canary-colored skates
Not even on the ice, I was an

outcast because of my canary-
colored skates. An undeniable
throwback to my hockey skates.
An undeniable throwback to my
hockey Orr-lgins, my black and
yellow Rally Bobby Orr signa-
ture model skates are a tribute

to Boston Pee Wee hockey,
something I cannot claim to be.

They are the only skates I've
ever owned. Before them were
hand-me-downs from my big
brother Dave, and these have

Volleyball takes opener
The men's volleyball squad

opened its season with a 15-10,

15-13, 15-10 victory over Little

Three rival Wesleyan on
Saturday.
"We simply overpowered

them," said senior Paul Sab-
bah. "Wesleyan plays gutsy
ball, but our ability to take the
offensive was too much for them
to handle."

The team's starting six,

seniors Sabbah, Bill Best and
Bob Acasabas, juniors Vince
Brandstein and Steve Brewster
and freshman Chris Clarey, all

turned in steady performances,
successfully blunting Wes-

leyan's sporadic attempts to
spike past Williams' blockers.
Reserves Mark Koenlg, John
Day and Marc Hummon were
also Impressive.

Brandstein was particularly
impressive, setting superbly
and putting away seven blocks.
He also crushed two consecu-
tive spikes at 13-13 in the second
game to blow the match wide
open at 2-0.

The team next sees action this

Saturday at Amherst where
they win attempt to win their

third consecutive Little Three
TlUe.

^ ROLLER MAGIC INC. ^
ANNOUNCES...

Colleqe
- NIGHT -

EVERY
[THURSDAY 7 PM-10 PMj

EVERY COLLEGE STUDENT
WHO SHOWS US A VALID COLLEGE
ID RECEIVES

50 OFF
OUR 3.N ADMISSION

; I

COLONIAL SHOPPING CENTH
'

I MflLLIAMSrOWN
*»»*•!

lasted me since I got them at
about age fourteen. Both teams
noticed my adornment and deri-

sion chilled the ice. My perfor-
mance did little to change the
situation. Placed in my role and
accepted there, I go on.

Forgiving audience
Unflappable, although not

particularly unflippable, I

thrive on these weekly encoun-
ters with humility. They are not
the outlet of my athletic drive;

college football and heavy-
weight crew do me for that.

Hockey is my realm to try and
fail and try again, never disap-
pointed, always buoyed by my
latest accomplishment and the
anticipation of the next.

Hard-headed competitive-
ness has left a hole in me which
only sheer fun can mend. With
only myself to please, I have dis-

covered an audience which Is

considerably more forgiving
than any other I've ever battled
to satisfy.

Now I have a few goals under
my belt and my teammates
even pass the puck to me some-
times. Pretty soon I'll stop miss-
ing the passes, then who knows
what will happen. The possibili-

ties are endless, the enjoyment
pure. I'M a puck, and always
will be pure.

Squash your opponents

Women win

to break

losing streak
Breaking their string of disap-

pointing losses, the women's
basketball team beat Wesleyan
64-55 Saturday.
Four Williams players made

double figures: Tracy Burrows
'84 had 17 points, Thalia Meehan
had 13, and Kay Lackey '85 and
Cathy Evans '83 had 10 apiece.
Coach Sue Hudson-Hamblln
also praised Faith Menken '83

for her aggressive playing.

Earlier In the week, Williams
lost to Vassar 64-61 In overtime.
Burrows led the team with 17
points.

The Ephwomen (3-8) lace Mt.
Holyoke on Wednesday.

by Mark Averitt

Their record is only 5-4, their

number one player has lost

more matches than she's won—
yet the Williams College
women's squash team Is among
the six best teams in the
country.
"The records are deceiving,"

reports fifth year Coach Renzle
Lamb, whose squash squads
have never finished lower than
sixth in the season-ending
national rankings, "because
we're playing the very best
teams in the country." Indeed,
the Ephs have been defeated
once each by Harvard, Yale,
and Princeton, generally
agreed upon to be the three top
college teams In America. Willi-
ams looks forward to the chance
to compete with the best once
again In the Howe Cup competi-
tion on February 10, 11, and 12 at
Yale. The winner of the top div-
ision (which will include Penn,
Trinity, and Dartmouth as well
as the Ephs and the "Big
Three") will be crowned
national champion.
Williams began Its drive

towards the Howe Cup by losing
to Harvard on January 9 by a 7-0

score. The Ephs were Indeed
outclassed by a better-prepared
team that day but they
rebounded on the road to nudge
Dartmouth, 4-3, In the match
that Lamb considers "the most
Impressive victory of the sea-
son." Cassle Fisher, the Ephs'
number two and sometimes
number three player, shone
brightly In Hanover at the
team's only away meet all sea-
son by pulling out a five game
victory to save the match. Next
Williams destroyed Mlddlebury
(7-0) and Hamilton (6-1).

Yale was the next opponent
for Lamb's crew and although
captain and number one player
Barbara Rlefler took her match
down to the wire, the women lost

to their top-notch adversaries.
On January 28, Penn also took
the Ephs' measure by a 6-1

score. Number two player
Hilary Thomas was the lone
winner.

Little experience
Thomas, one of two sopho-

mores on the team which Is

numerically dominated by four

SUNTANTIME!!!
Spring Break Ideas . .

.

prices starting at:

$299.00 ** JAMAICA
$399.00 ** MARTINIQUE
$399.00 " NASSAU AND PARADISE ISLAND
$449.00 ** GUADELOUPE
$389.00 ** GRAND BAHAMAS

all prices include:
*alr—round trip from either New York or Boston
*7 nights accommodations
*plu8 much, much more

call for details

Plan for a GREAT Spring Vacation and tanil

'EL STOUE
105 Spring Street

WILLIAM.STOWN. MASS.0I267 (4 1 .D^.W-.-iTSfi

seniors, has recently been
moved to the number three posi-
tion. She, Rlefler and Fisher are
the only Ephs who had any prior
competitive squash experience
before entering college, and
indication to Lamb that Wllll-
ams has an "amazing
program."
Williams took on Tufts and

Princeton the next day and
although they beat the former
by a 7-0 score, the Tigers
whipped them, 6-1. The loss con-
tinued Williams' bad luck
against Princeton, which Is the
only school besides Yale that
the Ephs have never beaten In
Lamb's tenure.

After an exhibition match
against a talented group of
alumni (which Williams' var-
sity lost by a 4-3 score) , the Ephs
creamed Vassar 7-0. Fisher
and Thomas improved their
records to 5-4 with victories.
A distinct pattern emerges

from a glance at the Williams
women's squash season results:
the Ephs can beat most of their
competition without really
breaking a sweat, butthey don't
seem to be able to compete with
the "Big Three." Does this con-
cern Coach Lamb as his team
practices for the Howe Cup?

"I think that we have the cap-
ability to beat those teams," he
says, "but they are stronger at
the bottom of the lineup than we
are. Lisa Buckley (the number
four player), Heidi Halleck
(number five), Liz Cole
(number six) and Amina Mah-
mood (number seven) have
never been able to beat their
opponents on the top teams,
although It's Important to
remember that they had never
played squash on a team before
they came to Williams. And of
course, playing seven matches
In three days Is very hard on a
team's endurance."
The Howe Cup Is hardly the

final challenge for Williams.
They are scheduled to play Trin-
ity and Smith, as well as tradi-
tional rivals Amherst and
Wesleyan, later In February.
But right now all the Lamb can
think about Is a potential
number one ranking, which Is

within the Ephs reach If they
can play an exceptional wee-
kend of squash In New Haven.

NOW IN:

Budweiser Export
save $1.35 on every case

$12.45/case

Naragansett Beer
twelve-packs In plastic crates

Utica Club
$2.50/slx-pack

$10.00/case

All Prices w/o deposit
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Hockey falls flat

Men's:

The hockey team (3-14) lost

twice again last week. Satur-

day, they lost at New England
College 14-2, while Tuesday they

lost at home to Army 10-2.

Bob Brownell and Scott Kara-
mozyn scored the two goals Sat-

urday. Rich Jackson '85 and
Greg Pachus '84 scored the two
goals Tuesday.

Dan Finn '84 and Steve Flaim
'83 split the goalkeeping duties

Saturday, while Flalm and
freshman Marty Collins worked
Wednesday's game.

New England was led by Jay,

Joel and Jack Irving, while

Army's Garry McAvoy scored

four goals Wednesday.

The team plays Princeton at

home Saturday at 4: 00.

Wrestlers squish Trinity

Ephman Paul Pomilla gains the upper hand on his Bantam opponent.
(Lane)

by Chris Clarey

The Williams varsity wres-

tling squad rai.sed its record

above .500 for the first time this

season as they downed a Trinity

team featuring seven freshmen
27-16 on Saturday.

The Ephs held a slim 21-lH

lead going into the final match
of the day, Trinity needing only

a pin to win, but heavyweight
Gary Stosz '83 came through,

pinning Bob Powell 5; 42 into the

match to secure the win for

Williams.

Williams winners
Other victorious Ephs were

junior Paul Pomilla, 7-0 over
Pete Zimmerman, sophomore

Jeff May, who pinned Scott

Gowell at 4:27, and tri-captains

John Donovan, .John Leahy and
Chris Woodworth, who all won
close minor decisions.

The star of this year's team
has been May, a local boy who
wrestled for Drury High School,

and placed third in the New
England Championships last

year as a freshman. So far this

season he is 10-1, with his only

loss coming at the hands of

Albany State's Div. Ill Ail-

American, Andy Seras.

Williams is now 6-5 with its

final regular season action com-
ing this Saturday at the Little

Three Championships in

Amherst.

Skiers frolic at UVM carnival

Women's:
The women's hockey team (2-

4) lost to Wesleyan Saturday 8-7

in overtime.

The Cardinals jumped out to

an early 4-1 lead, but Williams

battled back to tie in the second

period. Through the third

period, Wesleyan would jump
ahead, but the Ephwomen
would tie it up.

The winning goal was scored

with 31 seconds left in the over-

time period.

The team was playing with

only three defensemen, as Sue
Schulze '85 was injured in the

first period.

Despite the game, the battle

of the fans was easily won by
Williams, whose rowdy suppor-
ters out-shouted the opposition.

Women and men triumph

in Vermont
The Women's Nordic team skied to their

best finish all season last weekend at UVM,
with Ellen Chandler '83 placing second,

ahead of several U.S. Ski Team members,
and Sarah Bates '85 and Karla Miller '85

placing 13th and 14th resectively. Chandler

is having her best season and seems to be

skiing stronger every weekend. The relay

was a little bit less successful but far from

mediocre—placing fifth.

Heidi Knight '86 once again led the alpine

team in both the giant slalom and slalom,

finishing second and third in those events.

Betsy Paine '85 was the number two scorer

in Friday's race in 20th place followed by

Kate Knopp '85 in 21st.

Scorers shuffled a bit in Saturday's sla-

lom with Knopp finishing a good race in

eighth place and freshman Mary Keller,

soon to retire her alpine skis for "skinny
skis" as she joins the Nordic team this

week, finishing third for Williams. Both
teams are gaining momentum and are

training to peak for their performance at

the Williams Carnival.

There was much handsome skiing this

past weekend during Vermont's Winter

Carnival as the men put in their finest per-

formance of the year to place sixth, only two

points out of a tie for fourth.

The alpine team were the stars of the wee-

kend, finishing in second place.

The team took control in the giant slalom

on Friday. Captain Crawford Lyons '84 took

third, John Pier '85 was seventh, Tim Hill

'86 ninth. Tuck Collins '83 13th and Chris

Eagan was 19th.

Saturday, the downhillers continued the

trend. Lyons took second in the slalom.

making him the second-ranked slalom skier

in the East. Pier took eighth and Hill was
15th.

Alpine Coach Ed Grees commented, "I'm

too pleased for words. It was a pleasure

indeed."
Saturday's third-place finish, coupled

with Friday's results, gave the Alpine team
a formidable second-place finish and
allowed them to romp mightily in

celebration.

Horrific downhills

The men's Nordic team, also skiing at

Stowe, continued upon their plan of tena-

cious development and maturation. They
were forced to deal with and overcome such

terrifying obstacles as loose puddles of

water on the course, rocks littering the hor-

rific downhills and next to no snow.

The team skied a tight race, taking 31st

through 35th with Steve Johansen in the

lead. The continued improvement of fresh-

men Morten Moehs, Chuck Mahoney and

Fred Eaton was a pleasure to watch as they

did battle with the course.

Ballyhooing in the snow
Unfortunately, the efforts of the Nordic

team were not enough to catapult the team
into fourth in the overall standings. St. Law-

rence and New Hampshire tied in fourth,

two points ahead of the Ephmen, while

UVM won the race.

Next week's carnival is at Dartmouth,

where there will be much ballyhooing in the

snow and the pursuit of dynamic skiing.

AV-ttb Harrier II first flight November 5, 1981

The one and only
for the few
and proud.

The Marine Corps Aviation Officer Program will be conducting

interviews for all college year groups on 9 Feb. Appointments

must be made by calling the Placement Office or the IVIarine

Corps Officer Selection Team collect at 203-722 2168/2169.

JOSEPH E. DEWEY

9:00 - 5:00

Mon.-Sat.

'" , K UQ h ^ WILLlAMbIWILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.
01267

458-5717

^^^ ^

HELP WANTED:

Interested In the field of mental

health? Work on an on call basis

as relief workers In a community
residence, wtiile learning and
get paid for It.

No experience necessary.

Will provide training.

Contact: Donna Gillespie,

Director of Residential Alterna-

tives Program. One Canal St.,

North Adams, Mass. 01247

664-4018

>4i^^*-.
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KING OK BKERS

ATHLETE OF THE WEHC
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Hoopsters nail Wesleyan
to bring streak to six

Sports February 8, 1983

Face Amherst

to continue

Little Three

battle

by John Clayton

Saturday's 67-58 win over
rival Wesleyan made it six in a
row for the basketball team (8-

6), as they also beat Brandeis
earlier in the week.

On Saturday, Art Pidoriano
'84 once again led Williams in

scoring with 22 points, and co-
captain Scott Olesen '83 had 21.
Dave Krupksi '84 added nine.

The Ephmen were down by
three at the half, but scored the
first three buckets of the second
half to gain a lead they would
never lose.

The lead was as great as 10
with 2: 30 left, but Wesleyan was
able to cut it down to three with
24 seconds left. At that point,
Pidoriano hit the front end of a
one-and-one, and rebounded the
missed second shot for a lay-up
to secure the win.

Defense confusing
"The game was much closer

than the score indicated," said
Head Coach Curt Tong. "They
confused us in the first half by
mixing up their defenses. Not
only would they switch from

Puck

Blaze of glory

by Dan Keating

I stalk furtively. My prey flits

in ricochet as I glide closer.

Drawn to this black prize, I

await my moment. Wait. Glide.
Stabbing with the stick, I pluck
it from the crowd and turn up
the ice. The goaltender is now
my quarry, the puck my
weapon.
Challenged, the goalie

hunches on his hind legs, peer-
ing unseen through his inpenet-
rable mask. The air stiffens as if

frozen with tension while the
blue, then red, then blue lines

give way. I face the test of one
on one, man vs. goaltender, do
or die.

Rising to the challenge, mov-
ing like a cat on ice, at the criti-

cal moment of decision and
action, I fall directly on my
face. The puck limps aimlessly
to the corner with my belly
skirting the ice in docile pursuit.
Of course—cats can't move on
ice.

The crowd titters, both of
them. For this is intramural
hockey (better known as IM
puck, an acronym which always
struck me as "I'M a puck") . My
chagrin is tempered because
most of our opponents don't
know me. Unfortunately, most
of my teammates won't admit
that they do.

No dream come true

My icequatic belly-flop was
the ornery gnat foreclosing on
my dream. How many child-

hood hours were spent watching
Orr, Esposito, and, yes, even
Cashman saunter coolly over

Continued on Page 1?

man-to-man to zone different

times down the court, but they
would also switch from a box-
and-one to a triangle-and-two,

and switch in the middle of a
play."

"At halftlme," said Tong,
"we decided to run our offense
and not pay attention to what
sort of defense they were in. It

worked."

Bounce Brandeis
At Brandeis on Tuesday,

senior forward Andy Goodwin
hit a three-point play with 2: 33

left to clinch the win.

Pidoriano once again led Wil-
liams with 18 points while Good-
win had 11, Olesen nine, and
Dave Krupksi '84 and Tim
Walsh '86 eight each.

Tuesday also marked the

return to action of co-captain
Steve O'Day, who had been out
all year with a knee (not an
ankle) injury. O'Day scored
four points on Tuesday and also

saw action Saturday.

About the streak
About the winning streak,

Tong said, "Basketball is built
on timing. There is an intangi-
ble gel—something you can't
put your finger on, but you know
when it happens. You know that
team is there."

"Actually, Tong continued,
"we clicked before the victo-
ries. Our trip to Cuba was
instrumental in establishing the
gel—when we were down there

everyone got a chance to play,

and we found out what the

lineups would be."

Tong said the team clicked
together during a three-game
road trip they had in mid-
January. Although they lost all
three games (to Dartmouth,
Springfield, and Trinity) , things
fell into place, and they could
play with confidence when they
got home.

December problems
Although finals always make

December tough for sports
teams, this year had extra prob-
lems for the Ephmen. They had
to adjust to a new team style
without O'Day, and they had no
scrimmages before the season.

The New England Small Col-

lege Athletic Conference (NES-
CAC) allows only 24 games per
season. With a 21-game season
and three in Cuba, Williams
could not schedule preseason
scrimmages.

Little Three
Wesleyan (3-12) has already

lost to Amherst and thus does
not have realistic hopes of a Lit-

tle Three title. Amherst is 7-5

this year, and although they are
not as good up front as last year,
they are still a balanced team.

"A Little Three title is very
possible," said Tong. "It's defi-

nitely what we're shooting for.

"

The team plays W.P.I, tomor-
row night at 8: 00 in Lasell, then
travels to Amherst Saturday.

After the Ephs beat Fiichburg State 72-55 for their tenth win without a
defeat, this Fitchburg pole vaulter threw himself from the rafters and
impaled himself on the pole. (Glick)

Upset keeps track unbeaten

Parker breaksrecord
Junior Bo Parker broke the

school record in the mile at the
Greater Boston Track Club
race held at Harvard Sunday.

Parker ran the mile in a
4: 09.6, doing the last quarter in

60.6. His efforts qualified him
for the Division I New Eng-
lands and the IC4A competi-
tion later this month.

Head track coach Dick Far-
ley said, "I was amazed. I

wasn't shocked—I know he's

good—but he had very limited
training for this race. It was
basically background
strength."

Parker's time also would
have qualified him for the out-

door Nationals this spring, but
those times must come from
metric races. However, Far-
ley said Parker should have no
trouble duplicating Sunday's
effort on a metric course in the
future.

by Mark Averitt

The winter track team is now
10-0 following its third upset of
the season Saturday, over
Fitchburg, Worcester, and
Westfield State Colleges.

Saturday's win was remarka-
ble because the Ephmen were
without the services of star dis-

tance man Bo Parker, who was
resting for a meet at Harvard
for the Greater Boston Track
Club Sunday.
With the match tied at 55

between Fitchburg State and
Williams, juniors Bennett York
and Brian Angle ran uncon-
tested in the 1000 meter run, and
Dan Riley '83 and John Nelson
'84 finished one-two in the two
mile.

These 17 points carried the

Ephs to the 72-55 victory over
Fitchburg, while Westfield had
18 points and Worcester gained
five.

Williams winners
Undefeated Paul Toland '85

won the high jump, and Tomas
Alejandro '83 won the 440 run
and the sixty-yard dash (which
he has not lost all year).
Other winners were Ted Leon

'84 in the 600 yard run and Angle
in the mile.

Work horses
Coach Dick Farley said, "I've

had more talented teams in the

past, but this group just doesn't

seem to want to lose. We may
not have a lot of guys who will

qualify for the top individual

races (like the IC4A Champion-
ships later this month), but we
have the workhorses who can
pick up second and third place

points and win meets for us."

Williams faces arch-rivals

Amherst, Wesleyan and Trinity
at 1: 00 Saturday at home. Their
goal is an undefeated season
and a high ranking as they enter
the Division III Championships
the next weekend at the Coast
Guard Academy.

'Amazing' relay team spurs swimmers
by Andrew Garfield

In the last home meets of the

year, the men's and women's
swim teams overpowered
Springfield for their seventh
consecutive victories. The men
won convincingly 86-25 while the
women barely edged the vocal
Springfield women 78-71.

Rob Sommer '84 led the Eph-
men, winning the 200 IM
(2:00.1) and the 200 back
(2:01.0). Sommer qualified for

the nationals in the 200 IM as did

Bill Couch '86 in his 200 fly vic-

tory (1:59.1).

Seniors Rob Bowman and Jim
Stockton also had two victories

apiece. Bowman won the 1000

free (10:11.4) and the 500 free

(4: 55.0), and Stockton won both
the required and optional diving

events. The 400 Free Relay
team of Jeff Mills '84, Mark
Weeks '83, Sommer, and Will

Andrew '86 broke a four-year-

old pool record with an amazing
time of 3: 14.0.

Other winners included
Weeks in the 50 free (22.3),

Andrew in the 100 free (48.07)

,

Rob Kirkpatrick '85 in the 200
breast (2: 17.7) , and the 400 Med-
ley Relay team of Couch, Kirk-
patrick, Andrew and Dom Kulik
'86 (3:47.3).

Psyche-up
Before the women's meet

began, the Springfield team
engaged in a lengthy series of
"psyche-up" chants designed to

Junior Rob Sommer plowa hit way through the
water In the breast stroke leg of the 200 IM In Satur-
day's meet against Springfield. Sommer swam a
seasofl-bast time In the event.

(Locl<wood)

Kim Eckrich '85 finishes the last lap of the 200
breaststroke in the women's swim team's victory
over Springfield. Eckrich and teammate Kathy Klr-
mayer '86 were double winners Saturday.

(Scheibe)

intimidate the Ephwomen.
Although Williams responded
with their own lyrics, it was ulti-

mately their swimming abili-

ties which quieted the
Springfield women.

Led by co-captain Liz Jex '83,

who had three victories, the

women splashed to a close but
sound win. Victory was never in

question after the early stages
of the meet.

Jex won the 100 IM (1:02.8),

the 50 free (25.6) and the 100 fly

(1:02.7). Kim Eckrich '85 and
Kathy Kirmayer '86 each had
two wins: Eckrich in the 200
breast (2:31.0) and the 100
breast (1:09.9); Kirmayer in

the 100 back (1: 04.5) and the 200
back (2:20.3).

Katie Hudner '83 won the 100
free (,'55.7), Dina Esposito '83

won the required diving event
and Colleen Murphy '86 won the
50 back (32.12). The team of
Hudner, Eckrich, Kirmayer
and Ann Tultle '83 won the 200
Medley Relay (1:56.4).
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Controversies spark

faculty meeting
by Jeff Brainard and

Jon Tigar

The faculty was sharply

divided over the question of

whether the eleven phone calls

made by the Deans to faculty,

during the January hunger
strike, could be seen as intimi-

dating at its meeting last week.
The faculty also debated
whether or not the hunger strike

was moral.

"Rumors of my powers have
been greatly exaggerated,"
said Dean of the College Daniel
O'Connor. "I have some power,
but it mostly lies in persua-

sion." O'Connor said the need to

call faculty arose after a discus-

sion he had with members of the

Williams Anti-Apartheid Coali-

tion (WAAC). O'Connor said

that he asked WAAC people how
they presumed to have support

to endanger the health of the

strikers, and they responded by
citing that a large number of

faculty had visited them in Hop-
kins Hall. O'Connor also noted
that WAAC's press kit menti-
oned that fifty faculty had
signed a petition that supported
its goals.

Grievance procedure

But the petition in question

supported divestment, not a
hunger strike per se, O'Connor
said, and he feared that the

faculty who signed were being
deceived. "There was only one
way to find out," he said, "and
that was to call them and ask,

'did they know what use of their

signatures was being made?' "

O'Connor added that the
College has specific grievance

procedures to which faculty

members can resort if they wish

to bring charges of intimidation

or infringement of academic
freedom.

"I wonder why it is so difficult

for you to understand why some
faculty members might con-

sider the call intimidating?"

asked political science profes-

sor Kurt Tauber. "I think it

would be useful to enlarge upon
your role, which is currently a

confused perception, as an old

friend and colleague as profes-

sor of philosophy on the one
hand, and as Dean of the College

on the other."

Moral courage

Dean Crls Roosenraad, who
made five calls to faculty,

explained that he "in no way
interrogated any of the people

called. All five are personal
friends of mine. I volunteered

no suggestions as to what those

faculty should do," he said. Roo-
senraad said he has since talked

to the five again, who said they

did not feel intimidated. "It's

hard to conceive how these calls

could be seen as intimidating,"

he concluded.

Tauber suggested that he was
not addressing the question of

what reasons the Deans might
have had for making the calls,

but was merely stressing that

the administration's goal
should be "to bend over back-

President John Chandler addressed a capacity crowd at last week's faculty meeting in Griffin Mali. (Scheibe)

wards to avoid giving the
impression of intimidation. I

agree it's highly subjective," he
admitted, "but the important
fact was that it was perceived
that way."

Political science professor

Gary Jacobsohn objected, say-

ing that signing a petition is a
political action for which the
signers should be accountable.
"How lacking In moral courage
can one be, to sign and then In

the face of a phone call to whine
about intimidation?" he
demanded.
The intimidation is present "a

priori" in any such call, accord-
ing to religion professor Nathan
Katz, who helped organize the

faculty support group for the
hunger strikers. He said at least

half a dozen people he contacted
said, " 'I would love to support
the hunger strike' but did not
because of feelings of intimida-

tion. Taking a position not held
by the administration is viewed
by many members of the junior

faculty, for realistic economic
reasons, as dangerous," he
explained.

"Smearing" claim
English professor John Rel-

chert pointed out that O'Connor
has "less to say about anyone's
future than any senior faculty

member of a junior faculty

member's department."
Dean of the Faculty Francis

Oakley complained about the
lack of evidence in the case.

"The officers of this institu-

tion properly are held accounta-
ble by this institution—that is

due process," he said. "But no
due process is open to an officer

if no complaint is lodged ... we
are left with what in effect is a
smearing of an officer."

But that there was a lot of fear
of intimidation was proved by
the calling of a faculty meeting
to discuss the Issue "so that
people don't feel singled out,"
according to English professor
David L. Smith. "The question
here is not about trust but about
the right to not feel set upon."

Continued on Page 9

Federal law

_|^| Aid tied to draft registration

DIraclor of Financial Aid Phil Wick described the new law as "an administrative burden that

falls on 100 percent of the students.' (Shapiro)

by Ned Ladd and Brett Green

Proof of draft registration or exemp-
tion is now required for all federal finan-

cial aid recipients, according to new
federal legislation. The 1983 Defense
Authorization Act, signed by President

Reagan in September, directly effects

students and administration.

A rider to the Defense Authorization

Bill called the Solomon Amendment
requires "the withholding of all Title IV
federal financial aid funds from students

who are required to register for the draft

but have not yet done so."

The regulations regarding how to

administer this amendment were pro-

posed January 27 by the Education
Department. They require that each stu-

dent file a document with his college cer-

tifying his draft status, when applying

for federal financial aid. Applicants will

not be considered until they fill out the

form and, if eligible, register for the

draft.

The Williams Committee Against Mil-

itarism (WCAM) is protesting the regu-

lations on the grounds that they are

discriminatory. Spokesman Jeff Sultar

called the law "totally discriminatory,

as well as in violation of several other

laws, such as the Privacy Act."

Unfair to the poor

Low income groups are hit hardest,

according to WCAM coordinator David
Yaskulka, l>ecause they must file for

financial aid to afford college tuition.

The law also discriminates against men
and minorities, the group maintains.

Administration reaction to the law was

Continued on Page 10

Fraternities threatened at Trinity
by Tim Johnson

A Trinity College faculty com-
mittee has demanded the aboli-

tion of the school's five

fraternities and two sororities.

The seven-member Faculty
Committee on the Fraternity

and its alternatives concluded

last November, after an inten-

sive year and a half study, that

"the fraternity system is inher-

ently diverslve and therefore

damaging to the social egalltar-

ianism that is the liedrock of

democratic policy."

The Trinity Tripod, the col-

lege's student newspaper,

termed the fraternity debate,

which has scorched the Hart-

ford, Ct., campus for more than

a year, as "the biggest issue

since the inception of . . . co-

education over twelve years

ago."
In late November, the col-

lege's faculty voted 69-33 in

favor of the committee's resolu-

tion to phase out fraternities

over the next three years and to

suspend rushing and pledging

practices forthwith. The fate of

the fraternity system now lies in

the hands of a seven-member
trustee committee, which, in

turn, Is waiting for a recommen-
dation from the college's presi-

dent, James F. English.

The trustee committee is

expected to reach a conclusion

by April, according to David
Winer, Trinity's dean of stu-

dents. The trustees will treat

lK)th the president's recommen-
dation and the faculty vote only
as advisory opinions. "At this

point, there is simply no indica-

tion one way or the other how
the conflict will be resolved,"
commented Winer.

"The trustees still consider
the issue a jump ball," admitted
one of trustees, Karl S. Scheibe,
a psychology professor at
Wesleyan.

The faculty committee was
formed In May 1981, In response
to events that took place in

Continued on Page 9
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Billsville by L. Rockwood

The Williams Record

A fairer price
The recent legislation linking federal financial aid to draft registra-

tion puts the college in a delicate position. Should the college pick up the
difference in financial aid for those who stand to lose money because of
this law?

Civil disobedience is an important right and an important means of
effecting political change. It carries with it costs and penalties appro-
priately suited to violating the law. In this case, abridging the right to

equal education regardless of economic status is not an appropriate
penalty for evasion of draft registration.

The solution, however, cannot be subsidies from the college to stu-

dents who have not registered for the draft. The inherent increase in

tuition would make the problem worse. The penalty for disobedience
would then be shifted to those who have elected to obey the law.

Some people argue that if the college does not make up the differ-

ence, civil disobedience will become a privilege of the rich. Many of the
people paying the extra tuition are no more wealthy than those who did
not. In fact, some people have registered or would register rather than
risk their education. Would it be fair then for those people to pay the
increased tuition?

And it should be noted that If this law is ruled Constitutional and
remains on the books, and if Williams becomes known as a college which
subsidizes in its entirety the violation of the law, then not only will future
Williams students feel less inclined to register, but Williams may
attract non-registrants. The resulting cost could be large.

There is an alternative which removes the threat of automatic loss
of education and still places the weight of the peanlty on those who opt
for civil disobedience. The College can make loans available at commer-
cial rates to those who would normally have federal financial aid in their
package but cannot because of this law. Yale has already announced a
similar policy.

This option would not cost the College anything because it could take
the loans out and pass the cost along automatically. But it is important to

offer these loans because banks are hesitant to make uninsured loans to

college students.
Non-registrants would still bear the cost, without the threat of losing

a Williams education.

Williams will not be advocating violation of the law because a

penalty will still be incurred by the violators. But Williams will also be
protecting the right to education regardless of political stance.

NOTICE

Candidates for the offices of College Council President,

Vice-President, and Treasurer are encouraged to submit

statements of no more than 350 words to the RECORD.

Because we must meet our deadline before nominations

close, statements must be in our office by 2:00 p.m. on

Sunday, February 20.
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LETTERS
Faculty freedom

To the editor:

In view of the disturbing news reported
by Dan Keating in the February 8 issue of
the Record, and given the measure of
confusion evident in some of the remarlis
he attributes to members of the faculty, I

ask that you reprint in its entirety the
following letter which the Faculty Steer-

ing Committee and the Committee on
Appointments and Promotions wrote to

the Record on April 28, 1978.

While that letter focuses specifically

on the reappointment and promotion
process, one of the crucial points it

makes is certainly germane to the pres-
ent discontents. Namely, that the Col-

lege has long since established
procedures to ensure that all officers of

the College (whether administrators or
tenured members of the faculty) be held
accountable for any element of
"improper consideration" they permit
to influence faculty reappointment deci-

sions. Such grievance procedures, how-
ever, can come into play only if would-be
complainants believe they can indeed
identify some concrete evidence of

"improper consideration" and are also
willing to do so, thereby permitting
themselves to be held accountable by
their peers for the accuracyof the allega-'

tions they choose to make. To refuse that
willingness is, of course, to deny due pro-

cess to those being placed under
accusation—whether in the columns of

the press or through the dissemination of

damaging and demeaning rumor.

Francis Oakley
Dean of the Faculty

(Eds. note: The following letter was
signed by Gary Jacobsohn and Francis

Oakley for the above-named
Committees.)

To the editor:

In a letter appearing in the April 25

issue of the Record, Augustin J. Hinkson
'80 gave voice to the fear that "the
administration" may have "subtly
threatened the reappointment of junior

faculty members because they support

the movement for the withdrawal of U.S.

corporate involvement in South Africa."

It was with the deepest concern that we
read those words. It is in the hope of put-

ting to rest the fear they express that we
make this response. Academic freedom,

as the American Association of Univer-

sity Professors' (AAUP) 1940 Statement
of Principles Indicates, extends not only

to what is said in the classroom but also

to "extramural utterances." Williams

College is fully committed to the protec-

tion of that freedom. Any allegation that

it was being infringed would call into

question the very Integrity of our whole

educational enterprise. Such allega-

tions, therefore, ought not lightly to be

made; nor, once made, can they lightly

be dismissed. Because of this we have
had in place for some years a formal set

of procedures available to any faculty

member who believes that considera-

tions violative of academic freedom
played a role in his or her reappointment
or promotion decision. The intrusion of

such factors would constitute "Improper
consideration" and the evidence that

such improper consideration had
occurred would be weighed by a for-

mally constituted panel composed of

Continued on Page 3
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You have to be up close to see what's inside

by Dan Keating

David was my baby. It was kind of

funny because he was 32 and I was 16, but

he never complained. We spent one
summer together and a good part of the

next.

During our first summer we were
inseparable. He was the troublemaker
and I was the troublemaker—
takercareof, so we were a natural pair.

He behaved for me, because all he had
ever wanted was attention. When happy
he'd laugh and laugh, never a belly laugh

or a guffaw, just a tittering he-he-he

while staring me in the eye and clucking

my name (at least I thought so) and leer-

ing with his crooked teeth and slanted

Jaw. 1 just wanted to hug him tight.

Most people thought David was
unbearable, a cur whose only purpose
was to be wretched, but soon I knew bet-

ter. I didn't value David simply because
he was retarded and thus "special". I

loved him when I found the unique, beau-

tiful qualities which made him loveable.

When you love someone like David you
can't help but put yourself in his position.

Is his happiness worth his misery?

Would he be better off if he had none of

the happiness and none of the misery?
Alive or dead? I spent hours with him,
holding him, looking into his eyes when
he laughed and cried. And I couldn't

decide.

My reaching him and making him
happy proved to me that the value of

someone's life can't be judged from a

distance. You have to be up close to see

what's Inside.

One day I worked with a profoundly

retarded, physically deformed resident

whom I felt was beyond the limit of some-

one I would consider better off never

alive. Then the woman who works regu-

larly with that resident came in, picked

her up, and said, "Don't you love my
baby? She's being a good girl today." I

repeated to myself that I'd better get up
close before I judge a life next time.

But many people feel no obligation to

get close before making a judgment like

that. The newspapers have stories about
severely handicapped babies whose par-

ents ask that the child be killed imme-
diately after birth. Or, being
sanctimonious, they just "let it die", say-

ing they let it fend for itself (as if any
baby left alone would not die). This

happens despite the known presence of

people who have pledged their lives to

adopting and caring for these "special"

children.

An article in the November 11, 1981

New Yorii Times pointed out that Down's
Syndrome, a chromosomal disorder

detectable through amniocentesis,
"many times results in severe retarda-

A baby must now be

judged fit and
worthy of living in

order to have that

opportunity.

tion." It also said that "parents . . . 'Inev-

itably choose termination of pregnancy'
when Down's Syndrome is detected.

Many of these kids may be severely

retarded. Many may not. Even for those

who are retarded, who can say that they

The straight story on the trustees
by Geoff Mamlet

"The Trustees have never shown any
reticence in the past in discussing
these questions quite openly," said

President Chandler at last Wednes-
day's Faculty Meeting. With these

words he tried to rewrite the entire his-

tory of the South Africa debate at Wil-

liams. It is because I believe history

should not be revised but preserved
that I write this column. It is not an
exercise in triviality; one must know
where we have been in order to see how
far we have progressed In this debate

—

and how much farther we have to go.

Although the College community had,

since 1977, been actively discussing the

propriety of investment in South
Africa, it was not until the end of 1979

that the Trustee Finance Committee
first met with the Anti-Apartheid Coali-

tion (WAAC) to address the issue. Since

then, WAAC has met with the Finance

Committee every year. This spring

Williams shall witness another ' 'first;
'

'

for the first time, the Trustees will pub-

licly defend their anti-divestiture

stance. Contrary to President
Chandler's statement and to similar

assertions made by Dean O'Connor

later in the Faculty Meeting, the Trus-

tees have never before agreed to a pub-
lic meeting. WAAC's policy, however,
has always been that this issue should
be addressed by the Trustees in public

forums. In fact, WAAC has felt so
strongly that the whole campus should
hear these discussions that WAAC has
twice, on its own Initiative, turned
closed meetings into public meetings
by Inviting students and faculty to

attend and hear both sides present their

arguments. The first occasion was in

April 1980, when 60 students and faculty

listened to a WAAC-Trustee exchange;
the second was last month, when over
150 people listened to a limited and cur-

Mr. Mott broke his

commitment . . .

without explanation.
sory discussion of the issues. By way of

historical note, it should be added that

the Chairman of the Finance Commit-
tee, Charles Mott, did agree to partici-

pate in a public forum on the costs of

divestiture. That promise was made in

WAAC's meeting with the Finance

Committee In January 1982. However,

when WAAC later triedJo set up a panel

discussion with investment experts

who could present a strong case for the

negligible cost of divestiture, Mr. Mott
broke his commitment to participate

without explanation.

So how should we interpret the his-

tory of the Trustees' participation in

the South Africa debate? The Adminis-
tration would have us believe that the

Trustees are reasonable people who
have always been willing to discuss the

issues openly and publicly—people who
feel the need to educate a Williams pub-
lic which has been sadly misinformed
and misled on the issues. I interpret

this history very differently. In the

past, the Trustees have always been
reluctant to discuss the issues openly
and publicly; a closed meeting is their

preferred method for sheltering their

views from public scrutiny.

The about-face they have performed
is most welcome and we can draw two
lessons from it. First, the Trustees do
care about public opinion; second they

are feeling the heat of that opinion right

now. The Williams community, includ-

ing the Trustees, has come a long way
in its discussion of South African

investments since the question was
first raised here in 1977; all of us, espe-

cially the Trustees, have a long way to

go.

would be better off dead?
A baby must now be judged fit and

worthy of living in order to have that

opportunity. These "terminations"
started with aborting fetuses whom peo-

ple claim aren't alive yet; they now
involve selecting at birth which babies

deserve to live. This trend would not be
so frightening if history had not shown
how poor our judgment is in deciding
who deserves to live and who does not.

This civilization considered blacks
sub-human animals for hundreds of

years, genocldally exterminated six mil-

lion Jews while most of the world looked
on, and, after deploying the atomic bomb
on helpless, unarmed, unwarned
civilians—did it again just to drive the

point home.
I've seen retarded people whom I've

thought would be better off dead. But
who am I to decide? Do you trust me? I

don't trust you. Are you going to trust the
society that burned women as witches,

set people on fire for not being Christian,

and used cluster bombs?
These developments worry me espe-

cially with the children whose handicaps
aren't noticed before birth. What guide-
lines do we have for deciding which
babies can be terminated and which can-
not? What guidelines will there be for

how long after birth parents still have the
right to decide that their child does not

deserve to live? One day? Two weeks?
Three years?

I don't think that ruthless, baby-killing

parents exist. But the standards our
society is erecting may undeservingly
put many lives into the "no value"
range. Will we eventually believe that all

retarded children are not fit to live? "It's

really in their best interest," people will

say.

Will the people who've seen the happi-
ness and productivity that many
retarded people enjoy speak up to defend
those lives as worthy? You have to be
with a profoundly retarded person when
he learns something or begins
laughing—which even the profound
sometimes do—before you can decide
that all people in his condition do not

deserve to live.

Then, how retarded will retarded be—
profound, severe, moderate, mild, a bit

slow? Where will life-judging stop?
Is his happiness worth his misery?

Would he be better off if he had none of

the happiness and none of the misery?
Alive or dead? I spent hours with him,
holding him, looking into his eyes while
he laughed and cried. And I couldn't

decide.

You have to be up close to see what's
inside.

LETTERS—
Continued from Page 2

elected faculty members, non-tenured

as well as tenured, who had had no part in

the original decision but who would have
full access to all information used in

arriving at that decision.

Such procedures, modelled upon the

AAUP's 1972 Recommended Institu-

tional Regulations on Academic Free-

dom and Tenure, affirmed by the

faculty and approved by the Board of

Trustees, are designed to prevent any
erosion here at Williams of that commit-
ment to academic freedom which, in the

country at large, has been one of the

hard-won achievements of the American
academic community. That no one is the

past has found it necessary to invoke
those procedures protecting academic
freedom should pot lead us In the present
to forget that they do in fact exist.

Bad journalism

To the editor:

I think a lot of us who know and respect

Dan O'Connor and Cris Roosenraad had

a difficult time matching the image of

arm-twisting that emerged from Dan

Keating's story, "Faculty distressed

over iniquities," with what we know
abdut the two men.

It was interesting to me that phone

calls were made to faculty members who
had signed the first WAAC divestment

petition. And I was as concerned as anyb-

ody else that the rumor mill had swung

into action about the nature of those

calls. A story In the Record could have

cleared the air. But Instead it muddied it.

Mr. Keating got off to a good start

doing a wide range of interviews, but he

fell into a trap in his excessive reliance

on anonymous sources. He had people on

the record describing the nature of the

calls as "an opportunity to share some
ideas with the Dean," and "perfectly

sensible." Beyond that, he had the peo-

ple who made the calls describing them
in exactly the same way. Yet he chose to

build the story around anonymous peo-

ple who chose to describe those calls in

the most sinister possible way. It's good

controversy but bad journalism.

From my point of view, there is abso-

lutely no reason to believe that Deans
O'Connor and Roosenraad were doing

anything more than trying to give and
receive good information by turning to

their collegaues. I think they showed tre-

mendous strength under the pressure of

three students saying they were willing

tp starve to death and a WAAC media
committee calling every news outlet

they could find to spread the word.

Dan and Cris deserve our thanks, not a

blind-side attack by anonymous sources.

Ray Boyer

Record's dubious

opinions

To the editor:

The latest editorial in the Record
managed to continue the string of dub-

ious opinions and reporting concerning

WAAC and the hunger strike which,

unfortunately, has graced its pages for

many weeks.
While the editorial's criticism of the

Deans for making ostensibly informa-

tional phone calls to faculty signatories

to the divestment petition is Justified, it

misses the point. The point is not whether
the Deans themselves should have made
the calls, but rather the shaky premise
on which the calls were based—namely,
that WAAC regarded faculty support for

divestment to be support for the hunger
strike as well. The Record seems to

acept this rationale, even though doing

so requires an extraordinary leap of

logic: from indicating that "some evi-

dence" exists that WAAC misused this

petition, the Record declares that WAAC
"clearly misrepresented" these faculty.

The editorial offers no substantive sup-

port for this charge.

There is good reason for that—the fact

is that WAAC did not misuse the faculty

divestment petition. Certainly we public-

ized that support, but as agreement with

our goals, not our tactics. If we were
indeed wrongly using those 53 faculty,

then why would our Faculty Support
Committee start—from scratch—a peti-

tion specifically in support of the strike?

The Record's apparent eagerness to

portray WAAC as dishonest and mani-
pulative is more than a little incongruous
in light of its stated support for

divestment.

A couple of comments are also in order
regarding Professor Jacobsohn's peti-

tion opposing the strike. First , WAAC did

not solicit faculty signatures for our
faculty support petition; that was the
project of the Faculty Support Commit-
tee. Furthermore, only at)out 50 faculty

members were asked to sign, of whom 36

did so. Second, It is Indisputable that a

Continued on Page 8
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While onlookers concentrate on the score, crew captain Scott Schweig-
hauser sprints to ttie finish of his 1S-mlnute piece which began the 36-hour
ergathon in Baxter Lounge. (Schelbe)

Crew rows to

raise money
Coach Peter Wells estimates

that the crew teams raised

$2000-$3000 In last weekend's
Ergathon. The money will go to

supporting the crew's trip to

Washington in March for their

Spring training.

The Erg totals surpassed last

year's by 30,000 points, said

Wells. Scott Schweighauser '83

got 10,076 points to lead the men,
and is only the second Ephman
ever to break 10,000 on the Erg
machine. Hope Bigelow '84 led

the women with 9035 points. The
novice teams also contributed

consistent performances.
The sponsorship of local busi-

nesses was a key factor in rais-

ing the money.

Dewey explains

bool( prices
In response to several com-

plaints about book prices at The
Williams Bookstore, Dean of the

College Daniel O'Connor issued

a statement regarding book-

store policy last Thursday. He
explained that "the understand-
ing between the College and Mr.
Dewey (Williams Bookstore
owner) is that textlwoks will be
priced at no more than 27 per-

cent over the invoice price."

He said that there is an ad hoc
Users Committee which over-

sees twokstore prices, and that

students can direct gripes to it

through him. However, he cau-

tioned students from complain-
ing, saying that Dewey's prices

are "at the low end of the

national norms for college

bookstores."

Dewey explained that stead-

ily rising wholesale prices have
forced his prices up. He
explained that materials prices

have not gone up significantly,

but that delivery prices have
skyrocketed.

Copying entire texts

He suggested that faculty

could keep prices down by con-

sidering costs when choosing

texts. Many of the standard

textbooks cannot be replaced,

Dewey explained, but supple

mentary texts can be chosen
using cost-based guidelines.

Many faculty members have
made use of copying to reduce
book costs. Many courses use
only parts of books, so profes-

sors copy these materials and
distribute them to the class.

Some professors have gone
further. Physics 202 uses a com-
pletely copied textbook. As a

result, the book cost for this

course has been reduced to

$5.50.

CUL discusses

liousing lottery,

French house
The Committee on Under-

graduate Life (CUL) reviewed
the recent town meeting on
housing and the status of the

French House planned for next

year at their meeting last

Tuesday.
CUL chairman Cris Roosen-

raad, a main speaker at the

town meeting, noted that the

meeting had focused on the

Pomilla (prioritized lottery)

proposal and the status of the

Housing Committee.
Roosenraad said that he came

away from the meeting with the

impression that "if we end up
adopting something that looks

like the Pomilla proposal, that

will be seen favorably."

While he emphasized the

advantages of the current struc-

ture with the Housing Commit-
tee under the CUL, Roosenraad
said it would be "foolish to hold

on to the Housing Committee if

it becomes a sore point
politically."

Roosenraad also stated that

the town meeting was "shal-

low," adding that he had had
much better discussions with
those interested in the situation

in the past.

Commenting on the restric-

tions of the format, he said "It

would be awfully nice if we
could share a microphone some-
time. "The CUL met with the

College Council to discuss Hous-

ing issues on Tuesday February
15.

The committee alsodlscussed

the French House which is bt'ing

planned as a co-op for next year.

In spite of considerable pres-

sure for the establishment of a

French House, only eleven

applications were received for

the House, only three of which
were received prior to the dead-

line. Tentative discussions were
held to determine at what
number It would become neces-

sary to cancel the House.

Ooiii/ K/i'it

Psychology Prof

traces study

of the brain
A three-pound mass of soft,

grey jelly, about as large as an
oversized walnut, is the seat of

all of our movements, emotions,
desires, and sensations, accord-
ing to Paul Solomon, assistant

professor of psychology. In his

lecture "Memory and the
Brain" last Thursday, Solomon
called the brain basic to any
behavior—"from a knee jerk to

the creation of a poem."
The brain is composed of

approximately three to four bil-

lion cells called neurons. The
number of connections between
neurons is thought to be greater
than the total number of atoms
in the universe.

Solomon noted that the study
of the brain has not always
enjoyed the sophistication of the

scientific method. In the 1860's

Franz Gall advocated phren-
ology—the study of bumps on
the skull in order to determine
personality and behavior.

Even with the advent of the

scientific approach, psycholo-
gists discovered the correlation

between the brain and memory
quite accidently. During an
operation to limit a patient's

epileptic seizures doctors
removed a portion of his tem-
poral lobes and, inadvertently,

a portion of his hippocampus.
The patient, H.M., was cured

of his epilepsy but lost all ability

to learn new Information. He
had to be re-introduced to peo-

ple he had just met twenty min-
utes ago, and could read the

same magazine again and
again, each time with the same
novel interest. H. M. described
his own life as "always waking
from a dream and never know-
ing what just happened."
Solomon and several psychol-

ogy students are presently
using stereotoxic surgery, the

implantation of electrodes in

the brain, to record the neural

activity of learning. An elec-

trode is planted in the hippo-

campus of a deeply-anesthe-

tized rabbit, who is then conditi-

oned to blink at the sound of a

tone followed by an air buff.

Research has noted a fifteen-

fold increase in neural activity

during the rabbit's learning

period, thus indicating a role of

the hippocampus in learning.

Solomon asserted that for

every question researchers
have answered, ten more are

yet unsolved. Nevertheless,

Solomon finds the work "excit-

ing, intriguing, and fun." Like

Woody Allen, he claims, "The
brain is my second favorite

organ." .. ,. ,, ,

Need for Black

colleges addressed
Black colleges are instrumen-

tal in providing a "congenial

psycho-social environment" for

blacks, according to Clark Uni-

versity vice-president Gloria

Scott. Scott spoke at Wednesday
night's lecture, sponsored by

the Black Student Union.

Scott explained that "Black

colleges were created in

response to the exclusion and

neglect of blacks in white

schools." She spoke of the his-

tory of black higher education

as a struggle for access into

white Institutions. A landmark
in black history, she said, was
the establishment of land grant

colleges for blacks in southern

states in the 1890's.

Black colleges have a multi-

fold purpose in a modern
society, according to Scott. She

stated black colleges provide a

"resource for political aware-
ness as well as a high quality

education." They become the

center for Civil Rights and other

black issues, Scott said.

In addition, black faculty pro-

vide "credible models for emu-
lation." Scott said that "Black
colleges give blacks real insu-

rance against the death of

access to white institutions."

— \e,l Ladd

New Security

Supervisor hired
Charles W. Smiarowski took

office as Security Supervisor
last Monday. He has been for

the past six years Chief of Police

in Sunderland, Massachusetts.
During that period, Smia-

rowski was involved in several

controversies relating to his job

as Police Chief. In his 1981

annual report to the town, he
blamed a series of house break-
ins on "a band of 15-20 Puerto
Ricans from the Holyoke area

. '

'

"In retrospect I see very
clearly that it was unnecessary
to include any mention of ethnic

identification in my public

report," he said.

When he was hired, he was
Sunderland's only full-time
policeman. In his six years, he
developed a force with two full-

time and seven part-time offic-

ers. The Springfield Morning
Union said of his efforts in Sun-

derland; "Smiarowski is gener-

ally credited with bringing the

town into the 20th century as far

as police coverage is concerned
in a town that formerly had only

part-time officers."

Ransom H. Jenks, Director of

Security, said that the promo-
tion was not made from within

the ranics of the College Security

Newly appointed Security Supervisor Charles W. Smiarowski (Plonsl<er)

force because minimum qualifi-

cations were set by the Deans'

Office, the Office of Personnel,

and Jenks, and no one at Willi-

ams could meet them.

Scientific

equipment fund

established
Williams has received a

$100,000 grant from the W. M.
Keck Foundation of Los Angeles

to establish a permanent fund

for scientific! equipment. The
grant Is the first step in raising

$1 million in endowment for

scientific equipment.

According to Russell F. Car-

penter, associate director of

development, the endowment,
when fully established, will pro-

vide about $50,000 in annual

income for maintaining and
upgrading equipment in the

science laboratories and
classrooms.

In the last decade, the col-

lege's budget has been hard

pressed to meet needs brought

about by the tremendous
growth in scientific knowledge
and advances in equipment.

The Bronfman Science Center

in particular , which was com-
pleted in 1968, still has much of

its original equipment which
now needs to be modernized or

replaced.

Indicative of the growth in the

sciences in the last ten years,

the number of students taking

science courses at Williams has
increased by 90 percent while

the numl)er of science faculty is

up by 35 percent.

College provost and professor

of chemistry J. Hodge Mark-
graf believes that the new
endowment will "benefit cur-

rent students and faculty while

helping to attract promising

young science faculty and
future undergraduates."

History Prof to

study in Russia

William Wagner, assistant

professor of history, has been
awarded three fellowships for

research in Russia and the Uni-

ted States during the 1983-84

academic year.

He has received a Fellowship

for College Teachers from the

National Endowment for the

Humanities, a Faculty
Exchange Fellowship from the

International Research and
Exchanges Board and a Fellow-

ship for Recent Recipients of

the Ph.D. from the American
Council of Learned Societies.

He was also given a Special

Assistant Professor Leave from
Williams.

Wagner plans to use the

grants for work on his project,
' 'The Courts as an Instrument of

Progressive Reform in Post-

Emancipation Russia: Prop-

erty, Inheritance, Women, and
the Family."
He will spend the fall and

early winter in Russia, mainly

in Leningrad and Moscow, and
will complete his research at

the Russian Research Center at

Harvard University when he

returns from the Soviet Union In

January 1984.

Wagner said his study
"represents the first systematic

analysis of the reformed courts'

impact on social and economic
relationships,

'

' in particular the

ways the courts used their

power to pursue social reform
and economic development in

19th -century Russia. Wagner's
conclusions will be published in

the "Oxford Monographs"
series.
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Coops offer independence^ responsibility

69 students enjoy alternative lifestyle
by Vernon Squires

Some students claim
that Dodd House
serves the best
meals on campus.

Others support Drlscoll or
Greylock. For at least sixty-
nine people, however, it makes
no difference. No, these stu-
dents are not just Indifferent.
They are the residents of the col-
lege's seven cooperative
houses, where meals are
planned and cooked by the stu-

dents themselves.
From the seven member

Lambert and Milham houses to

the 13 member Dewey and
Doughty residences, "coops"

offer students a chance for an
alternative lifestyle In which
group planning and responsibil-
ity are the law.

"Coop housing Is nice,"
explains Giulla Tortora, who
lives in Doughty House. "It's

more open and tends to bring us
closer together through cooking
and eating." Like many coop
students, Tortora entered the
house with a group of friends
who were eager to spend a year
away from campus housing.

All fun and games?
Life in a coop house is not all

fun and games, however. Stu-
dents inherit responsibilities
not found in regular housing

Off campus, a better deal?
The following article i$ part of a project completedfor the Winter

Study Course RADICAL ECONOMICS.
ON CAMPUS

For only $136.00 per month WUllams College offers a most
comfortable and affordable housing situation, allowing students
to select from a variety of rooms and setups while also yielding a
multitude of benefits: janitorial service, unUmited heating and
electricity, telephone serviee, water service, grounds mainte-
nance, and quite possibly the most sophisticated fire protection
available. Although many other colleges supplement housing
with alumni contributions and funds such as tuition, Williams
pays all bills in the housing department with the housing fee and
therefore never deprives the student population of academic,
athletic, or cultural facilities.

The College has done a remarlcabie job in keeping housing fees
down while energy and renovation costs have risen dramati-
cally. In the past ten years the main problem has been energy;
most of the Williams College housing is poorly engineered in
terms of energy conservation. Even the more recent housing
additions have occasionally done more harm than good to the
energy crisis; business manager Shane Rlorden remarked that
Mission Park Is an ' 'energy disaster" that has contributed to an
overall $750,000 per year bill for heating and electricity (which
is almost forty percent of the housing costs). However, if

Continued on Page 8

arrangements, particularly in

the area of dining.

"Students are responsible for

planning and cooking their own
meals," explains Dean of Hous-
ing Mary Kenyatta. "Usually
they prepare a budget and then
a menu, and generally wind up
saving money."
Dean Kenyatta also revealed

that in coop housing students

are expected to deal with minor
maintenance and cleaning.
Since the coops are like large
houses rather than dormitories,

these responsibilities are at

times quite demanding, but stu-

dents shrug them off as only
minor drawbacks.
"Are there disadvantages to

coop housing?" muses Dono-
van. "Not at all, really. Some-
times the cooking is a hassle,

but overall it's nice."

Coaches claim coop

To the dismay of future coop
prospects, thenumber of spaces
will decrease next year, just as
it did this year. For the 1983-1984

school year, Dewey house will

become an experimental
"French House," and Rice
House, another coop, will be
converted to use for athletic

coaches.

John Kowalik, a senior who
lives In Dewey House, and who
was on last year's Housing Com-
mittee, expressed disappoint-

ment at the shrinking number of

Coops, but added that the sys-

tem is still a good part of Willi-

ams housing.
"Sure, it's a good Idea, an

opportunity to live away Irom
campus without really being
off-campus. The best part about

While students have found that o(f-campus rents may be slightly
higher, most save significantly on food costs. (Glicl<)

it is definitely the freedom to do
whatyouwant," Kowalik enthu-
siastically remarked. He also
believes coops are a frugal form
of housing.

"It's much cheaper than liv-

ing off-campus. And with our
meal system, 1 pay only about
half the regular board price,"
he explained.

Cheap food

Students who do wind up liv-

ing in a coop house are not
offered the board options of
other students. Coop residents
can only receive a limited board
plan, with many students choos-
ing to forsake college tood alto-
gether In order to eat more
cheaply.

"July" brightens winter

The Fifth of July,

Wiiliamstheatre's most re-

cent production, was writ-

ten by American dramatist

Lanford Wilson in 1978 and has not yet

been made into a movie or HBO presen-
tation. It is therefore an unfamiliar

work to most of us.

While it has its faults, Wilson s piay

itself is fine. It might be, however, to

reach some unfair conclusions about

the original work because of the wea-

knesses of director Jill Nassivera's

production.

In Fifth of July, Wilson examines

with humor the ambivalent feelings of

hope and despair experienced the

morning after a "revolution." Specifi-

cally, he focuses on several members
of America's most recent "lost

generation"—the sixties radicals. The
setting of the play is a Fourth of July

rural Missouri reunion of sorts among a

group of ex-Berkeley activists, in their

mid-thirties.

Wilson creates a fine gallery of off-

beat yet sympathetic characters. He
also, unfortunately, throws in two pre-

dictable and tired stereotypes—the hip-

pie musician, and the precocious

thirteen-year-old. Still, these two have

more than their share of funny lines,

and don't seriously blemish the work.

The major problem with the WiUl-

amstheatre production of this play Is

that Wilson's focus, on this group dis-

possessed of an era, is not clearly ren-

dered. Nassivera tries to evoke the

proper tone by using Simon and Gar-

funkel "searchlng-for-America
music" before the play begins. But dur-

ing the production Itself, the missing

focus causes us to become more inter-

ested in the peripheral characters.

When the reminiscing talk about the

sixties comes up, it feels almost arbi-

trarily added.

A particularly troublesome aspect

concerns the central character of Ken.
Bruce Leddy concentrated on emphas-
izing Ken's bitter sarcasm and creat-

ing a believable crippled walk, to the

exclusion of other significant aspects in

his character. The play's pivotal

moments of Ken's struggle to accept
his condition are unfortunately rather

uninvolving.

The best performances come from
the two actresses playing not the sixties

characters, but rather members of the

older and younger generations. These
performances are so strong that the

entire balance of the play shifts as we
Ijecome involved with Aunt Sally and
young Shirley.

Martha Hughes, as Sally, gives a fine

study of a supremely tolerant, slightly

eccentric woman remembering the

bigotry of a past era, and coming to

grips with both the loss of her husband
and the coming of old age. Sally

becomes the emotional and moral cen-

ter of the play.

As Shirley, Joanna Adler gives the

weak part more than it deserves, rend-

ering thirteen-year-old Shirley a per-

sonification of the seventies
generation. "Me, me, me, me, me,"
she cries. "I'm going to be so great."

Yet, Adler's Sally is also very likeable.

Her effusive high hopes for the future

work well to articulate the ultimately

optimistic, uplifting tone of the play.

The rest of the cast—Jeff Lifson,

Marc Wolf, Peggy O'Toole, Gordon
Leeds, and particularly Sue Rench—all

perform ably. William Aupperlee's set,

done In an all too appropriate sick-green

color, is adequate If not terribly

Inspired.

Though certainly not a definitive pro-

duction. The Fifth ol July Is worth see-

ing, the weaknesses don't obstruct a

sense of the fine show this might have
been.

—Scott Comgold

Brahms sonatas

tantalize audience
Johannes Brahms wrote three sonatas

for violin and piano, all so technically

and emotionally demanding that it is a

challenge to play one of them well. It was
therefore an unusual and courageous

decision that Williams College violinist

Julius Hegyi and world-famous pianist

Garrlck Ohlsson made, to present a pro-

gram of all three Brahms sonatas last

Friday evening in Brooks-Rogers Reci-

tal Hall.

The first thing one noticed upon walk-

ing into the hall was the odd arrange-

ment of the stage, with the performers

placed in the corner of the stage to the

audience's far left—probably for acous-

. . . incredibly precise,

at times almost brisk,

but thoughtful or

emotional when it

should be.

tical purposes. The second immediately
noticeable factor was the obvious cam-
araderie between Hegyi and Ohlsson.
Hegyi seemed very happy to have the
opportunity of performing with Ohlsson,
and Iwth seemed to enjoy playing
together.

The program order, interestingly, was
not chronological. Instead, the sonata of

1887 opened the program, followed by the

sonata written In 1880, and closing with
the most mature work, of 1889. This
order worked well, for placing the earli-

est sonta between the two later ones
showed what a difference a few years
can make. Although written fairly late in

Brahms' lifetime, In comparison with its

companions the 1880 sonata is a little

less deep, a little more flourishy, with

fewer of the profound changes in mood
and less of the meditative, brooding

quality that characterizes the later

works.

The balance between violin and piano
was generally good throughout, in keep-

ing with the idea of the Romantic violin

sonata as a duo rather than a piece for

violin with piano accompaniment. Each
performer was willing to step back at the

appropriate moments and give the other

the limelight.

However—and this was not due to

insensitivity on Ohlsson's part—Hegyi
occasionally suffered in contrast with
Ohlsson's consistently strong, confident

pianistry and the rich sound he evoked

from the piano. Hegyi's string sound was
sometimes skittish and lacking in inten-

sity. But this showed noticeable

improvement, jserhaps as he relaxed

during the course of the performance.

For his part, Ohlsson is obviously a

first-rate pianist, and a pleasure to listen

to. His playing is incredibly precise, at

times almost brisk, but thoughtful or

emotional when it should be. He was able

to bring out all the multiple melodic lines

than make Brahms Interesting. He also

made use of a broad range of sensitive

rallentandos that Hegyi was able to fol-

low as easily as he followed Ohlsson's

graceful settings of the tempo.
Although it was nice to be given the

chance to hear the Brahms sonatas, one
wonders why Ohlsson was not Invited

here to just give a solo recital. World-
acclaimed classical musicians so rarely

come to Williams that it is a shame not to

have had the op'portunlty of hearing Gar-
rick Ohlsson perform alone. To hear him
as one of a duo was more tantalizing

than satisfying.
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SHOP

"Your Party Starts Here"

Largest Keg Retailer—All Kinds

—Biggest Discounts-

Beer - Liquor - Wine
For the lowest prices In the area,

including Vermont, stop by. We can
help you save money on all your

Winter Carnival orders.
280 Cole Avenue

Free Oeliverv on Campus 8-3704

New Shipments of

Renaissance and Recycled (Boynton)

Cards Are In
. enzi s

COLLEGE BOOK STORE, INC
WILLIAMSTOWN. MASS 01267

GREAT COUNSELORS WANTED!

Top boys' camp in iVIaine seel<s the best

your student body has to offer. We need
enthusiastic staff to teach all land sports,

plus: foot hocl<ey, lacrosse, tennis, arts and
crafts, nature, archery, computers, radio,

water skiing, canoeing, tripping and water

safety instruction.

From June 19 through August 19, you
will have a great time, plus earn an attractive

salary.

If interested, please call or write:

Camp WMdwood
805 Seney Ave.

Mamaroneck, New York 10543

Tel. (914) 698-1010

STUDY ABROAD AT THE
ITHACA COLLEGE
LONDON CENTER

SEMESTER OR YEAR PROGRAM
ITHACA COLLEGE CREDIT

BRITISH FACULTY

COURSES — British and European
studies are offered in literature,

history, art history, drama, music,

sociology, education, psychology,
communications, and politics.

Special program offered In Drama.
IntafnsMp* available to qualified

studantt In International Buainett,

Social Sarricea, PollUeal Science
and Communlcatlona.

Visits to the theatre, museums,
galleries, schools, social and
political institutions are an
integral part of the curriculum.

For further information wrtto:

International Programs - SP
Ithaca College II

Ithaca, New York '14850

HEAD FOR THE REAL SNOW!
Airfare only: $198.00''''

round trip Albany to Denver
including: 7 nites lodging

6 day lift tickets

state and local taxes

choose from areas:

ASPEN, BUTTERMILK,
BRECKENRIDGE, COPPER
MOUNTAIN, CRESTED BUTTE and
KEYSTONE!!

"restrictions apply, call for stalls

m stoue
105 Spring Street

WILLIAM.'^TOWN. MAS.S.01267 •(41.1)458-5786

International Club

Talented show holds audience
by Marc Mazzone

Last Sunday's Inter-

national Club Talent
Show included acts

ranging from Dor-

othy ScuUin's delightful mari-

onettes to Dean O'Connor's

worthy renditions of "The Min-

strel Boy" and "Londonderry
Air." All in all, a receptive

audience seemed to find it very
entertaining.

The Octet was the first of

many musical groups to sing.

As usual, their mock sincerity

and understated humor pene-

trated the hearts of their

audience, which was therefore

all the more disposed to over-

look some of the faults in their

performance. The group as a

whole had some difficulties

staying in tune. It seems that as

they become more solo-

oriented, they sacrifice some of

their credibility as an ensem-
ble. Nevertheless, they were
enjoyable, and their soloists

were as strong as ever.

But Essence really brought

down the house. While they did

not exhibit the polished rehear-

sal of the Octet, they sang with

conviction. And although their

male vocals were weak at

times, the female voices were
precise and resonant. Alison

Ashley's performance was par-

ticularly noteworthy. With a lit-

tle more rehearsal, the group
may well settle into a musical
niche on campus equal to that

held by the Octet.

If I had to choose a first-place

winner, though, the prize would
have to go to Professor Joseph
Lowman for his wonderful story

about Wicked John and the

Devil. Mr. Lowman is a first-

rate storyteller, and for the

twenty minutes he spent on
stage, he held his listeners cap-

tive. At times, the laughter was
so loud that he almost could not

be heard. At other times, when
he dropped his voice down to a

whisper, the entire audience
seemed to hold its breath.

But perhaps more important
than the quality of the individ-

ual acts is the fact that the pro-

ceeds of the talent show are to

go to needy children in the Third
World. Nearly $850 was raised,

and thanks to this, the Club will

be able to sponsor at least six

children for a year.

While all of the performers
ought to be commended for giv-

ing their time to this worthy
cause, some credit should also

be given to the capacity
audience. The $2.50 donation
paid by each person will help the

International Club's fund drive.

Mon, Feb. 14 Neil Young, Coliseum, New
Haven, Conn.
B.B. King: Roomful of Blues; Shaboo All

Stars, Symphony Hall, Springfield, Mass.
Joanne Brackeen, Iron Horse, Northamp-
ton. Mass.
Adam Ant, E.M. Loew's, Worcester, Mass.
Gil Evans & Anthony Braxton, Jordan Hall,

Boston

Tues. Feb. 15 David Undley, Paradise,

Boston
New Yorl( Hot Trumpet Repertory Com-
pany, Student Union Ballroom, U. Mass.,
Amherst, Mass.

Boston Musica Viva. Brooks-Rogers Reci-
tal Hall. Williams College

Wed, Feb. 16 Do'a, Common Ground, Brattle-

boro, Vt.

Ruth Pelham. 6th Step Coffeehouse.
Albany, NY
Larry Coryell, Jonathan Swift's, Boston

Thurs, Feb. 17 David Grover, Upstairs at La
Cocina, PIttsfield, Mass.
Phil Collins, Fine Arts CIr., U. Mass,
Amherst, Mass.
Teresa Trull & Barbara Higble, First Con-
gregational Church. Cambridge, MA
Robert Gordon. Mission Park, Williams
College

CONCERT SCHEDULE
pr«p«r«d by TOONERVILLE TROLLEY RECORDS

Grassroots & Henry Gross, Jonathan Swift's.

Boston

Fri, Feb. 18 Phil Collins, Orpheum, Boston
Belte Midler, Civic Ctr., Hartford, Conn.
Lee Bryant, 8th Step Coffeehouse, Albany
Pete Seeger, Symphony Halt. Boston
Jon Butcher Axis, Channel. Boston
Stormin' Norman & Suzy. Separate
Entrance, So. Deerfield, Mass.
Springstreeters; Essence: Ephoria: etc.

Chapin Halt, Williams College

Feb. 18 & 19 Tom Jones, Chateau de Vilte,

Framingham, Mass.

Feb. 18 & 19 Chris Kleeman, La Cocina After

Nine, N. Adams, Mass.

Feb. 18 & 19 Chuck Wlnans & Dave Porter.

Upstairs at La Cocina, Pittsfield

Feb. 18-20 Luj Collins, Passim's, Boston

Sat.. Feb. 19 Tom MacKenzie, 8th Step Cof-
feehouse, Albany, NY
Charlie Byrd, Herb Ellis & Barney Kessel,

Troy Savings Bank Music Hall, Troy. NY
Ellen Mcllwane, Bogart's, Albany
Margie Adam, Alumnae Hall, Wettesley

College, Wellesley, Mass.

Sun. Feb. 20 Woody Herman, Duca's, Fra-
mingham, Mass.

Persuasions. Iron Horse, islorthampton,

Mass.

George Winston, Academy of Music, Nor-
Northampton, Mass.

Chuck Mangione, Chateau de Ville, Fra-

mingham, Mass.

Feb. 21 Teresa Trull & Barbara Higbie, Iron

Horse, Northampton
Feb. 21 Aerosmlth, Civic Ctr. Glenns Falls, t^Y

Feb. 22 Son Seals, Iron Horse
Feb. 23 Ramones, Student Union Ballroom,

U. Mass.
Feb. 27 Warren Zevon, E.M. Loew's, Wor-
Worcester

March 1 Eric Clapton & Ry Cooder, Centrum,
Worcester

March 4 Willie Nelson, Civic Ctr.. Hartford,

Conn.
March 5 Willie Nelson. Centrum. Worcester
March 5 Alvin Lee. E.M. Loew's. Worcester
March 15 Hall & Oates, Civic Ctr.. Hartford

March 17 Diana Ross, Centrum (sold out)

March 19 Halt & Gates, Centrum
March 20 Weather Report, Orpheum. Boston
March 24 Tom Petty, Nick Lowe & Paul Car-

rack, Centrum
March 26 Billy Squire, Centrum
March 30 & 31 Kinks, Centrum

w I vnv i^ivj'VMiim
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In fact, we'll even pay you more than $550 a month while you attend. That's

In addition to paying for your full tuition and required books and fees.

It's all part of the Armed Forces Health Professions Scholarship Program.
How does it work?

If you're selected for a Physician Scholarshlp-from the Anny, Navy, or
Air Force-you're commissioned as an officer in the Reserve.

While you're in school, you'll serve 45 days a year on active duty, gaining
valuable medical experience. After graduation, you will serve three or more
years, the length depending on the requirements of the Sen/Ice selected and
years of scholarship assistance received.

As an Armed Forces physician you'll receive officer's pay and benefits,

and enjoy the advantages of working regular hours. You'll also see a diversity

of patients and have opportunities to use sophisticated medical technology.
But most Important, while you're in medical school we'll help pay the bills.

For more information, send In the coupon. There's no obligation whatsoever.

Yes, I am Interested in receiving more information about an Armed Forces Health
Professions Scholarst)ip, I understand there Is no obligation.

I
For more Information mall this coupon to:

Armed Forces Schoiarstilps, P.O. Box CI 776, Huntington Station, NY 11746

Check up to three: ArmyD

Name

NavyD Air Forcea

(please print)

-Stata- -ZiH- -Phon«(

-SchooL.

3 graduate in'-

(Month. \»ir)
-Dtgrea-

Students learn to save lives
by Lucy Lytle

For the past six weeks a number of

Williams students and town residents

have been rolling bandages, splinting

broken limbs, and perfecting their CPR
technique as part of the Emergency
Medical Technicians (EMT) course be-

ing offered at the college.

Bruce Homestead and Dave Tauber,

two paramedics from Northampton, are

preparing the class to take the Massa-
chusetts State EMT Exam this spring.

A proposal to Instate the EMT course

as a recognized Winter Study project has

been submitted to the Winter Study Com-
mittee. Currently, Interested students

must take EMT in addition to their regu-

lar projects and courses. The class met
six hours a day twice a week during Win-

ter Study and now meets once a week for

six hours.

At three o'clock every Friday after-

noon, EMT students walk to the Bronf-

man Science Center to watch movies and
slides on topics as diverse as childbirth

and communicable diseases, listen to

medical lectures, and practice the many
skills—such as CPR—which they must
master in order to pass the course.

The class runs until six o'clock, breaks

for dinner, then reconvenes at seven for

another three hours of instruction. There
are frequent quizzes on the assigned

reading material, a midterm exam, and
a final.

Fleldtrips to a junkyard to practice

"auto extrications" (safely removing
victims from a car crash) and to the

Muir pool to practice water safety tech-

niques are also planned. In addition, stu-

dents are required to spend at least ten

hours doing emergency room observa-

tions and sixteen hours riding in an
ambulance.
EMT students understand the need for

sucli practical experience. Nate Lebo-
witz '86 explains that "We're dealing
with people's lives-we have to be per-

fect." He admits that "the hardest parts

of the course are the practical parts:

doing secondary surveys, CPR, bandag-

ing and wound care, splinting, working
with oxygen and suction equipment, and
backboarding." Dave Schelbe '86

agreed, saying that "assessing symp-
toms and giving the right kind of treat-

ment is difficult."

All this is done In preparation for the

state EMT exam. After passing the

course, students will get cards for CPR
and advanced first aid but, as Homes-
tead points out, "most students will go on
(to get state certification ) . After all their

work it would be foolish if they didn't."

Even after passing the state exam,
EMTs are limited in what they can do for

a victim. According to Homestead,
"EMTs can do basic level treatments but

not Invasive techniques—which Include

anything that goes Inside the body, such
as an injection or an I.V. Although they

can't diagnose, they can do things like

CPR, splinting, stopping a wound, and
treating shock." He added that students

doing emergency room and ambulance
observations "have to be asked by the

attending authority to help before they

can do anything."

In fact, certified EMTs have explicit

legal responsibilities towards victims

they encounter. "In Vermont, for exam-
ple," notes Homestead, "if you have an
EMT emblem on your car and you don't

stop at an accident, you are guilty of

abandonment." According to Lebowitz,

"there are Massachusetts general laws
involving 'duty to act' and 'duty to con-

tinue.' EMTs can't diagnose the victim's

problem but we can assess their symp-
toms; and once we have started treating

them we must continue." Don Hovey '86

points out another restriction: "We can't

give victims medication unless they

have it with them." Homestead sum-
marizes, "The general rule is: 'Do no
further harm. ' As long as that is followed

there should be no problem with
lawsuits."

Given such legal responsibilities and
considering the time commitment
involved, why take such a course? Don

Continued on Page 8

Emergency
medical tech-

nician students

practice their

technique
during a typi-

cal six-hour

class. (Click)

CLASSIFIEDS

Dear Hypo,'

I would be very happy If you

were healthy enough to be my Val-

entine.

Love,

Me

"You gotta have a good woman."
—Wino Bob

'She has this amazing face, with

the softest, smoothest skin and
these perfectly defined llpe that

look like they're so sensitive

that they should always be

covered and protectecj by other

lips— like mine, for example—
or they'd wither away."

—to EAS from

O.C. Oglevey

Camp Canadensis 0>ed Pocono

Mt. summer camp seeks mature,

responsiblecounselors. Pool direc-

tors, computers, athletics, ceranrv

ics, gym. Write 217 Benson Manor,

Jenkintown, PA 19046.

BABYSITTERS—Any student
who Is Interested in babysitting

for children of faculty and staff

should call Gall Rondeau on
extension 2376 or stop by the

Assistant to the President's office

on the 3rd floor of Hopkins Hall

between 9:00-12:00 or between
1:00-4:30 PM, Monday through

Friday. If you babysat first semes-
ter and wish to continue second
semester, you should let Gail

know.

Sales Reps Wanted
Need extra cash? Self-motivated?

Want to set your own hours? Be
your own boss. Become a sales

representative for ARK Student

Bedding, Inc. Income potential Is

up to you . Must have own phone.
For further information write:

ARK Student Bedding, Inc.

P.O. Box 534

Wenham, Massachusetts 01984

JOSEPH E. DEWEY

9:00 - S:00

Mon.-Sal.

WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.

01267
'" , k U C t, ^ WILLIAM5K

458-5717

S1ANF0RD
Slimmer
session

Introductory and advanced
courses, \Vorkshops and

seminars in the visual arts,

performing arts, earth

sciences, education,

engineering, the humanities,

social sciences, sciences,

and mathematics,

June 20 through August 13-

All students in good standing

are invited to attend.

alio"

\

Hair Salon of the 80's

For He and She

\ I

For A Look That Makes

Sense

CALL for an appointment

or just WALK IN.

STUDENT DISCOUNTS

Willlamstown, MA Bennington, VT

4589167 802-4429823

Pittslield. MA
4I3-443-9816

413-4479576
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LETTERS—
Continued from Page 3

considerable number of faculty who sup-

ported WAAC's action believed that sign-

ing the petition would Jeopardize their

standing with the Administration, and

therefore chose not to sign. In light of

this, It does Indeed seem significant that

the support petition gathered more than

half again as many names as did Profes-

sor Jacobsohn's.
Roger Doughty '84

Feeling young again

To the editor:

Subscribing to the Williams Record

makes me feel young again.

As an undergraduate I went to every

conceivable rally, met with radical spo-

kesmen, helped organize Lecture Com-

mittee conferences with leftwing writers

and commentators. I think that's what

you should do when you are young.

All too soon, most people seem to find

out the many fallacies of the left, but you

have to have been there first.

I love the Record, even though it

doesn't seem Interested in providing

much of a log or journal of what's really

happening on the campus.
Edgar T. Mead '44

Historians

congratulated

To the editor;

I would just like to express my con-

gratulations to the Center for Environ-

mental Studies Winter Study Group

under the leadership of Professor Hank

Art for their presentation Friday at the

Log of "The Changing Face of Wllliam-

stown." The coordination and blending

of slides and taped voices of various resi-

dents of WlUlamstown was very nicely

accomplished. It gives a very vivid feel-

ing for the history, and because of the

taped voices—each telling his or her

share in this history—the 100 years

become very much alive. Many com-

ments captured on tape are so descrip-

tive that they could easily become

classic quotes from a time that has

passed. It was so well presented that I

would encourage everyone to watch for

the time and place of the next planned

showing—rumor has it that it may be

shown on March 17. Heartiest congratu-

lations to the group for a job well done!

Sincerely,

Mrs. Carl Samuelson, Chairman
Williamstown Historical Commission

Emergency Medical Technicians-
The Williams Record ne^rs

Continued from Page 7

Hoven "86 explains: "A lot of people are

taking It to see if they want to go further

in medicine. Others are doing it because

It is something that Interests them or to

fill the first aid requirement for ski

patrol."

Scheibe added, "One reason was

because I Intend to get a job working in

an ambulance next year. Also It's just a

good talent to know." Lebowltz sounded

the general theme when he said, "We're

out there to save lives-that's why we're

doing it. We want to help people."

Homestead believes "Everyone can

benefit from EMT training. It teaches

you to maintain a good attitude towards

safety at home and in the work environ-

ment. You learn how to take care of your-

self if you're ever in an accident."

Some of his students, however, are not

convinced that this is the type of course

that everyone should take. Scheibe feels

that CPR training might be more
appropriate for the average non-medical

person and Hovey agrees that "it's

intense. You should be highly motivated

and dedicated. Interest is a very impor-

tant part."

Homestead emphasized that "it takes

the motivation to be with and to help

other people" and admits that he would

prefer potential students to have some
experience with comparative anatomy,

physiology, or biology.

Rich Levitan '84 was instrumental in

bringing the EMT course to Williams

and particularly Instructors Homestead

ahd Tauber, who he considers "among
the highest in the field."

He explained that "I'd like to see more
awareness of health at this college. The
Infirmary does a good job but they are

not in the dorms. They have started an
alcohol-awareness program here. Well,

this course teaches you how to take care
of your alcoholic friends."

W. S. Course

A proposal, sponsored by Professor

Lawrence Kaplan, to make EMT train-

ing a regular Winter Study course was
submitted to the Winter Study Commit-
tee in early February and he and Levitan

are confident that it will pass.

Levitan explained that "We're aiming

for a class size of about fifty. The same
instructors will teach the course and I

will be a teaching assistant. The classes

will be held during January and addi-

tional practical work will continue In

February—probably on the weekends."

A better deal?
Continued from Page 5

energy prices do not make a

sharp climb in price and infla-

tion stays at its present level,

the College can then tolerate

any other problems.

According to Food Service

Director James Hodgklns,

basically, fifty percent of any

personal student's Food Service

fee goes toward paying food

costs; the rest obtains supplies,

repairs, labor, janitorial servi-

ces, supervision, etc. In a typi-

cal school year (222 days this

year) the cost of living on the 21

meal plan is approximately

$7.20 per day, or $50.40 a week.

This means that the cost of the

food is $3.60 per day or $25.20 per

week. Although $25.20 might not

sound like a tremendous
amount to spend on groceries

per week per person, consu-

mers should remember that by

buying in mass quantities the

Food Service benefits from dis-

counts on certain foods.

Since the Food Service deals

with such large quantities, stu-

dents receive benefits that are

not represented in the board fee.

For example, students are able

to pick from no less than three

choices. Another important

aspect to the meal plan is Its

nutritional value.

Finally, not only does the meal
plan provide good meals at a

reasonable price but it allows

students to spend time on their

academic or social activities

rather than cooking.

OFF-CAMPUS
After interviewing 30% of the

124 students living off-campus,
who represent 40% of the off-

campus households, we found

that both in fact and in the stu-

dents' opinions living off cam-
pus is cheaper than living on

campus. The average cost of liv-

ing off campus is $1,850 per per-

son for the school year. This

figure includes rent, utilities

and food expenditures. Compar-
ing this to the figures presented

in the Student Handbook we cal-

culate an average savings of

$1,000 from living off campus.
Examining the figures above

we find that average off-

campus housing costs are
slightly higher than on-campus

housing costs, (off-campus

average $153 per month, vs. on-

campus $136 per month).
Apparently, most of the savings

experienced by off-campus stu-

dents result from buying and
cooking their own food. Stu-

dents' savings for food alone

have ranged from a low of $690 a

year to a high of $1,260 a year

depending on their personnel

eating habits. In general, any
additional housing costs paid by
off-campus students are more
than off-set by their savings

from food. Is the extra expense

of a college meal plan worth

having one's meals planned and
prepared by the college food

service? Obviously, this is a

question which can only be ans-

wered by the individual. We
found, however, that when
asked to name a benefit of living

off campus most students cited

the ability to eat what and when
they wanted as one such bonus.

Further advantages of living

off campus ranged from the

ability to walk around nude
without fear of exposure to the

fresh air on the walk to class.

The most common benefits men-

The following Is a comparison of costs between living

on and off campus:

OFF-CAMPUS

HIGH LOW AVERAGE

ON-CAMPUS
STUDENT
HANDBOOK
136

177 (21 meal plan)

161 (14 meal plan)

70 (7 meal plan)*

All figures are in dollars, per person, per month.

*Thls plan it only available to students living off-campus.

Rent
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No freedom on West Bank
by Mark Averitt

How would you like It If a

soldier were to stop you after a

class and take you to a

"detainment compound" for

questioning that could last as

long as 18 days?
How would you feel If the

government were to ask you
how you were going to vote in

student council elections and
how you felt about national

political issues?

What would your reaction be

to soldiers approaching your

college and screaming obscen-

ities at you and other students

with a megaphone?
This is the state of affairs,

according to Dean Mary
Kenyatta, at the five institu-

tions of higher learning on the

West Bank in the territory that

once belonged to Jordan. It is

now under military occupa-

tion by Israel and Kenyatta,

speaking February 9 in a lec-

ture sponsored by the Commit-
tee for Palestinian Rights, said

that Palestinian educators

and students are really feeling

the difference.

Kenyatta recently took a

trip to the Middle East with a

group of administrators from

other colleges in order to see

whether academic freedom as

we know it in America is pro-

tected by the Israeli govern-

ment, and she concluded that,

despite her desire to remain
intellectually detached to a

certain degree, she found the

situation "horrendous and
appalling."

Obstructions to learning

Palestinian universities

have many disadvantages. All

of their books are censored

and any judged to be anti-

semetic or inflammatory are

destroyed. Foreigners

( Including those from Jordan

)

are not allowed to teach.

The colleges are surrounded

by walls in an attempt to pre-

vent exchanges between stu-

dents and soldiers. The
students often throw rocks,

but the soldiers have a more
powerful weapon— bullets.

The army can also close the

roads when it is judged
appropriate and thus effec-

tively prevent classes. The
Palestinian semester often

runs on for an entire year or

more because students can't

ge< to school.

In addition, professors are

required to sign a "loyalty

oath" which forbides them
from supporting any organiza-

tion which is hostile to the

state of Israel in any way.

The Israeli government
believes that the Palestinian

universities are being used to

serve the interests of the PLO
and Kenyatta agrees that their

purpose is to "train the future

leaders of the state of Pales-

tine." However, "the Israelis

have made it almost impossi-

ble for a Palestinian to get a

coherent education on the

West Bank," said Kenyatta,

claiming that the only reason

Israel allows the universities

to exist is because they wish to

annex the land later and want

to avoid world uproar against

them.

Kenyatta compared the loy-

alty oath to similar American
policies during the McCarthy
era, but Prof. Larry Kaplan

pointed out that our American
ideal of academic freedom

may not be realistically possi-

ble in the Middle East. He
claimed that the human rights

of Palestinian professors are

not violated.

Cornell West

Black middle-class must act

Or. Cornell West discussed the six-

ties and Alro-Amerlcan History.

(Schell)

by Stephen Magnus

"The sixties are to Afro-

American history what the

French Revolution was to

French history," said Dr. Cor-

nel West, Professor at the Union

Theological Seminary in New
York, at his Friday night

lecture.

The sixties saw a revolt of the

masses, and shifting relation-

ships between the black middle,
working, and under classes,

West explained.

During the first stage of the

sixties, middle-class blacks led

the resistance movement
"within liberal capitalist
bounds,

'

' and Dr. Martin Luther
King consolidated this group
with working- and under-class
blacks.

King's Christian outlook
helped the movement form ties

with progressive non-black
groups, by 1960, 50,000 people-
white as well as black—had par-
ticipated in sit-ins.

Reliance on this support, how-
ever, led to the formation of a
rift between middle-class

blacks (allied with the white lib-

eral Democrats) and the more
radical lower-class blacks. The
more revolutionary groups rose

to prominence around 1965 and
launched the second stage of the

movement, in which extreme
tactics were advocated instead

of peaceful protest.

Malcolm X symbolized the

second stage, articulating the

"underlying visceral feelings of

black urban America."

West pointed out that the
major task of the new black
middle class should now be to

"repollticlze" lower-class
blacks and set up meaningful
alliances with them; the groups
must unify If further progress
for blacks is to be achieved.

During a discussion period
following his lecture, West
praised the recent hunger strike

at Williams, and said the college
divestiture movement is likely

to improve race relations not
only in South Africa, but also
within the United States.

Draft and financial aid-
Continued from Page 1

cool. "It's an administrative

burden that falls on 100 percent

of the students," said Financial

Aid Director Phil Wick. "As of

now," he continued, "we can
only hope to influence the imple-

mentation of the law, and the

regulations won't be known
until late spring."

WCAM has distributed a lea-

flet published by the National
Lawyers Guild and the Berke-

ley Draft Counseling and
Resource Center which outlines

the regulations and explains
their allegedly discriminatory
effects. According to the leaflet,

these regulations violate the

Privacy Act of 1974, the Fifth

Amendment, and the right to

due process.

Not a burden

Rep. Gerald Solomon (R-

NY) authored the legisla-

tion. According to Gary

Miller

is back!

TWO-ON-TWO
BASKE1BAU

for more info

call Steve x6279

or Sue X6693

lfeb.18-1?

¥cujne field House

'C.p,<rcedteams
% 3m. Schelarship
APPLICATIONS DUE BY MIDNIGHT

TOMORROW
At least 15 teams must compete in each division for that

group's prize money to be awarded.

This liability waiver must be signed by Miller Brewing Company Two-ou-IWo participants.

Any individual whose signature does not appear on this form will not be permitted to partic-

ipate and, therefore, disqualifies that individual from competition

(n consideration of my participation in the Miller Brewing Company TWo-ort-TWa
Contest, the undersigned, independently and colleciivefy, and on behalf of himself, his heirs,

legatees, personal representatives, and all those claiming by or through him, consent to,

and does hereby, discharge, release and f.old harmless Miller Brewing Company, and its

affiliates, its agents, servants, employees, assigns, successors and distributors from any
and all claims, actions, losses, damages or expenses for personal or bodily injury (including

death), and properly loss or damage incurred by him or arising out of or in connection wilfi

his participation in the aforementioned TWa-eN-lW* Contest lo be held at __^
- - - (name ot school or location).

The male gender as used herein shall include females Any student, graduate, or under-
graduate that IS currently enrolled in school, but has never lettered m 'Aen ' s Vartl^ or
:\]r.3or ''ar^ity "iskettall tca^is is cli-ltlc tc e..ter. llemberD of the
"onen'c Varsity Tean A°" clicible. Ml faculty r,nd ctaff members axe
elicitlG aE won.
ra.rtit:ipantc in cir.'^le srx divisions ?re also eliclble to co.iipcte i;

the co-G'? divi::ior.. They must, houever, EUbmit a ceparato entrj* form.

riA .

1 hava read the foregoing and am ot legal age to content to thii Waiver.

REGISTRATION
TEAK KErffiERS' NAMES

DTVISION 1 I

.

omen G "o-FId

QUESTIONS? :all -tove x6279
or Sue x6693

FETIJRN TO S.U. BOX 1905 NO UTER THAN MIDNIGHT OF FEBRUAHTf 16
You wU reclove ?. copy of the rules on the 17th ulth your scheduled
playi'ir tine — report to the field house 1/2 hour before playlnfl.

Anybody who has played Varsity or J.V. Basketball, but Is

not playing now.iS eligible to piay. AM games Invoiving
Women's Varsity players will begin after 1:00 PM

Applications may be picked up at the Phys. Ed. office

Holmes, one of Solomon's aides,

Solomon "wanted to get the peo-

ple who have not registered yet

to register, the amendment is

necessary because it's not fair

that some just don't register."

Holmes also explained that

Solomon wasn't concerned
about the burden placed upon the

college saying, "It's Just one
more little thing that they have
to deal with."

Yale will subsidize

Other colleges have reacted

to the legislation In various

ways. Middlebury College will

comply with the legislation, but

Its president, OUn Robinson,

has voiced opposition to the

amendment, according to the

Middlebury Campus. Because
of financial considerations,

Columbia University Is being

forced to accept the regulations.

Middlebury Director of

Financial Aid Patricia Jamison
explained that "financial aid

officers should not become
agents of the federal govern-

ment."

Her counterpart at Columbia,

Ted Stock, voiced opposition to

the law. "It's not the right way
to go about it, to put the burden
on the schools to weed out the

objectors. There should be a

better mechanism to deal with

those people, not bludgeoning
them by holding up financial

aid," he said.

Only Yale University has

stated that they will fund non-

registered students. However,
the loans will be at commercial
rates, not government-
subsidized ones.

The future of this legislation Is

still In doubt. A California judge

has declared the law unconstitu-

tional and the legal battle is con-

tinuing. In addition, concerned
Individuals can protest the

wording of the regulations by
writing to the Education
Department before February
28. Massive opposition could
force public hearing on the reg-

ulations, which could delay or

even nullify the law.

Some portions of thi$ article

are reprinted courteny of the

Middlebury Campui.

/

Andrea Raphael '86 goes after a Middlebury skater in the Ephwomen's 6-0

loss to the Panthers Friday. (Gllck)

Squash edged by Trinity
The men's varsity squash team came into last Wednesday's

match with Trinity sporting a laudable 15-2 record. Both Williams
and Trinity are vying for the number four position in the final

national nine-man rankings, and have prepared many months for

this all important showdown. In a very close 5-4 match before a

sizeable home crowd, the Ephs lost to a strong Trinity squad.

The high points of the day were impressive 3-0 wins by number
one Ail-American Greg Zaff , number two junior Tom Harrity, and
number nine sophomore Ben Thompson. Junior Bill Nau continued

his winning ways manhandling his opponent 3-1 at the number four

position, giving the team their fourth win of the day.

Hard fought close losses by Jamie King '84 (3-2), Doug Robie '86

(3-2) , Marc Sopher '83 (3-2) , Matt Lynch '83 (3-2) , and Bill Little "84

(3-1) kept the Ephs In the match until the final ball was struck. Little

and Sopher especially have improved their games with determined
effort.

Coach Steve Heath was not disappointed with the hard fight his

team posted against their experienced arch-rivals Trinity. The
team looks optimistically to a successful defense of the Little Three
Title next weekend at Amherst while number one and two players
Zaff and Harrity compete against top national amateurs at the

Nationals in San Francisco.

Men glide to fifth

The men's ski team turned in

excellent performances this

past weekend at the Dartmouth
Winter Carnival.

The results are a definite

Improvement over last week's

sixth-place finish, especially for

the Nordic team, who beat

Bates in Friday's Individual

competition for the first time

this season.

The Alpine team (finishing in

fourth overall) was strongly in

second place after Friday's

giant slalom. Captain Crawford

Lyons '84 skied off with fifth,

while John Pier '85 and Tuck
Collins '83 shared the joys of

tenth place, probably assuring

their places at the nationals In

the GS.
In Saturday's slalom compe-

tition, Lyons won the second run

to place eighth, followed imme-
diately by Pier In ninth, giving

the Alpine team fourth for the

day.

Coach Ed Grees commented,
"Stupendous! I can't even

believe we're skiing this

consistently."

X-C improved

Captain Steve (Lars)
Johansen led the cross-country

Eph stylists with his best race of

the season, a 25th place finish,

with Spencer Jones '85 close

behind in 26th and Ragnar Horn
'86 in 31st.

The second day's relay com-
petition was a seesaw battle

between Williams, Dartmouth,
and Bates. The seesaw frus-

trated the Ephmen as Bates
gained the lead in the last

kilometer, leaving Williams in a

close seventh place for the day.

Coach Bud Fisher felt that the

team was "certainly improved.
We're looking for a fourth-place

finish next week at our own
Carnival."

Next week is the Williams
Carnival, where Head Coach
Fisher is looking for continued

strong Alpine performance, and
a sixth-place Nordic finish in the

hopes of placing fourth overall.

McClelland's Stationery and Office Products

Hallmarl( Cards

Crane and Eaton Stationery

School Supplies

Art Supplies

36 Spring Stn'ft - - Williani.stuwn

Teh'ph.m.' 158-4920

Sports Shorts

Women's squash Women's hoops

Although they won only two of

the six matches that they played

last weekend in New Haven, the

women's squash team earned a

ranking of sixth In the country

among the thirty schools which

competed in the most presti-

gious of the sport's tourna-

ments, the Howe Cup.

Williams arrived on Friday

with a 5-4 record and a seed in

one of the two top divisions at

the tournament.

Williams was shut out 7-0 by

Harvard, the eventual cham-

pion, for the second time this

season on Friday. Trinity also

sent the Ephs reeling to a 5-2

setback. Penn beat the Ephwo-

men 7-0 on Saturday. Williams

rebounded to trounce the Uni-

versity of California at Berke-

ley and then to win a dance

contest at a New Haven bar that

evening against their squash

rivals.

Williams breezed past Mid-

dlebury 6-1, but Brown was too

much for the Ephs in their

second Sunday match. Williams

dropped a 6-1 decision despite a

heroic five-game effort by
number one player Barbara
Riefler.

Williams earned the number
six ranking mostly due to their

early season victories over sev-

eral top teams, including

Dartmouth.
Although he had expected to

win more matches, Coach Ren-
zle Lamb was proud of his

women raqueteers. "The kids

were great, simply tremend-
ous," he lauded. "I'm very
happy with them, but our sea-

son's not over yet—we still have
Smith and Trinity to play."

— \/orfc trvrill

Poor shooting from the floor

led totwolossesforthewomen's
basketball team last week. On
Saturday, they lost to Amherst
69-35, and last Wednesday they

lost to Mt. Holyoke 54-37.

Tracy Burrows '84 led the

team with 12 points and 14

rebounds on Saturday. An effec-

tive Lady Jeff press sent them
on a 14-2 run before the half to

make the halftime score 30-18.

Two more buckets after the

break gave Amherst a big lead,

and 27 chances at the foul line in

the second half insured that

they kept it as they beat the

Ephs for the first time in seven
years.

Williams plays at Trinity

Wednesday, then Wesleyan at

home Saturday at 2: 00.

Wrestling

The wrestlers lost to both

Amherst and Wesleyan Satur-

day at the Little Three Cham-
pionships. Wesleyan, New
England's number one ranked

team, beat Williams 43-5, and
Amherst downed the Ephmen
37-13.

Senior tri-captain John Dono-
van was a bright spot as he won
both his matches at 134 lbs. Jeff

May '85 won one and tied one
match at 158 lbs.

Women's hockey
The women's hockey team

lost 6-0 to Middlebury Friday
night.

Once again playing with only

three defensemen, the Ephwo-
men were uanble to avenge an
earlier loss to the Panthers.

Williams plays Wesleyan Sat-

urday in a rematch of the 8-7

thriller at Wesleyan two weeks
ago. With their home ice and
possibly even rowdier fans than

those that traveled to Middle-

town, the Ephwomen expect
another great game.

Miller 2 on 2

Sunday Night League sharp-

shooters, Intramural all-stars,

and just plain hackers will take

to the hardcourts for basketball

action this Friday at the Towne
Field House. For the third con-

secutive year, the Miller 2-on-2

basketball tournament will give

Williams students and faculty

the opportunity to compete for

$300.00 in scholarship prize

money.

The tournament will once
again feature men's, women's
and co-ed divisions. The only
players ineligible for the tour-

nament are current members of

the men's varsity or junior var-
sity basketball teams. All other
players, including women's
varsity players and faculty
members are welcome. Co-ed
division competitors are also

eligible to compete in the men's
and women's divisions. Fifteen
teams must enter in each div-

ision, so that prize money will be
awarded.

All entrants receive a T-shirt

and an invitation to the wrap-up
party at the Log simply for

participating.

Bromley
VERMONT

SAT. MAR. 5

$23.95

stratton
VERMONT

SAT. MAR. 12

$23.95

BEnKIHIRE
EASY

EVERY WED. NIGHT EVERY SAT

$9.95 $16.95

ALL PRICES INCLUDE ROUND TRIP TRANSPORTATION
AND LIFT TICKETS

RESERVATIONS MUST BE MADE FOR ALL VERMONT AREAS

IT'S A
PLEASURE
TO SERVE
YOU . . .

Englander
"'coach I

—
' f. talk

CHARTER
SERVICE
AVAILABLE

North Adams
Slop in Or Phone For Schedules And Tickets To All Points —

148 AMERICAN LEGION DRIVE
Oasis PIaz II — Phone 664-4588 or 662-2016
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Hockey sticks it to Tigers

Sports February 15, 1983

by Dave Woodworth

In one of the most stunning
upsets in the recent history of
Williams hockey, the men's
puck team downed Division I

Princeton 4-3 at Lansing Chap-
man Rink on Saturday.
Ed Finn '83 skated the Ephs to

a 1-0 lead early In the first

period when he drilled a slap
shot from the left point past
Tiger, goal keeper Wally McDo-
nough. Co-captain Bob Brow-
nell '83 and Dick Gallun '85

assisted on the goal, which
came at the 2: 10 mark.
The one-goal advantage

lasted through the first period
and most of the second, though
each team missed several good
scoring opportunities. Brownell
scored what appeared to be the
second goal of the game at the
6:50 point, but the tally was
disallowed.

Then, at 15:32, the Tigers' Ed
Lee evened things up with a
follow-up of a rebound from the
left side of the crease. The tie

did not last long, as Mark
Wysocki '83 stapled a Tiger

defenseman to the boards in the

Princeton zone, knocking him
off the puck. Brian Rutledge '85

gathered it in and wrlsted it

home at the 17: 30 mark, giving
Williams the 2-1 edge as the

second period came to a close.

With both teams playing a
man down, Finn gave the Ephs
some breathing room at 4: 19 of

the third frame, knocking home
Brownell's missed shot. Prin-

ceton closed the gap at 9: 05 of

the period, when Rob Scheuer's
slap shot was deflected by a Wil-
liams defender past goalie Dan
Finn "84.

Nullified goal
The key play of the contest

came with 7:48 left, when the
Tigers got the equalizer, only to
have it nullified by the referee,
who claimed (arguably) that
the puck had been kicked In.

At 15: 25, Greg Pachus '84 got

what proved to be the game-
winner, with assists going to

Rich Jackson '85 and Peter
Dombrowskl '85.

Of his squad's miraculous
win. Coach Bill McCormIck
said, "We looked so much better
than in recent weeks; they
played just the way I told them.
Danny (32 saves in the game)
did a terrific job on the net. And
the most important thing was
that we worried about who won
the game, not who got the
credit. With all our injured play-
ers starting to come back, I look
for us to finish real strong."

Worthy of mention

Two outstanding individual
efforts seem worthy of mention,
as they typified the spirit of the
team. The first came midway
through the second period,
when Rutledge, beaten by a
Princeton forward who was
bearing down on the goal, dove
for the puck and with his out-

stretched stick just managed to

poke-check the puck away from
his man.
The second came at the end of

the period, when the Ephs were
trying to kill a penalty to Paul
Coleman '85. Junior Dan Finne-
ran made the most of his only
shift of the night, throwing his

body on the ice to stop a slap
shot from the left point. Still in

the prone position, Finneran
reached out with his stick and
cleared the puck out of the Willi-

ams zone.

Beat Wesleyan
Earlier In the week, Williams

earned a share of the Little

Three title by defeating Wes-
leyan, 7-5, on Friday night.
Goals In that game were regis-
tered by Brownell (2), Finn (2),
Jackson, Pachus, and Rutledge.
The Ephs missed a chance to

win the title outrigh't when they
lost to Amherst, 7-4, on Tuesday
night. Brownell, Jackson,
Wysocki and co-captain Sam
Flood '83 were in the scoring
column for Williams.

Freshman guard Tim Walsh soars over Amherst defenders on the way to the basket. Walsh scored 19 oointT
buMhe Eptimen lost, 75-61. (Scheibef

Lord Jeff shoots down hoopsters
by Jotin Clayton

Shooting the lights out from outside, Amherst
beat the hoopsters 75-61 at Amherst Saturday
night to break Williams' seven game winning
streak.

Shooting 67 percent from the floor, the Lord
Jeffs built up a fourteen point lead in the second
half.

"They did not miss from long range," said
Coach Curt Tong. We were never really in the
game. We were always playing catch-up; we
were behind by four to six in the first half, and the
closest we got was three in the second half."
Freshman sensation Tim Walsh led the Eph-

men with 19 points, while junior guard Art Pidori-
ano had 15. Leo White had 25 for Amherst and
Dana King added 15.

"It was one of our lesser defensive efforts,"
Tong said. "But it wasn't necessarily the players'
fault. We may have had the wrong defense. We
just couldn't stop them."
Williams is now 1-1 in Little Three action, and

will face both teams at home in the next two
weeks. Amherst, with their two home games
behind them. Is 2-0.

Goalie Dan Finn had 32 saves to lead the hockey team to a 4-3 upset

over Princeton Saturday. (Plonsker) .

Women ski unparalleled

WINTER CARNIVAL
SCHEDULE

FRIDAY:
9:00 am Women's Giant Slalom. Brodie

10:00 am Men's Giant Slalom. Brodie

2:00 pm Women's Cross-country

individuals. Brodie

3:00 pm Men's Cross-country

Individuals, Brodie

7:30 pm Men's Hockey vs. MIddlebury

Lansing-Chapman Rink

SATURDAY:
9:00 am Men's and Women's Slalom,

.

12:30 pm Women's Cross-country

relays. Brodie

1:30 pm Men's Cross-country relays.

2:00 pm Women's Basketball vs.

Wesleyan, Lasell Gym

2:00 pm Women's Hockey vs.

Wesleyan. Chapman Rink

6:00 pm Men's JV Basketball vs.

Wesleyan. Lasell Gym

8:00 pm Men's Basketball vs.

Wesleyan. Lasell Gym

Men lose

Whap W.P._.
Earlier in the week, the team won its seventh in

a row, 79-70 over W.P.I, at home Wednesday
"(Senior co-captaln Scott) Olesen's three-point

play was the turning point of the game " said
Tong. Olesen hit a twisting reverse lay-up with
2: 27 left to bring Wiliams from a 66-64 deficit to a
67-64 lead.

"You can't count on a three-pointer, but Scott
got one in a crucial situation," Tong said. "It's a
great benefit to play with a one point lead instead
of a tie."

Pidoriano led the team in scoring with 18 points
Junior forward Dave Krupski scored 15, senior
foward Andy Goodwin had 12, and Olesen added
11 for the Ephmen.
The game had been a seesaw battle until Oles-

en's play sparked Williams to the game-winning
spurt.

Together team
"This is a together team," said Tong Wednes-

day. "We may lose some this season, but we do
we'll go down fighting. This team works hard,
because they know that if they don't extend them-
selves, they're just an average ballclub."

J

The Women's Ski Team got
off to a slow start this weekend
only to come back and win the
second day event.

In the Nordic Individual, held
at Dartmouth admist a crowd of

spectators, Ellen Chandler '83

once again finished first for Wil-
liams with a solid fourth place.
The team total put them in sixth

place after that event. The relay
team, consisting of Chandler,
Bates, and Beth Schmidt '86

skied to another sixth on
Saturday.

KoifM wina Alpine

The alpine events, held at

Loon Mt. and Cannon, N.H.,

were filled with expectation.

Heidi Knight '86 skied with
grace and precision to capture
the win by a full second in the
Giant Slalom. Williams next
scorer, Kate Knopp '85, placed
eighteenth followed by Betsy
Paine '85 in 28th.

The team total after that
event put Williams in a disap-
pointing sixth place. Saturday,
however, brought new hopes
and the team came through with
Incredible determination. The
Williams women pulled out all

their stops and cruised to place
three finishers in the top twelve.

Slalom first

Knight, sitting in second after

the first run, took revenge and

won the second run by an amaz-
ing 1.4 seconds to secure her vic-

tory overall. Knopp, after an
aggressive first run skied to her
best finish this season—placing
third overall.

Marcy Rubinger '85 came
back after a couple of disap-
pointing weekends to finish

twelfth and wrap up enough
points to put the team In first

place in the slalom.
The four event total put Willi-

ams in fourth place despite the
win in the slalom. The women
are expected to peak this wee-
kend at their home carnival, so
come on out to Brodie to cheer
them on.

Women float to victory
by Andrew Garfield and Chris Harned

Kathy Klrmayer '86 and Katie Hudner '83 led the women's swim
team to a 93-42 romp over Mt. Holyoke Friday, but the men lost to
Colgate Saturday 67-66.

Klrmayer qualified for the nationals In the 50 free (24.8) and the
100 free (55.7) ;

Hudner qualified with a time of 30.0 in the 50 back.
The Ephwomen are now 8-0.

The Ephwomen won 14 of the 16 events of the night.
Senior co-captain Liz Jex and sophomore Kim Eckrich picked up

two victories apiece, Eckrich in the 50 breast (33.57) stroke and 100
individual medley (1:04,27), and Jex in the 200 butterfly (2-28.85)
and the 200 breast stroke (2: 46.34).

. ^u'^'^T.T
^°""^ '^"'"'^^ outdueled teammate Anne Melvin '85

in the 1000 free (11:22.1); Sue Knapp '85 fought off a Mt. Holyoke
challenge to win the 500 free (5: 28.41) , an^ Rachel Stauffer '85 won

(?03 48)''
^^^^*^'^ ^^^"*' ^^^ 200 (2:02.48) over teammate Knapp

Sophomore Peg Thoman won the 50 butterfly (28.65)- Ceciela
Ciepiela '84 won the 200 individual medley (2:22.81) Laura Hen-
riques '85 won the required diving event and Emily Parker '86 won
the optional diving.

Men lose

pe men had a tougher time on Saturday, losing to Coleate 67 fifi

the 5^o2Tree?4:^2"9T"'
""' '"° '''^*°''''" ^'^ 4|)\m (S 1) and

Williams led for most of the men's meet and was ahead fifi fin with
on y the Medley Relay left to swim. Colgate, a DlvslSn iteam go 7points for their victory in the Relay

'»ioniieam,got /

Although the Ephs lost. Coach Carl Samuelson was "pleased"with his swimmers. He said that they "swam quite well" and thatthis was the "closest we've ever been to Colgate"

h^?^^.'"^ h!"o^ K i""
^""^'"" "''='"''^*> Will Andrew '86 in the 100

(?16.0)
* ^''^ ^°'"'^°" '^ '" ^^^ 200 breast

The Ephs have had little competition from their Division IIIopponents this season. Samuelson pointed out that this is Scausethey have been unable to schedule stronger teams such as M ^T
Plenw oJ^cl^Ht.''"';'-

'"'""^'^°" ^"P^^'''' however ,0 have

uSrsltvTS V'"°"L'^^'"'
""^ •^^"y""' Claremont and

Ch^mpon'ships ' '"" °"'° '" '"' ^'^*'"'" "^ ''^"''"^'
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ACSR
investigates

non-compliance

by Ned Ladd

The Advisory Committee on
Shareholder Responsibility
(ACSR) announced an Investi-

gation of four companies that

have not complied with the Sul-

livan Principles at its meeting
last Monday night. College
Treasurer William Reed also

reported that holdings in two
other companies cited for non-

compliance were liquidated.

The companies under investi-

gation include General Elec-

tric, American Hortie Products,

Warner Communications, and
International Telephone and
Telegraph. ACSR Chairman
Richard Lamb stated that the

other companies cited for non-

compliance would be investi-

gated as time permitted. The
ACSR will meet for one hour
every two weeks until all of the

companies are investigated.

Holdings in Upjohn and Air
Express International have
already been sold, according to

Reed, because of economic con-

siderations. The Upjohn stocli

was sold in the course of normal
investment planning, he said.

Consolidated Frelghtways, a
privately-owned corporation,

bought Air Express Interna-

tional and all AEI shares were
liquidated.

Committee members dis-

played most dissatisfaction

with American Home Products.

According to Lamb, this corpo-

ration does not comply with the

Sullivan Principles because it

has Its own system for counter-

ing apartheid. As a result, AHP
will not cooperate with the

Arthur D. Little Company,
which officially monitors com-
panies' compliance with the Sul-

livan Principles. AHP was once

a signatory to the Sullivan Pact,

but In 1981 withdrew in favor of

its own program.

"Not satisfied"

"I'm not satisfied with their

program," Lamb stated. Politi-

cal Science Professor Vincent

Barnett echoed Lamb's scepti-

cism saying, "How do we know
what kind of internal auditing

procedures they have?"
The committee decided to

send a letter asking for more
specific information regarding

American Home Products' pol-

icy in apartheid South Africa.

The letter would contain
demands for wage rates, evl-

Continued on Page 9
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Sophomore John Pier races to victory on the slaiom course last Saturday.
(Scheibe)

Women's Studies

voted by faculty
by Jim Peak

The college faculty voted almost unanimously for the establish-

ment of a women's studies concentration at last Wednesday's meet-
ing. There was only one dissenting vote to the proposal put forth by
Committee for Educational Policy chairman Lawrence Graver.
The proposal, as submitted by the Women's Studies Advisory

Committee, calls for the completion of five courses to receive credit

for the concentration. The Introductory course. Women Studies 101,

will be based on Professor Rosemarle Tong's current philosophy

course. Foundations of Feminist Thought.
There will then be three electlves selected with the approval of

the Advisory Committee. A required senior seminar will complete
the concentration, which will be offered beginning this September.

"A sound proposal"
Several faculty spoke in favor of the concentration. History pro-

fessor Dennis Dickerson called it "a sound proposal" which gives

faculty and students an opportunity to explore ' 'the other half of the

human race." Francis Oakley, Dean of the Faculty, felt that the

proposal would "enrich and vitalize our curriculum in ways we
may not be able to appreciate today."

However, but there were some reservations. Economics Profes-

sor Kathleen McNally worried that female faculty members might
be "expected" to teach women's studies courses, regardless of

their other interests and responsibilities.

Also, some faculty were worried that by forcing discussion of

women's issues into courses designed specifically for that purpose,

the introduction of these topics into the mainstream curriculum
would be delayed.

Members of the Advisory Committee admitted that these were
very real concerns, but felt that these problems could be resolved.

Tong said that she hoped that "no faculty member would ever feel

tied down to a course," and that each year the required courses

would be alternated among members of different departments. She

also expressed her wish that the subject material eventually

become incorporated into the traditional curriculum, stating "if

the program is truly successful, I hope it will self-destruct."

Continued on Page 9

Amherst president dies
by Ned Ladd

Julian H. Gibbs, fifteenth president of

Amherst College, died of a heart attack

Sunday night at Bay State Medical Cen-

ter in Springfield. The 58-year-old physi-

cal chemist suffered a heart attack while

on a ski trip to Charlemont,
Massachusetts.

Amherst's Dean of the Faculty Mary
Catherine Bateson has been named act-

ing president.

Gibbs had been president since July,

1979. During his tenure in office,

Amherst required all fraternities on

campus to admit women. This step led to

a strong reinforcement of coeducation at

Amherst.
Gibbs attempted to expand Amherst's

curriculum, especially in the math and

science departments. He fostered efforts

in applied mathematics, non-Western

and third-world studies, molecular biol-

ogy and the visual arts. Two professors

of molecular biology were tenured while

Gibbs was in office and the department

of Asian Language and Literature was

developed. In addition, construction on

the $3.1 million Seeley G. Mudd Math and
Computer Science complex began.

Endowment upped

In 1979 when Gibbs took office,

Amherst was a small college of 1500

undergraduates and had an endowment
of $114 million. During his term, he

added more than $23 million to the

endowment and laid plans for a goal of

$43 million by 1984.

Gibbs was born in Greenfield in 1924.

He grew up in Albany and attended

Albany Academy. He graduated from

Amherst in 1947 after serving in World

War II in the Naval Reserves.

After marrying Cora Lee Gethman, a

1946 Smith graduate, he earned his Ph.D.

in chemistry from Princeton. He then

took a teaching position at the University

of Minnesota.

In 1960, Gibbs took a chair in the

chemistry department at Brown Univer-

sity. He served there until his appoint-

Continued on Page 10
Juiian H. Gibbs (1924-1983)
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Applicants plummet for *87
by Lucy Lytle

Early decision applications

for the class of 1987 reached a

total of only 321 compared to 430

last year, a reduction of over

twenty-five percent, according

to Director of Admissions Phil

Smith.

Regular applications also

dropped almost ten percent

from 4,400 last year to approxi-

mately 4,000 this year, said

Smith.

Of those who applied under

the Early Decision Program,
139 were admitted, 9 were
rejected, and 173 were deferred.

In addition, twelve students who
previously postponed admit-

tance will be attending Williams

next year. The entire group of

those admitted so far will com-
prise approximately thirty per-

cent of the entering class of 1987.

Smith revealed that the

number of applications was
"the lowest it has been in a good

long time" but noted that "the

quality range was good" and
blamed the drop, in part, on

increasing competition as other

colleges initiate early action-

type programs.

Demographics, money
He added that the number of

applications is "down at most
competitive colleges," explain-

ing that "it's demographics and

money and the fact that we [the

admissions committee] were so

doggone tough last year."

One bright spot on the other-

wise lackluster applications

horizon was a slight increase in

the number of minority applica-

tions and admissions. This year

three of the four black students

who applied under the Early

Deceision Program were
admitted compared to last year

when neither of the two blacks

who applied were accepted.

Regarding minority recruit-

ing, Smith explained that Willi-

ams "practices affirmative

action and every year conducts

Continued on Page 9
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Action speaks louder
The recent hunger strike heightened our awareness of the

role the College should play as a responsible investor. The
Advisory Committee on Shareholder Responsibility (ACSR) is

supposed to oversee that role. In fact, the Administration prom-
ised to try to accelerate the review process at the conclusion of

the hunger strike.

Yet, of the IScompanies cited in the Arthur D. Little report,

the ACSR has reviewed only four responses to the College's
initial inquiries. Why? Due to a lack of time—the ACSR only
meets for one hour every other week.

The ACSR seems to be moving, if slowlv, on the question of

compliance with the Sullivan Principles. This is noteworthy.

But to devote so little time to so weighty an issue is to ignore the

College's stated commitment to responsible investment.

Endorsements
Any newspaper has the right to endorse political candi-

dates within its readership community. In fact, when a paper

feels that the victory of one candidate would significantly

benefit its community, that right becomes an obligation.

However, before we will advocate a choice, we need to feel

that the candidate we have chosen stands head and shoulders

above the others. For the College Council President's and Vice-

President's posts, none meets that criterion. We cannot

endorse for the office of Treasurer because of conflict of inter-

ests (a candidate on the Record staff).

Many of this year's candidates have expressed a strong

interest in increasing the visibility and credibility of the coun-

cil. Many have also expressed frustration at the council's lack

of power. We applaud these initiatives and sincerely hope that

next week's victors will make good on their promises.

Quotation of the Week

"/ don't want to look at thirty zombies

in my class."

—Professor Robert Stiglicz
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Robert
Stiglicz:

Struggling for faith

in human dynamism
Robert Stiglicz has been an Assistant Professor oj Political

Science at (filliams since 1980. Since that time, he has been
an outspoken and provocative spokesman on issues of cam-
pus and world politics. RECORD editors Michael Govan
and David McCabe recently interviewed Stiglicz for the
record's newest feature. Profiles.

Robert Stiglicas: You know what Stiglicz Is like; Stiglicz

says dumb things that Incriminate him . . . See the

problem is, what Is surreal philosophy to me is psycho-
sis to other people.

Williams Record: What are you doing with philosophy

now?
It's a subtext of all my work. It's deep inside every-

thing I do. I'm not allowed to use It anymore. I can't. I'd

never get tenure doing what I really want to do.

You've been a fuU professor since 1978. Can you think
of any way in which your opinion towards teaching or
academics has changed in those five years?

I had a lot more dreams in the lieglnning about what I

could do. And I was much more naive, thinking that

people would be Interested In learning for its own sake
and would be excited by ideas, and that I could share In

that excitement with them. I found out that most people
aren't in school out of a love for Ideas, but they're there

to use the schooling to get someplace else. That is

disappointing.

Do you think that's particularly true of this place?

I think It's very true of this place. This is an extremely
antl-lntellectual place.

In what sense?
I've never seen such a breach between brightness and

creativity, a lack of creativity, In my life. Being crea-

tive means taking risks, and many of the people here

are profoundly risk avoiding. The natural Instinctive

creativeness that I had, this place killed It. I have no
doubt at)OUt that.

But while Williams has killed that creative part of

me, it's also given me something else that I probably

couldn't have cultivated elsewhere, an appreciation for

the need to Integrate material and not simply to break

ideas apart.

In what other ways, if any, have you changed since

coming to Williams?
Before I came here, I was interested In God and exist-

ence, in death, in suffering, in transcendence, in free-

dom. In ail sorts of weird expression and
experimentation. And since I came here I've become
even more Interested in them, because none of those

things can really Ije contemplated here. This place Is

about as far away from the questions that really matter

as you can get.

But my big gripe Is not with Williams: there are

better things to gripe about. My big gripe is with the

world, and Ijeyond that with existence ... So let's start

talking aliout existentialism. I want to talk about that

because this place doesn't lend Itself to anything Inter-

esting . . .

Like love and death?

Like love and death . . . and existence and suffering

and all the things that really matter. We have to come to

terms with the notion of God. It's as If this place, more
than any other I've encountered, makes it "God, what's

that?" It's atheistic humanism. This place reeks of

atheistic humanism.

God isn't an issue here, and for me I don't think

there's a more important Issue: either the notion of, or

the problem of dealing with a universe without. If we
disregard the question of what is the nature of the uni-

verse and whether or not there is a God, I think we're

not living life fully. The secularization of learning is

now nearly complete, so that even a large number of

subjects in religion treat the universe as though the

question of God doesn't even matter.

What should the role of the "sell" be in the classroom?

The personal is Inherently ambiguous. It's dynamic,

it's explosive, It's overwhelming. It's filled with contra-

dictions. I don't think the personal and the professional

can be truly separated. I've gotten In trouble here

mainly because I've tried to let the personal invade the

professional, the personal Invade the theoretical.

The best way to capture the world is to reveal the

depths of the self. But that's not allowed because It's

seen as psychotic to reveal the true depths of self. I'm

not saying that every class should be where the profes-

sor comes in and explodes with these contradictory

ideas. But shouldn't the professor have the opportunity

at the end of class for ten or fifteen minutes to let the

depths of self come out-the contradictory, ambiguous,

deep, irrational self that probably, because It Is all

those things, will capture better the heart of what his-

tory Is all about.

What do you think will happen to studentswho come out

of our strict system of learning?

They're going to aid and abet systems of domination,
exploitation and dehumanization. Probably unknow-
ingly. One doesn't have to be consciously imperialistic

to Toe aiding and abetting empire—empire involving

patterns of exploitation and domination where you sys-

tematically dehumanize other people by reaping too

many profits out of them.
Where do most of the people who come out of here go

to work? This is not a lit)eral arts school; it's a prep
school for New York banks.

To me, the definition of being human is to wreak havoc
with the personal system and with the social system.

What good is productivity and profit, what good is one-

dimensional success? I see an enormous number of

"well-educated", "successful", "profit-reaping" zom-
bies who are about as far from being human as any
creatures I could encounter. I don't want to look at

thirty zombies in my class who have stripped them-

selves of unconscious desires, who have stripped them-

selves of thinking in truly creative terms of what they

might become.
But as I engage in dally activities in the classroom

and as I go to faculty meetings, I will be the public self

who is just as much a zombie as the rest of them.

Because you have to be, and part ofme has become that

in my heart.

Williams is like

an emotional

black hole.

At Williams, there are those who would say that a lib-

eral arts education enable individuals to face the exis-

tential questions you've raised.

How are you going to make people think in that crea-

tive fashion when they have to spend most of their time

cramming to learn so much. The demands on students

here in terms of mechanical knowledge are so great

that they have no time or energy left for being truly

creative. It may not be that these people are uncrea-

tlve, it may be that the system here demands so much in

the way of mechanical learning that their creativity

cannot show Itself.

How Williams-specific is this problem?
(pause) O.K. Let me put it this way. Williams is not all

that different from the world, but it's only at Williams

that I've truly looked into the abyss.

Of what? "The abyss."

Of existence.

Williams is like an emotional black hole. It sucks in

all people's emotions. It leaves them with one-

dimensional Instrumental rationality. One-
dimensional desires. It saps. There are a few people you

can be yourself with around here, and the rest, you
really have to put on an act, at least give the impression

that you're perfectly rational, that there's nothing

wrong with you, that you're entirely pleased with the

setting. If you dig deep enough you can see a certain

kind of anger here that I wasn't ready to get out.

I Just want to clarify one thing. You said a minute ago

that Williams Is like the real world, and you also said

that you'd never felt so detached from the real world
here.

O.K. Well there are bound to be contradictions in

great thinking, isn't there? (all laugh) Look at it this

way. Look at this interview as more . . . This interview is

going to have the intellectual merit of a Woody Allen

movie. Absolutely none, (laugh) I'm not striving right

now to be an intellectual. I could sit here and pontificate

about the origins of war for the past two thousand years,

and I could go on and on about this and pontificate about
my latest research and how I'm dealing with multiple

regression models and using path analysis and it's

interesting because it allows you to look at direct and
indirect casual connections in complex multivariate

models and this type of thing . . . that's my intellectual

world.

But I'm more than an academic, I'm more than an
intellectual, and there is no chance to express it here
and beyond that I don't want to. Williams has made me
appreciate keeping myself, that is my true self, to

myself.

What do you think you'll be doing five years from now?
I hope I'm doing something where I can challenge

culture and maybe transform it.

I'm talking about the agenda of someone who feels

that culture is essentially dehumanizing rather than

liberating. Even though one can't predict what the

Impact will be of attacking the culture, do it anyway—in

the service of inspiring people to be self-critical, to be

critical of their institutions. That's it. I'm talking about

permanent revolution in the realm of culture, applied to

all aspects of human life.

That's what I've learned I have to keep completely to

myself here; I can't talk about that nihilistic apprehen-

sion and relation to the universe.

"Think big ideas, think great transormations. Chal-

lenge yourself constantly— that's what I'm

talking about. We have become far, far too comfor-

table as a civilization to think that this civilization can

truly survive. This transformation is not towards some
final endpoint, this is an indefinite human project as

long as we're less than angels and more than beasts.

What do you mean specifically when you use the word

nihilism?

I'm not saying nothing matters, I'm saying everthing

matters. I'm saying saving every human life is abso-

lutely essential. The nihilism I'm talking about is not to

kill human bodies, and it's not even todamage property

in the interest of making a political statement; my
nihilism is cultural nihilism: to attack ideas.

That is precisely what sub-cultures do. I'm interested

in liminal people, I'm interested in outsiders. I'm inter-

ested in people on the fringe who don't quite fit in and

aren't quite sure whether they'll be re-integrated or

not. You don't find many of them around here. You find

them in big cities. You find many Jews who are like

that, many women who have embraced feminism, many
Blacks. And you certainly find them in gay culture.

The more people try to maintain static culture in the

face of what are essentially dynamic human beings, the

more it will aid dynamic human beings, the more it will

aid eventual transformation. Sometimes the best road

to revolution is to make more visible the counter-revo-

lutionaries.

So you have a great faith in an Inner human dynamism?
Yeah, that's it. And society has tried harder and

harder and harder to kill that faith, and they've come
very close.

Who's winning, then?

Well, I am now.
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COLLEGE COUNCIL ELECTIONS
As a public service to tlie

Williams College com-
munity, the Record is

printing these election

statements from candi-

dates for the offices of

College Council Presi-

dent, Vice-President, and

Treasurer.

The elections have been

moved to next Monday
and Tuesday, February 28

and March 1.

The statements represent

the views of the candi-

dates themselves, and are

not necessarily those of

the Record.

The College Council meets weekly In Griffin Hall.

VICE-PRESIDEXT
Bill

Sawyers
It is the College Council Vice-

President who, along with the

President, is most responsible

for the success or failure of Col-

lege Council. I believe that dur-

ing 1983-84 we can turn College

Council into a truly representa-

tive student government which
the entire college community
will respect.

Many students at Williams

feel that the administration and
faculty have made certain deci-

sions (e.g. refusal to allow pets

on campus, discontinuation of

row house dining, and most
recently the limitation of inter-

house transfer groups to two
people and freshman inclusion

groups to four) against the vast

majority of the student's
wishes. This, in my opinion, is

partly due to the absence of a

strong and unified body which
can vocally represent the views

of the students.

As a Student Assembly repre-

sentative at the University of

Utah, I saw what an effective

student government can do. As
the Chief Justice of the Univer-

sity Judiciary there, I also saw

the problems that a student

government can face, and how
those problems can be solved.

As a College Council represen-

tative from both Armstrong and
Dennett houses, I've gained

experience in dealing with the

issues which College Council

must face. As College Council

Vice President I would work to

give the Council legitimacy in

the eyes of the students, the

faculty, and the administration.

This year. Jay Ward and I

have decided to campaign
together. We have outlined a

few of our plans for improving
College Council and you will be
receiving our platform in your

S.U. Boxes in the next few days.

Jay and I have the ideas, the

experience, and the good, work-

ing relationship needed to make
College Council what it should

be. We would appreciate your
vote in the upcoming primary
elections February 28 and
March 1, and the final elections

March 7 and 8.

Jan

Van Eck
What is College Council?

College Council represents

the student body. The Council

distributes over $120,000 to all

types of student organizations.

For me. College Council acts as

the voice of the students.

The Voice? Student opinion

doesn't matter at Williams-

does it?

Only College Council can gua-
rantee that students will be
heard on campus issues. A
responsible Council must keep
the students informed, gather

their ideas, and then effectively

work to protect student inter-

ests. The Council is purely

representative, compared with

other campus groups which

indirectly interpret the needs of

the students—from the Trustees

to the Housing Committee. The
College Council must force stu-

dent input into the decision-

making process of the college.

But don't the students on CUL,
CEP, and the Housing Commit-
tee represent the students?

Not necessarily. Rarely do
CEP and CUL candidates or

House Presidents issue plat-

forms before they are elected.

Students often don't know what
sort of "representation" they're

voting for. Further, when was
the last time your CUL or CEP
representative asked you for

your opinion on any issue? End-

ing row-house dining? Limiting

transfers?

Only College Council has a

direct and ongoing mechanism
for soliciting student opinion—

the C.C. house representatives.

Why are you so wary of these

committees?

Last year, the CUL mandated
that "the current system of

house transfers would not be
continued"—despite numerous
Record editorials. Council
objections, the Gifford Commit-
tee report, and the wishes of

most students. Further, the

CUL usurped the Housing Com-
mittee from the Council and
claimed it as a sub-committee-
without consulting the Council

and contradicting the Council's

constitution.

So what can the College Council

do?
Linking the students and the

college's decision-makers. Col-

lege Council must lobby the rul-

ing bodies while remaining
accessible to the students.

Unless council uses its repre-

sentatives more effectively, the

students will lose their oppor-

tunity to monitor and affect the

decision-making process.

My commitment to College

Council goes back over a year
and a half. Since that time I co-

authored new funding guide-

lines which regulate our
$120,000 budget. I am a member
of the Elections Committee,
which I would chair as Vice-
President.

PRESIDEIVT TREASURER

Joseph

Beach

Tom
Paper

Michael

Sullivan

Jay

Ward

Benjamin

Bahn

The council defines its role as "the offi-

cial forum for student opinion and the
representative thereof." As a house
representative to Council this year, I

have participated not only in the work-
ings of the forum, but also in taking one
product of those workings, namely the
Pomilla Proposal, to the CUL, and dis-

cussing the proposal with them. While I

feel the Pomilla Proposal is an excellent
solution to the question of house
transfers, I feel there are other problems
whose solutions Council could at least

help formulate. As council President, I

would actively work for such solutions.

In order for there even to be solutions,

though, students must be informed about
the problems being addressed. Towards
this end, I would enforce Council consti-

tution Amendment VI, section B regard-
ing expulsion of members for not

meeting stated attendance require-
ments, and would strongly urge Council
members to speak at house meetings at

least once a month. Also, I would regu-
larly meet with the Council's Informa-
tion Committee to prepare a monthly
newsletter, as well as determine other
ways, for example town meetings and
participation on newsview 92, to keep
students well-informed about Council
activities.

Additionally, I would meet regularly
with the chairmen of Council Standing
Committees and students on faculty-

student committees to determine what
matters being debated in those commit-
tees we feel we can bring to the attention

of students for their opinions. I would
also meet regularly with members of the

Administration and Faculty to obtain

their input into matters of concern to the

college community.

Some specific issues I would address
as President include a more active Coun-
cil role in freshmen inclusion; a co-op
representative to the Council; an
increase in the Student Activities Tax, or

alternate method, to betterflnance those

organizations who solicit funds from the

Council; and improvement of some of

the physical conditions of Prospect
House.

The ideas of cooperation, representa-

tion, and information are paramount to

whatever issues Council addresses next

year. Without them, I doubt the Council

can effectively govern, and represent

the opinions of, the Student Body of Willi

ams College.

The direction of the College Council
needs to be changed.
This past year the Council allocated

money to student groups, appointed stu-

dents to committees, and debated var-
ious issues and proposals. In addition,
two major actions were attempted: first,

a Williams athletics club; second, the
town meeting and referendum on hous-
ing system priorities. On many topics

proposals and resolutions were passed.

However, here Council action stopped.

College Council can be a powerful

forum of student opinion only with a

strong interplay between itself and stu-

dents. The actual powers of the Council

are limited, as well as the time and inter-

est students can devote to Council. Yet
with strong leadership, the Council can
overcome these limitations. I have three

objectives for directing College Council.

First, organize the operation of the

Council. The President must run Council

meetings, coordinate events, and main-
tain channels of communication between
Council, students, and important deci-

sion making groups on campus (CUL,
Housing Committee, CEP, Deans,
faculty). The President's organizational

ability is vital to the strength of the

Council.

Second, students and Council
members often only have a vague under-

standing of campus issues. For those

interested, the fundamental points of the

issues which pertain to them must be

clearly summarized.

Finally, students must be informed of

what the Council is doing and how to

become Involved. To better inform stu-

dents, I woiild revive the College Council

Newsletter; also, the College Council

bulletin board must be continually

updated with Council minutes, agenda,

and notices of all important upcoming
meetings.

An effective Council can initiate spe-

cific actions which will enhance the qual-

ity of student life. I would like Council to

sponsor a mini-convention the day
before classes start each semester

where majors from every department

will be available in one setting to help

students choose classes.

Some students may know me through

The Juggler's Vein. This past year 1 have

been an at-large Council representative.

I believe I can provide the leadership,

ideas, and energy which the students

need in order to have an accessible and
effective College Council.

The students have the right to know
precisely what functions the College

Council President carries out and the

candidate's ability to perform them.

Three roles the president must execute

are those of a listener, a mediator, and a

motivator. This council is our forum for

ideas. It is essential that the president

listen to the concerned student who not

only might be critical, but informative as

well. But these "ideas" do not exist in a

vacuum and a mediator necessarily

works towards voicing every opinion, not

simply the most popular view. The presi-

dent's role as motivator arises in times

of apathy or frustration when stagnance

has resulted from an overworked pro-

posal. I cannot discount the importance

of creativity in this emphasis on active

motivation.

As a Junior Advisor, I have been wit-

ness to each student's wealth of ideas

and the consequences of student coexist-

ence. It seems that the wealth of ideas

that springs from student coexistence is

enhanced by the encouraging environ-

ment of expression. The Council is no

different. It should encourage those who
seek an improvement of our life here to

criticize and create. For if the Council

refuses to listen, it is self-defeating.

There are several goals which I think

are important. These goals include

house unity, student awareness of admi-

nistrative activities, and student pres-

ence in aspects of the school's

enhancement. These goals would pres-

ent themselves through particular issue

directives which I advocate. First, I sup-

port a housing policy creating appeal to

remain in the house of one's choice and a

prioritized house transfer system.

Second, I advocate much more student

communication and representation in

the Trustee decision-making process.

Third, I advocate the establishment of an

Arts Forum to attract speakers of

renown.

Yet these concerns will come to frui-

tion only if they coincide with student

interest. Therefore, my goal is not to

push Council-specific interest, but to

make certain all views are given a fair

hearing, and to carry out the wishes of

the students through consensus. This

Council cannot work for the demands of

its officers, but must work for the goals

of the students.

Accountability to the Student Body.
Legitimacy in the eyes of the Student

Body. Efficiency in College Council oper-

ations. These are the goals of the Jay
Ward-Bill Sawyers platform. Through a

series of programs, we hope to realize

our objectives.

Before I begin to outline why you
should vote Ward-Sawyers, let me com-
ment on why Bill and I are "running
together". Since my freshman year as a

member of Council, I've observed or

have been a part of three Administra-

tions. It struck me that in each of these

Administrations, tensions between the

President and the Vice-President were
apparent due to the fact that they were
elected separately. They came into

office without the same ideas or same
philosophy about Student Government.
By running and, hopefully, being elected

with Bill, we plan to minimize the ideo-

logical differences between the incom-

ing President and Vice-President.
Though I will work with any Vice-

President that the Student Body selects.

I have made plans with Bill Sawyers
which I strongly desire to see through.

Why should you vote for Jay Ward for

College Council President?

Experience: I've served on Council for

three years, a year more than the other

candidates combined, as a Freshman
Council Rep., Minority Rep., and Vice-

President. I've also served as the College

Council Rep. to the C.E.P. and partici-

pated on the Financial Committee
Guidelines Review Committee.
Leadership: Freshman year I was a

Freshman Co-ordlna'tor of the BSU. At

WCFM I served a year as Personnel

Director, and recently was elected Pro-

gram Director. As Vice-President, I've

led Council meetings in the absence of

the President and chaired the Elections

Committee which appoints student

representatives to various committees.

Ideas: Under a Ward-Sawyers Admin-
istration, College Council will become a

strong, effective representative of stu-

dent opinion. We will minimize internal

Inconsistency and friction which has

plagued the Council. The specifics of our

ideas will be outlined in an all-campus

mailing, but briefly they include: 1)

reliance on small ad hoc committees to

accomplish the work of Council, 2) more
emphasis on Parliamentary Procedure

in Council meetings, 3) distribution of

more Information on Council activities.

4) Accountability. Legitimacy. Effi-

ciency. Vote for responsible Student

Government, Vote for Ward-Sawyers.

The year in perspective

This past year the Finance Committee
experienced an incredible increase in

requests, with demands exceeding funds

by 40'r. Our job was difficult; many
requests were cut. Nevertheless, we
managed to fund many new groups, in-

cluding the Republican, germinal, and
the Committee for Palestinian Rights.

Two groups folded, and two ceased

requesting funds. We increased funding,

however, for many others including Club
baseball, Crew, Central American Con-

cern Committee, men's and women's
waterpolo, rugby, and the Record. We
also funded several one time events such

as the Jazz Ensemble and Comedy Show

.

The job of Treasurer
The treasurer works with the Finance

Committee to assess the needs of student

organizations, insures adherence to

funding guidelines, reports Finance

Committee activities to the Council, and

presents the budget to them for

approval.

The treasurer combines both the quali-

ties of a diplomat with those of a pragma-

tist in funding groups while maintaining

the sustaining fund necessary to meet

unforeseen requests and opportunities

( i.e. concerts or speakers ) . ."Vly experien-

ces on the Finance Committee have pre-

pared me well for such a role.

Looking ahead

Due to increases in requests, number
of groups and the Student Activities Tax
(S.A.T. ) , which has not been increased in

three years, I propose to increase the

S.A.T from $66 to $75. This would
increase by $18,000 the total of $125,000

now spent on student activities. I also

propose to synchronize the academic
and fiscal years. Currently, the budget is

passed during the fall, and has histori-

cally delayed groups activities due to

delays, budget cuts and changes. I want
to see each budget passed in the spring

before that year, so groups could begin

work in September.

The sufficient and timely funding of

student groups is of utmost importance.

Social/cultural events, political expres-

sion, sports and service groups provide

opportunities beyond the scope of the

academic, maintaining a balance essen-

tial at Williams. The commitment to the

non-academic, is important to fostering

a complete learning experience. As
treasurer, I will remain committed to

these goals, expanding and diversifying

the depth of student experience on cam-
pus. Thank you.

Hamilton

Humes
Working on the Finance Committee I

was disturbed by several problems of the

budget process. The first was the diffi-

culty of communication between the

Finance Committee and the applying

organizations, with the added obstacle of

finding who was responsible for the

finances of different groups and then

contacting them. The second was that

the lack of understanding of the budget

process. The length of the process wore
out many members of the committee
with other responsibilities which made it

hard to get the committee together.

I see the major way to solve these prob-

lems Is to intensify and greatly acceler-

ate the budget process. The first step

would be to hold a large meeting this

year with the Finance Committee and

the people who will be responsible for the

finances of thedifferent organizations in

the following year in order to explain the

procedure and logistics of the budget

process. Secondly, only these people

w )uld fill out the budget requests, so we
knjw whom to deal with the following

year.

On the first day of classes in the fall

another large meeting would be held to

explain any new problems and allow

scheduling of meetings between FinCom
members and club representatives.

After a week to allow for these individual

meetings a blitz of six straight FinCom
meetings would bring the completion of a

preliminary budget. In the following

week, groups could be contacted again if

the points need to be clarified. The
Finance Committee could then finalize

the 1983-84 CC budget by September 30.

Such an acceleration would create a

clear period when the budget would be
structured, allowing the FinCoin
members to fix a schedule and focus

their energies on the budget. The large

meetings would clear up the basic ques-

tions of the budget process with the

added benefit of allowing an easy
method for FinCom members to contact

the club representatives. 'I'he accelera-

tion would allow organizations to know
their finances and to challenge the

budget without delaying the final budget

past Christmas.

I believe this will greatly accelerate

and make more efficient the financial

procedure of the College Council
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Jamboree jumps
with variety

by Amy Doherty

Last Friday night, the Williams Sprlngstreeters hosted a Winter
Carnival Jamboree featuring Williams vocal ensembles, singing

groups from four other colleges and a Williams juggling act, all

Interspersed with "commercials" performed by memt)ers of the

Williams groups.
The visiting singers offered a wide variety of music, ranging from

the very short rendition of Handel's "Hallelujah Chorus" sung by
Matthew's Minstrels from Vassar to the Wellesley Tupelos' spunky
"Stray Cat Strut."

Golden retriever

The all-female Yale group, Proof-of-the-Pudding, gave a confi-

dent and sophisticated performance. During one of their songs, they

refused to be daunted by a series of spontaneous stage appearances
from the wings by Balloo, Squash Coach Sean Sloane's golden

retriever, who had a squash racquet In his mouth. And Bowdoin's

Whatfour sang with spirit, maintaining well the careful harmonies
characteristic of barbershop quartet music.
The Williams groups were equally enjoyable. Ephorla donned

shades and removed skirts for one of their livelier tunes, Bruce

Springsteen's "Fire."

The traditional rivalry between the Octet and the Sprlngstreeters

was alluded to frequently during the evening, but the evening's

performance demonstrated that the two groups are equally

endowed with plenty of musical talent and stage presence. Both

groups are sweet and precise rhythmically and harmonically.

Only ovation

Once again, Essence was one of the highlights of the evening. The
fact that they were a little sloppy hardly detracted from the rich

musicality and feeling of their singing. In their last piece, Chaka
Khan's gospel-type "Roll Me Through the Rushes," soloist Alison

Ashley sent tingles down the audience's spine with her incredibly

powerful and flexible voice, and afterwards Essence received the

only standing ovation of the night.

Tom Paper and Tim Sedlock's juggling act provided an enter-

taining interlude. They joked with the audience, juggled around a

nervous Vassar man's head and tossed six juggling pins back and
forth with their backs turned toward each other.

The entire evening was extremely enjoyable, and the good-sized

audience was very appreciative.

Concert Listing

prepar*d by
TOONERVILLE TROLLEY RECORDS

Features/arts February 22, 1983

Tues, Feb. 22 Son Seals Blues Band. Iron

Horse, Northampton. Mass.
Jeff Homes. Bowker Auditorium. U. Mass.
Amherst. Mass.
Gil Scott-Heron, Sullivan Auditorium, Wor-
cester State College. Worcester. Mass.
Persuasions. Jonathan Swift's, Boston. MA
X. Paradise. Boston

Wed., Feb. 23 X, Paradise, Boston
Culture Club. EM. Loews, Worcester,
Mass.

Doc Watson, Sanders Theater. Harvard U .

Cambridge, Mass.
Ramones, Student Union Ballroom. U.
Mass.. Amherst. Mass.
Preston Reed. Iron Horse. Northampton
Sherrill Milnes, Proctor's Theater,

Schenectady, N.Y.

Thur,, Feb. 24 Cramps. Channel. Boston
Son Seals. Jonathan Swift's, Boston

Fri,. Feb. 25 The Fools. Rusty Nail, Sunder-
land. Mass-
Culture Club. Agora Ballroom, W. Hartford.

Conn.
Gato Barbieri. Berklee Performance Ctr

,

Boston
Fear of Strangers. Chateau. Albany. NY

Feb. 25-27 Priscilla Herdman. Passim's, Bos-
ton

Feb. 25 & 26 Sha Na Na, Chateau de Ville,

Frammgham, Mass.

Sat., Feb. 26 X, Agora Ballroom. W. Hartford.

Conn.
Warren Zevon. Rusty Nail. Sunderland,
Mass.

Sun,. Feb. 27 Warren Zevon. EM. Loews.
Worcester. Mass.
Sweet Honey in the Rock, John M. Greene
Hall. Smith College. Northampton
Sharon. Lots & Bram, Si Mark's Commun-
ity Ctr., Guilderland Ctr„ NY
David Mallet & Cindy Kallet, Iron Horse.
Northampton
Tower of Power, Rusty Nail, Sunderland.
Mass.

Mar 1 Eric Clapton & Ry Cooder. Centrum,
Worcester, Mass.

Mar 2 Alvin Lee, Hullabaloo, Rensselaer, NY
Mar 4 Willie Nelson. Civic Ctr., Hartford
Mar 5 Willie Nelson, Centrum, Worcester
Mar. 5 Aerosmith, Cape Cod Coliseum, So
Yarmouth, Mass.

Mar. 12 Hall & Gates. Civic Ctr , Providence.
Rl

Mar. 15 Hall & Gates. Civic Ctr.. Harttord.

Conn.
Mar 18 Hall & Gates. Civic Ctr.. Glens Falls,

N.Y
Mar. 30 & 31 Kinks, Centrum, Worcester

CLASSIFIEDS
Camp Canadensis Co-ed Pooono
Mt. summer camp seeks mature,

responsible counselors. Pool

directors, computers, athletics,

ceramics, gym. Write 217 Benson
Manor, Jenkintown, PA 19046.

Sales Reps Wanted
Need extra cash? Self-motivated?

Want to set your own hours? Be
your own boss. Become a sales

representative for ARK Student

Bedding, Inc. Income potential is

up to you . I^ust have own phone.

For further information write:

ARK Student Bedding, Inc.

PC Box 534

Wenham. Ivlassachusetts 01984

To A Secret Admirer

I did not know I had thy heart

Or something stood to gain;

So now from it confused I part,

Ere I should rend it twain.

AIN'T NO fvlOUNTAIN high

enough. Goodbye five forever

-The Brain

FORSWEAR the demon rum The

end will someday come and then

you II be sorry . .

-WCTU

San Krancisco Stale University
Kxtended Education

Wildlands Research Institute

Join a Backpacking Research Team
In the Mounlain Weil or Aiaika

Summer, 1983 3-9 unlit

On-site explorations to preserve:

• Wildlife Species
• Wilderness Environments

Course details

WILDLANDS RESEARCH INSTITUTE
407 Atlantic Ave .

Santa Cruz CA 95062

(408) 427-2106

The Sprlngstreeters charm a large crowd at Chapin Hall in their Friday night performance. (Shapiro)

Record review

"New Order" releases lively

synth-pop EP: FACTUS 8
by Brett McDonnell

One of the latest New Things
in music from England is

electro-pop, made popular by
bands like The Human League,
Soft Cell, and A Flock of Sea-

gulls. Another band of this type.

New Order, has received less

widespread attention, although
they make much better music.
A recent New Order EP,

which for want of a better name
I'll call Factus 8, shows why
they deserve more notice and
airplay. Their recent singles,

gathered together on this EP,
mix a disco-like beat, synthesiz-

ers, and the energy of punk to

create joyous, uplifting music.
This should amaze anyone

who knows New Order's back-
ground. Three-quarters of New
Order used to be three-quarters
of Joy Division, by far the most
depressing rock group I have
ever heard. The second and
final Joy Division album. Closer,

effectively draws the listener

into its own world of despair.

Joy Division ended when the

lead singer, songwriter, and
creative spirit of the group, Ian
Curtis, hanged himself. With a
past like that, one would not

expect much in the way of joy

from New Order.

Such is not the case. Last
summer's single "Temptation"
best illustrates the New Order
sound. Sometimes soaring
vocals, a constantly bubbling
synthesizer, and a crisp rhythm
section led to urgent, danceable
music.

Unlike Joy Division, the lyrics

in New Order do not matter too

much. The most affecting lines

in "Temptation" are "Up,
down, turn around/Please don't

let me hit the ground.Tonight I

think I'll walk alone/I'll find my
soul inside no hole." But it is the

musical context that gives these
lines power.
The new EP contains "Temp-

tation", but in a longer and
watered-down version. It also

contains "Temptation's" flip

WCFM Top Ten
In alphabetical order for February 13-20.

1. ABC—Poisoned Arrow
2. Dexys Midnight Runners—Come On Eileen
3. English Beat— I Confess
4. Haii and Oates—Family Man
5. Greg Kihn—Jeopardy
6. Missing Persons—Walking in L.A.
7. Pretenders—My City Was Gone
8. Thompson Twins—Lies
9. Trio—Da Da Da
10. U2—New Year's Day

side, "Hurt," also in a leng-

thened version. "Everything's
Gone Green" and "Proces-
sion," the two songs on a single

released before "Temptation,"
are also on the EP. The three

latter songs are similar to

"Temptation," but not quite as
good.

The other song on the EP, and
the only one previously unavail-

able as far as I know, is "Mesh."
"Mesh" is more low-key than

the other songs, but good . I espe-

cially enjoy the quirky piano

and horns (at least they sound
like horns—they might be
synthesized).

Vacuous lyrics

Even though this music is

high quality and right on the

edge of some of the most excit-

ing things happening in rock
today, it might appeal to many
Williams students (imagine
that). The upbeat sound and
unimportant, vacuous lyrics

make just the right combination
for musical taste in the
Berkshires.

New Order has not created
much music so far. Curtis died
In 1980 and New Order's first

single, "Ceremony," came out
in 1981. "Ceremony," originally

meant for Joy Division,
removes the gloom of Curtis and
puts in its place the bright sound
of New Order at its best. Their
only full album, Movement, has
two great songs— "Dreams
Never End" and "Denial." The
rest sounds like a shallower,
more synthesized Joy Division.

Ten boxes of remaindered books from the

outlet have been added to our

Bargain Basement
enzis

COLLEGE BOOK STORE. INC
WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS 01267

Nassau/Bahamas Spring Break
$399.00 complete includes:

• Flight and transfers

• 8 days, 7 nights at Hotel on the Beach
• Parties and college activities

• Free lunches
• 3 hour cruise with open bar
• Canvass bag and discount booklet
• All hotel taxes, maid, energy, and gratuities Included
• No hidden charges
• Book now—limited space available

Contact Greenwich Travel Center toll iree 1-800-243-3858
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CULy CC fight over Housing Committee ACSR
by David Klelt

The Committee on Undergraduate Life (CUL)
and a delegation from the College Council dis-

cussed the issues of the recent Housing controv-
ersy at a meeting last Tuesday.
While there was general agreement about the

merits of the PomiUa proposal, disagreement
over the role of the Housing Committee and the
validity of the recent referendum on housing
issues sponsored by the College Council domi-
nated the meeting.
The value of the referendum, which was cri-

ticized before voting had even started by CUL
chairman Cris Roosenraad as "vague," was
questioned by several of those present who
pointed to very low voter turnout, poorly
phrased questions and a lack of student aware-
ness of issues. Less than 4(X) students voted.

College Council President Stuart Robinson '83

admitted that the "overall turnout was disap-

pointing." He also noted that the questions could
have been phrased better.

Referendum was valid

Roosenraad then asked if that means the ref-

erendum should be disregarded. Council Vice

Faculty meeting

President Jay Ward '84 responded that the ref-

erendum was valid. He argued that the turnout
should be ignored and the percentages on each
question be considered more important.
The dispute over the Housing Committee was

argued at length. Ward stated that the Housing
Committee should be under the control of Col-

lege Council. He said the Council should be con-
sulted by and have approval over the
committees. The participants then debated
which group represents student opinion better.

Ward claimed that the Housing Committee,
once formed, Incomes a collective body
removed from student opinion. He said, "They
are answerable to no one as the Housing Com-
mittee." The solution would be to make it

accountable to Council, he said. One student
member of the CUL stated that "the Housing
Committee has a stronger claim to legitimacy
than the CC on that particular Issue."

Housing Committee Co-chairman John Carl-

son '83 sharply disagreed. He argued that the

committee Is a representative body. He noted
that the "house president certainly goes back to

the House" for input.

Continued on page 13

Continued from Page 1

In other business, the faculty

continued to discuss issues

related to South African apar-

theid and divestment.

ACSR representatives

One of the Williams Anti-

Apartheid Coalition's (WAAC)
January demands was that the

College reconsider how the

members of the Advisory Board
for Shareholder Responsibility

(ACSR) were selected.

In the past, both student and

faculty representatives have

been selected by the president

of the College.

In compliance with WAAC's
request. Dean Daniel O'Conner
introduced a motion which pro-

vided for the election of faculty

representatives by the faculty

themselves.

Personally, the Dean said he

did not favor the motion, for he
believed that it "implied that

past faculty members did not do

a good job" even though the

majority of both student and
faculty members selected by
the president had been "sympa-
thetic to divestment."

As a counterproposal. Steer-

ing Committee Chairman
Robert Kozelka introduced a

motion that his committee
study the various ways by which
faculty members could be

appointed to the ACSR. Kozelka

said that the Steering Commit-
tee's options included faculty

elections and the present sys-

tem of appointments, as well as

other alternatives. He stressed

that his committee would
"solicit student and faculty

input."

The faculty approved Kozel-

ka 's proposal by a 49-19 vote.

History professor Robert G.

L. Waite said that although he

felt that WAAC's confrontation

with the trustees was "regretta-

ble and reprehensible," it is still

absolutely vital that the Willi-

ams faculty not be silent, but

continue to speak out against

the evil of apartheid.

Pro-divestment motion
To this end he Introduced a

tentative resolution which will

be formally presented to the

faculty at the April meeting,

after the trustees come to Willi-

amstown to clarify their posi-

tion. The resolution reads as

follows:

Hi'solved, That the Faculty of

Williams Colleife, reaffirming its

opposition to racism in any form,
respectfully urge the President

and Board of Trustees to set forth

publicly as stated policy that

College funds invested in South

Africa be invested only in those

companies which have a demon-
strated record of effective opposi-

tion to all apartheid practices and

that the College divest itsfinancial

interest in any company which

fails to oppose apartheid
practices.

Waite reminded his audience

thatjiitler was able to maintain
power largely due to the lack of

opposition to his policies by Ger-
man religious and educational

institutions. Loud applause fol-

lowed Waite's speech.

Continued from Page 1

dence of non-white leadership

and timetables for further

reforms. Also included at

Lamb's request was an inquiry

into why they withdrew from
the Sullivan pact in 1981.

Provost Hodge Markgraf
explained that the letter would
be similar to one sent to New-
mont Industries in 1981. The
committee recommended
divestiture for Newmont two

years ago after several letters

were sent to the management.
"We tjecame frustrated with the

management," said Markgraf,
"and recommended divestiture

to the Trustees' Financial Com-
mittee." The Newmont stock

was then sold.

Correspondence from Warner
Communications indicated that

it could not comply with the Sul-

Uvan Principles due to the small

size of its operation in South

Africa and "the unique nature

of its business." Warner also

claimed that it had received a

satisfactory rating but that it

was not included in the most
recent Arthur D. Little report.

Markgraf suggested that the

ACSR call ADL to confirm
Warner's claim. The motion
passed without objection.

ITT subsidiaries fail

The committee considered

action against International

Telephone and Telegraph
because one of their subsidiar-

ies. Supersonic Industries,

failed to comply. Lamb pointed

out that other companies con-

nected with ITT had also failed

to comply, but that ITT owned
less than a 50 percent interest in

these groups. He advocated

Applications
Continued from Page 1

a minority search to help iden-

tify strong candidates nation-

wide."
Assistant Director of Admis-

sions Mike Reed '75commented
"I don't think that we are suffer-

ing [from negative feelings

generated by the cross burning]

any longer. I didn't encounter

any questions about it when I

was travelling."

Concerns about money
Another issue of concern, par-

ticularly in the wake of the Rea-

gan cutbacks in federal student

funding, was the question of

financial aid. Although Smith
admitted he encountered ' 'more

Phil Smith can slill smile even though applications are down by more than

ten percent.
(Schell)

concern about money and
financing" he did not speculate

on the effects of the current eco-

nomic situation on the number
of applications received
because the figures for the

financial aid candidates have

not yet been processed.

He asserted, however, that

"Williams is In great financial

shape—everyone who needs

funding can get It," a message
emphasized In a letter sent to

prospective students In

Deceml)er. In addition, the col-

lege continues to practice an
aid-blind policy In admissions.

Smith also reported a tempor-

ary drop in the number of appli-

cations from women. Only 42

percent of this year's early deci-

sion applications were submit-

ted by women, a fact which may
be related to the alleged attacks

on campus women reported last

winter.

However, applications have
since been "even keeled,"

according to Smith, and "for the

entire applicant pool the ratio

bounced back to forty-five per-

cent women and fifty-five per-

cent men."
Smith also mentioned that

more time has been devoted to

travelling in the South and in

California In an effort to attain a

greater geographic distribu-

tion.

dealing with Supersonic first

since it was the only wholly-

owned subsidiary that had

failed to comply.

Markgraf pointed out that

another South African subsi-

diary, Tevis Engineering, had
received exemplary marks in

the Sullivan report. Reed said

he felt that ITT was making an
honest attempt to comply, stat-

ing that a senior vice-president

had recently been sent to South
Africa for on-site inspections.

The committee decided to

send a letter demanding wage
scales and timetables for

reform, as well as the reasons

for the discrepancy between the

practices of Tevis and Super-

sonic. Barnett asked that the

letter also mention the unsatis-

factory rating of the partially-

owned subsidiaries.

GE action postponed

Markgraf pointed out that the

same minority-interest prob-

lem occurred with General
Electric. He explained that

Defy Industries, a GE subsi-

diary, received an unsatisfac-

tory rating and caused GE to be

labelled a noncomplier.

"GE owns less than 30 percent

of Defy, and otherwise, they

received top ratings," he said.

The committee decided to post-

pone discussion of GE until

other more flagrant violators

had been dealt with.

Barnett also spoke of estab-

lishing contact with the Euro-

pean Economic Council to see if

they conducted any monitoring

of European companies in South

Africa.

®Cdlege

LIBERAL ARTS and

PROFESSIONAL PROGRAM STUDENTS
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African civilization,

Egypt's roots revealed
by Tim Johnson

Was the ancient Egyptian
civilization—considered the
cradle of Western civilization

by many historians—a deriva-

tive of a black African empire?
Rutgers anthropologist and

linguist Ivan Van Sertima
attacked the allegedly racist

attitudes he had encountered in

contemporary anthropologic
circles towards the African-

Egyptian link theory and other

topics in African history, in a

lecture last Thursday in Brooks-

Rogers.
"The exclusive focus of

anthropolog>' is on the peri-

pheral tribes in pre-colonlal

Africa," he explained. "It

would be as if one chose to study

the northern European barbar-

ian to gain an understanding of

the Roman Empire."

Egyptian roots

Van Sertima explained the

theory that the ancient Egyp-
tian civilization had its roots in

black African history. He des-

cribed the Nubian Empire—
which thrived in the regions of

the southern Nile centuries

before the first Egyptian dyn-

asty—as a society that used the

same complex mathematics,
efficient architectural plan-

ning, and heiroglyphics, which
modern history has labelled as

Egyptian advancements.
Van Sertima theorized that

the Egyptian people were pro-

ducts of the Syrian Invasions

into the Nubian kingdom. He
asserted that most anthropolo-

gists rejected this theory, which

was first proposed over ten

years ago, until recent satellite

photographs revealed the indis-

putable marks of a civilization

buried under the desert sands to

the south and west of present-

day Egypt.

Van Sertima also described

evidence of an African presence

in Central and South America
well before the Spanish explor-

ers encountered the flourishing

Inca Empire in the fifteenth-

century. He rendered an
account of an early episode in

Ecuador history In which 17

shipwrecked Africans were

defied and appointed governors

in the society.

Racist intellectuals

He referred the audience to

evidence of various naviga-
tional advances—such as com-
passes, maps of ocean currents,

and sturdy boats—that would
have enabled the African peo-
ples who inhabited the Niger
River area to sail the Atlantic in

that era. He added that, for the

last century, anthropologists
have blamed the statues' Afrl-

coid features on blunt tools used
by their ancient American
sculpturers.

The Rutgers University pro-

fessor related shocking encoun-
ters with racist intellectuals

while he was researching the

subject of African navigation

across the Atlantic. He over-

heard one renowned English
scholar remark, "first, we had
to hear ridiculous stories about
flying saucers, and now we have
to bear the tale of the trans-

Atlantic Negro."
On another occasion, he

received a letter from a noted
South African anthropologist—
who mistook him as a white
because of his "Dutch name-

Ivan Van Sertima describes African voyages to South and Centrai America.
(Glick)

nace was proven to once have
been more efficient than its late

nineteenth century German
counterpart, he said.

Van Sertima claimed that the

Western world closes its eyes to

the wealth of these African

cultures.

The European Imperialists

landed on the African continent

at the bleakest moment in that

continent's history, according
to Van Sertima. The Innovative

Songhai Empire in Eastern
Africa was decadent—without
the fruits of Its many technologi-

cal advances—when the British

arrived. And the militant Shona
Empire in Southern Africa was
locked In a destructive civil war
when the Portuguese set foot on
their land In the eighteenth cen-

tury. Van Sertima said.

which read, "I cannot under-
stand how these Items [black
Africans] came over to cross
the ocean. Surely they must
have been transported by some
human being [white Euro-
pean]."

Van Sertima asserted that

such attitudes have turned the

world's eyes away from recent
evidence that attests to the

existence of several technical-

ly-advanced African cultures in

pre-colonial eras. He related

that most educated people ste-

reotype all pre-colonlal Afri-

cans as barefoot, jungle-dwel-
ling savages.

Yet recent archeological dis-

coveries show otherwise. In

1978, a 2,000-year-old iron-

smelting furnace was unearth-
ed in Tanzania. The ancient fur-

Amherst

—

Continued from Page 1

ment at Amherst in 1979.

Gibbs received Guggenheim
and Fulbrlght scholarships in

1967 while at Brown and was
selected to be a NATO fellow in

1975. He served as the chairman
of the Chemistry department
twice during his tenure at

Brown and was chairman of the

faculty policy committee.

Avid sailor

In 1967 he was awarded the

High Polymer Physics Prize
from the American Physical
Society for his research. He con-
tinued his research at Amherst
supported by the National Insti-

tute of Health.

Gibbs was the editor of Bio-

physical Chemistry, a journal of

chemical research, and on the

editorial board of several other
journals, including the Journal
of Statistical Physics and
Biopolymers.
An avid sailor, Gibbs last

summer piloted his own 33-foot

sloop to victory in the annual
Twenty Hundred Club Regatta
out of Newport, Rhode Island.

He is survived by his wife,

mother, two sisters, a son, a

daughter, and a grandchild. A
memorial fund has been estab-

lished in his name at Amherst.

DO YOU WASTE
YOUR SUNDAYS?
The Record doesn't.

We need a few more
enthusiastic, not

necessarily experienced

folks to help with layout

on Sunday evening.
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in Baxter Louhge at 7:00

p.m. Sunday.
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Frogs can be fun, according to biology professor David C. Smith, wlio

discussed his Interest in -frog mortality last Thursday. (Schell)

Alumni give

two million

President Chandler an-

nounced that this year's Alumni
Fund raised $2,349,537 for the

college endowment and operat-

ing expenses. He explained that

this was "remarkable in sev-

eral ways."
First, he said that all gifts

were made in cash. During pre-

vious drives many alumni
pledged money and paid later.

In addition, the goal for par-

ticipation was exceeded.
Chandler noted that 65.44 per-

cent of the alums contributed to

the drive. This year's goal was to

involve 65 percent, he said.

While the results were grati-

fying, Chandler added that

for the first time in a

decade, the Alumni Fund failed

to reach its target, which this

year was $2.4 million. However,
he expressed gratitude toward
the alumni who contributed.

"The drive solicits all alumni,

even those who we know are

angry," Chandler explained.

Critic eyes

'cheap tlirills'

The popular culture, accord-

ing to English professor Morris
Dickstein of Queens College

CUNY, is distinctive from any
other period in history. His lec-

ture "Cheap Thrills: The Criti-

cism of the Popular Culture"

dealt with the "new criticism of

FT. LAUDERDALE SPRING BREAK

$299.00 COMPLETE INCLUDES:
• Round trip Am-tralc transportation

• 8 days, 7 nights hotel at prime location

• Welcome party with free beer
• Canvass bag
• All hotel taxes, maid, and gratuities Included
• No hidden charges
• Book now, limited space available

Contact Greenwich Travel Center

Toll Free 1-800-243-3858

GEEK OF
THE WEEK

This week's recipient is—you
guessed it—RENZIE LAMB. Renzie
said he spent so much lime in the
library(?) writing his speech for

Thursday's opening ceremonies
that he thought he deserved the
award. We didn't checit this claim
out, but would Renzie lie?

'Except a frosty cold Lite after the Sawyer
Library closes

GREAT TASTE . . .

LESS FILLING
Everything you always wanted
in a Beer . . . and Less

popular culture."

Until recently most critics

simply wrote off popular cul-

ture as trash, Dickstein said.

They felt only "high" or

accepted culture was worth
their attention. Dickstein
pointed to the 1960's as the

prime reason for the shift in

attention. At that time, the line

between popular and "high"
culture began to blur as all

artists began to use elements of

popular culture in their work, he

said.

The real problem, according
to Dickstein, is that there is no
language of criticism for the

popular culture. He explained

that the standard language of

criticism doesn't work. He used
the example of a colleague who,
in writing a book on television,

tried to compare Kojak to King
Lear. It didn't work, he said.

Separate out non-art

Dickstein gave three basic

guidelines for criticism of the

popular culture. First, he stated

that the critic must divide the

art from the non-art in popular

culture.

Secondly, Dickstein said that

the unit of study must be deter-

mined. For example, a televi-

sion show can be studied as an
entity unto itself or as a part of a

season series.

Finally, Dickstein cautioned

critics to be aware of what role

commercial pressures play in

popular art. Time, he
explained, seems to be one of

the most important elements to

the study of popular culture,

"for today's trash may be
tomorrow's popular classic."

—Jack MayhiT

B & G promotes

Winthrop M. Wassenar,
Director of Physical Plant at

Williams, has announced two
promotions and one new
appointment in the College's

department of Buildings and
Grounds.
David Westall of William-

stown was appointed to the

newly-created position of

Assistant Director for Architec-
tural Services. He is a regis-

tered architect in Massachu-
setts and Vermont and a former
town building inspector.

Norman Quinn, also of Willi-

amstown, was promoted to the

new position of Building Trades

and (irounds Supervisor, and

Lawrence Luczynski of Reads-

tmro, Vermont took over his

former position as carpenter

Foreman.
Wassenar commented on the

appointments: "I'm particu-

larly pleased to be able to pro-

mote within our ranks for twoof

these positions, and that the new
member of our team (Westall)

has lived in Williamstown since

1961."

Frogs fascinate

faculty
Professor David C. Smith dis-

cussed the importance of "a bal-

ance of nature" in an ecological

environment and its relation to

his research in frog populations

at last Thursday's faculty lec-

ture. This was the third in a ser-

ies of lectures given by Williams
faculty designed to promote
greater awareness of faculty

research.

Smith presented highlights of

his research on how frog popula-

tions are controlled. Smith
pointed to a frog's interesting

ecology, including its various

lifestyles, sizes and breeding
characteristics, as reasons
making the frog worthy of

study.

"If you go out and look at a

frog species, you will find each
one has a characteristic breed-

ing place," he said. "It you go

back to the habitat year after

year, you will find it remains
constant."

"Complex Ufecycle"

Smith noted that frogs have a

"complex Ufecycle" and called

a frog "two different animals
rolled up into one," because the

frog has two stages in its devel-

opment and lives in two differ-

ent places during its develop-

ment.
Smith concentrated on tad-

pole development because mor-
tality occurs at this stage. He
stressed that population control

occurs in the interaction of

three conditions—the location

of the pools where tadpoles live,

preditors, and competition for

food within the pools.

Smith reached the conclusion

that understanding mortality Is

key to understanding the con-

trol of the life-cycle. "There is a

lot of death among frogs,"

stated Smith. "Five or six out of

1,000 eggs usually make It, and
of 1,000 eggs only half last as

larva," he continued.
—Sara H. Groan

Capitalism

condemned
"There are three basic prob-

lems with capitalism: inequal-

ity, inefficiency, and con-

straints on the government's
ability to act democratically,"

argued economics professor

Juliet Schor in her Thursday
night lecture, "The Economics
of Socialism."

She explained that inequality

results from the private owner-
ship of companies. Because peo-

ple have varying degrees of

access to the means of produc-

tion, she said, they therefore

develop unequal power.

By threatening to withdrawal
of capital or investments, firms

have power over employment
which challenges the ability of

the government to carry out the

will of the people, she
contended.

As Schor sees it, socialism

would promote equality and
efficiency through collective

ownership of the means of pro-

duction at either the national

level (by the government) or

firm level (by the workers);

centralized planning for the

allocation of goods; and greater

democracy in both companies
and the nation as a whole,

including worker self-manage-
ment and increased use of refer-

enda by the government.

Worker control

An alternative form of social-

ism, Schor conjectured, would
maintain the current economic
system, but require collective

ownership of each company by
its workers. She feels, however,
that such an economic arrange-
ment would still possess most of

the problems of capitalism.

Schor pointed out that tradi-

tional anti-communism in the

United States and notions of

"human nature" have created
powerful resistance to
socialism.

She contended that "Social

structures form human
nature," and that there is no
innate materialism in people
that would prevent socialism
from working.

—Steve Magnus

***** NEW TRAVEL CONVENIENCE *****
AfOIV 5 MtlY TRIPS
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Hoopsters split week

Steve O'Day '83 grapples with a Wesleyan defender for ttie ball during Saturday's Loss. (Scheibe)

by John Clayton

"We played fat and sassy,"

said Coach Curt Tong of the bas-

ketball team's 68-60 loss to Wes-
leyan Saturday night.

"Wc played like we'd beaten
them tx?fore and now we had
them at home, and it was going
to be a Cakewalk. And you can't

play like that without more
giftedness than we have on our
team."

Wesleyan pulled out of a see-

saw battle with five minutes left

in the game, exploiting the tran-

sition game to take up to an
eleven point lead. The Cardinals

shot 72 percent from the floor in

the second half.

Scoring leaders

Senior forward Andy Good-
win led Williams with 16 points,

while senior co-captain Scott

Olesen had 12 and freshman
guard Tim Walsh added ten.

Wesleyan was led by Greg
Porydzy with 20 points and Paul
Gallivan with 13, while Pat
Ryan and Chris Brown had 12

apiece. This was the first game
that Gallivan and fellow big-

man Martin McDonough had
been healthy at the same time.

"We needed extreme inten-

sity tonight," said Tong, "and It

just wasn't there. Our problem
was an intangible one."

Williams had a slight edge for

most of the first half, knd
retained a 28-26 halftlme lead.

They overcame some small
Cardinal leads early in the

second half, but were unable to

gain control of the game.

Williams (10-8) is now 1-2 in

Little Three competition, and
must hope that Wesleyan beats
Amherst next week so that If the
Ephmen whip the Lord Jeffs the
next week they can force a
three-way tie for the title.

Rout RPI
Last Tuesday, the Ephmen

routed RPI for their eighth win
in nine games. A 15 point run in

the second half sparked the
victory.

Olesen and junior guard Art
Pidoriano led the team with 18
points apiece.

The Ephmen spoiled the last

game of RPI Coach Bill Kal-
baugh, whose record in 30 years
of coaching is 2%-344.

Williams travels to Clark
tonight, and Tufts (where their

game will be on local cable TV)
on Saturday.

Teams line up for 24-hour race Hockey
24-Hour Relay? What's this

crazy notion?

Well, it not only is crazier than
dance marathons, ergathons,

etc., but is the oldest of these
campus fund-raising events,
entering its 12th year in 1983.

The relay holds an amazing
track record in the first 11 ver-

sions, both in terms of campus
participation and donations.
And now is the time to prepare
for both.

Saturday, March 12 at 10:00

a.m. approximately 15 teams

Squash
Continued from Page 13

Set" Doucette wore out their
Lord Jeff opponents at the
number five and nine positions
respectively in winning 3-0. Rob
Kent '84 posted the team's
eighth victory at the number
eighth position in a hard fought
3-1 victory.

The only loss of the day came
in the number one match. Jun-
ior Jeff Sultar was edged out in

the final point of the fourth
game after a relentless come-
back effort against Amherst

will toe the line in Towne Field

House to commence 24 hours of

continuous running—one mile
at a time by team members in

rotation. Official teams that will

attempt to break the Williams
RoadRunners (1975 squad)
world record of 278 miles can
have no more than 10 members,
but most teams are of the

'unlimited' variety, including
spots for guest milers. Housing
units, club, sports teams, and
friends have formed teams in

the past. If interested, start

organizing (and training) now,

stalwart Steve Gordon.

The Ephs' win over Amherst
is even more impressive given
that they were playing without
the services of aces Greg Zaff

and Tom Harrity , who are at the

Nationals, as well as junior Bill

Little, who is sidelined with an
ankle injury.

The team is confident that

they can complete a Little

Three Title sweep when they
face Wesleyan at home next
Saturday.

and attend the meeting Thurs-
day Feb. 24 at 7:00 p.m. at the

Athletic Office.

This year the fund-raising will

be handled by Spring Sport
Teams, who will solicit a dona-
tion from everyone on campus.

Minimum goal
The unique feature of this

Charity Relay is that it is an
event where the College com-
munity takes an active interest

in the Williams community. The
funds go to community charities

such as the ABC program.
Youth Center, Hospice and Help
Line. The minimum goal is

$2,000 for the charities. Above
that amount the spring sports

teams will share in the collec-

tion to help finance their spring
training trips.

So save a few dollars, save up
some energy, and save March
12 on your calendar!

Continued from Page 14

that impressive this year, but
this time they worked it to per-

fection, taking only 11 seconds
to score. Ed Finn '83 registered

the goal on a crisp feed from
Wysocki. Rutledge completed

the hat trick with an empty-net
goal with 40 seconds remaining
on the clock.

Once again goalkeeper Finn
turned in a dazzling performance
in the net, making 46 saves on
the evening, including several
sparklers in the first period,

when the Panthers threatened
to skate away with the game.

Hapless Hamilton
On Tuesday, the Ephs gained

their seventh win of the season
over hapless Hamilton College,
6-2, as co-captain Bob Brownell
'83 turned in a hat trick of his

own.
Mark Winters '85 opened the

scoring with a surprising break-
away goal at 9: 11 of the first

period. Hamilton briefly tied

the score on a goal by Bob Howe,
but Brownell gave the Ephs the

lead for good with his first goal,

which came at the 17: 18 mark of

the opening period.

Brownell tallied another goal

at :40 of the second, while

Pachus and Jackson also scored

second-period goals to give the

Ephs a 5-1 edge. Carl Norbeck
closed it to 5-2 at 2:09 of the

third , but it was simply a case of

too little, too late. Brownell fin-

ished off the scoring with his

third goal at the 14: 10 mark.

The two wins gave Williams a

skein of four straight victories,

and Improved their seasonal

record to 7-15.

The Ephmen close out their

season at home tonight against

highly-touted Babson at 7: 30.

Ephfools frolic in silly games

JOSEPH E. DEWEY

9:00 - 5:00

Mon.-Sat.

WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.
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In a return to some of the traditional elements
of a WiUiams education which had been over-
looked in recent years, many students partici-
pated in a plethora of silly and stupid activities
this weekend as part of the Outing Club Winter
Carnival festivities.

The day started with a Trike race around the
Freshman Quad. "Any team that thought they
won the race," said Dan Flaherty '83, one of the
day's organizers, "didn't abide by the rules. The
rules said the trike had to have only one pilot
Most of the trikes that made it to the finish line
had more than one pilot."

Best dressed
Darth Vader lookalike Gordon Renneisen '83

won the best-dressed pilot award, while the best-
dressed pit crew was the seven dwarves. Rick
Haylon '84 and Teresa Casey '86 won the Williams
Engineering Award for their trike which hitched
two people to the front.

This was the first Trike race since 1974, and,
hopefully, will be repeated in future years.

To the skin
The fun continued on Poker Flats with less

athletic, if not less meaningful, events than those
on Brodie Mountain.
Tim McFadden '85 demonstrated his amazing

lack of dining etiquette by winning the jello-suck-
ing contest. John Woodard '86, not to be outdone.

ate an entire banana (skin and all) to tie for the
Banana Eating for Style contest. Woodard shared
the prize with a skilled Ephwoman whose oral

prowess left neither man nor banana unmoved.
At the crowd's bequest, Woodard and his oppo-
nent repeated their feats, but the crowd was
equally aroused by both.
Andy McElfresh '85, however, took the speed

half of the banana event.

"A known Canadian"
The snowshoe-throwlng competition was won,

Flaherty and co-organlzer NIco Howson agreed,
by "a known Canadian."
Jim Reardon '85 showed characteristic lack of

regard for sanity or safety in his Ufe-threatenlng
dive onto the tray Jump to score the only perfect
"10".

Kegs kept the enjoyment flowing for partici-
pants and observers alike.

Snow sculpture
In a less boisterous competition on Saturday,

several houses entered the annual Snow Sculp-
ture contest.

Armstrong won with their rendition of an octo-
pus wrapped around Captain Nemo's submarine,
the Nautilus. Dopey in his doghouse won second
place for Morgan, while A-Gar-Wood tied with
Dodd for third place with sculptures of the bear
from the Jungle Book and Jlmlney Cricket,
respectively.
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Squashwomen slam

Little Three rivals
The women's squash team, currently ranked sixth in the country

after their 3-3 record at last weekend's Howe Cup tournament in

New Haven, easily disposed of Little Three rivals Amherst and
Wesleyan on Saturday by 6-1 scores.

"It was our best match of the season considering that Cassle
Fisher (number two player on the team) wasn't able to play," said

Williams Coach Curt Tong.
Williams Improved their overall record to 9-9 with the double

victory. Barbara Reilfer split her two matches, defeating

Amherst's Carol Zinke (3-2) but losing to Wesleyan's Karen Adair
(3-1 ). Hilary Thomas beat both of her opponents at the number two
position; first Amherst's Allison Slaot fell (3-0), then Wesleyan's
Megan Sputle followed.

Williams' Lisa Buckley lost her Amherst match but topped Wes-
leyan's Tamm Rosengarth (3-0). Buckley's Eph teammate Heidi

Halleck took the measure of Amherst's Pam Mix (3-2) and Wes-
leyan's Heather Croe (3-1).

Williams' number five, six, and seven players never lost a game
all day. Liz Cole shutout Amherst's Hilary Mason and Wesleyan's

Lisa CampoU; Amina Mahmood blanked Ann Savage and Susan
Bakst; and Mary Pynchon, playing In her first match of the season

because of Fisher's absence, stymied Kelly Mehr and Karen Hont.

The team will be in action again on Tuesday at home against

Smith.

Squash drills Amherst
Last Saturday the men's

squash team triumphed in

superior form 8-1 over arch-

rival Amherst. The match
revealed a vastly improved Eph
squad rebounding from their

loss to Trinity last week.

Senior members of the team
provided the crushing blow to

the Lord Jeffs. Senior co-captain

Matt Lynch drilled his powerful

forehand swing by his bewil-

dered opponent in posting a 3-0

victory at the seven position.

Senior Marc Sopher, playing

number five, put in his finest

performance of the season with

hard serves, volleys, and rails

driving his opponent out of the

center of the court giving him an
easy 3-0 victory.

The other matches demon-
strated the high experience

level of the Williams' squad. Bill

Nau '84 at the number two posi-

tion used finesse and multi-

angeled shots to dispatch his

opponent 3-0. Jamie King '84

used sheer power in winning 3-0

at number three.

Doug Robie '86 at number
four volleyed his way to a 3-0

victory against a well-matched

Amherst opponent.Sophomores
Ben Thompson and Pete "No

Continued on Page 12

Matmen close season
by Chris Clarey

In their final action of the sea-

son, the wrestling squad fought

their way to a ninth place finish

In the New England Champion-

ships held at the Coast Guard
Academy this weekend.

The team's performance was
highlighted by the strong indi-

vidual showings of tri-captain

John Donovan, Jeff May and

Gary Stosz.

Donovan, a 134 pound senior,

finished fifth overall, upsetting

second-seeded Eric Krasnoo of

Wesleyan early in the tourna-

ment and Cahill of powerful

Western New England in the

quarterfinals.

Senior heavyweight Stosz

ended up third in his division,

losing a very close match, 4-2, to

Newton of Coast Guard in the

semifinals. With only forty

seconds to go Stosz was down by

one point and in a controlling

position. He allowed Newton to

escape in order to try for the

winning takedown, but was
unable to pull it off.

May, a sophomore wrestling

at 150 lbs., had a superb tourna-

ment, finishing second and nar-

rowly missing qualification for

the nationals. Coast Guard's

Kinset was the only obstacle

May was unable to overcome in

the double elimination format,

as he lost to him twice.

Williams finishes the season

at 7-7.

V^

Budweiser.
KING OF BEF.RS.

ATHLETE OF THE WEBC

This week's recipient is sopho-

more John Pier, who won the

slalom Saturday to lead the

men's Alpine team to victory

over VVM. J. P., this Bud's for

you!

m^

Kay Lackey '85 goes up lor one
of many inside baskets during

Saturday's game against Wes-
leyan. (Plonsker)

Women win in overtime

by Sara Griffiths

In their second meeting with Wesleyan, the women's basket-

ball team came from behind to defeat the Cardinals 57-52 on

Saturday.

During the first half, Williams had trouble making shots fall in

and the offensive rebounding was weak. The sharp passing of

Wesleyan's offense gave the tough Eph defense a good workout.

At the close of the half, the score was 28-20 in the Cardinals'

favor.

At the start of the second half, co-captain Cathy Evans '83

sparked the offensive play and Williams tied up the score. The
lead see-sawed back and forth. The score was tied at 48 with a

minute left; Kay Lackey '85 put in some key foul shots and the

lead went to Williams. Wesleyan tied the score at 50 as regula-

tion period came to a close.

Coach pleased

Coach Sue Hudson-Hamblin was pleased with the team's play

during overtime. "They just kept chipping away at Wesleyan's

defense and scored 7 unanswered points before Wesleyan even

got on the scoreboard."

High scorers for Williams were Kay Lackey with 20, 14 of

which were in the second half, and Tracy Burrows '84 and Thalia
Meehan '83 with 14 apiece. Meehan led the team in rebounds with
16.

Uttle Three battle

The battle for the Little Three title takes place on march 2 at

Williams. The best result for Williams can hope for is a tie as

Amherst has beaten them once already.

The next game is Feb. 22 at Williams against Smith.

Sports Shorts CUL, CC-
Magic rules

Black Magic won this year's

women's intramural basketball

tournament by defeating the

Gladden House "Super Pick-

les" 13-12 last Monday night.

Black Magic, the Black Stu-

dent Union team, finished with a

6-0 record, good for first place,

while the Super Pickles were 5-1

and Spencer-Brooks finished

third with a 3-2 record.

The six-week tournament
involved 14 teams and two
leagues—Monday - Wednesday
and Tuesday - Thursday. Top
teams then competed against

each other in the playoffs.

The championship was a

repeat of last year's game,
when Black Magic again beat

the Super Pickles by one point.

Two-on-two
Gary Pfaff '83 and Mike Jones

'83 dribbled their way to victory

in the men's division of the

Miller two-on-two last Friday.

Mace Foehl '85 and Erin Sahr
'84 won the women's division;

and Peter Griffith '85 and Cathy
Evans '83 won the mixed
competition.

Pfaff and Jones claimed the

men' s title with an exciting 26-22

victory over Keith Hopps '83

and Seth Toney '84, last year's

champions.
Griffith and Evans beat Pfaff

and Dorothy Briggs in a contro-

versial 25-21 win to claim the co-

ed title.

Only four teams entered the

women's competition, so no

prize money was awarded in

that division. The $200 scholar-

ship was split among the four

other winners, giving them $50

apiece.

Women fall
In an encore performance

from a game at Wesleyan two

weeks ago, the women's hockey

team lost to the Cardinals 5-4 in

the last minute.

Williams goals were scored

by senior co-captains Meredith

McGlll and Bea Fuller, Sally

Hart '86 and Pam Briggs '84, as

they traded goals with the Car-

dinals all afternoon. Wesleyan
beat Williams 8-7 in the last min-

ute In their last meeting.

The Ephwomen close out

their season this week with

UConn Thursday night at 7:00

and Skldmore Saturday at 2: 00.

Continued from Page 9

"Because they are more
active (than In the past), the

potential threat of Housing

Committee actions not In the

student's Interests Is greater,"

said Ward. He claimed that last

year's Housing Committee was
out of step with student opinion.

CUL member Professor Jill

Nasslvera countered, stating,

"I'm sensing a degree of para-

noia about last year." Ward
responded that he was "not

paranoid but reactionary. I've

been hurt once and don' t want to

be hurt again."

There appeared to be general

agreement on the advisability

of adopting the Pomllla (priorit-

ized lottery) Proposal. Robin-

son stated that the Council still

supports the measure and Roo-

senraad stated his own favora-

ble inclination towards the

proposal.

Robinson and Roosenraad
attempted to downplay differ-

ences between the two groups.

^UJl

GREAT COUNSELORS WANTED!

Top boys' camp in Maine seeks the best

your student body has to offer. We need

enthusiastic staff to teach all land sports,

plus: foot hockey, lacrosse, tennis, arts and
crafts, nature, archery, computers, radio,

water skiing, canoeing, tripping and water

safety instruction.

From June 19 through August 19, you
will have a great time, plus earn an attractive

salary.

If interested, please call or write:

Camp Wildwood
805 Seney Ave.

Mamaroneck, New York 10543

Tel. (914) 698-1010

Beer & Wine Specials

Carting Black Label

$7.75/case (bar bottles)

Utica Club

S10.0Q/case

all prices w/o deposit

Delia Scala Soave

1.5 litre-$4.49

Macon Le Grand Cristal 79
$2.99 while available

Many Other Specials

Come on in and Browse
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Alpiners claim top spot

Sports February 22, 1983

by John Clayton

John Pier and Crawford Lyons took
one-two in the slalom to propel the men's
Alpine team to first place In this week-
end's Winter Carnival at Brodie
Mountain.

Williams Coach Bud Fisher said that

this was the first time in the history of

Williams skiing that Ephmen had taken
the top two spots.

It was the first time all season that the

University of Vermont had lost the men's
downhill. Fisher said, "We've neverwon
a Alpine race that I can remember. UVM
doesn't lose often."

No fluke

Pier, a sophomore, won the slalom
with a time of 1: 20.14, with Lyons, a junior

and the downhill captain, right l}ehind at

1:20.17. "Crawford and John were not

flukes, they were not skiing above their

heads," said Fisher.

"Another factor that has helped is the

consistency of Tuck Collins. He's heen
around the top ten, and that result is cru-

cial to our team score. And freshman
Tim Hill has the potential to score just as

well."

"Our Alpine team should be right up

there most of the time," said Fisher.

"Even when Crawford fell on Friday (in

the giant slalom) , we still came in third.

1 expect at least a second or third at Mid-
dlebury as well."

Lyons will be going to the Nationals in

Montana in the first seed in the slalom
and first or second in the GS. The first

seed Includes the best four skiers from
the East and best four from the West.
Pier should be in the second seed in both
events, while Collins will be fourth in the

GS and Hill may also go in that event.

A seventh-place finish In the Nordic
competition gave the men fifth place for

the weekend. "There were bright spots,"

said Fisher of the cross-country, "but
Steve Johansen being sick really hurt

Women fourth

The women finished fourth overall,

placing fourth in cross-country and third

in the downhill.

Freshman Heidi Knight won the
women's giant slalom, and Kate Knopp
'85 skied to third in the slalom to lead the

Alpine team. Ellen Chandler '83 took
fifth In the individuals to lead the Nordic
team.

Swimmers splash Wesleyan
by Chris Harned

The men's varsity swim team handily
defeated Little Three rival Wesleyan Univer-
sity, 73-17, to capture the Championship Title

today. The Ephs finished the regular season
with a near-perfect 8-1 record.

The Ephs won every event following the open-
ing 400 medley relay, and eight Williams
swimmers registered first-place finishes.

Sophomore Rob Klrkpatrick was the only dual
winner of the day, splashing to a close first in the

200 individual medley (2:05.4), and outdueling
teammate John Gould '84 to win the 500 freestyle

(5:04.1 to 5:08.23).

All-American Rob Sommer '84 won the 200

backstroke in a time which qualified him for

NCAA Division HI Nationals (1:59.1). Senior

Rob Bowman raced to victory in the 1000 frees-

tyle (10:50.0), sophomore John Peloso fought

off teammate Kelley Murphy '85 to win the 200

freestyle (1:49.5 to 1:51.4), Gould prevailed in

the 50 freestyle (22.7) and Murphy won the 100

freestyle in a quick : 51.2.

Freshmen victorious

Freshman Dominic Kulic picked up a win in

the 200 butterfly (2:02.7) and classmate Alex
Kraus took a strong second In the event (2: 09.1)

.

All-American David Johnson '83 glided to vic-

tory in the 200 breaststroke (2: 18.0) and appears

to be a leading candidate to win that event at

New Englands.

The all-freshman team of Bill Couch, Kraus,
Kulik, and Will Andrew concluded a successful

day for the Williams mermen with a stream-
lined victory in the 400 freestyle relay (3: 22.2)

.

The Ephs, four-time defending New England
champions, will attempt to continue their domi-
nance March 3-5 at Springfield College before
traveling to Canton, Ohio for the NCAA Division
III National meet. Last year, the Ephs finished

in the runner-up position, after taking third the
year before.

Women win too

The women handily defeated Wesleyan as
well.

Williams winners included Liz Jex '83 in the

100 butterfly, Kim Eckrich '85 in the 50 breast-

stroke, the 100 IM and the 100 breast. Sue Knapp
'85 in the 200 crawl, Kathy Kirmayer '86 in the
100 free, Cecila Ciepiela '84 in the 200 back, and
Alicia Murphy '86 in the 200 breast.

The Ephwomen also won the medley relay;

but Wesleyan scorekeepers neglected to furnish

Williams with a score sheet including all win
winners and times.

The women go to the New Englands at Sou-

theastern University in North Dartmouth,
Mass. next weekend. They are favorites to

repeat as champions for the fourth year in a row

.

Freshman Heidi Knight strealcs to victory In the Giant Siaiom last Friday at Brodie Mountain.

(Scheibe)

Track Third
Parker sets new mile mark

by Mark Averitt

Junior Bo Parker set a school
record in the mile and won the

880 yard run to propel the men's
winter track team into a tie for

third with MIT in the Division

III New England Champion-
ships held over the weekend in

New London, Conn.
Parker won the mile in 4: 09.6

and his performance in the 880

yard relay enabled the Williams
team to win the event, setting a
school mark with a time of

10: 17.3.

Tomas Alejandro '83 once
again dominated the short and
middle distance events. Alejan-

dro broke a school record by
winning the 440 yard run in 49.73

seconds, then anchored Willi-

ams' mile relay team which fin-

ished first at 3:25.1.

Alejandro came in a disap-

pointing sixth in the sixty yard
dash, although as Coach Dick
Farley said, "He was just

exhausted by that time."
Parker and Alejandro teamed
up to contribute in 50 of Willi-

ams' 58 points.

Parker dominated the eleven-

man mile field by running away
to a 1: 54.2 pace in the first half-

mile. He then combined with
Bennett Yort '84, Mark Rice '84,

and top-notch anchorman Brian
Angle '84 to take the 880 relay.

Alejandro was supported by John
Campbell '84, Kevin Jenkins '85

and Ted Leon '84 in the mile

relay. The two mile relay team
of Eric Smith '83, John Conlon
'85, John Nelson '84 and Tom
Pingree came in sixth at 8: 05.0.

Williams' other scorers both

ran the 440 yard race: Ted Leon
'84 finished fourth while Jenkins

was fifth.

Coach Farley said, "We
didn't qualify many kids for this

meet, which didn't really sur-

prise me. We're a great dual- or

tri- or quad-meet team, but

besides our two superstars
(Parker and Alejandro), we
really don't have anybody to

compete in meets like this."

Tufts emerged as the Division

III New England Champion
with 83 points, while Bates was
second with 63.

Puckmen ice two more

Ed Finn '83 hunts for the puck amid Middlebury stealers.

(Locl(wood)

by Dave Woodworth

The men's varsity hockey
team continued their dramatic
late-season turnaround, win-

ning lx>th of their games this

week in easy fashion.

Friday night saw the Ephs
avenge a mid-season loss to

Middlebury by defeating the

Panthers, 6-3, before an enthusi-

astic crowd at Chapman rink.

The first period proved typi-

cal of the game, as Middlebury
dominated play, racking up a
21-5 edge in shots on goal. Goal-

keeper Dan Finn '84, however,
managed to turn them all aside,

while Brian Rutledge '85 con-

verted on one of Williams'

opportunities to give the Ephs a
1-0 lead at the 6:43 mark. Rich
Jackson '85 got the assist.

Insurmountable lead

Co-captain Sam Flood '83

extended the margin to 2-0 with

a goal that came just 24 seconds
into the second period. Rutledge
and Mark Wysocki '83 set Flood

up beautifully for a clear shot

from straightaway, and Flood
beat the Panther goalie to the

near post.

Rutledge got his second score
of the night at the 7:35 point,

with Flood, returning the favor,

on the assist. Moments later

Greg Pachus '84 gave Jackson a
perfect pass to send him in alone
on the breakaway. Coming at

the 8: 29 mark, this goal gave the

Ephs what proved to be an
insurmountable 4-0 lead.

Middlebury did give Williams
a run for its money, however, as
they scored three straight goals

to cut the Ephs' margin to 4-3.

Marty Wenthe tallied at 11: 58 of

the second period, Matt Weeden
at 7:49 of the third, and Jeff

Scanlon less than five minutes
later.

Regain momentum
The Ephs regained their lost

momentum, however, when
they got a power-play opportun-
ity with 7:02 left to play. Willi-

ams' power play has not been

Continued .on Page 12
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i Pomilla Proposal passes; French House passe

Dean Cris Roosenraad explains the Pomilla Proposal at

last Tuesday's CUL meeting. (Scheibe)

by Chris Hewlett

The Committee on Undergraduate
Life (CUL) resoundingly passed the

system of priority ranking and lottery

for house transfer applicants as out-

lined In the Pomilla Proposal at last

Tuesday's meeting. They also voted

to postpone the proposed French
House for a year because of a lack of

student interest.

The new ranking system, as pro-

posed by Paul Pomilla '84, will base
priority for house transfer on fresh-

man inclusion results and class year.

Juniors applying will receive four

points and sophomores one, while
people living in their initial fifth

;holce houses will get eight points,

fourth choice residents six points, and
soon.

Applicants will be randomly ranked
within each of twelve point categories
and placed in their highest available
choice before people in the next cate-
gory win be considered.

Only for Class of '86

This method will yield a higher cho-
ice on the average than the alternate
first-choice maximization system,
explained CUL chairman Crls Roo-
senraad. "The first choice maximiza-
tion would make many people
happy," he said, "but those who are
unhappy would be very unhappy."

On the advice of representatives
from the Student Housing Committee
and College Council, the CUL passed
another motion stating that the hew
system will go into effect next year
only for the Class of '86. The Class of

'85 will therefore not be affected by
their freshman Inclusion results since

the ranking system was not operative
when they were included.

The CUL agreed that incoming
transfer students, who did not
undergo freshman Inclusion and are
generally unfamiliar with campus
housing, should be treated as though
they were applying from their fifth

choice houses.

The CUL then voted not to offer the

proposed French House co-op next
year. Although 11 students had been
placed in the French House, four later

withdrew their names, leaving only
seven. Roosenraad declared that this

number is substantially below what
the committee considers "viable" for

Continued on Page 4

Chandler, CC oppose

Solomon Amendment
by Robert Herbstman and

Ned Ladd
President John Chandler, in

an open letter to the Williams
community, formally declared
his opposition to the linking of

federal financial aid to draft
registration. College Council Is

expected tonight to endorse
similar denunciations of the
Solomon Amendment.
Chandler outlined the Col-

lege's plan which included
active participation in protest-
ing the Solomon Amendment.
He also stated that the adminis-
tration will "continue to con-

sider %hat financial relief, if

any, the College will provide to

students who, for reasons of

conscience, forfeit their eligibil-

ity for Title IV programs."
"The College has no position

on draft registration Itself,"

Chandler explained. "The
Solomon Amendment is a
deplorable piece of legislation

because it links draft registra-

tion to higher education."

New committee

Chandler has set up a commit-
tee to study the effects of fund-

ing non-registrants with College
funds. Dean Crls Roosenraad
will chair this committee which
will Include Ralph Bradbud,
Philip Wick, Michael Reed,
Robert Dalzell, Jr., Jonathan
Light '83, Mark Koenlg '83,

Susan Frltts '83, and Danlal Fla-

herty '83.

The committee will discuss

the many problems that aiding

non-registrants raises, accord-
ing to Chandler. He explained
that, contrary to popular belief,

there Is no "stash" of liquid

funds ready to be doled out to

draft resistors.

"How much we spend of our
endowment is determined by a
formula," he said. Changing
that formula to provide aid for

non-registrants would involve a
change In tuition, according to

Chandler.

College Council will consider
two proposals opposing the

Solomon Amendment at
tonlglit's meeting.

Bates Proposal

One of the proposals, written

by the representative assembly
at Bates College and distributed

to several Eastern colleges,

calls for opposition on the

grounds that the Solomon
Amendment is "unfair and dis-

criminatory." Middlebury Col-

lege has already approved this

resolution and other colleges

are in the process of debating it.

Petition for aid

The other proposal is a peti-

tion currently circulating on
campus, which urges the Board
of Trustees to provide "some
sort of aid to non-registrants to

replace the federal funds so that

students will be able to continue

their education."

The petition, designed by a

special action group of 20

members of the Coalition

Against Militarism, Is being

considered by the Council
separately from the Bates
Proposal.

Dave Yaskulka '84, a spokes-

man for the special action

Continued on Page 4
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Carl Van Duyne, dead at 36
Carl L Van Duyne, associate professor of economics

at Williams College and a resident of Petersburg Road,
died yesterday morning after a short Illness. He spe-
cialized in macroeconomics and internation
economics.
Born May 30, 1946 in Newark, N.J., the son of Gardner

and Jane HI Van Duyne, now of Mantolking, N.J., he
was married July 22, 1972, to the former Wendolyn
Krause of Hutchinson, Kan.
He graduated magna cum laude in 1968 from Prin-

ceton University and received his Master's in 1969 and
his doctorate in 1976, both from Stanford University.

Stanford lecturer

He had been an Instructor in economics at the U.S.
Naval Academy, from 1969 to 1972, while on active duty
as a Lieutenant J.G. with the Navy. He later spent a
year as a lecturer with the Stanford economics depart-
ment.

In addition he had served as a junior staff economist
and later as consultant for the Council of Economic
Advisers in Washington, and had been a visiting scholar
with the Division of International Finance of the Board
of Governors of the Federal Reserve System.

Continued on Page 6
Carl I. Van Duyne

Mountains of ielly beans await even the casual muncher at Goodies. (Scheibe)

Goodies found on Spring Street
by Jeff Brainard

There's a new kid In town.

"Goodies" is a new candy
store on Spring Street. But It's

not just your average candy
store. A rainbow pattern of jelly

bean jars, framed by black for-

mica, a long mirror and a neon
sign blazing forth the store's

name beckon the first-time vis

Iter Into an unusual environ-
ment.

The overnight appearance of

Goodies which startled many in

the community was just that—
the owner moved In in a day-
and-a-half, a week ago last

Sunday. And already her busi-

ness is non-stop. After her first

three days she had already sold
48 pounds of fudge and had to

order more of everything in her
stock.

"Here, you've got to try some
of this," exclaims Jesse Spec-
tor, as he leads a newcomer
over to a Jar for a sample of

some unknown treat. Spector, a
cancer specialist from Lenox,
takes time out to help run the

store. His wife Patty Is the

owner of the corporation which
started Goodies in Willlam-
stown, and which plans other
stores elsewhere.

"Cool" decour
"This really turns me on a lot

more than my medical practice
does," Jesse says. His pride in

the store's appearance is evl-

Conlinued on Page 4
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BiUsville by L. Rockwood

The Williams Record

A mixed bag
The Committee on Undergraduate Life finally resolved the housing

issue last week by adopting the Pomilla proposal. Putting to rest the

fears that the CUL would limit the number of transfers, the Pomilla
proposal's passage brought a degree of fairness to the housing system
by prioritizing transfer choices. At the same time, prioritization encour-

ages freshmen to take inclusion more seriously, by recognizing that

their choices will remain valuable throughout their college careers.

But if the CUL meeting brought a sigh of relief, it also brought a

measure of disappointment. Due to a lack of co-op space, and a lack of

student response, the French House's doors were closed before they

were ever opened. Of the 11 students who had registered for the French
House, four changed their minds; that and the space crunch provided by
the conversion of Rice House and the potential conversion of Dewey (to a

French House), coupled with a rise in co-op demand, proved too much.
It is unfortunate that an idea on which so many worked so hard, and

which would have boosted the image of our language departments, met
with so little student response. The French House will get another
chance next year, at which time we hope it succeeds.

Great buns
Honey-buns. Just think of the images conjured up by those three

syllables: a little golden packet of sticky, scrumptuous joy.

The honey-bun is integral to the identity of Williams as we know it. It

is the staple of the diet here, the workhorse of late-night gourmet snacks
over which varied and important ideas are discussed.

The honey-bun provides a focal point for school spirit. The individ-
ual differences among liberals, conservatives, radicals, feminists,
chauvinists, lovers and space cadets are all smoothed over in a frenzy of
culinary delight. "Let's bury the hatchet," they say. "Let's eat a honey-
bun."

Why, then, isn't this hallowed nourishment available in campus
dining halls? Instead, we get morning "goodies" of such dubious value
as bran muffins, cakes and (sorry to say it, but let's be honest) sugar-
covered donuts. When parents and friends visit, we can only hang our
heads in shame that our well-known specialty is unavailable for their

perusal and can only be purchased with their hard-earned pennies in the
snack bar.

What kind of public relations is this? If the College realized the

institutional advantages to be gained from its golden egg, as it were, it

would give honey-buns to visiting perspective students, perhaps before
their interview. It would mail honey buns to parents and alumni along
with term bills and solicitations for money.

But for now, we must concentrate on the campus itself. While we
might not be able to win the war, we can wage the home battle.

Any late-night visitor to the donut man can vouch that trays of

honey-buns exist in abundance. But they aren't destined for dining hall

trays. Some go to the snack bar, but what about the rest? Perhaps they
are spirited away for the consumption of elite faculty or trustee commit-
tee meetings under cover of night.

And another thing. Have you ever seen a chocolate-covered donut
anywhere on campus? Or a croeller? They're not even for sale at the

snack bar. But they exist.

Who knows for sure how extensive are these monstrous plots which

deter us from our destiny? But as students we can only call more loudly

for justice, for an equal distribution of the supply of munchies. Honey-

bun lovers of the world, unite!

Special thanks to our

layout staff:

Lois Abel John Butter

Cathy Bell Martita Weil

EDITORS-IN-
CHIEF
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Pomilla, French House

—

Continued from Page 1

the house.

Co-op space needed

Also, because of the potential loss of

two co-ops this year, (Rice House to

the coaches now in Jesup and Dewey
to the French House), 43 students

remain on the waiting list. Dean Mary
Kenyatta reported.

As a result the committee decided

to return Dewey House to its original

status as a co-op. It also urged
Kenyatta to find out whether those

seven students would like to be
returned to the co-op waiting list, and
if so to place them with high priority.

Since Dewey Is now the only co-op left

to be filled, they will probably end up
there, but not as members of a French
House.

Inclusion a success

The Committee also reviewed the

freshman inclusion form which will

be distributed soon. Roosenraad
noted that it was "substantially the

same as it has been in past years,"

except that now freshman may only

apply in groups of up to four instead of

seven.

Roosenraad praised the overall

success of the inclusion process, not-

ing that last year more than 89 per-

cent of freshmen were placed in

either their first or second choices.

Solomon Amendment

—

Continued from Page 1

group, said that nearly 80 percent of the

students he has spoken with have signed

the petition. He feels that this petition is

more "active" because it seeks to com-
pensate for the losses some non-

registrants have incurred through the

amendment.

"I don't think (the Bates) proposal is

as meaningful as ours but of course I

agree with it," Yaskulka said. "It will at

least show solidarity among colleges,

which is indeed important."

Yaskulka added that if the Trustees

were not quick to respond to the petition,

the special action group would "put

some pressure" on them. However, he

did not elaborate on what kind pressure

the group was considering. He also said

that since Williams is in a "comfortable'

'

position financially, it has enough money
to give some sort of aid either in the form
of commercial rate loans, or subsidized

college loans.

lars as a recruiting device, offering them

a chance to compete for additional

grants from the school.

Among other schools that do not spon-

sor Merit Scholars, Amherst has only 19

In its current freshman class, Swarth-

more has 18 and Wesleyan has eight.
—Jfifk \ta\ht'r

Untvvrsity of Illinois profttaor Jamat Millar revaala tha waakneaaaa of Nia Sovlat aconomy.

pend further funding for nuclear weapon
systems.

He stressed that action must be taken
now, before the concept of a nuclear wea-
pons freeze becomes obsolete.

"The freeze may never work in the

future because the very weapons sys-

tems which the freeze seeks to stop are

systems which would make the freeze

unworkable should any of them be
deployed," he explained. "The Soviet

Union would have no intention of agree-
ing to a freeze with those systems in

place."

Ghost of a chance
He advised interested individuals to

"get actively, directly involved in the

electoral process for the 1984 elections,"

adding that "the important thing is not

for the freeze to endorse a particular
candidate but to make it clear to anyone
running for office that unless they sup-

port the freeze they haven' t got a ghost of

a chance of getting elected."

—Lucy I^Ytlv

Speaker stresses

need for freeze

"This is the year for the nuclear wea-

pons freeze movement," claimed Chris

Martin of the Williamstown Nuclear

Weapons Freeze Office in a speech last

Thursday.
"If we don't have the freeze by the end

of this year, we can all hang it up, " Mar-

tin continued. "There will be weapons
systems in place which are essentially

guaranteed to accelerate into a nuclear

conflict."

The freeze Martin advocates would be

a bilateral agreement between the US
and USSR to stop all testing, production

and deployment of all nuclear weapons.

Martin described the Reagan adminis-

tration as "extremely reluctant to

pursue the freeze" and predicted no sig-

nificant change in the President's policy.

Popular support
However, there is much popular sup-

port for the freeze, he said. One-third of

the US population was presented with the

proposal in last November's elections,

and of those, 60 percent voted for the

freeze, said Martin. In Williamstown

alone, 76 percent of those voting sup-

ported the freeze.

Martin hopes to "translate public sen-

timent in last November's elections into

policy—first by pushing for a freeze bill

in the House, then for similar freeze reso-

lutions in the Senate."

Such bills have already been submit-

ted and voting is scheduled in the House
for March and for a few months later in

the Senate. Until that time, Martin hopes
that Congress can be persuaded to sus-

Merit Scholars

flock to Williams

Williams has more National Merit

Scholars in its current freshman class

than any other comparable college of its

size in the nation, according to director

of admissions Philip Smith.

There are currently 35 freshman Merit

Scholars, which is the largest number in

the school's history. Smith said.

All of the 5,44^8 students in the nation-

wide program received at least a $1,000

grant. Some schools sponsor Merit Scho-

New
Goodies

—

Continued from Page 1

dent. "The whole decor has to be classy,

right down to the minute detail of the

[candy jar] lid covers . . . look at them,

they're cool!

"

The goodies in those jars include jelly

beans, taffy and fruit slices. In the dis-

play cases are nuts, and chocolates con-

taining liquor, fruit and cashews. The
store's specialties are imported choco-

late, marzipan and shortbread, says

Pattl. She will also offer bulk orders and

shipments to students' homes.

"I've always liked to eat," Pattl

explained of her interest in the candy
business. "I had to take up sports to keep

from getting fat." She was a practicing

child psychologist before beginning the

new business.

Jesse explained that they chose Willi-

amstown for the location of the first Goo-

dies because it is "a high-calibre,

vibrant community . . . with a very pres-

tigious college and a well-known
summer theatre." The population here is

small but "sophisticated," Jesse
explains, and according to Patty, willing

to pay Goodies' high prices (up to $14 per

pound for chocolate.)

Example of oligopoly

"We're not worried about any compe-
tition for them," said a checker at the

Slippery Banana concerning Goodies'

appearance. But an Economics 208 class

did address the possibility of oligopolis-

tic competition replacing the current

monopoly in the Spring Street candy
industry on a recent mid-term
examination.

Patti hopes to expand her operation to

other locations, possibly Boston, New
York or Nantucket. A store in Lenox will

begin operation this summer. Jesse is in

charge of scouting possible locations.

Real estate costs on Nantucket could be

four times as much as in Williamstown,

and sixteen times as much in New York.

But the basic start-up cost for Goodies'

custom-built (and baked) materials

would be the same anywhere.
"We were fearful at first to sink a tre-

mendous amount of money here," Jesse

admitted, "but I already have a good

feeling that it will take care of itself and

that it will be fun."

^ * * * * NEW TRAVEL CONVENIENCE * * * * *
/SfOlV 5 MilY TRIPS

NEW YORK CITY
- DAILY DEPARTURES FROM PITTSFIELD -
6:00a.m. 8:00a.m. 11:00a.m.

1:0Gp.m. 5:00p.in.
[ FIVE DAILY RETURN TRIPS, EIGHT ON WEEKENDS 1

You'll SEE
more and

ENJOY
more . .

.

SAVE
time, B«
end money
TRAVEL
IN FULL
COMFORT

THREE TRIPS via Lenox,
Lee, Stockbridge and Great
Barrington — then through
Connecticut's HOUSATONIC
VALLEY . . . alio serving

Sheffield, Canaan, Falls Vil-

lage, West Cornwall, Cornwall
Bridge, Kent, Gaylordsville,

New Milford, Danbury, White
Plains and Yonkers.

TWO TRIPS via Lenox, Lee,

Stockbridge and Great Bar-

rington — then through New
York's TACONIC VALLEY...
also serving South Egremont,
Hillsdale, Copake, Millerton,

Amania, Millbrook, Arthurs-
burg, Hopewell Junction, East

Fishkill, White Plains and
Yonkers.

ALSO TWO DAILY TRIPS FROM PITTSFIELD TO
SPRINGFIELD & PROVIDENCE [ Four on Fri. & Sun. ]

*• 0) BonanzaV X y BUS LINES INC

It's A PlBBBurB To Bbpvb You••••••***
gjl ?s*,.i,^ Slop In Of Phon* For Sc:h«dul« & Ticfcaii To All Points

PITTSFIELD BUS TERMINAL - 57 So. Church St. - Phone 442 4451

JOSEPH E. DEVEY

9:00 - 5:00

Mon.-Sat.

<<
%̂

'EY ^ K MC n^ WILUAMSTWILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.
01267

458-5717

'4>

THE LONDON SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS
AND POLITICAL SCIENCE OFFERS YOU
THE CHANCE TO STUDY IN LONDON

Dr. Nicholas Barr will visit Williams College next week on

Monday, March 7th to interview students interested in

spending their Junior Year at the School, or in doing

graduate vi/ork there.

Dr. Barr's timetable is being arranged by Dean Nancy

Maclntire, Associate Dean.

The London School of Economics is widely
regarded as the best place to study Social Sciences
in Britain and one of the best in history, law and
statistics.

Llse London School of Eoononics and Pblitical Sdenoe

Juniors bring back culture
by Amy Chapman Smith

Tills year, as always, part of

the junior class chose to spend
the first semester of this year
pursuing programs of study

abroad. When these juniors

return to Williams, friends and
acquaintances want to know
how everything went.

"When people say, 'So, how
was your trip?" " said one jun-

ior, "What do they want me to

tell them? 'It was fun.'? No. So,

I always say, 'Well, do you
really want to know?' and they

always look at me funny."

Culture shock

Most returning juniors and
seniors experience a form of

"culture shock.
'

' Some arriving

juniors described the term "cul-

ture shock" as "probably over-

rated," and "too broad," but all

recognized it as a problem.
Linda Aaron, who was In Lon-

don, described her first few

days back as "weird. It was sort

of life being a freshman again."

One junior, Kristen Engberg,
came back to the United States

three days before second
semester was to start. She

enjoyed her time alone, it was
"a time to reabsorb things."

Although, said Engberg, "I

did dissolve into tears and ber-

ate everyone for a few days at

meals. I find large crowds
almost impossible to cope
with." Junior Stephen Brews-
ter, who spent the first semester

In London, made sure he spent

his first few days back at Willi-

ams with a small group of

friends— "I didn't go near
Baxter."

Reassessing Williams
On experiencing Williams

anew, many returning students

remarked that they appreciated

Williams more—especially the

academics. Aaron had left with

her impression of Williams

ranging from "fine to routine"

and now finds that "Williams
has so much to offer; so many
fantastic courses and brilliant

professors."

But not everyone agreed.

pering," remarked a student

returning from Greece.

Aaron was struck by a com-
parison of America and Europe,

explaining, "We have no his-

tory! It's so shocking! It felt like

people here are so lazy." A stu-

dent returning from Vienna

noticed that with "some people

it's really frustrating because

you j ust want to shake them and

say, 'This isn't the only place in

the world. There's so much
more out there.' " Brewster

said, "I can't get angry when
they haven't had the opportun-

ity to go abroad."

Spontaneous descriptions of a

Williams is a "really intense place, and you

can't afford to be aware of a lot of what's

going on in the world. You have what's

really like tunnel vision. It's scary—you

don't realize it until you step back."

Despite the best bungling efforts of, above from left, court usher Al EN,

inebriated judge Mike Costantino '85, prosecutor Dan Morris '84 and
thwarted tnalden Valerie Anastaslo '86, all ended happily In typical operetta

fashion amid such marriage and singing. (Gllck)

Rich Miller '86, below, enthralled a hostile jury and a delighted audience

with tales of his adventures as a "love-sick boy" in last weekend's perfor-

mances of Gilbert and Sullivan's "Trial by Jury." (Gllck)

Another student, returning
from Vienna, observed that Wil-

liams is a "really intense place,

and you can't afford to be aware
of a lot of what's going on In the

world. You have what's really

like tunnel vision. It's scary—
you don't realize it until you step

back."

Students mentioned a change
in their perspective. For some,
Williams' narrowness is not the

real world; "everything's taken

care of—it's amazingly pam-

Concert Listing
prepared by TOONERVILLE

Tues, Mar. 1 Robert Ellis Orral, Paradise. Bos-
ton
Eric Clapton & Ry Cooder, Centrum, Wor-
cester. Mass.

Wed.. Mar. 2 Alvin Lee. Hullabaloo, Rensse-
laer, NY
Gun Club, Channel Boston
Berlin Airlift. Paradise, Boston

rhur.. Mar. 3 John Valby, Hullabaloo,

Rensselaer, NY
Robert Hunter, Hangar One, Amherst, MA
Gun t:iub. Chateau. Albany. NY
Koko Taylor, Jonathan Swill's, Boston
Paul Ceremia, Passim's, Boston

Fri., Mar. 4 David Johansen, Rusty Nail,

Tito Puente & Flora Purim, Berklee Perlor-
mance Ctr., Boston
Tower of Power, Agora Ballroom, W.
Hartford, Conn.
Willie Nelson, Civic CIr., Hartford, Conn.
Joe Perry. Capitol Theater, Concord. NH

Mar, 4 & 5 Boys of the Lough & Alistair

Anderson, Paine Hall, l-larvard U.. Cam-
bridge, Mass.

Sat., Mar 5 Willie Nelson, Centnjm, Worces-
ter. Mass
Alvin Lee, E.M. Loew's, Worcester, MA
Fat, Rusty Nail, Sunderland, Mass.

Aerosmith, Cape Cod Coliseum, So. Yar-

mouth, Mass.

TROLLEY RECORDS
Maynard Ferguson. Shriner's Auditorium,

Wilmington, Mass.

Sun., Mar. 6 David Mallet, Iron Horse,
Northampton, Mass.
O'Jays. Berklee Performance Ctr.. Boston
Marshall Tucker Band, Brandels U.,

Waltham, Mass.

Mar. 7 Norman Blake, Iron Horse,
Northampton
Mar. 8 Brownie McGhee , Iron Horse
l^ar. 9 Mary McCaslin & Jim Ringer, Iron

Horse
Mar. 1 1 Boys of the Lough, Music Hall, Troy,

N.Y.

Mar. It & 12 Laurie Anderson, Berklee Per-

formance ctr., Boston
Mar. 12 Hall & Oates, Civic Ctr., Providence,

R.I.

Mar. IS Hall & Oates, Civic Ctr., Hartford,

Conn.
Mar. 18 Hall & Oates, Civic Ctr, Qlens Falls,

N.Y.

Mar. 19 Hall & Oates, Centrum, Worcester,

Mass.
Mar 19 Jerry Lee Lewis, Palace. Albany, NY
Mar. 20 Weather Report, Orpheum. Boston
Mar. 21-27 Boston Jazz Festival

Mar. 26 Billy Squier, Centrum
April 1 Ozzy Ozbourne & Vandenberg,
Centrum
April 9 Akiyoshi-Tabakin Band, Music Hall,

Troy, NY.

WCFM Top Ten
An alphabetical list of the most frequently played songs on

WCFM, as complied by the Music Department:

1. Dexy's Midnight Runners—Come On Eileen

2. Dire Straits—Twisting By The Pool

3. Thomas Dolby—She Blinded Me With Science

4. English Beat— I Confess

5. Faico—Der Kommisar
6. Missing Persons—Walking in L.A.

7. Pretenders—My City Was Gone
8. Thompson Twins—Lies

9. Trio—Da Da Da
10. U2—New Year's Day

semester's study abroad
ranged from "good" with reser-

vations, to "incredible" and
"fantastic, enlightening and
challenging." But that was just

a cursory look. The students

Interviewed feel, for the most
part, that something about
them has changed.
"People want to pigeonhole

it," said Engberg. "They say,

'What was your experience?'

It's just a part of my life—it's

not something separate."

In Other Ivory Towers
MIT

MIT's Lecture Series Com-
mittee (LSC) had planned to

show Deep Throat on January

31 as its traditional Registration

Day pornographic film. Deep
Throat was replaced by Star

Wars at two o'clock on the day

on which it was to be shown

because of a threatened protest

by the Intercollegiate Women's
Coalition.

The Wellesley News spoke

with Leo DaCosta, Chairman of

the LSC. "The LSC has shown a

'double x-rated film every Reg-

istration Day' since February,

1971 . . . 'The films are incredi-

bly well attended—our l)est

attended films of the year—and
allow us to show everyone who
comes previews of coming
attractions for the rest of the

semester. We show 200 films a

year, 2 of which are x-rated; I

don't see anything wrong with

that. I'd rather have people see

it here than have them trudge
over to the Combat Zone.'

According to DaCosta, LSC has
shown Deep Throat before . . .

'Not only were there no pro-

tests, but 2,500 people came.'
"

Wellesley College

A new 24-hour coffeehouse at

Wellesley will be ready for busi-

ness sometime in April. The cof-

feehouse, located In the
basement of the student center,

will have eight rooms-
including smoking and non-
smoking sections, a conference
room, video games and an eat-
ing area. Wellesley News
reports that "the coffeehouse
will serve tea, a variety of cof-

fees including espresso and cap-
puccino, and light fare such as
croissants and pastries."

HELP WANTED:
COME TO THE WCTU informa-

tional meeting Thursday night al 8

in Greylock A! Help us combat the

evils of alcohol!

Many Bestsellers now arriving

in paperback

All remaining Calendars 50% offenzis

COLLEGE BOOK STORE, INC.

WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS 01267

GEEK

OF

THE

WEEK

Awarded weekly to

the Williams student

who forsal<es all

else' in search of

the scholarly ideal

BRIAN FLYNN '83 looks like an
optimistic guy, right? So you'd fig-

ure when you asked him for a com-
ment on being given this award for

his Econ. honors thesis which he's

been working on since last summer,
he'd have something positive to

say, right? But nooooo! All he says
Is "Time is running out ' There's
optimism for you Such is life for a

Geek of the Week

'Except a frosty cold Lite after the Savyyer
Library closes

GREAT TASTE . , .

LESS FILLING
Everything you always wanted
in a Beer . . . and Less

Beer Specials

Gennessee

Cream Ale
$g.99/case -• deposit

2 litres of soda
$1.50 + deposit

Hofbrau

$3.85/six-pacl(

+ deposit
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Van Duyne^ professor

of economics^ deceased
Continued from Page 1

In May and June of 1978, for a
year between August 1979 and
July 1980, while on sabbatical

leave from Williams, and again
during the summer of 1981, he
was a visiting scholar at the

Institute for International Eco-
nomic Studies at the University

of Stockholm, Sweden. He
worked there on developing a
theoretical model to demon-
strate what happens to primary
demand for recyclable products
when economic growth
decelerates.

NSF grant
He had received a National

Science Foundation grant to

construct a computer-based
econometric model of the U.S.

economy for instructional use.

That model uses a computer to

simulate the effects of national

and international events on the

U.S. economy.

He had served on several Wil-

liams faculty committees
including the Library Commit-
tee, the Political Economy Com-
ittee and the Provost's Advisory
Committee and was the current

chairman of the Academic Com-
puting Committee. He was the

author of a number of scholarly

articles and book reviews.

Sailing pro
An avid sailor, adviser to both

the Williams Yacht Club and the

Williams Sailing Club, he had
also published a number of arti-

cles on sailing tactics and stra-

tegy. A former captain of the

Princeton University Sailing

Team, he was an Intercollegiate

All-American in sailing in 1966

when he won the Intercollegiate

Singlehanded Sailing Cham-
pionships.

Van Duyne had also won both

the North American and Cana-

dian Finn Class sailing cham-
pionships, and had participated

in Finn Class competition In the

1968 Olympic Games, placing

thirteenth, and In the Pan Amer-

ican Games In 1967 and 1971,

placing second both times.

INTERNATIONAL

CAREER?

A representative

will be on the campus

THURSDAY

,

MARCH 10, 1983

to discuss qualifications for

advanced study at

AMERICAN
GRADUATE SCHOOL
and job opportunities

in the field of

INTERNATIONAl. MANAGEMENT

Interviews may be scheduled at

CAREER COUNSELING
OFFICE

AMEtlCAN ORADUATi ICHOOl

Of INTERNATIONM MAMAOWMNT
Tliundarfaird CaMpM

Glendale, Ariiona tSSM

A member of the Fales Com-
mittee at the Naval Academy,
he had served five years as vice

president of the International

Finn Association and four years
as a member of the U.S. Olym-
pic Yachting Committee and
the Athletes Advisory Council to

that group.

World championships
Coach of the Naval Academy

Sailing Team from 1969 to 1972,

he also coached the U.S. Team
in the World Youth Sailing

Championships in 1977, and was
a consultant to the President's

Commission on Olympic Sports
In 1976.

Besides his parents and his

wife he Is survived by two sons,

Carl Gerret and Geoffrey Adln;

one sister, Sally Van Duyne of

New York City; and a brother,

Peter VanDuyne, a student at

Lehigh University.

Private burial services will be
held Wednesday In the Williams

College Cemetery. A public

memorial service will be held

Friday at 2 p.m. in the Thomp-
son Memorial Chapel on the Wil-

liams campus with the Rev.

Richard Sherlock of Princeton,

N.J., a Princeton University

classmate, officiating.

In lieu of flowers the family
has suggested memorial contri-

butions be made in his name to

Williams College. Contributions

for that purpose may be
directed to the College's Devel-

opment Office in Jesup Hall.

Kristin Graham's photo essay at the Goodrich Gailary features the Smiths from Willlamstown and North

Adams.

Who are the Smiths?
by David Cerda

The Smith families of North

Adams and Willlamstown have
been brought together in a pho-

tography show by Kristin Gra-

ham, presented in the Goodrich

Gallery through march 4th.

Using telephone listings, Gra-

ham systematically contacted

every Smith family in North

Adams and Willlamstown, seek-

ing to take portraits of them in

their homes. The exhibition is

comprised of photographs of

everyone she was able to reach:

twenty-four portraits of Smiths
and nine photographs of the

doors of the Smiths who did not

want to be photographed.

Thus, a group of people shar-

ing the most common name in

TueeupsHOP
Hair Salon of the 80's

For He and She

ADDA
1983

VERSION

Tl

YOUR

LOOK

America is gathered in an exhi-

bition which allows the viewer
to examine their diversity and
their responses to being photo-

graphed in their personal
domain.
Using addresses from the tel-

ephone book, Graham sent let-

ters to each Smith family,

introducing herself as a Willi-

ams College Art Major, includ-

ing a photocopy of her Williams
I.D., and explaining the Idea
behind the show. She followed

up the letter with telephone
calls answering any questions
the Smiths might have and
arranging a time when she
could spend an hour or two with
them.
The tactfulness and care with

which Graham approached the

Smiths is evidenced in the num-
ber of Smiths who allowed a
stranger into their homes and in

the comfortableness and/or
immediacy of the portraits

themselves.

Each 11" X 14" black and
white portrait of the Smiths Is

accompanied by a packet which
Includes the photocopied tele-

phone listing of the Smiths, a
questionnaire and the contact

sheet(s) of all the pictures Gra-
ham shot for each portrait. The
questionnaire asks the Smiths
what their favorite family activ-

ity, vacation spot and political

stance Is, as well as what their

favorite dinners, movies and
T.V. shows are.

Hence, the viewer Is Invited to

develop a conception of what the

people photographed are like

and then compare that concep-
tion to the questionnaire
responses. This conceptual
frame Is purposefully limited,

ambiguous and intriguing;

there are no definitive
answers—rather our anticipa-

tion of the questionnaire
responses heightens as we move
from photograph to photograph.

The contact sheet(s) invite

the viewer to participate in the

mounting of the exhibition

itself. By examining the con-

tacts we can attempt to envision

the way Graham approached
the Smiths. For example, how
did she direct the Smiths in and
around their homes and arrive

at the photograph presented?

While the photographs of the
doorways neatly document
where the Smiths who did not

want to be photographed live,

the portraits go a step beyond
factual documentation and con-

vey the immediacy of the

photographer-subject relation-

ship. Gestures are arrested

while the camera meets the eye
in these close-up portraits.

Most of the photographs are

mysterious, some eerie, others

straightforward and likeable.

Harsh lighting, contrasty print-

ing, truncation and frozen ges-

tures connote that something is

"happening" here.

Although not always superbly

printed, the photographs non-

etheless emit a presence which
Invites the viewer to ask "who
are these people." The viewer

may refer to the packet accom-
panying the photographs for

possible answers or may simply
walk away thinking "that was
Mr., Mrs., or Ms. Smith." The
show Is rich in material which
allows the viewer to participate

In almost every aspect of its

construction and is therefore

well worth a trip to the Goodrich
gallery.
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Squash squishes Wesleyan
The men's squash team completed its intercollegiate season this

week with a resounding 9-0 victory over rival Wesleyan to capture

yet another Little Three Championship. Williams finished with an
18-4 won-loss record.

The win was highlighted by the Impressive play of the team's four

seniors: Matt Lynch, Marc Sopher, Roger Piatt and Mike Treitler.

While Lynch "nuked" his helpless opponent with hard serves and
raw power, both Sopher and Piatt wore down their adversaries with

finesse and superior court movement. The most exciting win, how-
ever, was reserved for Treitler, who overcame his admirable foe in

a grueling five7game match.
Rejoined by juniors Greg Zaff and Tom Harrlty, who spent last

weekend at the Nationals In San Francisco, the rest of the Ephmen
rode to easy victories, dropping only one game among five

matches.

Expect five ranking

On the strength of their schedule and their successful season, the

racketmen expect to secure a number five ranking nationally,

behind Harvard, Princeton, Yale and Trinity. The team hopes to

make an impressive showing at the Intercollegiate Championships

to be held this weekend In Princeton.

Each team from across the country sends its top six players with

numbers one and two playing in the "A" flight, numbers three and

four In the "B" and numbers five and six In the "C". Each draw is

devised as a separate tournament with seedings and feed-in conso-

lations to losers up through the quarter-finals.

Individual players' points are then added to form a team total

upon which the six-man team rankings for the season are based.

With many of its top six likely to receive high seeds, Williams

stands in good stead to outperform foes Trinity and Yale.

Alpine hot, nordic not
A third-place slalom finish led

the men's ski team to an overall

sixth place finish In the Mld-

dlebury Carnival and Eastern
Championships this weekend.

Williams placed fifth in a tight

giant slalom (GS) race, eighth

in the cross-country and eighth

In the X-C relay.

In the slalom, Alpine captain
Crawford Lyons '84 led the team
with a third place finish. Tim
Hill '86 finished seventh and
Chris Eagon '84 was 16th.

In the GS, Lyons was 13th and
Hill was 17th to lead the

Ephmen.

Cross-country
Spencer Jones '85 led the

cross-country team with a 32nd

Hockey
Continued from Page 8

and a host of Babson defenders

fell Into the goal, knocking it off

Its posts. However, the referee

ruled that the puck had crossed

the goal line before the posts

were dislocated, and the goal

stood.

Babson came into the game
with a 19-3-1 record and a

number two ranking in the

ECAC Division II.

On the Williams side, there

were heroes aplenty: Brownell,

with his two goals; Ed Finn,

with the game-winner; and Dan
Finn and the rest of the Willi-

ams defense, who held the swift-

skating Babson forwards at

bay.

Injuries hurt Williams

Williams finished the season

with a lackluster 8-15 record.

place finish. Ragnar Horn '86

following In 33rd, and Chuck
Mahoney '86 was 36th.

"It was the same story," said

Coach Bud Fisher. "The Alpine

team did very well, but cross-

country was not so hot.

"Overall," Fisher continued,

"that was the trend over the

whole season. The Alpine team
is in the top three in the East,

but the cross-country needs to

come along."

Four make nationals

Lyons, John Pier '85, Tuck
Collins '83 and Hill will be going

to the Nationals in Montana
next week. "We qualified more
people than ever before," said

Fisher. "Our goal is to finish in

the top ten."

but the stats did not tell the

whole story. Twelve Ephs sat

out at least one game, and
Brownell, the team's catalyst,

was out two weeks with a

shoulder injury. Williams was
able to put a full squad on the Ice

for only one period during the

entire season.

Also hidden in the record was
a nine-game losing streak, with

several contests decided by one

goal. This was followed by the

five-game winning streak with

which the Ephs closed out the

season.

Of his team's performance.

Coach Bill McCormlck noted,

"I'm obviously disappointed

with the season as a whole, but

our play the last week-and-a-

half was very encouraging. We
finished real strong."

Snowmobiling
Downhill Skiing

Crosscountry Skiing

J([urcst ^uusc

Comfortable Rooms
Fireplace in Lobby
Full Lounge Facility

Breakfast included with Rooms
Serving Breakfast, Lunch, & Dinner

Special rates with College I.D.

MAIN STREET OLD FORGE, NEW YORK 13420

(315) 369-3077

All Major Credll Cards Accepted

Men spike

Adams
The men's volleyball

squad extended their record

to 3-1 with a 15-13, 8-15, 15-12,

15-7 victory over a scrappy

Adams Turners club Satur-

day.

The Ephs, led by junior set-

ters Vince Brandsteln and
Steve Brewster, looked
sharper than they have all

season, making smooth def-

ensive transitions and
involving all of their hitters

in the offensive flow.

Midway through the first

game, with the score 8-8,

Brandsteln put a Brewster
short set down Inside the

Turners' ten foot line, ignit-

ing the crowd and establish-

ing a new, more energetic

pace for the rest of the

match.

From there Williams
began to dominate offen-

sively, freshman Chris Cla-

rey and Brewster augment-

ing Brandstein's hitting

power and senior Bill Best

dlnklng superbly.

"I was very pleased with

our performance," said

senior player/coach Paul
Sabbah. "Pieces are starting

to fall into place and we're

now playing the way I

thought we would three or

tour weeks ago."
Senior Bill Best spikes past Adams Turners opponents in the volleyball

team's win Saturday. (Scheibe

Sports Briefs
Women's squash

wins
The women's squash team

handily disposed of Smith Col-

lege 6-1 on Tuesday night.

Williams' number one player,

Barbara Riefler '83, destroyed

opponent Faith Hawkins by a 3-0

score. Lisa Buckley '83 handled

Smith's Lisa Lindstrom with

ease, 3-0.

Hilary Thomas '85 topped

Smith's Sue Colodny, 3-0; Eph
Heidi Halleck '83 took the mea-
sure of Debora Parkins, 3-1; Liz

Cole '83 shutout Rose Reed, 3-0;

and Amina Mahmood '84

blanked Barbara Rybke, 3-0.

Cassle Fisher, playing number
two, was the lone Eph loser in

the Smith match, succumbing
to Wendy Pruir, 3-2.

The win improved Williams'

record to 11-8. Riefler, Fisher,

Thomas and Buckley will be
competing for the National Title

in March.

—Work Irc-riM

Tufts dunks
hoopsters

Season-high performances by
Kay Lackey '85 and T. K. Mee-
han '83 were not enough, as the

women's basketball team lost to

Tufts 86-61 Saturday and 68-64 to

Smith In overtime Tuesday.
Againt Tufts, Lackey scored

24 points and Lynne Jaycobs '85

added 16. The Ephwomen
stayed with the Jumbos for the

first half, but three quick hoops
in the second half sparked Tufts

to the win. Due to sickness, Wil-

liams played with only seven

players.

Smith was seeded first in the

New England Athletic Confer-

ence (NIAC) tournament, but

Meehan's 25 points and the lead-

ership of fellow co-captain

Cathy Evans '83 kept Williams

in the game. Lackey got the

tying basket at the buzzer, but

Smith scored ten foul shots in

the overtime period to get the

win.

The Ephwomen, now 4-12,

face Amherst to close the sea-

son Saturday Wednesday at 7; 30

at home.

Women's hockey
falters

The women's hockey team (
2-

71) finished their season on a

down note as they tied Skidmore
4-4 on Saturday and lost to

UConn 5-4 on Thursday.
Co-captains Bea Fuller '83

and Meredith McGill '83 scored

the first two goals to put the

Ephwomen up 20 early.

"Then," said Coach Bernie

Neuner, "we fell apart.
.Although they had a good goal-

keeper, Skidmore was a weak
team, and it was a disappointing

game."
Pam Briggs '84 and Sally Hart

'86 scored the next two goals;

Hart's tying goal was her third

in three games.
"The positive thing about our

season was that we were com-
petitive with almost everyone,"
Neuner said.

CLASSIFIEDS

Camp Canadensis Co-ed Pocono
Mt. summer camp seeks mature,

responsible counselors. Pool
directors, computers, athletics,

ceramics, gym. Write 217 Benson
Manor. Jenl<intown, PA 19046.

Sales Reps Wanted
Need extra cash? Self-motivated?

Want to set your own hours? Be
your own boss. Become a sales

representative for ARK Student

Bedding, Inc. Income potential is

up to you . Must have own phone.
For further information write;

ARK Student Bedding. Inc

P O Box 534

Wenham, Massachusetts 01984

AN EVENING with ECK, entitled

"Consciousness the Key to Life."

will be presented at the Williams

Inn Wednesday. March 9, at 7:00 -

9:00 pm The program will present

the universal teachings of ECK-
ANKAR through lectures, panel

discussions and various creative

arts All are welcome to attend

For more information call 458-

4927
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Hoopsters trample Tufts
by John Clayton

Junior Guard Art Pidorlano scored 32 points to lead the basket-

ball team to a 82-75 victory over Tufts at Medford Saturday night.

Tufts (14-9) had been ranked ninth in Division III New England.
The game came down to the wire, as the Jumbos scored off a steal

with 1: 55 left to tie. After a Williams time-out and a stall, Pldoriano
drew a blocking foul and hit two free throws.

Free throws win it

After two more possession changes, Tim Walsh '86 committed a
foul while going for a steal with 23 seconds left. Tufts' Bill Ewing,
however, could only sink one of the foul shots, and Pidorlano
grabbed the rebound and hit two more clutch free throws with 19

seconds left to put Williams up by three.

A Steve O'Day steal nine seconds later clinched the game for the
Ephmen.
Walsh added 17 for Williams, and senior co-captain Scott Olesen

chipped in 14. Greg David led Tufts with 23 points. The Williams
edge came at the foul line, where they outscored Tufts 26-19.

Loss to Clark

Earlier in the week, Clark exploded in the second half to edge the

E^hs 94-77 in Worcester.

Walsh led Williams with 19 points, while Pldoriano added 17 and
Olesen had 16.

There were 61 fouls committed in the game, and three Ephmen
fouled out. Clark held only a two point lead, 41-39, at halftime.

Saturday's win raises Williams' record to 11-9, and assures them
of a winning record for the season.

The play Amherst on Saturday at 8:00 in Lasell Gym, just fol-

lowing the JV game. The Lord Jeffs beat Wesleyan Saturday to

wrap up the Little Three title.

Junior guard Art Pidorlano, shown here against Wesleyan, scored 32 points to lead the hoop team over Tufts on
Saturday. (Scheibe)

Hockey blasts Babson in overtime
by Dave Woodworth

The men's hockey team
closed its rather disappointing

1982-83 season in a blaze of glory

last Tuesday, defeating highly

ranked Babson College 3-2 In

overtime.
The Ephs got off to an inauspi-

cious start when Babson got the

opening goal of the contest just

23 seconds into the first period.

Fran Murray got the goal,

which came on a breakaway set

up by Ed Gavin. Babson kept

the pressure up, but the scena-

rio changed quickly.

Co-captain Bob Brownell '83

and Dick Gallun '85 got the

equalizer at 2: 17. Brownell was
credited with the goal and Gal-

lyn the assist. The goal was
actually scored by a Babson
defender, the puck going off his

skate when Brownell tried to

recenter a missed shot.

Dan Mathews gave Babson a
2-1 lead at the 19: 00 mark of the

first, putting home a shot after a

steal by Russ McKlnnon. The

goal was a tough one for the
Ephs to give up, having played
so well for most of the period.

Ed Finn '83 almost retled the
game 30 seconds later, as he hit

the post on a Williams power
play.

The second period was quite

uneventful, with no goals
scored. However, the lack of

action bode well for the Ephs, as
it meant that Babson's well-

coordinated passing attack,
much in evidence during the

first period, was beginning to

fray at the edges.

Gain momentum
' Williams was unable to take
advantage of a power-play to

start the third period and even
returned the favor, as Finn went
off at the 4:18 mark. A near
catastrophe occurred at 6:01,

when Mark Winters '85 was also

called for a penalty. Babson was
unable to capitalize on the five-

on-three advantage and the

Ephs gained the momentum.
Finn, Paul Coleman '85 and

Brownell teamed up to even the

score at two apiece at the 8: 12

mark, with Brownell getting his

second goal of the night on a
great shot Into the upper right-

hand corner of the net.

Neither team was able to

score during the remainder of

regulation, although Babson
had several good chances. Dan
Finn '84, who had 38 saves play-

ing yet another outstanding
game in the net, turned them
aside, however, and sent the

game into overtime.

Overtime contusion
The end was not long in com-

ing, as brother Ed finished off

his career in heroic fashion,

scoring the game at 3: 45 of the

overtime. The goal came about
as the result of a mass melee in

front of the net, which screened
the goaltender and gave Finn
his opportunity.

At first, it appeared that the

goal would be waved off by the

referee. Finn, the goaltender.

Continued on Page 7

Senior co-captain Bob Brownell out-skates Babson defenders
day's win for the pucksters.

In last Tues-
(Scheibe)

Women skiers third

in eastern tourney
The women's ski team raced to their best team finish at the

WEISA (Women's Eastern Intercollegiate Ski Association)

Championships this weekend at Middlebury. Placing third in the

Giant Slalom, Slalom and Cross Country Individual and fourth in

the relay, Williams scored a total of 350 point to finish third

overall.

The stakes and emotions were high this weekend as it was the

last chance to qualify individuals for the Cross Country NCAA
competitions to be held in Bozeman, Montana. Senior Ellen

Chandler finished a solid seventh in her last carnival followed by
Sarah Bates '85 in 15th and Karla Miller '85 in 26th. They put

together their best efforts in the relay on Saturday, Chandler

posting the fourth fastest leg, to put the team in fourth in that

event.

Knight stars

Heidi Knight '86 continued her domination of the downhill

circuit by coming back after placing second In the first run of the

G.S. to win by a hundredth of a second. She also led the team In

the slalom with third place on Saturday. Kate Knopp '85 skied

consistently to eighth place in both events.

Betsy Paine '85 was the third team scorer in the G.S. placing

22nd and collecting 21 points for the team tally. Marcy Rublnger

'85 produced a solid slalom result on Saturday with an 18th—

scoring 24 points. Freshman Peg Dyer also skied to her best

result all season.

Heidi Knight, Ellen Chandler and Kate Knopp were named to

the "All-East" Team and will compete, along with Sarah Bates

at the NCAA Division I Nationals, March 6-12, in Montana.

New England champs again
by Cliris Harned & Rob Tercek

The Williams College women's swim team set

eight meet records and took first in 13 of 22 events

while winning its fourth consecutive New England
title this weekend at Southeastern Massachu-
setts. The Ephs won in convincing fashion, out-

scoring second place Tufts by a 785 to 613 margin.
Sophomore Kim Eckrich collected four individ-

ual victories while freshman sensation Kathy
Kirmayer set Meet records in winning the three
backstroke events. Senior co-captain Liz Jex won
the 100 freestyle for the fourth year in a row, and
Diver Dlna Esposito '83 set another record while
winning the one-meter diving.

Williams dominated the meet from the start,

winning the opening event of the meet, the 200

medley relay, with a Meet record time of 1: 54.8S

Kim Eckrich then sprinted to victory in the 50

breaststroke (31.9) while fellow sophomore Peg
Thomas took eighth.

Kirmayer swam to her first backstroke win of

the meet, taking the 200 In 2: 16.4, just ahead of

Cecilia Cieplela, In fourth at 2: 19.86. Co-captains
Katie Hudner and Jex battled for third and fourth

in the 50 freestyle (25.07 and 25.4) while Anne
Tuttle '83 took eighth in the event. Dina Esposito

concluded a successful Friday for the Ephs by
winning the one meter diving with a Meet record

376.65 points.

The 200 freestyle relay team opened Saturday's

competition on a high note, taking the event in a
record 1: 40.71.

The Ephs then won three of the day's four

remaining events. Kirmayer opened the barrage
with her record setting 100 backstroke victory

(1: 01.83) , and Eckrich glided to victory in the 100

breaststroke (1: 09.6) , while Thoman took seventh
(1:14.16). The 400 medley relay quartet

concluded the day with their record shattering

victory in 4: 10.74.

Leading by only 80 points after two days, the

Ephs came alive on Sunday to take five firsts.

Stauffer, Knapp, Kirmayer, and Jex teamed
up to win the 400 freestyle relay (3:40.13) and

another record. Kirmayer raced to her final

backstroke win of the meet, taking the 50 in a

record shattering 28.81.

Jex, a seven-time National champion last year,
led a host of Ephs in her 100 freestyle victory

(54.81).

Williams concluded the Meet in sterling form, as

Eckrich chalked up a win in the 200 breaststroke

(2:30.72), just ahead of classmate Thoman
(2:42.29). In the most exciting race of the day,

Eckrich touched out Jex in the 100 individual

medley (1:02.25 to 1:0251) while Hudner and Cie-

plela battled for sixth and eleventh (1:05.99 and
1:06.77)

The victorious Ephs will travel to Canton, Ohio
on March 11, 12 and 13 in hopes of defending their

National title.
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Paper^ Van Eck elected to College Council
Tom Paper '84 was elated

president of the College Council

In last week's elections. About
850 students voted, less than

half of the student body.

Participation was higher two
years ago, when 1251 students

voted.

Paper received 406 votes,

defeating Jay Ward '84, the cur-

rent Council vice-president,

who got 237 votes; Michael Sulli-

van '84, who got 126; and Joseph
Beach '84, who got 97.

Jan Van Eck '85 was elected

vice-president, defeating Bill

Sawyers '84, by a vote of 469 to

329.

Hamilton Humes '85 will be
treasurer. He defeated Ben-
jamin Bahn, 432-372. Matthew
Dodds '86 will be secretary.

Run-offs in other races

Three candidates for the six

at-large representatives to

Council were elected outright:

Amy Gllck '86, Brook Larmer
'84 and Anza Mammen '86. In
this week's run-off elections,

five other candidates vied for

the remaining three spots: Evie
Cobden '84, Andrew Cypiot '85,

Craig Hammond '85, Jamie
King '84 and Kathy Mountcastle
'85.

Navjeet Bal '84 and Sue Reilly
'85 were elected to the Advisory
Committee on Shareholder
Responsibility (ACSR.)

In the elections for two repre-

sentatives from each class to

the Honor and Discipline Com-
mittee, Chris Harned and Laura
Volpe of the Class of '85 both

won.

Herve Jean-Baptiste of the

Class of '84 and Robert

INSIDE
THE

RECORD

Club

Bacchus p. 5

Van Duyne

remembered p. 3

New England

champs

again p. 10

Voter turnout at last week's College Council election was poor. Only 850 students voted. (Scheibe)

Kapllnsky of the Class of '86

were elected to H and D last

week. Tony Griffith, Sue Martin
and Rob McClean ran for the

other '84 spot in this week's run-

off elections and Sean McAvoy
and Daniel Peris ran for the

other '86 spot.

CUL race
In the elections for one repre-

sentative from each class to the

Committee on Undergraduate
Life (CUL), Mlreya Calderin of

the Class of '85 was elected

unopposed.

In this week's run-offs, Tony
Griffith, Christine Harrington,

Joel Hellman and Paul Pomilla
vied for the '84 spot; Marty Col-

lins, Amy Harrison and Donald

Hess ran for the '86 spot; and

Sara Gross and Bill Sawyers

faced off for the at-large repre-

sentative spot.

In elections for representa-

tives from each academic div-

ision to the Committee on
Educational Policy (CEP),
Doris Beyer '84, Laura Selig-

sohn '85 and Paul Pomilla '84

were elected to the Division I, II

and III spots, respectively.

John Irwin '85 and Mike
McShane '85 ran for CEP at-

large representative in the run-

offs.

No Greylock rep

Candidates for Housing Cate-

gory representatives to Council

were not placed on last week's
ballot because all of them ran
unopposed. The representatives

will be John Carpenter '85, Sara
Gross '85, Peter Kandel '84 and
Kim Zullo '84 for Mission Park,
Dodd-Tyler, Berkshire Quad
and Row Houses, repsectively.

No one nominated themselves
to be housing representative for

the Greylock Quad. Current

Council president Stuart Robin-

son '83 said that a candidate

may be solicited during this

spring's nomination process for

other college committees.

Mass, Conn,

Philadelphia

governments

fight apartheid

This is the first in a series of
articles dealing with aspects of the

divestment process. The articles

will discuss the results of divest-

ment in institutions outside of
Ifilliams as well as the effects of
divestment on corporations deal-

ing in South Africa.

by Ned Ladd

State and local governments
have taken a more active role in
the divestment process than
Williams College thus far. The
states of Massachusetts and
Connecticut as well as the city of

Philadelphia have enacted leg-

islation calling for divestment
in some form.

In Massachusetts, a bill spon-

sored by state Senator Jack

Backman and Representative

Mel King passed over.Governor

Edward King's veto on January

4, 1982 to become the first legis-

lation in the United States

requiring total divestment of

state funds from all corpora-

tions and banks dealing in South

Africa.

The law requires complete

divestment from all state pen-

sion funds, most notably the

employee and teacher pension
funds. The funds are valued at

$1.8 billion and the law will

affect five percent or about $90

million, according to Backman.
As of November 30, 1982, the sel-

ling of South African stocks has

actually resulted in a net gain of

Continued on Page 9

ACSR

Bamett reports on banks
by Melissa Matthes

At the meeting of the Advisory Com-
mittee on Shareholder Responsibility

(ACSR) last week, political science pro-

fessor Vince Barnett reported on his

recent meeting with several College

trustees and Citicorp bank officers con-

cerning Williams' deposits in banks issu-

ing loans to South Africa. Barnett

concluded that it would be difficult and
inconsistent for the College not to do bus-

iness with such banks.

Barnett's investigation, which was
promised by the College at the end of

January's hunger strike as one way to

clarify its investment policies, revealed
that both the Trustees and Citicorp offi-

cials believe that loans to South Africa

should be judged on a case-by-case basis.

Citicorp, one of the banks Williams
does business with, has established

guidelines concerning their loan policy

to South Africa. The bank will make no

loans for general balance of payments of

the South African government; its loans

are limited to specific projects that can

be monitored. For example, Citicorp

recently negotiated a loan to finance

Internship programs for black doctors.

Impossible to trace

According to Barnett, the Trustees

agree that the loans should be judged on

the basis of their consequences—
"whether they strengthen or Improve the

position of blacks vis-a-vis housing, edu-

cation or working conditions."

Barnett went on to describe the near
impossibility of tracing the distribution

and cross-lxjrrowing of loan money. For
example, a bank allegedly following a

no-loan policy in South Africa may loan

money to Citicorp, which in turn may
make a loan to South Africa.

Nor could the number of short-term

loans, which last only for a few days in

order to stabilize a balance of payments,

ever be fully monitored, according to

College Provost Hodge Markgraf.

Butter vs. guns

The Williams Antl-Apartheld Coalition

(WAAC) had no specific comment on the

ACSR's claims, according to spokesman
Roger Doughty '84. But In the past,

WAAC has maintained that loans to

South Africa for any purpose merely

allow Its government to divert funds

from humanitarian purposes In order to

spend more on Its military and internal

policing than it would have otherwise.

Dean Daniel O'Connor responded that

there Is little evidence that the non-
mllltary projects would have been
created without US loans.

In addition to meeting with the Cit-

icorp officers, Barnett also presented,

according to William Reed, College

Treasurer, "forcefully and without
equivocation of sentiment" the consen-

Continued on Page 7

Gilliam labels

1984 critical
by Chris Howlett

"The 1984 (Presidential) elections are

probably the most critical for the nation

since 1932," proclaimed Williams trus-

tee and national advisor to presidential

candidate Senator John Glenn, Reginald

E. Gilliam In a lecture alx)ut presidential

politics last Monday evening.

"The institution of the presidency has

been buffeted, tested, changed and

stretched, possibly to the limit

[recently] by a set of strange presiden-

cies and odd and bizarre circumstan-

ces," Gilliam continued.

He expressed concern that support for

the presidency and the government has

been undermined in recent years, partic-

ularly by the last two presidents, who
were elected because they ran against

the very government they sought to

head, Gilliam explained.

President Reagan, for example, ran on

the platform "government is the prob-

lem," he said.

As a result, "the lay of the land In

Washington In 1983 Is not too attractive,
'

'

said GllUam. Our political system has

been infused with "banal, after-dinner,

Klwanls-club rhetoric," he added.

Meanwhile, the clock Is being turned

back to the 1920's, Gilliam claimed, with

poor houses returning, race relations

slipping, the government Ignoring public

works, the environment under siege and

even the Cold War beginning again.

Instead of focusing on these concerns.

Continued on Page 7
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Empty pitchers-

empty Log
A visitor to the Log would be surprised. In the old days,

especially on weekends, it was often difficult to secure a place to

stand. Last Friday, whole tables were left open. Alpha Pizza Pi

used to have their orders backlogged for an hour. Now they have
time to deliver on campus. The simple facts are that the Log is no

longer popular, and that much of its decline is due to the ban on

pitchers.

The Log is one of the College's most important social spots,

especially when given the lack of an adequate student center. It is

the only place where students can meet so many other students in

such a relaxed atmosphere, where drinking is both social and
civil. Though not central, it is at least proximate to the College

community.
The College advances the argument, from the Alcohol Aware-

ness Program, that drinking from glasses involves a different

psychology than drinking from pitchers, which place emphasis
more on drinking pace and less on social atmosphere. This fact

gives little comfort when the new policy's actual effect is to dis-

courage even healthy drinking at the Log. The idea that we need

less negative drinking is a good one, but it just isn't working out:

We've replaced a drinking psychology with a child psychology;

making the environment less, not more, relaxed.
So people go elsewhere. They take to the roads, which is

dangerous and depletes from the central campus's social life.

They go to parties, at which behavior is less regulated and less

pacific, and at which it is more difficult to enforce the law.

The new policy also makes little financial sense. The Log,
when popular, runs a deficit of a few thousand dollars. This is a
smaJJ subsidy tor a popular social activity. But the Log's declin-

ing attendance means fixed costs will be spread out over fewer
customers, so the deficit will rise. Result: more money spent,

fewer students to enjoy it.

The administration was understandably unhappy with the old

situation; the students are unhappy with the new one. Strict

enforcement of the law, by stamping hands at the door and check-
ing at the bar, is sufficient. The lack of pitchers doesn't just slow
down the drinking at the Log. It brings it to a halt.

Quotation of the Week
"[Our product} improves the situation when it is

available. Its contribution to humanity makes food that's

inexpensive more attractive."

International Flavor and Fragrance, explaining

wliy they felt no need to sign the

Sullivan Principles.
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LETTERS
Not surprising

To the editor:

I noticed tliat the article on homosexu-
ality in the Op-ed section was submitted
by the "advisory board of the Williams
Gay People's Union." Contact with the

GPU is through an S.U. Box or "Hot-
line." It is not surprising that homo-
sexuality is a "rarified" and "intan-
gible" issue when those who want to

bring it out into the open remain anony-
mous.

Jeff Calkins '85

Jumbled

To the editor:

I would like to clarify some points

attributed to me in last week's article,

"Chandler, CC oppose Solomon Amend-
ment," as I feel that my words were
jumbled somewhat, and taken out of

context.

The Coalition Against Militarism
(CAM), in its campaign to assure finan-

cial aid for draft non-registrants, does
not have some mysterious pressure tac-

tic up its sleeve, as the article implies. In
fact, to avoid mysteriousness and sur-
prise, every action the CAM has taken on
this matter has been mentioned to Presi-
dent Chandler before the fact.

I did mention a need for the Trustees to
respond quickly to the Solomon Amend-
ment. This is because, in all fairness,
lower income non-registrants should
soon be able to make plans for next year
if the Trustees decide that they cannot
attend Williams.

The CAM regrets having to begin such
a campaign on the tails of (and in fact,

during) the Anti-Apartheid Coalition's

necessarily strong pressuring of the
Trustees. But again, this is unavoidable
so that lower income non-registrants can
make plans.

Also, Williams' "comfortable" finan-

cial position is not requisite to the Col-

lege's being able to make aid available to

non-registrants. Our petition asks for

"some sort of aid," which includes com-
mercial rate loans which would cost the

College nothing, except the paperwork
involved. Williams is financially capable
of doing more, such as making subsid-

ized loans or grants available (which is

usual financial aid policy) , but this is not

being asked for in our petition.

Finally, I would like to clarify the

intent of our petition and current cam-
paign. Signing the petition does not

imply that one is anti-draft or anti-draft

registration. The petition does express

dissatisfaction with the SolomonAmend-
ment, which is discriminatory and
unconstitutional. But most importantly,

signing the petition shows one's commit-
ment to income-blind availability of edu-

cation for all.

David Yaskulka
for the Coalition Against Militarism

Thanks

To the editor:

I would like to thank the people who
showed their support forme In the recent

elections. I would like to thank the Col-

lege Council for administrating the elec-

tions as well as the Williams community

for giving me the opportunity to run for

treasurer. And I would also like to thank

John Small, Freddy Nathan, Rachel

Varley, Lindsay Rockwood, Karl

Continued on Page 8
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Fear and loathing at OCC
(with apologies to Hunter S. Thompson)

by Peg Stevenson

Strange musings late on a raw March

night ... I spent yesterday afternoon at

OCC. I was just an innocent observer,

going for a casual glance through the pol-

itical tracts, entertaining the fantasy

that I might Join the summer pilgrimage

to Washington, stand before a Xerox

machine, and thereby Insure the survi-

val of the world's greatest democracy.

This scenario was shoved violently

aside as I opened the doors of Mears

House and was swept Into the mael-

strom. What' s theword they have for this

feeling? Oh yes-angst, that's It. Every-

thing exuded angst. Not a great place to

be If you're naturally a little high-strung

or have a family history of nervous

disorders.

A month ago they were

creative, distinct

individuals; now look.

It was loud In there-the dry rustle and

slap of resumes and other vital papers

being shuffled about. I squinted at the

wall (my God they keep the lights bright

in here) and under the aggressive flou-

rescence I read: YOUNG AND RUBI-

CAM CHASE MANHATTAN, BANK-
ERS TRUST, PROCTOR & GAMBLE.

There It was, a rare opportunity to

devote one's life to toothpaste. Whiten up

America. .• ,„„
Business, banking, advertising,

finance, capital accumulation. Come

and walk the halls, handle the money,

learn what to move and how to shake.

Names for Interviews will be drawn at

random.
Interviews-so that's how they distin-

guish one from another. I can't even tell

the men from the women. They all wear

those goddamn grey suits. The life seems

to have been sucked out of these poor

bastards. A month ago they were crea-

tive, distinct Individuals; now look. A

good many of the people In this room will

break Into hives merely at the sight of

someone else's resume. Well. I suppose

it happens to the best of us.

The interviewers are faced witn a

numbing task. With frightening detach-

ltJTEff,VlEH/

ment they put a series of mechanical

questions to the suffering, nerves-

crippled victims before them. Gaiety Is a

rare commodity here. I guess HI spent

that much time in tight neckties I d be a

ittle testy as well. Still, these folks

epresent a dark, sterile side of the

national character that we would do well

'"A^qulck browse among the books

should dissipate some of this feeling ..

.

the mood has even gotten noticeably

uglleV since I've come In. Interest ng

volume here: Guerilla Tactlcsinthe Job

Market by Tom Jackson. I begin to look

around for the nearest exit.

A strange, venal panic has
seized these

people. With June looming on the

horizon, what should be the next move?

I ook to OCC, observe the bustle and the

presence of some of the country's

weightiest business endeavors.
Hmmm

.

get one of those suits, start to build up a

properly mlnd-bendlng case of anxiety.

"I mean, well, anything that everybody

gets this charged up about must be

Important, right?!?"

A tribute

to Carl

Van Duyne
by Steve Willard

The death last week of Professor Carl

Van Duyne is a particularly saddening

blow to the many students who studied

with him here.

Carl Van Duyne was one of the finest

economists ever to teach at Williams,

combining unusually distinguished

research contributions to economics

with a teaching skill that made even sta-

tistics classes a pleasure. He had the

ability to make the most technical theor-

ies understandable, and he did so with

uncommon humility and a gentle humor.

His life was a rare

combination of unflagging

drive and personal

contentment.

1 can't even tell the men

from the women. They all

wear those goddamn grey

suits.

Opportunity! Success! Money! Sud-

denly, four years spent expandmg the

mind In all directions are collapsed Into a

telescopic picture, with BUSINESS at

the center. The view Into the future from

here Is "as grim as It Is limited."

And yet, a long-ago, half forgotten idea

intrudes on the bleak picture. How did it

go? I remember now: "It's a shame that

a race so broadly conceived should end

with most lives so narrowly confined."

Indeed.

A pitcher is worth a thousand words
* .... „ mv facts confused, or I might be missing

by Gordon Becker

Last year, as a freshman, I spent many

memorable evenings down at the Log

talking to people In the typical one hand-

n -the -front -pocket -the -other

-

clutching - a beer position. I went again

the other night, a Friday, and found the

place dull and barren.

On my way home I Walked by Spencer

House, hoping to find a few people at the

party who just wanted to pass the bull.

Instead, I learned that the party had

been closed down because three fights

had broken out In some half an hour.

Now I hear that the Log is In financial

trouble and could close. Whether or not

that rumor is true, we may say, without

question, that the Log Is dying. Its

decline seemed to begin when the bar-

tenders first started checking I.D.s more

often. Now, pitchers are gone and so are

the people.

What does the college hope to do by

cracking down on age and eliminating

pitchers? I know . . . they have to discour-

age the kind of drinking which leads to

store windows being broken. I may have

TIM Leg—liw way H uMd to b«.
(Schelbe)

my facts confused, or I might be missing

something but It seems to me that the

regulations at the Log have shifted the

kind of drinking to the type that produces

more problems than before.

A typical all-campus party Is largely,

as the stories tell, a series of people puk-

ing and fighting. You can't talk at these

gatherings. The Log, however, is one of

the few remaining places where students

can go and not slip on a floor glazed with

spilled beer. People socialize there, and

It's rare that any problems arise from it

being packed with people. The few inci-

dents seem to have been caused by peo-

ple who just weren't ready to make the

transition to the big time of responsible

drinking. In general, the good mood is

too strong on a crowded night to spoil it

by losing control.

We all agree that asking the school to

sell to minors, through the mechanism of

the Log, sounds bad on the surface; the

drinking age In Massachusetts is twenty.

But what happens at freshman parties?

It's the same thing with an entrance fee

Instead of a per beer charge. So be strict

on age at the bar, don't give up pitchers.

In making drinking more difficult, one

only causes it to be covert. This kind of

drinking leads to fights and broken

liquor store windows and a general mis-

use of alcohol. When you eliminate

pitchers, people don't change; they go

elsewhere. Have you seen the Pub

recently? You can't get in the door. How

long before a freshman rolls out of the

Pub and does a no-no on Spring Street?

We will always be surrounded by peo-

ple who can handle their liquor and by

people who can't. By eliminating

pitchers at the Log we don't quash harm-

ful drinking; we simply remove the

incentive for people who want to have a

good time over a beer.

Carl taught us more than economics,

however. He taught us to think and to

write with precision, to persevere until

even the most difficult challenges were

solved through determination and hard

work. He struggled also to teach us grace

in understanding and courage when con-

fronted by failure.

Because he taught by example, Carl

served as a teacher to more than just his

economics students. The quality of

Carl's life was a goal to which those who

knew him could aspire. His life was a

rare combination of unflagging drive

and personal contentment. Carl pushed

himself to the limit in everything he did,

yet he accepted his own limitations as

gracefully as he accepted those of oth-

ers He was always unceasingly busy,

and yet his remarkable inner peace

made him one ol *e happiest people 1

have had the pleasure to know. Carl s

family, his students, and his work meant

the world to him. He often told many of

us that he could gladly spend the rest of

life living and teaching in Williamstown.

He struggled also to teach

us grace in understanding

and courage when

confronted by failure.

Carl's final months serve as the ulti-

mate tribute to the life he led. He fought

cancer with every ounce of his strength,

yet he never lost his cheerful, helpful

spirit or his unfailing Interest in the lives

and concerns of his students. He lived

each of his final days so fully that It was

difficult to Imagine how close he was to

dpdtli*

Carl Van Duyne' s teaching has had an

indelible influence on all who knew him.

He will be deeply missed.

Steve U^illard is a member of the class of

1982 who is currently attending Yale Law

School, (fillard wrote his honors thesis

under the direction of Dr. ian Duyne.
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Political Science department Chairman Kurt Tauber explains the nonexist-
ence of socialism in America.

Craig takes over
English Professor C. Armour

Craig was named acting Presi-

dent of Amherst College last

week. He will remain in office

until a permanent successor to

Julian Gibbs is named.
Gibbs, Amherst President

from 1978, died of a heart attack
on February 20.

Craig has taught at Amherst
since 1940 and has acted as Dean
of Freshman, Chairman of the
Enghsh Department, and as a
member of the executive com-
mittee of the Amherst faculty.

In 1980, he was honored by
President Jimmy Carter as one
of six teachers nationwide who
greatly inspired his students.

An Amherst graduate and a
member of Phi Beta Kappa,
Craig received his doctorate in

English from Harvard Univer-
sity.

Craig will take over the duties
of president from Mary Cathe-

(Schell)

rine Bateson, the Dean of the
Faculty who assumed the duties

of president since Gibbs's
death.

Jewish-Greek link
"Hellenistic times were one of

the most important periods in

Jewish history," said Dr. David
Altshuler, professor of Judaic
Studies at George Washington
University and author of
Hitler's War Against the Jews,
in his Tuesday lecture last

week.

The period saw the writing of

the Dead Sea Scrolls and the
origin of Passover, synagogues,
and the rabbinical system, Alt-

shuler explained.

He commented that conflicts

between Jews and the Hellenis-

tic culture represented the "few
against the many" (Jews
formed only 10 percent of the

population), "the weak against
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the mighty, and the old against

the new." Many Jews were
murdered, but Judaism sur-

vived, he added.

Christians generally view the

Hellenistic period as the time
when "Judaism waned and
Christianity flowered," Chris-

tianity replacing "academic
and dogmatic" Judaism, he
said. Marx put a twist on this

theory with his belief that Juda-
ism lived on in the form of Chris-

tianity, Altshuler remarked.

Heroes and martyrs
Judaism, on the other hand,

traditionally looks on the era as

one of heroism and martyrdom
by the ancient Jews, who "per-

ished and were tortured rather

than defile God's name." The
Israeli version of this theory,

Altshuler added, even equates
Rome with the Holocaust.

Usually Jewish thinkers do
not recognize that there was an
amalgamation of the Hellenis-

tic and Jewish cultures, for they

consider Judaism too pure to

mix with "crude" Hellenism,

Altshuler said.

Altshuler remarked that both
the Christian and Jewish theor-

ies contain elements of truth,

but neither comes close to accu-
rately describing the period.

"Judaism is here today more
by reforming than resisting and
more by living than by dying,"
he said. "Like any living orga-
nism, diversity and flexibility is

what enabled it to live."

Fusion of cultures

Judaism assimilated much of

Hellenistic culture, he
explained. The synagogue, for

example, is a fusion of Hebrew
and Hellenistic customs, and
exegesis is modelled on Greek
philosophy. Furthermore,
Bibles often were written in

Cireek, and the Seder ritual is

patterned after pagan philoso-

phical banquets.

Altshuler cast doubts on the

validity of the so-called plight of

the Jews in Hellenistic times.

Though anti-Semitism was
widespread, the government
tolerated and protected the

Jews. Only in isolated periods,

lasting a total of about 12 years,
were the Jews persecuted,
whereas Christians were fre-

quently oppressed.

The pagan world was more
tolerant toward Jews than the

Medieval empires of Christian-

ity and Islam, Altshuler
commented.
Forthermore, often Jewish

"revolts" were really civil wars
between different factions of

Jews rather than resistance to

oppressors, he said. There were
so many factions, he added, that

every decade of the twentieth
century has uncovered a new
form of Judaism.

—Slei'e Magnus

Socialism in

America
"America is the only

advanced Industrial capitalist

country without a powerful
socialist movement," pro-
claimed Professor Kurt Tauber
of the political science depart-
ment in his lecture "Socialism
in America?" last Thursday
night.

"This phenomenon has been
referred to as 'American excep-
tionalism' and it is a psychologi-
cal, sociological and cultural

problem," he said.

Tauber considered the effect

of several conditions of Ameri-
can life on the development of

the socialist movement in the
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United States. He refuted the

belief that national affluence
undermined the appeal of

socialism, explaining that
"throughout the entire history

of the socialist movement it has
been the most affluent part of

the working class, the skilled

workers of the 'worker aristo-

cracy,' who have come forward
as leaders of the movement.
Tauber asserted that, while

the overall standard of living

from 1860-1913 was higher in the

U.S. than in many European
countries, the American people
were not as affluent as they tra-

ditionally have been perceived.
He pointed out that "the United
States was 'blessed' with more
dramatic and disastrous booms
and busts in its history of capi-

talist development than any
other capitalist country. Hence,
the experience of the working
class with the threat of unem-
ployment is well-documented."

US born with bourgeois
Tauber claimed another

stumbling block to the develop-
ment of a socialist movement in

America was "the egalitarian
and democratic tenor of daily
life. Americans miss the sur-
face manifestations of sharp
class distinctions."

The United States lacks the
emotional impetus born of a his-

tory of class struggles which
has been the cornerstone of
socialism in Europe, Tabuer
added.

"The U.S. is the only western
country which was born with a
bourgeois culture," lie

explained. "All the European
countries emerged out of the
struggle against feudal classes
and feudal estates, the residue
of which played an enormously
important role in the develop-
ment of socialism."
Immigration and emigration

also affected the development
of socialism. "Contrary to

mythology, most foreign
workers viewed their stay in the
US as transient," claimed
Tauber. They did not come to

find liberty but for economic
reasons, often intending to

return to their native lands once
they had earned sufficient
money.
Consequently, "whenever a

depression hit, what these peo-
ple did was pack up and trek
home, thus the vast pressures of

unemployment had a built-in

safety valve which destroyed
the development of the socialist

party in America," Tauber
saw. -Lucy Lytle
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Notes on Music

Features/artls

Dorian

Winds
by Greg Capaldlnl

Last Tuesday night, listeners

at Brooks-Rogers Recital Hall

were treated to a rare evening
of exquisitely performed wood-
wind cliamber music. The
world-famous Dorian Quintet,

recently back from an interna-

tional tour, offered a variety of

pieces and demonstrated in

each the kind of proficiency that

has made them one of new
York's best chamt)er groups.

From the idiomatic flourishes

of Reicha's Quintet in E-flat to

Trial by
Jury

by Greg Capaldini

The best musical and theatri-

cal events are those which set

the standard for subsequent
events. With the success of Cap
& Bell's production of Trial by
Jury, we can well expect to see

more Gilt)ert & Sullivan per-

formed at Wiliiams in the com-
ing years. First-time director

Crescent Varrone made a

strong case for the work' s stage-

worthiness, as the audience was
continually delighted at the per-

formances of the past several

weeks.
The casting was superb, and

the awkward contortions of a
Vlvaidi concerto arranged for

organ by Bach and then trans-

cribed for wind quintet, the

group's sound was uniformly
rich and secure. Particularly
delightful was Francaix'
Quartet, a bubbly vintage
dispensed on this occasion with
real sparkle. And Hlndemith's
Klelne Kammermusik had just

the right angularity.

Woodwind Instruments can,
Indeed, be testy creatures—the
otwlst had considerable trouble
with waterlogged soundholes.
Once the problem was dealt
with, he and his colleagues pro-
ceeded to turn In practically

note-perfect performances.

reflected a rare concern for

musical integrity. All the solo-

ists were weii-chosen, and even
the chorus was uncannily well-

blended and in-tune. Special

mention should be made of

tenor Rich Miller and soprano
Valerie Anastaslo, both
freshmen.
Anastasio and Miller played

lovers vying in a civil suit over
breach of social contract. I.e., a

broken engagement. Thus, we
have the perfect set-up for a

satire of the British legal sys-

tem. The show's only false notes

sounded when the action looked

too frenetic, a little too TV-
sitcom-ish.

Tim HartKild was the nimble-
fingered musical director and
accompanist, and Peter Brown
provided the spare but worka-
ble set.

Club Bacchus tpicet up the cheering section at a hockey game,

Club Bacchus parties

(Lockwood)

\NCFM TOP TEN
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Bacchus
Continued (rom Page 5

residential pattern, exclusivity,

where the members pick future

members themselves, and a

national tte-ln. I see none of

these In Club Bacchus."

Nobody refused

Vice President Jeff Potter

agreed: "No one has come up to

us with dues in hand and been

refused membership in the

Club."

"We have a Code of Ethics,"
added Secretary Mike Uretsky
'85, "which explicitly says that
we are not a fraternity, and
members should not think of
themselves as participating In

fraternity activities."

The Code says that "This club
is an apolitical organization

whose duty Is to promote the

social well-being of Williams
College."

Club Bacchus is also planning
to stage a giant spring Bacchan-
alian Festival and a Bacchus
Golf Tournament, and to enter
teams in the Sunday Keg Soft-

ball League.

So next time you see someone
in a white shirt and tie at an all-

college party, don't ask him how
the interview went . . . congratu-
late him on another excellent
party.

I'>K^;

Man on the Quad
What do you think of Club Bacchus?

Bill McNamara '84: I like it

because it presents a new
vitality and renewed interest

in the Williams social scene . .

.

although 1 don't approve of

the drinking iMpect.

r 1 {- I

IM^t

ib,T
Carter Lombard '84: Let's

just hope they don't lead us

into the same direction the

Romans did.

Mount Holyoke College ~ f— .— ^HF
With only three months to graduation. Mount Holyoke seniors are

worried about their graduation speaker. Although the selection

process began last spring. President Elizabeth Kennan has yet to

arrange a speaker.

Seniors claim that Kennan just Isn'd Interested In finding a

speaker, pointing to the 1982 graduation ceremony where Kennan
herself ended up speaking. ' 'She's just not paying much attention to

us," concluded senior class secretary Gaby Crane.
Kennan argues that expenses, schedules and diverse preferences

make it almost Impossible to find a spi.aker who will appeal to all

seniors. She has already asked five women, Including Margaret
Thatcher, to appear. Kennan told the News, "I do not feel that we
should have Commencement speakers."

Smith College

Meanwhile, Smith has a speaker lined up but some people don't
want her. United Nations Ambassador Jeanne Kirkpatrlck, the
second choice of the senior class, has accepted Smith's Commence-
ment invitation, but many students, faculty and alumni strongly
object to what they see as her hardline, "racist and repressive"
attitudes. However, Smith president Jill Kerr Conway "will not
withdraw the invitation. •Ji ;Laj..S i

John Chandler: What is it?

Tell me about it. (We did). I

think it's the wrong emphasis

in these times with the prob-

lems on alcohol.

Dave Feasey '85:1 think they

and the Tonperance Union

should get together for a mud-
wrestling fight.

Tedie Jones '86: They had a
really fun party. A lot of peo-

ple think it's like a frat, but I

don't.

Tim Sedlock '84 and Tom
Paper '84: Tim Sedlock: I

know enought about them to

know I don't care. Tom
Paper: Hey, have they

already gone to Smith?

Wesleyan University

Food service workers are scheduled to hit the picket lines this
week at all Wesleyan dining halls If they do not reach an agreement
with Saga Food Service.

The workers' union and Saga -are deadlocked over wages—the
union wants a dollar an hour raise while Saga is only prepared to

offer 30 cents. Saga also refuses to compromise on the union
demand for "decent and sufficient equipment to do the job."
Saga is ready to keep serving in the event of a strike. All but two of

the seven dining halls will be closed. Student employees who do not
work during a strike will be fired. To replace high-skill workers.
Saga will fly employees in from around the nation.
According to Wesleyan president Colin Campbell, Saga must

supply the school with food or risk breaking its contract.

Haverford and Bryn Mawr
As a nice community gesture, Haverford and Bryn Mawr hosted

the fifth bl-College Model United Nations Conference for high
school students. Chaperoning 250 high school students can get com-
plicated, as a letter to their college newspaper Indicates:

"We wish to remind anyone giving a party this weekend that it is

not funny to get these students Intoxicated; any problems we have
had in the past have been the result of college students thinking it

hilarious to watch a high school freshman get reeling drunk."
Also at Haverford, charges regarding the "course quality and

professional competence" of one John Ashmead, professor of Eng-
lish, have angered both students and faculty. The complaints were
aired in a letter to the News signed by 10 students.

The letter alleged that Ashmead gave disjointed, subjective lec-

tures; offered incoherent courses; concentrated on "irrevelant

contextual extrapolations;" displayed "no discernible level of

insight regarding the course material; " and graded subjectively.

The students demanded "that the administration and the English

department take Immediate and effective steps to remove Ash-

mead from the faculty." Unless the Administration responds, "we
will seek additional means of dealing with this problem,

'

' ended the

letter.

The Haverford provost termed the letter Irresponsible and said

he would not respond to the "silly threat" that closed the letter. In

addition, three of the ten signers of the letters asked that their

names be removed. No one has heard from Ashmead.

Learn German
This Summer

June 27-

August 5, 1983

The German Summer School of the Atlantic

at the University of Rhode Island

German will be the sole language of connmunication and Ger-
man lite and culture the heart of this accredited intensive

language program available at all levels

Live and socialize in comfortable surroundings, minutes away
from Rhode Island s beaches and scenic Newport.

Earn 8 undergraduate or graduate credits

SPECIAL COURSES FOR BUSINESS PEOPLE
A three week course will stress conversational survival Ger-
man for business and travel

<m5g,
For details: Or |ohn M. Crandln or

Dr. Otto Dornberg, Department of

Languages. University of Rhode Island.

Kingston. Rl 0288! (40II792-;9M

Our Seasonal Card Rack Now Has

St. Patrick's Day Greetings

LJ COLLEGE BOOK STORE, INC.

WILLIAMSTOWN. MASS 01267

EXCITING 1983 CHARTER FLIGHTS FROM
BOSTON OR NEW YORK

EUROPE
LONDON, PARIS, MUNICH, SPAIN, TEL AVIV,

ATHENS, ROME, MANCHESTER (rates vary from
city to city)

air only as low as:

$199.50 plus tax

each way

weekly departures, stay one week to six months

WE CAN BOOK YOUR FLIGHTS, HOTELS AND RAIL
TICKETS!! STOP IN NOW AND LET US ARRANGE YOUR
COMPLETE SUMMER IN EUROPE!!

'EL STOUE
105 Spring Street

WILLIAMSTOWN. MAS.S.01267* (413)458-5786

CLASSIFIEDS

Cannp Canadensis Co-ed Pocono
Mt. summer camp seeks mature,

responsible counselors. Pool
directors, computers, athletics,

ceramics, gym. Write 217 Benson
Manor, Jenkintown, PA 19046.

Sales Reps Wanted
Need extra cash? Self-motivated?

Want to set your own hours? Be
your own boss. Become a sales

representative for ARK Student
Bedding, Inc. Income potential Is

up to you . Must have own phone.
For further information write:

ARK Student Bedding, Inc.

P.O. Box 534
Wenham, Massachusetts 01984

ESTATE SALE of like new porta-
ble electronic equipment and
accessories.

Multi-band radios, tapa
recorders, cassettes, speaken,
and hundreds of records—jazz,
rock in excellent condition.
788 Main St., Williamstown
Saturday, March 12—10-2

THE WCTU congratulates Presi-
dent Chandler on his firm stance
against the evils of alcohol and
invites him to show us the way to
moral regeneration by stamping
out the Faculty Club bar before
they finish building it.

1984 elections

John Glenn's campaign manager Reginald Gilliam speaks of the importance of the 1984

Presidential Election. (Lane)

Continued from Page 1

however, politicians "Interminably
debate school prayer, busing, atiortlon

and trickle-down economics." Accord-

ing to GllUam, the problem Is not conser-

vatism per se, but misplaced priorities.

"We've gone to a type of bleeder doc-

trine to cure our economy," he said,

"like the old medieval doctor who bled

his patient until he either got better or

died."

Gilliam went on to note the post-

Watergate rise of other new political ele-

ments, "a de facto fourth branch of gov-

ernment," Gilliam said.

One of these is the "American news
machine," particularly the evening

news, where, according to Gilliam,

"complex patterns become reduced to

10-second explanations, treated on an-

eighth-grade level."

The news media Is also "very competi-

tive, very much of a pack, very hungry

and a natural enemy of the administra-

tion," he added.

Other relatively new factors Include

"a shadow government" comprised of

huge congressional and presidential

staffs who do most of the real work, Gil-

liam said.

"That's what we have today. We don't

have our political science textbook

case,
'

' he explained. "What we have then
are the elements In place for something
new."
Gilliam did not specify exactly what

this new thing would be, but he expressed
optimism that it would appear In the 1984
elections, which he considers an impor-
tant turning point.

Gilliam went on to explain and critic-

ize the present system of campaign
financing. Most of this system originated
in 1974 as a post-Watergate reform, he
said. According to law, presidential can-
didates may only accept a maximum of

$1000 from an Individual and $5000 from a
political action committee.

In 1979, however, a change in the law
allowed individuals and corporations to

give unlimited amounts to state and local

party organizations to spend on "vote-

building activities." This loophole has
meant that candidates can raise more
money than permissible by asking for

donations to these organizations, which
use the money in ways which free up
other funds for direct candidate use.

The result of all this, said Gilliam, is "a
special interest, money-grovelling type
campaigning." "What this has done is

trigger a bizarre, often non-sensical type
of political campaigning which is nega-
tive. . .and dirty in many ofits aspects,"
he added.

ACSR questions
Continued from Page 1

sus of student opinion concern-

ing divestment.

Reed feels the presentation

was useful Ijecause the Board of

Trustees now has "a better

appreciation of life on an aca-

demic campus and the depth of

emotion surrounding the (div-

estment) issue."

Dresser divestiture

In other business, the ACSR
agreed to consider this spring
whether to recommend to the

Trustees that the College divest

from Dresser Industries, which
was cited by the Arthur D. Little

Company for non-compliance
with the Sullivan Principles.

The ACSR made its decision
after the company claimed to

have signed a document identi-

cal to the Sullivan Principles
but said it objects to onsite
inspections and audit reports.

Markgraf noted that the
report was ' 'fraught with buried
weaseling or at least what could
be construed to be."

The ACSR agreed to send
another letter to the company
saying it may recommend
divestiture. The ACSR believes

that, by informing the company
of the ACSR's reaction, the com-
pany will be aware that the Col-

lege is considering selling the

stock for the sake of the Sullivan

Principles, not economic rea-

sons, according to John Agostinl
•76.

ITT sold

Mr. Reed announced that Wil-

liams has sold its ITT holdings.

The sale was a normal trade

decision advised by the Col-

lege's Investment managers.

The ACSR also evaluated

three other companies with

holdings in South Africa that

have not satisfactorily comp-
lied with the Sullivan Princi-

ples. The three companies were
Dart and Kraft, International

Flavor and Fragrances, and
Stauffer Chemical Company.
Dart and Kraft reported that,

although they originally could

comply, their activities had
"escalated to a level not suita-

ble for compliance." The com-
pany cited the cost of auditing

and the numerous stipulations

of the 43 page Sullivan Audit as a
burden too great for them to

carry.

"Steer steady"

Committee Chairman Rich-
ard Lamb said that the commit-
tee could not accept that "as a
responsible response. If we are
going to follow the course origi-

nally set, we must steer
steady." He also remarked that
the cost of auditing was not par-
ticularly burdensome consider-
ing the worldwide reputation of
the company.
The consensus of the Commit-

tee, however, was to write an

additional letter affording the

company the opportunity to

give an opinion on the situation

and to respond to the commit-

tee's displeasure with the

report.

International Flavor and
Frangrances candidly declined
adherence to the Sullivan Prin-
ciples becuase, as their report
stated, their product "improves
the situation when it is availa-
able. Its contribution to human-
ity makes food that's inexpen-

sive more attractive."

Complete refusal

The other company, Stauffer

Chemical Company, reported

that "no outside group has the

right to monitor" its activities.

The company claims adherence
to the Sullivan Principles but
refuses to tie Inspected by the

Arthur D. Little Co., the audit-

ing firm.

The ACSR's conclusionwas to

send each of the four companies
a letter stating their disappoint-

ment with these responses to the

Sullivan Principle. Later in the

semester the committee will

vote on individual case recom-
mendations for divestment to

the Board.

WAAC hits the road

JOSEPH E. DEVEV

9:00 - 5:00 , \
Mon.-Sal. '^ >

WILLIAMSTOWN. MASS.
01267

458-5717

by Jack Mayher

As part of their continuing

effort to Inform the public of

the current situation in South

Africa, Williams Anti-
Apartheid Coalition (WAAC)
hunger striker Mark White '84

and other members of WAAC
have spoken to various area
groups in recent weeks. The
talks, for the most part, focus

on the history of South Africa

and apartheid and not on the

actions of WAAC during
January.
The first talk was at the Mil-

itant Forum in Schenectady.

The Militant Forum is a

monthly event put on by local

union leaders and the local

chapter of the Socialist Party

in an attempt to raise local

consciousness on global
issues.

White and Navjeet Bal '84

spoke to a crowd of some 25-30

people, mostly students. White
described the reaction as

enthusiastic. The response

was, however, not surprising

because members of the

audience had visited Williams

to support the hunger strike

and had done a variety of other

things to aid WAAC as well as

their cause.

Cynthia Delth, a graduate

art student, and White later

spoke at Berkshire Commun-
ity College to an audience of

some 125 students. Three
classes were required to

attend the lecture and write

papers concerning South
Africa. The lecture dealt

primarily with the history of

South Africa and apartheid. In

the question and answer
period, however, the hunger

strike was brought up.

Hunger strike questioned

White said that the students

seemed "hesitant," as if they

wanted to play "devil's advo-

cate." They questioned
whether the hunger strikers

had "over-reacted" in their

action, whether they were
really committed to their

cause and what effect it had.

White gave WAAC's side of the

argument in answering their

questions.

"The talks did not center on

the hunger strike and divest-

ment at Williams because no

one outside the community
really cares," White said,

emphasizing that the goal of

the talks is to educate the pub-

lic on the problems in South

Africa.

San Francisco State University
Extended Education

Wildiandt Research Institute

Join • Backpacking RMMrch Team
In llw Mountain Waal or Alaaka

Summar, 1983 3-9 unlta

On-site explorations to preserve
• Wildlife Species
• Wilderness Environments

Course details

WILDLANDS RESEARCH INSTITUTE
407 Atlanlic Ave . Santa Cruz. CA 95062

(408) 427-2106

TIME FOR

GOODIES
Chocolates Fudge

Candy Marzipan Gifts

WE MAIL WE MAIL

Fine Chocolates and. Con/ectioru

Spring Street

Continued on Page 9

CRUISE SPRING
C

•sofiwEttC

T'S

Sweatshirts

Assorted Pants

Canvas Skirts

Canvas Shirts

Bunting Jaclcets

All kinds of Shorts of course
For Men and Women

ountamGoat
130 Water Street. U^llMinttown, Mass. 01267

HOURS: Mon-Sat. 10-«, Thura. 10-«:30. Sun. 12-4
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Williams' most famous graduate LETTERS
by Daniel T. Keating

A large crowd Ralhered Thursday
afternoon to learn the identity of Wil-

liams College's most famous graduate,

the topic of Williams physics professor

David Farli's lecture in the continuing

faculty lecture series. Parl< increased

the mystery surrounding his revelation

when he declared, "I think he is Berk-

shire County's best-known scientist," a

few days before the lecture.

George Steinbrenner was out. So was
President of the United States James
Garfield.

Park himself confessed, 45 minutes
into the lecture, that he has no idea who
Williams's most famous graduate is, or

how to determine that fact. But Park did

make an enlightening, if not utterly con-

vincing, argument that Edward W. Mor-
ley, from the Class of 1860, is Williams's

most famous graduate.

Morley's great achievement, and the

action for which lie is remembered, is the

creation of a physics experiment, the

Michelson-Morley experiment. That
research proved the non-existence of an
ether in space, and cleared the way for

Einstein's Relativity Theory, according
to Park.

"Filled with JeUo"
The belief was held through most of the

19th century that a complete vacuum
was impossible, so some kind of ether

must occupy space. Theorists tried to

make the ether support waves to carry
light and gravity, and, as Professor Park
noted, "Suddenly the universe was filled

with Jello."

The Michelson-Morley experiment,

designed to detect the current that the

ether was supposed to have, is "known,
at least for a few weeks, to almost every-

one who studies elementary physics,

and it is known to everyone who goes

beyond that," said Park. "I do not know
whether I am talking about tens or

hundreds of millions of people, but they

arc in every country in the world and the

number increases daily," he said.

Morley is buried in Pittsfield in his

family plot, but he Is not well known.
"Perhaps it is unjust of me, but I fear

that Edward Morley thought more of

Williams than Williams has ever thought

of him," Park added.

Gifts to College

At age 81 Morley presented the college

with his platinum crucible and some
glassware with which he had done his

experiments. After his death In 1923 his

will left about $100,000 to the college,

including the gold medals awarded to

him by the Royal Society of London and
others who honor superlative research.

Park had the crucible, glassware, and
medals on display during the lecture,

and for people to examine afterward.

Morley's father, Sardis Brewster Mor-
ley was born in Otis and graduated from
Williams in 1829. The family moved to

Williamstown when Edward was 18 so,

as a resident of the town, he could attend

Williams for free. Educated at home,
and at Williams for three years (he

received advanced placement by virtue

of his entrance examinations), Morley
had only one course in chemistry, but his

self-education was great enough to lead

him to be elected president of the Ameri-
can Chemical Society.

Altered conception

The summation of Williams's most
famous graduate and Berkshire Coun-

ty's best-known scientist's accomplish-

ment as a scientist is best given by Erwin
Freundlich in a statement about the

Michelson-Morley experiment with

which Park concluded the lecture: "It is

curious to think that in the little corner of

the universe represented by the space
available in a laboratory an experiment
should be possible which alters our whole
conception of what happens in the pro-

foundest depths of space known to us, but

so it is."

Continued from Page 2

Trieschman, Phil Walsh, The Williams

Record, The Board of Directors of

WCFM, the people down at Office Servi-

ces, Wendell Miles, Rory Costello and
especially David Cole and Steve Monroe
without whose constant advice and
moral support this whole thing could not

have been possible.

Benjamin S. Bahn '84

Tenure
To the editor:

I commend the Gargoyle Society

(Record, February 22) for pointing out

the need for more student Involvement In

faculty tenure and renewal decisions,

and for better methods of determining
the student opinion on professors.

Gargoyle, however, Incorrectly
implies that professors are required to

hand out student evaluation forms. No
professor (tenured or non-tenured) is

obligated to do this. Moreover, if a pro-

fessor does pass out such forms, he need
not turn them over to the chairman of his

department nor to the Committee on
Appointments and Promotions (CAP),
which makes the final tenure decisions.

If the results of the student evaluation do
reach the CAP, they usually do so in the

form of interpretations by the depart-

ment chairman.
Sharing Gargoyle's concerns, the Col-

lege Council has just passed a "pack-
age' ' of proposed tenure changes that the

faculty will vote on soon. The proposed
changes are as follows:

—that the actual figures of the numeri-
cal student evaluations of professors be
submitted to theCAP on staffing reports,

not just interpretations of these figures,

and that non-tenured professors be
required to pass out numerical student

evaluation forms at the end of courses.

—that there be more public and visible

encouragement given to students to com-
municate their feelings on professors to

the CAP, and that there be a section in

the student handbook explaining the

basic tenure procedures and the stu-

dents' right to express their views on
professors.

—that a student committee t»e permit-
ted to interview students on a professor
up for tenure or renewal and to write up
its own report on the student opinion of
that professor; this report should be sub-

mitted to the appropriate department for

consideration in its discussions on the
professor, and should be Included in the

staffing report In addition to the depart-

ment chairman's statement on the stu-

dent opinion; the student committee
should be either an already-existing stu-

dent committee in the department, a

volunteer group of student majors in the

department, or the Faculty Committee
of the College Council.

In addition, the Council passed a pro-

posal that does not require faculty

approval:

—At the beginning of each school year,

and again in November, the Faculty
Committee of the College Council will

place in all campus mailboxes notices

informing the students of the following:

1) the names and departments of all

professors up for tenure that year.

2) a) the names of those responsible for
tenure decisions, and thus the ones to

whom students may express their opin-

ions; this Includes CAP members and
the chairmen of the departments menti-
oned In part 1.

b) the function of theCAP and the func-

tion of student opinion in its proceedings.
—The notice will also include a

reminder that all assistant professors
will be up for tenure at some point, and
all students have the right to discuss
these professors with the decision-

makers at any time.

Aside from the revision of the student
handbook, none of these proposals would
place more work on the administration.

Nor are changes being suggested in the

methods by which tenure decisions are
made; students would have no more con-

trol over these decisions than In the past.

The changes simply Involve the way the
student opinion is determined and
reported, the student opinion being a
required part of every faculty
evaluation. —Steve Magnus 85

ruecupsHOP
Hair Salon of the 80's

W:lliamstown. MA

4589167

Bennington \11

802 442 9823

Piuslield MA
413 443 9816

413 447 9576

CALL tor an appointment or just WALK

GIFT CERTIFICATES

Levi's

Adidas Shoes
All Athletic Equipment
Custom Printed T-Shirts

Everything for Men & Women
Racket Sales & Service

Class Rings

Gifts

Find out what It means to toe an
executive for New England's largest

Department Store. Our Informal group
session is open to anyone Interested In

finding out more about careers In

retailing. Representatives from Jordan
Marsh will be present to provide

information and answer questions

regarding our Executive Training

Program, Fall semester internstiip and
ottier career opportunities.

Intormortlonal PrsMnlotlon
Monday, March 14, 7:00 p.m.

1h« Log

ionlainaRli

Beer & Wine

Specials for iVIarch

Bud Loose- 12 oz. bottles

$12.35/case + dep.

Naragansett 12 pacl(S

$3.99 + dep.

Blanc de Blanc

1.5 litre bottles $4.99
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Log losing faces, bucks
by Jeff Bralnard

Both attendance and sales at ttie Log are drastically less this

year, but the administration Is more concerned about the lack of

people than sales.

"Anyone that walks in can see there's less business now," said
Rich Olson '82, the Log's manager. He estimates that attendance
Is one-third to one-half less than last year. Nightly attendance
averages out to about 120, he said.

Oleson noted that the College's goal is for the Log to be suffi-

ciently utilized as a local social gathering place for students to go to

drink safely.

"The College would be elated if we had 500 a night and no one
bought anything," he explained.

Dean Crls Roosenraad admitted that the current lack of patron-
age is generally attributable to the enforcement at the Log of the
state minimum drinking age of 20, which drives away underclass-
men, the Log's primary patrons.

But the College will continue enforcing the drinking age next fall,

Roosenraad said.

Pitchers may return

He admitted that the elimination of pitchers at the Log is an
unpopular measure, "which may change before spring is over," if

deemed desirable. According to Roosenraad, the decision to revert
to pitchers will be up to Olson and the Log Committee, which will

meet next month.
The Log's lighter business this year may cause a higher than

normal operating deficit, according to College Treasurer William
Reed. But he said he won't know the exact figure for this year until

June.
' 'The Log has had a deficit every year of its existence,

'

' according

to Roosenraad. The College picks up the tab for the deficit, which
last year was $3000-4000, he said.

" [The deficit J doesn't bother us because it's consistent with sup-

porting a student gathering place," he said.

But while regular-hours utilization is down, before-hours use is

high, according to Olson. Almost every night, corporate recruiters

use the Log for information sessions, or residential houses hold

pot-luck dinners there. "It's the exception when there's nothing

going on before hours here," Olson reported.

Divestment
Continued from Page 1

ll

over $2.0 million for the pension
fund.

Unions support divestment
Backman explained that the

legislation had the support of

both the state employees' and
teachers' unions as well as over
75 other religious, labor and
civic organizations across the
state.

The divestment process will
take up to three years so that
losses due to stock market fluc-
tuations can be minimized.

Connecticut has adopted a
more lenient stance regarding
divestment. A law enacted last
June calls for divestment from
all companies dealing In South
Africa that do not meet three
qualifications designated by the
state. These requirements are:

1. That a corporation has
adopted the Sullivan Principles

and has received a high rating

from the Arthur D. Little moni-
toring agency.

2. That a corporation does not

supply strategic products or

services to the Republic of

South Africa for military or

police use.

3. That a corporation recog-
nizes the right of all South Afri-

cans to strike for social and
economic objectives.

Partial divestment by Conn
The law resulted from an

investigation by a governor's
Task Force. The Task Force
determined that the Sullivan
Principles were not restrictive
enough to effect reform in South
Africa. However, the commit-
tee felt that complete divest-
ment would be detrimental to

state funds as well as corpora-
tions that are exerting a positive
Influence in South Africa.

The effect on Connecticut's

$2.0 billion pension fund will be
minimized, according to Bar-

bara Reed of the Treasury
office, because the $100 to $150

million that must be sold will be
divested over time.
Analysts for the state of Con-

necticut said that although
potential losses at the present
time are minimal, financial

risks in the future because of

limited Investment possibilities

could be greater. They Indi-

cated, however, that because of

present economic trends,
smaller companies that do not

do business in South Africa have
performed better than multina-
tional corporations with South
African subsidiaries, but they
could not conclude that this

trend will continue.

PhlUy sold $90 million

The city of Philadelphia
enacted legislation last June
calling for total divestment
from all companies doing busi-

ness in South Africa and Nami-
bia. This law affects roughly $90
million of the city pension fund
of $820 million.

City Council liaison Suzan
Wilcox explained that the law
does not effect bank holdings.

She expects that the entire div-

estment process will not detri-

mentally effect the city's funds
because city managers have
two years to divest.

Volleyballers

spike Amherst
Avenging an early season

loss, the men's volleyball squad
crushed Amherst 3-0 last Satur-

day to take both the Little Three
and the New England Western
Division championships.

The win marked the end of the

regular season for the Ephs,

who finished 5-1 in league play

and 6-1 overall. Sunday, the

squad traveled to North Adams
State College and won the Berk-

shire Invitational Tournament
over six other local clubs.

Never in doubt

Saturday's match was never
in doubt as Williams jumped out

to a 6-0 lead in game one and
went on to win 15-8. Game two
featured the inspired play of All-

New England co-captain Vin-

cente Brandsteln '84.

Brandstein's blocking and
spiking dominated play and
intimidated the Jeffs, as Willi-

ams took the game 15-6. "There
was a sequence when Vince
blocked four balls in a row, and I

think that really took the wind
out of Amherst's sails," said

senior co-captain Paul Sabbah.
"We started slow in that game,
but Vlnce's blocking and Mark
Koenig's serving did them in."

Game three was even more
lopsided, as Williams took it 15-5

to close out the 3-0 win. Along
with Brandsteln and Koenig,
strong performances were
turned in by seniors Bill Best
and Bob Alcasabas, juniors
Steve Brewster and Marc Hum-
mon, and freshman Chris
Clarey.

The best
"This team is definitely the

best in the program's short his-

tory," said Sabbah. "It's a great
feeling to end a season in such a
convincing way."
Sunday's tournament saw

Williams outclassing a field of

six other teams at the NASC
gym. Among Williams' victims
were Berkshire Community
College and, once again,
Amherst.

Next up for the squad is the
New Englands next Sunday, the
event in which Williams placed
sixth of 26 New England squads
last year.

The season ends April 10 with
the New England Division I

championships.

WAAC—
Continued from Page 7

WAAC has also put together

a slide show of some 130 slides

on South Africa in general.

White said that plans are being

made now to give presenta-

tions to area high schools

sometime in April. At this

point no dates have been
confirmed.

Snowmobiling
Downhill Skiing

Crosscountry Skiing

Jforeat ^au&e

Comfortable Rooms
Fireplace in Lobby
Full Lounge Facility

Breakfast included with Rooms
Serving Breakfast, Lunch, & Dinner

Special rates with College I.D.

MAIN STREET OLD FORGE, NEW YORK 13420
(315) 369-3077

All Major Credit Cards Accepted

M«n'» volleyball tplket lit way to victory over Amherst In last Saturday's
action. (Schell)

Swimming— B-ball

—

Continued from Page 10

points during four years of New
England Championships
diving.

Senior Ben Aronson was the

co-recipient of the highly
coveted Rottert Muir award.

The award goes to the senior

who scores the greatest number
of points at the New England
Championships over his college

career.

The Ephs will travel to Can-

ton, Ohio on March 17-19 in

hop)es of improving upon their

second place finish at last

year's National Champion-
ships.

Continued from Page 10

Hams still has an excellent base.

Pidoriano and Walsh are an
exciting and explosive guard
team, and Schmidt comple-
ments them with consistency.

Krupski and McCarthy, though
short, can do the job at center.

McNicholas has played well at

forward, and Russ Howard '84,

Mike Meadows '86, and Tim
Rives '85 are also talented.

The search for a coach to lead

the team next year continues.

Sports Shorts

Parker fifth

Bo Parker '84 sprinted the
final half-mile in 2:02.0, but his

strong finish wasn't enough to

compensate for a lackluster

opening pace and he had to set-

tle for fifth place among eight
runners at the IC4A Champion-
ship Indoor Track Meet held
this weekend at Princeton.

Parker was disappointed with
his 4:12.4 time at the meet,
which featured all of the best

runners in the east, but his

coach wasn't. "The effort was
unquestionably there," pointed

out Dick Farley, "but against
runners like those he couldn't

get any momentum. He fell ten

yards behind the field too early

and never had a chance to catch

up because you can't just bolt

past great runners, like Bo had
done in every other meet."

Alum rows on
Janet Harmon '81 placed 45th

in recent testing for the 1983

U.S. Rowing team. The number
of candidates for the team has
been cut from 120 to 60. Final

selections will be made this

summer for the team that will

compete in the World Cham-
pionships August 28 - September
4 in Duisberg, West Germany.
Last summer Harmon was

selected for the 1982 U.S. Devel-
opment team and participated

in the National Sports Festival

at Indianapolis.

Harmon was a two-year var-

sity oarswoman at Wilhams.

Budweiser
KING OF BEKRS.

ATHLEn OF THE WEBC

This wovfi's recipient is Swim
Team Co-captain Ben Aronson
'83. who won the Robert Muir
Award for scoring the most
points at the ISew Enfilands in his

four years at Williams. Ben, this

Bud's for you!

tlMMiLujniJ
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Jeffs nip Ephs in overtime

Freshman Tim Walsh tries to go over giant Amherst defenders in the Ephs'
heartbreaking 74-73 overtime loss. (Shapiro)

Squash

Women ranked

in Nationals
by Mark Averitt

"This is the greatest day ever

for Williams College women's
squash," beamed Coach Renzi

Lamb after his sixth-ranked

team had qualified two players,

Barbara Rletler and Cassie

Fisher, for the top 16 in the

country.

The Ephwomen have never
placed two women in the best 16

before this week. Williams'
number one player Barbara
Riefler '83, 10-13 for 1983 from

number one singles spot, was
cited as the 14th best player in

the country, and teammate Cas-

sie Fisher '84, with a 15-10

record due mostly to an unbe-

lievable tournament winning
streak, was rated 15th.

Riefler, Fisher, number
three Hilary Thomas '85 and
number four Lisa Buckley '85

all went to the National Individ-

ual Championships at UPenn
this weekend. Buckley was the

first Eph eliminated from the

double-elimination competi-
tion.

National draw

Riefler, after splitting her
first two matches, was shutout
by Yale's Phoebe Trubowitz
and bowed out of the tourna-
ment in the first consolation
round, but Thomas and Fisher
both advanced. Thomas was
eliminated by Allison Daimont,
the number one player at the

University of California at Ber-
keley, in the bracket of eight,

but Fisher survived against
Wesleyan's best player Karen
Adair.

A victory over California's

Allison Daimont moved Fisher

into the consolation finals where
she topped Phoebe Trubowitz,

3-1, to win the consolations with

a 6-1 record.

The basketball team (12-10) ended its season in

dire frustration Saturday night with a one-point

overtime loss to archrival Amherst, 74-73.

The season concluded with an off-balance

jumper by senior Andy Goodwin, and, following a
scramble under the net, a final lay-up which
rolled off the rim as the buzzer sounded.
Williams faced near-certain elimination at the

end of regulation time, but a one-handed jump-
shot over two defenders by freshman Tim Walsh
knotted the score at the buzzer. Walsh tallied 20

points for the Ephs and came up with the clutch
baskets when the team needed them most.
Amherst outscored the Ephs 7-6 in the over-

time, taking advantage of numerous missed free
throws by the Ephmen.
The Lord Jeffs were paced by senior center

Dana King's 15 points. All five Amherst starters

scored in double figures and ended the game with
four fouls. Only six points were scored off the
Amherst bench.

Junior guard Art Pidorlano led the Ephmen
with 25 points, but a 7 for 16 day at the free throw
line kept Pidorlano from breaking the game open
for Williams. The 45 points from the Eph back-
court could not offset the strong front line scoring
of King and Amherst's Leo White and Paul Molter
(14 points each).

Williams led through most of the first half, but
the Eph offense sputtered for the last four min-
utes of the half, and Amherst took a 38-34 halftime
lead. The Ephmen closed the lead early in the

second half and the game continued as a see-saw
battle to the end.

The game also marked the end of Williams
Head Coach Curt Tong's career at Williams. He
racked up a 104-92 won-loss record in his nine

years at the helm of the Ephmen. He moves on to

Pomona Pltzer in California next year where he
will take the Athletic Director position.

Season recap
This year's team started out slowly, losing four

of their five games before the Christmas break.
They lost the North Adams Mohawk Classic tour-

nament for the first time in three years.
But the team's special experience—their two-

week educational and athletic trip to Cuba-
brought them together as a team. Although they
lost all three games against the equivalent of
Cuba's number one national team, Tong felt that
those games helped the Ephmen define their roles
on the court.
After returning and losing three games to tough

teams—Dartmouth, Trinity, and Springfield-
Williams went on an awesome seven game win-
ning streak.

The Ephmen could seemingly do no wrong dur-
ing the streak, finding a new way to an exciting
win each game. Highly-ranked Bowdoln and Mld-
dlebury were among the teams upset during the
streak.

After beating Wesleyan, the streak ended with
exactly the wrong team—Amherst. The Lord
Jeffs rode superior outside shooting to their vic-
tory over Williams.
After a home loss to Wesleyan, it looked like the

season would end on a down-note, similar to its

beginning. But the Ephmen beat Tufts, ninth-
ranked in New England Div. Ill, to assure a win-
ning season record.

The loss of co-captains Olesen and O'Day, and
Goodwin and Ormsbee to graduation will take
size and maturity away from the team. But Willi-

Continued on page 9

Women
hoopsters fall

to Amherst
A last-minute rally fell short

as the women's basketball
team fell to Amherst 54-49 to

close out their season last

Wednesday.
"Amherst outmuscled us,

but we played a quick, smart
game and never let up," said

Coach Sue Hudson-Hamblin.
"I was very happy with the

way the whole team played."

Late rally

Amherst led by as many as

ten points in the second half

before Williams put on a late

rush. The Ephs moved to

within three points with the

ball in the final minute but

could get no closer.

Thalia Meehan '83 and
Tracy Burrows '84 paced the

Ephwomen with 16 and 14

points respectively.

Co-captains Meehan and
Cathy Evans, Tina Gimas,
Margaret Morton, and Faith

Sophomore Kay Lackey goes lor a

lay up In the women's 54-49 loss to

Amherst last Saturday.

(Lockwood)

Menken played their last

game as Williams seniors.

Swimmers win New
England championship

Squash fifth in nation
The men's squash team placed fifth in this weekend's National

Intercollegiate Championships at Princeton.
The Ephmen accomplished their goal of beating out Trinity for

the fifth position, but trailed winner Harvard, Princeton, a Cana-
dian team, and Yale.

Zaff leads team
Number one Greg Zaff '84 lost in the quarterfinals of theA tourna-

ment to David Boyun of Harvard, but came back to win the consola-

tion by beating a top-ranked Canadian.
Number two Tom Harrlty '84 made it to the quarterfinals of the

consolation, where he lost to Zaff. His biggest win was over Bill

Doyle.

Nau wins conso
Number three Jeff Sultar '84 lost his first two games in the B

tournament, but number four Bill Nau made it to the quarterfinals
of the main draw, where he lost to Tom Shepherd of Princeton, and
then won the consolation.

Number five Jamie King '84 lost in the 16th-finals, but played well

in the consolations. Number six Doug Robie '86 also lost in the 16s of

the main draw of the C tourney, but played well to make it to the

semi-finals of the consolation tourney, beating Trinity's Jerome
Kaplus to avenge an earlier loss.

One and two seeds from across the country play In the A tourna-

ment, while three and four players are in the B and numbers five

and six play in the C tourney. Individual players' points are then

added to make a team total.

by Chris Harned

Taking six individual firsts

and a relay victory, the men's
swim team beat Tufts for the
New England championship
528-303.5 this weekend.
The swim team quickly estab-

lished themselves as the domi-
nant team in the New England
area as they opened their cam-
paign to capture a fifth consecu-
tive New England Swimming
and Diving Championships title

by bursting to a 91-74 first-day

lead over second place Univer-
sity of Rhode Island.

Freshman William Couch set

a school record in winning the

400 individual medley in a time
of 4: 11.63. Williams Head Coach
Carl Samuelson said, "Bill

swam well enough to win the

event, but we expect him to go
faster at Nationals".

In the 1650 freestyle, senior

Rob Bowman battled to third

with a time of 16: 42.13 while All-

American Ben Aronson finished

fifth in 16: 48.92.

The 800 freestyle relay team
of Will Andrew '86, Bowman,
Aronson and Jeff Mook '83

battled with quartets from Tufts

and Rhode Island for the top
spot throughout the race but had
to settle for third (7:05.7).

Solidify lead

Williams jumped to a 344-207

point lead over MIT after the

second of three days of competi-
tion. The Ephs boasted four
individual first place perfor-

mances and were represented
in the finals (top 6 places) in all

eight of the day's events.

Co-captain Aronson won the
second event of the day, the 200
butterfly, in a school record
time of 1:53.03. Ail-American
Rob Sommer '84 was victorious
in the 200 backstroke, swim-
ming to a time of 1: 55.36.

In the 200 IM, Sommer, the
New England record holder and
two-time defending champion,
saw both of these marks fall to

teammate Bill Couch '86. He
eclipsed Sommer's mark of

1: 56.8 with a first place time of

1:56.05 to set a pool school and

New England record. Sommer
settled for second (1:57.65)
while Aronson captured fourth
at 1:58.65.

The Ephs final event winner
of the day was AU-Amerlcan
diver Jim Stockton '83, who out-

pointed New England's best on
the one meter board, collecting

an impressive 446.9 points.

Williams also got solid point

production out of the tandem of

Bob Kirkpatrick (fourth at

2:12.74) and senior Dave John-
son (tenth at 2: 14.85) in the 200

breaststroke.

Jeff Mills '84 splashed to a
close third in the 200 freestyle,

clocking in at 1:45.17.

The Ephs closed the day on a
down note, as they could only
manage second place in the 400

medley relay. The foursome of

Andrew, Johnson, Peter Orpha-
nos '85 and Mills covered the

distance in an impressive
3:33.46.

Final-day blowout
Williams broke the meet open

on the final day on the strength
of Rob Sommer's backstroke
victory and the freestyle relay
team's win.

Sommer's victory time of

53.34 in the 100 backstroke
makes him a favorite to win the

event two weeks from now at
Nationals. Andrew took third at
53.98 and sophomore John
Peloso placed seventh, winning
the consolation heat in 55.49.

The 400 freestyle relay team
of Andrew, Mark Weeks '83,

Mills and Sommer set school
and New England records, win-
ning the event in a quick 3: 06.60.

Samuelson said, "They swam a
fantastic race, and could go
even faster at Nationals".
Couch added to his collection

of school records with a second
place finish in the 500 freestyle
(4:45.43).

Stockton and Aronson honored
Stockton cut the water to a

close second in the three meter
diving (441.25 points). The
senior diver was honored as the
diver who scored the most

Continued on Page 9
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Grammy awards

Carl Johnson nominated

Carl Johnson, proiessor of music, displays Jazz record he
helped produce, which was nominated for two grammy
awards. (Lane)

by Sara R. Gross

Work by College jazz scholar Carl Johnson was nomi-
nated for 1983 Grammy Awards in two categories last

month. Johnson is the associate curator of the Paul
Whiteman Collection here on campus.
"An Experiment in Modern Music, Paul Whiteman at

Aeolian Hall," released in 1982, was nominated for Best
Historical Album of 1982 and Best Liner Notes of 1982.

Although the record did not make it to the finals, Johnson
said that he is "honored to have been nominated in two
categories."

Johnson and the Paul Whiteman Collection are
acknowledged on the record by Thornton Hagert, who
compiled the recording and liner notes for the Smithson-
ian Institute in 1981.

The liner notes of the record are ten pages long and
include photographs, some of which were reproduced
from the College's Whiteman Collection. Although John-
son did not write the liner notes, he said that "they
couldn't have been written without the full cooperation of

the collection."

1924 re-creation

The record is a recreation of the 1924 Whiteman con-
cert in Aeolian Hall which was the first American pops
concert offering "a mixture of serious and non-serious

music," a combination of jazz and symphonic music to a
"broad cosmopolitan audience", pointed out Johnson.
The climax of this was George Gershwin's "Rhapsody in

Blue," commissioned by Whiteman for this concert.
Hagert spent three days at Williams doing research for

the record and discussing the project with Johnson. This
is not the only project to come out of the collection. John-
son pointed out that "the materials have been studied by
scholars, and have indirectly resulted in the writing of
books and many articles and papers." The scores and
parts in the collection have also been used for concerts by
professionals and students.

"Trail blazer"

In 1934 Whiteman was the "trail blazer of the Swing
Era" and he had "the most versatile orchestra in Amer-
ica," playing dance music one night, popular music the
next, and classical another night, Johnson said. White-
man also played Broadway music and at Yale and West
Point proms. Johnson said the orchestra never played at
Williams's proms because the College could not afford

the Orchestra's high fees.

All of this means that Carl Johnson will be kept busy
with inquiries on Whiteman, a biography in progress,

and a possible all-Whiteman concert in Carnegie Hall.

140 million

Students force divestment
at other colleges

by Ned Ladd
Divestment has been, and

continues to be, an important
issue on other college cam-
puses. Over the past six years,
student and faculty activism
has forced the divestment of

over $140 million from college

endowment funds. This sum is

approximately equal to the

entire endowment of Williams
College.

The largest divestment so
far occurred at Harvard Uni-

versity, where its trustees

voted to withdraw $51 million

from Citibank Corporation in

February 1981. Sources at

Harvard explained that the

university was protesting a
$250 million loan that Citibank
extended to the government of

South Africa.

Harvard established its div-

estment policy in 1978 follow-

ing student protests. The
Harvard Corporation, the
school's governing body,
declared it would review all

corporations in the Harvard
portfolio which had operations
in South Africa on a case-by-
case basis. In addition, all

funds in banks which extend
loans to the South African
government would be with-

drawn.

Other northeastern schools
Involved in divestment Include
Amherst, Wesleyan and
Columbia. A total of $1.3 mil-
lion has been divested by
Amherst, while Wesleyan has
sold $350,000 in stocks. In 1979,

Columbia withdrew $2.7 mil-

lion from three banks involved

in South Africa.

Mass schools sell

The University of Massa-
chusetts began to investigate

companies in its portfolio as
early as 1977. After a student
rally, the university decided to

sell all stocks from companies
dealing in South Africa. The
decision affected approxi-
mately $600,000of its $2 million

holdings.

In 1979, Boston University

adopted a policy of "selective

divestment." More than $6.6

million dollars in bank depos-
its and bonds was removed
immediately and the Trustees
began an investigation of the

rest of BU's $78 million portfo-

lio. The Trustees reported that

companies making "no pro-

gress in advancing the lot of

black South Africans," would
be divested according to The
New York Times.

$60 million

The largest scale divest-

ment occurred in Michigan
where legislation passed last

December requires all state

schools to divest immediately.
This affects approximately
$60 million.

Colby College divested
$750,000 worth of stock in 1980,

including stock in Dresser
Industries. Dresser is cur-

rently under investigation by
the Williams Advisory Com-
mittee pn Shareholder
Responsibility for noncom-
pliance with the Sullivan

Principles.

Williams itself has divested

from one company, Newmont
Mining in 1981. It did so after

Newmont refused to answer

Continued on Page 4

Switch-hitters lead college
by Dan Keating

The teacher administrator at

WiUiams uses the experience of

the classroom while running the

school. While the people in these

positions acknowledge the

advantages, the Increasing
complexity of running the

school puts burdens on the peo-

ple and the system.
The college has teacher

administrators in the positions

of Dean of the College, Asso-

ciate Dean of the College, Dean
of Faculty, Provost, Associate
Provost and Director of the

Computer Center. The roles of

Dean of the College, Dean of the

Faculty and Provost are all

rotating positions which are

taken for temporary terms by
senior members of the faculty.

"As a faculty member, I

prefer to have academic admin-
istrators who return to the

faculty full-time," says Francis
Oakley, Professor of History
and Dean of the Faculty. "The
two advantages are that the

people running the system have
a sensitivity to academic
values, and people return to

teaching with a feeling about
the college as a whole.

No quality lost

"The disadvantage of our sys-

tem is the dislocation," notes
Chandler. "It is not quality that

is lost, it is continuity. I also

worry about the volume of work
that these people have."
Director of the Computer Cen-

ter Larry Wright has felt that

volume. "There was a period a

Provost Hodge Marltgraf performs numerous administrative chores in
ddllion to hit leaching responsibilities. (Lockwood)

couple years ago when I was
teaching and handling both stu-

dent and administrative com-
puting. I was swamped. It just

about killed me."
"The problem can be the

sheer burden of the jobs," says
Oakley. "Williams tries to keep
the administration small and
lean, but we're near the limit.

We might have to add. Some
people might not like that."

Chemistry Professor and Col-

lege Provost J. Hodge Mark-
graf, more than any other, feels

the pinch of the combined work-
load. "I'm forgiven eight hours
of lab a week and I pick up 50

hours of provost work," he says.

Monster workload
His job as provost includes

oversight and control of virtu-

ally everything related to the

academic nature of the school.

He handles long-range financial
planning for the college and sets

the budgets for every depart-
ment, office, project and facil-

ity on campus—then monitors
them.
The list of committees on

which he serves is so long that

he must write them down while
listing them to keep track. He is

on the CAP, CCPC, ACSR,
FATF, various construction
committees and others.

While not in committee, he
oversees the personnel and pol-

icy of the Admissions Office,

Financial Aid Office, the librar-

ies, Bronfman Science Center,
Athletics Department, the Cen-
ter for Environmental Studies

and others.

"Kill for those things"

He also assigns faculty offi-

ces. "Who gets the corner office

in Stetson?" he asks. "People
kill for those things."

Although aided by Associate
Provost David Booth, Mairkgraf
thinks the provost job has

Continued on Page 4
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Credit due
Baxter Hall was enlivened last Sunday by a group of women bran-

dishing bright yellow t-shirts proclaiming, "Once is not enough." It

certainly wasn't: the women's swim team, hot on the heels of last year's

Division III national title, did it again last week.

Swimmers rarely get the recognition they deserve. Swimming is not

a heavily-attended spectator sport at Williams, and women swimmers
are further saddled with the lack of attention to women's sports in

general. But they train hard—Winter Study 6:00 a.m. workouts were

only the first of two each day—and they succeed. For two years they

have not lost a single meet.

Ironically, the team's consistent success has made it more difficult

for them to receive credit. Headlines like "Swim team wins again" are

as surprising as the rising of the sun, so because we expect stellar

performances from the team, we rarely congratulate them when they

deliver. Hopefully a national title will bring the recognition they merit.

The men's team, having just won their fifth straight New England

title, will seek their first national championship this week, and they

deserve the best of luck.

One way to recognize these teams' contribution to the College would

be to provide them with adequate space. Apparently the College agrees,

and is moving to upgrade its indoor athletic facilities, including the

construction of a larger pool. This would not only benefit the swim
teams, but encourage spectators and recreational swimming.
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Official: EPA a circus
by Chris Howletl

Two days before last Wednesday's resignation of Anne Gor-

such Burford as administrator of the Environmental Protection

Agency, former EPA employee Toby Clark described the state

of environmental policy under the Reagan administration as "a
classical Washington circus."

The circus began, said Clarlc, who was a member of EPA's
office of pesticides and toxic substances for 17 years, with the

firing of Rita Lavelle several weeks ago for apparent conflict of

interest in toxic waste cleanup programs.
At the same time. Congress demanded certain documents

relevant to toxic waste which Burford refused to turn over.

Burford was held in contempt and several of the documents
unaccountably found their way to the agency's paper shredder.

At present no fewer than six congressional committees are

investigating the EPA. Their prime suspicion is that the agency
has been favoring industry to the detriment of waste cleanup.

Clark himself said in the 1982 State of the Environment report

published by The Conservation Foundation, "it appears as if

industry is becoming the prime client of the administration." A
memo to the same effect found recently at EPA caused extreme
uproar.

However, stressed Clark, "all these things that are going on
now are irrelevant to the basic issues," in particular the person-

nel changes that weakened and undermined the agency.

"The people that came to EPA were astroundingly incompe-

tent. They didn't know the laws, they'd never managed
anything—they weren't competent to manage a third-grade

baseball team," he complained. Many had no experience in

dealing with Congress, he added, and no idea of ethics or

compromise.
In addition the E PA, as well as the departments of Interior and

Energy, is being seriously damaged by budget cuts, Clark said.

The number of agency employees diminishes as paperwork

increases, he explained.

He claimed that scientific and policy analysis as well as

enforcement has been reduced tremendously. Meanwhile, "the

states are getting all the responsibility, but their grants are

getting cut by 50 percent or more," he said.

Clark warned that the two areas most likely to feel the effects

of personnel and budget reductions are pesticides and hazardous

wastes. With fewer resources for scientific analysis, these div-

ision are, according to Clark, basically using a rubber stamp,

approving any substance which comes along, often on industry

evaluations alone.
However, "the people in the country still want environmental

policy; all the polls are coming up with this," he said. For this

reason the environment has been a non-partisan issue which
remained steady throughout the past three administrations.

"Until the present one, that is," he said.

Clark expressed pessimism about the future of the EPA and of

environmental policy, predicting that if anyone wants to get

sound programs going again it will be extremely difficult.

Divestment
Continued from Page 1

its inquiries concerning
Newmont's operations in

South Africa, not because of

those operations per se. The
total value of the stock sold

was $700,000.

The vast majority of private

colleges who have divested

have adopted policies calling

for reviews of corporations on

a case-by-case basis. Many
use the Sullivan Principles as

a guideline.

Student protests have been

common on many northeast-

ern campuses but very few

have been effective in gaining

total divestment. Most college

administrations have respond-

ed by investigating their port-

folios and divesting only as a

last resort.

The English Department announces that May 6 will be the

deadline for two 1983 creative writing contests. Material should
be submitted to the English Department Office, Room 2, Stet-

son Hall.

—The Benjamin Walnwright Award, of approximately $40, for the

best short story submitted.

—The Conger Prize of $125 for the best journalistic work appearing
In an undergraduate publication. Authors and editors of under-
graduate publications are asKed to submit entries. The prize may
be awarded to an individual article or to an entire Issue.

Winners will be announced at Cominencement. Judges are

not responsible for finding issues of magazines and the like.

Run-Off

Election

Winners
College Council At-Large

Representatives

Craig Hammond '85

Andrew Cypiot '85

Jamie King '84

Committee on

Undergraduate Life

Christine Harrington '84

Amy Harrison '86

Sarah Gross '85 (at large)

Committee on Educational Policy

John Irwin '85 (at large)

Honor and Discipline Committee
Rob McClean '84

Daniel Peris '86

Teacher administrators
Continued from Page 1

become too much for a teacher

administrator. "The complex-

ity of this office is such that I

would suggest that considera-

tion be given to having no teach-

ing assignments while service

as provost," he says.

"But I still want faculty

brought into these positions

rather than a professional

administrator," he adds,
"because, having worked here,

you know the people and can
judge the situation better."

"Critical roots"

"Another advantage is that

teaching helps keep administra-
tors alive intellectually," adds
Associate Dean and Mathemat-
ics lecturer Crls Roosenraad.
"Without teaching, you lose

critical roots into the academic
process," says Dave Booth, who
teaches political science and

Established 1901 ^MCamU^ f^.a. Levi's

Adidas Shoes
All Athletic Equipment
Custom Printed T-Shirts

Everything for Men & Women
Racket Sales & Service

Class Rings

Gifts

GRADUATINGSOON?

You7e Needed
All Overthe

World.
Ask Peace Corps volunteers why rt>eir Ingenuity ond flexibility

ore OS vital os their degrees. They'll tell you rhey ore helping
the world's poorest peoples ofToin self sufficiency in the oreos
of food produaion, energy conservoiion, educorion, econonnic
development and heolrh services. And they'll tell you about
the rewords of hands on career experience overseas. They'll

tell you it's the roughest job you'll ever love.

PEACE CORPS
Attend a film and interview session at the Office
of Career Counseling, April 7, 7:00 p.m.

For information call (617) 223-7366.

directs administrative comput-
ing as well as serving as asso-

ciate provost.

"The opportunity to teach

makes me a more effective

administrator," maintains
Mathematics Professor Neil

Grabois, the closest thing the

faculty has to a utility infielder.

Utility man
Grabois has served as Dean of

the College, Dean of the Faculty
and Provost. He Is returning to

Provost this summer when
Markgraf steps down.

Williams uses the teacher
administrator system in con-

trast to having professional

administrators, the policy of

many large schools and even
some small ones such as
Amherst. Amherst's only
teacher administrator position

is Dean of Freshmen, which is

rotated among senior faculty.

Current Amherst Dean of

Freshmen John Petropulous
works with all professional

administrators. "They are pros

in a way that I am not," he says.

"But we are not as different as

one might imagine."

People at Williams do not

seem interested in changing,
however. "Some people think

an adversary relationship
sharpens the roles of faculty

and administrators, but that's

too theoretical for me. I haven't

seen it work well at other

schools," explains Oakley. "I
would hope that Williams does
not change."

As Markgraf says when dis-

cussing his provost work, two
independent studies students,

two senior thesis students and
regular teaching: "It's running
me ragged and I love it."

MIDTERM MADNESS
AT

GOODIES
Chocolates, Candy, Fudge

Marzipan, and Gifts
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500 Off On Any $5.00
|

Purchase. j
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Budweiser.
KING OF BEERS.

ATHLETE OF THE WffiC

This week's aivard goes to every-

one on the women's swim team
who contributed to their victory

in the national meet last weeh.

Swimmers, this Bud's for you!

Red scare

Prof tests academic freedom
by Amy Doherty

During the Communist witch-

hunts in the middle of this cen-

tury, academic fashion was
severely threatened in institu-

tions all over the country. Willi-

ams was deeply involved in the

struggle to maintain academic
freedom, and many educators
believe that Williams set a

precedent for the rest of the

nation in forcefully asserting

the necessity to preserve the

faculty's right to express opin-

ions freely.

Senator Joe McCarthy had

recently captured the nation's

attention with his dramatic

claims of Communist infiltra-

tion of the government when
Williams Political Science pro-

fessor Fred Schuman's name
appeared in the headlines on the

front page of the March 15, 1950

New York times. The occasion

marked one of several times

that McCarthy accused Schu-

man of involvement with
Communist-front organiza-

tions.

Back in Williamstown, the

professor was not overly dis-

turbed. During his Political

Science class he dismissed the

allegations as "the lowest level

of imbecility" and he issued a

denial to the New Vork Times.

By this time he had already

weathered a series of investiga-

tions by the House Appropria-

tions Committee, the House
Appropriations Committee, the

House Un-American Activities,

the U.S. Civil Service Commis-
sion, and the FBI.

Antagonistic Alumni
Professor Schuman con-

tinued to express his controver-

sial views and to actively

participate in politics, much to

the consternation of many of the

alumni of the College. These
alumni exerted enormous pres-

sure during the obsessive anti-

Communist decades of the '40's

and '50's on President James
Phinney Baxter to get rid of

Schuman. Baxter referred to

Schuman as his "hair shirt" but

he stoutly protected the profes-

sor's rights to express his

opinions.

"I am sorry he says these

things," he told the alumni who
requested Schuman's dismis-

sal, "but I have to defend his

right to say them." It was
reported that at one point an

alumnus offered to give the col-

lege $1 million if Baxter would

get rid of Schuman. Baxter

refused. The loss of academic

freedom, he explained, was too

great a price to pay.

"Red" Fred
This "hair shirt" of Baxter's

was teasingly nicknamed
"Red" Fred by the students. He
was an extremely popular pro-

fessor who interspersed his

"fantastic" lectures with

True to tradition the

College Council is now tak-

ing orders for graduation

announcements, 1 1 :00-

2:00 daily in the CC office

in Baxter. Prices and styles

will be posted there.

What is a graduation

announcement?

"It's a subtle hint that

you're graduating and that

you accept cash, money

orders, checks. .
."

—CC Pres. Robinson

quotes from Alice in Wonder-
land. Ralph Renzi, who was
Schuman's student in the early

forties, considers the "Psychol-

ogy of Modern Politics" class he

took from Schuman as one of his

most fascinating courses at the

college.

One of Schuman's most vocal

accusers was Williams gradu-

ate William Loeb, the ultra-

conservative owner of the
influential and equally conser-

vative New Hampshire paper.

Long-time political science profes-

sor Fred Schuman escaped the

wrath of Senator Joseph H/lcCarthy

in the 50's.

the Manchester Daily Union.

Loeb wrote a letter to the

Alumni Review in 1956 in which
he revived earlier imputations

that Schuman was involved in

Communist organizations. Loeb
would not contribute any more
money to the college, he wrote,

because of Schuman's presence

on the Williams Faculty.

Although there were alumni
who agreed wholeheartedly
with Loeb's sentiments, there

were others who did not. The
next few Alumni Reviews pub-

lished a number of letters from
alumni who pointed out the

errors in Loeb's argument, (in

his letter, Loeb had misquoted
Schuman), and who reaffirmed

the importance of allowing the

"faculty to arrive at truths

which differ from and even con-

flict with the 'revealed truth' of

rich alumni."
Academic Freedom

A particularly sore point with

many alumni was Schuman's

endorsement in the late '40's of

former Vice-President Henry

Wallace's campaign for the

Presidency. Wallace ran on an

independent ticket, and Schu-

man was attracted by his left-of

-

center position and his foreign

policy stand, and particularly

by his call for a workable U.N.

Schuman's active support of

Wallace put President Baxter

on the spot once again. His

situation was epitomized by an
incident in Pittsfield at the

Hotel Sheraton, where the Pres-

ident valiantly defended Schu-

man's academic freedom
before a group of alumni who
were calling for the professor's

removal. "Academic freedom
is the principle difference

between the Russian educa-

tional system and our own," he

told the angry crowd. While

Baxter spoke, taint rumblings

came from the adjacent ball-

room. Schuman was giving a

campaign speech on the other

side of the wall in support of

Wallace.

Schuman continued to teach

at Williams until 1968, when he

retired. He proved to be some-
times just as prickly for Presi-

dent Sawyer to handle as he had
been for Baxter, who had left

Williams in 1961. Schuman was
highly critical of the Johnson
Administration and of the Viet-

nam War. He believed that "the

official line that Americans
were killing and being killed for

'peace' and 'freedom' was a

muth," and that "LBJ's war was
without precedent since Hitler's

Reich."

President Johnson
When Mrs. Lyndon Johnson

was invited to the opening

ceremonies of the Center for

Environmental Studies and
presented with an honorary

degree, Schuman boycotted the

event and in an open letter to

President Sawyer he declared

that President Johnson was "a

pathological liar ... a dishonest

demagogue, a megalomaniac
militarist, a lawless aggressor

and a mass murderer."
The college quickly issued a

statement claiming that Schu-

man's views did not "represent

the college, its trustees, or its

faculty." A college spokesman
also carefully noted that Profes-

sor Schuman had dissented

"from the last four administra-

tions."

Schuman died in 1981. What
he would think of the current

administration in Washington
can only be guessed, although it

is certain that he would have
voiced those opinions loud and
clear.

San Francisco State University Extended Education

Wildlands Research Institute
Join a Backpacking Research Team in the Mountain West

or Alaska Summer, 1983 3-9 units

On-site explorations to preserve;

• Wildlife Species

• Wilderness Environments

Course details:

WILDLANDS RESEARCH INSTITUTE
407 Atlantic Ave., Santa Cruz, CA 95062

(408) 427-2106

Williamstown
National
Bank

COMPLETE BANKING AND
TRUST SERVICES
We Know How To Help

FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

Avant garde art

envelopes viewer
by Kristen Engberg

An audience of approximately .50 students and faculty

entered a designated room in Goodrich Hall last

Thursday and were immediately encircled by and

pressed against various components of a unusual

kind of art; "performance art."

Nada Velimlrovic '83 has included Williams in her exploration

of this new medium of expression through her work "The Build-

up of a Silent Scream."

The walls were ringed by one charcoal line, smudged verti-

cally at varying points, almost like blips on an electrokardio-

graph readout. This sensation was heightened by a cassette

playing as the audience entered; a mesmerizing rhythm of an

ever-changing heart beat.

Scattered on the floor were seed-like forms or pods, some,

made of earthtone clay, were arranged in a wave-like pattern;

others, made of red papier-mache, were more solidly grouped at

the peak of the wave. All of these shapes were open, seemingly

having given birth, some violent in their explosion of several

layers of tissae, others carefully and cleanly split open.

A slide machine had been set up at knee level, projecting small

images onto a door covered with electric blue drapery, which

gently waved as the performance progressed. The eye most
immediately was drawn to the corner of the space, however,

where a large hammock-like shape was suspended close to the

ceiling by two stury hooks. The shape was wrapped In netting

and copper wire and moved almost unperceptibly, implying that

someone was encased inside.

As the introduction "ORIGINAL" flashed onto the screen, the

tape began, backed by the ever-present heartbeat. The verbal

and visual images recounted a journey, a landscape dreamed of

in childhood but only now practically experienced for the first

time: The darkly panelled plush railroad cars of the past pro-

vided a secure vehicle from which the traveller shifted and

lurched into the semi-conscious state of broken understanding.

Her reactions to the events during the journey are static.

As the tape shut off, the story seemed suspended, unresolved;

the audience waited breathless, in silence. Attention was fixed

on the suspended shape, which now could be seen as the railroad

car, the womb, the shapes on the floor. The audience became
increasingly involved in the scene as no visible action arrived;

people began to shift and cough. Several stood up decisively and
left, banging doors behind them.
Others looked at one another uneasily and the skittish whisper-

ing grew into a distinct buzz. "Do you think she's still breathing

in there?" "When is she going to burst out?" She did not. The
journey, the progressive excitement of expectation. The build-

up of a silent scream.
The new Student League for the Arts and the art department

have shown interest in developing of performance art and are
considering bringing in guest "artists" for workshops and per-

formances in the future. >
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Ennis-Dwyer delights crowd "WAAC fact" disputed
by Greg Cupaldini

An SRO crowd packed into

Brooks- Itogers Recital Hall Fri-

day night to hoar pianist Paula
Ennis-Dwyer's solo recital.

Featured on this weekend's
program was the premiere of

Dear Christina by Daniel Gut-
wein, one of Ennis-Dwyer's col-

leagues at the College Music
Department. The work was
completed a year ago, and writ-

ten especially for Ennis-Dwyer,
who occasionally provided sug-
gestions on keyboard writing.

Dear Christina is a powerfully

expressionistic work combining
abstract and traditional ele-

ments. It is intended to depict

the emotions of a woman read-

ing a hasty abandonment note
from her husband.

Ennis-Dwyer responded fully
to both the musical and theatri-
cal demands of the score. At one
point she seemed to portray
Christina.
The rest of the program con-

tained more conventional fare.
Chopin's Ballade iii F minor was
visceral and yet well-shaped,
with sudden contrasts meticu-
lously juxtaposed. In contrast,
Rachmaninoff's Preludes in G
minor and in G-sharp minor
were given an urbane nuance
which, though appropriate,
worked better wiht the second,
less familiar selection.

Brahms' Paganini Variations
(Book 2) were written in 1866,
the complex rhythms and pun-
gent counterpoint make them
sound considerably more mod-
ern. Fiendishly awkward, as is

JOSEPH E. DEVEV

9:00 - 5:00

Mon.-Sat.

WllLlAMSTOWN, MASS.
0T247

>/> 458-5717
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much of Brahms, they nonethe-
less inspired Ennis-Dwyer to

deliver her strongest interprea-
tion of the evening.

Ennis-Dwyer threw herself a

curve at the beginning of the
evening with Beethoven's Baga-
telles, Op. 126. These pieces are
simply impossible to ingratiate
to a general audience. As with
many of Beethoven's late
works, the stark, moody atmos-
phere is initially quite forbid-

ding. One must appreciate the
vagueries of the Ninth Sym-
phony, the late string quartets,
and the last few piano sonatas in

order to like these miniatures.
Otherwise, the sudden improv-
isatory elements, unpianistic
textures, and fleeting moods
seem merely baroque. Some
people thought Ennis-Dwyer
was underplaying Beethoven's
lusciousness. If anything, her
interpretation was a bit too
voluptuous; these pieces can
use a more detached, deadpan
rendering.

by Lucy Lytle

In a "fact sheet" distributed

to students last week, the Willi-

ams Anti-Apartheid Coalition

cited the Boston Globe in report-

ing that $300,000 was spent in

Massachusetts last year in an
unsuccessful attempt by the

government of South Africa to

defeat divestiture legislation.

But the law firm that lobbied

against the bill claimed it spent

only $1500.

A misunderstanding about
the correct way to fill out a lob-

byists expenditure form has
been cited as the cause of the

controversy.

An article which appeared In

the January 28 edition of The
Boston Globe described the
government of South Africa as
"the largest single spender on
lobbying in Massachusetts last

year" and pointed to documents
filed in the Massachusetts
secretary of state's office which
indicated that $300,000 had been

BE READY
FOR

SPRING TRIP
Swimsuits by Speedo, Head and O.P.
Running Suits, Tennis Equipment

— Williams Shirts —

Goff's Sports, Inc.
Spring Street, Williamstown

McClelland's Stationery and Office Products

Hallmark Stationery

50% OFF

36 Spring Street - - Williamstown

Telephone 458-4920

Xjeam German
This Summer

EfPHCifE

June 27-

August 5, 1983

The German Summer School of the Atlantic

at the University of Rhode \sland

German will be the sole language of communication and Ger-
man life and culture the heart of this accredited intensive
language program available at all levels

Live and socialize in comfortable surroundings, minutes away
from l^hode Island s beaches and scenic Newport

Earn 8 undergraduate or graduate credits

SPECIAL COURSES FOR BUSINESS PEOPLE
A three week course will stress conversational "survival Ger-
man tor business and travel

For details: Dr |ohn M. Crandin or
Dr Otto Dornberg. Department of

Languages. University of Rhode Island.

Kingston. Rl 02881 1401 1 792-591!

allocated for lobbying in this

stale.

The following day, however,

another article in the Globe

reported that the Washington
law firm representing the

government of South Africa

insisted that only $1500 was
actually spent on lobbying in

Massachusetts.

Misunderstanding
James W. Symington of Sma-

thers, Symington, and Herlong,

explained that "a misunder-

standing on the firm's part

about how to fill out a lobbyist's

expenditure form and its failure

to return reporters' calls led to

the confusion about the
amount." He maintained that

lobbyist Stephen F. Riley, an

attorney with the firm, did no

more than fifteen hours of lob-

bying against the bill.

According to the Globe, Riley

explained that he listed the

$300,000 figure because "it was
not proper for us to say what
percentage [of the retainer]

was allocated for Massachu-
setts.

In the same article, however,
Ann McCaughey, a representa-

tive for the secretary of state's

Continued on Page 7

CLASSIFIEDS
Camp Canadensis Co-ed Pocono
Ivlt. summer camp seeks mature
responsible counselors. Pool
directors, computers, athletics

ceramics, gym. Write 217 Benson
l^anor, Jenkintown, PA 19046.

Sales Reps Wanted
Need extra cash? Self-motivated?
Want to set your own hours? Be
your own boss. Become a sales
representative for ARK Student
Bedding, Inc. Income potential is

up to you . Must have own phone.
For further information write:

ARK Student Bedding, Inc.

P.O. Box 534
Wenham, fi/lassachusetts 01984

HOW WELL does your koala

read? Administer this test: It's

pouring near Boston, how looks

the sky out west, Ted?
-J

Williamstown Summer Job

If you have reasonable skills in

light construction maintenance
work we have a job at home and
office. f\/1ay also work this spring

and next year if you wish.

Contact Dr. Arthur Ellison

(413) 458-8115

Happy St. Patrick's Day
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Naragansett Beer

$3.gg/12-pack + dep.

Monterey Vineyards

Classic Red & White

$3.75 -Save $1.00
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Fencers

qualify for

championship
Gordon Leeds '86 and Chris

Hewlett '85 have qualified for

the North Atlantic Sectional

Championships in fencing to be
held at RPI in Troy, N.Y., in

May. Davide Cervone '84 is also

eligible to compete in the sec-

tionals as first alternate in his

classification.

All three fencers competed
last weekend in the sectional

qualifers of the Hudson-
Berkshire Division of the U.S.

Fencing Association, held at

Columbia-Greene Community
College near Hudson, N.Y. The
division includes fencers of all

ages and covers most of West-
ern Massachusetts and Eastern
New York State.

Leeds finished third overall in

the men's foil classification,

while Cervone placed twelfth

and was designated first alter-

nate. Howlett took sixth place in

the women's foil. Epee and
sabre rounds were also held at

the qualifiers although no Wil-

liams fencers competed.

In the sectional champion-
ships, the fencers will face com-
petition from all over New
England, including very strong

clubs from Boston and New
York City.

The three are members of the
informal Williams Fencing
Club coached by Lillian Bostert.

24-hour relay—
Continued from Page 8

evening, night, and next morn-
ing by totaling 235 miles to place
second among Williams teams.
The Striders of the Purple Val-

ley, the College faculty team,
pulled in 215 miles, but were not

scored officially.

Unofficial teams (those with

more than ten runners compet-
ing, often including guest mil-

ers) were Spencer-Brooks
(216) , the Berkshire Quad squad
(212), Dodd and Pratt houses

(209), the Retreads (204), the

Christian Fellowship (198), the

Theater group (197), and the

BSU (150) representatives.

There were several different

levels of pain and dedication

involved in participation for

these teams. The organizers

often ran more than 20 miles—
the spectator-participators, as

few as one or two. "I enjoyed

playing basketball, frisbee, and
just hanging out more than run-

ning," noted a fifth grader.

Spectator Jane Pepko com-
mented, "It's gratifying just to

see all the kids down here with

their sleeping beds pitched for

the night." Music blared, the

college rock band "Visible

Means" provided the evening's

entertainment and the gala

spectacle finally sprinted to its

finish to the loudspeaker tunes

of "Chariots of Fire" and
"Rocky."

The runners' reactions to the

race varied after an entire day
of motion. "It's great to see

track clubs, campus and com-
munity groups all doing some-
thing together for the common
cause," mentioned a South
Shore strider as his team raced
ahead. Yet one of the back of the

pack runners was not so enthu-
siastic. "I've just run 26 miles

miles and I'm tired," was his

comment.

WAAC—
Continued from Page 6

office, asserted that "We met
with Mr. Riley several times.

He was aware that a portion or
percentage of that money spent
here could have been reported.

'

'

Despite the controversy over
the figures involved, K. Lyman
Casey '83 of the Williams Anti-

Apartheid Coalition, chose to

cite the $300,000 figure in the
WAAC fact sheet.

In an interview last Sunday,
Casey said he got his informa-
tion from the January 29 issue of

The Washington Post and
referred to conversations he
held with Massachusetts State

Senator Jack Backman and
representatives for the Ameri-
can Committee on Africa
(ACOA) to support his belief in

the validity of the $300,000

figure.

According to the Post, the

South African Embassy paid
$300,000 to Smathers, Syming-
ton and Herlong to lobby
"against a Massachusetts stock

divestiture law that cuts into

trade with South Africa," but

Symington again maintained
that only "about $1500was spent

working on the Massachusetts
measure."

"The people I spoke with

stressed that the retaining fee

argument was a technicality

because the law firm had been
paid $300,000 for the purpose of

lobbying against divestiture,

and the Massachusetts divesti-

ture bill was a prime piece of

legislation of this type at the

time it was passed," Casey
explained.

Casey noted that there did

seem to be controversy sur-

rounding the fact but noted that

neither the Globe or the Post

printed a retraction of the origi-

nal story, only news articles

describing the law firm's
response.

"I made the decision to go
ahead with the fact and I take
responsibility for that. This

should not be confused with an
acceptance of the $1500 figure,"

he concluded. "I believe that to

be a hasty retreat on the part of

the firm."

This Summer
At Cornell University you can enjoy a

remarkable variety of courses and

learning opportunities. In a setting of

beautiful lakes, parks, ravines, and

waterfalls, you can fulfill requirements,

accelerate your degree program, or

simply take the courses that you've

always put off. Ithaca, a small
,

cosmopolitan city, is located in a

magnificent, varied countryside that

offers you water sports and ball games,

climbing and camping, theater and

outdoor concerts, soaring and bil<ing,

birding and hiking... Call or write to see

for yourself why Cornell is the place you
should be this summer.

fTh^
{hrnvll

JIS

Cornell University Summer Session

B12 Ives Hall-Box 46
Ithaca, New York 14853
607/256-4987

CUSTOMER INFORMATION FROM GENERAL MOTORS

HOW TO
STOP DRUNK DRIVING.

TOUGH LAWS MAY HELP, BUT WE ALSO NEED TO CHANGE OUR ATTITUDES.

Do you know anyone
who's in favor of drunk
driving? Not likely. And yet

many people have cbriven when
under the influence of alcohol,

or will do it at least once.

Take a look at some
chilling statistics. One out of

every two of us will be in-

volved in an alcohol-related

accident sometime during our

lives. Last year alone, more
than 25,000 people died in

such accidents; an additional

1.5 million were injured. A
disproportionate number of

those killed were under 25
years old.

The cost of drunk-driving

accidents amounts to over $24
billion every year in property

damage, loss of wages, medical

and legal fees. Not to mention

the emotional pain to the vic-

tims' families and friends.

What is being done
about it? Over the years,

many different approaches
have been tried: mandatory
jail sentences, stiff fines,

license suspensions, alcohol-

rehabilitation programs, and
higher drinking-age laws.

No single countermeas-

ure seems to do the job by
itself. Tough laws, unless they

are supported by equally tough

enforcement and the certainty

of punishment, don't seem to

work over the long run. Even
with all three, probably the

most effective single thing we
could do is to examine our

own attitudes about drinking

and driving.

How much do you really

know about the effects of

alcohol? The facts may sur-

prise you. For example, a lot

of people believe that beer

and wine are less intoxicat-

ing than other drinks. In

fact, a can of beer, a glass

of wine, or a iy2-ounce drink

of 86-proof liquor are all

about equally intoxicating.

A lot of factors deter-

mine how quickly youll get

drunk. Your body weight, how
much you've had to eat, and
the number of drinks you have

over a specified time all make
a difference. That's why it's

so hard to know when you've

had too much.
A common legal defini-

tion of intoxication is .10 per-

cent blood-alcohol level. For
a 160 lb. person, it takes about

four or five drinks in the first

two hours on an empty stom-

ach to reach the legal limit,

compared with three or four

drinks in the first two hours
for someone who weighs 120
lbs. Of course, your judgment
and reaction time will be
impaired well before you reach

the legal limit.

At General Motors, we're

very concerned about the

effects of drinking on driv-

ing. Over a decade ago, we
developed a device that tests

a driver's reflexes and motor
responses before starting the

car. The Department of Trans-

portation is now field-testing

that device.

We also strongly favor

all efforts that focus attention

on the problem such as the

Presidential Commission on

Drunk Driving. Make sure

your friends and family know
the facts about mixing alco-

hol and driving. Drunk driv-

ing will only stop when we
all decide it isn't socially

acceptable. Be self-confident

enough to admit when you've

had too much to drink to drive

safely.

Meanwhile, seat belts

are still your best protec-

tion against drunk drivers.

They can't prevent an acci-

dent, but they will help save

your life during a serious

crash— whatever the cause.

This advertisement is part of

our continuing effort to give

customers useful information

about their cars and trucks and
the company that builds them.

Chevrolet • Pontiac

Oldsmobile • Buick
Cadillac • CMC Truck
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Second straight

Swimmers win National Title
Led by triple winners Kim

Eckrich '85 and Liz Jex '83 (who
had a part in five national

records), the women's swim
team outdistanced second place
Hamline College of St. Paul,

Minnesota by a score of 330.5 to

286 for their second consecutive

National Championship. Willi-

ams also accomplished the feat

of winning all five relays in

National record time.

The Ephs jumped to an early
lead, as the 200 medley relay
quartet Peg Thoman '85, Eck-
rich, Kathy Kirmayer '86, and
Katie Hudner '83 left the field

behind and won the event in a
National Record 1:51.67.

Eckrich followed that win
with her 50 breaststroke win:
her time of 31.14 was just short
of the National Record (30.97)

which she established last year.

Dominate 50

The Ephs placed three
swimmers in the top twelve in

the 50 freestyle. Jex won the

event in a time of 24.44 (tied with
Catherine Lyons of Ithaca Col-

lege) which was good enough to

break her own National Record
(24.60). Co-captain Hudner
splashed to a close seventh
(24.81) while Kirmayer coasted
to a disappointing twelfth.

Eckrich followed up her two
opening day firsts with a second
in the 200 individual medley.
Her time of 2:11.63 was fast

enough to eclipse the National
Record she set last year, but
was not enough for first.

Lead shrinks

Dina Esposito '83, this year's
New England Champion on the
one meter board was able to

capture tenth in the event
Nationally, as she tallied 319.7

points.

The Ephs concluded the day
as they started; with a relay vic-

tory. The foursome of Jex,
Hudner Sue Knapp '85 and Rae-
chel Stauffer '85 won the 800
freestyle relay (7:54.68).

Friday's action featured six
NCAA Division III Records in

seven events. The Ephs, how-
ever, were only able to capture
two, with victories in the 200
freestyle relay and the 400 med-
ley relay.

Williams saw their 21 point
first day lead shrink to a closer
516.5 to 206 over Hamline Col-

lege of St. Paul, Minnesota.

Mentor Carl Samuelson congratulates co-captaIn Katie Hudner '83. The
women's swim team won the Division III Nationals Saturday. (Lane)

The 200 freestyle relay team
of Knapp, Hudner, Jex and Kir-
mayer built on the Ephs first

day lead by winning the first

event of the day in a Record
1: 38.32.

The Ephs lost points because
they didn't score in the 50 but-

terfly or 400 individual medley.
Kirmayer broke the scoring

drought with a seventh place

finish in the 100 backstroke.

Eckrich added her second
individual victory of the meet,
winning the 100 breaststroke in

a time of 1: 08.7. She failed, how-
ever, to break her own record of

1: 06.9 established last year.

Co-captain Jex, winner of the

200 freestyle at last year's meet,
was only able to salvage third in

the event, clocking in at 1: 56.53.

Maintain lead

The Ephs were able to main-
tain their lead on the strength of

a victory in the final event of the
day. The quartet of Kirmayer,
Eckrich, Jex, and Hudner took
the 400 medley relay in a
National record time of 4: 04.89.

The 100 freestyle tandem of

Jex and Hudner opened the

third day's competition by rol-

ling to first and third place fin-

ishes respectively. Jex's time of

52.98 was quick enough to smash
her own National Record, and
Hudner was not far behind at

53.82.

Break away on third day

Kirmayer picked up Impor-

tant points with a third place

showing in the 50 backstroke
with her time of 28.25.

Eckrich concluded her domi-

nation of the breaststroking

events by winning the 200

breaststroke in 2: 27.36. She won
all three events last year also.

Jex ended her incredible Wil-

liams swimming career by out-

racing Eckrich in the 100

individual medley. Her time of

1:01.16 was merely .16 seconds
off the National record estab-

lished by Eckrich last year.

The 400 freestyle relay team
of Sue Knapp, Rachel Stauffer,

Hudner and Kirmayer ended
the Meet in commanding style,

blazing to a fifth Williams Col-

lege relay victory, covering the

distance in a time of 3: 37.61.

Skiers race to tenth
by John Clayton

Placing four Ephs on the Ail-

American second team, the

men's and women's ski teams
raced to an overall tenth place

finish in the NCAA Champion-
ships held at Montana State

last week.

"I was very pleased," said

Head Coach Bud Fisher. "I

thought we were successful.

Without a men's cross-country

team, we knew we couldn't do

better than ninth; and we
feared UNH and St. Lawrence.
We beat St. Lawrence to finish

tenth.

"We were ninth until the last

day, when the UNH relay team
collected enough points to pass

us, as we had no X-C relay

team," said Fisher.

Crawford Lyons '84, seventh
in the slalom, Heidi Knight '86,

sixth in the giant slalom, John
Pier '85, eighth in the GS, and
Ellen Chandler '83, ninth in the

cross-country, all made the

All-American second team.

Sacrifice body
The men's giant slalom was

the Ephs' most successful

event, as Williams finished in

sixth place.

"Crawford made a big mis-

take and finished 25th in the

first run," said Fisher. "Pier
was 15th, Tim Hill was 28th,

and Tuck Collins nearly fell.

"But the second run was
incredible. John sacrificed his

body to finish fourth. He was
beating on himself, the way
poles were flying across his

body. Crawford also had an
excellent run to take 15th over-

all, and Hill finished 28th."

Knight first

In the women's GS, Knight

tied for first on the first run,

but made one mistake on the

second run that lowered her to

sixth place overall, but first

among Eastern skiers. Kate
Knopp '85 placed 20th.

In the men's slalom, Lyons

took seventh while Pier was

18th. "I was very pleased with

the way Crawford skied,"

Fisher said, "and John did

pretty well also." Although

Knight fell, Knopp took 25th in

the women's slalom.

Chandler finished ninth in

the cross country individuals,

while Sarah Bates '85 was
32nd.

The women were ninth over-

all, while the men were tenth.

Utah won the 18-team event,

followed by Vermont and
Wyoming. Williams finished

fifth out of the Eastern teams.

Sunday Night League

Black Magic wins
by Dave Woodworth

Black Magic won the Sunday Night League basketball champion-
ship with a 79-72 win over Optional Heartbeat in the finals.

The victors blew out to a 17-point halftime lead and never looked

back, although the Heartbeat closed the gap from the free-throw

line to make a game of it.

The inside play of Seth Toney '84 (26 points) was the key to the

contest for Black Magic, off-setting the torrid shooting of Heart-

beat's John Hayes '85.

Black Magic advanced to the Championship game by the narrow-

est of margins, eking out a 39-38 win over Short and Slow. Short and

Slow had a 15 point lead at one point In the first half, behind the

shooting of Rob Coakley '86, but had difficulty dealing with Magic's

extended zone and saw the margin evaporate.

Optional Heartbeat ousted Comfortably Numb in their semifinal

by a 61-54 count. Depth proved to be a factor in this game, as Numb
had been forced to play a preliminary round game earlier in the

evening (a 32-28 victory over the Slackers) and had just run out of

steam.

Hayes and Lee Berinsteln '85 led Heartbeat to the victory, while

Mike Morriss '85 and Dennis Dunne '86 were high men for Comfor-

tably Numb.
Ten teams competed in the league, which started at the beginning

of Winter Study. Each team paid an entry fee, which went to paying

the referees and buying pizza and beer at the Log for the winners.

Competition for the four playoff spots was intense, as Magic and

Heartbeat tied for first. Heartbeat winning because they beat

Magic during the regular season.

24 Hours for charity
by Mark Averitt

Constant motion—that was the story of

the 1983 version of the Williams College
Community Chest Fund 24-Hour Relay.
"The thing that made this race differ-

ent from others," commented Freshman
Chuck Goforth, a "guest miler" who ran
his stint for the theater team, "is that the
batons were always in motion, even if all

the athletes weren't. There was a contin-

ual flow of motion and energy."
With an estimated 400 runners and

those who barely passed for runners par-

ticipating, there would have had to be an
electric air in towne Field House this

weekend.
The 24-Hour Relay, whose proceeds

earned from pledges go to Wllliamstown
area charities through the Williams Col-

lege Chest Fund as well as to benefit

spring sports teams at Williams, was an
event which truly fused many diverse

elements—the community and the col-

lege, the experienced, able athlete (like

Bo Parker, the school mile record holder

who ran for the Spencer-Brooks team)
among them and the weekend jogger, the

young (one local sixth grade class spon-
sored a team of small tykes who raced
past taller runners for the first half of the

relay) and the old-enough-to-know-

betters. As one competitor summarized
the event, "You have to have a sense of

humor to run the 24-Hour Relay."
The teams with the least capacity for

joviality were probably the "official"

squads which competed with ten runners
or fewer. The South Shore Striders, a
track club from the Boston area, won the

event by logging the most miles but Willi-

amstown's own Roadrunners club was
clbse behind with 256 miles. The Road-
runners were bolstered by many Willi-

ams track and cross-country stars as
well as their coach, Peter Farwell. The
Back of the Pack team, modestly named
due to the humble performances of its

runners in Williams track competition,

stayed at the front most of the morning,

Continued on Page 7
Bill Moomaw hands the baton to Francis Oakley as the Striders of the Purple Valley, otherwise

known as the Williams lacully learn, cruises to 215 miles in the 24-hour relay. (Scheibe)
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Trustees divest Dresser
on ACSR recommendation

by Christian Hewlett

Last week the Trustee Finance Com-
mittee decided to sell tlie College's 15,000
shares in Dresser Industries, a company
doing business in South Africa which has
consistently refused to sign the Sullivan
Principles supporting racially equal
work practices.

The divestment, totaling nearly
$274,000, came after a unanimous recom-
mendation from the Advisory Commit-
tee on Shareholder Responsibility
(ACSR).
The ACSR became dissatisfied with

Dresser following a recent phone conver-
sation between College Treasurer
Wiliam Reed and Dresser executive
Edward Luter. Luter told Reed that
although his company has not signed the
Sullivan Principles, it has made them
corporate policy; however, it objects to

the external auditing required by the
principles.

He added that Dresser has a world-
wide policy of not letting outside groups
interfere with its operations, and that
recent proxy votes have shown that less
than two percent of stockholders favor
their signing the Sullivan Principles.

Resting our case
According to Reed, Luter agreed to

have Dresser representatives meet with
the committee, but firmly stated that
corporate policy would not be changed.

"I don't think they're doing what we
want," Reed remarked, adding that as

long as Dressser refused outside audits,
there would be no way to monitor their

practices in South Africa.

He concluded that in order to be con-
sistent with its support of the Sullivan
Principles, the ACSR had to recommend
divestment.

"They've rested their case," Provost
Hodge Markgraf stated, "and it seems to

me we should rest ours."

Markgraf added that the Trustee
Finance Committee will not buy stock in

Dresser in the future unless a significant

change in policy occurs. "They (the

Finance Committee) have orders to

cease and desist," he explained.

Two others sold
In related business, the ACSR reported

that the Finance Committee has sold its

shares in International Flavors and Fra-
grances, Inc. and Stauffer Chemical
Company, two corporations under inves-
tigation by the committee for their South
African practices. The sales came as
part of routine financial business.
Four other companies in the College's

portfolio are currently being investi-

gated by the ACSR for their compliance
with the Sullivan Principles. The Arthur
D. Little Corporation rated Eli Lilly and
Company and National Cash Register
Corporation unfavorably, while Stand-
ard Oil of Ohio and National Technolo-
gies received a mixed rating, indicating
they have signed the principles but have
not reported back about their practices.

Spring weather brought sunshine and smiles to the Freshman Quad last week, helping to
alleviate the pain of returning to papers, exams and textbooks after two weeks of relaxation.

(Scheibe)

Space shuffle finally lands
After a little controversy, and a lot of

confusion, it seems the space shuffle has
finally landed. As a result, the College's
language departments will be located
in—Surprise—Weston Language Center.

Swelling tuition nears $12,000
by Melissa Matthes

Tuition and fees for the 1983-84 school

year will rise to $11,615, an increase of 8.

2

percent over this year's $10,731, Presi-

dent Chandler announced March 18.

Tuition will increase by $750, room and
telephone by $65, and l>oard by $65, said

Chandler in his letter to students and
their parents. He cited three factors—re-
ductions in federal financial aid grants
and loans, the need to restore the pur-

chasing power of faculty salaries and the

cost of computer and word processor ex-

pansion—as contributing to the increase.

The higher-that-normal percentage in-

crease this year is in part attributable to

the substantial loss of Federal financial aid,

explained Reed. Two years ago the College

applied $500,000 of its operating budget to

financial aid. Now, with federal cut-

backs the College will have to supple-

ment financial aid by nearly $1.1 mil-

lion.

Treasurer William Reed said the Col-
lege tries to raise faculty salaries at a
rate one or two percentage points above
the inflation rate of the previous year,
which for 1982-83 was 4.5 percent.

Maintaining faculty salaries

"As one of the leading schools in the

country, it is Williams' responsibility to

maintain attractive faculty salaries,"

added Reed. 'Williams is competing with

the Ivies for both faculty and students,"

he said, "and it is important for us to be
a leader."

Many faculty members, particularly

economists and computer scientists,

could double, or even triple their salaries

in industry positions. Reed said, "Indus-

try complains that students are ill-pre-

pared for corporate responsibilities but

industry is eating the seed core by en-

ticing some of the best professors from
certain disciplines." Nevertheless, Reed

Continued on Page 6

Instead of moving to Weston, the Jesup
Hall offices (Alumni, Development and
Public Information) will move to Mears.

"We're pleased," said German Pro-
fessor Edson Chick. "All's well that ends
well."

The college had originally intended to

relocate the languages to the basement
of Stetson Hall so that the Jesup Hall
offices could move to Weston. Tlie col-

lege's computer facilities will soon be
consolidated in Jesup.

Because language professors pro-

tested the lack of space, as well as pres-'

tige, of their new location, the

administration had decided to give them
their own building, Mears House. The
Office of Career Counseling, currently in

Mears, will be taking over the empty
Stetson space.

Avoid expensive renovation

However, the administration recently

realized that things were unnecessarily

complicated. Instead of making two
moves (Jesup to Weston and Weston to

Mears) and an expensive renovation of

Weston, they decided to simplify mat-

ters. By moving the Jesup offices to
Mears House, Weston will be left alone.

The Public Information office is eag-
erly awaiting the upcoming move, as is

Director of Development John Prti-
chard. "We are gaining a very nice loca-
tion, more space—we're delighted," he
said.

Meanwhile, the language departments
will only retain the top two floors of Wes-
ton. The College's Personnel and Confer-
ences Offices will be occupying the first
floor. Both are now located in the lower
level of Stetson.

In a related move, several of the lan-
guage departments' senior professors
will have their offices moved from Stet-

son to Weston.

BSU gets a house
However, this is fine with Chick, one of

the professors likely to be moved.
"Under the circumstances, we're quite

willing to take this into the bargain," he
said. "We're lucky to end up so well, con-

sidering we started in the basement of

Stetson."

Finally, the Black Student Union, now
in the basement of Mears, will be given
Jenness House. If you've never heard of

it, don't worry. Located behind the phys-
ics building, it currently serves as a
faculty residence.

Roosenraad/ Allen seek greener pastures

Dean Cris Roosenraad

by Dan Keating

Associate Dean Cris T. Roosenraad and Assist-

ant to the President Judith Allen will leave Willi-

ams this summer for other positions. Roosenraad
will be Dean of Students at Carleton College in

Minnesota, and Allen will be the regional director
for the College Board in New England.
Roosenraad has been teaching mathematics at

Williams since 1969. In 1973 he was named assist-

ant dean, and was promoted to Associate Dean in

1975. During the 1979-1980 academic year he
served as Acting Dean of the College. Roosenraad
currently serves as the Dean of Freshmen.

"Cris has performed three of the four roles in

the Dean's Office, ail with great distinction," said

Dean of the College Daniel O'Connor. "If we had a
"most valuable player' award, he would win it in a
walk. We will miss him."

Roosenraad will begin his work at Carleton, a
liberal arts college of 1700 students in Northfield,

Minnesota, on July 1. He will head the Dean of

Students Office which includes three other deans
and support staff. His position includes serving on
the President's Administrative Executive Com-
mittee and counseling students on personal and
academic matters. He will also work in the
mathematics department.
Roosenraad's move Includes career opportuni-

ties for his wife Susan who teaches mathematics
at Pine Cobble School and recently received an
M.S. in Computer Science from Union College in

New York. The couple lives in Williamstown with
their ten-year-old son, Christopher.

Continued on Page 8 Assl. lo the President Judith Allen
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The Williams Record

The campus has two opportunities to express its opinions this weelc.
Tonight, until midnight, the student body is voting on the question of
investment policy. We must speak loudly as a group if we are to show the
interest that the Trustees and the College now expect of us.

Friday's open meeting with the Trustees will allow direct communi-
cation. This is the best opportunity thus far to hear both sides at their
finest.

EDITORS-IN-
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1983-84 Junior Advisors
The names of the fifty-two students who will be next year's

junior advisors were released before Spring Break. This year's

selection process was unique in that the JA selection committee
interviewed each candidate individually.

Dean of Freshmen Cris Roosenraad said he will meet with

the Committee to discuss the effectiveness of the interview

format.

The JAs are:

James N. Brawner

Cameron H. Burns

Jeffrey L. Catkins

Andrew J. Canning

Patrick J. Connors

John F. Cox

James T. Dumptiy

IMark L. Evans

David K. Flynn

Ricltard A. Gallun

IWJctiael R. Gillis

Anttiony F. Gioffre

Christopher B. Harned

tyilchael D. Heyward

John 0. Irwin

James T. Katter

Brian J. Kllcoyne

Robert J. Lumley

Jeffrey J. May

William tM. McClements

Shannon D. McKeen

Douglas £. IMcKenney

Paul G. Meeks

Kelley G. Murphy

Raymond A. O'Brien

Timothy A. Rives

Floyd G. Short

Mark 0. Van Norman

Stephen C. Willey

* * ¥
Shaela A. Cahill

Sarah J. Cooper

Stephanie I. Creth

Elizabeth Crill

Katherlne P. Eckrich

Alison M. Fuller

Jean M. Hannlgan

Kelly C. Havig

Margaret C. Holllday

Lynne P. Jaycobs

Susan K. Knapp

Kay L. Lackey

GIna Martinez

Janet L. Ralmondo

Susan M. Rellly

Carol A. RiccardI

Julia T. Short

Carol A. Silva

Lori A. SymanskI

Laura C. Voipe

Wendy A. Webster

Catherine L. Wick

Deborah Wickenden

Turnovers sap Econ. Dept.
by Mark Averitt

Their names won't appear in

next year's course catalog, but

there are nonetheless four new
full-time members of the Willi-

ams economics department.
Roberto Iflil, Brian Levy, Dave
Ross and Dave Faeris will

replace Juliet Schor, Gerald

Epstein, Tim Fries and Michael

Fortunato after a year of the

largest turnover in recent

memory.
Schor and Epstein resigned to

take positions at the newly-

formed "radical think tank" of

the New School in New York
City. Fortunato and Fries are

leaving for personal reasons.

"But don't forget that we're

always the department with the

highest turnover rate," pointed

out economics chairman Gor-

don Winston, who was responsi-

ble for most of the interviews

with the new candidates. "Last

year we had no turnover at all,

so the two-year average is about

normal."
The arrivals and departures

do create a problem in assign-

ing next year's classes. The hir-

ing has been so fast and furious

that Winston isn't yet sure

which professor will teach

which class, and will not know in

time for the new college

catalog, either.

Courses should work out

"We have good course offer-

ings and all of our new people,

as well as the visiting professors

whom we are still hiring, are

good, so choosing classes

shouldn't be a dilemma for stu-

dents," Winston said. All four of

the newcomers arrive with

admirable credentials. Roberto

Iflil, a Yale graduate student

who is due to receive his Ph.D
soon, is a specialist in industrial

organization and regulation.

"He's going to be one of the most
popular professors on campus,"

Continued on Page 8

OFF CAMPUS
HOUSING

In Town Victorian

3rd Floor

Kitchen Facilities

2 Bedrooms, Bath

Call

662-2565

TIME SHARE resale

Delray Beach, Florida

Ocean Front, 1 Bedroom Apartment,

Sleeps 4, First 2 September Weeks.
Exchangeable for any time of year in

many exotic places.

Sacrifice! $2500 each week
(305) 276-4868

Anderson
1001 Northeast 8tli Avenue
Apartment 112

Delray Beach, Fla. 33444

Faculty promote S. African awareness
by Ned Ladd

The Faculty Committee for

Divestment has presented three

lectures this spring designed to

enlighten the student body to the

fundamental issues surround-

ing South Africa and divest-

ment. All three speakers were
in favor of divestment and
attempted to present their rea-

sons for both the viability and
the effectiveness of divestment.

The lectures addressed two

basic issues of contention in the

South African controversy, the

impact of divestment on the col-

lege financially and the effect of

American divestment on South

African affairs.

Dr. Robert J. Schwartz, vice-

president of Shearson-
American Express spoke to a

small audience on March 16

about the perils of "Socially

Responsible Investment." He
explained that the college's

portfolio would not lose earn-

ings if a policy of divestment

was followed.

Schwartz has managed
"socially responsible" portfo-

lios, which specifically exclude

companies doing business in

countries cited for human rights

violations, or companies
engaged in morally-contro-

versial industries.

Clean stocks outperform
He said those portfolios had

"maintained good perfor-

mance" and consistently "out-

performed the average". He
pointed to several accounts

which he has managed for five

years and explained that his

investors have been satisfied

with his management tech-

niques.

Schwartz also addressed the

question of the effectiveness of

divestment on influencing cor-

porate pullout of South Africa.

He stated that large scale div-

estment will force the price of

stock down. "I know of no com-
pany which isn't Interested in

the price of its stock," he noted.

Dumasani Kumalo, Projects

Director for the American Com-

Dumasani Kumalo, Projects Director for tlie American Committee on

Africa told Wednesday's audience that the pressure of divestment "will

force the whites to tfie negotiating table.
"

(Shapiro)

mittee on Africa, explained the

South African view of American
divestment at the second lec-

ture last Wednesday.
He spoke of conditions in

South Africa and the complete

division between blacks and
whites. According to Kumalo,
the law requires this separa-

tion. For corporations in South

Africa to fight apartheid, they

would have to break the law.

Foreign support crucial

For this reason he favors

blanket divestment from all

companies dealing with South

Africa. "Divestment is the only

way out," he said. "The South
African government owes its

existence to foreign investment,

which provides a lot of eco-

nomic support."

He freely admits that ' 'divest-

ment will hurt" blacks. How-
ever, he noted that it will hurt

whites as well.

The pressure of divestment,

according to Kumalo, "will

force the whites to the negotiat-

JOSEPH E. DEVEY

9:00 - 5:00 - \
Mon.-Sal. "^ ^

- I M C n ^ WILLIAWWILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.
01267
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Cornell Law School

Undergraduate Prelaw Program

June 6 to July 19, 1983

A demanding six-week program
for college students who want
to learn what law school Is like.

For further information write to Jane G. Death,
Cornell Law School, 634 C Myron Taylor Hall,

Box 46

(thaca, NY 14853

ing table." Unlike the whites in

other African countries, the

whites in South Africa have
been there for 300 years.

"The whites in South Africa

have nowhere to go," he noted.

"In the long run, we have a
much better chance of forcing

them into reasonable change."

Peaceful change possible

Kumalo said he does not

believe that divestment will

force a violent revolution in

South Africa. "There is a
chance for peaceful change,

'

' he
emphasized. He admitted that

the "violence will escalate . . .

there is no way to stop it" but he

believes that change can be

brought about with "minimal

violence."

Representative Howard
Wolpe wrapped up the series

last Sunday night by speaking

on the role of divestment as a

part of US foreign policy. He
noted that the divestment issue

is a national concern and that

economic relations with South

Africa have been debated In

Congress for some time.

He called South Africa a

"police state—pure and sim-

ple." In relating his experiences

there as part of a Congressional

delegation, he spoke of the pre-

dominance of the police in all

aspects of civil life.

He labeled two issues in for-

eign policy with regard to South

Africa as critical. First, he

called for a policy that would

"facilitate internal change."

This would include government
sanctions as well as popular div-

estment from corporations

dealing in South Africa.

He explained that corpora-

tions cannot force change
because they don't have any
input Into the political power
structure. "Power-sharing is

the central question of apar-

theid," he concluded.

The Faculty Committee has

publicly advocated divestment

of all college funds from all cor-

porations and banks doing busi-

ness in South Africa.
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This tornado-tlrlken "room" could
occupant enlists the help of the new

"PM Magazine"
to quiz students

The producers of "PM Maga
zine," the nationally-syndi-

cated television show, have
announced their intention to

send a camera crew to the Willi-

ams campus this Thursday.
The dramatic focus of this

high-tech media equivalent of

"Man-on-the-Quad" will report-

edly be the following question

for students: "Which movie
star do you think you most
resemble?" Be prepared.

Pitchers return

to the Log
The Log is again serving beer

in pitchers, due to a unanimous
Log Committee vote In favor of

the measure last week.

The Committee agreed that

the lack of pitchers was hurting

the Log's ability to function as a

social gathering place for all

students.

According to Dean Daniel

O'Connor, the measure may
reverse the trend towards par-

ties in dormitories, where "an
unhealthy atmosphere condu-

cive to excessive drinking
exists." The atmosphere at the

Log is more "controlled," he

said.

Dean Cris Roosenraad also

noted that students are now suf-

ficiently aware of the state law
forbidding both minors from
being served and students of

age from buying for them.

In other Log issues, the Log
may offer a dark beer this

conceivably look respectable il Its

free-lance maids. (Schelbe)

spring, depending on the availa-

bility of taps at the bar.

And the Log Committee is

now accepting resumes from

seniors for the position of next

year's Log manager, a one-year

position.

l\/laids are bacl( . .

.

at a price
For those rooms that haven't

seen a vacuum cleaner since

last September, there's help not

far away. "Quality Maid Ser-

vice", a professional cleaning

organization, has received per-

mission to offer their services

on campus. Costs for this ser-

vice are not yet known, but will

depend on room size and type of

work desired.

Payment is required in

advance, and appointments will

be set for the cleaning service.

According to the organization,

the service is "bonded and
insured for your protection."

Steaks for blood
In another attempt to enlist

student support, the American
Red Cross is running a bloodmo-
bile today and tomorrow at the

First Congregational Church.
There will be an inter-dorm

competition, again entitled the

"Vampire Sweepstakes," with

every member of the winning
house receiving Kansas City sir-

loin steaks. These steaks were
donated by Astro Beef.

But "the real reward for giv-

ing blood is the knowledge that

one has given of himself to help

meet an acute need," said

Bloodmobile coordinator

STEP INTO SPRING

WITH

SCHOLL
Exercise Sandals

$18.99

at

Carolyn Uehr. "The donated

pint of blood will probably be in

another person's veins within a

week."
Today the bloodmobile was

here from 10 to 4 and tomorrow
it will be here from noon to 6.

Burns honored with

Christopher Award
James MacGregor Burns,

Woodrow Wilson Professor of

Government, received a 1983

Christopher Award for his latest

book, "The Vineyard of

Liberty."

The award is given annually

to writers, producers and direc-

tors in recognition of "the high-

est values of the human spirit,"

and "artistic and technical

excellence."
This year's other recipients

include Charles Schulz of Pea-

nuts cartoon fame; Jonathan
Schell, author of "The Fate of

the Earth;" Richard Attenbo-

rough, producer of the new film

"Gandhi;" and Lawrence E.

Splvak, panelist and producer

of "Meet the Press."

Burns has been at Williams

for 42 years and in that time has
accumulated many prestigious

awards for his writing, includ-

ing in 1956 a Tamiment Prize

and Woodrow Wilson Prize and
in 1970 a National Book Award
and Pulitzer Prize.

He is former president of the

American Political Science

Association and is current pres-

ident of the International

Society of Political Psychology.

Winter Study '84

Winter Study registration has

changed. This year, students

should submit WSP 99's during

the regular registration period

for fall courses, April 18-25,

along with all other WSP choi-

ces. Approved choices will be
posted in May.
However, 99's can also be sub-

mitted in October as first choi-

ces. These will either be
approved or denied by October

15, when all course assignments

will be made.
Next year's freshmen will

choose from six special interdis-

ciplinary seminars. These
courses will meet for about six

hours a week in groups of 25

students.

There will also be a new group
of senior seminars.

Graduate fellowships

Eleven seniors have received
various fellowships for gradu-
ate work and independent
study.

Susan Bragdon, Bryan Can-
non and Cecilia Danks were

awarded Watson Foundation
Fellowships of $10,000 each for

one year of travel and study.
The three were selected from
170 nominees from 50 colleges.

Bragdon, a biology major,
will study predator-prey rela-

tionships by observing jackals
in South Africa, tlmt)er wolves
in Canada and red foxes in

Germany.
English major Cannon will

travel to India to study religious

shrines and temples and the cul-

ture surrounding them. Danks
will combine her biology and
environmental studies majors
by examining the problems of
agriculture and tropical rain-

forest preservation in Costa
Rica, Brazil and Peru.
Peter Graffagnino and Diane

Owen have been given Herchel
Smith fellowships for two years
of study at Cambridge Univer-
sity. Vanessa Laird received a
similar grant to attend Oxford.
Hubbard Hutchinson fellow-

ships, given by Williams to

seniors gifted in music, arts,

writing or performance, went to

Kimberly Carpenter, John Gra-
ham, Inigo Manglano and Mari-
anne O'Connor for two years of

graduate work.
Thomas Dennis was awarded

the Horace F. Clark fellowship,
given to a senior, ' 'chosen on the
basis of superior scholarship,

general ability and interest in

scholarly research."

l\/lilitary uses of

nuclear waste
Speaking before a group of

concerned students Thursday,
chemistry professor and envir-

onmental studies director Wil-

liam Moomaw explained the

little-known connection
"between the civilian use of

nuclear power and military

nuclear power."

"We're planning in the next

ten years to make 14,000 nuclear

weapons," he maintained.
Although the U.S. can not make
enough plutonium for the wea-
pons in that time using existing

methods, the technology exists

to upgrade plutonium found in

conventional nuclear reactor

waste to weapons-grade
material.

Around 1979 the US govern-

ment conducted an experiment
using conventional spent fuel

rods from a nuclear power plant

to make a bomb. 'The experi-

ment was successful, defini-

tively proving that "that
connection did exist," Moomaw
said.

"It's very clear that's how
India got the material for their

weapon," he continued, adding
that South Africa Is generally

believed to have obtained a

twmb the same way.
France and West Germany

are currently selling plutonium
reprocessing technology "to
anyone who will buy it, basi-

cally," Moomaw claimed. In

recent years South Korea, Pak-
istan and Brazil have all tried to

buy the technology. Although
the first two sales were effec-

tively killed by US pressure, he
said, the Brazil sale went
through, although the country
had not signed the international

non-proliferation treaty.

What is the scope of the
danger? According to Moomaw,
a conventional nuclear power
plant makes enough plutonium
yearly for about 50 one-megaton
sized weapons.

"It's a potential resource, sit-

ting there, and you know where
it is," he despaired. "It's just

crazy!
"

Carr, Rouse retire

Two long-time professors,

Arthur J. Carr of the English

department and Richard O.

Rouse of the Psychology depart-

ment, have retired from the

faculty.

Carr, who is Edward Dorr
Griffin Professor of English,

came to Williams in 1967 from
the University of Michigan to

become chairman of the
department.
He is a specialist in Victorian

literature and has co-edited sev-

eral college texts, including

"Masterpieces of the Drama,"
now in its fourth edition, and the

"Norton Anthology of Poetry."

Rouse came to Williams in

1948 when the Psychology
department was only two years
old and served 12 years as its

chairman. Before coming to

Williams he graduated from
Harvard and later taught at the

University of Connecticut.

Rouse's specialty is cognitive

psychology with an emphasis on
visual perception and the role of

attention in short-term
memory. In the past he has
served as a consultant to the

National Science Foundation.

Chess team
places second

The Williams Chess Team
took a strong second place in the

New York City Open Intercolle-

giate Championships over
Spring Break. About ten teams

competed, with Hunter College

finishing first and Middlebury

College third.

Individually, Arthur Xanthos
'86 took fourth place, Cresent

Varone '85 seventh, and Mark
Gutscher '86 eighth out of nearly

50 competitors.

ROCK N ROLL CLASSICS ON SALE
Them with Van Morrison $3.99

English Beat "Wha' ppen?

"

$3.99

Joan Arma & Rading (12" Lp) $2.99

Kinks Greatest Hits (Original) $4.49

James Brown (2 Lp Hits) $4.49

Chuck Berry 22 Hits $4.49

Jimi Hendrix ("Axis"), "Are You
Experienced, Others $3.99 - $4.99

— Too Many More to List Here —
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Government postpones

Registration proof
by Lucy Lytle

For the next two academic

years, college males will not

need to show proof of registra-

tion with the Selective Service

to qualify for federal financial

aid, according to new Education

Department guidelines which

reverse its original decision on

how to implement the Solomon
Amendment. But the College is

already considering ways to

help non-registrants in the

future.

Beginning in 1985 students

will have to produce the actual

draft registration acknowledge-

ment letter. Until then they

need only sign a statement say-

ing that they have registered.

The Solomon amendment is

scheduled to go into effect July

1, pending the determination of

its constitutionality. The debate

centers on a Minnesota judge's

recent ruling that the amend-
ment is illegal, a decision which
the United States government is

expected to appeal.

The Williams Ad Hoc Advi-

sory Committee on Financial

Aid Policy for Non-Registrants
presented four alternatives

Thursday night for dealing with

students who have forfeited fed-

eral aid by refusing to register

for the draft, as stipulated by

the Solomon Amendment.

Loans or grants

Dean Crls Roosenraad
explained that Williams could

either choose to provide no sup-

plementary funding, provide

direct loans to students at com-
mercially available bank rates,

provide subsidized loans below

the commercially available

rate or provide a combination of

grants and subsidized loans.

Committee members de-

clined to speculate about the

cost of implementing any of the

alternatives and confessed that

at present they were unable to

give a reliable estimate of the

number of non-registered stu-

dents who would be affected.

Committee members also

questioned the equity of expect-

ing the College to subsidize stu-

dents' "actsof conscience,"and
thereby divert financial resour-

ces away from activities and
concerns more central to the

majority of students.

No recommendations yet

The committee will be meet-

ing with representatives of the

Trustees next week but Roosen-

raad stressed that "we are not

in a position to offer even tenta-

tive conclusions." He expects

the Trustees to decide by June
and to notify students of the aid

policy by mail this summer.
A petition requesting Wiliams

to provide some type of finan-

cial aid for non-registrants was
circulated last week and gar-

nered nearly 1100 student and
more than 100 faculty
signatures.

POK SOPHOMORES ORJUNIORS

An American Studies

Semester In Boston

InterdiscipUnary courses in American Culture (architec-

ture, the decorative arts, history, literature, material

culture, and painting), and Urban Affairs (social history,

political science, and sociology) . . . Practical experience

through an internship in a civic or cultural institution . .

.

Apply nowfar The New EnKland Program
next semester: 226 Bay State Rd.

Boston University, Boston, MA 0221S
Phone: 617-353-2948

SUMMER STORAGE
SPECIAL

SKIS, BOOTS, POLES
ALPINE

including tune-up $19.95
storage only $8.00

X-COUNTRY
storage only $6.00

STORED UNTIL OCT. 15th

^^((^ ^ft«fU, inc.

Spring Street, Williamstown

Pane! questions divestment
by Tim Johnson

Three faculty members and
one student debated the obli-

gation of the Williams com-
munity to take official stances
on political Issues, including
divestment from companies
doing business in South Africa,
in a panel discussion last

Thursday entitled "Perspec-
tives on Divestiture."

Political science professor
Vincent Barnett asserted that
the College should encourage
debate among student groups,
but should not take stands as
an institution.

"I do not want to see this Col-

lege debating whether or not
we should sever corporate ties

with England until they get out
of Ireland or with Israel until

they get out of Lebanon," he
said. "It would be self-defeat-

ing and self-destructive."
tive."

"A political role"
Economics Professor Juliet

Schor disagreed strongly. She
argued that the traditional

separation of the private busi-

ness sector and the public edu-
cational system by liberal

political theory has been
proven wrong by history.

"As a community we cannot
escape a political role," she
said. "We can either actively

support movements for
change in South Africa or we
can actively reproach them.
We do not have any other

choice."

Stephen Sowle '83, the only

student on the panel, agreed
with Professor Barnett that

the college cannot afford to

take stands on every political

issue.

But "it is a very different

situation when the college

becomes directly involved in a

political issue by actions such

as investment," he said.

"Whether or not it intends to,

the College is already taking a

stand."

Effectiveness questioned

Economics Professor Ste-

phen Lewis questioned the wis-

dom of divestment itself. He
cited a case in which Chrysler

sold one of its factories to the

Anglo-American Corporation,

a South African-owned
company.

"Chrysler has the money
and Anglo-American has the

factory. The same workers

are being employed and the

same cars are being made. I

just don't see how anything

has changed," he said.

Lewis urged activists to put

pressure on the corporations

to implement the progressive

reforms of the Sullivan Princi-

ples. He cited the recent legali-

zation of black labor unions

and a split within the Dutch
Reformed Church as evidence

that the South African govern-

ment is yielding to pressure.

Schor shared none of his

optimism. She interpreted the

splits within the church and
other political parties as a har-

dening of attitudes among
right-wing factions.

Sullivan Principles useless

Schor dismissed the Sulli-

van Principles as useless.

"They do not even mention
apartheid, the destruction of

which is indispensable for

progress."

Schor argued that American
withdrawal would deprive the

South African regime of

American technology. She de-

lineated IBM's usefulness to

the regime, saying the govern-
ment can enforce its pass laws
more efficiently with a compu-
terized system and thus can
more effectively regulate con-

centrations of black popula-

tions throughout the country.

^^p^ Williamstown
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University of Arizona

Over the last five years,
Sigma Nu fraternity members
had done everything from driv-
ing golf balls off the roof of their
frat house—occasionally hitting
cars, windows and bystand-
ers—to dumping trash on
parked cars, to throwing
oranges and other objects at the
campus police.

But then officials at the Uni-
versity of Arizona hospital dis-

covered bullet holes in an office
window and a .22 caliber bullet
lodged inches from where a hos-
pital worker normally sat.

Police traced the angle for fire

to a third floor window of the
Sigma Nu house.

"That was the straw that
broke the camel's back,"
recalled Dean of Students
Robert Svob. "We finally had to

get tough." The frat house was
closed indefinitely.

University of California—Santa
Barbara

A letter to the student news-
paper from someone claiming
to have caught herpes in a hot
tub caused "a pretty significant
decline" in business at the Shi-

buki Gardens Spa and Sauna
and almost culminated in a libel

suit against the newspaper.
"It's total malarkey," said Spa

owner Flichard Weiss. "There's
no way you're going to catch
herpes sitting in a body of

chlorinated water."
The Daily News, the student

newspaper, discovered that the
letter was eventually traced to

"this 43 year-old dropout who
lives across the street from the
spa, and was apparently
bothered by the people coming
in and out and the music and
everything," said Weiss.
University of Nebraska-
Lincoln

Bogus researchers have
called University of Nebraska
students asking for information
regarding their sex lives. It

seems that some pranksters
have assumed the guise of uni-
versity professors and graduate
students to get confidential
information. Only after several
students called the university's
psychology department asking
for information on the
researchers did the administra-
tion find out. Students were then
warned about the prank calls.

Continued from Page 4

predicted Roger Piatt '83 of the
Student Hiring Committee.
Brian Levy did not receive as

enthusiastic a student recom-
mendation as Iflll, although the
Harvard graduate student's
thesis on multinational corpora-
tions and technology Is "a first-
rate piece of work" in Winston's
view. Levy is a South African
citizen who, like all of the new
arrivals, is expecting to receive
his Ph. D this spring or summer.
Levy and Dave Ross, a 1977

graduate of Williams and a
former editor of the Record, are
both mainstream economists
Ross's specialty is micro the-
ory; Levy's is development and
industrial organization.

One radical prof
There is one radical econo-

mist among the four, however
Dave Faeris enters the depart-
ment from Duke University to
replace departing radicals
Schor and Epstein. Faeris
received rave reviews from the
Student Hiring Committee, a
group responsible for finding
out whether candidates are
'friendly and interesting," said

"It's a sociable type of thing,"
he explained. "We're seeing the
candidates after they've just
been grilled In the Econ depart-
ment offices, so they're casual
about it. I think It's important to
know whether students can
become friends with a prospec-
tive professor or not, and we
decided that Dave Faeris Is the
kind of guy who is personable
outside of the classroom."
Faeris was not hired just

because his specialty is In
demand, claimed Winston. "We
try to achieve a balance of spe-
cialties, but we won't pay a high
price for it," he said. "We
wouldn't hire a second-rate
teacher to get balance."

No conservative prof
The department proved this

by failing to hire a conservative
economist this year despite stu-
dent pressure and Winston's
admission that Williams Is
"light" In that area.
Although Winston feels the

new crop of Williams econo-
mists is "extremely desirable,"
he agrees that the departing
faculty members will be
missed. However, Winston
notes that Williams will have

Concert Listings

^^ „.„! ..luiaius will nave insieaa c

Roosenraad, Allen leave

one of the best economics
department of any American
liberal arts college next year.
"We're hardly out of the aca-

demic mainstream," he says,
"except for the fact that we
don't have a graduate school.
And Williams must be appeal-
ing to professors when we can
hire people like Robert Allber
and Stephano Fenaltea as visit-
ing professors."

Allber, the author of several
books and the father of Williams
sophomore Michael, and Fenal-
tea, one of the leading economic
historians in Italy, are the only
visiting professors whom Win-
ston Is sure will be teaching here
next year.

"The hiring process was suc-
cessful," he summarized. "We
Interviewed over 250 people,
chose nine for campus inter-
views, selected four, and all of
them agreed to a contract.
What's unusual is not the
number of people leaving our
department—all good depart-
ments are comprised of
teachers who are desirable to
other institutions—but the fact
that they all left this year
instead of last."

Tues.. Apr t2 Adam Ant, Brandeis U
Waltham. Mass.
Rockats. Paradise. Boston

Apr. 12 & 13 Robin & Linda Wiliams. Cafe
Lena, Saratoga Springs. NY

Wed
.
Apr 13 Alan Sli all. Sanders Theater

Han/ard U.. Cambridge. Mass.
Adam Ant & Inxs. Little Arena, Springlield
t^ass.

Thurs., Apr. 14 Keith Jarrett, Symphony Hall
Boston, Mass.
Gary US Bonds. Paradise. Boston
Incredible Casuals, Separate Entrance
So Deerfield. Mass

«bany. n't"
"'"^ '^""' °"^"°'^' ^"Sarts,

Orleans, Skyway, Albany
FrL, Apr. 15 Winds of Change, Iron Horse
Northampton. Mass.

pr.p.r«l by TOONERVILLE TROLLEY RECORDS
Dionne Warwick & Frank Sinatra
Symphony Hall. Boston
805, Agora Ballroom, W. Hartford Conn

u"!."'Ji''.'u"
*''"'" Oandurand. Memorial

Hall, Shelburne Falls. Mass.
Meg Christian. Lebanon, NY

Sat,, Apr. 16 Greg Kihn, Channel. Boston
Keith Jarrett. Music Hall, Troy NY
Chris Smither, Iron Horse. Northampton
E v,n Bishop, Rusty Nail. Sunderland, Mass
Nantucket & Oreo. Agora Ballroom, w
Hartlord

Sun,, Apr. 17 Gordon Bok, Iron Horse
Northampton
George Winston, Symphony Hall, Boston
"Country Blues & Bluegrass Festival"
with J.B- Hulto; Jimmy Johnson Blues
Band: Cowboy Jazz; many more. Hangar
One, Hadley, Mass. (2 PM-1 AM)

TH€CLIPlHOP
AND YOU

A Team That Works
Well Together

!

Continued from Page 1

A native of Michigan, Roosenraad received hisB.S and M.S. degrees from the University of
Michigan, and his Ph.D. from the University of
Wisconsin in 1969.

^

Oversees affirmative action

fn^'i«<''^'"« "^T ^' Assistant to the President
for Affirmative Action and Government Rela-
tions when the position was created in 1979 She
evaluates, coordinates and oversees the' Col-
lege s affirmative action policies and acts as theprimary liaison officer with government
agencies.

She also monitors federal and state legislation
assists faculty members in finding federal fund-
ing and acts as an advisor to faculty and staff in
grievance procedures.
"Judy has served the College's needs in a criti-

cally important area with outstanding dedication
and effectiveness," said President John Chandler
!".^,'"^'"° ^""ouncing Allen's decision to leave
Williams.

Quality Maid Service
(Div. Ni-w Hngland Cleaning Co.)
1000 Massachusetts Ave.
North Adams, MA 01247

FOR A NEW IMPACT!

^"s^?- s~ ;s

663-5497

ATTENTION: DORMITORY STUDENTS

How woultd you like your rooms cleaned? Have you
been trying to get things in order, especially when par-
ents show up unexpectedly? Well, look no further!

"QUALITY MAID SERVICE TO THE RESCUE"
We offer a staff of professional maids who will comem and clean your rooms on request.

Estimates will be given as to cost of services (nophone estimates given) depending on room size and'tvoe
of work desired. Payment is dueattimeofgiven estimatethen appointments will be set as services rendered Alicleaning supplies, equipment and costs of malds^rp
included in the price of service.

Bonded and insured for your protection.

TRY OUR MAID SERVICE TODAY!
Call 663-5497

As regional director, Allen will handle general
administration and staff provision for College
Board association affairs and for Its programs
and services in New England. She begins July 1 at
the regional office in Waltham which Includes six
professionals and four secretaries.

Graduate of BU
Allen came to Williams from Regis College

where she worked for nine years, the last three as
Director of Admissions and Financial Aid Dur-
ing that time she was elected president of the
Massachusetts Association of Student Financial
Aid Administrators.
Allen is a 1970 graduate of Boston University

where she served as Assistant Director of Finan-
c al Aid for three years following graduation. She
also holds a Master of Education In Community
Counseling degree from Salem State College
The College is currently looking for a new Dean

of Freshmen for next year among the senior
faculty. It will accept applications only from on-
campus personnel to fill Allen's position.

LETTERS—
Continued from Page 2

tion whether communication is
the issue. We have been com-
municating with the Trustees
since 1978, and the opposing
standpoints have long been
made clear to all sides. Our
position is that the issue is not
communication, but the Trus-
tees' uncheclced and unbal-
anced power over the operation
of this educational Institution.
We ask, is this consistent with
the democratic Ideals of our
society?

A clear example of this power
distribution is the upcoming
"Open Meeting" this Friday
afternoon at which the Trustees
will present their case to the
campus on the issue of divest-
ment. Regrettably, despite the
efforts of WAAC to get equal
representation on stage, theirs
will be the only position for-
mally presented (as ofApril 10).
WAAC's primary demand

still stands as follows: Total and
complete divestment of stocks,
bonds and bank deposits In all
companies and banks involved
in South Africa.

Furthermore, WAAC sug-
gests that the decision-making
apparatus of the College be
democratized.

Navjeet K. Bal
Eric Fernald
for the Williams
Anti-Apartheid Coalition

( April 12, 1983 The Williams Record

Men^s tennis
Continued from Page 10

going down in two sets and
Rives retiring during his second
set due to a muscle pull. Rives is

expected to be ready for the
Ephs' next match on Thursday
against Clark in Worcester.

sports

Sopher's second singles
match was the only one to last

three sets, with Sopher triumph-
ing for the Ephs.

Scrimmage loss

At Boston College, Ham-
mond, Burbank, and the
Larmer-Sopher team were the
Williams winners.

Hammond, playing the
number one spot, went to three

Prospect House

sets for the win. "Craig is play-

ing very well," said co-captain

Burbank. "Last year he didn't

even play singles, but this year
he's moved all the way up to

number one in Zaff's absence."

Burbank also won In three

sets -at number six, while

Larmer-Sopher took the
number two doubles to remain
the only undefeated Williams

team.

Highly-rated B.C. had just

come off a win over Dartmouth.
The match was called a scrim-

mage because Williams already

has its allotment of games on

the schedule.

Continued from Page 7

"You are never bored at Prospect," joked Morriss at the
house meeting. "Whenever there is nothing to do, you can
always listen to what the people down the hall are up to."

A committee of seven students proposed structural
improvements to Wendy Hopkins, Housing Director. According
to Morriss, she was "very receptive."

"I have a genuine interest in the house," acknowledges
Hopkins. "We had a good discussion concerning improvement,
but there are some financial constraints. I can guarantee some
improvement, especially of aesthetic nature, but a study must
be completed before any structural changes can be considered.

Pipe sleeves
Among the changes that might solve the noise problem are

pipe sleeves, acoustical paneling and carpeting. According to

Winthrop Wassenar, Director of Buildings and Grounds, the
latter solution is probably the most reasonable. Again, a study
will ascertain which solution is actually the most viable.

The effort to change Prospect House is not unnoticed by
college authorities, who see student initiative as a starting point
for improvement.

"If I get student involvement I'm much more apt to do
something," reveals Hopkins. "Prospect could be made more
comfortable with proper student input."

SPORTSWRITERS NEEDED
The Record needs sportswriters

to cover men's tennis, men's golf,

men's and women's track, women's
crew, women's lacrosse and women's
rugby. If interested, contact John
Clayton, SU 2699, x6003.

TRIPPING?
TO GET YOU THERE:

bikes,

panniers,

repairs,

day paclts,

sleeping bags,

footwear,

frame pacl(s,

travel packs,

rainwear,

etc.

Patagonia Royal Robbins
Styled, Functional Clothing

5 ^

thdMounfaiTi&af
1.^0 Water Street, Williamstown, Mass. 01267

I
Mon.-Sat. 10-6; Thurs. 'til 8 Sun. 12-4

Sports Shorts
Softball drops opener Purple Valley Classic

The women's Softball club lost their first game
of the season to Trinity 10.5 on Saturday. How-
ever, the team is much stronger this year and
expects to improve its record over previous
years.

Two-thirds of the starting lineup is made up of

returning players, including seniors Heidi Hal-
leck, Lix Jex and Thalia Meehan. According to

Halleck, the new freshmen and sophomore play-
ers will add depth to the club.

Strong defense
Saturday's game gave the women, who began

practicing together only last week, the opportun-
ity to assess their strengths and weaknesses.

While the women had difficulty at the plate,

they showed strong performances in the field.

Catcher Meehan had a number of fine plays
behind the plate, including a double play in the

fifth inning.

The team expects a close contest in Thursday's
match against cross-town rival North Adams
State.

~lAz Streitz

Rain cancels baseball
Rain caused the cancellation of the baseball

team's first three games this season—two against

Union on Sunday and one at R.P.I, last Thursday.

Coach Jim Briggs' team went 2-7 on their spring

break trip to Florida.

Junior John Hennigan was the Ephmen's
strongest pitcher in Florida. "He had an excellent

nine Innings in our 4-1 win over Trinity," said

Briggs. "He had eight strikeouts, three walks,

and one unearned run. He also pitched well,

although he didn't get the win, against Hillsdale.
'

'

Senior shortstop David Nasser, whom Briggs
calls a possible pro prospect, hit .395 for Williams
down South.

"We are going to hit, and well. That I know,"

Briggs said. "And our defense should be

improved. How well we do all comes down to how
consistent our pitching is."

—John Clayton

Despite heavy rains, winds, and cold tempera-
tures, 1.50 hardy roadrunners turned out to race
the Purple Valley Classic 10-miler Sunday after-

noon. Drawn by the lure of a warm Towne Field
House for the finish, many competitors recorded
their best times.

The winner, Steve Bratt of Boston, represent-

ing Cambridge Sports Union, defeated last year's
winner Bill Slocombe of Amherst by 21 seconds
and established a new course record of 52: 16.4.

Ellen Chandler, a Williams senior and national-

caliber skier, won the women's division in 65: 48.

In the 18 and under category Steve Roberts of

Lenox outdueled Adam Filson of Williamstown
58: 22 to 59: 03. Peggy Dyer of Williamstown was
the top junior woman in 74:34. Men's over 40
winner was Dick Shook of Pittsfield in 61: 36, over
50 was 67:09, Manny Mateodo of Pittsfield.

Women over 35 champ Beverly Smith of Way-
land, Mass. ran 82: 10, while over 50 Susan Haupt
of South Egremont clocked a great 84: 08.

Special prizes donated by Williamstown mer-
chants went to Williamstown, Williams College
faculty and student winners, and youngest (Ban-
non Corbett from Bennington, age 11 who ran
66:23!) and oldest (Jane Nordstrom of Peru,
Mass. 90: 39 at age 62! ) . The Williamstown Auxil-
iary Police provided traffic control in this 6th
annual run sponsored by The Williams Road-
Runners Club.

— Pete Faruell

Women's crew swamped
The women's varsity, JV, and novice crews lost

to Rutgers last Saturday. The previous week
against Navy, the novice and JV teams won, but
the varsity lost by one length.

"We've got a young squad this year," said

Coach George Marcus. "We were rowing low in

the water because it was so early in the year—
we've only been rowing for three weeks, while
Rutgers and Navy have been in the water for

much longer.

"I'm confident that the varsity and novice

boats should become quite good boats as the sea-

son progresses," Marcus said.

The women face Connecticut College, W.P.I.

and Smith at Worcester on Saturday.

ANNOUNCEMENT
CC Investment Policy Referendum Ballots

REMINDER:
The College Council is holding a referendum on the College's

investment policies. Please vote, using the ballot placed in all S.U.
boxes today. You have until 12 midnight tonight to turn in the ballots at

the College Council office in Baxter Hall.

Make your opinion heard. Thank you,

The College Council

Special Sale on Williams Glasses

Now $1.88 each
enzis

COLLEGE BOOK STORE. INC
WILLIAMSTOWN. MASS 01267

Budweiser
KING OF BEERS,

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

This week's recipient is the

men's crew. All three of their

boats won. sweeping a regatta

last Saturday in Philadelphia.

Men, this Bud's for you!

tUBJAliyUfwl

Imported Beer

Special

Swiss Lowenbrau

$4.50 + deposit

Naragansett 12-packs

$3.99 + deposit

Celebrate Spring with

Sparlding Wine from

Germany. Spain & France

all less than

$5.00
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Lacrosse drops home opener

Scrambling away from New Haven defenders, Reese Hughes '85 heads for the goal in Satur-
day's 8-4 loss. (NIkitas)

Men swim to third in nationals

by Paul Meeks

Men's varlsty lacrosse fell to the Uni-

versity of New Haven, 8-4, In Us home
opener Saturday at Cole Field. The Eph-
men evened their record at single wins
and losses since an Initial victory Tues-
day against a weak U.IVIass. Boston
team, 14-2.

Coaches Renzle Lamb and Erv
Chambllss recently brought the squad
back from the Suncoast Lacrosse Tour-

nament in Tampa, Florida, where the

team went 2-2 during the preseason
spring break.

The 1983 team is Inexperienced and
lacks stickhandllng depth but relies on a
lew key players and stringent condition-

ing to remain competitive in Division III

play.

Eph leaders
Tom Davles '84 has been the Eph's

scoring threat early on with nine goals In

the first two games; he is the firepower
behind the Williams attack. Reese
Hughes '85 and Mark Payton '84 also

anchor the attack with three and two
scores respectively. Chris Toll '86 Is a
promising freshman whose quickness
and scoring is evident around the net and
at midfleld. Toll scored unassisted off a
face-off, cruising in alone from the mid-
line, in second half play vs. U.N.H.

Co-captain Tim Curran '83, Keith
Haynes '84, and Matt Dunn '86, all have
been stellar performers as middies.

Haynes has been a regular since fresh-

man year and is an exciting player, the

catalyst. Curran, a football defensive

standout, is the leader who is counted on
to pump the net.

Sparry hurt

A vicious check during the third period

of Saturday's U.N.H. loss led to the

injury, a possible shoulder separation, of

co-captain and defensive star Bill Sperry
'84. His absence is a crucial loss to a

squad few in number and inexperienced.

John Graham '83, Rick Haylon '84, hard-

hitting Matt Kennedy '84 and Dick Wilde
'85 anchor the defense.

A welcome addition to Williams
lacrosse has been goalie Brad DuPont
'86. DuPont has excelled at tending net

and saved eleven in Saturday's losing

effort. He is a demon to score against and
clears the ball well. Dave Flynn '85, last

season's proven goalie, is more than an
adequate backup. Newcomer Ted Tho-

mas '85 is a defensive and face-off spe-

cialist at middle.

The team is off for a week preparing
for Saturday's home match-up with
Tufts, which is fresh from upsetting
Amherst. The game begins at 2: 00 P.M.

The men's swim team finished third with 183

points in the Division III Nationals in Can-

ton, Ohio over spring break. Kenyon won the

championship with 334.5 points, while Claremont
(194 points) was second.

The men broke one National, two New England
and two other school records on their way to the

third place finish.

After a third-place finish on the first day, the

Ephs overtook Claremont for second on the
second day of competition, while Kenyon pulled
out to an unsurmountable lead. On the third and
final day, however, Claremont pulled ahead to

edge Williams by 11 points.

Record-breakers
Freshman Bill Couch broke a national record in

the 400 individual medley on the second day, but
had to settle for second behind a Claremont
swimmer.

Ben Aronson '83, with a time of 152.47, broke a
New England record in the 200 butterfly on the

third day. Also on that day the 400 yard freestyle

relay team of Mark Weeks '83, Will Andrew '86,

Rob Sommer '84 and Jeff Mills '84 broke a New
England record with a time of 3: 06.40, finishing

third in the race.

Sommer also set two new school records, with a
1:55.83 in the 200 individual medley (second
place) , and a 1: 54.19 In the 200 backstroke (also a
second place finish)

.

Other top finishers

Senior diver Jim Stockton finished fourth In the

one-meter and third in the three meter diving

events.

Other top finishers for Williams included a

second in the 800 meter freestyle relay, a second
for Sommer in the 100 meter backstroke, and a

fourth in the 400 medley relay.

Tennis

smashes

M.I.T.

by Mark Averitt

The tennis team topped MIT
In Cambridge on Saturday for

their second straight road vic-

tory to open the season. The var-
sity prevailed by a 7-2 score,
while the freshmen team
opened up its season with a 7-4

victory. The varsity also beat
Middlebury 7-2 on Wednesday,
but lost a scrimmage Sunday at
Boston College 6-3.

Playing without junior Greg
Zaff, who is currently compet-
ing In amateur squash tourna-
ments and plans to join the team

later in the season, the varsity

rolled past MIT.

Quick victories

Two-set wins by first singles

player Craig Hammond '85,

third singles player Brook
Larmer '84, sixth singles player

Tom Harrlty '84 and the doubles

teams of Hammond-Tim Rives
'85, Larmer-Mark Sopher '83,

and Kelton Burbank '83-Tlm

Petersen '86 led the Ephmen.
Tom Paper '84 at fifth singles

and Rives at fourth were the

only Williams losers. Paper
Continued on Page 9

Crew sweeps regatta

with string of firsts
by Lee Farbman

The men's crews swept a regatta held April 2nd in Philadelphia.

The varsity, novice lightweights, and novice heavyweights all took
first place in races against Villanova, St. Johns, Mercyhurst and
LaSalle colleges. The crews stopped in Philadelphia on the way
back from the spring training trip to Washington, D.C.
The varsity eight, on the strength of a strong start, passed the

LaSalle boat In the first 500 meters and never looked back. A deter-

mined Peter Detwller '83, rowing in the stroke seat, kept the rating

at 32 strokes per minute for the entire race. Williams finished in

6: 19, 7 seconds ahead of LaSalle. St. Johns was never in the race;

the Redmen finished 43 seconds back.

Novices move up
As only one novice race was held, the Eph novice heavyweight

eight was promoted to junior varsity status. The team proved them-

selves more than worthy of the move, as they recovered from a poor

start to move through tjie field and take the race by 30 seconds.

Stroke Josh Swift '86 kept the rating at 30 down the 2000 meter
course. Coxswain Pam Tabari's hand was in the air, signifying the

boat was not ready, when the "Row! " command was given. Never-

theless, the Ephmen were able to come from behind to win in 6: 07.

LaSalle edged Mercyhurst for second, and St. Johns brought up the

rear.

Liglitweights come from behind
In perhaps the most exciting race of the day, the Williams novice

lightweights came from behind to edge Villanova in the last 200

meters. Rowing an astounding 33 strokes per minute; stroke Mark
Rothstein and the lights stayed with Villanova, matching their final

burst of speed stroke for stroke. In the last few strokes the Ephs
broke free to beat Villanova by 1.6 seconds in 6:31. LaSalle was
third, never in the race.

The Ephmen will travel to Worcester on Saturday to race W.P.I,

and Connecticut College.

Yale rugby edges Williams
by Bert Salisbury

The Williams ruggers hosted
Yale RFC last Saturday and fin-

ished the day with a close A-slde
loss 12-10, a B-side win 25-7, and
a C-slde loss 14-6.

In the first match. Aside
dominated most of the game but
two quick Yale scores late in the
second half led to the defeat.
The first Williams score came
on a long run Involving many
players with Dave Park '83

finally touching the ball down.
Park's conversion gave Willi-

ams an early 6-0 lead.

John Frese '84 scored the

second Williams try after he
picked up a pop kick by Mike
Brownrigg '83 and forced his

way to the score. Vlnce Durnan
'83 did a great job capturing

balls In lineouts while John Don-

ovan '83 controlled the ball in

the scrumdowns. Jim Steggall
'83 and Mike Fortunato added to

the Williams punch. Though the
match was a tough defeat, the
A-slde showed much promise
for the rest of the season.

B's get win
B-side fared better in a 25-7

win. Rob Kusel '83 had a fine

game, scoring a try and 5 points
in kicks. Colin Moseley '83

added power to the line with his

fine running and a score of his

own. Both the line and the
scrum played well together
keeping the Yale side on the def-

ensive most of the game.
Additional scores came from

scrummle Joe Carey '83 and
linemen Mark Evans '85 and
John Conlon '85. The fine scrum
work was backed by the great

play of Mike Kolster '85. This

decisive win over Yale is just

the start of a fine season for the

B's.

Enthusiastic C's

In the last match of the day
the C-slde lost a tough game to

an experienced Yale side. Drew
Klein '84 was the backbone of

the side with his fine play and
leadership. The only Williams
score came on a nice run by
Aytac Apaydin '83 with the con-

version made by Klein. Most
players on the side were playing

in their first game, and their

effort and enthusiasm were just

not enough to overcome the

experience of the Yale side,

although the play of Blake Mar-
tin '84 and Eddie O'Toole '86

showed great potential.

Ruggers jump in all directions to grab the ball in Saturday
Vale.

s A-side loss to

(Schell)
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Trustees confront divestment issue in first open forum

Above, Trustee Finance Committee
Chairman Charles Mott 'S3 explains

the Trustees' personal liability for

managing the endowment. Right,

students in the audience hold signs

urging Williams to divest from

South Africa. (Gllck)

by Ned Ladd

Alter six years of sporadic communi-
cation between tiie Trustees and the stu-

dent body, the College held an open
forum to deal with the question of divest-

ment last Friday at Chapln Hall.

The meeting, run by Chairman of the

Trustees' Executive Committee Preston

Parish '41, featured presentations by
five Trustees, one student and one
faculty member.
The Trustees explained that the pres-

ent Investment policy is based on the

principle of "institutional neutrality."

President John Chandler said that the

College Is a "center of Inquiry" that has

a "limited and defined purpose-
learning."

He conceded that "it is easy to

construe institutional neutrality as
moral indifference," but maintained
that it was the responsibility of individu-

als and interest groups within the Col-

lege to "respond to the wide range of

human needs."

Abandonment of "institutional neitral-

ity," according to Chandler, could lead

to the establishment of an "orthodox

body [of political statements] that would
limit open examination and inquiry."

Trustees' taslis

Parish outlined the obligations of the

Trustees in his remarks. He explained

that he was entrusted with "not only the

assets but the intentions of benefactors"

of the endowment.
Parish said the Trustees must "pro-

vide for the well-being of Williams" as an
educational institution. He added that

the Trustees must both insure that the

educational purposes of the College are

advanced and insure the financial secur-

ity of the institution.

Chairman of the Trustees Finance
Committee Charles Mott '53 echoed Par-

ish's statements, saying that the Trus-

tees are "personally liable for loss or

mismanagement of funds."

He also stressed "maintaining an open
and healthy intellectual climate while

also maintaining a healthy financial

climate."

Proxy votes

Another Trustee, Francis Vincent '60,

questioned whether divestment is an
effective way to force change in South

Africa. He claimed that Williams could

force change in corporations operating

in South Africa by participating in prox-

ies and shareholder resolutions. "It

represents the most reasonable way of

being responsible," he said.

Economics professor Steven Lewis
also challenged the effectiveness of div-

estment. "The most effective means to

effect change is through shareholder

proxies," Lewis argued. He went on to

explain that "much could be done by
American business in South Africa."

Isolation

The only pro-divestment spealcer,

Steven Sowle '83, a menfiber of the Willi-

ams Anti-Apartheid Coalition (WAAC),
stated that institutional neutrality "iso-

lates Williams from the outside world."

He maintained that by investing in cor-

porations dealing in South Africa, "the

College is already taking a stand."

Continued on Page 6

House transfers drop by half,

Frosh spurn Mission Park
by Jack Mayher

A sharp decline in the number
of transfers, from 312 last year

to 125, and a shift in popularity

in freshmaa inclusion were
cited as the most significant

developments of this year's

housing process at the Commit-
tee on Undergraduate Life

(CUL) meeting last Tuesday.

Dean Cris Roosenraad, chair-

man of the committee, claimed

a "direct correlation" between
CUL action and this year's

results. Shrinking the group size

permitted for transfers, and
putting freshman Inclusion

before It appeared to make peo-

ple "afraid to risk it."

The lower number of appli-

cants this year made it easier to

place those who did apply, the
result being that 64.8 percent
got either their first or second
choice and no one received
lower than their twelfth (out of

15 possible residential houses.)

The CUL felt this year's inclu-

sion requests gave a much truer

Indication of what people really

wanted. "People seemed to

realize that they would be

spending three years in that

building," one member said.

This meant that Mission Park
moved from the most common
second choice to fifth, and the

Berkshire quad shot up in popu-
Continued on page 4

Here are the results of the 1983 freshman inclusion process as

compared to 1982 figures. The bracketed numbers In the chart indicate

the number of students who applied to the house, versus the number

actually admitted.

1983 ^^"

CHOICE
,

,*="°'"4
512 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 S

MISION

PARK
2 II 27 47 33

|2| |2Z| (761 1162) I23SI

GHEYLOCK 123 I

(1901 1107) (96) (89) |IS|

DODO 77 2

TYLER II 181 II35I |I49| |85| |I0|
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|7Q| 1381 1641 (91

1

|234|

ROW 92 2

HOUSES III7I II9SI (1121 |70| |3|

OVERALL 73% 8% 5% 9% 7%

67 42 17

|7I| II92I |76|

137 2 I

(1991 1671 (891

76 4

(761 1591 IIS6I

22 16 13

|22| |44| IS8I

79
(1361 II29I (1221

3

1371 II28I

(1351 mi

(1641 |I7|

17 6

1641 I3I4I

1811 |3I|

75% 13% 6% 4% 1%

Snow

!

More snow—IN APRIL7III This Science Quad tree was part of yet

another dazzling Williams winter wonderland, hopefully the final one

this semester. (Lockwood)

College admits

Class of 1987,

minorities down.

New Yorkers up
by Christian K. Howlett

Besides being tax day, last

Friday was also D-Day for high

school seniors waiting to hear

from colleges. Williams mailed

1060 acceptance letters to

approximately 26 percent of the

total applicant pool for the Class

of 1987.

Relatively more Southerners,

foreigners and city residents

than in previous years will be
freshmen next year, according

to Admissions Director Phil

Smith.

Assuming that about 50 per-

cent of those accepted will

come, the College Is aiming for

a freshman class of 510, and a

sex ratio of 55 percent male and
45 percent female.

The students who were
accepted represent 47 states,

though applicants came from

all 50, with New York, Massa-

chusetts and California leading

the way. Two traditionally

strong states, New Jersey and

Connecticut, declined this year.

More local residents

There have been a number of

other demographic shifts this

year, Smith noted. The number
Continued on Page 7
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BiUsville by L. Rockwood

The Williams Record

Fear of Fleeing
Figures released this weeli reveal that housing transfers are down

60 percent this year. The Housing Committee has acknowledged the
obvious correlation between that reduction and the Committee on
Undergraduate Life's (CUL) new transfer policies. The Committee for
the 80's report called for greater house unity. Since then, the CUL has
been striving to discourage transfers to reach that goal.

Transfers are down. We've achieved that. But what have we
gained? We suspect that fear, not unity, may be the force at work. Dean
Cris Roosenraad has conceded that transfers are down becuase people
are "afraid to risk it." In seeking ethos we got apprehension.

The policies which limit transfer groups to two people and place
freshmen in houses before transfers slant the system too harshly.

House unity is fostered by improved houses, more activities, living

with friends, and other positive inducements. Confining people to a
house through fear, when they might be happier elsewhere, stimulates
apathy.

These latest statistics are not good news. House unity is a good goal.

But the current methods are taking us down the wrong path.
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LETTERS
Cruelty

To the editor:

For all those that did not have enough
time, or did not care enough to go to the

Holocaust Remembrance Service: Let

us not forget the cruelty that hatred and
ignorance can bring about.

Julie Meer '85

Errors

To the editor:

Your article on Economics Depart-

ment turnover in the April 12 issue con-

tains a number of errors. Most of them
are contained in the second paragraph.

We are sorry you did not take the trouble

to contact us, but we will set the record

straight: Juliet B. Schlor has accepted a

position at Barnard College, Columbia
University; Timothy Fries, for a combi-

nation of personal and professional rea-

sons, has taken a position at the

University of Florida; Gerald Epstein

will be joining the Graduate Faculty of

the New School for Social Research in

the Economics Department.

In addition, Reghbendra Jha has

resigned, which your article neglected to

mention.
Gerald A. Epstein

Timothy Fries
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Ed. note: We should also hai^e mentioned

that the facts in the article ivere obtained

from Gordon Winston, the chairman of the

department.

Resentment

To the editor:

As one of the campus' non-activists, I

have observed the activities of the Willi-

ams Anti-Apartheid Coalition some-
times with approval, sometimes with

interest, and sometimes with irritation. I

am sorry to say that WAAC's appear-

ance at the PM Magazine taping session

of April 14 left me with a deep sense of

resentment. I understand that WAAC
feels it fights for a worthy cause; few
intelligent, sane people condone apar-

theid. But does a demonstration, com-
plete with chanting and posters, belong

at a taping for PM Magazine? Are dem-
onstrations justified at any and all

affairs if one's cause is of sufficient

merit? I hope not.

I viewed the advent of the PM Maga-
zine taping as a treat for Williams
College—an opportunity for harmless
fun. I did not appreciate the arrival of

WAAC demonstrators, nor could I under-

stand what provoked or justified their

demonstration. Does any special event
now present sufficient criteria to invite a

WAAC demonstration? Again, I hope
not.

I would be hard pressed to state guide-

lines for "appropriate" situations for

WAAC demonstrations, but I feel very
strongly that WAAC demonstrations do
not belong always and everywhere. I

respect WAAC's right to voice its opin-

ions, but I feel that PM Magazine's tap-

ing session did not offer an appropriate
forum for protest. I found WAAC's pres-

ence unfortunate and unnecessary.

George R. Liddle '83

Response

To the editor:

Your editorial of April 12th asserts that

"It is now incumbent upon divestiture's

advocates to pool their intellectual

efforts and to formulate a response (to

the recent Williams Reports."

This is to point out that we have done
that. Two weeks before the Administra-

tion pormulgated their position, we
issued a booklet, Papers on Divestment.
This booklet provided our analyses of the

divestment question along with support-

ing documents. Next to the profession-

ally prepared Williams Reports, our

IxKiklet looks like a poor cousin. It is pho-

tocopied and bound by mere staples.

Further, we had the resources to distrib-

ute it only to faculty, while the Adminis-
tration's position was impressively
presented to students and alums as well.

We simply are no match for them in

terms of resources, although we feel we
have made the most persuasive argu-

ments through our poor booklet and
through the lecture series we organized
and sponsored.

Raymond W. Baker and
Nathan Katz, for

The Faculty Committee for Divestment

Hopkins speaks

To the editor:

While doing research recently, I came
across the folowing letter which struck

me as pertinent to a certain campus
issue. I am not convinced that its author

is who it purports to be, but I am sure

that, were Hopkins alive today, he would

not hesitate to sign his name to this let-

ter. The ideals are his. [Cf. Frederick

Rudolph, Mark Hopkins and the Log
(New Haven, 1956) . In any case, perhaps

the letter's authorship is not what is

important.
—Susan M. Forst '83

My dear Successor,

What are you doing to my College?

What are you teaching my students?

While I usually prefer to approach sub-

jects dealing with slavery cautiously, in

this case I cannot remain quiet. My defi-

nition of the ideal college is at stake.

You say that the preeminent purpose

of Williams is to serve the educational

needs of current and future generations

of students? And that the College's edu-

cational effectiveness requires that its

policies and practices be morally

grounded? Certainly I am no enemy of

property and wealth; and I know the dif-

ficulties of money-raising. But are the

College's Investment policies and practi-

ces morally grounded? I am not

convinced.

I do not think that we share a common
definition of education. It sounds to me
as if you are subordinating morals to

"education," as if the outcome—pure
knowledge—were most important than

its basis—morals. What good is a man
who has mastered subject matter but not

cultivated his character? Our preemi-

nent purpose should be to promote the

social and moral welfare of our students.

I am
Your Humble Servant,

IVIarkHopl(ins(18) '24

Tangents by Grodzins
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Op-ed
Political debate leaves colleges Vulnerable^
Former
President

voices

concern
by John E. Sawyer

My distress over the prospect of deep
and lasting divisions within the Williams
community is such that I wish to express
my views about the place of external

Issues in the on-going life of a college.

Regarding the current divestiture issue,

two things seem apparent, one much less

so. First, there is clearly no division over
continuing opposition to the premises,
policies, and apparatus of apartheid, nor
over support of the goals of economic
opportunity, social dignity, and timely,

effective political participation for the

Black majority in South Africa.

It is less clear whether divestiture best

serves those goals, or whether the pres-

ence of American companies that offer

John fe'. Sawyer is a 1939 Williams graduate.
He served as President of the College 1961-

73.

better opportunities, Incomes, and work-
ing conditions for Blacks—in line with
the Sullivan Principles—improves their

lives and perhaps acts as a slow solvent
in intractable circumstances where
head-on collision promises little more
than bloodshed and repression. I do not
pretend to know enough to assess this

equation. In the fall of 1981, 1 heard The
Study Commission on U.S. Policy toward
Southern Africa present its findings. A
fresh reading of its recommendations
confirms that it urged implementation of
the Sullivan Principles and other corpo-
rate social contributions, but concluded
that "Divestment and other major eco-
nomic sanctions are not recommended
under current circumstances." Given
the able, fair-minded, and public spi-

rited Americans who served on the Com-
mission, and given the extent of their

investigation, I read this as a measured,
pragmatic judgment under extremely
difficult conditions in which absolutes
are scarce.

By contrast with the inherent uncer-
tainties in that complex and painful

scene, I believe there can be no doubt
about the fearful destructive costs of put-

ting an institution as fragile as an inde-

pendent New England college through a
series of divisive battles over events and

Issues external to its essential tasks of
teaching, learning, and research. Such
an institution depends on the cooperative
efforts and joint support of the several
constituencies that sustain it and make
up its essential qualities—faculty, stu-

dents, trustees, alumni, parents, and
friends. Strains and scars within and

. . . institutions of higher

education . . . are hardly

the source of the problem.

among these constituencies can severely
lessen its operating effectiveness in ful-

filling its purpose; and politicization of

an Institution of higher education can
leave it vulnerable to Intervention by for-

ces far more powerful than anything on
campus. Individuals should be free to

express such views or take such posi-

tions as they wish, but should not be free

to tear the Institution apart to serve even
their deeply-held personal opinions.

Lest this response be read as reflecting

insensitivity to the immediate issue, let

me note that I've previously addressed
this institutional question in quite differ-

ent (and no less passionate) contexts in

the 1950's, 1960's, and 1970's, speaking to

its most recently at Mount Holyoke Col-

lege in October 1978:

"Nor does it seem wise or necessary
for colleges and universities—as
institutions— to have to go through

the struggles of Laocoon over every
external issue this troubled world
presents. Let Individuals or groups
get involved as they wish, but should
we not reflect more carefully on how
far the institution should be drawn
into conflict or deflected from its

own most important purpose? And
must we not recognize at what cost it

Is so deflected?
It is this cost, and this perspective, that

I feel deserves careful weighing. As in

the Vietnam years, institutions of higher
education are close at hand, open, and
vulnerable. Yet they are hardly the

source of the problem. The last 30 years
have produced too many intense issues

about which good people have felt

strongly, and differently. The future

promises too many more to make it seem
wise to sacrifice the cohesion and inde-

pendence of colleges and universities—
in their educational purposes and as fora

for open inquiry and discussion— to

exact whatever marginal contributions

they might be able to make, as institu-

tions, to resolving successive external

issues.

Alum's *real world' perspective: divest
by Robert A. Stackpole

As this article goes to print, the faculty debates its

own stance on divestment while students hold vigils

and hunger strikes, and a steady stream of lecturers
appear on campus offering their viewpoints. Every
segment of the college community seems embroiled
in the controversy save one: the alumni. Ironically, It

is the fate of funds donated by alumni which are lar-

gely in question, and it Is the unique perspective of the

alumni, "living in the world," which is missing from
the debate.

My perspective on this issue comes not only from
personal research, but from the unique opportunity I

had to live with and question a remarkable individual
from South Africa. The Reverend Zepahniah Malachi,
pastor of a small Black Reformed Church outside of
Cape Town, came to stay with our family last summer
In preparation for several guest sermons which he
gave at our parish. Hardly a political radical or tra-

velling agitator. Rev. Malachi nevertheless delivered
a powerful message, both by his words and personal-
ity. I shall never forget a private lecture that he gave
to several students, using as his only text the official

Yearbook of the Republic of South Africa. The statis-

tics he related were staggering.

Rev. Malachi calmly told us that Blacks make up 72

percent of the population but may legally dwell on
only 13 percent of the land. On these segregated rural

lands (called "homelands" by the government), the

Infant mortality rate for Blacks Is 28.2 percent; for

Whites nationwide. It Is 1.2 percent. There Is only one
doctor for every 40,(X)0 rural Blacks. Moreover, the

White government has forcibly relocated over two
million Blacks from White areas Into these Black
areas and homelands over the last few decades.

"Why does the Black population not band together

and demand justice?" we asked him.

He replied that It was not so easy. Blacks may not

legally vote or hold elected office. The press is cen-

Few Blacks can risk losing their

jobs over political principle.

sored by the government, and Internal security laws
allow the police to arrest, imprison, and banish Black
spokesmen without trial. Torture and murder by
police occur all too often. In short, a Black who speaks
out for change takes his life in his hands.

Secondly, Rev. Malachi explained, one has to under-
stand the degree of government control over the lives of

Blacks in South Africa. Most are poorly educated and
can therefore hold only the low-paying Industrial and
agricultural jobs available in the White areas. Since

these workers may legally dwell only in Black areas,

they are considered migrant laborers and hence must
live in special Black worker compounds where they
are kept under close government surveillance.

Moreover, if labelled "trouble-makers" they are

Hohert I. Siarliiiolv is a U illiams graduate from the Class

of 1981.

often fired and sent back to the homelands. With wives
and children in the homelands dependent on their hus-

band's paychecks, few Blacks can risk losing their

jobs over political principle.

Perhaps the most startling aspect of Rev. Malachl's
whole talk, however, was the complete lack of hatred
and bitterness for the Whites who cripple, demean,
and impoverish his people. "I cannot hate them," he
said with sadness. "I have to feel sorry for them. They
have to live every day with a burden of guilt and
hatred on their souls which no one can lift for them."
One Sunday, Rev. Malachi delivered a sermon
entitled "The Salt of the Earth." "You Christians are
the salt of the earth," he said, "Although salt disap-
pears in the food, you can tell it is there by its taste.

Even so, you must by your love and witness t»e salt for

the world." I understood that the witness of Rev.
Malachi and Black Christians in his land consisted In

living a dally, suffering message of faith.

Subsequent research into South Africa simply
proved to me that the United States, with extensive
investments in the apartheid economy, only contrib-
utes to that suffering. American companies provide
South Africa with resources which are essential to Its

oppressive system, and that few other countries could
supply: oil (in violation of an international embargo)
and advanced energy technology, computers (for

police surveillance), military vehicles, and advanced
weapons technology. Many of these Items, if not supp-
lied by the U.S. directly, are purchased from other
nations with loans from U.S. banks. "The net effect of

American Investment," reported the Senate Sutwom-
mittee on Africa, "has been to strengthen the eco-

nomic and military self-sufficiency of the apartheid

regime."

American business efforts to gain reforms for

Blacks have been weak and completely ineffective.

The Sullivan Principles have been signed by about
half of the U.S. companies in South Africa. However,
even if all the U.S. companies signed the principles

(and truly abided by them) their impact would be
mlnlscule; while U.S. investment in dollar terms is

great, U.S. firms actually employ only one percent of

all workers in South Africa. As a result, only a handful
of Black workers would be affected. Furthermore, the
Sullivan Principles say nothing about the complete
denial of two of the Black's basic civil rights: disen-

franchisement, and the brutal homelands policy of

forced resettlement.

The London Times has called South Africa "a time
bomb of discontent and revolution fodder; " the pros-

pect of the Cape Sea route and South Africa's strategic

resources falling Into Communist hands can hardly t>e

attractive to the West. Yet it seems unlikely that the

White government will act to head off disaster by
establishing social justice. For example, economic
growth logically calls for more educated Black
workers, but only as a last resort are Blacks being

trained for and given high-skill positions. The growth
of Black trade unions is a positive sign; the recent

crack-down on the South African Council of Churches
is not. Time for non-violent solutions grows short.

As our days together came to a close, 1 asked Rev.

Malachi what Americans could do to help South Africa

find justice and peace. "The only peaceful solution

that I see," he said, "would be for foreign companies
to withdraw their money, to leave the country."

Would not Black workers themselves suffer the

most from divestment?

"Yes, but you must understand," he replied, "We
are suffering so much already. At least this time our
suffering would be mixed with iiope. Perhaps If our
White brothers begin to suffer economically along
with us, they will see that we are brothers in Christ,

and that we need each other in South Africa. Perhaps
then there will be change."

Time for non-violent solutions

grows short.

These words reminded me of the talk given by

Bishop Tutu of South Africa here in the United States.

He said: ' "Clearly we can't survive on crumbs of con-

cession that fall from the master's table . . . What we
really want Is to be able to sit at the table and decide
the menu with you."

If Williams College divested from companies doing

business in South Africa, its impact alone would be

small. But Williams would join a growing number of

universities, churches, and state and local govern-

ments that have already divested and whose com-
bined impact is great indeed. In fact, the White

regime in South Africa is so concerned atwut the rem-
oval of investments that it has made it illegal (puni-

shable by at least five years in prison) to publicly call

for divestment.

One also has to place confidence in the trustees of

Williams College: as skilled businessmen they will

surely be able to find other avenues of investment—
which would be equally profitable for the college—as

many other institutions have already done.

I write in the firm belief that it is time the Williams

alumni, "the silent majority" of the college commun-
ity, makes itself heard on this issue. President

Chandler has expressed the fear that many alumni
would be offended by divestment and might respond
by ending their generous giving to the alumni fund

drive. I believe that he underestimated the moral
integrity of Williams graduates. In fact, I trust that

many Williams men and women would increase their

giving out of respect for a courageous stand on this

Issue.

As the debate comes to a climax this spring on the

Williams campus, alumni letters and communiques
could have a major Impact. 1 urge the alumni to speak

out now on this issue, as Williams decides Its relation-

ship to apartheid, and as my brother in Christ, Rev.

Malachi, returns to that troubled, embittered, divided

land.
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Referendum Results
The following are some results of last Tuesday's College Coun-

cil investment referendum. College Council President Tom
Paper '84 noted that the turnout of (197 students was low but not

inconsistent with other referendums and elections this year.
He added that the general trend seems to be that a majority of

students favor divestment but realize that economic factors are
important. He also said, however, that many measures the stu-

dents supported cannot realistically occur in the near future,

particularly immediate full divestment from all civil rights-

violating countries.

In a recent meeting the College Council supported sections b
and d of the second question listed here.

Would you support full divestment if it were proven that Willi-

ams' endowment, tuition, and services would not suffer?

yes no don't know
76'V 13% 9'f

Do you support: (Circle all that apply)

15'?

41%

59'

65'/f

32

2V,

b.

d.

f.

investment with the sole intent to improve
the endowment.

withdrawal of short term deposits from
banks which loan to South Africa,

a long range plan directing our investments
away from corporations which do business
in South Africa.

divestment from corporations which do not

adhere to the Sullivan Principles,

immediate full divestment from corpora-
tions which do business in South Africa,

immediate full divestment from corpora-
tions which do business in any nation which
does not promote basic civil rights for all

its citizens.

Do you approve of the hunger strike?

yes no don't know
30% 55% 13';

Is full divestment: (Circle all that apply)

22'c a. an impotent gesture.

29% b. a moral 'cleansing' of Williams.
S0% c. a symbolic step towards the abolition of

apartheid.

36'/? d. a decisive step towards the abolition of

apartheid.

Should moral considerations supercede economic factors

in determining the College's investment policies?

yes no don't know
35'/f' 48'

r

17'?

Do you support the present Trustee policy on investment?
yes no don't know
19';; 52'/? 27'

r

K(i. tuttv: Thv pri'svnt Trustrr policy on inrfslmt'tit in South

Africa is ttt review comptinics opcralinfi there on a case-lty-cose

basis, and. in stnne cases, to tiivest from companies not contpty-

infi with the Sullivan Principles.
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Park down
Continued (rem Page 1

larity as a first choice.

This led to the discussion of

whether or not Mission Park is a
problem, with 16 percent of the

class receiving it as a fourth or

fifth choice. Mission's being 45

percent sophomores was seen

as a problem but one without a

good solution. However, with

the new transfer system affect-

ing the Class of 1986, those who
got Mission as fourth or fifth

choice should be able to get out.

In other business, the CUL
decided to turn the corner suites

in East and Fayerweather into

two room triples to accommo-
date next year's larger fresh-

man class.

LETTERS
Continued from Page 2

Racism

To the editor:

According to President
Chandler and other trustees,

education is an "unambiguous
social good" (from the Williams

Report and repeated during the

April 15 open meeting) which

stands above and beyond
society in its "institutional

neutrality."

What the trustees have man-
aged to expose is their sad mis-

understanding of politics,

education, and even Williams

itself. An institution which

invests in corporations that do

business in South Africa has lost

sight of what is a "social good."

These investments include a

philosophical/political stand:

one can put one's $ wherever

one pleases. This does not mean
that the college is somehow neu-

tral and apolitical; It means it

keeps its money in South Africa,

and this has political signifi-

cance because we live in the pol-

itical world.

What good is a socially good
education at an institution

which will not allow social

change? How can we remain

silent while millions are starved

beaten isolated dehumanized
ignored because they are black,

because they have "no bearing

on college operations"?

The trustees managed to

avoid talking about what is the

main concern of students for

divestment here: the minority

white population viciously con-

trols the majority black pppula-

tlon, and that's institutionalized

Trustee tells tales

of life in Russia

N.Y. Times

correspondent

^drunk under

the table'
by Mark Averitt

Williams Trustee and chief of

the Washington Bureau of the

New York Times Hedrick Smith
'55 returned to campus Friday
to delight audiences with tales

of how he dealt with life in the

Soviet Union as a correspond-

ent. Some of his stories came
from his recent best-selling

book, The Russians.

Smith described his three-and-

one-half years in Moscow, say-

ing he lived in a "ghetto," as do
all foreign correspondents in

the Soviet Union, surrounded by

a nine foot wall with spikes and
glass on the top. A KGB man
guarded the entrance to the

compound "so nobody could get

at us and harm us," Smith

laughed. "We had a nicely

supervised, kindergarten
situation."

He said it was difficult to get

to know the people because

"foreign correspondents, and
even Russian journalists, are

taken as spies." His first con-

versations with Russians were
about family matters, often

occurring over vodka on trains.

"Russians like to drink for-

eigners under the table," com-
mented Smith. "I should know.
I've been under the table."

Continued on Page 9

racism. Institutional neutrality

means institutional racism here

when we support it there, when
we are silent, when we attempt

to claim ourselves apolitical

beings in an apolitical
institution.

If our investment policy is

based solely on economics, or if

it is simply morally haphazard,

then we are dehumanized, we
are racists, we should be afraid

of ourselves.

And everyone who wasn't in

Chapin Hall at 4 on Friday

because s/he's simply tired of

the subject, remember you're

racist. And WCFM which thinks

it's apolitical when it announces

the trustees meeting at 4 but

won't announce the students

meeting/rally at 3:30 (our side

is political but their side Is

somehow apolitical? ) , which

doesn't think to broadcast the

meeting so people can hear

what's happening at this intel-

lectual institution of ours,

remember you're racist.

We don't take things seriously

here, we ignore tham, how

much affect can we really have,

hey we're tired and busy . .
.

Yes, we're all busy with Impor-

tant things and there are plenty

of political/ethnical/moral

fights to join, but that Is no rea-

son to ignore this current

national fight against apar-

theid.

This is not a call for white

guilt. Going to Friday's meeting

does not soothe anyone's guilt,

but it allows us, I hope, to con-

front some of our racism and

world racism.

And this confrontation makes

us angry. Because we're getting

tired/cynical/hopeless (wel-

come to the club) and that's a
funny unambiguous social good
which this education provides.

That's what I heard Friday:

anger and cynicism and a desire

to pin down the trustees and ver-

bally slap them.
Still, I respect the trustees for

being there. I respect the

audience for being there. I

respect the Williams Record for

taking an editorial stance on
divestment and Germinal for

producing an issue on the sub-

ject. You see, I'm not entirely

cynical. Williams' education
has got two more years ol work
before I'm all good and ready
for the apolitical racist world

and the unambigous good of

government, of business, of

science and technology . . .

Isolationist neutrality is a

frightening political stance. Too
many people have to crawl for-

ward slowly, trying for pro-

gress, social change, a little bit

of freedom for ourselves and
others; there's not one of us

wouldn't rather run, but

couldn't you at least notapolltl-

cally step on our hands?
Beth Byron '85
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Funnymen bring

New York style

to night club
by Mark Dursztman

Comprising a bill that would make even the

seasoned club-goer salivate, the four comedians
featured at last Thursday's "Evening of

Comedy" were responsible for more smiling

faces than a truckload of Phil Smith acceptance

letters.

Bill Mccarty's style Is rooted In his cynical,

sarcastic wit. Thursday night he was especially

sharp, bouncing through his routine which fea-

tured hilarious bits about abusing rental cars,

Catholic school and mathematics.
McCarty "worked the crowd" skillfully; in

fact, he drew some of his most inspired moments
directly from the audience. Upon soliciting the

name of Arunas Gudaltis '84, McCarty shot back,

"Hey, this is America, buddy. From now on,

you're Arnle!"

Many people told me after the show that they

felt that McCarty was the most entertaining

comedian of the evening, and It is that type of

response that has made him a mainstay of the

New York, as well as of the national club scene for

several years.

ni!«tinctive style .

Features/arts
WCFM polishes image

Comedian Frankie Pace entertained an enthusiastic

crowd in Driscoll Lounge this week. (Schell)

impressions such as a baby being born and a

pohce car. One could call Pace "a comedian's
comedian: " in fact, at one point, he had to stop his

routine when Bill Scheft's uncontrolled laughter

became too distracting.

by Mark Averitt

liecause of pressure from
record producers, the WCFM
Board of Directors has man-
dated that all regular shows
contain at least 25 percent
newly-released music. The
Board may make it more diffi-

cult for students to get certified

to go on the air as well. Many of

the station's 70 disc jockeys are
unhappy with the new rules.

"I would like to tell you every-
thing that I think about the

direction the Board is taking
this station," commented one
DJ who wished to remain ano-
nymous, "but for all I know, I

could end up on the 2-4 AM slot

on Wednesdays."

"A lot of DJ's see the radio as
their own personal jukebox,"
explained Lee Farbman, gen-

eral manager of WCFM. "But
we're getting a lot of criticism

and I want us to sound better. I

don't want people to joke about
us on campus."

Penalties

After continued violations the

DJ could lose air time.

A number of DJ's feel that

these rules curtail their free-

dom, although music director

Bill Wright "84 disagrees. "The
25 percent policy really doesn't

affect the quality of a show very
much." explained Wright, "and
if we prove to the record produc-
ers that we've playing their new
stuff, then they send us albums
for free."

High quality?

The Board is also attempting
to increase professionalism by
providing high quality, consist-

ent programming at WCFM.
Program director Jay Ward '84

said the issue of program con-

sistency arose out of a meeting
with personnel from WJJW, the

North Adams State College

radio station.

"We asked them 'How does
the outside world view WCFM?'
and they told us, 'Your listeners

don't know what to expect.

There's no continuity in your
vwnm^.^rr^mirttr^ ' Wai«H salH
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Referendum Results
The following are some lesulls of last Tuesda.\ 's College Coun-

cil investment referendum. College Council President Tom
Paper '84 noted that the turnout of ()97 students was low but not

inconsistent with other referendums and elections this year.
He added that the general trend seems to be that a majority of

students favor divestment but realize that economic factors are
important. He also said, however, that many measures the stu-

dents supported cannot realistically occur in the near future,

particularly immediate full divestment from all civil rights-

violating countries.

In a recent meeting the College Council supported sections b

and d of the second question listed here.

Would you support full divestinent if it were proven that Willi-

ams' endowment, tuition, and services would not suffer?

yes no don't know
)&, 13'- 9',

Do you support: (Circle all that apply)

115',
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Trustees hold forum

I

This Williams student told a "PM Magazine" television crew ttiat tie ttilnks tie resembles E.T.

eliciting a laugti from ttie stiow's reporter. Ttie crew interviewed a number of students on ttie

question "which movie star do you thinit you most resemble?" Their stellar responses will be
aired April 28 at 7:30 PM on Channels 10 and 19. (Scheibe)

Continued from Page 1

He also explained that divestment
would have "no negative effect"
economically.

In the subsequent discussion period

with audience participation, most of the
questioners who faced the Trustees
favored divestment.

Religion professor Nathan Katz chal-
lenged Chandler's concept of institu-

tional neutrality, saying "I don't see how
Investment Is apolitical while divest-

ment Is political."

Conflict of Interest

Laura Hoptman '83 asked Parish, an
executive at Upjohn Co., about his

employment and possible conflicts of

Interest concerning possible divestment.
Parish explained that he had "refrained
from voting" on Issues of divestment
from Upjohn because, an an employee,
he may Indeed have some conflicting

interests.

Political Science professor Raymond

Baker spoke for divestment, saying
"Williams should not profit from an
unambiguous evil." He took exception to

the principle of institutional neutrality,

noting that "the educational mission is

not devoid of moral and ethical
overtones."

The forum was peaceable and orderly.
About 350 persons were present, includ-

ing about 200 students, some of whom
carried signs advocating divestment.
Long applause followed and interrupted
each pro-divestment speaker, while antl-

dlvestment speakers received only spo-
radic response.

Gargoyles speak
The Gargoyle Society presented a

report to the Trustees last Thursday,
advocating full divestment. According to
the report. Investment in South Africa Is

not conducive to diversity at Williams
and it "Implicitly sanctlon[s] the apar-
theid regime." Furthermore, says the
report, "Intellectual advancement can-
not be predicated upon the exploitation
of other groups In society."

South African defends US investment policy
by Daniel T. Keating

Calling the divestment movement a
"campaign devoid of realism," J. Andre
Visser advocated American Investment
in South Africa In a lecture Thursday
night. Visser Is the Deputy Director for

North America of the South Africa Foun-
dation, which he described as a multi-

racial private organization representing
the entire pwlltical spectrum in South
Africa.

Visser began by declaring that he has
"never personally supported the govern-
ment in South Africa." He also said that

he Is opposed to all racial segregation,
but that he feels that South Africa is mis-
understood and misrepresented around
the world.

There is great change taking place

now in South Africa, the most important
being constitutional reforms bringing

Indians and Cploureds, people of mixed
descent, into the parliament, said

Visser. He also cited desegregation of

parks, libraries, sports facilities, hotels,

theaters, and other public areas.

"People dismiss all change in South
Africa as cosmetic," said Visser, "but
that is not true. One black trade union
leader said that the change is not cos-

metic, it is more like a heart transplant.

"

Visser said that there is "overwhel-
ming evidence" that blacks In South Africa

want American Investment to remain.
He said that black spokesmen in South
Africa, American black leader Vernon
Jordan, an NAACP delegation investi-

gating South Africa and others have all

called for continued a US presence.
"Divestment is favored by well-

meaning, but uninformed people," said
Visser. He questioned why so much
attention is given to South Africa when
there are many other countries which
are morally worse.

He also said that American withdra-
wal would mean the loss of 100,000 black
jobs. With an average of four dependents
per worker, that would mean one half-

million black people would be affected.

American companies are a means of

positive change, said Visser. They
have assisted black trade unions which
are becoming a strong political force, he
said. He concluded that the best action
for concerned Investors Is to press Amer-
ican business to continue improving

employee conditions and expand black
training programs.
"There Is tremendous upward mobil-

ity for blacks In the South African econ-
omy," said Visser. He said that a current
shortage of skilled labor is giving blacks
the chance for economic advancement.

Visser was speaking in place of John
Chettle, the Director for North America
of the South Africa Foundation, who was
ill. Visser addressed approximately 60
people, many of whom were members of

the Williams Anti-Apartheid Coalition
(WAAC), a pro-divestment group. Many
WAAC people carried signs opposing
Vlsser's position outside the lecture
room before the lecture. Visser is an
Afrlkaaner, a South African of Dutch
descent.

DINER

AVEC

NOUS

ALL

DINING

HALLS

LANGOUSTE BISQUE

TERRINE DE VEAU

CANARD A L' ORANGE

FILET DU BOEUF EN CROUTE

CREPE VERSAILLES

COEUR D' ARTICHAUT EN VINAIGRETTE

POHME DE TERRE 'a DUCHESSE

ASPERGE AVEC HOLLANDAISE SAUCE

MOUSSE AU CHOCOLAT

NAPOLEON

JEUDI AVRIL2I

REGULAR MEAL HOURS

Blatt heads Mass. College Republicans

by Tim Johnson

Dan Blatt '85 was elected chairman of the Massachusetts College

Republican Union at a convention held April 9 at Harvard Univer-

sity. In addition, he will assume duties as the Massachusetts dele-

gate to the College Republican National Committee.

Blatt ran unopposed after candidates from Harvard, Tufts and

Brandels dropped out In the face of strong support for Blatt on the

convention floor.

During his one-year term, Blatt plans to initiate several major
programs. Including a campaign to publicize what he calls "the

facts of the issue of divestment from South Africa."

He said he hopes the Republicans will respond to the "Incredible

misrepresentations by such organizations as WAAC" on the Issue,

and that they will explain the ways in which divestiture would harm
black South Africans.

Political activism

Blatt said he hopes to proliferate Republican activism on Massa-
chusetts campuses. The state Republicans' efforts in the past

included an organized movement to unseat Ted Kennedy. Two
years earlier, they campaigned for Ronald Reagan In

Massachusetts.

Recently, the College Republican National Committee urged the

US government to strengthen protests against Soviet use of chemi-

cal weapons in Afghanistan and Southeast Asia.

Blatt will continue to act as president of the Williams Republican

Club despite his new responsibilities.

Dan Blatt '85 and friend pose for the camera after Blait's recent election as

president of the Massachusetts College Republican Union. (LockwQOd)

Admissions

News Briefs

Harvard begins

hunger strike

Seven Harvard students
began an "indefinite" hunger

strike yesterday. According to a

Harvard Crimson source, there

are three demands: 1) that Har-

vard reaffirm a 1978 commit-
ment to examine a company's
record before investing in it, 2)

that Harvard set a moratorium
on Investments in South Africa,

3) that the University divest

from South Africa, starting with

companies not following the Sul-

livan Principles, and continuing

until it has completely divested.

Harvard's Advisory Commit-
tee on Shareholder Responsibil-

ity (ACSR) will meet next

Monday to respond to the

demands.

Dennett House

donates, dines

In the great ' 'Vampire Sweep-

steaks", Dennett House nar-

rowly defeated Mark Hopkins

by sending 26 donors to last

week's bloodmoblle. The
winners received Kansas City

sirloin steaks which they ate at

a cookout last Friday.

Slightly more than 30 percent

of Dennett house members
donated while 30 percent gave
from Mark Hopkins. Finishing

behind them were Spencer-

/Brooks (26.8 percent) , Fayer-

weather (26.4 percent), and
Mills (25.0 percent).

Continued from Page 1

of applicants from the southern

states has Increased and
"there's a stronger and more
diverse group from cities," he

said. More than 10 percent of

accepted students come from
very large cities, especially

New York.

The number of local appli-

cants has also increased. This

year the college accepted 22 stu-

dents from Berkshire County

alone.

Smith also noted that because

of the present economy, appli-

cants from such hard-hit mldw-
estern cities as Detroit and
Toledo are way down.
However, the number of for-

eign applicants has Increased

substantially this year. More
than 5 percent of accepted stu-

dents live overseas. In all, more
than 40 countries are repres-

ented, a marked Increase over
oast years.

Smith admitted that both

minority applications and
acceptances have decreased,

but said this was "endemic all

the way across the country."

However, the college accepted

more than 50 percent of its Afro-

American applicants, a rate

twice that of the applicant pool

as a whole. Figures for oriental

and Hispanic students are con-

sistent with previous years.

Commenting on the minority

situation. Smith added "finan-

cial aid kids, and particularly

black kids, tend to stay nearer

to home." For this reason the

admissions office is planning to

target the Albany-Schenectady-

Troy area for particularly

heavy recruiting next year.

Not surprisingly, the number

of students applying for and

receiving financial aid has

increased, from 45 percent last

year to 51 percent. Smith said.

In spite of this Increase, and ris-

ing tuition costs. Smith Is optim-

istic about continuing the

College's aid-blind admissions

policy.

He noted that because of

financial concerns, this year

many students decided which

college to attend strictly for

monetary reasons. Thus it is in

the College's Interest to con-

tinue to provide widespread and

competitive financial aid.

Getting

tough at

WCFM
Continued from Page 5

licenses. In addition. Personnel

Director Dan lacovella

explained that the Board is con-

sidering a "plan to require

training DJs to submit a tape of

their air style before we give

them a show."

Ward believes that a tighten-

ing of standards may be In order

with regard to training and

accrediting DJ's. "Some station

members are lax in their atti-

tude about the radio and in their

professionalism. A lot of people

on campus don't listen to WCFM
due to the reputation these peo-

ple give us. My first impulse Is

to keep the DJ's happy, but I'm

all for any measure that would

make us a more efficient, tech-

nically perfect station."

Having fun

Farbman, however, feels that

"there's nothing wrong with a

bunch of guys going down to the

station and having a little fun on

the air.

DJ and former Board
member Hernando Garzon
claims that the current Board

Isn't really revolutionary in its

quest for strict adherence to the

letter of FCC laws. "We were

always the most lenient college

station around when it came to

enforce fwllcies, and so I sup-

port the Intent of the letter the

Board sent out."

As DJ Greg Clapp summar-
izes the WCFM debate; it's

"strict programming versus

individual volition, continuity

against who-knows-what?"

Brenda,

What were you

doing with the

ice cream pie? jj

CLASSIFIEDS
THE WCTU has instituted a regu-

lar Log patrol in order to prevent

wanton alcohol consumption
from erupting into lawless violent

anarchy which will endanger the

lives and property of all right-

thinl^ing people. So there, Club

Bacchus

!

Wllllamstown Summer Job

if you have reasonable skills in

light construction maintenance

work we have a job at home and
office. May also work this spring

and next year if you wish.

Contact Dr. Arthur Ellison

(413) 458-8115

COUNSELORS: Top Boy's Camp,
Berkshire Mts., Mass., seeks men
over 20 years who love to work
with youngsters. Openings in

Archery, Backpacking, Baseball,

Basketball, Radio & Electronics,

TENNIS, Swimming, (W.S.I.),

Sailing, Lacrosse, Waterskiing.

Good salary, plus room, board

and laundry. WRITE: Camp,
Lenox, 270-14R Grand Central

Parkway, Floral Park, New York

11005.

^ouse of P3alsl|

The
ORIGINAL
Williams

Chair
Beware

Imitations!

Captain's Chair

or Rocker
10% Discount on
all orders placed

Before May 1st.

Adidas Shoes
All Athletic Equipment
Custom Printed T-Shirls

Everything for Men & Women
Racket Sales & Service

Class Rings

Gifts

UMonia/ Sjk^'nq Gr/f/cr

NOW AVAILABLE
FOR FALL 1983

The Zeta Psi Fraternity of N.A., having previously had

a Chapter at Williams College, continues its interest in

this fine educational institution. Zeta Psi has available a

unique scholarship for qualified Williams students

honoring the memory of Lt. F. Kendall Mitchell

(U.S.N.R.), a Zeta Psi member of the Williams College

class of 1939, who lost his life in World War II. Interested

students are encouraged to write Zeta Psi's New York

Headquarters for information and application.

Zeta Psi Educational Foundation
P. O. Box 100

Bronxville, NY 10708
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X^lrc looking to hiiie 2 or3 ofthe
firom this year's class. .

.

(MBA or Bachelor's degree)

Areyougoodenough
"^

tobe one ofthem?

i:«s

MBI, Inc. wants two or three of the top individuals from this year's graduating class. We offer an unusual

management opportunity to someone interested in a young and highly successful enterprise in a fast-

paced, expanding and competitive industry.

The Industty:

The Company:

The Products:

The Structure:

The Position:

The Rewards:

Direct marketing is a SI 00 billion industry. It accounts for more than 15% of
all consumer purchases in America and more than 20% of total advertising

dollar volume. Well over half of the Fortune 500 companies are engaged
in some way in direct marketing, yet the industry remains powerfully
entrepreneurial - with the opportunity for well-managed firms to achieve
rapid growth.

MBI, Inc. is a medium-sized ( $100 million in sales) privately-owned company
engaged exclusively in the creation and marketing of fine collectibles. The
business is young; it was launched in 1969 and top division managers are now
in their mid-30's and 40's. MBI's track record is one of outstanding growth in a

highly competitive field.

Through its operating divisions, MBI markets fine collectibles of heirloom
quality. Products include philatelic items, medallic art, fine china and crystal

collector items and leather bound books of unsurpassed quality.

Organization is on the Program Group basis, with Program Managers responsi-

ble for individual programs. The structure offers a unique opportunity for

direct experience in different areas of business management (not availably in

larger organizations where functions tend to be more specialized).

Entry to management is at the Assistant or Associate Program Manager level,

depending upon experience. Assistants and Associates share in program
development and implementation responsibilities as an extension of the

Program Manager. Typically, a Program Group is comprised of the Program
Manager and 1 or 2 Assistants and/or Associates. MBI is committed to the

internal development of managerial talent and our growth provides for

unusual advancement opportunities.

Our view is that outstanding achievement should meet with outstanding

reward. Our success has been built on the excellent performance of a moti-

vated, well-rewarded management team.

The successful candidate will be intelligent and highly self-motivated with entrepreneurial instincts and a high

personal standard of excellence. A high energy level and a willingness to work hard are essential to keep pace with a

rapidly growing business. Involvement in the business, keen attention to detail and a sense of managerial overview

are crucial success factors. To the individual with proper motivation, we can provide the challenge that permits

maximum development of each person's potential.

Ifyou are a top individual who is interested in a truly outstanding career opportunity and would like to learn more
about MBI, Inc., send us your resume and a letter of introduction. We'll get back to you.

BillMcEnery
Personnel Manager

MBI, Inc.
47 Richards Avenue
Norwalk,CT 06857
(203)853-2000

Sports Shorts

=

Track at NESCAC
Fine performances by fresh-

men Clark Otley and Pete Daw-

son and sophomore PaulToland

led the track team at the NES-
CAC tournament at UMass on

Sunday.
NESCAC tour matches are

not scored by teams, but Coach

Dick Farley felt that Williams

did not perform as well overall

as he had hoped.

"With a combination of peo-

ple playing other sports and

injuries to key runners like Bo
Parker," Farley said, "the

spring team is not as strong as

the winter team."

Otley placed in three events

while Toland won the high

jump at 6'2", and Dawson
placed second in the discus.

Lindsay Rockwood '85 placed

in five events and Mary Ellen

Mahoney '86 placed in four to

lead the women's team. Rock-

wood's second in the long jump
and third in the high jump, as

well as the 400 relay team's

third place finish, were high

points for the Ephwomen.

At Fitchburg the week before,

Tomas Alejandro '83 and

Toland led the men to a third

place finish out of eleven teams.

The tracksters host Trinity at

home at noon on Saturday, a

change from the earlier 1:00

starting time.

Crew sinks

The men's novice heavy-

weight crew continued their

winning ways, but the novice

lightweights and the varsity lost

in Worcester on Saturday at a

regatta with W.P.I, and Connec-

ticut College.

The novice heavyweight eight

cruised to a four length victory

over a mixed heavyweight/light-

weight boat from Connecticut

College. The novice light-

weights were not so fortunate.

They were able to stay with Con-

necticut by rowing at a very

high 33 rating, but the Ephs

faded at about the 1000 meter

mark. Conn finished first, Willi-

ams second, and W.P.I, third, 3

or 4 boat lengths back.

Sluggish varsity

The Varsity boat got a late

start, and had just begun the

pre-race warm-up when the

race was called to the starting

line. The Ephs rowed a sluggish

race, finishing about 25 seconds

behind Connecticut and 15

behind W.P.I.

Next Saturday the annual Lit-

tle Three Regatta will be held at

the Williams home course on

Lake Onota in Pittsfield.

This will be the first home

race for Williams in three

years, and thus presents a rare

opportunity for Williams fans to

see both men's and women's

crews in action. The lake is

about a 30 minute drive down

Route 7.

—Lee Farbman

Men's rugby divides squad to

split RPI and smash Trinity
by Colin Moseley

The men's rugby club split up last Saturday,

with B and D sides heading to RPI and a 16-3 loss

and an 18-7 win, while the A side whomped Trinity

50-0.

On the snowy pitch at Troy, B side played RPI's

A, thus becoming the "A prime" side.

The A prime game began with some promising

runs by the line, but the mud soon put a stop to

that. Despite fine scrambling by Jim Bell '84.

Dean Morris '84 and Mark Evans '85 most of the

line play consisted of tackling and rolling in the

mud.

The scrum was led by Bob Kusel '83 who elicited

stellar games from Blake Martin '84 and Paul

Hogan '86. A definite size disadvantage kept the

Eph scrummies from controlling the ball, forcing

them to play defense much of the time.

The D side, masquerading as the B side, played

phenomenally. The mud seemed to hinder them

in the early going and at the half RPI was leading

7 to 4.

Lou Benevento '85 brought his kicking prowess

as a fullback to bear in his first game at hooker

Ruggers winless n i i* * •^^
,

, ,, Rambling reminiscences
The u/nmen's ruebv club has ^

and won every hook. Crunching tackles by

George Clemens '86 and Greg Norton '86 could be

heard across the field.

Line play was dazzling. Toss Kurth '85 had two

lovely tries, one of which was converted by Kris

Strohbehn '83. Another "picture book" try was

scored when Steve Troyer '86 touched down a

pop-kick from fullback Bob Ause '85. The final

score came on a 40 yard ramble by none other

than Drew Klein. RPI was held scoreless through

the second half.

Meanwhile in faraway Hartford, the A-side pit-

ted its forces against Trinity RFC and won by a

wide margin, 50-0. Even the rain couldn't stop

John Frese '84, who had an amazing game with

four trys.

Fullback Dave Park '83 and lineman Jim Steg-

gail '83 also had two trys apiece. The whole line

worked very well together, and looked like a fine

tuned rugby machine. Finally, one try was scored

by Bert Salisbury '83 from the standoff position.

In the scrum the fine play of Mike Kolster '85

was instrumental in winning the ball.

Unfortunately, the Trinity Bantams could not

provide a second side to play the eager Williams

C-side.

The women's rugby club has

yet to win a match but co-

captain Cindy Lytton says the

team is "looking real strong".

On April 9th in Princeton,

New Jersey, the Ephwomen
dominated Harvard, but lost on

a chance try 6-0. Later that day,

Williams faced an extremely

talented Bucknell Squad and

held them to one try: 4-0. Co-

captain Jane Parker '83 had an

outstanding 50 yard scrum run

in that match."

Last Saturday, the club

played the Boston Women's
Rugby Club, whom Lytton clas-

sified as "amazons." But, des-

pite Boston's overwhelming
size advantage, the Williams

scrum held its own. Last year's

Williams captain Barb Good '82

led Boston to a 4-0 victory.

Also on Saturday, the

women's B-team won by forfeit

against Siena of Albany. "There

are a lot of new players on the

team," says Lytton '83. "Weare
strong but inexperienced." The
club expects to come away with

at least one victory this Satur-

day when they face Amherst,

Colgate and Mt. Holyoke at

home.

Continued from Page 4

As to poUtical differences.

Smith believes that "being Rus-

sian is more important to these

people than being Communist."
The influence of the govern-

ment doesn't proclude status

differences in the Soviet Union,

either. "The Russians are more
rank conscious than any people

I've encountered," said Smith,

who has worked in thirty coun-

tries and has travelled in over

fifty. "That's also at odds with

Communism."
Corruption, said Smith, is per-

vasive in the Soviet Union. The
black market accounts for ten to

twenty percent of all business

transactions and "everything is

done under the table." Rubrik's

Cubes can cost as much as forty

dollars (thirty-two more than

the expensive government
price), and blue jeans, pop
albums, etc., are also in

demand.
Smith attributed this to the

bureaucracy which permeates

every aspect of Soviet life.

"People spend two-and-a-half

hours waiting in line each day,"

he said. "If they see a long line

they get right into it without

even knowing what's at the

other end—they figure that if

everyone wants it, it must be

good. If they don't need it,

they'll just swap it later for

something that they can use.

"People learn to shop for each

other—Russians know all of

their friends' clothing sizes," he

continued. "They also lend each

other money to a staggering

degree. Some nice human quali-

ties come out under this system,

including a sort of frontier gen-

erosity. And it creates a new-

lywed quality to finding

something."
Smith added that artists don't

have the same degree of free-

dom in the USSR as they do in

America. Almost every writer,

actor and painter is under sur-

veillance by a KGB agent, who

is often cleverly disguised. Poet

Josef Brodsky's contact is an

aspiring writer who reads his

work to the famous poet at

every monthly "check-in."

Working in the Soviet Union

was one of the greatest expe-

riences of Smith's life, he said.

"It made me realize how little

we appreciate what we have in

this country," he said. "We are

so surfeited in America that we
often don't appreciate the good

things that we have— like

Williams."

Send
Mom the

Very Best!

Don't forget to send

Mom your warmest
thoughts and wishes

on her special day.

JOSEPH E. DEWEY

9:00 - 5:00

Mon.-Sat. 'l^^^^'Jilloo;-

WILIIAMSTOWN, MASS.

01267

458-5717

flfl€€LIPSHOP
HAIR SALON OF THE 80's

FOR A TERRIFIC

WAY TO

FEEL!

WALK IN OR CALL

FOR AN APPOINTMENT
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Baseball edges Union in 1 0th;
blasts Trinity in hitting bonanza

by Andrew Garfield

Sophomore Mike Coakley's
10th inning sacrifice fly scored
co-captaln David Nasser '83

with the winning run In Willi-

ams' 7-6 comeback victory over
Union Wednesday.

The Ephmen staked starting

pitcher Bill Hugo '84 to an early
one-run lead. With two out in the
first inning, Mark White '84 and
Mike Coakley walked and co-

captain Bob Brownell '83

singled in White.

Hugo stopped Union cold until

the fifth when they manufac-
tured a run from an error, a
stolen base, a bunt and one hit.

Williams reclaimed the lead in

the seventh when shortstop
Nasser singled and went to third

on freshman Rob Coakley's sin-

gle. Co-captaln White drove in

Nasser with a deep fly to right
field.

Lusardi homers
Hugo appeared to tire slightly

in the eighth as Union scored
two runs on a walk, two hits and

Tennis

undefeated

after

Tufts win
by Chris Clarey

The tennis team maintained
their undefeated status last

week, running their record to 4-

0, with a solid 6-3win overECAC
rival Tufts Saturday and an 8-1

win at Clark on Thursday.
Williams' top four players

were the key ingredients in the

victory. Last year's All-

American number one player

Greg Zaff '84, playing in his first

match of the season, led the Wil-

liams charge with a 6-3, 6-2 win
over Tufts number one. Bill

Friend. Number two player,

Craig Hammond '85, downed
Bruce Grossman 6-3, 3-6, 6-4.

Number three, junior Brook

Larmer, defeated Jon Niceforo

6-4, 6-2 and number four, senior

co-captain Marc Sopher, beat
Dave Kleiner 7-6, 6-2.

Tufts fight back
Tufts fought back to 4-3 with

wins by Scott Beardsley at

number five (6-4 in the third)

over Tim Rives '85, number six

JohnDumbe (6-4, 6-4) overTom
Harrity '84 and the third doubles

team of Alan Levenson and Phil

Maloney (6-2, 6-0) over senior

co-captain Kelton Burbank and
freshman Tim Petersen.

However, Tufts attempted
comeback was short-lived as
Williams' number 2 tandem,
Zaff and Hammond, sealed the
overall match with an overpow-
ering 6-2, 6-3 win over Friend
and Grossman. Larmer and
Sopher widened the gap further

with a tight 6-4, 4-6, 6-4 victory

over Dumke and Steve Elsen-

stein in the day's last match.
Superior depth

The key to the Clark win was
again the superior depth of Wil-

liams' top six singles players,

who all won in straight sets, and
the tenacious play of the top two
doubles teams: Hammond/
Rives and Larmer/Sopher,

both of which maintained their

undefeated status.

a sacrifice fly. The junior
pitcher hurled a spotless ninth
inning, however, to complete a
fine performance. Hugo
allowed a total of six hits and
four walks while striking out
three men. Rightflelder Phil

Lusardi '85 tied the game at

three with his second home run
of the year in as many games. It

was a solo blast over the left-

centerfield fence in the bottom
of the eighth inning.

After a scoreless ninth, the

game went into extra innings. In

the top of the tenth. Union hit-

ters jumped all over Williams
ace reliever David Moss '85 to

score three runs. John DeLo-
renzo '84 came on to get the final

two outs of the inning, but the

prospects for Williams victory

seemed dismal.

Bats come alive

Williams, however, exploded
in the bottom of the tenth.

Lusardi singled and, after one
out, pinch hitter Dick Hollington

walked. Centerfielder Jeff Lil-

ley '86 reached base on an error
by the shortstop which enabled

Lusardi to score. Nasser was hit

by a pitch to load the bases.

Rob Coakley, who had three
hits, then drilled a double to

right scoring Hollington and Lll-

ley and re-tying the game. Then
the Union pitcher walked White
intentionally to load the bases
and Mike Coakley followed with
the game-winning RBI.

Tuesday slugfest

On Tuesday, Williams came
back from early 6-0 and 8-1

deficits to outslug Trinity 17-14.

Mark White and the Coakley
brothers each had three hits

while Brownell and Lusardi hit

homers.
Lusardi and White knocked In

four runs apiece. Kevin Morris
'86 won the game in relief of

John Hennigan '84. Moss regis-

tered a save as he relieved Mor-
ris in the ninth.

A doubleheader against Tufts
on Saturday was rained out.

Snow permitting, the team
plays Wesleyan at 3: 00 at Wes-
ton field on Friday and W.P.I,
away on Sunday in a makeup of

an earlier rain out.

LACROSSE

Men drowned byTufts
by Paul Meel(s

The men's varsity lacrosse

team was edged, 12-9, by Tufts
In a see-saw game during a

steady downpour Saturday at

Cole Field.

Tufts scored off the opening
face-off and continued with

three more unanswered tallies

before Williams closed within

two at 4-2 at the end of the first

period. At the half. Tufts led, 8-

3; and then 11-6 at the end of the

third quarter.

Williams was in the game
from start to finish and closed

the gap to within two goals sev-

eral times, but defensive lapses

and a failure to consistently con-

trol the ball halted a comeback.
As the final whistle sounded, It

was too little too late, and Willi-

ams was defeated by a Tufts

squad that was no better skilled

nor dominant.

Sperry out for season
Williams failed to consist-

ently harass attackmen behind

the net and Tufts' middles, left

unguarded, were open for easy
feeds. Brad DuPont '86 turned

away 20 shots in the mud.
On clears and transition from

defense to offense, Williams

sorely missed the stlck-

handlihg of co-captaln Bill

Sperry '84, out for the season

with a shoulder injury. Weak
midfleld defense also hampered
Williams as Tufts' middies were
allowed to penetrate too far at

times.

At the offensive end, Tom
Davies '84 led all scorers from
Williams; he had four spectacu-

lar goals playing against an
Inferior Tufts defenseman.
Freshman Chris Toll scored

twice, with three goals in the
past two games as an effective

backup player. Co-captain Tim
Curran '83, Reese Hughes '85,

and goalie-turned-middie, Dave
Flynn '85 all had a goal apiece
on Saturday.

Williams faults

Inconcistency has hurt Willi-

ams at both ends of the field so
far, as the men's record drops to

1-2.

The Ephs often control the
ball around an opponent's res-

training line without effectively

penetrating to the pipes. Forced
shots from too far out are easily

turned away by mediocre colle-

giate goalies.

On defense, both middles and
attackmen are left alone at

times with one-on-one situations

with goalie DuPont. However,
Williams has many bright
moments, as evinced in the

turning of the tide in Saturday's
heartbreaking roller-coaster

loss to Tufts.

The team must eliminate

these lapses at both ends and
iron out inconsistency to beat

the teams on its schedule in

which they are competitive.

Williams is matched against a

tough squad at Dartmouth
tomorrow.

Laxwomen outlast Tufts
Through the rain, wind, and

mud, the women's lacrosse

team beat Tufts 8-7 on Saturday.

Williams led 8-3 at the half,

and weathered a tough Tufts
second-half comeback to come
out with the win.

Freshman Laura Rogers led

the team with four goals, the
second game in a row she has
scored four. Carrie Cento '86

added a goal and three assists.

Coach Peel Hawthorne attrib-

uted the win to a great team
effort, and commended goalie

Anne Williams '86, who was
brought up from the JV's just

for this game.

Find the bail

"We just never gave up on the

ball," said Hawthorne, "even
when it was so muddy you could

hardly find It.

"We anticipated better than

they did on shots and passes and
generally dominated the
game," Hawthorne said.

The women travel to Union
tomorrow, and then face Smith
at home at 2: 00 on Saturday.

Ramblings of a retired

Little Leaguer
by John Clayton

For a minute I couldn't

remember what sport I was
covering.

"We won 17-14," said Coach
Briggs.

The last sport I'd covered
was basketball, but this was no
basketball score. I'd also done
soccer, but that didn't sound
good either. It sounded like a
football score, but this was
springtime. Had the USFL
Invaded Williams College?
"We kicked a field goal in

the ninth inning," Briggs
explained.

Oh year, now I remember.
Baseball. But 17-14?

In a preseason interview,

while talking about the Ephs'
Inconsistent pitching, Briggs
had said, "We'll hit well—that
I know."
Chalk one up for Coach

Briggs.

17-14. The score brought
back memories of my Little

League AA ball. This was one
level above the one where bat-

ters hit the ball off tees.

One might suppose that

since the batter had to face

pitching instead of a tee, the

games would be low-scoring.

One might also suppose that

pitchers could get the ball over
the plate.

The typical batter in AA ball

would walk, steal second, steal

third and then stay there until

he was forced in. Catchers had
trouble throwing back to the

pitcher, much less throwing
out a runner at second.

Once I decided to try to con-

fuse the other team by not

stealing second on the first

pitch after I walked. Everyone
on the field thought I was
crazy.

"Let me give you some
offensive highlights," Briggs

said. That sounded like a good
Idea. A paragraph or two I

could put in the middle of the

article: "Offensive stars for

Williams included ..."

"Phil Lusardi, Bob Brow-
nell and Mark White all had
homers," began Briggs.

Homers. I remembered my
AA homer. It was a grounder
past the first baseman.
Nothing remarkable—except
that it had to be fielded by the

right fielder.

Our right fielders were just

like those all over America.
The least athletic person on
the team. (On our team, it was
the five least athletic players
on the team, taking turns out
there, while the good players
played all games long in the
infield. Our coach wanted to

win. ) The right fielder was the
guy picking his nose. Or
watching the birds. Or, hor-
rors of horrors, the girl on the
team.

No Coach!
But he was out there in right,

trying to find the ball, while I

scampered around the bases.

Rounding second, I knew he
was finding the ball. I would
get a triple, but no more. I

didn't mind—at least I'd score
in three walks.

But I got to third and there

was Coach waving me on.

Coach, don't do that! He'll get
the ball into the infield, and
they'll be able to do something
with it! They'll throw me out
for sure! Coach?

He was waving me on
because I was the last batter.

Darkness was cancelling the

game as soon as I stopped run-

ning. If I didn't score, we
would tie the Ty Cobbs (don't

ask me why AA teams are
named after old baseball play-

ers). So I kept running.

I think I slid into home. It

didn't matter—the catcher
was behind the backstop try
Ing to find the overthrown ball.

We beat the Ty Cobbs.

"Kevin Morris got the win
said Briggs. "He only had one
bad Inning—the seventh, when
he nearly walked the whole
side."

I wondered if Kevin Morris
had played AA ball.

I mentioned the score the
next time I called home:
"Sounds like AA, doesn't it?

Remember when I hit that
homer?"
Mom didn't remember.

Neither did Dad.
"Sure you do—it was a

grounder to right field ... the
game was being called tor
darkness ..."

"Oh, I remember that," Dad
said. "But the catcher caught
the ball. You were out by 30
feet."
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Faculty urges ACSR
past Sullivan Principles

''A^i^

College April 26, 1983

by Daniel T. Keating

The faculty endorsed the Col-

lege's policy on selective divest-

ment in South Africa and urged
the College to expand beyond
the Sullivan Principles in eva-

luating companies' perfor-

mance at last Wednesday's
faculty meeting. The meeting
stretched over 214 hours.

The faculty expressed a range
of opinions, including that the

College should not take any
stand and the claim that any-

thing less than total divestment
is "sheer illusion."

The original resolution
passed the meeting, despite an
alternative resolution and pro-

posed amendments.
The resolution, sponsored by

Professors Robert G. L. Waite,
Flaymond W. Baker, and Ste-

phen R. Lewis, passed by a vote

of 56 to 32 with two abstentions.

Outside the workplace
Waite began the debate by

saying that the faculty must
come to some resolution on the

issue of responsible investment.

Full divestment from South
Africa by the College has been a

constant topic of debate on cam-

pus since a January hunger
strike to force the College to

divest.

He outlined the resolution's

three parts. The first section

formally sets forth opposition to

racism in all forms. The second
supports the College's position

of selective divestment and
morally responsible invest-

ment.
The third part calls for the

Advisory Committee on Share-
holder Responsibility (ACSR)
to move beyond the Sullivan

Principles in evaluating com-
panies in South Africa. Specifi-

cally, the resolution says the

ACSR should look at areas other
than the workplace in consider-

ing whether a company is work-
ing to change apartheid.

Lewis noted that the resolu-

tion was a compromise, saying
it was done "by committee." He
also stressed the expansion
beyond the Sullivan Principles

as the key aspect of the

document.

Professor Russel H. Bostert

criticized the Waite/Baker/Le-
wis resolution for holding corn-

Continued on Page 4

College outbids all for

rare 1776 document
The Chapin Library made the purchase of the century, or of

two centuries, last Friday when it obtained one of the finest

original copies of the Declaration of Independence for $375,000 at

an auction at Christie's in New York City.

The document is one of 13 existing copies from the first run
printing in 1776, and is one of only three copies considered by
experts to be in "pristine condition."

In addition, the copy purchased by the College is one of only

three privately-owned copies. One of those has been promised to

Princeton, so only this and a private copy inNew York were ever
likely to be sold.

Chapin librarian Robert Volz, College President John
Chandler and the College Development office to organDevelop-
ment office organized a fund-raising campaign of interested

alumni to buy the document. The final purchase was financed by
20 alumni and friends.

Outbids Tokyo
Volz and Laurence Witten '48, who has extensive experience

with international auctions and volunteered his services,

handled the bidding. The College outbid several private individ-

uals and a Japanese representative for the University of Tokyo.
According to Volz, the College's fund-raising continued up to

the last minute. The Declaration of Independence was the last of

76 items to be auctioned and Volz was on the phone with the

development office through item 74, soliciting more funds and
determining exactly how much the College could bid.

Volz said the rare copy of the Declaration will complete the

College's collection of early American government documents.
The Chapin Library already possesses a copy from the original

1789 printing of the Bill of Rights and a "spectacular" 1777 copy
of the Articles of Confederation.

In addition, Chapin houses a 1787 draft printing of the US
Constitution which is considered the most important copy of the

document since its owner, Virginia delegate George Mason,
wrote on the back his objections, which served as the basis for

the Bill of Rights.

"This is not just history," said Volz. "These are the four foun-

dations of our country. They're not just records, they mean
something to us today."

This particular copy of the Declaration of Independence is

unique because it was owned by the descendants of signer

Joseph Hewes of North Carolina. Hewes wrote the words ' 'decla-

ration of independence" on the back and, according to assistant

librarian Wayne Hammond, this handwriting enhances the doc-

ument's market value.

Sonw of ihf informal ion in this nrlirie was re/irinli'il from The
Berkshire Eagle.

The Language Department will be housed in Weston; the computers will be moved to Jessup; but in the midst of

the space shuffle, no provisions were made for Kurt Tauber's political science class.

New frosh deans announced
David C. Colby, assistant pro-

fessor of political science, will

serve as Dean of Freshmen and
Assistant Dean of the College
for the 1983-84 academic year.
Robert D. Kavanaugh, assist-

ant professor of psychology,
who will be on sabbatical for
1983-84, will assume the position
in 1984 and serve for an indefi-

nite period.

Cris T. Roosenraad is leaving
that position this summer to

become Dean of Students at

Carleton College in Minnesota.
The appointments were con-

firmed by the Trustees of the

College and announced by Pres-
ident John W. Chandler at last

week's faculty meeting.

Major qualifications for the

position of Dean of Freshman
included "psychological insight

and maturity," according to

Dean of the College Daniel
O'Connor. "We were looking for

someone who would be sensitive

to student concerns," he said.

O'Connor noted that Colby's
chairmanship of the Colby Com-
mittee on sexual harassment
last year was an important con-

sideration in his appointment.
The Colby Committee exam-
ined the College's disciplinary

proceedings in light of the sex-

ual harassment issue and made
recommendations to improve
the system.

Colby began teaching here in

1977 and was reappointed to the

faculty for four years in 1980. He

Robert D. Kavanaugh David Colby

has published a number of pap-

ers on social welfare and minor-

ity issues and spoken at various

conventions. He will assume the

new position effective July 1.

Colby earned his B.A. degree
from Ohio Wesleyan Univer-
sity, his M.A. from Ohio Univer-
sity, and his Ph.D. from the
University of Illinois in 1975. He
taught as an Assistant Profes-
sor of Political Science at State
University College at Buffalo
for two years before coming to

Williams.

Series of appointments
Kavanaugh came to Williams

in 1976 as a specialist in develop-
mental psychology and has pub-
lished numerous articles in that

field. Following next year's sab-

batical, he will serve as Dean of

Freshmen and Assistant Dean
of the College for a series of one-

year appointments beginning
July 1, 1984. Kavanaugh was
awarded tenure at Williams last

year. He will become an Assist-

ant Professor of Psychology
with tenure this summer.
Kavanaugh graduated from

Holy Cross in 1967 and received
his Ph.D. from Boston Univer-
sity in 1974. He joined the Willi-

ams faculty after two years as a
Research Associate at the Pels
Research Institute in Ohio.

Neither Colby nor Kavanaugh
were available for comment
this week.

CC concedes Housing Committee
by Christian Hewlett and Jim Peak

After meeting with members of the Student
Housing Committee, the College Council voted
22-0-2 last Thursday to give up most of its control
of the Committee, as outlined in the Council's
constitution.

College Council officers explained that the 15
house presidents who make up half of the Housing
Committee no longer want the Council to control
selection of the Committee's co-chairmen.

In reality, however, the Committee has not
reported to the Council for some time. Last year
the Committee on Undergraduate Life (CUL)

made the Housing Committee its sub-committee,
inaugurating bitter controversy between the two
groups.

Earlier this week CUL Chairman Cris Roosen-
raad complained that the Council "fundamen-
tally misunderstands the nature of student-

faculty committees at Williams."

Traditionally the Council has elected the two
Housing Committee chairmen, but under its new
rules the College Council will only recommend
candidates while final selection will be made by
the Committee's members.

Continued on Page 4
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BiUsville by L. Rockwood

The Williams Record

College patriotism
At Williams, we traditionally emphasize our people as well as our

possessions. By contrast, some tour guides at Harvard or Princeton
glowingly point to "firsts", "oldests", and "only knowns". They have to

use prestige to compete with each other for students and gifts. Ironi-

cally, that sort of attitude sometimes makes students seem less

important.
But at Williams, the things we brag about are a library designed to

be comfortable, our lack of fraternities, our strong academics, and our
student/faculty relations. Our tradition is defined by our students—not
the other way around.

We therefore have some misgivings about our recent purchase of
the Declaration of Independence, although not about the article itself.

This purchase is an important symbol for Williams. The Chapin Library
is becoming a leader in rare documents, and we applaud this latest

addition, which will add to an already considerable collection of Ameri-
cana. We realize that donors gave 375,000 dollars for its purchase that
would not have been given otherwise. That kind of spontaneous interest

in the school is reassuring.

We have no quibble with so important a purchase, but we hope the
school will maintain its current perspective. Right now, Williams seems
more concerned with its academic and social reputation than its less

tangible institutional prestige. That is the way it should be.

THM'i IT.
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Faculty debates South African investment issue
Continued from Page 1

panics responsible outside their

own realm. "Even the compan-
ies with the best Intentions will

be ineffective" in meeting those

criteria, he said.

Waite denied that the resolu-

tion mandates any specific way
for the ACSR to go beyond the

requirements of the Sullivan

Principles.

Educational purpose

In a contrary vein, Professor
Charles H. Karelis said that the

faculty, and the College, should

refrain from malcingany moral
and political statement on
issues not of direct concern to

the College's educational
purpose.

Professor Robert Stiglicz

argued the more extreme posi-

tion that Williams must leave
South Africa. Claiming that

there can be no partial disentan-

glement, Stiglicz said "Com-
promise is more repugnant than
the most reactionary policy."

He then left the meeting.

Professor Lawrence Graver
brought a new resolution, which
he said eliminated thesermonic
rhetoric of the first resolution,

supported the ACSR without

constricting it, and continued

the case by case method without

mandating change in policy.

The substitute resolution

urges the ACSR "to continue to

weigh the desirability of moving
beyond the Sullivan Principles .

Professor John F. Reichert,

another sponsor of the substi-

tute resolution, objected that

the Walte Baker Lewis prop-

osal urges the ACSR to "adopt
an explicit policy" for judging
companies. He said that an
explicit policy would restrict

the freedom of the ACSR.
Professor Gary Jacobsohn

supported the substitute resolu-

tion but proposed an amend-
ment. His amendment removed
the policy descriptions from the

resolution and replaced them
with a call for faculty to com-
municate individually and in

groups to the ACSR their spe-

cific ideas.

On a later vote, Jacobsohn's
amendment lost 42 to 23.

The substitute proposal lost

its bid to become the resolution

before the meeting by a 55 to 28

margin.

The resolution passed by the

faculty is not binding on the

ACSR or any other College offi-

cials. The meeting was attended

by about 100 of the College's 200

faculty.

• • •
The following is the text of the

Faculty's resolution:

"Kcsnli'cd, that the Faculty of

ifilliams College reaffirms its

opposition to racism of any form.

If p applaud the Trustees' recogni-

tion of their role as socially

responsible investors, tvhile

acknowledginK that principled

people may disagree on the specif-

ics of iinplemenlntion.

"U c fully support the Advisory

(Committee on Shareholder

Kesi)onsihililies (ACSR) and the

President and Trustees in their

commitment to implement expe-

ditiously the College's staled

investment policy with regard to

South Africa: that when College

funds are invested in companies

with South African affiliates and

subsidiaries, such companies
should demonstrate a record of

effectitH' opposition to all apar-

theid practices in employment
and that the College will withdraw

its investment in cases tvhere the

ACSR and the Trusteesjudge that

a company fails to follow practices

regarding its South African invest-

ments that are consistent with the

CC concedes Housing Comm.-
Continued fronn Page 1

Council officers stressed that the section of the

constitution dealing with the Housing Committee
is not being officially changed. "We're just being
practical," Council President Tom Paper said.

Paper stressed that the Council will retain

some influence in the Housing Committee since

the five housing category representatives in the

College Council are also members of the Commit-
tee. "Those five votes will be very important,"

Paper added. However, the position of Greylock

quad representative is presently unfilled.

Nominations approved
In other business, the Council approved the

nominations of its Elections Committee for

members of the Finance, Area Studies, Athletics

and Faculty Committees. They also announced
that they are still accepting applications for two
minority, one international and one off-campus

representative. These are non-voting members of

the College Council.

The Council hopes to put out another all-

campus newsletter this spring, dealing with such

issues as the investment referendum, the Hous-

ing Committee, house transfers and faculty

tenure policies.

Funds Record

Finally, the Council approved 12-5-7 stopgap

funding of $900 for the Record, enabling it to print

a final issue of the year. The Record overspent its

budget in January by publishing an extra issue to

cover the hunger strike.

College Council treasurer Hamilton Humes
commented, "We know that they're going to do a

good job with the money. The Record has

improved since the fall."

College's policy and can be moni-
tored effectively.

• • •
"Since the Sidlivan Principles

apply principally to the place of

etnploymenl. they cannot consti-

tute an adequate respitnse for

firms doing business under condi-

tions of apartheid. We therefore

respectfully urge the ACSR, Presi-

dent and Trustees tomove further
in the directions suggested ()y the

Thomas Report and TIAA/CREF
and to adopt an explicit policy for

judging the behavior of portfolio

companies which extends beyond

the ivork place. We believe that

socially responsible banks and

companies must demonstrate
opposition to other aspects of the

apartheid system and that they

should engage in positive efforts

to alleviate the grevious condi-

tions under which black and other

non-white South Africans live."

San Francisco State University
Extended Education

Wildlands Research Institute

Join a Backpacitlng Reiaarch Team
In the Mountain Weit or Alaska

Summer, 1983 3-9 units

On-site explorations to preserve;

• Wildlife Species
• Wilderness Environments

Course details:

WILDLANDS RESEARCH INSTITUTE
407 Atlantic Ave.. Santa Cruz. CA 95062

(408) 427-2106

MBA
Schenectady, New ^rk

Students serious about their

long-term career know they need

to impress their next employer.

They also value an education that

allows them to grow into top levels

of management. The MBA Pro-

gram at Union College offers a

balance between valuable entry

level skills and a broad perspective

of the managerial process.

At Union students are encour-

aged to acquire some depth in an

area of interest to them. Within
the Private Sector MBA they

choose from concentrations in

Management Planning and Con-

trol, Production Management, In-

ternational Management, and
Computer Information Systems.

The core in Health Systems Man-
agement, one of a handful of ac-

credited programs in New York
State, prepares students for an
exciting career in the expanding
field of managing the nation's

health services.

Consider the MBA at Union.

You may qualify for a partial

tuition waiver or for a graduate

assistantship with a full tuition

waiver and a stipend. GMAT
scores, a good undergraduate GPA
and three recommendations are

required for admission. We want
to make it possible for good
students to attend a small, high

quality program without regard to

their financial means.

For information write or call (518) 370-6235
J. Schmee, Director

Institute of Administration and Management
Union College, Schenectady, New York 12308

Last round for the award of stipends is May 31, 1983.
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This mask was on display this weeltend as part of the Little Three Tibetan
Conference.

by last Sunday. And, although
Raskin had no exact figures on
hand, he said the fast had
"broad support" from both stu-

dents and faculty.

Eating fruit

"About 50 or 60 people"
signed up to participate in the

last two days of the fast, which
will end tomorrow, and fasters

had hoped to enlist 100 by yes-

terday. At least one faculty

member, Richard Lewontin,
had joined last weekend.

Hunger strike?

The Harvard fast for divest-

ment continues, but under
somewhat dubious circumstan-
ces, according to one Harvard
Crimson reporter.

According to Southern Afri-

can Solidarity Coalition
member Jamln Raskin, more
people are fasting every day.
From the nine who started on
April 18, their ranks grew to 19

Jesso Fried, a Harvard stu-

dent who covers the fast for the

Harvard Crimson, called the

fast "a little dubious," because
the fasters are eating fruit.

"Some are eating a little fruit,

some are eating a lot of fruit,

and two are eating nothing, sup-

posedly. Although I have my
doubts about one."

Since the fasters do not live in

one central location, but meet
once per day instead. Fried

feels that the logistics make
accountability difficult.

An unrelated group of 140

seniors has protested in a differ-

ent way, according to the Asso-

ciated Press. They have
donated 2600 dollars towards an

escrow fund which would go to

fund scholarships if Harvard
divests or South Africa's apar-

theid policies change within the

next twenty years. If the cur-

rent situation continues, say the

seniors, the money will go to

charity. The interest will go to

fund a series of informational

lectures on South Africa.

According to Raskin, that

group lacks SASC support and
"has remained agnostic about

the fast."
—Jon Tiifar

Trinity Pres:

"Keep frats"

The fraternity issue at Trinity

College is approaching resolu-

tion. James English, president

of the college, last week recom-
mended in an ojjen letter that

the Greeks be allowed to stay

because "they are already here,

have been here for a long time,

and are important to a lot of peo-

ple." However, he noted that

their Importance would dimin-

ish as students explored other

social opportunities in the

future.

English also recommended
that fraternities and sororities

be open to all students regard-

less of race, sex, or religious

affiliation. Although, he noted,

going co-ed may result "in the

admission of women as second-

class citizens" and the potential

loss by some chapters of their

national affiliations, he said

that those questions would have
to be resolved later.

Student opinion lies against

the abolition of fraternities,

according to Trinity Tripod
reporter Floyd Higgins. "It

would appear that they do not

want to see them abolished.

Although it also seems that a
significant portion doesn't
really care," he said.

Higgins said that even though
only fifteen percent of Trinity's

student body Ijelongs to frater-

nities, "it is a fairly commonly
acknowledged fact that social

life revolves around fraterni-

ties."
—Jon Ti/ear

Cliandler awarded

degree

Mlddlebury College will

award President John Chandler
the honorary degree of Doctor
of Humane Letters as part of

their Commencement Exer-
cises on May 22.

The degree recognizes
Chandler's excellence as a scho-

lar, educator, and administra-

tor. Chandler taught at

Williams between 1955 and 1968

and has been president since

1973. He has served as Religion

professor, provost, dean of

faculty, and trustee.

Freshman

warnings

Twenty-one percent of the 23

freshmen registered in Astron-

omy this spring have received

freshman warnings. Computer
science placed a distant second
with 12.8 percent receiving

warnings.

Once again Division III led

the pack. Issuing fifty

warnings—more than Divisions

I and II combined.

Departments with a warning
rate over 10 percent include:

biology, 10.2 percent; psychol-

ogy, 12.7 percent; and Russian,

11.8 percent.

Fifty-nine students received

one warning, while eighteen

received two. In total, 15.7 per-

cent of the freshman class was
warned, down from 18.7 percent

for last year's freshmen.

Tibet conference

The College sponsored the

second annual Little Three
Tibet conference this past week-
end, which featured lectures

on Tibetan art, psychology, cul-

ture and politics.

The speakers included profes-

sors from Williams, Amherst
and Wesleyan as well as several
outside experts.

The conference included a

tour of a current exhibit at the

Clark Art Institute, "Tibetan
Art from the Newark Museum,"
which Is one of the finest collec-

tions of Tibetan art In the

country.
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Lax racks
The women's lacrosse team

used the home field advantage
to rack up a 16-5 victory over
Smith Saturday. Williams'
record now stands at 3-1.

High scorers for Williams
were Carrie Cento '86 with three

goals, Alison Earle '84 with

four, and Bea Bast '85 with

three.

Co-captain Bea Fuller '83

played an outstanding game at

defense wing, and Coach Peel

Hawthorne attributed most of

the Williams turnarounds to

Fuller's versatility and
pluckiness.

Smith is a young and
inexperienced team this year,

having graduated most of their

players last spring. "I would

say that this is definitely a build-

ing year for them," Hawthorne
explained, "but they do have a

lot of talent. We just have a firm-

er base and really weren't chal-

lenged that much."

Williams next meets Trinity

away on Wednesday.

Golf drops tri-match

The golf team lost their open-

ing match of the season at The
Country Club in Brookllne on

Thursday.
Holy Cross won the triangular

match with a 410 count, while

host Harvard scored a 415 and
Williams had 418.

Coach Rudy Goff said, "Lack
of practice certainly hurt us.

Taconic Golf Course has been
under snow for the past week,
while the other teams have had
no weather problems."

LETTERS
Continued from Page 2

ling them."
These and similar kinds of

data can be found in Gabriel

Kolko, "American Business and
Germany, 1930-41," Western
Political Quarterly, 15 (1962),

pp. 713-28.

There is a bizarre epilogue to

these U.S.-Nazi business con-

nections. Opel, Focke-Wulf air-

craft (which was 50 percent

owned by ITT), and other stra-

tegic industries were, under-

standably, bombed by the

Anglo-American allies. Later,

GM sued the U.S. Government
for damages and actually got

some $10 million. ITT was
Indemnified by at least 3 times

that figure.

Sincerely,

Gene H. Bell-ViUada

Distorted
To the editor:

Those who attended the talk

by J. Andre Visser, Afrikaaner

and spokesman for the South

African Foundation sponsored

by the campus Republican

group at Dodd House April 14,

could not have helped being

impressed with his apparent

first hand knowledge of the dis-

torted image of South Africa

which we have of it in the United

States. That he himself might

have been distorting the facts

may not have been self-evident

to his sponsors.

He held that all public facili-

ties except the railroads had

been desegregated. Indeed, in

response to a student's ques-

tion, he said that any apparent

"segregation " of motion pic-

Sports Shorts
Sophomore Bill McClements

paced the Ephmen with an 81,

while classmate Mike Hennigan
carded 82. Co-captaln Phil Seef-

rled showed the effects of the

layoff, struggling to an 84, as did

fellow senior Charlie Thomp-
son. Todd Krleg '83 rounded out

the Williams scoring with an 87.

' 'We hope to be able to get onto

the course this weekend, in

order to hit a few shots before

New Englands," said Goff.

The Ephmen travelled to

Cape Cod yesterday and today

to contend for the New England
title.

Tennis still on top

The men's tennis team got

wins from Its top four singles

players and barely survived a

6-3 victory over Little Three
rival Amherst Saturday. Six of

the nine matches went three

sets in what Coach Steve Heath
called Williams' "toughest
match of the year."

Greg Zaff '84 competing for

only the second time this sea-

son, coasted to a 6-0, 6-1 win over

Fred Shepard at number one

singles, but his teammates all

had to battle for their victories.

Brook Larmer '84 took
Spencer Grey at number two, 6-

7, 6-3, 6-3; Craig Hammond '85

prevailed over Matt Corcohran
at third singles, 4-6, 6-4, 6-4;

Tim Rives '85 got by Milton Wil-

liams at number four, 6-1, 4-6,

6-1; the Zaff-Hammond first

doubles team beat Shepard-

Corcohran, 3-6, 6-2, 6-2; and
Larmer-Rlves whipped Grey-

Williams at second doubles, 6-4,

6-4.

Williams singles losers were

Tom Harrity '84, who was
beaten by Roger Hoyte at

number five. 7-6, 4-6, 6-4, and
Tom Paper '84, who fell to Tom
Wyman, 3-6, 6-3, 6-4, at number
six. Jamie King '84 and Tim
Petersen '86 lost to Wyman and
Bill Raflying at third doubles,

6-3, 6-3.

The win at Amherst boosted

Williams' record to 5-0. The
Ephs have four regular season

matches left. Including anaway
match on Tuesday against

Trinity.

Softball slips, 9-2

by Liz Streitz

Thewomen's Softball club lost

9-2 to Smith on Saturday.

Although the score remained
close at 3-2 through the end of

the third inning, Williams
pitchers walked in five runs In

the fourth. Smith scored
another run in the seventh.

Coach Sue Hudson-Hamblln
said that team batting was hurt

by a week of indoor practice

caused by the weather.

Two hits

Williams was held to two hits

to Smith's nine. Shortstop

Kathy Haas '86 and pitcher

Karen Montzka '85 each had
singles.

Defensively, the women
played strongly. Rightfielder Liz

Jex '83, third baseman Ste-

phanie Brown '85 and catcher

Thalia Meehan '83 each started

double plays.

Having had three games can-

celled by rain, Williams is look-

ing to improve on Its 1-2 record

Wednesday at home against

Southern Vermont.

Ruggers split Little Three:

A-side loses, B and C win
by Bert Salisbury

The Williams rugby club tra-

velled to Wesleyan last Satur-

day for the annual Little Three
tournament and finished the

day with a mixed bag of wins
and losses.

In the first match the Aside
played to a 9-9 tie with the hosts

from Wesleyan, but then lost to

Amherst 28-12. Against Wes-
leyan the fine passing of Jim
Steggall '83 and fine running by
John Frese '84 accounted for the

only try. Dave Park '83 scored

the rest with his kicking ability.

Against Amherst the
Steggall-Frese pair was able to

score one try while Hugh Hui-

zenga '84 chased down a pop
kick to score the other, and Park
converted both.

The game held the traditional

hostilities and it was a hard
fought match. Blake Martin '84

and Mike Kolster '85 did a very
fine job filling in for the Injured

Dixon Pike '83 and Mike Cham-
bon '83.

B-side splits

B-side fared better as they

lost a close match to Wesleyan
10-9 but then rallied to beat

Amherst 9-8.

The scrum played extremely
well and provided much ball for

the line to work with. The hook-

ing of Dave Skinner '86 was
instrumental in Williams' domi-
nation of the scrumdowns. But it

was Rob Kusel '83 who was the

B-side star of the day, who with

his kicking magic tallied all 9

points in the Amherst win, two
on field goals and one on a seem-
ingly Impossible .30 meter left-

footed drop kick. The game
gave both the players and the

spectators an exciting victory.

C-side pride

C-side was the Williams pride

of the day with two victories,

beating Wesleyan 18-10 and
beating Amherst 18-14.

Both the line and the scrum
had the offensive punch and def-

ensive strength to produce vic-

tories. Sean Crotty '84 had two
trys, one a 50 meter majestic

romp through a bewildered
Wesleyan side.

Unselfish Eddie O'Toole '86

did not score one of his own but

added to the smooth teamwork
with his share of assists. Scrum-
mie Greg Norton '86 holds the

honor of being the only player to

injure himself in 4 places on an
unopposed try, using his base-

ball style slide to secure 4

points.

Kicking power
But once again it was kicking

power, the pinpoint accuracy
even at long distances, of Kris

Strohbehn '83 that was instru-

mental in the wins. Strohbehn
accounted for 6 points in the

Wesleyan match and 14 in the

Amherst victory. The C-side

convinced all watching that

they have the inspiration and
potential to prove a tough side

for the rest of the season.

Little Three regatta-

ture theatres (observed
recently in mass media pictures

of non-whites and whites lining

up to purchase tickets for the

screening of the motion picture

"Gandhi" at separate theatres)

was due simply to the differing

residential locations of the var

ylng ethnic groups. Unfor-

tunately—for the young Repub-

licans and their speaker—the
New York Times South African

correspondent, Joseph Lely-

veld—reported in the following

day's edition that not even the

premiere showing of "Gandhi"
would be open to those sharing

Gandhi's ethnic background, to

say nothing of "coloreds" and
blacks.

Lelyveld pointed out the spe-

cial irony Involved: the site of

the premiere would be at the old

Empress Theatre—the precise

setting at which Gandhi
launched his first campaign of

satyagraha—non violent resist-

ence. A further irony not noted

by the Times correspondent is

the fact that both the Chairman

of the Board and the President

of the company that took over

responsibility for the distribu-

tion of the picture (and thus

acquiesced to its segregated

screening in South Africa and to

the decision to limit such

screening for non-whites to but

three cities in contrast to its

availability to whites in six cit-

ies)are none other than Francis

T. Vincent, Jr. and Richard Gal-

lop, both Williams Trustees and

both members of the Trustee

Finance Committee to which

the Advisory Committee on

Shareholder Responsibilities

makes its recommendations.

This is an ambiguous world.

But all of us should be able to

agree that the prime mission of

an institution of higher learning

is to address that ambiguity
with all the facts and all the

truth at Its disposal. Mr.
Visser's failure on this score

leaves me wondering if the

other "facts" he offered were
equally unreliable.

Robert W. Friedrichs

Continued from Page 8

As both Amherst and Wes-
leyan have smaller women's
crew programs than Williams,
the Eph-women had to split up
their junior varsity eight into

two fours to take on theAmherst
varsity four.

Amherst finished in 8:27.

There was a tough fight for

second among the two Williams
boats. The four designated as
the B boat (the bow four of the

original JV boat) edged out the

A boat (the stern four).

In the novice eights event the

Williams women made their

move at the 10(X) meter point.

turning a previously close race

into a lopsided, 12 second vic-

tory over Wesleyan. Wesleyan
overstroked the Ephs, but the

purple boat showed superior

rowing style, impressing many
observers.

Varsity decisive

The Williams women's var-

sity eight beat Amherst deci-

sively, continuing their long
domination over Little Three
opponents. But the Ephwomen
weren't completely satisfied

with the row. The 20 second
margin of victory proved, how-
ever, that Williams was deci-

sively stronger, and a superior

crew.

JOSEPH E. DEVEY
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WILUAMSTOWN, MASS.
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Basketball star

namied new coach

Sports April 26, 1983

Williams' all-time leading

scorer Harry Sheehy III has

Ijeen named as the new head
basketball coach, Athletic

Director Robert Peck an-

nounced Friday.

Sheehy, who graduated in

1979, Is one of the best who ever

played the game at the college.

He set and continues to hold

three college scoring records,

Including career scoring record

(1,391), season scoring record

(506), and highest career aver-

age (21.1).

The 6'4" guard amassed all-

star honors that included All-

New England, All-East and
Honorable Mention All-

American. He was a regular on

the ECAC Honor Roll for his

performances in individual

games.

"A real pro"
Peck, who was Sheehy's

coach as a freshman, said he is

"extremely pleased that Harry
will be returning to join our

athletic program. Harry has

had a lot of worldwide expe-

rience. He has grown and
matured as a young man from a

student to a real pro. He will be
very effective in his relation-

ships with students.

"He made me a great coach
when he was a freshman,"

recalled Peck. "I'm lookingfor-

ward to him making me a great

athletic director."

Peck says the decision to hire

Sheehy for the position came
after an exhaustive search that

included consideration of more
than 180 applications.

"Do Williams proud"
Sheehy succeeds Curtis W.

Tong, head coach at Williams

since 1973, who is leaving Willi-

ams this year for a position as

Athletic Director at Pomona-
Pitzer College in California.

Tong, who was Sheehy's var-

sity coach at Williams, says he
is "delighted with the news that

Harry is the new coach. I think I

speak for the entire basketball

program, including those who
have played in the past and
those who are here now, when I

say that. Harry Is an energetic,

enthusiastic and ethical young
man who loves and knows bas-

ketball and will do Williams

proud."

"Coach Sheehy will be very

good for the program," said co-

captain John McNicholas '84.

"He's energetic and has some
good ideas."

Fellow co-captain Art Pidori-

ano '84 said, "Coach Sheehy has

a sound background, and should

be good communicating with

the players. I'm looking for-

ward to next year/'

The Berkshire Eagle
reported on Wednesday that

Sheehy and Reggie Minton,
assistant coach at the Air Force
Academy in Colorado Springs,

were the two finalists for the

Williams positions.

The Eagle reported on Friday
that Minton had taken the head
coaching position at Dart-
mouth, clearing the path for

Sheehy at Williams.

Athletes In Action

After his graduation from
Williams, Sheehy joined the

Athletes-in-Action basketball
organization, the athletic minis-

try of the Campus Crusade for

Christ.

As a player for Athletes-in-

Actlon, Sheehy continued his

record'setting ways. He holds

every season and career scor-

ing record for Athletes-in-

Action, whose teams are made
up of top-filght former college

players. In addition to holding

the records for most points in a

season (1,487), most points in a

career (6,600) and highest
career average (22.5 ppg) , he is

third in career assists and
second in career steals. He was
named Most Valuable Player in

10 tournaments while with
Athletes-ln-Action, including
series against Poland, Greece,
Hungary and France.
Since 1978 he has lived in Can-

ada working with the Athletes-

in-Action Canada basketball
team, playing and serving as
assistant coach as well as

directing the organization's

speaking program. This year an
ankle injury sidelined him as a
player.

Sheehy is well-known for his

speaking skills, having deli-

vered hundreds of speeches on
behalf of Athletes-in-Action. He
is also remembered at Williams
for his well-developed sense of

humor.

Mary Ellen Mahoney '86 and Lindsay Rockwood '85 led the pack in the high hurdles, and ultimately won the

race. Williams women won the meet, 84-71. (Lockwood)

Tracksters split with Trinity
by Andrew Garfield

Lindsay Rockwood '85, with a

part In five wins, led the

women's track team to a 75-51

victory over Trinity on Satur-

day while the men were nar-

rowly edged out 84-71. Tomas
'Alejandro '83 excelled for Willi-

ams in a losing cause.

Rockwood won the high jump,

the long jump, the 400 hurdles

and took second in the high hur-

dles. She was also part of team
victories in the 400 meter and
one mile relays.

Melanie Taylor '83 won the 100

and 200 meter sprints and was
part of the 400 meter relay win.

Mary Ellen Mahoney '86 beat

Rockwood in the high hurdles

and was second to the sopho-

more star in the long jump.

Mahoney took third in the high

jump.

Alejandro anchors Ephs
For the men, Alejandro won

the 100 and 200 meter sprints

and anchored the 400 relay vic-

tory. Kevin Jenkins '85 won the

400 meter run, Brian Angle '84

won the 1500 and Ian Brzezinski
'86 won the 5000. Williams also

took first place in the one mile

relay.

Williams won only 2 of 8 field

events. Junior Greg Lao's 13'6"

jump won the pole vault and
Paul Toland '85 leaped 6'4" to

outdistance his competition in

the high jump.
An injury to star runner Bo

Parker '84 hampered Williams,

according to Coach Dick Far-
ley. But, although the Ephmen
came up short, Farley was con-

tent: "I can't say I'm happy
with a loss, but I was encour-
aged by our performance."

Both the men's and women's
teams will face the dual chal-

lenge of Amherst and Wesleyan
next Saturday at home. The
field events will begin at noon
and the running events will

begin at two. While Farley
"doesn't know too much about"
the competition, he predicts

Amherst to be very good and
Wesleyan to be competitive.

Crew:

Women romped; men swamped
by Lee Farbman

The annual Little Three
regatta was held on Saturday at

the Williams race course in

Pittsfield. On the men's side,

the novice lightweight eight

event was won by Williams,
with both the Eph novice heavy-
weights and the varsity heavy-
weights finishing second. In the
women's races, the Williams
novice and varsity eights won,
the junior varsity fours finished
second and third, and the novice
four finished third.

The men's freshman light-

weight eight event pitted Wil-

liams against arch-rival
Amherst, as Wesleyan had only

freshman heavyweights.
Amherst opened a lead from the

start, as they went out at a rat-

ing of 36 strokes per minute.

But the Lord Jeffs were not

able to sustain such a pace, and

the Ephs, rowing at a steady 32,

caught and passed them by the

1500 meter mark. Amherst had

a strong sprint at the end, but

Williams was able to hold on for

a two second margin of victory.

The varsity heavyweight race

was neck and neck for virtually

the whole 2000 meters. Williams
held a slim, two seat lead over

Amherst for the first half of the

race, with Wesleyan only three

or four more seats back.

Amherst pulled even at the

halfway point, and the two boats

raced evenly for another 200

meters. But Amherst slowly

pulled ahead to a half-length

lead with 400 meters to go.

Continued on Page 7

Renaissance racqueteer—Greg Zaff
by Mark Averltt

"I'm not that serious about

tennis," claims 1982 Division III

Tennis All-American Greg Zaff,

"but squash—that's what I

enjoy doing most in the world.

Unfortunately, the world seems
to care a lot more about tennis.

'

'

Zaff, a junior, has always
gone his own way regardless of

the popular trend and he was
finally rewarded this month
when he appeared in the April 4

edition of Sport's lUustrated's

"Faces in the Crowd" section.

Zaff became a tennis All-

American his sophomore year
on the strength of a 10-0 regular

season record.

Zaff's squash career has been
characterized by consistent

improvement. He's been the

team's number one player since

his arrival . After a 10-9 record in

his first year, Zaff posted 16-3

and 17-3 marks. As a junk)r, Zaff

finished fifth in the intercolle-

giate championship, winning

the consolation bracket of the

National Individual tournament
in Princeton, N.J.

Turning pro

Zaff has been playing the big

names in squash (like Har-

vard's Kenton Jernigan, the

number one collegiate player as

a freshman who serves as a fre-

quent opponent for Zaff over
vacations) on an Informal basis

for the past couple of years and
has been faring well enough
against them to consider going

on the pro tour. Now what was
once a distant possibility has
become a firm resolution with

Zaff.

Zaff is in the squash courts so

much that his fellow students
think him a bit peculiar. "But
that's what I enjoy most," Zaff

explains. "A lot of people here
at Williams are studying to be
doctors or lawyers, but I'm on
my own training program. My
dream is to keep an apartment
in New York City while travel-

ling around the country playing

in squash tournaments—and
striving for number one."

This picture ol Qreg Zail '84 appeared in SPORTS
ILLUSTRATED's "Faces in the Crowd," commend-
ing Zaff for mailing Division Ml Ail-America in both

tennis and squash.

Marcus resigns
Citing the pressure of work, George Marcus

has announced that this will be his last year as

women's crew coach.

"Being on the faculty and coaching crew is

like two full-time jobs," said Marcus. "It'sgot-

ten to the point where I can't juggle them any
more."
The Athletic Department is now searching

for a successor. "They got me for pretty

cheap," Marcus said. "I don't think they'll be

able to find anyone else on the faculty who is

willing or able to coach. They will probably
have to bring someone in."

Marcus was the first women's coach at Willi-

ams, starting in 1971, the first year women
were admitted to the freshman class.

Good teams
Marcus remembered some of his better

teams: "Out second year was fairly remarka-

ble. We had only two people with previous row-

ing experience, yet we sent two people to the

nationals, and finished third in the East."

"The clubs with Sue Tuttie in the mid-'70's,

and the late '70's-early '80's teams were also

very good . . . actually, I've had high regard for

every crew I've coached."
"My goal for every crew has been that they

will seek to excel," said Marcus, "and I hope

they continue to do that. I'll still be close to the

program."
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Coles, Bennett to address graduates
Pulitzer winner, Humanities head
President John W. Chandler

announced today that Dr.
Robert Coles, Professor of Psy-
chiatry and Medical Humani-
ties at the Harvard Medical
School, and Pulitzer Prize-

winning author of the five-

volume study. Children of

Crisis, will be the speaker at

Williams' 194th Commence-
ment Exercises on May 29.

William J. Bennett '65, Chair-
man of the National Endow-
ment for the Humanities (NEH)
will deliver the Baccalaureate
address on Saturday, May 28.

Coles will be awarded an
honorary Doctor of Letters
degree and Bennett an honorary
Doctor of Laws degree during
Commencement.
Since his graduation from

Columbia University's College
of Physicians and Surgeons In

1954, Coles has combined two
active careers as a practicing

psychiatrist and an author,

writing 35 books and more than
700 articles for periodicals,

newspapers and anthologies.

Following his medical train-

ing. Coles worked extensively

with troubled and deprived ado-

lescents at hospitals in Massa-

chusetts and in the South. In the

early 1960's his research cen-
tered on the first black children

to enter newly-desegregated
schools in the South.

The first volume of Children
of Crisis, A Study of Courage

and Fear, published In 1967,

was a landmark study of the

effect of school desegregation

on both black and white school

children.
• Volumes II and III, Migrants,
Sharecroppers, Mountaineers
and The South Goes North, both
published in 1971, earned Coles
several awards including the
Pulitzer Prize.

Coles's most recent research,

conducted in countries such as
Northern Ireland and South
Africa, is a study of the ways In

which children in various coun-
tries develop their political con-

victions and moral values.

William Bennett '65

Bennett's background in

scholarship, teaching and aca-
demic administration makes
him well-suited to head the

National Endowment for the

Humanities, an organization

which promotes Increased scho-

larship and strength in the

William J. Bannatt '65

humanities in the nation's
schools and universities. He
was appointed to the post by
President Reagan In 1981.

After graduating from Willi-

ams, Bennett attended gradu-
ate school in philosophy at the
University of Texas at Austin.
He later attended Harvard Law
School and earned his J.D. in

1971. From 1972-76, Bennett was
an assistant professor of philo-

sophy at Boston University as
well as Assistant to the Presi-
dent there.

Review

"Anything you want'' at Chapin
by Michael Govan

The actlvlsin of the '60's has
passed. And while the presence
of non-registrants and hunger
strikers among usmay pointout

that we haven't lapsed Into com-
plete apathy, today our Interest

In a campus issue has an aver-
age half-life of a month-and-a-
half. "All that Junk like peace
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BiUsville by L. Rockwood

The Williams Record

A better Baxter
Baxter Hall may undergo structural and functional changes in the

near future. The only definite thing at this point is that nothing is certain.

The Gargoyle Society submitted a proposal with suggestions to

President Chandler last December. They advocated relocating the Out-

ing Club, the Chaplain's Office, and the Pottery Studio. They also sug-

gested increasing food storage, installing a freshman lounge and
photocopying machines, and expanding the mailroom traffic area. Sug-

gestions from other sources have included an all-night eatery and

expanded student services. A few weeks ago, members met with two
Trustees to tour the building and discuss possible changes.

The Administration says it lacks a sense of student opinion on the
issue. The door is therefore open for student input, while possible
changes are still on the drawing board. Anyone with an interest in seeing
Baxter become the student center it could be should make his feelings

known. We still have the opportunity to formulate policy, rather than
comment after the fact.

HcVp'. vOocVcr
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Paine fuses complex elements
'Rich mosaic of sight, sound, and movement'

Mare Wolf and ih« cast of TOM PAINE

by Spencer Jones and
Krlsten Engberg

The recent Adams Memorial

Theater spring student produc-

tion of Paul Foster's Tom Paine

was a rich mosaic of sight,

sound and movement. All of the

elements, especially the set,

contributed to the carefully

Integrated production. The
Impact and Intuitive under-

standing of the show came from
this total fusion of separate

The visual-aural

circus inundating

the audience was
almost overwhelm-

ing.

components; each of the parts

taken alone would be less pow-
erful than the effect of the

whole.

Sensual richness

The visual/aural circus Inun-

dating the audience was almost
overwhelming. Attempts to

Impose historical or rational

data upon such a rich spectrum
would do the production an
injustice. Such accessible data

could be neatly plucked from

the production; more defined

personalities elicited more spe-

cific responses.

The three slapstick judges,

Kate Prendergast, Mitchell

Anderson and Sally Nicholson,

drew roars of approval during

their soft shoe Interpretation of

the hallowed courts of Justice.

Marc Wolf painted an equally

successful portrait of Tom
Palne's degradation, prostrat-

ing himself at the feet of such

dangerous foolishness. Such
vignettes, however successful

unto themselves, only achieved

Importance and significance

within the whole.

Vibrant stage set

Art Professor Ed Epplng's

original set design contributed

to Tom Paine's continuity and
sense of completeness. His

chosen shapes and movements
were pared down to essential

elements which allowed the

stage to reverberate with possi-

bilities. The subtle choreo-

graphy of light and shade on the

set's movable framework
shifted and defined the charac-

ters through time and space.

The changeable quality of

Epplng's set complemented the

richly uncategorical nature of

the whole of Tom Paine.

Arlo Guthrie charms Chapin
Continued from Page 1

and lively versions of both

"Coming Into Los Angeles" and
"Motorcycle Song."

GuabI, Guabl
Guthrie's sound has become

more slick and polished since

the days of Woodstock, and the

beers have added a few Inches

to his waistline. But a Guthrie
concert without politics is like a
Salada teabag without a ridicu-

lous proverb.

"Anybody who's
not afraid to turn

around is a friend

of mine . . . includ-

ing people who run

colleges."

Before the concert Guthrie
spoke to an unidentified Willi-

ams student who apparently
had asked him to address the
issue of South Africa and divest-

ment. He touched on the Issue
briefly in the middle of the show
in a light-hearted song he called

"Guabl Guabl," the story of a
South African worker who met
an unexplained death at the

hands of a corrupt police force.

It wasn't until the second half

of the concert that his light-

hearted political satire turned
more serious. With the recent
reinstatement of draft registra-

tion, Guthrie has brought back
Into his repertoire the ever pop-

ular "Alice's Restaurant." He
has modified the song about the

draft slightly to pertain more
directly to today's registration

issue. The twenty minute song

brought the crowd to its feet.

Slave ship

Toward the end of the show
Guthrie seemed to suffer a
slight attack of conscience. He
sat down at the piano and began
a soulful and captivating
"Amazing Grace" to which he
added a personal note. "I just

wanted you to know that this

song was written by the captain

of a slave ship who, in the mid-
dle of one of his crossings,

turned his boat around and went
back to Africa. He came back to

America and began writing

songs like this.

"Anybody who's not afraid to

turn around Is a friend of mine-
all people . . . including people

who run colleges. Don't ever be
afraid to turn around."

Oullarisi and kayboard playar (above) from Quthria't back-up band Sho-
nandoah. Qulhrta (balow) displayed his own varsallllty by playing the
harmonica, acouallc guitar and alactrlc grand piano. (Qlick)

' ,'fr "
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Nuclear fusion field gets hotter Record Review

The Williams Record

by Daniel Keating

The latest breakthroughs In

nuclear fusion technology and
Its development as a new
energy source were energeti-

cally described by Harold P.

Furth In a lecture last Friday.
However, Furth, who Is direc-

tor of Princeton University's

Plasma Physics Lab, cautioned
that further research will lie

necessary before fusion energy
becomes commercially avail-

able.

Furth oversees 300 physicists

and engineers on a plant which
cost $314 million when it was
built in the early 1970's.

As Furth explained, fusion

works by joining two atoms into

a heavier one. When they are
fused, some mass is lost.

"Armed with e=mc2, you can
deduce that energy is released
when mass is lost," he said.

The advantages of fusion

power are that it uses ocean
water as fuel and creates no
radioactive waste, as nuclear
fission (splitting rather than
joining atoms) does.

100 million degrees
To push the atoms together,

however, the temperature must
be at least 100 million degrees
Centigrade.

"The 100 million degrees is

one of the problems," said

Furth, "but not by any means
the worst. Because the temper-
ature Is so great, the challenge

is not letting the heated atoms
touch anything, he added.
The method which Furth is

pioneering at Princeton circles

the atoms in a loop with mag-
netic sides. Furth compared
this method to "the big fusion

reactor in the sky," the sun, and
concluded that the similarity

means that "we have nature's

approval on this project."

His laboratory at Princeton

has reached 80 million degrees
and is currently building a reac-

tor twice as large, he said.

Furth expects Tokamac, a
donut-shaped reactor, to reach
Its maximum of 200 million

degrees by 1985, and by 1986 to

reach the break-even point of

getting as much energy out as
they put In to start It.

Other plans call for an Engi-
neering Test Reactor, the first

commercially feasible fusion

reactor, to be built in 1991, he
said.

"It should be operating by the

year 2000," he said. "People like

to get things done by the year
2000."

Summing up how much has
been achieved In a field which is

still unexplored, Furth quipped,
"You should be Impressed that

people who know as little as we
do have accomplished so
much."

THeCUPSHOP
Hair Salon of the 80's

For He and She

WCFM TOP TEN
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Walks—more rambling reminiscences

FrMhman Mcky Hall* carriM th* ball In Iha woman'* rugby laam't B-*lda

loaa to ttiair alumni.

Maanwhila, Iha A-*lda lot! lo Mlddlabury 7-4. Sophomora Qlngar Qraana
eorad ttia Ephwoman'i only try with a 20 malar run up Iha waak tlda.

Co-eapiain Jana Parkar '83 commanlad Ihat "It wa» a good scrum gama."
Tha ruggar* (aca Amharal at Amharal lo cIom ouI Ihalr laason naxi

Saturday. (Lockwood)

by John Clayton

All the teams I cover walk.

They all walk opposing batters—sometimes by
the dozen. I don't know If It's the pitchers In par-

ticular, the level of play In general, or me sitting

on the sidelines.

The Williams team walked 30 people In three
games this weekend.

• • • •

Maybe my teams walk because I walk.
Whenever I'm playing in a refereed baseball,

wlffle ball or softball game, I go for a walk as
much as a hit. That may have something to do
with my barely being able to hit the ball unless It's

on a tee.

When I played for my school in eighth grade, I

only got up three times. Twice I walked. The third
time I struck out, only because I felt I hadto swing
at a ball once in my school baseball career.
On a 3-2 pitch, I swung at a ball four feet outside.

My friends always regarded walking as wimpy.
They also thought singles hitters were wimpy.
Not being able to do much else, I didn't have much
of a choice—I could be a wimpy hitter or strike

out. I did both with regularity.

As a fan, walks annoy me. Especially Inept
walks. If you're going to be Inept, there are a lot
more exciting ways to do it: muffing a grounder,
letting a fly ball hit you on the head, or stealing
second with the bases loaded.
My favorite is playing first base and dropping

an easy toss from the pitcher to blow the ball-

game. (Sounds like a Little League-type error,
right? I did It last year In Keg SoftbaU).

• • • •

Walks, though, are easy for the hitter. Unless
he's Pete Rose. The way he hustles down to first,
they should call them runs. But that might get
complicated.

UMass powers past crew
Men's crew was home again on Saturday for races with the

University of Massachusetts and Lowell. The varsity eight lost

to U.Mass., while both freshman boats, lightweights and heavy-
weights, beat their opponents.
The varsity eight rowed a poor race on the Lake Onota course,

finishing 17 seconds behind the U.Mass. eight. The Ephs did not
seem to be completely in the race mentally, while U.Mass. was
able to rely on their strength for the victory.

U.Mass. had a small lead at the 500 meter mark, but some
rough water and some poor Williams strokes quickly dropped
the Ephs back. Williams was able to take the rating up effec-
tively at the end of the 2000 meters, but Massachusetts had too
great a lead.

Froah race ahead
The freshman heavyweight crew demonstrated conclusively

that they are a force to be reckoned with, demolishing the lads
from Amherst and LoweU. Rowing a very strong race Williams
beat U.Mass. by 18 seconds, and Lowell by 32. Williams led from
the start and rowed a very controlled race, never looking back.
The freshman lightweights rowed as the second freshman

eight against the Lowell second freshman boat. They too had a
good day. Williams had opened water after the first 30 strokes,

and rowed a clean race.

Mishap caps women's crew weekend
by Lee Farbman

The women's crew left on Fri-
day afternoon for a planned
regatta at Philadelphia with the
University of Pennsylvania,
Georgetown, Princeton, and
Dartmouth. However, on Satur-
day morning at race time there
were three foot swells on the
Schuylkill river course with a
high wind. Since the course was
clearly unrowable, the coaches
decided to go to Princeton for
races there.

Adventure
Dartmouth and Princeton are

seeded in the top three In the
east. The varsity race was an
adventure In Itself for the Willi-

ams eight. After a good start.

Williams was up a seat on Prin-
ceton, and only two seats behind
Penn. Then, at the 300 meter
point, Molly Tennis '85, the Wil-
liams stroke, lost her oar when
the oarlock Inexplicably popped
open. The Williams boat stayed
cool, however, and continued to

row the bow 7 while Tennis
replaced the oar and tightened
the lock, which took a dozen or
so strokes.

During this Interim WUliams
dropped half a length behind,
but pulled together for a strong
surge In the middle of the race to

draw nearly even with Prin-
ceton. By the last 300 meters,
however, the effort required to

hold even and surge took its toll

on the Ephwomen, and they fell

victim to the Princeton sprint.

A clearly superior Dartmouth
boat won the 1500 meter race in

4:54.2, Princeton edged out
U.Penn on the sprint to take
second by .2 seconds, and Willi-

ams was fourth. Williams coach
George Marcus called the Ephs'
performance "extremely
gutsy."

Novtcea fall abort
In the Junior varsity eight

race Williams was able to hold
within one length for more than
half of the race, but in the end
Princeton and Dartmouth
proved too strong.

The novice four lost by seven
lengths to UMass at home.

WILLIAMSTOWN STORE
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SUMMER STORAGE!
TREET Cleaners will clean

and store your clothes for

the price of DRY CLEANING.

Clean Now, Pay Later,

Compare Prices and SAVE!

BONUS: Present your student I.D. at
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ALTERATIONS

HOURS: Monday ttiru Friday 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Saturday 8:30 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.

117 LATHAM ST. - BOHOM OF SPBWS ST. - WLLIAMSTOWN, MA.

458-9416

Holyoke outhits softball
by Liz Streltz

The women's softball team lost 9-5 to a strong Mt. Holyoke club

Saturday at home. Last Tuesday they beat Southern Vermont 9-0.

The Mt. Holyoke game remained close, 3-2, until the bottom of the

fifth inning when Mt. Holyoke's solid hitting pulled in four runs.

After the game. Coach Sue Hudson-Hamblin said that although

the women play better and better each game and continue to play a

strong defensive game, the club needs to develop consistency at the

plate.

Strong aeventh inning

The women's seventh inning performance was certainly a boost

to the team's confidence In Its hitting. Down 7-2, the women scored

three runs. Senior Liz Jex's triple at the top of the Innhig spurred on

the last-gasp rally.

Along with Jex, there were other strong Individual performan-

ces. Teresa Galms '85 went two for three at the plate and played an

excellent defensive game in left field. Galms had a number of fine

catches and threw out two Mt. Holyoke batters at the plate.

Karen Montzka '85 was one for three at the plate and pitched five

innings. Debbie Wickenden '85 pitched the remaining two innings.

Beat Southern Vermont
In last Tuesday's home game against Southern Vermont, the

women scored eight runs in the third Inning on Just three hits.

Montzka pitched five innings and had nine strikeouts. At the plate

Montzka went two for four, scoring two runs.

Catcher Thalia Meehan '83 also did well at the plate. Meehan
batted two for three and scored a run In the third.

The women have a busy upcoming week. They have a regularly

scheduled games against RPI Wednesday and two against UMass-

Boston Saturday.
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Frathman Rob Coaktoy pounda a ball to right fMd agalnti Soulham Vannonl. (Lockwood)

Baseball splits in Maine
Continued from Page 10

over the center field fence in the

fifth, following a walk to Rob
Coakley.
Delorenzo gave up one hit

and four walks while striking

out eight in his six innings. Hen-

nlgan replaced him to start the

seventh, and pitched two
Innings of no-hit ball, walking

two and striking out two. Matt
Viola '84 pitched the ninth,

walking the bases loaded but

getting out of It with a double

play-

On Tuesday, Williams lost to

Amherst at Amherst, 5-0. The
Ephs had only three hits, one

each for White, Brownell and
freshman Dick HoUlngton.

Morris pitched the whole
game, giving up nine hits but

only one earned run, while walk-

ing two and striking out one.

Amherst scored one in the first,

two In the third, and two In the

fourth.

The team is now 4-5 up North,

6-12 overall. They faced Ameri-
can International yesterday.

Ruggers play in tourneys Unbters eleventh in N.E.

by Paul Hogan

The men's rugby team split

up Saturday, with the A-slde

traveling to Boston for the Bab-

son Invitational tournament;

while the B and C sides went to

Albany for the Old Green
tournament.
At Babson, the A-slde won

their first match 7-3 against

Mass. Maritime RFC, then lost

a close contest to the hosts from
Babson 15-12.

The fine play of both the line

and the scrum led to the victory

over Maritime. Powerhouse
John Frese- '84 started off the

Williams scoring with a try and
co-captain Dave Park '83

accounted for the other three

point with a field goal.

The smooth teamwork of the

scrum provided much ball for

the line towork with. Co-captain

Brian Gradle '83, Chip Connolly

'83, and Joe Carey '84 played

with intense ferocity. Linemen
Hugh Hiuzenga '84 and Jimmy
Bell '84 kept the Maritime

defenders on the run with their

tine kicking and passing. The
side's potential bubbled forth

throughout the match.

In the next match the Babson

Beavers held the homefleld

advantage which helped them
squeak to a close three-point

victory. The magic foot of Rob
Kusel '83 accounted for 8 of Wil-

liams' 12 points with yet another

drop kick, a field goal and a

conversion.

The line again plated with

smooth teamwork and the Willi-

ams try was scored in a pretty

play featuring fine passing,

explosive running and strong

support. Dave Lipscomb '83,

Bell and Frese were all instru-

mental in the try that Park
finally touched down. The
scrum again terrorized their

opponents with Dixon Pike '83,

BUI Donovan '83 and John May
'84 leading the attack. A Babson
field goal late in the game led to

the Williams defeat.

Albany tourney

The B and C sides went west to

Albany to play in a 12-team A-

side tournament hosted by the

Old Green RFC.
In the B side's first match

against Albany Law, the scrum
and line both dominated. Pete

Aiken '86 and Rich Weber '83

anchored a solid white pack,

while captains Larry Hebb '83

and Drew Klein '84 kept the ball

moving smoothly. Law ulti-

mately bowed to the accuracy of

senior Kris Strohbehn's right

foot, as Williams won 3-0 on a

penalty kick.

The second game was defined

by a fierce defensive stand on
the goal-line against a tough
RPI side. Again the scrum and
line played well together, and
again a penalty kick made the

difference: RPI 3, Williams 0.

Good, hard rugby was played by
both teams, as senior Bill Best's

hustle and pinpoint kicks
exemplified.

UgUeat ruggers

The day's most Intense match
was played by the Williams C
side and a motley collection of

some of the East's ugliest

ruggers. John Conlon '85 and
Steve Troyer '86 sent opponents

sprawling on both offense and
defense.

The second half belonged to

white, as a long and spirited

offensive attack resulted in a

beautiful try by scrummie Brad
Blssell '86, and Williams won 4-

0.

The ruggers face Berkshire

RFC Saturday at Cole Field at

1:30.

The golf team moved Its

record to a disappointing 1-3

with a win over Union College

and a loss to American Inter-

national Thursday. Earlier In

the week, they placed eleventh

in the New Englands. AIC's
total of 398 was well ahead of

the Ephs 410 and Union's 419.

Earlier in the week, they fin-

ished eleventh in the New
Englands.

Senior co-captaln Phil Seef-

ried was Medalist for the

match; his 76 put him Just

ahead of several other play-

ers. Sophomores Chris Harned
and Bill McClements carded
82 and 83 for the Ephs.

New Englands

In the New Englands, the

team broke to a first day
eighth-place standing with a

320 total before faltering on the

final day of competition with

four scores totalling 340. The
Ephs 660 total put them well

behind Central Connecticut's

winning 612. Bryant took

second with 619 whileAmherst

WiLLIAMSTOWN
National
Bank

COMPLETE BANKING AND
TRUST SERVICES
\Ne Know How To Help

FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

WEST PACKAGE STORE
$25.00
for

Carting's V2 Keg
Route 2

Between N.A. and Williamstown

8 am-10 pm M-W 663-6081 8 am-11 pm Th-Sat

rallied for third at 630.

Sophomore Mike Hennlgan
paced the Ephs with rounds of

77 and 82 for a 159 total which
put him just off the 144 winning
total of Bryant's Jim Hallett,

U.S. Amateur seml-flnallst

and Low Amateur at this

year's Masters Tournament.
A talented quartet of Willi-

ams seniors closely followed

Hennlgan. Charlie Thompson
carded 79 and 85 for a 164 total

while co-captaln Bruce Goff
swung to a 168 total. Todd
Krleg and Phil Seefrlend were
just behind at 169 and 170.

Bad weather

Coach Rudy Goff said, "It's

unfortunate that snow and bad
weather have Interrupted our
practice schedule so serious-

ly; we had some good individ-

ual efforts out there but we
were a little rusty on the touch

shots".

Mike Hennlgan '85 won the

NESCAC tournament Monday
with a 151, leading Williams to

the top team score.

Send
Mom the

Very Best!
Don't forget to send
Mom your warmest
thoughts and wishes

on her special day.

McCLELLANDS
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Track romps to Little Three title
The men's track team ably defeated arch-

rivals Amherst and Wesleyan In the annual
Little Three spring track meet.
The Ephmen chalked up 77 points to

Amherst's 57 and Wesleyan's 56 at Saturday's
meet at Weston Field. The Wesleyan women's
team managed a 5-polnt lead over Williams In

the final score, 69-64, withAmherst completing
the tally with 25 points.

Alejandro double winner
On the Men's track events, Tomas Alejandro

triumphed In both the 100-yard dash and the 200
meter race. He and Amherst's Lyons were the
only double winners for the Men's events;
Lyons won both the high jump and the triple

Jump.

In other track events, the Williams team won
the 400 meter relay and placed second in the

one-mile relay. Junior Bo Parker won the 1500

meter with a 3:57.0. Junior Ken James also

triumphed in the 110 hurdles. Moreover, fresh-

man Clark Otley provided team points in three

events with third-place finishes in the pole

vault, 100-yard dash, and the 200-meter race.

In the field events, Bernle Krause '84 won in

the hammer event and captured third In the

shotput. John Campbell '84 won the pole vault

while Jeff Congdon '84 threw the Javelin 179%"
to win that event.

Rockwood leads women
For the women, Lindsay Rockwood '85 con-

tributed a win in the high Jump, seconds In the
100 hurdles and 400 hurdles, and a third in the
long Jump.
Wesleyan dominated the remaining field

events with their wins in the shotput, javelin,

and discus, and a first-place finish in the long
Jump.

In the track events, senior Melanie Taylor
won the 100-yard dash In 13.0 seconds and
placed second In the 200 meter race. Amy
Doherty '84 won the 1500 while teammates
Mary Ellen Mahoney '86 and Susan Bragdon
'83 won the 100 hurdles and 3000 meter race,
respectively. Freshman Mary Keller achieved
two third-place finishes in the 800 and 1500

meter races as well. FrMhman Clark Ottoy surgM past an Amhartt runner In lh« 100. Oilay took third In iht rac«; Ih* Ephman won th« LiitI* ThrM mMl.
(Shapiro)

Walks plague batsmen j^^^^ ^i„, nesCAC
by John Clayton and
Andrew Garfield

Hitting well but plagued by
walks, the baseball team went
1-3 on a weekend trip to Maine;
splitting with Bates on Saturday
and losing to Colby Friday.

"For the weekend," said WU-
Uams Coach Jim Briggs, "in

three games we had 36 hits but
let up 30 walks. If we had some
pitching to go with this hitting,

we'd be a great team."
Junior John Hennigan pitched

the first Bates game, walking
eleven batters in seven innings.

Five of Bates' runs were caused
by walks. Hennigan walked four

in the second inning, when
Bates scored their first two
runs.

Third baseman Brian
Rutledge '85 was the Ephs'
offensive star In the first game,
going two-for-three.

Nine-run inning
A nine-run, nine-hit sixth

Inning propelled Williams to the
second game victory. "All nine
hits were wicked shots," said
Coach Briggs.

Senior co-captain Bob Brow-
nell capped off the Inning with a
400-foot three run homer. Rob
Coakley '86 had a two-RBI dou-
ble, and Phil Lusardi '85 had a
one-RBI double.

Junior John Oalorsnzo hurtod six on«-hll binlngs against Southern V«r-

moni Wsdnstday •• Ihs Ephs won S-0. (Lockwood)

Lusardi also added a one-run
homer in the fourth. Rob Coak-
ley was four for five on the day,
Louie Nasser '83 and Mark
White '84 each went three for

five.

Kevin Morris (2-1) pitched the

whole game, walking eight.

Williams pitchers gave up 13

hits and ten walks in the Colby
game.
"We walked six leadoff hit-

ters," said Briggs, "and all of

them scored."

Junior Bill Hugo started for

Williams, and was given a 4-1

lead in the top of the fourth. But
he walked the first three batters

in the Irattom of that Inning, and
Colby went on to score five runs

.

Williams regained the lead at

9-8 In the sixth, but Eph pitchers

Steve Watson, Dave Moss, and
Rob Coakley could not contain

the Mules.
Rob Coakley was the offen-

sive star for Williams, going two
for four with a home run.

Brother Mike Coakley '85 went
three for five, Lusardi was three

for four, and White was two for

four.

Earlier in the week, home
runs by Brownell and White and
six Innings of one-hit pitching by
John Delorenzo '84 led Williams

in a win over Southern Vermont
Wednesday.
Brownell had a three-run

homer in the fourth inning, Into

the bleachers deep down the

left-field line. The homer fol-

lowed a walk to White and a

pitcher's error that allowed

Mike Coakley to reach first.

White had a two-run blast

Continued on Page 9

Williams entered the weekendNESCAC tourney with the high-

est number of seeds of any team in the draw. Competing against

10 other New England colleges, Williams won 3 of the 6 single

draws, had semifinalists in two others and captured 2 of the 3

doubles draws. Williams finished with 25 points and second place

Amherst had 19.

Greg Zaff '84 and Craig Hammond '85 captured the B doubles
crown in a tough 3 set final against Trinity. Brook Larmer '84

teamed up with Mark Sopher '83 to take the A doubles and earn a
berth at the Division III Nationals In two weeks.
Sopher, a number 1 seed, defeated his Amherst opponent In

three sets to take the D draw singles. Tim Rives '85 won the E
class soundly. As number 3 seed he cruised through in straight

sets. Unseeded Tom Harrlty '84 posted a three-set victory over
Amherst's numt>er 6 player to take the final draw.
After falling behind 3-1 In the singles at Trinity on Wednesday,

Williams stormed back to take the remaining two singles

matches and sweep the 3 doubles matches.
The team finishes its regular season with three home matches

this week They face Albany on Tuesday, Wesleyan on Saturday,
and Colgate on Sunday.

Wesleyan edges laxwomen
3 goals and making several
"critical offensive and defen-

sive plays." Alison Earle '84

and Cary Cento '86 also had 3

goals apiece.

Williams lost on Tuesday to

Trinity 12-9 in spite of 3 goals by
Laura Rogers '86 and 16 saves
by goalie Beth Flynn '83. Haw-
thorne comments that "we
haven't been able to put two
good haves together." The team
plays at Union on Tuesday and
at Mlddlebury on Thursday.

Despite an incredible come-
back In which Williams scored
eight goals In five minutes, the
Ephwomen lost to Wesleyan 13-

12 on Saturday. The loss drops
Williams' record to 3-3.

According to Coach Peel
Hawthorne, Williams was
"sluggish" at the outset of the
match. Wesleyan put In five
goals in the first six minutes to

lead 9-4 at halftlme.

Co-captaln Bea Fuller '83 led
the second-half charge, scoring

CORRECTION:
Incoming basketball coach Harry Sheehy graduated

from Williams Class of 1975. Last week's Record Incorrectly

Identified Sheehy's class.
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WAAC asks senior class

to withhold donations
tfritten by Jejf Brainard; reported

by Brainard and Jon Tigar

The Williams Antl-Apartheld

Coalition (WAAC) distributed a

letter to the senior class last

week asking It to sign a pledge

not to donate money to Williams

until the College divests from all

companies and banks doing bus-

iness with South Africa. So far,

25 seniors have signed, accord-

ing to WAAC spokesman Geoff

Mamlet <83.

A group of 23 seniors

responded with a letter asking

the class to Ignore WAAC's
request. The letter said that stu-

dents can support the College

but still continue to work for

social change as alumni. The
seniors who signed said that

many of them favor some kind

ofdivestment butare opposed to

WAAC's proposal.

WAAC made the same prop-

osal in 1978 and 1982. According
to the administration this year's

contributions from the Class of

1978 set an all-time record high
fora class five years out of Willi-
ams, but it Is still tooearly to tell

whether the boycott will have
any effect.

"A moral question"

WAAC's letter said invest-

ment in South Africa is not con-

sistent with the values that the
CMlPB^ stands for, because
tliuac; Lnvesimcnis support
apartheid.

"Investment in South Africa

thus becomes a moral question

rather than simply a financial

one," the letter said, concluding
that by not giving to Williams,

seniors "will be helping the Col-

lege to renew its commitment to

its values."

A number of faculty and
administration members said

they oppose WAAC's proposal,

because, among other reasons,

the endowment contributes 40

percent of each student's educa-

tional expenses.

"After all the discussions of

the past year, not to mention the

years preceding," said Dean of

the College Daniel O'Connor,

"to see that WAAC still reduces
the issue to a single conflict

between morality, on the one
hand, and 'financial' considera-

tions, on the other, fills me with

a sense of deep frustration.

What, after all, was the p61nt of

all the meetings many of us

faithfully attended?" President

John Chandler called the move
"implicitly selfish" because he
says it denies the future genera-
tions of students the same
benefits that the signers have
enjoyed.

Escrow account

John Small '83, current Col-

lege Council Treasurer and can-

didate for Class Treasurer,

made yet a third proposal, that

the senior class put the funds it

would otherwise donate to its

class fund into an escrow
account which would not be
turned over to the College until

it divested from companies and
banks doing business in South
Africa and "exhibited serious
commitment a,R^ ..progress
towards eventual full divest-

ment." Small noted that the

class fund which he proposes to

put In escrow would be used only

to fund class reunions. How-
ever, Derede Arthur '83, a
WAAC spokesperson, said that

WAAC may encourage seniors

to put all donations to the Col-

(Scheibe)
BOVER BANS BLUE BAXTER BILLBOARD—Public Inlormallon Dlroc-
lor Ray Boy«r dltcontlnuMi um oI Iht •ports announcomant billboard
at Bailor Hall thiswMk bocauM Iht tlgn It "nol vtry altracllvt." Boytr
roachtd Iho dtcltion following • ditcuttlon with Prttidtnl John
Chandlor. Boytr taM ht did nol Inltnd Iht movt at a tymbollc gttlurt
toward Nw AlhMIc Dtpartintnl, and ht It tttking ntw Idtai lor prom-
ollng Iht loam* on campui. Tht tlgn In front of LattH Gymnatlum will

rtniain through Wilt ytar.

lege into such an account. She
also said WAAC is looking at

model escrow accounts, such as

the one set up by Harvard
seniors protesting apartheid
this spring.

Seniors have made pledges

not to give to Williams before,

with mixed results. Between 100

and 150 seniors signed a pledge

in 1978 not to contribute, accord-

ing to Director of Alumni Rela-

tions Craig Lewis. He said he

was told by 1978 Class Agent
John Farmakis that about 50 of

those graduates are still oppos-

ing giving money because of the

College's Investment policies.

Its first year out, 49 percent of

the Class of 1978 donated, which

Lewis said was lower than

expected. This year its partici-

pation rate was 56 percent, still

lower than the average for all

classes, 65 percent. However
the amount it contributed this

year set the record mentioned

above. Lewis said it was too

early to judge what the mixed
results meant for future

fundraising.

Effect on giving

Sixty graduates of the Class of

1982 signed a similar petition.

The class's participation rate

this year was 43 percent,

although Lewis attributed the

low figure to a number of other

factors.
Lewis noted that many

alumniwere upsetwhen the Col-
lege al>olished fraternities and
introduced coeducation. Many
stopped giving money, but

Lewis said there never was any
large effect on overall giving.

"The more distant graduates

get from Williams in time and
geography," Chandler said,

"the more they appreciate that

there are legitimate grounds for

disagreement . . . and the more
they judge Williams' contrlbu-

Continued on Page 4

Humanitarian and author Ellt WItttI addrttttd a capacity cf|*°g||.

Chapin Hall latt Wtdnttday night. ^

Wiesel: survival

in a hostile history
by David Klelt ,,

"In order for us not go mad, we must cure t^e world ofmadness

said renowned author and holocaust survivor Elie Wiesel weanes

day before a packed Chapin Hall audience. ^^„ ,,.,„_. .. wiesel
Speaking on "The Jewish history and human conditions, Wiesei

asserted that Jewish history and human ^story have become one^

In the past the belief that there were differences between people led

to events like the Nazi regime, said Wiesel.
„„„„„ ,i,

"Nowweknowthatwhateverhappenstoonepeopleaffectsall...

once evil is allowed to act and reign, it does not stop, he sald^

Wiesel commented that every method of P^-^^^^^t^n lias been

used to destroy Jews, but they still remain. "Jewish tradition ha^

always invented responses. In Jewish history there is no Period

without response to suffering. I am proud of that tradition, he said.

Traditional strength

Wiesel sees that tradition as a source of great strength. No matter

what happened , he said, "I cannot be the one to cut the link I have on

my shoulders 3500 years of tradition. What right have I to give up?

Elie Wiesel was born in Hungary and taken as a child to Ausch-

witz and Buchenwald concentration camps. His many books deal

with the questions raised by human suffering.

"I try to be involved with aU people who suffer,' Wiesel noted

Wednesday. "As a Jew, I feel I must be involved."

The importance of peoplewas a major topic for Wiesel
.

''We must
wager on humanity," he maintained. "In spite of everything I do
believe that any human being is more Important than all the words I

could tell you."
Beyond words

He also commented on the term "holocaust" which he himself
Introduced years ago. "I feel regret because I introduced it. I

wanted to show It was beyond words. I wanted to bring in the

mystical element," said Wiesel.

However, he said that now he objects to the term, since it has been
cheapened. "I cannot use it anymore," he added.
Wiesel opened and closed his lecture with the dlsclahner that he

had questions and not answers to give. "The essence ofman is to be
aquestion, and the essence ofthequestion is to be withoutanswer,"
he concluded.

Nuclear freeze began here
by ChrU Howlett

The dream of a number of Williamstown resi-

dents took a great leap forward Thursday when
the US House of Representatives passed a resolu-

tion calling for a negotiated US-Soviet nuclear

weapons freeze.

That resolution was the culmination of years of

nuclear freeze activism on both national and local

levels. In fact, the national freeze movement got
its initial push in Massachusetts, in, among other
places, Berkshire County.

In 1980 a small group concerned about nuclear
proliferation formed in Williamstown, working
mostly through the local churches to alert people
to their fears. They met regularly and one day
Jean Gordon, then assistant professor of mathe-
matics at Williams, came to their meeting and
told them about a group she knew, the Traprock
Peace Center in Deerfield, Mass.

Ballot drive

The Williamstown contingent invited Traprock
activists up and between the two groups the Idea

of a nuclear freeze referendum was born. Con-

cerned volunteers, Including Gordon and
hundreds of Williams students, worked for

months collecting enough signatures to place the

question on the county ballot.

As a result of their efforts a referendum
appeared on the Berkshire County ballot in

November 1981, requesting the President of the

United States to propose to the Soviet Union a
mutual nuclear arms moratorium. Similar state-

ments appeared in Franklin and Hampshire

counties and all passed by an average 59.2 per-

cent margin.
"This (Williamstown) was the first place in the

country where it was voted on by the citizens,"

explained Judith Ann Scheckel of the Traprock
Peace Center.

This is wonderful
"When the peace groups around the nation

found out, they said 'This is wonderful,' " and con-

centrated their efforts on getting similar referen-

dums in other parts of the country, Scheckel said.

"We really sparked a prairie fire."

Scheckel added that the Williams students had
played an important role as volunteer can-

vassers. "That really helped our campaign at the

last minute," she said. "They were a tremendous
boost."

Assistant Professor of Biology Barton Slatko

has been active in the nuclear freeze movement
for some time, and he explains that his "roles

have l)een to play educator and organizer." He
works with the Nuclear Weapons Freeze Office,

canvassing and calling legislators, and often
gives talks on the dangers of nuclear war to local

school, church and business groups.

This past Winter Study Slatko also taught a
course on the nuclear arms race.

Commenting on the House 's recent freeze reso-

lution, he said, "I think it's a big step forward.
This resolution may once and for all point us in the
right direction."

"It doesn't mean our work is done," he added.
"This is just going to push us further."
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The Wrong Victim
WAAC's recent letter to seniors asking them to withold their contri-

butions to the College pending divestment from companies which do
business in South Africa hurts the school for the sake of one issue, and
raises that issue above all others in importance. Investment policy is an
important issue—but not the issue at hand. The withholding of funds is

an inappropriate tactic because—if successful—it affects primarily the
quality of a Williams education, and secondarily, if at all, the school's
portfolio.

Both the annual giving fund and the endowment go to pay the Col-

lege's current operating expenses, to the extent that they support at

least forty percent of each student's education. To reduce alumni giving
would drastically affect students here in three ways—tuition would rise

to cover the loss, the quality of the education would decline, or both. In

addition, it is unlikely that the College would be able to maintain its high
level of financial aid.

WAAC members, as have their peers, have benefited from the pack-
age of opportunities made possible by alumni gifts. To receive this

benefit and deny it to future students is unfair and inconsistent. Further,
withholding money requires no sacrifice on the part of those who pledge,
but places the entire burden on later generations.

WAAC's request values divestment above the school's commitment
to educational leadership. The College produces a tangible social good
by making available its education, research, and forum for ideas. Many
alumni disagree with the College on a number of issues, and they can
and should indicate the ways in which the College can improve. But for

none of these issues does the level of education deserve to suffer.

WAAC continues to portray this battle as a struggle between moral
and immoral parties. They claim that this pledge continues their fight to

persuade the College to divest. Yet consensus on the issue is still far
from clear. If WAAC wishes to succeed, more persuasive debate is

needed, not a tactic which forecloses discussion entirely.

Following the lead of Harvard University and a letter Issued by John

Small '83, WAAC members have discussed the possibility of opening an

escrow account payable to the College if and when it divests. While this

option indicates a willingness to sacrifice for the College's good, it has

the same effect as withholding completely: either the College divests, or

its educational quality suffers. It is possible to effectively advocate the

former without incurring the latter.

Everyone has the right to vote with his or her dollars. As long as our

educational quality depends on giving, and as long as other means of

change remain open, an indiscriminate boycott is the wrong path to

follow.
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NEWS BRIEFS

Goodie* it now lervlng ice cream, shakes, and pastries because of a new
expansion.

Pooh Perplex

undersold?
Last Thursday the College

Council narrowly passed a reso-

lution that allows FoUett Book
Company of Chicago to send a

representative to the Williams

campus to buy used books from
students and faculty. The repre-

sentative will conduct business

In Baxter Hall onMay 17, 18, and
19.

Follett originally expressed

an Interest in doing business

with Joe Dewey through The
Williams Bookstore. Dewey
was not Interested In a used

book business for his bookstore,

however.
Dewey informed Dean Dan

O'Connor of FoUett's Interest in

the College. O'Connor, seeing a
potential conflict with the

Pooh's Interest, referred the

Issue to the Council.

The resolution, passed by an
11-9 margin, met strong opposi-

tion from Council members who
feared that the Pooh Perplex

will be hurt.

Chris Harned '85 commented,
"Not only will the Pooh be hurt

by the loss of business, but also

the entire Williams community
will be hurt as books are taken

out of circulation. More stu-

dents win be forced to spend

more money buying new
books." Harned will be one of

the owners of Pooh Perplex next

year.

The Follett Company will pay

(Locl<wood)

up to fifty percent of the cover

price for textbooks that are both

in demand and In good condi-

tion. For example, the company
win buy a copy of Baumol and
Bllnder's Economies for $10.50,

roughly half the $24.50 cover

price.

Follett offers little compensa-

tion, however, for texts that are
not commonly used by other col-

leges or for any paperbacks.

The Pooh Perplex pays fifty

percent on all books, but only

after the book is resold.

The resolution permits Follett

to send a representative this

semester on a trial basis only. If

Pooh's business is visibly hurt,

the Council may deny Follett a

return trip, according to council

member Joe Beach '84.

—Tim Johnson

New gym
strides ahead
Funding for the new gym Is

continuing, and if things go
according to plan, construction

will start in the spring of 1984,

according to President John
Chandler.

"We now have five and one
half million dollars In gifts and
pledges out of a total of nine and
a half million," said Chandler.

"When we get to six million, we
will ask the trustees for authori-

zation to go to drawings, thus

starting the construction
process."

Chandler said he expected to

reach the six million mark

SUMMER STORAGE
SPECIAL

SKIS, BOOTS, POLES
ALPINE

including tune-up $19.95

storage only $8.00

X-COUNTRY
storage only $6.00

STORED UNTIL OCT. 15th

^^((^ ^fffi't'i, inc.

Spring Street, Williamstown

sometime this summer.
"We have a proposal in for a

foundation grant, and we've

Just received word that It has

passed the initial stages. While

It has not been approved, that Is

encouraging," said Chandler.
—John Clayton

Goodies

scoops all

More goodies arrived on
Spring Street Saturday with the

opening of Goodles's new addi-

tion, described by co-owner
Patty Spector as "an old-

fashioned Ice cream store with a

very up-beat decor."

The new store features 15 fla-

vors of Ben and Jerry's ice

cream, 15 toppings, seven kinds

of frozen yogurt and ice cream
cakes and pies. A soda fountain

serves up soda, shakes and old-

time cherry and chocolate

cokes, for either sit-down or

take-out.

Those people with more
refined tastes can enjoy capuc-

cino, espresso, coffee and tea,

along with homemade pastries,

anytime between 8: 00 A.M. and
midnight, seven days a week.

"If someone wants ice cream
and you want capuccino and a

pastry, now you can come to the

same place," Spector explained.
—Chris Howlelt

New phones

next year
The College will have a new

telephone system next year.

Director of Physical Plant Win-
throp Wassenar explained that

the "Dimension" computer-run
network, which will be installed

this sunnmer by American Tele-
phone, has several advantages
over the current system.

"It's touch-tone as opposed to

dial," he said, "and it has more
flexibility for inter-connections,

on campus and off. It has a pro-

gram to automatically seek out

the cheap)est line for long dis-

tance routing, and if you dial a
number that is busy, the phone
will ring back once you've hung
up to let you know when the

number is free."

Actually, most of these spe-

cial features will appear only in

certain College offices. Accord-
ing to Business Manager Shane
Riorden, who negotiated the

deal with American Telephone,

students may or may not get

touch-tone phones, and for the

most part, "the students will

have the same basic services

they have now."
— Marfc Ai'erill

Nuclear Weapons

called necessary
Nuclear weapons are a neces-

sary and unavoidable reality,

said Frank Miller '72, Director

of Strategic Forces Policy for

the US Department of Defense

Thursday.
Miller asserted from the

beginning of his presentation

that "nuclear weapons are a

fact of life. We can neither wish

them away or pretend they

don't exist."

Deterring an aggression or

attack Is "the cornerstone of US
nuclear policy," according to

Miller. The US must have the

ability to retaliate against any
aggression, and the potential

retaliatory destruction must
exceed any gains an aggressor

could hope to achieve. Miller

insisted that "a policy of deter-

rence is the most effective

means of preserving freedom."
For deterrence to be credible

the US must respond approp-

riately to threats. "Deterrence
is a dynamic, not static, policy.

It changes as the threat
changes." Miller noted that

what was sufficient nuclear

capacity a decade ago is no
longer adequate.

Miller pointed to Soviet
growth and its continuing range
of attack abilities. Although US
leaders, according to Miller,

recognize that "there would be
no winner In any nuclear
exchange," Soviet leadership
has often believed that a
"limited nuclear exchange
could be carried on and won."
During the 1960's the US was

technologically one full decade
ahead of the Soviet Union. How-
ever, with recent Soviet build-

up, "our advantage can be mea-
sured in years."

If there were a bilateral

freeze, "the US would be locked

into a position of vulnerability,"

according to Miller, and deter-

rence would become ineffec-

tive. "It is unrealistic to believe

that the Soviets will agree to

lower equality levels," he
concluded.

—Melissa Matthes

JOSEPH E. DEWEY

9:00 - 5:00

Mon.-Sat.

WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.

01267

458-5717

<^

Just a Reminder . . .

Leave your typewriter with us this

summer. We will clean and store it and

have it ready to go this fall.

We would like to thank you

for your year-long patronage.

36 Spring Street - - Wiiliamsluwn

Telephone 458-4920

WAAC letter—
Continued from Page 1

tlon to society In broader

terms."

Arthur said that a mellowing-

wlth-age effect Is possible, but

added that WAAC will continue

to work In the future so that "the

Issue will be a lot less easy to

forget."

She admitted that withhold-

ing donations would have more
symbolic than practical mean-
ing but said that its success

depends on future alumni doing

the same thing. To that end, she

said WAAC will try to get more
recent graduates to pledge not

to give.

Faculty reactions to WAAC's
letter ranged from describing it

as "marvelous" to "self-

righteous." Professor Nathan
Katz supported it, saying "stu-

dent power Is an alien concept at
Williams, though alum power is

not. Students have power as
future alums."

Accepting diplomas

Professor Raymond Baker
said students should not with-

hold donations. "I feel strongly

that there would be substantial

alumni support for a truly

enlightened Investment policy

.

. . with members of the Class of

'83 articulating such a view
while participating fully as

alumni In community life, I am
confident that such alumni sup-

port would grow . . . Given the

progress made this year, I don't

think a strategy of indiscrimi-

nate boycott and non-
participation should, and more
Importantly, will be adopted by
the Class of '83," he said.

Professor Vincent Barnett
said that if seniors supporting

the boycott "really wanted to be

moral" they should refuse to

accept their diplomas, because

their education has been
financed In part by Investments

in South Africa.

"Technically speaking,
maybe that would be right," she

said, "but it clouds the issue,

which Is that It would be morally

wrong to give to this school's

endowment if that money Is

Invested In South Africa."

INTELLECTUAL

SOFTWARE
PRESENTS

Score
High

on theLSAT
by Jonathan D. Kantrowitz,

J. a, Hanard Law School

Comprehensive com-

puter-assisted instruction, fea-

turing automatic timing, scoring,

branching, extensive analysis

and documentation.

Apple, IBM PC dliki:

$195.00

Available exclusively Irom:

m,I Queue, Inc.

5 Chapel Hill Drive

Fairfield, CT 06432

l-800-232-2224or

(203) 3350908
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Trivia reigns as
whiz kids vie

(Scheibe)
Th. wmiacna Choral Socl.ty tang Bealhovan laat Saturday night, Brahm'a ISOIh birthday.

Beethoven challenges Choral Society
by Phyllis Jane Wolf

A semester's work on the part of the Williams
Choral Society culminated In an all-Beethoven
program Saturday evening In Chapln Hall.
Kenneth Roberts led the soloists, members of

the Albany and Berkshire Symphonies and the
Choral Society through three of Beethoven's larg-
est works.

Sensitive Scoring
The evening began with the Cantata on the

Death of Emperor Joseph n, featuring the reson-
ant mezzo-soprano Carol Randies and potent bar-
itone Terrence Dwyer. With a text by Severln
Averdonk as inspiration, Beethoven created a
seven movement piece full of scoring sensitive to
each thought, from the ponderous opening death
theme to fanfares lauding the Emporer's
majesty. Despite an occasional flat string the
rendition proved admirable.
Paula Ennls-Dwyer on piano launched the

Phantasie, the first half of which seemed only a
series of disjointed motives thrown from piano to
strings. The second half, however, came together
trlumphanUy whole as the above soloists were
joined by Karen Smith, soprano; Richard
Kennedy, tenor; they were assisted by Joyce
Muckenfuss, soprano, and Peter Payson, tenor.
Ennls-Dwyer's deft flngerwork drew repeated
applause from the audience.

Society's Stamina
The relentless Mass in C Major was by far the

giant of the concert. The Choral Society itself was
a decided highlight, showing great stamina in the
face of Roberts' repeated demands to reach
resounding fortes. The soloists—Smith, Randies,
Kennedy and Dwyer—als enriched the piece with
a lovely blend of textures. Although Mass in C
Major is a rather long work, progressing through
the traditional Kyrie, Gloria, Credo, Sanctus, and
Agnus Dei, Roberts' Interpretation was a fine con-
summation of an evening of challenging music.

by Susan Reifer

A recent WCFM announce-
ment features WCFM General
Manager Lee Farbman explain-
ing that Trivia Night will not be
held this year, as the WCFM
Board of Directors "felt that the
contest was counterproductive
and detrimental to the Williams
College ethos as defined In the
Student Handbook. Such a con-
test promotes a cavalier, I-

don't-care attitude which files
In the face of our tradition of
academic excellence." Farb-
man was Just kidding.

Naps at Four
The Trivia Contest will take

place this Wednesday night, all
night, midnight until 8 A.M. For
those concerned about losing a
productive reading period day,
the sponsoring team generously
revealed that there will be a
twenty minute break at 4 A.M.,
"for naps."

This year's contest is being
run by last semester's winners,
Smedley Terrace. The nucleus
of the Smedley Terrace team Is

the Singleman Party team. The
Slngleman Party won the con-
test Fall 1981, and ran last

spring's contest. The Slnglemen
united with a host of Prospect
House residents to form Smed-
ley Terrace.

Approximately twenty people
constitute the force behind

Smedley Terrace. Of this group,
Lee Farbman has been doing
most of the organizational
work. Phil Walsh and Jim Peak
will be playing the music the

night of the contest.

No Human Sexual Response
Walsh explained that some of

the music will be from the late

'50's, a lot from the '60's, and
quite a bit from the early '70's.

All were hit songs. Walsh
emphasized that he will play no
Human Sexual Response and no
album cuts.

While the music extends over

a range of time, "the trivia, as a

rule, stops after 1975," said

Walsh. The questions will

explore "new fields of trivia"

and play down older ones.

Smedley Terrace Is trying to

avoid "minutia and dull

questions."

Fun, Fun, Fun
Smedley Terrace is changing

Trivia Contest scoring to be
more like that of video games.
"We're going to be scoring in
lOO's and 1,000's of points
Instead of ones and tens,

'

' Walsh
explained. "We're doing this to
make people think they're doing
better than they actually are.
When you stay until eight in the
morning and only have 170
points, It's kind of depressing.
But If you have 17,000 points ...

"

I

Record
review:
Back from Samoa

by Brett McDonnell
Any group that can write a

song called "They Saved
Hitler's Cock" must have some-
thing seriously wrong with It.

That's what makes Angry
Samoans and their album (EP,
actually) Back from Samoa so
great.

This Los Angeles-based group
makes Fear and the Dead
Kennedys sound like they are
led by Pollyanna and BambI,
respectively. The sound Is

straight, blaring hardcore punk
and the lyrics range from
obnoxious to obscenely
obnoxious.

Unnatural acts
The songs also have great,

insightful social commentary.
Take "The Ballad of Jerry Cur-
Ian." It begins with a slow, mel-
low melody: "Jerry Curlan Is

nice/ Sensitive, has lots of
friends In Washington/ Jerry
has a future/ Is sensitive, and
likes meeting people." Then the
song breaks into a blaring hard-
core section, goes back to the
ballad, back to the rocking sec-
tion, back to the soft part, and
ends with the hardcore section.
The punk parts suggest that
Jerry performs unnatural acts
with excrement, men, his sister,

his brother, toilet water, dogs
and horses.

Such subtlety and perceptlve-
ness are rare In modern pop

Eerie photos exhibit tension

music. The delicacy with which
Angry Samoans dissect the
hypocrisy of people like "Jerry
Curlan" defies description.

Not-80-subtie lyrics
My personal favorite on the

record Is "You Stupid Jerk."
This 25 second long opus (five of
the 14 songs are under a minute
long), sung above screeching
guitars, drum and bass, con-
tains the following lyrics, in
their entirety: "You stupid
Jerk/I can't take it no more/
Your face makes me want to
puke/And your mother's a
whore/ (Inarticulate scream)
/You stupid Jerk." What
more can I say?
And then there is "They

Saved Hitler's Cock." It seems
that they hid this pernicious lit-

tle organ under a rock and the
singer found It. It talks, and it is

saying some nasty things.

Other highlights Include
"Lights Out" (Poke, poke, poke
your eyes out"), "The Todd Kil-
lings" ("It's killing time"), and
"Homo-sexual" (written by J.
Falwell, or so It says).
This record should obviously

appeal to Williams students,
and I expect It to get a lot of play
on WCFM. However, I suggest
that If you should see any Angry
Samoans around here, do not
invite them to dinner. They
probably do not have polite
table manners.

by David Cerda
Sixty-three photographs by Thom Herbold-

shelmer '83 are on view at the Mission Park
Gallery through May 14th; they are well worth
attention. Using a square format camera Her-
boldsheimer has created pictures that are at
once mysterious and disquieting. In many of
the photographs, dark shadows, blurred move-
ment and unusual perspectives proscribe a
quick reading of his prints. Indeed, the photo-
graphs uniformly exhibit tension, often subtly,
by challenging our perceptions and preconcep-
tions of "normality."
The still lifes, portraits and scenes are often

comprised of unusual subjects and subject

matter Intended to provoke viewers to look
harder and wonder while asking themselves
questions about the print before them.
For example, "The Loved One," a bold and

moody print, succeeds because it is ambiguous
whether the viewer Is looking from above or
directly at the still-life that features a skeletal
mask fitted wltii a leather jacket. What do you
imagine when looking at this, how does it make
you feel? It Is undeniably eerie.
Herboldshelmer credits the bizarre and bold

Images of Ralph Eugene Meatyard and Robert
Mapplethorpe for Influencing his work. The
dense show offers rich, perhaps overwhelm-
ing, viewing opportunities.

Thank You

for a

Year's Patronage

Have

a

Good Summer!

Bon Voyage

A Roll of Film

Processed & Printed Overnight-
Reprints Take a Little Longer

. enzi's

COLLEGE BOOK STORE, INC
WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS 01267

NOW AVAILABLE
FOR FALL 1983

The Zeta Psi Fraternity of N. A., having previously had
a Chapter at Williams College, continues its interest in
this fine educational institution. Zeta Psi has available a
unique scholarship for qualified Williams students
honoring the memory of Lt. F. Kendall Mitchell
(U.S.N.R.), a Zeta Psi member of the Williams College
class of 1939, who lost his life in World War II. Interested
students are encouraged to write Zeta Psi's New York
Headquarters for information and application.

Zeta Psi Educational Foundation
P. O. Box 100

Bronxville, NY 10708
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Drummond Cleaners
— 1983 SUMMER STORAGE SPECIAL —

ARE YOU WONDERING WHERE TO STORE YOUR CLOTHES AND BEDDING
OVER THE SUMMER?

DRUMMOND CLEANERS WILL CLEAN AND STORE THEM FOR THE PRICE
OF HAVING THEM CLEANED, IN OTHER WORDS, YOU GET FREE STORAGE!

FULLY INSURED — NO EXTRA CHARGE FOR INSURANCE.

FILL IN THIS FORM AND BRING IT IN WITH YOUR STORAGE
TO BE ELIGIBLE FOR OUR STORAGE LOTTERY

* First Prize

$100 Gift Certificate to any store or restaurant in Williamstown
^

Second Prize

$50 Gift Certificate

3rd, 4th, & 5th Prize

$25 Gift Certificate

6th thru 10th Prize

$20 in free cleaning or laundry

DRAWING WILL BE HELD ON JUNE 15, 1983.

Winners will be notified by mail in June.

CALL 458-4321 FOR FREE PICK-UP

Please Print Home A ddress Below:

Name-

Street-

City, Zip

.

DRUMMOND CLEANERS, INC.
44 Spring Street

(Behind Salvatore's)

458-4321

LETTERS
Continued from Page 2

All appointment, reappoint-

ment, and promotion decisions

have to be made In accord with

the standard, faculty-legislated

procedures (described in detail

in the WUIiams CoUege Faculty

Handbook). Those procedures

govern communications
between departments and non-

tenured faculty. They Indicate

specifically how persistent and
continuing evaluation of the

professional work of non-

tenured faculty members is to

be conducted. They also indi-

cate with equal specificity the

timetable within which deci-

sions about reappointment and
tenure are made. All non-

tenured faculty, when they take

up appointments at Williams,

are appraised of these proce-

dures In sundry ways both by
their departments and by the

Dean of the Faculty. The Reli-

gion Department has con-

ducted, and will continue to

conduct, its evaluation of Its

non-tenured members In accor-

dance with these procedures,

and it has consistentlycommun-
icated the substance of its on-

going evaluation to the
Individuals being evaluated in

accordance with those same
procedures.

One of the most significant

requirements of the procedures

is that a letter be sent annually

to the non-tenured faculty
member whose professional

work is under review. That let-

ter summarizes. In a manner
substantially congruent with

the assessments conveyed in

the department's staffing
report to the (College-wide)

Committee on Appointments
and Promotions, the depart-
ment's judgments regarding his

or her performance as a
teacher, scholar, and member
of the College community. A
copy of that letter Is sent to the

Dean of the Faculty for review.
Consequently, non-tenured
faculty in the Religion Depart-
ment, as a matter of routine,

have In their possession
detailed written distillation of

the Department's on-going
review of their contributions to

and their current status within
its common educational ven-
ture. Furthermore, the recip-

ients of those letters are granted
an opportunity to meet formally
with the Department chair to

discuss the judgments and
Information which It had been
the purpose of those letters to

convey. TheDean of the Faculty
is notified when such a meeting

has taken place.

Professor Katz's initial three

year appointment at Williams
having only last year been
renewed in the form of a maxi-
mum second assistant profes-

sor term of four years, the

written synopsis sent of the

most recent staff report for-

warded by the Department to

the Committee on Appoint-
ments and Promotions makes
specific reference to the fact

that, at the properly appointed
time In his second term, a
tenure decision will be ren-

dered. And it will be rendered in

a manner familiar to anyone
acquainted with the detailed

stipulations of the Faculty
Handbook, namely through a
careful process of consultation

(recommendation and re-

sponse) between the Depart-
ment Itself and the Committee
on Appointments and Promo-
tions. Departments do not, and
cannot, "make" tenure deci-

sions Independently of that

lengthy and highly refined

process.

It is a matter of great per-

sonal disappointment to me,
and of deep regret for all parties

touched by the allegations con-

tained In the open letter to the

Religion Department, that the

students principally responsi-

ble for fashioning and dissemi-

nating the letter did not secure

an Informed and measured
understanding of the carefully

assembled and continually

monitored deliberative process

which they have made the object

of their scorn. One of the ostens-

ible purposes of the letter,

voiced in its opening paragraph
and echoed intermittently
throughout the remainder of the

text, was to serve the Interests

of the Religion Department. I

shudder to think what a course

of action designed to be injur-

ious to those interests would
look like.

H. Ganse Little, Jr.

Chairman,
Department of Religion

Exception

To the editor:

I take strong exception to the
letter distributed by WAAC last

week asking seniors not to con-
tribute to Williams until the goal
of divestment is accomplished.
The apparent intent of this prop-
osal is to make a moral state-

ment to the effect that,
"Investment in South Africa is

not consistent with the values
that Williams College stands for
(sic)."

Tactics such as this must
inevitably cripple the cause of

those who are sincere in their

advocacy of divestment. By
associating the two issues of

divestment and financial sup-
port for Williams, WAAC sets

political beliefs in opposition to

our feelings of loyalty to and
fondness for Williams. The
proposal implies that we must
renounce our alma mater
Instead of hoping to change It.

Such a scheme merely gives a
legitimate excuse for not contri-

buting to those who do not care
very much about the values for

which Williams really stands-
values which are even more
Important whan divestment.

I do not mean to belittle the
sincerity and commitment of

WAAC to its one goal. Yet I

deeply resent the implication

that those who refuse to supftort

Williams are somehow more
moral than those of us who wel-
come the opportunity to show
our gratitude for the experience
we have shared here over the
last four years. I for one will not
make my support for Williams
contingent upon one issue, even
If that issue is one as troubling
and as important as divestiture.

If WAAC wishes to make a
statement, why not follow the
example of some students at
Harvard who are setting up a
fund of senior contributions?
The fund will be held in escrow
until divestment Is accomp-

lished, at which point it will be

turned over completely to the

University. Such an approach
would afford us the opportunity

to simultaneously affirm that

we support Williams College

and that we oppose Investment

policy for Williams, and would
consequently be a more effec-

tive lever for change.

If such a fund were created,

its contributors could show that

their motivations were more
noble than niggardliness or

ingratitude. Unless that alter-

native is opened, however, I

urge my classmates not to allow

warm memories and fond alle-

giance to Williams to be over-

turned by single-Issue morality.

Donald R. Carlson '83

San Francisco State University Extended Education

Wildlands Research Institute
Join a Backpacking Research Team in the Mountain West

or Alaska Summer, 1983 3-9 units

On-site explorations to preserve:

• Wildlife Species
• Wilderness Environments

Course details:

WILDLANDS RESEARCH INSTITUTE
407 Atlantic Ave., Santa Cruz, CA 95062

(408) 427-2106

Paradox
To the editor:

Once again, WAAC Is accused
of being "radical" and "subver-

sive" by resorting, in the words
of one of the deans, "to a petty

and divisive tactic hitherto used
only by those alumni who have
fought every progressive step

the College has taken." Not sur-

prisingly, the dean is not
WAAC's only critic: 23 seniors

have argued in an all-senior

mailing that is is possible to

"support the College and still

work to end apartheid. We have
achieved change in the Col-

lege's Investment policy this

year ... let us continue to work
together."

The positions of WAAC, the 23

seniors, and the dean are all

understandable, and the moral
paradox which the former two
groups confront is one with

regard to which all of us, as

(future) alumni, must one day

take a stand.

Williams Is, on the one hand,

an institution to which we owe,

probably beyond repayment,

our education and our values.

Yet it is also an institution which
In managing its endowment can-

not help but make significant

moral and political statements,

and which by maintaining
Investments in South Africa not

only falls far short of "institu-

tional neutrality" but contra-

dicts the very ideals for which it

stands: equality regardless of

race or sex and Intellectuai/poi-

itlcal freedom and responsibi-

lity.

If we as individuals are to be

true to the values Williams has

taught us, we cannot in good
conscience contribute in any
way to the continuation of apar-

theid. And only if the College

withdraws its investments from
South Africa can it be true to its

own ideals. For these reasons, I

tielieve we cannot contribute to

the Williams endowment as it

now stands. (An escrow
account, however, might pro-

vide as a perfect "solution.")

Moreover, our witholding

contributions to the endowment
is a voice the administration

and trustees will hear, particu-

larly as other classes of alumni
join us. As the 23 seniors noted,

"we have achieved change this

year"—but those who believe

that such change came about by
remaining passive are, unfortu-

nately, rather blind. Change
occurs only when we make
change, and taking effective

action to bring about such

change is not only possible but

morally Imperative—to main-
tain both the College's integrity,

and our own.
Derede Arthur '83

Make It A Good Summer!

lountamGoat
130 Water Street, Williamstown, Mass. 01267

Mon.-Sat. 10-6; Thurs. til 8 Sun. 12-4

WEST PACKAGE STORE
$25.00
for

Carling's Vz Keg
Route 2

Between N.A. and Williamstown
8 am-10 pm M-W 663-6081 8 am-11 pm Th-Sat

Jim Drummond, Williams '58

Owner

Your Williams College CHAIRS
Will conform with any trend

Order from WILLIAMS CO-OP,
25 Spring St., Williamatown, Mass.

Williams Rocker - S140.00

Whether your home, office, or studio follows the so-called conventional or modern
trend, these beautiful chairs will lend themselves in perfect harmony. For these chairs,
which come in black, with gold trim, have a proper place In the conventional or modern
setting.

You have always admired these chairs for their beauty in design and comfort . .

.

and now . . . you mayown one with that added '

'PersonalTouch' ' . . . The College Seal has
been atractlvely screened, in gold, to the front of these chairs.

Chairs shipped F.O.B. Williamstown

Freight may be Prepaid

Williams Co-op
Williams Arm Chair with Cherry Arms •

$150.00
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On baseball and writing
by John Clayton

I write a lot about baseball.

It's a bit surprising, since base-

ball isn't my favorite game.
Basketball is, altiiough you
can't get a tan while drinking

beer In the bleachers during a

basketball game.
But I play a lot of basketball; I

don't need a tee to put one In the

hoop. Basketball is exciting,

physical, exhilarating to play.

Playing baseball is more boring

than watching it. You have to

wear a silly uniform, so you
can't get a tan, and you have to

be alert, so you can't drink beer.

Maybe people write about
baseball because It's the Ameri-
can game. Or vice-versa.

I mean, I'm not the only one

who writes about baseball.

Many have done It before me.
Most of them were better.

It's something about the sport,

that makes it writable.

Mayl)e it's the care that goes
into the play; each swing of the
bat Is aesthetically beautiful,

perfectly timed, perfectly
placed, like when words come
together to form magic on the
page.

Maybe it's the laziness—the
slow feeling of the game that's
so similar to a writer picking
choice words.

Maybe it's the American-
ness—baseball. Mom, apple
pie. Red Smith. Baseball is rich
with tradition—writers enjoy
extracting that with their
words.

Maybe it's the experience.
Every kid played baseball;
every writer knows he can lead
the reader to re-live those
experiences.

Maybe it's the terminology.
Only baseball could escape the
English teacher's eye with
words like "files out". Maybe
writers enjoy mangling the lan-

guage from which they make
their living.

Maybe it's the drama—the
tense moment of the batter
waiting for the 3-2 pitch with two
outs, the bases loaded and his

team down three runs. In bas-
ketball, that moment would be
wasted with some guy dribbling
up the court. In football, they'd
call a time out, and we'd watch
a Lite Beer commercial. Only
baseball captures that moment,
the moment that writers would
love to capture in words but
know they can't.

Or maybe it's the beer drunk
in the bleachers. Any writing
sounds good If you've drunk
enough beer.

Men's tennis team
ends undefeated

Shortstop Laura Napolltano '85

winds up to throw to first as the
Softball team split with UMass-
Boslon Saturday. (Schelbe)

Softball splits with UMass
The Softball team split a doubleheader against U Mass-Boston

Saturday, losing the first game 4-1 but winning the second 3-2.
UMass took advantage of Williams errors in the fifth inning to

score three runs with two outs. They picked up another run in the
sixth.

Heidi Halleck '83 knocked In the Ephwomen's only run with a
double. Karen Montzka '85 pitched the entire game to take the
loss.

Debbie Wickenden '85 picked up her first win in pitching the
whole second game.
Halleck and Thalia Meehan '83 were successful at the plate,

hitting two-for-two and two-for-three, respectively.
Coach Sue Hudson-Hamblin called the first game "a frustrat-

ing loss; if It wasn't for the errors in the fifth, we could havewon
the game."
Williams Is now 4-4. They played at North Adams today.

by Mark Averitt

The men's tennis team kept

its record perfect over the week-

end by beating Wesleyan and

Division I Colgate to complete a

9-0 season.

Wesleyan fell in Williams-

town by a 9-0 score on Saturday

to assure the Ephs of the Little

Three title, then Williams
returned to its home courts on

Sunday to conquer "the best

team we've played all season,"
according to Coach Stephen
Heath.

1982 AU-Amerlcan Greg Zaff
'84 put in a strong bid for 1983

honors by finishing his season
with two convincing victories.

He beat Wesleyan's Mark
Kusner on Saturday, 7-5, 2-6, 6-1,

then destroyed Colgate's Ken
Pilot the next day, 6-0, 6-1, to

notch a 5-1 regular season
recond.

Other winners

Number two singles player
Brook Larmer '84 improved his

record to 8-0 with a 6-2, 3-6, 6-2

win over Wesleyan's Alex Hin-
ton before losing his first match
of the season to Joel Beitklof of

Colgate, 7-6, 5-7, 7-5.

Craig Hammond '85 won both
his matches at number three,
topping Ralph Savarese of Wes-
leyan, 7-5, 6-3, then Dave Hart of
Colgate, 6-4. 6-3. Hammond
compiled a 6-3 regular season
mark.
Tim Rives at number four and

Tom Harrity at number five
also won twice—Rives took a 6-

1, 6-1 win over Wesleyan's Pat
Roth and a 7-6, 6-3 victory over
Colgate s Dave Harper, and

Harrity prevailed first against

Moss Lender, 6-2, 6-4, then he
beat Adam Sachs, 7-5, 7-5. Har-
rity was 5-3, Rives 6-3 on the
season.

Sopher out

Co-captain Mark Sopher (6-0

as a singles player, 5-1 with
Larmer at doubles) was forced
to miss both of the weekend
matches due to back Injuries,

but he should be ready to play in

the National Individual tourna-
ment with Larmer at doubles on
Thursday in Albany.

Larmer played at first dou-
bles with Hammond on Satur-
day and the pair beat Wesley-
an's Kusner and Savarese, 6-4,

6-4. Rives teamed up with
Larmer the next day to drop a

6-4, 6-2 decision against Col-

gate's Beltklot-Harper duo.

Kelton Burbank won at
number six singles on Saturday
against John Goldberg, 6-0, 6-1;

Tom Paper took his spot the
next day and lost to Colgate's
Bill Malorlno, 6-4, 6-3.

Co-captain Burbank was also
a doubles winner on Saturday,
winning a number two with
Rives, 6-4, 6-2 against Hinton
and Goldberg of Wesleyan.
Paper-Harrlty beat Roth-Bob
Scott on Saturday, 6-4, 4-6, 6-4, at
third doubles. Hammond-Zaff
were Sunday victors at doubles,
7-6, 7-6 over Colgate's Pilot-
Halper, and Burbank-Jamie
King notched a6-7, 6-2, 6-2winat
third doubles against Malorlno
and Ryland Hanstad of Colgate.
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SUMMER STORAGE!
TREET Cleaners will clean

and store your clothes for

the price of DRY CLEANING.

Clean Now, Pay Later,

Compare Prices and SAVE!
BONUS: Present your student I.D. at
the store and get a 10% discount
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Crew splits with Trinity Women trounce Middlebury
by Lee Farbman

The men's freshman heavyweight eight
became the first boat In recent memory to beat a
Trinity College boat handily on Saturday at a
regatta on Lake Waramaug, In Connecticut. The
freshman lights took second, and the varsity

third . The women's varsity and novice eight boats
won, while the women's JV came in second and
the novice four was third.

Women's varsity

The women's varsity eight race was unques-
tionably the closest race of the day, with Williams
taking first by literally inches. The winning time
was 6:25.2; Trinity was second in 6:25.3; and
Ithaca was third, 20 seconds back.
After a poor first few strokes, the Ephwomen

battled back to a lead after 500 meters. They
battled Trinity all through the middle 1000

meters, with the lead varying from 1 to 4 seats the

whole way. Despite a strong Trinity spirit, Willi-

ams hung on for the victory.

Frosh heavyweights

The Bantams finished 8 seconds behind the vic-

torious freshmen, 6 seconds behind second place
Ithaca.

After a strong start, the Eph freshmen rowed
an excellent first 1500 meters. But with 300 meters
to go the boats ran into some rough water. But
Williams was able to recover to hold on to the

lead.

The varsity eight ran into the same stretch of
bad water that the freshmen had encountered
earlier. After 1400 meters of racing, the Trinity A
boat had a lead, with the Trinity B boat, Williams
and Ithaca College neck and neck.

Unfortunately, Williams caught a major crab
in the whltecaps, almost stopping the boat. Trin-
ity B moved out, but Williams was able to recover
enough to match the Ithaca boat stroke for stroke
in the last 100 meters.

In the last three strokes Williams moved up to

take third by 1 second. The Trinity winning time
was 5: 51.

After an initial Trinity surge at the start where
Trinity moved out to a half length lead, the Willi-

ams and Trinity Freshman Lightweights rowed
even for most of the race, with the Bantams
extending their lead to one length over 1000
meters.

Women's novice eight
The women's novice eight had Coach Cindy

Drlnkwater chewing her fingernails , moving past
Ithaca on the basis of a strong sprint at the very
end.

At the 1000 meter mark, the Ephs used some
superior strategy (rowing a silent 20) to surge and
pick up half a length. With 200 to go, Williams
sprinted, and Ithaca didn't, giving Williams a 2

second margin of victory. Ithaca was 2nd, Trinity

third and Marist and Ithaca 'B' well back.

Laxmen lose Little Three
by Paid Meeks

The men's lacrosse team suf-

fered a heartbreaking week at

the expense of Little Three
rivals Wesleyan and Amherst,
and Middlebury.
The Ephmen squandered

leads of three goals in Satur-

day's 8-6 loss at home to the

Lord Jeffs and in a 11-9 loss the

previous week at Wesleyan. The
squad also saw a 3-2 first quar-
ter lead dwindle to a 12-7 loss at
the hands of Middlebury at
home on Wednesday.
A season of roller-coaster,

inconsistent lacrosse has
plagued the young squad. The
recurring scenario in 1983 has
featured stellar lacrosse and
early leads, lapsing into poor
defense and an inability to find

the net. The result has been one
frustrating loss after another
for the Lax Ephmen.

Fall to Amherst
The Amherstgame turned out

to be claw and scratch to the end
contest as predicted. Williams
took a 5-2 halftime lead but were
shut out by the Lord Jeffs In the

third period, 4-0. Amherst out-

scored the Ephs 2-1 in the final

15 minutes and posted a dra-
matic come-from-behind vic-

tory.

Tom Davies '84 again had a
hat trick for Williams, with
Keith Haynes '84, Mark Payton
'84 and Tim Curran '83 adding
scores. Payton, Curran, and
Reese Hughes '85 assisted in the
heartbreaker. Goalie Brad
DuPont '86 saved 15, and has
been valuable down the stretch.

The Ephs surprised Middleb-

ury early, a squad earlier secur-

ing themselves a playoff berth,

by jumping to a 3-2 lead after the

first period. Middlebury was
humbled as DuPont saved one
sure shot after another, 24 by
the final whistle.

Davies again was Williams'

big gun with a hat-trick and
assist, holding his own in a
match-up with Middlebury's
scoring sensation, Ail-
American Jeff Thompson. Pay-
ton, Curran, Haynes, and Steve
Gardener '84 all pumped the

net. Chris Toll '86 and Payton
assisted one score apiece.
Coaches Renzie Lamb and Erv
Chambllss were pleased by the

performance despite the loss at

the hands of a perennial
lacrosse power.

Sat back
At Wesleyan, Williams

opened the scoring with three
unanswered goals, but sat back
and was outscored 6-2 in the
second half.

The laxmen close the 1983 sea-

son at home Monday against

Springfield.

GRADUATE TO GOLD

CLASS RINGS at

The

WILUAMS COOP
25 Spring St.

MOHAWK
VALLEY
AVIATION

at North Adams
Airport

• Flight Instruction

• Aircraft Rentals

• Pilot Supplies

662-2356

Budweiser.
KING OF BEERS.

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

Thii week's recipient is sophomore Mike Hen-
nigan, who won the ISESCAC golf tournament

Sunday and Monday. Hennigan has been

invited to represent ff^illiams at the Div. Ill

nationals. Mike, this Bud's for you!

^jm
(lufiMAJfiiiml

by Bea Bast
The women's lacrosse team beat Middlebury 11-3 at Middlebury

Thursday.
Coach Peel Hawthorne said, "The defense finally gelled Into a

cohesive unit, especially since we've shuffled a few people
around."

Goalie Boo Flynn '83 was "awesome", letting only three out of

thirty-four shots on goal sneak by her.

Allison Fuller '85 led the scoring with three goals, while Alison
Earle '84, Bea Fuller '83, Laura Rogers '86, and Carrie Cento '86

each scored two.

Hawthorne explains the team's few losses this year as primarily
due to "mental lapses". She elaborated, "as far as techlnque and
strategy go, there's not much more we can do. The team Just needs
to maintain its concentration and intensity throughout the game."
On Tuesday, the team also triumphed over Union College 13-5.

Golf wins
Continued from Page 10

Williams was paced by Seefried who covered the 6,589 yards of

Farmlngton Hills Country Club In a eight over par round of 80.

Hennigan and Chris Harned '85 were both Just one behind Seefried,

with rounds of 81. Also In the top five for the Ephs were Randy
Rogers '85 at 86 and Doug Hoffer '85 with an 88.

Goff said, "It was another match we should have won, but a
couple of our top players had academic committments."
Williams completes its season Wednesday with the Little Three

championships at home a 1: 00. Last year Amherst captured the

honors, but the Ephs with the home course advantage look to

reclaim the title.

Track
Continued from Page 10

placed third In a meet at Spring-

field behind Springfield and
Holy Cross. Marist College sent

a small contingent and gar-

nered one point.

Campbell won the pole vault

with 13 feet, Bernie Krause '84

won the shotput, and Paul
Toland '85 took the high Jump
with 6'4". Alejandro took thirds

in the 100 and 200 against

nationally-ranked Springfield

competition, while Kendall
James '84 took second in the 110

and 400 hurdles. Susan Bragdon
'83 qualified for the Division III

Nationals in the 5000 meter.

CLASSIFIEDS
BABYSITTER (live-in) needed for

bright, lively seven-year old girl

starting September, 1983. child of

tvifo v^orklng professionals in

Brookllne, Massachusetts. Aver-
age ten hours per «(eek, suitable

for graduate student, writer, per-

son "In transition". Minimum one
year commitment. Child care
experience, sense of humor
required Private room and bath,

board, salary. Write; C. Goodman,
168 Milk Street, Boston, Massa-
chusetts 02109 or call (617) 738-

5155.

EARN S500 OR MORE each
school year. Flexible hours.
Monthly payment lor placing pos-
ters on campus. Bonus based on
results. Prizes awarded as well,

800-526-0883.

fiicypsiiop
Hair Salon of the 80's

For He and She

M
A Look

That

Makes

Sense

CALL

^ lor an

'
^ appointment
'

or just

WALK IN.

STUDENT DISCOUNTS

Willlamstown. IVIA Bennington, VT

4589167 802-4429823

Pittsfield. MA
413-443-9816

4134479576
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Golf wins NESCAC
by Chris Harned

The golf team won the New England Small College Athletic

Conference Championships held here last Monday and Tuesday. In

other action this week, they edged Dartmouth on Saturday and fell

to Trinity on Wednesday.

Paced by sophomore Mike Hennlgan, who ran away from the

eleven team, fifty-five man field on the second day of competition,

Williams captured the NESCAC golf title last Monday. Williams*

two-day total of 620 was significantly ahead of Amherst, last year's

winner, at 645.

Williams took the top three spots, with Hennlgan leading the field

with rounds of 76 and 75 for a two day total of 151. Seniors Phil

Seefried and Charlie Thompson were Just behind at 153 and 156.

Hennigan's first day round of 33 and 43 for 76 was marred by two
consecutive back-nine double bogies and five three-putt greens

after he had played the first ten holes In two under par.

He faired better on the final day, as he offset three double bogies

and a bogie on the final hole with three birdies.

All five of Williams' players placed in the top eight, as co-captain

Bruce Goff '83 and Todd Krieg '83 carded two day totals of 162.

Coach Rudy Goff said, "This was the first time ever all Williams

players finished in the top ten; last year, we had three and I thought

that was pretty good".
Ephs edge Dartmouth

Saturday, the team upped its season dual meet recond to 2-4 with

a 397 to 399 stroke victory over Dartmouth, the Ivy League cham-
pion, Saturday afternoon at the Hanover Country Club, in Hanover,

New Hampshire.
Goff said, "Dartmouth was easily our strongest competition this

year; this was the first match that most of our top players were able

to make without conflicting with academics".

Senior co-captains Bruce Goff and Phil Seefried paced an evenly

balanced Eph attack, carding a pair of 78s. Fellow senior Todd
Krieg was just a stroke behind, at 79, while Hennlgan and Phil

Burr '84 hanbdled the windblown course in 81 strokes.

Medalist for the match was Dartmouth's Mark Trauner, this

year's Ivy League champion, with a three-over-par round of 73.

Seefried, playing in his last away match at Williams, reflected,

"This was the second consective year Williams beat Dartmouth;

it's nice to see that a 'little ivy'can beat the best of the big Ivys".

Fall to Trinity

Tuesday, playing without three of the five players who led the
Ephs to the NESCAC fell to Trinity, the fourth-place NESCAC team,
by a 404 to 416 margin.

Continued on Page 9

Track third in NE

Sports May 10, 1983

Phil LusardI '85 congratulates Rob Coakley '86 after Coakley scored the winning run In the tenth Inning of
Williams' 2-1 victory over Amherst Saturday. (Shapiro)

Baseball weekend: 2-1

Tomas Alejandro '83 had a
part in three wins as the track
team took third in the Division
ni New England champion-

;
ships this weekend.
Alejandro won the 200 meter

In 21.5 seconds and anchored
both the 400 meter 1600 meter
relays.

Brian Angle '84 took second in

the 1500 meter run with a 3: 54.6,

setting a personal best by three
seconds and beating the school
record by .1 seconds, according
to Coach Dick Farley.

Relays
The 400 relay team of Clark

Otley '86, John Campbell '84, Ted
Leon '84 and Alejandrowon with
a 43.0. The 1600 relay team of

Campbell, Tim Plngree '86,

Kevin Jenkins '85and Alejandro
(who ran the home stretch in

48.5) won with a 3: 21, their best

time ever.

Campbell took second in the

pole vault with a 13'6"
. GregLao

'84 took fourth with a 13 foot

vault.

Alejandro's time in the 200

qualified him for the Division

III Nationals in Chicago at the

end of May. He will also go to the

All-New Englands this
weekend.
MIT won the match with 77

points, while Trinity had 53, Wil-

liams had 49 and Amherst was
fourth with 47.

"I was quite happy with the

results," said Farley, "as were
all the kids. Many people did not
expect us to do this well, espe-
cially without Bo Parker."

"We had the most first placi
finishes but little depth," Far-
ley said.

Earlier in the week, Williams

Continued on Page 9

by John Clayton and
Andrew Garfield

The Williams baseball team
crushed Springfield on Sunday
11-2 to cap a 2-1 weekend. On
Saturday the Ephs split with
Amherst, winning the first

game 2-1 and losing the night-

cap 5-0.

Leading 2-1 in the bottom of

the fourth on Sunday, Williams
broke the game open. Phil

LusardI '85 led off with his fifth

homer of the season to left-

center field. One out later,

Brian Rutledge '85 hit a hot shot

down the third base line for a
hit. Jeff Lllley '86 topped one
down to third base which the

Springfield infielder could not

handle. Then David Nasser '83

singled to load the bases. Then
Rob Coakley '86 smashed one to

right field scoring Rutledge. Co-

captain Mark White '84 culmi-

nated the outburst with a
two-run double to left-center

field.

Ephs widen gap
The Ephs widened the gap in

the fifth. Rutledge was the cata-

lyst again, reaching on a throw-

ing error by the shortstop, then
stealing second. Lllley drove

him In with a solid shot up the

middle. Lllley scored on
Nasser's triple down the right-

field line. Rob Coakley singled

In Nasser for the third run of the

inning.

Williams added two more off

the hapless Springfield pitching

staff In the seventh. White
singled to center. Mike Coakley
'85 then blooped a double to cen-

ter. Both runners scored when
the Springfield shortstop over-

threw first base on senior co-

captain Bobby Brownell's
grounder.

Delorenzo goes distance

John Delorenzo '84 went the

distance, striking out four and
scattering four hits. It was a fine

performance for the junior

pitcher. Coach Jim Brigs said

"He's had three good games in a
row: the one-hitter against

Southern Vermont, the fiasco at

AIC and now this."

The hitting stars for Williams

were White, with three hits, and
Rob Coakley, Nasser and
Rutledge with two hits apiece.

The first game on Saturday

was a thriller. Amherst
squeaked out a run against John
Hennlgan '84 in the first, and
there was no scoring until Willi-

ams tied it up In the bottom of

the seventh. Mike Coakley and
Brownell singled to lead off that

Inning. The Amherst pitcher

then threw freshman Dick Hol-

lington's grounder into right

field to score B.J. Connolly '84

who had come in to run for

Coakley.

Williams wins in tenth

In the tenth, Nasser and Rob
Coakley reached on errors and
White loaded the bases on a bunt
single. Although Nasser was
picked off third, the Amherst
third baseman threw Connolly's

grounder away, allowing Coak-

ley to score from second.

Hennlgan was fantastic: the

four hits he gave up In ten

innings were a grounder, a bunt

and two popups. He struck out

four and allowed only one hit

after the third inning.

"Nasser should be drafted"

"David Nasser had another

spectacular game both on the

field and at the plate," said

Briggs. "He's now hitting .390.

He's a candidate for All-East

and should be drafted at the end

of the season."

In game two, Amherst
pitcher John PettenglU held the

Ephs to three hits. Amherst
scored five runs off Williams

hurler Kevin Morris '86, but

Briggs said Morris did not pitch

badly.

Williams record is now 7-7 up
North and 9-14 overall. They
face North Adams State in a

doubleheader Wednesday at

Weston at 1: 00.

Rugby blasts Berkshire

GrrrmimpM Amrgggghh! Uflgggghhhhl Rugby! (Schell)

by Paul Hogan
The men's rugby team played Its final

matches of the season at home Saturday
against Berkshire RFC. The A side com-
pleted their season the winners they

have been all year, beating the cham-
pions of last week's 12-team Albany tour-

nament 18-4.

The appreciative crowd was treated to

one of the finest exhibitions of athletic

ability and rugby skills to be seen on the

Purple Pitch in many years, as the entire

A side performed with confidence and
precision.

After the powerful running of Mike
Chambon '83 and the magic of seniorRob
Kusel's right foot gave Williams an eight

point lead, the white Big Dogs really had
their day.

One second half play in particular

demonstrated the strengths of this Willi-

ams side: hustle and teamwork. The
play was a 50-meter try run in which ten

white players handled the ball, each find-

ing as he was taqtcled a teammate ready
to receive and advance the ball a few
more steps, until John Frese '84 finally

touched the ball down for the try.

B-Slde romps
Following the excellent example pro-

vided by the A side, the B side outplayed
Berkshire's B's in both halves and
emerged a convincing 22-0 victor.

In the first half, the KUler B line cut the

opposing line to ribbons. Hugh Hulzenga
'84

, Bill Best '83, Jim Bell '84, and Drew
Klein '84 each scored one try, while

stand-off Jaime Better '83 and fullback

Larry Hebb '83 kept the ball moving in

the right direction.

The second half had the game's only

try by a scrummle, a powerful drive over
the goal line by sophomore Shannon
McKeen. Scrum half John Dagnello '85

and his fast tongue kept the ball moving
cleanly from the pack to the line the

entire half.
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The undergraduate career
closed for the 481 members of the
Williams Class of 1983 as they
received their Bachelor of Arts
degrees this Sunday morning.

Today's commencement cerem-
ony, Williams' 194th, featured
addresses by students and by the
keynote speaker, Dr. Robert Coles,
a noted psychiatrist and author
from Harvard Medical School,
v/hose speech was entitled, "The
Moral Life of the Young."

In his address Coles discussed
the relationship between religious

ideals and the moral development
of children, using examples from
his 1967 Pulitzer Prize-winning
work Children of Crisis, which
explored the effects of school dese-
gregation in the South on both
black and white children.

Coles told the Record that by dis-

cussing the lives of both children
and adults who faced moral dilem-
mas, he sought to draw some con-
clusions about the conflict between
character and intellect, between
"moral analysis and the way we
live a life."

Get A's and Hunlc life

Coles quoted American novelist
Walker Percy in saying "one can
get all A's—even in moral
education—and still flunk life."

Mike Nock, elected class
speaker, delivered a humorous
address entitled "Gather Ye
Rosebuds While Ye May ,

" in which
he poked fun at what he called the

increasingly-typical senior "who
takes the job with the highest start-

ing salary, beginning the life-long

quest for remunerative success."
Concerning the "ridiculous cos-

tumes faculty wear," Nock said, "I

stand before you today because I

have an important message to

share, and because I wanted to

watch the faculty march in at close
range. What is this, Commence-
ment or Mardi Gras?" he asked.
Robert Forstot, the valedicto-

rian, delivered a speech entitled

Conclusions about the

conflict between
"moral analysis and
the way we live a life."

"Pangloss' Revenge," referring to

the character in Voltaire's Can-
dide who said "All is for the best in

this best of all possible worlds."

"Best of all possible worlds"
Forstot used the quote to illus-

trate his point that a Williams edu-
cation schools students in both
liberal arts and the sciences, thus
enabling them to face "the larger
issues facing society today—such
as nuclear power, genetic engi-
neering and medical ethics—
which require both technical and
philosophical understanding."
This holistic approach realizes
Pangloss' ideal by providing the
best possible balance, Forstot
concluded.

John Walsh was elected to be Phi
Beta Kappa speaker, and spoke on
the subject "Responsibility and
the Real World." He called on
graduates to formulate new stand-

ards of justice and democratic
accountability to respond to the
growing complexity and bureau-
cratic quality of modern society.

"Insofar as the class will be
going out to staff the organizations
that perpetuate the loss of human
control and democratic proce-
dure," Walsh said, "theclassmust
accept responsibility for the peace-
ful transition to a genuinely more
just society."

In his address College President
John Chandler told the graduates
he hopes "the citizen in you will

win out over the consumer," noting
that because others have sacri-

ficed to further their educations,
the graduates will have much
expected of them.
"Your Williams education was

premised on the assumption . . .

that you would contribute in spe-
cial ways as leaders, as problem
solvers, as discoverers of knowl-
edge, and as bringers of hope and
healing to the peripheral and pow-
erless people of this and other
societies," Chandler said.

Assuring the graduates that
their anxiety over finding jobs
would resolve itself. Chandler said
"your Williams education has
made you a much more interesting
and useful person than you would
otherwise be and . . . has provided
you with a capacity to be adaptive
and inventive in meeting circum-
stances and opportunities that no
one could have predicted."

William J. Bennett '65 delivered
the Baccalaureate address yester-
day in Chapin Hall. Bennett, who is

chairman of the National Endow-
ment for the Humanities, spoke on
the subject "Advice for the Other
Parts of the Real World."
Bennett told the Record he

sought to "draw on my experience
to advise people who I regard as
soulmates—having gone through
the same kinds of experiences as
they have—how they ought to go

The lower of Thompton Memorial
Chapel was the site of the traditional

watch-dropping ceremony during
Class Day yesterday. As legend has II,

if the watch breaks when dropped from
the tower, the members of the graduat-
ing class will have good luck.

about the transfer to the real

world."

Honors awarded
Members of the class of '83 were

awarded a wide variety of honors
and distinctions. Of the 481 seniors,

3 graduated summa cum laude,
with cumulative point averages of

10.5 or better. On the Williams
grading scale, an A is rated an 11,

an A- a 10, and so on.

Forty students graduated
magna cum laude, with cumula-
tive averages between 9.8 and 10.4,

and 93 graduated cum laude, with
averages between 9.0 and 9.7.

In addition, 29 degrees were con-
ferred with highest honors, and 57

degrees were awarded with
honors.

Yesterday was also Class Day,
which featured such traditional

activities as the planting of the ivy
and the watch-dropping ceremony
from the roof of Thompson Memor-
ial Chapel.

Seven Masters of Arts

NEWLY-ELECTED CLASS OFFICERS INCLUDE Freddy Nathan (second from
right), President; Meredith McQill (second from left), Vice-President, John Small
(far right). Treasurer; Mike Nock (far left), Secretary; and Donna Wharton (cen-
ter), Class AgcnI.

Master of Arts degrees were
handed to seven graduate students
who completed two years of study
in the history of art.

The graduate art program is

offered by Williams in conjunction
with the Clark Art Institute. Its

graduates usually go on to
museum administrative or cura-
torial positions, orcontinue studies
toward doctorate degrees.
Three students who exemplify

the intellectual Ideals of graduate

study have been designated Robert
Sterling Clark Fellows, according
to program director Samuel
Edgerton. "They have demon-
strated superior knowledge," he
explained, "and have shown crea-
tive insight into what they have
studied."

The Clark Fellows are Anne
Havlnga, Peter Lynch and James
Weiss. Other graduates are Julie
Aronson, Julia Bernard, Cynthia
Deith and Ellen Wood.

Medicine, management and the arts

Eight awarded honorary sheepskins
Eight men and women with dis-

tinguished careers in medicine,
management and the arts were
awarded honorary degrees today
by President Chandler.
Dr. Robert Coles, Professor of

Psychiatry and Medical Humani-
ties at the Harvard Medical
School, the Pulitzer Prize-winning
author of "Children of Crisis," and
today's Commencement speaker,
was awarded a Doctor of Letters

degree. William J. Bennett, Chair-

man of the National Endowment
for the Humanities and a 1965 grad-

uate of Williams, delivered yester-

day's Baccalaureate address. He
received a Doctor of Laws degree.

Also receiving Doctor of Laws
degrees were William H. Curtiss,

Senior Vice-President of the

Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corpo-

ration, and a 1940 Williams gradu-
ate; Major General Hugh G.
Robinson, Commander of the

Southwestern Division of the U.S.

Army Corps of Engineers; and Eli-

zabeth H. Dole, Secretary of

Transportation.

The actress Mildred Dunnock,
and Margaret E. Mahoney, Presi-

dent of The Commonwealth Fund,
were awarded Doctor of Humane
Letters degrees. Dr. Stanley O.

Foster, Assistant Director of the

International Health Program
Office of the Center for Disease

Control in Atlanta, and a 1955 grad-

uate of Williams, was awarded a

Doctor of Science degree.

Since graduating from Columbia
University's College of Physicians

and Surgeons in 1954, Robert Coles

has pursued a dual career as prac-

ticing psychiatrist and author,

writing 35 books and over 700 arti-

cles for various journals and
magazines.
Cole's psychiatric research into

the neglected and largely forgotten

groups in American society has
resulted in many books, including

Commencement speaker Robert Coles

the five-volume study, "Children

of Crisis," Volumes II and III of

which earned Coles several
awards including the Pulitzer

Prize and the McAlpin Medal of the

National Association of Mental
Health.

Cole's most recent research,

conducted in countries such as
Northern Ireland and South
Africa, is a study of the ways in

which children in various coun-

tries develop their political convic-

tions and moral values.

President Reagan appointed
William Bennett Director of the

National Endowment for the
Humanities (NEH) in 1981. His
responsibilities Include overseeing

The Sheriff of Berkshire County traditionally opens each year's Commencement
service on Stetson lawn.

the budget and programs of an
organization which promotes
increased scholarship and
strength in the humanities in the

nation's colleges and universities.

As hed of the NEH, Bennett is

strongly committed to fostering a

renewed emphasis on the humani-
ties. In an interview with Herbert
Mitgang in The New York Times,
Bennett said, "My concern is that

we are not teaching the ground-

work sufficiently in the humanities
. . . Students in high schools and
colleges should be exposed to his-

tory and the philosophy of litera-

ture, and a foreign, if not ancient,

language." Before his appoint-

ment to the NEH, Bennett was
director of the National Humani-
ties Center in Research Triangle

Park, N.C., with which he had been
associated from its early planning

stages in 1976.

Since his distinguished under-

graduate career at Williams, Wil-

liam Curtiss has served the College

in many capacities, most notably

as a 20-year member of the Board
of Trustees. Following five years

in the U .S. Navy during World War
II, Curtiss joined Owens-Corning
Fiberglas Corporation in 1946 and
has been with that organization

since. In 1981 he was elected Senior

Vice President.

After receiving her law degree in

1965, Elizabeth Dole worked for

several government agencies
before being named a Commis-
sioner of the Federal Trade Com-
mission in 1973, a position she held

until 1979. Dole was sworn in as

Secretary of Transportation on
February 7, 1983. In 1974, Time
magazine named her one of Ameri-
ca's 200 most promising young
leaders.

Born in 1900, Mildred Dunnock
taught school before her first

appearance on stage in New York
City in 1932 as Miss Pinty in "Life

Begins." Dunnock has appeared in

scores of plays by both popular and
classical authors, in this country

and abroad. Dunnock made her

first film in 1945, and among the

many films she has appeared in

since then are "Death of a Sales-

man," "Kiss of Death," "Sweet
Bird of Youth, " and "Viva
Zapata!

"

After graduating from Williams

in 1955, Stanley Foster attended

the University of Rochester Medi-

cal School, earning his medical
degree in 1960. Between then and
1982, when he received a master's

degree in public health from
Emory University, Foster pursued
his interest in epidimiology and
public health in the United States,

Bangladesh, and Nigeria. Earlier
this year Foster was named Assis-

tant Director of the Center for Dis-

ease Control's International
Health Program Office. He has
received many honors, including

the Meritorious Honor Award from
the U.S. Department of State in

1970 and the Order of the Bifur-

cated Needle from the World
Health Organization in 1976.

Margaret Mahoney has been
president of The Commonwealth
Fund, a foundation with a particu-

lar interest in medical and scien-

. . . and Baccalaureate speaker William

Bennett were among the eight who
received honorary degrees today.

tific education, since 1980.
Mahoney serves on the boards of

The Foundation Center, the
National Humanities Center, the
Sun Valley Forum on Health, the
Council on Foundations and the
Independent Sector.

Major General Hugh G. Robin-
son entered Williams with the
Class of 1953, but transferred to

West Point to pursue a military
career. As Southwestern Division
Engineer of the U .S. .Army Corps of

Engineers, Robinson is responsi-
ble for the Corps' water resources
development activities in all or
parts of eight states, and super-
vises the design and construction
of military installations for the
Army and the .\ir Force in a five-

state area of the southwest. Ho has
received many military awards
and decorations, including the
Joint Service Commendation
Medal and two awards of the Army
Commendation Medal.

ny J
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College feels the loss of faculty^ staff

Four profs

to retire
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Williams will feel the loss this

June of four retiring faculty

members: Arthur Carr and Fred
Stocking of the English depart-
ment, John MacFaden of the Geol-

ogy department, and psychology
professor Richard Rouse.
Carr, the Edward Dorr Griffin

Professor of English, came to Wil-

liams in 1967 from the University of

Michigan to besome chairman of

the department.
He is a specialist in Victorian

literature and has co-edited sev-

eral college texts, including Mas-
terpieces of the Drama, now in its

fourth edition, and the Norton
Anthology of Poetry.

Stocking has been a part of the

College community since he grew
up in the area. He attended Willi-

ams, graduated in 1936, earned his

Ph.D. at the University of Michi-
gan, and returned here to teach in

1940. In 1965 he was appointed
Chairman of the English
Department.

John MacFadyen

Stocking's Shal^speare course

has been popular with students,

and it is his love of Shakespeare by
which most students know him.

However, his often-light-hearted

essays reflect a broad range of

interests including student drink-

ing, personal finances, and the

electoral system. He will continue

to teach Winter Study courses at

the College and to contribute his

thoughts to local papers.

MacFaden, who is chairman of

Congratulations to the '83

C-men and associates:

Carlsonious Erectus
The Jaffeman (Squirrel Killer)

The Big Guy Jawn
The Eggman Dekkie
Samurai C-man Thriller
Bhong Bone
Duffer Fire
Sid Kuse
Spidey Vin-Monster
Konehead Ion
Czar* Tone

^to be graduated

From Mom, Dad,
and Uncle Eric

the Geology department, and the

Elna McConnell Clark Professor of

Geology, graduated from Williams

in 1948, following a stint in the U.S.

Navy. He has been on the faculty

since 1952 and has held a Ph.D.

from Columbia since 1962.

In 1958 he received a grant from
the National Science Foundation

for research on the properties of

clay. This led to the publication of

his paper, "The Properties of Clay

as a Model Material." In 1965-66, in

conjunction with the Mineralogical

Institute of Norway, MacFaden
conducted a serach for ancient

rocks from the earth's crust.

Rouse came to Williams in 1948

when the Psychology department
was only two years old and served
12 years as its chairman. Before

coming to Williams he graduated
from Harvard and later taught at

the University of Connecticut.

Rouse's speciality is cognitive

psychology with an emphasis on
visual perception and the role of

attention in short-term memory.
In the past he has served as a con-
sultant to the National Science
Foundation.

College honors

loyal staff

Eleven retiring staff members
were honored early this month at a

dinner at the Mill on the Floss Res-

taurant. They were joined by

twelve more staff members who
have worked at the College for

twenty-five years or more.

In addition, fourty-four people

gathered at the Williams Inn for

lunch to mark their 10th, 15th or

20th year of employment at the Col-

lege. College treasurer Will Reed
welcomed both groups and Presi-

dent John Chandler spoke briefly

to each.

Retiring workers include: Pau-

line Brignolo, Office Services;

Barbara Dupuis, Food Services;

Lester Estes, Buildings and

Grounds (B&G); Harry Gompert,

B&G; Rose Hall, Athletic Depart-

ment; Ralph lacuessa, B&G;
Andrew LeBeau, Food Service;

Joseph McCann, Science Shop;

Edith McLaughlin, Food Service;

Continued on Page 9

Center for Development Economics

26 Master's degrees awarded
Economists from many coun-

tries participated in Commence-
ment exercises today, when they
received master's degrees in
development economics. The 26
graduated all spent the year as
Fellows at the Williams Center for
Development Economics.
The Center for Development

Economics offers a program
designed for graduate students
who come from developing coun-
tries where they have had expe-
riences in business or government.
The Williams program focuses on
the economic issues and problems
unique to emerging nations.
The graduates and their coun-

tries are: Arkhom Termpittaya-
paisith, Thailand; Habibullah
Bahar, Bangladesh; Fuad Bawaz-
ier, Indonesia; Oliver Luis Bernal,
Colombia; Novice Happy Fidzani
Botswana; Nigel Michael Grant!

Jamica, and Luis Hidalgo Proano,

Ecuador.

Also, Harvinder Kaur, Malay-

sia; Riaz Ahmed Khan, Pakistan;

Kim Young-Dae, Korea; Lui Jin-

han, China; Elias Isaac Makungu,

Tanzania, and Badhili Josiah

Manongi, Tanzania.

And, Benjamin Eibet Mitel,

Kenya; Modise Davies Modise,

Botswana; Katundu Mjilanga

Mtawali, Malawi; Muanleng Peter

Sule, Nigeria; Joshua Mutambu
Ng'elu, Kenya and Francis Okumu
Ngesa, Kenya.

Also, H. Clandra Perera, Sri

Lanka; Mir Obeidur Rahman,

Bangledesh; Gayathri Ramachan-
dran, India; Juan Felipe Ramos,

Amezcua, Mexico; Maria Lourdes

B. Roberto, Philippines; Pablo 0.

de la Torre Neira, Ecuador and

Zainol bin Othman, Malaysia.

Good Luck and Thanks for Being
Understanding Over the Years

L cnzi s

COLLEGE BOOK STORE INC
WILLIAMSTOWN. MASS 01267

News Briefs . . .

Weeds graduate

to top priority

The College will undertake a

major assult on outrageous dan-

delions and suffering grass in

many areas of the campus this

summer. Plans to upgrade the

grounds will include weeding,

seeding, sodding and edging.

The main focus for this

summer's projects, according to

Physical Plant Director Wlnthrop

Wassenar, is the Freshman Quad.

The island will be torn up and
replaced with new sidewalks and
new grass and the road around the

Quad will be repaved, at a total

cost of approximately $60,000.

Wassenar has been consulting

chemistry professor Bill Moomaw
for advice on the use of chemical

herbicides on campus. Moomaw
said the herbicide 2-4-D had been

considered for use in "peripheral"

areas of the campus.
He told Wassenar that the chemi-

cal should not be used in areas

occupied by students, since incon-

clusive evidence exists as to its

harmful nature. 2-4-D is a relative

of 2-4-5-T, a chemical under sus-

pension by the EPA for containing

the toxic chemical dloxin.

Currently the College uses 2-4-D

only on athletic fields after all the

sports seasons are over. According

to Wassenar, the College has a

long-standing policy of not using 2-

4-D in other areas and has no plans

to do so.

No solution to the College's ram-
pant weed problem has yet been
found.

Scholarships, prizes awarded
GRADUATE FELLOWSHIPS

Horace F. Clark Prize Fellowship

Thomas Dennis '83

Francis S. Hulchins Fellowship

Kimberly Carpenter '83

John Graham '83

Hubbard Hutchinson Memorial

Fellowship

Kimberly Carpenter '83

John Graham '83

Inigo Manglano '83

Marianne O'Connor '83

Dr. Herchel Smith Fellowship

Peter Graffagnino '83

Diane Owen '83

Carroll Wilson Fellowship

Vanessa Laird '83

Williams in Hong Kong
Teaching Fellowship

Leonard Bakalchul< '83

St. Andrew's Society of New York

Richard Henderson '83

GENERAL AWARDS
William Bradford Turner

Citizenship Prize

Awarded to the member of the gra-

duating class who, in the judgment

of the faculty and of the graduating

class, has best fulfilled one's obliga-

tions to the College, to fellow stu-

dents, and to self.

Meredith McGill '83

Allan L. Grosvenor Memorial Award

Awarded to that member of the

Junior Class who best exemplifies

the tradition of Williams.

Thomas Paper '84

Academy of American Poets Prize

Anna Peterson '85

Williams on laserdiscs
Scenes of idyllic Williams,

recorded on laserdiscs, may soon

be appearing in high school gui-

dance offices around the country if

Bob Whitaker has his way.

Whitaker is president of Info

Disc Inc., a Maryland company
which has arranged with Williams,

Penn State and a few other schools

to make a trial laserdisc featuring

short promotional tapes of each
school's campus and classes.

If the idea is successful, the disc

and equipment to play it may even-

tually be distributed nationally to

high schools, free of charge. Col

leges would then pay a subscrip-

tion fee to get their message on the

disc.

Whitaker, who was introduced to

Williams by an alumnus, was look-

ing for a small liberal arts college

to complement Penn State's mas-

sive sprawl.

"For students from the West
Coast and overseas, I can't think of

a better way to give them a first

impression," said Ray Boyer,

director of Williams's News Office,

who is writing the script and shoot-

ing videotape for Whitaker.

A laserdisc looks like a phon
record but has both sound and pic-

tures in its tracks, which are read

by a laser inside a special playing

machine.

The trial disc will be shown this

fall in 22 high schools in the

Washington, DC, area to sec if the

idea catches. If so, his company
will expand its operation to 400

high schools in the Northeast

region, and perhaps go national.

John Sabin Adriance Prize

In Chemistry

Drew Burns '83

Robert Forstot '83

BENEDICT PRIZES

In Biology

First Prize: Robert Ach '83

Second Prize: Glenn Kessler '83

In French

Margaret Burchell '84

Antonia Ruiz '85

In German
First Prize: Elizabeth McKee '83

Second Prize: Peter Detwiler '83

In Greek
First Prize: Thomas Lydon '86

Second Prize: Marie-Elizabeth

Schell '86

In History

First Prize: Joseph Ferrie '83

Second Prize: Jeffrey Lewis '83

In Latin

First Prize: Margaret Welch '83

Second Prize: Dominic Kulik '86

In Mathematics

Larry Krasnoff '85

Aristotelis Papadopoulos '85

Harkanwar Uberoi '85

Galus C. Bolin Essay Prize

Sylvester Summers, Jr. '33

Sterling A. Brown Award
Keith Hopps '83

Canby Athletic Scholarship Prize

Michael Treitler '83

David Taggart Clark Prize in Latin

Robert Ause, Jr. '85

Class ot 1925 Women's
Scholar Athlete Award
Susan Bragdon '33

Comparative Literature Essay Prize

Nicholas Howson '83

Conanl-Harrington Prize in Biology

Cecilia Danks '83

Henry Rutgers Conger
Memorial Literary Prize

Daniel Keating '84

Doris de Keyserlingk Prize

in Russian

Sharon Glezen '83

Garrett Wright DeVries

Memorial Prize In Spanish

Cynthia Stone '83

Sherwood O. Dickerman
Memorial Prize

Robin Lorsch '86

Dwight Botanical Prize

Cecilia Danks '83

Gilbert W. Gabriel

Memorial Award in Theatre

Sheila Walsh '83

Art

Martha Farrar 33

Economics
Steven Phillips '83

History

Susan Kandel '83

Philosophy

Sherry Blum '83

Political Science

Scott Schell '83

Continued on Page 9

GRADUATE TO GOLD

CLASS RINGS at

The

WILLIAMS COOP
25 Spring St.

Largest Selection of Class

Rings in Williamstown!
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by Rich Henderson '83

and Michael Govan '85

SEPTEMBER
In a very powerful sense,

the year began and ended
on fabulous Spring Street. It

seems that nothing happens in the

downtown core of metropolitan
Williamstown, but this time it was
different. Granted, very littie hap-

pend, but the Record has to print

something.

The long and furious feud
between Spring bookstore owners
Ralph "Hatfield" Renzi and Joe
"McCoy" Dewey was resolved in

September by the local sheriff's

office in Hopkins Hall. Unfortu-

nately, students were made to

serve justice's sentence, and
quickly formed chain gangs which
were lined up in the hot sun outside

Dewey's.

The local Spring Street liquor

store was the target of an effort to

alleviate the campus drinking

problems. A freshman student

broke through the store window to

take away and destroy what
appeared to be an oversized bottle

of Heineken beer. Unfortunately,

the bottle turned out to be full of

only hot air—which seems to be
exactly the content of Williams'

supposed drinking problem.
Phi Beta Kappa voted to

severely tighten its membership
restrictions—but since it doesn't

apply to us seniors, what do we
care?

Meacham Street housemates
and the Rugby team were confused
by the sudden disappearance of

Vaige.

OCTOBER
All other issues in October
were overshadowed by

the College's completion of plans to

discontinue matron service. The
news rocked the College to its foun-

dations and sent shock waves
sweeping through the nation.

From coast to coast, from The New
York 'Hmes and The Wall Street

Journal to the Fresno Bee, the

media inconsiderately poked fun

at our venerable traditions and
Residential Ethos.

NOVEMBER
With construction of the

Art building, the Alumni
House, and the new Studio Theater
nearing completion, and the new
Gym far in the future, the College

decided it needed to give those

Buildings and Grounds guys some-
thing to do. So they decided to

launch the SPACE SHUFFLE.
Original plans were as follows:

Computers to Jesup, Jesup to Wes-
ton, Weston to Stetson. Got it?

A long-burning dispute surfaced

between the CUL and The College

Council about jurisdiction over the

Housing Committee, which likes to

make pronouncements about the

Residential Ethos of Williams Col-

lege. Apparently the CC had its

own pronouncements to make
about Ethoses.

DECEMBER
As far as we know,
nothing happened in

December. Vaige, however, was
still unfound, reputed to be some-
where in the science quad.

Count Basle

brought his

dazzling show-
manship and a

group ol talent-

td soloists to a

soldout ChapIn
Hall in January.

THE YEAR nX REVIEW
JANUARY

Spring Street once again
leaped into the Williams

scene. Two students, who will

remain unnamed, had run-ins with
Williamstown Chief of Police
Joseph Zoito (that's right, Zoito).

In a cleverly conceived plot to end
The Drinking Problem once and
for all, the students wreaked havoc
on Spring Street alcohol establish-

ments. Their ploy worked, as local

authorities clamped down on Log
drinking.

The Space Shuffle continued.
Present plans: OCC to Roper Cen-
ter, Weston to Mears, BSU to

Mears, Jesup to Weston, Compu-
ters to Jesup, the Laboratory for

Prehistoric Archeology to a yet-

unnamed town. Still got It? Stay
tuned.

The Trustees had hoped to invite

the entire campus to their mid-
year meeting with the Anti-

Apartheid Coalition, but due to an
apparent mix-up, the meeting
room only accommodated 150.

WAAC had anticipated many mix-
ups regarding the Trustees and
attempted to straighten things out
by holding a six-day hunger strike.

The Trustees didn't think them-
selves mixed up at all.

EBRUARY
I It seems that the Deans

were worried about mix-
ups in the Faculty regarding Div-
estment. Alleged phone calls were
made to alleged faculty by alleged
Deans allegedly putting pressure
on them to reconsider their
allegedly mixed-up opinions on
divestment. Everyone talked to

the Record; no one talked at the
Faculty Meeting.

The College got involved in the

student-initiated fight to end the

Drinking Problem. Pitchers, con-

taining dangerously large quanti-

ties of easily consumable alcohol,

were banned at the Log, thus

annihilating that venerable activ-

ity at the Log and rendering that

watering hole a veritable desert.

The College Council clashed with
the Housing Committee, presuma-
ble over the interpretation of the
word "Ethos". They proceeded to

clash with the CUL, presumably
over the meaning of the words
"jurisdiction", "transfers", and,
of course, "Ethos".

Vaige was still not seen on cam-
pus, but no one was going out much
anymore anyway because of all the

rain.

MARCH
The Pomilla proposal was
passed, and they say it

had something to do with the Resi-

dential House Ethos, or Ephos, or

whatever. More importantly, who
was this Pomilla guy, and how did

he manage to get his name bandied

about so much by attaching it to a

Proposal? Not even Freddy
Nathan, politician par excellence,

was ever able to do that. What
exactly did Pomilla know about

Ethii anyway?

The student movement to con-

front the drinking problem con-

tinued in earnest as Club Bacchus
made its presence known on cam-
pus. The Record asked President

Chandler what he thought of them:
"What is it? Tell me about it." We
did. "I think it's the wrong empha-
sis in these times with the prob-

lems on alcohol." Bacchus' clever

scheme to raise alcohol awareness
win, they hope, lead Chandler to

pay serious attention to The Drink-

ing Problem.

Vaige was seen at the 24-Hour
Relay, running away from his

thesis.

Spring Street again hit the head-

lines, as a vast new establishment
devoted to luring students away
from Drinking opened. This was, of

course. Goodies' candy and ice

cream store. The place did tre-

mendous business; rumor had it

that Steve Epstein's purchases
alone could pay the rent.

College Council Elections were
held. 'Nuff said.

APRIL
Tuition was raised by "an
unusually high amount";

seniors wondered when the College

ever raised tuition by a "usual"
amount.
Dean Chris Roosenraad

accepted a position as Dean of the

College at Carleton; apparently
they have a severe problem with
dogs at the small Midwestern
school.

Even the College could not keep
up with intricacies of the Space
Shuffle, so they decided to simplify
things. The Final Solution: Weston
to Weston (?), Jesup to Mears,
Personnel and Conference Offices

from Stetson to Weston, Compu-
ters still to Jesup (maybe?), BSU
from Mears to Jenness House
(where? ) . The Laboratory for Pre-

historic Archeology was last

rumored to be discussing merger
with the Museum of Petrified

Forest Animals in Cazenovia, New

York, but with all the moving no
one has seen them in weeks. Con-
fused? That's OK, so are they.

The College Council finally gave
up the fight with the CUL for juris-

diction over the Housing Commit-
tee and all associated transfers,

inclusions, and delusions, on the

condition that the Council reserve
exclusive rights to the use of the

words Ethos, Ethoses, and Ethii.

M AY
By the end of the semes-
ter, both pitchers and

The year brought a very strong effort to

convince the College to divest ol its

holdings in South Africa. Students and
faculty mounted an ongoing protest

against the Trustees' current position

on divestment that included a hunger
strike and this meeting with the Trus-

tee Finance Committee.

maids were back, though both cost

money, and the College was
proudly displaying its latest acqui-

sition: the most Important Decla-

ration this side of the Pomilla
Proposal.

The College spent over $400,000

on the ancient document; rumor
had it that they had saved up the

money from the elimination of

Row House Dining. Though we
ended up the year with a definitive

Declaration pertaining to events of

1776, we were still waiting for rea-

soned, representative declarations
on issues such as drinking, shuf-

fling. Residential House Ethosing,
and — most importantly— di-
vesting.

Vaige emerged, thesis finished,

just as some sun emerged.

JUNE
Graduation was held.
More than 'nuff said

there.

Plans for the future of Spring
Street were announced: A new
gym, new shops, and shuffled sto-

reowners. But since it doesn't
apply to us Seniors, what do we
care? As long as they finish our
Alumni House.

Rich Oleson '82 managed the Log
through I.D. hassles, pitcher drought,
and Its recent return to General Popu-
lar l-lot Spot.
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Phi Beta Kappa
Phi Bola Kappa is a national society

thai recognizes academic i>.xcel-

lence. The lop ten percent of the

Class of 1983, as determined ()y

grade point average, were elected to

the society at the beginning of this

year. The following students, from
the top twenty-five percent, were

elected yesterday:

Robert Ach
Robin Beach
Steven Beadle
Marc Berman
Fred Bosco
Julie Brooks
Wayne Camard
Elizabeth Cardie
Kimberly Carpenter

Kenneth Casey, Jr.

Jennifer Catlin

Virginia Clarke
Sharon Cohen
Elizabeth Cole

Arthur Connolly, III

James Crist

Amy Curell

Mara Dale
Bruce Davis
Peter Detwiler

Lee Doyle
Barbara Dunsmore
Lori Ensinger
Dina Esposito

Stephen Flaim
Brian Flynn, Jr.

Gemma Fontanella

Francis Fritz, III

Elizabeth Gallun
Elizabeth Gavrilles

Kathleen Gilmore
Sharon Glezen
Sheila Glover
Jonathan Hancock
Steven Jaffe-

Deborah Jenkins
David Johnson

Debra Judy
Susan Kandel
Brandan Kiernan
Frederick Kraus
Bruce Leddy
Kathryn Leonard
Andrew Levin
Jeffrey Lewis
David Lipscomb
John Lodise
Alberto Luzarraga
William MacLaren
Inigo Manglano
John McClellan, Jr.

Sheila McCormack
Faith Menken
William Meyer
Tracy Morrissey
Frederic Nathan, Jr.

Steven O'Day
Margaret O'Toole
Debora Phipps
Mary Pope
Gordon Renneisen, Jr.

Barbara Riefler

David Rowley
Jeffrey Schumacher
Robert Sharpe
Jeremy Snow
Marc Sopher
Denise Soucy

Elizabeth Stanton

Traci,Stegemann
Elizabeth Streitz

Melanie Thompson
Nada Velimirovac
Jennifer Weeks
Amelia Withington

Richard Woodbury

The following students were

elected to Phi Beta Kappa at the

end of their junior year:

Joseph Alfano

Susan Anderson
Derede Arthur

Leonard Bakalchuk
Nola Bertram
Steven Brody
Robert Buckner
Robert Burge
Drew Burns
Donald Carlson

Cecilia Danks
Thomas Dennis

Carl Derby
Carol Dwane
Elizabeth Ellrodt

Martha Farrar
Joseph Ferrie

Robert Forstot

Peter Graffagnino

Duffy Graham
John Graham
Richard Henderson
Jean Hoff
William Hogan
Nicholas Howson
Bruce Irving

Janet Johnston
Leslie Jones
Glenn Kessler

Vanessa Laird

James Manitakos, Jr.

Richard Mass
Meredith McGill

Geoffrey Nunes, Jr.

Susan O'Brien
Diane Owen
Steven Phelps
Steven Phillips

Stephen Piatt

Daniel Riley

Margit Rudy
Scott Schell

Matthew Shapiro

Stephen Smith
Cynthia Stone

Margaret Stone

Elizabeth Taylor

Michael Treitler

John Walsh, III

Michael Weiner
Margaret Welch
Robert Whitaker
David Woodworth

Sigma Xi
Sigma Xi is a national honorary scientific society

that selects its members on the basis of demonstrated
research ability and the potential tocontinue produc-
tive scientific research. The following seniors were
inducted as .4 ssociate Sigma \i members yesterday /)v

Laivrence Kaplan of the Chemistry Department:

Steven Beadle (geology)

Nola Bertram (chemistry)

Drew Burns (chemistry)
Cecilia Danks (biology)

Peter Graffagnino (physics)

Cynthia Graves (psychology)

Steven H. Jaffe (physics)

James Keller (chemistry)

Laura Kunberger (biology)

Kathryn Leonard (chemistry)

Geoffrey Nunes, Jr. (physics)

Stephen Piatt (astronomy/physics)

Patricia Shevlin (biology)

James Steggall (geology)

Ellen Vander Schaaf (neuroscience)

Craig Van Home (biology)

Your Williams College CHAIRS
Will conform with any trend

Drder from « II.I.IAMS CO-OP.
23 Spritlfi St.. V illiamatiiwn. MaKH.

Viliiams Koikrr 1140.00

Whether your home, office, or studio follows the so-called conventional or modern
trend, these beautiful chairs will lend themselves In perfect harmony. For thesechalrs,
which come In black, with gold trim, have a proper place In the conventional or modern
setting.

You have always admired these chairs for their beauty In design and comfort . . .

and now.
.
youmayownonewlth that added "PersonalTouch" .. .The College Seal has

been atractlvely screened, In gold, to the front of these chairs.

Chairs sliipp,-,! |-.().H. Vt illiamslown

Iri'ijrlil ma> l)r i'ri'paiil

Williams Co-op
William!* Arm (ihair with (Ihcrrv Arms

$ir>o.oo

Prizes.
Continued from Page 5

Religion

Derede Arthur '83

Andrew Levin '83

Stephen Sowie '83

Graves Prize for Delivery of Essay

Ian Sanderson '83

Michael Weiner '83

Frederick C. Hagedorn, Jr. Prize

Kathryn Leonard '83

Stephen Smith '83

Henry H. Hamilton '25

Premedical Award
Christine Anderson '83

Thomas G. Hardie III '78

Memorial Award
in Environmental Studies

Cecilia Danks '83

C. David Harris, Jr. Prize

in Political Science

Peter Pollack '85

Willard E. Hoyt, Jr. '23

Memorial Award
Daniel Riley '83

Arthur C. Kaufmann Prize in English

Derede Arthur '83

Leverett Mears Prize in Chemistry

Kathryn Leonard '83

Willis I. Milham Prize in Astronomy

Stephen Piatt '83

John W. Miller Prize in Philosophy

Sherry Blum '83

Loyal staff
Continued from Page 4

Jean Miner, Food Service and

Peter Welanetz, B&G.
President Chandler noted that

while these events provided spe-

cial recognition to long-time and

retiring employees, "the College

also wishes to honor all its

employees for the many ways in

which they demonstrate their

effectiveness and loyalty."

Jack Larned International

Management Prizes

Graduate

Novice Happy Fidzani

Young-Dae Kim

Undergraduate

Suranand Vejjajiva '83

Rice Prize in Latin

William Harrison '84

Royal Society of Arts Silver Medal

Irve Dell, III '83

Bruce Sanderson Award for

Excellence

in Architecture

Richard Gagliano '83

Katharine Heilman '83

Ruth Sanford Prize in Theatre

Mitchell Anderson '83

Sentinels Of The Republic Prize

Frederic Nathan, Jr. '83

Edward Gould Shumway
Prize in English

Leslie Jones '83

Herbert R. Silverman Award
in American History

Duffy Graham '83

Howard P. Stabler Prize in Physics

Francis Fritz, III '83

Shirley Stanton Prize in Music
Robert Capaldini '83

William Bradford Turner

Prize in American History

Dean Grodzins '83

Benjamin B. Wainwright Award
in English

Vanessa Laird '83

David A. Wells Prize for

Political Economy
Joseph Ferrie '83

Karl E. Weston Prize for Distinction

in Art

Robert Burge '83

Steve O'Day tangles with a Wesleyan defender during home court action.

JOSEPH E. DEWEY

9:00 - 5:00

Mon.-Sat.

'" ^ K MQ r, ^ WILLIAMSIWILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.
01267

458-5717

^

WEST PACKAGE STORE

Sincere Best Wishes
to the

Class of '83

Katie, Todd, Meredith, Tom & all of

Our Friends in the Class of '83—

The West Family Will Miss You
Route 2

Between N.A. and Williamslown

Thank you.

Congratulations

to the

Class of 1983

!

36 Spring Street - - Williamstown

Telephone 458-4920
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The year in sports

Ephs master trials, tribulations
by John Clayton

You probably think we do It like

the Real Reporters.

Keating, an editor-ln-chlef , Is sit-

ting in his editor-in-chief desk.

"Clayton!" he barks. I come
running.

tremendous!

"

Epple is now re-living the entire
football season. "Tufts. Unde-
feated team. Their Homecoming.
13,000 fans. Last-second field goal.

Missed. 13-11 victory."

"Eppie is now reliving the entire football

season."

"Clayton! I want a wrap-up on
The Year In Sports!"

"Right, chief." I bounce back to

my desk, grab a Milky Way, and go
off in search of The Year In Sports.

"Middlebury; should've won.
Union; turnovers. But Wesleyan,
ahhh, Wesleyan."

In the back of my head a little

My next visit is to Dave Wood-
worth. "Woody!" I ask. "What do
you know about The Year In

Sports?"
Hockey. Woody is my hockey

and soccer man, and he is talking

about hockey.

"Injuries. Terrible season. Nine
game losing streak. But last two
weeks: awesome. Five-game win-

ning streak. Beat Middlebury,
Princeton, then Babson—what a

game: overtime, 3-2, Eddie Finn,

Bob Brownell, Danny Finn. Finn-

tastlc! " I groan. Woody does too.

Woody is also high on the soccer
team: "Most wins ever. 10-5-1.

ECAC tournament; lose in cham-
pionship; sudden death overtime.

"H«r« com* Ih* laml H«r« com* Iha goalpoiUI This It iremendouti"

The first person I visit Is Steve

Epstein. "Epplc! " I ask. "Whatdo
you know about The- Year In

Sports?""
Football. Epple is talking about

football. In particular, the Wes-

leyan Homecoming game:
"Look, there's the clock running

out!" Epple says. "There's the

lineman tackling B.J.! There's

Bernie Krause picking him up!

There's Marc Hummon; he's wide

open! He's caught the ball! Touch-

down! Here come the fans! Here

come the goalposts! Oh, this is

voice is saying "52-26. 52-26." But I

don't raise the question. Epple is

enjoying himself too much.
My next visit is to Chris Harned.

"Chris!" lask. "What do you know
about The Year In Sports?"

Swimming. Chris says swim-
ming deserves much prdlse.

"Outstanding regular seasons,

New England champions—both
teams. The women: national
champions. Little Three titles?

New England titles? Meaningless.

National titles for this team.
They're on another plane."

Seniors, defense, Ted Murphy In

goal. Awesome year."

I'm my own source for basket-

ball: Trip to Cuba. Seven-game
winning streak. "This team is

good." Leading scorer: ArtPldorl-

ano. Chasing Harry Sheehy's
points-scored record. New Coach:

Harry Sheehy. What's he saying?
"Artie, don't shoot!" (Two word
sentences: I'm hung over too.)

Skiing. Winter Carnival. John
Pier and Crawford Lyons go one-

two in the men's, Heidi Knight gets

one in the women's downhill. First

time all year that Vermont loses a

downhill race. Incredible finish.

Tenth in nation. Four second

team All-Americans. Ellen
Chandler, Pier, Knight, Lyons.

Track. Bo Parker. New mile

record. Undefeated winter season;

Little Three spring champs.

Images of the Year In Sports are
flying by now: Women's crew:
third in the Dad Vail. Gregg Zaff,

Sports lUustrated's "Faces in the

Crowd" celebrity.

Baseball: 10-16, best record in a

long while. A team with offensive

power, offensive punch and, occa-

sionally, good pitching too.

Rugby: sick sport.

Squash: good teams. Tennis:

them too.

Other sports: some successful,

some disappointing. But great

moments in them all. More than I

can handle. The Year In Sports Is

overwhelming me. I can't handle it

Of course, we aren't Real Repor-
ters. Keating doesn't have an
editor-in-chief desk (neither does

Tigar). The Record office Is so

small and crowded that bouncing

"Suddenly I realize everyone is talking in two

word sentences."

Suddenly I realize everyone Is

talking In two-word sentences.

Why? It's senior week. They're all

drunk or hung over. Two words Is a

lot to put In a sentence when you're

hung over; verbs are almost
impossible.

back to my desk would require

more choreography than ballroom
dancing In the Purple Pub. The
Year In Sports Is sitting In a bunch
of old Records in a file cabinet In

the corner. Oh, yes, and Keating
can't bark.
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By now you must have heard that we have sold
our textbook rights to Dewey's, located behind
Pappa Charlie's Deli. Thank you for your support
during the years.

We will continue to carry everything we have in

the past except the textbooks. In addition we are
going to considerably expand our offerings of
publishers overstock, or remainders, as they are
called. In effect these are brand new books
reduced to 1/2 to 1/3 of their original price.

Have a good year. RRR
P.S. For incoming freshmen, we are located

enzis
COUEGE BtX)K STORE INC.
WILUAMSTO« N MASS 01267

between

Penny's and The Log.

I
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Let me tell you
Well. You're in for it.

The madness of the next few days is comfortable and
familiar to us. It's thrilling but sometimes frightening to

you freshmen. You'll be dressed up, shuttled around,

dragged to parties and lectures, and advised about all

aspects of Williams life. You'll be told and shown how to

act, what to avoid, and where to go by always friendly,

occasionally misguided people who are eager to help you
out. Stay loose, don't believe everything, don't rush into

anything. But avoid doing nothing. Plunge into college life

with joy and curiosity and spirit . . . it's a happy, wonderful
experience. Treat the next year as an experiment.

Try new lifestyles, new subjects, new sports. Be an
individual—don't be afraid to appear silly; instead, be

eager to appear unique. Don't worry about grades, either.

You may not get the grades you got in high school, but

none of us do. It's OK. If you work hard, you'll do well. And
if you study what interests you instead of what you think is

' 'good
'

' for you , you will work hard because you are enjoy-

ing it.

But don't try to go it alone. Your JAs and entrymates
can become your closest friends, and their aid and com-
panionship is essential. Your professors and the adminis-

trators are always friendly and willing to help, too.

Finally, rely on the gems of information contained in

this booklet. We're trying to give you a handle on

Williamstown—where to go for sheets and suntans, where
to go for a 3 a.m. snack or a Parents' Weekend feast, and
where to go to get out of this place.

I
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Williamstown Trea

Little things we've discovered over
three years here. We thought every-

body knew about them, but a disturb-

ing number of friends have graduated
without having done, or seen, most of

them. So we'll give you a head start

on what to look for:

• Ice Cream Cones at the Tash
Store. The two Tash sisters, each
about four feet tall, have been running
the place for sixty years, and haven't
changed a single thing for the last

fifty-nine. Wonderful old posters, old

cabinets, old flooring, and old people.
It can take twenty minutes for Fanny
to scoop out your ice cream, but you'll

get a fascinating conversation in the
meantime and the huge cone Is well
worth the wait and the thirty-five

cents. On Water Street.

Willlamttown hat a lot of colorful people

The pastoral landscape of Stone Hill.

• A walk along Deer Ridge. You'll
be trespassing, but during the foliage
season nothing is more beautiful than
a stroll along this grassy lane in the
woods. And you may see a white-
tailed buck bounding through a field

on the Mount Hope Farm.
• College Hijinks. Sure, you're not

supposed to go steam tunnelling, or
break into the pool for 3 a.m. skinny-
dipping, or enjoy throwing buckets of

water on Sage F, or test your strength
at cow-tipping, but you only live once.
Just be careful and make sure you're
reasonably sober.

• The Green Mountain Racetrack.
No, it used to be horses like a normal
track but now it's dogs, which necessi-
tated a few interesting changes in

physical plant. You won't believe
you're watching dogs run, but it's a
great time. In Pownal past the soon-
to-be familiar adult book store.

• Picnicking on Stone Hill. Walk up
the hill behind the Clark and you'll
vaguely think you're In Scotland or
something. The view of the Village
Beautiful is so nice it's a cliche. Eat
some bread and cheese and wine and
fruit, another cliche. Then go to the
back left corner of the field to pick up

the old High road to the south. It

wanders around forests, fields, and
hilltops. Watch out for the cows, how-
ever; one of them is a bull who likes to

chase people.

• The Center for Development Eco-
nomics. Williams' most beautiful

residential house belongs to a fun
bunch of foreign economics grad stu-

dents who love visitors and informa-

tion about the College. Drop in some
day to marvel at the panelling, furni-

ture and huge rooms. You may wind
up in a fascinating conversation with

a Somalian.

• Climbing a Mountain. An easy
one at least, like Pine Cobble. Or drive

If you must, up Greylock. But do it.

What'd ya come up here for anyway?

• The Clark Art Museum. For
God's sake, get over there. It's wond-
erful, especially on beautiful morn-
ings, and you'd be surprised how four
years can pass. Go frequently and buy
their classy notecards, which will

impress your mother.

• Phillips General Store. A real
store, not for the tourists. If you can't
find it anywhere, they've got one
squirreled away somewhere. Penny
candy, creaky wooden floors, and
crusty New England service.

• The Williamstown Public Library.
A big white house with lots of books
Sawyer won't have—like travel
guides, cookbooks, and trashy novels.

The reading room is like your grand-
mother's living room and for some
reason features twenty-six issues of
Oklahoma Today Magazine.

The Tash store twenty years ago. Go In today and see the Identical scene.
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Getting Out Again:

You can go in style .

.

Thoreau was referring to WlUiams when he said, "It would be no smaU
advanUge if every college were thus located at the base of a mountain." It would
be an even greater advantage if a train station, bus depot, or airport were located
here. As It is, finding transportation into and out of WUliamstown can be as
challenging as getting an A from Kurt Tauber.

Buses provide the most reUable means of escape. Five buses leave the Willi-
ams Inn daUy for Boston, the first at 6: 15 a.m. and the last at 5: 15 p.m. The ride
takes about 3% hours. The infamous New York-vla-Pittsfleld-and-every-smaU-
town-along-the-way bus seU off at 7:35 every morning and arrives at the Port
Authority terminal 5% hours later. An extra run at U:55 a.m. Is added on the
weekends. More Information about schedules, fares, and routes Is avaUable at the
Williams Inn (458-9371). The bus stop is right ouUide the Inn.

Ugly orange buses
The county bus system (those ugly orange buses with big B's on the sides)

provides hourly service to North Adams. Buses leave the WUllams Inn startlngat

^^t'lL^ Z ^*«''^"'^*> ^n*! can be boarded In front of the gym on Spring

P^«?f 7.r^^ H M .rjf^"^
**"' *°^ *° ^""^^ A'*«"»*- y°" may ask? Well, It only

M««I ; , ^'^u'^'**'"'
**' ""'^^ "^'"^ °"« °f the 10 most beautiful smaU

cities in America. It has a very high teenage pregnancy rate, and the only arcade

SrS hour.
"*"* ^'"*"' ^°" ^^^ ^"^^ * ""' *° Plttsfleld at 7 after

has r»^l!f
H"™",'''' like North Adams, except bigger and ugUer. Plttsfleld also

^^I[on «, n S,**
"*"^*

'A7^ P'^'^^'*" ^^'^P''""^ booth) with connections

So^elter nivpun^'"- HO «''"^° ^' ^^15 p.m. The Chicago train stops In
Worcester, Cleveland, and Buffalo, among other places.

A Travel Guide
Albany also offers railroad access, most notably 7 trains each weekday to

Grand Central Station in New York. For more train Information, call Amtrak:
800-523-5720. Albany also has the airport of preference for Williams students. The
Travel Store on Spring Street can help with rail and air tickets and information.

No cars allowed
The easiest way to travel is by car. If you own one, you're in luck. Well, almost.

As a first semester freshman, you're not supposed to be driving one, so you can
either put It in storage or hide it from the authorities. Thereafter, you must pay a
$55 registration fee each year to Security and park in an assigned lot—in the case
of freshmen, behind the tennis courts.

If you're daring, the best way to conceal an illegal/unregistered car is to talk a
faculty or staff member into giving or selling you their parking sticker, which will

let you park anywhere you please. The second best method is to park the car
off-campus (easier than you may think—church parking lots are empty six days a
week.)

Cars not registered, or parked illegally, face fairly substantial fines if found
by a Security officer, who seem to spend most of their time patrolling the parking
lots. Car connections

If you don't have a car, you can often find one that's going your way with a
little effort. Informal contacts are often the most fruitful. Ask JA's, friends of

JA's, and any other upperclassmen you know about people with room to spare in

their cars. Remember that guy from your high school who told you to look him up
sometime when you got here? Don't forget fellow freshmen—their cars can come
out of storage on breaks.

The ride board in Baxter fills up with "rides wanted" around vacations. Post a
notice (the more creative the better) and keep your fingers crossed. WCFM
broadcasts a ride board with both offers and needs, as does WJJW, the North
Adams State College station. WJJW's board usually has rides to the Boston area
offered every weekend, and they play better music than CFM.

With a little planning, you should be able to get to just about any place you
want during your four years here. But after paying $10,000* to get here, who wants
to leave?



Some
Important

Faces
Dean O'Connor

Dean Daniel O'Connor Is the
Administration's point man for cam-
pus crises. As Dean of the College,
he is responsible for the day-to-day
operation of the College and supervi-
sion of student life. Students usually
call him "Dean Dan," but not to his
face, please. O'Connor's pet crusade
is to combat grade inflation, which is

something like what happens to our
tuition each year, only not so drasti-
cally. O'Connor had little time for per-
sonal crusading last year as he
walked the difficult line between stu-
dent concerns and Administration
policy. O'Connor Is a philosophy pro-
fessor, but fortunately he doesn't talk
like one.

The President will look more terlout when
you shake hands with him this week.

President Chandler

President Chandler is a highly vis-

ible college president. One can usu-
ally see him commuting to and from
the office, watching football and bas-

ketball games, and at graduation.
The President's job is to lead faculty
meetings, explain what's going on
when the Trustees visit the College,
and pump alums for money. Presi-
dent Chandler holds degrees from
Wake Forest and Duke—you would
never guess his Southern background
by looking at him, but Mrs.
Chandler's accent gives it away.
Chandler was a member of the Col-

lege classics department from 1955 to

1968. He left the College for five years,
but before long his heart pined for the
Purple Valley. The offer to become
College president might have made
his choice a litUe easier.

Dean O'Connor In the days when he
fought ballooning grades.

Dean Oakley presides over the unruly

bunch below.

Dean Oakley
Dean of the Faculty Oakley over-

sees tenure decisions and faculty hir-

ing, and represents faculty opinion to

the administration. He also teaches

Medieval History, and you can find

his name on the check-out card of

many an obscure, heavy tome in the

Library. The man himself is not obs-

cure, however; while his Dean's

Office duties bring him litle contact

with students, you can easily distin-

guish him from other professors by

his wonderful Oxford accent.

Dean Roosenraad
Roosenraad is the radical in the

Dean's Office. He hung around with

Tom Hayden at Wisconsin and was
one of the early members of what
became the SDS. Much later he
gained notoriety for expelling dogs
from the Williams Campus. Nowa-
days he deals with much less serious

issues as Dean of Freshmen.
Though he frowns on waterfights

and boys-will-be-boys vandalism,
Roosenraad is very friendly and
understanding. Better yet, he gives

extensions easily.

A friendly face: Dean of Frosh Roosenraad

Some of the happy folks who'll be teaching you this year.
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The Recorded History of Williams College
In the early 1750s, British

Army Ck>lonel Ephralm Willi-

ams Jr. bequeathed several
thousand dollars to establish a
free school In West Hoosuck,
Massachusets. The result was
today's elite and expensive Wil-
liams College in Wllllamstown.
How did we get from there to

here?
Col. Ephralm Williams held a

series of commands in colonial

Massachusetts, although in his

day they spelled it "Maffachu-
fettf"—King George had a
speech impediment, but no one
dared embarrass him, so they
changed the language. The
colonel held a series of com-
mands because he managed to

lose forts as often as he was
assigned to them. Williams met
his end in an Indian ambush
near Lake George, New York in

1755.

Williams' will provided
money to establish a boys' free
school In West Hoosuck, but
only on the condition that they
change the town's name to Wllll-

amstown. With a name like

West Hoosuck, one would
imagine that the folks would
jump at the chance. The town
dragged its heels though, finally

agreeing to the change in 1765
(and Mr. Bronfman settled for a
mere science building?)

A series of legal disputes
stood between the dream of a
school and its realization. It

took over two decades to decide
whether Wllllamstown was in

New York or Massachusetts.
The struggle was resolved when
some crafty Wllllamstown law-
yers put up a sign ten mllfes to

the west that read, "Welcome to

New York—Hugh Carey,
Governor."
By the time the trustees were

ready to build the school in 1785,

they learned that Williams'
accumulated estate of $9157
would not cover the cost. They
held a lottery to raise the
remaining funds. Construction
on West College finally began in

1790. The College's first building
still stands on Its original site,

and some West College resi-

dents maintain that nothing has

Amhcni was founcM by Wllllamt' sacond PrasldanI, who dacMad that a
collaga could not turvlva in Iha Barkthira wildt. Evary yaarwa pravaon ttia

playinfl fialda that wa'ra doing quila wali, thanic you.

been changed in two hundred
years.

Another judicial stumbling
block was thrown by Harvard
College. Harvard insisted that it

was the only iollege the state
needed. Wllliajns won In court,
but Harvard cJngs to the idea to

this day. Litigation completed,
the Williams free school offi-

cially became Williams College
in June of 1793.

The College held its first com-
mencement exercises in Sep-
tember of 1795 with a
graduating class of four. Two
became doctors and two
became lawyers, setting the
tone for nearly two centuries of

Williams graduates.

The trustees of the late 18th
century called for a curriculum
that included three foreign lan-
guages, mensurations, conic
sections, navigation, civil pol-
ity, surveying, and arithmetic.
They threw in the arithmetic for
students seeking an easy way
out of Division III.

The College had a trouble-

some start, with most of its

problems stemming from the

isolation of Wllllamstown.
Faculty were disappointed by
the "country bumpkins" that

were attractedio Williams. The
College was coltlnually in need
of money. To fiesolve its prob-

lems, the trusties tried to move
the college to a more convenient

location, but the request to

move was denied by the Massa-
chusetts government (King
George was dead by then, so the

"s" came back into the
alphatiet).

Frustrated by the state's deci-

sion, Williams' second presi-

dent, Zephaniah Swift Moore,
scurried to the Connecticut
River Valley in 1821, taking a

number of faint-hearted stu-

dents and faculty with him.

They founded Amherst College,

named after a British Lord
whose most notable achieve-

ment was to wipe out an entire

Indian tribe by giving them
smallpox-infested blankets.

The Williams-Amherst rivalry

has endured as one of the

nation's oldest college rivalries,

although respectable Williams

students deny any association

with the Lord Jeffs.

The list of Williams alums
does not contain many com-
monly recognized names. One
of our better-known graduates

is President James A. Garfield,

who was assassinated minutes
before boarding a train headed
for a Williams reunion. Another
well-known alum is George
Stelnbrenner, owner of the New
York Yankees. Some people
have been heard to suggest that

Stelnbrenner should be shot and
that Garfield buy the Yankees.
Benchmarks in recent Willi-

ams history are the banning of

fraternities and the switch to

coeducation. In the early 1960s

many faculty and students
decided that there was too much
drinking and carousing at Willi-

ams, so they tossed out the fra-

ternities. A few years later,

when the campus was deemed
safe for women, coeducation
was introduced. Then the new
women students formed the

Women's Rugby Team, and we
were back where we started.

' Stetson utad to be the iibrary . While the reference room waa nice, •tudenti

who see the old stacks breathe a sigh of relief and thank tt«a Trustees tor

Sawyer Library.
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Where to eat in the town
BERNARDY'S—Adventure across
from the wire plant. We walked In,

noticed that steak goes for $1.90. Saw
that two of the three customers were
about to have a fist fight. The bar-

tender was huge and not particularly

friendly. We left.

BETTE'S—Closes at three p.m.,

when most Ephs are waking up. Stu-

dents are never seen In here, but the

pancakes are good, the atmosphere is

nice, and patrons get a great view of

Spring Street.

BURGER KING—Not only Is Joe
King down there now, but it's open
until three a.m. on Fridays and Satur-

days. Grab yourself a paper Burger
King crown and try the circular slide

in the restaurant's playground.
Within walking distance on Route

Two, near the all-night Grand Union.

COLONIAL PIZZA—Cool people call

it Constantine's. Real cool people

don't talk about it at all. Awful pizza,

but amazing things happen around

2:30 in the morning. Juke box has

Greek folk songs and, for Christmas,
singing dogs.

LIBRARY VENDING MACHINES—
The weekday social center of the cam-
pus. Convenient to the main
bathrooms, and open until 1 a.m. Ter-
rible coffee, terrible sandwiches,
overpriced candy.

THE LOG—Get there early for super-
ior Alpha Pizza pie 'za—before they
run out of things like crust. Beer and
all the accessories.

PAPA CHARLIE'S DELI—Expen-
sive, but the only good sandwiches on
Spring Street. Huge variety, Haagen-
Dazs, and newspapers while you wait.

PURPLE PUB—Upper classmen like

to think of this as their turf, but frosh

can often get in. See If there is a guy
sitting next to the door, checking IDs.

Good lunches.

SNACK BAR—Baxter burgers with a

twist—they're good. The grilled

honeybun with Ice cream is a campus
classic. So is everything else. The big

Established 1901

Adidas Shoes

All Athletic

Equipment

Custom Printed

T-Shirts

Everything for

Men Si Women

Racket Sales

& Service

Class Rings

Gifts

Levis

Spring Street Williamstown, MA
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library social crowd gets there at

11: 00 every night.

Out of Town
BOSTON FISH MARKET—Near to

Napolitano's In North Adams. Family

restaurant atmosphere. Good, really

cheap fish. They give you plastic

forks and knives, so bring your own.

COZY CORNERS—Legendary. Good
spaghetti, cheap pizza, good cheap
drinks. Go with a crowd. Five minutes
drive north on Route 7.

DUNKIN' DONUTS-On Route 2 In

North Adams. Great as entry snacks.

Call ahead for big orders.

GOLD COIN—At last, a Chinese car-

ryout! The place can't be beat for

good Inexpensive food, and lots of It.

On Route 2 across from Zayre's.

LA COCINA—Those who know Mexi-

can food say it's lousy. Those who
don't say, "who cares?" The only rea-

sonably priced place decent enough
for a date. Bring IDs to buy sangria.

LUAU HALE—This Is someplace spe-

cial. On Route 7 south of Pittsfleld, but

well worth the trip, especially with a

crowd. Amazing drinks with unbrel-

las In them. Get trashed and marvel
at the Polynesian wall murals. And
order the PuPu Platter.

NAPOLITANO'S—Best local pizza.

Now has sit-down dining too. Go
behind K-Mart In North Adams and
look around for It.

Check from home
BRITISH MAID-Engllsh country

house atmosphere w/English country

cuisine. The most reasonably priced

nice restaurant in town. Live band at

the upstairs bar.

LE COUNTRY RESTAURANT—
Varied menu of good but overpriced

food. Service Is slow. Behind Grey-

lock quad on Route 7.

RIVER HOUSE—The place that eve-

ryone goes to. Pleasant atmosphere,

good daiquiris. Specializes In meat

and shellfish dishes. A civilized late-

night alternative to the Pub and the

Log. Call ahead for reservations.

WILLIAMS INN—Well suited for

grandparents—you'll see plenty of

them during leaf season. Overpriced

drinks, decent food.

Save 40-57% at

The Williams News and Supply Room
on New York Times and Boston Globe subscriptions

Check out our line of . .

.

• School Supplies (large selection of notebooks)

• Laundry Products

• Cookies. Candy, etc.

• Magazines
• Cigarettes

• Miscellaneous Items

• Lamps
• Bulletin Boards

We extend a warm welcome to the incoming Freshmen and to the

returning upperclassmen of WILLIAMS COLLEGE.
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The Eph Shopping Guide
Furniture-Most freshmen arrive In their spacious suites and are pleasantly
surprised to find couches, rugs, and tables already in place. Unfortunately they
probably belong to someone else, and if you have not been hit already you
probably will return to the entry one day to find your suite stripped to the 'bare
walls. Refurnishing can be painful.

Most people get furniture by haggling with upperclassmen over some
decrepit sofas, chairs, and tables. As a general rule, offer half of the asking price
and settle for a little more.

A decent couch should go for about $30. Chair prices vary depending on theamount of padding-the less bare wood, the higher the price. If you can get out to
Pittsfleld, you can try the Salvation Army. One need not worry about being gypped

For freshmen whose parents are bankrolling the decoration, there is Hopkins
furniture on Spring Street. This is the new stuff, not what you see thrown out of
freshman quad windows. Hopkins also sells lamps, kitchen appliances, and other
household accessories.

Hardware and Lumber-For do-it-yourself freshmen, there is Taconic Lumberand Hardware and Phillips- General Store, bothon Water Street. A wide vari^y^ftools paints, etc. are there within walking distance of the campus
^^^'^'^"^

ho»rHf?r\^^f^'''.l"^
^^^^ '' ""'"^ ^'''='' ^"'^ '^^'^ shelves. Red bricks and pine

SZUni.r^'"*i?'r^'^^'"'''"°"'>'"^'^^«"''^'="^^«ndverysturdystS^units, especially good for stereo equipment.
^"'OBe

^!1^!^~^^'^*'\'? ^^^ advantages of the checking accounts offered by the threelocal banks could occupy most of your Freshman Days, what with check charees

T^^": ""'^""f t"'.''°'^
"'^'^"""'^ '° ^°"«''^^'-- WimamstoSvings- NOWaccount has no check charge and requires a $10 minimum deposit if you want^teres Customers of the First Agricultural Bank and the WllliamstownNatiS

^r ,r? f/T^i^*" °1 ^^^ ^^^^ minimum balance needed to get free checSngThe First Aggie does have the longest bank hours in town, however while the

ODSS Srst?jf,.'T °'
""^'T'-

™^ ^^^'"«^ B^"'' •'^^ maTches'lS Llllp

Z^^ ? ^^'^ ^'"^^ ^"^^y ^''^ ^^y 'Chains for opening an account so vouPM °'^" °"' *'""' ""'^ ""'''' " "'^"^''^'•^ ^'"^^ ^ respeciault'^e has

STe'^fs^AllTa'nk 'iS'th'lT' T"' I"
"'''''''' ^"^^

"' ^''"""'^ '"^^ ^"'•"^^ from

S-S acce!firl2 Thi RpL^rH « *° ^^/^^P^^ker wire, jacks, and other stereo

cut-oSt bin
^^°'^ ^''° ^^' ^'•'"'"s- *«P««' «"d a disorganized
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Spring Street. They have lots of foreign-looking crackers for your foreign-looking
cheeses, and plenty of fresh fruit and vegetables. They still carry a lot of ' 'health
food", but it would be unfair to call it just a health food store.

For cheap eats and 4: 00 a.m. hunger spasms, the Grand Union on Route 2 is

open 24 hours a day except Sundays. Whether you need food or not, you have to try
the Tash store on Water Street (see Williamstown Treasures, p 2).

Liquor—"I thought they'd never get to it," you were saying to yourself. The
Massachusetts drinking prohibition for anyone under twenty is a problem, but not
insurmountable.

King's Liquor on Spring Street and the Spirit Shop on Cole Avenue are the
most common local purveyors of spirits. King's stocks a wide variety of beers and
hard liquor. The Spirit Shop is good for kegs and party orders. Your JAs can buy
for you (what else do you think they're there for?), or you can head north to the
Vermont border where they sell to eighteen year olds.

The best place of all, however, is West Package Store on Rte. 2 towards North
Adams. The lowest beer prices, (try their Carlings 16-ouncers) and friendly
people.

Clothes—Spring Street prices are high, no matter where you go. But there is no tax
on clothes in Massachusetts ( apparently crew-neck sweaters are deemed a "basic
necessity" in prep New England), so you even out some. For great bargains on
crazy clothes, hit the Women's Exchange on Cole Ave. (for men too).

Miscellaneous— If you can get a car, you'll have access to the Zayre and K-Mart
discount department stores in North Adams. They have everything. It may not be
name brand, but it will usually do in a pinch.

I|0U0? of !ial0j|
WELCOMES YOU TO WILLIAMS

With a V2 price sale

on

Waverly Sweaters

for Men and Women
and

Sero Oxford Cloth Shirts

for Women
Sale Is for Williams Students Only

from now through September 15th

Bring this ad in with you to receive V? off

44 Spring St. Williamslown, Ma. 458-5010
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The RIGHT extracurriculars
Now that you're finally here at Wil-

liams, you're probably wondering
Just how to go about achieving popu-
larity, standing, and undying fame
here. Well, you can't change your
looks or your Brooklyn accent, but
you can choose the organizations you
Join:

Extra-curricular Activities

The Record—What can we say?
Investment Club—Changes presi-
dents every 2 weeks so everyone gets
a chance.

Republican Club-You might want to
wait until the next presidential elec-
tion before joining.

WCFM—Shows you can talk good.

Extracurricular Activities to Avoid
Ozzy Osbourne Adoration Society
Anything known by an acronym
Committees to Join
Committee on Undergraduate Life
(CUL)—You get a good dinner every
time the trustees are in town.
Honor and Discipline Committee-
Uphold high standards, stand for

The College and vicinity

honesty, and get back at the kid who
blasted his stereo your freshman
year.

Any committee appointed by the
President—Hey, if he thinks you're
innocuous . . .

Committees Not To Join
Bondage and Discipline Committee
Prospect House Social Committee

Jobs to Hold
Teaching/Research Assistant—
Someone thinks you're intelligent.
Computer anything— You're
obviously in tune with technological
advances.

Supervisor—Sounds responsible and
draws the highest pay level.

Reserve Room, Library—All your
friends can stop by and visit.

Jobs to Avoid
Intercampus Mail Deliverer—What
kind of idiot wants to walk around out-
side in the winter?
Dishroom—words can't describe it.

Documents Office, Library—Nobody
knows what (or where) it is.

Introduction to Ephspeak
The Jollowing paragraph illustrates a typical conversation on campus. It may be

completely unintelligible to you at first, but get y ourfriends and J.A.'sto help you. Once
you have mastered both the words and inflections, you will be ready to venture into
Williams society and maybe even talk to an upperclassman.

"Yo, Wreck Room tonight."

"Nah, Old Mill, froshburgers and bad tunes."
"No, c'mon. Party, Excellent!

"

"Gotta tool at the Libes."

"You geek. With the guts you take?"
"What? Comp Sci's a bitch. I want to pull an A-bar from the Penguin. I aced the
midterm."
"Oh, hoser! You can afford to get trashed at the Park.
Power tool! Later for you, much."
"Wait . . . I'm dying. Meat grenades at Baxter tonight. Haven't eaten since the
Doghouse. Let's hit Constantine's and pig out."

"How 'bout Za at the Log? We'll catch the Zone on the Big screen."
"Up for foos? Foos is key."

"Totally."

"Ok, I'm there!"

Outside Heels
In response to your many requests, we have expanded our current

offerings to include these stylish new designs. Working with our

basic heels, we've combined careful quality crafting and the finest

natural materials to develop footwear that, while compatible with

contemporary fashions, continues to provide the comfort and
support traditionally associated with the clog design.

KRONE
Saga House Ltd.

$40.00

CONCERNED WITH FASHION.

FIT AND QUALITY

IS



COMPLETE LINES OF
FALL FASHION AVAILABLE
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Complete Tennis Racquet Service

Demos Available

Custom T-Shirt Printing

^i(^ ^P^t-U. inc.
MON.-SAT. 9-5:30

MASTERCARD VISA

Spring Street 458 3605 Williamstown

JOSEPH E. DEWEY

9:00 - 5:00

#/_ jk« Mon.-Sat.

V#f>j WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.

A-ia 01267

458-5717

Get a FREE
Kodak color
enlargement

Buy two,
get another FREE!

/ natmaciiti, J/nc.

Spring Street
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McClelland's Welcomes

The Class of '86

To Williams

We Carry the Following Items and More

• Complete School Supplies

• Smith-Corona, Adier, and Olympia Typewriters

• Sharp Calculatots

• Bulletin Boards

• Lamps

• Posters

• Hallmark Cards

• Crane and Eaton Stationery

• Wastebaskets

• Art Supplies

OPEN MONDAY, SEPT. 6 -- 9-5:30

36 Spring Street - - Williamstown

Telephone 458-4920

^IWIi.lHWP'WffWWWWW^WiWW



Discover how Williams is REALLY run

Golly, Chris-I think Id look SILLY with a beard!"

Join THE RECORD
The Record needs reporters,

photographers, cartoonists,

reviewers, columnists, and

layout workers. Anybody can do

it.

Sign up at our introductory

meeting—Thursday night at

7:00 in Baxter Lounge.
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A BREAK WITH TRADITION
Convocation 1983 was marked, not by speecties, but by performances
by actor Jason Robards (above) and cellis Janos Starker. The ceremo-
ny began a year-long celebration of the arts at Williams. SEE PAGE 4.

Shuffle

misses

Mears

deadline

JESUP
OFFICESTO
MOVE IN

OCTOBER Rewiring of Mears House will delay completion of the space
shuffle. Computers will not move Into Jesup until fall of 1984.

(Scheibe)

by Christian Hewlett
The great space shuffle of last year is not over.

The shuffle of Jesup Hall offices to Mears House
has been held up by a delay in the completion of

renovations to Mears.
Those who followed the continuing saga will

remember that the Jesup Hall offices-Alumni,
Development and News-were supposed to move
to Mears to make way for a new computer center.
The renovations are now nearly done and the

Jesup Hall offices are finally scheduled to move
into their new home on Oct. 7. In Jesup boxes are
stacked to the ceiling in preparation for the move.
However, the Jesup crowd was scheduled to

move into Mears in late August. Mears used to

house the Office of Career Counseling, which has
since moved to k renovated space in the Roper
Center in the basement of Stetson.

The delay arose when contractors began reno-
vating Mears last spring and discovered they had
to completely rewire the building to accomodate
new wordprocessing equipment.

"Mears like Vietnam"
"You should have seen it, it looked like Viet-

nam," Director of Development John Pritchard
said, describing all the work that needed to be
done. Besides the rewiring, a few new partitions
were put in Mears.
The continued delays have caused problems for

the Jesup offices, however. Alumni Relations
Director Craig Lewis said his office is "using
makeshift methods to get out alumni fund mail-
ings that have to go out this month" since the
mailroom's new equipment is still in storage in
Mears.

Continued on Page 8

tm.% f^tw-^w- *^^^^ Inquiries to be more vigorous
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•Planning for tfie new gym
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College designs

shopping center
by Jeffrey H. Brainard

The College is planning to build a relatively large commercial
office building at the south end of Spring Street and may complete it

by spring 1984.

College officials say the project will provide needed space both
for new businesses and for merchants who will be dispaced by the

scheduled beginning of construction this spring on the new College
gym south of the squash courts. (See New Gym story, pg. 8)

The proposed two-story office building will be wedged between
the American Legion and the Travel Store. It will provide space for

about five stores on the ground floor and more office space on the
second floor.

The total floor space will be about 11,000 square feet, according to

College Treasurer and Vice-President William Reed.

$500,000 investment
The building will be divided in half by a covered walkway stretch-

ing from the street to a parking lot behind the building. The new lot

will have a capacity for 58 cars. There is now a parking lot on the
proposed site, which is owned by the College, with space for only 26
cars.

The building should cost about $500,000, Reed said. ' 'The cost will

come out of the endowment," he said. "We're viewing it as a real
estate investment."

The architect is William M. Kirby of Williamstown.

Big demand for office space
"Williamstown needs more commercial space," said Reed. "We

could rent the whole building three times over if we wanted to. This
project will develop the end of Spring Street. We're pleased that the
street is being revitalized."

The College began planning for the building when it appeared last
spring that it might be necessary to demolish a whole row of
College-owned store space on the east side of Spring Street to fit the
gym in.

A design change spared the Adams Building, which houses
McClelland's Stationery, Hart's Pharmacy, Salvatore's and var-
ious offices.

News Room to go
But the Bastien Block, which houses Goodman's Jewelers and the

Williams News Room, will still have to come down. The building
housing Drummond's Cleaners will also be obliterated.
Reed said the new office building should be completed by this

spring in time for those displaced businesses to make a space
shuffle of their own. Construction may begin this fall.

And even if there are delays, "the digging of the gym's foundation
can be phased so that the News Room won't be torn down until the
office building is completely finished," Reed said.
The News Room will probably move down the street temporarily

but the College may invite its owners to move back up into office
space in a proposed section of the gym building which will jut out to
Spring Street, Reed said.
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A BREAK WITH TRADITION
Convocation 1983 was marked, not by speeches, but by performances
by actor Jason Robards (above) and cellis Janos Starker. The ceremo-
ny began a year-long celebration of the arts at Williams. SEE PAGE 4.
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JESUP
OFHCESTO
MOVE IN

OCTOBER Rewiring of Mears House will delay completion of the space
shuffle. Computers will not move into Jesup until fail of 1984.

(Scheibe)

by Christian Howlett
The great space shuffle of last year Is not over.

The shuffle of Jesup Hall offices to Mears House
has been held up by a delay in the completion of

renovations to Mears.
Those who followed the continuing saga will

remember that the Jesup Hall offices-Alumni,
Development and News-were supposed to move
to Mears to make way for a new computer center.

The renovations are now nearly done and the
Jesup Hall offices are finally scheduled to move
into their new home on Oct. 7. In Jesup boxes are
stacked to the ceiling In preparation for the move.
However, the Jesup crowd was scheduled to

move into Mears in late August. Mears used to

house the Office of Career Counseling, which has
since moved to 4 renovated space in the Roper
Center in the basement of Stetson.

The delay arose when contractors began reno-
vating Mears last spring and discovered they had
to completely rewire the building to accomodate
new wordprocessing equipment.

"Mears Uke Vietnam"
"You should have seen it, it looked like Viet-

nam," Director of Development John Pritchard
said, describing all the work that needed to be
done. Besides the rewiring, a few new partitions
were put in Mears.
The continued delays have caused problems for

the Jesup offices, however. Alumni Relations
Director Craig Lewis said his office is "using
makeshift methods to get out alumni fund mail-
ings that have to go out this month" since the
mailroom's new equipment is still in storage in
Mears.
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College designs

shopping center
by Jeffrey H. Brainard

The College is planning to build a relatively large commercial
office building at the south end of Spring Street and may complete it

by spring 1984.

College officials say the project will provide needed space both

for new businesses and for merchants who will be dispaced by the

scheduled beginning of construction this spring on the new College

gym south of the squash courts. (See New Gym story, pg. 8)

The proposed two-story office building will be wedged between
the American Legion and the Travel Store. It will provide space for

about five stores on the ground floor and more office space on the

second floor.

The total floor space will be about 11,000 square feet, according to

College Treasurer and Vice-President William Reed.

$500,000 investment
The building will be divided in half by a covered walkway stretch-

ing from the street to a parking lot behind the building. The new lot

will have a capacity for 58 cars. There is now a parking lot on the
proposed site, which is owned by the College, with space for only 26
cars.

The building should cost about $500,000, Reed said. "The cost will

come out of the endowment," he said. "We're viewing it as a real
estate investment."
The architect is William M. Klrby of Williamstown.

Big demand for office space
"Wllhamstown needs more commercial space," said Reed. "We

could rent the whole building three times over if we wanted to. This
project will develop the end of Spring Street. We're pleased that the
street is being revitalized."

The College began planning for the building when it appeared last
spring that it might be necessary to demolish a whole row of
College-owned store space on the east side of Spring Street to fit the
gym in.

A design change spared the Adams Building, which houses
McClelland's Stationery, Hart's Pharmacy, Salvatore's and var-
ious offices.

News Room to go
But the Bastien Block, which houses Goodman's Jewelers and the

Williams News Room, will still have to come down. The building
housing Drummond's Cleaners will also be obliterated.
Reed said the new office building should be completed by this

spring in time for those displaced businesses to make a space
shuffle of their own. Construction may begin this fall.

And even if there are delays, "the digging of the gym's foundation
can be phased so that the News Room won't be torn down until the
office building is completely finished," Reed said.

The News Room will probably move down the street temporarily
but the College may invite its owneps to move back up into office
space in a proposed section of the gym building which will jut out to
Spring Street, Reed said.
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BilUville
by L. Rockwood

The Williams Record

Does Art Work?
Sure it does. Last year, for example, art worked for over

$5.5 million in donations from culturally-minded alumni and

friends of the College. That's how much we spent to build an

art museum and a new theatre, not to mention posters--

really cool posters with two fuzzy, disembodied photo-

graphs, lots of white space, and almost no words. Their

point, however, is clear: times are changing for the better

on a campus which has historically separated "art" and

"learning".

This burst of funding and construction can lead to more
than financial commitment. Hopefully, the increase in crea-

tive opportunity will bear fruit, eventually attracting more
students seeking the arts. If this happens, the program will

gain strength with each passing year.

For a campus unused to seeing more art than, say, Art

101-102 -The History of Slides-this onslaught of culture may
provoke an uncomfortable dichotomy: some may rush into

the arts with wild abandon while others write off all the

publicity as nothing but hype. That kind of reductive, all-or-

nothing reasoning has killed many earlier, noteworthy cam-
pus topics. One hopes the arts have a better chance.

Interpreted as it should be, the College's commitment to the

arts this year is a smorgasbord of opportunities which will

remain next year as well as this, not a chore to be performed
now under the duress of campus-wide advertisement.

"Art works," as the poster says, to broaden our perspec-

tive in a way which most of us will find novel, accustomed as

we are to learning by ingestion and not by experience. The
products of art, unlike those of other disciplines, are best

accessible only through contact. It is therefore imperative
that we integrate the arts into academic life, and that we no
longer consider the arts extraordinary and extracurricular.

The variety of artistic activity on campus should make
assimilation more, and not less, comfortable. The addition,

over the past and coming few years, of performing and
visual arts facilities will let everyone create and spectate
with almost equal ease. We look forward to the elimination

of the prevailing distinction between those who enjoy the

arts and most of the campus. In the future, those who do not

run headlong into the arts need not be left behind. They just

have to take the first step.

QUOTATION OF THE WEEK

''Nonconformity will not be distributed/'
l\otice on the door of the

mailroom in Baxter

EDITORS-IN-CHIEF Daniel T. Keating, Jon S. Tigar

MANAGING EDITORS Sara Ferris, Michael J. Govan

NEWS Jeffrey H. Brainard

SPORTS John Clayton

FEATURE/ARTS Susan G. Reifer

PHOTOGRAPHY David S. Scheibe

ADVERTISING Gail Harris, Phil Lusardi

BUSINESS Brian E. Angle

CIRCULATION Ben Bahn

Entered an ie<'<infl rlattn poRlal matter Nov. 27. 19(4 at the piinl offiir in NDrth Aflamti. Ma., and
reentered at VI illiamstuwit. Ma.. March '.i. 1973 under the \it of March 3, 1879. Sfconil rlaHx puHtafte paid

al \XiniamHioHn. M\ 01267.

LETTERS
Trast?

To the editor;

I am gratified beyond expression at your

assurance that for a mere $16 1 can help the

Record tell the true story of Williams
College. I am warmed by your promise
that you will actually see that the paper
Is delivered. I am disturbed by your easy
assumption that a computer will see that

your promise is Itept, especially a college
computer. How am I to know, given
recent events, what the college
computer will do if I start opposing
endowment investments in South

Africa? The college computer will

probably start endorsing veiled threats

on my copy of the Record, or telling the
postal service to throw my paper on the

roof instead of on the porch where all

papers should be delivered.

I am all for freedom of the press, guys,

but I don't think Ben Franklin would
have told subscribers to Poor Richard's

Almanac to take comfort in knowing that

a machine owned by George III would

see that the rag was delivered.

Michael E. Tigar
Jon's dad

This letter arrived in response to the

Record subscription letter that we sent

oi'er the summer.—Eds.

WHO CARES?

Do you? Whether you want to raise your voice about tine

campus, ttie nation, or iast weel<'s issue, we've got the

forum.

Letters

Letters to the editor must be limited to 250 words and in the

Record office by 3 p.m. Sunday or in the Record mailbox
by Friday evening. They must be signed and should be
typed. They may cover any issue of interest to the College
community.

OP-ED

If brevity's not your style, or you really hate the Letters

section, you can write a longer piece for the Op-Ed sec-
tion. Consult either Jon Tigar or Daniel Keating about
length and topic, as we need to plan this section in advance
of Sunday. But remember, we need pieces for Op-Ed.

Be heard in the Record.

ACSR to

intensify queries
by Ned Ladd

The Advisory Committee on
Shareholder Responsibility
(ACSR), after recommending
divestment from only one out of

eight corporations with unsatis-

factory South African opera-

tions, will analyze corporate

performance using a more
exhaustive and time consuming
process.

Committee Chairman Ste-

phen Lewis explained that "it

may slow things down," but he

emphasized that the Committee
will be making more informed

decisions.

The new process involves a

questionnaire that has been sent

to all companies in the Williams

portfolio that have South Afri-

can holdings.
"We have already sent out let-

ters," said College Treasurer

William Reed, also a member of

the ACSR. "The companies we
are dealing with are pretty

sophisticated in responding to

shareholder requests. We
should be receiving printed

statements regarding their

South African operations soon."

This information will be used

in conjunction with other inde-

pendent sources to evaluate the

overall performance of each

corporation.

Because of this new process

and the heavier workload that

accompanies it, the ACSR will

deal almost exclusively with the

South African question.

"South Africa is a special

case- It's a priority," Lewis

noted. "Discussion of other

Issues will be limited to proxy

votes."

Question procedure

WAAC spokesperson and
ACSR member Navjeet Bal '84

feels that the process will be too

slow.

"I hope to go in there [to

ACSR meetings] and question

the procedural points," she

said. "I favor a more principled

position where the companies

are not Judged on a case-by-case

basis." Last April the ACSR
recommended divestment from

Dresser Industries. The Trus-

tees accepted their recommen-

dation and liquidated $274,000

worth of Dresser stock.

However, no final action was
taken on eight other corpora-

tions which received low ratings

In the Arthur D. Little report on

compliance with the Sullivan

Principles. According to Lewis

these corporations will be ree-

valuated under the new process.

The ACSR will also consider

corporate behavior outside of

South Africa as a criterion for

possible divestment.

College President John
Chandler explained that "Cor-

porations tend to take on char-

acters." He also said that

corporations considered to be

"borderline cases" in their

South African dealings may be

vindicated by good practices

elsewhere.

"We're going to give them the

benefit of a doubt," he said.

Forum lor discussion

The ACSR will become the

forum for discussion regarding

any Investment policy."We
want to avoid what happened

last year," Reed said, referring

to the January Trustee meeting

and the subsequent hunger
strike.

Chandler expressed hope
that students and student organ-

izations would use the ACSR to

discuss these issues before

bringing them directly to the

Trustees.

Lewis expects this year to be

very busy in the ACSR. Two
companies that received low

ratings last year. Ell Lilly

Industries and Dart and Kraft

Incorporated will be scrutinized

very closely this year.

"We have to keep pressure on

the companies," Lewis said.

"There are a couple of places

where I'm worried atwut the

responses we've been getting."

September Specials

Pabst

16 oz. bottles

$n.35/casea dep.

Moosehead

$4.45/6-pack & dep.

Stop In and look it our Wines from

lUly and Franca $1.9942.75

News||riefs

Alumni will have someplace to come home to starting Sept.

24 wtien the new Alumni Center opens. (Schell)

Alumni find home
Construction on the Alumni

House has ijeen completed,

and it is scheduled to open to

alumni for the Middlebury

home football game on Sep-

tember 24.

The upper level of the addi-

tion to the Faculty House con-

tains a dining room which
seats 500. The lower level con-

tains a lounge, bar, library

and small lecture room.
The addition was designed

by the same architect which is

designing the new gym, Cam-
bridge 7. The addition cost $1.6

million.

Van Duyne cited
An article by Economics

professor Carl Van Duyne who
died last year was awarded
"the outstanding journal of the

year" by the American Agri-

cultural Economics Ass'n. His

article, "Food Prices, Expec-

tations, and Inflation," was
published in the "American
Journal of Agricultural Econ-

omics." The award was to

have been presented in

August.
Van Duyne died of cancer

last February at the age of 36.

Brutus is safe
Poet and Northwestern Uni-

versity professor Dennis Bru-

tus received asylum In the

United States last week after a

two year battle with the Jus-

tice Department.
According to the New York

Times, Immigration Judge
Irving Schwartz granted asy-

lum to Brutus l)ecause he
would be a "prime target" of

the South African government
if deported, Schwartz said.

Schwartz said that Brutus was
in no way "a menace to the

United States."

Brutus is an active cam-
paigner against the apartheid

regime in South Africa and
was instrumental in the effort

to exclude South Africa from
the Olympics. He spoke at Wil-

liams on the divestment issue

last year. During his visit, he

said of Williams that "this

institution is involved in what
is undoubtedly the most racist

society in the world."

IVIacPlierson

named

Brookings

Fellow
Michael S. McPherson,

associate professor of eco-

nomics, has been named
Senior Fellow at the Brookings

Institution in Washington,

D.C. He will be on leave to

spend two years at the Institu-

tion starting in the fail of 1984.

As a staff member at Brook-

ings, McPherson will concen-

trate on the economics of high

education, focusing on Issues

such as financing, enrollment

and the labor market, and
their effects on both graduate

and undergraduate education.

According to McPherson,
research at the Brookings

Institution is oriented toward
public policy and centers on
issues on which the govern-

ment can take action.

McPherson spent the 1981-82

academic year at the Institute

for Advanced Studies In Prin-

ceton where he did research on
problems of ethics and public

policy related to education. In

1977 he was named an Ameri-

can Council of Learned Stu-

dies Fellow and spent that

academic year at Princeton

University studying philoso-

phical problems of economics.

Puberty studied
Biology professor Lee

Drlckamer has been awarded
$133,000 by the National Insti-

tute of Health to study puberty

in mammals. His study, "Fac-

tors Affecting Sexual Matura-

tion in Mammals" researches

social, genetic, and environ-

mental factors influencing

puberty.

The study, which concen-

trates primarily on rodents,

may have some influence on
pest control. Drickamer is

studying two models of popu-

lation regulation which may
yield results affecting tech-

niques of natural pest control.

Drlckamer has been
researching sexual matura-
tion in rodents for ten years

and has published several pap-

ers. He has been at Williams

since 1972.

fashions for her

One Day Only!

10% Off

ALL Fall Merchandise

Saturday Sept. 17th
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HELP WANTED
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JOAN FORTIN
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Museum addition
draws rave reviews

by Michael Govan

More than 1100 peo-

ple filled the
atrium and new
galleries of Law-
rence Hall last

Saturday night for

the long awaited reopening of the

Williams College Museum of Art

(WCMA ) . The new sales desk was
used, not for catalogs and posters,

but for cheese, crackers, salmon
mousse, and $2000 worth of cham-
pagne to celebrate the completion
of the $4.5 million addition to the

College Museum; this will make
the WCMA one of the finest college

museums in the country.

The addition was designed by
prominent American architect
Charles Moore of the Connecticut
firm Moore, Grover, and Harper,
Construction of the building began
in the midst of some controversy.
The bid on Moore's original design
came in almost 75 percent over
budget. Consequently, much of

Moore's characteristically whim-
sical architectural detail, such as
a sculpture of a giant golf ball out-

side the Museum entrance and
large screen walls between the

Museum and Fayerweather Hall,

does not exist as part of the addi-

tion. Other, more necessary, fea-

tures such as a loading dock and a

ceiling in the main gallery were
also cut, although the College
hopes to add those features at a
later date.

Engaging environment
The festive atmosphere of the

Museum's ojiening belied any con-

troversy. Museum staff and Art
Department faculty were
extremely pleased with the way
the addition turned out. The Muse-
um's first visitors, as well, gave
the building rave reviews. "It's a
distinctive and engaging environ-
ment which is achieved through a
combination of paintings and
architecture," said student Peter
Massey '85. "You're naturally

drawn to it," commented Kathy
Howard '84, "It's a place to walk
through and enjoy."
Art Professor E.J. Johnson

noted how beautifully the building
worked with great numbers of

people. "The atrium," said John-
son, "was full of commotion--
people were talking, laughing,

and watching other people. Yet
the galleries were relatively
quiet. People circulated well and
could actually look at the paint-
ings in peace.

'

' Johnson remarked
that architects Moore and Harper
were also pleased with the final

product.

The addition provides the
WCMA with sophisticated llght-

The atrium between old Lawrence IHall and the new galleries.

ing, climate control and security

systems, and a great deal of exhi-

bition space, as well as class-

rooms, offices and a slide room for

the Art Department. The addition

will allow students many new
opportunities for research and
museum work. Museum Director
Thomas Krens points out the

opportunity students will have to

be directly involved with exhibi-

tion development.

New directions

Some of the new directions the

WCMA will take are explored in

the opening exhibitions. "The
New England Eye: Master Amer-
ican Paintings in New England
School, College and University

Collections," curated by former
WCMA Director Lane Faison,

includes works from almost 25

New England Museums. In his

catalogue introduction. Professor
Faison writes, "Our title 'The

New England Eye,' refers to the

perceptiveness of the directors

A view toward the 1954 gallery over the atrium's aerial walkway.

and curators in developing their

collections as adjuncts to the

study of art." Faison will teach a
course this semester based on the

paintings in the exhibition.

"Selections from the Lawrence
H. Bloedel Collection" resides in

the two newly renovated galleries

of old Lawrence Hall. Before his

death in 1976, Lawrence Bloedel

provided for the dispersal of his

more than 300 examples of Ameri-
can Art in a bequest which allotted

half the works to the WCMA and
half to the Whitney Museum of

American Art in New York. A Wil-

liams alumnus, Bloedel had been
a resident of Wllllamstown for 50

years. The exhibition com-
bines many of the paintings in the

College's own collection with
some from the Whitney Museum's.

Brothers Prendergast
Perhaps the most well-recleved

exhibition was "The Art of Mau-
rice and Charles Prendergast," in

the new Maurice and Charles

Prendergast Gallery. Included In

the show are watercolors and oils

by Maurice, and panels by his

brother Charles. The gallery will

be devoted to Prendergast exhibi-

tions which will change periodi-

cally to define certain aspects of

the work of the two. The show also

marks the beginning of a new
undertaking at Williams: The
Marice and Charles Prendergast
Systematic Catalogue Project.

Under the auspices of the Eugenie
Prendergast Foundation, Inc.,

this effort to research and docu-

ment the complete works of these

two American artists will con-

tinue for three or four years, cul-

minating In a fully-illustrated

catalouge in several volumes. Dr.

Milton W. Brown, the appointed

Prendergast Senior Fellow, will

serve as Adjunct Professor of Art

History at Williams for the dura-

tion of the project.

Features/arts

Convocation changes tone and focus
Ceremony marks beginning of year-long Celebration of the Arts

"What do you know of the value

of a dollar?" Jason Robards
growled at a silent and spelllx>und

audience. Robards delivered his

powerful performance while in tra-

ditional academic dress on a

corner of the Chapin Hall stage at

Saturday's Convocation. Robards'

reading, and a performance by

Janos Starker- in lieu of the more
usual Convocation speeches - was
a mlcrocosmic represntatlon of

this year's Convocation as a

whole; It was very different from
past convocations and delightfully

entertaining.

Variations on a tradition

Convocation was dedicated to

Williams' year-long "Celebration

of the Arts." So while tradition had
its place - the seniors and profes-

sors paraded down the aisle of

Chapin Hall in their gowns and
academic robes; and Robert Mor-
ris (in absentia), Alan Schneider,

Janos Starker, Jason Robards, Jr.

and Twyla Tharp received honor-

ary degrees •- the mood was light

and untraditlonal. (At one poin-

t.even President Chandler dis-

solved into laughter.) In keeping
with the theme, "Art Works,"
Starker and Robards delivered

polished performances Instead of

speeches. And, our sober aca-

demic community blundered and
laughed through a shaky rendition

of "The Mountains," our alma
mater.

Robards' stirring monologue
Robards presented a very effec-

tive dramatic rendition of a mono-
logue from the fourth act of

Eugene O'NeiU's Long Day's Jour-
ney into Night. His portrayal of a

father, responding to his son's

accusation of being miserly, was
well received by the entire

audience. The selection dealt with

one man's reaction to hardship and
his subsequent fears to take risks,

his compromise of personal fulfil-

lment for monetary gain and his

plea to his son for understanding.

Seniors Kattiy Spraltz and Val DIfebo share a laugh In a pause at the Convocation ceremony. (Schelbe)

Flawless performance
Following this masterful,

thought-provoking reading, cellist

Starker performed two pieces

without accompaniment: the

"Prelude to Suite No. 3 in C
Major," by J.S. Bach and "Suite

for Unaccompanied Cello," by
Caspar Gasado. A fitting juxtapo-
sition of classical and contempo"-

ary, these selections captured the

mood of Convo-cation. The Pre-

lude, an 18th century work, was
both solemn and joyous, while the

Suite, which clearly showed the

influence of Eastern European folk

tunes and exotic modal harmonies,

(a 20th century trend), conveyed

both extreme pathos and unres-

trained gaiety. Not only were these

selections appropriately fitting,

they were also flawlessly executed

and well appreciated by the cap-

tive audience.

Many people found Convoca-tion

to be more enjoyable than they had
expected. "It was a lot more enter-

taining and original than others I

had been to," Amy Lewtas '84

remarked. Assistant Professor of

Physics William Wooters agreed,
noting also that the theme added
Interest to the ceremony.

Singing and laughing
The lighter mood of the cerem-

ony was enhanced by delightful

and oh-so-human elements: The
be-gowned and be-tassled seniors
- especially the Phi Beta Kappa
members -exuded a mix of pride
and sheepishness. The professors,

sitting properly on stage with rosy
faces turned attentively toward
the speaker or performer, slyly

winked at students and joined in

the giggling through "The Moun-
tains." And renowned director

Alan Schneider looked like he was
having the time of his life; he
grinned, smiled, nodded and
laughed at everything, pleased as
punch and full of genuine delight

like a child at Christmas.
Convocation was brought to a

close by the final benediction by
the Reverend Carol S. Pepper and
the customary singing of "The
Mountains." Although our rendi-

tion of this time-honored song was
not as flawless as Starker's cello

performance, It was, Indeed, as

different as this year's convoca-
tion itself.

reported by Monica Fennell, Martin

Hildebrand, Kathi Rosenbaum and
Tracy Tenser

Robert Morris

Robert Morris is consid-

ered a pioneer of the minimal
sculpture movement. He
began his career as a painter

and has experimented with

many art forms, including

video, dance and choreo-
graphy. He has exhibited in

major museums both in this

country and abroad and has
received many honors,
including a Guggenheim
Foundation Fellowship in

1969 and the Sculpture
Award from the Society of

the Four Arts in 1975.

Morris was an Artist-in-

Residence at Williams dur-

ing the 1977 Winter Study
period and constructed a
large mirrored culpture
which was displayed at the

Clark Art Institute.

' #1*-'

Jason Robards
Jason Robards is one of the

nation's foremost dramatic
actors and the winner of two
Academy Awards.
He has starred in many

Broadway plays and is espe-

cially acclaimed for his per-

formances In the works of

Eugene O'Neill. He earned a

Tony Award as Best Actor
for his performance In "The
Disenchanted."
His feature film roles

include Ben Bradlee in "All

the President's Men," for

which he received the
Academy Award for Best

Supporting Actor, and
Dashiell Hammett in

"Julia," which also earned
him an Academy Award. He
recently appeared In a
Broadway revival of "You
Can't Take It With You,"

Alan Schneider

Alan Schneider has played
an important role in bringing

avant-garde plays to Ameri-
can audiences. He has
directed more than 100 pro-

ductions in the American
theatre, including all of

Samuel Beckett's plays. He
has also directed most of

Edward Albee's plays,
including "Who's Afraid of

Virginia Woolf?," for which
he won a Tony award.

Schneider has taught at
Catholic University and Bos-
ton University and is cur-
rently head of the Graduate
Directing Pro-gram at the
University of California at
San Diego.

Twyla Tiiarp

Twyla Tharp, an innova-

tive choreographer, has stu-

died ballet, jazz and modern
technique. Since 1971 she has
choreographed many pieces
for her company of 16

dancers who have performed
throughout the United States

and Europe and are now in

residence at the Brooklyn
Academy of Music.

Tharp has received special

commissions from other
dance companies, including
the Jeffrey Ballet and the
American Ballet Theatre.
She Is well known for her
work In films such as "Hair"
and "Ragtime." Tharp most
recently completed an
anthology videotape docu-
menting her career from
1965 to the present.

Janos Stari(er

Janos Starker, born In

Hungary, was a child prod-

igy who began playing the

cello at age 6, instructed

younger students at 8, and
first played professionally at

14. When he first came to the

United States In 1948 he had
already established himself

as principal cellist of the

Budapest Opera and Phil-

harmonic and as a promising

soloist.

Before going to teach at

Indiana University In 1958,

he served as principal cellist

with the Dallas Opera
Orchestra, the New York
Metropolitan Opera and the

Chicago Symphony. Today
he Is considered one of the

world's finest performers

and has recorded most of the

literature for cello.

World Premiere

New work marks
Trio's longevity

by Alfred Hatt

The Williams Trio opened its 1983-

1984 season last Thursday with a
world premiere of Benjamin Lees'
"Trio for Piano, Violin, and Cello"

and Beethoven's "Archduke Trio."

The members of the Williams Trio

are: Julius Hegyi, violin; Douglas Moore, cello;

and, Paula Ennls-Dwyer, piano.

At the concert on Thursday, the Williams Trio
performed Lees' work twice, in order to give it a
chance to grow on the audience.

Special commisssion
Lees wrote his piece as a special commission for

the Williams Trio after the members contacted
him in early 1982. Moore, cellist for the Trio since
its founding in 1970, felt that, after thirteen years,

it was time the group performed a piece which
would establish them In the eyes of a larger

audience. They concentrated on well-known
American composers, and finally selected Ben-
jamin Lees.

Lees' artistic goals

In a brief talk between the two renditions. Lees

commented that despite some maintenance of

tonality,"the twentieth century has changed the

concent of idea and theme. In the Classical Era,

you had a theme stated, then a second theme, and

then a recapitulation. I want to present one long

idea, and within It, have many smaller themes
which can be immediately developed. I want you
always to feel that something has happened.
Development comes and goes with ideas without

having a formal 'development section.'"

The "Trio for Piano, Violin and Cello" Is divided

into two sections - a "slow" section and a "force-

ful" section. The piece has a thicker, more famil-

iar sound than much contemporary music
because, as Lees explained, the piece is tonal.

Through themes and variations, the music always
returned to a tonal center.

Lees was born In 1924 in China to Russian par-

ents. He came to the United States when still

young, and began studying piano almost imme-
diately. After winning a Fromm Foundation
award in 1953, and, later, Guggenheim and Ful-

bright fellowships, he went to Europe to continue

his studies. Since then he has received numerous
commissions including pieces for the Tokyo
String Quartet, the American Symphony Orches-

tra, and the Dallas Symphony, and is now working
on a solo piece for pianist Emanuel Ax.
Sunday, the Williams Trio gave a repeat perfor-

mance at Simon's Rock of Bard College in Great
Barrington, Massachusetts, and will play Lees'

piece again at SUNY Geneseo on September 25.

^^Lianna'^ opens Gaudino Forum
"Gay at the movies; gay at Williams"

by Benjamin Duke

w rlter/director
John Sayles '72

and producer
Maggie Renzl '73

fielded a variety

of questions about their careers
and their latest film, Lianna,
Sunday afternoon from a full

house In Bronfman Hall. The
discussion followed a showing of

the controversial and critically

applauded film about two
women's homosexual relation-

ship.

The film and discussion
together were the first in a ser-

ies of four events this month and
in October focussing on the

theme "Gay at the Movies, Gay
at Williams.

'

' The series is spon-

sored by the Robert L. Gaudino
Memorial Fund, which honors a

Williams professor who died in

1974. The fund is used for activi-

ties reflecting his provocative

style.

Since his graduation from
Williams, Sayles has scored

surprising successes working
independently on low-budget

films such as The Return of the

Secaucus Seven,Baby It's You,
and most recently , Lianna. With
funds from private investors

raised mainly by Renzi, who
along with Sayles also appeared
In the films, he has managed to

keep free from the editorial res-

trictions placed on large studio

productions.

Sayles said he wrote the

screenplay for Lianna six years
ago after witnessing several

"really bitter breakups"
between couples with children

while also hearing about
divorced women who lost cus-

tody of their children after

starting a gay relationship.

Lianna, played by Canadian
actress Jane CJrlftiths, leaves a

dreary marriage to a college

professor and moves away from
her children in favor of a female
lover.

Both Sayles and Renzl ans-

wered questions informally,

often jokingly, on scattered top-

ics ranging from his treatment

of lesbians in Lianna to general

questions about the film

industry.

Even after deciding to pro-

duce the film, Renzi said, it took

cussion, Sayles and Renzi also

discussed a number of themes
treated in the film, such as the

impact of Lianna's affair on her
children, and- the differing prej-

udices shown in the reactions of

her friends.

To chart those reactions.

A candid film that . . .

"Nobody really wanted
to see."

her about 18 months to raise

enough funds for a candid film

that, as Sayles put it, "Nobody
really wanted to see." Gay
women's groups Renzi ap-

proached were reluctant to sup-

port the filming of a screenplay
written by a man.
During the course of the dis-

*Do they

know?, should

they know?

and does it

make any

difference?'

Sayles said he set the film on a
close-knit university campus,
"a setting where your job Is also

your community." News
spreads quickly there; a friend

initially snubs Lianna, and her
husband loses an important aca-

demic appointment.

"When you're gay," Sayles
remarked, "There's always this

wondering, 'Do they know?,
should they know?, and does it

make any difference?"

That Insecurity, he said,

helped him guide his interest in

how the characters are "paying
in different ways" for the choi-

ces they make. Lianna suffers

"every little day" during her

marriage, Sayles said, but the

alternative Is the anguish of an
opprobrious ^ffalr that doesn't

last.

Though Lianna's first gay
affair falls apart, Sayles agreed

in response to a question that

the film ends optimistically,

skirting issues of job and child

custody discrimination often

suffered by lesbians.

"It's optimistic in that I didn't

want it to turn into the well of

loneliness...! feel that anything

you choose to do, you have to

pay. So I didn't want it to turn

into melodrama."
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Flume clogs Baxter
by Jack Mayhnr

No one seems to care that It con-

serves water. No one seems to

care how much money It will save
the College. Most students just

think It is disgusting. Call it what
you will, the flume—a new dish-

washing monstrosity in the Bax-
ter dining room-looks like it is

here to stay.

For anyone who has not yet
experienced it, the flume is a long
trough full of flowing water into

which students are now required
to dump their scraps and mess
after meals. They also have to

load their dishes onto moving
racks on a conveyer belt.

Students seem united in oppos-
ing the flume. For the most part,

complaints center on its slowness
and its general unattractlveness.

"It ruins your meal," said Deb-
bie Semel '86. "To have to throw
your food in there with everyone
else's, and then to have it all over
your hands with nothing to clean it

off with-it's just gross."

In the past, students were
required only to drop off their

trays at separate windows on the

north and south sides of Baxter,

but both windows have been elimi-

nated. Instead, lines of students

now wind through both doors and
converge on the central flume
area.
Although watchful Food Service

employees try to herd the students

on at a rapid pace, the flume has

caused delays of up to 20 minutes

at lunchtime.

Kathy Hewitt '85, a Mission
Park resident, summed up the

opinion of many upperclassmen
"I'm just glad that I don't have to

eat there much."
The College installed three new

dishwashers over the summer
because the old ones simply wore
out, according to Jim Hodgkins,
Director of Food Services. He said

the high bacteria counts found in

some campus kitchens last year
during a routine health check
were probably caused by the old

machines not functioning properly

The other two new dishwashers,
in Greylock and Driscoll, don't

have flumes because Installing

them there would have required
extensive renovation of both build-

ings, Hodgkins explained.

Hodgkins said the inconven-

ience the Baxter flume causes is

well worth it when one considers it

saves "over $20,000 a year in labor

costs alone," he said.

Hodgkins said the use of the

machine will cut out one full-time

job and four student jobs in the

Baxter dlshroom. Student workers

are no longer needed to load dishes

into the machine, but they still

have to unload It when it finishes.

However, those same shifts are

easily made up because there are

chronic shortages in manpower in

the rest of the food service system,

Hodgkins said.

Hodgkins said he belives the

delays will decrease as students

"t>ecome educated" in the flume's
use.

However, a food service worker
who asked not to be named dis-

agreed, saying the lines will per-

sist. "The trouble is that now both
sides have to funnel into one dish

area," he said.

Hodgkins described how the
flume saves energy because it

does not run all the time. When not

loaded it can idle, yielding energy
savings of up to 85 percent, he said.

The machine will also save
money because it recycles water.

A regular garbage disposal wastes
"about 1.25 million gallons of

water a year," Hodgkins said.

The College may even be able to

profit from the flume's refuse. The
trough carries food, paper and
waste water to a machine which
grinds it into pulp. Food Service

might be able to sell the pulp as

garden mulch, although there are

no such plans as yet, Hodgkins
said.

Reaction was mixed to Pepsi's summer
takeover of the dining hall soda concession
... but the flume got looks like this from
everyone. (Finnemore and Shapiro)

"No Coke-Pepsi!"
Williams students returned to campus this semes-

ter to find themselves victims of the Pepsi Challenge.

During the summer Pepsi, Diet Pepsi and Moun-

tain Dew replaced Coke, Tab and Sprite as the sodas

of choice in the dining halls of the College.

Student reaction has been mixed, but Coke and Tab
lovers have been the most vocal in their opposition.

Senior Orrin Murray said "vehement" was not a

strong enough word to express his opposition to the

change.
"Let's talk incomparable," Murray fumed. "One

is not a cola. I understand that Mountain Dew has

more caffeine than any other soft drink. I will not

drink that. I will not drink Pepsi. I want my Coke."

Need tinted glasses

"We should go back to Coke,
'

' said Andy McElfresh
'85. "But if Pepsi is going to stay we should at least

get tinted glasses for the Mountain Dew. It looks too

much like urine."

"I need my Tab," said diet drinker Madeline

Hughes '86. "Even the Diet Pepsi drinker isn't

satisfied."

Director of Food Service Jim Hodgkins, who
claims to find no difference in taste between Coke

and Pepsi, said that Pepsi made him an offer which

was better than the one he was getting from Coke,

both in terms of price and service.

Better service?

With the machines being serviced directly by Pep-

si's distributor, Mohawk Beverages in Pittsfield,

Hodgkins hopes that the service will be better than

Coke's, whose machines are serviced through the

company itself.

Pepsi had never challenged Coke's domination of

Williams before. "They [the companies] were not set

up to be competitive," Hodgkins said.

Recently, however, Pepsi has become very aggres-

sive in their marketing, picking up such dining

empires as Burger King and Burger Chef as well as

Williams' Food Service.

But Coke, Tab, and Sprite fans should not lose hope.

Hodgkins said that if Coke comes to him with a better

offer. Coke once again, could be it.

"Jack Mavher
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01267

458-571 7

<^

Established 1901
Adidas Shoes

All Athletic Equipment

Custom Printed T-Shirts

Everything for Men &

Women
Racket Sales & Service

Class Rings

Gifts

Levi's

WEST PACKAGE STORE
Route 2

Between N.A. and Williamstown

8 am-10 pm M-W 663-6081 8 am-11 pm Th-Sat

IMPORTED BEER MADNESS
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New gym springs forth
by John Clayton and Jeff Brainard

Ground-breaking on the new gym Is scheduled for the spring of
1984, as the College has already authorized design drawings and
raised $7 million out of the total $10 million estimated price tag for
the building.

Plans call for the gym and swimming pool to be housed In a
T-shaped building located south of the squash courts and stretching
down Spring Street.

The basketball court will front on Spring Street and extend south
behind the Adams Building, which houses Hart's Pharmacy,
McClelland's Stationery and Salvatore's. It will have a brick
facade similar to the Adams Building.

The basketball facility will have a seating capacity of 1800. Lasell
Gymnasium, which houses the current basketball court, was built
in 1886, five years before basketball was Invented. The new court
win be used for varsity games and can also be divided into two
practice courts.

The building will also Include coaches' offices and possibly locker
rooms; the College also plans to rent out commercial space on the
first floor, on Spring Street.

The new 50-meter swimming pool will be nestled between the
gym and Lansing Chapman hockey rink. The pool will have seating
for 500.

William Reed, treasurer and vice-president of the College,
explained that Wllliamstown's zoning laws would have prohibited
stacking the pool and gym on top of each other.
"As one building it would have been about 70 feet high," Reed

said. "It would have dominated the town.. .and have been the only
thing you'd see. And it would have obscured Lawrence Hall."

Buildings demolished
To make room for the gym, the College will have to tear down

Drummond's Cleaners, the Williams News Room, and Goodman's
Jewelers, according to Winthrop M. Wassenar, director of physi-
cal plant. The College owns both buildings.
Those businesses will probably be able to relocate to a commer-

cial office building the College is planning to build at the south end
of Spring Street, between the American Legion and the Travel
Store, by this spring. Reed said. (See Spring Street story, pg. 1.)

College officials had thought they might have to tear down the
Adams Building to make way for the gym. But the current plan no
longer requires its destruction.

Initially, the architects also had problems fitting the pool
between the gym and hockey rink. But according to Reed, the
College bargained with the Post Office to acquire a 22-foot wide
strip of land running down the rear of the Post Office's land.

In return for the rear plot, the College will swap a strip of college-
owned land down the Post Office driveway, behind the Record
Store.

"The postmaster didn't mind [the swap], he just needed some
place to pile snow in the wintertime," Reed said. "He's been a true
citizen for us. He supported the whole idea."

Conte slashes bureaucracy

However, Reed noted that the U.S. Postal Service had to approve
the swap. At first he feared the project would be held up in the
bureaucracy- "it looked like a good year until we could get a deci-

sion," Reed said.

Then U.S. Representative Silvio Conte, who represents William-
stown, intervened. "He really speeded things up," Reed said.

President John Chandler said,"We've already raised over seven
million of the ten milllbn dollars needed, and I'm very confident

that we will be able to raise the rest by the springtime."
Chandler said a large portion of the money came from a $750,000

grant from The Kresge Foundation, which also gave Williams a
large grant to help build Lawrence Hall.

"It's a very large grant, and it was a little bit surprising that we
got It," Reed said.

Wassenar said they are now consulting with architects to deter-

mine how to use the old space in Lasell. "We're pretty sure that the

upstairs gym will be used for a dance studio," Wassenar said. "Our
questions now Involve the pool and the locker rooms, depending on
how much locker room space we decide to put in the new facility,"

Wassenar said.

\'t-,\;\J-''..>\'

PABST BLUE RIBBON

WELCOMES YOU BACK TO WILLIAMS

Quantity and Quality

At Oniy

$33.00 a l(eg

Contact Your Campus Representatives:

Dan Finneran

Stave Phalen

x2g34

X272Z

The new gym as seen from Morgan Hall In this architect's drawing

Coaches' News Space shuffle

—

Dick Farley was named New
England Indoor Track Coach of

the Year by the New England
Track Coaches Association this

summer.
Last winter's Williams squad,

under Farley and four assistants,

amassed a 10-0 record, including a
win over strong Division II Spring-

field College.

While Farley was pleased with
the performances of individual

stars like Tomas Alejandro '83

and Bo Parker '84, he attributed

the Ephs' success to the team's
depth.

Joseph Dailey, wrestling coach,
offensive line coach for the foot-

ball team, and assistant professor

of physical education, is spending
the academic year at the Univer-

sity of New Mexico.
Dailey is working on his Ph.D. in

physical education and teaching
in the undergraduate physical

education program at UNM.
Dailey will also be a member of

the New Mexico football staff,

working under coach Bill Dunn as
a graduate assistant.

Continued from Page 1

This year's annual fund-

raising drive kicks off on
October 1, and in spite of what
he called "minor inconven-

iences," Director of Annual Giv-

ing Bob Behr said he expects

"another spectacular fund."

"[Since] we couldn't have
moved a month ago, I'm glad

we're moving when the fund is

just getting underway," Behr
explained.

Jesup to be gutted

As soon as the offices in Jesup
have moved , the building will be

"completely gutted" to make
way for the College computer
center, according to College

Treasurer William Reed.
The building will be totally

rebuilt inside, with two new
stairways and an elevator

added. The Jesup auditorium
will be demolished and separ-

ated into rooms on two floors.

Reed said.

However, he stressed, the

building will "retain unique

architectural features. It won't

be a cold building; it'll have
some character, to let you know
the building had a past."

The renovation of Jesup Hall

is being done by the Joseph Fon-
taine Brothers of Springfield,

who also built the Lawrence
Hall addition.

Other offices which were for-

merly in Jesup have already
relocated. The coaches are now
in Jenness House behind the

chemistry building; Pooh Per-

plex has moved to the basement
of Weston Language Center;

and the 1914 library now occu-

pies the basement of Greylock
Dining Hall.

Director of Career Counseling
Fatma Kassamali said she feels

very positive about her office's

move.
"We don't feel downgraded at

all," she said. "The new facility

has more space and has been
recently redecorated. Our
library looks more like a real

library. The administration has
met all our needs."

Football stands attract fans

Home fans will have "the best seats In the house." (Khakee)

A new press box and stands on the west side of the football field will be completed within a
week and used for the first game September 24, according to Public Information Director
Ray Boyer and Director of the Physical Plant Winthrop Wassenar.
Williams fans will now sit on the west side, which will have 800 more seats than last year,

Boyer said.
'

'Now our fans will get the best seats in the house,
'

' Boyer said. "Since those seats are on
a hill, you'll be able to sit in the first row and see over the players."
The new press box is just as long as the old one but is three stories high. The ground level

will be used for storage of maintenance equipment while the second level will be for print

media and the press box crew. The third level will feature seven booths to be used for team
spotters, visiting scouts, and radio broadcasts. There will be a platform for film crews on
the roof.

The new press box will also feature opening glass windows and a heating system.
Louis Allegrone, Inc. of Plttsfield is the contractor on the job.

A real stadium
Boyer said that the stands on the north end of the field, by the concession stand, will not be

put up this year for aesthetic reasons. "It looks like a real football stadium when you go
down there now," Boyer said.
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Three new faces
in Hopkins Hall

by Lucy Lytle

The College's Dean Team has a new line-up this year, with politi-
cal science professor David Colby starting off as Dean of Fresh-
men. Newcomer Sheila Spear will be Assistant Dean for
exchanges, replacing Nancy Mclntire who has moved on to become
Assistant to the President for Affirmative Action.
The Record talked to the three last week as they settled into their

new jobs.

"You have to have both a rapport with them and some distance,"
said Colby of the relationship he expects to have with students.
"You have to be able to understand what's going on with them, feel
empathy for what's going on in their lives, and have the distance to
direct them."
Colby said he has not felt any conflict of interest in fulfilling his

responsibilities as both a dean and a teacher but he admitted his
schedule is "hectic." He said he feels his primary responsibilities
are "to keep that academic level and excitement going."

"Psychological insight"
Colby declined to comment on what he thinks are the biggest

worries and concern freshmen have to face, because he said he
didn't want to start a self-fulfilling prophecy.
But he did say that he thinks the new freshmen class Is "a very

exciting group. From a teacher's perspective, they seem to be
active in class. It is a very talented group of people."
Colby replaced Cris T. Roosenraad, who left this summer to

become Dean of Students at Carleton College in Minnesota.
When Colby was appointed to the new position last April, Dean of

the College Daniel O'Connor noted that Colby had "psychological
insight and maturity." O'Connor also indicated that Colby's chair-
manship of the Colby Committee on sexual harassment last year
was an important consideration in his appointment.

Mclntire's new job
As Assistant to the President for Affirmative Action and Govern-

ment Relations, Mclntire will be particularly concerned with hir-

Continued on Page 7

Dean of Freshmen David Colby relaxes behind his desk as he

looks forward to the coining year. (Shapiro)

New concrete and more grass greeted the freshmen in the quad this fall. (Schelbe)

Campus revitalized over summer;
New sidewalks, fences abound

by Sarah Abernathy

The College has spent more than $335,000 on
renovation and beautlfication projects during
this summer and fall.

One of the most visible changes is the revamped
Freshman Quad. $60,000 was spent to put in new
sidewalks, sod, blacktop and fences.

A second layer of pavement will be laid this

week, according to Director of Physical Plant

Wlnthrop Wassenar. The base coat was put down
before students arrived to give the Quad a semi-

finished look, he said.

"We put sod down so that people could get on it

soon. Once the ropes are off, people should be able

to play frisljee again," he added.

Speaking at Convocation last weekend, Presi-

dent John Chandler offered another explanation

for why the Quad was renovated. "Recognizing

how much alcohol and other toxic substances had

been spilled there, we decided that the area

needed a clean up," he said.

"I wouldn't want to subject that soil to too care-

ful a chemical analysis," Chandler said in a sub-

sequent interview.

Gargoyle fence

A new addition to the Freshman Quad is a

replica of the famous Gargoyle Fence located in

the Science Quad and along Chapin Hall Drive.

The fence, with its broad railing, provides a good
seating place as well as protecting the Quad from
vehicular invasion," Chandler said.

New sidewalks can be found all over campus.

including one in front of Lasell Gym, which was
an $18,000 effort partially funded by the town.
There is another new sidewalk outside the Admis-
sions Office.

The five-year-old waffle path in front of Morgan
Hall was finally replaced, too. "Two summers
ago two students spent three weeks on their hands
and knees filling the little holes with dirt and then

cutting sod to fit. Then it all sank again and it got

so muddy that people walked on both sides of the

path but not on it," Wassenar explained.

Accompanying the new Alumni/Faculty Cen-

ter is a $115,000 landscaping plan which will

include a parking lot between St. John's Church
and Woodbridge House. St John's will use the new
lot on Sundays, Wassenar said.

Some smelly problems
While digging a ditch last week behind Adams

Memorial Theatre, workers hit a sewage pipe,

creating an aromatic ambience around the new
addition.

"It [the ditch] is for drainage from the new
parking lots, and one problem digging on an old

campus like this is that you never know what
you'll hit," Wassenar said.

More sprucing up is slated for the campus later

this year. The College will transplant about 25

trees from Hopkins Forest and $5000 worth of

planting will be put in around Sawyer Library.

A plan calling for a circular driveway in front of

Lawrence Hall has been temporarily put off due

to a lack of funds, but will eventually be a con-

crete reality, Wassenar promised.

Students pack the house at Mission Park
by Tim Johnson

College dormitories are
bursting at the seams, due to a
number of miscalculations by
the College and the resulting

growth of the on-campus stu-

dent body to 1,981, the highest in

Williams' history.

The overcrowding has hit

Mission Park the worst. In its

scramble for bed space, the Col-

lege was forced to assign 28 stu-

dents to live in living rooms in

Mission Park in late August.

Although most of them have
since been relocated or have
moved off-campus, eight stu-

dents are still living in such

makeshift arrangements.
"Certainly this problem was a

fluke," asserted Dean of the

College Daniel O'Connor. "It

occurred as a result of both the

low rate of attrition and the rela-

tively small number of students

who decided to study abroad."

Returning students

In calculating the amount of

space available for housing, the

Dean's Office made three mis-

calculations. Last winter the

deans estimated that 115 stu-

dents would either study over-

seas or take time off this

year.However, 11 of those stu-

dents decided not to go abroad

after all.

In addition, the deans antici-

pated that 25 students would
return to the campus after hav-

ing taken leaves of absence.

However,35 students returned

after taking time off last

semester.

The deans also expected that

many transfer applicants would

enroll. Thirty-two transfers
enrolled—seven over the pro-

jected number of 25.

Finally, a number of students

who expected to live off campus
were frustrated when the

owners of three houses which
were previously up for rent

withdrew those houses from the

market over the summer, forc-

ing the students to return to

campus.

Door taken off

Dean Mary Kenyatta said

Mission Park had to house all

the students who were without

rooms this fall l>ecause it is the

only house whose living room
doors can be locked.

Wendy Hopkins, Director of

Student Housing, said that

although Mission residents

often plan to use extra rooms in

their suites as living rooms, the

College doesn't guarantee that

it won't fill such rooms. She also

said she thinks the relocation is

progressing smoothly.

Philip Holmes '86, one of those

offered a chance to move out of

a living room into another Mis-

sion room, does not think the rel-

ocation is running so smoothly.

Holmes has been relocated

twice. The first room to which

he was assigned was a room
that five other students had
been using as a living room.

When he tried to move into the

room, he found that the door had
been removed.

"It seems to me that the peo-

ple living there took it off so that

I couldn't live there," Holmes
said. "As soon as I saw that, I

Continued on Page 6
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Hard to study
The library, mundane as it may seem, is probably the most widely-

used resource on the campus. Given its popularity and the need for

adequate study space, even small administrative changes become
important to the student body.

That's why one recent decision concerning scheduling is worthy of our
attention. Following recommendations from a variety of sources, most
notably the Gargoyle Society, the Library Committee extended this

year's weekday library hours from eleven to midnight. This shows,
contrary to prevailing student opinion, that student input can affect

library policy. The Library Committee and Gargoyle deserve our
thanks.

Yet with the new hours came some new restrictions. For one, the

direct-access stairway to the lower level has been closed-off in order to

reduce the theft of books from Sawyer. Second, the Van Alstyne Lounge
now closes at one a.m., in order to reduce vandalism. Finally, the lower
level closing time has not been restored to its past level of two a.m.

The reasons given for the the stairway closure and the elimination of

the all-night lounge are valid. It is maddening, however, that no warn-
ings were issued, no new regulations promulgated for comment. Chang-
ing the rules without the consent or prior knowledge of those affected

reflects a parental attitude which should make students feel

uncomfortable.
The loss of the Van Alstyne Lounge means that the campus now lacks

any late-night coffee and study facilities, a loss which will become more
severe as the year continues. The College ought either to reopen Van
Alstyne Lounge or provide an all-night alternative.

Input now
The College has announced that it intends to renovate Baxter Hall.

Unlike the Alumni Center, the theater addition, and the proposed build-

ing on Spring Street, Baxter Hall affects almost every student every
day.

The Committee on Undergraduate Life (CUL) is now gathering ideas
for what to do with Baxter, which is heavily but inefficiently used.
Students have the opportunity to offer their suggestions now before
plans are finalized.

The most obvious fault with Baxter is the mailroom. Twisted angles,
narrow halls and limited access make it difficult to get one's mail, and
even more difficult to get out.

Other, less obvious, problems include underuse of the Rathskellar and
the entire basement, unused first floor space, and cramped student
activity space (meaning, of course, the Record office, as well as the
Outing Club space)

.

The question is not so much what is wrong, but what should be done.

Ideas range from video games to computer terminals, more mail room
to more telephones, an informal performing space to an all-night stu-

dent lounge for studying or relaxing.

The current ideas are interesting, but incomplete. The CUL stands,

arms open, waiting for the students to speak. Williams students have
proven themselves able to express opposition to existing policy. It's time

to count ourselves in while its anybody's ballgame.

LETTERS
Mockery

To the editor:

As a recent graduate of Williams, I feel

obligated to comment on the offensive,

elitist attitude exhibited in the Record's

most recent publication of What's What
(sic) . Although most of the contents may
have been published in jest, for an insti-

tution of higher learning that is supposed

to promote higher truths and values, the

mockery of less fortunate, economically

depressed communities such as North

Adams and Pittsfield Is in poor taste to

say the least.

Is it Williams's intention to impose this

"snooty" attitude upon incoming fresh-

men? I sincerely hope this is not the case.

If Williams is supposedly cultivating

many of the future leaders of our society,

this condescending attitude displayed in

What's What reflects a lack of compas-
sion that could prove to be a grave defi-

ciency for those persons in positions of

power.
I apologize to my friends that reside in

North Adams and Pittsfield for your

cheap journalism. Your snobbery is defi-

nitely not shared by all Williams stu-

dents and alumni.

Barbara A. Farkas '83

Ms. Farkas is referring to What's Really

What, the Freshman issue of the Record,

not What's What, a publication of the

Dean's Office.—Eds.

EDITORS-IN-CHIEF .

.

MANAGING EDITORS
SENIOR EDITOR
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Welcome Back
Williams

GrandUmon
is changing.

Once in a while, a company will make an important change which

is in its own interest and which also becomes a great benefit to

the people ofthe community.

Wfe have been considered a somewhat high priced store. We
don't want to be that. We will be a low priced store, and completely

competitive to the lowest leading supermarket in your community.

We'll increase our sales so that we can speed up our expansion and
modernization plans.

We are reducing our regular prices to match those of our

lowest leading supermarket competitor in all our communities.

This is not a price war, but we will match them no matter how low

they go. And that is a permanent change.

We felt that many may not believe this. "Just another pro-

motion" is what they'll think. (Of course, we'll still have our Red
Dot Weekly Specials-even more ofthem.)

But this they can believe.

We will publish, every week, for every store, over 9,000 regu-

lar prices in a booklet called the Grand Union Consumer Price

Finder. It will be free to all to take home, to use in shopping at any

supermarket, to help shoppers shop intelligently It will be printed

weekly with updated prices, and organizea for easy use.

We believe it will be oi enormous benefit to you, and we hope

it will help us as well.

Come to Grand Union for your free Price Finder You don't

have to buy a thing to get it. But if you do, you'll like our lower

prices.

Grand I

Consume

Grand Union Red Doti««ekly specialsarmvm lowerthanttie^
»ia1

Do not compare these regular prices
with weekly ^lectabi^any supermaricet

Features/Arts

Don't let the sign fool you.
(Ruderman)

Tree parking'
but no shopping

by John Clayton

As the visitor drives through
Williamstown, a sign reaches
out and grabs his attention—
"Shopping District," the new
sign says.

The visitor has driven
through Williamstown before,

and has been tempted by the

advertisements of "Post
Office" and "Free Parking"
in "The Village Beautiful". He
has, however, resisted the

temptation until now.

Intrigue

The "Shopping District"
sign intrigues him, especially

since he has just driven past a

Burger King, a Grand Union
and a Berkshire Clothing
outlet. If these stores are not in

the Shopping District, then

that Shopping District really

must be something special.

Besides, the visitor reasons,

he wants to buy some stuff.

Like some balloons, and
bubble-blowing equipment for

his daughter's birthday next

week. And some scrimshaw-
he has a small scrimshaw col-

lection in his living room.

Some home appliances. And
some Chinese food, or maybe
Italian.

So the visitor turns down
Spring Street, and takes

advantage of that much adver-

tised "Free Parking".

Although he isn't interested

in sporting goods, there is

something in one store that

catches his eye: jock straps

with Purple Cows on them. A
gift, the visitor thinks, for the

man who has everything.

Unfortunately, he knows no

such men.
He still craves a nice Italian

lunch—maybe a small dish of

scampi, or even a calzone—

but, for some reason he doesn't

try Colonial Pizza.

Scrimshaw search

He tries the Williams News
Room, McClelland's Station-

ery and Hart's Pharmacy, but

none are able to fulfill his

bubble- or balloon-blowing

needs. (Less surprisingly,

none have any scrimshaw, or

Chinese food.)

A store name catches his

eye: The House of Walsh.

"Just," he thinks,"what I

need: a Walsh." But upon
examination he finds they
have no Walshes for sale, only
clothes.

Salvatore's, Hopkins Furni-
ture, both bookstores and a
couple of other quaint little

shops he peers into are also
deficient in scrimshaw, and
Chinese food. He does find a

small selection of party acces-

sories (but no balloons), and
he even finds an appliance or

two in Hopkin's Furniture, but

he feels limited. "This is not

quite what I had in mind."

Name brand bubbles
He sees a building blocking

the road—the signs on the

front of the building say some-
thing about Chet the barber
and a special Treet. ' 'Aha

! '

' he

thinks. "The road must turn

here and the real shopping dis-

trict will begin. There'll be a

big shopping center, with a

Sears (for my home applian-

ces), and five different con-

venience stores each with

their own brand of balloons

and bubble-blowing equip-

ment "And there'll be a cute

little area with funny old peo-

ple selling their own scrim-

shaw and carvings and
paintings and outdoorsy stuff.

Muititudes

"In fact, when I go around
that corner there'll be a whole

bunch of signs pointing to dis-

tricts. "Restaurant District"

(for my Chinese food, or

maybe Italian), "College Dis-

trict". .."Nightlife district-

"... "Financial district"...

"Tourist district"...

By now he has reached the

corner. He peers around eag-

erly. He sees a football field.

"Best darn football field in

Division III," a student

murmers as he walks by. "It

looks like a real stadium

now."
"Excuse me," the visitor

says. "I seem to have mis-

placed the Shopping District."

"Didn't you see the jock

straps with purple cows on

them back there?" thestudent

responds.

The visitor nods dumbly.
"Well, good grief, man,

what more do vou want?"

I woke up and it was cold
by Vernon Squires

This past Thursday, the alarm clock's infernal
screeching brought my blissful sleeping to a dis-

pirited end. Four classes, starting at eight.
Then it hit me. Suddenly, fiercely. It was cold.

Not like September, but rather like the frigid
dawn of late November. 1 sought cover and closed
my eyes, hoping it all might go away. It did not.l
switched on WCFM; the DJ remarked that he had
seen frost on his way to the radio station. That one
pierced the armor. It looked like a tough day.

Cold eggs
Breakfast at Baxter confirmed that misery

loves company. From "It's cold as —," to "What
happened to summer?" students grumbled over

"Reality hits hard,

especially when it

takes the guise

of the north wind

the latest meteorological surprise. Indeed, it

seemed scarcely possible that shorts and t-shirts

were in vogue just the day before. Now, thewarm
summer sun was AWOL. And with it was my
morale, which further sunk as I hunkered down to

appropriately cold eggs.

Some had it worse than 1. Enter the cry,"The
showers are freezing...! can't believe it." Ah,
Freshmen. Reality hits hard, especially when it

takes the guise of the north wind. And it is true.
Hot showers are a myth for many here on cold
mornings.
Complaining aside, Williams students were

prepared for the onslaught of cold. Outfits from
L.L. Bean and Land's End arrived in force, creat-
ing a sea of ragg and Shetland sweaters. Prep-
pies, after all, delight in cold weather.

Scarves and shorts
Still, my calendar showed th^t this first "brisk"

day was only September 15, a fact precipitating
visual surprises. While purchasing a paper I

came across a man who was fighting the cold with
all he had. Heavy corduroys, a Maine Guide shirt,

hat and gloves, and even a scarf. A scarf!

Granted, the mercury hovered near forty, but a
scarf? This seemed excessive.

Bustling toward the science quad, I saw a friend
clad only in shorts and a t-shirt. Either Miller
Night at the Log still held him captive, or he
hailed from the Yukon. He explained, however,
the rationality of his garb.

"Think positive"

"It's all psychological," he informed me. "You
mustn't give in yet, or it's all over. Think
positive."

Luckily, as the day wore on, the sun restored a
proper sense of fall to Williams. It actually turned
out to be a beautiful day, prompting an optimistic
group of Morgan residents to play shirtless touch
football. A hardy lot, these freshmen, but I

admired their approach. And maybe, just maybe,
there will be an Indian Summer. Then again, it

could be time to pick up another blanket.

Owners react to shuffle
Financing of move remains uncertain

by Kathi Kosenbauin
The new gym complex to be

built toward the north end of

Spring Street will mean
improved athletic facilities for

Williams students, but what will

it mean for the storeowners who
must move because of it?

For the Goodmans, owners of

Goodman's Jewelers, the new
gym will mean an end to the

store they have owned for ten

years and had refurbished
themselves. In effect, they must
set up their new store, merchan-
dise aside, from scratch.

Karen Goodman tries to

remain optimistic about the

task that lies before them, yet

notes, "No move is easy. When
it actually happens it's going to

be a lot of work and concen-

trated effort."

Despite the amount of work
that the move will entail on the

part of the storeowners, "they

were not participants in the

decision," according to Presi-

dent John Chandler.

The College owns the build-

ings that must be razed in order

to make way for the gym. Con-

sequently, in going ahead with

the plans, ' 'we couldn' t afford to

give veto rights to tenants,"

states Chandler.

To Williams's credit, all the

storeowners agree that the Col-

lege serves as a decent land-

lord. Bill Paradise, owner of the

Williams News Room, attests,

"One thing about the College—
they never hurt you as far as I'm
concerned."
Vice-President and Treas-

urer William Reed remarks,
"We have a reputation for being

a very generous landlord,"

stressing the College's attempt

to be as fair as possible to the

dislocated storeowners.

Although the owners have
kown about the move since last

May—Jim Drummond says

that he knew about it as far back

as 1975 when he sold his dry

cleaning plant to the College—

uncerlaVnXy remaYns regarding
the details of relocation, includ-

ing the question of whether the

College will finance the cost of

the move.
For Drummond, the move

will actually be an improve-

ment, as opposed to a major
inconvenience. "It will turn out

better for me—with the move
I'll have a smaller and more
efficient plant," he explains,

glad to leave behind his

outmoded 1930's plant.

Paradise, however, is pres-

ented with the problem of where

he will move until the shopping
level of the new gym is com-
pleted. He is emphatic, though,

about not moving to the south

end of Spring Street since the

walk-in customers of the Col-

lege are essential for his

business.

Though relocation may be a

hassle, from the College's

standpoint the new gym is a
necessity, and as Chandler
points out, "It's remarkable
that we're disturbing only three

businesses instead of eight or

so."

•> I''* f

~I'

Bill Paradise's Williams News Room derives much o( its

from walk-Ins at its prime Spring Street location.

(Scheibe)
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Library open until midnight
by John Caldoron

Some notlcablc changes in Sawyer Library's

hours and security measures greeted returning

students this fall, Including the extension of its

hours until midnight and the closing of its Van
Alstyne lounge at 1 AM.
The main floors will now be open until mid-

night, Sunday through Thursday. But the lower

level hours have been cut back one hour, from 2 to

1 AM on those days, and the Van Alstyne student

lounge, which in the past was open 24 hours, will

close at 1 AM.
Also, the outside door to the lower level will now

be locked for security reasons. The stairs leading

up to the door have been roped off. According to

College Librarian Phyllis Cutler, in the past "peo-

ple have drifted in who don't belong to us. We like

to be aware of who's in the building."

But Andy Grain '84 feels, "it's a hassle to go up
two flights and down one," referring to the new
exit procedure.

Longer hours long-wanted
Extending the library's hours has long been

supported by students at Williams. In response to

student interest, and in particular a request by
the Gargoyle Society, the policy changes were
brought before the Library Committee last

spring. The Committee, consisting of faculty and
students, ratified the proposals.

The all-night lounge was closed because of

problems with vandalism, according to College

Librarian Phyllis Cutler. Ransom Jenks, Direc-

tor of Security, said that most damage to the

lounge occurred "in the early morning hours."

Fires, popcorn

Throughout last year. Buildings and Grounds

employees found the remains of fires started In

the loiinge, as well as "basketballs, popcorn and

beer," Cutler said. This "recreation" was possi-

ble because the lounge had no supervisory staff

past closing time at 11: 00 PM, she said.

However, she felt that the number of students

causing the problems was "relatively small. It

was more carelessness than Intentional," she

said. Cutler said she doesn't think the students

"deliberately intended any harm" but that "with

tensions of exams, it tends to become highly

social."

In an attempt to create a "more scholarly

environment" there, the library will now post a

night supervisor in the lower level from midnight

until 1:00 AM.
SAM work

Though Cutler feels that closing the student

lounge at 1: 00 AM is justified, a few students are

very upset.

"I don't know how I'm going to get through this

year without this room," said Kurt Rumsfield '85.

Rumsfield, one of six or seven students who used

the lounge regularly last year, said he doesn't

recall any instances of fire, but does admit there

was "popcorn making" and "a lot of sleeping."

Yet, he feels, "someof my best work was done at

3:00 AM."

Faculty eye new freshman seminars,

greet new professors in meeting
by Jack Mayher

All freshmen got either their first or second

choice for the new Winter Study freshmen semin-

ars. Dean of the College Daniel O'Connor told

faculty at their first meeting of the semester last

Wednesday.
O'Connor said most of the seminar sections will

have 20 students or less. He called the seminars
"the first step in the strengthening of Winter

Study."

The faculty broke with tradition by greeting

their new members with normal applause instead

of the time-honored snaps. The rest of the meeting
concentrated on the administrative and currlcu-

lar tasks of the new semester.
O'Connor discussed the possibility of imple-

menting "a few more 101 courses" in depart-

ments other than English, in order to have more
"writing-intensive sections." He also suggested

that incoming freshmen be required to take a

writing-Intensive course In their first semester.

O'Connor announced the start of a Math Work-
shop, to be set up like the Writing Workshop,
where student tutors will give help to students

stuck on a particular problem for any course.

The implementation of the Math Workshop is

just one part of the program set up with a $250,000

Sloan Foundation grant thai the College received

last year. The Foundation gave Williams the
grant, in part, to put more emphasis on the role of

the sciences In a liberal arts education.

Some of the other programs made possible by
the grant Include microcomputer seminars for

faculty members in non-science departments,
reevaluatlon of the course offerings In the scien-

ces and math,and an exchange program with
RPI, O'Connor said.

The grant could also allow faculty and equip-

ment exchanges between Wiliams and more
science-oriented institutions, as well as more
emphasis in the Williams curriculum.

These stairs leading out of the lower level of the library can't be

used anymore because of securing concerns.

(Khakee)

Pouncey named Amherst president

Peter R. Pouncey, 45, a British-educated professor of classics at

Columbia University, was named the sixteenth president of

Amherst College on June 1.

He succeeded G. Armour Craig, who has been acting president

since the death of former president Julian Glbbs last February.
Pouncey, who was born In 1937 in Tslng-tao, China, came to the

United States in 1964 to teach at Fordham University.

He joined the faculty of Columbia in 1967 and in 1972 was elected

Dean of Columbia College at the age of 34. At that time he was still

untenured and was the youngest dean in the history of Columbia
College. He held the position until 1976 when he returned to

teaching.

George B. Beltzel, chairman of the Amherst College Board of

Trustees, said, "We are delighted to have found for the presidency

of Amherst a teacher, scholar and administrator who has demon-
strated his dedication to undergraduate education within a large

university context."

Pouncey was elected to the presidency by the Amherst trustees

after a nationwide search by a committee of 15 trustees,faculty

members, students and alumni.

Overcrowding-

And the little Ephs said, 'Someone's sleeping in my living room.

"

(Lockwood)

Continued from Page 1

turned around and left. I knew
that I wasn't welcome."
Since the incident, he has

been able to settle down Into

another room in Mission.

"It's l)een a very large pain,"

said Holmes. "I Just wish the

people who are handling the

housing could have been a little

more authoritative in dealing

with the situation."

The overcrowding has also

embittered students who have
lost their living rooms.

"I was very disappointed

when I got the letter over the

summer telling me that I might
not have a living room," said

William Couch '85. "My friends

and I would have chosen
another suite because this one
does not have a good location.

We chose it only because it had a

living room."

Robert Lee '861s currently liv-

ing In a Mills living room
although he is neither a transfer

student nor one who had
planned to leave the school this

year. Although he was assigned

to Gladden House last spring, he

did not get a room in the house's

draw. Until August 17 he did not

know where he would be living

In the fall.

"I just think it's stupid to put

so many people Into a house

before room draw," he said.

' 'There were at least fifteen peo-

ple who didn't get a room In the

draw at Gladden."
"There will always be a prob-

lem at room draw, but I think

the deans are doing the best

they can," Hopkins said.

A similar overcrowding prob-

lem in Mission living rooms
occurred two years ago
although on a much smaller

scale, according to Hopkins. All

of the students were moved out

of the living rooms by Thanks-
giving vacation. Hopkins said

she did not know the explana-

tion for that crisis.

Although O'Conner said he

hopes that this year's over-

crowding problem does not

develop Into a long-term hous-

ing crisis, he conceded that the

establishment of an arbitrary

readmlsslon deadline for

returning students may be
necessary In the future.

ALL Zodiac boots now 10% off

Bluff

Soft leather with

moderate heel and
raised stitch piping.

Spring St., Wllllamstown

458-3625

WEST PACKAGE STORE
Route 2

Between N.A. and Willlamstown

8 am-10 pm M-W 663-6081

If^PORTED BEER IMADNESS
Labatt's SIZ.gg/case Beck's $15.99/case

Heineken$l5.99/case Harp's $1S.99/case

Guiness Stout — not including deposit

$15.99/case NEW SPECIALS DAILY

8 am-11 pm Th-Sat

CASH AND CARRY
V2 Keg Specials

Miller's $37.00

Carling's $25.00

Proper Identification Required

The computer age has arrived at the Record. (Schelbe)

Disarmament

Forum serves

Atomic Cafe

Members of the the Williams
Disarmament Forum (WDF)
told about 50 participants it

"seeks to end the arms race,"

and listed an agenda for the

coming year of how it will do
that, at its Introductory meeting
last Thursday.

The group's admittedly-
ambitious goal was stated by
WDF treasurer David Yaskulka
'84. He said the WDF hopes to

establish a library on disarma-

ment issues this year, and also

schedule speakers and films,

establish a faculty lecture ser-

ies, promote a two-day forum
scheduled for January and dis-

tribute literature in Baxter.

WDF members said they see

the WDF primarily as an educa-

tional network. Yaskulka said

the group hopes to "keep the

Williams College community
informed and participating In

the national and international

movement to end the arms
race."

The participants also dis-

cussed the growing explosive

power of the world's nuclear

arsenal, the chances of surviv-

ing a nuclear war and this coun-

try's detente policy.

The WDF began the year's

activities by presenting the film

"The Atomic Cafe" last Tues-

day evening. The film dramati-

cally yet humorously illustrated

the dangers of nuclear weapons

and the ignorance with which

the American people have dealt

with the real and potential

dangers of nuclear war.

"The Atomic Cafe" was made
up of actual footage and narra-
tion from the 1950's and 60's.

The horrifying beauty of an
atomic explosion was shown
and contrasted with the com-
plete devestation caused by the
A-bomb at Hiroshima and
Nagasaki.

The film also showed the irra-

tionality and relative lack of

caution with which nuclear test-

ing was conducted in clips show-

ing American soldiers partici-

pating in maneuvers within ten

miles of an explolsion site.

Amidst the laughter, how-

ever, lurked the disquieting

question. Are we as ignorant

today about certain aspiects of

nuclear power as the public was
20 years ago?

— yteg XlcCli'llan

and Helen Hozwadowslei

Chandler lionored

at Bates

Williams College President

John W. Chandler was awarded
an honorary doctor of humane
letters degree at Bates Col-

lege's June Commencement In

Lewiston, Maine.
Chandler was cited for his

"firm leadership during a

decade of new challenges to

higher learning."

In particular. Chandler was

noted for the highlighted streng-

thening of the arts at Williams,

the establishment of the Mystic

Marlnetlme Studies Program,

Hodgkins defends flume
by Angela Averltt

Director of Food Services

James Hodgkins told the Col-

lege Council at its meeting last

Thursday that problems with

the new dishwashing flume in

Baxter Hall are working them-

selves out, and asked students

to be patient with the system.

Hodgkins admitted that at

first there were problems with

long lines and students leaving

their trays on tables. He said

that although the system was
"not perfect, it's already get-

ting better." Hodgkins
requested "Indulgence,
patience, and that people hold

off on their judgements. I have

every confidence that it will

work out," he said.

Morally troublesome Issue

He pointed out that the flume

saves 1.4 million gallons of

water a year. Hodgkins felt that

the College's vast consumption

of water In a town as small as

Wllllamstown was a morally-

troublesome issue, and he found

the system to bea good solution.

Before the College acquired

the machine Hodgkins said he

researched its effeclency. He

and the expansion of computer
science in the curriculum.

In addition to his contribu-

tions at Williams, Chandler is

president of the New England
Association of Schools and Col-

leges and chairman of the Inde-

pendent Universities and
Colleges of Massachusetts.

Other honorary degree recip-

ients at Bates Included gourmet
chef Julia Child. Chandler sat

with Child and said that she

"was a lot of fun. When they

took our picture she told eve-

ryone to say 'souffle'."

— Meliaaa Matthva

New machines

invade Record

In this age of video games,
laserdiscs and computerized
dishwashers, even a time-
honored and venerable institu-

tion like The Williams Record
must resort to computers to

retain its position at the pinacle
of the publishing industry. So we
did It. With a $12,000 loan from
the College, the Record bought
three word processing and type-

setting machines.

The new Varityper 5404's will

save approximately $150 to $200

an Issue by allowing the staff to

typeset newspaper copy before

the printer gets it. The Record
will use those savings to pay the

College back over approxi-
mately five years, although the

exact terms are yet to be

determined.

The News and Features
departments have moved their
article deadlines back, to Satur-

day so that the machines will be

free on Sunday to process Sports

stories and late-breaking news.

"The main reason we got the

machines was to have Improved
editing capability," said Co-

edltor-ln-chlef Daniel Keating
'84, "and that will be reflected in

our quality."

Co-edltor-in-chlef Jon Tlgar
'84 said that "after we finish

training Record staff on the

machines and are no longer

forced to spend unnecessary

time typesetting, I think It will

result in huge savings of time

and money, and also in a better

paper."

said he looked at other schools,

Including the University of Con-

necticut and the University of

New Hampshire (UNH), which

already had systems similar to

Baxter's flume. Hodgkins said

he found the system at UNH to

be "most impressive. It did

everything that the company

said It would do."

Non-alcoholic beverages

In other College Council

matters:

—The Council encouraged

house presidents to serve non-

alcoholic beverages at parties,

and suggested that a non-

smoking section be established

In Baxter dining hall.

—Council representatives to the

Committee on Undergraduate

Life (CUD reported that the

CUL may revise the election

process for Junior Advisors.

—The Council discussed the

number of flyers that have been

distributed this year In campus

mailboxes. In order to decrease

the heavy use of Office Services,

which prints the flyers. Council

members suggested that the fly-

ers be printed by some other,

unnamed, organization.

New deans
Continued from Page 1

Ing women and minorities.

"When I was hired as a dean in 1970, one of my early responsibili-

ties was to pay attention to the special needs of the female under-
graduates, everything from housing concerns to physical
education programs," she explained.

Accordingly, Mclntlre said she soon realized "If you're going to

make a commitment to the education of women, you must have
women in the faculty."

Mclntlre believes "In the intervening years the college has made
a serious effort to attract women and minorities as professors."
However, Mclntlre salJ she hopes to increase "the number of

women and minorities in the applicant pool, and to hire more
women and minorities from that pool."

Minority life in town
She believes "there should be more women and minorities

throughout all levels of the faculty and administration. Williams
has moved well toward achieving more representation in the

faculty, at least on the junior level. It's just a matter of time before

they are on the senior level."

"My other interest," added Mclntlre, "is to listen to what people
say about being here In Wllllamstown. An Issue for some women Is

the dilemma of dual careers, which may mean commuting.
"For minorities, well, it's a small community with a small minor-

ity population," she said. "Although that may not be a problem for

some, there are minority families who may want to keep in touch

with minority institutions, such as the church. It's something to be
aware of."

Counseling exchanges
"I love it," said Si)ear of her new job. "Williams Is a very caring

institution, very responsive to individual needs. The people I work
with have been very friendly, encouraging, and helpful."

Spear's job will Include counseling transfer and exchange stu-

dents to Williams, as well as those interested in study away from
the college, both in this country and abroad.
There are 59 transfer and exchange students at Williams this

year, with the majority of the latter coming from the Twelve Col-

lege Exchange, particularly from women's colleges.

Spear noted there are some differences between the two groups.
"For the most part, exchange students are coming from similar
colleges, so they basically know what they're coming for. With
transfers, one of their majorconcerns is how their previous records
will match up with their classes here," she said.

Experience abroad
One improvement Spear hopes to make is to Institute a process

"by which old and new transfers can meet" more frequently.

Another of Spear's responsibilities involves counseling students

who want to study away from the college. She will advise about 150

students annually.

Of her appointment as an assistant dean. Spear said "There are a

lot of different ways to come into a dean's position. I always thought

of deans as administrative... I didn't realize the extent to which a

dean's position involves counseling. It's a combination of the two."

Spear graduated from the University of London in 1962 and

received a master's degree in education from the University of

Melbourne in Australia in 1979.

She has just completed course work for her doctorate in educa-

tion at the University of Massachusetts, and is now working on her

dissertation.

She has traveled throughout Europe, Africa and the Far East,

and worked for the United Nations Development Program in Tan-

zania and the Center for Development at the University of

Wisconsin.
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AROUNDNEWENGLAND
Boston's New England

Aquarium
On October 1, a new exhibit,

"Whales: New England's
Wandering Giant" will open at

the New England Aquarium in

Boston. The focal point of the
new exhibit is a 48fool long,

bas relief model of a hump-
back whale which is anatomi-
cally correct in every detail

and is representative of the

humpback whales which
migrate to New England
waters every spring,

Other features of the whale
exhibit are a time line which
compares the time on earth of

whales, dinosaurs, tigers, ele-

phants, sharks, humans, dogs,

and other organisms. Other
graphic panels compare the

size of a whale's organs with

those of other creatures, show
migration patterns of whales

to New England, and provide
information about how whales
feed, what they eat, and how
they reproduce. The sounds of

the humpback whale will be
heard throughout the gallery.

More at the Aquarium
A most unusual Monopoly

competition will be held at the

Aquarium on October 28, 29

and 30, when scuba divers

from the New England Aqua-
rium dive club and students

from Worcester Polytechnic
Institute vie for the champion-
ship in the Aquarium's giant

ocean tank. The scuba divers
will play marathon monopoly
while surrounded by huge
sharks and giant sea turtles.

Musuem of Fine Arts

The Museum of Fine Arts,

Boston (MFA) will have a free

open house for full-time col-

lege students on Wednesday,
October S,1983 from 6: 30 until

10:00 pm. The MP"A open
house is designed to introduce

full-lime students to the
Museum and its collections.

The MFA offers an array of

lecture, concert and film pro-

grams throughout the aca-

demic year in addition to

permanent collections rang-

ing from Classical and Asian
art collections to Impression-

ist and contemporary painting

galleries. On the night of the

open house, students will also

have the chance to view the

new exhibition A New World:
Masterpieces of American
Painting, 1760-1910. which
includes such masterworks as
Whistler's "Mother," John
Singleton Copley's "Paul
Revere," and Eakin's "The
Gross Clinic."

Softer stance marks Gang of Four's ^^Hard"
by Brett McDonneU
Anyone familiar with the

Gang of Four's first album.
Entertainment:, knows that

they made jagged, furiously

<lanceable music with an ironic

Marxist message. Their latest

album. Hard, is a leap from left

field to a safer place.

Can this be the Gang of Four?
Hard seems like the wrong title

for an album which features
horn or string arrangements on
some songs, uses a drum
machine for most of the drum-
ming, never gets hotter than
tepid, and shies away from
strong politics.

Our Marxist heroes have
finally hooked into the system
and replaced drummer Hugo
Burnham with a machine. On

my first two listenings, I didn't

notice the change. I still find it

hard to believe. The drumming
sounds too subtly varied to

come from a machine, although

it lacks the energy and irregu-

larity of Entertainment!

At last the Gang of Four has
also done something about its

greatest flaw, the lyrics. No
more of that Bolshoi rhetoric.

The central line of "Independ-
ence", the most political song
on Hard, is, "Independence
ain't dependence." There's
sublte dialectical thinking for

you.

But the Gang of Three (for

some reason they still use Four
on the album) has not totally

mended its ways. Many of the
songs still suggest its old sound

and lyrics, especially "Inde-
pendence", "Silver Lining",
and "Woman Town". You will

recognize an occasional bass
twang, and Andy Gill's guitar

sounds roughly familiar. For
old time's sake, singer Jon King
even pulls out his melodica on
"Woman Town". The increas-

ingly melodic tendency ofSongs
of the Free, their last album,
asserts itself again here, lead-

ing to some catchy choruses. An
old fellow-traveler listening to

Hard will recognize this Gang of

Three as a pacified version of

the original Gang of Four.
But why stop there? I can see

it now. In 1985 we will have the
Gang of Zero. By then their

music should be toned down
enough for Williams students.

That's their plot: put the
young members of the ruling
class to sleep for good. How
ingenious!

I never trusted those
commies.

CLASSIFIEDS
THE WILLIAMS COLLEGE
TEMPERANCE UNION (WCTU)
welcomes you back to Williams
and asks that you refrain from
excessive indulgence in all

forms of alcoholic beverages. If

you don't, we'll tell your mother.
Thank you.

Jerry loves you alll

(a recent convert)

EXPRESS YOUR CREATIVITY
through the Record classified

section. Deadline: Sundays at 2.

College Planetarium

Heavens revealed at Milham

This machine flashes the stars

by Martin Hildebrand

The "oldest extant astronomi-
cal observatory in the United
States," the Old Hopkins Obser-
vatory, now located on the
northern edge of the Berkshire
Quad, has contained a planeta-

rium since it was built in the

1830' s.

In those days, the stars were
painted on the dome inside the

building; electricity and projec-

tors were not available.The
building was moved several

times, electricity and a planeta-

rium projector were added, and
paint covered the original stars,

but the Milham Planetarium
continues to provide shows.

'Springtime'

This semester every Friday
evening at 7:30, the planeta-

rium will show "Springtime of

the Universe." This show pres-

ents a widely-believed scenario
regarding the lifetimes of stars

and the universe, and emphas-
izes how the universe is still rel-

atively young.
In part of the show, some con-

of the planetarium night sky.

(Eagon)

slellations are projected onto
the ceiling. The show does not

restrict itself to objects visible

at night; a portion presents the

evolution of the sun.

This portion includes two
vivid demonstrations of the

sun's energy. One demonstra-
tion is a spectacular film of

solar prominences erupting;

the other is a bill, for an amount
which dwarfs the national debt,

for the electric equivalent of one
second's energy produced by
the sun.

Museum of Astronomy
For a half hour before the

show starts, one can view the

Mehlin Museum of Astronomy.
The displays show antiquated

equipment, which had been

used in the previous century,

and pictures from the Voyager
spacecraft, which Investigated

Jupiter and Saturn a few years

ago.

Some recent photographs of

the stars are also on display, as

well as two remarkably care;;

fully drawn 19th century
sketches of the sun.

We have a good selection of

Preparation Guides for

Graduate Exams
. enzi s

COLLEGE BOOK STORE. INC.
V\/ILLIAMSTOWN, MASS 01267

KLORANE
SHAMPOOS AND CONDITIONERS

Botanically correct for the health of

your hair. Discover the secret

Europeans have known for years.

AT: HARTS PHARMACISTS
40 SPRING ST.
WILLIAMSTOWN

ONLY IF

IT'S WIERD

To get you to write

in your ideas, we're

changing our rules.

First, classifieds may
not have any valid

purpose. They may,
however, be creative or

express an unusual

need. Almost anything

goes.

Second, they're FREE.

What more can

you ask?
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Art
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aarTArt in,tSut7^
Booters hope to repeat

popping the cork
The three exhibits presently

on view at the Clark Art Insti-

tute were developed to cele-
brate the opening of the new
wing of the Williams College
Museum of Art.

European art
During construction of the

College's new building, much of
Its art has been in storage. Now,
en route to their new quarters,
some of the choicest pieces will
be on view at the Clark In the
Exhibit European Paintings
and Sculpture from the Willi-

ams College Museum ol Art.
The seventeenth century, a
period in which the College
Museum Is particularly strong,
is represented by "The Execu-
tioner" by Ribera and "Knight
of Santiago" by Pacheco, Velaz-
quez's master. Two large still

llfes, a misty interior genre
scene and a painting of the
activities on a frozen pond in

winter are examples of Dutch
art at this time. In addition to

the sculpture and painting on
view, there is a mille fleur

tapestry from the early six-

teenth century and a Roman
mosaic. < ai ^ ^

A second exhibition, Ameri-
can Prints of Four Centuries,
has been organized to comple-
ment the College Museum's
major opening exhibition, The
New England Eye. Although
most examples in the Institute's

exhibition are from its own col-

lection, there are a number of

important loans from Chapln
Library, including the first map
of New England, printed in 1677.

Featured in the exhibition will

be prints by such masters as
Homer, Whistler, Cassatt,
Audubon and Hassam.

Celebration
A toast to the College Museum

is the subject of the third

exhibit, entitled Pop the Cork!.
The art selected represents
celebration in its many forms,
with such examples as Mac-
Monnie's sculpture of "The
Bacchante," Alma-Tadema's
"The Women of Amphissa "

and Zorn's etching, "The
Toast."

All three exhibitions will be on
view through October 23 during
the regular hours of the Clark
Art Institute, Tuesday through
Sunday. 10.5..

.^^1^ I

Marcos in jeopardy

—

Continued from Page 3

Yet continued U.S. possession of the bases is by no means assured
even in light of those talks. What moderates that remain are
opposed to the bases, which they view as the both the symbol and
the cause of the continued American propping up of Marcos. And
the Communists are even less sympathetic.
Opponents of the bases say they cause widespread prostitution,

drug traffic and black market activity, and that they contain stock-
piles of nuclear weapons.
The U.S. should view its struggle with Marcos for control as a

prime opportunity to influence change in the Philippines. It should
recognize Marcos' extreme political vulnerability at this point and
use the leverage it possesses in the form of aid in order to pressure
Marcos into lessening his authoritarian rule and bringing meaning-
ful democratic participation back into Philippine politics. Although
the Reagan administration has so far shied away from confronting
other dictators, the Philippines constitutes a clear case and one
which demands action by the U.S.

ROPEROCKWOODGLASS
EXHIBITION

Goodrich Gallery
Junior Studio-Art Seminar

MONDAY EVENING
SEPT. 26th

7:00 - 9:00 PM
REFRESHMENTS SERVED

by Greg Leeds

The men's soccer team, fac-

ing the dilemma of replacing
nine starters from last year's
squad, may experience some
difficulty in matching their '82

season record of 10-5-1.

They have worked very hard
In pre-season training,however,
and have the potential for doing
well, according to Coach
Michael Russo. Though there
are "big holes to fill", particu-
larly in the back line, Russo
says team morale and confi-

dence are high.

He is very pleased with the
team's performance in pre-
season scrimmages against U-
Mass and Hartford.

"I'm not sure we'll match the
success of last year but it's a

possibility If things go right and
we don't beat ourselves", Russo
said, adding that "Every game
is going to be tough because
we're so young".

The lineup
There is a good amount of

midfield strength in senior half-

backs John Campbell and Dan
Aramini, as well as Austin Lehr
'84, John Mitchell '85, Denny
Wright '87 and Jon Deveaux '87.

Attempting to overcome set-

backs due to graduation in the
back line, co-captain Mike Sulli-

van '84, with the help of Doug
McKenney '85 and Mark
Schroeder '86 ,should provide
the backbone for a strong
defense.

Co-captain and New England
All-star Ted Murphy '85, a
"very confident goalkeeper,"

will be backed up by freshman
goalie Brad Bryan.

Russo believes that the

offense is probably the strong-

est area this year, for he sees a

"very good capacity to score

more goals" in sophomores Jeff

McEvoy, Paul Williamson and
Clark Otley.

Tough Schedule
Facing a tough Division III

schedule, Russo says his team is

shooting for last year's record,
but that the outcome really will

"depend on the quality of

opposition".

The team's first game is Tues-
day, September 20 against
R.P.I., who has already played
three games. The first home
game is on Saturday, Sept. 24, at

11: 30, and pits the Ephmen
against the Middlebury
Panthers.

SPORTS SHORTS
Women's soccer

After a slow start, the
women's soccer team gathered
its strength to score two goals in

the first half, propelling them to

a 2-1 win over Vassar Sunday.
Andrea Raphael '86 scored

the first goal fifteen minutes
into the game. Forward Gigi
Madore '87 scored the second
goal after 37 minutes.
Vassar out-shot the Ephwo-

men 20-10, keeping goalie Laura
Napolitano '85 busy in the net

with 17 saves.

Coach Leslie Orton also
praised the effort exhibited by
sweeper Karen Montzka '85.

Williams, now 1-0, faces Skid-

more at home Wednesday at

4:00.

Field Hockey

Completely dominating all

aspects of play, the field hockey
team defeated Vassar College 3-

Sunday.
Led by the inspired play of

link Sue Harrington '84, Willi-

ams out-shot Vassar 16-1. Har-
rington scored one goal and
assisted on another. Coach Julie

McHugh said, "Harrington
played an exceptional game

—

both defensively and offen-

sively. Junior forward Jane
Rech opened up scoring for Wil-
liams with an unassisted goal
six minutes into the contest. The
Ephwomen continued to domi-
nate play in the first half, but
were unable to crack the Vassar
goal.

Harrington scored Williams'
second goal, assisted by
Dorothy Briggs '84, six minutes
into the second half. Forward
Alison Fuller '85 closed out the
scoring six minutes later,

assisted by Harrington.
Although McHugh saw some

flaws in her team's play, she
attributed them to "first game
jitters." The Ephs will put their
1-0 record on the line on Wednes-
day at 3.00 when they host
Skidmore.

Harriers lose

The women's cross-country
team finished third in a four-

team meet Saturday at Mid-
dlebury, falling behind
Middlebury and Bates but
defeating Albany State.

The Ephwomen were paced
by Lynn Vendinello '84, who fin-

ished twelfth at 20: 54 on the 3.1

mile course. Katrina Pugh '86

(fourteenth, 21:05) and Susan
Baer '85 (twentieth, 21:47) also

placed well.

Middlebury won the meet
with 25 points. Bates was second
with 45 and Williams had 83

points, edging Albany State into

fourth with 84.

The Ephwomen host the Willi-

ams Invitational on Saturday at

1:00.

Netwomen roll

The women's volleyball team
defeated both Marist and Vas-
sar at home Sunday to start

their season.

Nervous mistakes plagued
the Ephwomen in their opening
game against Marist, but they
came back behind co-captain
Carol Dorfman '84 and Lisa
Jayne '86 to win the match in

two games, 15-6, 15-7.

Williams came back from an
8-3 deficit in the first game
against Vassar to win 15-13,

behind Peggy Gentles '86 and
co-captain Sara Griffiths
'84.The Ephwomen won the
second game easily with team
defense.

Active clothes that even
lookgood doing nothing.

Nciv BaliHice actno wear mJkc^ you \oo^ anj tccl ,^icdt. It--

lii;liKvoit;ht anj brcithahlt'. And comet- in all kind^ ot -tvle-^

tind ailoi>. Plii-^ the reinkMced ^eanit- cutis and buttons

make our top-s. -^hort^ and ^uit^ perteet tor whatever ^i^V^^
you re doini; Even when you re douii; nothin.i; ^^^K^^g

new balance
AC I IV'EVVEAK

LOOK MAI

If you would like an 8 x

10 glossy of a photo you

saw In the RECORD, send

the Issue date, the

photographer, the page, a

description of the photo,

and $4.00 to

Dave Scheibe.

SU 2493 Williams College,

Williamstown. MA 01267.

JOSEPH E. DEWEY

9:00 - 5:00

Mon.-Sat.

WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.
01267

^EY ^ K U Q r, WlLLIAMSTOWl

458-5717

f
«i

THE

SPIRIT

SHOP
280 Cole Avenue

"Your Party Starts Here"

Large Selection of Kegs

Always in Stock

For Your Tailgate Parties

Vodka or Gin $8.65/ Vz gallon

Rum $10.99/'/; gallon

50c off atiy case of beer

with tliis ad

Free Delivery on Campus 458-3704

^

458-3605

Spring Street, Williamstown

Mastercard VISA
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The Ephmen, ranked by one source as the number one team in NESCAC, hope to flex their muscles

against MIddlebury Saturday. (Shapiro)

Gridders look to Middlebury
by Paul Meeks

After a disappointing 4-4 sea-

son in 1982, the football team has

high hopes for the upcoming gri-

diron campaign. Although sev-

eral fine athletes were lost to

graduation last June, a nucleus

of veterans remain, comple-

mented by a strong freshman
class.

The New England Football

Newsletter ranked Williams

number one in a NESCAC (New
England Small College Athletic

Association) preseason
analysis.

The squad returned August

31st and has been busy prepar-

ing for Its home opener against

Middlebury,September 24th,

2:00pm., at Weston Field.

Offense returns
Offensively the key is. quar-

terback B.J. Connolly '84, a

three-year starter. Running
backs Ted Thomas '85, Sean
Crotty '84 and Jeff Congdon '84

all return to bolster the ground
game.
Connolly will throw to split

end Marc Hummon '84 and tight

ends John McCarthy '84 and
Paul Coleman '85. Head Coach
Robert Odell cited the "good
receivers" who will allow Con-

nolly to open up the passing

Beat Vassar

game to relieve pressure on the

running attack.

Coaching changes
Bernie Krause '84 anchors a

strong offensive line under the

tutelage of coach Walton Cue-

man, taking over for the popu-

lar Joe Dalley who is on
sabbatical teaching and work-

ing on an advanced degree at

the University of New Mexico.

Odell said "We will miss Joe

but are fortunate to have a man
of Coach Cueman's caliber."

Cueman has changed the block-

ing rules on the line to accomo-
date every possible defensive

set, allowing wider play
selection.

Rich Turl of Hoosac Falls

joins the coaching staff with the

defensive ends after a three-

year hiatus. He was a proven
winner in a previous seven-year

stint with the Ephmen.

Question marks
Odell feels the major question

marks remain on defense. A
strong point is depth In the line-

backing corps and the defensive

line, as tri-captain Mike Haw-
kins '84 and Tim McFadden '85

have returned.

"The secondary remains the

$64,000 question," said Odell.

Defensive Secondary Coach

Richard Farley is busy evaluat-

ing an army of personnel for

four positions, demanding bet-

ter pass coverage In '83. Trl-

captaln Dan Wilen '84 bolsters a

defensive line few in number
but strong.

Scrimmage Hamilton
Williams travelled to Clin-

ton,N.Y., to scrimmage against

the Hamilton College Continen-

tals Saturday. Odell was disap-

pointed: "The scrimmage
against Hamilton was a typical

scrimmage with many, many
mistakes that need to be cor-

rected before Middlebury."

In a half of game situation

play the score ended knotted at

3-3. The Hamilton squad,
winners of but a handful of

games In past seasons, were
more prepared and aggressive

In search of pre-season
confidence.

Odell feels the coaching staff

may have counted on some of

the younger players before they

are ready.

Punter John DeLorenzo '84

and place kicker Chris Chap-

man '85 booted the ball with dis-

tance and accuracy, and the

kicking game looks solid.

The coaching staff is still in

the midst of determining per-

sonnel, particularly on defense.

Tennis splits
by John Schafer

The women's tennis team won its first match of

the year on Sunday by defeating visiting Vassar,

6-3.

All three doubles teams won, with the duo of

seniors Stephanie Gates and Melissa George

crushing their opponents 6-1,6-0.

Debbie Bernheimer '86, playing sixth singles,

Liz Peay '86, playing number three, and sopho-

more Betsy Shulman, the team's top player, all

won Sunday. Peay's victory was Impressive, as

she dominated her opponent 6-1.6-0 in a relatively

short match.
Lose to Tufts

The team openned its season last Tuesday with

an inauspicious start, losing to Tufts 8-1.

Despite the lopsided score, Coach Sean Sloane

saw some promise in the first of a thirteen-match

fall season. Many of the scores were close, though

only the doubles team of Liz Mangee '85 and Jen-

nifer Koskl '86 managed a win.

The team carries twelve women: six play sin-

gles and the others combine to make three dou-

bles teams. Half the squad graduated last

year— three singles and three doubles players.

So the relatively young group was no match for

the Jumbos, who returned all of their team after

winning last year's match.

Young team

With only three seniors. Including captain

Marlssa GuUno '84 who plays second singles, this

team is much younger than last year's which had

six seniors Including two of the top three players

.

With a 1-1 record the Ephs wait to entertain

Skldmore on Wednesday at the 4:00.

Golfers swing away

Veteran coach Rudy Goff will be without four

of last year's top seven as he leads his twentieth

and final golf team through its fall season.

The Ephs, 7-0 last fall and NESCAC (New

England Small College Athletic Conference)

Champions as well as winners over Dartmouth,

the Ivy League champion, in the spring, will be

led by number one man Mike Hennlgan '85.

Co-captains Eric Boyden '84, a former All-

New England selection, and Phil Burr '84 will

join Chris Harned '85 In the starting rotation.

Depth will help

Goff said, "As always following a heavy gra-

duation, there are a lot of question marks about

our line-up. We're fortunate to have some depth

to work wlth."Junlors Doug Hoffer and Ran-

dolph Rogers and sophomores James Keneflck

and Bill Tlerney have shown talent in past per-

formances on the course, and Goff looks to

incoming freshmen, led by Andrew Kurtz, to fill

the void left by graduation.

Senior John Hennlgan, the brother of Mike,

who plays baseball rather than golf in the

spring, was a key contrlbuter last fall and

recorded a hole-in-one In the Ephs' victory over

Middlebury.

The Ephmen opened the season at the Yale

Invitational this weekend, hoping to place as

highly as they did last year facing fifty of the top

Division I teams in the East.

The season's schedule Includes several top

New England teams, and the New England

Championships late in September.

Runners cream NASC,
nail Middlebury

by Chris Stearns

The men's cross-country

team came from behind to

defeat a strong Middlebury

team In a close call on Saturday.

Co -captain John Nelson '84

won his second race of the year

to lead the Ephs as they

extended their record to 2 - 0.

The team knew It would be a

tough race since the previous

year they had only beaten the

Panthers by a single point.

Coach Peter Farwell said after

the race "They really wanted to

beat us. Their top three guys are

seniors and they figured If they

were going to beat us this would

be the year."

Middlebury started off strong

and had a commanding lead

early on In the race. But at the

three mile mark the Ephs began
their surge and soon had the

race in hand.

Everyone wins
Farwell said, "Every single

guy from our team beat out a

guy from their team,something

I don't think I've ever seen

before."

Following John Nelson were

John Ellison '86, fourth; Ben-

nett Yort '84, fifth; Brian Angle

'84, sixth and Mike Coyne '87,

eighth. Rounding out the top

seven were Dave Grossman '87

and Kevin Jenkins '85.

Nelson said after the race, "I

felt that I couldn't have run any

harder and I didn't really

expect to win. "Yort added, "We
knew we had to catch the guys in

front of us to win and the top

guys on our team really came
through."

Mohawks fall

On Wednesday the Purple

harriers left North Adams State

In the dust as they swept the top

eight spots with Nelson winning

handily.

With the team In apparently

good condition and the return of

CO -captain Bo Parker in a few

weeks, one can expect a strong

performance from the cross

country team this year.

The team faces UVermont
and Albany Friday at 4:30 at

home.

Old Farts edge
ruggers in upset

by Tom Dumphy
The Williams Rugby Football

Club got off to a fine start Satur-

day despite taking a mandatory
loss to the Olde Farts (Alumni)

Club, 22-18.

WRFC got going early in this

multi-halved game, pulling out

to an 18-0 lead by the third half.

But the Alumni, winners of this

game each year since Its incep-

tion, were not about to give up.

The blood- (and beer-) thirsty

alums scored four tries in the

final two halves to put away the

victory.

Youngsters jump ahead

The WRFC A-slde debuted

with aplomb, led by senior co-

captains Hugh Hulzenga and

Joe Carey. Carey set up a try by

Mark Evans '85 and then scored

his own with some clever play.

Bob Ause '85 converted both

tries.

In the third half, Paul Hogan
'86 scored. Drew Klein '84 con-

verting, to give WRFC a huge
18-0 lead.

Oldsters go wild

The Alumni awoke from their

stupor to show why they are

unbeatable. Former captain

Bill Hodgeman '82 put down the

first alumni try and Vic Zerblno

'79 got the extra points.

In the fifth and final half, the

alums went wild, scoring 16

points to end the game. Kevin
Drewyer '82 and Dixon Pike '83

scored to tie up the game.

Then, in the final play Dan
Maynard '83 ran over the Willi-

ams team to bring the victory to

the alums.

The WRFC did manage to win

the post-game party. They face

Middlebury at home Saturday

at 11: 00.

It's a birdl It's a plane! It's the Old Farts Rugby game!

(Lockwood)
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TOUCHDOWN! Marc Hummon '84 celebrates the return of Williams football
Middlebury.

a 29-14 win over

(Click)

Council slashes funding,

meets with President Chandler
by Charles P. Goodwin

Student publications were
particularly hard hit by
budget cuts when the College
Council reviewed the prelimi-
nary budget submission of its

financial committee last
Thursday evening.
The Council also met with

President John Chandler to

discuss faculty-student
relations.

The magazine Mosaic was
completely denied funding
because according to Council
Treasurer Hamilton Humes
'85 it was badly managed and
"really disorganized."
The Williams Literary

Review and Parallax were
both placed in a "test" cate-

gory along with the Purple
Rag, a proposed comedy
magazine.
The test designation means

the magazines will each
receive enough money for two
or three issues to see whether
they are well-organized
enough to produce work of

acceptable quality.

A second group which had
hoped to start a comedy maga-
zine called O.C. Production
was denied funding. Humes
said a member of the group
told him, "The people who are
going to write for them
couldn't reveal their names

because they were so funny."
Another proposed literary

magazine. Banter, was not
funded because the financial

committee believed, accord-
ing to Humes, "the campus
shouldn't have two literary

magazines." Germinal
found its request of $5076

reduced to $3815 because sev-

eral proposed special issues

could easily be spot-funded
during the year, Humes said.

WCFM received its full

request of $13,205, an increase
of $1310 over the previous
year's budget. Tlie Williams
Record's budget was cut by
$5360 to a level $3160 below its

1982-83 funding. "Ten pages is

enough," said Humes, who
labelled the newspaper
"really badly managed."

Political cuts
Several political groups also

received cutbaclis. The Com-
mittee for Palestinian Rights
was denied funding because of

severe financial mismanage-
ment the previous year,
according to Humes.
The Williams Hunger Action

Project and the Williams Anti-

Apartheid Coalition were also

denied funding because the

financial committee felt these

groups had already raised

enough money from outside

sources.

However, none of the sports

clubs' budgets were cut below
last year's levels.

In other business, the Coun-
cil approved $300 for a typew-
riter for its Baxter Hall office.

"It's obvious our office isn't

very well equipped," Secre-

tary Matthew Dodds '86 said.

At his meeting with the

Council, Chandler said that in

order to improve faculty-

student relationships, "all of

us must worl< harder for

faculty-student meetngs out-

side the class-room."

Self-conscious?

Chandler characterized the

difficulties on both sides as a

"waitful awlcwardness" and
said there may be a sense of

"self-consciousness on the

part of the faculty in feeling

that their houses or apart-

ments are not fancy enough
for students."

The Council offered several

suggestions for promoting bet-

ter relations, including mov-
ing the faculty mailboxes in

with the students' mailboxes;
a field day with faculty-

student teams; closing the

faculty club a few days a
month to force the faculty to

eat with students; and institut-

ing various faculty or depart-

mental events at the Log.

Racism at Middlebury
sparks college concern

Olmsted Prize

Baxter remodeling
to take five years

by Jack Mayher

Remodeling Baxter Hall may
talte as long as five years, said
David Colby, chairman of the
Committee on Undergraduate
Life (CUL) at its meeting last

Tuesday. The Committee is for
now ignoring the question of
cost as it loolts at various plans
for renovating Baxter.
College Treasurer William

Reed told the Committee to

"worry about cost later,"
according to Colby. This, Colby
hopes, will "make people more
creative in thinking of ideas for
the building." The plans may be
altered in a few months when
the administration considers
cost constraints.

The building wil be usable
while the changes are made,
and students will probably not
be encumbered.
President Chandler hopes

that the CUL can come up with
"a plan that would permit a
schedule of alterations as the
availability of money permits."

Trustees' meeting
The CUL and Architect John

Jordan , who did the design work
for the OCC in the Roper Center

and the remodeling of Jesup,
hope to have a plan together in

time for the Trustees' meeting
on 20 January.
Colby said that he will meet

with College Council in order to

get more wide ranging student
opinion. He also said that he
would appreciate input from
students in the form of letters to

him. There will also be an open
meeting when the plan becomes
focused.

The impetus for the change
comes from a report the Gar-
goyle Society presented to

Chandler last spring. The report
recognized "that Baxter Hall is

outdated and needs renovation
to better accomodate student
activities."

The report recommends mov-
ing out some groups, including
Pottery Ltd., the Chaplain's
office, and the Outing Club
while shifting the other organi-
zations around through the
remodeling. The CUL will keep
these plans in mind but will only
use them as one source of

opinion.

The CUL will tour Baxter this

week with Jordan to start get-

ting ideas for a new design.

Tlie crowded mailroom in Baxter may disappear, but not very soon.

(Glick)

Seniors to honor high school teachers

by Ned Ladd

A black freshman at Middlebury College has been the target of a

number of racially-motivated events since the beginning of the

year, sparking student protest and an all-campus meeting to con-

front the issue.

On September 10 a black freshman found a racist note attached to

his door, according to The IVIiddlebury Campus. Later that night he

returned to his room to find his window broken. The College has not

released the name of the victim.

The broken window prompted an all-dormitory meeting on Sep-

tember 12, attended by Dean of the College Stephen Rockefeller and

Dean of Students Erica Wonnacott. The meeting focused on stop-

ping the incidents, not finding the guilty party. "No one wants to

Continued on Page 3

by Lee Wierdsma

Williams will award cash awards directly to

high school teachers in order to recognize and
encourage excellence in secondary school teach-

ing, under a new endowment program estab-

lished by the estate of George Olmsted Jr. '24.

The College will award $1,000 annually to each
of four teachers selected for classroom excel-

lence and $500 to their respective schools, accord-
ing to College President John Chandler.
Chandler said he thought up the idea of the pro-

gram over the summer and worked with Olms-
ted's widow, Francis, to make it a reality. The
total amount of the endowment fund is $102,000.

"I have a foremost Interest in scholarship, as

did my husband, and my whole family is a firm
supporter of Williams," said Mrs. Olmsted said in

a telephone interview. "This award will hopefully

inspire teachers to send more students to Willi-

ams. I'm supporting the program 100 percent.'

"Encourage excellence"

"It is easy and tempting to criticize shortcom-
ings in secondary school education," Chandler
said. "We believe It is important to recognize and
encourage excellence instead."

Mr. Olmsted, who died In 1976, was the presi-

dent and later chairman of the board of the S.D.

Warren Co. At Williams, he was a member of Phi
Beta Kappa, editor-in-chief of the Record and

Continued on Page 4
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Getting a word in edgewise
student frustration over being ignored in the tenure pro-

cess manifested itself last year in Record submissions and
College Council discussions. The Council recently took a

step to alleviate student concern and promote input by pub-

licizing channels of communication.
The letter circulated to all students is not revolutionary. It

lists the faculty being considered for tenure now and in the

next four years and asks students to contact the department
chairmen to give their comments on the professors. The
opportunity for students to make comments on tenure deci-

sions is not new at Williams. Effective use of the opportunity

would be.

The main reason students give for not bothering to speak
up has been that their comments bear little weight, anyway.
But faculty members have said that even when students

input came only over the grapevine, it played a part in the

decisions.

A dramatic increase in the student voice would demon-
strate campus concern in a way that the faculty could both

understand and appreciate. A drive in which each student

gave his opinion would generate some 2000 letters and visits

to department chairmen. That small effort by each student

would provide a great deal of information helpful in evaluat-

ing teaching performance.
Many students come to Williams specifically because it is

a school whose faculty is focused on teaching. Although

student opinion should never take precedence over faculty

sentiment in the tenure decision, student input that is

offered thoughtfully and considered fairly will make the

system more effective.
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-^— They paved my quad
by John Clayton

They paved my quad, and I'm klnda
pissed off.

A quad is for playing football, walking
across in a haphazard fashion, playing

frisbee or baseball catch, partying at all

hours of the day, and, at certain times,

building snow-sculptures or burning
class notes.

If you don't believe me, look it up in the

dictionary.

Now, you can't play football or frisbee

on the tar (or even, at present, on the

grass), and it's lost that central focus

(where the two old paths crossed) that

gave note-burning its quasi-religious

significance.

But seriously, those fences seem to try

to separate "the Quad" from Sage and
Williams. In olden days, the Quad
started at your window and continued

across to Williams where some guy was
blasting his stereo so loud that it woke
you up. Now the Quad seems to start, and
end, with a fence. It doesn't include you
at all.

Apparently they're called "Gargoyle
Fences", and they're supposed to be
wonderful for sitting on. But I've never
seen anyone sit on a "Gargoyle Fence".
I've never seen any gargoyles (sitting or

otherwise) on a "Gargoyle Fence". I've

never even seen any members of the

Gargoyle Society sitting on a "Gargoyle

Fence".

Now they've got little walkways to

take you to your particular entry. I'm
waiting for the exit signs to go up:

"Williams C, next right— Thru Traffic,

keep left."

And what if you want to walk from
Sage D to Mission Park? Or Sage B to

Williams F? Not only don't you get a
little exit ramp, you don't even get a hole
in your "Gargoyle Fence". Talk about
the College deciding what you can and
cannot do.

Something else that bothers me: when
the freshmen get wasted and go out at
2:00 A.M. to hit golf balls at Sage (we
folks who lived in Sage would never hit

them at Williams), there's now a much
greater chance that they'll accidentally

tee up on the pavement and wreck their

golf clubs.

Granted, there can be more severe

consequences to this action than ruining

your golf clubs, (butdon'tforget: they're

wasted—they'll probably miss the ball

three times and then pass out on the

grass, or lack thereof), but hey, why add
to the list?

Sure, you may say I only played

football a couple times on that grass (and

never caught a pass). And I only played

baseball catch a couple times in that

quad (I did manage to catch some of

those).And, sure, note-burning and
frisbee can still occur on this new, paved
quad.

But it won't be the same. You look up
quad in the dictionary and you see
"party", not "pavement" (At least, I

think that's the dictionary—oops, maybe
it's my copy of Scheibe's Guide to

Mixology).

John Clayton does not own fiolf clubs and
hat never hit golf balls at I^Uliams, or
even Sage. Please believe me. Mom.

by Grodzins
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Log draws crowds
with special events

by Helen RozwadowskI

The Log is enjoying a steady
increase in business this year as
a result of a number of steps
taken by the new management
to enlarge the popularity of the
pub and control the sale of
alcohol to minors.

According to Log manager
Dave Heinlein '83, more people
are visiting The Log these days
because of frequent special
activity nights and other newly-
instituted special events. These
have so far included special
beer nights. Junior Advisor
night, a video-taped Police
concert, an imported beer of the
week and the return of Monday
night football on the big screen.

Slated for the future are open
microphone nights, air band
contests, Bingo and a weekly
night at the movies.

"Creativity"

One reason Heinlein gives for

The Log's popularity this year
as compared to other years is

that "in the past there was not
an active policy of getting
people down here."

Assistant manager Dave Lott
'83 added that "what The Log
really needs is an injection of
creativity." Jim Nobile '84, a
Log employee, said, "The Log is

becoming a more popular
campus institution because we

have a more aggressive
management this year."

Hand stamping
The policy introduced last

year of stamping the hands of
students of drinking age—20 or
over— is still in effect.

Employees at the bar are
allowed to sell alcohol only to

those people stamped.
This policy allows minors as

well as upperclassmen to enjoy
entertainment at The Log, the
staff said. The managers
agreed the system seems to be
working well.

When asked what benefits
The Log offers students,
Heinlein said, "it is a social

gathering place where you don't
have to worry about work and
you can be with friends. The
tavern atmosphere is very
comfortable for people to come
to."

Other people around campus
agreed. "This College is so
serious, and this is a place
where people can let their hair
down. In a word, it's informal,"
said Associate Chaplain Gus
Graap.

When asked why she goes to

The Log, Alison Fuller '85

replied, "I go down there
because there's nowhere else to

see everyone at once that's not a
huge Mission Park party."
And as Mace Foehl '85 said,

"it beats the library."

Dr. William Harding addresses a packed audience on AIDS. (Khakee)

The Log is once again crowded alter recovering Irom Its dry

spring- (Ruderman)

by Eric Adelstein

Public hysteria coupled with
misconceptions about Acquired
Immune Deficiency Syndrome
(AIDS) contribute greatly to the
problems surrounding this mys-
terious disease, according to

Dr. William Harding '73 in a lec-

ture last Tuesday sponsored by
the Gay and Lesbian Union.

"Worrying about AIDS serves
no purpose. The rhetoric does
more harm than good," said
Harding, who is himself gay.

Homosexual men have suf-
fered disproportionately from
the disease, Harding said.
Reserchers theorize that the
disease may be transmitted
through contact with blood or
through intimate sexual
contact.

Hemophiliacs also have a
high risk factor because they
often receive massive blood
transfusions which increase
their chance of exposure to con-
taminated blood. Intravenous
drug users can contract the dis-

ease by using needles already
used by AIDS carriers.

AIDS is deadly because it

knocks out the victim's immune
system, leaving him defense-

less against resulting infec-

tions, Harding said.

"I'm often asked, 'Is it safe to

kiss?'" he said. "You just don't
know. You can 't tell what is safe
and what is not safe. As a doc-
tor, I try to advise patients, but

politically people must decide
for themselves what risks to

take during sex."

Two theories exist as to the
nature of this disease, Harding
said, one being that AIDS is a
virus and could potentially be

ACSR clears 21 S. African operators
by Stuart Smith

The College's Advisory Committee on
Shareholder Responsibility (ACSR) received 21

satisfactory responses from the 24 companies to

which it sent questionnaires regarding their

business practices in South Africa, said College
Treasurer William Reed at the ACSR meeting
last Monday.
The questionnaire, mailed in August, asked

companies in which Williams has invested to

clarify their practices in South Africa, including
plans for future expansion there and sales to the

government.
The Committee found all of the company

responses it reviewed to be generally
satisfactory. All the companies earned the

highest possible ranking under the Sullivan

Principles, according to Reed.
The Sullivan Principles require companies to

use racially equal work practices. Both the

companies' practices and their ratings showed a

"marked improvement in comparison to the

situation several years ago," said alumni
representative Dick William.

Provost Neil Grabois, also on the committee,
said "companies now take the issue very
seriously."

Those companies which stated in their letters

that they sell to the South African government as

a policy said they limit their sales to non-police

and military agencies, according to Reed.
Student representative Susan Reilly '85 claims

that the review process is moving too slowly. "It's

a start, but it's not enough, "she said. "I don't

agree with the way the process is going at all."

Williams Anti-Apartheid Coalition
spokesperson and student representative to the

ACSR Navjeet Bal '85 agrees with Reilly. "The
changes [in the ACSR] that I'd like to see," said

Bal, "are changes in the basic guidelines,"

including the use of the Sullivan Principles. "The
whole process sidesteps the political issue,"she
said.

Preserving independence
At last Monday's meeting the Committee also

expressed its determination to maintain its

independence from the Trustees. The ACSR
makes non-binding recommendations to the
Trustees concerning investment policy.

According to Reilly, "we don't want to get in a
locked-in position with regard to the trustees, and
simply tell them what they want to hear."
Chairman Stephen Lewis brought up for future

discussion the question of how the College should
vote on shareholder proxy votes relating to

defense and nuclear issues.

One suggestion was that the Committee
consider recommending the policy, recently
adopted by Harvard, of abstaining on all such
issues. Reed suggested that such a policy might
be extended to cover all foreign policy issues.

combated by a vaccine. The
second theory says AIDS is the

effect of an assault by a variety
of infections. Harding believes
the two theories are connected.

Forty percent dead
Harding said that 2,259 cases

of AIDS have been reported so

far to the National Center tor

Disease Control in Atlanta.

Forty-one percent of those have
died. Approximately one out of

every 10,000 gay men will even-
tually contract the disease,
Harding said.

"Although mortality is high,

the incidence is low," he said,

adding that because of the high
mortality rate public hysteria

has exaggerated the impact of

the disease.

Social implications
AIDS obviously has far reach-

ing medical as well as social

Implications, Harding said.

"AIDS is one of the most fasci-

nating diseases to face modern
medicine and one of the most
political issues to affect the
homosexual community," he
said. The disease "has had a
positive effect on the gay com-
munity in that it has stimulated
taking responsibility for one's
actions," he said.

Harding concluded by
reminding society to keep the
real issues involved in perspec-
tive. "AIDS is the disease, not
homosexuality or promis-
cuity."

New name, new image
Last week's lecture was only one of a number of new activi-

ties being sponsored by the newly-renamed Gay and Lesbian
Union.
The GLU changed Its name over the summer to better

accomodate lesbians, according to a spokesman for the group
who asked not to be named.
"Normally, women seek separation from men's groups,"

said the spokesman. "We had small numbers [of women]
coming to meetings. The idea was to try and bring them back
in. I think the homosexual community should cohere."

In addition to sponsoring lectures, the GLU is presently
sending representatives to freshmen entries in a joint ven-
ture with the Peer Health Counselors.

"We want to provide the idea that the GLU is available,"
said the spokesman. "If they [the freshmen] are interested,
we are here. There is something besides heterosexual activ-
ity at Williams...we're trying to provide information that we
exist. We could send out a flyer but that would be very imper-
sonal."

He emphasized that the talks are meant solely for informa-
tional purposes. "There is a lot of crap about recruiting peo-
ple," he said, "but that's a lot of baloney."
"The reactions to the talks have been mixed," the spokes-

man said. "I think freshmen are really embarrassed. Butone
talk in particular went very well. They asked interesting and
pertinent questions." _£,.,-,. UeUiein

Middlebury racism
Continued from Page 1

point a finger at anyone," said Rockefeller.
The meeting was not a success, because the next day, the same

student found another racist note on his door.
In response to the note, the College held an all-college meeting

two days later, with College President Olin Robison presiding. The
meeting was attended by most of the administration and faculty

and three-quarters of the student body.

At the meeting Robison said that the incidents were "antithetical

to absolutely everything this place stands for."

Director of Public Affairs Ron Nief called the meeting the first of

its kind "since the Vietnam War days."
The College has not yet said whether it has identified whoever is

responsible for the act. "We seek to protect the perpetrator," said

Nief, "because he is obviously not well and needs help."

Black Student Union President Sol Levy said "we view this

attack as one against all of us. We won't take this kind of treat-

ment." Former BSU President Dorthea Gay said, "As a commun-
ity this mars us. It waves a flag of ignorance on an institution which

prides itself on academic excellence."

Middlebury has a black population of three to four percent. Of the

21 black students in the freshman class, only one has been

harassed.

In the early spring the Middlebury Admissions Office sponsors a

Black Cultural Weekend, in an effort to recruit blacks. Nief feels

that their recruiting efforts will not be adversely affected. "The
strength of our black programs here, and the quick and dramatic

response by the community and the administration shows our com-
mitment to the black community," he said.
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Daily Advisor

saves paper,

time, money
In response to the growing

number of announcements in

campus mailboxes, the Purple
Key and the College Council

plan to publish a daily listing

of events on campus, tenta-

tively starting next Monday.
The. new publication, The

Daily Advisor, will replace all

one-third page mailings. The
Advisor will include movie,
sport, party, and meeting
announcements as well as per-

sonal messages.
All College Council-funded

groups may use this bulletin

free of charge for as many as

five mailings a year, but any
other groups must pay $1 for

every 10 words of a message.
Personal announcements of

less than 25 words will cost $5.

According to Council Treas-

urer Hamilton Humes '85,

"very few of the one-third

page announcements had
more than 100 words on them,
so this won't make much of a

difference."

All announcements must be
received in the College Council

office by 10AM the day of pub-
lication. Groups required to

pay must do so at this time.

Humes said the cost of the

Advisor will be about $6,000 a
year, but added that the
money will come from funds
previously earmarked for the

publicity costs of a number of

campus groups.

Staff in the Baxter mail-

room and Office Services had
complained about the over-

load from all-campus mail-

ings. As of next Monday,
one-third page announce-
ments will no longer be distrib-

uted, and notices of one page
or more will be charged two
cents per SU Box.

Paral(eet lost,

regained
It's not your average day in

the fourth grade at the Willi-

amstown Public School when a

blue parakeet swoops down
over the playground and lands

on your shoulder.

The bird, which belongs to

Williams sophomore Suenn
Ho, escaped September 9

when Ho walked outdoors with

it on her shoulder. Ho then

aired a message on the College

radio station, WCFM, asking

people to watch out for the fea-

thered fugitive.

Ho said the bird, whose
name is Beebee, had escaped
once before but had returned.

However, the onset of colder

weather made things look

bleak for Beebee. "I thought

he was gone for good," Ho
said.

But Beebee apparently

made his way from Perry
House, where Ho lives, to the

Williamstown elementary
school on School Street, and
landed on the shoulder of a

lourth grade boy whose name
Ho did not know.
The boy's mother was put in

contact with Ho, who then

went to the elementary school

to pick the bird up.

"It's a miracle," Ho said

when she heard the news. "1

don't believe It."

"I called my mom In Hong
Kong and said 'do you believe
in miracles?'" Ho recalled.

"She said,'Beebee's back,
right?' I was screaming into

the phone."
—John McDermoii

Eph scales

Mountains
Williams reached new heights

this summer when Leo Murray
'64 became one of four climbers

to scale a previously unclimbed
16,002-foot peak in the remote
Sinkiang province of northwest-

ern China. Accompanying him
to the top was a small Williams

pennant donanted by the

Alumni Review and a Chinese

flag.

In late July Murray and three

climbers from Hong Kong also

reached the summit of Mt.

Bogda, a triple-peaked, 17,860-

foot mountain, by a route never
before used.

Although the team members
had more than 40 years of

climbing experience between
them, their ascent prc(vided

many challenges. At one point

they spent four days without

supplies as a storm pinned them
to a precipice.

Murray and team used yaks

and horses to transport their

supplies to base camp. They
then climbed "alpine-style,"

carrying all supplies on their

backs, foregoing fixed camps
and climbing without oxygen.

Olmsted awards
Continued from Page 1

captain of the swimming team.

Candidates for the award will be nominated

each year by members of the senior class at Willi-

ams, Chandler said. "As college seniors, they

will have gained the maturity and ability to make
such judgements about their former teachers

"

The first round of awards will be given out this

spring, but Chandler said no deadline for the nom-

inations has yet been set.

In their nominations the seniors will write a

statement explaining why their particular

teacher deserves recognition. The nominations

will be submitted to a nominating committee
comprised of five faculty members and five jun-

iors chosen individually by Chandler for their dif-

ferent backgrounds and schools.

The committee will then talk with other stu-

dents and alumni of the various schools to gain

more information about the candidates, said

Chandler. It will not deal directly with either the

schools or the teachers involved, however.

Chandler chose this year's committee over the

summer. It includes Thomas Parker, associate

director of admissions, and Professors MacAlis-

ter Brown, Norman Petersen, Anne Skinner, and

Fred Stocking, who will be the chairman. The

students on the committee will be Janet Clarke,

James Heyman, Jonathan Labaree, Jennifer

Mah and Laura Volpe.

Chandler said it is conceivable that nominated

teachers may refuse to accept the merit awards

on principle, but such an eventuality would be

"hard to believe," he said.

Quality Maid Service
(Div Ntw l.nj>land Cleaning Co.

I

1000 Massjchuseits Ave

North Adjins, MA 0UM7

During the week of 9/25/83, QUALITY
MAID SERVICE will have sign up days on Mon.

9/26, Wed. 9/28, and Fri. 9/30 between the hours

of 12:00 noon and 2:00 pm in Baxter Hall. For

further information contact:

JOAN FORTIN

663-5497

663-7245

WSP seminars

yield faculty fruits

Features/arts

by Philip Buscii

There has been a "cross-

fertilization" of ideas among
faculty this summer as they

have prepared to teach the new

,

interdisciplinary Winter Study

freshman seminars, and many
of the faculty involved think the

new seminars will help break

down some of the traditional

barriers between academic
disciplines.

Freshman are required to

take one of six seminar options.

Offerings range from "The Idea

of the Hero" to "The Invisible

World" to "New England and

the Sea.
'

' Each will be taught by

four professors (except for

"The Concept of Race" with

three), from at least three dif-

ferent disciplines.

The seminar topics arose

from shared faculty interests.

Professor of Philosophy Rosem-
arie Tong will teach a seminar,

entitled "Public Man, Private

Woman?", which brings
together philosophers, histori-

ans, political scientists and oth-

ers in a study of gender roles in

public and private society.

"The topic was easy," said

Tong. "The only problem was
limiting it to eight [professors],

four for each of two years."

"Fresli perspectives"

Tong is enthusiastic about the

seminar. "It's very helpful to

find out what each of us is doing

in terms of writing and
research," she said. "This is a

good way to find this out. It can

give us new ideas within our dis-

cipline or challenge the boun-

daries of the discipline. ..each

discipline must maintain its

integrity, but it's dynamic to

develop fresh perspectives and
new questions."

"We wanted something in the

arts exciting to freshmen," said

Professor of English Lawrence
Graver of his seminar, "The
Idea of the Modern in the Arts."

"We thought the idea of the

modern would bring people

together from theatre, music,

art, and English," Graver said.

Participants will study such

varied works as Joseph Con-

rad's Heart of Darltness, com-
positions by Stravinsky, and the

sculpture of Marcel Duchamp.
"We hope to have an interdis-

ciplinary success," said

Graver. "We hope to talk about

things not just as experts but
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also as interested participants,

so there will be cross-

fertilization."

Graver emphasized the

novelty of the interdisciplinary

approach for students as well.

"Students will not have had this

approach before at Williams,"

he said.

"Habit-forming"

Professor of Astronomy Jay
Pasachoff emphasized the

expertise that each scientist

will bring to his seminar on
"The Invisible World." The
seminar will examine objects

and processes, ranging from the

atom to galactic clusters, from
the perspectives of biology,

astronomy, chemistry and
mathematics.
"Each of the scientists is an

expert and is not qualified to

teach another's field," said

Pasachoff, "but we're eager to

hear each other lecture about
their own fields."

Tong said she would like to see

the interdisciplinary approach
used more often during the reg-

ular semester. "Once you expe-

rience the excitement of

exchanging ideas, it's habit-

forming," she said. Tong cited

having guest lecturers in her

regular courses as one way of

continuing this exchange.
"We hope for more of this

approach," agreed Graver.
"These seminars can be a
seedbed for this type of thing if

they succeed. It's typical for an
idea to become a regular course
after being tried during Winter

Study."

"Quite an effort"

Professor of Geology William

Fox, who is teaching the "New
England and the Sea" seminar,

is more skeptical of the possible

Influences of the seminars on

the regular curriculum.

"It sounds ideal, but it's very

hard to do in the full semester

because of the high cost of

faculty time. ..right now there's

only one course that takes this

approach," he said, referring to

Environmental Studies 203, a

course on energy taught by five

professors.

"A lot of work has gone into

the seminars," said Fox, "and
they should be more successful

than past Winter Studies. But

the momentum may be hard to

sustain in the future-It's been

quite an effort."

#Cotta6e

Fall

Dressing
open 7 days

Pittsfield Stockbridge
Williamstown

Tom Maclntyre: Riddle and Tension
Irish author takes his turn as harper

by Don Gifford
Ttini V/nc/niyrc wan a visiliiiK

lecturer in Ennlish at If'illiamii.

I977-I>>78. lie is n nnlive of Ireland
anti has published novels, short

stories, essays, translations of Gae-
lic poetry and plays. He returned
to Williamstown this past week,
and, while here, readfrom his own
short sitiries.

Don <i ifford is a Professor of
liniflish. He has been at Williams
since 1951.

Tom Mac Intyre, who took his

turn as harper last Tuesday
evening in 3 Griffin, occupies a
unique and well-established
place In contemporary Irish let-

ters. As Seamus Heaney has put
it, Mac Intyre's "name figures

In the very short list of Irish wri-

ters who have set out to make
the short story new," with the

added qualification that
"story" is not quite the right

"term," that "language left to

play so autonomously is reach-

ing for the condition of Poetry."

Tristan and Iseult

In his most recent collection

of stories, Tlie Harper's Turn
(1982) from which Mac Intyre

read last Tuesday night energy
gathers from the tensions
between the elliptical compac-
tion of the "poetry" and the

implied sprawl of story-telling.

For example, in "Deer Cross-

ing" the retelling or rather the

recasting of the story of Tristan

and Iseult cuts aslant the ravel

of and-thens In the Tristan sto-

ries we know.
In the first of the four brief

sections of "Deer Crossing"
Mark's jester teases his master
to the point of high risk until the

refrain of the last line turns
suprisingly gentle: "Mark's
eyes drank of the forest." No
elaboration, but the Tristan sto-

ries tell of the Forest of Tristan
where variously Tristan and
Iseult consummated their love
and Tristan ran mad.
The second section of "Deer

Crossing" treats of the almost-
murder of Brangwen at Iseult's

behest and Brangwen's
response:

When Brangwen was brought

back from the forest, Iseult kissed

and embraced her over and over.

That storm passed. Brangwen
stepped back.

—heull, you strange person...

In the third section, Tristan,

on trial before King Mark, Is

"stymied" in a net of riddles,

riddling words that image the

inexplicable riddles of
behavior.

The fourth section:

They remembered that long

after but remembered more his

replies that first day when some-

one or other bad not so innocently

asked—
—And ivhat do you do in your

spare time, Tristan?

—/ ramble the woods.

— What do you do in the woods?
— / count the trees.

—How many trees in the wood,

Tristan.

— Two.
—Name them.
—The Green. And the withered.

In the seductive voice he kept

polished for any or all occasions.

— Two, says he. The green. And
the withered.

Again, that explosive refrain of

the "forest," the "woods." No
comment; or almost no com-
ment except in the resonance
set up by the art of ellipsis, the
' 'green " of the tree of life? "And
the withered," the tree of the

knowledge of good and evil?

And that jaunty "says he."

Tension and resonance
A similar tension and reson-

ance attends Mac Intyre's plays
which are composed from a

perspective mid-way between
that of playwright and that of

choreographer. His most
recent, The Great Hunger
(1983), Is an adaptation and
transformation of Patrick
Kavanagh's long poem, "The
Great Hunger" (1941). In his

play, Mac Intyre seeks In the

ellipsis of gesture to do on stage
what he does so effectively in

the short fictions.

Substrate of riddle

Beneath that tension between
the spoken and the urgent pres-

ence of the unspoken in the sto-

ries and plays lies a rich

substrate of riddle. In the tradi-

tion of the ancient Irish oUaves
(who were poets and masters of

learning) riddle was the lan-

guage of wisdom lest wisdom be
debased into cliche by the unlet-

tered. And everywhere in Mac
Intyre's work, riddle is alive

and well: in his "Versions of

Gaelic Poems of the 17th and
18th Centuries," collected as
Biood Relations (1972), and in

his political commentary on Ire-

land's failed Watergate,
Througti the Bridewell Gate: A
Diary of the Dublin Arms Trial

(1971) . The riddle Is not just the

compacted play of language but

In the perspective itself, the

enigma glimpsed and fixed, if

never mastered. In "Standing
Stone,

'

' a version of an 18th cen-

tury poem: " 'A question,

Stone: / What was the crime/
That set you here/ Stupid to the

world?'/ 'The Wand of the

Greek King's son/ Set me
here—' " In Ttwough the Bride-

well Gate members of the

government (including Charles
Haughey, recently prime mlnis-

ter) were apparently impli-

words already. What I am seek-

ing is the perfect order of words
in the sentence." To Mac
Intyre's ear one of the finest of

Swift's sentences was written

not by Swift but to him by Hester
Vanhomrigh whom Swift called

"Vanessa" and whose unre-

quited passion for Swift has

become legend: "I find myself
unquiet in the midst of silence,

and my heart is at once pierced

by sorrow and love."

In three sentences Joyce

''Oh, Cabbage Republic,

'tis of thee we sing."

cated in the gun running but

forgiven as "Not Guilty" by an
inscrutable jury in an atmos-
phere: "there's too much gam-
ble in the air, every sound the

sound of falling dice"; and the

last lines of Mac Intyre's "Epi-
logue : Few governments

would have survived the tumultu-
ous aftermath of the trial— hut, in

Dublin, the Parly, long in power,

kept power.
Oh, Cabbage Republic, 'tis of

thee we sing.

Influence of Swift and Joyce
Presiding over his quest for

style, Mac Intyre says, are the

two great Irish masters of prose

style: Swift and Joyce—Swift
who defined a good styte as
"proper words in proper pla-

ces" and Joyce who responded
to a question about his search
for le moet juste: "I have the

sums up four arid years of a

bank cashier's life: "He kept

away from concerts lest lie

should meet her. His father

dies; the junior partner of the

bank retired. And still every
morning he went into the city by

tram and every evening walked
home from the city after having
dined moderately in George's
Street and read the evening
paper for dessert."

Mac Intyre on the burial of a

miscarried foetus: "And fill

with care, using the spade as

they taught you , finding the beat

of it, letting the cut of the wind
take your bones. Fill it, and fill

it, and tend it, and more, and
leave the spade aside. And
down, and by the small heap,

and feel it, and cry what you
have for the was and the

wasn't."

Silver Anniversary hits the airwaves
At 7: 30 AM I was rudely awakened by

my clock radio, tuned, as always, to "the

radio voice of the Williams College

campus, WCFM, 91.9 FM In

Williamstown.
'

' Through the murk ofmy
brain I heard the DJ saying something
about winning a record. I groped for the

phone, batted the receiver off the hook

and managed to dial CFM. And I won an

album by the Psychedelic Furs! I

thought they only gave away Furs
albums at stations like KROQ in Los

Angeles.

The records are being given away to

celebrate WCFM's 25th anniversary.

Actually, radio at Williams began In 1941

when Al Eurich '43 and Bill Wltherell '43

Frederick 0. Blumenlh.l '41, one of

tlatlon (oundert preparing to broadcast the

newt.

"carried their record changer and

microphone from one secret room in

Sage Hall to another and broadcast

whenever the study load was not too

excessive." Al and Bill's "heating pipe"

broadcast system soon became WMS,
AM radio.

When WCFM first started broadcast-

ing, only the dormitories wired to the

system could receive the signal. So much
wire had been Installed that one alumnus
remarked that the wire could stretch

from the Williams campus to North

Adams with a mile to spare.

'Epiiman'

WMS grew quickly, and In 1957 a new
station, WCFM, blasted a full ten watts

of FM radio to the Williams campus.
Among WCFM's more memorable
characters were Tom Pierce and Frank
Ferry, both '69, who conceived the

superhero "Ephman."

According to the 1970 Alumni Review,
Ephman's "popular exploits kept

students and faculty alike glued to their

radios each week to see if Jim Lunch
(disguised as 'Ephman'), along with his

roommate 'Studley Goodnight,' would
have to 'fling out the Purple Hail' to

freeze In violet the villains of the

Directors of the Rural Alliance of

Freedom Thwarters (D.R.A.F.T.)."

'Just because'

In addition to giving away records to

celebrate its 25th anniversary, WCFM
gave away four radio shows. The shows
were awarded to persons who best ans-

wered "Why should you be on the

radio?" in 25 words or less. Lisa Scott 84

won a show with the response: "Just

because."

Alumnus Tom Costley '82, now work-
ing in admissions, won with the response
"I'm old and balding.. .give me the break
I need ...Let me on the radio. I want to be

a Radio Personality like Bill Wright."
WCFM Music Director and contest judge
Bill Wright admitted he "really liked this

The big event of the 25th anniversary

celebration is a raffle and birthday party

this Saturday. Prizes Include an all-

expense paid weekend for two in Mont-
real, dinners for two at local restaurants,

and packages of 25 records.

All proceeds from party and raffle

tickets benefit Greylock A Better Chance
Inc. (ABC),a local organization that

brings underprlvledged kids to Mt. Grey-

lock High School to study. Prizes for the

raffle and giveaways were donated by

local merchants and record companies.

"The merchants were very generous,

"

said Bill Wright, "they were enthusiastic

about Williams students getting Involved

in the local community.
'

' Town residents

have l)een encouraged to buy raffle

tickets. Wright said that WCFM hopes to

raise more than $3,000 for ABC.

Progressive music
WCFM has undergone changes In 25

years. "Much of the classical music and
talk shows that WCFM used to broadcast

has been taken over by public radio,"

commented Wright. "Public radio has

greater resources in those fields than we
do."

"Ephman" on Baxter lawn.

A recent WCFM campus poll revealed

that Williams students want to hear con-

sistent "progressive music"— new
wave, rock, less known cuts off popular

albums. "Commercial radio stations

can't afford to play the variety of music
we do," said Wright.

According to WCFM General Manager
Lee Farbman, the station just Instituted

block programming, "It used to be a

hodge-podge of music, and sometimes
you might not hear music after dinner

until 9 pm." "Commercial radio stations

can't afford to play the variety of music
we do," said Bill Wright. Now that differ-

ent kinds of music have been alloted spe-

cific times,students know what to expect

when they turn their radio to 91.9 FM.
written h\ Mitnica h'vnfiell and Michael

Govan
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^ Grand Union
is matchin
lowest lea ^
supermarket in
your community.

This proves it:

How can you tell if Grand Union is actually matching the

regular prices of the lowest leading supermarket in your
community?

Look in the book.
How can you tell if the thousands of regular priced items
at your supermarket are really competitively priced?

Look in the book.
How can you find out if so-called Specials are really special,

orjust regular prices?

Look in the book.
How can you find out if there's a good national brand of

what you need selling for less than other good national

brands?

Look in the book.
How do you get the Price Finder book?

Look in your Grand Union.

Grand Uiii«in

Consumer

ror your shopping comnari^n

Grand IJiiion match^

,

of the lowest lei_

supennarket in your co)

GrandUnion
is changing.

Grand Union Red Dot weekly specials
are even lowerthan^

rfxguiar prices in this book.

Do not oompaie these regular prices
with Dteeekly specialsofany supenmuriket

Griffin Concert

Hill plays Rameau
by Carl Leafstedt

The year 1983 marks the 300th
anniversary of the birth of the
Baroque French composer,
Jean-Philippe Rameau. As with
all anniversary celebrations,

the result is a renewed interest

in Rameau's music, which has
to a large part been overshad-
owed by that of his great
contemporaries. Bach and
Handel. Most of his music
encompasses two genres: stage
music (ballets, operas,
incidental music to popular
dramas of the day) and
keyboard music.

All-Rameau concert

Last Sunday night Williams-

town was treated to a concert of

some of this keyboard music.

Harpsichordist Victor Hill

celebrated Rameau's anniver-

sary with an all-Rameau
concert as part of the Griffin

Hall Concert series at the Clark

Art Institute.

The program consisted of

three Suites: two in A minor,

dating from 1706 and 1728, and

one in E minor, from 1724. Also

included was the relatively late

work, "La Dauphine", a

written-down version of an
Improvisation Rameau gave at

a royal wedding in 1747.

The three suites span a period

of 24 years of Rameau's
creative life. They are

wonderfully varied, both within
themselves and in relation to

the others. None of them follow
true suite form, having
individual movements bearing
descriptive titles such as
Venitienne, La Villageois, and
Le Rappel des Oiseaux.

Chronologically

Hill performed the Suites

chronologically, which helped
to underline Rameau's growth
as a composer. The 1728 Suite ,

one of his most mature works,
includes several movements
that are unusual and notewor-

thy; for example, the one
entitled "Les Trois Mains", in

which the left hand jumps back
and forth over the right—hence
"Three Hands". This work also

has the distinction of having the

longest Allemande ever written

in the Baroque period.

As for Hill's performance

-

what can be said? -clean and

enjoyable as always, perhaps

more so than usual, since it

appeared he had this music well

under hand and was more
relaxed than in previous

concerts.

Cross
Word
"Living Conditions" by

Gregory Smith '84

Answers

next week

Across
1 "...murriam' of - - miiulH": Shak.

5 Use acftylt'iie

9 "More fusily won than
"

13 Proifclor of iht- AchaiuiiH

14 Plari* for a hihachi

15 Spanish ju^

16 (Cuckoos

17 \UuU\\c

18 Juryman

19 Williams, in 1793

22 V;'rf«tlin(j Hurfare

23 \li. oner

24 Kroi'ks

26 Domes of ihe North

29 (Christmas figure

31 Vi ith a light heart

32 l*<iuUry preparers

36 Soviet fit)

37 (loinpanioti of heauly

39 Contents of a shell

40 Misplayinn, in hridge

42 (boon's cousin

43 (lanrer: lru4klayer

44 Great Dane

45 Photographer

48 Krosh's friend

Happy

Mountain

Day!

JOSEPH E. DEWEY

9:00 - 5:00

Mon.-Sat.

:̂^
S>

WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.

01267

458-5717

g^^ <^

CLASSIFIEDS

BERATING PEOPLE verbally is

one of life's simple pleasures.

Berating them while they are in a

prone position is even better.

—The Brain

DESPERATELY WANTED-
True friend and eloquence

coach. Serious replies only.

Contact; J. Watt

1600 Penn. Ave., D.C.

by the beach

/OU d6n'T buy me out! I buy
you out! I'm Moe Green!

AT A PICNIC a little bee flew

into a man's can of beer. The

man swallowed the bee. On its

way down, the bee stung the

man's throat. The man's throat

swelled up and he died shortly

thereafter. Tfiis would not have

happened if he were drinking

Pepsi. -The WCTU

Fly with the finest.

Gel your career off to a flying start. Become <

Marine aviator If you're a college freshman,

sophomore or junior, you could qualif>' for

our undergraduate Officer Commissioning

Program and be guaranteed flight school

after graduation. All training is conducted

during the summer. There are no on-campus

drills. Plus, you receive $11)0 a month during

the school year

Seniors can qualif>' (or Ihe graduate Officer

Commissioning Program and attend training

after graduation.

This is an excellent opporlunitv' to prri«>your-

self amongst the fx-st and start off

making from $17,000 to $23,000

a year See if you measure up.

Check out the Marine Corps Offi-

cer Commissioning Programs.

See l8t Lt. Rick Auman on campus, or call collect at (203) 722-2168

49 lltdriiiarlioii: sillf.

5U Willium> liiiililiiiii liiiriii'd (lov.ii IVtt.

ri'liuill I46I

56 PasK|j<»rl entry

58 Saliirati-

59 llaliir; lupiliil "I VIoiiBiiliii

60 .Sun nf Priam

61 •• - - (Jay"

62 Dilfii-r

6.3 Kye part

64 SiniKith Hinff

65 -- Hriiluc St. l.ouis

Down
1 Spring pht.MlonKMion

2 Vlufirillf

3 Autfior uf QB VII

4 ft illiains liiiililinii Imrni-d down IBll.

r.-bi.ilt 1812

5 Snklv

6 Kclativr ol ftr.

7 "I hear a t-liarnieil "; Maclirlh

8 Bakery item

9 "keynliine" menilier

10 f-'rat(rant renin

11 I'old (Inlli

12 Sirnrnpela

14 Loin miiMcle

20 .Surfeit

21 Kuadsifte Kipn

25 Beta Theta Pi's onre lived here

26 Sikorsky or Stravinsk>

27 I.nw'iErade wool fillers

28 Title

29 riieavorillK

47 Siitiatonlic partiele

48 \il like a thief

51 Prefix for seience or bus

52 (ireek i-oin of olil

53 Relative of radius

WEST PACKAGE STORE
Route 2

Between N.A. and >NiUiamstown

8 am-10 pm M-W 663-6081 8 am-11 pm Th-Sal

IMPORTED BEER MADNESS

Labatt's $12.99/case

Heineken $15.g9/case

Guiness Stout SI 5.99/case

16 oz. Knickerbocker $7.99/case

Beck's $15.99/cas8

Harp's $1 5.99/case

not including deposit

NEW SPECIALS DAILY

Proper Identification Required

STUDY ABROAD AT THE
ITHACA COLLEGE
LONDON CENTER

SEMESTER OR YEAR PROGRAM
ITHACA COLLEGE CREDIT

BRITISH FACULTY
COURSES — British and European studies are

offered in literature, history, an history, drama,

music, sociology, education, psychology,

communications, and politics. Special program

oHered in Orama. inlemthlp* available to

qualified itudenll In International Buelneta,

Social Servlcee, Communlcallona and Political

Science.

Visits to the theatre, museums, galleries,

schools, social and political institutions are

an integral part of the curriculum.

For lurlher Inlormatlon write:

International Programs - SP
Ithaca College

Ithaca. New York 14850

McClelland's Stationery and Office Products

Hallmark Cards

Crane and Eaton Stationery

School Supplies

Art Supplies

36 Spring Slreel - Williamstown

Telephone 458-4920
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Water polo

by Ken Irvine

The men's water-polo team
got off to a solid start last week,
winning six out of seven games.
The Ephs, led by senior tri-

captains John Gould, Jeff Mills

and Mark Schmitz, were 19-2

last year and this year they hope
to repeat as Division II New
England champions.

Weekend tourney
On Wednesday they handily

defeated R.P.I. 17—9 in an "A"
game and 15—4 in a "B" game.
Then over the weekend the team
went down to play at the four-

man Trinity tournament.
Friday the Ephs lost a tough

game to division I lona College.

It was a close game at the half

but then lona set up a double
bucket, which enabled them to

catch the Ephs off guard on the

switches. However, Williams
displayed their superior depth
in a "B" game, defeating lona
19-1.

The next day, Williams
started off by trouncing Trinity.

Then they scored 15 against

Amherst while this weekend's
B-team goalie, Rob Sommer,
once again let in only one goal.

They topped the weekend off by
crushing the defectors of 1821 in

an "A" game, 18—8.

Key cogs
While depth and swimming

ability will probably be the

main factors in Williams' game
this year, the key cog in their

scoring machine will be the
weekend's top scorer. Will
Andrew '86. The Eph's defense,

highlighted by numerous steals,

was very strong this weekend.
The focal point of that defense
was goalie Dave Schelbe '86.

On Wednesday Williams will

host R.P.I, and Deerfield, and
they hope to have a home game
against UMass this weekend.

Volleyball

wiped out

by Sara Griffiths

The women's volleyball team
traveled to Albany St. for the

3rd Annual Invitational Volley-

ball Tournament on Saturday.

Fifteen colleges split into

three pools competed in the

tournament. Williams played

Rutgers, Blnghamton, Colgate,

and Columbia. The first match
against Rutgers was Williams'

weakest, mostly due to missed

serves and play which was slow

to warm up offensively. In the

second game of the match Willi-

ams sparked up defensively and
took the game but Rutgers

came back to win the match, 6-

15, 15-3, 2-15.

Against Blnghamton and then

Colgate, the Ephwomen's offen-

sive playing improved tremend-

ously as the team began to work
together more effectively. "The

scores of those two matches def-

initely do not reflect the skill

level shown by Williams during

the game," says coach Sue
Hudson-Hamblln, "especially

in the match against Blngham-
ton." The final scores in the loss

to Blnghamton were 15-7, 15-3,

and to Colgate were 15-6, 15-8.

One of the strong points of the

day was the consistent strength

of Kelly Andrews '86. She was
reliable as a hitter and as a def-

ensive blocker and helped keep

the team together.

During the last match against

Columbia, Williams played a

strong defensive game and took

the match to 3 games: 3-15, 15-

11, 14-16. Hudson-Hamblln was
impressed by the positive men-

tal attitude of the Williams

squad after 3 defeats: "they

didn't let Columbia walk all

over them and pushed Columbia
right to the end and despite their

disappointing finish, they kept

improving throughout the tour-

nament and played strongly."

Williams faces Mt. Holyoke

and Connecticut at home on

Thursday at 7 o'clock.

Ruggers nail

Mt. Holyoke

by Helen Kaulbacli

The Williams women's rugby
football club started their inter-

collegiate schedule with two

THeCUPSMOP
49 Spring St., Williamstown

The Hair Salon of the 80s

For He & She

Serving the Students & Faculty

'y^ of Williams lor 10 years. We would
like to say welcome to the Freshman
Class and hope all have a successful

school year.

At the Clip Shop, through our progressive video education program, we are
always learning about new directions and now possibilities. As an artistic center of
Sebastian International we learn how to put all the ideas to work.

And to keep the professional haircut looking great between salon visits, you II

find Sebastian s professional hair products make the difference between okay and
extraordinary. We use these products in our Salon and recommend them to our
clients. The shampoos work on a unique principle called osmosis The conditioners
are water based and not oil based so they won t add weight to the hair and attract
dust and pollutants like other conditioners

The Clip Shop has two other

locations— Pittsfield and Benning-

I

ton, VI. In all there are over 35
I individi^ls who make up the staff of

the Clip Shop.

We are looking forward to

showing you what dramatic power a

good hairstyle can have, whether it s

a classic look ot the latest look

Call or )ust stop in for an

appointment or free consultation

And. as always a discount lor

students

Piltslielri. MA
WilliamslowM MA BKiiiiiiHjKjn Vf 413443 9816

4589167 B0;^44?9823 4134479576

wins over Mount Holyoke Satur-

day, dominating the games with

five tackles and fast runs.

The A-side outran, outtackled

and outmatched Mount
Holyoke, showing their exper-

tise with the rules of the game.
The try was scored by co-

captain Lael Luedtke '84, result-

ing in a 4-0 win. Outstanding

players included Marian
Cremin '86, Allison Martin '85

and Anne Melvin '85 in the

scrum, and Sunlca Edelstein '85

and Robin Rutishauser '86 in the

line.

The B-side pulled out a 4-0 win
with a try scored by freshman
Eileen Holland '87. Despite the

team's lack of experience, the

women held together remark-
ably against the Mount Holyoke
women. Francie Billups Ex',

Joan Horgan '87 and Stephanie
Jacon '87 stood out in the scrum.
Freshmen Maureen Ford and
Anne Schmutz anchored the

line.

Last week's game against the

Used Bags alumni team ended
as was proper. Alum Jane
Parker '83 scored the only try in

the first minutes of the second
half. Barb Welcher '83, the only
other Used Bag to show her face
in Williamstown last weekend,
played admirably, showing that

alums never lose their touch.

Golfers win

by Greg Keller
Paced by junior Mike Henni-

gan's four over par 75, the golf
team defeated Mlddlebury, 392-

414, and Hamilton, 398-455, last

Tuesday at the Taconlc Golf
Course. Freshman Guy Kurtz
fired a 77, while co-captain Eric

Boyden '84, Chris Harned '85

and James Kenefick '86 all

posted 80's.

After a disappointing finish in

the Yale Invitational over the

September 16-18 weekend.
Coach Rudy Goff said he was
happy to see the younger play-

ers filling the space left by the

loss of four graduating seniors.

Unfortunately number one
man Hennlgan was not able to

play in the New England Cham-
pionships on September 26-

27. "Hennlgan has been a solid

player for the past two years,
and we were weakened by his

absence," said Harned.
On Thursday, the Ephmen

will play UMass, North Adams
and R.P.I, at the Taconlc Golf
Course.

Runners win
tight one

Molra Tevens of Dartmouth
led her team to first place in the
seventh annual Williams Invita-

tional women's cross-country
meet on Saturday. The Williams
women came in ninth against
the 13 teams that braved the 3.25

mile course. Lynn Vendinello
'84 was the top Williams finisher

with 38th place in the 115 runner
field.

Middlebury claimed the
number two and three finishers

and second place overall. The
University of Vermont took

third. Fitchburg State, Hamil-
ton, Smith, Springfield College

and RPI finished in order ahead
of Williams. Amherst, Westfield

State, Tufts and Mount Holyoke
rounded out the field.

Cross-country-
Continued from Page 10

the Purple Pack were Co-captain

Bennett Yort '84, and Kevin
Grossman '87.

Surprising times

Remarked Angle after the

race, "We knew it would be a

really close race and we j ust ran

the best race that we could. We
were all surprised at the times

that we ran."

The J.V. runners also won
their race to effect a Purple

sweep of the day.

Farwell plans to train his

runners hard in order to pre-

pare them for Saturday's
Alumni race in which many past

Eph superstars are expected to

return.

Are you considering professional school?

HARVARD UNIVERSITY

JOHN F. KENNEDY
SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT

Is Looking for Future Leaders in Public Affairs.

Come Learn About Harvard's Two-Year Master's

Program in Public Policy, Leading to either

the Master in Public Policy or

City and Regional Planning Degree.

MEET WITH: PROFESSOR TONY GOMEZ-IBANEZ

DATE;

CONTACT:

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 4 at 2pm

CAREER PLACEMENT OFFICE

All Students, All Majors, All Years Welcome!

joint Degree Programs Offered with

Harvard's other Professional Schools.

Generous Cross-Registration Privileges with other Schools.

Tennis edges Smith,

annihilates Skidmore
by John Schafer

In their closest match of the
year, the women's varsity ten-

nis team squeaked by Smith 5-4

Saturday to gain their third
straight victory since their
season-opening defeat.

With the match score at four
apiece, the spotlight centered
on sophomore Liz Peay's
number two singles contest, the
last match on the courts, which
would decide the winner.

Peay comes back
After losing the first set 6-1,

Peay, \vho had just been moved
up on the ladder from the third

slot, fought back and escaped
defeat by taking the second set

in a tie-breaker. With the
momentum her way,she then
rolled to a 6-1 victory in the final

setto give Williams the win.

"Liz got nailed in the first set,

but she came back and then
played very steady in the third

set to win," said captain
Marissa Guhno '84.

Sophomores Susan Brown
and Betsy Shulman each won
their matches in straight sets

while Debbie Bernheimer '86,

playing number six, recorded
the fourth singles victory 6-1,3-

6,6-1.The doubles combinations,

which had been undefeated in

the last two competitions, ran
into some trouble at Smith, and
only Sarah Menke '84 and Alison

Holt '84 were victorious.

Skidmore falls

Last Wednesday, the Ephs
entertained Skidmore. Rain
drove the match indoors onto

the quick, rubberized courts of
Lansing Chapman Hockey
Rink. Though the team had
practiced on clay all season,
they rapidly adopted a more
aggresive style for the faster
surface.

The Ephs took full advantage
of the situation and chalked up
their most Impressive victory of
the year 8-1. Five out of the six
singles players won, and the
three doubles duos all won.

Top player Shulman won 6-

0,6-1, and Peay, playing number
three, beat her opponent 6-2,6-3.

In her most consistent match of

the season, Susan Brown '86

dominated her Skidmore rival
6-1,6-1; by the same margin,
freshman Liz Kellison won her
match, playing fifth singles-
.Playing number six Bernhei-
mer crushed her opponent
6-0,6-0.

The top doubles combination
of Liz Mangee '85 and Noelle
Montgomery '87 won 6-2,6-4;

Geraldine Hugo '86 and Jennifer

Koski '86 joined together and
won 6-1,6-2. Seniors Stephanie
Gates and Melissa George
eased their way to victory 6-0,6-

1.

Sloane pleased
The 8-1 win obviously pleased

Coach Sean Sloane, who said
"That's the best match we've
played this year. We were
poised and confident through-
out." The Ephs next match is

Tuesday at Mt. Holyoke. They
face Springfield Thursday at

4:00 at home.

Senior Carrie Bradley takes a shot in the field hockey team's 2-0 victory over Skidmore

Wednesday. (FInnemore)

Field Hockey splits on week
by Dave Paulsen

The field hockey team (2-1)

lost to Smith 3-1 on Saturday,
although they beat Skidmore 2-0

last Tuesday.
Smith (4-0-1) jumped out to a

2-0 halftime lead, and although
Williams played a much
stronger second half, they could
not come back.

The Ephwomen's high-
powered offensive line was
stymied by Smith's defense.
Coach Julie McHugh said,
"Nothing seemed to jell offen-

sively in the first half
.

" McHugh
cited the absence of senior co-

captain Story Reed, who missed

the contest due to illness, as a

factor in the Williams defeat.

Williams' only score was net-

ted by freshman halfback Sue
Scarborough. The only other
bright spot for the Ephs was the

play of another freshman,
sweep Lee Briggs.

Scatter Skidmore
Williams goalie Jean Hak-

miller '86 was not tested in the

entire game on Tuesday, as the

Ephwomen soundly beat Skid-

more 2-0.

Williams jumped on the
scoreboard seven minutes into

the contestwhen forward Emily
Sneath '85 scored on an assist

from forward Carrie Cento '86.

With nine minutes left in the

half, link Sue Harrington '84

continued her offensive out-

burst with a goal, assisted by a

beautiful pass from Mace
Foehl '85.

Although the Ephwomen did

no more scoring in the contest,

they clearly dominated play.

Especially impresive was the

teamwork and precision pass-

ing displayed by the offensive

line.

McHugh was pleased with her

team's play, citing the improve-
ment made from last Sunday's
game.
Williams traveled to Mt.

Holyoke today.

>^j|^v Williamstown
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destroy Middlebury
by Paul Meeks

The football team convinced
skeptics and lived up to high
preseason expectations with a
29-14 blowout of rival Middleb-
ury in its home opener Saturday
at Weston Field.

The big question prior to the

opening kickoft was the status

of Williams' backfield, with
starting running backs Ted Tho-
mas '85 and Jeff Congdon '84 out
with injuries.

Quarterback B.J. Connolly
'84, Jay Hickman '86 and Rob
Miller '87 moved the Ephs offen-

sively without missing a beat
for 315 total yards, 116 through
the air.

Shut down Panthers
Defensively, the Williams

secondary, a weakness in past

seasons, intercepted twice and
shut down the Panthers aerial

attack (only 43 yards), while the

interior held the opposition to a
mere 150 yards on the ground.
Sean Crotty '84 had a big day

at fullback with 109 yards in 20

attempts and two touchdowns.

Quarterback Connolly was
intercepted three times, but

threw a 31-yard touchdown toss

to split end Marc Hummon '84 in

a 9-for-20 outing. The quick and
agile Connolly scrambled all

over the Panthers and ran for

paydirt from 15 yards out in the
third period.

Hummon hauled in four
passes for 63 yards during the

contest. Tight end John
McCarthy '84, recovering from
sore ribs, grabbed three of Con-
nolly's spirals for 22 yards.

Ephs can kick
Punter John DeLorenzo '84

and placekicker Chris Chap-
man '85 earned their keep and
are threats to any opponent.
Delorenzo punted for an aver-
age of 40.4 yards in tight situa-

tions while Chapman accounted
for five points, including a 43-

yard field goal to ice the cake
with 1: 20 remaining.
The interior line pressured

the Middlebury signal-callers

all day and gave up only 150

yards rushing.

Secondary strong

Linebacker Mike Hawkins '84

and safety Bill Sperry '84 inter-

cepted for the Ephmen. The
secondary of Sperry, Tom
MacLean '84, Ted Leon '84 and
Joe Markland '84 was impres-
sive, much improved from a
year ago.

Williams struggled early,

both offensively and defen-

sively, yielding an early score to

Middlebury midway through
the first quarter. Gaining
momentum, Williams rattled

off the next 26 points, moving
the ball at will. Connolly's pass
protection and run-blocking
were crucial throughout. Mid-
dlebury's final TD in the fourth
quarter was too little too late.

An amazing 6440 attended the

game. The Ephs take their

show on the road to the Univer-
sity of Rochester to face the Yel-

lowjackets Saturday at 1:30.

The next home game is Oct. 15

against Bowdoin.

Women undefeated

Booters beat Smith
by Caroline McNerney

The women's soccer team has

sprung off to a strong start this

year, remaining undefeated
after battling Skidmoreon Wed-
nesday and Smith in Saturday's

game.
As in their game against Vas-

sar last week, the team started

slowly against Skidmore, play-

ing a lethargic 15 minutes

before picking up the pace with

crisp, quick passes and alter-

nating short and long balls.

Control play

Williams dominated through-

out the game, working the ball

upfield and controlling play in

front of Skidmore's goal. How-
ever, in the first half the Ephwo-
men did not press their

advantage by drilling in shots.

Instead, the offense tended to

dribble and pass around the

penalty box. By the second half

the team gained momentum
and scored twice, ending the

game at 2-0.

Center forward Lisa Dorian
'87 made both goals, with an
assist by speedy right winger
Gigi Madore '87.

First win over Smith
The Ephwomen entered

Saturday's game with a score to

settle, having never defeated

Smith in tl\e history of the

rivalry.

Thanks to Andrea Raphael
'86, that score was settled and
the winning streak remained
unbroken. Starting as center

halfback, Raphael moved
quickly on a direct kick for Wil-

liams, pumping the ball high

into the right corner of the net

before Smith's defense had
mobilized.

The team outshot Smith 17-13,

with veteran goalie Laura
Napolitano '85 making eight

saves for a final score of 1-0.

The Ephwomen face Middleb-

ury Wednesday on Panther turf.

Quarterback B.J. Conolly looks like he's In trouble here, but it was Williams who burled Middlebury

Saturday. (Glick)

Harriers tear to win
by Chris Stearns

On Friday the men's cross-

country team left the crowd in

awe as they crushed the Univer-
sity of Vermont and Albany
State to raise their record to 4 -

0.

The big story was the way the

Eph runners handled the com-
petition, taking five out of the

top eight places and finishing all

of their top five runners under
26: 07, an amazing time for the

five mile course.

Everyone knew this would be
a tough race for the Ephs, as

they lost to both U.V.M. and
Albany State last year. But such
a close finish was unexpected.
Exclaimed Coach Peter Far-

well "The way these guys fin-

ished in such a close pack is

something that I haven't seen in

many years.'"

Unsurprisingly, John Nelson
'84 again led the Ephs, this time
taking second in an awesome
25:49.

A few yards
However, no one was pre-

pared for the scene about to

unfold in the next few seconds.
Eight runners, separated by
only a matter of yards, crossed
the finish line in the following

ten seconds. Although Albany
State took third and fourth, and
had high hopes of beating the

Ephs, it was merely a dream as
John Ellison '86, Tom Pingree
'86, Mike Coyne '87, and Brian
Angle '84 took fifth, sixth, sev-

enth, and eighth places, respec-

tively, to seal up the win for

Williams.

Rounding out the top seven for

Continued on Page 8

Two overtimes, no goals: soccer ties with Middlebury
by Greg Leeds and Mike Best
Although Middlebury netted

two goals in Saturday's men's
soccer game, they came up
empty-handed as the score

remained 0-0 after two overtime
periods.

The referee ruled that time
had expired when the first goal

went in with 00: 00 left in the first

overtime period.

This ruling was vehemently
protested by Middlebury
because the sideline referee,

who counted down the final ten

seconds to the field referee, was
actually between 1 and 2

seconds ahead of the official

clock. Nonetheless, the goal was
disallowed.

Do it again
The Panthers, in shock and

disbelief, went on to score again

just 28 seconds into the second
overtime. Middlebury players

and fans were again ecstatic,

but only for a few seconds. One
of their forwards had been
offsides— again the goal was
disallowed.

Middlebury coach Ron McEa-
chen was disappointed with the

refereeing. "We thought there

was still time on the clock, and
he didn't see the second goal

going off a defender's foot. And
later in the overtime. Murphy
pushed one of our players to

grab a corner kick. But they

didn't call anything. We didn't

like the inconsistency, but what

can we do?"

No goals were scored in the

remainder of the OT period.

During the entire game, Mid-

dlebury and Williams both

played well and were evenly

matched.
An offensive drive by Mid-

dlebury halfway through the

first period was held back by
outstanding play by Williams

goalkeeper Ted Murphy '85.

Murphy stopped a 1-on-l play,

then followed with a deflection

and another spectacular save
off a direct kick.

The Ephmen then put
together a tough offense but
were unable to penetrate the

Panther defense. Standout play-

-ers for Williams were halfbacks
Dan Aramini '84 and Jon
Deveaux '87, though all their

players demonstrated high
fluality.

Last Tuesday, the team
opened its season with a 2-1 win
at R.P.L
Neither team scored in the

first half. The Ephmen were "a
little hesitant, a little tentative"

at the start but "settled down
and played a good first half,"

according to Coach Michael
Russo.

Jeff McEvoy '86 opened the

scoring 1: 58 into the second half

off an assist from Scott Walker
'87. The lead was short-lived,

though, as R.P.I struck back
with a goal a minute later.

Despite that goal, Russo said

the Ephs "pretty much domi-

nated" the second half. At 28: 26,

Mark Schroeder '86 headed a

corner kick by John Campbell
'84 into the goal which provided

the winning margin.

John Campbell '84 races a Panther lo the ball in the soccer team's (pretty much) scoreless tie with Middlebury on Saturday. (Khakee)
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Council approves final gpii
student budget items W,

OCTOBER 4. 1983

by Cheryl Hall

The College Council passed
all of its Financial Committee's
budget recommendations for

student activist, communica-
tions, cultural, religious and
educational groups Thursday
night, with the exception of the

Gay and Lesbian Union (GLU)

.

The Council voted on the rest

of its allocations, for student

performance, service and
sports groups, in a meeting last

night.

The GLU has been trying to

receive special permission
from the Dean's Office to con-
tinue using one-third page mail-
ers, claiming the Daily Advisor
will not meet its specific needs
in communicating with
students.

The Advisor publication will

take the place of the one-third
page mailers which have been
used in the past to alert students
to various activities.

At the recommendation of the
Financial Committee, the Coun-

Continued on Page 5
College Council Treasurer Hamilton
budget allotments for College organi

Humes '85 confers with President Tom Paper '84 about final

zations at Thursday's meeting. (Eagon)

Booth: Grade inflation over
Statistics reveal decline over last five years

by Stuart Smith
Grade inflation at Williams has leveled off and

grades have stabilized at a median grade point
average of 8.23, according to figures recently
compiled by Associate Provost David Booth.
As a result of his findings, Booth said grade

inflation is "no longer an issue" at Williams, but
Dean of the College Daniel O'Connor disagrees.
The median grade has remained fairly constant

since 1974, but before that the College was
plagued with rapid grade inflation stretching
back to the 1950s. The median GPA rose from 6.6

in 1954 to 8.28 in 1974.

The median is defined as the middle value in a
set of ordered values, such as GPA's, as opposed
to the average of all the numbers.

O'Connor's campaign
The median GPA hit its zenith in 1978 at 8.34,

which led O'Connor to launch his much-publicized

campaign to convince both teachers at Williams

and deans at other colleges in New England of the

dangers of cushy grading.

O'Connor said he thinks the problem still exists

at Williams and in other ivory towers. "The fact

that the rate of grade inflation has plateaued

doesn' t mean that the problem has disappeared
, '

'

O'Connor said. "What it means is that we have

regained a sense of proportion on grading."

He added that he feels the median grade is still

at too high a level when compared to the past. "A
'B' median is incredible," O'Connor said.

O'Connor also said that the rapid grade infla-

tion was "very dangerous in that it devalued the
standards of the institution and made grades less

credible." It would help students, he said, "if the
median went down to a more sensible level such
as a B-."

However, Booth said he thinks the slight drop-
off in median GPA since 1977 is evidence that
teachers' behavior is changing. "There was no
decline in the measured academic ability of the
classes that entered during that period," he said.

Different standards
Another problem that both Booth and O'Connor

emphasized was that of differences in the grading
standards of different departments. Booth noted
that there are "no college guidelines on grading,
different departments do very different things."
He added that he would be "very surprised if

there are many department-wide grading
standards."
O'Connor agreed and said that there should be

"some attempt to get agreement between depart-

ments about what the letters mean." One would
expect the grades of the various departments to

average out over time, he said, "but that doesn't

happen."

ALL-COLLEGE
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'65 70 75
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Touch-tone phones

coming in January
by Nicit Levis

Students will receive touch-

tone phones by January or
soon after as part of a major
improvement in the College's

phone system, according to

Business Manager Shane
Riorden.
The new phone system was

originally supposed to be
installed over the summer, but
legal complications arising
from the break-up of Ameri-
can Telephone and Telegraph
(AT&T) caused the six-month
delay and may cost the College

more money in the long run.

Last year, the College began
the process by choosing a new
Dimension switching system
to replace the old Centrex sys-

tem. Unlike Centrex, the

Dimension can be used to con-

trol service for each phone, so

that a student who doesn't pay
his or her phone bill will not

lose all service but will be
limited to "Willlamstown
only"or "campus only"
service.

This feature will allow the

Dean's Office to call the delin-

quent student and demand
payment, according to

Riorden. It will also make
phone service over the
summer possible for visitors

to the College.

Ma Bell pressure
The Centrex switching sys-

tem, which was installed in the

basement of Hopkins Hall in

1972, has had many problems,

according to Riorden.
Although the whole system
was never completely out of

order, phone company repair-

men were almost always

repairing some part of the sys-

tem, he said.

College Vice President and
Treasurer William Reed
called the Centrex system "a
major maintenance concern."
AT&T, which was trying to

update the national telephone
network, has been applying
pressure on customers to

switch to Dimension by threat-

ening to raise maintenance
charges on Centrex systems,
said Riorden.
The Centrex system pres-

ents Other problems as well.

Although Wide-Area Tele-

phone Service (WATS) can be
installed on Centrex, the Cen-

trex cannot keep track of the

individual departments that

use it. WATS is a system that

reduces long-distance charges

for heavy users.

The new Dimension will help

the College avoid the
increased long-distance costs

it incurred last year when
departments overused a

WATS line which the College

temporarily installed in

faculty and administrative

offices, Riorden said. The
Dimension, which will cost

$250,000, will accomodate
WATS and will individually

bill each department for its

calls.

The Dimension offers many
other time and money saving

features, such as Call For-

warding in faculty and admi-

nistrative offices. These
services will not be offered to

students.

The Dimension will also

take up much less space than

Continued on Page 5

The median GPA has risen since the '50s, but grade inflation has leveled off since 1974, a new

College study has found. Last year the median GPA actually fell from its 1978 high of 8.3. On the

College's grading scale, a 12 is an A-plus, a 9 is a B-plus, a 6 is a C-plus and so forth.

INSIDE THE RECORD
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No one I know
"I don't care if someone's gay, as long as I don't have to

hear about it." This is a common sentiment, but is it as fair

as it sounds to those who believe it? Why should homosexu-
als have to pretend to be something else?

This year has seen and will continue to see an increase in

publicity and discussion about the role of gays and lesbians

here on campus. The Gaudino Forum is addressing that

issue as part of its "Gay at the Movies/Gay at Williams"
topic, and Williams' Gay and Lesbian Union has taken a

more public stance which will grow as the year continues.

We as a community can determine the effect this publicity

will have on our lives and the lives of a largely invisible

minority.

Some may view this rapid increase in information about

homosexuals as an invasion by the gay and lesbian com-
munity into our "straight" campus social structure. That

would be a mistake. One lesson of this year's discussion

should not be that there are more homosexuals than pre-

viously, but that more are asking to be recognized—and that

some of those around us whom we think to be straight only

hide their sexual identities for fear of our reactions. We
must see an element that already exists. Taken correctly,

the publicity this year is an invitation to learn more about

that element.

The atmosphere on campus currently discourages that

kind of investigation. This is a very conservative college,

and many people assume that "No one I know is gay. "Asa
result, passing derogatory remarks about "queers" and
"faggots" go unchecked and are often encouraged. In addi-

tion, many of us describe our straight sexual experiences or

fantasies when among our friends, unthinkingly placing

pressure on gays and lesbians around us to do the same. On
the other hand, were homosexuals to relate their sexual

experiences, they would be met with hostility.

But most homosexuals seek no such outlet. At the risk of

generalization, they seek only to live their lives without fear

of repercussion for what, to them, is often not a matter of

choice but of natural behavior. By classifying gays and
lesbians as deviant, we force them to hide their homosexual-

ity, and thus to use an ability not available to other

minorities—to hide their minority status and to "play

straight". This means that homosexuals, as well as

straights, often do not know the extent of the homosexual

community.
By signalling our willingness to examine our attitudes, we

can make gays and lesbians more comfortable, and make
ourselves more comfortable with gays and lesbians. We
must make that effort, or our discussion this year will see

little result.

Daniel T. Keating, Jon S. Tigar

Sara Ferris, Michael J. Govan
^Phliip B. Busch
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LETTERS
Flume

To the editor:

It seems to me that we're a sad bunch if

all we have to speak out against is the

new dishroom system in Baxter. What
I'd like to know is, what do you do with

your uneaten food at home? Let your
maid clean it off? Or your mother?
Perhaps, now that we've had some time
to get adjusted, we can be a little more
conscious of how much food we need and
how many extra glasses and dishes we
use. I think we've got more important

issues to criticize.

Kathy Haas '86

QUOTATIONS OF THE WEEK

"Women are some of the finest

things that God created and
deserve to be treated as such/'

—a male model's statem^ent in a poster

put out by the Dartm.outh

Entrepeneurs' Club

"I thinl( he's absolutely

irresponsible and dangerous as a
political force in this country.

"

—Professor of Political Science

Raymond Baker describing conservative

evangelist Jerry Falwell, his opponent
in a recent debate aired on public television.

PAID POSITION AVAILABLE
The RECORD is looking for a new
subscriptions manager.

students from all classes are welcome, but underclassmen are

especially encouraged to apply. Applicants must be willing to put in

several hours of work immediately, after which the work load drops

significantly. Computer experience is helpful but by nc means

necessary.

Contact Editors Dan Keating at 2789 and SU 1256, and Jon Tigar at 2654

and SU 1473, or address a letter to Dan or Jon c/o The Record, Baxter

Hall.
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NEWSBRIEFS

Buses like this are once again running to New York City on a daily

basis, for the first time since April. (Scheibe)

reports that members of the

Middlebury administration con-

fronted Grace and he admitted

to the actions.

Grace wrote a formal apology

to Middlebury President Olin

Robison and withdrew from the

college last Friday.

Dean of Students Erica Won-
nacott said, "He's obviously a

young man with a lot of prob-

lems," according to the Globe

Baker, Falwell

debate on Russia

Associate Professor of Politi-

cal Science Raymond W. Baker
appeared on national television

Friday night and debated Moral
Majority leader Jerry Falwell

on "Communism: What Is It

and Why Is It a Threat?"
The live segment, shot in

Detroit, appeared as part of

Public Broadcasting Service's

"Late Night America" show.
According to Public Informa-

tion Director Ray Boyer, who
saw the debate, Falwell's posi-

tion was that "Russians are

bent on one thing and one thing

alone — taking over the world.

Baker of course responded that

that's entirely too simplistic."

Baker said he has done a lot of

media debating but had never

before taken on Falwell.

"I disagree with everything

he says. I think I agree with

Reagan more than he; that's

extraordinary," he said.

"I think he's absolutely irres-

ponsible and dangerous as a pol-

itical force in this country," he

added. "That's why I did it."

Boyer characterized the

debate as "heated" and "excit-

ing." "Falwell would make a

statement and Baker would be

right there with the response,"

he said. "The two of them were
obviously clever debaters.

"Baker stood up extremely

well against Falwell. He did a

terrific job," added Boyer. "It's

not the kind of thing where you

can declare a winner, but Baker

was sure no loser."

According to Boyer, at the

beginning of the debate Falwell

mistook Baker's name, refer-

ring to him as "Prof. Gray' ' and

"Prof. Green." Later on. Baker

called Falwell "Forwell" sev-

eral times.

When an angered Falwell

then snapped "what, my
name's FALWELL," Baker put

his hand on Falwell's arm and

said "now we both know each

other's name," Boyer said.

Boyer hopes to show his video-

tape of the debate on campus
sometime soon.

— Chris Hoiflvll

Middlebury victim

wrote racist notes

Middlebury freshman John

Grace, the victim of several

apparently racial actions,

admitted Friday that he com-

mitted these acts against him-

self, according to The
Middlebury Campus.

The incidents, beginning with

racial notes and culminating in

the breaking of Grace's win-

dow, caused an uproar on the

Middlebury campus and an all-

college meeting.

One note was sent to Boston

for handwriting analysis. The

results Indicated that (irace had

written them. The Boston <ilobe

causing significant noise prob-

lems. By strengthening Baxter,

the Committee agreed, this

could be alleviated.

The CUL hopes to have a plan

for Baxter's renovation ready
for the January 20 Trustees'

meeting.

—by Joe Ehlert

New Yorl( City bus

is back

Dally bus service from Willi-

amstown to New York returns

this year at prices lower than

last year. Bonanza Bus Lines

has agreed to operate daily

while Englander Coach Lines

will continue to operate wee-

kend service.

The Bonanza buses will leave

daily from the Williams Inn at

10: 10 AM Monday through Fri-

day. A 4: 10 PM bus run by Eng-
lander will continue to depart on

Friday, Saturday and Sunday.

A one-way ticket will cost

$21.50, $8.85 less than last year's

Trinity spares frats

In a Letter to the Editor in The fare. There will also be a special

Middlebury Campus, Grace one-day, round-trip excursion
said,"Despite all, I consider fare of $22.95. The one-day
these attacks as the acts of a excursion only gives you a brief

solitary deranged person. I did one-and-three-quarter hour visit

not sense any atmosphere of to the Big Apple, since Bonanza's

racial intolerance here at all." daily return trip leaves at 4: 45

Wonnacott said after Grace pM daily from Manhattan's
left for his home in Burlington, port Authority Bus Terminal in

Massachusetts, "I'm glad it's Manhattan,
over. Thank goodness it's On Fridays, Saturdays, and
over." The college is not press- Sundays, Englander's buses
ing charges against Grace for will depart at 8:45 a.m.
the damage he caused.

Architect, CUL
tour Baxter
Architect John Jordan and

members of the Committee on
Undergraduate Life (CUL)
toured Baxter Hall last Tuesday
to develop ideas for a new
design for the student center.

The most crucial problem con-

fronting Baxter is unused and
misused space, Jordan said.

The basement is a prime
example, he said, because
entrances and exits are small

and poorly located. This prob-

lem could be solved, however, if

the College would move organi-

zations with specific functions

to the basement, Jordan said.

Groups such as The Record and
the Outing Club would not be

affected by reduced access to

offices there, he said.

Another priority facing the

CUL is how best to move large

groups of students through Bax-

ter. "This building has a lot of

funny entrances and exits,"

said Jordan. By establishing a

better traffic flow, he con-

tinued, this problem could be

eliminated.

The traffic problem is most

apparent in the mailroom. Jor-

dan suggested moving mail-

boxes to what is now Baxter

Lounge, providing more space

for •joiiection and reading of

mail.

Snacli bar stairway'?

Jordan also suggested
expanding the Snack Bar by

connecting it with the Raths-

keller by a stairway. He pointed

out, however, that cost and fire

safety considerations would

make this a complicated and

expensive project, and added

that the Snack Bar could be

expanded in other, simpler

ways. One way could be the con-

struction of an addition where

the courtyard on the south side

of Baxter now stands, he said.

Committee members then

pointed out that the lack of a

strong student union has made

Sawvor Library a social center,

The trip will take approxi-

mately five hours in both
directions.

Last year's carrier, Vermont
Transit Lines, dropped William-
stown service last spring
because of lack of Interest

among the student body,
according to Scott Smith of the

Williams Inn, who coordinates

bus service there.

Bonanza moved in with lower
rates and more buses this year,

said executive vice-president of

Bonanza George Hunter in a tel-

ephone interview. "Because of

the general community with

Williams and North Adams
State, we feel there will be

enough demand for service to

New York City," Hunter said.

—by Eric .4delslein

WCFM raises

money for ABC

WCFM's 25th anniversary

party raised over $500 to benefit

the Mt. Greylock "A Better

Chance" (ABC) program last

Saturday night.

Although only 150 people

showed up to pay the $5

entrance fee, prize and liquor

donations from local businesses

cut costs for WCFM. The Col-

lege security guards on duty

also donated their services.

Thus WCFM was able to donate

most of the money it raised.

Music director Bill Wright '84

said, "We would have liked to

raise more money for ABC, but

we learned a lot from the

experience."

In the raffle Senior Charlie

Mitchell won the grand prize, a

weekend trip to Montreal dur-

ing fall reading period.

Second prize winner Bill Sawy-

ers '84 won 25 records which

were donated from Warner
Brothers. Amy Barstad '87 will

get to select 25 records from
CBS.
Local restaurants donated

dinners which were won by two

Williams students, one William-

stown resident and a Smith Col-

lege student.

Faculty irate;

wanted frats

forced to coed
by Christian Howiett

Controversy continues to rage

at Trinity College between stu-

dents, faculty and trustees over

whether fraternities should
become coeducational or cease

to exist altogether.

"The faculty are still really

up in arms about the trustees

having betrayed them by letting

the frats continue to exist," said

a member of the dean's office

who asked not to be named. As
for College President James
English, "he's in a no-win situa-

tion," the member said.

In response to a December
letter from the faculty urging

that the fraternities be closed,

and an April letter from Presi-

dent English that they be kept

but modified, the Trustees
announced at Commencement
that the frats must become
coeducational by Oct. 1 unless

granted a specific exemption
from the president.

To obtain an exemption a fra-

ternity must submit a petition

Indicating at least three-
quarters of its membership
wishes to retain the single-sex

status. The exemption would
have to be renewed every three

years.

"I would imagine that almost

all of them are going to want an
exemption," the dean's office

source said. President English

has publicly announced he will

grant exemptions to all fraterni-

ties who petition.

Faculty protest

As a result, five motions per-

taining to the fraternities are

currently before the faculty.

Continued on Page 9

College counsels
problem eaters

by Philip Busch
Eating disorders are increas-

ingly viewed as a problem at

Williams, according to College

nutritionist Ginny Skorupski
and Infirmary psychiatric
counselor Barbara Joslyn, who
has formed a weekly counseling
group for women students to

deal with psychological prob-
lems associated with eating.
Eating disorders range from

moderately excessive concern
about weight to potentially tatal

anorexia nervosa, a pathologi-

cal self-starvation. Bulimia,
another serious disorder, is a

cycle of eating "binges" often

followed by self-induced vomit-

ing or excessive use of laxatives

to prevent weight gain.

Such disorders are "abso-

lutely a problem" here, Sko-

rupski said. "I've counseled

people who were obvious ano-

rexics, and I frequently see peo-
ple with some of the symp-
toms such as refusal to eat des-

pite dangerous weight loss, she

said.

"Williams seems to be a

target-type population," she

added. "Most anorexia victims

are well-to-do females who are

bright and usually anxious to

please their families and
friends. Female athletes also

tend to be very weight-

conscious."
"Eating disorders are a fairly

widespread problem," said Jos-

lyn. "I've seen students with

anorexia and bulimia. ..students

have been hospitalized for treat-

ment in a few instances."

Anorexic students rarely fail

academically, according to Jos-

lyn. "I've never seen one flunk

out," she said, "but they may
become social dropouts who
become increasingly wrapped
up in not eating and in being
physically active."

*ln control*

Anorexics are unlikely to

come in for counseling, said Jos-

lyn, because they see them-

selves as increasingly success-

ful while their condition
worsens.

"It's a psychological prob-

lem," explained Skorupski.

"Our society focuses on female
beauty and slimness, and this is

one way of saying 'I am in abso-

lute control.' Anorexics think

they look better the less they

weigh."
Bulimics are more likely to

come in for counseling than ano-

rexics, said Joslyn, but are

more difficult to spot. "They
can be normal weight," said

Skorupski, "and their friends

may never see them 'binge and
purge.'"

Joslyn's counseling group is

one approach to eating dis-

orders. "We had regular atlend-

Continued on Page 5

Infirmary psychiatric counselor Barbara Joslyn Is becoming

increasingly worried about eating disorders on campus.(Ktiakee)
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LECTURE NOTES
Hoppin explains

Sappho's poetry

Was the ancient Greek poe-

tess Sappho "a whorish woman,
love crazy," as described by
Tatlan In 180 A.D., or was she
the "violet-haired, pure, honey-

smiling Sappho" described by
Alcaeus?
Classics Professor Meredith

Hoppin addressed these and
other questions about Sappho
and her erotic poetry in a lec-

ture Thursday titled "Nymphs,
Gardens and Song: Sappho's
Retreat from the Traffic In

Pleasure and Desire."

Sappho's poetry consisted

mainly of wedding songs and
erotic lyrics and was probably
performed for small groups of

women, possibly of the cult of

Aphrodite, as part of an Initia-

tion for girls entering woman-
hood, Hoppin said.

Therefore, Sappho was proba-

bly not a "whorish woman" or

social outcast who publicly

poured forth her private emo-
tions. Her homo-erotic poetry

was most likely meant for her

close friends, Hoppin said.

Hoppin said that one poem
verse, "Sweet mother, truly, I

cannot work the loom since lam
overwhelmed through Aphro-

dite by desire for slender

youth," is typical of Sappho's

writing, as well as the writing of

other poets of the time, because

the reader cannot distinguish if

the "youth" referred to is male
or female. Writers of the age
often wrote to homosexual or

bisexual lovers, Hoppin said.

"Sappho presents an econ-

omy of pleasure and desire in

which one party does not domi-
nate the other. Instead the two
relationships are characterized

by mutual sharlng^nd empow-
ering," concluded Hoppin, who
added that she is currently pre-

paring a course on women in the

ancient world.

Hoppln's lecture was the first

of five In this year's History of

Ideas Colloquium on Pleasure.

—Sandy Hoppvr

Feminists discuss

links to N.Y. nukes

The linking of the peace
movement with the feminist

movement at the nuclear arms
protest rally In Seneca Falls,

N.Y. this summer helped femi-

nists' solidarity but may have
hurt their image, according to

members of both groups at a

discussion last Tuesday.
About 25 members of the Wil-

liams Feminist Alliance and the

Williamstown Nuclear Freeze
Office met at St. Raphael's

JOSEPH E. DEVEY WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.

01267
9:00- 5:00

- - -
- -

Mon.-Sal. "^ ^
" #»<-^^ "* <i'7> 458-57 7

WEST PACKAGE STORE
Route 2

Between N.A. and Williamstown

8 am-10 pm M-W 663-6081 8 am-11 pm Th-Sat

IMPORTED BEER MADNESS

Labatt's $12.gg/case

Heineken $15.99/case

Guiness Stout $15.99/case

16 oz. Knickerbocker S7.99/case

Beck's S15.99/case

Harp's $15.99/case

not including deposit

NEW SPECIALS DAILY

Proper Identification Required

Church on Cole Ave. In their dis-

cussion, entitled "Feminism
and the Peace Movement: A
Critical Look at Seneca Women's
Peace Encampment," they dis-

cussed the encampment in Sen-

eca Falls this summer of

hundreds of women who held

demonstrations and vigils pro-

testing nuclear arms.
Their largest demonstration

occurred Aug. 1 when nearly 300

women were arrested during a

rally in front of nearby Seneca
Army Depot, believed to house

nuclear weapons.
Tuesday's discussion includ-

ed several of the women who
were involved in the Seneca
encampment and the Aug. 1

demonstration. Some said they

had sensed feelings of hostility

towards men among the women
at the encampment and some
were offended that their hus-

bands were not welcome.

Negative connotation

Several of the participants

spoke of the danger in associat-

ing the feminism and peace

movements since feminism has

negative connotations for some
people.

Most of the women involved

said they felt that at Seneca the

feminist movement wasn't
"riding on the crest of the wave
of the peace movement."
But others felt the Involve-

ment of women's groups was

Important. "It (Seneca] was
more successful as a women's
group; It might not have hap-

pened at all another way," one
participant said.

Another participant, Pam
Baker of New Ashford, des-

cribed how state police at the

Aug. 1 demonstration told a

group of women to climb over
the gate of the military base and
allow themselves to be arrested
in order to protect themselves
from violence.

"We discussed it and made
our decision in consensus,"
Baker said. "That wouldn't
have happened with men
there."

Although Seneca gained a lot

of attention for being solely

female, next summer it might
include men, since, according to

Judy Fitzgerald of the William-
stown Weapons Freeze Office,

"we're all striving for the same
thing, men and women."

—Angela Averitt

Law dean fights

nativity scenes

Jonathan Chase '61, Dean of

Vermont Law School, gave
seniors a taste of a lawyer's life

by describing his work with a

case Involving the legality of

publicly-sponsored nativity

scenes.

He spoke last Monday In the

first of a series of lectures spon-

sored by the Office of Career
Counseling (OCC) designed to

give seniors exposure to differ-

ent job opportunities.

In the case. Lemon vs. Kurz-
man, Chase is representing the

plaintiffs, a group of Denver
atheists who are challenging the

right of the City of Denver to

sponsor a nativity scene on the
steps of city hall.

Chase Is representing this

group on the behalf of the Amer-
ican Civil Liberties Union. He
said took the case because,
among other reasons, he felt it

was something which could
touch his and his family's lives.

At present the case is frozen In
the upper levels of the Western
District Courts because a sim-
ilar case In Pawtucket, R.I. will
be heard by the Supreme Court
this fall. Chase thinks the result
of his case hinges on the out-
come of that one.

The opponents of nativity
scenes in the Pawtucket case
won their case before the
Supreme Court consented to
hear It on appeal. But Chase
said he thinks their victory may
be overturned and the legality
of nativity scenes upheld. "In
most of the cases the Court
hears, It overturns the decision
of the lower court," Chase said.

a

Eree

duiner.

Mexican Restaurants
140 Wahconah Street 850 State Road
Pittsfleld. MA 499-4027 Nortti Adorns, MA 644-4757

Avallabte Mondays, Tuesdays and Wednesdays with the purchase ot a
complele dinner. Limit ot two refills per customer. No coupoiu
redeemed with this offer.

CLASSIFIEDS

Death Row prisoner, Caucasian
male, age 37, desires
correspondence with either

male or female college
students. Wants to form some
kind of friendly type relation-

ship and more or less just

exchange past experiences and
ideas. Write: Jim Jeffers, Box B-

38604, Florence, Arizona 85232.

BEWARE: The JELL-O people
are alive and living in the

Berkshire Quad. ..There Is no

escape!!!

-H.S.

Men—grow up. Signed four

Women In The Snack bar

(WITS)

To the Flume:
Shadu yu liktumkunushi
Shadu yu llklakunushi

Shadu yu lini yix kunushi
Shadu yu II yixsi kunushi
Shadu yu lite kunushi
Shadu yu lini kunushi
Shadu yu linir kunushi
Shadu yu likattin kunushi
Shadu yu dannu elikunu

limqut

Ina zumri ya lu yu taparasama

Abdul Al-Hazred

ARE YOU A Line Drawer?
We need some line drawings pro-
duced to feature in our advertising.
Call Phil or Sandy, 458-8445, at the
Mountain Goat.

Question: 'There is an empty room
with only one chair. Into the room
enters Abraham, Moses, Zoroaster,
Buddha, Krishna, Jesus Christ,

Muhammad, The Bab and Baha'u'l-
lah. Who will sit on the chair? Who
will sit on the floor?

Answer "Since all the Prophets of

God are the essence of humility,

none would exalt himself above the
others. Therefore, none would sit in

the chair and all would sit on the
floor. This is a teaching about Pro-
gressive Revelation from the Baha'i
Faith . . would you like to know
more?" Call Pete at 458-3630 or
David at 597-6086.

neyirs

Construction of new sidewalk behind St. John's Church and the Alumni Center has dis-
rupted pedestrian traffic to Greylock. The construction is part of the College's efforts to
spruce up the campus and give its aging sidewalks a more modern look. (Ruderman)

Council funding
Continued from Page 1

cil decided to return the GLU's budget to the Committee for recon-
sideration so that the issue of printing costs can be clarified.

Despite pleas from Bruce Rutherford '84, treasurer of the Com-
mittee for Pallstinlan Rights, that last year his group made ' 'admi-
nistrative mistakes because of ignorance [of the correct procedure
for running an organization]," the Council passed the Financial
Committee's recommendation to cut the group's funding by $166, to
$504.

SAT too low
In an interview after the meeting. Council Treasurer Hamilton

Humes '85 explained why the budget cuts which many campus
groups are facing were necessary.

"The Student Activities Tax last year was $65, but we found
$10,000 that hadn't been used the year before," said Humes, "so
there was more money to go around—the effective SAT was $72 last
year.

"So even though the SAT went up to $70, that wasn't enough, so we
had to make cuts," Humes said.

Another one of the Council's upcoming tasks will be to help with
the plans for remodeling Baxter Hall. At Thursday's meeting Dean
David Colby asked foi input from the Council as to what it sees as
goals for the building. He said the Committee for Undergraduate
Life expects to begin drawing up plans before Thanksgiving.

In response, the Council formed a Subcommittee to determine
how Baxter can best serve the needs of the student body.

Anorexia
Continued from Page 3

ance for the support group last

year," she said. Joslyn hopes to

keep the momentum going this

year, focusing on the meaning
of food and the participants'

Images of their own bodies.

"We're available to anyone,"
she said, "but they have to come
to us."

The group is limited to women
because of women's unique con-

cern about these issues, said

Joslyn. The group is for any
woman concerned about eating,

not just those with severe
disorders.

A "non-aggressive" counsel-

ing approach to the problem is

best, said Skorupski. "Active
interference usually repels a

person." One non-aggressive
approach involves the "table
tents" on dining hall tables

warning of harmful dieting

practices.

Peer Health counselors can
also help with eating problems.
"I wouldn't say it's a pervasive
problem," said Peer Health
coordinator Bill Sawyers '84,

"but one case is one too many."
Peer Health counselors usu-

ally try to work through a friend

of the victim to persuade her to

seek professional help.

Approved Student Activity Budgets

New phones-
Continued from Page 1

Centrex and it will generally

be quicker and easier to

repair, Reed said. The extra

room gained in Hopkins Hall

will be used as office space, he

said.

The Dimension is now being
installed and will be hooked up
over Christmas Break. The
touch tone phones will be in

student rooms by Winter
Study, according to Riorden.

The delays have been
caused by the break-up of

AT&T, which left two of

AT&T's independent div-

isions, American Bell
Advanced Information Sys-

tems (ABAIS) and New Eng-
land Telephone (NET), in

dispute over which one would
own the telephone equipment
at Williams.

Riorden said that all the tel-

ephone lines which the College

uses belong to NET, and under
the terms of the break-up it is

illegal to have the same cables

carrying NE"!" and ABAIS ser-

vices. New cables had to be
installed throughout campus,
and Riorden said, "In the long

run, we're going to pay for it."

YARNS
Wool blends

Wool
cottons

by Brunswick, Phildar, Candide, Canshohocken.

10% off with this ad on a

purchase of $5.00 or more

THE SEWING NOOK
Colonial Shopping Center

Williamstown

ACTIVISTS

Williams Anti-Apartheid
Coalition

Central American Concerns
Wms. Coalition Against
Militarism

Comm. for Palestinian Rights
Disarmament Forum
Feminist Alliance

Garfield Republican Club
Garfield Society
Gay and Lesbian Union
Wms. Hungar Action Project
Amnesty International

COMMUNICATIONS:
Banter
Germinal
GUL (yearbook)
Literary Review
Parallax
Purple Rag
Record
Republican
WCFM
O.C. Productions

CULTURAL/RKUGIOUS:
Asian Link
Ba'hai

Christian Fellowship
Christian Science
International Club
Italian Club
Jewish Association

Newman Association

EDUCATIONAL:
Adelphic Speaking
Free University

Model U.N.

•82-'83 GRANT
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Gays at Williams lead 'double life'

Fear of 'fixed labels' confines gays to quiet existence

by Benjamin Duke

With this fall's Gaudlno Forum foc-

using on "Gay at the Movies, Gay
at Williams," and with a spate of

publicity generated by a more

assertive Gay and Lesbian Union

(GLU), sexual attitudes and preferences and the

issues surrounding them have begun to gain a

scrutiny on campus unprecedented since the for-

mation of the first gay people's organization here

In 1973.

Yet twining through that tentative curiosity,

agree gay women and men interviewed over the

last two weeks, remains the same distrust and
hostility typical in the past among much of the

heterosexual population. That unfriendliness has

done much to make the many gay students at

Williams a mute and often anxious minority.

Public awareness

To the surprise of many gays and lesbians on

campus, however, the first event in the Gaudlno
series packed the house in Bronfman when
screenwriter/ dirctor John Sayles '72 and pro-

ducer Maggie Renzl '73 came to Williams to dis-

cuss their most recent film, Lianna, which Is

about a woman's first homosexual affair.

The following week, on September 20, a gay
physician, Dr. William Harding '73, gave a lec-

ture addressing the current epidemic of acquired

Immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS), the incu-

rable disease which debilitates the human
immune system and has primarily afflicted

homosexual men.
The lecture, sponsored by the GLU, marked the

beginning of the group's campaign to increase

awareness and understanding of gays and lesbi-

ans among the heterosexual population at Wil-

liams.
Magnified problems

That awareness, gays and lesbians agree, is

rare among the large majority of students here.

And with a small, closeknit community turning a

healthy rumor mill, they add, the problems and
hostility gays and lesbians can experience any-

where can be magnified Into a day-to-day burden.

"There's a disruption of lifestyle," says one
senior political science major. "There's a lot of

depression and frustration among gay people."

As a result, many lesbians and gays end up
playing their emotional cards especially close to

the vest. The small number who openly acknowl-
edge their homosexuality, and the few gay stu-

dents willing to have their names printed
publicly, suggests how they have responded to the
pressures they face here.

The active gay population at Williams, which

GLU members estimate at between 70 and 100

women and men, has thus never formed a distinct

community with its own identity, instead scatter-

ing among all segments of the student body.

Though largely a natural scattering, since homo-
sexuality describes neither Interests no;- abilities,

the gay population still suffers for lack of a dis-

tinct self-reliant social cell of Its own.
At the same time, many gay students feel

forced to keep their sexual preferences disguised,

fearing that openness would only lose them many
of their heterosexual friends. Thev choose to open

"Even the best fall

because of irrational

prejudices.

"

up among small groups of gay and other straight

friends who are comfortable with the various sex-

ual orientations.

Reasons for prejudice
The hostile atmosphere has sowed fertile

ground for speculation. GaV students offer an
abundance of possible explanations, most focus-

ing on the inflexibility of social conventions here.
The GLU takes an official point of view in Its

standard leaflet, suggesting that "Prejudice
against gay people is at times a form of
projection—an effort to deny homosexual attrac-
tions within ourselves."

Whatever the causes of such prejudice, lesbi-

ans and gays agree that the categories of "gay"
and "straight" people—and those of "normal"
and "deviant" behavior—manufacture false dis-

tinctions which help to preserve widespread
ignorance about sexual preferences. While each
person's sexual Interests wash across hard and
fast lines,they argue, people use such labels to

make gays and lesbians seem fundamentally dif-

ferent from themselves.

Indelible labelling

"People don't know how to relate to gay peo-

ple," remarks one lesbian sophomore. "With
men, they don't know how to deal with you
because there are no role models. Once you're

labelled gay, you're cutting off most of the people

from being comfortable around you."

By dropping the disguise, she says, "You're
labelled and I can't even begin to know what
would happen If everybody knew. And I wonder

how many potential friendships I would
sacrifice."

That label can become indelible in the small,
mainly conservative atmosphere at Williams,
where, she notes "you don ' t disappear" and much
of the population shuns unconventional behavior.

In fact, a powerful aversion to acquiring a fixed

label leads some gay students into hiding their

homosexuality even from most other gay stu-

dents. A portion of the gay population becomes
"invisible," with "closeted" gay students min-
gling only among exclusively heterosexual, and
often homophobic, groups of friends.

Reactions
More commonly, gay students lead a "double

life" by letting down their reserve with only a lew
close friends. "Sometimes you forget that the rest

of the community Isn' t as relaxed as you are,
'

' one
woman observes. "It would be so much easier if

you could just tell everyone—and no one would
care because It's not something that should

matter."

"It comes to a point where you ' re afraid to meet
people because you don't know what's going to

happen if they even pick up on what you're
doing," a male senior agrees. "A gay person on
campus win approach someone almost as a
straight person. There's a lot of role-playing."

Other gay students who have come out openly,
however, say that many of their fears proved
unfounded.

"I expected that there would be more repercus-
sions," says one sophomore art major. "I don't
think there's a pervasive homophobia. It's not an
active hatred, it's basically homophobia through
lack of awareness, lack of understanding."

"After a while, you realize that, really, no one
seems to care," observes assistant professor of
theater Bruce Goodrich, commenting on atti-

tudes toward gay students on campus. "No one
looks the other way in the halls."

Yet there are some tribulations that come from
being open. "1 always expect to gee something
about myself on the wall" oJ a dormitory
bathroom, says one senior, who also notes that
coming out also laid him open to offhand slurs at

parties or at the Log.
And one can no longer put on a disguise in the

presence of hostility, he continues. "You find

yourself getting along really well with someone
and they know everything about you except that

you're gay. Then as soon as they find that out,

boom. There's that fear of being rejected."

One gay student, who co-heads the GLU,
emphasizes the possible barriers to employment Andrea Smith

after college. "You cannot be good enough to be
protected," he maintains. "Even the best fall

because of irrational prejudices."
Although many cited a fear of violence as a

reason for concealing their homosexuality, only
one had his own story of minor physical harass-
ment to tell.

The larger consequence of the pressures gay
students undergo, however, has been a frag-

mented, often troubled and Infrequent sexual and
social life in an environment where most of the

gay students can be hard to find.

And whereas, according to those interviewed,

the lesbian and gay population is marked by the

same cautious reserve about sex well-known to

most Williams students, that hesitancy has been
compounded in the past by the lack of a large

social cell in which gays and lesbians can meet
without fear of sexual prejudices.

"You can't expect to have relationships here,"

"says one sophomore woman. "There are just so

few that you know."

Social changes
But the GLU has now begun an effort to change

that absence of an open social institution for gays
and lesbians by offering and openly advertising

social events. Two weeks ago, for Instance, the

organization sponsored a trip to Springfield for an
evening of dancing.

The GLU has also recently changed the organi-

zation's name (from Gay People's Union) to try to

break down traditional tensions between, male
and female homosexuals on campus.
Furthermore, for the second year the organiza-

tion has held informational sessions in freshman
entries, hoping to break down the attitudes that

foster hostility towards homosexuals.
While the GLU is evolving into a "more social,

just kind of live-your-Ufe group," as one member
described it, an inevitable link remains with polit-

ical advocacy of homosexual rights, and the

effort to win acceptance, as well as legal equality,

by heterosexuals.
"Being gay is politics almost," remarks one

senior. "You're constantly fighting for some-
thing. You're fighting to be yourself."

But full acceptance for homosexuals remains a
distant laurel. Though Williams is unlikely to out-

pace the progress of attitudes in the whole of

American society, some members of the GLU are

determined to make the community here keep up.

"We're here: Jait accompli. And you're going to

hear about it whether you like it or not," vows a
senior man. "We respect ourselves and we want
other people to allow us to respect ourselves."

Ellmann draws Wilde life:

relates Oxford anecdotes

Beckett's "Play'' christens DownStage

by Martha Foley

Prominent biographer and
literary critic Richard Ellmann
entertained a Williams
audience with a compilation of

lively anecdotes titled "Oscar
Wilde at Oxford."
Renowned for his interpreta-

tions and biographical sketches
of James Joyce and W.B. Yeats
as well as Wilde, Emory
University professor Ellmann
offered a spirited orientation for

understanding the literary
critic and playwright.

Decadence
Providing insight into the

deliberate contradictions
entangled in Wilde's playful
language, Ellmann described
the influences and activities

pursued by Wilde during his

years at Oxford. Wilde said of

that period (1874-1878): "I
never sowed wild oats, but I

have planted a few orchids."

Ellmann placed the root of

Wilde's famed wit, unexpected-
ness and enthusiasm for
decadence in his family
experience. His father did
"nothing predictable"; his
mother wrote Irish nationalistic

poetry and formed with young
Oscar the Society for Suppress-
ion of Virtue.

"Wilde was caricatured as an
indignant aesthete at Oxford,"
Ellmann explained, and was
conspicuous in his "self-
mocking excess and insolence
to putative superiors."

Preoccupation
His fondness for subverting

authority, for toying with
convention, did not prevent his

maturation. On the contrary, he
was later to write: "Any
preoccupation with what is

right or wrong in conduct shows
an arrested Intellectual
development."
Ellmann explained that

Wilde's development defied
linear definition—contradic-
tory Influences moved him in

many directions. Dabbling in

hetero- and homosexuality.
Freemasonry and Catholicism,

as well as different schools of

aesthetlclsm, Wilde never
hesitated to follow his various
inclinations. According to

Ellmann, "between alterna-
tives, he chose both."
Wilde's little-publicized

interest in social reform was
cultivated by religion and the
teachings of Oxford professor
and art critic John Ruskin. Like
Ruskin, Wilde strongly believed
that art played a role in the

improvement of society.

Refined decadence
Yet even as he looked to

Ruskin for spiritual guidance,
Wilde was profoundly moved by
the writings of Walter Pater.
Through Pater's encourage-
ment to relish "not the fruit of

experience but the experience
itself," he learned a "refined
and comely decadence," and
discovered that beauty could
contain a touch of evil.

Ellmann indicated that Wilde
tried to resolve the contradic-
tions in his life, but eventually
came to view them as a source
of strength. He pointed out
writings which reveal Wilde's

attraction to heights and
depths, and to the capability of

acting in adversity to
principles. His most famous
play. The Importance of Being
Earnest, contains "a parody of

his own tendency to look for

contradictions," Ellman said.

Wilde's nonconforming and
controversial style had specific

roots in convention, in the
unyielding rules of organized
religion and of academla.
Ellmann concluded that Wilde
emerged from Oxford with the
conviction that life's complexi-
ties can not be reduced to "The
Twenty Commandments" or
"Forty-nine Articles" or any
plus-and-mlnus creed, but that
the "the object of life is not to

simplify It."

by Sean McAvoy
and Susan Reifer

Beckett's "Play" assaults the

audience. For thirty-five miutes
three actors —encased in

urns—with only their heads
visible—pour forth a dialogue

full of frustrated emotion and
haunting Impotence.

Isolation and futility

Isolation permeates this

piece—in the staging, in the

lighting, in both the tangible and
the created. The actors,
Cameron Smith, Reglna Kelly
and Martha Hughes, all class of

'86, have only their faces and
voices to illustrate Beckett's

brief and unconventional explo-

ration of human futility.

Throughout "Play" their
respective characters of hus-

band, wife and mistress grope
for each other in a pathetic love
triangle wrought from misdi-

rected passions.

The emotional intensity oi

"Play" builds frantically and
bellevably. And, as the relation-

ships portrayed develop toward
their poignant yet sterile climax
the audience is, almost unwill-

ingly, drawn into the stagnant,

limited world of the play-

wright's creation.

Compelling and tart

Hughes is startllngly compell-

ing, maniacal and tart as the

mistress. "Am I not perhaps a
little unhinged already?" she
asks. She does not just deliver

her lines; she calls forth an
essence that is forcible and con-
sistent in the form of a so
humanly Inconsistent and vital

character. Hughes is exem-
plary. Her performance refres-

ingly avoids that jaundiced,
self-conscious, "I am on stage"
overkill so typical of dilettante

productions. She is subtle in her
regard for the mechanics of

Beckett's work; in the rhythm
of "Play" her character is caus-
tic in the beginning, achieves
full force in the middle portion
of the play, and recedes into pit-

iful haunting repetition in the
end.

Conjecture-ridden

Smith is believable as the
fantasy- and conjecture-ridden
husband. His character tries to

convince himself that what he
speaks is genuine truth: "God,
what vermin women." And, he
occasionally breaks down in

confrontations with reality; "I
know now all that was just

play." Smith creates a charac-
ter who is wry and poignant and
very human. At times his theat-

rical consciousn(--ss prevents his

oharp.cter's moments of
Continued on Page 8

Sophomores Regina Kelly, Martha Hughes and Cameron IM. Smith
recreate three lives caught In the obsessive Influence ol the past In

the current Downstage production of Samuel Beckett's Play.

Dartmouth
"In the bedroom, in the

boardroom, on the playing field,

on the battlefield, women have
proven that they can play ball.

"What kind of men do women
want? Big, hairy-chested,
arrogant 'macho' men. Right?

Wrong. But not 'quiche-eaters'

either. They want real, sincere,

personable men. Men with a

sense of humor who care about

what their women want and
feel . Men with a touch of class

.

"

So reads the promotion for the

newest profit-making endeavor
of the Dartmouth Entrepre-
neurs Club: a 16-month
calendar titled "Men of the Ivy

League." The calendar sports

photographs of men from
Brown, Columbia, Cornell,

Dartmouth, Harvard, Prince-

ton and Yale posed in such

natural settings as Princeton's

crew shell, the Charles River, a

Mercedes and with such props

as lacrosse sticks, frisbees,

dogs and even books.

A statement from the model,

such as ''Women are some of the

finest things that God created

and deserve to be treated as

such," accompanies each
photograph. Twelve hundred
copies of the calendar have
already been sold.

Holy Cross
The Dean of Students Office

(DOS) at Holy Cross has

changed the party policy on the
Holy Cross campus. DOS
eliminated student campus
beer representatives and hired
four non-students to deliver
beer and collect empty kegs, all

of which must be done through
the Dean's office. DOS must
approve all parties, even
private parties, and may limit

the number of kegs at any party
on campus.

Middlebury
Middlebury students also face

increasing regulation by the

administration regarding
alcoholic beverages. "There
will be no carrying around
outside of open bottles or cans of

alcohol. ..These bottles and cans
litter the campus. It doesn't look
good for visiting parents,"
Middlebury director of campus
security Fred Spencer told the
Middlebury Campus.
Furthermore, "a student's

name and identification
number will also be recorded if

he is found passed out In a
hallway or outside. These
procedures are being enforced
to benefit the problem drinker,

'

'

Spencer explained.

Middlebury Dean of Students
Erica Wonnacott has said that
"the current definition of a
party is 'more than five people
In a room with alcohol making
noise for more than 45
minutes.'"

Tenor ranges from Mozart to Afro-American
by Tracey Tenser
and Carl Leafstedt

Last Friday night, in Brooks
Rogers Recital Hall, tenor
William Brown and pianist

Charlotte Hegyl presented a
program ranging from Mozart
to African and Afro-American
music.
At the beginning of the

concert, Brown walked onto the

dimmed stage alone and began
to sing/chant a short song cycle
by the contemporary South
African composer Prlaulx
Ranier, entitled, "Cycle for

Declamation." This unaccom-
panied set of songs, set to a text

by John Donne, was conveyed
with an intensity that
captivated the audience.

Emotional Brahms
More traditional selections

comprised the remainder of the

first half of the program:
especially well-received were
the four Brahms songs, during
which the audience broke into

uncharacteristic applause
following the very emotional
rendering of "Feldeinsam-
keit."

This responsiveness of the

audience was characteristic of

the whole concert, particularly

the second half, in which Brown
sang a wide variety of the music
for which he has become
famous-African and Afro-

American music. Before his
performance of two traditional
Zulu tribal songs, Brown gave
some humorous explanations,
and described how he devised
one instrument, the "click"
instrument, to replace the
"clicking"sound made by the
Zulus in their speech, which he
admitted he could not
incorporate into his singing.

Also notable on Friday's
program was the duo's

rendition of David Baker's ' 'The
Black Experience. " This is a set
of five songs composed
especially for Brown in 1971.
Brown performed these with
even more than his usual
amount of expressiveness in
voice and facial features. He
added a theatrical element as
well, by quietly walking off the
stage as the piece was ending.
Special mention must be

given to Hegyl for her fine

performance of the many
difficult and technical
passages, especially in the
Brahms songs. She played with
a sensitivity which added
considerably to the effective-

ness of the duo. This
effectiveness was enhanced by
the visible enthusiam of both
Brown and Hegyl, who, in good
humor, even went so far as to

give the page turner her chance
to bow.

Tenor William Brown with accompaniment from Charlotte Hegyl on piano performed selections

from Mozart to African music In Brooks-Rogers Recital Hall Friday night. (Stiapiro)
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Beckett^s "Play"
Coiitiiuitul Ironi Paqe 6

honesty to be perceived as such;
his Man's cockiness does not
always slough off into honest
perception when it could be
most effective. Some of his

character's moments of epi-

phany are diffused as a result.

Smith, too, flows well within
Beckett's orchestration. His
character has most force and
draws most empathy in the first

half of the play. He grows less

pitiable as his own actions draw
him down and he remains impo-
tent. He becomes merely
pathetic in the end. Smith's por-
trayal merges beautifully with
this flow, although he occasion-
ally seems to want to jump out
of his urn.

Kelly's character is the least

personable. The wife is strident,

theatrical and bitchy. Kelly's
portrayal is, however, too theat-

rical. Her grimaces are too big

HARVARD BUSINESS SCHOOL

MBA PROGRAM

An Admissions Representative from
Harvard Graduate School

of Business Administration

will be on campus

10/19

to meet v/ith students interested in

the two-year MBA Program

Contact the

Career Planning and Placement Center
for more details and to sign up for

an information session.

Harvard Business School is committed to

the prmciple of equal educational opportunity.
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Crossword
and her pauses too pregnant.
Her character may be the least

accessible of Beckett's three-

some, but the portiayal of such
a character might still be more
believable. Kelly's dramatiza-
tion is consciously that, sapping
strength from the fact that such
strident and theatrical shrews
do exist.

Overall orchestration

Kelly does, however, move
with her role gracefully through

the overall rhythm of the play.

In the first half of the play her

character is cacophonous and
overbearing. After the midpoint
of "Play", as her adulterous

husband evokes less sympathy,
her character begins to gain

more resonance, a resonance
subtly enhanced by Kelly's per-

formance. In the end, Kelly and
her character move into their

own. "Weary of playing with

me'.' Cel off me." The wife is

worn, and here Kelly does draw
pity and sympathy.

"Play" is truly a definitive

production for the new Down-
stage wing of Adams Memorial
Theatre. "Play" needs inti-

macy and is built and derives

much of its impact from its con-

summate repudiation of con-

ventional theatre. Viewing
Beckett's creation in the inti-

mate context of Downstage
exhibited clearly the necessity

of such an alternate stage. Its

more flexible and experimental
emphasis is a refreshing, vital

one. Surely, in the current pro-

duction, this emphasis evokes
promise and seems much more
meaningfully and profession-

ally to utilize the talents and
resources that the Williams
Theatre program possesses. It

shines in contrast to many of its

Mainstage predecessors.
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Ephs beat Wesleyan, Mt. Holyoke Trinity frats
by Dave Paulsen

The field hockey team upped their record to 4-1

with a 6-0 whitewashing of Wesleyan on Satur-
day.The shutout was the third of the season for

goalie Jean Hakmiller '86.

Forward Carrie Cento '86 started the scoring

with an assist from link Sue Harrington '84. Half-

back Alison Earle '84, tallied the second goal off a

penalty stroke.

The Ephwomen scored the remaining four goals

in the second half. Forward Emily Sneath '85 was
assisted by classmate Alison Fuller. Cento tallied

her second goal with the help of forward Jane Rech
'85,The final two goals were scored by halfback
Mace Foehl '85, assisted by Cento.

Outlast Mount Holyoke
Williams defeated Mount Holyoke 3-2 in a slow-

moving game on Tuesday. The Ephwomen once
again controlled play, outshooting Mount Holyoke
16-6.

Mount Holyoke started the scoring with a goal

7: 26 into the first half. Williams bounced right back
with forward Jackie McEvoy '85 scoring on an
assist from forward Carrie Cento '86. Lori

Symanski '85 added an unassisted goal before half-

time.

Williams started the second half scoring when
forward Emily Sneath '85 scored on an assist from
link Sue Harrington '84. Mount Holyoke later net-

ted a consolation goal.

Coach Julie McHugh was pleased with the play of

Symanski, saying '

' Laurie played a real solid game
for us." McHugh also cited the strong play of Har-

rington, the mainstay of the team thus far.

The team travels to Middiebury on Wednesday.

Golfers tenth in New England
by Greg Keller

Co-captain Eric Boyden '84

eagled the 510 yard eighteenth

hole to earn medalist honors in a

four-team match on Thursday
at the Taconlc Golf Course.

The golf team, now 5-0, won
the meet with a five-man total of

404, followedbyUMass with 411,

R.P.I, with 413, and North

Adams State with 436. Boyden
finished with a 76, while junior

Mike Hennefield and freshman
Guy Kurtz shot 78 and 79

respectively.

Earlier in the week, the Eph-
men competed In the New Eng-
land Championship Tourna-
ment and placed tenth out of 45

teams. Kurtz finished sixth

overall with rounds of 75 and 78,

and junior Chris Harned cap-

tured seventh with a 76 and a 79.

Despite these fine Individual

performances, the team land

placed tenth out of 45 teams.

Kurtz finished sixth overall with

rounds of 75 and 78, and junior

Chris Harned captured seventh

with a 76 and a 79.

Junior Mike Hennigan lines up a put in the golf team's victory over UMass, North Adams State and

RPI on Thursday. (Finnemore)

Continued from Page 3

Among other things the faculty

has asked a committee to draft

a position on sexual discrimina-

tion in fraternities which it can
adopt independently of the rest

of the college. That proposal

was passed by a two-thirds

majority of faculty members.
"Faculty governance" has

become the overriding issue at

Trinity now. In the future the

faculty plans to continue pro-

testing presidential actions and
hopes to publish independent
news releases citing its position

on College issues.

"The faculty has taken an
extremely strong opinion in the

past on sex discrimination,"

said Psychology Professor
George Higglns, chairman of

the faculty committee which
first recomended abolishing the

fraternities. "We don't really

think that permissible sex dis-

crimination is alright.

"The policy we've got now
will keep that discrimination as

college policy. Needless to say,

those of us who voted against it

are not happy," Higglns said.

Frats "anachronistic"

He said the faculty believe

Trinity's seven fraternities and
two sororities to be "Irrele-

vant," "anachronistic" and
"inherently devisive." The
faculty decided "fraternities in

general didn't have anything to

add to the college today," he
said.

"Their purpose 100 years ago
was to make the place more
intellectual. It seemed to us that

that day had passed," he added.
Higglns admitted that

although the faculty had never
really expected the trustees to

abolish frats, they had at least

hoped for mandatory coeduca-

tion. "I think a lot of people were
suprised [by the exemption
decision]," he said.

"I don't think anybody ever

dreamed that we would do what
WllUams did. We're not a Willi-

ams yet, maybe someday,"
Higglns added. Williams abol-

ished fraternities In 1964.

He said as far as the students

were concerned "If there was an
up-down vote, the students

would vote to keep them. They
have parties that they like to go
to."

"General disgruntledness"

However, Trinity Tripod edi-

tor Jennifer Wolf characterized

student response to the situation

as a "general disgruntledness
. '

'

"Nobody likes It, nobody
wants It, but nobody has any
choice," she explained. "Frats
are the main social organiza-

tion. People wind up going
whether they like it or not

because that's all there Is."

"It's too scary for people to

really consider, especially
when there's nothing to replace

the fraternity system on cam-
pus," she added.

The college recently reno-

vated its student center and is

considering other social alter-

natives such as building new
dorms and providing some
faculty with on-campus housing

to Increase their Interaction

with students. In the long run,

however, "the Trustees are not

going to give up something
they've had for years and
years," Wolf said.

"It's really very, very
shaky," she said. "There is still

a great deal of controversy
among the faculty about that."

We provide top entertainment

and are close to home—
Wednesday Nights are College Nights

with $2.50 draft specials— all you can drink until

midnight, and dancing to the music of DJ Steve

Binder.

This Thursday Night, October 6, for one night
only, JAMES MONTGOMERY, playing songs
from his newly released album with the J. Geils

Band.

Friday and Saturday, rock 'n roll

with the Chaser Band.

Norlh Adams Inn K-K Home Mart

I 1 Route 8 Soulh Aboput 1 3 mile on right I 1

I 1
City Hall ^_^

Rcule 8 Soulh

(Downlown N. Adams)
Beacon
Street
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"That makes me mad! I paid twenty cents more for that pound of cofTee just

yesterday. Look at that toniatojuice! Twelve cents less for the same brand. . .and

look, 1 could have saved even more on this other brand, and it's just as mod.
Think I'll take this with me when 1 go shopping tomorrow ana .see how

my store stacks up. Hmm. There's that tea I've been looking for 1 can even find

out if my Grand L nion hasexactlv what 1 want.

I've never .seen anything like this... over nine thousand supermarket

prices in one book! I save when 1 buy specials, but most of what I buv is at

regular prifes. Now I can easily check on regular prices with this Price f'inder

book. And it's free every week!

Imagine printing this every week! Grand Union must have a lot of

confidence in its low prices to do that.

Thev've changed their whole policy-they've dropped their regular prices

to match tlieir toughest supermarket competition-they sav they'll keep lower-

ing them if they have to. That's why they're giving out this big list of prices, the

Price Finder, so we can check on how competitive they are. And air they! Maybe
//icy'// become the low price leader!

I sure like their low prices!

Grand Union really is changing.,,"
1 :,-

SPORTS SHORTS
Volleyball

The women's volleyball team
traveled to Albany State Satur-
day where they were defeated
by Albany but then came back
to soundly defeat Russell Sage
and Oswego.

Against Albany, Williams
went down 4-0 early, but Caro-

line Teer '87 brought the Ephs
baclc into the game with power-
ful serves. The score was held at

6-4 to Williams for several

points before Albany found their

offensive attacl<.

Although starting out strong

in the first game, Williams

couldn't score in the second.

The final scores were 15-6, 15-2,

Albany.

Consistently powerful

The matches against Russell

Sage and Oswego were domi-
nated by Williams both offen-

sively and defensively.
Co-Captain Carol Dorfman '84

started off the match against

Russell Sage with a service ace

and served 4 more points.

Williams maintained a con-

sistently powerful offense and

never fell behind. Williams won

in two games, 15-6, 15-4.

Against Oswego, the story

was much the same—Williams
topped Oswego both offensively

and defensively to win, 15-11, 15-

6. Mary Hiclccox '86 repeatedly

set up powerful hits that Oswego
players could not get a hand on.

Thursday, Williams beat Con-

necticut 5-15,15-10,15-6, but lost

to Mt. Holyolce 15-11,15-5. Wil-

liams' record now stands at 5

wins, 4 losses. Their next game
is at Union on Thursday.

—Sara Griffiths

Cross country

The men's varsity cross coun-

try team toolc a close one over

the Alumni Saturday as John

Ellison '86 managed to stave off

a last minute Alumni surge to

win his first race of the year.

This victory enabled the Eph-
runners to maintain their

unblemished record at 5—0.

Although a win for the varsity

WCotta^e

Fall

Dressing
open 7 days

Pittsfieid Stockbridge
Williamstown

was expected, the Alumni
proved that they ^ere no
slouches either.

Ellison finished ]ust ahead of

former Williams stars Ken
Lelnbach and Derek Leonard,
who finished second and third.

Six of seven
But the Purple Wave broke

open the race by taking the next
six out of the seven places to

extinguish the Alumni threat. In

fourth was Tom Pingree '86, fol-

lowed by Co - captain Bo
Parker '84, fifth, Brian Angle
'84, sixth, and Mike Coyne '87,

seventh. Sealing the Alumni's
fate were Co - captain Bennett
Yort '84 and Kevin Jenkins '85

who took eighth and ninth. Fin-

ishing up the top ten was cross

country Coach Peter Farwell.

Farwell, though disappointed

that the team he was running for

lost, was pleased with the per-

formance of his runners. At the

traditional festivities which fol-

low the race he noted that ' 'John
Ellison ran a really good race. I

was surprised that he held off

both Ken and Derek."

This Saturday the team
sojourns up to Dartmouth
where they will take on both

Dartmouth and U.Conn in a

race that should prove to be the

toughest of the season for the

Ephs.
-Chris Sti'orns

Women*8 soccer

The women's soccer team
beat Wesleyan 1-0 in a wet
match on Saturday, chalking up
their third shut-out.

The Ephwomen were at their

best early in the first half, com-
bining precise passing, quick
runs and smooth teamwork,
leading to a goal by freshman
scoring machine Lisa Dorian in

the first ten minutes.

Goalie Laura Napolitano '85,

playing in a mud puddle the size

of a buffalo wallow, made some
spectacular saves in the second
half to end the game at 1-0.

Lose to Middlebury

The team suffered their first

loss of the season against Mid-

dlebury Wednesday, 2-1 in dou-

ble overtime.

For the first goal, Dorian tri-

umphed in a oneonone encoun-
ter with Middlebury's goalie,

passing a quick ground ball into

the net midway through the first

half. Middlebury followed close

behind, capitalizing on an open
net when keeper Denlse Saund-
ers '87 went down with a head
injury.

The Panthers scattered the

Ephwomen's defense with
switches and crossfield runs,

making close marking and
teamwork difficult for Willi-

ams. The score remained a frus-

trating 1-1 throughout, and the

game moved into double over-

time with Middlebury slipping

in the winning goal in the last 45

seconds of the second period.

Williams' record now stands

at 4-1. They played Dartmouth
today, and travel to Trinity on

Saturday.
-(Uirnliiif \1c\f'rn('y

Green Chicken
The Williams math team, led

by the performance of 'Scott

Smallwood '84, defeated Mid-
dlebury 176-101 in the annual
Green Chicken competition last

week.

Smallwood earned 64 points,

more than twice the leading

Panther.

Every year math majors
from the two schools compete
for the award, a cookie con-

tainer colored and shaped like a

green chicken atop a plaque.

The top four individual scores

are totaled to give the team
scores.

Of the six Green Chicken com-
petitions, Williams has won four

times, with one loss and one tie.

The Green Chicken will be at

Williams, providing food at

math coUoquia, for at least

another year. During that year,

some of the team members plan

to keep their skills sharp by tak-

ing the difficult Putnam Exam
in early December.

Martin HildebrantI

Many new arrivals suitable

for gift-giving as well as

replenished back stock.
enzi s

COLLEGE BOOK STORE. INC,

WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS 01267

COLOR
YOURSELF
INTO THE

I

FUTURE

A UNIQUE METHOD FOR UNLOCKING
THE MYSTERIES OF SCIENCE

THE NEW TECHNOLOGY COLORING BOOK is a
simple color-by-number system with explanatory

text. It will take you on a revealing journey through the

mysteries of science and the universe toward a new
understanding of the technological revolution.

There's never been anything like it. Peer inside the

molecules of the body, discover the power of lasers,

tour the wonders of recombiant DNA, or be at the

controls of the space shuttle.

ALL YOU NEED ARE A FEW CRAYONS,
FELT TIP MARKERS, OR COLORED
PENCILS TO GET YOU STARTED

35 TOPICS IN ALL!

THE BODY • THE UNIVERSE
LASERS • COMPUTERS • GENETICS

EXTRATERRESTRIAL COMMUNICATIONS
NEUROTRANSMITTERS • CATSCANS
ULTRASONOGRAPHY • MICROBIOLOGY !

SPACE • ACID RAIN • INFRARED SENSING
BLACK HOLES • SOLAR ASTRONOMY
NUCLEAR REACTOR • TOPOLOGY
CONSCIOUSNESS TECHNOLOGY...

I

FREE! BOX OF CRAYONS
I IF YOU TELL US WHAT IS ON PAGE 24!

I Send cash register receipt and this coupon and receive a FREE BOX

I
OF CRAYONS-just for fun!

I

BANTAI^^ BOOKS. INC, DepI, SS 666 Fifth Avenue. New York 10103

I
NAME .

I
COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY

I
ADDRESS

I

CITY STATE ZIP

I THE ANSWER TO WHAT IS ON PAGE 24

I M^ ('" '")

^A Bantam Trade Book
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Mistakes cause gridders'

loss to Rochester, 14-7
by Paul Meeks

and Daii Keating

The football team fell to the

University of Rochester Yellow-

jackets 14-7 Saturday In a game
not decided until the final

seconds.

Trailing by seven points with
under two minutes remaining,
senior Eph quarterback B.J.

Connolly directed an eleven

play drive toward the Rochester
end zone. With le$s than a min-
ute to play and Williams on the

Rochester eight yard line with a
third down and one yard to go,

Connolly rolled out to the left on
a play-action pass, but had his

throw Intercepted in the end
zone, ending the Williams
threat with only 40 seconds
remaining.

Big play game
The game was evenly played,

Williams' 327 total yards to

Rochester's 321, With the differ-

ence being that Rochester came
up with the big play on virtually

every occasslon. The most
obvious big play difference of

the game was Williams' two
Intercepted passes—one on the

one yard line and one in the end
zone—and one goal line fumble,

compared to Rochester's
turnover-free play.

The first big play came on the

first Williams drive, which
stalled when Williams senior

receiver Marc Hummon was
forced out of the end zone before
landing with a touchdown pass

from Connolly. Williams kicker

senior Chris Chapman attemp-

ted a field goal, but Rochester

blocked the kick to stlffle the

promising drive.

Goal line fumble
The next big play came in the

second quarter. Williams once

again drove deep into Rochester
territory. Connolly went right

on an option play from the three

yard line, but coughed up the

ball on the one. After a scram-
ble, Rochester came up with the

ball in the end zone for a

touchback.

On the Yellowjackets' first

play from scrimmage, fresh-

man Sam Guerrieri broke free

for a 35-yard carry, then

fumbled the ball. Rochester re-

covered after the ball hopped
between various Williams
defenders. Rochester moved
down to the ten yard line where
quarterback Jeff Witting nar-

rowly avoided a sack and hit

split end Greg Parrenillo
scrambling in the end zone for

the opening score of the game.

Guerrieri accounted for
Rochester's next touchdown
when he broke a third and one
off-tackle plunge for a long

touchdown. With the Eph secon-

dary and linebackers up close to

stop the first down, Guerrieri

encountered almost no defend-

ers after breaking through the

line of scrimmage. That touch-

down made the score 14-7, which
was preserved when Williams'

final drive was cut short.

Frosh touchdown
The Eph score came in the

third-quarter on a toss from
Connolly to freshman Rick Lip-

inski. Lipinski and fellow fresh-

man Rob Miller saw consider-

able playing time when starting

backs Sean Crotty '84 and Jay
Hickman '86 both came out of

the game in the first quarter
with inluries.

Crotty had problems with his

back, which he injured against
Middlebury last week. Hickman
received a concussion and jaw
injury. Senior defensive end
Doug Staiger also hurt his knee
on the astroturf field, on which
the Ephmen suffered an unus-
ual numt>er of bumps and
bruises.

Connolly finished the day with
13 completions In 25 attempts,
with one touchdown toss and
two interceptions. Hummon
caught six passes for 83 yards
and junior tight end Paul Cole-

man caught three passes for 24

yards. Junior fullback Ted Tho-
mas led the running attack with
56 yards while Miller added 53

yards, almost all on sweeps.

Defensively, Williams
stopped Rochester often, but

gave up the big plays. Senior

Linebacker Chris Woodworth
was named the defensive player

of the week for keystoning the

defense while playing across

from an All-American guard.

Jeff McEvoy '86 battles the Green for the ball in Saturday's 3—1 win overDartmouth.(Lockwood)

Men's soccer whups Dartmouth
by Greg Leeds
and Mike Best

In an outstanding exhibition

of skill and desire to win, the

men's soccer team soundly
defeated Dartmouth Saturday,
3-1. Coach Michael Russo said

afterward, "If we play like this

we can beat anybody."

Two goals

John Campbell '84 reigned as
Williams' offensive leader for

the day, netting two goals. He
opened the scoring off an assist

from David Wolfe '85 halfway
through the first hall. At 1:07

into the second half Campbell
dribbled through numerous
Dartmouth defenders and
ripped a shot which hit the

underside of the crossbar and
bounced straight down into the

net.

Tight defense
Dartmouth then followed with

an offensive drive held back by
a very strong Williams defense.
Doug McKenney '85, Helge
Weiner '87 and Mark Schroeder
'86 were aggressive. Goal-
keeper Ted Murphy '85 made
several outstanding saves.

Dartmouth's Werner Moro-
witz did finally penetrate the
Eph defense, scoring with 19: 40
left In the second period. Dart-
mouth continued to control the
ball until Denny Wright '87

regenerated Williams' offen-

sive spirit with a goal off an
assist from Jeff McEvoy '86.

Other key offensive players for

Williams were Clark Otley '86

and John Austin '87.

Sweeperback

The standout player of the day
was sweeperback Jon Deveaux
'87, playing superbly in place of

injured co-captain Mike Sulli-

van '84. Deveaux, a freshman,
is continually outplaying eve-

ryone he goes against.

Lose to Clark
Earlier in he week, the team

lost a close game to Clark, 1-0.

Neither team had many good
scoring opportunities due to

strong defense on both sides.

The only score of the game
came off a Clark corner kick six
minutes into the game. Goalie
Ted Murphy punched the ball
out, but it did not clear the
penalty box and Clark forward
Gabe St. Remy was able to head
it in.

Going into the game, Clark (4-

0-1) was ranked tenth in New
England Division III while Wil-
liams was sixth.

"Technically we were a little

better, "said Russo, "but they

were much more aggressive,
much more physical than we
were."
The Ephmen take their 2-1-1

record to North Adams on
Wednesday.

Ephwomen notch

wins over tennis foes

Ruggers second in tourney
by Tom Dumpliy

The Williams Rugby Football

Club was a rollicking success on

Saturday, earning second place

in the Fifth Annual Berkshire

Rugby Tournament held in

Pittsfield. The Ephmen
defeated two clubs before bow-

ing in the finals.

Win County Cup
In their first contest, Williams

defeated the hosts and cross-

county rivals, the Berkshire

RFC, 9-0. Bob Ause '85 opened

the scoring early in the game
with a field goal. Following

some brilliant passing, captain

Hugh Huizenga '84 scored a try,

with Ause converting to close

the scoring.

The win Insures that county

cup will reside in the Log for

another year.

Overtime victory

In the semi-finals, the WRFC
was pressed into overtime by
Albany Old Green before gain-

ing a well-deserved victory, 10-

6. Williams grabbed a 6-0 lead

early in the second half. Brad
Blssell '86 crashed over the try

line following fine scrum play.

Albany scored late in the

game to tie, but Williams ended
things in overtime on a nifty

twenty-meter run by Dave
Skinner '86. Skinner's try was
set up by a long ramble by Steve
Zlotowski '84.

The first blot on Williams'

record this year came in the

finals versus Springfield Towne
Club. Springfield jumped out to

a quick 8-0 lead before Ause put

three points on the board.

Springfield kept scoring
before Williams came alive late

in the scond half. Unfortu-

nately, a try by Zlotowski,

assisted by Ed O'Toole '86, was
not enough. Springfield went on

to win 20-9 with a late score.

B's get stung

The B-side also played in the

tournament, filling in for a non-

arrival. Despite losing to

Springfield 16-6 and Albany 18-9,

the B's played very well consid-

ering their opposition.

The B's, consisting mostly of

freshmen and sophomores, per-

formed admirably. Chris
Edwards '87,Mark Tompkins
'87, Roger Merriam '86, and
scrummies Geoff Kass '86, Jon

Stanley '87 and Evan Zahner '87

were especailly worthy of

mention.
Williams plays a single game

next week against RPI in Troy,

where second place won't count.

by John Schater
Continuing their winning

ways, the women's varsity ten-

nis team won twice this week to

raise their record to 5-1. A third

match, at Wesleyan, was post-

poned due to rain.

In their finest performance of

the year, the team romped over
Springfield on Thursday.

The Ephs won 9-0 and took

eighteen of the twenty sets; in

other words, only two of the

matches went to three sets.

"We beat them last year in a

last-match, third-set, tie-

breaker, so we didn't expect to

wipe them out," said captain
Marissa Gulino '84.

Triumph over Holyoke
Two days before squashing

Springfield, the team travelled

to Mt. Holyoke with just over
half their regular squad. Des-
pite missing their second,
fourth, and fifth singles players
and a regular doubles player,

Williams rose to the challenge
and devasted Holyoke 8-1. "We
knew we should beat them, but

missing some players put more
pressure on us," Gulino said.

The four members out due to

illness or exams were replaced
by JV players. "We had to dig
deep into the JV ladder to

assemble a team. They deserve
a lot of credit for the win,"
stated Gulino.

The shuffled lineup worked
well. Top player Betsy Shulman
'86, the only one playing in her

usual place, won 6-2, 6-1. Gulino,

Jennifer Koskl '86, Debbie
Bernheimer '86, and Liz Man-
gee '85 all moved up on the

ladder for this match, and all

won.

A regular varsity doubles
team, Gerry Hugo '86 and
Noelle Montgomery '87, nar-

rowly won 2-6, 6-1,7-5. The new
combination of Amy Bartstad
'87 and Stephanie Gates '84 was
victorious as was the JV duo of

Sarah Menke '84 and Laura
Rogers '86.

The Ephs travel to Middleb-
ury on Wednesday.
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ACSR continues evaluations,

examines alternative actions
by Martita Weil

Only one of the six companies reviewed last

week by the Advisory Committee on Shareholder
Responsibility received a unanimously-favorable
reaction from the Committee to its response to a
questlonaire which the ACSR had mailed to com-
panies in the College's portfolio which do business
in South Africa.

In a departure from previous meetings, ACSR
members debated the effectiveness of the review
process itself, and whether other alternatives,

including divestment, might be a better method
for meeting the College's responsibilities as a

shareholder.

In previous meetings this year, the ACSR had
not discussed the larger questions of methodology
and had simply concentrated on evaluating the

responses to the questlonaire themselves.

The ACSR mailed questionaires this summer to

24 companies about their treatment of sales to the

government of South Africa and their plans for

future expansion there. The ACSR is considering
21 of those responses.

Of the six companies on Wednesday's agenda,
only Chase Manhatten Bank got a unanimously
favorable reaction. "They are far ahead of most
of the others" said College provost Neil Grabois.

The ACSR discussed not only each company's

practices but also how openly the company
responded. History professor Jim Wood pointed

out that "the fact that a company gives us all

kinds of information is not enough to exonerate

them."

General Motors questionable

Smith-Kline, Exxon and Sohio Corporations

will all be asked for further information, accord-

ing to ACSR secretary and College Treasurer Wil-

liam Reed. The most questionable response of the

six came from General Motors.

Rev. Sullivan, author of the Sullivan Principles

which stipulate fair work ethics in South Africa, is

a member of GM's board of directors. The ACSR
is now considering asking Sullivan for more infor-

mation about GM's practices.

Navjeet Bal '84 and Susan Reilly '85, the student

representatives on theACSR, brought the policies

of the Committee into question. "I like what this

committee is doing," Reilly said, "but I don't

think it's doing enough."

Asking companies about their policies is a start

to ameliorating the racial situation, but Reilly

and Bal contended that it's not as forceful as
divestment.

Both Bal and Reilly are members of the Willi-

ams Anti-Apartheid Coalition.

Continued on Page 7

Betty Carter, one of the greatest female jazz singers alive today,
thrilled an almost capacity crowd In Chapin Hall Saturday night
with selections from Cole Porter, Rodgers and Hammerstein
and other famous composers. (Ruderman)

Fire heats up Mills
by Jeffrey H. Brainard

Newspapers which a student

had stuffed down an air duct in

Mission Park to cut off the flow

of cold air to his suite ignited

when the College turned on the

campus' heating system for

the winter last Friday, creat-

ing a small fire and toxic

smoke.

The heat also wreaked
havoc when steam from a
radiator pipe set off a heat sen-

sor and turned on the sprinkler

system in Sewall House, which
is part of the Dodd complex,
flooding student rooms there.

According to Winthrop Was-
senar, director of physical

plant, heating colls in the air

vent ignited the paper. Dense,
dangerous smoke began filling

Mills suite 410 around 10:40

a.m. Friday and immediately

Damage to a Mills suite from a

fire started by a newspaper In

an air duct. (Schieibe)

triggered off a smoke detec-

tor, which sounded the build-

ing's fire alarm. College
security investigated and
gathered the four residents of

the suite who were there at the

time, some of whom were still

In bed, and led them out as the

corridor was filling with
smoke.

Security then called the Wil-

liamstown Fire Department,
which arrived ten minutes
later with twelve men and
three trucks. By this time,

smoke could be seen pouring
out of the suite's windows.
The firefighters donned air-

masks and some of them
scrambled up a telescoping

ladder which was extended
from a truck to a fourth-floor

window. It took the firefigh-

ters about five minutes to iso-

late the fire and ten minutes to

put it out, according to Fire

Chief Gordon Noble.

Insulation ripped out

The firemen had to rip out
insulation surrounding the

duct which caught fire, Noble
said. The fire darkened the

walls and celling surrounding
the duct but caused no further

damage in the suite.

Wassenar said there are
problems associated with the

start-up of winter heating
every year, but usually not of

this severity. He said he had
not yet determined the cost of

the damage caused by the fire.

Dean of Housing Mary
Kenyatta said the deans were
not sure whether they would
take disciplinary action
against any of the suite's resi-

dents, or charge them for the

damage, because the deans did

not yet know which of them had
stuffed the newspaper in the

duct.

Ron Resnick '84, one of the

suite's residents, did say that

one of the men living in the suite

had put the newspaper in the

Continued on Page 7

Earthquake rocks campus
The biggest earthquake in almost two years

shook Wllllamstown for nearly ten seconds Fri-

day morning at 6 : 19 a.m.
The quake, which measured 5.2 on the Richter

scale, was centered at Blue Mountain Lake near
the New York/Vermont border in the Adirondack
Mountains, about 120 miles from Wllllamstown.
The main quake, which sent shock waves from

Montreal to Kentucky, was followed by two
smaller aftershocks at 6: 40 and 6: 59 a.m., meas-
uring 3.8 and 3.0 on the Richter scale respective-

ly No damage was reported in this area . In Lake
Placid, near the quake's epicenter, windows were
broken but no major damage occurred.
According to the Berkshire Eagle, local resi-

dents felt their homes shake, rattling plates and
scaring pets, and some heard sounds like a dis-

tant explosion.

New England usually averages about three
earthquakes a month, according to Williams geol-

ogy professor William Fox. But most are small,
about 1 or 2 on the Richter scale. "You'd only be
able to sense one every two or three years," Fox
said.

Friday's quake was the largest in the region
since January 1982 when there was one centered
in New Brunswick, Maine which was measured at

5.9, according to experts at MIT's Geophysical
Observatory.
Fox said the quake was the strongest to hit New

York in 40 years. The most forceful earthquake
ever to hit New England occurred in 1755. It was
later estimated at 6.5.

The Richter scale is a measure of ground
motion as recorded on seismographs. Every
increase of one number indicates a tenfold

increase in magnitude.
Fox said the geology department owns seismo-

graphs but that they haven't been working for

several years.

CUL calls for freshman space in Baxter
by Sarah Abernathy

Baxter Lounge may have a

special freshman lounge and a

mallroom where the lounge cur-

rently is, according to new prop-

osals for renovation of the

student center which the Com-
mittee on Undergraduate Life

reviewed at its meeting last

Tuesday.

The CUL also debated
whether to circulate a letter

among students asking them to

reduce noise on campus from
stereos.

"We still need to get a better

idea of what people want and
expect from Baxter," said John
Jordan, the architect who is

helping the CUL consider alter-

natives for a new Baxter.
CUL member Amy Harrison

'86 proposed putting a lounge
where the mallroom is now and
putting a new mallroom in the

current lounge.

In two weeks the Freshman
Council will report to the CUL
about freshman needs in

regards to Baxter.

Freshman partying

"Perhaps the lounge could be
for everyone's everyday use,

but the freshmen would have
priority if they wanted it for a

specific purpose," Jordan said.

CUL members agreed the

Continued on Page 7

The CUL discusses proposed changes to Baxter Hall. Economics professor Roger Bolton, left, and
CUL chairman and assistant dean David Colby, center, listen to architect John Jordan, far right, at

last week's meeting. (Walker)
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Pressure Point
As midterms approach, students may be comforted to know that our

own President John W. Chandler told the Alumni Review (Summer,
1982) that "... Williams students today are very serious, perhaps too
serious, as students." This is a generalization, as Chandler acknowl-
edged, but it is predominantly true.

The increasingly common resolution of this conflict is to use Williams
simply as a prep school for New York banks and law schools. This
attitude is unsatisfactory.

One alumnus and former American Studies professor explained that a
Williams education is not intended to get people jobs, but to help them
live with themselves aftert getting a job. This theory is comforting, but
does little to relieve the self-imposed pressure that plagues Williams
students.

Tnere's nothing wrong, or unusual, about wanting a job. It's impossi-
ble to expect students to engross themselves in "learning for learnings
sake" for Sy^ years, and only then concern themselves with the job
market. In fact, students internalize the pressures of the job hunt early
in their education, reducing the scope of their college years to 'prepara-
tion' rather than 'investigation.'

Williams must confront the inherent conflict between the system's
principles and the students' needs.

The cause of this excessive seriousness is anxiety over the post-

Williams world: be it the job market or graduate school.
Williams holds out the liberal arts ideal—college is life training, not

job preparation—but students in the 80' s seem more concerned with
professional training, this conflict pits the College's principles against
the students' goals, and may account for the underlying unhappiness
that besets many students.

LETTER
Poster

To the editor:

A poster that was put up by the Com-
mittee for Palestinian Rights on the Stu-

dent Activities Board has mysteriously

disappeared. This is not the first time

that the Committee for Palestinian

Rights has received such hostile reac-

tions to its publicity. Last year signs of

speakers coming and films to be shown

would disappear a few hours after they

were put up. A letter was sent to the Dean
expressing the CPR's distress concern-

ing these violations of its freedom. If cer-

tain individuals do not agree with what

the CPR has to say to the Williams cam-

pus then they have every right to express

their objections, by even putting them up

right next to the CPR poster—But not by

talking it down. This was the message on

our poster that we wanted to convey to

Williams students who have every right

to read it regardless of whether others

disagree:

DON'T SAY YOU DIDN'T KNOW!
ACT NOW BEFORE IT'S TOO LATE!
—20,000 Palestinians and Lebanese

civilans killed

—40,000 wounded
—600,000 homeless
—hundreds of villages and towns razed

to the ground
—3270 Palestinians and Lebanese civ-

ilians were massacred in Sabra and

Shatlla

THIS IS THE TOLL OF ISRAEL'S
INVASION OF LEBANON
THIS IS GENOCIDE!

Demand:
Israel's immediate withdrawal from

Lebanon
Israel's implementation of U.N. reso-

lutions on the national rights of the

Palestinian people. ^ vv. x t >aaSuad Khalaf '86
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Op-Ed
My Cap'n Crunch is stale

by John Clayton
What follows is a story of braveness, of

courage, of sacrifice and hardship. It is

more than just one man's problems, it is

a symbol of all of life's struggles.

Day 1: I arrive at school. No big deal, but

you can't start a story on Day 2.

Day 5: I finally got enough sleep so that I

can get up for breakfast. I eat my
pancakes, my orange juice, my donut,
my coffee and my Cap'n Crunch.
My Cap'n Crunch is stale.

It's so stale I can't eat it.

Day 7: I go to breakfast again. The Cap'n
Crunch is stale again.

Day 8: Repeat of process.

Day 9: Record editor Jon Tigar is looking
for an editorial topic. "What are you
upset about?" he asks me. "My Cap'n
Crunch is stale." No response. "They
paved my quad." Still no response. "The
new gym isn't finished yet." His face
registers noexpression. "Artworks," he
finally says. Bravo.

Day 10: With still more stalely, I write a

note to the Napkin Board. "The Cap'n
Crunch is stale," it says in big letters

(it's early in the morning—I have to

write big). By the next day it has been
torn down.

Day 11: Still more stalety and more
frustration. I write another napkin:
"You can take this napkin down but the
Cap'n Crunch is still stale." They take
the napkin down.
Day 12: The Cap'n Crunch disappears.
There is no more Cap'n Crunch at

breakfast.

Days 13-27: There is still no Cap'n
Crunch. Where on earth Is it? Getting de-

staled, hopefully.

In desperation I try Cheerios. They're
stale. I try Rice Krispies. They're fresh,

but bland.

Day 28: I'm experiencing heavy
withdrawl symptoms. I need my
morning sugar. I try putting seven
sugars in my coffee. It tastes good—

I

must be doing something wrong. I try

putting seven sugars on my pancakes. I

try chugging a glass of "maple" syrup. I

try putting honey in my orange juice.

Nothing works. I need my Cap'n
Crunch.
Day 29: I write an article for the Record
about my experiences. I end It with a
plea to Food Service to restore my fresh

Cap'n Crunch.

// y"u'i'f' ever seen John Clayton in the

morninff, you know why he needs his Cap'n

Crunch.

QUOTATION OF THE WEEK
"Well, I hope the matrons are
coming today."

—John Ellison *86, standing

in two-inch deep water in Sewall House

after the pipes suddenly burst Friday morning

NOSTRA CULPA
Because of personnel problems, the first four

issues of the Record are being mailed with this

issue. We apologize to our subscribers for this

delay and assure them that future issues will be

mailed promptly.
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Palestinian people stand alone^ in self-defense
by Suad Khalaf

Two days ago.l was talking
to Samla,a friend of mine
In Beirut, who was a Willi-

ams special student last

year. Samia had lived In
the dormitories of the American Univer-
sity of Beirut, and worked as a volunteer
cook and nurse during Israel's invasion
of Lebanon last summer. She managed
to escape in August and come to America
for one semester—leaving her parents
and family in Beirut. While talking to her
on the phone, I was aware that Lebanon
was still in a state of civil war. So in a
feeble effort to cheer her up, I told her of
how we in Williamstown were standing
In solidarity with them; that the Com-
mittee for Palestinian Rights was edu-

.

eating the student body by showing
films, bringing speakers and fund-
raising.

Samia replied that I had a distorted
view of reality. For the past week she
could look out her window and see
American ships firing on Lebanese
civilians and "snipers"—and here I was
telling her of the concern Americans felt

for her people. "Forget it," she said,
"use your efforts where people will

appreciate them and view our misery
with a truly open mind."

Invasion
Three weeks ago, the Arab and Islamic

world celebrated Its religious holiday.
Eld, by mourning over the one year old
massacres of Palestinian civilians in

Sabra and ShatUla refugee camps in

Lebanon. These crimes were one phase
in a series of events relating to the June
1982 Israeli invasion of Lebanon, which
was carried out under the ironic name of
"Peace for Galilee", the stated aim of
which was to liberate southern Lebanon.
Instead, in violation of the American
peace envoy Philip Habib's
agreement, the Israeli army extended
its invasion and entered West Beirut,
asserting Its "responsibility for the
maintenance of order and the avoidance
of bloodshed." Subsequent events
proved otherwise.

"observation post."They entered Sabra
and Shatilla camps and began house to

house searches while the IDF
illuminated the camp for them with

flares. Phalange commanders were in

...she could look out her window and see

American ships firing on Lebanese civilians

and "snipers"—and here I was telling her

of the concern Americans felt for her people.

A chronology of the events that took

place right before the massacre brings to

light the extremely vulnerable situation

that the Palestinian people are living in.

PLO evacuation

Aug 23: PLO fighters began to

evacuate Lebanon, against their will.

They expressed deep concern for the

safety of the families they left behind.

Aug 31: Arafat and the last 700 PLO
forces left Beirut.

Sept 10: American peace-keeping
forces began leaving Lebanon. Israeli

reconnaisance flights were conducted
over Beirut, and Israeli tanks remained
in the port area, violating the Habib
agreement.
Sept 14: Lebanese President-elect

Bashlr Gemayel was killed.

Sept 15: Begin, Sharon, and Shamir
approved entry into West Beirut "to

prevent bloodshed" and anarchy. 5:30

a.m., the Israeli Defense Force (IDF)

invaded major parts of West Beirut.

IDF's request for the Lebanese army to

enter Palestinian refugee camps to

"purge" them of PLO guerillas was
refused.

Sept 16: IDF announced its control

over key points in West Beirut,

completely encircling Sabra and Shatilla

camps.
Three liundred dead

Sept 17: The Massacre: IDF
commander Drori met with the

Christian Lebanese Phalange forces

after which the Phalange militia set up a

command post near Shatilla camp
entrance, across the street from the IDF

radio contact with IDF officers during

the operation and were also given

rations. By 11 p.m., hysterical
Palestinian women met IDF soldiers

telling them of the massacres. The
Phalange commander at, Shatlla told

the IDF, "until now 300 civilians and
terrorists killed." This report circulated

among 20 top officers in Tel Aviv. The
same day the Palestinian Research
Center was ransacked and looted by

Israeli troops.

Sept 17: Sounds of gunfire were heard

coming from the two camps. Mr. Sharon

was awakened by a phone call from an

Israeli correpondent, telling him of the

massacre, and Sharon replied "Happy
New Year!

"

Sept 18: Eyewitness accounts tell of

houses in the camps being bulldozed,

often with the inhabitants inside.

Sept 20: The IDF began pulling out

troops from West Beirut under mounting
world pressure.

'My duty'

An American woman gave an
eyewitness account of the massacre as

she testified before the Israeli

Commission of Inquiry. Ellen Siegel

volunteered as a registered nurse at

Gaza Hospital in Sabra, which was run

by the Palestinian Red Crescent Society.

About testifying, she says, "I felt it was
my duty. Anybody with a conscience in

the same circumstances would do it. But

because I am .Jewish it was especially

important to do it."

Ms. Siegel estimated that 4000 people

from the camp, mainly women and

children, came to the hospital seeking
safety and security. On the night of

Thursday, Sept. 16, she, along with

another American and an Englishman,
decided to go up to the top floor of the

hospital to see what was going on in the

camp, and she says: "A flare would go
up, lots of artillery, and then another
flare would go up. I'm sure it was the

massacre. I stayed up there for about

forty minutes and them came
downstairs.

"By Friday morning...people inside

and ouside the hospital, including our

staff, were screaming 'Haddad, Kataeb,
Israel'.They took their finger and put it

across their throats. . .This was all I could

get from them, and the word 'majzara'

which means massacre. Then massacre

related casualties began arriving Friday

morning. ..That same morning the

Palestinian and Lebanese on our
hospital staff were told to leave the

hospital because it was no longer safe."

On Saturday morning Seigel was taken

by the Lebanese army, along with the

rest of the hospital staff. She says: "I

believe that as we were taken down the

street, the killing was still going on. ..At

one point I looked to the right and saw
three bodies... then I saw hundreds of

Palestinians from the camps and
health care workers, sitting on both sides

of the road under guard. We recognized

some; some got up and gave us a Victory

sign.

"One woman along the street gave her

baby to Dr. Swee Chai Aang, who carried

it for a couple of minutes until one of the

soldiers told her to give back the baby.

It's strange how people respond. I didn't

do anything, and no one else did either.

It's a second in your life—everyone

wanted to do something, but we just

didn't. It was very painful to watch."

Low spirits

After she was interrogated, Ms. Siegel

went to the U.S. embassy to express her

worry for the patients left behind in the

hospital as well as the refugees in the

camps. A week later she returned to

Gaza Hospital and explained
how: "People's spirits are low;

somebody in the family is in Yemen, one

in Sudan, one in Damascus. They are not

the mood to raise their fists. They are
deeply grateful and appreciative of the

people who are there in solidarity, they
love their struggle and they still love

their homeland, but at the moment its a
matter of day-to-day survival."

Ms. Siegel decided that Ryan Crocker,

head of the Political Affairs
Deptartment at the US embassy should
see some of the war's casualties. She
says: "I also took Crocker to see an
eleven year old in Shatilla. The child told

us the Kataeb came to his house on
Thursday evening, the first day of the

massacre, and shot and killed twenty-
two members of his family. The child

had covered his eyes; the Kataeb shot his

finger and he lay down and pretended he
was dead. All night he lay there among
his dead family. On Friday morning he
ran to a friend's house who brought him
to the hospital."

What has been the world's reaction to

this massacre? The Arab world has
looked with disgust, fear and hatred, but
also with amazing apathy at how
Western civilization, of which Israel is

an outpost, is proving itself on
Palestinian children's skin; whether by
cluster bombs or burning phosphorus
bombs.
The Jordanian newspaper,Al-Rai,

expressed the view that the Commission
of Inquiry was simply "what was
required for a cosmetic operation on the

face of Israel." In the Jerusalem Post of

September 24, 1982, Abba Ebban reflects

the Labor Party's position on the

massacre and invasion. He writes: "The
facts are simple; a hideous pogrom has

been perpetuated with fearful death and
torment of innocent people in a place

where the Israeli government asserted

its responsibility for the maintenance of

order and the avoidance of bloodshed."

Massacres today
Where do the Palestininans stand

today? Where does twentieth century
civilization stand in relation to these

crimes committed against law and
humanity? Massacres are still being

"It's a second in your

life—everyone
wanted to do
something, but we
just didn't. It was
very painful to watch.

committed in Lebanon today. The
Palestinians are in Diaspora: living

under Israeli military occupation in the

West Bank and Gaza or as 7000 prisoners

in Ansar detention camp, or scattered

throughout the Arab world and the West.

Clearly, the war in Lebanon has

magnified the fact that the Palestinian

people have to stand alone in self-

defense, relying neither on Arab armies

nor on world consciousness to save them.

Their voice must be heard on the same
volume that the Israeli voice is heard.

Only when a fair solutuion. that does not

compromise their inalienable rights to a

sovereign homeland is reached, only

then can we be sure to avoid another

Sabra and Shatila massacre.
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Can you tell

iftheREGULAR price
ofanything inyour
supermarKet is a good
price?

Grand Union can.
and they tellyou in

the Price Finder.

Features/Arts

Swiss musicians delight crowd
by Carl Leaf§tedt

Last Monday night, Williams hosted a musical
group of International stature, the chamber
orchestra Camerata Bern.

Composed entirely of strings with a harpsi-

chord continue, this group of young musicians
from Bern, Switzerland, is one of the preeminent
chamber orchestras In the world today. The
Camerata specializes In nonspeclallzatlon, even
though they are considered proponents of little-

known baroque and early classical music.

New works
The first half of the program Camerata Bern

presented Monday night contained two of these

relatively unknown works: a concerto grosso by
U.W.C. von Wassenaer, and a violin concerto by
the early Viennese composer, M.G.Monn.
Another work, J.S. Bach's 6th Brandenburg Con-

certo, gave the audience something more
familiar.

The Camerata's performance of all three was
wonderful. From the very start of the Wassenaer,
which opened the concert. It was evident that

these were first-rate musicians.

After Intermission, the Camerata jumped
ahead about 200 years and performed two works
written in the late 1930's: Bartok's divertimento

for strings, and a piece entitled "Summernlght"
by the Swiss composer Othmar Schoek. The

Schoek piece, subtitled "Intermezzo pasto-

rale...", was beautiful with Its murmuring strings

and evanescent ending.

No conductor
The Bartok was played, like everything else by

the Camerata Bern, without a conductor. The
lack of conductor did not help them here since the

Bartok Is a difficult piece with lots of "give-and-

take" In the tempo. As a result, their timing was
Just a hair off in a few spots.

But this Is nit-picking—a bigger problem with
the Bartok was not In the performance, but In the

dlsruptlveness of the audience. Members of the

audience leaving In the middle tried to be quiet,

but in Chapin Hall it Just can't be done—the floor

creaks, the chairs creak, the big doors creak, too,

and all this sound carries. The mood of the pianis-

simo opening of the second movement, espe-

cially, was destroyed by creaking footsteps. Even
the performers were visibly bothered.

The playing of the Camerata Bern was lush in

the slow movements, clean and crisp in the fast

ones, yet nothing was overdone. The approach
was conservative, too, with no unnecessary frills.

Articulation was good, though Chapin Hall did its

best to muddle the sound. In short, a great concert

by a great group.

OFFREY BALLET
JThe Jeffrey Ballet's concert group, composed of

promising young dancers, presented a lecture and
demonstration in Lasell Gymnasium last Monday.

(Ruderman)

Music in the Round opens season
by Tracey Tenser

Dohnanl, Mozart and Schubert inagurated the

32nd Music In the Round season last Friday.

Performers In the opening concert Included

Julius Hegyl, violin; Susan St. Amour, viola;

Douglas Moore, cello; David Scott Allen, double

bass and Charlotte Hegyl, piano.

Belabored

Dohnanl's "Seranade," written in 1904 for

violin, viola and cello, was one of the composer's

earlier works. Although at times a bit belabored

and repetitious, it nevertheless produced a

generally pleasing and llghthearted effect

through its lively syncopation and simple folk-

like thennes. It also contains many beautiful

lyrical passages— the viola solo which opened the

second movement was especially well played.

The Mozart Duo which followed illustrated

Hegyl's affinity for Mozart. The violin part was

fairly demanding, as opposed to the viola part,

which seemed to be written more In the style of

JOSEPH E. DEWEY

9:00 - 5:00

Men.-Sat.

i/fY 1 *« C r.
WILLIAMbIWILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.

01267

458-5717
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Relax over Fall Break with

some pleasure reading from our

well-stocked Paperback Section.
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COLLEGE BOOK STORE, INC.

WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS 01267

Specializing in Outdoor

Clothing. Equipment &
Bicycles
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LECTURE NOTES CC finishes remainder of budget
Drinan attacks

Reagan

"Something very dangerous
and reckless Is going on in Cen-
tral America", said former
Massachusetts Congressman
Father Robert Drinan Thurs-
day evening as he lashed out
against the Reagan administra-
tion's policy in that region.

Citing U.S. subversion of
Nicaragua and support for El
Salvador, he termed U.S. policy
an "awful aberration. We
thought all of these things were
gone forever, but it is happening
again before our very eyes."
Drinan, a Jesuit, left Con-

gress three years ago when
Pope John Paul II issued a
directive ordering priests to dis-

associate themselves from
politics. He is currently presi-

dent of Americans for Demo-
cratic Action, and has traveled
extensively in Central and Latin
America.
On this, a return visit to Willi-

ams, he complimented the Col-

lege on its "new buildings,

programs, and oversubscribed
endowment", but added that "I
wish there'd be a few more stu-

dent riots on campus."
"Why isn't there more out-

rage in the country at what is

going on?" he asked. "I want
the American people to rise up
and say you can't be doing this,

it's against law and morality."

"They're just wrong"
Drinan dismissed the Reagan

administration's claims that
the Nlcaraguan revolution was
communist-inspired. "I'm not
attacking their sincerity", he
said, "they're just wrong."
"Catholics were in revolt

because of the situation in Nica-

ragua, not because of commu-
nism," Drinan stressed. He said

he has "loads of quarrels with

the Sandanistas," but added
every new government has
problems at the outset.

"I hope the slaughter of the

last 1000 days will persuade us
that we have to do something
very different in the last 400

days of the Reagan administra-

tion," Drinan concluded.
However, he emphasized, the

U.S. cannot succeed because
"the peasants are determined
to win."

"The Reagan administration
is getting away with it right

now," he charged, "and I want
students all over this earth to do
what the kids at Stanford did

and go out and protest what's
going on."

— />V Sliiarl Smith

Films lack

gay view

Vito Russo, gay film critic

and author of The Celluloid

Closet, traced the history of the

portrayal of homosexuals in

American film Saturday even-
ing as part of last weekend's
Guadino Forum, "Gay at the

Movies, Gay at Williams."

The presentation showed how
the American film industry has
distorted the image of homosex-
uals. "You'll find more homo-
phobia in cinema" than
homosexuality, Russo said.

When homosexuality began in

American film, it was usually
used as a foil, he said. In early
films, heterosexuals and homo-
sexuals were seen as the "real

man and the sissy" respec-

Continueci on Page 7

ftcncoN STRca
We provide top entertainment

and are close to home—

Wednesday Nights are College Nights
with S2.50 draft specials— all you can drink
until midnight, and dancing to the music
of DJ Steve Binder.

Thursday Night

50C bar drinks — 25c drafts

rock "n roll with Power Age

Friday & Saturday

Power Glide from Boston, MA

Sunday Night

Dancing with DJ Steve Binder

K K Home .\/larl

Beacon
Street

by Nick Levis

In a busy and lively meeting
last Thursday the College Coun-
cil encouraged smokers to

be more considerate of non-
smokers and debated noise lev-

els on campus in response to

proposals on the subject from
the Committee on Undergradu-
ate Life.

The Council acted in response
to the complaints of non-
smokers about smoking in the

dining halls, especially Dodd
House. When the issue arose
several weeks ago one Council
member suggested establishing

smoking and non-smoking
areas in the dining halls.

According to Council Presi-

dent Tom Paper '84, however.
Director of Food Services Jim
Hodgkins said such a set-up

would be impossible to enforce.

Paper therefore suggested

that "we urge all smokers,

before they light up, to ask those

nearby whether their smoking
will be offensive." The resolu-

tion passed 12-8.

The CUL's proposed noise

guidelines (see pg. 1) were then

read, including a provision that

students inform their neighbors

before hand of their Intention to

play loud music. The proposal

was greeted by outright laugh-

ter from many Council
members.
Paper decided to form a sub-

committee to write and submit
to the CUL a more restrained

response to the rules.

The Council also discussed
the opening of a new, all-night

study area on the fourth floor of

Hopkins Hall. The study area

was opened by Dean Daniel

O'Connor as a result of a Council

initiative to find a replacement
for the Van Alstyne Lounge in

the Sawyer Library basement,
which now closes at 1 a.m.
Several council members felt

the Council should not concede
the closing of the lounge without

protest, especially since stu-

dents were not informed of the

move beforehand.

The discussion on the remo-
deling of Baxter Hall included a
resolution ranking various Bax-
ter functions on the basis of

Importance. The resolution
assigned high priority to a
larger mailroom, a student

lounge, "pool, game, and TV
room — in some capacity" and
space for the College Council,

Purple Key, Williams Record
and WCFM.

COLLEGE COUNCILALLOCATIONS FOR STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS: The Council passed aU
of its Finance Committee's recommendations for student performance, service and sports groups
without mucli debate at a special meeting Oct. 3.

Performance

Cap & Bells

Dance Society

Early Music Ensemble
SAB SAB

Concert
Coffeehouse
SCB
Jazz
Comedy

Juggler's Vein
Sprlngstreeters

S.L.A.

Service

Lehman Service
Peer Health
Purple Key
Recycling

Sports

Boat Club
Chess Club
Equesterian
Ice Hockey, W
Martial Arts
Military History

Outing Club
Roadrunners
Rugby, M
Rugby, W
Sailing

Scuba
Volleyball, M
Waterpolo, M
Waterpolo, W
WUFO

'82-'83

$4,900

3,750

62

1300

14,000

3.700

6,000

3,850

Request '83-'84

105

845

$4,750

532

245

500

$5,500

60

670

275

5,080

215

3,000

1,050

500

380

850

160

1,185

$7,500
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DrawMe.
TapHg savings with a keg ofBuscK Beer.

The best way to keep the

cold beer flowing at parties and

picnics is with a keg of Busch Been
Because when you buy

Busch by the keg, you can quench
the thirst of many and save money

Plus you get the smooth taste of

Busch on draught.

So next time you and your

friends get together, pick up a keg
of smooth, refreshing Busch.

And draw one.

A^>^\:vv

BUSCH ®

'Beer

Head for the Mountains.

For your next party

contact your campus reps.:

Mike Coakley and Ted Thomas
x6329 x6340

Harriers

lose to

Dartmouth
by Chris Stearns

On Saturday the men's cross-

country team traveled up to

Hanover, New Hampshire, to

take on Dartmouth, UConn and
UMass and took fourth In what
proved to be their toughest meet
of the year thus far.

Jim Sapienzo of Dartmouth
set a new course record of 22: 26

over the grueling 4.7 mile
course. Again co-captain John
Nelson led the way for the Ephs
as they finished strongly but

they could only muster up
enough places to take fourth.

Eph finishers

Finishing in the top five for

the Ephs were John Nelson '84

in 12th; freshman Mike Coyne,
16th; John Ellison '86, 17th;

Brian Angle '84, 18th; and Co-

Captain Bennett Yort '84 in 24th

place. Also finishing well for the

Ephs were co-captain Bo
Parker '84 and sophmore Tom
Plngree.

Remarked Farwell on his

runners, "John Nelson has

really been, consistent and has

done a good job for us all year.

Mike also ran really well today

and this race has been great

experience for everybody on the

team. I just hope that we can

pull it all together for the race

on Saturday."

Saturday the team will travel

to Amherst where schools from

all over New England will vie

for the coveted NESCAC (New
England Small College Athletic

Conference) title. It is a historic

meet since for the first time in

NESCAC's history a team score

will be kept. The Ephrunners
figure to stand well in the meet
and possibly walk off with the

crown.

SPORTS SHORTS
Field hockey
The field hockey team lost to

Trinity 2-1 Saturday. Emily
Sneath '85 scored the lone Eph
goal.

On Wednesday, Middlebury
defeated the Ephwomen 2-0 in

heavy rain. Coach Julie
McHugh said, "It was a frus-

trating game, because we
played well, especially in the

second half. We out-shot them,
but they scored both goals on
penalty kicks on fluke penalties

on our goalie [Jean Hakmiller
86]."

Men's tennis
The men's varsity tennis

team completed its short season

on Saturday, hosting RPI for a

scrimmage. The three fall

matches provide a chance for

some veteran players to com-
pete against other schools,

although the team's real season

is in the spring.

Against RPI, a match that

gave the coaches an opportunity

to look at some JV and freshmen
players for the first time, the

team lost 7-2, but more impor-

tantly, several standouts played

Impressively.

Frank Gill '86, at second sin-

gles, won 4-6,6-0,6-1. The other

victory was recorded by the

doubles team of freshmen Bob
Kurtz and AlbertRee in straight

sets.

Dartmouth rolls

Dartmouth, a very strong and
deep team by Division III stand-

ards, beat the varsity 7-2 in a

scrimmage on Tuesday. Only
the top doubles team, Tim Rives
'85 and Brook Larmer '84, and
the third duo of Gill and Mike

Shore '84 won. Dartmouth,
which plays a full fall schedule,

is better than any squad the

Ephs will face this spring.

Second In tourney

At the Great Dane Classic in

Albany on September 23-24, Wil-

liams finished tied for second-

( with RPI and Albany State ) out

of 20 teams. No one player won
his division, but most reached at

least the semifinals so the point

total was enough to tie for

second behind UVM.
The fall season helped the

coaches determine individual

rank and prepare for the spring.

"I think we'll have a good sea-

son," said Coach Ed Grees, "be-

cause many players worked
hard and did well this fall."

— /)y John SvhafiT

Women's

won," Coach Sean Sloane said.

"It was actually a close match
with many of the scores 7-5 or 7-6

in the third set."

The absence of three players

did hurt the team, but not as

much as the conditions. Rain
drove the match indoors onto

poor-quality but fast-paced

courts where Middlebury went
on the offensive. The Ephs did

not adapt easily to this aggre-

sive style. Outdoors the team
might have fared better, but

they were still without three

regular players.
—by Jithn Schafpr

Women's
rugby

tennis
Running into their toughest

competition of the year, the

women's varsity tennis team
was routed twice last week.

Their string of five straight wins

was snapped Wednesday at

Middlebury, and this Saturday
Trinity handed them a 9-0

defeat, making their record 5-3.

Trinity, the top Divison III

team in New England, had few

problems with Williams. The
doubles were close,and two

went to three sets, but overall

the Ephs were no match for the

powerful Bantams.

Unexpected loss

The frustrating 8-1 loss at

Middlebury was not as expected

as the Trinity defeat. Only
sophomore Sue Brown won,

though many of the matches
were close. "We could have

Although the women's rugby

football club tied Colgate 3-3 on
Saturday, the Ephwomen
played a skillful and exciting

game and clearly controlled the

game.
The Williams scrum and line

quelched all Colgate's attempts

at breakaways with solid tack-

les and strong mauls. Yet the

Eph line could not make any
breakaways either. No tries

were scored, although Willi-

ams continually kept Colgate

near their try Une.

Although the game went into

two ten-minute overtimes, Wil-

liams could still not score.

Conversion kicks brought the

only points to the game. Helen
Kaulbach '85 managed to boot

the ball over the goal post for

three points. Then Colgate

brought out their star kicker to

tie the game at 3-3.

Good technique

Williams showed their expe-

rience and tactical skills with

fine tackling, rucking, switch-

ing and kicking techinlques.

Dorrie Dewar '85, Becky
Haile '86, Liz Gardner '87 and
Missy Wilcox '87 displayed

great talent in the line, confus-

ing Colgate with kicking and
switching strategies. President

Sarah Keohane '84, Sara Har-

kness '85, Betsy Anderson '87

and Sara Finnemore '87 all

played remarkably, consist-

ently rucking and mauling to

get possession of the ball.

Princeton loss

Williams realized these tac-

tics after last weekend's game
against Princeton, in which the

women were unable to score

against the Princeton blockade,

except for a try scored on the

B-side by Maureen Ford '87.

Although Williams held its own
against the Amazon women,
Princeton won 12-0 A-side and
12-4 B-side.

The club plays Babson this

weekend.

Women's
soccer

The women's soccer team
defeated Trinity 1-0 on Satur-

day. Lisa Dorion '87 scored the

only goal of the game, assisted

by Lindsay Rockwood '85.

Goalie Laura Napolitano '85

saved 16 shots; the Trinity

goalie saved six. Trinity out-

shot Williams 20-13.

Last Tuesday the team lost to

Dartmouth 2-0.

The Ephwomen, now 5-2,

played Union yesterday and
face Amherst at home
Saturday.

Water polo wins tourney
by Ken Irvine

The men's water-polo team
took the first step toward
repeating as New England
champions last weekend when
they swept the first league tour-

nament. The Ephs, who upped
their record to 13-1, defeated

Trinity, Amherst, Springfield

and Coast Guard.
The women's team is also off

to a good start, having defeated

Mt. Holyoke 13-8 in a game in

which Chrissy Radloff '86

played particularly well. The
women are led by senior co-

captains Sally Worthington and

Celia Ciepiela.

Shatliin MVP
The men's top player this

weekend was Rob Shatkin '84.

Although not the top scorer,

Shatkin was voted most valua-

ble player of the tournament.

The team was executing well

on the weekend, although there

were a few njinor flaws with

their passing. Peter Orphanos
'85 said "The hole was set well

but the passes were wide, caus-

ing turnovers."

The Trinity game was physi-

cal, and some team members
suffered cuts and abrasions, but

when co-captain Jeff Mills '84

dove in, he settled things down.

The team then proceeded on to a

strong victory, 12—4.

Cube offensive

Against Coast Guard, the

Ephs set up the new "cube" for-

mation offense, which was led

by freshmen Dean Pomerleau
and Chris Kirwin. In the future

the team will be looking for

Adam Ifshin '87 to make a con-

tribution to this play.

In the Amherst game a slip by

junior co-captain Mark Schmitz

nearly caused a bench-clearing

brawl, stemmed by the quick

action of Will Andrew '86. Des-

pite this distraction Williams

worked their new counter-

offensive successfully. John
Gould '84 in particular was driv-

ing well.

Rugby
Continued from Page 10

Salisbury '87 deep in the Williams end. Roger
Merriam put Williams up 12-0 by rushing down
the pitch to field his own punt. Merriam beat RPI
to the ball and cruised into the try zone.

Mark Tompkins '86 scored twice in the second
half as he continually outran the RPI defenders.

RPI managed to score a meaningless try to make
the final 20-4.

C-side wins

Despite playing only half of a game, the C-side

soundly defeated the Engineers, 9-0. Merriam,
playing again, opened the scoring with a penalty
kick. After missing on several close chances, Wil-

liams scored an unlikely try. Jeff May '85 ran
from one try zone to the other to score the longest

try in WRFC history. Merriam converted the try

to make the score 9-0. Also helping the Williams
cause were Barton George '87, Sam Chapman '86

and Phil Headley '86.

Williams plays at Siena College this Saturday.

YARNS
Wool blends

Wool „„„„
cottons

by Brunswick, Phildar, Candide, Canshohocken.

10% off with this ad on a

purchase of $5.00 or more

THE SEWING NOOK
Colonial Shopping Center

Williamstown

-™|«««!!Milll!^^

Levis

LEVI'S® 501 PREWASHED BLUE JEANS
There's just one thing missing from these classic Levi's " button-fly 501 jeans. The

shrinkage. These jeans are pre-washed and pre-shrunk to take the guess work out

of buying Levi's "' button-fly jeans. The pair that fits just right when you try them on

will still fit right after you wash them.

WILLIAMS CO-OP
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Soccer beats Trinity 3- 1
;

ties North Adams State

Sports October 11, 1983

Gridders outplayed^ lose 41-14

by Greg Leeds and Mike Best
The men'.s soccer team

boosted its record to 31-2 with a
3-1 win over Trinity Saturday.

After a scoreless first half,

Jeff McEvoy '86 penetrated
Trinity's defense, scoring off a
corner kick six minutes Into the

second period. Williams' lead

was soon eliminated, though, as
Trinity's Chris Downs put the

ball in from ten yards after slip-

ping through the Williams
defense.

Defense key
Coach Michael Russo said

that the "back four", the

defense of Mark Schroeder '86,

Jon Deveaux '87, Helge Weiner
'87 and Doug McKenney '85, was
once again outstanding. Led
by goalkeeper Ted Murphy '85,

they have allowed only four

goals in six games.

Murphy was again very con-

sistent. Though not tested

much, he "had some outstand-

ing saves", according to Russo.

Williams asserted itself later

in the period when John Camp-
bell '84 sqpred as he put a corner
kick straight into the net. Then,
with 2: 30 left in the game, John
Austin '87 put in the clincher off

an assist from McEvoy. It was
his first goal of the year, "which
added to the excitement" said

Russo.

Russo pleased

The Ephmen were clearly

dominant but, according to

sweepback Deveaux, "The
score should have been 9-0."

Russo said that he plans to work
on creating more scoring oppor-

tunities. Nevertheless, he said

he is quite pleased with the

team's performance this year.

Tie North Adams

In an exciting game on Wed-
nesday, the Ephs played to a
scoreless tie with North Adams
State. The action went from end
to end throughout the game, but

neither team was able to take
advantage of scoring opportun-
ities. Despite the score, Williams

controlled the ball significantly

more than North Adams did.

Said Russo, "From an artistic

point of view, it was our best

game this year."

The Ephs outshot North
Adams by only 20-17, but just

four of North Adams' shots were
on goal, as opposed to Williams'
12. Once again the back four
pi;ovided solid defense, limiting

North Adams' chances.

Sophomore Paul Williamson
nearly scored on a header that
hit the crossbar and fell on the
goal line. However, the Ephs
were unable to get to the ball in

time to put it in. Later, Clark
Otley '86 had an open-net shot
blocked by a defender, and a
subsequent shot went wide.

The Ephmen's next game is

against a tough Bowdoin team
on Saturday at home.

by Paul Meeks
The Bantams of Trinity

thrashed the football team this

Saturday at Jessee Field in

Hartford 41-14. Trinity scored
three times before the Ephs got
on the board while rolling up 500
total yards against the Eph
defense.

Trinity junior quarterback
Joe Shield completed 20 of 28
passes for 344 yards and two
touchdowns. Junior split end
Tim McNamara hauled in

eleven spirals for 234 yards,
including a 57 yard touchdown
with 2: 18 remaining in the first

period.

Senior running back Ned Ide
inflicted the most damage with
121 yards and three touchdowns
rushing in addition to three
receptions for 31 yards and
another score. Fortunately for

the Ephs, Ide will graduate In

June, buttheShield-McNamara
passing combination will return
next year.

Williams offense

Williams quarterback B.J.

Connolly '84 aired the pigskin 33

times, completing 15 for 201

yards, but was intercepted
twice. Tight end John McCarthy
'84 led all Eph receivers with
five receptions for 85 yards.
Fullback Ted Thomas '85

hustled for 88 rushing yards and
both of Williams' touchdowns,
capping drives at 1:43 in the
second and 10: 27 in the fourth

periods respectively

The Ephs proved they could
move the ball against the Ban-
tams when Connolly directed an
eleven play, 80-yard drive to

New track for Field House
by Lisa Payne

The College plans to resur-

face the indoor track at the

Towne Field House this winter
with a new substance which will

cut down on running injuries,

according to varsity track
coach Richard Farley.

He said the main Incentive for

the new surface is the "physio-
logical problems we've had with
runners on the hard surface.

Women, especially, have gotten
shin splints," which are small
fractures of the leg bones.

The athletic department has

chosen an elastic, thirteen

millimeter-thick surface called

Rekortan to cushion the track.

This German-made product
now covers the Olympic outdoor
stadiums in Berlin, Munich, and
Los Angeles. However, the Wil-

liams facility will be the first

American indoor track with a

Rekortan surface.

As a result Farley said, "I

think they will use this as a

showcase and do a first-class

Job."

Only the running surface
from the pole lane out is being
resurfaced, since that is the
part of the recreational floor

which receives the most use,

Farley said.

Before finalizing the decision
to use Rekortan, the athletic

department sent a square-foot
sample of the present Tartan
track to Germany to Insure that
the bond between the two would
be chemically correct. The
department also contacted
other Institutions which had
used the surface, and they
endorsed it as "a top-shelf pro-

duct," Farley said.

$36,000 "very fair"

In addition, the athletic

department compared the price
of Rekortan, around $36,000, to

that of other surfaces and found
it "very fair," Farley said. The
money is being provided by
Mrs. Herbert Towne, wife of the

alumnus who donated the field

house. Mrs. Towne has estab-

lished a fund to maintain the

building, said Farley.

"We are very satisfied with

the bonding and warranty and
super-satisfied with the price"

of the track, said Robert Peck,
chairman of the athletics

department.
Farley said he hopes that the

new Rekortan surface will

make track practice more plea-

sant and productive. With the

present hard surface so condu-
cive to injuries, "we don't work
hard [workout] days back-to-

back," explained Farley. "The
track team should improve
because kids will be able to

work out more."
"In the long run," he said,

"the make-up of Rekortan is

sufficient for fast times and best

to prevent injuries." Peck
hopes it will "alleviate com-
plaints from joggers, too."

The resurfacing process
should take about three days
and is tentatively scheduled
sometime between the start of

exams and Christmas. "If we
did it any other time people

would be biting at the bit to get

in and use it, " Farley explained.

"This way we have two weeks
for it to set up."

Three sides of rugby
all mutilate Engineers

by Tom Dumphy
The rugby football club continued its winning

ways Saturday, as all three sides defeated the

RPI opposition.

A-side edges RPI
The A-side never really got untracked but man-

aged to beat RPI on talent alone. Williams scored
early when George Clemens '86 touched down a

try after some tough running by Brad Bissell '86.

RPI came back with a drop kick to make the score

4-3 at the half.

RPI went ahead 6-4 on a penalty kick. Williams

regained a one point lead when Bob Ause '85

scored on a penalty kick into a strong wind. The
remainder of the game Williams held off the

threatening RPI squad. John Frese '84, Peter

Aiken '86 and Paul Hoban '86 shone for Williams
all game long.

B's crush RPI
The B-side game was never in doubt as Willi-

ams scored early and often. Tim Faselt '86

opened the scoring on a long run started by Matt

Continued on Page 9

paydirt to end the second quar-
ter. Chris Chapman '85 added
the point-after to Thomas' eight

yard score to close the gap to

20-7.

The Bantams ended any
thoughts of an Eph rally when
Ide capped a 61-yard drive with

his third score, an eleven yard
sweep around right end, less

than four minutes into the third

period.

Special teams
All day Trinity helped itself to

great field position through the

"hidden yards" of special team
play. Punter John DeLorenzo
'84 was forced to kick eight

times as the Ephs failed to con-

tain the Bantams, who returned
the ball for 105 total yards. Willi-

ams managed only seven yards
in three punt returns during the

contest.

Injuries have crippled the

Ephmen in past weeks. Center

Greg Taylor '86, running backs

Sean Crotty '84, Jeff Congdon
'84 and Jay Hickman '86 are

cogs missing in the Williams

offensive machine.

Defensively, end Doug
Staiger '84, tackles Matt
Kennedy '84 and Tony Gioffre
'85, and backs Mike deWindt '85

and Tom MacLean '84, are lost.

Excuses aside, the Ephs
faced a more talented opponent
in the Bantams Saturday and
would have had to play per-

fect football to win.

The Ephs try to even-up their

1-2 record at the friendly con-

fines of Weston Field against
Bowdoin Saturday at 1: 30.

Beliind guard Dan Keating '84, quarterback B.J. Connolly '84 rolls

out with tigiit end John McCarthy '84 open for the pass.(Eagon)

Spikers nail Union,

North Adams State
by Sara Griffiths

The women's volleyball team proved their tenacity when they

defeated both Union College and arch-rival North Adams State on
Thursday. The two wins boost their record to 7-4 at the midpoint of

the season.

Against North Adams, Williams started out on top in both games
and maintained consistent offensive play to win 15-1, 15-4. Some
new team members contributed strongly to the win—freshmen
Carol Smallwood, Sumin Eng and Martha Hoopes set up strong

attacks that North Adams couldn't return.

Beat Union
In the first game against Union, Williams served six points before

Union got on the scoreboard. Starting setter Mary Hickcox '86

became an effective front row hitter and found the holes in Union's
defense. Williams took the game 15-7.

Union made a strong comeback in the second game, scoring 14

points to Williams' 7. Union missed several opportunities to take
the game and Williams capitalized on Union's mistakes.

College to host

Olympic field hockey
The U.S. Olympic field

hockey team will be playing
against the Ephwomen at Willi-

ams in two weeks.
The Olympic team includes

Williams Coach Chris Larson
Mason (on leave this year) and
alum Leslie Milne '79. They will

play an exhibition against Willi-

ams at 4: 00 on Monday October
24 at 4:00 at Weston ti-ieid. The
Olympians will also give a clinic

that night at Towne Field
House.

Williams Coach Julie
McHugh said, "This should be
great exposure for the girls on
our team. They'll get to sec good
hockey, and compete in high
quality hockey games.

"1 hope the girls will realize

that the Olympic style field

hockey is not that far removed
from what they're doing."
The Olympians are touring

eight New England colleges
with the dual purpose of raising
funds for their training and

bringing top-caliber field
hockey to New England colleges
and high schools.

After the game pitting Ephs
against Olympians, the teams
will be jumbled, with both
teams having Olympians and
Ephwomen. "I think many peo-

ple will be surprised at how well

our girls do when playing with
the Olympians." McHugh said.

The event is co-sponsored by
Merrill Lynch and V-8. V-8juice
will be distributed at the game.
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Gunman accosts students^

town teen to be charged
by Christian Howlett

Two Williams students were
accosted Wednesday night out-

side East College by a William-

stown teenager wielding a gun.

No one was hurt but police said

they will charge 17-year-old

David Tanzman with assault

with a deadly weapon, illegal

possession of a handgun, pos-

session of a deadly weapon and
possession of marijuana, a

Class D substance.

Shannon McKeen '85 and
Mark Evans '85, who are both

Junior Advisors in East, were
involved in the incident, which

toolc place at around midnight.

According to McKeen, the

altercation started when Evans
and Charlie Mitchell '84, who
were waiting for McKeen on the

corner of Route 2 and Spring

Street, saw a fourth person

cross Spring Street to Lasell

Gymnasium. McKeen said that

as the pedestrian crossed, a

blue car coming up Spring

Street sped up and swerved as

though to hit him.

An angered Evans then threw

beer into the car as it passed,

said McKeen. Later, as the two
walked toward East, the car

pulled into the driveway
between East and Lawrence
Halls and the driver yelled "Are
you the guys who threw beer in

my car?"

"Books around my head"
McKeen said he responded by

yelling "are you the guy that

tried to hit somebody?" The
driver then got out of the car,

demanding to know who had
thrown the beer. He said "I'm
either going to beat their face in

or put a hole in their head,"

according to McKeen.
"He said he was going to wrap

my books around my head,"

Continued on Page 8
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Wise up
Phyllis Schlafly's upcoming lecture will test how openly we at Willi-

ams can debate controversial ideas. Her visit will give many people an
opportunity to consider anew positions they had previously dismissed.
As extreme as those positions might be, they can lend insight into the
thinking of more moderate political figures.

Unfortunately, this is a very conservative campus—conservative in

that word's traditional meaning: slow or unwilling to accept new ideas
or changes. We often recognize this stubborn inflexibility in our oppo-
nents, but when faced with an opposing view, many of us recede into
mockery rather than discussion. This close-mindedness is most visible
when it surfaces in intellectual arrogance rather than curiosity.
This arrogance cuts down the debate from which we could all learn.

Smith College's rebellion against Jean Kirkpatrick last spring made her
a martyr to those who like her and left her opponents clinging to beliefs

that they did not have the opportunity to debate. Closer to home, many
found Mary Daly's rhetoric extreme beyond reason during her visit to

campus last year. Nonetheless, those who opened their ears could have
gleaned insight into the foundations of a broad range of feminist thought.
Phyllis Schlafly's views are similarly polar, and they can similarly be
applied to a broad range of thought.

As an open marketplace of ideas, Williams encourages speakers of

varied stances. No student is expected to agree with everything
expressed, but anyone who is "too smart" to listen is really too dumb to

learn.

Unnecessary roughness
Dormitory living can become loud, and it Is therefore understandable

that the deans ask house presidents to establish regulations for dealing

with noise. Recently, some presidents' failure to meet a deadline for

submitting those regulations led to an ambiguous threat of disciplinary

action from Dean Kenyatta. That threat went far beyond the context of

their tardiness.

That ' 'disciplinary action" was never specified added to the threat. To
most of us, that phrase connotes fitting punishment for academic misbe-

havior or the commision of a crime against campus or student. How
severely can someone by punished for a late letter? Not severely, one
hopes, but Kenyatta's letter did not say.

One also must ask how severely the deans can punish someone for his

conduct in an extra-curricular activity. Non-performance on the job

should lead to loss of the job, not "disciplinary action."

The greatest indignity, perhaps, is that the threat was idle. Kenyatta
herself had no specific punishment in mind when she wrote the letter-

she simply hoped to scare the delinquent presidents into action. Empty
threats are counterproductive to good relations between students and
Hopkins Hall.

Luckily, we do not have a general noise problem on campus. We have a

few isolated incidents of loud stereos or typing. Those incidents, as the

deans recognize, can be handled through the houses. The deans want
houses to practice self-governance, so they ought to find ways to make
sure the process works. Saying "bool " is not the answer.
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LETTERS
Noise

To the editor:

In response to the article on the CUL's
proposed letter concerning stereos, I

agree completely with Professor Bolton.

Page 23 of The 1983 Student Handbook
states: "The creation of persistent and
excessive noise Is a violation of good con-
duct." It makes no difference whether
someone complains directly to the per-

petrator of that noise; one should listen

to music because one wants to listen to it,

not because one wants to broadcast it to

all others to hear.

In addition, I'm appalled by the atti-

tude voiced by CUL member Cypiot, that

"unless people complain about the

music, you have to assume it's bothering

no one." As anyone who knows anything

about human nature will say, people

prefer the route of least resistance,

which is not to complain. Peer pressure

being what it is on campus, few students

are going to risk the negative social

implications of being a complalner, and
will suffer in silence. As a matter of tact,

students who wear their stereos in public

should consider that, even if no one com-
plains, It will be bothering a number of

people.

Incidentally, I would feel equally

strongly about Beethoven being played

under such circumstances as about any
rock music. It's the invasion of privacy

that concerns me. It's like going to a res-

taurant and having waiters come along

and stuff unwanted food into my mouth,

completely out of my control.

Douglas B. Moore
Professor of Music

more reason to be alarmed. The median
grade for 1982-83 is 8.49, about one-
quarter of a grade point higher than the
mean of 8.23.

David A. Booth
Associate Provost

Leni]n
To the editor:

I'm writing to the Record because by

the time the next issue of The Williams

Republican comes out, everyone will

have completely forgotten about the

first.

Who is the mysterious Nikolai Lenin

referred to on the back page of their

October 13 issue? I have heard much
about a Vladimir Il'ich Lenin, and even
of a pseudonym he wrote under, N.

Lenin. Never, however, have I heard of a
Nikolai Lenin.

As John Washington, our first Presi-

dent, used to say, "Better dead than

red—especially if you can't get the Com-
mie's name right."

Katya Hokanson '84

Gargoyles

Grades

To the editor:

Your article on grade "inflation [Oct. 4

issue] cites" accurate numbers, but they

represent the mean grade point average
rather than the median. Both the mean
and the median are types of averages.

The mean Is obtained by adding
together all of the grades and dividing by
the number of course registrants; the

median Is determined by finding the

value that divides the ordered grade dis-

tribution into two equal-sized halves.

Had the median been used, the conclu-

sion that grade inflation Is over would
still hold. However, those who agree with
Dean O'Connor that the current GPA Is

nevertheless too high wuld have even

To the editor:

We, the members of Gargoyle, are
aware that some on campus view Gar-
goyle as secretive and not representa-

tive of the campus as a whole. Gargoyle
is not an elected body, like the College
Council, nor do we perform the Council's

function. Gargoyle's purpose is to gener-
ate ideas, discussion and suggestions on
a variety of campus topics.

The power of suggestion, though, is not

without Its own result. In order to make
this power available to more students,

we are publishing the name of every Gar-
goyle member. Anyone who is interested

should please contact us with ideas for

improving the campus or questions
about the organization.

Elijah Alexander '84

Mara Bun '84

Jim Foley '84

Michael Govan '85

Chris Harrington '84

Blake Martin '84

Story Reed '84

Bill Sperry '84

Jon Tigar'84

Craig Venabie '84

Matt Widman '84
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Baldwin's prophecy pessimistic, but on target for America

by David L. Smith

For three decades now, James Bald-
win has been one of the most distinctive
and profoundly moving of all American
writers. A writer deeply sensitive to the
moral contradictions In American life,

Baldwin has consistently embodied in

his writing the most troubling paradoxes
of race, religion, social justice and sexu-
ality. Taken as a whole, his novels, plays
and essays constitute one of the most tell-

ing social commentaries of our time.
Along with his coeval, Norman Mailer,
Baldwin has become one of those essen-
tial artists through whose work we find a
unifying vision of ourselves as a society.

And true to the tradition of prophetic
writers, his vision gives us little reason
to rejoice.

Baldwin began his career at a time
when Existentialism was making its

Initial impact on American writers. That
was also a time when many American
writers were rel)elling against Stalinism
and the social realist aesthetics of the

Communist Party, which had been so

Influential during the thirties. Both of

these tendencies color his early work.
"Everybody's Protest Novel"(1949), his

most famous early essay, attacked the

tradition of polemical fiction, extending
from Uncle Tom's Cabin through the

thirties and, by Implication, Including

the work of Baldwin's mentor, Richard
Wright. This essay opened a rift l>etween

Wright and Baldwin which was never
mended, creating one of Baldwin's most
severe personal traumas. (He recounts

their relationship in Nobody Knows My
Name (1961) . ) The Existentialist flavor-

ing of pained self-consciousness per-

vades Balwin's fiction, especially his

autobiographical first novel, Go Tell It

on the Mouatoln (1953). The Fire Next

Time (1963) presents Baldwin as Chris-

tian prophet, declaring that Afro-

Americans might, through their own
love and sacrifice, redeem Euro-

Americans—"our lost brother," he calls

them—from their historical sins against

the rest of the world. (Many liberal crit-

ics consider this his best track.)

Most people think of Baldwin as prim-

arily a writer concerned with "race rela-

tions." But then, for most Americans,
Afro-American writers are alway, by
definition, primarily concerned with

"race relations." The fact that most peo-

ple believe such foolishness, however,
does not make it true. Obviously, Bald-

win, like most Afro-Americans, is deeply

concerned with racial issues; but

regarding this concern as predominant
and definitive leads one to dismiss other

foci of of his work as secondary.perl-

pheral, or extraneous. Hence, Baldwin's

works on other topics such as Giovanni's

Room (1957, on homosexuality) and The
Devil Finds Work (1977,on film) receive

less attention than they deserve. But
even more importantly, this view pre-

vents one from understanding correctly

the relationship between the various

themes within Baldwin's more familiar

works.

Actually, the Impulse which defines

nearly all of Baldwin's work has been a

compulsion to explore the possibilities of

individual Integrity and authenticity in

our society, when individual needs and
desires defy the patterns prescribed by
coercive structures of authority and
domination. This, for Baldwin, is not

merely a question of racial oppression. It

is. rather, a project which calls liberal

cliches about the freedom and openness

his solidarity with the Black Power
Movement. But those people who read In

Baldwin's early work only the redeem-
ing power of love—which like the Civil

Rights Movement, proposed to save
white America from Its sins—ignored
half of Baldwin's message and forgot the

"...for most Americans, Afro- American writers
are always, by definition, primarily concerned
with "race relations." The fact that most
people believe such foolishness, however, does
not make it true."

of American society radically into ques-
tion. Naturally, Baldwin extends this

concern to his critique of racism: the

most egregious deviation from the

American ideal of freedom and equality.

But the same rebellion against coercive
authority informs his writings about his

father, the church, sexual relations

(homo- and hetero), and the nefarious
exercises of American state power, at

home and abroad. Ultimately, Baldwin's
vision is a moral vision—and a deeply
Christian one—which defends the integ-

rity of individuals against the preroga-
tives and depradatlons of power. On the

other hand, it is a pessimistic vision

which recognizes the inevitability of suf-

fering and the terrible price of persistent

wickedness. Baldwin's hope or social

salvation Is constantly chastened by his

doubts that it can. In fact, be attained.

Many of Baldwin's Utieral enthusiasts

turned against him in the late sixties

when he became more critical of the

American government and expressed

tradition of Biblical prophecy. Even the
New Testament ends with an apocalyp-
tic vision In the Book of Revelations. The
righteous are Indeed saved, but the

wicked are vanquished with "a sharp
sword"—held, significantly. In the war-
rior's mouth—and cast down Into hell.

No one should he surprised, therefore,

that Baldwin's recent documentary film,

"I Heard It Through the Grapevine,"
(1982) ends with a vision of the destruc-

tion of America. James Baldwin has not

abandoned his moral vision or the ambi-
tion he announced In Notes of a Native
Son "to be an honest man and a good
writer." Nor has he abandoned the con-

cept of writer as prophet. Baldwin
reminds us In his recent work that Rea-
gan's America is certainly no more
righteous than Kennedy's. The fire next
time is fast becoming the fire now.

/>./.. Smith is a Professor of English ol

\f iUiams College whose specially is .Afro-

American literature.

Finding the thoughts behind Reagan's action
by Raymond Baker

I
have Just had an expe-
rience that I wish every
person serious about a
rational U.S. foreign pol-

icy could enjoy. It was a
face-to-face debate with Reverend Jerry
Falwell of the Moral Majority. Our
forum was the excellent "Late Night
America PBS." During the course of our
heated exchange I understood more fully

an important fact that foreign policy

analysts have l)een missing. People like

Falwell, and that includes our President,

do not really care about the complexity

of foreign affairs in a nuclear age. To
them it still comes down to simple, down
home good versus evil. The American
way against the Soviets. It's a frighten-

ing concept.

The Reverend Falwell will be a real

help all around when it comes time to

choose for or against a second term for

Ronald Reagan. The President has

enthusiastically welcomed support from
Falwell's fundamentalist Moral Major-

ity and endorsed its general positions.

Falwell, in turn, is throwing the full force

of his organization behind the Presi-

dent's reelection. But, quite unintention-

ally, Falwell is also helping Reagan
opponents. With his gutsy country

preacher style, Falwell clears away the

haze that still surrounds the foreign pol-

icy of the Reagan presidency. By listen-

ing to Falwell's words and watching the

President's actions, it is possible to get a

clear fix on just how disastrous for U.S.

Interests a second Reagan term will be.

We need such clarity. On foreign pol-

icy, Ronald Reagan is still a blur for

most Americans. Recent Harris and

New York Times polls point persua-

sively for the first time to a broad popu-

lar dissatisfaction with Reagan's foreign

policy. But the displeasure remains

vague and Is unlikely to have a galvaniz-

ing effect.

Why hasn't Reagan's dangerous mis-

management of foreign policy produced

a stronger reaction? For one thing. It Is

hard to believe that Reagan is really con-

ducting any foreign policy at all. We all

know, although It is still embarrassing to

say It bluntly, that the President regu-

larly displays a stunning ignorance on

crucial foreign policy Issues. He jumbles

even the main outlines of the SALT
agreements with the Soviet Union and
hasn't a clue about the history of the U.S.
role in Central America. Yet, when
aggressive reporters reveal this ignor-

ance with probing questions, the Presi-

dent is never rude in return. We're such a
fair people. It's hard tor Americans to

criticize so pleasant and earnest a man
for things that he doesn't quite have a
handle on.

limitation talks, describes the Presi-
dent's Initiative as a "nonotfer" that
"will do nothing to advance actual nego-

tiations with the Soviet Union." In fact,

argues Gartoff, the latest proposals may
"have seriously reduced prospects for a
successful negotiation."

Exactly the same story with Central

America. Wayne Smith, chief of the U.S.

interests section in Havana from 1979 to

1982, remarks that the Reagan adminis-

And then there's the problem of what
columnist Mary McGrory has called

"the silken speeches." The President is

such a marvelous speaker! It takes a

while to notice just how unrelated to any
recognizable reality the smooth and
manicured words are. Take the recent

arms control speech. Our best independ-

ent analysts, like Raymond Gartoff, a

distinguished scholar and a member of

the U.S. delegation to the strategic arms

by Stephen Raggett

tratlon "insists, for public relations pur-

poses, that it favors negotiations, while

doing everything it can to avoid them."

In both the strategic and geopolitical

arenas President Reagan is misleading

the public alraut what American policy

really is. Yet, somehow it has proven

hard to get angry at a nice nnan who has

just given a "silken speech."

Here's where Jerry Falwell comes in.

Nice is not a word that comes naturally

when one Is trying to describe Falwell.
/Vnd the Reverend certamly Isn't sWViy.

But Jerry Falwell does put Into plain

words what President Reagan is actu-

ally doing.

Ignorance and persistent gaps
between Reagan words and deeds do add
up to a policy. Falwell explains clearly, If

not nicely, why knowledge of the world is

not necessary to conduct a Reagan for-

eign policy. Falwell expresses directly

the judgement that underlies Reagan
actions. For both men, the enemy is com-
munism and it is everywhere the same.
And for both men, the remedy Is military

force. So why bother with the details?

Suddenly it becomes clear how we can
have an administration that claims to be

serious about Improving relations with

the Soviets but that has had no important

political adviser knowledgeable about

Soviet politics, comparable, say, to Mar-
shall Shulman of Columbia in the Carter

years. It is understandable, too, that

Reagan could purge the government of

Central American experts just as soon as

he took office, knowing full well how
Important the region would be to our for-

eign policy.

Jerry Falwell can help us face some
simple facts. Ronald Reagan has no

Intention of talking seriously to the

"evil" Russians about anything. Mil-

itary force, not diplomacy and negotia-

tion, is his solution to all Third World
problems from Nicaragua to El Salvador

to Chad to Lebanon and lieyond. "Gro-

myko couldn't have said it better" is Fal-

well's reaction to any disagreement with

this simplistic new Cold War recipe.

Talking with Jerry Falwell makes it

possible to understand the gap between

the nice guy Reagan image and nasty

Reagan deeds like the "secret" war
against Nicaragua and the slanderous

attacks against the patriotism of those

who have called for a nuclear freeze.

Jerry Falwell lifts the veil: our Presi-

dent is a nice-seeming guy who thinks

he's right when he does dangerous and

nasty things.

Haymimil Haker is a potilicat scientist at

If illinms ('.ollene and adjunct professor at

the American I niversity in Cairo. He is also

a omsullani for the Soviet I'rojecl of the

(ieornetown I niversity Center for Slrateific

and International Stuilies.
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Alums urge Development^

Alumni offices to merge
by Jeffrey H. Brainard

A group of alumni recomended to College officials In a meeting

Oct. 14 that the College's Development Office and Alumni Relations

Office be consolidated under one administrator, a move College

officials say should make the College's already immensely suc-

cessful fund-raising efforts even more efficient.

The recommendation was made by a subcommittee of the Devel-

opment Council, a group of alumni which counsels the College on

fund-raising matters. The Development Council met with

members of both offices. College administrators, and several trus-

tees, who were campus for their semi-annual meeting.

The two offices will not themselves be abolished, but the new
administrator will be responsible for making them work more
closely together, according to College President John Chandler.

Chandler has appointed a committee, consisting of trustees,

faculty and alumni, to further study exactly how the two offices

should cooperate and what the new administrator's duties would

be. The committee's report is expected by the end of the year.

Chandler said.

In recent years Williams has raised on average more money than

any comparably-sized school in the country, and also boasts the

highest rate of alumni participation In fund drives.

New vice-president?

The Development Council originally recommended that the new
administrator be a vice-president solely responsible for overseeing

the two offices. But the idea may be reconsidered in light of opposi-

tion from faculty, according to Director of Alumni Relations Craig

Lewis.
"It's a sensitive issue, to add personnel at the highest administra-

tive issue when the faculty is being held to a set number," he said.

Chandler said the Trustees have not yet considered who may be

chosen to be the new administrator.

Alumni and development officials said they think closer coordi-

nation will be help their efforts.

"It makes good business sense," said Director of Development

John Pritchard. The Development Office solicits donors for large

capital gifts.

"A lot of the functions of the two offices are almost inseparable,
'

'

Pritchard said. "You have to know who the alumni are and where
they are before you can ask them for money. But sometimes we lose

track of what's going on in the other office day to day. We need to

better understand each other's plans and how they might merge."

"Avoid goofs"
' "1 Uke the dlrecUon we" re going In," said Lewis .

' 'The two offices

approach alumni for different reasons. Right now the Annual Giv-

ing drive [a four-month effort run by the Alumni office] is in full

swing and Development kind of lays off to avoid collision with it.

"But it's still difficult to anticipate all possible conflicts," he said,

"so we need more day-to-day coordination to avoid goofs and

mishaps. Occasionally an alum gets too many requests and gets

mad and says 'I'm not giving anything until you get your act

together.'"

The Development Council also recommended that the size of the

Development staff be nearly doubled, to intensify its efforts.

SHOP
280 Cole Avenue

Free Delivery on Campus

For Your Halloween
Parties:

Rum - V: gal. as low as

$10.99/bottle

Vodka - Vi gal. $8.65/bottle

Apple Cider Available

Beck's Beer -

$1S.99/case •- dep.

458-3704

WiLLIAMSTOWN
National
Bank

COMPLETE BANKING AND
TRUSTSERVICES
\Ne Know How To Help

The Red cross collected 326 units of blood at Williams last week,

with IWorgan winning the Vampire Sweepstakes. (Ruderman)

both governmental and private

sources of information and con-

sider the philosophical issues

involved.

Masteika hopes to do

research on how the citizens of

the Soviet Union, West Ger-

many and Yugoslavia view the

arms race and the threat of

nuclear war.

Grearson Intends to explore

the British Isles from the pers-

pective of a painter and a poet.

She wants to expand her art by

relating the unique properties

and powers of each medium
within the new environment to

the areas of New England in

which she has grown up.

Bun proposes to study three

international volunteer organi-

zations which address the rela-

tionship lietween the United

States and underdeveloped

countries, including "Amigos
de las Americas" in Latin
America. "Operations Cross-

roads" in Africa, and "Sarvo-

daya Shramadana" In Sri

Lanka.

FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

Morgan draws

blood
The Red Cross collected 326

units of blood during a blood

drive at the First Congrega-
tional Church last Wednesday
and Thursday. 92 people were
first-time donors, including Tom
Perry '84, who was brought in

bound and gagged as a joke.

Of the 326 total donors, 239

were Williams students and ten

were faculty or staff members.
Morgan Hall won the Vam-

pire Sweepstakes, which is a

competition among dorms spon-

sored by the Red Cross. Morgan
won because it had the highest

percentage of its residents—30
percent—donating blood of any
dorm on campus. The house will

receive as its prize a decorated
cake from Molly's Bakery and
root beer from Pappa Charlie's

deli.

Armstrong House came
second in the Sweepstakes with

23 percent, followed by A-Gar-

Wood with 21.8 and Dennett with

21.6.

The Bloodmobile's next visit

to Williams will be Feb. 7-8.

Four seniors

nominated for

Watsons

The College has nominated
four seniors for the Watson Fel-

lowship, which provides a year

of independent study and travel

abroad.
The four are William R. Sawy-

ers, Joseph F. Masteika, Jessie

C. Grearson and Mara W. Bun.

They will compete with candi-

dates from 50 other colleges.

Seventy recipients will eventu-

ally be chosen.

The candidates were chosen
by a faculty selection commit-
tee on the basis of their potential

for creativity and leadership,

and on their project proposals.

Sawyers wants to investigate

national identification systems
in Sweden, Spain, Israel and
South Africa. He hopes to look at

Botswana

lienors Lewis

Stephen R. Lewis Jr., profes-

sor of economics and an advisor

to top government officials in

the southern African nation of

Botswana, received the highest

civilian honor awarded at Inde-

pendence Day ceremonies there

on September 30.

Before a crowd of 10,000 peo-

ple in the National Stadium in

Gaborone, Lewis received the

Presidential Order of Meritor-

ious Service from Botswana's
President Quett Masire during

the nation's annual celebration

of its independence from Great
Britain in 1966. Lewis was the

first American and only the

fourth non-citizen to be given

the honor. He was the only for-

eigner of the four award
winners this year.

Lewis began working as an

economic advisor to Botswana
in 1975. He has lived in Kenya
and Pakistan, and worked in

Tanzania, Uganda, and
Lesotho.

Lewis descriijed his eight

years in Botswana as a first-

hand seminar on developmental

economics. "It makes me feel

good to see people I've worked
with moving into positions of

higher and higher responsibili-

ty,"he said.

In 1981, largely through the
efforts of Lewis, formal ties

were established between Willi-

ams and Botswana in which Wil-
liams recruits specialists from
throughout the world to serve as
consultants to government
ministries.

Council brings

bacl( cool(ies
The College Council restruc-

tured its recommendations for

the remodeling of Baxter Hall,

deleting the pottery studio, an
all-night study area, and a book-

store from its list of priority

needs for a new student center,

in a meeting last Thursday.
Space for the Outing Club, an

upstairs office for the Council

and the renovation of the Raths-

keller were given high priority.

In other action, the Council

announced the reinstatement of

Tuesday afternoon cookies in

Stetson Library as part of a con-

tinuing effort to better student

faculty relations. The Council

will hire a manager to buy coo-

kies and facilitate student-

faculty interaction. The Dean's

Office and the Council will pay
for cookies and the manager's

$300 salary. Tea, coffee and
cocoa will be provided by the

Provost.

—Jack Mayher

Bikers raise

$1500
A "Wheels for Life" blke-a-

thon sponsored by the Chaplain's

office raised $1,500 for St.

Jude's Children's Hospital in

Memphis, Tennessee last

Saturday.

Twenty-one Williams stu-

dents and one townsperson rode

on two courses, one two miles

long and a longer ten-mile

course to and from Steele's

Corner in South Willlamstown.

Participants rode as long as

they wished, and collected

money from pledgers for each

mile they rode.

Blke-a-thon coordinator Jeff

Sultar '84 said he was pleased

with the results. "The average
amount of money raised for St.

Jude's in bike-a-thons like this is

around $800, so we did better

than average," he said.

Vincente Hill '84 won a pound

of fudge from Goodies for riding

60 miles during the four-hour

bike-a-thon. Other local busi-

nesses, including Mountain
Goat, the Record Store and the

River House, also donated

prizes. Burger King donated

french fries for all the

participants.

The money will be used by St.

Jude's for research programs
and will help defray the costs of

care for patients, who generally

can't pay for their care, Sultar

said.
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Stress at Williams:
TKe fdrive to do it all

V W-^^jH' ' /? by Kathi Rosenbaumby Kathi Rosenbaum
"If there were smart, mellow people here it

would tte all right, but Instead they're smart,

competitive people."

—Mlchele Colloccl '85

"Students put a lot of stress on themselves—

they set high goals for themselves
academically."

—Andrew Cyplot '85

"There's almost a necessity to be doing a lot of

things—everyone's so well-rounded."

—Chris Mensel '87

Pressure is not uncommon at Williams, as

three students note above. Whether it be aca-

demic, social or all-encompassing, stress affects

every Williams student at some time or another.

Interviews with students, faculty and counseling

staff indicate that everyone recognizes the situa-

tion, and that it stems from a variety of causes.

No one, though, has an easy solution.

Lightened workload

Professor Kurt Tauber, political science

department chairman, remarks that students

continue to regard the academic workload as

being excessive, despite efforts he and other

faculty members have made to pare down assign-

ments to today's "streamlined" level.

Tauber comments, "I have responded to com-

plaints on the SES's [students' evaluation forms)

by reducing the amount of reading, but the work-

load is still being put down as too high. Even

though in my own syllabi I'm assigning fewer

pages, I'm still known as a heavy asslgner."

Tauber is not alone. Other "faculty who have

been here a long time see the workload as lighten-

ing," according to David Colby, Dean of

Freshmen.

Although the amount of student work may have

diminished from Its past level, many Williams

students continue to find themselves faced with

strong academic pressure.

For freshmen, the experience can be particu-

larly jolting. Mensel attests that "after the first

three or tour weeks when everything begins to

pile up, the stress really hits you. It's scary."

Even when socializing, he continues,
apreoccu-

Continued on Page 9

Marshall Crenshaw brought his unique blend of Innocence,

spunk and rockabilly-flavored punk to Chapin Hall on Oct. 13,

1983. (Scheibe)

IN OTHER IVORY TOWERS
Notre Dame
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After a sit-down strike, stu-

dents at the University of Notre

Dame have won their demand:
an unimpeded supply of Cap'n
Crunch, their favorite cereal.

They even had a week-long
Cap'n Crunch Festival last

week to celebrate the victory.

"The students talk a lot about

your health foods, granola and

such, but there's never been a

strike over anything but Cap'n

Crunch," says William J.

Hickey Jr., director of food

services.

It all started one night last

February in the university's

South Dining Hall In South

Bend, Ind., where about 20

cereals are kept In bins. At the

evening meal, students had a

choice ot three hot entrees—but

not Cap'n Crunch. So 20 students

blocked the cafeteria serving

aisle, locked arms and

Continued on Page 6

Freshmen show talent
by Kristen Engberg
and Joshua Swift

The 1983 Freshmen Revue
breaks from its own tradition of

being student written. It is

directed by students, however,

and the results reveal the

immense potential of the fresh-

men performers. The two pro-

ducer/directors, Margie

Duffleld and Sarah Horowitz,

both juniors, created this revue

in two parts: "Interview", a

short play by Jean-Claude von

Itallie, and "A Brecht

Cabaret", poems and lyrics by

Bertolt Brecht, complied by

Mark Horowitz. Although the

two parts differ greatly In pres-

entation, costume, and method,

they share the common themes

of social oppression and the deh-

umanlzation of the individual.

"Interview" outstanding

"Interview", directed by

Margie Duffleld '85 and written

during the political turmoil of

the 1960's, depicts the regimen-

tation and depersonalization of

the individual in an automated

society. All eight performers,

four women and four men, are

dressed identically, in black

pants and white shirts. The play

opens with the interviews of

four applicants seeking employ-

ment. The Interviewers all wear

identical masks, which unfortu-

nately muffle whatever the per-

formers are saying,but which

also metaphorically reduce

them to the same cold, monoto-

nous existence as the appli-

cants, who are all named

"Smith".
The simultaneous interview-

ing of the four candidates is

cleverly effected through the

incessant overlapping of voices.

Not one applicant or inter-

viewer voices a complete per-

sonal thought—each performer

adds merely a new phrase, ulti-

mately producing an entire

sentence. Indeed, the use of voi-

ces in this fractured and monot-

onous manner demands smooth

timing on the part of the cast,

and, although the transition

from one performer to another

is sometimes rough, the cast

generally handles these transi-

tions successfully.

Despair and frustration

The body of the piece projects

the despair and frustration of

the individual against various

social backgrounds. After the

Interviews abruptly end, the

shifting scenes present the regi

mentation of apathetic institu-

tions such as the army, the

phone company, and a cocktail

party. Emotion and pain are

subordinated in futile personal

attempts to break away from

this cold indifference. Psychia-

trists, priests, and politicians,

seem only to offer empty rhe-

toric and platitudes.

The freshman cast of "Inter-

view" deserves recognition for

their moving interpretations of

von Itallle's theme: the rejec-

tion of the individual by society

despite attempts by that indi-

vidual to reclaim the self. The

subtlety of the directing was

outstanding.

Brecht fragmented

"The Brecht Cabaret",

directed by Sarah Horowitz '85,

Continued on Page 10

Freshman
Parents

Weekend
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Stress at Williams

Psych prof says

elections all image
Presidential candidates have

increasingly relied on non-

verbal communication, includ-

ing appearance and posture, to

enhance their Image In recent

presidential debates, according

to pycholog>' professor George

Goethals who lectured last Sat-

urday to a group of students and

parents.

In his lecture, titled "Image
Making in Presidential

Debates: Problems of Style and

Substance," Goethals cited the

rise of television as the major

factor in this change. He pres-

ented videotapes of three

debates, the Kennedy-Nixon

debate in 1960, the Carter-Ford

debate in 1976, and the Carter-

Reagan debate in 1980.

In the 1960 debate between

Kennedy and Nixon, Nixon dis-

played awkward movements
and a poor appearance that

together were a major cause for

his loss of popularity following

the debate, Goethals said.

In several clips from the

debate, Goethals showed how
Kennedy projected self-

confidence through a kind of

"paraianguage." Kennedy sat

straight with his legs crossed

and arms folded, and his voice

displayed strength, pace and

energy, making a sharp con-

trast with Nixon's posture and

fidgeting, Goethals said.

Unaware ot Influence

Goethals said that although

such cosmetic details as poor

posture or sweat on the chin

should not influence voters,

they actually have great

Impact. "It isn't clear that peo-

ple are aware how these things

are affecting them," he said.

By 1976 the candidates had

capitalized on Nixon's mistakes

and naivete about the power of

television, Goethals said, and

had developed debating styles

crafted after Kennedy's 1960

performance. For example, the

candidate whowas not speaking

at the time would begin taking

notes when the camera turned

to him, copying a precedent set

by Kennedy.
By the 1980 debate, both Car-

ter and Reagan were experts in

projecting favorable images,

Goethals said. Reagan over-

came his warmonger image
through his use of gestures and
expressions, he said.

Goethals said that in light of

this image-projecting, presi-

dential debates should be

viewed with caution. "They [the

candidates] appeal to your

heart and gut rather than to

your Intellect," he said.

—Anfieta liprill

American bishops

condemn nukes

The 1980 American bishops'

pastoral letter which con-

demned nuclear weapons was

"a miracle of modern Catholi-

cism," but it still does not com-

mit them to complete pacifism,

according to Dr. David O'Brien,

a history professor from Holy

Cross Seminary who lectured

last Thursday.

In his lecture, which was

sponsored by the Newman Asso-

ciation, O'Brien outlined the

history of the Catholic Church's

position on nuclear arms. That

the American bishops came to a

clear consensus in 1980 was
unexpected, he said.

Their letter gave a clear,

unequivocal "no" to nuclear

war, including a condemnation

of strategic nuclear weapons

because they are "weapons of

indiscriminate effect"—i.e.,

they indiscriminately kill civili-

ans. The bishops also expressed

"profound skepticism" over

battlefield tactical nuclear wea-

pons, because they conceded

that such weapons might be

used in a limited context in war.

O'Brien said the latter posi-

tion provides a loophole to the

bishops, because it allows them
to accept the policy of deter-

rence with the condition that it

be a temporary expedient,

while the superpowers make
real attempts at disarmament.

Historically, the Catholic

Church defended so-called "just

wars," up through the Vietnam

War, as necessary. But when
the Second Vatican Council

reconsidered the human com-

munity as one at a crossroads,

facing the alternatives of total

annihilation and survival, it

changed its view and con-

demned weapons of indiscrimi-

nate effect, O'Brien said.

The immediate background

of the Peace Pastoral was the

bishops' support of SALT II with

the understanding that it was

the first step in the execution of

a mutual disarmament policy,

O'Brien said.

—Hvlen Kosu'adoH's/ci

In detailing the origin of his

research, Banchoff said he was
attracted to the fourth dimen-

sion by a comic book he read In

1948, at the age of ten. His work
now stretches to the new
medium of fantasy entertain-

ment, as students trained In his

research laboratory were
Involved In the special effects

production for the "Star Wars"
films.

4-D video

opens eyes

—Dan Keatiiiti

Most people think the fourth

dimension belongs only in

comic books, but mathmatl-

cians have theorized about its

properties for hundreds of

years, and modern computer

graphics have made it visible.

Brown University professor

Dr. Thomas Banchoff showed

films and slides of his computer-

generated four-dimensional

objects and explained his work

in a lecture last Thursday.

"We are seeing things that

give a new meaning to manipu-

lation of form that didn't exist

before," Banchoff said. He said

his work stems from the idea

that if you understand some-

thing, you should be able to

draw it.

Banchoff presented two films,

"The Hypercube: Projections

and Slicing," and "The Vero-

nese Circles," which were made
in his lab to better understand

higher dimensions. The revolv-

ing images of four-dlmenslonal

objects elicited sighs from the

audience of some 60 people in

the Thompson Biology building.

With Banchoff narrating and

explaining what was happen-

ing, the films showed sections of

the four-dlmenslonal figures as

if someone were slicing through

the shape with a knife.

"Power of visualization"

Although the fourth dimen-

sion has l)een examined theoret-

ically for a long time, Banchoff

said some things the computer

showed researchers were
surprising.

"These phenomena sent us

scurrying back to the formula to

see what happened," he said.

"The power of visualization is to

suggest new theories and
relationships."

Office of future

poses no challenge

The office of the future will be

much like the factory of the

past, playwright and author

Barbara Garson said last

Thursday. She said that office

work is now being deskilled and
demoted to the level of factory

assembly line labor.

Garson's lecture, "The Elec-

tronic Sweatshop: Office Work
in the Age of Automation,"

included many anecdotes and
observations from her own
work in a number of offices, as

well as from Interviews she has
conducted.

Industries are making
formerly-skilled jobs more rou-

tine by introducing machinery
that eliminates the need for the

worker to make decisions. Gar-

son said. She said that by break-

ing complex skills into simple

decisions, which the computer
can make for the worker, the

management gains greater con-

trol over the workplace and the

worker. Even middle manage-
ment and office workers are

now coming under this kind of

control, she said.

The office Is becoming
increasingly like the factory,

Garson said, because machin-

ery reduces the need for train-

ing and experience, and the

resulting output is measurable.

Deskilled labor

Garson said McDonald's is

one company which uses des-

killed labor. Its cash registers

no longer have numbers, she

said, just the names of the pro-

ducts. All the worker has to do is

push the name of the product,

eliminating even the need to

remember the prices or be able

to add.

"You don't need training,"

she said. "After an hour, you

could reach your maximum
efficiency. When workers don't

even have to be able to add any-

more, they are treated like a

dlme-a-dozen."
—Dan Kealiiiff

Nuclear power

grows in complexity

The role nuclear technology

plays in our society, and our

society's view of both its mil-

itary and peacetime applica-

tions, have changed In recent

years, history professor

Michael Smith said in a lecture

Oct. 12.

"Technology became in-

creasingly complex as well as

less visible," Smith said. "It

became more vital to our lives

and also less comprehensible."

The change in technology has

led to a rise In sclentism—

a

superstitious belief In the pow-

of technology and social beliefs

surrounding them, Smith said.

Nuclear technology was a

part of these changing beliefs.

Smith said. "In the Manhatten

Project both the product and the

Idea were concealed," he said.

"Atomic power became linked

to American Idealogy and tech-

nological superiority, so when

the Russians developed the

nuclear bomb, we had to appear

to have more technology.

"The ballistic missile is like

anti-perspirant -what it pre-

vents is what is important,"

Smith said.

People viewed nuclear tech-

nology In two ways, he said.

Nuclear power represented

unlimited ability of wish fulfil-

lment because there was the

potential to make man free of

energy constraints. Nuclear

weapons, however, embodied

the fear of loss of social control.

In 1949 the US became inter-

ested in commercial nuclear

power. Smith said. "By then,

other countries had let out the

nuclear secret, so we had to

also," he said.

AEC's dual problem

The view of nuclear power

also changed as more informa-

tion became available to the

public.

The Atomic Energy Commis-
sion had the dual problem of try-

ing to publicize the destructive

ability of US atomic weapons
for defense purposes, while

stressing the positive aspect so

people would want nuclear

power. Smith said.

In recent years, anti-nuclear

protests and frequent nuclear

power plant shutdowns have led

to a general distrust of atomic

power.
"We must now begin address-

ing the problems at their

source," Smith said. "The total

faith In a given technology has

swung to a total doubt of it. In

both cases, we miss the point of

what is happening.

"We have to understand the

false reliance on technology,"

he concluded. "We can't keep

slapping on new technological

fixes to cover problems of old

technological fixes."

—Sarah Abernalhy

Photojoumalists

present Iran

Two foreign correspondents

cautioned a Williams audience

not to believe media coverage of

the Iranian revolution and said

that their reports, which have

been taken to be pro-Iranian,

merely show the desperate con-

ditions which now exist in Iran.

The talk was given by foreign

correspondent Bill Worthy and
photojournalist Randy Good-
man. Worthy works for CBS
news and specializes in cover-

ing revolutions in third-world

countries. He is notorious for his

frequent run-ins with the U.S.

government and for his

"uncompromisingly-honest and
hard-hitting reports," he said.

The two journalists stressed

that there Is a severly-unequal

distribution of wealth in Iran

and that Iranian people still per-

ceive American policies as

promoting the wealthy in Iran

at the expense of the poverty-

striken.

The two displayed slides,

including a picture taken while

they were on a trip with a United

Nations delegation, sponsored

by the Iranian government, to

assess the extent of devastation

in the country. The slide showed
several impoverished Iranians
holding a sign reading "can you
see now what is happening to the

people of Iran? So tell the

world?"
Worthy said Journalists who

report this side of Iran are dis-

missed. "American journalists

for revolution do not win

Oscars," he said. "The Ameri-

can press has no expertise is

covering revolutions." He said

the U.S. government tries to

prevent pro-Iranian news
reports from reaching the

American public.

—Sondy Hopper

Gunman
Continued from Page 1

McKeen added.

"It was probably my own
fault, I was rea.sonlng and he

was just mad," he said, adding

the driver, Tanzman, seemed to

be under the influence of either

alcohol or drugs.

When Tanzman again

demanded to know who had

thrown the beer, McKeen rep-

lied "just suppose it was me,

what would you do ?" Tanzman
then repeated his threat about

beating the perpetrator up or

"putting a hole in his head
"

McKeen said.

"Then I said 'I don't see a gun'

and then he pulled a gun out of

his belt," said McKeen, adding

Tanzman never pointed the gun

directly at either of them.

"Wasn't so psyched"

At this point a security guard,

who was investigating a false

alarm at the Lawrence art

museum, pulled up next to East,

according to Director of Secur-

ity Ransom Jenks. Tanzman
then drove away, threatening to

return, McKeen said.

McKeen told the security

guard about the incident and

gave him the license number of

Tanzman's car. Security called

Williamstown police who went

to Tanzman's house later that

evening and identified him.

At about 1:15 McKeen and
Evans were called down to the

police station to fill out state-

ments. Mc Keen said the two
will probably testify in court in

North Adams in the near future.

McKeen said he had never

expected Tanzman to actually

have a gun.

"Up until the moment he

pulled out the gun, I wasn't wor-

ried. I was right outside my
dorm. But as soon as the gun
came out I wasn't so psyched,"
he said.

GRADUATE STUDIES IN

BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH

Basic Medical Science Department

Active Research Programs

Seeldng Qualified Applicants

Tuition and Stipend Support

Available

For Furtlier Information Contact:

Graduate Committee

Department of Physiology

Albany IMedical College

Albany, N.Y. 12208

1516-445-5651)
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pation with academics exists, explain-

ing, "'ifou think In the back of your mind,
'Should I be here partying?" There's

always more work to be done."
Senior Anne-Marie Camerota, who

studied abroad her junior year, also has
noticed this preoccupation; she states,

"Williams students are more obsessed

with schoolwork 24 hours a day than the

students at any other school I've seen."

Work not overbearing
By contrast, Dana Ulrich '86, a

transfer student from Wellesley College,

sees a great difference between the atti-

tude of students there toward work and
the attitude at Williams, which she finds

less pressured In comparison.
She explains that "academically Wel-

lesley was more stressful because people
would spend a lot more time working and
were more concerned about grades and
whether they were working enough. Peo-

ple here are more relaxed and less con-

cerned about getting everything done on
time."

Jonathan Labaree '85 also believes

that the work at Williams is not necessar-

ily overbearing. "I don't feel too much
pressure as long as I keep a fairly good
distance between myself and my studies

and keep perspective on it all," he states.

Gaining perspective

Some students, however, have diffi-

culty in keeping the situation in perspec-

tive. Colby points out the availability of

the Deans'Office in "helping to think

things through when it seems as if 'all

these things are coming at me at once.'"

He suggest that handling a seemingly

endless amount of work is easier when
"it's broken down into smaller packages

so it's not so overwhelming."
The Deans' Office also arranges exten-

sions for students when unanticipated

assignments or illness interfere with
work. "Our policy Is to make the smal-
lest adjustment we can to get a student
out of the bind," says Daniel O'Connor,
Dean of Students.

"Williams students

are doers, but

there is a limit

to how much one

can do."
students spread thin

One reason students may be pressured

academically, according to O'Connor, Is

that their time Is spread thin among
sports and other activities.

In a 1979 memo on "Pressures on Stu-

dent Time," he writes, "There is tre-

mendous peer pressure on the
extracurricular side of things. Skipping

practice is anti-social; skipping class is

not always."
Freshman Alix Reid-Schwartz agrees

that sports-related pressure exists, not-

ing, "When I first came here I felt under
a lot of pressure to join a sport. It seemed
like I was missing out on something a lot

of people had."

Don't acknowledge limits

Dr. Andrew Crider, a psychology pro-

fessor, notices that students tend to be
over-obligated. He finds that "Williams
students are doers, but there's a limit to

how much one can do many students

come up against that limit."

Students, though, may have difficulty

in acknowledging that they have reached

their limit. According to Robert
Samuels, a counselor at the Infirmary,
"Students here are the 'cream of the
crop' and they think they're supposed to

be able to handle any situation."

Tauber theorizes that this may be true
for women even more than for men,
because traditionally they have been
brought up to be deferential to authority.

"I've found women to be more conscien-
tious about doing work than men. When
authority gives them something to do,

they'll click their heels mentally and do
it," he affirms.

Carol Silva, a junior advisor, agrees
that all students are hesitant to say that

they are unable to cope. "It's hard for

kids to admit that they're not on top of

things anymore. They think they're the

only ones straggling along," she notes.

Need to reach out

Crider too recognizes that students

fear being labeled as "not being able to

hack it. " In addition, students tend not to

reach out to others because they are
afraid of intruding on their friends'

privacy.

"I'd like to see more mutual social sup-

port among Williams students," asserts

Crider, emphasizing that this is one of

the best immunlzers to stress.

Bill Sawyers '84, Peer Health coordi-

nator, also observes, "There's a ten-

dency at Williams for people to try to

solve things within themselves. Some
people can. Most people can't they
need to learn to lean on outside sources

.

"

Junior Advisers provide much needed
support for freshmen adjusting to col-

lege life; however, nothing analagous to

the J. A. system exists for other students.

"There was a point this year when I

really wished I had a J.A. to turn to,"

attests sophomore Denise Ross.
Sarah Cooper, a J.A. herself, stresses

that "friendships are essential In dealing

with problems, particularly after fresh-

man year."

Some students turn to Peer Health for

advice (especially with regard to social

or sexual problems), "but a lot of people

Just want to talk to somebody," accord-

ing to Sawyers.

Social pressures
Sawyers also points out social pres-

sures that Williams students face; for

instance, boyfriend/girlfriend relation-

ships can be frustrating because "it

seems like everyone knows what you're

doing."

Labaree, too, acknowledges that "as
far as social life goes, it can be pretty

restricting since Williams is such a
closed environment," although he
asserts that he is "happily in love."

'Beer-guzzling'

The pressure to drink, another sort of

social pressure, is also quite strong, Ross
notes: "It's hard for people who aren't

into beer-guzzling since most Williams
parties center around drinking." Par-

ties, and drinking in general, are a com-
mon way to relieve stress. However, the

pressure they create to drink may leave

non-drinkers with no other adequate
outlets—and the feeling that they ought
to be following their classmates'
example.
Dealing with these pressures, both

academic and social, is no easy task for

students, and feelings of stress often

result. Stress, however, is really "a sig-

nal telling you to step back and take

stock of the situation," Crider explains.

He emphasizes that by setting their

priorities straight, seeking support from
others, and engaging in stress-relieving

activities such as exercise or meditation,

students can effectively cope with the
pressures they face.
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Ruggers practice their jump bail tectiniques for tite upcoming
iMSicettMll season, as tliey beat Albany Law Saturday.

(Lockwood)

Ruggers nail Albany Law
in hard-fought victories

by Tom Dumphy
Saturday afternoon the rugby club defeated Albany Law in

three hard fought gamesr.

The Williams Aside started with a tough 10-6 win. Senior

co-captain Hugh Huizenga opened the scoring with a try follow-

ing a fine run by Ken Deveaux '85. Albany cut the lead to 4-3 with

a penalty kick. BobAuse '85 made it 7-3 Willianns with a penalty
kick of his own. Albany came back to make it 7-6 with another
penalty kick.

Albany threatened to score late in the game but Williams
prevailed 10-6 with Ause adding the final three points. Williams
was led by the ferocious play of Blake Martin '84 and Deveaux,
who caught everything thrown his way.

Roger Merriam "86 scored all of Williams' points in a 9-6 B-side
victory. Merriam connected on three long penalty kicks to bring
Williams back from a 6-3 deficit. Hitting hard all game for Willi-
ams were Thn Faselt '86 and Paul Hogan '86.

In the best game of the day, the C-side defeated the lawyers
10-0. Alter receiving the kick-off after a scoreless first half,

Williams found Itself In the try zone after some crisp passing and
tough running. Scoring was Craig Kirby '86 assisted by Joe

Carey '84. Jeff May '85 converted the extra points to give Willi-

ams a 6-0 lead. Rounding out the scoring was Dave Skinner '86.

Crew Freshmen show talent

rows
Charles

by Lee Farbman
Williams crews Journeyed to

Boston over the weekend to par-

ticipate In the largest single-day

regatta in the world—the
annual Head of the Charles.

Thousands of spectators lined

the banks of the river to watch

over 700 boats of all varieties

row the grueling three-mile

upriver course. The Williams

men's crew entered a light-

weight (all oarsmen under 160

pounds) and a heavyweight

boat, as well as a boat rowed by

alumni; the Ephwomen entered

a varsity and a novice boat.

The varsity women rowed a

strong race at a rating of 29

strokes per minute. The Ephwo-
men were able to pass the eight

from the Florida Institute of

Technology, who started two

boats ahead, and practically

passed the U.S. Naval Academy
in the home stretch. (Boats

start at roughly ten-second

intervals, so Williams beat both

of these schools in time.

)

Williams co-captain Nica
Faulkner '84 felt that the few

style problems the Ephs
encountered could be ironed out

before the spring racing season

begins. The oarswomen were

pleased with their performance

In relation to their spring com-
petition. The women finished in

26th place, but only 30 seconds

behind the ninth-place boat.

The men' s varsity lightweight

boat had a difficult time, finish-

ing 39th out of 40. Two of the

lightweights, Rob Reed '85 and

Dan Damstra '85, had to row the

course again, this time with the

heavywieghts. That boat had a

lietter row, but was inconsistent.

The novice women, rowing in

the new youth eight division,

rowed a strong race, although

not up to their full potential. The
team lost some time when they

twice tangled oars with Sim-
mons, before eventually pass-

ing them.

Novice Coach Cindy Drink-

water '81 praised the steering of

coxswain Carolyn Roska '87,

who guided her shell through

the tricky Eliot bridge while two
boats that had crashed were
hung up under it. The women
finished seventh of eleven.

Continued trom Page 5

was written thirty years earlier

than "Interview" and reflects a

different perception of society.

The object of the individual's

scorn and frustration remains

the same, but the resulting reac-

tion is manifested differently.

Rather than pitting one individ-

ual against the whole of a

repressive structure, Brecht

illuminates the economic and

moral disparities and conflicts

of various classes.

True to Brecht's black humor,

the cabaret style music, written

by Kurt Weill with additions by

Greg Pllska '84, provides an

ironic complement to the vio-

lence and unhappiness embo-

died in the lyrics and poetry.

This technique Is best exempli-

fied in the scene in which army
recruits dance the Charleston

and grin while shiging macabre
lyrics about the joys of butcher-

Trustees-
Continued from Page 1

"holdover from fraternity days,

undemocratic, and outdated."

The Gargoyle Society also

makes suggestions to the

administration and Trustees,

and its members are selected

each year by the previous

year's Gargoyles.
In an interview last Thurs-

day, College President John
Chandler suggested that one
way for the Council to better

represent student opinion on
campus issues would be to have
"a systematic provision for stu-

dents on campus committees to

report back to Council and say
'here's what we're talking
about. I think Council doesn't
know what the autonomous
committees on its periphery are

doing." Chandler was also at

the meeting of .the Council and
trustees.

Committee llasons

The Council then announced
the formation of a new commit-
tee designed to make students

who are appointed by the Coun-
cil to serve on college commit-
tees more accountable to the

student body, at their meeting
last Thursday night.

The new Campus Review
Committee will be made up of

the College Council officers and
all the Council liasons to College

committees. Each student lia-

son will be designated by the

Council's Election Committee

UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

M.B.A.
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ing the enemy. Will McLaren "84

provides intelligent choreo-

graphy for this and other

sequences.
Unfortunately, Brecht's

material remains elusive and
difficult to interpret—the impli-

cations of his social sketches

are manifold. Yet, the cast of ' 'A

Brecht Cabaret" (which was an
altogether different cast than

that of"Interview" ) reveals

some outstanding voices and
dramatic monologues. Because
the cabaret was complied from
various Brecht poems and lyr-

ics, and interspersed with musi-

cal numliers, the results were
often disjunct, and left the

audience with a choppy collec-

tion of themes. Part of this

choppiness Is due to the way in

which these pieces were com-
piled by Mark Horowitz, and
part is inherent in Brecht's

style.

when that committee picks him
or her to serve.

The liasons will then be
expected to report back to the

Review Committee "as often as
they have something to report,"

Paper said.

Ex-Officio, non-voting posi-

tions will be granted to Housing
Committee and Gargoyle
Society members, with whom
the Council has no official link.

Paper said there are already
Council representatives to the

CUL, and said he hopes the
Council will communicate bet-

ter with those representatives.

Paper said the new commit-
tee will make "the Council the
focus of all events" so that "all

students on student/faculty or
student committees will be
accountable to the general stu-

dent lx»dy."

At the meeting with trustees.

Paper also said there should be
a formal. College-wide proce-

dure for gathering student opin-

ion on tenure decisions.
Currently, it is up to individual

departments to poll students

about teachers up for tenure,

and no students have a direct

vote in the process.

Chandler said that "in every
instance of reappointment or
tenure, the department must
gather student opinion through
polls, interviews, or by writing

to recent alumni. It would be a
lot better if it were standard-
ized," Chandler said.

CLASSIFIEDS
"AROUND 1:30 AM I get this crav-

ing in the pit of my stomach and I

just don't know if I can make it

until dawn. That's when I reach for

a Snicker's bar."

—The Brain, a tired newsman
To Be Sung Upon Meeting
James Wall al the Flume:
Yog, Yog, Yog/Yog, Yog-Sothoth
Yog, Yog, Yog/Yog, Yog-Sotholh

Yog-Solho-o-olh,/BAZZAGBARRO-
IOSH!/Yog-Sotho-o-oth,
You got me kickin' up a two-step
with Nyarlaholep/Yog-Sothoth, Yog.
Yog/Yog, Yog-Sothoth!

Went to a dance.
Fell into a trance.

Saw Yog-Sothoth
And I knew I had no chance
Oh, Yog-Sothoth
(Toth, Toth. Yog. Yog-Sothoth)

He's in my bathi

(Yog. Yog. Yog, Yog-Sothoth)

You got me stretchin' in a boogaloo
With eldritch Cthulhu
Yog-Sothoth, Yog, Yog
Yog. Yog-Sothoth!

Saw Azathoth./Shub Niggurath.
Then Yog-Sothoth turned my partner

Into broth!

Oh. Yog-Sothoth
lYog. Toth, Yog. Yog-Sotholh)
MaKes my mouth (rothi

(By my troth. Yog. Yog-Sothoth)
You got me Iwistin' in the shower
With the Dunwich Horror.
Yog-Sothoth. Yog./Yog. Yog-Sothoth!

Abdul Al-H»irtd
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Senior Jean Loew drives the ball past Tufts opponent In Saturday's
loss for the Ephwomen (Finnemore)

Women's soccer Volleyball
The Tufts women's soccer

team secured a decisive 4-0 vic-

tory over Williams Saturday.
Williams goalie Laura Napo-

litano made ten saves in the

game, including a number of

outstanding ones under pres-

sure. Tufts took a total of 22

shots on goal while Williams
took six.

Coach Leslie Orton said that

the team is currently striving to

maintain the spirit which first

established their winning
record early in the season. The
record now stands at 5-4-1.

The Ephwomen take on Mt,
Holyoke Wednesday at 3: 00,

The women's volleyball team
took third place In the Vassar
Invitational tournament Satur-

day. The Ephs were defeated by
Fordham early in the tourney,

but came back to defeat both

Vassar and Manhattanvllle and
split a match with Siena,

Against Fordham, Williams

was slow to start and lost vital

points on misserves, Co-captain

Carol Dorfman saved many
loose balls to put some points in

Williams favor but they were
not enough. Against Manhattan-
vllle, Williams came out strong

and took two games rapidly due
to effective net play by Lisa

Jayne '86 and Caroine Teer '87,

Powerful serves and smart
off-speed drops instead of pow-
erful hitting won points agianst
Vassar. Co-captaln Sara Grif-

fiths' serves and sophomore
Peggy Gentles' back row saves
led the Ephwomen to tlie win.

Although Siena won the first

game, Williams pulled together

to win the second,

Williams, 5-3 on the day, was
two points behind the second
place team, losing due to point

spreads. The Ephwomen are 12-

5; they face Harvard and Yale
at Cambridge tonight.

Sara (irijfilhs

Women's rugby
The women's rugby club

defeated Boston University 4-0

on the Poker Flats Saturday,

The women played a powerful

game, keeping the ball in the

B.U, end for most of the game.
Dorrle Dewar '85 scored the

game's only try in the second
half, running down the sideline

with the opponents at her heels.

Wlliams proved faster,

stronger, and more in control of

the game than the Terriers. The
B.U. line was no match for the

Williams line, which tackled or

intercepted the ball consistent-

ly, Sunlca Edelsteln '85, co-

captain Meg HoUiday '85, and
Suzanne Biemiller '87 excelled

in running and kicking tactics in

the line.

Tennis
concludes
season

by John Schafer
Ending on a somewhat down

note, the women's varsity ten-

nis team was dealt a resounding
9-0 defeat by Dartmouth last

Wednesday, but they finished

with a 7-5 record for the year.
Carrying a mark of 7-3 after

wins over Union and Wesleyan,
the team faced Amherst on
October 15, The 6-3 victory by the

Lady Jeffs clinched their first

Little Three women's title. In

the final match, Dartmouth
simply overpowered the Ephs,

Fifth in New Englan I

With the regular season com-
pleted, the team went to

Amherst for the Division III

New England tournament this

weekend.
Sophomore Susan Brown,

playing number four singles,

made it to the finals. Sopho-
mores Betsy Shulman, playing
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Seniors Stephanie Gates and Melissa George return an Amherst
volley in Williams' loss to the Jeffs last Saturday. (Finnemore)

top singles, Liz Peay, at number
two, and Jenny Koski, at

number six, all reached the

semi-finals. The top doubles
team of Liz Mangee'85 and
Noelle Montgomery'87 lost in

the consolation finals, finishing

fifth in their bracket.

Altogether, the Ephs ended up
fifth out of twenty-three teams.
Trinity won, folowed by Tufts,

Middlebury, and then Amherst;
all four of these teams beat Wil-

liams during the regular sea-

son.

With the strong showing in the

tournament after two straight

season-ending losses, Coach

Sean Sloane was pleased. "We
had a good year given the mate-
rial we had to work with," said

Sloane referring to countless

illnesses and academic require-

ments that claimed team
members during the season.

"For a team that is supposed to

be twelve players, we had
twenty-one play varsity
matches. Considering all these

substitutions, I think we did

very well."

Sloane also noted that almost
everyone improved, and the

whole varsity except captain
Marissa Gulino'84 will return

next season.

Field Hockey beats Amherst
to clinch Little three title

by Dave Paulsen

The field hockey team upped
their record to 7-4 with three

wins In four games in the last

two weeks. The Ephwomen
defeated Westfield State,

Union, and Amherst, but were
manhandled by Dartmouth.
The win over Amherst clinched

the Little Three Championship
for the team under first-year

coach Julie McHugh.
Saturday the team defeated

Westfield State 1-0. The shutout

was the sixth of the season for

goalkeeper Jean HakmlUer '86.

Alison Fuller '85 scored the

lone goal off an assist from Car-

rie Cento '86. The goal was hotly

disputed, as there was a ques-

tion whether or not the goal had
been tallied before the first half

clock had expired. After official

consultation, the goal was
allowed to stand, providing the

margin of victory,

McHugh cited the play of

sweeper Lee Briggs '87, who
saved the game with a beautiful

defensive play. Sue Harrington
'84, Lorl SymanskI '85, and
Cento also earned plaudits from
McHugh,

Upset Amherst
The Ephs 1-0 victory over

Amherst a week ago may have
been their best outing of the sea-

son. Again, the team's goal

came with little time remaining
in the first half. Emily Sneath

'85 tallied the goal with the

assistance of co-captain

Dorothy Briggs '84.

Goalie HakmlUer was espe-

cially impressive in the contest,

McHugh noted that "Jean Hak-
mlUer turned the whole game
around," The team as a whole
played exceptionally well in

defeating an Amherst squad
that was slightly favored to win
the contest.

Earlier games saw Williams

trounced by Darmouth 6-0,

while the Ephs inflicted similar

punishment on Union 5-0.

The team will conclude their

season with a home encounter

with North Adams on Thursday,

The Williams scrum played
expertly, suppportlng the line

with hard rucks and mauls,
Anne Melvln '85, Mercedes Diaz
'86, Diana Roberto '86, and Joan
Horgan '87 used all of their

energy to continuously tackle

and push the opponents back to

their side of the field.

The women play Yale Satur-

day at Poker Flats at 1:00.

Helm Kaulhath

Women runners
by Lee Hatcher

The women's cross country
team ventured to Northampton
to compete in the Smith Invita-

tional and wound up an impres-
sive fourth place Saturday.
Senior Lyn Vendinello romped
to an eleventh place finish to

anchor the female harriers,

Wesleyan captured first place

with 36 points, followed closely

by Smith with 55 points. Trinity

was the only other foe to best the

Ephwomen, by a meager three

point margin,
Kate Pugh, the freshman sen-

sation, wound up in second
place for the squad with a time
of 21: 44. Close on her heels and
rounding out the scoring five for

the team were Susan Baer '85,

Becky Conklin '87, and Cheryl
Hall '87,

As the team prepares for the

upcoming coveted Little Three
Title, Coach Bud Fisher asseses

the team's chances: "I am look-

ing forward to the big meet,

Wesleyan appears untouchable,

but the struggle between
Amherst and ourselves will be a

veritable shootout,"

Riding
Williams Riding Team cap-

tain Andrea Smith '86 placed

second in equitation and Frank

Huyler '87 took second In equita-

tion over fences at Mt,
Holyoke's intercollegiate horse
show last Sunday. Equitation
measures the rider's handling
technique as opposed to the

horse's performance.
Coach Sherron Knopp des-

cribed the team's two ribbons as

a victory. "We have a small
team and we compete against
schools with much stronger rid-

ing programs," she said, "So
it's exciting when we do as well

as we did," Smith also said was
"extremely pleased with the

group's performance," The
team rides at U Conn next
Saturday

Chemists

demonstrate

their literacy

Professor James F. Skinner
reports the following winners In

the First Annual Chemistry 103

Dunkln' Donuts Chemical Ele-

mental Sentences Contest.

In category I, Mary Lou
O'Neil '87 produced 188 words
using just the symbols of the

chemical elements. Second and
third places went to Christina

Cervone '87 and Cindy Riser '87,

In category II, Alak Chakra-
vorty '87 wrote the longest sin-

gle word, non-representatlonal-

Ism, using just the symbols,
with Tom Mueller '87 and Sara
Bolton '87 taking second and
third place in a very close

contest.

In category III, Debbie Wald
'86 put together a 24 word sent-

ence using just the elemental
symbols. In second and third

places were Rodolfo Ford '87

and Kristen Andrews '87, Dun-
kin' Donuts were awarded to all

winners in class on October 21,

Harriers roll
Continued from Page 12

finish in the top seven three

years in a row.

Behind him were Angle, 13th,

Yort, 14th, Bo Parker '84, 16th,

and Tom Plngree '86, 19th, to

finish up Williams top five.

Sixth and seventh for the Ephs
were John Ellison '86, 25th, and
Coyne, 31st. Bates is one of the

top three Division III teams in

New England ,and after their

fine performance at NESCAC It

could be that Williams Is

another. Brandels Is the third)

Ephrunners look forward to this

weekend where they will jour-

ney to Wesleyan to hopefully

take their 15th Little Three title

In a row.

Jog safely with our new
Jog-a-Lite vest

with Velcro strip for easy donning.
L enzi s

COLLEGE BOOK STORE, INC
WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS 01267

»»'^

Budweiser
KING OF BKKRS

ATHLETE OF THE WEHC
This week's recipients are

quarterback B.J. Connolly,

receivers John McCarthy and
Paul Coleman, a Jumbo
defender ivith an affinity for

facemasks. and the clock,

ivithout ivhose perfect cooper-

ation the football team would
have lost Saturday.
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14 points in 42 seconds:

Gridders tie Tufts after gun
by Paul Meeks

Shades of Wesleyan 1982, the
football team came from behind
to score eight points with no
time left to tie Tufts 35-35 at

Weston Field Saturday in a
miraculous finish.

With six seconds remaining,
second down and ten on the Wil-

liams 28 yard line, the score
Tufts 35, Williams 27, quarter-
back B.J. Connolly '84 com-
pleted a 51-yard prayer to split

end John McCarthy '84. A
Jumbo defensive back face-

masked on the tackle giving
Williams a final play with 0: 00
on the clock 21 yards from pay-
dirt. Football rules do not allow
a game to end on a penalty.

Final play

On the game's final play, Con-
nolly faded back to pass, scram-
bling for his life, hit McCarthy

who hauled in a one-handed
beauty in the far corner of the

end zone, barely landing in

bounds. Head Coach Bob Odell

called for a two-point conver-

sion to tie with the Ephs down
35-33. Connolly found tight end
Paul Coleman '85 on a crossing

pattern tying the score and
resulting In bedlam on Weston
Field.

The final eight points capped
a 14-polnt comeback in the last

minute of the game. Williams
gained control of the ball on the

Jumbo 31 yard line with 1: 25 left

after Tufts failed to get a punt
off. Three plays later Connolly
completed a ten yard pass to

McCarthy to bring the score to

35-27 with 42 seconds remaining.
Williams attempted a two-point

conversion but Connolly's pass
to Coleman was Incomplete.

Williams attempted an on-

slde kick, but the ball squirted

out of bounds and Tufts retained

Junior defensive end Tim McFadden sacks Tufts quarterback
Dave Piemarinl with teammate Brian Nixon '86 looking on In

Saturday's 35-35 tie. (Glick)

Goffs final team
finishes undefeated

by Greg Keller

The golf team defeated Springfield and Babson on Tuesday,

October 11, to finish the fall season with a 6-0 record in match
play.

"The win was a fitting way to complete Coach Rudy Goff's

twentieth and final season," said Junior Chris Harned.
Although the Ephmen routed Springfield by 26 strokes, the

match with previously unbeaten Babson was decided by the last

two players on the course.

Williams was down by two strokes when junior Bill McCle-

ments shot a bogle five on the final hole. The Babson player

would have finished the hole with a three-over-par seven, but he

was penalized for raking a sand trap while his ball was still in it;

this is considered Illegal because players are not allowed to test

the consistency of the sand In a bunker before shooting out of it.

The crucial error cost Babson two strokes and gave the Ephmen
a dramatic 411-413 victory.

Goff's career

The team's six wins this fall boost Goff's career record to a

219-78-1. During his 20 year reign, the golf team has won theNew
England Team Championships three times and has captaured 12

Little Three Titles.

Two of his former players, Greg Jacobsen '81 and John Sutter

'72, turned professional after outstanding careers at Williams.

Goff says he is satisfied with his years of coaching but plans to

devote more time to his sporting goods store. He says he gives a

lot of credit to his players for his success.

possession. The JumlX)S ran

three plays to use up the clock,

but Williams called time-outs

after each play, and got the ball

back following a Tufts punt.

The Williams celebration
after the final touchdown
resulted in a delay of game
penalty, so placekicker Chris

Chapman '85 had to kick off to a

downcast and defeated Tufts

team that failed to return the

ball.

Air show

The Williams-Tufts clash was
won through the air as was
expected. Connolly had his fin-

est collegiate outing as he threw

for 383 yards and four touch-

downs with 22 completions in 35

attempts. Tufts' quarterback
Dave Plermarinl had equally

Impressive statistics and
remains one of the best passers
in the division.

Williams receivers McCarthy
and Coleman gave the Eph
aerial circus a crucial one-two
punch. McCarthy caught seven
spirals for 161 yards and two
touchdowns; he has tour scores

since moving to spilt end after

senior Marc Hummon's injury

in the Trinity game. Connolly

found Coleman eight times
including a touchdown and the

game-tying conversion.

Offensive guard Steve Maz-
zarl '85, an important link In the

Eph line that Odell calls "the

best we have had since I've been

here," was felled by a season-

ending knee injury. The mark of

a good football team is depth

and the Ephs are secure with

exjjerience and proven ability In

replacement Dan Keating '84.

The Eph secondary had trou-

ble early when the Jumbo's
Plermarinl hit Steve Keohane
on a 58 yard touchdown pass at

10: 02 of the first quarter. How-
ever, the pass defense steadily

improved with newcomer
Frank Morandl '86 at left corner

and yielded only a total 230

yards (as opposed to Williams'

383).

Strong safety Joe Markland
'84 intercepted twice in the first

half, leading the squad with five

this season.and currently is

among team leaders in "Thud
Points," the coaching staff's

evaluation of overall defensive

play.

Paul Williamson '86, who scored two goals In the soccer team's 3-0

win over Tufts Saturday, scoots past two Jumbo defenders.

(Lockwood)

Booters blast Jumbos
for sixth without loss

by Mike Best

and Greg Leeds
On Saturday, the men's soccer team scored an impressive 3-0

victory over the Tufts Jumbos.
The Ephmen were clearly the better team, controlling the action

throughout the entire game. They had numerous scoring opportuni-
ties, while allowing few serious threats by Tufts. In fact, the Jum-
bos had difficulty merely getting the bail out of their own end, much
less mounting an effective offense.

The first half was marked by Williams' Inability to capitalize on
its scoring chances. The Ephs had eight shots in the half, but only
one was on goal. There was too little agresslveness on Williams'
part, although Dan Aramini '84, David Wolf '85, and Clark Otley '86

kept the pressure on Tufts.

Williamson scores
Finally, at 30:30, the Ephmen scored. After a corner kick, the ball

was kicked around in front of the Tufts goal until Paul Williamson
'86 put it in.

Williams completely dominated the second half. The few times
the Jumbos got the ball into Williams' end, the solid Eph defense
put it right back out.

Meanwhile, the Ephmen launched wave after wave of offense at

the Jumbo goal, displaying the agresslveness that had been miss-

ing earlier. At 10: 08, Williamson scored again off another corner

from John Campbell '84.

Eighteen minutes later, sweeper Jon Deveaux '87 made a good
run toward the Tufts goal and put a beautiful shot just inside the left

goalpost off an assist from Jeff McEvoy '86.

Bounce Bates
Last Tuesday Williams soundly defeated Bates, 3-0. McEvoy

scored first with an assist from Otley. Later, Otley scored his first

of the year, beating the goalkeeper with a hard, low shot to the

corner. Twenty-four minutes into the second half, Helge Weiner '87

converted a Campbell corner kick into the final goal.

Bash Bowdoin
On Saturday, October 15, the Ephmen dealt Bowdoin a 1-0 defeat

at Cole Field. Weiner again scored with a header off another corner
from Campbell for the game's only goal. Williams was in control of

the game Iwth offensively and defensively, outshooting Bowdoin
17-7.

The Ephs are 6-1-2, unl)eaten in six games, and ranked sixth in

New England Division III going into today's match against Babson.

Harriers beat MIT and Tufts;

also finish second in NESCAC
by Chris Stearns

On Saturday, John Nelson '84

won his third race of the year
turning in an impressive 25: 06

to help the men's cross country
team defeat highly touted

M.I.T. and riddle a strong Tufts

squad in what turned out to be
the most excltng race of the

year.

Williams, out to avenge last

year's losses to these teams,

was hoping to capitalize on the

reputation of the Franklin Park
course for turning out fast

times.

The runners went out fast but

by the three mile mark things

were not looking good for the

Ephrunners. Nelson, a finely

honed running machine, was
out in front but behind him were
five M.I.T. runners hoping to

pass him on any mistake he

might make.

Break up pack
After the race Co—Captain

Bennet Yort '84 said "I knew we
had a hard week of training but I

realized if we dug deep and were
patient everything would fail

into place."

In the last mile the Purple
Wave showed their savvy as
Yort, John Ellison '86, and
Brian Angle '84 broke up the

Engineers' pack to take fourth,

fifth, and sixth places, respec-

tively. Coach Peter Farwell
said, "I was very impressed by
the determination of this team.
They knew what they had to do
in order to win and they went out

and did it."

Freshman Mike Coyne placed
ninth to sew up the meet and
Kevin Jenkins '85 and Tom
Pease '85 finished 14th and 17th

to round out Williams' top seven
runners. Commented Farwell,

"This come-from-behlnd vic-

tory was one of the best that I've

ever seen. We also had a solid

J.V. race which we won with

some of the l)est times we've
had at Franklin."

Second in NESCAC
On the previous Saturday the

team traveled to Amherst
where they participated in the

renowned NESCAC (New Eng-
land Small College Athletic Con-
ference) meet. This Included

Division III schools from all

over New England and this year
was the first time in the meet's
history that the results were
scored by team.
The Purple Wave placed

second overall, losing only to

Bates by ten points. Nelson
placed fourth overall In 24:03,

becoming the first Ephmen to

Continued on Page 11
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OCC reports

Williams grads get better jobs

Nick Hatsopolous '84 checks out job opportunities at the Office of

Career Counseling. (Khakee)

by R. DeMott

The employment outlook for

Williams graduates is becom-
ing increasingly optimistic,

according to Fatma Kassamali,
director of the Office of Career
Counseling. While last year's
college graduates as a rule had
a harder time finding jobs than
in recent years, she feels that

Williams grads were better off

than most.

Last June, the largest number
of college students ever to grad-

uate in a single year—almost a
million— flooded the job
market. Victor R. Lindquist,

placement director at Northw-
estern University said in the

Oct. 18 Wall Street Journal that

"it's devastating, the worst job

market for college graduates
since the Depression."

College has funds available

for student draft resisters
by Melissa Matthes

The College is offering a
combination of loans and work
to help students make up for

the loss of funds some suffered

because they refused to regis-

ter for the draft and have lost

their federally-funded finani-

cal aid money as a result.

The U.S. government began
denying the funds this semes-
ter as stipulated by the
Solomon Amendment, a rider

to last year's defense appro-
priations bill. Although the

amendment's constitutional-

ity is scheduled to be reviewed
by the Supreme Court this

year, the Court ruled that col-

leges must still comply with
the law in the meantime.
Six Williams students were

affected by the amendment
and lost their federal Guaran-
teed Student Loans, which
range up to $2,500 a year. Two
also lost federal Pell grants,

which can be up to $1,800.

However, the College will

not directly replace any fed-

eral grant or loan denied to

draft registration evaders by
the Solomon Amendment,
according to Financial Aid
Director Phil Wick.
Wick said the College is

instead helping the students
by offering them additional
campus employment hours,
the Williams Parent Loan Pro-
gram, and commerical loans
to students of up to $3,000 per
year.

However, no one has yet

used the commercial loans,

Wick said, adding that the

PLPs are not handled by his

office. And David Yaskulka
'84, who is one of the six

affected, said that as far he

knows none of the other non-

registrants took out the PLP.
The other five students were
unavailable for comment.

Continued on Page 3

Director of Financial Aid Ptiiilip

Wick. (Milloy)

Council funds new group,

drops noise problem
by Meg McClellan

The College Council voted to approve funding

for a new campus counseling service and dis-

cussed the campus noise problem in its meeting
last Thursday night.

The counseling group, called "10 to 1" after its

operating hours, was described by its organizer

Jim Foley '84 as "a general counseling and infor-

mation service" that provides counseling on all

aspects of student life. He said the group is neces-

sary l>ecause it will provide a wider range of coun-

seling than does Peer Health, which counsels

students on sexual concerns.

Foley said the group's counselors will have

dally walk-in hours from 10 a.m to 1 p.m. in the

Chaplain's office in Baxter Hall, starting after

Thanksgiving break.

The Council gave the group $375 to be used to

complete the training of the group's 25 counse-

lors, who will be coached by counselors from a

similar program at Wesleyan University, as well

as by campus concern groups like the Williams
Alcohol Awareness Program and the Gay and
Lesbian Union.

No noise

The Council also heard a report from its Noise

Committee which proposed that house problems,

including noise, should be handled within the

proper political channels of each house. Although
the College took no vote on the issue. Council vice-

president Jan Van Eck '85 said, "I think the issue

is dying, and if there's a noise problem, I don't

think we should add our voice to it."

In other Council business, the Council formed a

new Lighting Committee to examine areas of

poor lighting on campus.

According to David Small,
placement director at the Uni-
versity of Houston, the recent
graduates did poorly because
traditionally there is a lag
between the start of recovery
after an economic recession and
the increased hiring of new col-
lege graduates.

"Companies first hire back
the employees they laid off, then
look for new people who are
experienced, and then finally

start hiring new college gradu-
ates again," said Small In the
same Journal article.

However, the hiring scene is

looking better in the next few
quarters, according to a recent
study by Manpower, Inc., the
world's largest temporary ser-
vice firm. Interpreting the
results of a poll of over 11,400

CUL debate

employers nationwide. Man-
power President Mitchell
Fromsteln said that " . . .rehiring

activity has begun and job hunt-

ing should therefore become
easier."

Training programs
Kassamali said that the

flooded job market has been
caused by a change in the kind
of new employees companies
are looking for. Companies are
now less interested in hiring
graduates with specialized
knowledge and experience in a
particular field, and Instead are
favoring on-the-job training for

new employees, who then have
the possibility of going on to

graduate school later, she
added.

Continued on Page 3

Student groups want
more Baxter space

by Martlta Well
and John McDermott

Various student organiza-
tions continued to vie for space
in the planned renovation of

Baxter Hall as they pleaded
their cases before the Commit-
tee on Undergraduate Life last

Tuesday, saying they needed
either the same or more space
than they currently have.

College Council President
Tom Paper '84 said the Council

needs to retain its first-floor

office, near student traffic. "I

would hate to see the CC rele-

gated to the basement," he said.

"We don't need more room, we
need centrallty."

Dean Colby questioned why
the Council should get coveted

upstairs space. "Why not the

basement for you too?" he
asked.

Paper added that the Council
"removed the need for an all-

night study area from any prior-

ity lists, because if it's

anywhere it should be in the
library." Additionally, the
Council is satisfied with using
the fourth floor of Hopkins Hall
as a night-long study space, he
said.

Supply store?

The Freshman Council,
represented by John Booth, also

suggested that a stationary

store selling newspapers and
school supplies be added in

Baxter.

Economics professor Kathe-

rine McNally said that "there

will be a uproar if the College

starts competing with local

stores," but Dean Mary
Kenyatta admitted that "the
merchants on Spring Street do
gouge the students, because It is

essentially a closed market."

Dean David Colby said he
would like to see 300 to 400 more
boxes put into the new Baxter
mailroom to accomodate a
growing student population.
Both the Outing Club and the

Chaplain's Office told the CUL
that their first-floor office spa-

ces were crucial for generating

student interest.

Coach Jim Briggs also
opposed a proposal to locate the

woe offices in the planned
extension to Lasell Gym.
WCFM, The Williams Record

and Pottery Ltd., all of which
have Baxter office space, and
Purple Key, which has no cam-
pus office space this year, pres-

ented their space needs at an
Oct. 11 CUL meeting.

More Record space

Record Co-editor-in-chief Jon
Tigar '84 said the newspaper

needs two-and-a-half to three

times its current first-floor

office space. Tigar suggested a

move to the basement of Bax-

ter, and said his dream is to see

the Record in the Chaplain's

office.

WCFM manager Lee Farb-

man '84 said the station is "per-

fectly happy" where it is in the

basement.
The Purple Key lost its Jesup

Hall office this year due to reno-

vation in that building. Purple
Key President Lance Rothstein
'85 said the organization needed
a room to house overnight pros-

pective students.

The CUL did not act on the

proposals. CUL chairman and
assistant dean David Colby said

the group would make its

recommendations for Baxter
around Thanksgiving and that

architect John Jordan's draw-

ings would be submitted to the

trustees by January 20.

Inside Mired in

the Record
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Majority opinion
Last week, the College Council established the Campus Review Com-

mittee to centralize the flow of information concerning student affairs.

As the Council recently pointed out, the diversity of student input makes
it difficult for the student body to articulate a majority opinion. The
Campus Review Committee is a move In the right direction.

Students as a whole have felt for a long time that many decisions
affecting the College's quality of life—such as library policy, house
transfer regulations, and the removal of row house dining—are enacted
in opposition to student desires. In fact, students sit on most of the
committees which shape campus policy. However, those representa-
tives are elected before important issues arise. They have no obligation
or precedent to report back to the student body, nor any means to poll

other students regularly.

The Campus Review Committee brings together the Council liasons to

every major committee and thereby can isolate upcoming decisions for

student review. The Council can then communicate student opinion to

the committees before changes in policy occur. While elected commit-
tee representatives would not be bound by such a vote, students would
have a benchmark against which to judge committees and their student
representatives.

We need a clearing house for student opinion and the Council has taken
an important step towards that end. If the student body responds with
input, the Council can really represent student opinion.

LETTERS
Dogmatism

To the editor:

The comments made by Professor

Lynda Bundtzen about the upcoming
arrival of Phyllis Schlafiy were
disheartening, if not surprising. While

Mrs. Schlafly's views are often

controversial, she does consider topics

that are immediately relevant to a

serious consideration of Women's
Studies. Thus her appearance on campus
should be regarded with more than the

apathy granted it by the chairman

(chairperson?) of the Women's Studies

program. After all, if a renowned

Marxist delivered a lecture on campus,

one would expect that his presentation

would be treated seriously by a professor

of economics, even one with laissez-faire

inclinations. Indeed, such a professor

might well encourage his or her students

to listen to an eloquent statement of an

opposing viewpoint, offering perhaps his

or her reasons for disagreement. Yet

Professor Bundtzen is too narrow-

minded to even acknowledge an opinion

other than her own. She is mystified as to

"why we have to hear (Phyllis Schlafiy)

speak at Williams." One doubts that

Professor Bundtzen would be equally

puzzled about an appearance by Gloria

Steinem, no matter how often she has

been mesmerized by Ms. Steinem's

television image. Perhaps when
Professor Bundtzen sees fit to take

opposing viewpoints seriously, the

student body may see fit to regard

Women's Studies as a serious discipline

and not as pure dogmatism.

Thomas Perkins '87

Firecracker

To the editor:

Less than half an hour ago (12: 30a.m.,

October 25), many freshmen had the

pleasure of hearing the Williams Octet

sing in the Quad. They took their own

precious time to come for the enjoyment

of those freshman still awake and

created a pleasant divergence from the

routine studying late at night. They were

not offensive in any manner whatsoever.

Instead many freshmen asked them to

continue singing in their low tone which

only those awake could possibly hear.

After a short announcement for their

upcoming concert, the Octet agreed to

sing another selection. As they began to

sing, a firecracker burst about twenty
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feet away from the group. They
continued to sing even as another landed

only two or three feet away. Then a voice

called out from Williams F, "Die you f—
ing homos," and someone threw a

firecracker or bottle rocket which hit a

member of the group in the head, fell to

the ground, and exploded.

It is quite obvious that an Octet was

spared by sheer luck. What possessed

one individual to act in such a malicious

manner to endanger someone's
livelihood when that person is trying to

perform for entertainment on his own
time?

Adam Ifshin '87

Christopher Mensel '87

Intolerance

To the editor:

As I laud The Record for its editorial

"Wise Up!" In the Oct. 25 issue, I am
appalled at the actions and attitudes of

many in the Williams community toward

Mrs. Schlafly's upcoming lecture. I

decided to invite Mrs. Schlafiy to

Williams because I and many others on

campus believe that too much play has

been given to the ideas of liberal and

radical feminism, and virtually none to

conservative ideas on feminism. I hope

that her lecture will be used to promote

an intelligent discussion of feminism by

exposing the Williams community to

"the other side" of the issue.

Unfortunately, the "Women's
Studies" Program does not feel this to be

the case. When I met with Program
Chairman Professor Lynda Bundzten to

ask for her program's support for the

lecture, she responded with an

unqualified "no. " I guess Mrs. Schlafly's

topic, "Feminism, Family, and
Freedom," has nothing to do with

women's issues. She went on to say that

Mrs. Schlafiy should not speak on

campus because everykxxly already

knows her views. She did not fill me In on

the details of how everyone learned her

ideas. Most people I've talked to admit to

knowing very little about her, except

that she was opposed to the Equal Rights

Amendment. Indeed, during my
conversation with her. Professor

Bundzten proceeded to misstate one of

Mrs. Schlafly's arguments.

While I respect Professor Bundtzen's

right (or anyone else's for that matter)

to disagree with Mrs. Schlafiy, I do not

feel that any department or program of

the College should discriminate against

a speaker based upon his political views.

Professor Bundtzen is apparently using

the "Women's Studies" program to

promote her own pro-femlnlst Ideas. On
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the other hand. Professor Kurt Tauber,
Chairman of the Political Science
Department and an avowed Marxist, has
agreed to support the lecture of Mrs.
Schlafiy (who has strong anti-Marxist
views). Professor Tauber's support of

the lecture indicates that while he may
disagree with Mrs. Schlafiy, he at least

respects her right to be heard, and I laud
him for that.

Further, I have heard that Assistant

Professor Anne Margolis of the English
Department encouraged students in one
of her classes to boycott the lecture

because of Mrs. Schlafly's "offensive"

views. When it was suggested that people
go and ask Mrs. Schlafiy questions,

someone responded that Mrs. Schlafiy is

"too smart." Hmmm...On Thursday, I

heard that Professor Margolis and
others are leading a "silent walk-out"

from the lecture, a walk-out which will

be followed by a "teach-in" onfemlnlsm.
When people go to a lecture with the

intention of walking out, they close their

minds to the ideas that will be presented.

Beyond the attitudes of these two
faculty members, I have seen an
incredible immaturity on the part of

Williams students. Posters advertising

Mrs. Schlafly's lecture were put up all

over campus. Shortly thereafter, nearly

every one had been mutilated or taken
down. Indeed, posters were put up three

different times in the Baxter Lounge and
Mallroom, and yet not a single one
remains. It shines poorly upon Williams
when nasty slogans, obscenities, and
derogatory artwork are scrawled on
posters. While posters for other lectures

have tieen taken down or damaged, in

my two years at Williams I have never
seen it done on such a grand scale. If

these people really believe their ideas

superior to those of Mrs. Schlafiy, they

need not respond In such a childish

manner. Instead, they should challenge

her with inteligent questions.

The attitude of many on campus,
unfortunately, does not reflect the

Intellectual tolerance which The Record
asked for in last week's issue. Everyone
has a right to have and defend his own
Ideas. As such, it is disgusting that

faculty have openly encouraged
Intolerance of Mrs. Schlafly's. Shouldn't

the faculty serve to promote rather than

to suppress intellectual freedom?
We invited Mrs. Schlafiy to Williams to

broaden the debate on feminism, more
specifically to challenge the prevailing

viewpoint on campus. If the opponents of

Mrs. Schlafiy believe their ideas to be
superior to hers then they should relish

the opportunity to have them challenged.

B. Daniel Blatt '85

7'hp leclurr in heinn ho»li'd l>y ihe Jami't A.

Garjielil Society, and not the Garfield

Hvpultliian Cluh an mentioned in The
Record last week.—Ed.
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Reagan mires U.S. in continuing civil war
Marines back narrow faction in

strategically unimportant land
by Philip Busch

History is repeating Itself. In one day
in Beirut, our armed forces lost more
men than on any day of the Vietnam War
except for the bloody first day of the Tet
offensive.

The parallels between Lebanon and
Vietnam are clear. Despite our status as
"peacekeepers," America is becoming
Increasingly Involved in a civil war in a
far away land we do not understand. We
are following the same pathof escalation
we followed in Vietnam.
President Reagan's response to the

Beirut bomb blast is a disturbing echo of

Kennedy's or Johnson's response to

Vietnam twenty years ago. Once again,

says Reagan, a war torn country appeals
for our aid against a monolithic foe. Once
again, we say we are aiding a legitimate
national government. Once again, a
small country is suddenly defined as a
critical strategic interest because of its

location in an Important region of the
globe. And American credibility around
the world will suffer a devastating blow
if we pull out of Lebanon, according to

the Administration.

The facts once again belie Presidential

assumptions. Lebanon is not of great

importance to the United States. It has
been in turmoil for years with no
noticeable erosion of our security. We
are supporting a faction rather than a
true national government. The Amin
Gemayel regime, however well-

intentioned it may be, represents only

Lebanese Christians. Moslem factions

do not recognize Gemayel' s leadership,

and genuine compromise appears

unlikely in the present climate of

religious and political hatred. Lebanon
seems to have lost its sense of

nationhood, if indeed it ever truly had
one.

Failed mission
The Lebanese situation has little to do

with the superpower conflict. Despite

Syrian and Israeli involvement, it is

basically a civil war. We have little to

gain there, and very much to lose. And
dead Americans only make it harder to

pull out as the vision of peace recedes.

The stakes increase, and we are caught
in the same trap we fell into in Vietnam.
The Marines were sent to Beirut in the

fall of 1982 with fairly limited objectives:

first to supervise the evacuation of the

PLO, then to keep the peace until a

Syrian-Israeli withdrawal agreement
was reached and, increasingly, to help

the Lebanese government get back on its

feet.

The mission has failed, and there

appears no end in sight. A Syria newly
rearmed with Soviet weapons wants no
part of a withdrawal agreement, and in

fact may have masterminded the truck

bombings. Israeli intransigence on the

Palestinian question has not helped the

situation. The Gemayel government has
not gained the support of large groups

within Lebanese society. The Marines
can do little in their airport bunkers to

keep the peace. The Lebanese army
appears about as effective as was the

South Vietnamese army, and American
military responses to Moslem sniping

and artillery fire only drag us deeper into

the quagmire.

Solution: withdraw
International power depends on

perceptions of will as much as on actual

military force. America does not need
Involvement in Lebanon to show that the

post-Vietnam era of timidity is over.

Rather than lack of will, we now seem to

have too much. The United States has
vital Interests around the world, many of

which are worth the use of military

force. This does not mean, however, that

all places where force can be used are
worth our commitment.
Leadership of a great power demands

intelligent and realistic risk analysis.

achieves nothing; it is merely for show.

We cannot "win," no matter how many
troops we send. And our soldiers are

dying.

Open-ended commitment
John Glenn said a few days ago that

Reagan must now "fish or cut bait." The
President chooses to do neither. His

display of limited resolve may help him
at the polls in the short run, but he risks

the sort of open-ended, vague, escalating

commitment that destroyed President

Lyndon Johnson in the end. Reagan
wants to maintain American credibility,

but worldwide perception of a helpless

"President Reagan's response to

the Beirut bomb blast is a

disturbing echo of Kennedy's or

Johnson's response to Vietnam

twenty years ago."

The ends must be worth the means.
Lebanon is not worth the cost of

Increased involvement. America cannot

dictate peace to a nation at war with

itself. The multinational peacekeeping

force should withdraw.
Withdrawal is risky as well. It would

be a clear admission of American
failure. The danger ofwar between Syria

and Israel would increase. The United

States would send a signal to the world

that terrorism can work in some cases.

But these drawbacks are outweighed by

the risks of our continued presence in

Beirut. Ultimately, our presence

giant mired at Khe Sanh or Beirut

airport hurts our influence more than

would a timely withdrawal.

The best time to withdraw has passed.

Two hundred dead Marines constrain

our choices in a wave of emotion. Their

deaths hopefully will show us where our

national interests lie. They do not lie in

Beirut, as they did not lie in Saigon two

decades ago. Presidents must learn

from our national mistakes. President

Reagan apparently has not.

Philip Busch is a senior history major at

If'iUiams College.

Crossburning; three years after

Panel debates campus race relations

Draft aid

by John Calderon
Students, faculty and alumni exam-

ined the need for a heightened awareness
of both black students and black faculty

at Williams, at a panel discussion last

Sunday in commemoration of the cross

burning on campus three years ago this

week.
Dalton Miller-Jones, a visiting profes-

sor of psychology, said that black stu-

dents have been brought here for the

education of the white majority. Instead

of for their own education. He said that

the blacks on campus are here to simu-

late the society the white student will

eventually lead.

"Black students are actors trying to

survive within the context of rules set by

the College," said Miller-Jones. "I don't

think that black students on this campus
are treated with respect or deference."

However, Miller-Jones said "Williams

Is doing a wonderful job in the context of

what's going on in the world," referring

to racism.

More jobs for Ephs

Reverend Muhammad Kenyatta '81,

the husband of Dean Mary Kenyatta,
said the College should set institution-

wide goals, such as hiring more black
administrators. He also said more black
student involvement was needed. He
denounced the attitude that having one
black professor in a department was
sufficient.

"Subtle racism"
Miller-Jones also expressed the need

to expand the amount of black faculty

members, currently at five, if "you want
to show the legitimacy of blacks." He
said he felt there is a stigma against

blacks at Williams.

Though Mark White '84 said he has
never heard outright racial slurs at Willi-

ams, he said the "subtle things of racism
still have to be addressed." For exam-
ple. White said he has met students who
refer to certain black students as "not
really black."

One student spoke of frustration when

trying to get people motivated to discuss

racial issues. "It always takes a crisis,"

he said, pointing to the cross burning

which brought about a moratorium on

classes and an all-college discussion on

racism which 1300 people attended.

About 60 people attended Sunday's

discussion.

Kenyatta noted that some student

efforts have been constructive, such as

the hunger strike last January. Kenyatta

said that without that crisis, the Trustees

would' not have examined the issue of

divestment in South Africa."We seem to

have the notion that racism is okay
beyond the border of the U.S.," said

Kenyatta.
Some students at the meeting

expressed their frustration at trying to

make a significant difference at such an

elite place as Williams. Kenyatta

advised each individual to ask himself

what he can do and stressed his own con-

viction that change Is Indeed possible.

Continued from Page 1

According to Kassamali, the best way
to get a job today is to have a solid liberal

arts education. "A liberal arts degree is

the best you can get. It will always be

marketable," she said.

Another career counselor, Katie Case,

said that Williams' extensive network of

alumni is also a major asset to getting

jobs for Williams graduates. "Many of

them (the alumni] help counsel the stu-

dents about how to get jobs and recom-

mend the students to their colleagues as

well as their own companies.

Kassamali denied that this alumni net-

work reduces Williams to a prep school

for New York banks, a charge made by
many Williams students and by political

science professor Robert Stigllcz in an

interview in The Williams Record last

year.

"Williams students have done better

than students at other institutions

because they are more ambitious," she
said.

Fewer grad students

Because more students are going into

such training programs, the number of

students going directly on to graduate or

professional school has dropped by close

to 30 percent since the early '70s, a trend

the OCC and the College are trying hard

to reverse.

Case said students should seriously

consider graduate studies to avoid enter-

ing the current job market. She predicts

that "In three or four years, when they

get out of grad school, it will be much,
much easier to find jobs." She said

another possibility is to get a job for a tew
years which one would enjoy but which
payed relatively less.

Engineering future bright

One field already seeing major
changes in hiring is engineering. Accord-
ing to physics professor Ballard Pierce,

who advises pre-engineerlng students,

college grads with bachelor's degrees in

physics are now being considered for

Jobs which only a few years ago would
have gone to professional engineers.

"Employers now seem more willing to

train people in a specific area or job," he
said.

In addition, Kassamali sees the com-
puter science and accounting fields gain-

ing strength.

Continued from Page 1

Wick said the PLP is a loan option open
to the parents of every Williams student

and has an interest rate of 12 percent and
a payback period shorter than that of a

Guaranteed Student Loan or Federal

Plus Loan. This year's GSL's have an
interest rate of nine percent.

The size of the PLP can be as large as

$8,500 per year, depending on the bor-

rower's credit rating, Wick said. Also,

the student must pay interest on thePLP
while in school, unlike theGSL program,

in which the government pays the

Interest.

Wick said many of the students are

compensating for their lost funding by

taking a second summer job or using per-

sonal savings.

More campus Jobs

Yaskulka did say that the College was
funding campus jobs for the nonregis-

trants previously funded under the fed-

eral Work-Study program. The College

has also removed the ceiling which

limited how much money any one stu-

dent could make, and has allowed them
to have Jobs in more than one College

department.
Yaskulka said "of course all of thisisa

great help." He said he is now working
"50 to 75 percent more hours than I did in

previous years."

However, Yaskulka said the College

has not done as much as it should have to

help, adding that it should have offered

subsidized loans as well.

"A college that has dedicated itself to

the availability to all regardless of

income is going against those principles

in not making aid available to people who
exercise that element of their con-

science," Yaskulka said. "We're talking

about ten draft resistors at most. The
burden is negligible."

The commercial loan which the Col-

lege is offering goes at the same Interest

rate as the PLP, 12 percent. Wick said

the primary difference l)etween the PLP
and the commerlcal loan is that the com-
mercial loan requires that the loan

agreement be co-signed by both the par-

ent and student.
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Try our new Water Snakes —
now reduced to $1.50 each or the

Magic Egg which swells one hundred
<^"Z'"s times in size.
COLLEGE BOOK STORE INC
WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS 01267

Hungry? Tired?

Time For A Break?

Call for FOOD Tonlte!

More Goodies

Delivery Service to Williams

of soups, salads, sandwiches,

and specialties

(and, of course, ice cream!)

Delivery Schedule: call 458-3683

From now on. call in order by 10 p.m.—

Delivery to (approximate times):

Bronfman Science Center 10:45 pm
Perry House 11:00 pm
Greylocl( Dining Hall 11:15 pm
Baxter Hall 11:30 pm
Dodd Dining Hall 11:45 pm
Mission Park Dining Hall 12:00 mid.

Driscoll Dining Hall 12:15 am

Minimum Order: $15—food/$10—Ice cream/

$15—combined order. P.O.D.—checks or exact

amount preferred.

George Yomm 76 points out tho similarity between Bruce Spring-

steen's songs about loneliness and the street and biblical tradition.

(Khakee)

Springsteen

and God

The lyrics of rock musician
Bruce Springsteen are directly

connected with Biblical themes,
according to George Yamln '76

who spoke on "The Theology of

Bruce Springsteen" last

Thursday in a lecture sponsored

by the religion department.

Yamin is a graduate student

in religion at the University of

Chicago and teaches at DePauw
University.

"The music of Bruce
Springsteen represents the

continuation of the Judeo-
Christlan tradition. ..|and is]

relevant to modern listeners,"

he said.

"His music may be seen as

more than just rock 'n roll,"

Yamin said. "It contains a

religious and theological
dimension which Is overlooked,

but should be explored."

Yamln began his talk by
showing that although Spring-

steen's music Is "pervaded with

images from the highways and
turnpikes of New Jersey, where
he grew up," these Images have
religious significance lor him.

"The street is his sacred place,

and the night is his sacred
time," Yamln said.

"The fall from paradise"
In addition, Springsteen

"recapitualates the fall from
paradise of man in the Bible,"

Yamin said. "In Springsteen's

music there is also a version of

the fall of man.
"It is not in the traditional

terms of the Bible, but In terms
of relations between children

and parents," he said, pointing

to the song "Adam Raised a

Cain" in which a son leaves the

"comfort, or paradise" of home
because of his strained
relationship with his father.

Faith and suffering

"The car Is the vehicle of

salvation which facilitates the

transport from the old life to the

new," he said, emphasizing that

Springsteen's vision is not a
naive one, but deals with the

Importance of faith and
suffering.

According to Yamin the whole
of Springsteen's message is

contained in one verse in

"Badlands:

"

"7 beliovo in the love that you

fcnve me/

I believe in the faith that can

save me/
I believe in the hii/jc/

And I pray that iomeilay it may
raine me above these/

Badlanda."

—Eric AdeUlein

Baldwin on

blacl( and white

Most people live in a world
they did not make, and are
victims because they do not

dare to stop and understand it,

said black novelist and social

critic James Baldwin last

Tuesday night, speaking before

a packed house of nearly 750

people in Chapln Hall.

Baldwin said that in order to

understand the world in which
they live, people must
understand history. But, he
added, history Is distorted

because It pertains mostly to

white people and Is Interpreted

by and for white people.

"When I say 'white people,' I

am not referring to the color of

their skin," Baldwin said. "lam
referring to a state of mind."
"White people" are those

individuals who, regardless of

their own color, believe that It is

best to be white and that whites
have a monopoly on virtue,

Baldwin said.

"Facades" in white world
Whites in many countries

have trouble dealing with
blacks In their midst, Baldwin
said, but they do not consider
that blacks have no choice but to

put up facades to live in the

white world.

Baldwin explained that as a

child, he knew that when a white
person looked at him they saw a

black boy, and he knew how that

white person expected him to

act, so he learned to act that

way. By the time he was an
adolescent, he said, he was an
expert in knowing how to

behave.

During this process he
learned to hate white people, he

said, and to hate himself. He
said the same phenomenon still

exists In America today, and it

is reflected In America's
relations with the world.

Humans not doomed
Despite its problems,

however, Baldwin said he does

Continued from Page 6

Ferman plays with finesse
by Carl Leafstedt

Polly Ferman, a Uruguayan
pianist, presented a program of

music by South American
composers last Tuesday night in

Brooks-Rogers Recital Hall as
part of Williams' Young Artists

Concert Series.

Slides of Uruguay
In the first half, Ferman

seemed to be making a plug for

her native country as she played
music by Uruguayan compo-
sers and accompanied her
performance with slides
depicting scenes of Uruguay.
The setup worked well—the

whole auditorium was darkened
except for a small light by which
you could see her hands while

the slides were shown on the
screen above and behind her.

"In Uruguay there are two
types of music," she explained
briefly before she began to play.
"There is 'city' music and there
is 'land' music."
Her slides helped to

distinguish between the two.
For example, as she performed
Triste No. 2 by Eduardo Fablni,
rock-strewn, mountain land-
scapes were shown. This was
obviously 'land' music—more
somber and peaceful and
lacking the strong rhythmic
vitality that characterized the
'city' music that she also
performed.

Continued on Page 7
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Baldwin-

Continued from Page 4

not think the human race is

doomed. He said that many
people, Including himself,
believe there is hope in America
that doesn't exist anywhere
else.

On an Individual level, people
have to begin by being
responsible actors In their own
society, Baldwin said. He urged
the audience to work for change
In the world because, although It

may not seem so now, the forces

which are now dictating one's

life can eventually be removed.
"The people cannot be

forever subjugated," he said.

"Just because it has lasted fora
long time does not mean it will

last forever."

—Dan Keating

Physics can

be fun

"Every time you start your
car In the morning, you are
verifying special relativity,"

said Harvard professor and
Nobel laureate Edward M.
Purcell last Monday night. His
lecture, "Life in a Magnetic
Field", traced the development
of electric and magnetic theory.
Using a pair of jumper cables

and a Sears auto battery,
Purcell demonstrated tlie

repulsion of two electric
currents flowing in opposite
directions, and l)egan his talk

with a shower of sparks as the

cables leapt apart. "Magnetic
force," he said, "is essentially a
relativistlc effect."

Purcell also explained
nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) spectrography, a
technique which he Invented
and for which he was awarded
the 1952 Nobel Prize in Phvsics.

NMR Imaging is now being used
to produce cross-sectional
images of the body which arc
far clearer than x-ray
photographs.

The method currently used on
human beings involves
subjecting the body to a
magnetic field roughly 800
times the strength of theearth's
field. In discussing possible

health hazards, Purcell, who
said he has been in much
stronger fields himself,
explained that "fields of this

size are perfectly benign and
have no physiological effect at

all."

NMR Imaging research is

now being used for biochemical
research. Purcell said a
phosphorus Imaging technique
now allows scientists to watch
the body's basic biochemical
reactions.

—Charles Cooituin

Nukes in space
Nuclear weapons in space

may destabilize even more an
already fragile peace in the

nuclear age, according to

Daniel Deudney, a representa-
tive of WorldWatch Institute.

According to Deudney, the
United States is about to start

placing destructive weapons in

space. One such weapon is the

anti-satellite, a mechanism
which is able to strike a high
percentage of Soviet satellites.

Deudney calls this "an omi-
nous development" because it

will place strategic nerve sys-

tems in jeopardy.

This action will only serve to

heighten tensions between the

Americans and the Soviets and
make war even more pwsssible.

"The whole idea of escaping
obsoletion by nuclear weapons
by placing weapons In space is

an illusion." Deudney said.

SPORTS SHORTS
Men's rugby Volleyball
The rugby club traveled to

Worcester last Saturday to play
in the Holy Cross tournament
and came away with four wins
and one loss.

A-side splits

Williams looked rusty in its

opening game. A penalty kick
by Roger Merriam "86 was the
only bright spot in a 13-3 loss to a
good Babson squad. Williams
came alive In its second game,
however, defeating Holy Cross
7-0. Though Williams was in

control the whole game, only
Peter Aiken '86 scored a try.

Williams other three points
were scored by Joe Carey '84 on
Williams' first drop kick of the

year.

KiUer Bs win it all

Williams won the B bracket of

the tourney by beating Babson,
18-6 and Notre Dame, 8-0.

Williams was led by sopho-
mores Chris Toll and John
Fetterolf , who both scored tries

against Babson, with Drew
Klein '84 engineering the
attack. Chris Edwards '87 had
two conversions and two
penalty kicks to finish the rout.

Against the Fighting Irish,

Toll and Fetterolf both scored
again, supplying Williams with
the only eight points of the

game.

Cs shutout Holy Cross
Williams wrapped up the day

by defeating Holy Cross in a C-
slde game. The Cs were led by
Barton George '87 who scored
two tries. Stanley finished the
scoring and Bob Ause '85

converted all the tries.

Williams plays Vermont Law
this Saturday on Cole Field.

Tom Dumphv
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SCOREBOARD

Men's Cross Country (9-2)

Williams 28. Wesleyan 30. Amherst

Volleyball (15-11)

MIT. Williams. Conn College. Bates

Men's Soccer (7-2-2)

Williams 4. Conn. College 1

Babson 3, Williams

Field Hockey (8-4)

Williams 3. North Adams
Olympians 5. Williams

Mens Rugby
A Babson 13. Williams 3

Williams 7, Violy Cross

B: Williams 18. Babson 6

Williams 8. Notre Dame
C: Williams. Holy Cross

Women's Rugby
Williams 16. Yale

Men's Water Polo (20-2)

Williams 23. Coast Guard 11

Williams 15 Amherst 4

Williams 5. Trinity

Women's Soccer
Westfield 3. Williams

Football (2-3-1)

Union 31 Williams 14

Women's Cross-Country

Wesleyan 23. Amherst 42. Williams 64

The women's volleyball team
finished off their season seeded

fifth In the NIAC tournament

held at Skidmore on Saturday.

Although the Ephs missed a

spot in the finals by one game,
they defeated the third and
fourth seeded teams to gain

second place in their pool.

Williams was defeated by
M.I.T., which then went on to

win the tournament. But Coach
Sue Hudson-Hamblin was
pleased with the two victories

over Connecticut College and
Bates, saying, "Williams ended
this season strongly. All of them
pulled together to make the last

match one of their better games
of the season."

Looking ahead
The team will lose two

seniors, co-captains Carol
Dorfman and Sara Griffiths.

The core of the team will all be
juniors and sophomores next

year.

The peak of this season was an
incredible upset over Division II

Springfield. "That game proves
how well we can play," said

Hudson-Hamblin, "what we
need is to maintain that level

throughout the season and we'll

come out undefeated." Their
final record, including tourna-

ment losses, was 15-11.

Women runners

The women's cross-country

team finished third in the Little

Three competition Saturday at

Wesleyan.
Coach Bud Fisher said, "The

women ran well, and pushed the

Wesleyan and Amherst ladies to

the limit, but In the end the Car-
dinals proved that their reputa-

tion as one of the best teams in

Division III is well warranted.
"Our performance against

Amherst was a little less than
stellar," Fisher continued, "but
the superlative efforts of
seniors Lyn Vendlnello and
Amy Doherty, who wound up in

fifth and eighth places, respec-

tively, compensated for the dis-

turbing results in the team
competition."

Course record

The Cardinals' AUegra Bur-
ton ran a brillant race, and
carded an impressive time of

17: 44, which broke the existing

course record by three seconds.
Burton tore off at a wicked pace,
and her win was secured by the
first mile. Ashla Berlt of

Amherst came in a distant

second with a time of 18: 38.

Sixteen seconds back and in

fifth place overall, Vendlnello
came scorching down the final

stretch to lead the Williams
contingent.

The tally of the individual per-

formances resulted in a score of

23 points for Wesleyan, 42 for

Amherst and 64 for Williams,
respectively. Williams had
hoped to fare better against
Amherst, but they will have to

wait to avenge the loss.

WiUiams finishers

Doherty ran superbly to nail

down a respectable time of

19:20. When asked about the
race, Doherty replled,"I had
hoped to run a little better,"
which aptly summarizes the
attitude of the squad. Susan
Baer '85, Kate Pugh '87 and
Becky Conklin '87 rounded out
the top five with times of 20: 05,

20: 50, and 21: 13, respectively.

McCleiland's Stationery and Office Products

Hallmark Cards

Crane and Eaton Stationery

School Supplies

Art Supplies

36 Spring Street - - Williamstown

Telephone 458-4920

Men's cross country Women
Continued from Page 8

and Jim Katter "85, 19th. Just behind them were John Fisher "87 and
Tom Pease '85 both in 26: 50.

J'Vs tal(e second
In the J. V. race the Williams pack was woefully thin as they could

not win the race. However freshman Chris Pasko's second place
16: 20 for the 5000 meter course merits attention as do freshmen
Mark Gllraln's sixth place and Tom Fltzgibbon's seventh place.
Even though the J.V. was not up to par, they still crushed third
place Amherst by 31 points.

Next the E phs look forward to the IC4A championship on Tuesday
and New Englands next Saturday where they will prepare
themselves for the upcoming Division Ill's.

Football
Continued from Page 8

strong Union squad, matching
score for score.

Head Coach Bob Odell
believes he has "three of the
best receivers in the East" in

these players, and the coaching
staff put its cards on the table

early with the aerial attack by
moving McCarthy to a running
back slot as an extra receiver

complementing Hummon and
Coleman.
The Ephs drove methodically

down the field early in the first

quarter, passing to set up the

pass, mixing in a drive indepen-

dable fullback Ted Thomas '85,

and scoring on a Connolly-to-

McCarthy strike from 23 yards
out. Williams proved they could
move the ball, as evinced in a
19-17 lead in first downs at the

game's conclusion. The score
was knotted at seven after the

Dutchmen drove 76 yards for a
touchdown on their initial

possession.

Union rattled off the next 24

points. Quarterback Dan Ste-

wart broke an NCAA Division

III record in the second quarter
when he hooked up with wide out

Winston Britton '85 on a long
score, the 17th consecutive
game in which he has thrown a
TD pass.

However, Union quarter-
backs completed only seven of

16 passes for 109 yards on the
day while Williams tallied 25 of

48 for 286 yards through the
airwaves.

On the other hand, the Dutch-
men stuffed the Ephs' running
attack for -19 yards (Including

sacks) while they amassed 232

yards in 51 rushing attempts.

Defensively, the Ephmen
shut out Union in the second half

with a gutsy performance char-

acteristic of the " never say die"
Eph attitude in 1983.

End Greg Norton '86 was

Ferman
concert

—

Continued from Page 5

Unfortunately, Ferman's
slides varied widely in
interest — from beautiful
landscapes and other indige-

nous scenes to rather catholic

items such as a mud puddle and
a tree stump. This did not

detract from the general quality

of the concert,though, which
was very high.

In the second half, Ferman
packed away the slide projector

and performed some non-

Uruguayan music. Ferman's

playing was excellent. She

obviously felt a strong
attachment to the music and

brought it out well. If the music

required strong playing, she

certainly gave It; If soft,

sensuous tones were needed,

she gave soft, sensuous tones.

She was remarkably assured in

all the difficult, technical

passages.

felled by a severe knee injury on
the astro-turf as was offensive

center Greg Taylor '86. Given a
rare opportunity, young players
filled in and proved themselves
more than capable for future
campaigns.
Kevin Morris '86 replaced

quarterback Connolly with
seven minutes to play and
passed for 67 yards in five of

nine attempts. Connolly gradu-
ates in June and Morris will be
pressed to fill the shoes of the
three-year starter and 1983
captain.

With six seconds remaining,
Williams down 31-7, Morris
found runnlngback Jay Hick-
man '86 on a fly pattern for a

•touchdown from 32 yards out.

The score was set up by two
receptions for 28 yards by split

end Andy Jeffrey '86.

Williams' first season ended
with a 2-3-1 record. Their second
season, vying for the Little

Three title, begins on Saturday,

November 5th, at Wesleyan, a

1: 30 kickoff

.

ruggers

crush Yale
by Helen Kaulbach

The women's rugby football

club slaughtered Yale 16-0 this

past Saturday. Not even the

strong wind could help the Ell,

as they were on the defensive

the whole game.

The first try was scored by
junior Allison Martin '85 from a

scrumdown near the try line.

Williams scored three tries in

the second half. Missy Wilcox
'87 touched down the ball after it

had been passed down the line.

Sunny Edelsteln '85 then scored
in a breakaway down the

sideline. Junior Sara Harkness
made the last try from a
scrumdown.

The game, the third from the
last in the season, was by far the

best the women have played.
Tackles were neat and efficient,

and the scrum backed the line at

all times.

Dorie Dewar '85, co-captain
Meg Holliday '85 and Becky
Halle '86 played expertly on the
line, holding the ball despite the

cold. Sara Keohane '84 and Sara
Flnnemore '87 anchored the
scrum. Anne Melvin '85 and
Joan Horgan '87 were driving
forces in the their last game of

the season.
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Footballers succumb to

nationally-ranked Union
by Paul Meeks

The Union College Dutchmen
extended their unbeaten record
In the 1983 season to seven
games at the expense of the foot-

ball team, 31-14, In Schnectady,
N.y. Saturday. Williams was
outplayed by a team ranked
natlonaly and vying for a post-

season Division III playoff

berth, but was by no means
embarrassed.
The pregame strategy for the

Ephs was to throw the football.

The strong arm of quarterback
B.J. Connolly '84 and the soft

hands of Williams' receiving

trio split ends John McCarthy

'84 (26 receptions for 390 yards
and five touchdowns In 1983),

Marc Hummon '84 (22 for 303

yards and one touchdown), and
tight end Paul Coleman '85 (26

for 247 yards, one touchdown
and one conversion), hoped to

enable the Ephs to play with the

Continued on Page 7

Williams coach Chris Larson Mason, playing tor the U.S. Olympic
Earle (right) and Story Reed to the ball.

Olympians
display

talents
by Dave Paulsen

The United States Olympic
Field Hockey team completed
its New England Tour with an
exhibition match against the

Williams Field Hockey team
last Monday.
The first half consisted of a

match between the Olympians
and the Williams squad. Show-
ing the skill and teamwork that

has made the U.S. team a top

contender for a medal in the

1984 games, the National team
trounced Williams 5-0.

The Olympic coach, Vonnle
Gros, has continually emphas-
ized team play, and this empha-
sis was apparent in the match.
The second half saw the two
opposing teams split up sides to

provide a more equal contest.

The match was followed by a
clinic for Interested high school

players.

First Olympic team
This win be the first year that

the U.S. will field a team In the

Olympics. 1980 was the first

year that field hockey was an
Olympic sport, but the team
was unable to participate due to

President Carter's boycott.

The team, which Includes Wil-

liams Coach Chris Larson
Mason and alum Leslie Milne
'79, has existed for seven years,

participating in tournaments
once or twice a year. Since Feb-

team, tries to beat seniors Alison

(Shapiro)

ruary 1982, the women have
been In residence training In

Philadelphia. The team
members take odd jobs to help

support themselves during their

time of training.

Gros and her team members
have optimistic hopes for the
squad's chances in the 1984

games. In international compe-
tition, the team has frequently

finished in third place. The
team was favored to win a
medal in the aborted 1980

games.

Gros sees her team's main
competition as the Netherlands
and Australia, with West Ger-

many and Canada competing
with the U.S. for third place.

According to Milne, however. It

would not be out of the question

for the team to win the gold

medal.

Water polo

Ephs sweep tourney
by Ken Irvine

The men's water-polo team,

now 20-2, continued their domi-

nation over their Division II

rivals last weekend as they

swept their second league
tournament.

The Ephs defeated Coast
Guard 23 - 11 and Amherst 15 -

4. Their closest game was
against Trinity who forfeited
and thus lost by an official score
of only 5-0.

Top division

Williams Is at the top of the

Western division of the New
England league. This weekend
they will travel to Harvard

where they anticipate winning

their second consecutive Div-

ision II New England Cham-
pionship.

Crush Lord Jeffs

The Ephs were In top form
against Amherst. While they

still made a few mistakes,in

general they worked both the

counteroffenslve and the

offense well.

Williams' counteroffenslve is

designed to move the ball safely

and quickly up the pool after a

turnover—the first two men
break out to the sides at mid-
pool and the remaining men
break through the middle and
set up the offense.

The Ephs' defense was very

tight. They will have to play that

way this weekend too, since

starting goalie Dave Schelbe '86

was Injured prior to the

Amherst game and will be out

for the rest of the season. He will

be sorely missed, but Williams

is fortunate to have Rob
Sommer '84, who played a good

game against Amherst, to

replace him.

Williams will also have to

play without Rob Shatkln '84,

another starter, at New Eng-

lands. Shatkin was injured In a

valiant leap during Williams'

home tournament with the Uni-

versity of Rhode Island and Bos-

ton College, which Williams

won handily.

Men kick Connecticut,

fall to Babson hooters
by Greg Leeds
and Mike Best

The men's soccer team
solidly defeated Connecticut
College Saturday, 4-1. They con-
trolled play throughout the
game and were particularly

strong offensively.

During the first half the ball

rarely entered the Williams def-

ensive half, and the Ephmen
scored three times within a ten-

minute period.

The first goal came at 33: 44

when Jon Deveaux '87 set up
Paul Williamson '86 with a long
ball through the middle. Willi-

amson pushed it past the help-

less Connecticut goalkeeper,
who stood frozen in the net.

Several minutes later Clark
Otley '86 went one-on-one with
the goalie but was stopped. Jeff

McEvoy '86 ted the deflected

ball back to Otley, who scored
on the open net.

Just 47 seconds later McEvoy
again assisted as David Wolf '85

netted the Ephs' third.

Camels come back
Connecticut then responded,

managing to put together a sud-

den drive against Williams'
temporarily shocked and strug-

gling defense. Goalkeeper Ted
Murphy '85 had a spectacular
save on a hard, close shot.

Finally, with 5: 47 remaining
In the first period, Connecticut's
Gary Andrews scored with a
fast, curving shot over Mur-
phy's head.

McEvoy scored the final goal
exactly eleven minutes Into the
second half with Williamson
assisting.

Lose to Babson
The team lost for the first

time In seven games last Tues-

day to a strong Babson team,
3-1.

The game started on a bad
note for the Ephs, as Dan Caldl-

cott scored for Babson 1: 39 Into

the game, after Murphy mis-

kicked a goal kick right to a
Babson player.

Despite that goal, the Ephs
played a good first half. Four
minutes after the Babson goal,

Dan Araminl '84 bent a direct

kick around a wall of defenders
and Into the goal to tie the score.

Opportunities

From that point on, the Ephs
had more of the play than Bab-
son. In fact, they even had a goal
called back when David Wolf '85

put the ball In but was called for

obstructing before he shot.

Overall, Williams had three
or four good scoring opportuni-

ties. One shot hit a defender who
was standing In the goal,

another hit the post and another
missed by Inches.

The second half, though, was
a different story. Babson domi-
nated the Ephmen, especially

when their "very physically

tough" mldfleld had the ball,

according to Williams coach
Mike Russo.

Twenty-six minutes in, Bab-
son scored after a cross by Cal-

dicott. Murphy Initially made
the save, but the ball bounced
off him and Rob Nichols put It

in. Six minutes later, Caldicott

again crossed the ball, this time
with Tim Nugent scoring.

Said Russo, "They capital-

ized on our mistakes, but we
failed to capitalize on theirs."

The Ephs take their 7-2-2

record and sixth in New Eng-
land Division III ranking into

today's game at home against

Siena.

Runners snag 1 4th
Three crown

by Chris Steams
A last minute surge by senior co-captain Bo Parker ignited the

men's cross country team, as Williams held off the hard-kicking

Wesleyan Cardinals to win their 14th straight Little Three title. It

turned out to be the closest meet of the season for the Ephs as they

tallied 28 points to the Redbirds' 30.

Amherst was never a factor in the race until the end where they

unknowingly contributed to the Ephs' cause. A Lord Jeff

outdistanced a Cardinal but unselfishly allowed Mike Coyne '87 and
Brian Angle '84 to glide past.

The race began well for the Ephs as they quickly established a

solid lead by placing a pack of runners in the front. Pacing all

runners was Wesleyan senior Seb Junger, followed by Williams
CO—captain John Nelson '84.

Sense of security

At the two mile mark it appeared that the Ephrunners had the

race all but wrapped up. But the Cardinals' stategy was to lure

Williams into a false sense of security, and just past the three mile
mark the Redbirds pulled out all stops in an attempt to overtake the

Ephs.

Gaining momentum, the Cardinals saw their tactics working as

the bewildered Ephrunners were losing contact with each other.

However, Nelson and Parker sparked the Purple Wave in a
comeback which led to the closest Little Three finish in the past 14

years.

Junger won the race in 24: 27, tying the course record. Behind him
was Wesleyan's Jeff Messer in 24: 34. But leading the Ephs was
Parker, who finished the race with a valiant effort in 24: 37 to take

third, despite coming off a hamstring Injury which has plagued him
all season long. Right behind him in 24: 39 was Nelson, who also ran
a strong race.

'We were better'

Although Wesleyan's Randy Accetta finished fourth, the Purple
Wave closed In, sweeping the next four spots. In sixth place was
cocaptaln Bennett Yort '84 In 24: 55. John Ellison '86 took seventh

with a 25: 08, followed by Coyne at 25: 11 and Angle, who turned In a

25: 12 to shut down the Wesleyan threat.

After the race Farwell said "Wesleyan ran a tremendous race.

They were good but we were better. I was Impressed by Bo's run
and the talent and depth of the team."
Also running fine races in the Ephs' winning cause were Tom

Plngree '86, 14th, Dave Grossman '87, 16th, Kevin Jenkins '85, 17th,

Continued on Page 7
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College bulldozes

famous Aycock sculpture
by Michael Govan

A well-known piece of outdoor

sculpture built by contempor-
ary artist Alice Aycock near the

bottom of Spring Street was bull-

dozed last July by Buildings
and Grounds to make way for a

new storage building.

Art Professor Ed Epplng said

that when he went to check on
the sculpture In early October
he found that It had been demol-
ished. Epplng Immediately

made an appointment with
President John W. Chandler to

find out what had happened.
Epplng said that Chandler did
not know that the sculpture had
been destroyed. Chandler then
spoke with Vice President Wil-
liam Reed who then talked to

Winthrop M. Wassenar.

Director of the Physical Plant
Wassenar said that when he
gave the order to bulldoze the
piece, he was unaware that It

Alice Aycock's "Williams College Project," 1974, was destroyed
last July when a Buildings and Grounds storage building was built.

had any artistic significance.

Dirt mound
Aycock built the piece, known

as the "Williams College Pro-
ject," In 1974 when she was part
of the Williams College Artlst-

in-Residence program. The
piece consisted of a four-foot

wide by six-foot long, two-foot

high concrete block chamber
covered with wood planks and
dirt. The chamber could be
entered through a 14-inch by 28-

inch opening in one side.

This type of sculpture was not
uncommon In the early '70s.

Several artists worked with
other "environmental" or
"architectural" sculpture.
Aycock has become known as
one of the most important of

these artists since building the
piece in WlUiamstown.

Permanent collection

After being told of the signifi-

cance of the piece, Wassenar
sent a memo to Art Department
Chairman Milo Beach about the
protection of any other such
works that might exist. Was-
senar said, "There was no way
that any layman, professor
other than art (possibly), or any
other rational person would
have known that the dirt mound
which was built several years
ago and was now covered with
grass and weeds was a 'valua-

ble' piece of sculpture."

The piece itself, which was
Continued on Page 10

Anti-feminist Schlafly fills Chapin,

incites both anger and questions
by Jeffrey H. Brainard
and Christian Hewlett

In what was certainly the

most controversial lecture of

the year so far, anti-feminism
activist and author Phyllis

Schlafly told a standing-room-
only audience in Chapin Hall

last Wednesday that "feminism
is irrelevant in the 1980's...lt's

gone out of style." She also

explained why she thinks
women cannot have l)oth a suc-

cessful career and family at the

same time.

The audience of more than
1,000 students and townspeople

was generally restrained but
attentive throughout her
speech, and although booing
and hissing followed some of her
more controversial points, no
major disturbances occurred.
However, Schlafly fired up

the students more than any
speaker in recent memory has,

and prompted heated discus-

sions after the lecture Including

a teach-in held by the Feminist
Alliance (see p.4)

Speaking on "Feminism,
Family and Freedom,"
Schlafly said true womanhood
consists of having a family as

well as a career, and that femi-
nism has increased the divorce
rate and threatens to take away
rights women already have,
such as exemption from mil-

itary service.

"No role models"
Schlafly' said that feminism

has grown unpopular among
young women today because
they see older feminist women
as angry, bitter and negative.

"Feminism has supplied no role

models of women who have put

it all together-who have a fam-
Contlnued on Page 4

College Council President Tom Paper '84 listens as environmental
studies professor Tom Jorling explains the current problems with
classroom space at Williams in Thursday's College Council meet-
ing which also Included discussion of the new Baxter plans.

(Shapiro)

Plans drawn up for

Baxter remodelling
by Christian Hewlett
and Angela Averitt

The first set of floor plans drawn up for the remodeling of Baxter
Hall were presented for comment to the Committee on Undergrad-
uate Life and the College Council this week by Dean David Colby
and college architect John Jordan.
The plans call for moving the maUroom to the current student

lounge area, while the current mailroom would become the lounge,
with TV, study and meeting rooms adjacent In the current Outing
Club space.
At last Tuesday's CUL meeting, Jordan suggested that offices

Involving full-time staff, such as the Chaplain's Office, Food Ser-
vice, College Council and Outing Club coordinator Jim Brlggs'
office, remain on the first floor. Other offices, such as The Williams
Record, the Outing Club equipment room and WCFM, will be
placed In the basement, which is being devoted to more specific
uses, Colby explained.

New features
Other new features In what Jordan called his "first shot at (plan-

ning Baxter)" include:

-Converting the present Record office to the College Council and
Dally Advisor's general information center.
-Consolidating the Rathskeller as a "mixed-use space," including
booths, pool and ping pong tables and plnball machines.
-Putting several copiers in the basement for general student use.
-Converting the two large windows In the present mailroom to
doors, and possibly closing off the current entrance by Food Ser-
vice and Brlggs' office.

-Putting the Record office In the current Pottery Ltd space, a area
twice the size of the paper's present office.

-Expanding the capacity of the mailroom to 2400 mailboxes in
anticipation of larger class sizes in the future.

All-night study area?
College Council and CUL members raised several objections to

the new plans. At the CUL meeting, Council President Tom Paper
'84 said he feared the new lounge would be as noisy, busy and full of
traffic as the present one.

However, at the Council's meeting last Thursday, Council
members suggested the lounge might be used for a new all-night

study area to replace the Van Alstyne Lounge in Sawyer Library,
which the College began closing at 1 a.m. this fall.

CUL member Sara Gross '85 told the CUL that she feared the new
TV lounge would make the study lounge noisy. However, replied

Continued on Page 4

INSIDE THE RECORD

Phyllis Schlafly brought a packed Chapin Hall audience to life Wednesday night as she explained

her anti-feminist views. (Eagon)

• Feminist Aiiiance

reacts to

Schlafly p. 4

• Senior citizen
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in stands p. 8
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two p. 14
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A social event
The crackdown announced this week on drinking at athletic contests is unjus-

tified and counterproductive. Athletic Director Bob Peck, following a sugges-
tion from the Williams Alcohol Awareness Program, has called out the guards to
keep fans from drinking in the stands—most notably at the homecoming football
game.
Peck gave two reasons for the change in policy: increased drinking poses the

threat of "ugly incidents," and fans are too busy drinking to pay attention to the
game. Peck gave no evidence of any such "ugly incidents" at Williams. He
mentioned that drinking increases the possibility that fans will tear down the
goalpost and be injured in the process, but goalposts commemorating past
glories decorate many prominent campus areas. The goalpost pieces in the Log
and Jenness House, which houses coaches' offices, testify that the game-closing
ritual has more to do with tradition and enthusiasm than intoxication.

Peck said that people should be able to enjoy a game without having to drink
while they watch. Many people do just that. Conversely, many people enjoy
drinking at games. Inappropiate behavior sometimes accompanies social
drinking, but since crowds here are generally restrained, they should not be
deprived of a common, pleasurable, social activity. Peck should be allowed to

watch the game without having to drink, and people who want to drink should be
allowed that opportunity.

If the drinkers pose any threat to the crowd in general—and there has been no
evidence presented to indicate that they do—they should be controlled separ-
ately, perhaps by being asked to leave the premises entirely.

Peck also said that eliminating drinking in the stands will make more people
pay attention to the game. Football games are social events. Many people go to

them with no intention of watching the game. They go to talk, meet friends and
enjoy the fresh air in the Purple Valley. These people generally have very little,

if any, idea of what's going on down on the field. Football games have been that
way for a long time, and will probably continue to be, whether or not people can
drink.

The rules will still allow people to drink in the tailgate party area at the
football game, but not in the stands. This restriction divides the drinking from
the game—putting greater emphasis than ever on drinking. People who would
normally drink a great deal will feel compelled to drink enough at the tailgate to
carry them until halftime, when they can tank up again.
The prohibition of alcohol at games has been on the books for a while, but the

College used to turn a blind eye to what is a fairly prevalent social custom. The
new enforcement of an old rule directs Security's energy in the wrong place. The
College needs to distinguish between social behavior and problem behavior—not
eliminate social behavior altogether.

Rest in Piece
The demolition of Alice Aycock's "Williams College Project" is a tragedy. The

sculpture was an important piece of art. True, it was never meant to last forever.
When it was built, many people, including the artist, probably didn't expect it to
last this long. But it did. It was a teaching tool. It was a good thing for Williams to

have.

Blame for the demolition cannot be assigned to any one person. The Museum
and the Art Department should have sent a written record to Buildings and
Grounds of the sculpture's existence, or marked it some small way. Buildings
and Grounds should have gone to more sources than their own department
before they bulldozed a structure that they could not positively identify. Hope-
fully more care will be taken next time.

But the issue, as Professor Epping has said, is larger than what happened.
Perhaps the irony that the piece was destroyed in our '

' Year of Celebration of the
Arts" need not be harped upon, but it's worth pointing out. A "celebration of the
arts" should be more than a publicity stunt to advertise a museum, a theatre,
and money for the arts. Publicity and money are valuable, but we should accept
the challenge of art as well. Art by definition is not confined to museums, nor is it

necessarily distinguished by gold-leafed frames or marble pedestals. The
Aycock piece, among other things, meant to say that.

Yes, "art works," and we should make an effort to learn from art in a broader
context than pleasure and entertainment . Art asks real questions about the way
we .see, feel, think, and act. We should think about what happened to the Aycock
sculpture and what it tells us about the way we act and react.

EDITORS-IN-CHIEF
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Feminist Alliance responds
to Schlafly challenge

by Joe Ehlers

Students and faculty decried Phyllis Schla-

fly 's lecture last Wednesday as overly simplistic

and insulting to men and working women, at a

teach-in sponsored by the Feminist Alliance fol-

lowing Schlafly's lecture last Wednesday.
The participants, who included both men and

women, agreed they were up against a very dif-

ficult opponent. Many expressed difficulty in

dealing with what they said was Schlafly's sim-

ple presentation of the issues surrounding the

modern feminist movement.
"Her appeal is a fundamental, 'Oh, wouldn't it

be better if things were simpler, '"said Fran
Toler '84.

"We have to address the issues she is hitting

and not give her the run of it," commented one
observer.

"Yet, she deliberately avoided the issues,"

said assistant professor of English Anne Margo-
lis. "She came across so sweet, never lost her

temper. She was trying to undermine people's

views of her."

Men insulted

Margolis added that men should be more
insulted than women by Schlafly's presentation.

"She has a very low view of men," she said.

"She seems to believe that only deviant or

wimpy men will take care of children."

"Yet self-sacrifice should be a virtue shared

by men and women alike," Margolis said,

adding that only then would equality at home
and workplace be achieved. "The whole nature

of the workforce should be restructured for men
and women alike. Both partners must be able to

spend time at home. The burden of raising child-

ren must be shared."
Other speakers said they felt Schlafly asked

too much of women—raising a family, keeping

the home together and pursuing their careers all

at once.

Schlafly oversimplifying?

By separating the home from a woman's
career the feminists felt that Schlafly was sim-

plifying the issue too much and discoloring the

Phyllis Schlafly said In her lecture Wednesday

that the greatest achievement of the Industrial

Revolution was to take women out of the

factories and Into a better standard of living in

the home. (Eagon)

facts.

"The dichotomy she kept making tonight,"

one woman said, "was career on the one hand,

family on the other."

Others reaffirmed their dedication to the

women's movement, twth nationally and here

on the Williams campus.
"Be a feminist, and don't be afraid to say it,"

said Toria Chester '85, but added that this was a

difficult stand to take on the Williams campus.
"It is easy to think, 'Oh, well, perhaps if I go

along [with the feminists] my peer group wQuld

laugh at me,'" she continued."

But feelings such as these must be overcome,
said the members, if the feminists are to push
for more equal and just relationships between
women and society. "A whole lot more work has

to be done," concluded Margolis.

Schlafly speaks—
Continued from Page 1

ily, success and happiness all in

one," she explained.

Instead, the women now in

their 30's who started the

women's liberation movement
in the 1960's have not found

satisfaction in the sexual free-

dom which resulted, but instead

are eager to start families, she

said.

Schlafly stressed that every
woman should have the choice

of how to live her life, but she
should be aware of the risks

involved in feminism, such as

the high divorce rate it has
caused.

Because feminism preaches
that women should pursue
careers at all costs, "[it] tells

women that home is a priso-

n...and that litieration means
easy divorce," Schlafly said.

Thus, feminism causes situa-

tions like that depicted in the

movie "Kramer vs. Kramer,"
she said.

"Story of liberation"

"That couple's marriage
didn't have the problems mar-
riages usually have," Schlafly
said. "...But then women's lib-

eration came into her life, and
she walked out on her fami-
ly...By the end of the movie,
everyone is unhappy. And that
is the story of women's
lil)eration."

She said a woman could suc-
cessfully have a career and
raise a family, but only if she
does the two at different times
in her life. If she tries to have
both at once, Schlafly said,

chances are great that her hus-
band will not be supportive. Her

LETTERS Baxter
Continued from Page 3

ask Margolis if the rumor he

had heard about her was true. If

he seeks a genuine example of

intolerance or prejudice that

can lead a person to jump to

unjustified conclusions, Blatt

might well consult his own wil-

ling reliance on flimsy hearsay
in his public accusation of

Margolis.

Students can trust those of us
teaching women's studies to be
as fair and thorough in our pres-

entation of points of views as
professors at Williams gener-

ally are. If, however, some peo-
ple believe that the sympathies
of many faculty in the Program
occasionally lead us to slight

particular points of view on any
aspect of women's studies, I

encourage them to work con-
structively with us to address
the short-comings they per-
ceive. The Women's Studies
Program is new and still in the
process of defining itself. We
actively desire assistance and
participation from all inter-

ested members of the com-
munity.

Meredith Hoppin
Associate Professor of Classics

&^
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Octet mixes music and humor
by Kathi Rosenbaum

The Octet, a nine-man a capella singing group
{ it defies the meaning of octet ) mixes profession-

alism witii tongue-in-ciieel< jolting in its perfor-

mances. Likewise, the Octet receives a similar

mixture of serious respect and good-natured kid-

ding from its audiences—both at concerts such as

Saturday night's in Chapin and at more
impromptu performances around campus.
A willingness to go along with the tun allows the

Octet to laugh at such experiences as being bom-
barded with paper airplanes while singing "Blue
Moon" before the showing of "An American
Werewolf in London" in Bronfman auditorium.

Bottle rockets
However, the Octet did not take too kindly to

being the target of bottle-rockets while singing In

the Freshmen Quad on October 25. Chuck Goforth
'86 admitted, "As a new member, I was disillusi-

oned by it."

Gregg Walker '85, president of the Octet,

offered a different perspective, noting, "I don't

know if it was really specific animosity against us

as much as that we were sitting-ducks in the mid-

dle of the Quad for someone to fire at."

The group is, however, concerned with its cam-
pus image. Goforth stressed that "we don't like

the image of being exclusive," and suggested that

"people shouldn't be afraid to ask us to sing for

them [for birthdays, parties, etc.]."

Walker pointed out that "we don't take our-

selves all too seriously—we're hams."

Singing over jolting

Musical director Mike Costantino '85 faces the

challenge of getting these "hams" to act

seriously during rehersals. According to McEl-
fresh, "Mike is the 'Hitler of the Octet'—he makes
us work hard."

Costantino agreed that his job "is not to be the

funny man" in building a solid musical program.
He pointed out that despite the on-stage humor
and off-stage jesting, the Octet is "an a capella
singing group, not an a capella comedy routine."

Cliapin paclied

Both the singing and the joking were displayed
in full force this past Saturday night at Chapin,
The Octet performed a wide variety of songs,

including "Put Your Head on My Shoulder,"

"Yes Sir, That's My Baby," "Bye Bye Love,"
' 'Maria,

'

' and Joe Jackson's "Is She Really Going
Out with Him?"
"The Octet Evening News" was one of the hits

of the show; its one-line "This just in..." news
bulletins informed everyone about such events as

that "after forty years of fighting, Elmer Fudd
has finally murdered Bugs Bunny" or that "two
Bacchus Club members were taken in by the

police for trying to tap a Division III major."
The concert featured two visiting choral

Continued on Page 13

Voigt^s poetry conveys subtle force
by Monica Fennell

The audience Thursday night in Griffin Hall

listened attentively to catch the soft sing-song of

Ellen Bryant Voigt's poetry reading. She read
from her early book Claiming Kin, from the

recently published bookTheForces of Plenty,and
from some newer poems. Like the bell in The
Forces of Plenty, Voigt's unemotional rendering

of her poetry belies the vitality of her vision.

In the Bavarian stoeplo. on the hour,

two jif^ures emerf^e from their scalloped house

carryinfc sledf^es that they clap, in turn,

aiiainst the surface of the belt, fly lefcend

they are summer and tvinter, youth and af^e,

as thoufih the forces of plenty and of loss

played equally on the human soul, extracted

easily the same lotv bronze note,...

Standing at the podium last Thursday, she

could have been the mother next-door. But how
many middle-aged women speak of their fears for

their growing child by deftly fusing baby-talk and

cynical imagery? In "Pastoral" Voigt warns her

boy, "No, No, I say. Yuck. Hurt., "and then

reflects, ' 'The stick will break and stab you in the

heart. The reckless wheel, the cool suggestive

music of the pond."

Ambiguity and pain

For all the unassuming softness of her drawl,

Voigt is no mother with,as she says, a "simple-

minded equation for happiness like Phyllis

Schlafly." She embraces ambiguity and pain.

Her poetry effortlessly sweeps the listener up in

the stream of words as those words rush over the

stones of her life. In her poem "Blue Ridge,"

Voigt explores the isolated pools of the "explicit

sadness" of being so physically close, yet so emo-
tionally far, from an intimate friend. Later she

describes a rocky experience at a seedy bus sta-

tion in "The Last Class" where she wonders "how
it felt to be without grief."

A woman in the audience cringed and gripped

her husband's hand as Voigt described a kings-

nake eating a moccasin in "Talking the Fire

Out." Voigt seemed to admonish her in the

repeated line "Nothing Is learned by turning

away."

No romanticizing

Voigt has faced the music, and she has

remained down-to-earth, both literally (in her

poetic imagery) and figuratively (in her outlook-

) .This is what saves her poetry from too much
melodrama when she expresses her terror and
numbness during a child's Illness in "Year's
End," or from too many absract "in-jokes" in

"Sweet Everlasting," a poem about a personal

experience with the cyclical nature of death and
life. Like the gawky girls in her recent poem ' 'The

Lotus Flowers," Voigt can wrestle the bloom of

beautifully perceptive poetry from the slimy

pond of ambiguity and pain.

There Is no romanticizing for Voigt, no starving

artist's garrett (her plump cheeks witness that).

"The notion of the Muse Is nothing but service to

the art, a discipline." Writer's block Is a "voca-

tional hazard. There are times when you are in

touch with the mysteries and times when you are

not. My life is checkered with times when I didn't

and couldn't write poetry."

Man on

the Quad
What did you

think of

Phyllis Schlafly?

John Horowitcli '87: I was
surprised because I origi-

nally went thinking that

Phyllis Sctilafly would be a

big jerk, and I was impressed

by how well she expressed

her views.

Rick DIetz '87: I think

women should be in the

household. I think they

should stay there and should

accept their position and
duty as a wife... I think God
put us on this earth to have
the men take care of the

women.

John Fisher '87: I would

rather have an untraditional

(marriage) because I would

like to sit around all day and

have my wife go out and earn

fifty thousand dollars.

Libby Jeffrey '87:
I don't

think women should be
drafted. I agree with her that

the best armies are made up
of men... I think there are a

lot of physical differences

between men and women.

Meredith Miller '87: I do

think it was really brave of

her to come to a college

where she knew everyone

would hate her, and make a

speech like that.

Laura Seligsohn '85: I

thought heralmost exclusive

emphasis on the legislative

aspects of the feminist

movement missed the more
important, broader long-

term goals which are

attitudinal.
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Graham Parker

explores new sound
by Andrew Garfield

Without the Rumour,Graham Parker has

moved away from his driving, electric guitar-

dominated sound and incorporated new elements

into his album, The Real McCaw.
"Just Like A Man," is reminiscent of Parker's

old themes and old sound, with Brinsley

Schwartz's powerful guitar returning to rule.

Parker's frustrated vocals illustrate social claus-

trophobia in "Sounds Like Chains": "I got to

break/This armor...They never let you/Out of

school Well I got a gun/That's loaded/I wanna
hurt some fool."

Violin funl<

The larger part of The Real McCaw, however-

explores new sounds and new themes. Sarah Lar-

son's violin supplies the melody in "Life Gets

Better".

Mel Collin's saxophone pervades "A Miracle A
Minute' ' . Parker even uses a hint of funk in" (Too

Late) The Smart Bomb"and "A Miracle A Min-

ute". Schwartz plays an acoustic guitar and adds

an Intriguing Spanish tone to the rhythm in

"Sounds Like Chains".

A central theme ofThe Real Macaw seems to be

love and committment—new things for Parker

considering his recent marriage. He talks about

them in the mystical "You Can't Take Love For

Granted" and the sentimental "Anniversary":

"Darling can' t you see / How much I love you / On
our anniversary."

'Lite Gets Better'

"Life Gets Better" shows Parker's new-found

happiness: "Life gets better, yeah / When she

puts her arms around me / Just to know I'm not

the average fella / I'm the one / I'm the one for

her." His life, or at least his music, seems to have

grown happier since 1979 when he sang "Don't

bother with the local girls" and "You can't be too

strong."

In Other

Ivory Towers
AMHERST

The '

' issue is not whether we maintain fraterni-

ties forever but, rather, for how much longer."—

Amherst President Julian Gibbs in "The Place of

Fraternities at Amherst College' ', written shortly

before his death.

Gibbs' commentary on Amhert's fraternity

system has caused quite a stir in the past few

weeks. The acting president of the college, G.

Armour Craig, released the paper to the public

after the Board of Trustees formed an ad hoc

committee to examine the quality of campus life.

According to Craig, "The Trustees are deeply

concerned with the quality of student residential

and social life at the college, in particular the

character of the fraternity system... It will not be

until January., .that there will be any declaration

about the future of fraternities."

HOLV CROSS
Colby College has accused members of the Holy

Cross Men's Rugby Club of causing damages at a

recent Rugby tournament held at Colby. Accord-

ing to Holy Cross' Crusader, "Colby is accusing

the Club of $1500 worth of damages, including

torn-up shrubs, ripped out sinks and the accosting

of two girls by throwing them in the mud and

placing hands on their buttocks and breasts." An
investigation is currently underway.

WILUAMSTOWN, MASS.

01267
JOSEPH F, DEWEY

9:00-5:00 ...., _ ,, ..

Mon.-Sal. '^ ^ f»^-S^. ^^V "58-5717

<v

^ sp^ f

All RECORD staffers:

Please come to

what we hope will be
an interesting and
entertaining all-staff

meeting on Wednes-
day night at8 pm atthe

Log.

Hungry? Tired?

Time For A Break?

New Hours:
(8 am - 3 am Sun-Thurs)

8 am - 11:30 pm Fri & Sat

More Goodies

DELIVERY SERVICE toWiiiiams

of soups, salads, sandwiches,

and specialties

(and, of course, ice cream!)

Delivery Schedule: call 458-3863

From now on, call in order by 10 p.m.—

Delivery to (approximate times):

Bronfman Science Center 10:45 pm
Perry House 11 -00 P^*

Greylock Dining Hall 11.15 pm
Baxter HaW 11-30 P"™

Dodd Dinmg HaW 11-45 pm
Mission Park Dining Hall 12:00 mid.

Driscoll Dining Hall 12:15 am

Minimum Order: $15—food/$10—ice cream/

$15—combined order. P.O.D.—checl<s or exact

amount required

INTERESTED IN A MASTERS DEGREE IN

ACCOUNTING?
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION?

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION?
Discover Rice University's Jesse H. Jones Graduate School of

Administration—A representative will be on campus on

November 15, 1983

For Further Information, Contact:

Career Counseling

Please send an application and a brochure about Rice

University's JONES GRADUATE SCHOOL to:

NAME (please print)

STATE.

DEGREE DATE

ADDRESS

CITY

COLLEGE

RICE UNIVERSITY
JONES GRADUATE SCHOOL OF ADMINISTRATION

P.O. BOX 1892

HOUSTON, TEXAS 77251

(713) 527-4893

Rice University is an equal opportunity/affirmative action institution.
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One-third of frosh get warnings
by John Calderon

Three out of every ten fresh-

men received academic warn-
ings this semester, an increase

of l).6 percent over the average
for the past three years, accord-

ing to the Registrar's Office.

But Dean of Freshmen David
Colby said he is not too con-

cerned with the increase.

One-hundred and fifty-four

freshmen received warnings,

and a total of 196 warnings were
issued. Division III. the science

departments, gave out 60 per-

cent of the warnings, the highest

of the three divisions. The biol-

ogy department issued warn-

ings to 32.4 percent of freshmen
tailing its courses, the highest of

any department in the College.

The psychology department
gave out the second-highest

number of warnings, with 27

percent, which surpassed all

other Division II (social stu-

dies) departments put together.

The mathematics department

was third, warning 19 percent of

its students.

The English department , with

more freshmen registered than

any other department (379), did

not issue one warning.

Dean of Freshman David
Colby said the overall increase

in warnings was unusual but

understandable. "We changed
the way we processed the warn-

ings this year," he said. Colby

explained that in the past, warn-

ings which were handed in late

by professors were not pro-

cessed. However, "we didn't

stop taking them (late) this

year from faculty," he said, so

the total number of reported

warnings Increased.

Colby said he doesn't feel the

increase had anything to do with

the academic quality of the stu-

dents. 'I don't think there's

anything going wrong in the

class," he said. "The quality of

the class is slightly better, in

some respects, than other

classes."

However, Colby did say that

"we're taking the 30 percent

seriously." For those students

in need of more academic help,

Colby said he's handling the

situation in the same way as it

has been handled in previous

years. Some students with diffi-

culties have sought out their

faculty advisors or himself,

Colby said, and he has sug-

gested that they try to get addi-

tional tutoring from their

instructors.

The rates of freshmen warn-

ings for past classes were 22.3

for the class of '84, 22.5 for the

class of '85 and 25.5 for the class

of '86.

The Registrar's office also

reported that of the 154 current

freshmen warned, 118 of them
received warning in only one
course, 30 received warnings in

two courses, and 6 received

warnings in three classes. None
received four warnings.

Crossword

College to enforce ban on
booze in football stands

by Sarah Abernathy

College Security will patrol

sporting events this weekend to

prevent spectators from drink-

ing alcoholic beverages in the

stands, said Director of Athlet-

ics Robert Peck. Peck said the

crackdown was necessary
because there has been an
increase in the amount of drink-

ing in the stands at previous

games this season.

The prohibition is a College

rule which Security has not

vigorously enforced in the past.

Peck said. The rule will be

enforced at the Homecoming
football, soccer and rugby
games this weekend, said Peck.

"We will permit alcoholic

beverages in the tailgate area of

Weston Field, but not beyond,"

he said. A snow fence with two
wide entrance gates will separ-

ate the football field from the

tailgate party area this wee-
kend. Peck said.

"We will try to stop transport

of alcohol into the stands, and if

we see it there, we'll tell people

to get rid of it or leave the area,"

Peck said. He said the rule

would be enforced among stu-

dents and alumni alike.

In addition, security guards

will also patrol the sidelines at

the rugby and soccer games on

Cole Field.

Preventative measure

Bill Leininger '86, president of

the Williams Alcohol Aware-
ness Program, said WAAP
brought up the issue of exces-

sive drinking at the games
because the deans had said the

crackdown at games would
occur, but then it never
happened.

The crackdown for Home-
coming Weekend was then

agreed upon Jointly by WAAP,
the Infirmiry, the Dean's

Office, Security and the Athletic

Department.

Although WAAP has pre-

viously confined its activities to

educating students and encou-

raging them to act more respon-

sibly on their own, Leininger

said the enforcement of the rule

was necessary as a preventa-

tive measure.
•'Homecoming is such a big

thing that some people plan on

drinking all day," he said.

"Football becomes thesidelight

and alcohol becomes central to

going down to Weston. Some
people end up drinking continu-

ously throughout the game. ..We
just hope that if we can cut down
on alcohol use sometime during
the day, we can cut down on
serious health problems later

on."

Leininger acknowledged that

excessive drinking "isn't true

for everyone. " And he said each
student will have to decide how
much to drink himself. "If

someone wants to get plastered,

he'll find a way," he said.

"Ugly incidents"

Peck said the step was neces-

sary because drinking is not

appropriate at athletic events,

but has nevertheless become
more frequent at home games.

"At the Middlebury game
there was too much attention to

drinking and not enough to the

game," he explained. "The pur-

pose of athletic events Is not for

people to get drunk.

"There is a potential for all

kinds of ugly incidents when
people are drunk. We want to

prevent Irrational behavior by

limiting where alcohol can be

consumed," Peck added.

Peck would not say If there

had actually been such inci-

dents so far this year, saying

only that the Impetus for the

crackdown was the Increase In

drinking itself. He did say one of

the specific dangers associated

with drinking at football games
was that tans trying to tear

down goal posts after the game
could be hurt, and he said there

is a state law against tearing

down goal posts.

"We're trying to promote the

social part of the atliletic

event," Peck said. When asked
what he would say to students
who consider drinking to be a
part of the social event, Peck
said "I think you can enjoy an
event without drinking and that

maybe you should go to the Log
all afternoon if you can't."

Director of Alumni Relations

R. Cragin Lewis said he was not

aware of much drinking by
alumni during football games.
"Alcohol hasn't seemed much
of a problem In recent years, but

I'm glad to see the ban," he
said.

Perry-Bascom President
Tom Graham '84 agreed. "I

don't think It's that big a deal

not to drink In the stands. If peo-

ple want to drink, they can do It

at their tailgates."

Other house presidents said

they think the ban Is an
overreactlon.

"People win be upset, but I

can see Security's point," said

Drew Klein *84, president of

PrattHouse. "I thlnklt'sabltof

an overreactlon, but It's not an
absolute Inconvenience."

"It's a bit of overkill to have

guards there, and there's some-

thing about the atmosphere at

Homecoming that you don't

want people watching over

you," said Helen Mango '85,

president of Spencer-Brooks

The Williams College SAB presents

A Homecoming Dance Party

with

SKUNKADELIQUE
and Williams' own

visible means

Friday, November 11, 9:00 p.m.

Greylock Dining Hall

DON'T MISS IT!

by

Gregory Smith

Across
1 Salty

6 Allenlive

10 Aureole

14 A captain o( the

Reubeniles

15 Two-dimensional tab

ulatlon

16 Acknowledge
17 Standards

18 Distortion

19 Lane, ol Metropolis

20 Apollo's excalama-
tion?

23 Solicit

24 Emulated an eques-

trian

25 Deprived

28 Org. for musicians

31 WWII landing craft

32 On the leeward side

36 Peter's exclamation?

40 Antfiracitic veins

41 Beverage, in Bayonne
42 Fertilizers

43 Without verve

46 Width, on a ship

48 "— and the Swan "

49 Hale's exclamation?

56 Quartet member
57 "Little we see in

Nature that is ---":

Wordsworth
58 "Dirty

—
": Eastwood

role

59 "A — among ladies...

"

: Shakespeare

60 fridge

61 Air a view

62 Xiaoping

63 Double curve

64 Tradition for Passover

Down
1 Warbled

2 Redolence

3 Desparate

4 Wearer ol certain

stripes

5 — thousands

6 Clerical garment

7 Seed coat

8 Ring

9 Soviet news agnecy

10 Ajar

11 Shun

12 River through Tours

13 Ox, in Orkney

21 Nevertheless

22 Mimic Cicero

25 Political coalition

26 Resound

27 Capital of Latvia

28 Attention-getters

29 "Such as pass on the

--" The Book of Com-
mon Prayer

30 CCCX divided by II

32 Fetch flies

33 Invitation ending

34 " -- and the Detec-

tives": young-adult novel

as Withold

37 "Grow-- with me! " R
Browning

38 Japanese island

group

39 Study

43 Town on the Indus

44 Potatoes

45 Missing link

46 Contradict

47 Singer/pianist John

48 Hot wind

49 Forest, in Freiburg

50 Trademark

51 Iron —
52 Scottish slope

53 Grating

54 Water bird

55 Textile worker

tast wpek^s answers
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One-third of frosh get warnings
by John Caldpron

Three out of every ten fresh-

men received academic warn-
ings this semester, an increase

of 6.6 percent over the average
for the past threeyears, accord-

ing to the Registrar's Office.

But Dean of Freshmen David
Colby said he is not too con-

cerned with the increase.

One-hundred and fifty-four

freshmen received warnings,

and a total of 196 warnings were
issued. Division III, the science

departments, gave out 60 per-

cent of thewarnlngs, the highest

of the three divisions. The biol-

ogy department issued warn-
ings to 32.4 percent of freshmen
taking its courses, the highest of

any department in the College.

The psychology department
gave out the second-highest

number of warnings, with 27

percent, which surpassed all

other Division II (social stu-

dies) departments put together.

The mathematics department

was third, warning 19 percent of

its students.

The English department, with

more freshmen registered than

any other department (379), did

not issue one warning.

Dean of Freshman David
Colby said the overall increase

in warnings was unusual but

understandable. "We changed
the way we processed the warn-
ings this year," he said. Colby
explained that in the past, warn-
ings which were handed in late

by professors were not pro-

cessed. However, "we didn't

stop taking them [late] this

year from faculty," he said, so

the total number of reported

warnings increased.

Colby said he doesn't feel the

increase had anything to do with

the academic quality of the stu-

dents. "I don't think there's

anything going wrong in the

class," he said. "The quality of

the class Is slightly better, in

some respects, than other

classes."

However, Colby did say that

"we're taking the 30 percent
seriously." For those students

in need of more academic help,

Colby said he's handling the

situation in the same way as it

has been handled in previous

years. Some students with diffi-

culties have sought out their

faculty advisors or himself,

Colby said, and he has sug-

gested that they try to get addi-

tional tutoring from their

instructors.

The rates of freshmen warn-
ings for past classes were 22.3

for the class of '84, 22.5 for the

class of '85 and 25.5 for the class

of '86.

The Registrar's office also

reported that of the 154 current

freshmen warned, 118 of them
received warning in only one
course, 30 received warnings in

two courses, and 6 received

warnings in three classes. None
received four warnings.

Crossword

College to enforce ban on
booze in football stands

by Sarah Abernathy

College Security will patrol

sporting events this weekend to

prevent spectators from drink-

ing alcoholic beverages in the

stands, said Director of Athlet-

ics Robert Peck. Peck said the

crackdown was necessary
because there has been an

increase in the amount of drink-

ing in the stands at previous

games this season.

The prohibition is a College

rule which Security has not

vigorously enforced in the past.

Peck said. The rule will be

enforced at the Homecoming
football, soccer and rugby
games this weekend, said Peck.

"We will permit alcoholic

beverages in the tailgate area of

Weston Field, but not beyond,"

he said. A snow fence with two
wide entrance gates will separ-

ate the football field from the

tailgate party area this wee-
kend. Peck said.

"We will try to stop transport

of alcohol into the stands, and if

we see it there, we'll tell people

to get rid of it or leave the area,"

Peck said. He said the rule

would be enforced among stu-

dents and alumni alike.

In addition, security guards

will also patrol the sidelines at

the rugby and soccer games on

Cole Field.

Preventative measure

Bill Leininger '86, president of

the Williams Alcohol Aware-
ness Program, said WAAP
brought up the issue of exces-

sive drinking at the games
because the deans had said the

crackdown at games would
occur, but then it never
happened.

The crackdown for Home-
coming Weekend was then
agreed upon jointly by WAAP,
the Infirmiry, the Dean's

Office, Security and the Athletic

Department.

Although WAAP has pre-

viously confined its activities to

educating students and encou-

raging them to act more respon-

sibly on their own, Leininger

said the enforcement of the rule

was necessary as a preventa-

tive measure.
"Homecoming is such a big

thing that some people plan on

drinking all day," he said.

"Football becomes the sidelight

and alcohol becomes central to

going down to Weston. Some
people end up drinking continu-

ously throughout thegame...We
just hope that ifwecan cut down
on alcohol use sometime during
the day, we can cut down on
serious health problems later

on."

Leininger acknowledged that

excessive drinking "isn't true

for everyone. '

' And he said each
student will have to decide how
much to drink himself. "If

someone wants to get plastered,

he'll find a way," he said.

"Ugly incidents"

Peck said the step was neces-

sary because drinking is not

appropriate at athletic events,

but has nevertheless become
more frequent at home games.

"At the Middlebury game
there was too much attention to

drinking and not enough to the

game," he explained. "The pur-

pose of athletic events is not for

people to get drunk.

"There is a potential for all

kinds of ugly incidents when
people are drunk. We want to

prevent irrational behavior by

limiting where alcohol can be

consumed," Peck added.

Peck would not say if there

had actually been such inci-

dents so far this year, saying

only that the impetus for the

crackdown was the increase in

drinking Itself . He did say one of

the specific dangers associated

with drinking at football games
was that fans trying to tear

down goal posts after the game
could be hurt, and he said there

is a state law against tearing

down goal posts.

"We're trying to promote the
social part of the athletic
event," Peck said. When asked
what he would say to students
who consider drinking to be a
part of the social event, Peck
said "I think you can enjoy an
event without drinking and that

maybe you should go to the Log
all afternoon if you can't."

Director of Alumni Relations

R. Cragin Lewis said he was not

aware of much drinking by
alumni during football games.
"Alcohol hasn't seemed much
of a problem in recent years, but

I'm glad to see the ban," he
said.

Perry-Bascom President
Tom Graham '84 agreed. "I

don't think it's that big a deal

not to drink in the stands. If peo-

ple want to drink, they can do it

at their tailgates."

Other house presidents said

they think the ban is an
overreactlon.

"People will be upset, but I

can see Security's point," said

Drew Klein '84, president of

Pratt House. "I think it's a bit of

an overreactlon, but it's not an

absolute inconvenience."

"It's a bit of overkill to have

guards there, and there's some-

thing about the atmosphere at

Homecoming that you don't

want people watching over

you," said Helen Mango '85,

president of Spencer-Brooks

The Williams College SAB presents

A Homecoming Dance Party

with

SKUNKADELIQUE
and Williams' own

visible means

Friday, November 11, 9:00 p.m.

Greylock Dining Hall

DONT MISS IT!

by
Gregory Smith

Across

1 Sally

6 Attentive

10 Aureole

14 A captain ol the

Reubenites

15 Two-dimensional tab

ulation

16 Acknowledge
17 Standards

18 Distortion

19 Lane, of Metropolis

20 Apollo's excalama-
tion?

23 Solicit

24 Emulated an eques-

trian

25 Deprived

28 Org for musicians

31 WWII landing craft

32 On the leeward side

36 Peter's exclamation?

40 Anthracitic veins

41 Beverage, in Bayonne
42 Fertilizers

43 Without verve

46 Width, on a ship

48 "~- and the Swan"
49 Hale's exclamation?

56 Quartet member
57 "Little we see in

Nature that is ---
':

Wordsworth

58 "Dirty
—

": Eastwood
role

59 "A — among ladies..."

: Shakespeare

60 fridge

61 Air a view

62 Xiaoping

63 Double curve

64 Tradition for Passover

Down
1 Warbled

2 Redolence

3 Desparate

4 Wearer of certain

stripes

5 — thousands

6 Clerical garment

7 Seed coat

8 Ring

9 Soviet news agnecy

10 A|ar

11 Shun
12 River through Tours

13 Ox, in Orkney

21 Nevertheless

22 Ivlimic Cicero

25 Political coalition

26 Resound
27 Capital of Latvia

28 Attention-getters

29 "Such as pass on the—
" The Book of Com-

mon Prayer

30 CCCX divided by II

32 Fetch flies

33 Invitation ending

34 "— and the Detec-

tives" young-adult novel

35 Wilhold

37 "Grow -- with me! ": R.

Browning

36 Japanese island
group

39 Study

43 Town on the Indus

44 Potatoes

45 f\/lissing link

46 Contradict

47 Singer/pianist John
48 Hot wind

49 Forest, in Freiburg

50 Trademark
51 Iron —
52 Scottish slope

53 Grating

54 Water bird

55 Textile worker

last wpek\ anstvors
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Pick up a good book —
you'll be too busy to read this

weekend but there's always next week.cnzi s

COLLEGE BOOK STORE, INC
WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS 01267

Viis'^K, i

WEST PACKAGE STORE
Route 2

Between N.A. and Williamstown

8 am-10 pm M-W 663 6081 8 am-11 pm Th-Sat

Beat Amherst
Celebrate with Champagne

CASE prices start at

$29.95

Proper Identification Reqwred

GOOD LUCK
WILLIAMS
Jlou^e of Wnlil)

Spring Street

SItlltamBtoiun. iMaBBact|UBettB

413-45B-5D1D

A classroom change can do
wonders for scholarship.
***Join us next semester •• i^

Expedition 51 in the Caribbean
27 December 1983 - 21 March 1984

• Earn a full sen-iester's college credit

• Courses in marine biology, oceanography,
marine affairs & nautical science

• Sail on a tall ship

• Make a significant scientific contribution

Mail this coupon to us

Ocean Research & Education Society

19 Harbor Loop, Gloucester MA 01930 (617)283-1475

LJSend me information about Expedition 51

QSend me information about other ORES programs

Name

Address

Zip

Phone (

School

Annual

Ski and Skate Sale

Pine Cobble School—Williamstown

Friday, November 11th

12:00 noon - 7:00 pm

Saturday, November 12th

10:00 am - 12:00 noon

On Sale — New & Used

Equipment & Clothing for all Sports

Donations and Consignments
Free Admission, Door Prizes, Ski Movies

Benefit of the Scholarship Fund

>^ •• '"^i

7
'"

•/"In
% ii

This is what the Alice Aycock sculpture looked like before being demolished by Buildings and

Grounds officials last July.

'Williams College Museum of Art)

Aycock sculpture.
Continued from Page 1

part of the Williams College

Museum of Art's permanent
collection, has been published In

various art books and maga-
zines including the textbook

used by the Art Department's
Advanced Painting Class. Each
year Epping took some of his

students to the site to study and
discuss the piece. A request for

information atxiut the piece for

publication was received by the

College Museum as recently as
last January.

"I regret that it was des-

troyed," said Chandle>-, "noone
person can be blamed."
Chandler said that he used to go
down to visit the piece and had
noticed that it was not well kept

up.

"Look silly"

"We didn't realize it was a
valuable art object, "said Reed.
"I'm really sorry—but what can
you say. It made us look silly."

According to Wassenar, no
one at Buildings and Grounds
knew the "mound" to be an art

work. "One of the workers
rememt)ered that [in 1974] a

group of students came to us

and asked us to dig a hole. Our
people were under the impres-
sion that the students were
building a mock-up of a fallout

shelter as a Winter Study pro-

ject," Wassenar said.

"When we begin to build the

third storage facility this

summer (two already existed],

somebody saw it. Norman
Quinn, Buildings Supervisor,

asked me what it was. We asked
throughout the Department and
we got the story at)out the fal-

lout shelter," said Wassenar.

"Bomb It"

"Bin Steuer of Campus Secur-

ity rememtjered being told that

it was a cover for a well. We
climbed in, but there was no

well. It wasn't well kept and it

didn't appear that it was any-

thing that anyone wanted. I take

full responsibility. I told them to

bomb it.

"There were no markings on

the piece to identify it as a piece

of art," said Wassenar. He said

there is no written record of the

piece at Buildings and Grounds.

The Art Department notified

Buildings and Grounds about

the piece a few years ago when

the other two storage buildings

were built near the sculpture.

According to Art Professor E.J.

Johnson, several members of

the Art Department got

together, fearing the piece

might someday be inadver-

Artist

responds
When informed by the

Record that her sculpture

had been destroyed, artist

Alice Aycock said that she

was "sad. I didn't know
whether It had lasted, or

whether anybody had cared.

I didn't know that the
Museum had taken it in. It's

too bad that it was des-
stroyed."

The Williams College piece

was one of Aycock's early
works. Aycock became
known for these works. Few
other examples of her early
work have survived.

Asked If she Intended the
sculpture to be permanent,
she said, "the whole idea was
that it would become part of

the landscape. I planted

grass on the mound before I

left so that It would survive

the winter...My great exjjec-

tatlon, I guess, my secret

fantasy Is that someone
would come along and value

those works—that someone
would come along and keep
them up.

"It was made out of earth

partly for financial reasons

and partly for aesthetic rea-

sons," she said. "It didn't

announce Itself as a piece of

'art'—that was one of Its

Issues. But It did need some-
thing, a plaque or something.

"It was very important In

my early work," she said. "It

was architecture. It was
house and tomb at the same
time.

"I'm In shock," said

Aycock. "I guess what you
don't know won't hurt you.

I'll be depressed. I'll be

unhappy. It was one of the

very first places [William-

stown] that I built In a public

form."
Aycock told the Record

that she might be Interested

In coming back to Williams
to build another, perhaps
more permanent, piece.

tantly destroyed because It was
not easily recognizable as

sculpture.

They decided to Inform then-

Director of the Physical Plant

Peter Welanetz that It was a

piece of art. Art professor Whit-

ney Stoddard spoke personally

with Welanetz about the

sculpture.

Welanetz retired last year,

apparently without leaving any
written record of his conversa-

tion. Welanetz was unavailable

for comment.
Williams College Museum

Director Thomas Krens, who
was Involved in bringing
Aycock to Williams, noted, "We
selected a location on College

property that was unused at

that time—but we neither

received nor requested from the

administration or the Depart-

ment of Buildings and Grounds
assurances that the piece could

be kept In perpetltuity."

Art Department's fault

"I feel badly about the piece if

it Is of some significance," said

Wassenar, "but the fault lies

with the Art Department. They
should have written a memo, or
identified the piece with a
plaque nearby. I don't think
they were very responsible In

maintaining it. A casual phone
call doesn't show the Impor-
tance they now say it has."

Wassenar's memo to the Art

Department outlining ways that

any other art like the Aycock
might be protected suggests

that works be clearly Identified

with signs or protected with

fencing, and the Buildings and
Grounds should t>e notified In

writing.

Art professor Epping agreed
that an Inventory of works and
their location on campus would
have prevented the destruction
of the Aycock, but sees the

demolition as part of a larger
problem. "They asked the right

questions: What Is It? Why Is It

here?" said Epping, "They
asked all of the same things stu-

dents ask about It. That ques-
tioning Is central to the
education that goes on here. I

use the sculpture every year as
a teaching tool and we discuss
those questions. The sculpture
asks those questions.

Larger questions

"If we decide that It's not

functional then what do we do?

Do we as a culture destroy

things that we don't under-

stand? It's a comment when we
do," said Epping. "There's a

larger issue that If something
appears insignificant to me, do I

have the authority to tear It

down?"

"It shouldn't have been des-

troyed," said Johnson. "I think

they should have checked
farther than they checked, but

it's impossible to blame one
person."

•••

Latin America
Continued from Page 9

HalUn said other media con-

cerns, such as the current
human rights perspective,
came alwut from Journalistic

doubts about the administra-

tion.

Violence exaggerated
The media's exaggeration of

violence grew out of journalists

tending to present the crisis as

Irrational and barbaric, he said.

In this way the Journalist are
challenging the predominant
"fortress America" Ideal In

which the United States feels Its

duty Is to bring civilization to

the "barbaric world," he
explained.

HalUn concluded by noting
that although American cover-
age of the situation In Central
America Is an object of criti-

cism, It Is better than before. In

the past, he said, the only way a
Central American country
could merit American coverage
was by "coups, communism or

catastrophes."

—Sandy Hopper

Author praises

chicken kickers
Michael Mooney, editor of

Harper's magazine, gave a
humorous lecture last Monday
on why writers must also be sto-

rytellers, saying "the writer's

instinct Is to notice not what
someone said, but whether or

not the person Is a chicken
kicker."

He explained by recounting

his experience as a speech wri-

ter on President Lyndon John-
son's campaign. Mooney said he
spent much of his time sitting on
a train listening to Johnson
make the same speech again
and again to Southern railway
station crowds.

In one particular town, Moo-
ney said, Mrs. Johnson was
presented with a chicken by two
local children. She accepted the

chicken graciously and held It

while waving as the train left

the station. As soon as the train

was out of the crowd's sight,

Mooney watched Mrs. Johnson
drop-kick the chicken forty

yards Into the woods.

What's Homecoming

without a stop

at

King's Liquor Store?

Purveyors

of Strong Waters for

Ephpersons

and animals

since 1946.

"I began to wonder about the

Johnsons," he said.

"Writers write down when
someone kicks a chicken," he
explained. "I collect notebooks
full of chicken kickers. Know
why? I like chicken kickers.

You have to practice to kick a

chicken."

Zeppelin had good lines

Mooney said he considers

himself primarily a storyteller,

but acknowledged he is a suc-

cessful writer. He Is the author
of eight books translated into 22

languages. His book The Hln-

denburg was made into a movie
starring George C. Scott.

"The film was horrible. The
Zeppelin had all the lines," Moo-
ney said..

Aside from storytelling, Moo-
ney addressed the economic
concerns of today's aspiring

writer. He said it Is possible to

make money as a writer, but

that success Involves years of

practice and a "love of craft."

Mooney sees poor writing

skills and Inadequate knowl-

edge of mechanics as the grea-

test problem facing today's

writer.

"Thirty out of 31 manuscripts
written are by people who don't

know the basic skills," he said.

Mooney also discussed the

role of the writer, saying "the

writer's task is to put Into story

form the sense that the com-
munity has of Its own memory. I

copy down the world as I see It,

In paragraphs, one by one. I

know nothing about the god-

damn truth. I just write what I

see."

—Meg McClelland

Endowment growth will not

affect tuition, faculty hiring

by R. DeMott

The College will not imme-
diately cash In on the windfall it

enjoyed when the value of Its

endowment Increased by 50 per-

cent this summer to $163 mil-

lion, said Vice-President and
Treasurer William Reed. He
said the Increase will not be
used to lower tuition.

"This dramatic Increase [In

the College's endowment] Isn't

going to make a dramatic
change in the College tomor-

row, next week, next month, or

next year," Reed said. "Only If

It continues this way over the

long term will we consider

changing our spending
policies."

Reed cited the unpredictabil-

ity of the stock market as a rea-

son to be cautious, and said the

College has a responsibility to

Its donors not to take risks fis-

cally. He explained that Willi-

ams hasn't changed Its

spending policy during very bad
years and won't change It dur-

ing one very good one either.

Reed noted that the rate of

Increase In the tuition, which Is

$11,600 for the current 1983-84

academic year, has been above

the national consumer price

Index (CPI) for the past several

years. He said this Is because
Williams uses the Higher Edu-

cation Price Index to determine

the tuition. According to Reed,
this rate has been above the CPI
for the past several years and
therefore tuition Increases have
also been alwve the Inflation

rate.

Five to six percent
'

' I would expect an Increase of

between five and six percent,"
Reed predicted for next year's

tuition.

The Trustee's Finance Com-
mittee will meet in Decemljer to

discuss any new matters which
should be funded by the endow-
ment, but Reed said there will

be no major new projects In the

physical plant or in faculty hir-

ing. The most critical projects,

such as the construction of the

new gym, are already
accounted for In the College
budget and there is no need to

take money from the endow-
ment to cover them. Reed said.

"We will not add superfluous
things just t)ecause we have
money," he said.

Every year Williams
increases the amount of money
It takes out of endowment and
puts into general operating

expenses by nine percent. Reed
said. He said this year that

amounts to $5.7 million. "The
most they [the Trustees] will

add at the December meeting
would be an extra half to one

million dollars" for Incidental

expenses which may arise, he

said.

College Treasurer Will Reed explains why tuition will continue to I

rise despite the recent 50 percent increase in the College's
|

endowment.
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SENIORS . .

WHAT ARE YOU DOING NEXT YEAR?

i

rl

PERHAPS WE CAN HELP YOU DECIDE.

THE ANDOVER COMPANIES IS A PROPERTY AND CASUALTY
INSURANCE COMPANY LOOKING FOR GOOD CANDIDATES
FOR OUR MANAGEMENT TRAINING PROGRAM. THIS IS A
SALARIED POSITION WITH EXCELLENT BENEFITS AND
UNLIMITED CHANCES FOR ADVANCEMENT.

THE ANDOVER COMPANIES WILL BE VISITING WILLIAMS ON
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 10th. AN INFORMATIONAL SEMINAR
WILL BE PRESENTED IN STETSON HALL AT 7:00 P.M.

COME BY AND LISTEN IN.

MERRIMACK MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE CO. BAY STATE INSURANCE CO. CAMBRIDOE MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COFOUNDED IB2S FOUNDED 1S55 FOUNDED IB33
ANDOVER, MASSACHUSETTS 01S10

TELEPHONE IOI7) 47S-3300

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THE ANDOVER COMPANIES. STOP BY
YOUR OFFICE OF CAREER COUNSELING
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College plans construction

of Spring Street building
by Stuart Smith

and Joe Ehlers
The College has approved

final plans for the new commer-
cial office building which the

College will build at the south
end of Spring Street. Contrac-
tors are scheduled to submit
bids on the project during the

third week of November.
"If the weather holds, con-

struction should be able to begin
by December 1," said William
Klrby, the Williamstown archi-

tect who designed the building.

"If we can hold to that timeta-

ble, the building should be fin-

ished and ready tor occupancy
by late spring."

Winthrop Wassenar, Director
of Physical Plant for the Col-

lege, noted that whether or not

construction can begin this win-

ter obviously depends on the

weather, but the College cer-

tainly is going to try. "It's just

going to be a waiting game," he

said.

"The building will contain

five stores and a bank on the

ground floor, and four offices on

the second floor," Kirby
explained. Goodman's Jewel-

ers, which is being displaced by
construction of the new gym,
and Salvatore's, the Travel
Store and the Berkshire Bank,
will all move into the new
building.

An unfinished parking lot has

already been built behind the

building site to provide parking

for construction workers and a

work area for the contractor.

The lot will be paved and fin-

ished next spring when the

building is completed, Kirby
said.

"Common wall"

The Williams News Room,

which is also being forced out by
the new gym, will rent Salva-

tore's present space. Billy Par-

adise, owner of the News Room,
said the move will give him
twice as much space. "It

shouldn't hurt business at all,"

he said.

The retail space which the

College is building on Spring
Street "will be separate but

Immediately adjacent" to the

gym, Wassenar said. "They will

share a common wall, "but they

are physically connected only

by a break in the wall on the

second floor," he said.

Because of this, he added,
"there is a lot of flexibility in the

building process. It probably
makes more sense to tear down
the existing stores and build the

new ones after the new pool and
gym have already been built."

Octet
Continued from Page 6

groups, the Dartmouth Airs, whose songs ranged
from "I'm a Son-of-a-Gun for Beer" to "Tainted
Love" and the overture to "The Barber of

Seville" , and the New Hampshire Notables ( from
the University of New Hampshire), who opened
their set with the Andrew Sisters' classic "Boogie
Woogie Bugle Boy."
The capacity-crowd audience supported all the

groups with tremendous applause and laughter

(at the jokes that is); Octet member Andy McEl-
fresh '85 described the audience as being "really

fired up."

Whether singing or hamming it up on stage, the
Octet projected tremendous enthusiasm through-
out the show. "We try to convey to the audience

that we're up there having a good time," Walker
affirmed.

'Fine singing group'
Although the individual members are very dif-

ferent, the unity of the Octet as a performing
group is a necessary priority. Costantino pointed

out that to achieve cohesiveness within the Octet,

members "have to submerge a little of their per-

sonalities in order to make the group work."

The result, he continued, is that the Octet is "a
damn fine singing group." The members of the

Octet, in addition to Costantino, Goforth, McEl-
fresh and Walker, are: Paul Boocock '86, Bruce
Daniels '85, Bill Galloway '84, Rich Miller '86 and
Peter Pokrant '85.
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THE WILLIAMS COLLEGE - MILLER HIGH LIFE

SCOREBOARD

Men's Soccer (8-2-3)

Williams 1, Wesleyan 1

Williams 3, Siena

Football (2-4-1)

Wesleyan 32, Williams 27

Men's Cross-Country

27th in New Englands

6th in IC4A's

Women's Rugby (5-1-2)

Williams 14, Wheaton
Williams 0, Tufts/MIT

Men's Rugby
Williams 19, Vassar

Sports Shorts
Golf

Junior Mike Hennigan and
sophomore Ellenore Knight
captured the Williams College

Golf Chammpionship titles this

past week at the Taconic Golf

Club. Both players recorded
scores of 68 in the final round of

the match play event.

Hennigan, the number one
player on the golf team, topped
senior co-captain Eric Boyden
in the fiani round after beating
Bill McClements '85 and Timmy
McKone '87 in the quarter and
semifinals, respectively.
Boyden reached the finals with
a dramatic victory over Chris
Harned '85 in the semifinals.

Hennigan's three-under-par
round missed tying the course
record by j ust one shot, and was
the first round under 70 in his

career.

Knight's victory capped a
rapid rise to glory, as she has

only played golf for a year and a

half, according to Golf Coach
Rudy Goff.

Skiing

The Nordic and Alpine ski

teams won the Rossignol Nor-
dica soccer tournament held at

Middlebury October 30.

Williams, 3-0-1 in the eight-
team tournament, defeated
Middlebury 1-0 in the finals to

gain the victory. Earlier, they
beat Whiteface School 2-0, tied

Dartmouth 0-0, and crushed Kil-

lington 10-0.

Ned Jeffries '85 garnered the

shutouts in net for the Ephmen.
John Pier '85 scored seven
goals, Crawford Lyons '84 had
five, and Eric Russell '84, Steve

Johansen '84 and Morten Moehs
'86 also tallied for Williams.

"Now we don't have to worry
about the ski season," said Pier,

"becuase whatever happens
we're still the soccer champs."

Ruggers— Football
Continued from Page 14

from threatening with their out-

standing play and hard hitting.

B's Complete Rout
The B-side came in to finish

off the hapless team from Vas-

sar. Mark Tompkins '87 scored

a try around the end and Roger
Merriam '86 converted to put

the Ephs up 15-0.

Williams was in the Vassar
zone most of the half, thanks to

the fine play of standoff Matt
Salisbury '87. Salisbury scored

Williams' final points on a 25

yard run after breaking several

tackles.

Williams' next opponent is

Amherst. The game will be

played on Cole Field Saturday
morning at 11:00.

SENIORS:The due date for the

Olmsted Prize approaches

rapidly! You have benefited from

the sl<ills of some of your more

outstanding high school

teachers—this is something you

can do to show your apprecia-

tion, and also to set an example in

secondary schools everywhere.

For more information, or a copy

of the application, contact Pro-

fessor Emeritus Fred Stocking.

Continued from Page 14

quick scores. Barringer caught

a 44-yard pass at 3: 22 of the

third quarter; and halfback

Mike Giliberto dove in from one

yard out at 13; 55 of the fourth.

Ephs to airwaves
As the Ephs have done all

year, when the going got tough,

they went to the airwaves. Willi-

ams drove with the short pass,

utilizing Hummon and tight end
Paul Coleman '85. Connolly

tossed scoring passes to Crotty

and reciever John McCarthy '84

within the game's last four min-

utes, setting the stage for

another Williams come-from-
behind miracle finish.

However, Wesleyan, due
after last year's 27-24 last-

second defeat, iced the game
with a 62-yard Barringer recep-

tion at 2:26 of the fourth quar-

ter; between the McCarthy and
Crotty touchdowns.

Williams faces arch-rival

Amherst at Weston Field on
Homecoming Saturday at 1:30.

Amherst trounced Wesleyan
earlier this season and Williams
could knot the Little Three
championship in a three-way tie

with a victory Saturday.
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College may ban Chapin Hall
rock concerts to avoid damage

by Jeffrey H. Bralnard

The College is considering

prohibiting the Student Activi-

ties Board from holding any
more rock concerts in Chapin
Hall. It says the audiences at

recent concerts have damaged
the auditorium and have
behaved badly. Future concerts
may be held in the Towne Field

House.
According to Professor of

Music Douglas B. Moore, the

problem has arisen over several
years, not from one concert
only. He estimated that one out

of three roclc concerts causes
some kind of damage to the

building.

About 25 seats were damaged
at the recent Marshall Cren-

shaw concert, Moore said. He
said the chairs were damaged
when people sat on the backs of

them, thus fracturing wooden
crossbars at the top.

Moore said the broken chairs

will have to be shipped back for

repair to the Michigan company
that manufactured them, at a

cost of about $100 each. It is pos-

sible that the colors of the

Chisholm

hopeful for

Jackson's

candidacy

by Daniel T. Keating

repaired seats will not match
the originals in Chapin because
the repairers may have to use
different upholstery, he added.
"I'm also aware of the exist-

ence of fires being set in the
aisles, and drinks being
smuggled past security,"
Moore said.

"Takes its toU"
Director of Physical Plant

Winthrop Wassenar said he
knew of audience members
"cutting seats, burning seats

and spreading trash or broken
bottles on the floor...Chapin has
very delicate furniture and was
not made for rugged use," he
said. "All of that takes its toll in

that kind of facility."

"We spent a fair amount of

money to get Chapin in shape
three years ago, and it's discou-

raging to see it go downhill,"

said Dean of the College Daniel
O'Connor.

"I can see their point," said

Arunas Gudaitas '84, chairman
of the Student Activities Board,

which sponsors the concerts.

"The damage Is real. But it

would be a shame if pop con-

certs were taken out of Chapin.

And I don't think that amount of

damage will be repeated.

"There was some confusion

between ourselves [SAB] and

security as to whether people

would be allowed to move in the

aisles" at the Crenshaw con-

cert, Gudaitas explained. As a

result there was dancing there,

including on the chairs, he said.

Usually, dancing is not allowed

at all.

Gudaitas also said that the

damages Moore referred to

have happened over a ten-year

period, and that there hasn't

been a fire in an aisle in at least

four years.

"Non-Williams people"

O'Connor said he thinks the

damage is caused because "a

lot of non-Williams people come
who don ' t care about the College

at all. Of course the SAB says It

has to admit non-students so it

can fill the place and minimize

its loses.

"One solution would be to

stick the SAB with the dam-
ages," O'Connor said, but

Continued on Page 5

This crowd, rocking earlier this year at the Marshall Crenshaw
concert, may not do any more dancing in Chapin Hall if College
officials have their way. (Scheibe)

Former U.S. congresswoman Shirley Chisholm
predicted last Tuesday that "blacks and women
are a political MX, capable in 1984" of making
Jesse Jackson an important force In the race for

the Democratic presidential nomination.
Chisholm told an audience of 300 in Chapin Hall

that Jackson's recent declaration reflects the ris-

ing political motivation of black people in this

country, which she said is at an all-time high. She
called Jackson's candidacy a continuation of
what she began in 1972 when she was the first

black and the first woman to run tor president.
"Jackson's candidacy is not gonna make him

president," she said. "We know that. If he can go
to the Democratic Convention with 250 delegates,
he will be a force to be reckoned with. Any white
male that wants to be president will have to deal
with Jackson."

If he has as many as 300 delegates, Jackson
could be a vice presidential candidate, Chisholm
said. She added she would have two roles in the
Jackson candidacy: as a worker to gather women
voters for Jackson and as a press spokesperson.

Jackson's candidacv shows the inherent

racism In this country, Chisholm said. White can-
didates have always counted on black support,
she said, but a black candidate cannot expect any
white support. She said Americans get caught up
in words about equality, but they do not practice
what they preach.

Chisholm stressed the importance of women
joining with blacks to fight for progress.
"True equality is not yet an everyday reality

for women and blacks in America," she said. The
two groups have been able to wring some conces-
sions from the white males In power, she
explained, but they have done it separately as
either blacks or women.
Chisholm said policies will not change until the

minorities are represented in government,
because items do not receive high priority until

they are backed by specific advocates who also
have the power to act.

"The bad old days are past, but the conserva-
tives want to pry the lid off the coffin [of inequal-
ity]," she said. "We have come too far to be
danced backwards into what others consider our
place."

Shirley Chisholm, former New
York Congresswoman, told a

Williams audience Tuesday
that Jesse Jackson will be a

force to be reckoned with in the

1984 presidential election.

(Ruderman)

ACSR winds down review,

approves Goodyear, GM

Eph lacklers Ken IMacLeod '86 and John Leahy '84 upend an Amherst runner as Bill Sperry '84

moves in for the kill and Frank Morandi '86 watches. The Ephmen were edged out by the Lord Jeffs

13-14 during Saturday's Homecoming game. See story page 8. (Khakee)

by Sarah Abernathy

The Advisory Committee on

Shareholder Responsibility
gave a general approval to the

South African business practi-

ces of Goodyear and General

Motors, but found Exxon's less

acceptable, in its meeting last

Monday.
The ACSR has been reviewing

24 companies in its portfolio

concerning their employment,

expansion and selling policies in

South Africa. It sent out a ques-

tionaire this summer to these

companies and has sent out

other letters since then to

further clarify several of the

companies' policies.

According to ACSR chairman
and economics professor Ste-

phen Lewis, the 24 companies
Include all the portfolio com-
panies now operating in South

Africa. The ACSR is still wait-

ing to hear from three
companies—Tenneco, Motorola

and Echiin, an automotive parts

supply company. If the three

respond by the time the ACSR
next meets, on Nov. 28, the

South African review process

will be essentially finished.

However, Lewis noted that

the ACSR will still be responsi-

ble for evaluating the practices

of new companies as they are

added to the College portfolio,

and will continue to correspond

with companies which have not

yet given a satisfactory
response.

Arthur Little report

Lewis also said the ACSR will

have to review the latest Arthur

D. Little Co. report , which ranks

how well American companies
comply with the Sullivan Princi-

ples. Arthur D. Little is an Inter-

national consulting firm and the

Sullivan Principles are a set of

guidelines which stipulate fair

employment practices for com-

panies operating in South

Africa.

Continued on Page 6
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Rock on
Although there are some problems with rock concerts in

Chapin Hall, the current alternatives make improving Chapin
concerts a better solution than banning them. Chapin is a valua-
ble and delicate building, but the damage cited by the College
could be remedied with better solutions than moving concerts to
unsuitable sites.

The impetus for the ban arose from damage to 25 seats at the
Marshall Crenshaw concert. But that concert was exceptional,
and should not be used to formulate policy. A misunderstanding
between the Student Activities Board and security led to a break-
down of decorum. Most concerts do not have any damage.
Music profesor Douglas B. Moore said that damage happens at

one out of three concerts. That ratio does not lead to the conclu-
sion that all concerts should be banned from Chapin. As anyone
who has attended rock concerts here would know, Williams fans
are remarkably well-behaved. Given a choice between better
behavior and stricter enforcement of rules in Chapin, or moving
to undesirable sites, students would be likely to reduce damage
even more.

If non-College fans are pinpointed as the source of the problem,
prices for non-Williams students could be raised to reduce the
number of outsiders and help cover costs. Additional security and
expulsion could also be used to reduce damage.
The reason measures should be taken to improve the conditions

in Chapin is that the alternatives are not good. The Towne Field
House is the most common site mentioned, but it has several
flaws. The tartan floor is easily damaged. With plans to put a new
surface down in the near future, the floor would be a major
problem during rock concerts.

The field house has a number of other problems. Renovations to
improve the poor accoustics, if feasible, could be bulky and
expensive. Because the field house is so large, bands may feel like
they are playing in an empty hall, inhibiting performances. The
flat structure of the building also makes it hard for people behind
the front row to see the band. Other problems with the field house
include the displacement of athletic teams and the labor cost of
setting up and removing chairs and floor covering. Creating labor
costs to save damage costs is not a solution.

Another alternative site is the Lansing Chapman Hockey Rink,
but the ice is down before Homecoming and all through the win-
ter. The accoustics in that building, which resembles an airplane
hanger, are also dubious.
Damage to Chapin Hall is not acceptable. If future destruction

cannot be controlled or vaiable alternatives arise, such as the
basketball court in the new gymnasium, a switch might be wise.
But throwing rock concerts out of Chapin, largely because of one
bad experience, would be a mistake.

EDITORS-IN-CHIEF
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Crossword Woyzeck opens eyes

"All Heart"

by

Gregory Smith

Across

1 Bait state

S Inclines

10 Astan nurse

14 Wings

15 "Prufrock" poet

16 Pressure comb form

17 Stupor

18 "— song of sixpence"

19 Etal —
20 Altruist s organ

23 --- thee glass eyes"

Lear to Gloucester

24 Speaker ol the old Red
Sox

25 Record trademarks

27 Sore throat source

30 Something extra

32 --- one: equal

33 Tempered
37 Rile

38 Scrawny one

40 Film

41 Of a certain philosophy

43 Emulate Gretzky

44 Chutzpa

45 Trees of the West

Indies

46 Orbit point

49 Cash slang

50 Mongrel

51 Big bid

57 Sci of angles

59 Kind of bore

60 Square —
61 Infamous lab assistant

62 Truce, in Toulon

s
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CC decries drinking ban, seeks grant
by Eric Adelstein

College Council developed
proposals for using a $1,000
grant and urged the College
not to enforce the ban against
drinking alcohol in the stands
during athletic events, at Its

meeting last Thursday.
The College passed a prop-

osal written by Council Vice-
President Jan Van Eck '85

asking the College to recon-
sider enforcing the ban, and
asking it to consult students
before taking similar action in

the future.

The Council also developed
a number of proposals for

using a new $1,000 grant to the

College from the Isaac broth-

ers, one of whom, Paul, was a
member of the Williams class

of '72. The Isaacs intend the

grant to be used to fund an
original project which the Col-

lege would not normally fund.

The Council considered
recommendations from a sub-

committee that the money
fund a student sculpture con-

test, with the prize money

going towards the costs ot

material and construction, to

help commemorate Williams'
Year of the Arts.

Other proposals included a

week-long celebration com-
memorating Ephraim Willi-

ams' birthday (Including a

student-faculty ball), or a
Latin American week.

Rotating grant
The grant rotates annually

among Williams, Bates and
Alleghany Colleges, the alma
maters of the three Isaacs,

according to Russell Carpen-
ter of the Development Office.

This is the first time that Willi-

ams has been eligible for the
grant, he said.

According to Carpenter,
Alleghany College used its

grant to fund a seminar on Far
Eastern studies, while Bates
sponsored a lecture by a
former Nobel Peace Prize
winner with Its money.

Carpenter said he will meet
with Council officers to select

the final proposals, and hopes
the options will be submitted

to the Isaacs by Thanksgiving,

when the Isaacs will choose

which proposal to fund.

The Council may come up
with a fourth proposal at Its

meeting this Thursday,
according to Council Presi-

dent Tom Paper '84, but will

take a final vote on Its top

three choices at that meeting.

In other Council business,

the Council:

•announced the start of

Tuesday student-faculty cof-

fees in Stetson. The coffees,

which began today, will be

held each Tuesday from 1:30

p.m. to 3: 30 p.m. In the Stetson

faculty lounge.

•The Council also discussed

the role of the Gargoyle
Society on campus. Council

members discussed last

week's Germinal article on the

allegedly elitist nature of the

organization and its influence

on certain of the administra-

tion's decisions. The Council

came to no conclusion, but

appointed a subcommittee to

further look into the issue.

ACSR
Continued trom Page 1

In its meeting the ACSR said

Exxon's response was less

acceptable than those of the

other two because Exxon has no

policy stating whether it will

allow or prohibit company
Investment supporting the

South African government. The
ACSR asks for such a statement

although it does not stipulate

that certain goods cannot be

sold to the government.

"They are doing a good Job in

employment," said College pro-

vost Neil Grabois. However,
Lewis said "I wish they would
say something explicit about

their expansion policy."

Goodyear and GM were gen-

erally approved by the ACSR,
which will send out letters com-
mending their policies and tell-

ing the companies to continue

the good work. "If companies
are doing well, it is worth giving

them some positive reinforce-

ment," Lewis said. He said all

the other satisfactory compan-

Graduate into the feist lane.
Guarantee flight training after you graduate witfi the

Marine Corps undergraduate Officer Commissioning Pro-

gram, if you're a college freshman, sophomore or junior,

you could qualify

All training is conducted during the summers between

school years and you'll receive your commission as a

Second Lieutenant the day you graduate. You'll also re-

ceive $100 a month during the school year and qualify

for free civilian flying lessons.

If you're a senior, you can still qualify for our graduate

Officer Commissioning Program. In it, you'll complete

your training in one 10-week summer session. You can

also be guaranteed flight school after initial training if

you qualify

So, if you're looking for a chance to fly,

to prove yourself amongst the best, check

out the undergraduate and graduate

Marine Officer Commissioning pro-

grams. They're your chance to graduate

into the fast lane as a Marine Officer

W*^^^ be one ol us.

les will receive such letters as

well.

"Good guy"
"Goodyear is a good guy—It's

following the Sullivan princi-

ples," said ACSR secretary and
College Vice-President William

Reed. However, the ACSR will

ask Goodyear to "please adopt a
non-expansion policy" in South

Africa, Lewis said.

"GM says they are not going

to expand unless they see a sub-

stantial improvement In rela-

tions [between blacks and
whites in South Africa] ," Lewis

said. "We can't ask for more."

"There's not much one can
complain about," said student

representative and Williams

Anti-Apartheid Coalition
member Navjeet Hal '84. GM
says it has to deal with the

government or close up shop,

she added.

In discussing how the ACSR
has been conducting the review,

the members agreed that the

criteria used to analyze com-
panies cannot be so specific that

they prohibit all sales to the

South African government. The
ACSR members could not agree

on what level of business invol-

vement and what kinds of pro-

ducts sold end up furthering

apartheid policies.

Bal, history professor Jim
Wood and student representa-

tive Sue ReiUy "85, also a WAAC
member, all admitted that their

opinions on the proper amount
of a company's government
Interaction were different from
what was reasonable for the

ACSR to demand.

No involvement?
"I have one set of beliefs say-

ing we should not be Involved at

all," said Bal. "We should work
for no sales to the government
because the government is the

means through which the sys-

tem is perpetuated and
supported."

"We don't want companies to

sell to the government, but as

long as they're following U.S.

guidelines with only a few

exceptions, they're OK," ReiUy

said.

"There are certain products

you don't want sold," said

Wood, such as weapons. How-
ever, many of the companies
under ACSR review sell to the

government only products that

would generally be available,

not specialized technology,
Lewis said.

"We're not interested In hurt-

ing companies unless it will

further our particular objec-

tive," Grabois added.

Reed said the questioning pro-

cess is useful. "The best thing

we're doing is our involvement

in the process," he said. "In the

long run, communication back
and forth [with the companies]
is the most effective method"
for Williams to try to change the

apartheid system, said Reed.

Report planned

Lewis said he Is preparing a

report of the Committee's find-

ings this fall. The short report

may be delivered to all college

mailboxes in an attempt to

enhance communication with

faculty and students, Bal said.

"It is important that people

know what we're doing-or what
we're not doing, depending on
how you look at It," Lewis said.
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Sports Shorts
A host of ruggers chase the ball in the women's 4-0 win Saturday.

Women Ruggers

(Khakee)

I

The women's rugby club

ended their season on a fine

note, triumphing over Amherst
Saturday, 4-0. In a separate

third half the women beat the

Lady Jeffs, 8-0. The Ephwo-
men's final season record is 6-1-

2.

Despite the low score,
Amherst was clearly no match
for Williams. Their lack of prac-

tice and experience was evident

in scrum down, rucks and
mauls as Williams pushed the

Lady Jeffs down the field.

Sunlca Edelstein '85 scored
the single try on a long line-out

throw by Allison Martin '85 to

the standoff position. Edelstein

hurled herself through the

defense near the try line for the

score, bringing her tally to an
amazing 16 points for the

season.

Despite the freezing tempera-

tures, snow, and numb hands,

Williams managed to hold onto

the ball for the majority of the

game. In contrast to Amherst's

fumbling, the Ephwomen's play

was coordinated.

Dorie Dewar '85, co-captain

Meg Holliday '85 and Becky
Halle demonstrated their confi-

dence and skill In tackling and
running In the line. Sarah Keo-
hane '84, co-captain Lael
Luedtke '84 and Sara Finne-

more '87 outplayed the Amherst
scrum.
The third half, not included in

the final score, was played by
the B-side. Mercedes Diaz '86

touched the ball down for her
first try as a scrummle. Eileen
Holland '87 made the second try

on a magnificent 50-yard run
down the sideline.

Amherst refused to bet shirts

on the game.
-Helen Kaulbach

McClelland's Stationery and Office Products

Hallmark Cards

Crane and Eaton Stationery

School Supplies

Art Supplies

36 Spring Slrrt'l - - Williainstown

Tehphone 458-4920

Men Harriers

Senior co-captain John Nel-

son paced the cross-country

team to a fifth place finish in the

New England Divison III quali-

flying meet on Saturday. His

25:50 run also enabled him to

travel to the national champion-

ships next week.

The Ephs ran together and

proved their mettle against stiff

competition at Southeastern

Massachusetts University in

damp and blustering weather.

The Ephs were led by Nelson,

who finished 16th overall and
grabbed the last qualifying spot
for the nationals.

Top Ephrunners
Next to cross the line for the

Ephs was senior Brian Angle
who ran one of his finest races of

the season, finishing 22nd in a

blazing 25:57, seconds behind

Nelson.

Coming in third for the Eph-
runners was senior co-captain

Bo Parker who ran the course in

26:00, 23rd place, despite nag-

ging knee and hamstring injur-

ies hampering his performance
all year long. Thirty-sixth over-

all and fourth for the Ephs was
John Ellison '86, clocked at

26: 23; Mike Coyne '87 was right

on his heels, two seconds
behind, good for 49th place in

the race.

Rounding out things for the

Ephs in 65th place was co-

captain Bennett Yort '84, who
ran a fine 26: 56, and Tom Pln-

gree '86 who covered the dis-

tance in 27: 23.

Coach's thoughts

After the race Coach Peter

Farwell said, "It's great that

John qualified since these past

two years he has just missed.

This year he came up with it,

and he deserves it. Brian ran a

real gutsy race, one of his best

ever. We were beaten by Colby
by just one point and that had to

hurt, but we beat Bates which is

what we set out to do, so I think I

could say that we ran well."

When asked about the season

in retrospect, Farwell said, "All

in all it was a good season. I'd

have to say the best since 1980

when we went undefeated. We
didn't put togther a perfect

meet, but we didn't ever have a

bad meet—everyone picked up
for one another. We came
through in NESCAC's, IC4A's

and Division Ill's. There was a

great deal of unity and friend-

ship on the team. However,
we'll miss our top four seniors.

They were the mainstay of the

team for the past couple of

years."

Next week Nelson will travel

down to Virginia where he will

run in the prestigious Division
111 National Championships,
thus closing out the 1983 cross-
country season.

•Chris Stfarns

Women Harriers

Anchored by the consistency
of Amy Doherty '86 and by the

outstanding efforts of three
freshman, the women harriers

managed a creditable 14th

place out of 20 teams in the New
England Division III champion-
sips Saturday.

Coach Bud Fisher com-
mented, "The highlight of the

meet had to be the freshman
ladies, who each landed a spot in

the top 100. They (Cheryl Hall,

Kate Pugh and Becky Conklin)

should form a solid nucleus for

the team in the upcoming
season."

Individual performances
As she has done consistently

this season, Doherty blazed to

38th place overall in a time of

19: 40. Then came the swarm of

freshman. Hall, in what Fisher

called a "remarkable race",

cruised through the finish line in

84th place with a time of 20: 59.

Pugh and Conklin sneaked into

the top 100 at 96th and 99th with

times of 21:05 and 21:42,

respectively.

Faced with the adversity of

running without senior captain

Lynn Vendinello and junior

Susan Baer, who have been

among the leaders of the

women's team all season, the

ladies ran undaunted and con-

cluded the season in style.

Season review

Reminiscing over the season.

Coach Fisher remarked, "The
team was plagued with key
injuries for a good part of the

season, but the ladies hung in

there and ran well. I look for-

ward to the team's chances next

season. We will miss Lynn,

whose superb running has led

the squad for the entire year,

but this race proved that the tal-

ent is there for the years to

come." -l.ve Hauher

CASSETTE TAPE

SALE
Lots of cutout cassettes

from $1.99 - $4.99 (Including Enos at $2.99)

Save on double packs of blank TDK and Maxell,

like two TDK D-90 for $3.80. Best buy: Sony UCX5 90

(Hi Bias) $2.99 each.

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY RECORDS
131 Water St., Wllllamstown, MA 45S-5229
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THE WILLIAMS COLLEGE-MILLER HIGH LIFE SCOREBOARD

Men's Soccer (10-3-3)

Middlebury 2, Williams 1

Williams 3. Amherst 1

Williams 1. Amherst (ot)

Football (2-5-1)

Amherst 14, Williams 13

Men's Rugby
A: Williams 10. Amherst 10

B: Williams 13. Amherst 3

C; Williams 13, Amherst

Women's Rugby (6-1-2)

A: Williams 4. Amherst
B: Williams 8, Amherst

Little Three Champions:

Men's Soccer, women's soccer.

Men's cross-country, volleyball, field

hockey, mens rugby, women's rugby

Sunday Night League Basketball

Logjams 33, NRPC 25

Clueless 50, Death Squadron 49

Eph Slamma Jamma 49,

Beimedh a Gole 38

Tequila Shots 49, Outpatients 23

Black Magic 60, Town & Gown 44
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Soccer tourney finalist,

beats Amherst twice

Tom Goodspeed '86, filling in at quarterback lor injured senior B.J. Connolly, sends a pass over the

Amherst line In Saturday's 14-13 loss. (Lockwood)

Gridders upended in mudbowl
by Paul Meeks

The football team lost Its bid

for a three-way tie for the 1983

Little Three Championship with

a 14-13 defeat at the hands of

Amherst Saturday at Weston
Field.

The Ephs ended the campaign
with a disappointing 2-5-1

record that Head Coach Bob
Odell descrlt)ed as "not indica-

tive of how good this team really

is."

With 35 seconds remaining,

Williams down 14-13, Eph quar-

terback Tom Goodspeed '86, a

third-stringer forced into the

game due to injuries, threw one

pass too many. The Ephs turned

the ball over on Amherst's 20-

yard line with an Interception.

Williams was driving on the

short pass to set up a game-
winning field goal, after miss-

ing an earlier two-point
conversion attempt in going lor

the win.

Jeffs strike first

After a scoreless first half,

Amherst halfback Bob Mlnlcus

broke away for a 65-yard touch-

down at 8:46 in the third

quarter.

Williams sustained a drive for

the first time in the game on

their next possession and
Goodspeed (7 for 18for 84 yards,

three interceptions, and one

touchdown) tossed a scoring

pass to a leaping Marc Hummon
'84 from nine yards out at 5: 20 of

the third quarter. Chapman's

conversion was good, knotting

the score at seven.

The Ephs' rushing defense

lapsed in the fourth period,

when the Lord Jeffs put
together a textbook drive

capped by a three-year touch-

down by wlngback Bob Sokol.

Again, Mlnlcus cleared the

uprights, putting Amherst
ahead 14-7 at 8: 46.

Goodspeed, gaining confi-

dence and composure with

every down, drove the Ephs
from the 50-yard line to the goal-

line, mixing short passes with

dives by fullback Ted Thomas
'85 (101 yards rushing in 18

attempts). Thomas set up his

three-yard scoring plunge at

3: 19 with a 32-yard jaunt.

Two point conversion
Williams' coaching staff

decided to attempt a game-
winning two-point conversion
with just minutes remaining,

with confidence in their defense

to hold for the final three

minutes.

Williams called a traditional

play in which Hummon lines up
wide right and feigns slipping to

lose the cornerback and catch a

short pass over the middle. The
Amherst back was not fooled by
the play, an old Williams favor-

ite, and covered Hummon, forc-

ing Goodspeed to find a

secondary reciever. In the

delayed confusion, Goodspeed
was sacked from the backside.

With 3:19 remaining, the

Ephs held and forced Amherst
to punt to their 40-yard line. Wil-

liams had nearly two minutes to

drive and set up a Chapman
field goal for the gamewinner.
The Ephs moved the ball in

scoring position with a crucial

first-down catch by Hummon
(five receptions for 73 yards).

However, Williams was too

greedy, throwing another long

pass instead of running Thomas
to set up the kick. Amherst
intercepted Goodspeed to seal

the win with 0: 35 on the clock.

Injuries hurt

Quarterbacks B.J. Connolly
'84 and Kevin Morris '86, one
and two on the depth chart, both
were sidelined after the Wes-
leyan clash.

Up front offensively, tackle

Bernie Krause '84 was felled

and replaced by Taylor Watts
'87. Defensive end Greg Norton
'86 and linebacker trl-captaln

Mike Hawkins '84 were also lost

for Amherst, with Jim Franz '87

and Mike Coakley '85 filling in.

Williams graduates 20 seniors

from their roster of 80 this year.

Each of the seven seniors on
offense played starting roles at

one time during the season, as

did nine of the 13 on defense.

Punter John Delorenzo (44 for

1765 yards, including a boot of

77) has led the New England
Small College Athletic Confer-

ence again in 1983 and has been
nominated for defensive player

of the year.

Men's rugby ties one, wins two
by Tom Dumphy

The Williams Rugby Club finished its season

last Saturday against Amherst. The A-side tied

the Jeffs 10-10 In a game that was still even after

a period of sudden death overtime. The B-slde

rolled 13-3 over a larger and unjustifiably cocky
Amherst squad. Rounding out the day, the C-

slde shut out a hapless band of Jeff C-slders 13-0.

A-side not satisfied

Williams survived the elements and the solid

play of Amherst to come away with a 10-10 tie.

Williams opened the scoring early In the first

half when Ed O'Toole '86 and captain Hugh Hul-

zenga '84 worked a two-on-one perfectly, result-

ing in a try for Huizenga. Roger Merriam '86

converted to make the score 6-0. Amherst scored
tiecause of Williams' sloppy play late in the half

to make the score 6-4 at the half.

Williams was in control much of the second
half but the Ephs couldn't convert their best
scoring opportunity. Merriam was denied three
points when the bail fell over just as he was
making a penalty kick. The ball struck the cross-

bar, to Williams' dismay.
Amherst capitalized on Williams' sloppy play

once again late in the second half to take a 10-6

lead. The Williams scrum came right back and

scored on a great individual effort by prop John

May '84. The scored remained 10-10 until the end

of regulation play.

The sudden death overtime went scoreless

without any real scoring opportunities. The Wil

Hams defense was led by the inspired play of

wing forwards Steve Zlotowski '84 and Blake

Martin '84. Williams will have to wait until

Spring before taking the shirts off the backs of

the Infidels from Amherst.

Klein guides B's

Williams left no doubts in the B game as to who
had the superior team. Williams rolled to a 13-0

lead before Amherst put a feeble three points on

the board at the end of the game. Senior Drew
Klein started the scdring with a try that was
rightly contested by Amherst, but the lour

points held up.

Klein later added a penalty kick, another try

and the conversion to account for all the Willi-

ams points. Playing admirably for the B's were

standoff Matt Salisbury '87, fullback Duncan

Haas '85 and scrummies John Skavlem '84 and

Tim Faselt '86.

C-side takes shirts

The C-side came away with a 13-0 victory over

the boys of Amherst. The team was ably steered

by Jeff May '85 who touched down Williams'

first try. Chris Edwards '87 made the conversion

to put the Ephs up 6-0. Edwards added a penalty

kick make the score 9-0 at the half.

With Wilhams firmly in control. Cole Thom-

son '86 put in the final points of the day. The big

Texan rumbled over the try line from five yards

out to guarantee the passing of Amherst shirts

into the waiting hands of the Williams side.

by Greg Leeds
and IVIike Best

The men's soccer team ended
an outstanding season on a

depressing note Sunday as Mid-
dlebury defeated the Ephmen 2-

1 for the 1983 New England
Small College Athletic Confer-

ence title.

Williams got to the finals by
defeating Amherst at home
Wednesday on penalty kicks

after two overtimes still yielded

a scoreless game. In between
the two NESCAC games, the
Ephmen t)eat Amherst again 3-1

on Saturday.

From the start of Sunday's
game, Middlebury came out
strong, asserting themselves
offensively. Panther Rick
Makin put in the game's first

goal on a steal at 13: 29 of the
first half.

Pretty play
The Ephmen started an offen-

sive drive in the second half.

Including a beautiful play by
Clark Otley '86. Otley, while
running below a long air ball

towards the goal, turned his

head and headed the ball behind
him, then kicked a picturesque

low corner shot. However,
Panther goalkeeper Bart Lom-
bardi made the save.

However, with 16: 56 remain-
ing, Otley tied the score with an
assist from Jeff McEvoy '86.

But the tie was short-lived: less

than two minutes later Middleb-
ury's Bill McFadden scored on a
one-on-one which resulted from
a defensive breakdown.

It was Williams' first loss In

five games, a rather unfortu-

nate ending to the most success-

ful season in Williams history.

Key players during the game
were Denny Wright '87, Dan
Araminl '84, Jon Deveaux '87,

McEvoy and Otley. Doug
McKenney '85, Mark Schroeder
'86, and Paul Williamson '86

were all out with injuries for the

Ephmen.

Littie Three crown
The Ephmen were quick to

grab the lead in Saturday's vic-

tory over Amherst which

clinched the Little Three title.

After Amherst missed a scoring

opportunity three minutes into

the game, the Ephs rushed

down the field. A fine pass from
John Austin '87 left Deveaux
behind the defense, one-on-one

with Jeff goalkeeper John Law-
less. Deveaux calmly slid the

ball into the right corner of the

net.

At 13:35, Otley scored on a

breakaway. After getting the

ball from McKenney, Otley beat

two Amherst defenders and

broke toward the goal. He put a

hard, low shot past Lawless to

make the score 2-0.

Inside the penalty box, Helge

Weiner '87 passed the ball to

Wright, who put it in for the

third goal at 15: 45. Lawless had
committed himself too early,

and Wright rolled the ball by
him.

Murphy's shutout bid was lost

with only 2: 16 left in the game,
as a defensive breakdown left

him alone facing four Lord
Jeffs. He deflected the first

shot, but the ball bounced right

to Amherst forward Tom Crom-
well, who scored.

Williams Coach Michael
Russo, his voice filled with emo-
tion, said afterward, "Eve-
ryone pulled together and
played a super game. This is the

greatest victory we've had
since I've t)een here."

Beyond overtime
When Wednesday's game

went through regular time and
two overtime periods with the
score remaining 0-0, it had to

decided by each team getting

five penalty kicks.

Araminl, Weiner, and John
Campbell '84 all scored for Wil-

liams but were matched by
Amherst scores. But after

Deveaux scored, the Jeff shot

went high and right of the goal.

McEvoy scored the fifth Eph
goal to clinch the game.

Williams ends the season at

10-3-3. Sunday's game was the

last for seniors Araminl, Camp-
bell, Jamie Kornbluh, Austin

Lehr and Sullivan.

Co-captain Joe Carey '84, In his final game as a Wiliiams rugger,

dives lor a Jeff kicker In the A-slde's 10-10 tie. B- and C-sldes

won Saturday. (Khakee)
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Students rally at OCC,
protest Marines on campus

by Daniel T. Keating

A group of 17 students last Tuesday protested
the presence of two U.S. Marine Corps officers on
campus to Interview students and give Informa-
tion atwut their officer training program.

Although the protesters carried signs outside
the Office of Career Counseling during a 12: 30
p.m. demonstration, they did not disrupt the
Marine Corps officers Inside. However, the
Marines cancelled plans for an information booth
in Baxter Hall because of student temperament.
The Marines generally use the Baxter booth to

distribute literature and attract students, said
Master Sargeant Marie Morse of North Adams.
This year, however, the College advised them
simply to hold one-on-one Interviews at the OCC
he said.

"We appreciate the College sensing the temper-
ament of the student body," Morse said. "We
don't want egg on anyone's face."
Student organizers Mark White '84 and Jeff Sul-

tar '84 said the protest had two facets. According
to Sultar, the Marine Corps should not be allowed
to come to Williams because they discriminate on
the basis of sexual orientation.

Sultar said a letter protesting the Marines
being allowed to come to campus, signed by 60
students, was given to President John W.
Chandler the day of the protest. He said the letter
was sponsored by the Williams Coalition Against
Militarism and the Central American Concerns
Committee.

Sultar also said the students were protesting
the way the Marines have been used, both
recently and throughout history.

"These people [the Marine Corps officers)
aren't evil," he said. "We're protesting what
they're used for."

White and Sultar carried a sign which read
"Grenada: Dress Rehearsal for Nicaragua?"
The 17 students marched In front of Stetson Hall,
then moved behind Stetson to the OCC entrance,
where they marched for about five minutes.
Interviewing continued Inside the OCC during

the protest. Jack McGonagle '84, who passed the
protest on his way to an interview with the
Marines, said "I place no value in their protest.
These are the same students who protest every-
thing on campus. Last week, they wanted to
Impeach [President) Reagan."
Morse said he had never personally encoun-

tered an organized student protest in three years
of campus recruiting in Connecticut, Rhode
Island and Western Massachusetts.
"The latest action [In Grenada and Lebanon]

has stimulated Interest on both sides of the coin,"
he said.

Sultar and White went Inside the OCC after the
protest ended, but First Lieutenant Clarke Schlff
told them that he and Morse were booked up until
2 p.m.. when the planned to leave. Schlff told them
that if they waited in the office, they might have
an opportunity to speak with the officers.
College policy is that any organization that

interviews at OCC is required to answer questions
If student protesters demand to see them, said
OCC director Fatma Kassamall. She said organ!
zations understand this when they choose to come
to Williams.
Seven students, all men, signed up to Interview

with the Marines, and several others dropped by
to ask questions. Morse said the Marines typi-
cally do not get many students to apply from a
coiieBe like Williams, but those who do are
'"exfeplloriaiiy \^^-ii t^^^nn.-.i -,.1..-. ,i.-,...

lathers dream of and mothers are proud of." he
said.

High above it all, this lone tree trimmer surveys the campus,
silhouetted with the American flag in the dying light of evening.

(Ruderman)

Scott Corngold '84 and Bob Hollister '84 joined demonstrators protesting Marine recruiters at OCC

last Tuesday.
(Fmnemore)

Broken power line

broMrns out camipvis
by R. DeMott

A tree fell and broke a power line on North Street early last

Tuesday morning, causing an electrical "brown out" which
plunged several Williams dorms and numerous Williamstown resi-

dences into an eerie dimness for several hours until power was
restored.

At approximately 1: 30 a.m. Wednesday, a tree on North Street in

the area of Simons Road fell on a 13,800 volt power line, said Direc-

tor of Physical Plant Winthrop Wassenar. The broken wire crossed

several other lines as it fell to the ground and caused a fuse to

explode on a nearby pole, he said.

The explosion lit up the night sky over most of the campus. "It

looked like there was a red pulse, followed by a blue pulse," said

Chris Burton '84, a Dennett House resident. "It flashed for awhile.

It lit up the sky because the clouds were low."

The fallen wire was live and lying in the street, so the William-

stown Fire Department was called out, and the Massachusetts

Electric Co. was forced to shut down service on the line for about six

hours. This left around 900 Williamstown customers with partial

power for a time.

Three power sources

Wassenar said Mission Park, the Freshman Quad, most of the

Row Houses and several administrative buildings lost partial

power. He explained that the College is fed off of three separate

power sources and only those areas operating off of the North Street

line were affected.

The affected areas were quickly shut down by the College electri-

cians in order to protect the College's equipment and to make it

Continued on Page 5
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39 students call for Reagan's resignation
by Christian Hewlett

A resolution calling on Ronald

Reagan to resign his presidency

"due to the Illegal Invasion of

Grenada" was passed 39-29 by a

group of students at a College

town meeting Sunday after-

noon. There were four
abstentions.

The motion which was origi-

nally proposed stated that "the

students of Williams College"

call for Reagan's resignation. A
quorum of 100 students, needed

to make the town meeting's vote

representative of the entire stu

dent body, was not present, so

the wording was changed to say

that 39 Williams students sup-

port the resolution.

The College Council also

noted in the Daily Advisor last

Friday that the meeting would

not officially represent the stu-

dent body since it was not called

by the Council.

The meeting opened with

statements from Jeffrey Sultar

'84 and Daniel Blatt '85. Sultar

noted that seven members of

the U.S. House of Representa-

tives have asked Congress to

Impeach Reagan. He also called

the Grenada Invasion a viola-

tion of international law, of the

Constitution and of the First

Amendment.

"No longer represents"

"The main reason behind ask-

ing for resignation Is, as far as

I'm concerned, whether he's

done something worthy of

impeachment or not Ronald

Reagan and what he's done no

longer represent what we want

the United States to represent,"

said Sultar.

"We will not stand for any

more invasions of sovereign

nations," he said.

Blatt responded by saying

that, according to foreign jour-

nalists, the majority of Grenadl-

ans supported the Invasion and

"the people of Grenada are

much happier now than they

were. ..if we ask President Rea-

gan to resign, we are throwing it

in the face of the praise of all

those people."

Discussion following the

remarks centered on whether

the Americans in Grenada had

actually been in danger,

whether keeping out journalists

had violated the First Amend-
ment, and whether the invasion

had broken international law.

The speakers were almost

evenly divided in their opinion

of the invasion and the resigna-

tion proposal.

"Moral authority"

"International law only has a

sort of moral authority to follow

It, not a legal authority," said

Brett McDonnell '85. "There

seems to be no way we can call

for a resignation on the basis of

Continued on Page 5
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Speak for Yourself
Sunday's town meeting, and similar meetings last year, raise

the question of who can and should speak for the entire student

body. These meetings, or student assemblies, are a valuable
asset to the community, but they need to be restructured before
they can play so important a role in the student voice.

The required quorum of 100 students is small enough to allow a
special interest group, with strong feelings but few adherents, to

decide the official sentiment of the entire college. Certainly it

would be impossible to attract all 2000 undergraduates to debate
one issue—but it is equally wrong to suppose that a mere 100 can
represent the entire campus.
Recent meetings have also diverged from the College Council

constitution, which requires that student assemblies be organized
and supervised by the Council's Information Committee. This
qualification allows for more formal preparation and the incorpo-

ration of assembly decisions into the rest of the decision-making
process. The constitution also provides that a Council vote or
student referendum can overturn the assembly's decision, yet
students seem unaware of their own veto power.
Town meetings can serve two beneficial functions. The first is

to encourage debate on an issue of popular concern. Assemblies
can serve this purpose well with any number of people.

The second is the expression of student opinion, and that should
require a quorum. The quorum required should be high enough to

demonstrate deep student feeling, but not so high that no meeting
will ever attain a quorum. An assembly of at least 400 students
would meet that criterion.

The constitution stipulates that tY\ere sYiould Ue one student

assembly per month. This rule has been generally ignored, and
with good reason. It makes far more sense to call meetings only
when student interest is high. The ability to call such meetings
should lie with the Council, but a petition with 150 signatures,

presented to the Council, should also generate an assembly. In

either case, the meeting would need a quorum to represent cam-
pus opinion. Also, the Council should bear the responsiblity for

setting the agenda and choosing a moderator, duties it already
has under the constitution.

Some of these proposals require changes in the Council consti-

tution, which would entail a referendum. Referendums tradition-

ally get little student response, and they require effort to initiate.

The rewards, however, outweigh the costs. Speaking up now
ensures that we can speak for ourselves later.

QUOTATION OF THE WEEK
Williams students who enlist in the Marines
"depict what fathers dream of and mothers
are proud of."

Master Sargeant Mark Morse

of the U.S. Marine Corps
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LETTERS
Dreaming

To the editor:

It would have been more considerate

had the Record made a more determined
effort to contact me regarding the ill-

fated Aycock sculpture.

Professor Whitney Stoddard must
have been dreaming, since he
remembers a conversation with me
which never took place. In fact, I have
not discussed art work in any form with

Whit. It is always easy to pass the onus

onto someone else to get the monkey off

one's back.

Tom Krens gave the correct version

when he was quoted by the Record as

saying, "...but we neither received nor

requested from the Administration or

the Department of Buildings and
Grounds assurances that the piece could

be kept in perpetuity."

Peter P. Welanetz

Former Director of Physical Plant

Despicable
To the editor:

I am writing in response to items

which appeared in The Daily Advisor

Monday and Tuesday, Nov. 14 and 15,

regarding the presence of recruiting

officers of the United States Marine
Corps at the Office of Career Counseling

on Wednesday, Nov. 16.

As an American and a person who has

had friends and relatives in the Marine
Corps, one ofwhom was killed inaction, I

was e.xtremeiy offended at these state-

ments and felt obligated to respond

publicly.

Since its founding, the purpose of the

Marine Corps has been to protect Ameri-

can lives overseas; countless thousands

have died with this in mind, selflessly

giving of themselves for the sake of

American lives and institutions. To
attack the integrity of those currently

serving and those who have served, and
the memory of those who have died for

their country, based merely on the fact

that the Corps' present duty involves

carrying out controversial White House
military policies, is despicable and
unfair.

A clause I found especially offensive

read: "they wipe out non-white foreign

governments. " Not only is this untrue in

that the Corps' function is purely mil-

itary, not polliical. but the inclusion of

the word 'non-white" constitutes the

worst kind of racism, in thai while appar-

ently advocating the cause of "non-

white" groups, it injects an
inflammatory race question where none

exists. This type of preposterous and
unfounded innuendo panders to racists,

both white and black, and sadly tries to

cause unnecessary friction between the

races.

Finally, my response to the ridiculous

generalization "The USMC makes a liv-

ing of invading Third World nations" is

to wonder how those Marines who fought

and died in two World Wars. Korea, and
other operations, or their families, might

react to same.

Robert M. O'ConneU '81

Thanks, but...

To the editor:

I would like to thank the College Coun-

cil for its quick response to my letter in

which I expressed concern over the

biased rhetoric regarding the Marine
Corps interviews on campus printed in

The Dally Advisor of Nov. 14, 1983. 1 think

the policy outlined in the Advisor of .Nov.

18 will serve the student body very well

and will work to alleviate the problems 1

have already delineated.

.My only concern now centers around

the section of the policy that states,

"these slots can be filled by whatever is

deemed appropriate... by The Daily

Advisor." What criteria will be used to

determine appropriateness? If only pro-

fanities will be disallowed, I still fear the

presence of inappropriate items in the

Advisor. 1 think it would be better to have
extremely biased announcements deli-

vered in an individual mailer rather than

the Advisor, yet I understand tht Office

Services and the Mailroom have made
this an impossibility. Thus I laud the Col-

lege Council for establishing a comprom-
ise for organizations that wish to reach

the Williams student txidy. However, 1

again warn the Council of the dangers of

such an open policy and suggest that

more consideration be given to the ques-

tion of how appropriateness will be

determined. It seems to me that the pres-

ent policy opens itself to, for example,

the submission of racial slurs to the Advi-

sor in the name of free speech. How will

the College Council deal with this prob-

lem If it arises, for without a more formal

policy, the Council will have no recourse

but to snuff free speech in the name of

their values. I recognize the difficulty in

establishing a fair policy, but 1 think the

College Council should consider the

problems of the alternative.

.MJke Weber 87

Continued on Page 3

Winter Study deadline stifles freedom of choice
hu .Ilnr* r^kaa.nk ...... .._ ... _- 1.. ..by Jim Church

and Vernon Squires
The Winter Study Program "Is

intended to provide students and faculty
with a dramatically different educa-
tional experience" In which students can
' 'explore new fields at low risk, . . .develop
individual research projects, or work in

a different milieu." So states the Wiili-

ams College Bulletin. In reality, how-
ever, a significant number of students
will not be studying what they wish to

this January because they failed to sub-
mit "99" proposals prior loan October 15

deadline.

This deadline is Intended to both facili-

tate the processing of 99 proposals and to

force students to think about their pro-
jects long before they actually begin. But
the deadline also Illustrates an adminis-
trative rigidity which Is contrary to the
Winter Study spirit and Ideology. Stu-
dents who discover opportunities for
January study after the deadline In

October will be disappointed; the dead-
line serves as a brake to Intellectual

vigor and creativity. For this reason the
policy of the Winter Study Committee
must be made more amenable to worthy
change.

The current policy is Inadequate, as an
example reveals. Jacquie Mitchell '86, a

students had been abroad during Spring
registration. Otherwise, regardless of
circumstance, late 99s were rejected.
Such a policy is not only excessively
rigid, but it Is contrary to Williams'
avowed educational philosophy. In effect
the WSC policy says that Ingenuity after
Oct. 15 Is not worth consideration. Pro-
fessor Greene admits that the present
system discourages late ideas, because a
decision is rendered irrespective of a
proposal's merit.

"If someone comes to me on Nov. 5

with a great Idea, I have to ask myself
why he couldn't have done so on Oct. 5 or
in the spring. ..Great ideas cannot
always be accommodated, "Greene
explained.

The validity of the WSC's Immutable
stance on late 99s is worth scrutinizing.

Why are exceptions so difficult to deal
with? Granted, the administrative logis-

tics of enrolling nearly 2000 students In a
preference-ordered structure is taxing.

Over-enrollment, underenroUment,
dropped courses and other problems
strain the process. But the question of

priorities remains. Can administrative

efficiency legitimately preempt educa-

tional opportunity?

When the Winter Study Review Com-
mlttee issued its report In April 1982, it

course in order to pursue a 99, we may
have lost a space that otherwise could
have been given to another student as
their first choice. It wouldn't be fair to

the other student. And for sophomores
and juniors, they could do the 99 the fol-

lowing year."

Nevertheless, Professor David Deth-
ler, a member of the WSC, acknowledged
that "the registrar only likes to run
things once." Sarah McFarland, also a
committee member, suggested that
"some cut-off point had to be made."
Such an attitude Is well-and-good for

the persons who must process registra-
tion, but it is simply too inflexible. Exte-
nuating circumstances that justify a late
proposal are reduced to trivial status by
the deadline. And new opportunities lose
their opportunistic nature in a system
where an unyielding deadline belies the
"freedom of choice" at its foundation.
Because the system Is still new it

remains amenable to change. Dean
Daniel O'Connor, who served on the
Review Committee, explained the diffi-

...while a deadline is understandable, it should

not be used as a bastion for defending

bureaucratic efficiency...

[

Jamaican native, Initiated a WSP 99 in

which she would study the 1976 and 1980

presidential elections In her homeland.
She formulated a plan, and received the

necessary sponsorship and department
head approval. When funding became a

problem, her plan seemed Infeasible, so

she did not submit the proposal. Unex-
pectedly, funds became available soon
after the deadline, so she quickly submit-
ted her 99. The Winter Study Committee,
however, informed her that the deadline
prohibited their approval. Not surpris-
ingly, Mitchell was upset.

Apparently Mitchell is not alone.
According to Professor Fred Greene,
Chairman of the WSC, some thirty stu-

dents approached him claiming to have
"opportunities of their lives" in the form
of 99 proposals. The proposals were
scotched almost universally, however,
because allowing exceptions "messes up
the registration process." Only two late

99s were allowed, and in both cases the

recommended that the College "preser-

ve...the variety of offerings and the free-

dom of choice that so many students and
faculty single out as the most distinctive

and admirable features of the January
term." Indeed, these aspects of Winter

Study (especially In 99s) serve as a vehi-

cle for unique opportunity. Unfortu-

nately for students, the opportunity must
rear Its head prior to Oct. 15; otherwise It

overwhelms the computer. Chairman
Greene admits that the administrative

parameters are a thorn In the system.

"Late 99 proposals have gotten us Into

a lot of trouble with the registrative pro-

cess," said Greene. "So we just say we
cannot do it."

Greene also gave other reasons why
new 99s cannot be accepted, explaining

that a consistent and fair policy would
not necessarily allow changes.

"You also have to view the change in

the context of the whole system," said

Greene. "If we let a student drop out of a

LETTERS
Continued from Page 2

Sinister My son

To the editor:

It was satisfying to learn that the Gar-
goyle Society has placed the Center for

Development Economics on the agenda
of its concerns (Letters, Nov. 15). The
Center is a peculiar institution. It is part
of the College, but not of It; mixing with
Williams, but separate and distinct from
it.

My Third World friends and colleagues
who have visited the campus, as well as
several CDE students, have. In their

l)ewilderment, suggested several "para-
noid," "cynical," and "sinister" expla-

nations for the "neither fish nor fowl"
status of our economics graduate stu-

dents. They talk of covert racism, cultu-

ral apartheid, the North-South gap and
fear of the contaminating influences of

poverty and socio-cultural "backward-
ness" on the "civilized" and privileged.

It would be nice if one could authorita-

tively dismiss these comments as having

no basis In fact. So, we will follow very

closely the progress and ultimate results

of the excellent proposals for affirmative

integration made by Gargoyle. Based on

what happens, we will be in a better posi-

tion to determine just howsinisier sinis-

ter really is.

Louis Lindsay

AAsUUnt Professor o( Political Science

To the editor:

In reference to the Williams students

who picketed the U.S. Marine recruiters,

a new low has been reached In a highly-

touted Intellectual school.

Williams College, one of the finest

small colleges in the country, academi-
cally, culturally, and liberally second to

none, takes issue with everything from
sexual orientation (gays) to migrant
workers to the KKK to fruit flies and
those who pick lettuce In California.

I'm not worried too much about the 17

Williams students who picketed the

Marine Corps officers. If trouble ever
starts for America, protestors often seek
sanctuary in Canada.
What Iwthers me Is that President

John W. Chandler and staff bowed to the
wishes of this intellectually disoriented

minority when they could have told the

protestors, "You don't need placards.

The students at Williams are educated
enough to make up their own minds and,
like the protestors who have the right to

picket, the fine Marines have a right to

recruit."

Marine Sgt. Mark Morse said it very
well.

"Typically, we don't get many stu-

dents to apply from a college like Willi-

ams, but the ones who do are

exceptionally well-qualified. They

depict what fathers dream of and moth-

ers are proud of," he said.

Sgt. Morse also reported that he had

never personally faced an organized stu-

dent protest in three years of campus

recruiting in Connecticut, western Mas-

sachusets and Rhode Island.

When the ideals of the 17 protestors

and the College can ring as loud and

clear as the Marines theme song, which

includes the line, "First to fight for right

and freedom and to keep our honor clean,

we are proud to claim the title of United

States Marines," you at Williams will

have received a fine education.

By the way, my son, Francis P. Babeu,

joined the Marines [last] Monday and

I'm very proud. Raymond F. Babeu

Physics

To the editor:

In the Nov. 13 Sunday New York

Times, a full page ad was printed as part

of a plea to the President and Congress to

halt further development and deploy-

ment of U.S. nuclear weapons. Interest-

ingly this ad was not sponsored by any of

the usual antinuclear groups but Instead

was signed by 1500 physicists from

across the U.S. The list Included the

names of six members of the Williams

College Physics department.

The Idea of scientific responsibility In

the nuclear arms race has recently

received a great deal of attention glo-

bally, especially with the scientific con-

vention held by Pope John Paul II and his

subsequent plea to Catholic scientists to

cutties of harmonizing structure and
flexibility.

"No one wants a system that disavows
the freedom of choice, but you must
understand the process," declared
O'Connor. When asked about the desira-

bility of a committee to review late prop-

osals, he added that "it seems
reasonable."

Chairman Greene, too, cited the Intric-

acies of the processing as a major hin-

drance to acceptance of late 99

proposals.

"We make the policy, and they [the

Registrar's office] must execute It,"

noted Greene. "It takes time. If I call up
with a late proposal, they say 'we cannot

do it, the machine is already running.'
"

Registrar personnel declined com-

ment concerning their role, saying they

were "too busy." Ironically enough, they

were at the time processing new 99s for

students who were not admitted to any of

their selected four courses. In this situa-

tion, when a student finds himself with no
WSP, the policy is relaxed, and the dead-
line no longer applies. Professor Greene
explained that in this circumstance the

administrative work Is less formidable,
because class size is not altered. There-
fore, these late 99s do not poison the
system.
What appears to be a decisive factor,

then, is class size. Imagine telling a pro-

fessor that he could expect to have thirty

students in January, and then only
twenty-five show up! From the bureau-
cratic standpoint, such an occurence is

intolerable. The possibility that five stu-

dents might find more rewarding educa-
tional experience in a 99 is dismissed as
bucking the system.
The system, with its Intransigent pol-

icy, should be changed. The fundamental
purpose for Williams College Is educa-
tion; while a deadline Is understandable.
It should not be used as a bastion for
defending bureaucratic efficiency at the
expense of valuable opportunity. Winter
Study offers a unique chance to Williams
undergraduates for exploring new ideas

and curiosities. An arbitrary date must
not prohibit such exploration.

Vernon Squires and James Church
are sophomores at Williams College.

Church recently submitted a 99 prop-
osal past the deadline which was
denied on that basis.

discontinue research on nuclear wea-

pons. The issue of nuclear disarmament
may prove to be a central focus of Col-

lege activities this year with the showing

of "The Day After" and the major con-

ference "The Arms Race and Nuclear

Conflict" to be held at Williams on Jan.

13 and 14.

The conference Is to be hosted by the

Williams Disarmament Forum but the

long list of sponsors so far ranges from

the Chaplain's Office to the President's

Office along with 16 departments, seven

residential houses and a host of other

College organizations. The only depart-

ment so far to decline sponsorship Is

Physics. When questioned on the reasons

for this move. Physics department
chairman Ballard Pierce stated that he

and his colleagues believed that ' 'depart-

mental funds should l>e used for topics

specifically related to physics." He also

said that the issue seemed more political

than scientific. When asked if the forum
was not more pertinent of physics than to

other sponsoring departments. Profes-

sor Pierce said that the point was
"irrelevant." Pierce agreed that the

conference was worthwhile and said that

he would probably attend but remained
firm on the fact that the Physics depart-

ment would not be a sponsor on principle.

In response to this decision, spokesman
for the Williams Disarmament Forum
David Yaskulka said, "Certainly, we
were very surprised to find out that the

Physics department did not find it

appropriate to support this educational

event. However, please be clear atwut

the fact that we in no way expect money
from everyone

"

n^b RoUder 'M
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Education series

to begin

In an pffoit to stimulate edu

cation and discussion on the

stale of education in America,

the l,ecture Committee has

announced the beginning of a

yearlong lecture series titled

"Educating America.
"

The series will be important

to the Williams community
because the "quality of educa-

tion here depends on the quality

of that at lower levels," accord-

ing to English professor and
Lecture Committee Chairman
Stephen Fix.

Fix said the series will con-

cern itself not only with higher

education. Its goal will be to get

"people talking about education
at all levels," because the levels

are interrelated, he said.

There will be a total of five

speakers. The first will be Wil-
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liam.l. Bennett '(if). Chairman ol

the National Kndowmi>nt for thi-

Humanities, on Nov.fl). IJt^nnett

was also the Baccalaureate
speaker at last June's Com
mencement exercises.

The second speaker will be

Theodore Sizer, former Dean of

the School of Education at Har-

vard, on Jan. 24. Fix said the

Lecture Committee is now nego-

tiating with three additional

prominent political and educa-
tion experts for lectures later in

the year. Fix said he hopes the

five speakers will present a

"very good spectrum of

opinion."

Fix also said that the Commit-
tee will extend "relativly soon"
invitations to all the presiden-

tial candidates to speak as a

part of the series.

The lecture series will focus

on last year's report from the

National Commission on Excel-

lence in Education, '.A Nation

at Risk," because, according to

Fix. the report is "galvanizing a

public debate on the prospects

for education in America."
Fix said students can obtain

copies of the "Nation at Risk
"

report for free, starling this

week at the College Council
office in Baxter Hall. The copies
have been provided by Presi-

dent .lohn Chandler's office.

The sole sponsor of the series
is the Lecture Cominittee, Fix
said. "The series will not be ter-

ribly costly," he added.

—Jock \/nv/i('r

ACSR releases

progress report

Indicating that "certain patt-

erns have become clear"
although "we need further
information," the Advisory
Committee on Shareholder
Responsibility today released

College makes national news
for razing Aycock sculpture

b,v John Calderon

Williams has once again
been catapulted into the

national spotlight as a number
of regional and national news
organizations have reported

the destruction of the Alice

Aycock outdoor sculpture—

a

story which the Record
broke—to audiences of chuc-

kling millions.

The news that the College

had bulldozed the sculpture, a

mound of dirt and concrete, to

make way for a storage shed
received its widest airing dur-

ing NBC Nightly News' Thurs-

day, Nov. 10 broadcast.

The story was also picked up

by The New York Times and

other newspapers and radio

and television stations across

the country when it appeared
on the United Press Interna-

tional news wire.

Williams received similar

national publicity last year
when the press reported the

abolishment of College
matron service as an example
of rich kid snobberv.

Michael Govan '85, a man-
aging editor of the Record,
first reported the stor.\' in the

Tuesda.N , .Nov. 8 edition of the

Record and Holly Taylor, a

reporter for The Berkshire
Eagle, followed with a stor\

the next day.

The Eagle, a Pittsfield

newspaper, informed the UPI
Bureau in Boston of Aycocks
story that Tuesday evening,

according to Tom Morton,
managing editor of the Eagle.

.As a L'PI paper, "it was stand-

ard operating procedure" for

the Eagle to report such a

story. Morton said.

The Boston bureau found the

story interesting enough to put

it on the national print and
broadcast wires, he said, and
NBC chose it because it fit well

into the time remaining before

a commercial spot during the

Wednesda\ evening news
broadcast.

Tom Brokaw, NBC's
anchorman, read three sent-

ences stating little more than

the bulldozing took place, and
then smirked before the com-

mercial break began.

Ray Boyer, Director of Pub-
lic Information at Williams,

said the story became national

news because of "the unusual
twist to it."

In the past, he said, "the

'pass-the-word' process by
which a story gaineJ popular-

ity sometimes oftended the

College bt'cause the facts

became irrelevant in the pres-

entation. The .Aycock story,

however, was transmitted

pretty accurately" Boyer
said.

"The story was generally

presented as part of the

humerous side of the news,"

he said, addine that although

none of the reports seriously

lambasted Buildings and
Cirounds, "one I'PI report sug-

gested a mandatory course in

art appree;a;ion for those

responsible fer bulldozing the

sculpture.

When asked if the story has

hurt the College's image at all,

Boyer replied. "I don't think it

had any effect one way or the

other."

Tastes like it

never left (jermam;
Steinhauser Bier has authentic German
taste It IS brewed and tiotlled in Germany
according to the Purity Law ol 1516. which

allows only natural ingredients. Then
Steinhauser is shipped to America

Unchanged Uncompromised Next time
you re thirsting for authentic German Ijeer,

ask for a Steinhauser the one beer that

tastes like il never left Germany.

<6feinhauiSfer3ier
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an "Interim Report " to stu-

dents and faculty summarizing
its activities during this

semester.

Of the 24 companies the ACSR
has reviewed this term, only

IB.M and Eastman Kodak are

mentioned by name. Instead,

the ACSR focused on the issues

it has addressed in its five meet-

ings this fall.

The report covers compliance

with the Sullivan Principles,

corporate support of the South

African government, and the

expansion of corporate activity

in South Africa. The report also

inentions the wide disparities

among different companies'

position and the differences of

opinion among the ACSR's
tnembership, although neither

companies nor members are

explicitly listed.

ACSR Chairman Stephen
Lewis, a professor of econom-

ics, said the Committee did not

purposely omit the names. "We
have nothing in particular to

hide," he said. "I guess my feel-

ing was that since we're talking

about 20 to 25 companies, to

have mentioned only some of

them would have raised more
questions than it answered."

The report discussed exten-

sively the debatable points of
each issue, such as the difficulty

in determining which goods aid
apartheid and therefore should
not be sold to the South African
government.

Lewis said the ACSR would
not release a more explicit

report later, since Record arti-

cles have followed the progress
of specific companies, and the
meetings are open to the public.

"There's a limit to the amount
of time and energy we can spend
on these things," he said.

The ACSR has urged compan-
ies not to expand business activ-

ity in South Africa, but has not
urged them to withdraw, citing

a report from the Thomas Com-
mission. Lewis said "the prob-
lem is that withdrawing means
selling to someone else: the jobs
are there, the physical assets
are there," so that withdrawal
by one company has no effect.

The report said that ACSR
members "are quite diverse in

their general approach to issues
of shareholder responsibility,"

but, said Lewis, had "a pretty

good set of working relation-

ships" in spite of their
differences,

—Jon Tigar

Steady at the helm of College Council, President Tom Paper '84

(left) and vice president Jan Van Eck '85 (rigtit) quietly guide the

progress of yet another meeting. (Pynchon)

CC approves Baxter plans,

eyes new rock concert sites

by Lee Wierdsma
College Council approved the

newest set of plans for redesign-

ing Baxter Hall and discussed
locations other than Chapin Hall

for holding rock concerts, at its

meeting last Thursday.
The Council endorsed without

objection the latest plans for

Baxter isee Baxter story, p.Ti,

which were drawn up partially

in response to Council sugges-
tions about the first set. How-
ever, several members did
suggest allocating an area on
the first floor for coat racks and
cubby holes.

Student .Activities Board
president .Arunas Gudaitis '84

told the Council that in order to

retain use of Chapin Hall, the

S.AB will have to prove that

Towne Field House is unsuita-
ble for rock concerts and that

the damages that occurred at

the Marshall Crenshaw concert
were not routine events.

".All that we want is an accep-
table, suitable place for con-
certs."' he said.

.Acoustics expert
(Judaitis also said the SAB

plans to hire an acoustics expert
to determine the cost involved

in renovating the field house.

"The acoustics are reall> poor
there. '" he said. "(The field

house] would also be difficult to

set up. and concerts would be

less enjoyable because of the

big space."

He said he feels it would not be

worthwhile to hold concerts in

the field house. However, the

alternative would be to continue

using Chapin under strict guide-

lines and regulations, possibly

removing seats as an added pre-

caution. "We really don't have a

leg to stand on, though," Gudai-

tis said.

The S.AB plans to present its

case to President John W.

Chandler in the near future, he

said.

Daily .Advisor guidelines

The College Council also

passed a series of resolutions

concerning the role the Daily

Advisor should play in the print-

ing or censorship of political

statements. Some students had

complained about recent issues

of the Advisor that had included

statements about the Marines'

Interviews at the Office of

Career Counseling and the

recent invasion of Grenada.

The Council decided the Advi-

sor will print a daily disclaimer,

disconnecting the newsletter

from any of the editorial state-

ments it publishes.
Conbnuea on Page 5

X has More Fun
in the New World

by Brett McDonnell
Reaganism dominates the cultural landscape.

Britain turns out one boring synthesizer band

after another, and the great remnants of that

nation's glory days—The Clash, the Gang of Four,

John Lydon, Elvis- all seem to have become
musically stagnant.

In this country the boring British synth groups

dominate the radio, making it hard for good new
bands like the Violent Femmes and R.E.M. to get

mass exposure.

In these bleak times the cavalry comes, If not to

the rescue then at least to help us get by, in the

form of X's new album Afore Fun in the Veil"

World.
X's three previous albums have already estab-

lished them in my mind as the best band In the

country (Including E Street). \/ore Fun is every

bit as good as Los Angeles and L'nder the Big

Black Sun, though it is not quite at the level of

their masterpiece, Wild Gift.

X consists of drummer B. J. Bonebrake, guita-

rist Billy Zoom, singer songwriter Exene Cer-

venka and slnger/songwriter/bass player John

Doe. Bonebrake plays a wild, sometimes shuf-

fling and sometimes slamming style of drums.

Zoom's guitar playing does just that. Exene has

a screech and screem delivery. Doe has one of the

best voices around—muscular and much purer

than most vocalists in rock. Together they play

music Influenced by rockabilly and by their

beginnings in the L.A. punk scene.

X stretches its stylistic bounds in More Fun.

Best of all is "I Must Not Think Bad Thoughts," a

song that begins as a smooth, finger-snapping

that moves up and down several times to a rock-

ing climax. Lyrically, the song has a section on

American involvement in Latin America and a
section on the refusal of American radio to play
new American bands. The idea that we refuse to
notice things that disturb our cozy little world
unites the two. Williams students take note.
Also surprising from X is "True Love Part

Two," a funky theft from all sorts of sources
including a guitar riff from an old Doobie Broth-
ers song and lyrics from '"Land of a Thousand
Dances," "Burning Love," "Black Betty" and
"Skip to Ma Lou," among others. It's great fun.
Doe shows off his vocals on the melodic "Poor

Girl" and "Hot House." The former is especially
beautiful and deserves (and could conceivably
get) substantial air play.

X does not forget its traditional stuff either.
They remember that they can have more fun by
making the music go bang on songs like "We're
Having Much More Fun" and ".Make the .Music
Go Bang."

"It was better before, before they voted for
what's his name This was supposed to be the new
world." (from ".New World") The new world has
stagnated in rock as in other ways, but don't lose

hope. Along with several other groups, X is keep-
ing the spirit and music alive. You probably won't
hear them on your local FM station ( though they

may occasionally make WCFM), but they're

there and keep going for those who need them.

Iff Other Ivory Towers
Mlddlebury

The Kappa Delta Rho frater-

ity at Middlebury College has
been accused of sexism because
of its "little sister" program.
The Middlebury Campus

repHsrts that Dean of Students

Erica Wonnacott asked that the

program's name t»e changed
because "little sister" is "a put-

down term."
KDR's "little sister" pro-

gram allows women to

become social members of the
frat by paying only half of the

normal fee for men. They may
take part in all social activities

but do not have voting
privileges.

Fraternity president Todd
Hunter called the name "an
accepted Greek term" and felt

that it was not sexist. He
explained that the program
was designed to include
women in fraternitv activities

rather than to discriminate
against them.
Lynne Bears '86, a KDR lit-

tle sister, said, "I don't think
its sexist. Its a social
alternative."

Holy Cross

The first in a series of Blind
Date Balls took place last

week at Holy Cross. According
to The Crusader, the Ball gives

students (mostly freshmam
an oppportunily to meet other
students.

Everyone attending the Ball

must come with a blind date,

arranged by his or her
roommate.
The Ball has caused some

controversy on campus. Many
women feel that male students
choose a date on the basis of

looks, usually by consulting
the "meat sheet," or Fresh-
man Register.

.Normally the men ask
women, but when asked
whether it is acceptable for

women to be asking men to a

dance. Pete Jensen '87 said in

The Crusader "Sure, my
number is 1036."

Wheaton
Four cases of sexual harass-

ment and a potentially racial

incident have forced students,

faculty and the administration

at Wheaton College to question

their security system.

In the most recent incident

(October 7), a student at the

all female school was
abducted by an unknown male
who tried to rape her in his car.

The rapist was able to drive

the screaming student past a

guard station located at an
exit from the college .

Brown out
Continued from Page 1

easier for the electric company
to get power back on the line.

Wassenar said. He added that

the electricians finished restor-

ing normal operation to all

buildings around 9: 00 a.m.

Wassenar said a Buildings
and Grounds crew responsed
quickly to the explosion, pre-

venting what could have turned
into a very expensive problem
for the College.

The difference t)eiween a
brown out and a black out is that

in a brown out, only partial

power is lost, according to

•Mechanical Trades Supervisor
Donald Clark. He said the

broken line caused a voltage
drop of about 50 percent.

CC

Danger to motors
A power drop can affect manv

electrical appliances from
motors to fluorescent light fix-

tures. Wassenar said. Applian-
ces tend to burn up under
reduced voltages and, consider-
ing the number of motors and
fluorescent fixtures the College
has, a brown out can be costly,

he added.

Wassener also said that in the

past, damage has run into the

thousands of dollars.

Clark said damage was very
light. He said that although
some of the equipment began to

show the effects of operating

under reduced voltage, "we
only lost one motor. We were

Iuckv...this time."

Continued from Page A

Purple Key president Lance
Rothstein '85 was also asked to

set up a specific set of guidelines

separating the sections of the

.Advisor. Daily events will be

printed first, with editorial

statements appearing at the

bottom of the page.

College Council president

Tom Paper '84 also discussed

the idea of making the Rathskel-

lar dog house available to all

students. The dog house pro-

vides an alternative lunch menu
every day in Baxter Hall, con-

sisting solely of hot dogs and

condiments. Currently the dog

house does not accept cash or

chits, limiting use to students on

t>oard plans.

Paper said he plans to investi-

gate changing the dog house pol-

icy, as well as creating more
available subdivisions in the

College board plan.

Crossword
by

Gregory Smith

Across

1 Monk
5 Ling-Ling, for one

10 Be off guard

13 Rara -

14 Send-off in Santiago

15 Word with horse or

vault

16 Beggar

18 Seed covering

19 Laterally

20 Attached

22 Town on the Ouse
23 Up comb form

24 Surrounded by

25 One of seven

26 Array

30 Bacteria

34 Napoleons

35 Oiana

36 Mayday's km
37 Teen malady

38 Stage entrance,
hopefully

41 First Lady of Parlia-

ment

42 Flamboyance

43 Choose
45 Auto ender

46 Burmese spirit

47 Chum
50 Restore

53 Statesman, in Salerno

55 Continent

56 Affliction of the
elderly

58 Lodges
59 Roman magistrate

I i T
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South Korean ambassador
Kyung-Won Kim '59 told a Wil-

liams audience his country
(aces imminent danger from
North Korea. (Eagon)

Panel assess

JFK years
Almost twenty years to the

day after Jotin F. Kennedy's

assassination, Williams profes-

sors George R. Goetlials, G.

Robert Jackall, RogerE. Bolton

and James MacGregor Burns
discussed the former presi-

dent's imag-e, successes and
failures last Wednesday night in

a panel discussion titled

"Kennedy Remembered:

Implications for the Eighties."

Political science professor

Burns, who knew Kennedy per-

sonally, said Kennedy failed to

achieve all his political goals

because he did not always have
the courage to face the political

realities of his day.

Kennedy's early hard-line

military stand was Ironic,

Burns said, because he also

pledged himself to peace In his

Inaugural address. Burns said

Kennedy felt he had to appear
tough because Democrats were
reeling from Republican
charges during the '50s that

they were soft on communists.
Kennedy also failed to take

much initiative in improving
civil rights because "he thought

he would offend Southern con-

gressman, who would in turn

oppose passage of his economic
policies," Burns said. Kennedy
Always thought lowering unem-
ployment would help blacks

more because it would help

their standard of living. Burns
said.

"Group think"

Goethals, a professor of psy-

chology, criticized Kennedy's

handling of the Bay of Pigs inci-

dent, particularly the process

by which the invasion of Cuba
was approved.
"The behavior of the decision-

making group was designed to

protect each others' egos and
not disturb the consensus," he

said, calling their behavior
'group-think.'

In contrast, he said, the
decision-making process which
occurred during the Cuban mis-
sile crisis was a much more
careful and wide-ranging
exchange of alternatives and
allowed Kennedy to achieve a

more realistic solution to the
crisis.

Jackall, a professor of sociol-

ogy, examined Kennedy's style

and success with the media.
"Whether consciously or not, it

seems that Kennedy understood

the crucial importance of televi-

sion, and how It had been util-

ized," Jackall said. This

explains his ability to project

the graceful Image known as the

"Kennedy style," he said.

"Youthful, cool, detached,

confident, articulate, witty—

a

markably-restralned but

clearly restless energy" epi-

tomized the Kennedy style In

Jackall's view, he said.

Economics professor Bolton

said Kennedy's main economic
policy was to achieve full

employment. "A recurring
theme in Kennedy's 1960 cam-
paign was the need to get Amer-
ica moving again," he said. "By
this (Kennedy] meant three

things: first, restore full

employment; second, expand
the limits of the economy out-

ward at a faster rate; and third,

to do these things In order to

increase human freedom.

JFK wouldn't approve
"Today, Kennedy would be

appalled at our present
record," Bolton said. "Surely
he would not readily accept that

our recent severe recession and
massive unemployment, from
which we are now gradually
recovering, was the only accep-

table way to break the viscious

cycle of inflationary expecta-

tion.

Bolton said Kennedy's
growth-orientated policies were
successful mainly because he
had discipline to carry them
through. This gradual growth
served to expand the economy
while keeping inflation down, he
added.

However, Bolton said,
Kennedy's acceptance of high
federal deficits in his growth
program contributed to our tol-

erance of greatly larger deficits
today. Because Kennedy had
made deficits a tolerable part of

economic growth, presidents

that followed him were less

afraid to allow them, Bolton
explained.

—Joe Ehlers

South Korea

is in danger
The United States' role in

South Korea Is now a critical

one, said Kyung-Won Kim '59,

South Korea's Ambassador to

the United Nations, in a lecture
Friday. "If the U.S. withdraws,
chances are that North Korea
would try something," he said.

President Reagan's recent
visit to South Korea was signifi-

cant as well as symbolic, he
added, "because in this case
symbolism was more important
than substance."

Kim served as National
Security Advisor to former
South Korean President Park
before assuming his post at the

U.N. last year.

The policy of North Korea is

largely an independent and
unpredictable one now, he said.

"When the Russians controlled

the conduct of Korean unifica-

tion policy, they did so In the

framework of big power calcu-

lation," he said. "Now, with

more freedom of action. North

Korea is less rational and pre-

dictable that It was before."

This freedom of action, Kim
noted, resulted from North
Korea 's ability to exploit the dif-

ferences between China and the

Soviet Union. "The Soviet Union
refused to bail out the North

Korean leader In the Korean
war, and instead Chinese
'volunteers' rescued him from
defeat. This led North Korea to

attach itself more closely to

China, and to reduce its depend-

ence on the Soviets," he
explained.

"Continuing threat"
Kim added that the recent

Rangoon bombing, In which a
number of South Korean
cabinet ministers were killed,

"shows the continuing threat
from North Korea we have to

face."

The bombing, he emphasized,
was "not part of Soviet global
strategy, but the act of a fanati-

cal, paranoid, and self-
absorbed government. It

resulted from North Korea's
tendency to look at South Korea
through the prism of their own
experience."
With their own "ridiculous

personality cult of President
Sung, they thought that if the
South Korean president were
killed, the system would col-
lapse," he said.

However, he concluded, "the
future is an optimistic one. In
the competition between two
models of economic develop-
ment, South Korea is clearly
winning. If we persevere, and
maintain a steady military pos-
ture, we will come out on the
winning side.

"Though North Korea refuses
even to talk to us now," he
added, "hopefully when the
North Korean president dies
some change will be possible,
and since North Korea Is so bad
now, that change cannot be for
the worse."

—Smart Smith

Invasions linked

to nuclear war
The recent American mil-

itary involvement in Lebanon
and Grenada Is closely linked to

nuclear war, political science
professor Raymond Baker said
Thursday.

"There is a deadly connection
between those Third World
Interventions and the possibility

of nuclear war," Baker said at a
dinner-discussion last Wednes-
day sponsored by the Williams
Disarmament Forum.
He said the reassuring pres-

ence of detente has been
replaced by a military asser-
tlveness on the part of the Uni-
ted States and the Soviet Union,
especially in the Third World,
which makes escalation to the
use of nuclear weapons more
possible.

"We're going to be suprised
again," Baker said. "Another
distant country which we've
never heard of and can't pro-
nounce the name of will l)ecome
a symbol" of American hunger
for Third world power.

First rung
"There is a very clearly lald-

out ladder for the escalation of
conflict to the superpowers" in
the Middle East, Baker said.

"We are on the first rung of that
ladder."

Baker said he opposed the sta-

tioning of U.S. Marines In

Lebabnon because their pres-

ence has brought the United
States closer than ever to con-
flict with the Soviet-backed
Syrians, and even with the
Soviets themselves.

"What was presented to us as
being a peacekeeping force is

now linked to the survival of a
particular government, he said.

"The nature of the conflict is

important.
Reagan's interest

Baker called the America
action In Grenada "idiocy. It's

not in our interest. It's in Ronald
Reagan's interest."

"We think we can reconstruct

other nation's governments the

way we want them." Baker

said, adding that the United
States has undergone "a mll-
itarzatlon of foreign policy in
the broadest sense of that
term."

"We ignore our economic
resources, our diplomatic
resources, and our political
resources. I think Its creating a
weaker U.S." Baker added that
the U.S. invasion of the Island
was a violation of international
law and was Immoral.

—John McDermott

The universe

in your sl(ull

George Washington Univer-
sity philosophy professor Peter
Caws explained the ontologlcal
separation between the mate-
rial world and the perceived one
last Wednesday afternoon in a
lecture titled "Yorlck's World,
Or the Universe in a Single
Skull."

In his attempt to place the uni-
verse Into a single skull, Caws
began by discussing the role of
the percelver In the world.
' 'Coming to think of things exist-
ing Independent of human pres-
ence was a frightening moment
for the Western mind," he said.
Caws differentiated between

those things which can be con-
ceived of as existing without the
mind and those which cannot.
The existence of a dollar—

a

physical piece of paper with
markings in green and black-
is possible without human con-
sciousness to perceive It, but the
commerce and purchasing
power a dollar bill Implies Is

impossible without the con-
scious mind to interpret it, he
said.

Caws said the perception of

the entire universe is placed

Inside the skull. In other words,
what someone perceives to be
real is his only reality.

"Where's the projector?"

"You are living in a world that

is your private sensorlum," he
added. "The sensation of

outness—of there being some-
thing beyond what you sense—is

truly illusory. You are in a pri-

vate movie." The question that

arises, said Caws, Is "where's
the projector?"

The mind, he explained,
creates a holographic movie
using bits of perception and
patching them together. "We
live In what I call a flat region, a
non-relatlvistic region, a non-

quantum region," he said, and
thus objects appear to us to

maintain their mass as they
travel, time does not slow down
in one's car and energy appears
to be continuous. However,
Caws added that no one really

lives on a day-to-day basis using
these principles.

—Charles P. Goodwin

GRADUATE STUDIES IN

BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH

Basic Medical Science Oapartment

Active Research Programs

Seeking Qualified Applicants

Tuition and Stipend Support

Available

For Further Inlormalion Contact:

Graduate Committee

Department ot Physiology

Albany Medical College

Albany. N.Y. 12208

1518^45-5851)
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CUL unveils newest Baxter plans,

seeks spot for all-night study space
by Martita Well

In response to student reaction to the initial

plans for the renovation of Baxter Hall, architect

John Jordan unveiled a revised set of plans that

provide new space for student organizations in

the basement, at the Committee on Undergradu-
ate Life meeting last Tuesday.
The CUL also discussed other places to put an

all-night study area, either in the new Baxter
lounge or the basement of Hopkins, and Jordan
described how the new Jesup Hall computer cen-

ter will have a word processor available in that

building so that students can use it 24 hours a day.

The newest set of Baxter plans contain several

major changes in the basement, including a new
darkroom and one collective office for all student

publications. The publications will share one

room in the current Pottery Ltd. space.

The Outing Club would also have an office and

an equipment room downstairs, and WCFM's
offices will be centralized off one long corridor

that will have locked doors at each end.

"The idea is that the radio station will be iso-

lated and locked off" in an attempt to Increase

security, said Jordan.

On the first floor, one small office has been

removed and a larger one added to accommodate
the College Council.

Media downstairs

"The [planned] Williams Record office will

serve as a general publications office, which

might need further subdivision," explained Dean

Of Freshman David Colby. "I don't see a problem

in moving the darkroom [so that it's opposite the

publications office] but I'm not sure that we can

convert the current darkroom into bathrooms for

the radio station" to avoid wasting space, said

Jordan.

Economics professor Roger Bolton expressed

hesitation about putting Outing Club coordinator

Jim Briggs' office on the first floor, away from

the rest of the Outing Club. "I didn't know where

else to put him," responded Colby.

Citing the lack of windows and the fact that if

Briggs' office were in the basement he would be

the only all-day resident of that floor, Jordan

asked "Would you want to be in the basement?"

The revised plan also called for the mailroom to

be enlarged. The present room has approxi-

mately 800 square feet of space containing 2000

boxes, compared with a planned 1200 square feet

to contain a maximum of 2400 boxes.

In order to save space in the mailroom, Jordan

suggested making the individual boxes bigger.

Currently, the boxes are smaller than postal ser-

vice regulations, and making them larger would

cut down on the number of items the package

room must sort and store, Jordan said. The work-

ing space inside the mailroom could thus be

reduced, he said.

Economics professor Kathleen McNally

recommended inserting slots in the boxes, so that

students could get messages even when the mail-

room was closed. "I hope you're following up on

that idea," College Council President Tom Paper

'84 told Jordan.

All-night lounge

The CUL also reexamined the issue of replacing

the Van Alstyne lounge with space in Baxter. The

College started an all-night study center in Hop-

kins Hall this semester after it closed the down-

stairs library lounge.

"I don't think that Hopkins space Is sufficient, a

lot of women don't feel secure," said Chris Har-

rington '84. Others said the lounge should be in

Baxter.

"I thought the feeling was that Baxter wasn't

the place for it," said Jordan.

As an alternative, approximately 800 square

feet in the basement of Hopkins Hall, which will

be freed when the new phone switching system is

installed this January, was suggested.

"It makes a lot of sense to put it in the basement

of Hopkins—vending machines, security and

bathrooms are already there," said Colby.

The concern about all-night space prompted

questions about word processors, and whether

the new lounge will have machines for students to

write papers on late at night. Jordan said it proba-

bly wouldn't, saying, "there will be a 24-hour

word processor in Jesup. The building is designed

for 24-hour access." Jordan is also overseeing the

Jesup renovation.

Water polo wins tourney

to end season with bang

by Ken Irvine

The men's water-polo team
coasted to its second consecu-

tive division II New England
championship on Nov. 5 and 6

at Harvard. They defeated

Boston University, the Univer-

sity of Rhode Island and

Amherst by scores of 10-4, 12-5

and 11-4 respectively.

Though the Ephs had a few
problems at first adjusting to

the larger pool (20m x 30m),
they consistently outswam
and outplayed their oppo-

nents. The offense was led by
sophmore Will Andrew, Willi-

ams' most valuable player

throughout the season. The
defense centered around
goalie Rob Sommer '84 who
was especially tough against

Amherst, carrying a shut-out

into the last quarter. Ross Wil-

son '85 played a good game in

the hole, and with six seniors

graduating this year, he could

be an important man in this

position next year.

Fine season

The Ephs finished off their

season at 23-2, and they added

a victory over the alumni dur-

ing Homecoming. They were

led this year by captains Mark
Schmitz '85, John Gould '84

and Jeff Mills '84.

Other seniors are Sommer,
Tom Potter, Rob Shatkin and

Todd Morgan. Their depar-

ture will hurt next year's

team, but Williams may be

able to draw on its depth and

repeat as New England cham-
pions next year.

Soccer success
Continued fronn Page 3

"I was so happy with the sea-

son...These are quality soccer

players and quality people. It

was an enjoyable year. ..other

teams must know that we will be

strong in the future. However,
we can't be complacent, we
must work all the harder."

Sophomore Jeff McEvoy was
selected for the New England

Hockey-

Intercollegiate All-Star game,

and received the team's Most

Valuable Player award for the

1983 season. Most improved
player awards went to Dan Ara-

mini '84 and David Wolf '85.

Sullivan was the recipient of

the Fox leadership award. Next

year's captains are Murphy and
Doug McKenney '85.

Students ask Reagan to resign
Continued from Page 1

violating international law."

Fran Toler '84 disagreed. "I

think that Grenada more than

anything feeds the Cold War
mentality. We just annihilated

the identity of that country. I

think the invasion is abhorrent

enough to call for his

resignation."

Several speakers objected to

the proposal because they said

it was a purely symbolic action.

"This is obviously not a particu-

larly rational proposal because

we don't expect [Reagan] to

resign in response to it," said

one speaker.

However, Sultar said after the

meeting that "the most impor-

tant thing that happened (with

the meeting] was getting people

here to take a stand. Taking the

vote was almost silly.

"Even though [the vote] was

symbolic, we were taking some
sort of action," he added.

"I thought it went really

well," agreed College Council

vice president Jan Van Eck '85.

Continued from Page 8

of Williams' top siickholders,

will join assistant captain

Greg Pachus '84 and Rich

Jackson '85 (ten goals, five

assists last year) in making up

the only line not featuring a

rookie.

Rutledge will center the first

line with O'Connell at left wing

and Joe Sciacca '86 on his

right. Junior center Rich Gal-

lun will anchor the third line

with classmate Pete Dom-

browski at left wing and Kurtz

on his right.

The Ephs will compete lor

one of eight playoff berths in

the ECAC East Division along

with 14 other squads, including

powerhouses Holy Cross, Bab-

son and Norwich. Previously

Williams competed in the

Western Division.

Williams starts regular sea-

son play as hosts of the Willi-

ams Invitational tournament

over Thanksgiving weekend.

UConn, Hamilton and Lake
Forest will be the competition.

JOSEPH E. DEWEY

9:00 - 5:00

Mon.-Sal.

.^

WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.
01267

458-5717

^

Budweiser
KING OF BEFRS.

ATHLETC OF THE WfflC

This week's recipient is senior John Mel-

son, tri-caplain of the men's cross-country

team, who finished b.ird m the Division III

!\lationals Saturday. John, this Bud's for

—,'^\
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THE WILLIAMS COLLEGE-MILLER HIGH LIFE SCOREBOARD

Sunday Night League Basketball

Clueless 48, Eph Siamma Jamma 45 (OT)

Tequila Shots 56, Beimedh a Gole 49

Death Squadron 52, Town & Gown 51

NRPC 40, Outpatients 21

Black Magic plus one 50, Logjams 41

Cross-Country

John Nelson 63rd in Division

Men's Hockey (pre-season)

Williams 4, Dartmouth 3

Williams 8, Alumni 2

II Nationals
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Nelson races to 63rd
in Div. Ill Nationals

by Chris Stearns

This Saturday cross country co-captain John Nelson '84 ran a

25: 16 over a five mile course at the Division III Nationals to finish

63rd overall. Nelson's finish out of nearly 200 of the nation's top

runners was the second highest In Williams history.

The race was run at Christopher Newport College in Newport

News, Virginia, under fair skies and balmy conditions. Said Coach

Peter Farwell "It was a flat, fast course In general, but the bunch-

ing up of runners slowed it down. John got a good start, but he was in

a huge paclc of the 30th to 100th place finishers. At the end, the

runners came in bang-bang-bang, lilce a machine gun, just inches

apart. I would have to say that it was one of John's best races, but

then again, he's run a lot of good races this year."

Nelson pleased

"The course was winding, with lots of corners," explained Nel-

son, "but my main problem was the jostling and all the elbows that

were thrown. Everyone came out fast because we all knew we had

to in order to stay out of trouble.

"I was looking for NESCAC [New England Small College

Athletic Conference) people to pass, but I couldn't quite pass Seb

Junger [Wesleyan's star runner who finished only two places in

front of Nelson]. The pack was very even. I'd pass a man, then the

next thing I knew he'd be passing me. But it was my last cross-

country race and I was happy with it."

The individual winner was Tony Buell of Northcentral and the

team champion was Division III powerhouse Brandels.

Pucksters rebound with frosh

shoot for ECAC playoff berth
Hv Paul IUaaItc fnM n —

_

A ,,by Paul Meeks
and Chris Harned

After a disappointing and
injury-marred 8-15 season last

year, the hockey team
rebuilds this year with a tal-

ented freshman class and a
surviving nucleus of veteran
talent.

Head Coach BUI McCormlck
is guardedly optimistic about
Williams' chances of return-

ing to its position as an East-
ern College Athletic Confer-
ence playoff contender.

Five freshmen
The freshmen will be

counted on heavily to give the
Ephs added scoring in the

absence of graduates Bob
Brownell, Sam Flood, Mark
Wysockl and Ed Finn—four of

the Ephs' top five scorers last

year. McCormick added, "If

the freshmen forwards can
score, they may set the tone

for a great season.'

Five of the freshmen McCor-
mlck expects to play are for-

wards. Right wing Guy Kurtz
scored the game-winner in the
Ephs' 4-3 scrimmage win over
Dartmouth Wednesday, while
left wing Mike O'Connell fol-

lowed with two goals in the 8-2

defeat of the alumni Saturday.
Dave Caswell, Craig Cheev-

ers and Cris Traggio are other
freshmen scorers expected to

play Important roles.

John Booth and goaltender
Rick Dietz are freshmen who
will bolster Williams' strong
defensive unit. Dietz looks to

be the perfect backup to cap-
tain and All-American hopeful
Dan Finn '84. Last season Finn
saved an amazing 760 out of
833 shots in 18 games for a 91

percent save percentage. He
was at his best in Williams'
season-ending five game win-

ning streak when the Ephs
upset Princeton, Middlebury
and Babson.
Anchoring the defense are

juniors Mike Uretsky (an
assistant captain), Mark Win-
ters and Paul Coleman as well
as sophomores Chris Pappas
Dave Fritz, Erik Knutzen and
Brad Ball.

Offensive set-up

McCormick looks to assist-

ant captain Brian Rutledge
'85, Williams' scoring leader
and Most Valuable Player last

season (18 goals, 19 assists in

23 games ) , for a repeat perfor-
mance. McCormick said,
"There is no question that

Rutledge is the standout
player on the squad. He's as
good as anyone in Division II,

and he's getting better by the
day."

Left wing Jeff Potter '85, one
Continued on Page 7

Bill Couch '86 led the swimmers to an easy scrimmage win over R.P.I, last week.

Swimmers set to win again
by Greg Keller

It's difficult to predict
whether the swim team will be
able to match the accomplish-
ments of last year's squad. The
women's team captured the
National Championships while
the men's team came in third,
and both won the New England
Championship. "Last year's
performance is a tough act to
follow," said Coach Carl
Samuelson.
Although both squads lost key

performers, the Ephs are not
known for having rebuilding
seasons. They have consistently
placed in the top three at the
nationals and have defended
their New England title for the
past four years.

This season a strong group of
freshmen and transfer students
should make up for the loss of
last year's seniors.

Potential for success
According to senior co-

captain Rob Sommer,this

year's team has an additional

two to three swimmers with the

potential to be point-scorers at

the nationals. Samuelson also
noted that the squad is "able to

handle a little bit more in terms
of intensity."

Sommer predicts that the
toughest meets of the season
will be with Kenyon, Claremont
and Colgate (who edged the
men's team last year by one
point). The Ephs will open the
season against U.Conn on
November 30.

Soccer successful, no regrets

_^ New coach, new hope
,.^^ma -tawww^r
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as hoopsters prepare
by John Clayton

First-year Coach Harry Sheehy is bringing fresh attitudes, pers-
pectives and ideas to the men's basketball team. But with the
changes come adjustments.
"Our biggest problem this year will be adjustments," Sheehy

said. "Most importantly will be a change in the style of basketball
we're going to play. We're going to push the ball up the floor much
more than we have the past few seasons.

"We plan to have a different offense than last year, " Sheehy said,

"with a lot of people touching the ball. Artie [co-captain Art Pidori-

ano '84, 19.4 points and 5.8 rebounds per game last year] will score a

lot, but others will also get the ball.

"In a spread-out offense, we should have three or four people who
are capable of scoring in the teens on any given night." Sheehy
cited center Dave Krupski '84 (7.2 points, 5.5 rebounds last year),

co-captain John McNlcholas '84 (6.2 points, 3.5 rebounds) and for-

wards Russ Howard '84 and Mike Meadows '86 as those type people.

Short

Having lost six-foot-six center Steve O'Day and six-four forwards

Scott Olesen and Andy Goodwin to graduation, the Ephmen lack

height. "We're short," Sheehy jokes, "but we're slow."

The guard play, however, is a strong point, with the return of

Pidoriano and sophomore Tim Walsh (10.1 points per game), two

quick players with explosive scoring potential. Sheehy also praised

juniors Pete Griffith and Jeff Goodell and senior Greg Lockhart.

Sheehy, the College's all-time leading scorer, graduated in 1975.

He replaces Curt Tong, who became Athletic Director at Pomona-
Pitzer in California.

Empty stands

"When I took the job in March," Sheehy said, "I took a look at

some of the films, and at some of the games I saw less than 40 people

in the stands. I was shocked, because when I was here the gym was
full for every game, not just Amherst.

"I hope that with the exciting brand of basketball we'll be playing

this year, the fans will come back and then stay back, because

we're playing hard. I'd like to bring back the enthusiasm that goes

with the history of Williams College basketball."

(Pynchon)

by Greg Leeds

When the clock reached 00: 00
in the men's soccer New Eng-
land Small College Athletic Con-
ference final a week ago
Sunday, Middlebury Coach Ron
McEachen and Williams coach
Michael Russo agreed that the
two teams were of equal quality
despite the outcome.

Middlebury was prepared for
the game, having defeated
Colby 4-0 the previous Wednes-
day. Williams, however, was at
a disadvantage, having played
a tough Amherst team the day
before. After their 3-1 victory,
they had exactly 24 hours before
taking on the 91-4 Panthers.
Losing 2-1, they were naturally
upset but had every reason to be
proud of their outstanding sea-

son, ending 10-3-3.

Co-captains Mike Sullivan '84

and Ted Murphy '85 had nothing

but praise for their team's
accomplishment. After the

game, Murphy stated "I'm very
proud to play with this team."

Captains' comments

Sullivan added "We played
with a lot of character without
Doug [McKenney], Paul [Willi-

amson] and Mark [Schroeder],
and after yesterday's game. We
matched the best winning
record ever, won the Little

Three. ..there were injuries
early and late in the season, but
we still came back. It [the

game] was disappointing in the
result but not in the effort.

There couldn't be a better group
of guys."

The Ephmen had indeed come
back. During the second half
they matched Middlebury's

aggressiveness. McEachen
said after the game, "These are
two very comparable teams.

Williams didn't look like a team
that had played the day before . '

'

Coach's thoughts

Russo had a great amount of

pride in the team's success. He
said, "Things came together

after the Dartmouth game. The
freshmen t)ecame more confi-

dent, and the seniors lent char-
acter and stability to the team."
"Our goals in the beginning of

the season were to win the Little

Three and the Eastern College

Athletic Conference. After beat-

ing Amherst in the shootout

game, I was confident that we
could beat them again for the

Little Three. Unfortunately we
were not allowed into the ECAC
playoffs."

Continued on Page 7
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The tallest Eph on the basketball court this season will be Coach
Harry Sheehy '75. (Eagon)
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Tenure awarded to Tong,
Spear, Ockman, Allston
The Committee on Appoint-

ments and Promotions awarded
tenure to two women and two
men last week, the Record has
learned.

Philosophy professor Rosem-
arie Tong, art professor Carol

Ockman, economics professor

Lee J. Alston and history profes-

sor Thomas Spear were
awarded tenure.

Although neither Dean of the

College Daniel O'Connor nor
Dean of Faculty Francis Oakley
would comment on the individ-

ual decisions, the Trustees usu-

ally approve the CAP'S decision

automatically when they meet
in January. At that time, the

announcements will be for-

mally announced.
English professor Anne Mar-

golis, who was also up for

tenure, did not receive it, and
studio art professor G. Timothy
Cunard withdrew himself from

consideration.

Tong "very happy"
Of the decision Tong said,

"I'm very happy. I'd like tocon-

tinue on Interdisciplinary topics

and on strengthening the philo-

sophy major. Basically, I hope
to continue doing what I've been
doing—working on areas of phi-

losophy which intersect other
interests, particularly the pro-

fessional interests of many
students."

Tong's specialties are the phi-

losophy of law, ethics and public

policy, and feminist theory.

In her role on campus, Tong
said she hopes "to continue the

progress that has already been
made towards making Williams
a place where women can
develop as fully as possible."

Tong has served on the Com-
mittee on Undergraduate Life,

the Colby Committee (an ad-hoc

committee on sexual harass-
ment) and the Political Econ-
omy Committee, and currently
serves on the Women's Studies

and Faculty Steering Committee
Alston Is a specialist in eco-

nomic history, and has done
research on the farm mortgage
market in the 1920s and 30s, as

well as the growth of govern-
ment. He said he was "very
pleased" with the decision.

Alston has served on the

Library, Afro-American,
Research Funding and Athletic

Committees.

Specialist on Africa

Spear is a specialist in African

history and politics, especially

sub-Saharan Africa. He has also

done research on East Africa,

particularly the pre-coionial era.

He declined to comment on the

decision.

Spear has served on the Corn-

Continued on Page 4
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Newly tenured faculty, from left to right: Thomas Spear of the history department, Rosemarle

Tong of the philosophy department, and Carol Ockman of the art department. Not shown: Lee

Alston of the economics department.

NASC frat pledges charged

with Williams thefts
Eight North Adams State College students associated with a

fraternity there pleaded not guilty Nov. 16 in court to charges that

they allegedly stole money and other valuables from three Willi-

ams dorms on Friday Oct. 21 as part of their initiation rites to the

fraternity.

The suspects were caught when two Williams students noted the

license plate of a car the suspects drove away in. Most of the stolen
property has since been recovered.

According to Dean of the College Daniel O'Connor, six pledges to

the fraternity Pi Epsiion Pi—also know as "The Pines"—and two
upperclassmen who were their pledgemasters allegedly stole

$1,600 worth of goods from three rooms in Williams A and Arm-
strong House.
"They were apparently sent over to bring back something with a

Williams insignia on it, and just got carried away," O'Connor said.

Among the things stolen were a stereo, typwriter, camera, guitar,

fire extinquisher and assorted clothing.

One of the Williams students, Michael Curtin '86, a resident of

Armstrong House, said he was entering Mission Park from the

western. Park Street entrance at about 10: 50 p.m. that night with
Richard HoUington '86, another Armstrong resident.

Suspects ran
"There were two guys who were going out and they said 'hi,

how're you doing?'" Curtin said. He said he didn't recognize the

two, but noticed that one was carrying a cassette-tape carrying
case and the other had things stuffed in the pocket of his coat. "So I

yelled, 'hey, come back here, and they took off," Curtin said.

Curtin said he and Hoilington then chased the two. Curtin chased
the one with the tapes up through the wooded section in front of

Mission, towards the Freshman Quad. He said he saw the student

drop the tapes, but couldn't catch up to him.
However, Curtin said Hoilington chased the other fugitive up

Park Street and followed him onto the drive north of the Freshman
Quad. There the suspect got into a waiting silver Datsun 280Z,

whose driver began to drive away. Curtin said Hoilington jumped
onto the car, but rolled off, and the car drove away. However,
Hoilington did see the first three digits In the car's license plate,

Curtin said.

Curtin said he and Hoilington then ran back to Mission to get Into

a friend's car and tried to drive after the Datsun, but by then it was
too late and they could not find the Datsun.

"We went to Security, and they drove us to the [Willlamstown]

police station" to describe the suspects, he said. The two then

returned to Mission, picking up the tapes en route.

Hoilington could not be reached for comment.

Continued on Page 4

Clayton, Govan take over

as Record editors-in-chief

Five seniors

leave staff

The cold snapped at their

faces and the ice played havoc

with their footing, but in the end

experience won out over youth.

Seniors Jon Tlgar and Daniel

Keating beat out juniors John

Clayton and Michael Govan in a

basketball game held atop the

Thompson Memorial Chapel

bell tower last weekend. As a

penalty for losing, Govan and
Clayton will become the

Record's new editors-in-chief

lieglnnlng In January.

A crucial third editor, Bllnky,

fell to his death when Tlgar

slammed his head over the side

of the chapel for the winning

goal. His head had been used for

the game because of Its uncanny

resemblance to a basketball.

Had he survived, Bllnky would

have t)ecome managing editor.

Out to pasture

Clayton and Govan are the

vanguard of yet another new
staff of budding and ambitious

young journalists who are mov-

ing up the ranks and putting

their aging masters out to

pasture.

Clayton has been sports editor

since September 1982. Before

that he was a sports writer.

"I picked John for the sensi-

tivity. Insight and inspiration

l}ehind his opinion pieces on

drinking and Captain Crunch,"

said Tlgar.

Govan, currently managing
editor, was a lay-out assistant

who became lay-out editor his

freshman year. Single-
handedly responsible for intro-

ducing the clean and compact
modular style of lay-out to the

Record, as well as bolder,

rounder headlines and snappier

graphics, Govan transformed

the Record's appearance from
the stodgy, stigmatlsm-
produclng rag it used to be to the

slick, professional rag it Is

today.

Govan's other journalism

credits Include co-editor of Wil-

liams Life, a short-lived feature

section of the Record, during

fall 1982, and editor of The Arts

at Williams College brochure.

"In weighing his qualiflca-

Contlnued on Page 10

Chandler bans Chapin rock concerts,

relegates rock concerts to hockey rink
by Jeffrey H. Brainard

College President John W.
Chandler decided last week to

ban future rock concerts from
Chapin Hall and hold them
instead in the Lansing Chap-
man Hockey Rink. Student

leaders related to the decision

said they were not adequately
consulted before the decision

was made, and said it will hurt

students.

Arunas Gudaitas '84, who is

chairman of the Student Activ-

ities Board that produces the

concerts, said moving them to

the rink would involve produc-

tion costs too high for the SAB
to shoulder.

"I wouldn't be surpised if

you see fewer rock concerts as

a result," he said.

Chandler's decision stems
from damage done to Chapin
at the Marshall Crenshaw con-

cert in October. According to

Music Department Chairman
Douglas Moore, 24 seats in

Chapin were damaged and
will cost about $100 each to t)e

repaired.

Chandler said he made the

decision because "there has

been a long and steady history

of abuse of Chapin" during

rock concerts. The College will

still allow jazz and folk con-

certs to be held in Chapin.

The choice of the hockey
rink means that concerts can-

not be held between the end of

Octot)er and the beginning of

April, when the ice is down. At

other times, the College lays

down a surface for indoor ten-

nis in the building, which will

have to be protected, accord-

ing to Athletic Director Robert

Peck.
The decision was announced

at a meeting last Tuesday,

attended by Gudaitas, College

Council President Tom Paper
'84 and College officials.

Chandler was not present.

Paper said that at the t)egin-

nlng of the meeting. Dean of

the College Daniel O'Connor

presented him with a set of

new guidelines for holding the

concerts in the hockey rink.

However, Gudaitas said it was
his understanding that the

meeting with Chandler was
supposed to be only a discus-

sion of the issue, not its

resolution.

Chandler told the Record in

an Interview Sunday that he

"didn't know that the decision

was communicated at the

beginning of the meeting,
'

' but

said, "it was my presumption

that the concerts [in Chapin]

would be forbidden" at that

meeting.

"I think they could have
been a little more flexible in

the decision-making process,"

Paper said.

Gudaitas said that although

he and SAB Business Manager
Gary Selinger '84 were sur-

prised by the announcement,

they were resigned to the fact

that they would lose Chapin for

the concerts.

Gudaitas then told those at

the meeting that there would

be serious acoustical prob-

lems with the rink, and that

the increased production costs

might \ye prohibitive. He asked

that the College look into the

possibilty of improving the

acoustics by installing sound

bafflers in the ceiling.

"They didn't seem to buy

Continued on Page 9
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The Day
The Music Died

Disregarding student input, the College has taken a step which will diminish
the number and quality of rock concerts on campus, if not end them altogether.
Following an unusual amount of damage at the Marshall Crenshaw concert

this fall, due largely to a misunderstanding between the Student Activities
Board and security, the administration announced that rock concerts could not
continue under the old system in Chapin Hall.
Eager to keep concerts in Chapin, students prepared plans to improve the

situation. But when they arrived to discuss their ideas, they were informed that
the decision had already been made: concerts would be held exclusively in
Lansing Chapman Hockey Rink. So much for the myth that student input
matters.

The student voice did intrude, albeit ex post facto. Students were allowed to
suggest improvements in the rink's accoustics and to present their ideas about
Chapin and its alternatives—after the decision had been made.
The hockey rink has several flaws, the worst of which is its unavailability from

November to March, when the ice is down. That constraint is unavoidable. Also,
since it is built of cement and shaped like an airplane hanger, the rink has poor
acoustics. The College is reticent about spending money for a thorough acousti-
cal study (a study completed six or seven years ago did not account for con-
certs), much less the improvements that such a study might recommend.
Finally, the rink's seating capacity is far too large. Many band contracts base

the performer's fee on the size of the venue, money the SAB simply does not
have. One solution would be to bring in a larger off-campus audience—which
might increase the likelihood of damage. Another would be to rope off a portion
of the rink or roll back the bleachers and put folding chairs on the floor, neither of
which is likely to be attractive to a good band.

Without trying to be melodramatic, that leaves us with an unpleasant scena-
rio: second-rate bands in a half-filled, noisy hall, during the first or last two
months of the year. If attendance declines, which seems possible under those
conditions, rock concerts here could become infeasible. Dean O'Connor has
already said that students may have to consider the possibility that there will be
no more rock concerts at Williams. The new regulations already preclude con-
certs at Homecoming and Winter Carnival.

Rash or abrupt student action, such as the hunger strike during the divestiture
debate last year, has traditionally led the administration to call for studied,
rational discussion. Perhaps after doing just that with the SAB, the administra-
tion would have had a persuasive case. But ignoring student input, when that
input involved thought and the expectation of an audience, destroys student faith

in discussion.

Somewhere on campus or within the College purse lies the solution to the
problem. Relegating concerts to the ugly duckling of the physical plant is unac-
ceptable, but so is uncompensated damage to Chapin. Students may be able to

offer a compromise, but the administration must be willing to listen.
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ACSR approves three companies,

sets January forum for College
by K. UeMott
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by K. UeMott

The Advisory Committee on
Shareholder Responsibility
approved the South African bus-
iness practices of three more
companies in the College portfo-

lio at last Monday's meeting, all

but wrapping up the extensive
review of 24 such companies
which the ACSR has been con-
ducting all semester.

In addition, ACSR members
reported on an investors confer-

ence in New York City and
planned an all-College panel

discussion for next year detail-

ing ACSR actions and policies.

ACSR secretary and College
vice-president William Reed
Indicated that the review pro-

cess cannot be entirely com-
pleted until several companies
In the portfolio, notably Borden,
Borroughs, American Interna-

tional and Eckland, respond to

his requests for more
Information.

Westlnghouse, American
Express and General Motors
were congratulated for their

high Sullivan Ratings. ACSR
chairman and economics pro-
fessor Stephen Lewis said that
the book should be closed on
these companies. "My feeling is

that we've gone as far as we
ought to to write them off," he
said.

'Give them a shove'

International Business
Machines' reply prompted
more discussion. The ACSR
found most of IBM's business
practices acceptable but called
several of its policies into
question.

"I'd be inclined to pat them on
the back and urge them to set

explicit non-expansion poli-

cies," said Lewis. Mathematics
professor and College provost
Neil Grabols added, "What
we're trying to do Is give them a

shove."

In an interview with the

Record last week, Navjeet Bal
'84, an ACSR member who is

also a member of the Williams

the

older generation

has a lot ofstuffy

ideas.»

cigarette

smokmg is one!

American
CancerSociety

Anti-Apartheid Coalition, said
the semester-long review pro-

cess had been "useful. Any way
to put pressure on a company is

a good thing—you're saying
that you're watching them,"
she said.

But she also said "theACSR's
goals are to keep working within
the system there, for positive
change. That doesn't question
why the companies are there in

the first place."

'Frustrated'

Bal said she was "frustrated"
when ACSR members decided
not to take a stand on whether
sales to the South African
government were appropriate.

Bal said she thinks there should
not be any such sales. However,
at previous meetings ACSR
members could not decide
which products, if any, should
be sold, and thus decided not to

take a general stand.

At last Monday's meeting,
Bal reported that she attended a

New York conference spon-

sored by the Investor Responsi-
bility Research Center, a group
which publishes information on
the situation in South Africa and
the approach of banks and other

colleges to the issue of responsi-

ble shareholding.

Bal said she learned that the

South African government
wants American businesses to

help the country's economic
growth and train skilled black
workers, but does not want U.S.

businesses to challenge its

segregated housing and educa-

tion policies.

"I don't think the ACSR's goal
is to challenge anyone's hiring

policies," Bal told the Record.
"That is the point of
divestment—that the compan-
ies should leave South Africa
because they would never make
any change there, because they
are not allowed to."

AU-CoUege meeting

The ACSR concluded the

meeting by setting up an all-

College meeting panel for next

year to show the community the

complexity of ACSR Issues, and
to give the ACSR an idea of

where the community stands.

"We should perform an edu-

cational function, [and] talk

about what the issues are," said

Lewis. "I've been struck by the

complexity this fall because

each company is so different."

"We could get a sense of

where the community is," said
Susan Reilly '85. "What do they
think that we should be doing?"
"We're not going to get that

much guidance, but maybe
some useful insights," Lewis
replied.

Faculty extends Christmas

break by one week

WEST PACKAGE 8T0RE
Route 2

Between N.A. and Williamslown

8am-10pmM-W 663-6081 8 am-11 pm Th-Sal

Area's Finest Wine Section

Why not return home with a

special present for your parents?

by Joe Ehlers

An amendment to the 1984-85 academic

calendar lengthening Christmas vacation from

two weeks to three was passed 49-41 by the

faculty at its meeting last Wednesday. The new

calendar was then approved with no further sub-

stantial changes.

Political science professor James MacGregor
Burns also recommended that the Thanksgiving

recess, which he referred to as "absolutely

worthless" be abolished because it disrupts the

semester too much.
The amended calendar, proposed by chemis-

try professor William R. Moomaw, came in

reponse to the one proposed by associate provost

David A. Booth and the Calendar and Schedul-

ing Committee. That calendar would have

started classes a week later next year while

extending exam period until Dec. 22.

In compensation, and to avoid a conflict with

New Year'sDay, Booth'scalendar set the begin-

ning of Winter Study at Jan. 7. This date was also

Included in the Moomaw calendar which was
finally passed, the major change being that

Moomaw's calendar returned the beginning and

ending of classes to their current dates. In the

process, Christmas vacation gained an extra

week.
Booth said he and the Calendar and Schedul-

ing Committee proposed their calendar because
"for the last three or four years students have
consistently argued that the thing that most dis-

turbs them about our calendar Is that they do not

have enough time for reading period and exams.
Our calendar enables us to get 11 days total for

reading period and exams as opposed to the nine

we get in the present year."

However, Moomaw objected to Booth's

calendar concluding exams only three days
before Christmas. His amended calendar, while

not having the longer exam period, "provides a

tremendous benefit to the Committee on Aca-

demic Standing, which has to make judgments

on students as early as possible, while promot-

ing faculty-domestic tranquility, an unquestion-

able benefit," he said.

Fewer athletic events?

The main objections raised to the calendar

which finally passed were that it once again

placed the start of Freshman Days before Labor
Day and that by extending vacation, it elimi-

nated a week of activities during the winter.

Athletics department chairman Robert R.

Peck in particular objected to the extension,

arguing that it would Interfere with the schedul-

ing of winter athletic events.

"We have the most restrictions on our sche-

duling of any other college in the East," Peck
said. "When we are to shave that by another
week during the winter that's another problem
for us, ...it makes our situation less attractive to

our students and less attractive overall," he
said.

As a sidelight. Booth explained that next
year's calendar has been totally secularized, a
longstanding goal of the Calendar and Schedul-
ing Committee. "You will find no mention in the

calendar any place of any kind of religious holi-

day of anybody's religion," Booth said. For
example, he said Christmas recess will be
known simply as "vacation."

Abolish Thanlcsgiving?

Political Science Professor James MacGre-
gor Burns took the floor with a motion he said

was "so shocking that I will offer It and then
withdraw it." The motion was to eliminate
Thanksgiving vacation completely because of

its poor timing and disrupting effect on the

semester, Burns said.

"I withdraw the motion," he stated, "In the

hope that If someone on the Williams campus
really wants to do something radical, say In the

year 2003, that somebody here today will

remember my thought concerning this abso-
lutely worthless recess, and, I might add, this

worthless Thanksgiving ceremony."

Features/Arts

NASC students charged
Continued from Page 1

O'Connor said the suspects

were arrested after the police

traced the license back to

NASC, with the cooperation of

the NASC security force.

Not guilty plea

The eight pleaded not guilty in

Northern Berkshire Trial Court

Nov. 16. Charged with larceny

from a building over $100 were:

Lee M. Carrara, 18; Brian W.
Keefe, 18; Craig T. Drlnkwater,

19; Jeffrey D. Jerveh, 18; Jef-

frey W. Ell, 18; and Mark A.

Connelly, 20. Connelly was also

charged with posesslon of stolen

property.

The maximum sentence for

such larceny Is two-and-a-half

years; for stolen property, two
years.

The two pledgemasters,
Michael R. McDermott, 21, and
John A. Strzepek, Jr., 20, were

both charged with possession of

stolen property.

The cases were continued to

December 14.

Jeffrey Less, the vice-

president of the Pi Epsllon PI

fraternity, said he had no com-
ment on the case.

"Typical prank"
The Vice-President for Stu-

dent Affairs at NASC, Robert
Summers, declined to comment
on the specifics on the case, and
did not say whether the college

would take disciplinary action

against the suspects.

He did say "we are not taking

this lightly." Asked if the thefts

were Indicative of an unhealthy

rivalry between the two schools,

Summers said no. "This Is a typ-

ical fraternity prank that escal-

ated into something more."

O'Connor said most things of

significant value were
returned. Some of the recovered

Items had already been sold.

Don Weed '84 of Armstrong

House, who had his guitar

stolen, said the police recovered

it and plan to use It as evidence

before they return It to him.

However, he said his sultemate

Eric Stein '84 had a camera
stolen from him and that It has

not been recovered. "The police

told Eric that he might get some
restitution," Weed said.

Weed said he and Stein had

not locked their doors that

night, and still don't except on

weekends.

The freshman in Williams A
who was also robbed declined to

be named but said he had not

locked his door that night either.

He said he locks it now.

—Jeff Brainard

Tenure decisions
Continued from Page 1

mlttee on Priorities and Resour-

ces, and the Area Studies,

Afro-American and Faculty
Steering Committees.
Ockman is a specialist in

nineteenth-century French art.

She currently serves on the Com-
mittee on Academic Standing.

She was unavailable for com-
ment on the decision.

Margolis was unavailable for

comment and Cunard declined

to comment on why he withdrew

from consideration.

Ockman, Tong and Alston

have all been at Williams since

1978, when they were put on the

six-year tenure track. Spear

came to Williams in 1981 and was
immediately placed on three-

year consideration for tenure.

He formerly was a tenured pro-

fessor at La Trobe University In

Melbourne, Australia.

More women profs

Oakley did discuss recent

trends in the tenurlng of women
at Williams. He said that,

excluding the two new candi-

dates, 6.1 percent of the 98

tenured professors are women.
Of the total voting faculty—182—
3 3 percent are women.
However, he said women are

coming up for and receiving

tenure at the same rate as men
are at Williams. The difference

in overall number is due to the

fact that women have tradition-

ally entered the profession in

smaller numbers.

"Ten years ago, 15 percent of

those entering Ph.D. programs
were women," Oakley said. "In

1982, the figure was 30 percent.

Unless there's a reversal In the

growing number of women
entering and completing gradu-

ate programs, we can expect to

see a steady increase in the

number of tenured women."
Oakley said since the numbers

of candidates up for tenure each
year is usually small, and since

the requirements of depart-

ments for personnel varies each
year, the number of women actu-

ally tenured each year may fluc-

tuate. While two women
received tenure this year, none
made it last year.

—Jeff Brainard

f^

Ennis-Dwyer masterful

in Berkshire premiere
by Christian K. Hewlett

Assistant Professor of Music
Paula Ennis-Dwyer gave a
masterful performance of
Rachmaninoff's Piano Con-
certo No. 2 with the Berkshire
Symphony Orchestra Friday
evening. The program, made up
entirely of twentieth century-
works, also Included Resplghl's
"The Pines of Rome" and Fred-
erick Converse's "Flivver Ten
Million".

Ennis-Dwyer, making her
debut with the Berkshire Sym-
phony, held the audience
enthralled with her singularly
beautiful performance. Open-
ing the concerto with a dra-
matic yet light chord progres-
sion, she gracefully and
effortlessly walked the line

between the ostentatious and
the understated.

The gentle and expansive
adagio movement, with Its

familiar melody, was nearly
flawless In Its profound expres-
siveness. This movement In

particular highlighted the fine

playing of the first violin section

and of clarinetists Susan Hohen-
berg and Elise Brown '85.

Russian-foll(sy theme
In the scherzando finale,

Ennis-Dwyer remained firmly
in command of the brilliant,

Russian-folksy main theme,
shifting gears with almost per-

fect control to the highly dra-

matic and lyric second theme.
Although the cellos were a bit

weak and the gong player a little

overenthusiastlc, the concerto
ended convincingly, bringing
the sizable audience to Its feet In

admiration.

Perhaps the most pleasant
surprise of the evening for the
audience was Frederick Con-
verse's Impressionistic 1927
work "Flivver Ten Million,"

described by the composer as
"a joyous epic Inspired by the

familiar legend 'The ten milli-

onth Ford is now serving its

owner.'"

Although at times vastly
expansive passages seemed
almost to overwhelm both the
orchestra and the hall, the piece
remained throughly enjoyable.
Its interesting orchestration
Included an auto horn, a factory
whistle and an anvil, effectively
performed by the percussion
section in the balcony.

The concert continued with a
more famous Impressionistic
program work, Resplghl's 1924

tone poem, "The Pines of

Rome." Unfortunately, in this

wonderful piece the Berkshire
Symphony gave Its weakest per-

formance of the evening. The
frolicking first movement was
played at a breakneck pace, far

too loud and blaring, completely
Ignoring any of the music's
nuances.

The slow and melodic second
movement and the long and
lyric third were handled much
better, with an excellent muted
trumpet solo by David Levy '85.

Instant crescendo
However, the triumpant

finale, the gem of the work,
completely lacked clarity. The
grand crescendo suddenly
appeared out of nowhere,
instead of building slowly by
degrees. In addition the violi-

nists particularly looked as
though they were trying to saw
through their instruments
instead of play them.

Part of the problem lay in the
fact that conductor Julius Hegyi
was too nebulous a director. His
movements lacked definition,

consisting usually of large arm
swings Instead of precise beats.

During the Resphlgl he looked

downright plxylsh.

On the whole, however, the

Berkshire Symphony's second
concert of the year was an inter-

esting and enjoyable one, ele-

vated to the exemplary by the

fine playing of Ennis-Dwyer.

New exhibits at WCMA
The Williams Studio Faculty

show now on view at the

College Museum bears little

resemblence to ordinary
faculty shows. None of the

works are larger than 7" by 7",

and are viewed from a high

powered telescope at the

oppostlte end of the huge 1954

Gallery. All of the works were

done specifically for the show
of the new Museum addition.

Art Professor Ed Epping
described the show as "having

a context larger than 'faculty

show.' The group of faculty got

together in agreement on a

concept."
INSET: One of the faculty

works by Lee Hirshe: a

miniature construction made
with an egg shell. (Scheibe)

;s
"I paint not what I see but what I saw. Illness, insanity, and death were the black

angels that hovered over my cradle and have followed me ever since through my life,"

said Edvard Munch In 1890. The turbid art of the Norwegian artist Is on display at the

College museum until Feb. 12. (Schieibe)

In Other Ivory Towers

Conductor Julius Hegyl directs the Berkshire Symphony In Its

second concert of the 1983-84 year. (Scheibe)

Bowdoin

It seems that we are not the only college whose
pub has trouble with pitchers. The Bowdoin pub,

the Bear Necessity, now serves beer in 22 ounce
cups instead of using pitchers. Students purchase
the cups and then can get refills at reduced prices.

Thv Bowdoin Orient reports that the three

year old establishment is gaining in popularity.

Besides offering the 22 ounce glasses, manager
Fred Tuggle has purchased extra chairs from the

Maine State Prison and plans to start showing
movies on weeknights.

While the Bear Necessity has become more
crowded this year, it still caters primarily to

upperclassmen. New state drinking laws coupled

with Maine's 20-year-old drinking age have cut

down on freshman and sophomore participation.

B.P.I.

Students at R.P.I, competed in the school's first

airband competition on November 18, sponsored

by the Office of Housing and Resident Life. The
I'olyiech nic reports that bands of one to five peo-

ple competed for the $100 prize.

An airband usually consists of a lead air guitar,

air drums, air bass, and an optional air key-

boards. Students acted out all the movements of a

rock band without actually playing instruments.

The real music was supplied by the college radio

station WRPl.

The concept of an airband competition is not

new. R.P.I.'s contest was modeled after similar

ones at the University of Vermont and the State

University of New York at Albany.
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Another Shipment of Paperback

Sale Books, Mostly Fiction.

COLLEGE BOOK STORE, INC,

WILLIAMSTOWN. MASS 01267

STOCKING
STUFFERS
FOR THE SKIER
ON YOUR LIST

D Face Masks a Binding Cover Bags

D Boot Warmers a Ski Tote
(Alpine, XC) q„j,„

D Waxet 5^1 g^g,
D Scraper. p.^ p.^^,

° ''"•» D Repiacemenl Lenses
D Fanny Packs

FULL SKI AND SKATE SERVICE

FREE GIFT WRAPPING

HOLIDAY HOURS: MON-FRI 19-8:30): SAT 9-5:30: SUN 1 2-5:00

Spring Street, Williamstown 458-3605

December

Beer Specials

Stroh's Regular &
Light 12-packs/$6.ig

Labatt's Beer & Ale

$3.50/6-pack

Dawson's

$1.75/6-pack:$6.gg/case

Beck's Beer Light or

Dark $4.4G/6-pack

(Deposit not included)

Many Wine Specials

Levis

Adidas Shoes
All Athletic Equipment
Custom Printed T-Shirts

Everything for Men & Women
Racket Sales & Service

Class Rings

Gifts

Give Some Williamstowrt'

This Year

!

*'^.

l/\Jmim.'i^y^^
Williamstown T-Shirts in adult sizes and 7 colors.

'Holiday Special -Williamstown Poster 1/2 price with every $10 purchase at.,

Crossword

Across

1 Little Black

6 Tie receiver

9 German wine region

14 Production for Pava-

rotti

15 Yale man
16 Petrarch's beloved

17 ".. out of

house and home"
18 Superman
20 Batman
22 Water-tester

23 Suffix tor legal or

Bengal

24 Pronto: abbr

27 O'Neill biographer

30 Bus abbr.

33 World War I battle

position

37 Cruisingwife

38 Jacob's wife

40 Word with house or

keeper

41 Turn : accel-

erate

42 Type of light beam

44 Mephistophelian

45 Italian grandmother

47 Incas' country

48 Wheelchair access

49 Trait unique to

humans
51 Agnus
52 Cues' partner

53 Atoll feature

55 Gunman's org.

57 "... your the

star"; Mark Hopkins

60 Batgirl

66 The Green Hornet

69 "Go fly
"

70 Prepared a fish

by

Greg Pliska

71 Cell subst

72 Prefix for comic

73 Mountains for 47

across

74 Tibetan ox

75 Lock

Down
1 Ad or ab follower

2 On with;

equal

3 Preprandial offering

4 The Incredible Hulk

5 Desert gathering
places

6 Ten; comb, form

7 NATO member
Woman
9 Jan. 15 VIP

10 Live or poison plant

11 Fatty tissue

12 Rubik

13 Euphemism for dead

19 Take five

21 Composer Kurt

25 Nova or Antiqua

26 Spiderman

29 Sierra

31 Low tide

32 Sized up the |oint

34 Stellar types

35 Career for Legs
Diamond
36 Aids

39 At hand

43 Regretful

46 Unreturned service

50 Semitic lang.

54 Sprite; var.

56 Holiday entree

57 Father, in 50 Down
58 Ending with grid and
or

59 Use needle and thread

61 Hindu guitar

62 Pierre's loc.

63 Disastrous

64 Redding or Sistrunk

65 Modernists

67 Links launching point

68 RB's scores

L-
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AweekofpinkBermuda beaches
andwarmBermuda sun.
Areyou toughenough totake it?

BenmidaCoUmWeeks
t«]dAiiiillito21

One of our previous college visitors described

this event as "a week of wretched excess." An
exaggeration perhaps, but not altogether

inaccurate.

Your week begins with a Sunday night

Get Acquainted bash at one of our hotels,

clubs or discos—meehng old friends, making
new ones. The next morning, the tough part

begins.

Spending day after sun-drenched day on

soft, pink beaches. Swimming, tanning, body-

gazing. Imbibing our special libations. Enjoy-

ing free beach buffet lunches, free calypso and

steel band waterside concerts, even a free

cruise—all courtesy of the Bermuda Depart-
ment of Tourism.

What will you do with your free time?
What won't you do! Bermuda is famed for its

snorkeling and sailing, tennis and golf. For its

fine restaurants, discos and British pubs. And
for its fabulous mopeds—everybody s favour-

ite way to tour the island.

Think you can handle a week of this? Talk

to your campus friends, and see your Campus
Travel Representative or your Travel Agent for

complete details.

For more information,

including a Bermuda
College Weeks brochure,

contact your Campus
Travel Representative or

your Travel Agent.

C ouldiit you UM' .1 little

Bcrnual.i this sprinj;^

Concerts moved to rink

—

Continued from Page 1

that," Gudaltas said. "I don't

think we'll get it."

Director of Physical Plant

Winthrop Wassenar, who was
at the meeting, told the Record
that installing the bafflers

would be very expensive.

Chandler said he wanted to

take things "one step at a

time," and said he would
prefer to try to reduce echo in

the rink by putting a large cur-

tain inside the south end of the

building. O'Connor said the

College is only tentatively

planning to Install the curtain.

Gudaitas said a major draw-
back to holding the concerts in

the rink is its capacity of 3000,

an increase over Chapin. He
explained that many rock

groups charge fees on the

basis of how large the capacity

of the hall is, whether or not

the promoters fill the seats.

He said the SAB would thus

be forced either to rope off

part of the seats and find a

band who would accept that—
a prosjject Gudaitas thinks

would limit the SAB'S choice of

groups—or to heavily promote
off-campus to fill the rink.

"I think a shrewd manager
should be able to find a group
hungry enough to want to play

here," O'Connor told the

Record.

Gudaitas said the latter

option would mean that most

of the audience would be non-

Williams people. He said he
wasn't in favor of that, and
that such concerts would pose
more risk and work for the

SAB. Chandler said he would
"like to reserve judgement"
on larger concerts because he
said they would pose greater
security and parking problems.

Gudaitas also said some
groups will not play on a stage
made only of risers, but
require a permanent stage. He
said it would cost the SAB
$1,200 per show to rent a stage.

Gudaitas thus asked the Col-

lege to invest in its own porta-

ble stage.

"I'm willing to check into

that," said Chandler. "It does
seem desirable to have some
place on campus where we can
have such concerts."

Gudaitas said he was skepti-

cal that the College would
make the improvements
needed to make the rink suita-

ble for rock concerts because
he says College officials think

students aren't interested in

the shows. He said students

should consider whether they

would want money spent on
such improvements, or
whether the SAB should
instead devote all its resources

to producing only jazz or folk

concerts, which could be held

in Chapin.

JOSEPH E. DEWEY

9:00 - 5:00

Mon.-Sal.

»" 1 K UQ n ^ WILLIAMMIWILIIAMSTOWN, MASS.

01267

458-5717

4"

Give Some Williamstown''

This Year

!

FOUiVD^ 1753

POSrOFFIGE
fREF PARKING

Poster, drawings, and photos of Williamstown.
•Holiday Special -Williamstown Poster 1/2 price witti every $10 purchase at ...

U 84 Spring Street
|

Research Associate

in

Corporate Strategy Consulting

Bain & Company is seeking

highly motivated graduates with

strong academic backgrounds.
Research Associates work as

members of consulting case teams
performing analysis fo help formu-

late and implement corporate stra-

tegy. The researcher is exposed to a

broad range of industries and has

the opportunity to learn fundamen-

tal business concepts and problem-

solving techniques.

Please submit resume, transcript

and GMAT scores by Jan. 25, 1984

to Kimberly D. Cain, 3 Faneuil Hall

Marketplace. Boston, MA 02109.

The position is particularly

attractive to those planning to

attend business school after work-
ing for two or three years. For more
information about this opportunity,

please attend our presentation on
Thursday, Jan. 12, 1984 from 7 to 8

p.m.

Please contact the placement office

for details.

INVITATIONAL
INTERVIEWS ON CAMPUS

Thursday, Feb. 9, 1984
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Record staff changes
Continued from Page 1

tlons as editor-in-chief, I

became convinced that Mike
was our man when I found out he
was leaving for the semester,"
said Keating.

Both editors will take office

during Winter Study but Clay-
ton will go it alone for the spring
semester while Govan studies in

Italy. Govan will return as co-

editor next fall.

Hewlett takes news

Christian Howlett '85 will be
news editor. She has been an
assistant news editor since last

January and was a news and
features reporter before then.

She also writes for the Williams
Alumni Review and was a

reporting and editing intern last

summer at the Elyria (Ohio)

Chronicle-Telegram.

Martita Weil '86 will assume
the duties of production editor,

giving her control of every
aspect of the paf)er's physical
appearance. Weil currently
contributes to the paper's look

in her present position as lay-

out editor.

John Schafer '87 will be sports

editor. He was a sports writer
for the past semester.
Ned Ladd '86 will take over as

features editor. He has been an
assistant news editor since Jan-
uary, and researched and wrote
a series of articles on divest-

ment last spring.

David Scheibe '86 will con-
tinue as photo editor.

Sarah Abernathy '85, Stuart
Smith '85, Melissa Matthes '86

and Eric Adelstein '87 have
been named assistant news edi-

tors. Abernathy and Adelstein
started as news reporters this

semester, Matthes has reported
since January and Smith has
reported for three semesters.
The new staff looks a bit thin

in comparison to the large
number of outgoing seniors. The
Class of '84 produced a bumper
crop of five top-level editors:

Keating, Tigar, managing edi-

tor Sara Ferris, senior editor
Phil Busch, and news editor Jeff
Brainard.

Top: editor Jon Tigar '84 dunks Blinky the managing editor over

the side of the Thompson bell tower, ensuring victory (or Dan
Keating '84 over juniors Michael Govan and John Clayton (Blinky

did not survive the shot). As a penalty for losing, Clayton and
Govan will take over the Record in January.
Bottom, left to right: Tigar, Govan, Blinky, Clayton and
Keating. (Scheibe)

His Qf-foffS TO Sec\Are «.

f> ci>f>cridQt F^arm Coo Kit

Arms forum
sports 11

Continued from Page 3

strategy to feminism to Central

America to you name it,"

according to David Yaskulka
'84, one of the conference's

organizers. About a dozen work-
shops will be held each day, he

said.

Friday evening and Saturday
afternoon panel discussions will

give speakers the opportunity to

address the topics "What Do
Nuclear Arms Do for the U.S.?"
and "Arms Control: Problems
and Prospects."

The conference will conclude
Saturday evening with a one-on-

one debate between Bush and
Miller on "Does the Freeze
Serve U.S. Military Interests?"

Although the conference was
organized by Yaskulka and
Joseph Alsonso '83, and is being

presented by the Disarmament
Forum, more than 35 campus
organizations are currently
sponsoring the event.

The Disarmament Forum
will post a full schedule of con-

ference events at the beginning

of January, as well as sign-up

sheets for meals with some of

the featured speakers.

—Christian Howlett

Heavyweight Ephs grapple to win

Women hoopsters
Continued from Page 12

with eight and used strong
inside moves to score six points.

"We have a lot of young tal-

ent, and it will take a few games
under our belt to gain confi-

dence and experience," said

Hudson-Hamblin. "We did

some nice things on offense and
defense, but there's plenty of

room for improvement."
The Ephwomen go into vaca-

tion with a 2-0 record, and they
will return to play Skidmore at

home on January 5 at 7 p.m.

by Lee Hatcher
The Williams grappiers ral-

lied from a 19 point deficit to

trounce Hartford College ,3019

Saturday. The upper weight

classes overcame a slow start

from the lower four men and
propelled the Ephmen to the

decisive victory.

An aggressive match by
freshman Dan MacDonald
resulted in an impressive pin,

which highlighted the season

opener. Coach Hal Zendle
remarked, "I was impressed
with his effort on the mat today.

He is a strong wrestler, who I

expect to win a lot of matches
for us this year."
The team was unable to pick

up a win in the lower weight

classes. Freshmen Drew
Sleekier and Andrew Anselmi
lost 7-0 and 15-7, respectively.

Both wrestled well, but the

novelty of the collegiate arena

proved to be their demise.

Sophomore Roger Merriam,
after a grueling weight loss reg-

imen over the last week, lost an
agonizing match by a score of

3-2.

Middles' mettle

Led by senior co-captain John
Leahy and freshman Adam Gut-

tentag, the middle weights
proved their mettle by snaring

three big wins. At 153 pounds
Guttentag wrestled a gutsy

match, and scored a 4-2 win. Co-

captain Jeff May '85 accepted a

forfeit at 170 pounds.

Leahy started "strong" with

the first takedown of the match
and was never severly tested in

a 3-1 victory. It was this win
which surged the Ephmen into

the lead. Coach Zendle com-
mented, "John's weight class is

a very competitive one on the

team. In retrospect, 1 am glad

that I went with our experienced
senior.

Upper cla.sses

"I feel very confident that our
upper weight classes will score

a lot of major wins for the

team," said Zendle. Against

Hartford, 180 pound Dan Mac-
Donald '87 pinned his opponent
with a spectacular half nelson.

Even though sophomore
Peter Dawson and (fo-captain

Chris Woodworth received for-

feits, Zendle expects them to

win some matches for the team.
Dawson did not start last year
but, according to Zendle, "He
wreslted with the third place

finisher in the New Englands in

practice last year and looked

impressive."

Co-Captain Chris Woodworth
'84 performed well last year,

and his leadership should help

the team in crucial matches.

Swimmers drown Amherst, UConn

Adios, Blinky

Blinky, whom the present edi-

tors had picked to fill the hole at

managing editor, was a good-
natured young guy with a round
head. He had no qualifications,

except for his blind willingness

to follow orders, but the Record
will feel his loss nonetheless.

His performance as a basket-
ball in the last few moments of

his life confirmed his commit-
ment to the paper.

CLASSIFIEDS

Beware! The nuclear
mutants from Lawrence,
Kansas will rise again,

—Animal

Tonight, everybody boots!

We're the nads! We're the

best! I mean, really the

best!

—The Committee for

Self-Aggrandizing Notices

Toto, I don't think we're in

Kansas anymore.

%-^^
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by Greg Keller

The swim teams appeared in midseason form
as they opened the year with victories over
Amherst and UConn last week.

Strong performances by freshmen and
transfers as well as the swimmers being in better

condition than last year have been the main fac-

tors in the team's early success, according to co-

captain ,Jeff Mills '84.

Mills. Scott Robinson '87, Will Andrew '86 and

John Peloso '85 set a pool record in the 400 free

relay as the men's team defeated Amherst 77-36.

Sophomore transfer Steve DeLano, Peter Orpha-
nos '85, and Bill Couch '86 also swam well for the

Ephmen.
The women's team also won, as Kim Eckrich

'85 won the 50 and 200 breaststroke, and freshman
Joan Horgan took first in the 50 and '200 back-

stroke. Junior transfer Myla Jordan and Horgan
won the 1000 and 500 freestyle, respectively.

UConn not close

The meet with UConn was expected to be close,

since the Division I school was alreadv 4-1 and

had been practicing since September.
The Ephmen, however, won 70-43 by "concen-

trating on each event individually," according to

Mills. DeLano finished with impressive times in

the 500 and 1000 freestyle, and Andrew missed
qualifying for nationals by three-tenths of a

second in the 50 freestyle. Robinson also swam
well in the 200 freestyle.

The Ephwomen won 80-60 as the 400 medley
relay team of Horgan, Eckrich, co-captain Ceci-

lia Ciepiela '84 and Kathy Kirmayer '86 qualified

for nationals. Eckrich also qualified individually

in the 1000 and 2(X1 breaststroke.

The first two meets are generally regarded as a

warm-up to the rest of the season, but Coach Carl

Samuelson said he was very pleased wiHi the

teams early performance.

Co-captain Rob Sommer '84 was out with a

deflated lung during these first meets, but he
should be back when the season continues during

Winter Studv.

RMONT IS SKIING

With each stride new wonders unfold

before you. Cioss-couniry or Alpine,

there's so much more U skiing Vbmont.
Send for our free biDchuics and see what
YK mean. Suae of \^niml,Del)I.FZ,

Montpdier.VT 05602.

Please send: nX-CSlu Guide
D Alpine Ski Guide D Inns D Full Resort

D Hotel /Motel

Term Papers. Theses
and Dissertations

aeatae*«sFi«*»^a.*sF^*iaB

Renee Bainell

8 Grandview Terrace

Adams. Massachusetts 01220
743 0379

After 6:00pm
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THE WILLIAMS COLLEGE-MILLER HIGH LIFE SCOREBOARD

Men's Hockey (3-1)

Williams 4. North Adams
Williams 6. A 10. 3

Williams Tournament:
Williams 5. Lake Forest 4

UConn 4. Williams 2

Women's Hockey (1-1)

Middlebury 9. Williams 2

Williams 5, Skidmore 3

Men's Basketball (2-1)

Berkshire Classic (at NASC)
Williams 84 Westfield State 60

Williams 78. Bridgewater State 63

Hamilton 87, Williams 80

Women s Basketball (2-0)

Williams 51, Middlebury 39

Williams 64. Bates 53

Wrestling (1-0)

Williams 30, Hartford 19

Men's Swimming (2-0)

Williams 70. UConn 43
Williams , Amherst

Women's Swimming (2-0)

Williams 80 UConn 60
Williams , Amherst

Sunday Night Hockey League
Cunning Runts 3, Faculty Staff 2

Hopkins 1, Spectrum
The Chosen 7, Armstrong Perry 4

Happy Holidays

from the

Record staff
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Basketball wins Berkshire Classic,

beating Westfield, Bridgewater St.
by Dave Paulsen

Exams started a bit early for

the members of the men's bas-

ketball team. First year coach
Harry Sheehy put his team
through a grueling pre-season

practice schedule, and intro-

duced a new offensive style of

play for his squad.

But after winning the Berlc-

shire Classic Tournament, it

appears that the Ephs have
passed their tests with flying

colors.

Beat Bridgewater

Williams defeated Bridge-
water State 78-63 in the finals of

the tournament, behind the 22

points of co-captain Art Pldori-

ano '84. "Hm Walsh '86 added 16

points, while center Dave
Krupski '84 had 13 points.

Walsh was name the Most
Valuable Player of the tourna-

ment, while Pidorlano made the

all-tournament team.

First-round win
The Ephs gained entry in the

final by trouncing Westfield

State 84-60. That game was
never close as the undisciplined

bricklayers from Westfield
played horrendous offense, and
precious little defense.

Six players scored in double

figures in that contest. Krupski

led the way with 16 points and
Pidorlano netted 12, while
Walsh, co-captain John McNi-
cholas '84, Mike Meadows '86,

and Brandt Johnson '87 added 10

points apiece.

The Williams running game
was in high gear in the two tour-

nament games. Walsh was a

master at leading the fast

break, continually providing his

teamates with passes for easy
baskets.

Coach happy
Sheehy praised the play of

Krupski, "who should have got-

ten some votes for MVP."
Sheehy also cited the play of

McNlcholas and forward Russ
Howard '84 in the small forward
position.

Sheehy was happy with the

team's play. "We eliminated
the costly fouls and turnovers

which had plagued us against

Hamilton. I was happy because
we improved over the last

game.
Williams has won the Berk-

shire Classic, held at North

Adams State College, three of

the past four years.

Lose to Hamilton
In the Hamilton game, cold

spurts at the ends of each half

led to Williams' demise in the

87-80 loss.

Williams had jumped out to a

28-21 lead in that ballgame, only

to be outscored 22-4 in the last

four minutes of the half. The
Ephs climbed back Into the

game in the second half behind
Pidorlano's patented Jump shot,

Walsh's inspired play, and three

clutch jump shots by Howard.
With 4:24 left in the game,

Williams held a 75-74 lead, but

Hamilton capitalized on some
Eph turnovers and poor shot

selection to regain control of the

game.

Pidoriano hits 1000

Pidorlano's 26 points in that

game put him over the 1000

career point barrier. Sheehy
said, "I'm really happy for

Artie. Now he can go after old

Coach's record." (Sheehy, class

of '75, holds the Williams career
scoring record.)

Also scoring in double figures

in the Hamilton game were
Walsh, with 20 points, and Mea-
dows and Howard with 10 points

apiece.

In J.V. action, the Ephs
defeated Hamilton 73-67 Tues-
day, but lost to Albany State 91-

86 Saturday. Jeff Roth '87

Pucksters bang North Adams^ AIC
by Cliris Hamed

The hockey team (3-1) won
the bragging rights in the Pur-

ple Valley with an Impressive
4-0 victory over North Adams
State (3-2-1) in a physical battle

Saturday. Last Wednesday they

defeated American Interna-

tional CoUege 6-3.

Junior Rich Jackson put the

Ephs ahead to stay at the 5: 51

mark in the first period Satur-

day and passed off for assists on

the Ephs' two third-period

goals.

Jackson's power-play goal

was set up by Unemate Jeff Pot-

ter "85 and defenseman Paul

Coleman '85, and Jackson
slipped the puck under the pad

of Mohawk netminder John

Pasquale to secure the tally.

With 16: 45 gone In the period,

right wing Dan Flnneran '84

intercepted a pass in the Willi-

ams zone and outmaneuvered
two North Adams defenders

through the Mohawk zone

before slipping the puck past

Pasquale to put Williams up 2-0.

Potter put the Ephs up by

three at the 2: 20 mark in the

third after Jackson centered to

him in the slot.

The teams accounted for

nearly 60 minutes of penalties

resulting from aggressive def-

ensive tactics around t>oth nets.

The Ephs were able to stifle two
third-period North Adams
power plays, and one five-on-

three series.

Goalie Dan Finn '84 played a

flawless game in his first shu-

tout this year, venturing far out

of the net several times to turn

back the Mohawks on breaka-
ways. Five times in the fast-

paced third period, Finn
stopped shots at point-blank

range.

The Ephs' final tally came at

the 12: 13 mark when left wing
Chris Traggio '87 l>eat Pasquale

to the upper right corner after

Jackson moved the puck down
the ice following freshman John
Booth's break-out pass.

Crush A.I.C.

Assistant captain Brian
Rutledge '85 and freshman Guy
Kurtz each tallied once and

passed off for another score to

pace the Ephs Wednesday.
Williams broke on top early in

the first period as Rutledge

intercepted a pass and scored
under goalie Don Morthouse's
left pad with just 42 seconds
gone in the game. Traggio put

the Ephs up by two less than a

minute later on another unas-
sisted breakaway.
Kurtz recorded his first goal

of the season at the 12: 48 mark
as he directed home a pass from
classmate Mike O'Connell and
Rutledge.

A.I.C. got its first goal of the

game with just under two min-

utes remaining in the period to

pull within two of the Ephs at

3-1.

Insurmountable

Williams continued to out-

skate the Yellowjackets in the

second stanza and goals by
Jackson (from Traggio and
Erik Knutzen '86) and Potter

( from Booth ) put the Ephs up by
an insurmountable 5-1 spread

halfway through the period.

The Yellowjackets fell l)ehind

6-1 on defenseman Mike Urets-

ky's slapshot just 52 seconds

into the final period before they

rallied with two goals against an
increasingly sloppy Eph squad.

The team travels to Norwich
Wednesday.

Ephs bounce past Bates, Middlebury
by Peggy Soutliard

The women's basketball team
won their first two games of the

season, beating Bates 64-58 Sat-

urday and downing Middlebury
51-39 last Thursday.
Sunday, In a closely contested

l>attle that came down to the last

two minutes, the women held

onto a small lead and stayed on

top to beat Bates 64-58.

Despite Williams' halftlme

lead of 38-25, Bates took advan-

tage of the Ephwomen's foul

trouble to take a 57-56 lead with

only 3: 37 left in the game. But a

steal on the in-lwund by Denise

Saunders '87 and fine outsidf

shooUng by tri-captain Tracy

Burroughs'84. who ended with

•20 points, recaptured and sealed

the win.

Guard Liz Kellison '87 added

12 points, and junior tri-captain

Kay Lackey had 10 points and 10

retwunds.

"In the second half we got into

foul trouble," said Coach Sue
Hudson-Hamblin. "With four

people on the floor with four

fouls each, we could not play as

aggressively as we wanted to.

Consequently, Bates could

come back. Still, we stayed

poised, ran our offense, and

maintained a three to four point

edge to the end."

.Masli .Middlebury

At Middlebury, Williams'

penetrating zone and man-to-

man defenses, in addition to a

full-court press, held the Panth-

ers to one point In the first seven

minutes, pacing the Ephs to a
26-15 halftlme lead.

According to Hudson-
Hamblin, the successful execu-

tion of the man-to-man press

contributed to several Eph
steals and to a 25 point lead late

in the second half.

New faces

Lackey led Williams with 11

points. The 5'10" foru-ard is one
of four returning players. Sev-

eral new faces, including six

freshmen and 5'11" sophomore
center Jean Hakmiller, have
bolstered the team. Kellison

made her college debut as she

pumped in 10 points for the

game. Hakmiller, also a first-

year starter, led the rebounding

Continued on Page 10

Co-captain John McNicholas '84 goes up for a shot In Williams'

87-80 loss to Hamilton Tuesday. The Ephs rebounded to take the

Berkshire Classic this weekend. (Ruderman)

poured in 20 points in the vic-

tory. Pat O'Malley '87 added 19

points, and John Ciulla '87

chipped in 15 points. Ciulla

pumped in 30 points in the loss to

Albany, while O'Malley added
24, and Roth 15.

The varsity travels to Nor-

wich for a Wednesday night

contest.

Undefeated squash team
sweeps own tourney

by John Clayton

The squash team handily won the Williams Invitational tour-

nament this weekend, beating all ten teams, as the top six

players went undefeated.

"Our closest game was against the Naval Academy, which
we won 6-3," said Coach Sean Sloane. "We blew everyone else's

doors out."

The top six players—Greg Zaff '84, BUI Nau '84, co-captains

Tom Harrity '84 and Jamie King '84, Doug Robie '86, and Ben
Thompson '85—were all undefeated for the weekend.

Everyone plays

"We got 24 different players into play (there are nine posi-

tions per match), and still were able to blow teams out," said

Sloane. "This was good for team morale, and also for player

development.
"That's why it's good to play this tournament at home,

because we couldn't take 24 players on the road."

Following Williams, in order of finish, were Navy, Cornell,

Colgate, Columbia and Bowdoin (tied for fifth), Fordham,
Hamilton, Babson, and Colby and Vassar (tied for tenth i.

Best ever?

Sloane said he expects this team to be one of the best ever at

Williams, if not the t)est. "Zaff is one of the top three collegiate

players in the country, and our top three all have an excellent

chance to be Ali-Americans.

"The sky's the limit in terms of how far we can go," Sloane

said. "We're looking forward to the University of Pennsylva-

nia and Yale in January. The only team on our schedule we
can't Ijeat is Har\'ard, and they're numl)er one in the country,

so after them..."

t
f

Numl>«r two Bill Nau '84, shown here clobbering a Bowdoin
Potar Bear, was undefeated this weekend, as were five of his

teammates and his school. (Ruderman)
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College cancels plans

for Spring St. building

J

by Jeffrey H. Brainard

The College has decided not to

construct a commercial build-

ing at the end of Spring Street
after It discovered that the

building would cost twice as
much as was originally pro-

jected and would violate Wilil-

amstown zoning laws if built

according to the original plan.

The College planned to use the

building to temporarily house
two Spring Street merchants
whose stores, which they rent
from Williams, will have to be
demolished to make way for the
new gym. Construction on the

gym, which will be located
south of the existing squash
courts, is scheduled to begin this

spring.

The proposed commercial
building would also have pro-

vided much-needed retail space
for other merchants interested

in locating on Spring Street, Col-

lege officials had said. The
building would have been
located between the American
Legion and the Travel Store.

Because the building will not

be built, the College is now con-

sidering where to house the Wil-

liams News Room and
Goodman's Jewelers, the two
merchants to be displaced.

Mobile homes
According to College Vice-

President and Treasurer Wil-

liam Reed, one option would be

to house the two businesses in

mobile homes on the lawn in

front of the squash courts. The
College could also house them in

a temporary structure that the

College would build, or in exist-

ing College-owned floor space
on Spring Street.

"This is not for two years—

a

lot can happen in that time,"

Reed said. "Another store

might become available."

The Berkshire Eagle recently

reported that Penny's Place, a
woman's clothing store located

next to The College Bookstore,

will go out of business at the end
of this month, possibly making
room for the two businesses.

Director of Physical Plant

Wlnthrop Wassenar said the

earliest the businesses might be

disrupted would be summer
1985 and the College might wait

until spring 1986, by which time

the gym will be nearing
completion.

After the new gym is finished,

the College will then build a new
two-story retail building on the

present site of the News Room
and Goodman's. Those two busi-

ness will be located in that build-

ing, which will back directly

into the gym.
(The merchants affected

were not too upset about the

change in plans—for their

reactions, see accompanying
story.)

Pappa Charlie's razed
Pappa Charlie's Delicatessen

will join them in the new build-

ing. Wassenar said the College

plans to tear down the brick

addition to the Williams Book-

store which houses Pappa Char-

lie's, and renovate the older

bookstore building (see story, p.

4.)

The College had been plan-

ning the commercial building at

the end of Spring Street since

last spring, in conjunction with

the gym project. According to

Reed, the estimated cost of the

building was $500,000.

However, when the College

received bids on the building
last Nov. 22, the low bid was
$882,000 for the building alone.

The architect's fee and the costs

of the parking lot and exterior

landscaping brought the total

cost to just over $1 million, Was-
senar said.

"We wanted to build a build-

ing that would be attractive and
a real asset to the street," Reed
said. "We kept adding desirable
features and eventually the

price just went out of range. The
tenants couldn't have afforded

the rent."

Reed said the College cur-

rently leases commercial space

on Spring Street for, on aver-

age, $9.50 per square foot. In the

new building, the average
would have been $12 to $13.

Continued on Page 4

Pappa Charlie's will be torn down and the Williams College Bookstore, a building of historical

significance, will be restored. (Scheibe)

Store owners react to shifting locations
A number of Spring Street

businessmen told the Record
last week that the cancellation

of the planned commercial
building at the end of the street

and the resulting space shuffle

(see story, p.l) would be some-
what inconvenient, but not

harmful to their businesses.

The Williams New Room and
Goodman's Jewelers will be
affected the most because the

College must demolish their

current stores, which it owns, to

make way for the new gym. The
College may temporarily house
the two in mobile homes on the

lawn in front of the squash
courts. The two businesses
could be displaced for as long as

eight months to a year before

the College rehouses them in a

new building on their current
site.

"It shouldn't affect business

at all," said Billy Paradise,

owner of the News Room. "We
have a certain trade which

should keep coming—we cater

to the students.

"Naturally it will be an incon-

venience but in the long run it

should turn out to be very nice,"

he said. "We're supposed to

have double the space in the new
building. We'll be able to offer

more things to students."

"Bather be up here"
Dick Goodman, owner of

Goodman's Jewelers, said "any
move is going to affect me. But I

would rather be up here than
down there," he said, referring

to the site of the cancelled build-

ing at the end of Spring Street.

He said that because his mer-
chandise is small he will not be

too disrupted by moving out of

his store. However, he has
voiced concern to the college

about security problems in a

mobile home or temporary
building.

Goodman said he hopes the

construction can take place dur-

ing the summer. "My busiest

times are around May and
December—for graduation and
Christmas," he said. "It would

be good if it was done by then."

Salvatore's, the shoe store

was going to move into a larger
space in the cancelled building.

But Tony Chojnowski, the
store's manager said he
"wasn't too crazy about moving
down there to begin with...

I

wasn't pleased about the mix of

stores there. We are going to

remodel here Instead."

"I am happy where I am,"
said David Dickey, owner of the
Travel Store. His store was to

have been demolished to make
way for the commercial build-

ing next door, and he would
have moved into it.

"I was prepared to make the
switch," he said. "It would have
been an inconvenience, but I

was prepared to do it for the
sake of the town and the College.

Officials of the Berkshire
Bank, which was planning to

start a branch with a drive-

through in the building, could
not be reached for comment.

—Jeff Brainard

New phone system causes hassles

for students and administrators

Williams second best

says college survey
by R. DeMott

This week, students returned

to campus to find a new tele-

phone system Installed at the

college. The new electronic sys-

tem, Dimension, replaces the

old Centrex system which the

college has had since 1972. Since

the change-over on Decemt)er
16, AT&T and New England Tel-

ephone workers have been on

campus constantly trying to

iron out bugs in the system.

"Every day I go home with a

headache," said Charlotte Mar-
lowe, who oversees the tele-

phone system and has listened

to dozens of student complaints
every day.

She estimates that there are

problems with as many as one
quarter of the student tele-

phones on campus. She added
that the problems seem to be

concentrated in certain areas of

the campus, such as Tyler Hall,

where some phones are still

completely Inoperative.

During the vacation, spot-

checks of the various dormito-

ries did not turn up many
problems, according to Busi-

ness Manager Shane Riorden.

However, Marlowe said, "the

ones they spot-checked worked

fine, it's the ones that they

didn't check that are the

problem."
She explained that with so

many telephones it was impos-

sible to check each one and

therefore the problems
wouldn't become apparent until

the students began using their

telephones.

Administration first

"The priority has t)een to deal

with the administrative phones

(first)," said Marlowe. "We've

been concentrating on the admi-

nistrative offices, but when they

fix a few more things, we'll

switch to the students," agreed
Riorden.

He added that if the problems
cannot be rectified quickly, stu-

dent service may be shut down
and the students refunded that

part of their term bill which cov-

ers telephone service. Or, stu-

dents could be taken off the

system and given new telephone

numbers from the 458- William-

stown exchange, he said.

However, these are drastic

measures which would only be

taken as a last resort, Riorden
said.

New Billing Procedure
With the new Dimension sys-

tem students will no longer get a

telephone bill from New Eng-
land Telephone every month,
according to Marlowe. Instead,

they will be responsible directly

to the college for their toll calls.

In addition, the new system
Continued on Page 7

by John McDermott

Is there any truth to a recent

U.S. News and World Report
survey of college presidents

which listed Williams as the

second best liberal arts college

in the nation behind Amherst?
"The whole poll is a bit bogus

and I'm not taking it seriously,"

Dean Daniel O'Connor said,

adding that the presidents'

judgements were based on
"hearsay."
The magazine sent questio-

naires to 1,308 four year college

presidents, asking them to

name the top five schools from a

list of schools with sizes, pro-

grams and geographical ranges
like their own.
U.S. News published the

results November 28. Of the 662

respondents, 43.9 percent
named Amherst College the top

liberal arts school for under-

graduates. Williams and

Swarthmore tied for second
place, with 36.6 percent of the

first-place votes. Carleton and
Oberlin colleges finished third

and fourth, respectively.

"It's rather ridiculous to try

to rank colleges on a very

refined scale," College Presi-

dent John Chandler said. "Peo-
ple hear the name Amherst with

much more frequency (than

Williams)."

Chandler, who declined to

name the other four schools he

selected in the survey, said he

did list Williams first.

More business grads
"We're tops in business lead-

ership," he said, citing Stand-

ard and Poor's 1982 Executive/

College Survey which listed Wil-

liams first of 219 liberal arts col-

leges in the number of

graduates working as officers

or directors of major U.S. com-
Continued on Page 7
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Welcome forum
Eleven students attended last Thursday's all-college meeting on Bax-

ter Hall.

This turnout would seem to indicate student apathy toward the Baxter
Hall renovation design. It does not indicate lack of desire to renovate
Baxter Hall. Most students seem pleased that their 12: 15 mail rush wil
be much less frenzied.

The meeting's low attendence simply indicates that the issue is not
controversial. Certainly the renovations will be an improvement for the
student union, and hopefully those students who had complaints and
special interests have already made an input into the designs.
This kind of meeting would be an excellent forum for somewhat more

controversial issues. There are issues each year when students are
upset about not only the administration's decisions but lack of opportun-
ity for student input into those decisions.

Rarely when such decisions as banning rock concerts in Chapin Hall,

changing housing transfer rules, or ending row house dining are made
are all-college meetings held. It would be welcome if when these issues
came up there was a dean who would explain the pending proposal and
ask for student reaction and suggestions.

The College could hope for a better turnout on these issues.
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Op'Ed
Second to none Brrrring ! Brrrring !

Our own Williams was ranked runner-up to the Defectors of 1821,
Amherst in a recent U. S. News and World Report survey of college
presidents. Frankly, we find this hard to believe.

In our own Record poll of six students at the Log, all responded over-
whelmingly that Williams deserves number one. On the basis of this

survey, we urge the College to conduct a more comprehensive, more
scientific nationwide survey of Williams alumni to exonerate our tar-
nished reputation. The Record feels confident that such a poll would put
Amherst in its place.

If this fails, we should, following the advice of Dean O'Connor and
President Chandler, change our name to make it earlier in the alphabet
( "Billiams"? ) , and trade our football team for the one at the University
of Miami. Furthermore, if all else fails, we can adopt a catchier fight

song. Maybe something like "Surfing USA."

QUOTATION OF THE WEEK

Every day I go home

with a headache.
9>

Coordinator of telephone services

Charlotte Marlowe, referring to the

problems and complaints regarding

the new Dimension telephone system.
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by John Clayton

I answered my roomates's phone the

other day. (That was because it rang,

which is more than you can say for some
phones on our floor.

)

"Hello."

"O.K., please hold on and I'll connect

you with Mr. Reardon."
Wow! I'd heard that this new phone

system could do a lot, but I didn't know
that handling conversations with secre-

taries was part of it.

The only problem was that I didn't

know who Mr. Reardon was, or why I

wanted to talk to him.

"Hello," I said again.

"Hi, Shane. It's Don."
This phone had remarkable capabili-

ties! It turned me (or maybe my roo-

mate) into someone named "Shane".
The first thing that come to my mind was
the old movie and the title boy screaming
"Shane! Shane! Come back, Shane! " As
I remembered, Shane was a pretty cool

guy, even if he did end up with a shirtful

of ketchup after being shot in the last

scene.

However, I had no clue who Don was,

so I just mumbled something.

"Hello," said a third party.

You probably envision each new sub-

section of this article to begin with a

'Hello," while I talk with luminaries like

Shane, Mr. T, Cap'n Crunch, and Chris

Harned.

While that might make an amusing

story, that's not what really happened

(not that this is really. ..well, sort of).

What really happened was that Don
and the third party started carrying on a

conversation about phones I wasn't pay-

ing very close attention, because I was
still trying to figure out if I was, or was

talking to, Shane, or Don, or the secre-
tary, or Mr. T (although I soon ruled out
that last possibility).

Eventually, I figured it out:

I wasn't Shane; Mr. Reardon was
Shane; indeed he was Shane Riorden;
and he didn't have ketchup on his shirt;

because he was the College's Bussiness
Manager and not an actor named Alan
Ladd.

"Am I supposed to

be in on this

conservation?"

Furthermore, Don was calling Shane
Riorden about the phones becuase our
phone system was screwed up, which
probably had something do to with my
roommate's phone ringing.

"Excuse me, am I supposed to be In on
this conversation?"
That's an odd thing to say; it must be

even odder to hear, especially if you're
talking about something secret or illegal

or embarassing. (Phones, the topic of

this conversation, are none of the

above )

.

"Who are you?" they asked—a natural

response, although who I am probably
had little relevance to my belonging In

the conversation.

"I'm In West College, and my phone
rang."

"Aha," said Shane with a sigh, "we
have another problem," and then I real-

ized that it was he who was the gunslin-

ger in the old movie, and bad guys were
popping up in phones all over campus,
and by the end of the month he would
probably have a shirtful of ketchup, too.

Letters to the etditor must be limited to 250 words and in the

Record office by 3 p.m. Sunday or in the Record mailbox

by Friday evening. They must be signed and should be

typed. They may cover any issue of interest to the College

community.

NEWSBRIEFS

By the end of the school year, this two-story brick garage In Eph's Alley off Spring Street will house

Willlamstown's newest restaurant, the Tulip Cafe.

simply if they have failed two or

more courses in a semester.

O'Connor said students who
withdraw typically study else-

where for a semster or two and

then return to Williams.

He said he was not surprised

by the large proportion of sopho-

mores disciplined, noting that

every year that class leads the

others.

"It's the typical sophomore
slump pattern," he said. "It's

mostly not yet being in a major
or knowing your strengths. The
charm (of freshman year) is

gone and a student can often

become confused. This often

leads to a pattern of cutting

classes and before they know it,

they're in trouble."

-Chris Howlelt

Most failures

In 20 years
More students failed to meet

their academic requirements
last semester than at any other

time in the last twenty years,

according to figures just

released by the Registrar's

Office.

Twelve students were
required to resign and 31 were
placed on academic probation.

The total of 43 falling students is

almost double the 22 of last

semester. Of those 43, 24 were
sophomores. Eight sophomores
were asked to leave, as opposed

to 2 freshmen, one junior and
one senior.

The average number of stu-

dents disciplined by the Com-
mittee on Academic Standing

each semester is about 22. How-
ever, Dean Daniel O'Connor

attributed this semester's dra-

matic Increase to a "statistical

blip. You get one every once in a

while," he said.

O'Connor did note that for

failure rate "there is a direct

correlation to class attendance.

Practically everyone who was
in trouble (academically)
simply didn't go to class," he

said. "It simply reflects a lack

of motivation. I don't think it's a

long-term trend."

To be placed on academic pro-

bation, a student must fall

below the minimum require-

ment of three C minuses, O'Con-

nor said. Students are asked to

withdraw if they are on proba-

tion and continue not to meet the

requirement, or in some cases

Finnemore)

night fare, as well as a Sunday
brunch."
Designed by local architect

Ann McCallum, "the cafe will

be high-tech in design and will

have seats for 30 people," Van
Hensburgen said. Upon comple-

tion the building, which is cur-

rently a two-story brick garage,

will also house Van Hensbur-

gen's catering firm, Panache
Catering Services.

Van Hensburgen, a William-

stown resident, was manager of

the College Faculty House for

four years before resigning last

year to pursue his private

ventures.

—Stuart Smith

Briggs trades

New cafe to be
WOCjor alums

In Eph's Alley
Construction should begin

within the month on the new
Tulip Cafe behind Town and
Country Flowers in Eph's Alley,

according to Scott Van Hens-

burgen, owner and operater of

the new restaurant.

"The cafe should be finished

by April when the tulips come
up, or at least by graduation and
alumni weekends," Van Hens-

burgen said. "We'll offer good

quality cooking at a good
price."

"While the menu is not yet

finalized," he noted, "it will

revolve around daily specials.

We'll cater mainly to students

and townspeople and will be

open from 11 a.m. to 11 p.m.,

offering lunch, dinner, and late

James R. Briggs has

resigned his positions as direc-

tor of the Outing Club and head

coach of the varsity baseball

team to become Executive

Director of Alumni Relations, a

new position created to coordi-

nate the work of the Develop-

ment and Alumni offices' fund

"aising efforts.

"My job is to make sure the

Alumni fund continues to be the

best in the United States. 1 will

help coordinate everything with

Alumni relations as well as help

solicit major capital gifts,"

explained Briggs.

Briggs had been director of

the Outing Club since 1982. His

wife, Mary Lou, who has been

involved in the club for 12 years,

will run it through Winter Carni-

val, he said. After that a new

director will be appointed.

Baxter Hall

All campus

Meeting

Draws 11

by Joe Ehlers

Students showed little inter-

est Thursday in the plans to ren-

ovate Baxter Hall as only eleven

showed up at the all-campus

meeting to present the proposed

changes.

Dean David Colby, chairman
of the Committee on Under-

graduate Life, presented the

plans for Baxter, which he said

was "designed for an era we are

no longer in and a type of college

that doesn't exist anymore."

Colby summarized the

changes by saying that four

basic rules were used in rede-

signing the building. "The first

floor should be a common
floor," he said. "Specific func-

tions should be kept to the base-

ment, the Food Service should

Briggs said he will especially

miss coaching the baseball
team, which he has done since

1974. "I loved every minute of

it," he said. He explained that

the athletic department is cur-

rently interviewing outside can-

didates for the coaching job,

and hopes to fill the position in

the near future.

"I think Williams is the best

college in the country," Briggs
said. "It has the best students

around. It's worth making sure

it stays in the best shape. I was
asked (by President Chandler)
to do this job and I think I have
something to offer. It is really

important that it gets done."
Briggs, a 1960 graduate of Wil-

liams, returned here in 1968 as
an assistant director of alumni
relations, responsible for the

College's Annual Fund and Par-

ents Fund . In 1973 he was named
Director of Annual Giving, a
position he held until 1979.

"Jim Briggs has demon-
strated an unusual capacity to

organize, direct and motivate
volunteer fund-raisers," Presi-

dent John W. Chandler said.

"Williams is fortunate that a

person with his experience and
ability will be assuming the

important responsibilities
which the new appointment
entails."

—Eric .Adelstein

Clark to sort

Art of brothers

have few changes, and offices in

use frequently should be kept on

the first floor."

Students at the meeting

voiced concern over telephone

service in the remodeled build-

ing, and whether or not there

would be a piano in the lounge.

The possibility of leaving part of

the building open all night for a

study lounge was also brought

up, but Colby said that "as of

now, I believe a portion of Hop-

kins or Sawyer would probably

be left open during the night

(instead I."

Colby said later he was not

surprised by the tiny student

turnout. "It's simply that

there's no controversy sur-

rounding the plans we've deve-

lopped," he explained. "All the

have an example of how
research is conducted on this

type of project," she added.

Relchert new

Dean of Faculty

English professor John Rel-

chert will replace history pro-

fessor Francis Oakley as Dean
of the Faculty beginning July 1,

1984. Relchert will continue

teaching during his term as

Dean.
According to Oakley, who has

held the position of Dean since

January 1977, the job entails

dealing with such things as

"appointments, promotions,
tenure, and leaves of absence."

Additionally, the Dean of the

Faculty is involved in generat-

ing curriculum and in the pro-

fessional development of

teaching and scholarship, Oak-

ley said.

As Dean, Oakley sees himself

working to "stimulate and
invigorate the intellectual life of

the faculty." Relchert voiced no

specific plans for the job, stat-

ing that "I'm on leave right now ,

so I try to think of it as little as

possible."

Oakley will be on leave in Wil-

liamstown during the first

semester of next year. He will

return to teaching second
semester, although Relchert

will remain Dean of Faculty.

Martita If eil

Prendergast pasachaff's
Carol Clark, curator of paint-

ings at the Amon Carter

Museum in Fort Worth, Texas,

has been named the Maurice
and Charles Prendergast Exec-

utive Fellow at the Williams

College Museum of Art, and

Adjunct Curator of American

Art at the Sterling and Francine

Clark Art Institute.

In mid-January Clark will

assume responsibility for the

day-to-day work on a syste-

matic catalogue of the art of

Maurice and Charles Prender-

gast, two early twentieth-

century American painters.

The project is expected to take

four or five full-time researchers

about three years to complete.

The catalogue, funded by the

Prendergast Foundation, will

include an introduction and

essays by scholars detailing the

life and work of the Prender-

gasts, and a full entry for every

one of their works.

Clark plans to offer a course

or colloquium to introduce stu-

dents to important aspects of

methodology and to integrate

the project into the life of the

College, she said. "It is impor-

tant for students of art history to

New Star guide
Astronomy professor Jay M.

Pasachoff, director of the Hop-
kins Observatory, is the author
of the new version of "A Field

Guide to the Stars and Planets."

Pasachoff, whose astronomy
textbooks are the most widely

used in the United States, was
asked by Houghton Mifflin to

revise the original Field Guide
written 20 years ago by profes-

sor Donald H. Menzel, director

of the Harvard College
Observatory.
The heart of the book is a set of

52 charts covering the entire

sky, drawn by Wil Tirion, the

well-known Dutch celestial car-

tographer. Pasachoff and Tir-

ion also invented a new type of

display for monthly star maps,
each showing the sky as it looks

at a given time of night.

The book describes how to

observe the sky and what new-

comers to astronomy can hope
to see. The guide can be used by
beginners in sky observation,

although the tables and sky

charts are thorough enough for

professional astronomers.

groups seem to be relatively

satisfied. If we'd done some-
thing like throw the Outing Club

out, we'd have had a major
controversy."

Colby disagreed that the lack

of attendance reflected student

apathy about the Baxter reno-

vations. "I think all the way

along we got a lot of great ideas

from students," he said, noting

that members of CUL, College

Council and many other student

organizations had already seen

and discussed the plans.

Outside of the meeting, some
students expressed favorable

reactions to the plans. "I like

the idea of the mailroom being

switched." said Jeff Yegian '87.

"That room has to be changed."

"I think it's about time the

college utilizes this space to its

proper potential," added Chris

Pasko'87. "This is probably one

of most wasteful places in the

world. For example, the inter-

campus mail envelopes. It's

about time they got their act

together."

Upperclassmen, who are less

likely to be affected by the

changes, seemed more apa-

thetic in their reactions. "It

may not be that good of a stu-

dent union, but is it that big of a

deal?" they asked.

"I don't even know anything

about it," said one upperclass-

woman who asked not to be

named. "There was informa-

tion in the paper, but it didn't

really interest me. In the end,

the school is going to do wha-

tever they want anyway.
"
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Pappa C's to be razed Spring Street shuffled
The College plans to restore

the building which houses the
Williams Bookstore and rip
down Pappa Charlie's Delica
lessen, located in the brick addi
tion to the book store, Winthrop
Wassenar told the Record last

week.
Wassenar, who is Director of

Physical Plant, said Pappa
Charlie's will be relocated to the
retail building which the Col-
lege will construct north of the
Adams Block (on the present
site of the News Room and
Goodman's Jewelers) in con-
junction with the new gym
project.

Wassenar had previously said
the building housing the book
store might be demolished, and
the book store would be moved
to the planned commericial
office building at the end of
Spring Street, which has since
been canceled, (see story, p.l)

' 'That was my dream—to stay
here, " said Joe Dewey, owner of
the Williams Bookstore. "This
is a nice building, an excellent
location for students and
tourists."

Deli "looks lousy"
Dewey said he would not be

sorry to see the brick addition
which houses the deli go. "I

don't think the building needs it.

I think it looks lousy." He also
said the deli creates cooking
smells which seep into his store,

which he won't miss either.

Wassenar said the College
will spend up to $1(X),000 to res-

tore the building.

"We need to do work on the
roof structure," he said. "It

needs additional support in

order to meet present fbuild-
ing] code requirements." Was-
senar said the College will also
do work on the building's

bathrooms, internal stairway
and outside porch, which he said
is rotting away.

Historical significance
Wassenar said one reason the

building will be restored is that
it has historical significance.
According to art professor eme-
ritus Whitney Stoddard, the
building was built in 1810 and is

in the Greek Revival style.

"There's not much Greek
Revival still left around town, so
I'm glad it's being saved," Stod-

dard said.

The building served a number
of functions, and sat in a
number of locations, before
assuming its present appear-
ance. According to Stoddard it

was, at one time, a general
store, a post office and a bath-

house for the College. He said it

was first located on the site now
occupied by the First Congrega-
tional Church and was then
moved to the corner of Spring
Street, where Lasell Gymna-
sium is now, before finally end-
ing up in its present location.

Dewey said the book store

began operation in 1848.

Michael Nikitas, who helps
his father Charlie run Papa
Charlie's said it "doesn't really

matter if our business is here or
there," but said that the current
store is "a huge building— I hate
to see it go." He said he hopes he
can move the wooden benches in

the store to the new location.

Nikitas said the move will be
inconvenient because he has a
lot of kitchen equipment to

move. He also said he hopes the
deli will not have less space in

the new location than it pres-
ently has. He currently uses the
basement of the entire building
for storage.

—Jeff Brainard

Continued from Page 4

"A financial loser"
"The College wasn't prepared

to subsidize the cost," Reed
said. "The building would have
been a financial loser, ^nd I

couldn't justify building it."

The College decided not to go
ahead with the building in mid-
December, he said. The College
had no obligation to any of the
merchants who were to move
into the new building because no
leases had yet been signed,
Wassenar added.
However, by contract the Col-

lege must pay 80 percent of the
architect's fee, which will be
about $40,000, Reed said. The
architect was William Kirby of
Williamstown.

Parking lot crossed boundary
The College also decided not

to go ahead with the commer-
cial building because a William-
stown resident pointed it out to
the town Zoning Board of

Appeal? that the proposed park-

ing lot behind the building would
have extended into College-

owned land in a residential

zone, a violation of the town zon-

ing law, Wassenar said. The lot

would have extended over the

zoning boundary by about 70

feet, he said.

Wassenar said the College
would not have been permitted
to settle for a smaller lot

because the zoning law also
requires that parking lots of

commercial buildings be large
enough to accomodate the
number of cars likely to need
parking space.

Reed said that the mistake
was "an honest oversight. I

have no complaints about Mr.
Kirby."

College officials declined to

name who had pointed out that
the lot would cross the zoning

line, but said the person was a
Williamstown resident.

Recycled parking lot

Wassenar said the College
had already begun to prepare
the proposed site for construc-
tion. "We had cut down trees
and laid gravel so that it could
be paved," he said. He said the
College will probably build a
new, larger parking lot on the
site. The College already ripped
up an existing parking lot to pre-
pare the site.

Wassenar said the College
may apply to the zoning board to
redistrict the zone so that when
the College rebuilds the parking
lot, it can make it bigger.

Regardless of the size of the
proposed lot, if it is built the Col-
lege will probably let the town
use it as a municipal lot, free of
charge, as it did with the origi-
nal lot, Wassenar said.

College construction and demolition may temporarily force the Williams News Room and Good-
man's Jewelers into mobile homes on this lawn in front of the squash courts. (Scheibe)

Breaking Up ISN'T Hard To Do

New England Telephone
still offers excellent

ca ree r oppo rtun 1 1 ies

Come Talk with US !

Information Session Tonight 7 p.m.

at OCC
Cathy Jackson 79
Business Marketing

John Harris '83

Revenue Matters

Mock Interviews

Tomorrow, Wednesday, Jan. 11

at 3 p.m. in the A.V. Department

Mr. Robert Smith
Manager of Management Employment

New England Telephone
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Acconci sculpts

"Body Walls"
by Michael Govan

Contemporary sculptor Vlto Acconci com-
pleted his most recent work, "Body Walls, "at the

Williams College Museum of Art last November.
The work was comissioned by the Museum for

$5000 and will Ijecome part of the Museum's per-

manent collection.

Acconci Ijecame known in the late 60's and
early 70's for performance and body art, but in the

mid '70's turned to site-specific sculpture. His

recent works employ recurring architectural

motifs such as walls, rooms, stairs, tables and
chairs.

His interest in architecture generated the piece

at Williams, which consists of huge walls and
stairs. Up the stairs and inside the walls are doors

which when opened reveal chairs. It is meant to

be looked at, walked on and sat in.

Unlike any of Acconci's previous work, how-

ever, the architecture is subordinate to figurative

images. The billboard-size walls are in the form
of a horse, a dog, and a reclining female nude (the

nude is painted vivid pink). Carved out of the

'reclining nude' wall is a plexiglass mirror-lined

mouse, and on the inside of each door is a mirror
with a painted fetus image. On the side of the

nude's leg on a background of clouds and blue sky

are written the words "BURN BABY."
Most of Acconci's sculptures were intended for

•temporary installation and consequently almost

none are owned by museums. The function of a

museum, says Acconci, is to support painting

rather than sculpture—because sculpture must
be re-built each time it goes up, while a painting

can simply be hung on a wall. Acconci has never

done a painting himself, but sees much of his

interest in figurative image as a response to

today's trends toward neo-expressionist painting.

"A wall in a museum," says Acconci, "is used

to support an image, a painting. An additional

wall, then, might ()< an image."

The image itself is suggestive if not somewhat
controversial. "'Wall' means 'image' means
'myth' means 'monument.' In the back of my
mind there was the notion of a painting that can be

walked through," says Acconci, "If the walls can

be used, by people, then the myth might be

brought down to earth.

"Once the blatant sexism is there, then the sub-

Cap and Bells kicks off 1984:

Dogg's Hamlet in DownStage
by Ned Ladd

Something's happening on DownStage this weekend but they're

not speaking our language. Well maybe they are, but it doesn't

make any sense. Actually it's Tom Stoppard which may be a little

bit of both. Cap and Bells presents Dofof's Hnmlrt In its first

production of the new year.

The play takes place in what appears to be an English pre-prep

school, only the actors don't have British accents and don't speak

English. They communicate in Dogg, a language whose words are

identical to their English counterparts except that they mean
entirely different things.

One can imagine the results when one English-speaking person

enters the world of Dogg. Stoppard cleverly uses the language,

milking the lines for their humor potential.

Stoppard plays with Shakespeare (as he often does) in the middle

of the work by presenting a fifteen minute condensed version of

Hamlet. Stoppard parodies works like the Reader's Digest

Condensed Novels and the USA Today by eliminating the "unneces-

sary" elements.

Director Scott Todd '86 brings this comedy to life. "Language is

an arbitrary set of conventions we all agree to share," he said.

When those conventions are broken down, the language becomes
useless. "There is nothing inherent in a word itself," he said. "It

takes on meaning as soon as you decide to interpret it."

The communication barrier, both literally and figuratively, per-

meates the play. "Language can be a wall between people," said

actor Chris Varrone '85.

The set consists of planks, slabs, bricks, and cubes on a blank

stage. Varrone called Do^/f'.s Hamlet "exactly the right kind of

play for DownStage." Because of the intimacy of the theater Scott

said, "The audience is an integral part of our performance."

Dogg's Hamlet will be performed Thursday through Sunday
night at 8:00 p.m. Tickets are free and are available at the Down-
Stage box office one hour before the performance.

Sculptor Vito Acconci and his most recent work,

"Body Walls," commissioned by the Williams

College Museum ol Art. (Govan)

version of it can be there. I hope those words
(BURN BABY) will subvert it. I hope the baby
images could, in some way— I mean the fact of a
woman being loaded with these things—of being

burdened by them.
"I would hope the people who support the myth,

once it's made so big and cartoon-like, would feel

a little embarrased.
"

Acconci intends the piece to take a feminist

point of view, but not without challenging that

same point of view. "I would want the piece to

challenge those people too—those people who feel

so sure that they're right. ...Maybe sexuality is a

little more complicated.

"What do you do with things that don't fit into

your intellectual scheme of things yet you feel

some sort of desire toward them? Do you say, 'I

can't feel desire for them because they aren't

politically correct,' or, 'I feel desire for them,

therefore I obviously am incorrect, or is there

some way to use all those things at the same time?

"In saying so much there's not one side or the

other —the plot is always a little more thickened

than that. I think that's been true about all my
work," says Acconci.

Arts in Viewv
The life of noted jazz conductor Paul White-

man has been chronicled by Williams graduate

Thomas DeLong '57 in his book Paul Whiteman,

King of Jazz. Whiteman led the country's most

popular jazz orchestra in the Twenties, Thirties,

and Forties and did much to legitimize and pop-

ularize the genre. In the early part of this cen-

tury, Williams was closely connected with jazz

and Whiteman. The Whiteman Collection in

Stetson Hall represents one of the most exten-

sive libraries of his life and work. ...Dance cho-

reographer Blondell Cummlngs will be in

residence until January 24 providing instruction

and preparing a piece that Williams students

will perform. An original member of the notable

Meredith Monk's "House", Cummlngs has

toured the United States, Europe, and Asia as a

soloist. According to Dance Society Co-

President Ted Thompson, Cummlngs "will pro-

vide Williams dancers a chance to work with a

professional in her own area. ...Music in the

Round will perform works by d ' Indy , Prokofief f

,

and Beethoven in concert Friday night in

Brooks-Rogers Recital Hall at S:6o PM. The

quintet consists of Julius Hegyi, Lisa Hegyi,

Janet Rowe, Susan St. Amour, Douglas Moore,

and Charlotte Hegyi....A fifteen piece bronze

collection from contemporary artists entitled

Six In Bronze will open Sunday at the College

Museum of Art. The six artists, primarily New
York-based, have experimented in various

genres of art and have only recently discovered

bronze, according to the Museum's assistant

curator, Vivian Patterson. "This is the first time

this type of group has been seen in the Berk-

shires,' ' she said. There will be a preview Thurs

day night. The show will be on display through

February.

Crossword
by

Gregory Smith

1
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Jonathan Hay wins

Rhodes scholarship
by Sarah Abernathy

Jonathon Hay '84 recently
became the 26th Williams stu-

dent since 1905 to win a Rhodes
scholarship. Hay, along with 31

other American scholars, will

study at Oxford University in

England next fall with all

expenses paid.

Hay has completed his gra-
duation requirements and has
left Williams. He was a Russian
language and literature major
and plans to study philosophy,
politics and economics when he
begins at Oxford in October, he
said.

The Rhodes Scholarship is

awarded on the basis of literacy

and scholastic abilities, leader-

ship capabilities, and athletic

interest and achievement. Of
the 1,214 students who applied
only 75 were chosen worldwide.
The last Williams student to

win a Rhodes scholarship was

Christopher Suits '81, and
before that Karen Walker '79,

the first woman to win from
Williams.

Hay took a leave of absence
his sophomore year and tra-

veled in the western United
States working as a farm hand
and on an oil crew. He spent the
first semester of his junior year
studying in the Soviet Union.
In November Hay was

awarded the Williams College
Herschel Smith fellowship
which provides for study at

Cambridge University. He has
declined it in favor of the
Rhodes. The fellowship now
goes to first alternate Alison
Tucher, '84, who is still awaiting
news of another Oxford fellow-
ship, the Keasbey fellowship.

If Tucher receives another
fellowship, the Herschel Smith
will go to second alternate Eric
Stein '84.

CC to reexamine constitution^

seeking greater student input

Reporters, writers, photographers,

artists, cartoonists, EVERYONE

!

Do you want to find out what journalism
is really all about?

Or have you written for the Record in the
past and want to start again?

If SO, come to an introductory

meeting in Baxter Lounge
at

7:30 p.m. Wednesday

current Record staff need not attend.

b.v Michael Govan
In an attempt to bring policy closer in line with

current practice, leaders of the College Council
are forming a committee to examine the organi-
zation's constitution and propose needed
revisions.

The committee, which is being organized by
Council president Tom Paper '84 and Council vice
president Jan Van Eck '85, will include a dean, at
least one faculty member, and several students,
including members of the Council, CUL and Gar-
goyle, the two said.

According to Paper, outdated constitutional
provisions such as the ones calling for all-campus
meetings once a month and placing the Housing
Committee under Council control need to be
revised. "We hope to streamline the constitution
and make It usable by the Council," Paper said,
noting that too often the Council simply sidesteps
the consitution instead of working with it.

Currently the constitution stipulates a myriad
of standing commitees under the Council. Paper
said he believes the Council would operate much
more efficiently with temporary sub-committees
drafted for particular Issues at particular times.
Paper and Van Eck said that they also hope to

make constitutional changes which will make it

clearer to the administration and Trustees that
students are part of the decision-making process.
For example, said Paper, "We would like to

propose a student co-chair for the CUL. If it is

and Chris Hewlett

really a student-faculty committee then it should
be headed by both students and faculty."
The revisions will also, according to Van Eck,

clarify the relationship between College Council
and such student groups as Gargoyle and CUL.
However he emphasized that the revisions will
not make any major changes in the basic opera-
tions of student government.
Van Eck hopes the committee can present its

proposed changes to the Council for approval in
time to place them on the general election ballot
February 27-29.

The greatest difficulty in affecting the constitu-
tional changes, according to Van Eck, will be
gaining the approval of 50 percent of the student
body necessary for passage under the present
constitution.

In other business, the Council will sponsor its
second student-faculty dinner Thursday,January

Recently the Council received the $1000 Isaac
grant which it plans to use for a major celebration
of Ephraim Williams' birthday March 7.
Although plans are not yet final, a student-faculty
ball may highlight the festivities.

In addition, the Council is currently taking
nominations for recipients of the Grosvenor
Award, given annually by the Council to the jun-
ior who "best exemplifies the traditions of WUli-
ams College." Paper was last year's recipient.

WDF Nuclear Conference: Jan. 13, 14 in Chapin

Levi's

CORDUROY $13.26

&
DENIM $13.56

MANY OTHER UNADVERTIZED SPECIALS

WILLIAMS CO-OP SPRING STREET WILLIAMSTOWN

Bain & Company
Management Consultants

Cordially Invites

The Williams College Class of 1984

to a Presentation on

Research Associate Opportunities

in

Corporate Strategy Consulting

Thursday, January 12, 1984

Career Counseling Office

7-8 p.m.

Stetson Hall
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Rating Survey
Continued from Page 1

panies. Williams had 355 such
corporate leaders while
Annherst had only 263.

"Academicians tend to rate
colleges in terms of the produc-
tion of scholars," Chandler
said. "We do better at contribu-
tions to the nation, and to the
world."

"I think it had a lot to do with
the alphabet," O'Connor said,
noting the magazine also listed
Swarthmore's name above
Williams'.

"I don't think our national
reputation is strong enough,"
Director of Admissions Philip
Smith said, but he added that
being seen among the top five
will have a positive effect on
admissions.

"If you're in the top five,

that's fine," he said. "The bet-
ter students will look longer and
harder. But where I think we
belong is number one."

O'Connor agreed that Willi-

ams probably would not lose
promising students to Amherst
because of its rating in the sur-

vey. "Our loss is to Harvard,
Princeton, Yale, and Stanford,"
he said.

"A popularity poll"

English department chair-
man Peter Berek called the sur-
vey "a kind of popularity poll
among college presidents."

Berek, a 1961 graduate of
Amherst, said that school
attained its "present high level
of quality" in the 1950's, while
Williams reached a similar
level in the following decade.
"The reputation of a college is

often based on what the college
used to be like, rather than what
it is like," he said.

Samuel Banks, president of
Dickinson College in Pennsyl-
vania, said in U.S. News and
World Report that he chose Wil-
liams first because of its "joy-
ous, unswerving devotion to the
very roots of the liberal arts."

Chandler suggested one of the
reasons Amherst may have
edged out Williams was that
"they have a catchier school
song." However, he said he was
not concerned about the survey.
"The (Williams-Amherst) foot-

ball game was a more serious
loss."

YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED
TO ATTEND A PREVIEW

TWO NEW EXHIBITIONS AT

THE WILLIAMS COLLEGE MUSEUM OF ART

Thursday/ January 12 5-7 p.m.

"SIX IN BRONZE"
Featuring recent sculpture

by six internationally known
contemporary artists.

"VIGANGO"
Life-size commemorative

sculpture of tine Mijikenda.

REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED

Solomon in

"Who's Who"
Assoieate professor of psy

chology Paul R. Solomon has
been selected to appear in the
first edition of "Who's Who in

Frontier Science and Technolo-
gy-
His most recent work has

been on neural aspects of learn
ing and memory, particularly
damage to the hippocampus, a
structure in the brain which
affects memory. He is co-author
of an introductory psychology
text and is currently writing
another book titled "Scientific
Writing: A Student's guide to

Research Report Writing in

Psychology."
'Who's Who in Frontier

Science and Technology" is

published by the samecompany
that produces "Who's Who in

America" and is patterned
after that publication.

Phone problems
Continued from Page 1

provides the college with a
mechanism to restrict tele-

phone usage so that students
who do not pay their bills could
be limited to local or campus
calling only, she said.

As an added incentive for stu-

dents to pay their bills

promptly, Riorden said that

bills will be discounted by 10

percent if they are paid within
10 days. IVlarlowe asked that

students be prepared to pay by
check if possible.

Students will not be getting
new 'Touch-tone' phones as
many had anticipated. Accord-
ing to Riorden, this was judged
too costly. He said that some-
time in the future each student
may be provided with a modu-
lar jack and required to provide
his or her own telephone.

Riorden added that the instal-

lation of the phone system was
delayed because of the divesti-

ture of the Bell System.

"We had great difficulty get-

ting basic financial figures out
of anybody," said Riorden. He
reported, however, that the split

had saved money for the col-

lege, since AT&T, who is now
contracted to work on the sys-

tem, does not charge as much as
the Bell System would have.
Another factor which Riorden

said hinders the operation of the
new system is peoples' unfamll-
larity with it. He noted that
many of the reported problems
on the administrative phones
are simply the result of people
using them incorrectly. "By
and large, I find that people
learn to use them if I sit down
and talk to them for a little

while."

the
oldergeneration

hasalotofstufi^^

ideas.^

cigarette

smoking is one!

American
Cancer Society

JOSEPH E. DEWEY

9:00 - 5:00

Mon.-Sal.

<<^
s>

'" 1 K M C n ^ WILLIAMWILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.
01267

458-5717

^^

During the Winter Study
Session try a new look
or trim up an old one

at—

VILLAGE COIFFS
Men's & Women's Haircuts—$8.50

Perms— $35.00-$40.00

5 Stylists
Across from Dewey House

corner of Southworth & Main
458-9518

January Beer

Specials

From Germany
Furstenberg

$4.00/6-pack - $15.75/case

Labatts
$3.70/6-pack - $14.60/case

Meister "T" Brau
$5.25/12-pack

Miller Cases Only
$11.80- 12 oz. cans

deposit not included

JOIN US
Monday, January 16

at any one of your favorite dining halls

For a

"POLYNESIAN DINNER"

It will be served during

regular hours

Only the menu & atmosphere
will be changed

BE THERE ALOHA
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AweekofpinkBermudabeaches
andwarmBermudasun.
Areyou toughenough to take it?

One of our previous college visitors described

this event as "a week of wretched excess." An
exaggeration fjerhaps, but not altogether

inaccurate.

Your week begins with a Sunday night

Get Acquainted bash at one of our hotels,

clubs or discos—meeting old friends, making
new ones. The next morning, the tough part

begins.

Spending day after sun-drenched day on
soft, pink beaches. Swimming, tanning, body-

gazing. Imbibing our special libations. Enjoy-

ing free beach buffet lunches, free calypso and

steel band waterside concerts, even a free

cruise—all courtesy of the Bermuda Depart-
ment of Tourism.

What will you do with your free time?
What won't you do! Bermuda is famed for its

snorkeling and sailing, tennis and golf. For its

fine restaurants, discos and British pubs. And
for its fabulous mopeds—everybody's favour-

ite way to tour the island.

Think you can handle a week of this? Talk
to your campus friends, and sec your Campus
Travel Representative or your Travel Agent for

complete details.

For more information,

including a Bermuda
College Weeks brochure,

contact your Campus
Travel Representative or

your Travel Agent.

C ouldn't you use d little

Bermuda this spring?

Sports Shorts
New golf pro

Richard Pohle has been
named the new golf pro and
varsity coach at the Taconic
Golf Club. Only the third pro in

the course's history, Pohle
replaces Rudy Goff.who
retired after twenty years of

work at Taconic.

Pohle, 33, has been working
at the Gorham Country Club in

Maine since 1977. He
explained his new position as a

primary duty to Taconic with

a role coaching the Williams
golf team and teaching some
physical education classes.

The search committee was
looking for a man who would

make a strong commitment to

stay at Taconic for a long time,

and Pohle, himself wanted a

stable situation in which to

work and live with his wife and
son. When asked how long he

would stay, Pohle answered,

"Forever, I hope."

He said that with Taconic's

strong membership support,

the job of course pro becomes
easier. The attitude of the

members toward their course

was one of the strongest rea-

sons why he wanted to work at

Taconic, he said.

Taconic is rated as a cham-
pionship caliber course, and
though it is not in a densely

populated area, and the sea-

son is relatively short, the club

estimates that 30,000 rounds

are played over a year.

Pohle said, "Primarily my
job is to promote the game of

golf through teaching, play-

ing, coaching or speaking at a

function."

John Schajer

Grid Awards
At the annual Sideline Quar-

terback Club Banquet, the Wil-

liams football team gave four

awards and announced the co-

captains for next year.

Senior John McCarthy won
the prestigious Dr. Edward J.

Coughlin Jr. bowl honoring

"the member of the team who,

in spite of adversity or injury,

has made an outstanding con-

tribution to the team."
McCarthy, who doubled this

season between tight end and
split end, grabbed 32 catches

for 445 yards and 6 touch-

downs. "John would catch

passes I thought uncatchable,'

said Coach Bob Odell.

First year
Defensive tackle Brian

Nixon, a sophomore transfer,

won an award for significant

contribution from a first-year

varsity player. Despite not

getting much playing time

early in the year, Nixon had
eight solo tackles, 20 assists

and three quarterback sacks.

Senior linebacker Chris
Woodworth won an award for

"play of the greatest credit to

Ephmen glide

the College." Woodworth was
the team's leading tackier,

with ,33 solos and 50 assists,

and he was the leader of the

defensive unit.

Tight end Paul Coleman '85,

was the most improved offen-

sive lineman, possessing
"superior qualities of leader-

ship, aggressiveness and
determination."

The defensive captain for

the next year will be line-

backer Mike Coakley '85, and
the offensive captain wil be

guard Steve Mazzari '85.

Fencing
Fencer Gordon Leeds '86

qualified last month for the

1984 Junior Olympics to be

held in mid-February in Por-

tland, Ore.

Leeds, in his final year of

eligibility for the under-19

event, qualified by taking

second place in men's foil in a

United States Fencing Associ-

ation regional meet held in

Woodstock, N.Y.

Also competing in the meet,

which included fencers from

all over eastern ,New York and

western Massachusetts, were
Donna Carpenter '85 and Steve

Theodore '87. Carpenter took

first place in the women's foil

open event.
—Christian Hmtlclt

Continued from Page 10

Other succesful individual

performances were provided by

Sommer in the 1000 free

(10; 0.5.771, Robin.son in the 200

free (1: 48. ,54), and juniors f^eter

Orphanos and and Rob Kirkpa-
trick in the 200 fly (2:02,58l and
the 2(X) breaststroke (2:23.03).

The Ephmen travel to UMass
a week from Saturday.

Ephwomen glide

while Campbell established the

Ephwomen's dominance in div-

ing as she captured the one-

meter required and optional

events.

For their next meet, the team
will travel, along with the men,
to UMass on the 21st.

CLASSIFIEDS
Captain Jensen, report to the

bridge! Your crew is being eaten

by a bowl of TURTLE soup.

Hey Matt - Surf's up!

A fan of K.S.B. and ping-pong

In memory of our departed (now
enjoying tier Sunday nigfits).

tfie WCTU offers this thought:

Winter Study is no good if you

can't remember it second

semester. (Eh, Scheibe?!)

Quotations from battle

number 1: "First Officer Saiek

to USS Potemkin.. Thanks for

the tractor beam. Both times.

Especially the last time.

Could you warn us next

time?"

WEST PACKAGE STORE
Route 2

Between N.A. and Williamslown

8am-10pmM-W 663-6081 8 am-11 pm Th-Sat

Super Beer Specials
Hamm's & Hamm's Light $5.99/case + dep

Red, White & Blue $6.99/case + dep

Henninger Imported Beer $12 99/case + dep

Many Other Imported Beer Specials

Breckenridge
4-litre jug wines $4.99 each

Continued from Page 10

fly (1:04.89) and the 100 breast

(1:10.35) as she left her oppo-

nents more than five seconds
behind. Teammate Kirmayer
cleaned up in the short distance

freestyle events with a 2: 01.75 in

the 200 and a 56.58 in the 100

Hockey
Continued from Page 10

son in the center has proven to be the Ephs most productive line.

Traggio scored twice against Hamilton, and .Jackson is the

team's leading scorer with eight points (four goals and four

assists).

Williams travels to rival Middlebury on Tuesday for a 7: 30

face-off. This game always proves to be hard-fought and bitterly

contested. The Ephs return to Chapman Rink on Saturday for a

three game home stand against New England, Salem State, and

Union.

MAKE YOUR OWN
SKI PACKAGE

(ALPINE, X-COUNTRY)

AND SAVE

20%
X-C Rentals $6.50/day

(Good towards purchase)

Alpine Demo Program
(Ski before you buy)

W^^ ^pptt^, inc.

15 Spring St.

458-3605

Mon-Sat. 9 am-5:30 pm
Thurs 9 am-8:30 pm

Create Your Own Bumper Sticker (Supplies

at Renzl's) The Best Bumper Sticker will

Earn a $25.00 Book Certificate.

. enzi s

COLLEGE BOOK STORE. INC.

WILLIAMSTOWN. MASS 01267

ioTnUterlZme

THE WILLIAMS COLLEGE-iVIILLER HIGH LIFE SCOREBOARD

Men's Basketball

Williams 72. Union 66

Women's Basketball

Skidmore 51. Williams 50

Men's Hockey
Williams 3, Hamilton 2

Williams 2. Holy Cross 2

Men's Swimming
Williams 90, Hamilton 22

Women's Swimming
Williams 113, Hamilton 27

Sunday Night Basketball League

Death Squadron 48, Outpatients 28

NRPC 51. Black Magic Plus One 50

Tequila Shots 48. Clueless 38

Town and Gown 49, Beimedh a Gole 47

Eph Slamma Jarnma 51. Logjams 30
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Pidoriano leads hoopsters

to 72-66 win over Union
by Dave Paulsen

Behind the thirty points of co-

captain Art Pidoriano '84, and a
disciplined offensive and defen-
sive game, the men's hoopsters
defeated Union College 72-66

Thursday night at the Union
Fieldhouse.

The Ephs entered the contest
minus the services of starting

guard Tim Walsh '86 and bat-

tling the effects of the long holi-

day layoff. Coach Harry Sheehy
felt that it was important for his

squad to be patient and pene-

trate inside the zone defense

that Union deployed throughout

most of the game. This patience

was exhibited in the first half,

and the Ephs went into the

locker room at halftlme with a

29-23 advantage.

Arching jumpshot
In the second half, Williams

continued to play well, consist-

ently passing the ball Inside for

easy hoops, or swinging the ball

to Pidoriano for his arching
jumpshot. Center Dave Krupski
'84 contributed two key baskets
late in the game to help solidify

the Williams lead.

The Ephs held a 65-60 lead

after two clutch free throws by
Russ Howard '84, and an amaz-
ing block of a Dutchman shot by
Pidoriano. At that point. Union
was forced to foul, and Sheehy's
squad converted the foul shots.

Individual performances
The Ephs received fine per-

formances from Krupski, who
netted 12 points, and forward
Mike Meadows '86, who hauled
down 10 rebounds. Guard Jeff

Goodell '84, who came off the

bench when Peter Griffith '85

was in foul trouble, added a

solid performance in his nnost

extensive duty of the season.

Goodell converted four of five

free throws and a basket to go
along with his floor leadership.

Pidoriano turned in another

vintage performance, convert-

ing on ten field goals and ten

free throws to tally his 30 points.

Sheehy was pleased with his

team's ability to attack the

Union zone defense, and draw
numerous fouls. On the other

end of the floor, the Ephs were
able to stop Union penetration,

and control the defensive
rebounds.

The squad travels to Skid-

more on Tuesday, before
returning to the friendly con-

fines of Lasell Gymnasium for a

Saturday night encounter with

Springfield.

Goalie Dan Finn

over Hamilton.

Ephwomen hoopsters lose

heartbreaker to Skidmore
by Mike Best

In a game that was not

decided until the final seconds,

the women's basketball team
lost to Skidmore on Thursday,
51-50.

The first half was close, with

neither team establishing a sig-

nificant lead during the first fif-

teen minutes. For the last five

minutes of the half.though, the

Ephwomen's strong zone
defense shut down Skidmore,

and the Ephs led at the half 26-

21.

The Ephs increased that lead

in the second half, because they

were shooting well from the

floor: 44% for the game and 50%
in the second half. Led by point

guard Lynne Jaycobs '85 and
her shouts of "motion", they

moved ahead by nine.

Skidmore fights back
With about thirteen minutes

Ephmen

glide
by Peggy Southard

Sophmore Bill Couch notched

two pool records to set the pace
for a 90-22 men's swim team win
over Hamilton Saturday.

In the 200 IM, Couch started

out in front and stayed strong to

break his own 1983 record of

1: 59.49 with a time of 1: 59.30. He
then returned four events later

to stroke to a 4:49.34 in the 500

free and break the 1980 record

held by Clark from Colgate of

4: 50.06.

In addition to Couch, the

swimmers displayed their

depth of ability as they took first

and second in every event

except for the 200 backstroke (in

which Williams' Dave Shedd '85

came from behind and out-

reached his opponent )

.

Mills standsout

Senior co-captain Jeff Mills

captured two individual events,

the 50 and 100 yard freestyle

races. He then joined with Scott

Robinson'87, Will Andrew'86,

and senior co-captain Rob

Sommer to lock up the meet

with a 400 free relay win in

3: 15.46.

Continued on Page 9

left in the game, though, Skid-
more switched from a zone to a
man-to-man defense, and the
Williams offense was stopped.
For a six-minute stretch, the
Ephs did not score a point.

Behind guard Tania Fernandez,
who had 12 points in the second
half ( 19 for the game ) , Skidmore
slowly caught up. With 6: 45 left

in the game, the score was tied

at 45.

The score remained close the
rest of the way, with neither
team able to maintain a lead.

Both sides now played man-to-
man defense, and there was not

much scoring.

In the final minute, Skidmore
gained a 51-50 lead, but Willi-

ams had the ball. After turnov-

ers by both teams, only nine
seconds were left, and Williams
had time for just one more try.

Jaycobs' shot hit the rim, and

Skidmore grabbed the rebound.

Personal performances
The loss overshadowed some

fine personal performances.
Forward Kay Lackey '85 shot

67% from the floor and had 12

points and seven rebounds.

Leading Williams in both points

and rebounds was center Jean
Hakmiller '86 with 13 and nine

respectively. Hakmiller shot

63% from the field and 75% from
the foul line in what Coach Sue
Hudson-Hamblin termed a

super performance.

With regard to her teams
overall play, Hudson-Hamblin
said, "It's tough to lose a game
when you shoot that well." She

added that she had "noexcuses.

We should have won."

The Ephwomen, now 2-1, play

at Dartmouth on Tuesday.

'84 makes a save in the hockey team's 3-2 win

(Khakee)

Pucksters beat Hamilton^

but Crusaders catch up
by Paul Meeks

The men's hockey team started 1984 with a 3-2 victory over the

Hamilton Continentals and an impressive 2-2 tie with the power-

house Crusaders of Holy Cross (7-6-1).

The Ephs record now stands at 4-2-1 with the only setbacks

coming at the hands of UConn and Norwich by scores of 4-2 and
6-3, respectively.

Saturday, the team gave up a 2-1 lead to Holy Cross with 42

seconds remaining in regulation, and the two squads fought

through a scoreless overtime to end deadlocked at two goals

apiece.

Junior defenseman Paul Coleman was the biggest star for the

Ephs as he assisted on classmate Rich Jackson's powerplay goal
early in the first period and tallied the second score himself at

12:50 in the third period. Coleman is Williams' second leading

scorer with one goal and six assists on the season.

Goaltender Dan Finn '84 turned back 38 shots in a stellar but

routine performance for the captain. He single-handedly makes
a solid team a Division II contender.

Assistant coach Seth Johnson was nevertheless disappointed

that the victory slipped away. "You can never be really happy
with a tie. We had several opportunities to pull it out, but we
failed to capitalize, primarily due to some sloppy play-making.

'

'

3-2 over Hamilton
On Wednesday, the Ephs played well below their potential but

managed a 3-2 victory over Hamilton. Christmas break ham-
pered both team's performances.

Freshman Chris Traggio led Williams with two power play

goals in the first two periods. Joe Sciacca '86 scored the game-
winner with ten minutes remaining when he tipped junior Brian

Rutledge's slapshot from the point past the outstretched Hamil-

ton goalie, Mike Cassier.

Finn great again

Finn was again spectacular in the net as he recorded 32 saves.

He has saved 215 of 235 this season for .914 save percentage and a

2.76 goals against average.

The line of Traggio and Jeff Potter'85 on the wings and Jack-

Continued on Page 9

Scoll Robinson '87 dives in to follow Jeff Mills '84 as teammates Rob Sommer '84 and Will Andrew

'86 check the clock as the 400 meter freestyle relay team just missed a pool record against

Hamilton. (Scheibe)

Ephwomen

glide

by Peggy Southard
The Williams women swam

away to a 113-27 victory over the

Hamilton Continentals Satur-

day in their only home meet of

the Winter Study period.

Freshman Joan Horgan
paced the victors (3-0) with

three individual wins. She dis-

played her prowess in the back-

stroke events, capturing the 100

(1:03.72) and the 200 (2:19.45),

and she added to her list of

sprinting successes with a 26.37

in the 50 free.

Senior co-captain Celia Cie-

pieia and junior Kim Eckrich
joined with Jennifer Ray-
mond'87 and Rachel Stauffer '85

to open the meet with a winning
400 medley relay.

Double winners
Ciepiela and Eckrich also

joined Kathy Kirmayer'86 and
Jennifer Campbeir87 as double
Individual winners for the day.
Helping out in the middle dis-

tance events, Ciepiela proved
victorious in the 200IM (2: 22.31)

and the 200 fly (2:24.82).

Eckrich exhibited her speed
and versatility in each the 100

Continued on Page 9
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Wesleyan University physics professor William Trousdale and Rev. John Collins, co-director of Clergy
and Laity Concerned, debate against the United States' need for super-accurate missiles as part of the
Williams Disarmament Forum's two-day nuclear conference last weei(end. (Ruderman)

Student organized

Huge two-day nuclear conference

brings range of experts to Chapin
by Christian Howlett

Last weekend's huge Disar-

mament Forum conference on
the arms race and nuclear wea-
pons marked the culmination of

more than a year of work for

several students, particularly

Joseph Alfano "83, David Yas-

kulka '84 and Jackie Lanzarone
'86.

An event of ambitious propor-

tions, the conference packed
two dozen workshops, six lec-

tures, two debates and two
panel discussions Into Chapin
Hall in the space of two days.

Several of the debates and pan-

els drew as many as 500 people.

The line-up of speakers was
also impressive. Represented
were the Defense Department,
the U.S. Navy, the clergy, the

nuclear weapons freeze cam-
paign, several public interest

groups and several universities.

Speakers discussed everything
from nuclear missile policy and
nuclear war to non-violent acti-

vism. Communism and Central

America.
In spite of these, Yaskulka

noted, "the student turnout was
amazingly small. The only rea-

son I can possibly think of was
lack of interest in the subject

matter." However, he added
that he was "surprised at how
many people came from the

town and surrounding area."

"In my four years here I've

never seen any event sponsored
by the college or by students of

this size," Yaskulka said. "At
least a few of the participants

talked about the conference in

superlative terms, which of

course made us very happy."
However, he noted that "the

workshops were fairly underat-
tended," and in addition that

"questions (asked after lec-

tures ) would indicate that there
was an amazingly small turnout
of the more conservative stu-

dents on campus or in the

community."
Yaskulka said that while he

was generally pleased with the

conference, he has no plans to

duplicate the event in the
future.

The f4>llt)win/i are write-
(i/j.s (»/ f i(Y) (»/ the niDsl impor-
tant events of the conference.
a h'riilay-eieiiinfr panel dis-

cussion on the relative
importance of nuclear arms,
and Saturday eveninfc's con-
cludin/i one-on-one debate of
the nuclear freeze move-
ment.

Panel dicusses uses, Bush,MiIler debate

wrongs of arms race nuke freeze push
by Charies P. Goodwin

The panelists in Friday night's discussion

"What Do Nuclear Arms Do for the U.S.?" char-

acterized the present nuclear situation as every-

thing ranging from "truly psychotic" to a

struggle against a Soviet "night of tyranny."

"None of this is within reason," said Harvard
psychiatrist Dr. Margaret Brenman-Glbson. The
rising insecurity over nuclear weapons has

created a "clinical pathology on a social level"

which results in an inability to make long term
commitments such as marriage or altruistic ser-

vice for causes, she said.

"We are living in a kind of death and have lost a

sense of the future" due to the constant image of

total devastation, she said, adding that many (leo-

Continued on Page 5

by Stuart Smith
The Williams Disarmament Forum's confer-

ence on nuclear weapons and the arms race con-

cluded Saturday night in Chapin Hall with a

debate between Captain James Bush of the Cen-

ter for Defense Information, and Franklin Miller

'72, Director of Strategic Forces Policy in the

Defense Department, on the question of whether
or not the nuclear freeze serves U.S. military

interests.

In his opening statement Bush argued that the

freeze would serve American interests if it was
bilateral and verifiable. "It would stop produc-

tion, testing, and deployment of all nuclear wea-

pons immediately," he emphasized, adding that

the greatest advantage of the freeze is that it is

Continued on Page 6

Capacity crowd

Andrew Young

predicts trouble

for Jackson

presidential

bid in '84

Talks of civil rights

in U.S. and abroad

by Jeffrey Brainard

Andrew Young, mayor of

Atlanta and former U.S. ambas-
sador to the United Nations,

said for the first time publicly

that he is opposed to the presi-

dential campaign of Demo-
cratic candidate Jesse Jackson,
before a capacity crowd in

Chapin Hall last Wednesday.

Young stated his position in

response to a question following

his lecture, titled "Civil Rights
at Home, Human Rights
Abroad."

"I think it (Jackson's candi-
dacy) is a mistake," Young
said. "I did my best to discour-
age Jesse from running." He
added that he thought Jackson
had little chance of doing better
than Ted Kennedy did in the 1980

Democratic primaries. Ken-
nedy won one-third of the total

delegates that year but divided
the party.

Young praised Jackson's
recent diplomatic mission to

Syria and his success in secur-
ing the release of captured U.S.
Air Force pilot Robert Good-
man, calling it "very useful. ..it

was an amazing piece of

diplomacy."

"He was successful because
he brought the religious ele-

ments in," said Young. "He
brought other clergy with him
from America and thev started

Atlanta Mayor and former United
Nations ambassador Andrew
Young told a capacity Chapin
crowd Wednesday why he does
not support Jesse Jackson's bid

for the presidency. (Shapiro)

each meeting with the Syrians
with both a Moslem and a Chris-

tian prayer. That demonstrated
a lot of understanding."

Limited success
However, Young said in a

press conference after his talk

that Jackson's chances of suc-

cess in the Democratic race are
still limited.

"Jesse didn't announce his

candidacy until December,"
Young noted. "There's not

Continued on Page 5

Arguing against Collins and Trousdale in favor of a strong nuclear defense buildup are Franklin IMiMer

'72, left. Director of Strategic Forces Policy with the Defense Department, and Henry Calto Jr. '52, former
AMlslanl Secretary of Defense. (Ruderman)

Freshmen warned

35 false fire alarms

trouble Quad, deans
by Sarah Abernathy

Thirty five fire alarms have gone off in the Freshman Quad
since the beginning of the school year, 21 in Williams Hall and 14

in Sage Hall. Most were caused by people pulling an alarm when
there was no fire, College officials report.

"We're very disturbed alwut the situation. The concentration

of alarms pulled in Williams and Sage is very unusual and very
high," said Dean of Freshmen David Colby.

"It started as sort of a fun game between -Sage and Williams,

but the rivalry got out of hand," Colby added. "Fireworks and
little battles escalated to fire alarms being pulled."

"There's a competition between dorms and among members
of an entry to see who can get away with pulling an alarm the

most times," said Dawn Nolan '87, a Williams D resident.

"Also, some alarms are pulled by people who are drunk," said

Colby.

Alarms are electronically reported to Security if a smoke
detector is activated, a fire alarm pulled or a fire extinguisher

set off.

Only one fire

Since September, one alarm was caused by a water fight,

three by smoky fireplaces, si.x by firecrackers or smoke bombs,
three by extingishers shooting off and 20 by people pulling them.

Only one was legitimate, when a burning poster set off a smoke
detector, Colby said.

Continued on Page 5
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Good show
The Williams Disarmament Forum has recieved praise for their

impressive weelcend nuclear conference, and it is well deserved. The
conference was well-organized and balanced, providing a wide range of

notable speakers of different experience, backgrounds and viewpoints.
The speakers were informative in lectures and accesible on campus
(although unfortunately few students took advantage of their

opportunities )

.

This enormous effort was carried out entirely by students. It was an
unusually positive, constructive and rational forum for educating the
community on a controversial issue—a worthwhile Winter Study event.

Let's dance
Dance at Williams is making its mark. Enthusiasm for the program

is growing with the number of students interested in it—despite lack of
publicity and inadequate facilities.

Much of this enthusiasm has been inspired by Coordinator of Dance
Sandra Burton, whocame to Williams this year after having worked as a
dance movement specialist for the National Endowment for the Arts.

Burton is building a program that takes advanmtage of students who are
willing and able to handle academic pressure and dance as well. This
year for the first time Williams will be represented at the New England
Dance Festival.

The currently inadequate dance facilities ("I hit my arms on the

ceiling when I jump," remarked dancer Ted Thompson '85) are to be
improved with the construction of the new gym. As the details of the

plans are worked out, we urge the College to match its recent commit-
ment to theatre and music by providing dance with quality facilities for

practice and performance.
The new facilities coupled with increased student support should per-

manently establish a strong program for dance at Williams.

LETTERS
Fulminations

To the editor:

I see from the (NewYork) Times of

December 29, in its report of the bizarre

fulminations of Professor Gene Bell-

Villada at the MLA annual meeting, that

the long-suffering Williams student body
is still afflicted with moral and intellec-

tual illiterates posing as liberal arts

faculty members.
When a Williams College faculty

member is chided by a Menshevik like

Irving Howe (for crying out loud!):

"One mark of intelligence ought to be to

distinguish between the crimes of a

society like ours and the evil of a totalit-

arian regime", then it seems to me it's

time to hoot the fool out of town.

Things don't seem to have improved
much at Williams in the last twenty-two

years if this mope is representative of

the Williams faculty.

Sincerely,

James Campaigne, Jr. '62

Editor's \o(p; Professor Bell-l illada.

an Associate Professor of Spanish at

If'illiams. participated in the Mod-
ern Lanf;uaf;e Association of Ameri-
ca's panel discussion entitled
"Orwell's '1984' on the Kve of 1984."

The December 29 article in the
New \ ork Times reports that Prof.
Bell-Villada vi/iorously dissenle<l

against the idea that totalitarianism

was not susceptible to change. The
article also reports Prof. Bell-l illada

to have contended that "Orwell's

vision is more likely to be realized hy
the libertarian right than by the Stal-

inist left".

In an ironic note, the article closes

with the words of Prof. Inking Howe,
the well-known editor of the demo-
cratic .locialist ma^nzme Dissent, who
said (with a glance, claims the Times,
to his own left where Prof. Bell-

Villada sat) that it is "utter foolish-

ness to identify the corruption of a

democratic society ivith the terror of
a totalitarian society."

EDITORS-IN-CHIEF ....
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Arts in View
The Latin American Arts Festival starts Thurs-

day, January 19, with a dance featuring Junior

Vega and his Latin American All-Stars. The festi-

val, sponsored by the Student Activities Board
(SAB), will Include a dance performance and a

concert with Jazz artist Paqulto D'Rivera. Thurs-

day's dance will be held in the north Baxter dining
room and tickets cost $2.50. Paqulto D'Rivera will

perform at Chapin on Monday January 23. D'Riv-

era was a member of the Cuban National Jazz
Group, Irakere, until he defected to the United

States in 1980. Since then he has cut several

records with CBS-Columbia. SAB Business Man-
ager Gary Selinger calls the concert, "a unique

opportunity to see someone who's going to be big

In jazz in the next few years." Tickets for D'Riv-

era are $3.50. Friday night a Latin American

modern dance group, Barrunto will perform in

Lasell Gym. Barrunto is a multi-ethnic network

of political dancers and choreographers which

creates dances about people's struggles against

oppression. The 8:00 p. m. concert is free of

charge. There is a combination ticket available

for both the concert and the dance for $5.00

Mummenshanz January 24. The Swiss mime and

mask troupe, known for its amazing costume

design and dancing ability will perform at the

Adams Memorial Theater. Tickets went on sale

yesterday Thursday night marks the

opening of First Assault, a two-act play by David

Latham '86. Latham is directing the play which

will be performed in the Studio Theater at 8 p. m.

January 19,20 and 21.

Burton leads dance to new heights
Continued from Page 3

Not surprisingly, the only real

limit on dancing at Williams is

the competition of other activi-

ties; finding time to pursue

dance is a task in itself.

"Dance is a major commit-

ment when groups come in,"

said Michael Constantino '85.

"And when dance concerts are

scheduled, we'll wind up spend-

ing two or three hours every day

in the studio and gym."

"It's a very big commit-

ment ,

'

' explains Rumi Kurosaki

'85, "but you get a great deal out

of it."

Performances are rare,

occurring this year in January,

February, and later in the

spring. The Spring Dance Con-

cert is an eclectic performance,

featuring pieces of many styles

and from many sources. Stu-

dents and faculty alike are

invited to contribute pieces to

the concert, which is the tradi-

tional highlight of the dance

year.

Another dance tradition is the

senior dance concert. This year

Will McClaren '84 is creating

"Tarantella," a performance in

dance theater. The show, which

features seven student dancers

in addition to McClaren, is the

choreographer's "testament to

the possibilities of human
redemption."

In January, resident Cum-
mings plans to put together a

piece on "strategies". The piece

will be performed Tuesday,

January 24 at 7:00 p.m. in the

upper Lasell gym.
As a weak sister to the other

more established art depart-

ments, dance has often been left

out of campus programs. To

compensate for this, dancers

have been tying to organize

cooperative performances. "I'd

love to work with the Theater

and Art departments, "said

Burton. "We're moving in the

right direction now, working

with the strong foundation that

(former Coordinator) Joy

Dewey laid here. The students

are very interested in

learning—it's a positive atmos-

phere for growth."

With Burton's tutelage and

the Dance Society's enthusi-

asm, the leotard is taking leaps

and bounds at Williams. Though
small in number, lacking ade-

quate facilities ("I hit my arms
on the ceiling when I jump in the

studio,"laments Dance Society

Co-prsident Ted Thompson
'85.), and starved for publicity,

the dancers move spritely

onward.
"It comes down to personal

initiative," says Lewis.
"There's not much status, and
there's a lot of work, but there's

spirit and good times, too."

The Williams Record

WEST PACKAGE STORE
Route 2

Between N.A. and Williamstown

8 am-10 pm IM-W 663-6081 8 am-11 pm Th-Sat

Super Beer Specials
Hamm's & Hamm's Light $5.99/case + dep

Red, White & Blue $6.99/case + dep

Henninger Imported Beer $12.99/case + dep

Many Other Imported Beer Specials

Breckenridge
4-litre jug wines $4.99 each

r
GRADUATE STUDIES IN

BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH

Basic Medical Science Department

Active Researcli Programs

Seeking Qualified Applicants

Tuition and Stipend Support

Available

For Further Information Contact:

Graduate Committee

Department of Physiology

Albany Medical College

Albany. N.Y. 12208

(518-445-5651)

"CROSSWORD"
by Gregory Smith

Across
1 Aim

S Bulgarian river

10 SIrlkerbreaker

14 As to

15 Hindu principle of life

16 Conclusion

17 Collection of short stories

Including "Banal Story"

20 Urging

21 Empty
22 Tot's taboo

23 Weapon of the Middle Ages

25 Committees

28 Pitcher's faux pas

29 West

32 Items for certain sleeves

33 Class

34 Rev. group

35 Novel for a "lost generation'

39 Far to the left

40 Cryptographer of note

41 Netv<orl(, as of nerves

42 Ego's counterparts

43 Sahara bread

44 Red-brown horse

46 Dossier

47 Indonesian isle

48 Turitic language

51 Cleanse

55 Novel dedicated to G.

A. Pteilfer

58 Less than well done
59 Muse of poetry

60 Afternoon soirees

61 Cupid

62 Pickett's President

63 Peon

Down
1 Cripple: coll.

2 Individual

3 River for Florence

4 indecency

5 Morning prayers

6 Race: comb, form

7 Something in the air

8 Greek letter

9 Emmet

10 Cake, In Canterbury

11 Stupor

12 Arabian port

13 Agent of ruin

18 Joss, eg.

19 Woven osiers

23 Billiards shot

24 Voice

25 Fattwr: comb, form

26 Pined

27 Requirements

28 Light wood
29 Mamer, tor one

30 Ridge

31 Artist's need

33 Menu
36 Man In blue

37 Short liber

38 Vex
44 Brazilian coffee port

45 Hodgepodge
46 Tokens

47 Language of Kashmir

48 Weight allowance

49 Distant

50 Tropical tuber

51 Pole, eg.

52 Mars

53 Gov't agl.

54 Verb for Ovid

56 "Ere thought could

itself with

speech";Tennyson

57 Baseball stat

Merrill Lynch Capital Markets
Would like to speak with Seniors interested in

Financial Analyst

positions in

Investment Banking

Interviews

will be held

February 13, 1984

at the Office of Career Counseling

Candidates are encouraged to submit resumes in advance

Merrill Lynch Capital Markets
Investment Banking Division

news
Pomilla prioritized transfer system

ready to go for sophomores, juniors
by R. DeMott

This year when upperclassmen ask to transfer
their house affiliation, they will find that a new
system has been implemented to accomodate
transfers. Passed last year by the Committee on
Undergraduate Life, the new system Is a priorit-

ized lottery system which awards points for var-
ious housing circumstances. Students are then
given priority by the number of points that they
have.

"The prioritized lottery system is something
that was student initiated, and we see It as a posi-

tive influence," said Dean Mary Kenyatta.
Known as the Pomilla Proposal, the prioritized

lottery system was suggested by a group of stu-

dents organized by Paul Pomilla '84.

"When CUL adopted the system, they decided
that the first class to use the new system would be
the Class of "86," Kenyatta said. She added that it

had seemed unfair to include the Class of '85 since

thay had not known of the change in systems when
they went through freshmen inclusion. This
means, however, that the old system will have to

operate alongside the new one this year to take

care of transfers from both classes.

Within the Pomilla Proposal, points are
awarded on the basis of class and freshman inclu-

sion results. Sophmores will get one point, com-
pared to four for juniors. Students stuck in their

fifth choice house will get eight points, those in

their fourth choice six points, etc.

Computer set to go
The computer program which directs the new

system was written by Mark Rice '84. Rice said

that his program Is divided into three parts. The
first files the students who wish to transfer and
the housing available. The second part takes

account of the students preferences. This part

also arranges group transfers, which have been

limited to pairs of students this year. The final

part calculates each student's points and
transfers them to the new housing.

Some special features built In by Rice will not
be used immediately but can be added at the des-

cretion of the Deans and CUL. These include a
method of regulating the sex ratio and class ratio

of each house.

Asked about the fairness of the system to a
student who wishes to transfer out of a high Inclu-

sion choice, Kenyatta replied, "it's risky, but no
more risky than the old system. We assume that

the people who want to transfer are really in a bad
situation and they want to get out."

Changed frosh Inclusion

Kenyatta also related the change in preference
at last year's freshmen inclusion to the new
transfer system, which was passed before inclu-

sion. Statistics show that last year the popularity
of Mission Park as a first choice dropped substan-
tially, while that of Dodd-Tyler and the Berkshire
Quad went up.

The popularity of Mission as a fifth choice
almost doubled, however, while the Berkshire
Quad dropped tremendously as a fifth choice.
Another notable difference was that last year 7

percent of students received their last choice,

compared to 1 percent for the year before.

Kenyatta said that part of the reason that this

change took place Is because students actually
put down their choices in the order that they
desired, and did not count on transfering later.

"Now we assume that the places they choose are
where they really want to be," she said. "The
numbers picking Mission Is a true indication we
think."

Before the new transfer system passed, stu-

dents did not worry as much about their inclusion
choices, Kenyatta added.

Young views rights
Continued from Page 1

much room left In the field, not

much uncommitted territory

out there."

Since Jackson has never run
for a government office before,

he needs to work hard for funds
and delegates, as Jimmy Carter
did In 1976, Young said.
"There's a certain charisma
that's not transferable without
organization," he added.
Young also said he doubted

Jackson's campaign would help
spur a successful voter registra-

tion campaign among blacks. "I

haven't seen it," Young said. "A
presidential campaign is not a
way to organize people to vote."
Young said he wants to

remain uncommitted to anyone
of the Democratic candidates
but "will be friendly to all.. .I'd

be happy to see any of them as
President."

When asked if he himself had
any aspirations to the Presid-

ency, Young said "no, I don't

think I have those kinds of

hallucinations."

Rights struggle mirrored
In his prepared lecture.

Young said the civil rights

struggle that occurred in the

1960s In the United States is

being duplicated in other coun-
tries around the world, includ-

ing El Salvador, Nicaraugua,
Lebanon and South Africa.

"When people begin to get
confidence in themselves, when
they begin to see themselves as
somebody, as God's children,

then you've got problems,"
Young said.

Young said that racial ten-

sions have been eased in the

South because whites were
eventually made willing to rec-

ognize blacks' civil rights and
right to participate In the econ-
omy, thus ushering in a new age
of prosperity lor both.

Likewise, revolutions In

Lebanon, El Salvador, Nicarau-
gua and Zimbabwe (formerly
Rhodesia ) have all been expres-
sions of a similar desire for

peace and basic human rights,

Young said. He said the U.S.

government has often thwarted
such movements because of ill-

founded suspicions that they are
solely Communist-inspired.

Religious revolutionaries

He said this overlooks the fact

that the Rhodeslan revolution

was led by Protestant, U.S.-

educated intellectuals and that

the Central Americans have
been led by the Catholic Church.

Young said he was confident

that negotiated political settle-

ments and non-violent activism
would ultimately be most suc-

cessful In securing peace and
democracy, especially in

Lebanon and Poland.

"There have been 100 new
nations formed since 1948, and
all but a dozen happened non-

vlolently," Young said.

Young also said he was confi-

dent about the U.S.' role in the

world. "Overwhelmingly the

freedom of the world is some-
thing we have advanced. Occa-
sionally we get bogged down."

OCC introduces students Panel discusses arms race

to social change careers

by John McDermott
Nearly one fourth of the Class

of 1983 was employed in busi-

ness by Thanksgiving, just five

months after graduation, a sur-

vey by the Office of Career
Counseling reported. Trends
show that the percentage will

increase as time goes on.

This week, OCC's newly-

formed Social Change Commit-
tee goes to work to make
students aware of other, non-

traditional careers. On Friday

and Saturday, Baxter Hall will

be the center of the committee's

conference, titled "Different

Futures: A Conference on

Careers In Social Change."
"It will offset the misconcep-

tion that we are channelling stu-

dents Into banking jobs in New
York," said committee coordi-

nator Cindy Drinkwater '81, an

OCC counselor.

The conference will also give

seniors and summer job-

seekers oppwrtunlties to inter-

view with organizations such as

9to5—The Organization for

Women Office Workers, the

Massachusetts Public Interest

Research Group and the Peace
Corps.

The committee was organized

in response to an all-campus

survey on the subject of social

change late last year. Drink-

water said that more than 100 of

the 125 responses were positive

about social change careers.

"Not suprislngly, there has

been a decline of Interest over

the last few years, but the inter-

est is still there," she said.

First annual conference

This weekend's conference,

the first of its kind at Williams,

was planned by the committee

and funded by OCC. Rhoda Kar-

patkin, executive director of

Continued on Page 6

Continued from Page 1

pie choose hedonism in response to these psycho-
logical pressures.
"Deterrance is a state of mind that has never

failed," declared Capt. JamesT. Bush of the Cen-
ter for Defense Information. "The Soviet Union
has not attacked the U.S. We -think that our
nuclear arsenal has stopped them."
Bush, recently retired from the Navy, pointed

out that we do not know exactly what has deterred

the Soviets, and that if they do attack, we will

never know why.
The new U.S. weapons systems are less deter-

Ing than the old. Bush said. The MX missile is

destabilizing because the Reagan administration

has not made the missiles invulnerable to a first

strike. This creates an Impression that we are not

trying to survive a first strike because we are

going to strike first, Bush explained.

A necessary threat

Former Assistant Secretary of Defense Henry
E. Catto Jr. '52 said that the Soviets must be
checked by the threat of nuclear annihilation.

"We must t»e able to respond appropriately to

aggressive action and keep our forces strong so

that our actions will not be Interpreted as a bluff,

" Catto declared.

He said that the Soviets are currenty in a posi-

tion analagous to that of the Axis of World War II.

The Soviets, according to Catto, view nuclear
weapons as •'mlJltarlly and poJltlcaJJy useful
tools" while the U.S. sees them as purely
defensive.

"Devastating" effects
The spiritual and economic effects of the Arms

race are "devastating our society and distorting
our economy...permanently," said Reverend
John A Collins, a director of Clergy and Laity
Concerned. He condemned the current adminis-
tration for putting us on what he called a "war
budget" by transferring money from social pro-
grams to military ones.

The military spending also creates jobs that are
capital intensive, as opposed to labor intensive,
and money spent for such things as ammunition,
A-bombs and nerve gas is not,recycled through
the economy, he said.

"The arms race is bringing out the worst in both
the U.S.S.R. and the U.S.," Collins said. "It's rid-

iculous to think that a pornographer's job does not
affect him; it is ridiculous to think that a pimp's
does not affect him; and so it is with an arms
race."

Stephen T. Ross '59, a professor of strategy at
the Newport Naval War College, argued against a
nuclear freeze, saying that it is not true that
"beneath a KGB agent or a Marxist Beaurocrat
does beat the heart of an Iowa Republican."

False alarms rile freshmen
Continued from Page 1

"At first, people just got a

kick out of seeing other people

come out all the time," said

Sage C resident Geoff Smith '87.

"People don't realize how
serious it is; it's a problem of

stupidity," said Carol Rlccardi

'85, a JA in Williams D.

Only one person has been

caught for pulling an alarm.

The student will probably be

placed on probation, Colby said.

"I want to catch somebody. If

I catch somebody, my presump-
tion would be to ask for dismis-

sal from the College," he said.

"Several years ago someone
was expelled for a fire safety

infraction," he added.

Sage B and C fined

During the semester Colby

wrote two letters to freshmen

and JAs about the issue, and had

a meeting with Quad JAs after

two extinguishers were shot off

between Sage B and C. Several

people became ill and one was

sent to the inflmary because of

that incident, Colby said.

"Refilling the two extin-

guishers and the massive clea-

nup cost $270.54," he added. The

entries were each assessed

fines of $50, the automatic fine

for unnecessarily setting off a

fire alarm, Colby noted. The two

entries will pay the entire

$370.54.

After so many false alarms

students stopped leaving the

buildings, so Security was

forced to begin knocking on

doors to make sure people went

out, Colby said. He added that

he will call students In lor a dis-

cussion and "may well take dis-

ciplinary action" if they are

caught remaining inside
buildings.

Only two alarms have gone off

since Winter Study l>egan. Stu-

dents attributed the absence of

alarms to the Deans' letters and
to peer pressure.

Threatened dismissal

"Dean Colby threatened dis-

missal for at least a semester if

someone was caught," said

Mark van Norman '85, a JA in

Sage D.

"That threat and pressure

from people to stop it worked,"

said Pat Connors '85, also a JA
in Sage D.

Despite the recent drop in the

number of false alarms, new

fire equipment which has

greater deterrence will be

installed In the Freshman Quad,

said Colby .

D«an Colby has wamed ireshmen and JA» that anyone caught doing

this will be placed on probation and possibly dl*ml*ted.(Ruderman)
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College hopes to rescue

old farm from developer
by Stuart Smith

Williams College has been informed it has 30 days to try to

block the proposed sale of Mount Hope Farm, a 1000-acre tract

formerly owned by the college, to an outside developer.

August E. Mansker informedCoUegeofficlalson Jan. 6that he

intended to sell the property, which he purchased from the Col-

lege In 1978 for $850,000, to Carley Capital Co., a development

group based In Baltimore, Md.
Under the terms of the 1978 sale, Williams has 30 days in which

to decide whether or not it wishes to repurchase the property,

which encompasses over 1000 acres on the south side of

WlUiamstown.
According to College Vice-President and Treasurer William S.

Reed, the administration's next move ' 'will be in court to get the

30 day clock on the sale stopped." Reed said the College expects

a decision on its request for a court order on Tuesday or Friday.

An extension of the 30 day period, which began on Jan. 6, "will

force the other group to spell out what it intends to do with the

property before Williamstown's Zoning Board," Reed added.

Both the College and WlUiamstown residents have been con-

cerned about the possibility that development of the property

could alter the rural atmosphere of Williamstown.

The College first purchased the farm and mansion (which it

used for conferences and special receptions ) in 1963, but sold it to

Mansker later because its operating expenses were generating

an annual deficit of $100,000.

President Chandler pointed out in a Jan. 11 letter to faculty

and staff that "the College's principal purpose in acquiring

Mount Hope was to prevent uses... that could have diminished

the attractiveness of Williamstown as a setting for the College.

"

If the College does decide to buy back the property, Reed said

there are "differing opinions on what price the College would

have to pay. If Carley's offer is legitimate we would have to

match it, but there is some question as to whether or not it is."

A group of alumni made a bid for the farm, which they planned

to donate to the College, but at the last minute they were outbid

by the developer. Chandler said.

Mount Hope Farm owner August Mansker has told the College It has

30 days to try and save the mansion and 1 000-acre (arm from being

sold to an out-of-town developer.

JOSEPH E. DEWEY

9:00 - 5:00

Mon.-Sat.

WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.

01267

458-5717
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OCC presents social change
Continued from Page 5

Consumers Union, (publishers

of Consumer's Reports) will

give the keynote address Fri-

day. A total of 17 social change
organizations, from the

National Council of Senior Citi-

zens to the New Alchemy Insti-

tute, will be represented.

Drlnkwater said the conference

will ijecome an annual event.

"Social change is not an over-

tly political thing," said com-

mittee member Doug Hoffer

'85. "It's an attempt to spend

your life or part of your life

working directly with people,

rather than removing your-

self." The Social Change
Committee consists of ten

upperclassmen with various

majors, backgrounds and
career goals. Hoffer, a political

science major, is considering

working in public Interest law.

At 32, he has worked with many
social change organizations.

"There isn't a lot of exposure
to misery and poverty," Hoffer
said of Williams. "We live in a
society that values money. We
must inject a degree of huma-
ness into it. It's Just a matter of

priorities.

"One group of students Is

active politically, as evidenced
by the Disarmament Forum
and what they're doing this wee-
kend. It's a very good example
of politics in action," he said.

Bush, Miller debate freeze

Continued from Page 1

"the only talk that doesn't require definition. All

other arms control measures require that defini-

tion to determine what will be included."

A freeze, he said, would also "freeze the think-

ing that goes into the building of these weapons,

and thus prevent the wasting of the talent of this

country."

Freeze is bad policy

Miller argued the opposite stance, saying that a

freeze is bad nuclear weapons policy, bad arms
control policy and bad for American national

security interests. "The U.S. must be able to, and

be seen to be able to retaliate against any agres-

sor" he said.

"We have an adversary capable of a wide range

of attacks, and deterrence thus must he based on

the idea that the cost of agression exceeds its

benefits," he added.

The freeze, he argued, would quantify the exist-

ing strategic imbalance in favor of the Soviet

Union. "Two of the three legs of our strategic

triad—air and land based weapons—would be

checkmated, and the Soviets would be able to

concentrate on anti-submarine warfare" thus

reducing its effectiveness and credibility.

Asked later if there was not now strategic par-

ity between the two superpowers, Miller said

there are several significant areas where there

are Imbalances. "Strategic parity Is a point in

space," he added, "our weaknesses if unad-

dressed would leave us in an inferior position."

"Seal existing imbalance"

Miller also emphasized that the freeze would

"irreversibly seal the existing nuclear imbal-

ance, and hence leave the Soviets with no incen-
tive to negotiate reductions. Only when they are
convinced we are committed to equality will they
negotiate."

The challenge, he concluded, is "to our heads as
well as to our hearts. The Intentions of the freeze
are noble, but the U.S. must have an accurate and
credible deterrent."

In rebuttal Bush said he was confident that
American negotiators would achieve a freeze that
was in America's best interest, adding "I have
faith that the Senate would not ratify a treaty that
did not protect the security of the U.S."

In response to another question from the
audience. Miller said he does not think the
U.S.S.R. feels it must deter the U.S. "The current
U.S. military buildup in response to the Soviet
Union's first strike capability is not nearly
enough to pose a first strike threat itself," he said.

Differing outlooks

Pershing Two missiles, he added, cannot reach

Soviet missile silos and thus are not a first strike

weapon either. Miller emphasized that the differ-

ing outlooks of the two sides are reflected in

NATO and the Warsaw Pact as well. "The War-
saw Pact doesn't fear an attack from NATO," he

said. "NATO Is arranged on defensive lines of

battle, while the Warsaw Pact constantly practi-

ces offensive manuevers."
Miller said in conclusion "we seek no conquest,

we seek no war. We do seek to prevent those who
threaten our values with military force. Deter-

rence may be the worst way to keep the peace,

except— as Winston Churchill said of

democracy—for the alternatives to it."

Levi's

Adidas Shoes
All Athletic Equipment

Custom Printed T-Shirts

Everything for Men & Women
Racket Sales & Service

Class Rings

Gifts

coming soon a <Wi[[iam. tradition

right to your door

* hot bagels in five different flavors

regular, garlic, sesame, onion, cinammon raisin

with your choice of either cream cheese or butter

Bagels will come to a dorm near you

between 9 and 12 monday thru thursday

tor snacks into contact Orhn (2620) or Scott (458-3669)
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8 students

selected as

Washington

Mead interns

Eight students have been
chosen to participate in the
1984 Mead Fund for Gover-
ment Internship Program, the

Office of Career Counseling
announced this week. Given as
a gift to the college in 1951, the

fund is "used to improve the

quality of leadership in ser-

vice to government," accord-
ing to the college catalogue.

The students were chosen by
a faculty committee organized
by OCC, which administers
the Mead Fund. The award
consists primarily of a letter of

recommendation, used by
recipients to help get a job in

some arm of government.
Monetary awards are also

available for students who
demonstrate financial need,

either by being on financial aid

or by taking a volunteer job

and qualifying for a grant to

work.

The award is available to

sophomores and juniors only,

and is administered annually.

Michele Colocci '85, Timothy
Franks '86, Christopher
Harned '85, Alison Holt '86,

Richard Miller '86, Susan Nar-
kewicz '85, Franz Schneider-
man '85, and Floyd Short '85

are this year's winners.

—Martita Weil

Women pucksters take second Track
by Tom Dumphy

The women's hockey team
placed second in the Molly Stark
Tournament held at Middlebury
this past weekend. The showing
brings their season record to

two wins and two losses. The
strong performance surprised
many, but not coach Dave
Scheibe '86. Scheibe credited

Williams' success to the team's
ability to pull together at key
times.

Hamilton Upset 4-3

In the opening game of the
tournament, Williams beat
Hamilton 4-3 on the strength of

SQUASH

two JeanetteHazelton '85 goals.

Williams opened up a 2-0 lead on
scores by Lisa Marr '86 and
Hazeiton. Hamilton responded
with a goal to cut the lead to 2-1.

Beth Ebel '86 put Williams back
up by two late in the second
period. Hamilton pulled within

one goal, only to be scored upon
by Hazeiton once again. Laura
Ryan '85 and Ebel assisted on
the goal which put the game out

of reach. Hamilton scored a

meaningless goal late in the

game to make the final score 4-3

Colby Takes Title

Williams' success was cut

short by Colby College in the

final game 9-0. Williams fell

behind early and never reco-

vered against New England
powerhouse Colby. Williams
goalie Debbie Bernheimer '86

was outstanding in the net,

repeatedly denying the ons-

laught of the Colljy skaters. Des-

pite fine performances by Alice

Comiskey '84 and Marr, Willi-

ams could not get onto the

scoreboard.

Williams will face a physical

RPI club at home on Tuesday at

7p.m. and MIT at home this

Saturday.

Continued from Page 8

M.I.T. in Cambridge, there was
a highlight for the Ephs. Junior

Paul Toland shattered the

school record for the high jump
by clearing 6'7"and thus quali-

fying for Division III and Div-

ision I New Englands. He
surpassed the old record of

6'6'/2".

The Ephs' next meet is this

Friday night at home against

Albany State and Springfield.

Field events start at 6:00 p.m.

and track events at 7: 30.

Men's squash
still unbeaten,
post two wins
The men's squash team won twice this week,

making them 12-0 on the season. Counting the

final matches of last year, their undefeated
streak is fifteen matches, which is the longest in

collegiate squash.

This weekend the team beat Franklin and Mar-
shall 6-3 on Friday,and then destroyed the Uni-
versitv of Pennsylvania 8-1 Saturday.

The Ephs' Greg Zaff '84 is the number one
ranked player in the nation, and he, along with
James King '84, Thomas Harrity '84, and Ben
Thompson '85, the top four players, are all

undefeated.

The Ephs next host Yale at 4: 00 on Friday.

John Schafer

Women's squash

outlast Panthers

to win a thriller
At Middlebury on Saturday, the women's

squash team won what coach Renzie Lamb called
a "nerve ending, nail bitting" match 4-3. An ear-
lier match at Dartmouth was postponed until

Wednesday, January 25 at 3: 00.

Top player Cassie Fisher '84 won as did
Amanda Griggs and Carrie Cento, playing
number six and seven repectively. With the score
3-3, the final match between the team's fifth play-

ers was the tie-breaker. Lisa Scot '84 lost the first

two games before fighting back to take the third

17-14. She breezed through the fourth game to tie

the match and then struggled to a 17-16 final

game, final match win which gave the Ephs the
victory.

The team's next match is this Wednesday at

home against Hamilton.

-John Scha/er

CLASSIFIEDS
OPENING 10 to 1: Student info/

referral/listening service. Open
House with refreshments Thurs-

day 10:00 p.m. Baxter Hall

Chaplain's office.

MUSICAL-VOCAL DIRECTOR
to work with stage director and
cast and crew of young teenag-

ers on a production of Gilbert &
Sullivan's The Sorcerer. June
25-July22. 1984. 4hrsperday.5
days a week for 4 weeks, plus 3

evening performances. Salary

$625.00. Call Gail Burns at 458-

3135 afternoons, evenings or

weekends; or send resume to

The Burns Summer Learning
Center. 94 Cole Ave.. William-

stown. IVIA 01267.

SUrvllVIER TEACHING JOBS -
Instructors needed for remedial

math, reading, writing and
French, also for nature study

program Experience in subject

area and with children ages 7-14

required. June 25-August 17.

1984. Salary $8.75 per hour.

Send resume to The Burns
Summer Learning Center, 94

Cole Ave., Williamstown, MA.
01267. or call 458-3135 after-

noons, evenings and weekends.

Ur
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Springfield downs Ephs 64-54 Pucksters nip N.E.C.;

fall to Panthers

Dave Krupski '84 goes in for a layup in the basl(etbaii team's 64-54 ioss to Springfieid Saturday. (Khakee)

by Dave Paulsen

Though the men's basketball

squad could have won, it was
remarkable that they even had
a shot at beating Springfield

Saturday night. A nationally-

ranked Division II team,
Springfield manhandled the

Ephs on both the offensive and
defensive boards en route to a
64-54 win in Lasell Gymnasium.

Springfield, who entered the

contest with an 8-1 record and
ranked ninth in Division II polls,

exhibited a disciplined, bal-

anced offensive attack and a
swarming, tenacious defense.

The Ephs were unable to

mount any sustained offensive

attack against Springfield and
then compounded their offen-

sive woes by continually allow-

ing their opponents second and
third shots on the other end of

the floor.

Yet, the Ephs went into the

lockeroom at halftime only
down by seven points, 32-25.

While the Williams ballplayers

were receiving coach Harry
Sheehy's instructions, the parti-

san Williams crowd was treated

to an outstanding performance
by an unknown "Junior Eph'.'

Ephs come back
In the second half, Sheehy's

squad started playing better

man-to-man defense, and grad-
ually narrowed the Springfield

margin.

Co-captain John McNicholas
'84 hit a jump shot, center Dave
Krupski '84 scored inside, and
then co-captain Art Pidoriano
'84 hit from the outside to knot

the score at 47-47 with 7: 10 left in

the game.

At this juncture, however, the

Ephs let the game slip away.
Trailing 48-50, they missed two
shots and two free throws.

Sheehy commented "We had
our chances with the score 50-48,

but those missed shots changed
the whole complexion of the

game. We could have gone up
54-50 instead of being behind."

After the Williams scoring
drought, Springfield coach Dr.
Edward Bilik put his team into
the four corners delay game.
Forward Dan Czerapowicz ran
the delay, and continually pene-
trated on his bigger, but slower
opponents.

The Ephs were forced to foul,

and Springfield converted at the
free throw line, while Williams'
shots just would not fall. When
Pidoriano fouled out with 1: 34

left in the game, and the score
60-52, the game was, for all pur-

poses, over.

ECAC honor
Senior co-captain Art Pido-

riano was named last week's
E.C.A.C. Division III Player of

the Week for his effort in the

basketball team's impressive

win over Union on January
5th.

Pidoriano, a 6'2" guard, hit

10 out of 16 shots from the floor

and 10 of 13from the free throw
line for 30 point in the 72-66 vic-

tory.

"Just a bit short"

Sheehy characterized his

team's effort as "just a bit short
in all aspects of the game." He
pointed to the extraordinary
athletic ability of the Spring-
field squad as a factor in the

game, but also noted, "We
didn't gel good games from
some of our players. ..We didn't

shoot very well." He continued
his evaluation of his team's per-

formance, "On defense, we
were a step slow, and we got an
old-fashioned butt-kicking on
the boards."

Pidoriano once again led Eph
scoring with 22 points. Krupski
chipped in 13 while Tim Walsh
'86 added 10. On the other side of

the scale, all five Springfield

starters were in double figures.

The Ephs will try to regain
their winning ways when they

host Trinity tonight at 8: 00.

by Paul Meeks

The Williams hockey team played poorly in a 3-2 loss at Middleb-
ury Wednesday, but recovered on Saturday afternoon at Chapman
Rink for a 2-1 victory over New England College.
Head Coach Bill McCormick said the home win was the, "best

game we've played all year." The Ephmen also enjoyed a revenge
factor in raising their record to 5-3-1, as New England had emba-
rassed Williams last year with a 14-2 drubbing.

Second period action
New England, usually a finesse team, changed their strategy and

pounded Williams in the early going. Their lone goal came midway
through the first period.

Williams dominated the second period, scoring twice and shut-
ting down the New England offense. Brian Rutledge'85, who has
been under pressure to equal his fine performance of last season,
ended his drought with a beautiful backhanded goal late of the
period. Joe Sciacca '86 was given an assist on the goal.

Three minutes later, Jeff Potter '85 stuffed in a rebound, assisted
by Chris Traggio '87 and Rich Jackson '85.

Senior Dan Finn looked sensational in net, stopping 34 New Eng-
land shots. Time and again he was challenged on breakaways and
turned them away.

The game was a physical battle, featuring 26: 13 in penalties, and
junior defensemen Mark Winters and Paul Coleman each spent
four minutes in the penalty box.

McCormick cited the play of Rutledge, Jackson, Potter, and Finn
as key to the victory over New England. The defense killed 12: 00 in

penalties without allowing a power-play goal, including some
instances when Williams had to fight off a two-man advantage.

Panthers win 3-2

On Wednesday, the squad travelled to Middlebury; after the
game was delayed a day due to heavy snowfall. The Williams-
Middlebury clash has always been a bitter rivalry. This year, how-
ever, Williams fell to a weak Middlebury team, not the traditional
Division II hockey powerhouse they have faced in the past.

Middlebury scored first at 3: 54 of the first period. Junior defense-
men Mike Uretsky evened the game less than a minute later

assisted by wingers Traggio and Jackson.
The Panthers broke the deadlock at 15: 41 of the same period, and

added an insurance goal at 2: 08 of the third. Left winger Dave Fritz
'86 scored for Williams with 8: 10 left to play, with assists credited to

Rutledge and Sciacca. The 3-2 loss clearly disappointed the coach-
ing staff.

McCormick sees the next few games as an uphill climb for the

team. The Ephmen must maintain a .500 average to make the

playoffs at the season's end.

Williams continues its homestand on Wednesday against Salem
State.

Hoopsters rout Panthers
to finish third in tourney

by Mike Best

The women's basketball team destroyed Middlebury on Sunday,
72-36, to take third place in the Molly Stark tournament at

Middlebury.
The Ephwomen played strong defense and simply ran away from

Middlebury, a team that has not won a game this season. The Ephs
had already beaten the Panthers earlier this year.

Williams was lead by another strong game from center Jean «»i^4/vw»^r
Hakmiller '86. Hakmiller scored 12 points on 66'/ shooting, after VlClUlY
shooting 63'; against Skidmore in the team's last game before the

tournament (last Tuesday's Dartmouth game was cancelled).

In addition, Hakmiller combined with tri-captain Kay Lackey '85

for 21 rebounds to help the Ephwomen control the boards. Tri-
captain Tracy Burrows '84, a forward, also pitched in 12 points.

Runners beat Hamilton^ Union

Co-captains

lead come-

from-behind

Loss to Hamilton
In Saturday's first round action, the team lost to a strong Hamil-

ton squad, 59-46. The Continentals pulled out to an early lead, but
Williams, led by Denise Saunders '87, pulled to within five toend the
half down only 24-19.

Hamilton was able to control the Ephs in the second half and build

upon their lead until they blew the game open in the late going. The
loss spoiled a solid effort by Lackey, who had 15 points and eight

rebounds, leading the team in twth categories.

The Ephwomen take a 3-2 record into Wednesday's rematch with
Hamilton at home.

by Chris Stearns

The Men's Winter Track team
took the lead with only three

events left and held on to notch
victories over Union and host
Hamilton on Friday. The Ephs
racked up an impressive 59

points to Hamilton's ,52 and the

Dutchmen's 49.

Senior co— captains Bo
Parker and Ted Leon stood out,

turning in stellar performan-
ces. Parker qualified for the

Division III New Englands with

a sizzling 1:06.8 in the ,500 and
anchored the winning 3200

meter relay.

Leon placed second in the 400

with a 51.5 and then returned

only four events later to take
another second in the 300 and
collect a desperately needed
three points to keep the Ephs'
hopes alive. Leon then came
back a mere two events later to

boost the tracksters to a second
place finish in the grueling 1600

meter relay.

Despite a second by Brian
Angle '84 in the mile, Kendall
James' third in the highs, a vic-

tory by Bernie Krause in the

shot put, and Leon's second in

the 400 the Ephs were in last

place.

Meanwhile Parker and Mark
Rice finished first and fourth
respectively in the 500 followed
by a fourth place by sophomore
Clark Otley in the 60 to keep the
Ephs in the running.

Ephs spring to life

However, the Ephs' forte lies

in the distance events and they
sprang to life after the 800 as
Kevin Jenkins '85 and Tom Pin-
gree '86 cruised to a first and
third finish. Senior Bennett Yort
coasted to victory in the 1000
with freshman Mike Coyne
grabbing fourth.

Leon then netted second in the

300, and in the next race, John
Ellison '86 and John Nelson '84

handily finished first and
second in the 3000. Williams
then landed second in the 1600

meter relay and then stormed
back to win the 3200 meter
relay, leaving Hamilton in the

dust.

Parker said after the race,
' 'The way that we all performed
tonight under pressure was tre-

mendous. We all came through
when we had to. Coach Dick
Farley instilled a competivive
quality in us all tonight."

Farley said after the meet: "I

think the team did a fine job,

especially considering that
without the field house's train-

ing facilities they've led a spar-
tan existence and also that we
didn't know much about these
teams going into tonight. This
win should be a good spring-
board for us in the upcoming
meets."

Toland sets record
Last Sunday, even though

Williams dropped a meet to per-

ennial Division III powerhouse
Continued on Page 7
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Fire heats up Dennett,

students face discipline
by Stuart Smith

Two Williams students will

face disciplinary action follow-

ing an early morning fire in

Dennett House on Wednesday,
according to Dean of the College
Daniel O'Connor.
The fire appears to have

started in the third floor living

room when a wall bracket hold-

ing lighted candles began smol-
dering and set the wall on fire,

according to Stephen Trattner
'84, a third floor resident.

A sofa under the candles then
ignited and was destroyed,
according to Gale Hose Com-
pany Chief Gordon E. Noble.
The rest of the room was black-

ened and singed by intense heat

and heavy smoke from the fire.

College rules prohibit the

burning of candles in residence
halls, O'Connor said, adding
that Assistant Dean of the Col-

lege David Colby will decide
what disciplinary action is

appropriate. "Dean Colby will

take action on his own," O'Con-
nor said, "and the students
could then appeal his decision to

the discipline committee."

Must pay damages
Trattner, who along with

Steven Zlotowski '84 is facing
disciplinary action, said the two
met with the Deans but "they
haven't made a decision. We'll

definitely have to pay part of the

damages, but hopefully It won't
be too much."

"Obviously there was no mal-
ice or intent on the part of the

students," O'Connor said,

"they're sorry that it happened
and accept responsibility."

The fire began in the early

morning hours, when the can-

dles, which had been used at a

party the night before, ignited

the wall and sofa. It triggered a

smoke alarm at 6:55 a.m.,

according to Director of Secur-

ity Ransom Jenks, and "an
officer was dispatched to Mis-

sion Park... he saw the fire and
called the Security switchboard

and told them to phone in an
alarm to the Fire Department.
That was done at 7: 02 a.m."
The house was evacuated at

that time, Jenks said. Three
trucks and twelve firefighters

responded to the alarm, and
they were able to extinguish the

fire in only five to ten minutes.

Student efforts failed

Andrew Grimes '84, who lives

on the fourth floor of Dennett,

said he smelled smoke at about

7 a.m., ran downstairs and tried

to douse the flames with a fire

extinguisher. "It got too smoky
though and I had to get out," he
said. Only one of the three stu-

dents who lives in the third floor

suite was there at the time of the

blaze.

According to Wendy Hopkins,

Director of Student Housing, "it

will take a while longer to esti-

mate the cost of the damage
caused by the fire." A profes-

sional cleaning company was
brought in after the contractor

removed everything from the

room. The contractor will

return next week, Hopkins said,

to begin to replace the things
wall guards, carpet and

Continued on Page 4

Trustees decide

Baxter revamping to begin this summer
The Williams College Trustees, meeting on

campus this weekend, formally approved Phase I

of the Baxter Hall renovations, which are sche-

duled to begin this summer.
Phase I will include all proposed renovations of

the Baxter basement, including revamping the

Rathskeller and building a new darkroom and
student organization offices.

The Outing Club will be given an equipment
room and office in the basement and another
office will house student publications, including

the Record. Those offices will be located in what
is currently the basement game room and Pot-

tery Ltd. space, and the pool and ping pong tables

games will be moved to the Rathskeller.

In addition, WCFM will have its offices

expanded and centralized off one long corridor

which will have locked doors at both ends.

Phase II next year
Phase II, first-floor changes, including moving

the mailroom to the present Baxter lounge, is

tentatively set for the summer of 1985, according

to College Treasurer Will Reed.

"It would be virtually impossible to do both this

summer and have Baxter ready for fall,"

explained College president John Chandler.

The total cost of Phase I is set at $357,300.

including $209,300 for construction, $29,100 for

new furnishings, $37,500 for a new fire alarm sys-

tem and $31,500 in fees for architect John Jordan.
Phase II will be similarly budgeted and should
cost a total of $379,500.

Tuition rise slowing?
In other business, the Trustees gave formal

approval of recent tenure appointments and of

the proposed construction of the new gym. They
also began preliminary discussion of next year's
college budget and tuition increase, which will be
voted on at their April meeting.

Next year's tuition increase is "likely to be
somewhat lower (than in past years) in percen-
tage terms, reflecting lower Inflation," Chandler
explained.

The Trustees were also notified that the College

has been successful in obtaining a court order to

halt the proposed sale of Mount Hope Farm to an
out-of-state developer. Under the order, the

would-be purchaser must produce more specific

plans about proposed development of the 1000-

acre Williamstown estate.

Chandler said the College will then have 30days
to make some kind of alternate offer, although he

added that the Trustees did not seem interested in

having the College repurchase the farm, which it

owned from 1963-1978.

Candles left burning after a party were responsible for a fire

which destroyed a Dennett House living room early Wednesday
morning. Williamstown firefighters managed to save the third floor

suite by throwing a smoldering couch out of the window.
(Keating)

Court orders NASC pledges:

pay back Williams thefts

The Trustees were on campus last weekerid. Pictured here at their general meeting Saturday,

they formally approved tenure decisions and new Baxter and gym construction. (Scheibe)

by Christian Howlett
Six of the eight North Adams

State College students charged
with thefts from Williams
dorms Oct. 21 appeared in

Northern Berkshire District

Court Wednesday and were
ordered to make restitution,

according to Williamstown
Police Chief Joseph Zoito.

Zoito said the six "submitted
to the facts" of the case, mean-
ing they agreed to let the judge
decide simply on the basis of

police evidence in hopes of

obtaining a lighter punishment.
"The facts warrented a finding

of guilty," and the six students

have been placed on informal

probation for a year, Zoito

explained.

If they get into any other trou-

ble before then, the cases could

be reopened, Zoito noted. Other-

wise, the court will probably

dismiss them next January and
the students will not get a police

record.

In the meantime, thestudents

will be forced to make repara-

tions for all stolen property

which was lost or damaged.
Some of the property had been

sold but was recovered with the

help of the students themselves,

Zoito said. A probation officer

will be placed in charge of the

repayment process.

"Beyond a prank"
"The court understands it

went beyond merely a college

prank, (but if restitution is

made) it is the intention of the

court to dismiss the case so that

they won't have any records or

spoil their futures," Zoito said.

According to Dean of the Col-

lege Daniel O'Connor, the thefts

began as a prank on the part of

six pledges and two pledgemas-
ters of the Pi Epsilon Pi frater-

nity. "They were apparently
sent over to bring back some-
thing with a Williams insignia

on it, and just got carried
away," he said.

.Approximately $1,600 worth
of good were stolen, but the

majority have been recovered.

Zoito said the police do not yet

know how much the students

will have to pay in remuner-
ations.

Charges lumped
In addition to charges of lar-

cency against all eight, the two
pledgemasters were originally

charged with possession of

stolen goods and being an acces-

sory before the fact. However,
Zoito said, the various charges
were overlooked and "the court

took into consideration every-

thing as one action. In effect,

(the court said) everybody did

everything."

Two of the eight students, who
could not be in court Wednesday
because their attorneys had
other commitments, will go to

court Feb 1. Zoito said he
expects the court to deal with

them in the same way as the

other six.

Regarding the students' origi-

nal plea of not guilty at a Nov. 16

court appearance, Zoito said

such a plea is a standard initial

procedure ijefore defendants
get legal counsel and are t>etter

informed about their legal

options.
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Working
The battle two years ago to save Winter Study was hard fought. We

won; we still have Winter Study, and the revisions the program under-
went have improved it.

The freshmen seminars, the main component of the revision, are well
on their way to achieving their stated goals—giving greater coherence
and more intellectual rigor to the Winter Study program.
While some freshmen may grumble about the workload or class time,

they also say that they are learning something. When they're not, they
don't usually attribute it to the idea of the seminars, but to aspects of
their particular seminars. Even those who brag that they have little

work admit that the seminars have educational value.
The seminars are a new idea, and like most new ideas, they have bugs.

The most vocal complaint from freshmen is the lack of choice. The
diversity of course offerings does not match the diversity of student
interests. A few more choices could be offered.

Many students complain that the semiars are too ambitious. The
seminars become diluted in their attempt to offer several viewpoints.
Interdisciplinary courses on innovative topics by nature face the prob-
lem of losing focus—a problem compounded by the unusual structure of

team-teaching.

The seminars set out to give the freshmen a more structured January
schedule. They certainly accomplish this goal, although even some of

the most conscientious students dislike five classes per week. Students
feel that their class schedule prohibits them from taking advantage of

other recreational, educational, and social benefits of Winter Study. The
workload, on the other hand, does not trouble most freshmen. The
seminars might work more efficiently and be more appealing if blocks
of free time were left open while some further outside work were
required.

Certainly, the time and energy being put into the seminars by faculty
is commendable, and the seminars can only improve in coming years.
Perhaps the more successful seminars could be repeated in future
years, and benefit by experience.
Winter Study requires a great committment on the part of faculty: it

adds to their already taxed schedules, but Winter Study is unique and
valuable, a feature that justifiably attracts many to Williams.

Play Ball
Winter Study allows students to take advantage of many College

facilities which they are too busy to utilize during the semester. How-
ever, recreational athletes find their interest constrained by the short
hours at Lasell Gymnasium. The gym closes at 6:00 on weekends and
9:50 on weekdays. Varsity and J.V. teams and physical education
classes use the main gym, pool and squash courts for over eight hours
per day, including the prime late-afternoon and evening hours.
The new gym complex should help solve the problem of finding space

for recreational athletes, but no facility can be fully utilized if it is not
available during prime hours. Extended hours for student gym monitors
and slight alterations in Security rounds are relatively small costs.
There is a great demand for facilities from recreational and off-

season athletes—even after 10: 00 P.M. The College should extend gym-
nasium hours to midnight every night.
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Winter Study

Features/Arts
NEWSBRIEFS

This scruffy buncfi of Williams men aren't being lazy this Winter

Study, they're raising money for the Williamstown Youth Center

by taking pledges for growing beards. (Scheibe)

Beards bring

charity funds
Have you noticed an unusual

number of scraggly-looking

young men around this month?
These people have declined to

shave in January, not out of lazi-

ness, but to raise money in an
unusual fund-raising effort

called Growth for Youth.

Growth for Youth, conceived

by Bill McClements '85, is a pro-

ject in which sponsors pledge

the participants money for each

day they let their beards grow.

A IOC per day pledge, for exam-
ple, over the course of the 25

days of Winter Study, will result

in a $2.50 contribution. All of the

money raised will go to the Wil-

laimstown Youth Center (for-

merly the Boys' Club) on Cole

Avenue.

McClements says that stu-

dents, faculty and friends from

Williamstown have already

pledged almost $500, and the

beard-growers are still seeking

retroactive pledges and flat-

rate contributions.

The other non-shavers in

Growth for Youth are juniors

Brian Kilcoyne, Floyd Short,

Jeff Cox, Kelley Murphy and

John Irwin, and freshmen Clif-

ford Favrot, Keith Goldfeld,

Steve Urquhart, Jeff Heilman,

John Shaw, Rick Lipinski and

John Deveaux.

The participants have been

pleased with the project's suc-

cess, noting that it is not very

difficult and is a good excuse for

not shaving. As Short pointed

out, "I had been planning to

grow a beard during Winter

Study anyway."

Asked whether this lack of

grooming hurt their social lives,

McClements responded, "No.
We were never ver>' popular to

begin with."

Murphy agreed, "before
Growth for Youth, girls never
used to talk to me. Now they

come up to me and tell me I'm

ugly. I think that's progress."

—John Iririii

Ray Boyer off

to Beantown
Raymond C. Boyer, Director

of Public Information at Willi-

ams for seven years, will leave

the college Feb. 3 to become
assignment manager at WCVB-
Channel 5 in Boston.

Boyer said in his new job he
will be rcsponsiOle for assigning

stories, coordinating the news
staff and making sure that sto-

ries are ready in time for the six

o'clock news. WCVB is the big-

gest station in Boston, which is

the nation's sixth largest

market, Boyer said.

He added that he was first

approached by the station two
weeks ago and offered the job

last Monday. Although he said

he will miss Williams a great

deal, "that's the way the busi-

ness is. When something opens
up and the opportunity comes,
you've got to go after it. I'm
very interested in TV
management."

"Williams is a wonderful
place to represent," he said. "I

don't exactly feel like a fossil

but seven years has gone by like

lightning."

Boyer, who received his mas-
ters degree in journalism at

Penn Slate, has worked in radio

news for the past three years.

Before coming to Williams he

was news directer at a radio sta-

tion in Pittsfield. In addition, he

and his wife, Mary Jo, run a free

lance video service.

Boyer said the college has not

yet begun looking for a replace-

ment as Public Information

Director.
—Chris Howie tt

20/20 comes

to tlie Valley

Television journalist Bar-

bara Walters visited William-

stown briefly last Tuesday to

interview Empress Farah
Dibah, widow of the Shah of

Iran, for a March segment of the

ABC newsmagazine show
"20/20".

Although Walters left town

Tuesday after the interview,

her ABC film crew remained
through Wednesday shooting

additional film of the Empress
shopping in the Williams Coop.

They also filmed her on parts of

the Williams College campus,
where her son, self declared

Shah-in-exile Reza Pahlavi, stu-

died for one year.

The interview took place at

the family's heavily guarded
Georgian mansion on South
Street, across from the Clark
Art Institute. The family bought
the house in 1979 for $225,000
when Reza Pahlavi was a stu-

dent at Williams. Pahlavi now
lives in Egypt, but his three
younger siblings, who attend
area schools, still live in the
house.

Williams-TV

on the way
Williamstown and the Cox

Cable Company have struck a

deal in which the town will

expand its current local cable
system to include public access
to broadcasting, according to a
recent article in the William-
stown Advocate.

Return lines installed on the

Williams College campus will

allow broadcasting from
Adams Memorial Theatre,
Chapin Hall and Brooks-Rogers
Recital Hall. Mt. Greylock High
School and the Williamstown
Municipal Building will also

have return capability.

A snag in negotiations with

Cox Cable Company arose when

Cox Cable rejected the town's

proposal to put return lines at

Mt. (ireylock High School. The

company stated that the high

school was too far away for

practical installation, accord-

ing to Russell Carpenter, Assist-

ant Director of Development at

Williams.

Broadcasting from the high

school remained essential, how-

ever, because numerous public

meetings and activities take

place at the school, Carpenter

said.

To resolve the conflict with

Cox Cable, Williams College

offered to t)ear the direct cost of

installing return lines on cam-
pus if Cox would agree to install

lines at the high school, said

Carpenter. Cox Cable accepted
the deal and set a construction

deadline for the end of 1984.

Because the contract Is so

new, the music and theatre

departments have no definite

plans for broadcasting. How-
ever, Carpenter noted that the

possibilities are enormous and
the college will be able to broad-

cast lectures and performan-
ces, like the Berkshire
Symphony, from its halls.

In addition, Carpenter said
student—initiated programs
could expand the current broad-
casting abilities of WCFM, the
college radio station.

—Becky Conklin

Lingo earns

a Marshall

Scholarship

Stuart Lingo '84 has received

a Marshall Scholarship, which
provides for study in Britain for

two years and Is renewable for a

third. Under the program.
Lingo will receive funds to

cover tuition, living expenses,

plane fare and a small spending
and travel stipend.

Although he has not yet heard
whether he received his first

choice for place of study. Lingo
hopes to begin studying art his-

tory next fall at the Courthold
Institute of the University of
London.

The British inaugurated the

Marshall Program in the early
1950s as a way of repaying the

United States for aid received
under the Marshall Plan.

-Stuart Smith

New security

super named
Security supervisor Charles

W. Smiarowskl, who resigned
several weeks ago for personal
reasons, has been replaced by
Jean Thorndlke, a former Willi-

ams security officer, according
to Security Director Ransom
Jenks.

Thorndlke was a security
officer for more than three
years before she left last year to

become security supervisor for
KB Toy stores. She oversaw a
total of 62 stores In the Midwest,
Jenks said.

While at Williams, Thorndlke
ran the student security moni-
tor program, a duty she has
once more assumed.

Smiar6wski, who had been
security supervisor for only one
year, did not state the "personel
reasons" which prompted his
resignation Dec. 17. However,
as he lives In Sunderland,'
Mass., (near Amherst), Jenks
cited his long dally commute as
a possible reason for resigning.

CES gets new
intern funds

Relatives of W. Conant
Brewer '18 have contributed

$10,500 to support an endowed
student internship in envlro-

mental studies in his memory.
The gift will help match funds
that the Center for Envlromen-
tal Studies recently received

from the Mellon Foundation.

The Income from the gift will

be awarded each year to a stu-

dent for work on an enviromen-

tal problem relating to ocean
resource management or a

problem that is International in

scope.

The internship honors
Brewer, who served In the U.S.

Navy during World War I and

had a long career in the Interna-

tional shipping business follow-

ing the war.

The CES will use the endow-

ment to match part of the

$(>0,000 grant recently received

from the Mellon Foundation to

support undergraduate re-

search. The CES hopes to use

matching funds such as the

Brewer Internship to build a

total $180,000 endowment for

internships.

CC officers to be elected on single ticket Dennett fire
by Ken Cooper

If proposed revisions of the College Council

constitution are approved, next year's president

and vice president will be elected as a single

ticket.

This and other changes were recommended to

the Council by its Constitutional Review Com-
mittee at Thursday's meeting. Jan Van Eck '85,

Council Vice President and chairman of the

committee, explained that in the past 'there has

been trouble between the president and vice

president in coordinating their efforts" and that

the proposed rule change would enable them "to

get to know each other beforehand, which would

help them work together well."

Council President Tom Paper agreed, com-
menting that currently "two people can be

elected who don't have the same things in mind

and this stratifies the council."

Other proposed constitutional changes

Include the abolition of all standing committees

with the exception of the Finance and Elections

committees, and the raising of the number of

votes needed to remove a student from any
student-faculty committee from a simple
majority to three-fourths of the College Council.

According to Van Eck, the revisions are basi-

cally "housekeeping chores designed to make
the constitution a more workable document."

All of the proposed changes are subject to appro-

val by two-thirds of the general student body. If

the Council approves the revisions, students will

vote on them as part of general elections in late

February.

"There will be lots of publicity," says Van
Eck. in order to make students aware of the

proposals and their implications.

On a related note. Paper informed the Council

of a plan for "aggressive elections in which bal-

lots will bo distributed in all dining halls."

Although some concern was voiced over the pos-

sibility of students voting more than once, that is

not seen as a major problem.

As Secretary' Matt Dodds '86 noted, "there is

an honor system at Williams and people won't

vote twice" In the past, balloting has taken

place exclusively in Baxter Hall.

Continued from Page 1

windows, which were des-
troyed in the fire.

Asked whether the students
responsible would have to pay
for all the damage, Hopkins said
that was still under discussion.

""These things are done on an
individual basis," she said,

""and we can't decide until next

week when we get a firm esti-

mate of the cost."

Tragedy prevented

O'Connor credited the quick

response of security and the

design of Mission Park with pre-

venting a tragedy. '"The
response time was very good on

the part of security," he said.

""With the fact there were 35

false alarms in the fall it

wouldn't have been surprising if

it hadn't been, but it was."

""I feel very fortunate," he

added, ""we were very lucky.

The fire was contained because

the fire doors were allowed to

work. If they hadn't been, the

smoke could have travelled as

well and caused serious
injury."

Often one sees the doors
propped open, O'Connor noted.

"This is a classic example of

how important those ' doors
are.""

Freshman give seminars mixed review
The future of Winter Study was thrown

up for grabs two years ago. Winter Study
survived, but not without modification.
The major change in the program was
the institution of freshman seminars-
designed to revitalize Winter Study by
giving the freshmen a more structured
curriculum while still allowing them the
freedom to pursue more unconventional
academic Interests without grade
pressure.

The seminars are now a reality. Reac-
tion to the seminars is divided: some
freshmen have complaints about the
workload or subject matter while others
desire more work or praise the
seminars.

"There is a heavier workload than I

thought," said Doug Krehbiel '87, "but
it's certainly do-able. It's easier than the
regular semester work, and I don't mind
doing it." Some freshmen find the
seminars too ambitious. "They're trying
to have us do too much In too short a
time," says Lynn Gerwig '87.

Others don't feel challenged enough.
"'The workload so far is less than what I

expected. Sometimes I almost feel like I

should have more work," states Scott

Lundgren '87.

The most vocal complaint from fresh-

men is the lack of choices for the semin-
ars. "For a school priding itself on small
classes," said Adam Ifshin '87, ""why do
they only offer six choices?"

Interdisciplinary

approacli
The six freshmen seminars, designed

to expose students to different aspects of

a subject, are team-taught by faculty

members of related departments. The
seminars are structured around lec-
tures, discussion groups, and films; they
usually meet for a couple of hours four or
five times a week.
Professor Fred Greene, chairman of

the Winter Study Committee, sees fresh-
man seminars as a means for providing
an interdisciplinary approach. The
seminars allow freshmen to experience
different subject matter and teaching
styles in one course. He feels that fresh-
men are not able to select courses in

October because they have been on cam-
pus only one month. ""These seminars
are tailored for freshmen problems," he
noted.

Biology Professor William Grant,
however, disagrees with the commit-
tee's findings. He feels that Winter Study
has deteriorated over the past five years
and that freshman seminars are not the
solution. "With this last committee revi-

sion I think we are doing another patch-
work job and it (Winter Study) will come
unstuck again," he said.

Mixed reaction
The content of the seminars has met

with mixed response. "Too much is

thrown at you at once," observes Nancy
Frlelicher '87, who is taking Idea of the
Modern in the Arts. The seminar
emphasizes collaboration among the dif-

ferent art departments, namely litera-

ture, theater, art, and music.
Doug Krehbeil, also taking the Arts

course, finds the seminar successful.

"The "modern period' and "art' are both
not clearly defined terms and so it's good
to have different approaches and to

bring in more viewpoints," said Kreh-
beil. Scott Lundgren '87 says, "My
seminar, 'The Invisible World,' is good
for me in that I have not decided which
branch of science to major in, and this

will me give me a good overview."
"As overviews go, the seminars are

well done," says George Prescott '87,

"but it would be better to single out only
one aspect of a subject."

Rudy Ford '87 would also prefer a
more focused approach. "It would be
much better to zero in—each professor
just seems to be doing his or her own
thing," he said.

Time consuming
Some students feel that the seminars

require too much time. As a result, they
cannot participate in activities outside of

the classroom.
"The course takes up too much time,

and it's just not interesting. We have to

spend time doing readings that I just

don't give a damn about," said David
Freilach '87 who Is taking "The Idea of a
Hero."

"I'd enjoy my seminar more if it met
three times a week instead of five," says
Steven Skavlem '87, "'because it would
leave more free time for other aspects of

Winter Study such as Free University
and P. E." Skavlem's seminar. The
Invisible World, deals with exploration

in the various sciences.

Professors have found that leading the

seminars has required a great deal of

time and effort on their part as well. Pro-
fessor Jay Pasachoff, who teaches The
Invisible World, says ""It's cutting very
severely into the time I have for other

activities, but I'm glad the students are

enjoying it so much."

from the rest of the campus in the semin-
ars causes some concern. Martha
Hoopes '87 says that ""the seminars don't

provide an opportunity for freshmen to

meet students of other classes."

Sara Gross '85, a memoer ot the Winter

Study Committee, interprets the deci-

sion to create freshman seminars as a

means "to get a more unified class in an

educational situation and to have fresh-

men trade experiences besides parties."

""It's nice to have all freshmen in
there," agrees Suzanne Biemiller '87.

""People aren"t as afraid to speak up in

class."

"...more students are using the library and less are

climbing on the ski bus."

Fuqua, who leads Idea of the Hero,
agrees that heading a seminar is ""more
demanding than I had expected. I'm
finding that there is a great deal more
work involved for the professors than I

had thought. I have had no time to do any
preparation for my second semester
classes," he said.

Isolation
The fact that freshmen are isolated

<3

Winter Study best pick for January
by Kathi RosenJ^aum

and Martin Hildebrand
Despite the controversy that has sur-

rounded it, students overwhelmingly
support Winter Study over any alterna-

tives. "If I had the whole month of Jan-

uary off, it would be a waste and the

alternative of having finals after

Christmas would ruin what vacation

we do have," says Andrew Canning '85.

Greg Smith '86 notes, "I find it worth-

while to do the things I don't normally
do, like social interaction or skiing or

Disarmament Forum and Comlttee
Against Militarism or sleeping."

"I'm getting to read newspapers—

I

find I don't have time to do so during the

regular semester," observes Tim Con-

ley '85.

Jessie Grearson '84 finds that "you
can actually have conversations with-

out someone rushing off. Some of my
ttest conversations are during Winter
Study."

Pat Connors '85 Ijelieves "Winter
Study is good because you finally have
the opportunity to get to know the peo-

ple you've been living with for four

months. You don't really get to know
them until you're all Iwred out of your
skulls."

An Important aspect of Winter Study
is the Informal atmosphere it provides.

Junior Mark Van Norman points out.

""Winter Study is great because eve-

ryone relaxes—you can just hang out

without having to worry about it."

According to senior Robert Kent,

"The perfect Winter Study course is

one that's challenging but not all-

consuming."
Apparently Tim Coniey has found

such a course in The Reality of the

Psyche. ""My Winter Study course is

less academically challenging but

more personally challenging; because
the course is something I'm personally

interested in, it's a challenge to get as

much as I can out of it," he says.

Greg Smith is also pleased with his

course, The Physical Basis of Music,

noting, '"Academically it's definitely

worthwhile-this year it gives me a

chance to bring together two things I

enjoy: physics and music."

Chemistry Professor William Moo-
maw is happy with the way his course is

proceeding this year. He remarks that

"it seems the students in my Winter

Study course are interested in studying

technology assessment, and we have
had some good discussions."

In addition to the regular courses.

Informal courses offered through Free
University provide students with

further opportunities. "Free Univer-

sity is a superb idea. It gives a chance
for students to learn from other stu-

dents and it gives a chance to meet new
people," Story Reed '84 states.

Jim Foley '84, coordinator of Free
University, has found that ""attendance

is bit down from last year. Not as many
people who signed up showed up, per-

haps t)ecause Winter Study is harder

this year, especially on freshmen.'"

These various aspects of Winter

Study—unusual course offerings,

extracurricular activities. Free Uni-

versity, and informal discussions, com-

bined with a relaxed atmosphere—all

add to the program's general appeal.

""Winter Study is a change of pace—it's

nice to be in a school atmosphere with-

out ail the pressure," remarks junior

Steve Wiiley.

Paul Noe '85 believes that Winter

Study is an essential part of Williams,

observing, ""There"s so much to do that

we need Winter Study. Give us a chance

while we're here to have more time

than during the regular semesters—

there's too much to learn from other

people and on your own here."

President Chandler also strongly

supports Winter Study, pointing out

that "it's a highly distinctive, very

attractive feature of the Williams cur-

riculum. Winter Study has retained a

structure and substance here, where at

most other colleges similar programs

have fizzled out."

The seminar concept appeals to many
people. ""I don't have to plow through

hours of work I don't enjoy, "said David
Chalfoun '87. ""The course allows me
time to go into things I want to find out for

myself."

""Perhaps everyone should be required

to take a seminar, not necessarily during

freshman year," speculates Shelly

Tralna '85. ""I think the liberal arts idea

behind the seminars is great."

According to President John
Chandler, the seminars have created "a

more purposeful atmosphere" among
freshmen. He believes that ""more stu-

dents are using the library and less are

climbing on the ski bus."

Nevertheless Story Reed '84, a former

J. A., observes, "Freshmen still seem to

have some free time and they're getting

to ski."

Comf)iled by Martin Hildebrand,

Kathi Rosenbauni, John Clayton,

\Uchael Coi-an and Vci/ Ladd.
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This scruffy bunch of Williams men aren't being lazy this Winter

Study, they re raising money for the Williamstown Youth Center

by taking pledges for growing beards. (Scheibe)

Beards bring

charity funds
Have you noticed an unusual

numt)er of scraggh -looking

young men around this month?
These people have declined to

shase in January, not out of lazi-

ness, but to raise money in an

unusual fund-raising effort

called Growth for Youth.

Growth for Youth, conceived

by Bill McClements '85. is a pro-

ject in which sponsors pledge

the participants money for each

day they let their beards grow.

.A ioe per da.\' pledge, fore.xam-

ple. over the course of the 2.5

days of Winter Study . will result

in a S'2.50 contribution. .4.11 of the

money raised will go to the Wil-

laimstown Youth Center (for-

merly the Boys' Clubi on Cole

Avenue.

.McClements sa\s that stu-

dents, faculty and friends from

Williamstown have already

pledged almost $500. and the

beard-growers are still seeking

retroactive pledges and flat-

rate contributions.

The other non-shavers in

Grow^th for Youth are juniors

Brian Kilcoyne, Floyd Short,

Jeff Cox, Kelley Murphy and

John Irwin, and freshmen Clif-

ford Favrot, Keith Goldfeld,

Steve Urquhart, Jeff Heilman,

John Shaw, Rick Lipinski and

John Deveaux.

The participants have been
pleased with the project's suc-

cess, noting that it is not very

difficult and is a good excuse for

not shaving. As Short pointed

out, "I had been planning to

grow a t)eard during Winter

Study anyway."

.Asked whether this lack of

grooming hurt their social lives,

McClements responded, "No.

We were never very popular to

begin with.
"

.Vlurphy agreed, "before

Growth for Youth, girls never

used to talk to me. .N'ow they

come up to me and tell me I'm

ugly. I think that's progress."

—John Iritin

Ray Boyer off

to Beantown
Raymond C. Boyer, Director

of Public Information at Willi-

ams for seven years, will leave

the college Feb. 3 to become

assignment manager at WC\'B-

Channel 5 in Boston.

Boyer said in his new job he
uiii lie responsiUle for assigning

stories, coordinating the news
staff and making sure that sto-

ries are ready in time for the six

o'clock new's. WCV'B is the big-

gest station in Boston, which is

the nation's sixth largest

market, Boyer said.

He added that he was first

approached by the station two
weeks ago and offered the job

last Monday. Although he said

he will miss Williams a great

deal, "that's the way the busi-

ness is. When something opens
up and the opportunity comes,
you've got to go after it. I'm
very interested in TV
management."

"Williams is a wonderful
place to represent," he said. "I

don't exactly feel like a fossil

but seven years has gone by like

lightning."

Boyer, who received his mas-
ters degree in journalism at

Penn State, has worked in radio

news for the past three years.

Before coming to Williams he

was news dlrectcral a radio sla

tion in Pittsfield. In addition, he

and his wife. Mary Jo, run a f rce

lance video service.

Boyer said the college has not

vet begun looking for a replace

ment as Public Information

Director.
^Chris Unwli-lt

20/20 comes

to tlie Valley

Television journalist Bar-

bara Walters visited William-

stown briefly last Tuesday to

interview Empress Farah
Dibah, widow of the Shah of

Iran, for a March segment of the

ABC newsmagazine show
"20 20".

Although Walters left town

Tuesday after the interview,

her ABC film crew remained

through Wednesday shooting

additional film of the Empress

shopping in the Williams Coop.

They also filmed her on parts of

the Williams College campus,

where her son, self declared

Shah-in-exile Reza Pahlavi, stu-

died for one year.

The interview took place at

the family's heavily guarded
Georgian mansion on South
Street, across from the Clark
Art Institute. The family bought
the house in 1979 for $225,000

when Reza Pahlavi was a stu-

dent at Williams. Pahlavi now
lives in Egypt, but his three

younger siblings, who attend
area schools, still live in the

house.

Williams-TV

on the way
Williamstown and the Cox

Cable Company have struck a

deal in which the town will

expand its current local cable

system to include public access
to broadcasting, according to a

recent article in the William-

stown Advocate.

Return lines installed on the

Williams College campus will

allow broadcasting from
Adams Memorial Theatre,
Chapin Hall and Brooks-Rogers
Recital Hall. Mt. Greylock High
School and the Williamstown
Municipal Building will also

have return capability.

A snag in negotiations with

Cox ('al)lc CDmpany arose when

Cox Cable rcjcrled Ihc lown's

propo.sal to put return lines at

Ml. (Jreylock High .S<hool. The

company staled thai the high

school was t(X) far away for

practical Installation, accord

ing to Russell Carpenter. A.sslst

ant Director of Development at

Williams.

Broadcasting from the high

.school remained es.sentlal, how-

ever, Ix'cause numerous public

meetings and activities take

place at the school, Carpenter

.said.

To resolve the conflict with

Cox Cable, Williams College

offered to bear the direct cost of

installing return lines on cam-
pus if Cox would agree to install

lines at the high .school, said

Carpenter. Cox Cable accepted

the deal and set a construction

deadline for the end of 1984.

Because the contract Is so

new, the music and theatre

departments have no definite

plans for broadcasting. How-
ever, Carpenter noted that the

possibilities are enormous and
the college will be able to broad-

cast lectures and performan-
ces, like the Berkshire
Symphony, from Its halls.

In addition, Carpenter said
student— initiated programs
could expand the current broad-
casting abilities of WCFM, the
college radio station.

—Becky Conklin

Lingo earns

a Marshall

Scholarship

Stuart Lingo '84 has received

a Marshall Scholarship, which

provides for study in Britain for

two years and is renewable for a

third. Under the program,
Lingo will receive funds to

cover tuition, living expenses,

plane fare and a small spending

and travel stlp)end.

Although he has not yet heard
whether he received his first

choice for place of study, Lingo
hopes to begin studying art his-

tory next fall at the Courthold
Institute of the University of

London.

The British Inaugurated the

Marshall Program In the early

1950s as a way of repaying the

United States for aid received
under the Marshall Plan.

—Stuarl Smith

New security

super named
Security supervisor Charles

W. Smlarowskl, who resigned
several weeks ago for personal
rea.sons, has been replaced by
Jean Thorndlke, a former Willi-
ams security officer, according
to Security Director Ransom
Jenks.

Thorndlke was a security
officer for more than three
years before she left last year to
become security supervisor for
KB Toy stores. She oversaw a
total of 62 stores in the Midwest
Jenks said.

While at Williams, Thorndlke
ran the student security moni-
tor program, a duty she has
once more assumed.

Smiar6wski, who had been
security supervisor for only one
year, did not state the "personel
reasons" which prompted his
resignation Dec. 17. However,
as he lives In Sunderland!
Mass., (near Amherst), Jenks
cited his long dally commute as
a possible reason for resigning.

CES gets new
intern funds

Relatives of W. Conant
Brewer '18 have contributed

$10,500 to support an endowed
student internship in envlro-

mental studies In his memory.
The gift will help match funds

that the Center for Envlromen-

tal Studies recently received

from the Mellon Foundation.

The Income from the gift will

be awarded each year to a stu-

dent for work on an envlromen-

tal problem relating to ocean

resource management or a

problem that is International In

scope.

The Internship honors

Brewer, who served In the U.S.

Navy during World War I and

had a long career in the interna-

tional shipping business follow-

ing the war.

The CES will use the endow-

ment to match part of the

$60,000 grant recently received

from the Mellon Foundation to

support undergraduate re-

search. The CES hopes to use

matching funds such as the

Brewer Internship to build a

total $180,000 endowment for

internships.

CC officers to be elected on single ticket Dennett fire
by Ken Cooper

If proposed revisions of the College Council

constitution are approved, next year's president

and vice president will t>e elected as a single

ticket.

This and other changes were recommended to

the Council by its Constitutional Review Com-
mittee at Thursday's meeting. Jan Van Eck '85.

Council Vice President and chairman of the

committee, explained that in the past "there has

been trouble between the president and vice

president in coordinating their efforts ' and that

the proposed rule change would enable them "to

get to know each other beforehand, which would

help them work together well "

Council President Tom Paper agreed, com-

menting that currently two people can be

elected who don't have the same things m mind

and this stratifies the council."

Other proposed constitutional changes

include the abolition of all standing committees

with the exception of the Finance and Elections

committees, and the raising of the number of

votes needed to remove a student from any
student-faculty committee from a simple
majority to three-fourths of the CollegeCoundl.

According to Van Eck, the revisions are basi-

cally "housekeeping chores designed to make
the constitution a more workable document."
All of the proposed changes are subject to appro
val by two-thirds of the general student body. If

the Council approves the revisions, students will

vote on them as part of general elections in late

February.

"There will be lots of publicity," says Van
Eck. in order to make students aware of the

proposals and their implications.

On a related note. Paper Informed the Council

of a plan for "aggressive elections in which bal-

lots will t>e distributed in all dining halls."

Although some concern was voiced over the pos-

sibility of students voting more than once, that is

not seen as a major problem.

As Secretar> Matt Dodds '86 noted, ""there is

an honor system at Williams and people won't

vote twice" In the past, balloting has taken

place exclusively in Baxter Hall.

Continued from Page 1

windows, which were des-
troyed In Ihc fire.

Askcil whether Ihc students
responsible would have to pay
for all the dainagc, Hopkins su Id

thai was kIIII under discussion.

"These things are done on an
Individual basis," she said,

"and we can't deride until next

week when we kcI ii fitiii csll

mate of Ihc cohI"

Tragedy prcvrntcd

O'Connor crcdlled I he (julck

response of security and the

design of Mission Park with pre
venting a tragedy. ••"Ihe

response time was very gotxl on
the part of security, " he said.

"With the fact there were 35

false alarms In the fall It

wouldn't have been surprising if

It hadn't been, but It was."

"I feel very fortunate, " he

added, "we were very lucky.

The fire was contained because

the fire doors were allowed to

work. If they hadn't been, the

smoke could have travelled as

well and caused serious

Injury."

Often one sees the doors

propiM'd op«»n, O'Connor noted.

"I'hl.s Is a classic example of

lu)w Important those ' doors

O

Freshman give seminars mixed review
The future of Winter Study was thrown

up for grabs two years ago. Winter Study
survived, but not without modification.
The major change in the program was
the institution of freshman seminars-
designed to revitalize Winter Study by
giving the freshmen a more structured
curriculum while still allowing them the
freedom to pursue more unconventional
academic Interests without grade
pressure.

The seminars are now a reality. Reac-
tion to the seminars Is divided: some
freshmen have complaints about the
workload or subject matter while others
desire more work or praise the
seminars.

"There is a heavier workload than I

thought," said Doug Krehblel '87, "but
it's certainly do-able. It's easier than the
regular semester work, and I don't mind
doing it." Some freshmen find the
seminars too ambitious. "They're trying

to have us do too much in too short a
time," says Lynn Gerwlg '87.

Others don't feel challenged enough.
"The workload so far Is less than what I

expected. Sometimes I almost feel like I

should have more work," states Scott

Lundgren '87.

The most vocal complaint from fresh-

men Is the lack of choices for the semin-

ars. "For a school priding Itself on small

classes," said Adam Ifshln '87, "why do
they only offer six choices?"

Interdisciplinary

approach
The six freshmen seminars, designed

to expose students to different asiiects of

a subject, are team-taught by faculty

members of related departments. The
seminars are structured around lec-

tures, discussion groups, and films; they
usually meet for a couple of hours four or
five times a week.
Professor Fred Greene, chairman of

the Winter Study Committee, sees fresh-
man seminars as a means for providing
an Interdisciplinary approach. The
seminars allow freshmen to experience
different subject matter and teaching
styles In one course. He feels that fresh-

men are not able to select courses In

October because they have been on cam-
pus only one month. "These seminars
are tailored for freshmen problems," he
noted.

Biology Professor William Grant,
however, disagrees with the commit-
tee's findings. He feels that Winter Study
has deteriorated over the past five years
and that freshman seminars are not the

solution. "With this last committee revi-

sion I think we are doing another patch-
work job and It (Winter Study) will come
unstuck again," he said.

Mixed reaction
The content of the seminars has met

with mixed response. "Too much Is

thrown at you at once," observes Nancy
Frlelicher '87, who Is taking Idea of the

Modern in the Arts. The seminar
emphasizes collaboration among the dif-

ferent art departments, namely litera-

ture, theater, art, and music.
Doug Krehbeil, also taking the Arts

course, finds the seminar successful.

"The 'modern period' and 'art' are both

not clearly defined terms and so it 's good
to have different approaches and to

bring in more viewpoints," said Kreh-
beil. Scott Lundgren '87 says, "My
seminar, 'The Invisible World,' Is good
for me In that I have not decided which
branch of science to major in, and this

will me give me a good overview."
"As overviews go, the seminars are

well done," says George Prescott '87,

"but It would be better to single out only
one aspect of a subject."

Rudy Ford '87 would also prefer a
more focused approach. "It would be
much better to zero in—each professor

just seems to be doing his or her own
thing," he said.

Time consuming
Some students feel that the seminars

require too much time. As a result, they

cannot participate in activities outside of

the classroom.
"The course takes up too much time,

and It's just not Interesting. We have to

spend time doing readings that I just

don't give a damn about," said David
Freilach '87 who Is taking "The Idea of a
Hero."

"I'd enjoy my seminar more if it met
three times a week instead of five,

'

' says
Steven Skavlem '87, "because it would
leave more free time for other aspects of

Winter Study such as Free University

and P. E." Skavlem's seminar. The
Invisible World, deals with exploration

in the various sciences.

Professors have found that leading the

seminars has required a great deal of

time and effort on their part as well. Pro-

fessor Jay Pasachoff, who teaches The
Invisible World, says "It's cutting very
severely Into the time I have for other

activities, but I'm glad the students are

enjoying It so much."

from the rest of the campus In the semin-

ars causes some concern. Martha
Hoopes '87 says that "the seminars don't

provide an opportunity for freshmen to

meet students of other classes."

Sara Gross "8b, a memoer ot the Winter

Study Committee, interprets the deci-

sion to create freshman seminars as a

means "to get a more unified class in an

educational situation and to have fresh-

men trade experiences liesldes parties."

"It's nice to have all freshmen in

there," agrees Suzanne Biemiller '87.

"People aren't as afraid to speak up in

class."

"...more students are using the library and less are

climbing on the ski bus,"

Fuqua, who leads Idea of the Hero,

agrees that heading a seminar Is "more
demanding than I had expected. I'm
finding that there is a great deal more
work Involved for the professors than I

had thought. I have had no time to do any
preparation for my second semester
classes," he said.

Isolation
The fact that freshmen are Isolated

Winter Study best pick for January
by Kathi Rosen])aum

and Martin Hildebrand
Despite the controversy that has sur-

rounded It, students overwhelmingly
support Winter Study over any alterna-

tives. "If I had the whole month of Jan-

uary off, it would be a waste and the

alternative of having finals after

Christmas would ruin what vacation

we do have,
'

' says Andrew Canning '85.

Greg Smith '86 notes, "I find It worth-

while to do the things I don't normally

do, like social Interaction or skiing or

Disarmament Forum and Comlttee

Against Militarism or sleeping."

"I'm getting to read newspapers—

I

find I don' t have time to do so during the

regular semester," observes Tim Con-

ley '85.

Jessie Grearson '84 finds that "you
can actually have conversations with-

out someone rushing off. Some of my
best conversations are during Winter

Study."

Pat Connors '85 believes "Winter

Study is good because you finally have

the opportunity to get to know the peo-

ple you've been living with for four

months. You don't really get to know
them until you're all bored out of your

skulls."

An Important aspect of Winter Study

is the Informal atmosphere it provides.

Junior Mark Van Norman points out.

"Winter Study is great because eve-

ryone relaxes—you can just hang out

without having to worry about It."

According to senior Robert Kent,

"The perfect Winter Study course Is

one that's challenging but not all-

consuming."
Apparently Tim Conley has found

such a course in The Reality of the

Psyche. "My Winter Study course is

less academically challenging but

more personally challenging; because

the course Is something I'm personally

Interested In, It's a challenge to get as

much as I can out of it," he says.

Greg Smith Is also pleased with his

course, The Physical Basis of Music,

noting, "Academically It's definitely

worthwhile—this year it gives me a

chance to bring together two things I

enjoy: physics and music."

Chemistry Professor William Moo-

maw is happy with the way his course is

proceeding this year. He remarks that

"it seems the students in my Winter

Study course are interested in studying

technology assessment, and we have

had some good discussions."

In addition to the regular courses.

Informal courses offered through Free

University provide students with

further opportunities. "Free Univer-

sity is a superb idea. It gives a chance

for students to learn from other stu-

dents and it gives a chance to meet new
people," Story Reed '84 states.

Jim Foley '84, coordinator of Free
University, has found that "attendance

is bit down from last year. Not as many
people who signed up showed up, per-

haps because Winter Study is harder

this year, especially on freshmen."

These various aspects of Winter

Study— unusual course offerings,

extracurricular activities. Free Uni-

versity, and informal discussions, com-

bined with a relaxed atmosphere—all

add to the program's general appeal.

"Winter Study is a change of pace—it's

nice to be In a school atmosphere with-

out all the pressure," remarks junior

Steve Wllley.

Paul Noe '85 believes that Winter

Study is an essential part of Williams,

observing, "There's so much to do that

we need Winter Study. Give us a chance

while we're here to have more time

than during the regular semesters—

there's too much to learn from other

people and on your own here."

President Chandler also strongly

supports Winter Study, pointing out

that "It's a highly distinctive, very

attractive feature of the Williams cur-

riculum. Winter Study has retained a

structure and substance here, where at

most other colleges similar programs

have fizzled out."

The seminar concept appeals to many
people. "I don't have to plow through

hours of work I don't enjoy,"said David

Chalfoun '87. "The course allows me
time to go into things I want to find out for

myself."

"Perhaps everyone should be required

to take a seminar, not necessarily during

freshman year," speculates Shelly

Traina '85. "I think the liberal arts Idea

behind the seminars is great."

According to President John
Chandler, the seminars have created "a

more purposeful atmosphere" among
freshmen. He believes that "'more stu-

dents are using the library and less are

climbing on the ski bus."

Nevertheless Story Reed '84, a former

J. A., observes, "Freshmen still seem to

have some free time and they're getting

to ski."

Compiled by Martin Hildebrand,

Kathi Rosenbatiin. John Clayton.

\lichael Goran and \ed l.add.
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Mummenschanz mimes Stiglicz, Nietzsche come back in WSP filn

at the AMT tonight
by Karen Philipps

Broadway is coming to Wllli-

amstown. Not the singing and
dancing, but rather a silent

show. The Theater department,
Cap and Bells and the Clark Art
Institute are co-sponsoring the

performance of Mummen-
schanz tonight at the Adams
Memorial Theater.
Mummenshanz, a Swiss

mime-mask troupe opened in

1977 at the Bijou Theater on
Broadway. The opening of the

troupe's three year run also

opened up a whole new world of

mime.

The show
begins

with a

large brown
blob . . .

The pantomime of Mummen-
schanz is not conventional,

according to Ann Eakland of the

Theater department, "it's not a

mime on the street corner stuck

in a box," she said. Unlike the

traditional pantomime in which

the mime's face is visible, the

faces of the two male and
female mimes in Mummen-
schanz are always masked.

In fact, the name Mummen-
schanz is derived from the Ger-

man "mummen," meaning
game or play, and "schanz,"

meaning chance. Players of

games of chance during Medie-

val times wore masks to hide

their facial expressions.

The masked Lydia Biondl,

Peter Gerber, and Alejandro

Moran play a game of chance

with themselves and the

audience. The masks often pre-

vent the mimes from seeing

each other, and they therefore

rely on the reactions of the

audience to determine their

timing. The audience is always

guessing and wondering what is

being expressed on stage.

The underlying theme of the

program is the evolution of the

world. The show begins with a

large brown blob that struggles

to pull itself onto a platform and

progresses to more complex

relationships between people.

The people are unlike any

humans. Some have heads com-

posed of wooden blocks, others

of clay and toilet paper. How-

ever, their language is

universal.

Mummenshanz has delighted

audiences in the United States,

Europe, Israel and the Far

East. Their 8:00 p. m. perfor-

mance is sold out.

Valentine Cards
Now Available

COLLEGE BOOK STORE. INC.

WILLIAMSTOWN. MASS 01267

by Vernon Squires

In the dark, remote base-

ment of Thompson Chapel,

"God is dead " and Friedrich

Nietzsche, the 19th century Ger-

man philosoper, is coming to

life. Tim Hinkle '84, Stuart

Weinstein '84, and professor

Robert Stiglicz are working on a

movie about Nietzsche and his

philosophies, which examines

the man as well as his contro-

versial ideas.

"We're trying to get across a

conception of Nietzsche," says

Weinstein, co-director, co-

producer, and co-writer of the

film. "Even for us, the project is

a journey into the understand-

ing of Nietzsche."

Weinstein and Hinkle, who is

co-director, co-producer, and

set designer, conceived of the

project last fall. Both are His-

tory of Ideas majors with strong

interest in Nietzsche. In addi-

tion, Hinkle hopes to work in

cinematography after gradua

tio Professor Stiglicz, too,

joined the project as a student of

Nietzsche. Stiglicz, who will be

teaching a course in film and

politics next January, plays

Nietzsche in the movie.

"It's a great learning expe-

rience for me," Stiglicz notes.

"The philosophy is so different

from an everyday intellectual

viewpoint; Nietzsche gives us

another way to look at the

world."

According to Stiglicz, Nietz-

schean philosophy essentially

calls for a turning away from
traditional religious thought to

a humanistic, personally
oriented outlook. Stiglicz finds

fault with the common linking of

Nietzsche to Nazism.

"Nietzsche was not a proto-

Nazi, or an anti-semite; his

ideas were adopted rather sim-

U.S. NAVY MEDICINE
MEDICAL SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM
Are you seeking a way to help finance your medical
scliool education? The NAVY has a perfect opportunity in

its IVIedicai School Scholarship program.
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• $479.00 per month stipend
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• 45 days of required annual active duty that
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For further Information, write or call:
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Medical Officer Program
Leo W. O'Brien Federal BIdg
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pllstlcally by the Nazis for their

own use. What Nietzsche did

was call for suffering as a

means to growth and knowl-

edge. He looked at the over-

abundance of life and suffered

because he knew it was too

much for one man."
Stiglicz also objects to a

grouping of Nietzsche and
Marx, explaining that while
Marx advocated class and
social revolution, Nietzsche
espoused "personal revolution."

"He represents the extreme
element in the enlightenment
tradition," Stiglicz says. "He is

probably the greatest moral
philosopher since Plato."

The three movie entrepre-

neurs agree that capturing
Nietzsche on film is the most dif-

ficult and intriguing part of the

project, which has dominated
Hinkle's and Weinstein's Winter
Study Period.

"We're trying to portray phi-

losophy and personality in a pal-
atable way," Hinkle explains.
Adds Weinstein, "It's a question
of style versus substance—the
challenge is trying to get both."
The final version, which will

run from 30 to 45 minutes, will

be shown in March if all goes
according to schedule. The film
is in three acts, with the first

and last portraying Nietzsche
the man, and the middle one
describing his philosophy.

"It will probably be incom-
plete as far as capturing
Nietzsche," concededs Wein-
stein. "But it will be true to him,

and will add to the knowledge of

him."

iriiiieCUP siop
Hair Salon of the 80's
Men, Women and Children

Williamstown. MA
458-9167

Bennington. VT
802-442-9823

Pittsfield. MA
413-443-9816

413-447-9576

Clip Shops earn
local certification

On Dec. 1 the Clip Shops, located in

Bennington, Vt., Pittsfield and William-

stown, were certified as the first Sebastian
Artistic Centers in the area.

Sebastian International is a leader in

the field of educating hairstylists and is an
innovator in all aspects of that industry.

They were the first to introduce a video

education program for changing fashions
in hair, of which the Clip Shop has been
associated for the past six years.

Sebastian shows in New York, Paris,

Tokyo have been attended by capacity
crowds. Their products and styles have
been on the pages of the world's fashion
magazines.
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Bell ringers' traditional craft

thrives in Thompson chapel

"CROSSWORD"

by Monica Fennell

They aggravate everyone in

Sawyer Library during reading
period, but they do add to a
snowy evening in January.
They are the bells of Thompson
Chapel, ringing across campus
three times a day.

Students bell ringers David
Desmond '86 and Jordan Hamp-
ton '87 climb the same steep,

creaky steps that ringers have
climbed for three quarters of a

century to reach Hie console

room one third of the way up the

tower. Inside the console room,

the chapel's bells are rung by

depressing wooden "pump han-

dle" levers connected to the

clappers of the belfry's bells.

This paid job is no longer

given to the winners of a selec-

tive competition; however, bell

ringing requires more than

music-reading ability. The
whole campus is privy to the

bell ringers' mistakes, but stu-

dents seem to prefer our old sys-

tem to a modern, mechanized
carillon. It is physically tiring to

push down levers in time to a

quick beat, especially when the

bells range in weight from 275

and 3000 pounds.

The bellman's job hasn't

always been this easy. Turn of

the century bellmen could

scarcely leave their room in the

belfry of West College for fear

that mischevlous students

would kidnap them, meaning
that the college bells would not

ring on time. Today, Hampton
finds that her job keeps her in

touch with the college. "I'm
doing something that adds to

college life," she says.

The duties and skills of bell

ringing are passed on from
"generation" to "generation"
as graduating ringers teach

newcomers. Desmond and
Hampton use much of the tradi-

tional music that has been
handed down to them, like

Christmas carols, Easter
hymns, and of course "The
Mountains." Ann Jochnick '84

has also transposed many popu-
lar pieces, including "The
Sounds of Silence" by Simon
and Garfunkel.

kitt,^

This set of handles is the "keyboard" for the carillon's bells.(Scheibe)

by
Gregory Smith

Across

1 Anctent Syria

5 Autocrat

9 Baden-Baden, for one

12 Firm

14 Prickly pear

15 Quahog, eg

16 Hackneyed

17 Descended
18 Yorkshire river

19 Places of reckoning

for yeggs and scamps
22 Diving maneuver

23 Contagious virus

24 tfie Jab-

berwock": Carroll

27 Thwart

29 Roads that led to

Rome
30 Clear, in Kiel

31 Jazz style

35 red

36 Farm

37 Cry of despair

38 Record

39 Atramental

40 New Hebrides isle

41 Egg-shaped

43 Profits

44 Veritable

47 Peer

48 Second chance for

yeggs and scamps

53 Carry on

54 Hollywood leading

man
55 Plains indian

57 Goddess of fertility

58 Impel

59 Circuit

60 Bane of the Bowery
61 Son of Seth

62 " rise by

sin...": Measure lor Mea-
sure, II. I.

Down
1 Onager

2 Campus mil. gp.

3 Winglike
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There are many careers under theRed Umbrella.
But nonemore important than yours.

Today's graduates arc one of the
most important resources we depend on
at The Travelers, hi fact, talented, fore-

sighted people like you have developed

and delivered new products and services

for 118 years. We've come a long way
and our future is limited only by your
imagination.

As one of the country's leading diver-

sified financial organizations. The Travelers

has something special for you. Under our
umbrella, you'll find rewarding careers in

aauarial science, data processing, finance

and accounting, engineering, marketing,

and underwriting, to name a few.

And you'll find the right environ-

ment to put your ideas to work. Our list of
firsts clearly demonstrates that we've never

been afraid to take

the lead. We've
been responsible

for a score of
major innovations,

including the first

personal accident

policy in America,
the first automo-
bile policy, and the

first policy to

cover astronauts

during space

travel. And today

our people are

changing the way
insurance business

is conducted

through one ofthe
industry's most
advanced data

processing systems.

Make The
Travelers your first

career choice. You
may never make
another. Write to:

Rubin Fisher,

Assistant Director,

College and Professional Recruiting,

Department 31, The Travelers Companies,
One Tower Square, Hartford,CT 06115.

TheliravelersJ

The Travelers Companies
Hartford. Connecticut 061 1

5

An Equal Opportunity Emptoyar
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Jackson
Continued from Page 3

that is consistent with Martin

Luther King," he said. "This

has revolutionary potential."

The view of black politics

has matured. The concern is not

just with black people in a racial

sense, but in an ontological

sense — as the poor and
oppresed people of the world.

•Jackson Is a black political

candidate organizing people

across racial lines with an eye

toward redistribution of wealth

and power, nationally and

internationally."

Dodson said that Atlanta

Mayor Andrew Young, who
called Jackson's campaign a

"mistake" after his Chapin Hall

lecture January 11, was simply

avoiding the risk of being asso-

ciated with a losing candidate.

Dodson cited the return of Lt.

Robert Goodman from Syria

and Jackson's performance in

the Dartmouth College debate

as evidence of the candidate's

strength.

by Brett McDonnell

As soon as I saw the cover of

the new Rolling Stones album,
L ndprcovcr, I knew they were
in form this time around. The
front depicts a nude woman
with stickers covering the stra-

tegic areas. The back pictures a
bent-over rear end, similarly

nude and similarly protected.

How could one resist getting this

album?
So I got it. Imagine my sur-

prise when the two best songs

turned out to be political, and
what's more, responsible and
even moving.
Everybody must have heard

the single Undercover of the

Night by now. It is a great song

and has been made into one of

the best videos currently show-

ing on MTV. The band is in high

style; solid drumming, inven-

tive guitar and that wonde's got

itchy fingers All the way from
New York to Africa."

Even better, though, is the

closing song, "It Must Be Hell."

It opens with an instantly clas-

sic and familiar-sounding gui

tar riff. Soon the rest of the band
kicks in with an anthemic mid-
tempo rocker. Jagger breaks in

with lyrics that would be pas-

sionate and compassionate
from anyone, and are downright
amazing for the Stones; "Wegot
trouble that's for sure/ We got

millions unemployed/ Some
kids can't write, some kids can't

read/ Some kids are hungry,

some overeat." And how about
this from the people who gave us

"Sympathy for the Devil"; "We
need more power to hold the

line The strength of darkness
still abides." On both songs
Jagger comprehensively artic-

ulates most of the words, a rare

occurrence. Perhaps he wanted
people to hear what he was say-

ing in these songs.

This theory is borne out by the

rest of the album, which is less

political and where the more
normal slurring and inconpre-

hensibility are the order of the

day . Plenty of songs here live up
to the cover. The titles say it all;

"She Was Hot," "Feel on Baby"
and my personal favorite, "Tie
You Up (The Pain of Lovei."

Only on "Too Much Blood" do
they really again depart from
their normal turf. The song

alternates between choruses in

which Jagger expresses his nor-

mal rambunctiousness ("Wan-

nadance wanna sing/ Wanna
bust open everything/ And have

some fun" ) and spoken parts in

which he ironically decries the

excessive bloodiness of modern
culture — "When I go to the

movies, you know, I like to see

something more romantic, you
know, like Officer and a (ien-

tlcman or .something, some-

thing you can take your wife to,

you know what I mean?" I like

the loose disco feel of the song,

but I could do without the horns.

Overall this album is not as

good as Bcufcar's Banqui't or

Sticky Finf!crs, or even Some
(,irls, but it is good rock, and
certainly better than the cur-

rent work of some of their old

contemporaries. Have you
heard the recent stuff by the

Who and the former Beatles?

The Stones may not be the best

anymore, but they still are

awfully good.

JOSEPH E. DEWEY

9:00 - 5:00 ., \ \

Mon.-Sal. "^ ^
^V\KMS BOOf

WILLIAMSTOWN. MASS.

01 267

<^/,
0.

458-5717

'-?.

WEST PACKAGE STORE
Route 2

Between N.A. and Williamslown

8 am-10 pm M-W 663-6081 8 am-11 pm Th-Sat

Super Beer Specials
Hamm's & Hamm's Light $5.99/case + dep

Red, White & Blue $6.99/case + dep

Henninger Imported Beer $12 99/case + dep

Many Other Imported Beer Specials

Breckenridge
4-litre jug wines $4.99 each

MASON DARING & JEANIE STAHL
In 1980 the Boston Globe Annual Reader's Poll named Daring and Stahl the

top Boston Folk Act over Tom Rush, Bonnie Raitt and other simi/ar nominees. The

previous year they were voted most popular folk artists by the Boston Phoenix.

Daring and Stahl attract SRO crowds at such clubs as Passim in Cambridge, the

Paradise m Boston, Charlotte's Web in Rockford, Illinois, Somebody Else s

Troubles in Chicago and at college concerts and festivals throughout the

Northeast They appear regularly on syndicated and local radio and TV (bood

Day Five All Night, Nightscene) and are the subject of recent feature articles m

the Boston Sunday Globe, Sweet Potato and other publications.

Williams Coffeehouse
presents

Mason Daring
and

Jeanie Stahl
Creators of the soundtrack

for the John Sales film

LIANNA

In Concert

Wednesday. Jan. 25th

at 8:00 PM
In Brooks-Rogers Hall

Williams College

For Info call 458-3780

Admission $3 or $1 with

Williams ID

Esubii^i9oi
P/[cM:i^..^^, I^r-jo^ Levis

Adidas Shoes

All Athletic Equipment

Custom Printed T-Shirts

Everything for Men & Women

Racket Sales & Service

Class Rings

Gilts

CLUELESS?
Get a clue—at "Course Clues"; student information

sessions organized to ansv^er questions and offer advice

about the choice of ma|ors, courses and instructors for

tne spring semester

Student representatives from each department will be

available on

BAXTER LOUNGE
WED, THURS, SUN (FEB 1st, 2nd and 3rd)

6:30 to 8:00 p.m.
fSponso'ed Dy Gargoy/e SocieX^ and 10 to 1 i
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Hockey

I

Continued from Page 12

captain Brian Rutledge '8S

broke the Ice at the 5: 21 mark
when he tucked home a pass into

the left corner of the Salem net

from sophomores David Fritz

and Joe Sciacca.

The Ephs struck again
against the team that has not

been beaten by Williams in

eleven years when junior defen-

seman Mark Winters fired a

slap-shot into the upper corner

of the net past goalie Tom Luce,

who was screened on the play.

Williams balttled through ten

minutes of short-handed hockey

in the second frame, and Finn
controlled 12 of 13 Salem shots in

the second pieriod, in which play

was concentrated in the Willi-

ams defensive zone. The vis-

itors tallied their first goal with

7:35 gone in the period on an
unassisted power-play by left-

wing Steve McCadams, who
controlled the puck along the

left boards and moved unmol-

ested on Finn, who he beat to the

lower right corner.

Salem ties game
The third period featured see-

saw action in which the Ephs
out-shot Salem by a 12-8 margin
although Salem controlled the

flow of the game. Salem earned
a momentary lie at 2-2 with 5: 32

elapsed in the period, when
Mike Storer took a rebound off

line-mate Paul \'ertullo's shot

and squeezed it between Finn
and the right post.

Williams regained the lead

for the final time at the 6:02

mark, just 31 second later.

Salem was attempting to clear

the puck when freshman center

Denny Wright intercepted a

pass in the slot, ten feet from the

goal, and fired a quick wrist

shot.

Dan Finn fended off 30 shots to

perserve the ECAC Eastern
Division win.

The Ephs next game is at

Army tonight.

Men's basketball falls to 3-6

after four straight defeats
by Dave Paulsen

It was not a good week for the

men's basketball team. Falling

to put together a full forty min-

utes of inspired basketball in

any of their games, the Ephs
were defeated by Trinity Col-

lege, Dartmouth College, and
Connecticut College.

Although all three opposing

teams were favored to beat the

Ephs, the losses were especially

galling to coach Harry Sheehy.

"On paper," Sheehy said, "all

those teams were better than
us. But the losses were unfortu-

nate because we had our
chances."

Fall to Camels
Poor shooting and many tur-

novers proved to be the downfall
for the Ephs in their 82-75 loss to

Connecticut College. Connecti-
cut came into the game sporting

a 8-2 record, and ranked among
the top five teams in New Eng-

land Division III polls.

An uncharacteristic off shoot-

ing night for guard Art Pidori-

ano '84 and the team's 21

turnovers proved frustrating to

Sheehy. "Artie's poor shooting

and the turnovers really hurt

us," Sheehy said. Pldoriano

shot 4-17 from the floor, while

backcourt mate Tim Walsh '86

had eight of the team's 21

turnovers.

Walsh, however, poured in 23
points to pace the Ephs in scor-
ing, while Pldoriano added 12
and Dave Krupski '84 added 11
points.

Dartmouth overpowers
Thursday, the team was

simply outmanned by the Div-
ision I Dartmouth squad in their
81-65 loss.

PROCTER & GAMBLE
BUSINESS AND TECHNICAL

CAREER ROCTHS
Come and talk with us at:

Career Expo'84
Wednesday, Feb. 15, 9:00 a.m. -5:00 p.m. Park Plaza Hotel, Boston

Career Expo 84 is a three-day career conference to acquaint
college and graduate school minority students with career
opportunities available in todays )ob market Seminars for

students will be conducted on Feb 14 The Job Fair will

be held on Feb 15 Interviews will be scheduled for Feb 16

We will be scheduling interviews for management careers in:

Sales. Advertising, Market Research. Purchases, Customer
Service Operations, and Manufacturing.

Procter & Gamble believes in early responsibility as the best possible way to learn Training
IS on-the-job. personalized, structured to enable you to develop quickly Salaries are
competitive with other leading consumer products companies, both at starting levels
and later on Benefit plans, including Profit Sharing, rank among the top in U S industry.

For more information call:

Mr. M. E. Watts

The Procter & Gamble
Manufacturing Company
780 Washington Street

Quincy, Massachusetts 02169
617/471-9100

PROCTER
&GAMBLE
We are an Equal Opportunity Employer

Although fighting valiantly

throughout the game, the Ephs
could not offset the high-

powered Dartmouth frontline,

which measured 6-5, 6-5, 6-4 as

opposed to Williams' 6-2, 6-4, 6-2.

Defensively, Williams was not

able to stop the Dartmouth for-

wards and centers (who com-
bined for 54 points), while

offensively, the Ephs could not

muster any type of inside

attack.

Walsh led the team In scoring

with 24 points in what perhaps
was his finest outing of the sea-

son. Pldoriano chipped In 19

points, while co-captain John
McNicholas '84 netted 11 points.

Center Brian Burke led the

Green' with 23 points and 12

rebounds, while holding Eph
center Dave Krupski '84 to only

two points and six rebounds.

Fall to Trinity

Against Trinity Tuesday at

home, the squad led through the

entire first half and much of the

second before coming unglued

and losing 77-68.

Again, the Ephs were victim-
ized by poor shooting. Sheehy
said, "We didn't shoot well. We
didn't shoot free throws well.

We just didn't execute. That's
unfortunate because Trinity
was a good team that was ready
to be beaten." Trinity was
ranked nationally in Division III

going into the game.

Pidoriano turned in a stellar

performance, slithering his way
through the Bantam defense for

27 points. Center Brandt John-

son '87 earned the praise of

Sheehy with a fine performance
off the bench, contributing 10

points for the Eph cause. Walsh
was also in double figures with

11 points.

The hoopsters, now 3-6, travel
to Middlebury for a game
tonight.

Post Super-Bowl

Blues

Beer Specials
Furstenburg
$4.00/6-pack. $15.75/case

Labatts

$3.70/6-pack. $14.60/case

deposit not included

One Week Only

Kahlua
$11 .00 -750 ml bottle
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Jeff May '85 clamps down on his Norwich opponent whom he beat 11-1. (Plonsker)

Wrestlers take fourth in tourney
by Mike Gillis

The wrestling team came in fourth in a four-

way meet Sautrday at Lasell Gym. Brown Uni-

versity defeated all comers to win the meet, while

M.I.T. beat Norwich to capture second place, and
Norwich defeated the hosts to gain the third spot.

Williams was plagued by injuries and a lack of

light wrestlers. Against Norwich, for example,
they had to forfeit two matches because they had

voids in those weight classes.

The Ephmen fell to Brown 21-13, to M.I.T. 31-14,

and to Norwich 28-16.

Junior Jeff May gave an outstanding perfor-

mance for the Ephmen. May defeated his Nor-

wich opponent 11-1, tied All-American candidate

Ken Shull of M.I.T., and lost by one point to Kent
Rollins of Division I Brown.

Dave Bicknell '84 also shined for Williams, as
he won all three of his matches (9-3, 9-3, and IO-61

to remain undefeated on the year.

Williams falls to 2-5. They travel to Boston next
Saturday to take on UMass-Boston in a four-way
meet including grudge matches against Norwich
and M.I.T.

Hoopsters split for the week
by Mike Best

In an uninspired performance
Saturday night, the women's
basketball team lost at Union,

52-44. The Eph offense never
really got on track, and Union
was able to maintain a lead

throughout the entire game.

The first half was marked by
Williams' inability to take many
shots, a problem that continued
into the second half. The Dutch-
women jumped out to an early
lead which they never relin-

quished, and the Ephs were
forced to play catch-up. That
task was made even more diffi-

cult by Williams' lackluster

offensive showing against the

frequently changing Union
defense.

Still, the Ephs managed to

close the first half down by the

smallest margin of the game,
29-25. In the second half, though,

Williams' scoring problems

persisted, and the Dutchwomen
widened their lead. Williams

simply could not close the gap.

High scorer for the Ephs was
Liz Kellison '87, who scored 12

points on 57 percent shooting but

only took seven shots. Jean Hak-
miller '86 also had a good game,
shooting 66 percent, but she

scored only 10 points because
she had so few shots.

33-49 over Hamilton
Last Wednesday's game at

home against Hamilton was a

different story, however. The
Ephwomen, playing what coach
Julie McHugh called their "best

defensive performance of the

season," won their rematch
with the Continentals, 52-49.

Just four days earlier the Ephs
had lost to Hamilton.

The game was close the entire

way. The Continentals, playing

a strong zone defense, took the

lead at the beginning of the

game. They were up 12-6 with

9:24 remaining in the first half.

Williams quickly mounted a

comeback, though, and tied it

up with seven minutes remain-

ing. The lead went back and

forth for the rest of the half, and

a last-second shot gave Hamil-

ton a 23-20 halftime lead.

The Ephwomen dominated
the boards during the second
half, and the Continentals did

not get a single offensive

rebound after halftime. Lead-
ing the way were Kay Lackey
'85 with seven rebounds and
Sandv Wanstall '87 with five.

Rebounding and defense

The combination of strong re-

bounding and fine defense
proved too much for Hamilton,

and the Ephs turned their three-

point halftime deficit into a

three-point win.

Offensively, the Ephwomen,
who shot 42 percent for the

game, were led by Kellison and
Tracy Burrows '84, with 16

points apiece. Kellison shot

eight for twelve from the floor.

The team, now 4-3, visits

North Adams on Thursday and
Westfield on Saturday.

Yale shuts out Ephs
but Continentals fall

by John Sehafer
The women's squash team took their 2-0 record to New Haven

Friday but ran into a clearly superior squad in the Yale Bulldogs.
Earlier in the week, however, the Ephs destroyed the Hamilton
Continentals 7-0.

The Bulldogs simply overwhelmed Williams. Only one player,

junior Hillary Thomas, the second on the Eph's ladder, even man-
aged to win a single game as everyone else fell 3-0.

Coach Renzie Lamb summed up Yale's strenghth,"They are
very experienced in that all their players have played squash
before coming to Yale."

Shutout Hamilton
On Wednsday, the Ephs shut out visiting Hamilton 7-0. In this

match, there was only Continental who managed to win a game off

one of the Ephs.
Senior Cassie Fisher, ranked 14th nationlly at the end of last year,

dropped one game but still beat Kate Wallace 3-1. None of the other

matches was even this close. The scores within the games were also

lopsided. For example, Thomas won 15-3,15=4, and 15-6 and number
three Amina Mahmood '84, coasted 15-6,15-4, and 15-3.

Lisa Scott '84, the hero of the victory at Middlebury, recorded the

most impressive win as she out pointed her opponent 45-11 (15-3,15-

4, and 15-4 ) . Sophomore Amanda Griggs also won by the same huge
margin 15-3,15-6, and 1.5-2.

The Ephs, now 2-1, next travel to Dartmouth, with the men's
team, for a match on Wednesday the 25th.

Men's squashy 15-0,

gets three more wins
by John Schafer

The men's squash team won three times this weekend beating

their opponents by the collective score of 26-1. The victories, over

Rochester, Yale, and MIT, make the Ephs 15-0 on the year with a

winning streak of 18 games.
Saturday, Williams simply overpowered MIT 9-0. All but two of

the Ephs won their matches in straight games. On Friday night

Williams downed visiting Rochester also by the score of 9-0.

Yale came to Williamstown Friday afternoon for what was sup-

posed to be the Eph's toughest challenge to date. However, in an

unusually one-sided match, the Ephs destroyed a team that was
third best in the nation last year, 8-1.

Though the wins over Rochester and MIT were more or less

expected, many had anticipated a tough battle with the Bulldogs.

"Yale had a new coach and some injuries, ' explained coach Sean

Sloane, "but we really played a great match to beat them."

Next week features two away matches with Dartmouth and then

Tufts, which Sloane does not see as problems for his team. On
February 2nd, however, top-ranked Havard comes to town for what

should prove to be the Ephs hardest and most challenging match of

the year.

All-American Greg Zaff '84 reaches for the ball In his 3-0 victory over

Yale's lop players. (Ruderman)

CLASSIFIEDS
Bye bye Chiarlie. This

one's for you.

Bye bye Michael. Say hi

to the Pope.

Bye bye Joe. Watch out

for the skunks.

« I I
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THE WILUAIVIS COLLEGE-MILLER HIGH LIFE SCOREBOARD

Men's Hockey
(Jnion 6, Williams 2

Williams ,
Salem Slate 2

Men's Basketball

Connecticut College 85. Williams 78

Dartmouth 81. Williams 65

Trimly 77. Williams 68

Men's Squash
Williams 8 Yale 1

Williams 9, Rochester

Williams 9. MIT

Women's Squash
William!; 7 Hamilton

Yale 7 Williams

Women's Hockey
Williams 1 RPI

Women's Basketball

Union 52, Williams 44

Williams 52. Hamilton 49

Men's Sunday Hockey League
The Chosen 9. Faculty Staff t

Cunning Runts 4, Spectrum 3
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Ephs out skate Salem
but fall to Union 6-2

by Chris Harned
The Union College hockey

team surged past the Ephmen
with four unanswered mid-
game goals to top the hosts by a

6-2 tally Saturday. On Wedne-
day, the Ephs topped visiting

Salem State 3-2.

Union, which was paced by
Gavin Marlon's two goals and
left-winger John MacKenzie's
goal and two assists, advanced
to 6-5-1 while the Ephs fell to 6-4-

1 despite senior goalie Dan
Finn's 36 saves.

Union went ahead 1-0 in the

tenth minute of the game, when
Mackenzie poked the puck
between Finn's skate and the

post for an unassisted goal.

Ephs fight back
The Ephs fought back to tie

the contest with 12: 15 gone when
Rich Jackson took a break-out

pass from defensemen John
Booth and Erik Knutzen and
flashed a slap-shot past Union
netminder Paul Brooks from
thirty feet out in the right side of

the Williams offensive zone.

Finn picked up 16 of his 36

saves in the fast-paced period

but found himself watching
helplessly as Mike Pozzi flipped

a rebound into the open net to

end a Union power-play.

Captain Gill Egan put Union
ahead 3-1 in the first minute of

the second period and assisted

Marton two minutes later to

make the score 4-1. The Dutch-

men broke the contest open at

the 10:37 mark when Bill Kirby

found Duane Joyce in the clear

on the far side of the Williams

net.

Goalie provides edge
Although neither team domi-

nated puck control in the first

two periods, Union goalie Paul

Brooks provided a significant

edge, stopping several point-

blank Williams shots.

The Ephs forced the action in

the third, taking advantage of

four power-play oppportunities,

and got off 12 shots on Brooks
while Union tested Finn just

seven times.

Freshman Chris Traggio
pulled the Ephs within three, at

5-2, with a power-play score in

the seventh minute. Junior

Mike Uretsky's slap-shot from
the point was controlled behind

the net by Jeff Potter, who found

Traggio under heavy pressure

in the slot. The wrist shot found

the upper corner of Union's

'mesh.

Union put the icing on the

cake at 14: 32, when Marton
scored off a pass from David
Appleby and MacKenzie to

close the scoring at 6-2.

3-2 win over Salem
On Wedneday the Ephs out-

husted and outstaked Salem for

the first period and assistant

Continued on Page 10

Bill Love '86 and Marc Hummon '84 run In 55 meter qualllying heal In Ephs win over Springfield and

Albany Slate. (Ruderman)

Tracksters outrun Springfield^

Albany St. for comeback victory

Freshman Chris Traggio vies for puck against two Salem defenders.

(Eagon)

by Chris Stearns
Friday witnessed the humbling of highly touted

Springfield and Albany State by the mens' indoor
track team in Towne Fieldhouse as the Ephs com-
piled 67 points to Springfield's 57 and State's 45.

The Ephs' depth proved to be the crucial factor in

Friday's victories.

Once again the tracksters struggled early on
against formidable competition. Highlights of the

field performances included a 3—4 showing in the

long jump by Will Love '86 and Kendall James '85

as well as Bernie Krause's toss of the 35 lb. weight

good for third, and his subsequent heave of the

shot 44'9V4" to grab fourth.

A big surprise in the triple jump was the emer-
gence of freshman Andre Lopez, recruited the

day before, and Marc Hummon '84, stolen from
volleyball. They bounded for big points as they

took 2—3. The Ephs exploded in the high jump as

they swept the event. Paul Toland '85 soared 6'4"

eclipsing Tom Dougherty '84 for second and Cam
Burns '85 for third.

Ephs take lead

The Ephs mounted their attack in the 1500, led

by senior co—captain Bo Parker who won in 4: 05,

and followed by Tom Gudas '86, who hit the aftei -

burners in the final lap to take second. This cata-

paulted the Ephs into the lead for the first time.

James then snagged second in the 55 meter
highs and co—captain Ted Leon '84 bolted for

second in the 400 in 51.6.

Springfield once again challenged and after a
taking the top two spots in the 500 regained the

lead. Sophmore Tom Pingree and Mark Rice '84

were third and fourth in that race.

But Clark Otley '86 burned down the lane in the

55 meter dash to hit second at the wire. And Willi-

ams made up more ground in the grueling 800 as

junior Kevin Jenkins polished off a 2: 02.4 for first

and Jon Fisher '87 scampered for fourth.

The Ephs climbed back behind senior Bennett

Yort's victory in the 1000 in 2:40.8, with Mike
Coyne '87 unleashing a fearsome kick en route to

second. John Ellison '86 cruised to second in the

3000 and freshman Dave Grossman came alive in

the final lap to nail down fourth. Springfield won
the mile relay, although Williams held on for

second. The Ephs struck again in the two mile

relay, holding the crowd in awe as they squeaked
by Albany State at the tape.

"Depth wins the meet"
Kevin Jenkins said after the meet, "I just

wanted to run a good time and win. The track is

real nice but sort of slow. It still needs to be

broken in."

Coach Dick Farley provided more insight: "It

was the kids that backed us up that made the

difference. Not to take away from the top guys,

but performance is what is expected of them. Our
depth won the meet." On the afternoon the Ephs
took an impressive nine seconds and five thirds in

the meet.
The team will be treated to a two week repose

and face their next opponents, Fitchburg, Wor-
cester State, and Westfield, on Saturday Febru-

ary 4 at 1:00 pm.

Women pucksters shut out RPI
by Tom Dumphy

The women's hockey team
raised its record to 3-2 with a

suspense-filled 1-0 victory over

R.P.I, last Tuesday night. The
victory gave Williams its high-

est victory total in seven years.

Coach Dave Schelbe '86 said,

"The difference Ijetween this

year and past years is the play
of Debbie Bernheimer '86." The
first-year goalie has been the

catalyst that has the other play-

ers playing well.

Williams jumped out to an

early 1-0 lead, then applied pres-

sure the whole game. The Ephs

outshot R.P.I. 30-9 although the

Engineer shots were all danger-

ous. Bernheimer stopped three

breakaways to keep R.P.I, off

the scoreboard.

Uame's only goal

With less than two minutes

gone in the first period, Laura

Ryan '85 scored her first goal of

the year, assisted by Beth Ebel
'86. Ebel drew the R.P.I, goalie

out of the crease then pased

over to Ryan, who rapped the

puck into the vacated net to get

the game's only goal.

In the final minutes of the

period, R.P.I, appeared to tie

gaining momentum. Bernhei-

mer stopped a breakaway just

before the buzzer to sent the

opponents to the locker room
empty-handed.

Williams came out gunning in

the second period, peppering

the R.P.I, goal with shots, but

the only shots getting by the

goalie hit the posts.

The line of Sally Hart '86,

Sarah Montgomery '86, and
Kirsten Rooks '87 repeatedly
threatened to score only to be
stopped by the post and the
sprawling netminder.

The third period saw no

change in the pattern of play.

Williams controlled the puck

nearly the whole time, and

R.P.I, struggled to keep the

Ephwomen at bay. Midway
through the period came one of

the most important exchanges

of the game. Williams had

Meredith Bibber '85, Lisa Marr
'86, and Pam Briggs '84 attack-

ing in the R.P.I, zone. Just after

Marr had hit the post, R.P.I,

cleared the puck to mid-ice.

There, a waiting Engineer took

the puck in alone on Bernhei-

mer. Bernheimer rejected the

bid and R.P.I, never threatened

again.

Defense clamps down
The Ephs' defense recieved

coaches' praise for holding

R.P.I, to three shots per period.

Senior tri-captain Alice Comis-

key and freshman Haley Clif-

ford played well, continually

denying R.P.I, any offense. The

coaches also lauded the play of

the other captains—Briggs and

Jeanette Hazelton '85.

Williams plays next at Wes-

levan February 4.

Coakely named coach
by John Clayton

Robert M. Coakley of Lenox has been named the new head
baseball coach, succeeding James R. Briggs, who resigned
recently in favor of a position on the College's administrative

staff.

Coakley is widely known in the reigon for his 21-year career as

a basketball and baseball coach. His position at Williams wil be a

part-time one, and he will continue as Head of Guidance at

Taconlc High School in Pittsfield.

Coakley has been coaching basketball and baseball, mostly on
the high school level, since his graduation from Springfield Col-

lege in 1960. At Springfield, he played shortstop on the 1958 NCAA
Championship team.

Since then, Coakley has coached freshmen teams at Spring-
field (1960-2), varsity teams at Lee High School (1961-66) and
assisted at UWyoming, where he earned his doctorate in educa-
tion in 1969. He has also helped coach varsity basketball at

Pittsfield and Taconic High schools (1968-81).

Briggs moves to alumni office

Briggs resigned his baseball and football coaching duties this

winter to become the College's Executive Director of Alumni
Relations. He had also previously worked in the alumni office.

Briggs said of his successor, "He will make a fine addition to

the staff of the Williams Athletic Department. I have known him
for a number of years now, and he is an outstanding human
being, and of course, his coaching record speaks for itself."

Coakley takes over a hard-hitting young team that finished
with an 8-9 record last year. Seth C. Johnson will continue as
assistant coach.
Coakely has a strong background in public service in the

Lenox area, and owns The Coakley Farm which raises, shows,
and trains Morgan horses.

Coakley 's two sons—Mike, a junior catcher, and Rob, a sopho-
more infielder, both started for the baseball team last year.
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Dennis Butler '86 left paralyzed
by Brodie Mtn. skiing accident

Moved to

Washington,

still "very

positive"

by Christian Howlett
Sophomore Dennis Butler is

In critical but stable condition In

the intensive care unit of

George Washington Unvierslty

Hospital In Washington, D.C.,

following a skiing accident at

Brodie Mountain ski area Jan.

25.

According to newspaper
reports, Butler was working as

a ski patrol at Brodie when he
went off the trail and struck a
tree or light pole at about 5: 30
p.m. He received serious injur-

ies to his spinal cord and fifth

vertebrae which have left him
paralyzed below the neck.

According to Charles Butler,

Dennis' father, doctors believe

the condition may be perman-
ent. However, his spinal cord
does not appear to be severed.

Butler spent the first 11 days
after his accident at the Berk-
shire Medical Center In Pitts-

field. He was transferred by air

to George Washington Univer-
sity Hospital Sunday morning
for a bone fusion operation to

repair his broken vertebrae.

Deluge of visitors

While Butler was at the Berk-
shire Medical Center, he was

visited daily by students and
members of the faculty and
administration, his parents
said. Visitors described him as
alert and generally in good spir-

its. Although he had difficulty

speaking because of a tracheot-

omy performed Friday, he com-
municated with students via
signs and eye movements.

"His morale, due to the Willi-

ams students, due to the staff

here (at BMC) and due to some
of the faculty and staff ( at Willi-

ams), has been kept high, and
that's good," said his mother,
Anita Butler. "It's been very
obvious that there's a lot of car-

ing from the Williams people."

On Friday the Dean's Office

and College Council informed
students of a newly-formed
"Dennis Butler Rehabilitation

Fund," and elicited contribu-

tions to help Butler's family
with their huge medical
expenses.

"We sure appreciate them
Initiating that," said Charles

Butler. "We're talking about

the minimum of a year in reha-

bilitation. We don't have any
definite plans yet, we're just

taking it day by day.

"A long, hard road"
"There's the possibility of

maybe coming back to Williams

someday, but that's a long way
down the road. The main con-

cern now is getting him off the

ventilator to where he can
breathe normally," he said.

"The young man has a long,

hard road ahead of him,"
agreed his mother.
Butler, a native of Washing-

ton, D.C., lived on the third floor

Second semester began Thursday, bringing with it the tradi-

tional add/drop course rush and long book lines, like this one at

the 1914 library In Greyiock basement. (Ruderman)

of Currier Hall. He was an avid
skiier and rock climber and a
member of the Williams Outing
Club.

He also has a strong interest

in languages and has studied

Latin and Norweigan as well as
German, his intended major.
He worked in DrlscoU Dining
Hall and volunteered with the

Williams unit of the National Ski

Patrol.

Covered with posters

While Butler was at the Berk-
shire Medical Center, his room
was covered with posters of

skliers and rock climbers and
messages in German brought
by visiting friends. His guest
book of greetings and good-luck
messages filled an entire spiral

notebook.

Tom Addison '85, a friend and
suite-mate of Butler who has
been in almost dally contact
with him, said the accident's

effects have been mainly just

physical.

"He's very much still Dennis
Butler, and all the fun that
implies," he said.

"The same old Dennis"
Another friend who saw

Butler Saturday agreed. "I

expected all the machinery, I

expected him to be all strapped
in, (but) he's still the same old

Dennis, it's amazing.
"It was very encouraging to

see him, he seems to be very
positive."

Butler's parents wished to

thank all the students and
faculty members who visited

Dennis and urge them to keep in

touch by writing him care of the

Intensive Care Unit, George
Washington University Hospi-

tal, 901 23rd Street N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20037.

Houses like Spencer, formerly a fraternity and now a residential

dorm, will soon be the norm at Colby College, which recently voted

to abolish all Its frats. Amherst may also lose the hallowed tradition

(Finegold)
Students overruled

Colby to abolish frats,

Amherst still debating
by Vernon Squires

After twenty years, the rest of
New England is beginning to

catch up to Williams. At least on
the issue of fraternities. During
the past several months, debate
over the future of frats has
rocked Colby, Amherst, and
Trinity Colleges. Only the latter

school remains secure in its sup-

port of frats; at Colby the Greek
Houses were abolished, and at

Amherst their future looks

bleak.

The current charges against
frats echo by-and-large the pro-
tests that marked Williams in

1963. Hazing procedures, van-
dalism, exclusivity, elitism,

divisiveness and promotion of

"drunk and disorderly" con-
duct are the standard com-
plaints. A criticism that never
surfaced at Williams but is rag-

ing now is the sexist nature of

frats. When combined with the

older charges, the sexist issue

gives new impetus to the aboli-

tion movement.
At Colby College fraternities

will be formally abolished on
May 20. The decision to elimi-

nate frats was reached after

extensive study by a commis-
sion created to assess their vla-

bility. Essentially, the
commission concluded frats
needed substantial reform, but
the houses were unwilling to

make accomodations. Accord-
ing to Colby senior Doug Terp,
who is a frat president and com-
mission member, the proposals
for reform were met coolly by
frat members.
"We offered co-ed frats, and

the frat presidents replied

'unacceptable.' We asked for

non-exclusive means of accep-

tance Into frats, and the presi-

dents replied 'unacceptable.'

We suggested frats relinquish

some control, and the presi-

dents replied 'unacceptable.'

No one wanted to say what the

Continued on Page 5

New campus group

Young Democrats plan voter drive

to register students for primaries
The College Young Demo- residence. will staff the booth along with aThe College Young Demo

crats, a group formed last

month, will hold a non-partisan

voter registration session Mon-
day in Baxter Lounge from
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.

According to Young Demo-
crats president Daniel Peris '86,

Monday's session will be part of

an overall non-partisan regis-

tration drive put on by the club,

in cooperation with the College

Council, Dean's Office and Pol-

itical Science Department.

This upcoming session in Bax-

ter will have three distinct pur-

poses, Perls explained. It will

allow Massachusetts residents

to register, some out-of-state

residents to obtain mail-in reg-

istration forms and out-of-state

residents who wish if to register

in Massachusetts by declaring

WiUiamstown their permanent

residence.

Students who register now
will be eligible to vote in the

upcoming presidential primar-
ies as well as in the general elec-

tion in November, Perls said. In

Massachusetts the deadline for

registering for primaries is next

Tuesday. The Massachusetts
primary will \3e held during the

second week in March.

In addition, "(out-of-state)

people who are interested in

registering in their own state

can come here for informa-

tion," Peris said. Depending on

their state, they may be able to

register by mall, he noted.

Twenty-nine states currently

accept mail-in registration,

"Including most of the major
states from which Williams

draws students," he added.

The WiUiamstown Registrar

will staff the booth along with at

least one Young Democrats
member.
Peris said he was unsure how

many Williams students need to

be registered, but the Young
Democrats plan to conduct a tel-

ephone survey next week to

determine the number.
After Monday's session, the

group plans to set up tables in

Baxter and other dining halls to

hand out information on the var-

ious Democratic presidential

candidates. Next fall it will hold

another session to register more
voters for the November
elections.

Perls said he and other stu-

dents formed the College Young
Democrats in January. "The
main purpose of the group is to

be a main-stream liberal acti-

vist group, of which there are

none on campus," heexplained.
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Billsville by L. Rockwood
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student opinion has had little effect on Colby's decision to ban fraterni-

ties, and on the probably similar upcoming decision at Amherst. At both
schools, polls showed a substantial majority of students favoring frats,

yet their administrators went against these student wishes.
It appears to be a trend. Williams students complain that our admin-

stratlon goes against student wishes on the issues of roclc concerts at

Chapin, the house transfer system, dogs, and Row House dining. Yet we
are not alone. The student voice on other campuses is also ineffectual.

Thus, Williams students cannot place all the blame for taking away
student rights on any one Dean or on our particular adminstration. The
problem is endemic to colleges nationwide.

Compared to fifteen years ago, student input has declined. Back in the

1960s and '70s, young people were fighting in Vietnam, and so demanded
a stronger voice not only in the war but in the college' decisions as well.

Administrations were willing (or forced) to listen. But with the more
competitive job market of the '80s, students are (somewhat justifiably)

more interested in succeeding within the system than in trying to change
it. Possibly sensing this change in priorities, adminstrations have filled

the vacuum by re-assuming many of the privileges they gave students
earlier. Since students in general do not want to make decisions, admin-
strations make them instead.

However, this leaves students conditioned to apathy. Since the deci-

sions are being made for us, we don't bother to try to make them, instead
concentrating on studies, recreation, or vocation. But in a vicious cycle,

students thus have less and less input while adminstrators realize this

and do more and more. Furthermore, if and when students attempt to

take part in the decision-making process they don't know how to. Can we
really say that College Council resolutions or Record editorials or even
hunger strikes have fully realized their goals?
Apathy in many cases means satisfaction with what's happening. But

the polls at Colby and Amherst, and similar opinions on other issues

here, seem to indicate that students are not satisfied. If so, this is

disconcerting, for there is no clear road to change.

LETTERS
Sixth Man

Did Williams College spirit leave with

Steve Epstein? We think it did. Articles

certainly will be written about how our

men's basketball team has not played up
to its potential or even how they have
played poorly. Players will be criticized,

the coach may be criticized but unfortu-

nately the sixth man may not be. Lasell

Gymnasium always has been the unsung
hero; until now. The most recent display

of enthusiasm at the game against Bran-
deis brought new meaning to the word
apathy. It is our duty to show support for

a hard-working team; a team that has
beaten Middleburv and will defeat

Amherst and Wesleyan. But by support
we do not mean merely one's presence at

the game; we must commit ourselves to

making noise. Memories of a thunderous
Lasell haunt those of us who have seen
victories over Dartmouth, Clark and
numerous other talented clubs. If people
want to attend sjwrtlng events in silence,

let them travel with the golf team (no

offense linksters). The sixth man must
rise. Do we really want Epstein back?

Optimistically,

Drew Klein '84

Bruce McEldowney '84

Lee Farbman '84

Mark Rice '84

David Heinlein '83

David Lott '83 (in absentia)
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Open-mindedness
To the editor:

In defense of Mr. Franklin Miller as

well as myself, I am writing In response

to Phillip W. Holmes'artlcle of January
24th.

In the first place, nowhere in my arti-

cle did I say that I support Reagan's pol-

icy on deterrence, yet Mr. Holmes
claimed that I do. The fact is that I am
highly skeptical of Reagan's extremely
hard-line policy. However, as I have
already said, my main motivation to

compliment Mr. Miller (with whom I

also disagree with regarding his

extremely hard line) was that he showed
that an alternative to the widely public-

ized freeze movement does exist.

Secondly, Mr. Holmes' accusation that

we "are preparing for a war our leaders
Insist we cannot flght"fails to take heed
of the argument I made. If'e do not

know whether or not a limited
nuclear war is possible or not. Thus, it

only makes sense that we prepare for it.

Yes, we do not think a limited nuclear

war is possible, but we do not know.
Finally, and most importantly, I would

like to say emphatically that I by no

means am calling the freeze movement
"melodramatic stuff". Like the suppor-

ters of the freeze, I consider nuclear dis-

armament the most important and real

issue facing the present generation.

However, there is a tendency to support

the freeze without considering its Impli-

cations. In saying this I am 'n no way
accusing the entire movement (particu-

larly not the members of the Williams

Disarmament Forum) of being guilty of

emotionalism. I believe that the freeze

movement is, in general, based on an
Intelligent approach to solving the grea-

test crisis of our day. Also, I believe that

the movement Is moving towards an
even more solid base, as evidenced by
the forum organize here by the WDF.

I also want to state categorically that I

do not oppose the freeze. However, I do
not support it. The headline that

appeared over my article was written by
the Record staff and does not represent
my final decision. I am skeptical of the

freeze; I am skeptical because of the rea-

sons that Mr. Miller pointed out in the

debate. Although I do not agree with him
entirely, I think he deserved praise for

coming to Williams and presenting
sound arguments that must be con-

fronted by all concerned. The defense of

the United States is an issue that must be
carefully analyzed; we cannot afford to

reject the words of an experienced mil-

itary just because we hate bombs and
poverty and violence. Again, let me reit-

erate that my praise of Mr. Miller comes
from my respect for some of the points

he made, not because I support every-

thing the Defense Department does. In

the same way, I think many of the speak-

ers who favored the freeze deserve
praise; during the conference I agreed
with much of what they said as well. It is

a complex issue and all that I request is

that the issue be addressed from all

points of view, for only then will we be
able to develop a policy that will ensure
the security of our nation and avoid the

devastation of a nuclear conflict.

Mike Weber "86

Armhowzer by Fish
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Development

head departs
John Prltchard, Director of

Development at Williams, will

leave the college in mid-
February to join the New York
City Insurance firm of Johnson
& Hlggins as Vice-President.

Prltchard, a 1957 graduate of

Williams, joined the college as

Associate Director of Develop-
ment in 1977 and was named
Director of Development in

1978. He had previouslj- worlced

at Fred S. James and Co. Inc.,

and before that, for 16 years, at

Johnson & Hlggins.

William S. Reed, Vice Presi-

dent for Adminstration at Willi-

ams, noted that total giving to

the college during the time Prlt-

chard headed the Development
Office had reached new heights.

Last year the total giving to Wil-

liams was over $15 million.

"John has been instrumental

in the development of the

regional development represen-

tative network," said Reed,

"and in improving communica-
tion between the college and the

alumni. He will be sorely

missed."

NEWSBRIEFS
Pitchers gone

from the Log

Development Director John S.

Prltchard

Due to a large number of

pitchers being stolen. Log man-
ager Dave Heinlein '83 has

decided to stop serving beer in

pitchers until the lost containers

are recovered. In addition,

servers at the college pub have
become more stringent in

checking hand stamps to ensure

that they do not serve beer to

minors, Heinlein said.

"I've lost two-thirds of the

pitchers, " he said, adding that

they were probably stolen. Orig-

inally, there were approxi-

mately 60 pitchers, and now less

than 20 remain. "If they come
back, I'll start serving in

pitchers again," he stated.

The stricter hand stamp
checks were a management
decision, independent of college

INTERNATIONAL

CAREER?

A representative

will be on the campus

TUESDAY,
FEBRUARY 14, 1984
to discuss qualifications for

advanced study at

AMERICAN
GRADUATE SCHOOL
and lob opportunities

in the field of

INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT

JOSEPH E. DEWEY

9:00 - 5:00

Mon.-Sal.
'l^^^^'Jl'oo,;

WILIIAMSTOWN, MASS.
01267

7>^ 458-5717

Interviews may be scheduled at

CAREER COUNSELING
STETSON HALL

AMERICAN GRADUATE SCHOOL

OF INnRNATIONAl MANAGEMENT

Thundarbird Campus
Glendala, Arizona 853M

GREAT GIFT IDEAS
FOR VALENTINE'S DAY

Charlie, Jontue or Scoundrel

10 oz. spray cologne

a $9.50 value

NOW ONLY $4.50

Shallmar Eau de Toilette

spray 1.6 oz. $11.50

OR
A Russell Stover Candy Heart

ranging in price from

$2.50 to $12.50

at

Hart's Pharmacists
40 Spring St.

Williamstown

security, Heinlein said. "We're

just upholding the law," he

explained, adding that there

had tjeen no specific Incidents

which influenced his decision.

Outside of the pitcher prob-

lem, Heinlein has been very

pleased with operations at the

Log. "It's been nothing like last

year, thank God," he said, ref-

erring to two incidents of van-

dalism on Spring Street by
drunk freshmen which nearly

caused the closing of the Log
during Winter Study last year.

"There were no slow nights in

January, and there haven't

Ijeen any so far in second semes-

ter. As a businessman, I'm
happy, but in terms of sleep I'm
anxious," he said.

— V/arf jfa (Teil

Help Line calls

for volunteers
Help Line, a volunteer tele-

phone counseling service In

North Adams, is looking for stu-

dents interested in learning to

t)ecome counselors. Applica-

tions will accepted through Feb-

ruary 10.

Although no prior experience

is needed, there Is a training

program run by Help Line for

all counselors. Beglnlng Feb. 18

and continuing every Tuesday
and Thursday through March
13, the program teaches listen-

ing skills, and helps operators

learn to deal with calls concern-

ing drug, alcohol and suicide

problems.

Students counselors are
expected to contribute at least

three hours a week to Help Line.

The service, begun in the early

'70s, also provides daily calls to

elderly persons and shut-ins,

and has an adjunct program
called Phone Friend for child-

ren at home alone.

Counseling volunteers range

in age from 18 on up, and have a

wide variety of backgrounds.

Several Williams students are

already working for Help Line.

Interested students should

contact Susanne Green at 664-

6391 by Feb. 10.

Raab garners

$12,500 grant
Associate Professor of Eng-

lish Lawrence Raab was
recently awarded a $12,500

National Endowment for the

Arts poetry fellowship for crea-

tive writers. He won a similar

award In 1972.

This year's fellowship was
one of only 113 awarded in the

fiction category among 1,150

applicants. They are awarded
to published writers of excep-
tional talent as judged by the

Literature Advisory Panel, a
group of scholars which advises

the National Council on Arts on
policy and grants In the field of

contemporary literature.

Raab said he will use the fel-

lowship money to "take time off

from teaching to write." He is

currently on sabbatical leave
from Williams.

Raab Is the author of two col-

lections of poems, "Mysteries of

the Horizon" and "The Collec-

tor of Cold Weather." His most
recently published poetry
includes "Listening to a Certain

Song" which appeared in the

Fall issue of the Paris Review,
and "The Witch's Story," pul>-

lished in the October 31, 1983
issue of The New Yorker.
In addition, Rabb's work

appears in a number of antholo-
gies, including the most recent
edition of the Norton Anthology
of Poetry.

DISNEY AUDITION TOUR '84

TWO EXCITING ENTERTAINMENT EMPIOYMENT OPTORTUNmES

1 The V«LT DISNEY WORLD* vacation Kiigdaiti nay Ortanto

Ronda. 8 saalqno prolessotBl Singws. Oanctrs and Muscal Thaatre

AclorVtelrasses. Most positions OT lor Mlona-yaaf contracts wiOi

some summer seasonal emptoymenl also available Sony, no

liDlassional nstrumentahst audtnns.

t TtteVMLT DISNEY WORLD Vacatnn Kingdom and

DISNEYLAND* (locatad m Aratnnv CaMomo) an lomwg a 22-

memberU Amencan Colege MarotiinQ Band lor aadi ParK pto a

40-meml»r Al American College SyirBHo^OnJtasm to paffomi atSyiTBlionirC

Bfor siffnmaEPCOT Center These positions are tor sunmer-lona employmenL

tnvnwg June 4 and concUlng on August 18

AUDITION REQUIREMENTS Aa AUOmONEES
• Must be 18 yvarsol age by J>re 1.1964

• Must txmg a curent r«9fiie and photograpn

• Must snow movement ability

AUOmON SITE BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS FeOruary 16. 1984

Joy at MoMmem Center

S36MassAnnue
Cantral Square

Cantndga Massadxisetts

TALENT AUDITION

Audtnn cal Females - 10 am
Males -2 pm

COLLEGE MUSICMNS
AuMon cal 10 am-S pm

J>«n mtM- Man n larM) Mriamwr Fo M«ana aiMar

i««ainaie or < )» iMd iirtm rtomaai IMM a* or«• 'Dawir

n.01 TiiiHITiomiiatr -1 n "" Bai40 UMBuaaMiuH
i2M0 fSMi U4.S47a (llend^-F<il*ir e»»it 900 im «)4 00 sm ESTl

lUattOisney World
t-quai opporlur

KJUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUL^

Poet and English Professor

Lawrence Raab

Amaretto di

Saronno
750 ml. $14.25

Tuborg Bar Bottles

12-pack $5.15

Furstenburg
6-pack $4.00

dep. not Included
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Frats in trouble despite student protest
Continued from Page 1

reforms would be," said Terp.

Fraternities are still popular

with students, according to a

recent poll. The Boston Globe
reports that 80 percent of those

asked supported the fraternity

system.

The reforms needed at Colby

are large, especially In the con-

text of fraternal life. Not only do

Colby males enjoy reserved,

single-sex housing, but they also

have the nicest rooms at the col-

lege. Frat row is the site of wild

parties and verbal assaults on
pedestrians. Even campus
tours tend to avoid the frats, ac-

cording to the Globe.

The frat houses also require

substantial maintenance and
upkeep, to the point that frat

meml>ers alone cannot pay the

bills. Frats owe the college

almost $500,000 In loans.

When the frats go in May, a

new residential house system,

partially modeled on Williams',

will replace them. According to

Terp, Colby students are
responding enthusiastically to

the new plans.

"We accept the fact that frats

are abolished," conceded Terp.

"Now we are asking what we
can do for the future to make the

system work out. The college

should be l)etter."

Not all Colby students agree,

however, protesting that the

frats were picked on because

they are so prominent. Some
campus leaders are pondering

court action to reverse the trus-

tees' decision.

At Trinity College the frats

were put on the hne last spring.

A faculty committee recom-

mended abolishing the houses,
with their proposal supported
by a majority if the faculty. The
students protested this recom-
mendation with an equal major-
ity, and they won. The trustees

voted to keep frats with some
strengthed regulations.

Amherst
At Amherst the situation is

heated, with a decision on the

still operating, their memljers
expect trouble ahead. A trustee

committee issued a report on

student life in January, with the

findings quite critical of the cur-

rent situation.

"Although we do not believe

the "fraternities have created

the problems in Amherst's
social life, we do believe they

have exacerbated them by their

"In some fraternities you'll see sev-

eral hundred people standing wall to

wall drinking beer and inhaling God
knows what chemicals."

future of fraternities scheduled
for late February. Preliminary
announcements and statements
by faculty Indicate dissatisfac-

tion with frats. On the other side

of the coin, students and alumni
are rallying to save the frats,

which dominate Amherst social

life.

Prior to his death one year
ago, Amherst President Julian

Glbbs Issued a "white paper"
entitled "The Place of Fraterni-

ties at Amherst College." Gibbs
concluded frats were dead,
writing it is not "whether we
maintain fraternities forever

but, rather, for how much
longer." Now, with a perman-
ent president taking over next

year, students fear the adminis-

tration Is trying "to rush things

through, to get them cleaned up
for the new president," in the

words of one frat leader.

Although frats at Amherst are

lack of social discipline, by tol-

erating gross social activity in

the name of all-college service,

and by accentuating the forma-
tion of cliques and fostering

anti-social behavior," the
report states.

Frat members are unim-
pressed by the report's findings,

believing the adminstration is

looking for a scapegoat for the

undistinguished social life at the

college.

"It's a socially strained col-

lege .because the frats are the

only place to party," admitted
frat member Steve Harris '85.

"Guys get a little wild once in a

while, but that would happen
whether the frats existed or

not."

Acting College President
Armour Craig thinks the frats

are to blame, however, saying

in the Globe: "In some fraterni-

ties you'll see several hundred

people standing wall to wall

drinking tieer and inhaling God
knows what chemicals."

Beyond the issue of whether
or not to dismiss frats is the

problem of an alternative. No
other viable social centers exist

right now, and the propKised

"cluster" system for housing is

met coolly by students.

On their own initiative, sev-

eral students conducted a poll

designed to show statistically

the support for frats. Approxi-

mately 65 percent of the student

body voted to keep frats in some
form, with most students desir-

ing an alternative as well.

"There is a strong feeling that

frats are a desireable patt of the

college," said pollster Russ
Weaver. "What we need is a

complement." Added Kate Sil-

baugh, a resident counselor,

"It's hard to say if we're

equipped for a social life with-

out frats. If you want to be in the

mainstream social life, there's

really no choice."

The frats promise not to go
down without a fight, and they

are trying to meet administra-

tion guidelines as best as possi-

ble. According to Hal Ball,

president of the inter-fraternity

council, the frats have shaped
up remarkably.
"We're about as utoplc as you

can get right now for a frater-

nity. They blame us for being

the wild element on campus, but

that's because we're the only

element."

At the end of February the

trustees will decide whether or

not to follow Williams' lead.

Things look bad, however, for

the frats. As Ball admits, "Our
lives are in danger."

Two plays

in DownStage

open eyes

by Monica Fennell

Everyone in DownStage last

weekend went to a party. The
performance of Wolfgang
Bauer's Party for Six pres-

ented a tantalizing glimpse of

a gathering of young people.

The short play was followed by

Eugene lonesco's The Lesson

.

Most of the action in Party

took place in a room back-

stage. At times the door to the

room was left open offering

the audience a peek at the

action Inside. Unable to

clearly view the scene, the

audience had to listen and
Imagine. Too often, however,

the AooT was closed, making it

difficult to hear the conversa-

tions and leaving the audience

staring uncomfortably at an

empty stage.

Just as the discomfort
became unl)earable, a brief

scene on stage provided rellef-

.Freshman Averil Clarke's

appearence as an annoyed but

understanding landlady wear-

ing fuzzy slippers was a partic-

ularly amusing interlude.

The success of The Lesson
was due to the superb acting of

Gordon Compton '85 who
played a frenzied professor

and Ana DelxK) '85 as his

initially enthusiastic and later

deflated pupil. The actors'

mastery of t)ody language and
mannerisms created exagger-

ated characters that were stUl

believable.

GRADUATING
MATH MAJORS

We will be on campus February 8, 1984
interested in a career in actuarial consulting using sophisticated

applied matti concepts'' Find out more about us in your Place-

ment Office or contact Greg Hakanen. Hewitt Associates. 100

Hail Day Road, Lincolnshire. Illinois 60015

HEWITT ASSOCIATES
An Equal Opportunity Employer M F

Hewitt Associates

WEST PACKAGE STORE
Route 2

Between N.A. and Williamstown

B ain-IO pm M-W 663-6081 8 am-11 pm Th-Sal

IMPORTED BEER MADNESS AGAIN

Labatt's Beer & Ale

Henninger Light & Dark

Grolsch 12-oz. bottles

Molson's

Beck's Light & Dark

Moosehead
Guiness

Harp's

$12.99/case

S12.99/case

$15.99/case

$13.99/case

$16.99/case

$13.99/case

$16.99/cate

$15.99/case

+ dep.
-*- dep.

* dep.

* dep.
-t- dep.

+ dep.

* dep.

-t-dep.
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Arts in View
Don't miss the WilUamstheatre production of

Don Juan in Hell. The play, directed by former
English professor Fred Stocking who retired last

spring, Is really one section of a longer Shaw play,

Man and Superman. Performances are Friday
and Saturday nights at 8 p.m. In DownStage.
Tickets are $1.50, 50C with a Williams ID
Famed violinist Plna Carmlrelli will perform
with Music from Marlboro at the Clark Art Insti-

tute Friday, Feb. 10. The eight member string

group will play works by Beethoven, Boccherlnl,

and Mendelssohn In their 8p.m. performance
. . . The new program at the Milliam Planetarium
takes star gazers back in time to Egyptian
pyramids and Stonehenge. The piece "Dawn of

Astronomy" will be shown on Friday night at 7: 30

p.m Watch out for The Attaclt of tlieKlUer

Tomatoes. The movie, billed as one of the ten

worst ever made, is scheduled for Tuesday night

at 7 and 9 in Bronfman World renowned
folk-blues musician Josh White Jr. will perform
on Wednesday at North Adams State College.

White has" recorded on Mercury and United

Artists labels and has produced such hits as the

theme song from Peace Corps and VISTA. The 8

p.m. concert will be in the Venable Hall Theatre.

Ephwomen fall to Cards

by Mike Best

In their fourth loss in a row, the women's bas-
ketball team lost to Wesleyan Saturday night, 64-

49.

•'We had a bad day offensively," said Coach
Julie McHugh, "and they had a great one. They
were really fired up, really wanted to beat us."
Wesleyan took an early lead and the Ephwomen

simply could not catch up. In the first half, only
Liz Kellison '87 provided much offense, scoring
half her game-high 20 points in the first period.
The Cardinals were helped by numerous Willi-

ams turnovers, especially in the first half, and by
the Ephwomen 's 32 percent shooting for the
game.
Down 29-18 at halftime, Williams tried a second

half charge led by Kellison and Junior Kay
Lackey (twelve second-half points). The Ephs
managed to narrow the gap, but Wesleyan pulled
away again, finishing the game up by fifteen.

On January 28, the team lost a physical game to

Westfield, 57-42. Two days earlier North Adams
edged the Ephwomen, 58-55, despite Kellison's 20
points.

The losses dropped the team's record to 4-6.

Levis

Adidas Shoes
All Athletic Equipment
Custom Printed T-Shirts

Everything for Men & Women
Racket Sales & Service

Class Rings

Gifts

An instantaneous leap into the magical"
—Washington Post~

Discover the bestseller that

transcends the barrier between
fantasyand reality-and,

some say, some of the barriers
toworld peace

A #1 bestseller in Germany, Italy, Spain and other European countries where it

has become a symbol of the peace movement. Now a bestseller in America. To be a
major mohon picture released by Warner Bros, in 1984. Illustrated, printed

in two colors throughout. $15.95 at all booksellers

The Neverending Story
li\)egtnsvixenyou hecome partofit, toa

<A^

TheNeverendingSkxh

Men and women swimmers

romp on Springfield

by Chris Clarey

The men's swimming team
improved their record to 6-0

with a 75-38 trouncing of Spring-

field College at Springfield

Satrurday. The highlights of the

meet were the national qualify-

ing first-place performances of

the Williams 400 medley and
freestyle relay teams.

The medley team, composed
of John Peloso '85, Bill Couch
'86, Peter Orphanos '85, and Will

Andrew '86, sped through the

Springfield pool in 3; 38.22. The
freestyle team of co-captains
Jeff Mills '84 and Rob Sommer
'84, Scott Robinson '87, and
Andrew finished in 3: 12.56.

Ail-American Bill Couch, who
qualified in both the 200 IM and
backstroke last week against

Bowdoin, Improved on his 200

IM time, winning in 1: 57.00, and
also won the 200 breaststroke

(2:16.06). Sommer looked
strong in winning the 200 back-

stroke (2:01.01) and is appar-
ently recovered from his

early-season ailments.

Freshman Robinson had an
outstanding meet as well, tak-

ing second and qualifying for

the nationals in the 200 free

(1:45.32) and winning the 500

free in 4:52.04 (his best time of

the season). Steve Delano '85

had as outstanding swim in the

1000 free, breaking the 10 min-
ute barrier with a 9: 52.82.

Women trounce Springfield

The two-time defending Div-

ision III national champion

women's team raised their

record to 6-0 with a 100-40 defeat

of Springfield. The team quali-

fied nine swimmers for the

nationals (to be held at Emory
University March 15-17) during

the course of the meet.

Freshman Joan Horgan was
one one of the standouts for the

Ephs, winning and qualifying In

the 100 (1:01.86) and 200

(2:16.02) yard backstrokes and
In the 200medley relay (1: 55.96)

with teammates Katie Anthony
'87, Kim Eckrlch '85, and
Rachel Stauffer '85. Horgan
also qualified in the 400 free

relay (3:45.00) along with Kathy
Kirmayer '86, Sue Knapp '85,

and Stauffer.

Eckrlch, an AU-American in

six events at last year's nation-

als, took first and qualified in

the 100 (1:10.01) and 200
(2:32.05) breaststrokes and the

200 individual medley (2: 17.51).

Kirmayer, coming off an out-

standing performance against
Bowdoin last Saturday, where
she qualified for three events in

the nationals, once again sur-

passed the qualifying standard
in both the 50 and 100 freestyles,

winning them both.

Other Ephs who qualifying in

individual events included co-

captain Cella Ciepiela '84 in the

200 butterfly, Anthony in the 100
back, Lani Searfoss '87 in the 200

breaststroke, and diver Emily
Parker '86.

Both teams will return to

Muir Pool this Saturday as the

men host Colgate and the
women host Mt. Holyoke.

THI€ ClLi:P SHOP
Hair Salon of the 80's
Men, Women and Children

With the CLASSIC

to the UNEXPECTED!

And Don't Be
Surprised How Good
It Makes You Look!

Pittsfiel(j. MA
Williamstown MA Bennington. UT 413443-9816

458 9167 802 442 9823 413-447 9576
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Icewomen
glide, 8-1

by Tom Dumphy

The women's hockey team
skated to its third straight vic-
tory on Saturday, demolishing
Wesleyan 8-1. The eight goals in
one game is a season high.

Williams scored seven goals
In the first two periods. Coach
Dave O'Keeffe '86 credited the
stong showing to a good week of
practice and the growing expe-
rience of both players and the
staff.

The Williams attack was led
by Beth Ebel '86, Sally Hart '86,

and tri-captaln Jeanette Hazel-
ton '85, each ofwhom scored two
goals. The defense once again
shut down the opposition, allow-
ing only 22 shots all game. Sue
Klein '86 and Suzy Schulze '85

repeatedly turned back the Car-
dinal attack at the blue line.

Open the scoring

Hazelton opened the scoring
five minutes into the game after

a steal behind the net. Andrea
Raphael '86 scored the game-
winner by stealing at mid-ice,

skating between two Cardinal
defenders, and rifling the puck
past the goalie from thirty feet

out. Ebel scored with lelng five

minutes into the game after a

steal behind the net. Andrea
Raphael '86 scored the game-
winner by stealing at mid-ice,

skating between two Cardinal
defenders, and rifling the puck
past the goalie from thirty feet

out. Ebel scored with leplit two
defenders and then flipped a

backhander in the net past the

hapless Wesleyan goaltender.

Williams hopes to avenge an
early-season loss to Mlddlebury
Friday night at home.

The Williams Record Sports
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Love is a
special gift

On February 14,

share your loving

wishes by sending
special Valentine's

Day cards from
Hallmark.

4a

McCLELLANDS
Spring St.

Williamstown

Sports Shorts
Skiers compete Women's squash
in UVIVI carnival get 4th in Can-Am

by Greg Leeds
The men's alpine ski team

posted a third-place Giant Sla-
lom finish in last weekend's Uni-
versity of Vermont Carnival at
Stowe, Vermont. John Pier '85

led the Ephmen, finishing fifth,

while teammates Chris Eagon
'84, Crawford Lyons '84, and
Helge Weiner '87 came in tenth,
eleventh, and 16th respectively.

In the Slalom competition, the
team was spectacular in the
first run but failed to sustain
their performance in the
second. After the first run Lyons
was fourth, Pier was seventh,
and Weiner was tenth. Tim Hill
'86 followed with 12th, and
Eagon was 25th. On the second
run, Hill moved up to 8th and
Eagon to 17th, but the
remainder of the team failed to

finish.

As of Sunday night, Williams
coaches did not have most of the

results, including the final Sla-

lom, overall results, and
women's results. The men's
cross country team, however,
did finish sixth in the relay.

A week earlier, Williams fin-

ished third in the Slalom and
fifth in the GS at the University
of New Hampshire Carnival.
Lyons had a strong perfor-

mance with a first in the Slalom
and eighth in the GS. Weiner
and Eagon took 11th and 19th in

the Slalom.

by John Schafer
In the second phase of the

Canadian-American tourna-
ment, the women's squash team
finished third out of six teams
this weekend at Dartmouth.
Overall, the squad received
fourth place because they ended
up fifth on the Canadian side of

the match which took place ear-
lier this year.

The first phase of the tourna-
ment took place in Canada using
a softer ball that many of the
players were not familiar with.
In this match the Ephs fell to

three strong Canadian schools-
University of Toronto, Queens,
and York—and Dartmouth.
However, Cassie Fisher '84, the
Ephs top-player, went unde-
feated and was voted the MVP.

This weekend at Hanover,
where the players used the liv-

lier, harder ball, WilUiams beat
Vassar, Queens, and York but
fell to Toronto and Dartmouth.
Toronto, which mounted an
insurmountable lead after the
first part of the tournament,
won the whole match.

Again Fisher, who was
ranked 14th nationally at the

end of last year, swept by all her
opponents and was chosen
MVP. "It is a tremendous
accomplishnent for Cassie,"
said Coach Renzie Lamb, "to be
undefeated at number one play-
ing the best of these teams from
both Canada and America. The
team played well, but Cassie
was really the star."

It's true we don't carry texts—But we have a

lot of good supplementary reading In

our 6 rooms and Bargain Basement.
. enzi's

COLLEGE BOOK STORE, INC.

WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS 01267

SPIRIT

SHOP

Check Our Many In-Store

Specials

280 Cole Avenue

Free Delivery on Campus

This Week's Specials
Labatt's Ale Vz keg

Reg. $52. now $42

16-oz. Miller & Miller Lite

$3.50/6-pack

For Winter Carnival
Gordon's Gin 1.75 litre

$12.1G/bottle

Gordon's Vodka 1.75 litre

$9.75/bottle

Bud & Miller

$10.99/case + dep.

Andre Champagne
$30.00/case

458-3704

Tracksters fall to Fitchburg

by Chris Stearns
The men's track team upped

its record to 5-2 by defeating
Westfield State and Worcester
State but falling to Fitchburg
State Saturday. The meet
turned out to be a two way
match between Williams and
Fitchburg with the Ephs losing

67 to 63 while Westfield racked
up 27 and Worcester a meager 9

points.

Bernie Krause '84 led off by
tossing the 35 lb. weight 46'2y4",

good for third. In the shot put,

Williams got a second with
Krause's 46'4", a third by Mau-
rice Blanks '87, and a fourth by
Stephen Theodore '87. Junior
Paul Toland skied for second in

the high jump with Tom Dough-
erty '84 and Cam Burns '85 in

third and fourth.

Ephs make up ground

The Ephs began to make up
some ground in the track

events. Junior Kevin Jenkins

and sophomore Tom Gudas
combined for second and third

in the grueling 1500. Kendall

James '84 streaked over the 55

highs in 8.2 to take third, and
Mark Rice '84 added a 53.4 to

snag third in the 400.

Senior co—captain Ted Leon
garnered the Eph's first victory

in the 500, turning in a 1;08.5,

and freshman Andrew Arnold
followed him with 1; 10.3 for

second. In the 55 meter dash,

freshman Andre Lopez took

third down the straightaway.

Jenkins, In his second race of

the day, siezed the lead late to

capture a victory from Dave
Ellis of Fitchburg. Mike Coyne
'86 and Darryl Shaper '86 fin-

ished third and fourth. Senior

Brian Angle ran tremendously

in the final lap of the 1000 meter
to clock a 2:35.6 and gain the

third win for the Ephs on the

day. Jon Fisher '87 and Tom
Plngree '86cruised for third and
fourth in the same race.

Coach Dick Farley said, "It

was not a bad day. We ended up
losing to a better team. We were
missing a few people today, but

you can't use that as an excuse.

The kids who competed today
did admirably."

Women win own meet
After the conclusion of winter

study, the womens' track team
held the first Williams Winter

Invitational Track Meet. Willi-

ams won in the final lap of the

final race to hand arch—rival
Amherst a 53-51 loss. Brandels

mustered 17 points and Rhode
Island College hit double digits

with 11.

Lindsay Rockwood '85 led the
way for the Ephs. She won the

long jump in 15'8", took second
in the triple jump, took another
second in the hurdles, and
jumped for third in the high
jump.
Sprinter Gail Henderson '87

tore down the straightaway in

7.4 over the 55 meter distance
and exploded for a win in the

200. Mary Ellen Mahoney '86

won the hurdles in 9.6 as well as
snaring thirds in the long and
triple jumps.

The meet came down to the

two mile relay. Anchoring the

final leg, senior Amy Dougherty
pulled away to win the relay and
the meet.
The men's and women's

teams both face Amherst, Wes-
leyan, and Trinity in Little

Three competition Saturday at

1:00.
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THE WILLIAMS COLLEGE-MILLER HIGH LIFE SCOREBOARD

Men's Basketball

Williams 77 Wesleyan 73
Williams 83 Brandeis 71

Men's Hockey
Amherst 7 Williams 2
Princeton 11 Williams 6
Colby 7 Willams 1

Bowdoin 9 Williams

Women's Hockey
Williams 8 Wesleyan 1

Women's Basketball

Wesleyan 64 Williams 49

Men's Squash
Williams 9 Dartmoutti

Williams 8 Tufts 1

Harvard 7 Williams 2

Volleyball

Willams 2 Norttieastern 1

Williams 2 Brown

Men's Swimming
Williams 73 Springfield 38

Women's Swimming
Williams 100 Springfield 40
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Hoop tops Cardinals

for first Little 3 win
by Dave Paulsen

Clutch free throw shooting by
Dave Krupskl '84 and Tim
Walsh '86 helped the men's
hoopsters hang on to a narrow
lead and defeat Wesleyan 77-73

In Saturday's contest at the
Wesleyan Fieldhouse. The win
evens the Ephs record at 7-7 and
leaves them with a 1-0 record in

Little Three competition. For
Wesleyan, the defeat followed
on the heels of an earlier over-
time loss to Amherst dropping
their Little Three record to 0-2.

The game plan for the Ephs
was to push the ball up the floor

offensively, looking for the fast

break. Taking advantage of the
somewhat slower Cardinal
defenders, the Ephs raced to a
43-38 halftime advantage.
Instrumental In the halftime

lead was the play of guards
Walsh and Art Pidorlano '84.

Also aiding the Eph cause were
reserves Russ Howard '84, and
John McCarthy '84. Howard hit

two long range jumpers to

loosen up the Wesleyan defense,
while McCarthy contributed
two inside moves off of fine

passes from Brandt Johnson.

Cardinals clamp down
The high-powered Williams

offensive attack was obviously
a source of concern for Wes-
leyan coach Herb Kenny, and
his team came out for the
second half playing intense
defense. The suddenly hard-
nosed Cardinal defense held the
Ephs scoreless for the first four
minutes of the second half and
edged to a 44-43 lead.

It was then that the Ephs, des-
pite playing in a decidedly hos-
tile gym, righted themselves
and displayed the poise which
had been lacking in some of
their previous games.
Executing a more disciplined

offense, the Ephs regained their
advantage and held a 67-59 lead
with four minutes reamlning in

the game. At that point, Willi-

ams coach Harry Sheehy put his
team into a 4 corners delay

game.

Wesleyan narrows margin

Wesleyan, though, was not yet

dead. Behind the long-range
gunnery of Mike Arcleri, the
Cardinals fought back. When
senior co-captain John McNl-
cholas and Pidorlano both
missed front ends of bonus free
throws, Wesleyan narrowed the
margin to four points.

With just 17 seconds remain-
ing, the Ephs held a 73-71 lead
when Krupski stepped to the
line for a bonus situation. Dis-

playing icewater in his veins,he
calmly sank both free throws to

make the score 75-71.

Desperation shot falls short
Chris Brown then hit for the

Cardinals to cut the lead to two
points once again. With four
seconds remaining, Walsh was
fouled and canned both free
throws. A desperation heave by
a Wesleyan player fell short,

and the Ephs had their victory.

Pidorlano turned in a stellar

performance for Sheehy's
squad. In addition to a steady
floor game, Pidorlano poured in

22 points.

Walsh also played extemely
well, converting on six field

goals and all six of his free
throw attempts for 18 points.

83-71 over Brandeis
The performance was a

marked contrast to Tuesday's
sloppy game against Brandeis.
In that contest, Williams was
lucky to prevail 83-71. Defen-
sively, the Ephs were unable to

stop Brandeis guard Paul Cel-

lucci. The 5-11, 180 pound
bowling ball rolled through the

Eph defense en route to a 32

point performance.
Offensively, the Ephs were

Inconsistent, despite the 24

points of Pidorlano, 22 from
Walsh , and 15 points from John-

son. Sheehy made it a point to

single out Johnsjon, who is see-

ing increased playing time, and
Peter Griffith '85, who sparked
the team in an otherwise lack-

luster first half.

In other action over the Win-

ter Break, the Ephs defeated

Mlddlebury and Bates, but lost

to Colby. Their next home
action will be this Saturday
night against Amherst In a cru-

cial Little Three contest.

\ W
i

The scene with the puck In the goal was all too familiar (or the home fans Saturday. (Khakee)

Amherst downs pucksters 7-2;
Eph winless streak at six games

by Chris Harned
The men's hockey team

extended its midseason tailspln

to six games with losses to Little

Three rival Amherst, Ivy
League power-house Princeton,
and Division II rivals Colby and
Bowdoin over the past ten days
to fall to 6-9-1 on the season.
The Ephmen fell to Amherst,

whose 7-3 record established the
Lord Jeffs as the top team in

Division III hockey, by a 7-2

score at Lansing-Chapman
Rink this Saturday. The visitors

jumped to a 2-0 lead in the first

eighteen minutes of the game on
the strength of two unassisted
goals by Amherst sophomore
Rick Hartflel, who burned Willi-

ams back-up goalies Rick Dietz
'87 and Marty Collins '86 for four
goals on the night.

Assistant Captain Greg
Pachus pulled Williams within
one just thirteen seconds after
Hartfiel's second goal when he
took a crossing pass from linem-
ate Jeff Potter and slapped the
puck past Amherst goaltender
Mike Keroack.
The Ephs were handicapped

by the continued absence of
Captain Dan Finn, who has been
out of the Williams net with a
pulled muscle for the past four
games. Freshman Chris Trag-
gio, the team's second leading
scorer, is also out with a
shoulder injury.

Dietz starts in goal

With Finn out of the net, Dietz
got the starting call against the

Jeffs. Despite an impressive
debut which featured 28 saves in

two periods, he fell victim to

four more second period goals

which put Amherst up by an
insurmountable 6-1 lead after

two periods.

Although Williams tested
Keroack, the top goaltender in

Division III, 34 times, only

Pachus and Freshman Dave
Caswell managed to slip the

puck by him. Caswell pulled the

frustrated Ephs within four

with an open net score after

linemate Guy Kurtz '87 had
pulled Keroack out of the net.

Williams, however, could pull

no closer, and the Jeffs closed

the scoring at 7-2 in the 14th min-
ute of the final period when
Hartflel picked up his fourth

goal of the lopsided contest,

slapping the puck past Collins,

who fended off 12 Amherst shots

in the final period.

Loss to Princeton
Earlier in the week, the Ephs

appeared to emerge from a

scoring slump (in which they
had not scored over three goals
in a game since 1983) as they fell

to Division I Princeton 11-6. Wil-

liams went ahead of the Tigers
by a 3-2 margin midway through
the second period on goals by
junior Jeff Potter, Traggio, and
assistant captian Brian
Rutledge '85, before the Tigers
reeled off seven unanswered
goals. Three Williams penalties

led to Princeton goals.

Williams pulled within four
with seven minutes remaining
in the game on Tragglo's second
goal and on junior Rich Jack-
son's slap-shot from the slot.

Princeton tallied once again on
Collins, who had 29 saves in the
game, before senior Dan Flnne-
ran picked up Williams' final

goal to close the gap to 10-6.

Princeton added a meaningless
break-away goal with two min-
utes remaining.

Downed by Colby and Bowdoin
During winter Break, the

Ephs journeyed to Maine to bat-

tle with Colby and Bowdoin. In

both contests, the Ephs fell

behind quickly due to numerous
penalties, Dan Finn's immobile
right arm, and talented compe-
tition. Junior center Rich Gal-
lun prevented the two teams
from holding Williams score-
less on the weekend when he
scored a first period goal in the
7-1 loss to Colby.

After Colby, the Ephs lost a
flat, embarassing game 9-0 to

Bowdoin, the second-ranked
team in ECAC Division II East.
Tonight, the Ephs travel to

Union to take on the team that

started the Ephs' current losing

streak with a 6-2 victory in the

Purple Valley.

The squad currently holds
down the seventh spot in the

ECAC Division II East stand-
ings with a 5-6-1 Division record.
Playoff berths await the top

eight teams.

Crimson hands squash first loss of year Co-captains unbeaten
by John Schafer

Unbeaten defending champion
Harvard overwhelmed the
men's squash team Thursday in

a match that may have decided
this year's national title. The
loss broke Williams' 20-match
winning streak and dropped
their record to 17-1.

Harvard, undefeated over the
past two seasons, was clearly
boosted by the return of their
top player, Kenton Jernlgan,
who had taken the first semes-
ter off and only just came back

to Cambridge Monday. Jernl-

gan, who is the top-ranked
player in the country, handed
All-American Greg Zaff '84 his

first loss of the year, 3-0. Play-
ing number four, senior co-

captain Jamie King also
suffered his first defeat of the

season. Like Zaff and like the

team. King is now 17-1 on the

year.

Thompson still unbeaten
Only Ben Thompson '85

remains unbeaten for the Ephs
as he outlasted Harvard's sixth

man 3-2. Co-captain Tom Har-
rity '84 recorded Williams' only
other win by downing the Crim-
son's second-best player, Jim
Lubowitz, 3-1.

The loss to Harvard followed
impressive road wins at Dart-
mouth (9-0) on January 25th and
at Tufts (8-1) two days later.

Now the Ephs must regroup, as
they travel to rival Trinity

tomorrow. The Bantams were
ranked fourth in the polls last

year, one spot in front of Willi-

ams.

Forfeits cost grapplers match
by Lee Hatcher

The wrestling team won nine
out of fourteen Individual
matches at a tri-meet against
Trinity and Plymouth State Sat-
urday, but on paper the perfor-
mance resulted in a 26-24 loss to

Trinity and a 21-20 loss to Ply-
mouth State.

In the mind of Williams Coach
Hal Zendle and the members of

the team, it was a win. Zendle
said, "The match went well. I

was pleased to see us win more
individual matches than we
lost. We were unable to fill the
lower two weight classes, which
meant we forfeited away a
great deal of team points."

May and Leahy star

Against the Bantams co-

captalns Jeffrey May '85 (158
lbs.) and John Leahy '84 (167

lbs.) put on an awesome display

of wrestling prowess, pinning
their respective opponents.

Anselmi and Drew Steckler lost

at 134 lbs. and 142 lbs., respec-
tively. Dan MacDonell '87 came
up short in the waning moments
of the bout in a 3-2 loss.

In the last match of the day
Peter Dawson '86 landed
an impressive 11-4 victory, but
the result was counted as a
minor win rather than a major.
Had Dawson won by eight
points, the Ephmen would have
gained an extra team point,

resulting in a tie with Plymouth
State.

There were some other nota-
ble victories against the Ply-
mouth State contingent.
Anselmi and Steckler blazed
their way to 8-3 and 7-4 victories.

In the middle weight classes,
captains May and Leahy also
won, as May beefed up his unde-
feated record. MacDonell ral-

lied from his earlier loss to

garner a major 11-0 win.

Greg Zaff '84 serves to top-ranked Kenton Jernlgan of Harvard In Thursday's action. (Khakee)

The next match, the Little
The lower weights were not as Three championship, is Satur-

fortunate. Freshmen Andrew day at Wesleyan.
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Four frosh arrested,

caught stealing keg
by Christian Hewlett

Four freshmen were arrested and charged with larceny and
transporting alcohol as a minor by WllUamstown police early
Sunday morning. ^ ^<my

The arrests occurred after the four alledgedly stole a keg of
beer from a party in Dennett House and were attempting to
transport it back to the freshman quad. They were stopped by
police next to Chapin Hall at approximately 12: 15 a.m. accord-
ing to Officer Vincent Zoito.

Charged were 18-year-olds Gregory Keller and Ajata Medl-
ratta both Williams B residents; 18-year-old William Graham
and 19-year-old Barrett Brown, both of Williams A.
According to Brown, the four saw a beer keg sitting next to the

door of the Hot Dust Room, located below Mills House, Saturday
night. He said one of them asked "how could we get that back to
the Quad?" and he then volunteered to get his car.

The four loaded the keg in back of the car and pulled on to Park
Street. After turning onto Route 2 they were spotted by Zoito,
who was off-duty on his way home.
According to Zoito, he saw Brown's car driving down Route 2

"at a high rate of speed" with a keg in the back and the hatch
flapping open and closed. He happened to pass two police cruis-
ers at that point and motioned to them. They followed Brown's
car up to Chapin Hall.

Brown said the officers stopped him and asked "have you guys
got I.D's and registrations, and where'd you get that keg?" He
explained that "we told them what we were up to. At that point it
wasn't worth lying about."

The four were arrested, taken to the police station and
released that night. They will be arraigned in Northern Berk-
shire District Court Wednesday.
The charge of transporting alcohol as a minor carries with it a

$300 fine; larceny is punishable by a maximum jail sentance of
two and a half years.

Keller said he had heard from Security that the larceny charge
might be dropped In court, although Zoito said-he had no knowl-
edge of that happening.

Following the theft incident. Security, on the recommendation
of town police, closed parties In Dennett, Armstrong, Mills and
Perry Houses since state law prohibits large parties after 1 a.m.

For reasons which are not readily apparent many courses, such as this Environmental Geology class
which has more than 50 people, are seriously overcrowded this semester. (Ruderman)

Students and faculty troubled
by overcrowded course crush

by John Irwin

Students seem to be having
more difficulty than usual get-

ting into courses this semester
and many courses are unusu-
ally large, although figures indi-

cate that more courses are
actually being offered than in

the fall.

Most of the incidents of over-

crowding appear to be attribu-

table to the volume of student

course changes and specific

problems in several depart-
ments.

In the History department,
for example, many students
were turned away from courses
such as History 202 (Modern
China) and History 214 (Modern
America). Department chair-

man John Hyde said that profes-

sors had to turn people away

from the freshman seminar His-

tory 106 for the first time In sev-

eral years.

100 for Art 110

The Economics department
also had several overenrolled
courses, and courses in several

other departments were unusu-
ally full as well. For example in

Art 110 (Drawing I ) , a studio art

course Intended for 20 students,

more than a hundred sought pla-

ces. Even English 216 (Intro-

duction to the Novel) , a lecture

course intended for over 150 stu-
dents, had to be closed when 200
people appeared at the first

class meeting.
The extent and seriousness of

the problem are hard to deter-

mine, since final course regis-

tration counts are not yet in to

the Registrar's office. In addi-

tion, these counts only show how
many people are in a course, not
how many were turned away.

More courses this spring
Registrar George Howard

cited figures, however, which
suggest that the problem of
crowded courses ought not to be
any different this semester than
in the past. More courses are
being offered this spring than
last fall, and there are only 18
more students on campus now
than there were last semester.
Two hundred and thirty-six

courses with 333 sections were
offered in the fall, while 286
courses with 323 sections are
being offered this spring. The
fall in the number of sections is

mostly attributable to English
101, which had 19 sections in the

Continued on Page 4

Housing Com.: Groups of 7 to Mission Park
by B. DeMott

Meeting Wednesday, the Housing Committee
unanimously passed a proposal to allow freshmen to

apply to Mission Park in groups of seven instead of four
during freshman inclusion this year. The proposal will

take the form of an official recommendation to the
Committee on Undergraduate Life.

The Housing Committee's action reopens a controv-

ersy which ended last fall when the CUL decided to

lower the size of freshman inclusion groups to four, the

size of most suites on campus.
In the past those groups with more than four students

had automatically been relegated to Mission Park,
which has larger suites.

" [CUL] changed it (last year) so it would be consist-

ent across the board," said Dean Mary Kenyatta, a
member of both the Housing Committee and CUL.

Only 3 to Mission
However, explained Bill Foraker '85, Housing Com-

mittee co-chairman and author of the proposal, "we
changed it back because last year three people applied

to Mission Park (first choice, 22 second choice). That

was in a large part due to the restriction (on group

On Wednesday the Housing Committee, led by chairman

Phil Walsh '85, left, voted unanimously to raise the

size ot freshman Inclusion groups from four to seven to

encourage freshman to apply to Mission Park. Dean of

Housing Mary Kenyatta, right, did not approve the move.

(Ruderman)

size)." The previous year 71 freshman put Mission
Park first choice and 192 second choice.
"Most freshmen seem to want to have the option,"

Foraker added. Freshman representative James
Goodwin '87 agreed. ' 'Every single freshman wants the
option of applying as a group of seven," he said. Dean
Kenyatta said that she would like to see a poll taken on
the subject.

Co-chairman Phil Walsh '85 said the question of inclu-

sion group size got reopened this year because "it's a
different Housing Committee." He said he was confi-

dent that CUL would also pass the proposal. "We'll put
the screws In. You can get anything passed if you're
persistent."

Several Housing Committee members pointed out

that the larger application groups were a drawing card
for Mission alone. Pratt House President Allison Mar-
tin '85 retorted, "We need something! Lets face it, it's

ugly, there's no parking, it's a hole down there." Later
she added that she loved the people there.

• In other business, the committee also examined a
proposal concerning the Center for Developmental
Economics, whereby each CDE member would be
matched with a volunteer from one of the residential

houses. The volunteer would be responsible for keeping
the CDE member aware of social activities on campus.

"It's ridiculous, this should have been done years
ago," said Walsh '85. The house presidents agreed to

bring a list of interested volunteers to the next meeting.
• The committee scheduled its annual Freshmen
Inclusion Program for Sunday, Feb. 26, at 7:00 in

Brooks-Rogers. Walsh explained that during the pro-

gram, "the house presidents get out and give the fresh-

men the dope on [their] houses."

The following week was set for open houses, during
which freshmen are invited to visit the housing groups
before actually applying to them.

The Berkshire Quad and Dodd-Tyier will hold their

open house on Monday, Feb. 27. The row houses will

hold theirs on Tuesday, Greylock on Wednesday, and
.Mission Park on Thursday. Ail of the open houses will

be from 7-10 p.m.

• Security Supervisor Jean Thorndike asked Mission

Park house presidents to go to their houses and find out

Continued on Page 6

Butler improving in

Washington hospital
by Christian Hewlett

The condition of Dennis Butler '86, who was left

paralyzed by a Jan. 25 skiing accident, has now offi-

cially been upgraded from critical to stable, accord-
ing to Dean of the College Daniel O'Connor. Butler
remains in the intensive care unit of George
Washington University Hospital in Washington, D.C.

O'Connor said that according to hospital person-
nel,"[Butler] is resting more comfortably in trac-

tion." An operation to rebuild his crushed fifth

vertebra has been postponed in the hopes of natural
healing occurring, O'Connor said.

However, he added, Butler's spinal cord appears
to be transected and he has "no hope of regaining
any function."

O'Connor said Butler is still on a respirator but has
begun to do a little breathing on his own. Doctors say
he will remain on artificial breathing for several

more weeks, O'Connor added.

In addition, Butler is now able to talk a little bit.

According to O'Connor, Butler's parents say Dennis
is in reasonably good spirits and is beginning to think

about his future and how he will deal with his

disability.

The "Dennis Butler Rehabilitation Fund," begun
Feb. 3 by the Dean's Office, has already netted

$3,000, O'Connor said. Notable contributions have
come from the swim team, various residential
houses and a benfit party by the Black Student
Union, as well as individual students, staff and
faculty members.

"I think it would be wonderful if we could get it up
to $10,000," O'Connor said. "That is the price of a
really first class wheelchair, and I think that would
make a good gift."

He noted that contriubtions, made out to the fund,

can be turned into the Dean's Office or S.U. Box 3291.
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Seven-Up
Seven freshmen could again be included as a group to Mission Park if

the Committee on Undergraduate Life approves a recent Housing Com-
mittee resolution.

Last year, for the first time, the number of people allowed to apply to

Mission was lowered from seven to four, and only two freshmen applied
to Mission as their first choice.

An attractive feature of Mission—being able to live with a large group
of friends—has been turned on its end to become a drawback. If four

people apply to a Mission house, they are almost guaranteed to have to

share a six- or seven-room suite with strangers. The seven-roomn suites,

which were designed to a unique feature of the Park, are now unpopular
because of the mix of roommates.
Dean Mary Kenyatta favors the four-person limit for reasons of con-

sistency with other houses. But a consistency in all houses of happy suite

members is more important than a consistency of numbers. While suites

in Greylock are designed for four people, those in Mission are designed
for more, so it is logical to adapt the system to fit Mission Park.
The Mission Park limit was originally lowered during the move to cut

the number of transfers. However, the lowered popularity of Mission
among freshmen can actually increase the number of transfers because
those who are there are not there by choice. A group of six or seven,
however, would be more pleased with Mission and less likely or even
able to transfer out.

Physical plant is not the main problem at Mission Park. Mission was
once a highly sought-after place to live; and it can be agin if inclusion
rules are tailored to Mission's special advantages.

Quotation of the Week
We need something! Let's face

it, it's ugly, there's no parking, it's

a hole down there.

Pratt House president Allison Martin,
urging larger application groups for Mission Park

Spectator Sports
Fan participation in athletic events returned to the school in recent

basketball and hockey games. Last Saturday's hockey game was an
example of how not to participate; this week's basketball game was an
example of constructive rowdiness.

There is a fine line between helping and hurting the team you are
cheering for, and the obnoxious, thoughtless, drunken activity at the
hockey game went over that line. On the other hand, coaches, players
and fans welcomed the return of the Sixth Man to Saturday's hoop game.
Cheers were fun and clean; stunts were original and amusing.

Active fan participation is an enjoyable part of athletics, and one that

can help the team greatly. Saturday's crowd from Lasell would be

welcome at all College sporting events year round.

LETTERS
Crudities

To the editor:

Last Saturday night the Williams
hockey team lost decisively to Amherst
for two reasons, one obvious and deplor-

able. First, the Amherst team was
clearly the stronger that evening.
Second, the Williams undergraduate
"fans" were unsportsmanlike, painfully

juvenile and worse than embarrassing.
We would guess that tennis balls, bot-

tles, unimaginative cheers and tasteless

jeering did little, if anything, to encoiur-

age the Williams players, bench penal-

ties notwithstanding.

This behavior defiled the image of stu-

dent sportsmanship in the worst possible

way, at least in the eyes of visitors,

faculty, alumni and townspeople.
Hockey games are public events and not

simply private preserves where uninhi-

bited poor taste can all hang out and one
can wallow in his own crudities.

Unfortunately all Williams undergrad-

uates now bear the stigma of some of

their number who behaved so poorly.

Your friends are irritated, perplexed

and ashamed.
MacAlister Brown
Thomas Costley

Willard Dickerson '40

James Drummond '58

Henry Flynt '44

Richard Hunter (Amherst) '44

John Hyde '52

Robert Odell

Philip F. Smith '55

Lauren Stevens

Kuhrt Weineke

Smart-Aleck
To the Editor:

Williams was humiliated Saturday
night (February 4thl— not so much by a

'fine Amherst hockey team who played

well and deserved to win, but by a smart-

aleck, bush league group of students

whose often obscene chants and unruly

behavior spoiled the atmosphere of what

should have been a good contest and, at

least twice, brought penalties against

Williams which contributed to the

Amherst victory. Our players must have

felt, "with friends like these, who needs ,

enemies?"
I had two young grandsons with me.

We had looked forward to this game for

weeks. But that small group of Williams

"fans" , with their obvious lack of sports-

manship, so soured us that we left early.

In disgust.

I have never understood why non-

participants engage in those cheap shots

from the safety of the stands. I've never

known an athlete, one who actually com-

petes, to resort to that kind of behavior.

Now and then the stands broke out Into

a good Williams cheer. That was great,

and the team needed that kind of sup-

port. But then It would all be spoiled by
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profanity and worse. It Is too bad that a
few individuals can do so much harm to a

college as fine as this one.

Willard Dickerson '40

Little Boys

To the editor:

Along with many other spectators, I

am distressed and offended over the

behavior of some of the Williams hockey
team cheering section at the recent

Amherst hockey game. They cheapened
themselves and the College. More Impor-

tantly, they Injured and Insulted the Wil-

liams team which they had supposedly

come to support.

I urge the student body, faculty, and
administration to take some action to

help these little boys to grow up. Such
shenanigans would get them tossed out

of Madison Square Garden and arrested.

Perhaps a dose of real world medicine

would be helpful.

A. Gordon Clarke, Jr. '51

Good Fun
To the editor:

In a world In which children are dying,

it is refreshing to read that 280 Williams

students are "playing" K.A.O.S., Killing

As An Organized Sport. May the winner

savor his or her fifty dollar prize. All In

good fun, right?

Eric Bagan 'M

by Charles P. Goodwin, '87

There were 205 of us In Brooks-Rogers
Friday before last. One out of every ten

Williams students. Amazing. When
cards asking whether or not we were pre-

reglstered were passed around, thirty-

two people began to sweat. You could say

that I was glad to be pre-registered. I had
my place on the life-boat, but I knew how
those thirty-two felt. The day before, I

had been sweating. In hopes of getting

Into Econ lOlS, for which twenty-six had
been pre-reglstered. There were exactly

forty people in the room. I had counted
them to see just how bad my chances of

getting in were.
Freshmen and sophomores, who have

yet to decide on a major or concentra-

tion, experience a great deal of indeci-

sion, which is certainly a valid feeling.

It's easy to hate a subject when you're

cramming for the final. Later on—
maybe a month later—you may decide
that you actually did enjoy It.

Our system Is better than many other

schools'. We don't have the dreaded
arena In which students clobber each
other In order to get a seat In Micro 307 or

Mondo 101. But there is room for

Op-Ed 1 he Williams Record

Musical Chairs

Housecleaning

Improvement:
•First, print up add/drop cards with two
add spaces and two drop spaces. This
will cut down on the volume of paper fly-

ing back and forth.

•Second, give the people over in Hopkins
a break and send the cards out with the
registration packet.

•Third, require every student to pre-

register for a minimum of four courses.
People who pre-register for three or
fewer courses—usually because they are
uncertain alwut what course to take-
create a false Impression.

•In courses with limited enrollments,
send out a notice of acceptance or rejec-

tion early; give them a chance to pre-
register for a fourth course.
•Finally,put a question on the pre-

reglstratlon form asking for possible
alternative choices. Top priority in

switching would, of course, be given to

those who had indicated a possible
switch.

All of these should make life easier for

stud^t. Instructor, administrator, and
Joe Dewey. After all, he's the one who
gets blamed for understocking books and
takes the loss for overstocking.

Pursuit Of Excellence
by Jan van Eck

This year, the College Council Is doing
Its spring cleaning early by revising Its

Constitution. We think It makes sense to

rewrite passages which have caused
problems in the past and to delete refer-

ences to obsolete committees. The pro-

posed changes have already been passed
by a two-thirds vote of the College Coun-
cil and will be on the ballot at the end of

the month. /I r least 1000 students must
vote for the changes on February
27th, 28th and 29th for the proposed
changes to take effect. Brief descrip-

tions and explanations of the proposed
changes are presented Ijeiow:

•Like candidates for the White House,
the Council President and Vice-
President will be elected as a ticket. Dif-

Assembly will be 250 students, not the
present number of 100. We felt that a sub-
stantial number of students should
attend such an Assembly before it can
claim to speak for the whole student
body.

•The student member of any college

committee chosen by the Council may be
removed by a three-fourths vote of the

council. In the past, the Council could do
nothing even if a person never attended
any meetings. Under the proposed
changes. If a person fails to attend meet-
ings or severely misrepresents what a

large majority of Council members feel

to be student opinion, then the College

Council win have the power to remove
that person.

. . . presidents and vice-

presidents who were elected

separately have sometimes
caused the Council to be

ineffective even if both were
creative and energetic—
sometimes especially so.

ferences between Council presidents and
vice-presidents who were elected separ-

ately have sometimes caused the Coun-
cil to be ineffective and disorganized,

even when both persons were creative

and energetic—sometimes especially so.

The l)eneflts of this change, proposed by
a past vice-president, seem to override

any side-effects of Increased pre-

election politicking.

•The Council will be able to, by a two-

thirds vote, make students eligible to run
for Treasurer even if they have not pre-

viously served on the Finance Commit-
tee. In the past, it seemed unfair to let

former Finance Committee members
run unopposed when other qualified can-

didates wanted to run.

•The following committees will be
deleted from the Constitution because

they have not met for several years and,

as far as we could tell, never served any
useful purpose in the first place. They
are: the Information Committee, the

Faculty Meeting Committee, the Coun-

cil's Housing Committee (the other one

will continue to exist), the Student Life

Committee, and the Student Education

Committee. Now, the president forms

ad-hoc committees, like the Newsletter

Committee, which disband after their

Jobs are done. In addition, the position of

alternate House Representative will be

abolished in the proposed Constitution.

•The quorum tor an official Student

•The off-campus member, who repres-

ents 120 students, will have his or her

vote counted, like any other house repre-

sentative. The off-campus representa-

tive Is currently a non-voting meml)er.

•The Council will be run according to

parliamentary procedure only when the

President finds It necessary.

•A quorum for Council meetings will be
two-thirds of the voting members. Coun-
cil did not have an official quorum
before.

Our goals In updating the Constitution

are to make It a concise, working docu-

ment which reflects the needs of the Wil-

llams community. We think a
streamlined document will help the Col-

lege Council represent students more
effectively. We hope you agree with our
proposed revisions and vote for them in

the coming elections.

Armhowzer

by Seth Johnson
Athletics play a very Important role in

today's educational systems. Competi-
tive athletics and intellectual pursuits

can complement and enhance each
other,benefiting both the Individual and
the Institution.

We can trace the roots of this athletic

and academic motif to Greek philo-

sophy. In which the guiding principle

behind education was that an Individual

must strive to achieve a sense of har-

mony and proportion between the exer-

tions of the Intellect and the body: "The
mere athlete becomes too much a savage
and the musician (intellectual) Is melted
beyond what Is good for him. ".In saying

this, Plato is not talking about a casual

jog or stroll In the park, but rather an
activity that requires considerable
effort, a striving and pursuit of excel-
lence and attainable goals.

In the 19th century the English added
the concept of character building to the

sound-mlnd-and-body principle of the

Greeks. According to this view, sports,

and expeclally team games, instilled the

qualities of discipline, loyalty, leader-

ship, and perseverence, all of which con-

tribute to one's abUlty to make a

contribution to society beyond the

athletic field.

Competitive athletics are very much a

reflection of the world In which we live.

Besides teaching specific physical skills

and techniques that an Individual can
apply to a particular sport, athletics

teahes that one's talents and abilities can
be worked on, developed, put Into prac-

tice, and perhaps even mastered. It

teaches the value of t)elng able to relate

to people and to be able to work as part of

a group under sometimes difficult situa-

tions. It teaches one a great deal about
how to respond to the pressure of a par-

ticular situation and about loyalty and
commitment to others.

These are truly the reasons why par-

ticipation In sports is of value within an
educational program. Whether one is an
Ail-American or a substitute, a Division I

or Division III competitor, the opportun-
ity to reap the benefits of the experience
is readily available. Everyone eventu-

ally ends up on some kind of team,
whether it be as a part of a family, busi-

ness, church, or social group.

Colleges and universities are continu-

ing today to better define the proper role

of extracurricular activities in education

and In particular, the role of athletics. At
one extreme athletics have been
diverted from its original purpose
because of media pressure, business and
money concerns, leading to abuses of the

role of athletics and athletes. At the other

end of the spectrum however, some Insti-

tutions put too tight a lid on athletics and
stymie Its potential. Neither allows the

athletic program to meet Its educational
purpose.

Williams can be an ideal setting for the

student-athlete (we produce Rhodes
Scholars In numbers far out of propor-
tion to our size) . Unlike the vast Division

I training grounds for pre-professlonal

athletes, Williams athletes will more
likely become lawyers, physicians, edu-

cators and scholars, or executives rather
than NBA centers or NFL quarterbacks.
As a small liberal arts institution of

exacting standards and a policy of

awarding scholarships and aid purely on
the basis of financial need, it is very
unlikely that Williams will ever lose its

perspective of the proper academics/at-
hletics balance. Recruiting abuses and
indirect player Iwnuses are not problems
which we are likely to face.

But although the vast majority of Willi-

ams athletes will not become profes-

sional players, this does not mean that

athletics should or does play a less

Important role within the educational

system. Does Williams face the opposite

problem, that athletics is not supported
enough? This Is not necessarily true

either. In terms of providing facilities

and financial support, Williams matches
the other institutions of its size.

But even at Williams there is a ten-

dency for academicians and physical

educators to view the academic/athlet-

ics balance as a 'them vs. us' relation-

ship. This is counterproductive to say the

least, for the qualities of energy, disci-

pline and maturity are best developed
when these two facets of education work
In tandem.
Any community needs balance, vital-

ity and diversity. Athletics plays a vital

role In providing these qualities to a col-

lege, and one would hope that it is not

merely viewed as amusement or recrea-

tion, but as a legitimate educational tool.

This is the first part in a tivo

part series on athletics. The
second ivill appear ne.xt iveek.

by Fish
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Art Museum still growing, flourishing
by Jeffrey H. Brainard

Although everything seems
quiet outside, work Is still con-
tinuing on the Williams College
Museum of Art.

According to co-director Cha-
rles Parkhurst, the museum
plans to install the College's

permanent art collection this

summer. In addition, the Col-

lege is currently raising money
to complete the modernization
of the original octagonal part of

Lawrence. Both the upstairs
and downstairs of Lawrence
will house the collection.

The only part of the old build-

ing which has already been fully

restored is the upstairs Bloedeil

Gallery , which currently houses
the Edvard Munch exhibition.

However, after this summer the

gallery will house only works
from the permanent collection

instead of changing exhibits.

Louvers delayed
Several other renovations

have been delayed because the
College did not have the money
to fund them when the Law-
rence addition was being built

last year. These include louvers

in the ceiling of the Class of 1954

Gallery to control the amount of

light coming through it's

skylight.

The skylight has been covered
by a temporary cloth shade, but

Parkhurst said it does not

screen out enough light to allow

certain kinds of art to be safely
shown in the gallery. "Waterco-
lors or works on paper could
fade or be damaged" in the
existing lighting conditions, he
explained. The louver system
will allow museum staff to pre-
cisely control lighting levels.

Driveway in front

The College will also build a
circular driveway in front of

Lawrence that will have park-
ing spaces for 40 to 50 cars,
Parkhurst said. Current park-
ing around the museum is

limited to the driveway by East
College, which only has space
for about ten cars, making park-
ing congested.

The College hopes to build a
loading dock and door at the

building's northwest corner.
Currently artwork has to be
brought in through the muse-
um's main entrance.

There will be a courtyard in

the present Fayerweather park-

ing lot, Parkhurst said. Anarch-
way will also be built over the

walkway leading to the steps

south of Lawrence.

According to William Reed,
College Vice-President and
Treasurer, the College must
still raise $1 million to complete
all the renovations. The
National Endowment for the

Arts will provide money to pay
for the installation of the p)er-

manent collection, in the form
of a $25,000 matching grant.

Parkhurst said. Reed said it

may take one to two years to

complete everything.

Even in its unfinished form,
the museum has generated con-
siderable attention since its

opening in September. "Attend-
ance has been first-rate so far.

considering our low profile,"

said Parkhurst, adding that the

number of visitors should grad-
ually increase as the College
completes its renovation.

He said attendance averaged
about 138 f)er day during the

first two months, but dropped in

January to about 84 per day,
which he attributed to winter
doldrums and the holiday
season.

"Steady increase"
"We've had a steady increase

[in attendance], it's like a snow-
ball effect," he said. "There
have been more school tours
and bus groups through each
month. ..we've had a lot of
repeat visitors.

"I don't know if we'll ever
reach the level of the Clark [Art
Institute in Williamstown]— it

has a bigger and more attrac-

tive collection—but we should
get a little bounce-off from it,"

he said.

There has been no promotion
of the museum other than
through press releases to

regional media, Parkhurst said.

Any additional advertising is

dependent on funding in next
year's budget, he said.

"*^Hk.
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Although this part of the College Museum of Art has been com-
pleted, much of the building still awaits renovation and repair
before the College's permanent art collection can be moved In this

summer.

If the museum is to build its

reputation further, it will

"require some permanence in

the collection," Parkhurst said,

"and that requires that we fin-

ish the building."

Behavior modification peels of pounds again
by Becky Conklin

The notorious "Freshman Ten" strikes on col-

lege campuses all over the country, and victims

spend much of their four-year college careers try-

ing to lose the weight they gained initially. Fad
diets are not the answer, however, according to

Mimi Welch, a registered dietician at North
Adams Regional Hospital.

Welch directs a program on the W'illiams Col-

lege campus to teach students to eat properly so

that they can take off weight permanently. The
program, based on behavior modification

methods, encourages participants to change their

eating habits whether they are overweight or not.

"Overweight people tend to react to external

stimuli...whereas a thin person eats from internal

stimuli, telling them whether they are hungry or

not," Welch said. "We want to teach people to

become more in tune with their inner feelings."

No calorie counting

With that goal in mind, participants monitor

their eating habits by filling in charts that show
what, where and how they eat. After the first

weekly meeting, the students begin to alter their

bad eating habits without necessarily counting

calories.

"Weight loss is secondary, something that

comes along with it," explained Welch. "It's not a

diet. You can eat anything you want. ..in modera-

tion .
'

' The program does not use calorie-counting,

and since there are no forbidden foods, no guilt

feelings or cravings accompany the process, she

added.

Success stories

The program began at Williams last year,

although it originated at North Adams Regional

Hospital several years ago. Last year's Williams

Continued on Page 6

Course overflow
Continued from Page 1

fall and only four this semester.

Howard said he does not yet

know whether the number of

student course changes is much
greater this semester than nor-

mally, but the flow of add drop
cards that has come in is not

noticeably different from past

exjjerience. Typically, Howard
said, about two-thirds of all stu-

dents make some sort of

change.

Better preregistration

However, Graver attributed

the crowding problem to lack of

careful preregistration. Student

course changes, he said, "put a

stress on the system." When
planning course offerings, the

faculty try to gauge student

interest, but they often find out

too late, he explained.

"The shop around system is a

difficult one. If students prereg-

ister, and then laterchange.it is

very difficult to accomodate
them because of advance plan-

ning. The preregistrtaion sys-

tem is designed to save students

places in the courses they

want."

Professor Hyde agreed, say-

ing that the College "is incapa-

ble of handling this number of

drop adds," because of
advance arrangements for

books, staffing, and classroom
size.

Contributing to the problem
this particular semester are
some unusual arrangements in

the popular History and Eco-
nomics departments. In His-

tory, five professors are on
leave this spring compared to

two last fall, and three visiting

professors who were here last

semester have left . Thus history

courses are more crowded this

semester, especially Gail Her-
shatter's courses on China,
since she is the only non-

Western history professor not

on leave.

Econ errors

Similarly, in the Economics
department, upper level elec-

tives have been overcrowded
because of a miscalculation and
a surprise. Department Chair-

man Gordon Winston reported

that the department offered a

new course in mathematical
economics this spring. It

expected, correctly, that the

course would not draw many
students, but it forgot that stu-

dents who wanted or needed

upper level electives, having

one less that appealed to them,

would crowd the remaining
ones.

The other cause of overcrowd-
ing in these courses was a sud-

den jump in the number of

junior majors, from about 60 to

nearly 80, which caught the

department by surprise. Win-

ston noted, however, that des-

pite the problems, "overall, we
still have some room in these

courses."

Dean of the Faculty Francis
Oakley reported that there have
been no striking shifts in popu-
larity from some departments
to others, but he suggested that

there are often "short-term
fluctuations that are hard to

predict and irritating" to

faculty, who cannot plan for

them. "Weallpaya priceforthe
fluidity of the system," he said.

Don Juan in Hell
lacks drive^ luster

by J.B. Bird

For an hour and a half Fri-

day night. Professor Fred
Stocking's production of Don
Juan in Hell effectively

focused a DownStage audien-
ce's attention on the esoteric

interlude from George Ber-
nard Shaw's hefty play, Man
and Superman. Unfortu-
nately, the interlude should

have run closer to an hour.

The pace became at times
laborious; the actors did not

always cue in quickly; and a

general absence of character
conflict often settled over the

stage.

Fortunately, Shaw's speech
clearly delivered by some
more than competent actors,

justify themselves; and comic
touches, many successful,

buoyed up the innately fasci-

nating text.

The play is a dream
sequence— from Shaw's
larger play—which finds Don
Juan (Tom Loizeaux '85),

bored stiff with hell, breaking
down misconceptions about
the fiery vacationland for a

woman he unsuccessfully
pursued on earth. The woman.
Ana (Victoria Price '84),

would like to go to heaven. Her
father (David Altshuler '84)

and the Devil (Alfred Haft '85

1

take it upon themselves to dis-

suade her.

Shaw turns heaven and hell

inside out. His hell worships
love, beauty, and eternal
happiness: his heaven only
offers eternal solitude and
contemplation.

Loizeaux carved out an
admirably clear character.
His Don Juan smirked arro-

gantly, waved refined and del-

icate hands, and trilled a

wonderfully affected falsetto.

But that well-carved char-
acter did little for Shaw's dra-
matics. Don Juan's arrogance
annoyed before it charmed. As
a result, his revolutionary and
slightly immoral proclama-
tions —"virtue is the trade
unionism of the married," or
"the sex relation is not a per-

sonal or friendly relation at

all"— lost some allure.

Alfred Haft's devil, with his

realistic acceptance of spirit-

ual twredom, death, and the
pursuit of personal happiness,
walked off with the show.
Haft played his devil like a

game show host, hair slicked

back over a gaudy red blazer.

He promised in hell the life

Ana had expected in heaven.
Heaven, on the other hand,
was like a classical concert:

"A number of people sit there
in glory, not because they
think they are happy, but
because they think they owe it

to their position to be in

heaven."
Stocking staged the show in

a suped-up reader's theater,

each actor performing from
his own black lectern which
held a script. The black set

was a perfect touch for the

presentation of Shaw's intel-

lectual text. Haft most effec-

tively and naturally leaned on,

slumped in and spoke from his

lectern.

Price, also unselfconscious

about the lectern, captured

her character as clearly as

Haft. Her voice atxjve all was
excellent. Clear, in character,

and broad-ranging, when she

spoke she gave the entire per-

formance the much-needed
pace and clarity of a radio

show.

I
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Winter Carnival brings

Wild Things to purple valley

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

S*Bt
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Mission Park residents went all-out in the snow sculpture competition last year. This rendition of

the Nautilus, well over 50 feet long, won the competition. (Scheibe)

by Martin HUdebrand
The Wild Things are here and

with them they've brought the

1984 Winter Carnival. This

year's carnival will feature ski-

ers from about a dozen schools,

as well as parties and other

sporting events.

However, Carnival hasn't

always Ijeen this big. The first

Winter Carnival had only 10 par-

ticipants. They ran 100 and 440

yard dashes for skiers and
snowshoers on Weston Field,

held a one-mile cross-country

race, and constructed a ski

jump that rose one and a half

feet. The following year, a sim-

ilar Winter Carnival was held,

but the ski jump was so much
larger, rising 8 feet, that only

one person tried It.

Throughout its history. Carni-

val has created and broken
some traditions. In 1934, the

Thunderbolt Trail on Mt. Grey-
lock was first used for the
Alpine events; It remained in

use for the Carnival until the

1961 opening of the ski trails on

Berlin Mountain. In 1941, the

first Carnival Queen was
crowned, and the crowning of a

Carnival Queen was popular

until the start of co-education.

In the period following World
War n, Carnival became sim-

ilar to present-day Carnivals.

Programs from around 1950 list

House Dances as major events

for the Saturday evening of Car-

nival. Jim Briggs '60, the

former Director of the Outing

Club, recalled, "The weekend
was a time for parties as well as

races and games. Everyone had
dates up for the weekend .

" Like

now, everyone had a day off,

and many people were
gatekeepers.

Technology has brought some
changes since the late '50's.

Briggs recalled that there were
no Sno-Cats to pack the snow,

and students packed the snow
themselves. One year, following

a snowstorm of 2 to 3 feet, stu-

dents rose at 4 or 5 in the morn-
ing to pack the snow. Starting in

1980, the Alpine races were held

at Brodie Mountain, where
snow-making equipment redu-

ces the threat of lack of snow.

This year, a computer will be

used to speed the scoring

process.

An event that is no longer held

but had attractfd many specta-

tors was the ski jumping. In

fact, Jeff Hastings '81 is the top

U.S. ski jumper in the Olym-
pics. The N.C.A.A., however,

starting a few years ago, no

longer sanctions ski jumping.

Snow sculpture contests have
become more popular in recent

years. This year's Winter Carni-

val theme is "Where the Wild

Things Are." Snow sculptures,

however, need not be based on

the monsters in the book of that

name.
Thursday afternoon's open-

ing ceremonies will feature a

citizens' cross-country race

around Poker Flats and Cole

Field. This race is of>en to all

members of the college com-
munity and will be a low-key

affair. Friday afternoon there
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THURSDAY
Opening Ceremonies, Cole Field t-louse

Citizen's Cross-Country Ski Race
Jazz Band Concert, Qreylock dining hall

Brodie Mtn. Party

FRIDAY
Bus for Brodie leaves from Chapin
Women's Giant Slalom, First run, Brodie Mtn.
Men's Giant Slalom, First Run, Brodie Mtn.

Bus for Brodie leaves from Chapin
Women's Giant Slalom, Second run, Brodie Mtn.
Bus for Brodie leaves from Chapin <<

Trike race, Chapin circle

Winter Games, Poker Flats .;,•

Men's Giant Slalom, Second run, Brodie Mtn. I

Women's Cross-Country, Brodie Cross-Country,.
Course
Men's Cross-Country, Brodie Cross-Country Course ,;

Octet Winter Carnival Jamboree, Chapin IHall

Men's Varsity Hockey vs. MIddlebury, Lansing'
Chapman Rink

'

SATURDAY
Bus for Brodie (eaves from Chapin
Women's Slalom, First run, Brodie Mtn.

Women's Cross-Country relay, Brodie Cross-Country

Course 00
Men's Slalom, First run, Brodie Mtn.

Men's Cross-Country relay, Brodie Cross-Country
Course
Bus for Brodie leaves from Chapin
Women's Slalom, Second run, Brodie Mtn.

Bus for Brodie leaves from Chapin
Men's Varsity Swimming vs. Wesleyan, Muir Pool
Men's Slalom, Second run, Brodie Mtn.

Women's Hockey vs. Wesleyan, Lansing Chapman
Rink

Women's Varsity Basketball vs. Wesleyan. Lasell Gym
Skiing Awards Ceremony, Bronfman Auditorium
Women's Varsity Swimming vs. Wesleyan, Muir Pool
Winter Carnival Buffet, Dining halls

Men's JV Basketball vs. Wesleyan, Lasell Gym
Men's Varsity Basketball vs. Wesleyan, Lasell Gym

1

will be a the traditional Trike

Race, which is anything but tra-

ditional. A trike is anything

human-powered with 3 wheels.

This race will feature prizes for

things like the most outrageous
pit crew as well as the fastest

trike. Afterwards, there will be

various games at Cole Field.

Musically, the Carnival
boasts concerts by both the

Octet and the jazz band. Of
course, sports events will take
place all weekend, with skiing

out at Brodie Mtn. and men's
and women's hockey, basket-

ball, and swimming here on
campus.

JOSEPH E. DEWEY

9:00 - 5:00

Mon.-Sat.

WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.
01267

V
> ^^ 458-5717

THE

SPIRIT

SHOP

Check Our Many InStore

Specials

280 Cole Avenue

Free Delivery on Campus

Winter Carnival

Specials
Gordon's Gin 1.75 litre

$t2.1G/bottle

Gordon's Vodka 1.75 litre

$9.75/bottle

Bud & Miller

$10.99/case + dep.

Andre Champagne
$30.00/case

Stroh's Beer

$10.99/case -•- dep.

Molson's Brador

$13.99/case -•- dep.

458-3704

Washington's Birthday

SALE
Feb. 17, 18, and 20

10% OFF
our regular low

prices on all

records and tapes.

TGONERVILLE TROLLEY RECORDS
131 WsUr St., Wllllamitown, MA 4S»-522t
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In fact, we'll even pay you more than $575 a month while you attend. That's

In addition to paying for your full tuition and required txx}ks and fees.

It's all part of the Armed Forces Health Professions Scholarship Program.
How does It work?

If you're selected for a Physician Scholarshlp-from the Army, Navy, or

Air Force-you're commissioned as an officer In the Resen/e.

While you're In school, you'll serve 45 days a year on active duty, gaining

valuable medical experience. After graduation, you will serve three or more
years, the length depending on the requirements of the Service selected and
years of scholarship assistance received.

As an Armed Forces physician you'll receive officer's pay and benefits,

and enjoy the advantages of working regular hours. You'll also see a diversity

of patients and have opportunities to use sophisticated medical technology.

But most important, while you're In medical school we'll help pay the bills.

For more information, send In the coupon. There's no obligation whatsoever.

I Yes, I am interested in receiving more information atraut an Armed Forces Health |
Professions Scholarship I understand there is no obligation 9004

Mali this coupon to:

Armed Forces Scholarships, PO. Box C 1776. Huntington Station, NY 11746

Check up to three C ARMY :i NAVY 1_ AIR FORCE

I Please Print All Inlormation Clearly and Completely:

Male Female

n
rr

Area Code

College .

Date ol GraduatNXi [ I]
LThe inlormatKxn you voiunlafi'y provide will be used fof recruitirxj purposes onty The mofe complete fl n, M

I^eb•f1er we can respond 10 youf request (Authority 10 USC 503)
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Ephs bleed for Red Cross;
donate record 325 units

by Karen Philipps
More than 300 Williams stu-

dents lost 40 gallons of blood last

week, but all they felt was good.
The Red Cross Bloodmoblle
milked the campus for a record
325 units In Tuesday's and Wed-
nesday's blood drive.

The motivations to give blood
varied. Most students were con-
cerned with the recent
increased demand for blood.

Steve Zlotowskl '84 was espe-
cially aware of this need.

said. A senior, who wishes to
remain anonymous, enjoyed
giving blood, saying, "It's the
most tun you can have lying
down with your clothes on."
Paul Rardin '87 appreciates the
rewards of giving blood. "The
cookies are great," he said.

Homemade cookies were not
only served to the donors but
will be given to the winners of

the Vampire Sweepstakes (the

Williams students donated 325

units of the 386 units of blood col-

lected in Wllliamstown. This is

the largest amount of blood ever
collected in Wllliamstown at
once. Diane Rowe, Field Repre-
sentative for Northeast Blood
Services was thrilled with these
figures and complemented the
students on their enthusiasm.

The next Red Cross Bloodmo-
blle will be at the First Congre-

gational Church from April

10-11.

CORRECTION

Last week's byline on the article Two Plays in

DownStage Open Eyes was incorrect. The
reviewer was Karen Phillips.

Housing Committee

"It's the most fun you can have lying

down with your clothes on."

Continued from Page 1

the reaction to having patrols in

Mission to cut down on the van-
dalism. "I'd like to see if we
could get some student involv-

ment in patrolling the building,

and working with Security to try

and reduce the vandalism," she
said, adding that certified finan-

cial aid students could be paid

for the patrolling.

• In an attempt to integrate

freshmen and upperclassmen,
Walsh outlined a proposal in

which suites of freshmen would
be assigned to an upperclass
house and could attend func-

tions with that house as well as
their own entry. Dean Kenyatta
expressed concern about fresh-

men being thrown into upper-
class life before they had
adjusted to being at college.

Behavior modification

"Someone in my family needed
It once," he said. John Ahn '87

decided to give because "it
doesn't take anything away
from me." Kenard Gibbs "86

came to the bloodmobile
because he considers it "the
\merican thing to do."
The returning donors (all but

72 first-timers) have unique
reasons for coming back. Lou
Altman '87 likes the nurses.
' 'They give good back massages
after they take your blood," he

house with the greatest percen-

tage of participation in the

Bloodmobile). Carolyn Behr of

the American Red Cross said

that the cookies will be "baked
by several of the best cooks in

Wllliamstown."

The cooks are going to be busy

because Armstrong, Fayer-
weather, and Lehman all had
42'/f participation. The Vampire
Sweepstakes therefore resulted

in ."> three-way tie.

Continued from Page 4

class brought several success stories.

Because the program changes well-established
habits, weight loss was slow, but two students lost

as much as twenty pounds by this fall. Many par-
ticipants lost five to fifteen pounds during the

class. With new eating habits, those who lost

weight can keep off the extra pounds, according
to Welch.

At Williams this spring the twelve-week pro-

gram coincides with the semester. The class beg-

ins Feb. 21 and meets weekly until spring break,
resuming again after students return to campus.
The directors hope that participants will have
learned enough in the first five weeks of class to

maintain their good eating habits over spring
break.

"It's a learning experience," said Welch. "It's

simple, but it's not easy, and it's more work than a
diet." However, the rewards of the work appear
in the participant's permanent weight removal,"
she said.

f| Happy Valentine^s Day f^
from the American Red Cross

/

NOTICE
Candidates for the offices of College Council Presi

Treasurer ar6 encouraged io submit siatemenis of no m
Record.

Because we must meet our deadline before nomin
must be in our office by 6:00 on Friday, February 17

dent, Vice President, and
ore than 350 words to the

ations close, statements

Navy Gold:
Forged in a Tradition
of Excellence

Because the Officers wearing it are the best
in the world at what they do

. . . they have to be

J7— -T-

It takes a special breed
of aviator to meet tlie

cliailenges of Naval
Aviation. Strong,

dedicated and
professional men who
can control the world's
nnost sophisticated

aircraft. There's no
room over the oceans
for pilots that are

second-best.

To find out if you're qualified, see the Navy Represen-

tative that will be in the Campus Center on February

22. or call collect (518) 472-4424

Navy Officers Get Responsibility Fast.

Beneath the surface
pulses a unique
environment few will

ever challenge. Only an
uncompromised
standard of excellence
earns a submariner his

dolphins. The Navy
Nuclear Propulsion
Officers wear them.

KAYDEROSS PARK •SARATOGA

Ir^'
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WEST PACKAGE STORE

Route 2

Between N.A. and Williamstown

8 am-10 pm M-W 663-6081 a am-11 pm Th-Sat

IMPORTED BEER MADNESS AGAIN

Labatt's Beer & Ale

Henninger Light & Dark
Grolsch 12-oz. bottles

Molson's

Beck's Light & Dark

Moosehead
Guiness

Harp's

$12.99/case

$12.99/case

$15.99/case

$13.99/case

$16.99/case

$13.99/case

$16.99/case

$15.99/case

+ dep.

+ dep.

+ dep.

+ dep.

+ dep.

+ dep.

+ dep.

+ dep.

Pooh Perplex quietly serves students Arts Ifl VteU)
by Joe Ehlers

Despite a new location and
competition from outside boolc

firms, Pooh Perplex's second
semester operations have been
smooth, according to co-owner
Chris Harned '85.

Lines at the Pooh during the

first weel< of each semester
have traditionally caused prob-

lems. However, this semester
"people flowed through
smoothly," he said. "We
haven't expanded hours very
much, but we did open earlier

for the big sale."

The Pooh Perplex buys used
books from students and sells

them again at two-thirds their

current new price. The previous

owners of the books are then
paid three-fourths of the selling

price.

The Pooh was started in the

1960's by a group of Williams
students. Harned says that the

business was originally a shaky
operation. "It was not until the

previous owners took over five

years ago that it began rising to

legitimacy," he added.

Currently Harned runs the

business with two other juniors,

Julie Meer and Rich Gallun.

The three will operate the Pooh
through the first semester of

next year, when the new owners
will take over.

Hundreds of students

He noted that the Pooh has a

"tremendous" involvement
with the campus. "We probably
affect one-third of the college

community," he said, estimat-
ing that the business sold books
to about 500 students this semes-
ter and sent out 700 checks last

semester to students who had
sold their books to the Pooh.

However, he added that he
wished more students would sell
their books to Pooh so it would
have more stock available the
following semester.
The Pooh does not have a

monopoly on the used book
market at Williams. Last spring
an independent business bought
up books from students for pub-
lishers. Harned said he believes
the permit to operate the busi-
ness was issued through the
Dean's Office. He went before
the College Council to discuss
the pros and cons of the issue,
and the firm was allowed to
come on campus on a trial basis.

"It hurt our business to an
extent, "said Harned, "but it

also improved the community
awareness of the Pooh. People
know that that type of business
doesn't do a heck of a lot of good
for the school."

He added that the firm paid
students very low amounts for
textbooks, about seven to 12 per-
cent in cash.

"A lot of time"
Financially, the students

involved with the Pooh earn
approximately the same hourly
wage that a student dining hall

worker on campus does, accord-
ing to Harned.
"We put in a lot of timeatsev-

eral times throughout the year,

for example at book collection

and book sale times around the

beginning and end of each
semester. Last summer, we
spent a lot of time moving the

Pooh from Jesup to Weston
(basement)."
Harned said he believes the

Pooh will continue to be student
run. "As it grows in scale and
effect, the college may become
more interested in it. As things
are now, I don't think it would be

im CILIIP SHOP
Hair Salon of the 80's
Men, Women and Children

The Hair Salon

that makes the

Difference Between

Or and Extraordinary

As Always Student Discounts

Pittslield. MA
Williamstown, MA Bennington. VT 413-443-9816

4589167 80Z-44Z9823 413-447-9576

in anyone's interest to alter the
status quo."

Name's origin
As for Pooh's unusual name,

Harned said "'Pooh Perplex' is
a catchy name which has been
passed on through time from
workers at the Pooh. It origi-
nated, as far as we can tell, from
a book,—The Pooh Perplex—,
written by a former Williams
instructor, which analyzes deep
inner meaning in Winnie the
Pooh stories."

Broadway artists Ruby Dee and Ossie Davis will perform Insi-
de/Out, a program of drama, stories, poetry and legend, tonight in
Brooks-Rogers auditorium at 8 p.m. The couple is known for their
performances on Broadway as well as on television, including roles
in Roots: The VcrJ (ioiifralions. The performance, sponsored by
the Luce Committee and the Afro-American Studies department, is

part of an ongoing celebration of black history month Ted
Leon '84 and Marc Hummon '84 Will present their performance art
piece tonight, tomorrow and Thursday in Grey lock basement at 8
p.m. The performance is a synthesis of musical and visual modes.
Admission is tree The Clark Art Museum brings the movie
musical to Williamstown this winter with a seven part film series
featuring the art form in its development from the 1930's to the
present. This week's film. On the Town, will be shown Sunday at 3
p.m. at the Clark. Admission is $1.00

We now have several titles in stock by

Jacques Derrida
enzi s

COLLEGE BOOK STORE, INC,
WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS 01267

STUDENT APARTMENTS
student apartments for '84-'85

Excellent Hoxsey Street location.

Contact Mr, Harsch at 823-5469 or 458-5764,

STUDY ABROAD AT THE
ITHACA COLLEGE
LONDON CENTER

SEMESTER OR YEAR PROGRAM
ITHACA COLLEGE CREDIT

BRITISH FACULTY
COURSES — British and European studies are

offered in literature, history, art histor/, drama,

music, sociology, education, psychology,

communications, and politics. Special pngnm
oHerad In Draina. Inleniahlpt available to

qualllled students In International Bualneaa,

Social Sanlcae, Communlcatloni and Political

Science.

Visits to the theatre, museums, galleries,

schools, social and political institutions are

an integral part of the curriculum.

For further Inlcrmatlon write:

International Programs - SP
Ithaca Colfege
Ithaca. New York 14850

Imported Beers

Grolsch

$4.40/6-pack

Furstenburg

$4.00/6-pack

La Cour Pavilion

Bordeaux - Red or White

$4.75

U.S. NAVY MEDICINE
MEDICAL SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM
Are you seeking a way to help finance your medical
school education? The NAVY has a perfect opportunity in

its IMedical School Scholarship program.

BENEFITS
• Full tuition and educational fees
• $479.00 per month stipend
• Commission as a United States Naval Officer
• Internship & Residency training available

upon graduation
• Practice at one of23 hospitals nationwide or

nine overseas locations

OBLIGATION
• A minimum of 3 years after graduation.
• 45 days of required annual active duty that

can be spent in Navy clerkships, (required,
elective, clinical or research) or at Officer
Indoctrination School.

BASIC QUALIFICATIONS
• U.S. citizen • Excellent professional references
• Accepted to anAMA approved medical school

APPLICATION DEADLINE:
MARCH 1, 1984

For further information, write or call:

LT. John Romac
Medical Officer Program
Uo W. O'Brien Federal BIdg
Albany, NY 12207
(518)472-4424
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Peter Orphanos '85 splashes down the pool in the 200 fly In the
Colgate.

ting and blocking of senior co-

captains Vicente Hill and Steve
Brewster. With Brewster set-

ting, Hill peppered the Wes-
leyan squad with thunderous
middle hits. Chris Clarey '85

and MarcHummon '84 provided
strenghth on the outside too,

enabling the Ephs to roll to their

fifth straight win.

Earlier in the season, the

squad defeated Little Three
rival Wesleyan (15-13, 15-10, 15-

9) a week ago Saturday and
Brown University (15-2, 15-9)

and Northeastern (16-14, 3-15,

15-12) that Sunday. Earlier in

the week, the team had defeated

Division I Springfield (15-4, 10-

15,15-5, 15-12).

Volleyball
The men's volleyball team

took their record to 6-0 this wee-
kend with big victories against
Wesleyan and Dartmouth and
continue to roll on unbeaten.
The Ephs travelled to Dart-

mouth on Sunday to take on the
Big Green; last year, Dart-
mouth finished high in the Ivy
League and even upset eventual
Ivy champs Harvard in the New
England Open. On Sunday, how-
ever, the Ephs turned the
tables, continuing their winning
ways in taking it in three
straight 15-5, 15-4, and 15-7. The
team followed their proven for-

mula of strong middle hitting
and blocking, with consistent
outside hitting, and tough
defense.

Second win over Wesleyan
WiUiams hosted the Cardials

on Friday in a rematch of an
earlier Eph win. After dropping
the first game 15-5 to an aggres-
sive and scrappy Cardinal
team, the Ephs rallied to take
the next three and win the
match, 15-4, 15-4, and 15-14.

Though lacking some of the
precision that has character-
ized their previous wins, the

Ephs triumphed behind the hit-

Hill and Brewster lead way

Middle hitter Hill has been the

key figure in the squad's early-

season success, leading Willi-

ams in both kills and blocks, as
well as setting on three of the six

rotations.

In defeating Springfield and
Northeastern, the Ephs, ranked
sixth in New England Division I

last season, defeated two of the

teams ranked ahead of them
last year.

The squad will next see action
in Lasell Gym on Friday as the

Lord Jeffs of Amherst come to

Williamstown.

swim team's win over

(Pynchon)

Swimming
by Chris Clarey

The men's swimming team
improved their record to 7-0 and
qualified for the nationals in

four events as they defeated
Colgate for the first time ever,
82-51 Saturday. The women kept
their winning streak running by
defeating Mount Holyoke 97-58.

For the men. Bill Couch '86

was a double winner, matching
his national qualifying time of a
week ago in the 200 Individual

Medley (1: 57.00) and qualifying

in the 100 butterfly with a 52: 359

mark. Freshman Scott Robin-
son continued his sesaon-long

success, winning and improving
on his season-best times in both

the 500 (4:49.012) and 200

(1:44.803) freestyles. Other
double-winners for the Ephs
included Rob Kirkpatrick '85

who took the 100 and 200 breast-

strokes, and sprint freestyler

Will Andrew '86, who won the 50

(21.853) and 100 (48.274)

frestyles.

Senior co-captain Rob
Sommer finished second to Col-

gate's Kevin Rusch In the 100
and 200 backstrokes, qualified

for the nationals in both events.

Levis

Adidas Shoes
All Athletic Equipment
Custom Printed T-Shirts

Everything for Men & Women
Racket Sales & Service

Class Rings

Gifts

y«Wni«it

Lcyveisa
special gift

On February 14,

share your loving
wishes by sending
special Valentine's
Day cards from
Hallmark.

CLASSIFIEDS

GOIN WHERE the wind dont
blow so strange

Maybe off in some high cold

mountain chain . . .

WAY TO GO, Club B!

HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY to the

Real McCaw from yoL ' Dialectical

Peach.

B.B.—Gone but not forgotten.

Happy 23rd.

TEST YOURSELF: Are you an
effective time-manager? (ian you
worl< 2-4 hrs/wk consistently? Are
you success-oriented? Earn base
+ performance-based bonuses. 1-

800-243-6679.

Ephwomen drown Holyoke

The two-time defending
national champion women's
team fInshed the regular season

8-0 as they downed Mount

Holyoke 97-58 on Saturday.

Kim Eckrich '85 led the way
winning the 100 breaststroke

(1:09.53), the 100 butterfly

(1: 03.50) , and the 100 Individual

Medley (1:03.65). Kathy Kir-

mayer '86 qualified for the

nationals in the 200 freestyle

(1: 59.153) , having alrealy quali-

fied in the 50 and 100 free events.

Katie Anthony '87 (2: 19.12 in the

200 back) and Myla Jordan '85

(4:56.93 in the 400 IM) also

passed the national qualifying

standard.

Diver Jennifer Campbell '8V

qualified in the one meter'
optional event with 229.70 points

as she finished second to her
teammate Emily Parker '86

(238.35).

The Ephwomen have not lost

a regular-season dual-meet
since February 7, 1981 and have
now won 25 in a row. They
defend their New England title

on February 24, 25, and 26. The
men host Wesleyan in their final

regular-season meet before the
New England and the national
championships.

The WiUiams Record

Track

Wrestling
by Lee Hatcher

In the Little Three meet this

weekend, the Williams
wrestlers fell to Amherst 31-13,

and Weslyan 40-0 at the Cardi-

nal gym in Middletown.

However, the meet was not

without some noteworthy per-

formances for the Ephmen. In

what Coach Hal Zendle called a

"most impressive" match,

freshman Dan MacDonnell at

177 lbs. whipped his Amherst
opponent 12-1. MacDonnell
racked up a 8-5 record this sea-

son and should be a formidable

opponent in the upcoming New
England tournament. At 158

lbs., co-captain Jeff May '85

decisively outpointed his

Amherst foe.

The upper weights also had

some good showings against

Amherst. Sophmore Peter Daw-
son, always a force to be reck-

oned with, scored a 6-3 victory in

the heavyweight division.

David Bicknell '84 at 190 lbs.

landed another win, which

should provide him with some
momentum In preparing for the

New England tournament.

The Williams wrestlers next

compete in the New England

Tournament next weekend.

Sports

Continued from Page 10
in 1: 58.5 while Tom Pingree '86

ran third. In the 1000 senior Ben-
nett Yort took fourth which was
followed up by a second place
showing in the 3000 by sopho-
more John Ellison.

In the ensuing one mile relay,
the Ephs caught on fire as Leon,
battling for first place, kept his

man to the outside and then,

spurred on by the roar of the

crowd, pulled away with just

over 100 meters to go as Willi-

ams turned back Amherst to

take the victory.

Coach Dick Farley com-
mented after the meet, "This
was a good day for the team. We
were strong today in the field

events and that gave us some-
thing to work on. " The Ephs will

next travel to Bates where they
will compete in New England
Division Ill's this weekend.

Budweiser
KING OF BEERS.

ATHLETE OF THE WEBC

This week's recipient is skier

Colman O'Connor '85 who fin-

ished a remarkable third in

the 15-km race at the Dart-

mouth fainter Carnival. Col-

man, this Bud's for you!

I I •

toWUerflm
THE WILLIAMS COLLEGE—MILLER HIGH LIFE SCOREBOARD

McCU[[anci\
36 Nprinje Nrrt-t - % illiunisi.iwn

Men's Hockey
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Lord Jeffs looK to drive against Wlliiams' defense in Saturday's 74-72 win over Amtierst. (Khakee)

Hoopsters win thriller over Jeffs
by Dave Paulsen

It was something that they had never done
before. The seniors on Coach Harry Sheehy 's bas-

ketball team had never before beaten Amherst at
home. Never, that is, until Saturday night, when
the Ephs, cheered on by the "sixth man",
defeated the Lord Jeffs 74-72 in a thriller at Lasell.

The gym was packed before the start of the
game, which promised to be an even match.
Amherst (9-8) boasted the nation's leading field

goal percentage shooter in 6-7 center Jim Cook
who had converted on 71% of his shots in tallying

his 13.4 points per game average.
Sheehy's strategy was to attempt to front Cook

in an attempt to keep him away from the ball. In

so doing, though, the Ephs also had to be aware of

Amherst's Jack Klley, whose deadly outside shot

was as potent a weapon as Cook's inside moves.

Walsh and Pidoriano lead way
Fired up by the crowd, the Ephs raced to a 40-31

halftime lead behind the dynamic duo of back-

court mates Tim Walsh '86 and All-American can-

didate Art Pidoriano '84. Pidoriano pumped in 12

points in the first half, while Walsh, hitting from

all spots on the court, poured in 16.

Defensively, centers Dave Krupski '84 and

John McCarthy '84 did a fine job on Cook, mus-

cling him away from the ball and making him
work for every basket.

Amherst bounced back in the second half, led

by the play of Kiley, Cook, and jet-quick guard

Bob Weston. With 2: 53 remaining in the game, the

Lord Jeffs led 72-69. From that point on, however,

the Eph defense tightened, and Amherst did not

score another point in the game.
Forward Mike Meadows '86 converted a layup

on a fine feed pass from Krupski to make the

score 72-71 with 2: 12 remaining. Amherst then

missed a shot, and Cook crawled over Pidoriano's

back going for the retiound. The foul was Cook's

fifth personal, and sent Pidoriano to the line for a

bonus. He calmly sank both free throws to give

the Ephs a 73-72 lead with 1: 39 left.

Then, Pidoriano and Krupski combined for the

defensive play of the game, coming up with a

steal from a Lord Jeff. Sheehy quickly called time

to set up his delay offense. After the timeout,

however, Russ Howard '84 could not inbound the

pass from the sideline, and Amherst regained

possession.

Jeff's last shot

Amherst quickly took a shot, but it went awry,
and Howard claimed the rebound. With 15

seconds left, he was fouled, and he sank one free

throw to give the Ephs a 74-72 lead. The Lord Jeffs

brought the ball down the court for one final shot.

An Amherst guard momentarily fumbled the ball

wasting precious seconds, and the Lord Jeffs

were forced to hurry their shot. The attempt
missed, and Meadows swatted the ball to half-

court as time expired.

A key to the Amherst scoring drought in the

final minutes was the absence of Cook and Wes-

ton, who fouled out. Weston, the team's play-

maker, had scored 12 points, but after his

departure, the Jeffs lacked direction.

The Ephmen are now in the driver's seat of the

Little Three with a 2-0 record. Amherst fell to 1-1,

while Wesleyan is 0-2. Sheey said, "I'm just so

pleased for our seniors, they really deserved this

one." He noted, though, "If we had made our free

throws, it would have been a 10 point win. ..but I'll

take this one any way I can. We just needed a

win."

Sheehy praised the play of Walsh, who for var-

ious stretches in the game, carried the team.
Meadows also received Sheehy's complements
for his excellent rebounding.

Fall to WPI
In other action over the week, the Ephs were

defeated 95-86 at WPI. Leading scorers in that

game were Pidoriano with 26 points, and Walsh
with 24.

The Ephs play at home tonight against RPI,

and then again on Saturday against Wesleyan.

Sheehy said about the crowd, "The sixth man has

been welcomed back, and we hope to see [him] on

Saturday when we play Wesleyan for the Little

Three Championship."

Hockey beats Wesleyan
after losing to Union

by Chris Harned
The hockey team snapped a

three-week long, seven-game
losing streak this Saturday with

a 5-3 win over the Wesleyan Car-

dinals, a Division III Little

Three rival. Earlier in the week,
the squad traveled to Union to

face the team that started Willi-

ams' mid-season slump, and fell

once again, 5-2.

Williams upped their season
record to 7-10-1 with the home-
ice victory over the Cardinals

and clinched the second spot in

Little Three standings behind
Amherst.
Center Rich Jackson '85

paced the Eph scoring effort

with two unassisted goals and
an assist, but Wesleyan goalie

Dave Blaner emerged as the

standout in the contest, racking

up 45 saves in a losing effort.

The 50 shot output by the Eph-
men ranks as top offensive

effort of the season, and the 5-3

final score was in no measure an
accurate indication of Williams'

virtually total domination of the

Cardinals.

Sophomore David Fritz gave
Williams a lead they would
never relinquish just 42 seconds
into the contest when he picked
up freshman Chris Traggio's

rebounded shot and flipped the

puck into the Wesleyan net from
point-blank range for his third

goal of the season.

Pounding at net
WiUiams continued to pound

away at the Wesleyan net, as
they got off 20 shots in the first

twenty minutes of the game,
while Wesleyan could manage
just five on Dan Finn '84. The
second of those twenty shots

entered the Wesleyan net in the

twelfth minute of the contest, as

Jackson picked up his first goal

when he intercepted an errant

pass in the Wesleyan zone and
beat the Wesleyan netminder
one-on-one to the upper left

corner.

Williams set the tone for the

second period when they took

advantage of an early Wesleyan
penalty to mount a seven-

minute-long barrage on the

Wesleyan goalie, and, although

the team failed to capitalize on
the series, the offensive display

was a welcome sight to the team
that averages just three goals a

game.
The Cardinals narrowed the

margin to 2-1 eight minutes into

the second stanza after they

finally cleared the puck from
their zone and took the offen-

sively minded Williams defense

by surprise. Wesleyan's A.J.

Salerno got his first of two goals

in the game when he beat Finn

from just outside the crease in a

scramble around the goal.

Jackson upped the Williams

lead to 3-1 with his eigth goal of

the season when he banked a

centering pass from behind the

Wesleyan net off a Cardinal

defender and into the net.

Constant Williams pressure

The Cardinals refused to

buckle under persistent Willi-

ams pressure and Salerno took

advantage of a Williams
penalty to close the gap to 3-2

when he put the puck into the top

of the net from five feet out.

The Ephs regained a two goal
advantage in the final minute of

the period when defenseman
Scot Karmozyn '86 passed to

assistant captain Greg Pachus
'84, who eleuded two Wesleyan
defenders and slipped the puck
under Blaner's pads.

Wesleyan closed the gap to 4-3

with a third period fluke deflec-

tion that entered the goal in the

midst of a mass of sprawhng
Williams and Wesleyan players
in front of the net.

The Ephs, who fired at Blaner
20 times in the final period, were
successful just once, when jun-

ior Rich Gallun fed sophomore
Chris Pappas at the point, and
the defenseman scored his first

Williams goal with a slap-shot

into the upper right of the Cardi-

nal net to close the scoring at

5-3.

Loss to Union 5-2

Last Tuesday, Williams fell

behind 2-0 at Union in first

period action, but rallied to knot

the contest at 2-2 as the second

period ended. The game
marked the return of goalie Dan
Finn, who was used lightly over
the past six games due to a

severe muscle pull in his right

arm. His 30 saves, however,
were five too few.

Williams mounted an impres-

sive second period offensive

surge, outshooting the Dutch-

men 15-8, and juniors Jeff Pot-

ter and Brian Rutledge each
found the net once to tie the

score at 2-2.

Williams continued to control

the action in the third period,

until the seventh minute, when

Continued on Page 9

Squash stands at 18-2
by John Schafer

Suffering their second straight defeat, the men's squash team
fell to Trinity Wednesday but rebounded to beat Army Saturday

8-1. The Ephs are fighting with Trinity and Navy to finish in the top

three of the national rankings (behind Harvard and Princeton)

which are not posted until the end of the year.

After losing what coach Sean Sloane called a barnburner to the

Bantams 5-4 and trouncing the Cadets at West Point, the Ephs
stand at 18-2. They are still very much in the running for that third

position in collegiate squash. Both Trinity and Navy have lost

three times, once each to Princeton, whom the Ephs do not play.

Navy has already beaten Trinity and lost to Williams, and all

three teams vying for the third spot have fallen to Harvard.

Because all three squads are obviously so close, the decision

may come down to a tie-breaker of scores against common oppo-

nents. Army was one such opponent as the Bantams and Midship-

men will play the Cadets later in the month. The 81 trouncing of

Army was, therefore, very helpful to the Eph cause.

Thoughout this week of play, seniors Greg Zaff and Tom Harrity

won twice to make them each 19-1 on the year and strong candi-

dates to receive All-American honors again. Playing number five,

Ben Thompson '85 kept his undefeated streak rolling at 18-0 by

winning twice.

The four seniors will play their last home match next Saturday

against Amherst

Tracksters run over Lord Jeffs

to capture Little Three crown
by Chris Stearns

This past Saturday the men's
track team sent rivals Amherst,

Wesleyan, and Trinity away in

bitter defeat as they racked up

751/2 points to the Lord Jeffs' 41,

the Bantams' 35 '/2. and the Car-

dinals' 23. Senior Bernie Krause
and sophomores Will Love and
Clark Otley led the way for the

Ephs.

Williams pounced on the lead
in the opening event with
Krause's 48'2i/4" toss of the .35

lb. weight which earned him a
first. In the pole vault, .senior

John Campbell sprung 13 feet to

take second followed by newco-
mer Otley who took third. Love
then bounded for a jump of

20'6-!4" to capture first with

Kendall James '84 in third and

Andre Lopez '87 in fourth. By
this time the Ephs were up 21 to

Amherst's 7, Trinity's 5 and the

Cards' nothing.

Williams continued to domi-
nate the field events behind jun-

ior Paul Toland's jump of 6'6"

for second and senior Tom
Dougherty's tie for third which
netted him I'/j points. Krause
and Blanks came back in the
shot to take second and third
while in the triple jump, Lopez
and Love were th ird and fourth
respectively.

Add to lead

The scene then shiltod to the
track were the I':phs continued

to add to their lead. In the 1500

senior Brian Angle ran a 4:08.2

to garner third, and in the high

hurdles, James and Bernie Lau
'85 netted second and third. In a
close finish senior co-captain

Ted Leon was second at the wire
in 51.1 in the 400 trailed by senior

Mark Rice. Running the 500

meters, junior Kevin Jenkins

left in his wake a field of runners
as he clocked a 1:07.7.

Sophomore Clark Otley then

returned to nail down his first

win of the season in the 55 meter
dash in a furious 6.5 seconds. In

the 800 no one could catch senior

co-raptain Bo Parker as he won

Continued on Page 8
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SAB works to bring

The Clash to campus

s Record
WillUmi College FEBRUARY 21, 1984

by Becky Conklln

and Martlta Weil

The rock group "The Clash"

may perform at Williams Col-

lege this spring if final arrange-

ments can be settled in the next
few days. The College Council

on Thursday night overwhelm-
ingly agreed to provide the Stu-

dent Activities Board with the

$2000 it needs to bid competa-
tively for the group.

Ed Mitchell '84, head of the
SAB's Concert Committee,
appeared before the Council
and explained the financial and
logistical details of bringing
The Clash to Willlamstown. The
concert would be held April 19
or 20 in the Lansing Chapman
Hockey Rink.

Tentatively, tickets for the
concert would cost $8 for Willi-

ams students and $10 for outsid-

ers. However, the SAB has had
to raise its bid for The Clash,
which may raise ticket prices

significantly, according to SAB
chairman Arunas Gudaitis '84.

Competing witli RPI
"We're competing against

RPI," Gudaitis said, noting that

RPI sold out its 18,000 seat hall

when The Clash played there

last year. He explained that

since the group got a flat price

and a percentage of the sales, it

made more money there than it

could at Williams.

"We're bidding as high as we
can, chances are 50-50," he said.

"We've put in a substantial bid,

that's basically all It is."

Gudaitis noted that the SAB
was also looking at the British

dance band Madness, whose
most recent hit Is "Our House,"

for the spring concert.

"We have to have big acts to

fill the hockey rink," he said,

noting that one big concert

made more sense than several

small ones throughout the year.

Dancing on tlie floor

Gudaitis explained that for

this concert, which would be the

first ever to be held In Chapman
rink, the current stands and

bleachers would be left up but
no seats would be placed on the
floor. "The floor will be filled

with people who want to dance , '

'

he said, something which was
not allowed at Chapin concerts.
He also noted that the SAB has

gotten a very positive response
from the administraion about
the concert. "We were worried
about crowd control, but [the

administration] said it wouldn't
be much of a problem," he said.

In addition, Gudaitis said the
SAB may allow Williams stu-

dents to reserve tickets for the
concert, Ijefore they are sold off-

campus. Concert Commltee
chairman Mitchell said he
hopes half of a 2000 person sell-

out crowd will come from on-

campus ticket sales. The
Concert Committee also plans
to publicize the concert In the

five-college area, he said.

The SAB wants to start a
trend of success with the Clash
concert, Mitchell said. "Hope-
fully more people will become
Involved in the SAB," he added.
After losing money on the Mar-
shall Crenshaw concert in the

fall, the Concert Committee has
decided to promote one big
name concert each year Instead

of numerous small concerts, he
said.

Bacclius will appear
In other College Council busi-

ness, members discussed the
crowd behavior at the Amherst-
Williams hockey game last

week, during which students

threw tennis balls and beer cans
on the Ice. The Council decided
to print an admonitory letter In

the Record and In the Daily
Advisor and will invite
members of Club Bacchus to the

next meeting to discuss their

possible contribution to the

crowd disturbances.

Council president Tom Paper
'84 said that although he was
unsure of the extent of Club Bac-
chus participation, he thought
"the people who are responsible

should confront the community
about what they have done."

Survey says

Class of '87

richer^ more

conservative

Registration poll

shows freshmen
want business

careers, bigger

families and dope

left illegal
This average freshman, strolling through the Quad, Is wealthier

and more conservative than his counterpart of five yeara^ Wgo,

according to a Registration survey. He probably wants to be a

business executive and have a large family, too. (Glick)

by Benjamin Duke
Significantly fewer Williams freshmen are

likely to discourage large families, support the

legalization of marijuana or think the wealthy
should pay higher income taxes than were the

freshmen entering five years ago, according to

recently released results of the Cooperative Instl-

tutiona} Research Program questionnaire.

In addition, more than half of this year's fresh-

man parents earn over $50,000 a year and more
than half of the freshmen feel no concern about

financing college.

These were just some of the results of the sur-

vey which has been administered to the freshman
class every September during Regsitration since

1966.

The questionnaire asks students to respond to a
variety of questions, ranging from family income
to personal ambitions. More than 90 percent of the

freshman class must complete the polls for the

results to be tabulated.

Among members of the Class of 1987 respond-

ing, 41.1 percent said they would discourage large

families, compared with 65.1 percent in the Class

of 1982. Only 23.6 percent of this year's freshmen
agreed that marijuana should l>e legalized, a dip

of nearly 40 percent since 1978.

In addition, nearly six percent fewer freshmen

than five years ago agreed that the wealthy

should pay more taxes, although there was little

evidence of a change in self-reported political

orientation in the same period.

More grad degrees

Some marked changes have occurred over the

last five years In reported Incomes and In dramat-

ically higher levels of education among freshmen
parents of both sexes. Nearly 12 percent more
freshman parents hold graduate degrees of some
kind. Including 61.5 percent of fathers and 30i)er-

cent of freshman mothers.

More than 55 percent of this year's freshman
class reported family incomes of over $50,000, up
from 34.4 percent In 1978, at least in pirt due to

high inflation until last year. But despite soaring

tuition costs, the number of Williams freshmen
expressing concern about financing college rose

by less than two percent over the same period.

Mirroring such changes is a corresponding

drop in the number of freshman parents with

incomes of less than $15,000, declining by seven
percent in five years.

"Squeezed out"
That change. Director of Admissions Smith

said, has caused a natural reduction in the size of

financial aid packages, with fewer students need-

ing complete aid.

"I think we're getting squeezed out of that

market," Smith said, citing the decline in federal

opportunity programs and in the quality of urban
schools as reasons for the change. He said that

colleges of all sizes were suffering similar

problems.

This year's freshman class also showed a
stronger inclination toward business careers

than in the past, exceeding the figures for both the

Class of '82 and for other "very highly selective"

colleges participating in the survey.

More execs

More than 14 percent of freshman listed "busl-

Continued on Page 11

10-1 confronts a spectrum of problems

in an attempt to counsel and inform

Ten to One volunteer Adam Pass '85 provides information, coun-
sels and chats with other students between the hours of 10 p.m.

and 1 a.m. In the Chaplain's oflice. The student-run service Is now

one month old. (Scheibe)

by Martita Weil

and Margaret Scliumann

Ten to One, the new student-

originated, student-run counsel-

ing service, is now a month old.

Since It began serving the Willi-

ams community, is has handled
both informational calls and
problem calls, dealing with top-

ics ranging from local phone
numbers and movie schedules

to the more serious concerns of

Williams students.

Located in (though not offi-

cially associated with) the Cha-
plain's Office in Baxter Hall, the
peer to peer listening, informa-
tion and referral service was
conceived last year by five

membersof theclassof '84: Jim
Foley, Doris Beyer, Jamie
King, Heidi Peterson and Emily
Young.

The five founders felt stu-

dents needed an organization to

provide information about both

Williams and non-WUliams
activities and to provide sympa-
thetic listeners for students who
wanted to discuss their prob-

lems or just chat.

The result, Ten to One, is now
open seven days a week from 10

p.m. to midnight for walk-ins,

and from 10 p.m. to 1 a.m. for

phone calls. All calls and visits

are strictly confidential.

Listening skills

Training of the approxi-
mately twenty-five counselors
began early this fall. Discus-

sions l)etween Ten to One coun-

selors and speakers from Help
Line and comparable organiza-

tions at schools such as Wes-
leyan and Princeton placed
emphasis not on psychological

counseling but on empathetic
listening skills.

The service receives up to five

calls and walk-in visitors a

night, and a few more on wee-

kends, according to its counse-

lors. "We're just there to

listen—just getting It (the prob-

lem) out is what's important,"

says Jan Pynchon '85.

Hill Snellings '84, another Ten
to One counselor, said there was
a real mix between walk-ins and
calls, and between academic
and extra-curricular concerns.

At the beginning, there were
more walk-in visitors, he said,

but increased publicity has

encouraged phone calls. How-
ever, David Santis '86 noted that

"people walk through Baxter

and poke their head in" and then

stay to talk.

(Jontinued on Page 10
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Endorsements
Because of their experience and impressive proposals, the Record

endorses Andrew Cypiot '85 and Anza Mammen '86 for College Council

President and Vice-President.

In the past two years, Cypiot has served on three standing committes
of the Council and three important ad hoc committees. Mammen has
served on the Election Committee and as Freshman Council President.

The pair have many innovative and well-researched proposals on
issues ranging from finals schedules to student input in administrative

decisions. Cypiot and Mammen not only have the creativeness to come
up with new ideas, but also the determination to think them through.

Cypiot also has experience with other college committees, such as the

Committee on Undergraduate Life, which will be important for coordi-

nating campus government activities if the new Council Constitution is

in effect.

Although three presidential candidates are running on tickets

(indeed, all the vice-presidential candidates are paired up ) , there is no
requirement for a ticket. The existence or quality of a running-mate
should not influence voters from choosing candidates the\' feel are most
qualified.

• •

The Constitution revisions also merit a Record endorsement. The ad
hoc Constitutional Review Committee has done a lot of work and their

effort deserves a vote—pro or con. Ax least 1000 people must vote for the

changes, and it would be a shame to let these revisions die because of a

lack of voters.

The changes will strengthen the Council leadership by streamlining
the power of the officers. Many standing committees—aparently

t
^ fflr
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Frosh fined

$50 for theft
The four freshmen arrested

last Saturday for stealing a keg
from a college party appeared
in Northern Berkshire District

Court Wednesday and were
assessed $50 apiece for court

costs, according to William-
stown Police.

The four "submitted to the

facts" of the case for the charge
of minors transporting alcohol,

police said, meaning they

agreed to let the judge decide

simply on the basis of police evi-

dence in hopes of obtaining a

lighter punishment. The other

original charge, larceny, was
dropped.

In addition to the $50 fines, the

four were placed on informal

probation for three months,

police said. If the students get

into any more trouble, their

cases may be reopened, other-

wise the court will dismiss them
in three months and the four will

not have a police record.

The freshmen in\'oh'ed were
Gregory Keller. Barrett Brown.
William Graham and Ajata

Mediratta.

Butler fund

hits $5,000
The Dennis Butler Rehabilita-

tion Fund, begun three weeks
ago to help pay the medical bills

of Dennis Butler '86 who was
paralyzed by a skiing accident,

has garnered more than $5,000

so far. according to Dean of the

College Daniel O'Connor.

More than 250 people have
contributed, he said, and
upcoming fund raising events

are being planned by the

National Ski Patrol and the

Faculty Club. In addition, part

of the money raised during the

annual 24-hour relay race will

go to the Butler Fund.

O'Connor noted that the fund

had now reached more than half

of its $10,000 goal. Over $2,000

was received in the last week
alone. O'Connor said he would

like to see the College use

$10,000 to purchase for Butler a

new ultra-modern wheelchair

capable of being operated by a

parapalegic.

Butler remains in the inten-

sive care unit of the Georgetown
University Hospital in Washing-

ton. D.C. He is still on a respira-

tor but his breathing is

improving, O'Connor said.

In addition, he is able to eat

some solid food and to talk with

the aid of a mechanical device.

He spends a good deal of time

watching television, O'Connor
said, and listening to tapes

which have been sent to him by

friends at Williams.

O'Connor added that contri-

butions to the Dennis Butler

Rehabilition Fund are being

accepted in the Dean's Office or

S.U. Box 3291.

Alumni gifts

best in nation
Williams College's record-

setting 1983 Alumni Fund total

of $2,688,751 has maintained the

College's postion as a leader in

annual giving among colleges

and universities, the .Alumni

Office reported. The four-month
campaign ended Jan 31.

The nearly $340,000, or 14 per-

cent, increase over last year's
totals is largely attributed to a
competition between the reun-

ion classes of 1944 and 19&4. The
class of '54 contributed $183,833

to top the class of '44's $176,614.

Both gifts broke the record for

single class giving in the Alumni
Fund campaign which was set

last year at $120,000 by the class

of '53. according to Director of

Alumni Giving Robert Behr '55.

The class of '44 set a new
standard of participation with

97.5 percent, and the class of '41

finished second with 95.6 per-

cent. The total 1983 participa-

tion of 65.6 percent kept

Williams in the lead in alumni

pai'ticipation among colleges

and universities which solicit all

alumni.

"Once again the Alumni Fund
has met at least ten percent of

the College's operating
expenses," said Behr, "When
almost two-thirds of those who
earned even one credit at Willi-

ams will respond to its annual

appeal, you know that we have a

very special institution."

Classes that have been out

more than 50 years, the "Old
Guard," also collected a record

total of $258,695, and three

classes, 1918, 1919 and 1924, had
100 percent participation.

Survey: 58%
of students

cannot vote
As part of its overall voter

registration drive, the Williams
College Young Democrats
recently conducted a poll to dis-

cover how many students are
registered to vote. Out of more
than 150 students surveyed, only

58 percent were registered.

Of eligible voters, 60 percent

of seniors were registered, 61

percent of juniors and sopho-

mores and 53 percent of the

freshmen. Of those. 42 percent
were registered Democrats, 22

percent Republican and 35 per-

cent Indepentdant.

Young Democrats president

Daniel Peris '86 said the poll

showed the need to continue the

group's recently-started regis-

tration drive. At a Baxter Hall
registration session Feb. 13,

more than 170 people either reg-

istered or sent postcards to

state officials requesting regis-

tration materials.

Peris said the voter drive

would now focus on getting stu-

dents absentee ballots and on
continuing to register students

by mail.

Peris added that the reason

that nearly half of the eligible

students are unregistered is a

combination of student apathy

and the difficulty involved in

registering by mail in a differ-

ent state.

The College Young Demo-
crats hope to heighten political

awareness by registering stu-

dents and informing them about

the presidential candidates

through information tables and

a forum of candidates' official

representatives later this

spring.

Two profs get

NEH dollars
Associate Professors Richard

Krouse and James Wood have
received fellowships for the

1984-85 academic year from the

National Endowment for the

Humanities. Both Krouse, of the

Political Science department,

and Wood, of the History depart-

ment, have previously been

awarded NEH grants.

Krouse will use his grant to

compare and contrast selected

topics in the economic and polit-

ical theories of Karl Marx and
John Stuart Mill in an attempt to

show that the two theories are

not as philosophically divergent

as commonly supposed. Krouse
has been teaching at Williams

since 1975. In 1980 he received a

summer research grant from
the NEH to explore the concepts

of marriage, divorce, and fam-

ily in the social and political

ideas of Marx and Mill.

WINTER CARNIVAL

History Associate Professor
James B. Wood
Wood will use his grant to

examine the impact of the Wars
of Religion on French Society

during the second half of the

16th centun.-. The research will

contribute not only to the social

histor>' of 16th century France,

but also to a new field, the socio-

economic histon.- of war and col-

lective violence.

Wood came to Williams in

1973. He is the author of "The

Nobility of the Election of

Bayeux, 1463-1666, Social Conti-

nuity and Change," as well as

Political Science Associate
Professor Richard W. Krouse

numerous articles and papers
on French social history.

Conferences

get new liead
Judith M. Grinnell has been

named the new Director of Con-
ferences at Williams. She is a

member of the Williamstown
School Committee and recent
graduate of the John F.

Kennedy School of Government
at Harvard University.

In her new position, Grinnell
will oversee approximately 20

summer conference and some
special activites during the aca-
demic year, including the Willi-

amstown Theatre Festival, the

annual Massachusetts Teacher
Association convention, the Wil-

liams College Executive Pro-

gram, Elderhostel and the .New
England School of Banking
conference.

Before attending graduate]
school in public administration.^

Grinnell worked from 1978-81 i

the Assistant Director fol'

Adminstration at the Northern
Berkshire Mental Health Asso-
ciation. A 16-year resident of
Williamstown, she has been an
active leader in community
affairs from the start.

She organized the first fund
drive for regional public televi-

sion, was one of the founders of
j

the Williamstown Day Care I

Center and served as president

'

of the Williamstown League of

Women Voters.

She is currently serving the

final year of a three year term
on the Williamstown School
Committee. She has decided
against running again and is

campaigning for election to the

Mt. Greylock Regional High
School Committee.

Week-old Math Workshop has

high hopes but slow beginnings
by Stuart Smith

A new mathematics work-

shop, modeled on the popular

Writing Workshop, opened on

campus last Sunday in Room
107 of Bronfman. Staffed by

exjjerienced student tutors, and
administei-ed by Visiting Lec-

turer Jean Durfee of the Math
Department, the workshop is

intended to "help students who
are having difficulty under-

standing basic mathematical

ideas as they are applied in the

various disciplines. " Durfee

said.

The workshop will be open

Sunday afternoons from 2-5

p.m. and Sunday-Thursday
evenings from 7-10 p.m. Durfee

will also be available from 2-5

p.m. Tuesday afternoon in her

office.

The initiative for the Math
Workshop came from the

Deans Office, according to

Durfee, "The Writing Workshop

was such a success," she said,

"that they thought a similar ser-

vice might be useful in Mathe-
matics." Durfee noted that

math workshops are also run at

other colleges such as Smith
and Wesleyan.

Review sessions possible

Students can come to the

Workshop with mathematical
problems they have encoun-

tered in any course, Durfee

emphasized. "If there is a con-

cept which they don't under-

stand, we'll ir\' to figure out

their difficulty and clear it

up. "she said. Durfee added that

she hopes teachers will inform

the Workshop in advance of top-

ics they will be covering, so that

review sessions can be
scheduled.

"The Workshop is in the

experimental stage right now",

she said, "and we may staff dif-

ferently later on depending on

the t>T)e of response we get."

Most of the current student

tutors are double majors in

Math and some other subject.

Durfee added. "Because of the

variety of subject matter they

have to cover I think they have

to be a little more versatile than

other tutors", she noted.

"No response so far"

Response during the first

week of the Workshop's opera-

tion has not been good, Durfee

said. "There's really been no

response so far. People don't

know much atx>ut it, and as it's

early in the term its unlikely

people have run into much diffi-

culty yet."

Still. Durfee thinks the work-

shop offers an important ser-

vice. "Many times I see

students who need some
mathematical background
because they have forgotten

concepts or have had poor prep-

aration," she noted. "There's a

lot more that could be done, but

this is a beginning."

Photos by:

Amy Gllck, Nick Khakee,
Ted Plonsker, Sarah Pynchon,
Adam Ruderman, Dave Schelbe

The Frolic in Review

Snow
or no snow, Winter Carnival '84

was a huge, muddy success.

From the opening throw of the

first ski by Professor Bill Moo-
maw to the house parties, eve-

ryone had a balmy blast. The

Trike race started out Day Two
(below). The guys who entered

this trIke said It had three

wheels. Uh huh. What we want

to know Is how one guy talked

the other six into letting him

ride. At right, the ever-popular

banana-eating contest. Rob
Coakley '86 had the right idea,

but hey, Skavs, that's a micro-

phone, not a banana! We did

have another picture of the

bananas but, uh, we decided to

hold off on that one. (Shame on

you, Ted.)

Instead of a

cross-country ski race, we had an obstacle

course this time. Nice snow. Anyway, the obsta-

cles involved twirlling around baseball bats

(above), a couple of Tonka Trucks, and some

eggs that didn t make out so well. Oh yeah,

hurdles—more people ran through them than

over, anyway. There was enough snow left lor

Morgan to make a sculpture, but few others tried.

The meltedl snow, however, turned the tug-of-

war into the Mud Bowl. These guys (below left)

gave It their All, but had to wash it out with Tide

(ouch). All things considered, though, events

went well and the '84 (End of) Winter Carnival will

be totally (il barely) remembered. After all, the

object is to have a good time. Right, guys? Right.

Tutor Jenny Quinn '85. left, helps students with their math prob-

lems at the newly-opened Math Workshop, modelled on the

already popular Writing Workshop. ( Khakee I
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COLLEGE

Lance

Rothstein

This year Williams has lacked what

past years have had: many major

issues. There has always been some big

issue around which one could center his

platform; yet, 1983-84 has been rela-

tively quiet.

This year, I have witnessed an effi-

cient Council. Issues would appear and

be quickly disscussed and then dealt

with. I have but one complaint. Our stu-

dent body has little if any voice in admi-

nistrative decisions. A good step was
made this year by having student fa-

culty dinners at the Log. 1 would like to

see this idea \aken many steps further;

we must have an active student input

into this school.

There are several issues needing
investigation. Steps have been taken this

year to study topics such as the Gargoyle
Society and J.A. selection. Both have
stirred interest; the College Council
should complete comprehensive reviews
of both issues. These like other issues,

should be investigated thoroughly and
honestly.

I have sat on the Council for one year.
In this year, I have learned of ail the
various committees and processes. I was
also a member of the Constitutional
Review Committee. A viable new docu-
ment is now in existence and with hope
will be voted in by the student body. This
streamlined document will be the key to
an even more efficiently run Council.

As President fo the Purple Key Society
for two years and as Editor-in-Chief of
the (iulielmensian, I have gained valu-
able insights into and experience with
group leadership. As Editor of the Daily
Advisor, 1 have seen an insignificant

piece of paper grow in a very short time
to a fairly well read daily publication. I

do believe that it is possible to channel
this experience into the College Council.

As in the past, I have the desire to see
change and progress. As President, I

would be able to take my incentive and
form a strong and cohesive College
Council.

Shannon

McKeen

I think College Council is an important

part of any College Community. Our Col-

lege Council mav at times seem unpro-

ductive or inactive, but actually the

Council has many responsibilities.

Besides handling the budget and

appointing members to the various com-

mittees on campus, the council serves as

a governing or overseeing body on cam-

pus. I think this is an important responsi-

bility and I'd like to see the council

become more visible on campus and to

aproach the overseeing responsibility

more diligently. I don't mean for council

to butt in or try for more power, but to

open communications so all organiza-

tions on campus can be "in touch" with

each other and the student body. That's

College Council's purpose, to serve as a

liason between the students and the rest

of the campus. If elected President, this,

the above, is the philosophy I'd bring

with me.

The council has done a good job this

year. I have no reservations about it's

decisions or actions but only want to add
to them. The proposed changes to the

constitution are a good indication of how
this year's council has tried to make Col-

lege Council more active or even more
useful to the college. I want to continue

that philosophy so that more of the stu-

dent body will know who's on the council,

what it does, and how it works. I would
liJ<e to see more student interest and
input in the council. This has to begin by

more participation in the elections.

These elections aren't only important
because of the elected positions but also

because the ballot will contain a referen-

dum for the ratification of the new consti-

tutional changes.

People may point out or wonder about
my experience with College Council. I

don't have much experience with College

Council itself but as far as leading peo-

ple, making decisions, working with peo-

ple, and being involved in a governing
process I feel that I am more than capa-

ble. My most obvious experience is as a

JA and as president of this year's JA's.

All of candidates in this year's election

are good candidates in my opinion. But I

feel that myself, Sridhar Ramaswamy
and Wendy Webster are the best candi-

dates for the offices of President Vice

President and Secretary respectively. I

have worked with the other two candi-

dates I mentioned and I think they are

responsible and competent. I want to

repeat that I think College Council can be

improved. Mainly by more visibility and
increased student participation. I hope

all students take the time to vote in the

election. Thank you.

Sridhar

Ramaswany
rather than an "unusea one, and in fact

will be presented for student ratification

during the upcoming elections.

Were I to be elected, my goals for next

year would be simple and straightfor-

ward. First, I am anxious to continue the

policy of the present administration,

which Is trying to make the College Coun-

cil the "hub" of college government.

Also, since next year will be a test for the

improved constitution, it is important

that it not be allowed to fall into disuse

like the previous one. Finally, since the

College Council is a popularly elected

body, there is no reason that students

shouldn't know what it does. Therefore,

making it a more visible and accessible

organization would be a major goal.

Lastly, if elected, I would do my best to

fulfill my duties with any one of the presi-

dential candidates, all of whom I'm sure

are competent and interested. But due to

similar Ideas and goals, I feel that I

would be most effective at the job if I held

office with Shannon McKeen, '85, and

Wendy Webster, '85, who are running for

president and secretary respectively.

College Council elections will be held next

Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday in all din-

ing halls. These candidates for President and
Vice-President wil participate in a forum at

7:00 p.m. Friday in Brooks-Rogers. The
Record received no statements from potential

candidates for Treasurer.

I, Sridhar Ramaswamy, would like to

use this opportunity to announce my can-

didacy for vice-president of the College

Council. I am very interested in student

government here at Williams and feel

that I could be an effective and influen-

tial voice of the student body were I to be
elected. In terms of my experience with
student government here at Williams, I

have served as one of the five freshmen
representatives to the College Council
this past year, and on a smaller scale,

have also acted as my entry intramural
manager. Further, during my term on
the College Council, one of my most
important jobs was serving on the Con-
stitutional sub-committee. This commit-
tee made the constitution of the student
government a "Wcrking" document

coil XCIL
Andrew

Cypiot

The major purpose of the College
Council is to consolidate student opinion
and to bring about change on behalf ot
the student body. Effective action
requires a president with three essential
qualities, and they are the qualities
which the president mu.st have, and they
are the qualities which distinguish me
from the other candidates.

On the College Council, I am the only
student to serve on the three stamping
committees; these cover each ai^e of

the Council's explicit functions:

Finance Committee—Allocates Stu-

dent Activities Tax
Elections Committee—Oversees the

election and appointment of students to

student/faculty committees
Campus Review Committee—Works

to keep the Council informed of the devel-

opments on S/F committees and the col-

lege as a whole.

In addition, I have served on all the

major ad hoc committees during the past

year: Constitutional Review, Newslet-
ter, and Gargoyle.

In order to implement College Council

policies, the president must be familiar

with other colleges commlttess, such as

CUL and CEP, as well as with college

administrators. The president must
know which campus committees deter-

mine which policies as requested by the

student body. On this issue, there is no
substitute for the two years I've served

on College Council and my present term

on the CUL, the single most influential

student/faculty committee.

Improved communication and greater

Interaction among the students, faculty

and administration are the focus of the

Cyplot-Mammen platform. Our consid-

erable experience on College Council

and working knowledge of its processes

will enable us to Implement this program

effectively. We propose:

1) the formulation of a "Faculty and

Curriculum Review Committee" under

the College Council to accept both com-

mendations and constructive criticism

concerning course curricula, major

requirements, and faculty members

(both tenured and non-tenured). This

Input will be assessed and complied Into

a formal letter, then addressed to the

concerned faculty member with appro-

val of the College Council. This provides

another channel whereby student oplii-

ion can be projected; the committee will

be responsible for researching the valid-

ity of the submitted view and will act as

an efficient channel for student opinion;

2) the president and vice-president of

College Council request permission to

participate more actively In regular

Faculty Meetings, again voicing student

Ideas and opinions;

f

It Is crucial for the president and vice-

president to have common goals and
complementary personalities. I am for-

tunate to have such a relationship with

Anza Mammen '86, a current College

Council representative and last year's

Freshman Council President. We have

worked well together on several commit-

tees and are certain to avoid the internal

conflicts that ruined the effectiveness of

the Council two years ago.

We feel that the College Council has not

yet reached its full potential, and that the

election of a president who Is lacking In

nrayof the qualities mentioned will

undermine the effectiveness gained in

the past year. Events such as the closing

of the all-night study lounge, transfer

policy restrictions, and the end of row
house dining will continue to occur with-

out the combination of experience, lead-

ership, energy I can bring to the

presidency. The lack of sufficient presi-

dential experience and the weak govern-

ment this produces foster the

environment in which student opinion

makes no difference.

Please refer to Anza Mammen's arti-

cle which Includes our proposals to con-

solidate student opinion and facilitate

student-faculty Interaction.

Anza

Mammen
3) In Improving faculty-student rela-

tions, the officers will

-encourage faculty to teach Free Uni-

versity courses, thus adding Informal

faculty-student Interaction.

-continue to compile and distribute

tenure Information, making clear possi-

ble channels of student action.

continue to support Tuesday coffees,

pizza dinners and other non-academic

activities with emphasis on students

inviting faculty.

4) the president and vice-president

devise a system and encourage faculty to

consider providing students with two or

three exam sessions, on different days,

to ease academic pressures.

I see the role of vice-president to be one

of chairing the Elections Committee (of

which I am now a member); supporting

the president during meetings and pro-

viding guidance behind the scenes;

ensuring that proposals passed by Coun-

cil are pursued and instituted; meeting

with faculty, administration and trus-

tees with a clear resolution of student

opinion; and gauging the views of Coun-

cil members.
I have served as an at-iarge member to

College Council, a member of the Elec-

tions Committee and as chairman of a

College Council sub-committee. I have

gained leadership experience as Presi-

dent of the Freshman Council.

Cypiot-Mammen. Experience the

difference.

ELECTIONS
Hamilton

Humes

THE COLLEGE COUNCIL was
designed to act as the voice of the student

body of Williams. Its function Is to help

maiie Williams a more effective college.

To perform this role the Council, work-
ing with the administration and faculty,

must be a body committed to making
Williams a stronger institution. Equally,

in the tradition of American checks and
balances, the Council must be the voice

of the students when the actions of the

administration or faculty are In opposi-

tion to the wishes of the students.

To fulfill this role, the Council does not

have much real power. Equally the pre-

sidency does not possess many specific

powers; the President and the Council

are only as effective as the President and

the other officers make it.

This year, the Council's ability to act

has been strenghtened by the creation of

a system of liaisons between the Council

and the student-faculty committees.

This allows the Council, and thus the stu-

dents, to be informed of these commit-

tees' deliberations. Coupled with the

Constitutional changes, giving the Coun-

cil control over the students in these

committees, the Council has leverage

when actions are being taken which run

counter to the students' Interest. This

ability, if used aggressively, should stop

summershocks, such as the closing of the

Van Alstyne lounge. Just as important is

the ability this gives the Council to aid

the committees, to help them better

coordinate and act.

Using this system, the Council will

work to reform registration, the

calender and exam scheduling, and deal

with the problems of freshmen-
upperclass interaction and the interac-

tion of the Center for Developmen
tal Economics with the rest of the campus.

The present Council has taken many
iniativeji, including the tenure list,

studentlfaculty events, constitution

reform, the Campus Review Committee,
and the acceleration of the budget
process—important steps to increasing

the effectiveness of the Council. We plan
to further these iniatives by putting out a
tenure list in the spring to encourage stu-

dent input before decisions are made,
continuing student-faculty events, modi-
fying the Campus Review Committee to

make It more effective, and establishing

the new budget process of a preliminary
spring budget and a final budget in the

first weeks of the fall.

I believe my experience on the Fresh-

men Council, Finance Committee, as

Treasurer, and as House officer enable
me to work with all sections of the Willi-

ams community. We believe that the
Council should act as an independent,
innovative group for formulating and
impiimenting policies—not simply
responding to the iniatives of others. We
want to lead a council of action.

COLLEGE COUNCIL is what we make
it. A new trend should be making the stu-

dent voice effective so the student body
can move things the way they want. This

year, the direction of the Council was
changed to a more accessible and effec-

tive one; we reviewed the student consti-

tution as a step towards creating a

working council, instituted the Daily

Advisor with the Purple Key, and estab-

lished the Campus Review Committee.
The Council also Initiated student-

faculty pizza dinners and coffees. Action

should not stop here.

I believe the only way to get things

done is through Increased communica-
tion tjetween students, faculty, and
administration. Information flow makes
the Council work best. The Council must
bring both ideas and opinions together

for short and long term planning.

There has been a blockage among
committees because they rarely com-
municate with a central representative

body, which should be the College Coun-

cil. The Campus Review Committee,

bringing together student liaisons from

campus committees and organizations,

was a step towards effective communi-

cation, because it provides an additional

forum for discussion, the dissemination

Sara

Gross

of information, and the exchange of

ideas.

Students voiceless at Williams? They
don't have to be; the Council gives a

voice to each student and with it the

power to affect College policy. But

before students can effectively partici-

pate in the decision-making process,

they need to know the issues and where to

go. As Vice President, I will work to

make students on all committees, includ-

ing the Committee for Undergraduate
Life and the Committee for Educational

Policy, responsive to the student body.

For me, the goal of effective informa-

tion flow should include student-faculty

relations. The purpose of the informal

pizza dinners and Tuesday coffees,

organized in conjunction with the admin-

istration, are for facilitating a relaxed

interaction between students and
faculty, which is essential to a small col-

lege like Williams.

I have experienced both the accomp-

lishments and frustrations of dealing

with the bureaucracy. I also initiated

and organized the student-faculty pizza

dinners and was closely involved with

the effort in 1981-82 that saved Winter

Study. My experience as a member of

the Council as a housing representative

and various student-faculty committees,

including CUL and Faculty committees,

can be used to run the Elections Commit-

tee, which selects students for student-

faculty committees, which I would chair

as Vice President.

Phil

Walsh
Tom Paper has made a good start.

Most notably he has revived the Daily

Advisor, worked hard to create an
atmosphere in which student-faculty

relations can flourish, and he has been
responsive to student voices. But Tom
has just made a start, the next president

win need to be just as enthusiastic. I am
prepared to make this kind of commit-
ment, bringing with me an energy and
persistence that the Council will need to

continue evolving into a more effective

organization.

The College Council cannot fall back
Into Its old pattern of being simply "the

forum of student opinions," it must not

wait for issues to arise, it must continu-

ally seek new ways of improving the

quality of all of our lives, students,

faculty, and administration as well as

deepen our understanding of each oth-

er's opinions and needs.

If elected president of the College

Council I will search for a more reasona-

ble registration process; the current one

expects you to choose your future

courses while you still have not decided

whether or not you enjoy your present

choices. I will fight for an exam schedule

that does not force students to gamble
their final grades on a final exam that

they have not had a proper amount of

time to prepare for.

If elected president I will see to it that

minority organizations like the Black

Student Union, the Gay-Lesbian Union,

and the Feminist Alliance are better

represented both on the Council and in

the Council's decision-making. For too

long many of these groups have
remained on the fringe of campus life. If

we are to truly come closer to achieving

our shared ideal of a diverse community
these groups and others who do not con-

form to majority opinions must be heard.

Additionally as president I would try to

rebuild the student activities board into a

financially stable, well publicized group

that can provide entertainment for us

all. I would like to re-evaluate the

Finance Committee's guidelines, partic-

ularly those pertaining to food pur-

chases. I would like to give freshmen a

chance to play a bigger role in upper

class life. Most of all I would like to get

more people than ever before Involved in

the Council and its decisions.

Many of you know me as the president

of Dodd House, others know me as one of

the co-chairmen of the Housing Commit-

tee. So as you are reading this BUI

Foraker-the other co-chairman-and I

are at the CUL meeting with two propos-

als: One, to include the members of the

Center for Developmental Economics as

social members of all of the Houses on

campus; the other to allow freshmen to

apply in groups of six or seven to Mission

Park. If you have any questiuons about

any of the issues please ask me
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Students vie to be

Trike Race champs

Carnival fun despite weather;

students do it in mud and slush
by Vernon Squires

Mount Brooks was the first

clue. A week earlier it had been
a formidible mound; now it was
a pile of slush. A similar fate

befell Mount Perry and the rest

of the campus snow piles. Once
again. Winter Carnival prom-
ised to be a bit different.

Thursday. The opening
ceremonies and the annual Citi-

zen's Cross Country Race were
on schedule. However. Mother
Nature had different ideas. Not
to be defeated, the SAB organiz-

ers turned to improvisation.

Enter the obstacle course.

After Professor Moomaw
tossed out the obligatory "first

ski." thirteen teams lined up for

an unusual relay. The race went
in the order of spin. drag, hop,

run backwards, spin, run again,

leap, dive, stumble, fall and
watch your teammate do it all

over again. It wasn't skiing, but

the shenanigans were entertain-

ing. Thursday night. Brodie
Mountain and a dance contest.

Bill Tinsman '86 and Betsy
Maclver '86 wowed the judges

for first place in the event. A
large crowd promised a memor-
able Winter Carnival, despite

the persistent drizzle outside.

Friday. This was the first big

day, with ski races, hockey, the

trike race, a Jamboree and even
a banana eating contest. A few-

hardy innovators actually gave
it a go at snow sculpture. The
Daily Advisor suggested crea-

tivity (use chairs?!, but the

sculptors stuck to the rules and
made the best of the meager
snow.

The trike race was a festive

competition, complete with
wacky costumes, wackier vehi-

cles, a golden retriever and a

keg. The team of "One and one-

and-a-half" emerged victorious

in the two lap course around the

Freshman Cjuad. In the midst

of the race a contingent of fresh-

men stood over a toppled snow
sculpture, lamenting their

ruined work.

"The girls didn't really go for

it," explained one worker. He
described the idea behind the

icy mess; the girls were not to

be blamed for their nonpartici-

pation.

The broomball tournament
also crowned a champion on
Friday. After a week of elimina-

tion matches, the finals pitted a

student dynasty headed by
Andy Cypiot '85 against a

faculty team. In a tribute to

youth over wisdom, the students

swept the faculty aside 11-1. At

least one event had taken place

on ice.

Friday night. The hockey
game, parties and the Jambo-
ree at Chapin. This singing

The race went in the order of spin, drag,

hop, run backwards, spin, run again,

leap, dive, stumble, fall and watch your

teammate do it all over again.

by Vernon Squires

The Trike Itace. Snow or no

snow, this one would not let me
down. Unexpectedly. 1 came
upon an overflow crowd at the

freshinen quad, upsetting my
plans for a single command post

where all the action could be

taken in. No matter. I'd park
myself lieside the keg in the cen-

ter ring.

Peering toward the starting

line. I tried to find a favorite.

One team quickly captured my
attention, however, because it

was undeniably head and
shoulders above the others. An
Orwellian Ben-Hur perched
upon a rickety ladder, sup-

ported by a contigent of ram-
bunctious Ephs. The leader

sported a tacky cape, and a daz-

zling sword and shield. This

team had potential, I mused,
but the intricacy of its locomo-
tion sent me away.
Next emerged a caricature of

the Blues Brothers. They looked
positively elegant in their black

and white garb, topped off with

hats and sunglasses. A woman
in a flaming red dress stood in

their midst; undoubtably she
was a key part of the show.
These were my newly estab-

lished favorites.

At the starting gun (six

entries were now visible) the
troops moved out with astonish-

ing alacrity. By the first turn at

Sage E, the tone of the race was
clear. Taking a commanding
lead was a squad called "One
and One-and-a-half," who had
merely fixed a third wheel onto
an otherwise normal bicycle.

These guys smelled victory, I

realized, and were therefore
cutting back on the frills.

By the end of lap one, which
had featured an impressive
accident involving several
teams, the race was like the
Olympic Downhill, with the bat-

tle for second the interesting

part. The Bill Johnsons of Willi-

ams, the bikers, were well on
their way to victory. I was still

excited, though. A purple-
haired team intrigued me. They
reminded me of A Clockwork
Orange, especially since their

vehicle was a coffin.

Meanwhile, the Ben-Hur
team was making good strides,

as was a team with a Big-Wheel.
This was a fierce race. I saw the
Blues Brothers running around
with the lady in red, but they
seemed to lack a vehicle. This
mystified me.

Continued on Page 9

At the races conclusion, the

leader of the "Trike Patrol"

herded the crowd down to Cole

Field, where the games took

place. The sleigh ride and tray-

ing events were victims of fickle

Mother Nature, but the games
went off no less.

The highlights at Cole Field

included the tug-of-war and a

three legged race up the muddy
hill behind the fieldhouse. Tunes
blared over the sound system
and kegs quenched the thirsty

athletes, foiling Mother
Nature's sabotage attempt.

"We had to improvise with the

weather being what it was."

said SAB member John Skav-

lem '84. But it went off well; peo-

ple had a good time."

Other events included a foot-

ball toss for six-packs and a per-

ennial banana eating contest.

Brad Ball '86 chowed down a

banana in record time to win the

event.

extravaganza drew a large

crowd which was not disap-

pointed. Sadly the rain came
down harder than ever.

Saturday. A bonanza of spoi is

activities and of course, the

snow sculpture judging domi-

nated the activities on this final

day. A creature in front of Mor-

gan looked intriguing, espe-

cially the way its eyes followed

you down Spring Street.

The champion came from
elsewhere, however. In a stun-

ning Act II to last year's Captain

Nemo. Armstrong House
created a marvel. Standing

proudly in front of Mission was

a dragon, ferociously guarding

its treasure. It wasn't just

impressive; it was alive. This

dragon breathed fire. The mira-

cle of liquid nitrogen gave this

creature the smoke to pass the

Continued on Page 10

The Trike Race victors, One and one-and-a-half, pose by their

sleek vehicle. (Scheibe)

Quad Olympics prove

talent isn't everything
by Martin Hildebrand

If you were to mention the

Olympics while eating recently

in Driscoll Hall, you had to be
careful to distinguish the games
in Sarajevo from those in the

Berkshire Quad.

Fitch-Currier. Prospect.
East, and Fayerweather held

these Olympics during Winter
Carnival. Like their somewhat
more famous counterpart,
these games began with an
opening ceremony complete
with fanfares, toga-wearing
runners carrying flashlights

and flags and banners hung
from the buildings.

The games were hardly what
one would expect from Olympic
athletes, but exactlv what one

would expect from the Berk-
shire Quad. There was a relay
race through Prospect House, in

which each participant not only
ran up and down stairs but also
drank at prescribed intervals.

Although football is not nor-

mally an Olympic sport, it was
one in the Berkshire Quad
version.

The Berkshire Quad Olym
pics also featured some activi

ties typical of Winter Carnival
Despite the damp weather
snow sculptures, which con
sisted of one large sculpture

surrounded by some smaller

ones, were built. Friday even-

ing there was a party to finish

this version of the Olympics
with a celebration.

Singing extravaganza

Jamboree dazzles Chapin crowd
by Karen Philipps

Although the Springstreeters informed the

audience at the Jamboree last Friday night that

escape from Chapin Hall before the show was
over would be impossible because armed security

guards were stationed at the doors, nobody

wanted to leave. Each singing group brought its

own sparkle and personality to the stage, and the

audience clung to their seats with pleasure.

The Springstreeters brought humor to the

stage. Dressed in outfits ranging from a pseudo-

mohawk to a bathrobe, they sang about getting a

record contract and Man's tendency to scratch

his name on walls. In a more serious tone, they

hushed the audience for several minutes with

their beautiful renditionof "Send in the Clowns."
They ended their performance on a funny note,

however, by putting on party hats.

Ephoria, an all women's group, claimed they

were not funny, but they could sing. And sing they

did in sweet, strong, and controlled voices. Their

song directed to the rich daddy was particularly

amusing.
Continued on Page 10

The Springstreeters filled Chapin with laughs last Friday night as tney opened up the Jamboree
concert. (Pynchon)

Arts in View
Keyboard artist Clyde Criner will bringClouds,

a contemporary jazz/rock ensemble to Chapin

Sunday night at 8 p.m. The performance is part of

the ongoing celebration of Black History month.

Joining Criner in Clouds is guitarist Kevin

Eubanks, Rael Wesley Grant on bass and

drummer Omar Hakin. All four musicians have

performed and recorded with the likes of Dizzy

Gillespie. Lenny White and David Bowie. Sun-

day's performance is sponsored by the Luce Com-
mittee, Afro-American Studies and Music

departments, College Council and the Black Stu-

dent Union "Tarantella", a concert in

dance theater will be performed Thursday, Fri-

day and Saturday in the Downstage theater.

Senoir Will McClaren has choreographed the

piece which deals with human aspiration and

redemption. Admission is 50C at the door for the 8

p.m. concert Brook-Rogers Recital Hall

will host the Ephlats Winter Concert Saturday at 8

p.m.. The co-ed singing group will perform with

the Dartmouth "Woodwinds." Tickets will be on

sale in Baxter for $1.00 and will be available at the

door Accomplished bluegrass duo Orrin

Star and Gary Mehalick will appear in Brook-

Rogers Sunday. The team, together since 1976,

has recorded on Flying Fish records. Admission

Is $3.00 at the door, $1.00 with a Williams ID. Spon-

sored by the Williams Coffeehouse The

Takacs Quartet from Budapest, Hungary will

perform tonight in Brooks-Rogers. The interna-
tional prize-winner string players will present a

program of Hayden, Bartok, Webern and Bee-
thoven The College Museum of Art will

show the five-part series, "Ten Years of Video:
The Greatest Hits ol the Seventies" this week and
next in Stcson Media Classroom B. The program,
which consists of artist's video tapes that best
express video as an art medium, will air every
other night starting tonight at 7 p.m
Tonight poet Jay Wright will read from his works
in Griffin ,}. Wright is the author of The Double
Inicniion of Komi-. His reading is sponsored by
the Luce Committee and the English department

Botanlkos, an installation of silkscreened
and collage panels by artist Barbara Rowe will be
on display and the Goodrich Gallery until March 4

A workshop in basketweaving will be
offered by the South Williamstown Community
Association on Monday, February 27 at the Little

Red Schoolhouse at the junction of Routes 43 and 7

in South Williamstown. The three hour class,

starting at 7 p.m. will teach participants how to

weave a berry basket. Registration costs $6.00

and can be made by calling 458-39,39 or 458-4733 . .

.

... On display at the Clark Art Museum is a

collection entitled "Hills and Streams: Lands-
cape Decoration on Chinese Export Blue and
White Porcelain." The exhibit will also include a

selection of Chinese export watercolors.

Jazz keyboardist Clyde Criner

will perform with CLouds Sun-
day night in Chapin. (Hardin)

Trike

Pidoriano nears school scoring record

by John Clayton

Basketball star Art Pidoriano

will probably break the school

career scoring record this

week. Pidoriano, a 6-2 senior

guard, is within exactly 20

points of the record.

The school record, held by

Coach Harry Sheehy, is 1391

points. Sheehy set the record in

1975.

Williams plays two home
games this week: tonight

aganst Clark and Saturday

against Tufts. Both games
begin at 8: 00 in Lasell Gym.

Pidoriano has averaged over

20 points a game for most of the

season, and broke the 1000-point

barrier against Hamilton in

December.

"The remarkable thing about

Artie's play," said Sheehy, "is

that he can get into position for

his shot. He's done all this scor-

ing without having magnificent

range, but he's able to move and

get into position to take the 16-

footer."

Athletic Director Bob Peck,

who coached Pidoriano in his

sophomore year, called him one

of the top one-on-one players in

New England.

"Artie has been valuable to us

because he has been consist-

ent," said Peck, "never having

a bad year or an incredibly good

vear."

Continued from Page 8

I don't think the coffiners ever

finished; their processional

sputtered out early. (I did notice

them sauntering down route 2

afterwards, shadowed by a Wil-

liamstown police car. I The
awards were an afterthought:

victory for the competitive

though unimaginative bikers;

best dress to my heroes, who
called themselves "black and

white and red all over;" best

style to the Big-Wheelers; and

most original to the "Death

.Machine." I watched a mummy
receive "DM's" prize, and I

realized Trike Race '84 was all

ivrapped up.

LETTERS
Continued from Page 2

so much because your less acti-

vist opinions are being less con-

scientiously sought as because

other elements in this commun-
ity are worried about such

things as wolf-packs of barely

attended animals (let alone

state health codes), the gross-

ness of rock concert damage,

and the fact that inefficient din-

ing hails must be closed so that

we can get more staff and salar-

ies that are a little less crappy.

We who have happily made a

lifetime commitment to Willi-

ams are also a part of the deci-

sion making. I can only hope

that you will hear the tiny voices

of the shy freshman and the

aging Professor in what must

inevitably be a gaggle of com-

peting claims. Peter Frost

Professor ol History

K.A.O.S.
To the editor:

In a world in which children

are dying, it is refreshing to

know that Eric Bagan spends

his leisure time writing four-bit

campus tragicomedies instead

of working for some charitable

organization. May Eric savor

his admission profits. Art

works, right?

John Campbell '84

Cricket

¥llll€ CHIP SWOP
Hair Salon of the 80's
Men, Women and Children

JOSEPH E DEVEY

9:00 - 5:00

Mon.-Sat. ""^

<^
^^

. •# ri ,, WILLIAMWILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.

01267
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The Clip Shop

and You—

Going Through the 80's

Together in Style

WEST PACKAGE STORE

Route 2

Between N.A. and Williamstown

8am-10pmM-W 663.608t 8 am-11 pm Th-Sat

IMPORTED BEER MADNESS AGAIN

Labatt's Beer & Ale

Henninger Light & Dark

Grolsch 12-oz, bottles

Molson's

Beck's Light & Dark

Moosehead
Guiness

Harp's

$12.99/case + dep.

S12.99/case + dep.

St5.99/case + dep.

S13.99/case + dep.

S16.99/case + dep.

$13.99/case + dep.

$16.99/case + dep.

$15.99/case -•- dep.

To the editor:

Cricket is an old and little

understood sport. In fact it is

America's oldest collegiate

land sport, the first match being

played in 1864. It is also a sport

about which people have many
misconceptions. .Many think it

is a boring, eccentric sport

played by foreigners. It might

interest them to know that the

majority of college cricket play-

ers are Americans who learned

the game in college and have

had a lot of fun playing, and that

the U.S. has sent teams into

international competition.

Last fall, the University of Pen-

nsylvania Cricket Club was

revived after sixty years dor-

mancy. We are now about to

plan our spring schedule and

hope to play against teams from

as many other colleges as possi-

ble, both in the spring and the

tall. We hope to see new growth

in collegiate cricket in .America

in the near future. Your college

has had a club in the past, and

we hope you can revive it. If you

are at all interested in the game,
we urge you to contact:

Angus Keddie

University of Pennsylvania
Cricket Club

Bo.x 834. 3829 Locust Walk
Philadelphia. PA 19104

or better still, phone: ('215)

387-6810.

Matthew Mitchell

.\ngus Keddie

Univ. of Pennsylvania Cricket

Club

You'll Look The Way You Like

Piltslield. MA

Williamstown. MA Bennington. VT 4I3-443-98I6

4589167 802-4429823 413-4479576

Established 1901 p/'ifcl^-^ . &r Ofl z^

mmJ^^KMri ^"SmTmUf V 111

/>V

Levis

Adidas Shoes

All Athletic Equipment

Custom Printed T-Shirts

Everything for Men & Women
Racket Sales & Service

Class Rings

Gifts
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In Other Ivory Tourers
MIDDLEBURY

A Middlebury student was recently charged with careless and
negligent driving after being arrested while driving around with

another student perched on his auto's roof, according to the The
Middlebury Campus. The arresting officer reported the student

disclaimed knowledge of the human cargo, who clung to the lug-

gage rack "sliding around and beating on the roof." This student

was later identified as the driver's roommate. The officer also

stated that the driver "became very arrogant, said the officer was
being ridiculous issuing him a citation and that his father was a

judge in Mass. and would fix it for him."

SWARTHMORE
The Swarthmore Phoenix reports two Princeton students

recently conducted a "cheating experiment" to test the school's

honor code. During a freshman chemistry exam, the two experi-

menters used notes and a text, copied others' tests, and whispered
to each other. As the students expected, their treachery went unre-

ported, in direct defiance of the Honor Code. After the exam, the

students notified their professor. The professor acknowledged the

need for revision of the Code in order to get students to report one
another's transgressions.

RPI
According to the RPI Polytechnic, RPI students may soon be

responsible for more and better writing skills. RPI's School of

Humanities and Social Sciences issued a report which proposes a
writing requirement for all undergraduates. This requirement
calls for the completion of three "writing intensive" courses, one in

a student's major, as a prerequisite for graduation. Such a course
would probably entail "a totalof twenty pages of writing in three or

more assignments." The proposal is designed to counter the prob-

lem of "freshman whose writing is below the acceptable college

level, and the apparently negligible improvement in writing

between freshman and senior years."

AMHERST
A snowball wielding mob of UMass students attacked several

Amherst College dorms in December, shattering dorm windows
and prompting a deluge of irate phone calls to Amherst Security.

According to The Amherst Student, some 150 warriors from UMass
showed up on the Sunday night of the first snowfall to engage in the

annual assault. A preliminary bout occured earlier in the day, but

the fiercer attack took place under the cover of darkness. The
fighting is a traditional gesture from UMass students to their

Amherst peers, celebrating the arrival of snow. Despite the inten-

sity of this year's bombardment, no serious injuries were reported.

Jamboree sings out
Continued from Page 8

The Skidmore Sonateers, a

visiting woman's group, used a
more direct humor than Epho-
ria did. Telling jokes and funny
first-date stories between
numbers, they tried to establish

rapport with the crowd. They
invited audience participation

(perhaps forced is a better

word) from Josh Lebowitz '87,

whom they coaxed onto stage as

the man of their dreams. The
Ephlats also included a

member of the audience, asking
her if "that's the way you look."

The Yale S.O.B.'s, another
visiting group, thrilled the
crowd with their rich, powerful
voices. The S.O.B.'s found their

place in the hearts of Williams
students by commiserating
about the dinner selection.

The pertormance by Essence
was well received by the
audience. Casually but hand-
somely dressed in their purple
and yellow sweatshirts with the
message "We are Essence"
printed on them, their rendi-
tions of "Boy from New York
City" and "My Girl" were espe-
cially well done, evoking sus-

tained and enthusiastic
applause.

The evening ended with the

appearance of Octet. This eag-
erly awaited group was intro-

duced as "Greg Walker, a god
and his cherubs." Closing out
the Jamboree, Octet sang tradi-

tional a capella pieces, which
the audience listened to,

laughed at, and loved.

Georgetown denies gays funding;

Deans veto student government
by Monica Fennell

Georgetown University's
Dean of Student Affairs, Wil-
liam Schuerman, vetoed the
Student Activities Commis-
sion's decision to give official

recognition to the Gay People of
Georgetown University (GPGU)
and to the Gay Rights Coalition
of the Georgetown University
Law Center. The two student
gay groups took the university
to court, and last October Judge
Sylvia Bacon ruled in favor of
the university.

The University defends its

decision not to charter the

organizations on the grounds
that the gay groups's philo-

sophy, activities, and goals are
contrary to Georgetown's
Catholic charter. Without uni-

versity recognition Beth Wilson
'84, co-chair of the GPGU, says

"We don't get any money. As a

chartered organization we
might be able to get $200-300.

Official recognition of the group
means we can have an office, a

telephone, the right to apply for

funding, and use of xerox
facilities."

GPGU claims that the univer-

sity has discriminated on the

basis of sexual preference. Yet,

according to the Chronicle of

Higher Education, Bacon ruled

that it is legal because "the
First Amendment's guarantee
of religious freedom outweighs
a District of Columbia law pro-

tecting homosexuals from dis-

crimination." Thus a private
institution can maintain the pol-

icies of its charter even if these
policies are discriminatory.

Ted Bird, editor-in-chief of

The Georgetown Voice, predicts
that this case will be appealed
all the way to the United States

Supreme Court. GPGU's attor-

ney Ronald Bogard told the

Voice that if state human rights

laws, like a ban on discrimina-

tion on the basis of sexual pref-

erence, can be overridden, then

the Constitutional grant of state

powers Is useless.

Veto power
President John Chandler and

Treasurer William Reed
believe that they, like the Geor-
getown University administra-

tion, hold veto power over

decisions on the allocation of

student activities tax money.

College Council President Tom
Paper '84 acknowledges that the
administration can exercise
this power.

Williams differs from George-
town University in that it is not a
religious institution and that it

has developed a system for allo-

cating the $70-per-student activ-
ities money that the College
Council collects. The College
Council hears arguments from
the campus groups, and then
votes on how to parcel out the
money. Organizations do not
need to go through an official

recognition process.

Chandler is not surprised by
the decision in the Georgetown
court case, because he asserts
that courts do respect colleges'
charters and that the rules set
down in an ancient document
like our charter, which dates
from 1793,should win out over
other laws. Yet Bacon's deci-
sion disturbs many students.
For, as Paper queried, "What
are your fundamental rights
when you enroll in a private
school?"

Carnivalwrap up
Continued from Page 8

judges' inspection. Seriously,

how can you argue with a fire-

breathing dragon? Where the

Wild Things Are indeed.

and brunches capped off a

dynamic Carnival. Perry House

even had a hot tub. The skiers

Finally, Saturday night. Sun-
day mornings aside, the parties

had done well, the events had
gone more or less as planned, it

seemed like spring and parties

were everywhere.

Sunday morning it rained.

10-1 informs students
Continued from Page 1

Academic problems
Many of the counselors agree

that academic problems are

very common. "Most people
bring up academics," said San-

tls. According to Snelllngs, "the

pressures of schoolwork are

often what's getting (the

callers] down. Academics usu-

ally come up, even when that's

not the serious trouble."

Laura Gatzkiewicz '86

agreed, saying that the difficul-

ties she hears about begin as

"generally personal, but school

problems eventually come up."

She also pointed out that it is

not always easy to tell where the

root of the caller's concern
really lies. "Sometimes infor-

mational calls turn into prob-

lem calls," such as when a

caller asks about a bus sche-

dule, only to divulge that his

desire to go home is motivated

by problems at school.

Some serious calls

But Ten to One counselors
handle far more than bus sche-

dules. "We have had some
serious calls, and we just let

people talk out their problems"
Santis said. "We're not experts
on anything," added P.vnchon.

"The most important function

is being there when people need
somebody to chat with," said

Gatzkiewicz. "We let people
talk, and help them see alterna-

tives" by talking out their prob-

lems, added Santis.

The strength of the service,

according to many counselors,
is Its anonimity. "It's very
objective—you approach the
problem as a problem, not as
somebody's'" Gatzkiewicz

said.

Informality is also a key ele-

ment. .Snelllngs added. "It's not

neccessarily anything Impor-
tant. Your roomate's busy or
you don't want to bother him,
but you can call Ten to One.

"

CThe WilliamsT^
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LECTURE NOTES
Said calls for

Arab freedom
The Palestinian problem can

not begin to be solved until it is

totally recognized, according to

Edward Said, professor of Eng-

lish and Comparative Litera-

ture at Columbia University.

"When (Secretary of State

George) Schultz says 'We plan

to resolve the Palestinian prob-

lem in all its aspects,' he does

not even recognize that there is

a Palestinian people, that there

is exile and that they are

entitled to self-determination,"

remarked Said, a member of

the Palestinian National Coun-

cil, in his lecture last Tuesday.

Recognition and action on the

Palestinian problem has not yet

come from the United States or

Israel, countries which Said

feels would give such actions

the authority they need. "The

United States and Israel have

restricted themselves to non-

narrative and vague pronounce-

ments," he said.

Said traced the events of the

1982 siege of Beirut, in an

attempt to find justification for

the Israeli attack on the city. He
criticized the media's reporting

during the crisis, saying that

"the media has taken liberty

with its language."

Israel "used the holocaust to

Justify bloodcurdling ex-

cesses," he said. "Israeli soldi-

ers testified that even in

European service in World War
II they saw nothing compared to

the destruction by the Israeli

army of the large refuge camp
south of the city. There is

nothing to rival the brutality

and savagery of this."

However, the Palestinians
have not completely failed in
the Middle East, Said stated.

"If you're a Palestinian, it is
never too late. The struggle
between Zionism and the Pales-
tinians is very far from over.

Palestinian nationalism has
had, and will continue to have, a
reahtyof it'sown. Injustice isn't
justice," he concluded, "and no
one, Palestinians included, will
bow to it."

—Jof Ehlors

Nature raped

by religion

Moomaw says

changed our basic philosophic

underpinnings," he said, adding
that followers of religion and
onvironmentallsm are both
"concerned with something
bigger than themselves."

—John McDiTtnott

Dylan/Allen

show Jews'

development

The Judeo-Christian doctrine,

an exloitative view of nature
which held back the progress of

environmentalism for thou-

sands of years, lives on in the

former Secretary of the Inte-

rior, according to chemistry
professor William Moomaw.

"James Watt is really defend-

ing the traditional Judeo-
Christian view of nature," said

Moomaw, the director of the

Center for Environmental Stu-

dies, in a lecture Wednesday.

Moomaw said that while

environmentalists consider the

destruction of nature as morally

wrong. Watt and traditional

Jews and Christians see "no
value in the wilderness."

"Environmentalists view the

destruction of nature as a sin,

and [think] that we'll pay for

our sins," he said. "Modern
environmentalism may well be

the modern extension of the

Judeo-Christian heresy."

Environmental Studies director
William Moomaw explained
how the Judeo-Christian reli-

gion discouraged environment-
alism, In a lecture Wednesday.

Moomaw cited passages from
the Bible which he said encour-
aged followers to utilize, rather
than coexist with, the environ-
ment. An example is the Gene-
sis sentence in which God tells
the first humans to "have
dominion over the earth."

"Exploitative view"
Moomaw said that despite

environmentalist Christians
like St. Francis of Assissi, this

exploitative view of the environ-
ment remained prevalent in the
West through the nineteenth
century. In the 1830's, he said,
an American senator was
quoted as saying, "the land
must be reclaimed from
nature."

Progress in environmental-
ism occurred in this century,

beginning with naturalist John
Muir, who is known for his

praise of the holiness and har-

mony of the environment, said

Moomaw.

"If it's a heresy, it's one that's

wending its way into estab-

lished religion," Moomaw said.

He noted that the Protestant

Book of Common Prayer now
incorporates prayers on nature.

"We could not deal with the

environment until we had

The Jewish people's search
after the Holocaust for a per-

sonal God can be seen through
the creative work of writer/ac-

tor Woody Allen and popular
singer Bob Dylan, Rabbi Alan
Berg said last Tuesday.

Berg traced changes in the
religious attitudes conveyed by
the works of the two popular
Jewish figures, both of whom
have maintained a large
audience in the arts for more
than twenty years, concentrat-
ing specificially on Dylan's
latest album, "Infidels," and
Allen's Oscar-winning film,

"Annie Hall."

After the first quarter of this

century, "the Jewish people
began to be faced with a theolog-

ical crisis," Berg said. This cri-

sis of faith stemed from an
imbalance among the four com-
mon concerns of religion: the

relationship of life to death,

issues of family, the question

"does God have a plan for my
life?" and the question "why is

there evil and suffering in the

world?" he said.

An imbalance caused by an
increased emphasis on the last

question, as a result of the Holo-

caust, has "caused the Jewish
people to doubt one of the root

principles of talmudic
philosophy— that God is

involved in our lives in a per-

sonal way," Berg explained.

"Yearning; tor grace"

He described Dylan's "Infid-

els" as a "consciously theologi-

cal album effused with a sense
of yearning for grace," mean-
ing in this case "how it feels to

be redeemed or to turn Into

something else." In other
words, to achieve grace is to

establish a relationship with
God which involves personal
involvement, he said.

Berg said Dylan demon-
strated a certain "crisis of

faith" both through his music
and through his temporary
involvement with fundamental
Christianity. "The wonderful
thing about 'Infidels' is that it is

clear from the will of his voice

that he has regrounded himself

spiritually. He sings with the

kind of will that makes you
believe in God," he said.

In addition, Dylan uses tradi-

tional Judaic imagery in sev-

eral of his songs to emphasize
the ambivalance of the Jewish
God, noted Berg. In one song,

"Joker Man," "one set of

images, such as the casting out

of bread onto the water, focuses

on redemption and atonement,
while another presents a God
with a powerful hunger to con-

sume existence," he said.

Berg said a similar crisis of

faith was evident in the early

films of Woody Allen, were
jokes about the fear of anti-

semitism and about preoccupa-
tion with death were prevalent.

However, he pointed out that

in "Annie Hall," Allen "looks at

his own insecurities as a Jew.
He is still afraid of antl-

semitism, but he is no longer

afraid of Judaism."

Both Allen and Dylan,
throughout their creative work,

were attempting to establish the

personal involvement with God
which is essential to Judaism,
Berg concluded.

— ^largaret Schumann

STUDENT APARTMENTS
student apartments for '84-'85

Excellent Hoxsey Street location.

Contact Mr. Harsch at 823-5469 or 458-5764.
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ness executive" as their probable career, nearly

four percent more than at comparable colleges

and 6.2 percent more than the earlier Williams

Moreover, 9..3 percent of the Class of '87 said

they planned to major in economics, nearly dou-

ble the number five years ago. The increase at

least partially reflects the rising prestige of that

department in the eyes of applicants to Williams,

according to Director of Admissions Philip

Smith. Last year, 12.9 percent of the graduating

class were economics majors.

However, Director of Career Counseling

Fatma Kassamali said she doubted that such

freshman career figures were borne out when

students began their job searches as seniors. She
said the consistent number of students who
expect their major fields or career plans to

change while at Williams more aptly showed the

continued flexibility of students' ambitions.

"Corporate types"

As freshmen, "that's all they know: law, pre-

med, and business," observed Kassamali, adding

that businesses interviewing here often shy away
from overzealous "corporate types."

The number of freshmen foreseeing careers as

lawyers and doctors has varied little over a five-

year period, according to the questionnaire

results. This year they were 17.3 and 16.2 percent

respectively.

Selected results from the Cooperative

Institutional Research Program's survey

of the Class of 1987 at Williams.

Estimated Parental Income
$40.000-$49.999

$50.000-$99,999

$100,000 or more

Type of High School Attended

public

private (denominational)

private (nondenominational)

Religious Preference

Protestant

Roman Catholic

Jewish
other

none

13.5

33.8

21.9

59.7

10.4

29.9

.33.7

25.2

11.0

7.8

22.2

Probable Major Field of Study

(numbers in brackets indicate percentage

of the Class of 1983 in these majors)

art 1.1 (7.9)

engllsh 11.5 (15.4)

history 7.1 (10.0)

other languages 15 (4.4)

phUosophy 1.5 (1.9)

biology 7.7 (8.5)

chemistry 4.0 (4.4)

mathematics 3.3 (4.0)

physics 2.9 (4.0)

economics 9.3 (12.9)

political science - 9.5 (15.0)

psychology 2.4 (7.1)

undecided H-S

Conern about Financing College

no concern
some concern

major concern

,52.9

38.9

8.2
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Williams Olympians:

the tradition continues
by Christian Hewlett

On February 12 in Sarajevo,
Yugoslavia, Jeff Hastings '81

sailed 107 meters through the

air to take fourth place in the

90 meter ski jump at the XIV
Olympic Winter Games. He also

finished ninth in the 70 meter
Jump, the best American finish

since the event was added to the

Olympics in 1964.

Although his particular feats

were new, Hastings was by no
means the first Williams alum-
nus to participate in the Games.
The Williams-Olympic link

began with the II Games in

Paris in 1900. The Games were
still fledgling then, and instead

of sending a national team,
America let its colleges and
sport clubs send promising ath-

letes. Most of the prominent
U.S. competitors came with

teams from Princeton, Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania and Uni-

versity of Chicago. However,
John Bray '00, a four-year

member and two-year captain
of the Williams track team,
went to Paris on his own to

represent his alma mater.
With 35 com{)eting track and

field athletes, the United States

won all but six of the 24 events.

In the 1,500m run Bray slipped

past fellow American David
Hall to take the bronze medal
and the top American finish in

the event. He later donated his

medal to the College.

Willaims next appears in

Athens at the 1906 games in the

person of Robert Grandison
Leavitt '07. The 1906 Olympics
represented an early attempt to

hold the games in Greece in off

years.Although the idea was
soon given up, and the 1906
Games are now considered
unofficial," Leavitt's gold
medal is very real.

He attended Williams only dur-
ing his sophomore and junior
years, but during that time won
the 120 and 220 meter hurdle
events in almost every track
meet, including the Eastern col-

lege championships. Hew also
competed in the standing broad
jump at Williams.

In 1906 America decided to

send a national team to the
games. Tryouts were not held,

instead competitors were
chosen by the Olympic commit-
tee on the strength of their

records. In Athens, Leavitt's
victory in the 110 meter hurdles
was a surprise. In The Olympic
Pageant, Alexander Weyand
described the race this way:

"This was one of the most
thrilling contests of the games.
Robert Leavitt and H. Healy
raced neck and neck over the

last jump; some say the Aus-
tralian was a shade ahead. In

the sprint to the finish, the Willi-

ams man won by an inch or
two."

Williams' last early Olympic
victory came in Antwerp in 1920

at the VII Games. There H. Hal-

lock Brown '20, the national two-

mile champion, won two gold
medals for the 3000 meter team
race. Brown finished first over-
all in the event, thus earning a
gold medal, and received
another for being a member of

v^-fr-t

Budweiser
KING OF BEERS

ATHLETE OFTHE WEEK

This week^s recipient is freshman
Liz Kellison who led the woman's

basketball team in their come-

back win over fVesleyan with 29

points. Liz, this Bud's for you!
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Ski jumper Jeff Hastings '8

1

shines at Winter Olympics
by Christian Howlett

On Saturday Jeff Hastings
'81, America's number one ski
jumper, with a spectacular 107
meter jump, finished forth in

the 90 meter jump at the Win-
ter Olympics in Sarajevo,
Yugoslavia. In the 70 meter
jump he finished ninth, the
best American finish ever in

the event.

Williams got a bit of recogni-
tion, too, from Hastings' feat.

Several times during the 70m
event the ABC cameras
panned to show his parents
waving a Williams College
banner.

This season has been Hast-
ings' best. On December 18 he
put together jumps of 114.Sand
108.5 meters to win the 90m
World Cup jumping competi-
tion at Lake Placid, N.Y. That
made him only the second
American to have ever won a

World Cup ski jumping event

and the first ever to win one on
American soil.

Going into the Olympics, the

former Williams ski captain
was ranked sixth in the world.

He just missed a berth on the

1980 Olympic team.

Competing since age 9

Hastings, 24, is a native of

Norwich, Vt., who began com-
peting at age nine. He said at

15 he decided to give up cross-

country and downhill skiing in

favor of jumping. "Once
cross-country got over two

kilometers, I got out," he said.

"I'm not into physical abuse.

Jumping is a one-time thing

where you do everything in a

short clip of time."

Now, he added, he's begin-

ing to think about retirement.

"Ski jumping is a young man's
sport. I'm 24,and I'm called

the grandfather of the team.
You get cautios. You stand at

the top in the wind, and you
start to think. And that's the

time to quit."

Hastings, who was an
honors graduate in economics,
worked full-time for the She-

raton Hotel chain during train-

ing. In the off-season he enjoys
lacrosse and fly-fishing.

the winning American team.
Since he had gotten his start in

running at Williams (after
being told freshman year by the
football coach that he was too
small to play i , he donated one of

his medals to the college in

gratitude.

The two gold and one bronze
medals won by Brown, Leavitt,

and Bray are now on display in

the Williamsiana collection in

Chapin Hall.

To the best of our knowledge,
no Williams person has won an
Olympic medal since 1920. How-
ever, the college has been
represented at almost every
Olympics.

In 1948, Ralph Townsend,
later Williams ski coach and
Outing Club director, competed
with the U.S. Nordic Ski Team
at the Winter Games in St.

Moritz, Switzerland. He fin-

ished 74th (the third place
American) in the 18 kilometer
cross country event and 33rd
(the fourth place American) in

the Nordic combination.
Robert B. Muir, Williams

swimming coach, was an asso-
ciate coach of the men's team at
the XIV Summer Games in Lon-
don. The Americans swept the
pool, taking first place in every
single event. Heinle Greer '22

and Lanphaer Buck '24 worked

Just In;

The new revised edition of

International Jobs: Where They Are,
How To Get Them by Eric Kocher|R|enzrs

COLLEGE BOOK STORE. INC
WILLIAMSTOWN. MASS 01267

STUDY ABROAD AT THE
ITHACA COLLEGE
LONDON CENTER

SEMESTER OR YEAR PROGRAM
ITHACA COLLEGE CREDIT
BRITISH FACULTY

COURSES — British and Europaan studies are
ottered in literature, history art hrstor/, dram».
music, sociology, education, psychology,
communications, and politics. SpaeM program
oHarad in Orarna. InlemaMpa avaHaMe to
quaHltod atudanta In Intamational BualnMa.
Sodal SanricM, Communlcatlona and Potlllcal

Sdenca.
Visits to the theatre, museums, galleries,

schools, social and political institutions are
an integral part of the curriculum

For tuittwr IntormaUon wrtte:

International Programs - SP
Ithaca College
Ithaca. New York 14850
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Men's Hockey
Williams 3. Middlebury 2

Williams 1. Hamilton

Men's Basketball

Williams 69, Wesleyan 66
R. P. I. 76, Williams 67

Women's Hockey
Williams 3. Wesleyan 1

Women's Basketball

Williams 57, Wesleyan 44
Trinity 67. Williams 52

Women's Squash
Williams 7, Wesleyan
Williams 6. Amherst 1

Men's Swimming
Williams 94, Wesleyan 21

together coaching the men's
field hockey team and heading
the field hockey committee.
In 1952 Muir was again on the

coaching staff of the men's
swim team at the XV Games in

Helsinki, and in 1956 he was
named head coach of the men's
swim team at the XVI Games in

Melbourne.
Angus G. Morrison '75, com-

peted in the 1972 Summer
Games in Munich on the men's
canoeing team. He finished
tenth in ^fhitewater canoeing
competition. In 1976, Nancy
Storrs '73 was a member of the
first women's crew team in

Olympic history at the XXI
Summer Games in Montreal.
She rowed number two in the

U.S. women's four boat. Angus
Morrison '75 competed as the

lone American entry in the
canoe singles competition.

Storrs and Sue Tuttle '78 were
members of the 1980 women's
crew team. Leslie Milne '79 and
Christine Larson-Mason, Willi-

ams field hockey coach, were
members of the field hockey
team. The United States boycott
prevented their competing in

the XXII Summer Games in

Moscow. However, Milne and
Larson-Mason will compete
with the first ever U.S. women's
field hockey team this summer
in Los Angeles.

This article was printed with
permission of the Ifilliams

Alumni Review.

<— Study—

^

in Italy

this Summer
BARBIERI CENTER/ROME CAMPUS

Sponsored By

••^ TRINITY

COLLEGE
Hartford, CT

06106

Art History

Classical Civilization

History

JUNE 2 -JULY 7
Wrilr also lor deuils on Fill and

Spring ftofftm
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Hoopsters go to 3-0 in Little Three
after beating the Cardinals 69-66

Peter Griffth '85 drives for a layup against Wesleyan in the Eph-

men's 69-66 victory Saturday. (Ruderman)

by Dave Paulsen

The men's basketball team
clinched at least a tie for the Lit-

tle Three Championship with a

69-66 victory over Wesleyan Sat-

urday night at La.sell. The win

upped the Ephs record to .3-0 in

the Little Three, while Wes-

leyan fell to 0-3. Amherst stands

at 1-1.

The Ephs raced to an 11-4 lead

in the first half, behind the

shooting of Tim Walsh '86. Willi-

ams cooled down after that,

however, and Wesleyan spurted

to a 32-31 halftime advantage.

Head coach Harry Sheehy felt

that his team failed to play with

intensity in the first half and
committed some "dumb mis-

takes." Sheehy said, "We told

our guys at halftime that we had
to play smarter basketball-- we
had to execute on offense."

Second half turnaround

The Ephs set about to follow

Sheehy's instructions and grad-

ually edged ahead of Wesleyan
in the second half. Co-captain

Art Pidoriano '84 came alive for

Jthe Ephs in the second half, and
the team as a whole shot better

from the floor.

Tracksters run in regional meets
and post-season competitons

by Chris Stearns

This past weekend nine members of the men's
indoor track team travelled to Bates College

where they finished ninth in the New England
Division III championship.
The day began well as senior Bernie Krause

led off the day with one of his best performances
ever in the shot put. He placed fifth in the field

with a toss 46' 1/2"- In the relays the Ephs enjoyed

outstanding performances. The distance med-
ley team of Mike Coyne '87, Ted Leon '84, and
John Ellison '86 unleashed a 10: 37 to take fourth.

Their feat was duplicated by the two-mile relay

team of Bennett Yort '84, Tom Pingree'86, Kevin
Jenkins '85, and Brian Angle '84 which ran a

blazing 7; 53 just missing the school record while

taking fourth.

In other individual performances, Jenkins

and Pingree came in second and fifth respec-

tively in the 800. Senior co-captain Ted Leon also

took a second as he clocked a 50.1 in the 400

meter run.

Putting things in perspective, Coach Farley

said, "We were not really concerned with points

going in since we took only a limited number of

competitors. Overall I was pleasantly surprised

with the effort because they all ran about their

best times this season and that is what you really

want."

Women tracksters take second
Though they only took five runners, the

women's team fared much better as they placed

second overall in an invitational meet held at

Union College. All five had outstanding days.

Gail Henderson '87 took two firsts in both the

300 and the 55 meter dash. Lindsay Rockwood '85

continued a fine season winning the triple jump
and taking second in the high jump.

Mary Ellen Mahoney '86 added another first in

the 55 meter hurdles and a third in the triple

jump. Pam Merrit '87 grabbed seconds in the

triple jump and the long jump. Capping the day.

Amy Doherty '84 took a second in the half mile

with a 2: 28.

Next weekend the women's New Englands are

being held at B.U., but the Ephs have their

sights set on the Division III Eastern Champion-

ships being held at Bates in two weeks. Coach
Farley said, "To have all these women qualify

for the Easterns from what is a non-varsity

sport here is exceptional. Everyone is very

enthused and pumped up for it."

Grapplers end season at tourney
by Lee Hatcher

In the prestigious New Eng-

land Tournament, the Williams

wrestling team capped off their

season with an eleventh place

finish out of eighteen of the most

competitive wrestling teams in

the Northeast. The Ephmen
were led by Co-Captains Jeff

May '85 and John Leahy '84, who
romped to 4th and 6th place fin-

ishes respectively.

Competing at 1.58 lbs. May put

in his finest performance of the

season. In his three victories of

the tournament, he racked up 27

points to his opponents 4. But the

highlight of the meet had to be

his match against a Wesleyan

foe. In the semifinal round Jeff

drew Skalla, a junior Cardinal

with two New England titles and

All-American status to his

credit. May led most of the

match, and eventually lost, but

his 6-4 score was the closest of

the tournament for this formid-

able foe.

Leahy concluded a spectular

season with a fine showing.

Wrestling in the tough 167 lbs.

weight catagory, he faced the

top seed in the second round. In

an impressive showing Leahy
fell 7-5. He rallied in the wrestle

backs, in whipping two oppo-

nents by a combined score of 19-

8. But in his final bout for fifth

place, he lost tooneof the Skalla

brothers of Wesleyan by a 7-0

margin.

Other Eph performances

There were some noteworthy

efforts by other Ephmen in the

upper weights. Freshman Dan
MacDonnell landed a victory in

the 180 lbs. division. Dave Bick-

nell '84 wrapped up the season

with a win in the 190 lbs. weight

class. Sophmore Heavyweight

Peter Dawson also captured a

bout in this post-season
tournament.

First year coach Hal Zendle

praised his team's performance
this year and remarked the out-

look for the future is bright; "1

was most pleased by this team.

There was tremendous pro-

gress on the part of each and

every wrestler. The team pulled

together, and really jelled in the

season finale. 1 enjoyed working

with these young men."

With 7: 02 left in the game, the

Ephs held a 56-48 advantage.

The Cardinals narrowed the

lead, but with 5 minutes remain-

ing, senior co-captain John
McNicholas hit John McCarthy
'84 with a fine pass out of the

four corners offense. McCarthy
converted the basket, was
fouled on the play, and made the

free throw for a big three point

play.

Crowd senses Little 3 title

Down the stretch, the Cardi-

nals kept inching back into the
game, but could not get any
closer than four points, as the

Ephs repeatedly hit their foul

shots. As time expired, the sixth

man was chanting "Little

Three", and a jubilant Sheehy
exchanged congratulations
with his squad.

Sheehy pointed to several fac-

tors in his team's second half

turnaround. "In the second half,

we executed better offensively,

we hit our free throws, and shot

well," he said. He also praised

Dave Krupski '84, and
McCarthy, for their work
inside. "I thought Krup
(Krupski) did a good job keep-

ing Gallivan (6-7 Wesleyan cen-

ter Paul Gallivani off the

Women's hockey
Continued from Page 14

ctole the puck from a forward and raced up the ice. After shooting,

Clifford was pushed into the goalie by a Cardinal defenseman. The
puck rolled in for the score. Once again the blustering Wesleyan
coach argued but again the goal stood. For Clifford, just like for

Fernandes, it was her first goal of the year.

The third period was played mostly in the neutral zone with

neither team scoring. Jacon denied the Cardinals several times in

the final three minutes to pin down her first victory.

Williams is now 5-3 on the year and their next game is Friday
night at UConn.

boards in the second half. And
Johnny McCarthy came off the

bench and really gave us a lift

on the boards. He does some of

the things that don't show up in

the box score but help us win."

Pidoriano poured in 22 points

to lead the Ephs. With the effort

,

he drew within 20 points of

breaking Sheehy's all-time Wil-

liams career scoring of 1391

points.

Walsh turned in another stel-

lar performance, especially in

the first half when he scored 13

of his 19 points.

76-67 loss to RPI

In other action over the week,

the Ephs suffered an emotional

letdown against RPI and were
defeated 76-67. Sheehy said,

"Only two people came to play:

Petertguard Griffith '85) and
Timmy (Walsh)." Griffith

scored a season high 12 points,

while Walsh sank 28.

The Ephs fell behind early In

that contest, and despite the

efforts of Griffith and Walsh,

could never get over the hump
to victroy.

The Ephs, now return to

action tonight, hosting Clark at

8 p.m.

Men's Hockey-
Continued

Defensive battle at Hamilton
Tuesday night's clash at

Hamilton proved to be a goalie's

battle. Finn was flawless in the

net, stopping 26 Continental

shots while recording his second
shutout. Hamilton's goalie,

Mike Gassier, was a rare match
for the Willliams netminder,

turning away 36 attempts
before allowing freshman .'Vlike

O'Connell's goal at 0: 59 in the

overtime. Chris Traggio '87 and
Brian Rutledge '85 assisted on

the Eph's game-winner. Willi-

ams has now beaten a tough

from Page 14

Hamilton squad twice this

season.

In the home stretch before

post-season play. Williams
faces hockey powerhouse Bab-
son (16-1-1) Tuesday and West-

field Saturday. Both games will

be played in the Lansing Rink.

Stellar performances from
high-scorer Rich Jackson (10

goals and 10 assists in 20 games

)

and goalie Finn (.916 save per-

centage) are essential if Willi-

ams is to finish within the top

eight teams in their division to

make the play-offs.

Goalie Dan Finn '84 slops Panther breakaway In overtime in Fri-

day's 3-2 win. (Khakee)
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Lyons and Pier lead

to third in Winter Carnival

Number 22 Paul Coleman '85 celebrates his game-winning goal

Willi teammates and Coach Bill McCormick. (Khakee)

Pucksters stay alive

with 2 overtime wins

by Greg Leeds
As Americans Phil and Steve Mahre were win-

ning the gold and silver medals in the Olympic
slalom, Williams' Crawford Lyons '84 and John
Pier '85 placed first and second respectively in

the slalom at Williams' carnival. Their finishes

led the men's alpine team to a first place in that

event, as Williams ousted perennial winner Uni-
versity of Vermont for the top spot. The Ephmen
had 82 points to UVM's 79.

The race was strikingly similar to the '83 carni-
val slalom, where Pier was first and Lyons was
second. Helping Williams substantially was Chris
Eagon '84, who broke away from a 16th first run
placing to finish 8th. Helge Weiner '87 was second
after the first run but ended up at 24th. Martin
Magoun '86 also had a spectacular first run, plac-
ing 8th from the last start position, but fell in the
second run.

In the giant slalom, Lyons had his best finish of
the year at fourth. Eagon was 9th, followed by
Weiner at 13th and Tim Hill "86 at 19th. Pier was
7th after the first run but did not finish the second.
Dartmouth won the GS, followed by UVM, Willi-

ams, and Middlebury.

Johansen leads cross-country squad
In the cross country events, Steve Johansen '84

had his best races ever, placing 15th in the 14-

kilometer and holding third on his leg of the relay.

Colman O'Connor '85 also skiied well, finishing

6th In the 14-km. Ole Halvorsen '87 was 24th and
Tim Goss '85 was 31st. The relay team of O'Con-

nor, Johansen, and Halvorsen finished fifth.

In the overall standings, UVM was first with 317

points, followed by Dartmouth with 260. Williams

was third with 253 points.

Women take fourth

Third-place finishes in the giant slalom and
cross country relay events brought the women's
ski team to 4th place overall in the Williams carni-

val last weekend. University of Vermont won the

four-event competition, followed by University of

New Hampshire and Middlebury.
In the GS, Kate Knopp '85 and Donna MacDo-

nald '87 led Williams with third and fouth places
respectively. Betsy Paine '85 was 21st, followed
closely by Marcy Rubinger '85 at 25th.

In the slalom, Knopp was 14th, while Paine was
21st and Rubinger was 25th. Gwen Garcelon '87

was 29th.

Sarah Bates '85 was an outstanding performer
for the cross country team, finishing 7th in the 7

kilometer and pulling the relay team from sixth to

third in the final leg. Karla Miller '85 was 22nd in

the 7 kilometer, while Beth Schmidt '86 was 24th.
The final Carnival for both men and women is

next weeekend at Middlebury.

by Paul Meeks and Chris
Harned

The Williams hockey team
kept their Division II Eastern
College Athletic Conference
play-off hopes alive by extend-

ing their winning streak to three

games last week with crucial

overtime wins over Middleb-

ury, 3-2 on Friday, and Hamil-
ton, 1-0 Tuesday. With a record

of 9-10-1, the Ephmen may
secure a postseason bid at the

verge of elimination.

The squad gave the the Winter
Carnival fans an early gift Fri-

day night with an impressive
come-from-behind victory over
Middlebury in overtime. Ear-
lier this season the Panthers
dealt the Ephmen an embarass-
ing 3-2 loss.

Center Rich Jackson '85 and

defenseman Paul Coleman '85

supplied the scoring firepower.

Jackson scored twice, at 11:27

in the first period and again at

17: 58 in the second and assisted

on Coleman's game-winning
blast from the point four min-
utes into the overtime. Forward
Dave Fritz '86 chipped in two
assists.

In the third period, Williams
killed three Middlebury power-
plays, and goalie Dan Finn '84

stopped a break-away attempt
off the stick of the Panthers'
high scorer Chip Kenyon with
two minutes remaining. Finn,

only recently returning from an
injury, was superb with 42

saves. Such poise and confi-

dence has been absent from the

Ephmen in their roller-coster

season thus far.

Continued on Page 13

Senior Chris Eagon races to ninth in the Giant Slalom in Williams' Winter Carnival at Brodle

Mountain. (Khakee)

Paced by Liz Kellison's 29 points,

women hoopsters snap losing streak

Home win
over Cards

by Mike Best
Led by freshman Liz Kelli-

son's 29 points, the women's
basketball team broke an
eight-game losing streak by
defeating the Wesleyan Cardi-
nals Saturday, 57-44.

As in many of the Ephwo-
men's recent games, the first

half of Saturday's contest was
close. Neither side was able to

establish a sizeable lead
before the other team caught
up. Twice in the last four min-
utes, the Ephs built up four-

point leads only to see
Wesleyan come right back.

Kellison, who had sixteen
points in the half, sank the last

shot before halftime to put Wil-

liams up 31-29.

The second half was quite a

change from recent Eph play.

Lately, the Ephs have stayed

close in the first half only to be

blown out in the second. Exactly

the reverse happened in the

second half Saturday.

Eph's 14 straight points

Nevertheless, the Cardinals
stayed close for the first ten

minutes. In fact, at the 10:00
mark Wesleyan held a 42-39

lead. However,they would not
score another point until there
was less than a minute left. The
Ephwomen then reeled off 14

straight points and outscored
the Cardinals 18-2 in those last

ten minutes.

The Ephwomen took control

with nine minutes left as
Sandy Wanstall '87 began the
Eph streak with two foul shots.

It was Liz Kellison, though,
who led the charge. She scored
eight straight points, breaking
through the Wesleyan zone.
Kay Lackey, who ended up
with fifteen points, then scored
seven of the Eph's last eight

points, while the Cardinals
could only manage one more
basket.

The Eph drive was the pro-

duct of what coach Tom Cruth-
ers called "real good
basketball " The Ephs played

patient offense, trying to find

Kellison, and strong defense,

shutting Wesleyan off the

boards. Led by Jean Hak-

miller '86 with 15 rebounds and

Kay Lackey '85 with 13, Willi-

ams outrebounded the Cardi-

nals 44-24 for the game.

Cruthers summed up his

team's fine performance, "We
kept our composure a lot bet-

ter. Defensively we played

really well." He added that the

Ephwomen "know they're get-

ting a lot better, and I know
they're getting a lot better."

Loss to Trinity

On Wednesday, the Ephs

lost to Trinity, 67-52. The game
was close throughout during

the first half, and Trinity held

just a 28-27 lead at halftime. In

the second half, the Bantams

kept increasing their lead until

it became a blowout. Jean

Hakmlller led the way for the

Ephs with fourteen points and

eight relxjunds and Liz Kelli-

son added twelve points.

The Ephs are now 5-9. They

p!ay at Smith Wednesday and

at home against Tufts

Saturday.

Women pucksters win 3-1

to claim ''Little Two'' title
by Tom Dumphy

The women's hockey team defeated rival Wesleyan Saturday 3-1

before a vocal Winter Carnival crowd. Williams' victory clinched
this year's "Little Two" crown (Amherst has no team). After fal-

ling behind 1-0 in the second period, the Ephs netted three quick
goals. Goaltender Steph Jacon '87 shut out the Cardinals the rest of

the way to seal the victory.

Williams applied pressure throughout the first period but the fine

passing of Peggy Cardie '86 and Andrea Raphael '86 was to no avail.

Williams took twice as many shots as Wesleyan but the Cardinals
constantly thwarted the Ephwomen by bunching up in front of the
net and blocking shots. At the other end, Jacon's sprawling style of

play kept the opponents off the scoreboard.
The second period was played much as the first until tri-captain

Alice Comiskey '84 was called for tripping at 6:04. Wesleyan con-
verted on the power-play to go up 1-0. Williams responded with a
three goal flurry in the next ten minutes.

Williams strikes back

Beth Ebel '86 tied the game 1-1 on a goal that got a long argument
from the Wesleyan coach. Tri-captain Jeanette Hazelton '85 passed
to Ebe\ outside the blue line from where she skated the puck in and
shot as she was being tripped by a Wesleyan defender. The momen-
tum carried Ebel, defender, goalie, and puck all into the net. The
Ephs then went ahead on a goal by freshman winger Leslie
Fernandes.

Tri-captain Pam Briggs '84 carried the puck along the right
boards into the Wesleyan zone. Briggs passed into the middle to
Raphael who put a half-shot half-pass to the crease. Fernandes
knocked it in for the game winning goal.
Wesleyan tried to rally, but Jacon stopped a breakaway to ruin

the Cardinals' hopes. Haley Clifford '87 then got the insurance goal
to close out the scoring. With Comiskey in the penalty box. Clifford

Continued on Page 13
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Spring came a little early to the Purple Valley last week, giving
students a chance to get out and catch some rays on "Chapin
Beach." (Ruderman)

Candidates coining to campus

McGovern, Jackson and Hart
by Martita WeU

and Melissa Matthes
The Williams campus will become a center for presidential politi-

cal discussion in the next two weeks. Plans are now being made by
various campus Democratic organizations for Jesse Jackson. Gar>-
Hart. George McGovern and Ernest Hollings. four of the eight

Democratic presidential candidates, to speak here.

This Thursday, March 1, George McGovern will tjegin campaign-
ing in Massachusetts by speaking at Williams. .According to

McGovern delegate David Wagner '86. the topic of his speech at

about lunchtime in Thompson Chapel will be "Educating .Amer-
ica and Other Issues."

McGovern's visit, for which he is not taking a fee, is organized by
the Williams Lecture Committee and Students for McGovern. Of ail

the candidiate's visits, McGovern's is the only one confirmed so

far.

On Sunday. March 4 in Chapin Hall, Jesse Jackson will present
his \1ews and answer audience questions. The speech will be broad-
cast over WCFM. which will also be interviewing the candidate
earlier that afternoon. .According to Nzingha Clarke '86. the Black
Student Union will be paying for Jackson's transportation to Willi-
ams, wUle the Students' Committee for Jackson has t>een arrang-
ing the N-isit.

The following afternoon. Gary Hart is tentatively scheduled to

speak in Chapin Hall. Like Jackson, Hart will give a general cam-
paign speech and entertain questions from the audience. He will be
introduced by Joe McGuiness, author of of the recent book 'The
Selling of the Presidency.

"

.Although "the details are not firm." according to Jeff Trout '80. a

spokesman for Williams Students With Hart, "it would be his only
campaign appearance in this part of the state." The student group
is sponsoring Hart's \'isit.

.At some as yet undetermined date ne.xt week. Ernest Hollings
will also speak on campus. Currently, according to Eric Glatstein
'87. the speech may be held on either the 7th or the 10th.

Officers of the Williams College Young Democrats club noted
that their organization is not involved in the \-isits. Each particular

advocacy group planned, raised money and arranged the details

for the Nisits of their respective candidates. There has been primar-
ily student input into the events, although all of the spokesmen hope
to involve otliers.

"It's not going to be just the Williams communitv'," said Clarke,

adding that the Student Committee for Jackson has been working
with students from North .Adams State College, and hopes to get

many N.ASC students and faculn.- to attend.

Similarly. Trout said that the audience will Include "Adams,
North -Adams, and Williamstown residents. " and that local media
coverage should be hea%y.

Amherst disbands fraternities
after week of student protest

by .Ned Ladd

Amherst Trustees, meeting in

New York City, officially
announced this weekend that
the school will permanently dis-

band all fraternities in June.
Students were informed Satur-
day of the decision which came
after a week of student protest
and 160 years of the institution

at Amherst.

Trustee committee Chairman
George Beitzel stated in the

Boston Globe, "this is the time

and opportunity to make the

quality of campus life as exem-
plary outside as it is inside the

classroom."
The abolition of fraternities is

only one part of the Tnistees'

plan to upgrade social life at the

college. .According to .Ann-

-Marie McGowan, editor of the

.Amherst Student, the package
includes a new campus center, a

residential house system like

Williams' and a so-called social

behavior code.

No student input?

Recent student protest has
centered around the fact that

student input has been largely

ignored in the Trustees' deci-

sion. A poll taken last December
showed that at least two-thirds

of the students supported
fraternities.

Last Monday nearly 300 stu-

dents occupied the office of act-

ing president G. Armour Craig
in a day-long peaceful sit-in,

taking time out only to go to

classes. In addition, almost 200

letters of protest were sent to

the Trustees.

Hunger strike

Last Tuesday ten frat
members began a five-day
hunger strike to show their con-

cern. Thev made no direct

demands, but expressed hope
that the Trustees would meet
with members of the Inter-

Fraternity Council. "This is

simply a way for us to show our

concern for fraternities," said

striker Robert Hecht '86.

"Hopefully it will make a

difference."

The IPC met with the Trus-

tees in .New York Friday for 15

minutes, but could not change
their minds. IPC Vice-
President Daniel Franzese '84

said of the meeting, "the cam-
pus sentiment is that we were
brought down there as a formal-

ity so we can't say now there

was no student input."

All ten of the striking students

ended their hunger strike Fri-

day when the IPC met with

Trustees.

However, students are claim-

Continued on Page 6

Beginning Wednesday, student Security monitors will patrol Mission Park in the evenings in an

attempt to cut down on vandalism to the dormitory complex. (Buckner)

Starting Wednesday

Security students to patrol Mission Park
by Sarah .\bemathy

.A new student security patrol
win go into effect Wednesday
night in .Mission Park in an
effort to prevent further vandal-
ism to the dormitory complex,
according to Security Super\i-
sor Jean Thorndike.
The haUs will be monitored

from 10 p.m. till 2 a.m. on Wed-
nesday and Thursday nights

and from 10 p.m. till 3 a.m. on
Fridays and Saturdays.
"What we're hoping to do is

set up students with radios in

communication with securitv

Reverses own decision

officers, and if they observe any
problems they'll call them in,"

said Thorndike.

"We're not expecting them to

get involved in any serious inci-

dents; they will he an extension

of the security department, an

extra pair of eyes and ears," she

added.
Shifts of at least three or four

will patrol the lobby area, the

cafeteria and the hot dust and
rec rooms, Thorndike said.

"We'd originally hoped
members of each (.Mission)

house would be wUUng to moni-

tor, but we don't have a pool of

students for assignments now,"
said Thorndike.

Students will be paid through
the security student monitor
program and must be certified

financial aid students, Thorn-

dike said. Only atxiut five of the

desired 16 students have volun-

teered so far, she added.

-A similar dorm patrol for the

different quads was used and
then discontinued several years

ago, she said. It was unsuccess-

Continuea on Page 5

CUL approves frosh groups of 7

Dean of Housing Mary
Kenyatta and other m«mt)ers of

the Committee on Unctergradu-

ate Life officially approved the

Housing Commitee's proposal

to allow groups of seven fresh-

men to apply together lor hous-

ing at Tuesday s meeting.

(Khakeei

by R. De.^Iott

The Committee on Undergraduate Life
unanimously passed a motion to increase the

ma.ximum size of freshmen groups applying
together for housing back to seven at its meeting
Tuesday. The decision reverses one passed last

year b> the CUL which limited the size of such
groups to four.

The proposal, initiated by the Housing Commit-
tee several weeks ago. is an attempt to encourage
freshman to affiliate with .Mission Park.
"E%idently there were very, very few people

who applied to .Mission first choice last year as a
result of the smaller groups." said CUL memtier
and biology professor Henry .Art

"Dumb in the first place"

"Its a pretty self-evident point, it was dumb to

take it > the seven person option > out in the first

place." said student representative Phil Walsh
'85. Representative Bill Foraker '85 added that.

"freshmen feel that Mission is an undesirable

physical plant and when we reduced the size to

four, it took away a lot more of the desirability ."

The smaller group size also made it harder to

arrange for people to stay together in suites,

according to Foraker. "Because of the size of the

suites, the house presidents had problems mesh-

ing various groups together. Since this is commu-
nal living, that can really create tension." he

said.

.According to the propsal. groups larger than

four must list .Mission Park as their first choice

With this years institution of the so<alled

Pomilla Proposal, a prioritized lottery system for

housing transfers, freshmen who live in their first

choice next year will have little transfer priority

the folowing year.

"Stabiliie the Iransler process"

The Committee .made no special provision for

members of large groups who later wish to

transfer their affiliation "That's the cost of app-

Cootinued on Page 8
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Self-Control
Having student security monitors patrol the halls is an excellent step

towards solving the vandalism problems in Mission Park.
Mission is an active party center—a place where many partygoers

end their evenings. It is also a large complex whre outsiders can go
unnoticed. Thus it is especially vulnerable to vandalism and other anti-
social acts.

The mere presence of students in yellow jackets should discourage
many of these acts. The change may not be a noticeable one—the student
monitors may find themselves with little to do on a typical evening, and
little effectiveness if problems do arise. However, their existence should
calm the occaisionally rambunctious folks who can do so much damage.
The move is a good indicator that the administration trusts students to

monitor themselves. By reporting vandalous acts, students can keep
that trust. In addition, regular security guards would not blend in as well
as students with the daily life in Mission Park, and might arouse the
resentment of some, feeling that Security has intruded.
Student labor, relatively cheap for the College and also valued by the

workers, could also be used in other places to make life at Williams
better. Extended gym hours, extended library hours, and the new small-
party regulations that the Housing Committee is now working on can all

be facilitated with the use of student labor.

The Record encourages letters to the editor. They should be limited to 250 words,
signed and typed. The deadline is Sunday noon.

II you need more space to make your opinions known, contact Op-Ed editor Rob
Park at x6398. The Op-Ed deadline is Saturday noon.
Op—Eds and letters are the opinions of the writers, and not neccessarily the

opinions of the Record.

LETTERS

Cruel Threat
To the editor:

.Many thanks for the mention in the

February 7th issue of the Record. I'd

very much like to thank the authors of

the letter for identifying me with school
spirit at Williams. While here at NYLI
Law School I miss the sports scene at

Williams a great deal. I'm just sorry that

spirit may have dwindled this year. If

true (and Drew Klein has never lied to

me before), this cannot be permitted to

continue.

I watched the Olympics last night and
got a rush of Williams pride when I saw
Jeff Hastings competing in the 70 meter
ski jump. I was even more proud when I

saw the alumni contingents there with

the purple banner prominently dis-

played. Williams' athletes and sports

fans have a proud tradition to follow. We
played in the first college baseball game,
we have had national swimming cham-
pions, we have coaches such as Bob
Odell, Carl Samuelson, Sue Hudson-
Hamblin and Bill McCormick who per-

sonify the quest for athletic excellence in

an academic environment.
1 only wish I could be there watching

Art Pidoriano and Lynne Jaycobs bal-

Ihandle through enemy hoopsters and
cheering Danny Finn and the hockey
squad through their mid-season trou-

bles. These athletes perform not for the

lure of professional contracts, but for the

sheer enjoyment of sport.

I part with a hearty W-I-L-L-I-A-M-S
and the reassurance after first term
grades that you don't have to worry
about getting me back. That gentlemen,
was a cruel threat to Billsville.

Steve Epstein '83

Inhuman
To the editor:

We were most disappointed with your
haphazard coverage of the Trike Race.
We are distressed to be referrred to as
the Big Wheelers, especially since it is a
registered trademark of Mattel, and
your neglect to correctly transcribe our
name has involved us in a serious copy-

right dispute with Mattel. Our real name
is, of course, Nanook and the Huskies. In

additon, your inability to distinguish

between a Big Wheel and a dogsled

defies imagination and while we must
admit that our Eskimo was made in New
York, he was authentic enough to war-
rant at least some attention.

We also missed your incredible photo

of the most exciting part of the race,

when we accidentally ran over one of our
huskies, and he had to be taken to the

Infirmary. We attribute this oversight to

your inhuman, cruel and utterly

uncalled for hatred for huskies. We are

not amused.
Ken Slepyan '87

Brad Shipp '87

and others,

a.k.a. Nanook
and the Huskies
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For the Record
"For the Record" is a new part of the editorial section in which we cominend

or comment upon subjects that are noteworthy, but would not fit into a full
editorial.

•Amherst lost its frats

last weekend. With them
went the ubiquitous Fri-

day and Saturday par-

ties. No longer will there
be institutions directly

responsible for campus
nightlife. Clearly, there

will be a vacuum. The
next year will be a test of

Amherst students' abil-

ity to organize an excit-

ing and vibrant social

life. Let's hope they can
draw on our twenty
years of experience.

•His win in the giant sla-

lom on Friday draws
attention to the fact that

Crawford Lyons '84 is an
awesome skier. Through
the year, Lyons has
acquired two wins, a
second and a third in the

slalom, establishing his

pre-eminence in that

event, and a first seed in

the Nationals. This wee-

kend, while posting the

fastest time in the

second run of the slalom

(a fall in the first run

dropped him to 17th

overall), Lyons took a

victory in his off event.

•For the next two weeks,
newsmakers will be on
the Williams campus.
Several Democratic
candidates will speak on
the issues defining their

campaigns. This is one
time in which we can get

a jump on the New York
Times. Our information

will be first hand, com-
ing from a direct dia-

logue with the news-

makers themselves.
Don't see it on the even-

ing news.

Infuriating
To the editor:

I was dismayed and disgusted by last

week's article by Jeffrey Brainard on
WAAC and student acitvism. Once
again, the Record succeeded in printing

misrepresentation of the grossest kind,

emanating out of a lack of understanding
of the nature of student activism on this

campus in general, and of WAAC in par-

ticular. To begin with, allow me to clear

up ba few points. First, WAAC has never
and does not claim that Williams Col-

lege is responsible for promoting a "race
war" or is "killing South Africans". To
make such a simplistic claim would be
absurd, and outrage even the least

informed. The relation of the College's

investments to the Apartheid regime in

South Africa is somewhat more complex
than Brainard seems to think.

WAAC argues that divestment is a
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means of making an institutional state-

ment that refuses to participate in Amer-
ican companies and banks that support
South Africa. It seems quite obvious that

it is the white minority in South Africa

which is creating a "race war", and the

College's investments constitute a tacii

acceptance of that racist regime. The
strength of WAAC's argument lies in

asking that the College no longer con-

tinue to make this tacit acceptance, but,

rather, take an active stance against it

by joining the divestment movement.
For Brainard to reduce the divestment
argument to the simple-minded asser-
tion that the College is "killing Black
people" is a dangerous and misleading
misrepresentation.

Brainard also seems to suffer from a

profound lack of knowledge and under-
standing of the nature of WAAC. His only
"evidence" for their assertion that stu-

dents have "lost interest" in the issue of

divestment is the lack of students at the

open forum held by the ACSR last Janu-
ary. It is far more plausible that students
and WAAC members have long ago rec-

ognized the futility of placing thier argu-
ments before the ACSR, since the
Committee has absolutely no power in

making decisions. The locus of fKJwer of

this College is with the Trustees, and it is

simply a waste of energy (a precious
resource here In the Purple Valley) to

sjjend an evening with the ASCR.
Brainard fails to make the distinction

between an apparent lack of interest,

and the difficulty In sustaining the level

of energy required to deal with the Trus-

r

Op'Ed
Jackson and the media: a double barrelled attack

by Muhammad Kenyatta
Jesse Jackson Is coming on strong. His

rainbow coalition candidacy has almost
doubled its percentage of popular Demo-
cratic support since his formal
announcement. Within months, Jack-
son's candidacy has become the second
most favored candidacy among all
Democrats, tied with that of John Glenn.
The Democratic race is now between

Mondale, Jackson and Glenn. Good
moves and good luck could catapult the
upbeat rainbow campaign past Ohio
Senator John Glenn's fading star. Jack-
son's general strategy and his political

intuitions are coming through more and
more clearly.

First, build the Black candidate move-
ment. Then, when no one else has the

guts to run, cultivate the "Run, Jesse,

Run" draft movement. Declare the can-

didacy and his legitimacy escalates. A
stroke of genius: the bold diplomatic
rescue of U.S. pilot Goodman from Syria

.

Look, number three in the polls. Next the

Dartmouth debates goes as smooth as
silk. Now he is tied for number two. It's

time to take the high road. Exude confi-

dence. Project competence. Convey
momentum. And let John Glenn eat

Jackson's dust. It is a smart and effec-

tive strategy.

You've got to take your hat off to the

man. He Is winning white support at an
accelerating rate. He's showing his

grasp of the full range of social welfare,

economic, military and foreign policy

issues. He is as genuine a contender as
any other presidential aspirant. And he
has, in fact, left Hollings, Cranston,

Askew, McGovern, and Hart too far

behind for any of them to touch him.
But, there is a glitch in the plan. As

Jackson gets bigger, his opposition takes

him more seriously. Like Malcolm X
after his conversion to multi-racial hum-
anism and like Martin Luther King gath-
ering together his Poor People's
Campaign, the brash Rev. Jackson is

emerging as a black leader of a rainbow
coalition, potentially embracing a multi-

racial national consituency. Malcolm
and Martin were literally gunned down.
But Jackson's opposition is gunning for

him with propaganda bullets.

It Is a double-barrelled attack. But it

can be overcome if individual Jackson

supporters will take the time to promote
their candidate by the simple expedient
of letter-writing campaigns. Let me
explain.

A carefully orchestrated smear cam-
paign, from the Jewish Defense League
to the New York Times, has tried to paint
Jesse Jackson as an anti-Semitic tool of

Arab money. One should simply under-
stand that the pro-Israel lobby feels a
vested interest in discrediting any black
leader who dissents from that lobby's
dictates. A few years ago, it was the
forced resignation of then U.S. Ambassa-
dor Andrew Young. Now the pro-Israel
lobby is after Jesse Jackson. From the
sleek innuendoes of the New York Times
to the vulgar racism of the Jews against

Jackson, it is hard-ball interest group
politics that Jackson has resisted as a
matter of principle. His Mentor M. L.

King Jr. would be proud of Jackson's

principled support of Palestinian rights.

The other barrel of the attack comes
from a more unconscious bias of the
White media generally. This bias causes
the major media to continue to think of

the Democratic campaign as a race
between two white male millionaires,

Fritz Mondale and John Glenn. But
every idication from the trends of opin-
ion polls to the candidates' performance
in the several televised debates shows
that the two most viable Democrats are
Mondale and Jackson, not Mondale and
Glenn.
And here's where the letter-writing

comes in. Imagine thousands of Jackson
supporters sending letters to the editors

of local papers asking why reports do not
recognize Jackson's poll position as the

second-ranking Democrat. Imagine let-

ters to CBS and the Washington Post and
the New York Times, demanding that

those media representatives conduct
opinion polls matching Jackson against

Mondale, among Democratic voters.

Imagine letters calling for pollsters to

sample opinions about a November con-

test between Reagan and Jackson. The
results may be surprising.

My educated hunch is that such polls

would render two results. One result

would be to narrow the field of viable

Democrats to Jackson and Mondale. The
other result would be to reveal that Jack-

son would be a formidable opponent to

Ronald Reagan in the November general

election. And such results would likely

Malcolm and Martin were literally

gunned down. But Jackson's

opposition is gunning for him with

propaganda bullets.

lead to a quantum Increase in Jackson's

ability to raise funds and to woo liberal

supporters from the lost causes of Hart,

Cranston and McGovern.
Developments like these could place

the sky-rocketing Jackson within strik-

ing distance of a place on the Democratic
presidential ticket. In a popular sixties

song Bob Dylan admonished, "Don't

look too soon because the wheel's still in

spin and the times they are a -changing.

"

Jesse Jackson's wheel is spinning fast.

A public push by his supporters in the

form of a grass-roots letter-writing cam-
paign could help keep it spinning. Ameri-
can politics is, after all, largely a matter

of public perceptions of media presenta-

tions. Jackson's constituency, via let-

ters, could have a direct impact on
media presentation, thus effecting pub-

lic perception (it is a simple enough tech-

nique that the black middle class does
not use often enough! )

.

Jesse Jackson is coming on strong. But
right now he needs a little help from his

friends. With that help, Jackson could
decisively eclipse Glenn in terms of the

intangible viability quotient. And then >

maybe Mondale is not so invincible

after all.

.\luhammad Kenyatta '66, an activist

in the Massachusetts Jackson Jar
President campaign, is a J.D. candi-

date at Harvard Law School.

LETTERS
tees and administrators of this campus
on the issue of divestment. Students are

still concerned about College invest-

ments in companies and banks involved

In South Africa. Divestment is not a dead
issue. The struggle does continue

Which brings me to my next points. It

must be stated, most emphatically, that

It is wrong to place the burden of carry-

ing the "divestment banner...exclu-

sively" on the shoulders of two people.

The whole concept of reducing political

activism to the individuals concerned is

indicative of a pervasive misunder-

standing of WAAC as a group, and as a

movement, not simply an aggregate of

individuals.

Let me add that the two student

members of the ACSR, Bal and Rellly,

have not retreated from their position of

calling for full divestment. They are car-

rying on the struggle In a different form

by exploring what they can do to expand
the parameters of the ACSR. This is part

of the process of a sustained effort to

maintain a dialogue between the stu-

dents and the Trustees.

I wish to conclude by challenging Brai-

nard to rise out of his deplorable paroch-

ialism. To suggest that future activists

should spend their time and energy on

fighting to keep dogs on campus is truly

Infuriating. The College Council exists as

a means of representing student con-

cerns regarding the quality student life.

Political activists on this campus are

concerned, by definition, with Issues that

are, at one and the same time, a part of

this Institution and greater than It, since

this College Is a product of, and, in some
ways, a reflection of the society which

creates It. Navjeet Bal '84

WAAC member

Two Hands
To the editor:

In a sense, after reading Jeffrey Brai-

nard's article on student acitvism, I felt

very much the way a nine year old must
feel upon accidentally stumbling into a

department store full of free toys: There
is so much in the store to pick and choose
from, but it is frustrating deciding where
to begin.

So that this letter doesn't take up the

entire "Letters" section, though, I will

only pick and choose from the first para-

graph in the hopes that others will write

about the remaining thirty-one.

"Student activism," writes Brainard,

"...may have died a quiet death this Win-
ter Study, and the colorful, dramatic and
uncommon spectacle, a Cause of the

Year, may not be seen at Williams

Armhowzer

again."

Although Williams is certainly not a
school for revolutionary cadres, Brai-

nard has Ignored a good number of stu-

dents who have, since September, Ijeen

quietly and vocally mobilizing support

around various worldly and campus
Issues.

The following, just to refresh some
memories, is an incomplete list of

student-initiated political and social

events that have succeeded in address-

ing some relevant issues over the past

seven months: Women's Week, Panel on
'Women of Color,' a GLU Panel on
'Homosexuality at Williams,' a Central

America Teach-in, a rally protesting,

and a Town Meeting on, the Invasion of

Grenada, a rally protesting the Marines'

presence on campus, a petition drive

demanding Reagan's resignation, a

panel on 'Racism at Williams', student-

organized car pools to anti-nuclear ral-

lies in Groton, Conn, and Boston, student

representatives at the Women's Peace
Encampment in Seneca Falls, NY, a

voter registration drive on campus, the

formation of a numl)er of Presidential

campus campaigns, the Edward Said

lecture, Germinal, and a weekend con-

ference on Disarmament.
As can be clearly seen, student acti-

vism is still very much alive at Williams,

and contrary to Brainard's assertion,

activism here tends to be more "educa-

tional" rather than "confrontational"

although there are times when "confron-

tation" Is necessary.

Furthermore, Brainard harbors the

fallacious notion that the so-called

"Cause of the Year" no longer exists.

Such a misreading of social reality is

both Ignorant and, ultimately, harmful.

Every "cause," to certain people, is a

"Cause of the Year," especially to those

directly affected.

Continued on Page 9

by Fish
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Clash bow out

try Madness?
The rock group "The Clash"

will not perform at Williams
this spring, but will play at RPI
Instead, where they appeared
last year and earned $44,000.

The Student Activities Board
Is now trying to get the group
"Madness," and perhaps a reg-

gae band to open with them, for

an April concert in the Lansing
Chapman Hoclcey Rink.

"We thought [The Clash]
could play both Williams and
RPI, but they were looking at it

as an either or situation," said

SAB chairman Arunas Gudaitis
'84.

Both colleges bid $25,000 for

The Clash, but at RPI the band
will also receive a percentage of

the ticket sales for the 8000-seat

hall, which sold out last year.

The SAB might have had suf-

ficient funds for a big-name
group such as The Clash if it had
known last fall that the concert
would not be in Chapin, he said.

"We didn't expect to have to do
a show in the hockey rink, so we
didn't have enough money,"
explained Gudaitis.

The SAB is 80 percent sure it

can get the English group
"Madness," according to

Gudaitis. It is bidding $10,000,

and tickets will probably cost

six or seven dollars, he added.
Gudaitis characterized the

band as "a British ska group,
which has a mixture of influ-

ence from normal pop, rock and
roll and reggae music."
He also said that the group is

popular in England, and had the

American hit "Our House" last

year.

Channel 40
films campus
Camera crews from Channel

40 in Springfield were on cam-
pus for a good part of the day
Monday talking to students,

faculty and administration
members and filming the
campus.

Their efforts were Intended as
an examination of the residen-

tial house system at Williams
and of how tlie campus operates
without fraternities, in light of

Amherst Trustees' decision Sat-

urday to abolish them at that

school.

Spokesmen in the Williams
News Office said they were
unsure whether or not Channel
40 planned to air the segment as
a single story on the evening
news or as part of a several-

night series.

Camera crews interviewed

College President John
Chandler, Dean Nancy Mcln-
tyre, chemistry professor Wil-

liam Moomaw '59 and town
resident Bruce Grinnell '61 who
was a head of the student com-
mittee which first called for the

abolition of fraternities twenty

years ago. They also talked to

students and shot pictures of

rooms in several houses.

Grees to head

Outing Club
Edward Grees, assistant

coach of men's skiing and tennis

at Williams, has been named
Director of the Outing Club,

effective July 1.

He will begin directing the

Outing Club on a part-time basis

beginning March 1.

Grees's new full-time respon-

sibilities will include teaching

physical education classes and
managing the activities of the

Outing Club in conjunction with

the student board. He will also

continue as assistant coach of

the men's ski team.

Grees is a graduate of Wind-

ham College where he was most
valuable player and captain of

both the ski and lacrosse teams
in his senior year. He received

his master's degree in Sport

Management from the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts at

Amherst after skiing profes-

sionally for five years.

He is replacing former direc-

tor James Briggs who left the

Outing Club in January to

become Executive Director of

Alumni Relations for Williams.

Assistant men's skiing coacti

Edward Grees will take over as

Director of the Outing Club

(News Office file photo)

His wife, Mary Lou Briggs,

directed the Outing Club

through Winter Carnival.

Frat pledge at

AlC found dead
A freshman at American

International College in Spring-

field was found dead at a frater-

nity house shortly after a dinner

held as part of pledging "ritu-

als" early Thursday, according

to the Springfield Morning
Union.

Police said James F.
Lenaghan, 19, of Watertown
(Ma.) died at the Zeta Chi fra-

ternity house after eating a

"spaghetti dinner and wine
chasers."

Lenaghan was found uncons-
cious by fraternity members
sometime between midnight
and 12:30 a.m., college officials

said.

Police said Lenaghan
appeared to have choked on his

own vomit, but the department

was awaiting an official ruling

on the cause of death.

The Hampden County Medi-
cal Examiner performed an
autopsy at Mercy Hospital
Thursday afternoon but post-

poned ruling on the cause of

death pending toxicology
reports from the Massachusetts
State Police laboratories in

Boston.

"It's a ritual. They do it once a
year. It's part of the pledge, this

dinner," said a police detective,

who added that Lenaghan was
one of six freshman pledges who
attended the dinner at the fra-

ternity house.

Blaine Stevens, AIC dean of

students, denied that pledging

led to the death or that anything
"less than kosher" took place.

"The death had nothing to do
with the pledging process,"

Stevens said, although he said

the process "might have been
mitigating."

Stevens said Lenaghan, who
was assigned to a room at

Broadhurst dormitory on cam-
pus, apparently went to sleep at

the fraternity house and was
then found by fraternity
members "in some distress."

The death came in the third

week of a five-week pledging

process. Zeta Chi has been
ordered to stop pledging until

the matter is investigated, Stev-

ens said.

Perry Jano, 18, an AIC fresh-

man and close friend of
Lenaghan, said he was also
pledging Zeta Chi until a week
ago when he quit.

"It's a lot of harassment. You
can't study, you can't do any-
thing. Hey, I don't need that

kind of abuse," he said.
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Applications surge by 1 percent

by John Irwin

After a sharp drop last year,
applications for admissions to

Williams are up strongly for the

class of 1988, despite the fact

that there are fewer high school
seniors nationwide. Final appli-

cations will probably top off at

about 4375 this year, compared
with last year's 3962, according
to Admissions Office staff.

The bulk of the increase came
in regular applications; Early
Decision applications were up
by only 10, to 331 from 321.

Associate Director of Admis-
sions Tom Parker said he was
uncertain of the causes of the

increase, which most other top

Eastern colleges are experienc-

ing as well, but he suspected it

was attributable to an improved
economy, better information

about financial aid and
increased recruiting efforts by
the admissions staff.

Parents more confident

Parker suggested that par-

ents are more confident now
than they were a year ago that

they will be able to pay for four

years of an expensive college

education. "They have more
faith In the economy—that

they'll still be holding their

jobs."

Moreover, Parker felt that

thanks to the efforts of Willi-

ams' and other colleges' admis-
sions departments, parents and
students are realizing that they

will be able to get financial aid if

they need it.

"I think we collectively have
managed to get the message
across that you're going to get

aid if you can get in, "he said.

"We hit that really hard."

Last year. Admissions Direc-

tor Phil Smith, along with

admissions directors from the

Little Three, the Ivy League,
and other competitive Eastern
colleges, sent a joint letter to

high school guidance counselors
stressing the availability of aid

for those who need it. Williams
remains committed to an aid-

blind admissions policy, he
noted.

Bigger staff

In addition, the admissions
staff has increased its recruit-

ing efforts this year. It added
one member, increasing the

staff from six to seven, and tra-

velled to more areas and more
high schools than in the past.

As Parker explained, "we're
Continued on Page 6

Role of security guards

at small parties examined

The Admissions OMIce staff has been busy all winter processing

more applications than ever. The number rose ten percent,

although there are fewer high school seniors nationwide.

(Ruderman)

by Joe Ehlers

Williams College is reviewing
the function of Security officers

at house parties, according to

Dean Daniel O'Connor, in part
because of problems at several
house parties earlier this year.

A committee of Housing Com-
mittee members and Security
personnel is trying to assess the
value of security at house par-

ties. "The committee is looking
at all aspects of security, includ-

ing the problems of expense,"
said O'Connor.

"If there are over 50 people
and alcoholic beverages (at a
party), we are determined to

shut them down unless they
have Security," said Supervisor
Jean Thorndike.

Fine raised

Houses will now pay a $100
fine, instead of the old $50 one, if

they are caught having such a
party, Thorndike said. Before
the fine increase, it was more
expensive for houses to get
Security than to pay the fine, so
many parties did not hire
Security.

No proposals have been final-

ized by the committee as of yet.

Bill Foraker '85 is working with
Thorndike on the problem.
"Right now, we are studying
some proposals and the issues,"

said Thorndike. including the
idea of having student Security
monitors at some parties
instead of Security officers.

"Whether or not a party
requires student monitors or
Security officers depends on the
location of the party, its nature,
and the party's sponsors," she
explained. Dodd House presi

dent Phil Walsh '85, a member
of the reviewing committee.

stressed the importance of

security at house parties. "Peo-

ple complain when [Security

officers] are at parties, but they

do a heck of a job," he said.

"Now with the fine Increased,

you will see them more often."

Keep fire code limits

There are major reasons

for security at house parties,

according to O'Connor, the most
important lieing to keep the

crowd within fire code limits.

"We are quite worried about

Dodd," O'Connor stated. Two
weeks ago a Club Bacchus party

was shut down because too

many people arrived after the

building's occupancy limit was
reached.

"There was so much vibra-

tion from the dancing that the

alarms went off. It sounds like

fun and games, but it can be

dangerous, especially in that

building," said O'Connor.

Help with accidents

Security also helps in case of

accidents, injuries or violence.

Two years ago two students suf-

fered from alcohol overdoses
and "one of the students had
stopped breathing but Security

was able to handle the situa-

tion," according to O'Connor.
Security serves as a buffer

zone tjetween the town police

and the College and also deals

with any noise complaints from
students or town residents.

"The police might be forced to

act if we didn't." states O'Con-
nor.

The committee meets this

Wednesday to act on proposals
on the house parties and to re-

evaluate the importance of

security at these parties.

Ephlats host Swarthmore, Dartmouth; Man on the Quad
sing with enthusiasm and style "What do you think of fraternities and social clubs?"

by Martlta WeU

Singing, acting and clowning

to a standing room only Brooks-

Rogers auditorium, Williams'

Ephlats, Dartmouth's Woods-

wind, and Swarthmore's Six-

teen Feet a capella groups

provided a wonderful Saturday

night show.

The year-old Ephlats began

with "Happy Together," includ-

ing a short but beautiful solo by

Libby Miles '86. Then, with

Blake Martin and Brook

Larmer's Imitation of the

Smothers Brothers, the Ephlats

turned the stage over to Sixteen

Feet.

The men's octet exuded

warmth and humor. They joked

with the audience, especially

about the numtier-two ranking

that Swarthmore and Williams

shared recently, and about the

obscure location of Williams.

After proving themselves as

stage personalities. Sixteen

Feet showed their musical pro-

wess. With "Runaround Sue,"

"Stormy Weather,"and "My
Girl," the group wowed the

audience. Yet despite great per-

formances on all of their

numbers, the most memorable

was undoubtedly an amazingly

authentic a capella version of

the B-52's "Private Idaho."

Then the Ephlats appeared
for their first set, which
included a soft, spiritual "Little

Lamb." Demonstrating their

versltlilty, the group did a song

not often heard on this campus-
"Georgy Girl." Continuing the

mood established by Sixteen

Feet, they performed all their

songs with humor and
exuberance.

After a short intermission, the

Ephlats returned to Introduce

the Woodswlnd. Using a routine

centering on frogs, and on the

jumping ability of Kendall

James '84, Williams presented

Continued on Page 7

Senior Brook Larmer leads the Ephlats in "Is that the way you look?" during last Saturday night's

(Khakee)
concert.

Vibrant forces mold Tarantella

into exhilarating performance
by Vernon Squires

Last Saturday night's final performance of

"Tarantella" was a vibrant celebration of human
movement. The seven piece concert in dance

theater built from a dramatic opening to a stun-

ning and energetic climax in which the potential

for physical expression shone brightly through.

Under the direction of Will McClaren '84, the

seven performers captured their own sense of

human vitality.

The concert began with the lonely presence of

McClaren, moving erratically to the sound of his

own voice. He promised the capacity crowd at

Downstage Theater to "become myself, and let

you Ijecome yourselves and love me."

With these words echoing silently throughout

the theater, the company crept onstage under the

cover of darkness. When the lights went up, six

dancers spun a web of movement around a soli-

tary masked figure. This muse seemed alter-

nately curious and pensive as she watched the

gesticulations around her.

From the haunting tension of the second

number, "Tarantella" slipped into a slow piece

by Sara Griffiths '84. Griffiths seemed to stumble

a bit through her routine, although the problem

lay more with the struggle between the methodi-

cal music and Inconsistent choreography than

with the dancer. At times her steps seemed

forced, and unable to flow with the

accompaniment.
Any relaxing of the audience was reversed In

the fourth number, which closed out the first act.

This piece was frightening, depicting a battle

between old and new dance. Judy Lewis '84 occu-

pied center stage, delicately performing a series

of ballet steps, which she identified by their

French names. Her movements and lessons were

interrupted, however, by the presentation of a

short film in the background. The film depicted

the dancers In moments of quiet preparation. As

Lewis continued her refined movements, and the

film rolled on, McClaren began to rock to his own

beat ,
provided by a headset . The resulting tension

between ballet and contemporary dance was very

Mike Duncan '86 "I think

they're a good idea if taken

on a very esoteric piane to

enhance the social life, or

lack thereof, at this

school."

Leigh Repko '84 "Frater-

nities don't ijelong at Willi-

ams because the residential

house system works very

well. Social clubs are dif-

ferent ijecause they don't

have rules, and the organi-

zation brings together a

group who otherwise
wouldn't be together. It's a

service for the campus."

John Conyers '84 "Fra-

ternities are big fun. The

social clubs here are try-

ing. It's a start at livening

this place up."

Peter Minnium '85 "At

times when it's boring on

campus I decide that it

would be good to have fra-

ternities. But when I hear

about the ridiculous things

that go on at fraternities,

then I'm glad our system is

based on houses."

effective. McClaren's wild rocking captured

today's common dance, while Lewis' grace and

delicacy bespoke of tradition. A resurgent blend

of music added to both dancers' efforts, produc-

ing a palpable tension.

After an appropriate five minute break, Julie

Hey 84', Lewis, and Griffiths moved onstage to

begin the second act. Wearing beautiful dresses

in varying shades of blue, the three dancers wove

a piece suggesting harmony and self-

transcendence. There were some problems with

sychronization, however, preventing the full

emotion of of the dance from coming through.

A brief solo by Valerie Anastaslo '86 was a

charming interlude. She truly seemed to enjoy

herself as she discovered the magnificience of

movement. Tracing and wondering at her own

body, Anastaslo smiled with innocent delight at

the beauty of motion. ,-.,„„„

The final number was brilliant. McClaren

found at last his notion of dance as "emphemeral

and transitory beauty." The entire company

moved with ease and joy. expressing marvel and

reverence at their own capabilities. The dance

was intricate, beginning with frenet c dashing

and frog-like hopping. Griffiths and Lew s per-

formed Iraditional dance, with McClaren imitat_

ine their movements in a comic and

exfraofdlnary effort. The dancers found their

potential, capturing humor, grace, or'gJ"ality.

S freedom. Anastaslo and Maureen McDonnell

M engaged in a delightful rhythmic Interlude,

and Ruml Kurosaki '86 added an amusing solo^

Griffiths, too, sparkled when she donned a pair of

wh te si ppers and pirouetted gracefully to a

Septive audience. McClaren was the star of this

number, though, fulfilling his opening promise. A

sZrise was McDonnell's asking the crowd I

they had "experienced their catharsis yet bu

this irregularity did not diminish the quality of

the piece.

The concert ended with the entire company

waving colored streamers to appreciative view-

ers, who could not help but wonder at the marvel

of human movement.

Sara Gross '85 "I think

social clubs are great as

long as they pull the social

life together, they're a leg-

itimate group, and they

reach out to the campus to

get people involved."

Dominic Kulik '86 "I

don't miss fraternities. I'm

a swimmer and so I'm part

of the t)est social club on

campus."

Julie Wellborn "87 "I'm

not really for the Bacchus

Club because I heard they

only invite you if you're

pretty. I think social clubs

should have parties if they

don't have strict criteria."
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Trio performance
sparks new album
The Musical Heritage Society recently released a new recording

from the Williams Trio, three Williams professors who double as

musicians and conductors. Founded in 1970, the Trio includes

Julius Hegyi playing violin, Douglas Moore playing cello, and
Paula Ennls-Dwyer playing piano.

The new recording, called "An American Treasure," features

the piano trios of Arthur Foote, who composed in the late nineteenth

century. The two trios, which were published 25 years apart, are
described by Moore as "very romantic."

"The flavor is rich and lush," explained Moore. "It's quite beau-
tiful and audience oriented."

The Trio recorded the album in November of 1982, following a

summer performance of Foote's Second Trio at the American
Music Festival of the National Gallery of Art in Washington, D.C.

This performance drew strong reviews, praising the originality of

the sound. According to Moore, the novelty of Foote's Trios helped
inspire the recording session.

"We wanted to do it for a very simple reason: it hadn't been done
before," Moore related.

Each member of the Trio, which will perform at Williams on
March 9, also enjoys acclaimed individual success. Hegyi is con-

ductor of the Berkshire Symphony and the Albany Symphony
Orchestra, and a frequent guest conductor. Moore, who has played
with the Berkshire and Albany Symphonies, and at several music
festivals, gave the first modern performance of Foote's "Cello

Concerto" last fall. Ennis-Dwyer has played in Carnegie Hall, and
has traveled as a soloist and recitalist in America and Europe. With
Moore, Ennis-Dwyer has already had published two recordings.

The Musical Heritage Society publishes selected works of nation-

ally and internationally known artists. The Trio's new recording,

which is directed toward "a select audience including researchers

and music libraries," will sell for $7.75. Last Saturday, the Trio

prepared an encore recording, featuring music of Rachmaninoff
and Arensky, which will be released next fall.

Fraternities
Continued from Page 1

ing that they have been ignored.

Mary Dagostino '83 said, "we
haven't been listened to and
dealt with as responsible
adults."

"The way they handled it was
wrong," said Ellen Manger '86.

"The majority of the students

didn't want this decision."

Fraternities have been a part

of the Amherst scene for 160

years. This year membership
includes 42'7 of the student

body, both male and female.

"Sheer gross behavior"
Last fall the faculty voted 90-

29 to urge the trustees to abolish

frats because they had not

improved since 1978, when a

regional college accreditation

committee found "sheer gross

behavior" at several frats,

according to the Globe.

The eight fraternities, which
actually house 18% of the stu-

dent body, have been held

responsible for several pranks
during the year. In one incident,

former President Julian Gibbs
disbanded Delta Upsilon Delta

after finding a six foot phallic

snow sculpture on the house's

front lawn.

Gibbs disciplined several

other fraternites for infractions

such as leaving a naked pledge

on his doorstep and ringing the

doorbell. Mrs. Gibbs answered
the door.

Saturday night students
responded to the fraternity deci-

sion by burning effigies of the

Dean of Students and Beitzel at

Chi Psi House, according to

McGowan. Reports of damage
this weekend at several frat

houses have not been confirmed.

Student Security
Continued from Page 1

ful because monitors did not

necessarily live in the dorms
they patrolled and so did not

have sufficient interest in their

duties, she said.

"Attica State prison"

Recent damage to Mission

Park prompted house presi-

dents and Security to raise the

issue of a patrol at a recent

Housing Committee meeting.

"Two weeks ago after the rec

room party it looked like Attica

State prison after a riot," said

Armstrong House president

Dave W'ehner '85.

Someone put his head through

a window which Armstrong

House will have to pay almost

$600 to replace, Wehner noted.

"If we can pay a student $12 a

night to stop that, it is definitely

worth it," he added.

"Its a party center; everyone

seems to end up here, and it

seems like someone else's place

so people don't take care of it,"

said Dennett House president

Phil Lusardi '85.

"Nobody's property"
"They think it's nobody's

property so it won't matter if

they smash a $300 window, or a

coke machine or a bicycle.

Almost every week the tele-

phone gets ripped off. It's a

shame that you can't leave your
bike down here," he said.

"Unfortunately, it appears at

this time that it is (Williams stu-

dents doing the damage),"
Thorndike commented.

"People in my house felt they

went to Ohio University instead

of Williams," said Pratt House

President Allison Martin '85.

"It's disappointing that the van-

dalism has become so bad they

had to resort to security," she

added.

"I think someone in a security

jacket walking up and down will

be enough of a deterrent < to stop

the vandalism!, " Wehner said.

Arts in View
The Berkshire Symphony, conducted by Julius

Hegyi, will play its third concert of the season on
Friday, Marcli 2, at 8:00 p.m. in Chapin Hall.

Harpist Ellen Rubin O'Hearn will give solos in J.C
Bach's Concerto for Harp and Orchestra and in

Debussy's Two Dances for Harp and Orchestra.

This piece will be played a second time as well,

conducted by Douglas Moore and featuring the

Williams English Handbell Choir as soloists.

Other works on the program include pieces by
Mendelssohn, Ernst Schelling, and Rimsky-
Korsakov. Tickets for the performance are $3.50

for general admission, $1.75 for students, and free

to Williams I.D. holders and children under
twelve Joseph Ceo, viola d'amore, and
George Kent, harpsichord, will present an Even-
ing of Baroque Music tonight at 8:00 p.m. in

Brooks-Rogers Recital Hall. Ceo is a professor of

music at the University of Rhode Island, as well

as conductor of the URI Chamber and Symphony
Orchestras. Kent is also a professor of music at

URI, and conducts the University Chorus and
Concert Choir. This evenings performance,
entitled "The Six Lessons of Attilio Ariosti," is

sponsored by the Williams College Department of

Applications—

Music. Admission is free The Psaltery, the

folk duo of Lilianne Labbe and Don Hlnkley, will

perform Thursday, March 1, at 8:00 p.m. at the

Clark Art Institute. Their repertoire consists of

traditional French-Canadian songs, classical and
jazz material, and original songs. Tickets are

$3.00, $2.50 for members, and $1.00 for students . .

.

.... On Friday, March 2, at The Clark, there will

be a reception for the opening of Alexander
Gabriel Decamps' exhibition of paintings, draw-
ings, and prints. The reception begins at 5: 00 p.m.

The Colorado College New Music Ensem-
ble will present a concert of music for bowed
piano and other works by Stephen Scott on Sun-

day, March 4, at 3: 00 p.m. in Brooks Rogers. The
program will feature ten musicians performing
at a single grand piano. The concert is free and
open to all The Williams College Museum
of Art will exhibit recent monochrome paintings

by 11 European and American artists from March
4 to April 22. The exhibition is called "Radical
Painting," and illustrates the artists' attempts to

reduce painting to its most fundamental elements
of color and shape.

Continued from Page 4

using terms that used to seem
dirty to us, like marketing and
recruiting. Most of our energy
had been going into selection.

What's fascinating to me is how
we (competitive colleges) have
all responded in precisely the

same way. Williams added a

person, but so did Amherst and
Wesleyan. We've done an excel-

lent job in this respect, but so

has everyone else."

Parker said that although the

increase in applications was
large, the quality of the appli-

cant pool was not diluted. "Des-
pite (last year's) drop in

applications, averages of most
standardized test scores actu-

ally went up last year, and this

year the trend seems the

same."

Stronger black pool

Although applications as a

whole are up about ten percent,

minority applications have
increased only slightly from
last year. Parker expects about

115 final applications from
black students for the Class of

'88, compared to 112 for the

Class of '87. Both Parker and

Assistant Director of Admis-
sions Mike Reed '75 pointed out,

however, that Williams will

probably accept more black

candidates this year than last.

"Academically, it's a much
stronger group," said Reed. "I

don't know what to attribute

that to; marginal students seem

to have eliminated them-
selves." Reed added that there

were an unusual number of

"academic superstars" In this

year's group.

One minority group from
whom the number of applica-

tions did rise strongly was
Asian-Americans. Parker said

that 179 applied this year com-
pared with 120 last year, and
added, "This is a very powerful
academic group in a broad
range of disciplines."

The increase in applications

this year has been shared by
most other competitive col-

leges, and has been the subject

of articles in the New York
Times, the Boston Globe, and
the Berkshire Eagle.
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Clouds fly smoothly

on jazz/rock beat
by Gary I. Sellnger

Clyde Criner and his band, Clouds '84, played nearly two hours
of rock-tinged jazz to a crowd of 800 in Chapin Hall on Sunday
night.

Criner, a 1975 Williams graduate, has returned to the school to

teach courses on jazz history and improvisation during spring

1983 and January 1984. He moved back and forth between a

•myriad of keyboards, including electric and acoustic piano, Arp
Omni and MinlMoog synthesizers, and his newest instrument,

'the Fairllght CMI digital synthesizer. The Fairlight is pro-

grammed much like a personal computer; Criner acknowledged

the assistance of Clive Smith of Fairllght Instruments, who sat

out of view, plunking away "on a mean typewriter."

Accompanying Criner were three musicians, young but

already accomplished in the Jazz world. DrummerOmar Hakim
is currently with noted jazz-rock group Weather Report; rock

aficionados may recognize him as one of the drummers on David

Bowie's Lei\ Dance. Guitarist Kevin Eubanks has gained criti-

cal acclaim for his fluid playing.dlsplaylng technical mastery in

both jazz and rock styles. Bassist Rael Wesley Grant has played

with such established jazz trendsetters as Lenny White and Pha-

roah Sanders.

The most satisfying moments in the show came with a Criner

composition, "Pelican," in which the band moved gracefully

through complex tempo and time signature changes; drummer

Hakim's "Good Question," which allowed both Hakim and

Criner to flex their solo muscles; and a Wesley-Eubanks duet,

"Sundance," in which Wesley's thumb-plucking bass brought

the crowd to its feet.

After finishing the set, Criner returned to the stage to play solo

piano. Almost out of nowhere, the Fairllght joined in. After

Criner finished, the synthesizer played on, even after its pro-

grammer also left the stage. It was an impressive advertise-

ment for the $27,000 keyboard, but an even more impressive

display of contemporary jazz-rock.

lakau

International quartet delights crowd
by Karen Philipps

Rumor must have gotten

around last Thursday that the

Takacs Quartet was worth

hearing because at 8: 00 all the

seats were filled in Brooks-

Rogers Recital Hall. The
quartet's perfect performance
proved that rumors can be

true.

The program l)egan with the

Haydn Quartet in F Major,
Opus 77, No. 2. The quartet

enhanced the sweetness and
cheerfulness of the piece with

its delicate technique. The soo-

thing, lullaby-like second
movement, Menuet: Presto,

was performed with a tender

touch.

The second piece was the

Quartet No. 2 by Bartok. The
undulations in sound from
heavy and oppressive to light

and peaceful evoked corres-

ponding changes in the listen-

ers' emotions; Bartok's music
inspired the audience to look

inward.

The quartet's precise play-

ing effectively delineated the

mood distinctions which other-

wise could have been lost in

Bartok's unpredictable flow of

music. In constant contact

with each other, the members
of the quartet even swayed
their bodies In unison as they

played.

Following the Intermission

the concert resumed with

Webern's Six Bagatelles, Opus
9. Typical of Webern's minia-

ture works, this piece lasted no
more than a minute. The
introspective mood of the

piece was similar to that of the

Bartok Quartet, and in a sense

both summed up and rein-

stated the pre-intermission

feelings of the audience.

The quartet's next piece,

Beethoven's Quartet in E
minor, Opus 59, No. 2 com-
bined the beautiful melodies of

the Haydn piece and the emo-
tions of the works by Bartok

and Wel)ern. The group played
this rich, powerful music with

enthralling expression.

The quartet finished with an
encore, Shubert's D minor
Minuet, a charming piece

which was a delightful end to

an enjoyable evening.

Ephlat concert features humor

1^
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Jeffs saw in different light

their 74-72 defeat in hoop
by John Clayton

As the basketball team trav-

els to Amherst Saturday to con-
clude its season, It is evident
that the Lord Jeffs deserve to

tal<e another beating. The
Amherst Student printed in

their February 13 edition this

account of the Ephmen's 74-72

win two weeks ago:

"If a tie is like kissing your
sister, then losing by two points
to Williams is like kissing a cow-
....it's nasty. After a seemingly
endless barrage of psychologi-
cal torment, and catcalling
morons in a hot foreign gym, the
A-team faced a 'do-or-die' situa-

tion in the final twenty seconds,
and literally came within inches
of 'doing.'

"The 74-72 loss was the big-

gest upset of the year for the

Jeffs. Trailing by nine at the

half, the Jeffs operated like a
team possessed for the
remainder of the game. As the

unruly crowd chanted 'Bobby',

'Fat Bill' (and other unprinta-

bles not included in the Amherst
lexicon) Bob Weston and Billy

O'Malley provided sparks for

the Amherst offense with sweet
passes inside to Jim Cook and
Harlan Coben. Cookie had his

best free-throwing game of the

year, quieting the belligerent

masses on several key
occaisions."

The article, entitled "Ephs
squeak over Jeffs" and
squeezed in next to a large
"Women Hoopsters Down Willi-

ams", concluded:

"The last second jumper by
Flaherty that went astray will

remain in Amherst fan memory
for years, but more impor-
tantly, for three weeks, until the

cows bring their motley crew of

hoopsters up to the fairest col-

lege where the gentlemen jocks
will prove once and for all that

U.S. News wasn't just speaking
of academics."
The body of the article insinu-

ated that Amherst won the

game, belittling Williams' nine-

point halftime lead and ignoring
the fact that the Jeffs failed to

score a point in the last 2: 53 of

the game.

Joggers get set for 24-hour run
hope to rasie money for charity

Squash
Continued fronn Page 10

Zaff
,
21-1 this year, has played number one all four of his year's at

Williams and ammased a record of 61-16 against the top players of
other schools. Discounting his freshman year when he stuggled
somewhat, Zaff has paced the squad with a combined record of 51-7.

He will go to the national championship tournament next as the
second seed behind Harvard's Kenton Jernigan. The two have
played often, and Zaff won earlier in the year in the finals of the
Exeter Open. However, Jernigan won most recently as he was
responsible for Zaff 's sole loss this year.

Co-captain Tom Harrity has played number two for the last three
years and chalked up a 62-15 career record. His 21-1 performance
this year assures him AU-American status for the second year in a
row. Sloane anticipates a strong performance next week by Harrity
in the tournament that will determine the national champion.
Though Bill Nau did not play on the varsity in his freshman year,

his career winning percentage of 85% is the highest of all the
seniors. His 18-3 showing this season boosted his record of three
seasons to 52-9. Co-captain Jamie King won eighteen of twenty
matches in 1983-84 playing number four and graduates 60-16 for his
four years.

by Peter Farwell
and Chris Stearns

For the 13th consecutive year
the Williams College commun-
ity will put its best foot forward
with its collective effort to run
miles and raise contributions
for the College Chest Fund.

Faculty and staff, family
members, and students band
together to sweat out the miles
in Towne Field House, and dig
deep to pledge to support local

charities in an effort to aid the

community.

The benefited organizations

include the Mt. Greyloek A. B.C.

(A Better Chance), Help Line,

Hospice of Northern Berkshire,

Williamstown Youth Center,

Recording for the Blind, Willi-

amstown Day Care Center, and
this year a special push will be
made to afford a substantial

contribution to the Dennis
Butler Rehabilitation Fund.
Butler '86 is paralyzed as the

result of a skiing accident in

January, and the College hopes

Housing

to raise enough to purchase
Butler a first-class wheelchair.

Seeking universal participation

This year campus dorm solic-

itation will be done by the Willi-

ams track team, with the goal of

attaining universal participa-

tion for this cause. Anyone who
is not offered the chance to con-

tribute can do so by calling the

Athletic Office to pledge, or by
sending a check made out to the

Williams College Chest Fund to

24-Hour Relay at Lasell Gym.
The running itself will be done

by 100 or so regular "all-

nighters" along with some 200
friends who "guest-mile" by
showing up to run one to three
(or more) miles for teams in

need. A few official teams will

run with only 10 runners all 24
hours, while other campus
teams are allowed an unlimited
number.

250 miles per team
Most teams will register 200 to

250 miles on the nine-laps-per-
mile Rekortan track. All in all.

the 12 to 15 teams combined
would cross the United States in

24 hours.

Teams are being formed and
getting in shape now-check your
dorm or club and join in. Tradi-

tional teams entered Include the

Williams Roadrunners (who
founded the relay in 1972 and
sponsor the event along with the

Athletic Department); the
faculty Striders of the Purple
Valley; biology department
Retreads; dorm teams of Dodd,
Mission, Greyloek, and row-
houses among others; as well as
the Black Student Union; Willi-

ams Christian Fellowship;
Rugby Club; and The Back of

the Pack.
Outside club teams will come

from Quincy, Worcester,
Adams (Western Mass. Track
Club), Pittsfield (New England
Pioneers), and Weymouth,
home of the two-time defending
champion South Shore Striders.
The relay begins at 10: 00 a.m.

on Saturday, March 10 in Towne
Fieldhouse.

Continued from Page 1

lying with a group; it's more risky to transfer,'

said Art. "We hope that this will stabilize the
transfer process somewhat."
Suzanne Biemiller '87, freshman representa-

tive to the CUL, said that she is in favor of the
proposal and is going to be part of a large group
applying to Mission. "There are at least five
groups which I know of that are definite and many
others which will probably go down there."

' 'Mission needs something to draw people down
there," Biemiller added. "It's not very nice to

look at, but if you are with people who you want to

be with, it's very attractive."

CDE to be included
The establishment of student llasons to keep

Center for Development Economics students
informed of social happenings on campus was

,

also discussed at Tuesday's meeting. A proposal
for closer relations with CDE, submitted by Phil
Walsh '85 and Jon Tigar '84, was passed unanim-
ously by the Housing Committee sveral weeks
ago and was praised by CUL members.
The. Committee will vote on the proposal at its

next meeting. "The general sense Is that It Is a
great Idea and overdue," Art said.

Walsh said that because the CUL allowed the
proposal to pass without a vote, it has already
begun to be implemented. He said he feels that the
CUL vote is a formality, and that the proposal will

pass readily at the next meeting.
CUL member and economics professor Kat-

hleen NcNally praised the proposal and it

designers. "Last year, some of the (CDE) stu-

dents said that they wished they had more contact
with the college community," she said.

The College Council
presents

an all-College celebration of

Ephraim Williams' 269th Birthday
March 5, 7:30 pm, Brooks-Rogers
panel discussion on: "Williams College: Is It Better Now Than ItWas Then?

March 7, 7-8 pm, Lansing-Chapman Rinl(

Eph's Birthday Party with refreshments and entertainment

March 9, 9-1 am, Baxter Hall

Eph's Birthday Ball a student/faculty semi-formal with the Jazz Ensemble

Skiers

fifth at

Middlebury

Carnival

—

Continued from Page 9

Knopp and MacDonald were
named to the All-East Alpine

second team and both have
qualified for Nationals. Mac-
Donald will represent Willi-

ams in both slalom and GS,
and Knopp will ski GS. Bates
has also qualified for Nation-

als and will represent the nor-

dlc team.
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THE WILLIAMS COLLEGE-MILLER HIGH LIFE SCOREBOARD

Men's Basketball

Williams 78 Tufts 64

Williams 68 Skidmore 59

Williams 87 Clark 81

Men's Hockey
Williams 7 Westfield State 6

Babson 6 Williams 3

Men's Squash
Williams 9 Amherst
Williams 9 Wesleyan

Women's Basketball

Tufts 70 Williams 51

Williams 56 Middlebury 30

Smith 58 Williams 42

Women's Hockey
Williams 6 Skidmore 4
UConn 3 Williams 2

Volleyball

Williams 2 Wesleyan
Williams 2 Springfield 1

CLASSIFIEDS

For Sale:

1969 Volvo, two-door sedan,

standard, very good condition,

body rebuilt.

$1800. Caii 458-3310

We're tine nadsl We're the besti I

mean, really the bestI

—The Committee for

Seif-Aggrandizing Notices

TEST YOURSELF: Are you an
effective time-manager? Can you
work 2-4 hrs/wk consistently? Are
you success-oriented? Earn base
+ performance-based bonuses. 1-

800-243-6679

Women hoopsters fall to 6-11
I

by Mike Best
In a lackluster performance Saturday, the

women's basketball team lost to a superior Tufts
squad, 70-51.

In the first half, the Ephwomen played unins-

t

pired basketball, and were unable to generate
much offense. There was not much scoring early,

as both teams started slowly, but with 12: 20 left in

the first half the Jumbos had opened up a three-

point lead.

From that point on. Tufts took control of the

game. With 8: 15 left their lead was up to nine, and
with a minute left, it was eleven.

Tufts up 12

While the Jumbo offense was in high gear, the

Ephs could muster very little on scoring. Willi-

ams was plagued by turnovers and missed shots.

The Jumbos closed the half up 33-21.

The second half was the same story as Tufts ran
away from the Ephwomen. Williams could do lit-

tle right on offense despite fine efforts from Liz

Kelllson '87, who ended up with 19 points and Jean
Hakmiller '86 who had 13.

Tufts, meanwhile, was playing well on both

ends of the court. The Jumbos played stifling

'defense and used the resulting steals to spear-

head their running game. While overall rebound-
ing was about even, Tufts came up with many key
boards. Taking advantage of their numerous
opportunities to score, the Jumbos kept increas-

ing their lead until they had built up their final,

19-point margin.

36-30 over Pantliers

Thursday, the Ephs destroyed Middlebury, .56-

30 by playing a good all-around game, shooting 41

percent from the field and 66 percent from the foul

line.

Balanced scoring was the key as the Ephwo-
men ran away from the Panthers. Kay Lackey '85

and Liz Kelllson both contributed 10 points.

Denise Saunders '87 added nine, and Jean Hak-
miller put in eight. The rebounding was equally

balanced with Hakmiller and Tracy Burrows '84

each grabbing eight.

Smith handed the Ephs a loss Tuesday 58-42.

Williams shot 40 percent from the floor but just 33

percent from the line. The Ephs were led by Kelll-

son with 12 points and Lynne Jaycobs '85 with

eight.

The team, now 6-11, will finish its season Satur-

day, at home against Amherst.

l-ligh-scorer Liz Kellison '87

banks In two of her 19 points

against Tufts. (Finnermore)

Lyons wins giant slalom

as skiers take fifth at Pico
by Greg Leeds

The men's ski team finished the Winter Carnival season with a

fifth-place overall finish at IVIiddlebury's carnival held at Pico,

Vermont. University of Vermont claimed its usual first place

status with 383 points. Second was Dartmouth with 377, while

Middlebury was helped to third with a strong cross country per-

formance. Williams had 315 points, just 8 short of fourth-place

University of New Hampshire.
The weekend started out strong with a second-place in the giant

slalom. Co-captain Crawford Lyons '84 won his last carnival GS
race, with only .01 seconds separating each of the top three fin-

ishers. John Pier '85 was sixth, and Tim Hill '86 placed 22nd.

Dartmouth won the GS, while Middlebury was third and UVM was
fourth.

The Ephmen did not fare as well In the slalom the next day. Hill

was the top Williams finisher at 12th, followed by Helge Weiner '87

at 14th and Chris Eagon '84 at 15th. Lyons had the fastest second
run but fell in his first run giving him 17th combined. Williams
ended up fourth in the slalom. Dartmouth was first, UVM second,

and St. Lawrence third.

Sixth in cross-country

In the cross country events, the team was very consistent.

Colman O'Connor '85 placed sixth in the 15-km, whileTim Goss '85

had his best race of the season placing 17th. Steve Johansen '84

was 24th. UNH won the race, followed by Middlebury, UVM,
Dartmouth, St. Lawrence, and Williams.

Goss, Johansen, and O'Connor brought the relay team to sixth

place, another event UVM won.

In the alpine awards, Lyons was named to the EISA All-East

first team, and Pier was named to the second team. O'Connor
made the first team for nordic.

Several skiers have qualified for the Nationals this year. Lyons
is tied for first as the first seed in the slalom, while Pier made the

second seed and Hill made the third. Eagon and Weiner each

qualified for the fourth seed, but only one will attend the Nationals

at Attitash in two weeks. In GS, Lyons, Pier, Eagon, and Weiner
were first, second, third, and fourth seeds respectively. O'Connor
made the nordic first seed.

Women place sixth

The women's team placed sixth overall, combining finishes of

5th in both alpine events and seventh in both nordic events. Dart-

mouth won the four-event combination; on its heels were UVM,
Middlebury, UNH, St. Lawrence, then Williams.

In the GS, Donna MacDonald '87 placed eighth, while team-

mates Kate Knopp '85 and Betsy Paine '85 were 14th and 24th

respectively.

MacDonald was fourth in the slalom, and Knopp was 13th.

Marcy Rublnger '85 finished 19th. The slalom competition was

very close, with only three points difference among the top four

teams.
Sarah Bates '85 was eighth in the nordic race, while the relay

team of Bates, Karla Miller '85, and Beth Schmidt '86 finished

seventh.
Continued on Page 8

Men's basketball
Continued from Page 10

points, and Meadows added 18 in a strong performace that included

a thundering slam-dunk which brought the crowd to its feet and
ignited an Eph first-half surge.

Five point play

A crucial point in the game was with 11: 35 left in the game, and
the Ephs trailing 54-53. Meadows was fouled, and a Clark player

was called for a technical foul. Meadows hit his free throws, Walsh
swished the technical, and on the ensuing inbounds pass was fouled

again. Walsh then converted two more free throws to conclude a

five point play, and give the Ephs a 58-54 lead, a lead that they were
never to relinquish.

Down the stretch, the Ephs converted on their free throws when
Clark was forced to foul. Meadows, Walsh, and Howard were the

mainstays from the charity stripe for the Ephs.

The three victories left Sheehy extremely pleased. "We've really

improved as a team; the team has really jelled lately. We've
become comfortable with the roles we have to play to win,

'

' Sheehy
said.

Little Three Champs
Wesleyan beat Amherst Saturday night to give Williams sole

possesion of the Little Three crown. Both Amherst and Wesleyan
now have two losses, while Williams is 3-0 going into Saturday's

game with Amherst.

Sheehy also noted that his team had an outside shot at a berth in

the ECAC playoffs. ' 'There are four to six teams which are clearly

ahead of us, and then a whole clump of teams fighting for the

seventh and eighth seeds. We've beaten some good teams, so we
have a good shot at it. We should find out early this week."

The Ephs, now 12-9, conclude their season on the road, traveling

to New England College tonight, and to Amherst on Saturday.

Women's puck
Continued from Page 10

the second, Ebel netted another
score, again unassisted.

The 2-2 tie stood until late in

the game. Back-up goalie Steph
Jacon '87 kept the Ephs in the
game. Her 35 saves, however,
went all for naught as the

Huskies scored with only 19

seconds remaining.

Men's Hockey

—

Continued from Page 10

extended its lead to 6-1 with two
break-away goals within
seconds of each other midway
through the period. Jeff

Potter '85 narrowed the gap to

6-2 at 9: 54 with a wrist shot from
the right face-off circle after

taking a pass from Rutledge.

Potter returned the favoi- in

the final minute of the game
when he took a break-out pass

from defenseman Chris Pappas
'86 and passed cross-ice to

Rutledge, who faked out a

defenseman before ramming
the puck into the Babson net.

LETTERS—
Continued from Page 3

Just because 200 people
packed Hopkins last year for

divestment doesn't mean that
people weren't interested in,

and violently afdfected by, such
problems as racism, sexism, or
U.S. aggression in Central
America. In the same light it

doesn't mean that because
people are currently working on
issues other than Apartheid
they no longer care about South
Africa.

Brainard may be surprised to

hear this , but even activists are
born with only two hands, and to

be most effective they must
carefully weigh the options
before putting them to use. It

would be nice if we could fight

all the "isms" and
"agressions" at the same time,
and thus make piery cause fit

into his definition of a "Cause of

the Year," but that is

impossible.

Perhaps next time Brainard
could be more effective in his

writing by criticizing the causes
of the world's and campus'
problems rather than
criticizing activists for not

having been born with a dozen
hands. Mark Wliite '84

GRADUATE STUDIES IN

BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH

Basic Medical Science Department

Active Research Programs

Seel(ing Qualified Applicants

Tuition and Stipend Support

Available

For Further Information Contact:

Graduate Committee

Department of Physiology

Albany Medical College

Albany. N.Y. 12208

1518-445-5651)

JOSEPH E, DEWEY

9:00 - 5:00

Mon.-Sal.

WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.
01267

'O
458-5717
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Levi's

Adidas Shoes
All Athletic Equipment
Custom Printed T-Shirts

Everything for Men & Women
Racket Sales & Service

Class Rings

Gifts

Budweiser
KING OK BKKnS

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

This week's recipient is Art

Pidoriano '84 who broke the Col-

lege scoring record of 1390 points

during the basketball team's 87-81

win oi'er Clark Tuesday. Artie, this

Bud's for you !
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Hoop wins three more Pidoriano
keeps playoff hope alive breaks old

by Dave Paulsen
The men's basketball team furthered their hopes of an ECAC

playoff berth with Impressive victories overTufts, Clark, and Skid-

more this week to raise their record to 12-9. The two games were the

final appearances for seven of the members of Coach Harry
Sheehy's squad.

Playing some of Its finest basketball of the year, the team
trounced Tufts 78-64 on Saturday. The Ephs jumped to a 42-32

halftime lead behind the strength of what Sheehy termed "great
team offense." Leading the first half attack were guards Art Pido-
riano '84 and Tim Walsh '86 and forward Brandt Johnson '87.

In the second half, the Ephs extended their lead by continually
breaking the Tufts pressure defense for easy shots. Walsh was
especially adept at either scoring, or dishing off to his teammates
under the basket.

Sheehy commended the play of senior reserves John McCarthy,
Russ Howard , and Jeff Goodell for their efforts in the first half.

"When our bench was in there in the first half," he said, "we
extended our lead."

Pidoriano led the Eph attack with 22 points, while Walsh added
20. Johnson joined the high scoring duo In double figures with 10

points.

Smash Skidmore
On Wednesday, Williams beat Skidmore 68-59 In a make-up game

of the January 10 snow out.

Five players—Pidoriano, Walsh, Howard, center Dave Krupski
'84, and forward Mike Meadows '86—scored 12 points apiece to lead

Williams, as most Ephmen saw playing time.

Sheehy had special praise for Krupski, who scored all 12 of his

points In the first half.

Skidmore, however, was not an opponent of the quality of others

this week, as just two years ago they failed to beat the Williams JV.

Crush Clark
On Tuesday, the Ephs defeated Clark University 87-81. Clark

came Into the game with a 16-5 record and ranked third in New
England Division III polls.

But they could not stop Pidoriano, who tallied 28 points and broke
Sheehy's all-time Williams scoring record . Pidoriano needed 21

points to break the record of 1391 points, and after scoring 18 in the

first half, he broke the record with a free throw with 15: 06 left in the

game.
Pidoriano led the way with his 28 points, and the team's cause was

aided by brilliant play from Walsh and Meadows. Walsh netted 21

Continued on Page 9

scoring

standard
by John Clayton

Senior guard Art Pidoriano
broke the all-time Williams bas-

ketball career scoring record
Tuesday night, surpassing the

mark of his coach, Harry
Sheehy '75.

Going into Tuesday's home
game against Clark, Pidoriano
needed 20 points to tie Sheehy's
record of 1,391. He came
through with 28 in an Impressive
effort, and the team beat highly-

rated Clark 87-81.

After scoring 18 points in the

first half, Pidoriano tied the
record with 19:10 left in the
second half when he hit a top-of-

the-key jumper. With 15: 06 left,

he hit a free throw to break the
mark.

Chandler awards game ball

The game was stopped briefly

while President John W.
Chandler presented Pidoriano
with the game ball. After the

game. Chandler said, "I was
delighted with Artie's play. I

was impressed with his unsel-
fishness, the way he passed up
opportunities to score to pass to

his teammates."
Sheehy said, "I'm very

excited for Artie. The recogni-
tion Is something he deserved
more here"

Felt little pressure
Pidoriano said there was little

Art Pidoriano '84 ties the all-time scoring record with this layup
against Clark. Four minutes later, he broke It with a free-

Jhrow. (Bleezarde-Williams Alumni Review)

pressure on him to break the
record during the season. "I

knew that if I didn't get hurt, I

could do it," he said. "lonlyhad
to average 17 or 18 points per
game. I didn't even think about
It much until last week." Last
week's thoughts, he said, were
simply how far away it was and
in which game he would break
it.

Pidoriano agreed with Sheehy
that he doesn't have magnifi-
cent range. "I'm not a great out-

side shooter," he said. "My
strengths are more in driving to

the basket, and shooting off the
dribble."

Curt Tong, who coached Pido-
riano in his freshman and junior
years, said, "I'm extremely
pleased for Artie, and also for

Harry—becuase the record's
going to be broken some time,

and it's great to have your own
player do it."

The scoring record will stand
with an asterisk, as Sheehy
compiled his record in only
three years. Freshmen were not
eligible for varsity until 1976.

Pidoriano, from Staten
Island, is applying to medical
schools, but said, "I hope to

defer for a year to play some-
where in Europe."

Beat Skidmore

Icewomen win 6-4

but lose to UConn
by Tom Dumphy

The women's hockey club split a pair of games
this past week, beating Skidmore 6-4 and drop-

ping a thriller to UConn 3-2. The club's record now
stands at seven wins and four losses with one
game remaining In the season.

Beth Ebel '86 and Pam Brlggs'84 led Williams
past Skidmore by scoring the team's final five

goals, after Tedie Jones '86 opened the scoring.

Jones put Williams ahead 1-0 by putting in a shot

from ten feet out. She was set up by Brlggs and
Leslie Fernandes '87. Skidmore scored twice in

the final four minutes to take a 2-1 lead into the

locker room.

Ebel gets hat trick

Ebel tied the game up 2-2 by jamming in a pass
from Laura Ryan '85. Jeanette Hazelton '85 also

assisted. The Ephs then scored twice within 35

seconds, taking a 4-2 advantage. Brlggs scored

her first goal on a break away set up by Fer-

nandes at 13:30. Then, at 12:55 Ebel scored her

second goal of the period. She followed Ryan
breaking into the Skidmore zone. Ryan's shot was
stopped, but Ebel flipped in the rebound.

Skidmore scored twice to tie the game 4-4 due to

Williams' sloppy play. The first goal was while

Skidmore was short-handed and the second on a
break away. The Ephs took back the momentum
by scoring with one second left in the second

period. Ebel got the hat trick by sliding the puck

past the goalie after taking a centering pass from

left winger Ryan.
Brlggs netted the only goal of the final period.

She scored from the left side of the crease by

knocking in a crossing pass from Fernandes who
got the puck from Jones.

Huskies sneak past Ephs
The Ephs did not fare as well against the UConn

Huskies despite playing their best game of the

year. UConn won the 3-2 matchup on a goal with

only 19 seconds remaining In the game. Ebel

played another fine game, scoring both goals to

add to her team leading total.

Ebel scored In the first period on a break-away

to put the Ephs up early. After two Husky goals In

Continued on Page 9

Despite season-ending streak,

hockey falls short of playoffs
by Chris Harned
and Paul IVIeeks

The men's hockey team fell to

Babson, 6-3 In Wellesley

Tuesday night but rallied for a
7-6 victory to close their season

at Westfleld State on Saturday.

Despite winning four of the last

five games and ending the

season with a 8-8-1 Eastern
Collegiate Athletic Conference
Division II record, the Ephmen
were overlooked for post-season

competition for the second

consecutive year.

Against Westfleld, Williams

rallied with four unanswered
third period goals to erase a 5-3

Westfleld lead in a win for pride,

not prize. The team had already

mysteriously been eliminated

from the play-offs on
Wednesday. Athletic Director

Robert Peck was notified that

day by phone that Williams had
been rejected by the selection

committee. The decision,

however, should have been
made Sunday after all the

teams in consideration had
closed their seasons. Colby,

UMass-Boston, and Merrimack
qualified for the play-offs with

worse records than Williams.

Freshmen lead way
Against Westfleld, the

freshman connection of

forwards Denny Wright, Chris

Tragglo, and Mike O'Connell

paced the Ephmen with four

goals combined. Wright scored

twice unaslsted, at 1:55 in the

first period to give Williams a

1-0 lead and at 2:02 in the third

period. Tragglo and O'Connell

tallied their scores midway

through the third period. With
juniors Rich Jackson and Brian
Rutledge, the Ephs top two
scorers, out with injuries, the

Williams youth filled the

vacuum.

David Fritz '86 continued his

scoring streak with assists on
the Tragglo and O'Connell goals

and scored himself at 12:57 in

the second. Fritz played both
forward and defense in this

game due to a decimated Willi-

ams defensive unit.

Hard-working Dan Finneran
'84 ended his college hockey
career with the game-winner
with 2:10 remaining. Wright
carried the puck into the West-
field defensive zone along the

left boards, drawing the defense

toward him, and passed cross-

ice to Finneran, who had just

come onto the ice on a line-

change. Finneran unleashed a
blazing wrist-shot from inside

the right face-off circle that

crashed into the left post and
rebounded Into the Westfleld

goal to give the Ephs a 7-5 lead.

A Westfleld power-play goal

with six seconds remaining
closed the scoring at 7-6.

Fall to Babson
On Tuesday, The Ephs saw

their three-game win streak fall

at the hands of Babson, the top-

ranked team in ECAC Division

II East (17-3-1). The Beavers

jumped to a 4-0 lead after two

periods before Wright slapped

home his own rebound after tak-

ing a pass from Dan Finneran.

The Ephs controlled the flow

in the third period, but Babson

Head for Nationals

Squashy 20-2,

takes Little 3
by John Schafer

By routing the Wesleyan Cardinals 9-0 Satur-

day, the men's squash team captured its tenth

straight Little Three title and ended its regular
season 20-2.

The win over Wesleyan, coupled with Tues-

day's 9-0 thrashing of Amherst, makes the Ephs
the Little Three champions, a position they have
held since 1975.

Shutlng out the Cardinals, the Ephs ended one
of their most successful seasons in the College's

history. Their record of 20-2 makes them strong
contenders for third in the country when the

national rankings come out next week.
"There's no way we'll be lower than third,"

said Coach Sean Sloane, Indicating that Trinity

could possibly tie the Ephs in the year-end polls.

The Bantams have accounted for one of Williams'
losses, but in scores against common opponents,
the Ephs have outpointed Trinity and also have
one less loss.

Record number wins
The twenty wins on the year is a school record,

and the finish in the top three will be highest rank-
ing since the teams of the late 1950's. For more
than half the season, the Ephs were holding colle-

giate squash's longest winning streak which
started with the last three matches of the 1982-83

campaign and bloated to twenty games before the
7-2 loss to top-ranked Harvard earlier this month.
This season was not without individual accomp-

lishments either. Junior Ben Thompson became
only the second player in Williams history to go
undefeated throughout a full year. He went 20-0

playing number five and sometimes six on the
ladder.

The Wesleyan match was the last regular-
sesaon contest for the four seniors who were the
backbone of the team as they occupied the top
four spots on the ladder. Two-time AU-Amerlcan
Greg Zaff, AU-American Thomas Harrlty,
number three Billy Nau, and co-captain Jamie
King have led this squad for four years and gradu-
ate with a amazing 235-56 combined record.

Continued on Page 8
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Spoke in Chapin

MARCH 6, 1984

McGovern betting all

on March 1 3 primary
by Sarah Abernathy

Former South Dakota Sena-

tor George McGovern, one of

the five democratic presidential

candidates, opened his Massa-
chusetts campaign before a
capacity crowd in Chapin Hall

last Thursday by outlining his

political platform and goals for

the future.

He also said that he will with-

draw from the race unless he
comes in first or second in the

Massachusetts primary on
March 13.

"I know deep in my soul that if

I can't carry Massachusetts
there's no point in going on," he
said. "This is the make-or-
break state for George McGov-
ern." When McGovern ran
unsuccessfully for President in

1972 against Richard Nixon,
Massachusetts was the only
state he carried.

"I came into the race (this

year ) because there were issues

not being discussed that I

thought were important to the

nation's future, and I wanted to

raise those issues, and I have,"
he said.

In his speech "Educating
America," McGovern outlined

five of the ten major points of his

platform, all of which he
pledged to carry out if elected.

PuU out of C. A.
On Central America, McGov-

ern stated "I would terminate,

right now, all U.S. military

operations in Central America."
"We ought to use what influ-

ence we have through diplo-

macy, through trade, through
carefully selected economic
and medical assistance to try to

pull these revolutionary groups
(in Central America) in as mod-
erate a direction as possible,"

he said, adding that we should

not control the people's lives.

McGovern also noted that he
had recommended thepuUoutof
U.S. Marines from Lebanon
before anyone was killed there.

The U.S. should have recog-
nized that it was a mistake to

put forces from a superpower
into the Middle East, he said in

response to a question from the
audience. Once the U.S. troops
are withdrawn, he would recom-
mend a continuation of the Uni-
ted Nations peacekeeping idea,

but with forces from more neu-
tral countries, such as Sweden
or Italy.

McGovern added that U.S.
shelling of Muslim and Druse
positions in Beirut serves no
American interest, and should
be stopped.

"Nuclear freeze right now"
"The third step is a nuclear

freeze right now," McGovern
stated.

"No matter what the Rus-
sians do in the next two to four

years, we have enough nuclear
power in the arsenal right

now. . .to kill every living thing in

the Soviet Union with ten per-

cent of our present force, and
they can do the same thing with

us," he said. "What possible

security gain does either side

get in piling up another thou-

sand of these weapons?"
McGovern, the only candi-

date proposing a cut in military

spending, said $60-75 billion

could be cut from the military
budget by enacting a weapons
production freeze and eliminat-

ing the waste in the present
budget.

"Call up Lee lacocca"
"If I were president of the

United States, the first thing I

would do is call up Lee lacocca,

and I would name him Secre-

tary of Defense, and I would ask
him to go to the Pentagon and do
for them what he's done for

Chrysler Motors," he said.

"I think we ought to relieve

the poor people at the Pentagon
of the burden of having to spend
$1 billion a day," he quipped.
"Nobody should have to work

Continued on Page 4

Cypiot, McKeen and

Humes pegged in CC

run-off elections,

Walsh, Rothstein out
by Joe Ehlers

As a result of last week's elections, juniors
Andrew Cypiot, Shannon McKeen, and Hamilton
Humes will face each other this week in a run-off
election for the College Council Presidency. More
than 1100 students voted in the elections, the larg-
est turnout in two years.

The constitutional changes proposed by the
present College Council passed with 984 votes.
"It's great! " commented current President Tom
Paper '84. "All the reactions are positive. Eve-
rybody's happy! " In order for the changes to be
ratified, at least 1000 votes were necessary, with a
simple majority in favor of ratification.

Some the most notable changes included in the

new Constitution will be having future presidents
and vice presidents elected on single tickets, rem-
oving most of the Council's non-voting members
and abolishing many of its standing committees,
including the Student Life Committee, the

Faculty Meeting Committee and the Information
Committee.

Former Senator George McGovern, speaking Thursday, told a

capacity crowd In Chapin why he is the right man lor the Presid-

ency and said that he may drop out of the race unless he llnishes

well In the Massachusetts primary next week. (Khakee)

Frosh VP candidate

was ineligible for CC
Recent College Council vice-presidential candi-
date Sridhar Ramaswamy '87 was Ineligible for

election according to the Council Constitution,

which states that "the President and Vice-

President shall be directly elected...from a field

of the entire Junior and Sophomore Classes at

the time of the election," the Record learned
recently.

Nevertheless, Ramaswamy received 166, or

15 percent, the 1,080 votes cast in last week's
election. His two opponants, Sara Gross '85 and
Anza Mammen '86, who received 445 and 469

votes respectively, are now engaged in a run-off

election.

Current Council president Tom Paper '84 and
vice president Jan Van Eck '85 admitted that

they were responsible for the oversight which
allowed Ramaswamy to run. The two said that

they were reminded of the consitutional provi-

sion last Sunday evening, after the ballots had
already been printed withRamaswamy 's name.
Paper explained that at that point he and Van

Eck did not want to delay the elections by a week
in order to have the ballots reprinted. They also

felt that it was unfair to disqualify Ramaswamy
on such late notice after he had done so much
campaign work, simply because of a mistake of

their own, the two stated.

Paper also admitted that if Ramaswamy had
won the vice-presidential election, he would
have been allowed to hold office in violation of

the Council Constitution. This kind of mistake is

not unusual, he added, since in recent years sev-

eral College Council treasurers have been
elected who were not members of the Financial

Committee, as the Constitution stipulates.

If Ramaswamy had not been allowed to run,

either Mammen or Gross probably would have
won the election outright, and the present run-

off would not have been necessary. Paper said.

Ramawamy said he had not discovered his

ineligibility until after the elections had been
held, when he was reading through a copy of the

Council Constitution. Presidential candidate

Shannon McKeen '85, his unofficial running
mate, said he found out about the problem last

weekend before the elctions, but did not inform

Ramaswamy.
"I didn't want to put him through the hassle. I

felt it wasn't my place to say anything. I made
the assumption that the people in charge knew
about it," he said.

"They were the ones that planned the elec-

tions and made the decision and I figured if they

let it ride, I'd let it ride," he added.

More than 1100 students voted in last week's
College Council elections, the largest turnout In

several years. Although the new constitutional

changes were passed, run-off elections will be
necessary to decisively elect a president and vice

president. (Walker)

Cypiot, McKeen,and Humes received 325, 229,
and 221 votes, respectively, defeating candidates
Philip Walsh '85, with 165 votes, and Lance Roth-
stein '85, with 131 votes. Write-in candidate Ben
Olshin '85 got 44 votes.

In addition, Anza Mammen '86 and Sara Gross
'85 will contend for the post of Vice-President in
this week's run-off elections. Mammen received
469 votes and Gross received 445, while Sridhar
Ramaswamy '87 garnered 166 votes.

Wendy Webster '85 was elected secretary out-
right, defeating Amy Jeffress '87 by a vote of 528
to 397. Sam Broeksmit '85 was elected treasurer
with 775 votes. He ran unopposed for the position.

All six at-large positions were decided last

week, with Bill Leininger '86, Kelly Havig '85,

Libby Hoffman '86, Dave O'Keeffe '86, Lisa
Payne '87 and Michael Stoddard '86 all elected to

the Council.

Honor and Discipline

Two representatives from each class were
elected to the Honor and Discipline Committee.
Laura Volpe of the Class of '85won outright, and a
run-off between James Browner, Bill Foraker,
and Mary Schwarzer will decide the other

representative.

Richard Miller and Sara Suchman will repres-
ent the Class of '86, and Jim Reicheld and Chris
Strear will represent the freshmen.

Winning positions on the Honorary Degree
Committee were Mark Evans '85, Jan Pynchon'85
and Dave Shedd '85. Chris Strear '87 was elected

to the Advisory Committee on Shareholder
Responsibility.

Housing Reps

Housing Representatives had greater opposi-

tion this year than last. David Applebaum '86 and
Rich Miller '86 will face each other in a run-off

election this week to determine who will repres-

ent the Row Houses.

Sam Fortenbaugh '86 will represent Greylock,

with Jon Carpenter '85 representing Mission.

Both ran unopposed.

Write-ins Christian Howlett '85 and Sam Chap-
man '86 won their races and will represent the
Berkshire Quad and Dodd-Tyler, respectively.

INSIDE THE RECORD
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Screw-up
In not realizing that Sridhar Ramaswamy, as a freshman, was ineligi-

ble for Vice-President under the current Constitution, the College Coun-
cil Elections Committee made a large mistake. It is ironic that this

oversight of the rules occured in a year when a Council subcommittee
focussed specifically on the Constitution in its revision efforts.

In speculating about the outcome of the Vice-Presidential race, and its

implications on other races, the validity of the elections becomes ques-

tionable. However, the obvious solution—eliminating Ramaswamy
from the Vice-Presidential race—would have yielded the current situa-

tion: a runoff between Anza Mammen '86 and Sara Gross '85.

Another bothersome aspect of the recent elections was the all-or-

nothing fashion of voting for the constitutional changes. Although voters
could write in their choices if they disagreed with particular amend-
ments, this action required much extra time and research. Granted,
there were many changes, but an itemization on the ballot of at least the

major changes would have been a fairer representation of them.

LETTERS
Reaffirmation

To the editor:

The recent Supreme Court decision

(Grove City College vs. Bell) hasfocused

attention on Title IX of the Education
Amendments of 1972, and by implication,

on Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

The ruling that the non- discrimination

requirement of Title IX extends no

further than the particular program or

activity receiving Federal aid will be the

subject of close reading, interpretation,

and speculation.

Regardless of how the various Federal

enforcement agencies eventually inter-

pret the Supreme Court's decision, I

would like to talie this opportunity to

reaffirm our commitment to equal

opportunity of education and employ-

ment for women and minorities. Willi-

ams College will continue to provide

equal opportunity and equal access to its

programs and activities, and it regards

its affirmative action program as a con-

tinuing commitment.
John W. Chandler, President

Mail Crush

To the editor:

We the undersigned would like to pro-

test any planned renovations of Baxter
Hall intending to more easily facilitate

the movement of persons through that

building. Having had the benefit of up to

four years experience at this school, we
believe the "Baxter Mail Crush" is the

healthiest thing going. After all, eve-

ryone needssomc humancontact. Some-
times, when feeling particularly low, we
even go through twice.

Ronald Issen '84

Heidi Peterson '84

Tim Sedlocli '84

and 12 others

Only Freshman
To the editor:

Imagine how shocked we were to hear
that the abysmal performance of Jesse
Jackson was due to a smear campaign
by the Jewish Defense League and the
New York Times. We had been reading
the Times for months and hadn't picked
up the clues, but then, we're only fresh-

men. Thankfully an enlightened Willi-

ams graduate alerted us to the vulgar
conspiracy. Now we're on guard for

those sleek Hymie attacks on the "rain-

bow coalition"—we'll be damned if we
buy that Hymietown rag ever again.

We were tempted to vote for Gary Hart
in the primaries, but now we realize that

he isn't a viable candidate. As Mr.
Kenyatta suggested, we're writing pap-
ers now, demanding to know why the

polls don't rank Jackson second.

We, too, can play hardball.

Three-and-a-half Jews,
a Goy and a Folacli

Eddie Stein '87 Mike Weber '87

Eric Giatstein '87 John Butler '87

Tom (Perky) Perkins '87John Ciolek '87

Scalped

To the editor:

Concerning Muhammad Kenyatta's
press release of last week, a few
comments:

1) No "carefully orchestrated smear
campaign" to discredit Reverend Jack-
son exists—unless the reporting of Jack-
son's habitual rant against Jews and
Jewish money counts as a smear. Jack-

son is perfectly capable of voicing his

anti-Semitism with no prompting from
the "pro-Israel" lobby. Great minds
think alike. Reverend Kenyatta?

2) Were another presidential candi-

date to make similar comments about

blacks, he would be immediately enve-

loped by howls of execration, with Reve-

rend Jackson and his epigone Reverend
Kenyatta leading the wholly-justified

call for the candidate's scalp. Would
Jackson excuse such remarks If the can-

didate claimed that he failed to realize

that blacks might take offense at his

words? The propriety of racial slurs can-

not depend on whose ox is being gored.

Gary I. Selinger '84

Amherst's account of the recent Eph-
Lord Jeff basketball game. The Record
has been guilty of the same practices,

although perhaps In a more subtle
manner; many times we read of Willi-

ams being "topped 52-20", when If the
scores were reversed you would have
written "Williams annihilates Amherst,
52-20". You also often relegate accounts
Williams defeats, however important
the match, to inappropriately small spa-
ces on the sports page.
Granted, Amherst's article was pretty

amateurish, but your need to righteously

cite such amateurism is unprofessional,

If not hypocritical.

Eric Pomerance '84

Cycles

Awareness
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To the editor:

I would like to thank the entire Willi-

ams community for Its enthusiastic

response to George McGovern's visit. As

a graduate of Trinity College I realize

how busy one's schedule can be during

the day. All morning I was handing out

copies of Senator McGovern's message.

It didn't feel so cold outside because

almost all were receptive to reading the

message, even if they could not attend

the speech.

Williams College can be proud of its

tradition of political awareness and open

debate of important issues. The ques-

tions that students asked after the

speech were challenging—just as chal-

lenging as Senator McGovern's ten-point

platform.

I know I speak for all the campaign's
volunteers; thank you once again.

John Mattar
Northampton

Hypocritical

To the editor:

Your paper should not openly decry
the apparent favoritism and biases In

To the editor:

In his article, "WAAC and Student
Activism: Dormant or Dead?", Jeffrey
Brainard advises activists that "they
will be most successful in gaining wide
student faculty support If they focus on
issues on which the College community
as a whole can form a broad consensus."

Well, prior to the hunger strike, around
1250 signatures were collected on a peti-

tion calling for Williams to fully divest
from corporations doing business South
Africa. During the January action, over
500 names filled petitions supporting the
hunger strike and WAAC's three
demands. In the semester following the
strike, nearly 1300 students and 130
members of the faculty expressed sup-
port for Williams providing "some sort

of aid" to male students who have not
registered for the draft and so would be
denied federal funds due to the Solomon
Amendement.
Such large proportions of the Williams

community certainly qualify as a "broad
consensus." Jeffrey Brainard, rather
than deriding such showings of unity,

perhaps should focus his attention on
those people in the Administration who
tend to Ignore such widely held opinions.

Further, when broad-based support
exists for a particular Issue, activism
certainly Is more easily pursued. But It is

precisely those times when an Issue Is

unknown, unpopular, or Ignored that

activism Is most needed. Most, if not all,

social change movements have started
small, and then grew. If Jeffrey Bral-

nard's criteria were followed, for exam-
ple, we might still be fighting In

Vietnam. Student interest In political

Issues seems to go through cycles. As

:
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My Generation

Hart's appeal

to young voter

Qp'Ed

by Victor Mather
The startling events In New Hamp-

shire last week have finally defined the
course of the 1984 Democratic primaries.

There will not be a rapid coronation of

Walter Mondale that nearly everyone
expected. Instead this spring looks to

bring a prolonged fight between two
wings of the party. But unlike a tradi-

tional liberal/conservative or North-
/South political rivalry, 1984 has brought
the advent of generational politics.

On one side Is Mondale. In the general
election, like Jimmy Carter in 1980, Mon-
dale plans to once more revive the fading
Democratic coalition of women, minori-
ties, union members, Jews, suburban
liberals, and the South. But the prospects
seem dim, since except fof minorities,

every one of these groups abandoned
Carter and gave a majority of its votes to

Ronald Reagan. Despite the odds
against Mondale, virtually every big

name Senator, Governor and political

group has endorsed him, many claiming
that to beat Reagan the party must unite

upon a candidate now.
It Is Gary Hart who leads the other

wing. He has few endorsements and
almost no money, but he makes up for It

with a dedicated core of volunteers. The
big difference In the two factions consti-

tuency is simple; Mondale's is made up
of established political regulars and
older people, while Hart's supporters are
largely under 40 years old.

Even before the New Hampshire
upset, polls were registering this star-

tling gap In Mondale's support. Among
senior citizens Mondale held a big lead.

But support and (more Importantly)

enthusiasm dropped sharply as one sur-
veyed the opinions of voters further

down the age column. Among the young-
est group of voters, those between 18 and
24, his support was only one-third that of

Hart. A generational gap as wide has this
'

has never before been seen in Presiden-

tial politics. It Is in fact substantially

wider, in terms of percentage, than the

much ballyhooed Democratic/Republi-
can "gender gap".
The young see in Hart a man who

doesn't fit into traditional political ste-

reotypes. Reagan has stated a tradition-

ally conservative opinion on the issue of

defense spending: increase funds.

George McGovern responds in the time-

honored manner of the far left by calling

for a drastic cut. More "mainstream"
democrats like Mondale and John Glenn
stake compromise ground, cautiously

advocating a defense spending policy not

so cornocupian as Reagan's and yet not

so drastically reductionary as McGov-
ern's. But the differences are merely

ones of degree and not kind. Only Hart
calls for a complete rethinking of the

issue.

Instead of making cuts merely for the

sake of making cuts ( which may perhaps
benefit the economy but which could also

needlessly jeopardize American secur-

ity ) , Hart's plan would be to cut wasteful
big-budget items such as the MX missile

and the B-1 bomber, while emphasizing
effectiveness and maneuverability in

// the Democrats want to

unite behind a candidate
who can beat Reagan, it

will have to be Hart.

big-budget items such as the MX missile

and the B-1 bomber, while emphasizing
effectiveness and maneuverability in

conventional weapons: smaller carriers

and submarines and faster tanks. The
net result would be a fighting force bil-

lions cheaper, yet more effective in

actual combat. The war Reagan is pre-

paring to fight is the last war. Hart
knows that it is insane to continue to

build up nuclear weaponry.
Hart's economic ideas are equally

appealing to younger voters. In his book,

A /Veu) Democracy, Hart outlines tax

reform plans eliminating many of the

wasteful and unfair tax loopholes corpo-

rations use,thus increasing revenue
without creating a harsher burden for

most individual taxpayers.

Hart has also called for taxation of pol-

luters, which would more fairly distrib-

ute the tax burden (placing it more
squarely upon those who use and abuse
public resources such as air and water)

as well as decrease the amount of pollu-

tion by making the emission of such sub-

stances more costly. In addition. Hart
advocates the establishment of a fund,

jointly sponsored by business and
government, to help workers in keystone
industries to reeducate themselves to

keep up with the rapid advances In tech-

nology which are constantly rendering
skills obsolete.

Finally, if the Democrats want to unite

behind a candidate who can beat Rea-
gan, it will have to be Hart. Otherwise it

will be 1980 all over again—Reagan put-

ting Mondale on the defensive as another
Carteresque "big spender". Only Hart
can turn the tables. Only Hart can pres-

ent a cost-effective military plan that is

stronger than Reagan's bloated one.

Only Hart can successfully defend
against charges of big spending with a

comprehensive alternative budget that

would cut Reagan's projected deficit in

half. And most importantly, only Hart,

who has carefully thought out every
issue, and presented clear alternatives

to every element of Reaganomics, can
match Reagan on pure ideology. For the

first time in a long while the American
public is being presented with a real cho-

ice. We can choose to advance thought-

fully into the future, or we can sink more
deeply into the morass of politics as

usual.

Are these folks

dead or alive?

by John Clayton
Listening' to John Lennon's new song

the other day, I realized that the record

publicists probably don't even know he's

dead.

"Boy, that Yoko sure is a domineering
wife," one publicist remarked. "You
never see John around here any more-
why, she even brought in the material for

his latest album."
"I know what you mean," said his

friend. "A couple of years ago it wasn't

so bad, but now he never gets out of the

house. His songs are getting wimpy, talk-

ing about Yoko and sitting around doing

nothing, watching the world go by. He's

so mellow, he might as well be dead."
"Walt a minute," interrupted a visitor

to the office. "He is dead. He was assassi-

nated over three years ago."

"Don't be silly," the P.R, men hooted.

"Did you get fooled by one of those pub-

licity gags?"
• * «

But then, entertainment by dead peo-

ple seems to be a popular fad these days.

The last "Pink Panther" movie was
made after its stars—Peter Sellers and
David Niven—were both dead. Michael
Jackson's "Thriller" stars dancing
corpses. Mr. Spock will star in "Star

Trek III" even though we all saw him
kick off in the last one.

The trend is interesting because It indi-

cates that they could be pulling the wool
over our eyes now. It doesn't take much.
Look at Yuri Andropov. All that time
when we thought he was bundled up
somewhere within the bowels of the

Kremlin trying to figure out how to make
Chernenko's pants fall off in public, he

was probably already being worked over

by morticians. Adabof rouge here, some
preserving fluid there.lt Just goes to

show you (though I'm not sure exactly

what).

Could the entertainment industry have

taken a leaf from the KGB's book? For
instance, I suspect Burt Reynolds has

been dead for several years now. In his

last few films we see a suspiciously pale

and shadowy reflection of the macho
Burt we cheered for in Smoker and the

Bandit. I ask you, would the real Burt

Reynolds wear what looks like a skinned

muskrat on his head to hide his bald-

ness? Would the real Burt Reynolds have

gone bald? It stretches the bounds of

reasonable belief.

Now that Hollywood has been taken
over by these celebrity zombies, my
dream is to make a new movie sequel to
' 'Night of the Living Dead"—if only I can
figure out who to star in it.

John Clayton '85 died two weeks
before writing this column.

LETTERS

Continued on Page 3

Continued from Page 2

bad as the lulls can be, perhaps the only

possibility worse would be entering a

period of growing Interest without the

base of small-scale activism which can

capture the growing support and effec-

tively translate it into some kind of

actual change.
Jeff Sultar '84

God's Land

To the editor:

I must say that I was appalled to hear

Mr. Moomaw's opinion that the Judeo-

Chrlstian tradition is responsible for

slowing the progress of environmental-

Ism. I feel that his opinion, as stated In

the February 12 publication of the

Record, could not have been well though

out—especially his view that "tradi-

tional Jews and Christians see no value

in the wilderness".

To prove my point, I shan't even have
to consult a Bible to cite examples.

Rather, I shall use oft-repeated and
sermonized-on references from
memory, to show Mr. Moomaw's
misconception.

First, on many biblical occasions, reli-

gious historical figures such as Moses,
John the Baptist, and many of the

Monastics of the Middle Ages, retreated

to the deserts and hills in prayer. Christ

made many references to the beauty of

nature, saying once that not even
Solomon, in all his riches and splendour,

was as well clothed as the grass and flow-

ers of the field. Christ also said that the

Father feeds and clothes the animals,

and that not a single bird falls out of the

sky without the Lord's consent.

Second, if Mr. Moomaw were to look at

a song or two out of any traditional hym-
nal, he would come across titles such as

"I to the Hills Lift Up Mine Eyes,", and

Continued on Page 4

Armhowzer

by Fish
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Madness coming, CC affirms,

SAB to gain more autonomy

by Becky Conklin

College Council and the Student Activities Board officially

announced a confirmation date for the Madness concert at the

College Council meeting on Friday. The Council also reconstructed

SAB's basic structure and reviewed the JA Selection Committee,

which will annouce its decisions in the near future.

Madness will perform at Williams on April 19 in the Lansing

Chapman Hockey Rink. Their new album and new keyboard

player-vocalist Paul Carrack, formerly of Squeeze, have been suc-

cessful in recent weeks, so the Concert Committee hopes to see a big

turn-out for the concert, according to SAB president Arunas Gudai-

tis '84.

The socio-cultural board of the SAB has been eliminated, and

future requests for funds for all-campus activities will go through

College Council. "In terms of all-college parties, I don't think

there's a place for them anymore. There are more house parties

now," said Gudaitis.

In addition. College Council decided to let the SAB elect its own

officers, instead of relying on the appointments of the College Coun-

cil elections committee.

• In other Council business, representatives approved a computer

system to handle all future co-op housing decisions. Because of

complaints about the political nature of the present system, next

year's co-op decisions will be handled in the same manner as fresh-

man inclusion.

•College Council president Tom Paper '84 initiated a discussion of

the present Junior Advisor Selection Committee. Although the dis-

cussion did not lead to any reforms, representatives reviewed the

successfulness of the Selection Committee in choosing effective

JA's.

•Council is gearing up for Eph's birthday on March 7. Celebrations

will include a Birthday Dessert in Chapman Rink on Wednesday

night and a Birthday Ball in Baxter Hall on Friday. Both activities

will be free of charge to Williams students.

Comic books

derived from

old Italian art,

Edgerton says
by Christian Hewlett

The illustrations of modern
adventure comic books are

really a rediscovery of the per-

ceptual techniques and pictor-

ial conventions of Italian

Renaissance art, professor

Samuel Edgerton explained

last Thursday as part of the

faculty lecture series.

"I want to make an art his-

torical case for super-hero

comics," he explained. "The
artistic style of these books,

even when reduced to bad
taste, follows nonetheless the

great innovations of Italian

Renaissance painting."

Showing side-by-side slides

of comic books and Italian

paintings, Edgerton explained

that the three-dimensional
perspective techniques which
began during the Renais-

sance, such as birds-eye view
and the "picture-as-window"

concept, are being incorpo-

rated today into comic books
for much the same effect as

when they were used to depict

the lives of saints.

LETTERS
Continued from Page 3

"God's Holy Mountain We
Ascend", "Let all Things Now
Living", etc. In the song "Joy-
ful, Joyful, We Adore Thee", tlie

second verse states that "All

thy works of Joy surround
Thee; Earth and Heaven
reflect thy rays. Stars and
Angels sing around Thee, Cen-

ter of Unbroken Praise. Field

and forest, veil and mountain.
Blooming meadow, flashing

sea, Chanting bird and flowing

fountain,/ Call us to Rejoice in

Thee!"
Songs such as these, and

passages such as those stated in

the above paragraph are a

major part of the tradition,

believe it or not.

To say that James Watt is

"defending the traditional

Judeo-Christian view of

nature" is a very cutting

remark to our faith. Speaking

for myself, I'd have to say that

"Them's fightin' wordsl "

James Watt is an industrialist—

a big-businessman. He'd black-

top the United States if he had a

bulldozer big enough. But that's

an industrialist view. Religion

and state began to separate with
the Reformation. Industry and
state are, to this day, quite a

unity.

In a lot of years' membership
in the Roman Catholic Church, I

have heard even the eighty

year-old, and conservative-as-

the-dickens priests preach to us

the importance of going out into

the woods, because "that", they

say, "is God's land", and "that

is where you will find Him."

Traditionally that is where
Jews and Christians, such as

Mme. Julie Billart, Christ,

Joseph of the Twelve, Moses,

Noah, John the Baptist, just to

name a few off the top of my
head, have gone—and a lot of us

still find our Lord there. The
idea that "traditional Jews and
Christians see no value in the

wilderness" is very distressing.

It is just plain not true.

Edward P. Tonelli "86

Family

To the editor:

A note on the context of a quo-

tatlon from last week's
"wo man on the Quad"; I feel

that the swim team is a family

and a social club for me—open
to all who enjoy the water. Bro-

thers and sisters and papa Sam,
congratulations on being New
England Champions.

Dominic Kulik '86

Apology

To the editor:

As leaders of the College

Council and those who are

responsible for running elec-

tions, we apologize for the

errors on last week's election

ballot. Given these uninten-

tional errors, we feel we have
taken every reasonable action

within our power to make the

elections as fair as possible.

Tom Paper
College Council President

Jan van Eck
College Council Vice-President

LOOK MA!

If you would like an 8 x

10 glossy of a photo you

saw in the RECORD, send

the issue date, the

photographer, the page, a

description of the photo,

and $4.00

to

Dave Scheibe.

SU 2493 Williams College.

Williamstown. MA 01267.

Levi's

Adidas Shoes
All Athletic Equipment
Custom Printed T-Shirts

Everything (or Men & Women
Racket Sales & Service

Class Rings

Gifts

"The psychological percep-

tion of young comics readers

can be related to the similar

visual experience of our adult

medieval ancestors. ..when
they first laid eyes on the new
paintings of the Life of St.

Francis in his pilgriniage

church at Assisi," he said.

St. Francis as Superman

"Medieval people were here
seeing 'realistic' pictures for

the first time since classical

antiquity, in contrast to the

traditionally abstract style of

Gothic painting.

"In fact, if I now compare
those revolutionary fres-

coes. ..to our present subject, I

am tempted to claim that

Assisi represents the world's

first adventure comic, and St.

Francis the original Super-
man! " he added.

Another Renaissance pers-

pective technique, "foreshor-

tening," was invented by
Florentine artist Giotto when
he depicted angels as though
seen from head-on flying out of

the picture, Edgerton said.

Angels and Thar
"Such foreshortening was

truly an astonishing achieve-

ment in the early fourteenth

century," he noted. "Tradi-

tional art of the time always
showed figures moving or fly-

ing only parallel with the

backround."
"Needless to repeat, neo-

Renaissance comic book illus-

trators have rediscovered this

same idea," he added. "Whe-
never Jack Kirby represents

super-hero Thor driving his

sledge-hammer into the face

of the reader/viewer, he pays
homage to Giotto!

"

McGovern speaks out
Continued from-Page 1

that hard.

McGovern added that his pro-

posed 25 percent reduction in

the military budget and a $75-80

billion increase in tax collection

would be necessary to help solve

the federal budget deficit.

"I would do it primarily by

closing off a lot of the tax shel-

ters and tax write offs at the

top," he said.

Upgrade education

To improve pullc education

McGovern proposed federaliz-

ing welfare. This, he argued,

would relieve the burden on the

states, and enable them to

spend their $19-20 billion sav-

ings on upgrading the quality of

elementary and secondary
education.

He also promised to have "a

long-term, low-interest,
government-backed student

loan for any qualified student

who wants to go on to higher

education." He added that he

would cure the student loan

default problem by giving the

Internal Revenue Service the

collection responsibility. Part

of the wages from the student's

first job could be deducted to

pay back the loan, McGovern
suggested*.

"The one thing the IRS does

real well is collect money," he

noted.

Against Solomon Amendment
McGovern also said that he is

opposed to the Solomon Amend-
ment, which denies financial

aid to students who have not reg-

istered for the draft.

"I am opposed to draft regis-

tration, I am opposed to the

draft. I think that we can supply

all of the military personnel we
need under a voluntary sys-

tem," he stated. "If we go to

war, obviously that's different.

We'd have to go to the draft, but

even under those circumstan-

ces, I would not favor the

Solomon Amendment," he

added.

Presidential candidate George McGovern's visit to campus Thurs-

day brought swarms of local media to Chapin Hall as the former

Senator outlined his platform. (Khakee)
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Berkshire Symphony accompanies well
by Christian Howlett

Strange and beautiful sounds
floated through Chapin Hall Fri-

day night as harpist Ellen Rubin
O'Hearn and the Williams
Handbell Choir helped the Berk-
shire Symphony Orchestra
present its third concert of the
year. On the whole, it was a
truly memorable performance.
The concert opened with an

ambiguous performance of
Mendelssohn's Fourth "Ital-
ian" Symphony, salvaged only
by the orchestra's fine treat-

ment of the second movement
with its rich, haunting theme.
Indeed there, their tonal quality
reminded one of larger, more
prestigious orchestras.

As usual, however, the faster
movements presented much
more trouble for Berkshire,
which several times seemed
about to lose control of the alle-

gro vivace first movement, and
was also unsuccessful in build-

ing tension in the final saltarello

movement.
Flawless harp

The flute section performed

surprisingly well despite the
absance of usually principal
Tracey Tenser '85, led this time
by the shining, crystal clear
tone of Audrey Albern '84.

The gems of the evening were
undoubtedly the performances
of Ellen Rubin O'Hearn In J.C.
Bach's Concerto for harp and
orchestra and of O'Hearn and
the Handbell Choir in Debussy's
Danse Sacree—Danse Profane.
With a simple accompani-

ment from the strings,
O'Hearn's gentle, dripping
notes enthralled the audience,
particularly in the andante
movement where she smoothly
plucked out trills with only an
understated string pizzacato for
backround. With all the smooth
sharpness of a harpsichord, her
performance was simple and
gentle in its virtuosity.

In the Debussy, O'Hearn's
harp was nothing short of mes-
merizing. Again she was
accompanied only by the
strings, who gracefully man-
aged their lyrically haunting
and atmospheric part for a truly

ineffable effect.

Handbells smooth contrast
A delightful contrast to the

smooth, rippling water sounds
of O'Hearn's harp were the
raindrop-notes of the Handbell
Choir, which followed O'Hearn
by playing her part in the exact
same Debussy piece. Their
unusual performance was
bright and serenely beautiful.

A completely different expe-
rience was the 1923 piece by
former New York Philharmonic
conductor Ernest Schelling,
entitled "A Victory Ball." A
showpiece for the orchestra's
fine percussion section, the
piece alternately interposed
slightly out-of-jolnt waltz pas-
sages with tense military
crescendos.

The constant contrasts, from
slow and sing-songy to brilliant

and cUmactic, frustrated all

expectations, while the skill-

fully handled cymbals and
snare drum provided subtle

transitions. The piece ended
dramatically with a snare drum
roll as a single muted trumpet

played "Taps."

Good modern pieces
Conductor Hegyi Is to be con-

gratulated for his continuing
selection of interesting and
unusual twentieth-century pie-
ces, such as "A Victory Bail"
and last concert's "Flivver Ten
Million," which manage to
widen musical horizons while
still being thoroughly enjoyable.

The concert concluded after
two and a half hours with
Rimsky-Korsakov's popular
Capriccio Espagnol. The lively,

jubilant piece was played with
authority, and show-cased a
number of fine indiviual per-
formers In cadenza passages.
Particularly good showing were
made by concertmaster Janet
Rowe, clarinetist Susan Hohen-
bi'rg, oboeist Carl Jenkins and
horn-player Linda Pushee.

Once again with this concert,
the Berkshire Symphony
Orchestra, which sometimes
struggles on its own, proved
itself a first-rate accompanist to

outstanding solo performers.

BSO backstage: Hegyi sharp in rehearsals
by Kathl Rosenbaum

"When the composer wrote
the music down on paper he
wanted it to be as perfect as pos-
sible. It's up to us to try to match
that perfection."

This Is the goal of Julius
Hegyi, conductor of the Berk-
shire Symphony Orchestra; his

drive towards perfection results

in not only fine performances,
but also highly demanding
rehersals.

"The music In general is

extremely difficult and Hegyi
asks a lot," says Laura Cook '87,

a violinist. "He's really strict

and gets annoyed very easily."

Hegyi will single out a
member who has made a mis-
take, stopping the entire orches-
tra as he does so. According to

senior Marc Mazzone, however,
"His comments are never
devestatlng— they're more
directed toward getting people
to produce."
Hegyi stresses that a criti-

cism of an Instrumentalist Is not
a personal attack; "the person
doesn't even have a name In a
sense," he explains.

Since there are only five 2-1/2

hour rehersals for each concert

the BSO performs, their pace Is

necessarily fast. The number of

rehersals Is so limited, Hegyi
notes, because of "economics."
Although Williams students
make up forty percent of the

orchestra, many paid profes-

sionals hired from the Albany
Symphony are also members.
"The professionals are very

willing to help the students and
are good teachers," saysSuenn
Ho '85, stage manager of the

BSO and a violinist. "It's not a
very competitive situation; for

example, seating is arbitrary
and better players don't neces-

sarily sit at the front."

Hegyi sees to it, however, that

a lack of competitiveness does
not mean a lack of seriousness

during rehersals. "He knows
what he wants," states Maz-
zone. "I really respect that kind
of professionalism in a

conductor."

Before he lifts his baton Hegyi
must know in his mind how the

piece should sound; neverthe-

less, "we can't always do jus-

tice to the way he wants the

music to be played," says Carl

Leafstedt '85, who plays the

viola.

Hegyi appreciates, though,

the memt>ers' effort to do their

t)est. "I find it a great joy and
pleasure to work with this

orchestra; their spirit is so fine

and they have a great willing-

ness," he comments.
"When you talk with Hegyi

one-to-one he's very charming
and humorous," Ho notes,

although as a conductor Hegyi
can be difficult to deal with

according to several members.

His temperament often sets

the tone of rehersals. "When
he's in a bad mood rehersals are
frustrating," acknowledges
Cook.

Many members agree that

any conductor of a professional

orchestra must be demanding,
and Hegyi is no exception. As
Mazzone points out, "Whatever
Hegyi does, no matter what peo-

ple may think of him. It works-
he gets results."

College papers

view Williams
by Martin Hildebrand

Williams has received a con-
siderable amount of press since
the days of "maid service" and
the bulldozing of the Aycock
sculpture. Newspapers at other
colleges have recently given
Williams some bizarre
attention.

The problems with our phone
system merited mention. The
November 10, 1983, issue of the
Sophian of Smith College
reported that "Williams College
students will receive touch-tone
phones by January, according
to the Williams Record." These
expectations, however, did not
become reality. The January 27.

1984, issue of the Swarthmore
Phoenix reported that the new
phone system at Williams had
many problems and claimed,
"Since the students will not be
able to get touch-tone phones as
originally anticipated, the main
benefit seems to be to the Willi-
ams administration which
receives with this new system a
mechanism that allows it to res-
trict the use of phones by stu-

dents who have not paid their
bills."

Political activities here
have drawn indirect and
direct attention.

Our second place finish in the
U.S. News and World Report
survey on the top colleges in the
U.S. received considerable
attention In college newspap-
ers. The January 27, 1984, issue
of the Phoenix reports, "It

might also be noted that in its

article on the U.S. News and
World Report survey, the
Record lists itself as placing
second to Amherst, not 'co-

second' not 'tied for second' just

'second'. This little piece of

artistic editing merely points up
the quality of the comjietltlon in

that never ending chase for the
elusive numljer one."
The accidental bulldozing of a

sculpture built by Alice Aycock
prompted a remark in the Janu-
ary 27, 1984, issue of the Mid-
dlebury Campus. Having looked
at a January 10, 1984, Record

Continued on Page 7

A day at the races
by Ned Ladd

"And here's Frosty! " Or is it

Roxy? No one can really under-
stand the announcer, but offi-

cials at Green Mountain
Greyhound Racing are quick to

point out that she (whoever she
is) is the only female track

announcer in the country.
Either way, she's not Frosty or

Roxy t)ecause she's sitting in a

warm booth somewhere speak-
ing gibt)erish into a microphone
while Roxy gets frosty in the 20
degree weather outside on the
track.

If this makes little sense to

you, it's only t>ecause you
haven't experienced pari-
mutuei gambling Vermont
style. Back home in Connecti-
cut, I'm used to Jai-Alai where
you sit in a warm auditorium
watching people behind a wire
screen throw small hard balls at

each other using something that

looks like a cross lietween Cap-
tain Hook's hook and a fruit

basket. You get to bet on who

you think can throw the little

balls hard enough to scare the

other seven men off the court.

In Vermont, they don't have
enough people (there are more
cows than people in the state),

so they use dogs instead. (Cow
races are pretty boring. ) Since
the dogs can't use the fruit

basket very well, they just run
around a track.

This is where Frosty or Roxy
comes in. She's a piece of rug,

tied to a metal pole, that's sup-

posed to look like a rabbit. The
rug is driven around the track

and all the dogs run after it. You
get to t>et on who you think will

make it around the track first.

This is actually easier than it

seems, liecause in every race I

saw, Frosty came in first.

Unfortunately they don't let you
l)et on Frosty, so you really have
to guess who's going to come in

second. This is much harder
than it seems.
No matter what kind of "sys-

tem" you have, there Is one

These people actually wait In line to give their money to the slate of Vermont at the Green Mountain
greyhound track. (Ladd)

essential ingredient to success-

ful (or unsuccessful I betting-

money. There are several ways
to acquire this commodity. This

reporter tried to get access to

the Record's expense account.

("But John, I got a system— it

can't lose.") The Record chose

not to invest. I then tried

friends. I then lost friends.

Finally I had to resort to (hor-

rors! ) my own bank account.

If there are many ways to

acquire money, there must be a

million ways to lose It—win,

place, show, quinelas. trifec-

tas... A particularly effective

way I discovered is the trifecta

box. It allows you to lose three

times the money in half the

time.

Most of your time at the track

is spent studying a small pam-
phlet called a program. This
program tells you which dogs
are racing, their weights, and
millions of other ridiculous

things that are supposed to

make it easier for you to bet.

Your job Is to pretend to pore
over these charts while you're
really looking around to see

Continued on Page 7
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Eph's birthday to feature
eating, singing, dancing

in OtherIvory Towers I
Losing money for fun

by Carl Leafstedt

This week, the Williams community
will be part of an all-out celebration of

the birth of our founder, Ephraim Willi-

ams. Formerly feted only by a special

Food Service dinner, this year Eph's
birthday celebration has been expanded
to include a panel discussion, a birthday
party, and a birthday ball.

Ephraim Williams was born in New-
ton, Massachusetts, on March 7, 1714.

His mother died when he was four; as a

result, he and his younger brother, Tho-

mas, were raised and educated by their

grandfather. As a young man. Ephraim
was a sailor, making several voyages to

Europe, where he acquired a considera-

ble stock of knowledge.
A contemporary described him as

"...large and fleshy . He had a taste for

books; and often lamented his want of a

liberal education. His address was easv.

and his manner pleasing and concilia-

ting. ..was very generally esteemed,
respected, and beloved..." Ephraim
served in the military from 1740 to his

death in 1755 in a battle of the French and
Indian war near Crown Point, New York,
eighty miles north of here.

To celebrate Eph's 269th birthday, the

College Council has lined up a series of

events from Monday through Friday. On
Monday, there will be a panel discussion

in Brooks-Rogers on: "Williams Col-

lege: Is it better now than it was then?"
featuring Williams grads from '35 to '80.

On Wednesday, there will be a special

dinner from Food Service and a big
birthday bash down at the hockey rink
featuring cake. Dean O'Connor, Sean
Crotty '84, and other singing groups. The
festivities will culminate with a student-

faculty ball with the Jazz Ensemble on
Friday night in Baxter.

AMHERST
About 70 students at Amherst partici-

pated in a food fight to protest the col-

lege's decision to ban fraternities. The
foodfight was obviously planned;
according to the USA Today, it began on
cue with the playing of the Beatles'

Ri'voliiiion. Earlier last week, students

hung effigies of administrators and
trustees.

HARVARD
The Boston Globe reported that the co-

editor of the Harvard International

Review was recently ordered off campus
after a session with Dean of Students
Archie C. Epps 3rd. According to Epps,
editor Joel Goodfader "committed a
grievous act against the integrity of the
university." Goodfader joined the maga-
zine in 1982, and was elected co-editor

last fall. The basis for the dismissal is

that the deans recently discovered that
he is not, as they had assumed, a Har-
vard student.

In other news, Harvard announced
that King Juan Carlos I of Spain will

speak at their 333rd commencement. In
the Boston Globe, executive director of
the Harvard Alumni Association David
Aloian said, "We are delighted to have a
major European leader address us."

UNIVERSITY OF
PUGET SOUND

University President Philip Phibbs has
challenged the freshman class at the
University of Puget Sound to achieve a
lower average weight than the faculty,
according to the USA Today. Both sides
have accepted and the weigh-off will
occur in May at the end of the regular
semester.

SMITH
The Smith Sophian published in Febru-

ary a list of "ins" and "outs" for Smi-
thies in 1984. Topics thatare "In" include
Calvin Klein underwear, tan lines, Wil-
liam Hurt, and cottage cheese. Things
considered "out" Include Amherst Frat
Parties, Dartmouth (in toto), Woody
Allen, and yogurt. Although Williams
was overlooked, Princeton, Yale, and
the North Star are "in."

CLASSIFIEDS

TEST YOURSELF. Are you an
effective time-manager'' Can you
work 2-4 hrs wk consistently'' Are

you success-oriented'' Earn base
- performance-based bonuses 1-

800-243-6679,

McFadden, Goodw/in, For-

aker—borderline. But Chap-
man and especial lyChazmoget
NOTHING!

COLUMBIA $3.99 SALE:

Classic LP's and tapes by —
Elvis Costello

Miles Davis
Jeff Beck
Santana

Muddy Waters
Bob Dylan

Dave Brubeck
Dan Fogelberg
Weather Report

Peter Tosh
XTC
Blllie Holiday

and too many more to list

!

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY
RECORDS

131 Water St. 458-5229

Arts in View
The Williams Trio will perform this Friday

night in Brooi<.s-Rogers at 8:00 p.m. Featuring
Julius Hegyi on Violin, Douglas Moore on on cello,

and Paula Ennis-Dwyer on piano.the Trio will play

Haydn's Trio in G Major, Ives' Trio, and Dvorak's
Trio in F Minor Folksinging groups Spatz
Family and Taylor Pie will perform at a Coffee-
house sponsored by A Better Chance next Sunday
at the Log. A donation of $1.00 is requested and
refreshments will be available Williams-

theater will present Aleksander Sukhovo-
Kobylin's "The Death of Tarelkin" March 8-10 at

8:00 p.m. in DownStage Theater. Tickets are

$1.50, or 50(t with a Williams ID, and are available

at the box office one hour before each performance
"The Telephone," an opera by Gian-Carlo

Menotti, will be performed by Williams students in

Brooks Rogers on Thursday, March 8, at 8:00 p.m.
Admission is free and open to all The

ocean pacific

READY FOR SPRING BREAK?
so ARE WE WITH

"O.P."
NEW SPRING LINE HAS JUST ARRIVED

WITH ASSORTED STYLES AND COLORS .

.

• MEN'S & LADIES BATHING SUITS
• MEN'S C LADIES SHORTS

• T-SHIRTS
• HOODED SHIRTS
• SWEATSHIRTS

• VESTS
• JACKETS

NEW O.P. SUNGLASSES ALSO AVAILABLE.

Tc/fp ^pctU, inc. i
458-3605

15 Spring Street, Williamstown
Mon-Sat. 9-5:30 pm

Mastercard Thurs. 9-8:30 pm VISA

Graduate Program in Art History is sponsoring a
talk by James F. Gorman tonight at 8:00 p.m. at the
Clark Art Institute This Saturday, March
10, Alfred Gallman, artistic director of the
Newark Dance Theater and member of the
national touring company of "The Wiz," will give a

master class in jazz dance technique. The class

begins at 10 a.m. in the wrestling room of Lasell

gym There will be a dance concert by the
Newark Dance Theater on Saturday, March 10, at

8:00 p.m. in Lasell. Admission is 50C
Ephoria and the Juggler's Vein will make special

appearances at the fifteenth annual Children's
Fair, held at the First Congregational Church this

Saturday, March 10. The fair's theme is "Noah's
Ark," with games, a visit from "Noah,"and Disney
movies highlighting the celebration, which runs
from 10:00 a.m. to 3:00 pjn. For those not so
interested in the games, there will be a boutique
featuring guest artists' works.

Navy Gold:
Forged in a Tradition
of Excellence

Because the Officers wearing it are the best
in the world at what they do

. . . they have to be

It takes a special breed
of aviator to meet the
challenges of Naval

Aviation. Strong,

dedicated and
professional men who
can control the world's

most sophisticated

aircraft. There's no
room over the oceans
for pilots that are

second-best.

To find out if you're qualified, see the Navy Represen-
tative that will be in the Campus Center on March IS.

or call collect (518) 472-4424

Navy Officers Get Responsibility Fast.

Beneath the surface

pulses a unique

environment few will

ever challenge. Only an

uncompromised
standard of excellence

earns a submariner his

dolphins. The Navy
Nuclear Propulsion

Officers wear them.

Continued from Page 5

what other people have decided.
The tricky part Is to decide

which people know what they're
doing and which people are
looking over shoulders just like

you.

Once you've placed your bet,

you get to go to the rail and
watch the race. Just before the

race, trainers wearing silly

green hats bring the dogs from
the kennel to the starting gate.
Once the dogs are in the gate,
the trainers race back to the
kennel. I don't really see why
they need the dogs; we could
just bet on the trainers. Their
race is really more amusing
than the real one.

Then Frosty comes by, the
dogs run after it, and you lose
your money. After doing this

about seven times, you run out
of money and have to go home.
This might not sound like fun to

some people, but to those of us
who care about how we lose our
money, the dog track is a great
place to drop all that extra cash.

This program and this ripped ticket are usually all you'll end up with after four hours and $20 at the
track. (Ladd)

Perspectives on Williams

4

Continued from Page 5

article on Vito Acconci's sculp-

ture "Body Walls," someone at

Middlebury wrote, "Let's hope
that the sculpture will survive
longer than an expensive out-

door sculpture which was accid-
entally bulldozed in the fall by

buildings and ground workers."
Some bad incidents that have

been reported in the Record
have been echoed in other news-
papers. The December 2, 1983,

Issue of the Phoenix reported on
the incident where a William-
stown teen-ager accosted with a
gun a couple of Williams stu-

dents. The Phoenix entitled its

report "Are You Psyched?"
The February 3, 1984, issue of

the Campus reported on the

problems we were having with

fire alarms in the Freshman
Quad.

Political activities here have
drawn indirect and direct atten-

tion. Criticizing recent protests

against plans to dismantle fra-

ternities, an editorial in the

Amherst Student indirectly

referred to the hunger strike for

divestment here last January
by saying, "The use of sit-ins

and hunger strikes Implies that

these sheltered students con-

sider the righteousness of their

cause equal to other provoca-

tions for civil disobedience such
as apartheid, the violation of
civil rights and the acceleration
of the nuclear arms race."

A Phoenix editorial referring
to the effects of the Solomon
Amendment said, "That
number can be expected to

climb higher in coming years
since some colleges with which
Swarthmore compete directly

for students, like Williams,
have denied replacement aid to

non-registrants." An article in

the same issue of the Phoenix
also mentioned briefly Andrew
Young's speech here and "his

opposition to the candidacy of
Jesse Jackson."

f Harvafd this summer
Academic Calendar: June 25 — August 17, 1984

Hi
arvard Summer School, the nation's oldest summer session,

offers open enrollment in nearly 250 day and evening

courses and pre-professional programs in more than 40

liberal arts fields. The diverse curriculum includes courses appro-

priate for fulfilling undergraduate and graduate college degree

requirements, as well as programs designed for career and
professional development. The international student body has access

to the University's outstanding libraries, museums, athletic facilities,

and cultural activities, with the additional benefits of Cambridge and
nearby Boston. Housing is available in Harvard's historic residences.

Offerings include intensive foreign language courses, pre-medical, pre-law, business

and computer science courses, and graduate level courses in education and manage-
ment.

For further information, return the coupon below or call: (617) 495-2921; 24-hour

catalogue request line, (617) 495-2494.

Please send a Harvard Summer School catalogue and application for:
|

I

I

I

I Name

.

. Arts & Sciences Drama Writing Dance Center

Street

.

City_ -Stale -Zip

.

Harvard Summer School
20 Garden Street, Dept. 265

Cambridge, IV1A 02138

Renaissance instrument

revived in concert duet
by Carl Leafstedt

Eighteeenth century sonatas
filled Brooks-Rogers last Tues-
day night as Joseph Ceo, viola

d'amore, and George Kent,
harpsichord, presented "An
Evening of Baroque Music."
The duo played the "Six Lessons
for Viola D'amore and Harpsi-
chord" by Italian composer
Attllio Ariosti.

The viola d'amore, an instru-

ment slightly larger than the

modern viola, has seven strings

instead of the viola's four. Seven
additional strings located
underneath the bowed strings

resonate to produce its charac-
teristically sweet tone. Used
almost exclusively in the

Baroque period, it is rarely

heard today.

Ceo had three instruments on
stage, each tuned to a different

key, for the purpose of
efficiency—changing 14 strings

from A major to E-flat major,
the range of the Lessons, would
take considerable time. As it

was, Ceo spent enough time
tuning.

Ariosti, composer of "Six Les-
sons," is known primarily as a

composer of Italian opera .How-
ever his Interests occasionally
swayed in the direction of the
violin and the viola d'amore, for
which "Six Lessons" were pub-
lished in London in 1728.

Ceo and Kent split the lessons
evenly over the two halves of the
program and succeeded in per-
forming them with the correct
touch—not too heavy, and with
sufficient ornamentation. After
all, these two are old hats at this

music, having recorded it for

the Titanic record label.

The only problem with this

concert was its lack of variety.

Each Lesson, really a sonata In

the manner of Handel, sounded
interesting by itself but after

about the fourth one the music
started to wear. Not even the
bravest concert artist would
consider giving a concert of

sonatas by Handel (much less

Ariosti) without a change of

pace every so often. This is what
this concert sorely needed—

a

little Vivaldi, maybe even a lit-

tle Handel; just something dif-

ferent. But, all we were
promised was an evening of

Baroque music. That is what we
got.

OOi^W'^A^P^H^
Rte. 7

Pownal, Vt.

(802) 823-9368
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Appearing this weel<end:

"CUT ABOVE

"

9 p.m. - 1 a.m. Fri.,

8:30 p.m. - 12:30 a.m. Sat.

$1.00 discount with this ad

Thursday — 75C Vodka Drinks

Weekends — 50$ Drafts

Juke Box • Games
Open 4 p.m. Daily, Sal & Sun. 12 noon

THIS SPECIAL CAN SAVE
YOU MONEY ON REPRINTS

& ENLARGEMENTS...

1.99
25' REPRINTS

j^oi" Negatives ^ Slides Disc ^^

Offer Expires March 16. 1984

4 Water Street Williamstown 458-3113
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Squashers end season Women's hoop falls to Jeffs 48-4

1

competing in Nationals
by John Schafer

The men's squash team
closed out one the most success-
ful seasons in Williams history

this weekend at the Nationals
held at Annapolis. The squad
ended third in the country
behind only Harvard, whom
they lost to, and Princeton,
whom they did not play.

By finishing 20-2 and winning
the Little Three title, the Ephs
set a school record for wins and
captured their tenth straight

Little Three crown. The third

place rating is the best for Willi-

ams in over 25 years. At the

Nationals, though primarily an
individual tournament, the
team was awarded another
honor.

For the second time in four
years, the Ephs won the
coaches' award for sportsman-
ship. The National Inter-
Collegiate Squash and Racquets
Association coaches gave this

prestigious honor, which the

Ephs last won three years ago,

for team sportsmanship during
the regular season.

Three AU-Americans

Three seniors made Ail-

American—Greg Zaff (for his

third time), Tom Harrity (for

his second time), and Billy Nau.
Zaff was named to the first team
by virtue of his 21-1 perfor-

mance at number one. Playing
second, Harrity, also 21-1, and
Billy Nau, 18-3 at number three,

both made the second team. In

addition, Zaff and Nau were
honored for their play this wee-
kend by being included on the

ten-man All-Tournament team.

In the "A" tournament, which

decides the national champion,

Zaff was seeded second behind

Havard's Kenton Jernigan, the

defending champion. The two

had played earlier in the season

when the Crimson came to Willi-

amstown, and Jernigan won
handily in three games. Both
cruised into the finals Sunday
and played what Coach Sean
Sloane called a "spectacular
match." Jernigan retained his

title by outlasting Zaff in a

grueling five-game match.

Billy Nau went to the finals in

the "B" bracket, a tournament
for players third and fourth on
their team's ladder. Nau, who
played unexpectedly well
according to Sloane, lost in the

finals to Harvard's Rich
Jackson.

"We played really well and
had a great time," said Sloane,

"this was a nice way to end the

year."

Women 8th in country

The women's squad ended 7-3.

ranked 8th in the nation, and Lit-

tle Three Champions for the

year. At the Nationals, held at

Wesleyan this weekend. Coach
Renzie Lamb travelled to Mid-
dletown with the top four
players—Cassie Fisher '84,

Hilary Thomas '85, Amina Mah-
mood '84, and Lisa Scott '85.

In the draw of 64, Fisher won
the consolation finals, placing
sixth in the tournament. She
won the consolations last year
too and was ranked 14th nation-

ally. This season, her 22-4 per-

formance at number one should
guarantee her an even better

finish. "She should be ranked in

the top ten," said Lamb.

by .Mike Best
The women's basketball team lost its last game

of the season on Wednesday, 48-41 to Amherst.
This game was the last in the college careers of

seniors Peggy Southard and tri-captain Tracy
Burrows.
The game was close for most of the first half,

with the score tied at 13 with 8: 05 left. It was at

that point that the Lady Jeffs took control, reeling
off ten straight points in six and a half minutes.
The Ephwomen were having great difficulty

with the Amherst fullcourt press. When they were
able to get the ball upcourt, the tough Jeff defense
kept the Ephs from getting inside, and the Ephs
shot only ,33 percent for the game. To make mat-
ters worse for the Ephs, Amherst controlled its

defensive boards, allowing Williams only seven
offensive rebounds in the contest.

At the same time, the Lady Jeff offense was
running well, led by freshman point guard Amy
Stamm, who finished the game with 10 assists.

Stamm repeatedly made long passes upcourt for
layups or brought the ball up and worked it inside.

Amherst ended the half with a 25-16 lead.

Jeffs add to lead
The same trends continued in the second half.

The teams started out pretty much trading
baskets, but Amherst slowly increased its lead.
With 11: 15 left in the game the Jeff advantage was

up to thirteen; with 6:35 left it was fifteen.

The Ephs, though, staged a mini-comeback.
With 4: 05 to go, Liz Kelllson '87, who led Williams

w;th 16 points, hit a layup to start an eight point

spurt. Burrows then hit her last basket as an Eph.
Two baskets by Anne Schmutz '87 sandwiched
between a foul shot apiece by Denise Saunders '87

and Judy Crown '87 pulled the Ephwomen within

six. Time, however, was on Amherst's side as
they ran a stall that the Ephs were unable to

overcome.

Eph weaknesses
The game pointed out most of the Ephwomen's

problems this season: inability to break a ful-

lcourt press and impatience on offense, in partic-

ular. Those problems and a tendency to fold in the
second half of close games are caused mainly by
the fact that the Ephs are such a young team.
Experience should take care of these difficulties.

On the more positive side, the Ephs lose only
two seniors to graduation this year. Four of the
five starters will return, including two of the tri-

captains, Kay Lackey '85 and Lynne Jaycobs '85.

In leading scorer Liz Kelllson the Ephs have an
outside scoring threat, and the play of center Jean
Hakmiller '86 improved steadily over the course
of the year. Next year's record should be better
than this year's 6-12.

Volleyball

tops field of

fifteen teams,

claim tourney

The men's volleyball team
defeated host Springfield Col-

lege (13—15, 15-5, 15—9) in

the finals of the New England
Open Sunday night. Eph co-

captain Vincente Hill '84 was
named MVP of the fifteen

team tournament, thoroughly
dominating play in the early
rounds and leading all teams
in blocks and kills in the

playoffs. The victory gives
Williams the number two New
England Division I ranking
behind Harvard and sets the

stage for a showdown between
the top two teams at the Div-
ision I Championships in

April.

Seeded first in its bracket of

five, Williams opened with a

15—10, 15—11 win over Nor-
theastern, split with Dart-
mouth (13— 15, 15 — 10),
downed Amherst (15—10, 15—
9) and then secured a spot in

the semifinals with a 15—10,
15—8 victory over Boston
College.

In the semis the Ephs faced
Wesleyan, a team they have
already defeated twice this

season, and destroyed them in

two straight games (15—12,
15—5) to set up the showdown
with Springfield.

Hill was named to the All-

Tournament first team, along
with Chris Clarey, '86. Co-
captain Steve Brewster '84

earned second—team status.

Get your career off to a flying start. Become a

Marine aviator If you're a college freshman,
sophomore or junior you could qualify for

our undergraduate Officer Commissioning
Program and be guaranteed flight school
after graduation. All training is conducted

Flywith the finest.
during the summer There are no on-campus
drills. Plus, you receive $100 a month during
the school year

Seniors can qualify for the graduate Officer

Commissioning Program and attend training

after graduation.

This is an excellent opportunity to prove your-

self amongst the best and start off

making from $ 1 7,000 to $23,000

a year See if you measure up.

Check out the Marine Corps Offi-

cer Commissioning Programs.

Call Collect; at (203) 722-2168/69

Hockey ends short of playoffs

due to seven-game tailspin

un to Amherst-

Continued from Page 10

on.

WILLIAMSBURG: Hey look-
that street sign says Williams
St. Let's get it! " John Belushi/

"Animal House" stealth. The
lady in the house smiles and
waves, until we grab the sign

and twist. Then she calls the

sheriff. We didn't get the sign,

but Sheriff Butord T. Justice got

the van.

I'm plodding along with the

ball, running against traffic,

expecting to see the van any
moment, ending this particular

ordeal. It's got to be around the

tiext corner. Then I see it...driv-

ing TOWARD me at 45 mph. I

^Hcept going figuring they went
back to retrieve a hat that some-
one had dropped. Nope They
were being escorted back to the

scene of the crime, where the

legal difficulties were straight-

ened out, as was the sign.

Meanwhile the Sheriff
stopped a woman for littering.

She had thrown an ice cube out

the window, which he promptly

stepped on. No joke.

I'm still puffing along. Some-
body coming out of a tavern I

ranbytoldme: "You'recrazy."
Thanks pal, that's just what I

need. At that point, I was consid-

ering selling the ball and taking

the bus the rest of the way.

NORTHAMPTON: Bob is dodg-

I

HAPPY

BIRTHDAY

EPHRAIM

WILLIAMS

Ing pedestrians downtown.
We're on a side street, cheering

him on. I found out his last

name. I can't understand why
we got so many dirty looks for

yelling "Let's go Hussey",
"C'mon Hussey", and "Keep
running Hussey!

'

' Luckily I had
managed to park on a patch of

ice, so the other six had to get

out and push while the towns-

people laughed at us.

There was some serious hero-

ism happening in this stretch.

Everybody was doing two or

three mile pieces. Marty came
off three miles and climbed in

the van, and he wasn't even
breathing hard. Everybody ran

together what we thought was
the last mile. It was really a

mile and a half, with a hill. We
jogged into the gym with the

ball, looking bedraggled, and
received a standing ovation

from the Williams JV and Var-

sity teams. Wow! While the JV
game started, we borrowed the

locker room to shower. There
was no shampoo, soap, or towels

(or frats) within a five mile

radius. Oh well, there was
plenty of hot water. We
scrounged one comb. We were
psyched.

And then, the highlight of the

day-the Varsity game. Our
crowd out-yelled their crowd at

Amherst. The sixth man had

returned, hopefully to stay.

by Chriti Harned
and Paul Meeks

The men's hockey team fin-

ished an up and down season
with a 10-11-1 overall record and
a respectable 8-8-1 in ECAC Div-

ision II. That .500 mark was
good enough for a tie for fifth

place in Dvivsion II East. The
Ephs, however, were not
awarded one of the play-off

berths usually reserved for the

top eight teams in the Division.

Reasons for the ECAC Selec-

tion Committee's decision to

overlook the Ephs in favor of

four teams with worse or equal

ECAC Division II records are

slightly suspect. Only weeks
before play-off selections were
made, the traditional policy of

automatically taking teams
with a .500 record was aban-

doned. Had that criterion

remained in effect, Williams
would have entered post-season

competition as the sixth seeded
team and would have traveled

to challenge New England Col-

lege, a team that the Ephs beat

in Lansing-Chapman Arena 2-1.

The surprising exclusion
from the play-offs was some-
what typical of the Williams
season. Back in December, the

Ephs were touted as one of the

top teams in the division after

drubbing a powerful North
Adams squad by a convincing
4-0 tally. Williams continued to

fly high in the New Year. Rely-

ing on timely scoring and tena-

cious defence, they beat Salem
State 3-2 and New England 2-1

while upping the season record

to 6-3.

Seven game skid

Events turned sour after

fighting Holy Cross to a tie, and
the Ephs fell into a slump with a

seven game tailspin which
started and ended with losses to

Union. The losing streak was
exacerbated by the loss of

senior captain Dan Finn, the

number one goalie, to an arm
injury. The Ephs were out-

scored 51-15 during the seven
game horror show that dropped
the squad from third to eleventh

in the league. Williams out-

scored rivals 51-44 while carv-

ing out a 10-4-1 record exclusive

Last week's photo of Art

Pidoriano '84 was incorrectly

identified. Pidoriano tied the

CORRECTION
school scoring record on a

jumper from the top of the key.

as stated in the accompanying

article.

It's true we don't carry texts—But we have

a lot of good supplementary reading in

our 6 rooms and Bargain Basement.
iRlenzi's

COLLEGE BOOK STORE. INC,

WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS 01267
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of the mid-season turmoil.

The Ephs reemerged from the

depths with five games remain-

ing in the season to trounce Wes-
leyan and squeeze past Division

II foes Hamilton and Middleb-

ury, both in overtime. The 3-2

victory over the Panthers was
the first in which Williams came
from behind. They saw the three

game winning streak come to an
end against Babson. Though
learning of their exclusion from
the play-offs the next day, the

Ephs rallied from a 5-3 deficit

with four third period goals to

topple Westfieid State 7-6 to end
the season.

The team will return next

year with its entire defensive

unit intact except for Finn. This

will provide a solid combination
with the offense that returns

individuals responsible for 146

of the Ephs total 160 points.

Losing three seniors

The squad loses three seniors

to graduation, and though this is

not large quantitatively, it is a

loss of quality. Assistant cap-

tain Grag Pachus, one of the

quickest attackmen, used his

superior speed and stickhan-

dling ability to kill crucial

penalties as well as furnish tre-

mendous offensive talent as

most recently seen in his spec-

tacular goal late in the game
against Wesleyan.

Senior wing Dan Finneran, In

scoring the winning goal in his

final game against Westfieid,

could not have closed his career

with on a more appropriate

note. The senior, playing
against doctor's orders for two
seasons with a knee injury, had
an uncanny knack for putting

the puck into the net.

Captain Dan Finn, an All-

American candidate in goal,

was one of the top goaltenders in

collegiate hockey for his entire

career at Williams. As a fresh-

man, he led the team to the play-

offs with a 10-1-2-personal

record, and fashioned a four-

year mark of 37-29-4. His .914

save percentage distinquishes

him as a national leader and a

pro prospect.

PLAYER

SCORING LEADERS
GAMES GOALS ASSISTS POINTS

Rich Jackson '85 21

Brian Rutledge '85 20

Jeff Potter '85 21

Chris Traggio '87 19

Mike Uretsky '85 21

David Fritz '86 20

Paul Coleman '85 22

Mike O'Connell '87 22

Denny Wright '87 20

Dan Finneran '84 19

PLAYER RECORD SHOTS
Dan Finn '84 10-8-1 694
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13
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SAVE%
.907
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19
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Budweiser
KI.MG OF BEERS

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

This week's recipient is l icente

Hill '84. a co-captain of the volley-

ball team, who lead the Ephs to

victory in the \ew England Open
and was named Ml P. licente.

this Bud's for you!
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THE WILLIAMS COLLEGE-MILLER HIGH LIFE SCOREBOARD

Men's Basketball Williams 87 Amherst 70

New England 79 Williams 77

Women's Basketball Amherst 48 Williams 41

Sunday Night League
Town and Gown 51 Black Magic Plus One 38
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Hoopsters go 4-0 in Little Three
by blowing out Amherst 87-70

by Dave Paulsen
If a tie Is like liissing your sis-

ter, tiien defeating Amherst by
17 points is...well, sucli a deci-

sive victory spealcs for itelf.

Or does it?

Does it show how the hoops-
ters dominated play throughout
the game en route to their 87-70

victory? Does it show how co-

captain and Ail-American can-
didate Art Pidoriano '84 closed
out his career with an awesome
performance, pouring in 28

points, 19 of them in the first

half?

Does it show how Tim Walsh
'86 poured in 18 second half

points to pick up the slack when
Pidoriano momentarily cooled
down?
Or does it show how senior co-

captain John McNicholas and
Mike Meadows '86, and Dave
Krupski '84 turned in solid per-

formances to aid the Eph
cause?
No, I guess the performance

does not speak for itself. It

doesn't speak for Pidoriano's
first-half rainbow jump shots

which propelled the Ephs to

their first half lead. It doesn't
speak for Walsh's second half

off balance shots from every
conceivable angle. At one
stretch in the second half, Walsh
hit three consecutive jump

shots with Amherst defenders

draped all over him.

43-38 at the half

It doesn't speak for the {jerfor-

mances of McNicholas,
Krupski, and Meadows, who all

came through with big plays

when the Ephs most needed
them. Krupski hit a big hoop off

of a pass from Pidoriano to

increase the second half lead to

14 points with six minutes left.

And McNicholas came through

with a key tip-in of a missed free

throw to put the nail in the coffin

of the Lord Jeffs.

By playing disciplined offense

and forcing the Lord Jeffs to

shoot from the outside, the Ephs
jumped to a 43-38 halftime lead.

And by continuing their fine

play, the Ephs gradually pulled

away from Amherst mid-way
through the second half. Down
the stretch, the Ephs hit their

free throws when Amherst was
forced to foul.

Besides the total domination
on the floor, Williams controlled

all aspects of the ever-

important crowd factor. The
Williams contingent was as

large as the apathetic Amherst
crowd, and showed much more
originality in their choice of

cheers. Head Coach Harry
Sheehy again applauded the fan

support his team received.

pointing especially to the

actions of seven crazed students

who ran a basketball from
Lasell down to the Amherst
gym.
A jubilant Sheehy praised the

play of all five of his starters

and also the efforts of senior

reserves Russ Howard and John

McCarthy. Pidoriano led all

scorers with 28, Walsh added 24,

and Krupski 10.

Loss to New England
In other action over the week,

the Ephs were edged 79-77 by
New England College. Williams

had jumped to leads of 13-3 and
33-19 in that game but could not

hold off the high-powered NAIA
qualifying squad. Pidoriano
pumped in 25 points, and Walsh
added 20.

The Ephs finished the season
with a 13-10 record and toward
the end of the season, jelled into

one of the better teams in New
England. Although narrowly
missing an ECAC playoff bid,

they fulfilled all other team
goals. Sheehy said, "We knew
we had won the Little Three
before we played Amherst, but

we didn't want to back into it.

We became only the 11th team
in Williams history to go 4-0, and
the first team to do that since

1975." Now that speaks for

itself!

Seven crazies run a ball to the game
by Lee Farbman

SUNDAY MORNING: The
alarm went off at 9: 00. 1 was fine

until I tried to move. I was just

able to hit the clock before the
pain caught up to my sleep-

dulled brain. Muscles I didn't

even know I had were sending
urgent distress messages.
Those cynics among you are

now nodding your heads with a
knowing sneer on your faces.

But this was NOT alchohol

induced pain. My head felt fine,

it was everything else that hurt!

For during the day Saturday, I

joined the elite. I took part in a
once-in-a-lifetime event, one
that could only happen in col-

lege. Seven intrepid voyagers
ran a basketball from William-
stown to Amherst, one mile at a
time. It's 63 miles and 7 1/2

hours by foot.

FRIDAY NIGHT: We started
recruiting at the Log after get-

ting the word that two of the

originators had dropped out.

Marty Davey '85 and a sopho-

more named Bob (at the time I

didn't know his last name)
signed on quickly. John Clayton
'85 and Kenny Hillman '85 had
been intrigued with the idea,

and Ken accepted on t)ehalf of

both of them. Jennifer Rees '86

happened to be there and
thought it sounded like fun. She

said she'd be there. Dave Hein-

lein '83 and I had already
reserved a van.
SATURDAY MORNING: I

didn't know life could ite sus-

tained before 9: 00 on Saturdays.

We zipped into North Adams,
picked up the van at Hertz. We
went to the gym, where we stole

a ball, interrupted a Sunday
League playoff game, took a

rebound and threw an outlet

pass to Heini who took off out the

door, and headed down Route 2.

It was 15 degrees out.

I got the first mystery mile.

"Run down Route 8 (dodging

cars) until you get to the van,"
they said. It wasn't too bad,

though I almost got hit by a

stroller.

Somehow Clayton always got

lucky enough to pull the miles

that had hills in them. We don't

know how he did it, the lucky

devil. Jennifer always got the

turnoffs.

ROUTE 8A: This road has

never Ijeen plowed. "Jennifer,

how's the footing?"

"Bad!" boom—down she
goes. Three times. Clates looks

glum-he's got the next mile.

ROUTE 9: Ken starts a trend-
he goes three miles, looking

strong. Those in the van were
much relieved. We heard "99

Red Balloons
'

' for the third time

that morning. Route 9 dragged

Continued on Page 9

Senior Seth Toney of Black Magic Plus One powers to the hoop In

56-45 win over Clueless in Sunday Night League's semi-

finals. (Walker)

Town andGown claim

Sunday night crown
by John Hayes

In the championship game of

the men's Sunday Night
League, Town and Gown
defeated Black Magic Plus One
by the score of 51-38. Magic
jumped out to an early lead, but

Town and Gown fought back to

take a five point halftime lead

behind the hot-shooting of MVP
Harry Sheehy.

Early in the second half,

Town and Gown widened the

margin to twelve, 34 to 22.

Magic narrowed it to eight but

was unable to close the gap any
further. For the game, Sheehy

led the way with 27 points.

James Brown '86 led the bal-

anced scoring by Magic by

pumping in eleven points.

Earlier action

In the semifinal round. Magic
jumped to an early 10 point lead

against Clueless who fought

back behind the shooting of Joe

Markland '84 and center Matt

Waller '85 and closed to within

three at the half. The game
remained close until Magic
switched to a man-to-man
defense with six minutes left

and ran off eight unanswered
points, leading to a final score of

56-45. Ed Schmidt '84 led the

winners with a game-high 22

points, while Markland added 19

points for Clueless.

In the other semifinal game,
Town and Gown prevailed over
divisional champion Eph
Slamma Jamma 61-60. The
game was decided in the closing

seconds as Mike Reed stole the

ball, was fouled, and hit the

front end of a one-and-one.

Sheehy led all scorers with 36

points, while Alan Posta '86 and
Frank Morandi '86 with 24 and
16 respectively headed the

Jamma attack.

In the first game of the

playoffs. Town and Gown pulled

out an exciting overtime win

over NRPC as Harry Sheehy

banked in a twisting right-foot

jump shot as time expired in the

overtime period. Sheehy again

led all scorers with 34 points; for

NRPC, Hugh Huizenga '84 had

23 and Kevin Morris '86 added

14.

In the second game. Clueless,

missing two starters, managed
to come away with a two point

win over the Logjams. Hot

shooting by Markland (20

points) led the way for Clueless,

while Bill Bradford '84 paced

the Logjams with 14 points.

Men and

women

swimmers

splash to

wins at

N. E. finals

By amassing 527'/^ points, the

men's swimming team cap-

tured an unprecedented sixth

consecutive New England
Intercollegiate Swimming and
Diving title this weekend. The
Ephs outdistanced their nearest

rival, Southern Connecticutt, by
more than 170 points.

"We really rose to the occa-

sion," said Coach Carl Samuel-
son. "Competitive swimming in

the New England League has
improved a great deal over the

past few years, and I'm really

tickled that we could put

together such a fine overall per-

formance."
Early lead

Williams grabbed the early

edge in the three-day event with

two first place finishes, a third

and a fifth on Thursday. Sopho-
more Bill Couch repeated his

winning performance of a year
ago in the 400 Individual Med-
ley, finishing in 4:10.15. Fresh-

man teammate Chris Kirwan
took third in 4: 16.05, qualifying

him for the nationals.

Couch and Kirwan, along with

Steve Delano '85 and Scott

Robinson '87 swept to first-place

in the 800 yard freestyle relay

with a 6:59.42 clocking, three

seconds faster than second-

place UConn. Delano also
turned in a fine performance in

the 1650 free, finishing fifth and
qualifying nationally with a
16:49.02.

On Friday senior co-captain

Rob Sommer led the way with a

first-place finish in the 200 back-

stroke and a second-place in the

200 Individual Medley. Fresh-

man Robinson had an outstand-

ing swim in the 200 freestyle,

winning in 1: 43.61, while team-
mates Will Andrew '86 and co-

captain Jeff Mills '84 took sixth

and seventh.

Individual standouts

Other strong performances
came from Andrew in the 50 free

(4th in 21.88); Peter Orphanos
•85 in the 200 fly (5th in 1: 56.89)

;

John Peloso '85 in the 200 back
(8th in 2:00.17); Dom Kulik '86

and Rob Kirkpatrick '85 in the

200 breaststroke (7th in 2: 14.03

and 8th in 2:14.60) and Couch
and Kirwan in 200 IM (3rd in

1:56.41 and 6th in 1:59.17).

Williams highlights on the

final day of competition
included a New England record-

breaking swim of 3: 06.34 by the

400 free relay team composed of

Mills, Sommer, Robinson, and

Andrew and a one/two finish in

the 100 backstroke—Sommer in

first and Peloso in second. Mills

qualified nationally with a 47.69

third-place finish in the 100 free.

Women claim 4th title

The women's team won 14 of

21 events as they swept to their

fourth consecutive New Eng-
land Divison B Swimming and
Diving Championship at Bates
College last weekend. The team
totalled 888 points over the three

day competition, outdistancing
their nearest opponent, Bow-
doin, by 333 points.

Triple-winner Kim Eckrich
'85, an All-American in six

events at last year's national

championships led the way with

victories in the 200 IM and the 50

and 200 breaststrokes. She has

now won 14 New England titles

in her three years at Williams.

Freshnfian Joan Horgan took

both the 100 and 200 back-

strokes, breaking the New Eng-

land record in the 200. Kathy

Kirmayer '86 also won twice— in

the 50 backstroke and 100 frees-

tyle, claiming second in the 50

free and third in the 200 free.

Co-captain Sue Knapp '85 led

a Williams sweep of the 500 free

with a 5: 19 clocking, followed by

teammates Myla Jordan '85,

Jonna Kurucz '85, and Jennifer

Raymond '87. Kurucz (18: 16.206)

and Jordan (18:27.762) were

one/two in the 1650 free. Senior

co-captain Celia Ciepiela was

also an individual winner, tak-

ing the 400 IM in 4: 45.37. Both

the 400 and 800 freestyle relay

team won as well.

The Ephwomen will defend

the Division III National Title

they have won the last two years

on the weekend of March 8-10 at

Emory University. The men
travel to Emory a week later for

their Division 111 Nationals.
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Chandler announces

Tuition rises to $12^54 for

next year, up by 7.2 percent
by John Clayton Chandler said. He also noted that the cost of b

Williams tuition will be $12,454 next year, and periodicals has done the same.

by John Clayton

Williams tuition will be $12,454 next year
according to a letter sent out by President John
W. Chandler today.

The increase of $839, or 7.2 percent, over last

year's $11,615 puts Williams on the low side of

most comparable schools, according to Vice-

President and Treasurer William S. Reed.

"Schools in general are in the 7-8 percent

range," said Chandler. "However, many are over
$13,000—such as Wesleyan, at $13,300."

Chandler cited faculty salaries, computer costs

and inflation as the three main factors in the

increase. "We have recaptured some ground in

the faculty salaries," he said, "but they still

aren't as high in constant dollar terms as they

were in the late 1960's and early '70's."

More computer time

The increased demand for computer time has
meant that the College must expand its computer
facilities, including the conversion of Jesup Hall
to a computer center. Chandler said.

Chandler and Reed also cited a number of fac-

tors that make the internal inflation rate higher
than the Consumer Price Index. "The College is

very labor-intensive, and wages have been
increasing higher than the inflation rate,"

Chandler said. He also noted that the cost of books
and periodicals has done the same.

'There has been a significant Increase in the
amount of money the endowment is contributing
to tuition," Reed said. This year, the endowment
will contribute $7,175,000, as opposed to $5,770,000

last year. However, the endowment itself

increased by nearly 50 percent during the same
period.

"We've had a good performance from the

endowment," said Reed, "so we can afford It."

Less tuition-dependent

Reed said that traditionally tuition pays for 60
percent of the cost of educating a student, while
the endowment pays 40 percent. However, he
said, tuition has recently been paying 63 percent
of that cost, and this increase should bring it back
in tune with earlier times.

"In other schools, they are 85 percent tuition-

dependent," Reed said. "We're proud of the fact

that we're at 60 percent. It means we can provide
students with a more costly education."

Reed also said that the College is assuming that

energy costs will remain the same next year, but
he is concerned that energy use has increased by
17 percent this year.

Upperclassmen only

The new leaders of the College Council, who will take over after

Spring Break, are, from left, Secretary Wendy Webster '85, PresI
dent Andrew Cypiot '85 and Vice President Anza Mammen
'86. (Glick)

Cypioty Mammen are

new CC President, VP
Andrew Cypiot '85 will take over as College Council President

after Spring Break, following his victory in last week's runoff
election. Cypiot received 441 votes out of 1111 cast, defeating
Shannon McKenn '85, who received 337 votes, and Hamilton
Humes '85, who received 333 votes.

Presidential candidates Phil Walsh '85 and Lance Rothstein '85

were knocked out of the race after the regular elections two weeks
ago. Thirty-one more people voted in the runoff elections than in

the regular elections.

Anza Mammen '86, Cypiot's runningmate, edged Sara Gross '85

by only 27 votes in a close race for the vice-presidency. Mammen
received 551 votes to Gross' 524.

Two other races were determined by the runoff. The election for

two junior class representitives to the Honor and Discipline Com-
mittee was completely, redone since candidate Mary Schwarzer's
name had mistakenly been placed under a different race on the

original ballots.

Laura Volpe and James Brawner won that election with 182 and
92 votes, respectively, of the 498 cast.

In addition Rich Miller '86 was elected Row House Representa-
tive to College Council and the Housing Committee by defeating
sophomore David Applebaum 117-94.

The total voter turnout for these elections was the largest In

several years since the polls were opened for three days instead of

the usual two and voting was done in several other dining halls

besides Baxter.

CEP considers pass/fail option

for regular semester courses

Mid-term time it upon us once again, bring with it worried looks,

tired eyes and crowded carrels In Sawyer Library. (Pynchonj

INSIDE THE RECORD
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Pass
The Committee on Educational Policy is now considering a proposal

to let students talce two courses on a pass/fail basis in their sophomore,

junior or senior years.

Such a proposal would allow students more academic freedom, encou-

raging them to diversify their interest and take courses once thought too

intimidating. Professors who are tops in the field are great sources of

knowledge, yet can be feared to be too demanding and are often avoided.

The institution of a pass/fail option would allow students to take advan-

tage of both professors and fields formerly considered too difficult.

A pass /fail option would also relieve the problem of taking courses for

gut value. Students could take courses that interest them on the basis of

content, not degree of difficulty.

Students often use their academic workload to excuse their lack of

participation in extra-curricular activities. With lessened pressure, stu-

dents could divert their time and energy to becoming more involved in

the non-academic side of Williams. Resources as far away as a year
abroad, or as close as the Clark Art Institute, could be explored by
students given more academic flexibility.

Therefore, even if students were to use this option to reduce their

workload, the College as a whole could benefit. Top-notch students who
are paying $13,000 a year for a Williams education will not turn into

TV-vegetables simply because they are offered a pass/fail option on two
courses in their career.
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Happy Birthday
Students were pleased with the Ephraim Williams' Birthday celebra-

tion this past week. The events were enjoyable and well-attended.

It was a rare chance for everyone to show school spirit. While sporting

events, especially Amherst games, tend to turn out the Ephs, it is impor-
tant to extend this feeling of unity outside of the sporting arena. Such
interest can only benefit the school as a whole.
Unfortunately, it seems that many faculty chose not to attend these

events. The College Council has initiated several student-faculty activi-

ties: Coffee hours. Pizza nights and this week's ball, yet the faculty
appear not to be interested. Faculty input into planning such events
might encourage good participation on both sides of these events.

LETTERS
Options

To the editor:

We would like to call student attention

to this week's Record article concerning
academic flexibility options at Williams
and other schools.

Williams is the most inflexible among
institutions of comparable academic
reputation in terms of pass fail options

and the dropping of courses. A fourth

course pass /fail option would obviate the

common practice of searching for a

fourth course gut and, instead, allow stu-

dents to experiment in courses outside of

their usual focus. Also, a less severe pol-

icy concerning the dropping of courses

would maintain the positive lessons of

failure while removing some the pro-

longed negative impacts.

In light of the successful use of aca-

demic flexibility options at Amherst,
Dartmouth, Wesleyan, and Wellesley,

the CEP is examining the possibility of

adopting such options at Williams. Stu-

dent faculty committees ideally repres-

ent the interests of the student body but

can not do so without student input. In

this case, the CEP may be reluctant to

advocate a change since there has not

been an offering of student opinion on
this matter. We believe this lack of opin-

ion is because the large number students

who have personally felt the inflexibility

of our requirements are unaware of the

programs that function well at other

high-caliber schools. To express your
opinion on this little-discussed but

important issue, contact CEP members
Professor Kim Bruce, Doris Beyer '84

and John Irwin '85. Also, please contact

the below listed members of Gargoyle
for more information about or input Into

our propsals and supporting arguments.

Gargoyle '84

Mara Bun Jim Foley

Chris Harrington Blake Martin

Tom Paper Story Reed
Lance Rothstein Craig Venable

Matt Widman
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To the editor:

I should like to commend the fans for

their support at the two recent Amherst
basketball games. Contrary to the letter

in the Amherst student newspaper, the

conduct of our fans was exemplary at the

home basketball game on February 11th.

Additionally, we had super support at the

away game on March 3rd.

The group of Williams students who
dribbled a basketball from Williams to

Amherst, arriving just before the JV
game, set the tone for the support that

continued to grow all during the contest.

The large number of vocal Williams stu-

dents at the Amherst game also created

a "positive playing atmosphere" for

both teams. Players respond to crowd
suport, even if its for the oponent.

Since we had some poor fan conduct at

the Amherst/Wllllams hockey game, I

should like to recognize this positive and
appropriate conduct at the Amherst bas-

ketball games. We hope that this fan sup-

port can continue to grow.

Robert R. Pecic

Athletic Director

Eph Males

To the editor:

I am writing this not only as a manner
of venting my anger and hurt but also to

enlighten the Williams campus about

incidents which should not continue. I

am curently a senior at Smith College,

and last year 1 had the pleasure of spend-

ing a wonderful year on exchange at Wil-

liams. One thing that had always
impressed me about Williams was the

general politeness and respect accorded

to and from each individual. What then

caused the outrageous behavior which I

witnessed this past Saturday night'.'

My house at Smith was having a party

and a group of Williams males dropped

by following the Williams/Amherst bas-

ketball game. During the course of the

evening, some of this group managed to

insult and infuriate at least ten members
of my house, let alone friends from other

houses or schools, through verbal and
physical harassment. In fact two of my
friends left the party rather than suffer

this abuse. What motivated these inci-

dents? How often would a man at Willi-

ams walk into an unknown Williams

woman's residence and expect her to

behave like a whore? Never. God forbid,

he might have the misfortune of discov-

ering she's in his Econ. class or is a

friend of a friend. Well, if that behavior

isn't in evidence at Williams, why should

it be displayed at other schools? Is mere
proximity the only requirement for

respectful behavior? Current seniors

and juniors were inundated two years
ago with the issue of sexual
harrassment—didn't any of that regis-

ter? And if it did, why does the knowl-

edge seem to be left behind at Williams

when you leave? Perhaps the real basis

for my anger is the knowledge that these

students wouldn't presume to l)ehave

this way at Williams. So what, then, jus-

tifies their actions here? Just because a

man who roadtrips may never see the

woman he meets again, does that mean
she should be accorded less respect than

a fellow female Ephperson?

Some of the boys (I hesitate to call

them men) who were her,e last Saturday,

while doing no property damage, man-
aged to create many hard feelings and
mar Williams' good name. Don't feel

that I'm presuming to condemn all Willi-

ams men on the bad behavior of these

few. Luckily, I had an entire year of good
experiences to counteract this one. It is a

shame, however, that for some Smith

women this was the only side of Williams

they will ever see and the impression

certainly wasn't flattering. What's even

Continued on Page 3

Op'Ed
Whatever happened to class songs?

or, Williams' vanishing traditions

Here are the top two winners in the Ephs poetry competition.

"An Ode to Eph"

I

by Christian Howlett

This is going to sound silly to a lot of
people, but I think Anson Piper was
right. Williams students don't sing
anymore.
Oh sure, some of them sing; we've got

the Sprlngstreeters, the Octet, Ephoria,
Ephlats, the Choral Society, lots of

groups full of singing students. But that's
not the real issue. What Prof. Piper
meant, and what I agree with, is that
Williams has lost a real sense of

tradition.

What he said exactly (speaking as part
of the panel discussion on "Williams
College: Is it Better Now Than it Was
Then?") was that at Williams years ago
"there was a genuine feeling of family, of

tradition. That has been lost."

I really didn't understand this until

last October. My parents and I were
having dinner in Le Country restaurant
late one evening, and about the only
other people there were a group of four or
five old alumni and their wives.

They were all pretty old, old enough to

be loud in a restaurant without having
anyone tell them to be quiet. We all just

looked at them in a sort of amused,
understanding way and went on eating

our Lobster Newberg. But then they did

something which really hit me. They
started singing, and they didn't stop

singing for at least an hour. With
uncannily clear memories, they sang, in

order, the class songs for about 1910-1920.

Then they sang the fraternity songs, and
the football fight songs, and the alma
mater. They even knew all the words!

You could tell they were having a

wonderful time, and their wives, who'd
all gone to Smith and Mt. Holyoke and
Skidmore, and who'd done this for 50

years at reunions, were having a

wonderful time too.

When they started singing the Beta
Theta PI song, my father, (Class of '64

and a Beta), went over and introduced

himself and they seemed really pleased,

even though they all could have been his

father at least.

Well, I thought it was all lots of fun at

the time, and I felt proud to be part of

another generation at Williams, a place

which obviously meant so much to these

guys. But I didn't think about it again
until this week, when Professor Piper

(who is Class of '40) remarked that in the
30s, students sang all the time, but now
they don't.

He's right. We don't have official class

songs (I don't know when they died out).

And nobody, except maybe the band and
the rugby club, knows any of the fight

songs like "Yard by Yard," and "Come
Fill Your Glasses Up." And our
performance at Convocation proves that

we couldn't find more than two dozen
undergraduates (if that) to perform a
tolerable rendition of "the Mountains" to

save our institutional lives.

The recent Eph's birthday celebration

was a great example of school spirit, but

it was the only one I've seen in my three

years here, and how come it only

happened when there was outside money
involved?

So what's the point to all this? Well,

perhaps we should invent new songs, or

at least learn the old ones (after all, what
are we going to sing at reunions in 50

years?). Or perhaps we should
spontaneously break into song at meals
or at parties, like Prof Piper said they
used to in the old days.

But more, importantly, we should stop

and consider how really big and grand is

this tradition which we're part of.

Regardless of your major, or where
you're from, or what dorm you live in, or

what you want to do with your life, right

now you're part of a family of Williams
people.

People seem to realize this once they

become alumni; maybe that's why they

flock to reunions and give so much to the

college. As students, we laugh at their

Old-Boyishness. To us they're just

nostalgic old businessmen and bankers.
But they know something we don't and
they've got something we haven't—

a

sense of tradition and unity.

Seniors start to realize this tradition

when they walk across the stage and
realize that they're part of the alumni
and that, no matter how much they'd like

to, they just can't go back anymore.
But do we have to wait until we're

clutching our sheepskins and about to

jump into graduate schools or jobs

before we show this feeling? Let's do it

now, at games, at founder's birthday

parties, at Winter Carnivals, while our

lung capacities are still at their peak.

by Charlie Mitchell

If It weren't for Eph, we wouldn't be
here,

Reading and writing and drinking this

beer.

Yet still we all joke when we hear of his

name:
I tell you, without him, we'd not be the
same.

I'd be in Chicago, still grinding away.
Taking my lumps and awaiting the day
When I could come east and at last get
the chance
To dabble in music and wine and
romance.

And you'd be off somewhere, perhaps
pumping gas,

Ne'r facing the challenge of trying to

pass.

With never a shot the Grosvenor Cup,
Or sleeping in late while the matrons
clean up.

Life would be sad, we'd not want to go on.

Our friends would be scattered both
hither and yon.
Not tasting of tofu or pllaf or such.
Those popular treats which we cherish so
much.

The lectures and meetings, WASH,

WAAC, WAP. and WAM.
Potato rice kugei and omlets with ham,
Inter-house transfers and rec-rooms
galore:

What else could we do with those SAT
scores?

Russian and Classics, Religion,
Am. Stud.,

Snow in the springtime and season-round
mud.
Such treasures as these would have been
missed by all

Had we not had somewhere to go in the
fall.

And all this we owe to the will of one man,
(I proudly admit I'm his number one
fan,)

Who wished to establish a bastion of
knowledge
Which is known to this day as our own
Williams College.

And so "Happy Birthday to kindly old
Eph,
Had it not been for you I'd have not met
the Sheafe.

And though this brief verse may not sit

well with scholars,

It shows what I'll do for a couple of
dollars.

"An Elegy Composed in the Berkshire Quad"
Eph! Light of my life, ^y Scot Brannon

Fire of my loins,

Founder of my school,

and dead a long time.

What would you say.

If you had kenned
To what pass we'd come
In our mountainous pen?

"A bastion of knowledge,
A fine place to ski.

Here cloister yourself

(For a nominal fee).

"Here you'll eat of the apple.
And here you will sin,

A sapient idiot

With juice on your chin.

"But four years you'll have lost—
The opportunity cost! —
Just to enter the race,

The Manhattan Chase.

"But to banish such thoughts
From our garden of cheer
And contemplate bubbles
In your tenth glass of beer.

"For life is too short.

Tuition too great.

To experience life

In an unaltered state.

"So drink one to your profs,
One to the trustees.

One for each dean.
Then sink to your knees...

"And after four years.

My elite little dears.

Give thanks and give praise
For Smith and good grades.

"Allay all your fears

With regard to careers.
You're too well prepared
To hope to be spared.

"Ere I hie back to the grave,
I'll grant some advice
Concerning the real world.
That inescapable vice.

"Prolong the good life—
There's only one way—
Don't get a job.

Go do an M.A."

Armhowzer
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LETTERS
Continued from Page 2

sadder Is that not every member of this

group behaved poorly, but those that did

are the ones who will be remembered.

We were gracious enough to allow them

into our home for a party which we
funded—as guests they should have dis-

played better manners towards their

hostesses. Would they act this way In

their own home? If roadtripplng Willi-

ams men would realize the longterm

repercussions their behavior has, per-

haps their experiences here wouldn't end

as badly as this one did or with such hard

feelings. In the future, please—either

come with manners and a sense of

respect or don't come at all.

Cheri Goulel '84

Mary Ellen Chase House
Smith College

Intolerance

To the editor:

During the last two weeks, the Record
has covered a discussion about student

activism, started by Jeffrey Brainard's

article on WAAC. Politcal activism is not

the primary subject of my letter but the

exchange between Brainard and Nav-

jeet Bal (who responded to his article in a

letter), gives me a starting point. The
two most important arguments which

Bal and Brainard make are not contra-

dictory. Brainard wanted to see a more
sustained, committed activism, as

opposed to sporadic reactions. Bal

defended the fundamental importance of

student interest and support, and the

need for activist groups to continue to

address Issues which extend past the col-

lege world.

Brainard and Bal identify qualities

which are equaly necessary on a college

campus. I suggest that the best place to

discover and maintain these qualities

begins with the individual. Personal and
intellectual "activism" should precede
social or political movement in impor-
tance. Two simple facts support this: 1)

Interests vary, and people wil always be
involved with and affected by different

activities. 2) Withinany group, there are
leaders and followers—no 100 percent of

any population is involved to the same
degree. Given the diversity of interests

among the 2000 students at Williams, the

problem of indifference should be a

greater worry than the measurable
changes any group creates.

Attempting to push one's limits of

understanding of tolerance in an under-

rated activity. Too often, becuase of its

small size and sense of being a world

unto itself, Williams may foster a false

sense of the importance and power of

results. In the classroom this takes the

form of discussions which pointedly look

for answers rather than examine and
explore. On campus this pressure for

results may produce indifference or

intolerance for other points of view.

The kind of energy required to reach a

level of vigorous interest in one's sur-

roundings, or academic subject, or acti-

vist group, or sport, or art project, is the

most difficult to achieve and usually

remains a pursuit. But therein lies Its

value. Action or results will follow natu-

rally if this more basic definition of acti-

vism becomes recognized as the best

weapon against indifference, and the

most useful instument in the effort to

educate and make changes.

Cathy James 'M
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Beach off to

Smitlisonian
Milo C. Beach, chairman of

the art department, has been

named assistant director of the

Arthur M. Sackler Gallery at

the Smithsonian Institution in

Washington. D.C. He will also

serve as assistant director of

the Smithsonian's Center for

Asian Art.

Beach will sujjervise the daily

operations of the $75 million

Sackler Gallery, which is under
construction and should be com-
pleted in 1986.

The new museum will house a

collection of Asian. Near East-

ern and Indian art. all donated

by Sackler. a New York art con-

noisseur and philanthropist. As
assistant director. Beach will

also handle scholarly pro-

grams, publications, and exhi-

bitions, including major ones on

loan.

A specialist in Islamic Art,

Beach has published four books,

including his most recent, "The
Adventures of Rama," an inter-

pretation for young people

about Rama.\' an, India's
ancient Hindu legends.

Beach plans to leave William-

stown at the end of the spring

semester and move to Washing-
ton this summer. He is looking

forward to the project, which
"will contribute to the educa-

tion of Americans about Asian

art and culture."

Beach came to Williams in

1969 after earning his doctorate

at Harvard University. He has

Art Department Chairman Milo

C. Beach (News Office)

held curatorial positions at the

Boston Museum of Fine Arts,

Harvard's Fogg Museum and

the Walters Art Gallery in Balti-

more, Maryland.

Fellowstiips

for 4 seniors
Four Williams seniors have

received fellowships for gradu-

ate work. Peter Kandel and

Marc Wolfe were awarded the

Horace F. Clark Fellowship,

$3000 for the first year of gradu-

ate school, given annually to

two seniors "on the basis of

superior scholarship, general

ability, and interest in scholarly

research."

Will McClaren and Hill Snel-

lings received the Hubbard Hut-

chinson Fellowship, which
consists of a cash award of

either $3000 or $6000 to be used

for two years of creative work.

Kandel, a German literature

and art history major, will use

his fellowship to attend Yale

Law School. Wolfe, a theatre

major, plans to do graduate

work in theatre and has applied

to Yale, the University of

Washington at Seattle and

Southern Methodist University.

He has appeared in several

productions at Williams, includ-

ing "Tom Paine" last spring

and "Woyzeck" this fall, play-

ing the title roles in both.

McClaren said he will be

working in New York City next

year as a theater management
intern with an off-Broadway

theater. Since he will not bo paid

he plans to use the Hutchinson

money to support himself. His

eventual goal is a masters

degree in fine arts, he said.

McClaren. an English and

political science major, has

been heavily envolved with the

dance program at Williams. He
is secretary of the Dance
Society and has choreographed
the last two Freshman Revues
and several Cap and Bells pro-

ductions. A show of his own cho-

reography, entitled "Tarantella,

reography, entitled "Tarantel-

la," was performed by
members of the Dance Society

in February.
Snellings said he will use his

Hutchinson money to support

himself while he pursues crea-

tive writing. He is currently

working on a novel which he

started last September and sub-

mitted in part for his English

honors thesis.

Roper brings

poll program
The Roper Center for Public

Opinion will hold its first Public

Opinion Program for Journal-

ists June 10-23 at Williams Col-

lege under the direction of

political science professor
George M. Marcus.

Pwenty-five journalists in all

mtHlia will consider the essen-

tials of public polling, the basis

of American public opinion and

computer access to survey

data.

"The program should give

journalists training in getting

the story straight on the polls,"

Marcus said. "Often journal-

ists, under tight deadlines, do

not have the training to under-

stand the full significance of the

results on which they are basing

their stories."

The Public Opinion Program
for Journalists grows out of a

concern at the Roper Center

(the largest library in the world

for public opinion research),

that in the academic world and
in the news media dangers are

inherent in the growing use of

the polls.

"Poll results are often put out

by partisan groups, based on

ambiguous questions and fed to

the news media out of context,"

Marcus said.

The program Is keyed to this

year's presidential elections,

timed to occur between the

primaries and the party
conventions.

Assistant professor of politi-

cal science Tim Cook will also

staff the program along with

political science professors
from the University of Minnes-
tota and the University of

Washington.
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Butler regains shoulder

movement, father says
by Daniel T. Keating

Dennis Butler '86. who has

been paralyzed from the neck
down since a skiing accident

Jan. 25, celebrated his 20th

birthday two weeks ago at

George Washington University

Hospital in Washington. D.C.
and is beginning to make
improvements, his father said

Thursday.
Charles D. Butler told the

Berkshire Eagle in a telephone

interview that his son had
regained some movement in his

shoulders, and may regain

more function when he comes
out of traction in two or three

weeks. Listed in serious but sta-

ble condition, he can eat solid

food and talk with a voice vibra-

tor held against his vocal

chords, according to hospital

spokesmen.
Butler's father said that the

family gathered for the Feb. 28

birthday celebration, which
included a cake with Happy
Birthday written in German.
Butler planned to major in Ger-

man and also studied Norwe-
gian and Latin.

"All three shifts at the hospi-

tal held birthday parties for

Dennis." his father said. "The
nurses brought balloons, and
Dennis got a lot of cards from
Williams and people in the

(Washington) area. He still has

them in his room."

Williams support important

Dean Daniel O'Connor, who
had been in touch with the fam-

ily and will visit Butler over

spring break, said the Williams

connection has been important.

"Dennis is encouraged by the

contact, the fact that people are

not just forgetting him," O'Con-

nor said.

The Dennis Butler Rehabilita-

tion Fund, started by Williams

in earlv February, will soon

reach its goal of $10,000. O'Con-

nor said the fund now has

approximately $9,000. from
some 400 contributors. The fund

was one of the beneficiaries of

the College's 24-hour relay last

weekend.

Despite the warm wishes,

improvement is coming slowly

for Butler. "His spirits are very

good under the circumstances,"
his father said, "but he has

down times, too."

Butler's father said his son

has painful spasms in his back

because the nerve impulses are

bouncing around. He said his

son also complains of sore

shoulders.

Bones healing naturally

The doctors have elected not

to perform a bone fusion opera-

tion on Butler's neck as the

bones seem to be healing prop-

erly themselves. O'Connor said

that the bone healing will give

Butler proper head and neck

alignment, but will not restore

function.

Butler now breathes with the

help of a respirator, whose tube

goes through his throat and into

his trachea. The doctors are try-

ing to wean Butler off the respi-

rator, said his father, by turning

the machine down a few notches

during the day to encourage him
to breath more on his own, and

turning the machine back up at

night. The process may take a

few weeks.

Butler also may come out of

traction, enabling him to sit up,

in another two or three weeks.

Rehabilitation hopes

The rehabilitation process

will depend on how much move-

ment Butler regains. Butler

may need an attendent for the

rest of his life, his father said,

but if he regains enough motor

control he may be able to live

independently.

Equipment such as a blow-

and-puff wheelchair, operated

by mouth, may help Butler, his

father said. Butler may stay at

George Washington or transfer

to a spinal chord rehabilitation

facility.

According to his father. 'Den-

nis' major hope is that someday

he can come back to Williams

and finish his education. That is

his major goal, but It is a few

years away."

These nine alumni, mostly faculty and staff members, decided that, with a few exceptions, Williams

is a better place now than It was when they were undergraduates. They spoke In a panel discussion

as part of the celebration of Ephralm Williams' 269th birthday. (Gllck)

Alumni faculty declare Williams better now
by John McDermott

In general Williams is a better place now than it

was in the past, according to nine alumni who
addressed that question in a panel discussion last

Monday held in conjunction with the Ephralm
Williams birthday celebration.

The hottest issue from the past was fraternities.

As a freshman in 1954, history professor Peter

Frost dropped out of Williams because he was
disgusted with the school's fraternity system. In

which he said students were "cruelly used."

Frost said he is much happier with life at Willi-

ams now. "It's a much fairer campus and its full

of much more social justice," he said. "This is a

more just place because we don't have legal

fraternities."

But Romanic Languages professor Anson
Piper '40 recalled a time when "Greek letter

fraternities—we didn't call them 'frats'—were
not the evil things they were after World War II."

Russ Carpenter '50, associate director of devel-

opment, said the influx of World War II veterans

into the campus signaled both the end of the old

fraternities and the beginnings of the call for a

new system.

Fraternity injustice

Carpenter agreed with Frost on the injustice of

a fraternity system which made 20 percent of the

students bounce through 15 fraternities t)efore the

last excluded them. These students, the members
of the Garfield club, were treated as "marked

people and abberations."

Carpenter regrets his own fraternity link. "I

think 1 was incredibly naive to stay," he said,

adding praise for social life at Williams in 1984.

"There's a much greater feeling of integration."

The panelists ranged in age from Art Professor

emeritus Whitney Stoddard '35. who admitted "I

didn't know Eph very well," to Sports Informa-

tion Director Seth Johnson '80. It was Johnson

who had some of the harshest words for the Willi

ams students of today.

Not well-rounded

"While the student body as a whole is more
rounded," he said, "I don't seem to meet people

who are as well-rounded."

Johnson said today's students are wealthier

than his classmates, have a more global view and

are more likely to be found in the library on a

Friday night.

"Williams is seen as a stepping stone," he said.

Students who are as well-rounded."

Johnson said today's students are wealthier

than his classmates, have a more global view and
are more likely to be found in the library on a

Friday night.

"Williams is seen as a stepping stone," he said.

Students . "We were, all In all, less wrapped up in

ourselves."

Time for extras now
"The best time is now," said Director of Alumni

Relations Jim Brlggs '60. He said involvement in

fraternities, road-tripping and Saturday classes

used to leave Wild class at Williams. "At first

there was a fair amount of resistance toward

women," she said, "especially in Bryant House,"

the last dormitory to house women.
The next year a freshman class with 150 women

arrived. "The place began to feel coed," Hopkins

said. "In retrospect, It seems that the transfer to

coeducation came rather smoothly."

An exceptional student

The panel's best story-teller was Stoddard. He
mentioned one student In the 1920's who. In his

career at Williams, set up •20cigar store Indians in

front of the college chapel, lead the college band
wearing a leopard skin jockstrap and tricked New
York City authorities into allowing him to dig a

two-foot wide trench across Fifth Avenue.
It's difficult to determine whether Stoddard

intended the story as a challenge to today's Willi-

ams student.

Telephone rings

in opera debut
by Karen Philipps

Many telephones rang last Thursday night, but
one outsang ail the rest. The performance of The
Telephone, a one act comic opera by Glan Carlo
MenottI, was a fun-flUed singers-to-audlencecall.
The show takes place in the apartment of Lucy,

sung by Valerie Anastasio '86, who is entertaining
her boyfriend Ben, sung by Benjamin Duke '85.

Ben makes several attempts to propose marriage
to Lucy but Is Interrupted each time by a tele-

phone call. Lucy first gossips with Margaret for

several minutes while Ben waits in frustration.

Anastasio sang the part beautifully and played It

naturally. Lucy also receives a call for a wrong
number and argues with another friend. At the

end of this call she leaves the room crying.

Left alone, Ben sings angrily about the "two-

headed monster." He craftily picks up some scis-

sors and creeps across the room to cut the

villain's cord. Lucy appears just in the nick of

time to save her telephone. Ben exclaims that his

actions were "all in self defense." The straight

face with which Duke sang this part made It espe-

cially humorous.
Finally, Lucy makes one more phone call, and

Ben has to leave to catch a train without asking

the big question. Lucy, discovering that he is gone

is distraught and understates, ' 'I have a feeling he

had something on his mind." The phone then

rings and Lucy sensing that it is Ben quickly

reaches for her mirror. Lucy asks Ben where he

Is, and he replies, "terribly near you, right next to

your ear." Ben then asks Lucy If she will marry

Valerie Anastasio '85 and Ben Duke '85 sing in last

week's opera, "The Telephone. "

(Finnemore)

him, and she says yes. They then sing a delightful

duet in which Lucy tells Ben never to forget her
telephone number, and he promises to call her
every day. Their voices blended well.

The sole purpose of The Telephone is to enter-
tain. Anastasio and Duke obviously had fun per-
forming. Patricia Reuben '84 looked like the
piano was tickling her fingers. Their enjoyment
contributed largely to the the success of the show.
Everyone left Brooks-Rogers smiling.

In OtherIvory Towers
OHIO STATE

An OSU student caught steam
tunneling on campus was
ordered by a local judge to serve

his time by guarding the man-
hole he used. According to the

Boston Globe, Eric Kruse must
guard the manhole for four

hours a day for two weeks. If he

serves his time, he will only be
on probation for six months. If

he doesn't, he could be required

to serve 30 days in the
workhouse.
Franklin County Municipal

Judge H. Alfred Glascor said In

the Globe, "I told him I'd treat

him like they do in the Army. If

you're guarding a prisoner In

the Army and he escapes, you
have to do his time."

R.P.I.

In a fundraislng campaign,
students at R.P.I, voted for the

name of their new computer by
donating a dollar for each vote
they cast to Pahl House, a drug
rehabilitation center In Albany.

"Sybil" won first place with
260 dollar votes, followed
closely by "Dave" at 170,

"Opus" at 115, and "Zaphod" at

106. Over $750 was raised for

charity in the effort.

OBERUN
Students at Oberlin staged a

"die-in" to protest campus
recruiting by the Marines.
According to the Middlebury
Campus, students were
sprawled on the floor of Peters
Hall with white sheets shroud-

ing their bodies. The die-in was
sponsored by the Student Coali-

tion Against Military Recruit-

ment, with the main purpose of

protesting U.S. military activ-

ity abroad.
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First Lieutenant Brian D.
Lake remarked that the visit to

OlDerlin had been the "best
placement visit anywhere in

three years," the Campus said.

WESLEYAN
Trustees at Wesleyan decided

unanimously to divest from
Newmont Mining, a South Afri-

can corporation in their last

meeting on campus. The divest-

ment, which will involve more
than $500,000 according to the

Wesleyan Argus, came after a

three year investigation. In the

same meeting, however, the

Trustees rejected a policy of

total divestment.

Williams divested $700,000

worth of Newmont stock in 1981

after Newmont refused to

answer questions regarding Its

policy toward apartheid.

This is the second such action

taken by the Wesleyan Trus-

tees, bringing the total amount
divested to over $850,000.

Tarelkin in A.M.T.;

humor and criticism
by Martin Hildebrand

Williamstheatre's production of Aleksandr Sukhovo-Kobyiin's
The Death of Tarelkin presented a comedy of disguises, a bitter

attack on the Russian justice system, and humor strong enough to

draw considerable laughter from the audience.

Russian Professor Nicholas Fersen translated and adapted this

play from its original 1869 version and directed the production.

The plot centers on Tarelkin, played by Seth Amgott '86; General
Barrabas, played by Jonathan Moscone '86; and some papers that

Tarelkin stole from Barrabas.

Deception involving names brought considerable humor and was
a major part of the plot. Cyrus Kopp, a neighbor of Tarelkin, had
recently died. At the start of the play, Tarelkin, having caused
Kopp's corpse to appear to be his own, assumes Kopp's alias so that

he can avoid the demands of his creditors. Unable to find the criti-

cal papers the supposedly deceased Tarelkin stole, Barrabas him-
self takes on a disguise in an attempt to recover them.

The play harshly criticizes the Russian justice system. With the

disguised Barrabas present, Dokh, an officer played by Cameron
Smith '86, arrests Tarelkin, whose identity is unknown, with little

risk. Led by the statement by Barrabas that the arrested person
"subsists on human blood," Dokh excitedly claims that he made
the arrest at great risk to his life, that he will get a great award and
riches, and that his prisoner is a vampire. The belief that a vampire
Is around allows Dokh and his supervisor, Okh, played by Ana
Deboo '85, to have broad investigative powers which include arrest-

ing anyone they desire.

In the meantime, the imprisoned Tarelkin is left tied to a chair

and is denied water for two days. Greatly weakened by this torture,

Tarelkin surrenders the critical missing papers near the end of the

play.

Despite the somewhat heavy plot, humor carried the play. When
Dokh interrogates Joseph Janitor, played by Averil Clarke '87.

Dokh demands that Joseph come closer; so Joseph climbs on top of

Dokh. When preparing for the burial of what was presumed to be

Tarelkin, General Barrabas orders the five benefactors to grab

each other by the neck and each produce three ducats from the

person grabbed to pay for the burial, to supposedly show communal
support. Later in the play, the clerk, played by Kate Prendergast
'85, slowly exits after the interrogation of witnesses.

The performances of Dan .Morris '84, who played Chibis and
Joseph Industrialist; Dominic Ferro '85, who played Omega and
Joseph Merchant; Katya Hokanson '84, who played Amalia and
Shataia; and Dan Peris '86, who played a civil servant and
Kachala; added to the humor and the presentation of injustice.

Students interested in

the paid position of Record
Business Manager stiould

contact John Clayton, SU
2699, X6165; or Brian

Angle, SU 1045, x2731.
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CUL examines housing for freshmen,

role of JAs and Faculty Associates
by Sarah Abernathy

The Committee on Under-

graduate Life reviewed the

procedure for deciding fresh-

man housing last Tuesday in an

effort to improve it and malte it

more lilce upperclass housing

processes.

"It bothered me that in some
cases we honored requests for

specific dorms (for freshmen),

which we don't do in upperclass

housing assignments," said

CUL chairman David Colby.

Last summer acting Director

of Admissions Tom Parker and
Colby, who is Dean of Fresh-

men, spent three weeks arrang-

ing freshman rooming assign-

ments by hand. They used the

room application form as a

starting point and then tried to

match roommates so they

would be compatible, Colby

explained.

Dorm reputations go on

Some CUL members thought

that honoring the requests

made by many freshmen for

specific dorms would make spe-

cific dorm reputations continue

over the years.

"If you 're going to give people

a choice, you're going to be per-

petuating the stigma attached

to certain dorms," said Bill

Foraker '85.

"We thought about computer-
izing this process because it

would give us a lot more flexibil-

ity in matching people," Colby
said. Using a computer to give

random selection for dorms
would making sorting people
and matching roommates eas-

ier, he added.

JA role and selection

The CUL also discussed the

role of a JA and possible

improvements in the JA selec-

tion process. The Committee
generally endorsed the idea of

role-playing before the selec-

tion committee to show how the

JAs would act in a tough situa-

tion with freshmen.

"Right now a lot of the deci-

sion process comes down to the

JA selection committee sitting

down and talking; your chances

(of getting chosen) are much
better if your JA or a friend is

there than if you don't know
anybody in the group," said

Christine Harrington '84.

Colby said he has been discou-

raging JAs from emphasizing

alcohol consumption to the

freshmen, and he would like to

see less importance placed on

alcohol in general.

"Most of the damage on cam-
pus takes place because of alco-

hol," Colby stated.

Prize for non-alcoholic event

"I have a pot of money. I

would like to give a prize to the

house that gives the most crea-

tive non-alcohlic event in the

second half of the semester—

I

would pay for the event," he

said.

The CUL also began a review
of the role of faculty-house asso-

ciates. Associates are given
money to entertain house
members and are supposed to

provide a link between the intel-

lectual and the residential

aspects of college life, Colby
said.

In recent years faculty have

become less involved with the

houses, and both students and

faculty seem to be waiting for

the other to define the asso-

ciate's role, Colby observed.

A Spring Day with games,
departmental lunch tables and
class dinners at the Log were

.^ .^ ., •lr"^
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U.S.NAVYMEDICINE
MEDICALSCHOOLSCHOLARSHIPPROGRAM

Are you currently in medical school and seeking an
avenue to continue your education without financial

burden, a Medical future that affords a practice with'
out administrative and financial worries? If so, the

Navy has an outstanding opportunity for you in the
Medical School Scholarship Program.

BENEHTS
• Full tuition and educational fees

• $479.00 per month stipend

• Commission as a United States Naval Officer

• Internship and Residency training available upon
graduation

OBLIGATION
• Three years active duty service as a Navy Medical

Officer after graduation.

• 45 days of required annual active duty that can

be spent in Navy clerkships (required, elective,

clinical or research) or at Officer Indoctrination

School.

BASIC QUALinCATIONS
• U.S. Citizen • Excellent professional references

• Enrolled in AMA approved medical school

For further information, write or call:

LT. John Romac
Medical Officer Program
Leo W. O'Brien Federal Bldg
Albany, NY 12207
(518)472-4424

The Committee on Undergrad-

uate Life, with the help of chair-

man Dean David Colby,
reexamined freshman housing,

JAs and house Faculty
Associates. (Khakee)

suggested as possible ways to

foster more student-faculty

interaction.

"Faculty have more to offer

than what they give in the class-

room. The College Council has

made an effort to promote more
interaction; it would be nice if

the faculty reciprocated," said

Sara Gross '85.

Pass/Fail

option

—

Continued from Page 1

Some questions remain about

the proposals, however. "We
have to think through the conse-

quences," noted CEP chrlman
Andrew Crider. He added that

students might use the plan

simply to make their course-

load easier rather than to

explore new and more challeng-

ing courses as the committee
hopes, in which case the propos-

als would not be beneficial.

Crider said he believed that

many CEP members question

this point. "My perception is

that there is not a lot of support

at the present time within the

CEP for this proposal," he

added.
O'Connor disagreed with

Crider's objection, noting that

"it comes down to your assump-
tions about student behavior

here at Williams."
O'Connor added that if the

CEP approves the proposals

and the faculty also endorses
them, the changes could be in

effect by next fall. That is still in

the future, however, and "there

is a long road ahead of us," he

noted.
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Learn German
This Summer

)une 25-

August 3, 1984

The German Summer School of the Atlantic

at the University of Rhode Island

German will be the sole language of communicalion and Ger-
man life and culture the heart of this accredited intensive

language program available at all levels

Live and socialize in comfortable surroundings .minutes away
from Rhode Island s beaches and scenic Newport

Earn 8 undergraduate or graduate credits

Busjfiess people from international firms and those who
simply want to learn or improve their German may lake advan-
tage of this course In order to accommodate professionals

with limited time It is possible to enroll in the program for

either three or six weeks

OT^ For details: Dr, Otto Dornberg.

Department of Languages

University of Rhode Island

Kingston. Rl 02881 (4011 792-;9l I
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3 fencers

qualify for

national

tourney
by Stephen Theodore

The Williams Fencing Team
began Its career with a mixed
performance on Saturday. The
team was created more or less

on the spot by members of the
Williams Fencing Club. The
fledgling team of six men and
three women faced the seven-
man, two-women squad from
SUNY, New Paltz.

In the women's foil division,

Williams lost 6-3 to an uncon-
ventional New Paltz team.
Because of personnel difficul-

ties, one of New Paltz's men
competed with their two female
fencers. Donna Carpenter '85

led the Williams women with
two wins and one loss for the

day. Freshmen Sheila Dacey
and Tina Cervone, both
beginners, fenced very well in

support.

In the men's "A" foil, fresh-

man Tae Cho led the team to a
6-3 victory, going undefeated in

three bouts. Fencing Club Pres-

ident Gordon Leeds '86 and
David Cervone '84 also fenced

well. Both teams were surpised

by Williams' strong perfor-

mance in their first competition

as a team.
Closing out the day, the mens'

"B" foil competition resulted in

a 6-3 loss for Williams. Steve

Theodore '87 went 2-1, with

sophomores Bryan Lovely and
Mike Best close behind. The
won-lost record is deceptive,

with almost all of the bouts

being decided by one or two
touches.

Skiing-
Continued from Page 8

Williams only had two nordic

skiers at this year's Nationals,

O'Connor for the men and Sarah

Bates '85 for the women. Bates

was 30th in the 7km, giving Wil-

liams 13th in the event. O'Con-

nor's 10th gave Williams an

eleventh in the 14km. CU was

second In the men's event and

UVM placed third. For the

women. New Mexico and Ver-

mont tied for first in the race.

Despite their poor perfor-

mance, men's Alpine Coach Ed

Grees had only praise for his

team, stressing that this was

just one race and that the over-

all season performance was

more indicative of the team's

quality. Said Grees, "I am
pleased with the season on the

whole; with just one meet either

anything's going to go right or

It's not."

Women's Alpine Coach Leslie

Orton was also proud of the

team despite the less-than-

average performance. She

noted that none of the teams In

the East fared very well and

that it just "wasn't a good

week."

Fisher commented later "It's

disappointing, but that's the

way It goes. Sometimes things

just don't go right; all our prob-

lems were wrapped into one

week."

Fencing Club President Gordon Leeds
match with SUNY.

'86 parries before the

(Finnemore)

Three qualify for nationals

Last weekend, Cho, Leeds,

and Theodore fenced in the Sec-

tional and National qualifying

tourney at New Paltz, N.Y.

Leeds took second place and
Cho third, the difference in their

records being only two touches

throughout the day's bouts.

Both also qualified for the

National championships this

June in Chicago and the North

Atlantic sectionals this May.
Donna Carpenter fenced in the

equivalent women's tourney
and took second, also qualifying

for both sectionals and
nationals.

The fencers' next meet is the

Woodstock invitational on
March 31 at Woodstock, N.Y.

The Fencing club also sponsors

beginning and intermediate

fencing classes through the

P.E. department.

|R|enzi's

COLLEGE BOOK STORE, INC.

WILLIAIVISTOWN, MASS 01267

Why not pick up a couple of

books for the long ride home?
Have a good Spring Break.

Runners go for 24 hours

raise money for charity
> Stearnsby Chris Stearns

Over 300 runners participated

Saturday and Sunday in the 13th

annual 24-hour relay and raised

approximately 3,000 dollars for

various charities in William-
stown. Including the Dennis
Butler Rehabilitation fund.
Taking top honors by running
the longest distance this year
was the Williams Roadrunners
Clubs who ran away with the

victory by completing 260 miles.

Other teams who finished were
WilliamsDodd-Mission with
225, Christian Fellowship-
Rowhouse and Striders of the

Purple Valley each with 210,

and Retreads with 209 miles. In

the 24 hour span each Road-
runner averaged about 28 miles
at5: 30 per mile.

The race began at 10:00 am.
Saturday with food being

brought In every few hours. The
teams reported their mileage at

six hour Intervals all Sunday.
The day seemed to pass quickly
but as the race moved into the

night, the miles began to take
their toll. Teams soon dwindled
down to a few members and
some such as Dodd-Mission and
Williams Hall combined to con-

serve energy.

By morning, however, the

teams were tired but excite-

ment was once again high as the

finish approached. At the end of

the race over 1800 miles had
been run for a good cause. Soon
the fieldhouse was cleared as

the runners went back to their

dorms to sleep until next year
when the 24-hour once again
gets away.

CLASSIFIEDS
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Fans' Notebook

Basketball season in review

by two guys who saw it all
by Lee Farbman miss too much of the Varsity never we yelled, the

and Dave Heinlein game. Dartmouth Is big inside, responded with the li

by Lee Farbman
and Dave Heinlein

As a public service for those

who couldn't make it to all the

games, The Record presents the

highlights from this year's

men's basketball season.

December
Considered pre-season (at

least by me). Two home games,
but I don't remember against

whom. Coach Sheehy still figur-

ing out who should play where.
We win the Berkshire Classic.

At Union
Louis (Jeff Goodell '84)

missed the back end of a 1-and-l

because his brother was taking

pictures. He always did have
the greatest free throw style,

though: several dribbles, stop.

One bounce, one step forward,

shoot. I get introduced to

McNuggets—soon to become a

staple of road trips.

At Skidmore
Postponed due to blizzard.

Springfield

1984 home debut. Woulda,
coulda, shoulda. Didn't quite

have enough to beat them.
Trinity

Rerun of Springfield game.
Trinity was ranked highly in

New England. Still, we had a

lead. Learning to work as a

team. Still, we lost.

At Dartmouth
What a drive. Luckily the JV

took the Big Green to overtime
(phenomenal! ) so we didn't

miss too much of the Varsity
game. Dartmouth is big inside.

Williams played an aggressive
press. I left my camera in the

car. We spun out on Route 2

coming home. Dartmouth won.
At Connecticut College

Didn't go. Would have had to

wake up too early. Anyhow, we
lost. The team seems to have
trouble maintaining leads. Four
straight losses. Everyone at the

Christian Fellowship is trying to

pull strings to help out Harry.
At Middlebury

Three Williams fans against

the world. The Ephs lead the

whole way. We ran a successful

stall, so their crowd chanted
"Boring." Weresponded, "Win-
ning." They had cheerleaders. I

left my camera in the car again.

At Colby
Didn't go. Colby is In Maine.

We lost.

At Bates
Didn't go. Bates is in Maine.

Fans there are so obnoxious, the

BATES coach asked them to

leave the night before. We won.
Brandels

Whose funeral? The home
crowd was so unresponsive, it

prompted the now famous
"Sixth Man" letter to The
Record. We won in spite of Cel-

lucci's six million points for the

Judges.

At Wesleyan
Luckily, we had the Volley-

ball team for protection. Whe-

never we yelled, the Wes crowd
responded with the highly origi-

nal "Shut up!" Wesleyan has

the best P.A. announcer of any
team we played. The Ephs beat

a very solid Cardinal squad. 1-0

in the Little Three.

At W.P.L
Orvlile Bailey went over 1000

points. Then he went over 1002

points. Alums gave us beer after

the game and called our coach
Harry Sheehan. We lost in spite

of a good Eph alum turnout. I

left my camera in my room.
Karen, their cheerleader fell,

but we cheered for her.

Amherst
The big one. Good response to

the Sixth Man letter. A new
tradition-streamers from the

balcony on the first Williams

field goal! They look great!

!

(Does anyone have a photo-

graph of it?) The game wasn't

as close as the score indicated.

It was "do or die" for Amherst,

and they died. Club Stupid born.

2-0 in the Little Three.

R.P.I.

We came to cheer, but.... This
loss may have cost Williams a

spot in the ECAC playoffs. 0-2

against the Polytechnical
teams. Where's the justice?

Wesleyan
More streamers. JV team

avenges a road loss. We clinch

at least a tie for the Little Three
title, as we are still undefeated
in league play.

e'
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Rowdy Chandler arrested in New movable dormitories

seedy Amherst frat incident will be wave of the future

This man may never drop ket-

chup on his foot again unless
students and alumni succeed In

raising enough money to ball

him out of an Amherst jail

(Would've been by Pynchon,
but she wasn't there)

Bail has been posted at $159

for Williams President John W.
Chandler, now being held in

Hampshire County Jail on

charges of "uncharacteristi-

cally gross and offensive"

behavior following a weekend
fraternity party at Amherst
College.

Alumni Director Cragin
Lewis and memliers of the Willi-

ams Development Office have

l)egun an extensive telephone

campaign to alumni in a hurried

attempt to raise the bail money
for Chandler.

The Williams President was
arrested early Saturday morn-
ing when Amherst police caught
him in the act of constructing a
six-foot high snow phallus on the

front lawn of Amherst Presi-

dent G. Armour Craig. Accord-
ing to several officers. Chandler
had apparently consumed large

quantities of l)eer and "incredi-

bly cheap whiskey."
Several Amherst students

reported seeing Chandler ear-

lier in the evening at a number
of different parties. One fresh-

man commented that he had
seen the Williams President
wandering around a freshman
dormitory, apparently in

search of another party.

"He looked pretty glassy-

eyed at that point and he just

kept muttering 'Where's the

beer? Where's the Ijeer? I don't

think there's any back there.' I

told him there wasn't so he

stumbled outside and threw up
next to a tree. I thought he
looked a little old for that sort of

thing, but I just figured he was a

trustee or something," the

freshman said.

Other students reported see-

ing Chandler at a house dinner

at Epsilon Upsilon Omicron fra-

ternity. "He was wearing a

lampshade and telling religious

jokes about St. Augustine and
Reinhold Niebuhr. What a
weirdo! " fraternity president

Wendall "Biff" Worthington III

said. "We were going to throw

Cypiot ineligible:

not a real student
After careful investigation,

the Record has learned that

recently elected College Council

President Andrew Cypiot is not

enrolled at Williams College,

and is thus ineligible to serve.

"We were completely
fooled," said outgoing CC presi-

dent Tom Paper '84. "He's been

cqming to meetings and partici-

pating for two years now—he
was even on Fin Comm—so we
assumed he was a student."

When questioned, Cypiot's

running mate Anza Mammen
'86 admitted that he knew about

the error but "didn't want to

upset Andrew by mentioning it

to him. If nobody else noticed, I

was going to let it slide," he

said.

Elections committee chair-

man Jan van Eck '85 said that

"the election will stand. It was
our fault for not noticing, so

we've got to let him stay."

Administration officials also

plan no punishment. "We're
pretty powerless," Dean Dan
O'Connor said. "What are we
going to do—throw him out of

school?"

Cypiot said he felt justified in

his action, and indicated that he

felt he could do a better job than

most students. "I'll be able to

devote more time and energy to

the Council this way. Working
with them was so important to

me that I felt schoolwork should

take a back seat."

When asked if he ever planned

to enroll at Williams, Cypiot

said, "Let's face it: there's no

parking, it's ugly—it's a hole

down there! " He later added,

"but I really like the people."

Record editor Michael
Govan, last seen advising the

Pope at the Vatican, could not

be reached for comment.

INSIDE THE RECORD

•Full frontal nudity

•The untold story

•Finals cancallad

p.6

p. 7

p. 8

•Details at 111

him out, but he kept saying
'Wait, I can get you into a good
college real easy.'"

Police stated that after his

arrest. Chandler explained why
he had built the obscene snow
sculpture. "The dirty rat, he
welched on me," Chandler
apparently said, referlng to

President Craig. "I told him I'd

tell U.S. News his stupid little

college was the best, if he'd give
me a piece of the action. Then
when I showed up, he told me he
owed me nothing. Hell, I

could've voted for Swarthmore.
Well, I'll show him."

Unless Williams officials suc-
ceed in raising ball, Chandler
will be held in custody until his

court appearance next month.
Acting Williams President Cris
Roosenraad reported that the
fund-raising drive Is progress-
ing slowly. "We just may not get
him out In time," he said. "Peo-
ple just don't seem to be willing

to pay that kind of money tor a
college president anymore.
Looks like I'm In charge for a
while."

Dean of the College Daniel
O'Connor had only one com-
ment on the situation. "We're
really pretty powerless. What
are we going to do, throw him
out of school?"
Record Editor Michael Govan

'85, last seen dropping different-

sized balls from the Leaning
Tower of Pisa, could not be
reached for comment.

Houses will soon be based on
underground train tracks and
shuttled around like shells in an
escalating drama of nuclear
horror, the College announced
yesterday as part of a new pact
with the Pentagon to base the

housing transfer system on a
"Dense Pack" MX system.
The plan will not only rejuven-

ate the Williams ethos by des-

troying the differences among
housing groups but will also pre-

vent the Soviet Union from
knocking out America's future

corporate elite in a preemptory
"first-strike" attack.

Under the new system stu-

dents would no longer scramble
desperately In an ultimately ill-

fated attempt to get out of so-

called "undesirable physical

plant" locations such as Pro
House and Mission Park.
Instead, they would be housed
on movable, functional dormi-
tory buildings possessing the

capability to Immediately sub-

merge into the rocky terrain

and emerge virtually anywhere
else on campus.
The new houses will be

shuffled anytime and anywhere
the deans feel like It. One could
be blessed with a walk-in closet

and a fireplace one day and
damned In a six-walled pit the

next.

"Say you live In Gladden
House," said Dean of Housing
Mary Kenyatta. "It's late at

night, you're coming back from

the Pub and you're hurting. You
want to go to bed. You walk Into

what you think Is your house. It

Isn't. It's Dodd. You go to sleep

In your bed. It Isn't. You wake
up. You wonder where the hell

you are. The person whose bed
you're In calls the cops. You
react.

"This Is the kind of vibrant,

stimulating exchange that our
residential housing system, its

very ethos, if you will, is based
on," Kenyatta said. "It's

beautiful."

Pink and green nightmare
Houses will no longer be stig-

matized with harmful stereo-

types because the Soviets would
have to hit virtually all the har-

dened house silos to wipe out,

say, the swimmers or Snack
Bar types, Kenyatta said.

The test will have the advan-
tages of dispensing with the

much-ballyhooed but overrated
PomlUa Plan, which allowed
transfers only If one was so

unfairly shafted with a
Quasimodo-like prison cell that

one felt like plunging out Its

grimy narrow window, while

avoiding a return to the Olde
System of Free Transfers,
which the administration felt

allowed cliques of Insolent prep-

pies to band together In frat-Uke

living groups and thumb their

noses at established rules of

decency while living In

Continued on Page 3

Humes helps ex-pres Nixon
for Democratic nomination

by Spoof Scoop
Ex-President of the United

States and national Watergate
disgrace Richard Mills House
Nixon outlined his newest presi-

dential campaign and sought
support in his speech In the

Wreck Room of Armstrong
House Thursday night.

Although Nixon is Constitu-

tionally Ineligible for the Pre-

sidency, he said if Sridhar

Ramaswamy could swing It ille-

gally at Williams, he could, too.

"Even If it's not legal, Gerry
said I can do anything I want,"
Tricky Dick explained, refer-

ring to President Ford's pardon

of Nixon.

Although Massachusetts was
the only state Nixon did not

carry in the 1972 Presidential

election, Dick said he has
always considered Williams a

particular stronghold of his,

particularly because of his close

personal relationship with Pro-

fessor James MacGregor
Burns.

Nixon said that his reputation

as a man who couldn't win an
election for dog-catcher in Hob-
oken, NJ was unjustified, point-

ing out that if a broken-down old

movie has-been can become
President, than any baggy-

pantsed, alcoholic, hallucinat-

ing old criminal should be a

shoo-in.

Hamilton Humes '85, acting

on-campus campaign manager
for Nixon's National Demo-
cratic Presidential Nomination
Committee said he did not per-

sonally agree with Nixon's polit-

ics, but that some alumnus
might notice him doing It and
hire him.

"Face it, I know the guy's a

dangerously ill psychotic
maniac who just wants to be

President so he can go to China

and get drunk with fancy booze

Continued on Page 4

College officials are confused by last night's theft of Sawyer

dalions. The thieves, who are unknown, left no trace of their

hole In the ground. Equally unknown Is how the thieves

four-story structure without attracting any notice. "I don't

Library, right down to Its foun-

Herculean effort except a large

managed to carry off the large

know," commented President

Chandler. (Did Scheibe take this picture? We don't know)
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We couldn't think of a headline...

Gee, how did that happen? College Admission Director Phil

Smith askeds himself after acceptance letters for the Class of 1988 were
sent to 500 used car salesmen. "I really don't understand how It hap-
pened," said Smith. "I had the acceptance letters on the right-hand

side of my desk, and my inquiries about buying a 1977 Pacer or

Gremlin over here....People have complained that we don't have
enough diversity at Williams, but that should change now," he added.
College Council Vice-President Jan Van Eck '85 agreed, noting, "we'll

have to let them all in. After all, It was our mistake for sending the letters

out." Dean Dan O'Connor added, "We're really pretty powerless. What
are we going to do—throw them out of school?" (Khakee's BMW)

Mainland China
According to the March Issue

of Inside Mainland China, "a
representative to the 11th Com-
munist Youth League Congress
and Hupeh model worker was
allowed to establish a photo
stand business. The person set

up a photo stand on the corner of

Mintzu Road. Some depart-

ments used the impact on flood

prevention as an excuse and
seized his camera and took it

away, and also issued a fine. In

the end the area's responsible

person came forward and went
to work. It was not until the end
that the camera was returned,

but the person was still made to

pay fifty cents every day for

storage."

Thfc UnUicaUon Church
In an attempt to get the

Supreme Court to review the

recent case convicting the Rev.
Sun Myung Moon of tax fraud
and conspiracy, Dr. Mose

Durst, publisher of The Unifica-

tion News, called upon all

church memtjers to "please
pray for the motion and please

esf)ecially pray for the Supreme
Court judges.'' To aid
members' prayers, the pajser

listed the full names of all nine

justices.

Cuba
According to Gramna, "the

official organ of the Central
Committee of the Communist
Party of Cuba," the Cuban team
recently won the ten gold
medals at stake In the 5th Inter-

national Greco-Roman Wres-
tling Tourney held in Las Tunas
in which athletes from seven
countries participated. Jesus
Tejera. world champion in the

57-kg division, was named the

athlete with the best technique
and the 74-kg division bout
Ijetween Cuban Victor Romero
and Lou Montano of the USA
proved to be the best. In add!-

Despite assurances that stu-

dents are eager to attend a
spring weekend concert, none of

the bands solicited by the Stu-

dent Activities Board has
agreed to perform at Williams
this spring. Many top musical
performers were approached,
but none has yet been scheduled
to appear for the weekend of

April 20 in Lansing-Chapman
Hockey Rink.

"We were especially excited
about the possibility of Shaun
Cassldy coming here," said

SAB chairman Arunas Gudaitls
'84. "Our agent had assured us
that we could get him, but he
unfortunately broke a finger-

nail and couldn't sign the
contract."

Other groups planned for the

event were The Clash and Mad-
ness, but they too had to back
out. Citing the "inexplicable

acts of God" clause in their con-

In Other

Totalitarian

Regimes
tion, the School for Advanced
Training of Athletes and the

Central Sports Club of the Revo-
lutionary Armed Forces were
well represented at the
tournament.

Amherst
The Amherst Student

recently reported that "on Sat-

urday, March 3, the .Asian Stu-

dents Association of Amherst
sponsored the film, The Seven
Samurai by the well-known Jap-
anese director Akira Kurosawa.
The film was followed by a
small. Informal reception (in

celebration of the new Lunar
Year in the Orient ) at the Porter
Language House, featuring var-

ious samples of Asian dishes.

Even though there were some
anticipated problems, (such as
the fourth reel of the film, which
projected onto the screen upside
down). ..the two events were
successful."

McKeen's debacle, in detail!
Continued from Page 6

Even after the naked Amazon
women chased him into a
lonely, tiled dead end deep
within Lasell gymnasium,
McKeen said he thought he still

had a chance.
"They said 'are you the slime-

ball whoclubs baby seals to help
pay your tieer-guzzling cam-

paign workers to put up posters

of Richard Gere with your name
under it to publicize your cur-

rupt candidacy as some kind of

champion of the masses among
the poor starving masses of

Hoboken?'
"And I said 'so what if lam?'

and then they started beating

me about the head and neck

with large green pickles," he
said. "With a yell of my cam-
paign slogan, "Where's the t>eef.'

I made a run for it."

"I don't condone these kinds

of attacks." said Dean of Anti-

Subversion David Colby. "I like

pickles as well as the next guy
but"

Continued on Page 7

LETTERS
Rational Appeal
To the editor:

I'm writing In response to Jef-

frey* Hale Brainard's unneces-

sarily derogatory assault on

campus activists. Although I

would not lower myself to his

mudslingingly outrageous and
viciously vitriolic style, he is a

sllme-sucklng. misinformed
neandrethal rightist adminis-

trative apartheid-loving pig

who would rather wallow in his

drool-laden misconceptions
about the holy virtue of campus
actlNlsm than enlighten himself

to our holy and unselfish

activities.

To say more would just be an
unnecesary tribute to the

demented midget's hallucina

tory ravings. Unfortunately.

Brainturd [sic] is incapable of

highly intellectual, rational

debate, and must lower himself

to outlandish behavior and
media stunts to attract atten-

tion to his cause.

I only hope that before that

misinformed misanthrope
dares to utter another slew of

slanderous slaverings, he will

take Into account the deluge of

defenses that the far left can

produce. Although we may not

be able to muster a crowd of two

at an important divestiture

meeting, we can always t>elch

out enough morally justifying

rhetoric to drown Imperial,

rightist dogs like him.

The Oraflce of the Enlightened

tract, a spokesmen for Madness
said, "We didn't know It was
raining."

The Clash bowed out for sim-

ilar reasons, saying, "We
thought WllUamstown was in

Virginia, until we looked at the

map."
Asked If the SAB would seek

recourse against the bands for

not appearing, Gudaitls said,

"Yes. Gary and I aren't going to

buy any more of their records,

unless we find a great sale."

Dean Dan O'Connor added,
"We're really pretty powerless.

What are we going to do—throw
them out of school?"

O'Connor and Crotty

After their severe problems
getting outside bands, SAB has
decided to use on-campus acts

for the spring concert. Headlin-

ing the evening will be Dean
Dan O'Connor accompanied by
Sean Crotty '84. "The concert

should be reasonably easy to

sell, since we are selling tickets

at very reasonable prices and
the performers are well-known

here" said Gudaitls.

"We're very excited about

performing," said O'Connor
"Sean and I have worked In

Lansing Rink before, and we
found It a very cozy and Inti-

mate space."

"There was a suggestion that

the concert be moved to Down-
Stage, but everyone felt that

despite the security problems,
the rink was more able to

accomodate the rowdy drinking
crowds the Dean and I will bring

in," added Crotty.

Record editor Michael
Govan, recently seen re-

touching the Slstlne Chapel,
could not be reached for
comment.

Director of Security Ransom Jenks reportedly Is unhappy about

plans to move the Security Office to a smaller location as part of

the college's money-saving renovations. In particular he won-
dered where his officers will park their vehicles from now on.

(Glick says she took this picture, but we don't believe her)

Houses
depraved, animalistic, and
totally un-llberal-arts-llke
conditions.

The Defense Department is

funding the plan as part of a
simulation studying the effects

of unreasonable and tyrannical

governmental edicts on the

morale of college-aged troops.

Most campus leftists said

they were opposed to the plan
because the Defense Depart-
ment was for it. The rightists

were opposed to the leftists.

Presidential contender Gary
Hart said he disagreed with

both of them but agreed with

both of them in principle.

Dean of the College Daniel

O'Connor said there hadn't been

an ad hoc committee formed in

some time, and said he was
forming one to study this issue,

but added in a comment not for

publication that there was no

way in hell the committee's

opinion would get more than a

few laughs at the next faculty

steering committee meeting.

"I respect student opinion,"

he said, "but then again,

Nietzsche respected student

opinion too."

(
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Crazed basketball fan goes wild;

wreaks havoc on rival colleges
The sixth man of Eph basketball

fame went on a rampage over,

spring break in what psycholo-

gists believe to t>e a violent reac-

tion to the NCAA tournament,

pontificating that Williams
should have gotten an at-large

Invitation by virtue of going 4-0

in Little Three play.

Since the Ephs finished their

season a month ago at Amherst,
the possessed sixth man has
been a fan without a cause. "It

seems we've created a Fran-

kenstein," said coach Harry
Sheehy.
The crazed fan's odessey

First took him to Trlntiy, where
he fit in easily dressed in green
slacks and a pink lacoste shirt.

"4-and-O in the Little Three," he
yelled at passers-by. As if on a

crusade, he preached the preci-

sion and beauty of Williams bas-

ketball. "Yea, butwebeatyou,"
one equally proud Bantam
yelled back. The sixth man lost

all control. Under a screen of

purple and gold streamers, he

attacked and killed the student,

G. Skifflngton Farnsworth III.

The over-zealous sixth man
then strode onto the Weslayan
campus breathing fire. "Unde-
feated in the Little Three," he
chanted in a dirge-like rhythm.
Witnesses say he then gave a 45

minute speech on what it meant
to him to be a follower of Willi-

ams basketball. The Wesleyan
students showed no intertest in

the gospel according to the sixth

man. However, they did gather
around him and even applauded
because they knew he was pro-

testing something. Having
encountered no resistance, the

triumphant fan left.

The sixth man later stopped
at Amherst. Dressed in a toga,

sandals, and a laurel crown, he
captured immediate attention

of the Amherst students. A
handfuU, who had for some rea-

son refused to eat, heralded him
as a prophet and a demigod.
Once entranced by the sixth

man's spell, the helpless stu-

Humes and Nixon, together—
Continued from Page 1

that has little umbrellas on the

side of the glass," reasoned
Humes, "but I gave Tlgar and
Keating the money to run the

Record, so I can hardly turn

back now."
Questioned by Williams stu-

dents on his policies in South

Africa and Central America,
Nixon replied that he was really

interested in Africa last year—
but got bored when they failed to

settle their problems during

Winter Study—and lost interest

in Central America when
Michael Jackson's Thriller

album was released. Nixon's
response was warmly received.

After his lecture at Williams,
Nixon continued on to Amherst,
where the audience chanted
puerile obscenities and bar-

raged the candidate with beer
bottles.

"When are you pigs going to

grow up and play human?"
demanded Nixon. "J hope they

take away your frats."

Michael Govan, The Record's
bohemian editor in Rome said,
'

'Unless they buried him six feet

under with a bulldozer, I'm not

Interested."

dents were no match as he sav-

agely turned on them and
banished them all to Troy.
Police are unable to find the

sixth man. Though believed to

be in the Berkshire area, the

sixth man iMses little or no
danger. "He seems almost
human when in the Purple Val-

ley," one officer said.

'We're really pretty power-
less," said Williams Dean Dan
O'Connor. "What are we going
to do—throw him out of

school?"
Presidents of several NES-

CAC institutions have protested

the sixth man's actions. Even
Williams Athletic Director Bob
Peck has denounced him,
saying,"! believe this so-called

sixth man has stepped over that

fine line between constructive

and destructive spectator
participation."

A spokesman for the
deranged fan replied,"You can
only chant 'Amherst sucks' so

many times. There comes a
point when you have to go down
there, seek out anti-Wllllams

elements, and liquidate them.
We should just be thankful that

the sixth man has the nads to do
it."

Record editor Michael
Govan, last seen playing for the

Italian Olympic basketball
team, could not be reached for

comment.

"Oh my God!" screamed astonished substitute conductor
Kenneth Roberts as the entire viola section suddenly blew up
during a recent performance by the Berkshire Symphony
Orchestra. Assistant substitute conductor Douglas Moore, now
believed to have engineered the devastating explosion, calmly

assumed the principal violist's tricky solo cadenza.

(Not by Finnemore)

Fun social clubs sprout up
First came Club Bacchus, a

social and boozing club for

anyone that could be suckered
out of thirty bucks. Now other

groups, expressing different

aims and goals, have been
formed in order to accomodate
the social needs of those who are
not in the Bacchus mold.
Club Venus was formed by

disgruntled women who felt

excluded from Bacchus by its

locker-room machismo atmos-
phere. Members must wear
white gloves at all functions and
say "thank you" every time a
door is opened for them. Venu-

sians are also bound by vows of

chastity.

Club Aristotle was founded
with six philosophy majors and
three freshmen from Green-
wich Village as charter
members. "This group provides
an opportunity to ponder the
ethical Imperatives of exist-

ence; we, like, groove to that
scene, "said one of the budding
philosophers.

Another of these specialty
clubs Is Club Thor, a support
group for those in the serious
quest for mighty thews. They
meet three times a day in the

weight room, and the club pro-

vides members with discounts

on anabolic steroids. As one
member bellowed, "We don't

speak good, but just try and tell

me dat to my face!"

Finally there is the Mole Club,
which specializes in organic
chemistry buffs. Inducted at the
end of freshman year. Moles are
not seen again until graduation,
when they stumble out of
Thompson to receive diplomas.
One Mole humorously noted,

"H2SOMArC16)3 HCl SO^
Ar2!"

f'(hjril .m/5-A to- o^,v^, rri -^Uma-^ ojA aft ^ ^^^'^
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PAPPA CHUCKS
Mtut««ttee4 ^Mt* iKMK cxdtiHf avtn^ivUeed tfi€ei«tt^ MM<^otie4e*:

The Mammen Mammen: Roast beef, roast beef, cheese, cheese, lettuce,

lettuce, tomato and tomato on four slices of bread.

The Shannon McKeen: A really nice sandwich.

The SAB: Roast beef. No, pastrami. On second thought, turkey. Wait. How
about baloney?

The Dennett House: Smoked ham, hot pastrami, fiery sauce on burnt
toast.
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Frosh get fewer first choice houses

Flock to Greylocky

drop Berkshire Q.

by Joe Ehlers

A major shift occurred In the

popularity of different houses
during freshman inclusion this

year. The number of freshmen
receiving their first choice In

housing dropped by more than
ten percentage points, from 73

percent last year to 62 percent.

Upperclass transfers, admin-
istered for the first time under
the prioritized system, received

mixed results compared with

last year.

A strong drop in the popular-

ity of the Berkshire Quad as a

first choice accompanied an
Increase in the popularity of

Greyloclc, the Row Houses and
Mission Park. Dodd-Tyler also

experienced a drop in first cho-

ice applications.

Kenyatta mystified

Dean of iiousing Mary
Kenyatta had no explanations

for the drop in first choice appli-

cations to the Berkshire Quad.
"It's hard to know why requests

went down," she noted. "People
didn't seem to want to apply

there from the freshman class,

yet it has remained popular

with upperciassmen."

Mission Park still presents a

problem to the college,
Kenyatta said. A provision to let

groups of up to seven freshmen
apply together to Mission
increased first choice requests

from two last year to 33 this

year. However, Kenyatta said

she did not feel this was a major
improvement.

"I don't see that it made much
of a difference," she stated.

"Only one group of seven app-

lied, one group of six, and three

groups of five people each."

"I've been counting on groups

of students going into Mission

and making it what they want it

to be," added Kenyatta, "but
that hasn't happened."

Fewer first choices

Fewer freshmen overall
received their first choices this

year because of a large increase

in first choice requests to Grey-
lock, from 190 last year to 236.

In addition, an Increase in

Row House applications meant
that only 62 percent of the fresh-

men received their first choice.

More than 20 percent of the

freshmen received their fourth

or fifth choice in housing, and
over 50 percent of the freshmen
who did not get their first choice

received their fourth or fifth

choice.

Juniors fare better

Among upperclass transfers,

almost 70 percent of the juniors

received their first choice, com-
pared to only 53 percent of the

sophomores. Junior transfer

applications were not processed

Continued on Page 4

..titrkgi!

The Greylock Quad took a leap in popularity among freshmen during inclusion this year, as 236

applied first choice for the Quad, almost 100 more than requested row houses. Last year 190

freshmen marked Greylock first choice, as compared to 117 for the row houses. (Glick)

Full-time prof, hired

to teach Chinese
by R. DeMott

Beginning next year the College will offer an interdisciplinary

concentration program in Asian Studies and will also create a
Chinese language department to be staffed by a full-time visiting

professor. (See related article page 4.)

The Asian Studies program will require students to take six

courses divided into three categories, t>eglnnlng with one of three
'concept' courses: Anthropology 101 (The Scope of Anthroplogy),
Religion 101 (Introduction to Religion) or Economics 204 (Eco-
nomic Development).

In the second part of the program students will take a series of

four 'core' courses chosen from a list of approximately 20 area-

related courses offered by various departments. The new Chinese
courses, as well as many from the history, religion and art depart-

ments, are included.

The program ends with a required 'capstone' course, Asian Stu-

dies 401/Hlstory 365 (Contemporary Asia).

Student Interest

History Professor Peter Frost, chairman of the program, said,

"I'm really pleased. I think it will provide some big opportunities."
He added that Interest from students and pressure from the Admis-
sions Office were major factors behind the inception of the new
program.

This year the number of Asian-American students applying to

Williams rose by 49 percent.

"A lot of students asked why we didn't have a program like this,"

Frost explained. "All of the other colleges in the 12-College

Exchange already have programs like this. We're trying to catch
up to Amherst and Wesleyan who have Asian Studies majors."

Won't be a major
Asked about the possibility of upgrading the program to a major

in the near future. Frost replied that he was not In favor of It. "My
hopes are that people would take a traditional major and then some
program such as Women's Studies, African Studies or Asian Stu-

dies," he said.

Frost, noting two other areas of the program which he would like

to see grow, said that a professor of Japanese language will be

appointed for next year and possibly a professor of East Asian

literature.

Frost added that he would also like to see the Art Department
take on an Instructor in East Asian art.

Liddle '82 drowned in crew accident
Memorial services were held Saturday

at St. John's Episcopal Church in Willl-

amstown for 24-year-old Katherlne
"Kippy" Liddle '82, killed March 23 in a

boating accident on the Schuylkill River
in Philadelphia.

Liddle, an assistant crew coach at the

Brooks School in North Andover, Mass.,

was last seen as she was swept over a

12-foot waterfall. According to police,

she and a student lost control of their

small outboard motor boat and jumped
overboard as they neared the falls.

The student, and three young men who
abandoned their boat in a rescue

attempt, were also carried over the

waterfall. All four were unharmed. How-
ever, police explained that the substan-

tial fall and the possible presence of

rocks or debris in the water could have

accounted for Liddie's death.

Body still lost

Although search efforts have not yet

turned up a body, Liddle is presumed

drowned. Bodies have been lost in the

same area in the past, police noted.

Liddle and the student were pulling

away from the dock when a rope became
entangled in the propeller of the boat's

motor, police said. Although the two

managed to pull off the rope, the boat

would not start and drifted toward the

falls about 100 yards away.

A heavy guide wire is strung across the

falls for stranded boaters to hold on to,

but the two apparently did not see it,

police added.

Liddle, who had been at the Brooks

School for two years, was a history

teacher, supervised a girls dormitory

and was assistant crew coach. The
school's 15-member crew team, together

with the lacrosse team, had travelled to

Philadelphia for preseason training dur-

ing spring vacation.

'82 crew co-captaIn

At Williams Liddle majored In history

and was a co-captain of the 1982 women's
crew team which won the Little Three

title and reached the finals of the presti-

gious Dad Vail Regatta in Philadelphia.

She was a resident of Salt Lake City,

Utah, and graduated from Skyline High

School, where she had been a student

body officer and member of the National

Honor Society.

Her father, Dr. Harold V. Liddle, is a

member of the Williams Class of 1947.

Frosh Singh arrested for break-in,

joyriding in showroom automobile
by Christian Howlett

Freshman Arvlnd Singh, 18, was arraigned In Northern Berkshire District Court

Wednesday on a variety of charges stemming from a break-in and joyriding inci-

dent early last Saturday morning.

According to WlUlamstown and North Adams police, Singh broke a window and

entered the Thomas McMahon Chevrolet dealership on Main Street at around

midnight Friday, March 30. He then drove a car from the dealership out onto Main

Street and was sighted entering the wrong way down a one-way street by a North

Adams officer on foot patrol.

The officer radioed for a cruiser, which checked the car and determined It had

been stolen. After a pursuit, Singh was finally apprehended at 1:04 a.m. when he

crossed the center line and went off the road into a hedge in front of 502 Main Street.

North Adams police have charged him with a variety of misdemeanors, including

operating under the Influence of alcohol, failure to stop for a police officer, having

no license, going the wrong way down a one-way street, speeding and passing in a

no-passing zone.

Could be deported

North Adams Detective Bill Davis said the charges are punishable either by fines

or a jail sentence. Singh, a resident of New Delhi, India, could face deportation If

convicted.

In connection with the break-in earlier, WlUlamstown police have charged Singh

with breaking and entering In the nighttime with the Intent to commit a felony,

unauthorized use of a motor vehicle, larceny from the building and destruction of

real property. According to Thomas McMahon, owner of the dealership, the car

taken by Singh sustained some damage, although McMahon refused to state how

much.
Singh and his lawyer, Wiiilamstown attorney Bruce Grlnnell, entered not guilty

pleas on all counts at Wednesday's arraignment. The case was continued two weeks

to Wednesday, April 18.

The Deans have not yet Indicated whether Singh will face disciplinary action

from the College.
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Positive Attitude
First-choice applicants to Mission Park increased this year, indicat-

ing that the change back to a seven-person limit has been succeessful.

The Housing Committee reinstated the provision that groups of up to

seven freshmen can apply to Mission Park if it is their first choice, and 33

freshmen responded, choosing Mission first. Last year, the one year that

the provision was not included, brought an all-time low of two first-

choices for Mission Park.

One group of seven, one of six and three five-person groups took

advantage of the rule change. Dean Mary Kenyatta feels that this

number is low, but 28 freshmen have been accomodated by the change,

while the Park has gained a significant increase in popularity. Without

the rule change, only five people would have chosen Mission first.

There will be about eight incoming sophomores in each of the four

Mission Park houses who are e.xclted about being there (as well as

approximately eight per house who had Mission as a second choice).

These people can combine with even a couple of enthusiastic upperclass-

men to provide a solid base for strong houses for the next three years.

But more important than numbers is the freshmen's attitude toward

Mission Park. They did not immediately dismiss it because of the stero-

type of a bad physical plant; instead they considered applying in a large

group as a worthy alternative to other houses.

Social conditions, not just physical plant, are reasons to apply to an

upperclass house. Allowing groups of seven enhances Mission's social

advantages. Kenyatta's pessimism on the issue is unwarrranted.

LETTERS
Smith

To the editor:

We deplore the offensive and imma-
ture behavior.of some of the boys from
Williams College who attended our party
last Saturday night. Not only were they

ungracious guests, they were also ignor-

ant of the basic respect that should be

accorded to all persons. This behavior is

most unwelcome at Smith.

Susan PaUus
Alison J. Cook

and twelve others

Mary Ellen Chase House
Smith College

Ed. note: This letter, ivhich we
recieved before spring break but
after the deadline for our March 13

paper, refers to the night of March 3.

Vociferous

To the editor:

Time and again the Williams Record
becomes the vehicle for extremists to

vociferously expound their beliefs with-

out giving thought or consideration as to

the truth of their assertions. I was deeply
hurt by Muhammad Kenyatta's article

(Record, 28 February) on Jesse Jack-

son's political campaign, not because I

so object to Mr. Jackson, but rather to

Mr. Kenyatta's insistence that the Jew-
ish population of this country are rally-

ing against Mr. Jacl<son merely because
he is black.

Let alone all the mistakes Mr.
Kenyatta made in his political theorizing

(I have the benefit of hindsight knowing
that Senator Hart's early victories in the

primaries have changed a great many
things), from a very basic understand-

ing of the words "national consti-

tuency" , one can see that the concept of a

"rainbow coalition" cannot possibly be
realized when one continuously catego-

rizes people according to their race and
religion, which Mr. Kenyatta does per-

sistently in his article.

Mr. Kenyatta condemned a "smear
campaign, from the Jewish Defense

League, to the New York Times," aimed
against Mr. Jackson's political cam-
paign. He also noted that Mr. Jackson

has "resisted" these tv-pes of calumnious
remarks "as a matter of principle.

"

There was no way for Mr. Kenyatta to

know Uiat his candidate would stoop as

low as the "Jewish bureaucracy", mak-
ing the remarks he did about the Jewish

population of New \'ork City, for if he

did, I am quite positive Mr. Kenyatta

would have steered away from that

subject.
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Let me point out that the Jewish
Defense League is an extreme organiza-
tion which in no way represents the

majority of the Jewish population of this

country, just as the Black Muslims, with
their persistent antisemitic statements,
do not represent the majority of the

American black population. Further-
more, in reference to Mr. Kenyatta's
statement that "the pro-Israel lobby
feels a vested interest in discrediting any
black leader who dissents from that lob-

by's dictates," let me submit that the

pro-Israel lobby would feel a vested
interest in discrediting any candidate
who dissented from that lobby's dictates

(and rightly so).

Jesse Jackson had a good idea in tid-

ing to build a "rainbow coalition" where
race and religion would not be barriers to

peace and understanding between men
and women, but, the experience of the

campaign so far has shown that this can-
not be accomphshed, at least not by
Jesse Jackson (mention of Coretta
King's recent endorsement of Walter
Mondale proves that the moderate black
constituency would agree with me).

The black and Jewish populations of

America have much to gain by uniting in

their efforts rather than persisting in a

"traditional" battle for attention. If we
demarcated our twundaries a little less

distinctly, perhaps this silly backbiting

would cease and we would be able to

achieve real goals for our people.

Peter E. Shapiro '83

Armhowzer
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Innuendo
To the editor:

It is amazing that Muhammad
Kenyatta managed to cram so much
inaccuracy and innuendo into only six

sentences. By equating The New York
Times to the pro-Israel lobby Mr.
Kenyatta indicates only that he does not
read the newpaper's editorials. All lob-

bies try to discredit those who disagree
with their positions, and they would be
negligent if they did not. As for painting
Jesse Jackson "as an anti-Semitic tool of

Arab money," he proved himself quite

capable, entirely on his own, of verifying

the first part of the statement. That

should be enough. And finally, it is

indeed laudable that Jackson exhibits

"principled support of Palestinian

rights." Y'et I cannot help wondering

why there is no room in his heart for the

plights of Lebanese, Iranian, Iraqi, Mor-

occan, Yemenite, and Syrian Jews who
continuously flee their homelands—yes,
homelands...and to where do you think

they flee?—to escape persecution. (As a

mental exercise, try to imagine t)eing a

Jew in Khomeini's Iran; yes, Virginia,

there are still some left.)

What Mr. Kenyatta's six sentences do
so economically is fuel the fires of black-

Jewish antagonism. He is far too intelli-

gent to have done so unwittingly, and it is

lamentable that he felt the need. Blacks
and Jews are both American minorities;

the slogan. I lielieve, is divide and
conquer. Susan .\. Edelman '81

by Fish
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Four teachers

in high school

win Olmsteds
Williams College has

announced the first four
winners of the Olmsted Prizes
for excellence In secondary
school teaching. The awards of
$1,000 to each teacher and $500
to their schools are made under
the auspices of a new fund
established last summer
through the estate of George
Olmsted Jr. '24, who died in
1976.

The recipients of the awards
are Helen Jean Edwards, a
mathematics teacher at Ball
High School in Galveston,
Texas; Thomas Alessandri, an
English teacher at Bellarmine
College Preparatory School in

San Jose, Calif.; Rose Nelson, a
biology teacher at Sleepy Hol-
low High School in North Tarry-
town, N.Y.; and Otto Mower,
who teaches humanities at The
Bishop's Schools in La JoUa,
Calif.

All four have been invited to

attend Williams' Commence-
ment In June for a formal pres-

entation of the prizes.

President John Chandler said

support for quality education is

of critical importance in today's

society. 'The Olmsted Prize is

one way to recognize tangibly

the efforts of high school
teachers singled out by their

former students as being among
the best," Chandler said.

"It Is important for the
nation's colleges and universi-
ties to take the lead in assisting
and encouraging the educa-
tional work of the secondary
schools. It is time for the col-

leges and the schools to begin to

worlc together along a broad
front of shared enterprises,"

said Chandler.

Nominated by seniors

Members of the senior class

at Williams were asked to nomi-
nate outstanding high school
teachers. The final selection

was made by a committee of

faculty members and students

chaired by English Professor
Emeritus Fred Stocking. Stock-

ing said that about 80 students

nominated 66 former teachers.

"They all sounded so wonder-
ful that it was difficult to make
choices," Stocking said. "It was
gratifying to read the nomina-

NEWSBRIEFS
tlons and to get a sense of the
talent, skill and total dedication
of these teachers, both in class
and out. It was equally gratify-
ing to realize that four years
later their students still remem-
bered and appreciated them."
In addition to Stocking,

members of the Olmsted Selec-
tion Committee were Political
Science Professor MacAlister
Brown; Nancy Mclntlre, Assist-
ant to the President for Affirma-
tive Action and Government
Relations; Thomas Parker,
Associate Director of Admis-
sions; Religion Professor Nor-
man Petersen; Anne Skinner,
Lecturer in Chemistry; and jun-
iors Janet Clarke, Jonathan
Labaree, Laura 'Volpe, Frank
Edwards, Katherine Berne,
Jennifer Mah and James
Heyman.

May 5 Spring

Weekend date
Despite widespread specula-

tion on the part of students.
Spring Weekend has been
firmly set for Saturday, May 5,

the last weekend before the end
of classes on May 11.

Difficulties in scheduling
Spring Weekend arose this year
because of the unusally late

occurrence of Easter on April
22, the usual time for Spring
Weekend.
When the Housing Commit-

tee, which had been asked by
the College Council to schedule
the event, met before spring
break, it ruled out the 21st as a
possible date t>ecause of poten-

tial conflicts with relig^ious acti-

vites for Easter and Passover.

It also ruled out the following
weekend, which had already
been scheduled as Parents'
Weekend. May 5 was, therefore,
the only viable date remaining.

Confusion among students as
to the actual date of Spring Wee-
kend may have l)een the result

of a new scheduling procedure.
In the past, the Student Acti-

vites Board has been allowed to

pick a date for the event in con-
junction with its spring concert.

This year, however, the
Deans' Office decided that the

College Council would be tsetter

qualified to schedule Spring
Weekend. The Council dele-

gated the responsibility to the

Housing Committee.
The SAB's spring concert has

been set for April 19 this year,

fueling student belief that
Spring Weekend would be that
same weekend. "I think most
people assumed that because
the concert was then and in the
past (Spring Weekend] was
when the concert was,"
explained SAB chairman Aru-
nas Gudaitis '84.

However, the date of the
spring concert was chosen
simply because it was the only
time the Lansing Chapman
Rink would be available, Gudai-
tis said.

Although the SAB had
expected the Housing Commit-
tee to put Spring Weekend at the
same time, and was surprised
when they did not, Gudaitis said
they did not feel it would adver-
sely affect the concert since it

has been scheduled for a Thurs-
day, and could not have directly

been linked with Spring Wee-
kend activities anyway.

Gang of Four,

not Madness

will perform
Gang of Four and The Wai-

tresses will perform in a double-
bill concert April 19 in the
Lansing Chapman Hockey
Rink. The group .Madness had
been scheduled to play but the
band cancelled its entire spring
tour two weeks ago when its

pianist quit, according to Stu-
dent Activity Board Chairman
Arunas Gudaitis '84.

Both Gang of Four and The
Waitresses play dance music,
Gudaitis said. "The Waitresses
do more pop-oriented music,
most of which is humorous in

nature," he said.

The group is best known for i ts

song "I Know What Boys Like"
and the single "Christmas
Wrapping," which was popular
in New York City, Gudaitis

added. Gang of Four is probably
t)est known for its hit, "I Love a

-Man In Uniform."
"Gang of Four is one of the

more important new wave
bands. Much of its earlier music
was political in nature, but
around 1980-81, it added funk-

dance music," he said.

The band, which is big in the
dance club circle, is breaking up
soon and this concert will be
part of its farewell tour, Gudai-
tis added.

Williams paid $11,000 for the

two bands, who will share dou-
ble billing for the concert.
Tickets will be available start-

ing Wednesday in Baxter at $5

for Williams students and $7 for

the general public.

The hockey rink holds up to

two thousand people and Gudai-
tis predicted "that we will defi-

nitely go over one thousand."

"My guess is that it will be a
successful concert because peo-
ple have already been calling

the radio station and Tooner-
vlUe Trolley (record store) ask-
ing about tickets," Gudaitis
said.

—Sarah Abernathy

2 seniors get

Watson cash
Two Willi-

ams seniors have been awarded
Watson Foundation Fellow-
ships for 1984-85. Jessie C.

Grearson and Joseph F. IVIas-

teika were chosen from 165

nominees submitted by 50 col-

Senlor Jessie Grearson, along

with senior Joseph Mastelica

(not shown), will receive

$10,000 for study and travel

next year as Watson Fellows.

(Glick)

leges. Each will receive a grant

of $10,000 for a year of travel and
independent study abroad.

Grearson, an English major,
plans to explore England, Sco-

tland, Wales and Ireland as a

poet and painter. At Williams
she writes for the Literary
Review and works as an office

assistant in the Art Department.

She spent the first semester of

her junior year at Wroxton Col-

lege in England with the Falr-
lelgh Dickinson program.

.Masteika will investigate pop-
ular attitudes towards the arms
race in the USSR. West Ger-
many and Yugoslavia. In Rus-
sia private conversations will

form the major part of his

study. In Germany he hopes to

get a volunteer job with the
Green Party and in Yugoslavia
to talk with English-speaking
contacts at various universities.

He is a Russian major with a
concentration in comparative
literature and a member of the
Disarmament Forum. He spent
a semester of his sophomore
year at the Pushkin Institute in

Moscow, and the previous
summer learning advanced
Russian at Middlebury College.

Jackall lauded

for HBR article

Robert Jackall, assistant pro-

fessor of sociology, has been
awarded one of two annual
McKinsey Awards for his arti-

cle "Moral Mazes: Bureau-
cracy and Managerial Work"
which was published in the Har-
vard Business Review ihls fall.

For 25 years the McKinsey
Foundation for .Management
Reasearch, Inc., has offered

awards for the two best articles

published each year in the

Review. A panel of distin-

guished executives in business,

government and education
choose the winners.

Jackall, who has taught at

Williams since 1976, earned his

B..A. from Fordham University
in 1963, and his Ph.D. from the

.New School for Social Research
in 1976.

The article, which earned him
a SIOOO award, appeared in the

Review's September-October,
1983 Issue. The other McKinsey
winner. David .A. Gan.in, assist-

ant professor of business
administration at the Harvard
Business School, received a
$2500 prize.

Butler makes

rapid strides,

gets ready for

rehabilitation

by Christian Howlett

Sophomore Dennis Butler, who remains in George Washington
University Hospital in Washington D.C., is now making tremend-
ous progress and may soon be moved from the hospital to a rehabili-

tation center, according to Dean of the College Dean Daniel

O'Connor and College Chaplain Carol Pepper, who visited Butler

during spring break.

For the first time since the Jan. 25 skiing accident which left him
paralyzed, Butler has t>een taken off his respirator and can breathe

normally by himself. In addition, the holes left from his tracheot-

orny surgery have closed and he can speak normally for the first

time.

"He talked non-stop and was ver>- happy to be able to do just that.

He had a whole lot to say." Pepper said. Although his physical

condition has not changed a great deal, the ability to talk has made
him much lietter able to cope with the situation, she added.

.Amazing everyone
Butler is no longer in skeletal traction and can now sit up with

help. In addition, several pins In his temples, which were meant to

keep his neck perfectly aligned, have now been removed, freeing

him from a great deal of pain.

"Considering how serious his condition was, he's doing much,
much better. Pepper said, adding that in terms of his emotional and
psychological state, "he's amazed us all."

During vacation, Butler received visits from a large numtjer of

Williams students, including the entire women's crew team, which

saw liim daily. "He's so happy people remember him." Pepper

said. She noted that since Butler can now talk normally, he can
receive telephone calls from anyone who wants to stay in touch.

Ready for rehab
Butler's father is currently looking around for a suitable rehabili-

tation center for Dennis, probably in Denver or Houston, O'Connor
said. The Dennis Butler Rehabilitation Fund, which passed its goal

of $10,000 before vacation, has l>een given to his family to use for

rehabilitation costs or to purchase a special wheelchair designed

for parapeligics.

"Dennis is ready to be rehabilitated now from a medical stand-

point. He's very eager to do It." Pepper said. Ordlnar\- rehabilita-

tion for parapehglcs takes 80 to 120 days, she added, and Involves

relearning ordlnar>' tasks in order "to live as normal and as Inde-

pendent and as full a life as possible."

She cited the example of one Williams graduate of the late 1960's

who suffered the same injuries as Butler and after rehabilitation

went on to become a practicing radiologist.

Back next year?

Butler now hopes to return to Williams next September, although

O'Connor called next Februarv- a more realistic estimate. He said

that although Butler would need an attendent. rooms designed

especially for handicapped students in Lehman and Currier

I Butler's former dorm i would make a return to student life much
easier.

Interested people may continue to write Butler In care of the

Intensive Care Unit. George Washington University Hospital. 901

23rd Street NW. Washington, D.C. 20037, or phone the hosplul.
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Chinese

language

to be

taught

The new courses to be offered

next year in Chinese language
will be taught by Professor Ma
Jing-heng. According to Peter

Frost, chairman of the new
Asian Studies program, Profes-

sor Ma has been offered a two
year visiting professorship
which will probably be made
permanent later.

Ma was born in mainland
China and was educated in Tai-

wan. She has taught Chinese at

the University of Michigan for

20 years and is especially inter-

ested in teaching elementary

language courses.

Frost cited her Interest In

teaching basic grammar and
language, and her enthusiasm

about teaching here, as impor-

tant reasons for her selection.

"I think students will like her,"

he said. "She's really excited

about teaching undergraduates
and I think she'll make it

enjoyable."

The Chinese 101-102 course

will emphasize the spoken lan-

guage, though Professor Ma
will also teach Chinese charac-

ters. Frost said. The dialect to

be taught is Mandarin, the offi-

cial spoken language of both

Mainland China and Taiwan.

Understand in a year

"Since Chinese is not as hard

as many Americans like to

think," Ma said, "students at

the end of the first year course

should be able to understand the

Chinese of everyday life when
spoken at moderate speed, be

understood themselves, and be

able to read simple Chinese

pasages."

Freshman inclusion
•ti

'
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Make a good buy
beforeyou saygoodbye

fi^ff^i

Buying your leased phone now saves you time and money next term.

This year, don't leave for home
without your phone. Buy it before sum-

mer and save yourself some time and
money. Buying your AT&T leased

phone now means you'll have your

phone with you the very first day back

to class.

To buy the phone you're leasing,

just call AT&T Consumer Sales &
Service's toll-free number. Or visit

any of our AT&T owned and operated
Phone Centers. It's that easy. So call us

before you say goodbye. Then unplug
your phone and take it with you. And
have a nice summer.

1-800-555-8111
Call this toll-free number 24 hours a dav.

ATbT

« 11184. AT*Tlnf..rnNiti.iii Syal,-

Pittsfield

Berkshire Common

X

Tracksters run in first meet Baseball— Announcers

for a test against area's best
The men's and women's track teams travelled to Fltchburg this

weekend where they saw their first action of the year on an outdoor
track. "We went down just to get some times and see how we'd do.

We did not go expecting to win," said coach Farley.

The Fltchburg Invitational featured such New England Dlvlon I

powerhouses as Boston University among the sixteen teams com-
peting. The Ephs wanted this first meet to be a gauge to measure
where they are and how they stack up so far.

Individual performances
On the men's side, individual standouts were Ted Leon '84 who

ran to third In the 400 in 50.8, Brandt Johnson '87 who took second In

the long Jump with a 6'2>/i", and Paul Toland who came In third

right behind Johnson.
Tom Plngree '86 finished the 800 in 1:59.1 to claim fifth, right

ahead of teammate Kevin Jenkins '85 who ran it in 1: 59.4. The mile

relay team of Jenkins, Leon, Plngree, and John Campbell '84 came
on strong to capture second. Also, John Ellison '86 took sixth In the

Steeplechase.

For the women, Gall Henderson '87 raced to third in the 100, while

Lizzy Marris '87 ran to fifth In the 400 in 63.5, and Mary Keller '85

took fifth In the 1500.

Both teams travel to Westfleld today, and will go to Bowdoln next

Sunday for the New England Small College Athletic Conference

Championships.

Continued from Page 10

homers and 20 RBI's.

Coakley's younger son, Rob, a

sophomore, will switch to short-

stop (his natural position) from
second base and bat number
two. He hit .337 with two homers
and 16 RBI's last season. Tim
McKone, a freshman, will take

over at second and bat seventh.

Rick Hedeman '87 will start at

first base. "He's a big, strong,

power-hitting kid who has been
pounding the ball," said
Coakley.

Brian Rutledge '85 will move
to left field after starting last

year at third base. Phil Lusardl
'85 returns after hitting seven

homers last year (the team's
most) and driving In 20 runs to

play DH and backup catcher

while batting fifth. Jeff Lilley

'86 returns to centerfleld after

hitting .299 last year. Dick
HoUngton '86, who played much
of the season In a utility role last

year, will split time in right field

with John Shaw '87.

Continued from Page 10

beautiful wife." (Note: this

phrase works for any coach's

wife.)

In answer to the obvious ques-

tion: yes, there are some
announcers that I like. Dick

Enberg and Al McGuire make
an outstanding team. One of the

best aspects about McGuire is

that he actually does provide

some "colorful" commentary
which enhances your under-

standing of the game. I was
pretty upset when CBS outbid

NBC for broadcast rights to the

Final Four.

I can Just atwut tolerate any-

thing, however, as long as I

don't hear Brent Musberger or

Dick Vltale. Here's for hoping

Jimmy the Greek develops a

stronger left hook.

Ruggers in the mud
Continued from Page 10

under the masterful direction of scrumhalf Drew Klein '84, both

teams knew the l)etter club wore white.

The game's lone score came after a sustained display of rucking

prowess by the B scrum, which bore fruit in the form of a diving try

by Roger Merriam '86.

The 4-0 victory capped a day of clean, hard rugby, and sharpened

skills that should flower Into home-team victory at this week's

WRFC Spring Tournament, which will find Connecticut College,

Albany Law, Tufts, and Williams doing round-robin battle on the

Purple Pitch.

All Record writers, photographers,

layout, and other staffers are invited to

a meeting/gripe session Wednesday
night at 8:00 at the Log.

Refreshments and pizza wll

served.

be

Come to voice all the copriplaints

you've been storing up for the

semester.

The team
today at 3: 00.

hosts Trinity

1^
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V^re looking to hire 2 or3 ofthe best
from this years class...

^e yougpod enough^^ to be one ofthem?

MBI, Inc. wants two or three of the top individuals from this year's graduating class. We offer an unusual
management opportunity to someone interested in a young and highly successful enterprise in a fast-
paced, expanding and competitive industry.

The Industry:

The Company:

The Products:

The Structure:

The Position:

The Rewards:

Direct marketing is a SI00 billion industry. It accounts for more than 15% of
all consumer purchases in America and more than 20% of total advertising
dollar volume. Well over half of the Fortune 500 companies are engaged
in some way in direct marketing, yet the industry remains powerfully
entrepreneurial - with the opportunity for well-managed firms to achieve
rapid growth.

MBI, Inc. is a medium-sized ( S 1 20 million in sales) privately-owned company
engaged exclusively in the creation and marketing of fine collectibles. The
business is young; it was launched in 1969 and top division managers are now
in their mid-30's and 40's. MBI's track record is one of outstanding growth in a
highly competitive field.

Through its operating divisions, MBI markets fine collectibles of heirloom
quality. Products include philatelic items, medallic art, fine china and crystal
collector items and leather bound books of unsurpassed quality.

Organization is on the Program Group basis, with Program Managers responsi-
ble for individual programs. The structure offers a unique opportunity for
direct experience in different areas of business management (not available in
larger organizations where functions tend to be more specialized).

Entry to management is at the Assistant or Associate Program Manager level,
depending upon experience. Assistants and Associates share in program
development and implementation responsibilities as an extension of the
Program Manager. Typically, a Program Group is comprised of the Program
Manager and 1 or 2 Assistants and/or Associates. MBI is committed to the
internal development of managerial talent and our growth provides for
unusual advancement opportunities.

Our view is that outstanding achievement should meet with outstanding
reward. Our success has been built on the excellent performance of a moti-
vated, well-rewarded management team.

X

The successliil candidate will be intelligent and highly self-motivated with entrepreneurial instincts and a high
personal standard of excellence. A high energy level and a willingness to work hard are essential to keep pace with arapidly growing business. Involvement in the business, keen attention to detail and a sense of managerial overview
are crucial success factors. To the individual with proper motivation, we can provide the challenge that permitsmaximum development ofeach person's potential.

'

Ir*^ Zl't r'^
individual who is interested in a truly outstanding career opportunity and would like to learn moreaoout MBI, inc., send us your resume and a letter of introduction. We'll get back to you.

Bill McEnery
Personnel Manager
MBI, Inc.

47 Richards Avenue
NorwaIk,CT 06857
(203) 853-2000

OPERATING DIVISIONS:

DANBURY MINT HERITAGE PRESS
EASTON PRESS POSTAL COMMEMORATIVE SOCIETY

\
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by Paul J. Mahoney
The men's tennis team got off

to a fine start this week with two
quick victories over Union and
MIT.

In Saturday's match against

MIT, the Ephs took five of the

six singles matches and lost 1-2

in the doubles play. Coach Sean
Sloane, now in his 14th year of

Williams tennis, was pleased
with his team's performance.
He singled out Kevin Callanan
'87 and Tim Peterson '86 for

playing "smart matches" in

which coolness and "poise

pulled out the tough games."

Sloane also noted that junior

Tim Rives was overpowering on
the court. Williams victories

came from captain Brook

is beats Union and MIT Sports Shorts
Mahoney i c_~,o_ .0.4 /c o en T/^r« uo- Nationals to be held In Atlanta ALarmer '84 (6-2, 6-4), Tom Har

rity '84 (6-3, 6-4), Rives (6-0, 6-

4), Callanan (5-7, 6-4, 6-3), and
Peterson (7-5, 7-6). The doubles

team of the Shore brothers-
senior Mike and freshman
Dan—also won 7-5, 7-6.

8-0 over Union

The season opener on Wed-
nesday ended in a rout of a weak
Union team. All the singles

players—Larmer, Harrity,

Rives, Mike Shore, Callanan,

and Peterson—won. The dou-

bles teams of Harrity and Calla-

nan and Chris Clarey '86 and
Benjamin Spang '84 both won as

Williams sailed to a 8-0 shutout.

The team is looking forward

to a good season, with the

Arts & Science Majors!

All dressed up,

with nowhere to go?
It's not too late to think

about Northeastern's MS in

Professional Accounting Program.

This Program is a 15-month course of study designed

for graduates of Arts and Sciences and other non-

accounting majors. It's a full-time grad-

uate program divided into five
^

quarters, preparing you for the CPA
Examination and a career in public

accounting. The third quarter is an
internship where you are employed

^"^

by a leading public accounting firm

such as Arthur Andersen, Alexander
Grant, Coopers & Lybrand, Peat

Marwick, or Price Waterhouse. In ad-

dition to student loans and tuition

scholarships, significant financial

aid is provided by internship

earnings, which averaged $5,000

for the three month internship

last year.

You still have time to apply
for the class beginning in June.

Send for brochure, or call

(617) 437-3244.

Please send more information about the MS
in Accounting Program.

Graduate School of Professional Accounting
Northeastern University

360 Huntington Avenue
Boston, MA 02115

Na

3-84-K

Address

Cify 'State/Zip

College .
.Class.

Northeastern University
IN BOSTON

Northeastern University is an equal opportunity/affirmative action educational

institution and employer. Thf College of Business Administration is accredited bv the

American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business.

j<^ '.i='^>" z*-*^

Budw^eiser
KING OF BEERS.

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

This week's recipient is John Frese

who scored three times in the

Rugby Club's victory over Union in

the mud. John, this Bud's for you!

IW ^1^)1

Nationals to be held in Atlanta

in May. Larmer, in singles, and
the team of Rives and Larmer,
in doubles, are expected to

receive places in the soon-to-be-

released rankings of the
LT.C.A.
The team hosted Middlebury

today, and then Clark comes to

Williamstown Thursday for a
3: 00 match.

CLASSIFIEDS

We have the Lowest Airfares to

Europe and across America! For

free color brochure, write to:

Campus Travel, Box 11387, St.

Louis, Mo. 63105.

TEST YOURSELF: Are you an
effective time-manager? Can you
work 2-4 hrs/wk consistently? Are

you success-oriented? Earn base
+ performance-based bonuses. 1-

800-243-6679.

LIVE IN, part-time babysitter for

after school care for lively, articu-

late 8 year old girl; professional

family living in Brookline, Ivlass.

15-20 hours per week; private

room and bath; convenient to BU,
BC, other Boston universities.

Sense of humor and flexibility

required. Non-smoker. Ideal for

graduate student, writer, artist,

etc. Write C. Goodman, 168 IVIilk

Street, Boston, Massachusetts

02109, or call (evenings) 617-738-

5155.

I WILL TYPE, EDIT, proofread

almost anything. IBIVI Selectric II.

Academic, personal, business
work welcome. Call: (802) 442-

6231 9-5 daily.

Crew starts

with 2 sweeps
by Ken Hillman

After a two-week "vacation"

of double practices in Washing-

ton, D.C., the men's and
women's crew teams headed
north to start their spring

seasons.

This weekend, the men swept

a regatta at Lowell against Wes-
leyan. Tufts, Lowell and SUNY-
Maritime. Amid cries from the

Wesleyan boat of "Hey Where's

the beef, Cows?", the novice

men pulled out a convincing vic-

tory. The varsity heavyweights
defeated boats from all schools,

and will face a rematch against

Wesleyan in the Little Three
battle in two weeks.

At the end of break, the men
swept a regatta in Philadelphia

against Drexel, winning all four

races they entered. The two
novice boats showed great poise

in racing against a crew that

had been on the water much
longer. The varsity came back
from being a boatlength down to

nip Drexel at the wire.

Meanwhile, the women went
to Annapolis to race against

Navy. The novices won handily

but the varsity and JV boats

both lost.

Although the women had last

weekend off, both teams travel

to Worcester Saturday to take

on W.P.I, and Connecticut Col-

lege, while the women face

Smith as well.

Riding
The Riding team, under the

direction of coach Sherron
iCnopp, traveled to UMass last

Saturday. In the equestrian

classes, captain Andrea Smith
'86 placed first followed by
Jenifer Rees '86 and Kirsten

Rooks '87 at sixth.

Smith said after the
meet, "We had a super turnout.

Professor Knopp and I were
very proud of our eleven riders'

performances. They all did

extremely well and gave each
other a lot of spirit and
support."

Next week the team will

travel to Smith, their last show
until next fall.

JOSEPH E. DEWEY

9:00 - 5:00

Mon.-Sal.

<^
S>

'E' X K UQ r, ^ WIUIAMSTWILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.
01267

458-5717

^

Oodles.
If you're a senior and have the promise of a $10,000 career-oriented job, do

you know how many good reasons there are for you to apply for the

American Express®Card?

You guessed it.

Lots.

Because when you get the American Express Card now, you can use

it for vacation travel, restaurants, hotels, and car rentals. As well as for

shopping for things like a new stereo or clothes.

And if you think you need the Card now, just wait until you're

working. (It's going to happen sooner than you think.) Then it will be

absolutely indispensable.

So apply today All you need is a $10,000 job.That's it. No strings. No
gimmicks. And this offer is even good for 12 months after you graduate.

Because American Express wants to show that we not only believe in

your future, but we also believe in you now.

Just call 800-528-8000 for a Special

Student Application or look for one at

your college bookstore or on your

campus bulletin boards.

The American Express Card. Don't

leave school without it.'"

Look for an applicarion on campus.

i
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Lax wastes UMass 18-1
to balance record at 1 -

1

by Dave Paulsen
The men's lacrosse team has high hopes (or a successful season

behind the strength of a strong freshman class. After opening their
first week of play with a 1-1 record, It appears that the Ephs should
Improve upon last year's 1-9 record.

Saturday, the Ephs found themselves matched against a very
strong Springfield College squad. Williams got off to a horrendous
start, falling behind 9-1 after the first period, en route to a 17-4

defeat.

Rob Miller '87 scored the lone first period Eph goal unasslted. The
Ephs were shut down until the third period, when Jim Sperry '87

tallied off an assist from senior co-captain Tom Davles. Seniors
Mark Payton and Lee Ordeman both scored unassisted fourth

period goals.

Smash UMass
The performance was In marked contrast to Tuesday's opening

game where the Ephs romped over UMass-Boston 18-1. Davles
scored five goals, indicating that he will pick up where he left off

last year when he led the team in scoring with 33 goals.

Reese Hughes '85 also turned in a strong performance, tallying

two goals in the first period. Payton and Keith Haynes '84, both

middles, combined for three goals and four assists, while Matt
Kennedy '84 and Taylor Watts '87 anchored the tough Williams
defense.

It was the type of performance witnessed in the opening game
that Coach Renzle Lamb and assistant Erv Chambliss had been
looking forward to seeing all season. Lamb said,"We are a better

team than we were last year. How good we will be depends on how
hard we work and on how much we improve our play in man-up and
man-down situations."

Lamb and Chambliss are counting on trl-captains Davles, Bill

Sperry '84, and Haynes to provide the leadership for the talented

group of freshman expected to see playing time this season. Attack-

men Mike O'Connell, Sperry, and Matt Salisbury, middies Miller

and Steve Patterson, and defenseman Watts are the seven fresh-

men that Lamb hopes will blossom Into top-notch lacrosse players.

The squad next travels to Tufts Saturday.

Sports April 10, 1984

Baseball looks to veteran pitchers
by John Clayton

With five pitchers and six

starters returning from last

year's 10-16 squad, the baseball
team has high hopes for the 1984
season.

"I'm extremely optimistic,"

said first-year coach Rob Coak-
ley. "Our pitching looks excel-

lent, and we've got many big
guns returning from last year."
Four seniors lead the Willi-

ams staff. "These are four sea-

soned pitchers," Coakley
continued, "who have all had
bad arms at some point in their

careers, but all have sound
arms now."

Four senior pitchers

Captain John Hennlgan (2-4,

4.87 ERA, 48 innings pitched last

year), Bill Hugo (2-4, 7.26, 48.1),

John DeLorenzo (3-3, 6.42, 33.2),

and Matt Viola (1-0, 1.23, 7.1)

are the four pitchers. Kevin
Morris '86, who led the team in

ERA last year (2-4, 3.45, 47),

also returns. "Last year showed
that Kevin is a proven pitcher,"

said Coakley. He Is putting the
pitchers on a rigorous condition-
ing program and has used some
extra coaching help In the pitch-

ing department. "We are now
looking very strong pltching-

wise."

"We have several veteran hit-

ters back," Coakley went on,
"Including the two through five

spots in the lineup." Last year's

team batted .283, with 248 runs
in just 26 games, so Coakley has
justified confidence In the Eph's
hitting.

"The one aspect we're hoping
to improve on over last year is

defense," Coakley said. Last
year's squad allowed 59

unearned runs, 30 percent of the

total runs yielded.

Top hitters return
Coakley's son Mike, a junior,

will start at catcher and bat
fourth. He hit .348 last season,
with one homer and 16 RBI's.
Mark White '84 will move from
the outfield to third base, while
batting third. White is coming
off a .333 campaign with two

Continued on Page 7

Hey, CBS, improve those announeers
by Dave Paulsen

If you're a sports junkie like I

am. Spring Break came at just

the perfect time. The NCAA
basketball tournament started
on the Thursday before break,
and ended on our first day back
In classes. So the astute fan who
planned his day carefully could
catch the late-night tape
delayed broadcasts on ESPN
and turn vacation into the ulti-

mate basketball fix.

Except for one thing—the
announcing.

Now In my opinion, basketball
Is the best game to watch on
T.V. Its fast-paced action and
intensity (especially at the col-

lege level) make for exciting
viewing. But cliche-filled and
utterly mindless announcing
almost ruins all the advantages
that basketball has going for It.

It's not that this year's
announcing was any worse than
last year's, or anything like

that. Quite simply, the mindless
inefficiency has been going on
for years. For me, however. It's

reached the boiling point.

Announcing teams are usu-

ally split Into two-person units—
the play-by-play man, and the

color commentator ("expert"
analyst). Their jobs generally
degenerate Into the play-by-

play man saying, "Boy did

these two teams come to play or

what?", and the color com-
mentator saying, "They sure
did."

Now, you're probably saying,

"Surely you can't be serious."

Well, yes I am serious and stop

calling me Shirley.

Cases In point: Len Herman
and BUI Rafterty were doing the

Big East Tournamentgames. In

at least every game, Herman
either told the audience that the

respective teams had or hadn't
come to play. Meanwhile, Raf-
terty provided that expert com-
mentary that viewers have
come to rely upon. Regarding
the futile efforts of St. John's
center Bill Wennlngton to hold
down Georgetown's Patrick
Ewlng, Rafterty told us, "It's

not as If he's not trying out
there."

With that kind of expert anal-

ysis, how can one go wrong? But
Rafterty outdid himself when he
attempted to describe an alter-

cation Involving Georgetown's
Michael Graham. After eve-

ryone on earth could have sworn
that Graham had obviously

thrown a punch at a Syracuse
player, Rafterty informed us

that "it was j ust a vicious attack

for the basketball." Really?

Here's a compilation of the

most often-used, and particu-

larly galling cliches and other

mindless phrases:

1. "He's a class individual, both

on and off the court."

2. "The tension Is so thick you
could cut It with a knife."

3. "He's 6-3, but he plays like

he's 6-5."

4. "They have to go out there

and play their game."
5. "They have to dictate the

tempo."
6. "And there's Ray Meyer's

Continued on Page 7

John DeLorenzo Is one of four seniors pitchers returning for

the Ephs. (Lockwood)

Ruggers punish Union
deep down in the mud

by Paul Hogan
The Rugby Football Club travelled to Union under heavy skies on

Saturday and emerged from the afternoon's matches muddy and
victorious, sweet harbingers of another successful spring.

Having been confined to Weston Fleldhouse for the pre-season by
the snow and rain, the club and captains Jeff Calkins '85 and Huge
Huizenga '84 were curious to see if technical skills had eroded in the

five months since the Amherst game, and indeed it took the team
until well into the game to knock loose all the kinks and winter
cobwebs.
But all good things in all good time, as the A side demonstrated

after a penalty-marred first half left them down 7-0. In an Inspira-

tional display of pure rugby—hard mauling by the scrum and a line

that clicked like clockwork—the white horde came again and again

at the arrogrant Union 15.

Scrummies hustle

Ceaseless hustle by scrummies like Brad Bissell '86 and John
May '84 allowed whirling dervish John Frese '84 to score three trys,

while senior Sean Crotty's return to his real sporting love was
rewarded with the fourth Williams score of the second half. The 20-7

win was marked by the introduction of Jim Bell '84 at the key

scrumhalf position, where he dominated his opposite until an eye

injury took him away from all the second half fun.

The club's depth was revealed in the second game, as 25 Killer B's

saw action against the Union squad. The Williams pack was in

control of the game throughout, and when the line started to roll

Continued on Page 7

Laxwomen beat up on a Holyoke player en route lo a 9-1 win Saturday. (Khakee)

Women's lax wins 5-1

in season's first match
by Mark Averitt

The women's lacrosse team trounced Mt. Holyoke 5-1 in their

home opener Saturday.

"We t)eat a good team today, a team that only lost to our rival

Amherst by a 7-6 score," exulted coach Julie McHugh. "They're a

good passing team, but we have a lot of speed and a rookie goalie

(Lisa Dorian '87) who won't quit."

Lee Wlerdsma '87 got things rolling for Williams at 18: 49 of the

first half by scoring on an assist from Carrie Cento '86. Then after

Holyoke's Debbie Diver notched a goal at 15: 12, Williams' Sue

Harrington '84 took a pass from Andrea Raphael '86 to score at

14:35 and give the Ephs a 2-1 halftime lead.

Allison Fuller '85 made it 3-1 mid-way through the second half;

Cento scored on an assist from Raphael three minutes later; and
Raphael capped a star performance by scoring from a feed by

Laura Rogers '86 to give the Ephs a 30 second-half shutout and a 5-1

victory.

McHugh was particularly pleased with Dorian's six saves in the

goalie's first-ever lacrosse game. The Ephs, 1-0, next play on Wed-
nesday at Springfield.
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Trustees allot $2 million

for huge computer buys
by Christian Hewlett
and John Clayton

Members of the Williams Col-
lege Board of Trustees were on
campus this past weekend to

approve next year's budget,
review campus construction
plans, meet with campus organ-
izations and take care of other

general business.

The Trustees' major action,

according to College President

John W. Chandler, was appro-

val of the 1984-85 operating

budget at $38.8 million, up 8.4

percent from last year. Most of

the Increase Is attributable to $2

million which the Trustees have
allocated for new computer
purchases.

Of the $2 million, $300,000 will

be used to buy a large central

computer, while $600,000 to $1

million will go towards about

100 microcomputers. Chandler
explained. All the computers
will be placed in Jesup Hall, and
the micros will be Intended
primarily for student use.

"With these micros we can
eventually change the whole
philosophy of the Computer
Science clrriculum," said Asso-

ciate Provost and Director of

Data Systems David Booth, "as

most of the Introductory Comp.
Scl. work will be done on the

micros." For this reason, a cer-

tain number of the microcom-
puters to be purchased will be
sophisticated enough to handle
Pascal, while the simpler mod-
els will be used for word pro-
cessing and faculty- and
student-purchased software, he
added.

Computer network
In addition to the purchase

allocations, another $600,000
will be used to create a campus-
wide computer network by wir-

ing administration, office and
classroom buildings to Jesup.
Most of the wiring will go
through existing heating pipes,

so very little digging will be
necessary. Chandler said.

"Ultimately, the entire cam-
pus could be wired, but the sys-

tem will go in by pieces," Booth
explained. No students and few
faculty will be tied in to Jesup
next year, but the system has
the capability of wiring the

entire campus, including
dorms. Booth added that how
fast that capability will be real-

ized depends on the number of

students owning computers.
The renovations of Jesup Hall

The Trustees looked particularly cheerful last weekend as they visited campus to approve next

year's budget and allocate two million dollars for large purchases o( computer
equipment. (Ruderman)

itself will be completed by July
or August, in time for the start

of the school year.

The Trustees also reviewed
the construction plans for the

College's new gymnasium.
Demolition of several existing

structures began this week, and
gym construction should start

in late May or early June,
Chandler said.

In other business.
Trustees:

the

•met with College Council offic-

ers to discuss student-faculty

relations. The Trustees strongly

supported the idea of house
guest meals and promised a

greater number next year. They
also indicated approval for such
interactive activities as free

university, the recent student-

faculty ball and student-faculty

pizza nights at the Log.

•heard a report from the Devel-
opment Committee that gifts to

Williams so far this year total

$11.9 million.

•discussed ways to better orient

new faculty members to the Col-

lege' expecations of them
including publishing some sor'

of new faculty handbook.

Pass/Fail proposal passes CEP,
waiting now on May faculty vote

by John McDermott

The Committee on Educational Policy passed
its new "pass/fail" proposal by an 8-1 margin
Monday, but altered the measure to allow only

juniors and seniors to take two non-required

courses graded credit/no-credit. Sophomores
had originally been included in the proposal.

Supporters said the proposal, which will now go

to a faculty vote in May, will encourage students

to experiment more in choosing electives

The 8-1 CEP vote, with one abstention, came in

a closed meeting only three weeks after CEP
chairman and psychology professor Andrew
Crider told the Record there was "not a lot of

support at the present time within the CEP for

this proposal."

Continued on Page 6

Junior Advisors '84-'85

The following is a list of the Junior Advisors for the Class of 1988.
These 52 people were chosen from a pool of 62 men and 42 women
who applied to be JAs. For more information on the selection
process, see page 3.

Renovations have begun on Jesup Hall, which, when completed this summer, will house the

campus computer center, Including the Trustees' new purchases. The driveway to Jesup is

currently a large hole as workmen install a water main for the building's new sprinkler

system. (Scheibe)
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Hi Tech
Recent acceleration of the renovation of Jesup Hall, and the Trustees

approval of two million dollars to help bring computer technology here
are the most evident examples of Williams' entry into The Computer
Age. Although the College's plans for developing computer facilities

have been in the works for some time, it is rewarding to see them moving
forward. The tangible results are great, and now they appear to be ever
closer.

The College is buying 100 microcomputers, most of which will be
placed in Jesup for general use. While some of the micros will be used
mainly for Computer Science courses, many will be for word process-

ing. In addition, they will be compatible with student- or faculty-bought
software.

This high number of units shows committment to student needs. Since
the introduction of word processors to Sawyer library, many students
have discovered that the machines can ease paper writing. Revisions
and corrections more convenient—and quality is thus improved.
Yet, as the many students who now use the few machines in the library

can also attest, the demand far exceeds the supply. And, although Saw-
yer is a central location, the rooms become unbearably hot when more
than a few people work simultaneously. The large number of extra

machines will certainly be a welcome addition to the campus, and
providing a space designed specifically for word processing is a good
response to a pressing need.

ANJJ A irtfi-RT SToUV Tt>

LETTERS POLICY
The Record encourages letters to the editor. They should be limited to 250

words, signed and typed. The deadline is Sunday noon.

If you need more space to make your opinions known, contact Op-Ed
editor Rob Park at x6398. The Op-Ed deadline is Saturday noon.

LETTERS

Consumption

To the editor:

"Helpful hints to control eating habits:

You don't have to finish everything on
your plate."

The Williams College Food Service

printed this bit of advice earlier this

year, and when carefully read, it makes
a critical statement about the social atti-

tude this school tolerates, and reflects

the lack of social responsibility in our

everyday consuming habits. We are the

generation who, when our mothers said,

"Eat the rest of the food on your plate,

there are children starving in this

world", we answered, "Here Mom, send

this to India."

Why were we the generation who
chuckled at waste and inequality? I do
not know, but it appears we have
divorced ourselves from any responsibil-

ity to its solution. We are all possessors of

a flume mentality who don't even bat an
eye at dumping half a main course, three

glasses of cranberry juice, the cauli-

flower that was not so supreme, the half

a bowl of salad, all the while simply chat-

ting in line.

This attitude manifests itself everday,

every meal, in the amount of food thrown
away by each of us. It is inherent in the

value system in which we've been
raised, one of overabundance in which
we've been sheltered from the reality of

need. After two meals, enormous in com-
parison to the standards of two-thirds of

the world, we announce at four o'clock,

"I'm starved! " Because we have never
felt the reality of hunger, we say this with

little respect or understanding of our
words.

What difference does it make If you
throw away some food? In the face of

plate after plate of trashed food, what
incentive Is there that what you conseve
will matter at all? Ideally if we all took

just what we ate, the dining halls would
adjust and cook less, and there would be
much less waste—not only of food, but
also of the energy required to cook the

food. For this to happen we must all take
the responsibility upon ourselves to not

pick up more than we eat and to look

critically at what we throw out after each
meal. If an active sense of food waste
awareness was instilled in each of us, it

might transfer to our other consumption
habits.

Mary Keller '86

Jim Church >86

Contempt

To the editor:

I ask Muhammad Kenyatta and other
supporters of Jesse Jackson the follow-

ing questions:

•How would they feel about a presiden-
tial candidate who acknowledged that he
referred to blacks as "niggers", and to a
city with a large black population as
"Niggertown"?

•Would they fall to denounce a candidate
who accepted contributions from foreign
white supremacist organizations with a
vested interest in souring American/
black African relations?

•Would they stand silently by while this

candidate pronounced his contempt for a
rightly constituted, democratic, sover-
eign black nation, and called for estab-
lishment, on its territory, of a separate
white state, ignoring the fact that the
black nation was surrounded by hostile

Policy

white states, dedicated to its

eradication?

I doubt it.

Karen B. Kwitter
Assistant Professor of Astronomy

(on leave)

Sensitivity

To the editor:

The College Council approves of the

Record's right to print news facts when
they consider appropriate (names,
events, etc.). However, we feel greater

sensitivity could have been used in the

April 10 article concerning the alleged

break-in and "joy-rldlng" by a fresh-

man. Undue emphasis on the actions of

the accused, especially in a community
as small as Williams, unnecessarily
adds to the anxiety and commotion the

situation creates. It is our hope that all

members of the Williams community
will understand the delicacy of this mat-
ter and will respond appropriately.

Anza Mammen '86

Andrew Cyplot '85

College Council President
College Council Vice-President
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The Williams Record regularly prints the names of students arrested
in acts relevant to the community. Our reasons are:
•A published story which has the facts correct will quell rumors alwut an
incident which can get out of hand.
•An article detailing an incident but not naming individuals becomes
more gossip than news. The reader's response to such a story is:

"Who? '

' , and speculation on the issue can become needlessly damaging.
•Such names are public record, and are printed by local papers such as
the North Adams Transcript and Berkshire Eagle. Although not often
read by students, these publications are read by faculty and other com-
munity members.
•As adults, Williams students are responsible for their actions and
should not be sheltered. If we would print the name of an administrator
accused of a crime, we should do likewise for students. Indeed, by
sheltering wrongdoers by not printing their names, we near tacit appro-
val of their actions.

Williams is a small and close community, and the Record must be
more sensitive to individuals than a big-city paper. In particular, we
have an obligation to print the court results of any arrests; thus clearing
a student if vindicated.

April 17, 1984 Op-Ed
Insider's Guide to JA Selection

by DIanne R. Valle
On Wednesday, March 14, 104 sopho-

mores were notified of the decisions of
the Junior Advisor Selection Committee.
For the 62 men and 42 women applying,
29 spots and 23 spots were available
respectively. The procedures Involved in
choosing 52 JA's have been something of
a mystery if not a source of controversy.
In order to clear up some of the confu-
sion, I'd like to present an "insider's"
view based on my two years' experience
with the Committee.

What the Committee Is

It is a group of peers selecting peers for
an Important role. What kind of influence
the JA's will be is probably the most
important consideration for Committee
members. Time commitment alone
should demonstrate that the Committee
is dedicated to its task. Beginning in Feb-
ruary, we met at least three times a week
for at least two hours per meeting. Eve-
ryone's presence was required at all

meetings. This rigorous schedule left lit-

tle time for promoting gossip when 104

candidates were being considered.

Who serves
The Selection Committee is composed

of twenty-four students: twelve JA's
from the previous year, five JA's from
the present year, and seven "at large"
students chosen from the entire student
population. Of the twelve past JA's, two
serve on the committee automatically
for two years by virtue of their leader-

ship roles within that group (the presi-

dent and vice-president). The president

becomes the chair of the committee the

second year. The other ten senior-JA's
are selected by the chair and the vice-

president based on the candldness, inter-

est, variety of activities, and other time
commitments. To avoid over-
representation of any one group of fresh-

men, I tried to make the composition of

the twelve senior JA's reflect the fresh-

man entry situation: six representatives
from among the twelve entries in the

Freshman Quad, etc.

The seven "at-large" candidates are
selected by College Council based on
applications taken from the entire stu-

dent body. Any student is eligible to

serve except for sophomores applying to

l>e JA's.

The chairperson Is primarily an organ-
izer and a mediatior; he/she does not,

however, have more power than any
other member on the committee. All

twenty-four members have an equal

right to an opinion and an equal vote.

Why no faculty members serve on the

committee is not exactly clear to me.
The Dean of Freshmen did sit on the

committee prior to my selection as JA
but more recently has opted not to. Some
members last year felt that they would
be too inhibited to speak of their peers in

front of faculty; others suggested that

faculty members, in many cases, have
too limited a view of the candidates

based solely on classroom experience

rather than social and dorm interac-

tions. It is still an open question.

How do we do It?

The process of gathering Information

on each candidate has varied for each of

my four years . Two forms have been

J
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Harned given

Grosvenor
Chris Harned "85 Is the recip-

ient of the second annual Gros-
venor Cup, given yearly by the
College Council to the junior

"who best exemplifies the tradi-

tions of Williams." All juniors

are eligible for the award,
which carries prestige and
honor with it, but no monetary
or material compensation.
The award recipient is

selected by committee and then
approved by the College Coun-
cil. The honor is based on contri-

butions to campus activities and
student organizations, in addi-

tion to demonstrated academic
ability.

Harned, a history major and
Junior Advisor in Williams F,
plays on the varisty golf team
and is a former member of the
swim team. In addition, he runs
the Pooh Perplex used book
sales and thecampus Coca-Cola
concessions, and works as a
sports writer for the News
Office. He will be working in

Washington, D.C., this summer
as a Mead Government Intern.

He added that the award was
unexpected, and that he had not
been thinking about the deliber-

ation process. "It was a big sur-

prise. It comes out of the blue
and hits you" he said. "I'm kind
of humble about it," he added.

—Martita Weil

Goffs will add

new Eph shop
Goffs Sports Inc. on Spring

Street will soon be expanding
and adding a new store. The Wil-

liams Shop, next door to Its mer-
chandise space. According to

owner Rudy Goff , the new shop
will carry items In Williams
colors, or bearing the College
seal or "basically anything we
can put a purple cow on."

The store will probebly open
before the end of the academic
year, in time to attract the
summer tourists who flock to

Williamstown. "We're shooting

for a May 1st opening," said

Goff, who hopes that "students

will be 60-70% of our customers"
despite opening late in the

schoolyear. "I expect to do a big

business 12 months of the year"
he added.

The store will be connected to

Goffs via a tunnel, so that cus-

tomers will be able to get from
one store to the other without

going outside. The space was
formerly occupied by attorney

William Savin, who has moved
his practice to the other end of

Spring Street.

Donations

earn donuts
Last Tuesday's and Wednes-

day's visit of the Red Cross
Bloodmobile resulted in the col-

lection of 303 units of blood,

down from both the 386 units col-

lected last February and the 326

units collected in October.

Of the total collection last

week, 259 units were donated by
Williams College students and
44 by townspeople. Forty-eight

were first time donors.

One-gallon pins were
awarded to Bruce Albelda '85,

Joe Beach '84, Barbara Feeney
'86, Tom Feist '85, Amy Fried-

enthal '86, Jeffrey May '85, and
Laura Volpe '85.

In the Vampire Sweepstakes,
the winning residential unit was
Perry-Bascom-Chadborne-

Two new motels headed for Wmstown
as British Maid, 1896 plan revampings
If all goes well contructlon

may begin in the next few
months on two new luxury hot-

els in Williamstown. Separate
proposals approved by the Willi-

amstown Planning Board would
convert the British Maid restau-

rant into a 43-room motel com-
plex and would add 66 rooms to

the current 1896 House restau-

rant and motel.

The 1896 plan, proposed by
Williams Associate Director of

Development E. Howland Swift,

calls for construction of a 2%-
story, L-shaped building with 66

guest rooms attached to the

back of the existing building.

The existing restaurant will

be renovated, with one of the

banquet rooms converted Into a
lobby and entrance. A new res-

taurant to be added, called ' 'The
Greenery," will be a glass-

enclosed area with an outdoor
terrace for warm-weather use.

It will also have solar panels to

provide energy for up to half of

the facility's hot water.

Bars, wood stoves

The hotel rooms will probably

range In price from $65-$95 a

night, including 28 deluxe dou-

ble rooms which will feature

sunken living rooms, wood
stoves and full or partial bars.

The entire project will cost

between an estimated $3 mil-

lion; construction should t)egln

sometime in the next few
months and be completed In

slightly less than a year. The
project may be delayed, how-
ever, by unclear town sewer
regulations and by state and
federal restrictions on building

in wetland areas.

The Williamstown Zoning
Board of Appeals will review

the project Thursday evening.

Maid will be Orchards
The other building project,

the conversion of the British

Maid Into a 43-room hotel called

The Orchards Inn, has already

been approved by the William-

stown Planning Board and Zon-

ing Board of Appeals.
According to the plans, pro-

posed by New York City busi-

nessman Chester Soling, the

existing restaurant will be torn

down and the nearby house of

manager Penelope Corbin will

be moved slightly to the east

and Incorporated into the motel
complex.
The final product will be a cir-

cle of New England-style, white

clapboard buildings with a

swimming pool at the center

and a circular driveway around
the perimeter with 123 parking
spaces. There will also be a
health club on the grounds and a

terrace and garden near the

pool.

The hotel will Include 43

rooms on two floors, all of which
will be split level with wet bars
and two bathrooms. Luxary
rooms will have fireplaces. The
dining facilities will include a
78-seat dining room and a 73-

seat lounge with a cabaret

stage.

The project's cost is esti-

mated at between $4 and $5 mil-

lion and construction should

liegin in a couple of weeks. Sol-

ing said. Room costs are not def-

inite yet, but have been

Continued on Page 6
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New gym construction
Demolition of existing buildings, such as Drummond's Cleaners,
(below) began tills week to malte way for tiie new pool and
gynmasium complex (above). Drummonds will move into the
empty space next to Renzi's bookstore next week. Actual
construction of the gym will begin In late May or early June. When
finally completed, the complex will include a Spring Street
commercial building to house Pappa Charlie's deli, the News
Room and Goodman's Jewelers; a new gymnasium, which will
connect to the squash courts; and a new pool, which will connect
the gym and the hockey rink and will border the college art
museum addition. (Scheibe)

^ Brandeis

E
E
CO

An Educational Adventure
Session I May 29 June 29
Session II July 2 - Aug 3

• Undergraduate and Graduate Courses
• Humanities, Social Sciences Natural
Sciences, Computer Sciences and Fine
Arts

• Theater Arts Program
• Premedicai Sciences Program
• Near Eastern and Judaic Studies
• Costume History Fieia Research in England

Small classes taugnl oy Branaeis Faculty

Suburban campus close to the excitement
of Boston/Cambridge

Information, catalog and application

BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY SUMIVIER SCHOOL
Waltham, MA 02254 617-647-2796

THE

SPIRIT

SHOP
Check Our Many In-Store

Specials

280 Cole Avenue

Free Delivery on

Campus

Budwelser 12-oz. cans
$9.99/case

Genesee Beer
$8.99/case

Kronenbourg
imported from France

$14.95/case

Think of us for all

your Spring needs-

Great Service, Good Prices,

Good Location—Right on
Cole Ave., next to Eddies.

458-3704

Pass/fail option ""

Continued from Page 1

Mathematics professor Kim Bruce, an early
supporter of the move, said the CEP vote was
influenced by last minute lobbying by students,
including the Gargoyle Society's Jim Foley '84

and College Council President Andrew Cyplot '85,

who spoke at the meeting. College Council last
weelt endorsed the proposal by a vote of 29 to 2.

Two in three years
"Students In their junior and senior years at

Williams," the text of the proposal reads, "will be
permitted to take up to two courses (at most one
per semester) of the thirty-two required for
graduation on a credlt/no-credlt basis.
"These courses may not be used to satisfy

distribution requirements or to satisfy the
requirements for a major or coordinate program.
Departments will be responsible for setting up
any regulations on enrollment In their courses on
a credit/no-credlt basis...."

Bruce said sophomores were exempt from the
proposal which passed because the Committee
feared they might get Into trouble If they took
courses pass/fall which they later decided were
necessary for a major. Freshmen were also
excluded from the proposal for the same reasons.

If passed by the faculty In May, the proposal
will go Into effect next fall for a trial period. After

four years, the CEP would conduct a study, and a
faculty vote would decide whether plan would
remain In effect.

C- to pass
In a gesture which may help to win the support

of skeptical faculty members, the proposal gives

administrative control to each department and
makes C- the minimum grade for "credit."

Graded courses now require at least a D-.

"I think It win get people to take courses that

they would have been too shy to take otherwise,"

said CEP member Laura Sellgsohn '85.

Bruce complained that currently students

regularly select gut courses to keep their

workloads down and grades up. "I would rather
see them taking a course they were Interested In

and ending up with a better education," Bruce
said.

"Williams Is probably the most restrictive

college with regard to pass-fall rules among the

colleges It likes to compare Itself to," he said.

"Much as we don't like It, grades tend to be a
motivating factor or an antl-motlvating one In

choosing courses."
In other CEP business, a second proposal

allowing a freshman to withdraw from a course
which he "has little chance of passing" up
through the tenth week of the semester was
passed and extended to Include first semester
transfer students.

Aliens^ computer life are future realities
by Daniel Keating

This generation may meet
both man's evolutionary future
and his neighbors In space,
according to Robert Jastrow,
one of the nation's leading phys-
icists, who presented the patt-
ern of history from the Inception
of the universe to the succesor of

mankind In a lecture Thursday
night.

Jastrow, former head phycls-
Ist at NASA and a founder and
director of the Goddard Insti-

tute for Space Studies, com-
bined his expertise In physics
with evolutionary biology to
trace the far past and future of
man before a packed crowd of
more than 200 people In a lec-

ture called "Inner Worlds,
Outer Worlds: Thoughts on the
Future of Human Evolution,
Artificial Intelligence, and
Space Exploration."
After outlining how the Big

Banc theory of the creation of

the universe was proven, Jas-
trow pointed out that the condi-
tions that caused the Initial

explosion—Infinite tempera-
ture, pressure and density-
erased any hope of finding what
may have caused that first

explosion.

"It looks like nature has
dropped a curtain on that

event," he said, adding that

although physicists find the fact

frustrating, theologians find It

satisfying.

According to Jastrow, the
heat caused 15 billion years ago
by the Initial Big Bang explosion

is still around because, since the
primordial fireball took up the

whole universe, there was
nowhere for the heat to go.

Youngsters in space
Jastrow said that since our

solar system Is only 4.6 billion

years old, there are millions or
billons of stars and planets
much older than ours. Figuring
how long It took for elements to

combine Into a solar system like

our own, he postulated that the
average solar system Is 2i^ bil-

lion years older than ours.

"About a billion years ago on
this planet, there were worms
and jellyfish," he said. "If a bil-

lion years separates us from the
jellyfish, what lies out there a
billion years ahead of us? Or
two billion?"

Amusing the audience with
humourous asides, Jastrow
traced evolution on this planet,

using slides which ranged from
graphs of radiation spectra to

cartoons and comical photo-

graphs of Albert Einstein to

clarify his points.

Dinosaurs had an easy life,

according to Jastrow. "A dino-

saur would walk along the path
and see another dinosaur," he
said. "If the other dinosaur was
bigger, he would run away. If It

was smaller, he would run up
and eat it. If It was about the

same size and looked promis-
ing. It would run up and mate
with It."

Computers to follow us?
Discussing more elaborate

species, Jastrow said that the

pattern for the last 200 million

years has been that the domi-
nant form of life on earth gives
birth to the new species that will

predominate. Theorizing what
will follow man, Jastrow placed

Get With It I — Pick up your
IMichael Jacltson Book, Button,

Sticker or Key Chain Now.
. R cnzi's

_J COLLEGE BOOK STORE, INC
WILtlAMSTOWN. MASS 01267

a 50 percent probability on
silicon-based Intelligence, or

computers, eventually surpass-

ing man.

He conceded that his theory
would be hard to validate, since
It probably will not happen for
at least 50,000 years, but, he
said, this generation might find
out some of what lies ahead for
man.

A meetiag soon?
He explained that for the last

20 years, the radio and televi-

sion waves on earth have been
sending out a unique pattern
through space that any
advanced life form would
notice. Assuming that another
planet has Intelligent life older

than ours, and Is advanced
enough to answer us, Jastrow
said we have been signaling

long enough to expect an
answer.

"It's a good bet that In our life-

time, we will meet up with other
life and see Its face and form,"
he said.

Motels
Continued from Page 4

estimated at $70-$»U a night.

Former partners
Swift and Soling were for-

merly partners on the British

Maid project until they split up
and Swift decided to pursue the

1896 House as a motel site. The
two commissioned a study In

1982 which Idicated that the
Berkshlres was an unsually
fast-growing tourist area.

Despite that. Soling earlier

this month said he would shelve
his plans If Swift's 18% con-
struction goes ahead. The fol-

lowing week, however, after

discussing the two projects with
Wllllamstown residents. Soling
announced that he now Intends
to continue with his plans.

Established 1901
-tuLuamd--, Ga--jOii.

'
* >

Levis

Adidas Shoes
All Athletic Equipment
Custom Printed T-Shirts

Everything for Men & Women
Racket Sales & Service

Class Rings

Gifts

Arts in View Rainy days and Mondays New class—
Williamstheater will present Anton Chekov s

The Cherry Orchard April 19-21 and April 26-28

at 8:00 p.m. on the MainStage at AMT. Reserva-

tions for the play can be made at the AMT box
office by calling 597-2425. Tickets are $ 1 .50 or 50C

with a Williams ID Thursday night, April

19, The Waitresses and Gang of Four will per-

form in a rock concert at Lansing Chapman Rink.

Tickets for the concert are $7.00, $5.00 with a

Williams ID, and are available in Baxter Hall

during meal hours and at the door. The concert is

sponsored by the Students Advisory Board
.Tonight at 8:00 p.m. in room 231 Lawrence Hall,

Peter Conrad, visiting professor of English, will

speak on "Photographing the Future: Beaton,

Steichen and Bourke-White in the Air." The lec-

ture is the third of a six-part series on The Charac-

ter of the Camera Tomorrow at 12:15 p.m.

Victor Hill will play music for Holy Week, includ-

ing works of Bach, Barber, and Messiaen. The
recital will be held in St.John's Church, Park Street

Wednesday night at 8:00 p.m. John James,

from the University of Sydney, Australia, will give

a lecture at the Clark Art Institute on "What Made
Gothic Architecture." George Heard

Hamilton, professor of art, emeritus, will give a

lecture Thursday night at 8:00 p.m. on "Late

Monet and Cezanne." The lecture will be at the

Clark, and is the third in a five-part series on the

"Aspects of Impressionism" Saturday, April

21, there will be a jazz workshop and classes by

Alfred Gallman, artistic director of the Newark
Dance Theatre. The workshop will be from 10:30-

12:00, and inetermediate and advanced classes

from 1:00-2:30 p.m. Both are in Lasell

gymnasium.

always get me down
by Ned Ladd

It rained this weekend. It rained last

weekend. It snowed in February, and
March was really mucky. Spring In the

Berkshlres. Yeah.
Having grown up In New England, I've

come to expect spring sludge, but people
from other parts of the country tell me
that spring Is actually a desirable season
that's not just limited to the weeks before
and during exams. I bet other colleges

have sun.

I read somewhere that Burlington,

Vermont Is the cloudiest city on earth. I

wasn't surprised. Our weather isn't even
bad enough to be the worst of the bad.

Purple Valley weather Is Just mediocre.
Fall Is a nice time of year. There Isn't

any muck to slosh around In, and It's

actually sunny out. I always thought
Mother Nature was playing a cruel trick

on us though when she gave us sun on
Freshman Parent's Weekend two days
before a two foot snowstorm. Anyway,
I'm glad they play football In the fall.

Tailgates would really be a bummer In

weather like this.

Of course, we can always count on Par-

ent's Weekend this spring for good
weather. It seems that there's a direct

relation between the quality of the

weather and the numljer of Williams

diplomas or BMW's on campus.

After Spring Carnival in February,
we'll be sure to get a snowstorm for our

Winter Weekend on May 5. We should

have left It scheduled for Easter Wee-
kend. At least then we would have had
God and maybe a few Trustees on our

side.

And then there's the day before your
Orgo final. It promises to be sunny and 70

while you watch through a Sawyer
window.

I've given up looking at the USA
Today's color map to find out the fore-

cast. They seem to have a 50% accuracy
rate: when they say It's going to rain,

they're right, and when they say It's

going to t)e sunny, they're wrong.

The Record used to print pictures of

weather, but when we picked them en
Sunday, It always did the opposite on
Tuesday. So why are we pressing our
luck with this article? We want a sunny
day.

Ned VmSA '86 was last seen heading toward

New Mexico in a convertible with a leaky roof.

Continued from Page 4

Smith said that the total

amount of financial aid. Includ-

ing jobs, loans and grants will

be $3.2 million for next year.

The college will offer aid to

approximately 35 percent of the

incoming class.

Applying for financial aid has

no effect on the admissions deci-

sion, according to Smith. "The
trustees have reaffirmed con-

sistently an ald-bllnd policy of

admissions," he said.

The waiting list for next

year's class is shorter than

usual, as 100 fewer applicants

were retained for a possible

second look, said Smith. He
explained that around May 4,

when the class has taken shape,

some flies will be reopened in

order to fill out the class.

"There is no ranking sysytem

until we see what the class looks

like," said Smith. He added that

the waiting list is then used to

fill in any possible weak areas in

the class—"If there are no

Physics majors or something

like that."

Come on down!

Invite a prof to the student-faculty pizza night

at the Log, Wednesday April 18 5:30-7:30.

Compliments of College Council

WCFM's TOP TEN ALBUMS
for the week ending April 14

in alphabetical order

Bananarama "Robert DeNiro's Waiting"

The Car* Heartbeat City

Dire Straits Alchemy

Thomas Dolby The Flat Earth

Go-Go's Talk Show
Joe Jackson Body and Soul

(Modern English Ricochet Days

R.E.M. "So. Central Rain"

Style Council My Ever Changing Moods
Thompson Twins Into the Gap

PREMIER ALBUMS
Tuesday (4/17) at 10:00 PM: Style Council

Wednesday (4/18) at 10:00 PM: The Smiths

REMEMBER: Gang ol Four and Waitresses giveaways on WCFMI

AND
Get set lor WCFM Video Night at the Log next Tuesday (4/24)

U.S.NAVYMEDICINE
MEDICALSCHOOLSCHOLARSHIPPROGRAM

Are you currentiy in medical schtx)l and seeking an

avenue to conrinue your education without financial

burden, a Medical future that affords a practice with-

out administrative and financial worries? If so, the

Navy has an outstanding opportunity for you in the

Medical School Scholarship Program.

BENEFITS
• Full tuition and educational fees

• $479.00 per month stipend

• Commission as a United States Naval Officer

• Internship and Residency n-aining available upon

graduation

OBLIGATION
• Three years active duty service as a Navy Medical

Officer after graduation.

• 45 days of required annual active duty that can

be spent in Navy clerkships (required, elective,

clinical or research) or at Officer Indoctrination

School.

BASIC QUALIFICATIONS
• U.S. Citizen • Excellent professional r erences

• Enrolled in AMA approved medical school

For further information, write or call:

LT. John Romac
Medical Officer Program

Leo W. O'Brien Federal Bldg

Albany, NY 12207
(518)472-4424

HOWTO
TOPTHEFIFTIES.

It's easy. Get V\feL

the new clear

liquid gel for hair.

VVbn't dry. Won't

flake. Lasts all

day Brush it out

and get body and
bounce.

Wfet's the tops.

For him. r^
And for «
her Mi
Sebastiatf

TH€ CILIIP SHOP
Hair Salon of the 80's
Men, Women and Children

Student Discounts Available

Williamstown. MA Bennington. VT Pittsfield. MA
458-9167 802-442-9823 413-443-9816

413-447-9576

WeVe a Sebastian Artistic CenterH
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Make a good buy
beforeyou saygoodbye.

fi-J^fv^i

Buying your leased phone now saves you time and money next term.
This year, don't leave for home

without your phone. Buy it before sum-
mer and save yourself some time and
money Buying your AT&T leased
phone now means you'll have your
phone with you the very first day back
to class.

To buy the phone you're leasing,

just call AT&T Consumer Sales &
Service's toll-free number. Or visit

any of our AT&T owned and operated
Phone Centers. It's that easy. So call us

before you say goodbye. Then unplug
your phone and take it with you. And
have a nice summer.

1-800-555-8111
Call this toll-free number 24 hours a day.

'^C

C 198J. AT*T Inf.irmatiim Sjslums

Pittsfield

Berkshire Common

Volleyball
by Martin Boss

The men's volleyball team
ended Its season last weekend
by taking second in the Division

I New Englands. Though they
had been favored to win and had
previously beaten Northeast-

ern, the tournament champions
three times, the Ephs fell in the

finals in a somewhat disappoint-

ing end to a most successful

season.

Williams was originally
seeded second in the tourna-

ment that took place at Spring-

field April 7th. Though they had
won the New England Open eal-

rier In the year, the Ephs were
ranked second behind the

defending champions, Harvard.
However, the Crimson with-

drew just before the matches
began.
Now expected to cruise

through the tournement, the

Ephs beat Northeastern,
Brown, Boston University, and
Maine as they advanced to the

semifinal round with the best

record. Northeastern, placing

second in the flight, also quali-

fied for the round of four.

Williams then beat Spring-

field 2-0 to get to the finals and
meet Northeastern, who upset

the top team of the other

bracket. For the championship,

the Ephs faced a squad they had
already beaten three times this

season and including once ear-

lier that day. With the score tied

at 1-1 and 13-13 in the deciding

game, the serve changed seven

times without either side scor-

ing. Eventually, Northeastern

prevailed 15-13 to take the third

game and the title.

The final rankings are not out

yet, but the Ephs have posted a

9-1 record In addition to the vic-

tory at the New England Open
and second at the Division I New
Englands and understandably

expects to be rated highly.

Laxwomen
by Bea Bast

The woman's lacrosse team
lost 8-2 in a tough game against

Tufts last Saturday. Sophomore

Sports Shorts
Andrea Raphael scored both
goals for the Ephwomen. Coach
Julie Mchugh admitted, "We
had trouble generating offense.

Tufts," she continued, "played
well and shot well." Despite the

barrage, goalie Martha Hoopes
'87 had 12 saves.

Wednesday against Spring-

field, the team played "a good
game," according to McHugh,
that ended In a 7-7 tie. "The
game was fast-paced, and we
kept up. It was close the whole
way," exclaimed the coach.

Allison Fuller '85 and Raphael
led the scoring with 2 goals
each. Sue Harrington '84, Jane
Rech '85, and Laura Rogers '86

each had a goal. Much to eve-

ryone's dismay, however,
sophomore dynamo, Carrie
Cento, seriously hurt her knee in

the first half of the game.
This Wednesday, the lacrosse

team will challenge Union at 3

pm on Cole Field. Coach
McHugh is optimistic that the

team "will be able to pull off a

victory."

Golf preview
by Eric Knutzen

The golf team opens the spring

season with matches against

Harvard and Holy Cross Thurs-

day and before going to Colgate

Saturday. At the helm will be
new coach Rick Pohle, a former
AU-American golfer at the Uni-

versity of Maine, in his first

coaching job replacing retired

Taconlc Club pro Rudy Goff

.

The golfers are lead by top-

ranked junior Mike Hennigan
and second ranked Chris
Harned '85. Senior co-captain

Eric Bagan is third and Doug
Hoffer '85 placed fourth with a

surprising team-low qualifying

round. Freshman Guy Kurtz,

who had a very strong fall sea-

son, is at fifth with Tom Goods-

peed '86 and co-captain Phil

Burr '84 rounding out the top

seven.

The team has proven its

potential with an undefeated

fall season and sixth and sev-

enth place finishes by Kurtz and

Harned respectively. However,

its opponents of this week will

JOSEPH E. DEWEY

9:00-5:00 <\
Mon.-Sal. "^ ^̂

VU^^ ^00^
WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.

01247

458-5717

already have played several

matches while the Williams

llnksters have been practicing

at the field house and a local golf

course. If the Ephs can over-

come adverse practicing condi-

tions, academic conflicts, and

inconsistency they have the tal-

ent and depth to go a long way.

Water Polo
by Greg Masters

The men's water polo team
opened their season at Yale last

weekend with a strong perfor-

mance. Playing Division I

schools the team won one game
and lost two close thrillers.

The squad kicked off the six-

team tournament beating the

Toronto Golden Jets, frequent

Canadian champions, by a

score of 11-8. Saturday morning
saw the Ephs lose a close game
to Princeton 8-6, but Williams

advanced to the tournament
finals when the Jets beat

Princeton.

The championship game
unnerved Harvard as the Ephs
came from behind to tie the

game at 12-12 at the end of regu-

lation play. Exhausted both

physically and mentally, the

Ephs could no longer hold off the

aggressive Crimson and lost 14-

12.

A unified team effort with

strong performances from gra-

duating seniors and improving

underclassmen established the

Division II New England Cham-
pion Ephmen as a tough con-

tender in New England Water

Polo.

Riding
The Riding team ended its

show season Saturday at Smith

College with an impressive fin-

ish. Competing against 180 rid-

ers from 25 colleges, Williams

held Its own as five team
members placed In the eques-

train class.

Kirsten Rooks '87 led the way
as she took first place. Laurie

Boothman '84 and Robin Ruti-

shauser '86 each placed third,

while Andrea Smith '86 and Sue
Michalski '86 each earned sixth

place. In correction of last

week's story, Sue was also

placed sixth at the previous

show at UMass.

Blake Martin '84 leads the pact of ferocious ruggers.

(Khakee)

Baseball
Continued from Page 10

White's single, and the Ephs
had the lead,4-3.

The Jumbos then scored three

times in the fifth to take the lead

for good. Hugo gave up a single

and a walk to put runners on
first and second with nobody
out. Coakley dropped one of the

pitches to the next batter, and
the runners advanced a base.

The runners advanced again on

a grounder to short scoring one

run and leaving a man on third,

who then scored on designated

hitter Tom Smercyznski's home
run to right-center.

Williams' comeback effort

came up one run short. Hede-
man's long double to the wall in

center scored Mike Coakley

from third, but that was all the

Ephs could muster.

5-2 in second game
The second game was not

nearly so close. The Ephs went
up against a pitcher who held

them scoreless until the fifth

inning. The Jumbos, on the

other hand, were able to take

advantage of Eph pitcher Kevin

Morris '86 in the first Inning.

Later, he settled down, allow-

ing just one hit the rest of the

way.
Despite that later success,

however, the first inning was a

struggle. Leadoff hitter John

Giusti hit the ball to deep in the

hole at short and beat the throw,

which was in the dirt. Angelo

Chaclas followed with an infield

single off Morris' leg. Giusti

went to third on a fly to center,

and Tom Snarsky singled him

home. After a double steal left

runners on second and third,

Morris walked a man. He then

gave up a double, and all three

runners scored. The Ephs
simply could not generate

enough offense to catch up.

After the doubleheader coach

Coakley said, "I'm disap-

pointed, but not discouraged,

because these kids will win their

share of ballgames."

The Tufts losses, coupled with

the Ephs' opening-game 6-3 loss

last Tuesday to Trinity and the

9-3 win Thursday over Southern

Vermont, set the team's record

at 1-3. Their next games are

today at Middlebury and Satur-

day at Wesleyan.

This Summer
At Cornell University you can enjoy a

remarkable variety of courses and

learning opportunities. In a setting of

beautiful lakes, parks, ravines, and

waterfalls, you can fulfill requirements,

accelerate your degree program, or

simply take the courses that you've

always put oft. Ithaca, a small

cosmopolitan city, is located in a

magnificent, varied countryside that

offers you water sports and ball games,

climbing and camping, theater and

outdoor concerts, soarmg and biking,

birding and hiking... Call or write to see

for yourself why Cornell is the place you

should be this summer.

/?)r;u /

Cornell University Summer Session

B12 Ives Hall-Box 46
Ithaca, New York 14853

607/256-4987

CLASSIFIEDS

We have the Lowest Airfares to

Europe and across America! For

free color brochure, write to:

Campus Travel, Box 11387, St

Louis, fvio, 63105.

TEST YOURSELF: Are you an

effective time-manager'' Can you
worl< 2-4 hrs/wk consistently? Are

you success-oriented? Earn base
+ performance-based bonuses. 1-

800-243-6679.

LIVE IN, part-time babysitter tor

after school care for lively, articu-

late 8 year old girl; professional

family living in Brookline, Mass.

15-20 hours per week: private

room and bath; convenient to BU,

BC, other Boston universities

Sense of humor and flexibility

required Non-smoker. Ideal for

graduate student, writer, artist

etc. Write C Goodman. 168 Milk

Street, Boston. Massachusetts

02109, or call (evenings) 617-738-

5155.

1 WILL TYPE, EDIT, proofread

almost anything. IBM Selectric II

Academic, personal, business

work welcome. Call: (802) 442-

6231 9-5 daily.

The New Szechwuan Wok has

reopened! Open seven days a

week: weekdays. 11 a.m.-IOp.m .

weekends noon-1 1 pm Sundays,

tree beer or wine with a $6 50

meal. 40 Holden Street. North

Adams.
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Baseball drops a pair Lax loses to Jumbos in overtime
to TuftSy 6-5 and 5-2

by Mike Best
On Saturday, the baseball

team lost both ends of a double-

header at Tufts, 6-5 and 5-2.

"Both of our pitchers pitched
well enough to win," said coach
Bob Coal[ley."A couple of mis-
plays in the firstgame made the

difference, and we just ran into

a good pitcher in the second
game."
The first game was a hard-

fought contest that the Ephs
might very well have won if not

for those "mishaps". Despite

being unable to capitalize on a
first inning scoring opportunity,

the Ephs scored first. Phil

Lusardi '85 led off the second
with a walk and then stole

second. Shortstop Steve Belsito

'87, who also had a fine day def-

ensively, came up with two outs

and delivered a checlc swing sin-

gle to right, scoring Lusardi.

Tufts did not wait long to

strike back. Williams pitcher

Bill Hugo '84 had held the Jum-
bos to only one hit in the first two
innings, but in the third he was

hurt by two Williams errors and
a momentary loss of control.

Tufts shortstop Steve Centrella

led it off with a infield single to

deep short and got to second

when Belsito's throw got away
from first basemen Rick Hede-

man "87. Then, after getting an
out, Hugo hit a batter and
walked the next to load the

bases. Jumbo first basemen
Tom Snarsky smacked a two
run single, and an additional

scored when Snarsky stole

second and the throw went into

centerfleld.

Ephs tie it up
The Ephs immediately tied up

the game. Mike Coakley '85

singled to start off the top of the

fourth, and Lusardi singled him
over to second. Hedeman drove
Coakley in with a double, and
Lusardi scored the Ephs' third

run on an infield grounder.

The Ephmen added another

run in the fifth when Brian

Rutledge '85, who had doubled,

was knocked in by senior Mark
Continued on Page 9

by Dave Paulsen
The men's lacrosse team split

two games this week, defeating
the University of New Haven 8-7

on Monday and falling to Tufts
11-10 in overtime on Saturday.
The team's record is now 2-2,

already bettering last season's
victory total.

Saturday, the Ephs lost a

heartbreaker to Tufts, playing

in extremely cold weather. The
Ephs held a two goal margin
late in the game, before allow-

ing Tufts to score two quick
goals to force the game into

overtime. In that overtime
period, Williams had at least

one golden scoring opportunity,

but the Tufts goalie made an
outstanding save. The Jumbos
then capitalized on a Eph
miscue to score the winning
goal.

Seniors co-captain Tom
Davies '84 again led the Eph
attack, exploding for three
goals and three assists. Attack-

man Mike O'Connell '87 netted

three goals, while Chris Toll '86,

Jim Sperry '87, Steve Patterson
'87, and Reese Hughes '85 all

netted one goal apiece. Eph

goalie Brad DuPont "86 stopped
11 Tufts shots in the contest.

"Weil enough to lose"
Williams Head Coach Renzi

Lamb summed up his team's
performance, "We played just

well enough to lose. It was a
heartbreaking loss." Lamb did

single out O'Connell for an ' 'out-

standing job" and Davies and
Hughes for their fine perform-
ance.

Monday, the squad turned in a
strong performance against
New Haven. Hughes scored a
goal In the final minutes of play
to lift the Ephs to their 8-7

victory.

The game was a see-saw bat-

tle, as New Haven jumped out to

a quick 2-0 first quarter lead.

The Ephs came back with 3

second quarter goals but
allowed New Haven two more to

leave the score 4-3 after two
quarters. The Ephs tied the
game after three quarters by
outscorlng New Haven 3-2. In

the fourth quarter, Williams fell

behind by one before Mark Pay-
ton '84 scored an unassisted goal
to tie things up. That set the

stage for Hughes' game winning
heroics.

Toil taUies three

Hughes had also added the

first Williams goal, but he was
not alone in the scoring depart-
ment. Toll chipped in three

goals, and Sperry and Davies
added one apiece. Davies also

assisted on four goals while
DuPont stopped 14 shots.

Lamb said that the two one-

goal games showed that his

team Is "not quite there yet. The
team has potential, but hasn't

come together yet." Lamb
pointed to the mixture of fresh-

men and seniors on his squad.
"The freshmen have ijeen play-

ing excellent, but the seniors

have only been playing ade-

quately, with the exception of

Tom Davies, who has been out-

standing." Lamb also praised
the play of Matt Kennedy '84,

who has anchored the Eph
defense, and lauded Hughes for

his offensive contributions.

The Ephs play at home twice

this week, hosting a tough Dart-

mouth squad on Wednesday and
Trinity on Saturday.

Tennis notches two more wins
by Paul J. Mahoney

The men's tennis team has added
Clark and Middlebury to its growing list

of victims as they continue their four

match winning streak. These teams join

the squads from Union and MIT who also

found defeat at the hands of the Williams
men.

In Thursday's match against a very
solid team from Tufts, Williams went 7-2,

taking six singles matches and two dou-

bles. Most of the matches were tight,

with Jamie King '84, Kevin Callanan'87,

and Tom Harrity '84 all going to the full

three sets. Junior Tim Rives produced a

fine performance in the third singles

match, taking his opponent in a neat two
sets. The losses came when captain

Brook Larmer '84 lost a "really close"

match in three sets, 6-2, 7-6, 7-6. The
other very close loss came from the dou-

bles team of Harrity and Callanan In

three sets.

Williams swept to a clear victory over

Middlebury on Tuesday, taking all of the

singles matches and splitting the doubles

with one passed game, for a final score of

7-1. Strong performances were turned in

by senior Mike Shore (6-1,6-3) , and Calla-

nan (7-5,6-0) , with Rives demolishing his

opponent 6-0,6-2. Larmer, Harrity, and

Tim Petersen'86 also pitched in to make
a complete rout of the singles. The dou-

bles team of Larmer and Rives went 6-4,

7-6, 6-1 to gain another point, with Chris

Clarey '86 and Jamie King losing a hard-

fought match 7-5, 6-3.

These two "satisfying" wins leaves

Coach Sean Sloane's team with a win-

loss record of 22-2 in singles competition,

and 6-4 in doubles play.

This Saturday, Williams hosts

Amherst at 1:00.

Ruggers split in all-day tourney

Brook Larmer '84 stabs for a volley in his win over a Clark opponent Thursday.

(Eagon)

Crew rows Worcester;
varsities take second

by Tom Dumpily
The Rugby Club hosted an all-

day tournament on Saturday
and fared quite well. The A-side

split a pair of games, losing to

eventual champions Albany
Law 7-6 and beating Connecti-

cut College 32-4. The Killer B's

again proved unbeatable, tak-

ing two games by 20-0 to capture

the B-bracket Utle.

Williams started the muddy
day against Albany Law and
quickly gave up three points.

The Ephs came back on the

strength of two long penalty

kicks by Eric Russell '84. Willi-

ams kept the 6-3 lead until mid-
way into through the second
half. Albany then parlayed an
Eph miscue into the game-
winning try. The play remained
bogged down in the Williams

end until the final whistle.

The Ephs opened up their

offense in the second game and
led 32-4 at the half. The belea-

gured Connecticut College play-

ers declined to come out for the

second second half. Scoring for

Williams were scrummie John
May '84 and nearly the entire

line. John Frese '84 scored three

tries. Mark Evans '85, Marty

Davey '85, and Russell scored a
try each. Bob Ause '85 con-

nected on four conversions.

Jeff May '85 guided the B-side

line to 20-0 shutouts of Albany

Law and Tufts. Roger Merriam
'86 scored a dozen points on
kicks and Mark Tompkins
scored twelve points on three

tries. Adding tries to the Willi-

ams total were May, Craig

Kirby '86
, John Fetterolf '86,

and Chris Edwards '87.

The Ephs next home game is

Saturday against Babson on
Cole Field.

Breakaway runner Mark Evans '85 fights his way to the open field.

(Khakee)

Men fall to Conn,

women to Smith
by Susan Christenson

and Monica Fenneil

Spectators from the banks of

the Qulnsigamond Lake, may
have been misled by the appar-
ent ease with which the crews of

Williams, Smith, WPI, Holy
Cross, and Connecticut College

glided across the finish line. Sat-

urday, at a 2000-meter regatta

at Worcester, Connecticut Col-

lege dominated men's races
while Smith led the women's
events.

The dramatic evidence of

athletic effort—sweat—is not

visible from the dock, but the

men's novice A-team proved
their strength by pulling ahead
after a slow start to beat WPI.
The varsity men's boat of four

rowers appeared sluggish
behind the Connecticut and WPI
lioats, because it was straining

to pull against the extra weight

of six inches of water that had
leaked in. The men's novice B-

team did not have enough of its

often unnoticed strength to l)eat

the Connecticut and WPI boats.

Defeating WPI, the men's
varsity l>oat of eight lost only to

Connecticut College who rowed
at a consistently higher pace
than the Ephs. Not only does the

pace of the oars entering and
leaving the water fluctuate

from boat to boat, but within the

course of the race this rating

changes. Starting at a high rat-

ing the pace slows for the body
of the race until the final sprint.

In an attempt to pull past Con-

necticut College and Smith, the

eventual victors, the women's
JV boat took an early sprint to

push out the final crucial

strokes.

8 shells flash smootlily

From the spectator's
vantage-point, all eight oars of

the crew shells seemed to flash

smoothly in and out of the

water. Though the lx)ats may
look like elongated canoes, row-
ing a crew shell requires more
precision than paddling a tubby
row-l>oat round a pond. Chris

Karlson '85, who sets the stroke

for the varsity women's lx)at,

was able to have steady control

of her oar despite her sprained
wrist. Karlson led the team to

second place l)ehlnd the Smith
heavy-weight boat and ahead of

the Smith light-weight team, the

Connecticut team, and the WPI
team.
The harmonious movement of

backs,arms, and legs swinging
together is striking from land.

Breaking this rhythm twice,

because of mishaps with an oar,

the women's novice eight let

Smith, a close competitor for

the first part of the race, squeek
ahead. Recovering their preci-

sion, however, Williams beat
Smith's Bteam, Connecticut,

Holy Cross, and WPI.
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Faculty comm. urges boosts

in number of fin. aid students
by John Clayton

Capping a year and a half of
study, the Financial Aid Task
Force, a committee of faculty
and administration members,
has released a report which
advises Williams to increase its

percentage of financial aid
recipients from 31 percent to 40
percent of the student body.
The FATF made three recom-

mendations: to increase the
percentage of students on finan-

cial aid to "35 percent in the
short run and 39 to 40 percent in

the longer run; " to draw 15 per-
cent of the student body from
American minorities; and to

Increase "the share of the stu-

dents in the incoming class with
the highest academic qualifica-

tiona.

The report was sent to the
faculty last week and discussed

at their meeting Wednesday
(see related story, p.4). The
decision about whether or not to

act on the report's suggestions
lies with College President John
W. Chandler.
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Bigger grant, no loan

In an effort to attract more
lower- and middle-income stu-

dents, the FATF report recom-
mended that "the loan burden
be eliminated for the very most
(sic) academically talented stu-

dents," and replaced with
larger grants.

In presenting the report at the
faculty meeting, FATF Chair-
man Stephen R. Lewis said that
the problem in getting such stu-

dents does not lie in the Admis-
sions Office, but in the fact that
the most academically talented

student "just don't apply" to

Williams.

The report said that its

"objectives and targets can and
should be reached without any
loss in the personal qualities

that the Admissions Office

seeks in our student body." In

presenting the report, Lewis
said, "It looks like we want to

have our cake and eat it too.

Well, yes we do."

The Committee on Priorities

and Resources, in a response to

the FATF report, said, "the Col-

lege can afford to offer financial

aid packages without a loan
component to the 25 academi-
cally ablest (sic) students in

each entering class who have
demonstrated financial need."

"Won't be easy"
In a later Interview, Admis-

sions Director Phil Smith said,

"I'm not sure we can reach all

those goals. It won't be easy."

He added, "Fifteen percent U.S.

minorities is a goal that is do-

able. Thirty-five percent on
financial aid with our current

pool is do-able. Forty percent by
1990 is do-able if we increase the

pool significantly. We must take
time and effort to evaluate our
methods."
According to the FATF Willi-

ams "has a ten percent lower
share of students from below
the median family income in the

United States than the average
of other very highly selective

colleges and universities."
The report said that Williams

should have a higher share of

students on aid for three rea-

sons: the College misses poten-

tial excellent students; it

misses "an opportunity to train

Continued on Page 4

Patty Donahue, right, with the help of her band, The Waitresses, brought 750 rocking fans to their

leet Thursday night in the Chapman Hockey Rink. The Gang of Four, on their final tour, double-

billed for the spring concert. (An exclusive Record interview with Donahue and a review of the

concert appear on page 5.) (Khakee)

Divisions I and II will get 7 and 8
new faculty of 20 just appointed

by John McDermott
Next year's new faculty members are weighted

toward humanities fields and are largely the pro-

ducts of Midwestern colleges and universities,

according to information released last week by
Dean of Faculty Francis Oakley.
Faculty hlrings for next year, though not over,

are "in the home stretch," Oakley said. College

President John Chandler said the college plans at

least one additional appointment, to the Physics
department. The college recently released a list

of the new appointees, all of which have been
approved by the Trustees.

The college appointed three assistant profes-

sors each to the departments of English and
Mathematical Sciences, two each to History and
Psychology, and one each to Economics, Chemis-
try, German and Russian.

Visiting posts were created In Chinese, Rom-
ance Languages, Political Science, Art and Soci-

ology. In addition, the hiring of Ed Grees as the

new director of the Outing Club was finalized.

Ohio's Oberlln College claims three graduates

In the group, the largest number associated with

any one institution. Nearly all of the scholars hold

Continued on Page 9

College diversifies offerings with

three new area studies programs
by Stuart Smith

In an attempt to allow stu-

dents to focus their studies on
specific regions of the world,

Williams will offer three new
Interdisciplinary programs
next year, in African and Mid-

dle Eastern Studies; and Rus-

sian, Soviet and East European
Studies; and Asian Studies.

The new programs are part of

"a logical pattern of growth for

Williams," according to Assist-

ant Professor of History Tho-

mas Spear, who will chair the

African and Middle Eastern

Studies Program.
Russian professor Nicholas

Fersen and history professor

Peter Frost will head the Rus-

sian and East European Studies

and the Asian Studies pro-

grams, respectively.

"Williams Introduced the

area studies program four or

five years ago," Spear said,

"when there was little faculty

involvement In these fields."

Now, he noted, "Williams has
the faculty and courses availa-

ble, so we can capitalize on the

developments that have taken
place."

The fact that the student

demand was there, he added,
"gave a further push to the

development of the three
programs."

Six courses apiece

Each of the two new speciali-

Tom Spaar

zatlons involves a 6 course pro-

gram. In the African and Middle
Eastern Studies Specialization

students first take at least one
"concepts" course, chosen
from ten courses offered by four
departments, and then move on
to take four "core" courses,

chosen from at least three dif-

ferent disciplines. The speciali-

zation is capped off by History

367, Contemporary Africa,
which serves as the senior

seminar for the program.
Students will start out

together in the concepts
courses. Spear said, and will

then be able to broaden out

through their work in the core
courses. "Then they'll come
back together in the senior

seminar," he said, "and try to

pull together what they've

learned, to see what it adds up
to."

Spear added that he does not

think the new program will con-

Continued on Page 4
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New Music
Roughly 350 Williams students attended Thursday's concert by the

Gang of Four and the Waitresses. This low attendence figure, combined

with general student unhappiness over the lack of visibility of these

bands, and similar reactions to Marshall Crenshaw in the fall, points to

problems with the Student Activities Board's choices for bands this

year.

The SAB was hampered by late cancellations by the Clash and Mad-

ness. And they tried to minimize loses by doing heavy off-campus pro-

motion. But the higher price for non-students did not make up for the

losses, and the concert ended up costing Williams students four to five

dollars apiece whether they went or not.

The purpose of the SAB is not to make money on concerts. But their

purpose is to please a large portion of the student body. The answermay
lie in one big concert per year; It may be that many small events, such as

Comedy Nights and Jazz Cabarets, will please more students. Perhaps

the key is to shy away from "up-and-coming" bands (like Crenshaw) in

favor of "down-and-going" ones, who were popular at one time and thus

have name recognition, but who are not at the apex of their careers (like

Warren Zevon and Southside Johnny when they played here).

The most important key, however, is student input. Regular polling of

the student body, asking which types of concerts and which bands they

would pay to see, would alleviate attendance problems.
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LETTERS POLICY
The Record encourages letters to the editor. They should be limited to 250 words,

signed and typed. The deadline Is Sunday noon.

If you need more space to make your opinions knows, contact Op-Ed editor Rob
Park at 597-6398. The Op-Ed deadline is Saturday noon.

Op-Eds and letters are the opinions of the writers, and not necessarily the opinions
of the Record.

LETTERS

Presumption

To the editor:

Is it too gross a presumption to ask that

the individual who reviews Williams'

theatre productions display at least a

semblance of knowledge of what the

playwright intended to achieve? I would
never demand a definitive reading, par-

ticularly of a play like Krapp's Last

Tape or of a playwright such as Samuel
Beckett, but surely Ms. Phillips could

have done more in her review than to

skate on the banana skin of such com-
ments as "In typical Beckett fashion..."

Indeed, if she is going to employ such
epithets she should realize that silence

and pauses are as much a part and par-

cel of Beckett's "fashion" as a charac-

ter's inability to listen to the truth about
himself. To take Ms. Phillips' metaphor
literally I would like to ask her if she

always listens to tapes on "fast-

forward" or whether she has ever cared

to listen to the silence between the

tracks?

I am not asking for Ms. Phillips to give

uncensored acclaim to any Beckett pro-

duction that happens to be performed at

Williams College but I do make a plea

that if she is going to put her criticism

into print, that she incorporate, at least

minimally, a reference to the intentions

of 1) the playwright, 2) the director—and
that the precision of her vocabulary

move beyond the descriptive vagaries

of: "Krapp's Last Tape lasted too

long. . .The performance would have been

more apealing if he had fast-

forwarded."
May I also take the liberty of adding an

old English proverb, "Plot summary
doth not a good review maketh."

Victoria F. Chester

Registration

To the editor:

The joys of registration period are

upon us again, and some people are find-

ing out that two courses they want to take
meeet at the same time. While I cer-

tainly do not have a general solution to

this problem, I have a suggestion that

may alleviate a part of it.

This suggestion is to, after next year,

eliminate the and P hours, because

they each overlap two regular ciass
hours. Someone who wants to take a
class meeting hourO (8: 30—9: 45 A.M. on
two days out of Monday, Wednesday, and
Friday) will find it difficult to also take

another class at either 8: 00 or 9: 00 on
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday.

Martin HUdebrand '86

-An alumnus comments
Dean Grodzins '83,

former Record cartoo-

nist, has been getting

ever more obscure/eso-

teric/nostalgic since

leaving the Purple Val-

ley. "Elves" can be gen-

erally understood to

mean Seniors, "gnomes"
the rest of us.

QUOTATION OF THE WEEK
"I know Chris Harned, and he's not humble about anything."

-Dave Paulsen '87, responding to last week's Grosvenor Cup
article.
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April 24, 1984 Op'Ed
In Praise of

by Lee Farbman
You have probably seen them in one of

your classes. They wear suits to class,

totter around the quad in heels. They
Invent excuses to go to Baxter to get their

mail (they check their S.U. boxes an
average of six times a day ) . Today we go
In Search Of...the Williams Senior

(Theme music up, roll opening credits).

Every Spring (I use the term loosely)

the 500 or so seniors are engaged in try-

ing to figure out what the heck they want
to do with their lives, and then trying to

do it. For some the decision part is

easy—"I've always wanted to be a doc-

tor." For some, doing it is easy—Daddy
owns the company. But I find it odd that

so many of us (I'm a senior, too) end up

doing the same thing. Williams has been

called a prep school for New York banks.

Skim the doctors off the top. Only a few

actually make it the whole four years via

the pre-med route. A couple of seniors go

on to some kind of advanced schooling in

their major. There's a fairly large

number of lawyers—as if we don't have

enough already. But most of us go into

business of some kind. And the easiest

way to do that is to interview with a mil-

lion firms at the Office of Career Coun-

seling, or what I call the whole

Interview/appUcation/resume-pad thing

(A great dream of mine is to foil all the

resume padders I know by going to all

the places their resume went and saying

"Look! I know for a fact that this guy was

never president of the Williams Anti-

Apartheid Coalition's Officer's Free-

Time Fund. And do you know what the

recording secretary of the Union of Con-

cerned Students does? He copies the

problem sets for four different classes

and distributes them to those who need

that extra help").

I guess the system that is, is for a rea-

son. Somehow there is a large turnover

in the worlds of high finance banking,

insurance, and consulting, and busi-

nesses in these fields need to train new
brains (grist for the mill?) so that they

too can be discarded several years down
the line. I should state out front that I

didn't go through the whole O.C.C. thing.

But I do feel qualified to make fun of it.

qualified to apply to these places get lost.

Shot to hell, even. And seniors find them-

selves doing months of Biochem in two

nights; solving all of the world's eco-

nomic problems in those precious few

hours Ijefore a test.
• • •

BrrringBrrring. "Oh my God! An out-

side call! Maybe it's Morgan Stanley! Or
Ernst and Whitney. Could it be Arthur

Don't wear light colored clothing—sweat shows
more. That is, if you don't spill something on
yourself.

Some observations:

It's kind of ironic, but during the crush

period when all of the interviews are held

and all the grad school applications due,

the same academics and study habits

that got a student to the point where he is

Anderson, or Lehman Brothers? Wait! I

know, it's Harvard B-School. I'm in! I

got in! That's got to be worth an extra

five thou' a year for me!
"

BrringBrrring. While he rants on, I

answer the phone: "Joe's Massage Par-

lour. Rooms by the hour."

"Hey tell Joe to get himself down here

to the pub. We're going to be here all

night!"

"It's for you Joe."

Where a senior actually ends up is due

in part to chance, l)ecause of the way the

system works here. You fill out a prefer-

ence sheet for the interviews you want,

ranking them in order. Then a computer

assigns the interviews, based on your

preferences and the spaces available.

Obviously the individual has some input,

but....

Interview tips:

•Eat only chicken soup and white bread

before any interview. Drink only water.

Anything else will give you halitosis—

that's a nice word for bad breath.

•Don't wear light colored clothing-

sweat shows more. That is. If you don't

spill something on yourself first.

So where does all this lead? Well, the

system works quite smoothly. Williams

leads the nation in producing top execu-

tives. Those who sidestep the system go

to the Peace Corps. Those that fall

through the net travel in Europe, and

visit the fools who signed up for more

school, at a foreign university.

I'm not criticizing. This is a rite of

spring, like the presence of the first

robin, or the first mosquito bite. It's kind

of like a final exam for the tour years

spent here. Perhaps for this age that is

the eighties ("the word is money)", it is

an appropriate one.

Senior Lee Farbmans career plans

include: 1) lying in a gutter 2) replac-

ing Deney Terio on ''Dance Fever" 3)

writing a bestseller on the mating

habits of sub-Saharan yaks 4) work-

ing for his father's company.

A Jew's Support of Jackson

by Karl S. Pribram
In response to the questions on Jesse

Jackson that were posed by Professor

Kwltter In the Record, I must say that I

am happy to accept her invitation. In no

way am I ashamed of my support of the

candidacy of Jesse Jackson as I am also

not ashamed of my Jewish heritage. I

respond to these "clever" questions of

Professor Kwltter in the hope that my
efforts will clarify some of the positions

of the Jackson candidacy.

I wish that I could simply answer the

scenarios posed by Professor Kwltter as

being irrelevant because they exist in the

land of "Ifs". Unfortunately these scena-

rios do exist and must be seriously

addressed by politicians. First of all, I

must point to the essence of Mr. Jack-

son's candidacy. The main thrust of the

campaign has never been to get him Into

the White House. Jesse Jackson's candi-

dacy Is dedicated to the expansion and

realignment of the Democratic Party

with the hope that in its future it might

better represent the interests of the

American people. Jesse Jackson has

been the strongest proponent and initia-

tor of the current registration drives in

this country. He is trying to register all

people, not Just Jackson supporters.

In getting back to Professor Kwitter's

letter, I for one was not happy with the

"anti-semltic" remarks made by Jack-

son. However, those remarks were not a

political decision . They were made pri-

vately without the knowledge that they

would become public. I can hear the

cries now: "But he's running for Presi-

dent! How can you separate public from

private?" Again, I must speak of the

goals of the Jackson campaign. Unfortu-

nately we do not have a color-blind

society, and noonecan seriously say that

a black man could be elected President

in 1984. 1 am supporting Jackson for his

views upon the Democratic Party in par-

ticular and American politics in general.

I am supporting the political concerns

and decisions that Jesse Jackson has

worked for and made throughout his life.

And that does not Include private discus-

sions occuring in cafes (or whom he

sleeps with, for that matter).

"Nigger" is being said overtly in the

South where there still exists dual-

registration. These are the same tech-

niques that the bigoted politicians, who
held office at the same time of the Voting

Rights Act, enacted in order to preserve

their positions of office even though they

no longer represented a majority.

On this same issue, the northern-

supposedly progressive—politicians are

practicing covert racism by promoting

ignorance. The fact of dual-registration

did not become a national issue (and it's

struggling to remain one) until Jesse

Jackson's candidacy.

The northern-supposedly progressive-politicians

are practicing racism by promoting ignorance.

In answer to Professor Kwitter's ques-

tion of how I would feel if someone yelled

"nigger". The fact is, it Is being yelled

even during this decade when we were

supposed to leave the problems of civil

rights behind us. We certainly have not.

As a proud male-feminist, I was twth

surprised and disappointed to find that

the author of last week's letter is a

woman. The ERA has not been ratified

by this country specifically because of Its

failure to pass in the Deep South. The

overt racism that still exists has created

situations ideal for the politicians of the

"new right" (there is nothing "new"a-

bout them; they simply have removed

their white hoods). Until there is

enforcement of the Voting Rights Act,

the ERA will not be ratified.

Here, I have only addressed one con-

cern of the Jackson campaign. The other

scenarios that Professor Kwltter posed

are also concerns of Mr. Jackson. His

position on the foreign relations of this

country have found viable support

among liberals. His positions on Central

America, South Africa, and the Middle

East are based on one simple Ideal:

Equality—and not just among white.

Christian males, either. Students at Wil-

liams complain about Mr. Reagan.

Unfortunately, they will have him to con-

tend with for another four years unless

they embrace the political legitimacy of

those people upon whom Reagan's poli-

cies have the most harmful effects.

Karl S. Pribram '86 is a coordinator of

the Students for Jesse Jackson

organization.
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NEWSBRIEFS

Fewer frosh

get warnings
Only 86 freshman recleved

academic warnings this semes-

ter, a drop of almost 50 percent

from first semester, according

to figures released by the Regis-

trar's Office this week. A total of

104 warnings were Issued, as

opposed to 196 last semester.

Of the 86 freshmen, 70

received one warning, 14

received two warnings and two

recleved three warnings apiece.

Division III again handed out

the largest number of the

warnings— 53 percent. The
mathematics and chemistry
departments each gave out 17

warnings, while the biology and

geology departments handed
out nine and eight respectively.

Most of the remaining warn-

ings came In Division II, with

the economics department
handing out half of the 44 warn-

ings Issued in the division. The
psychology department issued

15 warnings. Only 5 percent of

the warnings Issued were In

Division III. As was the case

last semester, the English

department, with more fresh-

man registered than any other

department (253), did not issue

a single warning.
Slightly more freshman

received warnings than has

been the case In two out of the

last three years. Seventeen per-

cent of the Class of 1987 received

second semester warnings,
compared with 14.2 percent of

the class of 1984, 18.7 percent of

the Class of 1985 and 15.7 per-

cent of the class of 1986.

Faculty meet,

approve CEP,

review WSP
A proposal making It easier

for freshman to withdraw from
courses was passed by the

faculty in their meeting Wed-
nesday. In addition, they evalu-

ated Winter Study and the

Financial Aid Task Force
report (see related story, p. 1).

The withdrawal proposal,

presented by the Committee on
Educational Policy, allows
freshmen and first-semester

transfers to withdraw from any
course through the tenth week
of the semester with a non-

falling "W" grade .

A similar rule, in effect this

year as an experiment, only

allows withdrawals from
courses into which freshman
had been specifically placed
(such as languages, mathemat-
ics and science courses), and
does not include transfers.

However, Dean of the College

Daniel O'Connor said that Dean
of Freshmen David Colby had
received about 20 withdrawal
applications this year, but was
limited by the rules to only six

approvals.

The CEP's accompanying
proposal, allowing upperclass-

men to take two courses pass

/fall, may reach faculty vote

sometime In early May.

Frosh seminars successful

Fred Greene, Chairman of the

Winter Study Program Com-
mittee, explained that next year
students would again register

for WSP's in the fall, since last

year when the students regis-

tered In the spring they became
unhappy with their choices by

January.
WSP Committee member

James B. Wood reported on the

new Freshman Seminars, say-

ing that both goals. Introducing

students to interdlslplinary

perspectives and allowing
faculty to work together, were
met. He said that although there

was not as much student input

as the committee had hoped,

both students and faculty rated

the seminars positively.

President John W. Chandler

said that in an effort to "devote

renewed attention to the quality

of residential life within the

house system," the pay for

senior house associates would

be increased from $250 to $1000.

The first half hour of the meet-

ing was Executive Session, In

which faculty discussed
salaries. —John Clayton

Swimmers set

for fund-drive

Williams students, staff and

faculty are invited to join par-

ticipants from Northern Berk-

shire County who will "Swim for

Heart" at the College Swim-
ming Pool on next Sunday from
9 a.m. to 12 noon. The event is

designed to acquaint people

with the cardiovascular benef-

its of swimming while raising

money for the research and edu-

cational progi'ams of the Ameri-

can Heart Association.

This is the second year for

"Swim for Heart
'

' in Massachu-

setts,, but the first year the

event has been held in Berk-

shire County. Biology Professor

Henry W. Art is coordinating

the event.

Prior to the event, partici-

pants will request pledges from
residents In the community for

each lap they swim Individually

or as three-member teams dur-

ing a one-hour swimming
period. Prizes will be awarded
to the participants based on the

amounts of pledges collected.

Entry envelop)es are availa-

ble at the Northern Berkshire
YMCA in North Adams, the Wll-

llamstown Youth Center, the

WlUlamstown Medical Asso-
ciates and the Williams College
Pool. For more information,

contact Professor Art at 597-

2461.

Hodgi(ins runs

food meetings

Jim Hodgklns, Director of

Food Services at Williams,
cohosted the annual conference
of the National Association of

College and University Food
Services' Region I with Gary
Starr of Middlebury College at

Mlddlebury earlier this month.
The four-day conference drew

more than 200 participants from
40 schools, and was coordinated
by the food service staffs of Mld-
dlebury and Williams.

Among the highlights of the

conference were a day of com-

munications seminars and
workshops, one of which,

entitled "Audio Visuals," was
presented by Karl Kowitz and
Everet Geno of Williams, with

Jim Bingham of the Rochester

Institute of Technology.

Other programs covered such

catering subjects as promotion,

marketing and sales; prepara-

tion and presentation; and staff

development, equipment and
facilities.

The final day of the confer-

ence focused on such topics as

"Stress Management" for food

service professionals, and
"Nutrition Beyond the
Textbook."

Region I Includes colleges and
universities with self-operated

dining services In New York,

New Jersey, Vermont, New
Hampshire, Massachusetts,
Rhode Island, Maine, Connecti-

cut and Southeastern Canada.

Director of Food Service Jim

Hodgklns

Area Studies programs
Founded in January

Continued from Page 1

flict with Afro-American Stu-

dies. Afro-Am, he said, "is

basically U.S. history. All the

two programs share is an Inter-

est in Africa, but actually they

have very different appeals."

The new Russian, Soviet and
East European Studies pro-

gram will be similarily struc-

tured. Students will start out

with a single concepts course

focusing on either anthropol-

ogy, economic development, or

comparative economic sys-

tems. They will then take a

further four core courses and

end their program with History

373S, "Society in Revolution:

Russia 1917 to 1931," which will

serve as the senior seminar.

Spear said an additional rea-

son for the development of the
three new programs was the
belief that "a double major
overconstrains students aca-
demically. What we wanted to

do," he said, "was to provide a
second focus short of a second
major. With the specialization

alternative this second focus
can complement rather than
simply parallel a major."

"In this way students will be
able to have a vertical major,
which explores one discipline In

depth, and a horizontal concen-
tration, which focuses on one
area of the world but which
embraces many disciplines,"

he added.

The programs will hopefully
not be just academic. Spear con-

cluded. "Students will be able to

receive credit for junior year

abroad in these areas of the

world," he said, "so that they

will see In the field what these

countries are like."

Idea Exchange Forum

caters to all viewpoints

Peter Frost

Fin. aid recommendations
Continued from Page 1

potential leadership from
lower- and middle-income fami-

lies and members of minority

groups;" and it may be per-

ceived by other high school

seniors as too homogeneous,

thus losing talented high-
income students as well.

In a separate interview.

Chandler emphasized that Wil-

liams will continue its need-

based policy of financial aid, but

within that framework would
use this no-loan program to

increase the pool of applicants
and also the yield of acceptan-
ces of lower- and middle-income
students.

Due to an editorial error, Michael Manley's weekend visit to

campus will not be covered in this issue.

An exclusive interview with the former Jamaican Prime Min-

ister and a report on his lectures will appear in next week's

Record.

by R. DeMott

The Williams Idea Exchange
Forum, a student-run group
only a few months old, is extend-
ing its scope in an attempt to let

members of the Williams com-
munity know that there are
many sides to every issue.

The group welcomed more
than forty people to its discus-

sion on the existence of God last

Mopday. The group Invited phi-

losophy professors Laszlo Ver-
senyl and Timothy Bartel to the

discussion in an effort to extend
Interest in the forum beyond the
student body.

"The next two weeks, we'll

also have members of the

faculty at the discussions," said

Edward Stein'87. one of the

founders of the group. Stein said
that the group invited sociology
professor Carole Marks and
eceonomlcs professor Lee
Alston toattendyesterday'sdls-
cusslon on Race and the
Economy.

Law of the Sea next
Next week, he plans to have

environmental studies profes-

sor Thomas Jorllng and politi-

cal science professor MacAUster
Brown, along with local attro-

ney David Sedney, present for a
discussion on The Law of the
Sea Treaty.

Founded in January, the Wil-

liams lEF (pronounced Eph)
was the idea of two freshmen-
Stein and Michael Weber.

According to Stein, the group

will provide an opportunity for

people with opposing views to

meet and discuss different sub-

jects. Normally the group size is

around eight or ten, he said.

Weber added that the group is

usually very Informal, and the

discussion Is mostly at a level

where even those who are not

familiar with a topic will take

something away from the

discussion.

"Mike and I did this In reac-

tion to a perceived polarization

on campus," Stein said. In a let-

ter distributed In January, Stein

and Weber noted that most
groups on campus are single

Issue groups which "tend to

further the polarity between
people with opposing views-

...making it difficult for the

undecided and the intellectually

curious to hear and take part In

Intelligent, multl-slded
discussions."

"There is an emphasis on get-

ting people with diverse ideas at

a discussion," said group
member Chris Fleming, '85.

According to Stein, in addition
to the memljers who show up for
all the discussions, the group
welcomes those who attend only
when a topic which interests

them arises.

Weber added, "We don't
expect everyone to talk, its also
for people to listen and learn
about the Issue."

Waitresses' Patty Donahue
serves up style
singer Patty Donahue Is famous for

"knowing what boys like." Last Thurs-
day she The Waitresses came to Willi-
ams for the annual spring concert.
Before the performace, while her road
crew was setting up In Chapman Rink,
the Record spoke with Donahue. Dressed
In a black leather jacket and torn black
pants, while nervously chewing gum and
wringing her hands, she offered her feel-

ings about singing, working. TheGang of
Four, Williams, and what boys like.

DONAHUE: Maybe I should take this

gum out of my mouth, huh? (She laughs,
quite at ease)

RECORD: Can you teU me a little bit

about the history of the band, about your-
self and The Waitresses?
D: The Waitresses...well we started
back In, at least the concept of the
Waitresses—It wasn't a live band back
then, In like '78—It was just this guitar
player and myself doing these songs In

this basement In Akron. And then they
put them on Akron Compilation Albums,
and "Boys Like" did really well, so then
when I finished school after six years-at
college, at Kent—the band became live

In New York City. Then we started tour-

ing and did two albums.

R: What have you done recently?

D: We'vebeen writing alot. We're trying

to finish an album. The whole band
writes; we did It all ourselves, but right

now we're just doing alot of college

dates. We have a few clubs, but It's

mostly colleges. We're doing an eastern,

kind of, short tour. It's no big tour right

now. We're just like doing, you know, a

couple of weeks out.

R: What other schools?

D; We're playing Clarkson In Potsdam,
and we're going to New Hampshire and
we're playing RPI In Troy, Syracuse
University, Suffolk Community College,

NYU, we're going to Providence, and
Trinity College In Connecticut.

R: How often do you play? Again tomor-
row night, or Saturday?
D: Right, we do. I don't like to work any
more than five days a week, but some-
times you do. Like May fourth, we have
two shows that day. (laughs) One at

three and one at nine.

R: Is your target audience the college

age people? The 18-25 year-old market?
D: I don't like to put boundaries on our,

you know, on our...crowd that comes to

see us. I would like to think it would be
people of all ages that would enjoy it.

R: How would you classify your music?
Or, would you classify it?

D: That's hard to say. I don't really clas-

sify that either. It's rock, maybe some,
like some people in the band have jazz

and classical backgrounds. Kind of a lit-

tle funk maybe, but. ..it just kind of

comes out. You know, we all have ideas,

and everybody has input, and you just

never know what it's going to sound like

when It's finally finished. It's just what It

is.

R: Do you try to satisfy your own tastes

or your audiences? Which comes first?

D: Oh definitely my own tastes come
first. I don't really feel myself that

separate from the audience. I mean,
their feelings. I'm just, you know, a girl,

on the planet, and my feelings aren't that

much different from a lot of them. I

mean, I grew up listening to the radio

too. The only problem we have is the

band agreeing on the concept and direc-

tion of the songs... .We have no problem
with what the world wants and what we
want.

R: Still, it's not everyone who's out there

writing and playing. It is something spe-

cial, isn't it?

D: Depends on the subject matter
probably.

R: What is it like for a lifestyle, being a

music personality, so to say?

Gang of Four charges crowd
by Brett McDonnell

People were moving on the flooor of

Lansing Arena last Thursday night and

among them could be spotted a few Wll-

lllams students, but did the Eph dancers

hear the words that the Gang of Four

were singing?

The problem of leisure

What to do for pleasure

Ideal love a new purchase

A market of the senses

Dream of the perfect life

Economic circumstances

The body's good business

Sell outs maintain the Interest

The Marxist revolution came to Willi-

ams College Thursday night, and the rul-

ing class didn't even know what hit It.

The Student Activities Board wisely

promoted the Gang of Four/Waitresses

concert as "a dance band party." Per-

haps a few shrewd Ephmen knew some-

thing was amiss when they saw some

rather odd looking types In the crowd.

Maybe getting asked, for the first time In

their Williams career, If they had any

add tipped off a few more. The size of the

crowd was In the area of 750 or so,

according to SAB business manager

Gary Selhiger '84 (a mediocre turnout,

but not too bad given that the concert was

a last minute replacement for Madness,

who cancelled their American tour).

The opening band. The Waitresses, did

nothing to shake the dance band label.

The group that made "I Know What Boys
Like" did not exactly exude political

activism. Instead, starting 45 minutes

late, they played a crisp hour-long set of

vaguely funky, vaguely new wave pop
dance music.

The great question about this band
remains unanswered: why does a group

where four of the five people on stage

were male call Itself the Waitresses?

A half hour after the Waitresses fin-

ished, the Gang of Four took the stage

with "We Live As We Dream, Alone."

They played their brand of Marxist "per-

verted funk," as Rolling Stone once

called it,and after a few songs it was

clear that they were in good form.

But was the crowd ready for them?

After all, it was Williams. The Gang of

Four have been one of the preeminent

postpunk British bands since 1980. True,

this Is 1984 and the Gang of Four have

steadily softened their music and polit-

ics, but still, this was Williams.

Fortunately, much of the crowd was

not from Wlllllams (The SAB promoted

heavily off campus). Not only did many
of the people dance, but at a few

moments up front. In Isolated spots,

some actually came close to a mild

semblance of slam dancing (which is

basically what it sounds like). The

crowding up front actually approached

that of a real world concert at times.

D: What's it like for a lifestyle?...! think

It's great, because you're kind of your
own boss. 1 can't say you get to sleep in

much, because tours are really a lot of

work. You have to get up real early,

catch planes, you're In a different city

every day, sometimes you Just see the
clubs and the hotels, and you never even
see the city. It's alot of hard work, but I

really enjoy it. It's a really crazy lifes-

tyle. Like these boys, in this band,
they're so funny. They're really great,

just so funny.

R: What about leisure?

D: (Laughs) Well, I'm pretty busy right

now. I don't have much leisure time. I'm
tour managing, and managing this band
at the same time too.

R: So it's definitely a profession? Much
more than a hobby?
D: Oh no. It goes way beyond hobbles-

....This Is (giggling) serious fun!

R: What about performing? What's it

like to l>e up onstage?
D: It's really fun. It's hard to describe

though, what It feels like. Everybody
wants, you know, like they're waiting to

hear. so. so 'what do you do anyway?'
You have to feel that you've worked hard
enough to satisfy, that you're not just

goofing off. and you have something to

say. and some music, and you hope eve-

rybody likes it. and you hope they enjoy it

and feel the same way. You hope you're

getting some kind of emotional message
across to them. And that's wonderful
when that happens.

R: Like tonight, for instance? When
you're up onstage and everybody is

dancing and having a good time?

D: Oh I hope so. ..I'll be out there,

(laughs)

R: Tell me about...

D: (Interrupting) The Gang of Four? Do
I like the Gang of Four? Sure. I love 'em.
I think they're great.

R: Do you like playing with them? Lis-

tening to them? Partying?
D: Yeah I do. although we don't really

party with them. We've met backstage.

We opened for them once before, in St.

Louis I think it was. I really loved the

Gang when (former bassist) Dave
Allen. ..I have to say, when Dave Allen

left that was a tragedy. He was great.

R: WeU, they're still playing.

D: They're breaking up, aren't they? Uh
oh. Maybe I shouldn't have said that. I

thought they were.

R: Is that a scoop?
D: (laughs) Oh no. Just Idle gossip In

New York City, I guess. Idle gossip.

R: Have you had a chance to look around
here yet?

D: No, we just drove In from Manhattan.
That's where we live.

R: From Manhattan to Williamstown?
That's really the other end of the

spectrum.
D: Yeah, we just got in. It's really, uh...it

smells really nice here. It's so pretty,

you know.... I should really get rid of this

gum. Where could I put it? (She sticks it

under bleachers)

R: Hey, you're acting like a student.

D: ( laughing ) They don't know what that
means.

R: What's in the future?

D: Well, we hope to have a nice tour, and
we have this option to play around the

Olympics. That would be great. We also

plan on getting an album out. O.K.? I

really have to go. Any more important
things?

R: Just two. Any music videos? MTV?
D; Well, hopefully we could do a video.

You know , when we get a single released.

That would be right along those lines.

I'm looking forward to doing one.

R: The final one: what do boys like?

D: (laughs) Oh no! I can't answer that-

....What do boys like? Boys in Manhat-
tan, or boys in Massachusetts? (laughs)

...You can't ask me that. It's a really old

question, the oldest one.

R: But still no answer?
D: Well, there's alot of answers. I sup-

pose It just depends on the guy, you

know.
Interview by Vernon Squires; pho-

tos b\ \ick Khakee.

Gang of Four members (I. to r.) Sara Lee, Andrew Gill and Jon King ripped Lansing

Rink with their brand of "perverted funk. " (Khakee)

The band on tour Includes six people: a

singer, a guitarist, bass player,

drummer, and two backup singers who
also play some electronic jjercussion.

The most Interesting visually was Jon

King, the main singer, who bounced up

and down and all over the stage. On "I

Love a Man In a Uniform," the closest

the Gang of Four ever came to a hit. King

marched back and forth, saluting like a

soldier. The rest of the band was rela-

tively staid.

This was the first concert in Lansing

Arena. Some had worried about the

acoustics. As it turned out, they were not

all that bad by rock concert standards,

which is of course horrible. But If you

want good acoustics, buy a good stereo

and go home and listen to a tape.

Continued on Page 9
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As an institution of higher learning. Williams is considered

among the best in the world. Learning, however, is not simply

the rote memorization of known facts just as teaching is not

just the dissemination of linowledge. The process is not and
cannot be static.

Student and faculty research is a fundamental process that

must occur at any dynamic center of learning. Only by engag-

ing in new and original research can a faculty member consist-

ently remain abreast of the new developments in his or her

field. In addition, the research adds to the body of knowledge in

each field and provides the base for the students and academi-

cians of the next generation.

Students, as well, benefit from this research. Through direct

participation, they become involved in the investigative pro-
cess. This type of involvement, especially at a small liberal

arts school like Williams, is essential preparation for graduate
study.

In this section we present examples of the different types of

ongoing research at Williams.

The Record gratefully acknowledges the work of Kathl Ros-
enbaum, Vernon Squires, Martin Hildebrand, Mary Vaccaro,
Tom Vitale and Ned Ladd on this section.

Political Science
Does a TV camera cause Tip O'Neill to

act differently? Do reporters from the

New York Times and Washington Post
change the Ijehavior of Ted Kennedy?
Such questions as these are on the mind
of political science Professor Timothy
Cook, who is currenth- researching the

effects of media on the United States

Congress.

"The media certainly has interaction

with Congress," explains Cook. "But
what might it do that influences Con-
gress? That's one question I'm looking

at."

Cook is the very early stages of his

project, which will take him to Washing-
ton D.C. next year on sabbatical leave.

The direction of the research remains
somewhat fuzzy, he admits, because he
will be asking novel questions in addition

to examining popular beliefs

"We've got our own conceptions of

Congress, " Cook notes. "I wonder if Con-
gress has a different conception of itself.

And, if so, where the media fit into this

image. One theory has the media dis-

persing power by giving any articulate

member a chance to perform. I tend to

think the media reinforces the estab-

lished leadership, acting as a conser\'a-

tive organ."
Cook is not sure where his energy will

lead him, but he says that he, "like every
researcher, hopes for a book."
Professor George Marcus Is analyzing

another portion of American
Democracy—the fundamental relation-

ship between the citizen and the body
politic. Marcus is looking toward an
answer to the question of how much the

Architect Charles Moore, designer ol the Lawrence Hall addition, is the subject ot art

Professor E. J. Johnson s research. (Govan)

individual enjoys "pwlitical experience."

"How attractive or aversive do f)eople

find politics?" he asks. "And then, given

the answer to that question, what are the

ramifications for democratic theory?"

Marcus' work involves sur\'eys, data

analysis and interpretation, and critical

study of democratic theory. The initial

product of his work will be a research
monograph, a sophisticated paper for

scholars in the field. In addition, like Pro-

fessor Cook, Marcus hopes to publish a

book.

"The monograph may Ije out by the

end of next year, but beyond that I'm
looking toward a textlxx)k on political

methodology," says Marcus. "The book
will focus on the means for studying

politics—both theory and statistical

measurement."

Art
— History—

Architect Charles Moore, designer of

the new Lawrence Hall addition and its

ironic columns, is the subject of art Pro-

fessor 1 J. Johnson's research during
his sabbatical this year. Johnson is pres-

ently preparing a retrospective show of

Moore's work which will be displayed

eventually at the Williams College

Musuem of Art.

Johnson spent time in California dur-

ing the winter at Moore's offices to

gather models and preparatory draw-
ings of much of Moore's work. Such vis-

ual materials are difficult to get access
to, as they are often in private hands or in

other museums.

While he is waiting for the final funding

that will make his show possible, John-

son is compiling an extensive Moore bil>-

liography. If funded, his show will open

at the WCMA and at the Oakland
Museum of Art, and will then tour the

country.

April 24, 1984 April 24, 1984

Hoplcins Forest

One of Williams' more profllfic

research stations is located about a mile

away from campus, and reaches toward

neighbors Vermont and New York. Hop-

kins Forest, an enormous and unusual

part of the college, provides a natural

laboratory for work by biologists, chem-
ists, geologists, and environmentalists.

A frequent visitor to Hopkins is geol-

ogy Professor David Dethler, who is

researching the current acid rain issue.

"The Bekshires get a lot of acid rain, " he

notes. "That's no secret. We're trying to

understand the effects of the rain on the

watersheds and soils."

Dethler utilizes a collection station in

Hopkins, and traces the flow of acid pre-

cipitation through the foliage down into

the soils. More Importantly, he analyzes

the effects of the precipitation en route.

"We're looking at how much acid rain

falls, the chemistry of it, and the fluctua-

tions in Its amount from season to season

and year to year," explains Dethler.

"The soils here are very acidic—
probably naturally so—but we want to

know what controls soil chemistry."

In a similar vein to Dethler's work,

senior Janet Ricker is writing a chemis-

try thesis OB the effects of sulfates, pres-

ent in acid rain, on area soils. Taking soil

examples from Hopkins, from the

Taconic Crest Trail on the Mass-NY
border, and from nearby Mount Grey-

lock, Ricker is trying to learn whether or

not soils absorb sulfates.

"Sulfates can determine to a large

extent the effect of acid rain on soils,"

he explains. "If they leach through the

soils, they are likely to take with them
valuable nutrients." Her research alms

ai finding the amount of such nutrient

loss.

Lee Drlckamer, a biology professor,

takes a different Interest In Hopkins; he

is studying the habitats of two species of

deermice which populate the forest.

Drickamer's work Is more than a decade

old, and seeks to understand the role of

ecological niches and animal habitat.

"We have two distinct types of mice In

the forest, which Is in itself interesting,"

Drlckamer suggests. "Given the history

of land use, we ask how It has affected

distribution."

Ideas of species coexistence and the

habits of "pest organisms" are the foun-

dation for Drickamer's work. He has

Intensely studied the habits of the two
species, noting pecullarites and similari-

ties of each, while trying to explain their

mutual staying power in a competitive

environment.

"Why are there two species?" he asks.

"They exhibit specific actlvltes under

different weather conditions, they tend

to live in slightly different areas, and
their reproductive cycles are slightly dif-

ferent. But they share an ecosystem."

Drickamer's work has practical appli-

cation toward the reforestion of land

after industrial use. He explains that the

information gathered in Hopkins is rele-

vant toward controlling rodent damage,

in addition to its Inherent scientific

curiosity.

History
Much of the faculty and student

research In the history department goes
far beyond examining traditional figures

of history and focuses instead on individ-

uals who are not as well-known, but non-

etheless important In their own right.

Researching such individuals requires a

great deal of digging for information, yet

the insight gained into these uncovered

pieces of history makes the challenge

worthwhile.

Professor Charles Dew attests that the

most exciting aspect of his research is

studying the lives of individual slaves in

a Virginia slave community, as opposed

to merely examining the institution ol

slavery as a whole. Much of his informa-

tion is acquired from unique records,

including accounts kept by the white

family owning the plantation and oral

history tapes of black families des-

cended from the slaves.

Dew is the first member of the history

department to take advantage of a new
program instituted by President
Chandler last year, whereby he teaches

one seminar course that integrates his

Tim Murray "84 works on a study ot his

great-grandlather's electric Inventions.

(Eagon)

research and Is released from other

teaching duties for that semester.

'"It's a wonderful program and quite

extraordinary for a college like Williams
that emphasizes undergraduate teach-

ing," states Dew. Each of the eight stu-

dents in his seminar selects an individual

slave to study and write atiout, using

original documents and applying what
he has learned about slavery.

Professor Dudley Bahlman is cur-

rently working on the third volume of his

research focusing on Sir Edward Hamil-
ton, whose diary written during the

period 1880-1906 he Is editing and anno-

tating. Before working for the Treasury
of Great Britain, Hamilton was Prime
Minister Gladstone's private secretary.

According to Bahlman, HamUton's diary

is a very good political account of the

times since Hamilton knew most people

in government circles.

Senior BUI Street's thesis also involves

the editing and annotating of personal

records, although in his case it Is not a

diary, but the letters of a relative who
died in World War I. Street's great-uncle,

William Dexter, was drafted in April,

1918 at the age of twenty-seven and was
killed in France in October of that same
year.

In addition to the letters. Street Is writ-

ing several essays concerning the activi-

ties of Dexter and the infantry, the

training camps, and the conditions in the

trenches. "I'm trying to really bring out

what it was like to be an infantryman in

World War I," Street says.

Senior Tim Murray's thesis Is also

based on the life of a relative, his great-

grandfather, who was an electical inven-

tor. During the period 1891-1929, Thomas
E . Murray was responsible for 502 inven-

tions involving electrification, and In

doing so was able to survive the constant

transitions occurring in the electrical

industry at that time.

.Murray's research required a lot of

travelling, taking him to New York, New
Jersey, Virginia (for family records),

and the National Archives in Washing-

ton. .Murray says that this aspect of his

research was "the most fun because It

got me away from Williams and was
totally my own work— it gave me a view

of what Ijelng a graduate history student

is like."
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Physics/Astronomy
From erupting volcanoes In Hawaii to

solar eclipses In Indonesia, astrophysics

Professor Jay Pasachoff has led expedi-

tions to observe some of the most spec-

tacular events In nature. Last June,

Pasachoff and two thesis advisees, Steve

Platt '83 and Jim Voelkel '84 carted

scientific equipment to the Island of Java
to observe a total solar eclipse. They
recorded data on computer tapes, using

sophisticated telescopes and measuring
devices. Voelkel has analyzed much of

this data in his thesis, which he will com-
plete soon.

Earlier last year, Pasachoff and Platt

traveled to Hawaii to observe the erup-

tion of Kllauea, one of Hawaii's volca-

noes. Using much of the same equipment
employed In eclipses, they were able to

obtain a precise Infrared spectrum of the

gases emitted.

Pasachoff, Voelkel, Steven Schulthels

'84 and Ned Ladd '86 are planning to

observe a nearly total solar eclipse near

Petersburg, Virginia, on May 30. Careful

measurements at this eclipse will allow

for a precise determination of the size of

the sun.

In pure physics. Professor Fielding

Brown Is working building Infrared las-

ers. These lasers use a crystal of germa-
nium, a rare element, and are "tunable"

In that they can be used at different

energy levels. Hence they are a valuable

tool for determlnlg the spectrum of

many atoms and molecules.

Brown does most of his research at

M.I.T. In Cambridge, where he works as

part ol a research team. He drives the

three hour commute almost every
weekend.

Professor Stuart Crampton and his

associate. Dr. Kevin Jones '77, are work-

ing with Geoff Nunes '83, and Karen And-

erson '84 studying Interactions between
atoms at very low temperatures. They
have an atomic hydrogen maser, and the

atoms they are studying include neon,

hydrogen, and deuterium. They are

primarily interested in how low temper-

atures affect the properties of these

atoms.

Crampton's extensive lab facilities

give students an opportunity to work on

campus with equipment normally found

only at large universities. Says Post-

Baccalaureate Researcher Nunes,
"Working in Stuart's lab gave me the

technical experience I needed before

entering graduate school."

Psychology

Botswana, China and Latin America
are analyzed on a dally basis within the

confines of Fernald House. Williams pro-

fessors use advanced economic methods

to study the policy problems of these

developing areas and determine poten-

tial solutions.

After nine years of shuttling between

Williams and Botswana, Professor Steve

Lewis has become an expert on that

nation's affairs and a top advisor to the

government. His goal has been the rapid

and efficient development of this back-

ward nation.

Because of Botswana's primary role in

the world diamond market, Lewis has

begun research in this area. The fluctua-

Astrophyslcs Professor Jay Pasachoff

aligns telescope mirrors in preparation

for the June 1983 solar eclipse In

Indonesia (Burr)

The effect of different types of evi-

dence, rules of procedure, and individual

biases on jury decision-making Is the

focus of Professor Saul Kassln's
research. Kassln conducts his research

through a mock courtroom trial, which
allows him greater flexibility than does

observing jurors in a real trial because
at any point he can stop the action to

measure the subjects' physiological

arousal, recall, and other factors as well.

Kassln says that his research is a
"window Into how jurors operate In the

real world," and he is currently working
on a book on the psychology of evidence.

He has been awarded one of two national

Judicial Fellowships and will work with

the Supreme Court next year.

One area of Professor Colleen Kelley's

research Is on "subliminal" perception

as It relates to memory, which she Is

working on In conjunction with Barbara
Chalfonte '86. By means of a tachlsto-

scope, a machine that flashes a word on a

screen for a matter of milliseconds, Kel-

ley and Chalfonte can test whether a sub-

ject has unconsciously retained the

meaning of the word even though he

might not be aware of actually having

seen It.

The subject must then choose from two

words the one related to the word flashed

on the screen; according to Chalfonte, 75

percent Of the time subjects Identify the

word correctly despite the fact that they

have no Idea of what appeared on the

screen.

Senolr Joe Loturco Is studying the neu-

ral mechanisms Involved In the encoding

Psychology students use laboratory animals, like these rabbits, in their experi-

ments. C-add)

and storage of information. His

research, which he Is conducting with

Judy Lewis '85 and Kia Nobre '85, exam-

ines how a rabbit learns to blink his eye

to a tone.

By Implanting an electrode in the rab-

bit's brain (the students perform all

Economics
tlons of this market, almost completely

dominated by thedeBeers family, have a

direct impact on Botswana's economy.
Lewis Is studying how deBeers has been
able to keep its near monopoly over the

last fifty years. Other people In the

department who have worked In Bots-

wana Include Professor Earl McFarlan-
d,and also two recent graduates: Jim
Levlnsohn '81 and Eban Goodstein '83.

Recently returned from an economic

conference in China, Professor John

Sheahan is also Interested in developing

economies. Sheahan traveled to China

with a team of university professors and

World Bank economists to discuss recent

changes In this nation's economy. They

surgery themselves), they can record

from any given brain structure and

examine the activity of cells during the

rabbit's learning of the blinking task.

Loturco is focusing on the cerebellum in

particular, which is an essential area in

the learning process.

participated in a series of discussions

with various government agencies

including the central planning board

concerning China's economic targets

and goals for the year 2000. Their work

win culminate in a report by the World

Bank due out later this year.

Sheahan's main area of research is the

problems of Latin America's develop-

ment and how these nation's internal

problems are related to the international

scene. Of particular interest is the rela-

tionship between these nation's eco-

nomic concerns and democracy. He has

been working on a book in this area

which should be published soon.
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Decay of elite portrayed Student video sleeper hit

in AMT's Cherry Orchard
by J. B. Bird

While Alexander Okun's expresslonls-
tlc set spooklly captured the decaying
atmosphere of Anton Chekhov's Thv
Cherry Orchard, the set tended to swal-
low up a talented cast during Friday's
performance at the Adams Memorial
Theater.

Many of the actors eeked out excellent
Individual performances, but they
rarely played off one another. As a
result, dramatic tension often echoed
into the impressive background.

To their credit, the actors seemed to

execute as directed. Particularly leads
Reglna Kelly '86, Martha Hughes '86 and
Gordon Compton '85 gave consistent,

responsive performances. Certain
secondary characters were played espe-
cially well: Joanna Adler '86 and Peter
Massey '85 were subdued and typically

excellent. Victoria Chester '84 and Pro-
fessor Nicholas Fersen were welcome
surprises.

Most of the characters,

however, seemed uneasy

with their isolation,

practically melancholy.

Many small scenes and hilarious
speeches. Like John McCarthy's mush-
mouthed clerk contemplating suicide,

received laughs. But there were rarely
successful contrasts of characters. The
pragmatism of the merchant Lopahkin
(Adam Ruderman '87) distinguished

itself only blandly from the dreamy
tenacity of Hughes' Madame
Ranevskaya.
Set in turn-of-the-century Russia, the

story examines an aristocratic family's
disturbing unwillingness to see Its finan-

cial decay. The play focuses on its many
characters' desires for ownership—of
money, land, love or marriage.
With actors Kelly and Compton, Direc-

tor Ron Jenkins pursued the isolated

dream world Chekhov's characters
inhabit. Most of the characters, how-
ever, seemed uneasy with their
isolation— practically melancholy.
There was rarely a scary sense of the

characters' unreal self-perceptions.

Further, the leads rarely seemed to

play or at least to take relish in the mini-

dramas they concocted to prop up their

eroding lives. The great moments of the

play—serious yet comic and therefore

haunting reflections on the orchard and
the old house—looked more like confused
sentimentality.

The third act was a special bright spot,

when the ensemble got going and the

actors inhabited the entire stage; but

after a clever change to act four (actors

came out with stagehands to pack up the

dark house, whose walls became sil-

houettes of cherry trees), the lack of

inherent tension surfaced once again.

Throughout, annoying compensations
for this lack were Jenkins' distracting

slapstick tricks, especially a fish pole

routine which obscured one of the best

speeches in the play.

Fortunately Chekhov speaks for him-
self. His language, in an upbeat new
translation, several subtle performan-
ces and the haunting set certainly made
the play worth its two hours.

by Ned Ladd

When you first walk in a theater to see

a movie, you're not really sure what
you're getting Into. Especially now, with

those one and two word titles, there's no
way to tell whether you're going to like it

or not. The first ten minutes usually

doesn't help either.

Take "Sleepwalking," the new student

video by Somnambulist Productions,

Inc., for Instance. I hated it. The first ten

minutes showed how unprofessional stu-

dent productions can be, with horrible

sound, barbarous editing and blurry

focus. Boy was I wrong.

Though the technical aspects of this

video may have been somewhat ama-
teurish (after all, Williams doesn't have
the best of studios) , the brilliant plot and
fantastic characterizations more than

made up for the deficiencies.

The story revolves around Gus,
(played by Eric Pomerance '84) who has
survived an all-nighter to hand in a paper
at 9: 30 a.m. He only wants to go back to

sleep, but for various reasons he is kept
from his bed. Not only is the story believ-

able, but everyone who has gone to

school in the last 20 years can relate

directly to it.

The directors, seniors Timothy Sed-

lock, Robert Shatkln, Todd Solomon and
Matthew Widman, wisely.chose to draw
from obviously personal experiences

which gave the piece a sense of integrity

and honesty. The video deals specifically

with Williams and the problems endemic
to it. From guilty-conscienceness-

raislng to slinging bull in a professor's

classroom, the video seeks to parody the

Williams experience.

The result is admirable and hilarious.

Why do professors give us seven books to

read three days before the paper is due,

and can we really make a difference to

illiterate children in Africa? The video
asks these questions, letting us guess the

answers.

Senoir Paul Wolfe's score provided
wonderful segues between the scenes
and added to the movement of the piece.

The haunting piano theme echoed
throughout.

"Sleepwalking" is an excellent and
fairly critical commentary on Williams
College life. Don't worry about the
books, papers or even the nuclear ques-
tion; this is a movie to see, especially if

you don't have the time.

Arts in View
The Berkshire Symphony will con-

clude this season with its spring concert

Friday at 8 p.m. Soloist Joseph Villa will

join the symphony in a performance of

Tchaikowsky's Concerto for Piano ans
Orchestra No. I In concert

Saturday with the Springstreeters will be

the Cardinal Sinners of Wesleyan. The
Springstreeters are selling tickets for $1

and their new album. Good Thing They
Can Dance, for $5 this week in Baxter.

. . The music department is sponsoring a

recital of Studio VI, featuring student
solo and ensemble performances tomor-
row at 4: 15 p.m. in Brooks-Rogers
.The coed singing group Essence will per-

form Saturday in Brooks-Rogers with the

rhythm and blues band "Twilight."

Admission to the 8 p.m. concert is free . .

.

.... Saturday at noon, Alfred Gallman of

the Newark Dance Theater will conduct a

workshop for beginning and advanced
dancers in Lasell Gym. The Williams

Joanna Adler '86 and Peter Massey '85 perform In Chekhov's The Cherry
Orchard this weekend. (Khakee)

The 8 p.m. concert will be in Chapin Dance Society will perform later at 8 p.m.

WCFM'S TOP TEN ALBUMS
in alphabetical order

for the week ending April 21

Bananarama "Robert DeNiro's Waiting"
The Cars Heartbeat City
Dire Straits Alchemy
Thomas Dolby The Flat Earth
Go Go's xalk Show
Icicle Works

, ,^ ^. . ,j , Icicle Works
Joe Jackson ,,«^ ,,,», Body and Soul
Modern English Ricochet Days
REM Reckoning
Style Council My Ever Changing Moods

PREMIER ALBUMS
Tuesday (4/24) at 10:00 PM: Icicle Works
Wednesday (4/25) o( 10:00 PM: Dire Straits

CLASSIFIEDS
We have ttie Lowest Airfares to

Europe and across America! For
free color brochure, write to:

Campus Travel, Box 11387, St.

Louis, Mo. 63105

TEST YOURSELF: Are you an
effective lime-manager'' Can you
work 2-4 hrs/wk consistently? Are
you success-oriented? Earn base
+ performance-based bonuses 1-

800-243-6679

LIVE IN, part-time babysitter for

after school care for lively, articu-

late 8 year old girl; professional
family living in Brooklme, Mass.
15-20 hours per week; private

room and bath; convenient to BU,
BC, other Boston universities.

Sense of humor and flexibility

required Non-smoker Ideal for

graduate student, writer, artist.

etc. Write C. Goodman. 168 Milk

Street, Boston, Massachusetts

02109, or call (evenings) 617-738-

5155.

I WILL TYPE, EDIT, proofread

almost anything. IBM Selectric II

Academic, personal, business

work welcome Call (802) 442-

6231 9-5 daily

JOSEPH E. DEWEY

9:00 - 5:00

Mon.-Sat.

WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.
01267

7>^ 458-5717

'4"

#Cotta^c

Chinese Shoes

$3.99
WITH THIS AD

Regular $6.99

Assorted Colors

96 Water Street

Wllliamstown. MA
31 South Street

Pittsfield, MA
Elm Street

Stockbridge, MA

BALDRIDGE READING and
STUDY SKILLS, INC.

14 Grigg Street

Greenwich, CT 06830
Tel: 203-869-4987

Co-Directors:

Kenneth P. Baldrldge
Llla R. Baldrldge

Teaching and consulting opportunity
Position available for recent college graduates to start mid-
August, 1984 with well-established educational consulting firm
whose clients have included more than 100 schools, colleges,
and universities, in the U.S.A. and overseas; major corporations;
and The White House. You will be trained to teach reading,
study and other learning skills at various locations, l^ust have
car; be free to travel; strong liberal arts background; creative;
and independent. Relocation is not necessary.

Send resume to Recruiting Director, BRSS, Inc., P.O. Box 439,
Greenwich, CT 06830 or telephone for an appointment before
2:00 P.M. 203-869-4988.
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New profs, chosen — Gang of Four
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Continued from Page 1

a doctorate or expect to hold one before they
arrive In the fall.

Next year's new faculty will IncludeTby depart-
ment:

•English—Assistant professors for three years:
John Llmon, formerly teaching at the University
of Chicago; B.A., Harvard University; PhD.,
Univ. of California at Berkeley.
Karen Swann, B.A., Oberlln College; PhD.,

Cornell.

Christopher L. Pye, B.A., Oberlln. PhD. candi-
date, Cornell.

•Mathematics—assistant professor for five
years: Donald H. House, B.S., Union College;
PhD., UMass. House has worked at General
Electric and taught at Smith College.
Assistant professors for three years; Deborah

J. Bergstrand, B.A., Allegheny College; Ph.D.,
Univ. of niinols, Chicago. Currently a visiting

associate professor at Williams, Bergstrand has
taught at Trinity College.

Cesar Sllva, B.S., Catholic Univerlsty of Peru;
Ph.D. candidate, Univ. of Rochester.

•History-assistant professors for three years:

Ann D. Durkin, B.A., Univ. of Illinois; Ph.D. can-

didate, Univ. of Chicago. Durkin is a specialist In

both U.S. and Latin American History.

Thomas A. Kohut, B.A., Oberlln; Ph.D., Univ.

of Minnesota. Kohut is a German history

specialist.

•Psychology—assistant professor for four years:

Benjamin R. Stephens, B.A., Univ. of Georgia;

Ph.D., Univ. of Texas at Austin.

Laurie Heatherington, currently teaching at

the Univ. of Scranton (Penn.); B.A.,Mlaml Uni-

versity (Ohio); Ph.D., Univ. of Connecticut.

•Economics—assistant professor for three

years: Stephen Younger, B.A. Miami (Ohio);

PhD. candidate, Stanford.

•Chemistry—assistant professor for three years:

Judith A. Halstead, B.A., State U. of New York;

Ph.D., Rennselaer Polytechnic Institute. Hal-

stead is a chemist and environmentalist cur-

,rently teaching at Russel Sage College.

•German—assisant professor for three years:

Gail Newman, currently a visiting assistant pro-

fessor here, B.A., Northwestern; Ph.D. candi-

date, Univ. of Minnesota.
•Russian—assistant professor for three years:

Ludmila Prednewa, B.A., Millersvilie State Uni-
versity; Ph.D., Univ. of Pennsylvania.
•Chinese—visiting associate professor for two
years: Jing-Heng S. Ma, currently teaching Chi-

nese at the University of Michigan, B.A., Univ. of

Taiwan; Ph.D., Univ. of Michigan.

•Romance Languages—visiting professor for one
year: Russell O. Salmon, B.A., Williams; Ph.D.,

Indiana University. Salmon has taught at

Indiana.

•Political Science—visiting assistant professor

for one year: Chung-In Moon, B.A., Univ. of

Seoul, Korea; Ph.D. candidate, Univ. of

Maryland.
•Art—part-time visiting lecturer for one year:

Peggy Diggs, B.A., George Washington Univer-

sity; M.F.A., Cranbrook Art Academy.
•Sociology—visiting assistant professor for first

semester and Winter Study: Mary J. Osirim,

B.A., Radcllffe; M.S.E., London School of Eco-

nomics; Ph.D. candidate. Harvard.

Visiting lecturer for second semester: Ahmad
Ashraf, B.A., Univ. of Tehran; Ph.D., New School

of Social Research.

•Physical Education—instructor and Outing Club

director for one year: Edward S. Grees, B.A.,

Windham College; Masters in Sport Manage-

ment, UMass.

Reappointments
In addition, several current faculty members

have been reappointed. William R. Darrow,
Assistant Professor of Islamic and Near Eastern
Studies in the History and Religion departments,
was reappointed for three years.

F. Andrus Burr, part-time visiting lecturer in

art; Roberto N. Ifill, lecturer in economics; and
Padmanabhan Srlnagesh, visiting assistant pro-

fessor of economics, were all reappointed for one
year.

Current Dean of Freshmen David C. Colby was
appointed for first semester next year as lecturer

in political science. He will be replaced next year
as Dean of Freshman by returning assistant pro-

fessor psychology Robert D. Kavanaugh.

Crew rows Little Three
Continued from Page 12

prompted the celebrational toss

of coxswains Attila Sala '87 and
Ken Slepyan '87 into the freez-

ing waves, a traditional prive-

lege of victorious crews.

Leaving Amherst behind, the
Eph varsity men's eight
struggled with Wesleyan to fin-

ish just fractions of a second
behind. This close race included

a few disputed calls by the

judges.

Next Saturday, the women
head up to Dartmouth, to take

on the Green, UPenn, and Prin-

ceton. The men travel to UMass
for a dual meet.

WCFM 91.9 STEREO
presents

WCFM Night at the Log
Tuesday, April 24

featuring

91.90 DISCOUNTS ON BEER AND PIZZA,

A RECORD AND POSTER GIVEAWAY.

A RAFFLE. AND

VIDEO MUSIC
THE ENTIRE TIME.

Come to the Log
to help celebrate

our 25th Anniversary.

Continued from Page 5

Rock concerts are meant for

dancing, moving, and yes,

crashing into other people and
jumping head first from the

stage and cracking your head
open, if yousochoose (few Willi-

ams students did so, for some
reason. Nor did anyone else.)

For these activities and others,

Lansing Arena beats Chapin
hands down.
The Gang of Four played the

last song of their regular set

about an hour after beginning.

It was "To Hell With Poverty,"
whose words many in the

crowd, for once, seemed to

know.

In this land, right now
Some are insane, and they're

in charge

To hell with poverty

We'll get drunk on cheap wine

It had tjeen a very strong show
except for the occasional smoke
effects, which showed how far

the Gang had sunk from their

prime.

But there was more after

"Poverty." They played two

encores. The chords to the last

song of the final encore began. It

was hard to l)elleve—impossible.

But no, it was true: they fin-

ished with "Sweet Jane," the

rock'n'roll classic by a classic

rock'n'roll band, the Velvet

Underground. It was an
inspired choice, and they pulled

it off brilliantly.

This was the best rock concert

in my three years at Williams.

Let us hope the SAB makes a

habit of it. Up with the Gangs of

Four of the world; down with

the Marshall Crenshaws.

ADVENTURE
TRAVEL PACKS

If your travel itinerary calls for

an extended trip abroad or

around the country by thumb,

train, or plane, consider the

JanSport Travel Pacics. They

give you the best of both

worlds: the carrying

convenience of a backpacic and

the flexibility of soft luggage.

The enclosed internal frame

provides support without

restricting your movements.

./"..?

Travel Packs by:
* JanSport
* Caribou

{Mountaineering
* Kelty

thO^ountafn Goat
130 Water Street, Williamstown, Mass. 01267 .-,. ^

Mon.-Sat. 9-6; Thurs. 'til 8

M
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Make a good buy
beforeyou say goodbye.
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Baseball loses in 1 4th
in controversial game

Sports
April 24, 1984

by Mike Best
In a fourteen-lnnlng heart-

breaker on Saturday which saw
coach Bob Coakley thrown out
of the game, the baseball team
lost at Wesleyan 5-4. The loss

negated a fine effort by Eph
starting pitcher Bill Hugo '84,

who pitched ten strong Innings.
The Ephs scored the first run

of the game. Wesleyan pitcher
walked In a run, and that lead
held up through two Innings as
Hugo did not give up a hit.

In the bottom of the third,

Wesleyan took the lead. Hugo
retired the first two batters, but
an error by shortstop Rob Coak-
ley '86, who had just returned
from an Injury, put a runner on
first. The runner stole second,
and Hugo walked the next bat-
ter. Cleanup hitter Andy Har-
vey singled to load the bases,
and a costly error by Eph third
baseman Mark White '84

allowed two runs to score.

Ephs tie it up
In the seventh inning, the

Ephs tied it up when Mark
White singled and moved to

third on a perfectly executed
hit-and-run by Mike Coakley
'85. Phil Lusardi '85 then drove
in White to even the score. The
Ephmen took the lead In the
eigth when the second Wesleyan
pitcher, Joe Grasso (who had
been the catcher until the sixth
inning), walked in another run.
Going into the bottom of the

ninth, it looked like the Ephs
were about to win, but Hugo was
the victim of poor defense. Two
errors and a sacrifice bunt put
Cardinals on first and third with
only one out. Williams shortstop
Steve Belslto '87, who had taken
over for Rob Coakley In the
eighth, made a throw wide of
first after Hugo had Induced a
perfect doubleplay ball, allow-
ing one runner to score and
sending the game Into extra
innings.

In the eleventh, Phil Lusardi
and Tim McKone '87 goton base
with only one out. Dick Holling-
ton "86 singled In Lusardi to give
the Ephs the lead.

Hugo had another chance to

get the win, even after he was
removed after giving up a single

to the first batter In the bottom
of the Inning. Hard-throwing
Kevin Morris '86 came In to hold
the lead, but he could not do so.

He got two outs on the Cardi-
nals, but the runner had moved
to third. He then yielded a sin-

gle, which scored the tying run,

before he completed the Inning.

Twelfth inning controversy
The Ephmen threatened in

the twelfth and had men on first

and third with two out. Grasso
threw a called third strike to the

Eph batter, but the catcher
dropped the ball. When there
are two outs a dropped third

strike allows the batter to try to

get to first, regardless of

whether or not a man Is on first.

When the ball was dropped and
trapped, then, the batter should
have had a chance to run to first,

and the runners should have
been able try to advance.
The homeplate umpire,

though, mlstakingly called the

batter out without giving him
the opportunity to get to first,

thus ending the Inning. The Wil-

liams bench appealed to the

first base umpire who said that

the pitch had l)een cleanly

caught—which it had clearly

not been—and therefore the bat-

ter was out. Coach Coakley, vis-

ibly upset, went out to argue. He
grabbed the umpire's mask and
threw it on the ground. Coakley
was ejected from the game, and
the captain John Hennigan '84

was forced to take over and run
the team for the remainder of

the game.
Finally, In the bottom of the

fourteenth, the Cardinals won
the game. An Eph error gave
Wesleyan a runner second. The
runner advanced to third on a

passed ball and scored on a sin-

gle to left, ending the game.
With the loss and last Thurd-

say's eleven-Inning 10-9 win
over Middlebury, theEphmen's
record is 2-4. They play four

home games this week: Tues-

day against Amherst, Friday
against Colby, and a double-

header Saturday with Bates.

Women 1st, men 2nd in

crew Little 3
by Susan Cliristenson

and Monica Fenneil
With five victories Williams

maintained Its dominance of the
Little Three Regatta on Satur-
day. Williams confronted not
only traditional rivals Amherst
and Wesleyan, but also high
winds and choppy water on the
Connecticut River.
For the ninth consecutive

year the women's varsity boat
of eight took the Elizabeth Neal
Trophy. A high tallwind and a
strong current combined to give
the women an unusually fast
time as they took the race by the
extremely narrow margin of a
tenth of a second.

Starting a new tradition, the
women's novice eight accepted
the Captains' Plate, an award

initiated by Wesleyan's cap-
tains to give Impetus to the

strengthening novice programs.

Seizing their first victory, the

women's J.V. eight surged

across the finish line ahead of

Wesleyan and Amherst. Willi-

ams won by a mere three inches

after a fierce battle with the

Cardinals. Three of these oars-

women .Sarah Beadle '86, Julie

McMahon '86, and Allison

Tucker '84, joined by novice

Sandy Wanstall '87, faced Wes-

leyan again, but the Ephs lost to

this undefeated varsity boat of

four.

By lengths of open water, both

men's novice eights captured

another Little Three title. This

Continued on Page 9

Goalie Brad DuPont '86 chalks up one of his 18 saves In the 9-5 win over Trinity. (Khakee)

Lax moves to 3-3 with 9-5 win over Bantams
by Dave Paulsen

If turnaround is fair play,

then it seems that the men's
lacrosse team is receiving the

justice they deserve. The Ephs
put together two fine games this

weekend, trouncing Trinity 9-5,

while playing very well in a 11-5

loss to a powerful Darmouth
squad. The Ephmen now have a
3-3 record, and have appeared
to turn their program around
back to its winning ways.

Saturday, the Ephs played
with what Coach Renzl Lamb
termed "superior intensity"
enroute to the 9-5 victory over a
fine Trinity squad. The Ephs
jumped out to a quick 3-0 lead in

the opening minutes of play
behind the tallies of Rob Miller
'87, Mike O'Connell '87, and
Mark Payton '84. Throughout
the rest of the game, the Ephs
dominated all aspects of play.

O'Connell and Tom Davles '84

led the Williams attack with

three goals apiece. O'Connell,

now fully recovered from an

early season illness, continued

his explosive scoring pace so

essential to the Ephs. And
Davles turned In what has

become for him just another

day in the office—three goals

and two assists. Reese Hughes
'85 added the other goal.

Defense clamps down
As Impressive as the high-

powered offense was, however,
it almost didn't match up to the

solid defensive effort of the

squad. Goalie Brad DuPont '86

turned in an outstanding game
in the nets, stopping 18 Bantam
shots. He was aided by the spi-

rited play of defenseman Bill

Sperry '84, and Jamie Gallop
'87.

Lamb singled out O'Connell,
Sperry, and DuPont for their
efforts in the game. He also
praised his whole team's effort.

"We're not a great team, so for
us to be effective, we have to

play with superior intensity. We
did that today, and won the bal-

Igame."
Wednesday, the Ephs playec.

a Dartmouth team which had
defeated Williams teams by as

many as 20 goals in previous

years. Despite the superior tal-

ent of the Division I school, the

Ephs played a fine game in their

11-5 defeat.

Ted Thomas '85, Keith
Haynes '84, Jim Sperry '87,

Women^s softball drops two at Smith
by Lee Farbman

The women's softball club

went 1-2 last week, beating

Union behind the five-hit pitch-

ing of Karen Montzka '85, and

dropping a doubleheader to a

powerful Smith team •

Union got on the scoreboard

first in Tuesday's game, scoring

twice in the first inning. But Wil-

liams battled back, scoring one

In the first and opening up for

three more in the bottom of the

second. Laura Henrlques '85 got

the game winning R.B.I, on a

sacrifice fly. The final was 7-3.

The Ephs played a good game,
with Montzka, freshman Kat-

hleen Oehllng, and Laura Napo-

lltano '85 each getting two hits.

The doubleheader at Smith

proved a study in contrasts. The

first game was quite compe-

Contlnued on Page 1
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O'Connell, and Miller all scored

goals for Williams. Midfielder

Steve Patterson '87 also turned

in a fine performance. DuPont
stopped 11 Dartmouth shots in

another standout effort.

Lamb said of that game,"We
played as well as we could.

Dartmouth is just a t)etter team
with better athletes." After fal-

ling behing by a score of 7-0 at

halftlme, the Ephs actually out-

scored Dartmouth 5-4 in the

second half.

The squad next hosts Union at

4 p.m. on Wednesday.

Williams attackmen and the Trinity goalie watch as an Eph shot
rolls In for a score In Saturday's win over the Banlams.(Khakee)

Ruggers beat Babson;

comeback win 19-16
by Tom Dumphy

The Rugby Club continued its

fine play on Saturday against
Babson. The A-slde won 19-16

and the B-side played to a score-

less tie. The C-slde played well

against the Babson B-side but
went down to the Beavers 12-0.

Williams started slowly in the

A-side game, giving up a try

early in the action on a mis-
played ball. The Ephs took a two
point lead on a conversion by
Bob Ause '85 after a try byMark
Evans '85. Ed O'Toole '86

started the scoring play by rip-

ping the ball from the hands of a
Babson runner and heading up
field. O'Toole dished the ball to

John Frese '84, who made a sho-

estring catch without breaking
stride. Frese passed to Evans
just as he was being tackled.

Evans hauled in the ball with
one hand and raced down the

sideline untouched to the try

zone.

Babson went ahead 8-6 and
appeared ready to score again
when the half ran out. Babson
came out fast in the second half

and increased their lead to 12-6.

Ause cut it to 12-9 on a penalty
kick into the wind. Williams
took the lead for good when
Steve Zlotowskl '84 picked up a
loose ball and carried it in for

the score. Ause added the con-
version to give the Ephs a 15-12

lead.

Evans scores gamewinner
Evans scored his second try

for Williams' final four points.

When captain Hugh Huizenga
'84 booted the ball up and across

the field, Evans ran it down and
then outran the Babson back-

field to the try zone. The Ephs
gave up a try late in the game to

account for the final score of 19-

16.

Credit must also be given to

Brad Bissell '86 and George Cle-

mens '86, both of whom played

fiercely while anchoring the

Williams scrum. Phil Headley
'86 and Jim Bell '84 played with

savvy in their first complete A-

slde game. Babson was the

toughest team the Ephs have
faced this season and the vic-

tory will give Williams confi-

dence heading into the final two
weeks of the season.

The B-side also faced stiff

competition against Babson.
Though neither team scored,

Williams had the edge in play.

Fine running by line members
Craig Klrby '86, Bill Harrison
'84, and Marty Davey '85 kept

the play in the Babson end.

Scrumhalf Jeff May '85 and
scrummles Geoff Kass '86 and
Dave Curry '85 crunched the

Babson offense whenever it

tried to advance.
The C-side gamely took on the

Babson B-side and played well

despite losing 12-0. Newcomers
Clark Otley '86 and Glpp Welch
'87 showed promise in the game.
Williams travels to Fairfield

this Saturday and finishes the

season at the Little Three Tour-
ney next Saturday at Wesleyan.
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Playwright Simon, Soviet

poet Brodsky, to address

graduates June 2 and 3

Joseph Brodsky

President John W. Chandler
announced today that playwright Neil
Simon, author of nearly two dozen well-

Itnown Broadway productions, will be
the speaker at Williams' 195th Com-
mencement Exercises on June 3.

Joseph Brodsky, who Is generally
regarded as the most important living

Russian poet, will deliver the Baccalau-
reate address on Saturday, June 2.

Both men will be awarded an honorary
Doctor ol Letters degree during
Commencement.
Simon was born In the Bronx in 1927

and educated at DeWitt Clinton High
School andNew York University. He also

studied at the University of Denver.
After a two-year stint in the U.S. Army
Air Force, he married Joan Balm in 1953.

Simon's writing career t>egan during
the 50's when he worked on a number of

television shows, including the Phil

Silvers Show, the Tallulah Bankhead

Bonfires, TVs

spell big bucks

in damages for

Frosh entries

by Sarah Abernathy
Several weeks ago $700 worth

of damage was done to a side-

walk in the Freshman Quad
when fence stakes, used to pro-

tect the grass, were burned in a
late-night bonfire, according to

Dean of Freshmen David Colby.
Since no one has claimed

responsibility for the fire, the 12

Freshman Quad entries must
divide the cost and pay $58 each.
Director of Housing Wendy
Hopkins said.

"The heat from the fire

popped the cement, so two
blocks have to be replaced,"
Hopkins said, adding that the

$700 covers supplies and labor

costs. "I'm not satisfied with

billing all the entries; I'd much
prefer to bill the individuals

responsible," she said.

"People know who did it,

they're just not willing to tell

me," Colby said.

Freshman called Security

In an effort to avert the dam-
age a freshman from Williams
Hall said he called Security

when the fire was started.

Show, the Sid Caesar Show and the Bilko

Show.
His first Broadway play, "Come Blow

Your Horn," premiered in February of

1961. Since then he has had a total of 21

shows on Broadway, including such fam-
ous comedies as "Barefoot In the Park,"
"The Odd Couple," "Sweet Charity,"

"The Prisoner of Second Avenue" and
"They're Playing Our Song."

His most recent Broadway play, the
autobiographical "Brighton Beach
Memoirs," opened in March 27, 1983, to

enthusiastic reviews. He is currently
working on a play called "Blloxi Blues"
and on a female version of ' 'The Odd Cou-
ple," both of which are slated to open on
Broadway next winter.

Ten plays into movies
In all, ten of Simon's plays have been

made into motion pictures, including,

besides the ones mentioned above, "The
Sunshine Boys" and "California Suite."

He has also written the scripts for sev-

eral well-known films, such as "Murder
By Death," "The Goodbye Girl," "Chap-
ter Two" and "Only When I Laugh."
His most recent film was "Max Dug-

gan Returns," which appeared in 1982,

and another, called "Sluggerd Wife," is

scheduled to open later this year.

Simon is a recipient of the Evening
Standard Award, the Shubert Award, a
Tony Award for "The Odd Couple" and
four Academy Award nominations.

Brodsliy famous poet

Brodsky, who was born in 1940 in

Leningrad, Is best known for his

"Selected Poems," published in 1974 and
translated by George L. Kline with a
foreward by W.H. Auden.
Four of Brodsky's poems were pub-

lished in Leningrad anthologies in 1966

and 1967, but most of his work has
appeared only in the West. He is also a

noted poetic translator and has trans-

lated into Russian the English meta-
physical poets and the Polish emigree
Czeslaw Mllosz. His own poetry has been
translated into more than ten languages.
Brodsky's other works include an

acclaimed poetry collection, "A Part of

Speech," pubished in 1980, and "Less
Than One," a collection of essays, and
"Roman Elegies," a cycle of twelve
poems, both of which will be published
later this year.

From March 1964 until November 1965,

Brodsky lived in exile in the Arkhangelsk
region of northern Russia. He was sent-

enced to five years in exile at hard labor
for "social parasitism," but did not
serve out his term.

Nell Simon

This late-night bonfire of sidewalk stakes and tree branches

resulted in $700 worth of damage for the Freshman Quad.

(Ruderman)

"There's a big bonfire in the

middle of the Quad," he said he

told Security, but since he

refused to leave his name they

apparently did not believe him.

"The woman (at Security) said

people call in pranks all the

time," he explained. Security
eventually came about ten min-
utes later, he added.

Quad bUled over $5000
More than $5000 of repair bills

have been incurred In the Quad
already this year, over $1000 to

one entry alone, Colby said.

Less damage occurs in upper-

class dorms, but last year the

College's damage bill totaled

almost $20,000, he added.
"Off hand, I'd say this year

the bill (in the Quad) is higher

than usual. There's definitely

more activity," Hopkins noted.

"If people come forward I'd l)e

willing to negotiate the cost.

People shouldn't be afraid to

come down and talk, we're not

down here waiting to nail

them," she said.

Television luiobs flushed

Recently another unclaimed
damage bill for a television was
split among the six entries in

Sage Hall.

"I bought a new TV for Sage in

January for about $430. In April

somebody pulled off all the

knobs and flushed them down
the toilet," Hopkins explained.

The television was taken away
and repaired and is now being
held until someone claims
responsibility for the damage.

"I finally reached the end of

my rope with this one. All I'm

Continued on Page 7

ExUe from U.S.S.R.

In June 1972 Brodsky became an invo-

luntary exile from the Soviet Union.
After brief stays in Vienna and London,
he came to the United States. He has
been Poet in Residence and Visiting Pro-
fessor at the University of Michigan.
Queens College, Smith College, Colum-
bia University and Cambridge Univer-
sity in England.

He is currently affiliated with both

New York University and the University

of Michigan, and is Five College Profes-

sor of Literature at Mount Holyoke
College.

The Commencement and Baccalau-
reate speakers are chosen by the Presi-

dent and Trustees with the advice of the

Honorary Degrees Committee from the

pool of honorary degree recipients.

Those being given honorary degrees this

year will be announced next week.

Library looks at installing

electronic security system
by Christian Hewlett

Sawyer Library is considering installing an electronic security

system to cut down on thefts and missing materials, the Library

Committee reported to College Council Thursday.
"We're very, very seriously talking about it," said Committee

member Brad Case '85.
' 'A lot of materials are lost from the library

every year."
Students and faculty report about $5,000-6,000 worth of materials

missing annually. Case said library personnel have estimated.

Summer inventories often turn up more missing objects, he added.

The system the library is most stongly considering is manufac-
tured by 3M Corporation and involves little plastic electronic rib-

twns which would be placed in every book and record. When the

book is checked out the ribbon would be deactivated, and then

reactivated when the book is returned.

Airport-type detectors

People exiting the library would walk past an electronic detector

at the circulation desk which would sound if a book had not been
checked out. Case said 3M claims the system will cut down the

number of books illegally removed by 80 or 90 percent.

"This is not a small expense," he noted, but would cost at least

$20,000 to install. This amounts to about $10 per student, or approxi-

mately four or five years worth of losses.

Case added that the library is looking at such a system, which
would probably be installed two years from now, because It does not

want to take such drastic action as closing the stacks or stationing

people at exits to checks bags.

Continued on Page 7

INSIDE THE RECORD
•Man on the Quad
•Manley's thoughts on Third World
•Men's lax ranked In N.E.

p. 5

p. 6

p. 10
Parent's Weekend brought lots of cars and spectators to last

weekend's sporting events, as parents and students alike

revelled in the spring sunshine. (Ruderman)
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Honor the Code
Although half the students responding to a poll think the Honor Code

does not prevent cheating, and 17 percent of those polled had cheated, we
should not lose our trust in the Williams Honor Code.

While every incident of cheating or plagiarism should be cause for

concern, the, problem at Williams is not as serious as at other schools.

Because the quality of Williams students is high, they do not find that

they need to avail themselves of every oportunity to cheat. Indeed, a

large majority of students never cheat.

Only five percent of those surveyed would report cheating violations.

While this result is not encouraging, it is not surprising either. In a world

where murders and other serious crimes go unreported, it is not surpris-

ing that cheating gets a similar treatment.

Students have an attitude of live-and-let-live, where others' cheating

is their own business because, in a sense, it is a victimless crime. For
isolated incidents of cheating, the only people who are hurt are the

cheaters, who lose learning experience, they reason. There are few

remedies for this attitudinal situation.

Comments returned with the surveys indicated that the confronta-

tional aspect of the hearings (where the plaintiff and the accused face

each other while relating their stories) deterred some. Possibly by

easing the stiuation for those who report cheating violations, we could

improve the yield; however, it is important to keep the policy of identify-

ing the accuser.

Sixty-five percent of those who cheated said that having signed an

Honor Code statement made them pause before cheating. Here is the

value of the Code, and the reason we should keep it even ifwe can see few

tangible results. The Honor Code works, not by forcing students to snitch

or by instantly reforming cheaters by virtue of this one signiture, but as

a statement of affirmation of personal integrity.

LETTERS

Errors

To the editor:

The April 17th issue of the Record car-

ried a short column covering this year's

recipient of the Grosvenor Memorial
Cup. Your reporter noted that Chris
Harned '85 is "the recipient of the second
annual" award. For the sake of accu-

racy, the Grosvenor Cup was established

in 1931 and, except for a few years in the

1970's, it has been awarded consistently

every year.

On page 39 of the College Catalog men-
tion is made of the 1931 date. In the Log,

one can also find a cup and plaque listing

the names of the past recipients.

By now I am sure that an error In your

headline and in the first sentence of the

Tuition article appearing March 13th has

been corrected. At that time you wrote

that Williams tuition will be 12,454 dol-

lars next year. Tuition for 1984-85 will be

9,200 dollars.

Henry N. Flynt

Associate Dean for Financial Aid

Commendation

To tlie editor:

I should like to commend those who
were responsible for bringing Michael

Manley to our campus this past week.

The program was well conceived and
organized, and educationally it was truly

in the spirit of the teacher on one end of

the log and the student on the other.

1 would especially like to commend
Professor Louis Lindsay, the Luce Com-
mittee and the many students that I saw
working on behalf of all of us In this very
fine educational experience.

Robert R. Pecl(

Director of Atliletics
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Overreaction
Our beautiful campus adds much to the Williams College experience.

Authorities are justified in spending large sums on campus upkeep.
However, recent charges for damages to the Freshman Quad show an
over-zealousness in repairing sheerly cosmetic damages.
Each freshman entry was charged $58 for damages to the concrete

walks through the Quad after a bonfire two weeks ago. Some discolora-
tion and dents caused two blocks to be replaced, but did not require the
type of major repair for which the adminstration charged the freshmen
The Quad is designed to be used by students, mainly for recreation and

socializing; it is not meant for show. Funds should keep it functional, not
pristine.

While we certainly do not condone student vandalism, the College's
monetary overreaction in this case is troubling. Similarly expensive
repairs after more legitimate recreational activities that create less-

than-perfect landscapes would hurt the casual, enjoyable atmosphere
which should prevail in the Quad.

Op-Ed
Summer Job Search

byR. Park
A lot is heard about the various hoops

that seniors dutifully jump in order to

earn the privilege of splt-and-polishing

some CEO's shoes (otherwise known as

being a managerial trainee). But less is

heard (and even less notice given) about

the plight of the rest of the undergradu-

ate body who possess humbler aspira-

tions: those of us who just want a job for

the summer. And this plight Is especially

serious for freshmen and sophomores.

Underclassmen, it seems, are treated

as being one cut above the trained aard-

vark in general competence. I

remember one guy last year pleading

with a potential employer to be allowed

initiation into the arcane art of filing.

The interview seemed to go well at first

(the personnel manager, who vaguely

resembled a chain boss in a prison film,

had not yet bothered to scan the applica-

tion, assuming that a lowly freshman
would never dare to be so presumptuous
as to actually fill one out); they had
exchanged pleasantries and the job

seemed to be in the bag, until the manag-
er's eye strayed to the application sheet.

It's amazing how much a man can be

transfigured by one lone word: fresh-

man. The chain boss looked like he 'd

been doused In freon, and in no time the

erstwhile applicant was out in the street,

on his way to a bar to drown his sorrows,
where he would promptly be thrown out
for being a minor. Freshmen just can't
Make it in Masssachusetts. Sophomores
do only marginally better.

What is it about being a junior that
makes employers hail them as the sav-
iours of the company clerk corps, and
government agencies and prep schools
and judges hand them plush Internships?
Are they more capable? More mature?
Firmer handshake? Better dead-baby
jokes? What? History majors might say
that the real explanation is a complex
Interaction of all of these diverse factors,
but one wonders whether it is anything
more than a mindless chronological
pecking order.

The freshman (and sophomore) is on a
plodding, unsung quest, the prize at the
end of the road very often being an
equally plodding job. A little recognition
of, and sympathy for, the underclass-
men's travails is in order, especially
from the upperclassmen who have per-
haps forgotten what it was like back in

the days when obtaining a post as a head-
waiter was a step up In the world.
SobU'ssv, it is observed, entails oh/i^e.
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The Student Activities Board: the harsh realities

by Gary I. Selinger

The Student Activities Board must
take exception to much of last week's
Record editorial, "New Music." The
Record's criticisms are valid only in

isolation from the realities of producing
and promoting rock concerts at

Williams. It is clear to those of us on this

year's SAB that widespread Ignorance of

the musical and economic facts of life

creates tensions and misunderstandings
that make it difficult, if not Impossible,

for the SAB to do what it is theoretically

supposed to do: "please a large portion

of the student body."

First of all,and most Importantly,

money talks. The Record ,In attempting

to partially exculpate the SAB for what
the paper sees as the organization's

failures, blithely comments, "The SAB
was hampered by late cancellations by

the Clash and Madness." The story Is

perhaps somewhat more complex than

that. Madness cancelled because new
keyboard recruit Paul Carrack balled

nor anyone else has the slightest bit of

control over band cancellations, a fairly

frequent occurrence In the music

business. Indeed, although this fact was

not widely publicized at the time,

Marshall Crenshaw was booked for the

fall concert only after Joan
Armatradlng, contracted over the

summer, cancelled her American tour.

Nonetheless, something can and

should be done about an SAB budget that

keeps currently popular bands just out of

the reach of Williams students. As

examples of what we mean, here are the

current prices of some bands we could

have had this year: the Pretenders at

$25,000, the Clash at $20-25,000 (RPI

offered the band the latter figure, plus a

percentage of ticket receipts), and

Eurythmlcs at $35,000. In addition,

increase the cost of a show by up to one-

third. With the above-stated costs, how

can the SAB be expected to put on top-

quality shows when the Concert

First of all, and most
Importantly, money talks.

out even before the band's tour began.

The Clash, however, declined to play at

Williams because It got a better offer

from RPI. This Is not the first time in

recent memory that Williams has gotten

outbid by another school for a "name"
band; only last spring, Williams had the

English Beat all signed and ready to

play, when Yale University beat our

offer by approximately $3000. Under

present conditions. I.e., with the SAB's

present budget, this sort of thing Is likely

to happen every time the SAB attempts

to book a show.

We wish to emphasize that neither SAB

depending on the cost of the band and

opening act, additional costs—
promoter's fee, sound, lights, security,

and other concert necessities—can

Commission budget stands at $14,000?

Secondly, the Initial financial

constraint Is compounded by other

difficulties. When SAB shows were held

In Chapln Hall, the organization had to

obtain permission from the music

department l)efore scheduling a show on

a particular date; now that shows are to

be held in Lansing Chapman Arena, we
must consult the athletics department.

In the case of the most recent concert ,
we

were given a choice of two possible

dates—April 19 and April 20. If a band we
might have wanted was already booked

for one or both of those nights, our

options were to 1) outbid another college

for the band ), or 2 ) look for another band

.

On the 19th and 20th, the three acts

conceivably In our price range were

1) Bonnie Raltt at $13,000; 2)Melba

Moore at $8,000; and 3)Gang of Four at

$8,000. Such are the vagaries of choosing

acts during the second week of spring

break, after two cancellations, on

horrifyingly short notice, and on a

shoestring budget.

On the subject of how to Improve

student attendance at SAB concerts, the

Record offered: "The most Important

key.. .Is student Input," and suggested

regular polling of the student body on

band preferences. A well-intentioned

Idea, no doubt, but it carries with It its

own problems. What generally happens

Is that a promoter tells us that a certain

band Is on tour and available to play at

Williams, he doesn't want to wait two or

three weeks while 2,000 students make

up their mind—he wants to hear from us

In at most a few days. When booking

acts, the second rule (second only to

"money talks") is, "He who hesitates is

lost." Secondly, students seem to have

unrealistic expectations about the kinds

of bands that SAB can bring to Williams.

It is as If Michael Jackson or The Police

could appear In Lansing Chapman, were

it not for SAB incompetence. As we have

explained above, this Is simply not

so.The SAB could, of course, distribute a

non-blndlng preference poll to the

student body, similar to that proposed by

Rob Park this week. At SAB's current

level of funding, however, such a poll

may well prove counterproductive in

that SAB is unlikely to be able to satisfy

explicitly stated student desires, leading

to ever-Increasing frustrations.

Moreover, after the countless

contortions SAB went through to book

first The Clash and then Madness—two
concerts that, if all had gone as planned,

would have been the most successful

shows In recent Williams memory—Is it

at all fair to claim, as the Record seems

to do, that the SAB does not take student

preferences into account when choosing

bands?

The Record suggests that perhaps

"The answer may He in one big concert

per year..." Perhaps — but this

additional constraint places enormous

pressure on future Boards. What to do If

a seemingly popular band is available In

the fall? Should the SAB do the show In

the fall, or wait, hoping for an even better

show in the spring? The business of

booking and promoting concerts Is

already largely a matter of guesswork,

instinct, and hunches; limiting Williams

to one major concert per year
exacerbates this already unnerving

process.

One alternative, of course, is to

abandon major concerts altogether.

When current SAB Chairman Arunas

Gudaitls suggested this possibility to a

meeting of College Council, he was

roundly shouted down. Clearly, College

Council, who can be presumed to speak

for campus opinion, desires that

Williams should continue to hold more or

less major shows in the future.

We at SAB concur in this opinion, but a

year of disappointing experience has

taught us at least one thing: In order to

be able to afford top-quality "name"
acts that will attract large numbers of

Williams students, SAB needs more
money. Lots more. If College Council

will not give the SAB the freedom to

negotiate for "bigger" bands, then

neither it nor the Record ought to

complain about the results.

Gary Selinger '84 is the business man-

ager of the Student Activities Board.

A Proposal for the Student Activities Board
by Rob Park

The Student Activities Board Is surely

not responsible for all of its woes, this

year especially. The fact that the Clash

and Madness were unable to fulfill their

commitments can only be ascribed to the

unpredictability characteristic of any

dealings with the the rock music milieu.

And a large part of the problem is also

attributable to the SAB's lack of any-

where near sufficient funds for booking

acts that everyone and his seventy year-

old aunt would pay ten dollars a ticket to

hear.

But the question isn't simply one of dol-

lars and cents; what the SAB lacks in

addition to funds Is a sufficiently reliable

gauge of the College community's musi-

cal taste. It's generally true that the

bigger names will bring bigger crowds,

(they might not be your favorite group.

but one would probably show up at a Cars

concert if for no other reasons than curi-

osity and the expectation that everyone

else win be there) but does this necessar-

ily mean that successful shows can't be

had using less expensive groups?

It seems to be accepted as a law of

Nature that a lesser name band means

financial and popular failure (I.e. fifty

hard-core fans from the College and a

hundred Bennington groupies). But does

It have to be this way? Aren't there any

groups smaller than the Clash that, by

chance, a great part of the Williams stu-

dent population happen to like a lot? To

me It seems at least possible, and one

way of finding out who these groups are

(If Indeed there are any) Is to conduct a

college-wide survey.

An SAB poll could perhaps present the

student with a generally representative

list of twenty-five (or so) groups/per-

formers that are tentatively within the

budgetary constraints, asking the

respondent to rank them in order of pref-

erence (and even allow for intensity of

preference by using the strongly prefer-

/somewhat prefer/strongly dislike for-

mat). In addition. It could find out the

type of music that people like (hard

possible, given proper Initial hype) the

poll elicits responses from 500-1000 peo-

ple, the SAB would have a much better

Idea of what groups (and what type of

music) the College would respond favor-

ably to.

This poll would be a strictly diagnostic

one, taken at the beginning of the year,

and (In order to avert the problem of

What the SAB lacks is a sufficiently

reliable gauge of the College

community's musical taste.

rock, new wave, jazz, funk, soul, easy

listening pop...etc.). If (as is eminently
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false expectations) it could be clearly

stressed that the list of choices is a tenta-

tive one, put together for the sole purpose

of giving the SAB some student Input.

It Is entirely conceivable that there are

no such lesser-name groups (that appeal

widely) , but even If It were the case that

having one big-name concert is the way

to go, the poll would still be useful,since It

gives students a chance to express their

likes and dislikes as to "type" of music.

The SAB is an organization that han-

dles great sums of College Council

money. Though it should be allowed flex-

ibility (In order to deal with the fluid

atmosphere in which concert deals are

made), the SAB would be much more

effective in giving students 'what they

want' if their decisions took into consid-

eration the direct input of the Williams

community. The SAB would then, at the

very least, be able to fully refute charges

that they do not cater to the tastes of the

student Ijody.
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Platform court

in limbo state

students who tried to play

platform tennis last week
received a surprise when they
went around the gym and disco-

vered that the court simply was
not there.

Buildings and Grounds crews
dismantled the court in the

course of a day last Monday,
and according to a B&G official

the fate of the court is now in

limbo.

The popular court, located

between the hockey rink and the

College heating plant, was
taken down because the space
will be needed as a delivery

area for concrete trucks when
the new gym construction beg-

ins in several weeks.

Originally B&G had thought

to reassemble the court on Wes-
ton Field, but Coach Renzi lamb
proposed three alternate sites,

behind either Mission Park,

Weston Language Center or the

Office of Career Counseling.

President Chandler chose the

latter site but recently, B&G
officials said, the reconstruc-

tion efforts have been held up b\'

protests from local residents.

Neither Chandler nor B&G can

now say exactly' when or where
the platform tennis court will

reappear.

N.A.S.C. pres.

dead at age 49

Classes were cancelled Mon-
day at North Adams State Col-

lege in honor of Acting
President Raymond C. Sulli-

van, who died of leukemia Fri-
day night at Brigham and
Women's Hospital in Boston. He
was 49.

He was born in Ware, Mass.,
and graduated from UMass in

Amherst in 1957. He earned his

doctorate in education from
UMass in 1976.

He had been director of physi-
cal education for the Lenox
school system from 1963 to 1965
and was principal of the Wllli-

amstown Elementary School
from 1966 until 1968.

In 1968 Sullivan joined the

North Adams State faculty as

asslstent professor of education

and chaired the education
department until 1973. He was
acting dean of students from
1975 to 1976 and vice president of

student services from 1979 until

1981.

He was a director of the

Northern Berkshire Mental
Health Association and the

Northern Berkshire Child Care
Committee and was active in St.

Patrick's Church in William-

stown, where a funeral Mass
was said in his memory on

Monday.
Sullivan leaves his wife,

Evelyn; three sons and two

daughters, all of Williamstown.

College honors

old employees
Williams College will honor

its longtime and retiring
employees at a luncheon and
dinner Wednesday as part of its

second annual "Appreciation

Day." The 33 people who have
worked for the College for 10, 15,

or 20 years will gather at the

Williams Inn for a special lun-

cheon, and those 11 who are 25-

year employees or retirees this

year will meet at the Mill on the

Floss that evening for dinner.

Each retiree will be given a

chair with the Williams insig-

nia, as well as a written citation.

Those being commended for 25

years of service will receive a

certificate of achievement and
a watch. To express apprecia-

tion for their work, the College

will award special pins to the 10,

15, and 20-year employees.
This year, the retirees to be

honored are: Stella O. Bastion,

Buildings and Grounds Depart-

ment (11 years); Thomas F.

Clayton, B&G (16 years);
Theresa V. DePari, B&G (9

years); Veronica V. Dobro-
wolskl, B&G (27 years); Byard
V. Hayden, Food Service
Department (2 years); Ger-
trude B. McGowan, Office Ser-

vices Department (21 years);

George F. Milne, Security
Department (12 years); How-
ard D. Oakes, B&G (21 years);

and Nora B. Oakes, B&G (20
years).

Employees who will receive

recognition fqr their 25 years of

service are: Dorothy M. Hahn,
Alumni Office; and Bertrand
Lavoie, B&G.
Twenty-year employees are:

WlUard E. Busl, Security
Department; Elsie J. Field,

Food Service Department; Rita

A. Gardner, Payroll Office;

Peter P. Miles, B&G; Lula M.
Park, B&G; and Robert L. Rick-

ert. Food Service.

Eleven employees will be

honored for 15 years of service

to Williams, and 16 others,

including President John W.
Chandler, will be recognized for

their 10 years of service to the

College.

Driscoll views

world terrors
The media controls the pulic

view of international terrorism,

according to Dr. Dennis Dris-

coll of the National University

of Ireland, who spoke about con-

trolling international terrorism

in his lecture Wednesday.
The number of killings by

international terrorists seems a

"surprisingly low figure. Given
the frenzy in the American
media about terrorism, the idea

that in 15 years there were only

3400 deaths is really remarka-
ble," Driscoll said.

While terrorism is a real prob-
lem in many countries, "the
real international terrorists are
the governments themselves,"
he stated, citing Ethiopia,
Indonesia and Argentina as
examples. The media does not

give enough coverage of such
governmental terrorism, he
added.
"The media here trivializes

news. The American people are

not invited to think about these

things very carefully," he said.

World conferences attempt-
ing to eliminate "safe havens"
for terrorists have not been suc-

cessful because "the interna-

tional community has no
consensus whatever about what
international terrorism is,"

according to DrtscoU.

Deference does not work
because terrorists, such as the
suicide-bombers in Beirut, are
not necessarily rational people
who can be stopped by the
threat of punishment, he said.

"Hardening targets" cannot
work because it is impossible to

protect all potential victims,

The platform-tennis court underwent a major change last

Monday when B&G disassembled It to make way for gym
construction vehicles. No one yet knows where the court will

Honor Code seems a mixed success
by Robert McLean

In a recent campus-wide survey, half of the
respondents said they did not think the Honor
Code works well in preventing cheating and plag-
arism. The survey distributed by the Student
Honor Committee also found that only seven per-
cent of the 415 respondents admitted to knowingly
cheating on an in-class exam.
Many students did note, however, that the pres-

ence of an Honor Code would not necessarily have
an impact on those who would cheat anyway.
Only four percent admitted cheating on a self-

scheduled or take-home exam, and six percent
admitted consciously plagarizing on a paper.
Student expectations of campus cheating, as

measured by responses to a question asking what
percentage of the student body the respondent
thought had committed an Honor violation,

agreed with these results. For in-class exams half

of the respondents thought that only 0-5 percent of

the student body had cheated, while for other
exams almost half thought 6-25 percent were
cheaters.

Most of the respondents felt that only 6—25 per-

cent of the student body had ever knowingly plag-

arized, and 18 percent had first-hand knowledge
of plagarlsm.

Reporting violations

Despite these figures, the survey showed that

students are generally unwilling to report any
cheating they have observed, as the Honor Code
requires them to do.

In theory, a student's agreement to uphold the
Honor Code, which is customarily renewed each
year, indicates a willingness to report violations.
Of the survey respondents who had observed
cheating first-hand, however, only about six per-
cent had reported it to the instructor or the Honor
Committee.
Many respondents commented that the process

of reporting violations to the Honor Committee is

troublesome for the "accuser," and consequently
discourages students from reporting on other
students.

One-on-one process
If an accusation is made, the committee, which

consists of eight voting students and four non-
voting faculty, convenes a hearing in which the
accuser's and the alleged violator's versions of
the incident are heard.
The committee then deliberates in closed ses-

sion and determines whether the alleged violator
is guilty, and if so, what punishment is

appropriate.

Most students commented that they would
never want to sit across a room and accuse
another student in such a one-on-one
confrontation.

be reassembled.

Driscoll said, and this approach

also means restricting privacy

with surveillance. Although this

method works to stop airplane

hijackings, it does not work for

all types of terrorism, he added.

Driscoll is presently a Visit-

ing Fellow at the Harvard Cen-

ter for International Affairs,

and is a senior lecturer at the

National University of Ireland.

His upcoming book, "Making
International Promises About
Terrorism," concentrates on

the problems of controlling

international terrorism.

—Becky Conklin

Lee C. Orlckamer

Bio. prof, to run

Historical Soc.
Associate Professor of Biol-

ogy Lee C. Drlckamer was
elected president of the Berk-
shire County Historical Society
last Thursday night at the 22nd
annual meeting at Arrowhead,
the society's headquaters on
Holmes Road in Pittsfleld.

Drlckamer has been at Willi-

ams since 1972. Shortly after

moving here he became inter-

ested in local postal history and
three years later wrote, illus-

trated and published "Postal

(Pynchon)

History of Berkshire County,
Massachusetts, 1790-1981" with
Leo L. Lincoln of Pittsfleld.

Lincoln, 89, had researched
the subject for 30 years before
meeting up with Drlckamer,
who is 35.

Drlckamer graduated cum
laude from Oberlln College in
1967 with high honors In biology,
earned a doctor of philosophy
degree from Michigan State
University in 1970 and was a
post-doctoral fellow at North
Carolina State University in
Raleigh.

In 1983, he received a $133,000,
three-year grant from the
National Institute of Health to
continue his study of social,
genetic and environmental fac-
tors influencing puberty.

Bird '86 earns

poetry money
John A. Bird Jr. '86 has been

awarded the $100 first prize In

the Academy of American
Poets contest. In all. 29 Willi-

ams students submitted 100

poems lor the competition.

Seniors Frances Toler and
Jessie Grearson, junior
Bethany Prey and sophomores
Julie Convlsser and Franklin

Gill received honorable
mention.

These students will read from
their work on Wednesday at 4

p.m. in Driscoll Lounge.

Each year the American
Academy of Poets pledges a

prize of $100 to more than 80

schools throughout the country

to be awarded to the best poem
or group of poems written by an

undergraduate. Since the estab-

lishment of the program, more
than $100,000 has been awarded.
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Springstreeters' song

draws Chapin crowd

The Sprlngslreeters clowned and sang their way through a thou-

roughly enjoyable performance last Saturday night. (Walker)

by Karen Philipps

The Springstreeters performance last Saturday night showed
once again that not only can the Springstreeters sing, but they can
also be silly.

The evening began with a slide show portraying Williams "the
jewel of the Berkshires" to visiting parents. It focused on Williams'
Interesting architecture and the amazing two days a year of beauti-
ful weather In Williamstown that happen to occur on parents'
weelcend.

The Springstreeters' program was diverse and experimental.
Their first song ' 'Take You Back' ' took place on the docks of Phila-
delphia where Williams alumni gathered around a garbage can
fire. The scene changed later on when they sang "Puttln" on the
Rltz," "Elijah Rock", an impressive spiritual, and their Ijeautlful
rendition of "Scarborough Fair." The Springstreeters also sang a
collection of love songs. They tried their feet out on some choreo-
graphy to "Rubberband Man."

They ended their show with a medley of songs done by seniors

Chris Woodworth, Blake Martin, Richard Dodds, Doug Sparks, and
Andy Craln. Although these Springstreeters will be missed next
year, the new members Paul Rardln '87, John Denaro '85, and Ben
Duke '85, who sang a Cole Porter tune "Another Op'nln, Another
Show," promise to bring special new talent to the group.

Joining the Springstreeters were The Wesleyan Cardinal
Sinners. This female group had a program of old favorites such as
"Mr. Sandman" and "Boogie Woogle Bugle Boy", but their perfor-

mance lacked pizazz. They began to warm up with "In the Mood" in

which they added some dance steps. They created giggles by
directing a song "Come Go with Me" to a little Iwy and another
"Jeepers Creepers Where'd You Get Those Peepers" to a blue-eyed

Williams sophomore.

Essence and Twilight band together
by Martita Weil and
Gary I. Selinger

Those who feared that the last

minute change In location would
hurt attendance need not have
worried. Currier Ballroom was
filled to capacity with talented

singers, musicians and a recep-

tive audience when Essence and
Twilight performed on Satur-

day night.

Twilight, a recently formed
student band, draws on jazz,

blues, and funk Influences for its

largely original repertoire.

Freshman keyboardist Curt
Myers, who writes most of the

material, stood Intently behind

his synthesizer, producing bass

and organ sounds along with the

more or less traditional key-

board flourishes. Dan Lee '84

alternated between guitar and
bass, particularly shining on the

latter. Michael Copeland '87

coaxed jazz strains from his

tenor saxophone, and on one
number, "New Blues,"added a

somewhat hesitant blues vocal.

Drummer Dave Cole '84 kept

the l)eat and displayed his solo-

ing ability in a duet with Myers,
the keyboardist's own "Big
Bang."
The band was admirably

tight, all the more so given the

quartet's short time together.

"Patch-22," another Myers
original, rumbled along with
synth and tenor trading solos.

"Pretension," a Lee composi-
tion, took on a Latin flavor with-

out sounding derivative, and
featured Lee's chordal bass-

work. The only sour note was
sounded by "Song For My
Father," the Horace Sliver jazz

standard that could have been
given a more upbeat treatment
than It received.

After Twilight finished.
Essence took the stage. The
eight person group (4 women
and 4 men) entered singing

Essence performers (1. to r.) Herve Jean-Baptlste '84, Kenard
GIbbs '86, Allison Ashley '85 and Mike Meadows '86 sing with Dan
Lee '84 of Twilight looking on. (Walker)

their trademark introduction

song, demonstrating originality

and creativity. Following that,

they launched into a medley of

popular hits, including "Games
People Play," "Grapevine,"
and "My Girl." The songs were
ambitious choices, since all

were readily recognizable to the

audience, and many of them
were admirable.

"Games People Play"
started off the set, and the solo-

ists and background vocals

were both impressive. Sopho-
mores Kenard Gibbs and Mike
Meadows made a great team,
playing off one another wonder-
fully in their many duets. Gibbs
range was astonishing—he was
comfortable and strong In both

the high and low registers-
while Meadows sense of fun and
stageplay complemented the

seeming ease of his singing.

Demonstrating their diver-

sity. Essence also did some spir-

ituals. On many of these Alison

Ashley '85 sang the lead, and It

was here that the group shone

most brightly. Ashley's rich,

full voice combined with the
well-blended Essence chorus
made those songs a treat.

The group did have its prob-

lems, however. While some of

the performers were of profes-

sional quality, some were
weaker, producing uneven solo

pieces. This became especially

noticeable during a series of

Individual songs, where some of

the performances were clearly

superior to others, and where
only some of the singers showed
stage presence.

Although the performance
varied In quality, the finale was
marvelous. "You Brought the
Sunshine" by the Clark Sisters

as perfomed by Twilight and
Essence showed the combined
efforts of these two groups, and
justifiably brought down the

house.

lift OtherIvory Towers
Kent State

Shades of Alice Aycock: an
Ignorant gardener carried
away pieces of a wooden "mas-
terpiece" that had stood In the

middle of the Kent State cam-
pus In Ohio, according to the

London Times.

Called a "partially buried

woodshed", the bizarre struc-

ture was built by Rotjert Smith-
son, who used a bulldozer to pile

a heap of mud against the side of

a tatty log cabin. Some critics

then hailed the piece as the epi-

tome of a new art movement
called "Conceptualism".

During the past 14 years, the

woodshed had endured fires and

graffiti; which didn't bother the

artist—he Intended the work to

age and change with time. Last

winter, however, the structure

fell down. An unsuspecting gar-

dener then hauled away some of

the rotting planks for burning,

acordlng to the Times.

Now art experts are wonder-
ing what to do with the remains.
Prof. William Qulnn, acting

director of the university's

School of Art, acknowledged
that people who had trouble see-

ing a shed covered in mud as a
work of art would have even
more trouble seeing a fallen-

down, partially-removed shed

as art.

"Smithson, whose other 'con-

ceptual' works Included a lorry

load of car tyres that were
rolled at random down a hill,

cannot be consulted on the fate

of his best-known creation,

because he died several years
ago," the Times said.

Bowdoin
Students at Bowdoin voted

four to one in favor of recogniz-

ing single-sex fraternities and
sororities on campus, according
to the Bowdoin Orient.

Bowdoin currently refuses to

recognize groups that don't

allow both sexes as full

members. Dean of the College

Robert Wllhelm said he thinks

the current policy is a good one.

Man

on the

Quad

"What did you do during

Parent's Weekend?"

Bill and Nancy Sperry (Jim and
Bill Sperry): We came up just for

the day to watch our two boys
play lacrosse, it's a great wee-
kend, and a beautiful day. but

more importantly, we're winning.

Duane and Jan Batista (Greg

Batiata '86): I think Parent's Wee-
kend is great, but I have some
criticism of the timing from the

student's perspective. The stu-

dents are too pushed and busy

They don't want to see parents

now."

Philip Klaus (Jim Klaus '86): I ve

seen three female sports I've

never witnessed before. Women's
lacrosse, women's softball, and
//omen's rugby. Its been an

enlightening experience

MIml Mather (Victor Mather '86):

We're here to watc baseball. Our
son has a paper to do He's in the

library.
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Ex-Jamaican PM Manley views

Central America, Jamaica, CIA
by Daniel T. Keating

As someone who has been on
the receiving end of CIA desta-

bilization, former Jamaican
Prime Minister Michael Man-
ley adds a new perspective to

the debate flaring in this coun-

try over what he calls the CIA's
role as international outlaw in

Latin America.
Drawing on the eight years

his democratic socialist admin-
istration ruled Jamaica, and a

lifetime of political activity in

the Carrlbean, Manley spoke at

Williams from April 20-23 about

his homeland and troubles in the

region.

Manlej' himself faced mas-
sive destabilization during his

successful reelection campaign
in 1976, and again before his

defeat by current Prime Minis-

ter Edward Seaga in 1980.

"The CIA worked at a number
of levels in Jamaica in 1976."

Manley said, "but we definitely

felt a complete rela.xation of

tension when Carter came into

office in 1977. Rosalyn Carter

came to Jamaica on behalf of

the President, and we said, 'For

God's sake, let's just try to

make a new start.'

"When you come down to 1979

and the 1980 defeat, there is no

question that Jamaica was the

subject of a new. highly effec-

tive destabilization program,"

he said. "The CIA once again

said they had nothing to do with

it, and nobody has of yet found a

smoking gun.

"H is difficult to know
whether it was them or political

enemies in Jamaica. They got

huge fums ol money and I have
no doutt that the CIA was
involved in getting funds to

them."

750 liiUed suspiciously

Leaders of many countries

blame outside agitation for pol-

itical problems, but Manley
pointed out that 750 people were
shot to death in Jamaican politi-

cal activity between January of

1980 and the election in October.

Most of the people were shot

with American-made M16
rifles, he said, in a country

where guns are very rare.

"You just get one tourist shot,

and you lose millions of dollars

over the next few months as

word spreads through the Uni-

ted States," Manley said.

Manley said that between 1976

and 1980 the CIA became far

more discreet. The publicity

over their actions in Chile, Viet-

nam, and Iran forced them to

burrow deeper, said Manley,
and rely more on local agents in

the field, as they are doing in

Nicaragua.
"I suspect that the Nicara-

guan Sandinista movement is

strong enough to withstand any
pressure that the CIA can put

against them," said Manley. "It

will make them suffer like hell,

but they will survive because
the CIA can't mount an opera-

tion against them that can
defeat their army. They can
deal with the disruption and the

dislocation."

"Either the Nicaraguans will

face a long, bleeding tragic

exjjerience that will go on for

years, prodded by the Ameri-
cans, or the U.S. may decide
after the next election to send in

the army, which can obviously

defeat the Nicaraugans. The
army can defeat the Nicara-

guan army, but it can't defeat

by Joe Ehlers

It is the responsibility of

today's youth to insure that
future generations live under a
fair and just economic system,
former Jamaican Prime Minis-
ter Michael Manley told a

responsive crowd the weekend
Ijefore last in Chapin Hall.

Manle\' spent Easter wee-
kend on campus giving a series

of lectures which dealt with the

increasingly important role of

the Third World in global polit-

ics and economics.
"You are a generation that

needs desperately to come to

grips with the problem of an
inequitable economic system,"
Manley said. "The Third World
is the sleeping giant of the world
economy. You must face the
fact that this economy cries out
for management.

the people. America would live

to regret it, because they are a

tough people and it is a moun-
tain land, like Vietnam and
Afghanistan."

"A pre-Vietnam stage"

Manley sees the chance of

military involvement as being

much greater in El Salvador,

because it is easier to send the

army under the pretense of

defending a legitimate govern-

ment. He said even the small

presence there now greatly

increases chances for war.

"You are already in a pre-

Vietnam stage," he said,

"where you make marginal

decision after marginal deci-

sion, until one day you get

tipped over."

In his lecture Saturday night,

Manley called the Salvadoran

elections a low-comedy farce,

l)ecause anyone who does not

vote in government-held terri-

tory is labelled a leftist and may
wind up dead the next day. Sim-

ilarly, anyone who does vote in

the rebel-held areas is labelled a

counter-revolutionary and
could also be killed. Given those

circumstances, it is not surpris-

ing to see long lines of voters.

Salvadorans do not have free-

dom inside the voting booth

either, Manley said. As anyone
could plainly see on television,

he said, the ballot boxes outside

the booths were clear plastic.

"The whole world can see that

the ballot was marked cor-

rectly," he said.

Taking care of business

Manley attributed American
support of unpopular regimes in

Latin America to protection of

business interests. "By tying

itself to the instinctive defense

of its multinational corporate

system, the U.S. has alienated

itself from the forces of internal

transformation in Latin Amer-
ica," Manley said.

In this century, he noted, the

U.S. has sent its Marines or

other military forces into Latin

America 80 times to put down
transformation and keep lan-

downers in power.

"How could Reagan tell you

that he's trying to protect the

U.S. multinational corpora-

tions?" he asked. "He has to

invent, for your consumption, a

massive, proximate Soviet

threat."

Latin America is well Ijelow

internal economic woes, Afgh-

anistan, Western Europie and
the resources of Africa on Rus-

sia's list of priorities, Manley

said, but the Soviets are glad to

accept a revolution when it is

handed to them because of indi-

genous circumstances.

If the U.S. would judge a coun-
try by its commitment to human
justice rather than Its profita-

bility and anti-red stance, Man-
ley said, Latin Americans in

search of democracy would not

seek Soviet or Cuban assist-

ance. The uprisings are against

poverty and tyranny, not for

Communism, but for freedom,
according to Manley. Most reb-

els would rather get help from
the U.S. because It Is closer, he

said, but they take help wher-

ever it can be found.

"If one thing can make Nica-

rauga a communist country, it's

the policy in Washington, D.C."

he said.

Manley: Third World must have U.S. help

"Modern imperialism caused
a distortion of normal economic
evolution ( in the Third World )

,

"

he stated. Because colonial

powers ran the economies of

most Third World nations up to

the early 1960's, these econo-

mies did not reflect the Inde-

pendent development they
should have, he explained.

"Economies grew up that

were structurally deformed;

they were artificially created,"

he said.

Automony did not help

For most Third World nations

autonomy did not change these

economic flaws. "Political inde-

pendence opened the door of

opportunity," Manley said,

"but did not alter the political

reality of Third World
countries.

"Countries became trapf)ed

without the economic capacity

to grow," he continued. "It's as

if they were trying to get to the

first floor of opportunity by tak-

ing a down escalator."

According to Manley, the

unequitable nature of the pres-

ent world economy and its

inability to fairly distribute its

productive capacity proves that

there is a strong need for a rede-

signed economic system. Man-
ley presented his version of this

system, which he called the

New International Economic
Order.

Need central organization

The NIEO addresses the ques-

tions of trade, finance, and mul-
tinational corporations by
proposing to set up a central

controlling organization which
would regulate and stabilize

world trade. This would in turn

stabilize Third World econo-

mies which are especially

dependent on a limited number
of trade items, and allow for a

more equal flow of money Info

and out of a country.

Manley said he believes the

present world finance system,
controlled by tlie International

Monetary Fund, does not func-

tion well with third world coun-

tries. "The IMF was not

designed with the Third World
in mind," he stated. "It puts tre-

mendous social pressure on

underdeveloped economies. It

moves people from poverty to

starvation."

"We must recognize that the

time has come to redesign the

central financial institutions

with the third world In mind,"

he added.

U.S. must help

The NIEOwas proposed to the

United Nations and rejected in

the 1970's. Manley maintains
that unless a plan of this type is

worked out, the future of world

economics and world politics

looks dim.

He said he looks to the United
States to present this plan, but

does not feel very positive atMut
the chances of this happtening.

"Young people in the U.S.

today are turning away from
the political process," he
stated. "They have become dis-

illusioned and have left politics

to the trivialities.

Derrida joins

Kafka^ Freud

and the Law

by Larry Krasnoff
and John McDermott

French philosopher Jacques Derrida addressed a packed Adams
Memorial Theatre audience last Tuesday in dense, two-hour lec-

ture entititled "Before the Law: On Kafka."
Derrida, considered the leading exponent of the contemporary

philosophical movement known asdeconstruction, began by identi-

fying one of that movement's favorite themes—the axioms or

laws" that govern our understanding of literature.

That a llteran, work has a title, a specific author and a coherent
stor>- line are things we usually take for granted, he said. Arguing
that these laws tend to insure that a work has a definite, fixed

meaning, he criticized this conception.
Despite this, Derrida suggested that we could never escape such

laws. To illustrate this point he examined Freud's account of the

origins of morality, showing that Freud could not get outside of his

own notions of the "moral law."

In this account of the "law of laws," Derrida stressed that we
could not conceive of a time "before the law." He went on to say that

a law must have no history, but must somehow naturally stand
before us.

"Works tr>" to enter it and become Intrinsic to it, but none of these

can be accomplished. What remains concealed in each law is the
law- itself," he said.

Derrida then launched into the major concern of his lecture, a
lengthy and somewhat eclectic analysis of Franz Kafka's parable
"Before the Law," a two-page stor>' which concerns a man from the

Continued on Page 8

Dance fever takes many forms Quad damage
by Vernon Squires

Last Saturday night the Williams Dance
Society concluded Its year with The Spring Dance
Concert '84. Featuring an ecletlc combination of

everything from breakdance to traditional Japa-
nese art forms, the concert delighted the large
Lasell orowd
The performance was divided into several

types of dance, with the first being a two-piece
demonstration of jazz. Directed by Dance Coordi-

nator Sandra Burton, ten jazz class students first

went through an abbreviated workout session,

then performed a number they put together dur-

ing the semester. Both efforts were intriguing,

demonstrating the complexities of modern jazz.

A short routine from "Born to Break," a duo
from Mount Greylock ABC, followed the jazz. The
breakers easily won the crowd's approval with
well-executed manuevers and exciting new style.

A three-part ballet, followed by a duet from
Valerie Anastasio '86 and Rumi Kurosaki '86

brought the show to its Intermission. The change
of pace was a nice effect, and the dancers brought
new grace and precision to the stage. The duet

seemed even to tell a simple story.

After a short and lively number, the audience
was Introduced to the world of Alkldo, Buyo, and
laldo, all Japanese forms. Again, the wild swing
In content kept the show Interesting. The Japa-

nese dance was well performed and at times fas-

cinating, but seemed to stretch out for an overly

lengthy time.

The remainder of the concert was dedicated to

the choreography of Blondell Cummlngs, who
was in residence during Winter Study. Entitled

"Basic Strategies," the six-number exhibition

featured eight dancers trying to communicate
various ideas and strategies. Especially well

done were the pieces on politics and work, elicit-

ing sympathy from the crowd. "Basic Strate-

gies" was a bit long and at times confusing, but

the overall effort was entertaining and enjoyable.

!Kung San come to Williams
Call them the ! Kung San, the

Bushmen, or simply the tribes

of the northern Kalahari
Desert; whatever the title, they

are currently visiting Williams

in an anthropology exhibit in

Stetson Hall.

The exhibit, entitled "Every-

day Objects of the Traditional

! Kung," was prepared by the

department and Annemarie
Camerota '84 and Elizabeth

Whitney '84. It features such

items as an Osstrich Eggshell

Bead Necklace, a Thumb Piano,

and even a tribal "Love Bow," a

miniature bow & arrow with

magical propensities. Photo-

graphs of the !Kung San also

highlight the display.

The ! Kung San hall from the

northern Kalahari Desert,

located in the southern African

region of Namibia, Botswana,

and Angola. Originally a hunt-

ing and gathering society, the

! Kung San have recently come
under pressure from "civ-

ilized" governments to end

their nomadic existence. The
artifacts in Stetson capture this

former lifestyle, in which an

average family had less than

sixty pounds of personal
possessions.

Among the more peculiar pie-

ces are the piano and "Love
Bow," leather bags fashioned

from ostrich shells and porcu-

pine quills, a tortoise shell

powder container, and the mys-
terious "Trance Dance Ankle

Rattles." The artifacts all

reflect the paucity of material

available to the ! Kung San, and
their need for traveling lightly

in the unsettled lifestyle.

In addition to the photos and

physical items, the exhibit pro-

vides a brief written history of

the !Kung San (who have lived

in region for at least 10,000

years), an examination of their

current situation, and a descrip-

tive guide to each of the ten pie-

ces on display.

In other ivory towers
""but If enough students are
interested in changing it, the
issue certainly should be
discussed."

One fraternity and one soror-
ity on campus feel the College
has actively attempted to force
them out of existence because of

their single-sex nature, accord-

ing to the Orient. For example,
Chi Psi is not listed on the cam-
pus map and is disconnected
from the College's phone and
fire alarm systems.

In an editorial on the subject,

the Orient supported the College

policy, saying thast single-sex

organizations would be a step

backwards. The editorial also

cited other colleges' criticism of

fraternities, said that many
Bowdoin frats might expel their

women members, and said that

most of the 450 people who
responded to the poll were
members of fraternities con-

cerned with the single sex issue.

I
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asking is for the individual or

group to take responsibility for

their actions," she said.

The current system of allocat-

ing unclaimed damages
appears to be the only workable
solution, concurred Kay Lackey
'85, a JA in Sage E. ""It's too bad
that some people are being so

irresponsible," she said.

If entry damage bills are not

paid they will eventually be
divided among all the students

living in the entry and included
on term bills, Hopkins added.
'"Damages drive me nuts

because 1 only see the small per-

centage of students who come
down here with bills," she said.

'"It's not a good way to get to

know students."

Library security
Continued from Page 1

He said that the only real problem in installing the 3M system
would be " "a little bit of architectural rearrangement at the circula-
tion desk." Library personnel have not yet decided whether to put
one or two detectors there, how to make people pass through them
single-file and whether to put one at the after-hours exit from the
basement, he added.

Faculty names withheld
Case also reported to College Council that the library staff made

an important rule change last week. If a student requests a missing
book which has been checked out by a faculty member, the library
will no longer release the name of that faculty member, but will
telephone him themselves in an attempt to retrieve the book.

Case cited three reasons for the policy change, namely that many
profesors did not like to be called at home by students looking for
books, that many said they wanted to protect their privacy by not
advertising to students what books they were reading and that
some student felt tentative about contacting a professor in order to
get a book back.

In other business, the College Council Thursday:
•voted to select two members of the Council to serve on this year's
Gargoyle Society selection committee in an attempt Iwth to moni-
tor and assist in the selection process.

•passed several recent appropriations of its Financial Committee,
including $1,000 for the Jazz Ensemble to buy a new sound system,
$200 to help finance the upcoming lecture by social change special-
ist Howard Zinn and $125 for travelling expenses for the Equestrian
Team.

•passed the recommendations of its Election Committee for next
year's members of the Committee on Educational Policy and the
Calendar and Scheduling, Library and Log Committees.
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Tracksters take Little Three title
by John Schafer

In what coach Dick Farley called "one of the

most satisfying wins of my years here at Willi-

ams," the men's track team won the Little Three
by ten points Sautrday. Amherst, favored to win
after doubling the Eph's score at the NESCACs
scored 70 points to the Ephs 80, while Wesleyan
chalked up 43.

The seniors graduate undefeated in Little

Three competition in not only track but also cross
country. "Through the leadershipof the seniors,"
Farley said, "we won in a mild upset" allowing
the seniors to "get away unscathed."
After the field events, the Ephs trailed by only

six points, although they were expected to be
down by 20. Bernie Krause '84 took first in both the

shot and the hammer and placed fourth in the

discus to lead Williams scoring in the field events.

Ephs come back
On the track, however, the Ephs outpointed the

Jeffs by 16 for the ten point cushion. John Camp-
bell '84 was involved in three first-place finishes

and two second-places. He won the pole vault.

took second in the 100 yard dash, ran to second on
the 400-meter hurdle, and led off the 400 and 1600

relay teams that both won.
Kevin Jenkins '85 anchored both the winning

relay teams and also claimed second in the 400

and 800. Freshman sprinter Andre Lopez won
both the 100 and 200. Though Krause, Campbell,
Jenkins, and Lopez were the top scorers, the meet
was really won by what coach Farley called "the

middle of the pack guys," the ones who picked up
the key points by taking third or fourth.

Women take third

On the women's side, the Ephs finished a dis-

tant third behind the Jeffs and Cardinals. How-
ever.four of Williams' top five or six runners were
injured and unable to com{)ete.

Lindsay Rockwood '85 was the top scorer with a

first in the high jump, second In the long jump,

second in the triple jump, and another second in

the 400. Lizzy Maris '87 took second in the 400

hurdles and fourth in the 200.

Both teams travelled to Springfield today to

take on Holy Cross, Springfield, and Tufts.
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Lax earns N.E. ranking

outpoints Cards 11-7

by Dave Paulsen
Mike O'Connell '87 netted his third consecutive hat trick and

added three assists as the lacrosse team soundly defeated Wes-
leyan 11-7 on Saturday. The win, coupled with the 8-4 victory over
Union earlier, gives the Ephs a 5-3 record.

Before the Union game, coach Renzie Lamb's squad learned that

they had attained the 10th spot In New England Division III polls.

After the two Impressive victories (Wesleyan had been rated ahead
of Williams ) ,it appears that Lamb's flock is grazing In the pastures

of Division III prominence once again.

Against Wesleyan, the Ephs exploded In the second and third

periods to rapk up an insurmountable advantage. Reese Hughes '85

scored four goals In his finest performance of the season. Tom
Davles '84 scored one goal and added three assists, while John

Huwiler '84 Jim Sperry '87 and Rob Miller "87 each added one goal

apiece. Brad DuPont'86 continued his outstanding play tending the

Williams net, turning back 17 Wesleyan shots.

Lamb was thrilled with the play of his team. "We played with

poise and confidence," Lamb said. "Wesleyan was a team which

technically was supposed to beat us, but we played within our

limitations, and gave an outstanding team effort. This was one of

the best games we've ever played here at Williams."

8-4 over Union

Wednesday, O'Connell scored another hat trick, and Davles

added two goals to pace the Eph attack. Those two were joined In

the scoring column by Miller, and seniors Mark Payton and Lee

Ordeman. Matt Salisbury '87 assisted on two goals, while Davles

and Payton each assisted on one goal apiece.

Lamb felt the key to the game for the Ephs was their excellent

defense. He praised DuPont for his effort In fending off 17 Union

attempts. Lamb also pointed to the superior play of his "close"

defensive unit consisting of Matt Kennedy '84, Bill Sperry '84, and

Jamie Gallop '87. In addition, "max' ' defenseman Paul Meeks, Ted
Thomas, and Sean Moore, all juniors, earned Lamb's plaudits.

The Ephs travel to Mlddlebury on Wednesday,before Invading

Lord Jeff territory on Saturday.

Baseball

beats Jeffs

drops pair

to Bates

by Mike Best
Last week began well for the

baseball team as they defeated
Amherst at home on Thursday,
but Saturday brought a double-
header loss to Bates, again at
home.

In the first game Saturday,
Eph pitcher BUI Hugo '84 went
the distance and, except for one
inning when Bates hit him hard,

pitched a good game. The Eph
offense, though, had a hard time
providing runs for him. In each
of the first three innings the
Ephmen got a man on base with
less than two out but could not

make anything of It. A first

inning double by Brian
Rutledge '85, a second inning
single and stolen base by Phil

Lusardl '85, and Rutledge's
third inning walk all failed to get
anything going.

Hugo, meanwhile, had been
almost untoiichable. Except for

a runner In the first Inning,

Hugo had not allowed anyone to

reach base. That changed in the
top of the fourth, when Jim Syl-

via singled and stole second to

Right fielder Dick Hollington '86 is called safe at third, but the Ephs

could not bring enough runners to the plate to beat

Bates. (Scheibe)

lead off for Bates. He moved to

third on a sacrifice bunt and

scored on John Gregorlo's dou-

ble to left.

Andy Carman singled up the

middle, just out of the reach of

Williams second baseman Tim
McKone '87, and Gregorlo

scored. Hugo knocked down a

liner hit right at him and threw

out the hitter, but Carman
moved to second. He scored on

another single to make the score

3-0 before Hugo got out of the

inning.

In the Ixjttom of the fourth,

Mark White '84 led off for the

Ephmen with a line drive

homerun over the leftfield fence

to pull the Ephs within two.

Bates negated that run in the top

of the fifth when a single just out

of sophomore shortstop Rob
Coakley's reach scored a

runner from third.

Neither team mounted
another major threat until the

seventh and final Inning. In the

bottom of that inning, the Eph-

men mounted their last attempt

at a comeback. Lusardl led it off

with a single to left. He moved to

second on a grounder, but there

were two outs. Dick Hollington
'86 doubled to left-center, scor-

ing Lusardl to make the score

4-2. John Shaw '87 was hit by a

pitch, and Rutledge walked to

load the bases. Bates brought in

a new pitcher who got the last

out to seal the win.

The second game was not

nearly as close. After the top of

the second inning, Bates held a
4-0 lead. The Ephs managed a

run In the second when Shaw
singled in McKone from second,

and the score remained 4-1 until

the fifth.

Both teams scored In that

Inning. Bates extended its lead

to 7-1 in the top of the inning on a

homerun. Four walks, the last

by a new pitcher, gave the Ephs
a run, the last they were going to

get. Five runs In the top of the

sixth gave Bates a 12-2 lead, and
another Bates homer In the sev-

enth made the final score 14-2.

The Amherst game was
another story. The game was a

Continued on Page 8

Amherst falls to softball Sunday WJUiams hosts NESCACs
by Lee Farbman

The Softball team capped off a

good week Sunday by crushing
arch-rival Amherst 12-2. In ear-

lier action, the Ephs dropped a

doubleheader to Mt. Holyoke on
Saturday, and beat St. Rose on
Thursday.
Williams wasted no time get-

ting on the scoreboard against

the Jeffs, breaking out for three

runs in the first Inning. Pitcher

Karen Montzka '85 held

Amherst to just two hits and
struck out ten. Teresa Galms,
'85, Laura Napolitano '85, and
Montzka each had three RBI's.

The Ephs' big Inning was the

fourth, as they batted around.

Freshman Sarah Hummon led

The Epiiwomen pounded the ball but could not come away with a

win over Holyoke Saturday. (Ruderman)

off with a single and was safe at

second as Julie Welborn '87

gained first on a fielder's cho-

ice. Kathy Oehling '87 then

singled, loading the bases, and

Montzka walked, forcing In a

run. After an infield out, Galms
singled, driving in two runs.

Darca Boom '87 followed with a

single, good for two RBI's.

The Ephs added four more In

the fifth, as eight Williams bat-

ters came to the plate. A single

by Hummon, a sacrifice by

Helen Mango '85, followed by

singles by Oehling, Montzka,

Galms, and Boom led to the

runs.

Into extras with St. Rose

Earlier in the week Williams

won a thriller against St. Rose,

11-10 In 8 innings. The Ephs held

a 10-5 lead In the seventh, but St.

Rose mounted a strong rally to

tie the score and send the game
into extra Innnings. After

Continued on Page 8

by Paul J. Mahoney

It may have l)een for small

colleges, but the New England
Small College Athletic Confer-

ence tennis tournament hosted

here last weekend was certainly

large in scope. Over 70 players

representing Amherst, Bates,

Bowdoln, Colby, Connecticut

College, Hamilton, Mlddlebury,

Trinity, Tufts, Wesleyan, and,

of course, Williams, met for

three days of strong competi-

tion under perfect weather
conditions.

In the end, it was Tufts who
came out with the team victory

but not before yielding the most
significant matches to the Willi-

ams men. As coach Sean Sloane

said, "The story of the weekend
is Brook Larmer." Larmer, a

senior and team captain, never

lost a set this weekend as he

swept to victory as the numl)er

one singles player, beating

Tufts' Bruce Grossman In the

finals 6-4, 6-1.

And that was not all. Later

that afternoon, Larmer teamed

up with Tim Rives '85 to capture

first place in doubles as well,

taking the Amherst pair of Gray
and Brigham, 6-1, 6-2.

Larmer played four matches
for his singles win, taking 49

games to his opponents' 26. As a

doubles team, Larmer and
Rives went 36-13. Both will go on

to the NCAA Division III cham-
pionships in Atlanta next week,

while Larmer will compete in

both singles and doubles play.

Ephs take third

In the final tally, Williams fin-

ished third overall, being
nudged out of second by one

point by Amherst. In other

matches. Rives lost in his first

round at number two singles,

but went on to take points for the

consolation victory. Kevin Cal-

lanan '87 met a similar fate at

number four but also came out

on top in consolation play.
Continued on Page 8

Ruggers

punish all

in winning

at Fairfield

by Tom Dumphy
The Rugby Club captured first place in the Fairfield University

rugby tournament by tieating the hosts in the final Saturday 13-6.

Earlier in the day the Ephs bested the Outlaws, a local mens club,

7-4. The B-side lost its first game of the year to Fairfield 11-4, but the

C-side chalked up a 25-4 win over the hosts.

Ephs round up Outlaws
The Ephs started the day quickly, jumping to an early 4-0 lead

over the Outlaws. George Clemens '86 burst out of a crowd and
passed to John Frese '84. Frese dumped the ball to Mark Evans '85

who carried it in for the score. Chris Edwards '87, making his A-side

debut, put Williams ahead 7-0 on a penalty kick. The play was even
for the remainder of the game, with an Outlaw try as the only other

scoring.

Williams played a hard hitting Fairfield team in the final and
came away with a well-deserved victory. Edwards scored on a

penalty kick for a 3-0 Williams lead. Fairfield took the lead 6-3

before halftlme. Williams then went ahead early in the second half.

Zlotowski scores gamewinner
A crunching tackle by Frese knocked the ball loose from a Fair-

field back into the waiting hands of Steve Zlotowski who scampered

in for the try. The 7-6 lead held late into the game l)ecause the

Williams defense repeatedly denied any Fairfield advances. With
less than a minute to play in the game, Edmund O'Toole '86 made a
brilliant individual effort to score Williams' final try. O'Toole,
running at the Fairfield line, Ixxjted the ball over the defenders, ran
it down and cruised into the try zone. The conversion by Edwards
made the final score 13-6. Also playing with reckless abandon for

Williams were Mike Curtln '86 and Marty Davey '85.

The C-side was victorious In an all too early game against Fair-

field. The final tally was Williams 25, Fairfield 4. The game's high
scorer was Jon Stanley '87, who had two tries, one set up beautifully

by Jeff Heilman '87. Charlie Lazor '87 and Gene Mazzaro '87 also

scored tries. Scrumhalf Drew Klein '84 ran the game well and
connected on a drop kick and a conversion.

The B's, who used many C-side players,were unable to keep up
with the Fairfield fifteen, dropping an 11-4 decision. John May '84

scored Williams' only try. Clark Otley '86 was the bright spot for

Williams at the fullback position. Otley outran the Fairfield line

time and again but received little support from his mates.
Williams finishes Its season at the Little Three Tournament at

Amherst this Saturday.
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Playwright, ambassador, educator,

economist, to get honorary degrees

Senior Dan Lee jammed away on his bass guitar during tlie student

concerts at Poker Fiats Saturday, braving the coid for the outdoor

Spring Weekend party. Lee is a member of the dance band "Joe

Band" and the rhythm and blues group "Twilight." (Khakee)

by Sarah Abernathy
Two Williams graduates and

four others will be awarded
honorary degrees at this year's

Commencement Exercises
June 3. Playwright Albert R.
Gurney Jr. '52 and Korean
Ambassador Kyung-Won Kim
'59 will receive degrees along
with economist Leo Cherne,
educator Floretta Dulces
McKenzie, Commencement
speaker Neil Simon and Bacca-
laureate spealcer Joseph
Brodslcy.

Cherne, an economist and
sculptor, was awarded the Pre-
sidential Medal of Freedom, the
country's highest civilian
award, by President Ronald
Reagan in 1983. In 1981 he
received the International Plat-

form Association Award, which
had previously been given to

three United States presidents,
for the accuracy of his social

and economic predictions over
many years.

He participated in the final

drafting of the Army and Navy
industrial mobilizations for

World War II, and later, as eco-

nomic advisor to General Dou-
glas MacArthur, constructed

Construction crews headed to campus
by Christian Howlett

When students return to cam-
pus next fall, several major
changes will be evident involv-

ing new construction, renova-
tion and demolition.

Baxter Hall, Jesup Hall,

Spring Street and Lasell Gym
will all be sites of such changes.

Baxter
After much talk and many dif-

ferent sets of plans, Baxter Hall

will finally get a much-needed
renovation. Phase I (the base-

ment floor) of the two-year ren-

ovation project will begin in a

few weeks. College officials say
the renovations should be com-
pleted in time for school in

September.
Phase I will include the crea-

tion of a central office for the

Record and other publications

and new offices for the Outing

Club, the Purple Key and other

student organizations in the cur-

rent game room area.

WCFM facilities will be
expanded, a large general
meeting room will be created,

and the Rathskeller area will be

revamped as a game room, and
eating, performance and party

area.

Phase II renovations, which
will include switching the pres-

ent mailroom and student
lounge on the first floor and
creating student study and TV
rooms, will be done during the

summer of 1985. The second
floor dining room area of Baxter
will remain unchanged.

Jesup Hall

The renovations of Jesup
Hall, which began this fall,

should also be completed by the

time school begins in Sep-

tember. At that time the build-

ing will house most of the

College's computers in one cen-

tral area, including the 100 new
microcomputers which will be

purchased in the near future

(see related story page 4 1.

Internally, Jesup will look

somewhat different, since all

but the west-facing windows
have been bricked up and the

old stage area has been
destroyed.

The new computer center will

have not only microcomputers
but the College's new central

computer system and word pro-

cessors. College officials are
still debating the question of 24-

hour access to the building.

New Gym
Construction on the College's

most ambitious project in

recent memory, a new gymna-
sium and swimming pool com-
plex, will begin in June and will

be completed by the fall of 1986.

The new complex, which will

connect with both Lasell Gym
and the Lansing Chapman
Hockey Rink, will include two
full size basketball courts and a

50 meter pool.

The new gym will have its

main entrance facing east by
the hockey rink off a raised

patio which will face the Law-
rence Art Museum addition. A
landscaped walkway will run
along the side of the building

from Spring Street to the patio.

Although construction on the

gym will take place all next

year, it will be largely hidden
from all but Berkshire Quad
residents by the presence of the

buildings on Spring Street.

"It will not be an architectu-

ral masterpiece in terms of

being seen from the outside,"

noted Athletic Director Bob
Peck, but it will be largely hid-

den, and more importantly, will

"unite all the athletic facilities

in the central part of the

campus."
As soon as the new complex is

finished, Lasell Gym will be
renovated as well. The current

Continued on Page 6

the program which revised the

Japanese tax structure and
helped change the character of

the Japanese economy.
Cherne also helped found the

Research Institute of America
and has been its Executive
Director ever since. He has also

served as the Chairman of the

Board of International Rescue
Committee, which functions on
four continents to assist people

fleeing totalitarian govern-
ments.
He is currently Vice Chair-

man of the President's Foreign
Intelligence Advisory Board,
which reports directly to Presi-

dent Reagan, and was Chair-

man under President Ford.

Cherne is also a sculptor of

many bronzes, one of which, of

Abraham Lincoln, is in the

White House.

Playright and Novelist

Gurney, a professor of Litera-

ture at MIT, is the author of

numerous plays, novels and
screenplays. He is best known in

the United States and England
for his plays, which have been

described as WASP manners
comedies that analyze the foi-

bles and uneasiness in Ameri-
can life.

His best-known play, "The
Dining Room," ran in New York
and at the Kennedy Center in

Washington, D.C., for the 1982-

83 season and is now playing in

London and Copenhagen.
Another comedy, "The Middle
Ages," opened off-Broadway in

1983 and his latest, "The Golden
Age," opened on Broadway this

spring.

His novels include "The Gos-
pel According to Joe," "Enter-
taining Strangers" and "The
Snow Ball," which will be pub-
lished this fall. He recently

adapted John Cheever's short

story "O Youth and Beauty,"
for PBS television.

Korean Ambassador
Kim, formerly the special

assistant on international
affairs to the President of the

Republic of Korea, is now the

Ambassador of the Korean Mis-

sion to the United Nations.

He has taught political

science at York University in

Toronto, New York University

and Korea University in Seoul.

He is a member of the Interna-

Jesup Hall is just one ol many campus and town buildings which

will be under construction this summer. The former Alumni Office

building will house the college computer center when it is com-

pleted in September. (Eagon)

Low voter turnout in

town dismays faculty
by John McDermott

Less then 20 percent of elegible Williams faculty voted in the most
recent town election, according to environmental studies professor

Thomas Jorling.

In Williamstown as a whole, 32 percent of the 3,978 registered

voters went to the polls, the Town Clerk's office said. The election

narrowed the field of candidates for town selectmen and the two
school boards. The general election is tonight.

Jorling said he calculated the number of faculty voters by com-
paring the voting rolls and the faculty directory, but he included

neither non-residents nor any visiting faculty. He declined to give a

figure more specific than "less than twenty percent."

"It shows a disappointing lack of concern in the part of the com-
munity that purports to be most concerned about town govern-

ment," Jorling said.

Jorling said he announced the figure at the April faculty meeting
to raise interest in today's general election, and in local politics In

general, but added that it was not discussed at the meeting.

Many faculty expressed some shock, if not at the general trend,
at least at the numbers.

"I was surprised," Chemistry professor William Moomaw said,
"although I knew that interest in town affairs has fallen way off

among the faculty."

"The events that effect each of us most directly are the local
government decisions," Moomaw said. Both Jorling and Moomaw
have served on town planning boards, and Jorling is a former EPA
administrator.

Faculty members reached by the Record had several explana-
tions for why so few of their colleagues voted.

Woodrow Wilson Professor of Government James MacGregor
Burns noted that faculty, like many students, often think of them-
selves as transients while at Williams. "Even faculty don't have a
sense of permanency," he said.

"I didn't really feel much of a sense of connection the first few
years," Dean of Faculty Francis C. Oakley said. "I wouldn't be
surprised if a good half of the faculty think of themselves as transi-

tive. I don't think peopleestablishmuchconnectlon with the town."
Economics professor Roger Bolton, a member of the town plan-

ning board, said he was "distressed" by the low percentage, and
disagreed with Burns.

He pointed out that no visiting faculty were included in the study
and added that he could find no explanation for the low number.

"It's a surprising figure, but on reflection it's perfectly consistent

with what I'd expect," said Professor of Poltical Science MacAlis-

ter Brown.
Brown said that newfacultyoftendonot relate to other townspeo-

ple until they move out of college housing and enroll their chidren in

local schools. But Brown said there were other factors. "It may
reflect a certain degree of apolitical thinking among the faculty."

Moomaw said the low faculty vote was evidence of a few prob-

lems in a "basically pretty good town-gown relationship." Citing

the aborted College plans for a commercial building at the south

end of Spring Street. Moonftaw called for greater consultation with

the town on the part of the College.
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Wrap—Up
As the year concludes, we evaluate the effectiveness of the student

voice this year. In some cases, the administration has listened or even
actively sought out student opinion. In others, students have been frus-

trated in reaching their goals.

In September, the all-night Van Alstyne Lounge in the library was
closed over student protest . Although the College Council was able to get

rooms in Hopkins Hall open all night, the convenience of Van Alstyne
was lost.

In November, citing damages to furniture during the Marshall Cren-

shaw concert, the College banned rock concerts in Chapin Hall. The
Student Activities Board's protests and recommendations were
ignored.

Despite widespread student opinion and a Record editorial in Janu-
ary, the gym's hours have not been expanded, limiting recreational

opportunities.

However, in many cases student opinion has had constructive impact.

The Housing Committee reinstated the policy of allowing seven fresh-

men to apply to Mission Park, thus improving its popularity. They were
able to achieve this despite the opposition of Dean Mary Kenyatta, a

nonvoting member of the student committee.
Lobbying by the Gargoyle Society and College Council was influential

in the Committee on Educational Policy's decision to let upperclassmen
take two pass/fail courses in their career, a policy that will be voted on in

next week's faculty meeting.

From poorly-attended all-campus meetings to lengthy consultation

with the involved student groups, the administration actively sought out

student input into the renovation of Baxter Hall. Students have had a
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real chance to make decisions on how their student center will look.

But the Baxter Hall meeting, while a highlight in the administration's

attitude towards sutdent input, was also a lowlight, because the students

seemed to have none. When there is no student voice, it will not be heard.

And student Input this year has come mostly from the same sources,

notably Gargoyle and College Council's officers. The average student,

in economist's terms, is a free-rider—doing nothing while others work to

reach goals from which all students benefit. Some students, it seems,
can only be motivated by an "Issue of the Year" (like divestment last

year) which sweeps the entire campus in its enthusiasm and discussion.

So even though the overkill and manipulative media techniques of an
Issue of the Year have been enjoyably absent this year, it is troubling to

speculate that much student interest and input has been missing as well.

LETTERS
Old Ideas

To the editor:

In the Record of April 24 I read with

astonishment my colleague Thomas
Spear's statement that "Williams intro-

duced the area studies program four or

five years ago,..." Perhaps he was mis-
quoted. The historical facts are quite dif-

ferent. The Area Studies program at

Williams began 22 years ago, as the cata-

logue of 1962 makes evident. It was
defined as multi-disciplinary, requiring

four courses, in three different disci-

plines, and emphasized that siudcnis,

rather than faculty, would discover and
profit from the correlations revealed by
various disciplinary approaches.
Former President John E. Sawyer

deserves primary credit for this curricu-

lar innovation. He encouraged those

faculty then interested in non-Western
culture to offer courses. He persuaded
departments to hire new faculty to teach

in the program. He was firm in making
clear to those faculty who were Euro-
pean and American centered that it was
time for a change in Williams' curricular

emphasis.
As for faculty involvement, it became

substantial during the 1960's, and con-

tinued into the 1970's. During most of that
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time the history department taught
courses in Russian, Latin American,
African, and East Asian history. Other
departments in Division II, while per-

haps not so heavily committed, were also

seriously involved. At one time in the

19b0's Williams offered Latin American
courses in anthropology, history, politi-

cal science, economics, literature—and
Latin America is an area the new pro-
gram does not feel confident enough to

include in its offerings.

Each academic generation seems to

believe that in curricular change it has
discovered the wheel. Actually, most
educational ideas have been tried
'jefore. Many do not survive because
they don't work; others fail because the
curricular interests of undergraduates
change. The "new" program in area stu-

dies is really not so novel. It requires six
instead of four courses for concentra-
tion. But one of them, the so-called "con-
cepts" course, need not involve the area
itself, but one of the disciplines. The
major innovation is the senior required
course, in which correlations among the
disciplines presumably will be made
under faculty guidance, rather than by
the students themselves. One notes with
unease, however, that all of the senior

courses planned for next year are to be
taught by historians. Presumably they

will primarily reflect an historian's

approach.

One of them, that on Russia, 1917-1931,

even has specific, somewhat rigid histor-

ical parameters. One hopes that these

courses will not become permanently
entrenched in the program, that in time a

way will be found to make them truly

interdisciplinary, and test the proposi-

tion that they can be taught successfully

by practitioners of different disciplines.

Such a goal will not be easy to achieve.

But if the program is to live up to its

advance billing, an effort should be
made to reach it.

Russell Bostert

History Department

Percentages
To the editor:

Last week's survey on the Honor Code
shed interesting light on the honor sys-

tem at Williams. However, an inaccu-

rate interpretation of statistics in the

editorial made us look more dishonest

than we are.

Although seven percent admitted to

cheating on an in-class exam, four per-

cent on take-home exams and six per-

cent admitted to plagiarism, it's

extremely unlikely that completely dif-

ferent students were involved each time.

In other words, you can't add these per-

centages (seven plus six plus four) and

assume that 17 percent of Williams stu-

dents cheat.

Orna Sainuelly '84

Ink
To the editor:

All semester, I have been feeling that

finally the Record had been doing at

least a fair job of reporting on activities

in the arts, and giving some prior notice
of arts activities in your new feature
Arts iix \ ieiv.

Unfortunately, your last issue, dated
May 1, returned to many old problems.
Granted, the lead story on page one
introduces the Commencement and Bac-
calaureate speakers from the arts. But
all your reviews of Parent's Weekend
activities mentioned all the major events
except the Berkshire Symphony, which
has many students in all .sections of the
orchestra. Their parents were here, too.

Also, since you eliminated Arts in
J icic in that issue, no mention was made
of the Choral Society concert, upcoming
on May 7. Nor was any mention made of
recitals by Mike Constantino and
Andrew Crain, or the Studio VII recital,
also upcoming.

Continued on Page 3

May 8, 1984 Op-Ed
Is the Honor Code a success, or is it obsolete?

by Kobert M. McLean
The Williams Honor Code and the prin-

ciples of academic honesty which it aims
to uphold are not common topics of con-
versation on campus. Many assume that
since they themselves do not violate the
Honor Code through cheating and pla-
giarizing, it can be assumed that this

holds true for the campus as a whole, and
hence that the Code is working well. But
there are at least two fallacies imbedded
within this assumption:

•First, the amount of cheating that

occurs is much greater than most stu-

dents realize. It's not just a problem
limited to a tiny handful of students; the

campus-wide survey showed that out of a

respondent pool of 415, I'/o of those ans-

wering had knowingly cheated on an in-

class exam. This doesn't even count the

people who have cheated on self-

scheduled/take-home exams and cases

of plagiarism (assuming that the latter

cases are not nil committed by the In-

class exam cheaters as well).

•The second fallacy Is the belief that the

Honor Code can work well solely on the

basis of self-monitoring (i.e. "I don't

cheat, and I don't feel the need to monitor

others"). Our version of the Honor Code
Is dependent upon pervading community
participation If it is to function well.

dents enter Williams they have already
formed certain moral attitudes towards
dishonesty and cheating. For those who
would not cheat whether the Honor Code
was present or not, the Honor Code may
Indeed seem superfluous.

The Honor Code cannot, however, be
simplified to mere classroom situations.

It Is the atmosphere of trust here which
the Honor Code promotes, and which
enables self-scheduled and take-home
exams to exist. Professors do vary in

terms of the extent to which they allow

students to make up exams or use the

self-scheduled option, but the overall

sense of trust makes life more pleasant

than It otherwise would be.

It was only In 1971 that the Honor Code
was given the range and flexibility it now
holds. Until that time, there were no self-

scheduled or take-home exams, and the

Code applied only to In-class exams,
upon which were to appear mandatory
signed Honor pledges. In 1971, students

decided to expand their responsibility

and make the Code inclusive of all types

of academic honesty. With the increased

responsibility, students no longer felt the

need for the written pledge as a

reminder, and it was decided to remove
that mandatory requirement from the

Code. The Increased scope of the Code

Students should not take a mandatory honor

pledge as an Insult to their integrity, but as an

affirmation of it.

Many respondents to the recent Honor
Committee survey commented that the

idea of potentially confronting another
student "one-on-one" in reporting viola-

tions discourages students from report-

ing violations. Can this reluctance

somehow be alleviated by allowing for

student anonymity? Although this might
prompt more people to report violations.

It would be unfair to the person accused
of cheating (who has not, after all, at that

point been proven guilty) to take away
the right of facing the person who
accuses him/her.
One possible solution is for students to

act collectively, either in expressing to

violators their view that such conduct

win not be tolerated ,or In deciding to

report the violation to the Honor Com-
mittee, where the one-on-one confronta-

tion would be avoided and replaced by a

peer group situation.

But there is still the question of

whether the Honor Code can be consi-

dered healthy and viable If students gen-

erally refuse to report violations. Many
students felt that the presence of an

Honor Code would not necessarily have

an impact on those who would cheat any-

way. It is true that by the time most stu-

then enabled such options as self-

scheduled and take-home exams, the

benefit of which most students
appreciate.

Those who felt back in 1971 that stu-

dents could handle the responsibility of

maintaining the integrity of the Honor
Code in all the academic realms
undoubtedly were optimistic about stu-

dents' willingness to report other stu-

dents. The extremely low frequency with

which this has occurred over the past

thirteen years seems a valid reason to

seriously re-evaluate the status of the

Honor Code.

In the survey, 92';^ claimed to under-

stand the Honor Code and its responsibil-

ities. But one part which many students

fail to recognize Is the obligation to

become aware of what constitutes

proper conduct In any given situation. If

the student is unsure of the professor's

expectations regarding the Honor Code

(and 20' ; felt that professors do not make
the expectations clear), it is the stu-

dent's responsibility to ask for clarifica-

tion. Yet according to the survey, 72'^ of

students don 't ask a professor to make a

clarification when something is unclear.

Increasing student awareness of the

This is the last Issue of the 1983-84 academic year. There will one more

Issue published for the seniors at graduation. The Record wishes all its

readers a good summer, and will resume publishing during Freshman

Days in September.

Honor Code is the most immediate need.

The Honor Committee does visit fresh-

man entries to discuss the Code and
should maintain the practice of impress-
ing upon incoming students the impor-
tance of the Honor Code at Williams. In

addition, the Honor Committee pub-
lishes at the beginning of each school

year an anonymous summary of Honor
violations which had been brought
before the Committee the previous year.

Even though this may momentarily
serve to increase student awareness, it is

soon forgotten.

The re-institution of the mandatory
honor pledge is vitally necessary to

increase student awareness. Several

departments and professors have main-
tained the signed pledge requirement on

exams, but It is necessary to make it a

uniform practice. Students should not

take a mandatory honor pledge as an
insult to their integrity but rather as an
affirmation of it.

The flexibility which the Code gained

from the changes made in 1971 extends to

the way the Honor Committee deals with

violations. There are no pre-determined
punishments, and the Honor Committee
can deal with cases on an individual

basis, taking the overall situation into

account. This differs vastly from the

more punitive Honor policies present at

many other schools, where any type of

infraction results in immediate expul-

sion. The more flexible system we now
have is the more desirable, but It does
require students to be willing to fulfill

their responsibilities.

Since 87'f of the survey respondents

felt that the advantages of the Honor
Code do outweigh the disadvantages. It

has a definite place on this campus. But
it seems that we can fulfill the ideals of

the Honor Code as a system of academic
integrity only if students choose to

uphold it.

Kobert \l. McLean '84 is the Chair-

man of the l98:i-84 Student Honor
Contmittee.

LETTERS
Continued from Page 2

All of these events are the culmination

of weeks and months of preparation by a

great many students, and are eminently
deserving of being brought to the atten-

tion of the campus and all your off-

campus subscribers. For the latter

group, the Record is their only contact

with day-to-day life, and all too fre-

quently it is an incomplete record they

read.
Douglas B. Moore

Ignored

Armhowzcr bv Fish

MiKf; you loc*. dmwn,
weu-, so. . . oiFFepEWTty.

YCAH, MY
CAKTOOUlST IS

STARTlNfi To APW
Himself

\

ftrtrng- coutD APRV

A FEW WOMEVl

WTto THIS MRTOON?

\

k

To the editor:

This marks the end of a year "In Cele-

bration of the Arts", right? So why have
about one-third of the events that have
taken place In the arts been fully

reviewed? How many exhibitions, plays,

and recitals have been ignored by this

campus? Many concerts and performan-
ces by talented and well-established

campus groups have been poorly
attended and not reviewed critically

enough, If at all. This fault lies in the

student body. Where is the support for

the fellow student's activities? Is the

lack of interest in the arts a reflection of

the attitude of the Williams student?

There's no point in a group working
towards a recital or a concert if the stu-

dents don't lend support. We're per-

formers, we're supposted to have a

crowd to please. So how about it folks?

Let's not disregard our responsibility as

the educated to support the arts in all its

myriad forms.

Mike Costantino '85

I

I
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Frosh going

to court soon
Judge John A. Barry will

make a final ruling on the case

of freshman Arvind Singh May 9

in Northern Berkshire District

Court on IS charges, including

four counts of breaking and

entering and one of possession

of stolen property.

On April 18 in court, Singh

submitted to the facts on all

accounts sufficient to warrant a

finding of guilty. His submitting

meant that instead of giving a

defense he will allow the judge

to make a decision solely on the

strength of police evidence, and
thereby possibly obtain a ligh-

ter sentence.

Singh was arrested March 30

by the North Adams and Willi-

amstown police after he broke
into the McMahon Chevrolet

dealership on Main Street and
drove out in one of the show-
room automobiles. The incident

resulted in ten charges, includ-

ing a variety of traffic
misdemeanors.
A numljer of other charges,

which were filed after Singh's

arraignment April 4, stem from
incidents in November and
March. He has been charged
with breaking into TGL Photo-

works on Water Street Nov. 19,

The Travel Store on Spring

Street March 3 and The Cottage

Boutique on Water Street

March 11.

After his arrest March 30,

police matched Singh's finger-

prints with some found at TGL
Photoworks. Police obtained a

search warrant and found
stolen cameras and equipment

in his dorm room in Sage A,

loading to a charge of posses-
sion of stolen property, a felony.

Through his lawyer, William-
stown attorney Bruce Cirinneli,

Singh then came forward and
admitted to the Travel Store
and Cottage break-ins. The lat-

ter included a theft of $50 in

cash.

Several of the felony charges
against Singh, including break-
ing and entering in the night-

time with the intent to commit a
felony and possession of stolen
property, carry with them max-
imum sentences of up to 20

years in a state prison.

However, unless he turns the

case over to a superior court.

Judge Barry can only deliver

maximum sentences of 2'/2

years in jail.

The prosecution, William-
stown and North Adams police,

has recommended a one year
jail sentence with at least six

months to be served, and is also

seeking restitution for stolen

and damaged property.

Judge Barry has ordered a

probation officer to conduct a

pre-trial investigation into

Singh's character and general

behavior.

In addition. The Dean's Office

has requested that Singh with-

draw from school for a year.

Award honors

late econ. prof
Brett McDonnell '85, an eco-

nomics and political science
double major, has been given
the first annual Van Duyne
Scholarship in Economics, the

Economies Department
announced last week.

Honorary degrees
Continued from Page 1

tional Institute for Strategic

Studies and is the author of

many articles and reports on
U.S. foreign policy and Asian
affairs.

D.C. School Superintendent

MacKenzie is the Superinten-

dent of Public Schools of the Dis-

trict of Columbia, a position she
has held since 1981. She has been
a teacher, administrator,
supervisor, counselor, curricu-

lum specialist and national

advocate for public education.

She served as the U.S. dele-

gate to the 1980 General Confer-

ence of the United Nations

Educational, Scientific and Cul-
tural Organization (UNESCO)
in Belgrade, Yugoslavia.

In addition, McKenzie was the

first woman to hold the post of

Deputy Commissioner of Edu-
cation at the Office of Educa-
tion, where she helped design
the new cabinet-level Depart-
ment of Education.

Known as "Flo" within the

D.C. school system, she has
given new meaning to the

phrase "Go with the Flo,"
which represents the caring and
no-nonsense approach she has
used toward teaching the child-

ren of the nation's 21st largest

school district since 1960.

Bicycles
at The Mountain Coat

^

Bicycles
for

Commuters,
Around-towners, Tom-ers

Quality repairs at very reasonable prices.

m MourrfaiTi Goat
130 Water Street, WiJiiamstown, Mass. 01267

Mon -Sat. 9-6; Thurs 'til 8

The award, named in honor of

former Associate Profes.sor of

Economies Carl Van Duyne who
died last year, is the depart-

ment's most prestigious award
and provides a $500 stipend for

the senior year.

It also provides another $IJIX)

for the first year of graduate

school, if the recipient does

graduate work in economics.

In addition, the Van Duyne
Scholar receives a stipend of

$1,500 if he is able to devote the

summer before his senior year

to full-time research in

economics.

The fund for the award was
set up last year by Van Duyne's
widow, Wendy Van Duyne, In

order to promote the kind of

deep involvement with econom-
ics that Van Duyne effectively

encouraged in Williams
students.

Kassin heads

for high court
Psychology professor Saul

Kassin has been awarded a Uni-

ted States Supreme Court Judi-

cial Fellowship for the 1984-85

academic year. The fellowship

is awarded to two or three scho-

lars every year for work at the

Supreme Court in the field of

judicial administration.

Kassin will be Involved in

behavioral research in the

courts during the year of his fel-

lowship, and will be available

for consulting in the Adminis-

trative Office of the Chief

,Iustice.

In recognition of another area

of his research, Kassin recently

received a $10,600 grant from

the Foundation for Child Devel-

opment which he will use for

research on children's percep-

tions of reward and the causes

of behavior.

Kassin's recent research has

focused on the relationship

between psychology and the

law, particularly the rules of

legal evidence, courtroom
procedure and the jury
decision-making process. He
has also consulted with trial

lawyers on advocacy and the

jury.

He is now preparing two
books for publication, "The
Psychology of Evidence and
Courtroom Procedure" and
"The American Jury on Trial:

Psychological Perspectives."

College may
save on new
Apples, IBMs
The student-faculty Commit-

tee on Academic Computing

passed a recommendation this

week that the College purcha.so

some combination of IBM-PCs
and Apple Macintosh and Lisa
computers as the 100 new micro-
computers which It win place in

Jesup Hall next year.

According to CommKtee
member Jon Carpenter '85, the

IBM-PCs would be for general
student/faculty use and word
processing, while the Apples
would be generally reserved for

the use of students in computer
science courses.

In addition, the DECMate
word processors in the library

may be moved to Jesup, Car-

penter said.

The College would purchase
its microcomputers in bulk and
thus receive a discount, which it

could pass on to students wish-

ing to purchase their own com-
puters, he said.

Although the exact discount

amount is not known, Carpenter
estimated that students may be

able to purchase a Macintosh
for $1,600 to $1,800. Discounts

would be only minimal for Lisas

or IBMs, however.

The Committee's recommen-
dation must still be approved by
a faculty/administration com-
puting committee, Carpenter
said. If it is approved students
will be alerted before the end of
the year as to possible discounts
for purchase over the summer.
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Levis

Adidas Shoes
All Athletic Equipment
Custom Printed T-Shirts

Everything for Men & Women
Racket Sales & Service

Class Rings

Gifts

CONGRATULATIONS
To the Senior Class
from all of us at

IriiCyp
We wish you much success and

happiness for the future.

And we would like to say THANK YOU to
all for making our year a busy and exciting
one.

We hope you all have a good summer,
and we look forward to seeing you in the fall.

^^
J'

We're a Sebastian Artistic Center
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We Make the Difference Between
OK and Extraordinary.
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Ephoria teamed up with the Octet and the Brown Derbies last

Satrday night in their spring concert. The concert featured a sur-

plus of new material, including Squeeze's "Pulling Mussels from a

Shell," sung by Paul Boocock '86. The Octet performed several

humorous tunes, including "Men" (right) and "Six Cats Getting Hit

with a Flamethrower." (Khakee)

Astronomers complete

new radio telescope
by Ned Ladd

The giant spider web on top of

Thompson Physics Laboratory
came to life last week as Kathi

Bell '85 and Andy Raffman '84

pointed the radio telescope

toward the sun. Their project,

under the direction of astron-

omy Professors Jay Pasachoff
and Tom Balonek, makes possi-

ble the observation of the sun In

invisible radio frequencies.

The telescope itself has been
around since the mid 70's when
a physics thesis student began
its construction. While the origi-

nal project was successful, Bell

and Raffman chose to apply

newer technology in order to

make the telescope more
powerful.

The project began in January
at a lab In Cornell. Bell and Raf-

fman worked with Cornell
researchers building a low noise

amplifier for the telescope. The
amplifier made use of new tech-

nology not available when the

scope was first built. They
brought the electronics package

back to Williams where post-

Baccalaureate fellow Geoff
Nunes helped them work out the

bugs.

Last Thursday, It all fell

together. Balonek and Raffman
guided the telescope by hand
(its mount is broken) and
pointed It toward the sun, a
strong radio source. The
response was quick and
powerful.

The next step, according to

Balonek, will be the replace-

ment of the mount with a new
one, bought from a local cable
TV firm. With the new mount
the telescope will be more sta-

ble and can be moved more eas-

ily. The ultimate modification
will be the installation of a
computer-controlled drive
system.

Balonek and Pasachoff plan

to use the telescope in introduc-

tory astronomy classes, and
Balonek will teach a senior

seminar on radio astronomy
next spring.

Williamsummer: playing to a packed house
by Karen Philipps

Although most Williams stu-

dents can't wait to get off cam-
pus at the end of May, more than
twenty educational and recrea-

tional groups can't wait to get

on. Judith Grlnnell and Lynn
Chick at the Williams College
Conference Office arrange for

these groups whose goals are
consistent with the "Williams
experience" to live on campus
and use the college facilities at

no profit to the College.

The first group to arrive after

buildings and grounds does
some quick repairs Is the Willi-

amstown Theater Festival on
June 3. The theater is active

until the end of August and is

included in the schedules of the

Berkshire Ensemble for Thea-
tre Arts, a theater training pro-

gram for young adults, and the

Summer Theatre Week whose
participants see a play a day.
The theater is also an indirect

part of the continued liberal arts

education programs that people
pursue at Williams In the
summer. Senior citizens who
participate in the week-long
Elderhostel program take three
courses taught by Williams pro-

fessors, such as The Religions of

Humankind, Mozart: The Uni-

versal Genius, and The New
England Coast. Other Williams
professors teach literature, phi-

losophy and religion, foreign

policy, music, determinants of

behavior and other subjects in a
five-week program for business
executives.

The American Jewish Com-
mittee Academy for Jewish Stu-

dies offers two five-day courses

at Williams. Children of ages 10-

17 attend a Computer Tutor

Camp on campus. Approxi-

mately 800 people from the Mas-
sachusetts Teachers Associa-

tion spend four days at

Williams.

Summer students do not only

exercise their minds but their

bodies as well. The Summer
Ballet Program at Williams
offers four classes daily in

ballet technique, pointe, mod-
ern and jazz. There is also a

summer tennis camp.
Several conferences are com-

ing to Williams this year for the

first time, such as the Williams-
Roper Course for Journalists,

the Brooklyn College Geology
Course, and the Cavalleri
Dance Camp.

Hi
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by John Clayton

An Amherst professor caught

fleeting fame as his soap opera

fantasy came true when he

appeared for five seconds in

"Search for Tomorrow" last

week, according to the Boston

Globe.

William Pritchard, an Eng-

lish professor for more than 25

years, started on his road to TV
stardom when he complained to

NBC that his favorite soap was
no longer being carried out of

Springfield.

"I'd been watching it faith-

fully for seven years," he told

the Globe. "It had become a

habit."

So he orchestrated a letter-

writing campaign (no doubt
using perfect grammar) to

bring back "Search". NBC offi-

cials then offered to fly him to

New York for a walk-on part.

Even Pritchard admitted his

part wasn't too demanding: he
walked into Blgelowe's Bar,
shook hands with the bartender
and sat down to drink a beer.
The Globe reported that he
looked "professorial in a tweed
jacket, buttoned-down shirt and
striped tie."

Williams Dean Daniel O'Con-
nor saidofthesituation, "I can't
see something like that happen-
ing here."

Pritchard said he liked
"Search", the longest-running

(Rjenzi's

COLLEGE BOOK STORE. INC-
WILLIAMSTOWN. MASS 01267
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soap on television, "because it

seems not to be too youth-

oriented, something not too

trendily up to date and a lot of

17-year-olds running around.

"It has traditional themes

such as love and death, rather

than the latest social Issues.

Here is a plot that doesn't con-

clude, a story that has no end.

Because of this it has to be inge-

nious!" he said.

The episode will be shown on

May 11; but Pritchard can't

watch it at home because
Springfield stations still don't

carry the show.

"But we'll see it by hook or by
crook," he told the Globe. "We
may even have to go to a motel
in Hartford to see it."

Continued from Page 1

two-level women's locker room
will be made into faculty locker

rooms, with the first room, next

to the wrestling room
The women will then be given

the current faculty locker

rooms in the basement. Four

saunas will be added, too, one in

each locker room for both

faculty and students.

The small second-floor gym in

Lasell will be converted into a

dance practice and perfor-

mance area, with roll-away

stands, a new hardwood floor, a

technical booth and provision

for special lighting. The current

dance studio will continue to be

used also.

The entire construction and

renovation project will cost

about $14 million, more than

half of which has already been

raised.

GRADUATE TO GOLD

CLASS RINGS at

The

WILLIAMS COOP
25 Spring St,

WEST PACKAGE STORE
Route 2

Between N.A. and Wllliamstown

8 am-10 pm M-W 663-6081 8 am-11 pm Th-Sat

Spring Specials
Cash & Carry

Busch V2 kegs $29.95

Carling's V2 kegs $25.00

Miller V2 kegs $35.00

Please order early

Beer Specials
Labatt's Beer & Ale S11.98/case + dep.

Moosehead S13.99/case -r dep.

Utica Club S6.99/case + dep.

Pabst S9.99/case -•- dep.

Knickerbocker big 16 oz. $7.99/case -•- dep.

Grolsch S15.99/case + dep.

— NOW OPEN —
WILLIAMS SHOP

Tasteful Quality

—Gifts

—Souvenirs
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Specialty Shops
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Summer Ski Storage

Now Until September S12.50

458-3605

15 Spring Street. Wllliamstown
Mon-Sat. 9-5:30 pm

Mastercard T^urs. 9-8:30 pm VISA

by Tom Oumphy
The rugby football club

played in the Little Three tour-

nament last Saturday. The A-
side, playing first, beat
Wesleyan 13-3 but lost to

Amherst 14-10. The B-side shu-

tout Wesleyan 9-0 and lost to

Amherst in the final minute of

play 7-6.

"Bob Ause '85 gave Williams a
3-0 lead against the Cardinals on
a penalty kick. Senior captain
Hugh Huizenga made a 30 meter
ramble through the Wesleyan
line to make the score 7-0. Ause
hit the conversion for a 9-0 half-

time lead. In the second half,

Wesleyan got three on a penalty
kick, but the Ephs responded
with a try by George Clemens
'86 to account for the final tally.

Williams fell behind in the

Amherst game 7-0 on a try and a

penalty. The teams then
exchanged penalty kicks, 10-3

Amherst. Ause made his second

penalty kick to cut the lead to

10-6. .Amherst scored a try mid-

way through the second half to

go ahead 14-6. Williams final

score was a try by John Frese
'84. The Ephs, down by four,

brought the ball to the tryline

late in the game but could not

push it over.

B's beat Cards
The B side beat Wesleyan in a

brutal 9-0 game. The Cardinals

lack of finesse cost them the

game but left many Ephmen ail-

ing. Williams scored on a

penalty kick by Chris Edwards
'87 and a try by Mark Tompkins
'87. Drew Klein '84 made the

conversion for the final points.

In the Amherst game, the

Ephs came out sluggish and
found themselves behind 4-0 at

the half. Williams played the

second half with spirit and con-

trolled the play. Williams took a
6-4 lead when Roger .Merriam
'86 bulled over the tryline and
Edwards converted. Amherst
did not mount any offense the

remainder of the game but a

questionable call by the referee

gave them a penalty kick.

Amherst made the kick with

less than a minute remaining to

seal the win, 7-6.

by Lee Farbman
The women's softball team completed their

sweep of Little Three foes by clubbing Wesleyan
12-2 on Saturday, in a game that every team
member played in. Earlier in the week the Ephs
dropped a close one to RPI, by a score of 6-5.

Karen Montzka '85 once again led the way for

the Ephs as she struck out ten Cardinal batters

and scattered five hits along the way. The tone of

the game was set when Kathy Oehllng '87 hit the

first pitch to the base of the fence. Williams

scored three times in the first inning, and never

looked back. Peggy Gentles '86 had a couple of

hits and two RBI's.

As usual juniors Theresa Galms and Laura
Napolitano played excellent games in the field,

with Napolitano leaping high to snare a line shot
over her head in the fifth inning.

RPI wins 6-5

In spite of giving up 13 hits and countless

errors, the Ephwomen were able to stay close to

RPI on Wednesday, finally losing by a 6-5 .score.

Errors were the story of this game, both mental

and physical. RPI got one in the first and four in

the second, but Williams gamely battled back.

The Ephwomen loaded the bases in the bottom of

the 7th, with two outs, but Oehling popped up to

end the game. Coach Harry Sheehy said "We
were in a legitimate position to win—that's all we
can ask. It would have been a great one to win."

The Ephs put the game out of reach when fresh-

man Trinki Sundt stepped to the plate as a pinch
hitter, with the Ephs leading 4-1. She got her first

hit of the year, driving in two runs. Krlsti Foster
batted for herself this game,and came away with
a hit and an RBI. The Ephs were helped by the
Wesleyan pitcher's wildness, as she walked in

several runs.

As the Ephs close their season, (tomorrow at

Cole field against .North Adams State) Sheehy
commented that he was pleased with the team's

attitude and with their improvement throughout

the year. He is optimistic for next year, as he has

a young team, with most of the players returning.

J.V. lax ends its most successful year

On Saturday the men's J.V. lacrosse team

chalked up their first ever winning season as they

humbled North Adams State for the second time

this year 8-6.

The laxmen riddled the North Adams goalie

taking 39 shots while on the other end of the field

goalie Dana Weeder '87 turned away 14 N.A.S.C.

missiles. Leading the Ephs in scoring were

attackmen Mike TurnbuU '85 with a hat trick,

Andy Jeffrey '86 with two, and Mike Stoddard '86,

with six assists on the day. Middies Doug Robie

'86, who netted two, and Brit Hutchins '87, who

tallied for one.

Throughout the season strong performances

were turned in by all the players under the direc-

tion of coach Michael Russo. Also on attack this

season were Chris Stearns '86, Tuck Rickards '86,

Fred Hopkins '87, Wendell -MUes '86, and John

Woodard '86.

Factoring in games throughout the year were

Midfielders Adam Guttentag '87, Davis Fulker-

son '87, John Hollister '87, Ted Plonsker '86, co-

captain Mike Chambers '84, Dave Clarke'87, Jeff

Cox '85, and Eugene Kim '86.

Finally the defensemen who shut down tRe

offense this year were co-captain Ken Macleod
'86, Mike Duncan "86, Chris Miller '86, Charlie

Goodwin '85, and Frank Caruso '87. Injured dur-

ing the season were Tony Gioffre '85, Sean Bren-

nan '87, Mark Broude '86, and Jim Johnston '84.

In their bid as the most successful J.V. lacrosse
team ever they recorded victories over Siena,

Dartmouth, and .North Adams (twice) while
losses came at the hands of -Middlebury, Hotch-
kiss, and Siena.

Tennis finishes season
Continued from Page 8

really worked well together."

.As a result of that teamwork.
and talent. Brook Larmer and
Tim Rives will be at the Division

III championships this week in
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Crews row in Lake Onota Regatta

John Hennigan '84 fires a pitch to a Lord Jeff batter in the baseball

team's loss at Amherst Saturday. (Ruderman)

Baseball falls to Jeffs^
splits two with NASC

by MMe Best

Playing two doubleheaders in

two days, the baseball team fell

In three out of four games this

weekend. On Saturday, the

Ephs traveled to Amherst and

dropped two to the Jeffs. On
Sunday, they did a little better,

splitting a twinbill with North

Adams State.

The first game against
Amherst was a close one. With

one out in the second, Tim
McKone'87 singled to left, scor-

ing Milie Coakley '85 and giving

the Ephs a 1-0 lead. Williams,

though, would manage only one

more hit until the seventh

inning.

In the top of the seventh with

Amherst up 4-1, Rick Hedeman
'87 singled to left. A single by

sophomore Dick HoUington
moved him to second before

Brian Rutledge '85 doubled to

center, driving in both runners

and putting the tying run in

scoring position. But the Jeff

pitcher got another strikeout to

end the game 4-3 in the Jeffs'

favor.

The Ephs were never really in

the second game. By the time

they got their first hit, Amherst
had a 3-0 lead. Jeff Lilley '86

stole home In the third, and Rob

Coakley '86 homered in the

sixth, but every time the Ephs
scored, Amherst racked up runs

in their half of the inning. The
final score was 10-2.

In the first game against

NASC, the Ephs did not need
much offense as pitcher Kevin
Morris '86 allowed only four

runs, one unearned, In going the

distance. The Ephmen got all

the runs they would need In the

second when DH Pieter Mulder
'86 singled with the bases loaded
to drive in two runs . Following a

North Adams run, the Ephs
added two more for the 4-1 final.

In the nightcap, the Ephs
scored three times in the second

on back-to-back RBI's doubles

by Rutledge and Rob Coakley.

North Adams, however,
scored five times in its half of

the inning. While the Ephmen
could only muster one more run.

North Adams added two, and
the game ended as a 7-4 loss for

Williams. Earlier in the week,

the Ephs lost to American Inter-

national College, 7-3, and beat

Middlebury 13-12 in eleven

innings. Their record is now 5-

10. They visit Union on Thurs-

day and finish the season with a

doubleheader at home against

Wesleyan on Saturday.

Varsity men take second

On Saturday, the men's crew held their only
home regatta in high winds and choppy water at

Lake Onota in Plttsfield, winning only one of the
four races against Trinity, Ithaca, and Marlst.

In the varsity men's varsity fours, originally
scheduled to be broken up into lightweight and
heavyweight divisions, Williams took first and
second place, beating Trinity's heavyweights.
The winning shell was stroked by Ben Williams

'85, with Lindsay Brown '86 at number three. Matt
Hettle '85 at two, Greg Heller '86 at bow and Ann
Levy '87 at coxswain. The lightweight shell which
finished second had J. P. Conlan '86 stroking, Dan
Damstra '86 rowing the three seat, David Esseks
'87 at two and Ken Hillman '85 in the bow.

Second to Trinity

All four schools entered the varsity eight race,
and Williams came away with second place
behind Trinity. The Trinity eight picked up a lead
of about a boatlength in the first 500 meters and
held it through the 2000 meter race.

The novice heavyweights also finished second,
though Marist did not compete, and the novice
lightweights finished third out of four. Trinity and
Ithaca won these races, respectively, as they
moved ahead in the first quarter of each race and
then won by about 1% boatlengths.

After this disappointing race, the crews will

travel to Philadelphia for the prestigious Dad
Vail Regatta, which features teams from all over
the East and some from Canada. The crews are
optimistic about their chances for doing well in

this season-ending race.

Women outrow Ithaca

by Alison Tucher
The women's crew team beat Ithaca College in

four races on Saturday but lost twice to a strong

Trinity team. Rough water and high winds on

Lake Onota in Plttsfield accounted for slower

than expected times across the board.

The varsity eight finished a boat's length

behind Trinity and a few seats ahead of Ithaca.

Coxswain Bethany Pray '85 said the boat has been

well in practice and rowed an encouraging first

500 meters but
'

'didn't deal with the conditions as

well as the other crew (Trinity) did." During the

last 500 meters of the 2000 meter race, waves were
washing over the sides of the boat and making It

difficult to apply power to the oar.

"Frustraing race"

Results in the novice eight competition were
similar in what freshman Sue Chrlstenson called

a "basically frustrating race." After pulling

ahead of both Trinity and Ithaca in the first 500

meters, Williams began to have trouble keeping

their boat set on an even keel and was unable to

hold off a Bantam comeback.
The J.V. eight was a two-boat race, where the

margin was so close that the Williams rowers did

not even know that they had won until they got off

the water. Not so for the novice four race, where
the Williams team finished many lengths of open
water ahead of Ithaca.

The Lake Onota race was Williams' only home
event and its last race before the Dad Vail cham-
pionship regatta in Philadelphia this Friday and
Saturday.

The men's varsity eight fights Its way through choppy waters to take second place In the Lake
Onota regatta. (Glick)

Jeffs drop laxers with two late goals
by Dave Paulsen

After batting heads with two of their toughest
opponents all year, the lacrosse team found itself

with two losses at the end of the week. The Ephs
fell 7-6 on Saturday at Amherst and 11-5 on Wed-
nesday to the top-ranked squad from Middlebury.

In Saturday's game, the Ephs gained a 6-5 lead
on a score from Mike O'Connell '87 with 7 minutes
remaining. The Lord Jeffs came back with two
quick goals however, to spoil any hopes of an Eph
victory.

Despite the loss, coach Renzle Lamb was
pleased with his squad's efforts. "We played
well," he said. "I'm pleased with the kids—
Amherst is a good lacrosse team." Lamb con-
tinued his analysis of the game,"We had all the
opportunities in the world, but we couldn't hold on
to a lead."

Four freshman accounted for five of the six Eph

goals in the contest. Rob Miller netted two goals,

while O'Connell, Steve Patterson, and Jim Sperry

added one goal apiece. Reese Hughes '85 added
the other Williams score. Goalie Brad DuPont '86

turned back 29 shots in another standout effort.

Panthers win 11-5

Wednesday, the Ephs ran up against the Mid-

dlebury Panthers, ranked first in New England
Division III polls, and ninth nationally. Middleb-

ury jumped out to a 4-2 lead after one quarter, and
then outscored the Ephs 4-2 and 3-2 in the second

and third quarters. Neither team scored in the

final period.

Miller and Hughes again led the Eph attack

with two goals apiece. John Huwiler '84 added the

other Williams score. DuPont stopped 21 Mid-

dlebury shots.

The team concludes their season on Wednesday
with a road game at Connecticut College.

Women's ruggers win
Little Three Crown

Tennis ends season by shutting out Cards
by Paul Mahoney

The tennis team finished up
its season with a 9-0 shutout of

Wesleyan this Saturday. In

well-played matches at first and
fourth singles, Brook Larmer'84
and Kevin Callanan'87 took

their opponents in three sets,

with all other matches being

decided in straight sets; Tom
Harrity, 6-1. 6-3; Mike Shore, 6-

4, 6-4,and Jamie King 6-3, 6-0-

all retiring Seniors. Junior Tim
Rives demolished his opponent

in under 15 minutes in a 6-0, 60

blowout.

In doubles play, it was a sim-

ilar story, with the pairs of

Larmerand Rives, Harrity and
Callanan. and Sophmores Chris

Clarey and Tim Petersen all

taking straight set victories.

In action against Albany State

last Tuesday, the men came
away with a close 5-4 victory

over a much weaker team. It

seems to have been a match of

missed opportunities, but they

pulled through in the end.

Larmer, Rives in Nationals

The squad ends the year with

a 6-4 record, having placed third

in the NESCAC tournament in

late April. The team and coach
Sean Siaone are generally

pleased by their performance,

but regret those close losses to

Colgate and Amherst that do not

reflect the true caliber of the

squad. But, according to Sloa-

nc,"The team Improved tre-

mendously. It's a tribute to

them that they did so well. They
Continued on Page 7

by Helen Kaulbach
The women's rugby football

club ended its season by captur-

ing the Little Three champion-
ship Saturday. The A-side
decimated Amherst 10-0 in the

7:30 AM game at Amherst,
stripping the Lady Jeffs of their

shirts in the traditional shirt-

betting contest.

Marian Cremin '86 scored t'he

first try in a penalty run to the

try line, resulting in a halftime

score of 4-0. In the second half

Doric Dewar '85 broke away
from Amherst in a 40-yard solo

run to the try zone. A successful

conversion liick gave Dewar six

points for the final score of 10-0.

The Lady Jeffs were no match
for Williams, as the Ephwomen
kept the ball in Amherst's def-

ensive zone throughout the

entire game. This was the last

game for seniors Lael Luedtke
and Sarah Keohane who will be

missed next year.

l'i-4 for B-side

The B-side displayed as much
talent as the Aside, annhilating

Amherst 12-4. In the second play

of the game, newcomer Denise
Saunders '87 ran over 60 yards
past the stunned opponents to

score a try. Scrumhalf Steph
.Jacon '87 then made two power-

house plays pealing off the

scrum to score a eight points.

In the second half, Williams
contained Amherst until a

breakaway gave the opponents
four points. Amherst was
simply not prepared for the skill

of the B-side. Senior Andrea
Gessner played admirably in

her last game.
The A-side ended the tourna-

ment with a 30-mlnute game
against Wesleyan. Once again,

the opponents were vanquished
10-0. Dewar scored another try

and converted the ball for

another six points. Cacky Caan
scored her first try in the scrum
play near the try zone. Sunny
Edelstein '85 deserves credit for

her breakaways and tackles.

The team completed its sea-

son in a dramatic reversal of

performances. After a poor
start of one win and three loses,

the Little Three wins evened the
ruggers' record at 3-3-0.

CORRECTION
Last week's women's rugby

picture was incorrectly capti-

oned. The picture was of Dorie
Dewar '85 playing in the Aside
championship finals against
Middlebury in the Inverness
Tournament.
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by Daniel T. Keating
Jeffrey H. Brainard

and Jon Tigar (in absentia)

Okay, I know we were supposed
to write the Year in Review for

1983-84, but face it, there are a lot

better things to do during Senior
Week than writing . . . and to tell

you the truth, it wasn't all that hot

of a year anyway. I mean, what are
people going to remember this

year for?

•The Year of the Arts. No, proba-
bly not. There were some nice pos-

ters in the beginning of the year
and Jason Robards was pretty cool

at Convocation. But, face it. The
Year of the Arts wouldn't even
qualify for Thrill of the Month.
•The Year of Living Danger-

ously. There's potential there. We
had an earthquake, two fires in

Mission Park, students accosted
by a drunken local high schooler
with a gun, the B & G hit squad
liquidation of the Alice Aycock
sculpture (alternately viewed as
the B & G crew clean-up of a use-

less and forgotten sewer hole, or
mini-fallout shelter, or whatever),
and the U.S. News & World Report
poll listing us second to the Defec-
tors in small, liberal arts colleges.

Luckily, none of these disasters

had permanent ramifications, so,

although they provided some
excitement, they do not sum up the

entire year.

•The Year of the Academic
Screwing of the Class of '84

. Sounds
a little harsh, maybe, but consider
the following: with the supjjort of a
vote by last year's graduating
class, the College this y>:!ar cut Phi
Beta Kappa in half—good-bye
golden key, glory, honor and fame;
and, as if it's not bad enough that

only half as many people will be
named Academic All-Stars, Col-

lege Provost David A. Booth
proudly announced this fall that

grade inflation is no more. So we
did not receive bloated GPA's and
undeserved credit for our less-

than-stellar efforts. What a blow to

human dignity.

•The Year of The Flume. That's
it. A foamy, white churling trough
of semi-regurgitated slop that
affronts the eye, irritates the nose
and fouls the hand. That is, without
doubt, the most memorable ele-

ment of 1983-84, and perhaps of the

last four years. In fact, it could be
argued that The Flume best sums
up the nearly 200-year existence of

the College.

Now that the year has been satis-

factorily labeled, we can move on
to a more generalized rendition of

the past nine months.

SEPTEMBER
In an unusually untraditional

move for the College, Convocation,
consisting normally of esoteric

speeches intended to douse any
remnants of summer excitement
before the academic year begins,

featured performances by Jason
Robards and Janos Starker as the

kick-off to the aforementioned
Celebration of the Arts. The arts

received no boost during the com-
munity's shaky rendition of The
Mountains, but there was plenty of

room for improvement.
While posters proclaimed "Art

Works," students turned their

attention to the more banal con-
cerns of The Flume in Baxter, the

disappearance of Coke, Tab and
Sprite in favor of Pepsi, Diet Pepsi
and Mountain Dew, and the paving

Political views expressed on campus come from both the left.

THE YEAR IN REVIE^V
of the Frosh Quad. Reaction to the
Pepsi Challenge was mixed but
often vehement, and students
accepted the remodeled Quad, but
The Flume drew unabashed criti-

cism.

OCTOBER
An exciting month, as months go

around Williams, October included
an earthquake, a fire, a gunman,
alcohol awareness week (that
should be the subtitle of Senior
Week) and possibly the last rock

carrying them away as part of

Winthrop Wassaner's war on
weirdness.

NOVEMBER
Early in November the commun-

ity learned the sad truth that Alice

Aycock's outdoor sculpture behind
the shops at the end of Spring
Street had been bulldozed over the

summer. That it took so long for

people to find out is not shocking,

considering that the artist herself

did not even know that her work

During the Year of the Arts at Williams, expression
was neither traditional nor permanent.

concert ever in Chapin Hall.

The quake measured 5.2 on the
Richter scale, but we had to take
someone else's word on that since
the College's seismographs
haven't been in operation for
years. Few people on campus felt

the 6: 19 a.m. tremor, but all of Mis-
sion Park was roused later that
morning when newspapers stuffed
In a heating duct caught fire.

That same week, two students
were accosted by a 17-year-old Wil-
liamstown resident with a gun. The
students reported that one of them
had thrown a beer into a passing
car that swerved to hit a pedes-
trian on Spring Street. The stu-
dents were not frightened when the
car returned and the driver threa-
tened to wrap Shannon McKeen's
books around his head, but when
the driver pulled out a gun, the fun
ended. The gunman was arrested
and charged with assault with a
deadly weapon, illegal possession
of a deadly weapon and possession
of marijuana.

Another eye-catching event dur-
ing October was Alcohol Aware-
ness Week, whose major feature
was overturned, wrecked cars on
Baxter Lawn. Some students
reportedly attributed the cars to

Vito Acconci, artist in residence
this fall, and suspected B & G of

(Govan)

had existed as long as it did. News
of the demolition hit the national
press wires and even merited 30

seconds and a smirk from Tom
Brokaw on the NBC Evening
News. Just when spirits may
have sagged, the campus was
visited by the Reigning Queen of

the Far Right, Phyllis Schlafly. No
Richter scale was present, but
Schlafly unquestionably shook the
capacity crowd that turned out to

hear her in Chapin. She explained
to the unenlightened the true mes-
sage of Kramer Vs. Kramer: high-
minded, liberated women are
destroying the family, the society
and, most-important, themselves.
The feminists called her simplistic
and dangerous, but on-campus
dogmatic dittos ate it up. Shortly
after Schlafly's visit, the College
decided Chapin Hall had had
enough rough-housing, and
decided that rock music concerts
will not happen any more In

Chapin. Student suggestions for

alternative solutions to the prob-
lem of damage in Chapin were soli-

cited and offered— then Ignored.

DECEMBER
In a move no one expected, noted

professor James MacGregor
Burns proposed at a faculty meet-
ing to abolish Thanksgiving vaca-

{

tion because it comes at a bad
time. He then withdrew the

proposal.

Everyone took their exams and
went home for Winter Recess,

which Burns has yet to protest.

JANUARY
In January freshmen acted up

and were pulling fire alarms at an
epidemic rate. E)ennett House was
also the scene of an inferno early

one morning as some candles

Advisory Committee on Share-

holder Responsibility to discuss

investment policy.

FEBRUARY
After a Record op-ed thus con-

cluded that the anti-apartheid

movement had lost some of last

year's momei^tum. The Williams
Anti-Apartheid Coalition firmly

responded that, in fact, "WAAC is

not dead."
The results of a survey of Willi-

ams freshmen by the Cooperative

-;..«'-•-•<

ignited a smoky blaze In one suite.

No one was hurt, but the sight of

firemen smashing windows and
dropping a burning couch out of a

third-story window was memora-
ble.

The College had its own way of

trashing buildings, as It canceled

plans to build a commercial office

at the end of Spring Street when
bids came in twice over budget and
conflicted with the Williamstown

zoning code. In a related decision,

Pappa C's current building will be

razed to enable renovation of the

bookstore.

Politics were luke-warm during

Winter Study but not as sizzling as

the anti-apartheid hunger strike

the year before. The Williams Dis-

armament Forum sponsored a

two-day conference on nuclear

weapons and the nuclear freeze

featuring an impressive range of

speakers. Understandably, the

complexity of the subject and the

eloquence of the pro- and anti-

disarmament speakers left many
unanswered questions.

The student voice was lost in the

winter wilderness. Students
showed their depth of concern for

the Baxter renovation plan when
only 11 of them showed up at an
all-campus meeting to discuss the

changes. Even fewer—two stu-

dents and a Record reporter-
showed up at a meeting of the

;-,^:X

Institutional Research Program
did little to dispel the notion that

Williams students are becoming
ever more foolish. More 'burgers

than at other colleges or in pre-

vious Williams classes said they

favored business careers, econ as

a major, lower taxes and larger

families, while they were against

legalizing marijuana. And even

more of the little buggers want to

get in here next year.

Amherst abolished its frats,

finally deciding to follow the pro-

gressive lead made by Williams 20

years ago.

MARCH
In March we learned that Willi-

ams was scheduled to become a

super-charged media arena where

the ailing losers in the Democratic
presidential primary campaign
would take swipes at one another in

front of a liberal and appreciative

audience. Gary Hart, Jesse Jack-

son and George McGovern all said

they were coming, but after the

New Hampshire primary the, er,

47-year-old Hartpence decided

that Williams was just too small to

fit Into his empire-conquering
plans.

Jackson also shunned us, but

McGovern spoke here because, as

he put It, "I've always thought the

voters of Massachusetts were
exceptionally intelligent."

The College Council elections

were no less of a scramble this

year. Not only did we have candi-

dates running on tickets for the

first time, but the tickets were

counterfeit. Sridhar Ramaswamy
'86 was allowed to run for the vice-

presidency, a post for which fresh-

men are ineligible.

Ramaswamy's running mate,

gun-runner Shannon McKeen '85,

said he didn't tell him of the prob-

lem because "I figured if they

[Council] let it ride, I'd let it ride."

But the Williams electorate did not

let McKeen ride into the presid-

ency, electing Andrew Cypiot '85 in

a run-off instead.

APRIL
Our dreams of rock and roll

glory were dashed when RPI lured

The Clash away from Williams

with more bucks and Madness can-

celed a scheduled appearance.

Instead, we got an uninspired per-

formance from The Waitresses

and wild bopping with Gang of

Four. The first concert to be held in

Lansing Rink in awhile, the acous-

tics resembled those in an aircraft

hanger.

The Trustees approved the pur-

chase of $2 million worth of compu-

ters to be installed in the

newly-renovated Jesup Hall by

this fall. The College will buy both

a large central computer and

microcomputers for student use.

One day students may have termi-

nals in their dormitory rooms so

that they can peruse the next day's

Food Service menu and break into

Chase Manhattan's recruiter's

databank, while meanwhile the

College spies on students' study

habits.

Chris Harned received the Gros-

venor Cup for being the junior

"who best exemplifies the tradi-

tions of Williams." Harned admit-

ted that he was "kind of humble
about it." In the following week's

Record, Harned's protege and
News Office co-worker Dave
Paulsen '87 remarked that "I know
Chris Harned, and he's not humble
about anything."

A committee called the Finan-

cial Aid Task Force recommended
that Williams increase the level of

financial aid it provides, to bring

Williams to par with other selec-

tive colleges, and also that it admit
more geniuses, as if we don't

already have enough.

Freshmen were again at it in

April, with a late-night bonfire in

the Quad which popped sidewalk

blocks and caused $700 in damage.
The Quad sustained $5000 in dam-
ages for the year.

MAY
Upperclassmen made a stab at

being rowdy with the return of the

Dodd Daytona, a traditional chug-

and-run race around campus that

had fallen by the wayside recently.

In a close vote the faculty voted
down a proposal that would have
allowed students to take two of

their total semester courses on a

pass-fail basis. The majority of the

faculty felt the proposal would
encourage students to blow off

even more of their classes than

they already do, rather than to be

intellectually adventurous.

JUNE
Graduation is upon us, and like

meaningless molecules of Savory
Tofu Pie, we seniors have been

washed away in the Flume.

and the far right (Khakee and Eagon)
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Fellowships^ awards and prizes given out-

GRADUATE FELLOWSHIPS
Horace F. Clark Prize Fellowship

Peter T. Kandel '84

Marc F. Wolf '84

Francis S. Hutchins Fellowship
Richard D. Dodds Jr. '84

William R. Sawyers '84

Hubbard Hutchinson Memorial
Fellowship

William W. McClaren III '84

Hill C. Snellings '84

Charles Lansing Fellowship
No award

John Moody Fellowship
Joel S. Hellman '84

Dr. Herchel Smith Fellowship

Amy E. Frost "84

Alison M. Tucher '84

James R. Voelkel '84

Williams-in-Hong Kong Teaching
Fellowship

David S. Bicknell '84

GENERAL AWARDS
William Bradford Turner Citizen-

ship Prize
Awarded to the member of the

graduating class who, in the judge-

ment of the faculty and of the gra-

duating class, has best fulfilled

one's obligations to the College, to

fellow students, and to self.

Blake A. Martin '84

Allan L. Grosvenor Memorial
Award

Awarded to that member of the

Junior Class who best exemplifies

the tradition of Williams.

Christopher B. Harned '85

PRIZES
Academy of American Poets Prize

John A. Bird, Jr. '86

John Sabin Adriance Prize in

Chemistry
Robert C. Brooks '84

BENEDICT PRIZES
In Biology

First Prize: Carol L. Dorfman '84

Second Prize: David A. Bader '84

In French
First Prize: Elizabeth A. Scott '84

Second Prize: Elizabeth K. Quin-

son '84

In German
First Prize: Doris H. Beyer '84

Second Prize: Carolyn Scott '84

In Greek
First Prize: Marie-Elizabeth

Schell '85

Second Prize: Thomas J. Lydon '86

In History

First Prize: Laura F. Pasik '84

Second Prize: Philip D. Carroll '84

In Latin

First Prize: William S. Harrison
'84

Second Prize: Robin S. Lorsch '86

In Mathematics
Martin V. Hildebrand '86

Jon G. Riecke '86

Gains C. Bolin Essay Prize

Donald T. Weed '84

Kenneth L. Brown Award in Amer-
ican Studies

To be awarded in the fall

Sterling A. Brown Award
Craig R. Venable '84

— NOW OPEN —
WILLIAMS SHOP

Tasteful Quality

—Gifts

—Souvenirs

Browse and enjoy

H Specialty Shops\

CONGRA TVLA TIONS
CLASS OF 1984

458-3605

15 Spring Street, Williamstown
Mon-Sal. 9-5:30 pm

Mastercard Thurs. 9-8:30 pm VISA

Canby Athletic Scholarship Prize

J. Christopher Eagon '84

David Taggart Clark Prize in Latin

Anne M. Bechan '87

Class of 1925 Women's Scholar Ath-
lete Award

M. Story Reed '84

Comparative Literature Essay
Prize

Timothy E. Goss '85

Rebecca A. Mac Dougall '85

Conant-Harrington Prize in

Biology

J. Christopher Eagon '84

Henry Rutgers Conger Memorial
Literary Prize

Michael J. Govan '85

Doris de Keyserlingk Prize in

Russian
Susan D. Lindfors '84

Garrett Wright DeVries Memorial
Prize in Spanish
Jenny L. Utech '84

Sherwood O. Dickerman Memorial
Prize

Robert M. O'Connell '87

Dwight Botanical Prize

Thomas A. Perry '84

Gilbert W. Gabriel Memorial
Award in Theatre

Julie H. Schmutz '84

Arthur B. Graves Essay Prizes

Art
Fatimah T. Rony '84

Economics
Tracy E. Burrows '84

Andrew O. Crain '84

Murray E. Hennessy '84

History

Laura F. Pasik '84

Martine H. Westermann '84

Philosophy
David M. Yaskulka '84

Political Science

Joel S. Hellman '34

Religion

Lisken Van Pelt '84

Graves Prize for Delivery of Essay
Hunsoo Kim '85

Nicholas A. Nocca '84

Frederick C. Hagedom, Jr. Prize
Hernando Garzon '84

Henry H. Hamilton Premedical
Award

Anne B. Oettgen '84

Thomas G. Hardie III Memorial
Award in Environmental Studies

Julie A. Woodward '84

C. David Harris, Jr. Prize in Politi-

cal Science
George A. Clemens '86

Willard E. Hoyt, Jr. Memorial
Award

John V. Leahy IV '84

Arthur C. Kaufman Prize in

English
John F. O'Brien '84

Jack Larned International Man-
agement Prizes

Graduate
Daeng Nazier (C.D.E.)

Maria L. Panlilio (C.D.E.)

Undergraduate
No award

Lathers Prize and Medal
Roger W. Doughty '84

John C. Springer '84

David N. Major Prize in Geology
Karen A. Dempsey '84

Leverett Mears Prize in Chemistry
Anne B. Oettgen '84

Willis I. Milham Prize in
Astronomy

James R. Voekel '84

John VV. Miller Prize in Philosophy
Jrescent R. Varrone '85

Richard Ager Newhall Book Prize
in European History
Laura E. Greene '87

Michelle Pedretti '84 Continued on Page 8
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Intense competition marked all Williams sports this year, as demon strated here as John Campbell '84

chases a Panther to the ball. (Khakee)

The Year In Sports

The rise and fall of Williams athletics
by Lee Farbman

and David Heinlein

Well, the verdict is in. By our
count, we win. Counting only the
sports we counted, that have a
team title, that play one season,
and that we could find information
about, Williams won more Little

Three titles than Amherst this

year. The score was 8-0, and we
won all the big ones.

Consider the facts: Men's cross
country won their 14th straight Lit-

tle Three title. Men's Swimming
won their sixth straight Little

Three. Women's swimming won
their fourth in a row. Men's soccer
won the Little Three and beat
Amherst twice in three days.
Men's squash won 9-0, 9-0 over Lit-

tle Three foes, and finished third in

the nation. Need we say more? I'm
afraid we must.
Remember September-

incoming freshmen, changing
courses, fun times at the Log, an
undefeated football team. Then the

seasons began.

The highlights: Men's soccer
regained the long lost Little Three
title by defeating Amherst and
tying Wesleyan while compiling a
10-3-3 overall record. Led by All-

American Jeff McEvoy '86, the
Ephs finished second in the NES-
CAC tournament. Men's cross
country, led by seniors John Nel-
son and Bo Parker, cruised to a
second place NESCAC finish and a
fifth in the New England Division

ni meet. Inspired by a visit by
Coach Chris Larson-Mason and the

U.S. Olympic team. Field Hockey
finished with an 8-4 record and a
Little Three title.

Solid Performers: Women's ten-

nis went 7-5, Rugby won the Little

Three, and football was 1-0 with a
big defeat of Middlebury.
Also fans: Women's cross-

country, football. The football

team got no breaks this year,
except in various twnes, muscle
fibers, and ligaments holding
together the starting 22. While the
2-5-1 record was disappointing, no
Eph fan will ever forget the come
from behind drubbing of Tufts.

(Oh, I guess it was a tie.) Down by
eight, six seconds left, ball's on our
own 20. B.J. Connolly '84 completes
a pass to John McCarthy '84 at the
Tufts 20 as time expires. But wait!

Face masking on the tackle! We
get one more play! Complete to

McCarthy again, touchdown!
Down two points now, time still

expired. Then to Paul Coleman 'ST;

over the middle for the two point

conversion. We win! ...er, tie!

Rememl)er Winter Study? One
class, pass/fail (visit foreign coun-
tries for credit.) Wild time at the

Log. The debut of Harry Sheehy.
Higlilights: Men and women's

swimming continued their domi-
nation of New England competi-
tion. Both won the New Englands
and finished fourth in the Nation-

als. Men's squash, led by GregZaff
'84, Tom Harrity '84, and Billy Nau
'84, the AU-Amerlcans, and co-

captain Jamie King '84, went 20-2,

won the Little Three, and finished

third in the Nationals while win-

ning the team sportsmanship
award. Women's squash won the

Little Three en route to a 6-3 sea-

son. Jeff Hastings '81 competed for

the U.S. at Sarajevo, and his par-

ents displayed a Williams banner
for national television. The two of

us could talk for days about Men's
hoops (roundball, cage, basket-

ball), but we'll keep it simple.

Dominated Little Three—went 4-0.

Defeated NCAA tournament
runners up Clark University. Artie

Pldoriano '84 sets Williams all-

time scoring record with 1,486 total

points. Coach Sheehy establishes

himself as the next John Wooden.
The Sixth Man returns (the legend
continues I.

in other action. ..Women's
hockey went 7-5 including two vic-

tories over Wesleyan. (Amherst
doesn't have a team). Men's skiing

placed 11th in the nationals, put-

ting Crawford Lyons '84 and John
Pier '85 as AU-Amerlcans. The
women sent three skiers to the

nationals.

B (or effort department: Men's
hockey, led by goalie and Captain
Dan Finn '84, finished at 10-11-1,

and 8-8-1 in the ECAC, suffered a
seven game losing streak, and a
crowd that no one wanted to claim
as their fans at the Amherst game.
The women's basketball team
went 6-12, including three Little

Three losses.

Ahh, Spring break—sun tans,

spring training, the dog track
opens. No one at the Log.

To Win: Women's lacrosse,

men's tennis, men's golf. The lax-

ers were 7-3-1 and took fourth place

in the NIAC tournament. Brook
Larmer '84 won the number one
singles title in the NESCAC tennis

tourney, and the team finished

third and had a 5-5 season overall.

Chris Harned '85 finished first in

the NESCAC golf tournament, as
did Williams, the second straight

team title for the Ephs.
To Place: Men's track won an

upset Little Three title. Coach Far-
ley exposed his best side. Bo
Parker "84 took second in the 1500

at the New Englands, John Camp-
bell '84 was third In the pole vault

and qualified for the Division One
meet, the mile relav took second,

and Bernie Krause '84 qualified for

the nationals in Minnesota. Men's
rugby also had a good season, but

lost the Little Three title they won
in the fall to the spring Defector
squad. The rugby Godesses won
the Little Three. The crews did

well too— the women took fourth at

the Dad Vail Championships, and
won the Little Three, the men fin-

ished second in the Little Three to

Wesleyan by 0.1 seconds. Bill

Sperry and Tom Davies led the

menlaxers to a 6-5 record, and a tie

for the Little Three title. Women's
Softball swept the Little Three.
To Show: Baseball went 5-11 and

committed more errors than
Ronald Reagan's cabinet. Captain
John Hennigan '84 got to manage
part of the 14 inning heartbreaker
at Wesleyan when Coach Coakley
got tossed out.

So there you have it fans, the rise

and fall of Williams sports. The
complete compendium of intercol-

legiate competition. The
unabridged encyclopedia of

athletic contests, written by two
guys who probably saw more
sporting events than any other two
fans, (and who are getting paid by
the word ) . And you can take it from
us, it tras a good year for sports.

Even If it is an unofficial tally, we
hereby declare that Williams won
more Little Three titles than either

of the other two contenders.
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